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RAILWAY AGE GAZETTE—Index. July 1—December 31, 1912.]

GENERAL INDEX
[Illuslraled articles are indicated thus*; Editorials thus^; Letters to Editor thust]

Accident: ,,
Ann Arbor near Marion. Mich., 445

Belgium, at Marlieban, 588
Canadian Pacific at Mattewa, Ont.. 445

Ca.unllies on St. L. & S. F.. U17 ^ .

Causes of and Remedies for Railway Acci-

dents, Park. W. L., on. 187t. \^2i

OiicaRO & North Western near Lyndhurst.

Chicaci. Burlington & Quincy at Western

Sprfnks. 128. 145t. H^t, 174. 274t. 290,

445
Chicago Great Western. 849
Chicago. Milwaukee & Puget Sound, near

Kcechelus. Wash., 356
Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha,

near Camp Douglas, Wis., 445 ....
Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton, at AnUocb,

I. C. C. Report on, 933
.

Cincinnati Hamilton & Dayton, at Irving-

ton, Inci.. 958. 1000. 1217
Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton, near De-

catur. III., 396
^ .„„.

Collision Record Reduced, I89t

Dead Line at Frisco Stations. 736

Delaware. Lackawanna & Western, iiear

Corning. N. Y., 40t, 65, 129, 146t, 172,

Dr"kinyand''Accidcnts, llSt 440 724 797

Employees and Accidents, 336t, 614t, 62U,
722t. 826t. 876J. 896. 11291

Explosives: Bulletin on Accidents, 804

France, near Cabourg. 588
Government Regulation, 639

. ., c
Government Reports, Deficient and Unfair,

Great Northern, Broken Rail, 188t

Great Northern, near Sharon, N. D.. 65

Industrial Accident Record of the Canadian

Department of Labor. 172
Interstate Commerce Commission Annual

Report. 1188 _ r, „ ^
Interstate Commerce Commission Bulletin

No. 43. 466

Lake' Shore & Michigan Southern at Ash-

LeMon^of Three Collisions. 146t, 234t. 336t,

614t. 621t 622J. 722t, 826t
Ligonier Valley, at Wilpen, Pa., 40t, 66.

129, 131, 146t ^. , ..

London & Northwestern, at Ditton Junction,

Marion, Bluffton & Eastern, at Marion,

Ind.. 66 . «« T , 4JA
Monthly Summaries: June, '8: J"}?- !'"'•

August. 512; September, 802; October,

989: November, 1192
National Railways of Mexico, at Calera,

Mex.. 478
. ^ _ .

New Orleans & North Eastern, near EsU-
buchie, I. C. C, Report on, 318

New York Central & Hudson River, at

Hyde Park, N. Y.. 214, 868t, 888. 980t
New York. New Haven 4 Hartford, at Dor-

chester. Mass., 319
New York. New Haven & Hartford, at Mil-

ford, Conn., Green's Farms and Putnam,

New Vork, New Haven & Hartford, at

Westport. Conn.. 692, 1001. 1035, I074t,

1123t. 1124t. 1143
.

Passengers on Freight Trams. 1050
Pennsylvania Lines West, at Dresden, Ohio.

Pennsylvania R. R., at Glen Lock. P».,

Pennsylvania Railroad, near Middlepoint,

Ohio. 356
Prevention of Accidents on Railways. 672

Publicity. 8.'2t, 8261. 1079t
Record, Southern Pacific. 356
Reducing Accidents, Means of, 84t, 1238T,

Safety Bureau. Rock Island Lines. 259

sSfely Campaign: A. T. & S.^F.. 65 691

Safety Committees: Chicago, South Bend &
Northern Indiana. 172 . „. _ . ,.

Safety Committee; Denver & Rio Grande, 64

Safety Committee; Illinois Central. 64, 172

Safety Committees; Indiana Railways. 396

Safely Committees; Lehigh Valley 318

Safety Commiltcrs; Oregon-Washington
Railroad & Navigation Co. 357

Safety Committees; Pennsylvania K. K.,

1220
Safety Committees; Southern Pacific. 468*

Safety Committees; Southern Pacific ot

Mexico. 357
Safety Committees. Vandalia, 957

Safety Committees; Wab.ish. 127

Safety Education; Chicago. Burlington ft

Quincy. 478
. „ ., . T^

Safety First: Cincinnati. Hamilton » Day-

ton, 317. 318 ,. . „ .. . .

Safety First on the Union Pacific and the

Oregon Short Line, 261

Safety in Railroad Travel, 1219

Accident (.Conlinucdy.
Safety Movement and Discipline, 896

Safety Movement and the Public, o62t, 9181

Safety Rally at Buffalo, 1152

Safety Rally at Kansas City, 173, 550, 796

Safety Rally at Milwaukee. 589. 645 691

Safety System. Medal for; Chic. & N. W..

588 „ ,. V r
Seaboard Air Line, near Norlina, ^. t..

Signal Engineer on AccidenW, 11311. 12461

Statistics for the United States, 1123,, 1144

Summer and Winter Passenger Schedules.

Ten'd^^r Derailments, 561t, 569*, 6671, 7231,

7831, 8741, 919f. ll,30t*
. , ,,_,

Texas & Pacific, at Alexandria, La., 1192,

1277
Toledo, St Louis & Western, near Fill-

more, 111., 849
Trespassers, 145t. 357, 849, 1102, 1173

Truck Derailments, 9801

Wabash, near West Lebanon, I. C. C. Re-

port on. 646
Washouts and Accidents, 445, 519T
Wreckers Arrested, 1217
Yazoo & .Mississippi, at MonU, La.. 957,

1001, 1051

Accounting (See also American Railway Ac>

counting Officers; also Association ot

Transportation and Car Accounting Of-

ficers.)

Clearing House Plan, 835
Cost Accounting in the Engineering De-

fiartment, 578*
es. Classification for, 725

Foremen's Accounting, 478
Interstate Commerce Commission s New

Railway' Accounting. Mental and Mechani-
cal, 371 t, 392, 442, 735

Acetylene (See Lighting)

Aeroplane:
Altitude Record, 548, 1217
Distance Record, 765
Fast Flight, 478
Flights, 1276

Agriculture: .

Agriculture. Manufactures and Railways,

822t, 827*
Appropriations for Colleges. 852
Demonstration Trains. 132. 172. 263. 320,

402. 591. 649, 698. 767, 898, 1056
Farm Improvement Department; Southern

Railway, 481
Farming; Long Island R. R., 593
Farming; New York Central & Hudson

River, 553
Forestry Services Offered, 1056
Promotion Work of the Railways, 91 5t,

825*, 1102
Providence Improvements: Grand Trunk.

588
Rice Cultivation, 1217
Road Appropriations, 273t
Seed Distribution; Southern Pacific. 588
Storehouses for Farm Products, 1223

Air Brake (See Brake)
Air Brake Association, Clasp Brakes for Pas-

senger Cars, 279"
Alabama & New Orleans Transportation Com-

pany, 132
Alaska

:

Investigation Commission, 445
Algoma Central & Hudson Bay. Construction

Details, 9*

Algoma Eastern, Construction Details, 12*

American Association of General Passenger &
Ticket Agents, See America First Asso-
ciation. 682

American Association of Railroad Superintend-
ents, Annual Convention. 671

American Association of Railway Surgeons,
Hospital Associations, 1085

American Blower Company. Ventilation of
Pennsylvania Tunnels at New York. 212*

American Chain of Warehouses, 648
American Locomotive Co.

:

Annual Report. 499t
Experimental Pacific Type Locomotive Sold

to Erie. 645
Mikados; Delaware, Lackawana & Western,

377*
Pacific Type, Delaware, Lackawanna &

Western, 83t, 88*
American Railway Accounting Officers, Annual

Meeting. 56
American Railway Association:

Business Increasing, and the Car Situation.

334t
Commission on Car Service, First Case,

1051
Co-operation Between Associations and th©

Railway Mechanical Department, 1073t
Explosives; Buletin on Accidents, 804
Fall Session, 999
Freight Car Misuse Investigation. 916t

American Railway Association (Conlinueif)

.

Interchange Rate Increase. 260

Train Rufe Changes. 1073t. 10801

American Railway Bridge & Building Associa.

Annual Convention. 739t. 754

Committee Appointments, 1213

Committee Work, 296
Report on Concrete Tanks. 755

Report on Development of Turntables, 7J»T.

Report on Fireproofing Timber Bridges, 7S4

Report on Handling Material in Supply

Yards. 754
Report on Long Pipe Lines, 757

Report on Painting of Structural Iron and

Steel 759
Report 'on Reinforced Concrete Culvert Pipe.

American Railway Engineering & Maintenance

of Way Association (See American Rail-

way Engineering Association)

American Railway Engineering Association:

Committee work. 296
j ,. c j

Locomotive Fuel Consumption and the bpeea

Diagram. 513 _ , , .,««
Tests of Long Leaf Kne Timbers, 1202

American Railways. Foreign View of, 777t, 799

American Railway Master Mechanics Assoa»-
tion:

Committees, 550
. . ^^

Co-operation Between AssociaUons ana the

Railwav Mechanical Department, 1073T.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association,

Convention, 103
American Society of Mechanical Engineers:

Diesel Locomotive. 241*

Discussions of Papers. n69t ^^,.
Electric Train Lighting Systems, 1096*

Industrial Management, 975t, 995
Locomotive Selection, 1073t, 1145
Locomotive Testing. 1123t

American Telephone & Telegraph Co., Pensions,

916t, 958
Ann Arbor:

Accident near Manon, Mich.. 445

Annual Reports (See names of companies)
Apprentice (See Education)
Arbitration: „ ,, .> _i

Enginemen. Arbitration Board s Report,

1022t. 1039. 1151
Wage Commissions and Railway Officers,

1238t. 1247
Arch (See Bridges and Buildings)
Archbald, Judge, Charges Against. 49, 127, 213
Arizona: Referendum and Railway Operation,

916t
Ash Pan (See Locomotive Firebox)
Associations (See names)
Association of Iron & Steel Electrical Engmeen:

Safety Congress at Milwaukee. 691
Trespassers. Commissioner McChord on,

1173
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers:

Annual Convention. 794*. 845
Trunk Line Electrification, 836*, 9181

Association of Transportation & Car Accountinc
Officers:

Summer Meeting. 21

Winter Meeting, 1255
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe:

Annual Rcoort. 665*t. 716
Fire Loss Reduction, 588
Headlights. 1050
Historical Society, 127
President Ripley and the Texas Commil-

sion, 173, 398
River Bank Protection. 120*, 764*
Safety Bureau. 65
Safety Campaign Results. 691

Auditing (See Accounting)
Automatic Flagman Co.: Automatic Flagman,

924*
Automatic Stops (See Safetv Appliances)
Automobiles and Passenger Traffic. 720t, 962
Axle (See Wheel)

B
Baggage:

Baggage Rates Adjusted. 1281
Canadian Baggage Charge Rule, 320
Cushion. 719t. 736*
Truck. Electric. 586*
Simplified Baggage Check, 728*, 9181

Baldwin Locomotive Works:
Eddvstone Erecting Shop. 890*
Electric Locomotives; Southern Pacific. 997*

Mallet I-ocomotives; Great Northern, 572*
Mikado Locomotives; C. B. & Q., 1045*
Mikado Locomotives; Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific. 352*

Mikado; Virginian Railway. 20*
Ballast:

Clean. Keeping. 1193t 1203*
Cost of Rock Ballast. 314
Stone Ballast, 533

Baltimore & Ohio:
Annual Report. 871t*, 908
Employee's Magazine, 849
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Baltimore & Ohio (Cowdiiucd)

:

Employment Bureau, 1102
Labor Bureau, 445, 935t, 941
Sand Patch Tunnel Blocked, 127
Baltimore & Ohio Chicaso Terminal, Orna-
mentation of a Concrete Facia Girder, 17*

Barr. James C:
Brown Rail Unloader, 1215*

Bascule (See Bridges and Buildings)
Bennett, Arnold, on American Trains De Luxe,

175t
Bessemer & Lake Erie:

Steel Ties, 742'
Track Scale Specifications, 936t, 956

Bills of Lading:
Galveston Steamship Lines and the Rail-

ways, 2J0
Block Signal (See Signal, Block)
Block Signal & Train" Control Board:

Automatic Train Control, 373t
Boiler (See Locomotive Boiler)
Bordo, L. J., Co.:

Locomotive Blow-OfI V'alve, 934*
Boston & Albany:

Name on Cars, 765
Boston & Maine:

Acetylene Signal Lights, 286*
Fire Precautions, 259
Freight Cars Burned, 1218

Boston Elevated Ry., Articulated Car, 691
Brake (See also Safety Appliances; also Air

Brake Association)
Air Brakes and Long Trains, 426
Clasp Brakes for Passenger Cars, 279*
Standard Brake Club, 512*

Bridges and Buildings
Arch Under Centralia Yards, Illinois Cen-

tral, 236*
Bascule Bridge, Electrical Equipment for,

575*
Braces for Trestle Bridges, 314*
Brick vs. Concrete in Buildings and Plat-

forms, 760
Bridge Kinks (See Kinks, Bridge)
Bridge Kink Competition (See Competition)
Concrete Slab Bridge, Reinforced, 801*
Concrete Water Barrels as Applied to Fire

Protection of Railway Bridges, 113
Costs, 994
Cumberland River Bridge Reconstruction,

Illinois Central, 831*
Failure of Pennsylvania R. R. Bridge at

Glen Loch, Pa., 1137*
Floor, Bridge, Replaced with Steel Under

Traffic, 546*
Galveston Causeway, 194*
Grade and Line Establishing, Device for,

1214*
Ornamentation of a Concrete Facia Girder,

17*
Piles, Concrete, 53*
Pile Driving, 105t, 110*. 547*
Power Plant, C, M. & St. P., 432*
Prices of Timber Bridges, 543
Protective Coatings for Steel Bridge Floors,

1212
Razing and Erecting Through Truss

Bridges with an American Ditcher, 532*
Scherzer Bridge for England, 345
St. Lawrence River Bridge; Canadian Pa-

cific, 676*
Viaduct at Des Moines, Iowa, 625*
Willamette River Bridge; Oregon-Washing-

ton R. R, & Nav. Co., 382*
Wind Pressure on Buildings, 834

Bridge & Building Supply Men's Association,
Exhibit. 761

Brill, J. G., Co.:
Double-Deck Street Car, 317

Brooklyn Rapid Transit:
Annual Report, 33St, 369

Buda Co.. Bumping Post, 587*
Buffalo Freight Terminal & Warehouse Com-

pany, 320
Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh:

Annual Report, 276*t, 331
Fuel Economy, 678
Service Tests of Locomotives, 469*

Building (See Bridges and Buildings)
Bureau of Explosives (See American Railway

Association)
Bureau of Railway Economics:

Agriculture, Manufactures and Railways,
822t. 827*

Revenues and Expenses in April, 28; May,
221; June, 592: July, 700; August, 853;
September, 1105

Von Der Leyen on, 1152
Business Situation (See Railway Business Asso-

ciation; also American Railway Associa<
tion; also Railway Officers on the Situa-
tion

Cable (See Telegraph)
California (See State Commissions; also State

Commission Rulings)
Canada:

Baggage Charge Rule, 320
Coal Mines, 591
Demurrage Cbarges Increased, 1108, 1158
Embargo Notices, 1008
Fire Rules, 64
Freight Rate Increase Hearings, 698. 767
Industrial Accident Record of the Canadian
Department of Labor, 172

Lost Articles on the Toronto Railway, 1051

Canada (.Continued)

:

Physical Tests for Employees, 264
Settlers, 643
Strike, Plan for Preventing, 1181, 1277
Switching Privileges Ordered, 704
Union Station in Toronto Proposed, 646

Canadian Pacific:
Accident at Mattcwa, Ont., 445
Annual Report, 458t*, 494
Bridge over St. Lawrence River, 676*
Land Grants, 518
Afallet Locomotives, Simple vs. Compoundt

39t, 50*
Police Department, 804
Team Work, Value of, 1050
Terminal, Passenger, at Vancouver, B. C,

22*
Canal (See Waterways)
Capitalization (See Finance)
Car:

Articulated Car; Boston Elevated, 691
Bennett, Arnold, on American Trains De

Luxe, 275t
Box, Larger Standard Suggested. 999
Box; Pennsylvania Railroad, 632*
Brake (See Brake)
Car Construction in 1912, 1239t
Cars Built in 1912. 1239t
Cars Ordered in 1912, 1239t, 1259
Door (See Door)
Double-Deck Street Car, 317
Dynamometer Car for the Japanese Govern-
ment Railway, 647

Equipment Situation, 455t
Gas Electric (See Motor Car)
Gasolene (See Motor Car)
Inspection (See Motor Car)
Interchange (See Car Service)
Lighting (See Lighting)
Lunch Counter Car; Southern Pacific, 396
Maintenance of Steel and Wooden Cars,

503, 505
Motor (See Motor Car)
Painting (See Paint)
Rail Motor (See Motor Car)
Recoopering of Grain Cars, 375t
Refrigerator: Pennsylvania Railroad, 632*
Roofs (See Roof)
Safety Appliances (See Safety Appliances)
Steel Passenger Cars on the Pennsylvania

System, 1050
Stock; Pennsylvania Railroad, 632*
Truck (See Truck)
Valve (See Valve)
Ventilation (See Ventilation)
Wheel (See Wheel)

Car, Freight:
Box, Larger Standard Suggested, 999
Freight Cars in Service, 256
Pennsylvania R. R., Box, 632*
Pennsylvania R. R., Refrigerator, 632*
Pennsylvania R. R., Stock, 632*
Recoopering of Grain Cars, 375$

Car, Passenger:
Bennett, Arnold, on American Trains do
Luxe, 275t

Boston Elevated Articulated Car, 691
Double-Deck Street Car, 317
Missouri, Oklahoma & (julf Gas-Electric Car,

928*
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, Motor Cars, 798*
Steel Passenger Cars on the Pennsylvania

System, 1050
Car Service (See also Interstate Commerce Com-

mission Rulings)

:

Car Balance and Performance Monthly, 133,

etc.

Car Reports to Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, 1054

Car Shortage, 232t. 261, 785*, 868t, 898,
958, 959, 962, 1049, 1182, 1238t, 1253

Car Shortages in the United States and
Prussia, 1125t

Car Surpluses and Shortages Bi-Weekly, 28,

etc.

Car Situation and Increasing Business, 334t
Commission on Car Service, First Case, 1051
Demurrage Charges Increased in Canada,

1108, 1158
Demurrage Charges. Need for Higher, 1029t
Demurrage from Both Railway and Ship-

per's Point of View. 376t
Embargo Notices in Canada, 1008
Facilities, Means of Reducing Shortage of,

1238t. 1253
Facilities. Shortage, J. J. Hill on, 1182
Freight Cars in Service, 256
Interchanged Freight Cars, Increased Rates,

260
Interchange Records on the Chicago 4
North VVestern. 518

Interchange Rules and the M. C. B. Asso-
ciation, 445, 453t, 476. 613t, 780t. 849

Maximum Use of Freight Cars, How to
Secure. 589, 686

Misuse of Freight Cars Investigation, 916T
Operations, Comnarison of, 396
Per Diem Rules. 1255
Rules Modified, 999
Storage Charges at Chicago, 486

Car Shortage (See Car Service)
Cement (Cee Concrete)
Central of Georgia: Accounting of Foremen, 478
Central Railroad of New Jersey:

Creosotine Plant at Port Reading, N. J.,

106t. 115*
Clasp Brakes for Passenger Cars, 279*
Taxes in Jersey City, 356

Chesapeake & Ohio: Annual Report, 56St*, 606,
613t

Chicago

:

Board of South Park Commissioners Agree-
ment with Illinois Central, 64

Electrified Railways. 58*
Freight Handlers' Strike, It, 26
Ornamentation of a Concrete Facia Girder,

17*

Smoke Problem, 839, 1047
Team Track Storage CTharges, 486
Terminal Situation, 416t, 1001
Trespassers, 1173
Union Station Proposed, 354, 390*. 804

Chicago & Alton:
Fuel Economy, 584
Shop Controversy Settled. 589
Turntables, Renewing, 542*

Chicago & Eastern Illinois:

Annual Report, 1028t, 1068
Automatic Stop Tests, 396

Chicago & North Western:
Accident near Lyndhurst, Wis., 445
.Annual Report, 567*t, 602, 61 3t
Headlight Tests, 732*, 1149
Interchange Records. 518
Safety System, Medal for, 588
Yard and Shop Improvements at Boone,

Iowa, 151*

Chicago & Western Indiana:
Bascule Bridge Electrical Equipment, 575*
Chicago Union Transfer Bought, 317

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy:
Accident at Western Springs, 128, 145t,

146t, 174, 274t, 290, 445
Annual Report, 872t*, 910
Charter Fee, 1151
Drinking Water Inspected, C, B. & Q., U51
First-Aid-to-the-Injured Packages, 64
Mikado Locomotives, 1045*
Safety Education, 478
Viaduct at Des Moines, Iowa, 625*

Chicago Great Western:
Automatic Stop, 849
Business School, 765
Watch Tests, 765

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound:
Accident near Keechelus, Wash., 356
Frog and Switch Shops, 520t, 938*
Headlight Tests, 732*, 1149
Power Plant at West Milwaukee Remodeled*
432*

Chicago, Peoria & New Orleans Transportation
Company, 1056

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific:
Annual Report. 824t*, 863
Mikado Locomotives, 352*
Safety Bureau, 259
Short Line, Rock Island, 791*
Viaduct at Des Moines, Iowa, 625*

Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha:
Accident near Camp Douglas, Wis., 445
Annual Report. 566*t, 609. 613t

Chicago. South Bend & Northern Indiana:
Safety Committees, 172

Chicago Union Transfer Ry. : Sale to Chicago &
Western Indiana, 317

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton:
Accident at Antioch, I. C. C. Report on, 933
Accident at Irvington, Ind., 958. 1000, 1217
Accident near Decatur, 111., 396
Freight Claims, Handling, 887
Safety Movement. 317. 318

Claims (See also Freight Rate Reductions; also
Freight Rate Increases; also Interstate

Commerce Commission Rulings; also State
Commission Rulings) :

Amounts Paid, 295t
Damage and Loss Bureau, Illinois Central,

216
Damages Paid by Pere Marquette, 1217
Freight Loss and Damage Bureau, St. L. &

S. F., 162
Handling Freight Claims; Cincinnati, Ham-

ilton & Dayton. 887
Personal Injury Damages on Texas Rail-

wavs. 588
Cleaning (See Santation)
ClevelandC.alion Motor Truck Co.: Electrically

Operated Freight Handling Truck. 688*
Coal (See Fuel)
Coal Car Distribution (See L C. C. Rubngs:

also Car Service)
Colonization. Canadian Settlers, 648
Colorado & Southern: Annual Report, 102St*,

1069
Commerce Court (See also Interstate Commerce

Commission; also Interstate Commerce
Commission Rulings: also Legal Decisions;
also Legislation)

:

Abolition of. Probable, 371t, 1219
Appropriations. 356
Charges Against Judge Archbald, 49, 127,

213
Key West Extension, Rates Affected by.

1008
Commission on Industrial Relations, 1217

Commission on Car Service. 1051
Committee on Relations of Railway Operation to

Legislation:
Caboose Laws. 1226
Federal Full-Crew Law. Proposed. 624
Operation. Legislation Relating to, 584

Rails, Weight of, in Track, 584
Semi-Annual Meeting, 994

.

Steel Passenger Equipment. LegisIat:on Con-

cerning, 638
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Competition:
Bridec Kink, 10ft. 108'

Extra GanK, 119. 120. 308. 315. 531

Foreman Problem, 126. 312. 314, 316, 526,

745. 751. 762, 954. 951, 1215
Material M.indlmR. 1193t
Safely. 519t. 739t. 935t, 943*, 944, 945,

946. 947, 1213, 1214, 1216
Suitply Department Methods, 936t
Tool. 105t, 295t. 519t. 521, 1214*, 1216»

Tr.-ick Kink. 957, 1207

Concrete (Sec also .Vmerican Railway Bridge &
Buililint! .Association; also Bridges and

lUnldinKS):
Itridpc, Reinforced Concrete Slab, 801*

Coaling Station, 736'

Piles, S3" ... J ,-
Water Barrels. Concrete, as Applied to Fire

Protection of Railway Bridges. 113

Consolidation (See Finance)

Construction, New:
Algonia Central &. Hudson Bay, 9

Algoina Eastern, 9*

Authoriiation of Work. 86/

i

Automobiles for Inspection Service, 1194T,

Fairbanks-Tucson F.xtension, El Paso &
Southwestern. 1031'

HopatcongSlatcford CutOff, Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western. \09\'

Mileasc Built During 1912, 1237t, 1241t.

1270
National Railways of Mexico, 26

Operating Efficiency and New Construction,

719f
Palmcr-Providcncc Line, Grand Trunk, 338

Right of Wav, Purchase of, 39t
Rock Island Short Line, 791'

.

Taeheomelcr in Railway Location, 889

Transconlinenl.ll Divide Kealinement; Great

Northern, 435" ^ „
Unit System of Subway Construction, Kan-

sas City Terminal. 1133*

Control (See Finance; also Government Regu-

lation) ^. , . . .. ,

Conventions (See also Names of Associations).

Committee Work. 296
Railway Supply Exhibits, 613t

Conveying Machinery (See Hoisting and Con-

Cooling (See Interstate Commerce Commission
Rulings) „ - . ^

Correspondence (See Organization)

Cost (See Fin.-ince; also Maintenance of Way)
Coupler (See Draft Gear)

.

Crane (See Hoisting and Conveying)
Credit (Sec Finance)
Creosote (See Tics and Timber)
Crop:

Cotton Crop. 68, 449, 1224
Crop Conditions, 69, 133, 320, 321, 481, 553.

704, 767. 962, 1155
Crop Estimates, Final, 1226
Damage, 359

Crossing (Sec Grade Crossing)

Culvert (Sec American Railway Bridge and
Building .Association)

D
Damages (See Claims)
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western;

Accident near Corning. N. \ .. 40t, 65, 129,

146t, 172, 356. 548. 645
Advisory Bureaus. 960
Automatic Slop Experiment, 1273
Flagging Rule, Revised, 549
Fuel Economy, 508'
Hopalcong-Slatcford CutOff, 1091*

Mikado Locomotives, 377*

Pacific Type Locomotives. 83t, 88*

Rule G, Revision of, 213
Tests of Freight Locomotives, 643

Democratic Pl.it form, 57

Demurrage (See Car Service)

Denver & Rio Grande:
Electrification, 1001
Officers as Engineers. 1151
Passes to Shippers Abolished, 1 155
Safetv Committee. 64
Department of I^bor, 172

Derrick (See Hoisting and Conveying)
D«s Moines Union: Viaduct at Des Moines,

Iowa, 625*
Dickinson, Paul, Inc.: Exhaust Ventilator, 586*

Discipline (See Employee)
Docks (See Yards and Terminals)
Dominion Tar & Chemical Co., Ltd.: Cresoting

Plant near Winnipeg, 952*

Burglar Proof Box Car Door Fastener, 346*

Operating Mechanism. Drop Bottom, 738*

Draft Gear: Coupler Centering Device for

Freight Cars. 440*
Drainage: Drain Tile Laying, 1207

Drake Automotrice Co.;
Drake GasElectrie Car's Exhibition Run

1221
Gas-Fleclric Cars for the Missouri. Oakia
homa & Gulf. 928*

Drawbridge (See Bridges and Buildings)

Drinking (See Sanit.ition: also Employee)
Duluth. Missabe 8r Northern; Improvements at

Hibbing, Minn., 166*

Earnings (See also names of companies)

:

Business Methods, Evolution of, 1046
Earnings in 1912, 591 „ . .
Earnings of Railways, Railway Business As-

sociation's .Appeal for Increase. 593
High Cost of Railroading, 848
Mail Pav Question. 256, 917t. 930, 1277

Rate Advance Decisions and Eighteen

Months After, 190t, 778t
Revenues and Expenses in .\pril, 28; May,

221; June, 592; July, 700; August, 853;
September, 1105

Trend of Railway Earnings, 1256*

Economic Practices (Sec also Ethciency Meth-
ods) :

Greater Paving Train Load, 278t.
Joint Ticket Offices, 231t
Second Hand Materials, 739t
Tests and Their Relation to Economy, 1216

Education (See also Agriculture):
Apprentices' Standing, Grand Trunk. 691

Business School; Chicago Great Western,

Co-operative Education; Illinois Central, 479,

549
Foremen. Providing and Educating (See

Officer)
Safety Education, 172. 478, 946
Telegraphy Schools. 1217
Wcstinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Profes-

sors at, 478
Efficiency Methods (See also Economic Practices;

also Maintenance of Way; also Fuel; also

Railway Gener.il Foremen's .Association)

:

Committees, Pere Marquette, 356
Committee on the St. L. & S. F., 583, 692
Industrial Management. 975t, 995
Scientific Management and Government Em-

ployees, 188t , „, ,

Shop Efficiency and the Scheduling of W ork,

498t
Team Work, Value of, 1050

Electric Motor (See Locomotive, Electric)

Electric Railways: Street Car Fare, Two Cents.

Electric Traction (See Locomotive, Electric)

Electrification: ,, ,. », ti o ti
Boston to Providence, N. i ., N. H. & ri..

172
Central Power Stations and Railway Elec-

trification. 58*
Denver & Rio Grande, 1001

Electrification in Europe. 10)

Electrification of Railways, 18. 623, 836*,

918t
Illinois Central, 64
Long Island Railroad. 698
Southern Pacific. 65, 460'

El Paso & South Western: Fairbanks-Tucson Ex-
tension, 1031*

Elwell-Parker Electric Co.: Buckwalter Electric

Baggage Truck, 586"

Embankment (See Maintenance of Way)
Employee (See also LegisUition; also Education;

also Officers; also Interstate Commerce
Commission Rulings; also Legal Decisions;
also .-Xccident)

;

^
Accidents and Employees, 336t, 614t, 621 j.,

722t, 826t, 876t 896, 1129t
Attitude of, 420
Clubs on Southern Pacific. 1002
Crew. Full, Order in Massachusetts, 260,

333t
Drinking 213. 356, 4I5t, 440, 724t. 797,

1050. 11231
Emplovment Bureau. Baltimore & Ohio, 1102
Enginemcn. Discipline of, 1219
Engincman's Record, 589
Extra Gang Competition (See Competition)
Government Employees and Scientific Man-

agement. 1881
Hindoo as a Track Laborer. 1193t, 1205
Hiring Men, System Defective, 797
Italian as a Track Laborer, 295t, 303
Japanese as a Track Laborer. 935t. 949
Labor Bureau; Baltimore & Ohio. 445, 935t,

941
Labor, Cost of. 848
Labor Department. D. & R. G., 172
Labor, Foreign. 520t. 534
Labor, Part PlaveH by. 1079t
Labor Situation'. 105t. lS7t, 204, 789, 93St
I..aborers, Keeping. 312
Mexican ,is a Track I..aborer. S19t. 527
Negro as a Track Laborer. 105t, 121

Parcels Checker, 561 1. 668t
Pass:
Denver & Rio Grande. 1155
St. Louis & San Francisco, 64

Pensions:
Frisco Lines, 1278
General Electric Co., 478
Western Union Telegraph Co.. 916t, 958

Piece Work Svstem, Jamaica Government
Railwav, 739f. 751

Pole and Slav as Track Ijiborers, 946
Safety and Health of Emplovees; Pennsyl-

vania Railroad. 805
Safety. Responsibilitv for, 24
Strike:

Boston Elevated, 172, 213, 259

Employee, Strike {Continued)

:

Canadian Northern, 356
Canadian Pacific, 896, 1050
Chicago k Alton. 589
Conductors and Trainmen, 588
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, 396

Enginemcn, 129, 175, 215, 391, 849, 1022t,
1039. 1151

Erie, 396
Firemen, 25, 357, 1102. 1221, 1278
Freight Handlers at Chicago, It. 26
Georgia Railroad. 645
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, 172
Lehigh Valley, 396
Longshoremen and Seamen. 27
New York Freight Handlers. 127
New York. Susquehanna & W'estern, 1217
North Eastern of England, 1123t, 1151
Pennsylvania Railroad, 25, 64, 178, 548
Preventing, Plan for, 1181, 1277
Trainmen and Conductors, 691, 765
Trinity & Brazos Valley, 691

Student Gang. 526
Tests. Physical, 264
Thinking, 302
"Trackwalking, 107t
Wage Commissions and Railway Officers,

1238t, 1247
W'ages and Labor Unions, 1078*
Wages

:

Gross Earnings and Wages. 976t, 987
Trainmen Want More Pay, 958. 977t

Wage Increase:
Brooklyn Rapid Transit. 25
Canadian Pacific. 356, 588
Chicago & Alton. 445
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, 1276
Grand Trunk Pacific. 259, 524
Michigan Central. 396
Pullman Company, 1276
Toronto. Hamilton & Buffalo, 1050
Watch Tests, 765

Engine (See Locomotive; also Locomotive, Elec-
tric)

Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-
tion (See American Railway Engineering
Association)

England (See also subjects):
British Railway Expenses Reduced. 959
British Railway Practice, 915t, 917t, 921*,

1029t
Floods. 402
London & Northwestern Derailment at Dit-

ton Junction, 550
Motive" Power Officers, 333t
Scherzer Bridge. Large, 345
Strike on the North Eastern, 11237, 1151

Equipment (See Car; also Car Service: also
Locomotive; also Locomotive Perform-
ance)

Erie R. R. : Locomotive, Experimental Pacific
Tvpe Bought. 645

Excavation: Shovel, Large Steam, 1208*
Exhibits (See also names and subjects:

Berlin Railway Museum, 1179"
Explosives:

Loading for Blast, 763*
Accident Bulletin, 804
Regulations Regarding, 1155

Exposition (See Exhibits)
Express (See also names of companies; also

Interstate Commerce Commission Rul-
ings) :

Changes in Express Rates Sought, 28
Christmas Packages, 1104
Express Comoanies' -Attitude Toward I. C.

C. Ruling. 133
Rate Cases. 99, 14St 769, 1229
Waybills, 371t, 392, 442, 449, 735

Fairbanks, Morse & Co. : Motor Car for Heavy
Grades. 123*

Fare (See Passenger Rates)
Farming (See Agriculture)
Feed Waaler Heaters. 1147
Files (See Organization)
Finance (See also Accounting):

Business Methods. Evolution of. 1046
Capital Values. .Agriculture. Manufactures
and the Railwavs. S22t. 827*

Ownership .ind Control. Changes in. 1276
Prussian State Railways. Condition of. 934
Receiverships and Foreclosure Sales, 1242t
Stockholders and Capitalization. 1102
Securities. New, and Dividend Changes,

1274
Traffic and Railway Capitalization, 474

Fire:
Bulletin of Department of .Agriculture, 804
Fireproofing Timber Bridges, 754
Fireproofiing Trestles with Clav or Loam,

126
Precautions. 259
Pumps on Locomotives; Pennsylvania Rail-

road. 445
Reduction on Santa Fe, 588
Rules, Canadian, 64
Spark Elimination bv Means of the Slater

Front End, 846*
Firebox (See Locomotive Firebox)
Flag (See Signaling)
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Flanse (See Wheel)
Flood (See ilaintenance of Way),
Floor: (See Bridges and Buildings)
Forest Preservation (See Fire)
Forestry (See Agriculture)
Foundation (See Bridges and Buildings)
France:

Railway Practice, 1089
View of American Railways, 777t. 799

Freight (See also State Commission Rulings;
also Interstate Commerce Commission
Rulings: also Car Service):

Lost ana Strayed, 871:. 336t, 724t
W,->ybills, 3-lt, 392, 442, 73S

Freight Claims (See Claims)
Freight Claim Association: Annual Meeting, 104
Freight Rates

_
(See also Interstate Commerce

Commission Rulings; also State Commis-
sion Rulings) :

Course of Freight Rates Since 1870, 869t,
881*

Farmers' Roads, 128
Interstate Commerce Commission's Opinions,

Fallacies in, 235t
Terminal Charges, 777t, 874t. 11301

Freight Rate Increase (See also Interstate Com-
merce Commission Rulings; also State
(_'omniission Rulings)

:

Pacific Coast Freight Rates Advanced. 220
Freight Rate Reductions (See Also Interstate

Commerce Commission Rulings; also State
Commission Rulings) :

Illinois Traction System. 649
Missouri Pacific. 178
Southern Pacific, 852
Texas & Pacific, 178

Freight Traffic .(See Traffic)
Freight Yards (See Yards and Terminals)
French View of American Railways, 777t, 799
Frog (See Switch)
Fuel:

Coal in Canada. 591
Coal in the United States, 214
Coaling Station, Concrete, 736*
Coaling Station, Small Capacity, 477*
Economical Use of Fuel and Lubricants,

424, 429
Economy on the Buffalo, Rochester & Pitts-

burgh, 678
Economy on the Oiicago & Alton, 584
Economy on the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, 508*

Economy on the Wabash. 127
Locomotive Efficiency. 372t
Locomotive Fuel Consumption and the

Speed Diagram, 513
Smoke Elimination from Locomotives, 669*.

850
Smoke Problem in Chicago. 839. 1047
Smoke Problem in Pittsburgh. 849

(jalveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio: Galves-
ton Causeway, 194*

Galveston, Houston & Henderson: Galveston
Causeway, 194*

Gardening (See Station)
General Electric Co.:

Bracket Fan for Passenger Cars, 804*
Gas-Electric Motor; Pittsburgh & Lake Erie,

798*
Pensions. 478

Georgia (See State Commission Rulings)
Germany

:

Car Shortage in Prussia. 1125t
Prussian State Railways. Financial Condi-

tion of. 934
Railway Museum in Berlin, 1179*

Glenfield & Western: Suspension of Operation
Permitted. 957

Gollos Railway Signal Co.: Automatic Stop, 849
Government Ownership:

Extent in Principal Countries, 851
Panama Railroad Reconstruction, 2t, 12

Government Regulation (See also Interstate
Commerce Commission; also State Corn-

Great Britain (See England; also names of rail-
ways)

Great Northern:
Accident near Sharon, N. D., 65
Contract with Canadian Northern, 68
Mallet Locomotives, 572*
Rail, Broken, 188t
Transcontinental Divide Realinement, 435*

Greece Railways, 209.
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe:

Galveston Causeway, 194*
Tie Inspection Report, 159

s):
Accident Regulation. 639
Business Methods, Evolution of, 1046
Democratic Platform on Transportation, 41t
Operation. Regulation of, 416t, 11701
Shippers and Regulation. 1277
Trespassers. Commissioner McChord on,

1173
Grade:

Operating Efficiency and Grade Reduction,
642*

Wave Action in a Rail on a Grade, 784t*
Grade Crossing:

Crossing Design, 544*
New York, 850, 1050
Substitute for Abolition of, 645

Grade Revision (See Constructon, New)
Grain (See Crop: also Interstate Commerce

Commission Rulings)
Grand Trunk:

Apprentices' Prizes, 691
New York. New Haven & Hartford Affair,

958, 1002. 1103. 1220. 1279
Palmer-Providence Line. 338*
Providence Improvements. 588

Grand Trunk Pacific, Progress of New Line,
1102

Grand Trunk Terminals Warehouse Company, 63
Gravel (See Ballast)
Gray, Peter. & Sons; Acetvlene Signal Lights on

Boston & Maine, 286*

H
Har Lines (See separate companies)
Headlight (See Lighting)
High Cost of Railroading, 848
Highway Crossing (See Orade Crossings)
Hill, .1. J., on Need of Greater Railroad Facil-

ities, 1182
Hoisting & Conveying:

Baggage Truck, Buckwalter, 586*
Crab. Mounted, for Handling Bridge Ma-

terial, 315*
Freight Handling Truck, Electric. 688*
Girders, Handling Heavy, 109*
Grading and Tracklaying with an American

Ditcher, 546*
Mechanical Handling of Baggage and

Freight, 879
Multi-Car System of Loading Freight, 839
Raising the Ends of Pin Connected Bridges,

113*
Razing and Erecting Through Truss

Bridges with an American Ditcher, 532*
Shovel, Large Steam, 1208*
Unloading Coal for Storage, 123*

Hospitals:
Associations. 1085
Hospitals, Mo. Pac, 214, 317

Hostility (See Public, The Railway's Relations
with)

Hours of Labor (See Employees)

I

Illinois (See State Commissions; also State Com-
mission Rulings)

Illinois Central:
Annual Meeting of Operating Officers, 693
Annual Report, 615t*, 657
Cumberland River Bridge. 831*
Damage and Loss Bureau. 216
Education, Co-operative, 479, 549
Electrification, 64
Exhibition of Southern Products, 1056
Passengers on Freight Trains, 1050
Safety Committee, 64
Safety Education, 172
Yards at Centralia, 236*

Illinois Traction System Agreement with M., K.
& T., 481

Illinois Manufacturers' Association: Terminal
Centralization in Chicago, 1001

Indiana (See State Commissions; also State
Commission Rulings)

Indiana Young Men's Christian Association:
Industrial Co-operation, 976t. 987

Industrial Development by Railways (See Agri-
culture)

Injunction (See Legal Decisions)
Inspection Car (See Motor Car)
Interborough Rapid Transit, Christmas Appro-

priations. 1217
Interchange (See Car Service)
International .-Association for Testing Materials,

Congress, 472
International Association for the Prevention of

Smoke, Smoke Elimination from Loco-
motives, 669*, 850

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' As-
sociation, Annual Convention, 371t, 379

International Railway General Foremen's Asso-
ciation:

Blow-Off Cock, Improved, 294*
Committee Work. 296

Interstate Commerce Commission (See also In-
trestate Commerce Commission Rulings;
also Accounting; also Freight Rate In-
creases: also Commerce Court; also Leg-
islation; also Legal Decisions)

Accident Bulletin No. 43, 466
Accident Report: C. B. & Q., at Western

Springs, 111.. 445
Accident Report; Cincinnati. Hamilton &

Dayton, at Antioch, HI., 933
Accident Report; Delaware. Lackawanna &

Western, at Corning. 356
Accident Report; Great Northern, near

Sharon, N. D.. 65
Accident Report; Ligonier Valley, at Wil-
pen, 131

Accident Report; New Orleans & North
Eastern, near Estabuchie, 318

Accident Report; New York Central & Hud-
son River, at Hvde Park. 888

Accident Report; N. Y., N. H. & H., at

Westport. Conn., 1123t, 11241. 1143
Accident Report; Wabash Railroad, near
West Lebanon. Ind.. 646

Accident Report; Yazoo & Mississippi Val-
ley, at Montz. 1001. 1051

Accidents and the Commission, 456t, 639,
1219

Accounting Rules, 21

Interstate Commerce Commission (Continued):
-Agent Cani.ot Represent Shipper and Car-

rier, 769
Annual Report, 1187
Block Signal and Train Control Board, Au-
matic Train Control, 373t

Branches Advocated, 594
Car Reports Required, 1054
Car Shortage and the Commission, 868t,

898
Colorado Traffic Differentials, 650
Conference Rulings. 808
Earnings of Railways, Railway Business

Association's Appeal for Increase, 593
Explosives, Regulations Regarding, 1155
Key West Extension, Rates Affected by,

1008
Operation, Regulation of, 4161, I170t
Opinions, Fallacies in, 235t
Pipe Lines Appeal, 486
Rate Suspensions, Delays, 1223
Shipments to Porto Rico and the Philip-
pmes, 1056

Situation, Chairman Prouty on, 173
Southern Classification, 854
State Commissions, Co-operation with

Urged, 1036
Statistics of Railways for Year Ended June

30, 1911. 217
Interstate Commerce Commission Rulings (See

also Commerce Court; also Legal Deci-
sions; also Legislation):

Alma, Neb., Discriminated Against, 1007
Apple Rales Reduced. 1107
Baggage Rate Advances Suspended. 30
Banana Rates Reduced, 1005
Barley Rates not Increased, 854
Battle Creek, Mich., Discrimination Against,

Bituminous Coal Rates Reduced, 137
Boiler Inspection Rules, 691
Bowling Green, Tcnn., Discriminated

Against, 31
Box Lumber and Box Shook Rates Re-

duced, 1156
Brick Rates Adjustment, 1158
California Limited, Compartments on, 1108
Cannel Coal Rates Reduced, 11S6
Cement Rates Increased. 31
Cement Rates Reduced, 30
Class Rates Reduced, 137, 1228
Coal Cars for Through Traffic Ordered, 224
Coal Mine Ratings. 1229
Coal Mines of Utah Discriminated Against,

31
Coal Rates Not .-Advanced, 900
Coal Rates Reduced, 74, 901, 1007
Conference Rulings. 74
Cooperate Rates Not Increased, 809
Cotton Seed Products Rates not Advanced,

1226
Cotton Seed Rates Reduced, 136
Differential to Gill, W. Va., Reduced, 855
Differentials to .-Atlantic Seaboard .-Altered,

855
Dynamite Rates Reduced, 963
Electric Railway Fares Reduced, 31
Elevation Allowances, 30
Elevation Charges Unlawfully Collected,

1108
Excelsior Rates Reduced. 222
Export Shipments. 1156
Express Company Cases, 99, 148t, 769. 1229
Flour Rates Lower via Flour City Steam-

ship Company, 32
Fourth Section, Relief from, 1007
Fruit and Vegetable Rates Reduced, 1228
Grain and Grain Products in Mixed Car-

loads, 137
Grain, Differentials, 704
Heater Car Charges Increased, 1056
Hop Rates Increased. 900
Horse Rates Reduced, 1228
Ice. Increased Switching Charges on, Found

Discriminatory, 809
Import Rates from Boston and New York,
856

Iron Ore Rates not Unreasonable, 1283
.Tojnt Tariffs Restored. 263
Joint Through .-Arrangements Restored, 264
Lemon Rates Reduced, 855
Less Than Carload Rates Reduced, 31
Lime Rates Changed, 32
Lime-Surphur Solution Rates Reduced, 138
Live Stock Rates Changed, 967
Lumber Rates Increased. 967
Lumber Rates not Changed, 1229
Lumber Rates Reduced, 963
Lumber Rates to Ohio River Crossing, 967
Lost .Articles, 264
Memphis Given Reshipping Rates. 224
Milling-in-Transit Privileges, 75. 855, 1007
Misrouted Lumber Shipment, 1108
Misrouting Caused no Damage. 264
Morganton, . N. C, and Old Fort Discrim-

inated Against. 1156
Morristown, Tenn., Discriminated Against,

138
Motorcycle Rates Reduced. 1108
New .\lbany, Ind., Discriminated Against,

179
O'Gara Coal Company and New Y'ork Cen-

tral Lines. 900
Ohio River Crossings Order not Modified,

llOS
Pine Lumber Rates Reduced, 179
Potato Rates not .Advanced, 1226
Rate Advance Decisions and Eighteen

Months .-After, 190t, 778t,
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Interstate Commerce Commission Rulings (Con'
linued) :

Refrigeration Rates on Fruits and Vege-
tables not Increased. 31

Re-icing Charges Unreasonable and Dis-
criminatory, 855

Rough Iron Castings Rales Reduced, 137
Round-Trip Tickets on Trains, 264
Salt, Operation of the I'ourth Section in

the Transportation of, 30
Shipment not Misquoted, 264
Shipments, Sm.-iller, Smaller Charges, 1108
Spur Track not a Team Track, 74
Stave Rates Reduced, 1005
Tapl-inc Case. 901
Union Itridge, Md., Discriminated Against,

179
Washington. D. C, Free Delivery, 263
Wool Case Order Modified, 1158

Iron and Sieel (See also Rail; also Wheel;
also Welding; also International Associa-
tion for Testing Materials).;

Carbon and High Speed Steels, Treatment
of, 380

Chemical Constituents of Steel Rails from
1870 to Date, 684

Manganese in Track Work, 297*
Painting Structural Iron and Sleel, 759
Rail Ingots, 457t, 464*, 975t, 991*
Ties, Steel; Bessemer & Lake Erie, 742*
Titanium Rails. 1141*

J

Jamaica Government Railway, Piece Work Sys-
tem, 739t, 751

Japanese Imperial Government Ry. Dynamometer
Car, 647

K
Kansas City Terminal Ry. Unit System of Sub-

way Construction, 1133*
Kinks, Bridge (Sec also Bridges and Buildings):

Batter on Framed Bent Trestles for Con-
struction Purposes, 112

Cofferdam Straightening. Ill*
Concrete Surfaces, Finish of, 112
Crab, Homemade, for Handling Material,

108*
Girders, Handling Heavy, 109*
Yoke, Iron, for Shimming Bridges, 764*
Pile Driving Without Leads, 105t, 110*
Rail, Guard, for Bridges, 109*
Raising the Ends of Pin-Connected Bridges,

113*
Timber Splice, 110*
Z-Bar for Shimming Bridges, 108*

Kinks, Track (Sec also Maintenance of Way):
Center Stakes, Sight Board for Setting,

957*
Drain Tile Laying, 1207
Rail Curving, Jim Crow Lever for, 957

Labor (See Employee)
Lake Shore & Michigan. Southern:

Accident at Ashtabula, 1217
Block Signals, .Automatic, 1088*
Double Track, Detroit to Toledo. 26
Superheaters on Switch Engines, 231t

Lake Superior & Ishpeming: Ore Loading Dock,
877*

Lakestothc Gulf Deep Waterways Association,
648

Lamp (See Lighting)
L.egal Decisions (See also Interstate Commerce

Commission Kulings; also Interstate Com-
merce Commission ; also Stale Commission
Rulings; also Legislation; also Passenger
Rates: also Freight Rales; also subjects;
also Commerce Court):

Abandoning Part of a Road. 264
Accounting and the Texas Commission, 1008
Anthracite Conspiracy Case, 1178, 1278
Bell Ringers, .Automatic, Ordered, 1109
Branches Lateral, 968
Cotton Shipments to South Carolina, 1104
Drinking Llen<iils Ordered. New Jersey. 769
Employers' Liability Law—No Limit to

Damages, 856
Fees. Recording and the Chicago & Eastern

Illinois, 1283
Grade Crossing Law in New Jersey De-

clared Invalid. 645
Harriman Lines Merger Case, 1075t, 1081
Hours of Service Law, Fines for Violation

of, 449. 588. 601
Liquor Consumption on Trains, 138
Negroes and Sleeping Cars, 1229
O'Gara Coal Co. and New York Central

Lines, 1000, 1229
Passenger Fare Law in Illinois Unconstitu-

tional 650
Rebating Fines. 75, 138. 648, 769. 856
Registered Mail in Accidents, 1158
Reparation, Lehigh Valley Ordered to
Award. 1283

Rutland Injunction Dissolved. 1229
Southern Pacific, Results of Prosecutions,

1050
Team Tracks Must be Open to Competing

Lines, 362

Legal Decisions (Conlinued) :

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis
Bridge Arbitrary not Abolished, 75

Ticket Frauds, Arrests for, 445
Tickets. New Jersey Season, 138
Union Stock Yards Case, 1230
Washington Commission Upheld in Rate De-

cisions, 705
Washington Commission Authorized to Pre-

scribe Freight Rates, 595
Wisconsin Upper Berth Law Declared In-

valid, 138
Legislation (Sec also Government Regulation;

also l^assengcr Rate Reduction; also
Freight Rate Increases; also Freight Rate
Reduction; also Employee; also Car Ser-
vice; also Commerce Court; also Inter-
state Commerce Commission; also Inter-
state Commerce Commission Rulings; also
State Commissions; also State Commission
Rulings):

Anti-Injunction Bill, Protests Against, 42t,
66, 128

Caboose Laws, 1226
Committee on Relations of Railway Opera-

tion to Legislation, Semi-Annual Meet-
ing, 994

Competition. Restraint of, 3t
Equipment, Steel Passenger. 638
Full-Crew Law. Proposed Federal, 624
Government Regulation of Railway Opera-

tion, 416t
Initiative and Referendum and Railway Op-

eration, 916t, 1021t
Operation, Relating to, 584*
Panama Canal Law. 274t, 317, 372t, 397
Parcel Post. 176. 398, 1044. 1150, 1223
Koad .Appropriations. 273t
Texas Laws and Mr. Ripley, 173, 389

Lehigh Valley:
.Annual Report, 374t, 411
Motor Cars for Trackmen. 549
Physical Valuation, 1151
Safety Committees, 318
Storehouses for Farm Products, 1223

Licking River RR Dismantled, 957
Lighting (See also Association of Railway Elec-

trical Engineers)

:

Acetylene Signal Lights on Boston & Maine,
286*

Electric Train Lighting Svstems, 1096*
Headlights on the A. T. &' S. F.. 1050
Headlight Tests by Wisconsin Commission,

732*, 1149
Ligonier Valley: Accident at Wilpen, Pa., 40t,

66, 129, 131, 146t
Liquor (see also Employee): Sale on Trains,

127
Locomotive:

.Ash Pan (See Locomotive Firebox)
Atlantic Type. Possibilities of, 1145
Bearings (See Bearings)
Brick Arch Tests, 469*
British Pr.ictice, 915t, 917t, 921»
Buffer, Radial. Between Engine and Ten-

der, 351*
Cock, Blow Off, 294*
Cowcatchers. English and American, 87St*
1030r

Diesel Locomotive, 241*
Experimental Pacific Type Locomotive Sold

to Erie, 645
Fire Protection Pumps, 445
Firing (See Fuel)
Fuel (See Fuel)
Headlights (See Lighting)
High Speed Passenger Service Locomotives,

246
Locomotive Development in 1912, 1240t
Locomotives Built in 1912, 1239t
Locomotives Ordered in 1912. 1240t, 1259
Mallet Locomotives: Great Northern, 572*
Mallet Locomotives and Long Trains, If
Mallet Locomotives, Simple vs. Compound,

39t. 50*
Mikado; C. B. & Q.. 1045*
Mikado; Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

352*
Mikados; Delaware, Lackawanna & West-

ern. 377*
Mikado: Virginian Railway, 20*
Pacific Type Locomotives; D. L. & W.. 83t,

Painting (See Paint)
Selection of Locomotives, 1073t, 1145
Simmen Cab Signal. 516*
Spark Elimination. 846
Standard Locomotives, 1145
Superheater (See Superheater)
Trucks (See Trucks)
Valve (See Valve)

Locomotive Boiler (See also Master Boiler
Makers' Association):
Blow-Off Cock, Improved, 294*
Design. 150t. 1146
Flue Gas Analysis, 14
Inspection. 691. 1189
Slater Front End Attachment. 846*
Water Treatment and Boiler TroubIe^ 275t,

288. 422*
Locomotive Cvlinders, Uniform, 1147
Locomotive, Electric:

Advantages, 18, 623

Locomotive Electric (Continued) :

Center-Cab-Control Electric Switching Lo-
comotive; N. Y. N. H. & H., 210*

Southern Pacific; Electric Locomotives, 997*
Types of Electric Locomotives, 836*, 918t

Locomotive Firebox:
Automatic Stoker Tests. 469*
Brick .Arches on Switching Engines, 669*,

850
Tests, 562t

Locomotive Freight:
Canadian Pacific; Simple vs. Compound Mal-

let Locomotives, 39i, 50*
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; Mikado Lo-

comotives, 1045*
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Mikado, 352*
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Mikados,

377*
Great Northern, Mallet Locomotives, 572*
Mallet Locomotives and Long Trains, 1*

Virginian Railway, Mikado. 20*
Locomotive, Passenger:

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Pacific
Type Locomotives, 83t, 88*

High Speed Passenger Service Locomo-
tives, 246

Locomotive Performance:
Different Types for Different Service, 821t
Drifting of Superheater Locomotives, 682
Efficiency Improved, 372t
Electric Locomotives, Remarkable Service

from. 364
New Locomotive Results, 169*
Testing 1123t
Tests on Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh,

469*
Tests on Delaware. Lackawanna & Western,

643*
Tonnage Rating, Tables for Finding, 347*,

919+
Long Island Railroad:

Edison Storage Battery Car Run, 588
Electrification, 698
Farming, 593

Louisiana (See also State Commissions; also
State Commission Rulings)

:

Floods. 344"
Louisville & Nashville: Western Union and Tel-

egraph Poles, 317, 1152
Lubrication

:

Flange Oiling System, 684
Superheater Locomotives, 975t, 1049*
Economical Use of Lubricants, 424, 429

Lumber (See Ties and Timber)

M
McCrea, James, and Future Service, 1021t, 1029t
Machine Tools (See also American Railway Tool

F'oremen's -Association; also Maintenance
of Way):

Coupler Yoke Shearing and Riveting Press,
395*

Drop Testing Machine for Cast Iron Wheels,
211*

Spacing Table for Multiple Punches, 170*
Spike Straightening Machine, 124*

Mail:
Cost of Carrying Mails. 849
Parcel Post, 1/6. 398. 1044, 1150, 1223
Parcel Post Traffic. 649
Pay Question, 256. 917t. 930, 1277
Pneumatic Tubes in New York, lOSl
Statistics. 1051

Maintenance of Way (See also Rail; also Ties
and Timber; also .Accounting; also Drain-
age; also Switch; also Hoisting and Con-
veying; also .American Railway Engineer-
ing .Association; also Roadmasters* and
Maintenance of Way Association):

Appliances. New and Improved, 539
Authorization of Work, 867t
Automobiles for Inspection Service, 1194t,

1206*
Ballast (See Balast)
Bank, Kiver, Protection. 120*. 764*, 957
Bolt. Head Rod. Inspection. 306*
Bridge Floor Replaced with Steel under

Traflic. 546*
Bridge Renewals on the Pennsylvania Lines
West, 307*

Center Stakes, Sight Board for Setting,
957*

Claims. Avoiding, 295t
Competition in Maintenance Work, 740t.
74U. 948*. 1195t

Costs of Culverts in Nebraska. 542
Costs of Mainten.ince per Mile, 1204
Costs of Tools. 543
Drainage and Rail Breakage, 419t
Dust Laying on Railway Roadbeds, 615t
Embankments, Protection of, 680*
Explosives. Loading for Blast, 763*
Extra Gang Competition (See Competition)
Extra Gang, Efficient Use of, 315
Extra Gang Organization. 120, 531
Extra Gang Work. 308
Floods in England, 402
Flood in Louisiana. 344*
Floods in Ohio Valley, 478
Flood at Rockdale. Pa., 549
Forces, Consolidation of, 525, 119St
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Maintenance of Way (.Continued)

:

Foreman Problem Competition (See Compe-
tition)

Grading and Tracklaying with an American
Ditclier, 546*

Hindoo as a Track Laborer (See Employee)
Italian as a Track Laborer (See Employee)
Japanese as a Track Laborer (See Employee)
Manganese in Track Work, 297*
Material Handling Competition (See Com-

petition)
Mexican as a Track Laborer (See Employee)
Negro as a Track Laborer (See Employee)
Piece Work System, Jamaica Government

Railway, 739t, 751
Pile Driving, 105t. 110*, 547*
Pipe Cleaner. 1216*
Pole and Slav as Track Laborers (See Em-

ployee)
Rail Curving, Jim Crow Lever for, 957
Rail Handling, 741t
Rail, Inspecting Device for, 748*
Rail Unloader, Brown, 1215*
Relaying with Extra Gangs. 119
Safety Competition (See Competition)
Safety as Applied to the Section Foreman,

947
Safety Committees, Local, 947
Safety Education, 946
Safety First in Handling Foreign Labor,

1213
Safety from a Foreman's Viewpoint, 945
Safety, Getting Together for, 1214
Safety Movement, 106t, 1216
Safety on the Track, 947
Safety, Organization to Secure, 943*
Safety Section Gangs, 946
Scaling Earthwork Quantities, Yardage

Slips for, 301
Second Hand Material on Old Crossings,

739t
Section Car (See Motor Car)
Shimming Bridges, Iron Yoke for. 764*
SKimraing Bridges, Z-Bar for, 108*, 764*
Signal and Track Maintenance, 752
Student Gang, 526
Tamping Bar, 751*
Tie Spacing When Relaying Rails, 936t,

937t
Ties, Renewing to Face. 1206
Tool; Center Punch Hammer, 521*
Tool; Combination Pick and Adz. 521*
Tool; Combined Pick and Maul. 521*
Tool; Device for Countersinking Bolts or
Lag Screws. 524*

Tool; Device for Lining Stringers, 522*
Tool; Dolly Blocks for Heading Rivets, 523*
Tool; Fence Hook, 524*
Tool; Gasolene Blow-Torch in Track Work,

Tool; Nail Puller, 524*
Tool; Sharp-Pointed Lining Bar, 524*
Tool; Sledge for Cutting Rail, 523*

Track Inspection. Queen & Crescent, 1196
Track Kinks (See Kinks. Track)
Track Maintenance Work Difficulties, 126
Trackwalking. 107t
Washouts and Accidents. 445, 519t
Winter. Preparation for, 519t, 541
Turntables, Renewing, 542*

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Associa-
tion;

Annual Convention, 1209
Efficiency in Painting, 1211
Inspection of Paint Manufacture, 1209
Protective Coatings for Steel Bridge Floors,

1212
Shop Painting. 1210
Testing of Paints. 1209

Marion. Bluffton & Eastern: Accident at Marion,
Ind.. 66

Masonry (See Bridges and Buildings; also Con-
crete)

Massachusetts (See State Commission Rulings)
Master Car & Locomotive Painters' Association:

Annual Convention, 497t. 503*
Care of Steel Passenger Car Roofs, 505
Concrete Car Floors, 504*
Interior Car Renovators, 503
Maintenance of Steel and Wooden Cars,

503, 505
Tests of Turpentine Substitutes, 887
Vestibule End Finish, 503

Master Car Builders' Association:
Committees, 479
Interchange Rules, 445, 455t, 476, 613t,

780f, 849
Mediation (See Employee)
Merchants' Despatch Transportation Co.. Cars

Sold. 1276
Mexico: New Construction, 26
Mexico North Western: Loss Due to Revolu-

tion, 645
Michigan (See State Commission Rulings)
Michigan Central: Double Track, Detroit to

Toledo. 26
Midvale Steel Co. : Chrome-Vanadium Driving

Wheel Tires, 1189*
Mileage: Railways of the World, 85
Minneapolis & St. Louis Viaduct at Des Moines,

Iowa, 625*
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie:

Annual Report. 1027t*, 1071
Concrete Slab Bridge, Reinforced. 801*
Passenger Rate Reductions Ordered, 967

Mississippi (See State Commission Rulings)

Missouri, Kansas & Texas:
Annual Report, 781t', 817
Fined for not Running Extra Trains, 25
Illinois Traction System, Agreement with,

481
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf: Gas-Electric Cars,

928*
Missouri Pacific:

Annual Report, 563t*, 611, 613t
Hospitals, 214. 317

Motor Car
Baggage Truck, Electric, 586*, 688*
Don'ts for Operation and Care of Motor

Cars, 1201
Drake Gas-Electric Car's Exhibition Run,

1221
Edison Storage Battery Car Run; Long

Island RK., 588
Diesel Locomotive, 241*
Gas-Electric Cars for the Missouri, Okla-
homa & Gulf, 928*

Lehigh Valley Motor Cars for Trackmen,
549

Motor Car for Heavy Grades, 123*
Motor Trucks, 510*. 1218*
Service on Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, 798*

Murphy Equipment Co.: Side Frames for Freight
Car Trucks. 386*

Museum, Berlin Railway, 1179*

N
National Association of Railway Commissioners,

Annual Convention, 1036
National Graphite Lubricator Co.: Graphite

Lubricator for Superheater Locomotives,
975t, 1049*

National Industrial Traffic League, 1005
National Malleable Casting Co.: Burglar Proof

Box Car Door Fastener, 346*
National Railways of Mexico: Accident at

Calera. Mex., 478
National Trans-Continental Railway (See Grand

Trunk Pacific)
New England Railroad Club: Mechanical Han-

dling of Baggage and Freight. 879
New Orleans & North Eastern: Accident Near

Estabuchie, I. C. C. Report on, 318
New York (See State Commissions; also State

Commission Rulings)
New York Central Lines:

Grand Central Terminal, New York, 981*
105-lb. Rail. 644*
Rutland Sale Permitted, 1229
O'Gara Coal Company Case, 900, 1000. 1229

New York Central & Hudson River:
Accident at Hyde Park, N. Y., Report on,

214. 868t, 888, 980t
Farming, 553
Grand Central Terminal, New York, 850
Oneida Railway, Agreement with, 220
Signal Rules, 291

New York. Chicago & St. Louis: Veteran As-
sociation. 478

New York. New Haven & Hartford:
Accident at Dorchester. Mass., 319
Accident at Milford. Conn.. 1001, 1276
Accident at Westport, Conn., 692, 1001,

1035. 1074t, 1123t. 1124t. 1143
Annual Report. n26t*, 1164
Automatic Stop. Prize Offered for. 1169t
Crossovers Ordered, 1050
Electric Switching Locomotive, 210*
Electrification. Boston to Providence. 172
Grand Central Terminal, New York. 850
Grand Trunk, Relations with, 958, 1002,

1103, 1220, 1279
Public. Difficulties with. 1103. 1152, 1171t
Rutland Purchase Permitted. 1229
Steamship Service. 778t. 804
Track Report, New York Public Service

Commission, 1278
New York, Ontario & Western: President

Fowler's Adieu, 646
New York Railroad Club: Superheaters and

Operating Costs. 975t, 1049*
New York Subway (See Subway; also Inter-

borough Rapid Transit)
New York, West Chester & Boston; Passenger

Service Extended, 259
Northern Pacific;

Annual Report. 978t*, 1016
Contract with Canadian Northern, 68
Cost Accounting in the Engineering De-
partment, 578*

Officer (See also Education: also Organization:
also Public, the Railways' Relations with:
also Employee)

:

Co-operation with Employees, 420
Foreman, 751. 762
Foreman. Assistant. 745
Foreman Problem Competition (See Compe-

tition)
Foreman Problem. 951. 954. 1215
Foreman. Road, To Whom Shall He Report,

784
Foreman. Studying the, 312
Foremen, Developing, 296
Foremen, Employing Assistants, 316
Foremen. How to Secure, 539
Foremen. Training. 126
Mechanical Department Head. 337t
Motive r'ower Department at Home and in

England, 333t

Officer IConlinued):
Receivers, Powers of, S9S
Sution Agents, St. Louis & San Francisco,

1276
Superintendents of Today, It, 6t, 7t, 57U
Supplymen, Time Wasted on, 821t
Traveling Engineer's Duties, 422, 425, 430

Ohio (See State Commission Rulings)
Oil (See Fuel; also Lubrication)
Oneida Railway: Agreement with N. Y. C *

H. R., 220
Operating Efficiency:

Construction, New, Interference of, 719t
Freight Density on Bald Eagle Valler

Branch, 867t, 1124t, U29t
Grade Reduction on Wheeling & Lake Erie,

642*
Maximum Use of Freight Cars, How to Se-

cure, 686
Multi-Car System of Loading Freight, 839
New York, New Haven & Hartford Foot-

ball Traffic. 1103
Operating Efficiency, 613t
Tonnage Rating, Tables for Finding, 347*.

919t
Oregon Short Line: Safety Movement, 261
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Co.:

Safety Committees, 357
Willamette River Bridge, 382*

Organization (See also Officer; also Mainte-
nance of Way)

:

Advisory Bureaus, Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, 960

Business Methods, Evolution of, 1046
Employment Bureau, Baltimore & Ohio.

1102
Extra Gang Organization, 120
Files, Classification for, 725
Industrial Management, 975t, 995
Labor Bureau, Baltimore & Ohio, 445, 935t,

941
Scientific Management (See Efficiency
Methods)

Station Agency, Increasing Importance of.

571t
Union Ticket Office, 894

Outlook for 1913, I238t 1249
Ownership (See Finance; also Govemment

Ownership)

Pacific Coast Public Service Commissioners, 1108
Paint (See also Master Car and LocomotiTe

Painters' Association; also Maintenance of
Way Master Painters' Association)

:

Structural Iron & Steel, Painting, 759
Panama Canal and the Railways, 95
Panama Railroad:

New Station at Panama, 49
Reconstruction, 2t, 12

Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean: Shops, 1089
Pass (See Employee)
Passenger Rates (See also Interstate Commerce

Commission Rulings; also State Commis-
sion Rulings; also Passenger Rate In-
creases; also Passenger Rate Reduction):

New York, Westchester & Boston, 1283
Passenger Rate Increase (See also Interstate

Commerce Commission Rulings; also State
Commission Rulings)

;

Transcontinental Passenger Association
Lines, 359

Passenger Rate Reduction (See also Interstate
Commerce Commission Rulings; also State
Commission Rulings) :

Excursion Tickets to Presidential Inaugura-
tion, 1155

Illinois Central, 1281
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie,

967
Office Holders in the District of Columbia.

481
Southern Pacific, 1223
Tourist Rates to Pacific Coast, 1155

Pay (See Employee)
Pennsylvania Lines West:

Accident at Dresden, Ohio, 1103
Bridge Renewals, 307*
Inspection. Annual, 948

Pennsylvania Railroad:
Accident at Glen Loch, Pa., 1086*. 1137*
Accident near Middlepoint, Ohio. 356
Baggage Check, Simplified. 728*, 918t
Cars; Box. Stock and Refrigerator, 632*
Fire Pumps on Locomotives, 445
Freight Density on Bald Eagle Valley

Branch. 867t, 1124t, 11291
Industrial Department. 263
Police Departinent, 357
Safety and Health of Employees, 805
Safety Committee. 1220
Speed Limit of Passeneer Trains, 548
Speed Limit Post, 385*
Track Inspection, 750
Trespassers. 849
Tunnel Ventilation at New York, 212*
Wheel Statistics, 92*

Pennsylvania System:
Passenger Cars. Steel, in Service, 1050

Pennsylvania Terminal Real Estate Company,
645

Pension (See Employee)
Pere Marquette:

Damages Paid, 1217
Efficiency Committees, 356
Locomotive Results, 169*

Permanent Way (See Maintenance of Way)
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GENERAL INDEX-Continued
[Illuslraled articles are indicated tlttis*; Editorials tliiisi; Letters to the Editor tlitist.]

Philadelphia & Reading:
Clasp Brakes for Passenger Cars, 279*
Creosoting Plant at Port Reading, N. J.,

106t, lis*
Piece Work (Sec Employee)
Pile (See Bridges and Buildiags)
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie:

Forces, Distribution of, 948*
Motor Car Service. 798*

Pneumatic Tools (See Machine Tools)
Police Departments:

Canadian Pacific. 804
Pennsylvania Railroad. 357

Political Platforms on Transportation. 4K
Present Giving, 6611, 777t
Prosperity (See Finance)
Prosperity of the Railways. 415t
Public, The Railways' Relations with (Sec also

Finance)

:

Inquiries .Xffably Answered, 1237t
Merchant, Local. Treatment of, 1095
Newspaper Man, the Railways and the Press,

822t. 826}, 1079t
New York. .\cw Haven & Hartford and
New Engl.md. 1103, 1152, 1171t

Railways and the Public, 509
Safety Movement and the Public, 662t, 918*
Shippers and Regulation, 1277
State (Tomraissionships and Special Inter-

ests, 719t
Texas Railways Appeal to Public, 357

Pump (See Water Service)

Radial Buffer Co.: Radial Buffer, 351*
Rail (See also Maintenance of Way):

Broken Rail Study, 381
Chemical Constituents of Steel Rails from

1870 to Date, 684
Defective Rails and Methods of Detecting
Them, 935t, 954*

Development in Steel Rails, 536*
Drainage and Rail Breakage, 419t
Guard Rail for Bridges, 109*
Handling of Rails, 741t
Hardness. Testing bv Ball Pressure. 803*
Inspection of Steel Rails. 748'. 843
1051b. Rail: New York Central Lines. 644*
Rail Sections, New, 208*
Relaving with Extra Gangs, 119
Soundness, Insuring. 457t, 464*. 975t, 991*
Statistics of Rail Manufacture, 125
Titanium Rails. 1141*
Unloader. Brown, 1215*
Wave Action, 784t*
Weight of Rails in Track, 584
Wheel. Flat, and Broken Rails, 431

Railway Business Association:
Canadian Plan for Preventing Strikes, 1181,

1277
Earnings of Railways, .Appeal for Increase,

593
Facilities. Shortage. J. T. Hill on, 1182
President's Address, 1279
Shippers and Regulation, 1277

Railway Commissions (See State Commissions)
Railway General Foremen's Association: Con-

vention, 197t, 204
Railway Officers on the Situation, I238t, 1247
Railway .Signal Association:

Annual Meeting. 692. 729*
Committee Appointments. 976t. 1052

Railway Steel-Spring Co.: Chrome-Vanadium
Driving Wheel Tires. 1189*

Rate Law (See Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion)

Rebates (See Legal Decisions)
Refrigeration (See Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion Rulings)
Reinforced Concrete (See Concrete)
Reports. .Annual (See names of companies)
Republican Platform. 57
River (See Waterways)
Roadbed (See Maintenance of Way)
Road Building (See Agriculture)
Roadmasier (See Officer)
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Associa-

tion:
Annual Convention. 533*
Committee Appointments. 951
Report on Development in Steel Rails. 536*
Report on How to Secure Foremen. 539
Report on Foreign Labor. 520t. 534
Report on Methods for Obtaining the Best
and Most Economical Results in Handling
Construction Work, 540

Reoort on New and Improved Appliances,
539

Re->ort on Stone Ballast. 533
Robbers (See Train Robberies)
Rock Island Lines: Safety Bureau, 259
Roof:

Care of Steel Passenger Car Roofs, 505
Car Roofs. 661

1

Rules (See Emplovee)
Rust (See Paint)
Rutland: Transfer to N. Y. N. H. 4 H. Per-

mitted, 1229

8
St. Louis & San Francisco:

.Annual Report, 1023t*, 1066
Casualties in November, 1217
Dead Line at Stations, 736
Efficiency and Standardization Committee,

583, 692
Freight Loss and Damage Bureau, 162
Pension Plan, 1278
Safety First Competition, 1276
Station Agents' Increased -Authority, 1276

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern:
Hospital Service, 214, 317
Liquor Test for Employees, 1050

St. Louis Sales Managers' .Association: Local
Merchant, Treatment of, 1095

St. Louis Southwestern: Annual Report, 620t*,
659

Safeguards (Sec Safety Appliances)
Safety (See Accident, also Maintenance of Way)
Safety Committees (See Accident)
Safety Appliances:

.Automatic Train Control, 373t, 396, 506,
562t, 849, 1273

Automatic Stop, Prize Offered for, 11691
Safeguarding the Locomotive, 875*, 1030t*

Salary (See Employee)
Salvage, 1139*
Sanitation:

Drinking Cups on Trains, 765, 807, 849,
868t, 896

Drinking Water Inspected, C. B. & Q., 1151
Inspection of Trains, Federal, 807, 823t
Pipe Cleaner, 1216*
Towels, Common, Forbidden, 1152

Scale: Track Scale Specifications, 936t, 956
Schedules: Summer and Winter Passenger

Schedules, 498t
School (See Education)
Scientific Management (See Efficiency Methods)
Screw Spikes (See Maintenance of Way)
Seaboard Air Line:

Accident near Norlina, X, C, 1000
Annual Report, 1076t, 1119
Division Names, 896

Section Car (See Motor Car)
Section House (See Bridges and Buildings)
See America First Association, 27, 132, 145t,

213, 259, 359, 682, 723t. 867t, 875t
Selling Railway Supplies, 146t
Semaphore (See Signal)
Shed (See Station)
Shippers (See Car Service; also Public Railways'

Relations with)
Shops (.See also Efficiency Methods; also Inter-

national Railroad Master Blacksmiths'
.Association)

:

Eddystone Erecting Shop; Baldwin Loco-
motive Works, 890*

Electrical Equipment of Railway Shops. 515
Engine House at Boone. Iowa, Chicago &

North Western, 151*
French Railway Practice, 1089
Frog and Switch Shops; C. M. & St. P.,

520t. 938*
London & North Western Shops at Crewe,
915t, 917t, 921*

Signal. Block (See also Railway Signal Asso-
ciation) :

.Automatic Signal Installations on the
Wabash. 318

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 1088*
Manual Block System on Single Track, 22
Mileage of Railroads Block Signaled, 1267

Signal. Interlocking (See Railway Signal .Asso-
ciation)

Signaling (See also Railway Signal Association):
Acetylene Signal Lights on Boston & Maine,

286*
.Automatic vs. Manual, 113U. 12461
Cab Signal or .Automatic Stop, 562t
Cab Signal, Proposed Improvement, 569t
Cab Signal. Simmen. 516*
Distant Signals. 50U. 668t
Flagging Rule, 278t, 549, 874t, 10291
Flags Displaced, 1000
Flagman. .Automatic. 924*
Orders of Indiana Commission, 850
Rules. New. on the New York Central, 291
Signal Maintenance, 752
Speed Limit Post; Pennsylvania Railroad.

385*
Slide (See Drainage)
Smoke Prevention (See Fuel)
Society of Railway Financial Officers: Clearing

House Plan, 835
Southern New England:

Construction Work Stopped, 958, 1002,
1103, 1220. 1279

Palmer-Providence Line, 338*
Southern Pacific:

.Accident Record, 356
Dining Cars. Reform in, 850
Electric Locomotives. 997*
Electrification. 65. 460*
Employees' Clubs. 1002
Lunch Counter Car. 396
Merger with Union Pacific Case, 1075t,

1081
Prosecution Results, 1050
Safetv Committees, 468*
Seed Distribution. 588
Steamship Interests, 807

Southern P.icific of Mexico: Safety Committees,
357

Southern Railway:
Annual Report, 663*t, 712
Farm Improvement Department, 481
Terminal at Atlanta, Ga., 219

Specifications, 1185

Speed (See Train Speed)

Spike (See Maintenance of Way)
Standard Code (See Train Rules;
Standard Steel Co.: Chrome-Vanadium Driving

Wheel Tires, 1189*
State Commissions (See also State Commission

Rulings)

:

Accident Report; C. B. & Q., at Western
Springs, 274t, 290

Accident Report: New York Central, at
Hyde Park, N. Y., 214

Accident Report; N. Y., N. H. & H., at
Westport, 1035

California: Decisions Printed and Distrib-
uted, 704

California: Valuation of Electric Railways
Begun, 967

Canada (See Canada)
Illinois: Commissioncrships Promised, 719t
Indiana: Signal Orders. 850
Louisiana: Block Signaling Investigation,

1050
National Association of Railway Commis-

sioners, 1036
New York: Budget for Grade Crossing

Elimination, 1050
New York: No Power to Order the Estab-

lishment of a Sinking Fund, 1218
New York: Report on Tracks of N. Y.,
N. H. & H.. 1278

Pacific Coast Public Service Commissioners.
1108

Right of Way. Purchase of, 39t
Texas Annual Report, 1218
Texas Laws and Mr. Ripley, 173, 398
Wisconsin: Headlight Tests, 732*, 1149

State Commission Rulings:
California: Time Tables Filed with Com-

mission, 549
Canada (See Canada)
Geor^a: Mileage Tickets, 967
Illinois: Depots and Shipping Facilities may

be Ordered, 650
Indiana: Demurrage Rules, 595
Louisiana: Charges on Carload Shipments.
769

Louisiana: Flagmen Ordered. 1283
Louisiana: Information Regarding Delays,
264

Louisiana: Linen Covers Ordered, 809
Louisiana: Replying to Requests to Trace

Shipments, 32
Louisiana: Through Rates and Mileage

Rates, 264
Louisiana: Yazoo & Mississippi Valley and
New Train Schedules. 1102

Massachusetts Full-Crew Order, 260, 333t
Massachusetts: Sunday Excursion Train

Forbidden, 179
Michigan: Soo Line Ordered to Reduce

Passenger Rates, 967
Mississippi: Sand Rate Increases Suspended,

554
New Y'ork: Erie Ordered to Improve Sta-

tion, 360
New York: Gates or Flagmen Ordered, 322
New York: Laundry Rates Reduced, 179
New Y'ork: MidCrosstown Railway Denied

Permission to Issue New Securities, 967
New York: New \''ork, Westchester & Bos-

ton's Extension. 1283
New York: Street Car Fare, Two Cents,

1109
New York: Telegram not a Call Word for

\\ estern Union, 75
New York: Telephone Mergers, 1109
Ohio: Demurrage on Coal Cars, 769
Texas: Joint Line Express Rates and

Switching Charges, 1008
Texas: Keconsignments on Shipments of

Bananas, 224
Washington: Freight Rate Reductions, 32.

698, 705 . • •

Washington: Rates from Tacoma and Seat-
tle. 856

Washington: Reciprocal Demurrage Charge.
809

Wisconsin: Carriers Must Carry All Ar-
ticles, 361

Wisconsin: Joint Rates Restored. 361
Wisconsin: Minimum Weight Rule, 361
Wisconsi.i: Pulp Wood Rates Reduced, 360
Wisconsin: Quicker Transportation Or-

dered, 1057
Wisconsin: Transit Privileges on Lumber,

1057
Wisconsin: Wood Pulp Rates Reduced, 1057

State Ownership (See Government Ownership)
Station (See also Yards and Terminals):

-Appearance. 39t
Canadian Pacific Passenger Terminal at

Vancouver, 22*
Chicago Union Station Plans, 354, 390*. 804
Dead Line at Frisco Stations, 736
Multi-Car System of Loading Freight, 839
Panama Station, 49
Parcels Check Room and Information Bu-

reau. 561t. 668t
Toronto Union Station Proposed, 646
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Station {Continued):
Train Bulletins, Glasgow Central Station,

231t, 255'
Union Stations, 821t

Statistics of Railways for the Year Ended June
30, 1911, 217

Steamship Ownership (See Trust)
Steel Concrete (See Concreted
Stock cSce Finance)
Stoker (See Locomotive Firebox)
Stokers, Mechanical (See Locomotive Firebox)
Street Railways (See Electric Railways)
Strike (See Employee)
Subways:

Chicago, 548
New York, 25
Unit System of Subway Construction, Kan-

sas City Terminal, 1133*
Superheater:

Efficiency Tests, 469"
Holfman, S., on, 1147
Lubrication of Superheater Locomotives,

975t, 1049*
Superheat, Advantages of, 1149*
Switch Engines and Superheaters, 231t

Supply Department:
Handling Material in Yards, 754
Methods Competition (See Competition)
Operating Expenses and the Supply Depart-
ment. 93

Salvage, Handling of, 1139*
Switch:

Crossing Design, 544*
Frog and Switch for Temporary Spur

Tracks. 308*
Frog and Switch Shops. 520t, 938*

Tacheometer in Railway Location, 889*
Tariff;

Freight Classification on American Railways,
282*, 341, 387, 436

Southern Classification, 854
L^niform Classification, 456t
Western Classification Committee, 630

Taxation cSee also Legal Decisions)

:

Jersey City, 356
Keith County, Nebraska, 281
Wisconsin, 1217

Tehuantepec Ry. : Traffic, 767
Telegraph (See also Education)

:

Cable Rate Reductions, 478
Interference with Telegraph Wires by Wire-

less, 260
Pensions, 916t, 958

Telephone;
Pensions, 916t, 958

Tender. Design and -Accidents, 561t, 569*, 667$,
723+, 783+, 874J, 919t*. 1130+*

Terminal (See Yards and Terminals)
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis:

Bridge Arbitrary not Abolished, 75
Compliance with Court Order, 402, 487
St. Louis Terminal Situation, 416t

Tests and Their Relation to Economy, 1216
Texas (See also State Commissions; also State

Commission Rulings):
Appeal of Railways to Public, 357
Trespassers Killed, 1102
Personal Injury Damages, 588

Texas & Pacific;
Accident at Alexandria, La., 1192, 1277
Improvements Recommended, 396
Millingin-Transit Dispute Settled. 767

Theft (See Train Robberies)
Ticket (See also Passenger Rates):

Frauds, Arrests for, 445
Joint Ticket Oflices, 231t. 334t, 337t
Scaloine. Sentence for, 1155
Union Ticket Office, 894

Ticket Protective Bureau: Scalper Sentenced,
1155

Tie Fastener (See Maintenance of Way)
Tie Plate (See Maintenance of Way)
Ties an,l Timber (See also Maintenance of

Wav)

:

Cost of a Treated Tie, 295t, 309*
Creosote in Piles After 30 Years, 114*
Creosoted Wood Blocks for Purposes Other
Than Street Pavement, 530

Creosoting Plant at Port Reading, N. J.;
Central of New Jerscv, 106t, 115*

Creosoting Plant near Winnipeg, 952*
Seasoning Ties, Bulletin on, 805
Steel Ties on the Bessemer & Lake Erie,

742*
Tests of Long Leaf Pine Timbers, 1202
Tie Inspection Report, Gulf, Colorado &

Santa Fe, 159
Ties Bought by Government, 588
Ties, Life of. Prolonging. 1193t. 1197*
Ties. Renewing to Face. 1206
Wood Preserving Industry. 748

Timber Preservation (See Ties and Timber)
Tire (See Wheel)
Toledo, St. Louis & Western: Accident near Fill-

more, 111.. 849
Tool (See Machine Tools)
Track (See also Maintenance of Way, also Con-

struction. New) :

Crossovers in High Speed Passenger Tracks,
1074t

Dust Laying on Railway Roadbeds, 615!
Inspection: Pennsylvania Railroad, 750
Manganese in Track Work, 297*
-Tie Spacing When Relaying Rails, 936t,

937t
Track Kink Competition (See Competition)

Track Kinks (See Kinks. Track)
Turnouts, Problem in, 316*

(See Locomotive Performance)
Trade Unions (See Employee)
Traffic:

Anthracite Coal Shipments, 962
Automobiles and Passenger Traffic, 720t, 962
Capitalization and Traffic, 474
Freight Density, 867t, II24t, U29t
Panama Canal and Transcontinental Traffic,

199, 249
Records, 698

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh: Railway Labor Situa-
tion, 789

Trains:
Long Trains and Mallet Locomotives, If
Tonnage, 428

Train Despatching:
Contingent Schedules on the Virginian Ry.,

840', 113U, 1135
Telephone, 478, 645, 691, 1050
Train Rule Changes, 1073t, lOSOt

Train Lighting (See Lighting)
Train Load: (jreatcr Paying Train Load, 278t
Trainmen (See Employee)
Train Robberies, 445, 548, 645, 691, 849. 9S7,

1276
Train Rules:

Changes Proposed, 8t
Changes, Too .Many, 1073t, 1080t
Flagging Rule, 278t, 549, 874J, 1029t
Rule G and the Enginemen, 213, 440
Train Order Form 19, 150J, 419*

Train Shed (See Station)
Train Speed:

Speed Limit of Passenger Trains, Penna.
R. R., 548

Speed Limit Posts, Penna. R. R., 385*
Summer and Winter, 498t

Traveling Engineers' Association:
.\ddress by H. T. Bentlev, 430
Address of J. M. Daly, 415t, 428
Address of Samuel O. Dunn, 420
Address of K. .-V. Worthington, 425
Address of President Hays, 422
Annual Convention. 417t. 420'
Report on Chemically Treated Water and

Increased Locomotive Efficiency. 422*
Report on Handling Long Trains with Mod-

ern Air Brake Equipment, 426
Report on Interesting Enginemen in the

Economical Use of Fuel and Lubricants,
429

Report on Relation of Mechanical Appliances
to Fuel Economy, 424

Trestle (See Bridge)
Truck:

Side Frames for Freight Car Trucks. 386*

Truck Derailments, 980t
Trust (See also Finance; also Public, the Rail-

ways. Relations with)

:

Competition. Restraint of, 3t
Shipping Trust Investigation, 591

Stanley Committee's Recommendations, 167,

233t, 260
Stanley Minority Report, 173, 216
Steamship Lines. Railroad Control of, 778t.

804, 807. 1281
Tunnel (See also Subway)

:

Ventilation of Pennsylvania Tunnels at

New York, 212*
Ventilation of West Shore Weehawken

Tunnel, 252*
Sand Patch Tunnel Blocked. Baltimore &

Ohio. 127
Turnout (See Track)
Turntable:

Development, 739t, 757
Renewing, 542*

u
Underframe (See Car)
Union (See Employee)
Union Pacific:

Annual Report, 1244t*, 1289
Inspection Bureau -Abolished, 64

Merger with Southern Pacific Case. 1075 1,

1081
Safety Movement, 261 _ . . , „

United States Express Co.: Dividend Passed.

849 , . -
United States ^^etal & Manufacturing Co.:

Drop Bottom Car Door Operating Mech-
anism. 738*

United States Steel Corporation;
Earnings. 215. 850
Stanley Committee's Recommendations, 167,

233t. 260
Stanley Minority Report, ir3. 216

Unfilled Tonnage, 66, 549, 765, 9^9, 1221

Valuation of Railways:
Arkansas, 548 .

California Electric Railway \ aluation Be-

gun. 967 . .,i
Democratic Platform on Transportation, 41t
Lehigh Valley. 1151
Mississippi, 322
New Jersey, 243, 804
Ohio, 172. 548
Texas. 357
Washington. 172

Valve: Locomotive Blow-Oflt, 9j4*

Vanadium (See Wheel)
Vandalia R. R.: Safety Department, 957

Varnish (See Paint)

\eniilaiion:
Bracket Fan for Passenger Cars, 804*
Exhaust Ventilator, 586*
Pennsylvania Tunnels at New York, 212*
West Shore Weehawken Tunnel, 252*

Viaduct (See Bridges and Buildings)
Virginian Railway:

Contingent Schedules, 840*. I13U. 1135
Mikado Locomotives. 20*

w
Wabash:

.Automatic Block Signals, 318
Fuel Economy, 127
Interstate Commerce Commission Report on

Accident near West Lebanon, 646
•Safety Committees. 127

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal Ry. : Flood at
Rockdale, Pa., 549

Wages (See Employee)
Washington (See State Commission Rulings)
Waterproofing; Remodeling of a Steam Power

Plant, 432*
Water Service:

Concrete Tanks, 755
Improvements, 7401
Rose Oil Column for Filling Tender Tanks,

292*
Waterways:

Erie Canal Washout, 448
Fares to the Orient Reduced, 1277
Life Boat Requirements. 552
Ocean Freight Rate Increases, 448
Panama Canal and the Railways, 95, 199,

249
Panama Canal, British Tonnage. 554
Panama Canal Tolls, 274f, 317, 372t, 397,

402. 1005, 1073t, 1098
Shipping Trust Investigation, 591

Watson-Stillman Co. : Coupler Yoke Shearing and
Riveting Press, 395*

Welding: Steel Welding, 473
Western .Association of Railroads: Preventing a

Car Shortage, 2327. 260
Western Railway Club:

Electrical Equipment of Railway Shops. 515
Headlight Tests by the Wisconsin Commis-

sion. 732*. 1149
Specifications. 1185
Water Treatment and Boiler Troubles, 275t,

288
Western L'nion Telegraph Co.

:

Louisville & Nashville Telegraph Poles, 317,
1152

Pensions. 916t. 958
Schools of Telesraphy. 1217

Westinghouse Electric & Slanufacturing Co.;
Electric Locomotives; Southern Pacific, 997*
Professors on Payroll, 478

West Shore: Weehawken Tunnel Ventilation,
252*

Wheel

:

Car Wheel Specifications. 44J
(llilled Iron Wheels. 500{*
(Throme-Vanadium Tires, 1189*
Coning on Sharp Flanges. 92*
Drop Testing Machine for Cast Iron Wheels,

211*
Flat Wheels, Impact of. 43*

Statistics on the Pennsylvania R. R., 92*
Wheeling & Lake Erie;

.Annual Report. 618t*
Grade Reduction and Operating Costs, 642*

Williams, White & Co.: Thomas Spacing Table
for Multiple Punches. 170*

Wisconsin (See State Commissions: also State
Commission Rulings)

Wood (See Ties and Timber)
Wood Preservation (See Ties and Timber):

Yards and Terminals (See also Signaling);
.Appearance. 39t
.Atlanta. Ga.. Southern Rv. Terminal. 219
Boone. Iowa. Yard and Shop Improvements,

C. & N. VV.. 151*
Bumping Post, 587*
Centralia. 111.. Illinois Central Yards. 236*
Chicago, Illinois Central Terminal, 64
Chicago. Terminal Centralization. 1001
Chicago. Terminal Situation. 4l6t
Chicago Union Station Plans. 354. 390*, 8<M
Electrification of Terminal, 18
Hibbing. Minn.. Yard for Ore Traffic, Du-

luth, Missabe & Nor.. 166*
Information Bureau and Parcels Check
Room. 561t. 668t

Multi-Car Svstem of Loading Freight, 839
New York,' Grand Central Terminal, 850,

981*
Ore Docks. L'pner Lake. 203
Ore Loading Dock: Lake Superior It Ish-

peming. 877*
Passenger Terminal at Vancouver, B. C,
Canadian Pacific. 22*

St. Louis. Terminal .Association and the

Court Order. 402. 487
St. Louis Terminal Situation. 416t
Texas City, Tex., Rail and Water Terminals,

Warehouses Outside of Cities, 777t, 874t.
1130t

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley:
.Accident at Montr. La.. 957. 1001, 1051

Annual Meeting of Operating Officers. 693

Young Men's Christian -Association: Railroad

Conference, 692
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Artistic Bridge Design, 979

Coal Trade, The, 107
Coking of Coal at Low Temperatures, with a

Prrliminar)- Study of the ByProducts, 918
Cylinder Performance of Reciprocating Engines,

149

Effect of Cold Weather on Train Resistance and
Tonnage Rating, The, 234

Electrical Blue Book. 375
Electrical Injuries, Causes, Prevention and

Treatment, 191
Elements of Drawing, 621
Engineering Valuation of Public Utilitiet and

Factories, 277

Freight Terminals and Trains, 721

NEW BOOKS.
How to Analyze Railroad Reports, 568

International Railway Fuel Association, 667
Iron and Steel Structural Work, 1128

Lakes-to-theGulf Deep Waterway, The, 418

Manual of Railway Statistics. 666
Manual of Statistics, 1912, 86
Manual of the Railway Signal Association, 234
Modem Organization. 825

New Competition, The, 1172

Practical Treatise on Tunneling, A, 979

Railroad Operating Costs, 1078

Railroad Statistics, 6
Railway Library, The, 873
Railway Operating Statistics, 666

Smoley's Parallel Tables of Logarithms and
Squares, 1194

Some Facts About Treating Railroad Ties, 1078
Statistics of the American and Foreign Iron

Trades, 277
Steel Mill Buildings, 1028
Strength of Materials, 667

Times (London), The; Ajnerican Railway Num-
ber, 336

\'alves. Valve Gears and Valve Diagrams, 8£

Waterways Versus Railways, 4

OBITUARY.
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Cavanaugh, Joseph B.. 1114*
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Thompson, John Strode Barbour,

1160
Toombs, Robert, 772*

Voorhees, George B., 1232

Washburn, William D., 226*
Waterbury, W. A., 364*
Wells, Reuben, 971*
White, J. T., 1011*
Whitman, John M., 859*
Wright, Phineas P., 1011*

Bucknell, J. A., 139
Budd. Ralph, 1284
Bugg. B. L., 363, 771, 811, 858
Burdick, E. L., 364
Burgess, S. E., 1010
Burgess, Theodore H., 33, 76
Burgis, E. W., 450
Burke, T. C, 181
Burke, T. J.. 652
Burke. W. H., 77, 139
Burkhalter, D., 557
Burkhead. S. E., 902
Burkholder, C. J., 405
Burnet. A. L., 77
Burnett, J. F., 451
Bumham, H. G., 327, 452
Burns, Luther, 902
Burritt. L. A., 140
Busbv, L. A., 33
Busbv, Roy S., 651
Busch, A. G., 652
Bush, F. C, 556
Bushnell, F. A., 1160
Bussine. G. H., 597, 771
Butler, Tames, 771
Butler. W. B., 859
Buttolph. L. F., 269
Byers, B. C., 267

Cahill, M. H.. 180, 267, 902
Caldwell, Arthur B., 904
Caldwell, G. K., 405, 556
Calhoun, M. A.. 268
Calkins. F. T.. 859
Callaghan, J. H., 269
Callahan, J. E.. 651
Callahan, T. W., 903
Calohan, William, 225
Calvert, C. R., 1231
Calvin. E. E., 139, 224
Camera, N. A.. 1010
Cameron, Wilfred S. R., 1060
Campbell, C. S., 181
Campbell, F. L., 902, 1010
Canning, Isaac A., 139
Cantrell, S. T., 450
Capps. Charles R., 180, 858
Garden, R. G., 451
Cardwcll, G. A., 182
Carlson, Charles E.. 450
Carpenter, Frank B., 810
Carpenter, W. B., 904
Carr, R. F., 33
Carroll, P. F.. 1009
Carroll. Phil 325
Carmthers, W. A., 1231
Carson, F. L., 327
Carswell, W., 1112
Carter, P. J., 652
Cartwright, G. A., 1010
Cassels, H. C, 812
Cassidy, P. H., J3
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Catuna, A., 556
Center, E. S., 812
Chalenor, L. E., 326, 903, 1010
Chamberlain, W. G., 77
Chamberlin, E. J., 771
Chamberlin, M. H., 1009, 1011
Chamberlin, W. A., 707
Chandler, J. M., 651
Chapman, Clarence L., 225
Charles, S. H., 268
Chase, G. E., 1114, 1231

Cheatham, R. I.. 326
Cheek, J. T., 555, 903
Chenoweth, E. G., 327
Chilton, J. A., 707
Chisholm, J^ 140
Chism, H. T., 77
Chreitzberg, A. T.. 555
Clancy, J. A., 811
Clark, F. D., 902
Clark, F. P., 139
Clark, George A., 651
Clark, George H., 903
Clark. J. H., 33
Clark, Truman H., 1231
Clark, W. H., 451
Clarke, Charles, 1114
Clarke, J. H 487, 810
Clausen, L. R.. 139. 268
Cleveland, A. T., 706
Cleveland, George C, 452, 490, 557
Cleveland. T. L., 859
Clewer, H., 904, 970
Clifford, T. C, 139
Clifton, Randall, 405, 556
Clough, J. A., 452
Clough, W. P., 76
Cobb, G. L., 268. 1114
Cobb, H. M.. 406, 489
Cochran, C. W.. 652
Code. J. G., 225, 326
Codling, G. A., 267, 363
Coe, C. W., 450
Colburn. William L., 556
Coleman, Lockett Gwin, 33
Collett, C. T., 771, 859
Collins, C. E., 811
Colson, H. W., 810
Colvin D. D., 226
Colwell, F. G.. 652
Cone, F.. 705
Conlcv, O. M., 1231
Conloh, Thomas E., 1059
Coniy, T. E., 597
Connolly, W. H., 77
Conroy, T. H., 1112
Conway, T. F., 4S8

Cool, C. W., 596
Cooper, E. S., 139, 267
Coppage, W. H., 811
Corbett, M. C, 268
Corbin, W. M., 902
Corcoran, C. E., 268
Cormany, G. C. 326
Corneliser, O., 405
Cornell. Xerxes H., 555, 651
Cornick, H. P., 1113
Cottingham, O. R., 555
Coughlin, D., 706
County, A. T., 1284
Courtice, H. R., 326
Courtright, T. A., 902
Cousins, J. M.. 326
Covert, W. T., 452
Cox. A. P., 487
Cox, W. A., 327
Coxwell, M., 597
Coyle, M. C, 363
Craig, Gordon M., 225
Crary, B. H., 487
Crawford, J. U.. 364, 406
Creagan. L. P., 77
Critchfield, \V. P., 904
Cronk, W. B.. 180
Cress. D. \V., 1285
Crow, A. L., 707
Crowell, M. L.. 450
Croxton, W. W.. 771
Cruickshank, J., 181
Crume, H. P.. 140
Culton. M. O., 326
Gumming, T. T., 707
Cunningham, t). \V., 78
Curdle, J. F., 811
Curran, F, E., 651
Curtis, E. M., 651
Curtis, J. H.. 1009
Curtis, W. 1, 269
Curtiss, G. 970

Daniel, E. H., 555
Daniels, Albert, 77
Daniels, R. J., 326, 405
Darlow, Alfred M., 557, 707
Dassell, C. R., 77, 140
Daum, \V. H., 488
Davant. T. S., 1059
Davidson, Ewen, 182
Davis, A. H., 597
Davis, D. M., 405, 556
Davis, E. M., 489, 707
Davis, F. J., 652
Davis, W, T., 970
Day, D, C, 772
Day. J. B.. 556
Decker, J. K., 77, 182

DeGroot, E. H., 1009, 1059
Ucimling, J. F., 707
Uelalmnt, VV. V., 487
UeKousse, U. J., 1284
Ucvcrcux, J. J., 269
Dibble, William J., 556
Dice, Agnew T., 1284
Dike, Henry B., 267
Dillon, S. J., 452, 652
Uix, C. H., 1284
Dixcy, Thomas B., 555, 596
Uobyns, \v . T., 116U
UoUd, A.. F., /71
Uolierty, William, 33
Doll, Vv. a., 70/
Doolittle, R. L., 970
Donahue, -M., 327
Donald, George, 33
Donnell, J. U., 326, 859
Dore, R. L., 451
Dorr, H. K., 488
Doty, Theodore, 771
Dougherty, T. C, 771
Douglas, A., 555
Douglas, H. T., Jr., 34, 77
Douglass, S. B., 652
Dowlin, C. P., 1010
Downing, W. C, 902
Downs, T. L., 488
Doyle, J. il., 33
Doyle, Richard, 325, 1009
Doyle, W. J., 77
Drake, E. F., 139
Drew, J. G., 76, 13S
Droege, J. A., 1112, 1231
Drury, M. J., 78
Drysdale, George R., 139
Duff, T. A., 138
Dully, Harry T., 488
Dugan, C. P., 325
Dugan, J. P., 181
Duncan, William McKinley, 76
Dunham, Charles A., 904
Durham, W. A., 268
Dwyer, J., 1112
Dyer, H. B., 326

Earl, H. D.. 651
Earling, S. M., 652, 771
Easley, F. J., 33
Easley. K. A., 268
East, Tohn L., 225
Easum", C. H., 1231
Eaton, F. J., 1009
Eaton, W. H., 1059
Eber, John W., 34
Eckert, \V. Frank, 1285
Eckles, E. T., 812
Edgcombe, G. H., 364
Edmondson, K. J., 706
Edson, J. A., 267
Edson, R. P., 268
Edwards, J. L., 811
Edwards, T. O., 33, 76
Ehlers, A. H., 225
Eisiminger, F. A., 707, 811
Elfner, A. H., 33
Ellick, Alfred G., 857
Ellingsworth, M., 903
Elliott, C. G., 771
Elliott, J. H., 596
Ellis, E. E., 140
Elmes. C. C, 226
Emerling, J., 557
Emerson, G. H., 771, 859
Emery, Edward, 181
Emery, J. S., 706
Ennes, S., 858
Enockson, J. O., 406
Erb, Newman, 362, 405, 1159
Esse, Andrew, 225, 268
Evans, Fred, 904
Evans, G. I., 489, 557
Evans, T. W., 706
Evetts, J. H., 859
Ewing, Charles H., 1285
Eyman, E. P., Jr., 556

Fabela, R., 226
Fairbaim, J. A., 811
Fairhead. J. E.. 267, 326
Fairlie, F. A., 364
Faick, Frederick M., 1285
Falconer, Robert C, 707, 904, 1232

Fales. C. S., 225
Farmer, G. E., 811
Farmer, R. R., 268
Farrell, H. E., 76
Farrell. T. E., 325
Farrell, T. F.. 78
Farrell, J. W., 139, 267

Farrell, W. H.. 811. 902
Farrington, J. D., 489
Farrington, Robert I., 1159

Farriss, J. M^ 859
Faucette, W. D., i:S4, 1285

Faulkner, F. G., 139

Fay, Thornwell, 362, 405
Featherston, J. M., 362

Fee, T. H., 327
Fellows, C. J., 33

Felton, C. E.. 970
Felton, Samuel M.. 405

Ferguson, E. C., 707

Ferluson, F. A. C, 1159

Ferguson. S. E.. 902

Ferns, H. C, 771

l-crrllor, L. J., ?71
Filimorc, A. L., lUlO
Findiey, A., 140
Fincrty, John F., Jr., 1112
Finley, Reed, 5iO
Finlcy, W . W., Jr., 269
binncgan, John U., 225
Fischer, Paul J., 34, 77, 326
Fisher, F. S., 7o7
Fisher, S. B., 1060
Fitzgerald, J. M., 771, 968
Fitzmaurice, R. 0., 325
Fitzpatrick, F. G., 556
Fitzpatrick, J. A., 489, 707, 1010
Fleming, C. V., 1284
Fleming, R. C, 859
Flippin, B. M., 405
Flynn, J. B., 1231
Foley, Ihomas J., 1009, 1113
Fooie, Joseph W., 904
Forbes; T. A., 33
Ford, Charles W., 450
Ford, Robert H., 140
Ford, T. S., 33
Fordyce, William C, 487
Forsyth, D. 1., 180
Fortune, William }., 489
Fosler, W. D., 405
Foster, F. E., 267
Fowler, B. B., 1159
Fowler, R. B., 450, 1159
Fowler, Thomas P., 582, 596
Fox, C. B., 812
Eraser, William E., 597
Freeman, C. M., 1231
Freeman, James, 597
French, George R., 268
Fresenius, J. P., 556
Freund, Stanford H. E., 1112
Frogner, J. A., 1159
Frymire, B. M.. 1010
Fuller, W. E., 811
Fullerton. J. A.. 859
Fulton, J. M., 181

Gallagher, D., 706
Gallery, J. D., 1112, 1159
Galligan, C. W., 556, 903
Galvin, F., 226
Gant, J. B., 812
Gardner, H. P., 859
Gardner, T. E., 268
Garner, R. L., 651
Garrett, William A., 555, 596
Garrigues, H. H., 904
Gebhardt, R. L., 772
Geer, W. L., 555
George, E. H., 326
George F. J., 327
Gerner, L. B., 489
Getty, J. F., 225, 327
Geyelin, A. L., 269
Gilbert, A. L., 706
Gilbert, D. E., 1059, 1231
Gilhoula, J. R., 451
Gillaspy, C. F., 1010
Gillen, U. E., 811
Gillespie, G. W., 771
Gilman, L. C, 76
Gilmartin, M. J., 771
Githens, J. N., 405, 451
Given, W. H., 33
Glcnnon, Edward T., 225
Glynn, William G., 597
Going, A. S.. 1232
Goldsborough, Charles S., 33, 76
Golithon. J. S., 489
Goodnow, T. H., 327, 363
Goodwin, E. P., 651
Goodwin, E. T., 705
Gordon. Grant, 77, 811
Gordon, J. A., 1231, 1285
Gormaly, C. A., 77
Gorman, W. J., 812
Gorsuch, C. W., 902
Gould. J. R.. 652
Grabell, G. M., 268
Graham, J. W.. 451
Graham. Thomas A., 140, 225
Grant. J. P.. 707
Graves, H. E.. 77
Gray, Carl, Jr., 77
Gray, Edward, 269, 327
Gray, H. H.. 34
Green, C. W.. 140
Gregory, F. W., 652
Greiner. W. L., 859
Grice. E. W., 180
Griffin. I. M., 1231
Griggs, G. I... 450, 651
Crimshaw, F. G., 452, 489
Groves, Charles F., 76
Gruber, J. M., 771, 857

Hadden, George, 77
Hager. C. S.. 1010
Haggander. G. A., 182
Haid, Edward, 1159
Haley. T. A.. 489
Hall. H. M., 556
Hall. W. T.. 77
Hall. William. 1009
Halsted. H. O., 706
Hamilton, H., 706
Hamilton, H. W., 596
Hamilton. Paul, 652
Hamler. W. A.. 902
Hammond, C. P., 903

Handy, A. K., 489
llannauer, George, 77, 139
Hanse, E. C, lulu
llarahan, W. J., 405, 577, 858, 1284
Harden, H. G., 325
Harding, N. U., 77
Hardy, .\l. H., 326
Hardy, P. C, 857
Hare, J. V., 771, 811
Harold, L., 1009
Harris, L. B., 489
Harris, R. B., 557
Harrison, F. E., 489
Harrison, George B., 1009
Hart, Edgar R., 1284
Hanenstein, F., 1059
Hartough, E. W., 970
Hastings, Paul P., 77
Hasty, Charles S., 364
Hatch, Frank E., 1231
Hatcher, H., 180, 405
Hawkins, B. H., 707
Hay, F. L., 33
Hayes, J. L., 1159
Hayes, j. P., 140
Hays, C. M., 771
Heafer, J. B. 1009
Heaman,

J. A., 327
Heaney, Chas. E., 771
Hcazlitt, H. W., 225
Hedlund, H. E 487
Heggenbcrger, G. W., 77
Henderson, S. P., 771, 858
Hendricks, J. T., 771, 857, 1285
Henney, J. S., 707
Herman, B. W., 1114 .

Herr, F. C, 771
Hess, G. U., 705
Hess, S. A., 859
Hester. J. D., 1112, 1159
Heward, A. R. G., 450
Heyser, E. S., 1009
Hickey, D. W., 34, 705
Hickey, J. F., 268
Hickey, W. J., 269
Hicks, R. C, 77
Hilgartner, Daniel E., 405
Hiir, J. F., 707
Hill, J. N., 76
Hills. F. A., 1010
Hillsabeck, B. F., 1112
Himmelberger, C. M., 450
Hinrichs, W. B., 268. 596
Hinshaw, H. A., 364, 452
Hippey. E. S., 970
Hix, Charles H.. 810, 857
Hobart, George F., 451, 903
Hobbs, George S.. 225
Hobbs, R. R., 487
Hobson, W. P., 652
Hoddinott, W. T. R., 858
Hoff. Frederick. 810
Hogan, E. D., 858
Hogan. W. J.. 771
Hohnsbean, F. H., 858
Holcomb, H. H., 1060, 1114
Holden, E. H.. 267
Holden, Hale, 968
Holland, Arthur, 771
Holloway, C. L.. 140
Holmes, F. J., 858
Hood, J. E., 1231
Hoover. R. M., 77, 180, 706
Hopkins, C. F.. 33, 139
Horn. R. H.. 269
Horton, T. Y.. 652
Hoskinson. Albert, 487
Hoskinson, Ralph W., 487
Hosterman, D.. 364
Hotchkiss. L. J., 182
Hough. J. F.. 1010
Houston. J. S.. 1232
Houston. William O., 140
Houten, R. A., 772
Hovev, M. H., 1285
Howard. Fred S.. 364
Howard. Gerald B.. 34
Howard. James K.. 1285
Howard. Lester, 34
Howard, N. L., 488
Howard, N. R.. 811
Howard. O. W., 364
Hubbell, C. H.. 33
Hudson, W. C. 363
Hudson, W. R.. 325. 363, 771
Hughes. G. D.. 180
Hulehan. T. T.. 902
Humphreys, William, 1231
Hunter. T. F.. 904
Hutchinson. W.. 859
Hutton, H. M.. 707
Hutson, Harry M., 812

Ingalls. M. E.. 963
Inrrersoll. B. W.. 489
Irish. Frank, 327. 405
In»in, J. F., 180. 267

Tackson, C. H.. 903
Jackson. H. D., 1060
Tackson. H. L., 34
"Tacobs. T. W., 488
Jacobs. M. H., 225
James. F. S.. 858
Jaquith. A. L., 597
Jaquith W. L., S97
Jenks. W. J.. 1112
Jenney, C. E., 1114
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS—Continued

lohn.to
. ohns

Icnning.. E. D.. 812
John. fl. .\.. Jr.. 557
Jc.hn». Marshall E.. 123]
lolin-. II. A. .<;„ U9, 771
Ji.lii.s..M. r. U.. U9
lohnM.ii. !•. L.. 405
JohiiM.ii. <;. E., 451
Johnson. J. E., 651
lohnicM. J. M., 1112, 12J0

]. T.. 902
L. K.. 77
.Maro, 65J
W. H., 1059

. J. H.. 140
m. John T., 34
n, W. D.. 77

ones. Elmer B.. 364
'ones, Fred E. 857
ones, H. A., 139, 140

.ones, M. I.. 1010

. ones. Norton L. 488
udd, Thomas, 555
unkin. Paul, 405
uslin, H. P., 180

Kalk, C. X., 652, 772
Kannapell, E. C, 268
Kavanaiigh. \V. K.. 1009
Keavenv. r.. 452
Keefe. T. J., 405
Keenan, E. C, 651, 706
Kegler, \V. C, 652
KcllogR. \V. I... 707, 1160
Kelly. I. H., 77.-

Kelly, 1', F., 903
Kelly. l>hilip J., 858
Kelsey. F. II., 858
Kemp. E. L., 488
Keranf. George P.,
Kendall. J. L„ 451

71

970, 1010

ivcniiaii. J. 1^ 431
Kendrick.

J. P., 557
Kennedy. I. V., 267
Kennelly, NI. J., 706
Kenney. \V. P 771, 857
Kessler, E. G. Ti.. 33
Keyes, Kent O., 859
Kicne, Henry, 811
Kienc. Peter, 811
Kilpairick. I. B.. 34
King, D. C, 1060
King, Edward S., 597
King, T. E., 77
Kinfcead, I. M.,
Kinsella, J. J.,
Kinsey. F., 12S„
Kirby, E. S., 225
Kirk, J. E.. 269
Kirkpalrick, J. P.. 33, 139, 180
Kirkpalrick. ^ohn I.., 859, 1114
Kirkwood. Richard. 857 1009
Kittle, C. .M.. 33
Kleinhans. R. ,M., 1059
Klumph, D. A., 597
Knickerbocker. G. C, 1059
Knight. Harold, 904
Knight, T. K., 705
Knowles L. D.^ 451
Knox, VV. E., >7I
Knox, \V. II., 1160
Koch, E. I... 1011
Koch, \V. G., 139
Roller, E. S., 363. 405
Kruse, H. G., 555
Kyle, E. D.. 326, 903
Kummcr, G. H., 1231

I.jbbe, \'. E., 903
I..aberee, O. G., 1009
I-adley, \V. E., 1232
Uller, C. W., 77
Lake, C. J., 651
I-ake, C. S., 267. 325
Lalk E. .4 405
LamK, E. T.. 224, 1284
Ijimb, (Icorge \V., 771
I.jimh. William. 267
UmJKrt. Frank }.. IIU
Lambert. J. S., 556
I.Jimereaux J. S., 225
Umiman. Earl D., 1114
iJimson, John B., 812
I^ngton. C. E., 557
Unnan. E. P., 34
j-lnlry. B., 33. 858, 1159
I.arkin, JI.. 4 52
Ijnner, R., 450
Larson, .M. I., 180. 225
Lathrop. A. I,., 771
Lathrop. F. C, 181. 327
pUK'"'!". Cv'orge P., 363
Uiijthlin, H. R., 706
I-avi«, F.. 406
Layher. George R., 450, 556
Uach, E. G., 811
LeBoiitillJer. G.. 901
Lechlirlrr. \V. T.. 902
Lee, Charles E., 488
Lee, Francis. 707
Lee, George A. 970
Lee. Ivy r... 1284
Lee. P. O., 707
Lehenstrom. F., 902
Uis. E. R., 269
F. Uthenstrom. 857
Levernier, M. W., 1059
Levinson, H. M.', 450

Irivis K K., 7,-, 181
1 ."I -. 1). D., 858
i .•.:-. O. S., 556
I ihti.^ot, T. E., 904
I ni i~.iv, G. M., 268, 1285
l.iiiKliani, Albert E., 706
Lislon, f. F., 139
Little, F. P., 1159
Livcngood, t. G., 76, 138, 139
Livingston. James J., 451, 556
Livingston, W. E., 902
Logan, W. C, 405
Long, B. C, 811
Long, E, W.. 812
Lonnbladh, L. F.. 811. 903
Loomis. Homer W., 1159
I.ounsbiiry. H. E., 181, 364
Lounsbcrry. Stephen, 77, 181. 268
Low, M. A., 325, 902
l.owric, Wesley M., 77
Lowry, H. K., 182
Luce, G. W., 140. 327
Luckelt, H. D., 489
Lundquist, Alexander B., 970
Lutteke, O. H., 556
Lull, T. E., 772

Maas, W^ H.. 77
Maclay, John C, 180
Macklin, H. C, lOU
MacTicr, A. D.. 1285
Mc.Xdam, J. S.. 139
McBride, S. J^ 556
McBridc, W. C, 1285
McCabe, T. H., 489
McCann, Charles B., 902
McCann, H. R., 405
McCann. I. W., 364. 488
McCarra, .M. F„ 489
.McCarthy, A. D., 858
McCausland, H. G., 1010
-McChcsncy, W. S., Jr. 1009
McCollom, W. R., 1112
McComb, R. r., 364, 489
McConnell, E. E., 268
McCormaclc, W. \V., 1231
McCormick, W. W., 225
McCrca. E. F., 903
McCuc. B. M., 487
McCulIough, Tames V., 363
Mcllancld, W. F., 1160
McDonald, T. A„ 1159
McDonald, L. B., 1009, 1010
McDonald. L. S., 488
McDonald, Morris, 225
McDonough J. F., 140
.McDougal. J. A., 451
MacDowcIl. William G., 1059
McEwen j. H., 556
McGee, H. E., 33
McCrtoy, T. I., 1231
McGill, A. M., 652
McGinnis, F. S., 181
McGinnis, Hector M. 970. 1060
McGrath, J. T., 597
XIcGroarty, R. B., 1231
.Mcintosh, F. W.. 596
Mclntyre, T. E., 970
Mclntyre, P. £.. 652
McKay, f. A., 903
.McKay, k. H., 1010
.McKccver. R. T., 651
McKinnon, J. H., 225
McKowan, A. A., 597
McKoy. T. H., 225. 327
Mclean. W. J., 1060
.Mc.Mcchan, Robert, 489
McMillan, F. C. 33
McMillan, Robert J., 488. 810
McMuIlin, C. E., 488
McMurray. I. P., 78, 182
McNancy. B. H.. 268
McPhcrson, T. L., 140
McVean. li. C, 181 225
McWiIhams, R. M., 451, 488, 903

"8lS:'9of-
'• •''• '«•'• «°' ««•

Maguire. T. Frank, 405
.Mahcr. N. D.. 1059
Mahon, John D., 1231, 1285
Mahon, R., 180
Maischaider, A. F , 652

Mannr'R'^"B"''l%3\' """• '^'^

Manny, H. J., 326
Manthe, C. A., 1159
Marble, F. B,. 707
Markey. P. L., 1160
Markham. M. C, 1112. 1230
Mar-.,ardt. C. W., 652
Marsh. A. E., 180
Marshall, A. R., 1009
Marshall. Edward. 226

Marshall. Thomas. 326
Marsters, Geo. E.. 707
Martin, E. L., 488
Martin. George C, 225
Martin S. K.. 181
Mase, L. P., 557
Mason, W. D., 1159
Masse. O., 139
•Mastellcr. M, L.. 771
Mathers. D. A., 902
Mattes, Edgar Sf., 556
Matthews, A. A., 970

Matthews, C. A., 77
Mattimore, L. A., 78
Maxey, O., 33
Maync, C. L., 451
Mays, A. W.. 652
Mazoletti. C. L, 488
Meade, Tames V., 181
Mcckin, C. R., 225
Meglemry, J. H., 405
Mcfdrum, C. W., 1010
Meldrum, N. S., 405. 577
Mellcn, Charles S., 582, 596
Melone, J. W., 77
Mercer, George, 364
Mcrrifield, \V. E., 34, 451
Metllen, W. P., 651
Micksch, H. J., 77, 1010
Mikcsell, H. S., 490
Mikesh. C. J.. 1160
Mill. Julius C, 182
Millard, C. S., 652, 705
Millen. F. G., 487
Miller, B. E., 651
Miller, C. W., 771, 858
Miller, F. M., 859
Miller, G. H., 76
Miller, H., 811, 812
Miller, Samuel F.. 451, 489
Millett, G. C, 1160
Millis, C. J., 139, 224
Mills, J. D.. 707
ililne, D. F., 597
Milton, Robert L.. 902
Mims, L. 267, 363, 488
Minard, Duane E., 1112
Minson. R. K., 139
Mitchell, G. H.. 1231
Mitchell, Gilbert K., 34
iMittcn. Frank S., 1009
Mockbee, J. R., 903
Moffalt, W. J., 1114
Moffet. George, 556
Molchior, VV. H., 1231
-Moler. A. L., 1060
Montague, A. W., 902
Montague, H. C, 707
Montgomerv, C. L.. 77
Montgomerv, F. H., 140
Montgomery, H, C, 771
Mooney, Tames L., 652
Moore, F'. C, 652
Moore, H. E., 903
Moore, Waller T., 451
Moores, Harry E., 556
Moran. W. F., 597
Morgan, C. H., 405
Morgan, T. G., 1010
Morgan, R. C, 33, ISO
Morgan, W. D., 707
Morris, D. J., 450
Morris, E. A., 364
Morris, T. A., 267
Morris. R. S., 903
Morris, Sullivan S., 1009
Morrison, R. H., 771
Morse, Frank W., 225, 450
Moss, T. B., 707
Mountfort, E. L., 34
Mueller, W. C, 556
Muhlfeld, J. E., 267
Muir. J. C 858
Muirhead, Robert, 8U
Mulhcrn, I. W., 1159
Mulhern, R. E.. 450
Mullaly, T. D., 1231
Mullen, F. R., 450
Mullen, F. T., 488
Mullen. Joseph, 652
Mulroy, J. R.. 970
Munday J., ISO. 70S
Munn, James W.. 451
Munro, Donald M., 970
Munro, J. A.. 555
Murdock, C. P., 1010
Murphy, P. F.. 1113
Murphy, S. R., 450
Murray, C. R„ 556
Mustain. E. G., 1114
Myers, C. F., 1159
Myers, L. E., 811
Myers, S. W., 556
Myles, R. W., 405

.Naylor. E. T., 489
Neal. W. W'., 181
Neale, Thomas S., 858
.\idro. E., 772

v"^'"'/,' -V "^- '"2, 1112, 1113
NeflF, H. J. 488
Nelson, C. W., 450
Nelson, E. E.. 77
Nelson. W. A., 326
Nesom, C. N., 812
Nichol, W. L., 1 113. 1160, 1232
Nicholson. T., 489
Nilcs, Clifford L.. 811
Niles, T. W., 1159
Nixon, F. B,, 139
Noon, W. M., 364
Norris, Harry L. 181
North," F. N.; 12il
Norton, J. M., 1010
Nunnery, \V. S., 451
Nutt, R. L.. 180
O'Brien, Frank, 452
O'Brien, J. L., 597

O'Conncll. William, 406
O'Connor, Hamilton, 555
O'Day, John M., 1009, 1059
Odcnbaugh. A. C, 77
O'Hearne, T. E., 597, 707
O'Herin, William, 1160
O'Keefe, W. H.. 363, 1231
O'Leary, D., 556
Oliver, G. W., 859
Olp, C. E., 706
Olson, Elmer L, 652
O'Neill, J. H., 140
Orcutt, George N., 651
Ormsby, Henrv, 225
Osborn, C. H., 226, 327
Osborne, H., 78, 489
Osborne, H. J.. 597
Osgard. Nels, 903
Oslie. S., 405
Ouellet, D. E., 451
Overbaugh, C. F., 140
Owen, H. F., 556
Owen. Harrv C, 811
Owens, H. P., 970
Oxley. J. M., 268

Page, Heber, 555, 597
Palm, A. H., 1284
Palmer, Herbert D.. 810
Parater, G. H., 1160
Parker, C. L., 1160
Parker. W. C, 1160
Parks, A. C, 1159
Parks, R. G., 812, 970
Parnell, Tames G., 34
Parrish, J. L., 1009
Partridge, E. E., 77
Patten, R. A., 405
Patton, Thomas R., 364
Pa.xton, W. H.. 405, 556
Payn, C. M., 405
Payne. J. B., 707, 1231
Payne, S. R., 706
Peeler, T. L., 225
Pence, H. A., 1114
Pendleton, D. E.. 452
Perkins, E. G., 858
Perry, G. E., 1160
Perry, George L., 225
Perry, Marsden J., 810
Petersen, C. W., 140
Peterson, C. A.,
Peterson) C. /.,' if
Peterson, D. E., 555

160

Peterson, W. H., 34
Pettit. G. R., 1010
Philbrick, C. P., 488
Phillips, R. E., 652
Pickard, F. C, 652, 707
Pickering, J. R., 33
Pinkerton A. D., 556
Pinney, C. W.. 811, 859
Pinniger, Roy E., 1113
Pitcher. William, 364
Pittman, W. V., 4SS
Piatt. Thomas C, 1230
Plunkett, T. O., 1160
Pollak P. A., 1232
Pollock. B. R., U12, 1159
Poole, .-v. J., 1010
Poole, E. b.. 556
Pope. F. W., 1284
Porch, E. R., 364
Portcous, D. C., 180
Porter, S. P., 707
Poveleite. H. A. 34
Powell, F. D., 811
Power, M. J. 269
Powers, W. k., 34
Prator, W. G., 180
Pratt, A. T., 812
Pratt, Anson, 707
Price, A., ISO
Pricket t H. W., 489, 1113
Pride, J. A., 326
Prince, B. C, 326
Prince Claude R., 811
Proudfoot, C. J., 181
Pruelt, J. T., 771
PuUiam, W. G.. 181
Putney, F. C., 970

Qucenan, William, 226
Quillian, W. C, 771

Racey. S. L., 180
Radetskt, G., 706
Radford, W. L., 181
Rahalcy, Joseph I).. 1231

RSdl,l'^f'97o''
'•""•"''''

Ramsey, E. M.,'652
Ramsey. Joseph, Jr., 1159
Ramsey, M. A., 555
Rankin. S., 487
Ransom George C, 326, 405
Rauth, H. H., 707
Ray, William F., 488 771
Rea. U. S.. 651
Redden, Charles A., 34
Reddig, H. F., 706
Rcddoch. T. S.. 362
Redfield. ft, L., 1231. 1285
Redington, C. H., 139
Redmond, C. A., 181
Recder, C. H., 451, 706
Reese. A. W.. 488
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Reese, Edward M., 1159
Reeves, C. M., 859
Reeves, John R., 707
Regan, F. C, 1010
Reich, J. H., 77
Reid, George T., 33
Reigart, F. G., 556
Reilly, P. T., 1009
Reinhardt. A. A., 452
Reinhardt, Louis J., 34
Reinholdt. J. H., 772
Reinsagen, H. B., 557
Reisingcr, P., 139
Renneker, W. E., 182, 225
Reynolds, F. N., 1231
Reynolds, George E., 812
Reynolds, L. E., 489
Rheiner, J. E., 452
Ribe, A. J., 489
Rice, Robert, 405, 451
Richards, E., 651
Richards, George W., 857
Richards, L. H., 857
Richards, R. R., 405, 555
Richmond, Charles G., 225
Riedy, Eart, 556, 652
Riley, James, 812
Riley, \V. H., 555
Ringer, F., 269, 406
Rising. A. H., 140, 326, 812
Rist, C. J., 327
Riton, V. A., 1112, 1160
Ritter, F. D., 226
Robb, F. M., 904
Roberts, D. I., 1230
Roberts, F, G., 970
Roberts, G. W., 140
Robertson, Robert, 406
Robinson, F. W., 269
Robinson, W. L., 772
Roby, T. W., 180
Rock. E. B., Jr., 811
Rockwell, Samuel, 406, 452, 489
Roemer, George E., 140
Rogers, C. J., 78
Rogers. H. W., 812
Rohbock, W. L., 77, 1114
Rose, Charles E., 451
Rosevear, A. E.. 902, 1112
Ross, 1. W., 406
Ross, W. A., 903, 1010
Ross, Walter L., 325
Rosser, F. W., 33, 77
Rossiter. D. E., 596
Rote. R. O., 557, 597
Roth, Henry J., 858
Rourk, W. H., 970
Rowen, W. T., 76
Rowland, S. V., 1285
Rudolph, Charles. 707
Ruffin. J. R., 1114
Rumney, T., 33, 34
Runnion, N. W., 810
Rupert, C. H., 1010
Russell, A. J., 1114
Ruxton, J. R., 34
Ryan, A. E., 181

Ryan, C. B., 326
Ryan, J. M., 364. 488, 556
Ryder, W. W., 651, 705

Sack, Wendell, J., 556
Sadler. W. T., 451, 488
Safford. W. W., 326
Salisbury, C. T., 488
Sampson, P. S.. 958, 1009
Sanderson. L. W., 489
Sargent, E. L., 1231
Sargent, F. W., 1009
Sarvey, A. L.. 707
Saunders. J. T.. 181
Saunders, L. H., 488
Saunders, W. C, 1114
Sawyer, Mott, 970
Scandrett, H. A., 76
Scarlette. G. C, 225, 325
Schaff, W. F., 1159
Scheer, E. W., 33
Schlever, George H.. 596. 651
Schneider, George E., 597
Schoonmaker, S. L., 1284
Schreck, I. C, 362
Schultz, E., 859
Schumacher. T. M., 811
Schumacher, W. A.. 1060
Schutt, H. H., 597
Scott, F. W.. 180, 268
Scott, J. M., 362
Scott, R. E., 1114
Scott, W. B., 362. 555
Scott. W. R., 139. 268
Scrivener. T. A.. 362
Sealey. W. C. 970, 1232
Seaman, W. H., 1159

Aikens. Berton .Mien. 140*

Alexander, Ernest. 487
Alfred. Frank Hooker, 1284*
Althouse. Howell H., 557*
Averell, W. H., 181*

Babcock. -Mien Harwood, 226*
Barber. Francis E., 651*
Barker. Frank M.. 1113*
Barrett, Robert A., 705

Season, W. E., 364
Seddon, W. L., 1010, 1284, 128S
Secger, J. C, 652
Seelig, W. L., 33
Seely. O. N.. 556
Seibert, W. G., 140
Seifer, W. E., 139 •

Sewell, H. J., 771
Sexton. J. R.. 78, 140, 226
Shackell, Charles, 707
Shackford, E. E., 225, 267
Shafer, Arthur B., 1231
Shaw, E. P., 77
Shea, T. M., 1009
Shea, Tames, 1060
Shea, R. T., 557
Shea, T. A., 34
Sheahan, J. F., 970, 1010
Sheahan, J. H., 269
Sheahan, W. A., 77
Sheeks, F. L., 859
Shelby, W. R., 1230
Shepard, Finley T., 1112, 1284
Shepardson. L. M., 812
Sheppard. R. B., 450
Sherer, Oscar C, 1285
Sheridan, William J., 707
Shields, J. P., 811
Shields. John. 902
Shiplev, E. C, 772
Shonts, F. M., 597
Shonts, Theodore P., 267, 325
.'Shorter, Robert G.. 857
Shreeve. J. C. 652
Shropshire, W. A., 405
Shuler, L. S., 451
Shults. S. H.. 451. 488
Shuman, R. F.. 858
Sikes, T. W.. 489
Silvius." E. C. 1010
Simpson. H. S.. 902
Singleton, M. R., 364
Sizer. R. E., 596
Skinner, W. D., 181. 406
Slater, F., 859
Slifer, Hiram J., 555
Smart. A. G., 405. 450
Smilev, T. G., 327
Smith. A. P., 771
Smith, T. A., Jr.. 405
Smith, T. G., 364
Smith, T. H., 325
Smith, John L., 1232
Smith, John T.. 1010
Smith, O. C, 267, 268
Smith. R. D., 181
Smith, W. C, 78, 140
Sollar, M. T., 810
Sollitt, E. A., 811
Sours. W. A.. 33
Spangle, William G.. 597
Sparling, Fred W.. 555
Spence, E. H., 1160
Spens, Conrad E.. 1060, 1285
Sperrv. H. B.. 139
Spindler. O. F.. 326. 451
Sprott, W. .^.. 970, 1060
Spurrier, T. E., 555. 596
Squires, Arthur, 364
Stallman. Maximilian M., 33
Stanley, Tr., H. F., 597
Stanley. H. W.. 1009
Stanlev, W. L., 1009
.Stavert, W. E., 1009
Stearnes. R. S.. 450
Steele. F. M., 707, 903
Steele, W. B.. 556
Stelle. C. A.. 327. 364
Stevenson. B. C. 362, 450
Stewart. G. S., 858
Stewart, T. B., 1112
Stewart. O. E., 811
Stewart. R. S.. 1010
Stewart. W. C, 489
Stocker. F. P., 268
Stokes. G. A.. 902
Stoll. L. A., 226
Stone, J. W.. 452
Strahorn, Robert E., 225
Stratton, E. D.. 1160, 1231
Streeter, C. W., 705
Stroeh. E. F., 140
Strubel. T. A., 139, 140
Stuart, H. A., 268
Stuart. James. 707
Sullivan, At. T.. 705
Sullivan. T. F.. 182. 327
Sullivan. Timothv H., 771
Sutherland. David S.. 363
Sutherland. R. R.. 2(57, 488
Sutro, Richard. 705
Sutton. E. E.. 325
Swarts. Harry T.. 267
Swartwout. Richard H.. 810

Swarlz. A., 182, 327
Sweeney, T. .A., 1231
Sydnor, W. O., 556
Symons, W. E., 1285

Talbot, J. S., 225
Taliaferro, R. M., 771
Tanheiscr, C. A., 970, 1010
Tasker, W. K, 1159
Tatum, E. P^ 450
Taussig, J. E., 77
Taylor, A. R., 325, 362, 363
Taylor, G. W., 1285
Taylor, George S., 488
Taylor, Herbert A., 33, 651, 705
Taylor, W. F., 140, 181
Taylor, W. R., 771
Taylor, William, 77
Taylor, William Felix, 181
Taylor, W. R., 810
Tennis, E. A., 450, 487
Terrell, C. H., 652
Terrell, W. H. H., 556
Teschemacher, C. M., 1059
Thaggard, T. V., 557
Thatcher, H. E., 556
Thomas, DeLos, 1114
Thomas, H. P., 1010
Thomas, J. B., 488
Thomas, O. C, 707
Thompson, A. T., 139
Thompson, W. II., 651
Thomson, A. T., 139
Timmerman, L. F., 857
Tinsraan, W. S., 596
Titus, A. P., 225, 325, 405, 450
Titus, C. L., 225
Todd, Charles H., 225
Todd, Percy R., 1009
Toombs, Robert. 772, 857
Torrence, H. M., 1231
Townsend, Oscar, 326
Townsley. G. L., 488
Trabue, Charles C, 651
Tracy, W. L., 78
Trenarv, G. H., 858
Trimble, J. B., 451
Trimble, R. R., 451
Trowbridge, A. L., 451
Trudelle. S. F., 1113
Trumbull. M. K., 140
Tucker. E. G.. 652
Tucker. Howard C, 1160
Turnbull, R. T., 78
Turner, C. D., 326
Turner, W. S., 489
Tussey, J. E., 596
Tutwiler, T. S., 1232
Twyman, J. L., 452

Udell, C. B.. 555
Ungewitter, A. L., 450, 487

Vail, J. S., 902
Vallery, George W., 1284
Vandersluis, W. M., 1160
Van Hecke, D., 771
Van VIeck, W. G., 555
Van Zandt, G. C. 1114
Vazeille, E. R., 556
Veitch, T. R.. 771, 859
Vermillion, C. A., 451
Vigor, C. F.. 1010 '

Vincent, E. S., 326, 364
Voltz, G. A., 364
Voorhees, E. K., 34

Waber, James W., 452
Wackher, W.. 268
Waddell, J. F., 771
Wade, H. M.. 139
Wadsworth. George W., 364
Wagar. S. J.. 452, 557
Wagner, A. S., 707
Wagner, W. G., 1113
Wagner, Wilmer J., 1232
Waid, G. S., 706
Walber, John G., 1112
Waldron, John, 1231
Walker, C. C, 705
Walker, E. M., 707
Walker, Paul E., 325. 902
Walker, R. A. P., 556
Walker, R. T., 706
Walkmeyer, J. H., 1010, 1160
Wallace, A. E., 33, 139
Wallace, Robert, 269
Walling, V. R., 140
Wallis, G. A., 1159
Walsh, F. A., 557
Walsh, J. L., 268

Walsh, T. M., 858
, John T., i;.., .284

W., 651, 705

PERSONAL.
Beeland, W. H., 858*
Berry, George W., 1059*
Bevill, Walter B., 1114*
Black, Charles N., 36
Blair, Georee A., 489*
Holies, F. R.. 651*
Bolte, Frederick Edpar, 268*
Bowman, G. A., 812*
Bracken. E. P.. 363*
Brashares, H. E., 904'

Brewer. J. W., 490*
Brinkerhoff, James H., 405*
Brooke, G. D., 555*, 596
Brown. H. E.. 706*
Bugg, Benjamin L., 858*
Burgess, fheodore H.. 76*

Cahill. Michael H.. 267*
Caldwell. G. K., 556*
Calvin. Edgar Eugene, 224*

Walsh. .__
Walton, J. W., 651
Walton, P. G., 1231
Ward, F. E., 325, 363
Ware, Charles, 362, 488
Waring, H. G., 903, 1010
Waring, O. T., 1232
Warner, Gaylord, 771
Warner, J. M., 902
Warren, W. E., 77
Wassum, J. W., 363
Waters, J. J., 1160
Watkins, H. M., 450
Watson, H. C, 707
Watson, H. W., 489
Waynesburg, M. W., 488
Webb, W. A., 180, 325, 405
Weber, H. C, 489, 859
Webner, D. R., 225
Webster, T. T., 706
Weeks, F. G., 771
Welch, C. R.. 705
Weller, E. N., 1284
Weller. Harry C, 1112
Wellman, I., 140
Welsch, H. B., 904
Welsh, H. B., 970
Wcne, W. L., 557
Wessman, Hugo C, 903
Whallon. J. I., 1159
Wheeler, H., 77
Whitaker, G. H., 269
Whitaker, M. L., 903
Whitaker, W. H., 181
White, G. C, 77
White, II. C, 139
White, J. W., 597, 707
White, M. F., 362, 451
White, William H., 810. 902
Whitenton. W. M., 33
Whitney, C. D., 903
Wliitney, E. L., 812
Whittenberger, H. E., 811
Wickcn, George F., 1060
Wiffin, C. J., 452
Wiggins, W. D., 902, 903, 1010
Wigney, H. M., 651
Wigren, E. A., 405
Wilbv, R. I., 903
WiIco.\, C. B., 903
Wilkes, Thomas, 488
Wilkinson, J. W., 859
Williams, A. M., 904
Williams, A. N., 77, 139
Williams, Grant, 356
Williams, H. A., 363
Williams, H. N., 225
Williams, J. C, 487
Williams, J. G. R., 405
Williams, W. H., 489
Williams, Walter S., 771
Willings. Geo. C. 903
Willis, John C, 903
Wilser, C. B., 1160
Wilson, C. J., 33
Wilson, G. M., 970
Wilson, George P., 326
Wilson, J. E., 1010
Wilson, James G.. 76, ISO
Wilson, R. B., 451
Wilson, Samuel, 859
Wilson, W. W.. 812
Wilt, L. E., 970
Wimer, Bruce K., 269
Winkel, T., 772
Winlock. George L., 325
Winterrowd, W. H., 489. 652
Witt, W. A., 902
Witte, W. J., 596
Wood, E. B., 326, 364
Wood, H. E. R.. 450
Wood. J. H., 597
Woodul, C. B., 77
Woodward, C. N.. 1112, 1159
Worden, E. J., 451
Wortham, Elliott S., 327. 450
Worthington, B. A., 22>
Worthington, F. H., 902
Wright, M. T., 363
Wyant, A. J., 1160
Wynne, W. H., 364

Yantis, Frank S., 450. 487
York, George W., 225
Young, A. H., 1011
Young, J. D., 140
Younger, S.' B., 771

Zang. P. C, 489
Zehnder, W. C, 488
Zeleny, Frank, 182. 226
Ziegler, George, 771. 810

CampbeU, F. L., 1010*
Chalenor, L. E., 1010*
Cheek. John T., 903*
Cleveland, George C, 490*
Clewer. Harrv, 970*
Clifton. Randall, 556*
Code. J. Grant, 326*
Codling, George A., 363*
Colclough, Richard. 1113*
Coleman. Lockett Gwin. 33*
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Cotter, William, 1231*
Crawford, Joseph Ury, 406*

Darlow, A. M.. 707*
Decker, J. R., 18J'
DeGroot, Edward Horace, 1059*
Dice, Agnew T., US^C
Dillon, S. J., 652*
Dixcy, Thomas Bird, 555, 596*
Donner, William H., 653*
Drayton, H. L., 32
Drew. John Graham, 138*
Droegc. J. A.. 1231

'

Duncan, William McKinley, 76*
Dunham, Charles A., 904'

Eber, John W., 34'

Edwards, Thomas Oliver, 76*
Emerson, George H., 859*
Evans, G. I., 557*

Fairhead, J. E., 326*
Falconer, Robert Qemons, 1232
Farrell, Henry Edward, 76*
Fay, Thomwell. 362*
Fitzgerald, J. M., 968'
Foley, Thomas J., 1113*
Fowler, Thomas P., 582*

Gallery, J. D., 1159*
Garrett, William A.. 555*
Githens, J. N., 451'
Goldsborough, Charles Shirley, 76*
Gorsuch, C. W., 902*
Graham, Thomas Agjiew, 225*
Gniber, James M., 857*

Halsted, H. O., 706*
Hannauer, George, 139*
Hansel, Charles, 213
Harahan, W. J., 577«
Hare, Jay V., 811*

Henderson, S. P.. 858*
Hendricks, John T., 857'
Hester, J. D., 1159*
Hinshaw, Herbert A., 452*
Hix, Charles H., 857*
Holden, Hale, 968*
Hoover, Robert McNair, 180*
Hopkins, Charles F., 139*
Houston, William O., 140*
Hoverstead, T. A., 448
Hutson, Harry M., 812*

Jacobs, Henry W., 407*
Johnson, John Mitchell, 1230*

Kalk, C. N., 772*
Kamm, Jacob, 1285*
Keenan. Edwin C^ 706'
Kcnney. William P., 857'
Krause, A. A., 849

Lathrop, Frank C, 327*
LaughlTn. H. R^ /06*
Lechlider. W. T.. 902*
Lewis, Edward Roland, 181*
Lippincott, H. S., 356
Livengood, J. G., 138*
Lonnbladh, Leon F., 903*
Lounsbury, H. E., 181*
Luce, George William, 327*

McComb, Richard J., 489*
McCrea, James. 969. 992*
McMurray, J. P., 182*
McNab, D. C, 704
Magers, Edmund L., 180*
Mandel. Charles Theodore. 1285*
Marshall, Ross S.. 651*
Miller, C. W., 858*
Miller, Samuel F.. 489*
MiUer, William, 1234

Millis, Carey Judson, 224*
Mims, Lewis, 363*
Moore, C. B., 35*
Munn, James W., 451*

Parsons, Tunice Waldon, 1112*
Paxton, William Hamilton, 556*
Pearsall, G. H., 35*
Pollock, Benjamin R., 1159*
Porter, S. P., 707

Rains, G. S., 1060*
Ray, William F.. 771
Rea. Samuel. 993*
Renneker, W. E.. 225*
Replogle, J. Leonard, 653*
Rice, Robert, 451*
Ringer, Frank, 406*
Rising, Alfred Hunt, 812*
Riton, V. A., 1160'
Roberts, D. I., 1230
Robinson, Frank Wisner, 269*
Robinson, W. L., 772*
Rock, Edward B., Jr., 969
Rockwell, Samuel, 489*
Rosevear, Alfred E., 1112*
Ross, Walter L.. 354*
Rote, R. O., 597
Ryder, W. W., 705*

Schumacher. T. M., 811*
Scott, Frederick Winfield, 268*
Scott, William Burnett, 353*
Scott, William R., 268*
Sealy, William C, 1232*

Shelby, W. R., 1230* ,
Shepard, Finley J., 1284*

Skinner, William Darius, 406*

Slifer, Hiram J., 972
Spens, Conrad E., 1285*

Spurrier, J. £.. 596
Smallen, A., 849
Snyder, Albert, 263
Stelle, Charles A., 364*
Stevenson, B. C, 450*
Sutherland, Robert Royal, 488*

Tavlor, Andrew R., 363*
Taylor, Herbert A., 33*

Tavlor, William Felix, 181*

Taylor. William Rice, 810*

Thomas, DeLos, 1114*
Tinsman, W. S.. 596*
Titus, Andrew P., 325*

Uebelacker, Charles F., 36
Ungewitter, Anton Leroy, 487*

Von Phul, William, 36

Wagar, Stanley S.. 557*
Wagner, Wilmcr J., 1232*
Walber, John G.. 1112*
Wallace, Austin E.. 139*
Ware, Charles, 488*
Waring. Henry Goban, 1232
Waring, O. T., 1232
Weller, Harry C. 1112*
White. William H., 902*
Wiggins. William D. 1010*
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Winterrowd, William Holland, 652*
Woodward, Clavton X., 1159*
Worthington, Frank H., 969
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.

Alexander, F. B., v. Southern Pacific et al.. 136
Alexander, F. G., v. Southern Railway, 1056
Alexander, F. G., v. St. Louis & San Francisco,

30
Anadarko Cotton Oil Co. et al. v. Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe et al., 136
Appalachia Lumber Company et al. v. Louisville

St Nashville et al., 1229
Arkansas Fertilizer Company v. St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern et al., 1228
Arlington Heights Fruit Exchange et al v.

Southern Pacific et al., 855

Bahrenburg, J. H., Bro. & Co. et al. v. Atlantic
Coast Line et al., 137

Baker Commercial Club v. Oregon-Washington
Railroad & Navigation Company et al.,

1228
Bancroft-\\Tiitney Co. v. Cincinnati, New Orleans

& Texas Pacific et al., 136
Bascom-Porter Company v. Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe, 74
Beckman Lumber Company v. Louisiana Railway

& Navigation et al., 1108
Bitzer, J. H., v. Washington-Virginia Railway

Co., 31
Board of Trade of Morristown, Tenn., et al. v.

Atlantic Coast Line et al., 138
Bowling Green Business Men's Protective As-

sociation of Bowling Green, Ky., v. Louis-
ville & Nashville et al., 31

Bristol Door & Lumber Company et al. . Nor-
folk & Western et al., 1007

Cahill Iron Works v. Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis, el al., 1228

Casassa, Caesar E., v. Pennsylvania Railroad ct

al.. 263
Central California Traction Co. v. Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul et al., 137
ChafEn Coal Company v. Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul. 74, 179
Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York

et al. v. New York Central & Hudson
River et al., 704

Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York
et al. V. New York Central & Hudson
River et al.. 855

Chippewa Valley & Northern v. Minneapolis, St.

Paul & Sault Stc. Marie, 264
City of Crawford v. Chicago & North Western

et al., 1228
Coffeyville Vitrified Brick & Tile Company v.

St. Louis & San Francisco et al.. 1056
Coffins Box & Lumber Company v. Chicago &

North Western et al., 1228
Colorado Coal Traffic .'\ssociation v. Colorado &

Southern, 224
Consolidated Fuel Co. et al. v. -Mchison, Topeka

& Santa Fc. 31

Corporation Commission of Oklahoma v. Atchi-
son. Topeka & Santa Fe et al.. 1107

Crombie & Company et al. v. Southern Pacific et

al., 1228
Cnitchfield & Woolfolk v. Southern Pacific, 322
Crutchfield & Woolfolk v. Southern Pacific, 855

Davidson Brothers v. Louisville & Nashville, 1005

[See also General Index.]

Davis, Samuel Preston, v. St. Louis, Iron Moun-
tain & Southern, 74

Deeves, Griffen H., Lumber Company v. Alabama
& Vicksburg, 963

Deraing Lumber Co. v. Southern Pacific et al.,

179
Dickhaus, Momberg & Company v. Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis et al.. 900
Dierks & Sons Lumber Co. v. Missouri Pacific et

al., 30
Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., Powder Co. v.

Central Railroad of New Jersey. 963

Eagle Pass Lumber Company v. National Rail-
ways of Mexico et al., 855

Eagle Pencil Company v. Nashville, Chattanooga
& St. Louis et al., 1107

East Saint Louis Cotton Oil Company v. St.

Louis & San Francisco et al., 136
Edwards & Bradford Lumber Company v. Chi-

cago. Burlington & Quincy, 1007
Evans & Howard Fire Brick Co. v. St. Louis &

San Francisco. 1158
Evans & Howard Fire Brick Co. v. St. Louis,

Iron Jlountain & Southern et al., 1158

Faribault Furniture Co. v. Chicago Great West-
ern ct al., 963

Farrar Lumber Co. v. Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. Louis. 963

Fels & Co. V. Pennsylvania Railroad et al., 1107
Flour City Steamship Co. et al. v. Lehigh Valley

et al., 32
Ford, Charles A., et al. v. Washington-Virginia,

264
Frey, Charles F., v. Oregon-Washington Rail-

road & Navigation Company et al., 900

Galveston Commercial Association et al. v. Atchi-
son, Topeka & Santa Fe et al., 1156

Globe Milling Co. v. Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, 136
Grenada Oil Mill v. Illinois Central, 137

Griffing, W. A., et al. v. Chicago & North West-
ern et al. Petmecky Co. et al. v. Missouri,
Kansas & Texas et al. 1108

Hafer, C. Lumber Co. v. Chicago & North
Western et al.. 963

Hafer, C. Lumber Co. v. Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific. 963

Hardie Manufacturing Co. v. Oregon Railroad

St Navigation Co. et al., 138
Headinglon & Hedenbergh v. St. Louis South-

we«lern ct al.. 900
HoIckerElhcrg Manufacturing Co. v. Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific et al., 1107
Hollingshead & Blei Co. v. Pennsylvania Co.. 963

Hull. C. W.. Co. V. Southern Railway et al.. 136
Humboldt Steamship Co. v. White Pass & Yukon

Route, consisting of the Pacific & Arctic
Railw.nv & Navication Co.. British Colum-
bia Yukon Railway. British Yukon Rail-

way, and British Yukon Navigation Co.,

Ltd., 1107
Hutchinson Mills Co. v. Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe, 1107

In re applications for relief from the operation
of the fourth section in regard to certain
rates on salt, 30

In re elevation allowances at points located upon
the Missouri, Mississippi and Ohio rivers,
and on the Great Lakes, 30

In re express rates, practices, accounts and
revenues, 1229

In re express rates, practices, accounts and
revenues. Memphis Freight Bureau et al.
V. Adams Express Co. et al., 99

In re import rates, 856
In re investigation and suspension of advances

in charges by carriers for switching ice in
carloads at Chicago and vicinity, 809

In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation
of barley (whole) in carloads from points
in California, Nevada and Utah to Min-
neapolis, Minn., and other points, 854

In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation
of cement in carload lots, 31

In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation
of cement in carloads from Union Bridge,
Md., to Norfolk, \'a., and other destina-
tions, 179

In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation
of coal in carloads from Galveston, Tex.,
to points in Louisiana, 900

In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation
of cooperage from Salt Lake City, Utah,
to Chicago and between other points, 809

In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation
of corn, oats, feed, and other commodities
in carloads from stations on Chicago, Mil-
waukee & St. Paul in Iowa, Minnesota
and South Dakota to stations on Minne-
apolis, St. Paul &• Sault Ste. Marie in
North Dakota, 1005

In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation
of cotton seed products from Oklahoma
City. Okla., and other points to points in
Texas and other interstate points, 1226

In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation
of fruits and vegetables under refrigera-
tion from stations on the Western Mary-
land to various interstate points, 31

In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation
of lime in carloads from Diltlinger, Tex.,
to New Orleans, La., and between other
I3oints, 32^

In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation
of lumber and articles taking lumoer rates
from stations on the Alabama Great South-
em and other points to St. Louis, Mo.,
and other points, 967
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In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation
of live stock from points in the state of
New Mexico to Kansas City, Mo., and be-

tween other points, 963
In re investigation and suspension of advances

in rates by carriers for the transportation

of logs and bolts into Nashville, Tenn.,
and other milling points located on the
Louisville & Nashville, 855

In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation
of potatoes and other perishable freight in

heater cars between points in Trunk Line
territory and Canada, 1056

In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation

of potatoes in carloads from points in

South Dakota, Nebraska and other states

to St. Louis, Mo., Peoria, 111., Chicago,
and other points, 1226

In re investigation and suspension of advances
in rates by carriers for the transportation

of sand and gravel in carloads, from Janes-
ville, Wis., to Chicago, 111., and between
other points, 74

In re investigation and suspension of certain

new rules and regulations restricting the

dimensions of trunks and other articles

handled as baggage by carriers operating

throughout the United States, 30

In re investigation and suspension of new mill-

ing-in-transit regulations at certain stations

on the Chicago & North Western and the

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha,
1007

, ^ ^ ,

In re investigation and suspension of schedules

canceling through rates with certain tap-

line connections; and certain other cases

consolidated herewith, 901

In re investigation into the substitution of ton-

nage at transit points, 75 ...
In re investigation of alleged irregularities in

the mine ratings among the coal miners
served by the Illinois Central, 1229

In re investigation of alleged unreasonable rates

and practices involved in the transporta-

tion of wool, hides and pelts from various

western points of origin to eastern des-

tination, 1158
In re lumber rates from the south to Ohio river

crossings, 967
In the matter of hop rates, 900

Jack Brothers v. Denver & Rio Grande, 963

Jackson & Perkins Co. v. Southern Pacific et al.,

136
Johnson, B., & Son v. Chesapeake & Ohio et al.,

855
Johnson. Edward T., v. Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe, 1108
Johnson & Hunt v. St. Louis, Iron Mountain &

Southern et al., 360

Kamm, P. C, & Co. v. Pennsylvania Co. et al.,

1108
Kellogg Toasted Com Flake Co. v. Michigan

Central et al., 224

Akron. Canton S( Youngstown, 1062
Alabama & Northwestern, 228
Alabama Great Southern, 906
Albanv & Northern. 228
Alberta, Peace River & Eastern, 80, 906
Albuquerque Eastern, 408
Alexander & Eastern, 709
Algoma Central & Hudson Bay, 143, S98
Algoma Eastern, 598
Alma & Jonguieres, 1235
Americus. Tifton & Atlantic. 37
Anna, Blueridge &• Greenville Interurban, 654
Ardmore & Waurika, 814
Ardmore, Duncan & Lawton, 366
Ardmore Western Interurban, 366, 598
Argentine Central, 1235
Arizona Eastern, 1116
Arkansas Northwestern. 774, 861
Arkansas Roads. 408, 654, 1288
Artesian Belt, 329
Asherton & Gulf. 80, 774
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, 184, 329, 491,

598. 709
All Red Line. 973
Ardmore. Duncan & Lawton, 973
Ashley. Drew &• Northern, 973
Athens & Tennessee River. 598
Atlanta & Carolina Interurban. 271
Atlanta & Macon (Electric), 37
Atlantic & Western, 1162
Atlanta, Birmineham & Atlantic, 271

Atlantic Coast Line, 366. 1013
Atlantic. Pocahontas & Northwestern, 559

Atlantic, Waycross & Northern, 228

Baker River & Shuksan, 1062
Baltimore & Ohio, 709, 906
Bandon & Oregon Eastern, 861
Barre Railroad, 654
Bartlett Western, 973
Batesville Southwestern, 1235
Beaumont & Great Northern, 774
Berkshire Street Railway (Electric), 559

Keogh, John W., v. Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, 222

Laona & Northern v. Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie, 263

Larkin Co. v. Erie & Western Transportation
Co. et al., 264

Lathrop Shea Henwood Co. v. Lehigh Valley
et al., 264

Lacleve-Christy Clay Products Co. v. Abilene &
Southern et al., 1158

Lebanon Commercial Club v. Louisville & Nash-
ville et al., 1228

Lesinsky, H., Co. v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe et al., 263

Lewis, W. H., v. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
et al., 1007

Loeb, Herman, v. Texas & Pacific, 136
Logsdon, Asbury Smith, v. Illinois Central et al.,

263
Lumbermen's Exchange of St. Louis v. Anderson

& Saline River et al., 30
Lumbermen's Exchange of St. Louis v. Anderson

& Saline River et al., 74

McCuUough, J. Charles, v. Louisville & Nashville
et al., 963

Manufacturers' & Merchants' Association of New
Albany, Ind., et al. v. Aberdeen & Ashe-
boro, et al., 179

Manufacturers' & Merchants' Association of New
Albany, Ind., et al. v. Aberdeen & Ashe-
boro Railroad et al., 1108

Marion Coal Co. v. Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, 901

Mason Brothers v. Southern Pacific et al., 963
Memphis Freight Bureau et al. v. St. Louis &

San Francisco, 179
Memphis Freight Bureau v. St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern. 136
Memphis Grain & Hay .Association et al. v. St.

Louis & San Francisco et al., 224
Mixon-McClintock Co. v. St. Louis, Iron Moun-

tain & Southern et al., 963
Moore, F. E., v. Denver & Rio Grande, 855
Multnomah Lumber & Box Co. et ah v. Southern

Pacific Co. et al., 1156

National Lumber Exporters' Association et al.

V. Kansas City Southern et al., 1005

National Lumber Exporters' Association et al. v.

Kansas City Southern et al., 1056

National Refining Co. v. Missouri Pacific, 136

National Wool Growers' .Association v. Oregon
Short Line et al., 1158

Nauss, Lee A., v. Chicago & Eastern Illinois et

al. 900
Nevada Hills Mining Co. v. Southern Pacific, 900

New Pittsburgh Coal Co. v. Hocking Valley. 30

North Fork Cannel Coal Co. v. Ann Arbor Rail-

road et at., 1156

Oklahoma Portland Cement Co. v. Missouri,

Kansas & Texas et al., 30

Pacific Stationery & Printing Co. v. Oregon-
Washington Railroad & Navigation Co. et

aL, 74
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Bessemer & Lake Erie, 1013

Big Creek Logging Company, 329

Big Sandy & Kentucky, 598
Bingham & Garfield, 408
Birmingham & Southeastern, 228. 329

Birmingham, Ensley & Bessemer (Electric),

598
Bismarck. Belleview Valley & Western. 598, 814

Blakely Southern. 1162
Boston & Eastern (Electric). 184

Boston & Maine. 861. 1062

Boyne City. Gaylord & Alpena, 453

Brantiord & Hamilton (Electric), 1288

Brin^on Railroad. 774, 1013

British Columbia Roads, 709

Brockville. Westport & Northwestern, 80

Broonwood North & South, 366

Buckhannon & Northern 184

Bun's Ferry, Biowndel & Chester, 598

Butler County, 906

Cambridge. Indian Valley & Eastern, 329

Ca;radi2n*N?r1hern''37, 143. 184, 709, 774, 973.

1013 « . ,.,
Canadian Northern Ontario, 143

Canadian Northern Pacific. 184, 709, 774

Canadian Northern Quebec. 774

Canadian Pacific. 80. 366. 408, 491, 654, 709,

774, 814. 906. 973. 1013, 1062

Carolina Clinchficld & Ohio, 80, 184

Gary North & South. 1235

Carthage & Copenhagen. 1062

Central & Western Illinois Traction, 559

Central Idaho. 37

Central of Canada. 143

Central of New Jersey. 184

Central Ontario. 1013

Central Railway. 906
Central Railway of Canada. 1062

Central Vermont. 1235

Charleston & Summerville In erurban. 774

Charleston-Isle of Palms Traction, 1013

Paine Lumber Co. v. Oeveland, Cincinnati, Chi-
cago & St. Louis et al., 264

Parker, K. W., v. Southern Pacific et al., 855
Pittsburgh Vein Operators Association of Ohio

v. Pennsylvania Co. et al. 74
Flatten Produce Co. v. Chicago & North Western

et al., 963

Railroad Commission of Arkansas v. St. Louis,
Iron Mountain & Southern Railway Co., 74

Railroad Commission of Oregon v. Oregon Rail-
road & Navigation Co. et al., 1158

Railroad Commission of Oregon v. Southern
Pacific et al., 31

Ream, Charles, v. Southern Pacific et al., 1056
Red "C" Oil Manufacturing Co. v. Alabama &

Vicksburg et al., 136
Riley, Millard T., v. Wabash, 1107
Riverside Mills v. St. Louis & San Francisco et

al., 30
Rosenbaum Brothers v. Baltimore & Ohio et al

,

30

St. Louis Blast Furnace Co. v. Virginian Railway
et al., 1107

Slider, Edward T., v. Southern Railway et al..
74, 179

Speigle, George M., v. Southern Railway, 1007
Squire Dingee Co. v. Chicago, Indianapolis S

Louisville et al., 900
St. Louis Blast Furnace Co. v. Virginian Railway

et al., 136
Southwestern Millers' League v. Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe et al., 137
Southwestern Shippers' Traffic Association v.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe et al., 137

Talge Mahogany Co. v. Southern Railway et al..
963

Thompson, M. W., v. Atchison, Topeka & SanU
Fe et al., 1107

Timmons Harmount v. Louisville & Nashville et
al., 900

Traffic Bureau of the Sioux City Commercial
Club V. Anderson & Saline River et al., 30

Union Tannins Co. et al. v. Southern Railway
et al., 1007

Union Tanning Co. et al. v. Southern Railway
et al., 1156

United States v. Southern Pacific, 1228

Vernheim, Theodore, & Co. v. Oregon Railroad
& Navigation Co. et al., 1107

Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co. v. Southern Rail-
way et al., 222

Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co. v. Southern Rail-
way Co., 900

Virginia Manufacturing Co. v. Atlantic Coast
Line et al., 1056

Western Traffic .Assn. et al. v. Boston & Maine
et al., 179

Wharton Steel Co. v. Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western et al., 1283

Wilson Brothers v. Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, 900

Wright, J. W., & Co., V. Vandalia Railroad, 1108

Charleston, Parkersburg & Western, 559
Cheat Haven & Bruceton. 709
Cherryvale, Oklahoma & Texas, 408, 1062
Chesapeake & Ohio. 598
Chicago & Eastern Illinois, 366
Chicago & Northern Interurban, 1062
Chicago & North Western, 143, 599, 1062
Chicago & Western Illinois Traction, 453
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. 906
Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound, 973
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, 1013
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, 599
Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound. 774
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul. 37, 143, 184,

453. 1116, 1235
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. 861
Chicago. Springfield & Cairo. 37
Chillicothe, Trenton & Gainesville, 228
Cincinnati. Nashville & Southern, 709
Citrus Southern (Electric), 814
Clarksburg & Northern, 408, 814, 1116
Clear Lake. 1116
Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis,

1062
Colorado & Southern. 37, 1062
Columbus, Chattahoochee Valley & Gulf, 1062
Columbus, Memphis & Gulf, 491
Columbus. Urbana & Western (Electric), 271

Concord & Montreal. 1013
Crosbvton-South Plains. 559
Culpeper. Madison & Rappahannock. 559

Dallas. Corsicana & Palestine. 1163
Dallas Southern Traction. 408, 709. 814
Delaware & Hudson. 973
Denver & Rio Grande. 184. 559. 654. 1013, 1062

Denver. Laramie & Northwestern. 1062
Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, 366. 814, 1013,

1162
De Queen & Eastern. 1013
Des Plains Valley, 599
Detroit. Bav City & Western. 973

Dodge City's Cimarron Valley. 491. 599
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Dominion .^^tlahiic, 709, 1116
Dominion Northwestern, 123S
Durham & South Carolina, 228

Eastern Shore Power, Light & Railway Com-
pany, 554

Eastern Texas Traction. 599, 1162
East St. Louis, Columbia & Waterloo (Elec-

tric), lOco
Ednionion, Dunvcgan & British Columbia, 654,

973
Edmonton Interurban, 814, 1013
Elberton & Eastern, 1013
Elk & Little Kanawha, 1013
Elkhorn & Sandy Valky, 709
Elkin, & Allegheny, 654, 1013
El Paso & Southwestern, 559, 973, 1063
El Paso Electric Railway, 1162
Eric, London & Tillsonburg, 709
Esquimau & Nanaimo, Company (Electric), 1063
Evansville Railway Company (Electric), 1063

Fairchild & Xorthcastcrn. 1235
Fairmont & Vcblcn, 1288
Fellsmcrc Railroad, 1063
Flcmington, Hinesville & Western, 329, 709,

861
Flint River & Northeastern, 80, 774
Florida Interurban Railway & Tunnel Com-

pany, 709
Florida Roads, 228
Fort Smith, Arkoma & Wilburton, 1013
Frederick & Brunswick (Electric), 453
Frederick Railroad (Electric), 453

Gainesville, Oklahoma & Western, 228, 329
Georgia Coast & Piedmont, 37, 143
Georgia Interstate, 1235
Georgia Northwestern, 654
Georgia Railroad, 654
Georgia Roads, 37
Georgia Southwestern & Gulf, 228
Gettysburg & Harrisburg, 599
Grand Trunk, 228. 366. 408, 709, 1063
Grand Trunk Pacific, 143, 184, 271, 329, 409,

710, 774, 814, 906, 973, 1013
Great Falls & Teton County, 774
Great Northern, 143, 185, 271, 491, 599, 710,

774, 814, 1013
Great Southern, 774
Green Brier, Cheat & Elk, 559
Greensboro Northern & Atlantic, 271, 1235
Greenville & Knoxville, 775
Gulf, Florida & Alabama, 366, 861, 1063
Gulf Lines Connecting, 1235
Gulf, Texas & Western, 37, 80, 559, 1013

Haecrstown, Greencastle & Mercersburg (Elec-
tric), 599

Ha Ha Baj- Railway, 710
Hampden Railroad, 861. 1013
Hastings & Northwestern, 228, 491
Henderson Interurban, 271
Hillsboro & Northeastern, 1116
Hocking Valley, 861
Hoosac Tunnel & Wilmington, 1063
Houston & Texas Central, 559
Hudson Bav Railway, 143. 409, 710, 775, 1235
Huntingdon & Ilcmminpford, 1013
Huntington, Richmond & Hamilton, 37

Idaho & Washington Northern, 1116
Idaho Northern, 1063
Idaho Roads (Electric), 654
Illinois Central, 228, 655, 1013, 1063
Intercolonial Railway, 1162
Interprovincial & James Bay, 710, 814
Iowa & Southwestern. 1013
Iron County Central, 37

Tackson & Eastern, 453
Jacksonville & Peoria (Electric), 185
tameslown Railroad, 1116
Jefferson County Traction. 559
Tcffersontown Railroad Company, 973
Joliettc & Lake Manuan Colonization, 143

Kansas City & Memphis, 366, 1288
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, 81, 409, 973
Kansas, Oklahoma & Southwestern, 409
Kansas Road, 861
Kentucky & Tennessee, 271
Kentucky Southwestern Electric Railway, Light

& Power Co., 559
Kettle Valley, 228, 655
Knoxville. Sevierville & Eastern, 1013

Lake Erie & Northern (Electric), 409
Lancaster, Oxford 8c Southern, 814
La Salle County (Electric), 559
Laurel Fork, 1162
Lehigh Valley. 559
Lexington & Eastern. 1013
Liberty & Callicoon, 815
LibrrlvWhite, 143, 1063
Little Falls & Johnstown, 81
Live Oak. Perry & Gulf. 81, 1014
London & Norihwestern of Canada (Electric),

775
London & Port Stanley. 710
Long Island Railroad. 1063
Los Angeles Pacific. 1235
Louisiana & .^rkan5as. 559
Louisiana & Pacific, 775

Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company, 453
Louisiana Roads, 329, 599
Louisiana Southern, 143, 329
Louisiana Traction & Power Company, 1116
Louisville & Nashville, 329, 906
Lufkin, Hemphill, Hempstead & Gulf, 815

Macomb & Western Illinois, 1235
Maine Central, 271
Malvern & Camden, 861
Manatawney Railroad, 1063
Marietta & Lake, 1063
Manistee & Kcplon, 409, 1116
Manitoba & Gulf, 81
Marianna & Blountstown, 775
Mason CityOsage, 271
Massachusetts Roads, 453
Massachusetts Roads (Electric), 409
Medford & Crescent City, 491
Memphis, Columbus & Gulf, 81
Meridian & Memphis, 861, 1116
Meskill & Columbia River, 143, 1063
Mexican Eagle Oil Company's Lines, 973
Mexican Pacific, 37
Mexican Roads, 81, 655
Mexico North Western, 185, 1116
Mexico Tramway Company, 1162
Mexico Western. 1116
Michigan Citv, Lakeside & St. Toe (Electric),

271
Middle Tennessee. 329
Midland Pennsylvania, 81
.Milwaukee, Sparla & North Western, 599
Mingo Valley & Monongahela River, 1063
Minneapolis & St. Louis, 143
Minneapolis, St. Louis & Canadian, 143
Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, 453,

815, 1063
Minnesota, Dakota & Western. 329
Mississippi Central, 1014
Mississippi Northwestern, 599
Mississippi River & Bonne Terre, 1014
Mississippi Valley Traction. 655
Missouri & Kansas Interurban, 185
Missouri & North Arkansas, 1116
.Missouri, Kansas & Te.xas, 775, 815
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, 491
Missouri Pacific, 37, 599
Mobile-West Shore Traction, 815
Montezuma & Western, 1235
Montour Railroad, 1063
Montreal & Southern Counties (Electric). 1235
.Morgantown & Dunkard Valley (Electric), 492
Mount Ida, Ouachita Valley & Hot Springs,

409. 492
Mount Washington Railway. 1014
Multnomah Central (Electric), 143

Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis, 1117
Nashville-Gallatin Interurban, 1063
Natchez. Columbia & Mobile, 228, 1014
National Railways of Mexico, 37, 1014
Nazas Valley & Pacific, 1014, 1117
Nebraska, Kansas & Southern. 1063
Nevada. Lebanon & Eastern, 1162
Ne%vark & Marion. 1063
New Brunswick Southern. 1014
New Iberia & .N'orthern, 775
New Iberia, Lafayette & Northeastern, 1162
New Mexico Central, 409
New Mexico Roads (Electric), 1235
New Orleans &• Western (Electric), 229
New Orleans Great Northern, 492
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, 366, 1063
Newton, Kansas & Nebraska, 973
New York Central & Hudson River, 185
New York Connecting, 229, 1162
New York, New Haven & Hartford, 185. 710,

1162
New York. Ontario & Western. 1117
New York Subways, 185, 271, 409, 559
New York, Westchester & Boston. 271, 1163
Nezpcrce & Idaho. 1063
Nipissing (Central (Electric), 775
Norfolk & Western, 37, SI
North & South. 81
Northern Pacific, 453. 1014. 1063
Northern Territory Railway. 185
North Louisiana & Gulf, 1014
Northport & Western, 655
North R.lilway. 1014
North Shore Railway & Navigation Company,

1235
Northwestern Ohio Railway & Power Co.. 229
North Yakima & Valley, 710, 775, 815, 1063

Obeilin, Hampton & Eastern, 1163
Ohio River & Northern, 599, 655
Oil Belt (Electric), 973
Oklahoma Central, 973
Oklahoma, New Mexico & Pacific, 775
Orange & Northeastern, 453
Oregon Eastern, 37
Oregon Electric, 329, 1014
Oregon. Pacific & Eastern. 862
Oregon Roads, 409, 599. 906
Oregon Short Line, 37. 655, 775
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation

Company, 81, 655
Ottawa & St. Lawrence Electric. 492. 599
Ottawa Rideau Lakes & Kingston (Electric),

1063
Ozark Land & Lumber Company's Line, 1288

Pacific & Great Eastern, 229, 409. 710
Pacific & Hudson Bay, 143
Pacific & Idaho -Northern, 1063
Pacific Electric. 1235
Pacific Grtat Eastern, 1235
Palacios, San Antonio & Pecos Valley. 1117
Pecos Valley Southern, 329
Pennsylvania & Southwestern, 229
P-nnsylvania Lines West. 492, 775
Pennsylvania Railroad, 271
Peoples Railroad (Electric). 906
Perry. .Macon & Northern. 492
Philadelphia & Reading, 600
Philadelphia & Western (Electric), 185
Piedmont & Northern Lines (Electric), 229,

329, 710, 1014
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, 1063
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,

775
Portland. Eugene & Eastern (Electric), 143,

Quanah, Acme & Pacific, 329, 453. 492, 559, 973
Ouanah, Seymour, Dublin & Rockport, 37
Ouebec & Lake St. lohn, 1117
Quebec & North Eastern, 1014
Quebec & Saguenav. 710
Quebec, Portland & International Short Line,

1235
Queen & Crescent. 906

Raleigh, Chariotte & Southern. 453, 1117
Reid Newfoundland Company, 655
Rio G-andc Valley Traction. 271
Rivcira Beach Interurban, 550
Rock Island, Texico, Farwcll & Southern, 271
Rome & Oneida (Electric), 600

St. F.lmo & Belle Helene, 906
St. Louis & Oklahoma Southern, 1064
St. Louis & San Francisco. 366. 600, 710, 1064
.St. Louis & Western Traction, 329
St. Louis, Arkansas & Pacific. 1063
St. Louis Belt, Illinois & Eastern Traction.

1063
.St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, 272, 492, 710
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern. 37
St. Louis, Peoria &- North Western, 600. 1064
St. Louis Southwestern, 1014
St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line. 862
St Petersburg & Gulf. 492
Salt Lake & Idaho, 37
Salt Lake & LTtah (Electric), 775, 815
San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf, 559, 1014
San Benito & Rio Grande Valley Interurban,

81, 366, 600, 1064
San Francisco-Oakland Terminal (Elec'ric),

1235
Sand Springs Railway, 454
Sandy Valley & Elkliom, 1288
San Luis Southern, 1064
San Luis Valley, 272
Savannah Union Railway & Terminal Company,

775, 862
Scholten Brothers Cedar Company's Lines, 655,

1064
Seaboard Air Line. 330. 600, 1014, 1117
Shelbj-ville & Frankfort (Electric), 409
Shreveport, .Alexandria & Southwestern, 775
Smith-Powers Logging Company's Line, 1117
South -Atlantic &• Western, 1014
South .Atlantic Transcontinental, 1015
South Carolina Roads (Electric), 185
South Carolina Western. 185. 973
Southern Illinois Railway & Power Company

(Electric). 185. 559. 906
Southern New England. 409. 492
Southern Pacific. 81. 143. 600. 1015
Southern Pacific of Mexico, 1015
Southern Railw.-iv, 366, 600, 710
Southern Traction Company, 559. 710, 815
.Spokane & British Columbia. 1064
Sugar L.and Raihvav, 144, 1163
Sydney & Louisburg, 1015

Tallulah F.alls. 1064
Tampa & Gulf Coast, 330
Tanana Valley, 1288
Temiskaming & Northern Ontario. 1064
Tennessee. .Kentucky & Northern. 1288
Tennessee Northeastern. 409, 815
Tennessee Railroad. 38
Tennessee Valley Traction. 815
Texas. Gulf & Northern. 185. 366
Texas-Louisiana Traction. 1235
Texas Midland, 710
Texas Roads, 38, 560
Texas Roads (Electric), 81, 710, 1235
Texas State, 710
Texas Utilities Company, 655
Tidewater & Western. 1117
Tidewater Southern (Electric), 366, 1015, 1064
Toinette & Western. 330
Toledo & Indiana (Electric), 1064
Toledo, Port Clinton & Lake Side, 229
Tombigbee Valley. 144
Toronto & YorkRadi.al (Electric), 1064
Trinity Valley &• Northern, 1064
Trinity ValleV Traction, 710
Tuscaloosa Belt. 600
Tuscaloosa Mineral, 330
Twin City &• Potomac, 454
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Union Cypress* Company's Line, 4'

Union Pacific, 229. 492, 1163
United Railroad of Yucatan, 1117
United Verde & Pacific, 1163
Utah Coal Railway, 600
Utah Light & Railway Company, t

U. S. Government Line, 185

Vancouver, Victoria & Eastern, 7
Vera Cruz & Isthmus, 1015
Vermilion Traction Co.. 185
X'irginia-Caroiina, 38
Virginia & Eastern Carolina, 1288

Wabash, 81, 229, 272
Washington & Great Falls Railway & Power
Comoany, 1163

Washington IClectric, 492
Washington, Potomac & Chesancake. 815
Washington, Westminster & Gettysburg, 185
V.atauga Railway, 815, 1064
V aterloo. Cedar Falls & Xorthcrn (Electric),

1064
\\'aycross & Western, 655, 1064
Westchester Northern, 710
West Coast. SI
West Tennessee Traction. 1288

West Virginia Traction & KlcctrW Veil.
144

326
White Pass & Yukon, 185,
W'hite River, 1064
White Sulphur & Huntersville. 3R
Wichita Falls & Northwestern, 492
rt'ichita Falls Route, 492
Williamson & Pond Creek, 81
Winnipeg Electric, 775, 906
Winnipeg, Selkirk & Lake Winnipeg (Elec-

tric), 775, 907

.Mjrentine Central, 82, 454

.\rizona Eastern, 974. 1118

.Ntchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 454

.Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic, 272
-Atlantic & Danville, 1236
.Atlantic Coast Line, 776, 1065

Baltimore & Ohio, 230, 560, 1065
Beaumont & Great Northern, 776
Beaver & Ellwood, 974
EellinKham & .Northern, 862
Belt Railway of Chicago. 367, 1118
Birmingham & Gulf Railway & Navigation, 1118
Boston & .Albany, 186, 907. 1015
Boston & Lowell, 974, 1288
Boston & Maine. 144, 601, 776, 907, 1065. 1236
Boston & Providence, 186, 656
Boston Elevated. 493. 974
Bowden Lithia Springs Short Line, 1065
Bridgeton i Saco River. 1.S6

Brooklyn Rapid Transit, 656
Brownwood North & South. 367
Buffalo & Susquehanna. 330
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh. 272. 330. 601
Burr's Ferry. Browndel & Chester, 493

Cairo & Thebes. 862
Canada Southern. 1015, 1163
Canadian Northern, 816, 1118
Canadian Northern Ouebec, 1118
Canadian Pacific, 230, 272, 367, 493. 656, 862.

1015
Carolina Railroad, 1288
Central of Georgia. 82. 816
Central Railway of Canada. 230
Central Pacific, 38
Chesapeake Si Ohio of Indiana. 38. 82. 186
Chesapeake & Ohio. 656, 862
Chicago & Alton. 38. 601. 656
Chicago & Eastern Illinois. 144. 601. 862
Chicago & North Western. 367
(Chicago & Western Indiana, 330, 367, 601. 974.

1118
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy. 144
Chicago Great Western, 493, 776
Chicago, Memphis & Gulf. 38
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul. 1288
Chicago, Milwaukee & Pueet Sound, 862. 1288
Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis. 711. 816, 1065
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, 776. 1236
Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern, 367
Chicago Union Transfer. 367. 1118
Cincinnati, Bluffton & Chicago, 230
Cincinnati. Hamilton & Davton. 656
Cincinnati-Nashville Southern. 862
Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas Pacific, 974
Cincinnati Southern. 974
Cleveland & Pittsburgh. 1065
Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis. 410.

656, 816. 974. 1065. 1163
Colorado & Southern. 656. 1163
Colorado Midland, 144. 1065. 1163. 1236, 1288
Columbus Connecting S: Terminal, 410
Connecticut River Railroad. 560
Connellsville State Line. 3P.

Cumberland Corporation, 330, 367

Delaware. Lackaw.-inna & Western, 368, 1288
Denver & Rio Grande. 560, 1163
Denver & Salt Lake. 1236
Denver. Laramie & Northwestern. 144. 86?. 1163
Denver. Northwestern & Pacific. 186. 330, 3fS.

493. 560. 601, 711. 816. 1236. 1288
Denver Railwav Securities Company. 1015. 1236
Des Plaines Valley. 1065
Detroit. Bav Cilv S: Western, 974
Detroit. Toledo Si Ironton. 144, 974. 1236
Do-ninion Atlantic. 368
Duluth. South Shore S: Atlantic. 636
Durango Central, 907
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Eagles .Merc. 454
Klkhorn S: Sandy Valley, 601
Lnid, Ochiltree & Western, 816
liric, 230, 601, 1015
l^squimalt & Nanaimo, 272

Fitchburg Railroad, 907, 1288
Florida Central, 144
Florida East Coast, 862
Fort Dodge, Des Moines Si Southern. 38. 128S

Galveston, Houston & Henderson, 974
Genessee fii Wyoming. 272
George's Creek Si Cumberland. 38
Georgia & Florida. 974. 1118
Georgia Coast Si Piedmont. 38
Grand Trunk. 230. 272. 862. 907
Grand Trunk Pacific. 601. 907. 1065. 1236
Great Northern. 560. 1118
Green Bay & Western. 907
Greenville S; Knoxville. 272
Gulf, Florida S: Alabama. 1163

Halite S: Northern. 272
Hocking Valley. 560. 1065
Huntingdon & Broad Top. 1065
Huntington, Richmond Si Hamilton, 220

Interborough Rapid Transit. 1065
International Si Great Northern. 82. 974. 1163
Interoceanic Railway of Mexico, 1065
Interstate Railroad, 1288
Iowa Central. 656
Iowa Central Si Western, 656

Kansas Citv, Mexico S- Orient. 368. 410. 862
Kansas City, Outer Belt S: Electric, 1118
Kansas Citv Southern. 974
Kingston & Pembroke. 186
Kinston-Carolina, 1288
Kinston Si Snow River, 1288

Lancaster. Oxford Si Southern. 186. 454
Lake Erie, Youngstown S: Southern. 144
Laramie. Hahn's Peak S: Pacific, 776
Lehigh Valley. 82. 656
Lehigh Valley Sales Company, 656
Little Miami. 1015
London Si Port Stanley. 1118
Lorain. Ashland & Southern. -862

Louisiana Railway & Navigation Companv, 45

'

Louisville 5i Nashville. 144, 368, 454, 711, 776.

974, 1163
Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis, 974, 1118

Mexico North Western. 230
Michigan Central. 1015, 1163
Midland Continental. 1163
Midland Valley. 82, 493, 1118
Minneapolis S- St. Louis. 230. 656, 907
Minneapolis, St. Louis Si Canadian, 230
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, 493.

601
Mississippi River & Bonne Terre, 230
Missouri & Illinois Bridge & Belt. 560
Missouri, Kansas S- Texas, 82. 330. 776. 1065
Missouri Pacific, 186, 816, 1015, 1118

Nashville. Chattanooga Sc St. Louis, 144, 907.

National' Railwavs of Mexico, 493, 656
New Orleans Si Northeastern. 601
New Orleans. Texas & Mexico. 144
New York 5i Harlem. 82
New York Central S: Hudson River, 82, 230, 493.

776. 907. 1015. 1236
New York Central Lines. 1065
New York Consolidated Railroad 1118
New York Municipal Railway Corporation. 656

New York, New Haven Si Hartford, 82, 186.
368, 493, 601, 656, 907, 1015. 1065. 1236

New York, Ontario Si Western, 38, 368. 601
New York. Philadelphia S: Norfolk. 1065
New York State Railways, 82, 907
New York, Westchester & Boston, 907
Norfolk St Western, 272, 410, 493. 1118
Norfolk Southern, 38, 410, 816, 1288
Northern Pacific, 1118
Norwood & St. Lawrence. 1118
Northern Securities, 1288

Ohio River Railroad, 230
Old Colony, 560
Oneida Railway, 230
Ottawa Terminal Railway, 1065
Overton County Railroad, 656

Paris Si Mount Pleasant. 330
Parkersburg Branch Railroad, 230
Pennsylvania Si Rochester, 711, lllS
Pennsylvania Company. IMS
Pere Marquette. 38. 82, 410. 907
Philadelphia Si Western, 776
Pittsburgh Si Susquehanna, 1288
Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne Si Chicago, 230

Quebec Central, 493, 862

Reading Company, 1236
Rio Grande, 1118
Rock Island & Dardanelle, 776
Rock Island Southern, 454
Roscoe. Snyder & Pacific, 1288
Rutland, 82, 493, 1236

St. Joseph Si Grand Island, 363, 560, 862
St. Louis & San Francisco, 144. 368, 493. 601
St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern, 38, 82,

144, 186, 601
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain Si Pacific, 272, 1065
St. Louis Southwestern. 560. 1118
St. Mary's Si Western Ontario. 368. 711
St. Paul Eastern Grand Trunk. 368
San .Antonio. Uvalde & Gulf. 1288
Seaboard .Air Line, 82, 230, 656. 816, 1065
Sibley, Bistenau Si Southern. 601
Southern Pacific, 82. 230. 493. 1118
Southern Railwav. 560. 711. 1236
Ptephenville North & South Texas, 1118
Stuttgart & Rice Belt, 776
Sullivan County Railroad. 560
Syracuse. Binghamton &• New York, 368

Tampa Northern, 82, 230
Tennessee Central. 816
Tennessee, Kentuckv Si Northern. 656, 862
Tennessee Northeastern, 410 493
Toledo Terminal Railr".->d. 38
Tonooah S- Goldfield. 656
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo, 816

L'nion Pacific, 1236

X'andalia, 1118
^"-rmont V»llev Railroad, 560
\'irginia .Air Line. 656

Wabash. 144. 230. 272. 711. 907
Wdbash-Pittsburgh Terminal. 230. 368
Western S- .\tlantic. 230
Western Allegheny. 368. 493
\\estern Maryland. 38, 82. 816
West Shore. 230
" -St Side Belt. 368
Wheeling St Lake Erie, 601
White Pass Si Yukon. 601. 776
Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific, 493, 1065

Albania. 171
Africa. 63. 80. 82, 327. 545. 577, 816. 876. 998.

1115. 1246
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Argentina, 19, 124, 125. 166. 228, 230, 272, 281,

330, 355, 368, 376, 467, 477, 571, 584.
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ly4ANY railway officers have been under the impression that

•^ ''• the adoption of powerful Mallet loromotives would cause

considerable trouble by break-in-twos and the resulting damage

to the freight cars in starting long trains. Inquiry as to (Jiis

has been made of a number of roads which have had more or

less experience with the large locomotives, and if there is any

trouble of this sort it does not appear to be at all serious. Every-

thing depends on the proper handling of the locomotives. An
officer of one road, whose engineers are men of limited experi-

ence, very few of them having run an engine more than four

years, says that it is surprising to find how quickly the engineer;

will learn to handle trains of from 5,000 to 6,000 tons without

oreaking them in two, if the cars are what they ought to be.

Some trouble was experienced with 40-li)n steel undcriraiiie cars

from a neighboring road, which were equipped with weak draft

gear and poor couplers, but ihis was materially reduced by get-

ting the owners of the cars to pay more attention to the condi-

tion of these parts. Another road reports that the Mallet loco-

motives lose less time in starting and handling trains than the

simple locomotives, because the two units of the type of Mallet

which it is using do not slip simultanenusly, and this is true

whether the engine is working compound or simple. If one

unit does slip the other is not affected, and the strain on
the train is continuous. The usual practice on this same road is

to double head with two 4-8-0 locomotives, the combined weight

of which is from 10 to 15 per cent, heavier than a single Mallet;

they haul more tonnage than the Mallet, but the records show
that this is accomplished without any more damage to the cars

than when a single engine is used. A western road, which also

uses Mallets in road service, reports that when these locomotives

are loaded to their capacity they will start the trains easier than

is possible with consolidation locomotives. This, because of the

fact that the Mallet can be operated simple when starting the

Irain, thus greatly increasmg the tractive effort and allowing the

locomotive to move off easilv.

\Y/^ publish on anotl.er page two letters, one entitled "The
"" Operation of a Division" and the other "Clogging the

Wheels with Explanations and Reports," which deal %vith prac-

tically tiie same subject in much the same way, although they

come from railway men in two quite widely separated sections

of the country. Both voice the complaint that under modern
conditions and methods of railway operation the superintendent

of a division often has not the opportunity to superintend it.

He is kept busy today, they say, explaining the things that hap-

pened yesterday, and the consequence is the happening today of

things which he will have to explain tomorrow. While his sub-

ordinates run the division the superintendent is elevated or de-

pressed to the rank of the official explainer. Anyone who
will inquire among the superintendents will be told that there is

a good deal of truth in all this. Of course, no one questions

that the higher operating officers should keep in close touch with

the operation of each division and demand explanations of im-

portant events or conditions the reasons for which are not clear.

But the more time, thought and energj- the superintendent must

give to explanation and justification the less he will be able to

give to doing his proper work, that of operating his division, jnd,

in consequence, the more things there will be for him to explain

and justify. It is a defect of some men that after they have

delegated certain duties to their subordinates they do not super-

vise and check them up enough to make sure that they are doing

their work properly. It is an even worse defect, however, for a

superior to supervise, criticise and demand explanations until he

deprives his subordinates of opportunity and inclination freely

to exercise initiative and enterprise. The job of a superintendent

is to superintend. If he is not big enough for his job, the best

thing to do is to get somebody who will be. If he is big enough

for the job, he is big enough to be given a pretty free hand in

determining both what he shall do and what he shall explain. If

It is necessary to have an official explainer to satisfy the curiosity

of superior officers and their chief clerks, might it not be a good

plan to designate some particular assistant superintendent or

other subordinate officer to spill the ink of explanation, and let

the superintendent go out on the line, perform each day his

proper function of superintending the operations of that ilay, and

thereby reduce the necessity of explanation to a minimum?

'T'HE Chicago freight handlers, who have been on strike

' since May 4, agreed on June 27 to an unconditional

surrender, by which the railways will take back into senice,

by July 31, 1,800 out of the 5.865 employees who left their

work. The places of the others have been filled, and many

of those who took part in the walkout have lost their pension
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rights. That the strike of the shop employees oi the Harri-

man Lines, the lUinois Central and the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas last fall has been a complete failure from the standpoint

of the strikers is demonstrated by the efforts they are now

making to secure a sympathetic walkout on the other western

lines. Both the shop employees' and the freight handlers'

strikes have caused inconvenience to the public and have cost

the railways large amounts of money, but the results to the

roads of their having the courage not to yield should be well

worth the cost. The present, from the standpoint of em-

ployees, is a bad time to strike. In the case of the freight

handlers' strike the settlement was effected by the intercession

of the shippers, as represented by the Chicago Association

of Commerce. When times were good and traffic heavy the

railways were perhaps too prone to submit to the demands of

the walking delegates and grant high wages to avoid the re-

ductions of earnings that strikes would cause. When traffic

and earnings fell off, the high wages remained and operating

expenses could not be reduced in proportion to the decline

in earnings. Apparently some of the labor leaders had be-

come so flushed with their successes in obtaining wage ad-

vances in good times, on the simple argument of the increased

cost of living to the employees, and regardless of the effect of

the same cause on the railways, that they thought they could

continue to get higher wages and more favorable conditions

of work in bad times. But they now find the railways more
disposed to fight and public sentiment less inclined to sup-

port every demand of labor. The settlement of the freight

handlers' strike will enable the railways to establish at Chi-

cago a plan of compensation based on the tonnage of freight

handled instead of on hours worked. The result doubtless

will be that the employees will receive higher average wages,

while the railways will get a given amount of freight handled

at a reduced cost instead of at an increased cost, which would
have been the result if the strike had been successful.

r^ OVERNOR STUBBS, of Kansas, who formerly made a lot

^^ of money as a railway contractor and is now a progressive

statesman, devoting a good deal of his time to calling the

railways and other corporations names, testified in a famous
rate case that he could reproduce the railways of Kansas for

$25,000 a mile—we believe that was the figure O. C. Barber,

chairman of the Diamond Match Company, who got rich from
the profits of a concern that used to get its share of railway re-

bates, and who now spends his leisure in writing magazine
articles and making speeches attacking the railways for having
once given rebates, recently declared that the "upset cost" of

railway construction under modern conditions is $50,000 a mile;

argued that the railways of the United States, whose outstand-

ing securities amount to less than $63,000 a mile, are over-capi-

talized: and made an argument for government ownership. In

view of such utterances as these the figures given in an article

on another page regarding the cost of reconstruction of the

Panama Railroad are instructive. This road is owned by the

government of the United States, and the reconstruction is in

charge of United States army engineers. The cost of labor and
materials has been high, the work very heavy, and the standards
of reconstruction high. On the other hand, it has not been
necessary to buy right of way, which, of course, the government
already owned. Up to the time that the hearing before the house
committee on interstate and foreign commerce was held, at

which the facts that we give elsewhere were presented by offi-

cials of the line, the expenditures on reconstruction had been
S167.000 per mile, and it was estimated by the witnesses that

when the work was finished the cost would be $226,190 a mile.

The Railway Age Gazette has not the slightest intention to imply
that there has been any dishonesty or waste. On the contrary,

doubtless the work has been done honestly, economically and
skillfully. In any event, however, men like Mr. Stubbs and Mr.

Barber will hardly give these figures to show how cheaply rail-

ways can be built, how much those of the United States are over-

capitalized, and how much more economical construction and

operation would be under government ownership. They are

just as unlikely to cite them in their arguments as they are to

cite the fact that the average rate per ton per mile charged com-

mercial freight on the Panama Railroad under government

ownership is 4.14 cents, as compared with 7.53 mills on the rail-

ways of the United States. If the reconstruction of the Panama

Railroad is being economically done, the figures show how much

railway construction and reconstruction cost under difficult con-

ditions such as often have been encountered in the United States

as well as in Panama ; and if the work is not being economically

done, it is an argument against government ownership, for with

army engineers in charge and the location of the line far from

the political influences of Washington, the conditions were as

favorable for economy as they ever could be under government

ownership.

NEW ACCOUNTING RULES PRESCRIBED BY THE
COMMISSION.

THE Interstate Commerce Commission has issued its form for

income account and profit and loss statements, for railways,

and its classification of revenues and expenses of sleeping car

operations, of auxiliary operations and of other properties, for

sleeping car companies. Both orders become effective July 1.

Both orders carry out in general the theories of accounting which

the commission has already committed itself to in its other or-

ders in regard to railway accounting.

The income account form and the profit and loss form are the

two connecting links between the classification of revenues and

expenses, the rules for which the commission has already had

in effect since 1907, and the general balance sheet statement,

rules for which the commission has had in effect since 1910.

Since the commission has already prescribed forms for revenues,

operating expenses, additions, and betterments, etc., the income
account and the profit and loss account, as now prescribed, con-

tain no surprises.

The commission defines the income account as the account

which brings together those accounts that show the total amount
of money that a company received, or has become entitled to

receive, from its transportation and other operations during a

given fiscal period ; the return accrued during the period upon in-

vestments
; the disbursements and obligations incurred that affect

the amounts so received or accrued, and the disposition or allo-

cation of the net income accrued. The net balance shown by the

income account is carried to profit and loss. The income account
prescribed by the commission is on the basis of accruals. Re-
gardless of whether or not bills contracted in a given fiscal period

are paid in that period or the money earned in that period is

received, the income account for that period under the I. C. C.

rules should show the transaction completely.

The income statement is divided into four primary accounts

:

railway operating income, other income, deductions from gross
income, disposition of net income. These four accounts are di-

vided into thirty-six other accounts.

The principal facts about the income account, that would not
have been already suggested by the various accounting orders of

the commission, are the segregation of appropriations of income
to sinking and other reserve funds, uid the treating of the

receipts and disbursements for reserve funds and sinking funds
entirely in this separate account. To illustrate, the dividends re-

ceived on stocks of other companies, held in sinking or reserve
funds, are not included in the account "dividend income." but
are credited to "income from sinking and other reserve funds."

Companies are allowed to use their own discretion as to whether
to appropriate money for additions and betterments from income,
or from profit and loss. The same is true as to dividends.

In a note defining "interest deduction for funded debt." the
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commission says that when a funded debt is incurred for new lines

or extensions the interest that accrues on the funded debt after

the lines are open for operation should be included in this ac-

count and should 110/ be charged to road and equipment account

and interest and commissions, but to "interest deduction for

funded debt." There was a chance here for the commission to

have been much more definite than this. There still seems to be

considerable confusion of ideas as to when a road is in opera-

tion. Trains were being run, for instance, over the Western

Pacific for more than a year before the company began making

monthly reports to the Interstate Commerce Commission, and

presumably the \V. P. did not consider itself a road in operation.

It would seem a good opportunity for the commission to clear

up an important point that is still left in a vague state by de-

fining in its new accounting orders what is meant by roads being

in operation.

The profit and loss statement is divided into fifteen accounts,

four of which are credits and the remainder debits. The form

of this statement differs little from that now used by roads which

have accepted the principle of the formation of the general bal-

ance sheet, as prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion. The form prescribed provides for appropriations for

dividends, for additions and betterments, for new lines through

surplus and for loss on abandoned road and equipment. This

apparently indicates that the commission has not changed its

views on the way of charging abandoned property which is

replaced. It will be recalled that the commission's rule is to

charge the cost of such property which is replaced to operating

expenses, and there is at present in the courts a case brought by

the Kansas City Southern to have this rule of the commission

declared confiscatory.

The classification of revenues and expenses for sleeping car

companies is logical, and some such classification is absolutely

necessary if the commission is to intelligently and adequately

regulate the operation of sleeping cars and parlor cars. By
sleeping car companies, apparently the commission means com-

panies which operate sleeping cars, private passenger cars, parlor

cars, etc. These companies are required to separate their

revenues and expenses from operation from their revenues from

auxiliary operations, which means such operations as dining

cars, buffet cars, selling cigars and liquors on sleeping cars, etc.,

and their revenue and expenses from other properties, which

means manufacturing plants.

Revenues of sleeping car operations are divided into 21 kinds.

The division has been made apparently with the primary object

of getting accounts which will show quite definitely the sources

of revenue and expenses so as to give the commission a basis on

which to issue orders reducing or sustaining particular rates.

The revenue from standard sleeping cars, for instance, is divided

as between berth revenue and seat revenue, and as between

charter—per diem rates—charter berth rates and car mileage

revenue. Tourist sleepers are separated from standard sleepers

and chair cars.

Expenses of sleeping car operations are divided as between

maintenance, conducting car operations and general expenses.

Maintenance is divided into 26 accounts ; conducting car opera-

tions into 14, and general expenses into 9. Under maintenance

the same policy of charging for depreciation is adhered to as in

the case of maintenance of railway passenger and freight

equipment.

It is unnecessary to comment at any length on the form of the

accounts which the commission has just issued, since most of the

comments that have been made heretofore in these columns on the

general system of accounts prescribed by the commission apply

equally to those orders just made. There should be a full sys-

tem of accounts for sleeping car companies. It has been pointed

out before in these columns that the relations of railways with

private car companies are a possible source of evil, and anything

that will tend to give publicity to these relations and put them

beyond suspicion of graft in any way- is to be welcomed. >

LEGISLATION REGARDING RESTRAINT OF COM-
PETITION.

'T'HERE has been a marked change in the attitude of business

* men, economists and statesmen toward industrial and rail-

way competition within recent years. Formerly competition was

regarded as the specific for all transportation, industrial and

commercial ills. It was considered the sovereign stimulator of

industrial efficiency and the only effectual preventive of ex-

cessive rates and prices. This theory found expression in the

enactment of the Sherman law. Under the common law only

unreasonable agreements in restraint of trade— in other words,

unreasonable agreements to limit competition—were unlawful

;

and the framers of the Sherman law meant only to enact into a

federal law what had been understood to be the common law.

In its earlier decisions, however, the Supreme Court held that

the law prohibited agreements in restraint of competition,

whether reasonable or unreasonable, and it applied this inter-

pretation especially in railway cases. The legal opinion of the

country revolted against this interpretation, and the economic

and business opinion of the country revolted against the law

.-s interpreted. The legal revolt finally triumphed in the de-

cisions in the Standard Oil and American Tobacco Company

cases, in which the Supreme Court reversed its earlier de-

cisions, and held that the law prohibited only unreasonable

restraint of trade. The revolt of business men and economists

against it has been manifested by repeated attempts to secure

legislation which would more clearly define unreasonable com-

binations, would specifically authorize reasonable combinations

and would provide governmental machinery for separating the

sheep from the goats.

S. P. Bush, president of the Buckeye Steel Castings Com-

pany, and Allen Ripley Foote, chairman of the executive com-

mittee of the Ohio State Board of Commerce, recently have

advocated in testimony before committees of Congress, and also

in pamphlets, legislation which would permit persons and cor-

porations engaged in similar lines of business to enter publicly

into reasonable agreements to prevent ciestructive competition.

Mr. Bush, in his pamphlet entitled, "The Sherman Act and

Trade .Agreements." has indicated his views in the following

language:

"If the law would permit those in any industry to agree not to sell be-

low average cost, including 6 per cent, on the capital actually engaged, and

preferably a small profit, say, 6 per cent, would it not be ethically and

economically sound and wise? Is it economically sound to sell at or below

cost, or without a small profit? Would anyone be injured? Would it not

be an advantage to labor, to capital and to the people at large to stop

selling at or below cost? . . .

"If a scientific basis, or set of rules, approved by the government, for

determining cost could be generally used, would it not be a vast economic

advantage? Such a cost determination could be a requisite for such a trade

agreement. It would necessarily have to cover a sufficient period of time

to furnish a fair average, for it should include the cost during lean times

as well as good. The agreement would be based on the average of all

those who would be parties thereto, so that those who by efficiency could

produce below the average would obtain their just reward and those who

were inefficient would in time drop out or become efficient, a natural and

fair result."

Mr. Foote has drafted for the consideration of Congress a

bill to permit reasonable agreements between competitors to

maintain prices under the provisions of which the question of

whether an agreement was reasonable would be submitted to the

determination of a commission of business men, especially organ-

ized to pass on the particular agreement. He believes that

business men could determine better than any other class what

is fair and beneficial, and what otherwise, in business methods.

Every inteIHgent and fair-minded man concedes that it is not

every agreement in restraint of competition that is unreasonable

and injurious. Agreements to maintain exorbitant prices are

wrong and harmful to the public, but. on the other hand, com-

petition carried to such an extreme that it prevents all of the

competitors, or even most of them, from earning a reasonable

profit, is destructive to industry, and. by tending to eliminate
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all the competitors but the strongest, paves the way for monop-

oly. Obviously, legislation should no more interfere with com-

binations that are salutary than it should permit those that are

injurious.

Over 20 years' experience with the Sherman law shows that

sweeping, undiscriminating prohibitions of combinations, whether

industrial or railway, are not only ineffectual, but defeat their

own purpose. The Sherman law, preventing reasonable trust

agreements from being publicly made, has caused such agree-

ments to be made secretly, and secret agreements are much
more likely, as experience has shown, to be unreasonable than

are public agreements. Prohibiting reasonable agreements to

prevent destructive competition, the law has impelled the com-

petitors in many cases, in both the industrial and railway fields,

to consolidate, thereby eliminating competition altogether. It

would not be shooting very wide of the mark to say that the

Sherman law, whose purpose has been to maintain competition,

has been, because of the sweeping nature of its provisions, the

main agency for fostering unreasonable combinations and monop-

olistic consolidations.

In view of these facts and of the conditions with which busi-

ness interests of all kinds are confronted, proposals such as

those of Mr. Bush and Mr. Foote should be given very serious

consideration. In the past the shipping interests of the country

repeatedly have invoked the Sherman law against the railways,

because they believed that unrestrained railway competition was

necessary to keep rates down to a reasonable basis. The attitude

of the industrial interests seems to be undergoing a change.

The Interstate Commerce Commission having been given ample

powers to control railway rate-making, shippers no longer have

any ground for fe;iring agreements between competing railways

regarding rates : and as a result of the enforcement of the Sher-

man act against industrial combinations, many business men
have been awakened to the defects of that law. It w-ould seem,

therefore, that the time ought soon to come, if it is not already

here, when all the classes of business interests injuriously affected

by the anti-trust law could be united in a movement for its

amendment. The Sherman law having been tried for almost a

quarter of a century, and there being almost universal concur-

rence in the opinion, regardless of varying points of view, that

it has been a complete failure, it is hard to see how there can

be any dissent from the proposition that there ought to be

adopted some method for dealing with railway and trade agree-

ments differing very materially from that provided for in this

statute.

NEW BOOKS.

Waterways I'ersus Railxvays. By Harold G. Moulton, instructor in political

economy in the University of Chicago. 468 pages, 5V$ in. x 8J4 in.

Bound in cloth. Moughton Mirfln Company, Boston. $2 net.

Professor Moulton has presented in this volume the most inter-

esting, thorough and conclusive discussion of the question of the

desirability of extensive development of inland waterways in

the United States that has ever appeared in print. The title

of the book is a little misleading. It does not deal with water-

ways in general, but with inland waterways in particular. It

is ilevoted largely to a comparison of the actual present relative

costs of transportation on inland waterways and railways in

Europe and the United States, and of what the probable costs

of transportation by the two agencies would be if the govern-

ment of the United States should carry out the plans advanced
by the advocates of extensive building of canals and canalizing

of rivers in this country.

Mr. Moulton gives a list of waterway development projects

that are being advocated, and their total estimated cost foots up
over a billion dollars. This includes an estimate of $159,000,000

for a 14-ft. lakcs-to-the-gulf deep waterway, and, as is well

known, the ultmiatc goal of the advocates of this project is a

24-ft. channel. In view of what ship canals and the harbor fa-

cilities necessary to make them useful have cost in other parts

of the world, Mr. Moulton concludes that "it is reasonable to be-

lieve that a ship canal 24 ft. deep between Chicago and the Gulf

of Mexico could not be constructed and placed in harmonious

relationship with the railways for less than $1,000,000,000. It

should be added that if the plan of building first a 14-ft. water-

way to be enlarged later to 24 ft. were to be followed the total

cost would in all probability prove greatly in excess of this

amount." Therefore, it is within the bounds of conservatism to

say that the inland waterway projects now advocated would cost

about $2,000,000,000

Mr. Moulton clearly recognizes and throughout insists upon

the principle that from the standpoint of the public welfare the

real qnestion to be considered is not whether water transprirtation

can be made cheaper than rail transportation for the shipper,

but whether the total cost of water transportation, including the

interest on the amount expended in developing the waterways,

the cost of maintaining them, plus the cost of maintaining and

operating the boat lines and a reasonable return on the invest-

ment in them, can be made cheaper than the total cost of rail-

way transportation ; for. as he very lucidly shows, and as has

been pointed out repeatedly in the columns of the Railuay Age
Gazette, if the total cost of railway transportation can be demon-

strated to be less than the total cost of inland water transporta-

tion, then the government could secure cheap transportation foi

the shipper at less cost to the taxpayer by subsidizing transporta-

tion by rail rather than by subsidizing transportation by water.

As Mr. Moulton says, if additional facilities of transportation can

be provided more cheaply by building railways than by building

waterways, and it is felt that additional facilities should be pro-

vided by the government, then the best thing for the government

to do would be to expend such money as it has to lay out on

internal improvements in building railways rather than in build-

ing waterways.

The most interesting of the chapters in which Mr. Moulton

analyzes and compares the relative costs of railway and inland

water tran.sportation are those dealing with the situation in Ger-

many. There, if anywhere, the evidence that transportation on

canals and canalized rivers can be made cheaper than on rail-

ways would be found. Mr. Moulton finds that various commer-
cial, geographic and administrative advantages have combined in

an exceptional manner to further the transport of goods on the

Rhine, and his conclusion is that transportation on it is cheaper

than it is by rail. He seems to believe, however, that if the rail-

ways of Germany were allowed to more freely adjust their rates

within the limits of the cost of rail transportation, in order to

meet the competition of the Rhine, they would be able to take

much of its business away from it. He concludes, giving very

elaborate statistics to support his conclusion, that the total cost

of transportation on the railways of Germany, although their

rates are much higher than the rates of the railways of the

United States, is less than the total cost of transportation on
the canalized rivers of Germany, and much less than on the

canals.

The greatest inland canal of Germany is the Dortmund-Ems.
.VIr. Moulton's analysis of the cost of transportation on it is

interesting as illustrating his method and even more interesting

for what it shows. We quote as follows from pages 215 to 219
of his book

:

"The location could hardly be improved upon. From the very center
of the mining territory the canal runs almost due north, a distance of
155 miles to the North Sea port of Emden. The country is almost per-

fectly level, and for 62 miles of the distance existing waterways were
utilized, leaving only 93 miles to be entirely excavated. The capacity
is sufficient for barges carrying 600 tons. . . .

"The following table shows the complete cost of the project, ir.cludins
the branch, Ems-Jade Canal, ne.-ir Emden:

Canal proper to .Vpril I. 1906 $17,812,24j
Oortmund Harbor i ,306.8?8
Emden Harbor 1,725,000
l-ater canal works 1,375,000
Ems-Jade Canal 2.273,942

Total $24,493,073

"This total cost of $24,493,073 is equal to SI,= 7.648 per mile for the
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155 miles of the main canal; this is once and a half as much as the average
capitalization of German railways, which are fully equipped for both
freight and passenger service, and probably three times what it would
have cost to build an all freight railway. The above statistics, moicovei,
do not include the cost of boats, a very important item, as is apparent
from the amount of the traffic.

"The statistics which will be found of greatest significance, however,
are those which reveal the yearly cost of operation and maintenance.
The state fixes the tolls that are charged for the use of the waterway
at a very low figure, varying from 7.5 to 14.5 cents a ton, according
to the character of the freight; while the harbor dues are from .5 to 1.5

cents a Ion. .Although the harbor dues are sufficient to cover the mere
operation outlays, those on the canal are not adequate to cover even
running expenses. In both cases a large yearly interest has to be paid

from general taxation sources. In the following table are gathered
together statistics showing the yearly deficit. The only available statistics

are those for the year 1905, as furnished by Mr. Peters:

Operation deficit on Dortmund-Ems Canal $174,432
Yearly interest and sinking fund, at 3.5 per cent.. 623,428

Operation deficit on Ems-Jade Canal 16,471
Yearly interest and sinking fund, at 3.5 per cent.. 79,588

Operation surplus on Dortmund Harbor $31,361
Yearly interest and sinking fund, at 3.5

per cent 45,801

Net deficit 1 4,440

Total deficit- $908,359

•Emden harbor is not included, statistics not being available.

"The astonishing fact is here disclosed that, in order to encourage traffic

on the prize canal of Germany, the government and interested cities were

obliged to donate to the waterway more than $900,000 in the single year

1905. Let us see what this amounts to in the way of freight rates.

"In the year 1905 the tonnage carried was 1,518,000. The donation

in that year, therefore, amounted to a fraction less than 60 cents a ton.

It is regretted that financial statistics of a later date are not available;

but it is practically certain that there can have been little improvement.

While the traffic has increased, thereby perhaps appreciably reducing the

cost of haulage for each unit of traffic, there have been increased capital

outlays amounting to $1,375,000, the interest on which is probably suffi.

cient to counterbalance the saving from increased tonnage. The year

1905 may consequently be regarded as typical.

"This 60 ce«ts a ton, however, by no means represents the total cost of

transportation on the canal. It is merely a bonus given to attract the

traffic away from the railways. The state's tolls, the harbor dues, and
the freight charges of the boat companies are yet to be added. We have

seen that the tolls, according to the class of freight, vary between 7.5

and 17.5 cents per ton. Since the larger portion of the tonnage is low-

class freight, the average charge should perhaps be placed as low as

9 cents a ton. The harbor dues varied from .5 to 1.5 cents per ton;

an even cent per ton will not be far from the average. These dues, then,

amount to about 10 cents per ton. The freight rates on the canal are,

for all classes of freight, 1.9 pfennigs per ton per kilometer (about 2.8

mills per ton per mile). .\t least three-fourths of this traffic travels

practically the full length of the canal. In 1908, of the downstream

traffic through the Meppen locks, 76.5 per cent, was coal, and of the up-

btream tonnage, 67 per cent, was iron ore. All of this, at least, traveled

practically the entire length of the canal. Since the total length of the

route is 250 kilometers, one may safely take 200 kilometers as the average

haul. At 1.9 pfenniges per ton per kilometer, the freight cost proper is,

then, approximately 95 cents a ton. Summarizing: $.60 (deficit), + $.09

(tolls), -r $.10 (harbor dues), -f $.95 (freight charge) = $1.74, the cost

per ton of carrying low-class freight an average distance of about 200

kilometers, or 123 miles.

"It should be noted here that since Prussian railways are conducted

at a very good profit, this waterway rate is not computed on the same

basis as are railway rates. Were the waterway to yield a large net revenue

to the state, the rates would obviously have to be much more than $1.74

a ton. It should be stated that the boat companies attempt to make a

profit on the carrying business, but since the capital invested in barges is

very smalt in comparison with that invested in the watexway itself, it

cannot be said that this fact materially affects the situation. To earn a

net profit of 2.5 per cent, on the total capital invested in the waterways,

as in the case of railways, would necessitate raising the water rate to more

than $2 a ton. These figures, it will be seen, are only roughly approxi-

mate, for by the nature of the case it is impossible to make a mathe-

matically e.\act computation. Accepting the above figure, then, as only

approximately accurate, let us compare it with the German railway rates.

"The rates on the German railways are 2.49 pfennigs per ton per

kilometer for coal, and 3.55 pfennigs per ton per kilometer for the

average on all classes of goods. If all of this 1,518,000 tons of canal

traffic, therefore, were carried at the coal rate, the cost per ton, using

the same distances as above, would be $1.25. If it were carried at the

average rate of all commodities on the railways of the country, the cost

would be $1.78 per ton. Since 76.5 per cent, of the downstream traffic

is coal, 67 per cent, of that upstream is iron ore, and nearly the whole is

low-class freight, the average freight rate would doubtless be under $1.40

a ton. Tliis is as against more than $2 by water. And even yet. it should

be observed, the cost of transshipment from rail to water, and rice versa.

is not -included in the water computation. All in all. therefore, water

Iransporlaiton is here seen to be much more costly than that by rail. No
better illustration could be desired than the Dortmund-Ems Canal, to show
the fallacy of the almost universal contention that canal transportation
is essenially cheaper than that by rail."

The evidence given by Mr. Moulton that the expenditures of

the German government on the building of canals and canalizing

of rivers has involved and is still involving enormous economic
waste is so overwhelmingly conclusive that one naturally is led

to wonder upon what theory intelligent government officials can

persist in the present policy. Their theory is very concisely stated

in the following quotation which Mr. Moulton gives from an ar-

ticle by Dr. Symphcr, head of the waterways division of the de-

partment of public works: "The cost of transportation on (ier-

man waterways is considerably less than by rail. The freight

charges between places that are situated directly on the water-

ways and are reached without the aid of railways are generally

far less than the railway charges, and on long water stretches

this is all the more perceptible, as the stale levied taxes cannot

be considered." (The italics are ours.) Just why the state

levied ta.xes cannot be considered. Dr. Sympher did not say, and
Mr. Moulton could not find out. It is easy to prove any propo-

sition if the proponent be pennitted to ignore all the evidence

against it, and to put in all the evidence for it.

Mr. Moulton's demonstration of the relatively greater total

cost of water than of rail transportation in other European coun-

tries is more conclusive, if possible, than the evidence introduced

by him in reference to the situation in Germany. He accepts

the view of M. Colson, the eminent French authority on trans-

portation, that the real power which is behind the movement
for waterway development in Germany is the Emporer, who
"is suffering from a delusion" that the development of inland

navigation is absolutely indispensable to the development of ocean

commerce.

After having presented the case of waterways versus railways

in European countries, Mr. Moulton turns to a discussion of

"The Lakes-to-Gulf Ship Canal" (chapter 15), "Fourteen Feet

through the Valley" (chapter 16), "A Depth of Eight Feet from
Lakes to Gulf" (chapter 17). "Improvement of the Ohio River"

(chapter 18) and "The Enlargetiient of the Erie Canal" (chap-

ter 19). He concludes that if a lakes-to-gulf ship canal 24 ft.

deep were dug, it would cost at least a billion dollars ; that the

total cost of transportation on it would e.xceed the total cost of

transportation by rail, even if it were used by 10,(XX)-ton vessels

;

that it is wholly improbable that ocean vessels would use it, be-

cause the draft of large freighters is now around 28 ft. and in

another 20 years— in other words, by the time the canal was lin-

ished—a depth of more than 24 ft. would become the rule. His
conclusions are almost equally adverse to the 14 ft. and 8 ft.

projects, to the improvements of the Ohio river and to the en-

largement of the Erie canal, but -space will not permit a sum-
mary of the evidence and arguments that he advances in refer-

ence to them. However, we cannot refrain from quoting the

three concluding paragraphs of the book, which concisely sum
up Mr. Moulton's deductions and the reasons for them

:

"We have found ftom our study that everywhere, in Europe no less

than in the United States, there has occurred pari passu with the develop-

ment of railways in the third quarter of the nineteenth century a rapid

decline in the amount of traffic carried on inland water routes. This
decline has continued to the present day in England and the United States,

and it has been checked in the countries of continental Europe only by
the extending of government subsidies to the waterways. In order to

prevent the almost complete diversion of traffic from the waterways it has

been necessary for government to assume all. or nearly all, the fixed

charges connected with water transportation, to pay for building, equip-

ping and maintaining the water routes, and to furnish them free of charge

to the water carriers. When thus relieved of all save the mere direct

cost of operating the boats, it is usually, though not always, possible for

the water carriers to offer rates which enable them to compete with rail-

ways, which are entirely self-supporting. Even then, it is not infrequently

necessary to protect the waterways still further from railway competition

by arbitrarily compelling the railways to quote rates from 20 to 50 per cent,

higher than those by water, as is the case in France and Belgium: and

although the cost of transportaiton by water, when to the rate charged by

the water carriers are added the taxes levied by the state in support of

the waterways themselves, is usually much greater than that by rail, many
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people have still clung, strange as it may seem, to the belief that canal

transportation is much cheaper than that by rail.

"There can no longer be any question, however, that so far at least

as canals are concerned, the cost of transportation, all factors included, is

almost universally much greater by water than by rail. It is only in

the case of very short canals which connect long stretches of naturally

navigable waters that they can have any economic justification at the

present time. While canals satisfactorily served the needs of an earlier

period, their day, like that of the sickle, the hand-loom and the spinning-

jenny, is now forever past. Precisely as the canal supplanted the horse

in the carriage of through freight, so in turn has the railway, in the course

of industrial progress, come to take the place of the canal in the field of

transportation. To attempt now to return to the antiquated system of

transportation of a half-century ago, or to make canals an integral part of

a national transportation system, whether for the carriage of high-class or

low-grade freight, it matters not, is to attempt to turn backward the clock

of time.

"In the case of rivers, however, the situation may at times be somewhat

different. But, after all, river transportation is usually analogous to that

by canal, for comparatively few of our streams are really natural highways

of commerce. As a rule they are navigable for the purposes of modern

transportation, in name only, rather than iii fact. So long as the cost

of canalization of a river amounts to forty, sixty, or a hundred thousand

dollars a mile, it belongs in the same category as a canal. A river like

the Rhine, whose banks are firm, whose gradient is gentle, whose water

supply is constant, and the cost of regulation of which is almost negligible,

may, indeed, be regarded as a 7iatural avenue of commerce; but a river

such as the Mississippi, with ever-caving sides and shifting bottoms, with

periods of alternating floods and droughts, and the control of which is,

in the opinion of engineers, a greater task than the building of the Panama

canal, is no more to be regarded as a natural highway of commerce than

any artificial channel whatsoever. The test of the commercial success of

such a river must lie in the cost of rendering it navigable for the pur-

poses of modern transportation. Our investigations have indicated that it

is only in rare instances that river transportation can be made as econom-

ical as transportation by rail,"

In getting materials for the work the author consulted innu-

merable official publications and books and magazine articles on

transportation, and also went abroad and secured a great deal

of information at first hand both by observation and by con-

ference with those who were best situated to furnish him author-

itative materials. The book is very lucidly and interestingly

written, and for the public welfare it is to be hoped that it will

gain a very wide circulation.

%M^v^ to the J^dttor.

CLOGGING THE WHEELS WITH EXPLANATIONS AND
REPORTS.

Railroad Statistics. Price, Waterhouse & Co., 54 Wil street, New York.

This is a series of charts, bound conveniently, showing certain

comparative operating statistics of S3 of the principal railways

in the United States for the four years ended June 30, 1911.

The roads are divided into eight groups, each group being

shown on a single chart, and there is a ninth chart showing

the aggregate and average figures for groups. The figures are

taken from the annual reports to stockholders made by the com-

panies, and additional figures are supplied when necessary from

the reports made to the Interstate Commerce Commission. The

figures that are shown are well selected to give an idea of traffic

and operating conditions, and a fairly good idea of maintenance.

The fact that four years' figures are shown for each road is a

great help in studying the trend of conditions and makes this

set of charts unique, we believe. Beside the total traffic statis-

tics, there are figures showing the per cent, of total operating

revenue consumed by each of the five classes of expenses recog-

nized by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Revenue is

shown per mile of road operated ; maintenance of way is shown

per mile of single track and per revenue train mile ; and repairs

of equipment is shown per locomotive, per pound tractive power,

per passenger car mile, etc.

A set of charts like this, prepared under the direction of ac-

countants with the reputation of Price, Waterhouse & Company,

is to be welcomed. Like all other analyses of operating costs

of railways, the figures must be carefully studied and can only

be used to make comparisons as between different roads by those

who have a considerable knowledge of railway operation and the

factors which enter into unit costs on different roads. Many
of the figures are those frequently referred to in any study of

a railway's operation, and the book will form a valuable addition

to any statistical library.

Om.mia, Xeb., June 20. 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette ;

In the old days a division superintendent had time to know
his subordinates personally; to study their characteristics and

handle each man accordingly. Along the line, he knew the big

shippers and most of the business men by their first names.

He knew the speed and tractive power of his locomotives, and,

what is more important, what each engineer could get out of

them; the conductor's ability to get over the road, and the

station agents' troubles. Things happened in those days, pro-

portionately, about the same as today, but he handled them,

and at times when it was of enough importance, made a report

and an explanation to his superior officer. In order to be

fully conversant with the facts it was sometimes necessary to

hold an investigation. They look innocent enough, those two

words—investigation and explanation—but there is not now an

operating official in the world, who speaks English, but knows
their meaning and knows it well—better than Webster. If

there was a secret society of operating officials the pass word

would be, "investigation," and the answer to the distress sign,

"explanation."

Back in the 80's the trouble started. The general superin-

tendent had so much business he could not see all of the ex-

planations sent him by his division superintendents, so they

were turned over to the clerks to handle. They had plenty

of time and the authority to sign the "old man's" name; they

asked questions; became hungry for explanations; and it was
gratifying to their personal vanity to require a superintendent,

who drew three times as much salary as they, to go into the

minutest details of explanation and answer questions that only

a person whose sole occupation is letter writing can ask. The
growth of this evil has kept pace with the growth of railways.

A division superintendent today is anywhere from one day to a

week behind with his explanations, and has absolutely no hope

of catching up. He comes to his office early in the morning
and looks over the business handled last night and yesterday.

The "Morning Report" is a birdseye view of his division,

giving the train movements and yard conditions. A derail-

ment here—a limited train delayed there—an engine gone
wrong and delayed an important train—many things indicate

his business is not moving freely. He commences to dictate

letters and telegrams to his line officers, criticising and re-

quiring explanations, fortifying himself with information to

enable him to explain to his superiors (or to be exact, their

clerks), and the day is gone with nothing to speak of done

in the present—all of it spent in handling things that are past

and gone. Even his visitors, who are not railway employees,

call to register a complaint about some past neglect, and are

promised an investigation and an explanation.

The call boy is doing today's business today and doing it by

the clock. Each outbound train depends on him to furnish a

crew.

The yardmaster is handling this minute's business. The
kaleidoscopic problems of terminal work give no time for

explanation. The past buries its dead without any post mor-

tems, or coroner's inquests, so far as he is concerned.

The trick despatcher is in the same class. His finger is on

the pulse of transportation, and he is working in the present

tense with a short look into the future, planning his moves
like a chess player.

The chief despatcher is the storm center—the dividing line

between past mishaps and present happenings. No person

should say or do anything that would add one atom to his

duties. He is the busiest of the busy, and there is no one who
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has to think as many times to the square inch, make as many
important decisions to the minute, or change his plans as many
times in a day as he. He always has the information you want
on his tongue's end, and with the same breath tells some brake-

man's wife on the 'phone when her husband's train will be in.

When we close the door to the despatcher's office we shut

out the sound of the telegraph instruments, throbbing with the

details of today's business, and as we pass the doors of the

various offices down the hall the steady rattle of typewriters

indicates that events from twenty-four hours to a month or

more old are being investigated and explained. They cannot

possibly catch up with the present. How would an official

feel to step to his job some morning and find that he was free

to supervise what was going on on his division that day;

that there was no need to explain increases in operating ex-

penses, decreases in net tons, engine failures, car shortages,

delays, accidents, washouts, fires, labor troubles, or why Pas-

senger Brakeman Jones allowed some prominent politician to

get off at the wrong station and thereby miss a scheduled

speech. The sensation would, indeed, be novel, and it would

take time for him to become accustomed to such a change in

conditions.

This is not to be construed to mean no questions, or nothing

investigated ; but really no business can be handled properly

where yesterday's transactions take up all of the oflScers' time

today. Even a fruit stand would prove unprofitable with that

class of management.

Railway officers and their clerks reflect the individual char-

acteristics of their superiors in the tone of their correspond-

ence, and it is magnified on the way down the hne. The files

of some railways read like intended insults, and a man must

be thick-skinned, indeed, who will not carry some rankling dis-

satisfaction and hatred in his heart all the time with each

mail bringing a nagging, sneering insinuation that he ought

to be a sheepherder instead of a railway official, while other

lines show a polite regard for the brains and experience that

have advanced him to a responsible position and his feeling as

well. And the latter brand obviously gets the best results.

A man that must be ridiculed or scolded into the performance

of his duty should be eliminated. There is something about

the milling he gets on his way to promotion that is a sure

cure for the swellhead, so that few officers are afflicted with

it, nor would they get very far up the ladder if they were.

This explanation matter is not overdrawn. There is not a di-

vision official but will admit it is true to a considerable extent

on his territory. The general officers, personally, widen out with

their promotions and forget or do not realize that the practice

still continues on the division they came from as well as on

the new ones that come under their jurisdiction.

Some railways have line and staff officers, an organization

patterned after the army. All of the roads are ready and

anxious to take up new ideas and spend money for improved

methods of operation, but none of them seem to have taken

any steps to cut out of their correspondence "investigate and

advise." Whether business is heavy or business is light makes

no difference as to the -number and volume of these "advise

promptly" boys. Thmgs that are overlooked in busy times are

dug up during slack periods, and the little ones take up just

as much time for explanations as the big ones. This is merely

a poor business policy that started right, but has been allowed

to go on unchecked until it has passed its stage of usefulness

and become a fetter to the official in the proper discharge of

his duties.

The question arises as to why this has not been stopped if

it is as bad as this article would indicate. It will take a man

high in authority to stop it—the general manager, at least;

and there is enough of the military about a railway organiza-

tion to prevent a subordinate official from even hinting that

his superior's office force is taking up too much of his time

requiring explanations.

The action that could be taken is similar to that taken by a

certain western railway president, who thought there were too

many reports being made, and to determine which ones were
necessary, put out instructions that "effective at once, all reports

will be discontinued" ; and then said to the heads of the vari-

ous departments, "Ask for the reports you find absolutely in-

dispensable in the conducting of your business." Other roads

have appointed committees to check up and eliminate super-

fluous reports, but with indifferent success, as the department

heads can always find reasons why reports are indispensable, if

asked about them. Some official finds an abnormal condition

and appHes a remedy, but in order to keep in touch with the

situation until it clears up he asks for a report from a line

officer on the job. The report once started continues, no one

having the audacity to ask his superior to stop it. The ab-

normal condition has long since disappeared and others have

sprung up with their quota of reports. This president was a

wise one, who stopped them all.

It is possible and also probable that not a penny would be

lost, not a wheel would stop, if some one with sufficient au-

thority would say, "Effective at once, no explanations will be

required of the operarting department."

To be sure, to insure proper discipline, to correct violations

of the rules, to place responsibility for occurrences of a dis-

astrous nature, investigations and explanations are necessary;

but the elimination of the objectionable features would give

the division officer more time to get closer to his men, preserve

discipline and detect violations of the rules before an accident

occurs. TR.\XSP0RT.\TI0N^

THE OPERATrON OF A DIVISION.

Little Rock, Ark., June 20, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway ,'^ge Gazette :

The methods of operating a division today are as far from what

they will be twenty or more years from now, as the present

methods are from those of twenty or more years ago ; and those

of twenty or more years from now will be a great deal more

on the order of those of twenty or more years ago.

The "old timer" who was given charge of a division, knew the

business from the teachings of actual experience. It was small,

business was not as heavy as now, and he knew each trainman,

engineman, yard man and station agent personally. He knew

each individual engine, its condition and capacity. By his prac-

tical knowledge of these things he distributed his brain power

and his steam power to the best advantage. He was over his

division each day, and knew what trains were run, what time

they made, what they handled, and as far as the operation of his

division was concerned, he was personally closer to it than two-

thirds of our present-day superintendents. He was able to trim

his sails as he went along, reducing or increasing force from day

to day as was necessary.

The present methods on too many lines do not give the superin-

tendent that close view of his situation and railways are paying

a high toll to wait for the paper reports to see how they are

doing. In the old days that I speak of the stockholders, directors

and presidents were content with about one report a year. They

were not well versed in the whys and wherefores of railway

operation and were content with the knowledge that the business

was a money-maker.

As the country developed, or I- might say was developed by

the railways, what we old-timers call "outsiders" bought the

stocks and bonds. They got a voice in the handling of the prop-

erties, not only as directors, but finally as officers, and too many,

with no practical knowledge, had ideas of their own as to what

would be good policy, and to see that their policy was carried

out hired men of their personal acquaintance. This, coupled with

the fact that railways have grown faster than railway men of the

experience of the old timer have been developed or come to
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light, has brought our present method of operating a division to

the half-theoretical and half-practical.

There are many superintendents who cannot tell anywhere

near what the performance of their division was during the

previous month, twenty days after its close. But when the

operating sheet comes out, and is unfavorable, they can write

up why. And so it goes from month to month. Today our

superintendents are no nearer being real superintendents m the

sense of having authority to actually superintend a division's

operations than are the present methods like the old ways.

The new element, or the outsiders, watched first one avenue

and then another, and gradually we have drifted to running the

road to please these various hobbies. The operating sheet is

about all that we need, and the ton-mile cost tells the story.

The other volumes of doctored, obsolete and useless reports are

of little, if any, value, and cause a great deal of expense. Even

some of our own reports that show actual conditions do not do

us enough good to pay the cost of stationery and clerical help

to make them. Another thing to show that we are simply rail-

roading along the line of least resistance is, that all you have to

do is to make costs show a decrease. The difference in the rela-

tive costs of divisions is too wide in some places, but if both

superintendents show a decrease, they are considered to have

done equally well, when, as a matter of fact, the high man may

be toe. high, and the low man too low for the best interests of

the property.

In the matter of supplies we are still at a great disadvantage

on most lines, even in the face of the good that was, theoretically,

to come from the new supply department.

From observation on the operating side of the fence, I agree

with D. A. D. in his letter, published in your issue of September

22, 1911. I have read the comments of the "Orphan" in your

issue of November 10, 1911, i. e., that the superintendent, being

responsible for the operating cost, should have what is necessary,

and should have it quick when ordered, and imless something

is ordered which is quite unusual, his approval should be all that

is necessary. D. A. D. says, is it not more expensive to carry

loo small a working stock than one too large? The answer is,

yes, and as the "Orphan" states, the supply department should

be able to supply on demand material of every description requi-

site for the operation and maintenance of the property, unusual

emergencies alone excepted. But does it do that? Not where

D. A. D. or 1 have observed. We have yet to teach the supply

department and a regiment of new born clerks in general offices

that in over 75 per cent, of the cases the money they think they

save by cuttmg off articles on the superintendent's requisitions

is not saved, and in too many cases will not pay the interest on

the expense incurred because the requisitions are not filled.

To save our part of the much-talked-of million a day, and to

be in a position to pass muster with the efficiency boards, which

ore not many years off, we must get back to the old way of

knowing our costs per day ; in fact, must get closer to what is

going on, and work to that end instead of figuring on how to

explain away what really happened. There is no reason why

this cannot be done. The train mile is the unit of operation.

It is a question of tons per train mile, cost of overtime per train

mile, pounds of coal per train mile, cost of station service, yard

service, roundhouse service per the train mile. You can easily

find the daily cost of all fixed charges, then a wire each morning

telling the train miles, hours overtime, estimated ton miles, gives

yon something to work on. It would take too much space at this

time to tell all the good things to be accomplished by handling

the forces on the basis of cost ton miles. There are many ways

of estimating this ; and with it, and a log kept by the despatcher

showing the causes of failure to get the maximum work from

each engine each day, the causes of delayed traffic, or of unusual

occurrences, will permit of your writing a letter any time telling

what you are really doing.

For evidence that the trend of the times is back to the old

way, look at the Harriman lines with the Hine system, the Rock

I^'.ind lines with three general managers, the Frisco lines with

"more authority to the station agents" and the Missouri Pacific,

which under Mr. Bush has made considerable progress in mak-

ing "real superintendents." m. .\. w.

PROPOSED CHANGES IN TRAIN RULES.

Nashville, Tenn., June 29, 19U.

To THE Editor of the R-ailway Age Gazette :

In your editorial of June 28, comment is made upon some

of the recommendations of the Train Despatchers' Association

concerning revision of the standard code. There are two

reasons why Rule 93, as proposed by the despatchers, may
not be acceptable: (1) It is not possible with us (the Nash-

ville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) unless the despatching force

is increased, to give all yard engines time on delayed pas-

senger trains; nor can the delay which would be incurred by

getting such time, or by lying on side tracks, be borne. (2) I

do not feel favorably impressed with a rule which requires

trains, except those of the first class, to run prepared to stop

within half the distance seen to be clear. Rather let us put it

right up to trains moving through yards to so run that an

accident will not occur. Both crews will claim they were run-

ning only 6 or 10 miles an hour, as invariably is claimed now;
and accidents will continue.

While it is true that the code is constructed on the theory

that what restricts one train also confers superiority upon

others addressed that need the help, since there is to be a re-

vision let an effort be made to make the rule so clear that the

trainmen, lawyers, jurymen and all will find it impossible to

place several different constructions on it. I would word Rule

93 about as follows : "Yard limits will be designated by .

Within yard limits the main track may be used, clearing the

time of first class trains as prescribed by rule, or protecting

against such trains as outlined by Rule 99. In approaching or

moving within yard limits all trains and engines, except trains

of the first class, must govern themselves accordingly." The
exclusive use of form 19 is open to objection for the reason

that when a train has been cleared, or its engine has passed

the train-order signal at proceed, form 31 must be used, as

in such a case the despatcher must himself secure the signatures

of the conductor and engineman of the train restricted, not

depending on the word of an operator. Also, the 31 form

must be used when a train is restricted at a blind siding. The
19 form may be safely depended on, perhaps, for all other

movements, provided a form of clearance card is used that

shows the individual numbers of all orders issued for the

train, and provided this is repeated to the despatcher by the

operator, and O. K. given, before any order is delivered to the

train. h. w. forman.

The Chinese railway from Canton to Hankow will be 170

miles long and will have a gage of 4 ft. Syi in. Over 60 miles are

in operation. Construction work w'as delayed on account of the

opposition of the villagers along the line.

The Anecho district in the German protectorate of Togo-
land, Africa, has very valuable oil palm forests, the exploitation

of which would render absolutely necessary the construction of

a railway line. The negotiations on the subject, up to date,

have made plain the necessity for such a railway, the line pro-

posed being from Tsewie to Tokpli. The project has been

embodied in the bill for the German budget of 1913.

A concession for the construction of an electrical railway

from Galata, Turkey, to Rumeli-Kawak, has been given to

Lenz & Company, of Berlin, Germany. After the prehminary

work, which will take up a year, the actual work of construc-

tion will be begun. It is estimated that this will require a

further four years. The line will connect Constantinople's

suburb Galata with the Black Sea, at the mouth of the Bos-

phorus.



TWO RAILWAY EXTENSIONS IN ONTARIO.
History and Construction Details of the Completion of the

Algoma Central & Hudson Bay and the Algoma Eastern.

BY R. s. M CllK.MlCK,

Chief Engineer, Algoma Cei tral & Hudson Bay and the Algoma Eastern.

Tile

ALCU.MA iENTRAL >>i HUDMi.X BAY.

construction of the Algoma Central & Hudson Bav

was begun in the spring of 1900 by ihe Old Lake Superior Cor-

poration, under the management of F. H. Clergue, a land grant

and subsidy being ari;anged for at that time with tb.e Canadian

government. In the spring of 1903 a continuous line had been

graded from Sauk Ste. Marie, Ont., to Josephine Junction.

I/O; J miles north, with a line extending down to Lake Superior,

at Michipicoten harbor. This section, 20 miles long, was built

in 1859-1900 to gain access to valuable iron mines in this ter-

ritory, owned by the corporation. The grading work on the

main line was not completely finished, however, as financial mis-

fortunes overtook the corporation. Track was only laid to a

point about 55 miles north of the "Soo." A large number of

bridges and trestles i;etween this point and Josephine Junction

were not built, but utiierwise the line was completed to sliIj-

grade.

Between the years 1903 and 1908 additional track was laid lo

bring the end of steel at mile 68, no other work being done

north <yi this point, however. In 1909 active measuies were

grading in cuts where slides had occurred, bringing up settled

embankments, all the bridging (excepting Montreal river), track

laying and ballasting.

In the meantime a spur of 9^2 miles long was located from a

point 17 miles from Michipicoten harbor on the line extending

from the lake to the mines, northerly to a new iron mine known
as the Magpie mine. In May, 1910, active work was started on

this section. The company also started to repair and re-tie the

upper 10 miles of the 20 miles extending from the harbor to

Josephine Junction known as the Josephine branch, which had

been wholly unused for over eight years. This line was in

wretched shape. The ties were rotten, and as very Httle ballast

had originally been used it was necessary to re-ballast the

whole section. This work was done with company forces, with

some help from the O'Boyle company.

From May. ISIO, to .\ugust, 1511, the work on the main line,

north from mile 68 and south from Josephine Junction, the

grading of the Hawk Lake—Hobon section, the building of the

Magpie branch and the re-building of the 10 miles of the Jo-

sephine branch, proceeded with the usual ups and downs pecu-

Long Trestle on 12.Deg. Curve; A. C. & H. B.

begun by an English syndicate to complete the road, which had,

in the meantime, secured control of the Lake Superior Corpo-

ration, including the Algoma Steel Company and the railway

iind other transportation and industrial interests at Sault Ste.

Marie. Before undertaking the completion and proposed exten-

sion of the railway, a report was made for the management on

the whole project by F. H. McGuigan of Toronto. Mr.

McGuigan reported favorably on the completion and extension

of the line to connect with the National Transcontinental Rail-

way, Canada's new coast to coast railway.

The necessary financial arrangements being successfully com-

pleted, the first work undertaken was the locating of a line to

•connect the old grade near Hawk Lake with the Canadian Pa-

cific. This was accomplished by the location and construction

of 30 miles of line from Hawk Lake Junction to Hobon.

S. Keemle, locating engineer, Toronto, was in charge of the lo-

cating party on this work. A 0.6 per cent, compensated, 6 deg.

maximum curve, line was secured at a cost of about $38,000 per

mile complete, including track and structures. In May, 1910.

a contract was let to the O'Boyle Bros. Construction Company,
of Sault Ste. Marie, for this section, and on July 1 another con-

-tract to the same company for the completion of the main line

'from mile 6S to Josephine Junction, mile 170'^. including re-

liar to railway construction work in such a country. Labor was

poor and generally scarce, and bush fires, whiskey and all the

troubles incident thereto had to be fought continually. By Au-

gust 1, 1911, the Magpie branch was completed, at a cost of

practically $275,000. The line was built on a 1.5 per cent, com-

pensated grade against the traffic and 2.5 per cent. flat, with the

traffic.

The first four and one-half miles from the junction to the

crossing of the Magpie river was light work, except for some

heavy side cutting descending the slope to cross the river, at

which point the adverse grade of 1.5 per cent, compensated,

was located. From the river crossing, to the mine the line is

heavy, and at mile 7^1 there is a timber trestle 900 ft. long, 80

ft. high, located on a 12 deg. curve and a 1.75 per cent, grade.

L'p to this point the grade is 2 per cent, maximum, from here

to the mine site it is 2'/i per cent., 12 deg. being the maximum
curve. Very large expenditures are being made by the com-

pany in opening the mine, and in addition to a plant for

treating the siderite ore a model mining town is being built.

This branch is laid with 80 lb. A. S. C. E. rail, with tie plates

on all curves, and is most substantially built in all respects,

except that timber and piles were used in bridging.

On July IS the sub-contractors on the Hawk Lake—Hobon
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section finished the grading. These sub-contractors were Mur-

dock Brothers on the lower 19 miles, and Cavicchi & Pegano

on the upper 11 miles. The work was quite heavy, the grading

quantities being 732.933 cu. yds. classified. 261.269 cu. yds. solid

rock, 94.378 cu. yds. loose rock, and 377,286 cu. yds. common

excavation. In addition there was 20,178 cu. yds. over break in

rock cuttings, and overhaul amounting to 1,500.000 cu. yds.

About 3.000.000 ft. B. M. of bridge timber. 40.000 lineal feet of

piling. 170.000 ft. B. M. of culvert timber. 220,000 lbs. of bridge

iron, 291 cu. yds. of dry stone masonry. 423 cu. yds. of cement

masonry and other small items were required for this work

Laying Track on the Snow; A. C. & H. B.

The rock work was exceptionally well done, as the specifica-

tions only allowed common excavation for over break, and all

the time the work was in progress this was enforced. On final

estimate, however, a fair amount of over break was given as

solid rock. Track laying and some ballasting was done this

year, and the bridge work was completed. On January 10, 1912,

track was connected up giving a railway connection from the

Canadian Pacific into the mines of the Michipicoten district.

Some ballasting was also done this year.

Work on the main line completion progressed slowly from

June, 1910, to May, 1911, at which time track had reached the

Erection of Bridge at First Crossing of Spanish River;

Algoma Eastern.

Montreal river, mile 91 J4 north of the "Soo." Here a steel via-

duct 1,550 ft. long and 130 ft. high located at the head of the

falls 150 ft. high had to be built. This viaduct was designed
in 1902 by Boiler & Hodge, New York, and was erected under
contract by the Canadian Bridge Company. There are 1,745

tons of steel in this viaduct, and as the alinement is on a curve
at each end, it was a very interesting piece of erection. The
viaduct consists of tower girders supported on steel legs with

concrete pedestal piers and end abutments. There are 13 30 ft.

and 1 40 ft. tower girders situated on an island in the middle

of the river. The intermediate girders consist of 1 85 ft., 5 75

ft., 10 60 ft., and 2 30 ft. spans. The structure is designed under

the Dominion government specifications, class 1 loading. Some
poor work in concreting the piers requiring their rebuilding,

delayed the erection, but track was laid over the viaduct in

October, 1911.

In the meantime track laying had progressed on the north

end, the gap being closed about the middle of June, 1912. The

Algoma Central & Hudson Bay and the Algoma Eastern.

slow progress made in track laying is due principally to the ex-

cessive amount of bridging and trestling on this line. Between
the "Soo" and Josephine Juntion there is about 16,000000 ft.

B. M. of bridge timber in 140 structures, besides 100.000 lineal

feet of piling. Some of these bridges are very large, and as all

the bridge timber used, excepting a few thousand feet cut in
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the country, is British Columbia fir, it is necessary to build

these bridges from the end of steel.

The old line from Sault Ste. Marie to Hawk Lake Junction

is through a most difficult countrj- to build in, and while the

location secured was good on the whole, the line is badly handi-

capped with heavy grades and sharp curvature. To improve this

grade and alinement would require extensive re-locating, which

for the present is not contemplated. The route, however, is very

Finished Track; A. C. & H. B.

picturesque and travelers have a treat in rugged scenery await-

ing them on the opening for traffic of the .Algoma Central north

of the "Soo."

While the above w-ork was progressing south of Hobon, a

location was made north to the Transcontinental Railway at the

new town of Hearst (or Grant) the first division point west

of Cochrane. 101 miles north of the Canadian Pacific. This

location is on the same grades and curvature as that of the

Hawk Lake-Hobon section, viz., 0.6 per cent, compensated grade

and 6 deg. maximum curves. Louis Whitman, locating engineer,

had charge of the locating with Sanford Hazelwood and W. H.

Wilkie in charge of the parties. The route traversed by tliis

line is through rough country for 30 miles north of the Canadian

Pacific, but north of this the line enters the great clay belt of

northern Ontario, and the grading work is light. The south

30 miles, however, bring up the average cost of this line to

about $30,000 per mile, including track and structures.

The crossings of the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian

Northern Ontario extension (under construction) are made at

grade. There are very few bridges on this 100 miles, and none

at all of any size excepting a bay crossing of Oba Lake, where

four pile trestles were driven, one of them being 1,302 ft. long,

with deck 10 ft. above the water. The balance of the bridging

consists of pile structures, the largest being the crossing of the

Mattawishquia river, 700 ft. long, near Hearst at the junction

with the National Transcontinental. The grading quantities on

this 1(X) miles will be, approximately, 360.000 cu. yds. solid rock,

250,000 cu. yds. loose rock, 1,500.000 common excavation, and

3,500,000 cu. yds. overhaul. About 80,000 lineal feet of piling

and 1,500,0(X) ft. B. M. bridge timber, are required. Corrugated

ingot iron pipe is used principally for culverts, there being a few

of native timber, but none of concrete. In August, 1911, a

contract was let to the Superior Construction Company, Sud-

bury, Ont., for the construction of this section complete, in-

cluding grading, bridging, track laying and ballasting. The

grading is more than 60 per cent, completed, and track laying

was started about June 15 at Hobon. It is expected to reach the

Canadian Northern crossing in October, thus placing the .Al-

goma Central in a position to deliver construction material

and supplies to the contractors for this line at Oba.

Explorations for extensions of the .-Mgoma Central & Hud-

son Bay north of the National Transcontinental have been made.

A copper metallic circuit telephone line has been constructed

from Sault Ste. Marie, through to Michipicoten Harbor and

extension to the mines and north to Hobon and Hearst will be

made this summer.

-\t Sault Ste. Marie, new terminals, consisting of a modern

Erecting Steel Viaduct; A. C. & H. B.

engine house, machine shop, store and office building and a new

terminal station and office building are all contracted for and the

work started. This work involves the expenditure of about

$500,000, and includes an extension of the main line to reach

nearer the center of the city of Sault Ste. Marie. A new yard

will be built at Tagona, the industrial center, where extensive

alterations and additions to the terminal facilities are being
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made. The company will also build a large coal and ore dock

at Michipicoten Harbor in the near future.

THE ALGOMA EASTERN.

The original charter for the 85 miles of this railway now being

completed from Sudbury to Little Current on the Manitoulin

Island, was obtained by F. H. Clergue at about the same time the

Algoma Central project was launched. As in the case of the

latter road a land grant and subsidy accompanied the granting

of the charter. Actual construction of the line was delayed from

year to year, after the first section of 13 miles, extending from

Sudbury to Gertrude Mine, was constructed in 1900-1901. An

extension of 10 miles from Gertrude Mine to Crean Hill was

built in 1909-10, bringing the end of steel 23 miles west of Sud-

bury where connection was made with a spur track connecting

with the Canadian Pacific at Victoria Mine station. This spur,

three miles long, is owned by the Canadian Copper Company

and connects the Crean Hill Mine with the Canadian Pacific.

This 23 miles of line passes through the famous Sudbury nickel

district, the richest deposit in the world. Practically the entire

revenue derived from the road's operation is for handling the

ore from the Creighton and Crean Hill Mines to the roasting

yards of the Canadian Copper Company at Copper Cliff.

In 1909-1910 surveys were undertaken to locate an extension of

this railway to Little Current on the Manitoulin Island. A
party, in charge of Louis Whitman, locating engineer, was

started at Little Current on a route over which the writer had

run a line for the old Sault Company in 1900. This line traversed

the islands and skirted the shore of the north channel to the

mainland at the mouth of the Whitefish river where it cut

through a range of high rock hills facing the lake, thence to a

connection with the Canadian Pacific at a point on the Spanish

river called Espanola. A section of V/z miles of this original

surveyed line was constructed in 1901 connecting the Spanish

River Pulp & Paper Company's plant on the Spanish river with

the Canadian Pacific Sault branch. This little section of spur

was constructed by the Sault Company and turned over to the

Canadian Pacific to operate, under an agreement contemplating

the ultimate completion of the whole project.

When the writer took charge of the work, a location was

pushed through to connect with the Sudbury end at Crean Hill,

a distance of 62 miles from Little Current line with a maximum
1.25 per cent, compensated grade and maximum 11 deg. curves

(with a 12 deg. curve near Whitefish) was secured at a cost of

about S32,000 per mile complete including track, ballast and

building. In July, 1910, a contract was let to the O'Boyle Bros.

Construction Company for building the 20 mile section from

Little Current to the main shore at Whitefish and in March, 1911,

another contract was let to the Superior Construction Company

for the balance of the work from Whitefish to Cream Hill, 42

miles. The grading work on this 62 miles is practically com-

plete and track laying has just been started at Espanola. The

62 miles of track will be laid and ballasted about October 30,

next.

The country traversed by this railway is almost wholly un-

settled and south of Espanola is very rugged. From the White-

fish river to Little Current the scenery is most picturesque as

the line here follows close to the water and winds around the

headlands and bays of that section of the North Channel known

as the Bay of Islands. The grading on this section, while prac-

tically all solid rock, was not excessive in cost, averaging about

$20,000 per mile including bridging. From Espanola easterly

to the junction with the old line at Crean Hill the line passes

over a better country, but, from an agricultural point of view, of

little value.

An under crossing of the Canadian Pacific Sault branch is ob-

tained near the village of Nairn Center, the Canadian Pacific

tracks being carried over the Algoma Eastern on a 27 ft. 7 in.

skewed deck plate girder span on concrete wing abutments. The

bridgincr on the entire line from Sudbury to Little Current is

light for such a country. The steel structures consist of one

105 ft. and one 60 ft. deck plate girder span on stone abutments

and center pier at the Vermillion river crossing, 17 miles west of

Sudbury, one 180 ft. through riveted truss span at the Spanish

river crossing, mile 42, one 176 ft. through riveted truss span at

the second crossing of the Spanish river at Espanola (built in

1901) and two 100 ft. girder spans at two other points together

with a 36 ft. deck girder span on concrete at an overhead cross-

ing of the government trunk road near Espanola. These major

structures are supplemented by a number of timber trestles and

pile bridges. At Little Current, in order to cross the channel,

in front of the town, through which there is considerable vessel

traffic, a bridge, some 600 ft. long with a draw span is required.

This structure will be erected this year.

The traffic expected for this railway consists of ore, pulp and

paper, coal and the products of the Manitoulin Island, which

previous to the construction of this line, was entirely dependent

on water communication with the main land. This island is 90

miles long averaging 8 to 12 miles wide and is capable of great

development. The population at present is about 20,000 and at

least one half of the island is fine agricultural land, particularly

adapted to hay and stock raising. The construction of the

Algoma Eastern formerly known as the Manitoulin & North

Shore Railway has been most eagerly looked forward to for

years by the Manitoulin Islanders.

The above work has all been in charge of the writer, as chief

engineer of both roads. On the Algoma Central & Hudson Bay

G. F. Horsey and C. Le B. Miles are in charge of the work at

the north end and L. C. Maxwell and J. A. Hedgecock at the

south end as division engineers. B. E. Barnhill is division engi-

neer of the Algoma Eastern with headquarters at Sudbury.

W. C. Franz is general manager and G. A. Montgomery super-

intendent of both roads.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE
RAILROAD.

PANAMA

The reconstruction of the Panama Railroad, described in the

Railway Age Gazette of February 11, 1910, and February 16,

1912, is practically completed. Freight traffic was to be opened

over the new line June 1, although the passenger business will

continue to be handled over the old line until after the com-

pletion of the canal. The following facts as to the cost of the

work of reconstruction and the present and prospective traffic

are taken from a report of a hearing held on the Canal Zone

in December, 1911, -by the House of Representatives Committee

on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Col. George W. Goethals,

president; Lieut. Frederick Mears, chief engineer, and John A.

Smith, general superintendent, of the Panama Railroad, were

the principal witnesses.

The original railway across the Isthmus of Panama was com-

pleted in 1855, the construction work being carried out by a

company of Americans. The line was built to light standards,

56 lb. rail being laid. The cost of the 47K miles between termi-

nals was about $8,000,000, or $167,000 per mile. The French

Canal Company later acquired a controlling interest in the stock

of the corporation and operated the road until 1904, when it

was taken over by the United States government. Since that

time the commercial business handled over the line has very

greatly increased, until at present the tonnage exclusive of that

handled for the Canal Commission in connection with the work

of building the canal would make the railway profitable to oper-

ate. The freight tonnage handled during 1910 and 1911 was

as follows

:

Colon to Panama. 1910. 991,856 tons; 1911, 1,178,560 tons;

Panama to Colon, 1910. 280,361 tons; 1911. 378.470 tons. These

figures seem to show a total freight traffic density of 1,557.030

ton miles per mile of road, but the railway's annual report gives

the freight densitv rs 1.1S6.344 ton miles, and the passenger
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density as 566,763.

as follows

:

From transportation:
Colon to Panama

:

Freight
Passenger
Other service. .

.

Tlie operating revenue for the year 1911 was

,738.409.72
346.345.37
199.845.53

Panama to Colon

:

Freight $659,768.16
Passenger 340.645.88
Other service... 75,623.68

Switching

Total revenue f

Miscellaneous revenue.
Harbor terminal revenue 415.588.51

Total railroad revenue $4,149,444.66
Total steamship line revenue 1.860.110.86

Gross operating revenue $6,009,555.52

The rates for passenger service are divided into two classes,

the second class charge being two cents a mile, and first class

five cents a mile. Employees of the Canal Commission are fur-

nished one pass a month and the members of their families are

granted half rates. About $10,000 a year is derived from these

employees. The commission pays the railway a lump sum per

month for handling freight business, although when the line

was originally taken over a rate of $2.25 a ton was in use. For

the total tonnage of 783,834 tons handled for the commission

during 1911 the railway received on the monthly sum basis

$506,600, although at the rate of $2.25 a ton this revenue would

have amounted to $1,763,626.

The operation of the railway will be necessary after the open-

ing of the canal. Practically all of the supplies for the opera-

tion of locks and for the use of employees along the Hne of the

canal will come to the .A.tlantic terminals and will have to be

transported across the Canal Zone. It is expected that a large

body of troops will be stationed on the isthmus and the railway

will be necessary for the transfer of this force. A considerable

passenger traffic, both local and through tourist, is expected to

continue even after the canal is opened, and there will be a cer-

tain amount of local freight to be handled between towns along

the canal. The question as to the amount of through freight busi-

ness between terminal ports that will develop after the canal is

put in operation is a mooted one. Many railway men think that

the Panama Railroad will be an important factor in the transfer

of freight. The steamship interests, however, claim that there can

be little or no transfer of freight by rail, but that warehouses

should be provided at the terminals and an agreement entered

into by the steamship interests by which .'ill freight will be trans-

ferred by the steamship lines themselves. It is sometimes argued

that a considerable tonnage of split cargoes will be handled by the

railway. If, for instance, a steamer coming to the Atlantic side

has some little freight for a point on the Pacific coast, and

there is a line of steamers running up and down the Pacific

coast that do not come through the canal this freight might

have to be transferred by the railway, although it seems prob-

able that if any other line of steamers which passed through

the canal also reached the Pacific ports, such business would be

carried by them. The expense of transferring froin boat to

rail would be too great to allow such a method to compete

with a line of steamers operating through the canal. It has

not yet been determined how the railway will be operated after

the canal is completed. Col. Goethals in his testimony, volun-

teered the opinion that "the railway, being a necessary adjunct

to the canal and being unable to make a living commercially,"

should be operated as a part of the canal so that the railway

organization may be reduced to a minimum.

The construction of the canal rendered necessary the re-

location of 42 miles of line which has been built to a high

standard of construction, the track being laid with 90 lb. rails

and 3.000 ties to a mile. The ties are of hard wood or creosoted

soft wood and ties, plates, screw spikes and manganese frogs

and switch points are standard. This type of construction is

justified on the ground that a lighter track would involve very

much higher maintenance charges. The climatic conditions are

such as to make maintenance very difficult, and a heavy track

structure is necessary to prevent serious damage being done

by the continued wet season, followed by a continued dry sea-

son. The quantities of work done on the relocated line up to

the date of the hearing are shown in the following table

:

E.xcavation (prism of cut):

Earth 2.768,230 cu. yds.

Loose rock 455,500 cu. yds.

Solid rock 1.926,265 cu. yds.
Borrow 3.801,401 cu. yds.
Wet earth 2,642 cu. yds.

Total .«.954,038 cu. yds.

Embankment:
From canal 4.990,224 cu. yds.

Total embankment (waste included) 14.811,317 cu. yds.

Masonry (concrete) :

Class A 7.069.07 cu. yds.

Class B 44.210.48 cu. yds.

Class C 11.281.81 cu. yds.

Rubble in cement 260.99 cu. yds.

Rubble, dry 460.00 cu. yds.

Riprap 15.97 cu. yds.

Reinforcing iron 3.211.92 tons
Grillage piles 103,825 lin. t't.

Trestle:

Temporary

—

Lumber 5.069.28 M ft. b.m.

Piles 1.216,318 lin. ft.

Permanent

—

Lumber 14.03 M ft. b.m.

Piles 2,520 lin. ft.

Track:

Temporary

—

30Ib. rail ".288 lin. ft.

Ties, 6 in. X 8 in. x 8 ft 106,327

701b. rail 371,045 lin. ft.

Permanent

—

Ballast 78,598 cu. yds.

Ties 94,814

70-lb. rail 269,201 lin. ft.

90-lb. rail 84,086 Im. ft.

Pipe:

Tile (6-in.) 1.630

Cast iron -'.194

Galvanized iron

—

12-in 32

16-in 416

20-in 210

24.in 931

36-in 156

Vitrified clay

—

10-in 667

16-in • 2,501

24.in 5,397

30-in: :::::::..: -'.46i

36.in 38

Wooden culverts 31,555 ft. b.m.

Steel in bridces 1 ,244.25 tons

Mfscellaneous^ structures 700.180 ft. b.m.

These figures show that the excavation averaged 213.191 yds.

to the mile, and the embankment 352,650 yds. to the mile,

which is one reason for the very high cost of the line. The

country w/as very rough, and a maximum grade of 125 per

cent, compensated was used. The average amount of ballast

used on each mile was 1,871 yds. The cost of the work up to

. ovember 1. 1911. is shown in the following table:

Engineering $312,654.54

Right of way ai d station grounds 1,353.66

Real estate . 109.04

Grading, temporary tracks and structures 5.607,692.66

Tunnels 213,275.34

Permanent bridges, trestles and culverts 912,330.80

Ties (cost of) S^-l^-i^
Rails (cost of) 118,796.7?

Fastenings (cost of) '''•"'i-^?
Frogs and switches (cost of) 5,246.81

Ballast (cost of and unloading ) 43,361.36

Laying permanent tracks 137,453.06

Fencing right of way I'lll'^t
Crossings, cattle guards and signs 7,086.48

Interlocking and signals *''i?„.
Telegraph and telephone li: es d1. 353.02

Permanent station buildings 33,457.//

Miscellaneous structures '^Hi']-
General expenses 15.729.6j

Total $7,604,799.34

It is estimated that the cost of completing the work will in-

crease the total given above to about $9,500,000, or $226,190

per mile. Unit costs based on the figures in this table up to

November 1, 1911, are as follows:

Grading, temporary tracks and structures $133,516 per mile

Permanent bridges, trestles and culverts 21,722 per mile

Track, complete above subgrade 10,127 per mile

Ballast 1.032 per mi e

Tracklaying 3,272 per mi^e



LOCOMOTIVE BOILER FLUE GAS ANALYSIS.

Simple Method of Finding the Weight of the Gases and of

Dividing the Boiler Efficiency Into Its Component Parts.

BV LAWFORD H. FRV.

A previous article* showed that in examining the efficiency of

a locomotive boiler a knowledge of the weight of the smoke-

box gases is desirable. A method for obtaining this and other

useful information from an analysis of the flue gases will now
be described in detail. The methods of calculation and the

reasoning on which these are based will be described concisely,

but at the same time the explanations will be made as simple

as possible, so that they may be followed without any profound

knowledge of chemistry.

The information to be obtained by the calculations is three-

fold:

First, what proportion of the coal fired escapes entirely un-

burned?

Second, with what efficiency dees the coal burned produce heat?

Third, what proportion of the heat produced is taken up by

the boiler?

The answers to the first two questions determine the efficiency

of heat production, or the firebox efficiency ; while the answer to

the third gives the efficiency of the heat absorption, or the heat-

ing surface efficiency.

First, consider the process of combustion, in which the oxygen
of the air combines with the hydrogen and with the carbon of

the coal. The combination of the oxygen and carbon may occur

in two w-ays. Expressed chemically, one method of combination

is for one molecule of carbon, C, to combine with two mole-

cules of oxygen, O, to produce one molecule of carbon dioxide

CO.. The molecule is a chemical measure which it is convenient

to use for the present, but all calculations will be carried out

in the usual engineering units. This process of combination may
be represented by the chemical equation

C -i- 2 O = CO. (1)

The other method of combination of oxygen and carbon is for

one molecule of carbon to combine with one molecule of oxygen
to form one molecule of carbon monoxide, CO. This is rep-

resented by the equation

C -1- O = CO (2)

The first process is the most efficient in producing heat, each

pound of carbon giving 14,540 B. t. u. when burned to carbon
dioxide, CO., and only 4,360 B. t. u. when burned to carbon
monoxide, CO. There is therefore a loss of 10,180 B. t. u. for

each pound of carbon from which CO is produced, and hence

every effort should be made to produce CO, and not CO.
Now the w-eighls of a molecule of carbon and of a molecule of

oxygen are in the proportion of 12 to 16, and hence equation

(1) shows that 12 parts by weight of carbon combine with

2 X 16 = 32 parts of oxygen to form 12 + 32 = 44 parts of

carbon dioxide. In other words to burn 12 lbs. of carbon to CO^,
32 lbs. of oxygen are required and 44 lbs. of carbon dioxide are

12
formed. That is. one pound of oxygen combines with — =

44
0.375 lbs. of carbon to produce— = 1.375 lbs. of CO,,

Though the weight of the CO;, or in fact of any chemical

product, is the sum of the weights of the elements which com-
bine, the same is not true of the volumes. The oxygen takes

up the carbon to form CO, without change of volume, so that the

volume of the carbon dioxide is the same as that of the oxygen
which goes to form it. Consequently the production of one cubic

foot of CO. requires one cubic foot of oxygen. This weighs
0.0888 lbs., and hence, as CO. is being produced, requires 0.0888

X 0.375 = 0.0332 lbs. of carbon. That is to say 0.0332 lbs. of
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carbon burned in one cubic foot of oxygen produces one cubic

foot of CO..

Turning now to the conditions of combustion which produce

carbon monoxide. Equation (2) and the molecular w'eights show

that 12 lbs. of carbon combine with 16 lbs. of oxygen to form

12
Hence one pound of oxvgen burns with —— :=

16
28 lbs. of CO

0.75 lbs. of carbon to form —- ^ 1.75 lbs. of carbon monoxide.
10

The volume of the carbon monoxide is twice that of the o.xygen

which goes to form it, so that for the production of one cubic

foot of CO, 0.5 cu. ft. of o.xygen is required. As the weight of

this oxygen is 0.0444 lbs., it requires, for the production of CO,
0.0444 X 0.75 — 0.0332 lbs. of carbon. Hence 0.0332 lbs. of car-

bon burnt with 0.5 cu. ft. of oxygen produces one cubic foot

of CO.

Now suppose that analysis shows that in 100 cu. ft. of the flue

gases there are A cu. ft. of carbon dio.xide, CO;, and B cu. ft.

of carbon mono.xide, CO. The production of A cu. ft. of CO,
requires A cu. ft. of oxygen and 0.0332 X A lbs. of carbon, while

the production of B cu. ft. of CO requires 0.5 B cu. ft. of oxygen

and 0.0332 X B lbs. of carbon. Hence the A cu. ft. of CO^ and

B cu. ft. of CO are the result of burning 0.0332 (A + B) lbs. of

carbon in (A -\- 0.5B) cu. ft. of oxygen. Now in the atmosphere

each cubic foot of oxygen is mixed with 3.76 cu. ft. of nitrogen,

making 4.76 cu. ft. of air, so that for the above products 4.76

(A -j- 0.55) cu. ft. of air are required.

The proportion of air to carbon is therefore

4.76 (A 4- 0.5B) cu.

(A + O.Sfl) lbs. of a

0.384 {A + 0.5 B)
= 11.5

ft., or 4.76 X 0.0808 (A + 0.5B) = 0.384

air* to 0.0332 (.A + B) lbs. of carbon or

A + 0.5B
lbs. of air per pound of carbon.

t

^ -l-B0.0332 (A + B)

•One cubic foot of air weighs 0.0808 lbs.

tit will be seen that if no CO is produced B will be zero and 11.52 lbs.

of air will be used per pound of carbon, CO. being alone produced. If

on the other hand no CO2 is produced A will be zero and 5.56 lbs. of air

will be used, CO being the only product of combustion.

With this proportion of air to carbon all of the o.xygen com-
bines with the carbon. If free oxygen is found in the smoke-

box gases it shows that more air than could be used in burning

the carbon has been admitted to the furnace. Each cubic foot

of o-xygen corresponds to 4.76 cu. ft. or 0.384 lbs. of air. Hence
if 100 cu. ft. of the products of combustion contain M cu. ft. of

oxygen in addition to A cu. ft. of CO. and B cu. ft. of CO, the

amount of air put into the furnace must have been 0.384 (A -\-

0.5B) 4- 0.384 M lbs., while as before the weight of carbon

burned is 0.0332 {A -f B). This is in the proportion of

,, -., A + 0.5B + .1/

11.52 X r lbs. of air per pound of carbon.

In addition to the carbon the hydrogen of the coal is burnt,

but this is a simpler process. Each pound of hydrogen com-

bines w-ith 8 lbs. of oxygen to produce 9 lbs. of water vapor. As
each pound of oxygen in the air is mixed with 3.35 lbs. of nitro-

gen, each pound of hydrogen requires 8 X 4.35 = 34.8 lbs. of

air and introduces 8 X 3.35 = 26.8 lbs. of nitrogen into the

products of combustion. Now consider the application of the

foregoing to an actual case and examine the conditions under

which the dry coal and the dry products of combustion have

the following analyses

:

Analysis of Drv Coal by Weieht.
Per

Cent.
Carbon (C) = 83.0
Hydrogen (H) = 5.0
Oxygen (O) = 3.5
Nitrogen (N) = 1.0

Ash (A) = 7.5

Total 100.0

Analysis of Drv Sn
by Volui

Carbon dioxide (CO?) A . .

Carbon monoxide (CO) B.
Free oxygen (O.) M
Nitrogen (N)

Gases

Cent.
. = 12.0
.=: 0.4
.= 6.0
.= 81.6

Total 100.0
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The air consumed per pound of carbon burned is

12.0 + 0.5 X 0.4 + 6.0 IS.:
n.5J = 11.52 X = 16.9 11)5.

12.0 + 0.4 1J.4

and as each pound of coal contains 0.83 lbs. of carbon the air

required for the combustion of this element is 0.83 X 16.9 = 14.0

lbs. per lb. of coal burned. In each pound of coal 0.05 lbs. of

hydrogen are found, requiring for combustion 8 X 0.05 = 0.40

lbs. of oxygen. As the pound of coal contains in itself 0.035

lbs. of oxygen, it is only necessary to take from the atmosphere

0.40 — 0.035 = 0.365 lbs. of oxygen corresponding to 0.365 X
4.35 = 1.585 lbs. of air and 0.365 X 3.35 — 1.220 lbs. of nitrogen.

Now the dry products of combustion are composed of the carbon

in the coal and the air used in its combustion, together with the

nitrogen of the air used to burn the hydrogen, and the nitrogen

in the coal. Hence for each pound of coal burned the weight

of the dry products of conibusticn will be:

Carbon 0.83 lbs.

-Air for combustion of caibor 14.00 lbs.

Nitrogen from combustion of liydicgen 1.22 lbs.

Nitrogen in coal 0.01 lbs.

Total 16.06 lbs.

This examination of the amount of air employed in combus-

tion, and the determination therefrom of the weight of the dry

smoke-box gases, is given for the sake of completeness, but for

practical work I have developed a much simpler method of cal-

culation. I find that with the analyses obtained in locomotive

practice it is permissible to take the weight of 100 cu. ft. of dry

smoke-box gases, as 8.30 lbs. Now, 100 cu. ft. of dry gas has

been seen to result from the combustion of 0.0332 (A + 5)
lbs. of carbon, and hence for each pound of carbon burned

8.30 250
;^^^,^; r = —. lbs. of dry gas will be produced.
0.0332 (A + B) A + B
In the present case each pound of carbon burned will produce

250 = 20.1 lbs. of dry gas, and as each pound of coal
12.0 -f 0.4 .

contains 83 per cent, of carbon the weight of dry gases per pound

of coal will be 20.1 X 0.83 = 16.7 lbs. The result is not quite

the same as that obtained by the other method, but both methods

have about equal claims to accuracy, and the difference between

the results will not exceed the probable experimental error.

In addition to the above dry products of combustion the flue

gases will contain the water vapor produced by the combustion

of the hydrogen and that due to the moisture in the coal and

air. Under the conditions assumed above the hydrogen produces

nine times its weight, or 0.45 lbs. of water per lb. of coal

burned, and if the moisture from the air be 1 per cent, of the

weight of the coal, the total weight of water will be 0.45 -f

0.01 = 0.46 lbs. per lb. of coal burned. This water vapor leaves

the smokebox in the form of highly superheated steam, and thus

carries off the heat required for its evaporation and superheating.

If the smoke-box temperature be 700 deg. F., and the tempera-

ture of the water on entering the firebox is 70 deg. F., the heat

required per lb. will be 212 — 70 = 142 B. t. u. to raise it to

boiling point, 966 B. t. u. for evaporation, and, say, 0.48 (700-

212) = 0.48 X 488 = 234 B. t. u. for superheating, making a total

of 142 -f 966 + 234 = 1,302 B. t. u. per lb. of moisture, or 0.46

X 1,302 = 600 B. t. u. per lb. of coal fired.

As the specific heat of the dry products of combustion in the

smokebox is approximately 0.24, the heat carried by them under

the conditions assumed above will be 16.06 X 0.24 X (700-70) =
2,420 B. t. u. per lb. of coal burned. If the coal has a heating

value of 14,500 B. t. u., the 600 B. t. u. carried by the water vapor

will be 4.1 per cent., and the 2,420 B. t. u. carried by the dry

gases, 16.7 per cent., or a total of 20.8 per cent, of the heat of

each pound of coal burned will be carried off in the smokebox

gases.

Now consider the production of the heat. In the first place

the appearance of CO instead of CO. entails a loss, amounting

as seen, to 10,180 B. t. u. per lb. of carbon burned to CO ;
when

the smokebox gases contain A cu. ft. .of CO. and B cu. ft. of CO

per 1(X) cu. ft., it has been seen that 0.0532 X A ibs. of carbon

;.re burned to produce the CO. and 0.0332 X B lbs. of carbon

to produce the CO, so that the fraction of the total carbon which

^^ . 0.0332 B 5
, ,

is burnt to CO is -rrr— ;,
=

, and the loss on
0.0332 (A + B) A + B

each lb. burned is 10,180 - - B. t. u., or in the present case

0.4 ^ + ^
10,180 = 328 B. t. u. per lb. of carbon, or 0.83 X 328=

12.0 -j- 0.4

272 B. t. u. per lb. of coal burned. This is 1.9 per cent, of the

lieating value of the coal, and consequently only 100 — 1.9 =
C8.1 per cent, of the heating value of the coal burned is effective

in the firebox. It has also been seen that 20.8 per cent, of the

I'.eating value of the coal burned is carried away by the smoke-

box gases. The remainder 98.1 — 20.8 = 77.3 per cent, of the

heat of the coal burned is to be accounted for by the heat lost

liy reason of moisture in the coal, by the heat employed in

evaporation, and by the heat lost by external radiation, leakage

of steam, etc. The loss due to the moisture in the coal is a very

small quantity, which is usually negligible in practice, and is only

considered here for the sake of completeness.

As before stated, each pound of moisture carries 1,302 B. t. u.

out of the smokebox. Hence, if the coal fired contains 4 per

cent, of its own weight of moisture, this will cause a loss of

0.04 X 1,302 = 52 B. t. u., or 0.36 per cent, of the heating value

of the coal fired.* The heat employed in evaporation is easily

determined from the weight and temperature of the steam pro-

duced. For the present case suppose it to am6unt to 65 per

cent, of the heat in the coal fired, and suppose that the heat

lost by external radiation, etc., is 3 per cent, of the heat of the

coal fired. Then the heat taken up by the heating surface, which

was shown to be 77.3 per cent, of that of the coal burned, is the

same as 65 +3 -f 0.36 = 68.36 per cent, of the heat of the coal

fired. Hence 1 per cent, of the coal burned is equivalent to

—^— = 0.884 per cent, of that fired, so that the total heat in

77.3

the coal burned is 88.4 per cent, of that of the coal fired, while

100 — 88.4 = 11.6 per cent, of the heat of the coal fired is lost

by the escape of unburned combustible. We have now determined

the distribution of the heat of the coal fired to be

:

Per cent, of the heat
in coal fired.

Heat employed in evaporation 65.00
Heat lost by external radiation, etc 3.00

Heat lost by moisture in coal tired 0.36
Heat lost by coal escaping unburned 11.60

Heat lost by production of CO; 1.9 per cent, of heat of
coal burned = 1.9 X 0.884 = 1.68

Heat lost in dry gases of combustion; 16.7 per cent, of

heat of coal burned = 16.7 X 0.884 = l-t.74

Heat lost in water of combustion; 4.1 per cent, of heat
of coal burned = 4.1 X 0.8S4 = 3.62

Total 100.00

Grouping these items in another way we have:

Per Cent.

Heat in coal fired 100.00

Heat lost by coal escaping unburr.t . . . 1 1.6 percent.
Heat lost by production of CO 1.68 per cent. 13.28

Heat actually produced in firebox 86.72
Heat lost by moisture in coal 0.36 per cent.

Heat lost by water of combustion 3.62 per cent.

Heat lost by dry gases of combustion. .14.74 percent. 18.72

Heat taken up by heating surface 68.00

Heat lost by external radiation 3.00

Heat effectively used in evaporation 65.00

From this it follows that the heat actually produced being

86.72 per cent, and the heat taken up by the heating surface

68 per cent, of that of the coal fired, the heat taken up is

100 X = 77.2 per cent, of that produced. Hence the ef-

86.72

ficiency of the combustion is found to be 86.72 per cent, the ef-

ficiency of heat absorption 77.2 per cent., and the over-all boiler

efficiency 65 per cent. To collect the information which has been

*Note that hitherto we have been referring the heat losses to the coal

actually burned. We now" begin to refer to the coal fired, and the relation

between coal fired and- coal burned will be determined.
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obtained, in convenient form for reference, and for general use,

it will now be briefly summed up and put into the shape of

formulae. If the coal and flue gas analyses are:

Analysis of Dry Coal by Weight.
Per

Cent.
Carbon Ci
Hydrogen Hi
Oxygen O.1

Nitrogen Ni
Ash .^s,

Analysis of Dry Flue by

Oxygen (O) .

Nitrogen (N)

Total 100.00
I

Total 100.00

If the heating value of the dry coal be K. B. t. u. per lb. ; the

temperature of the smokebox ts. deg. F., and the temperature

of the air to deg. F. Then the weight of air supplied per lb.

of coal actually burned will be

:

A + O.SB + M Ci
X

100
11.32 .(3)

A+B
and the nitrogen left from the combustion of the hydrogen per

lb. of coal burned will be

:

Nhc = 0.0335 (8 H, — Oi) (-11

The total weight of dry products of combustion per lb. of dry

coal burned will be

:

irg
Ci Ni

+ Ac + .V/.r .(5)

that is, the sum of the carbon and nitrogen of the coal, together

with the air passed through the fire to burn the carbon and to

provide the free oxygen, and the nitrogen left from the combus-

tion of the hydrogen ; or by the approximate method described

above the weight of the dry products of combustion per lb.

of coal burned will be

ll'fi

C,

A + .

.(5a)

The dry gases escape at the smoke-box temperature and the

specific heat being taken as 0.24, the consequent loss of heat

expressed as a percentage of the heat of the coal burned is:

24 Us — ta) U'g
Bwi

The water vapor produced by the combustion of the hydrogen

per lb. of coal is:

Wm = 9 Hi (7)

and the heat lost by the escape of this vapor at the smoke-box

temperature as a percentage of the heating value of the coal

burned is

:

9H"i
(1076 .(8)

Further losses are incurred by the escape of the water \apor

produced from the moisture of the air and of the coal, but un-

less the amount of this moisture is excessive, say over 10 per

cent, of the weight of the coal, the loss thus produced is negli-

gible. Then the loss in the products of combustion, wet and dry,

expressed as a percentage of the heat of the coal burned is

Bwi + Bv,.

The loss of heat production due to the formation of CO, if

expressed as a percentage of the heat of the coal burned is

U, — 10,180 X —- (9)
A + B A',

Again if P^* per cent, of the coal fired escapes unburned, the

coal burned will be (100 — P.) per cent, of that fired. Of this

coal burned it has been seen that U, per cent, of the heat is lost

in the production of CO and Bwi + Bvi per cent, is carried off

in the products of combustion, so that the remainder, which

is taken up by the heating surface, is 100 — t'j — Bn — Bwi

per cent, of the heat of the coal burned, or
100 — P,

100
(100 — L\

Bvi — Sw,) per cent, of the heat of the coal fired.

•The subscript 1

_entage of th "

the quantities

ed for quantities which expressedX uc »uu^cllpl 1 IS uscu lur quarililies wnicn _..,.. _^ _ ,

centage of the heat in the coal burned, while the subscript 2 is used where
»!,« n.,o„f:t:.c .,,. "^pressed as percentages of the heat in the coal fired.

On the other hand if. as may be ascert:uncd by measr.rement,

7', per cent, of the heat of the coal tired is utilized in evapo-

rating the water, and R, per cent, is lost by external radiation

and leakage, T- + R^ per cent, of the heat of the coal fired is

taken up by the boiler, and this can be equated to the expression

: hove.

Then T2 + R2 = (100 — L\

and 100 — P- =

100

100 (r. + if:)

Bwo

(10)
100 — L'l — Bri — Bici

and since all of the quantities except Pj can be calculated from

the foregoing or measured, equation (10) enables P^, that is the

coal lost unburned, to be calculated. It may be noted that in

practice it is not easy to measure Ri, that is the percentage of

heat lost by external radiation, leakage, etc., but it is certain

that no great error will be made if it is assumed to be 5 per

cent, of Tn, the heat used in the production of the steam. With

this assumption equation (10) gives an easy method of arriving

at the value of P., a quantity which is far from easy of direct

measurement. To obtain a complete account of the heat of the

coal fired it is only necessary to multiply U-,, Bvi and Bwi by

100 — P:
, , , ,_-— to express the losses represented by these symbols as

percentages of the heat of the coal fired.

The previous article showed a practical application of the

methods of analysis wliich have since been described, and a little

consideration will show that this is only one instance out of

many of the advantages to be derived from a study of loco-

motive tests in which flue gas analyses are made. At present

the published information regarding tests of this description is

strictly limited, but in view of the importance of the information

to be obtained it is to be hoped that the taking of flue gas

analyses will soon come to be a regular part of any locomotive

test. A simple method of sampling for such analyses during a

road test was described by Dr. F. J. Brislee before the Institu-

tion of Mechanical Engineers in London, on March 27, 1908.

-\ 1-in. iron tube was run horizontally across the center of the

smokebox in front of the exhaust pipe. The end of the tube

inside the smokebox, was closed, and a saw cut about an yi in.

wide was made along the tube on the side nearest the boiler

flues. Outside the smokebox the tube connected to a yi in. pipe

which led along the handrail back of the cab. The gases were

drawn into the tube and back to the cab by means of a bellows

type of aspirator, and after being filtered through asbestos fiber

were collected in glass tubes of about 100 cubic centimeters (6.1

cu. in.) capacity, fitted at each end with a well ground glass tap.

With an apparatus of this description it is easy to take samples

of gas at intervals throughout a locomotive test and to have

them analyzed at the end of the run. In this way much valuable

information regarding the conditions of combustion can be ob-

tained.

A French newspaper gives an account of a proposed railway

which will start at Tangiers, Morocco, and run along the coast

of the Mediterranean, then turn inland to Fez, cross the Little

Atlas range by a pass nearly 4,(XX) ft. above sea level, traverse

the Sahara desert and run through the French Congo via Lake
Tchad, and after crossing the Nile and a couple of mountain

ranges, terminate at Juba, on the coast of British East Africa.

It is needless to say that the realization of such a line is still

very far of?. The newspaper account goes on to say that elec-

tricity would be the motive power and that the current would be

obtained from water falls near Lake Tchad. A connection with

the European railway system by means of train ferries between

Tangiers and Tarifa, Spain, is also discussed as a possibility.

If ever completed, this line would link up with the French rail-

ways in Morocco, Senegal, the Ivory Coast and the Congo to

the great benefit of French colonial trade. It is estimated that

the line would cost $200,000,000.
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ORNAMENTATION OF A CONCRETE FACIA
GIRDER.

Ogden avenue, one of the boulevards in the West Park system

of Chicago, is crossed near Western avenue by the Baltimore &
Ohio Chicago Terminal, the Chicago & North Western and the

P. C. C. & St. L. It was necessary to design a subway to carry

the tracks over this boulevard the appearance of which would
conform with the character of the street. The method of orna-

mentation adopted is new for this class of work. There are three

separate structures, all having six spans with longitudinal trough

floors and concrete ballasted decks. The clearance between

structures is so small that only the north face of the north subway
and the south face of the south subway had to be considered in

plans for ornamentation. A deep facia girder was provided on the

face of the B. & O. subway and both the girder and the end col-

umns of the transverse bents directly under the girder were encased

in concrete. The columns were first cast and the wall forms erected

upon them. AH forms were made on the ground and hoisted into

position. It was necessary on account of the depth of the girder

and the curve on which the north subway is built to brace the

forms on a scaffold rather than to wire them in place. The re-

inforcement consisted entirely of ^ in. bars, the method of bond-

ing to the girder being shown in the accompanying cross sections.

The rivets in the flanges of the facia girder were knocked out

verse rods. The concrete casing over the girders has a depth of

6 ft. 9 in. and a width on top of 1 ft. The outer face is vertical,

the inner face being battered at an angle depending on the height

of the floor and the width of the top girder flange.

The concrete was composed of one part Universal Portland

cement and four parts crushed limestone running from dust to

;4 in. in size. The concrete was machine mixed and hoisted from
the street to wheel platforms above the bridge floor. The mixer
engine furnished power for the hoist, the cable being wound on

the drum used to raise the charging elevator. This arrangement,

which was made necessary by the limited room available in the

street, proved very effective. Owing to the comparatively cold

weather during construction an expansion joint was left between
the walls and the columns calculated to allow for an increase in

temperature of 60 deg.

The feature of principal interest in the design of the facia

girder is the method used to ornament the surface of the con-

crete. No attempt was made to panel the surface. Buttresses

are provided over the columns, and the faces of the girders be-

tween columns are ornamented with a design in colored tile.

Moravian tile in three colors, red, blue and yellow, was used for

this work. This decorative scheme was designed by Price &
McLanahan, architects, of Philadelphia, and the effectiveness of

the design is clearly shown in the accompanying photograph.

Four ornamental lighting pillars of concrete are provided on

each face. These standards were cast separately in plaster of

Facia Girder and Ornamental Lamp Posts; Ogden Avenue Subway, Chicago.

where it was necessary to insert the ends of the bent reinforcing

rods to secure a connection to the girder. Four longitudinal rods

are used, so placed that they can readily be held in position by

the transverse reinforcement. In addition to the bar reinforce-

ment a rectangular mesh was used to minimize the effect of vibra-

tion stresses. The column reinforcement consists of rods bent

as shown in the column cross section which are secured to the

outstanding flanges of the channels by hook bolts inserted in rivet

holes. Vertical reinforcing rods are placed near each corner of

the column and are held in place by the outer bents of the trans-

r/-i?-f i-/-(7=i

W-3"-*-l'-3 —

i

Section at Top ofColumn.

Section inlnfermediate Secfion In End Span.
Spans

Details of Reinforcing About Girders and Column.

Paris molds, and a crushed granite aggregate was used. The tile

decorative scheme is carried out on the columns by two bands of

tile, as shown in the photograph. The entire surface of the

lamp standards and girders and columns was washed with dilute

muriatic acid and scrubbed with fiber brushes. The cost of each

portal complete with lamp posts was a little over $5,000.

The work was carried out by the J. J. Croake Company, Chi-

cago, under the supervision of G. E. McCurdy of the P. C. C. &
St. L., F. E. Lanphere of the B. & O. C. T. and A. C. Schrader

of the West Park Commission.

The negotiations regarding the construction of railways in

Eastern Anatolia are progressing successfully, and it is expected

that the conversations on the subject between the Turkish and

Russian governments will lead to a satisfactory conclusion.

When the next parliamentary session is opened in Lisbon,

Portugal, a bill will be presented, authorizing the government

to take over the railways, which are now private concerns, mostly

in the hands of French bankers. In order to do this a capital

of $50,000,000 is necessar}', and the government will hypothecate

the revenues from the railways to meet the loans which will be

necessary for the carrying out of the program of nationalization.

Immediately the railways bill is voted the Portuguese govern-

ment intends to consult several British and French bankers with

a view to obtaining the best term? on which it can raise the

loan.



THE USE OF ELECTRICITY ON RAILWAYS.

Its Future Application to Transportation, Particularly

Through the Development of Large Central Power Stations.

BY E. II. HERK.

President of tlie Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.

It is a rather curious fact that the steam railway, the industry

which has made the greatest progress in the last 50 years, and

has done the most to advance civilization, has thus far benefited

least by the development of electricity.

When the really marvelous adaptation of the modern steam

locomotive to the work of transportation under the extremely

varying conditions of railroading met with in the world today is

considered, it is quickly seen that very difficult conditions must

be met by any kind of motive power ambitious to supplant it.

Having received my early training in the motive power depart-

ment of a railway, and spent 16 years in that and the operating

department, I fully appreciate the conditions to be met and have

no hesitation in saying that the field of applied electricity has as

yet nothing to oflfer as a substitute for the steam locomotive in

all its applications.

I have also no hesitation in saying that although the steam

railways have thus far benefited less than almost any of our

great industries by the development of electricity, it is certain

that before many years they will, as a whole, be greater users of

electricity and electrical appliances than any other industrial

class. This being the case, I require no apology for presenting

some thoughts on this subject to such a body of potential elec-

trical users.

It was until recently the practice for each large user of electric

power to install his own generating plant, which necessarily was

run with a load seldom the full capacity of the engine and gen-

erator, and therefore rarely under conditions of maximum
efficiency. In fact, these installations much of the time ran at

one-half, one-third, or even quarter load, or less, and were nearly

always shut down entirely for some portion of the 24 hours ; in

other words, the load factor of the station was extremely bad.

As the impossibility of a good load factor without diversity of

load was better understood, the smaller stations became con-

solidated into larger power plants, furnishing not electricity for

light alone or for power used in some special way, but for light

and power used in as manj' waj'S and with as wide a spread as

possible, during the 24 hours, when other power and especially

the concentrated period of maximum lighting demand is absent.

This diversity of load resulting in a high-load factor is now
being given great attention, and most wonderful results in im-

proving the cost of producing electricity are obtained. The load

factor influences enormously the cost of power—thus a plant

having a load factor of one-quarter (a condition better than is

often met with in a power house supplying power for a single

purpose) has a cost per kilowatt-hour about twice as great as

would be the case were the load factor from 60 to 70 per cent.,

a condition not at all impossible with a sufficiently diversified

load.

The importance and economy of a diversified load are fast

causing a concentration of electrical power plants into enormous

installations of great centralized plants, so located as to distribute

power over large areas at a minimum cost, resulting also in a

material conservation of our coal supply, estimated by Samuel
Insull at upwards of 200,000,000 tons per annum if the generation

of energy for the different communities were concentrated in a

few favorable localities.

I quote further from a paper recently read by Mr. Insull. who
is president of the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago,

before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

:

"The concentration of the production of energy for all purposes

.Abstract of an address delivered at the dinner o£ the American Railway
Guild, New York, May 14, 1912.

required in a given area of population would result in such a

saving of capital and operating expenses as to provide for the

generating, equipment and primary transmission systems neces-

sary to electrify the terminal systems and suburban service of all

the trunk lines centering in and around any large center of popu-

lation, and particularly Greater New York.''

Mr. Insull further estimates that by operating the system in

New York as a unit rather than separately, operating expenses

would be reduced by $1,000,000 per year, and taking into account

fixed charges, depreciation and interest, the change would result

in the creation of about $60,000,000 in value.

How does the development of these great modern central

power plants affect the railways? I have already said that elec-

tricity has as yet nothing to supplant generally the steam locomo-

tive. This does not mean, however, that the electric locomotive

has no place on a steam railway, or that there are no conditions

under which the steam locomotive can advantageously be dis-

placed by the electric locomotive. There are, under present con-

ditions, a number of such, and when the steam railways furnish

(as they themselves will ultimately) a great load to the modern
centralized power plant which will modify and so greatly improve

the load factor and costs of producing power by these great

plants, they will obtain such low costs and great reliability of

power that the field for the advantageous use of the electric

locomotive will be enormously extended. The rapidly increasing

requirements for more and more powerful locomotives, adapted

to the rapid and continuous movement of heavier trains, and the

demand that such locomotives, while enormously powerful, shall

be easier on rails and roadbed than far less powerful and less

efficient steam locomotives (a condition met by the operation of

several electric locomotives by one man through the system of

multiple-unit control) will still further add to the opportunity

for the advantageous use of this new power in the transportation

field. The railways will then buy electric power delivered on

their lines instead of coal, and be saved the large capital ex-

penditure required for the installation of power plants.

One place already occupied by the electric locomotive is in the

terminals in large cities. Here, as in many other places, where
the application of electricity is highly advantageous, it was not

at first the economies from either the first cost or the lower

operating cost that brought about the change to electric power.

The electric locomotive was first used in terminal work because

of the nuisance and discomfort to passengers and others of steam

power, and the change was made by legal enactment and regard-

less of economy. Like many other enforced changes, so many
benefits, not at first apparentj have developed that it is fast be-

coming evident that the incidental advantages are so many and so

great that in the future no other means of operating a great

terminal in a large center of population will, from even purely

economic conditions, be considered.

Thus, in a large city it is now possible by using electric loco-

motives to establish a great railway terminal in the very center

of population without any annoyance or discomfort to the neigh-

boring people, and wi.th practically no loss of the very valuable

land for building purposes, without regard to the kind of build-

ings to be erected, excepting that the terminal shall occupy the

basement, or, if desired, the sub-basement. So clean, noiseless

and adaptable is an electrified terminal that the occupants of the

building erected over it only know of its existence by seeing the

ebb and flow of the tide of humanity going and coming by its

trains. Again, the electric locomotive enables the capacity of a

terminal to be greatly increased owing to the greater rapidity of
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its movement over that of a steam locomotive, and the fact that

the electric locomotive does not have to be turned, coaled,

watered, have fires cleaned nor its boiler washed. This also

reduces the locomotive equipment needed for a given train

service.

All these advantages of the use of the electric locomotive in

the terminals of large cities may be conceded, but objections may
still be made that the cost is so high as to be almost, if not quite,

prohibitive. Let us consider this seemingly high cost.

Why is it that electricity has almost entirely supplanted direct

steam as a means of driving the machinery in shops, factories,

and mills of all kinds, notwithstanding that the steam power plant

can be installed for about $40 per horsepower, while from two

to four times this amount per horsepower is required to supply

the corresponding electric power plant?

True it is, that notwithstanding the higher first cost there is a

large saving in direct operation bj' electricity as compared with

steam engines, but this is not the only, or indeed the chief, reason

for the change. The higher first cost is more largely justified by

the possibilities which electricity gives of doing other and better

work, and of obtaining results not in any way possible with steam

power. When the railways can buy electric power metered on

their lines at such points as they desire to use it which will be

furnished from large centralized power plants so arranged as to

make failure of supply practically impossible and at a cost of but

a fraction of the cost of power on a steam locomotive, then the

use of the electric locomotive will be so widely and rapidly ex-

tended as is now not dreamed of, nor under present conditions

economically possible. So on railways the advisability of elec-

trification must stand or fall on not only the consideration of the

relative economy, capital cost and operating cost both considered,

but in addition to this (and often more important) a proper

judgment of what economies and results can be obtained by

electricity that steam cannot accomplish. Thus the increased

capacity of a given terminal, together with the utilization of

valuable sites for buildings made possible only by electrification,

may alone amply justify the increased cost.

In addition to the advantages mentioned above, in large ter-

minals, the use of electricity on wharves, in freight houses and

in properly designed auto trucks for dehvery of freight to con-

signees and collecting freight from shippers must not be over-

looked. On wharves, in freight houses and other places where

freight is temporarily stored or stopped in its movement from

one kind of carrier to another, electricity by its wonderful adapta-

bility to subdivision and use in small or large motors is most

advantageous. By a system of telpherage, properly designed and

adapted, all kinds of freight can readily and economically be

taken from car to freight house or wharf, or the reverse, and,

what is of very grave importance, the entire space covered by

this system can be economically used. The statement has been

made that the cost of moving a ton of freight from the point at

which it originates to the railway car which is to carry it by rail

to the railway terminal at its destination, added to the additional

cost of delivering it from car to the consignee's store, factory, or

warehouse, is as large as the entire charge for rail transportation

for a large proportion of freight handled by rail which has to be

delivered and collected by dray or truck. Why then should not

the railways themselves arrange to collect and deliver freight,

especially package freight, at terminals? Here, again, electricity

can be of great service in furnishing the power to drive the

telpherage for loading and unloading cars and supply the motive

power of a fleet of auto trucks and drays so handled as to cause

the minimum, delay of freight cars at terminals and the promptest

delivery of package freight at the lowest cost.

There is one feature of this valuable agent in railway service

that must not be omitted, because it is really but little understood

or appreciated—this is the reliability of electricity when properly

handled. I am safe in saying that there is no class of machinery

today that can be designed so exactly to meet given conditions

as electrical machinery. Think of the reliability and freedom

from failure in the electrified transportation service in and about

this great city of New York. Centering here are the electrically-

operated terminals of the two greatest railway systems of the

world, the train service on both of which statistics show is far

less subject to interruption and delay since operated electrically

than under the best results ever obtained by steam. This is

creditable and reassuring, but how much more remarkable and

really marvelous are the results obtained in the operation of the

subway and elevated railways of this great city, both of which

are operated with a headway of trains absolutely impossible of

attainment with steam power, were its use otherwise possible, and

with a regularity, precision and safety which is one of the

wonders of this wonderful age of electricity.

It is really only about 20 years since the foresight and judg-

ment of George Westinghouse caused him to predict and actively

begin the -wonderful development in the use of the alternating

current, and by so doing to call down upon himself a storm of

<:riticism from many of those then foremost in electrical develop-

ment which might easily have deterred a less courageous spirit.

He. through his company, persisted in the development and

exploitation of this system, sure of its possibilities, and was

quickly followed by all the others in the field of electrical

engineering and manufacture, for it was seen to be the real foun-

dation upon which the future development of all electrical

progress was to be made. Without the alternating current the

long distance transmission of power would be impracticable and

the use of electricity for transportation of passengers and freight

on railways impossible.

Again, in a notable address before the Institute of Mechanical

Engineers of Great Britain, Mr. Westinghouse was the first to

call attention to the importance of the adoption of standards and

uniform methods in the development of railway electrification.

The necessity for this is obvious, under the conditions of general

interchange of traffic universal in American railway practice, and

especially in the joint use of terminals by several lines, and the

routing of passenger equipment cars through and over several

connecting lines. The task of determining these standards is

one of great difficulty and complexity, and can only be success-

fully carried out by a commission selected and employed by a

sufficient number of railways who would accept the findings and

conclusions of such a commission, and whom the other railways

interested would acknowledge to be entirely representative. The

.'\merican Railway Association would seem to be the logical place

to begin this great work.

Finally, let me impress upon you that there is no longer a

question of whether electricity can do the work of broadening,

extending, and improving the very admirable performance of the

modern steam locomotive. This has been amply demonstrated.

The question to be answered in any specific case proposed is

purely the economic one of will it pay. Electricity asks no con-

sideration on any other basis, and would get none if it did. In

determining this question of profit and loss let me urge that no

narrow view be taken, but the real possibilities of this wonderful

servant of civilized man be carefully and thoroughly weighed,

and in order to do this that every railway officer determine not

that he will become an electrical expert, but that he will keep in

touch with the more general and commercial features of electrical

development as relates to railroading, for only by so doing will

it be possible for him to intelligently pass upon the many recom-

mendations which will come before him as one of the class of the

greatest users of electricity and electrical appliances in the in-

dustrial world.

The proposed route of a southern trans-.\ndine railway

runs from San Carlos de Bariloche, Argentina, along the north

shore of Lake Nahue Huapi, crosses the Andes range at Puye-

hue pass, continues along the shore of the Puyehue lake, and

terminates at or in the vicinity of Osorno, Chile. This rail-

way will be a continuation of the Argentine railway from port

San Antonio, in ihe Argentina, to San Carlos de Bariloche,

which is well advanced in construction.
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SIMPLE FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE
VIRGINIAN.

Mikado tj'pe locomotives are ven- largely used as road

engines in freight service on the more level sections of the

A'irginian Railway. Since 1S09, 42 locomotives of this type

have been built for this road by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, and the same builders have recently completed ten

more of a considerably larger size and greater capacity.

As an indication of the advance which has been made in

this type of locomotive, even during the past three years, it

surface is equivalent to Ij^ sq. ft. of evaporative heating sur-

face, an increase in heating surface of about 28 per cent, is

indicated.

The later locomotives, while by no means the largest of

their type, are very powerful machines. The boiler is of the

extended wagon top type and measures 86 in. in diameter at

the front end and 93f^ in. at the connection with the firebox.

The depth of the throat from the under side of the barrel to

the bottom of the mud ring is 24 S/6 in., which gives ample

room for a brick arch of the Security type. The superheater

has 40 elements, each double looped, and the area of 910 sq.

m ...
,,,

.

V-^i-A^iAZzV—8—A c-D.

Front Frame and Splice with the Main Frame—Virginian 2-8-2 Type Locomotive.

is interesting to note that the engines built in 1909 had 24 in..

X 32 in. cylinders, 180 lbs. steam pressure and a grate area

of 51 sq. ft., while the present engines have 26 in. x i2 in.

cylinders, 185 lbs. steam pressure and 57 sq. ft. of grate area.

The diameter of drivers is 56 in. in both cases and the in-

crease in tractive effort is 10,500 lbs., or nearly 21 per cent.

The weight on drivers is increased from 207,450 lbs. to 229.600

lbs., or about 11 per cent. The new engines are fitted with

superheaters which was not the case with the earlier ones.

This has slightly reduced the evaporative heating surface but.

if it is assumed that each square foot of superheater heating

ft., measured on the inside of the superheater flues, makes it one

of the largest yet applied.

-Among the interesting features of design is the frame splice

between the front and main frames, as shown in the accom-

panying illustration. The cylinders are cast separate from the

saddle, which allows the front frame to assume a slab form

25 in. in depth and 3 in. thick. The cylinder and saddle cast-

ings lap over the top and bottom of the frame and the flanges

of both extend for a distance of 23^4 in. above the frame.

giving a total height of 47^ in. to the cylinder bolts, of which

29 pass through the frame. In addition there are three 2^

Powerful 2-8-2 Type Locomotive for the Virginian.
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in. bolts which are put in place while hot and extend across

the cylinders on a line with the top of the frames. A slab

splice is used between the front and main frames which are

secured together with 24 horizontal bolts, each V/i in. in diam-
eter. Tliere is a slot cored in each of the frame sections and
each carries a lug which fits in the slot in the other section.

These are of such a size that a space is left between them for

the insertion of a 3 in. x 2>< in. tapered key. This arrange-

ment gives the key a bearing for the full width of each' frame
section and securely locks the two parts together.

Inside admission piston valves, 14 in. in diameter, are em-
ployed. The valve body consists of a piece of 10 in. boiler

tube, and the ends, cast from vanadium iron, are shrunk over

the body. The valves are set with a maximum travel of 6

in., steam lap of 1 in. and a lead of }i in. Although Sheedy

type circulating valves are applied, provision is made for ad-

mitting live steam through a ^-in. pipe to each steam chest.

This is to be used when drifting.

Vanadium is quite freely used in connection with the vari-

ous parts subject to the greatest stress. The cylinders are

cast from vanadium iron, the frames are of vanadium cast

steel and the main driving axles, main crank pins, tires, cross-

liead bodies and springs are also made of vanadium steel.

Tenders having a tank capacity of 12,000 gal., and a coal

space sufficient for 15 tons are used. The center sills are IS

in. channels, and 10 in. channels are used for side sills. The
four-wheel trucks are of the equalized pedestal type with 6 in.

X 11 in. journals. These tenders are very light when their

large size is considered and have a total weight, loaded, of

less than 17 lbs. per gal. of water capacity.

ASSOCIATION OF TRANSPORTATION AND
CAR ACCOUNTING OFFICERS.

The summer meeting of the Association of Transportation and

Car Accounting Officers was held at the Hotel Cham^jlain,

Bluff Point, N. Y., June 25 and 26, with 115 members in at-

tendance, and President G. W. Taylor in the chair. On Tues-

day morning E. VV. McKenna, vice-president of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, gave an address on efficiency in regu-

lating the use of freight cars. Readjustment of methods is

necessary in order to obtain all possible economy. Delays in-

cident to the use of cars for storage purposes must be elimi-

nated. Mr. McKenna illustrated his argument by describing

the methods pursued in the handling of ore by boat on the

Great Lakes, where the vehicle of transportation is in use

for transportation purposes 80 per cent, of the time, with but

20 per cent, dead time necessary for dockage at both ends

;

the prevailing average in the use of freight cars as vehicles

of transportation is only about two hours out of each 24.

The shipping public should be educated to a realization of its

-responsibilities for co-operation.

The report of the executive committee shows that the

membership of the association represents 250,952 miles of

railway having in service 2,481,619 cars. Various changes in

the constitution and by-laws, presented by the committee at

its last meeting, were adopted at this meeting by the requisite

vote. The changes provide for the election of the committees

on conducting freight and passenger transportation as standing

committees. The association concurred in the report of the

president, as chairman of the special committee of fifteen, ap-

pointed at the request of the American Railway Association

to prepare a draft of a method and accompanying rules to

govern the handling of freight cars, which report was sub-

mitted to the committee on relations between railways of the

American Railway Association, and which has been adopted

by the A. R. A., to become effective September 1, next.

It was decided to hold the next meeting of the association

at New Orleans, December 10 and 11.

The association concurred in the opinion of the committee

on car service that a uniform embargo notice is impracticable.
The recommendation of the committee with regard to a pro-
posed revision of Rule 10, of the code of car service rules,

was adopted for submission to the A. R. A., as follows

:

When a freight car is detained by reason of a railroad error, which pre-
vents proper tender or delivery, prompt notice must be given and action
taken by the holding road to secure the release of car, and the erring
road will pay to the holding road an amount equal to the established per
diem r.itc for the time such car is held. Claims under this rule to be
made on the erring road within twelve months from the date succeeding
that in which car is received.

This rule applies only to cars of railroad ownership, including owner's
cars on owner's tracks, but it does not apply to cars bunched in transit
nor cars detained on account of weather interference.

The proposed code of rules to govern the settlement for
use of freight cars on non-per diem roads, presented by the
committee, was returned to it for further consideration.
The committee on office methods and accounting reported

that 260 private car owners have adopted the reporting marks
assigned by the committee and are applying the same to their
cars. The assignment of these marks by the committee is

under authority of the American Railway Association. The
association adopted, for submission to the American Railway
Association, the proposed amendment to Rule 1 of the code
of per diem rules, which provides that where per diem is not
reported to the car owner within six months from the last

day of the month in which it is earned, the rate shall be in-

creased 20 cents per car per day. The proposed change in

the standard form of interchange report presented by the

committee, permitting the use in connection therewith of nar-
row sheets or flaps for self-transcribing purposes, was adopted
for submission to the American Railway Association. It was
voted that the committee should indicate on the proposed form
the precise measurements of the horizontal lines. In connec-
tion with the question of the expediency of closing inter-

change reports at noon instead of at midnight, the association

concurred in the opinion of the committee that the date of

each interchange report should conform to the actual calen-

dar date on which cars are interchanged.

In connection with the report of the committee on con-
ducting freight transportation, the association adopted, for sub-
mission to the American Railway Association, a proposed
change in Rule 11 of the code of car service rules, providing

that all cars of railway ownership should be re-weighed and
re-5tencilled at least once every two years. If the proposed
change is favorably acted upon by the A. R. A., a correspond-
ing change will be necessary in Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation Rule 30. .\ report of progress was presented in con-

nection with the subject of transportation rules for the han-
dling of perishable freight. The information gathered by the

committee of this association has been made available to the

American Railway Perishable Freight Association.

The committee on conducting passenger transportation sub-

mitted a proposed code of car service rules, and a proposed

form of interchange report. At the request of the committee,

it was decided to submit the proposed rules and form of re-

port to each railway member of the association, owning pas-

senger equipment cars used in joint or interchange service.

The committee on joint interchange and inspection bureaus

gave some interesting data concerning the status of the sub-

ject at various large centers. The officers elected for the en-

suing year are: President, J. M. Daly (Illinois Central); fii;st

vice-president. F. Price (Grand Tri;nk) ; second vice-presi-

dent. E. F. Kearney (Missouri Pacific) ; secretary. G. P.

Conard, Xew York ; treasurer, F. M. Luce, Chicago.

The association requested the committee on car service to

prepare a special report, for general distribution, giving an

outline of recommended practice under which Rules 1 to 4. code

of car service rules, and Rule 19, code of per diem rules,

governing the handling of freight cars, as recently adopted

by the American Railway Association to become effective Sep-

tember 1, may be efficiently applied.
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MANUA L BLOCK SYSTEM
TRACK.*

ON SINGLE

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul was one of the earliest

Toads to use the space-interval system on lines where the

traffic was light or fluctuating, and specimen records of the

practice on that line are given below.

The line from Rondout, 111., to Janesville, 66.7 miles long,

is one on which there are three passenger trains through,

each way, on each week day, two additional each way for 41

miles, and nine additional each way for 3 miles, with about

the same number of freight trains. On an average day re-

cently all of the trains in both directions were given clear

signals at every block station except one east-bound freight

train. The total number of trains on that day was as fol-

lows (see list of stations below) : For the first 3 miles from

Rondout, 9 passenger each way, 8 freight west bound and 7

east bound; from Liberty ville to Fox Lake, 5 passenger each

way and 5 freight each way; Fox Lake to Walworth, 5 pas-

senger each way and 4 freight each way; Walworth to Janes-

ville, 3 passenger each way and S freight each way, with the

exception of IS miles, where the number of freights was 1

less. The freight referred to above, which had to be run by

permissive signals, was the second section of a live-stock

train running eastward in the middle of the night, when the

block sections were long (16 miles, 12 miles, 22 miles, 8

miles).

The block stations on this line are as shown in the list

below, the only ones kept open day and night being those

marked "N." On this line and on the other line of the same

road hereinafter noticed the facilities at the stations are sub-

stantially the same as on the Chesapeake & Ohio and the

Baltimore & Ohio heretofore noticed; that is to say, the

only important expense above that which would be incurred

in running the road without the block system is the addition

to the pay roll for additional telegraphers.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul—.Tanesville Line.

Stations. Distance from
last preceding station.

Miles.

Rondout N
Libertvville 3.2

Soo Tower N 4.4

Grays Lake 1-1

Round Lake 3.0

Ingleside 3.8

Fox Lake L8
Spring Grove 4-2

Solon Mills 2.1

Hebron Tower N 6.0

Zenda 5.6

Walworth HN 6.1

Bardwell N 8.6

Avalon •

'

„,
Rock Riv;r N 8.1

Janesville N 2.0

The Chicago & Council Bluflfs division of this road, from

Marion westward to Perry, Iowa, 137 miles, is a section of

an important main line, all single track. (See list of stations

below.) On November 18 last the total number of trains on

this division was 15 westbound and 17 eastbound, as fol-

lows: Four passenger trains through west and five through

east; seven freight through each way; three short runs west

bound and four east bound.

The passenger trains received clear signals throughout.

except as follows; No. 37 permissive at Atkins, Newhall and

Van Horn; No. 4 at Bouton and Phildia.

Of the westboimd freights two through trains received

clear signals all the way. Two of the short runs clear all

the way; one for 31 miles and the other for 17 miles. The

first freight on the sheet received clear signals, except at

five places: Newhall. Cambridge, Phildia, Woodward, and

Bouton. The next freight received clear signals all the way,

except at Melbourne and the next two stations. The next

•From the annual report of the Block Signal and Train Control Board

of the Interstate Co

freight received clear signals, except at eight stations,

namely: Van Horn, Melbourne, and the next three; Cam-
bridge and the next two. The next train, running over only

43 miles, received permissive signals at Atkins and Newhall.

The next freight received 10 permissive signals as follows:

Keystone and the next three; Melbourne and Rhodes; Cam-
bridge and the next two; Phildia. The next through freight

received clear signals except at Keystone, Elberon, Glad-

stone, and Tama (Vining, Potter, and Dunbar being closed);

at Ferguson, Haverhill being closed. The closing of Potter

and Dunbar made one block 12}4 miles long.

Eastbound freights received permissive signals as follows:

A short run of 17 miles permissive at Bouton; a through

freight clear at all stations, except Madrid, Slater, and Hux-
ley. The next train received clear signals at all stations.

The next received clear signals, except at Huxley, Rhodes,

Keystone, and Van Horn. The next, a through train, re-

ceived clear signals at all stations, except Madrid, Elberon,

Atkins to Louisa, and Louisa to West Marion. The next

train received clear signals at all stations, except Phildia.

Next came two short runs (55 miles and 43 miles) clear sig-

nals all the way. The next train, a through freight, received

clear signals at all stations until it reached Tama; thence

permissive for the rest of the trip, the block sections being
long (21.5 miles, 12 miles, 11 miles, 10 miles). The next

train, running for 74 miles, received clear signals all the way,
and the next and last was a through train receiving clear

signals all the way.

Distance Office Distance Office
from pre- open Block stations. from pre- open
ceding daily. ceding daily.
station. • station.

Miles. Hours. Miles. Hours.

24 Haverhill 4.9 12
12 Capron 4.7 24
18 Melbourne 2.6 12
12 Rhodes 4.8 24
24 Collins 6.8 12
12 Maxwell 5.0 18
24 Elwell 3.5 12
12 Cambridge 3.6 24
18 Huxley 4.1 12
12 Slatjr 4.1 24
24 Madrid 6.8 24
12 Phildia 3.0 12
12 Woodward 4.7 24
18 Bouton 4.5 12
24 Perry 4.6 24

Louisa 4.2
Covington 5.5
Atkins 5.4
Newhall 5.4

Gladstone 6.7

Potter 5.6
Dunbar 5.1

Pickering 1.8

Ferguson 2.6

CANADIAN PACIFIC PASSENGER TERMINAL
AT VANCOUVER.

Work is now under way on certain improvements in con-

nection with the Canadian Pacific's passenger terminal at Van-
couver, B. C. The present passenger station is at the foot of

Granville street, near the shore line of Burrard inlet. The sta-

tion was built about fourteen years ago, and, except for minor al-

terations, is unchanged from its original plan. The general

waiting room and ticket offices are at the street level, and the

baggage room is on the track level, which is about 30 ft. below

the street.

.Along the water front, across the local freight yard tracks,

are the steamship wharves. There are two large sheds on a

jetty pier of recent construction used by the Trans-Pacific steam-

ship lines; also five sheds adjoining the longitudinal wharves

used by the Seattle. Victoria, Alaska, and other steamship lines

of the Canadian Pacific. Between the wharf sheds and the

passenger tracks adjoining the passenger station certain of the

freight tracks serve the several sheds, and other tracks are used

for switching and storage. The yard tracks extend along the

harbor front about one and a half miles.

The growth of Vancouver has rendered inadequate the pres-

ent facilities for handling the terminal business of the railway

company, and the general plan shown herewith has been adopted
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General Layout of Passenger Station, Freight Yards and Piers.

New Canadian Pacific Passenger Station at Vancouver.
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to relieve the present congestion, as well as to provide for

reasonable growth in the near future.

The general scheme embraces a passenger station and office

building suitably located on available land immediately east of

the present passenger station. There will be four passenger

tracks, with provision for more when required, separated by

wide platforms, between the station and the present freight yard.

The passenger tracks are to be raised about 5 ft. above the

present track level, to reduce the difference in level between the

street and the tracks to about 25 ft.

To avoid an inconvenient grade crossing and delays to traffic

between the city and steamship wharf, a bridge on the line of

Granville street, extended, is to pass over the passenger and

freight tracks to the steamship pier and connect directly with pas-

senger accommodations on the pier. An incline is also to be built

leading from the west side of this bridge to the wharf giving

access to the lower deck of the pier and freight sheds, and the

water front. Another viaduct over the tracks is to be built on

the line of Burrard street, extendi.d northerly, with an indine

giving access to the present Trans-Pacific pier and other por-

tions of the water front.

The main entrance of the passenger station will be on Cor-

dova street, with the main waiting room located centrally in the

station on the street level. Ticket offices serving the several

classes of railway and steamship passengers are at one end of

the waiting room, and the baggage checking room, lunch and

dining room, parcel room, women's waiting room, men's smok-

ing room, news booth, information booth, and other facilities

are all placed immediately adjoining the main waiting room.

On the lower floors of the station are the baggage rooms, ex-

press companies' space, immigrant rooms, supply rooms, and

other station facilities not directly used by passengers. Stair-

ways and elevators connect the two levels of the station and

afford communication with the office floors above. A separate

foot bridge is carried over the passenger tracks, directly con-

nected with the waiting room at one end and with stairways

leading to the track level, giving access to platforms without

crossing tracks at grade. The track platforms are 1,000 ft. long

and are to be covered with shelter sheds of the umbrella type.

The platform adjoining the station will be used only for bag-

gage, express and supphes.

Above the public rooms of the station building the space will

be devoted to the general offices of the railway company. The

interior arrangement of the office space will be adapted for a

unit system of subdivision; that is, each panel will have heat-

ing and lighting facilities so that partitions may be placed or

removed at will in order to provide for changes in arrangement

of office accommodations which may be desired from time to

time.

The proposed steamship station on the pier is a two-level

building, the upper floor being devoted to the passenger business

and offices, and the lower floor to freight, baggage and express.

There will be double level gangways on the west side of the

pier, which will be used for the Victoria and Seattle service, the

lower gangway being used for freight, and the upper for pas-

sengers ; these gang\vays to be supported on floating pontoons

to maintain the landing at a constant level with respect to the

boats.

On the passenger, or upper, level of the pier are waiting

rooms, ticket offices, baggage checking room, customs office, and

other conveniences. Separate rooms are provided for outgoing

and incoming passengers. Two tracks will be placed on the

surface of the pier within the shed and one track on the outside

of the building for the direct handling of freight between cars

and steamers.

The whole design has been to secure easy lines of communi-

cation between the railway trains, the steamships and the city.

The traffic conditions at Vancouver are unusual as compared

with other large terminals on account of the absence of subur-

ban business. The aggregate number of trains is not large, but

they are long and frequently are run in several sections and

contain a number of classes of traffic.

The designs for the terminal have been prepared by Westing-

house, Church, Kerr & Company, in co-operation with the

officials of the Canadian Pacific, and the construction of the

station and facihties is now being carried out by the same

organization.

EMPLOYEES' RESPONSIBILITY FOR THEIR
OWN SAFETY.

-

Xo law, no matter how rigidly enforced, can correct evils-

that are directly chargeable to failure of employees themselves

to do their duty and to exercise due precaution not alone for

their own safety, but also for the safety of others. We know

that employees often fail to exercise ordinary precaution in the

performance of their work. This failure is often a form of

thoughtlessness in which the chief motive is haste, and generally

it is true that some ease or saving of time to themselves is se-

cured by almost every unnecessary risk they take. ... I

want to bring to your attention the number of derailments re-

ported as due to the negligence of trainmen, switchmen, signal-

men, etc. It can be assumed without question that these are

preventable accidents.

I find that 1,976 of the derailments, or 6.26 per cent, of the

whole number that occurred during the five year period, end-

ing June 30, 1910, were caused by the negligence of trainmen,

switchmen, signalmen, etc. In these 1,976 derailments, 263 per-

sons were killed and 2,264 persons were injured. There was a

property loss of $1,413,342; this indicates a yearly average for

the period of 395 derailments, causing 52 deaths and 453 in-

juries due to the neghgence of employees. Such accidents as

these are clearly preventable. Employees can and should en-

tirely eliminate them.

The employee who leaves a switch open or who fails to flag

properly, thereby causing a disastrous accident, is always known,

but in minor cases of carelessness you may not be able to trace

the particular accident to the man who neglected his work or

who failed to perform the proper service, or who discovered a

defect and failed to m.ake the necessary repairs. The man who
discovered a loose ladder tread or loose handhold, and failed to

report or repair it may never know that he was responsible for

the death or serious injury of a fellow employee, possibly a thou-

sand miles distant.

Inspectors of the commission have found much bad practice.

Derails have been found outside of the fouling point on side-

tracks. Signals have been found connected by wire in such a

way that the breaking of a wire would allow the signal to go to

the clear position. Detector bars have been found disconnected

and bolt locks to the switches filed until they were useless. On
one road it was found that the signals at a drawbridge were so

arranged that it was possible to give a clear signal to permit a

train to cross the bridge wide open.

The use of safety appliances on cars is an important factor

in the prevention of accident. The commission's records show

that of the total deaths and injuries suffered by trainmen in

1893. 44.33 per cent, were due to coupling and uncoupling cars.

This percentage has steadily decreased from year to year until

in 1911 it was but 6.3 per cent.

A thoughtful and active mind is the first necessity for safety,

but in the hazardous occupation of train operation it seems that

attention to safety has been secondary and occasional instead

of continuous and of prime importance. If we can instill the

idea that it is more honorable and more professional to be

cautious and prudent than to take unnecessary risks a great re-

duction in the accident records will result.

•From an address by H. VV. Belnap, Chief Inspector of Safety Appli-

ances, Interstate Commerce Commission, before a meeting of Baltimore
& Ohio employees at Philadelphia.
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The Texas & Pacific has just adopted the American Railway
Association's standard code of train rules.

The annual field day of the Traffic Club of Chicago was held
at the Midlothian Country Club on Friday, June 28.

The Edison medal for achievements in electrical science for
the year 1911 has been awarded by the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers to George Westinghouse.

A large "safety meeting" of officers and employees of the New
York Central Luies was held in Indianapolis, Ind., June 26. The
principal speaker was G. M. Bradshaw, general safety agent of
the New York Central Lines.

The annual summer outing of the Traffic Club of St. Louis
-was held at the Sunset Inn on Saturday, June 29. A special

train to carry the members to the Inn was furnished by W. B.

Biddle, vice-president of the Frisco Lines.

No passengers were killed in train accidents on the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy during the fiscal year 1911, during which
time 22,014,305 passengers were carried. No passengers have
teen killed on the Chicago suburban lines during the past five

years.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Ti.xas was fined $14,500

in the United States district court at Austin on June 27, for 29

violations of the order of the state railway commission, requir-

ing that an extra train be run whenever a regular passenger

train is 30 minutes late.

Officers of the shop craft unions employed on the railways west

of Chicago that have recently organized the Federation of Federa-

tions and have taken a strike vote, have addressed a letter to

W. A. Garrett, chairman of the Chicago General Managers'
Association, asking for a conference.

One of the repair shops of the Erie, at Dunmore, Pa., was
wrecked by the sinking of a coal mine beneath it on the night

•of June 25. The damage to the building and contents is estimated

at $16,500. The building was of concrete, 60 ft. x 80 ft. No
person was in the building when the settling occurred.

The committee representing the firemen's brotherhood present-

ing demands for increased wages and improved working con-

ditions on railways in Eastern territory, has agreed to postpone

further conferences with the general managers' committee until

after arbitration of the enginemen's demands has been concluded.

The Chicago Transportation Association, which now has 1,200

members, formally opened its new club rooms in the old Hamil-
ton Club building, corner Clark and Monroe streets, Chicago,

on June 27. The building, after it has been remodeled, will be

called the "C. T. A." building. .\ special program was given in

the evening.

At the annual convention of the Association of American Rail-

way Accounting Officers held last week at Quebec, M. P. Blauvelt,

comptroller of the Illinois Central at Chicago, was elected presi-

dent, and C. M. Bunting, comptroller of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, Philadelphia, and C. B. Seger, deputy-comptroller of the

Union Pacific and Southern Pacific, were elected vice-presidents.

The Colorado State Railway Commission has begun suit in

court against the Colorado & Southern to compel the railway

company to resume the operation of its line from Brecken-

ridge to Como, 23 miles. The company declares that the opera-

tion of the line would be an unreasonable burden on its treas-

ury. The highest town between Breckenridge and Como is

11,250 ft. above the sea.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is making a valuation of

its physical property. The company has recently made a valua-

tion in Nebraska, on the order of the railway commission, and it

has been decided to extend the work to the entire system. Dis-

interested persons will be asked to determine the values. For

instance, in an Iowa city the mayor, a real estate man and two

or three other business men were asked to constitute a board of

appraisers.

The second semi-annual general meeting of the Chicago Great

Western Station Agents' Association will be held in Chicago

on July 24, at the Stratford hotel, .\fter a business meeting
and a session devoted to the reading of prepared papers, the
party w^ill be taken on a tour of inspection of the Chicago freight
terminals, particularly those of the Great Western and the
Illinois Tunnel system. At the annual meeting on June 24,

J. H. Howard was elected president; Oscar Townsend, vice-
president, and J. H. Ambruster, secretary.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, in a circular issued to
employees specifically mentioning their faithful work has an-
nounced an increase averaging about 5 per cent, in the pay of all

the employees in the transportation department of the surface
street railways operated by the company, .\bout 5,000 men will

receive this increase. The pay of conductors and motormen will

vary, according to length and efficiency of service, from 23 cents
an hour to 26 cents.

The New York, Westchester & Boston, which was opened
from its southern terminus in New York City northward to
New Rochelle on May 29, was opened on July 1 to White
Plains. The White Plains line diverges from the New Rochelle
line at Columbus avenue junction. Mount Vernon. There are
56 passenger trains each way daily between New York (180th
street) and White Plains, and about the same number between
New York and New Rochelle, so that from New York to the

junction the trains run at intervals of about ten minutes from
6 a. m. until midnight.

The extensive plans for new subways in New York City, which
have been a constant subject of discussion for the past two years,

are now so near completion and so free from legal and other

obstacles that, acccrding to Chairman Willcox, of the State

Public Service Commission, contracts will be ready to sign within

a month or two, and work can be begun on any or all of the

sections of the lines in about three months. The last obstacle

tvas removed by a decision of the court of appeals last week sus-

taining the state and city authorities in the contracts which they

have made with the companies which are to operate the lines

and which contracts were challenged in the court because of the

alleged granting of undue preferences to the operating companies
in interest payments.

Reports compiled by the Committee on Smoke Abatement and
Electrification of the Chicago Association of Commerce show
that the section of Chicago's railway trackage which handles the

heaviest tonnage of outbound and inbound freight is the portion

of the Chicago & Western Indiana between Forty-seventh and
Fortj'-ninth streets. During one week in January 425,000 tons of

road freight were moved over this stretch of track. Records of

all freight movements in the city are being prepared for one
week in January, March and May, and will be made up for a
similar period in August and October. For the purpose of pre-

paring these reports the freight lines of the Chicago terminal

district has been divided into over 400 sections, the dividing points

between the sections being junction points. During the week in

January 31.208,654 ton-miles of freight were moved in the entire

district, and the number of locomotive hours for the week was
4,526.

Complaints of conductors, brakemen and firemen of the Penn-
sylvania, which have been the subject of negotiations between
General Manager Long and committees of the employees at

Philadelphia for many weeks, appear to have been finally settled.

The two questions concerning which there were the most serious

differences were those concerning freight trainmen on the Mo-
nongahela division and passenger men aft"ected by the introduction

of electric trains to Church street. New York City. The Monon-
gahela division question—whether the men shall be paid yard
rates or road rates—has been referred to arbitration, the railway

company selecting four arbitrators, the employees four, and the

men so selected to choose a ninth. At New York eight crews

were assigned to other duties when the electric train service was
established, the contract with the Hudson & Manhattan having

stipulated that a part of the crews in the joint service should be

furnished by the H. & M. The Pennsylvania has now agreed

that the eight crews shall have their grievance attended to twelve

months hence, at w-hich time the contract with the H. & M. can

be modified.
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Chicago Freight Handlers' Strike Settled.

The strike of the Chicago freight handlers, which was de-

clared on May 4, was called off by a vote of the International

Brotherhood of Railway Freight Handlers on June 27, after

President E. U. Kimbark, of the Chicago Association of Com-

merce, had interceded with the railways in behalf of the strikers

and obtained an agreement to take at least 1,800 of them back

into service by July 31, unconditionally and as individuals. The

men at first rejected the offer, but accepted after they were

told that the number that would be taken back would be stead-

ily reduced the longer they stayed out. The number who struck

w'as 5,865, but the roads had h'Ued most of their places and de-

clined to dismiss the new men. The strikers on the Xorth

Western, the Baltimore & Ohio and the Illinois Central lost

their pension rights.

The strike has been accompanied by little violence, although

there has been some confusion in the handling of freight. The

result is a complete victory for the railways. A system of

compensation based on tonnage handled will be established at

all the freight houses in the city. It is already in effect at

some stations. The original demands of the men were for an

increase of $5 a month, or one cent an hour, half-holiday on

Saturdays with pay, a nine-hour instead of a ten-hour day for

freight handlers, an eight-hour instead of a nine-hour day for

clerks, time and a half for overtime, and double time on Sun-

days. These demands were later modified, but the roads re-

jected both propositions.

Double Track, Detroit to Toledo.

The lines of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and the

Michigan Central (both controlled by the New York Central)

between Toledo, Ohio, and Detroit, Mich., about 60 miles, both

single track nearly all the way, are to be operated together as

a double track railway. From the Lake Shore station at Toledo

to Wagon Works Junction the line, which is owned by the

Lake Shore, is double track, and over this the trains of the

Michigan Central run to and from the station. From Wagon

Works north the Lake Shore and the Michigan Central run

approximately parallel with each other for about 51 miles to

West Detroit. They are separated most of the way by only a

few hundred feet, but at a few points are as much as half a

mile apart. It is intended to operate this section as a double-

track railway, and preparatory thereto two light bridges are

being made suitable for the heaviest engine, and a number of

track changes and additions have been made. Between Vine-

wood avenue. Detroit, and Beaubien street, about three miles,

the Lake Shore parallels the Bay City division of the Michigan

Central, and these two roads are now operated as one double-

track railway. The Michigan Central Bay City division was

already double tracked and one of the three main tracks will

now be used as a sidetrack.

New Construction in Mexico.

The National Railways of Mexico has announced that it

will build a total of 1,122 miles of new lines in Mexico. It is

stated that there will be no cessation in the work until all of

these lines are finished, which will probably be within the next

three years. The new lines will open up and develop a large

virgin territory, as well as provide transportation outlets for

sections at present without these facilities. The construction

work in progress and planned is as follows

:

Branch line from Allende, Coahuila, on the Mexican Interna-

tional division to Las Vacas, on the Rio Grande just opposite Del

Rio, Tex., 74 miles. The contract for th.; grading and masonrj'

on the first 50 miles from Allende to San Carlos has been let, and

construction work was started in May.

A new line is to be built to connect Tampico with the city of

Vera Cruz, about 310 miles. The contract has been let for the

construction of about 100 miles of grading and masonry from

the Tampico end, and the work was started in May. This line

will cross the Panuco river at Tamos on a steel bridge at a

point six miles west of Tampico. A branch will be built from

a junction with this line to a connection with the Honey branch

of the old Mexican Central on the tableland, to be about 75

miles long. On the main and branch 75 lb. rail will be laid.

A line is to be built between Tampico and Matamoros, just

across the Rio Grande from Brownsville, Tex., about 264 miles.

This line will be built from the Tampico-Monterey branch at a

point about 15 miles north of Tampico.

A 25-mile branch of the Vera Cruz & Isthmus division from

Brisbin, w'ith branches to San Cristobal, 3 miles, and Cerro

Colorado, 4 miles, was finished on June 1 and is now in operation.

Work is under way on a branch from Rives on the Vera Cruz &
Isthmus division, 151 miles south of Vera Cruz, to San Andres

Tustla, Vera Cruz, 45 miles
;
grading and masonry are completed

on 35 miles, except on three river bridges. The balance of the

road is about 85 per cent, finished. Track on about 30 miles has

been laid with 56 lb. rail. This line will be finished by No-

vember 1.

From Penjamo, on the Guadalajara branch of the old Mexican

Central, a line is being built 31 miles west of Irapuato to Ajuana

on the Morelia division, 84 miles, with a branch to Cantabira, 3

miles. On the main line the grading and masonry is finished on

55 miles on the Penjamo end and on the branch. The balance of

the work is about two-thirds finished. Seventy-five-pound rail

is being laid. The line will be finished by November 1.

Gradirg and mascnry work is finished and track has been laid

on 34 miles of the line from Durango to Llano Grande, Durango.

63 miles. Seventy-five-pound rail is being laid. The line wil!

be finished by October 1.

A 166-mile line is being built from Durango to Canitas on the

old Mexican Central in the state of Zacatecas, 67 miles north of

the city of Zacatecas, with a branch to Sombrerete, 6 miles.

Grading has been finished on the first 97 miles east from Durango
and 64 miles of track has been laid. The contract has been let

for the grading and masonry work on the other 69 miles of main
line from Canitas west, and for the 6 miles of the Sombrerete
branch. Work on this latter contract began in May. Seventy-

five-pound rail is being used.

One of the most difficult pieces of construction work involved

in the plans as adopted will be on the branch mentioned above
from a point on the Tampico-Vera Cruz line to a connection

with the Honey division. This line will have to mount from
sea level to the altitude of the central plateau, between 5,000

and 6,000 ft. It is stated, however, that an easy grade will be

maintained in climbing this height.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.

The annual cmvention of this association is to be held in Clii-

cago at the Sherman hotel, July 9, 10 and 11. The program
includes the following topics for discussion and committee re-

ports : Standardization of Steel for Small Tools ; Henry Otfo,

chairman, W. J. Eddy, A. M. Roberts, C. A. Cook, J. Martin and
A. Sterner. Milling Cutters, Their Formation. Tempering, Etc.

;

A. R. Davis, chairman, Gus G. Stoettner, W. A. Fairbairn, J. A.
Shaw, F. W. Luggers and A. W. Meitz. Care of Shop Tools

;

J. W. Pike, chairman, H. I. Derby, O. H. Dallman, Thomas
Grant, E. R. Purchase and G. L. Linck. Checking System : J. T.

Fuhrman, chairman, J. B. Hasty, William Greilich, H. E. Black-

burn, Gilbert Mitchell and F. Peterson. Treating Steel in Elec-

tric Furnaces ; G. W. Jack, chairman, B. Hendrickson, J. C
Breckenfeld and C. A. Shaffer.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dotes of next or regular
meetings, and plares of meeting.

Air Brake Asscciation.^F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention. May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope, New York; next convention, September 12, Seattle, Wash.

American Association of Freight Agents.—E. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

American Association of Railroad Scperintendents.—W. C. Cooder.
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September'

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 \V. 39tb
St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York-
annual, November 20. 1912, Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md!

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 1011 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc.—J. W. 'Taylor, Old Colony
building. Chicago.

American Railway 'Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.
N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn. Convention. July 9, Chicago.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt. 220 W. 57th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York!

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlineer, 13
Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.
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American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W Rice 29 VV
39th St.. New York.

A.MERICAN Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-
more, Md. Convention, 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—^J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucctti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual, May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912. New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—.Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. U. V'ought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old Slate Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—W'arren P. Taylor, Richmond, \"a.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226
W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
Brown Marx building, Birmingham^ Ala. Convention, July 23-26,
Chicago.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Associatio.n*.—A, L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio. Convention, -August 20, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May, 1913, Chicago.
Master Car Builders" Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—

A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Convention, September 10-13,

Denver, Col.

National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St.. Chicago. Meetings with .Am. Ry. Eng. .Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except Tune, July. Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Fridav in month, except June, July ard .August. New York.

Northern Railroad Club.— C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion, Peoria, 111.; 2d Tuesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove. 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month. Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York; annual, November 20. 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. .Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in morth, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' .Assoc.—J. Scnbner, 1021

Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.;
next meeting, August 13-16. Roanoke. Va.

RAILWAY Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City South-

ern, Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati,

Ohio.
Railway Signal .Association.—C. C. Rosenberg. Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-

tion, Oct. 8-11, Quebec. . „ „.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C. CoUinwood,

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.— T. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. assocs.

Railway Tel. & Tel. Appliance Assoc—W. E. Harkress, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.

Richmond Railbo.\d Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, luly and August. , ,- t. r. c

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way .Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. Jk

N. W., Sterling. 111. September 10-13. Buffalo. N. Y. _ . .

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Fraumenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.: 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug.. St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds. 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Niquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago. „ ,,. _ J . L A p
Southern Assochtion of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry.. Montgomerv, Ala.; annual, Oct. 17, -Atlanta. Oa.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.— .A. J. Merrill. Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March. May. July, Sept.. Nov.. Atlanta.

ToiEDO Transportation Club.— T. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday. Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago,

meetings monthly, Chicago. „ , x- ^r i

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope. 290 Broadway^^ New York,

last Tuesday in month, except June. July and August. New- York.

Traffic Club or' Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells. Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-

ings monthly. Pittsburgh. , _ _, , . .„,, -. ,

Train Despatchers' -Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, /04^ Stewart

.Ave., Chicago. , ,, j

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first W'ednesday. „ ,, ^ i^

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly. v ^- .- u w t>

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. \. C. & H. K.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. ; annual, Aug. 27-30, Chicago

Western Canada Railway Club.-W. H Rosevear, P O Box 1'
Of-

Win-

nipeg. Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and
.•^'^B^^VkVoT-'^ li

Western R.MLWAY Club.-T. W. Taylor, Old Colony buildmg, Chicago, 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.
, _, .

Western Society of Engineers.-J. H. Warder, '"5 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.

Qlrafftr Nemd.
The San Antonio chamber of commerce has decided to or-

ganize a freight traffic bureau.

The extension of the Western Maryland northwesterly from
Cumberland, Md., 89 miles, to Connellsville, Pa., where a con-
nection will be made with the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, is to
be opened for business on -August 1.

Traffic has been resumed on the tracks of the Southern Pa-
cific to and from New Orleans, following a long interruption by
the recent floods. .\n officer of the company says that after the
waters had receded it was found that very little damage had
been done to the roadway.

The Te.xas Demurrage and Storage Bureau during the past
three years reports earnings as follows

:

Demurrage Storage
1909-10 $300,709 $37,075
1910-11 289,554 39.459
1911-12 375.502 34,258

In each year from 6 to 10 per cent, of the demurrage earnings
were remitted or refunded.

Freight agents of the Southern Railway at cities in the
northern, central and western states have been instructed to
report to the freight traflic manager at Washington in regard
to possibilities for developing in their several territories, addi-
tional markets for agricultural and other commodities produced
in the southeastern states, giving any facts available which
may be helpful to southern shippers.

-At the suggestion of the Interstate Commerce Commission
the Southern Classification Committee has postponed the ef-

fective date of classification Xo. 39 until August 1. for the pur-

pose of conference with the state commissions and with those

shippers who are protesting against the classification or some
part of it. The committee will hold a meeting at the St. Charles

hotel. Atlantic City, beginning July 8, and has invited the at-

tendance of all persons objecting to any specific item, prom-
ising to afford the fullest possible hearing.

Firemen, seamen, oilers and other employees of .-Xtlantic coast-

wise steamship lines in considerable numbers struck last week
and on Monday of this week large numbers of longshoremen in

New York City struck in sympathy with the boatmen ; and ac-

cording to the leaders of the strikers many thousands of men
have walked out. The officers of the regular steamship lines

say, however, that the strike has not been so serious as is

claimed, at the same time declaring that nearly or quite all of

the regular sailings have been made according to schedule.

The International Apple Shippers' Association is to hold its

annual convention in Chicago August 7. 8 and 9. Wholesale

dealers in apples say that the prospects are good for heavy

crops of apples this year in all of the states which have large

areas devoted to orchards. The crop in the United States last

vear aggregated 30.000.000 barrels, and this year the experts

expect that there will be 50.000.000 barrels. In Washington,

Oregon and Idaho they expect that the yield will be from 60

per cent, to 75 per cent, greater than it was in 1910. which they

calculate will be enough to fill from 16,000 to 18.000 cars.

A temporary organization to be known as the "See America

First Association" was formed at a meeting in Chicago on Juiie

28 of passenger traffic officers of western railway and steamship

lines. The membership is to include also chambers of com-

merce, boards of trade, civic organizations and others interested,

and the object is to be the exploitation of American scenic

wonders. A temporary board of managers was appointed to

act until a permanent organization is formed, consisting of the

following: W. J Black. P. T. M.. Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe; J. W Dalv. New York Central Lines; J. Francis. G. P. A-,

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy ; C. A. Cairns. G. P. A.. Chi-

cago & North Western; W. J. Cannon. A. G. P. A., Ch.cago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul; F. H. Tristram. A. G. P. A.. Wabash,

and C. W. Pitts, G. A., Great Northern.

Traffic Club of New York.

The annual outing and clam bake of the Traffic Club of New

York will be held at Witzel's Grove, College Point. L. 1.,
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July 20. A return baseball game will be played with the Traffic

Club of Philadelphia, and the entertainment committee will ar-

range some novel features.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the" committee on relations between

railways of the American Railway Association in presenting

statistical bulletin Xo. 121-A, giving a summary of car surpluses

and shortages by groups from February IS, 1911, to June 20,

1912, says:

"The total surplus on June 20, 1912, was 73,464 cars ; on June

6. 1912. was 89,208 cars; on June 21, 1911, was 165,934 cars.

Compared with the preceding period there is a further de-

crease in the total surplus of 15,744 cars. The decrease in sur-

plus coal cars is general throughout the country except, in

groups 5 ( Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia

and Florida I and 10 (Oregon, Idaho, California. Arizona and

\\'ashington). The net decrease in this class of equipment is

16,466 cars. There is a net increase in box car surplus of 2,700

cars. The increase is most apparent in groups 6 (Iowa, Illinois,

\\'isconsin, Minnesota, and the Dakotas) and 10 {as above).

There is also a decrease in miscellaneous cars general through-

out the country.

"The total shortage on June 20, 1912, was 5,746 cars ; on June 6,

1912, was 2,822 cars; on June 21, 1911, was 2,764 cars. Com-
pared with the preceding period, there is an increase in the

total shortage of 2,924 cars, of which 2,227 is in box, 488 in

flat and 404 in miscellaneous cars. The increase in box car

shortage is general throughout the country except in groups 6

(as above), 9 (Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico) and 10

(as above). Compared with the same date of 1911 there is

a decrease in the total surplus of 92,470 cars, of which 26,602

is in box and 2,460 in flat, 53,566 in coal and 9,842 in miscel-

laneous cars. There is an increase in the total shortage of

2,982 cars, of which 1,502 is in box, 1,055 in flat, 396 in coal

and 29 in miscellaneous cars."

The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage fig-

ures of groups for the last period covered in the report, and

the diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages from

1907 to 1912.

Changes In Express Rates.

The National Dry Goods Association has asked the Interstate

Commerce Commission to order modifications in express com-

pany rates as follows

:

That a system of cheap insurance on merchandise packages

should be established. The rate of 10 cents a $100 is excessive.

A new system should be established to prevent overcharging.

At present to aggregate a shipment containing two or more

packages from one shipper to one consignee, all packages weigh-

ing under 20 lbs. are rated as 20 lbs. A basis of 10 lbs. or less

should be adopted. Provision should be made for penalizing ex-

press companies for slow deliveries.

Return charges on C. O. D. collections should be reduced.

Claims against express companies should be settled promptly.

It frequently takes two months to settle claims, which it is

plainly evident are just.

Express company rates are excessive. Either the commission

should lower them or action should he taken urging Congress to

pass a bill regulating express company service and charges.

Total April Revenues and Expenses.

The Bureau of Railway Economics, bulletin number 35, is

given in part herewith. The railways whose returns are included

in this bulletin operate 219.185 miles of line, or 90 per cent,

of all the steam railway mileage in the United States. The
total operating revenues for the month of April, 1912,

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

oupn.—june 20, 1912
' 20, 1912

'• 3 • 20. 1912
" 4.

—

• 20, 1912
'* S — ' 20, 1912

6.— • 20, 1912
' 7 — ' 20, 1912

8.— • 20. 1912
9.— 20, 19!2
10.— ' 20. 1912

' —Surpluses-
Coal,

^ ' Shortages
Coal.

^

No. of gondola Other gondola Other
roads. Box. Flat. ind hopper. kinds. Total. Bo.x. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total.

y 289 78 124 508 304 240 119 663

25 1,950 126 4,962 1,077 8,115 54 10 135 199

25 3.S73. 217 5,169 2,880 12,139 325 295 64 60

9 861 125 806 951 2,743 336 266 602

20 1,724 26 1,591 966 4,307 75 102 177

24 5,816 258 1,612 5,026 12,712 80 56 47 60 243

4 376 74 138 630 1,218 50 10

16 3,296 295 1,677 2.537 7,805 100 15 115

11 1,186 118 428 1,210 2,942 75 50 125

23 7,481 1,793 2,858 8,500 20,632 43 30 10 83

6 26 2 315 343 1,827 456 452 2,735

Total 170 26,606 3.323 24,216 73,464 3,169 1,55 450 572 746

*Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—Xew York, Ke^
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virgin
Mississippi, .\labama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, 1

Nebraska lines: Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, .\rkansas and Oklah^
gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canad-an lines.

ersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee.
consin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, W'yoming and
. lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-

Siirplus Sharfoge X I9IZ

Car Surpluses and Shortages in 1907 to 1912.
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amounted to $213,981,018. Compared with April, 1911, the
total operating revenues of these railways show an increase of

54,423,356. These total operating revenues per mile of line

amounted to $976 in April, 1912, and $975 in April, 1911, an
increase for 1912 of $1, or 0.1 per cent. This increase was
the resultant of an increase of 0.3 per cent, in the freight rev-

enue, together with slight increases in other transportation and
non-transportation revenue on the one hand, and a decrease
of 0.5 per cent, in passenger revenue on the other hand.

Operating expenses amounted to $157,618,073. This was $10,-

449.796 more than for April, 1911. These operating expenses
per mile of line amounted to $719 in April, 1912, and $685 in

April, 1911, an increase for 1912 of $34 per mile, or 5.0 per cent.

Each of the several operating expense accounts showed an in-

crease for 1912. In the cost per mile of maintaining way and
structures, there was an increase compared with April, 1911, of

3 3 per cent.; in the cost per mile of maintaining equipment an
increase of 8.0 per cent. ; in traffic expenses per mile an in-

crease of 3.5 per cent. ; in the transportation expenses per mile

an increase of 4,7 per cent. ; and in general expenses per mile

an increase of 1.6 per cent.

Xet operating revenue amounted to $56,362,945. This was $6,-

026,440 less than for April, 1911. Net operating revenue per
mile of line amounted to $257 in April, 1912. and $250 in

April, 1911, a decrease for 1912 of $33 per mile, or 11.4 per

cent. The net operating revenue for each mile of line for each
day in April, 1912, averaged $8.57, and for April. 1911, $9.68.

Taxes for the month of April amounted to $9,633,327, or $44
per mile, an increase of 9.4 per cent, over April, 1911.

The operating ratio for April, that is. the per cent, of total

operating revenues which was absorbed in operating expenses,

was 73.7 per cent., which is comparable with 71.0 per cent, in

March. 1912, and 70.2 per cent, in April, 1911.

The eastern group of railways shows a decrease in total

operating revenues per mile of line as compared with April.

1911, of 4.2 per cent.; the southern grouo shows an increase of

7.5 per cent., and the western group an increase of 2.6 per cent.

Operating expenses per mile increased 5.8 per cent, on the east-

ern railways as compared with April. 1911, 11.2 per cent, on the

southern railways, and 2.2 per cent, on the western railways.

In the eastern group net operating revenue per mile decreased
27.2 per cent, as compared with April, 1911, and in the southern

group it decreased 1.6 per cent.; in the western group it in-

creased 3.7 per cent. The increase in taxes per mile, compared
with .'Xpril, 1911, was 10.1 per cent, in the eastern group, and
was 12.4 per cent, in the western group, while in the southern

group there occurred a negligible decrease.

Comparison of the returns for the ten months of the fiscal

year 1912 with those of the corresponding months of the fiscal

year 1911 shows a decrease in total operating revenues per

mile of 0.3 per cent., an increase in operating expenses per mile

of 0.4 per cent., and a decrease in net operating revenue per
mile of 1.8 per cent. This net operating revenue per mile of the

eastern group of railways increased 4.2 per cent, as compared
with the corresponding period for 1911, that of the southern

group decreased 6.8 per cent., and that of the western group de-

creased 5.1 per cent.

The accompanying diagram presents graphically the varia-
tions by months in total operating revenues, the operating ex-
penses and net operating revenue per mile of line for the
calendar year 1911 and for the calendar year 1912 to date, for
all roads and for the roads of the three groups separately.

The points on the lines for the different months indicate the

level attained by the revenues, expenses, and net revenue per
mile for the respective months.

Per Cent, of Total Operating April,
Revenues Consumed by:

1912. lyu.
Maintenance of way and struc-

tures 13.6 13.1
Maintenance of equipment 16.8 15.6
Traffic e.xpenses 2.3 2.2
Transportation expenses 38.3 36.6
General expenses 2.7 2.7

Total operating expense.... 73.7 70.2

Calendar ye
ended

December ',

1911.

12.7

1910.

12.13

34.2 32.2 35.4 34.7

66.1 63.7 68.3 67.8

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended until October 29. 1912, the

supplements to the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific tariff which
advance class rates between certain points in Minnesota and
Iowa.

The commission has suspended until October 29, 1912. certain

portions of tariffs which increase class rates from Chicago, 111.,

St. Louis, Mo., and other points to Watertown and other sta-

tions in South Dakota.

The commission has suspended until October 19. 1912, por-

tions of the tariffs which increase class and commodity rates,

via rail and lake, from points in Trunk Line and Central Freight

Association territory to Minneapolis, Minn., and other points.

The commission has suspended from July 1 until October 29,

1912. certain portions of Leland's tariff which increase the rates

Total All Roads. Eastern Group. Southern Group.
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for the transportation of cantaloupes, potatoes and other fruits

and vegetables from Ruston, La., and other Louisiana points to

Chicago, III., and other points.

The commission has further suspended from July 5. 1912, until

January 4, 1913, the tariff of the Western Maryland, containing

advanced rates for the transportation of cement, in carloads,

from Union Bridge. Md., to Norfolk, Va., and other destinations.

The commission has suspended until October 29, 1912, ad-

vances in rates for the transportation of lard from Rapid City,

S. D.. to Chicago and other points, contained in supplements to

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul tariff, effective July 1, 1912.

The commission has suspended until October 28, 1912, the sup-

plement to the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific tariff, can-

celing the existing joint rates on coal from Cunningham, Koehler,

Preston, Raton and other points in New Mexico to points in

Oklahoma and Texas on the Wichita Falls & Northwestern sys-

tem, leaving combination rates to apply. The cancellation of

the joint rates and applications of combination rates will result

in advances of from 75 cents to $1 per net ton.

The commission has suspended from July 3 until October 31,

1912, the Southern Pacific Atlantic Steamship Lines tariff, can-

celling the existing joint rates for the transportation of cypress

lumber, laths and shingles from points on the New- Orleans,

Texas & Mexico in Louisiana to Albany, N. Y., and a number of

other cities in the Northeast, leaving combination rates to apply.

The cancellation of the joint rates, which has been suspended
by the commission, would result in increases ranging from

J4 cent to 2y^ cents per 100 lbs.

Rates on Cement Reduced.'

Oklahoma Portland Cement Co. v. Missouri, Kansas & Texas
et al. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
The commission found that the present rate of 17 cents per

100 lbs. on cement in carloads from Ada. Okla., to Shreveport,

La., was unreasonable to the extent that it exceeded 15 cents

per 100 lbs. No order will be issued, but the defendants will be

expected to readjust their rates in accordance with this con-

clusion. (24 L C. C, 158.)

Baggage Rate Advances Suspended.

In re investigation and suspension of certain new rules and
regulations restricting the dimensions of trunks and other ar-

ticles handled as baggage by carriers operating throughout the

United Stales.

The commission has suspended from July 1 until October 29

the proposed advances in baggage rates, schedules for which have
been filed bv nearlv all the railwavs in the country.

Operation of the Fourth Section in the Transportation of Salt.

In re applications for relief from the operation of the fourth

section in regard to certain rates on salt. Opinion by Chairman
Prouty:

The commission denied permission to direct lines to maintain

higher intermediate charges for their transportation of salt in

violation of the fourth section, but decided that where the direct

line observes the fourth section, a competing line, whose mileage

exceeds that of the direct line by not less than 15 per cent., will

be permitted to meet the rate of the direct line without reducing

its present intermediate charge. (24 L C. C, 192.)

Reparation Awarded.

Dierks & Sons Lumber Co. v. Missouri Pacific et al. Opinion

by Commissioner Harlan:

The commission decided that the defendants, in accordance

with the conclusions arrived at in Leonard v. Kansas City

Southern, 13 I. C. C, 573, should absorb $3 a car of the charges

of the Kansas City & Westport Belt on shipments to complain-

ant's vards Iving outside the defendants' switching district. (24

L C. C, 205.)

Traffic Bureau of the Siou.v City Commercial Club v. Anderson
& Saline River et al. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
The commission found that the rate of 30 cents per 1(X) lbs.

for the transportation of yellow pine lumber in carloads from
points in .Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas to Sioux

City, Iowa, was unreasonable to the extent that ft exceeded 28

cents per 100 lbs. (24 L C. C, 177.)

Riverside Mills v. St. Louis & San Francisco et al. Opinion

by the commission:

L'pon complaint alleging that the prescribed minimum carload

weight and rates applicable to the transportation, under de-

fendants tariffs, of cotton waste and cotton-factory sweepings

were unreasonable, the commission arrived at the following

conclusion : The minimum weight of 24.000 lbs. applicable to

the transportation of cotton-factory sweepings from Cordova,

Ala., to Augusta, Ga., was unreasonable to the e.xtent it exceeds

the minimum of 15,000 lbs. subsequently established. Reparation

was awarded. A rate of 40 cents per 100 pounds for the trans-

portation of less-than-carload lots of cotton-factorj' sweepings

from Lindale, Ga., to Paducah. K}'., was unreasonable to the

extent it exceeded the rate of 32 cents subsequently established.

Reparation was awarded. When a shipment of cotton-factory

sweepings or cotton waste is tendered to the carrier which re-

quires a car of greater capacity than can be furnished by the

carrier, two or more smaller cars should be furnished and charges

assessed upon basis of the actual weight of the shipment, but not
less than the minimum weight prescribed in the tariff for a

carload. Reparation was awarded. A rate of $1.S9 and carload

minimum weight of 30.000 lbs., applicable to the transportation

of cotton waste from .Augusta. Ga., to Clifton. Ariz,, is not,

upon the record, shown to have been unreasonable. (24
I. C. C, 264.)

Complaint Dismissed.

F. G. Alexander v. St. Louis & San Francisco. O^nian by
the commission:

The commission found that as the complainant had been given
due notice of arrival, the carrier was in accord with the pro-

visions of its tariff in assessing demurrage charges. (24
I. C. C, 253.)

Rosenbaum Brothers v. Baltimore & Ohio el al. Opinion by
Commissioner Harlan

:

The privilege of stopping grain in transit at certain points in

Ohio on the through rate from the point of original shipment to

the ultimate destination was subsequently extended to Sandusky,
at which point it had not been fully applicable. Reparation is

denied on shipments that moved in the meantime. (24
I. C. C, 287.)

AVcC Pittsburgh Coal Co. v. Hocking Valley. Opinion by
Commissioner Meyer:
The commission decided that it had no jurisdiction over the

transportation of vessel-fuel from a point within the state of

Ohio to a port of that state, the rail transportation not going
outside of the state and the ultimate delivery^ being made to the

vessel at the dock. The commission also found that the rate of

75 cents per net ton for the transportation of lake-cargo coal in

carloads from the Hocking district of Ohio to the docks at

Toledo, Ohio, when for trans-shipment by vessel to points with-

out that state, was not unreasonable. (24 I. C. C, 244.)

Lumbermen's Exchange of St. Louis z: Anderson & Saline

River et al. Opinion by Chairman Prouty:
In January, 1911, the defendants advanced rates both on hard-

wood and yellow pine from points of production in the Southeast
to St. Louis one cent per 100 lbs. The complainants now attack

the lawfulness of this advance. The commission decided that

as the net earnings of the defendants had been decreasing in

recent years, and as the present increase in rates improved the

rate adjustment in that territory, they were just and reasonable

and should not be disturbed. (24 I. C. C, 220.)

Elevation Allowances.

In re elevation allowances at points located upon the Missouri,

Mississippi and Ohio rivers, and on the Great Lakes. Opinion by
Chairman Prouty:

It appearing that prior proceedings in regard to these eleva-

tion allowances comprehended Missouri river points only, this

proceeding was brought so as to include Ohio river points and
points generally north of the Ohio river and east of the Mis-

souri river. One-fourth of 1 cent per bushel was held to be fair

compensation for transportation elevation at the points in ques-
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tioii, but for both transportation elevation and commercial eleva-

tion at such points a fair compensation would be not less than

three-fourths of 1 cent per 100 pounds. A scale of charges for

commercial elevation was recommended. Making of any order

in this matter is postponed until reasonable opportunity has

been given the parties for an adjustment on the basis recom-

mended. Nothing in the testimony tends to convince the com-
mission that transportation elevation can not be brought within

the 10-day limit. (24 I. C. C, 197.)

Less Than Carload Rates Reduced.

Railroad Commission of Oregon v. Southern Pacific et al.

Ol'inion by the commission:
Through rates on less-than-carload shipments to points south

of Portland, Ore., in the Willamette valley from the Missouri

river and the territory east had for a number of years been con-

structed by adding to the rates from that territory to Portland

an arbitrary of 10 cents per lOO lbs. On March 22, 1910. a new
basis was adopted, the through rates being made by a combina-

tion of the transcontinental rates to Portland and the local rates

from Portland to the destination. The commission decided that

the rates made up of a combination of the transcontinental rates

and the local rates were unjust and unreasonable and prescribed

reasonable rates for the future. (24 I. C. C, 273.)

Electric Railway Fares Reduced.

/. /-/. Bitzer v. Washington-Virginia Raihvay Co. Opinion by

the commission:
The commission found that the passenger fares of the defend-

ant, which operates a system of electric railway lines between

Washington, D. C, and points in Virginia, are unreasonable and

prescribed lower fares for the future. The one-way and round-

trip passenger fares between Washington and certain points on

the defendant's Falls Church line were also found to be unrea-

sonable and lower fares were prescribed for the future. As the

defendant provides commutation rates between Washington and

certain points on its lines, it should, to avoid undue discrimina-

tion, provide commutation rates for travel under similar con-

ditions between Washington and other points on its lines. (24

I. C. C, 255.)

Cement Rates Increased.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in rates by

carriers for the transportation of cement in carload lots. Opin-

ion by Commissioner Meyer:
The defendants seek to advance their rates on cement in car-

loads from 10 to 121/2 cents per 100 lbs. from Mildred, Tola,

Chanute and Gas, Kan., to all stations on the St. Louis & San

Francisco between Springfield, Mo., and St. Louis, and to in-

crease their rates on the same commodity from the same points

of origin to certain points on the Missouri. Kansas & Te.\as in

western Missouri. These advances have been suspended until

September 30, 1912. The proposed tariffs also contain a few

minor advances which are not complained of and some reduc-

tions. The defendants claim that the advances were filed to

correct minor tariff discrepancies and to improve the present

rate adjustment. The commission decided that the proposed

advances were reasonable and will issue an order vacating the

order of suspension. (24 L C. C, 209.)

Utah Coal Mines Discriminated Against.

Consolidated Fuel Co. ct al. v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:

The commission found that the present adjustment of rates

from the Utah coal mining districts and from the Rock Springs

coal fields to points on the Oregon Short Line and its connec-

tions in Idaho, Montana. Washington and Oregon was unduly

discriminatory against the Utah mines in favor of the Rock

Springs coal fields, and ordered that the differential against the

Utah mines be reduced to 25 cents a ton. The commission also

ordered the defendants to establish through routes and joint

rates from the Utah mines to all points taking such rates from

the Rock Springs mines. Certain rules and practices of the Den-

ver & Rio Grande respecting the distribution of its coal car

equipment were criticized. The right of the complainants to

have the routes and rates, so prescribed, extended back over

their industrial lines to their respective mines was reserved for

further examination. (24 I. C. C, 213.)

Refrigeration Rates on Fruits and Vegetables Not Increased.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in rates by

carriers for the transportation of fruits and vegetables tinder

refrigeration from stations on the Western Maryland to various

interstate points. Opinion by Commissioner Clements:

The proposed advances in rates for the refrigeration of fruits

and vegetables from shipping points on the Western Maryland to

various eastern destinations, including Washington, D. C, New
York city and points in Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania and West Virginia were not found to be reasonable,

and the commission will order the cancellation of the proposed

increases in these rates. Other rates to the West and the South

contained in the same tariff but against which no protest is made
will be allowed to become effective without any specific finding

as to their reasonableness. (24 L C. C, 164.)

Bowling Green Discriminated Against.

Boii-iing Green Business Men's Protectiz'e Association of

Boii'ling Green, Ky., v. Louisville & Nashville et al. Opinion

by Commissioner Meyer:
The complaint alleges that the freight rates in general to and

from Bowling Green, Ky., are not established with proper rela-

tion to the rates to and from Clarksville and Nashville, Tenn.,

Evansville, Ind., and Louisville, Ky. The Louisville & Nash-

ville, for itself and its connections, seeks authority to continue

to charge lower rates to and from Louisville, Clarksville, and

Nashville than to and from Bowling Green. The defendants

seek to justify this discrimination against Bowling Green on the

ground that there is water competition at the other points which

does not exist at Bowling Green and competition of rail carrier

with rail carrier, intensified by market competition.

The commission finds that the facts reveal a community of

interest between the water and rail carriers serving Bowling

Green, the effect of which is to deprive it of the benefit of water

competition which it should enjoy under normal and natural

conditions, and that under a situation such as disclosed in this

proceeding, the rail carrier cannot justify its discrimination

against Bowling Green in favor of Louisville and Clarksville on

the ground that its rates to and from all three points properly

reflect the water competition existing at them. Were it not for

the affiliation between the rail carrier and the water carrier there

would not be sufficient actual dissimilarity between the circum-

stances and conditions surrounding the transportation by water

to and from Bowhng Green, Nashville, and Clarksville to justify

relieving the Louisville & Nashville from the operation at Bow-
ling Green of the long-and-short-haul clause.

The railway competition at Louisville and Clarksville is not

of sufficient force and effect to justify a lower scale of rates at

those points than at Bowling Green on traffic the movement of

which is through Bowling Green.

The fact that Nashville is recognized as a commercial center

of more importance than Bowling Green and enjoys a far greater

volume of trade does not warrant the continuance of a relation

of rates between that point and Bowling Green which results

in undue preference to the one and undue prejudice to the other.

The law contemplates relatively fair rates as between different

points, and one of its prime objects is to cure the practice of

carriers, formerly so prevalent, of favoring one point over an-

. other when the favored point possesses no advantages over the

other with respect to real competition either by water or rail.

The commission found that the defendants' rates to and from

Bowling Green were unjustly discriminatory in and to the extent

that they exceeded the rates applicable through Bowling Green

to and from Nashville.

The rate of 20 cents on sugar from New Orleans to Bowling

Green does not bear an unreasonable relation to the rate of

17 cents to Louisville, and the defendants will be relieved from

the operation of the fourth section of the act so far as this traffic

is concerned.

The rates to Montgomery, Ala., from Bowling Green, as com-

pared with the rates to Montgomery from Clarksville, are un-

justly discriminatory, and for the future the rates from Bowling

Green to Montgomery should not exceed the rates from Clarks-

ville to Montgomery.
On oranges from Jacksonville, Fla., to Bowling Green the

defendants are not entitled to apply a rate in excess of the rate

on the same commodity from Jacksonville to Louisville.

The evidence respecting complainant's request for a double-
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deck car rate on hogs from Bowling Green to Chicago is not

sufficient to enable the commission to reach a conclusion in the

matter. This item in the complaint can not be disposed of

without going into the larger question of the use of double-deck

cars. (24 I. C. C, 228.)

Changes in Lime Rates.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in rates by

carriers for the transportation of lime :;i carloads from Ditt-

linger, Tex., to New Orleans, La., and betiveen other points.

Opinion by Chairman Proufy:

In 1911 the rates on lime from Texas points were reduced

to give Texas producers a better opportunity to sell in New
Orleans and neighboring markets. Immediately after, the other

producers demanded corresponding reductions. The Texas lines

saw that if they maintained the lower rates from Texas they

would have to reduce their rates from other points. They there-

fore restored the higher rates from Te.xas points. The Texas

producers immediately protested against this advance and the

advances were suspended by the commission. The commission

found that the proposed advances were unreasonable to the

extent that they exceeded rates set bv the commission in its

report. (24 I. C. C, 170.)

Lower Flour Rates via Flour City Steamship Company.

Flour City Steanuship Co. et al. v. Lehigh I'alley et al.

Opinion by Commissioner McClwrd:
The Flour City Line is a co-partnership which for one season

operated under a charter party line of steamers between

Duluth and Bufifalo, between which points it transported flour

at a proportional rate of 6.3 cents per 100 lbs. Since the com-
plaint was filed the Flour City Steamship Company, a corpora-

tion organized in Minnesota, has taken over the affairs of the

Flour City Line. The rail carriers west of Duluth published a

proportional rate of 5 cents to Duluth and issued through bills

of lading to New York in connection with the Flour City Line.

The railways east of Buffalo declined to establish a through

route in connection with the boat line, refused to recognize the

through bills of lading, and accepted the traffic at Buffalo only

upon local bills of lading at the local rate of 11 cents. There

is now an established through route and joint rate of 23 cents

between Minneapolis and New York restricted to movement via

steamship lines owned by railways, and out of this joint rate the

railways east of Buffalo receive 9.2 cents and absorb the handling

charges from the end of the steamers' gangplank. The com-
plainant seeks to have a through route and joint rate of 20.5

cents established in connection with the Flour City Steamship

Company. The defense is that the existing joint rate is rea-

sonable and has been so found by the commission ; that this

complaint is a strategic move to obtain a reduction in the rate

heretofore found reasonable ; that there now exist ample and
satisfactory through routes for the handling of this traffic, and
that the Flour City Steamship Company is not a bona fide com-
mon carrier and cannot be made a party to a through route.

The commission arrived at the following conclusions : The pub-

lication of proportional rates by the western carriers and by the

Flour City Line covering the through movement from Minne-
apolis to Buffalo when for beyond, the actual movement of traffic

upon through bills of lading from Minneapolis at least to Buffalo,

and the prepayment of freight charges in some instances through

to New York and m others to Buffalo, necessitating an account-

ing between carriers, is evidence of a common arrangement for

a continuous shipment, and therefore the Flour City Lrie is a

common carrier and as such is subject to the jurisdiction of the

commission and capable of forming a part of the through route.

Though the charter of the boats operated by the Flour City

Line has expired since that line was taken over by the Flour

City Steamship Company and has not been renewed, and though

no other ships have been acquired by the corporation whose
stock, while over-subscribed, has not been paid in, even in part,

the corporation has a right to obtain from the commission an
expression as to whether or not it will be made a party to the

through route when it is physically and financially capable of

transporting the traffic, there being nothing to cast any shadow
upon the bona fides of the corporation. This is in accordance

with the conclusions reached in Suffern Grain Co. v. Illinois

Central, 22 I. C. C, 178.

The existence of through routes capable of adequately and
expeditiously handling all traffic offered, though entitled to much

consideration, does not constitute a bar to the establishment of

another through route.

The 9.2 cent revenue accruing to the eastern railways, while

more or less arbitrarily determined by a fixed percentage of the

16.7 cent all-rail grain rate from Chicago to New York, is never-

theless a division of a joint rate and cannot be said to have been

established without some reference to the division received by
the railway owned lake lines, and the commission is not pre-

pared to hold that its acceptance only on traffic transported via

the steamship lines ow-ned by railways constitutes a discrimina-

tion between carriers which is prohibited, nor is the commission
prepared to find that this division is an absolute measure of the

reasonableness of the division that should accrue to the eastern

railways on traffic reaching them at Buffalo via steamers in

which they have no interest.

The common ownership of rail and lake facilities of trans-

portation has resulted in a reduction of the difference between
the cost of rail and water transportation in this territory, and
while there may not yet be any statutory inhibition against this

common ownership, the uses which it has subserved cannot be

said to be entirely in accordance with the spirit of the law.

The defendants will be required to honor the through bills

of lading issued by the western carriers in connection with the

Flour City Steamship Company, and while the commission does

not undertake to establish a joint rate, it is of the opinion that

on traffic moving via this steamship company, the eastern car-

riers should not receive a division in excess of 11 cents per 100

lbs., which should cover the handling of the traffic from the end
of the gangplank.

It is the duty of the defendants to provide facilities for the

receipt and handling of the flour that reaches Buffalo via the

complainant company, and if their present facilities are inade-

quate, facilities must be provided elsewhere and at a charge no
greater than would apply via their own docks.

If the defendants find their docks inadequate to accommodate
complainants' vessels, they must receive the freight arriving via

the Union docks and moving over the Pennsylvania Railroad

to their rails and accord such traffic the same rate as they apply

from their own docks. This will necessitate the absorption of

the handling charges from the end of the gangplank at the Union
docks and the $2.10 switching charges of the Pennsylvania

Railroad.

No order will be made, but the complainants will be left to

perfect their transportation facilities and the defendants to con-

form to the views expressed. (24 I. C. C, 181.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

Commissioner Williams of Texas has given in a memorandum
the opinion that a railway under construction should pay demur-
rage, but not per diem.

H. L. Drayton, K. C, corporation counsel for the City of

Toronto, succeeds the late Mr. Justice Mabee as chairman of the

Canadian Railway Commission.

The Washington railway commission has issued an order

requiring the Northern Pacific to readjust its distributive class

rates so that freight rates from Tacoma to eastern Washington
shall not exceed the rates from Seattle. The railways had es-

tablished mileage rates pursuant to a former order of the com-
mission by which the rates from Tacoma exceeded those from

Seattle.

The Illinois Central, operating over 60 per cent, of the railway

mileage in Mississippi, has applied to the Supreme Court of the

state for an injunction against the enforcement of the order of

the state railway commission requiring screens in passenger

cars. According to the commission's order every window in every

passenger car must have mosquito screens at all times between

May 1 and October 1.

The Louisiana commission at its meeting on June 27 issued an

order prescribing five days as the limit within which railways

must respond to requests from shippers to trace shipments of

freight. The Merchants' Bureau of New Orleans had asked that

the time limit be made three days. The order applies to "tracers

accompanied with a complaint from the consignee to the con-

signor to the effect that goods have not reached destination

within five days after shipment" ; and the railway company must
explain the cause of the delay within five days after the receipt

of the request from the shipper.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

E. G. H. Kessler has been appointed comptroller of the Ohio
River & Columbus, the Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth, and

the Felicity & Bethel, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio.

Maximilian M. Stallman, general attorney of the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western at New York, has resigned to engage

in the general practice of law, with olfices at Newark, N. J.

George T. Raid, assistant to the president of the Northern

Pacific at Tacoma, Wash., has been elected also president of the

North Yakima & Valley, succeeding George Donald, resigned.

T. S. Ford, auditor of the Wichita Falls & Northwestern, the

Wichita Fallls & Southern and the Wichita Falls & Wellington,

with office at Wichita Falls, Tex., has resigned, effective July 15.

T. O. Edwards, auditor of freight accounts of the Southern

Pacific at San Francisco. Cal., has been appointed auditor of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, wnth office at St. Louis, Mo., suc-

ceeding W. L. Seelig, resigned.

C. M. Kittle, freight claim agent of the Illinois Central at

Chicago, has been appointed assistant to the president, with office

at Chicago. B. D. Bristol has been appointed freight claim agent,

with office at Chicago, succeeding Mr. Kittle.

T. Rumney, assistant second vice-president of the Rock Island

Lines at Chicago, has been appointed also assistant vice-president

in charge of mechanical matters of the St. Paul & Kansas City

Short Line. (See item under Engineering and Rolling Stock

Officers.)

Herbert A. Taylor, assistant general soHcitor of the Erie

Railroad, at New York, has been appointed commerce counsel.

Mr. Taylor was born on October 6, 1876, at Beverly, N. J., and
graduated from Cornell University in 1897. The following year

he attended Buffalo Law School, and in July, 1899, went to the

Erie Railroad as managing clerk in the legal department. He
remained in this position until 1904. when he was made assistant

general solicitor. Theodore H. Burgess, assistant to general

solicitor, has been appointed assistant commerce counsel, and

Charles S. Goldsborough, president's assistant, has been ap-

pointed assistant to the president, all with offices at New York.

Operating Officers.

J. J. Kinsella, general yardmaster of the Chicago Junction

Railway, has been appointed trainmaster, with office at Chicago.

H. E. McGee has been appointed trainmaster of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas of Texas, with headquarters at Smithville, Tex.,

succeeding L. A. Busby, assigned to other duties.

E. W. Scheer has been appointed assistant to the general

superintendent of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern and the

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio.

J. B. Kirkpatrick. trainmaster of districts thirty-one and

thirty-two of the Grand Trunk at Ottawa, Ont., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Grand Trunk Pacific, with head-

quarters at Winnipeg, Man.

A. H. Elfner, superintendent of the Ohio River & Columbus,

the Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth, and the Felicity &
Bethel at Cincinnati. Ohio, has been appointed general superin-

tendent, with office at Cincinnati.

C. J. Fellows, superintendent o£ car service of the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton at Cincinnati. Ohio, has been transferred to

Baltimore. Ohio, where he will be in charge of the C. H. & D.

division of the car service bureau of the Baltimore & Ohio sys-

tem.

J. M. Doyle, assistant superintendent of the Marcus division

of the Great Northern, has been appointed superintendent of

that division, with office at Marcus, Wash., succeeding R. C.

Morgan, resigned to accept service with another company.

B. Lantry, trainmaster at Havre, Mont., has been appointed

trainmaster of the Marcus division. F. L. Hay has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the dining and sleeping car depart-

ment of the Great Northern, with office at St. Paul, Minn., suc-

ceeding T. A. Forbes, resigned.

J. H. Clark, master mechanic and chief engineer of ferries of

the Staten Island Railway, tiie Staten Island Rapid Transit, and
the Baltimore & New York, with headquarters at Clifton, Staten

Island, N. Y., has been appointed superintendent, succeeding

P. H. Cassidy, transferred. Mr. Clark will have jurisdiction

over the transportation, maintenance of way and mechanical de-

partments, and will also have the title and perform the duties of

assistant superintendent of floating equipment.

Lockett Gwin Coleman, whose appointment as superintendent

of the Grand Trunk, with office at Ottawa, Ont., has been an-

nounced in these columns, was born on December 7, 1877, and
was educated at Harvard University. Mr. Coleman began rail-

way work on October 1, 190O, with the Grand Trunk, and held

various positions with that company and later with the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western. He then went to the Rogers
Locomotive Works, and in May, 1902, returned to the service

of the Grand Trunk as trainmaster. He was later appointed

assistant superintendent of the same company, which position

he held at the time of his recent appointment as superintendent,

as above noted.

A change has been made in the operating limits of the Minne-
sota. Dakota and Des Moines Valley divisions of the First dis-

trict of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific by which that portion

of the Minnesota division from mile post 97.885, west end of

Iowa Falls freight yard to mile post 206, Estherville ; and that

portion of the Des Moines Valley division from Valley Junction

to mile post 534.53, Sibley, Iowa, have been transferred to the

Dakota division. Iowa Falls terminals remain under the juris-

diction of the Minnesota division.

A. E. Wallace has been appointed superintendent of the Minne-

sota division of the Rock Island Lines, with office at Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, succeeding W. H. Given, resigned ; and F. W.
Rosser, trainmaster of the Illinois division at Rock Island, 111.,

has been appointed superintendent of the Dakota division, with

office at Estherville, Iowa, succeeding C. J. Wilson, resigned.

As has been announced in these columns, W. M. Whitenton,

general manager of the First district of the Rock Island Lines

at Des Moines, Iowa, has been appointed also general manager of

the St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line, succeeding to part of

the duties of F. C. McMillan, vice-president and general man-

ager, the latter continuing as vice-president. F. J. Easley, gen-

eral superintendent of the First district of the Rock Island Lines

at Des Moines, has been appointed also assistant general man-

ager of the St. P. & K. C. S. L., and the following officers of

the Rock Island, with office at Chicago, have had their jurisdic-

tion extended over the St. P. & K. C. S. L. : C. H. Hubbell,

superintendent of telegraph ; J. R. Pickering, acting superintend-

ent of car service, and O. Maxey, supervisor of weights. A. E.

Wallace, whose appointment as superintendent of the Minnesota

division of the Rock Island Lines, with office at Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, as announced in this issue, has been appointed also super-

intendent of the St. P. & K. C. S. L., succeeding W. A. Sours,

assigned to other duties. (See item under Engineering and Roll-

ing Stock Officers.)

William Doherty, assistant general manager of the St. Louis.

Brownsville & Mexico at Kingsville, Tex., in addition to his

other duties, has been given jurisdiction over all freight loss and

damage claims, tracing carload and less-than-carload freight,

diversion orders and the disposition of unclaimed, refused and

damaged freight. R. F. Carr, superintendent of the Red River

division of the St. Louis & San Francisco at Francis. Okla., has

been appointed superintendent of the St. Louis, Brownsville &

Mexico. C. F. Hopkins, chief clerk to general manager of the

St. Louis & San Francisco at Springfield, Mo., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Red River division, with office at

Francis, Okla, succeeding R. F. Carr.

Changes have been made in the southern division of the Mis-

souri Pacific-Iron Mountain system by which the Arkansas di-

vision, with headquarters at Little Rock, Ark., comprises the

Hoxie and Little Rock districts, the Hot Springs, Womble, Pike

City and Nashville branches and Little Rock terminals; the

Valley division, with headquarters at McGehee, Ark., instead of

at Monroe, La., as formerly, comprises the Pine Bluflf, McGehee,
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Lake Providence. Hamburg and Eudora districts and Warren and

.Arkansas City branches ; tlie Louisiana division, with headiv-iar-

ters at Monroe, La., comprises the Monroe. Lake Charles, Gurdon

and Felsenthal districts, the Huttig, Farmerville and Black River

branches and the Monroe terminal ; and the Natchez division,

with headquarters at Ferriday, La., has been abolished. A. A.

-Abell, superintendent of the Valley division at Monroe, La., has

been appointed superintendent of the Louisiana division, with

headquarters at Monroe. C. M. Andrews, superintendent of the

Natchez division, has been appointed superintendent of the Valley

division, with office at McGehee, Ark. W. E. Brooks, superin-

tendent of ihe Colorado division at Pueblo, Col., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Illinois division, with office at

Chester, 111., succeeding W. E. Merrifield. transferred, and T. A.

Shea, superintendent of the White River division at Aurora.

Mo., succeeds Mr. Brooks at Pueblo. D. W. Hickey, trainmaster

at Poplar Bluff', Mo., has been appointed acting superintendent of

the Vvhite River division, in place of Mr. Shea.

John W. Eber. whose appointment as general superintendent

of the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo, with headquarters at Ham-
ilton, Ont., has been announced in these columns, was born on

July 14. 1871, at Jersey

Shore, Pa. He began

railway work on Febru-

ary 28, 18S0, as a rod-

man on the West Shore,

now a part of the New
York Central & Hudson
River, and for the ten

years following was in

the engineering depart-

ment of that road. From
1900 to 1904 he was su-

pervisor of track of the

New York Central, and
then for one year was
division engineer of the

Rome, Watertown &
Ogdensburg division. Mr.
Eber was engineer of

track from 1905 to 1909,

and in April. 1909. was
appointed assistant su-

perintendent of the New
\ ork Central stockyards John W Eber
at Buffalo, N. Y. In

March, 1910, he was appointed superintendent of the Adiron-
dack division of the same road, which position he held at the
time of his appointment on May 15, as general superintendent
of the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo, as above noted.

Traffic Officers.

Charles A. Redden has been appointed general agent of the
Frisco Refrigerator Line, with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeed-
ing E. P. Lannan, resigned to engage in other business.

Paul J. Fischer, traveling freight agent of the Wabash at

Memphis. Tenn, has been appointed commercial agent, with office

at New Orleans, La., where an agency of the road was estab-
lished, effective July 1.

E. K. Voorhees, first assistant general freight agent of the St.

Louis & San Francisco, has been appointed a member of the
Uniform Classification Committee, succeeding H. A. Poveleite,
general freight agent of the Queen & Crescent.

W. M. Powers, chief clerk in the general freight office of the St.

Louis & San Francisco, at St. Louis. Mo., has been appointed as-

sistant general freight agent, with office at St. Louis, succeeding
E. K, Voorhees, who has been appointed a member of the Uni-
form Classification Committee.

John T. Johnston, division freight agent of the Pittsburgh, Cin-
cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed
assistant general freight agent, with office at Pittsburgh. E. F.

Austin, commercial agent at Columbus, Ohio, succeeds Mr.
Johnston, and H. H. Gray, division freight agent of the North-
western system of the Pennsylvania at Cambridge. Ohio, succeeds

Mr. Austin.

Gilbert K. Mitchell has been appointed traveling freight so-

licitor of the Star Union Line of the Pennsylvania Lines West
in connection with the fronton. Ohio, agency, succeeding Lester

Howard, transferred. E. L. Mountfort has been appointed travel-

ing freight solicitor in connection with the Birmingham. Ala.,

agency ; James G. Parnell in connection with the Atlanta, Ga.,

agency, and Louis J. Reinhardt in connection with the New Or-
leans, La., agency.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

Gerald B. Howard has been appointed chief engineer of the

Middle Tennessee and the Nashville Interurban, with office at

Nashville, Tenn.

H. T. Douglas. Jr., chief engineer of the Wheeling & Lake
Erie, at Cleveland. Ohio, has been appointed chief engineer of

the Chicago & .Alton, with office at Chicago.

The following officers of the Rock Island Lines have had
their jurisdiction extended over the St. Paul & Kansas City

Short Line : T. Rumney. assistant vice-president in charge of

mechanical matters, with office at Chicago : W. H. Peterson, en-

gineer maintenance of way, with office at Des Moines, Iowa, Mr.
Peterson succeeding H. L. Jackson, engineer, assigned to other

duties; J. B. Kilpatrick, mechanical superintendent, with office

at Des Moines, the position of superintendent of motive power
of the latter road having been abolished, and J. R. Ru.xton hav-
ing been assigned to other duties. ( See item under Operating
OflScers.)

OBITUARY.

C. ^\'. Smith, formerly general manager of the -Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, died at Pasadena, Cal., on July 1. Mr. Smith was
born on September 5, 1831. at Austerlitz, Columbia county,

N. Y., and began railway work in 1855 as a local agent on the

Columbus, Piqua & Indiana. From 1857 to 1862 he was gen-
eral freight agent of that road, and was later general freight

agent on the Columbus, Chicago & Indiana Central, and the Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati & St. Louis. From 1872 to 1875 he was general

manager of the Indianapolis, Bloomington & Western. He was
then general freight agent of the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy,

and from May, 1878, to April, 1880, was traffic manager of that

road. He was then for one year traffic manager of the New
York, Lake Erie & Western, and from May, 1881, to December,
1885, was general manager of the Chesapeake & Ohio. From
December. 1885. to June, 1889, he was vice-president, and from
Februar}-, 1886, to May, 1887, was also general manager of the

-Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, including its coast lines. From
June, 1889, to November, 1895 he was engaged in railway expert

work. He was receiver of the .Atlantic & Pacific (now part of the

Santa Fe) from February, 1896, to July, 1897, and from that

time until 1903 was president of the Los Angeles & Pasadena
Electric.

The British government has accepted, as completely satisfac-

tory, the proposals now made for the international control of the

projected Trans-Persian line for linking up the Russian and
Indian railway systems. The British government has throughout

strongly upheld the necessity of absolute equality of British,

Russian and French control in the undertaking, and when, some
weeks ago, the arrangements proposed were thought not to meet
this view, certain modifications were suggested, and some mem-
bers of the Russian group came to this country last week in con-

nection with this phase of the situation. A formal memorandum
has now been drafted and submitted to the British government,

and has been accepted as being completely satisfactory. The
business of completing the survey of the Trans- Persian fine, and
of obtaining the necessary concession from Persia, will soon be

taken in hand, and it is hoped that this may be completed within

a few months, as a great portion of the route has already been

surveyed. The question of the break of the gage between Rus-
sian and Indian systems, on which the Indian government has

already expressed its views, is one of the many questions to be

settled, but no difficulty is likely to arise over this matter, as

Russia is quite prepared to meet the views of India.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Grand Trunk has ordered IS switching locomotives from
the Canadian Locomotive Works.

The Ligonier V.\lley has ordered 1 consoHdation locomotive

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Northern Pacific has ordered 10 switching locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.

The Michigan Alkali has ordered 1 six-wheel switching

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The East Broad Top Railroad & Coal Company has or-

dered 1 mikado locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Imperial Government Railways of Jap.\n have ordered

24 Mallet locomotives (0-6-6-0) from the American Locomotive

Company. The dimensions of the cylinders will be ISy^ in. and

24J^ in. X 24 in. ; the dimension of the driving wheels will be

49 in., and the total weight in working order will be 141,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Litchfield & Madison is said to be in the market for 200

steel gondolas.

The Lehigh Valley & Navigation Company is in the market

for 175 mine cars.

The Grand Trunk is in the market for 2,000 thirty-ton box
cars and SO tank cars.

The New York^ New H.wen & Hartford has ordered 26 pas-

senger cars from the Pullman Company.

The Oregon Electric Railway is in the market for 2S 60-ft.

electric passenger coaches and six 60-ft. electric combination

passenger and baggage cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 1,000 steel underframes

from the Ralston Steel Car Company and 400 steel underframes

from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Southern Railway, mentioned in the Railway Age
Gacette of June 21 as being in the market for 200 box cars, ISO

automobile cars and 100 flat cars, is now in the market for 650

box cars and 150 flat cars.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Canadian Northern is said to be in the market for

10,000 tons of rails.

The Pere Marquette will soon be in the market for S.OOO

tons of 90-lb. rails.

The Peoria & Eastern has ordered 6,000 tons of rails from
the Illinois Stee! Company.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered 12,000 tons of rails

from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

SIGNALING.

New Installations of Block Signals, Interlocking, Telephones for Trmn
Despatching, Etc.

The Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis Electric has just put

in service (at 4 a. m., June 24) 13.2 miles of single track auto-

matic block signaling, the apparatus for which was installed in

30 days. The line equipped is the division between Naval
Academy Junction and Annapolis. There are nine a. c. track

circuits, seventeen semaphore signals, sixteen light signals, and
two switch indicators. Desiring to have this signaling in service

for the traffic incident to the Democratic Convention, which
opened June 25, the company awarded the contract to the Union
Switch & Signal Company on May 6; the first shipment of

material arrived on the ground May 23, and the signals were in

operation on June 21, a highly creditable record.

Frank M. Gilmore, presidtnt of the E. D. E. Company, Chi-
cago, has been made agent for C. H. Whall & Co., Boston,
Mass., with office in Chicago.

The Brownell Company, Dayton, Ohio, maker of automatic
and throttling engines, boilers, feed water heaters, etc., has
opened a branch office in the Oliver building, Pittsburgh, Pa., in

charge of B. S. Rederer.

The Scullin-Gallagher Iron & Steel Company, St. Louis, Mo.,
has let contracts for the construction of its No. 3 chipping shop
and building, which will be 100 ft. x 600 ft. The three 10-ton

cranes for this building were recently ordered from the Alliance

Machine Company, Alliance, Ohio.

Gilbert H. Pearsall, secretary of Joseph T. Ryerson & Son,
Chicago, has been made a vice-president of the Jacobs-Shupert
United States Firebox Company, Coatesville, Pa., and Charles

Brearley Moore, vice-

president of the Amer-
ican Arch Company,
New York, has resigned

that position to become
a vice-president of the

Jacob-Shupert company.
Mr. Pearsall will be in

charge of the New York
office of the Jacob-
Shupert company. He
still retains his position

as secretary of the Ry-
erson company, with
which concern he has
been connected since

May, 1901. Since Janu-
ary 1, 1905, he has been
in general charge of the

sales of that company.
In 1887 Mr. Pearsall en-

tered the service of the

Erie, with office at

Owego, N. Y. From
1891 to 1897 he was

chief rate clerk of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and from
1897 to 1899 he was chief clerk in the traffic manager's office of
the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa, now a part of the New York Cen-
tral Lines. From 1S99 and 1901 he was city freight agent and
freight agent of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western. In May,

1901, he resigned his po-
sition with that road to

go to the Ryerson com-
pany. Mr. Moore will

have charge of the west-

ern sales department of

the Jacob-Shupert com-
pany, with office in Chi-
cago. He was born in

McComb. 111., in 1874,

and received his primary
education in the public

schools, graduating in

1891 from the Kewanee,
111., high school. In
1895 he graduated from
the Lake Forest Uni-
versity and then went to

the Northwestern Uni-
versity law school, from
which he graduated in

1898. In 1900 he organ-
ized the Columbia Boiler

Company to make house
heating apparatus and

boilers. In 1S02 he organized the American Locomotive Equip-
ment Company, of which he was general manager and a di-

rector until 1911, when he was made president of the com-
pany. Mr. Moore shared in the organization of the American

G. H. Pearsall.

C. B. Moore.
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Arch Company in 1910 and was made vice-president and a di-

rector of that company. In 1911 he organized the Boss Nut
Company, Chicago, of which he is now a director. Mr. Moore
has invented and developed a number of locomotive devices,

of W'hich his brick arch is the best known.

The Strauss bascule bridge design has recently been adopted
by the Canadian Northern for a 101 ft. single-leaf, double-track

bridge over the Assiniboine river at Winnipeg, Man. ; also for a

96 ft. single-leaf, double-track bridge over Rainy lake; and by

the San Antonio & Aransas Pass for a 39 ft. 9 in. single-leaf,

single-track bridge over Corpus Christi bay.

W. L. Allison, of the Franklin Railway Supply Company, De-
troit, Mich., has been made general sales manager of the Amer-
ican Arch Company, New York, with office in Chicago. Mr.
Allison will hereafter represent both companies. F. T. Heffel-

finger. of Minneapolis, has been elected vice-president of the

American Arch Company, succeeding C. B. Moore, resigned, to

go to the Jacobs-Shupcrt United States Fire Box Company,
Coatesville, Pa., as vice-president.

John Gill, who was superintendent of motive power of the

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville from 1901 to 1910, has been

made manager of the Permanent Manufacturers' Exhibit of

Railway Supplies and Equipment in the Karpen building, Chi-

cago. Mr. Gill served as machinist apprentice, machinist, gang
boss, locomotive fireman and locomotive engineer on the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy at St. Louis, and was later employed
on the Rock Island as locomotive engineer, roundhouse fore-

man, machine shop foreman, general foreman and master me-
chanic.

The Imperial Car Company, Hamilton, Ont., has been organ-
ized with $6,000,000 capital to erect a car building plant on a

50-acre site on the water front east of Hamilton. The com-
pany will make wooden and steel freight cars. The contract for

the construction of the plant and equipment will be let at once.

The capacity of the plant will at first be 30 cars a day, and later

will be increased. Among the directors are W. G. Rose, di-

rector of the Dominion Steel & Iron Company, Montreal, Que.

;

G. H. Cohan, president of the Western Canada Power Company,
Montreal; Sir Henry Pellatt, Toronto, Ont., and Basil Magor,
president of the Magor Car Company, Passaic, N. J.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

• burgh, Pa., the Equitable Trust Company, New York, the Stone
& Webster Corporation, Boston, Mass., and William Morris
Imbrie & Company, New York, have formed a syndicate and
have bought the controlling interest in the Electric Properties

Company, New York, from the Westinghouse Machine Com-
pany. Pittsburgh, Pa. This purchase was made to put the Elec-
tric Properties Company on a better paying basis and to make it

more active in the development of the electrical properties and
in the acquisition of new properties. This would enlarge the

market of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany. No new financing will be done immediately, and the

officers and directors will remain unchanged for the present.

The annual report of the American Car & Foundry Company,
New York, for the year ended April 30, 1912, shows that the net
earnings were $2,839,231, as compared with $4,234,789 in the pre-

ceding year, a decrease of $1,395,558, after the deduction of
$1,354,519 for renewals, replacements, repairs, new patterns, flasks,

etc. President F. H. Eaton says that while the net earnings are
smaller than in 1911. nevertheless they are gratifyingly large

when there is taken into consideration the conditions with which
all industries dependent in any degree upon the operations of the
railways have had to contend. The railways remained out of the

market for new equipment for a very considerable part of the

year, and when buying was actively resumed it was on a keenly
competitive basis with a narrow margin of profit. The company
begins the fiscal year 1912-1913 with all its plants, including the

four steel passenger car plants, operating with a comfortable
volume of orders. The company has taken advantage of the

general slackness existing during a part of the year to make a
thorough overhauling of various plants, the expenditure for

which has been charged in part against the reserve for that pur-

pose and in part to current earnings. From the reserve for the

construction of and additions to steel car plants there has been
expended during the year $478,386, for additions to the Berwick,

St. Charles, St. Louis, Madison, Wilmington and Chicago plants,

leaving at the close of the fiscal year in this account the sum of

$799,408. The regular 7 per cent, dividend was paid on the pre-

ferred stock and 2 per cent, on the common stock, and $139,231

was added to the surplus as compared with $784,789 added in

1911. The total surplus as of April 30, 1912, was $24,876,576.

.'\t the annual meeting in Jersey City on June 27 the officers of

the company were all re-elected.

Charles F. Uebelacker, Charles N. Bl;;ck and William von
Phul have been made partners of Ford, Bacon & Davis, New
York, engineers. Charles F. Uebelacker graduated from Prince-

ton University in 1899 as electrical engineer. During the next

few years he was chief engineer of the Short Electric Railway and
the Brush Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio ; electrical en-

gineer of the Consolidated Traction Company, Newark, N. J.,

and chief engineer and manager of the Peckham Truck Com-
pany, Kingston, N. \'. In 1899 he went to F"ord, Bacon & Davis as

vice-president and general manager of the Elmira Water Light

& Railroad Company, Elmira, N. Y. In 1901 Mr. Uebelacker
went to the New Y'ork office of Ford, Bacon & Davis, where
he has been chief engineer since 1902. Charles N. Black gradu-

ated from Princeton University as electrical engineer in 1890.

During the following few years he was superintendent of the

shops of the Brush Manufacturing Company and manager of

the New Haven, Conn., factory of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh, Pa. In 1899 he went to

Ford, Bacon & Davis as chief engineer, w'hich position he held

until 1902. Mr. Black was in charge of the conversion of the

Kansas City cable system into an electric railway. When this

work was completed in 1902 he was made vice-president and
general manager of the Kansas City Railway & Light Company,
which position he held until 1907, when he was made vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the United Railroads of San Fran-

cisco, which position he now holds. William von Phul graduated

from Tulane University in 1891 as mechanical engineer. Dur-
ing the next ten years he was general superintendent of the

Louisiana Electric Light Company and of the Edison Electric

Light Company, New Orleans, La., and also of the New Orleans

& Carrollton Railroad, Light & Power Company. He was then

made general superintendent of the Cincinnati Gas & Electric

Company. In 1S05 he went to Ford, Bacon & Davis, with office

in New Orleans. Mr. von Phul is also president of the Amer-
ican Cities Company.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Chicago & Altox.—The passenger department has issued an
attractive folder describing the summer resorts reached by the

Alton and its principal connections.

Steel V.\lves.—The Nelson Valve Company, Chestnut Hill,

Philadelphia, Pa., has published a very full booklet on Nelson
steel valves, giving illustrations, diagrams, descriptions and
prices. These valves are made in a large variety of designs
for different purposes.

V.AN.^DiuM Steels.—The American Vanadium Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has published an 80-page booklet on Vanadium Steels,

giving information on the experience with these steels up to date.

This booklet describes the various compositions and heat treat-

ments, and includes tables of tests.

Snow Plows and C.\rs.—The Russell Car & Snow Plow Com-
pany, Ridgway, Pa., has published a catalog of its snow plows,
crane cars, gondola cars, combination baggage and express cars,

etc. This catalog includes illustrations, brief descriptions and the
principal dimensions of these cars.

Southern R.iMLW.-w.—The industrial department of the South-
ern Railway has just published a 32-page illustrated booklet on
Fruit Growing in the Southeast. Naturally, in the space de-

voted to the subject, details of land cost and the adaptability

of particular localities to particular fruits can only be suggested.

The booklet, however, sketches a quite alluring situation in re-

gard to the possibilities of profitable fruit raising in the terri-

tory reached by the Southern Railway and its affiliated lines.

The booklet is well illustrated by actual photographic views, some
of which show orchards of a size which suggests Oregon or Cali-

fornia rather than \"irginia or North CaroHna. It is a booklet

that is well worth looking over by anyone who is interested in

the agricultural development of the United States.
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New incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Americus, Tifton & Atlantic—Incorporated in Georgia
with $100,000 capital, to build from Americus, Ga.. south to the
Georgia-Florida state line, about 100 miles. The line may
eventually be extended to Jacksonville. Fla. The incorporators
include J. S. Shingler, Ashburn, Ga., and H. H. Tift, Tifton.

Atlanta & Macon (Electric).—A contract has been given
to the South Atlantic Contracting & Construction Company, At-
lanta, Ga., it is said, to build from Atlanta. Ga., southeast to

Macon, 88 miles. H. N. Randolph, secretarv, Atlanta. (June
21, p. 1589.)

Canadian Northern.—This company has under construction

853 miles of new hnes, as follows : Montreal, Que., to Hawkes-
bury, 58 miles ; Ottawa, Ont., to the Ottawa river, 32 miles ; west
from Ruel, Ont., 100 miles ; east from Port Arthur, 108 miles

;

branch lines and extensions in Alberta and Saskatchewan, 400
miles ; British Columbia, 75 miles ; Sydenham, Ont., to Ottawa,
80 miles, and is also relaying track on the main line west, 200
miles. Extensive harbor and terminal improvements are being
carried out at Port Mann, B. C. ; the plans have been approved
and work is to be started soon on large terminal shops and yards.

The Montreal, Que., terminals and tunnel are to be completed
in 1914.

The route of this company's entrance into North Toronto has

been approved subject to one slight change. The route follows

the line of the Canadian Pacific from a point east of Yonge
street to Eglinton avenue, thence southeast to a connection with

the Canadian Northern Ontario.

Central Idaho.—See Oregon Short Line.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—This company has let con-

tracts for second-track work from Hopkins. Minn., to Cologne,

22 miles, to A. B. Cook & Co., St. Paul ; and from Twin Brooks
S. Dak., to Summit, 15 miles, to John Marsch, Chicago.

Chicago^ Springfield & Cairo.—Incorporated in Illinois with

$10,000 capital and headquarters at Chicago to build from Chi-

cago, south to Springfield and Cairo. The incorporators include

D. P. Phelps, M. C. Myers, C. G. Fox. T. T. Darling and W. C.

Gregory, all of Chicago.

Colorado & Southern.—An officer writes that the improve-

ments to be carried out on the line from Orin Junction, Wyo.,
south includes replacing 56 lb. rail with 85 lb. rail on 35 miles,

and constructing a four-stall temporary engine house and a 50

ton coal chute at Hartville Junction. H. W. Cowan, chief engi-

neer, Denver, Colo. (May 17, p. 1139.1

Georgia Coast & Piedmont.—This company has made a mort-

gage and plans to build an extension from Darien, Ga.. to

Brunswick, 15 miles. The work is to be started about July 15.

Georgia Roads.—Plans are being made, it is said, to build

from Macon, Ga., west to Waverly Hall, about 70 miles.

Trackage rights may be secured for a section of about 15

miles over the Macon & Birmingham. The Macon Chamber
of Commerce, and S. W. Hatcher, are interested.

Gulf, Texas & Western.—An officer w-rites that a contract

has been given to the Texas Building Company, Fort Worth,

Tex., to build an extension from Jacksboro, Tex., south to Sale-

ville, 23 miles, where connection is to be made with the Weather-

ford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern. The contract provides for

the completion of the line ready for operation, with the exception

of the rails and fastenings, which have already been bought.

(June 14, p. 1364.)

Huntington, Richmond & Hamilton.—Incorporated in Indi-

ana with $100,000 capital to build from Huntington, Ind., south

via Bluffton, Portland and Union City to Richmond, 98 miles.

The directors include S. H. Bracey, L. Brandenburg. F. A. Dolph

and F. Bimmel.

Iron County Central.—Incorporated in Missouri, with

$60,000 capital, to build a six-mile line from Bixby. Mo., to

timberlands. The incorporators include L. T. Carroll, D. A.

Bixby and A. B. Brigham, St. Louis, Mo.

Mexican Pacific—Financial arrangements are said to be

made to build between Balsas, Guerrero, Mex., and the Pacific

ports of Acapulco and Zihuatanejo, with a branch to Urupan,

Midioacan, in all about 580 miles. Preliminary surveys have

been made and sections of the line have been located. Several
miles of grade has been constructed from Acapulco. The plans
call for building two large cement docks, one at Acapulco and
the other at Zihuatanejo. The concession from the Mexican
government requires that the work shall be finished within
seven years from the signing of the contract, and the company
plans to finish all the work within five years. A large force of
men are to be put at work within the next few months. Connec-
tion is to be made at Balsas with the Cuernavaca division of the
National Railways of Mexico, and the branch line will connect
at Urupan with the Morelia division of the National Railways of
Mexico. The route is through a mountainous section.' M.
Thomson, president, Seattle, Wash.; Joseph Castlelot, vice-
president, and Henry Weiss, general manager, Mexico Citv.
(April 5, page 824.)

Missouri Pacific—An officer writes regarding the reports that
St. Louis Iron Mountain & Southern from St. Louis, Mo., south
to Texarkana, Ark., 494 miles, is to be double tracked that the
company does not contemplate at present carrying out this work,
but will double track the part of the line where the traffic is the
heaviest. Double track is being put in between Bald Knob, Ark.,
and McAlmond, nine miles; 100-lb. rail is being used. When
the work now under way is completed, the Iron Mountain will
have \9\y2 miles of double track. The company does not con-
template at the present time the construction of an extension to
New Orleans, La. Work on the extension from West Memphis,
Ark., southwest to Marianna, is partly completed. This work
has been seriously interfered with by high water from the
Mississippi and the -St. Francis rivers. That entire division has
been under water for about two months past, and the company
was only recently able to resume work on the track. The line
w^ill probably be completed and put in operation in three or
four months. E. F. Mitchell, chief engineer, St. Louis, Mo.
National Railways of Mexico.—See an item on New Con-

struction in Mexico under General News.

Norfolk & Western.—An officer writes that there is no truth
in the report that second track is to be laid near Farmville, Va.
The only double-tracking work under way is being carried out
on the eastern end between Gilmerton, Va., and Suffolk, also
between Nottoway and Burkeville, and between Evergreen and
Phoebe. C. S. Churchill, chief engineer, Roanoke, Va.

Oregon Eastern.—See Oregon Short Line.

Oregon Short Line.—Work is now under way on the Teuton
Basin branch from Ashton, Idaho, southeast to Driggs. 375/2

miles. The Central Idaho is building from Richfield, Idaho,
west to Taft, 58 miles; the Salt Lake & Idaho is building from
Burley, Idaho, southeast to Kelton Summit at the Utah-Idaho
state line, 6OJ/2 miles. The line has been graded and is reai'y

for track laying, but construction w-ork has been suspended, due
to an injunction of the Llnited States government. This line

will eventually be extended southwest, it is said, to a connection

with the Southern Pacific at Saline on the Ogden-Lucin cut-

off. Work is also under way on the Southside line from
Nyssa, Ore., south to Homedale, Idaho, 26 miles. This line is

eventually to be extended, it is said, to Buhl, the present ter-

minus of the Twin City Falls branch. The Oregon Eastern is

building from Vale, Ore., southwest to Dog Mountain, 139 miles.

This is to be the first section of a line through central Oregon,

and there will be several tunnels and numerous bridges on the

line. Double-tracking work is also being carried out from Ogden
south to Farmington on the last 20H miles. This work com-

pletes the double-tracking from Salt Lake City, Utah, north to

Ogden. Plans are now being made for building several other

new lines on which construction work has not yet been au-

thorized.

QuANAH, Seymour. Dublin & Rcckport.—An officer writes

that a contract has been entered into by this company with E.

Cowperthwaite and associates, of London, England, to finance

and build this line from Rockport, Tex., on the gulf coast, to

Belton. This work is to be finished within two years, and the

section from Belton to Quanah, near the Oklahoma state line, is

to be finished within three years. L. E. Walker, president, Aus-

tin ; R. y. Walker, chief engineer, Belton. (March 29, p. 781.)

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.—See Missouri

Pacific.

Salt Lake & Idaho.—See Oregon Short Line.
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Tennessee Railroad.—Organized in Tmncssee with $10,000

capital to build from Iron City. Lawrerce county, Tenn., north-

west to Olivehill, Hardin county, about 40 miles. The incor-

porators include C. N. Bradv, R. D. Baker. I. L. Pendleton,

W. W. Collin and J. H. De Witt.

Texas Roads.—Plans are being made to build from Corsi-

cana, Tex., southeast to Palestine, about 60 miles. G. R.

Turner is the promoter.

VrRGiNiA-CAROLiNA.—An officer writes that plans call for

building an extension south from the mouth of the Green Cove
creek following the course of that creek through Washington and

Grayson counties, Va., thence along Horse creek in Ashe county,

N. C, up the North Fork of New river and along Buffalo creek

via Jefferson, to Elk Cross Roads (Todd) on the county line

between Ashe and Watuga counties, thence to Boone. It has not

yet been definitely decided when bids will be asked for the work,

which will be largely through a mountainous section. The com-

pany expects to develop a traffic in forest products, agricultural

products, ore and coal. P. W. Early, chief engineer, Abingdon,

Va. (June 28, p. 1627.)

White Sulphur & Huntersville.—Incorporated in West Vir-

ginia, with $30,000 capital, to build from White Sulphur, W. Va.,

northeast to Huntersville, about 40 miles. The incorporators

include F. A. Hauck, Ronceverte. W. \'a., and W. B. Bunting,

Baltimore.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Ballston, N. Y.—See Boonville. X. Y.

Bellefontaine, Ohio.—The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis has approved contracts for improvements to its shops

and vards at this point to be made this summer, at an estimated

cost of $178,000.

Boonville, N. Y.—Applications have been made by the State

Highway Commission to the New York Public Service Com-
mission, Second district, asking for the elimination of railway

grade crossings as follows : New York Central & Hudson
River in Boonville, Oneida county, and in the town of Canton,

St. Lawrence county; New York, Ontario & Western in Hast-

ings, Oswego county, and the Delaware & Hudson in Ballston,

Saratoga county. The state's proportion of the cost for the

removal of these crossings is to be paid from the good roads

fund.

Brewster, N. Y.—The New York Public Service Commis-
sion, Second district, has ordered the elimination of the New
York Central & Hudson River grade crossing in the town of

Southeast, near Brewster, Putnam county. The highway is

to be carried under the tracks by means of a subway. The
state's proportion of the cost of this improvement will be paid

out of the good roads fund.

Canton, N. Y.—See Boonville. N. V.

Council Bluffs, Iowa.—The Chicago & North Western will

build a new freight station at an estimated cost of $42,000, to

replace the old building which was burned last winter.

Hartville Junction, Wvo.— See Colorado & Southern under
Railway Construction.

Hastings, N. Y.—See Boonville, N. Y.

H.wvKiNSviLLE, Ga.—The Gulf Line will put up a brick pas-

senger station, it is said, at Hawkinsville.

Montreal, Que.—See Canadian Northrrn under Railway Con-
struction.

Port Mann, B. C.—See Canadian Northern under Railway
Construction.

St. Paul, Minn.—The Chicago Great Western is preparing

plans for a new bridge to be built over "Ihe Mississippi river at

St. Paul, 742 ft. long. There will be .seven plate girder spans

and one 190 ft. vertical lift truss span.

Texarkana, Tex.—The Kansas City Southern has announced
that a new passenger station costing from $125,000 to $150,000

will be built immediately.

Trenton, Ont.—Residents of Trenton have voted to grant to

the Canadian Pacific a free site for a roundhouse and station on
condition that Trenton is made a division point. The station,

yard and shops are to be located in the eastern part of the town
and in part of Sidney township.

Bailttta]^ Ftimnctol Nettus.

Central Pacific.—Final arrangements have been made and the

last of the 1911 issue of 50,000,000 francs ($10,000,000) have
been officially hsted on the Paris Bourse.

Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana.—This company, all of whose
stock is owned by the C. & O., has increased its stock from
$S,COO,0CO to $6,000,000. Of the new stock, 132,706 is to be issued

for capital expenditures already made.

Chicago & Alton.—E. A, Worthington, recently elected presi-

dent, has been made a director, succeeding J. Steuart MacKie,
resigned.

Chicago, Memphis & Gulf.—The L'nited States district court

has overruled the demurrer of the C. M. & G., in a proceeding
brought by the Illinois Central to enforce an option of the

Illinois Central to buy the C. M. & G. One of the grounds
on which the demurrer was filed was that the option was
against public policy and against the interest of the public.

The agreement, as claimed to be by the Illinois Central, was,

that should the Chicago, Memphis & Gulf be extended to con-

nect with any other line than the Illinois Central, the I. C.

was to have an option purchase.

Connellsville St.ate Line.—See Western Maryland.

Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern.—The United States

district court has authorized the issue of $800,000 receivers

certificates. The proceedings of the s-ale are to be used to

pay off $720,000 receivers" certificates now^ outstanding, and
to make improvements costing $80,000.

George's Creek & Cu.mberland.—See Western Maryland.

Georgia Coast & Piedmo.nt.—F. J. Lisman & Co., New York,
have bought a block of the company's $3,500,000 authorized 5

per cent, bonds of April 1, 1912-1962.

New York, Ontario & Western.— Directors have voted not

to pay a dividend for the year ended June 30, 1912. There
is $58,113,982 stock outstanding, of which the New York,
New Haven & Hartford owns $29,16J,000. Since 1906, the

N. Y. O. & W. has paid annual dividends of 2 per cent. In

a statement issued by the management, it was said that the

year's gross earnings were estimated at $8,500,000, or about

$800,000 less than in the previous years, and that the final sur-

plus available for dividends would be jibout $470,000. which is

less by $670,000 than the surplus available for dividends at the

end of the 1911 fiscal year.

Norfolk Southern.—Stockholders have authorized a bond issue

of $5,456.(X)0 for the acquisition and extension from Raleigh,

N. C. to Charlotte, of the Raleigh, Charlotte & Southern

properties.

Pere Marquette.—No cash has been provided for interest due

July 1, on the outstanding $5,000,000 six per cent, debentures.

These debentures were the ones issued to preferred and com-
mon stockholders in the reorganization of 1907.

St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern.—To facilitate the

execution of the new $200,000,000 refunding mortgage, seven

New- York directors of the St. Louis. Iron Mountain &
Southern have resigned, and have been succeeded by seven

residents of Arkansas. This temporary change has been

made to comply with certain requiren-.ents of the Arkansas

state laws.

Toledo Terminal R. R,—D. C. Moon and E. J. Chaniberlin

have been elected directors, succeeding C. E. Schaff. resigned,

and Charles M. Hayes, deceased. H. B. Ledyard has also

been elected a director.

\\'estern Maryland.—The Cumberland extension, which con-

nects with the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, will be oi,erated under

the names of the George's Creek .i Cumberl.-n.l and the

Connellsville State Line.

The railway from Toledo. Chile, to \'allenar is nepring com-

pletion. The' total length of the line is 104 miles 32 miles of

which are still to be constructed.
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MORE attention is being paid each year to the appearance of

passenger station grounds and railway right of way in

general. Several roads have regularly organized departments

in charge of the planning and maintaining of attractive lawns

and flower beds about stations. Some, notably the Pennsyl-

vania, give an incentive for keeping the right of way neat by

considering the appearance of the grounds in the awarding of

prizes for the section forces. Likewise more attention is be-

ing given each year to the attractive design and construction

of stations, not only to satisfy local demands, but also to create

a favorable impression on passengers going through. In con-

trast, the appearance of terminal freight yards often stands out

prominently. ' Car repair yards containing cars in all stages

of destruction and repair are placed along the main line; and

piles of scrap, materials and engine wood are commonly seen

adjacent to the tracks. In an old yard the location of car re-

pair tracks and other more or less unsiijhtly features along the

main line may sometimes be defended on the ground of lack

of room elsewhere, but such location is frequently found in

yards recently built. While the first function of a yard is to

provide facilities for the switching of trains quickly and

economically, the engineer can generally design it so that these

more or less unattractive features can be placed away from the

main tracks and back of the classification yard. A string of

cars in good order standing alongside of a main track or a

well maintained ladder and tracks will create a much more favor-

able impression on the average passenger than unsightly aisles

of scrap material or groups of damaged cars.

'T'HE Canadian Pacific has several Mallet compounds of its

•^ own design in pusher service, but they are not adapted to

the higher speeds required in road service, because of the rapid

falling off of the tractive effort at the higher speeds. The sim-

ple articulated locomotive which was recently placed in service

on that road, and which is described in another part of this

issue, was designed for speeds up to SO miles an hour. It has

four 20 in. x 26 in. cylinders, while the experimental Mallet,

which was built at the Angus shops about two years ago and

has practically the same tractive effort, has 2354 '" x 26 in.

high pressure cylinders and 34 in. x 26 in. low pressure ones.

In tests made on the Santa Fe and described by H. B. Mac-

Farland, the engineer of tests, at the recent convention of the

International Railway Fuel Association, it was shown that the

reason Mallets are known as low speed locomotives is not due

to the machine friction, but rather because of the large amount

of back pressure which is required to produce the necessary

draft. For instance, with a back pressure of 4 lbs. per sq. in. at

a speed of 14 miles an hour the back pressure horse power of a

certain Mallet compound would be 100 as compared to a draw-

bar horse power of 1.960. .-Kt 28 miles an hour the back pres-

sure horse power would be about 1,200, while the drawbar horse

power would be 600, or only half as much. Mr. MacFarland's

experiments also showed that the back pressure losses were

much greater with the same draft on the compound engines

than on the simple ones because of the larger area of the low

pressure cyhnder against which the back pressure acts. This is

one of the reasons why the simple articulated locomotive is bet-

ter adapted to road service than the Mallet compound and the

results of the performance of Canadian Pacific and Pennsyl-

vania simple engines of this type will be watched with much

interest.

FEW details connected with the construction of a new line

or the improvement of existing facilities are the source of

as much trouble to the engineer in charge as the purchase of

right of way. The sudden increase in land values following the

announcement of plans for railway improvements commonly

renders necessary the employment of a third party to make pur-

chases. However, in many cases it is impossible to keep the

plans of the road secret, and the engineer expects to be forced to

pay unreasnable prices, although demands even more extreme than

he had anticipated usually develop. The amount of the excess

above the normal value of land which a railway is forced to pay

is being brought to public attention nowadays in the discussions

of the methods adopted by the state commissions in making

valuations of railway properties. The railways are continually

being forced to pay exorbitant prices, and the ratio of this cost

to the norma! value appears to be increasing. While the roads

may appeal to the courts, the relief to be gained there is not as

great as is generally believed. In most of the states a railway

can petition the court to appoint a board of reviewers or con-

demnation commissioners, but it takes the risk of having such

a board made up of disgruntled farmers and discharged em-
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ployees. Consequently the roads have usually found it advisable

to settle without condemnation if possible. In one case where a

middle western line desired to secure right of way for 25 miles

through a prosperous farming community, the farmers pooled

their right-of-way settlements and managed to have friends ap-

pointed as condemnation commissioners. The result was that

the road was forced to pay an average price of over $1,000 per

;icre, notwithstanding that adjacent land was selling at not over

$150 per acre. One of the eastern states has recently enacted a

law providing for a permanent board of condemnation commis-

sioners for each county. With this board dependent for its ex-

istence either directly or indirectly on the voters of the county

it is not likely that the treatment accorded the railways, gen-

erally regarded as foreign corporations, will be improved. With

the continually increasing supervision over the operation of rail-

ways which the national and state commissions are assuming

it would appear logical for them to adopt measures to protect

the roads from these unreasonable, but at the present time neces-

sary, expenditures. The Wisconsin commission has already in

several instances stepped in and protected the railway from un-

reasonable demands of municipalities. Similar protection should

be afforded ;igainst unreasonable demands of individuals.

CORNING AND WILPEN.

AGAIN the distressing and disheartening record of great pas-

senger-train disasters comes to the front. The newspapers

report that only about one-tenth as many persons kill themselves

with gunpowder in celebrating the Fourth of July as was the

case three years ago ; but all the lives saved in that way are offset

by lives sacrificed in railway accidents. Odessa and Kinmundy

are only six months behind us, and it is but a year since the

Bridgeport derailment.* During the three years 1907, 1908 and

1909 no very great disaster was recorded on American railways,

but we are now once more reminded that in time of uncongested

traffic an absence of startling collisions must not be accorded too

much significance.

The Corning collision will again arouse Congressmen and

others to demand steel passenger cars everywhere. The only

immediate practical question, however, is one of train make-up,

for we have about reached a general agreement that new cars,

as far as possible, should be built of steel, while yet it is recog-

nized that the old wooden cars must be used up. To throw them

all away would be a higher price than even the richest road could

afford to pay for the safety of its passengers. Not even steel

cars afford the ideal safety in a smash-up ; nevertheless, all the

principal roads apparently stand ready to order them as fast as

they can afford new cars of any kind. But what shall be done

in a period of transition from wood to steel? The only ra-

tional plan is to make evevy train either all-steel or all-wood.

To do this invariably is to incur a large expense to guard against

a comparatively small risk. The risk in using cars or groups of

cars not first class, as regards safety, is in proportion to the

whole movements of a year exceedingly small ; and yet. on holi-

days and at other times when extra crowds are traveling, the

need of using every available car and of making provision quickly

for unexpected passengers may concentrate into two or three

days all the risks of a year. It will take a very rigid rule to

prevent all of the preventable combinations of cars which are

peculiarly dangerous ; and who shall decide, in doubtful cases,

what is to be classed as too dangerous to be tolerated ? Next to

all-steel or all-wood the best plan is to put the steel cars ahead

*For a train accident causing as many deaths as that at Corning, we
have to go back to March, 1910, in which month occurred the derailment
at Gladbrook, Iowa, where 51 persons were killed. In the same month
occurred the disaster, caused by an avalanche, in the state of Washington,
where 90 persons were killed. Other railway disasters causing a large
r umber of deaths during recent years occurred as follows: Derailment at
Laurel Run, Pa.. December. 1903, number of killed. 63; derailment at
Eden, Colo., .\ugu5t. 1904, killed 94: butting collision at Newmarket,
Tenn.. September. 1904. killed 59; derailment at drawbridge near .\tlantic
Citv, October, 1906. killed 57: butting collision at Woodville. Ind . Novem-
ber. 1906, killed 48: rear collision at Terre Cotta. D. C. December, 1906,
killed 43.

of the weaker ones, but this rule was of no benefit at Kinmundy.

Again, the reason for all these precautions is partly sentimental

or conjectural. There is no certainty but that the rear car would

have been wrecked at Kinmundy had the cars ahead of it been

wooden. The only certain advantage in having all the cars in a

train of the same general character and strength is that then pro-

vision has been made for abstract, if not for actual, equality of

treatment, as between the persons in different cars. Congress,

however, will have no hesitancy about demanding abstract jus-

tice if somebody convinces it that the railways are not doing

everything in their power to safeguard the lives of passengers.

Coming now to the cause of the Corning collision, we have a

case of a somewhat familiar kind. It will be classed by many as

unusual ; and it is so, in the sense that for two fixed signals

and a flagman with flag and a fusee to be passed and disregarded

by an engineman w-ho makes no claim to having been distracted

by the injector and who has been on his engine only 15 minutes,

is, indeed, rather unusual. Many railway officers will be inter-

ested to learn about the personality of Engineman Schroeder.

The general question, however, as it appeals to the superintendent

—the problem how to educate enginemen so that they can be

invariably depended on—is the old one. In this aspect, the dif-

ference between this case and other cases which happen every

month is only in the results. Running past signals without see-

ing them is not a new phenomenon; is there any new remedy?

Mr. Belnap, following the Bridgeport precedent, will say that

the thing needed is the automatic stop ; but the difficulty with

that remedy is that a considerable time would be necessary to

apply it. Congressmen have paid no attention to his recom-

mendation of a year ago ; and even if they were to adopt his view

now they would probably aim to introduce the automatic appara-

tus, first at the places needing it most, and this is not one of

those places. Here was no special danger, such as a tunnel or a

draw bridge, nor even a busy junction or crossing. Just plain,

ordinary "open road." If automatic stops are necessary here

they are necessary everywhere. As yet we do not find evidence

even of specially dangerous fog conditions.

Everybody agrees that the demand for automatic stops is pre-

dicated on the impossibility of making enginemen reasonably care-

ful without employing some such check ; and in the present case.

as in the hundreds that have preceded it, we face the cold fact

that this question of impossibility has never been settled. Some
enginemen are better than others, some roads have more sys-

tematic training than others, but every collision reveals looseness

somewhere. One time-honored rule is for the fireman to act as a

monitor for the engineman. Engineman Schroeder, however,

could have no such monitoring, as he was running an engine

which had a Wootten fire bo.x and his fireman was 10 or 15 feet

back of him, in a separate cab. This keeping the engineman and

fireman separated from one another has been criticised as an ele-

ment of danger, and that it is so to some little extent will be ad-

mitted ; but a graver element of danger, looking at the question

broadly, is that there is no satisfactory monitorship of the fire-

man over the engineman on locomotives of any style. At least

this is generally charged, and we do not know of any super-

intendent who denies the charge. It will perhaps be time enough

to meet the monitor difficulty on the two-cab engines when we
have learned how to have efficient monitorship on the ordinary

engines, where the problem is easier. The rule that the two men
in the cab shall call the signals, one to the other, is like the

flagging rule, and some others, in that it is carried out only so

far as the engineman's judgment dictates; and enginemen's judg-

ments m this matter are good, indifferent and bad; in far too

many cases bad.

The monitor rule is left to enforce itself. Many other require-

ments which the rule-book imposes 'on the engineman are left to

enforce themselves. This is, in a sense, inevitable. The engine-

man does most of his acts when he is virtually alone, and he must

be trusted on his honor, as one might trust a fiduciary agent with-

out asking him to give a bond. But how far has any road gone
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in establishing standards of conscientiousness? Not Tcry far.

Obedience to the rule requiring exact observance of signals is

now tested, on the larger roads, by surprise checking, but how
effective is this measure? So far as we have been able to ob-

serve—and our observations are confirmed by railway officers

with excellent eyes and acute reasoning powers—there should be

ten times as much surprise checking as actually has been done,

on any road, before well-defined and satisfactory results can be

looked for. Any critical passenger, disposed to complain, might
reasonably charge that the surprise checker takes far less pains

in matters affecting life and death than in such details as neat-

ness of uniforms or civility to passengers in parlor cars.

Another feature in which discipline of enginemen is far from
ideal is in the daily physical condition of the men (to say noth-

ing of mental condition). The typical case, supposed to baffle all

effort at regulation, is that of the runner who is supposed to have

been up all night with a sick child, or who is worried to distrac-

tion over a son's debts or the behavior of a divorced wife. Such
conditions have been followed by fatal errors, no doubt. But,

without admitting the impossibility of securing (or training) men
who would reveal to the engine despatcher even distressing cir-

cumstances like those here suggested, the thing to be noted here

is that little or nothing has been done to guard against less

baffling difficulties. So far as the public is informed, no super-

intendent knows, or requires his subordinate officers to know,

anything more about the condition of enginemen when they are

off duty than the enginemen themselves, many of them with un-

trained or poorly trained consciences, tell voluntarily. There is

some little checking of the saloon habit, here and there, but it

seems to be spasmodic. Are railway managers as much in the

dark as the pubhc? If so, are we to be content to let that situa-

tion continue? When Congressmen (or lobbyists) propose me-
chanical safeguards which are expensive, railway managers reply,

in substance, that we are safe enough as we are ; that every

reasonable precaution is being enforced already. Is that argu-

ment as well supported by facts as it should be?

The present occasion is an appropriate one on which to note

the futility of criminal prosecutions as a preventive of collisions.

What possible good could be expected from imprisonment of

an engineman who, to use the language of the Lackawanna offi-

cers concerning Schroeder, has an "excellent record" of 23 years?

As far as the deterrent effect on other enginemen, can the shadow

of the State's prison have any more effect than the shadow of

death? The latter is always present. One of the most prominent

general managers in the country, one for whom we have high

respect, says that he deems it his solemn duty to prosecute in the

courts every engineman of his road who is grossly negligent and

whose negligence causes death ; but all of the prosecutions that

we can recall only combine to strengthen the conviction that such

efforts are wasted. Some of the men responsible for the Odessa

wreck have been indicted; but if we may judge by past experience

the chance of conviction in court is very small, and of any real

remedial result immeasurably smaller.

We have included both Corning and Wilpen in our title and

have had both in mind in writing. We have no satisfactory ac-

count of the details of the cause of the Wilpen collision, but the

bracketing of the two seems warranted by their both being due

apparently to mismanagement of speeds.

For the settlement of these particular cases the officers re-

sponsible will take such action as they deem appropriate. The

subject cannot be discussed here because we do not know all

the facts. The reports of the coroner's inquest indicate that

Schroeder may have been intoxicated. If that were the fact the

case would be simplified as far as Schroeder is concerned, but

made more difficult from the standpoint of the public, for negli-

gence on the part of some officer would then be implied. Laying

aside for the moment, however, the details of individual cases,

the points which we have set forth as affecting the general ques-

tion call for attention on every road, and, unfortunately, we do

not seem to give them full and energetic attention except on the

occasion of a disaster. Many a superintendent, reading of these
collisions, and considering on whom the lightning will probably
fall next, will ask himself the question, is it I? The only ra-

tional way of dealing with this question is by attacking these
fundamental considerations.

THE POLITICAL PLATFORMS ON TRANSPORTATION.

THE national platforms of the two great political parties in-

dicate that the railway question is not going to cut much
of a figure, either in this year's pohtical campaign, or for a few
years at least in Congress. The republican platform, as noted
in the Railway 'Ige Gazette of June 28, page 1591, does not ad-

vocate any additional legislation for the regulation of railways.

The democratic convention at Baltimore was dominated, both in

the framing and adoption of its platform and in the nomination
of Governor Woodrow Wilson for president, by William J.

Bryan, who in a famous speech delivered some years ago, on his

return from a trip around the world, expressed the belief that

"railways partake so much of the nature of a monopoly that they

must ultimately become public property and be managed by pub-

hc officials in the interest of the whole community," and who,
therefore, announced that he was in favor of government owner-
ship of railways. But he wrote nothing of this sort into the

Baltimore platform. Its tone, by implication, expresses the con-

fidence of Mr. Bryan, of the democratic nominee for president,

and of the democratic party in the success of government regu-

lation.

It favors "the efficient supervision and rate regulation of rail-

ways, express companies, telegraph and telephone lines engaged

in interstate commerce." To this end it recommends the valu-

ation by the Interstate Commerce Commission of the public

utilities mentioned, "such valuation to take into consideration the

physical value of the property, the original cost, the cost of re-

production and any element of value that will render the valu-

ation fair and just." The platform favors legislation which will

effectually prohibit the public utihties referred to from engaging

in business which brings them into competition with their pa-

trons. Legislation is also advocated which will prevent the over

issue of stocks and bonds and "will assure such reduction in

transportation rates as conditions will permit, care being taken

to avoid reduction that would compel a reduction of wages, pre-

vent adequate service, or do injustice to investments which

are."

All of the foregoing views were expressed in the democratic

platform adopted four years ago. In addition, however, it con-

tained declarations approving the law's prohibiting the pass and

the rebate, advocating legislation to give the Interstate Commerce
Commission power over the initiation of rates, and favoring a

law providing Vhat all agreements between railways affecting

interstate rates, service or classification should be unlawful, un-

less filed with and approved by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. Since then the federal laws against pass-giving and re-

bating have been rigorously enforced, and the Interstate Com-
merce Commission has been given control over the initiation of

rates. That these subjects are not mentioned this year indicates

that the situation in regard to them is considered perfectly

satisfactory.

Legislation such as that proposed in reference to valuation

probably would meet with little opposition from the manage-

ments of railways. The time may soon come when railway man-

agers will become the strongest advocates of valuation. Several

valuations by the states have been made and they tend to show

that a valuation of the railways as a whole would greatly exceed

their outstanding capitalization. The estimates of the cost of re-

production, new, of the railways in Washington, South Dakota,

Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin, made by the state commis-

sions, amounted to $1,211,806,522. while the capitalization as-

signed to the railways in those states aggregated but $1,210,999,-

033. The latest state valuation made is that in Xew Jersey.
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Governor Wilson's own state. It came to $15,400,000 more than

the capitalization assigned to the state. The valuation per mile

amounted to $158,198, while the capitalization per mile was but

$151,687.:.-'

Physital valuations in states, such as New York, Pennsylvania

and Illinois, where there are extensive and extremely valuable

terminals, would yield results that would be very astonishing to

those who contend that the railways of the United States could

be reproduced for less than their capitalization. There are 2,600

miles of railway track within the city of Chicago alone. There

are ordinarily twelve acres of land in a mile of right-of-way, and

there have been paid for parts of the land used in Chicago, for

railway purposes as much as $1,000,000 an acre. The expendi-

tures by the Chicago lines for track elevation alone had up to a

short time ago amounted to over $66,000,000. How much, in

view of such figures as these, would a valuation of the railway

property within the limits of the city of Chicago come to? The

cost of the new union passenger terminal at Washington, D. C,

was $20,000,000. The new North Western passenger terminal in

Chicago cost $24,000,000. The union terminal now being built

at Kansas City will cost $40,000,000. The cost of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad passenger terminal in New York City was

$115,000,000, and the estimated cost of the New York Central's

new Grand Central Terminal in New York is $150,000,000. This

represents a total of $349,000,000 for only five passenger

terminals.

The average capitalization of the railways of the United

States in 1910, this would build a line across the United States

from the Atlantic to the Pacific and two-thirds of the way back.

These figures are given to indicate how greatly the appraisals of

railway terminals would swell the total valuation. Practically

all the reliable data on the subject indicates that a valuation

would exceed the present outstanding capitalization, and if the

tendency to so regulate rates as to limit railway profits con-

tinues, the railway managers one of these days will be going

down to Washington petitioning Congress to compel the Inter-

state Commerce Commission or somebody else to make a valu-

ation, on the theory that they can get a broader basis on which

to calculate the return they should be allowed in that way than

in any other.

The democratic platform has some other things to say about

transportation. It favors the exemption from tolls of American

ships engaged in coastwise trade passing through the Panama^

canal and the prohibiting of the use of the canal by boats owned

or controlled by railways engaged in transportation competitive

with the canal. It also advocates "a liberal and comprehensive

plan for the development and improvement of all inland water-

ways with economy and efficiency, so as to permit their navi-

gation by vessels of standard draft." This is sufficiently vague

and ambiguous for all practical political purposes. What is

meant by "standard draft?" Those who advocate digging chan-

nels and canalizing rivers deep enough for ocean vessels, those

who advocate making them deep enough for lake vessels and

those who would be content with channels deep enough only for

steamboats and barges, may derive equal gratification from this

declaration, each hoping that the "economy and efficiency" favored

is to be practiced by the adoption of a waterway policy that will

carry out his special views. Even those who are convinced that

economy and efficiency would consist in wasting no more money

on channels which can never be made useful for transportation

except at excessive cost, and who also believe that there is no

such thing as standard draft, may almost persuade themselves

that the platform framers had no serious intention to declare

in favor of waterway development.

Considering that political platforms are made to get in on, and

not to stand on, the planks referred to probably have a minimum

of significance. So far as they have any significance at all, it is

not one that need cause the managements of the railways any

worry.

THE ANTI-INJUNCTION BILL AND RAILWAY SERVICE.

THIRTEEN railway presidents have signed a memorial to-

the Senate of the United States protesting against the so-

called anti-injunction bill which has been passed by the na-

tional house of representatives and is now being considered by

the judiciary committee of the Senate. We publish the me-

morial on another page. Legislation such as that proposed has

long been sought by the labor leaders who have complained

that the issuance of injunctions after ex parte hearings often

has unfairly interfered with the success of strikes.

The bill requires that every order of injunction or restrain-

ing order shall set forth the reasons for its issuance, and "shall

describe in reasonable detail and not by reference to the bill

of complaint or other document the act or acts sought to be

restrained ; and shall be binding only upon the parties to the

suit, their agents, servants, employees and attorneys, or those

in active concert with them, and who shall by personal service

or otherwise have received actual notice of the same." If then,

after the injunction's issuance acts of violence were committed'

by members of a labor organization, only those who could be

proved to have received such notice of the injunction could be

proceeded against for having violated it, although it might have

been given the widest publicity and have been served on all

of the officers and many of the members of the labor organ-

ization concerned.

The bill further provides

:

"That no restraining order or injunction shall be granted by any court

of the United States, or a judge or the judges thereof, in any case

between an employer and employees, or between employers and employees,

or between employees, or between persons employed and persons seeking;

employment, involving or growing out of a dispute con,;erning terras

or conditions of employment, unless necessary to prevent irreparable injury

to property or to a property right of the party making the application,

for which injury there is no adequate remedy at law, and such property

or property right must be described with particularity in the application,,

which must be in writing and sworn to by the applicant or by his agent

or attorney.

"And no such restraining order or injunction shall prohibit any person

or persons from terminating any relation of employment, or from ceasing

to perform any work or labor, or from recommending, advising, or per-

suading others by peaceful means so to do; or from attending at or near

a house or place where any person resides or works, or carries on busi-

ness, or happens to be for the purpose of peacefully obtaining or communi-

cating information, or of peacefully persuading any person to work or

to abstain from working; or from ceasing to patronize or to employ any

party to such dispute; or from recommending, advising or persuading

others by peaceful means so to do; or from paying o.- giving to or with-

holding from any person engaged in such dispute any strike benefits or

other moneys or things of value; or from peaceably assembling at any

place in a lawful manner and for lawful purposes; or from doing any act

or thing which might lawfully be done in the absence of si.ch dispute by

any party thereto."

These provisions are excellently contrived to prevent injunc-

tions from being issued in time to do any good and to make

them ineffective after issuance. Consider in connection with

them the nature of railway transportation and the laws govern-

ing it. The law requires in the interest of the public welfare

that railway companies shall maintain the continuity of their

service. The owner of a factory may shut down his plant in

case of a strike, but for a railway to shut down for the short-

est period, except under the compulsion of the most absolute

physical necessity, would be to forfeit its charter. It would

seem, then, that regardless of what the law should provide in

respect to strikes in other industries, it should be so framed as

to help the railways to perform their public duty of maintain-

ing continuous service. A legal requirement that railway em-

ployees should not in any case strike until their differences

with their employers had been submitted to some form of arbi-

tration would not, it would seem, be unreasonable. It would

seem that it might reasonably be further required that if em-

ployees of railways were incurably dissatisfied with their con-

ditions of employment and were determined to quit work, they

should not gather about the premises of the railway and seek
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hy any means whatsoever to interrupt the railway's service.

How could it be possible for men to have a right to hinder the

railway in doing what the law makes it the duty of the railway

to do?

The very purpose of a strike is to hinder the railway, tem-

porarily, at least, in performing its public service, and it would
seem that every person who does anything looking to this end,

except to cease or refuse to work for it, violates his moral duty

to the public.

The law, however, does not put any obstacle in the way
-of all of the employees of a railway quitting its service at any

moment that they may see fit, and thereby tying it up completely,

and the anti-injunction bill would add to this negative attitude

a positive declaration of the right of employees after they have

struck to gather about railway premises and actively and con-

certedly seek to prevent others from taking or keeping employ-

ment with the railway, with the express object of more effectu-

ally hindering it in rendering its public service. It is true that

the bill says that picketing must be peaceably done, but there is

intimidation in the hostile attitude of mere numbers, and further-

more, as years of past experience has shown, when strikers

gather to picket the property of a concern against which a

strike has been declared the almost certain result is violence.

In other words, while the proposed legislation prohibits vio-

lence it authorizes the things to be done which experience has

.shown almost invariably lead to violence, and which would

therefore defeat its own ends.

There is hardly a single case on record where the issuance of

an injunction prohibiting strikers from committing acts of vio-

lence, or from gathering about railway premises and seeking to

hinder railway service, has interfered with the exercise of any

real right of the strikers. There have been innumerable cases

where the issuance of injunctions under the law as it stands has

prevented or stopped criminal acts. The mere act of striking

causes such demoralization of the business of a railway and

such financial losses to it that railway managements will do

more and yield more than the managements of any other class

of concerns to avert strikes. To pass the proposed legislation

will be to so strengthen the hands of the labor organizations as

to make railway managements regard the prospect of walkouts

with even more trepidation in future than they do now, and to

put great additional power in the hands of labor leaders for

enforcing their demands regardless of whether they are just or

unjust.

Is it possible that Congress, in the obsequious desire of its

members to win the favor and the votes of organized labor, has

forgotten the railway strike of 1877? Has it forgotten the

railway strike of 1894 and the riotous, criminal acts—the as-

saults, the pillage and the arson—that made it necessary for

President Cleveland to call out the federal troops? Has it

forgotten the dynamite outrages committed a few years ago

by the United Mine Workers of America? Has it forgotten

the recent confessions of the McNamaras regarding the opera-

tions of the International Association of Bridge and Struc-

tural Iron Workers? These examples from modern history

may indicate the sincerity of the labor leaders who have ap-

peared to protest that they and their followers do not believe

in strike violence and will, therefore, not take any advantage

whatsoever of the relaxation of the laws for which they are

now asking?

The proposed legislation is, we suppose, a part of the now-

popular program, of so-called "social justice." True social jus-

tice, however, will seek not only to help railway employees

as well as other working men to get by lawful means that to

which they are entitled, but it will also seek to throw safe-

guards around the owners of railway property, the traveHng

public, the shipping public and the consuming public, all of

which will suffer from any legislation that tends to increase the

ability of any class of persons to interrupt railway service by

anv means whatever.

'SHUr^ to the ISMor.

IMPACT ON RAILS FROM FLAT WHEELS AND OTHER
CAUSES.

PiTTSBLRGH, Pa., July 61 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.mlway Age Gazette :

I have read with interest the article on The Impact of Flat

Wheels Upon Rails, by Prof. C. H. Benjamin in your June 28,

1912, issue, and I recall quite distinctly the articles referred to

in your issue of November 27, 1908, and in the American Engi-

neer and Railroad Journal of December, 1908. It is my belief

that the machine proposed for measuring the blows of flat wheels

will show impacts of much greater magnitude than is conceded

in any of the articles above referred to, provided the experi-

ments are conducted under conditions approximating those found

in actual road operation.

There is a condition in operation bearing directly upon the

wheel blow intensity which seems to have been overlooked; to

wit, the swaying or rocking of a car from side to side to such

an extent as to compress the truck springs solid. A familiar

object illustrating the effect of springs is an automobile run-

ning at high velocity over a cobblestone pavement, the wheels

bounding up and down over the rough roadbed while the car

body moves in a straight line, the springs absorbing the irregu-

larities in the road surface without transmitting jolts or move-

ment to the occupants of the car. If you do not feel upward

blows in the car body, then the roadbed is equally well favored

except as for such blows as it may receive from lifting the weight

of the wheels and parts below the springs. In other words,

action and reaction must be equal. If there are no springs inter-

posed between the wheels and the body of the vehicle, then a

vertical change in the surface of the road will cause an equal

vertical movement of the car body and its load, the intensity

of the jolts received depending on the abruptness of the change

in direction.

The action of a railway car moving along a metallic roadbed

is smooth as long as the wheels are perfect and the rails are

in true alinement, but it is impossible to maintain these condi-

tions. A flat spot on the wheel causes a blow on the rail by

reason of lifting its mass against gravity, and the intensity of

the blow is directly as the mass moved and as the square of its

velocity. With springs interposed between the wheel and the

car body, the wheel may move up and down without overcoming

the inertia of the car body and load ; but without springs, or

with springs compressed solid, the loaded car body must move

with the wheel, causing a rail reaction in the first case due to

lifting the wheel only and in the other due to lifting the whole

load. It matters not whether the change in vertical direction is

caused by an imperfect wheel or an imperfect roadbed surface,

the reactive effect on the rail is the same.

The weight of a wheel and the parts of the truck carried on

this wheel below the springs may amount to, say, 2.000 lbs., and

the vertical movement of this mass only need be considered as

an increment to the static load on the rail when the inertia of

the loaded car body is not overcome by the vertical lift of the

wheel. With the car rocking from side to side a wheel may be

subject to a load of 20,000 to 30,000 lbs., compressing the springs

solid. If at this instant the track or wheel conditions cause the

wheel to lift suddenly, the whole 20,000 to 30.000 lbs. must come

up with it producing a rail blow 10 to 15 times as great as with

the springs operative.

If I might offer a suggestion I would say that in experiment-

ing with the machine at Purdue University, a series of tests

should be made with the truck springs replaced with solid blocks

on the side of the truck having its wheel under test. Then in

lieu of bad track conditions the circular track of the machine

could ha\e a w«dge shaped pad fixed on lop of the rail to cor-
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respond with high or low joints. The pad could be made with a

down turned portion fitting around the rail head and bolted to

the web on the side away from the wheel flange. With these

bad track conditions tests should be made using perfect wheels,

both with and without the springs operative.

\\«»i a flat spot on the tread of a wheel, high train velocity

may carry the wheel over without dropping down on the rail,

but with frost heaved ties the rail is lifted in spots above the

general level. Under this condition the stored energj' due to

high train velocity is partially converted into vertical impact.

The 2,000 lb. wheel load above referred to may strike a blow

of from 40,000 to 50,000 ft. lbs. when the springs are operative,

and with the springs solid the blow will increase directly as the

dead load is greater than the 2,000 lb. wheel load.

E. W. SUMMERS,
President, Summers Steel Car Company.

CAR WHEELS.

Philadelphi-'V, Pa., July 2, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

My attention has been called to an editorial on Car Wheels

in the Daily Railway Age Gazette of June 13, which, in so far

as it relates to the American Society for Testing Materials,

could only have been written without an adequate knowledge

of the facts. In commenting on the report on car wheels pre-

sented at the recent meeting of the Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation, and particularly on the statement that standard speci-

fications for solid steel wheels were not offered because "the

art of manufacturing solid steel wheels is yet in a process of

development." you express the following unafavorable criti-

cisms of the methods of the American Society for Testing

Materials

:

"In marked contrast to this conservative position, is the action of the

Society for Testing Materials, which is shown in the two appendices,

where the process of manufacture, as well as the product, is hedged in as

though everything pertaining thereto had been so thoroughly completed that

nothing more remained to be done in the way of experimentation, and the

last word had been said, it being merely necessary now to protect the buyer

from the unscrupulous manufacturer."

For the information of your readers, attention should, in

fairness, be called to the following facts:

first: At the recent annual meeting of the society the fol-

lowing specifications were, among others, referred to letter

ballot of the society^

(a) Standard Specifications for Forged and Rolled, Forged, or Rolled

Solid Carbon-Steel Wheels for Engine-Truck, Tender, and Passenger

Railway Service; and

(b) Standard Specifications for Forged and Rolled, Forged, or Rolled

Solid Carbon-Steel Wheels for Freight-Car Service.

These specifications were discussed at the annual meeting,

and with amendments were referred to letter ballot of the

society. This letter ballot having resulted favorably, these

specifications are now included among the 52 standard specifica-

tions of the society.

Second: The specifications in question were presented to

the society by Committee A-1, on Standard Specifications for

Steel, consisting of 55 representatives of consuming interests

and 32 representatives of producing interests. On the sub-

committee by which these specifications were originally prepared,

the largest users of rolled steel wheels in the United States were

represented.

At the annual meeting of the society held in 1911, the stand-

ard specifications proposed to the society by this committee were
referred back to the committee for further consideration. These
specifications, presented and passed to letter ballot at the last

annual meeting, so far from springing from hasty or premature
action, represent the result of work extending over three years.

and they are believed to be in harmony with the best recognized

practice of today.

While it is true, of course, that the "art of manufacturing solid

steel wheels is yet in a process of development," and while this

will doubtless continue to be true for many years to come, it is-

no less true that such w-heels are an important and current-

article of manufacture, and as such, should be bought under

specifications of some form, for which some one must assume'

responsibility. That requirement has besn met by the American

Society for Testing Materials, by the adoption of specifications

which received the prior approval of the leading users and pro-

ducers of rolled steel wheels.

Third: No one, perhaps, better realizes the importance of

getting fuller and more accurate information on which the

further development of the present specifications may be safely

based, than do the members of our sub-committee on Standard

Specifications for Steel Wheels. As a matter of fact, that com-
mittee is at this writing engaged on experiments to develop in-

formation intended to serve as a basis for the requirements of

physical tests, both in the nature of drop tests and thermal tests.

This inquiry is designed to include also the question of mating

wheels on the basis of chemical analysis. When the present

specifications w-ere under consideration, the questions above re-

ferred to were discussed at great length, and it was upon the ad-

vice of representatives of the railways that it was decided not

to embody recommendations covering physical tests and mating

in the present specifications, pending the results of the investi-

gation now under way.

Fourth: Under the rules governing the framing of specifica-

tions by the -American Society for Testing Materials, every

standard specification is subject to modification from year to-

year. It is to be confidently anticipated that the specifications to.

which reference is had will undergo such modification as soon

as it is found practicable to do so safely, in the light of positive-

information, rather than conjecture.

In conclusion I may say. that ihis letter is written largely as.

the result of a vigorous protest against your editorial, which,

came in the form of a letter to the chairman of the sub-commit-

tee on Standard Specifications for Steel Wheels, from the engi-

neer of tests of a railway which is itself one of the largest

users of such w-heeis, the correspondent being himself a member
of the sub-committee in question.

EDGAR MARBURG,
Secretary, Committee, A-I, American Society for Testing Materials.

[It was not the intention, in the editorial referred tOj to in-

timate that the specifications of the --American Society for Test-

ing Materials had been hastily or ill-advisedly drawn, but merely

to call attention to a very obvious fact. The Master Car Build-

ers' -Association has had a long experience in the drafting of
standards and specifications and has a strong dislike to with-

draw from a position which it has assumed, and. therefore, be-

cause, "the art of manufacturing solid steel car wheels is yet

in a process of development," it refrained from issuing specifi-

cations that could in any way transfer the responsibility of fur-

nishing a good wheel from the shoulders of the manufacturer-

to those of the railway. The statement of our correspondent,

that the action of the Society for Testing Materials was taken'

after due consideration and under competent advice can admit

of no doubt, but the facts remain that the specifications so-

adopted do cover very completely the manufacture of solid steel

wheels and that the committee of the Master Car Builders' Asso-
ciation did not see its way clear to recommend a similar speci-

fication.—EDITOR.]

A concession, subject to the approval of the Chilean congress,,

has been granted for the construction and operation of a 3 ft..

1 in. gage steam or electric railway from Quintero to Nogales..

Plans must be submitted within six months, construction work,

commenced within 18 months, and the entire line must be

completed within five years. The concession is for SO years,

after which time the railway, rolling stock, and all appurtenances,

revert to the governmen.t..



RAIL AND WATER TERMINALS AT TEXAS CITY.

Improvements Near Galveston, Including New Piers, Ware-

houses and Grain Elevator, Equipped with Modern Facilities.

BY HARVEY A. THOMAS.

Since the report of Texas City, Tex., is included in the

Calveston custom district little is known by the public at large

of this new ocean port, where plans have been prepared for

and substantial progress made on the construction of a modern

system of rail and water terminals. Realizing that most of our

large harbors are really the result of casual development, in-

fluenced more by extraneous economic conditions—land values,

geographical limitations, etc., than by any well defined policy.

the Texas City Transportation Company, in the construction

of the new terminals, has tried to lay the foundation for a

most convenient and efficient future development. The value

Location of Texas City with Reference to Galveston Bay.

of the commerce of the port has increased from less than

$1,000,000 in 1904, to over $67,000,000 in 1911. The port now

ranks fifth in cotton shipments, and has excellent prospects

for attaining fourth place before the close of the present cotton

shipping season.

A terminal belt line railway has been constructed, connect-

ing with all the Galveston bay roads, the Galveston, Harris-

burg & San Antonio; the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe; the

Trinity & Brazos Valley ; the Missouri, Kansas & Texas ; the

International & Great Northern, and the Galveston. Houston

& Henderson. The belt line consists of about seven miles of

main line and connecting leads, and about 25 miles of siding*,

distributing leads and switches. The upper storage yard, lo-

cated about 4,000 ft. west of the water end of the terminals,

has a capacity of 500 cars, and the lo.ver yard a capacity of

260 cars. A considerable portion of the warehouse tracks can

also be used for storage purposes if the volume of traffic re-

quires.

The main pier is 1,400 ft. long by 1,000 ft. wide, which af-

fords 3,600 ft. of deep water dock frontage. Plans are also

under consideration for the early construction of a new pier

north of the present pier and separated from it by a 300 ft,

slip. The new pier will be 900 ft. long and 500 ft. wide. There

are at present five land and four dock warehouses, the former

being designated as 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, and the latter as B, C,

D and E.

Warehouse 1 is a 75 ft. x 1,000 ft. wooden structure with a

spruce floor resting on earth fill. It is divided by brick fire

Land Warehouses and Portion of Storage Yards.

walls with automatic fire doors into sections 75 ft. x 125 ft., and

is used principally for the storage of wire and steel products.

Warehouses 2, 3. 4 and 5 are 100 ft. x 250 ft., and are con-

structed of steel on reinforced concrete foundations, with

cement plaster walls on metal-lath, cement tile roofs and con-

crete floors with an asphalt cap, laid on earth fill 4 ft. above

track grade. All of these buildings have an inside track along

the north side so that cars may be unloaded by trucking on the

same level from the car to the warehouse floor. These struc-

tures are used principally for the storage of lumber, machinery

and miscellaneous cargo. The tracks in the warehouses, and

the . outside leads along these warehouses are equipped with a

third rail, and two electric motors are used in handling cars

in and out of the buildings.

Warehouse B is the only one of the dock structures that is

not absolutely fireproof. It is a wooden building 80 ft. x 1.122

ft., and carries abMe it the conveyor from the grain elevator
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to ship-side. On account of its capacitj' it is utilized for han-

dling cotton, as three vessels can berth along the north side

and be served from this warehouse simultaneously.

Warehouses C and D are of steel and reinforced concrete

construction. They are each 100 ft. x 750 ft., and are divided

by tire-walls into bays 100 ft. x 250 ft. Warehouse C is at

present used for the storage of wire, nails, etc., as well as

of general merchandise, and is well adapted to this purpose,

by reason of its traveling conveyor and cranes. This equip-

construction one of the most advanced ideas for handling

freight. On the south side, alternate panels of the roof are

made in the form of rolling hatches, so that the whole panel may
be moved to one side. Two traveling bridge cranes operate be-

tween this warehouse and the edge of the dock, and as the

booms extend back over these hatches, a load may be lifted

from the hatch and carried to a ship's hold at one operation.

General merchandise is now being handled in this manner,

and it is proposed to employ the same method in handling cot-

Texas City Terminal Docks, Warehouses, Yards and Track Connections.

ment consists of one electric floor conveyor extending the entire

length of the building, and three overhead traveling bridge

cranes. Warehouse D is at present used for cotton, but can be

equipped for the same purpose as C by installing cranes and

conveyors. The entire east end and alternate panels along the

sides of both of these buildings are fitted with Kinnear rollirig

steel doors.

Warehouse E is steel and corrugated iron on reinforced con-

crete foundations. It is 118 ft. x S22 ft. and incorporates in its

ton. These cranes are designed to travel on three tracks, one

of which is placed on a specially constructed apron, and the

other two on the ground, all tracks being constructed of SO lb.

steel. The distance between the dock-leg and the middle-leg

is 94 ft., allowing room for four tracks on which cars may be

switched for loading and unloading. The distance from the

middle-leg to the third-leg is 26 ft. The supporting bridge is

designed as a truss and carries a plate-girder boom 112 ft.

long. Motors are installed to move the cranes along the tracks.

Portion of Main Pier and Pier Warehouses.
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propel the boom backward and forward over the legs, and pick

up and carry loads along the boom. The hoist consists of a

double drum with 44 '" cable. The hoist cage is fitted with a

100 h. p. motor for lifting loads and moving the hoist along

the boom, and a 4 h. p. auxiliary motor for holding the sus-

pended load while the cage is traveling. The boom is operated

by a 20 h. p. motor. Ordinary swivel-hooks are used for han-

dling chained lumber, sling-loads, etc. Each crane is also

lbs. when so equipped. In the ordinary course they have trans-

ferred from ship to car as high as 11 33 ft. 85 lb. steel rails,

or 10,285 lbs. at one load. These magnets may be used with

equal advantage in handling sheet and bar steel, shafting and

small steel articles in packages or bulk. The cranes were

erected by the American Bridge Company, and equipped by the

Pawling-Hornischfeger Company.

A 500,000 bus. grain elevator constructed throughout of re-

Floor Conveyor and Overhead Crane in Warehouse, with

Magnet for Handling Keg-Nails and Wire Products.

equipped with a clam-shell bucket which holds 2}4 tons of coal,

and is adapted as well to the handling of shell, crushed rock

and other ballast, and building material of a similar nature.

One crane can handle 200 tons of coal per hour from ship's

hold to the storage bins, which are located just back of the

third-leg and which have a mean capacity of 10.000 bus

These cranes are also equipped with magnets for handling steel

rails, scrap iron, etc., and are designed for a capacity of 11,000

Electric Floor Conveyor in Warehouse B. ~*
i

inforced concrete has just been completed l:)y James Stewart &
Company. There are twelve cylindrical storage tanks 24 ft. in

diameter and SO ft. high, and eight tanks 12 ft. in diameter in

the house or grain handling portion. Intersplice tanks are con-

structed in the space between the cylinders. On the outside, a

30 h. p. motor is installed for pulling in cars on the tracks over

the receiving hoppers, which are three in number. The receiv-

ing conveyors, two "invincible" grain cleaners and a large

conveyor belt along the bottom of the storage tanks are driven

Transferring Cargo from Warehouse to Ship by Bridge Crane.
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by a 50 h. p. motor installed on the first floor. A single Hess

dryer, with a capacity of 1,000 bus., includes a fan driven by a

20 h. p. motor. This dryer will discharge a capacity load of

1,000 bus., thoroughly dried and cooled in 20 minutes. The
receiver leg at the top of the tank is propelled by a 60 h. p.

motor, and has a capacity of 8,000 bus. per hour. The upper

conveyor gallery is equipped with twin conveyor belts driven

by a SO h. p. motor, which distribute the grain to any of the

Operation of Traveling Bridge Crane.

tanks. The small dryer-leg is also driven by this motor. The
shipper leg is driven by a 75 h. p. motor, and has a capacity

of 15.000 bus. per hour. Owing to the twin system of conveyors
in the upper gallery the receiver leg can operate on one belt,

receiving and distributing grain, while the shipper leg is send-

ing out grain over the other. All conveyors are standard 36

in. rubber belting. A passenger elevator driven by a 10 h. p.

motor is installed in the house portion.

Leaving the elevator, the grain is carried by two belts 200

Handling Cargo Out of Warehouse E with Bridge Crane.

ft. long, and at right angles to each other, driven by a 30 h. p.

motor to the discharging conveyor along the dock. This con-
veyor is 200 ft. long, divided into two sections, each driven by a 40
h. p. motor. .\ traveling cross conveyor is installed on the

dock with a lO h. p. belt motor, and a 25 h. p. direct-current

motor for traveling. This can be moved the entire length of

the dock. Doors are installed in the dock conveyor at con-

venient points where the traveling tripper diverts the grain to

the movable conveyor from which it is spouted to the ship's-

hold.

The power and fire-protection plant consists of a power house
of fireproof construction, containing four batteries of Babcock-
Wilcox 200 h. p. water-tube oil-burning boilers, which furnish

steam for power and pumps. Two 250 k. w. direct current

generators, one 300 and one 625 k. v. a. alternating current

generators compose the electric power station. These supply-

power for light and for operating the bridge-cranes, electric

locomotives, and all the warehouse and elevator machinery.

They are installed in duplicate, as a precautionary measure in

case of any breakdown.

A concrete reservoir with a capacity of 250.000 gal., fed by
two artesian wells flowing about 30,000 gal. per day each, and a
steel tank 110 ft. high of a capacity of 100.000 gal., comprise
the fresh water storage and supply the pressure. The daily

flow is about 50 per cent, greater than the average daily con-

sumption. In case of fire, salt water can be turned into the

mains from one of a battery of twin Worthmgton fire pumps,
having each a capacity of 1.000 gal. per minute, sufficient to

maintain four l]/g in. streams w'ithout loss of pressure. -As a

further precaution against water shortage there is a salt well

Electric Light and Power Plant.

which flows about 80,000 gal. per day. which can be turned
into the reservoir in case the water supply becomes depleted

by an emergency.

Although the majority of the larger Chinese railway systems
have hitherto been unprofitable, most of the smaller lines, par-

ticularly along the lower coast, are paying their way, and some
are realizing satisfactory profits. These lines are being multi-

plied, and even some of the larger plans are being carried out.

In several portions of the empire Chinese enterprise and Chinese
capital, without the assistance of foreigners, have accomplished
something real and tangible. In the far north the Peking-Kalgan
r.iilway extension is an example of what can be done in this line.

Ill the far south the Sunning railway, a small railway, but one
completely Chinese in capital, construction and management, is

another e.xample. The work of the German interests in Shan-
tung indicates what foreign interests would do if allowed to

work. The Canton-Kowloon railway is an example of what
Chinese and foreign combinations are doing, the foreign section

being complete and the Chinese section in the course of com-
pletion. Work on the great north and south system of the

Canton-Hankow line is exceedingly slow, even under official

urging. Construction upon the east and west system of the

Hankow'-Chengtu line is more promising, though the immediate
future is beset with rumor. Work on the east and west system
farther north and crossing Shensi is practically nil, and little is

promised for the current year. In spite of the comparatively

small volume of actual work, plans are numerous and without

limit in their scope.
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IMPEACHMENT OF JUDGE ARCHBALD.

The coiTimittee on the judiciary of the lower House of Con-

gress presented in the House last Monday its report on the in-

vestigation which it has made of the conduct of Judge Robert
\\'. Archbald, of the Commerce Court, and recommended that

the judge be impeached before the Senate. The report was

presented by Chairman Clayton and was signed by both demo-

cratic and republican members of the committee. As we go to

press the House has taken no action but is expected to vote on

the report this week. Judge Archbald's counsel has issued a

statement asking the public to suspend judgment, and declaring

that the accused judge is innocent.

The report of the committee says that Judge Archbald's sense

of moral responsibility has become deadened; that he has prosti-

tuted his high office for personal profit and has attempted to

commercialize his influence as a judge; and that he has destroyed

the confidence of the public in his judicial integrity.

The testimony which has been taken is summarized as follows

:

At different times while Judge Archbald was a judge of the

United States District Court he sought and obtained credit and

in other instances sought to obtain credit from persons who had

litigation pending in his court.

After Judge Archbald had been promoted to the position of

United States Circuit Judge and had been designated as one of

the judges of the Commerce Court he in connection with differ-

ent persons sought to obtain options on culm dumps and other

coal properties from officers and agents of coal companies which

were owned and controlled by railway companies.

In order to influence the officers of the coal companies Judge

Archbald repeatedly sought to influence the officers of the rail-

ways to enter into contracts with his associates for the financial

benefit of himself and his associates. In most instances the con-

tracts were executed in the name of the person associated with

the judge and the judge's name was not disclosed; but he was

as a matter of fact pecuniarily interested in such contracts and

while his interest was not known to the public it was known to

the officers of the railways. While negotiations were being con-

ducted and agreements made and sought the railways were

common carriers engaged in interstate commerce with litigation

pending in the Commerce Court.

The testimony fails to disclose any case in which Judge Arch-

bald invested any actual money of his own in any of these

several deals, but shows that he used his peronal influence as a

judge, in consideration of which he received or was to receive

his share in the property or profits of the deal. The report says

in conclusion

:

The conduct of this judge has been exceedingly reprehensible

and in marked contrast with the high sense of judicial ethics and

probity that generally characterize the federal judiciary. The

public respect for the judicial branch of our government has

almost amounted to reverence. ... A judge should be the

personification of integrity, of honor and uprightness in his daily

walk and conversation.

There are thirteen articles of impeachment.

Article I cites Archbald's alleged partnership with E. J.

Williams for purchase and sale of the Katydid coal dump during

the time that the Erie Railroad, owner of that dump, was con-

cerned in litigation before his court.

Article II deals with the Marian Coal Company deal, declaring

that at the time of Archbald's alleged interest in the speculation

the Lackawanna Railroad, owner of the coal company, was con-

cerned in litigation before the Commerce Court.

Article II! refers to the purchase of a dump from the Lehigh

Valley Coal Company near Shenandoah.

Article IV deals with Archbald's alleged misconduct in litiga-

tion brought before the Commerce Court by the Louisville &

Nashville, where he is charged with "secretly, wrongfully and

unlawfully" communicating with an attorney of the road regard-

ing a witness.

Article V cites an alleged deal with Warnke in coal lands

owned indirectly by the Philadelphia & Reading. The charge ia

also made that Archbald "corruptly, wilfully and unlawfully"'

accepted as a gift from Warnke a promissory note for $500^
presumably for his services in the matter.

Article VI alleges improper and corrupt attempts to use in--

fluence as a judge with the Lehigh \'alley Railroad.

Article VII charges misconduct in alleged partnership withi

W. Wrissinger for purchase of stock in a Honduras gold-,

mining scheme.

Article VIII alleges that as a district judge Archbald counter-

signed a note for $500, with the "corrupt" purpose of coercing

W. P. and C. G. Boland, then litigants in his court, to dis-

count it.

Article IX concerns another $500 note, presented throughi

J. H. Jones to C. H. Van Storch.

Article X charges acceptance of a "large sum" of money pre-

sented by H. W. Cannon, interested in corporations concerned
in litigation before Archbald.

Article XI cites another alleged money gift.

Article XII alleges that in 1901 Archbald appointed J. B;

Woodward, general attorney for the Lehigh Valley a jury com-
missioner, Woodward continuing also to act as counsel for the

railway.

Article XIII is a general indictment for "general business ot
speculation and profit."

NEW STATION AT PANAMA.
Plans have been approved for a passenger station at Panama^

to be built for the Panama Railroad, in connection with the pro-
posed improvement of its terminals in that city. The building
will be of the Italian renaissance style of architecture, a series,

of eight concrete columns forming the principal feature in the

facade. Two main entrances, located at the corners, open into.

vestibules of the full height of the building, with vaulted ceilings

from which the first and second-class wailing rooms are entered.

Each of the waiting rooms is 30 ft. x 40 ft. in size and they

are separated by a closed partition. The ticket office serving both,

waiting rooms is located on the track side of the station and a.

news stand occupies a symmetrical position on the street side.

Passengers will pass from the waiting rooms to the track plat-

form through covered ramps on each side of the building. As
the track level is about 8 ft. below the street level the floor of:

this ramp will have a grade of about 6 per cent. The baggage
room is located in an L extending back from the main building

between these ramps. That portion of the building will be three

stories high, while the main part will be two stories. The lower

floor of the L will be used solely for the handling of baggage and
express matter, and passengers may reach this floor directly from
the w-aiting rooms.

The second floor will be fitted up for offices of the company's,

cashier and the commissary purchasing agent in Panama. The
upper floor in the entire building will be devoted to quarters for-

employees. The track platform will be 30 ft. wide and 800 ft.

long, covered by a train shed of about the same length which will'

be of the butterfly type. The building itself will be of terra cotta,

the floors, waiting rooms and vestibules will be of tile overlying

concrete, and the ceilings will be decorated in designs of stucco.

The station grounds will be laid out in streets which will pro-

vide ready access to all parts of the building and the platforms.

Porte-cocheres alongside each main vestibule will allow the un-

loading of passengers near the waiting rooms, and cab stands

will be provided along the track platform which incoming pas-

sengers can easily reach. A depressed street will be carried under

the baggage room for the use of trucks and mail wagons, allow-

ing this class of traffic to be kept separate from other vehicles.

Special facilities for loading and unloading mail directly at the

train shed will be provided. Central avenue will be widened

about 50 ft. in front of the station, and other roadways in the

grounds will be of a uniform width of 16 ft. The details of;

this station were given in the Canal Record for June 5, 1912.



SIMPLE HIGH SPEED ARTICULATED LOCOMOTIVE.
Intended for Operating up to 50 Miles an Hour; Has Four

Equal Size Cylinders at the Center of the Wheel Base.

The first simple Mallet locomotive used in this country was

turned out of the Angus shops of the Canadian Pacific at Mont-

real in October, 1911. Previous to this time that road had

several Mallet compounds in pusher service, but the simple

Mallet was designed for speeds up to 50 miles an hour in road

service without the rapid decrease in tractive effort at high

speeds, which is so pronounced in the compound engine. The

bridge limitations on the Canadian Pacific are such that a total

weight of 262,000 lbs. on drivers in working order cannot be

exceeded. By carefully designing the running gear parts it was

possible to reduce their weight, as compared with similar parts

on the previous Mallet compound locomotives, and this saving

has been utilized to secure a boiler of greater capacity than the

one on the compound locomotives.

The boiler is of the radial stay type with nine cross-stays.

boiler shell by 50 tapered bolts IJ4 in. in diameter, driven from

the inside. The same method of fastening was used on a pre-

vious lot of engines with good results.

A Walschaert valve gear is used with an inverted rocker

with two bearings, which are placed as far apart as possible to

minimize the effect of wear. The arrangement has given good

results on Canadian Pacific locomotives, on which the center

line of the valve is a considerable distance inside of the eccen-

tric crank. The power reverse gear is of a special design, which

permits a close adjustment of cut-off, and is operated by air;

an auxiliary steam connection is provided for emergency use.

An ordinary single nozzle, 5^ in. in diameter, was finally

adopted after considerable experimentation with various types

of nozzles, including a double exhaust pipe of the annular type

with the inside nozzle SV^ in. in diameter and the outside one

Arrangement of the Steam and Exhaust Piping; Canadian Pacific Simple Articulated Locomotive.

2 in. in diameter, about 6 in. above the crown sheet. Other
noticeable features are the large radii at the firebox corners

and the large distance which the outside rows of staybolts are

placed from the edges of the sheets, thus allowing greater

flexibility and preventing breakage of staybolts in these rows.

Cast steel cylinders are used with cast iron bushings in the

•cylinders and steam chests. A saving in weight of 6,000 lbs.

is thus made over the use of cast iron cylinders. The cylinder

walls are 54 in. thick, and as far as possible the sections are

made uniform to insure sound castings. The rear engine cylin-

ders are cast separately and bolted together with a single saddle

casting bolted on top and to the boiler barrel. The same cylin-

der pattern was used for the front engine, but the saddle cast-

ing was omitted. The rear engine saddle is secured to the

of an equivalent area ; also two nozzles Syi in. in diameter set

side by side with their tips at an angle, square nozzles and a

single variable nozzle. With the single, ordinary nozzle now
used the engine steams freely and there is no danger of ex-

cessive back pressure, because of the careless handling of the

variable feature. The exhausts from the front and back engines

are brought together in a cast steel header with two inlets and
a single outlet. This header is bolted solidly to the boiler bar-

rel and the 7-in. exhaust pipe from the back cylinders extends

from it to the exhaust connection on top of the cylinder. The
exhaust pipe from the front engine connects to the header and
cylinders by spring loaded ball rings, arranged both for swivel-

ing and sliding, as there is considerable movement at this point.

-Mthough both exhausts are brought together in the same
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header they do not combine, as there is a vertical dividing wall

carried forward through the 10 in. wrought iron pipe, form-

End Elevation and Section of Firebox.

one on either side of the boiler, lead back to the cylinders

;

the pipe on the left side is rigidly fastened to the boiler and

connects to the back pair of cylinders. The right-hand pipe

delivers steam to the front pair of cylinders connecting to a

steam header by means of a packed joint bolted over each

steam chest. Practically the only movement at this joint is

a swiveling of about S deg., so that the use of an expansion

sleeve is not required. There are, therefore, only one packed and

two sliding ball ring joints in the whole steam and exhaust pipe

system, as against five packed joints on the usual design of

Mallets.

The main frames are of cast steel 4l4 in. wide, without splices,

and the cyhnders are bolted to slabbed extensions which are

3 in. wide by IS in. deep. The front set of frames is thor-

oughly cross-braced by the front bumper, main boiler bearing,,

guide yoke and the cylinders, also by a filler underneath the

cylinders, utilized as a connection between the front and back

engines, the arrangement of which will be described later. The
back set of frames are braced by the cylinders and filler, ex-

pansion plate and the back foot-plate.

On the experimental compound Mallet, built about two years-

ago, a pivot connection was used to connect the front and back

engines, but, as the distance between the center pair of drivers-

is necessarily long on these engines, it was found that flange

wear quickly developed on the wheels on either side of the

cylinders. On subsequent engines this difficulty was overcome

by substituting a radial bumper and a drawbar, the pins ot

which are located so as to straighten out the line of pull on

curves and prevent excessive flange wear. The broad surfaces-

of the bumper blocks are of manganese steel and wear very

slowly. Slack can be taken up by driving in pins, one side

of which is wedge-shaped and acts like a connecting or side

l-fOOj

Jl.

Section of the Firebox on the Canadian Pacific Simple Articulated Locomotive.

ing the front section of the exhaust pipe, and well up in the ex-

haust stand. The exhausts finally combine at a point just be-

low the exhaust nozzle.

The superheater is of the five tube style, developed on the

Canadian Pacific, with separate saturated and superheated

steam headers. Two steam pipes .4/s in. inside diameter.

rod key. When curving, the action of the wedge block is to as-

sume a position with its center line directly over the center of

the draw-bar, the faces of the bumper castings on each frame

remaining in contact over its entire surface.

The weight of the boiler on the front engine is carried on

a single support, located 19 in. ahead of the middle pair of
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drivers. The top casting, bolted to the boiler barrel, rests on
the lower casting, bolted to the engine frame, and is free to
move sideways across it as the engine enters a curve. The
weight of the boiler and attachments resting on the front en-
gine is 45,800 lbs., 14,000 lbs. of which is carried by a fan-
shaped roller, supported by two equalizers carried on four sets

•of helical springs, suspended by bolts from the lower casting.

The remainder of the weight, 31,800 lbs., is supported on four
friction surfaces and the total guiding power of the front en-
gine is, therefore, the sum of the rolling and frictional resis-

tances. The total resistance may be entirely changed by the use
of greater or less inclination on the roller blocks, which are
carried in pockets in the upper casting. The roller pivot pin
is guided in the vertical direction by grooves in the lower cast-
ing which allow it to rise and fall w'ith the springs, but prevent
Its movement sideways no matter what the position of the top
casting into which the roller teeth mesh may be. The roller

path on the upper casting consists of two steel blocks 28 in.

long with a 1 in 6 incline extending 6 in. on either side of the
center and 1 in 14 incline on the remaining 22 in.

With this device the total resistance, when the boiler stands

k ,y.

One of the Four Duplicate Cast Steel Cylinders.

centrally with the frames, is about 5,000 lbs.; 2,375 lbs. rolling
resistance from the 1 in 6 incline and 2,500 lbs. from the fric°
tion surface. As the boiler moves sideways through the first
3.3 in. the rolling resistance increases, due to the greater weight
transferred to the roller by the deflection of the supporting
springs, and the frictional resistance decreases. Any further
roller movement is on the 1 in 14 incline, the resistance starting
at 1,750 lbs. and increasing slightly as the deflection of the sup-
porting springs increases. When straightening out after leav-
ing a curve, the inclines exert a force to bring the boiler back
to mid-position. The object of the steeper incline at the center
IS to provide sufficient resistance to prevent a side swing of the
boiler when running fast on straight track.

The general dimensions, weight and ratios follow:

General Data.

il^«::;;:::;:;;;;;; ^^'-I^.--
Fuel Jj"«^\
Tractive effort :::::; „^,'L "i"^'
Weight in working order J? onn Ih
Weight on drivers 2u7'nnn Ih

working order 395,000 lbs!
Weight of engine and tender ... „„.,.,„g „.„„.. . .jyj.uuWheel base, rigid in ff
Wheel base, total i? £'• ,
Wheel base, engine and tender '.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.

".M tt. 9j| In

Cylinders.

Kind c- I

?cumber : : : : :
::.•...::

: : : : :

; S""p'<

Hiameter and stroke
. . 20 iii x 26 in
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rah-es.

Kind Piston
1 liameter 11 in.
(ireatest travel 654 in.

Outside lap 1 in.

Inside clearance 1/16 in.

Lead ji in.

IVheels.

Driving, diameter over tires 58 in.

Driving journals, main, diameter and length 9^4 x 12 in.

Driving journals, others, diameter and length 9 x 12 in.

Boiler.

Style Wagon top
Working pressure 200 lbs.

Firebox, length and width 120 x 70J^ in.

Firebox plates, thickness. .T., Vi in.; B., 7/16 in. ; S. & C, ^ in.

Firebox, water space S., 4J4 in.: F., i in.; B., 3J4 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter. . .167—2J4 in.; 18—2 in.

Flues, number and outside diameter 22— 5J4 in.

Tubes, length 20 ft. H in.

Heating surface, tubes 2.765 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 185 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,949 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface - 548 sq. ft.

CONCRETE PILES.*

There are two schools of concrete piling, the European or

pre-molded reinforced concrete pile and the Ainerican or

molded-in-place concrete pile. The theory of the European pile

is that concrete should be treated simply as a substitute for

wood, and that it should be pre-molded and reinforced so that

it will withstand the handling and driving necessary to place

it. The theory of the American pile is that the structure which

is subjected to driving should be of steel or of some equally

permanent and substantial material, to form a hole for the re-

ception of the plastic concrete.

The reinforced pre-molded type of pile resolves itself merely

into a problem of substituting reinforced concrete for wood or

steel, and does not involve special equipment or special proc-

esses. The problem resulting from this type which has re-

quired the most ingenuity to solve, is the design of a cap or

Forward Boiler Bearing and Centering Device; Canadian Pacific Simple Articulated Locomotive.

Tender,
Tank Semi vvocer bottom
Frame 13 in. & 10 in. channels
Wheels, diameter 36 !4 in.

Journals, diameter ar.d length S'A x 10 in.

Water capacity 5,900 gals.

Coal capacity 12 tons

The Tomsk railway committee is at present considering the

•construction of a railway from Tomsk. Siberia, to Jeniseisk, for

iilthough Tomsk is connected with the Siberian railway by means

of a branch line S3 miles long, this line cannot adequately serve

the districts until further transport facilities to Jeniseisk and

from there on to Melez Koja on the Tschulinia, have been pro-

vided. The plan is not a new one, but has been under considera-

tion on previous occasions. As the Tschulima, an auxiliary to

the Obj, is navigable for large vessels during the period of open

navigation, a railway between Melez Koja-Jeniseisk. which would

only have to be 108 miles long, would connect two important

districts, through which flow the rivers Obj and Jenisei. The

want of some connection of this kind has been felt for a long

time, and the Obj -Jenisei canal was expected to supply this want,

lut unfortunately this canal is of no use, as it fills up every year.

To give the canal another direction would entail such a heavy

expenditure that it is hardly practicable, so the proposed railwav

is considered a better solution. Among commodities which are

likely to be transported by the new railway mention may be made

of tea, supplies for Jeniseisk and Turuchausk and the surround-

ing districts, and the requirements of the gold-washing concerns,

of which there are over 900 in the Jeniseisk district alone.

cushion that will protect the concrete from fracture during

the process of driving. 1 his is usually effected by placing

hemp, sawdust, or some like substance in direct contact with

the concrete, to distribute the effect of the blow, thereby avoid-

ing fracture through concentration of the irnpact on a small

area. For this purpose one inventor has devised an air cush-

ion, which is said to be satisfactory. One notable disadvantage

in the use of heavy cushions of this character is that it prac-

tically precludes determining the carrying capacity of piles

through observation of their penetration during the final driving.

The pre-molded type of pile, however, has a wide field, par-

ticularly in water work or foundation construction in which

the pile projects above the ground and is consequently subjected

to lateral strains.

The molded-in-place type of pile, which is essentially a

foundation or weight-carrying pile, may be divided into two

classes : The pile is formed by driving a collapsible steel man-

drel encased in a sheet-steel shell ; withdrawing the mandrel,

after sufficient penetration has been secured, leaving the sheet-

steel shell in the ground to serve as a mold or form, and fill-

ing this with plastic concrete, known as the Raymond system,

and the pile formed by driving a pipe having a cap or pro-

tective point, fining the pipe, after sufficient penetration has

been secured, and withdrawing the pipe in a manner that will

Abstract of a paper presented before the American Society of Engi-

neering Contractors by Maxwell M. Upson, secretary and general manager

of the Raymond Concrete Pile Co.
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allow the concrete to fill the hole which is left by the with-

drawal, known as the Simplex system. All types of made-in-

place piling are based on these two principles.

In the illustration of the Raymond system, it will be noted

that the collapsible mandrel has been removed from the steel-

lined hole. The shell serves the double purpose of preventing

Raymond Pile Core Collapsed and Partly Withdrawn from
Shell; Completed Raymond Pile Without Reinforcement.

the admixture of water or liquid material with the concrete.

and of maintaining the shape and size of the core so that the

hole can be carefully inspected before the concrete is placed.

It should be observed that the cores or collapsible mandrels

are built with a substantial taper. Mr. Raymond found in his

Typical Timber Pile and Concrete Pile Foundations.

wooden pile work that there seemed to be a marked advantage
in the carr>'ing capacity of the pile which had the greater taper.

On that account he designed his first cores with a taper mate-
rially in excess of anything that may be found in the natural

growth of timber. It is interesting to know that this ob-

servation has been demonstrated correct, both theoretically and

practically, to a degree not appreciated at the time of its

adoption.

The shell is made of sheet steel of a thickness depending on
the elasticity and crushing tendency of the earth. The sections

are approximately 8 ft. long, telescoping into each other from

9 to 18 in. On the end of the core or mandrel is placed a boot

made of pressel steel. This is of heavier material and is de-

signed to withstand the cutting effect of rock and other ob-

structions which are encountered in driving. The core is ex-

panded and dressed with the steel shell and boot, then it is

dropped into place and driven by means of a steam hammer.
When the desired penetration is secured the core is collapsed

and withdrawn : the shell is then inspected, to see that a per-

fect hole has been secured, and is afterwards filled with con-

crete.

In the Simplex sy.item a pipe, closed :n its lower end by a cap

Simplex System of Concrete Piling, with Detachable Point.

or point of slightly larger diameter, is driven into the ground
until sufficient resistance is obtained: the interior is then either

partially or entirely filled with concrete and the pipe imme-
diately withdrawn, so that the plastic concrete will fill the open-

ing formed in driving. Another method of attaining the same
end, makes use of an "alligator" point, instead of the metal

cap or point previously shown. The method is practically

the same, except that the pipe is raised slightly, prior to filling

the hole with concrete, and a heavy weight is dropped into the

interior to force the "alligator" jaws open, so that concrete

may pass to the hole beyond.

Two other methods of accomplishing practically the same end
have been devised by other inventors. One of these, known
as the Abbott or Pedestal pile, was invented by Hunley Abbott,

and consists of driving a pipe or casing having an interior core

which projects several feet below its end. The theory of this

pile is that penetration is secured to a hard-pan or substantial

stratum, upon which rests the point of the core. The enlarge-
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merit at the base of the pile is formed by ramming the concrete

into the opening left by the removal of the projecting core be-

fore the pipe itself is pulled up. The method of filling and
withdrawing the pipe, after the base has been formed, is sim-

ilar to that of the Simplex system.

With Bilyeu patent pile a tapered collapsible hollow pipe is

driven into the ground. Concrete is then injected through the

center while the pipe is slightly collapsed, for the purpose of

reducing the friction of the adjacent soil against the pipe. This

method has been used but little and is fraught with many diffi-

culties that have caused engineers to hesitate to adopt it.

The only made-in-place pile devised by Europeans is known
as the compressor system. Only one foundation of this type

has been constructed in this country. Briefly, the system con-

sists in dropping from some distance above the ground a heavy

cast-iron or steel weight of plumb bob shape until a hole is

formed, supposedly to a substantial underlying stratum. When
this stratum is reached another heavy weight with an enlarged

base is used in the same hole, widening the base preparatory

to the reception of large stones and the eventual filling with a

weak mixture of concrete.

It was not until concrete piling had been used for several

years that engineers began to appreciate its real economies.

It is a long recognized principle that timber foundation piles

are permanent only when cut off below permanent ground water

level. On that account it is necessary to carry the masonry
foundation down to such a level. This involves deep excava-

tions, expensive sheeting, shoring and pumping, and a costly

and heavy masonry sub-structure from the top of the piling

to the superstructure. With concrete piling the water level

may be entirely ignored, thereby permitting pile foundations

to begin at any other level. It will no doubt be a surprise to

some engineers to learn that not infrequently bids on a com-

plete foundation structure shows a saving of as much as SO

per cent, in favor of the concrete pile construction as com-

pared with timber.

The accompanying drawing illustrates typical designs of tim-

ber pile and concrete pile foundations where the floor level is

10 ft. above water line. Under normal conditions it is found

that there is economy in using concrete piles where this differ-

ence in level is more than 4 or 5 ft. This, however, is not with-

out exceptions, since the magnitude of the load to be carried

has an important bearing on the economy. Fifty thousand dol-

lars was recently saved on the construction of the foundation

for a large power station by the use of concrete piles where the

cut off was within 2 ft. of low tide.

Another advantage in the use of concrete piles, particularly

where heavy loads occur, is in their increased carrying capac-

ity over the timber piles, largely due to the size and taper of

the former. Furthermore, concrete piling is, under the same

conditions, much shorter than timber piling, so that the com-

parative cost per linear foot is misleading. It is an established

custom among engineers to restrict the loading of timber piles

within the range from 12 to 20 tons, while concrete piles may

be loaded from 25 to 40 tons with even a greater factor of

safety. It will be readily appreciated that the increase in the

carrying capacity of the concrete pile in heavily loaded piers

makes it possible to reduce materially the size of the piers. As

shown in the drawing, 25 timber piles, each loaded to 15 tons,

are required for this pier, while, with the same total load, only

11 concrete piles, loaded to 30 tons are required. This means

decreased excavation, decreased concrete and steel, and de-

creased weight, both of masonry and backfill—all of which

have a material effect on the cost.

Comparisons of this kind are sometimes misleading, par-

ticularly on account of the assumed cost of unit quantities. The

desire of the contractor is to eliminate the quantities that are

uncertain. In foundation work, shoring, pumping, and ex-

cavating are the most difficult costs to estimate. On that ac-

count, and for the reason that it is difficult-to approximate the

time required to execute the work, the experienced contractor

is glad to substitute a construction which reduces or eliminates

these uncertainties., Examination of the drawing shows that

the size of the footing on concrete piles is smaller than that

on the timber piles,because each timber pile is carrying about
half the load placed on each concrete pile. For some years
engineers were reluctant to allow concrete piling a loading of

30 to 35 tons, and it, has been only through a large number
of tests and a wide range of experiments that they have been
finally convinced that it is good engineering practice.

The obvious reason for the increased load lies in the larger

area of concrete piles as compared with timber piles, particu-

larly when comparison is made with the timber piling that is

available in recent years. The depletion of our forests has

made a marked difference, both in the cost and in the quality

of the timber supplied for piling purposes. It is now difficult

to get piles as long as 40 ft. with a butt that will measure more
than 12 in. in diameter. This 12 in. butt compared with the

20 in. butt of a Raymond pile indicates a ratio of area of about
one to two. Since the carrying capacity of the pile depends on
the frictional surface and the strength of the pile unit itself,

it is obvious that the loading may be increased as these quantities

increase the volume of a unit of frictional area is greater with

concrete than with timber piles. On the other hand, it must be

borne in mind that the safe allowable unit value of compression

for concrete is not as high as that of timber. In practice, how-
ever, the determination of the loading of a pile depends more
often on the carrying capacity of the ground than on the strength

of the pile itself. In scores of tests which have come under
the observation of the writer there has never been a loading

carried to a degree sufficient to show any weakness in the

structure of the pile itself, although reports have been made
of certain tests where evidence of failure on the part of the con-

crete has been disclosed.

Another situation which has brought the concrete pile favor-

able consideration on the part of engineers, is the advent of

subways and the lowering of sewers in cities. These have

had a material effect on the heretofore permanent water level,

resulting in many instances in expensive changes and repairs

on structures supported by timber piling. A notable instance

of this character is observed in the Criminal Courts building of

New York City, which promises to result in complete rebuild-

ing on account of the damage caused by failure of the piling

due to draining of the soil by adjacent subways.

The advantages of the concrete pile are readily appreciated

in salt water work where the teredo and limnoria exist. This

includes practically all of the United States coast, except in

harbors where the pollution by sewage exterminates these forms

of animal life.

The practical pile man realizes that the type of pile to use

depends upon the character of the soil and underlying strata.

It is obvious that a pile that carries to rock or hard-pan,

through intervening material having no great bearing capacity,

should be practically straight, so that a large area will be pre-

sented to the underlying substantial stratum. It is under these

conditions that the pile with the enlarged point would seem to

have its field. On the other hand the idea of putting an en-

larged point on the end of a pile which does not reach a firm

bearing seems in direct variance with the principle of pihng,

since the compression of the soil caused by enlarging the point

necessarily has lifting components as well as horizontal and

downward components. This tends to offset the weight of the

upper soil, thereby vitiating the frictional efficiency of the pile

column.

In discussing the advantages of tapered piles as against piles

of uniform cross-section, an important commercial principle

should receive consideration. The writer finds that in driving

in uniform soil, a straight core or one having a very slight

taper, can be driven to almost any desired penetration, while

a core with extreme taper brings up to practical refusal at
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comparatively short lengths. Now, it is obvious that the cost

of piling' ?er ^»oPS^p4nds ^ery latg&p ion the length of the

pile which is driven, thaP Is,' tlife?e are certain fixed charges

which accrue per mile independent of its length. Therefore,

it follows that a price of 75 cents a foot for piles 35 to 45 ft.

long, is much more profitable than a price of $1 to $1.25 a

foot for piles 15 to 25 ft. long. This fact makes it possible

for many contractors who use a pile of uniform cross-section

to quote a low unit price, basing their information on the knowl-

edges that they will be able to drive piles materially longer than

the assumed length. Consequently, it should be thoroughly

understood by prospective users of piles that the cost per lineal

foot does not in itself convey any knowledge of the ultimate

cost of the work, unless the shape of the pile former is taken

into account, or that the penetration is limited by an underlying

strata of rock or hard-pan.

It has been intimated previously that the safe carrying ca-

pacity of a pile depends chiefly on the character of the soil into

which it is driven. This fact is so true that it is practically im-

possible to make any empirical rules governing the allowable

surface friction and, consequently, the penetration necessary to

carry a specific loading.

The placing of the piles thus resolves itself into three im-

portant operations

:

One—The driving of the pile core or tube to a resistance

sufficient to carry the desired load.

Two—The maintaining of the hole and the sustaining of the

initial pressure between the pile and the surrounding earth.

Three—The protection of the pile while the concrete is set-

ting, from distortion caused by driving adjacent piles or from

the admixture of water, silt, quicksand, etc.

The piles are driven by means of the ordinary steam ham-

mer. This consists of a heavy weight attached to the vertical

piston rod of a single acting steam cylinder. The hammer is

raised by steam and drops through the action of gravity. Sev-

eral hammers are now on the market which use steam to in-

crease the impact. As yet, however, the writer has not found

them successful in the driving of piles of large mass.

ACCOUNTING OFFICERS' ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual meeting of the Association of American Railway

Accounting Officers was held at Quebec on June 26. A sum-

mary of the reports that were adopted is given herewith. The

other reports published in the Agenda for the twenty-fourth

annual meeting were received as information and were not

adopted.

ST.\XDING COMMITTEE ON CORPORATE, FISCAL AND GENERAL

ACCOUNTS.

This committee, after correspondence with Henry C. Adams,

recommended that no action should be taken at this time on

the subject of amplification of monthly reports to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, The committee recommended,

and the association approved, a resolution holding that deduc-

tions and additions to profit and loss should not cover or in-

clude current operating expenses or operating income which

lap from one year or period to another which cannot be deter-

mined and accounted for in the month in which they accrue.

Extraordinary or seriously delayed items, however, may be so

included.

The committee recommended and the association adopted a

resolution providing that when appropriations from income for

the purchase or acquisition of property have been written into

recount B 48. and such property purchased through income is

destroyed, sold or leaves the possession of the company not to

be replaced, the amount previously written into account B 48

should be written out of that account and into the profit and

loss account.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON FREIGHT AC.CpUNTS. . , ,
.

The committee reicommended that four ^additiqnft be rnade; to .

the prefixes for carriers to way-bill numbers and that 128 can-

cellations be made.

The committee recommended and the association adopted a

revised form for the instructions to be printed on the associa-

tion's standard freight bill form 123, the revised rules being

as follows

:

1. This form must be prepared with typewriter, pen or

indelible pencil, all information called for to be shown in full

and in a clear and legible manner.

2. Weight, rate and charges must be shown in detail for

less than carload shipments.

3. Demurrage, switching, icing or other miscellaneous

charges not included in the rate for transportation must be

stated in detail, and the points at which such charges accrued

shown.

4. When charges are assessed on track scale weights, gross,

tare and net weights on which charges are based and name of

weighing station must be shown.

5. Overcharges will be refunded only on presentation of

original paid freight bills.

6. Original paid freight bills must accompany claims for

overcharge, loss or damage.

7. All shipments will be subject to demurrage or storage

charges, or both, as provided in published tariffs.

The committee recommended and the association adopted a

resolution reaffirming the association plan of junction freight

settlements and adding the following amendment : At large

junction and terminal points, carriers may settle periodically

on junction settlement sheet embracing all freight bills either

delivered or received, the money payment to be the balance

between the total advances and the total prepaid. When settle-

ments are made under this paragraph, the summary, form 127,

need not be used.

The committee recommended and the association adopted a

resolution providing that agents handling way-bills be instructed

to make no alterations or notations that will destroy their

legibility; that it is inadvisable to place any stamps or other in-

formation on the reverse side of way-bills, and that no way-
bill smaller than 8^^ x 13% should be used in interline way-
billing, and in case of perishable and other divertible traffic, the

large size way-bill, 16% x 13%, should be used.

The committee recommended and the association adopted a

resolution providing that an accepted correction should be

settled by junction agents at any time before or after the

month's account has been closed ; disputed corrections to be

referred to the accounting officers.

The committee recommended and the association adopted a

resolution providing that office work should be classified and

subdivided into jobs, with a comprehensive explanation of the

methods to be followed, and by keeping a record of clerk time

expended on each job and also a record of the number of

errors made by each clerk, make it possible to make a com-
parison of efficiency.

The committee recommended ?nd the association adopted a

resolution providing that the present plan of audit office inter-

line freight settlements be continued and that the proposed plan

providing for reports on a forwarded basis be not adopted.

The committee recommended and the association adopted a

resolution providing that the former recommendation in re-

gard to way-bill correction notice, form 127. be reaffirmed and

that it be amended by the addition of a provision allowing car-

riers by -agreement to dispense with the exchange of correction

notices.

The committee recommended and the association adopted a

resolution providing for the adoption of form 101 A as the

association's standard way-bill for use on ordinary type-

writer.

The committee recommended and the association adopted a
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resolution providing that "its former iccommendatiohs as to

shiphient4iidestftiedi t<i^^ag«iiy*'s*'ati'6lii-'ijrid 'sfiipniellts destined

to non-agency stations be reaffirmed and added to so as to pro-

vide that when it is impossible for destination carrier to de-

duct undercharges by a proper revision of way-bills or junc-

tion transfers, and such undercharges arc for any reason un-

collectable, they shall be borne by the carrier at fault, and if

settled by destination carrier, shall be adjusted through freight

claim channels ; and further, when the delivering carrier fails

to collect charges for which it is responsible, it shall assume

the loss.

The committee recommended and the association adopted an

amendment to its recommendations in regard to advancing in-

sufficient prepay to non-agency station as follows : When ship-

ments are billed collect or insufficiently prepaid, they should

be accepted by connecting carrier to destination or the near-

est agency station, as the terminal carrier may elect. The des-

tination carrier shall make a reasonable effort to collect the

amount due. but if unsuccessful, may correct the way-bill to

read "fully prepaid," if the shipment is way-billed through

from point of origin to destination. When rebilling en route

the adjustment shall be made through freight claim channels,

and in such cases the freight claim minimum shall be waived.

The committee recommended and the association approved a

resolution providing that in addition to its previous recom-

mendations in regard to abbreviations in billing, it be pro-

vided that full reference must be given to all connecting line

way-bill numbers for all previous billing and rebilling of ship-

ments, and that the name of consignee must always be shown

in full and street address when furnished by shippers ; the des-

tination must be written in full without abbreviation, and

county as well as state must be shown if there is more than

one point of the same name in the state, and that way-bills and

transfer freight biHs must give a full description of articles.

Only such abbreviations should be used as appear in tariff

classifications.

The committee recommended and the association adopted a

resolution providing that carriers should show the percentages

or other basis of divisions and the apportionment of revenue

on interline freight account abstracts. The carriers, however,

by mutual agreement, may show the full information on di-

vision statements.

The committee recommended and the association adopted a

resolution providing that transfer billing for L. C. L. freight

short at junction shipments should be passed to connecting

carrier promptly and rebilhng forwarded to destination sta-

tions without delay.

The committee recommended and the association adopted a

resolution providing that when both the freight and original

way-bill are short at destination, the tracer, with all papers at-

tached, must be promptly returned to the issuing carrier with

advice to that effect, and no report made of the way-bill.

COMMITTEE ON UNIFORM INTERLINE TICKETS.

The committee has recommended and the association adopted

a resolution providing that tickets of a new style be adopted

for standard uniform interline tickets.

The Pacific Railway, Colombia, commenced early in 1912

the mapping out and survey of its extension from the city of

Cali to the port of Girardot. When the preliminary work and

survey are completed they will be placed at the disposal of the

Colombian government for further action.

The freight traffic through the Simplon tunnel, Switzerland,

was materially less in 1911 than in 1910. This is said to have

been due chiefly to the fact that the grape crop was a complete

failure in French Switzerland in 1910. and extraordinary quan-

tities of wine were brought in from Italy to make good the

deficit. Contracts for the construction of the second-track sec-

tion of the-tunnel will be let immediately.

THE REPUBLICAN AND DEIVIOCRATICii!i; h.

PLATFORMS.

The railways occupy a very inconspicuous place in thd

platforms' adopted by the recent national conventions of the re-

publican and democratic parties. The republican platform con-

tains no railway plank. That of the democratic party will

doubtless be regarded by railway men as sane and conserva-

tive, although it recommends a physical valuation of railway

property. Both platforms, however, indirectly affect the railways.

The railway policy of the democratic party is as follows

:

"We favor the efficient supervision and rate regulation of rail-

ways, express companies, telegraph and telephone lines engaged

in interstate commerce. To this end we recommend the valua-

tion of railways, express companies, telegraph and telephone

lines by the interstate commerce commission, such valuation to

take into consideration the physical value of the property, the

original cost, the cost of reproduction, and any element of value

that will render the valuation fair and just.

"We favor such legislation as will effectually prohibit the rail-

ways, express, telegraph and telephone companies from engaging

in business which brings them into competition with their ship-

pers or patrons ; also legislation preventing the overissue of

stocks and bonds by interstate railways, express companies, tele-

graph and telephone lines, and legislation which will assure such

reduction in transportation rates as conditions will permit, care

bemg taken to avoid reduction that would compel a reduction of

wages, prevent adequate service or do injustice to investments."

In reference to waterways, the democratic platform favors

the federal government assuming the responsibility of regulat-

ing the floods of the Mississippi river, and "the co-operation of

the United States and the respective states in plans for the

comprehensive treatment of all waterways, with a view of co-

ordinating plans for channel improvement with plans for drain-

age of swamp and overflowed lands, and to this end favors the

appropriation by the federal government of sufficient funds to

make surveys for such lands, to develop plans for draining the

same and to supervise the work of construction." The platform

also advocates the adoption of "a liberal and comprehensive

plan for the development and improvement of our inland water-

ways with economy and efficiency so as to permit their naviga-

tion by vessels of standard draft."

Regarding labor, it is declared that "the parties to all judicial

proceedings should be treated with rigid impartiality, and in-

junctions should not be issued in any case in which an injunc-

tion would not issue if no industrial disputes were involved. The

expanding organization of industry makes it essential that there

should be no abridgment of the right of the wage earners and

producers to organize for the protection of wages and the im-

provement of labor conditions, to the end that such labor or-

ganizations and their members should not be regarded as illegal

combinations in restraint of trade." The party is also pledged

to an employees's compensation law providing adequate indemnity

for injury or loss of life. The democratic platform also favors

the exemption from tolls of American ships engaged in coast-

wise trade passing through the Panama canal and legislation for-

bidding the use of the Panama canal by ships owned or con-

trolled by railway carriers engaged in transportation competi-

tive with the canal. Establishment of a parcels post is advocated.

The republican platform also favors legislation looking to

the establishment of a parcels post, the rates to be graduated

by zones ; declares that the federal government should assume

a fair proportion of the burden of control of the Mississippi

river to prevent disaster from recurring floods : favors the con-

tinuance of the policy of the government with regard to the

reclamation of arid lands and an amendment that will reasonably

extend the time within which the cost of any reclamation project

may be repaid by the land owners under it, and favors "a lib-

eral and systematic policy for the improvement of our rivers

and harbors after a comparison of cost and prospective benefits."



CENTRAL POWER STATIONS AND RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION*
The Advantages of Centralized Generation and Distribu.

tion are Outlined and Applied to New York and Chicago.

BY SAMUEL INSULL,

President, Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago.

I am not going to discuss the question of the practicability

of steam railway electrification. That is not a matter at all

within my province. But it is reasonable, as a central sta-

tion man, that I should assume that the electrification of

steam railways has come to stay, that the work done by the

two premier trunk lines centering in New York is a sufficient

indication of what we may expect in the future. I am not

in sympathy with an agitation to force the steam railways in

this country to electrify. That is a question of the provision

of the capital necessary for the purpose, and that question

must be taken up and settled by those who are responsible
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Fig. 1—Public Service Electrical Requirements of New
York City.

for the operation of the railway properties. Xor am I going

to discuss what might be termed the technique of the electri-

fication of steam railways ; that is, the special system that

should be used, whether it should be done with one class of

current or another, or one pressure or another. The system

finally decided on must be the one which fills conditions of

railway operation, and at the same time renders it possible

for the railway company to take advantage of the sources of

energj' supply already existing, as the railway demand is

only about 15 to 20 per cent, of the total demand for energ>-

in any community. That amount of energy which the rail-

*Abstract of a paper presented at the twenty-ninth annual convention
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Boston, Mass., June

ways require to operate their properties is really the thing that

should turn them to central station men for assistance, and I

speak as a central station man.

The problem of the relation of the central station to the

generation and primary distribution of energy, so far as the

steam railways are concerned, is a question of economics. It

cannot properly be considered without taking into account the

entire question of generation and primary distribution for

any given center of population. If you consider steam rail-

way electrification by itself, the amount of energy required

seems to be very great indeed. If you consider it merely as

a fraction of the supply of energy required by a community

for all kinds of purposes, it is found to be simply an incident.

The concentration of the production of energy, for all pur-
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New York City.

poses required in a given area about any large center of

population, would result in such a saving as to provide for

the generating capacity and primarj' transmission systems

necessarj' to electrify the terminal systems and suburban serv-

ice of all the trunk lines centering in and around that center

of population. The percentage of saving is comparatively

small. But the saving itself is large and amounts to a vast

sum of money, capitalized.

The New York total load diagram is shown in Fig. 1. It

includes the present electrical load of the central stations in

Greater New York and the central stations on the Jersey

shore, within a radius of ten or twelve miles of New York,

operated by the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey,

and the station of the Hudson & Manhattan. The diagram

includes only that portion of the load of the electrified steam
rnaH<: whirh ha<; alrpaHv heen pIprtrii^pH Mnd Hops nnt inrliiHp
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an estimate of the load of the isolated plants. If the balance

of the load of the electrified steam roads and the isolated plant

load were included, the total would be in the neighborhood of

1,000,000 kw.

Looking ahead, if you take this New York maximum of

676,000 kw. and apply an 8 per cent, annual increase (the

actual increase of this maximum over the previous winter

was 1Y2 per cent.), at the end of eight years the New York
maximum would amount to 1,250,000 kw., and at the end of

ten years to 1,480,000 kw. If there be added to these figures

the isolated plant and steam railway demand, it makes about

1,000.000 kw. of load at the present time. The steam railway

demand would be about 170,000 kw. of that total, and the

demand made by isolated plants would be 217,000 kw.

The total load of the systems separately is 678,000 kw., and
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Fig. 3—Public Service Electrical Requirements of Chicago.

there is a diversity factor that would reduce that if they were

all run as one system ; that is, if the present business of the

lighting and power companies, the street railways and the

steam railways were combined, the maximum load this last

winter would have amounted to 630.000 kw., or a saving of

upwards of 47,000 kw. The diversity factor amounted to 7.5

per cent., and the load factor would have been improved from

36.9 to 40 per cent.

The Interborough has much the largest maximum of any of

the New York street railway companies, and there is no diversity

between the Interborough load and the combined maximum. The

diversity between the three power houses, subway, surface and

elevated, of the Interborough, possibly amounts to a con-

siderable figure. But the interests having charge of the street

railways, I beheve, have taken advantage of it by connecting

up their various power houses, so as to get the advantage of

the diversity factor.

Fig. 2 shows the load diagram of the steam railways enter-

ing New York City. The present electrical load for the pas-

senger service of the steam railways of New York is esti-

mated at about two-thirds of the total load if all of the passenger
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service within a reasonable radius of say fifteen to twenty

miles of New York City were electrified. This would give

for New York a total electrified passenger load of 95,000 kw.,

as compared with our estimate for Chicago of 73,000 kw.,

which appears reasonable. If to this we add 75,000 kw. for

80,000

70,000

Fig. 5—Electrical Requirements for Chicago Freight and

Switching Service.

freight, as compared with our estimate for Chicago freight

of 78,000 kw., we get a total for the electrified steam railways

in the vicinity of New York of 170,000 kw. Attention might

be called to the fact that the farther out the steam railways
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are electrified, the less influence the suburban service will

have, and therefore the greater the, diversity factor.

fhere is an' important point I wish to emphasize, that has a

"bearing on this subject only in tjte large centers of population

where there is heavy suburban travel. The two maximum

loads, morning and evening, are made up of suburban busi-

ness, and the suburban railway load maxima are largely af-

fected by the heating proposition, and also the large amount

of power needed additionally for traction in cold weather.

That condition cannot possibly exist except in a few, perhaps

a dozen different cities of the United States. The steam rail-

w-ay load factor is relatively poor in those centers, but if you

will take the average business throughout the country where

our central stations are in cities, say of the second and third

grade, the steam railway load would show a very much bet-

ter load factor, as there is practically little or no suburban

business in any cities except the very largest cities of the

country.

Fig. 3 shows the total load diagram for Chicago. The

diversity shown in the tabulation on this chart amounts to

72.260 kw., and would require, assuming a 25 per cent, reserve,

90.300 kw. more capacity if operated as separate systems than

if operated on a combined generating system. At $75 per

kw. this amounts to an extra investment of $6,772,500. The

isolated plant load, although showing a maximum 50 per cent,

greater than our present light and power load, I believe has

been estimated conservatively low. On accoimt of the di-

versity between the different isolated plants, it is assumed

that their load factor, if combined, would be equal to the load

factor of the Commonwealth Edison Company's general light

and power business, that is. 35.5 per cent.

The increased investment necessary as between these systems

being operated all as one, including steam railways, and being op-

erated as separate systems, taking the cost of generating plant

plus the cost of the primary transmission system, would mean an

expenditure of upwards of $10,000,000 to $12,000,000 more than

if the work is done on one system. We have got reasonably well

started in Chicago towards doing it on one system. We have

practically the most important part of the w-ork, that is, the

street railway work, and we are trying there to do all we can

to get the isolated plants out of existence, and in the steam rail-

way business, as may be seen from our estimates, in what is the

greatest railway center in the United States today, passenger,

freight and transfer business combined, the amof.rit of energy

required for operating all of the terminal systems there is so

small a percentage of the whole that it would seem unreasonable

to think we will not be able to get that, certainly in Chicago, as

well as the business of the surface and elevated railways.

Fig. 4 shows the load diagram of the electrified steam railways

of Chicago, assuming that the steam railways in the vicinity of

Chicago are electrified some time. It is a load diagram of the

maximum for the year. The method of estimating all of the data

regarding the load of the electrified steam roads of Chicago is

given in detail in the appendix to this paper, on "Electric Power
Requirements of the Electrified Steam Railroads of Chicago,"

prepared by Messrs. Bird, Gear and Fowler. The freight curve

has an extremely good load factor. The passenger business is

governed by exactly the same conditions, only intensified, that

govern the passenger business in New York City.

The extreme peak in the morning and evening is caused by the

suburban busmess, the extra amount of energy necessary at the

time of extreme cold for traction purposes and the extra amount
of energy necessary for heating purposes. If it were not for

these two peaks, the load factor would even up better than it

does, and yet, notwithstanding these peaks, the combined freight

and passenger business is estimated to have 46 per cent, load

factor.

Fig. 5 is the load diagram of the freight electrical requirements

of the steam railways in Chicago. This is a curve we have had
worked out in relation to freight business, and it shows some

rather interesting things. This freight curve has an extremely

good load factor, estirnated at 70. per cenf. daily, and 60 per cent.

yearly. Through freights come fn during the early, morning

hours and are broken up. switched and transferred from 7

o'clock in the morning on, and then during the late afternoon

there is another switching and transfer peak caused by the mak-

ing up of the through freights and getting them ready to go out

as soon as the late afternoon passenger peak is over. The peak

on the in and out freight of the day occurs from 7 o'clock in

the evening on, due to these outgoing through freights which

were made up in the late afternoon.

Fig. 6 is the load diagram of the steam railway passenger elec-

trical requirements in Chicago. This diagram shows these re-

quirements in December. It has the same general characteristics

as the New York curve, with the high peak morning and

evening, owing to the suburban passenger business and owing

to the heating of the cars.

Fig. 7 shows the proposed steam railway suburban electrical

requirements, month by month, in Chicago. In addition to the

normal amount of energj' required, there is the increased re-

quirement for traction due to cold, and the increase due to

electric heating.

Eig. 8 shows the monthly variation in the total electrical

Fig. 6— Electrical Requirements for Chicago Passenger
Service.

requirements in the proposed electrification of the Chicago steam

railways.

Fig. 9 gives a comparison between the swing maximum and

the one-hour maximum load on the New York, New- Haven &
Hartford Cos Cob station. This diagram of the New Haven

road is important because it shows that small roads, installing

their own plants, must provide a capacity sufficient to cover the

maximum swing, which frequently lasts several minutes, and

which, in the case of the New Haven road, apparently necessi-

tates a reserve amounting to 74 per cent. The three-phase

capacity of their generators is 21,000 kw. and their maximum
load is 9,050 kw., which is a reserve of 132 per cent. But their

single-phase operation really reduces the actual capacity of the

generators, on a single phase basis, to 15,000 kw., which is

equivalent to 74 per cent, reserve. They apparently have no

greater reserve than is necessary, because they are installing

three 6.000-kw. three-phase units for additional capacity to take
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care of additional electrification. In another part of the paper,

'"fetr the purpose of figuring the capacity of the steam plants if

"'yach of the roads itistalled its own plant, instead of using this

actual 74 per cent, reserve, we have assumed SO per cent., to be

conservative, as compared with 25 per cent, reserve in case of

purchase of energy. The point brought out in this curve is also

important from an operating standpoint, because, with a sys-

tem of central stations for all energy used in a community, the

entire load factor would be in the neighborhood of 60 per cent.,

compared with 25 per cent, for this diagram using the maximum

swing.

I would like to say just a little, before I conclude, with rela-
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Fig. 7— Electrical Requirements of Steam Railway Suburban

Service in Chicago.

tion to the actual saving that, in my judgment, could be ob-

tained, assuming that an effort were made to bring about the

concentration of production and the concentration of primary

distribution system in the area of greater Greater New York,

that is, an area including the Jersey shore a little beyond the

Hackensack river. The total saving in investment that could be

worked out over a period of relatively few years, based on the

experience that we have had in Chicago, would amount to about

$18,000,000 to $20,000,000. That is in investment alone. The

saving in operating expenses would amount to about $1,000,000

a year. Now, figuring fixed charges of 5 per cent, for deprecia-

tion and 5 per cent, for interest on the saving in investment, and

place, on a 5 per cent, basis, will be somewhere between

$140,000,000 and $175,000,000. The direct saving by a concen-

trated system of generation and primary distribution, leaving

out of consideration altogether the saving in operating expenses,

is of itself, in my opinion, sufficient to provide the necessary

funds for that portion of steam railway electrification centering

in New York. That is, assuming the steam railway requirements

as about 170,000 kw., I do not believe that the portion of com-

bined generating stations and combined primary distribution

system for that purpose would cost much over $100 to $110 a

kilowatt, taking it on the basis of a combined system.

The figures which my engineers have prepared indicate that

if there should be made a systematic effort at massing produc-

tion and massing primary distribution in the area referred to,

the amount of property that would be realized or made avail-

able for increased business would be worth $18,000,000, or

thereabout. I do not think that the power necessary for the

steam railways centering in New York, and the primary system

necessary to take that current to the railways, would cost over

$18,000,000.

I am speaking not from any theoretical point of view, but

from my own knowledge and experience in developing the busi-

ness which it is my pride to preside over; I know that the

change that I have been able to work there, from barely earn-

ing dividends to putting the property in a strong, conservative

position, has been the result of following the policy that I have
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Fig. 8—Monthly Variation in Maximum Electrical Require-

ments of Steam Railways in Chicago.

adding to that the saving in operating expense, you have a sum

almost equal to $3,000,000. That sum, capitalized at 5 per cent.,

means a creation of $60,000,000 of value.

At the rate of progress now going on in the neighborhood of

New York the business is bound to double inside of ten years.

If the present scheme is followed out—if the traction compa-

nies have their own separate sources of supply, if the electric

light and power companies have their own separate sources of

supply, if the steam railways that are apparently on the thresh-

hold of electrification have their own sources of supply—at the

end of- ten years, the waste in money w^hich will have taken

Fjg. 9—Relation of Swing Maximum to One-Hour Maximum

at Cos Cob Station of the New Haven, July 17, 1911.

laid down here, and I urge the people who are interested to try

to follow it out round New York. It is a policy that is worthy

of the greatest engineers and worthy of the thought of the great-

est financiers in this country. It is a conservation of the truest

order. If the same policy is carried out throughout the United

States, the conservation of fuel alone will be something tremen-

dous. The conservation of labor will be something tremendous.

The letting loose of capital that can be used in other directions

will stimulate business.

ELECTRIC POWER REQUIREMENTS OF CHIC.VGO STE.\M R-MLWAYS

ELECTRIFIED.

The following is an abstract of an appendix to Mr. Insulfs

paper, prepared by Paul Bird, H. P. Gear and E. J. Fowler-

The electrical requirements of the freight service of Chicago

have been worked out for the same zone that is being considered

by the Association of Commerce committee on Smoke Abatement

and Electrification of Railway Terminals. The computations

cover tlw year from July, 1911. to June, 1912, and it is assumed

that the steam roads in this district are electrified with no changes

in the tracks and yards, and that freight is handled through the

city in the same manner and following the same routes as it does

todav. When the roads are actually electrified there is no ques-
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tion but that great changes will be made in the freight terminals,

and that a large part of the freight that now comes through the

heart of the city will pass around and outside the city limits and

possibly outside the electrified zone.

Methods and Data Used in Making Computations.—From the

Association of Commerce committee, a list was obtained of the

number of steam locomotives used in the Chicago city limits in

October, 1911. This list, showing the number of locomotives and

locomotive hours in each class of service, was as follows

:

Number of Working hours

Freight Electrical R£quirem£nts—Chicago.

Maximum kilowatts.

Through freight . . .

.

Switching
Transfer
Through passenger .

Suburban passenger

locomotives. per day.

361 812
560 7.223

182 2.378

336 801
200 1.000

An estimate was made of the coal consumption per working

hour of each class of freight locomotive, and from the coal burned

in the city limits per day, the necessary electrical requirements

for the same service were computed.

October, 1911

—

City Limits.

Through
freight.

Number of locomotives

Number of working hours per
day

•Lb. of coal per locomotive per
hour

Tons of coal per day
Lb. of coal per hour
*Lb. of coal per hour per loco-

motive draw-bar horse-power.
•Efficiency (from draw bar to

power house)
Average electrical load in kw...
•Watt-hours per ton-mile 31

Ton-miles per day 6,767,000

812

2,000

812
67,670

60%
8,675

etching.

560

600
2,196

183,083

12

60%
19,072

120

3,821,814

1,350

1,602

133,500

60%
16,473

7.036,610

Total.

1.103

4.6U
384,253

44,220

17,625.424

•Assumptions.

Having thus obtained the average power house load in kilo-

watts for the city limits and the month of October, 1911. the fol-

lowing steps were taken

:

(1) The average load of 44.220 kw. was apportioned among
the various roads operating in the city.

(2) The results were increased, so as to apply to the Asso-

ciation of Commerce electric zone instead of the city limits.

(3) A study was made of the movement of freight cars during

the different hours of the day, and the different months of the

year. The increased traction on account of cold weather was
also considered. The daily, monthly and yearly load factors were
thus obtained.

(4) The maximum demand and consumption was then com-
puted for each road and each month of the year.

(5) The results were checked in various ways.

Apportionment of Total Average Load Among the Railways.—
The total average load was found to be 44,220 kw. for October
and within the city limits.

Increase of Figures to Cover Association of Commerce Elec-

tric Zone.—A statement of the track mileage of all roads for the

city limits and for the zone, was obtained from the Association
of Commerce committee. With this as a basis, and from a care-

ful study of the map, the figures of average electrical load were
increased to cover everything within the zone. The average in-

crease in load was 22 per cent.

Load Factors, Etc.—A daily load factor of 75 per cent, was
assumed for the entire freight business of the Chicago district.

L. C. Fritch investigated the subject of electrification of the Chi-

cago terminal of the Illinois Central in 1909. He had access to

all the records of the railway and his load curves for the freight

service show a load factor of 75 per cent.

Average load in kilowatt, October, 1911, 54,000.

Maximum kilowatts, October, 1911, 75 per cent. load factor,

72,100.

The following table shows the maximum kw., the kw-hr., and
load factors for each month in the year.

of aver- Additional on
age daily account of cold,
earnings Normal ^

^ ^ Total

July, 191
August .

Septembe:
October
Novembei
December
January,
February
March .

.

April . .

.

May . . .

June . .

.

85.7
78.9
81.1
84.4
81.3
83.8
83.6

55,200
63,800
68,700
72,100
70,900
61.800
56,800
58,500
60.900
58,600
60,400
60,300

7,100
12.400
11,400
11.700
9.100
3.900

55,200
63.800
68,700
72.100
78.000
74.200
68.200
70.200
70.000
62.500
60,400
60,300

Kw.-hr.

28.814,400
33,303,600
34,624,800
37,636.200
39.312,000
38,732,400
35,600,400
32.853,600
36,540,000
31,500,000
31,528,800
30,391,000

410,837,200

Load
factors.

Per
Cent.

70.3
69.6-

70.3
70.2
70
70.J
70.3
69.7
70.J
70.1
70.2-

70

Average monthly load factor 70.

Annual load factor 60.
Normal maximum kilowatts assumed proportional to earnings.
Load factor for week day assumed at 75 per cent.
Sunday requirements J^ of week day, assuming four Sundays to month.

Ratio of Passenger to Freight Load:

Total kw. br
Total kw. hr
Total kw. hr

per year, passenger 183,452.500—• 31 per cent.-

per year, freight 410.837.200— 69 per cent.
per year, passenger and freight ... .594.289.700—100 per cent.-

The 1911 report of the Chicago Smoke Department gives the

average daily coal used by railway locomotives in city limits as-

follows

:

Tons of coal per day, passenger 1,163— 21 per cent.-

Tons of coal per day, freight 4,438— 79 per cent.
Tons of coal per day, passenger and freight 5,601—100 per cent.

This is a good check on the computations of the electricaf

energy required as to the proportion between passenger and'

freight and freight service, for it is to be expected that locomo-

tives engaged in freight service operate less efficiently than-

passenger locomotives.

Saving of Coal due to Electric Traction.—The total electrical

energy per year required by the' electrified steam railways of
Chicago is

:

Passenger service 183,452,500 kw.-hr.
Freight 410,837,200 kw.-hr.

Total 594,289,700 kw.-hr.

At 3 lb. of coal per kw-hr. the total coal per year in the power
houses would be 891,000 tons.

The 1911 report of the Chicago Smoke Department shows that

the railways burn in their steam locomotives about 1,850,000"

tons of coal per year in the city limits. Increasing this figure by

22 per cent,, it is seen that the railways burn about 2,260,000 tons

of coal per year in the electric zone. The ratio of the coal

burned with electric operation to the coal burned with steam

locomotives is 1 to 2.55.

W. S. Murray, electrical engineer of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, in a paper presented at the 1911 convention-

of the A. I. E. E., said : "It has been demonstrated that the ratio-

between the coal burned for operating passenger trains by elec-

tric rather than by steam locomotives is 1 to 2. In the case of

switching engines, this rate is much greater, a figure 1 to 3 being

conservative."

Tonnage of Freight handled in Chicago.—It is surprising to-

find how little information there is available on this subject. The
railways do not keep their records so that the tons or car loads-

of freight handled in the Chicago district may be obtained. Ap-
parently the only record of any sort that was ever kept of the

freight movements was in 1902 and 1903 when a committee of

Chicago railway officers made a report on the interchange of

freight between the different roads. This report was made with

particular reference to the clearing yards of the Chicago Union-

Transfer Company. The figures given in this report cover the

number of loaded and empty cars handled during the year ending

June 30, 1903. To get at the tons of freight handled in the year

ending June 30, 1912, the following assumptions were made

:

Weight of empty freight car 18 tons
Weight of loaded freight car 40 tons
Days per year 330 tons
Increase of freight business from 1903 to 1912 67 percent.
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The last figure was obtained by plotting a curve of the total

ton inileage of freight handled per year in the United States from
1902 to 1910. This information was obtained from Slasson

Thompson's bureau of railway statistics. From the data given

in the 1903 report it was also possible to approximate the num-
ber of switching movements, transfer movements and "in or

out" or through freight movements.

After getting the number of tons of freight (including weights

of cars) per day in each of these three classes of freight move-
ment, by assuming the average distance traveled in each class of

movement, the ton-miles were obtained. The mileages assumed
were:

Through freight 7 miles
Switching 2 miles
Transfer 10 miles

It may seem surprising that the average transfer haul is longer

than the average in or out haul, but this is undoubtedly true.

The list previously given shows 2,378 transfer locomotive hours

per day as against 812 through freight locomotive hours.

Knowing the average ton-miles per hour and applying figures

for "watt-hours per ton-mile," the average electrical load was
obtained. The following table shows the results of these com-
putations :

Freight Electrical Requirements— 18 Trunk Line Railways.
Through freight

—

Average length of movement—7 miles.
Watt-hours per ton-mile—30.
Tons per day 922,607
Ton-miles per day 6,458,249
Kw. average 8,073

Switching

—

Average length of movement—2 miles.
Watt-hours per ton mile—120.
Tons per day 1,145,707
Ton-miles per day 2,291,414
Kw. average 11,457

Transfer

—

Average length of movement—10 miles.
Watt-hours per ton-mile—60.

Tons per day 396,051
Ton-miles per day 3,960,510
Kw. average 9,896

Total ton-miles per day 12,710,173
Total average kw 29,420

Electrical Requirements for Passenger Service.—The suburban

service is assumed the same as January throughout the year.

Sundays, for the suburban service, are assumed 333^ per cent, of

a week-day.
Kilowatt-hours.

r
^

^ Load
Light and factor.
power per Per

Through. Suburban. month. Grand. Cent.

July, 1911 6,633,600 5,679,200 1,850,200 14,163.000 36.4
August 7,045,700 5,816,700 1,882,700 14,745,100 37.4
September 6,743.500 5,611,400 1,836,500 14,191,400 36.9
October 6,504,000 -5,679,200 1,895,000 14,078,200 35.8
November 6,680,000 7,014,300 1,895,000 15,589,300 34.3

December 7,472,500 8,518,800 2,068,000 18,059,300 32.8
January, 1912... 7,116,800 8,725,100 2,104,200 17,946,100 32.9
February 6,658,700 8,109,200 1,816,600 16,584,500 32.7
March 6,795,500 7,666,900 1,895,000 16.357,400 33.1

April 6,123,400 6,453,100 1,836,500 14,413,000 34.6
May 6,085,000 5,816,700 1,822,700 13,784,400 36
June 6,281,700 5,473,800 1,785,300 13,540,800 36.1

Total 80,140,400 80,564,400 22,747,700 183,452,500 28.3

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

Under a unified plan of power supply, only 21 additional sub-

stations would have to be established and the total number

would be only 43 as compared with 72 substations under group

operation. The number of transmission lines under the unified

plan would be 81 as compared with 132 under group operation,

and there would be over 2H times the length of line required

•for group operation as compared with the unified plan. The

data for the unified plan are as follows

:

Number of substations 43
Number of lines 81

Capacity of substations, kw 205,000
Capacity of generating stations, kw 142,000
Length of lines, feet 1,390,000

A comparison of the investment necessary for unified power

supply, as compared with a separate supply for each road or

group of roads, shows the following saving in favor of unified

power supply

:

Power-house capacity ' 99,500 kw.
Substation capacity - 39,500 kw.
Transmission line cables, in feet 2,283,000 kw.

In addition to the above saving, there is a corresponding sav-

ing in conduit construction, where the lines are underground,

and in pole line construction, where the lines are overhead.

There is also a corresponding and possibly even greater saving

in the 600-volt feeder, cable and conduit or pole lines for same.

It must also be borne in mind that, where the stations and sub-

SUMMARY.
Total Electrical Requirements—All Steam Roads.

Load at time of monthly
maximum demand.

Freight. Passenger. Total.

July, 1911 54,250 52,350 106,600
August 62,700 52,980 115,680
September 67,500 53,310 120,810
October 70,900 52,820 123,720
November 76,700 63,090 1 39,790
December 73,000 73,750 146,750
January, 1912 67,000 73,020 140,020
February 69,000 72,790 141,790
March 68,800 66,380 135,180
April 61,400 57,800 119,200
May 59.400 51,330 110,730
June 59,300 52,110 111,410

Load
Kilowatt-hours. factor.

,
'

^ Per
Freight. Passenger. Total. Cent.

July, 1911 28,814,400 14,163,000 42,977,400 54.3

August 33,303,600 14,745,100 48,048,700 55.8
September 34,624,800 14,191,400 48,816,200 56.2

October 37,636,200 14,078,200 51,714,400 56.4
November 39,312,000 15,589,300 54,901,300 54.7

December 38,732,400 18,059,300 56,791,700 52
January, 1912 35,600,400 17,946,100 53,546,500 51.5

February 32.853,600 16,584,500 49,438,100 51.8

March 36,540,000 16,357,400 52,897,400 52.5

April 31,500,000 14,413,000 45,913,000 53.4

May 31,528,800 13,784,400 45,313,200 55

June 30,391,000 13,540,800 43,931,800 55

Total 410,837,200 183,452,500 594,289,700 46.2

stations are of larger average capacity, the investment per kilo-

watt is less than where the same load is distributed over a larger

number of stations and substations. This same principle applies

to transmission and distribution cable and conduit, and pole lines.

Also the same principle applies, to fully as great an extent, to

the operating and maintenance cost of stations, substations and

lines.

A line is proposed from Fauresmith, Orange Free State, to

Koffyfontein, 34 miles, to cost about $651,000; also a line from

Vierfontein to Bothaville, 26 miles, to cost about $455,000; also

a line from Aliwal North to Zastron, 49 miles, to cost about

$1,266,000.

The governor of the Straits Settlements recently completed a

trip to Gunong Tahan, a mountain over 7,000 ft. high, to ascertain

its suitability as a health, resort. The journey from Singapore

could be accomplished in less than 24 hours, provided the pro-

posed railway is constructed to the foot of the mountain and a

road made to the plateau between 5,000 and 6,000 ft. above the

sea level, where the residences would be built. The water supply

has not yet been analyzed, however, and it remains to be seen

whether this will be satisfactory. The railway would open up

vast stretches of country to which there are no easy means of

access at present.

Among the railway lines projected by the Chinese government

are two over 800 miles in length, one over 1,200 miles, and an-

other about 2,000 miles. These are of great practical importance

to both Europe and Asia, for they mean actual railway service

between London and Peking, for example, in less than 10 days,

or from London to Hongkong, all by rail except the English

Channel, in less than 14 days. The lines are so vast, individually

and in the aggregate, that they appear mere dreams of the future,

whereas they are lines the early realization of which is demanded

by the political and economic position of China. Incidentally,

many advantages which the United States is supposed to have in

its proximity and direct steamer connections with China are dis-

appearing in the increasingly rapid communication Europe has

with all portions of China and Asia by railways.
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The St. Louis & San Francisco has announced that passes good

for six months will be given to wives, mothers or sisters of em-
ployees on the division which has made the best record in the

reduction of personal injurj' accidents for the j-ear ended June

30, 1912.

The Chicago corporation counsel's office has instituted an in-

vestigation of charges that several railwaj'S are using city prop-

erty without authority, and that they are using some of their

property for other than railway purposes and paying taxes on
a railway usage basis.

L. L. Chipman, general sales manager of the Fidelit)' Coal

Company, has been elected president of the Kansas City Rail-

road Club. John M. Stroud, traveling passenger agent of the

Rock Island, and J. C. Finch, assistant general freight agent,

have been elected vice-presidents.

An amendment to the Post Office Appropriation Bill, which
has been drafted in the Senate committee, provides for the estab-

lishment of two rates for the transmission of second-class mail

matter (newspapers) ; two cents a pound for papers carried on
mail trains and one cent a pound for those carried on freight

trains.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has issued an order that

first-aid-to-the-injured packages be carried by passenger con-

ductors in their traveling bags and that freight conductors
keep them in the lockers of their way-cars. Trainmen will

receive instructions from a medical examiner in first aid to the

injured.

The Boston & Maine has been unfortunate during the past

Week in having several fires, supposed to be incendiary, about
its freight terminals in Boston. While one or two of these were
discovered in time to prevent excessive damage, the sum of all

of the fires will reach the neighborhood of $100,000. A three-

story wooden stable of a milk contractor was also set on fire.

The United States Civil Service Commission announces ex-
aminations July 29 of candidates for two positions as steel

bridge designer in the Philippine Islands at salaries from $2,000
to $2,500. Candidates must be between 25 and 40 years old
and must have had four years' experience. On the same day
examinations will be held for concrete building designers, at

similar salaries.

On July 1 the Union Pacific abolishes its inspection bureau,
which up to that time had had charge of the inspection of equip-
ment and materials purchased for the Harriman Lines. This in-

spection is now handled by John D. Isaacs, consulting engineer
of the Harriman Lines, who has arranged with Robert W. Hunt
& Company, Chicago, to perform the service, reporting to him in

connection therewith.

Eight hundred freight handlers of the Pennsylvania Railroad
at Pier 28 North river. New York City, went out on strike last
Wednesday morning, and there was considerable difficulty and
delay in the delivery of perishable freight. The movement of
the freight handlers appears to be a part of the longshoremen's
strike which has now been on for about two weeks: though it

does not appear to have had much success.

The executive offices of the Boston & Maine have been moved
from the North station, in Boston, to the South station, where
are the offices of the New York, New Haven & Hartford. An
addition to the South station has lately been built. Vice-presi-
dent Timothy E. Byrnes. Vice-president Hobbs, Vice-president
Berry, Freight Traffic Manager Crane and General Passenger
Agent Burt are among those who have moved. General Super-
intendent Lee still remains in the North station.

The New York State Public Service Commission, First dis-
trict, has approved a route for the construction of a moving
platform subway in Thirty-fourth street. New York Citj'. The
eastern terminus is at Third avenue, and the western terminus
is beyond Eighth avenue, west of the Pennsylvania station.
The resolution adopted by the commission allows for the
operation of this route either by moving platforms or by sepa-

rate cars. The proposition is now before the Board of Esti-

mate and Apportionment.

The contract by which the Illinois Central gives up its riparian

rights to the shore of Lake Michigan in Chicago to the Board of

South Park Commissioners in return for additional right of way
and the privilege of filling in submerged lands was confirmed by

Judge Honore of the County Circuit Court on July 8. The plan

provides for the erection of a large new passenger terminal by

the Illinois Central at Twelfth street, details of which have not

yet been announced, and it is believed paves the way for the

eventual electrification of the suburban service, as the road agrees

that a portion of its acquired right of way shall not be used for

operation by steam motive power. Ratification of the contract

has been strongly opposed by some interests on the ground that

the land granted to the railway was more valuable than the

riparian rights surrendered, which are to be used for park pur-

poses. The city, county and state authorities, however, finally

withdrew their objections. The court said that there was no
evidence that the amount of land which the Park Commissioners

have agreed to give the Illinois Central exceeds in value the

riparian rights, and that from the public standpoint the evidence

was overwhelmingly the other way.

Canadian Fire Rules.

The Dominion Railway Commission has issued an order laying

down the new regulations for fire protection along the lines of

Canadian railways, made as a result of recent hearings. All coal-

burning locomotives must be fitted with spark arresters having

approved netting. Locomotive ash pans to be designed with a

view to preventing the escape of live coals. Railway company's

locomotive inspectors at terminal and divisional points to examine
every week each locomotive running into such divisional points.

The railway board is to employ a chief fire inspector for the

Dominion, who will be given wide powers in the matter of keep-

ing railway right-of-ways free from inflammable materials.

Track repair men and other employees of the companies are to

be emergency fire-fighters. The companies will be held liable for

losses caused by their locomotives where the regulations have

been disregarded. On portions of railway lines where old loco-

motives are used the regulations may be suspended. Railway
companies must not burn lignite coal in their locomotives unless

so permitted by the board. Any fire starting within 300 feet of

a railway track shall be presumed to have been started by the

railway, unless otherwise proved. A fine of $100 for railway

companies and $25 for their employees is fixed for contravention

of any of the regulations.

Denver & Rio Grande and Illinois Central Organize Safety

Committees.

Effective July 1 a safety organization was established on the

Denver & Rio Grande, consisting of a central safety committee,
division committees and shop committees, for the purpose of
correcting conditions, customs and practices that contribute to

casualties, and it is hoped with the co-operation of employees to

eliminate a large number of the causes of accidents to employees
and the public. E. N. Clark, general attorney, is chairman of the

central safety committee, which also includes the superintendent
of motive power, the general superintendent of the Colorado
lines, the general superintendent of the Utah lines, chief engineer,

chief surgeon, claim agent and inspector of transportation. The
division safety committees will include the superintendent, master
mechanic, division engineer, trainmaster, supervisor of bridges

and buildings, roadmaster, traveling engineer and one conductor,
engineer, fireman, brakeman, switchman and agent. The shop
safety committees will include the master mechanic as chairman,
a store department representative, boilermaker, machinist, black-

smith and car department representative. The term of office of
members of the central committee and officers named on division

and shop committees will be continuous. Other members of
division and shop committees will be appointed for a term of six

months. Members of all committees will be supplied with neat
lapel buttons of appropriate design.
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The Illinois Central also has recently established a safety or-

ganization. A general safety CQci;jiiU.ee,''!dDijii)os.e(J{>t>#the,jissi>t-,

ant general manager, T. J. Foley, asTKairman; the superintendent

of machinery, engineer maintenance of way, chief claim agent,

chief surgeon, and general attorney, holds meetings in the office

of the assistant general manager every Monday afternoon for

the purpose of discussing methods which will prevent accidents.

There has also been organized on each division a division safety

committee composed of the roadmaster, trainmaster, master me-
chanic, traveling engineer and claim agent, which will hold

meetings in the office of the division superintendent on the ISth

day of each month. The chief claim agent will furnish the divi-

sion safety committee before the meeting each month a complete

analysis of all accidents that occur during the previous month.
Twenty-five hundred safety buttons, bearing the motto "Always
Safety First," are being distributed among the employees of the

Illinois Central and the the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley. These
are worn by committee members and in addition each member
of the division safety committees has been furnished with 25

buttons and requested to select 25 employees to wear them, each

of whom will become a member of a sub-committee, thus provid-

ing an avenue through which all employees can pass suggestions

and ideas for the advancement of safety and improvements in

conditions and methods.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe announces the establish-

ment of a bureau of safety. A circular signed by President

Ripley says

:

"One of the most serious problems before our company is how
to prevent persona! injuries; how to avoid the suffering, grief

and hardship which they occasion and how to eliminate the eco-

nomic waste caused by the permanent or temporary disablement

of a useful individual. ... In trying to solve this problem—to

save the company the loss, temporary or permanent, of good
employees and to save them and their families from the hard-

ship arising from personal injuries, a bureau of safety has been

created, with Isaiah Hale in charge, as commissioner of safety,

with headquarters at Topeka. The bureau will be under direc-

tion of J. M. D. Hamilton, claims attorney. It will begin its

work on the Eastern and the Western lines and later will be

extended to the other lines.

"Representatives of various departments of operation will be

called on to actively participate and the cordial co-operation of

all employees is requested. There is no work which needs so

much the individual help of all for attention, suggestion and
support. I hope earnestly it may receive all this more."

Report on Derailment at Sharon, North Dakota.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued the report

of Inspector H. W. Belnap on the derailment of passenger

train No. 3, of the Great Northern, near Sharon, N. D., Decem-
ber 30, 1911, in which five persons were killed and 17 injured.

The derailment occurred on a 2 deg. curve, when the train

was running at about 25 miles an hour. The temperature at the

time was 18 deg. below zero. Four passenger cars fell down
a bank and two of them, ,a tourist car and a dining car, caught

fire from their cooking ranges, and, with another car, were
totally destroyed. Three other passenger cars were saved by the

use of snow and fire extinguishers. The derailment was caused

by a broken rail, and the report is made up principally of the

results of an examination of the defective rail by J. E. Howard,
an engineer of the Bureau of Standards. The report is accom-

panied by photographic illustrations of pieces of the rail, and

Mr. Howard's conclusions are summarized as follows

:

It appears that the immediate cause of the wreck of train

No. 3 was a defective rail.

That two defects were present in the rail, laminated seams

which weakened the base and a split head.

That the proximate cause of the fracture of the rail was the

weakness of the flanges of the base by reason of laminated and

streaky metal.

That laminated and streaky metal is present, without a reason-

able doubt, in many rails now in service.

That such metal has been the direct cause of the fracture of

many rails in the track for a term of years past.

That it is metallurgically feasible to manufacture and furnish

rails less. defective than have found their way into the track.

That such defective rails are a menace to safe travel.

That specifications governing the acceptance of rails are inade-

..quJitely drawn to exciudc frojlls acceptance defective rails.

That one of the most connl^n- types of rail fractures is not

guarded against by current specifications, referring to the base

fractures of the crescent-shaped type.

That the defects, in part, have their origin in the metal while

in the state of the ingot.

That streaked and laminated metal in both the head and the

base is probably a common cause for certain of the split heads

and generally the cause for the flange breaks of the base, the

magnitude of the wheel loads being understood as suflScient to

apply the necessary overstraining force.

That the chemical analysis of the usual test ingot does not

furnish cssurance of the chemical conditio", of the finished rail.

That the presence of interior defects of a serious character,

which have caused a great number of rail fractures, is not re-

vealed by the drop test.

It is believed that when seaminess and lamination of the metal

shall have been eliminated, a very important advance will have

been made in steel rail manufacture. Until that result is as-

sured one of the vital features of the rail problem will remain

unaccomplished. Assurance of the structural soundness of the

ingot and subsequent shapes down to the finished rail will be

furnished when a careful and critical examination of the metal

at the different stages shall have been made. It is entirely inade-

quate for the purpose to make a cursory examination of the

ingot. There is reason for believing that disasters of the kind

caused by the breaking of the present rail will be of less fre-

quent occurrence when structurally sound rails are put into

service.

Southern Pacific Electrification.

E. E. Calvin, vice-president and general manager of the South-

ern Pacific lines west of El Paso, has made to the Portland

Chamber of Commerce the follow^ing statement

:

"The Southern Pacific has acquired the Portland, Eugene &
Eastern and, through it, the Corvallis & Alsea, which is under

construction south to Eugene, and the street car system in Salem,

formerly owned by the Portland Railway Light & Power Co.

"The work of converting lines between Portland and McMinn-

ville to electric operation is well along. We will proceed at

once witli the electrification of the West Side line from McMinii-

ville to Corvallis and of the Corvallis & Alsea from Corvallis

to Eugene.

"This development, which has been authorized, will give us

an interurban electrical system of 340 miles, with an additional

35 miles of city lines in Salem, Albany, Eugene and Corvallis.

We have under contemplation as well a branch line southerly

from Salem to serve a rapidly developing territory, and a branch

line southeasterly from Lebanon.

"We have in tlie Pacific electric system in southern California

900 single-track miles in operation and are extending this sys-

tem rapidly. We have just completed more than 100 miles of

electric lines in the cities on the east side of the bay from San

Francisco and have transferred our engineering forces from

there to the Oregon work. We are putting in thoroughly mod-

ern and up-to-date equipment and construction."

Disastrous Collision at Corning, N. Y.

In a rear collision of passenger trains on the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western, two miles east of Corning, N. Y.. on the

morning of July 4, 39 passengers were killed and more than 60

injured. No trainmen were killed and but one was injured.

The collision occurred about 5:15 a. m. Westbound passenger

train No. 9, which had been stopped because of delay to a freight

train ahead of it, was run into at the rear by first class train No.

11 (United States Express), crushing the rear car of No. 9 and

badly damaging the second and third cars from the rear, and

killing passengers in all rtiese cars. The second car from the

rear was of steel and was not so badly damaged as the other two,

which acted as shock absorbers at either end. Train No. 9 con-

sisted of ten cars. The rear car was of wood and when struck

was split in two lengthwise and was totally demolished. In this

car the bodies of the killed were badly mangled. When the train

came to a standstill there was no piece of the car left longer than

twelve feet. The steel coach was forced through the super-

structure of the Pullman ahead for about two-thirds of its length.

Train No. 11 had run past a distant and a home automatic
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block signal set against it. The home signal was 250 ft. back of

the standing train and the distant was 4.500 ft. farther back.

About 2.000 ft. from train No. 9 was its flagman, who signaled

No. 11. but received no response from the engineman. He says

that he had lighted a fusee, but he used no torpedo. The
engineman of No. 11, William Schroeder, is 54 years of age and

has run this train for 23 years. The officers of the road say

that he had "a most excellent record." He had been on dutv

only one hour and was only about 15 miles from his starting

point. The chief engineer and the signal engineer inspected the

automatic block signals and say that these were in perfect

condition.

At a hearing by Coroner Herbert B. Smith, at Corning, July 9,

Charles Klapproth, of Elmira, said to be an intimate friend of

Schroeder's, testified, unwillingly, that at 12 :30 o'clock on the

morning of July 4. about five hours previous to the colHsion,

he had seen Schroeder walking in the street apparently intoxi-

cated. Schroeder at that time was walking towards his home.
Testimony before the coroner also showed that on the morning
in question Schroeder had to be called twice, and that he came
on duty after the leaving time of his train (the train was about

45 minutes late at the time of the collision). Testimony before

the coroner concerning the fog was conflicting. The conductor

of No. 9 said that when his brakeman went back he could see

him for only about 300 ft. or 400 ft. The brakeman. Edward
Lane, admitted that he had neglected to take a torpedo when he
went back. The conductor of No. 11 testified that he thought

the air brakes had not been applied on his train.

On Wednesday, the 10th, a bartender testified to selling liquor

to Schroeder in the evening of the 3d.

Engineman Schroeder suffered no great physical injury, but

his physician will not allow him to be questioned. The coroner

expects to take his testimony next week. The statements thus

far reported as coming from him are mcoherent.

Twenty-one Killed at Wilpen, Pa.

In a collision between a "double-header" freight train and a

passenger train, of one car, which occurred at W'ilpen, Pa., on
the afternoon of July 5, 17 passengers and four trainmen were
killed and more than 30 passengers were injured. Wilpen is on
the Ligonier Valley Railroad near the end of the Mill Creek
branch which connects with the main line of the road at Ligonier.

This railway connects with the Pennsylvania at Latrobe 40 miles

east of Pittsburgh, and 5 miles from Derry. The single car of the

passenger train was crowded with persons returning from a

holiday at a summer resort. The car was being pushed by the

engine. It was completely broken up and all of its occupants

were thrown to the ground. The engineman of the freight was
fatally scalded. No intelligible report of the cause has yet

appeared.

Four Passengers Killed at Marion, Ind.

In a butting collision on the Marion, Bluffton & Eastern elec-

tric line at Marion, Ind., on July 7, four passengers were killed

and 12 or more injured. One of the cars, a heavy interurban,

crashed half way through the other, which was a slighter one,

occupied by passengers going to an amusement park.

Railway Presidents' Protest Against Anti-Injunction Bill.

Thirteen presidents of railways have sent to the United States

Senate the following protest against the so-called anti-injunction

bill which has been passed by the House of Representatives and
has been referred by the Senate to its judiciary committee:

"This memorial is respectfully presented for your considera-
tion by the undersigned representing common carriers engaged
in interstate commerce.
"Our purpose is to bring to your attention certain objections

to the passage of a bill now before your honorable body for
legislative consideration, popularly known and referred to as
the Anti-Injunction bill. The legal questions which this bill

raises have been fully and, we believe, ably presented by the
various counsel who have appeared before your committee, and
it is not our purpose to burden your attention with further argu-
ment. In our opinion, however, some statement should be made
directly by those who are personally charged with the responsi-
1 ility of conducting the transportation of the commerce of this

country.
U

"With full deliberation, and upon the responsibility of our in-

dividual and personal word, we desire to assure your honorable

body that in the event of strikes it will be impossible to so op-

erate our railways as to perform our duty to the public if this

bill becomes a law. The merit of such controversies as may
arise between the carriers and their employees is entirely foreign

to the issue raised by the effort to enact this bill into law. What-

ever may be the individual opinion as to these controversies, or

whatever may be the personal sympathy with either party to

them, the fact remains that such a law as this is notice to all

turbulent elements of society that acts of depredation or violence

may be committed with impunity and without fear of interfer-

ence.

"The owners of a factory can, in the event of a strike, meas-

urably protect their property from depredation, since it is com-
pact and capable of being adequately policed. The property of

the railway, on the contrary, is exposed along its entire length

and practically cannot be protected by the officers of the law.

"It is well known that strikes usually, and railway strikes

akcays, depend for success on interference with the operation of

the business against which the strike is brought, and it is equally

well known that the interference, while generally resulting in

violence and often in bloodshed, or even murder, may be of a

character not easily reached by the slow process of law. In

case of a threatened strike, what can be more proper or more
conducive to the ends of justice than a court order enjoining

interference with the business of a common carrier? Should
there not, in fact, be a perpetual injunction in force all the time

against interference with the transportation so essential to the

welfare of the country? The proposed bill does not ostensibly

forbid injunction, but its practical effect is the same—the pre-

scribed methods of procedure are purposely contrived to prevent

injunctions in time to be of any use, besides practically provid-

ing for immunity for disobeying them when issued.

"If there is to be taken away from the carriers the protecting

arm of the courts the only means by which any effort can be

made to operate a railway during a strike is destroyed. With-
out that protection the carriers are helpless.

"The law imposes upon the carriers the duty to operate. Com-
mon fairness should extend to the public servant engaged in

that public duty the protection of the courts from interference

through unlawful acts of violence.

"We respectfully submit that it is neither fair nor just to im-
pose by statute a duty which must be performed, and then take

away the only protection under which that duty can be dis-

charged.

"The violence and disorder which the passage of this bill in-

vites would place the railways of this country at the mercy of

the mob. We are unable to understand how any man who does
not want to commit violence could be interested in its passage.

Have we not a right to look to the Senate to stand between the

great American shipping public and such an era of industrial

disorder and commercial paralysis as the passage of this bill

would foster, in every dispute between the carriers and their

employees ?

"We beg to assure you that nothing but the extreme gravity

of the situation spurs us to this unusual course of direct appeal.

We feel that we should be derelict in our duty to the public as

well as to the owners of the properties we represent should we
fail to point out the vicious character of the proposed legislation.

It is invitation to riot ; it is promised immunity for crime."
The presidents signing the memorial are as follows : D. Miller,

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy ; C. H. Markham, Illinois Central;

A. J. Earling, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul ; S. M. Felton, Chi-
cago Great Western ; B. A. Worthington, Chicago & Alton ; E.

P. Ripley, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe : W. A. Gardner, Chi-
cago & North Western ; H. U. Mudge, Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific ; B. L. Winchell, St. Louis & San Francisco ; F. A. De-
lano (co-receiver), Wabash Railroad; H. G. Hetzler, Chicago &
Western Indiana ; A. F. Banks, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, and W.
H. Canniff, New York, Chicago & St. Louis.

U. S. Steel Unfilled Tonnage.

The United States Steel Corporation reports that the unfilled

tonnage on June 29. 1912, was 5,807,346, an increase of 56,363

tons over May. This compares with 5,750,983 tons on May 31,

1912, 3,361.058 tons on June 30, 1911, and 3.113.187 tons on May
31, 1911. The increase of approximatelv 56.400 tons in the un-
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filled tonnage of the Steel Corporation in June was regarded by
the steel trade as satisfactory as a decrease had been expected

by many. Orders on the books of the corporation have shown
an increase each month since September 30, 1911, with the excep-

tion of March, when there was a slight shrinkage. On December
31, 1910, the unfilled tonnage was 2,674.757 tons, comparing with

5,807..346 tons at the present time. Not since its organization

has the Steel Corporation experienced such a prolonged period

of increasing business. The fact that orders, with one exception,

have exceeded production since September 30. 1911. is regarded

as remarkable, and sufficient to demonstrate that the improve-

ment has been sound and healthy. The present unfilled tonnage

is the largest since December 31, 1909, when it was 5,927,031.

Why Not?

Railway companies operating in states where "full crew"

laws have been enacted have provided a chair in the caboose

for the extra member of the train crew and made a stringent

rule that he is not to stir out of that chair from start to des-

tination. It is explained that a trainman with nothing to do
is likely to engage the busy members of the crew in conver-

sation and distract their attention from their duties. It is

also argued that unnecessary division of responsibility among
too many men is inimical to discipline and an element of

danger in the movement of trains.

—

Scraiiton Times.

Texas Claim Agents' Association.

The claim agents of Texas have formed the Association of

Texas Claim Agents. The claim agents of electric street rail-

ways and interurban lines will be eligible to membership. The
officers are as follows : President, W. L. .Alexander, general

claim agent, Missouri, Kansas & Te.xas of Texas, Dallas ; first

vice-president, G. P. Reddick, claim agent, Dallas Consolidated

Street Railway Company. Dallas ; second vice-president. W. D.

Herring, general claim agent, Sunset-Central lines, Houston

;

secretary and treasurer, L. T. Geiser, claim agent, San Antonio

Traction, San Antonio.

Railway Gardening Association.

The sixth annual convention of the Railway Gardening Asso-

ciation is to be held at Roanoke, Va., on August 13, 14 and 15.

The program includes papers and discussions on various phases

of railway gardening and several sight-seeing trips to points of

interest.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

American Association ob General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.

Hope, New York; next convention, September 12, Seattle, Wash.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—W. C. Cooder,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Associ.ation.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W.. Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

American Railw.^y Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 1011 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony
building. Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.

N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R Wemlinger, 13

Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St.. New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier. B. & O., Balti-

more, Md. Convention, 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association op American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McShcrry, C. & E. L, Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegbaj-h Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-U, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Cak Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50tb
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central IIailway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 FultoD
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' Association op Chicago.—E. S. KoUer, 22^

W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, H, rue de Lou-

vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick

building, Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala. Convention, July 23-26,
Chicago.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio. Convention, August 20, Chicago.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters* Association of the United
States a.xd Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention. November 19-21. Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Convention, May, 1913, Chicago.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.
A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Convention, September 10-13,.
De Col.

National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. 1). Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d'
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railroad Club.— C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.

^

4th Saturday. Duluth.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion, Peoria, III.; 2d Tuesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., fCansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railway Business -Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St, New

York; annual, November 20, 1912, New York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 41h Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' -\ssoc.—J. Scribner, 1021

Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.
Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.;

next meeting, .-August 13-16, Roanoke, Va.
Railway Development Association.—W. N

ern. Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting,
Ohio.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-
tion, Oct. 8-11, Quebec.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio.

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. assocs.

Railway Tel. & Tel. Appliance .Assoc—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,
New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmastebs' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111. September 10-13, Buffalo, N. Y.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Fraumenthal. Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except Juno July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance -Association.—F. W. Ed.ii»nds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual conventic^'^ Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Niquist, La Salle St. Sta-
tion, Chicago.

Southern .Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery. -Ala.; annual, Oct. 17, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.---A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club.— T. G. Macoml«r, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday. Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope. 290 Broadway. New York;

last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of' Pittsburgh.— D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-

ings monthly. Pittsburgh.
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago.

Transportation Clud of Buffalo.—^J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo. N. Y. ; annual. -Aug. 27-30, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June. July and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

'Tuesday of each month, except June, July and .August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.
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©rafftr K^tu^,

A meeting of the National Industrial Traffic League is to be
held at the Cadillac hotel, Detroit, Mich., on July 17 and 18,

at which reports will be received from various committees.

The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, Chicago &
Korth Western and Missouri Pacific on July 7 estabUshed a

new line of daily sleeping cars and chair cars between Minne-
apolis, Sioux City and Kansas City.

Shipments of anthracite coal in the month of June amounted
to 6,199,428 tons. This is the largest quantity ever shipped in

the month of June except in June, 1911, when the total was
about 10,000 tons greater than this year.

The Denver & Rio Grande on July 1 adopted the divisional

form of organization instead of the departmental form. The
same change was made on the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain
5ystem shortly after B. F. Bush became president.

It is reported that the Canadian Pacific and tlie Chicago,

Milwaukee & Puget Sound have made a trackage agreement by

which Canadian Pacific trains will enter Tacoma and Seattle,

and the Puget Sound trains will run to Vancouver.

Westbound shipments from Xew York by the trunk lines in

the month of May amounted to 202,706 tons, as compared with

177.301 tons in the samemonth of 1911. This increase of 14.1

per cent, follows an increase of 9.3 per cent, last year over 1910.

Reduced fares from trunk line territory to New York City

for the benefit of merchants—a fare and a half for the round
trip—will be in effect July 22 to 23; August 3 to 6; August 17

to 20, and September 7 to 10. The return limit is 15 days in

each case.

The Southeastern Passenger Association has issued a notice

that the roads members of the association have decided to

abandon the policy of making low excursion rates during the

summer months to such points as St. Louis, Louisville, Detroit,

Cincinnati, Chicago and Washington. The explanation was
given that the people of the south have acquired the habit of

waiting for the cheap rates, thus reducing the regular business.

The Pittsburgh, Bessemer & Lake Erie in the month of June
hauled from its Lake Erie terminus 1,153,000 tons of iron ore.

the largest monthly movement on record—57.000 tons more
than in May, and 217,000 tons more than in June, 1911. The
aggregate quantity of iron ore sent from Lake Superior ship-

ping ports in the month of June was about 7,500,000 tons, or

about 200,000 tons more than in the heaviest previous month,
which was June, 1910.

The investigation conducted by Interstate Commerce Commis-
sioner Prouty, on the matter of freight rates on the Boston &
Maine and the New York, New Haven & Hartford, having

gone over to the fall, without the railways having opportunity

to state their side of the case. Vice-president Byrnes of the

New Haven and the Boston & Maine has issued a statement

asking the public to suspend judgment until both sides have

been heard. He says that the company is handhng its business

in a manner that will compare well with other great railways

of the country.

Three directors of the Boston & Maine, Lucius Tuttle, E. F.

Greene and F. C. Dumaine, who also are members of the Bos-

ton Chamber of Commerce, have sent to the Chamber a pro-

test against the activity of the traffic agent of the Chamber in

preparing complaints against the railways to be presented to

the Interstate Commerce Commission. The protestants say

tl"at the directors and officers of the Chamber are not vested

with plenary powers, but are to speak for the commercial and
business interests of the city only as the Chamber may so di-

rect. It is not their duty to aid in attacks on New England
industries. Another protest has been presented by a number
of business men.

The Grand Trunk Terminals Warehouse Company, Limited,

has been organized by interests affiliated with the Grand Trunk

and Grand Trunk Pacific to establish a chain of terminal ware-
houses along the lines of the two, comparHcs frora: Montreai to;

the Pacific coast. Gontratta- have been emerfed into :by VWtich tfie

railway companies agree to turn over to the warehouse company
all their warehousing business for a period of 30 years. The
first chain of warehouses will include Montreal, Toronto, Fort
William, Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver and Prince
Rupert. For the Montreal warehouse the property of the Mont-
real Warehousing Company has been purchased, and its capacity

will be increased three-fold. Work on the other warehouses will

be started shortly. The capitalization of the company will in-

clude $6,500,000 of common stock and $10,000,000 of bonds, of
which $5,000,000 will be issued at once.

In the investigation which is being made by the government
in connection with its suit against certain steamship lines al-

leging illegal combinations, C. C. McCain, chairman of the

Trunk Line Association, testified last week concerning the al-

lowances which in past years have been made by the trunk line

railways in the shape of commissions on immigrant passengers.

The agreement between the roads, which represented practice

that was begun 30 years ago, called for the payment to the

steamship agent of 10 per cent, where the railway fare exceeds

$2.50. All of the lines participating in the operation of the joint

ticket office at Ellis Island share equally in the traffic. The
immigrant does not choose his route, and not more than one

in a hundred of them would ever think of trying to choose it.

Mr. McCain gave no testimony concerning eastbound steam-

ship business, but he understands that, in conjunction with the

railways west of Chicago, the steamship lines have made some
attempt to divide the business.

Contracts by which the Great Northern and the Northern Pa-
cific are to run trains into Winnipeg have lately been entered

into between the Canadian Northern and the Midland Railway of

Manitoba. The Midland is owned by the Great Northern and

Northern Pacific, and is the operating company formed by them
to carry on this joint enterprise. The trains of the .American

roads are to be run by their own crews, but they are not to do
any local business. If, by order of the railway commission, or

otherwise, local business should be done, the Canadian Northern,

which owns the line, is to have 80 per cent, of the gross re-

ceipts. Engines of 192 tons are to be used, and the Canadian

Northern agrees within nine months to reconstruct the bridges

where necessary, between Emerson and Portage Junction.

Rails weighing 80 lbs. to the yard are also to be laid. The
agreement runs for 20 years, with provision for a possible ex-

tension to a term of 999 years. From Portage Junction into

Winnipeg there is a second agreement similar to the first. At
the Winnipeg terminal the tenant is to pay a rental of $2.50 for

each revenue train movement, with 50 cents extra for every car

in a train over eight. For cleaning cars the tenant will pay cost

plus 10 per cent. ; the same for repairs and supplies ; for hous-

ing each engine, $2.50 a day; for each boiler washing, $2.50, and
for each tank of water, 50 cents ; for storage of coal, 15 cents

a ton.

Parcel Room Charges.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has advanced the rate for stor-

age of parcels, overcoats, suit cases, etc., at all its principal

stations from 5 to 10 cents for every 24 hours. This is in

furtherance of the poHcy adopted on the completion of the

station at New York. Prior to that time the charge was but

5 cents. The Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh have al-

ways charged the higher rate.

Condition of Cotton.

The department of agriculture estimates that the number of

acres of cotton in cultivation this year (1912) in the United
States is about 93.0 per cent, of the area planted to cotton last

year, equivalent to about 34,097,000 acres, as compared with

36,681,000 acres indicated by the bureau's revised estimate of

last year's planted area, a decrease of about 2,584,000 acres, or

7.0 per cent.

The condition of the growing crop on June 25 was 80.4 per

cent, of the normal conilition. as compared with 78.9 on May
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25, 1912; 88,2 on June 25, 1911,' and 80.7 the average condition
for tlie past ten years on June 25,

iThe itdlowing table shows the details of area' and condition '

by states

:

Area, 1912.

Preliminary Estimate.

Revised ,
*

^ Condition,

figures Per Ct. f
^^

^

indicat- com- June 25,

ing acres pared June May r~ '^ \

States. planted with 25, 25, Ten-yr.

in 1911. 1911. Acres. 1912. 1912. 1911. av.

Virginia 44,000 98 43,000 87 89 98 84
N. Carolina 1,657,000 94 1,558,000 83 87 89 82

S. Carolina 2,800,000 93 2,604,000 79 83 84 81

Georgia 5,579,000 90 5,021,000 72 74 94 83
Florida 318,000 89 283,000 76 75 96 87
.Mabania 4,043,000 92 3,720,000 76 74 93 80

Mississippi 3,426,000 89 3,049,000 74 72 87 80

Louisiana 1,118,000 95 1,062,000 74 69 89 79

Texas 11,150,000 98 10,927,000 89 86 85 80

Arkansas 2,470,000 89 2,198,000 77 73 89 81

850,000 94 799,000 76 74 87 84

132,000 83 110,000 75 74 90 84

Oklahoma 3,081,000 88 2,711,000 82 78 87 81

California 13,000 90 12,000 98 96 100

United States 36,681,000 93 34,097,000 80.4 78.9 88.2 80.7

General Crop Conditions.

The department of agriculture estimates crop condition to be

as follows:

For the United States

:

Acreage, 1912. Condition, July 1.

Crop Per cent,

of 1911.

Winter wheat 88.3

Spring wheat 94.2

.\11 wheat 90.7

Corn 102.0

Oats 100.2

liarley 99.3

Rye
White potatoes... 101.9

Tobacco 117.9

Flax 108.5

Rice 102.0

Hay
Apples

Acres.

25,744,000

19,201,000

44,945,000

108,110,000

37,844,000

7.574,000

3,689,000

1,194,200

2,992,000

710,000

1911.

76.8

73.8

75.6

80.1

68.8

72.1

85.0

76.0

72.6

80.9

87.7

64.9

57.9

10-yr.

80.2

85.6

S2.S

84.6

84.8

86.0

89.9

89.3

84.6

a87.0

June 1,

83.5

81.5

91.1

91.1

87.7

a Nine-year average. h Four-year average.

The amount of wheat remaining on farms July 1 is estimated

at 3.8 per cent, of last year's crop, or about 23,876,000 bu., as

compared with 34,071,000 on July 1, 1911, and 35,929,000 on

July 1, 1910.

The following gives the indicated yield per acre and compari-

sons of total production. The indicated yield for 1912 is based

on the ratio of the average condition on July 1 to the final

yield in the five years 1906-1910.

Total production

Yield per acre. in Imillions of bushels.

Crop.
'

1911. 1906-

'

1911. 1910. 1909.

1912.0 Final. 1910 av. 1912.0 Final. Final. Census

Bus. Bus. Bus.

Winter wheat. . . 13.9 14.8 15.5 358 430 434 418

Spring wheat. . . 14.1 9.4 13.4 271 191 201 265

All wheat . 14.0 12.5 14.6 629 621 635 683

Corn . 26.0 23.9 27.1 2.811 2,53! 2,886 2,552

Oats . 30.1 24.4 28.4 1,139 922 1,186 1,007

Barley . 25.6 21.0 24.8 194 160 174 173

Rye . 16.0 1S.6 16.3 33 35 30

White potatoes. . 95.5 80.9 96.8 352 293 349 389

Tobacco, lbs... . 844,9 893.7 828.0 1,009 905 1,103 1,056

Flax . fc9.4

. 31.7

7.0

32.9

8.7

32.4

28

23

19

23

13

25

20

Rice

Hay. tons . cl.40 1.10 1.41 47 61

Details for important crops in principal states follow:

* ^fINTER Wheat. ^'
Per cent. Condition.
of U. S. ,

«
^

States. acreage - July 1, June 1, July 1, July 1,

instate. 1912. 1912. 1911. lOyr. av.
Kansas 20.8 75 75 60 72
Nebraska \\.\ 72 74 58 84
Missouri 7.5 68 65 85 81
Oklahoma 5.9 77 80 41 74
Pennsylvania 4.8 88 89 73 88
Indiana 4.7 42 42 85 81
Ohio 4.6 41 45 81 80
Illinois 4.6 45 41 86 83
Washington 3.8 94 96 97 90
Virginia 2.9 83 86 85 83
Michigan . 2.7 53 55 90 83
Texas 2.7 85 89 62 70
Kentucky 2.7 71 71 88 81
Tennessee 2.6 85 84 87 80
Oregon 2.4 102 101 90 90
North Carolina 2.3 77 84 89 82
Maryland 2.3 90 92 79 85
California 1.5 79 80 83 78
Idaho 1.3 94 97 99 94
New York 1.3 76 81 87 86

United States 100.0 73.3 74.3 76.8 80.2

Spring Wheat.
Per cent. Condition.

of U. S. ,
— A

,

States. acreage July 1, June 1, July 1, July 1,

instate. 1912. 1912. 1911. 10-yr. av.

North Dakota 42.4 92 96 88 86
Minnesota 22.0 89 96 74 86
South Dakota 19.3 83 95 II 83

Washington 6.8 90 99 93 87

United States 100.0 89.3 95.8 73.8 85.6

Corn.

Acreage, 1912. Condition, July 1.

States. Per

1911. .Acres.

Illinois 105 10,658,000

Iowa 102 10,047,000

Kansas 98 8,526,000

Nebraska 102 7,574,000

Missouri 103 7,622,000

Texas 100 7,300,000

Oklahoma 96 5,448,000

Indiana 102 4,947,000

Ohio 105 4,095,000

Georgia 107 3,950,000

Kentucky 100 3,600,000

Tennessee 98 3,332,000

Alabama 104 3,120,000

Mississippi 109 3,106,000

North Carolina 104 2,808,000

Arkansas 107 2,557.000

South Dakota 108 2,495,000

Minnesota 103 2,266,000

Virginia 100 1,980,000

Louisiana 101 1,818,000

South Carolina 107 1,915,000

Michigan 96 1.622,000

Wisconsin 102 1,632,000

Pennsylvania 101 1,449,000

United States 102.2 108,110,000

Oats.

1911. 10-yr. av.

(1 Interpreted from condition reports.

6 Based on average for 1905-09.

c Based.on average for 1908-10.

Per cent,
of U. S.
acreage
in State.

... 13.1

Condition.

States. 'julyl.
1912.

94
90
91
91
83
88
92
95
83
85
83
81
88
87

89.2

June 1,

1912.

97
88
96
96
87
93
93
91
73
95
86
89
89
83

91.1

Julyl,
1911.

70
69
67
84
40
91
71
73
34
25
88
93
88
35

68.8

Julyl.'
10-yr. av.

87
... 11.2 82

7.8 87
North Dakota
Nebraska

... 6.1

. . . 6.0
6.0

86
81
92

5.6 86
5.2 82
4.5 74
4.1 84
3.9 88

New York 3.1

2.9

92
91

Missouri ... 2.7 79

United States .. ... 100.0 84.8
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has further suspended from July 6 to Janu-

ary 6, certain schedules contained in Leland's tariff, which in-

crease rates for the transportation of coal, in carloads, from
Galveston, Tex., to points in Louisiana.

Examiner Doyle held a hearing in Chicago on July 8 on charges

of discrimination in the rates on fresh meat between Austin,

Minn., and Chicago as compared with those from Cedar Rapids,

Ottumwa, and Mason City, la., to Chicago.

The commission has further suspended from Jul}' 6 to Janu-

ary 6, certain schedules shown in supplement 1 to Poteet's

tariff, which increase rates for the transportation of cooperage

between Chicago and Salt Lake City, Utah, and other points.

The commisison has further suspended from July 6 to Janu-

ary 6, the supplement to the Pacific Car Demurrage Bureau

tariff, which advances from $1 per car per day to $3 per car

per day demurrage charges on interstate shipments by carriers

operating in Cahfornia.

The commission has further suspended from July 19 to Janu-

ary 18, certain scliedules contained in the Minneapolis. St. Paul

& Sault Ste. Marie tariff, which advance rates for the switch-

ing of freight, in carloads, between St. Mary's Transfer, Mich.,

and Algoma Central & Hudson Bay Transfer, Ontario.

Examiner Gerry conducted a hearing at Chicago on July 1

involving rates on barley in carloads from California, Nevada
and Utah to Minneapolis and Missouri river points as compared

with the rates to Chicago. The principal point at issue was an

advance from 55 to 58 cents in the rate from Californid to the

Missouri river, which had been suspended by the commission.

ChafUn Coal Company v. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

Opinion by the commission:
The rate of $1.75 per ton applied on a carload of coal screen-

ings from Chicago to Platteville, Wis., was not found to have
been unreasonable.

Coal Rates Reduced.

Pittsburgh vein Operators Association of Ohio v. Pennsyl-

vania Company et al. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The rate of 85 cents per net ton applicable on bituminous

coal in carloads from points in the Pittsburgh vein No. 8 coal

district of Ohio to the Lake Erie ports of Huron and Cleve-

land, Ohio, when the transshipment by vessel to points outside

of Ohio, was found to have been unreasonable and a rate of

75 cents was prescribed for the future. (24 L C. C, 280.)

Reparation Awarded.

Bascom-Porter Company v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

Opinion by the commission:

The rate of 16 cents per 100 lbs. for the transportation of

lumber in carloads from El Paso, Tex., to Las Cruces, N. Mex.,

was found to be unreasonable to the extent that it exceeds 10

cents. (24 I. C. C, 297.)

Samuel Preston Davis v. St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.

Opinion by the commission:

The rate of $4.15 per net ton for the transportation of cotton-

seed meal and hulls in carloads from Monticello, Ark., to points

of destination located on the Texas & Pacific in Louisiana, was

found to have been unreasonable and unduly prejudicial to the

extent that it exceeds $3.15 per ton.

Pacific Stationery & Printing Company v. Oregon-Washing-

ton Railroad & Navigation Company et al. Opinion by the

commission:
The rates on printographs, writerpresses, planotypes, and

addressing machines from La Cross, Wis., and Chicago, 111.,

to Portland, Oreg., were found to be unreasonable to the ex-

tent that they exceed $4.50 per 100 lbs. (24 I. C. C, 299.)

Complaint Dismissed.

Edward T. Slider v. Southern Railway et al. Opinion by the

commission:
The rates from New Albany, Ind., to East St. Louis, 111., and

St. Louis, Mo., on coal, and to Louisville, Ky., on sand and

gravel, were not found unreasonable.

Lumbermen's E.vcliange of St. Louis v. Anderson & Saline

River et al. Opinion by Chairman Prouty:

The advanced rates upon hardwood and yellow pine from

points of production in the southwest to St. Louis, Mo., were

found to be just and reasonable.

Spur Track Not a Team Track.

Railroad Commission of .Arkansas v. St. Louis, Iron Moun-
tain & Southern Railway Company. Opinion by the com-
mission:

The commission found that the defendant is not required to

switch a car, containing an interstate shipment of coal, from
another line connection at Fort Smith, Ark., to its own team
track for unloading by the consignee. A spur track at Little

Rock, Ark., built jointly by the defendant and the state of

Arkansas for the convenient delivery of cars loaded with mate-

rial for use in the erection of a new capitol building at that

point, is not a team track in the ordinary meaning of that term,

and the defendant's refusal to switch two carloads of marble,

intended for the capitol building, from another line connected

at Little Rock to the spur track, upon demand, was found to

have been contrary to its switching tariff, and therefore in vio-

lation of the act to regulate commerce. (24 I. C. C, 292.)

Sand and Gravel Rates Not Increased.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in rates by
carriers for the transportation of sand and gravel in carloads,

from Jancsville, Wis., to Chicago, III., and between other

points. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:

By the tariff intended to become effective March 15, 1912,

the carriers increased the rates on gravel and sand from points

on their lines to Chicago and its suburbs from V/2 cents and

lf4 cents (according to whether the destination was situated

in what is known as the inner or outer zone) to 2 cents and 3

cents respectively. This tariff was suspended by the commis-

sion. The commission found that the burden of proof of the

reasonableness of the increased rates rested with the carriers,

and, as the evidence was not conclusive, an order will be is-

sued requiring the carriers to maintain the present rates. (24

I. C. C, 249.)

Conference Rulings.

It is unlawful for a carrier to disclose to a shipper the name
of the ultimate consignee of a shipment reconsigned in transit

by the original consignee.

Where a shipment leaves a point of origin in a single car

and for the convenience of the carriers is transferred in tran-

sit into two cars which are subsequently detained at the des-

tination beyond the free time, demurrage should be assessed as

for one car only so long as either car is detained, and in

such cases switching, reconsignment and diversion charges

should be assessed as for one car only.

Where coal consigned to tidewater was held in the cars at

the port awaiting the arrival of a vessel, which had been de-

layed by storms, the demurrage charges might not lawfully

be waived because the delay was due to conditions beyond the

control of the rail carrier.

Colon, although within the canal zone, is governed by the

Republic of Panama, therefore shipments from the United

States to that point are entitled to export rates.

An allowance, purporting to be made under section 15, must

be regarded as a concession from the rate unless duly pub-

lished by the carrier on its tariffs, and thus made available to

all shippers furnishing a like facility or performing a like serv-

ice of transportation in connection with their traffic.

Where it is desired to move to another station a messenger

carired on the pay rolls of an express company, who also acts

as baggage man for a rail line, 45 per cent, of the salary paid

him by the former being refunded to it by the latter, the rail-

way company may not lawfully transport his household goods

free or at rates other than those duly established.

In awarding reparation the commission will recognize an as-

signment by a consignor to a consignee, or vice versa, but will

not recognize an assignment to a stranger to the transportation

records.

A rule, lawfully incorporated in the tariffs of a carrier,

stating that it will pay for telegrams from consignees to ship-

pers when they contain nothing in addition to the necessary
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specific instruction to route the shipments over its rails, is not
objectionable.

A railway company and a telegraph company may exchange
service with respect to strictly company matters on the basis

of their agreement.

When the consignment is to. or in care of the carrier itself

for the purpose of being forwarded by that carrier from the

point of receipt at the regular rate over its own line and con-

nections according to the routing instructions, and when no
lawful through rate is defeated, and no discrimination or other

violation of the act resuhs, conference rules 98 and 337 do
not apply. In no case may the same person act as the agent

for the carrier and the shipper.

When the definite address of a consignee is noted upon the

bill of lading, it is the duty of the initial and of each suc-

ceeding carrier to transmit that address to connections par-

ticipating in the movement, and the duty of the delivering

carrier to send notice of arrival to that address. The car-

rier at fault in this respect will be held liable for demurrage

or storage accruing as the result of the failure of the notice

to reach the consignee.

Milling-in-Transit Privileges.

In re investigation into the substitution of tonnage at transit

points. Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
The commission has power to regulate all transit privileges.

In 18 I. C. C, 280, the commission made a number of findings

in regard to transit privileges, but since that time varying con-

structions have been placed upon those findings, with the result

that shippers in districts where the spirit of the law is followed

are discriminated against in favor of the shippers in the dis-

tricts where only the letter of the law is obeyed. To eliminate

this discrimination, the commission made a thorough investiga-

tion of the conditions under which transit privileges are op-

erative throughout the country. This investigation revealed gross

violations of the law in certain sections of the country. The
commission decided that the only way to minimize these viola-

tions at transit points was to adopt a code of unambiguous rules

and to provide for proper policing. The duty of properly and

effectively policing the transit privileges falls primarily upon

the carrier. The commission suggests that policing can be most

effectively accomplished by means of inspection bureaus, which

would be agents of the carriers in the discharge of a duty im-

posed on them by law. The commission arrived at the follow-

ing conclusions in regard to rules for extending transit privi-

leges : At the time of each shipment, certificates shall be fur-

nished, by those shipping out of a transit house, as to whether or

not the commodity is entitled to a transit privilege, and also

whether the commodity has or has not previously been accorded

a transit privilege ; and if any commodity entitled to a transit

privilege has been mixed with the contents of a transit house.

Such certificates shall be furnished as to each shipment from the

transit house.

A daily report shall be issued from the transit house to the car-

rier or policing agent of the carrier, which shall show at the

close of business each day the classification of the receipts and

shipments of the total movement into and out of the transit

house. If any of the commodity contained therein is to be ac-

corded the right of transit, this report shall show all tonnage

handled through the transit house as follows : All grain and

grain products handled
;
point of origin of the grain and destina-

tion of the product, and whether received or forwarded by rail,

boat, wagon or otherwise, which record must clearly show in

pounds separately : Grain received by rail ; grain received by

boat ;
grain received by wagon ;

grain transferred from elevator

to mill ; grain products forwarded by rail, local or nontransit

;

grain products disposed of locally, by rail or wagon ;
grain

products forwarded by rail, transit
;
grain products forwarded by

boat, transit
;

grain products transferred, and total tonnage

on hand.

There shall be recorded with the policing agent within a

reasonable time after the shipment has been received at the

transit point all paid expense bills.

The surplus billing, that is to say, all billing which does not

represent grain actually on hand, shall be canceled absolutely

at the close of each business day.

Transit privileges shall be extended only where the billing

on the inbound movement shall show sufficient detail as to the

character of the commodity ; that is to say, billing should state

whether the commodity is white corn, yellow corn, mixed corn,

etc. Where the billing does not show this information it must be

accompanied by a certificate from some proper authority as to

the specific nature of the inbound commodity prior to the time

when it may be forwarded on the transit privilege.

No transit privilege shall be accorded except where the out-

bound billing shall show full reference to the inbound billing.

Transit privileges upon grain and grain products shall be ex-

tended for a period not exceeding one year from the date of

the expense bills, and at the expiration of this period all transit

privileges shall absolutely cease, and full local rates, commodity
or class, shall be assessed for any movement of the commodity
whatsoever, both for the movement into and out of the transit

point.

In extending a transit privilege upon the products of wheat a

daily deduction shall be made of 1 per cent, of the weight of

the wheat inbound, when the wheat has been manufactured at

the transit point. In extending a transit privilege on malt there

shall be a daily deduction from the inbound weight of the barley

of 16 per cent. ; on corn that has been dried at the transit point,

a daily deduction from the weight of the corn of 10 per cent.

;

on corn which has been shelled at the transit point, a daily deduc-

tion of 20 per cent. ; on the products of corn milled at the transit

point, a daily deduction of 1 per cent, from the weight of the

corn ; on grains that have been cleaned and clipped at the transit

point, a daily deduction of 13 per cent.; the actual loss to be

balanced and deducted at intervals not less than four times

a year.

In according a transit privilege on the products of grain milled

in transit, including mixed feed, a policing authority shall be

required to daily balance the outbound movement of the products

against the inbound movement of the grain upon the basis of the

well-known average ratios of the products to the particular grain,

the actual divisions to be balanced at intervals not less than

four times a year.

The same general principles as to the balancing of the ma-
terial or grain account against the products moving from the

transit point shall supply to mixed feeds. (24 I. C. C, 304.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Texas railway commission has announced that a pub-

lic hearing will be held on August 13 to consider the proposed

adoption of certain regulations in connection with express ship-

ments within the state, including the rates for refrigerating

shipments of fruit and vegetables.

The New York State Public Service Commission has ordered

the New York Telephone Company to discontinue the use of

the word "telegram" as a call word for Western Union (or any

other) telegraph offices. The company is directed to establish

rules under which a person wishing to telephone a telegram to

a Western Union office may say "Western Union," and one

desiring to send to a Postal telegraph office may say "Postal."

Since the telephone company acquired control of the Western

Union telegraph lines, the word "telegram" has been prescribed

as a call to be used by telephone subscribers, the telephone op-

erator being depended upon to select the proper telegraph office.

The rule thus favoring the Western Union is declared to be an

unjust discrimination against the Postal Company.

COURT NEWS.

In the Federal Court at Grand Rapids, Mich., July 9, fines

aggregating $14,000 were imposed on the Grand Rapids & Indiana

for payment of illegal rebates.

The Northern Pacific has filed in the Superior Court of

Pierce county. Wash., a petition asking a review of the recent

order of the public service commission reducing distributive

class rates. The petition does not, however, ask for an in-

junction restraining the enforcement of the order and the rates

were made effective July 8.

Judge Trieber of the United States District Court at St. Louis

on July 8 held that the Supreme Court decision in the case

against the Terminal Railroad .Association of St. Louis does not

abolish the bridge arbitrary, as contended by the government, but

recognizes it and refers it to the jurisdiction of the Interstate

Commerce Commission. The question of entering a final decree

in the case was before the court.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

L. C. Gilman, assistant to the president of the Great Northern,
has had his office removed from St. Paul. Minn., to Seattle!
Wash.

Charles F. Groves, car accountant of the Central of Georgia,
has been elected secretary, succeeding John Bell, resigned to en-
gage in other business.

B. L. Abney, division counsel of the Southern Railway, with
office at Columbia, S. C, has been appointed counsel for South
Carolina, with office at Columbia.

S. T. Bledsoe, of the legal firm of Cottingham & Bledsoe.
Oklahoma City, Okla., has been appointed general attorney for
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with office at Oklahoma City.

J. G. Drew, general auditor of the Missouri Pacific-Iron Moun-
tam system, has been elected vice-president in charge of account-
"ig- J- G. Livengood, auditor of disbursements, succeeds Mr.
Drew.

W. T. Rowen has been appointed auditor of freight accounts
of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco,
Cal., succeeding T. O. Edwards, resigned to go to another
company.

G. H. Miller, acting auditor of the White Pass & Yukon
Route at Vancouver, B. C, has been appointed general auditor,
with office at Vancouver, and the office of acting auditor has
been abolished.

W. P. Clough, a director and a member of the executive
committee of the Northern Pacific, has been elected vice-presi-
dent, succeeding J. N. Hill, resigned. Mr. Hill's resignation
IS said to be due to ill health.

James G. Wilson, assistant general attorney of the Oregon-
Washmgton Railroad & Navigation Company, with office at Port-
land, Ore., has been appointed assistant interstate commerce at-
torney of the Harriman Lines, with office at Chicago, succeeding
H. A. Scandrett, promoted.

Theodore H. Burgess, whose appointment as assistant com-
merce counsel of the Erie Railroad, with office at 30 Church
street. New York, has been announced in these columns, was
born in Auburn, N. Y.. September 20, 1882. He graduated
from the Auburn high school in 1899, and from Hamilton Col-
lege in 1503. and from the Albany law school in 1906. He
began railway work in February. 1908. Previous to this he had
been admitted to the New York bar in the fall of the year he
left law school, and had worked with three different firms in
New York. His work on the Erie had been more or less de-
voted to I. C. C. cases, and since 1910 he has been engaged ex-
clusively in commission work.

William McKinley Duncan, whose appointment as receiver of
the Wheeling & Lake Erie, with office at Cleveland, Ohio, has
been announced in these columns, was born May 19, 1873, at
Pittsburgh, Pa. He was educated at the Rayen school. Youngs-
town, Ohio, and at Cornell University, was admitted to the bar
in 1894 and was attorney for the Cleveland. Akron & Canton from
1894 to 1897. From 1897 to 1905 he was with the Wheeling &
Lake Erie in the law department and with the receiver, and from
1905 to 1908 he was general attorney of the Wabash Pittsburgh
Terminal, the West Side Belt and the Wheeling & Lake Erie. A
receiver was appointed for the Wheeling & Lake Erie in June,
1908. when Mr. Duncan was made general attorney for the re-
ceiver, which office he held until June 20, 1912, the date of his
appointment as receiver.

Charles Shirley Goldsborough, who, as previously announced,
has been appointed assistant to the president of the Erie, was
born in Talbot county, Md. He was educated in the public
schools at Baltimore and went to Baltimore City College until
he was 15. He began railway work with the Erie in November,
1889, as clerk in the office of the general roadmaster. Two
years later he was made chief clerk to the general superintend-

FarreU.

ent, and waS" later promoted to superintendent of the Rochester

division^ -iieoorjiing .later .superintejiidenti <?f the? Allegheny ih'

vision, then superintendent of the New York, Susquehanna &
Western and the \\'ilkesbarre & Eastern. In 1903 he was given

charge of President Underwood's office, and was also made
president of the Bath & Hammondsport from October 10, 1903,

to October 14, 1905. In 1912 he was made assistant to the

president.

Henry Edward Farrell, whose election as vice-president in

charge of freight traffic of the St. Louis Southwestern, with of-

fice at St. Louis, Mo., was announced in the Railn'ciy Age Ga-

zette of April 26, was
born October 11, 1864, at

Detroit, Mich., and re-

ceived a public school

education. He began

railway work in 1877

with the Michigan Cen-

tral at Detroit, Mich.,

as a messenger, and

previoi's to October 1,

1885, he was with the

Detroit, Grand Haven
& Milwaukee and the

Great Western of Can-

ada, both now parts of

the Grand Trunk Sys-

tem, with the Chicago &
North Western and the

.\tchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, in various ca-

pacities in local freight

office work. He went
with the Missouri Pa-

cific in October, 1885, as

cotton rate clerk in the

office of the traffic manager, at Galveston, Tex. ; was subse-

quently chief rate clerk in the general freight office of the Hous-
ton & Texas Central, and in August, 1888, he went with the St.

Louis, .Arkansas & Texas, now the St. Louis Southwestern,

where he was consecutively commercial agent at Waco, Tex.,

chief clerk in the traffic department and assistant general freight

agent. He was made general freight agent of the St. Louis
Southwestern of Te.xas in September, 1898, and in March, 1901,

was made freight traffic manager of the system. In May, 1901,

he was elected also second vice-president of the St. Louis South-
western of Texas, and since April 22, 1912, he has been vice-

president in charge of traffic of the St. Louis Southwestern.

Thomas Oliver Edwards, who has been appointed auditor of

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with office at St. Louis, Mo., as

has been announced in these columns, was born June 30, 1864,

in Texas, where he re-

ceived a common school

education. He began
railway work in 1880 in

' .ithe roadway depart-

"ftient of the Houston &
Texas Central, and from
August, 1881, to Febru-
ary, 1886, he was with

a number of different

roads as telegraph op-

erator and station agent.

From February 1, 1886,

Mr. Edwards was con-

secutively, for over ten

years, clerk in the of-

fice of the auditor of the

Texas & Pacific at Dal-
las, Tex. ; for about two
years auditor for the re-

ceiver of the Waco &
Northwestern at Waco,
Te.x. ; for four months
chief clerk to the audi-

tor of the St. Louis
Southwestern of Texas at Tyler, Tex.; for seven months travel-
ing auditor of the Texas & Pacific, and for four vears chief

Edwards.
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clerk to the auditor of the Fort Worth & Denver City at Fort

W/)rth', Tex. For six mt)>tith?.j'iffoB»-Jii1y 1, 1903,' he was clerk

iri the oftce of the cdmptrollcr of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific at Chicago, and on January 1, 1904, was appointed audi-

tor of Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship Com-
pany and the Louisiana Western Railroad, comprising the lines

of the Southern Pacific in Louisiana. On November 1, 1911.

he was appointed auditor of freight accounts of the Southern Pa-

cific at San Francisco, Cal., which office he resigned on June 30.

to become auditor of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

Operating Officers.

A. N. Williams has been appointed superintendent of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, with office at Trinity. Tex.,

succeeding W. P. Danforth, promoted.

J. H. Reich has been appointed car accountant of the St.

Louis. Brownsville & Mexico and the Beaumont, Sour Lake &
Western, with office at Houston, Tex.

George Hannauer, general superintendent of the Indiana

Harbor Belt at Gibson, Ind.. has been appointed general man-
ager, with office at Gibson, and his former title has been

abolished.

H. Wheeler, superintendent of the stage lines of the White

Pass & Yukon Route at White Horse. Yukon Territory, has

been appointed superintendent of the River division and the mail

service department, with office at White Horse, succeeding Will-

iam Taylor, resigned, as superintendent of the River division.

G. W. Heggenberger, trainrriaster of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific at Council Bluffs, Iowa, has been appointed train-

master, with office at Rock Island, HI., succeeding F. W. Rosser.

promoted ; and W. E. Warren has been appointed trainmaster,

with office at Rock Island, succeeding W. A. Sheahan, resigned.

C. W. Lafler, chief despatcher on the Illinois division, has been

appointed trainmaster, with office at Des Moines, Iowa, and L.

F. Creagan succeeds Mr. Lafier.

J. E. Taussig, superintendent of terminals of the Galveston.

Harrisburg & San .Antonio at Houston, Tex., has been appointed

superintendent of the Houston division, with office at San An-
tonio. Tex., succeeding H. F. Anderson, and H. J. Micksch,

assistant superintendent at Houston, succeeds Mr. Taussig.

R. M. Hoover, assistant superintendent of the G. H. & S. A. at

El Paso. Tex., has been appointed superintendent of the Houston

& Texas Central, with office at Ennis. Tex., succeeding W. T.

Hall, assigned to other duties. W. H. Connolly succeeds Mr.

Hoover.

Traffic Officers.

C. L. Montgomery has been appointed traveling freight agent

of the Wabash, with office at Memphis, Tenn., succeeding Paul

J. Fischer, promoted.

H. T. Chism has been appointed freight soliciting agent of

the Southern Railway, with headquarters in Baltimore, suc-

ceeding R. C. Hicks, resigned.

George Hadden has been appointed traffic manager of the

Idaho Northern, with office at Nampa, Idaho, succeeding E. P.

Shaw, assigned to other duties.

W. G. Chamberlain has been appointed soliciting agent of the

Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga.. suc-

ceeding A. L. Burnet, promoted.

J. W. Melone has been appointed commercial freight agent

of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Putnam building, Daven-

port, Iowa, succeeding N. D. Harding, resigned.

W. H. Maas has been appointed contracting freight agent of

the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain System, with office at St.

Louis, Mo., succeeding C. K. Anderson, resigned to accept service

with another company.

E. J. Bryant, traveling passenger agent of the New York Cen-

tral Lines, at Salt Lake City. Utah, has been appointed traveling

passenger agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with

office at Cleveland, Ohio.

Albert Daniels, soliciting freight agent of the Central of

Georgia at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed traveling freight

agent with office at Cincinnati, succeeding C. R. Dassell, resigned

to accept service with another company.

Paul P. Hastings, general freight and passenger agent of the

Santa Fe, Prescott'&'iJl»o«nist-at Prescott, V\iiLtiHbs been ap-

pointed assistant general freight agent of the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe Coast Lines, withoffice at San Francisco, Cal.
1 -

C. A. Gormaly, commercial agent of the Grand Trunk at St.

Louis, Mo., has been appointed commercial agent, with office at

Chicago, succeeding H. E. Graves, retired on a pension. W. H.

Burke, traveling freight agent at Chicago, succeeds Mr. Gormaly.

C. B. Woodul, who was recently appointed assistant general

freight and passenger agent of the Muscatine North & South,

has been appointed general freight and passenger agent, with

headquarters at Muscatine, Iowa, succeeding G. B. Birch, re-

signed.

G C. White, industrial agent of the Sonora Railway and

the Southern Pacific of Mexico, has been appointed assistant

general freight and passenger agent, with office at Guaymas,

Sonora, Mex., succeeding E. E. Partridge, resigned to engage

in other business.

Stephen Lounsberry, city passenger agent of the Great North-

ern at New York City, has been appointed general eastern pas-

senger agent of that road and general passenger of the Northern

Steamship Company, with office in New York City, succeeding

Wesley M. Lowrie, resigned.

W. R. Beattie has been appointed agricultural commissioner

of the St. Louis Southwestern and the St. Louis Southwestern of

Texas ; and W. J.- Doyle, assistant agricultural and industrial

agent at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed industrial and immi-

gration commissioner, with office at St. Louis.

T. E. King has been appointed traveling freight agent of the

Macon. Dublin & Savannah, with office at Atlantic National

Bank building. Jacksonville, Fla. He succeeds to the duties of

J. D. Bowden. commercial agent, with office at Tampa, Fla.,

resigned to go to another company. The office of commercial

agent at Tampa has been abolished.

C. -A, Matthews, general agent in the passenger department cf

the Northern Pacific at Chicago, has been appointed assistant

general passenger agent, with office at St. Paul, Minn. ; and E.

E. Nelson, chief clerk in the passenger department at St. Paul,

has also been appointed assistant general passenger agent, with

office at St. Paul. A. C. Odenbaugh, city passenger agent at

Chicago, succeeds Mr. Matthews.

The position of general eastern passenger agent of the Great

Northern has been abolished, and Stephen Lounsberry has been

appointed general agent, passenger department, with office at

New York. The agencies at Philadelphia, Buffalo and Pitts-

burgh will hereafter report directly to the general passenger

agent at St. Paul. Mr. Lounsberry has also been appointed gen-

eral passenger agent of the Northern Steamship Company,

succeeding W. M. Lowrie.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

Grant Gordon has been appointed passenger yardmaster of the

Grand Trunk at Toronto Union Station.

W. D. Johnston, division master mechanic of the Inter-

national & Great Northern, with office at Palestine, Tex., has

resigned.

Carl Gray. Jr., has been appointed assistant engineer of the

Oregon Electric Railway and the United Railways Company.

wHth headquarters at Portland, Ore.

J. R. Decker, assistant signal engineer of the Michigan Cen-

tral at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed division engineer.

with office at Bay City, Mich., succeeding E. R. Lewis, resigned

to accept service with another company

W. L. Rohbock, assistant to the chief engineer of the Wheel-

ing & Lake Erie at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed acting

chief engineer, with office at Cleveland, succeeding H. T.

Douglas, Jr., chief engineer, resigned to go with the Chicago &
-•Mton.

L. R. Johnson, assistant superintendent of motive power,

eastern lines, of the Canadian Pacific at Montreal. Que., has

been appointed general superintendent of the .\ngus shops dis-
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trict, and H. Osborne has been appointed assistant superintend-

ent of motive power, succeeding Mr. Johnson.

J. R. Sexton, master mechanic of the Missouri division and

the Shopton shops of the .\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Shop-

ton, Iowa, has been appointed mechanical superintendent of the

Western lines. Northern district, with office at La Junta, Colo.,

succeeding M. J. Drury, promoted. J. P. McMurray has been

appointed master mechanic of the Rio Grande division, with

office at Albuquerque, N. Me.x., succeeding L. A. Mattimore.

R. J. Turnbull, acting superintendent of machinery of the east-

ern district of the Missouri Pacific-St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern, with office at St. Louis, has been appointed mechanical

superintendent of the entire Missouri Pacific-St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern, with office at St. Louis. W. L. Tracy,

assistant superintendent of machinery of the western district,

with office at Kansas City, has been appointed general master

mechanic of the eastern district, with office at St. Louis. W. C.

Smith, master mechanic, with office at Kansas City, has been

appointed general master mechanic of the western district, with

office at Kansas City. D. W. Cunningham, assistant superintend-

ent of machinery of the southern district, w'ith office at Little

Rock, has been appointed general master mechanic of the south-

ern district, with office at Little Rock. The office of superin-

tendent of machinery has been abolished and the duties hereto-

fore performed by that officer have been assumed by the mechan-

ical superintendent. The office of assistant superintendent of

machinery of each district has been abolished and the duties of

these officers have been assumed by the general master

mechanics of these districts.

Purchasing Officers.

C. J. Rogers, acting purchasing agent of the White Pass &
Yukon Route at Vancouver, B. C, has been appointed pur-

chasing agent, with office at Vancouver.

B. F. Aikens has been appointed purchasing agent of the

Michigan Central, with office at Detroit, Mich., succeeding

J. F. Farrell, resigned to go to another company.

Hc^mpment anh ^ttj>))lte0.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

OBITUARY.

E. Luckett, superintendent of the Tallulah Falls Railway,

died on July 4 after some weeks' illness.

H. P. Dwight, president of the Great Northwestern Tele-

graph Company, died at his home in Toronto, Ontario. July 4,

at the age of 84.

D. D. Colvin. engineer of maintenance of way of the National

Railways of Mexico, with office at Mexico City, Mex., was
drowned in a washout on the Guadalajara branch of the road on

July 2.

Hugh J. Chisholm, president of the Portland & Rumford Falls

and of the Rumford Falls & Rangeley Lakes, and president of

the O.xford Paper Company, died at his home in New York on

July 8.

Cecil B. Smith, a prominent Canadian civil' engineer and for-

mer chairman of the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Railway
Comm.ission, died at Toronto, June 29, at the age of 47. Mr.
Smith was resident engineer "in the construction of the North-
ern Pacific Junction, now a part of the Canadian Pacific, and
also was engaged in the location of the Toronto, Hamilton &
Buffalo. This was in 1889; and for the next three years he was
engaged in railway work in the United States.

Edvi'in Borden, general superintendent of transportation of the

Atlantic Coast Line, died at Clifton Springs. N. Y., on June 30.

Mr. Borden was born April 16, 1853. at Palestine. Tex. He
began railway work in 1872 as operator and despatcher on the

Wilmington & Weldon and the Wilmington, Columbia & Au-
gusta. In February, 1885, he became chief operator and des-

patcher on the Wilmington division of the Atlantic Coast Line,

with which the W. & W. and the \\'. C. & A. became consoli-

dated. In 1889 he was chief operator and train despatcher, and
in August, 1889, became assistant superintendent of transpor-

tation. Two years later he was appointed superintendent of

transportation, and on November 1, 1902, was made general

superintendent of transportation, which position he held at the

time of his death.

The Canadian Pacific has ordered twenty-five locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company.

The Virginian is said to be in the market for 15 loco-

motives. This item has not been confirmed.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has ordered 10 Mallet

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

The W.\rren, Johnsville & Saline River has ordered 1 con-
solidation locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Den\-er & Rio Grande has ordered 16 Mallet locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company, and 14 mikado loco-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The Mallet loco-

motives will have 26 in. and 40 in. x 32 in. cylinders, 57 in. driv-

ing wheels, and in working order will weigh 465,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Litchfield & Madison has ordered 100 gondola cars from
the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Central New England is in the market for 900 box cars

and 100 end-door box cars and 50 flat cars.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

is in the market for two second-hand, 50-ton, steel underframe,

wooden drop-bottom coal cars, and for some 40 ft. flat cars of

80,000 lbs. capacity.

The Seabo.\rd Air Line has ordered 10 coaches, 7 combina-

tion passenger and baggage cars and 7 combination baggage and

mail cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company, and 6 dining

cars from the Pullman Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Southern Railway has ordered 17.700 tons of rails from
the Tennesese Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The Western M.\ryland has ordered 2,100 tons of open-

hearth rails from the Carnegie Steel Company, and 2,700 tons of

rails from the Bethlehem Steel Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—Steel manufacturers say that

the industry is now in a stronger position than it has been at any

time since the first of the year. Prices are satisfactory and firm,

and the volume of orders is large, particularly on the part of the

railways. The rail orders on the books of the various compa-

nies are larger than they have been for five years. One company
was even forced to refuse a 6,000 ton rail order on account of the

congested condition at its mills. The rail mills of the Steel Cor-

poration are operating at full capacity, and the orders on hand

are sufficient to keep them running at the same pace for the bal-

ance of the year.

The Anglo-Chilean Nitrate & Railway Company, Chile, has

been authorized to construct a railway between Santa Ana and

Coya, a distance of 19 miles.

The construction of the railway between San Felipe, Guate-

mala, and Quezaltenango, which is 7,800 ft. above the sea level,

is progressing rapidly. An 8-mile section of the roadbed has al-

ready been graded and is now ready for rail laying. The rail-

way is being built under the direct supervision of the government

of Guatemala.

The Chilean government is considering proposals made by

financiers and promoters of various nationalities to lease the

state railways. Hitherto the operation of the state railways

has resulted in enormous deficits and these deficits are largely

responsible for the weak financial condition of the country. It

is expected that the traffic on the Chilean railways will show
enormous increases after the Panama Canal has been opened

because the traffic from Argentina to the Pacific coast will have

to pass through Chile- as the passage through the Straits of

Magellan will probably become obsolete after that time.
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The plant of the Detroit Seamless Steel Tubes Company, De-
troit, Mich., was totally destroyed by fire on July 1. The loss is

estimated at $300,000.

TTie Gould Coupler Company, New York, has let contracts for
a 600- ft. X ISO-ft. addition to its steel plant at Depew, N. Y.
The new building will be equipped with cranes, compressed air,

sand blasts, etc.

The Railway Motor Car Company, Marion, Ohio, has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $200,000 to make motor cars
for use in railway section work. The directors are : W. O.
Worth, J. D. Worth, Hiram Beschore, G. R. Stewart and Eben
H. Wolcott.

Louis E. Carlton, president of the Heywood Brothers & Wake-
field Company, Wakefield, Mass., died at his home in Gardner,
Mass., July 4, at the age of SO. Mr. Carlton was also president
of the First National Bank of Gardner, and was a delegate to

the National Republican Convention in 1908.

The U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Company, New York, will

no longer act as agent for axles made by the Carbon Steel Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa. On July 1 the company took over the ac-

count of the Pollak Steel Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, manufac-
turer of heat-treated traction axles, tender and driving axles,

crank pins, side and driving rods, equalizers, etc.

Charles H. Burt, recently an inspector for the Block Signal
and Train Control Board of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and formerly in the signal department of the New York
Central & Hudson River, has gone to the Robinson Coupler
Company, Washington, D. C, which company is introducing the
Robinson automatic air and steam hose connector.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has re-

ceived an order from the Pennsylvania Railroad for substation
apparatus, for installation on the West Jersey & Seashore, con-
sisting of one 2,250 kw. 2-unit. 2-bearing reversible frequency
changer set, three 700 kv.-a transformers, and one 20,000 cu.

ft. blower set and switchboard. This machine will be used to

convert 60-cycle power, purchased from the Atlantic City Elec-
tric Company, .'\tlantic City, N. J., into 25-cycle power to supple-
ment the present power station of the West Jersey & Seashore
for the operation of its electric division between Philadelphia,
Pa., and Atlantic City.

The B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio, has purchased
the properties and business of the Diamond Rubber Company,
New York, and hereafter the two organizations will be operated
as one. The officials of the enlarged company will be as follows

:

B. G. Work will continue as president ; H. E. Raymond will

continue as second vice-president and sales manager ; C. H
Raymond will continue as secretar>' ; W. A. Means will con-
tinue as treasurer; F. A. Hardy, formerly president of the Dia-
mond company, has been made chairman of the board of di-

rectors; F. H. Mason, formerly vice-president of the Goodrich
company, has been made vice-chairman of the board of directors

;

A. H. Marks, formerly vice-president and general manager of

the Diamond company, has been made first vice-president and
general manager; E. C. Shaw, formerly manager of works of

the Goodrich company, has been made second vice-president

and works manager; W. B. Miller, formerly secretary of the

Diamond company, has been made second vice-president and
assistant sales manager ; G. E. Norwood, formerly assistant

treasurer of the Diamond company, has been made assistant

treasurer. The Diamond Rubber Company will hereafter oper-

ate as the Diamond Sales Division of the B. F. Goodrich Com-
pany.

The Lima Locomotive & Machine Company, Lima, Ohio, has

been reorganized as the Lima Locomotive Corporation. The
new corporation has sold to Redmond & Company, New York,

the entire issue of $2,000,000 first mortgage 20-year sinking fund

gold bonds, callable at 110, on any interest date, the proceeds of

which will be used for the erection of additional buildings, pur-

chase of equipment and for working capital. The new plant

will provide employment for 4,000 men. For many years the old

company made only geared locomotives, but during the past ten

years it has steadily increased its output of locomotives of all

classes until further extensions have become necessarj-. The new

corporation owns 43 acres of land at Lima, Ohio, on which there
is a modern plant, having a capacity of 400 engines per year.

This capacity will be increased to 900 or 1,000 locomotives a
year. The net earnings for the past seven years, after deducting
for depreciation, have averaged two and a third times the inter-

est on the new bonds. The directors are: A. L. White, Ira P.

Carnes, W. T. Agerter, O. J. Thomen, George L. Wall and
Merle Middleton, who is chairman of the Board. The company
will be under the management of the same official staff as hereto-

fore with the officers as follows : President, A. L. White ; vice-

president. George L. Wall ; secretary and theasurer, W. T.
Agerter.

The plan submitted to the stockholders of the Hall Signal

Company, New York, and mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette
of May 24, has been modified. Under the new plan the preferred

stock of the new company will be sold to the stockholders of the

present Hall Signal Company at $80 per share instead of at $100,

or par, as provided for under the old plan. Each stockholder

is entitled to subscribe on or before July 15 for an amount of

preferred stock of the new company equal to 62'4 per cent, of

the stockholder's holdings in the Hall Signal Company. In order

to make this change the authorized issue of preferred stock of

the new company will be increased from $2,000,000 to $2,500,000,

of which $1,250,000 will be sold to the present stockholders of the

old company and $1,000,000 will be held in the treasury to be

exchanged for the 6 per cent. 20-year convertible debenture bonds

to be issued under the plan. The former plan provided for the

payment of $500,000 common stock to the readjustment commit-

tee for its services, its expenses and its counsel. This committee

has voluntarily decided to relinquish its claim to this stock and,

instead, will divide it pro rata among all the stockholders of the

Hall Signal Company, whether they subscribe for new stock or

not, provided they assent to this plan. Therefore, each stock-

holder who has subscribed or will subscribe for new preferred

stock will receive common stock of the new company equal to

25 per cent, of his present holdings in the Hall Signal Company,

in addition to the amount of common stock which his subscrip-

tion entitles him to. As an illustration, the holder of $200 of

the stock of the Hall Signal Company will, for a subscription of

$100, receive $125 of the preferred stock of the new company and

$250 of the common stock of the new company. An underwriting

syndicate has been formed which has agreed to take all the pre-

ferred stock of the new company not subscribed for by the stock-

holders of the Hall Signal Company. The stock will be sold to

the underwriting syndicate at the same price and on the same

terms at which the stock is offered to the stockholders, except

that the syndicate will not get the additional 25 per cent, of com-

mon stock already mentioned. Each subscriber to the under-

writing syndicate will receive a commission of 5 per cent, in

cash and 50 per cent, in common stock.

Exhibitors at Tool Foremen's Convention.

The following is a list of the exhibitors at the convention of

the American Railway Tool Foremen's Association in Chicago

this week

:

American Specialty Co., Chicago.—Drill sockets.

Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.—Grinding wheels and ma-

terials. Represented by C. C. Schneider and J. P. McCann.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.—General line of pneumatic tools.

Represented by C. E. Walker, J. C. Campbell, A. C. Anderson and

T. A. Buck.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.—Air drills, riveting ham-

mers, chipping and calking hammers. Represented by C. J. Albert.

Crucible Steel Co. of .America, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Tool steel fractures. Rep-

resented by Fred Baskerfield and J. S. Stafford.

Celfor Tool Co., Buchanan, Mich.—Celfor drills, reamer chucks, tool hold-

ers and flue cutters. Represented by Wm. Brewster and J. J. Dole.

Faessler Manufacturing Co., Moberly, Mo.— Boiler makers" tools. Repre-

sented by G. R. Maupin.
Geometric Tool Co., New Haven, Conn.—Special machinery and tools for

screen threading. Represented by George T. Case and J. E. Jennings.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.—Pneumatic tools, turbine tell

tale drill. Represented by R. T. Scott.

National Twist Drill & Tool Co., Detroit, Mich.—New track drilling ma-

chine, twist drills and chucks. Represented by H. E. Barton.

Oneida National Chuck Co., Oneida, N. Y.—Complete chucks, steel re-

inforced. Represented by H. E. Barton.

Pittsburgh Pneumatic Tool Co., Canton, Ohio.—Pneumatic tools and heavy

duty chipping hammers. Represented by H. E. Barton.

Norton Co.. Worcester, Mass.—Grinding tools, etc. Represented br H. J.

Racine Tool & Machine Co., Racine, Wis.—High speed draw cut steel hack

saw. Represented by J. M. Jones and F. Tennis. „ ^ ,

Scullv Steel & Iron Co., Chicago.—Flue e.xpanders and cutters: flue hole

cutters; blow-off valves and chain hoists. Represented by W. H.

Dangel. H. T. Gielow. George Mason and R. Kleinsmid.

Skinner Chuck Co., New Britain, Conn.—Drill chuck, tace plate jaws, drill

press vises, reamer stands. Represented by B. F. Damon.
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Standard Railway Equipment Co., St. Louis, Mo.—Monarch wood boring
i. maGhlQe,. prifeninatic hammers and drills.' Represented by P. . F.
_,_, Flivill.. .

,
.' - '

-^Standard Tool Co., Oeveland, Ohio.—Tiivist drills, reamers, milling cutters,
taps, chucks, special tools. Represented bv E. W. Thompson.

Whitman & Barnes Manufacturing Co.; .Mcron, Ohio.—Twist drills, ream-
ers and wrenches. Represented by A. O. Wange.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Superheaters.—The Locomotive Superheater Companj', New
York, has published an illustrated booklet entitled "The Use of

Highly Superheated Steam in Locomotive Practice." Diagrams
and tables are included.

C.\BLEW.AYs.—The Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, New
York, has published Bulletin Xo. 31 on the use of cableways for

lock and dam work. This bulletin is fully illustrated, and in-

cludes detailed descriptions of the different types of cableways.

Little Giant Commercial Car.—The Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Company, Chicago, has published a hand book for opera-

tors of gasolene motor trucks in general, and the Little Giant

Commercial Car in particular. The booklet is entitled "The
Little Giant Chauffeur."

Illinois Central.—The passenger department has issued a very

complete and attractive booklet entitled "Chicago for the Tourist,"

describing and illustrating with a great deal of instructive data

many of the principal points of interest in the city, both from
the sight-seeing and the commercial standpoint.

Denver & Rio Grande.—The passenger department of this

company has issued a booklet giving a list of all hotels located

on the lines of the Rio Grande system in Colorado, Utah and
New Mexico, together with the rates, number of guests that can

be accommodated, the names of proprietors, distances from sta-

tion and kinds of conveyance available.

Chains and Attachments.—The Jones & Laughlin Steel

Company, Pittsburgh. Pa., has published an unusually attractive

leather bound catalog of its chains and attachments, in which
useful data is given on testing and inspecting chains, on the

care of chains, and on the weights and dimensions of chains.

The catalog is well illustrated, including several color plates.

Eastern Steamship Corporation.—The passenger department
of this company has published a series of six folders entitled

"Little Talks on Maine and Maritime Provinces," pointing out

the beauties of this region for vacation journeys. These folders

have been distributed among ticket agents of railways with the

idea that the information contained in them will be of value to

the railways in advising their patrons where to spend their

vacations.

Gre.\t Northern.—The passenger department has published

two pamphlets on Glacier National Park, written by members of

a party of newspaper men who explored the park last summer.
The pamphlets are entitled "Over the Trails of Glacier National

Park" by Tom Dillon of the Seattle Post-Iiitelligoicer, and "The
Diary of an .'\naateur Explorer" by W. O. Chapman of the

Chicago Evening Post. Both are profuselj' illustrated with

photographs taken in the park.

A railway is proposed from Carnarvon, South Africa, via Will-

ston down the Fish and Zac rivers to Twee Riviers with an ex-

tension from Brandwagt to Calvinia, 222 miles. It is estimated

that this line, exclusive of the extension to Calvinia, will cost

$4,003,000.

Plans for the construction of a narrow gage railway from
lea to Los Molinos have been approved by the Peruvian gov-

ernment. The concessionaire has employed a corps of engi-

neers and the work of constructing the line will be commenced
at once.

The time of the express trains on the Trans-Siberian railway

is to be made faster. The time of the express from Moscow to

Vladivostok will be 8 days 1754 hours, and from Vladivostok to

Moscow. 8 days 11' 2 hours; from St. Petersburg to Vladivostok.

9 days 2 hours and from Vladivostok to St. Petersburg. 9 days 5

hours. The time of the ordinary passenger trains from Moscow
to Vladivostok will be 12^4 days, and from Vladivostok to Mos-
cow WYz days.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Alberta, Peace River & Eastern.—Plans have been submit-

ted to the Canadian minister of railways for a Hne from a

point in the international boundary west of Milk river, via

Cardston, Pincher and Happy Vally, to Cockran, with a branch
line to Edmonton and another to Fort Churchill. The line is

to connect with the Great Northern and the Xorthern Pacific

south of the international boundary.

Asherton & Gulf.—An officer of this company, which oper-

ates a 32-mile line from Asherton, Tex., east to Artesia Wells,

writes that the company expects to build an extension from
.Asherton northwest to Eagle Pass, about SO miles; also to

build an extension from the eastern terminus at Artesia Wells
east to Aransas Pass, about 135 miles. It is undecided when
the work will be started, as details are now being worked out.

W. McComb, secretary and treasurer, .Asherton, Tex.

Brockville, Westport & Northwestern.—This line, which
has been operated as a branch line of the Canadian Northern
Ontario, is to be brought up to Canadian Northern Ontario

standards, and about 40 miles of new rail is to be laid and new
ties placed in track.

Canadi.\n Pacific.—An officer writes that a contract for

about 60 miles of double track on the Lake Superior division

has been let to the Dominion Construction Company of Toronto,

to be finished by November. The contract covers grading, bal-

lasting and track laying. -About 20 miles of this work con-

sists of extension of present sidings, and the balance is as fol-

lows. From Crete to Sudbury, three miles; Geneva to Cartier,

three miles; Limbo to Roberts. 25 miles; Devon to Chapleau.

four miles ; Tarpan to White River, three miles ; Port Arthur

to Hedge, four miles.

.An officer writes that on the proposed extension from Gimli.

Man., north to Rivington, the only work that is being done this

year is clearing. The officer also writes that the report that a

contract had been given to Dutton & Timson, Winnipeg, Man.,

for work from Kerrobert, Sask., north to Redford is correct

and that the contract covers 21 miles of new work.

Carolina. Clinchfield & Ohio.—The Rinehart & Dennis

Company. Charlottesville, Va., which has the general contract

to build the extension of the C. C. & O., from Dante, Va.,

north to Elkhorn City, 35 miles, has sublet much of the work
to the following contractors: W. B. Taylor & Co., Esserville.

Va. ; Perkins, Faulconer & Company, \\'illard ; W. I. Steele

& Sons. Mart; Harris Phipps. Bristol; Bunn & Co., Big Stone

Gap; A. E. Ward, Coeburn; Childurs & Taylor, Clintwood

;

the W. H. H. .Allen Construction Companv, Washington.

D. C. ; M. F. Keefe & Son, Yonkers, N. Y. ; Board & Reed,

Charleston, W. Va. ; Langhorne & Langhorne, Inc., Praise,

Ky., and J. C. Zobrist & Co., Praise. .All of these contractors

have contracts for excavation work and for work on from

one to tiiree tunnels, also the masonry work on their section.

The Rinehart & Dennis Company is carrying out some of the work,

including a mile and a half tunnel and three other tunnels

varying in length from 600 to 1,000 ft. They will operate

about six of their own steam shovels on the work. The work
involves handling about 3,000.000 yds., most of which will be

through solid rock, and constructing about 50,000 yds. of

masonr)'. There will be 22 tunnels on the line. A large force

is now at work and the entire line will be under construction

within the next few weeks. It is the intention to push the

work to completion. Ward Crosby, chief engineer, Johnson

City, Tenn. (June 7. p. 1262.)

Flint River & Northeastern.—.An officer writes that this

company, which operates a line from Pelham, Ga.. to Ticknor,

23 miles, is relaying the line with 65 lb. rail. J. F. Lamb,
Thomasville, Ga., has the contract for the work, which includes

handling about 50,000 cu. yds., due to cutting down hills and mak-
ing fills

Gulf, Texas & Western.—.An officer writes that the con-

tract which was recently given to the Texas Building Company
to build an extension from Jacksboro. Tex., south to Salesville,

23 miles, calls for the completion of the work within six months,

and the company expects to have trains in operation to move
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this year's crop from that section. The work will nc*; be diffi-

cult, w^th^i.^.ceptii>JOs<'ir$h^"l>re^.tttlffte»ifci^ If which it

will be very neavy. and involves the removal of considerable

rock. (July 5, p. 37.)

Kansas Citv, Mexico & Orient.—An officer writes that every-

thing has been arranged for the sale of $1,200,000 receiver's cer-

tificates, except a few necessarj' preliminaries. After these

have been completed, bids will be asked for grading and pur-

chase of track laying and other materials. There are 96 miles

of main line to be built, 56 miles of which are now graded, and
contract for 40 miles of grading is still to be let. There are

about 25,000 cu. yds. of solid rock to be removed and 400 cu.

yds. of earth in the 40 miles. The company will buy rails,

fastenings, ties, bridge material, etc., for 32 miles of track laying

at once. All track laying will be done by company forces.

There will be seven combination depots, one eight-stall round-
house and one 80-ft. turntable.

Little Falls & Johnstown.—The New York Public Service

Commission, Second district, has granted a certificate of pub-
lic convenience and necessity to this company, which proposes to

build a double track electric railway from Johnstown via St.

Johnsville to Little Falls, with a branch from a point in the vil-

lage of St. Johnsville through the villages of Nelliston and Fort
Plain to Canajoharie. The main line is about 28 miles long and
the branch about eight miles. The estimated cost, including

equipment, is $1,773,970.

Live Oak, Perry & Gulf.—An officer writes that this com-
pany, which operates a line from Live Oak, Fla., west to Way-
lonzo. 60 miles, with a branch from Mayo Junction southeast

to Alton, 15 miles, is planning to carry out a considerable

amount of betterment work on the line, but that the plans are

not yet completed.

Manitoba & Gulf.—Under this name or the X'orth & South
Railroad a line is projected from Manitoba south along the west
bank of the Mississippi river to \atchez. Miss., at which point

the Mississippi river is to be crossed, thence through W'oodville

and via Jackson, La.. Baton Rouge and New Orleans to Port

Eads, on the Gulf of Mexico. Financial arrangements are said

to be made and surveyors are now at work in Minnesota and in

Iowa. J. B. Dudley. Jackson, may be addressed
; John M. Wiley,

chief engineer, Minneapolis, Minn.

Memphis, Columbus & Gulf.—An officer writes that the

plans call for a line from Okolona. Miss., on the Mobile &
Ohio, southeast via Aberdeen. Columbus and Pickensville, Ala.,

to Demopolis. There will be one river bridge and several

trestles, also stations at six cities. The prospects of building

the line are good. The company expects to develop a traffic

in lumber, clay products, hay and cotton. G. T. Heard, presi-

dent, Brookville, Miss.

Mexican Roads.— It is reported that a concession has been

granted by the federal government of Mexico to Luis Garcia

and Francisco Contreras, of Ucrmosillo, Mex.. for building a

railway from HermosiUo, on the Sonora Railway, northeast to

Agua Prieta, a little over 100 miles. Agua Prieta is on the

Nacozari Railway, and is only a few miles south of Douglas, on

the El Paso & Southwestern, with which the Nacozari connects.

Midland Pennsylvania.—Of the 44 miles from Millersburg,

Pa., to Ashland, which is projected, 15 miles from Millersburg to

Gratz has been graded.

Norfolk & Western Railway.—An officer writes that a con-

tract has been given to W. W. Boxley & Company to build

about 20 miles of the Williamson & Pond Creek, into Pike

county, Ky. C. S. Churchill, chief engineer.

North & South.—See Manitoba & Gulf.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & N.wigation Company.—
An officer is quoted as saying that, under the name of the West

Coast, an extension is to be built from North Yakima, Wash.,

west to Tacoma. 140 miles. The new hne will cross the Cas-

cade mountains through Natchez Pass, and it will be the

shortest line between central ^Vashington and the Pacific coast.

San Benito & Rio Grande Valley Interurban.—Incorporated

in Texas with $500,000 capital and headquarters at San Benito,

Tex The company plans to take over the rights and property

of the San Benito & Rio Grande Railroad, which has already

built abijut 60 miles of line, it is said, from San Benito. The

charter provides for the construction of about 200 miles addi-

tional, as follows: From San Benito to Boulevard^. Junction,

thence via Ohio station and Santa Maria to a point t<\^0 miles

north of Hidalgo, 45 miles ; Souleyard Junction via Hicks to the

canal of the San Benito Land & Water Company, nine miles;

Hicks to Villa Neuva, 14 miles; San Benito to Hull Junction.

12 miles; San Benito to Point Isabel, on the Gulf of Mexico, 27

miles; from a point on this line six miles from San Benito via

Anta Junction, Hull Junction and Cowles to Alton, 48 miles,

with a branch from this line from a point 27 miles west of

Combes to Mestenas, 20 miles; from a point on the Rio Grande
north through Mission to Monte Cristo. 22 miles. It is under-

stood that the new company is controlled by the Frisco interests.

The incorporators include S. A. Robertson, W. G. B. Morrison,

S. Spears and L. O'Bryan, all of San Benito; J. S. Rice, D. C.

Dunn and R. C. Fullbright, all of Houston.

Southern Pacific.—This company has just let a contract to

McArthur Brothers & Perk, New York, for the construction of

Coos Bay extension, all on the line from a point 23 miles west

of Eugene to Marshfield. The first 23 miles now are being com-

pleted by Tw-ohy Brothers. Construction of 36 miles of the

most difficult portion of the Natron-Klamath cut-ofif also is under

way. When it is completed, which may be early next year, the

remaining 80 miles can be built without much delay, as no heavy

grades or curves will be encountered. See an item in regard to

electrification in Oregon in General News.

Texas Roads (Electric).—The Stone & Webster Manage-
ment Association, which has charge of the following roads,

writes that the progress on these roads is as follows : The
Dallas Southern Traction began to build a line from Dallas to

Waxahachie, about 30 miles, last year, and it is planned to have

the line in operation by this fall.

The Fort Worth Traction Company began a line from Fori

Worth to Cleburne, about 30 miles, and this line is also to be

placed in operation some time in the fall.

Surveys are being made from Beaumont to Port Arthur, but

the type of construction to be adopted has not been decided

on yet. The line from Dallas to Terrell is also being surveyed,

and work on the line from EI Paso to Ysleta will probably be

actually begun in a short time.

Wabash Railroad.—An officer writes that contracts for double-

tracking work have been let as follows : To the Dickey Con-

struction Company, South Bend, Ind., from Fairmount, 111.,

west to State Line, about 20 miles, and to John Marsch, Chi-

cago, from Worth to Orland, five miles. A. O. Cunningham,

chief engineer, St. Louis, Mo. (April 26, p. 983.)

West Coast.—See Oregon-^^ashington Railroad and Navi-

gation Company.

Williamson & Pond Creek.—See Norfolk & Western.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Chicago. 111.—The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie

has secured by condemnation proceedings nine parcels of land

for its new freight terminal in Chicago, between Twelfth Place

and West Fifteenth street. South Canal and South Clinton

streets, in addition to land previously acquired by purchase.

Although the company originally offered $174,500 for the nine

parcels, the award of the jury was $137,238. Old buildings on

the site are now being torn up.

D.vLLAS. Tex.—The Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas has

purchased for $400,000 the Simpson building, now being com-

pleted, which will be used for the general offices of the M. K. & T.

lines in Texas.

Interbay, Wash.—See Great Northern under Railway Con-

struction.

New Decatur, Ala—The Louisville & Nashville, it is said,

will put up a new passenger station, to cost $10,000 at New

Decatur.

Saskatoon, Sask—Bids are being asked for an office build-

ing for the Canadian Pacific, to cost about $200,000. The

building is to be four stories, of steel, with stone and brick

facings, the ground plan to be 50 ft. x 48 ft. The lower floor

will have a ticket office, telegraph office, express offce tnd

freight office.

West Duluth, Minn.—The Minnesota railway commission

has ordered the Northern Pacific to construct a new freight and

passenger station.
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Batlntai^ iFittanctol Nettiis.

Argentine Central.—The Denver Republican says that the dis-

trict court has ordered the resale of this road, which was sold

at a sheriff's sale a few weeks ago for $5,000. The road runs

from Denver, Col., to Summit Mt. McClellan, 16 miles.

Central of Georgia.—The directors have voted to authorize an

issue of $80,000,000 bonds, of which a block not exceeding

$5,000,000 will be sold at an early date. The mortgage pro-

vides for the future refunding of all outstanding bonds.

Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana.—The Public Service Commis-
sion of Indiana has denied the application of the company to

issue $929,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds, but has per-

mitted the issue of $132,700 additional capital stock. (July 5,

p. 38.)

International & Great Northern.—This company has de-

clared an initial dividend of 1 per cent, on the preferred

stock, of which $5,000,000 is outstanding. The preferred

stock is non-cumulative 5 per cent, and it is expected that divi-

dends will be paid quarterly, but the full 5 per cent, will not

be paid until directors are fully convinced that conditions

insure stability of earnings.

Lehigh Valley.—The New York Public Service Commission,

Second district, has authorized the Lehigh Valley Railway to

issue to the Lehigh Valley Railroad $324,000 50-year 5 per

cent, debentures to repay a debt of the Railway company to

the Railroad company.

Midland Valley.—Drexel & Co., Philadelphia, have arranged
to buy the coupons due July 1 on the 5 per cent, prior lien

bonds. In a letter to holders of these bonds the Midland Val-
ley says that although earnings have been higher for the

year ended June 30 than for any previous year, it is thought
best to put the surplus into the property for improvements
and betterments rather than to use it to pay interest.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas—This company has sold $1,500,000

one year 5 per cent, notes to Speyer & Co. The proceeds are

to be used to retire $1,100,000 5 per cent, six months' notes,

which matured June 30.

New York Central & Hudson River.—See New York & Har-
lem.

New York, New H.wen & Hartford.—The New England
Steamship Company has increased its stock from $250,000,

all owned by the New England Navigation Company,
to $6,000,000. The New England Navigation Company, all of
whose stock is held by the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford, has heretofore operated the Sound steamers owned by
the New England Steamship Company.

New York & Harlem.—A balance sheet as of May 31 has been
made public by the secretary in accordance with the request
of the stockholders. This shows the cost of road and equip-
ment of both steam lines and street car lines as $22,018,888;
free investment and real estate not leased for railway pur-
poses, $191,732; cash in banks, $166,592.

The liabilities are $10,000,000 stock, $12,000,000 3'/l per cent,

mortgage bonds, $4,625 matured bonds, $2,872 unclaimed inter-

est and $369,715 surplus.

New York State Railways.—The New York Public Service
Commission, Second district, has given permission to this sub-
sidiary of the New York Central & Hudson River to issue

$50,000,000 50-year Ayi per cent, bonds and to buy the out-

standing stock of the Syracuse Rapid Transit, of which
$768,000 preferred and $1,672,000 common is not now owned
by the N. Y. S. R. Eighty dollars is to be paid for the com-
mon and $110 for the preferred. Permission is to be given to

issue $4,736,842 bonds at once, to be sold at 95, to pay for out-
standing bonds amounting to $4,500,000.

Pere Marquette,—The principal and semi-annual interest of
the 6 per cent, debenture bonds due July 1 was not paid, the
coupons of the $10,106,000 4 per cent, refunding mortgage
bonds of 1905-1955 all being paid by the Bankers Trust Com-
pany, New York.

Rutland.—Supreme Court Justice Gerard, of New York, has

issued an injunction restraining the New York Central &
Hudson River from selling to the New York, New Haven &
Hartford tbe majority stock of the Rutland. The New Yotk
Public Service Commission, Second district, had previously

given its authorization to this sale. It was on the ground that

the Rutland and the New Haven were parallel and competing

roads, and that such a sale was in violation of .the Sherman
anti-trust law, that Justice Gerard based his decision. Jus-

tice Gerard cites the Northern Securities case as authority.

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.—The stockholders

have voted to ratify the new refunding mortgage to secure an

issue of $200,000,000 bonds. It is not expected that any of

these bonds will be sold in the near future. The boards of

directors of both the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern have already approved of this mortgage.

Seaboard Air Line.—William A. Read & Co., New York, have
bought and resold $2,060,000 equipment 4J-2 per cent, notes,

series 0, due in semi-annual instalments from January 15, 1913,

to 1922.

A press despatch from Tampa, Fla., says that the Seaboard

Air Line has taken over the Tampa Northern and has elected

as executive officers of the Tampa Northern officers of the

Seaboard Air Line.

Southern Pacific.—See an item about the acquisition of the

Portland, Eugene & Eastern and the Corvallis & Alsea in

General News.

Tampa Northern.—See Seaboard Air Line.

Western M.\ryland.—Winslow S. Pierce, chairman of the

board, has resigned for personal reasons. E. D. Adams, a

director, representing the Deutsches Bank, Berlin, has been
made temporary chairman.

An appropriation of $60,000 has been made by the Chilean

government for the construction of the Casablanca railway,

work on which had been temporarily postponed.

A line is proposed in South Africa to run from Gairtay to the

junction of the Barkly East and New England roads in the di-

rection of Barkly East, about 17 miles. This road would cost

abQut $325,000.

With the advent of summer, gangs of convicts from various

prisons of European Russia and Siberia are being sent to work
on the Amur Railway, Russia. The winter force of 2,500 men
will be raised to 6,500.

For the past year railway construction in Chile made good
progress, especially on the Arica to La Paz line, the Longi-

tudinal line north of Valparaiso, and the Lebu to Los Sauces
line south of conception.

In Transvaal a railway is proposed from Delarey to Schweizer-
reinecke, 36 miles, cost about $625,000. Another line is proposed
from Vethal to Zandspruit via Morgenzon and Amersfoort, 75

miles, to cost about $1,757,000.

In Natal new railways are proposed as follows : from Gingin-

hlovu to Eshowe, 24 miles, to cost $473,000; from Schroeders to

Harburg, via Wartburg and Single Tree, 28 miles, to cost $526,-

000; from Paddocks to Harding, 50 miles, to cost $811,000.

On December 31, 1911, there were 13,680 miles of railway in

operation in Brazil, as compared with 13,250 in 1910. In addi-

tion to these, there were 2,450 miles under construction, and
3,130 miles of line for which plans had been approved, mak-
ing a total of 19,260 miles.

The National Railways of Nicaragua, about 140 miles long,

are to be financed and controlled, it is understood, by Amer-
icans. The Pacific Railroad of Nicaragua has been incorporated

in Maine to take over the control of these lines, and Thomas
O'Connell, an American railway engineer, who has been on the

Panama canal, the old Mexican Central, the Costa Rica Rail-

way, the Government Railway of Jamaica and other West In-

dian, Central American and South American roads, has gone
to Nicaragua to become general manager, and after the opera-

tion of the road has been begun Mr. O'Connell is to make a
report to the American bankers.
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"T^HE introduction of new locomotives on a road has sel-

* dom attracted as much attention from the traveling pub-
lic as it has in the case of the new Pacific type engines on
the Lackawanna. The prevailing types of passenger power
on that road have been the eight-wheel and the ten-wheel

"camel-backs," with the engineman's cab placed well forward
over the barrel of the boiler. The new locomotives are much
larger and more powerful ; the diameter of the barrel of the

boiler is so great that it was impossible to place the cab over

it and it has been moved to the rear, as on the ordinary loco-

motive. The change in appearance from the standard types

of power on the Lackawanna is so great that the new loco-

motives are objects of considerable interest to those who have

been in the habit of using that road, and it is not unusual to

see crowds of commuters gathered around them at the ter-

minal station. This is the second lot of this class of loco-

motives to be built for burning hard coal, the first ones having

been introduced on the Lehigh Valley several years ago. They
were somewhat lighter than the Lackawanna engines, weigh-

ing 241,360 lbs., as compared to 284.000 lbs. for the latter. The
ten-wheel locomotives on the Lackawanna have not been able

to make time with the heavy fast passenger trains over the

mountains and it has been necessary to double-head. The new
locomotives will handle the trains easily, for they were de-

signed to do the work on the basis of using saturated steam.

The addition of superheaters insures their being able to haul

the trains readily and to handle even heavier ones than are

now being hauled. The extremely long main driving box,

which has only been used on two New York Central loco-

motives up to this time, promises to give excellent results,

and will undoubtedly be used extensively on future engines.

These locomotives, which are described in another part of

this issue, have an exceptional number of novel features.

I 'HE opinion rendered by Commissioner Lane of the Inter-

* state Commerce Commission in the express rate cases

looks to radical changes in the methods of making express

rates and to heavy reductions in them. It also contemplates

extensive changes in the methods of handling express business.

A statement issued for the express companies sets forth that

the proposed rates would so drastically reduce the companies'

revenues that they would not cover the cost of handling the

'Business. The position of the commission appears to be that

the express company is merely an agent of the railway for

handling certain kinds of business, and that it is not re3Son-

able for it to charge any higher rates than it would be proper

to charge if the express business were handled directly by the

railway itself. The railways have in the past been compen-

sated for handling express business by being paid about one-

half of the gross express receipts. Therefore, whatever re-

duces the earnings of the express companies will reduce the

compensation of the railways for handling express business

unless some change be made in the method of compensating

the railways. The commission issues no order at this time,

but has given the express companies until October 9 to show

cause why the proposed rates should not be adopted. The

past course of the commission in similar circumstances indi-

cates, however, that after the hearing it will order the proposed

rates applied. That the matter will end there seems most im-

probable. Appeal to the courts and protracted litigation are

more likely. Meantime, intelligent comment on the commis-

sion's attitude is impracticable, mainly because of the novelty

of the basis on which it proposes to establish the rates. One

comment, however, it seems safe to make. This is that the

proposed order, if enforced, would be a remarkable example

of the exercise of power by an administrative commission.

Whatever wrongs the express companies may have commit-

ted, the fact is that their properties have been developed, their

securities have been issued, their rates have been made and

their earnings have been built up over a long period of years
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with the full knowledge and assent of the lawmakers, the pub-

lic authorities and the public of the United States. The ad-

ministrative commission which, after all this, can step in and

require great changes in the business methods of the compa-

nies, sweeping alterations in their methods of making rates

and heavy reductions in their rates and earnings, is a body

possessing very large authority indeed—authority the effects

of the continued vigorous exercise of which on business and

the public welfare no one can now foretell.

REDUCING THE ACCIDENT RECORD.

IN the Railway Age Gacettc of June 7 there appeared an ad-

dress by F. C. Rice, of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

in which he called on the American Railway Association to take

active measures to reduce the accident record; and in an edi-

torial commenting on this address we named as the three most

obvious paths open for the carrying out of Mr. Rice's suggestion

(1) the suppression of trespassing, (2) increased attention to the

human element as a main factor in the causes of many accidents,

and (3) more particularly a campaign of education and a vigor-

ous enforcement of rules, as a means of accomplishing task No.

2; that is, as a preventive of those accidents which are due to

misconduct or neglect of employees. A correspondent criticises

Mr. Rice and the editor as follows

:

"I have read your articles with care and with much interest,

and, surely, your main points are well taken. But both Mr.

Rice and yourself speak almost wholly in generalities. You lay

stress on the breaking of rules by the employee, and you urge

the railways to do something; but the reader looks in vain for

specifications. To what rules do you refer? In the matter of

trespassing you have well said that the responsibility lies at the

door of the public. No one can complain at your radical atti-

tude concerning the remedy for this disgrace. . . . But, are

you not using rather strong language when, referring to the fact

that many of the trespassers are respectable citizens (not tramps).

you say that they are as good as passengers? If you were to

discuss the innate moral character of individuals, or their mo-

tives as citizens, quite likely you might find people on passenger

trains who would rank even much below the industrious and

law-abiding factory employee—man or woman—who, going to

and from work, walks along the track ; but, after all, it is neces-

sary in so serious a problem to take a logical and business-like

view, and it seems to me that the railway is well justified in

separating these two classes. Certainly, in his relation to the

railway, the passenger is a well-meaning citizen, doing his best

to take care of himself. With trifling exceptions, the passenger

boards the train with the full intention of obeying the railway

company's regulations as to safety. The track walker, on the

other hand, is deliberately disregarding rules of simple common

sense, to say nothing of railway regulations or statutory prohibi-

tions. Finally, by your silence, you appear to ignore the fact that

a great many accidents to employees are due to the carelessness

or thoughtlessness of well-meaning and even well-qualified men.

Shall we cease our efforts to save lives as soon as we have re-

formed the reckless rule breakers?"

In so far as this criticism refers to silence or omissions, we

can readily agree with the writer. A single editorial cannot cover

everything. The subject which was dealt with has many ramifi-

cations. Our correspondent, however, is not a railway officer.

No officer in the operating department would complain of a lack

of definiteness in our suggestions. He would know too well that

they refer to immediate problems. However, as our correspond-

ent's state of mind may properly be taken to be similar to that of

a state railway commissioner, or some one else charged with a

public duty, we are only too glad to consider his suggestions.

Fir.<:t, then, as to trespassing. Take a concrete illustration. A
division superintendent in the course of a week has forty train

riders or track walkers arrested. Perhaps one or two of these.

at the outside, will receive jail sentences. The majority of the

trespassers will, at the very worst, get ofif with suspended sen-

tences, and those of the culprits who are respectable citizens will

certainly suffer nothing more than a reproof from the magis-

trate. The deterrent effect, as a whole, is exceedingly small.

Reflecting on such a result, that superintendent sees that he has

before him a long and tedious campaign, to arouse to their dutv

those magistrates who are responsible for this failure of the law

—a real miscarriage of justice. He will be forced to use the

press, and perhaps to try to stir up a state legislature. A gen-

eral officer must spend time and effort in backing up division

officers who are confronted with this problem. Both general

and division officers must keep up the pressure month in and

month out, seeing that agitation is renewed as often as there is

a chance to accomplish anything. There is nothing pleasant or

easy about the task. To go before Congressional committees is

boys' play in comparison. But what other remedy is in sight?

We cannot get away from the hard fact that on the courage

and vigilance of prosecuting officers and local magistrates de-

pends, in large part, the welfare of the community. If our

correspondent were a railway commissioner, he could not do

belter than devote a good part of his next annual report to a

chapter, giving facts and figureSs backing up the railway super-

intendents in his state who are trying to do their duty in this

respect.

Second, as to the human element in causing accidents. As to

collisions, the position of the Raikivy Age Gazette is pretty well

known. The block system is the one general remedy. But, for

years to come, we can have, on many lines, only the manual

block system, and with this system alone the great danger is at

the stations. The use of the block system will do away with

many questions of discipline and of officers' winking at infrac-

tions of rules by employees, but it remains true that, except with

thorough and comprehensive interlocking, there will still be the

same old possibility of numerous collisions at and near stations

because of lax observance of rules.

As to derailments, a large share are due to defects of roadway

or equipment, the discussion of which must be omitted for the

present; but an appreciable share are due to errors of trainmen.

Mr. Belnap, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, found that

in five years 6 per cent, of the derailments reported to the gov-

ernment were caused by negligence; and the resulting deaths

averaged one a week. This negligence, analyzed, turns out to be

:

excessive speed, lack of caution in switching, failure to secure

cars with hand brakes when they are left unattended, leaving

switches (not interlocked) in wrong position, turning switches

under moving trains, failure to watch bridges when there is

danger of fire, failure to take precautions when repairing track,

and so on. Curing these faults is not easy, but every superintend-

ent could make a hopeful beginning if he had the necessary

authority He must have time to inform himself fully concern-

ing the quality of all his men. must have thoroughly satisfactory

and competent assistants to aid him in doing this, and must have

the backing from the general manager and the sinews of war

from the treasurer to enable him to get rid of (or transfer)

every inefficient man.

It is observed that most of the accidents which result seri-

ously to employees occur in yards. For the purpose. of the pres-

ent discussion, we may perhaps consider as in one class (a) the

minor collisions, not preventable by any block system except the

most complete, (b) derailments which are due to negligence in

operating, and (c) those other accidents in yards which make up

the great bull-- of the injuries, fatal and otherwise, to employees.

For these varied mishaps there are varied causes ; but they may
be dealt with together, because when misconduct and negligence

are attacked at the foundation it is found that the remedy be-

comes simple. Getting at fundamental causes we are able to

apply simple and comprehensive remedies.

And here we come upon the distressing totals which include the

errors of well-meaning and competent employees, mentioned by

our correspondent. The railway officer is not, indeed, without a
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serious responsibility in the matter, and yet he has a most diffi-

cult task. Referring to the last annual statement of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, bulletin No. 40 (page 23), which

was reprinted in the Kaikvay Age Gazette November 10, 1911, it

will be seen that the fatal accidents due to being struck or run

over by an engine or a car at stations or in yards (Class C 9)

was 1,970; and, deducting from this total the trespassers and the

passengers, we have nine hundred and twelve fatal accidents from

this cause in one year, to employees, on and off duty, and to

'other persons" not trespassing. This is the largest of the eleven

items making up the total of accidents, other than train acci-

dents, as shown in the large table of the government record

;

and there can be no doubt (1) that these are due very largely to

carelessness of the victims, and (2) that many of the victims are

by no means to be classed as reckless. Fatal accidents of this

kind to old employees, known to be careful, and perhaps to be

classed as being as careful as experience can make them, are

so common as to be familiar everywhere. The total referred to

is made up of 137 trainmen, 111 yard trainmen, 43 switch tenders,

etc., 172 trackmen and bridgemen, 226 other employees, 90 un-

classified employees who were not on duty, and 133 non-tres-

passers (mostly persons doing business at stations). The other

similar item (being struck or run over at other places) contains

a total of 508 employees on duty, including 313 trackmen and
bridgemen, and 111 not on duty. Of employees not on duty, the

total number killed during the year, by all causes except train

accidents, is 279.

-As we have said, the problem of saving the hundreds of lives

thus sacrificed annually is a difficult one. The safety com-
mittees, from which such gratifying results have been had
within the last year or two, have proved a most refreshing

novelty in the railway world. But the work of these commit-

tees again reminds us that the railway machine has grown so

rapidly and to such huge proportions that some quite obvious

duties have been neglected ; that the enormous consolidations

that have characterized the railway w-orld during the past 30

years have not been unmixed blessings. But the safety com-
mittees, good as they are, are not everything. On the one hand
their activities must be largely general and advisory, rather

than compulsory, and on the other hand a more specific ap-

plication of the methods of the committees may be found

either impracticable or useless.

The railway manager who essays to cure this insidious dis-

ease, carelessness, cannot work through committees. There

must be on every division, and perhaps at every large station,

one man, or a very few men. clothed with executive authority.

By the exercise of special Herculean energy on the part of

some one officer it may be possible to instruct and exhort the

men in some one large yard (incidentally replacing the dullest

with better men) so as to reduce the number of killed and in-

jured for a year in such degree as to enable the results to be

formulated into a definite lesson. If some one, or a few,

yardmasters or trainmasters should undertake a task of this

kind, possibly the results would be such that their m.ethods

could be described and the report disseminated by the American
Railway Association. For reasons already suggested we speak

w-ith caution ; but the fact that the problem is difficult does not

justify neglecting it. To concentrate ;;ltention on one small

locality may seem to be a neglect of other localtities ; but a

beginning must be made, and it should be made under circum-

stances where the fullest resources in men and money are

available. There is pressing need of doing so}nething, if only

to answer the critics. To see that men obey the rules in re-

gard to handling car couplers and to taking time to do a thing

when it seems easier to hurry; to detect and reprimand men
who take unnecessary risks, the officer in charge must do

something more than issue orders. He. or some one exer-

cising powers equal to his, must do the work on the ground.

Employees who walk on the track when they could just as well

walk at the side of the track cannot be disciplined at long range.

When railway officers shall have lessened and diminished
the list of these particular faults they will find that they have
also worked an equally gratifying reform in the other features

of the record. The officer who tackles the track-walking problem
will soon find himself interested in other classes, "falling froin

cars," "being struck by overhead bridges," etc. After study-
ing track walking by brakemen in yards he will soon give at-

tention to the 485 track laborers who were run over and killed

in the same way. Enjoining on the employees more careful-

ness for their own protection, he will find that they will be less

careless in those matters which affect the collision record.

THE EXTENT OF GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP.
T^HE idea has been industriously disseminated by advo-

cates of government ownership of railways in the United
States that this has become the prevalent policy of the world,
and, especially, the policy of the leading nations. It has been
referred to as "the policy of civilization," the impHcation be-
ing that the failure of the United States to adopt it classifies

this country with nations that are not particularly civilized.

Statistics recently published by the Archiv fur Eisenbahn-
wesen regarding the mileages of the railways owned by the

governments and by private companies in the various coun-
tries throw instructive light on this subject. We give here-
with in full these statistics, with the figures for kilometers
converted into figures for miles:

St.^te .*nd Pbiv.\tely Owned Railw.^ys in Ecrope—J.^.s-uarv, 1910.

Private
Country. Lines.

Uiies.

Germany 3,364
-Austria-Hungary 5,512
Great Britain 23,299
France 25,120

(in Europe) 15,316

State

Miles.

34,548

Italy 1.704
Belgium 2,596
Lu.xemberg 199
The Netherlands 919
Switzerland 1.217
Spain
Portugal
Denmark

2,680
118

1,061

Sweden

9,296
1.134
972
363

5.95S

1,6

670
1,215
1,554
2,711
356

1,975

Bulgaria
Turkey (in Europe)

.

Malta, Jersey, Man..

Total
Mileage.

Miles.

37,912
27,510
23,299
30,619
36,927
10.513
5,276
317

1,980
2,915
9,296
1,804
2,187
1,917
8,669
493

2.334
980

1.104
965

Total 99,497 107,490 206,987

ATE AND FrIV.WELV OknED RAILWAYS IN .

Private
Country. Lines.

Miles.

Canada 22,956
United States 240,667
"'

' " ' 663

State
Lines.

Miles.

1,715

Me.xico
(Tentral -\merica
Greater -Antilles

Lesser -Antilles .

Colombia
Venezuela
British Guiana .

Boli-

Br;

15.227
1,595

332
739
755

7,818

ILARV, 1910.

Total
Mileage.

Miles.

24,671
240,667

665
15,227
1,395
3,025
335
509

Paraguay
L'ruguay 1

Chile 1

-Argentine Republic 15

Total 314.187 12,170 326,357

State and Privaielv Owned R.\il\vavs in .Asr.\

—

January. 1910.

1,581
755

13,249
157

1.543
3,519

17.754

Russia (in -Asia)

China
Japan, including Korea
British India
Ceylon
Persia '.

-Asia Minor, etc
Portuguese India

Private
Lines.

Miles.

4,615
5,409
1,548
7,615
575
33

Miles.

6,167

Total
Mileage.

Miles.

10,782
5,409
6,080

32,021
575
33
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Country.

SED Railways in Asia

(CoM(inired).

Private

Victor:
New South Wal
South Australia
Queenslar
Tasmania
West Australia
Hawaii, e

Total

PmvATELv Owned Rail

Country.

THE World—January, 1910.

Lines.

Miles.
Europe 99,497
America 314.187
Asia 26,537
Africa 9,204
Australasia 1,234

State
Lines.

Mites.
107.490
12,170
36,651
13.646
17,995

Total
Mileage.

2\liles.

206,987
326.357
63,188
22,850
19,229

Total 450.659 187,952 638,611

It will be seen that of the total mileage of the world in Janu-

ary, 1910—which was 638,611 miles—private companies owned

450,659 miles, or 70.57 per cent., and governments owned 187,-

S52 miles, or 29.43 per cent. The bulk of the privately owned

mileage was in the United States, the length of line in this country

being given as 240,667 miles, which is 52,715 miles more than

the aggregate length of all the state-owned railways in the

world. However, outside of the United States the mileage

owned by companies is 209,992 miles, or 22,040 miles greater

than the total state-owned mileage. Measured by mere length

of line, therefore, private ownership is still overwhelmingly

the railway policy of the world.

It cannot even be said truly that in point of mileage gov-

ernment ownership has become the policy of most of the lead-

ing countries of the world. Most of the railways of Austria-

Hungary are state-owned, but most of those of France are

still in private hands. Most of the railways of Italy and

Russia are state-owned, but in the principal country of South

America, Argentina, with a mileage greater than that of Italy,

and in Canada, with a large and rapidly growing mileage, pri-

vate ownership is greatly preponderant. Japan is committed

to government ownership. But in the United States, with a

mileage exceeding that of the combined state-owned railways

of all the world, private ownership is still the exclusive policy.

Germany has adopted government ownership, but Great

Britain adheres to private ownership. Even in point of in-

vestment represented and business handled, the privately-

owned raihvays surpass the state-owned, although not to so

great an extent in these respects as in point of mileage.

Figures regarding ownership do not exactly reflect the

facts as to management. Many railways that are owned by

governments are leased to and managed by private companies,

and. on the other hand, many railways that are owned by pri-

vate companies are leased to and operated by governments.

For example, in Holland most of the mileage is owned by the

state, but all of it, we believe, is operated by private compa-

nies. In Austria there are, or recently were, found side by

side public operation of state-owned lines, private operation of

state-owned lines, private operation of privately-owned lines

and state operation of privately-owned lines. In Peru, as in

Holland, most of the mileage is state-owned, but all, or prac-

tically all, is privately managed. In India most of the mileage

is state-owned, but a very great part of it is operated by pri-

vate companies. In Mexico private companies built all the

lines and still operate them, but the state has acquired a con-

trolling part of the companies' stock. The railways of Nica-

ragua and Guatemala are state-owned, but they are leased

to and operated by private companies. It would appear that

the preponderance of private management is about the same

as the preponderance of private ownership.

It is often better to be warned by than to follow the ex-

ample of others. Not the mere fact that others do a certain

thing, but the results of the course taken by them are what

should mainly influence our conduct. So far, however, as the

example of the world is any argument at all, it is an argument

against rather than in favor of government ownership.

NEW BOOKS.

Manual of Statistics. 1912. Manual of Statistics Company, 20 Vesey street,
New York. 1098 pages. Price, $5.

The great value of this standard book of reference lies in the

wide field which the hand book covers. It gives quotations on

all the leading American exchanges for 1911, and gives a quite

complete history of the money market for the past four years.

It covers capitalization, dividends, etc., for banks, as well as

giving statistics for railways and industrial companies. The
book is compact, and for one that covers so large a field is quite

light and easy to handle. Its figures are well arranged and

easy of reference.

Valves, Valve Gears and Valve Diagrams. By Franklin DeR. Furman,
AL E., professor of machine design at the Stevens Institute of Tech-

nology, Hoboken, N. J. 152 illustrations. Cloth, 8 in. .x 10 in., 130

pages. Price. $3.50.

A paragraph in the preface indicates that this volume is a small

edition published privately by the author with the expectation of

printing later a more complete treatise in better form. It is a

collection of notes for use in the class room, arranged to fit in

with the general course in mechanical engineering at Stevens

Institute. This feature is too strongly emphasized to make the

book a satisfactory one for the general use of young engineers.

As a guide to the student in designing valves and laying out

valve gear, it may be regarded as a good general treatment in

compact shape, orderly arranged and well indexed. The sec-

tion relating to piston valves and the Walschaert valve gear as

used on locomotives is too brief to make the book of value in

the locomotive drafting room. The most useful portion in this

respect is the condensed arrangement of the Auchinclos method

of design of the Stephenson link motion. The illustrations are

imeven and often crude, and the technique of the drawing is

so poor that it comes with poor grace from a teacher of machine

design in a prominent institute of technoiogv'. The lettering -md

figuring is different on nearly every cut The section of the

cylinders and valve of the Vauclain compound locom.otive, on

page 43, and that of the Lentz gear, on page 143, are good ex-

amples of the kind of illustrations which we should like to see

in engineering books. But the good drawings are marred by

careless lettering. The student should have set before him the

best examples of good technique in mechanical drawing, if he

is to obtain proper ideas in regard to correct appearance as

well as correct proportion in machine design. In another edi-

tion this feature of the book should have considerable improve-

ment, with the use of uniform sections and lettering and a

higher standard for the general finish of the drawings.
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Sl^Uef^ to the Sdilon

LOST AND STRAYED FREIGHT.

Montreal, July 1, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

The discussion of lost, strayed, damaged and stolen freight

^oes on without end. But seldom do we see, or hear more than

a mere recital of woes. No one seems to want to put his finger

on a sore spot, and point out a cure for that one spot. All

prefer to discuss the matter in a general way, and leave it

just where they find it. Now, one at a time is good fishing,

50 if we get down to business, and cure one spot at a time, we
will ehminate all the spots sooner or later. To go on talking,

ind do nothing, will not improve conditions.

The spot I want to deal with just now is the freight house

4n the city, and the man I want to draw attention to first is

he freight checker.

My experience with freight shed people began when I was a

young boy, and I know now that boys observe considerably.

Going from one freight house to another, I first learned that

freight checkers were really a type, just as yard shunters are;

they were a class by themselves. And I got to know before-

hand just about what kind of a reply I would get from any of

them. When the reply differed from the standard I knew there

was a man on deck there who would not remain; he would not

last long enough to get into the "class." He might go either

up or down, but go he would. In spite of all my years of con-

tact with these men I am still puzzled to know where most

of them come from. They all seem to be of about middle age.

One goes and there is another so much like him in his place

that you can't tell the difference. They are always men of

very ordinary ability, and they are generally tired, and oh ! so

cynical. They are the great original stand patters. Who of

you has ever got one of them to acknowledge a mistake? One
of them whom I know for many years had one reply to all ques-

tions with reference to goods short in cars that had been loaded

at his shed. He was not a good letter writer and knew too

much to try his hand at such things, but on all papers referred

to him would be found his sign-manual, "Duly checked and duly

shipped or delivered." I have seen way freight conductors and

local agents shed tears of baffled rage over those five words, and

1 have heard them say things that I hope will not be set down
against them, for some of them were really decent husbands

and fathers—on off days, anyway. The goods might be found

in the shed, or they might never be found. But there was the

record, "Duly checked and duly shipped," the alpha and omega
of the whole matter. This man was, and is—for he is still a

checker—typical of his class. I suspect he was right not

more than half the time, yet he is still checking freight, "duly

checking and shipping," after 30 year«. Where, and at what

age he began I don't know, and he has not been in the same

shed all the time I have known him, but he is still a checker.

Now, why, in dealing with a matter of such importance as

lost, strayed, and damaged freight, have I commenced with the

checker, this middle-aged, middle-class, middle-paid, and often

overworked individual? Well, I guess it is simply because I

could not very well begin anywhere else, for notoriously bad as

he is he is after all the foundation stone of the whole edifice.

He it is who receives the pubhc's goods, and delivers them to

the public. He it is who comes in contact with the public, and

on whose work all those clerks in the front office are busy.

How many letters does the agent write for which the infor-

mation furnished by the checker does not form the basis? On
whose say-so does the claim office so often fight its claims?

Oh, yes, I know all the exceptions ; but what I want to point

out is the rottenness of the foundation. How long will it be

before our railways wake up to the conditions? When will they

stop putting men into this position because they are cheap?

They are all looking for good checkers ; of course they are. but

at a price. They never paid more than so much for a checker

—why should they pay more? Will they never learn that the

right man is cheap at any price? That their freight handlers
sliould all be picked men at no matter what cost? The day
they learn this they will begin to save money so rapidly they
will wonder how it happened, and the first railway to learn it

will take business away from its competitors to an extent it

never dreamed of. The old ideas must go; the old checker
must go; we want younger men—men of ability, men big

enough to stand behind their mistakes, and rectify them—and
we must pay these men. The checker's job is a big one that

has never yet been handled by big men. It is time it was.

Today the average freight department man cannot conceive
of a freight department without a certain number of mistakes
each day. There always has been; there always will be; why
rebel against the unevitable? Once this is admitted, who is

to decide what number of mistakes is reasonable? The re-

sult of such training and invironment can easily be imagined.

But we don't have to imagine it. We can see it every day.

And where it has not been checked with a firm hand it grows
to what we see it at many of our large freight terminals. The
freight men, from trucker to general agent, have come to re-

gard mistakes, their own and others, as part of the day's work,
and the result is what we see.

A large freight terminal is an immense proposition, but if

we sit down and say it cannot be handled right it certainly

never will. The public suffer greatly on account of the poor
showing made by our railways in deahng with this matter, and
they would not have stood it as long as they have, if it had
not been that the railway pays up and stands the loss in the end.

\\'hat this loss is we really don't know. We may know how
much we have paid out for lost and damaged freight, but how
can we estimate what our loss has been through freight di-

verted, loss of friends? Today, and for many years, we have
been forging a chain of evils. Beginning with the second class

man holding the checker's job it continues through the whole
piece. The young man going-in as a clerk is taught by example
that mistakes are a regular part of the day's work, and he sees

more time taken up and energy exerted in avoiding responsi-

bility for mistakes than would, if properly used, prevent the

mistakes in the first place. Is it any wonder that he becomes
an "artful dodger" rather than a straightforward official when
it conies his turn to assume command, and trains another batch

of side-steppers? The motto of most of our freight houses

might well be "tell a lie and stick to it." Don't let the fact

that your company will have to pay weigh with you. If you
tell J. Smith that his goods have not arrived, and find that you
were in error, don't acknowledge it. You can tell another lie

later and cover the former one up. If you tell Jones his goods
went forward at a certain time, and find they did not, don't

tell him you made a small mistake. Smith and Jones may both

make complaint later, but by the time that complaint gets

around there will be a dozen more that are more serious, and
who is going to prove you a liar, anyway? The man who
might, and should do so, has troubles of his own. If he dis-

charges you he will only get another of the same breed, for he

has no money to pay better men.

I wonder if Major Hine could be induced to alight from his

transportation balloon and tackle this job on the ground? Here
is a sample of the things he would run up against : He would
find a shipper in one city short of goods that the local agent

cannot find. The checker at the other city 200 miles away,

through the agent, has been stating for a month that the goods

went forward, but on going and looking in his shed the goods

are found there where they have been all the time. What
would he do in such a case, and what would he say to the mer-

chant in order to hold his business, keeping in mind that he

cannot get money to hire a better quality of man than the liar

he would like to discharge?

Just this thing, and many much worse, are happening every

day. You can't cure them by talking organization from a

balloon; and in the aggregate they are almost life or death to

the railwav. obserntr.



ANTHRACITE BURNING PACIFIC TYPE LOCOMOTIVES.
Introduced by the Lackawanna to Haul 460-Ton Trains at

Sustained Speeds of 30 IVliles an Hour on 1.6 Per Cent. Grades.

Seven of these locomotives, the second lot of this type ever Pocono Mountain. Eastbound from Scranton, similar grade

built to burn hard coal, have recently been received by the Dela- conditions exist going up the other side of the mountain. The
ware, Lackawanna & Western from the American Locomotive schedules of the fastest trains require a sustained speed of

Company. They weigh 284,000 lbs., have a tractive effort of 40,800 practically 30 miles an hour over these grades. Regulations,

lbs. and will replace ten-wheel locomotives having a total weight rigidly enforced, limit the speed to schedule time on the down

Pacific Type Locomotive for Burning Hard Coal; Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

of 217,000 lbs. and a tractive effort of 34.860 lbs. These locorno- grade, and time lost in going up cannot be made up on the

tives are to be used in passenger service between Xew York down grade on the other side.

and Elmira. With over 6 cars, or 325 tons, it is beyond the capacity of one

Westbound on the New York division is a long steep ascent with of the present lO-wheelers. whose general dimensions are

a maximum gradient of 1.6 per cent, from Stroudsburg, Pa., to shown in the table on the following page, to meet the above

Pocono Summit, a distance of 21 miles; here the road crosses requirements.

MMkJ

S4^ OrerBoxes

SS'Be^rreen Hubs

A New Development in IVlain Driving Boxes.
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General Diiiioiswiis of Lackawanna Ten-ll'hcel Passenger Locomotive.

Fuel Fine anthracite

Maximum tractive effort 34,860 lbs.

W'licel base, driving 14 ft. 4 in.

Wheel base, engine 25 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 55ft.lj4in.
Weight on lending truck 46,000 lbs.

Weight on driving wheels 171,000 lbs.

Weight, total of engine 217,000 lbs.

Weight of tender 1 35,000 lbs.

Cvlinders, diameter and stroke 22 J/^ in. x 26 in.

Driving wheel diameter 69 in.

Boiler, diameter at front end 74 in.

Boiler, working pressure per sq. in 2 1 5 lbs.

Firebox, length and width 138 in. x 108 in.

Tubes, number 398 in.

Tubes, diameter 2 in.

Tubes, length 1 5 ft. 3 in.

Heating surface, tubes 3,158.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 228.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,387 sq. ft.

Grate area 103.8 sq. ft.

It is fretiuently necessary to run seven cars on the limited

number of new details which have been developed by the

builders with a view of reducing the cost of maintenance. One
of the most interesting of these is the long main driving boxes,

which are designed to reduce the wear on the boxes and increase

the mileage before the renewal of the bearings becomes neces-

sary. These boxes provide a length of journal from 50 to 66

per cent, greater than is obtained witli the usual construction,

and a corresponding increase in the width of the shoe and

wedge bearing. At the same time the spring load is transferred

equally to all portions of the driving box, and the frames and'

spring rigging are retained in their normal transverse centers.

The main driving box has a journal 21 in. long and a shoe and

wedge fit 16 in. wide, and would seem the most effective step,

so far taken to overcome the tendency of the increased hori-

zontal forces, set up in the modern powerful locomotive, to

Boiler for Lackawanna Anthracite Burning Pacific Type Locomotive.

348oikrF7ues Sg O.D.

Holts DnI/td 4§'^D,

SiZ Boiler Tubea Z'O.O.

Holes Drilled z'Di

34 Bo'ilerFlues S^ 0.0 Holes Drilled Sj^ D!am.

ZSZ Boiler Tu6es z'oM. Holes Drilled zfg'o/arrr. Z^'Pifc/i.

Tubes l^arl<ed Ihus + Beaded Oifer.

t IS& Inside Sheets

End Elevations and Sections Through Boiler for Lackawanna Pacific Type Locomotive.

trains, making practically 3S0 tons behind the tender, and the

ten-wheelers, if unassisted, invariably lose from five to seven

minutes through the mountainous districts. It has, therefore,

been made the rule to furnish helpers on all the fast trains.

The new locomotives are designed to handle eight cars over

the mountains on the present fastest schedules. This rating is

made on a saturated steam basis, and with the reserve boiler

capacity secured with the use of highly superheated steam, it is

expected that they will be able to make the schedules unassisted

with nine cars, or 530 tons. The expense of double heading

will thus be eliminated and at the same time the present high

standard of service will be maintained.

Apart from size and power, the design is characterized by a

produce rapid wear and lost motion in the driving journals,

necessitating the frequent renewal of the bearings.

Main driving boxes of this design have been applied to two

Pacific type locomotives on the New York Central & Hudson

River with satisfactory results. Heretofore, driving boxes

have generally been designed with reference only to the

weight they support and the size has been in direct proportion

to the load borne by each journal. In the large locomotive

of today, the transverse spacing from center to center of the

cylinders has necessarily been increased. At the same time

the distances between the frame centers have been decreased

to obtain as long a driving box as possible within the limitation

of the spacing between hubs imposed by the 4 ft. 8H in. standard
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gage. As a result, the horizontal forces have increased in greater

proportion than the load on the journals. This results in a

rapid accumulation of lost motion causing pounding and re-

quiring a renewal of driving box bearings after much less mile-

age than heretofore.

Previous efforts to solve the problem have consisted chiefly in

increasing the width of the shoes and wedges by making the legs

of the pedestals wider than the body of the frame. This made a

lop-sided construction, and resulted in the uneven wear of the

bearing and conical wear on the journals. With the new box

the normal width of the frames at the main pedestals is increased

by means of auxiliary pedestals on the inside of the frames com-

bined to form a ccntinuous cross-brace. The width of the shoe

and wedge fit is increased by an amount equal to the width of

the supplementary pedestal, or that portion of the shoe and

wedge bearing formed at each end of the cross-brace which is

inside of the frame. The spring load is transferred equally to

the center of the box, without disturbing the spring rigging

from its normal position in the center of the frames, by a com-

bination spring saddle extending across the engine. Spring

seats are formed in the overhanging ends of the saddle, which in

turn are supported by downward extending legs which bear on

the centers of the boxes. The spring centers are 42 in. apart,

while the centers of the legs of the spring saddles are 34 in.

apart. The two cross-braces are tied together top and bottom

Franklin Ball Joint Used on Steam and Air Pipes Between
Engine and Tender.

by supplementing pedestal caps inside of the frames. The nec-

essary length of journal is secured to insure against rapid

wear, and the spring supported load is transferred equally to

all portions of the driving box without any complications in

the design of the frames or the arrangement of the spring

rigging.

Another new feature of design is the adjustable thrust collars

fitted to the leading truck axles on the inside of each box. These

serve to distribute the lateral thrust and reduce the wear on the

wheel hubs and boxes. Each thrust collar is made in two halves,

bolted together, and fits against a shoulder on the axle. Lateral

wear may be easily taken up by babbitting the face of the thrust

collar. To provide for the easy removal of the oil cellars, the

truck pedestal caps are made in the form of links held in place

by finished pins and fitted with cotter keys. Thus, by simply

dropping the pedestal cap link, the cellar can be taken out from

the bottom.

A screw reverse gear is used similar to the one on the

experimental locomotive No. 50.000. It has been improved by

the use of a ball joint connection between the reach rod and

the screw gear crosshead. This obviates the necessity, under

ordinary conditions, of offsetting the reach rod to connect to

the reverse shaft arm.

The firebox of one of the locornotives is equipped with a

Security brick arch and the boilers of the other locomotives are

so designed that the arch can be applied later, if desired. This

is the first instance of the application of this device to hard coal

burning engines and the results will be watched with interest.

.A somewhat different construction of the back tube sheet and
throat sheet from the ordinary practice in a hard coal burning
firebox has also been employed. The back tube is made in one
piece and the throat sheet is sloped. Ordinarily the tube sheet

in fireboxes of similar construction is made in two pieces, and
a straight throat is employed. The boiler is equipped with a
superheater of the top-header, double loop type, giving a super-
heating surface of 821 sq. ft., figured on the basis of the inside

diameter of the superheater tubes. Other special features include

the Franklin automatic door opening device. The width of the

fire door required a special construction which consists of two
vertical doors carried in a single frame and operated by inde-

pendent cylinders and foot pedals.

The Walschaert valve gear is arranged to give a variable lead

;

a maximum cut-off in starting is provided with the proper amount
of lead at the ordinary running cut-off. It gives a satisfactory

steam distribution for high duty service. This practice has been
used by the builders in a number of recent designs. The favor-
able results for starting in full forward gear are, however,
obtained at the expense of distortion of the valve events in back
motion. For this reason, the practice is suitable for passenger
and fast freight locomotives, but not for slow freight or switch-
ing locomotives. The eccentric crank is given an angle of
advance of less than 90 deg. It thus lags behind its correct

position for constant lead and the link is not in its central posi-

tion when the crank pin is on the center. With the eccentric

crank so set, the lead increases from full forward to full back
gear.

A new arrangement of flexible connections employing ball

joints is used between the engine and the tender for the steam
and air pipes and was furnished by the Franklin Railway Supply
Company. The frames are of vanadium steel. The principal

dimensions of these locomotives are given in the following table.

General Data.
Gage 4 f,, sy, jn,
Service Passenger
Fuel Anthracite coal
Tractive effort 40,800 lbs.
Weight in working order 284,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers 179,500 lbs.
Weight of engine and tender in working order 443,600 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 13 ft.

Wheel base, total 34 ft. 10 in.
Wheel base, engine and tender 69 ft.

Wheels.
Driving, diameter over tires 73 in.

Driving, thickness of tires 3^ in.
Driving journals, main, diameter and length 11 in. x 21 in.
Driving journals, others, diameter and length IOV2 in. x 13 in.
Engine truck wheels, diameter 33 in.

Engine truck journals 6^ in. x 12 in.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 50 in.

Trailing truck journals 9 in. x 14 in.

Cylinders.

Kind Simple
Diameter and stroke 25 in. x 28 in.

Valves.

Kind Piston valve
Diameter 14 in.

Boiler.

Style Straight
Working pressure 200 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 78 in.

Firebox, length and width 126 in. x 10854 in.

Firebox plates, thickness ^ and J4 in.

Firebox, water space F.—6 in. ; S. & B.—5 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 252—2 in.

Tubes, thickness No. 11. B. W. G.
Flues, number and size 34—SJi in.

Flues, thickness No. 9, B. W. G.
Tubes, length 20 ft.

Heating surface, tubes 3,579 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 239 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total .3,818 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 821 sq. ft.

Grate area 94.8 sq. ft.

Tender.

Tank Water bottom
Frame Channels
Wheels, diameter 36 in. .

Journals, diameter and length 6 in. x 1 1 in.

Water capacity 8,000 gals.

Coal capacity 1 4 tens
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EFFECT OF WHEEL CONING
FLANGES.

ON SHARP

That the present standard wheel tread with the coning 1 in

20 is favorable to wheel service and prevents the rapid formation

of sharp flanges, has been shown by the records kept by the

Pennsylvania Railroad which are graphically illustrated in the

accompanying diagrams. The standard coning 1 in 20 was
adopted by the Master Car Builders' Association in 1907. Sev-

eral years prior to that date the standard was 1 in 38, but with

the introduction of high capacity cars the increase of flange

failures became alarming. These failures were attributed by

many to the action of heat from the brake shoe and from the

rubbing of the flanges in passing curves. The more competent

opinion, however, attributed them to the peening action of the

rail in compressing the metal at the surface of the tread. This

compression sets up tension stresses in the metal immediately

below the surface, resulting in a cleavage of the white metal

which extends around the circumference, causing the flange to

drop off.

The increase in the coning of the wheels was made not so
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Fig. 1—Number of Cast Iron Wheels With Broken Flanges on
the Pennsylvania Lines East of Pittsburgh and Erie

from 1904 to 1911, Inclusive.

much to assist them in passing curves, but, rather, because coned
wheels when mounted on an axle track laterally, whereas cylin-
dric wheels practically run with one flange almost constantly
against the rail, and a very slight difference in diameter will
determine which rail is in contact. The wheel which runs
against the rail constantly gets its wear on a comparatively
small surface, whereas the flange and tread of coned wheels

which run free from the rail have their wear distributed over a

wider surface. The tendency of cylindric wheels to run against

the rail is aggravated by any increase in the difference in diam-
eter.

The diagrams present clear evidence of the fact that there has

been a great diminution in the breakage of flanges since the

adoption of the standard coning of 1 in 20. It is a striking
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proof of the wisdom of the change which was made in the
standard in 1907 and should overcome any tendency to reduce
the coning in order to prevent the supposed rail failures due to

eccentric loading.

It will be seen from Fig. 1 that in 1905 there were 950 broken
flanges on foreign wheels and 600 broken flanges on Altoona
wheels, or a total of 1,550 broken flanges on chilled iron wheels
in freight service on the lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad east

of Pittsburgh and Erie. In 1911 these figures had been reduced
to only 325 broken flanges on foreign wheels and 75 on Altoona
wheels, or a total of 400. The diagram in Fig. 2 shows the small

proportion of steel wheels which have been in service on these

lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad, so that they could not have
had much influence on the favorable results here shown. This
diagram shows that the total number of freight cars on the

Pennsylvania lines East in 1911 reached 160,000; in 1905 only

about 40.000 of the 50 tons cars and over were equipped with

cast iron wheels, and in 1911 approximately 88.600 were equipped
with cast iron wheels. In 1S07 only about 2,000 50 ton cars were
equipped with steel wheels, and in 1911 the number of cars

thus equipped had increased to 11.000.
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HENRY FINK.

Henry Kink, chairtnan of the buard of directors of the

Norfolk & Western, died July 15 at his apartments in Xew
York. Mr. Fink had been confined to his rooms since De-

cember, 1911, suffering from heart and kidney trouble.

Mr. Fink had been chairman of the board of the Nor-

folk & Western since March. 1902. During the last few

years his work had been largely that of an adviser, but an

adviser with a wealth of experience and knowledge. While

he did not follow details of operation, he never lost his deep

interest in the broader questions of railway management, and.

although an engineer, an operating man, and a reconstructor

of financially and physically run-down properties, he had an

unusually keen, clear insight into traffic questions and rate

theories. He impressed one. in his later years especially, with

the kindly breadth and scholar-

liness of his opinions, and with

his frank tolerance of changes

that were taking place in the

attitude of the public toward

the railways, and the new prob-

lems that were being raised for

railway men to face. He re-

marked once that he "had al-

ways been with poor broken-

down roads." and it would

seem fitting and right that in

his later life he should have

been chairman of a company
which he himself had helped

to build up and put on its feet.

and which now is so well

known for its prosperity and

dividend earning powers.

Mr. Fink was born in Ger-

many in 1831. and was edu-

cated at the Polytechnic School

at Darmstadt. He began rail-

way work on the Western

Maryland as rodman and

transitman in 1851. He worked
in the engineering departments

of the Baltimore & Ohio and

of the Norfolk & Petersburg.

and later became superintend-

ent of transportation of this

road, which is now part of the

Norfolk & Western.

In 1871 Mr. Fink became

superintendent of transporta-

tion of the Atlantic, Missis-

sippi & Ohio Railroad, holding

that post five years. He was
made receiver and general Henry

manager of the road in 1876. and resigned in 1881 to become
second vice-president and general manager of the Norfolk &
Western. In 1883 he was vice-president and general man-
ager of the Norfolk & Western and the East Tennessee. \'ir-

ginia & Georgia, and general manager of the Memphis &
Charleston. He was general manager of the X'irginia. Ten-
nessee & Georgia Air Line from 1881 to 1888, and for one
year, beginning in 1885, was receiver of the East Tennessee.
Virginia & Georgia. He was vice-president of this road from
1886 until 1892.

All of his railway work was with southern roads. In 1887
he was vice-president of the Richmond & Danville, and in

1895 he was made one of the receivers of the Norfolk & West-
ern, which, as it stands today, is a tribute to his scientific

methods and ability.

Mr. Fink had a philosophical and analytical mind, and

haliits of patient study, which are shown in his contributions
to the Railivay A^e Gazette and in his testimony before the
Hadley securities commission. He had been receiver of roads
six times, and the continuous struggle through financial diffi-

culties developed a wisdom that was almost unique. He had
qualities of judgment, foresight and firmness, which could have
been developed only under the stress of hard times.

INFLUENCE OF SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
MANAGEMENT ON OPERATING

EXPENSES*.

BY GEORGE G. yE0.M.\NS.

There are two things which are vital to the successful man-
agement of any business. The first is a proper organization, and

the second is a proper method.
Neither one can be wholly suc-

cessful without the other, and
the most perfect organization
cannot do the most efficient

work if it pursues inferior

methods.

Applying these axioms to

the management of a railway
supply department, it is the

purpose to show how great an
influence the combination of

proper organization and proper
methods may exert upon the
operating expenses of the rail-

way.

In spite of all the attention

that has been given to the ad-

ministration of the supply de-

partment by railway officers in

recent years, and of the great

improvement that has been ef-

fected in the economical han-

dling of material, it is still true

that there are almost as many
.lifferent methods employed in

handling and accounting for

material as there are different

railways, and this lack of uni-

f.irmity, to some extent, im-

pedes more rapid progress in

the development of a perfect

system. This is because each

management considers its

methods the best; in fact, that

is the reason they were adop-

ted ; and it is difficult for the

management to believe there

can be anything better.

It is only necessary to reflect that all these methods can not be

the best, in order to be sure that there is still room for im-

provement.

In reality, the best method of supply department management
consists in selecting and using the best features of all of the dif-

ferent methods, and discarding the poorer ones; and it is the

results which have been accomplished under such a system that

form the basis for this article.

So much has been said and written about scientific management
in the last few years that it seems to be about time for practical

management to have its innings; and the following paragraphs

are simply a plain statement of the extent to which operating ex-

penses were actually effected, under ever\'-day operating condi-

tions, on an ordinary railway, by the application of practical, com-

*In an article in the Railicay Age Gasette, June 21, 1913, Mr. Yeomans
discussed "The Fundamental Principles of Railway Storekeeping."

Fink.
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mon sense methods to the management of the supply department.

The figures which are used to illustrate these results are taken,

by permission, from the records of a railway company, the man-

agement of which effected a reorganization of its supply depart-

ment at the beginning of the fiscal year 1905-6 and introduced the

use of more e.xact methods of practical management in its opera-

tions. These figures tell their own story so plainly that extended

comment is unnecessary, but to those desirous of analyzing them

closely a few words of explanation are desirable.

First, the figures which refer directly to material, embrace only

the supplies for which the chief supply officer can be held solely

responsible. They do not include those items which are beyond

his control, such as ballast, bridges and fabricated structural

steel, rail, both new and second hand, cross ties, new rolling stock,

locomotive fuel and scrap. They do include stationery, switch

and bridge ties and all other material of every nature owned by

the company, wherever located, and, in addition to the so-called

storehouse stocks, they embrace the "working stocks" of material

necessarily carried at various shops, freight car repair tracks,

and engine terminals for daily consumption, as well as the

"emergency stocks" of maintenance material which should be

always ready for instant use at strategic points on each division.

Second. The amount of money expended in the purchase of

material each year, is chosen as a measure of efficiency for ob-

vious reasons. (1) It represents results in real money expended.

(2) With the elimination of rail, ties, bridges, etc., its intimate

relation to actual expense of operation can not be questioned.

(3) It reflects most accurately the conservation of material made

possible by the concentration of responsibility for the purchase,

custody and distribution in the hands of an organization devoted

solely to that purpose. (4) It illustrates the possible money

value of intelligent supervision of the supply department, and

helps to answer the question, "Will increased expense for better

organization be profitable?"

Third. The figures showing the average monthly stock of ma-

terial carried are introduced to show that when the correct prin-

ciples of railway storekeeping are known and applied, the ne-

cessity for a large stock of material vanishes. It stands to reason

that if the practical operation of the road had been seriously im-

peded through any lack of material, theoretical methods would

have gone by the board in a hurry. Incidentally, the facts show

that during the last two years of the period the management had

over half a million dollars, which was formerly invested in ma-

terial, to devote to other purposes. This was more that 45 per

cent, of the original investment in material.

Fourth. The figures representing the cost of the service do not

include th6 expense of the chief supply officer and his office force,

which consisted of two clerks. They do include all other ex-

pense connected in any way with the purchase, custody and dis-

tribution of material except the actual labor of handling loco-

motive coal through the coal chutes and delivering it on the

tenders, and the cost of transporting company material over the

line in the work of distribution. They justify the expenditure of

any reasonable amount for adequate supervision.

Fiscal Average Average
years Total Purchases monthly monthly
ending operating of stock of cost of

June 30. expenses. material. material. service.

1905 $20,503,445 $2,632,991 $1,142,019* $11,436*

1906 18,077,887 1,132,776 949,414 9,413
1907 19,505.147 2,062,178 893,179 12,130
1908 18.843,748 1,916,667 888,345 12,088
1909 18.757,184 1,818,396 616,637 10,816
1910 20,536,223 2,363,801 602,409 12,152

Average for five years.. $19,144,038 $1,858,763 $789,997 $11,320

Average annual decrease. $1,359,407 $774,228 $107,922 $116

•The records for the year 1905 were not sufficiently accurate to be used
as a basis for computing the az'erage monthly results for that year. The
figures given are those for the last month of the year, which were definitely
ascertained.

It will be noted that during this five-year period the manage-

ment of the supply department alone was responsible for more

than one-half of the average annual decrease which it was

found possible to make in the operating expenses of the road,

and this w'ithout any inference to rail or tie renewals, where
large temporary savings are sometimes effected.

During this period, also, the business of the railway was show-
ing a fairly constant and steady increase as compared with the

year 1904-5, necessarily involving an increase in the amount of

material consumed in operation and maintenance.

The following figures are introduced to show the annual per-

centage of increase of those items of operation which aflford air

inde.x to the amount of material required for use

:

.

Car
Number Tractive Number Ton mileage-

Year, locomotives, power. frt. cars. mileage. density.

1906 1.2* 0.8* 1.1* 23.7 10.6
1907 7.0 20.5 26.5 39.1 14.9
1908 15.0 39.4 23.2 26.2 14.4
1909 13.0 32.9 21.7 24.5 18.5
1910 12.9 32,8 14.8 39.5 23.3

Average annual increase 9.3 24.9 16.1 30.6 16.4

•Decrease.

The mileage operated did not change. The track mileage in-

creased 2.3 per cent.

The figures representing the average monthly stock of material

are especially interesting as showing the time necessarily con-

sumed in adapting existing conditions to new methods. The in-

ertia of a large -and widely scattered organization is tremendous,

and the introduction of any radical changes in procedure is a

slow and tediotis- process. An immense amount of educational

work has to be done in advance, and the changes must be made
very gradually. It will be seen, for example, that the reduction

of the stock 'of material proceeded very slowly for the first three

years, the average annual reduction being only $84,558, or 7.4 per

cent. During the two succeeding years, after the operating offi-

cers became more accustomed to the change of method, and had

learned by experience that it was not affecting their operations

injuriously, progress was more rapid, and the average annual de-

crease was $142,968, or 16 per cent., until the limit of a safe work-

ing margin was reached.

It may be stated at this point that when the operations of the

road were first carefully analyzed, with reference to the actual

consumption of material, it was predetermined that an average

inonthly stock of material not exceeding in value $650,000 should

be sufficient to supply all of the normal requirements of the road

under the existing operating conditions.

Nothing at all has been said about the minor and incidental

savings which accrued to the company through the operations of

the supply department, because it is not desired to confuse the

mind with a multiplicity of figures, or to introduce what may be

termed negative advantages, along with the positive benefits ; but

they are present, nevertheless, and on close inspection might, per-

haps, be found to represent additional savings aggregating about

$50,000 per annum. They are unnecessary to prove the extent to

which correct supply department management may, in some cases,

influence operating expenses.

The whole benefit of this analysis will be lost unless the main

point is fully grasped, and the main point is this : In the year

1904-5 the management was in exactly the same position with re-

spect to the supply department as the average railway. It had an

organization and was following the methods which were con-

sidered efficient and entirely satisfactory. The results which the

monthly reports disclosed were thought to be representative of

the best that could be done under the "local conditions" which

prevailed, and any very marked improvement through any change

in existing methods was considered problematical, to say the

least.

While it is not to be presumed that precisely similar results

could be reached on every railway, it is evident that the manage-
ment of the supply department can be made to play an important

part in the operating expenses of a railway.

Railways are projected in Argentina as follows : From Tres

Arboles to Piedra Sola, 36 miles, from Paloma via Roche to

Treinta y Tres, 108 miles; and from San Carlos to Rocha, 45

miles.



THE RAILWAYS AND THE PANAMA CANAL
Argument Over Toll Question. Discriminatory Effect of

Free Toll Policy. Proposed Restrictions on Vessel Ownership.

There is probably as much ignorant tall: at present about the

Panama canal and the various interesting questions raised by

its approaching completion as about any other subject. It

every member of Congress would familiarize himself with the

testimony introduced at the hearings on the canal before the

committee on interstate and foreign commerce of the House of

Representatives, and would act as the facts presented dictate

and the impartial experts who testified recommended, a measure

would be adopted which would do justice to all directly con-

cerned, and" be beneficial to the public, which indirectly is the

most concerned.

The construction of the canal was determined on for both

military and commercial reasons. The need for it from a mili-

tary point of view was accentuated during the war with Spain,

when the battleship Oregon when on the Pacific coast was

greatly needed on the Atlantic, and had to go clear around

South America to get there. The original estimates of its cost

have been greatly exceeded by the figures for actual construc-

tion. It is now officially estimated that the total cost will be

$375,000,000. It is also officially estimated that the annual cost

of maintenance and operation will be $4,000,000. This includes

nothing for the maintenance of the civil government, but is

only for the canal plant itself. There have thus far been issued

$84,631,980 of canal bonds, which may be used as security for

national bank notes and which, therefore, bear only 2 per cent,

interest, and $50,000,000 of Panama canal bonds, which bear in-

terest at 3 per cent. To cover the total expenditure of

$375,000,000 there remain to be issued $240,368,020 in bonds,

which doubtless will bear interest at 3 per cent. The total in-

terest on this basis will be $10,403,680 per year, which, added

to an expenditure for maintenance and operation of $4,000,000

per year, and allowing nothing for sinking fund, would make

$14,403,680 per annum.

The recent discussions of the canal have centered around

the question of whether, and if so what, tolls should be imposed

on vessels using it, and what restriction, if any, should be put

on its use by boats owned or controlled by the railways. The

House committee on interstate and foreign commerce having

21 members, made both majority and minority reports. The

majority, composed of 16 members, recommended authorizing

the President to fix tolls on ships of commerce which should

•not exceed $1.25 per ton, based on net registered tonnage, and

which should not, together with the tolls on war ships and

passengers, be less than the estimated cost of maintenance and

operation. The toll for each passenger should not be less than

$1.50; and the tolls on warships should be in proportion to that

on merchant vessels. The majority also recommended a pro-

vision making it unlawful for any interstate railway to have

any interest whatsoever, directly or indirectly, in any common
carrier by water with which the railway does or may com-

pete. This would have applied not only to carriers using

and competing with those using the canal, but would have pro-

hibited any railway from owning any interest in any water car-

rier in the United States with which it does or might compete.

A minority of five members of the committee opposed the

imposition of any tolls on vessels engaged in the coastwise

trade. It is, perhaps, not without significance that of these

one was from Louisiana, two from New York and one from

California. The bill passed by the House provided that no

tolls should be levied on coastwise vessels. The committee on

interoceanic canals of the Senate has gone a step farther and

recommended also that no tolls be lewed on vessels of American

registry engaged in foreign trade whose owners will agree that

such vessels may be taken and used by the United States in

time of war or other public emergency. It also recommends

that no boat owned, chartered, operated or controlled by a

railway company, or in which any railway company has any
interest, shall be permitted to enter or pass through the Panama
canal while engaged in coastwise trade between ports of the

United States.

THE TOLL QUESTION.

Estimates as to the amount of business that will be handled
by the canal vary widely. Its chief competitor for trans-

oceanic business will be the Suez canal. Its competitors between
the two coasts of the United States will be the transcontinental

railways. Some have expressed the opinion that in any event

it will find it hard to compete with the Suez canal and the

transcontinental railways, and that, commercially, it will be a

failure. A very different view is that of Professor Emory R.

Johnson of the University of Pennsylvania, who formerly was
a member of the Isthmian Canal Commission, and who was
employed by the present national administration to study the

questions of Panama canal traffic, tolls and measurements of

vessels. Based on an elaborate investigation. Dr. Johnson, in

his testimony before the House committee, expressed the opin-

ion that in 1915, when the canal will be opened, there will be

available for using it 10,500,000 net registered tons of vessel

capacity, of which 1,160,000 net tons will be engaged in the

coastwise trade. It should be noted in this connection that the

proposed tolls would be levied on the net registered tonnage
of vessels, and not on the freight traffic passing through the

canal. This statement would seem superfluous but for the fact

that some persons have discussed the matter on the theory that

the tolls would be levied on the traffic. A registered ton is

lOO cu. ft. of vessel capacity, and is ordinarily equivalent to

two and one-half tons of freight. Therefore, a proposal to levy

a toll of $1.25 a net registered tori is substantially equivalent

to a proposal to levy a toll of 50 cents on each freight ton, as-

suming the vessel loaded to its capacity. Professor Johnson's

estimate of the amount of transoceanic business that will use the

canal was based on various factors, including the relative dis-

tances, the costs of fuel, and the opportunities for getting traf-

fic, by various routes. His estimate of the future coast to coast

business was based both on calculations as to the past and
present freight movement by water and rail betweeen

the two coasts and on the vessel tonnage handling the water

traffic. Testimony introduced in the hearings of the long and

short haul cases before the Interstate Commerce Commission
indicated that the total coast to coast movement of freight

traffic by both water and rail was, according to the latest avail-

able statistics, about 3,000,000 tons. Based on the growth m
past years. Professor Johnson thought this would increase to

4,200,000 or 4,500,000 tons by 1915. He estimated the vessel

tonnage using the Panama route in 1910 at 418,000 tons net

register, that using the Tehuantepec route at 363,426 tons net,

and that using the Straits of Magellan route at 172.655 tons

net, a total of about 950,000 tons net. He thought this would

increase by 1915 to the figure already given, 1,160,000 tons net.

He evidently believed that about one-half of the transcontinental

freight should be handled in coastwise vessels, although he

declined to commit himself on this point. Dr. Johnson did not

recommend in his testimony what toll should be levied, but

he did say that Congress would be perfectly safe in authoriz-

ing the President to impose a toll of not more than $1.50 a

net ton.

If Dr. Johnson's estimates can be accepted, it is evident that

tolls can be imposed that will yield enough revenue to pay the

interest on the canal debt and the cost of maintenance and

operation. A toll of $1.50 would yield over $15,000,000 a year,

and the government's maximum estimate of the interest charges

and maintenance and operating expenses is $14,403,680. A toll

of $1.25 would yield over $12,500,000. There will be, besides,
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if any of the bills thus far introduced pass, tolls from pas-

sengers and warships.

TOLLS AND THE MERCHANT MARINE.

X'ow, the interest on the debt and the cost of maintenance

and operation must be paid either by those using the canal or

by the taxpayers of the United States. Few will contend that

tolls should not be levied on foreign vessels carrying foreign

goods between foreign ports, or foreign vessels carrying

American goods between American and foreign ports. It is

argued, however, that tolls should be remitted in the case of

American vessels engaged in the foreign and coastwise trades,

in the case of the former to encourage the development of an

American merchant marine, and in the case of the latter to

further this object, and also to cheapen transportation between

the coasts and stimulate competition with the transcontinental

railways. Disregarding the question of whether levying tolls

on foreign vessels and refraining from doing so in the case of

American ships would violate our treaty obligations, it is clear

that allowing American vessels engaged in transoceanic busi-

ness to use the canal toll free would simply be to grant a

ship subsidy in one form, and whether that is desirable or not

must be determined in precisely the same way as the desirability

of any other form of ship subsidy.

With respect to coastwise vessels there is no necessity of sub-

sidizing them to enable them to compete with foreign vessels,

for the very good and sufficient reason that the navigation

laws give American vessels an absolute monopoly of the coast-

wise trade. The result has been, contrary to popular beliefs,

a steady and large growth in our merchant marine. In 1891

the gross tonnage employed in the coastwise trade of the United

States was 3,609,877 tons; ten "years later, in 1901, it was 4.582,-

645 tons; and in 1911 it was 6,720,313 tons. This so much more
than offset the decline in the part of the merchant marine en-

gaged in foreign trade that the tonnage of our total merchant

marine, engaged in both for'eign and coastwise trade, increased

from 4,684,759 gross tons in 1891 to 5,524,218 gross tons in

1901 and to 7,638,790 gross tons in 1911.

There are two ways of disproving of the contention that a

toll free canal for coastwise ships is necessary to the develop-

ment of the merchant marine. One is the mere citation of the

foregoing figures. The other is to consider the changes in the

coastwise trade that the opening of the Panama canal will

make.

TOLLS AND COASTWISE TRAFFIC.

It is well known that for some years there has been a steady

and rapid growth of coast to coast water traffic. The vessels

using both the Tehuantepec and the Panama routes have been

able to make much lower rates than the competing railways,

in spite of the fact that traffic moving via the Tehuantepec and

the Panama routes has had to be trans-shipped across the

isthmus by rail. George S. Dearborn, president of the Amer-
ican-Hawaiian Steamship Company, stated in his testimony be-

fore the House committee that his company paid the Tehuan-
tepec railway for making this transfer $3 for each ton of

freight. Furthermore, incidental to the transfer the steamship

company is put to some other expenses, which, however, may
be dismissed from consideration here. When the canal is

opened the American-Hawaiian Steamship Company will

both be able to give faster and better sejvice and be relieved

of the cost of this transfer by rail. Suppose, now, that a toll

of $1.25 per net registered ton were imposed on its vessels. If

it carried only two tons of freight per net registered ton the

toll would amount to but 62"/^ cents per freight ton handled

by it, which would leave a clear saving of $2.37;/2 for every ton

of freight that it handled. If it were able to load its vessels

fully the toll for each ton of freight would be only 50 cents.

and the net saving to the steamship company as a result of

the construction of the canal would be $2.50 for each freight

ton handled. It was with these facts in mind that Dr. John-

son said in his testimony before the House committee, "I sup-

pose it will be agreed by everyone that a Panama toll equivalent

to 50 or 60 cents per ton in ship cargo, on which the freight

rate will average $10 per ton, will not be a high charge. . . .

The advantage to the commerce of the United States, by re-

lieving coastwise carriers of Panama canal tolls, would, in my
judgment, be slight. First. I think the toll will be a compara-

tively light burden to be borne, and. second, / think the burden

such as it is will be borne by the steamship companies, whose
rates may be expected to be adjusted with reference to the

raiki'ay rates, and those will not be upon a ruinously low
basis. (The italics are ours.) From the point of view of

American commerce, there is little, if anything, to be gained by
relieving the coastwise carriers of the payment of reasonable

tolls."

Mr. Dearborn, in his testimony, argued that tolls should not

be imposed. But he admitted that a toll of $1 to $1.25 per net

ton, or even more, would not interfere with the use of the

canal by coastwise vessels. "If you are going on the lines of

what the traffic will bear it would stand very much more," he

said.

It n.ay, therefore, be considered as demonstrated that free-

dom from tolls is not necessary to enable coastwise vessels

to use the canal and to make rates very substantially lower than

they make now. It is also very doubtful whether if no tolls

were charged shippers or the consuming public would get the

benefit of their remission.

It will be noted that Dr. Johnson said that if tolls were im-

posed he believed the burden of them would be borne by the

steamship companies. This is simply stating the converse of

the proposition that if no tolls be imposed, the result will be

the saving of the amount of just so much to the steamship

companies and not to the shipper or to the consuming public.

That the benefit of a no-toll policy would not go to the ship-

pers was the conclusion of the majority of the House commit-

tee, which said in its report. "When we go to voting away
the government's money and credit to special interests, we
prefer some method more fair and equitable. This small ship-

ping interest has secured endorsements and recommendations

from some trade organizations in various coast cities of the

country on the erroneous theory that shippers would secure the

benefits of the remitted tolls through reduced freight rates.

This is a delusion, pure and simple."

DISCRIMINATIONS BETWEEN SHIPPERS AND SECTIONS.

Suppose, however, the benefits of the remitted tolls were all

passed along to the shippers in the form of reductions in

freight rates. Even then, would the effect, from the national

point of view, be desirable? Heretofore the shippers on the

coasts, because of their access to water transportation, have

enjoyed an advantage over shippers in the interior. The gov-

ernment by building the canal will increase this advantage

—

or. at least, make possible an increase in it. As has been shov/n,

even if the coastwise vessels have to pay tolls for using the

canal they will be able to make rates on transcontinental freight

at least $2.50 a ton lower by reason of the construction of

the canal than they have been able to heretofore. To refrain

from levying tolls will be, if the benefit accrues to the shipper,

to increase just to that extent the advantage which the coast

shipper is given over the shipper in the interior. In other

words, all of the people of the country, including those of the

interior, would be taxed to pay the interest charges and main-

tenance and operating expenses of the canal in order to give

the shipper on the •:oast a further advantage over his com-

petitor in the interior.

In the past the transcontinental railways have sought to hold

their share of the business moving to the Pacific coast, and at

the same time secure to the shippers of the middle west their

share of business on the Pacific coast, by making rates from

New York to the coast which would enable the railways to

compete with the steamship lines, and at the same time making

rates to the Pacific coast from all points east of the Missouri
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river as low as those from the Atlantic seaboard. It is con-

tended that if the tolls on coastwise vessels were remitted, this

would enable them to compete much more effectively with the

transcontinental railways, and thereby force further reductions

in the railway rates. But is it not worth considering whctlitr

the effect might not be to so reduce the rates of the railways

as to make them unremunerative? Or has the sense of fairness

of the American people been so deadened by agitation aga:rst

the railways that they have come to believe that any and every

reduction in railway rates, however secured, and whether

reasonable or not, is proper and desirable? The interest on

the investment in the canal and the cost of its maintenance

and operation will be just as much parts of the cost of trans-

portation via the canal as the interest and dividends on the in-

vestment in railway roadway and structures, and the expense

of maintaining them, are parts of the cost of transportation by

rail. It is as absolutely essential, if water transportation is to

be carried on, that these expenses shall be paid by someone, as

it is that the analogous expenses of rail transportation shall

be paid by someone. No one questions that the someone who
ought to pay these expenses of. rail transportation is the ship-

per or traveler for whose benefit they are incurred. On what

theory of equity or common sense, then, can it be contended

that in order to reduce railway rates a large part of the ex-

pense of water transportation should be paid, not by those for

whose benefit the waterway is used, but by the public? This is

precisely on all fours with an argument that the government

should build railway terminals, roadway and stations and main-

tain them, and permit the railway companies to operate trains

and haul passengers and freight over them for nothing. All

of the self-seeking, tax-eating sophistry that can be advanced

by those who want the government to pay part of the expenses

of furnishing water transportatfon or part of their freight bills

cannot change the facts one iota. For the government to sub-

sidize water transportation for the purpose of compelling re-

ductions in railway rates regardless of their reasonableness is

immoral. It is in its essence simply the taking of the money
of the taxpayers to present it either to steamship companies or to

those who ship by boats with the possibilities of impairing the in-

tegrity of the investments of those who have put their money
into railways. If any reader thinks this language too strong,

let him read the following from the report made by sixteen

of the twenty-one members of the House committee on inter-

state and foreign commerce

:

"The demand for discrimination in favor of American ships presents a

square issue between a small fraction of the coastwise shipping interests

and the entire population of the United States. The question, which our
committee decides in the negative, practically and substantially stated is.

Shall we, as representatives of the people, take from them without consid-

eration, return, or recompense, their money and give it to the small

special interests operating but a small per cent, of the coastwise trade, who
have no right to the money, and do not need it, as their business is

prosperous?"

RAILWAY RATE REGfLATIOX AXD WATER COMPETITION.

However, it is que.stionabIe, under the present mterstate com-
merce law, as the Interstate Commerce Commission is seeking

to administer it, whether the railways can so adjust their rates as

to enable the shippers of the middle west to compete with those
on the Atlantic seaboard for business on the Pacific coast, how-
ever much the roads may be disposed to. Acting under the

amended long and short haul clause, the commission has or-

dered that railway rates from the Missouri river to the inter-

mountain communities shall be made no higher than to the

Pacific coast, that from Chicago to the intermountain com-
munities they shall be made no more than 7 per cent, higher;

from Pittsburgh no more than 15 per cent, higher, and from the

Atlantic seaboard no more than 25 per cent, higher. In other

words, the commisison seeks to require them to base their rates

to all intermediate points on their rates to the Pacific. Under
this arrangement every reduction made to the coast to meet
water competition would have to be accompanied by correspond-

ing reductions in the rates to intermediate points. The rates
to the coast are comparatively unremunerative now, and the
roads probably would lose more by reducing all of their rates
in obedience to water competition than by maintaining them all,

ceasing to meet water competition on the coast and giving up
the competitive coast business to the boats. Thus the shippers
of the middle west would be put at a disadvantage compared
with their eastern competitors by the opening of the canal and
would gain no compensating reduction in railway rates.

Some persons say, however, that the shippers of the middle
west will be able to send their goods via the proposed lakes-
to-the-gulf deep waterway and the canal. This is a dream.
For conclusive reasons often stated, no lake or ocean vessel
will ever use the proposed deep waterway no matter how deep
It may be dug. It can never be made fit for navigation except
by shallow vessels and barges. Now, there is at present a
channel of not less than 9 ft. in the Ohio and Mississippi rivers
from Pittsburgh to New Orleans, which is ample for large
traffic. Why do not the shippers of Pittsburgh ship their iron
and steel products and other goods via the Ohio and the Mis-
sissippi and the ocean to San Francisco? It may be replied that
now they would have to be transferred by rail across the Isthmus
of Tehuantepec or the Isthmus of Panama. But as the goods
are shipped now they go by rail to New York, are transferred
there to the boats, go thence to the Isthmus of Tehuantepec
or the Isthmus of Panama, where they are transferred to a
railway, and are then transported across the isthmus, where
they are transferred to boats again. When the canal is opened
it will reduce the number of transfers and the cost of trans-
portation on the goods moving to New York and thence around
by ocean just as much as it will the number of transfers that
would have to be made in moving via the Ohio-Mississippi
route. The fact that there is no movement of traffic from
Pittsburgh by water is very strong evidence that there never
will be any from Chicago by the Mississippi valley. No one
can anticipate all the changes in industrial and transportation
conditions that may occur, but it is a safe prediction that for
many years to come the vast majority of the goods moving
from the middle west to the Pacific coast will either go there
direct by rail or by rail to New York and thence by water; and
via either route the middle western shipper will be at a dis-
advantage compared with his eastern competitor, which a free-
toll policy and the rate-making policy of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission would both tend to increase.

THE CANAL AND RAILWAY-CONTROLLED BOATS.

The second part of the program of those who are zealous to
make the steamship lines using the canal the most effective
competitors possible with the transcontinental railways is to
restrict or prohibit the use of the canal by vessels in which
railways have an interest. They argue that if railway-owned
or controlled vessels are admitted to the coastwise trade via
the canal, backed by the formidable financial resources of the
railways, they will at first make such low rates as to drive out
independent boat lines and then raise their rates. It is said
that the money trust which is supposed to control the railways
and which, therefore, wants nothing done that will injure them,
already has refused to finance a steamship line being promoted
by Bernard N. Baker of Baltimore.

Mr. Baker has complained loudly because he could not find

anyone in Wall street who would back him. George S. Dear-
born, president of the American-Hawaiian Steamship Com-
nay, in his testimony before the House committee, expressed
the opinion that the real reason why Mr. Baker was unable
to raise the capital was that his project was "most imprac-
ticable," "because the ships are passenger ships with very little

freight space as compared to the size of the ships." "The
Baker ships did not have capacity enough to make it a busi-

ness proposition?" asked Representative Stevens. "No," Mr.
Dearborn replied. In other words, the most experienced and
successful steamship man handling coast to coast business
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thought the real reason why the "money trust" would not ad-

vance money to Mr. Baker was not railway influence, but that

those having capital did not think they would get any return on

the investment. Certainly a "money trust" that won't advance

money to anybody who wants it regardless of whether there is a

chance of getting it back or not is a vicious combination

!

As to the proposition to absolutely close the canal to railway-

controlled vessels, it is questionable if it could be strictly en-

forced, and, even if it could be it would not prevent the same

persons who are influential in railways from owning competing

steamships. No law. for example, can prohibit the large stock-

holders in the Southern Pacilic from directly engaging in the

steamship business if they like.

Furthermore, even if the canal were used only by entirely

independent steamship lines that would not insure low water

rates. Almost throughout the world rates on the ocean are

regulated by combinations of steamship companies. It is quite

probable that early in the game agreements would be made by

the coastwise steamship companies to maintain rates that would

be just enough lower than the railway rates to enable the steam-

ship companies to get their share of the business. Dr. John-

son believed this would be the result, and. therefore, advocated

opening the canal to all vessels of American registry, regard-

less of their ownership, and placing their rates and service

under the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Of course, the waterway enthusiasts oppose this. Their theorj'

of the proper relations between railways and waterways is that

the railways should be practically prohibited from competing

with the boat lines and that the boat lines should be subsidized

and left free from any legal restrictions whatever, in order to

enable them to take the maximum of business away from the

railways. Just why combining to maintain rates, the making of

a different rate to one shipper than to another on the same

commodity when hauled in the same boat, and the giving of

rebates to favored shippers, are not wrong and should not be

interfered with by law when done by steamship lines, while

like practises by railways are wrong and should be dealt with

by law like robbery and arson, is hard to understand. But this

view is no more lacking in common sense than most of the

views entertained and expressed by waterway enthusiasts.

The Societe Ottomane du Chemin de Fer de Damascus, a

French enterprise has a small railway system in Syria. It com-

prises the narrow-gage line Beirut—Damascus—Muzerib and the

two standard gage lines from Rajah to Aleppo and from Homs
to Tripolis. Of these, only the second is built under guarantee

of the Turkish government. The line from Homs to Tripolis

was opened for traffic on June 1, 1911.

A French company is planning to build a coast line from Tri-

pohs, Syria, to connect with the Egyptian railways. This line

would connect Tripolis, Beirut, Saida, Es-Sur, Akka, Haifa,

Cesarea, Jaffa. Gaza and Port Said. In the latter place it would

be in touch with the Egyptian lines. This railway would be im-

portant for foreign traffic, which increases yearly. For trade

it would be of importance only so far that it would connect the

small coast towns like Saida, Sur, Cesarea and Mainas, which

are not touched by the vessels of the larger steamship com-

panies, and would permit them to export more readily the prod-

ucts of their fertile back country. It would, however, be of

great importance from the strategic point of view, as it would

enable Turkey within a very short time to throw her entire land

forces on the Egyptian border. The Societe Ottomane du

Chemin de Fer de Damas-Hamah et Prolongements. which plans

to build this line, is a successful company; and the lines of

its system have up to date paid well in every respect. Even the

Hedja line has not been able to injure its parallel, the Damas-

Muzerib railway. Its receipts increase yearly, and it is not im-

possible that its negotiations with the Ottoman government will

lead to a profitable result for the company.

TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN JUNE'

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that oc-

curred on railways of the United States in the month of June,

1512:

Collisiotts.

Kind of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

3. Seaboard Raleigh. be. P. & F. 1 2

4. N. Y. Susq. & W...Macopin Lake. be. P. & F. 1 6

14. Cent. Ga Everett. xc P. & F. 1 12

22. N. Y. Chic. & St. L..Cra}ton. re. F. & F. 2 4

Derailments.

' Cause of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Derailm't. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

3. Kansas C. So Blanchard. def. eq. F. 3 5

3. Cent. Ga Mclntyre. d. track. P. 7

tU. West. & Atl Dalton, Ga. unx. P. 3 66

16. N. Y. Central Tribes Hill. ace. obst. P. 1

26. Chi. & E. I Martinton. ace. obst. P. 1 20

The collision near Raleigh, N. C, on the 3rd. was caused by

a locomotive starting from a cinder pit at Raleigh unattended

and from some cause undiscovered. It ran about 9 miles north,

where it met a southbound passenger train which was moving
up grade at low speed. Both engines and one baggage car of

the passenger train were wrecked, and the engineman was killed.

The fireman and the express messenger were injured.

The collision at Macopin Lake Junction, N. J., on the 4th,

was between an eastbound passenger and a westbound freight.

The fireman of the freight was killed, and six trainmen were

mjured. The freight had encroached on the time of the pas-

senger, the men in charge having overlooked the schedule of

the passenger.

The collision at Everett, Ga., "on the 14th, occurred at 12:09

a. m. It was between an eastbound passenger train and a string

of 13 coal cars which had been pushed from a siding to the

main track by a freight train which had entered the siding to

meet the passenger train. The engineman of the passenger train

was fatally injured, and the colored fireman, one colored pas-

senger and ten white passengers were injured. A work train had

left 22 empty coal cars on siding, not all of which were coupled

together; and the crew of the freight failed to exercise proper

precaution in handling their train while pushing cars in the side

track ahead of the engine.

The trains in collision at Crayton, Pa., on the 22nd were west-

bound freights. One conductor and one brakeman were killed,

and four trainmen were injured. There was a dense fog at the

time.

The train derailed at Blanchard, La., on the 3rd, was a north-

bound local freight. A car loaded with coal was the first to

jump the track, and the cause was the emergency application

of the air brakes, due to hose pulling apart. This and two other

cars were overturned in the ditch. Three trespassers were killed

and two injured.

The train derailed at Mclntyre, Ga., on the 3rd, was westbound

passenger No. 1, and the cause of the derailment is believed to

have been a loose rail. The whole train of five cars w-as de-

railed, the engine, express car and the baggage and mail car be-

ing turned over on their sides. Three passengers and four train-

men were injured.

The train derailed near Dalton, Ga., on the morning of the

12th, was an excursion train bound for Chattanooga, and the de-

railment is said to have been unexplainable. Four passenger

^Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:

re. Rear collision be. Butting collision xc, Other collisions b.

Broken d. Defective unf. Unforeseen obstruction unx, Unex-

plained derail, Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced switch ace.

obst.. Accidental obstruction malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road fire, Cars burned while

running P. or Pass., Passenger train F. or Ft.. Freight train (includ-

ing empty engines, work trains, etc.) Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly

destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

I
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cars were overturned. One passenger and 2 employees were

killed and 63 passengers and 3 employees were injured.

The train derailed near Tribes Hill, N. Y., on the 16th, was

westbound passenger train No. 3, the fast mail. A car in an east-

bound freight was derailed by a broken flange a few seconds

before it met the passenger train, and this and other cars fell

in front of the passenger engine. This engine was overturned,

and the seven cars next behind it ran of? the track. Twelve

freight cars were wrecked. The fireman of the passenger train

was fatally scalded.

THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMIS-
SION'S DECISION IN THE EXPRESS

COMPANY CASES*.

In re express rales, practices, accounts and revenues. Mem-
phis Freight Bureau et at. v. Adams Express Co. et al. Opin-

ion by Commisisoner Lane:

It may be said in general that the commission has given con-

sideration in this investigation to the financial afifairs of the

express companies ; the character of their organization ; the

relation which they enjoy with the railways to the extent and

nature of the property which they own; the character of their

service; the basis of their rate systems; the cost of their

operations; the manner in which the rates are stated; the

relation of the service which they give to that extended by

the railways in the carriage of freight by freight trains ; the

relationship between the rates established in different sections

of the country for the same service by express; the similarities

and dissimilarities obtaining as between express service in the

United States and similar service in foreign countries, together

with a comparison of the rates in foreign countries with those

extended in this country, and other questions analogous or

related to these.

Last year, 1911, the 13 express companies made parties to

the investigation carried over 300,000,000 packages. They oper-

ate over 218,013 miles of steam railway in this country, and

extend their service over 18,385 miles of steamship and stage

lines and 6.665 miles of electric lines. They paid to these rail

carriers and others $69,730,895, and their own expenses, so far

as these can be ascertained, arising out of their functions as

express companies were $64,305,590.

For many years the country was parceled out between these

great companies into zones not unlike those zones of influence

which characterize international politics in Asia at the present

time. There was, for instance, an understanding that Wells

Fargo & Company should not press into eastern territory, while

the eastern companies should abandon the great west to that

carrier. While these 13 companies are separate legal entities,

it is of interest to regard this fact that by stock ownership

and otherwise they are so interlaced that it is with difficulty

we can trace any one of the great companies as either wholly

independent in its management or the agency of a single railway

or system. The Adams and Southern are closely affiliated.

The .American Express Company is the second largest stock-

holder in Wells Fargo & Company. The largest stockholder in

the United States Express Company is also the largest stock-

holder in Wells Fargo & Company.

Since the civil war, no express company in the United States

has been forced into bankruptcy. The death of an express

company has always been the result of a change in policy by a

railway arising out of some new financial alliance. We have

sought to learn the actual amount of cash invested in these

carriers and have been unsuccessful.

A survey of the express situation leads to the conclusion that

all railways are under the obligation to make through routes

and furnish proper facilities for the transportation of freight.

The rule applies to parcels as well as to carloads. Express

companies are by name placed under the commission's juris-

diction. We must, therefore, regard these companies as agen-

*The opinion has been very much condensed, but wherever possible the
language of the commission has been preserved.

cies created by the railways and recognized by law for the

conduct of a certain kind of freight business, to which these

agencies have added a service that is distinctive and peculiarly

their own. Wherever artificial barriers have been raised by

the existence of separate express companies they should be

broken down, and rates made and practices followed should

neither rest on the foundation of a railway's preference nor

of an express company's opportunity. The complaints against

the express companies may be grouped under 11 headings.

1. DOUBLE COLLECTION OF CHARGES.

This investigation has made it clear that whatever the policy

of the companies may have been in regard to double charges,

their manner of doing business made such result almost inevi-

table. The complaints on this score come from all sections

of the country and are not confined to any one carrier. A
package received prepaid was stamped prepaid, but if the de-

livering driver's book did not show the package prepaid, he

was required to be guided by the book. The most effective

remedy which the commission can suggest is the establishment

of a uniform system of billing and the adoption of a uniform

rule regarding the delivery of packages. A yellow label should

be pasted on the package showing the charges prepaid at the

time these charges are prepaid, and a yellow way-bill should

be made out for prepaid packages. The form of this way-bill

and package label are prescribed. A white label should be

pasted on collect packages and a white way-bill made out. The
express company is to make out these way-bills in triplicate,

one being attached to the package, one being reserved by the

office at point of origin, and one being forwarded to point of

destination. If a package arriving at destination bears no label,

the burden is on the express company to deliver the package

;

and if, on examination of its records, it finds that through its

mistake or otherwise the delivered package has not been pre-

paid, it must look in the first instance to the consignee for

payment.

2. OVERCHARGES AND UNDERCH.\RGES.

The collection of greater than legal charges and failure to

collect full legal charges appear to have resulted chiefly from

the system of rates which was obscure and open to misconstruc-

tion. A new scheme of rate making must take the place of the

present complicated rate structure. A system of through rates

must be substituted for the present plan of making rates by way
of transfer points. As a preliminary to the adoption of such

a system, it should be required that carriers establish and

publish rates between all points reached by the lines of the

various companies. The performance of this task appears to

be made possible only by the adoption of a system of blocks and

zones. The agent at the receiving station should in every in-

stance revise the charges on the receipt of the way-bill before

making collections on collect shipments, and the agent at the

point of origin should revise all prepaid way-bills as to weights

and charges, and refund overcharges within 24 hours ; and it

is recommended that the express companies organize a clearing

house association for the purpose of devising a proper system

to carry out these requirements.

3. CIRCUITOUS ROUTING OF SHIPMENTS.

It has been the custom of express companies, when packages

were for delivery at points not on the lines of the railway over

which they operate, to get the longest possible haul via their

own lines. In many cases the delay has been accompanied by

excessive charges based on the long routing instead of the

route over which the shipment should have traveled. The com-

pany should be required forthwith to establish and jointly pub-

lish through routes between the principal points in the United

States, which routes shall follow the main lines of travel the

most direct in point of time measured by the schedule of those

passenger trains by which normal schedules are observed. The

carriers should be required to add to such through rates as

rapidly as possible and to change them as often as may be
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necessary. They must publish a description of such through
rates, which will include an alphabetical index of stations, show-
ing the rate number or numbers by which each may be reached.
The consignor shall have the right to direct in writing the joint

through route by which the shipment shall move, excepting
under an emergency.

4. FREE DELIVERY LIMITS.

The popular conception of express service is that it includes

the free delivery of the package at the consignee's address.

This conception has been fostered and encouraged by the ex-

firess companies themselves ; therefore, it will be ordered that

ihe carriers publish a joint general directory, alphabetically ar-

ranged by cities, of all express offices in the United States, the

name of each office to be followed by a statement of whether

of not free delivery is maintained. Where free delivery service

is maintained, unless the publication shall circumscribe the de-

livery limits it shall be understood that delivery service com-

prehends the corporate limits of the place named. Copies of

this publication should be furnished to shippers at a cost no

higher than the actual cost of printing such extra copies as may
be required.

S. UNRE.^SON.'^BLE LIMITATIONS IN RECEIPT.

Complaints have been made against the practice of limiting

the value of a shipment to $50 unless extra insurance is paid.

In all parcels post low limitations of value have been placed

on shipments, and this limitation of value is considered proper

by the commission.

6. DEL.WS IN THE SETTLEMENT .OF CL.MMS FOR LOSS AND
DAMAGE.

The commission's examiners, who made an exhaustive re-

view of the claim bureaus of two of the carriers, reported a

condition existing therein which indicated a policy of delay in

the investigation and settlement of claims of which the man-

agement of the express companies seemed to be unaware. It

has been the policy of one of these carriers never to conduct

any of the negotiations for settlement of claims by correspond-

ence. It is the commission's view that the rule should be, in

event of non-deUvery -or loss of a shipment, that a notice should

immediately be mailed by the agent of the carrier at destination

to both consignor and consignee, and a claim in writing should

be acknowledged immediately on its receipt, and within six

months from the date of filing the claim the company should

notify the claimant in writing of the disposition made thereof.

7. EXCESSIVE CHARGES ON SHIPMENTS VALUED IN EXCESS OF $50.

Hereafter the valuation charge shall be 10 cents for each $100,

or fracticin thereof, in excess of $50, and this irrespective of

the rate of carriage.

8. CLASSIFICATION OF EXPRESS MATTER.

Originally there were but two classes of express rates—mer-

chandise and special. The express companies competed with the

post office, and one time with each other, giving rebates, etc.

Now there is a joint publication of rates which separate all

movable property into merchandise and general specials.

Numerous instances of obscurity of classification and com-

plexity are given, which show that the large and frequent ship-

per can get lower rates than the uninformed and infrequent

shipper. There are concealed low rates, such as section E rates,

section D rates, and still lower section .^ rates. For the sim-

plification of this classification it is suggested that all articles

taking higher than merchandise rates shall be grouped under the

rate prescribed.

9. DELAYS IN THE RETURN OF C. 0. D. COLLECTIONS TO CONSIGNORS.

Cases of retention of C. O. D. collections for more than a

year have been reported to the commission. The character of

these complaints warrants the conclusion that the rule should be

that the delivering agent shall make return of all C. O. D. col-

lections to the consignor or to the agent at the point of origin

within 24 hours after delivering such collections, and that the

agent at the point of origin in time must make settlement with

the consignor within 24 hours of the receipt of such col-

lections.

10. METHODS OF STATING RATES.

There are 35,000 express stations in the United States, and
separate rates to each station would require 600,000,000 rates.

We propose to substitute a rate system, based on the division

of the country into 950 blocks, being the squares formed by 1

deg. of latitude and 1 deg. of longitude. These blocks are each

69 miles long and have a w'idth varying from 62 miles to 45

miles, and embrace on an average 3.500 square miles. The blocks
are to be numbered, beginning at the northwest boundary of the

state of Washington, with the number 101. The blocks are

numbered consecutively in tiers across the country. The second
tier begins with 201, located directly under 101. There are 120
blocks in which there are no railway or express stations, so that

the total number between which rates have to be made is 830.

To make rates as between points near each other in adjoining

blocks equitable, each has been divided into 16 sub-blocks, let-

tered from .A. to Q, omitting J. Points within each block are
common points, except as to adjacent blocks. Rates shall be

stated in scales, giving a rate applicable to packages- weighing

from 1 to 100 lbs. The scale applicable between two blocks is

found by reference to the single sheet tariflf posted in each ex-

press office. A similar sheet gives the scale applicable to all

points in sub-blocks located within a radius of two blocks, or ap-

proximately 100 miles.

11. RATES.

.\n express company is an agency of the railway for domg
small parcel business. Clearly we cannot take the mere horses

and wagons, desks, etc., as the value of the property used in

expediting movement of freight by rail carrier. The real asset

of the express company is the contract which it enjoys with the

railway company. It must be treated as the railway itself would

be treated.

The original express company was a man with a carpet bag,

paying his railway fare and traveling between New York ; nd

Boston with a few packages of an especially valuable nature. We
feel safe in the statement that outside of the money which has

been made in the express business, a million dollars would more

than cover the original capital of all the express companies. It

appears quite evident that the foundation of a reasonable rate

cannot be the return on the property of the express companies

as such, no matter how offensively large or absurdly small this

may appear to be when calculated from the balance sheet.

There is no real substance in the contention that rates may be

'made with respect to the capitalization of these companies. This

capitalization has largely been a matter of arbitrary bookkeeping,

and there can properly be no relationship whatsoever between

the capitalization and the rates.

We may not fix express rates on the basis of the earnings of

the express company, for this is a matter which we cannot con-

trol. Earnings depend very largely on the contract with the

railw-ay company.

The commission also finds that there cannot be a fixed relation-

ship between express and freight rates. A comparison of earn-

ings by passenger train for passengers and for express matter,

while not in any way conclusive in determining the express rate,

has been borne in mind in the rates here suggested.

Xo one thing has been so fruitful a cause of complaint as the

so-called scale of graduated charges. This scale is unreason-

able, discriminatory and arbitrary. It is the product of years

of shrewd manipulation and has no justification in the minds of

express men themselves. An examination of the tables of rates

leads to the conclusion that they are the product of a cunning

effort to impose on the general public by the exaction of ex-

orbitant charges for those small packages which the mail cannot

carry and the railway does not wish to carry.

CONCLUSION.

For the correction of evils that the commission has found,

there appears to be but one remedy—the construction of a rate

svstem that should cover the United States. This has been
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s. task of unprecedented magnitude and difficulty. The commis-

sion's effort has been to make certain that ample compensation

shall be allowed on a reasonable Ijasis for the full service given

;

to the railway for its passenger train movement and to the ex-

press company for all that it does both for the railway and for

the shipper. We have not attempted to segregate the amount that

should go to each, however, the public being primarily interested

in the gross charge which the express carrier makes. There being

no uniformity in rates now, it has become necessary to increase

some rates under the tariff here presented. These increases,

however, affect almost exclusively the rates on packages of higher

w-eights. To give shippers and carriers abundant time to analyze

the rates, the order at this time will require carriers to show

cause on October 9, 1912, why the proposed rates should not be

put into effect.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN EUROPE.*

BY C. E, EVELETH.

There is considerable activity in making plans for rather ex-

tensive electrifications for steam railways in several European

countries. The conditions are varied, the more prominent per-

haps being the greater capacity obtained for tunnels where the

traffic is now limited by problems of ventilation; the utilization

of cheaper grades of fuel, the attractiveness of utilizing water

powers which may be developed at low cost, and the elimination

of expensive steam pusher service on mountain grades. The

ordinary European drawbars are designed for normal working

pulls of 12 to 15 tons, and breaking strengths of approximately

twice these values. With American drawbars some recent tests

have shown breaking strength from 100 to 150 tons, and the

normal working values may be considered about 40 or SO tons.

In other words, the American drawbars will stand at least three

times as much as those in use on the continent. Over there they

have practically no automatic couplers, the cars being generally

coupled together by links with turnbuckles. The train weights in

Europe are generally about one-third of those in this country.

Not more than 60 tons can be utilized on the drivers in Europe,

whereas we do not hesitate here to couple two locomotives to-

gether, giving a total weiglit on the driving axles at the head end

of the train of about 200 tons, as in the Detroit River and the

Great Northern electrifications. The lower tractive effort at

starting demanded for the European machines results in radical

differences in the electrical design.

In general the schedule speeds for suburban passenger service

are much lower than in this country, particularly Germany.

England.—For the present the electrification problem in Eng-

land seems to be essentially one of heavy city-suburban traffic.

Several of the large cities, notably London, Manchester and

Liverpool, are confronted with problems of this character. The
operation of the present electrical suburban systems in England

has been successful in increasing traffic receipts, and the various

elements which go to make up the installation costs, operating

costs, etc., are beginning to be better understood. The directing

heads of a number of the principal railways seem to be satisfied

that electrification is coming and are inclined to face the problem

with considerable aggressiveness. With the exception of the

electrification of the London. Brighton & South Coast, very little

new work has been done in England during the last five or six

years, but at the present time considerable activity is evident.

Suburban electrification has been much affected by the in-

troduction of motor buses and the extension of surface tram-

ways. This, together with the advantage from electrification, is

well illustrated by the experience of the London, Brighton &
South Coast Railway on its loop from London Bridge to Vic-

toria station, where the conditions appear to have been approxi-

mately as follows

:

About seven or eight years ago on this division, when operated

*From a paper read before the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers at Schenectady, N. Y., May 17, Reprinted from the Proceedings of

by steam, tliere were sold in the neighborhood of eight million

tickets yearly. On account of the competitive surface trans-

portation development, the sales dropped to about S'/z million

tickets a year. Electrification was completed on this division

about two years ago, and since that time the ticket sales have

increased until now they are at the rate of approximately nine

millions a year. This result is brought about by the more fre-

quent and better train service made possible with electrification,

and the results have been so convincing that the directors of this

road are particularly receptive to electrification possibilities and

are already talking of making considerable extensions to their

systeiTi.

In England electrification has been held back because of the

light rolling stock and low operating costs, particularly in the

elements involving rolling stock and power, the possible savings

bein.g rather less than would ordinarily be encountered in

America. There is also difficulty in raising capital for such proj-

ects. The directors are extremely reluctant to add anything to

their present burden of fixed charges.

France.—The single-phase system is represented in France by

one or two small tramway lines and undertakings being carried

out by the Midi Railway. This company has purchased five

different single-phase locomotives from as many different manu-
facturers for operation on the experimental lines in the south

of France. The conditions on this electrification are peculiar in

that sections of the line involve heavy grade haulage and re-

generative braking has been specified. LTp to March, 1912, three

locomotives had been delivered. The electrification of this sec-

tion of the Midi Railway is being carried out under certain

government subsidies, without which electrification would hardly

be justified, as there is little traffic on the lines under considera-

tion and but a few trails per day. Several of the lines to be

electrified have not yet 1)een built, and it will probabh' be sev-

eral years before the locomotives are in active commercial

operation.

The 2,400-voIt three-wire direct-current system at Mure is

now being e.xtended with a trolley having 2,400 volts between the

contact conductor and the track. The 60 h. p. motors for the

passenger cars of this extension, when operating at SO per cent,

over potential, at 100 per cent, overload in current, look very

good on the test stand,- and they will undoubtedly be successful

in operation.

Without question the most serious undertakings contemplated

in France today are those connected with the electrification of

the steam roads at Paris. Both the State Railways and the

Paris-Orleans contemplate considerable e.xtension of their electric

suburban lines. These electrifications will be carried out with

direct current and the third rail.

Swit:zerland.—The Simplon tunnel, is the only heavy traction

system in operation in Europe outside of Italy, and is of special

interest on account of the long period of time it has been in

operation. This division of the State Railways is equipped with

a three-phase system. Its operation seems to be in every way
successful and satisfactory. Judging from the appearance of the

repair shops and the number of men at Brigue where the loco-

motives are maintained, the roundhouse costs for these machines

must be very low. In this tunnel great trouble was experienced

from insulation breakdowns on both motors and transformers

due to condensation when the cool locoinotives passed through

the center of the tunnel where there are a number of hot springs

and the tunnel temperature is about US deg. F. This conden-

sation resulted in every portion of the electric locomotive being

drenched with water. It is now avoided by keeping the loco-

motives warm by allowing them to stand over pits at the ter-

minals in which heaters have been arranged.

The other three-phase installations in Switzerland, while in-

teresting individually, in most instances are carried out under

peculiar local conditions.

The single-phase experimental installation on the .Sieback-

Wettingen line, after operating somewhat over a year, was dis-

continued on account of high operating costs, due largely to in-
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frequency of service, and on account of the rather serious inter-

ference with the national telephone and telegraph systems.

At the Loetschberg tunnel, which will be opened within the

next year or two, some experimental work has been carried out

and the engineers have decided to adopt single-phase current and

have now in operation at Spietz one 100-ton, IS-cycle freight

locomotive built by the Oerlikon Company. This machine is at

present used to haul one train a day weighing about 300 or 400

tons between Spietz and Fruitigen, a distance of about ten miles

(16km.), the maximum grade being 1.5 per cent. The locomotive

selected is a two-motor geared side-rod machine with a single

helical gear for passenger service.

The electrical engineers of the Swiss government have made

comparative studies of the various systems to enable them to

select a system for the Gotthard tunnel electrification, which may

be carried out within the next two or three years. As a result of

their analysis they find that the single-phase system is about

20 per cent, less in first cost than the three-phase system and

about 33 per cent, of the cost of the undertaking if carried out

with direct current.

Italy.—The most important electrifications in Italy are the

three-phase installations carried out by the government at Valtel-

ina, Mount Cenis and the Giovi tunnel near Genoa. The exten-

sions now contemplated involve the purchase of several hundred

locomotives within the next few years.

The electric locomotives on the Genoa division will soon, if

they do not already, haul about 15,000 freight cars a day. This

electrification is a commercial one in every sense and is in

fact by far the heaviest section of electric traction on the conti-

nent. The results from regenerative braking have been more

satisfactory than were anticipated. A most extraordinary and

perhaps unexpected saving has been found from the saving in

the wear of the track rails. When the Giovi tunnel was operated

entirely by steam the up-grade rails lasted about twelve years

and the rails on the down-grade tracks about three and one-half

years. Apparently the restricted axle movements with brakes on

the descending steam train resulted in a scouring action on the

rail head. At any time during the steam operation, fresh deposits

of metallic dust from the rails and brake shoes were to be seen

on the ballast.

Since the inauguration of electric operation under the same

traffic conditons about one and one-half years ago, the indica-

tions are that the down-grade rails will last as long as those on

the up-grade tracks. This saving of practically two sets of rails

in twelve years with the tonnage over the Giovi tracks is recog-

nized by the maintenance of way department of the government,

and is being allowed as one of the electrification economies in

the studies of their divisions where electrification is contemplated

and the tonnage conditions correspond to those at Genoa. This

saving alone is estimated to be equivalent to approximately the

total interest on the power plant and transmission system. So

far as I know this character of saving has not been recognized

in America, probably due to the fact that practically all of our

timnels with grades are single. track and the difference of wear

between the ascending and descending tracks has not been recog-

nized with the steam service.

Regeneration has also eflfected a material saving in coal at

the power house with the present electrification. The calculated

saving was anticipated to be 16 per cent. By running a period of

time utilizing regeneration and a period without, keepin.g care-

ful track of the tonnage of the load, a saving of 17 per cent, of

the coal has been realized at the power house. When the entire

division is electrified, and this work is now progressing as

rapidly as possible, the calculated saving in coal will be much

higher. The difference in the energy represented by the present

saving and anticipated saving is now wasted in the water

rheostats at the power house, which are adjusted to dissipate

energy in excess of that which can be utilized by ascending trains.

The Italian engineers are enthusiastic over the three-phase

system for their conditions, and such results as have been ob-

tained certainly warrant their enthusiasm.

Germany.—The most important contemplated developments in

Germany are m connection with the state-owned properties.

About six years ago the engineers decided upon the standardiza-

tion of single-phase. Up to the present time all of the govern-

ment work has been of an experimental character, but this has

been combined with commercial operation in the case of the

Hamburg-Blankenese-Ohlsdorf line where multiple unit motor

car trains are in use. The German engineers, while expressing

themselves as satisfied with the performance of their single-phase

motor cars, are inclined to believe that the future work of electri-

fication will be carried out with locomotives, the operating costs

of the Hamburg equipments having proved rather high.

At Hamburg a very interesting comparison between motor-

car operation with single-phase and 800-volt direct-current will

soon be available, as the Hamburg-Hochbahn, occupying for a

short distance the same right of way as the government single-

phase line, is equipped with the 800-volt direct-current, third-

rail system. The schedule speeds of the two roads are practi-

cally the same, though the direct-current system makes an average

stop in about 1,900 ft. (579 m.) as contrasted with an average

stop in 4.000 ft. (1.219 m.) for the single-phase.

For the electrification of the Stadtbahn-Ringbahn in Berlin

where the limitation of strength of the drawbars makes it impos-

sible to obtain the desired acceleration with one single-phase

locomotive, it is the intention to use two such locomotives, one

at each end of the train. The extra type of these locomotives

has not been determined, except that they will each be equipped

with a single motor and side rods. Some unique methods of

motor and transformer cooling are being proposed, but the final

details have not been settled. The program of the German

government contemplates the purchase of several hundred loco-

motives during the next three or four years ; and the electri-

fication from Magdeburg to Halle, about 145 miles (233 km.), in

Silicia has already been authorized.

Sweden.—In Sweden water power can be developed at a very

low cost and immense storage capacities insure continuity of

power supply. For these reasons electrification on some lines

will undoubtedly be justified where there is a train only once in

three or four hours. The Swedish engineers have done a very

considerable amount of experimental work.

The Swedish government has recently contracted for the

equipment of one of its lines in Lapland to transport iron ore

from Kiruna to Rikgransem.

The Swedish engineers are further engaged in the development

of gasolene-electric and Diesel-electric car equipment in which

they seem to have considerable faith, and it is their intention to

use these equipments very generally throughout the kingdom.

I

I

1

A 28 mile railway is proposed from Mahon to Crudadela on

the island of Minorca, Balearic islands. This line will have five

tunnels, which will be 650, 650, 345, 313 and 614 yds. long re-

spectively. The rolling stock will consist of 4 locomotives, 4

first-class passenger cars. 3 first and second-class passenger cars,

10 third-class passenger cars, 1 parlor car, 25 box cars, 14 gon-

dola cars and 14 flat cars. It is estimated that the total cost of

the railway will be $1,445,050, of which $195,839 will be spent

on tunnel construction, $202,712 on track construction, and $150.-

786 on rolling stock.

The Longitudinal Railway, Peru, has been completed from the

BoUvian border to Cuzco, from which point a concession has

been given for the construction of a line to Santa Ana. This

line has been surveyed from Cuzco through Apancay to Aya-

cucho, and is under construction between Ayacucho and Huan-

cayo. About 20 miles of this line has been completed. From

Huancayo to Oroya over the Central Railway, and from Oroya

to Cerro de Pasco and Gollarisquisga over the Cerro de Pasco

Railway the lines are in full operation. From Cerro de Pasco

to Recuay surveys have been made for the construction of a

line to connect with the Chimbote Railway, now under con-

struction, at Huaylas. From Huaylas north to the boundary of

Ecuador the route has only been partly surveyed.
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RAILWAY TOOL FOREMEN'S ASSOCIATION.

The thiril annual convention of the American Railway Tool

Foremen's convention opened on July 9, 1912, at the Hotel Sher-

man, Chicago, 111., with about fifty members present. President

E. J. McKernan, supervisor of tools, Atchison. Topeka & Santa

Fe, presided and asked Robert Quayle, superintendent of motive

power of the Chicago & North Western to deliver the opening

address.

Mr. Quayle chose the motto of the association—Higher Effi-

ciency in Railway Tool Service—as his theme and drew atten-

tion to the fact that this included the efficiency of men even

more than it did the efficiency of tools. The highest efficiency is

stimulated by the expressed appreciation of a superior officer.

This applies as truly to a foreman as it does to a superintendent

and neither will be truly efficient unless he gives words of appre-

ciation and encouragement to those under him when they are

deserved. It is far from the truth to state that opportunities

for advancement are decreasing; they are actually continually

increasing. It is always possible to make your own opportuni-

ties. Mr. Quayle urged the association to make itself valuable

in connection with standardization, aiming at system standards

in all cases. Individual shop standards, when they differ in the

various shops of the system, are of but comparatively little bene-

fit, while standards that hold throughout a system are of great

value.

MILLING CUTTERS AND RE.\MERS.

A. R. Davis, tool foreman of the Central of Georgia at Macon,

Ga., presented the first paper of the session, on the subject of

milling cutters and reamers, their formation and tempering.

Mr. Davis said that he believed the tool foremen had been

bound too much by tradition and were making milling cutters

with many flutes of a given form and spiral simply because they

have always been made that way. His experience indicated that

considerable improvement could be made by decreasing the

number of flutes and increasing the total angle of milling cutters.

He drew attention to a paper presented before the .\merican

Society of Mechanical Engineers by Mr. De Leeuws on Milling

Cutters and Their Efficiency, and gave several quotations from

it to illustrate the value of the new forms of cutters. With 314

in. cutters having nine flutes, and 4J4 in. cutters with ten flutes,

which correspond to about 1}4 in. spacing, and with a 1/32 in.

face of tooth, he had been able to remove as high as three cubic

feet of machinery steel with one grinding. Not a single cutter

of this type had broken in service. Tables were included giving

the number of teeth for various diameters of cutters and end

mills. These were based on a spacing of 1J4 to lyi in., which

was recommended for the best results.

Helix cutters were given an angle of 12 degs. on one side and

a !^2 in. throw eccentric relief. The 2^ in. cutter has a 1 in.

arbor and eight teeth for end mills and reamers. The 3 in. has

a 1;4 in. arbor and ten teeth for milling cutters. For taper

reamer, tests indicated that an eight deg. angle of spiral con-

sumed the least power. A table was given showing the relative

power consumption in steel for 1% >"• to 1 3/16 in. reamers

having from five to ten flutes of different styles. The five flute

spiral nickel gave the least power consumption, being but 39.23

per cent, of the ten flute staggered. For reamers over 3 in. in

diameter the inserted blade type was recommended.
For tempering, the barium chloride furnace was recommended

for high speed steel and the lead pot for carbon steel.

Discussion.—There was considerable argument for and against

the spiral peg cutter. Some members had given it up on account
of the many broken teeth and the difficulty with grinding.

Others are using it successfully. No conclusions were reached

on this feature. It was evident that most of the speakers were
in favor of the inserted blade cutters for the larger sizes. One
road uses this style for all cutters over 7 in. in diameter. The
best method of holding the blades in place was given some atten-

tion, and at least three ways are giving satisfaction, viz. : taper

pin with a flat side against the blade and set in a radial hole;

wedges in the slot, and blades caulked in the body. Soft steel

bodies with high speed steel blades were reported as unsatisfac-

tory by several members. In connection with hardening the

blades, it is the general practice to first remove the scale,.

ST.\NDARDIZATION OF STEEL FOR SMALL TOOLS.

Henry Otto, tool foreman of the Santa Fe at Topeka, Kan.,

as chairman of the committee on this subject, presented a report

in which he recommended the dividing of carbon steel into four

grades, each to include a range of ten points of carbon. This
would cover all steels from 65 to 105 points. He suggested tem-

peratures suitable for forging and hardening each grade. The
former ran from 1,750 deg. for the first grade (65 to 75 points)

down to 1,600 deg. for the fourth grade. For hardening the

temperatures should be 1,480 deg. for first grade and 5 deg. less

for the second, etc. For annealing, 1,250 to 1,300 deg. was recom-
mended for all grades. A list of the tools to be made from each

grade was included.

A. Sterner, tool foreman, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at

Chicago, a member of the committee, recommended dividing all

tools into but three classes—tool room tools, boiler shop tools

and blacksmith shop tools. The first to include all taps, ream-

ers, milling cutters and other cutting tools. For this work
"special grade" steel is used. The tools in the other classes are

those subject to vibration and heavy pressure strains. For
these "extra grade" steel is used except for beading tools and
forging dies. In ordering steel, the purpose for which it is to-

be used should be specified. Painting the bars with a colored

strip for the full length and using different colors to designate

different grades was recommended.

Discussion.—A comparative low carbon steel—75 to 80 points

—was generally favored for punches. In some cases even lower

than this had given good service. One member reported good;

results with 35 point vanadium steel for chisels in air hammers.

Mr. Martin (C. C. C. & St. L., Beech Grove, Ind.) suggested

crowning the die as a cure for broken punches. Tire steel was

reported as being the most economical material for rivet snaps.

It does not last as long as vanadium steel, but its lower cost

more than makes up for this. High speed steel was reported by

several members as giving excellent service with punches over

one inch in diameter.

TREATING OF STEEL IN ELECTRIC FURNACES.

The paper by B. Henrikson, tool foreman, Chicago & North

Western at Chicago, briefly explained the method of tempering

special steels in a forge or furnace requiring a blast. This con-

sists of packing the steel in powdered carbon and sealing in a

metal box. Two types of electric furnaces, one using a liquid

bath and the other an open chamber, so arranged that the amount

of air admitted could be accurately controlled. Barium chloride

or other salts are used in the first type, a composition being se-

lected which will become liquid at the desired temperature.

While the author stated that he had had but little experience

with an electric furnace, he had found its simplicity and accu-

racy to be very advantageous.

Discussion.—There was practically no discussion on this sub-

ject. Mr. Schaffer, general inspector of tools of the Illinois

Central at Chicago, read a report of a committee of steel men
on some tests made with an electric furnace in Detroit.

STANDARDIZATION OF SMALL TOOLS.

The discussion on this subject was long and active, and cov-

ered the practice of practically all of the railways represented

in making various tools. Beading tools with 13/16 in. shanks,

octagon, and forged in dies either under a hammer or in a

forging machine were recommended by several of the speakers.

The steel should not be hard enough to break in service. Roller

expanders, staybolt drills and boiler stud taps were each dis-

cussed at length. An attempt to have the association form-

ally recommend a taper tap with 12 threads per inch for
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boiler studs was defeated. The subject will be brought up again

next year.

CHECKIXG SYSTEMS FOR TOOLS.

The committee on this subject made a report which recom-

mended giving a man, when first employed, six numbered

checks. The number on the checks should correspond with his

shop number. Xo tools should be issued except in exchange

for a check and all tools should be returned to the tool room

each night. Xo workman should receive his time until he has

a clearance from the tool room foreman. An experienced man
should issue all tools from the tool room.

Discussion.—A method to prevent the loss or loaning of checks

was accorded considerable discussion, which finally resulted in

the passing of a motion to the effect that the association favored

the issuing of six checks to each workman and any that were

lost or unaccounted for when the man quit should be charged

against him at the rate of twenty-five cents each.

Election of OtHccis.—The following officers were elected for

next year: President, J. Martin (C. C. C. & St. L., Beech Grove.

Ind.) ; first vice-president, A. X. Roberts (B. &. L. E., Green-

ville, Pa.) ; second vice-president, H. Otto (Santa Fe, Topeka,

Kan.); third vice-president, M. B. Roderick (Erie, Hornell,

N. Y.) ; secretary-treasurer. A. B. Davis (Central of Georgia,

Macon, Ga.) ; executive committee, O. H. Dallman (Pennsyl-

vania, Chicago. 111.); C. A. Sheflter (1. C, Chicago, 111.); A.

Sterner (C. R. I. & P., Chicago, III.) ; J. J. Sheehan (X. & W.,

Roanoke, ^'a.), and E. R. Purchase (B. & A., Springfield, Mass.).

The report of the secretary-treasurer showed the total member-

ship to be 68 and a balance in the treasurj' of $60.22.

Chicago was chosen as the place for holding the next annual

convention, and the secretary was authorized to enter negotiations

with the General Foremen's Association seeking to bring the

convention of the two bodies in consecutive weeks for the greater

convenience of the supply men, most of whom desire to exhibit

their products at both conventions.

FREIGHT CLAIM ASSOCIATION.

The twenty-first annual meeting of the Freight Claim Asso-

ciation was held in Buffalo, June 19, with President \V. L. Stan-

ley (S. A. L.) in the chair. President Stanley in his opening

address praised the work of the committees. The conference

committee, which was appointed to deal with the Interstate

Commerce Commission, has held no meeting during the past

year. Mr. Stanley urged members to co-operate generously with

the government, never assuming that the representatives of the

commission intend or desire to hamper the claim agent in his

work. The president appealed to members to loyally support

the arbitration committees. These committees constitute a court

of last resort, and agents should take care and not object to its

decisions on anything but the weightiest consideration. Losses

of freight continue so heavy that this association will soon

have the duty of prescribing rules for marking, packing and

handling freight. Mr. Stanley exhorted the members of the

association to lead in the fight against commercial waste.

W. Heyward Drayton, assistant to the general agent of the

American Railway Association, addressed the meeting briefly

on the work of inspection bureaus. Henceforth the inspect-

ing agents will take notice of marking and packing of freight,

as well as of the contents of packages. Mr. Drayton has

found that a large percentage of claims are based on damage to

merchandise by water because of leaky car roofs. An in-

structive report on .freight cars was published in the Daily

Railway Age Gazette of June 14. last. Mr. Drayton advised

every claim agent to get a copy of that paper. The inspection

of freight cars made before loading freight into them could be

greatly improved almost everywhere. Mr. Drayton referred tc

the action of the Master Car Builders' Association regarding

the matter of keeping freight cars up to the highest state of

efi^.ciency ; resolutions were passed by the M. C. B. urging the

American Railway Association to promote liberal appropria-

tions for keeping cars always in first class condition. Mr.

Drayton thinks that repairs to freight cars are often delayed,

because when a car is away from home it does not receive the

thorough attention that it would in the hands of its friends.

The meeting discussed a rule presented by the executive

committee regulating the adjustment among members of claims

for perishable freight, which was adopted. Approval was also

given to the proposition that under no circumstances should

freight be held at junction points for prepayment; charges

should be collected under the rules of the Accounting Officers'

Association.

The meeting adopted and referred to the American Railway

Association and the Accounting Officers' Association a proposed

interline waybill for stray freight, the bill to be recorded but

no money items to be entered. It is proposed to use such a

bill regardless of ordinary interline waybilling arrangements.

During the past year 75 cases which have been decided by

the appeal committee have been edited, indexed and published;

and another similar pamphlet will soon be finished. The offi-

cers of the association elected for the ensuing year are

:

President, F. E. Shallenberger (Union Line) ; first vice-presi-

dent, Geo. \V. Perry iGreat Xorthern) ; second vice-president,

J. \V. Xewell ( C. B. & Q. ) ; secretary and treasurer, W. P.

Taylor (Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac), Richmond, Va.

The chairmen of the three arbitration committees are

George C. Arnold (L. V.), R. K. Slaughter (Chesapeake Steam-

ship Company), and J. M. Eedson (Michigan Central). The
chairman of the appeal committee is J. J. Hooper (Southern

Railway). The conference committee is continued for the en-

suing year.

The next meeting of the association is to be held at Bluff

Point. X. v.. June 18. 1913.

On the Swedish State railways they are making very careful

and thorough experiments with peat as fuel for the locomotives.

Among other tests, some have been made on the section between

Elmhult and Alfvsta, on several different types of engines.

These tests have yielded no satisfactory results, as the locomo-

tives cannot use this fuel without alterations. With reference

to the tests already made, there have been many suggestions

as to changes to be effected in the construction of the engines,

and in a few months it is expected that a satisfactory peat-burner

type of locomotive will be designed.

The French will extend their line in Syria, which now runs

from Tripolis to Homs, to Bagdad, Asia Elinor. While the

other Bagdad line, which is backed by German and French cap-

ital, and which has already been commenced, will run from

Tigris river to Bagdad; the Tripolis-Homs line will run through

the desert via Tudmar and the old ruined city Palmyra, Busera.

Mejadin, Aba Kemal and Hit—that is, down stream along the

Euphrates river, then to Bagdad. Alexandretta would thereby

become the port of the German and Tripolis, that of the French,

Bagdad line. The new railway would be of great strategical

value, and would do no harm to the German line, as the im-

portance of this latter lies in the direct connection of Con-

stantinople and -Asia Minor, with Mesopotamia and Bagdad.

The French line does not touch these districts, and therefore

will not hurt the German plans. The new line would only make

a shorter connection between the coast and Bagdad than the

German one, which will run in a long curve through Mesopo-

tamia. The French line would be 721 miles long. It would be

of military importance only, so far as it would permit quick

connection with the troops of the eighth army corps in Damas-

cus; while the German railway, if buih in accordance with the

original plan, will connect with all the troops in Asia Minor and

with European Turkey.
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I
'HE advisability of using a certain metliod or device to

*• accomplish a certain piece of work can only be judged

by knowing fully the conditions surrounding the handling of this

work. While the approved methods which have been thoroughly

tested should be used under normal conditions, it sometimes

happens that the circumstances surrounding work are such as

to render such methods impracticable and to make advisable

the adoption of methods which would not otherwise be desir-

able. An instance of this is a method of driving piles without

any leads, which is described by Mr. Lawton elsewhere in this

issue. Many bridge engineers will strongly oppose such prac-

tice, and in general the opposition will be justified. But the

conditions in this case rendered desirable the adoption of a

method which in other circumstances would have been in-

advisable. The man in charge must carefully consider local

conditions before deciding the means of handling a problem.

It is safe to say that methods made standard as a result of

experience are the best in most cases, but no one method can

be applied to all problems, and cases develop in the handling

of large work where the man in charge must use his ingenuity

and is sometimes forced to sacrifice certain features to gain

other desired ends.

CE\'EXTEEX contributions were received in the Bridge
*^ Kink Contest which closed June 25. The judges, \V. C.

Armstrong, bridge engineer of the Chicago & North Western

;

I. L. Simmons, bridge engineer of the Chicago, Rock Island &:

Pacific, and C. Chandler, engineer bridges and buildings of the

Chicago Great Western, awarded the first prize to A. Swartz,

division engineer. Erie, Huntington, Ind., for his description of

a Z-hook for shimming bridges, and second prize to P. H. Ham-
ilton of the St. Louis & San Francisco at Pittsburg. Kan., for a

description of a "homemade" erab for handling material. Other

contributions were received from R. P. Black, engineer mainte-

nance of way. Kanawha & Michigan. Charleston, W. Va.

;

H. S. Cow-ell, draftsman, Seaboard Air Line, Portsmouth, Va.

;

C. L. Ketcham. general foreman steel bridges, St. Louis & San
Francisco. Pleasanton. Kan. ; A. S. Markley, master carpenter,

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Danville, 111.
; J. L. Taylor, assistant

division engineer. Grand Rapids & Indiana. Ft. Wa}'ne, Ind.;

L. C. Lawton. division engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,

Newton, Kan. ; G. R. Barry, division engineer, Pennsylvania

Lines, Zanesville, Ohio; S. C. Tanner, master carpenter, Balti-

more & Ohio. Baltimore, Md. ; W. K. Walker, division engineer,

Missouri Pacific. Wichita. Kan. ; F. M. Patterson, assistant en-

gineer. Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, Chicago, and H. D. Gettys,

general bridge inspector. Norfolk & Western. Roanoke, Va. A
number of these papers are printed in this issue and others will

be published in later issues.

/"•OMPLAINT is heard on all sides of the scarcity of labor,

^^ not only for railway work, but for the steel mills and other

manufacturing industries as well, and railway construction work
is being delayed in some instances because of this condition.

While this is more or less of an unusual experience at th:s .sea-

son of the year, it is accentuated at this time for several

reasons. Comparatively speaking, the past three years have

been dull and there has been an excess of unskilled labor. As a

result the emigration of foreign laborers has exceeded the im-

migration so that the supply of this kind of labor has been mate-

rially reduced. Also, the general slackening of construction work
in this country, combined with the very great activity in Canada,

has drawn many men. especially hobos, into that country. The
Italian-Turkish war and the Mexican revolution have also had
the effect of holding many men at home who would otherwise

have xome to this country, and, as was remarked recently, have

killed many possible track laborers. The railway industry is

subject to great variations in demand for labor, and as em-
ployment on track work is of but six or seven months' duration

at best, it is natural that the railways suffer first when a short-

age of labor occurs, as is the case this year. When the millen-

nium in railway operation comes, a certain amount of work will

be done each year, and this amount will be distributed as evenly

as possible throughout the entire season ; and then the ever re-

curring labor shortage with every wave of prosperity will largely

disappear.

TTHE importance of good tools to the successful prosecution
* of any class of maintenance work is so generally recog-

nized that the higher maintenance officers on many roads now
spend much time in investigating the relative merits of different

kinds of tools for the various classes of work, and standard tool

books are prepared and revised from lime to time showing
those tools which are considered most suitable. No one is bet-

ter able to judge of the value of good tools or design, or to im-
prove a tool for a particular use, than the man who has to use it.

A large proportion of the practical tools in use today are the result

of the observation and study of men close to the work and many
roadmasters and frequently foremen are often consulted when
selecting such tools. Many times these men devise tools for

definite purposes which are made in the local shops and their

use is confined locally to one division, although they may be

equally useful on many other roads. The improvement may
consist in the making of an entirely new tool or of a small

change in some detail. The change of the design of a spike

maul, a tamping bar or pick, or of a bridge tool, may be of great

advantage to the user. Several such tools have been described

in these columns and adopted by railways with excellent

results. The experience of one roadmaster was recently men-
tioned who noted in an article published in the issue of the

Raihvay Age Gazette of October 20. 1911. describing rock bal-

lasting methods on the Michigan Central, that a spade was used

on this work in place of the ordinary shovel. By adopting this

on his own roa'd he has made a saving this spring of several

hundred dollars. It is our desire to multiply these instances

as much as possible, and we announce a contest on the subject

of Tools, to include descriptions of any tools which can be

employed to advantage in any branch of maintenance work, in-

cluding track, bridge, water supply, etc., ?nd which are not now
generally used. We will pay $25 for the first and $15 for the

second best description of tools received, while all other de-

scriptions accepted and published will be paid for at our regular

space rates. Special attention will be given by the judges to

the practicability of the tools and the scope of the field for their

use in making the awards. All contributions must be in the

hands of the Civil Engineer Editor of the Railn'ay Age Gazette,

417 South Dearborn street, Chicago, 111., not later than Au-
gust 25.

pROBABLY no class of track laborer now available to any ex-

* tent is capable of doing such good work under the direc-

tion of an experienced , foreman, but is at the same time the

cause of so much grief to the inexperienced foreman, as the

negro. It requires years of contact with negroes for a foreman

who has not grown up among them in the south to learn their

characteristics. One roadmaster who worked negroes for four

years remarked recently that he was just beginning to under-

stand them. The popular conception of the negro is as far

in error as it is concerning the "hobo." The average person

not acquainted with them considers the tramp and the "hobo"

as of the same class. Likewise, the opinion is prevalent that

the real southern negro is indolent and incapable of work. It
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is true that this appHes to a certain class, but in the black belts

of the south the track laborers, almost exclusively negro, will

compare very favorably with those found on the track in other

portions of the country. No class of laborer is so dependent

upon intelligent and experienced supervision as the negro, but

with a capable foreman good results are almost universally se-

cured. One point referred to but briefly in the papers pub-

lished elsewhere in this issue is the negro's love of riding. He
is naturally fond of traveling, and spends a large portion of

his earnings for trips. On the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis last summer it was noticed that most of the extra gang

laborers working on the lines south of Nashville lived north

of that city, while those working north of Nashville hved south

of it. It was found that the reason why the men prefer work-

ing away from home is that thereby they get a ride home on

Saturday nights and back to work on Monday mornings. Like-

wise a number of roads have found that the motor car is ?

good means for attracting negro labor for section work, be-

cause of the negro's fondness for riding back and forth. The

question of wages paid is also interesting. Being naturally im-

provident, to the negro a dollar in hand today seems much larger

than two dollars in prospect tomorrow. On the Yazoo & Mis-

sissippi Valley it was found that negro labor could be secured

more readily at $1.10 per day where the men were paid each

Saturday night than at a considerably higher rate when pay-

day came but once a month. In addition, the men were more

regular in their work, for they would have an opportunity to

spend their weekly wage over Sunday and would be back on

Monday morning without losing any time, whereas when paid

only at the end of the month they would be gone several days,

it taking longer to spend the larger accumulation of money.

'T'HE timber-treating plant of the Philadelphia & Reading and
•^ Central of New Jersey, described on another page in this

issue, is of interest as an example of the important development

now going on in the wood preserving industry on eastern roads.

W hile the entire output of treated timber from the wood pre-

serving plants is not devoted to railway uses, the proportion

of it used by the roads is so large that the development of

this industry in the railway field is indicated fairly accurately

by the study of the location of new treating plants. Until

within the last few years the number of wood preserving plants

in the eastern states has been limited and the greatest develop-

ment has been in the central and southwestern states, until

on some western roads, having a large proportion of branch

line mileage, over 25 per cent, of all ties now in track are

treated. In contrast with this, a number of the eastern roads

had very few or no treated ties in track until within the past

three or four years, and this holds true on some roads, both in

the east and the west, even up to the present time. A list of

plants given in the last annual proceedings of the Wood Preserv-

ers' Association shows that about two-thirds of all the plants in

the country were built during the decade ending with the year

1909, and that about half of that number were built within the

last three years of this period. Of 55 plants built during that

10-year period of most rapid growth, only nine were located

in the eastern states, while the number in the central states

was increased by 23, and in the western states by 14. During

the years 1910-1911 the tendency for eastern roads to adopt

treated timber more generally was shown by the fact that of 15

plants put in service during those years, six were located on

the eastern seaboard. Six plants are now being built in the

eastern states to treat timber for railway use. Several of these

plants are capable of furnishing a sufficient number of ties

to provide for the full annual requirements of the roads for

which they are built, and treated ties will be used very largely,

if not exclusively, for main lines. On the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western, for instance, creosoted ties are now used

exclusively on main lines. An interesting point noted in these

new plants is the great preponderance of creosoting plants as

compared with those using zinc chloride and other processes.

This doubtless is largely due to the belief that the rapidly in-

creasing price of timber justifies the adoption of more expensive

processes and is also influenced somewhat by the proximity

of these treating plants to the seaboard, for a large proportion

of the creosote is imported from Europe. It will be interesting

to watch the effect of this increased demand for creosote on

the supply, for it has been the experience for several years

that the output of creosote has not been equal to the demand,

since it is a by-product and the price obtained does not jus-

tify its production w-here there is no sale for the other coal

car products produced in the coke districts. With the rapid

increase in the number of these treating plants it is to be ex-

pected that the use of treated timber will increase very rapidly

and that it will be found advisable to treat timber for other

purposes than those for which it is now treated. The experiment

which one western road is now making of treating timber for

stock or car floors is interesting, and if successful may be ex-

tended to car roofs and other details of equipment con-

struction.

THE SAFETY MOVEMENT IN THE MAINTENANCE OF
WAY DEPARTMENT.

INAUGURATED less than two years ago on the Chicago &
' North Western, the "safety first" movement has spread un-

til now safety committees are organized on at least 18 rail-

ways, and this number is rapidly increasing. In fact, six roads

have announced their intention of establishing safety bureaus

within the past thirty days. The purpose of this movement is

to remedy dangerous conditions surrounding the men and to

promote the spirit of watchfulness for their own and their

fellow employees' welfare.

While the number of accidents is greatest among the trans-

portation and shop employees, and for this reason the greatest

attention has been directed towards increasing safety among
them, there is also much opportunity for improvement in the

maintenance of way department. Here, as in the other depart-

ments, a large proportion of the accidents is avoidable, re-

sulting from the carelessness of employees. The reports of

the Interstate Commerce Commission for the year ending

June 30, 1911, show that 2,871 railway employees were killed

and 45,848 injured during the fiscal year; and of the killed

570, and of the injured 1,394, were track and bridge men.

As a result of recent legislation less difficulty is encountered

now with improper blocking, or lack of blocking, of frogs and

guard rails which were formerly the source of many accidents,

although one still finds dangerous conditions existing. How-
ever, there still remain a large number of details, all of which

are the causes of serious accidents to workmen. A frequent

cause is the piling of material too close to main or side tracks,

resulting in brushing men off the sides of cars, especially along

tracks where clearances are not as carefully observed as along

main lines. Where buildings or other permanent structures

are within the clearance limits it is the duty of the maintenance

department on many roads to properly set and maintain boards

warning employees of the lack of these standard clearances.

Frequently ballast, ties, rail, etc., are put so close to the track

that a man stepping from a moving train runs the risk of

being thrown back under it. The piling of stone, reinforcing

bars and timber about the end of a bridge undergoing re-

construction is a not uncommon example.

With the rapidly increasing proportion of foreigners in track

work the responsibility of the section foremen to his men in-

creases greatly. Being unfamiliar with the work as well as

with the language, many of them are continually being hurt

by allowing rails or other heavy materials to fall on them.

For these reasons the percentage of foreigners hurt is much

greater than of native laborers. Several roads have published

their books of rules for track and bridge employees in sev-

eral languages in order to warn these men of dangerous prac-

I
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tices. As mentioned elsewhere in this issue, the negro is par-

•ticularly free from accidents of this class, for, as negroes work

in unison with some chant, the men in a gang act as a unit in

handling heavy material and a man is seldom injured hy the

others letting go of material.

A large proportion of the maintenance men killed are struck

by trains Many accidents result from men on hand cars or

motor cars taking chances in going around sharp curves where

the track ahead is not visible without taking proper pre-

•cautions to see if a train is approaching. The number of men
struck by trains while at work also increases rapidly with the

addition of multiple main tracks, this ratio of increase being

far greater than the increase in the number of tracks. Becom-

ing confused by an approaching train on one track, a man will

frequently step in front of another approaching on another

track. On three and four-track lines the danger is especially

great, as a train passing on one track will drown the noise of

.another approaching train. To eliminate this danger, at least

one supervisor on the Pennsylvania Railroad has issued posi-

tive orders to his foremen to see that all men step clear of

all four tracks when a train is passing on any one, believing

that he can afford to lose this additional time rather than to

Tun the increased risk of accidents.

Many accidents result from comparatively unimportant in-

fractions of the rules, which it is the duty of the foreman to

enforce. A frequent cause is the collision of handcars or mo-

tor cars. If not properly controlled the men will often race on

these cars, and an accident to the front car or the dropping of

a tool on the track will cause accidents to the following cars.

Most of the rule books used by the roads specify distances of

at lea.st 200 ft. between hand cars, and greater distances be-

tween motor cars The taking of unnecessary chances by men
working about bridge erecting derricks, steam shovels, and

other apparatus without being certain that it is in good condi-

tion frequently results in injury.

Men in charge of the various branches of maintenance work

as well as other work may well take great pains to cultivate

the "safety first" habit among their men. The pointing out

of bad practices among their subordinates should have a good

influence, and if this is not effective, discipline should be ap-

plied. One supervisor sends out bulletins to his foremen fol-

lowing accidents to forces similarly employed in the vicinity,

giving the details and the causes, and being careful to show in

what way they were avoidable. A roadmaster on the Chicago

& North Western at Chicago has organized a safety commit-

tee among his foremen to aid him in detecting and correcting

careless practices. He finds that this plan works very satis-

factorily and that as a result of monthly inspections made by

the committee about the terminal many conditions more or less

dangerous have been remedied and the number of men iniured

has greatly decreased.

ST^ite**^ to the Ifdtlor.

RELIEVING THE TRACKWALKER.

i NEW BOOKS.

f-^

The Coal Trade. By Frederick E. Saward, Editor Coat Trade Journal,

20 Vesey street. New York. Price $2.

The 1912 Coal Trade is the thirty-ninth annual handbook cover-

ing statistics and conditions in the coal trade. It is a handbook

that is essential to those interested in the coal Ijusiness, and is

of value to railway men whose roads carry any considerable

amount of coal. A good history of the trade, not only for the

whole country, but for the important individual sections of the

country in which coal is produced or marketed, is given, and the

handbook also includes a great number of short studies on vari-

ous subjects connected with coal which are very useful as ref-

erences. The book might be compared to a newspaper almanac,

devoted, however, entirely to one subject. The value of such a

handbook is affected very much by the kind of index which

accompanies it. The index of The Coal Trade seems to have

been prepared conscientiously and fairly fully.

Kingston, N. Y., June 15, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.mlway Age Gazette :

On account of the greatly increased passenger traffic during

vacation time, extra attention should be given to main tracks.

The greatest amount of individual responsibility falls upon the

trackwalker. The present system of trackwalking can be greatly

improved upon in a manner which would be of benefit to the

trackwalker, the condition of track, and the traveling public.

Five hours is all that a trackwalker should be required to patrol

track daily. Taking into consideration that he is compelled to

be alone for the greater part of the time, and considering the

effect of this solitary work on his mind after years of this daily

routine, also the strain involved during the extreme hot and
cold weather, we can realize to a small extent what trackwalking

means. The effect of being alone and continuing at the same
tasks day in and day out is to make the mind dull and weak

;

it cultivates a more or less fault-finding disposition, and finally

is apt to cause carelessness, due to insufficient association with

other men. The trackwalker's mind should be alert and active,

quick to perceive danger, and capable of remedying such danger

with as little delay as possible.

Therefore this man should be relieved from trackwalking after

half a day of this work by another man whom the foreman

would appoint to walk track for the other half of the day. Only
the most reliable and experienced men should be assigned to

act in this capacity. The morning trackwalker could then spend

half a day with the section gang, and vice versa. This associa-

tion with the other men would be of great benefit to the track-

walker, both mentally and physically, and would develop in him
the required dexterity necessary for the proper performance of

his duities. jos. j. morg.\n.

New York Central & Hudson River.

In connection with the bulletin issued by the management o£

the Pere Marquette with the object of inducing employees to

effect little savings, a table was prepared which showed the value

of supplies commonly used by employees in terms of transporta-

tion. The following items may be of interest to maintenance of

way department employees

:

Miles.

Two-cent postage stamp (equivalent to hauling one ton

of freight) i'A

Lead pencil (equivalent to hauling one ton of freight) . . 2

Track spike (equivalent to hauling one ton of freight) . . 2

Track bolt (equivalent to hauling one ton of freight)... 3J4

One pound of waste (equivalent to hauling one ton of

freight) 10J4

One white lantern globe (equivalent to hauling one

ton of freight) 20

One red lantern globe (equivalent to hauling one ton

of freight) 75

One lamp chimney (equivalent to hauling one ton of

freight) lO'A

Fusee (equivalent to hauling one ton of freight) 13

Lantern complete (equivalent to hauling one ton of

freight) 100

Track shovel (equivalent to hauling one ton of freight) . 90

One hundred pounds coal (equivalent to hauling one

ton of freight).... 20

One gallon switch lamp oil (equivalent to hauling one

ton of freight) 25

Steam shovel No. 257 working in the west borrow pit of

Gatun dam. Canal Zone, excavated a total of 84,519 cu. yds.

place measurement in the 26 working days of May, or an aver-

age of 3,250 cu. yds. a day. This is the highest monthly record

for a shovel of any class since the beginning of work on the

isthmus



COLLECTION OF PRACTICAL BRIDGE KINKS.

Successful Methods Not Generally Used in Connection with

the Maintenance of Temporary and Permanent Structures.

FIRST PRIZE—Z-BAR FOR SHIMMING BRIDGES.

BY A. SWARTZ,

Division Engineer. Erie, Huntington, Ind.

During the life of a pile bridge it is often necessary to shim

up the deck on account of poor surface conditions caused

either by the piles settling cr by stringers or caps crushing. It

is then necessary to raise the deck by placing the wooden

shims between the stringers and caps. This- necessitates lift-

ing the stringers under one rail, or perhaps under both rails.

A very simple and effective support for the jacks necessary

is made by shaping a square iron rod about 154 or 2 in.

square into the shape of a "Z" or double hook, as shown in the

sketch. Two such hooks are necessary. To use them one end is

placed over the cap and a stick of timber of any desirable size

is inserted in the loop at free end of the hook. This pro-

vides a foundation on which to support the jack or jacks.

Between the jack and stringers it is necessary to place a stick

of timber long enough and strong enough to raise the floor

A Z-Bar for Shimming Bridges.

system. In this manner a great deal of time and unnecessary

carrying and placing of blocking for the jacks is saved. In

the case of shimming necessary at bents over the water, a rig-

ging such as described is very easy to operate from a raft.

The end of the hook which goes over the cap should be

wide enough to slip over the cap and allow for any bracing

or inequality in thickness of piles. Seventeen or eighteen inches

is about right. The height of the "Z" should be great enough

to allow for the jack with six-inch timbers below and above the

jack.

SECOND PRIZE—A HOMEMADE CRAB FOR HANDLING
MATERIAL.

BY P. H. H.^MILTON,

St. Louis, S.'in Francisco, Pittsburg, Kan.

A crab and winch for handling heavy material has been de-

vised and is being used very successfully on one division of the

'Frisco. It was used during the past season by a bridge gang

and was found to be very convenient for carrying stringers,

caps and other heavy timbers out on to bridges and lowering

them in place. It is planned to build a similar car for use in

handling frogs, rails and other heavy material in the track de-

partment. The car consists of a beam mounted on a push-car

. frame and inclined verticallv at an angle of 30 deg. with the

Arrangement of Hoisting Frame.

horizontal. -^ snatch block is suspended from the upper end

by a rope passing over a block at the end of the beam and

down to a hoisting drum. This drum is geared to a small

wheel to which a crank is attached. The hoisting drum is

made from the bull wheel and pinion wheel of a hand car, and

a 12-in. x 12-in. x 30-in. piece of pine which is rounded of? to

Crab Handling Bridge Timbers.

form a cylinder. A hole is bored through the center for the

brake staff, which forms the axle. The end of the pine cylinder

is mortised out so that the spokes of the bull wheel will be set

into the wood and the bull wheel is keyed to the axle to keep

it from slipping. The pinion wheel is placed below the bull

wheel on the frame so that the cogs will fully engage the
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cogs on the bull wheel. Another brake staff is useil t\ir the

shaft of the pinion wheel, cranks being fastened to each end of

the staff. To prevent the car from tipping when handling heavy

timber a rail-clamp is provided which fastens over the ball of

the rail on the side opposite the load.

The complete bill of material for building this car was as fol-

lows: Two 3-in. X 10-in. x 12-ft. crossing planks for leads;

two 3-in. X 4-in. x 8-ft. pieces ; three 3-in. x 4-in. x 2-ft. pieces and

three 3-in. x 4-in. x 1-ft. 6-in. pieces for the frame; one bull

wheel from hand car; one pinion wheel from hand car; one

set of boxings for pinion wheel and bull wheel from hand car

;

one 12-in. x 12-in. x 30-in. piece to be rounded to make cylin-

der for winding rope; two brake staffs; two cranks for attach-

ing to pinion wheel; one set of double blocks; one single block;

one set of timber tongs ; one device ; 120 ft. of ^i-in. rope. The

material is all of a kind that is ordinarily on hand. The crab

was built at a cost of between $5 and $10.

ECONOMICAL ARRANGEMENT FOR HANDLING HEAVY
GIRDERS.

General Foreman of Steel P.r

:. L. KETCH-\.M.

ges, St. Louis & Sa Francisco, Pleasanto

The accompanying photograph shows a method for handling

girders economically which has been used extensively on the

St. Louis & San Francisco. Several years ago the 'Frisco had

about 6,000 tons of bridge material, consisting principally of

plate girders, to erect. .After studying carefully the methods in

Placing Two 80-Ft. 50-Ton Girders with Erecting Cars.

use on the different roads and finding none satisfactory, the

scheme of carrying the girders suspended between two cars

was decided on. and frames were built as shown in the draw-
ing herewith. The upper timber is movable, so that it can be

shoved back over the body of the car when not in use, being

held in place by U-bolts. On account of lack of head-room, no

pulley block is used at the forward end of the upper member,
but the timber is rounded o(¥ and the rope works over this di-

rectly. When moving the girders out on the bridge, the safety-

rod is used, as shown in the drawing. The 5-in. gas pipe pro-

vided on the forward inclined member is used to snub around
when lowering the girders into position. No power is required

for handling the girders, as they are unloaded on cribbing for

storage and when transferred to the bridge are not lowered

until directly over their final position.

With this method girders of almost any weigiit and length

have been handled at less than one-half the cost and delay to

traffic which would have resulted with the old methods. As

Car for Handling Heavy Girders.

an instance, the girder shown in the photograph was 80 ft.

long and weighed 100.000 lbs., while the structure was 130 ft.

high. The new girder was spotted in place, the ties and brac-

ing of the old structure removed, the new girder lowered be-

tween the chords to position and the ties and rails replaced

in two hours and twenty minutes. This was done without

weakening the old structure in advance or without requiring

the use of any false work. This w-as not a special case in any

ivay. as this time was frequently reduced and heavier girders

were handled. The structure consisted of towers and girders.

These tower girders, 40 ft. long, were replaced, including replac-

ing of track, in forty minutes.

OUTER RAIL GUARD FOR BRIDGES.

BY R. P. BL.\CK,

Fngineer, Maintenance of Way, Kanawha & Michigan, Charleston, W. Va.

The outer guard rail on a floor system, either over a wooden

trestle, a steel girder or truss bridge of the common type is a

6-in. x 12-in. timber dapped to engage each tie and is often

very ineffectual in accomplishing the desired result. Besides

serving as a tie spacer, the guard rail is intended to prevent

derailed trucks of a moving train from going off the deck of

the bridge. This wooden guard of the common design is only

5'i in. high above the ties, and after the timber is aged a few

years, does not offer much resistance to the wheel of a badly

slewed truck from biting into the timber and climbing over it.

On the accompanying plan is shown a rail guard rail which

tends to more effectually prevent the wheels getting off the

floor deck. A relay or good scrap rail of the same weight and

section of the main track rail is laid on its side on top of the tie,

outside of the track, with the inner edge of its base 9 in. from

the gauge of the main track rail. The rail is drilled for Yi in.

lag screws over the center of each tie and is attached to the

tie with a lag screw 8 in. long. By this means the ties are

securely held in place, thereby gaining a considerable ad-

vantage over the wooden guard rail. The daps in the wooden
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guard rail for engaging the tie often become worn wider or the

intervening timber breaks out, allowing the track tie to slew.

The base of the SO-lb. rail is 5]4 in. wide, which gives sufficient

height to prevent the wheel from climbing, although the base

is laid on a. slight angle from the vertical. This rail guard

rail will, on account of its stiffness, add considerable in keeping

the deck and track in good alinement. The cost of material and

labor of installing it is about the same as that of the wooden

guard rail. Its life is indefinite and an additional advantage is

gained in that it eliminates carrying in stock the extra tim-

ber for wooden guard rails. At the end of the bridge the guard

rail is bent out to assist in engaging a derailed wheel of a truck

approaching the bridge.

Inside the main track rail two inner guide rails are placed.

^ tsi ga ta Ea EJ

St de E/ei^ation Inner Cu/c/e f^aif.

Plan

Outer Rail Guard Rails on Trestle.

as shown on the plan. The two pieces of rail used for this

purpose can be of a lighter section than the main track rail,

and can be made of scrap rail. They are bent downward at

each end, so that the tops at the end will be level with the

ties, to prevent loose parts dragging on trains from catching

the end of the rails. At the approaching end of the guide

Tails, the bases are planed off so the balls of the two rails fit close

together and are bolted to each other.

These guide rails from the approaching end are bent to the

angle of a No. 4 frog, until they become within 8 in. of the

gage of the track rail, where they are then bent parallel with

the main track rails for a distance of 4 ft. to the other end.

The rails are termed guide rails, as their purpose is to guide

or pull the wheels of derailed trucks of approaching trains

inside the outer guard rails. The wheels being pulled inside

the guard rails, it is not necessary to lay these inside guard
rails for the remaining length of the bridge, as the outer guard
Tails will keep the derailed wheels on the deck of the bridge.

A TIMBER SPLICE.

BY H. E. GETTYSj

General Bridge Inspector, Norfolk & Western, Roanoke, Va.

In case of a washout or the destruction of a trestle by fire,

-with the consequent interruption to the movement of trains,

the essence of the whole situation is time, and anything which
•will shorten the work in the erection of a temporary structure

is of great advantage. The splice shown in the accompanying
sketch has been used for a number of years in cases where tres-

tles are too high for one length of timber and where it would
te necessary either to erect a trestle in several sections or

tenches, or to adopt some such device. The use of this splice

also enables considerable economy to be effected in the amount
of timber required as compared with a benched trestle. As an

instance of the advantage of such a splice, several years ago a

freight train broke into three sections, which came together on
a steel viaduct 85 ft. high, 220 ft. of the structure collapsing

and carrv'ing with it twenty-seven loaded cars. These cars

and their contents, as well as four spans of latticed girders,

had to be removed before any temporary work could be in-

stalled. In building a new bridge the trestle posts were
spliced out in the manner shown, to make the full height of 85

S-0'

Splice for Framing Long Timber.

ft. from cap to sill. All holes were bored for the bracing on the

ground, except one end of each brace, which it was necessary

to bore from a boatswain's chair. The entire work of recon-

struction required but two days and nineteen hours from the

time of the arrival of the bridge gangs until the new structure

was ready for traffic. At another point there was erected by
this method a trestle 65 ft. high, which has been in service 11

years under engines weighing 100 tons and which is still in fair

condition.

PILE DRIVING WIT1HOUT LEADS.
RV t. C. L.\WT(IX,

Division Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Newton, Kan.

The following method of pile driving is not new, but

it is not in general use, or even generally known. As far as I

know, it was first used by C. E. Elmore, of the Santa Fe, in

Southern Kansas, where a large number of old Howe trusses

were being remo". ed. It was not possible to drive false work
under these with a track driver, on account of the interfer-

ence with overhead laterals which could not be safely removed.
To overcome this difficulty a heavy timber was laid on the top

chords of the bridge at right angles to the track, and directly

over the location of the proposed pile bent. This being fas-

tened in place, the location of each pile was marked on it. A
short, medium-weight hammer was then swung from a large

pulley, which in turn was hung so that the. center line of the

hammer would be under the location of the pile as marked
on the timber. ' It was usually necessary to carry the rope

through one or more snatch blocks to reach the drum of the

engine at the correct angle. As there were no leads or guides

whatever to the hammer, unusual care had to be taken in set-

ting the pile and keeping it in place with guy ropes. It takes

a skillful man at the drum to drop the hammer at the proper

instant without letting it get into a swing, but it can be'dofte^.

and as many as 25 50-ft. piles have been driven per day. •
•*'

This method is al.so being used to advantage in driving foun--

dation piling in bridge excavation work where the shnring will

not permit the use of a groundhog driver. In doing this frame

bents are set up on either side and the supporting timber moved
along them.

The photographs and the following details refer to a concrete

case where any other means would have cost more money and
with less safety. During this past winter it became necessary

to replace two 103 ft. wooden trusses over the Smoky Hill
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Hammer Descending on a Pile.

river with through girders on remodeled masonry. Because of

the danger of freshets occurring at any time of the year, and also

because of the large amount of drift at such times and es-

pecially of ice gorges it did not seem advisable to trust to false

work for any length of time. As a result it was necessary to

keep the trusses intact until the top of piers had been remodeled

and the erecting gang had the girders ready to set in place.

The portal of the truss prevented any use of pile driver leads

in driving, so a thick hammer was attached to a cable, which

was run through the block at the end of the boom of a car

derrick and snubbed to the drum of the engine. The derrick

was tirst used to get the piles in place, during which time the

hammer rested on the deck of the bridge. The piles were
drawn up from below, as the bridge was 25 ft. above the water.

This took more time than the driving of the pile. The ham-
mer was released just as it swung in line after reaching its

full height, the success of the work depending upon the quick-

ness of eye and hand of the men doing this. The boom was of

sufficient length to give a full drop from the top of the truss

to the hammer, which was held steady by two guide lines

in the hands of good men. No piles were broken and only one

-plit at the head, while all had a good penetration in sand

and boulders. The men were all new to this manner of driv-

ing, but the cost was no more than it would have been with

a common driver working under same conditions. A week's

time was gained in this way over the old method of building

out skeleton buttresses on the outside of the truss and then

removing the portal and cross bracing to permit driving with

leads. As it happened, this week meant several months in the

erecting of the bridge for the concrete in the piers was finished

just before steady zero weather set in. When the concrete was

in shape to receive the girders the trusses were disconnected

on the false work and taken out by a large derrick car and

the girders set in place.

STRAIGHTENING A COFFERDAM.

BY FRANK M. P.MTERSON,

Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago.

In building a bridge some years ago one of the piers was-

located on the sloping bank of the stream, and steel interlock-

ing sheet piling 32 ft. long was used to allow the excavation

to be carried to rock. On the east side the top of the sheet

piling, when driven, was about at the ground level and on the

west side the natural surface was about 10 ft. lower. It was

Driving a Pile Without Leads.

Method of Strengthening a Cofferdam.

intended to use the method of bracing shown in the plan, but

to permit the excavation to be made with an orange-peel bucket

strut "B" was not put in place. The bracing was spaced at in-

tervals of about 8 ft. vertically.

The stream, while ordinarily containing little water, was

subject to very rapid rises at times of heavy rains, a rise of 10
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or 12 ft. often occurring within a few hours after the rain

began. On the day excavation was completed a heavy rain

set in and work was immediately commenced to remove the

large centrifugal pump from the pit and to put the omitted

struts in position. Before this work could be completed the

water reached a stage preventing further work and the cof-

ferdam was submerged until the second day. After the water

subsided it was found that a slip had occurred, breaking strut

"A" and the wale on the east or bank side of the cofferdam, and

that the side of the cofferdam had been pushed inward until it

occupied a position about as shown by the broken line on the

plan, the deflection from its true position being between seven

and eight ft. The location of the neat lines of the pier ^it

top of cofferdam is shown in dotted lines.

It was noted that the deflection of the sheet piling was great-

est at the top and the inclination measured by a plumb line

to the water level indicated that the bottom of the sheet pile^

had not been disturbed, so it was decided to jack the sides of

the cofferdam back sufficiently to allow the forms to be put in.

To accomplish this a 12-in. x 12-in. wale w-as made fast ti-

the outside of the w'est wall of the cofferdam and sta\cd by

means of heavy wire cables to some large trees on the oank.

The earth to the east of the cofferdam was removed by mvans
of the orange peel and four rachet jacks of 60 tons capacity

were placed between the two faces of the cofferdam. The ra, ..

of progress was very slow, but in a week's time the side ha 1

been jacked over far enough to provide necessary clearance

and the work of constructing the pier was begun
To show some of the advantages of steel sheet piling it is

interesting to note that after the cofferdam had been straight-

ened up sufficiently to allow the work to proceed the leakage

was not excessive and it was possible to pull all of the sheet

piling and straighten it for further use.

USING A HEAVY BATTER ON FRAMED BENT TRESTLES
FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES.

BV J. L. T.WLOR,

Assistant Division Engineer, Grand Rapids & Indiana, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Three four-post framed bent trestles crossing deep gulleys

north of Columbus. Ohio, were to be filled in. These trestles

were adjacent to another railway which crossed these gulleys on
fills, with the waterways piwided by stone culverts. Under the

proposed fills the plain concrete and semi-circular culverts were
to be constructed, as continuations of the adjoining stone open-
ings. In order to build the first culvert it was necessary to in-

cline one of the framed bents slightly, throwing this bent in-

side of the two bench walls of the culvert. The arch was then

completed except for an oblong hole through which the four

posts of the bents passed. Later these posts were cut off and
battered the other way. resting on a sill prepared on the top of

the concrete bench, the hole then being filled in with concrete.

This method, however, resulted in delays, as the concrete had
to be allowed to set well before the load could be placed on it

;

also the bridge carpenters were required to be on the work at

two different times, and it was necessary to maintain slow or-

ders for trains for some time. Therefore, before filling in the

other trestle, the framed bents were battered enough in the be-

ginning to entirely clear the concrete work and carpenter forces

were not required to return to make changes in the trestles.

One bent in each case was battered 3 in. to 1 ft., the other

bent being only slightly battered. A\'edge-shaped bearing pieces

were placed on top of the caps to provide a good bearing

for the stringers and the sills were well blocked. The trestles

were heavily braced at every panel and a couple of 12-in. x 12-

in. timbers were placed from the bottom of the slightly inclined

bent to the top of the heavily battered bent as a further pre-

cautionary iTieasure. The masonry inspector kept a careful

watch on these battered bents, which, however, required no at-

tention except occasional tightening of the wedge above the caps.

NOTES ON THE FINISH OF CONCRETE SURFACES.

BV .\. R. B.XRRY,

Division F.ngir.ter, Penns-ylv.-.nia Lines. Zanesville. O.

The appearance of the finished surface of bridge or other con-

crete masonry, is dependent upon the care taken in building

the forms, and the care used in placing the concrete. \Mth proper

attention to these details, smooth uniform surfaces can be ob-

tained with almost any material commonly used for the aggre-

gate, and with any proportion of mixture ; liut no amount of

surface treatment such as rubbing or plastering will produce

the desired results, if a smooth and uniform surface is not

obtained whfn the concrete is placed. There is too often a

tendency on tl:e part of contractor's foremen, inspectors and en-

gineers in charge, to give too little consideration to the im-

portance of the finish of the forms, and to the spading or work-

ing back from the surface of the coarser parts of the aggregate

when the concrete is deposited, with the idea of patching up or

plastering over any defects which may be found upon removal of

the forms. Work so treated will always show up for what it is

;

a patched-up job.

Concrete should be mixed wet. of such consistency that when
the coarser material is worked back from the face the finer part

of the mixture will settle in against the forms by gravity and fill

all voids without any tamping. It is practically impossible to

avoid honeycomb on the surface if the concrete is mixed dry

and tamping is depended upon to fill the voids. The use of a

wet mixture as indicated, if properly spaded, will insure a sound
surface, and will cost less to place than the dry mixture. A
special mortar mixture for the face is sometimes used when con-

crete is mixed rather dry. but this is costly to deposit, and is open

to the further objection that, being of a richer mixture than the

body of the concrete, it does not respond uniformly with the lat-

ter to temperature changes, resulting in checking. A convenient

tool for the spading is made by straightening out an ordinary

garden hoe, making the blade in line with the handle. To sur-

faces not enclosed by forms should be floated down with a board

or wooden trowel, to get the coarse aggregate below the surface,

and no rich mortar should be used for the finish.

The forms are the most costly single item in heavy concrete

work, and the contractor will naturally try to keep the cost

down, often by the use of too light material. Careful and insist-

ent inspection should be given to insure that forms are strong

enough to withstand, without yielding, the forces to which they

are to be subjected. Strong and well-braced studding is most

essential, especially with thin face boards, and must be set close

enough together to prevent the face boards from bending be-

tween them from the pressure of the wet concrete. Many pieces

of concrete work, otherwise good, are disfigured from this cause.

Tongue-and-groove lumber is commonly used, and specified, for

face forms. While in small jobs where 1-in. material is used,

this matched lumber W'ill fit fairly well and give good results,

it is practically impossible to get such lumber in the 2-in. size,

which will match perfectly. Unless great care is taken to plane

down the inequalities in the surface after the forms are built,

such forms will leave lips on the concrete surface which cannot

be rubbed off.

The most satisfactory form lumber rs 2-in. pine surfaced on

one side and both edges, and either 6 or 8 in. in width. Boards

wider than 8 in. have a tendency to cup or warp. The use of

imperfectly fitting matched lumber, and the cupping of wide

boards are responsible for the board marks, which show on many
concrete surfaces in spite of the most thorough rubbing. Oiling

the face boards will to some extent prevent the cupping.

Twisted wire is commonly used for staying the forms, but stays

of IVin. steel rods are much more rigid and strong, and less

liable to distortion. Such rods should be run through waling

timbers set back of the studding, and should be jointed with pump
rod couplings set about 2 in. inside the finished face forms, which

will permit the part of the rod projecting beyond the concrete

face to be unscrewed and pulled out when the forms are to be

f

I
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removed without damage to the concrete surface, leaving only a

small hole the size of the rod, which can be filled with mortar

so as to be invisible.

Considerable shrinkage occurs in concrete during the setting

process, especially if mi.xed wet. In the case of spandrel walls

or wing walls of unequal height, if poured at one operation, this

shrinkage will give an uneven top line. It is therefore desirable

to place the top concrete after the lower part has set. When a

coping is used on such a wall it should be put on at least twelve

hours after the lower part of the wall.

While it is desirable to have monolithic concrete construction

this is seldom practicable on large work, and there will be joints,

both horizontal and vertical, where fresh concrete is placed

against that which has set, with a bond more or less imperfect.

Such joints may be termed "construction joints." Expansion

joints will also be required in most large work. By taking care

to secure uniform spacing, and by the use of moulding strips

nailed on the forms to define their intersection with the surface,

such joints can be made to add to, rather than detract from the

surface appearance. Joints should always be in horizontal or

vertical planes, except joints in arch rings, and should intersect

the surface in straight lines. False joints can be added, by use

of moulding strips on the surface, if necessary to secure sym-
metry.

Joints in walls and abutments offer a passage way for water

through the wall, unless the bond is more perfect than is usually

the case. \\'ater can be effectually dammed by setting in the con-

crete at right angles to the joint a strip of tin or galvanized iron

about 8 in. wide running the length of the joint near the middle

of the wall, half the width of the strip being set in the old. and

half in the new concrete.

Uniform color in the concrete surface requires uniform color

in the cement and m the sand. There is sufficient variation in the

colors of many of the standard brands of Portland cement to

cause a marked difference in the color of a cement surface if

more than cne brand is used. Difference in the colors of the

sand used have an even greater effect on the color of the finished

surface.

METHODS FOR RAISING THE ENDS OF PIN-CONNECTED
BRIDGES.

BY A. S. M.-\RKLEY,

Master Carpenter, Chicago & Eastern. Illinois, Danville, III.

The accompanying sketch illustrates a method which has been

used on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois for a number of years,

where it has been necessary to raise the ends of pin-connected

Arrangement of Jacks for Raising Ends of Pin-Connected

Trusses.

bridges for any purpose. Double-track bridges 155 ft. long and
weighing from 375,000 to 400,000 lbs., as well as single track

spans 200 ft. in length, have been raised with this method by

means^ of 50-ton ball bearing jacks. The sketch illustrates the

method pursued in placing reinforced concrete bearing blocks

under 150- ft. spans across the Wabash river bridge at Clinton,

Ind. Four 50-ton jacks were used with 14 in. x 14 in. timbers for

struts. Iron bars were looped over the end pins and were pro-
vided with threads and nuts on the other end. These bars passed
through the timbers, resting on the 14-in. x 14-in. yellow pine

struts, and were provided with heavy iron plates between the
nuts and the timber to provide sufficient bearing surface. By
raising the jacks the load was transmitted through the struts and
iron bars to the end pins. In case of emergency the trusses can
be raised by tightening the nuts on the bolts instead of using the-

jacks. In order to prevent the loops from slipping off the end
pins under the load, iron bars were clamped outside of the loops

to the batter posts. This method has been used in raising a large

number of bridges without any accident or rupture of either the

timber or the iron.

EXPERIMENTS ON CONCRETE WATER
BARRELS AS APPLIED TO FIRE PRO-

TECTION OF RAILWAY BRIDGES.*

liV HUNTER m'd0.\.\LD,

Chief Engineer, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.

The maintenance of water barrels for fire protection on
bridges and trestles may seem to the uninitiated to be a com-
paratively small matter. To the person upon whom the re-

sponsibility for their maintenance and efficiency rests the mat-
ter presents an entirely different aspect. To be efficient, water
barrels must be kept full of water and be easily accessible, which
essentials entail the following requirements :

The water must not freeze; the barrels must not leak; the

water must not evaporate or be drunk by cattle; frequent in-

spections must be made; the barrels must be filled when in-

stalled and frequently refilled; the barrels must be placed at

proper intervals for effective use in case of fire; they should
be provided with small cans or vessels, in which the water can
be carried to the point where it is needed.

The principal damage other than fire risk, caused by freez-

ing, is that it makes the barrels leak. This can be prevented

to some extent by fastening in the barrel a stick running in a

slanting direction from near the top to the bottom. The addi-

tion of salt will, of coiirse, lower the freezing point, but will

not prevent freezing. The only consolation to be derived

from frozen water barrels is the fact that fires in bridges are not

likely to occur in freezing weather.

Where water barrels are completely buried in the earth at

the ends of the trestles, they seldom leak until the wooden
staves become rotten, which occurs in about four years. If

wooden barrels are not buried they require frequent refilling.

If carefully covered to prevent evaporation, the interval of fill-

ing is lengthened. Should the water in the barrel get low
from any cause, the barrel is usually permanently injured by
having the tops of the staves dry out—a condition very diffi-

cult to remedy. A prolific cause of leaky barrels is the tendency

of the idle man or boy with a gun to use them for targets.

Axes and hammers are sometimes used as a means of destruction.

Barrels nmst be substantially covered to prevent evapora-

tion. When tight barrels are buried at the end of the trestle and
well covered, refilling is seldom needed inore than once a year.

Covering is also necessary on account of the tendency of cat-

tle in the dry seasons to drink the water up. It seems impos-

sible to cover them so tightly as to prevent large crops of mos-
quitoes from being raised. Barrel covers which sink below the

outer rim of the barrel are very advantageous, as they catch

all the rainfall and allow it to run into the barrel. Where no
leaks occur, this is suflicient in many climates to keep the

barrels full.

*From a paper presented before the Engineering Association of the
South, January 22, 1912.
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Unless inspections of the barrels are made at frequent in-

tervals by a responsible officer, they are likely to go to pieces

early and be absent or empty at the time most needed. It is

not sufficient for the inspector to merely call attention to the

defects, but each one should be followed up immediately and

remedied.

When barrels are first installed, they should be filled by the

party installing them; after this, they should be given over to

the section foreman, whose duty it should be to keep them

properly filled.

Water barrels can be effective only in the incipiency of a

fire. More effective means must be had when the fire has as-

sumed some headway. How to get the water out of the barrel

and put it on the fire is a question. On some divisions oyster

and tomato cans are sunk to the bottom of the barrel or fas-

tened to the underside of the top by a wire. Sometimes an

old paint bucket is used and sometimes a box made of heavy

plank. The object is to use something that nobody wants to

take away. It is almost impossible to maintain such vessels

in the barrels, and the best way is to assume that the person

who discovers the fire will use his hat, shoe or something else

until organized help arrives. In studying the water barrel

question the concrete barrel has come in for its share of discus-

sion, and two experimental barrels were made two years ago.

They have the self-feeding top—that is the top is depressed

so as to catch the rain water. Neither has required refilling.

Both have proved themselves to be proof against bullets fired

from a 38-caliber revolver. Below is a table of the estimated

cost of making these barrels

:

Covers:

Galvanized iron, 5 square feet at 3 cents $0.15

Hinge, bolts, rivets and wire, 5 cents OS

Cost of making, one man one hour 20—$0.40

Barrel

:

17 square feet e.xpar-ded metal (0.6 pound. 4

feet) at 3 cents S0.51

10 cubic yards 1-2-4 concrete at $2.40 24

Cost of forms (assuming twenty-five barrels to

one set) 10

Cost of labor for making barrels at 15 cents... .30— 1.15

$1.55

Add 10 per cent, for" engineering and incidentals .15

Total cost $1.70

Another experiment has been tried, consisting of a concrete

box let into the ground all but about one foot, this upper part

being used for the number of the trestle.

It is believed that good concrete water barrels, with metal

tops, can be made for $1.30 each when made in large quanti-

ties. The wooden barrel is the most expensive of the two,

considering its capitalized cost on a basis of six years' life,

which is reasonable, leaving out all consideration of increased

cost of maintenance.

Other experiments have been made, using galvanized iron

forms, and poultry netting reinforcement. Plastering the mor-

tar on has not resulted in tight barrels, but 1 :2 :4 concrete cast

and rammed into forms has given good results. Experiment

is also being made with joints of 24-in. clay pipe with con-

crete bottom, with the bell set upward and buried in the ground.

The ballasted deck trestle is rapidly becoming the standard

on most roads, however, and it is thought that in the future

the W'ater barrel will seldom be needed.

CREOSOTE IN PILES AFTER 30 YEARS.

A bridge of the Northwestern Railway, India, over the Malir

river, about 12 miles from Karachi has been condemned as un-

safe, and the government has been asked to sanction an expen-

diture of $455,000 for a new double-track bridge at that point.

The Malir river in the dry season contains no water at all, but

at times the water is nearly one mile wide, and in some places

30 ft. deep. This bridge has been badly damaged by floods re-

peatedly, and on two occasions was practically rebuilt.

The results of analyses of the quantity and quality of creosote

found in two treated piles after long service are given in cir-

cular 199 of the Forest Products Laboratory Series. The piles

were of pine (probably longleaf), and had been in the teredo-

infested waters of the Gulf of Mexico for about 30 years. One

was perfectly sound, but the other had been attacked, particularly

at the water line. The analyses were made to determine whether

the difference in their durability could be accounted for by a

difference in the amount or character of creosote in the wood.

The piles had been treated by the old Bethell process.

Pile No. 1 is said to have been in service 30 years. It was

perfectly preserved, showing no indications of decay nor of at-

tack by teredo. The portion above water was badly checked. It

Fig. 1—Radial views of three sections from pile No. 1.

was received in three sections: section 1, taken from above the

water line ; section 2, taken from near the mud line, and sec-

tion 3, taken from the lower end of the pile in the mud.

Pile No. 2, which had been creosoted and placed in the Biloxi

bay trestle in 1^79, and removed in July, 1910, had been attacked

by teredo, especially near the water hne. Only a portion of the

whole pole, approximately 6 ft. long, extending 3 ft. above and

3 ft. below the water line, was received. This will be considered

as three sections: section 1, above the water line; section 2, at

the water line, and section 3, below' the water line.

The radial views of the three sections of pile No. 1 bring out

clearly the depth of penetration of the creosote, while the three

cross sections of pile No. 2 show that the work of the teredo

is in the treated wood.

Fig. 2—Cross sections of pile, No. 2.

A careful examination of the pile and analysis of the ex-

tracted oils showed that practically no light oils (oils distilling

below 205 deg. C.) were present in the piles after their long

period of service. If originally present, they were lost by vola-

tihzation and leaching. The creosote in the pile which was per-

fectly preserved contained originally at least 40 per cent, of

naphthalene fractions, a large portion of which remained in the

wood. The creosote in the pile, which was less perfectly pre-

served, contained little or no naphthalene.

The pitchy matter, which on distillation formed the residue

above 320 deg. C. in pile No. 2, is seemingly of an inert char-

acter and little objectionable to the teredo. A heavy creosoting

with this material did not entirely save the pile from attack

Loss of oil from that portion of the pile in the water in pile

No. 1, while is a pure coal-tar creosote, apparently occurred only

in the fraction distilling below 225 deg. C.



PORT READING, N. J., CREOSOTING PLANT.

The Complete and Modern Timber Treating Facilities of the

Philadelphia & Reading and the Central of New Jersey.

A creosoting plant which ii the joint property of the Phila-

delphia & Reading and the Central Railroad of New Jersey, has

recently been completed and is now in operation at Port Reading,

N. J. It is very completely equipped and embodies the latest

developments in the preservation of railway ties and timber. The

location of the plant at Port Reading is an excellent one in that

both railways have direct connections to the plant and the deep

waterfront affords facilities for the receipt of ties and lumber

storage yard, the power plant and impregnation building, to-

gether with the storage tanks and saw and adzing mills, and

lastly, the piers. The area of the ground allotted to the plant

is 67 acres ; aluthough, only about 47 acres are in actual use at

the present time. The general plan of the plant is shown in

the accompanying drawing. The yard is crossed by two narrow

gage ladder tracks with turnouts leading to each track, allowing

quick handling of tram cars to and from the tie yard.

Track Layout at the Port Reading Treating Plant.

direct from the south, without any reshipment and railway haul

after reaching Port Reading. It also permits the receipt of creo-

sote oil in lank steamers from abroad and thereby does away
with the delivery of oil in tank car lots. An eight-inch pipe line

connects the piers with the oil storage tanks.

The plant is divided into three sections, the tie and lumber

Y.\RD .\RRANGEMEXT.

The track arrangement in front of the cylinders is designed

for the quick change of charges. The ordinary change is made
in about 12 minutes. The usual arrangement is to charge the

ties from the north end of the cylinders and piling and lumber

from the south end. Narrow gage scales are located on the

North Yard and Office Building.
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center track at both ends of the cylinders, to check up the volu-

metric readings. There is also a combination scale, 45 ft. long,

on which both narrow and broad gage cars may be weighed.

The rail used is 80 lbs., and all the special track work is built

according to Reading standards.

The storage yard tracks are built on 75 ft. centers, and the

.approved height for piling ties is 24 ft. The capacity of the

yard is 600,000 ties. 4.000,000 ft. of switch timber, and 4,000,000

ft. of lumber and piling. The yard layout is designed to provide

for additional storage capacity on the west side.

The arrangement of piling ties is shown in an accompanying

photograph. The apron effect along the tie piles comes from

the fact that the ties are loaded onto the piles by a^ locomotive

crane and the rear end of the crane swings over the apron.

A distance of 4 ft. is left between each tie pile. As the pre-

vailing wind is east and west, the ties are piled so that the

alleys along the dirferent tracks correspond with each other,

crane unloads all treated material. As Port Readmg is a very

important coal exporting point, the Philadelphia & Reading has

for its use an unlimited number of coal cars suitable for hauling

ties to the different divisions. The Central Railroad of New-

Jersey also has a large number of coal and ore cars which

ordinarily would go out empty, from Chrome. These cars are

used for tie shipments. In loading treated material for ship-

ment an entire sling of ties taken from one tram car are loaded

at one operation of the crane. This method of handling treated

material has reduced this portion of the operating expenses by

nearly one-half cent per tie.

The small crane hauls the special tie cars from the piers

where the ties are received and unloads the green ties onto the

tie piles. The unloading of a tie vessel is shown in one of the

cuts herewith. Electric hoists lift the ties out of the vessel in

slings of 12 ties each and place them on the inspecting platform

where the inspector examines each tie. The accepted ties are

1

Impregnating Machinery and Measuring Tanks.

thereby increasing the east and west circulation. This view

also shows the type of tram cars in use.

The site of the plant w-as formerly a swamp at an elevation

of about three ft. above mean high tide. The filling in of this

land aided the general plan in two ways. It raised the ground
level to approximately eight ft. above mean high tide and also

gained a deep water channel to the new piers 4 and 5. In all,

about 250,000 cu. yds. of sand and gravel were pumped by

hydraulic dredges from Staten Island sound onto the swamp
land. However, in many places, the yard sank and. about 3,000

carteads of cinders and ashes have been dumped on top of the

sand. The result is a very well drained tie yard, aiding greatly

the quick and even seasoning of the ties and lumber,

V.\SD 0PER.-\TI0N.

The operating equipment consists of two broad gage indus-

trial locomotive cranes, one having a capacity of 5 tons at 42 ft.

radius, and the other of 2Y2 tons at 38 ft. radius. The large

then loaded onto the special tie cars shown in the figure. When
these cars are loaded, the little crane shifts them to the tie yards

and unloads the ties onto the tie piles by means of slings placed

around the ties. About 200 ties are loaded onto each car and
the crane unloads these in six lifts. All that is then necessary

is to spread the ties on the tie piles. This method of tie piling

has decreased the cost SO per cent.

-About 75 per cent, of the ties come in by water. The other

25 per cent, are secured along the two railways. The latter are

inspected on the right of way, and then shipped to the plant.

The majority of the cars contain several different kinds of ties

and each in different sii^es. These cars are unloaded in .iny

vacant space and a separation is made into si.x classes as follows:

Class .\ includes all the oaks ; Class B, all the pines ; Class C,

beech, birch and maples; Class D, ash and hickory; Class E,

gum ; Class F, all ties not accepted for creosoting. These ties

are then made up into slings and the small crane puts them

onto their respective piles.
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South Yard and Piers.

Tie Vessel Being Unloaded at Treating Plant Wharf.
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For shifting the tie tram cars, a Vulcan narrow gage loc

motive, weighing 27 tons, is provided. This is specially built

for a creosoting plant and has curved bumpers on both ends.

The tram car equipment consists of 184 tie trams, and 12 bolster

trucks for timbers and piling. The tie tram cars weigh 2,700

lbs. each, and are specially built by the Orenstein-Arthur

Koppel Company for the heavy service required of them. The

wheels are equipped with Hyatt roller bearings. One man can

move an empty tram with no difficulty, and two men handle a

loaded tram with ease.

There are fifteen special tie cars for moving ties, and lumber

from the piers to the tie yard. They are fitted with automatic

couplers, and have removable stakes. Four by four oak strips

are bolted to the top of the floor to allow slings to be placed

around the ties.

The treatment of the ties begins by loading the ties by piece

work onto the tram cars. The average tram load of pine tie3

is 45 ties. In the case of pine ties, they are separated into

"hearts" and "saps." All ties having 80 per cent, of heart wood

are called "hearts," and are loaded onto trams separate from

the "saps." This insures uniform and regular treatment of all

classes of pine ties. Sawed ties are separated from hewed, and

the Virginia short leaf pine is kept separate from the other

sap ties.

ADZIXG MACHINE.

The loaded trams are then shifted to the tie adzing mill, where

they are put through the tie adzing and boring machine. This

machine performs four functions. First, it cuts all the ties to

exact length. This cutting of a small slice from each end ol

the tie shows absolutely whether the tie is sound through and

through. No better argument for this practice could be pro-

duced than the fact that ties are thrown out on account of rot

which did not show until the ends had been sawed off. Of
course, this sawing off of the ends is not possible when "S"

irons are placed in the ends of the ties. By sawing off the ends

one also secures better end penetration of the treating materials

as in the seasoning of ties a hard, gummy substance is always

deposited on the ends, which clogs up the pores. It was formerly

the custom in France to cut the ends off to increase the end

penetration.

The second function of the adzing machine is to adze plain

surfaces at the rail bearing points. This saves all adzing after

the ties are treated, thereby saving the expense and delay of

adzing while placing the ties in track, and it also insures that

-no untreated heartwood will be exposed.

- The third funclion is the b.oring of the holes for the spikes.

These holes are bored througli the ties so that in case any of

the holes are not used they will drain themselves. The boring

of these holes is an important step in the preservative treat-

ment of ties, in that it affords treatment at the point where the

heavy treatment is required, namely, around the spike.

The last function of the machine is to date the ties with the

year of treatment. This is done by two pneumatic hammers,
opposed, which force into the ends of the ties, metal figures

leaving a plainly visible print. There have been objections made

Tie Yard, Showing Method of Piling.

to this form of dating on the ground that the impression wil'

not be visible after a few years. However, this objection is not

serious as the Central Railroad of New Jersey has treated ties

in its track which were laid in 1876 and which were dated in

identically the same manner, on which the date is distinctly

visible today.

TRE.\TING PROCESS.

From the tie adzing mill the tram cars are made up into trains

of 16 trams each and shifted to the impregnating cylinders, of

which there are two. each 140 ft. long by 7 ft. 4 in. inside

diameter. Both cylinders are shown in one of the cuts, one

I

North End of Impregnating Cylinders.
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closed, and the other open with a charge of ties in it. These

cylinders are nia'de of I's-in. steel with l}/4-in. rivets. They are

built for a working pressure of 250 lbs. per sq. in., and were

tested to 380 lbs. They were built by Reeves Brothers Com-
pany, of AlHance, Ohip, and shipped by them to Port Reading,

each cylinder complete, except the doors.

The treatment of all ties and timber is that called the "Full

Cell" or Bethel process. Cross ties are treated with 10 lbs.

of oil per cu. ft.; switch ties receive 12 lbs. per cu. ft.; framed

bridge timbers also receive 12 lbs.; unframed timbers are given

14 lbs.; piling, both red oak and pine, are treated so that all

sapwood is penetrated. Wherever it is possible, all ties and tim-

bers are seasoned before treatment ; however, the cylinders are

so equipped that when necessary, timbers and piling may be sea-

soned by steaming before treatment. A saw mill has been in-

stalled to frame bridge and building material before treatment,

wherever that is possible.

The power plant and impregnating building is of steel with

concrete foundations. It is 165 ft. long by 72 ft. wide, with a

coal pocket and approach on the east side. The impregnating

equipment consists of the two cylinders, four overhead working

tanks, two measuring tanks, two Union Steam Pump Company's

twin general service pumps, having a capacity of 1,000 gals.

each per minute, two Dean Brothers' pot valve oil pressure

pumps, one 700-ft. 100-lb. IngersoU Rand air compressor, one

100-ft. 250-lb. Union Steam Pump compressor, one Union Steam

Pump dry vacuum pump fitted with a surface condenser, and

hot well, together with the necessary recording pressure and

vacuum gages for each cylinder and tank.

The power equipment consists of two Erie City engines direct

connected to 187 k. v. a.. General Electric a. c. generators; one

G. E. motor-driven exciter; one Shepherd vertical engine-driven

exciter ; two Worthington boiler feed pumps ; one Cochrane feed

water heater; one American Blower Company's fan for forced

draft to the boilers; and two 250 h. p. Heine safety boilers.

There is also a seven-panel Westinghouse switch board.

The boiler room is partitioned off by a fireproof reinforced

concrete partition and underwriters' fire doors. A stock room

for lubricating oils and waste, packing, etc., and a machine shop

fitted with the necessary tools, including an automatic saw

grinder, emery wheel, automatic knife grinder, lathe, drill press

and shaper are provided. There is also at the south end of the

yard a combination engine house and blacksmith shop, fully

equipped with the necessary tools. The oil is stored in two

tanks, 65 ft. in diameter and 35 ft. high, fitted with umbrella

roofs. Each of these tanks is fitted with a mile of heating coils,

each tank having its own system, divided into four sections.

All the oil tanks, both in the impregnating building and the

storage tanks, are heated with exhaust steam, and there has

been absolutely no difficulty in heating the storage tanks to

ISO deg. Fahr., with a steam pressure of 3 lbs.

The power plant furnishes the necessary current for the

motors in the saw and tie adzing mills and for the Williamson

electric hoists on the piers, and for the pumping of the water

into the storage tanks on Hogg Hill. The cost of generating

this current is practically nothing in that all the exhaust steam

from the engines is used in the heating coils in the various

oil tanks.

The wiring is all installed in conduit, and every precaution

is taken to avoid fire. All the oil piping is fitted with 250 lb.

pressure fittings and the oil valves are the special Crane creo-

sote valves, fitted with cleaning out pockets. The steam piping

is fitted throughout with welded flanges. The heating coils in

the cylinders, working, and measuring tanks are specially made
radiators furnished by the American Radiator Company, and

guaranteed to stand 250 lbs. working pressure.

The pipe lines connecting the storage tanks with the main
building are in an underground reinforced concrete duct, five

ft. high and four ft. wide. A six in. exhaust steam pipe is also

run in this duct and is left uncovered. This maintains a tem-

perature of about 100 deg. into the tunnel, eliminating any pos-

sibility of the heavy creosote oil congealing in the pipe lines.

A brick office building, 40 ft. by 41 ft., with a slate roof,

contains the superintendent's office, yard office, general office,

lavatory, dark room, chemist's office, and two laboratories on
the first floor, and the second floor is used for a lunch room
and for stationery.

The buildings, piers, and tie storage yard are fully equipped

with fire protection apparatus. Two SO,000-gal. tanks are

provided on top of Hogg Hill, and these tanks are connected

with the fire system throughout the whole plant. The hose is

placed in racks in the hose houses, which are located through-

out the storage yard, and in and about the buildings.

The piers and all concrete construction were built by the

railway companies' own forces under the direction of Frederick

Jasperson, engineer of docks and wharves. The installation of

all the machinery, boilers, oil and steam piping was carried oul

under the direction of the motive power department. The steel

buildings were built under contract by the McClintic Marshall

Construction Company. The entire plant was constructed undei

the direction of William Hunter, chief engineer of the Philadel-

phia and Reading, with C. M. Taylor in direct charge of

the work.

RELAYING RAIL WITH EXTRA GANGS.*

BY J. E. TOBIN,

Roadmaster, International & Great Northern, Houston, Tex.

Rail relaying should be done by extra gangs. The foreman

should be selected from among the best foremen on the divi-

sion, because of the larger number of men employed in one gang.

The ordinary section foremen have not had experience in han-

dling a gang the size required to lay rail, and perhaps very little,

if any, experience in rail relaying. The men which the section

foreman could get in his neighborhood to make a gang large

enough to relay rail would have very little, if any, experience, and

would not care to continue beyond the limits of the first section;

therefore each section foreman would be compelled to hire and

organize a new gang, which would be found very unsatisfactory

and expensive.

The section foreman has plenty of work to remove and replace

material used on public and private road crossings and streets,

assist the extra gang in putting in the switches and turn-outs, and

space the ties under joints, so that spiking can be done to anchor

the rails. In fact, the spacing of the joint ties and spiking in

slots should be done by the foreman, that he may give personal

attention to the tamping of ties moved or disturbed. A good

foreman in charge of an extra gang should have two assistant

foremen, one of whom should distribute the new rail and load

old rail. I see no necessity for a time keeper. The work of re-

laying rail is heavy and the men should be strong and young.

The nationality and race would be governed by the supply avail-

able, but if necessary to employ foreigners, the gang should be

all of the same nationality.

The extra gang foreman should have experience with the class

of men employed ; also experience in rail relaying and be a good

all-round trackman. If there is no foreman on the division hav-

ing those qualifications, a foreman should be hired from outside.

A gang of 100 men should relay 100 track miles in 100 days and

distribute the new rail and pick up old rail with one work en-

gine. Of course the amount of traffic would vary these figures

more or less. The work engine to take the men to and from

work. The conductor in charge of such work engine should

have experience and qualifications necessary to handle the work

train and should get the men to and from their work on time.

Ballasting or any large amount of work should be done with

extra gangs, and the same arrangement would apply as in rail

relaying, except that there should not be over SO men in each

•Received in the contest on The Organization of the Extra Gang, which
closed AprU 25, 1912.
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gang, with one foreman and one assistant foreman. If a ballast-

ing gang has over SO men there is too much time lost getting the

men started and closing up the work, when trains are approach-

ing. The ballasting should be completed to avoid any part of

gang going over the ground covered.

Get the best foremen and laborers available and pay good

wages; furnish them comfortable quarters to live in and regular

hours to work and eat, and the men will give good service and

remain on the job.

BANK PROTECTION ALONG THE MIS-

SOURI RIVER.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has been doing a large

amount of bank protection work in recent years between Kan-

sas City, Mo., and Sibley, where its tracks closely parallel the

Fig. 1—Sloping the Bank by Sluicing.

south bank of the Missouri river. The larger part of this bank

protection has consisted of the placing of willow mattresses

from 60 to 100 ft. wide, interlaced with ^ in. wire strands.

Fig. 2—Weaving a Willow Mattress.

The mattresses were loaded with riprap and sunk along the

river bank. Above the mattress the bank is sloped to a 3 to 1

slope and covered with riprap. Such a mattress was put in

several years ago, just above the Sibley bridge, where the river

was encroaching on the bank at an alarming rate. At this point,

where a mattress 60 ft. wide x 2,100 ft. long was placed, the

bank was sloped by hydraulic pressure, as shown in one of the

photographs. Since this protection has been put in the bank
has resisted the action of the swift current and is still in very

good condition.

For some time difficulty had been experienced at another

point near Congo, Mo., where the river was cutting out the

toe of the slope and causing the bank to slide on a stratum of

shale into the stream, carrying the track and part of the hill

side with it. -A mattress was placed in the stream at this point

about two years ago, and it has effectively stopped this scour

and sliding. Two similar slides in 35 ft. of water were also

stopped by this method near Eton, Mo. We are indebted for

this information lo G. J. Bell, division engineer, Marcelino,

Mo., under whose direction this work was done.

ORGANIZATION.*

Fig. 3—The Completed Protection.

BY GEORGE J. SHARKEY,

Xtvv Yoik Central & Hudson River, Kingston, N. Y.

The great principle, in any enterprise is thorough organization

and the carrying on of the usual summer work offers no excep-

tion to the rule. Every extra gang should be under an ex-

perienced and capable foreman, who should be consulted by the

roadmaster in the selection of his assistant foremen. If the

assistants are not pleasing to the foreman in charge a certain

friction arises and the work suffers. The foreman should be

supreme over his particular force in settling little disputes with

the men. He may, of course, consult his superior, but the de-

cision brought before the men should bear the outward appear-

ance of coming from the foreman, thus strengthening the posi-

tion of the foreman among his men. Just as soon as the merr

have the least inkling that they can get redress at the office the

organization suffers a setback.

The force should be sufficient for the work in hand for with-

out the necessary help the work is not only held back, but no

opportunity is given for the foreman to show his true ability.

The following is what I believe to be a good force for laying

80 to 100-lb. rail ; One general foreman, two assistant foremen,

two flagmen, eight adzemen, sixteen tongmen, ten spike pullers,

ten spikers. eleven men following up, lining, gaging and doing

miscellaneous work.

The flagmen should be supplied with velocipede cars to secure

quick movement between gangs and the nearest block stations

in order to keep in touch with the movement of trains. The
following organization is a good one for a ballast gang: One
general foreman, two assistant foremen and 45 men. The gang

should be divided between jack men and raising and surfacing

forces, as the conditions warrant.

The prompt delivery of good tools, the furnishing of informa-

tion regarding grade stakes and other engineering items, and

prompt and intelligent information regarding the running of

trains, are points in which other departments can co-operate with

the track department to excellent advantage.

The track work should always be followed in its entirety to

cornpletion. and the foreman should be able to advise his superior

when he has finished a piece of work that it is entirely com-

pleted. It is the going over and over work that costs.

A certain degree of conservativeness must be maintained by

the foreman of an extra gang, not approaching the usual familiar-

ity that exists between the section hand and his superior. The

foreman should keep a well-defined line between himself and

the men. The roadmaster should be a criterion for conserva-

tiveness, and while he should be present almost daily on the

work, should not linger for any length of time, but show that

he may be expected at any time.

*Received in the contest on The Organization of the E.xtra Gang, which
closed April 25. 1912.
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THE NEGRO AS A TRACK LABORER.
The Second of a Series of Discussions of the Character-

istics of the Various Types of Maintenance Worl<men.

METHODS OF HANDLING NEGRO TRACK LABOR.

BY F. E. LAWRENCE,

Supervisor, Central of Georgia, Macon, Ga.

The elemental characteristics of the negro laborer which dif-

ferentiates him from any other class of labor are his natural

nomadic instinct as regards work and his absolute improvidence.

It has long been known as an established fact among employers

of negro labor that the possession of money above a certain

limited sum—which ranges around the $2 mark—makes the

negro lose all interest in work. It seems to be a necessary part

of his life to stop work and spend that $2 before any thought

of further effort enters his mind. When labor was rated at

30 to SO cents per day it was possible to obtain from him the

greater part of the week's work, but with the present rate of

$1 to $2 per day the problem has become one that may seem

simple to a mathematician, but which is calculated to gen-

erate a dispeptic disposition in the track man or the contractor

who has work piling up and no one to do it. This applies to the

negro as a class, although there are, of course, rare exceptions.

Our plan with respect to section labor is to employ as far as

possible, men with families, and to allot to each man enough

right-of-way to provide himself with a sufficient garden, and if

he wishes, some land on which he can raise a small crop of

corn or cotton. His women folks and children cultivate this

land for him. We are further providing good, substantial, netted

wire fences to enclose the house and ground. This plan is

partially successful, but as often as not, he "gits a notion" or

the wanderlust overcomes him, and he moves off.

In obtaining and retaining negro labor more depends on the

foreman than can be said of any other class. A man brought

up to work Italians, Greeks or Mexicans would be unable to

cope with the negro. He has the intellect of a child and must

be treated accordingly. He is not apt to stay on the job long

if he is not allowed certain privileges, such as attending "rel-

atives' funerals" or spending Saturday evening. in town. An
occasional pass makes him feel important among bis friends.

The foreman must be a despot in that his word is absolute

law. If a foreman allows a negro to argue a point or to hesitate

in carrying out an order the foreman's value to the company

is gone. When a negro gets into trouble about gambling or

drinking or gets in debt and the county holds him for the "gang"

the popular foreman will pay him out and collect his investment

in monthly installments. The fact that he can borrow a dollar

when he wants it is alluring to him, for he does not consider

the advent of pay-day.

We run a commissary train monthly over the line which sup-

plies "rations," shoes, clothing, tobacco and other staples and

every man is allowed to trade with the company to the extent

of the time he has to his credit. This feature is very popular,

because each can always get what he wants off the supply train

without paying cash which seems to him like getting it free.

It is deducted from his time when pay-day arrives, but he does

not miss the money that he has never received and what he gets

is a surplus to be disposed of at once. It is a regular thing to

have a very small gang for one or two days after pay-day, but

as soon as the negroe's money is gone he wanders back to his

gang.

The section laborer is naturally much more stable than the

extra-gang laborer, as he is obtained from the countr\' in the

vicinity of the section headquarters, but he must divide his time

between farming, railroading and hanging around, and the ag-

gregate of his service is not great. On the other hand, extra

gang laborers are liable to stick to railroading, but shift from
gang to gang as the impulse strikes them. This creates a balance

to a certain extent, but the time that he must take to go to town
to spend his wages reduces his average time to that of the sec-

tion hand. Here is where the foreman who is popular with his

gang has an advantage over those of his fellows who are not

so popular. Labor drifts to the foreman who has a favorable

reputation, and his gain is often another foreman's loss. We
cannot interfere by sending this labor back to the gang it left

or by refusing to employ it on the gang to which it has come,

for competition for labor is keen and it would go elsewhere.

The negro has no initiative and if left to do a piece of work
with no direction from a white man will probably leave it undone.

Where the white man leads the negro will follow, and his best

efforts are exerted under the stimulus of the active leadership

of his white superior. A hand lent occasionally will spur him.

on to further effort, as he does not want to be thought deficient

physically as compared with his white boss. To work the negro

successfully he must be well fed and kept contented. Rations

in plenty is the greatest source of happiness with him, and when
the nights are cold a good fire in the camp car around which

he and his company can collect to swap j-arns or indulge in^

other more expensive amusements is his delight. "Sufficient

unto the day thereof," he lives with no thought for what the

morrow will bring him and so long as he has a full stomach

and a new jumper he is at piece with the universe.

The foreman must keep a close watch over his gang con-

stantly, for as long as the negro knows he is under the critical

eye of his boss and that an ever ready driver is at hand at any

moment to stir him up he will exert himself. Xegroes should

be worked as much as possible in small gangs so that the entire

gang can perform every movement in unison. When silence

reigns one may know that everything is not right, for in order

to work well he must sing or be ready with his grunt as an

accompaniment to the singing leader. His whole soul and being

is clothed in rythmn, and his inspiration is song. Keep him

laughing and singing, and he will give in return the most effi-

cient service that is possible with so inefficient a machine.

ADVANTAGES OF THE NEGRO TRACK LABORER.

BY P. H. HAMILTON,

St. Louis and San Francisco, Pittsburg, Kan.

The negro is not well adapted for tedious work as he hkes-

to work fast, and is apt to slight work that is necessarily pains-

taking. He has a preference for big jobs. He likes the "hip,

hip, hurrah!" style of foremen; that is, he prefers to work for

the foreman who handles his men as if he were giving orders-

to a regiment of soldiers, the foreman who shouts his orders,

and is firm without being blasphemous. Possibly this is because

the negroes are a noisy class of workers. All kinds of track,

work, even tamping ties, is carried on in rythm in harmony,

with a noisy tune chanted by some of the men in the gang.

For rail laying negroes cannot be beaten. They are strong-

and quick to act and can handle more rail per day than any of

the various foreign gangs. In an average gang a number of

expert spikers can always be found. A favorite way of using

the spike maul is "short dogging." A negro spiker will cut six

to ten inches from the end of a standard spike maul handle and

then grip the handle at the end with both hands, swinging the

hammer in a complete circle when striking the track spikes.

In this way he can hit two heavy blows to one by the common

method. It is interesting to see six negroes lined up on a piece

of track spiking this way.

Climate does not seem to bother the negro. He can work in.
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winter or summer, rain or shine. He can do efficient work in

the hottest weather. I have seen negroes handling rails without

any hesitation, in July and August, when it was almost un-

bearable for one to lay his hands upon them.

One strong factor in favor of the negro laborer is the speed

with which he executes his work without danger from personal

injuries. The number of personal injuries among negro laborers,

when compared with other classes, is very small. This is cer-

tainly due to the "straw boss" or unison man. In a negro extra

gang the unison man is always present, and for each class of

work he has a different rhyme which he chants in a loud voice;

and all the men move in unison. In handling rails or heavy

material every man lifts at the same time and lets go at the

same time; and as every man lifts his own part of the weight

there is little chance for injury.

The negro has the stamina, strength and courage to do heavy

work. Unlike most foreign laborers he feeds himself on good

substantial food, and is always in fit condition for work. In a

foreign gang there is always a number of ill-fed weaklings who

cannot do a good day's work; and because of their clannishness

it is sometimes necessary for the foreman to keep these drones

to hold the gang together. The foreman can weed out a negro

gang whenever he sees fit.

It is not necessary to have as much supervision with a negro

gang as with a foreign gang. Negroes work uniformly and when

once told how to do anything continue to do it that way. In-

stead of watching the minor parts of the work the foreman can

devote his time to pushing the whole of it along. When set

to doing one class of work the negro will stick patiently at it

until assigned to something else. The negro's ability to under-

stand English makes it possible for the foreman to give him

personal instruction. This alone makes him preferable to the

foreigner.

STRICT DISCIPLINE NECESSARY WITH THE NEGRO
TRACK LABORER.

BY A. O. WILSON,
' Division Engineer, Seaboard Air Line, Hamlet, N. C.

In the south the negro is relied upon almost exclusively for

track labor, and upon the manner of handling him depends the

success, progress and cost of construction and maintenance

work. Negro track laborers are divided into two almost dis-

tinct classes, the extra gang laborer and the section laborer.

The extra gang laborers are generally young, unmarried men,

who have more or less of a roving disposition. A large per cent,

of them work only long enough with one gang to make a "grub

stake" and a little "crap" money and then depart for other work.

In order to retain a good gang of negroes two things are neces-

sary—a good foreman and a good cook who will serve plenty

of plain but wholesome food.

Negroes are accustomed to looking up to a white man, and

for this reason a foreman must be of quick judgment, fair, just

and absolutely firm, and must maintain strict discipline. An-

other verj' essential thing, which is familiar to those who have

handled negroes and may sound strangely to those who have not

is that a negro be kept impressed with the fact that he is a negro.

This does not necessitate harshness or ill treatment as many

may suppose—far from it. It must be done kindly but firmly.

If one expects to keep authority over negroes, he must avoid

familiarity, for nothing will ruin a negro more quickly. He
simply cannot stand it. The section laborer as a rule is quite

different from the extra gang laborer in his habits. He is

usually married, or wants to get married and settle down in

the section quarters where he will remain for years if the wage

schedule is fair, and the quarters are comfortable. It is a good

plan to provide enough ground at the quarters for a small garden,

for the negro is naturally a farmer.

The negro is very susceptible to flatter}-, and this weakness

can be taken advantage of with good results, if one knows how

and when to do it. As an illustration of this an occasion arose

on some work recently where 75 men had to stand idle while

10 men worked. Of these 10 men, one man's lot was twice as

hard as any of the others. A good man was placed in this

position and the foreman then commenced to brag on the gang

in general, but the man in the hard place in particular; the result

was wonderful. These men did more work in 30 minutes than

would usually be done in two hours. The man who had the

hardest job did more work than any other two. and each ex-

erted himself to his capacity, which is a good deal from a healthy

negro.

The negros are usually faithful and loyal, and become very

much attached to their foreman. They come to regard his word

as their law, and regard whatever he may have to say as just

the proper thing without question, this being especially so with

the section laborer. The negro takes a great interest in rivalrj-,

and can often be spurred to greater efforts by pitting one gang

against another. I once increased the amount of rail laid per

day 300 per cent, by sending daily comparative statements to

each gang, which were read to the men by the foremen.

THE IMPORTANCE OF A GOOD FOREMAN FOR NEGRO
TRACK LABORERS.

BY W. J. EDWARDS.

Roadmaster, .Alabama Great Southern, Birmingbam, Ala.

Born and bred in the South, I know the colored people as

they are, and no man can know the negro unless he has been

acquainted with him from infancy up. I learned much about

the negro from my old black mammy and the little negro children

in my childhood.

Negroes are roughly divided in two classes. The larger class

is massed in the towns and cities, too often despising and shirk-

ing work except as compelled to it by sheer necessity. The other

class consists of those who are not ashamed of any kind of work.

The significant thing is that those who want work and are doing

it are commonly the negroes with little or no education, while

those who are shunning work are usually of the so-called edu-

cated class.

The negro as a rule differs as much from the white in mental

as in physical characteristics, though there are many individual

exceptions. He is very receptive, and in that which requires

imitation he is well developed, but in that which requires inde-

pendent thought he stands on a low stage. He is of a supersti-

tious temperament, believing in witches, charms and evil spirits.

In general, he is lively, excitable, passionate and fond of music

and display.

.About 95 per cent, of the track laborers on the .Alabama Great

Southern are negroes—the best labor we can get in the south,

because they can stand more heat, cold and hardships of all kinds

than the white man. To obtain the best results, the foreman

must understand every phase of the work and be experienced in

handling this class of labor. He must be fearless, of careful

judgment and absolute justice. He must deal with trackmen as

master with servant—never engaging in anything bordering on

a social feature. The negro is quick to detect the slightest

tendency in this direction which weighs heavily against his re-

spect for his foreman, as well as robs him of his greatest inspir-

ation to do his best. He is childlike in his obedience to the

foreman he fears and I might say, loves and respects him. When
this is the case, the foreman can accomplish tasks in an unusually

short time and in the most satisfactory manner. The negro is

a fine imitator and only requires the direction or supervision of

a foreman possessing the requisites to get the best results.

We have a number of negroes on this division who are honest,

loyal, hard working and intelligent laborers. They have been

in the service of the company for a number of years and can

do good track and bridge work. One man has been in service as

a laborer for over 26 years, who does good section work now

and seldom loses a day. On a number of sections from two to
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three negro laborers have worked for several years, and are as

reliable and competent, as well as loyal, as could be desired.

The scale of wages does not cut much figure. Generally, if

the negro can make enough to clothe and feed himself and family

he is satisfied. If he can live on $1.25 per day, he will work six

days in the week. On the other hand, if his wages are $2 per

day, he will not work more than three or four days; in other

words, after he has provided himself with a red tie, derby hat,

tan or patent leather shoes and the latest in a suit of clothes.

Referring to negro laborers on extra gangs, the best results

can be obtained by first providing wholesome food and lodging

cars, then treating them fairly. In addition to this, it is neces-

sary that the foreman arrange to advance to a number of his

laborers SO or 75 cents per week and probably more, especially if

he is camped in a town or city where the negro can "show his

dusky rose a time." Unless the foreman will let him have money
occasionally, as mentioned, or the company pays him weekly, it

is impossible to keep a sufficient force to do the work required

of either a section or an extra gang. It is a fact known by all

competent southern track foremen that this is true. As a whole,

the negro, if properly handled, cannot be excelled as a track

laborer for the southern states.

UNLOADING COAL FOR STORAGE.

The unusual demands for coal during the early spring of

1912 in anticipation of the coal strike made necessary the stor-

age of about 250,000 tons in the Hawthorne yard of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy, just outside the city of Chicago.

A trestle about 2,000 ft. long and about 12 ft. high had been

used in former years for elevating bottom dump cars, but on

account of the labor required to move the coal dumped from

this trestle it was desired to improve upon this plan. This year

after the trestle had been filled with coal a string of SO-ton flat

cars was placed on it and a track laid over the decks of these

cars with a run-off at one end blocked up on timbers. This

track was raised about 3 ft. above the decks of the cars on 12

X 12 timbers, making the top of the rail on the elevated track

about 19 ft. above the ground. Between the blocks supporting

this track flat wooden chutes made of 1 in. boards were spiked,

as shown in one of the photographs, in order to throw the

coal over the pile. Clamshells were operated along the tracks

at each side of the trestle to throw the coal over on to adjoin-

ing piles. The coal was dumped ahead of these clamshells and

allowed to fill over the tracks on which they were operated.

This coal was all thrown over on the adjacent piles and the

dumping was then started behind the machines, and they were

reversed, working back through the pile. When the coal was

all stored the decking was torn off and the flat cars were

pulled out. As the scheme was devised under the stress ot

necessity little thought was given to making it permanent, but

it has been suggested since its operation was so successful that

it would be a source of regular economy to construct a deck

for such a string of flat cars which could be taken off in sec-

tions and replaced rapidly and cheaply. By the use of such a

Construction of Unloading Track on Flat Cars and Run-Off.

deck the flat cars could be shifted from one pile tu another, al-

lowing the height of such piles to be greatly increased. This

method of unloading was conceived and worked out by X. H.

Young, terminal superintendent and H. Bloom, roadraaster.

MOTOR CAR FOR HEAVY GRADES.

A gasolene section motor car that will negotiate grades as

heavy as 3 per cent., and carry a full load has recently been

placed on the market by Fairbanks, Morse & Company of Chi-

cago. A number of these cars were recently ordered by the

Sierra Railway of California, this railway requiring a very

powerful car for their use, not only because of heavy grades,

but on account of the terrific winds that sweep the ravines.

The power of this car is shown by its climbing a 3 per cent,

grade with a load of 9,300 lbs.—the equivalent of 60 men of

average weight.

This car is built with all steel frame, and is equipped with a

three-cylinder two cycle, air cooled engine direct connected

to the rear axle, which is integral with the crank shaft and

made of nickle steel heat treated. The only moving parts are

piston, connecting rods and crank shaft, all of which are en-

Clam-Shell Transferring Coal to Adjacent Storage Pile. Motor Car for Heavy Grades.
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closed. Being of the two cycle type the engine has no valves,

cams, pawls, etc., which holds the upkeep cost of the minimum

and makes it an easy matter for the section man to master it

quickly and operate it successfully.

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING
SINCE MAY 17.

ARTICLES

SPIKE STRAIGHTENING MACHINE.

A spike straightening machine has been designed and built

in the Spencer shops of the Southern Railway, and is now in

use at the roadway shops at Charlotte, N. C, for straightening

track spikes which have been badly bent in service and are of

no further use in their present condition. As shown in the ac-

companying drawing, this machine has two dies for straighten-

ing the body of the spike and a header for squaring up the

head. It is a belt-driven machine and can be run at any de-

sired speed. The spikes can be straightened either cold or hot.

The following articles of special interest to engineers and

maintenance of way men, and to which readers of this section

may wish to refer, have appeared in the regular weekly issues

of the Railway Age Gazette since May 17

:

Pavements for Team Tracks and Freight House Driveways.—The sub-

ject of pavements has become a very specialized one and railway engi-

neers are frequently confronted with the necessity of deciding on the type

of pavement to be installed without having had experience to guide them

in the selection of the type best suited to the needs of a railway yard.

An editorial in the issue of May 24, page 1144, discussed the types of

pavement most suitable for the heavy traffic conditions which are com-

mon in railway yards and gave the principal advantages and disadvan-

tages of each. S. Whinery, consulting engineer. New York City, was the

author of a letter on this subject which was published in the issue of

June 28, page 1594.

Bascule Bridges over Buffalo Ship Canal.—The improvement of an im-
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\ Spike Straightening Machine in Use on Southern Railway.

It does not matter how badly the spikes may be bent, after being

straightened they are practically as good as new ones. This

machine straightens from 1,500 to 1,800 lbs. of spikes per day of

10 hours, at a cost of $1.25, the machine being operated by a

boy who is paid from 10;'2 to 12 cents an hour. The saving

amoimts to about $1.50 per 100 lbs. of spikes. We are indebted

for this information to E. Fuller, shop superintendent of the

Southern at Spencer, N. C.

A concession has been granted for the construction and opera-

tion of a railway from Buenos Aires, Argentina, via Reconquista,

to Bahia Blanca. This line will have the following branches

:

One from San Vicente to La Plata; one from Monte to a point

on the Bay of Samborombon, and one from Reconquista to Mar
del Plata. The gage of these lines has not yet been decided

.upon.

portant highway connecting the city of Buffalo with the town of Lacka-

wanna made advisable the separation of grades at the crossing of this

highway with the Buffalo Creek Railroad and the Buffalo ship canal. Two
new bridges were required, the building of which involved some inter-

esting foundation work, .^n article by Emile Low, which gave an au-

thoritative description of this work, appeared in the issue of May 24,

page 1148.

Embankments and Foundations on the Toronto-Sudbury Branch of the

Canadian Pacific.—The method of anchoring an embankment across a

muskeg and the method of replacing a bridge abutment demolished by a

slide of the adjoining fill were described in the issue of May 24, page 1158.

Harriman Lines Spokane-Ayer Cut-Off.—The building of the Oregon-

Washington Railroad & Navigation Company's lines between Spokane and

Ayer involved some unusual construction difficulties and some extremely

heavy work. The line was built to a very high standard and its im-

portance in the securing of competitive traffic makes the description of this

cut-off particularly interesting. A fully illustrated article on the con-

struction features of the new lines appeared in the issue of May 31.

page 1187.

The New York, Westchester & Boston.—The New York, New Haven &
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Hartford has built the first electric line in this country which is constructe

to the standards of a first-cl^ss steam railway. It extends from New York

City north to New Rochelle and White Plains. Some very interesting de-

tails of the construction of this line were included in an illustrated article

in the issue of June 7, page 1229, and an editorial comment concerning

the policy of building this line and the traffic which it will handle appeared

on page 1125 of the same issue.

Inspection of Rail Manufacture.—Robert Job, Chemist of the Lehigh

Valley, was the author of a Letter to the Editor published in the issue of

June 7, page 1227, which described a method of increased inspection of

rails which was developed on the Lehigh Valley in the fall of 1911.

Relation of Temperature and Section to Rail Failures.—The fact that

the new A. R. A. section rails are giving very much improved service as

compared with the older sections, and also the fact that rail failures are

almost inversely proportional to the temperature, is indicated by a plot

of the rail faiUjres per hundred miles of track covering the entire Harri-

man system for a period of three years. This plot was reproduced in the

issue of June 17. page 1337.

A Contractor's View on Railway Contracting.—Some very pertinent

coaimentf; on the difficulties which a contractor meets in attempting to do

work at a fair price in the railway construction field were published in

the issue of June 14, page 1345, and an editorial discussion of the same

subject appeared on page 1329 of the same issue.

The Little Salmon River Bridge.—The construction of the National

Transcontinental Railway, which is being built by the Canadian govern-

ment from Moncton west, involved the building of a number of long,

high steel viaducts. The one over the Little Salmon River is typical o

this class of construction on this road and is interesting for several rea-

sons. The use of through girders on so high a viaduct is unusual, and

the methods of erection adopted were economical. The fact that the

work was done under government supervision made it possible to pre-

sent complete and accurate cost data. The description, which was pre-

pared by R. 1'. Uniacke, the company's bridge engineer, appeared in the

issue of June 28, page 1603.

The Impact of Flat Wheels upon Rails.—Prof. C. H. Benjamin, dean

of the School of Engineers, Purdue University, has developed and is

using experimentally a machine for measuring the blows of flat wheels

on rails. Th-i possibilities of securing important data from tests of this

kind are evident and the results of tests to be made during the coming

year will be watched with interest. Prof. Benjamin's description of this

machine appeared in the i=sue of June 28, page 1613. A Letter to the

Editor on this subject was published in the issue of July 12, page 43.

Two Railway Extensions in Ontario.—Railway lines are constantly being

built through unbroken territory in the Dominion of Canada and such

construction involves work which is becoming unusual in this country.

The Algo-na Central & Hudson Bay and the Algoma Eastern are two lines

which have been built under such conditions and the construction of which

is of general interest tc engineers. R. S. McCormick, chief engineer of

these lines, has written an interesting description of the construction

work, including some cost data and a number of illustrations, which was

published in the issue of July 5, page 9.

Construction of the Panama Railroad.—In view of the interest that has

attached to the building of the Panama Canal and the reconstruction of

the Panama Railroad in connection with that work, the very complete data

concerning the traffic and revenue of that road and the detailed costs of

the reconstruction work just completed are of particular interest. A lib-

eral abstract of this information appeared in the issue of July 5, page 12.

Ornamentation of a Concrete Facia Girder.—The necessity for improving

the appearance of structures carrying railway tracks over important boule-

vards in cities has become so urgent in recent years that railway engi-

neers in charge of such work are trying numerous experiments in orna-

menting subways and viaducts. The Ogden Avenue subway in Chicago

is an unustial structure in that the facia girders are ornamented by de-

signs of Moravian tile imbedded in the surface of the concrete. A com-

plete description of this structure, with illustrations and cost data, was

published in the issue of July 5, page 17.

Canadian Pacific Passenger Terminal at Vancouver.—The Canadian Pa-

cific has begun work on some important terminal developments in the

city of Vancouver to make possible the handling of the business which the

rapid growth of that city has brought. A description of the proposed pas-

senger station and terminal layout was published in the issue of July 5,

page 22.

An editorial was published in the issue of July 12, page 39, which called

attention to the possibility of so designing terminal yards as to remove

from the public view objectionable piles of scrap and damaged equip-

ment.

The difficulty of securing right of way for a new line at reasonable

costs and the importance of proper governmental regulation of such pur-

chases was commented on editorially in the issue of July 12, page 39.

Rail and "Water Terminals at Texas City.—A completely equipped plant

for the mechanical handling of freight has been placed in service at

Texas City, Tex., just across the bay from Galveston. The details of

the construction of this terminal and the methods which are to be used

in its operation were described in an illustrated article in the issue of

July 12, page 45.

New Station at Panama.—A description of the passenger station which
the Panama Railroad is to build in the city of Panama was published

in the issue of July 12, page 49.

Concrete Piles.—An exhaustive discussion of the various types of con-

crete piles and the advantages and disadvantages of each was published

in ihe issue of July 12, page 53.

STATISTICS OF RAIL MANUFACTURE.

BY PAUL M. LA BACH,

Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

At this time, when the rail question is receiving a great deal

of attention, the following statistics of the production and

importation of rails in this country is of interest

:

Production of Iron, Open Hearth Steel and Bessemer Steel Rails in
THE UiyiTED States, Together with the Prices at Pittsburgh

FOR Iron and Bessemer Steel Rails; also Importa-
tion OF Iron Rails.

Bessemer Steel Rails.

Year.

1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861

1866
1867
1868

1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881

1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911

2,277
6,461
8.616

30,357
34,152
83,991

115,192
129,414
259,699
368,269
385,865
491,427
610,682
852,196

1,187,770
1,284,067
1,148.709
996,983
959,471

1.574,703
2,101,904
1,386.277
1.510,057
1,867.837
1.293,053
1,537,588
1.129.400
1,016,013
1,299,628
1.116.958
1.644.520
1,976,702
2,270,585
2,383.654
2.870.816
2.935,392
2.946,756
2,137,957
3.192,347
3.791.459
3,380.025
1.349,153
1.767,171
1,884,442
1,138,633

$166.00
158.46
132.19
106.79

94.28
68.75
59.25
45.58
42.21
48.21
67.52
61.08
48.50
37.75
30.75
28.52
34.52
37,08
29.83
29.25
31.78
29.92
30.00
28.12
24.00
24.33
28.00
18.75
17.62
28.12
32.29
27.33
28.00

28.no
28.00
28.00
28.00
28.00
28.00
28.00

21,712
39,360
45,141
55.784
78,450
96,443
123,816
160,730
144,570
146,171
174,513
183,070
169,480
190,993
246,221
299,463
318,118
384,623
410,319
445,972
521,372
523.214
658,467
808.866
679,520
521.848
447,901
417,114
296,911
288,295
375.143
440.859
436.233
203.459
57.994
22.821
13.228
21.142
20.591
12,725
9.159

13,882
8.240
10.437
6,090
4,674
5,810
4.347
2,872
3,319
1,592
695

1,730
6.512
667
871
318

per To

47.88
45.63
48.38

50.00
49.38
48.00
42.38
41.75
Z6.S8
126.00
98.63

77.25
72.25
70.38
85.13
76.67
58.75
47.75
41.25
35.25
33.75
41.25
49.25
47.13
45.50

O.H. Steel In
Rails in Ii

Gross
Tons. Grc

8,390
8,168

12,157
22,515
20,325
8,202
2,384
4.279
4,692

17,145
4,698
2,988

697
705
500

1,220
523

1.333
2,093
6.029

45.054
145.883
183,264
186,413
252.704
571.791

1,256,674
1,751.359
1,676,923

is Tons.

29,092
23,253
24,970
9,655

15,577
21,812
5,897

13,537
29,489
61,753
142,037
188,626
245,625
298,995
282,867
127,516
155,495
179,305
75,745
69,966
122,175
74,490
8,611
17,088

A company has received a concession for the construction and

operation of a railway between Rufino, Argentina, and Bahia

Blanca and the port of Naposta, passing through Trenque. Lau-

qiien, Guamini and Puan. From Kilometer 150 southward the

government may alter the course proposed by the contractors

with the latter's permission, so that the line would join one of

the other lines running to Bahia Blanca, Puerto, Belgrano or Na-

posta.
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SOME DIFFICULTIES MET IN TRACK
MAINTENANCE WORK.

BY A. PALM,

Roadmaster, Western Pacific, Sacramento, Cal.

The day of the brutal roadmaster and foreman is rapidly

passing. Intelligence is taking the place of ignorance, and

brute force is making way for brains. A roadmaster must be

a diplomat rather than an autocrat, as many of them consid-

ered themselves in former days when they made a habit of

riding on the back of passenger trains and throwing off notes

of censure to foremen. They always found fault and were al-

ways arbitrarj' in their demands. It is to be hoped that this

class of men is a thing of the past.

The combination of maintenance work now handled by dif-

ferent departments under the section foreman is a possibility

which is already being tried. The ability of the section forces

to maintain signals on some divisions is being proved, and the

logical next step is to add to their duties the maintenance of

bridges. It is argued that we cannot maintain bridges with the

poor class of labor now used on the section, and this is very

true. The false economy of using such labor even for track

work, however, is being realized, and eventually it will be dis-

placed by more competent labor. One of the strongest argu-

ments for combining bridge and track maintenance is the

fact that bridge gangs are housed in outfit cars and moved

from place to place, the time of moving being charged to the

work. Many times moves have to be made for small jobs

when the time of moving is greater than the time required

to do the work.

The problem of supplj-ing competent foremen for the future

must be solved by improving the quality of labor used on the

track and the working conditions of the foremen so that the

position of a section man in the community will be more de-

sirable, and young men will be drawn into the work. The best

way to accomplish this is to educate the foremen. The rail-

ways could profitably issue a text book of practical formulae

for computing problems in track work, giving instruction in

the use of tables of sines and cosines, tangents and cotangents,

latitudes and departures, radii and deflections. To make such

a book valuable, instructors would have to be provided, but this

is no more than the companies are now doing for other depart-

ments in the air brake instruction cars, safety apphance in-

struction cars and various other instructional privileges.

While taking such courses the men should be made to under-

stand that they are in line for promotion. Each one could take

up in turn some part of the foreman's work. One man could

handle the time rolls, another the distribution of labor sheets,

another the material sheets, etc., these duties being changed

from month to month. By this method the men would become
interested in the work and greater efficiency would result.

One of the most vexing conditions with which maintenance

of way officers have to contend is the tendency of other depart-

ments to draw on the appropriations made for track mainte-

nance. The distribution of labor sheets will often show that

35 per cent, of the appropriation for track maintenance has been

used by other departments. If other departments exceed their

apportionment, or if they have work that is obnoxious, the section

men are always called upon. On one large railway, although

a car repair gang of 28 men was kept in a large terminal yard,

the yard track gang was used to transfer bad order cars.

When changes in the yard tracks were to be made the foreman

had to tell his superior officers that under existing conditions

he could not do the work. Upon investigation it was found that

75 per cent, of his labor distribution for the previous four

months had been charged to transferring bad order cars. The
foreman of the repair gang said that he could do his own trans-

ferring but that it would make his time rolls $500 a month
higher, and he did not think the master car builder would stand

for that.

TRAINING FOREMEN.'

BY T. W. WHITNEY^,

Supervisor New York, Susquehanna & Western, Blairstcwn, N. J.

Each fall, at the close of the season's work, we hold what is

called a foreman's staff meeting, which includes all foremen in

the maintenance of way department. The meetings are addressd

by the engineer maintenance of way, superintendent, division en-

gineer and supervisor, and at the close the foremen are allowed

to express their views as to the most economical methods of

performing all classes of work pertaining to their sections.

These meetings have been the means of building a higher stand-

ard among the section foremen, as they show the men that the

railway company is interested in them and recognizes the im-

portance of their department, which has heretofore been

neglected. This stimulates the feeling among the foremen that

their officers are the best officers, and their road the best road.

When a foreman cultivates this feeling he works for the best

interests of the company and builds up a higher standard on his

section. A copy of the minutes of these meetings is sent to

each foreman, and they discuss the proceedings with their men.

Each season we make it a practice to employ one man on

each section who can read and write the English language, and

he is allowed a few cents more an hour. The following year

another man is put in the gang and the former one transferred

to some other section and classed as an assistant foreman, where

it was not possible to pick up a man locally to fill the position.

The only way that this plan can be carried out successfully is for

the supervisor to be personally acquainted with his men. Some
foremen have motives of their own for not promoting men, and

unless the supervisor keeps a close watch on the men in the gang,

he will be unable to pick out those who will make foremen.

Some supervisors are so elevated by their position that they

only converse with the foremen. While this is the only proper

thing to do when giving directions as to the performance of the

work, the supervisor must know the men in the gang if he wants

to operate his department efficiently. By mingling with them

and showing that he takes an interest in them, they will work

when his back is turned as they know he will give them a square

deal. He should greet them with the "glad hand" instead of a

scowl. "Molasses will catch more flies than vinegar."

Under the above arrangement we are able to pick a foreman

from SO per cent, of the section men, and the average might be

still higher if it was not for the fact that not every man will

develop the ability to handle men even if he has gained the

knowledge of properly maintaining the track.

CLAY OR LOAM FOR FIREPROOFING
TRESTLES.

The Chicago & North Western has used clay or loam as a

fireproofing material on timber trestles with very good results.

One-in. boards 6 in. wide are laid longitudinally on the ties in-

side and outside of the rails, and are covered with the clay or

loam varying in thickness from 3 in. at the rail to 4 in. at the

center of the track. It is ordinarily packed down with a shovel

as it is applied, and the flanges of the wheels make a groove

along the rails which carries off the water. It has been found

that the floor is made practically waterproof as well as fireproof.

While a number of grades of clay and loam have been used,

blue clay is preferred. The application of such a fireproofing

costs about 37;-2 cents per lineal foot of bridge. J. S. Robin-

son, division engineer, included in his discussion of this subject

before the American Railway Bridge and Building Association

his experience in removing a covering of this kind which had

been in use for three years. The ties were found to be almost

as good as when the sap rot was adzed off, and it was decided

that they were good for two years more at least.

•Received in the Contest on The Section Fore
March 25, 1912.

Problem, which closed
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Suits have been riled against the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul in the United States district court at Chicago to recover

penalties for 15 violations of the 16-hour law.

The Pennsylvania announces that the sale of liquors in

dining cars has been discontinued on the company's lines east

of Pittsburgh and Erie. Press despatches say that the Philadel-

phia & Reading has issued a similar notice.

A suit has been begun by the government in the federal

court at Philadelphia against the Lehigh Valley, charging

violation of the law in keeping two telegraphers on duty 12

hours a day where the limit prescribed by law is nine hours.

A Zeppelin airship, the "Victoria Luise," on the morning
of July 13, traveled from Hamburg to Kiel and thence over
the sea, making a journey covering in all 343 miles, and get-

ting back to Hamburg at 9:45 a. m., about nine hours after

the start.

The committee of the lower House of Congress which has been
investigating the steel trust is said to have agreed on a report

recommending the dissolution of the United States Steel Cor-
poration, The republican members of the committee will prob-

ably present a minority report.

Mrs Eliza C. Hayward, who died at Chicago last week, at

the age of 91, was a passenger on the first railway train run
in the state of New York, that between Albany and Schenec-

tady in the summer of 1831, which has been made famiHar in

the pictures of the locomotive "DcWitt Clinton."

On the evening of July 9 the Sand Patch tunnel of the Bal-

timore & Ohio, about 30 miles northwest of Cumberland, was
blocked by the caving in of a part of the roof, and trains had
to be detoured over the new line of the Western Maryland,
which is parallel to the Baltimore & Ohio at that point. This
trouble, which had been expected, will block the road several

weeks.

The New Jersey State Canal Commission has let a contract

for a survey of the route of the proposed ship canal across

that state from the Delaware river at Bordentown to Raritan

bay at South Amboy. The legislature of New Jersey has com-
mitted the state to the expenditure of $500,000 for a right of

way for the proposed canal, with the expectation that the

canal is to be dug by the federal government.

A Santa Fe Historical Society has been organized by E. L.

Copeland, secretary and treasurer of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, who has issued a circular to officers and employees
asking them to forward to him old records, newspaper clippings,

time cards, passes and other data. An effort will be made to

obtain records from every division and collect all interesting facts

connected with the early history of the railway.

E. J. Scott and J. A. Allan, of Phoenix, Ariz., arrived in

California July 11, after a trip around the world, which they

are said to have made in 39 days, or about 19 hours less than

the time made by the Paris reporter who circled 'the globe last

year. Messrs. Scott and Allan left Los Angeles, June 1

;

Seattle, June 3; Yokohama, June 14; Vladivostok, June 16;

Moscow, June 25; Paris, June 27; New York, July 4.

"You have 'gotta quit kickin' the public houn' aroun' if that

is one of your characteristics," says H. J. Slifer, general manager
of the Chicago Great Western, in a circular letter to employees
on the subject of courtesy. Mr. Slifer quotes from letters he has

received commending the courtesy campaign, and says, "We are

not living in an age of chivalry and employees are not expected
to be Chesterfields or Don Quixotes, but in deaHng with the pub-
lic, if you will simply "do unto others as you would have others

do unto you,' you will accomplish all that is expected of you."

The Illinois Central has announced a change in its methods
of collecting tickets in its Chicago suburban service to become
effective August 1. At each of the stations from Sixty-third

street downtown where express service is maintained, turnstiles

will be established and passengers will be required to deposit

single ride tickets or have commutation tickets punched on
entering the station. South of Sixty-third street conductors will

collect tickets on trains, so that passengers cannot secure a ride

to points further than Sixty-third street by purchasing a short-

distance ticket. The platforms and passageway at the Randolph
and Sixty-third street stations will be rearranged so that express

and local passengers will use different entrances.

The Wabash has adopted a comprehensive plan of fuel econ-
omy. Inspectors have been placed at the different mines from
which the company receives its coal and fuel supervisors have
been appointed in each of nine operating districts into which the

system is divided. The fuel supervisors will instruct the firemen

in the best methods of firing locomotives and a scientific investi-

gation will be made of the various grades of coal and their use

in locomotives of different types. Studies of engine performance
will be made and lectures on fuel economy will be given at stated

periods at the various division headquarters.

The bill providing for valuation of the physical property of

the railways of the country, introduced by Representative

Adamson, chairman of the House committee seems likely to

be discussed in Congress at the present session, the House
committee on rules having adopted a rule making the bill

privileged. This committee has also taken action looking to

further inquiry into the relations of shipping companies with

railways. The Martin bill, which aims to amend and stiffen

the law regulating the hours of labor of railway employees,

continues to be the subject of hearings before the House com-
mittee on interstate commerce; it does not seem likely that the

committee will take definite action on it at this session.

The strike of freight handlers at the docks on the North
river. New York City, has caused serious congestion in the

fruit and vegetable trade throughout the past week; but the

railways appear to be determined not to yield to the strikers,

and it is expected that the strike will soon be beaten because

of their, lack of organization and money. The Pennsylvania,

.

which brings fruit and vegetables from the southern states,

appears to have been the worst suflerer. Of the 800 men at its

principal pier about 600 struck. The southern roads were at

once notified to accept no more perishable freight for New
York, and the New York consignees have been sending their

wagons to Jersey City for their freight, this process, however,

causing much delay and expense. Considerable numbers of

men struck at the docks of other roads, except the Erie and

the Lackawanna. The Erie brings to New York large quan-

tities of fruit from the west, and it is said its men are bet-

ter satisfied than are those at other piers. Most of the strik-

ers were getting 19 cents an hour, and asked for 23 cents. On
Saturday the city food inspectors reported that they had con-

demned 278,000 lbs. of perishable products at the railway piers

as unfit for food. The bulk of this was peaches. It does not

appear whether all of the damage to the fruit was due to the

strike, some of the statements indicating that the fruit had

not been in good condition when it was shipped. The Hart-

ford & New York Transportation Company increased the pay

of its freight handlers about 5 per cent.

"Safety Always," on the Wabash.

General Manager Henry Miller, of the Wabash, who has

appointed safety committees with duties similar to those of simi-

lar committees on other roads, proposes to call meetings of em-
ployees' families at division points. A safety committee has

been organized on the Moberly division, and similar committees

are to be organized on the Springfield, Decatur, Peru and De-

troit divisions. At the meetings to which the wives will be in-

vited they will be addressed by B. C. Winston, assistant attorney

and general claim agent.

Impeachment of Judge Archbald.

The lower house of Congress on July 11, by a vote of 222

to one, adopted articles of impeachment against Judge R. W.
Archbald of the Commerce Court. The House presented the

case to the Senate, and the Senate is expected this week to vote

to defer the trial until the next session of Congress.
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Railway Inspection Under Difficulties.

The Tucson (Ariz.) Star gives the following account of a re-

markable inspection trip recently made by Major Charles Hine,

vice-president and general manager of the Arizona Eastern and
the Southern Pacific Lines in ^lexico

:

"Major Charles Hine, of the Randolph lines, has returned

from an inspection trip over the system and while in Mexico had
varied experiences. In his travels he w-as forced to go on rail-

way trains, steamboats, mules, hand car and finally a raft. The
whole trip took 18 days and Major Hine stated that it was a

hard one as well as an interesting one. He had no mixups with
the Yaquis or guerillas, but at several times was in their vicinity'.

"The hardest part of the trip was from Guadalajara to Tepic

by mule back. The distance was 105 miles and was covered in

three days. It was a rough trip and through the mountains all

the way. The second place that Major Hine encountered diffi-

culties was at the San Pedro river. The bridge had been burned by
rebels some time before and the major thought that he would have
to swim the river. Some of the section men were on hand, how-
ever, and had built him a raft of railroad ties. They were un-
dressed and in the river when he stepped ofl the motor car, ready

to pull him across the river. He was towed over and then rode

on a pump car to the next bridge, which had also been burned.

Here the men and the major carried the handcar around the

sand wash and in this way the next station was made, and from
which place he was able to catch a train."

Twenty-Six More Presidents Subscribe to Anti-Injunction

Protest.

The presidents of 26 additional railways have subscribed to the

memorial, protesting against the anti-injunction bill, which was
addressed to the United States senate on July 3 and which was
published in full in last week's issue, page 66. On July 9 the
following was addressed to the senate

:

"The undersigned having seen a certain memorial drted Chi-
cago, July 3, 1912, addressed to your honorable body and signed
by most of the presidents of western railways, desire to state that

they are in entire accord with the sentiments therein expressed."
It was signed by

:

Howard Elliott, Northern Pacific ; C. R. Gray, Great North-
ern ; Newman Erb. I^Iinneapolis & St. Louis ; B. F. Bush, Mis-
souri Pacific, and Denver & Rio Grande: E. T. JefTery, Western
Pacific; C. E. Schaff, Missouri, Kansas & Texas; Thos. J. Free-
man, International & Great Northern; Milton H. Smith, Louis-
ville & Nashville; W. W. Finley, Southern; T. M. Emerson,
Atlantic Coast Line; N. S. Meldrum, Seaboard Air Line; George
W. Stevens, Chesapeake & Ohio

; James McCrea, Pennsylvania
Railroad; W. C. Brown, New York Central Lines; Daniel Wil-
lard, Baltimore & Ohio; George F. Baer. Philadelphia & Read-
ing and Central of New Jersey ; Frederick D. Underwood, Erie

;

William H. Truesdale, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western ; E. B.

Thomas, Lehigh Valley; Thomas P. Fowler, New York, Ontario
& Western ; Alexander Robertson, Western Maryland ; T. P.

Shouts, Toledo. St. Louis & Western; Jos. Ramsey. Jr., Ann
Arbor; Fairfax Harrison, Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville;

Ralph Peters. Long Island Railroad ; Charles S. Mellen, New
York, New Haven & Hartford.

Freight Rates on the Farmer's Own Line.

No leading farmer was ever elected to the state legislature

who did not feel himself thoroughly competent to "wrassle"
with such trifling questions as those involved in the imme-
diate reduction of the rates on every railway in the state. And
this he feels perfectly free to do. regardless of the fact that

he has no proprietary interest in the railway. It is true that

the farmer does own a road, doing both a freight and pas-
senger business. Generally speaking it is the poorest road
that lies out of doors. It is the poorest built road, generally
speaking, that ever happened. The road that the farmer owns
runs right by his own farm. The freight rates on it are so
high as to be an outrage. If the railways w'ere as poorly built,

kept in as poor repair, and charged such preposterous rates,

there would be a revolution in this country. And we could

have no more farmers' institutes until the farmers got back
from the war. This road that the farmer owns is the common,
or garden variety, of dirt road, found everywhere in America

and Illinois. To haul wheat over it for the average distance

of less than ten miles costs $1.80 per ton. The rate on Euro-
pean roads, of the same class, is only ten to twenty cents per

ton. It costs more per bushel to haul wheat the average dis-

tance from an American farm to the railway station than it

does to transport it from New York to Liverpool, a distance

of 3,100 miles. Not being a high browed professor from a

state agricultural college, I have forgotten the number of the

agricultural department bulletin where I got the figures. But
they're right. The unnecessary and extravagant cost of haul-

age on the poor country roads of this state is one of the

heaviest taxes that the farmer pays. In the name of common
sense why don't he reduce the freight rate on the dirt roads

before he asks for any further reduction on the iron road. He
owns the dirt road. He does not own the other. But he can

only reduce the rates on his own road by learning from the

men who have reduced rates—often under compulsion—on the

iron road He can do it by cutting down grades, by building

scientific and permanent roadbeds, by building heavier and

permanent bridges, by improving his motive power and rolling

stock. The King road drag should be as common on the dirt

road as the hand car and section gang are on the iron one.

—

Prepared for committee on agriculture, Illinois Bankers' Asso-

ciation, by IF. H. Miller, Ottawa, III.

Disastrous Collision on the Burlington.

In a rear collision on the main line of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy at Western Springs, 16 miles from Chicago, on the

morning of Sunday, July 14, in which No. 8, the "fast mail." east-

bound, ran into No. 2, the Overland Express, eastbound, 13 pas-

sengers were killed, 11 were seriously injured, and 17 were
slightly injured. Two employees, George Bronson, engineer of

the mail train and .\. E. Bunch, porter on the rear car of No. 2

were killed, and the fireman on the mail train and the conductor

of the passenger train were injured. The collision occurred at

6 :36 a. m.. in a dense fog.

No. 8 carries no passengers, but is made up of mail cars and

is one of the fastest trains on the road. No. 2, the Overland

Express, is a Denver train. The block system between Aurora
and Chicago is worked absolute for passenger trains and permis-

sive for freights, except in fogg>' weather, when it is also

absolute for freight trains. The system is manual, the signals

being operated from block stations, in a few of which there are

women operators. There are no women operators west of

Aurora. The nearest block station east of Western Springs is

Congress Park. 2.3 miles away, and the nearest one west is West
Hinsdale, 1.6 miles distant. Because of a crossover movement
at Congress Park the block signal at Western Springs was set at

stop for No. 2. but the engineman was running too fast to see it

in time, in the fog, and he overran the signal so that the rear

end of his train was 850 ft. from it when he stopped. Although

the operator at Western Springs, Mrs. F. A. Wilcox, had not

forwarded No. 2, she gave the operator at West Hinsdale the

information that the block between Western Springs and West
Hinsdale was clear, since No. 2 had passed out of it. This would

have advanced No. 8 the length of the block and avoided a delay.

There was no distant signal for the home signal which No. 2

overran. The engineman of No. 8, also approaching Western

Springs too fast to see the signal in time, in the fog, also overran

the signal, at high speed, and ran into the rear end of No. 2 All

of the cars in both trains were of wood. The rear car of No. 2

a sleeper, was crushed, and 13 people in it were killed. The next

car was derailed and its rear end was crushed in. A number of

people in this car were injured. The third car was not badly

damaged and was not derailed, but a number of passengers were

hurt by broken glass. Train No. 2 consisted of 10 cars, train

No. 8 of seven. The road is now installing distant signals in

connection with its manual home signals.

There is a speed limit of 60 miles an hour on this, the Aurora

division of the Burlington, applying to all trains. It is rigidly

enforced and every locomotive is equipped with a speed indicator.

The records of all of these indicators are checked up in the vice-

president's office every day.

An all-day investigation to fix the responsibility for the acci-

dent was conducted by officers of the road Monday, July 15, at

Aurora, E. P. Bracken, assistant general manager; E. S. Koller,

general superintendent ; Robert Rice, division superintendent

;
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J. A. Connell, general attorney; and W. H. Winser, chief des-

patcher, conducted the inquiry.

The finding of the company's officers was that the evidence

showed the collision to have been caused by the failure of the

flagman, John Woodruff, of train No. 2, properly to protect his

train ; and that the engineman of No. 8 contributed toward the

accident by failing to run his train under such control in the fog

as would have enabled him to see the signal.

Engineman Bronson had been in the service of the Burlington

since 1889. He had a perfect record, with not a mark against

him for accidents. Flagman Woodruff had been in the service

about five years. He had been reprimanded on several occasions

for lack of diligence in observing the flagging rule. Mrs. Wil-

cox, the operator at Western Springs, has been in the employ of

the road in the same capacity for about five years.

It was established at the hearing on Monday that the flagman

went back about 1100 ft. and that he had put down two torpedoes,

probably thinking that he was soon to be called in. The engine-

man of No. 8 had reversed his engine and applied the emergency
brake. The reverse lever was found at the back of the quadrant.

Nothing was brought out which would fix the point at which the

engineman shut off steam and applied the brakes.

It has been the practice on the Burlington for many years to

insist that time is of secondary importance to safety, and train-

men have been instructed by rules and bulletins not to exceed

schedule time in stormy or foggy weather when the signals can-

not be plainly seen ; and not to make up time at the expense of

safety. No trainman is censured for failing to make up time or

for losing time when his excuse is that he believes he has been

running more safely. This is the first collision that the Bur-
lington has had on any of its lines between Burlington and
Chicago in 22 years.

The Corning and Wilpen Collisions.

The collision which occurred at Wilpen, Pa., on the Sth,

proves to have been due, not to a runaway, as was indicated by

early reports, but to the non-delivery of a train order. The
facts as given by the government inspector will be found in this

issue.

The inquest on the wreck at Corning, N. Y., July 4, was
resumed on Monday of this week, and Engineman Schroeder

was on the witness stand more than three hours. He said that

one of the injectors of his engine had not worked well, and that

he had momentarily turned his attention away from the signals.

The rod which operated the injector had been caught on a part

of the cab of the engine, which was loose. He had reported the

defect in the cab, but it had not been repaired. The fireman, notic-

ing that the boiler was not being properly fed, came forward to

speak to him and the engineman got down from his seat to

listen to him ; while he was attempting to hear what the fireman

said he thinks he passed the distant signal and the flagman. The
fireman had just gone back to his cab when Schroeder turned

around and saw the rear of the standing train ahead of him.

Schroeder said that he had drunk gin on the night of July 3, but

denied that he was into.xicated. Four Elmira saloon men also

testified that Schroeder was sober, and three of them testified

that he drank only mineral water while in their saloons. Schroeder

claimed that he had reached home that night at 12:10. Klapp-

roth, as reported last week, testified that he had seen Schroeder
walking unsteadily in the street at 12 :30. .A. lunch wagon clerk,

named Janskowski, testified that Schroeder and another man
were in his wagon at one o'clock, thus confirming Klapproth's

statement. Janskowski thought Schroeder's companion was in-

toxicated, but he believed that the engineman was sober.

From reports in the Corning Evening Leader we glean some
additional details of the circumstances connected with the col-

lision. Mack Huntley. Schroeder's fireman, said that he stood

on the running board of his engine, on the right hand side, and
yet saw no flagman and no burning fusee. His testimony, given

on the 9th, coincided with that of Schroeder, given on the 15th,

with regard to the injector.

M. J. Holleran, conductor of the freight train which delayed

No. 9, in testifying as to the fog. said that its density changed
frequently. Holleran. as well as other witnesses who were
on or near the freight train, testified that they did not hear the

crash of the collision. Holleran said that the men in charge
of the automatic block signals did not like to have torpedoes

used, any more than was necessary, because the explosions some-
times disturbed the operations of the signals. The enginemar»

of the leading engine of No. 9 testified to a conversation with

Schroeder about twenty minutes after the collision. Replying

to a question as to how it happened, Schroeder said that he
did not know. He seemed to be all right, but was nervous. He
talked intelligently. Asked if he had been dozing, Schroeder

replied that he had been talking with the fireman a minute before.

On the engines where the fireman works in a separate cab there

is a speaking tube from one cab to the other, but words can

be heard only with difliculty when the train is moving at high

speed. The engineman can attend to the injector without taking

his eyes off from the track ahead. Oscar Schick, the runner of

the second engine of No. 9, testified that the fog on that morning

was one of the worst that he had ever seen. The collision

pushed his engine ahead about 30 ft. Schick asked Schroeder

how it happened, and he replied as above, adding "If ever 1

was on the job, I was there this morning." Several witnesses

testified to conversations with Flagman Lane of No. 9 as to the

distance which he had gone back. His statement that it was

2,000 ft. was not shaken, except that the flagman of No. 11, who,

in going back, encountered Lane, said that he thought Lane's

fusee had been burning a very short time, so short that it may

have been lighted after the engine of No. 11 passed it.

Flagman Lane said that he had aimed to stop about half way
between the home and the distant block signals. He said that

he had never been instructed by the conductor as to his duties;

as a flagman. He was examined on the rules at Buffalo eight

years ago ; had never been told how far to go back ; had never-

been told that he must go at least a certain distance; had never

received instructions when to use torpedoes or when not to use-

them. Asked why he did not take torpedoes when he went back,,

he said he thought they would not be necessary, "I sort of over-

looked them, too." He did not see Engineman Schroeder's face.-

as the engine passed, but did see his body, the engineman ap-

pearing to have bent over to look at something on the boiler.

He did not see the fireman.

Conductor Sullivan, of train No. 11, testified that Schroeder

had explained his late arrival at the starting point by saying

either that he had been called too late or that he had not been

called at all; Sullivan could not say which. Sullivan at that

time noticed nothing unusual about Schroeder except that he

"looked as if he had just been called." Schroeder's conversa-

tion after the collision was entirely rational.

The coroner took the testimony of a caller to the effect that

it was necessary to go into the house and upstairs to awaken

Schroeder, whereas on other occasions he had been roused by

an electric bell.

W. B. Weatherby, signal inspector, testified concerning the con-

dition of the signals. He did not know of any way in which

a torpedo could interfere with the operation of the signals-

unless bv a piece of tin getting into an insulated joint.

On July 16, Schroeder being called again to the witness stand,

said that last spring he had been reprimanded for failing to make

time in a fog between Elmira and Corning. He made further

statements contradicting witnesses who said that they had seen-

him on the street at 1 a. m. on July 4.

Arbitration of Eastern Enginemen's Demands.

Hearings before the board of arbitration appointed to settle-

the controversy between the enginemen and the eastern rail-

ways began on July 15 at Manhattan Beach, N. \. The

enginemen's demands were published in the Railutiy Age

Gaaette of February 23. Grand Chief Stone presented the case

for the enginemen. on the first day. The next day B. A. Worth-

ington, now president of the Chicago & Alton, but who was

receiver of the Wheeling & Lake Erie at the time the demands

were made, presented the case for the managers. On the third

^

day several enginemen took the stand to testify as to their

work.

Mr. Stone emphasized two points. One was that the men

wanted pay and working conditions standardized; that is, made

the same on all the roads in the territory, and the other was

that they were determined that the work of handling the traffic,

whether by steam, electricity or gasolene, should be done by

members of their union. He bases the request lor increased

wages on the ground, first, of responsibility. Each, year traffic
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becomes more congested and the speed of trains increases. Each
year more is required of the engineer and discipline becomes
more rigid. There was never as much being taken out of the

individual eiigineman as now. The second ground is the skill

required. The fireman enters the service and if he survives

twelve months he gets his first examination, and the next two
years he gets two more. Then he has another physical exam-
ination. If he passes he is eligible for service. Fifteen per cent,

fail because of injury to the eyesight by the heat and the neces-

sity of looking into the furnace when shoveling coal. After

that he may run an extra trip now and then and keep on firing

for three to five years. Many quit because they are unable to

stand the strain cr are dropped. Out of 100 who start as fire-

rnen. 17 become engineers. An engineman on a fast train has

to locate and read correctly, in all kinds of weather, one signal

every 20 or 25 seconds. The third basis for the demands is the

hazard of the profession. All members of the union, he said,

are obliged to take out policies in the insurance system estab-

lished by it. The policies are for $1,500 each, and a member
must take at least one and may take as many as three. In the

thirteen years this had been in vogue, he said, the deaths had
numbered 8,054, out of a membership that now numbers 72,511.

Of these 2,550 were killed on duty and 91 committed suicide.

Nearly every case of suicide was due to breakdown under nerv-

ous strain. The average length of life of those who died after

taking out the insurance was 11 years and 7 days. There is also

the hazard of loss of employment. The requirements have in-

creased, and men are discharged for slight offerses. On half

the roads a man cannot get employment if he is over 45. On
the others he must be under 40, except on three, where he must
be under 38.

As to hours to labor, 20 to 30 hours on duty, he said, is com-
mon. Thirty to fortj- is not unusual. When you come to 40,

50 and 60. and even 73 and 79 hours in continuous service

it becomes criminal. The fourth ground Mr. Stone gave
for the increase demanded was the service performed. The
rate of pay per mile or trip, he said, was higher than ten

years ago, but not in proportion to the increase of duties.

Nor had they kept pace with the increases in other branches

of labor. Heavier tonnage and congestion of traffic had also

made it impossible for enginemen to work as much as for-

merly, he said. They had to lay ofT more for rest. The
eastern enginemen now get from $3.85 to $4.15, while in the

southeastern and western territory the rates are from $4.15 to

$4.40. The proposed rates, while slightly higher than in other

territories, he defended on the ground of greater congestion of

traffic and the greater revenue of the eastern roads. The work,
too, was harder, he said, ard more hazardous with the network
of signals in use. The enginemen in the South were also on an
eight or nine hours basis, as against ten in the East. While a

man might make his 100 miles in two hours, the speed increased

the strain and the fast runs were preferred only up to a certain

point the older men taking slower runs after a while. The time

between terminals is the shortest part of the work, the rest of

the time being consumed in preparatory work and making out

reports after the run.

He called attention to the varying rates of pay for runners on
electrified lires. Ke said steam enginemen had a right to these

runs, and that the respcnsibility was the same whatever the

motive power. As to larger freight engines, he said that the

Mallet has to be run to be appreciated. He did not think they

would ever reach a scale that would pay for running a Mallet.

The engineman really has the care of two engines and a longer

train to keep together. Seven dollars is very low. The roads

are now paying from $5.85 to $6.50 for 8 hours and 40 minutes'

work. There are few Mallets used on passenger trains, and he
hoped there v.ould never be any more.
Taking up the demands for overtime, which in the case of

freight trains would be computed at ten miles an hour, Mr.
Stone said that all that was asked was straight pay for overtime,

not time and a half. They had tried for a number of years to

shorten the hours of labor by legislation, but the real cure is the

penalty c,f overtime. If they could adopt the usual rule of time

and a half he did not think there would be much overtime. The
engineman should be paid for thirty minutes before leaving the

roundhouse, as that amount of time was required in seeing that

his engine was in proper condition. When an engineman was
delaj'ed in a terminal as much as an hour beyond the time set

to leave he should receive an hour's overtime. He aske ! si'i'ilar

payment for delay at the final terminal when it exceeded thirty
minutes. In case of tie-ups the engiremen want to be paid for
a day's work for completing their run to destination. As an
example, Mr. Stone said that an engineman might be tied up
thirty hours within fifteen cr twenty miles of Philadelphia. He
should receive a day's pay for taking the train into Philrdelphia.

In opening the case for the managers, Mr. Worthington said
that in 1900 the companies involved, according to the statistics of
the Interstate Commerce Commission, employed 19,543 engine-
men, and paid annually to such enginemen $22,191,189. or an
average of $1,130. In 1910 the same roads, according to the same
authority, employed 27,775 enginemen at an annual wage of
$37,672,689, or an average wage of $1,360. The average yearly
compensation in 1910 was 20 per cent, more than the average
yearly compensation in 1900. The w^age adjustments of 1910 and
1911 gave the enginemen further advances in pay resulting in an
annual increase of $4,044,230, or 10.84 per cent. Similar advances
were granted to all classes of employees prior to, or simulta-
neously with, the advances granted the enginemen in 1910. The
railways are in such a physical state that any unprecedented
rush of business will swamp them. The reason is that terminal
facilities are at fault. Millions upon millions are needed to ade-
quately take care of the shipping. The railways need money.
Operating expenses and taxes have increased. If they grant the

demands of their enginemen their securities and credit are liable to

be jeopardized, if the terminal improvements cannot be made, ship-

ping is going to suffer, and that means that the whole nation

is going to suffer. That is the meat of the whole controversy.

The enginemen now demand a standard rate of pay upon an in-

creased basis and certain of standard rules of service, which when
applied against the calendar year of 1911 would have increased the

engincmen's compensation on all roads $7,172,574, or 17.71 per

cent., the percentage of increase on the various roads varying

from 10.4 per cent, on the Bessemer & Lake Erie to 5635 per

cent, on the Coal & Coke. He named eleven roads on which the

percentages of increase would be between 31 and 56. In nearly

every instance this standardization will have the effect of im-

posing a very heavy burden on a very weak road. Poor roads

that have not the same opportunity to earn the same net earn-

ings per mile as other roads are not in a position to have a great

many things that the richer and more prosperous roads have.

They are unable to have block signals, they are unable to get

money to get as good tracks, as high standard of bridges, as

heavy rails, and other things that the richer and more prosperous

roads can have, and there should be no sound reason why they

should be made to pay a high scale of wages. A small road

does not require as high a standard in order to be safe as the

richer road, with a heavier tonnage, requires. There is not as

high-speed passenger traffic. Standardization fails to recognize

dissimilar physical characteristics existing on different roads and

different parts of the same road. It fails to consider the varying

traffic conditions represented by volume prevailing on different

roads and different parts of the same road. It fails to recognize

differences in wages paid labor in other employments for similar

grades of service in different localities embraced within the limits

of the districts involved. It fails to consider the marked varia-

tions in the net earning capacity of the several railways, neces-

sarily affecting ability to pay proposed standard wages, such

varying earning capacity being due to varying operating condi-

tions, varying rates per ton mile, and varying volume of traflfic.

The enginemen recognize the force of these points, as disclosed

by their claim for an increased wage, on the ground that their

services must be of greater value now than heretofore, owing

to the alleged larger revenue secured from the alleged increase

in the size of the trainload, which, they claim, more nearly

measures the productive power of their labor, which must vary

on different roads, incident to the conditions I have stated. It

does net seem reasonable, if they advance that as a reason why
wages should be standardized, that all those roads which have

the poor trainloads should have to pay as much as those that

have the large trainloads. Standardization is inconsistent with

demands contained in the last paragraph of the proposed sched-

ule presented by the enginemen, providing that existing rates of

pay or better working conditions shall not be reduced by the

proposed rates, nor shall the general committees of adjustment

be debarred from taking up with their respective managers mat-
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tcrs not decided at this conference. If standardization means
anything, it ought not to permit committees to come around to

these roads after these proceedings are through with and adjust

other matters that affect wages, and if the application for a

standard wage scale is sincere, all of those things should be
eliminated. Standardization of wages and rules of service in

the western and southern territories is no justification for ex-

tending the system, particularly when it is shown that the west-

ern and southern roads were standardized as the result of a

strike vote at a time when the managers felt that public policy

required a temporary concession, or as the result of mediation
under the Erdman act, and that the rules of service proposed
for the eastern district are not in fact uniform with the rules of

the western and southern districts, but on the contrary, embrace
the most advantageous ones, without any compensation for the

ones more favorable to the roads.

If the enginemen's wages are increased, other employees will

demand more pay, as there seems to be general agreement among
them as to the proper differentials between the wages of engine-

men, conductors, etc. Proportionate increases to these other

employees would increase the roads' operating expenses $63,000,-

000 a year.

On Wednesday, as mentioned above, several enginemen testi-

fied as to the details of their work.

delivered to him by the despatclier. The whole matter, how-
ever, is a question of veracity between the conductor on the one
hand, and the despatcher and other employees on the other hand,
since there is no written record of the order involved.
As previously stated, the combination car was being handled

ahead of the engine. This is an extremely dangerous manner of
carrxing passengers. There was ample opportunity of turning
this train at Ligonier, and there seems to have been no excuse
whatever for its not having been done. With the engine ahead
there would undoubtedly have been a material reduction in the
loss of life.

The method of train operation on this road is extremely faulty,

and until some adequate rules governing train operation are
adopted and enforced, accidents of this character are liable to

occur.

Government Report on Wllpen Collision.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued the report of

Inspector H. W. Belnap on the collision at Wilpen (Ligonier),

Pa., July 4, reported in the Railway Age Gazette of July 12,

page 66. The total number of fatalities was 23 ; 19 passengers
and 4 employees. The principal facts are as follows

:

The passenger train was eastbound, and consisted of a com-
bination baggage and passenger car and engine No. 10. It

was in charge of Conductor Kuhn and Engineman Dunlap.
The combination car was ahead of the engine, which was back-

ing, the passenger end of the combination car being at the head
end of the train. The freight train consisted of 14 loaded cars

and engines Xos. 7 and 14. It was running at between 20 and
25 miles an hour at the time of the collision ; and the passenger
train at 10 to IS miles an hour. The weather was clear.

The passenger trains on this branch are not known by num-
bers. No block signal system of any kind is used, the move-
ment of trains being governed by orders given by the despatcher,

either verbally or by telephone, to the conductor, who in turn

conveys them to the engineman and the other members of his

crew. No record is kept of train orders ; no train register is

maintained, and the road has no printed rules of any kind gov-
erning train operation.

Conductor Knox of the freight train telephoned to the des-

patcher at Ligonier and asked for an order permitting him to

meet the pasesnger train at Ligonier. Car distributor Noel an-

swered the telephone and on instructions given to him by Des-

patcher Minech, who was working at the same desk, told Con-
ductor Knox to bring his train to Ligonier, and that Conductor
Kuhn's train would be held for him.

Despatcher Minech states that he notified Conductor Kuhn on

three different occasions to hold his train at Ligonier until the

freight train arrived; once while the conductor was in the bag-

gage end of the compartment car, and twice while he was on the

station platform. Freight Clerk Clopp heard the despatcher

give the instruction to the conductor, while the station baggage-

man, William Fortney, corroborated the despatcher. Conductor

Kuhn was inter\iewed in the hospital. He stated that he had

no knowledge of the freight train having been given orders to

meet his train at Ligonier. He insisted that the only instruc-

tions received by him from the despatcher related to a freight

train which ran between Latrobe and Ligonier [not on the

branch traversed by him]. This train was in the Ligonier yard

at the time, and Conductor Kuhn stated that he was told that as

soon as it was out of the way his train could go.

All of the employees connected with this accident were ex-

perienced men. It was caused either by the failure of the des-

patcher to deliver, or of the conductor of the passenger train to

understand or obey the order. The weight of evidence seems

to be with the despatcher, and the conclusion is therefore reached

that Conductor Kuhn is responsible for this collision, either by

his failure to understand, or by his failure to obey, the order

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the

United States and Canada.

The forty-third annual convention of the Master Car and
Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States and
Canada will be held at the Albany hotel in Denver, Colo., Sep-
tember 10-13. The sessions w-ill be held in the convention hall

of the hotel. Reports will be received from the test committee
and from the information committee. Papers will be presented
on the following subjects: Vestibule End Finish; What is the

Most Appropriate Finsh for the Interior of Vestibule Ends?
What are the Essentials of a Protective Paint Making Oil? In-

terior Car Renovators; Would You Advise Their Use? If so.

Why? The Most Economical Method of Removing Old Paint
from Locomotive Jackets. The Finish and Treatment of Pas-
senger Car Concrete Floors. Treatment and Care of Steel Pas-

senger Car Roofs. Specifications of Standard Paint Material

for Railway Equipment. The Modern Method of Exterior Pas-

senger Car Paint, Including Priming and Surfacing. The Quali-

fications of the Present Day Foreman Painter. When Ash. Oak
or Mahogany, Finished Natural, Becomes Stained or Discolored

by Exposure to Water or Weather. Can the Stain be Removed
Without Scraping the Wood, and How Should It Be Done to

Obtain the Best Results? The Relative Difference in the Cost

of Maintenance Between the Steel and Wooden Passenger Cars.

Would You Advise Painting Wooden Roofs of a Freight Car,

Considering Its Treatment After Entering Service?

Arrangements have been made for a special train over the

Rock Island Lines from Chicago to Denver, leaving Chicago,

September 7 at 10:30 p. m., and arriving at Denver about 10

p. m. September 9.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names
meetings, and places of meeting.

of secretaries, dates of next or regula

Con-AiK Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis. 53 State St.. Boston, Mas:
vention. May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

.American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope, New York; next convention, September 12, Seattle, Wash.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
III.

.American .Association of Railroad Superintendents.—W. C. Cooder,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio: 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway .Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York. Convention. October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electrical R.mlway Manufacturers' .Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway. New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway .Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago.

.American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

.American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 1011 S.

Michigan .Ave.. Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

.American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony
building, Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.
N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.

.American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsvlvania. Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

.American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., e.xcept June and .August, New York.
.American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger. 13

Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.
.American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.

39th St., New York.
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-American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-

more, Md. Convention, 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.
.Association of -American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.
-Association of R.\ilway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C, & E. I., Chi-

cago.
.Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &

N. \\\ Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.
-Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112

West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.
Association of Transportation and Car -Accounting Officers.—G. P.

Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans. La.

Canadian R\ilw.w Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.: 2d Tuesday in month, except Tune, July and Aug., Montreal.

"Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal. Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—-\aron Kline, 841 North 50tb
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

•Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol

building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western PENNSixvANiA.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Treight Claim -Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, V"a._

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago,— E. S. Koller, 226
W. -Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs.. Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain, Brussels. Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

Internation.u. Railway Fuel -Association.— C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building. Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala. Convention, July 23-26,

Chicago.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—-A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima. Ohio, Convention, -August 20, Chicago.
-Maintenance of Way Master Painters' -Association of the United

States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention. November 19-21, Chicago.

TiLaster Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, Mav, 1913, Chicago.
Master Car Builders' -Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago.
ULaster Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canad.\.—

-A. P. Dane. B. & M., Reading, Mass. Convention, September 1013.
Denver. Col.

K.ation.al Railway -Appliances -Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
bom St.. Chicago. Meetings with -Am. Ry. Eng. -Assoc.

New England Rmlro.ad Club.—G. H. Frazier. 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesdav in month, except June. Tulv, -Aug. and Sept.. Boston.

New York RMuicAo Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Fridav in month, except Tune, Tulv and .August, New York.

Northern R.ailroad Club—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturdav. Duluth.

Peoria -Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion, Peoria, 111.: 2d Tuesdav.
Railroad Club of Kans.as City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

Citv, Mo,: 3d Fridav in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business .Association.—Frank. W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New-

York; annual, November 20. 1912, New York.
JI.AILWAY Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. -Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Fridav in month, e.xcept June, July and August. Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' -Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021

Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with -Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Hailavay Gardening -Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.;
next meeting. .August 13-16, Roanoke, Va.

Railway Development .Associ.ation.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,

Kansas Citv. Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Railway Sign.al ".Associ.ation.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-
tion, Oct. 811, Quebec. ^ ^ „.

Eailway Storekeepers' -Association.—'T. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' -Assoc.—J. D. Conway. 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh. Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C, B. assocs.
" & Tel. Appliance .Assoc—W. E. Harkn ""'

Richmond Railroa

284 Pearl St.,

F. O. Robinson,' Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.

B.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, A":

ept June. July and .August
Ro.admasters' and Maintenance of Way .Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &

N. W.. Sterling, 111. September 10-13. Buffalo. N. \'.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Fraumenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Fridav in month, e.xcept June, July and .Aug., St. Louis.

Signal .Appliance -Association.—F. W. Edmonds. 3868 Park -Ave., New-

York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal -Association.

Society or Railway Financial Officers.—C. Niquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago.
Southern .Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, -A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.: annual, Oct. 17. .Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railw.ay Club.—.A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta. Ga.; 3d Thurs.. Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., .Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo. Ohio; 1st Saturday. Toledo.
Tr-affic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthlv, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New Y'ork.—C. .A. Swope. 290 Broadway. New York;

last Tuesdav in month, except June. Jvily and .August, New York.

Traffic Club of' Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-

ings monthly. Pittsburgh.
TR.AIN Desp.atchers' -ASSOCIATION OF -AMERICA.—J. F. Mackie, /042 Stewart

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday. „ . ,, „ „
TiLANSPORTATiON Club OF DETROIT.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Traveling Engineers' -Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y^. C. & H. R..

East Buffalo. N. Y'.; annual, -Aug. 27-30, Chicago.

Western Canada Railw.ay Club,—W. H. Rosevear, P, O, Box 1/07. Win-
nipeg. Man.; 2d Mondav. except Tune, July and .August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor. Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesdav of each month, except June. July and .August.
, „, ,

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago: 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.

©rafftr Nettie,

The Official Classification Committee will hold a meeting in

New York Cit>-, July 23. to attend to matters which were left

unfinished at the close of the long series of meetings held in

April and May.

The Chicago & North Western on Sunday, July 7, put in

service a new passenger train called the Golden Special, from
Milwaukee to Chicago, leaving Milwaukee at 7:15 a. m., and
arriving at Chicago at 9 :20 a. m.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas, St. Louis & San Francisco,

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific and -\tchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, have reached an agreement for a joint up-town ticket office

at Oklahoma City, Okla.. to be opened in September.

The Judiciary Committee of the House of Representatives has
reported favorably on the Borland bill to give the Commerce
Court power to pass on errors of law made by the Interstate

Commerce Commission, both in granting or in refusing to grant

relief in any proceeding brought before it.

The Alabama & New Orleans Transportation Company has

been organized in New Jersey to operate a fleet of several

hundred self-propelling steel coal barges between Black War-
rior river, .\labama, and New Orleans. The president of the

company is Phineas \\ . Sprague, of Boston.

The Southern Railway, the Mobile & Ohio and the Queen
& Crescent are running an agricultural special demonstration

train over their lines in Tennessee, carrying, besides their own
men, a number of lecturers from the Tennessee department of

agriculture. The train consists of nine cars and stops are to

be made at 65 places.

The ocean steamship lines having given notice that after Sep-

tember 1, next, they would give clean receipts for cotton only when
the bales were in good condition and well marked, the shippers

and tlie railways have been holding protracted conferences in

New York City with a view to resisting the alleged unreasonable

demands of the steamship men.

In the Supreme Court of Kings county. New York, the

Long Island Railroad has secured injunctions against five resi-

dents of "Bay Shore restraining them from continuing the

fraudulent pra'ctice of selling or renting commutation tickets.

President Ralph Peters says that although hundreds of commu-

tation tickets have been seized and cancelled, this illegal prac-

tice persists.

Wells. Fargo & Company has announced that it will begin

the publication early in the autumn of a monthly magazine, ''The

Wells. Fargo Messenger." intended to promote a better under-

standing of its spirit and method among both its employees and

its patrons. Edward Hungerford, well known as a magazine

writer, particularly on railway subjects, and the author of "The

Modern Railroad. ' has recently been appointed advertising man-

ager of the company with office at 51 Broadway, New \ork.

He will be in immediate charge of the publication of the maga-

zine and of the company's publicity and advertising work.

See America First Association.

The temporary board of managers of the "See America First

.\ssociation."' appointed at a meeting in Chicago on June 28, as

previously reported in the Railzcay Age Gazette, held a meeting

on July 9 in the Transportation building. Chicago, and adopted

resolutions that a permanent organization is practicable, the mem-

bership to consist of all carriers, both rail and water, chambers

of commerce, boards of trade, civic organizations, hotels and

hotel organizations. trans-.-\tlantic and trans-Pacific carriers, and

others interested in the See -\merica First idea. With a view

to ascertaining the sentiment and the co-operation which will be

extended by the various interests. Temporary Chairman E. L.

Bevington was empowered to call a mass-meeting in Chicago

upon a suitable date in October and invite the appointment and

attendance of delegates as follows:

Governor of each state to appoint 3, mayor of each city 1, each

commercial club 1, each state hotel men's association 2, each city

hotel men's association 1. Hotel Men's Mutual Benefit .-Associa-

tion 2. .American Hotel Protective Association 2, each common

carrier (rail or water) 1, Trans-Mississippi Conunercial Con-
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gress 5, Northwestern Development League 2. Travelers Pro-

tective Association of America 5, each district travelers associa-

tion 2. governor general of Canada—each province 2, president of

Republic of Mexico 2, president of Cuba 2, governor of Porto

Rico 2, governor of Hawaii 2, governor of Alaska 2, governor of

Philippines 2, trans-Atlantic steamship lines 3, trans-Pacific

steamship lines 3.

In the meantime, the temporary chairman will call meetings of

the committee on Tuesday, July 23, Thursday, August 8, and
Tuesday, August 27, inviting the attendance of the local repre-

sentatives of the press and magazines at the first meeting, the

ways and means committee of the Chicago Association of Com-
merce at the second meeting, and local advertising agents and
managers at the third meeting, for the purpose of ascertaining the

extent to which they will co-operate in the general plans of the

association and the mass-meeting in October. The temporary

chairman will also appoint a committee to address the Trans-
Mississippi Commercial Congress on the, subject of "See America
First" and to enlist its co-operation and support in the move-
ment. Assurance has been received from President Trumbull of

the Congress that one day will be devoted to the discussion of

"See America First" at the meeting to be held in Salt Lake City

August 27-30.

The purpose of the organization is the propagation of the

slogan "See America First" and the exploitation of America's

scenic wonders by a campaign conducted according to well-

defined policies calculated to arouse interest and promote travel

throughout the L^nited States, Canada and Mexico.

The Express Companies' Attitude.

The following statement in regard to the ruling of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission was issued from the office of E. T.

Piatt, vice-president and general manager of the L^nited States

Express, with the announcement that it had received the in-

dorsement of all of the express companies having executive

offices in New York

:

"The report of the commission relates to rates and prac-

tices of the express companies. The vital thing to the compa-
nies is the question of rates. The report recommends a basis

of express rates on a zone system, which is entirely new. totally

replacing the present basis of rates and tariffs.

"According to the commission's report, it is conceded that

the average net earnings of the large express companies from

present rates are not in excess of 6 per cent, on the business

done—in some cases even less. The proposed rates would dras-

tically reduce the companies' revenue. It is. therefore obvious

that the proposed rates would not produce enough revenue to

cover the cost of business, especially as the changes in methods

of business to be adopted will increase the cost.

"Fortunately the commission has given the express companies

until October 9 to show whether the proposed rates should

be adopted. The companies will meanwhile prepare statements

showing what the proposed rates would produce on business

actually done, which information could not have been known
heretofore to either the commission or the companies.

"The question of reasonableness of the rates is one that will

be decided judicially by the commission in October. The com-
panies are not anticipating any final action by the commission

that will be destructive.

"Unfortunately, the question of rates has been up to this time

complicated in the investigation with that of regulations and

practices, which the managers of the companies have been as

desirous of changing as the commission itself. The report con-

tains suggestions and directions as to these practices which have

been made by the commission with the full co-operation of the

companies.

"It "is the purpose of the companies to adopt these suggestions

and directions, and put them in force, with due appreciation to

the commission."

Government Review of Crop Conditions and Prices July 1.

Crop conditions in general on July 1 average for the United

States materially better (5.9 per cent.) than on same date last

year, but somewhat lower (1.2 per cent.) than the average

condition of recent years. The month of June was slightly

less favorable for crops than the average June, but much more
favorable than June of last year.

The aggregate area of the important crops—corn, wheat,

oats, barley, potatoes, tobacco, flax, rice and cotton—in 1912,
according to preliminary estimates, is 241,155,000 acres, which
is 1.8 per cent, less than the estimated area of the same crops
in 1911, but 1.9 per cent, greater than in 1910 and 6.9 per cent,

greater than in 1909.

The condition of various crops on July 1 compared with their
average condition (not normal) on July 1 of recent years was
as follows

:

Peaches, 124.1; apples, 115.9; strawberries (production),
111.6; kafir corn, 108.0; alfalfa, 107.8; hops, 107.1; pears, 106.4;
millet, 105.3; oats, 105.2; grapes, 105.1; broom corn, 104.9; hay
(all kinds), 104.7; spring wheat, 104.3; lima beans, 104.1;
tomatoes, 103.9; tobacco, 103.7; barley, 102.7; sorghum, 102.3;
cabbage, 102.3; flax, 102.2; cantaloupes, 102.0; hemp, 101.9;
watermelons, 101.9; onions, 101.6; peanuts, 100.6; sugar beets,
100.5.

Cotton, 99.6; potatoes, 99.6; sweet potatoes, 99.4; rye, 98.1;
timothy, 98.0; rice, 98,0; beans (dry), 97.8; clover hay, 97.1;
oranges, 96.8; raspberries, 96.5; corn, 96.3; pasture, 94.8; win-
ter wheat, 91.4; lemons, 91.1; blackberries, 90.4: sugar cane,
89.3.

The general or composite condition of all crops combined on
July 1, duly weighted, by states, on the basis of 100 represent-
ing average conditions (for most crops the ten-year average)
is as follows

:

Maine, 102.7; New Hampshire, 104.5; Vermont, 102.4; Massa-
chusetts, 99.6; Rhode Island, 93.9; Connecticut, 97.9; New
York, 95.0; New Jersey, 91.9; Pennsylvania, 98.1; above di-

vision, 96.8.

Delaware, 77.6; Maryland, 107.7; Virginia, 103.4; West Vir-
ginia, 108.0; North Carolina, 101.8; South Carolina, 97.7;
Georgia, S0.4; Florida, 96.7; above division, 97.9.

Ohio, 90.5; Indiana, 89.2; Illinois, 91.2; Michigan, 89.8; Wis-
consin, 96.7; above division, 91.3.

Minnesota, 102.8; Iowa, 99.6; Missouri, 100.0; North Dakota,
106.3; South Dakota, 99.7; Nebraska, 96.4; Kansas, 105.9; above
division, 101.5.

Kentucky, 98.9; Tennessee, 99.3; Alabama, 96.1; Mississippi,

95.1; Louisiana, 93.7; Texas, 112.1; Oklahoma, 112.1; Arkansas,
97.4; above division, 102.4.

Montana, 99.2; Wyoming, 104.7; Colorado, 109.0; New Mex-
ico, 109.9; Arizona, 106.9; Utah, 104,3; Nevada, 101.9; Idaho,
104.7; Washington, 105.6; Oregon, 113.5; California, 98.4; above
division, 104.0.

Prices paid to producers of the United States on July 1 of
1912 and 1911, respectively, averaged as follows; Corn, 81.1c.,

600c. per bus.; wheat, 99.0c., 84.3c.; oats, 52.5c., 37.5c.; barley,

81.9c,, 70.1c.; rye, 83.6c., 76.9c.; buckwheat, 86.2c., 72.4c.; flax-

seed, 198.4c., 20S.6c.; potatoes, 103.6c., 96.3c.; hay, $15.57, $13.99
per ton; cotton, 11.2c., 14.4c. per lb. (the average of prices of
above crops, which represent about three-fourths of the value of
all crops, declined 4.9 per cent, during June, whereas in June,
1911, they advanced 6.7 per cent.; they averaged on July 1

about 17.5 per cent, higher than on July 1 last year) ; butter,

23.4c., 20.4c., per lb.; chickens, ll.Oc, 11.2c.; eggs, 16.7c., 14.2c.

per dozen.

Prices on June 15 of 1912 and ^911, respectively, averaged:
Hogs, $6.65, $5.66 per 100 lbs.; beef cattle, $5.23, $4.43; veal

calves, $6.33, $5.72; sheep, $4.52, $4.24; lambs, $6.02, $5.51; milch
cows, $45.84, $43.86 each; horses, $145, $145; milk. 22.1c., 20.6c
per gal.; apples, $1.08, $135 per bus.; beans, $2.62. $2.19; sweet
potatoes, $1.11, $0.94; onions, $1.55, $1.34; clover seed, $11.69,

$8.80; timothy seed, $6.68, $5.24; honeycomb, 14.0c., 13.3c. per lb.;

wool, unwashed, 18.7c., 15.5c. ;
peanuts, 5.2c., 5.2c. ; cabbage,

$2.67, $2.46 per 100 lbs.; broom corn, $79, $69 per ton; cotton

seed, $19.24, $23.38; bran. $29.35, $25.87.

Freight Car Balance and Performance.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between

railways of the American Railway Association in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 124, covering car balance and perform-

ance for March, 1912, says:

The miles per car per day averaged 24.5, including surplus

cars, compared with 22.9 in February, and 23.2 in March,

1911. Ton miles per car per day increased from 370 in Feb-

ruary to 389 in March, as compared with 332 in March, 1911.

The proportion of home cars on line decreased from 54 per
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cent, in February to SO per cent, in March, compared with 63
per cent, in March, 1911.

There was a sligth decrease in the percentage of loaded
mileage (.9 per cent.) compared with February. This figure

for March, 191), was 68.6 per cent. There was an increase in

the average earnings per car per day from $2.49 in February
to $2.57 in March, compared with $2.28 in March, 1911.

The accompanying table gives car balance and perform-
ance in the month covered by the report, and the two dia-

grams show car earnings and car mileage and certain car per-

formance figures monthly from July, 1907.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the American Railway Association in presenting
.statistical bulletin No. 123, giving a summary of car surpluses and
shortages by groups from March 1, 1911, to July 4, 1912, says:

"Total surplus on July 4, 1912, was 70,731 cars; on June 20,

1912, was 73.464 cars, and on July 5, 1911, was 165,508 cars. Com-
pared with the preceding period there is a further decrease in the
total surplus of 2,733 cars. The decrease in surplus coal cars is

general throughout the country except in groups 1 ( New England
lines), 6 (Iowa. Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas),
9 (Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico), and 10 (Oregon, Idaho,
California, Arizona and Washington). The net decrease in this

class of equipment is 6,077 cars. There is a net increase in box
car surplus of 3,056 cars. This is most apparent in groups 4
(the Virginias and Carolinas) and 6 (as above). There is a

slight decrease in surplus flat cars and an increase in surplus

miscellaneous cars, general throughout the country.

"Total shortage on July 4, 1912, was 6,707 cars ; on June 20,

1912, was 5.746 cars, and on July 5, 1911, was 1,887 cars. Com-
pared with the preceding period there is a further increase in the

total shortage of 961 cars, of which 292 is in box, 301 in flat, 586

in coal. The increase in box cars is most apparent in groups 1

(as above), 7 (Montana, Wyoming and Nebraska), 9 (as above)
and 11 (Canadian lines). The increase in coal car shortage is

general throughout the country, except in groups 3 (Ohio, In-
diana, Michigan and western Pennsylvania) 9 and 10 (as above).
The increase in flat car shortage is most apparent in groups 3,

4 and 6 (as above). There is a slight decrease in miscellaneous
cars general throughout the country. Compared with the same
date of 1911 there is a decrease in the total surplus of 94,777 cars,

of which 23,213 is in box, 3,079 in flat. 57,121 in coal and 11,364
in miscellaneous cars. There is an increase in the total shortage
of 4,820 cars, of which 2,582 cars is in box, 1,553 in flat, 969 in

coal and a decrease of 284 miscellaneous cars."

The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage figures

by groups for the last period covered in the report, and the dia-

gram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages from 1907
to 1912.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended until October 29 certain new
regulations affecting the transportation of baggage, contained in

tariffs filed by the Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic, and other
roads similar to those filed by carriers throughout the
United States to become effective July 1, which are under sus-
pension.

The commission has suspended until November 12, certain

tariffs, which advance the rates for the transportation of horses
and mules between Chicago, St. Louis, Mo., and other points

and stations in South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma,
Colorado and Wyoming. The proposed advances range in

amount from $1 to $16.50 per car.

Examiner George P. Boyle held a three-day hearing at Chi-

cago last week on a complaint of the Chicago Board of Trade
against the rate of 10 cents per 100 lbs. on wheat from Minne-
apolis, Minn., to Chicago, alleging discrimination in favor of the

Car Si'RPLrscs akd Shortages.

Date.

-Tuly 4, 1912.
- ••

4, 1912.
- "

4, 1912.
- "

4, 1912.
- "

4, 1912.
- "

4, 1912.
- "

4, 1912.
- "

4, 1912.
- "

4, 1912.
- "

4, 1912.
- "

4, 1912.

r- —Surpluses-
Coal,

^ ' Shortages
Coal,

->

No. of gondola Other gondola Other
roads. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Bo.x. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total.

7 10 131 126 116 383 543 200 317 1 1,061
25 1,889 90 1,822 698 4,499 s 437 7 449
26 3.580 107 3,067 2,258 9,012 310 330 50 690
9 1,022 2 378 1,247 2,649 136 567 703

19 1,108 6 1,319 1,460 3,893 31 108 1 165
25 10,509 299 1,652 5,207 17,667 25 94 232 14 36S
4 60 84 ? 516 662 102 10 112

16 3,071 ' 319 1,381 3,268 8,039 100 15 US
12 1.142 160 430 1,102 2,834 100 100
22 7,255 1,829 3,065 8,486 20,635 28 28
6 16 U 431 458 2,214 424 281 2,919

Total 171 29,662 3,038 13,242 24,789 70.731 3,461 1,856 1,036 354 6,707

•Group
Indiana, Mi
Mississippi,
Nebraska lii

gon, Idaho.

1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Ichigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia. Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Alabama. Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa. Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and
les; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group lO—Ore-
California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

ShoHage 1911 Surplus Shorfoffe X WtB

Car Surpluses and Shortages in 1907 to 1912.
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Minneapolis millers who have a 7j4-cent proportional with mill-

ing-in-transit privilege at Minneapolis.

Examiner Burchmore held a hearing at Denver, Col., on July

12 on a complaint filed by the Denver Chamber of Commerce
asking a reduction in class and commodity rates from territory

east of the Mississippi river to Denver and Salt Lake City, Utah.

Rates on Cotton Seed Reduced.

East Saint Louis Cotton Oil Company v. St. Louis & San
Francisco et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clements:

The commission found that the practice of the defendants of

charging higher rates on cotton seed than on cotton seed oil

from various stations in Arkansas, Oklahoma, Tennessee and
Mississippi to East St. Louis, 111., was in violation of the law,

and ordered that in future rates on cotton seed should not ex-

ceed the rates on cotton seed oil. (24 I. C. C, 588.)

Reparation Awarded.

Bancroft-JVliitney Co. v. Cincinnati, Kexv Orleans- & Texas
Pacific et al. Opinion by the commission:
The commission found that the first class rate of $3 per

100 lbs. on shipments of electrotype plates from Cincinnati,

Oliio, to San Francisco. Cal., was unreasonable, to the extent

that it exceeded the second class rate of $2.60 per 100 lbs. (24

I. C. C, 557.)

F. B. Alexander z: Southern Pacific et al. Opinion by the

commission:
The complainant shipped a crated automobile from El Paso,

Tex., to Los Angeles. Cal. The defendant decided that the

crate did not comply with the requirements of the tariff and
charged the rate applicable to uncrated automobiles. The
commission found that the definition of crates in the tariff was
ambiguous, and that the rate on crated automobiles should have
been applied. (24 L C. C, 306.)

National Refining Co. v. Missouri Pacific. Opinion by the

commission:
The commission found that the present rate of 33.1 cents per

100 lbs. for the transportation of petroleum and its products

in carloads from Coffeyville, Kan., to Hastings, Xeb.. was not

unreasonable, but that the rate of 18.4 cents per 100 lbs. for the

transportation of petroleum and its products in carloads from
Coffeyville to Sedalia, Mo., was unreasonable to the extent that

it exceeds 17 cents. (24 I. C. C, 315.)

Herman Loeb v. Texas & Pacific. Opion by the commis-

sion :

The complainant was charged a rate of 72 cents per 100 lbs.

on a shipment of cotton-compress machinery in carloads from

Xew Orleans, La., to Marshall, Tex. He contends that this

rate is unreasonable, in that it exceeds the aggregate of inter-

mediate rates from Xew Orleans to Shreveport and thence to

destinatian. This aggregate of intermediate rates was 58 cents

per 1(X) lbs. The commission found that the rate of 72 cents

per 100 lbs. was unreasonable, to the extent that it exceeded

40 cents. (24 I. C. C, 304.)

St. Louis Blast Furnace Co. v. Virginian Railway et al.

Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The commission found that the rates charged the complain-

ant on shipments of coke from Page. W. Va., Ansted and

Glassport, Pa., to Carondelet. Mo., were neither unreasonable

nor unduly discriminatory, nor did they subject the complainant

to undue prejudice or disadvantage; but the rates charged on

shipments of coke from Page to Carondelet. which moved via

New Albany, Ind.. were greater than the rates specified in the

tariffs in effect at that time, because, in the absence of a joint

rate between those points, the rates applied exceeded the com-
bination of intermediate rates which existed at the same time

and which should have been applied to the shipments in ques-

tion. (24 I. C. C, 361.)

Jackson & Perkins Co. v. Southern Pacific et al. Opinion

by the commission:
The complainant was charged at the rate of $70 per car

for refrigeration on shipments of nursery stock from points

in California to Newark, N. J. Prior to 1910 the refrigeration

charges for such shipments did not exceed $22 per car. Com-

plamant showed that though it had specifically ordered the
carrier to only :ce the car at the point of origin, the carrier

had reiced the car at other points along the route. The com-
plainant insists that this additional icing is actually detri-

mental to the shipments. The defendants showed that the

amount of ice required for one icing at the point of origin

was about 5'/i tons, and that the cost was about $3 a ton.

The commission found that the rate of $70 per car on such
shipments was unreasonable and that a rate of $31.50, based
on $16.50 for ice, $5 for repairs to the ice bunkers and $10
for hauling the ice and putting it into the car, should here-

after apply. (24 I. C. C, 323.)

Complaint Dismissed.

Anadarko Cotton Oil Co. et al. v. Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe et al. Opinion by the commission:
This hearing is supplemental to 20 I. C. C, 43, in which rates

on the products of cotton seed, including oil, hulls, cake, meal
and lint, from producing points in Oklahoma to various mar-
kets were attacked as unreasonable. The commission found
that after consideration of both the original and supplemental
evidence, these rates were not shown to be unreasonable. (24
I. C. C, 327.)

Red "C" Oil Manufacturing Co. v. Alabama & Vicksburg et

al. Opinion by Commissioner Clements:
The southern classification requires shipments of benzine,

gasolene and naphtha to be made in metal drums and metal

barrels. The complainant contends that this rule is unreason-

able and prejudicial, and says that no such rule is in effect

in other parts of the country. The commission found that it

would be a step backward to order the defendants to strike

out this rule, as its purpose was to promote safety, and as it

would not be long before this rule would be in force through-

out the country. (24 I. C. C, 542.)

Globe Milling Co. z: the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

Opinion by commission:
Watertown, Wis., is now on a parity with Minneapolis. Minn.,

in the milling of rye when the product moves to eastern destina-

tions. The complainants contend that reparation should be made
on shipments made before the present rate situation was in

effect. The commission found that the facts did not show that

the charges exacted for the milling-in-transit privilege was ex-

cessive. The commission also found that the fact that a carrier

has by certain rate adjustment as to one commodity enabled a

manufacturer to overcome the natural disadvantages of his loca-

tion, is not in itself a ground upon which the commission is

justified in establishing a similar adjustment as to another com-
modity. (24 I. C. C. 595.)

C. IV. Hull Co. V. Southern Railway et al. Opinion by the

commission:
On through shipments of washed No. 1 egg coal the com-

plainant was charged on the net weight of the shipment minus
1 per cent, as an allowance for moisture by three roads. The
Chicago & North Western, however, which formed part of the

haul, did not make any deductions from the net weight for

moisture. The tariff of the Chicago & Xorth Western states

that on receiving shipments from connecting lines the weights

at which the shipments were carried by those lines would be

accepted. The complainant contends that the North Western

is bound to make the deduction for moisture if it accepts the

weights at which the shipments were carried by the connecting

lines. The commission found, however, that the roads grant-

ing the allowance for moisture stated that those allowances

were deductions from the actual net weights, and therefore

they would have to cite the actual net weights to the Chicago

& North Western rather than the weights after the deductions

had been made. (24 I. C. C. 302.)

Memphis Freight Bureau v. St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern. Opinion by the commission:

Prior to August 15. 1907, transit privileges were granted on

shipments of logs from points in Arkansas to other points in

that state when for reshipment to Memphis. Tenn. On Au-

gust 15. 1907, the through rates were abolished on such ship-

ments and local rates were charged. On May 21, 1908. the

through rate was re-established. Complainant seeks repa-
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ration on shipments made during the period between August
15. 1907, and May 21, 1908. on the basis of the rate previously
in force and afterwards re-estabh'shed. The commission found
that the tariff naming the rates in effect during this period in

no way referred to the manufacturing and reshipping tariffs

and did not so connect the inbound and outbound movement
as to constitute continuous carriage from the points of origin

of the materials to the points of destination of the produius.

The complainant contends that the delivery of an inbound ship-

ment at a transit point is but one step of a progressive move-
ment and that the status of such a shipment remains un-

changed as to the period of limitation, even though at the time
of delivery there was no authority in the tariff, under which
this shipment moved, to in any way alter or modify the rate

named because of fabrication of the shipment. The commis-
sion found that in this case there were no circumstances under
which the transportation into and out of the transit point might
be characterized as continuous. (24 I. C. C, 547.)

Rates on Bituminous Coal Reduced.

Grenada Oil Mill z\ Illinois Central. Opinion by the com-
mission:

The commission found that the rate of $1.80 per net ton for

the transportation of bituminous coal from Herrin, 111., and
W'heatcroft and Sturgis, Ky., to Grenada, Miss., was unreason-
able, to the extent that it exceeds $1.60 per net ton. (24
I. C. C, 318.)

Rates on Rough Iron Castings Reduced.

Central California Traction Co. v. Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul et al. Opinion by the commission:
At the time the shipments of rough iron castings in sacks

moved the western classification provided for fourth class

rating on castings in less than carloads in bags, boxes or casks.

The fourth class rate from Beaver Dam. Wis., to Stockton,

Cal.. the points between which the shipments moved, was $1.90

per 100 lbs. At the same time, however, the defendants'

tariffs named a commodity rate of $1.60 on castings, n. o. s.,

in boxes, casks or crates. A rule of this tariff provided that

iron castings in bags or bundles should take a rate 50 per cent.

higher than if ihey were in boxes. Under the application of

this rule the complainant was charged $2.40 per 100 lbs. The
commission decided that where an article is covered by both a

commodity and a class rate the commodity rate should apply,

as it was the more specific of the two, but that in this case the

commodity rate was unreasonable, in that it exceeded $1.90 per

100 lbs. Reparation was awarded. (24 I. C. C, 550.)

Mixed Carload Rates on Grain and Grain Products.

Southwestern Millers' League v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe et al. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:
Under the rule formerly iiv effect on mixed carload ship-

ments of grain or grain products the balance of the through

rate or the outbound proportional rate was applied on the

actual weight of the transit commodity in the car, and the flat

carload rate from the milling point was assessed on the actual

weight of the non-transit commodity in the car. When the

actual weight of the entire shipment was less than the mini-

mum carload weight, the billed weight of the transit portion

of the shipment was increased so that the sum of the billed

weights of the transit and non-transit articles would equal

the carload minimum weight. The defendants have abolished

this rule and have established a new one.

The present rule requires the transit portion of the shipment

to be charged at the balance of the through rate or at the re-

shipping rate based on the carload minimum weight. Any
non-transit grain or grain products in the car must be treated

as a separate shipment from the milhng point taking the flat

local less than carload rate on the basis of its actual weight.

The complainants allege that this rule is unreasonable and

discriminatory, in that it puts the small millers at interior

points at a substantial disadvantage. Much of the grain used

by them is of local origin or is non-transit because it has

come in over a road other than the one that has the outbound

haul. The supply of transit grain is therefore limited. The
millers at large milling points and- primary markets make no

objection to the rule because it has no practical application to
•their operations, as substantially all of their grain comes in
on transit rates. In this way they escape the payment of local
rates and are able to ship the entire contents of their cars at
the balance of a through rate. The defendants claim that the
former rule was withdrawn and the present one established
in order to conform their practices more closely to the views
of the commission in regard to transit privileges. The com-
plainants seek to have the former rule restored and contend
that it did not conflict with the law or with the rulings of the
commission. They also point out that the official classification

permits consolidation in carloads of different commodities
under a rule that applies to the entire shipment the highest car-
load rate and minimum weight on any article in the mixture.
The commission found, however, that the former rule did not
purport to establish a carload rate on a mixed carload shipment
from a transit point, but to apply from that point the balance
of a carload rate from a point beyond to a less than carload
shipment of a transit commodity from the transit point and
permit the shipment to make good the shortage in the mini-
mum weight by putting into the car at the transit point the

required weight of some non-transit commodity. The result of

the operation of the rule w.as not only to give to a less than car-

load quantity of the transit commodity the benefit of the balance
of a through carload rate, but to give a carload rate to a non-
transit commodity, although moving in less than carload quan-
tity from the transit point. This conflicts with some of the

findings in regard to transit practices, but the present ruling is

free from that objection. The commission found that there

is no objection to the application of carload rates on mixed
carload shipments of transit and non-transit grain and grain

products, and will permit the use of the proportional carload

rate or the balance of the through rate on the transit portion

of such a shipment and a flat carload rate from the transit

point on the non-transit portion. The total charges are to be

based on the highest carload minimum applicable on any com-
modity in the car. It should also be provided that the car-

load rate should not apply to that portion of the shipment,

whether transit or non-transit, the actual or billed weight of

which is less than 10,000 lbs., and that the traffic should be sur-

rounded with all the safeguards required by the transit rulings

of the commission. Xo order was made nor was any repa-

ration awarded. (24 I. C. C, 552.)

Rates on Watermelons Not Changed.

/. H. Balirenburg. Bro. & Co. ct al. v. Atlantic Coast Line

et al. Opinion by Commissioner Pronty:

The commission found that though the fact that the rate on

watermelons was lower from the southeastern territory to the

middle west than to, the .\tlantic seaboard, tends to show that

the latter rate might well be reduced, examination had shown
that it was not sufficient to condemn as unreasonable rates that

are reasonable when compared with the rates fixed by the com-

mission in other cases. The commission did not undertake to

determine the exact relation which should exist between the

rates on watermelons and the rates on cantaloupes, but found

that the present rate on cataloupes had not been shown to be

unlawful. The complainant alleged that rates to different

points in trunk line territory had not been properly adjusted

with reference to other territory. The commission found that

this allegation was not established, but reserved the right upon

a more specific complaint and a fuller record to further ex-

amine that question. The complainant also contended that the

defendants should be ordered to resume delivery in New York

City instead of Jersey City, as is now the practice, or in de-

fault, that the rate should be reduced by an amount which

would fairly equal the saving to the railway by the change.

The commission found that the defendants were amply justi-

fied in changing the deUvery to Jersey Cit\-. on account of lack

of facihties at "Xew York. '(24 I. C. C. 560.")

Class Rates from Galveston Reduced.

Southwestern shippers' Traffic Association z: Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe et al. Opinion by Chairman Prouty:

The commission found that the present class rates from Gal-

veston, Tex., to Wichita, Kan., and Oklahoma City, Okla., were
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unreasonable, and prescribed reasonable rates for the future.

An attempt to name proportional rates on this traffic, as re-

quested by the complainants, would not be wise under the cir-

cumstances. The complainant attacks the reasonableness of the

through rate from the Atlantic seaboard to points in Texas, but

that part of the case was not urged in the trial, and was, there-

fore, not considered. The monopolistic conditions which have

existed in the water traffic between the Atlantic seaboard and
Galveston have resulted in excessive charges, but to what ex-

tent was impossible to determine. The present class rates from
the Atlantic seaboard territory to Wichita, Denver and Okla-

homa City were . not found to have been unreasonable. (24

I. C. C, 570.)

Morristown, Term., Discriminated Against.

Board of Trade of Morrisloivn, Teiin., et al. v. Atlantic Coast

Line et al. Opinion by Commisisoner Meyer:
The commission found that Morristown, Tenn., and other

points between Bristol, Tenn., and Kncxville on the direct line

of the Southern Railway, are entitled to rates from New York
City and related points not higher than the rates from those

points to Kno.xville. The commission also found that the com-
modity rate on glassware, n. o. s. from Pittsburgh, Pa., and
Wheeling, W. Va., to Morristown, should not exceed the com-
bination on Bristol. The reasonableness of other rates was also

attacked, but the commission found that the evidence was not

conclusive. No reparation was awarded. (24 I. C. C, 372.)

HatlttJay (BiUcev!^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Rates on Lime-Sulphur Solution Reduced.

Hardie Manufacturing Company i: Oregon Railroad and
Xaz'igation Company ct al. Opinion by the commission:

The commission found that the rate of 85 cents per 100 lbs.,

minimum 40,000 lbs., charged for transportation of a carload of

!ime-sulphur solution from Pullman Junction, III., to Portland,

Ore., was unreasonable to the extent that it exceeds 65 cents

per 1(X) lbs., minimum 30,000 lbs. As there was some doubt about

the actual weight of the shipment, the order for reparation was
postponed. (24 I. C. C, 545.)

COURT NEWS.

The Grand Rapids & Indiana was fined $14,000 and the Nichols

& Cox Lumber Company $3,000 in the United States district

court at Grand Rapids. Mich., on July 9 for rebating. The court

assessed the minimum fine on each count.

The Wisconsin upper berth law was declared invalid in a

decision by Circuit Judge Stevens at Madison, Wis., on July 10.

The law provided that whenever a person occupied a lower

berth in a sleeping car and the upper berth of the same section

was not engaged the upper must remain closed. In a test case

against the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul the court held that

the law takes the defendant's property without just compensation.

The Supreme Court of New Jersey has sustained the order

of the Public Utilities commission of the state requiring rail-

ways to sell season tickets to Jersey City, Hoboken and Cam-
den. Hitherto the railways terminating in these cities have
sold season tickets only to New York or Philadelphia, so that

a passenger desiring to terminate his journey at the New
Jersey town and not to cross the ferry nevertheless had to

pay the same price as w-as paid by passengers using the ferry.

The Supreme Court of Illinois has decided that the law of

that state prohibiting the drinking of intoxicants on certain

cars of passenger trains is constitutional. The case was car-

ried to the high court by Mrs. Amabelle Tarantina of Ashley,

111. Mrs. Tarantina sued for damages in the county court against

the Louisville & Nashville for an alleged sickness and nervous

breakdown caused by a tussle with a conductor who attempted

to eject her because she took a draught of intoxicating liquor

while on the train. She alleged that she was_^ sick and used

the stimulant on a doctor's prescription. The county court

held that the law was constitutional and the conductor was
vested with the authority by law to eject and have placed

under arrest any passenger who partakes of an intoxicant

while riding in any other coach than the buffet car ; and this

decision is now sustained.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

The office and title of assistant auditor of the Texas & Pa-
cific has been abolished.

T. A. Duff has been appointed auditor of the Southern Pa-
cific of Mexico, with office at Tucson, Ariz., succeeding G. E.
Bissonnet, promoted.

John Graham Drew, whose election as vice-president in charge
of accounts of the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern, with office at St. Louis, Mo., has been

announced in these col-

umns, was born at Ham-
mondsport, N. Y., on
February 12, 1864. In

January, 1881, he began
railway work at Seneca,

Kan., as a station clerk

on the St. Joseph &
Western, now the St.

Joseph & Grand Isb.no,

and he was with that

railway for over 18 years,

having been consecutive-

ly telegraph operator,

agent, chief clerk to su-

perintendent, chief clerk

to general manager, gen-

eral bookkeeper, chief

clerk to auditor and au-

ditor. On June 1, 1899,

Mr. Drew was appointed

assistant comptroller of

the Great Northern at

St. Paul, Minn., and two
and one-half years later

was promoted to comptroller, which office he held until June,

1911. He then left the Great Northern to become general au-

ditor of the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain System, from

which position. he has now been advanced to vice-president in

charge of accounts.

J. G. Livingood, who has been appointed general auditor of

the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & South-

ern, with offices at St. Louis, Mo., as has been announced in these

columns, was born at

Rockville, Ind., on Oc-

tober 28, 1873. He be-

gan railway work in

April, 1899, as a freight

handler on the Milwau-
kee & Northern, now the

Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, at Marinette,

Wis., and was later con-

secutively yard clerk and
freight and ticket clerk

with the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul at

Minneapolis, Minn. ; in

freight train service on
the Minneapolis, St.

Paul & Sault Ste. Marie,

and with the Great

Northern, first as way-
bill clerk af Minneapolis

and later as bill clerk,

chief clerk and cashier

at Superior, Wis. He
was appointed auditor

of tlie Erie & Wyoming Valley at Dunmore, Pa., in 1900, and

in March, 1901. when that road was taken over by the Erie, he

was made chief clerk in the disbursement department of the

Erie, was subsequently appointed auditor of disbursements, and

Livingood.
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in 1911 was promoted to auditor. On July 17, 1911, he left the

Erie to become auditor of disbursements of the Missouri Pacific-

Iron Mountain system, from whicli office he has just been pro-

moted to general auditor.

F. B. Johnson has been appointed auditor of disbursements

of the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis Iron Mountain &
Southern, with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding J. G. Liven-

good, promoted.

G. E. Bissonnet, auditor and car accountant of the Southern

Pacific of Mexico and the Arizona Eastern, at Tucson. Ariz., has

been appointed assistant to the comptroller of the Harriman lines,

with headquarters at New York.

J. A. Strubel, assistant to the receivers of the Detroit, To-
ledo & Ironton at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed assistant

to the receiver and purchasing agent, and E. F. Drake has

been appointed general counsel for the receiver, both with office

at Detroit.

George R. Drysdale has been appointed auditor and treasurer

of the Arizona & New Mexico, with office at Clifton. Ariz.,

succeeding to part of the duties of A. T. Thomson, who was
treasurer, traffic manager and general superintendent, resigned

to accept service with another company.

E. E. Calvin, vice-president and general manager of the

Southern Pacific at San Francisco, Cal., has been elected vice-

president in general charge of operation and construction. C. J.

Hillis has been appointed assistant to the president, and H. A.

Jones, freight traffic manager, has been appointed assistant

treasurer, succeeding C. H. Redington. retired ; all with office

at San Francisco.

Operating Officers.

F. P. Clark has been appointed assistant superintendent of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago.

W. H. Averell, assistant to general manager of the Baltimore

& Ohio, at Baltimore, Md.. has been appointed assistant general

superintendent with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

L. R. Clausen, superintendent of the Chicago & Milwaukee de-

vision of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, with office at Chi-

cago, has resigned, effective July 24, to engage in other business.

\V. R. Scott, assistant general manager of the Southern Pa-
cific, at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed general man-
ager, in direct charge of operation and m.aintenance, with office

at San Francisco.

Isaac A. Canning, chief clerk to the superintendent of dining

cars of the Erie Railroad, has been appointed superintendent of

dining cars, with headquarters at Jersey City, N. J., succeeeding

T. C. Clifford, deceased.

G. W. Atmore, trainmaster of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe at Argentine, Kan., has been appointed assistant superintend-

ent of the Northern Pacific at Duluth, Minn., and superintendent

of the Duluth Union Depot & Transfer Company.

A. T. Thompson, general superintendent and traffic manager
of the Arizona & New Mexico, with office at Clifton, Ariz., hav-
ing resigned, those offices have been abolished, and all matters

pertaining to the operating department should be addressed to

P. Reisinger, superintendent at Clifton.

W. P. Danforth, superintendent of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas of Texas at Trinity, Tex., has been appointed super-

intendent, with office at Greenville, Tex., succeeding C. M. Bry-

ant, assigned to other duties. As has been announced in these

columns, A. N. Williams succeeds Mr. Danforth.

W. G. Koch, superintendent of the Southwestern division of

the St. Louis & San Francisco at Sapulpa. Okla., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Central division at Fort Smith,

.•\rk., and E. L. Magers, assistant superintendent of the North-

ern division at Fort Scott, Kan., succeeds Mr. Koch. J. F.

Liston, assistant superintendent at Birmingham, Ala., has been

transferred to Fort Scott, in place of Mr. Magers, and F. G.

Faulkner, assistant superintendent of the Southwestern division

at Sapulpa, succeeds Mr. Liston. A. S. Johnson succeeds Mr.

Faulkner.

J. S. McAdam, chief train despatcher of the Ottawa division

of the Grand Trunk, at Ottawa. Ont., has been appointed train-

master of the thirty-first and thirtyTsecond districts, with head-

quarters at Ottawa, succeeding J. P. Kirkpatrick, resigned. H. C.

White succeeds Mr. McAdam. E. S. Cooper, acting chief des-

patcher of the Fourth and Fifth districts, at Montreal. Que.,

has been appointed acting trainmaster of the First and Second
districts, with headquarters at Island Pond, Vt., succeeding

J. W. Farrell, granted leave of absence. O. Masse, acting night

chief despatcher of the Fourth and Fifth districts, at Montreal,

succeeds Mr. Cooper, and F. B. Nixon succeeds Mr. Masse.

George Hannauer, who has been appointed general manager
of the Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad, with office at Gibson,

Ind., as has been announced in these columns, was born De-
cember 19, 1872, at St. Louis, Mo., and began railway- work
on September 24, 1890, with the Terminal Railroad Associa-

tion of St. Louis, remaining with that road until March, 1903.

He was then for four years superintendent of the Wiggins
Ferry Company of St. Louis, and on April 8, 1907, went with

the Indiana Harbor Belt as superintendent. On January 1,

1911, he was made general superintendent, from which office

he was promoted to general manager, as noted above, on

July 1, 1912.

Charles F. Hopkins, who has been appointed superintendent

of the St Louis & San Francisco, with office at Francis, Okla.,

as has been announced in these columns, was born April 30,

1882, at Hearne, Tex. He finished his high school education

in June, 1897, and in September of that year began railway

work as a messenger boy on the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe

at Temple, Tex. He was then consecutively until December,

1906, when he left the .Santa Fe. roadmaster's clerk, super-

intendent's clerk, trainmaster's clerk, bridge and building clerk,

accountant and chief clerk to superintendent. In December,

1906, he went with the St. Louis & San Francisco, with which

road he has been ever since, first as chief clerk to the super-

intendent at Memphis. Tenn., then chief clerk to the general

superintendent, and later assistant superintendent of the North-

ern and Southwestern divisions. At the time of his recent

promotion to superintendent at Francis he was chief clerk to

the general manager at Springfield, Mo.

Austin E. Wallace, whose appointment as superintendent of

the Minnesota division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

with office at Cedar Rapids. Iowa, has been announced in these

columns, was born March 2, 1879, at Nashua, N. H. He
graduated from Harvard University, receiving the A.B. degree,

in 1902, and in October of that year began railway work with

the Great Northern as a clerk at Larimore. N. D. For a year

from December, 1902, he was timekeeper. From January, 1904.

to November. 1906, Mr. Wallace was with the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where he was con-

secutively yard clerk, timekeeper and chief clerk to the super-

intendent. He went with the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy in

January, 1907, from which time until July 1, 1912, he was con-

secutively train and station inspector, and later assistant extra

gang foreman at Alliance. Neb. ; assistant roadmaster and

then trainmaster at Sheridan. Wyo., and assistant superintend-

ent, with office at St. Paul. Minn., which position he resigned

on July 1 to return to the Rock Island Lines as superintendent

at C^edar Rapids.

Traffic Officers.

William Blonder has been appointed traveling passenger and

immigration agent of the Great Northern, with office at

Chicago.

J. A. Bucknell, agent of the Grand Trunk at Jackson, Mich.,

has been appointed traveling freight agent, with office at Chi-

cago, succeeding W. H. Burke, promoted.

H. M. Wade, agent mail traffic of the Erie Railroad at New
York, has been appointed also general baggage agent, with

headquarters at New York, succeeding T. C. Clifford, deceased.

H. B. Sperry, general freight and passenger agent of the

Texas Central at Waco, Tex., has been appointed assistant gen-

eral freight agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, of Texas ; W.
E. Seifer, agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at Waco, suc-

ceeds Mr. Sperry.

R. K. Minson has been appointed general freight and pas-

senger agent of the Arizona & New Mexico, with office at

Clifton, Ariz., succeeding to the duties of A. T. Thomson,

traffic manager, resigned to accept service with another com-
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pany. All matters pertaining to freight and passenger traffic,

also loss, damage and overcharge claims, should be addressed

to Mr. Minson.

H. F. Bostwick, traveling passenger agent of the New York
Central Lines at Oklahoma City, Okla.. has been appointed trav-

eling passenger agent of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,

the Michigan Central and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis, with office at Kansas City, Mo., succeeding C. W.
Green, resigned, to engage in other business; C. L. Holloway

succeeds Mr. Bostwick.

G. W. Roberts has been appointed district freight and passenger

agent of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Com-
pany, with office at Astoria, Ore., succeeding C. F. Overbaugh,

resigned to engage in other work. J. H. O'Neill, traveling pas-

senger agent at Portland, Ore., has been appointed district pas-

senger agent of that company and the Southern Pacific, with office

at Seattle, Wash., succeeding E. E. Ellis, resigned.

J. L. McPherson, civil and mining engineer, has been placed in

charge of the industrial department of the White Pass & Yukon
Route, comprising the Pacific & Arctic Railway & Navigation

Company, the British Columbia Yukon Railway, the British Yu-
kon Railway and the British Yukon Navigation Company, with

office at Skaguay, Alaska. The purpose of this department is to

investigate the mining resources of .Alaska and the Yukon terri-

tory contiguous to the transportation property and to aid in its

development.

L. A. Burritt has been appointed agent of the Interstate

Despatch, with office at Chicago, succeeding F. J. Bouchard, as-

signed to other duties. George E. Roemer, agent at Kansas City,

Mo., has been appointed traveling freight agent, with office at

Chicago, and J. P. Hayes succeeds Mr. Roemer. C. R. Dassell

has been appointed traveling freight agent, with office at Cincin-

nati, Ohio, succeeding H. P. Crume, resigned, and F. H. Mont-
gomery has been appointed traveling freight agent, with office

at Cleveland, Ohio.

G. W. Luce, assistant to the vice-president in charge of traffic

of the Southern Pacific at San Francisco, Cal.. has been ap-

pointed freight traffic manager, with office at San Francisco,

succeeding H. A. Jones, appointed assistant treasurer, and Mr.
Luce's former office has been abolished. Thomas A. Graham,
general freight agent at San Francisco, has been appointed as-

sistant freight traffic manager, and A. H. Rising, assistant gen-

eral freight agent at San Francisco, succeeds Mr. Graham.
W. F. Taylor succeeds Mr. Rising.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

M. J. Brew, trainmaster of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

at Chicago, has been appointed division engineer, with office

at Chicago.

A. H. Babcock, electrical engineer of the Southern Pacific

at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed consulting elec-

trical engineer.

Robert H. Ford has been appointed engineer of track elevation

of the Rock Island Lines, with offices at Chicago, succeeding C.

W. Petersen, resigned.

J. F. McDonough, master mechanic of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe at Newton, Kan., has been appointed master me-
chanic, with office at Shopton, Fort Madison, Iowa, succeeding

J. R. Sexton, promoted. I. Wellman. road foreman of engines

at Argentina, Kan., succeeds Mr. McDonough. Effective June 8.

J. H. Johnston, master of bridges and buildings, Ottawa di-

vision of the Grand Trunk, at Ottawa, Ont., has been appointed

master of bridges and buildings of the Eastern division, with

headquarters at Montreal. Que., succeeding A. Findley, retired

under the pension rules of the company after 46 years' service.

J. Chisholm succeeds Mr. Johnston, with headquarters at

Ottawa.

V. R. Walling, superintendent of the Cananea Consolidated

Copper Company's railway at Cananea, Sonora, Mex., has been

appointed principal assistant engineer of the Chicago & West-
ern Indiana and the Belt Railway of Chicago, with office at

Chicago, succeeding M. K. Trumbull, resigned to become man-
ager of the treating plants of the National Lumber & Creosoting

Company, at Houston, Tex.

E. F. Stroeh, master mechanic, Colorado division of the Mis-

souri Pacific, at Hoisington. Kan., has been appointed master

mechanic of the Kansas City Terminal division, with office at

Kansas City, Mo., succeeding W. C. Smith, promoted. W. G.

Seibert, master mechanic Omaha division at Falls City, Neb.,

succeeds Mr. Stroeth, with office at Hoisington, and J. D.

Young, general foreman at Atchison, Kan., succeeds Mr.

Seibert.

William O. Houston, who has been appointed division engineer

of the Michigan Central, with office at St. Thomas, Ont., as has

been announced in these columns, was born October 30, 1878, at

Burlington, Kan. He was educated at the University of Michi-

gan, and in the summer of 1901 began railway work as rodman
on the Michigan Central. From 1902 he was consecutively topog-

rapher and draftsman on location on an electric road, assistant

engineer on the .Ann Arbor Railroad, instrument man on the

Michigan Central, and from 1905 to 1909 with the New Orleans

Great Northern, first as resident engineer, then division engineer

and later chief engineer. During 1909 he was with the Michigan

Central as assistant engineer, and the next year was engineer in

charge of construction of the Nevada Central. In 1911 he re-

turned to the iMichigan Central as assistant engineer, was made
construction engineer early in 1912, and on June 15 was ap-

pointed division engineer, with office at St. Thomas, Ont.

Purchasing Officers.

J. A. Strubel, assistant to the receivers of the Detroit, Toledo
& fronton at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed assistant to the

receiver and purchasing agent, with office at Detroit.

Berton Allen Aikens, whose appointment as purchasing agent

of the Michigan Central, with office at Detroit, Mich., has been

announced in these columns, was born August 25, 1869, at

Hartford, Vt., and he re-

ceived a public school

education. He began
railwav work on April

1, 1889, with the Central

Vermont Railroad. On
April 1, 1899, he became
a clerk in the office of

the purchasing agent of

the Rutland Railroad,

was subsequently chief

clerk in that office, then

assistant storekeeper,

and on February 1, 1905,

was promoted to pur-

chasing agent, which
office he resigned on

July 1 to become pur-

chasing agent of the

Michigan Central, and,

effective July 11, to be-

come also general tie

agent of that road, the

Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern ; the Lake Erie

& Western; the Lake Erie, Alliance & Wheeling; the Cleveland,

Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis; the Peoria & Eastern, the Cin-

cinnati Northern; the Toledo & Ohio Central; the Zancsville

& Western, and the. Chicago, Indiana & Southern.

B. A. Aikens.

OBITUARY.

Stewart S. Neff, who was superintendent of the Boston Ele-

vated Railway in its early years, died on July 12, in Chelsea,_near

.Atlantic City, N. J. Mr. Neff was born on October 24, 1858, at

Cincinnati. Ohio, and graduated from Rensselaer Polytechnic In-

stitute at Troy, N. Y. He began railway work in 1881 as transit-

man on the Pennsylvania. He was in the roadway department

of that road for about six years, and then for four years was

superintendent of the Cornwall Railroad. From March, 1891, to

June, 1892, he was a superintendent on the Great Northern. In

1895 he was superintendent and chief engineer of the Lake

Superior & Ishpeming. In October, 1897, he went to the Union

Elevated Railroad of Chicago, and he left that position in May,
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1900, to become consulting engineer of the Boston Elevated

Railway. Later he was made superintendent of that road.

From September, 1904, to January, 1905, he was superintendent

of the Mexican Tramways Company, at Mexico City, Mex., and

since that time has been in the service of electric railways in

the United States.

James Edmund Childs. vice-president and general manager

of the New York, Ontario & Western since 1904, died on July

16 as the result of a surgical operation. Mr. Childs was born

at Neversink, N. Y., in

July, 1848, and began

railway work on the New
York & Oswego Mid-
land, now a part of the

New Y'^ork, Ontario &
Western, in April, 1865,

as assistant engineer.

From 1869 to 1870 he

held a similar position

on the Chicago & Michi-

gan Lake Shore, now a

part of the Pere Mar-
quette. In 1870 he was
resident engineer of the

Buflfalo, New York &
Philadelphia, now a part

of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, and the following

year was in the engineer-

ing department of the

Rochester & State Line,

now a part of the Buf-

falo, Rochester & Pitts-

burgh. In 1872 he was
division engineer of the Wisconsin Central. For two years from
1873 he was assistant engineer of the New York & Harlem,

now a part of the New York Central & Hudson River, but in

1876 returned to the Rochester & State Line as chief engineer

and superintendent, and five years later went to the New Y'ork,

Ontario & Western as general superintendent. He was also

assistant general superintendent of the New Y'ork, West Shore

& Buffalo, now a part of the West Shore. From June. 1883, to

February, 1884, he was also general superintendent of the Wall-

kill Valley, now a part of the West Shore. In February, 1886,

he was promoted to general manager of the New York, Ontario

& Western, and since September 28, 1904, was also vice-president

and a director of the company. Mr. Childs will be remembered
as one of the "old-fashioned" general managers, such a man as

was John M. Toucey, of the New Y'ork Central, although his

authority was not so great as Mr. Toucey 's. His kindliness made
him a delightful man to deal with, and his subordinates looked to

him alone as the operating head of the road.

Hqutpment tmh ^np^Vtt^,

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

Child?,

A contract has been concluded between Portugal and Nyasa-

land, Africa, for the construction of a railway starting from the

Nyasalarid frontier and passing through the Zambesi district to

a point not j'et determined.

In 1911 there were about 600 miles of railways in operation in

Colombia. This total is made up of 12 distinct lines ; of these,

three unite the adjacent Atlantic parts of Puerto Colombia, Car-

tagena and Santa Marta with the Magdalena river above the bar,

which obstructs its mouth to ocean-going steamers. One line

connects the upper and lower Magdalena, another climbs the

mountains to the table land of Bogota, from which still another

leads across the table land to Bogota, while two more run from
that point to the boundaries of the plateau on the north and
south. Of the rest two are destined to join the Magdalena river

with distant and important points in the interior and the re-

maining two will run from the interior to the Pacific coast and
to Lake Maracaibo. The construction of these lines has been ir-

regular, and, therefore, very expensive, and their utility is greatly

reduced by the fact that some of them are merely temporary
links which may be rendered useless in the future by a more
practical scheme. A plan. for the conversion of the gage of these

lines to secure uniformity on either side of the river has been
proposed, but the cost of carrying this out would scarcely be

justifiable, in view of the pressing need of railways in other parts

of the country.

The Centr.«,l of Georgia has ordered IS mikado locomotives

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Belt R.^ilway of Chicago is in the market for 5 switch-

ing locomotives and 5 mogul locomotives.

The Minneapolis & St. Louis is said to be in the market for

10 locomotives. This item has not been confirmed.

The Chicago Junction Railway is said to have ordered six

switching locomotives. This item has not been confirmed.

The Cleveland Stone Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has ordered

1 six-wheel switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Southern Pine Lumber Company has ordered 1 six-

coupled double-ender locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Woodward Iron Company, Birmingham, .\la., has ordered

1 eight-coupled double-ender locomotive from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has ordered 50 mikado

locomotives and 6 Mallet locomotives from the American Loco-

motive Company.

The C. a. Smith Lumber & Manufacturing Company has

ordered 3 eight-coupled double-ender locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Erie has ordered 25 mikado locomotives from the Amer-

ican Locomotive Company, 15 mikado locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, and 10 mikado locomotives from

the Lima Locomotive Corporation.

The Canadian Northern has ordered 4 Pacific type loco-

motives from the Montreal Locomotive Works. The dimensions

of the cylinders will be 23 in. x 28 in., the driving wheels will

be 69 in., and the total weight in working order 250,000 lbs.

These locomotives will all be equipped with superheaters.

The Illinois Central has ordered 50 mikado locomotives from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works and 20 Pacific type locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company. The Pacific type loco-

motives will be equipped with superheaters, will have 25 in. x

26 in. cylinders, 75 in. driving wheels and in working order will

weigh 248,000 lbs.

The New Y'ork Central Lines have ordered 20 switching

locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Corporation; 50 mikado

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works; 20 Pacific

type locomotives, and 10 switching locomotives from the Amer-

ican Locomotive Company. This company is having 107 con-

solidation locomotives converted into mikado locomotives at the

Dunkirk, N. Y'., plant of the American Locomotive Company.

CAR BUILDING.

The Rutland is in the market for 8 milk cars.

The \'ircinian is in the market for 700 hopper cars.

The Central New England has ordered 900 box cars, 100

end-door box cars and 50 flat cars from the Keith Car & Manu-
facturing Company.

The Boston & Albany, which has been considering the pur-

chase of freight cars for some time, is now in the market for

about 4,000 box cars.

The San Antonio & Aransas Pass is said to have ordered

5 thirty-ton freight cars from the Mt. Vernon Car & Manufac-

turing Company. This item has not been confirmed.

The Den\tr & Rio Grande has ordered 700 box cars from

the Standard Steel Car Company. 350 gondola cars from the

Pressed Steel Car Company, 100 stock cars from the American
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Car & Foundry Company, and SO caboose cars from the Haskell
& Barker Car Company.

The Erie has ordered 500 forty-ton coke cars from the Pressed
Steel Car Company ; 300 forty-ton automobile cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company, and 25 suburban coaches
and 11 combination passenger and baggage cars from the Stand-
ard Steel Car Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Denver, L.^r.amie & Xorthvvestern is in the market for

5,000 tons of rails.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is in the market for

1,000 tons of structural material.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered 7,000 tons of structural

steel from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern has ordered 480

tons of bridge material from the American Bridge Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—According to steel manufac-
turers, the demand for steel products continues large, in spite

of the fact that the present season is usually dull. New business

has e.xceeded production for the last six or eight months and the

steel companies are beginning to receive the full benefits from
the advanced prices. One of the most encouraging features is

the heavy buying on the part of the railways, for this has ex-

ceeded even the most optimistic expectations. On account of the

heavy demand for rails, particularly for open-hearth rails, the

market for re-rolled rails has considerably broadened, and opera-

tions of this class are increasing. .AH the mills of the Jones &
Laughlin Steel Company are running at full capacity and the

wage increase just announced by that company will affect almost

6,000 workmen. It is said that this increase will average about

10 per cent, to the workmen employed on the hourly basis.

The Italian minister of public works has approved a project

for the construction of a new railway which is to connect Rome
with Ostia, a harbor at the mouth of the Tiber river.

Surveys have been made for a line from Shivrajpur, India,

via Vamankua, to Pani, about IGy'z miles. Shivrajpur is the

terminus of the Champaner-Shivrajpur Railway, a short line

which has a feeder in the Bombay, Baroda & Central Indian
Railway. The new line will have a 2-ft. 8 in. gage.

The 80 mile section of the Bagdad railway, Asia Minor, from
Dorak to the foot of the Amanus mountains, was opened to

traffic on April 27. Other sections of about the same length
from Aleppo to the Amanus mountains and towards the

Euphrates river will be opened during the present year. Con-
struction work will soon be started on the section running north
from Bagdad, and also on the branch line from Alexandretta,
and it is expected that these lines will be completed next year.

The Turkish government has decided to abandon Kowit as a

terminus of the Bagdad railway in favor of a harbor in the

Khor Abdullah, a long narrow inlet at the head of the Persian
Gulf, which has for some time been recommended as a suitable

terminus for this railway.

The Argentine government granted a concession for the con-
struction of a 340-mile line which will begin at the port of

Colonia, opposite Buenos Aires, pass through the center of the

country in a southwest to northeast direction, and end at San
Luis on the Brazilian frontier. It will be in two sections ; one
from Colonia to Trinidad, the capital of the department of Flores,

and one from that point to San Luis. The government guar-
antees a dividend of 3^ per cent, on the latter section. The
company undertakes to develop the port of Colonia, and to

spend at least $1,250,000 on tug-boats and lighters; also to

colonize 5,300 acres of land between Colonia and Durazno, and
10,640 acres between this latter city and San Luis, near the line

of the railway; and for this purpose to bring into the country
at least 1,000 families for this purpose. In San Luis the new
railway will have connection with the Brazilian line that runs
via Bage and Passo Fundo to Rio de Janeiro, and part of which
is under construction, part already built. Later it is intended
to continue this line to Bahia and Pernambuco.

Supply (Svabe ^tm^.
Harry N. Turner has been made eastern railway representa-

tive of the Kay & Ess Company, Dayton, Ohio, succeeding D. L.

Paulus, who died at his home in Atlantic City, N. J., June 20.

Isaac Block has been made president of the Davenport Loco-
motive Works, Davenport, la., succeeding Hyman Michaels,
who died July 10. This company has opened a branch office

in the First National Bank building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Templeton, Kenly & Company, Ltd., Chicago, have moved their

Chicago offices and shops from 1335 Sloan street to their new
plant at 1016-1024 South Central avenue. A switch from the

Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal connects with this plant.

John T. Dickerson has be^n appointed sales engineer of the

Strauss Bascule Bridge Company, Chicago, in charge of the

eastern territory, with headquarters at New, York, succeeding
C. G. Bartram, resigned. Mr. Dickerson has been associated

with the Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge Company, Chicago, in its

engineering and sales departments for the past seven years and
was previously engaged in engineering work for the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and
other roads.

The McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neb., has received

an order from the Australian government for five 200 h. p. nar-

row-gage motor cars to be delivered at Brisbane, Australia, by

January 1, 1913. This is the second order for internal combus-
tion cars received by the company from Australia. The cars are

similar to those built for use in this country, with the exception

that the rear and front ends are equipped with the English

standard style of spring buffers. The cars are for 3 ft. 6 in.

gage track and are 59 ft. long.

R. L Sites, formerly assistant to president of the Wm. J.

Oliver Manufacturing Company, New York, and who has repre-

sented that company in the New York territory for the last 18

months, has been given an exclusive agency in this territory

by that companj' for the sale of the Oliver dump cars, spreaders,

industrial cars, etc. Mr. Sites will retain his present offices

at 50 Church street, and will handle, in addition to the above

line, two or three other lines of contractors' equipment. He
will maintain an agency in connection with the Lines-Flynn

Company, New York.

The stockholders of the Hall Signal Company, New York, by

a majority of nearly 90 per cent., have approved the modified

plan of the readjustment committee, mentioned in the Raihvay
Age Gazette of July 12. The fixed charges of the company will

be increased immediately from $15,000 to $75,000, as the old

$250,000 mortgage will still be carried, and after four years

these charges will be increased to $125,000, as $50,000 of the

debenture bonds must then be called annually. It is expected,

however, that the increased obligations of the new company will

be more than offset by the increase in business. The subscrip-

tions are payable in five mstalments of 20 per cent, each, the first

being due at any time now upon ten days' notice. The readjust-

ment committee will arrange a one-year loan covering the third,

fourth and fifth payments, if subscribers so desire.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Pneumatic Tools.—The Thomas H. Dallett Company, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., has published bulletin No. 304 on pneumatic wood
carving tools, a new application of pneumatic tools. This bulletin

is illustrated and includes detailed descriptions. Prices are also

given.

NVheel Presses.—The Watson-Stillman Company, New
York, has published catalog No. 85 on its hydro-pneumatic wheel

presses, illustrating three types of these presses and listing and
describing over 70 variations in type and size of from 60 to 600

tons capacity.

Welding and Cutting Apparatus.—The Alexander Mil-

burn Company, Baltimore, Md., has published a catalog of its

oxy-acetylene welding and cutting apparatus and welding sup-

plies. This catalog is illustrated, and includes concise descrip-

tions of the different outfits and brief accounts of the various

uses to which they may be put. A supplementary pamphlet

furnishes the prices.
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Batlmtai^ (Honaivuciiotu

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Alcoma Central & Hudson Bay.—This road has been ex-

tended from Batchewana, Ont., to Regent, 10 miles. R. S.

McCormick, chief engineer, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.

Canadian Northern.—An officer writes that work on 850
miles is now under way on the following lines : Peace River
branch, 100 miles; main line ISO miles; Calgary branch, SO

miles; Strathcona branch, 10 miles; Red Deer-Lacombe, IS

miles; Calgary-MacLeod, 75 miles; Goose Lake, 110 miles;

Brazeau branch, 70 miles; Morinville, 10 miles; Oliver branch,

10 miles; Yorkton branch, 25 miles; Canora-Sturgis, 20 miles;

Prince Albert-Battleford, 35 miles; Swift Current, 45 miles;

Alsask, 50 miles ; Delisle, 10 miles ; Winnipeg northerly, 40

miles; Vonda northerly, 25 miles. Contracts for the above have

all been let. Nearly all of the work is being done by the North-
ern Construction Company and the W. J. Cowan Co., Winnipeg.
The work on the main line and Brazeau branch is quite heavy.

Steel bridges will be built at the crossings of the MacLeod river

and the Pembina river, on the main line, and at the crossing of

the Saskatchewan river, near Rocky Mountain House on the

Brazeau branch. M. H. MacLeod, general manager and chief

engineer, Winnipeg, Man.
Train service on the Trenton sub-division of the Canadian

Northern Ontario has been extended from Trenton, Ont., east

to Napanee, 36 miles.

Canadl.\n Northern Ontario.—See Canadian Northern.

Central of Canada.—C. J. Wills & Sons, Montreal, Que

,

have the general contract, and work is now under way between
McAlpine, Ont., and Lemieux, about 25 miles. Some of the

grading has been sublet.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—Contracts have been let

for second track work between Manilla and Coon Rapids, la., 30
miles, to the Walsh Construction Co., Davenport, la. ; Samuel M
Green, Milwaukee, Wis., and T. A. Kearns, Chicago, and for an
additional section to E. S. Johnson & Co.

Chicago & Northwestern.—On the Ashland division a new
branch has been opened for business from Aniwa, Wis., east to

Mattoon, nine miles. E. C. Carter, chief engineer, Chicago.

Georgia Coast & Piedmont.—An officer writes that work is

now under way by the Glynn County Construction Company on
an extension from Darien, Ga., south to Brunswick, 15 miles. It

is expected that the line will be ready for operation within 10

months. The work includes the construction of four miles of

railway across the delta of the Altamaha river at Darien. Two
branches of the river are to be spanned by a 100 ft. clear span
drawbridge, over another branch of the river by a 40 ft. deck-
girder span, and over the fourth branch by a pile trestle. The
draw bridges and approaches will be constructed of steel on con-

crete piers, and the islands will be crossed by 4,000 ft. of frame
trestles, which will later be filed in. On the 12 miles from the

south bank of the Altamaha river into Brunswick the work will

be light. The company has secured options on about one mile

of water front at Brunswick, along the government channel, and
it is expected that a steamship terminal will be constructed soon
at that place. A. de Sola Mendes, vice-president and general

manager. (July 5, p. 37.)

Grand Trunk Pacific.—Surveys are being made for a line

between Watrous, Sask., and Swift Current. B. B. Kelliher,

chief engineer, Winnipeg, Man.
The Mountain division has been extended from Vanarsdol,

B. C, southeast to Skeena Crossing, 64 miles.

Great Northern.—According to press reports, a contract has

been given to the Butler Construction Company for rebuilding the

main line between Interbay. Wash., and Metum, five miles. The
improvements include the construction of 15 concrete piers and
the substructure for a new bridge over Lake Washington canal.

Contracts are yet to be let for excavating about 1,250,000 cu. yds.

of earth.

Hudson Bay Railway.—Work is now under way on this line

from Le Pas, Man., northeast to Thicket Portage, about 185

miles. Bids are being asked for until August 1 by L. K. Jones,

secretary of the Department of Railways & Canals, Ottawa,
Ont.. for a second section of about 68 miles from Thicket
Portage to Split Lake Junction. We are told that it has not
been officially decided whether Fort Churchill or Port Nelson on
Hudson Bay will be the northern terminus. (June 7, p. 1262.)

JoLiETTE & Lake Manuan Colonization.—An officer writes

that contracts have been let to the Enterprise Construction Com-
pany, New York and Ottawa, Ont., to build 60 miles. The
plans call for building from Montreal, Que., north and north-

west via Joliette, Ste. Emelie de L'Energie and St. Michel des

Saints to Waymontachene, where connection is to be made with

the National Transcontinental (Grand Trunk Pacific). On the

section from Ste. Emelie de L'Energie to St. Zenon, about 12

miles, will be through a mountainous country, and much of this

will be rockwork. The rest of the work will be fairly heavy.

There will be a 125 ft, steel" bridge, and a.30 ft. steel bridge. The
company expects to develop a traffic in pulpwood, lumber and

farm produce. N. A. Belcpurt, president, and J. N. Patton, chief

engineer, St. Felix de Vfilois, P. Q. Canada. (May 3, p. 1027.;

Liberty-White.—T,h)s rpad.has been extended from Bridges,

Miss., to Harveytown, six miles. J. B. Paul, general superin-

tendent, McComb.

Louisiana Southern.—This road has been extended from

Belair, La., south to Pointe-a-la-Hache, 16 miles. W. H. De
France, general superintendent. New Orleans, La.

Meskill & Columbia River.—Incorporated in the state of

Washington with $20,000 capital by the Baker-May Lumber
Company, to build a logging line from Meskill, Wash., to the

Columbia river. The incorporators include G. EUsbury, A. Rob-

inson, Centralia; B. F. May, E. A. May, and J. C. Dolphin,

Meskill.

Minneapolis & St. Louis.—Under the name of the Minne-

apolis, St. Louis & Canadian, a line is to be built from a point

near Watertown, S. Dak., north to the Canadian boundry. It

is understood that construction work will be started this com-

ing fall.

Minneapolis, St. Louis & Canadian.—See Minneapolis & St.

Louis.

Multnomah Central (Electric).—An officer writes that con-

tracts are to be let at once to build from a junction with the

Mount Hood Railroad at Cottrell, Ore., southeast via Sandy,

Firwood, Brightwood and Salmon to Mount Hood, 24 miles.

The grading work will involve handling 40,000 cu. yds. a mile.

There will be a small amount of rock work. The maximum
grades will be V/2 per cent., and maximum curvature 10 deg.

There will be a 1,600 ft. trestle, 60 ft. high. Some shop build-

ings and car barns' will be put up at Sandy. E. R. Ernsberger,

president and chief engineer, Portland.

Pacific & Hudson Bay.—This company has a charter to

build from Kimsquit, B. C, at the head of Dean channel on

the Pacific coast in a northeasterly direction following the Dean

river, Entiaco river and the Upper Nechaco river to Fort

Eraser, thence via Fort McCloud, Pine River Pass, Dunvegan,

.\lta.. Peace River Landing, Fort McMurray, and following the

Clearwater and Churchill rivers to a junction with the Cana-

dian government railway, to Hudson Bay, south of Washaio-

waka lake to Fort Churchill or Port Nelson on Hudson bay,

about 1,500 miles. The route mapped for the section from

Kimsquit to Natalkuz lake, has been approved. Work is to be

started first on the section from Bella Coola to Dunvegan,

for which surveys are now being made. The provisional di-

rectors include W. D. Verschoyle. Bella Coola, B. C; J. F.

Bledsoe, W. F. Brougham, S. R. MacClinton, T. J. L. Peake

and G. D. Eaton, Vancouver.

Portland, Eugene & Eastern (Electric).—This road is now

open for business from Corvallis, Ore., south via Monroe Junc-

tion to Monroe, 16 miles, also a branch from Monroe Junction to

Alpine, 2"/4 miles. George D. O'Connor, general manager,

Corvallis.

Potato Creek.—This road has been opened for passenger serv-

ice from Keating Summit. Pa., to Betula. 15!^ miles. R. H.

Krebs, superintendent, Norwich, Pa.

Southern Pacific.—A contract for the construction of 15
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miles of second track between Truckee, Cal., and Reno, Nev., has
been awarded to the Utah Construction Co.

Sugar Land Railway.—This road has been extended from
Sugar Land, Tex., to Cabell^ five miles. L G. Wirtz, chief engi-
neer, Sugar Land.

ToMBiGBEE Valley.—Train service has been extended from
Toxey, Ala., north to York, 42 miles. WilHam Toxey, chief

engineer, Mobile.

West Virginia Traction & Electric—Incorporated in West
Virginia with $4,000,000 capital, to build a line to connect Mor-
gantown, W. Va., with Wheeling. The incorporators include
A. L. Kramer, E. E. Holmes and G. A. K. Sutton, all of New
York.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

,
Bellefontaine, Ohio.—The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &

St. Louis will build a IS stall addition to its roundhouse.

Brunswick, Ga.—See Georgia Coast & Piedmont under Rail-

way Construction.

Carey, Ohio.—The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
will build a 5 stall roundhouse.

Centralia, III.—The Illinois Central has begun work on a

new roundhouse, to cost approximately $50,000.

Chicago.—A contract has been given to the Leonard Construc-
tion Company, Chicago, for constructing the Chicago freight ter-

minals of the Central Terminal Railway for the Minneapolis, St.

Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.

Dallas, Tex.—The Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation
has announced that property has been purchased and work will
begin shortly on the erection of $1,500,000 union passenger ter-
minal for its interurban lines.

Darien, Ga.—See Georgia Coast & Piedmont under Railway
Construction.

East Joliet, III.—The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern has awarded
the contract for the erection of a locomotive machine shop, ISO
ft. X 600 ft

, of steel construction, with reinforced concrete
foundations, concrete floor, concrete blockcurtain walls, and
concrete slab roof.

HiLLSBORO, III.—The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis will build a 10 stall roundhouse.

Hillsdale. Mich.—Work has been started on clearing the site

for a new freight warehouse for the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern, 200 ft. x 40 ft., of brick and steel construction, to cost
about $60,000.

New York. N. Y,—The New York Connecting Railroad has
given a contract to Patrick Ryan, New York, for constructing
two tower bases for the East River bridge.

Port Aransas. Tex.—The San Antonio & Aransas Pass has
purchased a tract of land, 600 ft. x 4,200 ft., for the purpose of
enlarging its terminals.

Rocky Mountain House, Alta.—See Canadian Northern
under Railway Construction.

Rome, Ga.—An officer of the Southern Railway writes, re-

garding the reports that this company will build a bridge at

Rome, that the matter is under consideration. Estimates have
been made, but it has not yet been definitely decided to carry
out the work.

Sandy, Ore.—See Multnomah Central (Electric).

Springfield, III.—The shops of the Chicago, Peoria & St.

Louis will be moved from Jacksonville to Springfield by Oc-
tober 1.

Terre Haute, Ind.—The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis has announced that a 10 stall brick roundhouse will be
erected.

YouNGSTowN, O.—The Baltimore & Ohio has let a contract for
the erection of inbound and outbound freight houses, transfer
platforms and team tracks. The cost of the improvements is es-
timated at $100,000.

Bailtttati MtuxncioX Nettt]?.

Boston & Maine.—S. W. Winslow, president of the United Shoe
Machinery Co., has been elected a director succeeding Amory
A. Lawrence, deceased.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—See Colorado Midland.

Colorado Midland.—Darius Miller, of the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy, and Colorado & Southern, and George B. Harris,
chairman of the board of directors of these two companies,
have resigned as directors of the Colorado Midland.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.—F. W. Allen, vice-president of

the Mechanics' and Metals' Bank, has been elected a director

and a member of the executive committee succeeding O. S.

Lyford.

Denver, Laramie & Northwestern.—The Commercial and
Financial Chronicle says that the receivers recently appointed
are the Continental Trust Co. of Denver, and Marshall B.

Smith.

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.—United States District Court has
authorized the receiver to issue $450,000 receiver's certificates

to pay floating debt and to complete contracts and repairs.

Florida Central.—R. A. McCranie has been appointed receiver

with office at Thomasville, Ga. The road runs from Thomas-
ville, Ga., to Fanlew, Fla., 47 miles.

Lake Erie, Youngstown & Southern.—Lake Erie & Eastern
and the Mahoning Coal Railways, and the Lake Erie, Youngs-
town 8i Southern have been consolidated under the name of

tile Lake Erie, Youngstown & Southern. A half interest in

both the L. E. Y. & S. and L. E. & E. was owned by the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

Louisville & Nashville.—See Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis.

Nashville, Ch.attanooga & St. Louis.—This company has de-

clared a semi-annual dividend of 3;4 per cent, payable August
1, thus placing the stock on a 7 per cent, annual basis as com-
pared with a 6 per cent, annual basis in 1911 and 1912. This

makes 6^4 per cent, that would have been declared in 1912.

Of the $10,000,000 stock, the Louisville & Nashville owns
$7,177,600.

New Orleans, Texas & Mexico.—See St. Louis & San
Francisco.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—The New Orleans, Texas &
Mexico, all of whose $2,000,000 stock is owned by the St. Louis

& San Francisco, has authorized an increase in the stock to

$5,000,000, the additional $3,000,000 stock to be issued from time

to time to pay back to the St. L. & S. F. cash advanced for

construction and other capital expenditures.

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.—Speyer & Co., New
York, are to offer shortly $27,097,000 of the first and refund-

ing mortgage bonds of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern at a price yet to be determined. The bonds will

bear interest at 6 per cent., and the proceeds of the initial sale

will be used to retire $11,300,000 improvement bonds now
outstanding and to reimburse the company for the retirement

of $8,500,000 3-year notes dated June 1, 1911, payable to the

Missouri Pacific, and to reimburse the company for the ex-

penditure of $6,000,000 already made for extension, additions

and betterments.

Wabash.—The JVall Street Journal says that it has been decided

to assess both the preferred and common stock at $40 per

share and to exchange the refunding 4 per cent, bonds for SO

per cent, in cash and 50 per cent, new preferred stock.

A line is proposed from Logrono, Spain, to Torrecilla de

Cameros, in the province of Logrono, about 15 miles.

Since the occupation of Tripoli by the Italians, the Khedive's
railway line from Alexandria, Egypt, to Mariout has assumed
considerable importance from a strategic as well as from a com-
mercial point of view. The Egyptian government will acquire

this line and intends to extend it to SoUoum. The Khedive will

receive in exchange large estates in Egypt.
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'T'HE movement for the organization of a "See America First
•^ Association," which was recently started at Chicago, has

gained considerable headway and seems to have favorable pros-

pects of success. The idea is by no means new, and the plans

proposed simply apply the principles of co-operation on a broad

scale to methods which have long been followed by the rail-

ways and others interested in the exploitation of America's

points of interest. It would seem that, if rightly managed, a

nation-wide campaign of education, conducted co-operatively by
the transportation, commercial and hotel interests, and in ac-

cordance with well-defined policies, to arouse interest in the

innumerable scenic attractions of this country among those who
now spend millions of dollars annually in foreign travel,

should accomplish much. As has been noted in our news col-

umns, the plan had its origin at an informal dinner attended by
railway passenger representatives in Chicago on May 27, and at

a meeting of representatives of Chicago terminal lines on June
28 it was tentatively decided to go ahead with the plans outlined

and form a permanent organization. A temporary board of

managers was appointed, and at a meeting on July 9 it was de-

cided to call a mass meeting to be held in Chicago in October
at which the various interests and communities will be authori-

tatively represented by delegates to discuss the plan of a per-

manent organization in detail. It is proposed that membership
shall consist of both rail and water carriers, chambers of com-
merce, boards of trade, civic organizations, hotels and hotel

associations and others interested in serving the tourist public.

In the meantime the temporary committee will hold confer-

ences with representatives of the press, commercial interests and
advertising men to learn the extent of the co-operation which
may be expected. Many letters and personal assurances of sup-

port have been received by the members of the committee from
railway passenger officers throughout the country and several

organizations, including the Travelers' Protective Association

and the Trans-Mississippi Commercial Congress, have shown
marked interest.

IT has been estimated that approximately $400,000,000 is expended
annually in Europe by American tourists, many of whom

know comparatively little of the equally interesting attractions

of their own country. It is believed that an active, permanent,
co-operative organization may make it possible to carry on the

advertising necessary to divert much of this business from for-

eign channels. The means by which the work of such an or-

ganization will be supported is, of course, a vital point to be
considered, and the practicability of the plan will depend very
largely on the success with which the danger from the natural

jealousies and rivalries of sections and the coinpetition of con-
flicting interests are avoided. The call for the meeting at

which the preliminary organization was formed suggested a
development of the community plan of advertising, by which
civic organizations of various communities might be induced to

appropriate certain sums to be added to the amounts now
expended by the railways in advertising the scenery and other

attractions of their territories, and the whole amount used to

gain results which could not be achieved by less imited and
systematic methods. Under this plan all appropriations will be
expended in the interests of the localities represented by the

contributors, which should eliminate the possibility of arousing

sectional jealousy. It has also been proposed to enlist the sup-

port of the federal, state and municipal governments. It may
be found that the various railway and other interests are dis-

posed to prefer to retain in their own hands control of their

entire expenditures for the exploitation of their local or sec-

tional attractions and resources as at present. But the co-oper-

ative plan, on its face, presents many interesting possibilities

which are calculated to appeal alike to the patriotism of all

Americans and the self-interest of many classes of business men.

A BOUT four months ago the president of the Burlington
/\ sent a letter to the governors of the states through which
his line runs regarding the trespassers who are killed on rail-

ways. In the course of it he said, "If the average for the last

ten years is holding good, fourteen people were killed yesterday

while trespassing on the railways, whose deaths were wholly

unnecessary and under proper laws might have been avoided;

fourteen were killed today, and fourteen will be killed to-

morrow. And yet, chiefly because these fourteen people who
are killed daily meet their deaths in fourteen different places,

almost no public notice is taken nor concern manifested." But,

Mr. Miller said in this connection, "If a wreck should take

place tomorrow in which fourteen people should die, the news
of it would be widely printed over the country." It was the

ironv of fate that in so short a time a collision accident took
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place on the Burlington itself in which thirteen people were

killed, and that there ensued the very result Mr. Miller antici-

pated. The news about the wreck at Western Springs has been

printed all over the country, and the accident is being investi-

gated by the coroner of Cook county, the Illinois commission

and the Interstate Commerce Commission. It has been the

subject of column after column of newspaper comment, and it

is thought that some important recommendations by the public

authorities may result. The Western Springs accident is fully

dealt with elsewhere in this issue. Meantime, it seems per-

tinent to inquire, what are the public authorities, who are so

diligently inquiring into the sensational Burlington accident and

preparing recommendations on the facts disclosed, doing along

the same line to prevent the deaths of the fourteen trespassers

who are killed each day on the average on our railways?

Nothing. The trespassers continue to trespass, they continue

to be killed, at the rate of 5.000 a year, and the public author-

ities and the public continue to do nothing about them and,

apparently to care nothing about them. They find it much more

agreeable to become excited and active about the fatalities for

which they may hold the railways and their employees re-

sponsible than about those for which they themselves are re-

sponsible, although those for which they themselves are re-

sponsible are many times the more numerous. The Railway

Age Gazette recognizes the heavy responsibility of railway di-

rectors and managers for accidents, but the attitude of the pub-

lic and the public authorities toward them is enough to make

a sane man who views the accident situation as a whole feel

very, very tired.

SELLING RAILWAY SUPPLIES.

MOTIVE power officers are busy men, but as a general rule

they are glad to tind time to receive representatives of

the supply interests in order to keep in touch with the develop-

ments and improvements which are being made in the various

materials and devices which they handle. It has been suggested

that in some instances, at least, greater care should be exercised

by the supply companies in the selection of their representa-

tives. In some cases the salesmen have only a superficial

knowledge of the product which they are selling—not any more

than could be gained by studying a catalog or reading a pros-

pectus. It is little wonder that those having such limited

knowledge are not welcomed with open arms after their first

visit. They waste the time of the officers whom they interview

and do not make a favorable impression for themselves. It is

at once comical and pathetic to see some of them flounder

around under the intelligent questioning of the man who is

thoroughly familiar with the conditions under which the de-

vice or material will have to be used.

In contrast to this, consider the case of a man who was en-

gaged in selling car replacers. He had had considerable rail-

way experience, and before he started out on his new job vis-

ited several railways, getting in touch with the wrecking gangs

and such of the operating and car department employees as

might have to use the replacers. He made a study of the con-

ditions under which they would have to be used and found out

the weak points, as well as the good ones, of every replacer on

the market. But he did not stop there. If he got to a town in

which he expected to interview a railway officer, at 7 a. m. he

would have breakfast and immediately get in touch with those

among the employees or foremen who might have to handle the

replacers. He would find what troubles they had with those

they were using and the special conditions which might be

met. At 10 or 11 o'clock, when he was shown into the office

of the superintendent of motive power, he would probably

know more about the actual results and conditions under

which the replacers were used on the road than the man he

was to interview. And he was more than ordinarily successful

in getting the business.

A motive power officer, who is regarded by many supplymen

as being a hard proposition to interview, recently, and on a

very busy day, gave a young salesman whom he had never seen

before two hours of his time. Why? Because the man knew
his device so thoroughly—and it was a complicated one—that

the motive power officer could not afford to cut him short and

considered his time well spent.

The intelligent wide-awake supplyman has splendid oppor-

tunities for making himself valuable to, and getting closely in

touch with the railway men he must depend on for business.

The following incident illustrates this : A representative of a

steel company was advised that it would not be worth his time

to get business on a certain road. The company had been

using another maker's steel for a long time with excellent

results and there were good reasons why it should continue to

do so. Nevertheless, the sales representative called regularly

on the superintendent of motive power, making it a point, how-

ever, never to talk business, but without fail to leave some

suggestion as to a scheme or device which he had seen in sat-

isfactory operation in his travels, which might be applied with

good results by the superintendent of motive power. In this

way he gained his confidence and interest. Within three

years he received a wire asking him to call immediately. He
did so and was given a contract for all of a certain class of

steel, and he retained the business until he entered another

field several years later. It is not intended unreservedly to

recommend this course of treatment, but rather to indicate the

great advantage to a supply concern of having broad-gage,

thoroughly-posted sales representatives on its staflf.

THE LESSON OF THREE COLLISIONS.

"T^HE collision at Western Springs, on the Burlington, on
* July 14, was the third bad one on the railways of the

L'nited States within two weeks. The three were alike in their

main features, but they occurred under widely different condi-

tions a combination of circumstances affording an unusual op-

portunity to study the causes of such disasters.

In the collision at Wilpen, Pa., on the Ligonier Valley, a pas-

senger car was crushed between the engine which was pushing

it and two engines which were pulling a freight train. The
immediate cause was either the failure of the despatcher to de-

liver, or of the conductor to understand or obey, an order. The
road on which the disaster occurred had no block signal system

of any kind, kept no record of train orders, maintained no train

register, had no printed rules governing train operation, and

used a system of despatching which provided for verbal orders

to be given to the conductor, and by him transmitted to the

other members of the train crew.

.At Western Springs three passenger trains in succession ran

past a stop signal in a fog; and the third, a fast mail train, ran

into the second, the flagman of which did not get back far

enough "to insure full protection." The Burlington has ranked

very high among the railways of this country for safe opera-

tion, good equipment, and the maintenance of a high standard

of obedience among its employees. Officers of the railway say

there had been no collision on its hues east of Burlington,

operated under the manual block system, in 22 years. No
fusees are used on the Burlington; and one point regarding its

equipment which has not escaped attention is that there was

no distant signal for the home signal at Western Springs. Dis-

tant signals are now being installed for all manual home sig-

nals, which seems to amount to an admission of their need.

Near Corning, N. Y., on the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-

ern, the engineer of a regular train, in a dense fog. ran past

in succession a distant automatic signal at caution, a flagman,

and a home automatic disk signal at stop, and collided with a

passenger train which had been stopped by a stalled freight

ahead of it. The flagman had a fusee, but had neglected to take

any torpedoes. This road, according to a statement of its

general passenger agent, had carried 250,000.000 passengers in

the twelve years preceding with a loss of only two lives. The
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foregoing statements regarding the wreck indicate the high

character of its equipment.

The fact of three collisions so similar occurring on three

roads where the conditions as to physical equipment were so

very dissimilar raises a strong logical presumption that some
cause not connected with the physical equipment was operating

in each case, and in fact was the essential cause—in other

words, the cause without which probably not one of these col-

lisions would have occurred, and without which possibly most

collisions would not occur. Let us carefully examine and see

if the preponderance of the evidence supports this presumption.

Nearly any circumstance surrounding a coUision may be a

contributing cause. At Wilpen the method of handling train

orders, the placing of the car ahead of the engine, the con-

ductor's loss of memory or carelessness in not being sure he

knew what his orders meant, all contributed to the disaster.

At Western Springs the fog, the misunderstanding of the sig-

nal operator, Mrs. Wilcox, as to whether No. 74 was to cross

over at Congress Park, and her assumption that she had no

reason to believe No. 8 would overrun the same signal that

both No. 2 and No. 4 had just overrun, may be considered as

contributing causes. So may the flagman's act in putting down,

not one torpedo, but two. 10 ft. apart, the non-use of fusees

on this road, and the absence of a distant signal which might

have given a preliminary warning as to the indication of the

home signal. And at Corning, the fog. the injector which seems

to have distracted Engineman Schroeder's attention, the fail-

ure of the flagman to take any torpedoes with him, or to light

his fusee soon enough, all may have helped to bring about the

disaster.

The list of contributing causes in these accidents might be

extended indefinitely. It could even be made, in the Burlington

case, to include the practice of the United States government

in awarding mail-carrying contracts to the road that makes the

best time, thus putting a premium on fast running. Or it could

include the failure of the flagman at Western Springs to obey

the flagging rule, or of the enginemen at both that place and

Coming to run cautiously in the fog.

The absence of any one of a number of such contributing

causes might have prevented either of these collisions. For

example, the flagman at Western Springs would have been out

far enough at 1,100 or 1,200 ft., if the engineman on No. 8

had been running as cautiously as he should have been in the

dense fog; and if the flagman had been out as far as he could

possibly have gone he might have stopped No. 8. The same

thing could be said of other incidents connected with the dis-

aster. But none of these things, in the absence of which, per-

haps, the wrecks would not have happened, was their real es-

sential cause. These immediate causes each have a precedent

cause, and it is that cause of causes, to which are traceable these

collisions and most other collisions which must be hunted out

and exterminated.

Such reports and recommendations as have been made in the

past, following bad wrecks, and will probably be made in the

cases under discussion, are well enough in their way. But

they do not go far enough. They aim to correct only conditions

which are nothing more than contributing causes. For example.

to recommend that distant signals be installed for all home

signals, that rule 99 specify a minimum distance which a flag-

man shall go back under certain conditions, that the Burhngton

displace its few women operators with men, that fusees be used

to supplement torpedoes at night and in fogs, or even that

enginemen never exceed a certain speed in a fog. will not pre-

vent collisions under the many possible conditions under which

these things would not and could not be contributing causes.

Even an automatic stop would not remove the possibiliU' of

collisions, for it would be only as reliable as the signal to which

it was attached or the track circuit control of that signal. And

if a train should be far enough past the entrance to a block to

avoid being hit by a following train stopping after an automatic

device had acted, it could easily be far enough away to be hit

pretty hard by that same train when it resumed its journey.

What, then, is this cause of the causes of accidents? What-
ever else an investigation of one collision accident here and an-
other there may disclose, there is one condition that every such
investigation discloses, and that is the tendency of employees
chronically and persistently to take risks, and the tendency of

railway officers chronically and persistently to tolerate the tak-

ing of risks. Jn every investigation the fact comes out that

the employees have taken risks. In every investigation the offi-

cers cite the book of rules to show that in doing so the em-
ployees violated the rules, and that the accident was a result

of this. But why did they violate the rules in the particular in-

stances when accidents occurred? The employees often reply

that they did it to "make the time." But they are trying to

"make the time" daily. Are they, therefore, violating the rules

daily in order to do so? The evidence in about every case in-

dicates that they are. The violations in the particular cases

that result in accidents are, then, themselves, it w-ould seem a

result of a Itabtt; and all the violations that have taken place

have helped to form that habit; and, therefore, indirectly every

violation of a rule or order that has ever taken place, whatever

its immediate consequences, has ultimately helped to bring

about disasters. But these chronic violations of rules that have

formed the habit of taking risks—why have they occurred?

There can be only one answer to that—they have occurred be-

cause adequate efforts have not been made to stop them. This

is responsible for the impression which is very general among
trainmen that "making time" is the first duty of man. It is re-

sponsible for the idea prevalent among employees that the

rules actually governing the every day operations of a railway

are not the same rules as those behind which the officers take

refuge when there is a disaster. It is to blame for the daily

disobedience of the rule which says that "in all cases of doubt

and uncertainty the safe course must be taken and no risks

run." Every employee whose misconduct, mistakes, or neglect

has contributed to a collision has disobeyed that rule. The

flagman of the Burlington's No. 2 was uncertain as to how far

back he could get, but he didn't take the safe course and get

back as far as he could. Three enginemen on that road were

uncertain as to the position of the signal at Western Springs,

but they did not take the safe course and run slowly until they

could pick up its indication. And so on through the long list

of employees whose acts have been immediate causes of wrecks.

Corning. Wilpen, Kinmundy. Odessa, the Hoosac tunnel, and all

the collisions before and since have added to that list.

Every time an employee fails to obey a rule he removes the

certain protection of the safe course provided by that rule,

creates a condition of uncertainty, and thus takes a risk. And

the rule against taking risks is disobeyed oftener and enforced

less than any other in the book. As to the reasons for this, the

employee claims, as we have seen, that he is encouraged to

take chances—told to obey the rules "but make the time," left

to his own resources every day in situations about which he

has never been instructed, and given to understand, in various

subtle ways, by division officers, that nothing much will be said

about any risks he may take which do not result in accidents.

The officers answer that a six-months' wrangle with the labor

unions will follow an attempt to inflict a penalty for taking a

risk that does not result in disaster. That is true, and because

it is true it makes it very difficult for the conscientious operating

officer to do his full duty and puts a very large responsibility

for accidents on the labor brotherhoods.

But after all the primary responsibility must be assumed and

borne by the railway manager. Rule 99 says a flagman shall

go out "a sufficient distance to insure full protection." How

many flagmen have been instructed as to how far that is (a)

in a fog. (b) on a clear day. (c) on curves, (d) at night?

How many flagmen have been asked within the last six months

whether or not thev know? How many are afraid to go back
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as far as they ought to on account of having felt on previous

occasions the lack of co-operation that has left them to walk
five miles to town when there was no need for it? The flag-

man of the wrecked train at Corning told the coroner's jury

that he was examined on the rules eight years ago, and that he

had never been told how far to go back. How many trainmen

have been censured for "making the time" in such bad weather

that their superintendents knew that they must have taken

chances if they did make it? Probably not one in the history of

railroading.

We are fully aware that the situation as to these matters

is very much better on some roads than on others, and that on

two of the roads where the recent collisions occurred equipment

and operating methods are, in the main, conspicuously good; but

the very fact that such accidents, due to such causes, did occur

on two such splendidly managed roads as the Burlington and

the Lackawanna, accentuates how much in need of remedy the

conditions in general are.

The duty of applying the remedy, therefore, rests primarily

with the railway managers. And what is the remedy and how
is it to be applied? How is the cause of the causes of accidents

to be removed? It would seem there can be only one answer.

There must be stern discipline for taking any risks, not merely

for causing or almost causing an accident by having taken them.

There must be thorough instructions as to what risks are, and

how to avoid them, just such instructions as the "safety first"

movement is leading up to, but extended to every man in every

department of every road. There must be patient drilling on

what to do in every conceivable case, and careful analysis of all

possible contingencies in each man's daily work, in order to

cultivate in him not only the ability and disposition to choose,

but also the habit of choosing the safe course without delay

or hesitation. There must be more surprise signal checking on

most roads, and surprise checking must extend on all roads to

more than the observance of signals. If collisions must occur

let them occur in the examiner's car where no lives have to pay

for the lessons.

In addition, the promise that no engineman will be censured

for losing or not making up time, or for not running fast, when
it is not considered safe to do so, must be changed to the posi-

tive, unequivocal statement that there ici// be a substantial

penalty for every case of running fast when it is not safe to do

so. Several roads have lately begun to emphasize the rules re-

quiring cautious running in fogs, and careful attention to con-

ditions at points where the right to proceed is governed by sig-

nals. This stand is conspicuous by its very newness, showing

that it hasn't been the usual thing in the past, and emphasizing

the fact that it is not, even now, common to all roads. If en-

gineers were told in all cases "make the time if practicable, but

obey the rules" instead of in many cases "obey the rules—but

make the time," there wouldn't be so much unsafe running.

The remedy is a problem of organization precisely similar in

character to, but, of course, on a vastly larger scale, than that

required for fire drills in a school or industrial plant, or for

battle practice on a man-o'-war. Its application will require

the "safety first" idea to be extended into every office of a

superintendent, general manager, president, or board of direc-

tors, as well as into every shop and yard. It needs to be ex-

tended into the halls of legislation and the offices of railway

commissions where the fact is not yet recognized that a policy

of starving the railways, and then demanding heavy expendi-

tures for safety is utterly inconsistent and unpractical. It

needs to be extended into the lodge rooms of the railway

brotherhoods, where the idea now too much prevails that it is

more important to save employees from just punishment than to

save them from injury or death.

The results of the "safety first" movement wherever it has

gone have been excellent. The team work spirit has been fos-

tered, and each man has come to feel that to an extent, and

particularly insofar as his brother's condition and acts effect,

his own safety, he is his brother's keeper. When stockholders,

directors and railway regulating authorities put safety first

there will be a great reduction in collisions. When general
managers are judged as to their ability to operate a road by
the standard of "safety first" and public regulation insists less

on low rates and earnings and more on low accident figures,

to secure which requires large earnings, wrecks such as these

will be reduced in number. And when it is known that super-

intendents are being and will be selected for promotion, on a

basis of efficiency in which safety is the principal factor, then

operating officers w-ill give and employees will feel the stimulus,

the co-operation, and if need be the compulsion, that will cause

them to prevent the preventable disasters.

THE EXPRESS RATE CASES.

IT is probably safe to say that the Interstate Commerce Com-
* mission has never rendered a more sweeping opinion than

that in the express company cases. The Supreme Court has

said that "in no proper sense is the public a general manager" of

the railways, but the powers of the official staffs and boards of

directors of the thirteen great express companies all combined

seem feebleness itself compared with the authority the commis-

sion seeks to exercise in these cases. And any serious attempt

to contest the matter in the courts would very likely be followed

by parcels post legislation that would almost put the express

companies out of business.

The commission has not only proposed a drastic reduction of

express rates and outlined an entirely new system of stating

rates and classifications, but it has prescribed new rules, prac-

tices and methods of doing business down to the minutia of

billing, routing and other details. By regarding the express

company as an agency of the railway, the opinion may even neces-

sitate a complete revision of the plan of compensating the rail-

ways for transporting express, although as to the reasonableness

of the amount paid to railways by the express companies the

commission expresses no opinion.

That the opinion is so comprehensive in the matters it passes

on and the changes it proposes is doubtless due largely to the

fact that the express companies have only recently been made
subject to the commission's jurisdiction. Until the passage of

the Hepburn act their interstate business was left entirely unregu-

lated. The commission has attempted to accomplish in one deci-

sion more than has been accomplished in 25 years in the

regulation of the railways.

The public has had a real grievance against the express com-

panies which has grown vmtil as Commissioner Lane says, "The

test of the express company as a public utility is at hand. Cer-

tainly it is not deniable that the express company has to no

slight degree lost the confidence of the people it serves and is

regarded now as only on probation." The managements have

themselves largely to blame for having made such a report pos-

sible. They have failed to take to themselves the lessons that

have been so strongly and with such difficulty impressed on other

public utility corporations. They have done little to defend

themselves or to moderate the storm of public condemnation that

has now overwhelmed them, and much of what they have done

has been belated. When rates have been reduced by state action

they have sometimes offset the effect by readjustments in the

intricacies of the graduate scales, and while the profits of railways

and other utilities have been undergoing reductions by orders

regulating their rates and service, the express companies have

in many cases materially advanced their charges, and one of

them has declared a 300 per cent, dividend. This was brandish-

ing the red flag before the bull.

As for the report itself, one seeks in vain through its 600

pages of text and appendix for any definite statement of a reason

why, aside from alleged discriminatory practices complained of,
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the present rates are found unreasonable. Apparently this has

been taken for granted from the beginning. But when one reads

the appendix, replete with statements of examples showing enor-

mous percentages of profit based on the value of the property

employed and the capital invested, and reads the statement in

the report that "since the Civil War, so far as our researches have

extended, no express company in the United States has been

forced into bankruptcy," he surmises a reason for the view

taken. However, it is admitted in the opinion that "under the

existing system of contracts it is quite evident that an express

company might grow extremely wealthy and accumulate a great

deal of property under rates that were in all ways reasonable,

for the value of its accumulations year by year depends not alone

on the rates that it charges or its own expenditures as an

operating company, but upon the contracts which it makes with

the railways which carry the express traffic." The contention

of many of the complainants that express rates should be based

chiefly on the value of the property used in the business is dis-

missed with the statement that the comparatively insignificant

property of the express company may not be considered ex-

clusive of that of the railway used in giving the service and

that "once this is done it is quite evident that all of the esti-

mates of the monumental earnings of the express companies

based upon their investment in property are misleading." On

the other hand, there is no real substance, the commission finds,

in the contention that rates may be made with respect to the

capitalization of the companies, because "to allow a return upon

this basis would put a premium upon mere bookkeeping meth-

ods which have no foundation other than the capricious policy

of its owners."

In connection with a statement that the total dividends paid

by the ten leading companies since 1854 have amounted to

$212,085,392, Commissioner Lane says: "Beginning 60 years ago

with practically no assets whatsoever other than favorable con-

tracts with one or more railroads, the express companies have

out of their rates and the profitable investment of the pro-

ceeds of their operations been enabled to pay large dividends

upon shares representing no investment and amassed over

$150,000,000 of property," but "We may not fix express rates

upon the basis of the earnings of the express company, for this

is a matter which we cannot control. The higher the rate the

greater the proportion the railway might exact, and thus with

each increase in the allowance there would arise plausible excuse

for increase in the express rates." Nor does the commission

feel justified in taking as any settled standard the operating

expenses of the express company outside of its railway percent-

age, "excepting as these figures tend to disclose by contrast be-

tween the various companies, whose figures widely differ, and

by comparison with outside agencies rendering similar or par-

tially similar service, what might be the reasonable expense to

which a carrier of this character is put."

Similarly, the relationship between express and freight rates

is dismissed as an important consideration in the fixing of ex-

press rates, but it is stated that the relation between the return

for the carriage of passengers and express matter "has been

borne in mind."

"What then may be said to be the standard of a reasonable

express rate?" asks the commissioner. The official answer is:

"No one consideration," which was probably the only answer

that could be made. The commission has, however, reached

«ight conclusions bearing on the subject, of which the most

comprehensive is : "That the rate should include a return to the

express company which will compensate it with profit for the

expense of the service which it gives, there being added thereto

in the formation of the total rate the proper charge which it

may reasonably make for the service which the railway gives."

No longer may the railways be criticised for making rates by

"judgment" or by "intuition," when a governmental body at one

fell swoop names an entire system of rates between 35,000 ex-

press stations for 13 express companies transporting over

300,000,000 packages a year, and merely states the conclusion it

has reached and the factors it has taken into consideration with-

out indicating the relative weight it has given to any of the

factors.

What is to be the effect of the decision on the status or earn-

ings of the companies it would be futile to predict. The com-
panies have stated that "the proposed rates would not produce

enough revenue to cover' the cost of business, especially as the

changes in methods of business to be adopted will increase the

cost." Some of the reductions are as great as 50 per cent.,

while some rates are advanced. It has been roughly estimated

that the average reduction is about 15 per cent. For the fiscal

year 1911 the 13 express companies had a gross transportation

revenue of $149,311,485, out of which they paid to the railways

$73,956,455, leaving to themselves $75,355,030. Their operating

expenses amounted to $67,596,759, and their net operating rev-

enue was $7,358,271. A cut of 15 per cent, would reduce the

gross transportation revenue by $22,396,722, of which the rail-

ways and the express companies would each lose about one-half,

reducing the amount left to the express companies to about

$4,000,000 less than enough to pay operating expenses.

The commission evidently desires it to be understood that the

reductions proposed will stimulate traffic and earnings, for it

says that it is unquestionably within the power of the railways

to put the express companies out of business by insistence upon
such a large percentage of return that it could not be overcome

by a. decrease in express operating expenses, and that a reduc-

tion of Fates would have the same effect, provided the railways

or the express companies themselves could not find means
either by the increase of traffic or the reduction of expenses or

of the cost of express privileges to preserve the existence of the

express companies. But the commission has implied before

that reductions in railway rates would stimulate business, and
the railways have learned by experience not to count such

chickens until they are hatched.

On the other hand, many of the rules and practices ordered

by the commission, which have been agreed to by the compa-
nies, are such as should work a real and much-needed reform

in the conduct of the express business, and these together with

the commission's zone and block system of stating rates in such

a way that one who is not an expert in reading tariffs may
know what rate he should be charged, should help to restore

to the public mind the confidence which has been largely de-

stroyed by the difficulty of understanding the present rate system.

NEW BOOKS.

Cylinder Performance of Reciprocating Engines, By J. Paul Clayton,

assistant in the mechanical engineering department of the Engineering

Experimental Station of the tTniversity of Illinois, Urbana, 111. Pub-

lished by the University of Illinois, Urbana, 111., as Bulletin Xo. 58.

For many years the only accurate method of ascertaining the

steam consumption of an engine has been to measure or weigh

in some manner the water used. It has been discovered, how-

ever, that the quality of the steam present in the cylinder at

cut-off controls the form of the expansion curve of the indicator

diagram in a perfectly definite way. From this fact there has

been developed a method of computing the steam consumption

of an engine from the indicator diagram alone to within 4 per

cent, of the actual consumption as measured by test. There has

also been developed a method of obtaining the volumetric clear-

ance of a cylinder using steam, gas, air, or ammonia to a degree

of accuracy almost as great as the method of filling the clearance

space with a known weight of liquid. The bulletin contains an

exposition of the methods employed in obtaining the steam con-

sumption and clearance, and also methods of detecting the

leakage from the indicator diagram with the engine in regular

operation.
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ST^iter^ to tW SdUon
LOCOMOTIVE BOILER DESIGN.

Camden, N. J., July 7, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

In a report of the chief inspector of locomotive boilers, which

appeared in your issue of May 17, page 1128, the statement was

made that the lower end of the water glass was only 1 in. above

the highest part of the crown sheet on an engine which recently

exploded. The number of boiler explosions on account of low

water is entirely beyond the limit of what should be expected;

but are the men in charge always absolutely to blame? I make

no apology for them, but I do censure the designer. In his de-

sire to have the ratio of heating surface compare favorably with

the grate area, he has placed the crown sheet too close to the

roof sheet in order to get in a greater number of flues. Theo-

retically, this looks correct; but in practice I find the higher

flues are not of the practical value they should be because the

draft (or heat) does not pass through them. This can readily

be seen on any engine, when working hard. Neither have I been

able to adjust the front end to accomplish this result satis-

factorily.

Again, as the crown sheet makes 60 per cent, of the steam

generated in a boiler, it should have a generous supply of water.

Five to eight inches is not sufficient, 10 to 12 would be much

better and allow a little reserve in order to shut off the injector

occasionally, which the modern boiler does not admit of.

The water level is also too close to the throttle opening, result-

ing in wet steam. The ebullition on the crown sheet being much

greater with the small quantity of water, is conducive to priming,

especially in an alkali district. Would 't not be better to sac-

rifice, say, the two upper rows of flues, than to let an engineer

take chances when dropping over a hill and letting the water

get out of sight in the glass, even if "he does know where it is"?

And this is continually practiced with disastrous results.

A. 0. A.

QUESTIONABLE USES OF TRAIN ORDER FORM 19.

San Francisco, Cal., June 21. 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

J. P. Finan's article on the Raikvay Age Gazette of March

8, 1912, relative to the unrestricted use of the 19 form of train

order is not in all respects conclusive. I am not deeply im-

pressed with some of the arguments he puts forth against the

use of the 31 form, although I am an advocate of the use of the

19 form wherever consistent with safety. You may take any

one of a half dozen of his examples—the conductor reading to

engineman, the engine pulling past the signal, etc.. and it will

be seen that disobedience of plain rules is what is the matter.

In short Mr. Finan, after citing all these violations of rules

which caused wrecks, practically admits that it was not the

31 form after all, but "man failures," caused principally by vio-

lations or ignorance of the rules. Rules may be made until the

end of time, but of what value are they unless they are com-

plied with?

I desire to have Mr. Finan enlighten me on some of the con-

ditions which his unrestricted use of the 19 form creates

:

1. If orders are issued to the superior train at the meeting

point, and it must be admitted that it is often necessary, what

is liable to be the result if the operator is out in front of his

office handing up 19 orders, giving the usual so called "high

ball"?

2. When necessary to restrict a train which has been cleared

or the engine of which has passed the train order semaphore,

and the operator receiving the order for the superior train re-

peating or sending the X-response, what is there to inform the

despatcher that the order has been delivered to the superior

train before he completes it to the inferior train? Will he in

all cases wait until the operator has delivered the 19 order to

both the conductor and engineman of the superior train and get

his verbal assurance of such delivery?

3. When necessary to create an extra under example 3, form

G. what assurance has the despatcher that all trains over which

such extra is given right have received the order before author-

izing the extra to move? If the extra is authorized to move
under this form before all trains over which it has been given

right has received the order is it not a lap order, or a hazard

of an accident? It would not be practical to say, take siding

and not leave each station where order is placed for inferior

train; space and time will not always permit.

4. If it is desired that a time order be reduced, how is the

despatcher to know positively, as he must, that all inferior trains

holding the 30 minute run-late have received the annulment

thereof before permitting the train to run under the 20 minute

run-late?

5. When a train is restricted at a point not a telegraph

office, or where the oftice has been closed, if the 19 form is

used how does the despatcher know that the order was de-

livered to such train before permitting the inferior train to move
into the non-telegraph station against the superior train?

6. When a work extra is given an order not protect against

extras, and it is afterward desired to have it protect against

a specified extra, if the 31 form is not used how does the

despatcher know that the work extra has received the order

before permitting the extra to move over its territory?

The 19 form of order is a valuable one and in every case

where it can be used with safety let us use it, but in my opinion

under no circumstances should its unrestricted use be permitted.

Under certain restrictions the 19 order is being used on the

Pacific system of the Southern Pacific Company with absolute

safety, and 85 per cent, of the train orders issued are of the

19 form. WILLIAM nichols,

Southern Pacific Company.

The first sod has been turned on the railway line from Parkes

to Peak Hill, New South Wales.

A railway is proposed from Coronilla, a harbor on the At-

lantic coast of Uruguay near the Brazilian border, to Santa

Rosa, on the Uruguay river, also near the Brazilian border,

and now connected with the Brazilian railway systems on the

Uruguay Central Railway. The harbors of Coronilla and Santa

Rosa are to be enlarged and improved, and the country border-

ing the new line is to be opened up to agriculture. There is

also a proposal to utilize the water falls connected with the

building of a canal from the harbor of Montevideo through the

provinces of Florida and Canelones, for the construction of an

electric railway from the city of Montevideo to Colonia. From
the latter place a service of ferry boats to Buenos Aires is also

contemplated.

The two motor cars which were made by the McKeen Motor

Car Company, Omaha, Neb., and which were recently sent to

Victoria, are now in service, one on the Ballarat-Maryborough

line, and the other on the Warramboll-Hamilton line. It is ex-

pected that these cars will save 55 minutes on the journey on

the first line and 65 minutes on the latter. A large increase in

passenger traffic is also anticipated as a direct result of the

operation of these cars. It is doubtful whether any more of

these cars will be ordered because the railway authorities have

heard that steam driven motor cars, such as are used on the

Great Western Railway of England, are much cheaper and are

rendering good service in sparsely populated districts. These cars

travel at the rate of from 35 to 40 miles per hour, and, when

required, trailers may be attached. Two of these cars have al-

ready been ordered by the Victorian railways. Seating accom-

modation will be provided for 54 passengers as follows : first

class, 22 passengers ; second class, 32 passengers.



YARD AND SHOP IMPROVEMENTS AT BOONE, IOWA.

Of Particular Interest as Representing Chicago & North West-

ern Practice for a Terminal and Repair Plant of Medium Size.

BY H. RETTINGHOUSE,

Division Superintendent, Chicago & North Western, Boone, lo

The Chicago & North Western has recently completed at

Boone, Iowa, improvements of considerable extent, consisting of

the enlargement and remodeling of the switching and classifica-

tion yards, and the construction of modern shop and engine house

facilities. Boone is at the junction of the East and West Iowa
divisions, 202 miles west of Clinton, Iowa, and 340 miles from

Chicago. The headquarters of the West Iowa division, the main

line of which extends to Omaha, a distance of ISO miles, are lo-

cated at Boone. The yard and shops are, therefore, geograph-

ically located at a very important center, and it had been appa-

rent for some time that the yard, engine house and shop build-

ings and facilities were not commensurate with requirements.

Plans were prepared in 1909 for the enlargement and rearrange-

ment of the yards and the centralization of the engine house and

shop facilities by the erection of modern buildings and equip-

ment.

The general plan of the Boone yards shows the location of the

old shop and the first engine house a short distance from the

station and situated close to the business portion of the city.

The old engine house was abandoned as such in 1887 and con-

verted into a shop, after a new engine house had been built three-

fourths of a mile farther east, where the railway had acquired

spacious grounds for yard and shop purposes. The general plan

included also the elimination of all street and highway crossings,

and with the exception of a little frequented highway at the

extreme eastern end of the yard lead, there are no grade cross-

ings from Story street east for a distance of I-I4 miles.

Following the general layout as decided on, authority was

given in 1910 for the construction of cinder pits, a new 80 ft.

turntable, a coaling plant and penstocks. This part of the work

was started early in April, 1910, and completed in October of the

same year. Early in 1911 authority was given for carrying out

the rest of the plans. The engine house included in this author-

ity is the third one built in Boone, each having been larger than

the one it replaced and commensurate with the then existing re-

quirements. It occupies the site of the house built in 1887, with

the exception of 12 stalls which had been extended, remodeled

and thoroughly overhauled in 1909 to accommodate the larger

power then being put in use.

Great difficulties were encountered in the erection of the en-

gine house and shop plant, and the construction of the yards in

1911, as they occupied for the most part the site of the old plant

which had to be removed piecemeal, so as not to interfere with

the operation of the terminal. The work was started early in

April, 1911. The yard was completed and turned over to the

operating department on August 1, and the engine house and

shops, with the tracks serving them, on November 1.

In order to provide the roadbed for the yard extension of

approximately 18 miles of track, it was necessary to move about

65,000 cu. yds. of material and to extend various waterways. The
old yard had a capacity of 450 cars, and the new one has a total

storage capacity of 1,400 cars. It consists of two distinct sys-

tems, the one nearest the main tracks, for eastbound movements,

being designed for nine tracks ; and the westbound yard, to the

south, for ten tracks. The eastbound yard now has eight tracks

and the westbound. 9 tracks, all of a uniform length of 3,250 ft.

in the clear, allowing for 80-car trains.

The tracks are laid 13 ft. center to center, with the exception

of five next to the main tracks in the eastbound yard, which are

on 14 ft. centers. These five formed the main portion of the

old yard, and it was decided not to disturb them. Each system

has separate ladder and running tracks, and double running tracks

are provided for at both ends of the yards for in and outgoing

locomotives. Way car tracks of ample capacity are placed at the

west end of the eastbound yard and at the east end of the west-

bound yard. South of the main yard on the west end is located

the repair yard, consisting of four tracks laid 16 and 20 ft. cen-

ters. Where the tracks are on 20 ft. centers, narrow gage tracks

are laid between for the conveyance of material. There are

5,930 ft. of track in the repair yard with a capacity for ISO cars.

This yard is fully equipped with air and steam lines.

South of the repair yard is the system of tracks serving the

ice house, engine house and shops, and these are connected at

each end of the yards with running tracks for in and outgoing

locomotives. South of the sand house are two tracks serving

the bridge material yard. .•\11 running tracks, ladders and
switches are laid with 80 lb. rail and the rest of the tracks with

60 lb. rail. All main line switches are No. 10, and the yard
switches are No. 8. A mechanical interlocking plant is located

at each end of the yard.

ENGINE HOUSE.

The new part of the engine house is of the type designated

as "Chicago & North Western No. 1 standard brick engine house.

90 ft. type." All foundation work, including the pits and outside

walls up to and including the window sills, is of concrete. The
walls above the window sills and all the fire walls are of brick.

The new house has 36 stalls, and the remaining part of the old

house has 13 stalls, a total of 49 stalls. Two fire walls divide

the new house into three sections of 11, 12 and 13 stalls. The
yard is such that eventually the full circle of a 90 ft. house will

be constructed without interfering with its layout ; this will give

a total of 57 stalls, besides an allowance for the space of three

stalls taken up by one double and one single in and outgoing

track. The house is heated with a hot blast system, motor driven,

installed by the Greene Fuel Economizer Company. The fan

house forms an annex to the engine house and has been built

with a view of eventually installing a second heater to take care

of the completed house. The heater house contains 120 metal

lockers and a series of wash bowls for the use of engine house

employees.

The turntable is a North Western standard 80 ft. deck girder

type made by the Lassig plant of the .\merican Bridge Company.

It is driven by an air motor, but in case of failure it is arranged

that locomotives can furnish air for turning.

A complete and modern boiler washing and refilling plant is

located in the annex to the engine house, and was installed by

the National Boiler Washing Company, which company also had

the contract for installing the piping for the entire plant, ex-

cept for the general water supply pipes outside of the buildings,

which were put in by the railway forces.

Attention is directed to a unique feature adopted for new

engine houses by the Chicago & North Western, consisting of

concrete walls built under the rails of the engine house tracks

for a distance of 8 ft. outside the doors. This arrangement is

for the purpose of preventing the heaving of the track in front of

the doors by frost, and assures the ability to open the engine

house doors under all conditions.

The house is equipped with the latest style of transit smoke

jacks, furnished by the H. W. Johns-Manville Company of Chi-
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General Plan of the Boone, Iowa, Yards, Engine Terminal and Repair Shops; Chicago & North Western.

The Remaining Part of the Yards at Boone, Iowa.

Arrangement of Engine Terminal and Repair Shops at Boone, Iowa; Chicago & North Western.
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cago. The floor is vitrilied brick, laid flat on a well packed
cinder foundation 12 in. thick and a 2 in. cushion of sand.

LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOP.

The locomotive shop is 164 ft. wide and 293 ft. long. The foun-

dations of the outside walls and the interior columns are of con-

crete, and the side walls are of brick. A cross-section of the

building is illustrated. The columns which flank the main erect-

ing shop and the center aisle also form the supports for three

traveling electric cranes. Two cranes of 67 ft. span each, and of

10 and 30 tons capacity, are located over the erecting tracks.

One crane of 5 tons' capacity is located over the center aisle. The
roof sheathing consists of 2 in. D & M lumber fastened to 4 in.

X 6 in. nailing strips, which in turn are bolted to steel channels

which form the purlins. The flat parts of the roof have a built-

up gravel finish, and the steel portions are covered with

"Paroid" roofing.

The floor of the building is made of 8 in. wooden blocks on a

well packed cinder foundation with a sand cushion 1 in. thick be-

tween the blocks and cinders. This is an experiment, the former
custom of using creosoted wood blocks being departed from in this

case. That portion of the building which is devoted to machine,

blacksmith and boiler shop work has a roof of the sawtooth

type with ample provision for light, the perpendicular portions

being entirely of glass. All sash in this portion, as well as of the

entire building, are of the Fenestra type. " The main entrance

doors in the erecting shop are made in two sections and are

End View of the Locomotive Repair Shop.

lifted by differential hoists to clear the entire door opening of

12 ft. 6 in. X 18 ft.

The erecting shop has twelve tracks, each provided with a pit.

The track farthest west is occupied by a locomotive hoist, elec-

trically operated, and consisting of four jacks of SO-ton capacity

each, or a total lifting capacity of 200 tons This is shown in one

of the illustrations. The jack, as well as the three traveling

cranes previously mentioned, were furnished and installed by

the Whiting Foundry Equipment Company of Harvey, 111. A
track connected with the yard system runs the entire length of

the building through the center aisle, and another through track

crosses the center aisle and connects with the erecting track at

the west end. The ninth erecting track from the west end con-

tinues transversely through the building and connects with one

of the engine house tracks. In the center of the building, and

next to the center aisle, is located the tool room, 40 ft. x 46 ft.,

which is amply lighted by continuous fash on all four sides.

Above the tool room, and reached by iron stairs, is the foreman's

office. The location of the office affords an opportunity to ob-

serve all portions of the shop.

An annex to the machine shop on the north side, 32 ft. x 48

ft., contains three rooms—washroom, toilet room and locker

room— all of which have concrete floors and are equipped with

modern fittings. The building is heated with direct steam by

pipe radiation. The steam heating system of this and other

buildings was installed by the National Boiler Washing Company
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of Chicago. Steam, water and air pipes enter the building

through a concrete tunnel, S ft. x 6 ft., near the northeast corner,

which connects with another one running the entire length of the

building under the center aisle and track. All the machinery in

the shop has concrete foundations, and most of it is belt driven

chines are located. The pit walls and those supporting the turn-

table are of concrete. The supporting walls are capped with 8 in.

X 16 in. fir timber laid flat and fastened to the walls with bolts

anchored in them. The running rails for the transfer table are

placed on the capping and have tie plates every 12 in. The trans-
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Cross-Section Through the Chicago & North Western Engine House at Boone, Iowa.

from electric motors. A few of the larger machines are directly

driven by motors. Adjoining the east wall of the building is

located a lye vat made of concrete and served by an overhead

traveling crane, which has an air hoist attached.

The transfer table is located south of the main building and

serves the 12 erecting tracks. The pit is 393 ft. long, and there

is a space of 50 ft. between the side of the building and the

pit. It extends 18 ft. beyond the west end of the building, where

the receiving track enters, and 82 ft. beyond the east end of the

building, where several storage tracks and the tube cleaning ma-

fer table is electrically operated and was furnished by George P.

Xichols & Bro. of Chicago.

POW'ER HOUSE.

The pow-er house is 54 ft. x 150 ft., and has brick walls on con-

crete foundations, with a steel roof construction supported on

the outside brick walls only. A section showing the roof truss,

also the end view and a partial side view of this building, is il-

lustrated. The building is divided by a brick wall into boiler

and generator rooms, and has a concrete floor throughout. The
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boiler room is 52 ft. x 100 It., and contains six boilers, tliree

double settings of 150 h. p. each; foundations are placed for two

additional boilers. A heavy sheet iron breeching. 5 ft. x 7 ft..

connects the boilers to a stack located east of the building. The

stack is 7 ft. inside diameter at its base and 125 ft. high; it is

made of perforated radial brick resting on a concrete foundation,

and was built by the Alphonse Custodis Chimney Construction

Company of New York. There is a track directly north of the

building and coal is placed in the coal bins through openings

provided with heavy metal shutters.

The generator room, occupying the west SO ft. of the building,

is designed for generators to furnish electric light and power

Door of the cars. The walls of the building up to the main floor

level are of concrete, and of brick above the floor line. The
basement, which is 7 ft. 6 in. high in the clear, has a cement

floor and is used for the storing of heavy articles. It has an

inclined concrete runway leading to the entrance at the west end.

The roof is of shed construction with a fall of 18 in., and the

height of the main storeroom is 14 ft. at the front of the build-

ing and 11 ft. at the rear. The front and end walls arc carried

above the roof and the tops of the walls are protected with tile

coping. The storekeeper's office is located at one corner and is

12 ft. X 17 ft. In the southeast corner of the building are an oil

pump and waste room, which is of fireproof construction and is

Electric Locomotive Hoist Wheeling a Large Consolidation Engine at the Boone Shops.

for the entire plant and yards, but arrangements have been made
whereby current is furnished by the Boone Electric Company.
An air compressor, made by the Ingersoll-Rand Company, Im-
perial type No. 10, has been placed in the generator room, and
it furnishes air for the entire plant. The power house building

is provided with ample light by means of metal sash of the

Fenestra type. The roof frame is sheathed with 2-in. D & M
lumber fastened to nailing strips which are bolted to the steel

purlins. The roof is covered with 2-ply "Paroid" roofing.

STOREHOUSE AND OIL HOUSE.

The storehouse occupies a ground space 32 ft. x 100 ft., and
IS one story with a basement under the entire building. The
main floor is 4 ft. above the top of the rail, or even witli the

separated from the store building by brick walls and fire doors.

This room occupies a floor space 15 ft. x 16 ft., and has a re-

inforced concrete floor and roof. Oil pumps are located on the

main floor and connect by pipes which run through a pipe

tunnel to the oil tanks, located in the oil house which is 20 ft.

from the main store building. The oil house occupies a ground

space 26 ft. x 34 ft. There is a continuous platform 8 ft. wide

in front of the store and oil houses, extending between the build-

ings and the storehouse track ; from the east end of the oil house

platform it continues east for a distance of 100 ft. and with a

width of 34 ft.

C0.\LINC PLANT.

The coaling plant was erected by Fairbanks. Morse & Com-
pany under contract, from plans furnished by that firm. The
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Looking Down the Center Aisle of the Locomotive Repair Shop at Boone, Iowa.

The Machine Shop Section of the Locomotive Repair Shop at Boone, Iowa.
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storage portion of the plant is located over tracks which lead

to the cinder pits and engine house in such a manner as to serve

all of these tracks. The Linkbelt system is employed for convey-

ing coal, and the entire conveying apparatus is installed in dupli-

cate and is operated independently with separate motors. The

capacity of each elevator is sufficient for the whole storage

pocket, which has a capacity of 800 tons. However, the con-

veyors are often operated either alternately, or both at the same

time, the latter in case of rush when cars must be quickly re-

leased. At present the handling of coal through this plant

amounts to approximately 400 tons per day of 24 hours. Except

in emergency cases all coal is hoisted during the day time. The

two unloading tracks have been built with a 1 per cent, grade

which permits of automatically dropping cars from the storage

end of the unloading tracks to the hopper and dropping empties

from the hopper. This makes it necessary to resort to the car

puller, except for starting cars from the hopper over which the

tracks have been placed on a level to avoid the possibility of ac-

cidents by starting cars while being unloaded.

The storage end of the tracks will hold eight gondolas. The

unloading hopper is covered entirely with a net work of breaker

bars consisting of ^ in. x 3 in. steel bars placed parallel to the

tracks on 8 in. centers, and connected every 10 in. with 34 in.

rods, over which 1 in. pipes are placed as spacers to keep the

bars in correct position. Coal is broker, by hand after being

counterforts of that part of the retaining walls which flank the

inclined portion of the depressed track. These have proved ef-

fective and no movement of the slightest kind has appeared in

the retaining walls. There are two clinkering tracks, one on

each side of the depressed track. One rail of each clinkering

track is placed on concrete retaining walls and cast iron bearing

plates, while the other rail rests on channel beams. These beams
are supported by cast iron pedestals encased with concrete. The
east ends of the clinker pits have been widened out for a length

of 24 ft., forming two ash pits on outgoing tracks. Both the

clinker and ash pits are paved with vitritied brick. Ample pro-

vision has been made for the draining of the pit and a number
of hydrants for quenching fires have been installed. All con-

crete exposed to heat from clinkers has been protected with

heavy sheet iron in such a manner as to leave an air space

between.

OFFICE AND MISCELL.\NE0US BUILDINGS.

The office of the master mechanic and the road foreman of

engines is Iqcated near the main entrance to the shop grounds,

facing Delaware street. North of the master mechanic's office

is an old building which has been utilized by remodeling for

an enginemen's rest room and for a caller's office and the engine

foreman's office. This building is brick with a stone foundation,

and was formerlv used for a store and oil house. The basement
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Power House of the Boone, Iowa, Shops; Chicago & North Western.

dumped from the cars. Horizontal conveyors in the bottom of

the unloading hoppers convey the coal to the main conveyors

by means of a boot, permitting the buckets of the main conveyors

to pick up the coal clear of the boot at the passing of each

bucket. The dumping of coal from the main conveyors into the

storage pocket is regulated through sliding trap doors which per-

mit dumping into any portion of the pockets. Coal is delivered

to the locomotives through sheet steel chutes provided with

counterweights and undercut gates. Each conveying apparatus is

driven by a 25 h. p. electric motor.

S.\NDING PLANT.

The sanding plant is located directly west of the coaling plant,

and consists of a sand house, 20 ft. x 24 ft., with a covered bin

18 ft. X 78 ft., and an open bin 18 ft. x SO ft. adjoining, making

a total storage capacity of 1.600 cu. yds. There are two independ-

ent stove sand dryers and screening arrangements. Sand is

delivered into the sand towers by air pressure. The sand towers

were designed specially for this installation and are shown in

one of the drawings. As will be seen, each tower rests on two

12 in. X 12 in. posts which are supported on concrete pedestals

and secured to them with two T-rails, built into the concrete.

The entire structure is of wood, including the sand tanks, as

experience has shown this to be preferable to iron.

CINDER PIT.

The cinder pit is built entirely of concrete, and all retaining

walls areheavilv reinforced. Particular attention is called to

has been divided into two portions, one room being used as a

lavatory and washroom, and the other for lockers for use of

engineers and firemen. The ice house is 24 ft. x 254 ft.; the east

194 ft., was moved from another location, where it interfered

with yard extension.

BRIDGE AND BUILDING y.\RDS AND FACILITIES.

Considerable attention was given to facilities for bridge and

building work. Ample yard and storage room for timber, etc.,

was provided, and this is served by two tracks. A stiff legged

derrick was erected, with its base 12 ft. above the tracks, which

handled the heavy material of all kinds and is at present equipped

with a double drum steam hoisting engine, steam being secured

from the boiler room. It is intended, however, to replace this

with an electric motor. The derrick is in an advantageous po-

sition in being placed high above the track, so as to permit

piling timber to a considerable height, and thereby placing all

the heaviest bridge timber that is needed for a season's work
within its reach and doing away with most, if not all. of the

handling by hand of such heavy material. A carpenter shop

of ordinary frame construction, 28 ft. x 80 ft., and a lumber

shed 22 ft. x 100 ft. are located nearby.

WATER SUPPLY AND SEWER SYSTEM.

The water supply is furnished under contract by the city of

Boone, which found it necessary to build a new water works

system, obtaining the supply from the Des Moines river, about
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four miles distant. The railway still maintains two wells from

which an emergency supply may be obtained in case of failure

on the part of the city. Water is delivered through an 8 in.

main which runs to a connection with two steel tanks of 150,000

gal. capacity. Each of these tanks were erected under contract

by the Chicago Bridge & Iron Company. Two wooden tanks

of standard Chicago & Xorth Western design, and of 50,000 gal.

capacity each, are located between the west end of the storehouse

and the power house. They are connected with the 8 in. main

by a 6 in. pipe and serve principally as storage for the locomotive

boiler washing and refilling plant. Still another 50.000 gal.

woden tank has been placed between the outgoing tracks with a

spout for direct delivery for each of the two tracks. The two

large steel tanks form the basis of delivery to locomotives which

is accomplished by ireans of two 12 in. penstocks, connected

with tanks by 14 in. cast iron pipe. These stand pipes serve

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.

Electric current is purchased from the Boone Electric Com-
pany at the rate of 1.9 cents per kilowatt hour for a total con-

sumption of less than 500.000 kilowatt hours per annum, and 1.5

cents for over 500,000 kilowatt hours per annum. The current

is supplied at 2,200 volts from the power plant, 7,500 ft. distant.

The transformer installation consists of three Allis-Chal-

mers oil filled, air cooled transformers, of 150 k. v. a. each,

connected in delta, transforming from 2,200 to 440 volts for the

power service, and three 25 k. v. a. .-Xllis-Chalmers transformers

of the same type, transforming from 2.200 to 110 volts for light-

ing. The secondaries on the transformers run directly to the

switchboard of the railway company, wliich is made up of two

panels, one for light and the other for power.

All switches on the power board are triple pole, quick break,

h-'nd operated. The lighting panel is fitted with six circuit

,, ,, \<-—eo-—-M
Z4JcZ4'S .; .

^TopofTank

•2x0 Cribbing
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Arrangerr.e-t cf the Sending i cv;3i-s li Boone, Iowa; Chicago & North Western.

all of the four ler.d tracks to the cinder pit and cr.g'ne hjuse.

Eleven fire hydrants have been located throughout the plant,

all of which are provided with connections of the same thread

as used by the Boone fire department. Fire roads have been built

about the shop buildings, and care is taken to keep them open.

All hydrants are supplied with fire hose connected up and ready

for action. Two carts with reels containing 300 ft. of hose each

are also conveniently housed for instant use.

The sewer system consists of a 12 in. main sewer, which runs,

after emerging from the shop grounds proper, along Delaware
street, and empties in a creek on company ground. All waste

water and storm sewage, except sanitary sewage, is taken care

of by this sewer, which has been laid low enough to drain the

lowest depression of any of the shop or engine house buildings.

Numerous manholes have been supplied at the principal junction

points. The sanitary sewer from the toilet room and wash
rooms is ccnnec'td witli the city sewer system in Delaware

street.

switches of 100 ampere capacity, 250 voit, and one main switch

of 800 ampere capacity, 250 volt, all triple pole, hand operated.

The fusing of the board is done entirely on an auxiliary slate

panel, which is mounted behind the board, and on which open

link fuses are used throughout.

The transformers and switchboard are located in the power

plant building, and the mains are run overhead to the diflFereni

points of distribution. The wiring in the power plant, as well as

in the other buildings, is in galvanized conduits, with Condulet

fittings throughout.

In the machine shop the motor equipment is as follows : The

30-ton crane is fitted with the following General Electric motors

:

two 5 h. p. on carriages, two 22 h. p. on hooks, and one il h. p.

on travelers : all variable speed. The 10-ton long span crane

is fitted with one 5 h. p. on carriage; one 22 h. p. on hook, and

one 22 h. p. on traveler. The short span 5-ton crane is fitted with

one 71/2 h. p. on c.nrrirge, one 21 h. p. on hook, and one 5 h. p.

on traveler. The two long span cranes are controlled from a
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cage, while the short span carriage is controlled by cords from

the floor.

The locomotive jacl<s are operated by a 3 h. p. variable speed

General Electric motor. This motor is located in the pit belowf

the floor, while the controller is located at a point from which

the operator can see all jacks. The large wheel lathe is oper-

ated by a 50 h. p. General Electric motor, direct connected.

The tools in the blacksmith shop are connected to a group

drive Allis-Chalmers, constant speed motor of 40 h. p. The
boiler shop is operated by a 6 h. p. motor, and the flue cleaner

by a 5 h. p. motor. The machine shop proper is driven by a

25 h. p. motor, and the wood working machinery by a 25 h. p.

motor. All these are General Electric, constant speed motors.

The transfer table is operated by a 75 h. p. General Electric

motor, and the current for this table is transmitted by three

trolley wires, which are strung two at one side and one at the

other side of the transfer table pit.

The heating system for the engine house is operated by a fan

driven by a 30 h. p. General Electric motor, 1,200 r. p. m. The
coal hoists are operated by one 25 h. p. Fairbanks. Morse &
Company motor, and one 25 h. p. General Electric, constant

speed motor The motors are 440 volts, 60 cycle, 3 phase,

throughout the whole installation.

The lighting in the machine shop is by means of 67 clusters,

which are each fitted with four 100-watt Mazda lamps, pro-

tected by an 18 in. glass hemisphere below, and a 30 in. enameled

Coaling and Sanding Plants; Chicago & North Western.

wall reflector above. Excellent results are being obtained by

the use of this method of lighting. In addition to this there are

three similar clusters at the cinder pit and three in the power

plant. The engine house is lighted by one hundred eight 100-watt

tungsten lamps, fitted to Benjamin porcelain shades. The rest

of the lighting in the building is by means of single cord drops.

The lighting current is distributed by 3-phase, 110-volt mains.

WRECKING OUTFIT.

Provision has been made for quick handling of the wrecking

outfit through the construction of a track leading from the main

engine house lead which holds the entire wrecking train. The
steam wrecker itself is sheltered in a frame shed 16 ft. x 80 ft.,

built over the end of track. This building is heated by steam

and is located directly east of the power house.

In the preparation of the general scheme of the improvements

just described, all departments, including engineering, operating,

mechanical, car and electrical, were consulted in order to get the

most suitable layout. The work was authorized to be carried

out under the direction of the chief engineer, E. C. Carter, who
entrusted W. J. Towne, engineer of maintenance on the lines

east, with general charge of the work. The writer, who is di-

vision engineer at Boone, was in direct charge of the work, with

A. W. Merrick, assistant engineer, as field man. The grading

of the yards was done under contract with E. L. Burrill of

Minneapolis, Mmn. The principal buildings were constructed

under contract with the C. W. Gindele Company of Chicago.

.\U track work in connection with the new yard and all minor
buildings and remodeling of them were taken care of by the

forces of the division engineer. All electrical work was done by
the company under A. J. Farrely. electrical engineer. Plans for

the machine shop and power house were furnished by Charles
Frost, architect, of Chicago, and the steel work was designed by
E. C. Shankland and R. M. Shankland, engineers of Chica£o.

REPORT OF ANNUAL INSPECTION OF EX-
PERIMENTAL TRACK ON THE GULF,

COLORADO & SANTA FE.

The ninth annual inspection of the treated ties in the experi-

mental track on the Baeumont division of the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe was made on June 6, 1912, by Dr. H. von Schrenck,
supervisor of timber preservation of the Rock Island Lines;

George E. Rex, manager of treating plants, Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe; R. S. Belcher, chemist, Texas Tie & Lumber Pre-
serving Company, and A. L. Koonce, roadmaster. Gulf, Colorado
& Santa Fe. The last previous inspection was made in February,

1911, and the report was published in the Railway Age Gazette
of April 28, 1911.

This section of experimental track comprises about 2}^ miles

and was installed in 1902, this location being selected for the

test because of the. extreme climate conditions. During several

months each year the rainfall is extremely heavy and the tem-
perature is high, these conditions combining to cause a very

short life of untreated ties, as well as to hasten the deterioration

of the treated ties. The ties from this track were furnished by
the railways and were such ties as are commonly placed in track,

being taken out of the regular stock. For this reason some ties

have shown a short Ufe in track largely because of defects in the

timber or in its seasoning. The ties were treated without charge

by preserving companies. On account of the small number of each

class they were in some cases grouped for treatment so that the

treatment was not in all cases adapted for the individual ties. All

of the same wood were laid together in order to secure the same
service conditions. Each tie is plainly marked with nails show-

ing the kind of timber, kind of treatment and the year in which

it was laid. The track is heavily ballasted between the rails with

densely packed sand and the ends of the ties are left exposed.

.\ continuous stretch of pine forest on both sides of the track

shades it more or less during the day. \o tieplates are used

and the track is laid with 60 and 61-lb. rail.

The tables on the following pages show the results of the nine

inspections made to date. The columns under each rate give the

number of ties removed since the last inspection and the percent-

age of ties removed since the beginning of the experiment. The last

three columns show the number of ties still in track, these ties

being divided into two classes, one in which decay is evident, and

the other in which the ties are still in good condition. Some
of those marked "decay" may be removed in the near future,

while others are still good for one or more years' further service.

The general condition of the ties in the track are reported to

be good. Very little rail wear was evident except in the cases

of hemlock ties. The apparent rail cutting evident on many of

the ties was due to the adzing necessary because of the changing

of rail. Although marked "sound" the hemlock ties in many

instances showed signs of severe checking and shattering. The

ties treated with Bakersfield crude petroleum, some of which have

been in service since 1902, show, a remarkable state of preser-

vation. It is particularly noticeable that none of these ties shows

even the slightest check. The rail wear on the ties treated with

zinc chloride followed by subsequent treatment of Bakersfield

oil was very marked, while in those ties treated with Bakers-

field oil alone the rail wear is practically insignificant.

We are indebted to George E. Rex, manager of treating plants

of the .\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. for the results of the in-

spection.
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FRISCO FREIGHT LOSS AND DAMAGE BUREAU.
Transportation Department's Investigation and Handling of

Claims, Refused and Unclaimed Shipments and Tracers.

Proceeding on the theory that the transportation department

is the proper department to handle freight loss and damage
claims, the management of the St. Louis & San Francisco on

September IS, 1911, transferred the handhng of such claims

from the traffic to the operating department, placing it under

the jurisdiction of E. D. Levy, assistant general manager, who
organized a new department with J. H. Doggrell as super-

intendent, and G. E. Whitelam, as assistant superintendent of

freight loss and damage claims.

The first move made by the Frisco toward adopting this policy

Wfas on January 1, 1909, when the work of investigating loss and

damage claims, determining liability, ascertaining causes and

applying remedial measures, was transferred from the traffic de-

partment to the office of Mr. Levy, who was then superintendent

of transportation. On the same date a plan was put into effect

to investigate over, short and damage reports, details of which

were worked out by Mr. Levy. The system devised and the re-

sults obtained were described in the Railway Age Gacette of

November 12, 1909. Since the inauguration of the OS&D
department many improvements in the matching of overs against

shorts and vice versa, the locating of bad situations and cor-

recting them, the stowing of freight, etc., have been worked out.

On March 15, 1911, the handling of refused and unclaimed

freight, both carload and less than carload, was transferred

from the traffic department to Mr. Levy's office. The system

adopted in handling this freight is different, it is believed, from
that in use on any other railway.

On August 1, 1911, the Frisco adopted the plan of authorizing

its station agents to pay claims for visible damage only, to both

carload and less than carload freight with certain exceptions,

and within the limit of $50. and later increased the authority

of a number of its agents to adjust claims for shortages and

concealed loss and damage.

To the new freight loss and damage department put in opera-

tion September 15, 1911, was assigned the work of (1) investi-

gating and adjusting all loss and damage claims; (2) investi-

gating over, short and damage reports; (3) handling for dis-

position all refused and unclaimed freight; (4) tracing all less

than carload shipments.

An article briefly describing the new organization was pub-

lished in the Railway Age Gazette, September 8, 1911, page 486.

The prime objects of the Frisco plan may be roughly stated

as follows: (1) to investigate promptly and thoroughly over,

short and damage reports with the object of having investi-

gation completed before claims are filed; (2) to investigate

thoroughly each claim filed, so as to locate the cause of it, prop-

erly fix responsibility and apply "discipline
; (3) by the thorough

investigation of claims and OS&Ds from a transportation

standpoint, to bring about a reduction in the number of claims

filed by correcting bad transportation
; (4) to make friends for

the Frisco by giving first class service in handling refused and
unclaimed freight and L. C. L. tracers; (5) by disposing of

claims promptly and equitably, to satisfy patrons and attract

business to the road and reduce unfriendly public sentiment,

which has been partly caused by past methods of handling

claims.

One of the greatest evils that have crept into the handling of

claims on large systems is the delay in making final adjust-

ment and which can be reduced to a minimum if proper meth-
ods and systems w-ere devised. The chief causes of delay might

be summed up as follows: (1) lack of adequate system to

trace agents and others for information requested, when not

furnished at once and for following up each failure to reply

to communications promptly for disciplinary action; (2) lack of

appreciation on the part of employees in general of what it

means to the management to pay claims promptly; (3) lack of

suitable systems for filing claims and handling the large volume
of mail received daily about them, as well as lack of a system to

prevent lost motion in handling claims through the office.

The success that has attended the Frisco plan in bringing

about the prompt payment of claims is largely attribu-

ted to the fact that by making vigorous efforts to have

OS&D reports investigated before claims are filed, they have

been successful in having completed files in the office to cover

85 per cent, of the claims on L C L freight before they were

received. In a majority of cases all there was to do after re-

ceipt of the claim was to attach the OS&D file to the claim

and make settlement.

HANDLING CLAIMS WITHIN THIRTY DAYS.

A short time after the department was organized, it was de-

cided to put forth every eft'ort to dispose of all claims within

a period of 30 days, with the exception of unusual claims and

those requiring an unusual amount of investigation, and when
claims were not adjusted within 30 days to, at the end of this

period and every 30 days thereafter as long as the claim re-

mained unadjusted, send the claimant a letter, telling him the

cause of the delay and the exact status of his claim. A cir-

cular announcing this plan was issued on November 1, 1911.

Since it has been in operation the results obtained in the way
of reducing tracers and satisfying patrons has been beyond ex-

pectations. While, of course, a good many claims are not set-

tled within 30 days, a great many are settled in less time than

that, and over 30 per cent, of the claims filed are paid on the same

day that they are received, This naturally pleases patrons and

restrains them from complaining when unfavorable delays

occur.

The circular announcing the adoption of this plan called forth

a large number of letters from shippers who expressed hearty

endorsement of it. One wrote:

"If all the railways would take the stand that you have in this letter;

namely, to pn-omptly investigate all claims and pay them within thirty days

from date of filing if they are just, practically all hard feelings between

shippers and railway companies would be eliminated. Since the writer has

been in business this is the first communication from any railway he had

ever seen showing a disposition on the part of the railway company to

meet the shipper half way in the settlement of claims. If your company
lives up to what it advocates in this letter your business deserves to

increase."

A great many delays in adjusting claims with which the rail-

ways are charged are due to the failure of shippers to present

their claims properly supported. Mr. Doggrell has therefore sent

out letters to patrons telling them that claims must always be ac-

companied by the original bill of lading or shipping receipt, paid

freight bill, bill against the Frisco and original invoice or at-

tested copy. The Frisco has also widely circulated three pub-

lications promulgated by the Freight Claim Association en-

titled, "How to Prevent Claims," "How to Present Claims," and

"How to Collect Claims." This educational work has helped

materially in furthering the work of the claim bureau.

HANDLING OF CLAIMS BY AGENTS.

As already stated, agents are authorized to pay claims for

visible damages, shortages and concealed losses and damages

to freight for amounts from $10 to $50. The authority granted

to agents is indicated by the following:

Number agents authorized to pay claims for shortages, vis-

ible damages, concealed losses and damages, 77.

Number agents authorized to pay claim.s for shortages and

visible damages, 54.

Number agents authorized to pay claims for visible damages

only, 462.

Total. 593.
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There are 650 open stations—stations without agents—on the

Frisco, therefore, there are only 67 stations that have nat.been

granted any authority to settle claims, which is due to the sta-

tions not having sufficient business or being only ticket stations.

Agents are not allowed to pay claims for damage to perish-

able freight, loss of grain or coal from carload or less than car-

load shipments, damage to live stock, or damage to sewer pipe,

drain pipe and kindred articles. Before paying claims the agent

is required to satisfy himself of the invoice price of the article,

and also to satisfy himself that proper credit is given for the

salvage, or that the salvage is turned over to the road. When a

claim is paid by an agent, the claim papers must be prepared

in the usual way and supported by the usual documents.

After this is done the agent is required to fill out Frisco form

75-A local in quadruplicate, sending the original and two copies

to Mr. Doggrell, and retaining the fourth copy as an office

memorandum of the amount of money paid out. The agent must

personally certify to the correctness of the information shown on

the form and he or a bonded employee must witness the signa-

ture of the claimant on each copy.

On receipt of the claim papers with the three copies of form

75-A local, the superintendent of freight, loss and damage

claims approves the second, or duplicate copy, and sends it back

to the agent by return mail, and when this is received it repre-

sents in the agent's account the amount of money shown on the

form as paid out by him, and he attaches this form to his monthly

statement of special credits. This monthly statement of special

credits, form 75-A local, is made at the end of each month, and

includes all claims paid during the month, being supported by

duplicate copy of form 7S-A approved by the superintendent of

freight, loss and damage claims.

The agents are not only authorized to make settlements as in-

dicated, but are required to do so, and the loss and damage

bureau constantly checks them up to see that they act both

fairly and promptly. The Frisco's theory is that it wants men

who can pay claims and not men who can delay or prevent pay-

ment. It considers that prompt settlements are as good adver-

tising as the road can get. If an agent, instead of complying

with the instructions that have been issued, sends an unsettled

claim to headquarters, his attention is promptly called to the

instructions he has been given, and he is asked why he did not

make settlement. On the other hand, of course, if his reports in-

dicate an unwise settlement in disregard of his instructions, this

also is promptly brought to his attention. If he makes an un-

usually good settlement he is commended for it.

The chief objects in increasing the authority of the local agents

for the settlement of claims were to put the small shippers at

local points on a parity with the larger shippers from a claim

settlement standpoint, and to enable agents to increase their

prestige among their patrons. Another object was to enable

them to adjust household goods claims at the time shipments

were received. A large number of suits were filed covering

household goods claims before this plan was adopted; since its

adoption there has been a material decrease in them. The large

shippers can afford to have, and do have, well organized traffic

departments that follow up claims systematically, and because

of the relative success they have in securing prompt settlements,

the retail merchant often has his claim handled by the house

from which he buys his goods. The knowledge that a larger

shipper can secure a quicker settlement than a small shipper,

convinces the small shipper that he is discriminated against.

Again, in many cases, the agent can handle claims for visible

shortage or damage, not only with more promptness than some

clerk in a distant office, but also with more justice to the shipper

and to the better protection of the railway. Being on the ground

when the shipment arrives or is opened up, he can tell whether

and to what extent there has been loss or damage. This en-

ables him to better tell the railway what settlement ought to be

made, and also to prevent the shipper from making a claim for

more thaff ought to be paid. The increased prestige that au-

thority to make settlements gives and the friendships gained by
making them also tend to make the agent a more efficient rep-

resentative of his road in the community.

Mr. Doggrell has sent a number of circulars to the division

superintendents and to the agents, who report to the super-

intendents, calling their attention to the number of claims filed,

to the promptness with which claims are settled and to the

amounts involved, and urging them to extend their close co-

operation to reduce the causes of claims, and at the same time

expedite their handling. For example, on December 3, 1911, a

circular was mailed to all agents, calling attention to the fact

that the Frisco pays out approximately $500,000 per year for loss

of and damage to freight; that it receives approximately 50,000

loss and damage claims per year; and that, therefore, the average

.imount paid out per claim is about $10. There are about 650

open stations on the Frisco, and, therefore, as pointed out, if each

agent s.hould be the means of preventing one claim per month
this would involve a decrease of 650 claims, or $6,500 per month,

or about $75,000 per year. Copies were sent to superintendents

with the suggestion that it would be well to supply the infor-

mation that the circular contained to the yard forces and train

and engine crews, and that they be urged to give their earnest

co-operation to prevent increase in freight claim payments in the

fiscal year 1912. Mr. Doggrell added that it was hoped to make
a decrease of $100,000 in the claim payments during the year,

and that he was satisfied that this could be accomplished if all em-

ployees would lend their closest co-operation.

About a month later another circular was sent to the super-

intendents, giving the number of claims filed during the calen-

dar years 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, also the claim payments during

those years and the decreases and percentage of decreases. The

following information in this circular and Mr. Doggrell's com-

ments are of interest.

Cl.\ims Filed.

Calendar year 1908 67,293
Calendar year 1909 59,613

Calendar year 1910 56,588
Calendar year 1911 54,745

Decrease 1909 under 1908 7,682 claims or 11.4 per cent.

Decrease 1910 under 1908 10.707 claims or 15.9 per cent.

Decrease 1911 under 1908 12,550 claims or 18.6 per cent.

Claim Payments.

Calendar year 1908 $642,753.04

Calendar year 1909 541,865.00

Calendar year 1910 491,496.02

Calendar year 1911 487,168.65

Decrease 1909 under 1908 $100,888.04 or 15.7 per cent.

Decrease 1910 under 1908 151.257.02 or 23.5 per cent.

Decrease 1911 under 1908 155,584.39 or 24.2 per cent.

"Vou will note from these figures that the number of claims filed in

1908 was 67.295, and in 1911, 54,745, a decrease of 12,550 or 18.6 per cent.

"You will further note claim payments for 1908 were $672,753.04 and

in 1911, $487,168.65, a decrease of $155,584.39 or 24.2 per cent. The rea-

son why we compare with 1908 is because we took over the investigation of

claims, OS&Ds, on January 1, 1909.

"The following statement shows the average amount per claim filed for

the calendar years 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911:

Calendar year 1908 $9-55

Calendar year 1909 9.09

Calendar year 1910 |-68

Calendar year 1911 8.91

"I am also noting below the percentage of claims filed in October, No-

vember and December, 1911, for amounts $5.00 and less:

Per cent claims filed Oct., 1911, for amounts $5 and less.. 56.3 per cent.

Per cent claims filed Nov., 1911, for amounts $5 and less. .55.0 per cent.

Per cent, claims filed Dec, 1911. for amounts $5 and less. .54.3 per cent.

"From this statement you will note that in October 56 per cent, of the

claims we received were for amounts of $5.00 and less, in November, 55

per cent., and in December, 54 per cent. Therefore, you will appreciate

how important it is that extreme care be used in the handling of freight

so as to prevent damage for the reason that most of the small claims are

for trivial damages, which could have been avoided had shipments been

given careful handling."

During the period referred to, freight earnings increased 17

per cent.

On March 4. a circular was mailed direct to all trainmen, en-

ginemen, yardmen and others concerned, calling their attention

to the progress made in reducing claim payments and asking
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them to extend their earnest support in making further reduc-

tions in claim payments. Their attention was particularly called

to the amount paid out on loss and damage claims caused by

rough handling. Mr. Doggrell said

:

"If each of you would, by more careful handling of freight and cars,

save the company $3 per month in claim payments we could easily bring

about more than the $100,000 reduction. The $3 per month is a small sum

when considered indiWdually and can easily be saved by the exercise of due

care on your part.

"During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1911, we paid out $123,745.39

for damage to freight caused by rough handling, and in 1910 we paid out

$105,386.40. These figures will give you some idea of the large amount

of money the Frisco is spending each year, due to the rough handling

of freight."

A number of circulars addressed to patrons have been issued

by Mr. Doggrell, asking them to co-operate to bring about better

conditions and to criticise and suggest betterments in the road's

methods. A circular addressed to patrons, about the handling of

refused and unclaimed freight was sent out the latter part of

February and read in part as follows

:

"We are not shippers, but shippers' ser\'ants, and, in order that we may
'See ourselves as others see us', we invite your criticisms and suggestions

for the betterment of our method of doing things from your point of view.

We are sure that the better the opinion created in the minds of our patrons

will result in more satisfactory and pleasant business relations and to our

mutual benefit. We shall feel very grateful to you for any criticisms or

suggestions offered and shall reciprocate at every opportunity."

Shippers have responded in a substantial way. by extending

their co-operation as well as offering valuable suggestions for

betterments.

OFFICE ORGAN IZ.ATION OF BURE.MJ.

Every effort is made to keep up and to increase the efficiency

of the claim bureau's office organization. Its employees are or-

ganized into various committees whose duty it is to investigate

and suggest means for securing greater efficiency. The commit-

tee organization plan is predicated on the theory that by making

each employee feel he is a factor, he will be caused to take

greater interest and the entire force will be welded into one har-

monious whole There are six committees, as follows: (1) On
office organization and efficiency; (2) On forms; (3) On trans-

portation; (4) On OS&D and claim investigation; (5) On
files and correspondence; (6) To pass on claims to be arbitrated.

The work of the committees is done outside of office hours

and general meetings of the office employees are held from time

to time in the evenings at which their reports are discussed. The
reports of the committees are criticised by the office force as a

whole and various systems outlined and decided to be as prac-

ticable are put into effect immediately.

Two things in particular have greatly increased the efficiency

of the office force, viz., the installation of dictaphones and the

adoption of a notation system. Xo investigator, either claim.

OS&D, or DR, is permitted to fill in any forms by hand. Such

work is done by tj'pists, who receive small wages. Each agent

at a large station, and each superintendent and other official

with whom the office has a large correspondence is given a num-
ber. For instance, the agent at Kansas City, Mo., is No. 1.

Each form as well as form letters and stereotyped notation, out-

side of the regular interrogation forms, is given a number. The
investigator fills out a little ticket which is pinned to the claim,

on which he shows a number for the address, a number for the

form to be used, a number for the notation he wants to use.

The typists transcribe these tickets to the form desired used.

The system is ver>' complete and by actual test has increased

the efficiency of the investigators 40 per cent, over the old method
of doing the work by hand.

Every morning a series of reports from each department is

placed on Mr. Whitelam's desk, which show the performance of

the office as well as the condition on that day. This makes it

possible to exercise thorough superv'ision over the entire office

from day to day. One of the positive rules is that every letter

received by U. S. mail must be answered on the day of its re-

ceipt or on the next day. Of course, the correspondence is very

heavy, and it is sometimes extremely difficult to comply with this

rule, but no excuse for failure to comply is accepted.

Another effective system is the sending out with corre-

spondence addressed to agents of what are termed "Reminders."

Each reminder brings to the agent's attention some important

instruction or imparts some information which is of interest.

These reminders are mimeographed on paper 2x9. For ex-

ample one of them reads : "Don't send any claims to this office

to be paid, that could have been paid on form 75-A Local at the

time it was filed. Increase your popularity among your patrons

by paying claims promptly."

The office force of the freight loss and damage bureau is com-

posed as follows

:

General.

1 chief clerk $150
1 general clerk 50
1 mail clerk 35
1 office boy 25
1 general file clerk 45
1 general file and tracer clerk 75

6 $380
Claim Departme.nt.

1 chief claim clerk $125
1 traveling claim adjuster 125
2 claim investigators, $100 each 200
6 claim investigators, 95 each 570
4 claim investigators, 90 each 360
2 claim investigators, 85 each 170
1 claim checker 100
1 claim checker 90
1 indexer 40
1 record clerk 35
1 record clerk I 25
1 voucher typist 40
1 file clerk 45
1 file clerk 35
1 file clerk 30
4 file clerks, $25 each 100
2 file clerks, $20 each 40

31 $2,235
OS&D Department.

I chief clerk $125
1 OS&D investigator 90
I LCL tracer clerk 90
1 OS&D investigator 75
2 general clerks, $60 120
1 general clerk 50
1 indexer 45
1 indexer 35
1 file clerk 45
1 file clerk 40
1 file clerk 30

12 $745
Refused and Unclaimed Department.

1 chief clerk $110
1 investigator 90
1 clerk 55
1 file clerk 40

4 $295
Notation Department,

1 chief notation typist $50
2 typists, $50 each 100
1 typist 35
1 typist 30
2 typists, $25 each 50
2 typists, $20 each 40

9 $305
Dictaphone Operators.

1 dictaphone operator $ 75
2 dictaphone operators, $65 each 130
5 dictaphone operators, $60 each 300

S $505
Recapitulation.

No. Employees. Total Salaries.

General 6 $ 380
Qaim department 31 2.235
OS&D department 12 745
DR department 4 295
Notation department 9 305
Dictaphone department 8 505

70 $4,465

H.^NDLTXG OF REFUSED -AND LNCL.MMED FREIGHT.

One of the duties of the freight loss and damage bureau is that

of handling carload and less-than-carload refused and unclaimed

shipments. Such shipments result from various causes. Some-
times they are due to misbilling. but usually they grow out of

differences between the shipper and the consignee, the consignee

claiming that he did not order the goods or that they are not

what he ordered, or that delay on the part of the shipper in fill-

ing the order has made them unsalable. Very few refused ship-

ments result from failures of transportation. Immediately after
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the transfer of the handling of these shipments to the transpor-

tation department the travehng agents were instructed to check

up every wareliouse on the road and make a disposition report

for every refused and unclaimed shipment. As a result, ap-

proximately 700 shipments were sold or otherwise disposed of.

The agents were impressed with the importance of rendering

disposition reports promptly, and each failure to do so is han-

dled with their superintendent for disciplinary action. The agents

render a monthly report, showing all refused and unclaimed

freight on hand and, in addition, the traveling agents are re-

quired to check stations at frequent intervals to see that all

freigth has been reported.

Reconsignment orders are handled on ihe same date they are

received, and closely followed up to see that the reconsignment

is properly accomplished. Formerly, it required several weeks

to get action on reconsignment orders covering L. C. L. ship-

ments, while at present it is accomplished with minimum delay.

Regarding the Frisco's method of handling this class of freight.

one large shipper wrote Mr. Doggrell as follows

:

"Frequently it consumed from six to eighteen months to have a shipment

returned, while under your new system the shipments are generally in our

possession within ten or fifteen days after we give you the request to

return them.

"I *ish all of the western lines would inaugurate the same system as the

Frisco, because if they would do this, it would obviate a lot of correspon-

dence and kee[/ our claims reduced to a minimum."

The method used for handling both carload and L. C. L. re-

fused and unclaimed shipments is briefly as follows : All car-

load shipments are reported to the bureau's office at once by

wire. The car number is recorded in a record book which is

indexed from 00 to 99, and the file reference is noted opposite the

car number. .Ml carloads are indexed under an RX file number

beginning at "1," which will run indefinitely. A wire or train-

gram correspondence is then carried on with all parties inter-

ested until the car is delivered or otherwise disposed of. All

less than carload refused and unclaimed shipments are reported

on regular DR form 1138. Refused shipments are reported at

once, and unclaimed shipments are reported after shipments have

been on hand for a period of 20 days, proper postal notices hav-

ing been sent to the consignee that the shipment is on hand

awaiting his instructions. All refused or unclaimed perishable

freight, is immediately disposed of to the best advantage and

special remittance made to the treasurer covering the proceeds

of the sale. Agents notify shippers of unclaimed shipments when-

ever it is possible to do so.

When the disposition report is received it is given a symbol

letter and number, and an acknowledgment of the receipt of the

report on form 1138-.A.. is mailed to the agent showing file refer-

ence, so that if future correspondence is necessary he knows

under what file reference the matter is being handled.

All reports are indexed and filed under the date of the billing

on which the shipment moved. The following letters are used to

designate the months of the year in which shipments are billed

:

tion as to how the shipment has been disposed of, that is, de-

livered, dumped or sold, is shown on the station reporting index

cards from which statistics are made showing the performance

of the refused and unclaimed freight bureaus. At intervals of

f\\e or six months, all station reporting index cards are gone

over and a statistical report is made showing just how many re-

ports have been received, how many of the shipments involved

have been delivered, sold or dumped, and how many claims have

been received.

All reports are handled the same date they are received from

the agents, and a form letter is immediately sent to the shipper

giving him all the facts possible about the shipment in question.

The report is, then filed with a fifteen day call-up on it, and if

at the end of fifteen days nothing has been heard from the ship-

per, the agent is communicated with to ascertain if the shipment

is still on hand. If it is, a second request is made on the ship-

per to furnish disposition. A period of about 30 days elapses

from the time the report is received by the bureau until the sec-

ond notice is sent to the shipper. At the end of 20 days from the

date of the second notice to the shipper, if the shipment is still

on hand at destination and is of any importance, the matter is

referred to the traffic department representative in whose terri-

tory the shipment is located with a request that he call on the

shipper and try to get disposition.

If the shipment is one of minor importance, a third notice is

sent to the shipper. It is very rarely that it is necessary to send

the third notice, as the shippers as a rule reply to either the first

or -second communication. They do not always furnish disposi-

tion, but a correspondence is started, which finally results, as a

genera! thing, in an adjustment to the satisfaction of all par-

ties concerned.

As a general rule, the original files are not allowed to go out

of the office ; an open correspondence is carried on, which is

far more satisfactory. Reports and correspondence are filed by

months and in numerical order, and can be readily located when

replies to letters are received.

To illustrate how a file could be located when a shipper does

not quote file reference, suppose the John Doe Plow Company

of St. Louis, writes in regard to its shipment of December 29,

consigned to W. R. Jones, Cora, Mo., and requests advice as to

whether the consignee has accepted it. The bureau would refer

to the consignee or destination index cards for the month of

December, and would find it had a file of correspondence under

RD-33.

The following statement by months containing information

taken from index cards as of November 1, 1911, shows the num-

ber of reports of refused or unclaimed less-than-car-load ship-

ments received, the number of such shipments delivered, dumped

and sold, the number regarding which claims were filed, and the

number of reports of refused or unclaimed shipments, not yet

acted on, and indicates the improvement that has been effected in

the handling of unclaimed and refused freight

:

J—January K—May -S—September
F—February B—Tune 0—October
M—March G—July K—Novembo.
A—April K—August D—December

The letter "R" is used to indicate a refused or unclaimed re-

port ; for example, a shipment moving in June would be in-

dexed RB, while a shipment moving in May would be indexed

RK. and one in September indexed RS. After the report is

syniboled and numbered, it is indexed, the index card giving

following information : File reference, agent's station, DR num-

ber and date, billing reference, consignee, final destination and

commodity. Each report is indexed three ways, different col-

ored carbon paper being used, the card for station reporting, be-

ing the original, consignee, red, and where the shipment is con-

signed to an inland town or held up at a junction point, the

final destination being off the rails, the card is iiled under for-

eign destination (green).

When a shipment is delivered or otherwise disposed of, the

agent returns form 1138-A, on which he shows what disposition

has been made. The file is then stamped closed and the informa-

Prior to 1911.
Jan.-Feb

April-May . .

June-July 2,635
Aug.-Sept 2,943

Period. Closed
Prior to 1911 2.296
Jan.-Feb. . .

.

1,826
March 1,720
April-May . . 2.544
June-July . .

.

2,285
Aug.-Sept. .

.

2,050

2,296 53
1,826 84
1.720 88
2,544 193
2,285 350
2,050 893

12,721 1,661

I. Cla,ims.

95.1 62 3.1

Total ...12,721 10,782 84.8 1,565 12.3 196 1.5 178 1.4

It will be seen that the 14.382 reports received. 12,721. or S8.4
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per cent, had been disposed of either by the delivery, the selHng

or the dumping of the freight. Of the 12,721 shipments disposed

of 98.6 per cent, were either delivered, sold or dumped, and the

number on which claims were received was but 178, or 1.4 per

cent. Many of the shipments sold or dumped were thus dis-

posed of on instructions from the shipper, who had abandoned

the property and authorized the railway to dispose of it for the

accrued freight and storage charges. Of the 178 claims received

fully SO per cent, did not have to be paid because it was shown

that the handling of the shipment by the railway had been satis-

factorj', and therefore, it was not liable.

HANDLING TR.\CEKS CO\"ERINC LESS-THAX-CARLO.\D SHIPPERS.

In the spring of 1911, shippers were requested to file all their

tracers covering less-than-carload shipments with the agents at

points of origin if on Frisco rails, and the agents were instructed

to send the tracers, together with a statement of the billing and

also their loading and forwarding record, to the office of Mr.

Levy, then superintendent of transportation. These tracers are

now sent to the freight loss and damage claim bureau, which

acknowledges receipt of them direct to the shipper, who files

them and handles any further correspondence necessary in con-

nection with the tracers direct with the shippers. This method

is said to save from four to five days' delay, because a tracer

covering a less-than-carload shipment cannot be handled until

the waj'-bill reference as well as the loading and forwarding

record has been secured. In consequence, when tracers are filed

with agents the necessity of returning the tracers to the agent

for the billing, loading and forwarding record is eliminated. All

new tracers and all correspondence about tracers under investi-

DULUTH, MISSABE & NORTHERN IM-

PROVEMENTS AT HIBBING, MINN.

The town of Hibbing, Minn., on the Missabe range is sur-

rounded on three sides by iron ore mines which are worked
as open pits. In the development and stripping of these mines

during the past two years the topography has been so changed

as to require extensive relocation of the Duluth, Missabe &
Northern terminals in that vicinity. The four large mines

grouped around the town are all connected, and the ore is

brought out on a double-track line connecting all the pits and

swinging around the east, north and west sides of the city for a

distance of 3j4 miles, rising to the surface at the west end and

running approximately south. It is the general policy in operat-

ing such pits to provide a double-track approach over which is

handled both the strippings and ore, but in this case separate

approaches are provided, both of which are double-track. The
added facilities are warranted, however, by the fact that in these

mines there is now uncovered one of the largest bodies of iron

ore in the world, and in case of an unusual demand it could be

handled very rapidly.

The Duluth, Missabe & Northern, which is the steel corpora-

tion's road handling ore to Duluth from this vicinity, reaches

Hibbing from the east and south. A portion of the east ap-

proach, over which is operated the company's passenger trains,

had to be relocated into the city, and a new passenger station

and general freight yard have been built on this relocated line.

The south approach is known as the Hull Rust Short Line, a

double-track cut-off completed about the first of 1911 to a con-

D. M. & N. Yard at Hibbing, Minn., for Handling Iron Ore Traffic at Mines.

gation are handled the same date they are received. The
Freight Loss and Damage Bureau checks each tracer against the

short reports to ascertain if an investigation has been started.

and in 35 per cent, of the cases it has files covering the tracers,

enabling it to give shippers prompt and reliable information

The bureau also checks to see that tracers are forwarded promptly

by agents, and any delays are investigated. That this system has

worked very satisfactorily to shippers, 'S shown by numerous
complimentar\- letters which they have written to the management
of the Frisco.

It is rumored that the Buenos Aires Western and the Buenos

Aires Great Southern railways, Argentina, will be amalgamated.

The Entre Rios railway, Argentina, has received a concession

from the chamber of deputies for the extension of its branch line

between Caseros and Villa Elisa to a point between Jubilee and

San Salvador on the Villa Guay-Concordia line. These lines will

have a 4-ft. 8;<-in. gage.

In the southern part of Bolivia only a section 100 miles long

has to be constructed to connect Bolivia with the Central North-

ern Railway of Argentina. Construction work is steadily pro-

gressing on this section, which when completed will put south-

ern Peru and Bolivia in direct rail communication with Bueiios

Aires and Montivedeo via Tucuman and Santa Fe.

A commission has been formed, composed of English, French

and Russians, in equal numbers, to study the feasibility of the

trans-Persian railway and to determine how and on what condi-

tions it could be built. The English goverment has ani.ounced

that its sanction would depend on the observance of conditions

acceptable to it.

nection with the company's Coleraine branch at Hull Junction to

afford a shorter route to Duluth than was offered by the old line.

A new ore classification yard has been provided on this new

ore line just south of Hibbing. The six-wheel switching loco-

motives which handle the cars into and out of the mines pull the

loads into the departure yard, which consists of eleven tracks,

each about 1,900 ft. long. Dropping the train in this yard an

engine runs out on to the ladder of the receiving yard and backs

through any desired track of that yard, pushing ahead of it a

string of empties down to the mine for loading. A road engine

bringing empty ore cars from the dock pulls into the receiving

yard, which consists of eight tracks, each about 1,900 ft. long, and

dropping the train runs out on the ladder track, backs down to a

turning wye, pulls out on to the main track and backs down into

the departure yard to pick up a train of loaded cars. The loads

are classified in this yard according to the grade of the ore and

also to the company to which it is shipped. The corporation

gets a majority of the ore out of these mines, but as there are

some independent holdings the ore consigned to such companies

is classified in separate trains in the departure yard.

A 2C0-ton McHenry coaling station, operated by a 15 h. p.

gasolene engine, a 100.000 gal. steel water tank and SO ft. tower,

are provided at the yard for coaling and watering facilities. The
water supply is secured from a well, in which a reinforced con-

crete shaft 45 ft. deep and 12 ft. in inside diameter was sunk.

Four 4 in. well points were sunk 80 ft. below the bottom of this

shaft and the bottom was concreted to prevent water rising in

the well and drowning the pump. A brick and concrete pump
house was built over the well.

This entire work was under the supervision of H. L. Dresser,

chief engineer of the Duluth, Missabe & Northern.



THE STANLEY COMMITTEE'S RECOMMENDATIONS.
Text of the Amendments to the Sherman Law and Summary

of Further Legislation Proposed in the Majority Report.

V\'e print in full herewith the text of the three bills which

the Stanley committee have prepared to be submitted with

their report of their investigation of the United States Steel

Corporation. The three bills are, first, an amendment to the

Sherman anti-trust law defining restraint of trade, placing the

burden of proof that no restraint exists on the corporation

against which suit is brought, etc.; second, a new commodities

clause bill prohibiting the carriage of a commodity in which a

railway has an indirect interest through stock ownership, and

lastly, a bill to prohibit interlocking directorates between

equipment companies and railways. Since this text was made
public it is said that there have been some further diflferences

of opinion among the committee which might conceivably re-

sult in changes in their report.

In all, the Stanley committee will make five reports. First, a

majority report giving findings of fact of the democratic majority.

It is with this report that the three bills are to be presented.

Second, a separate statement of the views of Representative Lit-

tleton, of New York, which attack the Stanley amendment to

the Sherman law. Third, a minority report of the republican

members of the committees, signed by Representatives Gardner,

of Massachusetts, and Danforth, of New York, which, it is

understood, will recommend the enactment of a federal incor-

poration law and a publicity clause, and some provision for gov-

ernment regulation of the maximum price of industrial prod-

ucts. Fourth, a minority report by Representative Young of

Michigan, dissenting from the federal control of prices ; and

fifth, a minority report by Representative Sterling, of Illinois,

also dissenting from government regulation of prices.

Representative Littleton's views, as quoted after the publica-

tion of the text of the majority report, are given in the General

News Secion of this issue.

AMENDMENT TO THE SHERMAN LAW.

A bill to further protect trade and commerce against unlawful

restraints and monopolies.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the L^nited States of America, in Congress assembled, that

the act approved July 2, 1890, entitled "An act to protect trade

and commerce against unlawful restraints and monopolies," is

hereby amended by adding thereto the following:

Section 9—In the following section the context otherwise re-

quires :

(a) The word "suit" means a civil suit or proceeding brought

under or involving the provisions of this act.

(b^ The word "combination" includes any contract or combi-

nation in the form of trust or otherwise.

(c) The words "restraint of trade" mean any restraint in any

respect or to any extent of trade or commerce among the sev-

eral states or with foreign nations.

(d) The word "vendor" includes lessor, licensor, or bailor.

( e) The word "vendee" includes lessee, licensee, or bailee.

( f ) The word "purchase" (noun) includes lease, license, or

bailment.

(g) The word "purchase" (verb) includes lease, license, or

otherwise obtain.

(h) The word "purchasing" includes leasing, licensing, or ob-

taining.

(i) The word "sell" includes lease, license, bail, or furnish.

(j) The word "sold" includes leased, licensed, bailed, or

otherwise dealt in or furnished, or supplied.

(k) The word "sale" includes lease, license, or bailment.

(1) The word "price" includes rental, royalty, or other means
of compensation,

( m) The word "person" shall be deemed to include "persons."

Section 10—Any person who shall be injured in his business

or property, or shall be threatened with such injur)', by any other

person or corporation by reason of anything forbidden or de-

clared to be unlawful by this action may bring suit in equity in

any Circuit Court of the United States in the district in which

the defendant resides to prevent and restrain violations of this

act and for other appropriate relief.

Section 11—Whenever suit has been instituted under Section

4 of this act for any person w^ho shall be injured in his busi-

ness or property or threatend with such injury by the defendants

in said suit or any of them by reason of anything forbidden or

declared to be unlawful in this act, and any state of the United

States, may at any time intervene in said suit to protect his

interests, or if the intervenor be a state, the interests of the

citizens of such state, and any person interested and any state

may after final decree in said suit petition said court for pro-

tection or redress in case of any violation of said decree, and

the court shall have power to take such action or may be ap-

propriate in the premises.

Section 12—Whenever in any suit it shall appear that any

combination was entered into, existed, or exists, \yhich was or

is in restraint of trade, the burden of proof to establish the

reasonableness of such restraint shall be ujpon the party who

contends that such restraint is reasonable.

Section 13—Whenever in any suit it shall appear that any

combination was entered into, existed, or exists, which was or

is in restraint of trade, such restraint shall be conclusively

deemed to have been and to be unreasonable and in violation of

the provisions of this act as to any party thereto who is carrying

on any business to which such combination relates or in connec-

tion therewith

:

(A) If such person does business, directly or indirectly, under

any name other than his own or that of the partnership of

which he is a member; or any corporation does business under

any name other than its own corporation name, or if there be

any concealment or misrepresentation as to the ownership or

control of such business, or if there be any misrepresentation

as to the identity of the manufacturer, producer, or vendor of

any article sold.

(B) As the vendor of any article, spies upon the business of

any competitor, or secures information concerning his business,

either through bribery of an agent or employee of such com-

petitor, or of any state or federal official, or by any illegal means

whatever secures information concerning the competitor's

business.

In the course of such proceedings the court may grant orders

of attachment, or may appoint a receiver, or may take such

other proceedings conformable to the usual practices in equity

as to insure the satisfaction of any claims so presented and the

protection of the petitioner's rights.

Nothing done under this section shall be permitted to delay

the final disposition of said principal proceeding in all other

respects, and nothing contained in this section shall be taken

to abridge the right of any person to bring an independent suit,

as provided under Section 7 of this act; but if any person pro-

ceeds both by intervening petition and by independent suit, the

court may order an election.

Section 17—An intervening petition under Section 7 of this

act, or an original suit for the same cause under Section 7 of

this act shall not be barred by lapse of time, if begun within

one year after final judgment entered in a suit brought by or

on behalf of the United States establishing such violation by

the defendant or defendants of Section 1, Section 2, or Sec-

tion 3

:

Provided that the claim on which such intervening petition

or original suit is founded is not already barred at the time of

the passage of this act.

Section 18—Whenever, after the institution of proceedings
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under Section 4 of this act, it shall appear to the court in pre-

liminary hearing that there is reason to believe, or upon final

hearing the court shall find that any combination was entered

into, existed, or exists which was or is in restraint of trade,

and that as a result thereof the defendants or any of them have
the control of supplying the market with any machine, tool, or

other article, whether raw material or manufactured, reason-

ably required in the manufacture or production of any other

article, or for general consumption and use, and that no ade-

quate opportunity exists to immediately obtain a substitute

therefor of equal utility, the court shall immediately have power
to make such order by injunction or otherwise, as it may deem
necessary, as will secure to purchasers or users of such articles

full opportunity to secure the same upon payment of a reason-

able compensation, to be fixed by the court in such order, un-

til some other adequate substitute can be provided

:

Provided, however, that in so far as the time of application

for such order, such machine, tool, or article is being supplied

to any person under any contract, the amount of compensation
therefor to be paid him under said order shall be that actually

payable under terms of such contract, unless and until such

contract is found or declared to be void, or expires.

Section 19—Whenever in any proceeding under Section 4 of

this act any combination has been adjudged illegal under Sec-

tion 1 and Section 2 of this act, the court before which such

proceedings are pending shall have jurisdiction

:

(a) To petition any property owned under contract or by

a combination mentioned in Section 1 and Section 2 of this

act in severalty among the owners thereof, or groups of owners
thereof, and if the owners include one or more corporations,

among the several stockholders thereof, or among groups of

the several stockholders thereof all in proportion to their re-

spective interests.

(b) If sales of such property are necessary or proper, either

to pay debts or incumbrances thereon, or to re-create conditions

in harmony with the law, to sell such property as a whole or

in parcels; and the court may forbid the said owners, and if the

said owners include one or more corporations, the stockholders

thereof, from purchasing at such sales, and may prescribe the

conditions on which any purchase may be made by any person

whichever.

(c) To make such restraining orders or prohibitions as may
be necessary and proper to re-create conditions in harmony
with the law, including prohibitions of any acts, conduct, meth-
ods, or devices which are enumerated herein as indicating un-

reasonable restraint.

(d) To declare void, as against the defendants or any of

them, any contract entered into as a part of the combination
found to be in restraint of trade.

The relief granted in this section shall be in addition to and
not inclusive of other relief permitted by this act, or otherwise

by law.

(C) As the vendor of any article, attempts to restrain com-
petition by supplying or offering to supply such article without

charge, or at a price at or below cost of production and dis-

tribution.

(D) As the vendor of any article, with a view to preventing

competition with the same, fixes upon some raw or manufac-
tured material which he controls and which is required for

producing a competitive article an unreasonably high price.

(E) As the vendor of any article attempts to prevent or re-

strain competition by any contract or arrangement under which
he shall not sell any article in which he deals to certain per-

sons or classes of persons, or to those doing business within

certain districts or territories.

(F) As the vendor of any article, attempts to prevent or re-

strain competition by supplying or offering to supply to any

person doing business in any particular territory articles sold

by him upon terms or conditions in any respect more favorable

than are accorded by him to his other customers.

(G) As the vendor of any article, attempts to prevent or re-

strain competition, either by refusing to supply to any other

person requesting same any article sold, or by consenting to

supply same only upon terms or on conditions in some respects

less fayorable than are accorded to any other person.

(H) As the vendor of any article, attempts to prevent or re-

strain competition by making in the price or other terms of any
such sale any discrimination based upon whether the vendee

purchases from him articles of a particular quantity or aggre-

gate price.

(I) As the vendor of any article, attempts to prevent or re-

strain in any manner either directly or indirectly any vendee

from purchasing such article or any other article from some
other person, or using such article or any other article obtained

from some other person, whether such attempt be made (first)

by an agreement expressed or implied against such purchase,

or (second) be made by a condition in the sale against such

purchase, or (third) be made by imposing any restriction upon

the use of the article so sold, or (fourth) be made by making

in the price any discrimination based upon whether the vendess

purchases any article made or sold by some other person, or

( fifth) be made in any manner except the ordinary solicitation

of trade.

(J) As the vendor of any article, attempts to prevent or re-

strain competition by the use of any unfair or oppressive meth-

ods of competition.

The foregoing enumerations of acts, conduct, methods, and

devices which it is herein declared each shall conclusively be

deemed unreasonable, shall not include, and shall not be con-

strued to include, or as intended to exclude any other acts,

conduct, methods, or devices which are or may be unreasonable.

The provisions of Clause I shall not apply to the mere ap-

pointment of sole agents to sell any article.

Section 14—Whenever in any suit it shall appear any com-

bination was entered into, existed, or exists, which was or is in

restraint of trade, there shall at once arise a rebuttable presump-

tion that such restraint was or is unreasonable if, in the busi-

ness in connection with said restraint existed or exists, the per-

sons engaged in such combination controlled or controls or is

a member of any corporation or association which controlled

or controls, at the time such restraint is alleged to have existed

or to exist, more than thirty percentum on the value of the

total quantity sold in the United States, or more than thirty

percentum in value of the total quantity sold in the part of the

United States to which the business of such person, corporation,

or association extends, of any article dealt in by such person,

the trade in which is affected by such restraint.

Section 15—Whenever in any suit brought by or on behalf

of the United States a final judgment or decree shall have been

rendered to the effect that a defendant in violation of the pro-

visions of this act has entered into a combination in restraint

of trade, or has monopolized or attempted to monopolize, or

has combined with any person to monopolize, any part of the

trade or commerce among the several states or with foreign

nations, the existence of such illegal combination or monopoly

or of such attempt to monopolize, shall, to the full extent to

which the issues of fact or law were litigated, and to the full

extent to which such fact, judgment, or decree would constitute

in any other proceeding an estoppel as between the United

States and such defendant, constitute as against such defendant

conclusive evidence of the same facts and be conclusive as to

the same issues of law in favor of any other person in any

other proceeding brought under or involving the provisions of

this act.

Section 16—In any suit begun by or on behalf of the United

States in which a judgment or decree interlocutory or final, has

been entered that the defendants, or any of them, have been

guilty of conduct prohibited by Section 1, Section 2, or Section

3 of this act, if it shall appear to the court by intervening pe-

tition of any other person, if such person claims to be injured
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by such conduct, such person shall be admitted as a party to

the suit to establish such injury, if any, and the damages re-

sulting therefrom; and such person may have judgment and

execution therefor or relief to the same extent as if an independ-

ent suit had been brought under Section 7 of this act.

COMMODITY CLAUSE BILL.

Section 1—That from and after the day of it shall

be unlawful for any person, company, firm, or corporation en-

gaged in mining or manufacturing of any kind or description,

the product of which shall be transported in interstate or for-

eign commerce by common carrier subject to the provisions of

the act to regulate commerce, approved February 4, 1887, a*

amended, to own, in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, by

stock ownership or otherwise, any railway or other line of trans-

portation, or the property of either, of any common carrier

subject to the provisions of said act.

Section 2—That from and after the day of it shall

be unlawful for any person, company, firm, or corporation, who,

or which, owns, holds, or in any way controls a majority of

the capital stock of any other corporation engaged in operating

a line of transportation as a common carrier in the transpor-

tation of • passengers or property wholly by railway ,or partly

by railways and partly by water, when both are used under

a common control, management, or arrangement for a continu-

ous carriage (or shipnjent) from one state, territory, or district

of the United States to another state, territory, or district of

the United States, or from one place in a territory to another

place in the sajne territory, or from any place in the United

States to an adjacent foreign country, or from any place in the

United States through a foreign country to any place in the

United States, or engaged in like manner in the transportation

of property shipped from any place in the United States to a

foreign country and carried from such place to a port of trans-

shipment or shipped from a foreign country to any place in

the United States and carried to such place from a port of en-

try either in the United States or an adjacent foreign country,

to operate, or in any manner or by any means participate in

the operation, in whole or in part, of such line, or to ship over

such line in intercommerce any article or commodity bought,

sold, manufactured, mined, or produced by, or under the control

of, or owned in whole or in part by, or in which any interest,

direct or indirect, whether by stock ownership or otherwise, is

held by any such person, company, or firm or corporation so

owning a majority of capital stock.

Section 3—That the provisions of this act shall not be so con-

strued as to apply to the transportation of passengers or prop-

erty, or to the receiving, delivering, storage, or handling of

property wholly within one state and not shipped to or from a

foreign state to a state or territory as aforesaid.

Section 4—Any person, company, firm, or corporation violating

any of the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and for each offense, upon conviction, shall pay

to the United States a penalty of not less thati dollars

nor more than dollars ; and in case of a continuing vio-

lation each day of such violation shall be held to be a separate

offense.

Section 5—Jurisdiction of offenses under this act shall be the

same as that provided for offenses in an act entitled "an act

to further regulate commerce with foreign nations and among
the states," approved February 19, 1903, and any amendment

thereof.

A BILL TO PROHIBIT INTERLOCKING DIRECTORITES BETWEEN EQUIP-

MENT COMPANIES AND RAILWAYS.

A bill to prohibit persons engaged in the manufacture and

sale of railway cars, locomotives, railways, and structural steel,

or in the mining or sale of coal, from becoming directors or

other officers or employees of railways engaged in interstate

commerce.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States, in Congress assembled, that from and

after June 30, 1913, no person who is engaged as an individual

or as a member of a partnership or a director or other officer,

or an employee of a corporation, in the business, in whole or

in part, of manufacturing or selling railway cars or locomotives,

or rails or structural steel, or mining and selling coal, shall act

as a director or other officer or employee of any railway com-

pany which conducts an interstate commerce business.

Section 2—That any person who shall be guilty of a violation

of this law shall be punished by a fine of $100 a day for every

day during which he shall act as a director, officer, or employee

of the railway company, or by imprisonment for such period

as the court may designate, not exceeding one year, or by both

a fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the court.

Accompanying these bills is a memorandum made by the

committee explaining in detail the reasons for making these

recommendations and explaining what is intended to be accom-

plished by each clause.

GOOD RESULTS FROM NEW LOCOMOTIVES.

A saving of 12 per cent, in fuel with a 50 per cent, increase

in the average train load has resulted in freight service on

the Pefe Marquette with powerful consolidation locomotives

of up-to-date design as compared with lighter locomotives of

the same class of conventional design, operating in the same

territory. Still greater fuel economy has been secured in pas-

senger service by the introduction of moderate weight Pacific

type locomotives using highly superheated steam. The super-

heater locomotives save an average of 22 per cent, in fuel, as

compared with Pacific type locomotives using saturated steam,

in the same service. In the months of February and March,

when operating conditions were the worst, the new Pacific

tjTSe locomotives saved 27 per cent, in fuel. Furthermore,

while the consolidations here illustrated have 50 per cent, more

hauling capacity than the railway's lighter class C-2 locomotives

used in the same service, they weigh only 26^4 per cent. more.

A Fuel Saving of 12 Per Cent, and an Increased Train Load of 50 Per Cent. Followed the Introduction of these 2-8-0 Locomo-
tives on the Pere Marquette.
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The new consolidations with their tenders weigh 382,400 lbs.

The class C-2 consolidations weigh 302.300 lbs. These econo-

mies in operation are shown by service records covering a

period of practically a year.

In June and July of last year, the Pare Marquette received

25 consolidation and 5 Pacific type locomotives from the Amer-

ican Locomotive Company. The two designs are illustrated

herewith. They are equipped with superheaters of the fire-tube

type and marked the_ iiif'roduction of the superheater on that

road. In the construction of details each is generally rep-

resentative of the builders' latest practice for locomotives of

its particular type. Among the new features presented in the

two designs, which have been widely introduced on recent

locomotives, will be noticed the so-called outside steam pipes,

self-centering design of valve stem crosshead guide, the self-

centering guide for the piston rod extension and the outside

bearing radial truck with floating spring seat yoke.

The Pacific type locomotives have 22 in. x 28 in. cylinders

and a maximum tractive effort of 29.500 lbs. The sister en-

gines using saturated steam have 22 in. x 26 in. cylinders and

a maximum tractive effort of 27,800 lbs. The superheater

locomotives weigh 220,000 lbs., while the saturated steam loco-

motives weigh 214,000 lbs.

The consolidations are much more powerful than any pre-

viously used on the Pere Marquette and are among the most

powerful locomotives of their type constructed by the build-

ers. They carry a working pressure of 180 lbs. and have 25 in.

X 30 in. cylinders. The maximum tractive effort is 50,300 lbs.

The use of a low steam pressure has considerably reduced

the boiler work as eomfarad with other locomotives on the

road carrying 200 lbs. pressure. These new locomotives have

been in service for 11 months and the master mechanic at

Grand Rapids reports that so far no flues have had to be

removed. Neither is there any indication that any such re-

pairs will be necessary in the near future. With the locomo-

tives using 200 lbs. pressure, part of the flues have to be re-

moved after eight or nine months' service. The general di-

mensions and data for these locomotives are as follows:

2.8.0 type. 4-6-2 type.

Gage 4 ft. 8'^ in. 4 it. S'A in.

Ma.ximum tractive effort 50.300 lbs. 29,000 bs.

Weight on drivers 206,000 lbs. 1 42.500 bs.

Weilht on truck 23,000 lbs. 41,000 bs.

Weight on trailers J5'59S li
'

Weilht of ensi.ie (running order).... 229.000 lbs. 220,000 lbs.

Weight of tender (running order).... 153.400 lbs. 141,700 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 17 ft. 6 in. 13 ft. 4 in.

Wheel base, total engine 26 ft. 5 in. 33 ft. 10 in.

Wheel base total engip • a^H tender... 60 ft. 5^ in. 63 ft. 3^4 in.

Cylinders, diameter and stroke 25 in. x 30 in. 22 in. x ZK in.

Driving wheels, diameter ,
57 in. '''""

Boiler tvpe Straight Top Ext. Wagon Top
Boiler! outside diameter at front end.. 815^ in.

*onr? il"'
Boiler, working pressure per sq. in.... IS" 'bs- ^„ .

^M 'bs.

Firebox, length and width 108 in. x 73 J4 in. 90 m. x 70^ in.

Tubes, number and diameier "l^—?H '." ,P TTZ
'""

Flues, number ard diamecer 34—5j4 in. 24--5H ;n.

Tubes and flues, length. '..... '5 *' 0/, in. 20 ft. m
Heating surface, tubes 2.6j5 sq. ft. 2,581 sq. ft.

Heating surface, hrehox 185 sq. ft. 152 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,840 sq. ft. 2,733 sq. ft.

Superheating surface 550 sq. ft. o57 sq. ft.

Grate area ^^•L'1-*V ''^r' nnn"'
*

'

Tender, water capacity S.OOO gal. 7,000 gal.

Tender, coal capacity 14 tons 14 tons

THOMAS SPACING TABLE FOR MULTI-
PLE PUNCHES.

Multiple punches are used by all the shops engaged in the

manufacture of steel cars and by most bridge works. The

numerous rivet holes required in steel plates for girders, car

sills, etc., suggested the use of an automatic attachment to

multiple punches so that the spacing of the holes would be

done automatically. Such attachments are used by a number

of the steel car shops; the ones here illustrated are in use at

the works of the Haskell & Barker Car Company. Michigan

Multiple Punch and Thomas Spacing Table; Girders Are for

Special Cranes.

City. Ind. They have four sets of punches with separate run-

ways, so that four long sill plates or four pairs of angles may

pass through at one time. The device is known as the Thomas

gag control spacing table, and is here used with punches built

by Williams, White & Company, Moline, 111. The spacing is

obtained by means of a wooden templet with steel pins about

the size of wire nails. This templet is ^ in. x 2^/2 in., and can

be made of ordinary templet lumber.

The spacing carriage is equipped with two paddles to operate

Pacific Type Superheater Locomotive Which Has Given Splendid Results on the Pere Marquette.
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the trip mechanism. This permits the use of two entirely dif-

ferent spacings from the same templet without resetting or

shifting the templet. When using one row of pins on the

templet the paddle engaging the other row is kept clear of en-

gagement by means of a hook provided for the purpose. The
templet is fastened on the side of the spacing table by suitable

clamps and can be set in probably less than half a minute.

For setting the templet a permanent mark is made on the rail

of the spacing table from which the operator measures the dis-

tance to the first pin with a rule. This distance equals the

edge distance of the first hole.

Plates are rigidly held and pulled through the punch by the

spacing carriage at the front and the trailer carriage at the

rear end; in this way perfectly straight lines of holes are ob-

tained. Angles are punched back to back with fixtures mounted

on the punch to maintain the gage. These fixtures rigidly hold

the angles together while punching, and open the moment the

punches strip. The advantage of this method is apparent ; thick

angles having a tendency to curve in punching are securely

held together, reducing to the minimum the tendency to curve

and eliminating straightening and consequent stretching.

The punches are equipped with two rows of separately ad-

justed gags; the front and rear rows are automatically con-

trolled by a single switcli, and the machine can be started and

stopped by the same switch. The gags are automatically oper-

ated by means of a revolving drum which moves one notch

with every stroke of the punch, and throws in whatever com-

bination of gags is required by means of pins fastened to the

drum. The spacing carriage controls the movement of the

punch, and when the carriage stops as arranged for on the

templet, the clutch on the punch is automatically thrown in

At the same time a contact switch is mounted on the main

shaft of the punch, which starts the carriage the moment the

punch is withdrawn from the sheet. In this way the punches

cannot operate while the carriage is moving the material; nor

can the carriage get under way while the punches are operating.

A variable speed electric motor is provided on the spacing

table, and the material can be carried back and forth over

the table at will.

A variable speed motor on the punch provides variation in

speed from 15 to 30 strokes per minute. The Thomas spacing

table is manufactured by the Standard Bridge Tool Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Oriental Company has asked for a concession to build a

railway which would cross Albania lengthwise. This line would

start at Monastir and connect that city, via Debra, Prisrena,

Djakowa and Spek, with Mitrowitza.

Satisfactory progress in the construction of the Bagdad Rail-

way, Asia Minor, has been made during the past year. On the

Taurus section the line has reached Butlu Marash. and is ex-

pected to be at Bozanti Han by the end of the year : the 22-mile

section between Bozanti Han and Dorak can not be completed

till 1914, as the nature of the coimtry necessitates a great deal

of tunneling. South of the Taurus the Adana-Mersina line has

been remade and communication will soon be established between

Dorak and Elma Dagh via Adana, Toprakkale and Osmanie.

The Anatolian line from Haidar Pasha to Eregli has been relaid

and improved, and is now in good running order. The branch

line from Toprakkale to Alexandretta has been begun and the

plans for the port at Alexandretta have been approved. The

Bagdad-Railway is almost entirely a German enterprise, financed

by German capital and constructed by German engineers.

Front View of Multiple Punch with Thomas Spacing Table.
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The Tidewater Southern has opened a line from Modesto
to Big Bridge, Cal., 8 miles.

The Ohio State Tax Commission has announced net in-

creases in the valuation of 31 steam railways operating in Ohio,

aggregating $2,155,875.

A suit has been filed in the United States District Court at

Chicago against the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,

for violation of the federal law governing the shipment of cattle.

The Chicago, South Bend & Northern Indiana Railway, an

electric interurban railway, has organized safety committees sim-

ilar to those which have been formed on a large number of

steam roads.

The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient has refused the demands
of enginemen, trainmen and yardmen for an increase in unit

wages, but has promised a change in the conditions of service,

which will result in larger actual wages.

The Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen has asked the Maryland
Utilities Commission to prohibit the use of pusher locomotives

on certain grades on the Baltimore & Ohio and the Western
Maryland, on the ground that it is dangerous.

The railways having terminals at Chicago, St. Louis and
Kansas City have announced that during the summer until Oc-
tober 1 the freight houses in those cities will be closed on Satur-

day at 1 p. m., giving the freight handlers and clerks a half

holiday.

It is announced in London that a bill is to be introduced

by the government in the House of Commons providing means
for settling labor disputes. It is understood that it will provide

for compulsory arbitration and for financial guarantees for

carrying out agreements.

The Hon. T. W. Crothers, Canadian minister of labor, has been

asked by a deputation representing Vancouver organized labor

to appoint a board under the Lemieux act to investigate the

walk-out and conditions generally in the construction camps
of the Canadian Northern in British Columbia.

The Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Railway Commission
has decided to send out its special car of Northern Ontario prod-

ucts again this fall. The car was sent about the older portion

of the province last fall, to give prospective settlers in the rural

sections a chance to see the samples of northern crops.

The locomotive shops of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
at Topeka, which have been operated on an eight-hour basis

since early spring, have been placed on a nine-hour basis. The
passenger car shops are now working eight and nine hours a

day, and the freight car shops are on a 10-hour basis.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford is making surveys

and preparing estimates for four-tracking and electrifying its

main line from Boston to Providence, 45 miles. An appropria-

tion for carrying out the work was voted by the board of direct-

ors some time ago. and construction will be started as soon as

the plans and estimates are completed and approved.

John Mitchell, vice-president of the American Federation of

Labor, was sentenced on July 23 in the district court at Wash-
ington to nine months' imprisonment for contempt of court in

connection with the Bucks Stove & Range Company case. An
appeal was taken, as was done in the cases of Samuel Gompers,
president of the Federation, and Frank Morrison, secretary, who
were recently sentenced for one year and for six months, re-

spectively for a similar offense.

According to the industrial accident record of the Canadian de-

partment of labor, 62 persons were killed and 249 injured during

June, 1912, in the course of their employment. There were 28 fewer
fatalities than in May, 1912, and 30 less than in June, 1911. Of
the non-fatal accidents, there were eight more recorded than in

May, 1912, and 137 more than in June, 1911. There were but two
accidents recorded causing the death of more than one work-

man; one of these occurred on June 1, eight railway construction

laborers being killed while blasting, and the other a head-on col-

lision of trains near Nipigon, Ont., in which four railway em-
ployees were killed.

The Illinois Central has adopted a graphic method of im-

pressing on employees the importance of the safety habit.

The current issue of the Illinois Central Magazine includes

a series of full-page half-tone reproductions of photographs
showing some of the common ways in which accidents are

caused. The eflfect of the lesson is intensified by giving with
each picture the names of employees recently killed or in-

jured by such carelessness as that portrayed.

The state tax commission of Washington has announced
that the assessed valuation of the railways in that state will

be $15,000,000 greater this year than last. The valuation of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound was raised from
$40,632,043, to $41,376,101; of the Northern Pacific from
$125,463,697 to $130,857,061; of the Oregon-Washington Rail-

road & Navigation Company from $43,230,299 to $48,646,517,

and of the Great Northern from $66,483,805 to $70,508,764.

Jacob Johann, of Springfield, 111., for many years indentified

with the Illinois Central, and for many years an active member
of the Railway Master Mechanics' Association, has presented

to the library of the University of Illinois a complete file of the

Proceedings of the American Railway Master Mechanics' Asso-
ciation and a collection of miscellaneous volumes of interest to

the Department of Railway Engineering. Mr. Johann was
president of the Master Mechanics' association for the year

1886-87, and is now one of its honorary members.

The coroner's jury on July 24, reported its verdict in the

investigation of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western col-

lision at Corning, N. Y., on July 4. The jury finds that En-
gineman Schroeder of the express train, and Flagman Lane of

train No. 9, with which the express collided, were responsible

for the accident. Warrants, charging them with manslaughter
in the second degree, have been issued. The flagman is held

responsible because of his negligence in failing to use a tor-

pedo. The railway company is not blamed except by the im-

plication that it w-as responsible for the condition of the loco-

motive of the freight train, the stalling of which caused the

stopping of train No. 9.

The Massachusetts State Board of Conciliation and Arbitration

reported this week the results of its investigation of the strike

on the Boston Elevated. The board finds the employees justified

in their belief that men were discharged because of union mem-
bership, and it recommends that the company and the men con-

fer with a view to reaching an agreement. The company contends

that no strike exists, all vacancies having been filled and the

cars now being run on a regular schedule, but the board holds

that a strike "so long as those who strike maintain an organ-

ization or by concerted action continue in the endeavor to secure

the object which they seek to attain." It is expected that the

governor of the state will take steps to bring about action in line

with the recommendations of the board of conciliation.

The House of Representatives has passed a bill creating a

Department of Labor, the head of which to be a member of

the cabinet. The purpose of the department is "to foster and

promote the welfare of the wage-earners, to improve their work-

ing conditions and advance their opportunities for profitable

employment." The Senate labor committee is to report the bill

favorably, but it is expected that opposition will develop in

the Senate, partly on the ground that there is no reason to

suppose that such a department would do more favorable work
in connection with labor matters than the present Department of

Commerce and Labor is doing. The Senate labor committee has

also decided to report to the Senate for passage the House
bill providing for a commission of nine members, not less than

three of whom are to be employers and three representatives of

organized labor, to inquire into the condition of labor in the

principal industries of the country.
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Chairman Prouty on the Railway Situation.

Charles A. Prouty, chairman of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, addressed the convention of the National Hay
Dealers' Association at Kansas City, on July 17, on what he
termed "the danger point," with reference to the commerce of

the country. He said in part

:

"The creation of the interstate commerce commission had two
ends in view. They were to prevent discrimination on the part

of the railways and to fix rates which would be reasonable. I

think that these two things have been accomplished. I believe

that the general level of railway rates is low enough, although
in some instances it may be yet too high and in others too low.

The danger point today is with respect to service and facilities."

Mr. Prouty reminded the hearers of the last serious car short-

age. "And," he added, "there is a possibility that such a situ-

ation may return. If we ever have government ownership of

railways in this country it will be because the shippers cannot

obtain the facilities which they must have.

"It is the general idea that the commission's business is to

stand for the shipper against the railways. I would remind you
that conditions have changed from what they were several years

ago and that it is as much our duty to see that the railways are

allowed reasonable rates as for us to look at the matter only

from the standpoint of the shipper. If the business of this

country is to develop, the railways must develop also. In the

next ten years the railways must add materially to their facilities,

must buy cars and better equipment. Where is the money with
which to do these things coming from? It must come from
the same source it did in the first place—from private invest-

ment. Therefore, the railways must make sufficient money both

for the paying of their current expenses and for a profit to their

stockholders, to whom we look for the investment."

Safety Rally at Kansas City.

.\rrangements are being made by the railways centering at

Kansas City to hold a safety rally at that place on September 14,

to which will be invited the 8,000 employees of roads entering

the city and members of their families. The program of the

rally will include addresses by railway officials on the causes

of accidents and a display of moving pictures, showing ways
in which accidents are frequently caused by carelessness, to-

gether with pictures showing the safer methods. W. B. Spauld-

ing, claims attorney of the St. Louis & Sari Francisco, will

have charge of the moving pictures, and addresses will be made
by Gardiner Lathrop, general solicitor of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe

; J. D. M. Hamilton, claims attorney of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, and R. C. Richards, general claims agent

of the Chicago & Northwestern.

Minority View of the Stanley Report.

Mr. Littleton, of New York, in his criticism of the language

employed by his democratic colleagues in drafting a bill to

amend the Sherman law, printed elsewhere in this issue, de-

clares that the bill "is simply a complicated rearrangement of

the rules of evidence and the burden of proof under existing law,

without a serious effort to meet and rightly solve the great

industrial problems which have grown up since the original law

was enacted.

'"The fundamental fault manifested throughout this bill is that

it legislates primarily and directly at the size of industrial units.

It preserves the chief fault of the Sherman law, which is the

policy of a belated attack after a concern has grown up, instead

of providing any means of prevention. It fails utterly to confer

upon any governmental agency the power to see to it that con-

cerns in restraint of trade do not grow up. It distinctly treats

the symptoms and ignores the disease.

"It is my belief that the federal government should resolutely

challenge every corporation concern seeking entrance into the

field of interstate commerce and compel it to conform to a stand-

ard which will insure that the concern has behind every issued

share of stock the real value which the share represents not

only for the protection of those who buy the stock, but to in-

sure that it will not lower the standard of its product to force

a dividend on excessive capitalization, and thus tend to demor-
alize the industry in which it is engaged.

".\s a security to the public and as a reacting influence upon

the policy of the states, the federal government should require

corporate concerns entering the field of interstate commerce to

submit report of their status to a board created for that purpose.

"A report of each company examined with full and authentic

data should be kept, and the rules governing the conduct of the

board should be enacted into law by Congress, and no concern
should be allowed to enter the field of interstate commerce until

the board had issued a certificate to the effect that the concern
had complied with the law governing its admission ; the board
should not have the slightest discretion as to what classes or
kinds of concerns should be admitted, but only the right to say

that it had complied with the law enacted by Congress.

"It ought to be provided that this certificate should be for-

feited for a violation of the conditions of entry, as well as for

a violation of any law governing the transaction of interstate

commerce or business, this forfeiture to be upon notice, and after

a hearing.

"Thus at the very foundation of interstate commerce the fed-

eral government would take a good grip upon the instruments

and agencies engaged in it, and would hold that grip against

the commission of economic wrongs and evils.

"A man or a concern may obtain control of 30 per cent, of the

business in which he or it is engaged by sheer efficiency. He
or it may have no way of knowing how much or little trade is

restrained or extended because of this. The effect of these acts

is as wide and infinite as all the ranges of commerce and
business.

"The effect is external and beyond them. In the case of a

railway the knowledge of the reasonableness is peculiarly in

their possession. In the proposed bill, restraint of trade is de-

fined as follows : 'The words restraint of trade mean in restraint

in any respect or to any extent of trade or commerce among
the several states or with foreign nations.'

'Under this definition no business could be conducted that is

not a restraint of trade, if by restraint of trade is meant
restriction of competition.

"If ten men start in the same line of business and two of them
survive with the volume of trade of that business increased a

hundredfold, they have extended the trade but they have un-

doubtedly restricted the competition to the extent of the eight

competitors.

"The confusion which is perpetuated in this bill between

restraint of trade and restraint of competition will cause no end

of difficulty. It may be in a given case or in a number of cases

that the extension of trade will result only from the limitation

of competition. To say that, when it shall appear that any con-

cern or compilation of concerns is in restraint of trade and that

it controls more than 30 per cent, of the value of the total quan-

tity of that trade sold to the United States, or more than 30

per cent, in value of the total quantity sold in that part of the

United States to which such concern extends in such case, such

concern will be required at the suit of the government to prove

that the restraint is reasonable, is to multiply the difficulties."

Chairman Mayfield of Texas Commission Replies to President

Ripley.

Chairman Allison Mayfield of the Texas Railway Commis-
sion has given out a statement taking issue with President

E. P. Ripley of the Santa Fe, who recently addressed a letter

to the Texas Welfare Commission at its request for his views

on the general subject of the relation of Texas to its rail-

ways. An abstract of Mr. Ripley's letter was published in

the Railway Age Gazette of May 24, page 1151. Mr. May-
field's reply is in part as follow-s;

"Notwithstanding Mr. Ripley's criticism of Texas laws it

is significant that the Santa Fe has built more new mileage

in Texas during the last four years than any other railway.

It may be of interest to note that the new mileage of the

Santa Fe in this state during the period mentioned far ex-

ceeds its new construction in any other state through which

the system passes. It is rapidly gridironing Western Texas,

where wonderful agricultural development is in prospect for

the future. It has not stopped its construction work, as

might be indicated by Mr. Ripley's letter, but is now complet-

ing an additional 100 miles of its so-called cut-off line be-

tween Lubbock and Texico. It has other construction plans

for that part of the state. This activity in construction work
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does not indicate that Mr. Ripley and the Santa Fe interests

are much disturbed over Texas laws and regulations.

"Mr. Ripley says that when he became president of the

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, which is one of the Atchison
subsidiaries, sixteen years ago, that property maj' have been
overcapitalized, "but if it was it was the result of financial

methods duly approved by the state of Texas and carried

on under its laws and auspices.'

"This statement is not warranted by the facts, for the rea-

son that the constitution of this state, which was adopted in

1876. contains a provision that no railway should issue stocks

and bonds except for value received; or, in other words, that

the stock and bonds should not be in excess of the actual

value of the property. That constitutional provision was
also embraced in the statute prior to the enactment of the

stock and bond law. Under the stock and bond law that

constitutional provision has been enforced. It was in effect

before the enactment of this law, but was not executed."

Testimony Regarding the Burlington Collision at Western
Springs.

The coroner's inquest on the rear end collision at Western
Springs. 111., on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, on July

14, in which 13 people were killed and 11 seriously injured,

began at La Grange on Thursday morning. July 18, and was
continued on Monday, the 22nd, and Tuesday, the 23rd.

About 20 witnesses were heard and their testimony brought
out the following account of the circumstances preceding the

disaster. Each operator at a block signal station in the

manual block territory, which includes practically all the

main lines of the Burlington, is required to record on a train

sheet tlie time at which each approaching train is "cleared"

from the nearest block station in the direction of approach
to his own block station and the first block station beyond.
This information is reported by telephone. The train sheet
kept by i\Irs. Wilcox, extra operator, who was on dut)' at

the Western Springs block tower from midnight Saturday
night until 8 o'clock Sundaj' morning, shows that freight

train No. 74 cleared Western Sprin.gs going east at 6:03 a. m.
Operator Beardsley at Congress Park, the next block station

•east of Western Springs, where there is a transfer to the

Belt Railway, knowing that No. 74 was to do some
switching, telephoned to Mrs. Wilcox asking her to let him
l-;now when she got any news of No. 4, the local passenger.

Mrs. Wilcox misunderstood this request, taking it to mean
that 74 was likely to be using the south track, which is the

eastbound main, on No. 4's time. She therefore put the

signal for the south track at stop, thinking to hold No. 4

until she received from the operator at Congress Park the

clearance for the block between her station and that point.

There was a dense fog, and when No. 4 came along about 15

minutes later the engineer was unable to see the signal in

time to stop and overran it so far that the end of his train

was several hundred feet past the signal. The flagman and

brakeman both went back, the former to protect the rear and

the latter to find out when they were to be allowed to pro-

ceed. Coming within sight of the signal the brakeman saw
that it had been cleared, and he and the flagmen accordingly

went back to the train and it proceeded after a delay of five

minutes. Mrs. Wilco.x reported No. 4 to W'est Hinsdale as

clear of the block between her and that point at 6:20. Not
having received the report from Congress Park, however,

that it had passed that point she put the block signal at

stop to hold No. 2, the Overland Express, eastbound, which

followed close upon No. 4.

The engineer of No. 2 testified that he left Aurora on time

and was running 50 miles an hour, that there was no fog

in Aurora but that he ran into fog near Hinsdale, that the

rails were wet and slippery, and that he did not see the

block signal at Western Springs until he was right under it

and overran the signal until the rear end of his train was 850

ft. beyond it. He noted that it was 6:29 when No. 2 stopped.

He then looked out of his cab window and saw the flagman

start back.

The flagman of No. 2 testified that when he heard the

brakes being applied he went out on the back platform, and,

as the train passed under the signal at Western Springs,

noticed that it was clear. The instant the train stopped he

got ofif and ran back, and when he got within a short dis-

tance of the tower he heard Mrs. Wilcox telephoning about
No. 2 having stopped, and noticed that the signal was then
at stop. As he got opposite the tower he said Mrs. Wilcox
told him to go back to his train, that she would protect him
against No. 8, the fast mail. He replied that he would pro-
tect his train himself. After this conversation he went
westward as far as the east end of the station platform at

Western Springs, which is about 1,150 ft. from the point
where the rear end of No. 2 stopped, and there placed two
torpedoes on the same rail about ten ft. apart. He was
asked why he put down two, and replied that he was afraid
one w-ould not go off and he wanted to make sure that the
engineer got the signal to stop, so he put the two down
thinking that the explosions would be so close together that
they would sound like one to the engineer. He admitted,
however, that he heard two explosions. After he had placed
the torpedoes on the rail he went a short distance, and
stopped, still opposite the station, when he saw No. 8 coming.
He had no lantern and no fusees, but waved his red flag. He
said the brakes on No. 8 were not applied until the train

got opposite the station.

The conductor of the mail train said he thought the brakes
were applied just as No. 8 got opposite the Western Springs
depot, but was not sure. The flagman of the same train,

however, was certain that the emergency application had
been made and the engine reversed, this having been done
just as the car that he was in, the seventh from the engine,

passed the depot. The testimony showed that No. 8 was
running between 50 and 60 miles an hour, and that the ap-

plication of the brakes had reduced the speed to about 30
miles before the collision- occurred.

Immediately after the collision, Eckel, the flagman on No.
8, went back to protect his train. When he got to the depot
he met Woodworlh and asked him why he had not got out

further, and Woodworth replied that he had had an argu-

ment with the operator.

Engineer Eno. of No. 2, testified that the collision took
place at exactly 6 :40 a. ni., eleven minutes after No. 2 stopped.

The time at which No. 8 passed her block station as given

on Mrs. Wilcox's train sheet is 6:35. Woodworth said he
figured that he had six minutes to get back in, and although

he "ran and walked fast" from the instant No. 2 stopped
until No. 8 passed him at the Western Springs depot, and
did not stop an instant except to put the two torpedoes on
the rail, he got only about 1,100 or 1,200 ft. He said he did

not stop while he was talking to Mrs. Wilcox as he passed
the tower. Although the foreman of the coroner's jury, who
is over 62 years of age, had walked from a point 1,000 ft.

east of the block signal to the west end of the Western
Springs station, a distance greater than Woodworth, got back
in four and one-quarter minutes, and the younger members
of the jury had walked it in less than four minutes without
running. Woodworth could not explain why he did not get

back any farther in the time he had.

!Mrs. Wilcox told a different story as to Flagrman Wood-
worth's actions. She testified that before she could find out
whether or not No. 4 had cleared. No. 2 came up and overran

the signal which she had been holding against it, stopping
850 ft. beyond the signal. She said that the flagman came
back to the tower, that she "gave him the board" and that

he saw the signal and noted that it would allow No. 2 to

proceed, and then went back to his train. She then called

up West Hinsdale and reported No. 2 clear of the block at

6:27. About 6:30 she was astonished to see the flagman come
back; and she asked him why No. 2 had not gone, saj'ing

she had cleared the block for No. 8. He replied, according
to her testimony, that he did not know why No. 2 was wait-

in.g. and that he thought there must be something the matter
with the engine. Engineer Eno said his engine was in per-

fect condition and ready to proceed.

When asked as to whether or not she thought it was safe

for her to report the block clear between Western Springs
and West Hinsdale for No. 8 when the next block was not
clear and she had just witnessed both No. 4 and No. 2 over-

run the signal in the fog, Mrs. Wilcox replied to the effect

that she did not know any reason why she should not have
done as she did.
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The inquest was attended on Thursday by three inspectors

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and on Monday
and Tuesday also by H. W. Belnap, chief inspector of safety

appliances for the commission. F. G. Ewald, consulting en-

gineer for the Illinois Railroad and Warehouse Commission,
was also in attendance. The coroner requested the officers

of the road and the representatives of the various commis-
sions to examine the witnesses. Mr. Belnap took occasion

to ask a number of questions calculated to show that the

-distance which a flagman is required to go back under rule

99 is left to his own discretion, tliat a distant signal would
have given a preliminary warning of the stop signal for all

three trains, that the flagman's equipment of a flag and
torpedoes was inadequate for protective purposes in such a

dense fog as the one that obtained on the morning of July
14, and that if trains have to run as fast as No. 8 was run-

ning to make their time they have to run so fast in fogs

that their engineers cannot possibly see stop signals in time
to prevent overrunning them.

The Illinois Railroad and Warehouse Commission began
its investigation of the disaster on Tue^ay, July 23.

The coroner's jury returned its verdict on Tuesday, July 23.

It finds that Mrs. Wilcox, the operator at Western Springs, did

not exercise good judgment in clearing No. 8 at Hinsdale, al-

though she did not violate rules in doing so. It holds Wood-
worth, the flagman of No. 2, responsible for not getting back
far enough, although he had sufficient time. Engineer Brown-
son of No. 8 is held responsible for running too fast in a fog.

The jury recommended: that men only be employed as tower
operators ; that there be strict enforcement of rule No. 52,

with reference to trains running under control when approach-

ing signals in bad weather; and that distant signals be installed

in connection with every signal tower. The jury said: "The
public demands the rapid operation of trains, but at the same
time we believe that these fast trains cannot be safely operated

at schedule speed in foggy weather with the present signal

equipment." The railway commission held an investigation on
Tuesday and Wednesday of this week. Chief Inspector Belnap,

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, assisted at the Illinois

commission's investigation. F. C. Rice, general inspector of

transportation of the Burlington, testified that the speed mania
of the American business man is responsible for the majority

of wrecks. The testimony of all other witnesses did not diflfer

from the testimony at the cononer's inquest.

Arbitration of Eastern Enginemen's Demands,

The hearings before the arbitration committee in the con-
troversy between the enginemen and the managers of eastern

roads was continued during the past week. Following the

presentations of the case for each side last week the engine-

men put witnesses on the stand to testify to the increased re-

sponsibility and work required in running passenger trains be-

cause of greater speed and multiplicity of signals, the harder
work required in handling the heavier freight trains and the

danger and new problems encountered in electric service. This

week President Worthington, of the Chicago & Alton, pre-

sented more fully the case for the railways, and he was fol-

lowed by witnesses who gave testimony in support of the con-

ditions of the railways that the enginemen now were not called

on to perform unduly hard work.

B. A. Worthington on Monday began the presentation of tables

and figures compiled by the conference committee of managers
and the Bureau of Railway Economics. These exhibits concern

the increase in size of engines, the age of enginemen and the

length of their service as enginemen, enginemen's fatality sta-

tistics, average speed of freight and passenger trains, etc.

Mr. Worthington explained how the roads had attempted to

make their economies to meet the increase in operating expenses.

He said

:

"The tendency of the rate structure has not been upward by

any means. The expenses incident to full crew bills has added
largely, as we show by one of our exhibits, to the expenses of the

railways. The safety appliance laws are good and sound, for

the benefit of the public, and are very wise ; but they have added
verj- largely to our expenses. The increases in wages of all

classes of employees which we have had to meet have increased

very largely, and the railways on the other hand have had but

one flexible factor with which to meet this situation. The

wage question was absolutely inflexible ; there was no chance
for any economies there, in the reduction of wages. The prices
of material and supplies have been of a somewhat upward
tendency. The full crew bills must be met, and the safety appli-
ance laws must be taken care of, and the only flexible factor
that the roads could find was to promote higher efficiency in
the operation of the plant, and about the only way and about
the most successful way that that could be done was to move
the tonnage in larger train units ; therefore the roads, regardless
of their wishes in the matter, have been forced to adopt the
larger locomotives. It has come with modern practice and it

has resulted in good to all sides."

Mr. Worthington pointed to the fact that only 12 per cent,

of the total number of locomotives in service on the 52 Eastern
roads are of the heavier type, that is, those weighing over 200,000
lbs.

As a reason why an increase in compensation should not be
granted to the enginemen—who had given as one reason for
raising pay the alleged increase in speed of trains—the roads
introduced an exhibit showing the average speed of passenger and
freight trains in the month of October for the years 1905 and
1911. This showed that the average speed had^ been very
slightly increased, only a fraction of a mile on most roads, and
in some cases a small decrease. The average speed of passenger
trains on the Baltimore & Ohio was 35.2 miles an hour in 1905
and 35.8 miles in 1911; on the New York Central the average
speed in 1905 was 39.46 and in 1911, 40.02; on the Erie the aver-

age speed in 1905 was 28.3 miles while in 1911 the Erie passenger
train schedule called for an average speed of 28 miles an hour.
Similar speed was called for by the time tables of the various
other roads.

One exhibit introduced by the railways was an extract from
monthly reports of the Locomotive Engineers Mutual Life and
Accident Insurance Association, published in the Brother of Loco-
motive Engineers Journal. It was accompanied by a chart which
showed there had been a general decrease in the number of en-

gineers killed per 1,000 employed. In 1900 the average member-
ship of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers was 25,552

and 3.8 members per 1,000 were killed in service. In 1901, 4.9

members per 1,000 were killed ; in 1902, 7.4 members, and in 1907

it was 5.3. From that time there has been a decrease more or

less regular, according to the exhibit, and in 1911 the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers had a membership of 63,028. In

1911, 219 members were killed, or 3.4 members per thousand. In

summing up this table Mr. Worthington said : "It would not

indicate—take, for instance the last five or six years, the chart

would not indicate that there was any greater risk or hazard
of employment."
That the average age of the 31,673 locomotive engineers em-

ployed on the 52 eastern roads is 42 years was indicated by
another exhibit. In calling attention to it, Mr. Worthington
said

:

"It will be noted that those under 40 years of age represent

nearly one-half; slightly more than one-half, 39.6 plus 10.8, that

is 50.4 per cent. ; 50.4 per cent, of the enginemen in active service

are under 40 years of age ; 28.2 per cent, between 41 and SO years,

and the remainder over 50 years of age. I think that is some-

what above the average age of the average man. I tried to get

some information on that and I was not able to get it. Therefore,

I could only submit a table which showed that the average age

was 42 years of the men who were in active service, and since

over 50 per cent, of them are over 40, it would seem that their

life expectancy ought to be pretty good."

Mr. Worthington introduced one exhibit to show the length of

service of the enginemen as enginemen. This indicated that the

average length of service at the present time is 12.4 years. He
showed, as bearing on the risk of the enginemen's work, the

number employed and the number killed from 1900 to 1910, in-

clusive. The yearly average showed that there was an average

number of engineers employed on the 52 roads of 22,925.3, and

that the average number of killed per year was 81, or that the

per cent, killed to the number working was 0.353 of one per

cent. There was a gradual reduction in the risk ; in 1902 the

percentage being 0.492, while in 1911, it was 0.246.

The railways introduced one exhibit to combat Grand Chief

Stone's contention that the roads take advantage of the sixteen-

hour law to work hardship upon the men. The exhibit showed

that of 3,474,447 freight trains operated, 27.888 exceeded sixteen
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hours, or 0.8 of one per cent.; 27,229 of this number did not

violate the law, as they were incident to unavoidable causes,

leaving the difference of 0.13 of one per cent, which were not

excused by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

During the discussion of the question of the sixteen-hour

law, Mr. Morrissey asked Mr. Worthington if it was not intended,

in rating the slow freight service, to secure from the engine and

trainmen, hour for hour, the service for which the company pays,

for each trip. Mr. Worthington said

:

"I do not believe, that in any engine rating system, any road

has ever considered the factor of pay to the engine or train crew.

If they have ever, I have never known it. We aim to make the

schedules so that we can get the freight over the road on

schedule time, and a schedule usually runs, on freight trains of

that character, from 10 to 12 miles, but in the movement of

tonnage over a road, the delays are influenced largely by the

density of traffic, and they do not always get over in the

schedule time. When they do not, the road pays overtime to

the train crew, but I believe I can say honestly that no road,

in fixing a locomotive rating has ever figured on getting all of

the work it possibly could out of its men. I do not think they

ever think of that. I know I never did. How it works out in

practice, of course, I cannot say, but in through freight service

we do usually get full time, although on many roads they will

get over in 7}4 to 8 hours for ten hours work, and on other

roads, they won't get over in less than 12 hours, sometimes

14 hours."

Following this Mr. Worthington introduced a number of ex-

hibits to show the comparison in pay of conductors, firemen and

trainmen, with the wages of the engineers. In submitting the

table, Mr. Worthington said : "The object of that table is three-

fold:

"1. Mr. Stone has made the claim that the wages of the

enginemen have not been increased in the same ratio as other

classes of service. The table shows clearly that the enginemen

have gone right along, and shows about the same increase from

time to time as the conductors, and, in most cases, a higher

ratio of increase than other classes of service.

"2. This table clearly indicates that the locomotive engineman

is the highest paid skilled workman in the railway service.

"3. If it should be decided that nothwithstanding the fact that

the engineman is the highest paid skilled workman, that he is en-

titled to greater compensation than he is now receiving, it would

be difficult to satisfy the other employees in other grades of

service who receive much less compensation, that they are not

entitled to a proportionate increase."

There was considerable discussion as to the difference in the

pay of employees in the western and southern groups, as com-

pared with the eastern group. Commissioner Morrissey said

:

"A few years ago I undertook to get the yardmen a higher rate

of pay from points in Denver and west, on account of being in

a different economic zone, but my railway friends were prepared

to tell me that they could live just as cheaply in California and

Oregon as they could in Chicago, New York City or any other

point." In answering Mr. Morrissey, Commissioner Willard said :

"In making schedules that obtain between Chicago and Denver,

invariably the argument has been urged that because of the fact

that the West was a new country and it costs more to live and

the country was less attractive to live in, that the roads west of

Chicago should pay more than they should east of Chicago, and

invariably they have done so. I assume that that has come

about because of the force with which the representatives of labor

have urged the case, and accompanied also by the fact that on

account of the high rate per ton mile that obtains in the West,

the railways were able to meet those conditions. If the Baltimore

& Ohio, for instance, were receiving the same ton mile rate as

the Burlington, it would increase our net earnings $24,000,000

per year, and that, of course, becomes a very important factor in a

controversy of this kind. Immediately after the general wage
increase in the East two years ago, a move was immediately

started in the West, based upon the argument, largely, that

the eastern wages had been raised, consequently the western rates

should be raised in order that they might enjoy their differential

over the East. Now, inasmuch as that argument has always been

urged west of Chicago, and successfully urged, it seems to me
that it is quite proper that the reverse should be considered when

we are considering wages east of Chicago, unless there has been

some change in conditions in the last twelve months. The wages

west of Chicago are and have been constantly higher than they

are east of Chicago, and it has been claimed by representatives

of labor that there was good reason for that difference, and their

claims have been conceded to a very appreciable extent. Now,
if there is a real reason why wages west of Chicago should be

higher than they are east of Chicago, it must follow that there

is just as good a reason why they should be less east of Chicago
than they are west of Chicago."

Following Mr. Worthington a number of witnesses were put

on the stand, among them Vice-president Atterbury, of the

Pennsylvania.

Mr. Atterbury said that if the Pennsylvania granted the in-

creases demanded, which would mean an increase of 12.4 per

cent, on that road, and increased other wages in the same pro-

portion, the company's surplus would be practically wiped out,

making it impossible to carry on the company's plans for im-

provements. It had spent $100,000,000 on such improvements
between 1900 and 1910, and intended to spend $177,000,000

between 1910 and 1920. He presented figures of the average

wages earned on his road by various classes of enginemen and
called attention to the various increases made since 1902. He
does not believe that there should be any relation between
wages and tonnage of trains. However, the increase in tonnage

since 1900 has been 28 per cent, and the increase in wages, 40

per cent., so that if wages were to be paid on such a basis, the

enginemen are now getting more than they are entitled to.

Other vi-itnesses then testified that the introduction of larger

engines had not increased the work of the enginemen as they

contend, the installation of block signals and improvements and
labor saving apparatus on the locomotives having relieved them
of much work they formerly had to do. It was also denied that

the operation of electric trains was harder and the danger greater

than those drawn by steam locomotives. The elimination of

heat, cinders and gas makes the engineman's life easier.

Statistics were cited to show that accidents had not increased

under electric operation.

The Senate Amendments to the Parcels Post Bill.

The post office appropriation bill without the good roads pro-

vision proposed by the House and embracing a revised parcels

post system with charges based on zones of distance, was re-

ported to the Senate July 23 by the Post Office Committee. The
total appropriations proposed by the bill are above those of the

House measure which carried approximately $260,000,000. One
of the principal increases is in the pay of railways for trans-

porting mails, the Senate committee adding more than

$2,500,000..

The parcels post section is different from that incorporated

in the House bill, which provided a flat rate of postage for all

distances. The Senate provision is that of the Bourne bill,

slightly modified. Senator Bourne recommended that third and
fourth-class mail matter be combined for the parcels post serv-

ice; but the bill makes the parcels post apply only to fourth-

class matter.

The Senate committee struck out of the House bill the pro-

vision giving to postal employees the right to combine in labor

unions and the right to petition Congress for redress of their

grievances.

It also provided for the abolishment of the system for carry-

ing of mail by fast freight under what is known as the "blue

tag" system. Under the Senate bill all second class mail would

be put back in regular mail cars after August 31.

Steel cars for railway mail service, which were required by

the House bill to be in universal use by American railways by

1917, are also required by the Senate bill. The House bill re-

quired the railways to replace 20 per cent, of its wooden mail

cars every year, while the Senate bill would give the roads one

year of grace and then require them to replace 25 per cent, of

their cars each year for four years.

international Railway General Foremen's Association.

The eighth annual convention of the International Railway

General Foremen's Association was held at the Hotel Sherman,

Chicago, July 23-26. F. C. Pickard, of the Pere Marquette, pre-

sided, and Maclay Home, first assistant corporation counsel of

Chicago, welcomed the convention to the city. In addition to

the program already published, addresses were made by James
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F. De Voy, assistant superintendent of motive power of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and W. J. ToUerton, mechanical

superintendent of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

A full report of the convention will be published in next

week's issue.

W. L. Park, vice-president and general manager of the Illi-

nois Central, addressed the association on Wednesday afternoon.

He spoke frankly of the serious way in which the railways were

hampered and their efficiency reduced by the unreasonable atti-

tude of the labor organizations which are struggling under the

yokes of ignorant and corrupt leadership. There has been too

much managerial caution in this country for the good of the

railways. When organized labor attempts to dictate who shall

be employed, regardless of capability, and who shall be foremen,

regardless of all qualifications other than seniority or unionism,

it is digging a pitfall into which it or the employers must even-

tually disappear. When these organizations begin to realize that

they are to man the railways and that the managers must be

left to manage them, they can begin to really better their condi-

tion. No business can prosper saturated with disloyalty and
steeped in incompetency, bred by labor-restricting fanatics and
socialistic agitators. The time is opportune to improve condi-

tions. The men are sick of the mistakes of their leaders and

are ready to do business on business principles. Labor will find

no great difficulty in reaching common ground with the rail-

ways and in restoring harmonious relations everywhere if it is

disposed to apply the golden rule literally to its efforts.

The following officers were elected : President, F. C. Pickard,

(P. M.) ; first vice-president, W. W. Scott (P. M.) ; second vice-

president, T. F. Griffin (C. C. C. & St. L.) ; third vice-president,

L. A. North (I. C.) ; fourth vice-president, William Smith

(C. & N. W.) ; secretary-treasurer, William Hall (C. & N. W.) ;

chairman of the executive committee, W. T. Gale (C. & N. W.) ;

members of the executive committee—C. L. Dickert (Ga. Cent.),

J. S. Sheafe (I. C), W. G. Reyer (N. C. & St. L.), and G. H.

Logan (C. & N. W.).
Following is a list of the exhibitors

:

American Blau-Gas Co., New York.—Welding, brazing and cutting appa-
ratus. Represented by A. P. Kroh, J. West and O. Carmosin.

American Specialty Co., Chicago.—Oil cups and drill sockets. Represented
by H. L. Mills.

American Steel Foundries, Chicago.—Models of Simplex couplers, Davis
wheels, Simplex bolsters and Andrews truck frames. Represented by
W. C. Walsh, E. Walters and N. G. Wallace.

Ashton Valve Company, Boston. Mass.—Pop. safety and relief valves, pres-

sure and vacuum gages. Represented by J. W. Motherwell and J. F.

Gettrust.

Bausch Machine Tool Co., Springfield, Mass.—Photographs of drilling and
boring machines. Represented by S. W. Fish.

Bowser & Co., S. F.. Fort Wayne, Ind.—Models of oil storage and filtra-

tion systems. Represented by John L. Handy.

Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.—Abrasives. Represented by R. S.

Marvin, C. C. Schumacker, R. H. Hogg and W. W. Sanderson.

Celfor Tool Co., Buchanan, Mich.—High speed forged twist drills, reamers,
counter sinks, flue cutters, flue sheet drills, staybolt telltale drills and
rail bending rails. Represented by J. J. Dale, Wm. Brewster and W.
Nochumsora.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.—Pneumatic tools, electric drills,

sectional models showing the working of pneumatic hammers and drills.

Represented by C. E. Walker, T. G. Smallwood and J. C. Campbell.

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co., Cleveland, Ohio.—Air hose coupling port-

able tools. Represented by C. J. Albert.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co., Cleveland, Ohio.—Drills, reamers and sockets.

Represented by H. S. White.

Creereo Adams Co., Chicago.—Joyce Cridland jacks, Alexander Milburn
headlights, Shelby steel tubing and Jessop tool steel. Represented by
R. Wallace and W. J. Clark.

Crucible Steel Company of America. Pittsburgh, Pa.—Samples of tool

steel. Represented by F. Baskerfield, W. M. Stevenson and F. A.
Lawler.

Dearborn Drug & Chemical Co., Chicago.—Scientific feed water treatment
for locomotive and stationary boilers. Represented by George R. Carr
and W. S. Reid.

Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich.—Locomotive lubricators. Repre-

sented by A. D. Howard.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., Jersey City, N. J.—Graphite productions. Rep-
resented by F. R. Brandon.

Emery Pneumatic Lubricator Co., St. Louis, Mo.—Lubricants. Represented
by N. J. McMoney.

Firth Sterling Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.—Blue-chip, high-speed, tool steel.

Represented by J. J. Coleman.

Garlock Packing Co., Elmira, N. Y.—Samples of throttle air pump and
shop packing. Represented by J. P. Landreth and Phil Arnold.

Geometric Tool Co.. New Haven, Conn.—Self-opening dies, collapsing caps,

threading machine grinders. Represented by George T. Case and J.

Jennings.

Goldschmidt Thermit Co., New York.—Welding process and metals. Rep-

resented by H. S. Mann, H. D. Kelly and Charles D. Young.

Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.—Packing. Represented by F. E. Ramsley.

Grip Nut Co., Chicago.—Grip nuts, monogram bolt fastenings, oil boxes.
dust guards and grip nut angle wrenches. Represented by E. R.
Hibbard, J. W. Hibbard, W. E. Sharpe and W. G. Willcoxson.

Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mass.—Driving boxes, shoes and
wedges, piston heads, bushings, gages and packings. Represented by
J. G. Piatt, V. W. Ellet and J. M. Monroe.

Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago.—Pneumatic tools. Represented
by R. T. Scott, G. C. Wilson and V. R. Robinson.

Jenkins Brothers, New York.—Valves and packing. Represented by B. J.
Neeley.

Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York.—Asbestos packing, lagging and pipe
covering, expander rings and gaskets. Represented by D. F. Jennings,
J. C. Younglove and P. C. Jacobs.

Keystone Lubricator Co.. Philadelphia.-—Grease, driving box adjustable
wedge, driving box indicator. Represented by T. W. Armstrong, J. M.
Mawery and W. E. Harrington.

Locomative Improvement Co., Clinton, Iowa.—Removable driving box
brass, lateral motion plates, flangeless shoes and wedges, solid end main
rods. Represented by L. W. Barker.

Locomotive Superheater Co.. New York.—Model of locomotive superheater.
Represented by R. E. Ryder and R. R. Porterfield.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New York.—Hancock inspirators, check
and safety valves: Ashcroft gages and other brass goods. Represented
by C. L. Brown and J. H. Bush.

Monarch Pneumatic Tool Co., St. Louis, Mo.—Portable pneumatic tools.
Represented by Wm. Miller and P. F. Flavin.

McCord & Co., Chicago.—Locomotive lubricators, pinless lid journal boxes.
Represented by R. L. Mcintosh and H. S. Whitehair.

National Machinery Co., Tifiin, Ohio.—Semi-automatic hammer bolt header,
semi-automatic nut tapper, quadruple motor drive bolt cutter, single
bolt cutter, die sharpener. Represented by E. R. Frost, H. E. Lott,
C. A. Spraggins and K. L. Ernest.

Nathan Manufacturing Co., New York.—Injectors. lubricators and oilers.
Represented by George Royal and A. S. Work.

National Boiler Washing Co.. Chicago.—Photographs of boiler washout
system. Represented by E. B. White and W. White.

Oak-Grove Handle Co., Cameron, Wis.—Axe, pick and hammer handles.
Represented by J. C. Templeton.

Ohio Injector Co., Chicago.—Injectors. Represented by W. S. Furry.

Osborne Valve & Joint Co., Chicago.—Valves and joints. Represented by
W. L. Osborne.

O'Malley Beare Valve Co., Chicago.—Valves. Represented by Edward
O'Malley, Thomas O'Malley and H. A. Crews.

Pilliod Co.. Swanton, Ohio.—Baker valve gear model. Represented by
F. S. Wilcoxen.

Racine Tool & Machine Co., Racine, Wis.—Metal cutting machines. Repre-
sented by J. M. Jones.

Railway Journal Publishing Co., Chicago.

—

The Railway Journal. Repre-
sented by E. C. Cook.

Reed Manufacturing Company, Erie, Pa.—Vises. Represented by T. O.
Raaen and R. H. Wilmot.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co., New York.

—

Railway Age Gasette,
American Engineer, and Signal Engineer. Represented by R. V.
Wright, L. B. Sherman, J. N. Reynolds, F. H. Thompson and Kenneth
Cloud.

Sinclair Co., Angus, New York.

—

Railway and Locomotive Engineering.
Represented by Angus Sinclair and Allen G. Wood,

J. T. Ryerson & Son, Chicago.—High speed tool steels, twist drills, ream-
ers, expanders and chain hoists. Represented by F. L. Carroll and
A. C. Perrin.

Storrs Mica Co., Owego, N. Y.—Headlight chimneys, lantern globes and
hose clamps. Represented by C. P. Storrs.

Templeton Kenly & Co., Chicago.—Jacks. Represented by A. E. Barron.

Watson-Stillman Co., New York.—Photographs of hydraulic tools. Repre-
sented by Frank H. Clark.

Westralian Rotary Spark Arrester Co., New York.—Spark arresters. Rept
resented by C. Garton.

Whitman & Barnes Manufacturing Co., Akron, Ohio.—Twist drills, reamT
ers and wrenches. Represented by A. W. Wange.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings, and places of meeting.

AiE Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Com-
vention. May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-

ton, Mass. ,,, .~

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.-—W. C.

Hope, New York; next convention, September 12, Seattle. Wash.
American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

American Assochtion of Railro.*d Superintendents.—W. C. Cooder,

Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39tli

St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

.•\MERiCAN Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegaa,

165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

.\MERiCAN Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;

annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago. ^ , t -
i. r- i.

.\MERICAN Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. ft

N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.
American R.\ilway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 1011 S.

Michigan Ave.. Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

.American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc—J. W. Taylor, Old Colotiy

building, Chicago. »r ,t t> m v
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, IS. K.

N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn. „,,.„,. tt - -^
American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual June. 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt 220 W 57th St.

New York; Ist and 3d Wed., except June and -Vugu?*. >ew York

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R- W emlinger, 13

Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.
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.
American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-

more, Md. Convention, 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.
Association of .\merican Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.
Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-

cago.
Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &

N. W. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112

West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.
Association of Transportation and Car .Accounting Officers.—G. P.

Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.: Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York: 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building. St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except Tune, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society or Penns\xvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, V'a.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Roller, 226
W. .\dams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding' 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
Brown Marx building, "Birmingham, -Ma.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio. Convention, August 20, Chicago.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention. November 19-21, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May, 1913. Chicago.
Master Car Builders' Association.-—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—

A. P. Dane. B. & M., Reading, Mass. Convention, September 10-13,
Denver, Col.

National Railway Appliances .Assoc—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago. Meetings with .\m. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesdav in month, except Tune, Tulv, -Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railbo.\d Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Fridav in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-
tion, Peoria, III.; 2d Tuesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York; annual, November 20, 1912. New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' .Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway G.ardening .Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.;
next meeting, August 13-16, Roanoke, Va.

Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,
Kansas City. Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Railway Signal -Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-
tion, Oct. 8-11, Quebec.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio.

Railway Supply Manufacturers' .Assoc—T. D. Conway. 2135 Oliver bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. XL and M. C. B. assocs.

Railway Tel. & Tel. Appliance .Assoc—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.
Richmond Rmlroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,

except June, July and .August.
ROADMASTERS' AND MAINTENANCE OF WaV ASSOCIATION. L. C. Ryan, C. &

N. W., Sterling, 111. September 10-13. Buffalo. N. Y.
St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Fraumenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Fridav in month, except June. July and Aug., St. Louis.
Signal .Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., New

York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal .Association.

Society of Railway Fin.\nci.\l Officers.—C. Niquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Rv., Monteomery. .Ala.; annual, Oct. 17, -Atlanta, Ga.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—.A. T. Merrill. Grant bldg.,

Atlanta. Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.— T. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo. Ohio; 1st Saturdav. Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

ITeaffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope. 290 Broadway, New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June. Tuly and August, New York.

Traffic Club sif Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-
ings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Train Desp.^tchers' Assochtion of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave., Chicago.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo. N. Y.; annual, Aug. 27-30, Chicago.
Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.
Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.

Qlraffir Netiii^»

Hearings have been begun at New York by the official classi-

fication committee to hear protests and suggestions against pro-
posed changes in the official classification. Members of the
uniform classification committee are in attendance.

It is announced at Washington that the ''Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States" is shortly to begin regular opera-
tions with definite offices in Washington; but no definite infor-
mation has been given out as to what the work of this Chamber
is to be.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has removed the embargo on
perishable freight to its Manhattan piers. It was caused by
the strike of its freight handlers. During the strike perishable
freight was carried no farther than the Jersey side of the
North river.

The Ohio river was. during the latter part of last week,
navigable for coal barges, and it is said that 7,000,000 bu. of
coal were started down the river in barges on Friday. This
is the first time in five years that barges have been able to leave

Pittsburgh in July.

Reports from Minneapolis quote railway officers as saying
that nearly 10.000 grain cars are being built for orders by rail-

ways radiating from Minneapolis into grain-producing terri-

tories. It is said that these cars will, by September 1, all have
been distributed through the northwest.

The Missouri Pacific and the Texas & Pacific have made
a proportional rate of 14^ cents per hundred pounds on all ex-

port grain to New Orleans from lower Missouri river points,

and IS'/i cents from upper Missouri river points. This is a re-

duction of three cents per hundred pounds on corn and four

cents on wheat.

The board of railway commisisoners of Canada began on

July 17, at Fort William, a series of hearings on freight rates

west of Port Arthur. The hearings w-ill be continued at Winni-
peg, Moose Jaw, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton and Vancouver.

They include 23 rate cases and 95 complaints and applications

of various kinds.

.Although the new connection between the Western Mary-
land at Cumberland, Md., and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie at

Connellsville has not been opened to business, it has been called

upon to handle over 20 miles of its line all of the Baltimore &
Ohio's business because of the cave-in of the' Sand Patch

tunnel of the Baltimore & Ohio.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas and the Illinois Traction

System have come to an agreement which provides for the sale

of through tickets between all points on the M. K. & T., and
points on the IlHnois Traction System lines. Tickets will be

placed on sale at all offices reading jointly via St. Louis, where

the M. K. & T.. and the Illinois Traction System connect.

An arrangement has been made between the Long Island

Railroad and the Pennsylvania by which carload freight from

Brooklyn to southern and western destinations will be handled

as quickly as from the Manhattan piers of the Pennsylvania,

and L. C. L. freight will be handled not more than 24 hours

later from Brooklyn than from the Manhattan piers.

The freight and passenger traffic agreement between the

Canadian Pacific and the Northern Pacific, which has been in

force for a number of years, terminated recently and it is

understood has been renewed for 10 years. Under this agree-

ment, Seattle freight and passengers are interchanged between

the two roads at Sumas, Wash. Renewal of the agreement is

on the same basis as the old agreement.

The third "Get Acquainted" special which is being run over

the Oregon Short Line has on board three assistant general

managers, a general attorney, a general freight agent, an au-

ditor, an assistant general freight agent, an assistant general

passenger agent, a claims attorney, a signal engineer, a super-

intendent of dining cars, a freight claims agent, a car service

agent, a local treasurer, a superintendent of telegraph, a tax

agent, a superintendent of the Pullman Company, a super-

intendent of the American Express Company, and a super-

intendent of a private car company.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission will hold a hearing on the rates, practices,

rules and regulations of carriers in the transportation of cement,

iron ore, iron and steel and their products to all points in the

Official classif-jation territory.

Frank Lyon, attorney for the Interstate Commerce Commi-
sion during the advance rate hearings, and formerly special

examiner for the commission, has resigned, and if his resigna-

tion is accepted, he plans to take up the private practice of law

The commission has suspended from August 1, until November
29, a tariff canceling the existing joint commodity rates on cot-

tonseed, in carloads, from Stigler, Okla., to Kansas City, Mo.,

and certain other points, leaving combination rates to apply.

The present joint rate is 16 cents per 100 lbs., and the combina-
tion which would be applicable after the cancellation of the joint

rate would be 23; 4 cents per 100 lbs.

Pine Lumber Reduced.

Deming Lumber Company v. Sontlicni Pacific ct a!. Opinion

by the commission:

The commission found that the rate of 34 cents per 100 lbs.

for the transportation of pine lumber in carloads from points in

Louisiana and Eastern Texas to Deming, N. Mex., was un-

reasonable to the extent that it exceeds 29 cents. (24 I. C. C,
598.)

Reparation Awarded.

Western Traffic Association ct al v. Boston & Maine et al.

Opinion by the commission:

The complainants were charged one and one-half times the

first class rating on bottle-washing machines shipped from
Lynn, Mass., to San Francisco, Cal. This rate amounted to

$4.50 per 100 lbs. At the time of the shipment there was in

effect a class rate of $3 per 100 lbs. for the transportation of

tub-bottle washing machines between these points. This class

rate is still in effect. The commission found that the rate of

$4.50 per 100 lbs. was unreasonable to the extent that it exceeds

$3 per 100 lbs. (24 L C. C, 592.)

Complaint Dismissed.

ChafUn Coal Company z: Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Pan!.

Opinion by the connnission:

The commission found that the rate of $1.75 per ton charged

on a carload of coal screenings from Chicago to Platteville.

Wis., was not unreasonable. (24 L C. C, 321.)

Edward T. Slider v. Southern Raikvay et al. Opinion by the

commission:
The complainants contend that the rates on coal from Xew

Albany, Ind., to East St. Louis, 111., and on sand and gravel

from New Albany, to Louisville, Ky., are unreasonable. The
commission found that the evidence was not conclusive. (24

I. C. C, 312.)

Memphis Freight Bureau et al. v. St. Louis & San Francisco.

Opinion by the commission:

The complainant attacks as unreasonable a six months' limit

in connection with the milling-in-transit of logs, etc., at Mem-
phis, Tenn. The commission found that as the privilege is con-

ditioned upon the use to which the commodity is put, it should

not be sanctioned by an award of reparation. (24 I. C. C,

602.)

New Albany, Ind., Discriminated Against.

Manufacturers' and Merchants' Association of New Albany,

Ind., et al. v. Aberdeen & Asheboro et al. Opinion by Commis-
sioner Clements:

New Albany, Ind., is situated on the north bank of the Ohio

river opposite to Louisville, Ky. These cities are connected by

bridges. The toll of the bridge companies for the use of their

tracks from Louisville to New Albany average about one cent

per 100 lbs. on freight shipments. The local rate of the carriers

operating over these bridges averages about two cents per

100 lbs., including the bridge toll. The rates from New Albany

to the territory south of the Ohio and Potomac rivers and east

of the Mississippi river, with the exception of the states of Ken-

tucky and Tennessee, are the same as from Louisville. In the
reverse direction Louisville and New Albany take the same rates
from certain points, while from a large part of the territory
New Albany rates exceed the Louisville rates by the amount
of the bridge toll. On shipments from the south to New Albany
for beyond the Louisville rates apply. With these exceptions
the rates from the southern territory to New Albany are made
by adding to the Louisville rate the full local rate between New
Albany and Louisville as distinguished from the bridge toll.

In general, the rates from the south to the north bank Ohio
river crossings, including Cincinnati, Evansville and Cairo, are
the same as the rates 10 the south bank. The complainants
allege that the practice of the defendants in making their rates

from the south to New Albany higher than the rates to Louis-
ville subjects New Albany to undue discrimination. The de-
fendants insist that there is a difference in competitive condi-
tions at the north bank Ohio river crossings, particularly at

Evansville. The evidence of the defendant on this point, how-
ever, was not conclusive. The commission found that the prac-

tice of the defendants of omitting the bridge toll in its rates to

the north bank Ohio river crossings, and, at the same time,

charging the bridge toll on shipments from the same points of
origin to New Albany, subjected New Albany to undue dis-

crimination, and ordered the carriers to desist from this practice

in future. (24 I. C. C, 331.)

Union Bridge, Md., Discriminated Against.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in rates by car-

riers for the transportation of cement in carloads from Union
Bridge, Md., to Norfolk. Va., and other destinations. Opinion
by Commissioner Clements:

It was alleged that the change in the relation of rates between
Union Bridge and Security, Md., proposed in the tariff of the

Western Maryland, which has been suspended until January 4.

1913, is unjustly discriminatory against Union Bridge in favor

of Security. Prior to the filing of the suspended tariff the

same rates applied to shipments from Union Bridge and Security

to points on connecting lines parties to that tariff. The pro-

posed tariff leaves unchanged the rates from Union Bridge, but

reduces the rate from Security. The commission found that

these two points should take the same rates and ordered the can-

cellation of the proposed changes. (24 I. C. C, 290).

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Massachusetts Railway Commission has refused to grant

permission for a special Sunday excursion train which was to

be run to a new land development property. The commission

held that the excursion might be run on a week day.

The New York Public Service Commission, Second district,

has ordered the National Express Company to reduce its rates on
laundry from Sidney to Wellsbridge, Afton, Otego and Harpers-

ville from SO cents per 100 lbs., gross weight, including container,

to 30 cents per 100 lbs. This company has also been ordered to

reduce its rates on laundry from Sidney to Worcester from 60

cents per ICX) lbs. to 40 cents.

COURT NEWS.

The L^ncle Sam Oil Company of Arizona and the Tidewater

Pipe Company of Pennsylvania have filed a petition with the

United States Commerce Court asking it to set aside the order

of the Interstate Commerce Commission in the pipe line cases.

W. F. Jacoby & Co., coal operators, have filed suit in the

United States District Court against the Pennsylvania Railroad

to recover $27,333 for alleged discrimination in the distribution

of coal cars. The suit is based on the ruling of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, mentioned in the Raihvav Age Gazette

of April 26, p. 974. and May 3, p. 1022.

Attorney-General Hogan, of Ohio, has announced that he is

prepared to bring suit in the circuit court under the Sherman
anti-trust law to oust the Pennsylvania from Ohio. The suit

is based on a charge that there is a conspiracy between the

Pennsylvania and the Central Traffic Association to discredit

and break down the 2 cent fare law of Ohio.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

E. VV. Grice, general manager of the Chesapeake & Ohio, at

Richmond, Va., has been appointed assistant to fourth vice-

president of the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Hocking Valley,

and his former position has been abolished. Mr. Grice will per-

form such duties as may be assigned to him.

The new officers of the Tampa Northern are C. R. Capps,

president ; R. L. Nutt, secretary and treasurer ; D. C. Porteous,

assistant secretary, and T. W. Roby, comptroller. All of these

are now officers of the Seaboard Air Line, which has purchased

the entire capital stock of the Tampa Northern.

W. A. Webb has been appointed assistant to the president

of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas system, with office at

Dallas, Tex. About two months ago Mr. Webb was ap-

pointed assistant to the president of the Texas lines, and his

jurisdiction has now been extended over the lines north of

Denison.

James Gibson Wilson, who has been appointed assistant inter-

state commerce attorney of the Union Pacific, the Oregon Short
Line, the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company
and the Southern Pa- _
cific Company, with

office at Chicago, as has

been announced in these

columns, was born April

21, 1876, at Streator,

111. He graduated from
Portland Academy in

1895, from Princeton

University in 1899, and
from the law department
of the University of

Oregon in ISOl. In

September, 1899, he en-

tered the office of the

general attorney of the

Oregon Railroad & Navi-
gation Company, and he
was with that road and
its successor, the Ore-
gon-Washington R a i 1-

road & Navigation Com-
panv, continuously until

July 1, 1912. He was
appointed asisstant gen-
eral attorney of the latter road in December, 1911. which office

he held at the time of his recent promotion.

Operating Officers.

M. J. Larson, trainmaster of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul at Sioux City, Iowa, has been appointed assistant to the
assistant general manager, with office at Chicago.

John C. Maclay has been appointed superintendent in

charge of operations of the Erie Railroad Transit Line, op-
erated by the Erie Railroad, with headquarters at Buffalo,
N. Y.

R. C. Morgan, formerly superintendent of the Great North-
ern at Marcus, Wash., has been appointed superintendent of the
Fort William terminal of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters
at Fort William, Ont.

F. E. Bolte, trainmaster of the Terminal Railroad Association
of St. Louis, has been appointed superintendent of transportation
of the Wabash Railroad, with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeed-
ing D. I. Forsyth, transferred to other duties.

N. E. Brooks, division engineer of the Alberta division of the
Canadian Pacific, at Calgary, Alta., has been appointed acting
general superintendent of that division, succeeding A. Price,

general superintendent, granted leave of absence.

H. P. Justin has been appointed trainmaster of the Chicago
Terminal division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with

J. G. Wilson.

office at Chicago, succeeding M. J. Brew, whose appointment as

division engineer on the same division has been announced in

these columns.

The office of E. W. Grice, general manager of the Chesapeake
& Ohio, with headquarters at Richmond. Va., having been abol-

ished, all reports heretofore made to the general manager will

in future be made to the fourth vice-president. (See an item
under Executive, Financial & Legal Officers.)

Michael H. Cahill, assistant superintendent of the Pitts-

burgh division of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has been promoted to superintendent of the Newark division,

with headquarters at Newark, Ohio, succeeding J. F. Irwin,
resigned, who will be assigned to other duties. Effective
August 1.

J. P. Kirkpatrick, trainmaster of the Grand Trunk, at Ottawa.
Ont., and not J. B. Kirkpatrick, as was announced in our issue

of July 5, page 33, has been appointed superintendent of the

Grand Trunk Pacific, with jurisdiction over the Melville-Regina,

Regina-Boundary and Regina-Moose Jaw Lines, with office at

Regina. Sask.. succeeding W. B. Cronk. resigned.

F. W. Scott, master of trains of the Georgia Southern &
Florida at Macon, Ga.. has been appointed superintendent, suc-

ceeding H. Hatcher, resigned to go to another company. A. E.

Marsh, chief despatcher, has been appointed master of trains,

succeeding Mr. Scott, and W. G. Prator has been appointed

chief despatcher, succeeding Mr. Marsh, all with offices at

Macon, effective August 1.

R. Mahon has been appointed assistant superintendent of the

Salt Lake division of the Denver & Rio Grande and S. L.

Racey. chief despatcher at Salt Lake City, has been appointed

trainmaster, with jurisdiction over the Valley district, Ogden to

Thistle, and its branches, including the Bingham district. G. D.

Hughes, trainmaster at Helper, Utah, has been given jurisdiction

over the Mountain district. Thistle to Helper, including branches.

H. F. Anderson, formerly superintendent of the Houston
division of the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio at San
.\ntonio, Tex., has been appointed superintendent of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, vfhh office at Denison,
Tex., succeeding J. Munday, resigned to accept service with

another company. Mr. Anderson's jurisdiction extends over

the Dallas division from Denison to Dallas; over the Fort
Worth division from Denison to Whitesboro; and over the

Denton and Henrietta divisions and Bonham and Sherman
branches.

Edmund L. IMagers, who has been appointed superintend-

ent of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with office at Sapulpa,

Okla.. as has been announced in these columns, was born
February 13, 1872, at Churubusco, Ind. He received a high

school education in his native town, and began railway work
on the Eel River division of the Wabash in February, 1887.

He was with the Southern Pacific Company at Houston, Tex.,

from December, 1889, to April, 1903, having been con-

secutively operator, despatcher, chief despatcher and train-

master. For four and a half years from April, 1903, he was
chief despatcher of the Houston & Texas Central at Ennis,

Tex., and in October, 1907, went with the St. Louis & San
Francisco at Fort Scott, Kan., as chief despatcher. He was
later made assistant superintendent, from which office he has

just been promoted to superintendent at Sapulpa.

Robert McNair Hoover, whose appointment as superin-

tendent of the Sunset-Central lines, with offices at Ennis,

Tex., has been announced in these columns, was born July

23, 1863, at Summit, Miss. He was educated in the Peabody
public school at Summit, and began railwaj' work in 1884

with the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio at Eagle
Pass, Tex. He was employed on various divisions of the

Harriman Lines as brakeman, yardmaster and freight and
passenger conductor until July, 1906, when he was appointed
inspector of train service of the Sunset-Central lines, report-

ing to the vice-president. In December, 1906, he was made
trainmaster of the Houston division, and six months later was
transferred with the same title to the El Paso division. He
was appointed assistant superintendent of the El Paso divi-

sion in August, 1907, and during the present month he was
promoted to superintendent of the First division of the

Sunset-Central lines, as noted above.
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W. H. Averell, whose appointment as assistant general

superintendent of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters

at Pittsburgh. Pa., has been announced in these columns, was
born on May 13, 1879, at Ogdensburg, N. Y., and after at-

tending elementary schools in Rochester, and St. Paul's

School at Concord, N. Y., he entered Yale University and was
graduated in the class of 1900. In September of the same
year lie began railway work and for two years was in the

accounting, track and stores department of the Great North-

ern. In September, 1902, he was appointed statistical clerk

of the Southern Pacific, and was then consecutively train-

master, assistant superintendent and superintendent with

that company at Los Angeles, Cal., until February, 1911.

The following May he went to the Baltimore & Ohio as

assistant to general manager at Baltimore, Md., which posi-

tion he held at the time of his recent appointment as assist-

ant general superintendent, as above noted.

Edward Rowland Lewis, whose appointment as assistant

to general manager of tlie Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic,

with office at Duluth. Minn., has been announced in these col-

umns, was born Novem-
ber 20, 1869, at Raritan,

N. J. He attended the

/jMMMJI^^^^ \^ public schools at Cham-
-^^HHPHJpi''^ \ P^'gn. Ill" until 1885, re-

'^^P^^ ^^ \ ceived the degree of

^m ^L \ bachelor of science from
^K B \ the University of Iowa

)B gdH§ H^, * ' \ '" 1S90, and si.x years
*

later received the degree

of civil engineer from
the same institution. Mr.
Lewis began railway

work in 1885 with the

Missouri Pacific, with

which road he was con-

secutively axman and
rodman on construction,

levelman, clerk in the

timber department, level-

man on bridge location,

and, from 1891 to 1892.

division engineer. He
was reclamation engineer

in Wyoming from 1893

to 1895. and was then for two years division engineer on the

U. S. government levees on the Mississippi river improvement

work. From 18S7 to 1901. and again from 1903 to 1905 he was

with the Cape Government Railways in South Africa, first as

locating engineer at Cape Colony, and during the last year as

district engineer of maintenance at Mafeking, Port Elizabeth

During 1901 and 1902 he was engineer in charge of construc-

tion on the White River Railroad at Batesville, Ark., and di-

vision engineer on location and construction of the Fort Smith

& Western in Oklahoma. He was made assistant engineer of

the Keweenaw Central in 1505, and from August 1, 1906. to

June. 1912. he was division engineer of the Michigan Central

at Bay City, Mich.

Traffic Officers.

H. C. McVean has been appointed general freight and pas-

senger agent of the Denver, Laramie & Northwestern, with

office at Denver, Colo., succeeding S. K. Martin, resigned.

A. E. Ryan, traveling passenger agent of the Northern
Pacific at Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed district passenger

agent, with office at Detroit, Mich., succeeding W. H.

W'hitaker, resigned, and W. W. Neal succeeds Mr. Ryan,

C. A. Redmond, traveling passenger agent of the San
Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake at Los Angeles, Cal., has

been appointed district passenger agent, with office at Los
Angeles, succeeding J. Cruickshank, and R. D. Smith succeeds
Mr. Redmond.

Harry L. Norris. a clerk in the general baggage department
of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed traveling baggage
agent, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md. The position of

traveling baggage agent has been vacant since the promotion
of J. P. Dugan to general baggage agent about six j-ears ago.

E. R. Lewis.

C. J. Proudfoot. ticket agent of the Baltimore & Ohio at

Parkersburg, W. Va.. has been appointed traveling passenger

agent, with otlice at Wheeling, succeeding T. C. Burke, de-

ceased, and Edward Emery, city passenger agent at Pittsburgh,

Pa., has been appointed traveling passenger agent at Omaha,

.Neb., a new agency.

F. C. Lathrop, district passenger agent of the Southern

Pacific at Los Angeles, Cal., has been appointed an assistant

general passenger agent of the Central district of that company,

with office at San Francisco, and J. M. Fulton, district freight

and passenger agent at Reno, Nev., has been appointed assistant

general freight and passenger agent of the Central district, with

office at Reno. G. J. Blech has been appointed district freight

agent of the Southern district, with office at Los Angeles, and

F. S. McGinnis has been appointed district passenger agent of

the Southern district, at Los Angeles. C. J. Balfour has been

appointed commercial agent, with office at Pasadena, Cal., suc-

ceeding Mr. McGinnis, and J. T. Saunders has been appointed

industrial agent, with office at Los .Angeles, succeeding Mr.

Blech.

William Felix Taylor, who has been appointed assistant

general freight agent of the Central district of the Southern

Pacific, with office at San Francisco, Cal, as has been an-

nounced in these columns, was born July 4, 1881, at Hunts-

ville, Ala. He received a public school education, and on

December 15, 1898, began railway work in the office of the

general agent of the Union Pacific at Los Angeles, Cal. Two
years later he entered the local freight office of the Southern

Pacific at Los Angeles, and was then consecutively in the

office of the assistant general freight and passenger agent,

chief clerk in that bftice, industrial agent, and at the time

of his recent promotion to assistant general freight agent

of the Central district he was district freight agent at Los

Angeles.

W. D. Skinner, general freight agent of the Oregon-Wash-

ington Railroad & Navigation Company at Portland, Ore.,

has been appointed assistant traffic manager, with office at

Portland, a new posi-

tion. H. E. Louns-

bury, general freight

agent of the Southern

Pacific at Portland,

succeeds Mr. Skinner.

Mr. Lounsbury was
born on February 2,

1873, at Deer Lodge,
Mont. He attended

the public schools, and
began railway work in

1887 with the Oregon
Railroad & Navigation

Company, as an office

boy for the general

passenger agent. Dur-
ing the time he was
with that road he

studied shorthand at

night school, and in

1891 was made stenog-

rapher and clerk in the

H. E. Lounsbury. office of the manager
of the Southern Pacific

lines in Oregon. He was then consecutively passenger clerk,

traveling freight agent, and district freight agent of the

Southern Pacific; general agent in the freight department of

the O. R. & N. and the Southern Pacific and district freight

agent of the latter company, with office at Portland. He was
appointed assistant general freight agent of both companies

in November, 1910, and in November, 1911, he was appointed

general freight agent of the Southern Pacific Company's
lines in Oregon, with office at Portland.

W. L. Radford, eastern freight agent of the Atlantic Coast

Line, at New York, has been appointed general eastern freight

agent, with headquarters at New York, and his former position

has been abolished. James F. Meade, division freight agent at

Jacksonville, Fla. ; W. G. Pulliam, division freight agent at

Wilmington, N. C. ; C. S. Campbell, division freight agent at
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Richmond. Va . and \\". E. Renneker. division freight agent

at Charleston. S. C. have been appointed assistant general

freight agents, with headquarters at the same places, and their

former positions have been abolished. G. A. Cardwell, com-

mercial agent at Montgomery, Ala., has been appointed division

freight agent, with headquarters at Montgomery, and his for-

mer position has been abolished, and Ewen Davidson, com-

mercial agent at Atlanta. Ga.. has been appointed general

agent, with headquarters at Atlanta, and his former position

has been abolished.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

A. Swartz. division engineer of tlie Erie, with office at

Huntington, Ind., has resigned.

T. F. Sullivan, division master mechanic of tlie San Antonio

& Aransas Pass, with office at Yoakum, Tex., has resigned.

J. R. Decker, whose appointment as division engineer of

the Michigan Central, with office at Bay City, Mich., h^as

been announced in these columns, was born October 27, 1879,

at Bellefonte, Pa. He
graduated from Belle-

fonte Academy in 1899

and from the Penn
State College in 1903.

and began railway

work in June. 1903. in

the signal department
of the Michigan Cen-
tral. He was a drafts-

man until December,
1903, and was then for

almost two years fore-

man of construction.

In August. 1905, he
was appointed super-

visor of electric signals,

and in May. 1907, was
made supervisor of con-

struction. He was pro-

moted to assistant signal

engineer in January,
1909. which position he
held until July 1, 1912,

j « Decker,
the date of his appoint-

ment as division engineer as above noted.

J. P. McMurray. who has been appointed master mechanic
of the Rio Grande division of the .\tchison. Topeka & Santa

Fe, with office at Albuquerque. X. Mex.. as has been announced
in these columns, was
born August 21, 1858.

He began railway work
as a wiper for the Atch-

ison. Topeka & Santa
Fe at Pueblo, Colo., in

October. 1877. and has

been with that road ever

since. He was made
locomotive fireman at

Pueblo in 1878, and
three years later was
made locomotive engi-

neer on the Rio Grande
division at San Marcial.

In January, 1903, he was
promoted to road fore-

man of engines on the

Rio Grande division and
the Third district of the

New Mexico division.

He subsequently held

the same position on the

Western division, the

River division and the

Colorado division, and was promoted to master mechanic on
May 15, 1912.

Julius C. Mill, signal inspector of the Chicago. Milwaukee &
St. Paul, has been appointed assistant signal engineer, with office

at the Milwaukee shops, Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding H. K.

Lowry, resigned.

Frank Zeleny, assistant to the superintendent of shops of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Aurora, 111., has been

appointed engineer of tests, with office at Aurora, succeeding

William A. Derby, deceased. G. A. Haggander has been

appointed assistant bridge engineer, with office at Chicago,

succeeding L. J. Hotchkiss, resigned to go into the contract-

ing business.

OBITUARY.

.\. B. Smith, first assistant general freight agent of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy, with office at Omaha, Neb., died

of heart disease while sitting at his desk, on July 23.

William A. Derby, acting engineer of tests of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, with office at Aurora, III, died at the

city hospital at Aurora on June 30. Mr. Derby was born

October 22, 1872, at Burlington, Iowa. He attended the

grammar school, high school and Elliott's Business College

at Burlington, attended Iowa College at Grinnell, Iowa, for

three years, and spent four years at the Armour Institute of

Technology at Chicago. He entered the service of the

Burlington in July, 1898, in the laboratory at Aurora. In

1903 he was made assistant engineer of tests, and on Febru-

ary 4, 1910, was promoted to acting engineer of tests.

J. P. McMurray.

The public works committee of New South Wales has recom-

mended the construction of the proposed railway from Condo-

bolin to Broken Hill, concerning which there has been a great

deal of agitation for several years.

At a special cabinet council held recently in Stockholm, Swe-

den, the government appointed a committee to inquire into the

security of the traffic on Swedish railways and to make proposals

to insure the greatest measure of safety in traveling.

A Turkish commission has investigated the proposal to build

the Ueskueb-Kalkandelen-Gostivar line, Macedonia, the conces-

sion for which is sought by the Oriental Company. This line

will be a great aid in the transportation of troops to Albania.

It will be built as soon as possible, and will open out the dis-

trict of Drin somewhere about the meeting of the White and

the Black Drin rivers, and be carried out further via Scutari

to the Adriatic coast.

.\ Turkish commission has been visiting the district of Kos-

sowa, and has been looking over the Koumanowo—the grain

depot of the Koumanowo plain— in order to determine the ad-

visability of building the Koumanowo-Palanka-Kuestendil line,

projected some years ago. This Hne would make the shortest

connection between Macedonia and Sofia in Bulgaria, thus avoid-

ing the present necessary and inconvenient detour via Nisch,

and would open up the fertile Egri Palanka section.

In 1911 the Bagdad Railway, Asia Minor, transferred the

concession for the final section of the line, from Bagdad to Basra,

to a Turkish company, which immediately opened negotiations

with the British government. The latter proposed a scheme by

which the control of this last section should be given to five

powers—Great Britain, France, Germany, Russia and Turkey

—

each to have an equal share in the construction and to find one-

fifth of the capital. Russia's interest in this section is important.

as she has undertaken to construct a line from Teheran to

Khanikin, on the Turco-Persian frontier, which will con-

nect with a branch of the Bagdad Railway from Sadijeh, near

Bagdad, to Khanikin. Before Great Britain finally enters upon

an agreement a further consideration of certain subjects will

be necessary. The first question will be that of the choice of

Basra as a terminus. Basra is the center of trade in this region,

being situated at the junction of the Euphrates and Tigris rivers,

md it is the ancient port of Mesopotamia, receiving the whole

of the interior traffic and a great proportion of the shipping from

the Persian Gulf. The next point is that the Bagdad Railway,

in relinquishing its concession for the Bagdad-Basra section,

received a promise of compensation from the Turkish company.

The remaining question is that of Koweit, which was at one time

proposed as the terminus.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Paris & Mr. Ple.xsa.nt has ordered 1 ten wheel type loco-

vnotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Texas, Oklahoma & Eastern has ordered 1 mikado loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Pullman Company, Chicago, has ordered 1 mogul loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Masteller Coal Company has ordered 1 Forney type

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Butte, Anaconda & Pacific has ordered 17 electric loco-

motives from the American Locomotive Company.

The Michigan Alkali Company has ordered 1 four wheel

switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Georgia Railroad has ordered 6 ten wheel locomotives

and 2 six wheel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works.

The Boston & Albany has ordered 5 Pacific type locomotives,

8 six wheel switching locomotives, 4 consolidation locomotives

and 4 Mallet locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany.

The Illinois Central has ordered 10 six wheel switching

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These

locomotives will be equipped with superheaters, will have 21

in. X 26 in. cylinders, 51 in. driving wheels, and in working

order will weigh 150,000 lbs.

The Minneapolis & St. t-ouis has ordered 10 superheater

consolidation locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany. The dimensions of the cylinders will be 22^ in. x 30 in.,

the diameter of the driving wheels will be 60 in., and the total

weight in working order will be 190,000 lbs.

The Southern Railway has ordered 10 Pacific type loco-

motives, 6 consolidation locomotives and 4 six wheel switching

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. The Pa-

cific type locomotives will be equipped with superheaters and

will have 24 in. x 28 in. cylinders, 72?/^ in. driving wheels, and

in working order will weigh 233,000 lbs. The consolidation

locomotives will be equipped with superheaters; will have 24 in.

X 30 in. cylinders, 57 in. driving wheels, and in working order

will weigh 211.000 lbs. The switching locomotives will have 20

in. X 26 in. cylinders, 51 in. driving wheels, and in working

order will weigh 148,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Virginian is in the market for about 9 caboose cars.

The "New York. New Haven & Hartford is in the market

for 20 milk cars.

The Cuban Central is in the market for 50 thirty-ton steel

underframe box cars.

The Guakica Centrale. Cuba, is in the market for 50 steel

underframe cane cars.

The Escanaba & Lake Superior is in the market for one

hundred 41 ft. flat cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity.

The Lehigh Valley is said to be making inquiries for 1,000

freight cars. This item has not been confirmed.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie is said to be in the market for

1,000 fifty-five ton hopper cars. This item has not been

confirmed.

The Canadian Pacific has ordered 1,000 box cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company and 1,000 box cars from the

Haskell & Barker Car Company.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh is in the market for

500 fifty-ton steel underframe gondola cars, 500 forty-ton steel

underframe box cars, 100 forty-ton steel underframe automobile

cars and lOO forty-ton steel underframe refrigerator cars.

The Boston & Albany has ordered 3.000 box cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company, 1,000 box cars from the

Keith Car & Manufacturing Company, 800 general service cars

from the Pressed Steel Car Company, 400 flat cars from the

Standard Steel Car Company, lOO Roger ballast cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company, 20 coaches from the Amer-
ica Car & Foundry Company, and 8 postal cars from the La-
conia Car Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Southern New England is in the market for 10,000

tons of rails.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound is taking prices on

5,000 tons of bridge material.

General Conditions in Steel.—Orders of the steel companies
for new business exceeded production during several days of the

past week. Steel manufacturers feel that the unfilled tonnage

of the steel corporation will show but little change this month.

If this should be the case, a new high record will be made for

July bookings. Prices have been advanced on certain products

during the last few days, and premiums of $3 a ton are now be-

ing paid for prompt deliveries of structural material. All the

steel companies are operating at full capacity.

SIGNALING.

New Installations of Block Signals. Interlocking, Telephones for Train

Despatching, Etc.

The Wabash is to introduce telephone train despatching on
about 800 miles of its lines, using United States and Western
Electric apparatus. The company has ordered from the Western
Electric Company apparatus for the line between Decatur and
St. Louis, lis miles, with 30 stations, and between Decatur and
Danville, with 17 stations. From the United States Electric

Company it has ordered Gill selectors and other apparatus for

the lines from Peru to Montpelier; Montpelier to Detroit; Peru
to Tilton ; Decatur to Chicago, and Moberly to St. Louis. Tele-

phone sets, in iron cases, are to be provided for use on wreck-

ing trains and in other emergencies, and telephones will be pro-

vided at 50 outlying side tracks.

The Piedmont Traction Company, operating electric lines in

North Carolina, has equipped 23 miles of its road with train order

signals controlled separately by the despatcher by means of West-

ern Electric selectors on the telephone lines. On this line the trol-

ley current is one of 1,500 volts and trains run at high speed.

There are seven stations at which the train despatcher can cause

the semaphore to move to the stop position at any time. It is

returned to the normal or clear position by the conductor of the

train which has been stopped by the signal. The telephone at

such a station is fixed in a box on the signal post. The motor

which operates the signal is energized by a current from the

despatcher's office over the telephone line and no local battery is

needed. The Western Electric Company has the contract for a

similar equipment for the line of the Greenville, Spartanburg &
Anderson, which is owned by the same interests.

Satisfactory progress is being made on the work of double-

tracking the line between Westgarth, Victoria, and Alphington.

The earthworks have been completed and the materials for the

new track distributed, \\ork of laying the rails will be begun

immediately.

Over 100 men are now engaged on the work of regrading the

line between South Geelong, Victoria, and Geelong, and in

substituting an overhead bridge for the grade crossing at

Mooraboll street, Geelong. The earthworks, which involve

about 20,000 cu. yds., have nearly been completed.

The railway from Mezdra, Bulgaria, on the Sofia-Rustchuk

line via Vratza to Vidin, on the Danube river, is nearing com-

pletion, and as a Roumanian line from Kalafat, immediately

opposite to Vidin, already exists, a new connection will be

created between the Danube river and northern Europe, which

is expected to be an important factor in the development of

Bulgaria.
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The Chicago Steel Car Company has moved its general offices

from Chicago to its plant at Harvey, 111.

The Isthmian Canal Commission will receive bids until July
29 on miscellaneous supplies, including locomotive tires (circular

No. 720) ; and until September 3 on Portland cement (circular

No. 721).

Alexander Leslie Black, engineer of the New Orleans Railway
& Light Company, New Orleans, La., has gone to Ford, Bacon
& Davis, engineers. New York, to take charge of their southern
properties.

The Newcastle Steel & Iron Company, Newcastle, Pa., has been
incorporated in Pennsylvania, to make steel cars. A plant is to

be built at Newcastle. The incorporators are Edwin N. Ohl,
Andrew B. Berger, W. H. Schroder and E. H. Brainard, all

of Pittsburgh, Pa. Edwin Ohl may take an active part in the

management of the company.

The name of the Imperial Car Company, Hamilton, Ont., men-
tioned in the Railway Age Gazette of July 5, has been changed
to the National Steel Car Company, Ltd., owing to objections
raised by the state department in Ottawa, Ont. The general
offices of the company will be at Montreal, Que., and the plant
will be at Hamilton. The authorized capitalization of the com-
pany is $6,000,000, comprising $3,000,000 7 per cent, cumulative
preferred stock and $3,000,000 common stock. Of this, $1,500,000
preferred stock and $2,000,000 common stock has been issued.

The officials of the company are as follows : President, Sir John
Gibson, lieutenant-governor of Ontario; vice-president and gen-
eral manager, Basil Magor, of New York; assistant secretary,

treasurer and purchasing agent, Adolph Butze. The directors
are Sir John Gibson, William Southam, and J. J. Scott, all of
Hamilton; Sir H. Pellatt, of Toronto, Ont.; W. G. Ross, Mor-
timer Davis and C. H. Cahan, all of Montreal; William Barclay
Parsons, W. Kirkpatrick Brice, Murray H. Coggeshall and Basil
Magor, all of New York. The company has placed contracts
for its steel work, and all contracts are being let for completion
not later than November of this year. The main plant will be
900 ft. X 200 ft.

A Correction.

A most unfortunate combination of errors appeared in a Sup-
ply Trade News item published in last vi^eek's issue, page 142.

An item to the effect that the Davenport Locomotive Works,
Davenport, Iowa, had opened an office in the First National
Bank building, Cincinnati, and an item stating that Isaac Block,
president of the Hyman-Michaels Company. Chicago, had died
on July 10, were combined in a telegram sent to our New York
office on press day, and through a misunderstanding of the tele-

gram it was made to appear that "Mr. Block had been made
president of the Davenport Locomotive Works.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Freight Car Appli.\xces.—The Wine Railway Appliance
Company, Toledo, Ohio, has published a small booklet de-
scribing and illustrating its steel car ladder and its car venti-
lating shutter.

Throttle Valves.—The Watson-Stillman Company, New York,
has published catalog No. 86, illustrating and describing the
Chambers throttle valve. This catalog enumerates 17 advantages
of these valves.

Sectional Expanders.—The J. Faessler Manufacturing Corti-

pany, Moberly, Mo., has published bulletin No. 28 on the Faessler
safety sectional expander, with quick-acting knockout, illustrating

and describing this tool in detail.

Boiler Tubes.—The Parkesburg Iron Company, Parkesburg,
Pa., has published a small booklet on its charcoal iron boiler
tubes. This booklet is illustrated and gives interesting and valu-
able information on these tubes. Prices are included.

Roofs.—The Barrett Manufacturing Company, New York,
has published a folder entitled A Mile of Barrett Specilication

Roofs, illustrating the building of the Bush Terminal Company
at Brooklyn, N. Y., which are covered with Barrett specification

roofs.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—Work is now under way by
Walter H. Denison, Wagoner, Okla., on the Texico-Coleman
cutoff, building a 90-mile section between Lubbock, Tex., and
Texico, N. Mex. C. A. Morse, chief engineer of the system,

Topeka, Kan.

Boston & Eastern (Electric).—This company is planning to

start work soon, it is said, on an electric line from Boston,

Mass., northeast to Danvers, about 20 miles. J. H. Bickford,

110 State street, Boston, is the engineer.

BucKHANNON & NORTHERN.—An officer writes that work on
the line under construction for some time from Rivesville,

W. Va., north to the West Virginia-Pennsylvania state line is

about finished, and the line will soon be put in operation. (Oc-
tober 6, p. 690.)

Canadian Northern.—A contract has been given to the

Northern Construction Company, it is said, for grading the rail-

way yards at Port Mann, B. C. The cost of the work will be

about $150,000. W. G. Swan is in charge of the work.
The board of Railway Commissioners of Canada has ap-

proved this company's plans for the proposed tunnel under
Mount Royal, from the company's model city at the back of

the mountain to the terminal at Lagauchetierre street, Montreal.

The question of overhead rights of way from the city terminal

to the harbor has been carried over for further discussion.

Canadian Northern Pacific.—Subcontracts for work on
the 185 mile section from Kamloops, B. C, northeasterly to-

wards Yellowhead Pass, have been given to the following con-

tractors : McDonald Brothers, 20 miles; Boyd & Craig, 10

miles; Murdock & Company, 30 miles; Twohy Brothers, 100

miles. The work from the end of the last contract to Albreda

Summit has not yet been sublet. T. H. White, chief engineer,

Vancouver, B. C.

Carolina, Clinch field & Ohio.—The Dump's Creek line has

been extended from Hurricane, Va., to Wilder, about four miles.

Ward Crosby, chief engineer, Johnson City, Tenn.

Central of New Jersey.—An officer writes regarding the

reports that improvements are to be carried out near Coalport,

Pa., and at Glen Onoko, that the company will spend $100,(XX)

building a new short line to replace the present line and to

avoid the use of the present tunnel. Some yard changes will

be necessary in connection with this work. J. O. Osgood, chief

engineer. New York.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—A contract has been

given to Morris Sheppard & Doughterty, St. Paul, Minn., for 12

miles of double-tracking work west of Montevideo, Minn. C.

F. Loweth, chief engineer, Chicago.

Denver & Rio Grande.—The budget for 1912 will call for an

expenditure of about $6,000,000, of which $3,500,000 is to be

spent for double-tracking work and improvements to the ter-

minal facilities. A contract for nine miles of second-track be-

tween Castle Gate, Utah, and Kyune has been given to Kil-

patrick Brothers, Beatrice, Neb., and when these improvements

are finished the company will have continuous double-track from

Helper northwest to Tucker, 33 miles. The permanent location

is being made for a new 2 per cent, line to replace the present

4 per cent, line on the west side of Soldier Summit, Utah, and

it is expected that bids will be asked for the work as soon as

the surveys are completed. J. G. Gwyn, chief engineer, Denver,

Colo.

A contract for an additional section of 17 miles of second-

track from Tucker, Utah, to Thistle, has been given to the

Utah Construction Company. Ogden. Utah. Other improve-

ments to be made include ballasting the desert section of the

main line between Westwater, Utah, and Cisco. Some grade

improvement work is also to be carried out between River-

side and Malta in Colorado, and a number of new passing

tracks will be laid in Colorado and Utah.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—An officer of the National Transcon-

tinental which is building the eastern section of this road writes

regarding the reports that grades are to be increased on the sec-
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tions of the line yet to be built, that no changes in grade that will

injuriously affect traffic have been made or are in contemplation.

It is hoped that through freight service between Winnipeg, Man,,

and Cochran, Ont., may be established this coming autumn, and

that the entire line may be finished during 1913. There remains

about 150 miles of track yet to be laid between Winnipeg and

Cochran, about 120 miles between Cochran and Quebec, Que.,

and about 35 miles between Quebec and Moncton, N. B.

Great Northern.—An officer writes regarding the reports

that a line is to be built over the Hope mountains from Coal-

mont, B. C, to Vancouver, that several surveys have been made
over the Hope mountains, but nothing definite has yet been

decided in connection with the construction of such a line.

A. H. Hogeland, chief engineer, St. Paul, Minn.

Jacksonville & Peoria (Electric).—The receiver of this com-

pany has been authorized by the court to issue $150,000 of cer-

tificates to complete the line from Alton, III, north to Jersey-

ville, about 20 miles.

Me.xico North Western.—This company is said to be plan-

ning to build an extension from El Paso, Tex., to a connection

with the St. Louis & San Francisco, in the Texas Panhandle.

B. H. Bryant, chief engineer, Ciudad Juarez, Chih., Mexico.

Missouri & Kans.\s Interurban.—Financial arrangements

are said to have been made to build an extension from Olathe,

Kan., northwest to Topeka, 70 miles. The company will ask

permission from the State Public Utilities Commission to issue

$2,000,000 in bonds to secure funds for building the extension.

W. B. Strong, president. Overland Park, Kan.

New York Central & Hudson River.—Double-tracking

work is now under way on a section of the Putnam division, on

between eight and nine miles from Nepperhan, N. Y., to Elms-

ford. The work is being carried out by the company's men.

G. W. Kittredge, chief engineer. New York.

New YorKj New Haven & Hartford.—See an item in Gen-

eral News regarding the electrification and four-tracking of this

road from Boston, Mass., to Providence, R. I., 45 miles.

New York Subways.—Bids are wanted July 31, by the New
York Public Service Commission, First district, New York, for

the construction of section 1-A of the Lexington avenue line.

The work will include a two-track subway in Church street,

Vesey street and Broadway from Church and Dey streets to

Broadway and Park Place.

It is understood that the city authorities will get sufficient

property owners' consents on Montague street, in the borough

of Brooklyn, to ensure the building of the Montague street sub-

way.

Contracts have been given to Arthur McMuUen, New Canaan,

Conn., and to Olaf Hoff, Montclair, N. J., for building section

14 of the Lexington avenue subway. This section includes a tun-

nel under the Harlem river. A contract has also been given to

the O'Rourke Engineering Construction Company, New York,

to build section 2-A, covering the station on the Broadway-

Lexington avenue line at Canal street and Broadway.

Northern Territory R.ailway,—Financial arrangements

are said to have been made by this company, which has a cap-

ital of $40,000,000. The company has a charter from the

Dominion government to build from Fort Churchill, on Hud-
son bay, west to a point on the Pacific coast at Port Essington,

B. C, 1,450 miles.

Philadelphia & Western (Electric).—According to press

reports, this company is now at work on the extension from

Villanova, Pa., north to Norristown. The work is very heavy

and consists of cut and fill work.

South Carolin.\ Roads (Electric).—Plans are being made to

build an electric line from Charleston, S. C, northwest to Sum-
merville, 22 miles. J. L. David, J. A. Hertz, and S. Louis

Simons, Summerville, are interested.

South Carolina Western.—This company has opened the

extension of its Sumpter division to Bishopville, S. C, 16

miles from Hartsville. J. E. Hancock, vice-president and man-
ager, Hamlet, N. C.

Southern Illinois Railway & Power.—According to press re-

po7ts this company has asked permission to build from Eldorado,

111., southwest via Harrisburg to Carrier Mills, about 15 miles.

Most of the franchises have been secured, and it is expected to

have the line completed and in operation by January, 1913.

Texas, Gulf & Northern.—Negotiations have been com-

pleted for- building this line from Tecumcari, N. Mex., cross-

ing the Texas & Pacific at Midland, Tex., thence southeasterly

to San Antonio, about 60O miles. Work has ah'eady been be-

gun at Midland on the permanent location. A contract has

been entered into between the railway company and residents

of Midland, which requires that construction work shall be

begun within 60 days. Midland is to be a division point, and

it is the present intention to locate the headquarters and prin-

cipal shops at that place. Financial arrangements have been

made and the work will be pushed to completion. The com-

pany expects to secure a large tonnage from the New Mexico

coal fields. J. A. Underwood, president; W. N. Sadler, vice-

president, Amarillo, Tex., and M. C. Lemaster, secretary and

general manager.

U. S. Government Line.—A bill has been introduced in the

lower house of Congress, authorizing the secretary of the navy

to build a single-track electric railway from Washington, D. C,

south to the naval proving grounds at Indian Head, Charles

county, Md., about 25 miles.

Vermilion Traction Company.—Financial arrangements have

been made, it is said to build from Clinton, Ind., to Ridge Farm,

about 30 miles. It is understood that contracts for building the

line will be let in September. T. A. Graves, chief engineer,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Washington, Westminster & Gettysburg.—The Public

Service Commission of Maryland has authorized this company

to make a mortgage, the proceeds of which are to be used for

building 18 miles of line from Brentwood, Md., north to Sandy

Spring. The contract for the work has been let to the Colum-

bian Construction Company, and five miles has been completed.

It is estimated that the cost per mile for future construction

will be about $35,000. It has not yet been definitely decided

whether the company will use electricity or steam as the motive

power.

White Pass & Yukon.— President O. L. Dickeson is quoted

as saying that a 120-mile extension will be built from White

Horse, Yukon, to Tantalus, or Yukon Crossing, tapping the great

Tantalus, or British Yukon coal fields. Surveys are now be-

ing made.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Alamosa, Colo.—The Denver & Rio Grande improvements

will include putting up new and modern coal chutes at Alamosa

and at Grand Junction, Colo. ; also at Thistle Junction, Utah, a

number of new track scales are to be installed and turntables to

have a diameter of 100 ft. will be put in at Minturn, Colo., and

at Thistle Junction, Utah. Tools for the various shops are to

be bought. Many of the bridges will be replaced with new

structures, and some of the high trestles on the branch lines will

be filled in.

Bellefontaine, Ohio.—The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis has awarded a contract to Sugrue & Easley of Belle-

fontaine for an addition of 15 stalls to the company's 21-stall

roundhouse.

Centralia. III.—Contracts have been let by the Illinois Cen-

tral for all of the buildings in connection with its new engine

terminal, including a 48-stall roundhouse and erecting shop,

power house, machine shop, car repair shop, mechanical coal-

ing station, three cinder pits, an inspection pit and two

w-ater tanks. The contract for grading was given to J. G.

Lynch of Monmouth, 111.; for masonry to the Gould Construc-

tion Company of Davenport. la., and for the building construc-

tion to T. S. Leake & Co., Chicago.

Detroit, Mich.—The Wabash Railroad has given a contract

to C. W. Gindele & Company. Chicago, for a complete engine

terminal at Detroit, to cost $100,000.

Grand Junction, Colo.—See Alamosa, Colo.

Greenville. Tex.—The St. Louis Southwestern and the Texas
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Midland are planning the erection oi a new union passenger
station.

Hastford, Conn.—An officer of the Central New England
writes regarding the reports that a new brick and concrete

freight house is to be built, at a cost of $15,000, to replace the

structure which was destroyed by fire, that no definite decision

has yet been reached in regard to rebuilding the structure.

Houston, Tex.—The Houston Belt & Terminal Company is

building a two-story addition to its passenger station and is

planning to expend $25,000 in additions to its freight stations.

Ludington, Mich.—The Pere Marquette has awarded the

contract for a 16-stall roundhouse of the square or through type

to the Hauser-Owen-Ames Company of Grand Rapids, Mich.

The cost will be approximately $50,000.

Midland, Tex.—See Texas, Gulf & Northern under Rail-

way Construction.

MiNTURN, Colo.—See Alamosa, Colo.

Ottawa, Ont.-—The Railway Commission of Canada recently

ordered that work should be started at once on the grade sepa-

ration improvements previously ordered by the commission, and
that the union station in Ottawa be built. All the improvements
are to be finished by September, 1914,

Port Huron, Mich.—The Pere Marquette has awarded the

contract for the construction of a 12-stall roundhouse, to cost

approximately $40,000, to Rabbit & Sons, Toledo, Ohio.

Richmond, Que.—Plans have been filed by the Grand Trunk
for a new station, to be built at Richmond, at a cost of about

$20,000, to replace the structure destrojed b)' fire.

Saginaw, Mich.—The Pere Marquette has avi'arded the con-

tract to Fairbanks, Morse S: Company, Chicago, for a locomotive

coaling station to cost approximately $.50,000.

St. Joseph, Mich.—The receivers of the Pere Marquette have
authorized the construction of a passenger station at this point,

but the plans have not yet been completed.

Seattle, Wash.—^The Great Northern has awarded the con-

tract to the Butler Construction Company of Seattle for the

construction of 15 concrete piers for the proposed bridge over

the Lake Washington Canal.

Temple, Tex.—The Missouri, Kansas & Texas proposes to

begin work in the fall on a new passenger station.

Thistle Junction, Utah.—See Alamosa, Colo.

The line between Ayacucho, Peru, and Cuzco will probably not

be built for some time, as it would have to pass through a very
difficult portion of the country and as its construction would not

be justified unless it would be the completing link of the inter-

continental line.

On the Victorian railways last year the record number of

93,795,805 passengers were carried. This represents an increase

of over 8,500,000 passengers as compared with the previous year,

which, in turn, had shown an improvement of over 4,000,000

passengers over the previous year.

A plan is under way for the construction of an aerial rail-

way to connect Manizles, Colombia, with Mariquita, about
40 miles. For every mile of cable it will be necessary to build

15 or 16 towers. The motive power is to be derived from a

point on the Guali river, where it is said 750 h. p. can be de-

veloped.

The concession for the Chimbote-Recuay railway, Peru, has
been taken away from the original holders, who absolutely failed

to carry out their part, and the Peruvian Corporation is now com-
pleting the line to Kilometer 105 and is checking up the survey
to Recuay, with the intention of extending the line to that point

immediately.

The agreement of the Bulgarian and Turkish commissioners
for the connection of the existing Bulgarian railway from Sofia

to Constantza, on the Turkish border, with the line from Nish,
Servia, to Saloniki, at Kumanova, must first be approved at

Constantinople. If this connection is made, direct communi-
cation between Bulgaria and the Aegean Sea will be made for

the first time.

Boston & Albany.—The IVall Street Journal says that ar-

rangements have been made for an equipment trust for the
B. & A., financed jointly by the New York, New Haven &
Hartford and the New York Central and Hudson River, or by
the New York, New Haven & Hartford and Boston & Albany.
The trust is to be for about $6,000,000. Replacements and
additions to equipment in recent years have been made by
lease to the Boston & Albany of New York Central & Hudson
River equipment, so that in case the lease of the Boston &
Albany to the New York Central should be broken off (of
which there is not the slightest prospect at present), the Bos-
ton & Albany would have of its own comparatively few cars.

Boston & PRoviOENCE.^It is understood that this company will

issue $4,000,000 4^ per cent, seventv'-five year bonds, guaran-
teed by the New York, New Haven & Hartford, to help pay
for the electrification of the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford between Boston and Providence, mentioned in General
News.

Bridgeton & Saco Rlver.—It is understood that the entire stock
of this narrow gage road, running from Harrison, Me., to

Bridgeton Junction, 21 •niles. has been bought by the Maine
Central.

Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana.—The Ohio Public Service
Commission has now authorized both the issue of $132,700
additional stock and $929,000 first mortgage 5 per cent. 20-year
bonds. The bonds to be sold at not less than 80. It was at

first reported that the commission had denied the application

to issue the bonds, although permitting the issue of stock.

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific—Holders of the $3,500,000

Denver Railway Securities Co. notes have agreed to extend
these notes until a plan for reorganizing the Denver, North-
western & Pacific can be formulated, on condition, it is said,

that the Denver interest raise $1,000,000 to be put into im-
provements and development of the road. The protective

committee for the note holders, of which Benjamin Strong,

Jr., vice-president of the Bankers' Trust Co., New York, is

chairman, is holding meetings in Denver.
Newman Erb has made the following statement : "I have

made an offer on behalf of myself and associates to recognize

and re-finance the Denver. Northwestern & Pacific. Details

of this offer will have to come from the protective commit-
tee, headed by Benjamin Strong. Jr.. vice-president of the

Bankers Trust Company. This committee is holding a meet-
ing in Denver today, and will return to New York about next

Monday. I have not heard directly from the committee
whether my proposition has been accepted or not. I hear in-

directly that it is considered satisfactory by the committee.

There may be some details, however, which the committee will

not accept."

Kingston & Pembroke.—Stockholders will be asked at the

annual meeting, August 14, to vote on the question of leasing

the road to the Canadian Pacific, and also to consider the

question of retiring the outstanding bonds by the issue of some
other security.

Lancaster, Oxford &: Southern.—It is said that W. U.

Hensel, of Lancaster, representing Philadelphia interest, has

bought the L. O. & S. for $50,000. The sale of the property

for $50,000 to representatives of the bond holders was
recently announced in these columns.

Missouri Pacific.—James Speyer, George J. Gould, Edwin
Gould, E. T. Jeifery and E. D. Adams have been appointed a

committee to consider the position of the Missouri Pacific in

the proposed reorganization plan of the Wabash, which, if

carried out, will call for an assessment on the Wabash stock

held by the Missouri Pacific of $3,500,000. See also St. Louis,

Iron Mountain & Southern.

New York New H.wen & Hartford.—See Boston & Providence.

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.—This company has

declared an annual dividend of 4 per cent, on its $44,396,573

stock. Of this stock, all but a few thousand dollars is owned
by the Missouri Pacific. No dividend was declared in 1911

and 6 per cent, was declared in the previous year.
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"T^HE Railway General Foremen's .-Kssociation. which has just

^ held its annual convention, has set a new and much higher

st.-'ndard for its work, and the indications are that it will be an

important factor in the future development of shop and engine

house efficiency. Where it is recalled that during the recent dis-

cussion of scientific management the greater part of the criticism

against the railways was directed toward the maintenance of

equipment and shop operation, the possibilities of an organization

which is intended to make a speciality of the investigation and

discussion of these subjects is apparent. That the association

has not made more progress in the past is due largely to a mis-

imderstanding of its purpose. m:iny mechanical officers who
should have been identified with it nut taking anv interest be-

cause they felt that its title was indicative of the men who should

be classed among its members. This is no more true than it is

in the case of the Master Mechanics' Association, and all those

mechanical officers and foremen who are interested in shop and

engine house output and efficiency would do well to affiliate with

the association and take an active part in its work. Among the

topics which have been assigned to committees for next year, and
which are illustrative of the class of subjects which it is pro-

posed to investigate and make recommendations concerning, are

shop schedules, maintenance of superheater locomotives, engine

house efficiency, driving box shop practice and apprenticeship.

WICE-PRES1DE.\T \V. L. PARK, of the Illinois Central, in

" speaking on the labor situation before the Internatiimal

Railway General Foremen's Association in Chicago last week,

compared metal crafts organizations on the railways, with their

ignorant and corrupt leadership, with those labor organizations

that are making real progress and are dominated by wise and

conservative leaders. Mr. Park's address, which is reproduced

in full in another part of this issue, is the more impressive be-

cause within the past year the shopmen on his road have been

(in a strike, and although it is still supposed to be in force the

iiiechanical department is working at almost 100 per cent, effi-

ciency. The neat, orderly, busy appearance of the large repair

shops at Burnside, which the members of the association visited

on the last day of the convention at Mr. Park's invitation, are a

good indication of this. The men have been grossly imposed

upon by the labor leaders and their only salvation is to rise up

and replace them with capable and honest ones. The shop and

engine house foremen, the railway representatives who come in

most intimate contact with the men, can do much to bring about

a better order of things by trying to show the men that the rail-

ways and their employees have a common interest, and that one
cannot suffer or be injured without affecting the other. As Mr.
Park said, both sides have got to be governed by the Golden
Ruie, and if this is done the foremen will, to all practical purposes,

be the walking delegates for the men, for as representatives of

the railways it will be to their best interests to see that the men
are given a sr|uare deal.

\ir^E publish on another page a letter from W. L. Park, vice-

•' president and general manager of the Illinois Central,

on the subject of railway accidents. It is gratifying to find that

the views expressed by him and those expressed by the Railivay

Age Gazette in the editorial in its issue of July 26, entitled "The
Lesson of Three Collisions," are in marked accord. We do not

minimize the need for many improvements in operating condi-

tions and plants. The collision on the Lackawanna at Corning
indicated the need for closer supervision over employees to pre-

vent drinking; and the Lackawanna has since issued an order

forbidding employees concerned with the operation of trains

from using intoxicants whether on or off duty. The presence of

a distant signal at Western Springs might have prevented the-

.."ollision on the Burlington ; and, in fact, the Burlington was.

installing distant signals before the collision occurred. The rule-

requiring train orders to be put in writing was not the only thing

lacking on the Ligonier Valley ; some form of block syste-ii was
needed, as it is on many other railways. The collision at West-
ern Springs has been attributed primarily to the fault of the

flagman and secondarily to that of the engineman. If the block

system, after proving itself in England the most complete pre-

ventive of collisions, is to be classed in .America as only a con-

tributing instrumentality in a system where the flagman is the

main thing, why then, it is our first duty to raise up a much better

grade of flagmen than perhaps any road has yet been able to

produce. We believe that the block system rather than the flag-

man should be backbone of safe train operation. But certainly

on roads where the flagging rule is in effect safety requires that

the flagman shall flag. .And so as to accidents in general- the
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main thing required for their prevention is that whether there be

a good bloclc system or none the officers shall enforce and the

employees shall obey the rules as they are written. Mr. Park

tells in a very interesting way the methods that he has been em-

ploying on the Illinois Central to instruct the employees and

secure proper discipline. We wish that we could get equally

frank expressions of opinion from many railway men, both offi-

cers and employees, .-^s Mr. Park says, "Railway men must look

this question of accidents squarely in the face." The sternest,

most terrible reality connected with railway transportation in

America is the accident record. It may be explained ; the officers

of the railways may argue that the employees are responsible,

and the employees that the managements are responsible ; but

what the public wants and will insist upon is, not explanations,

but fewer accidents. There has been too much shifting and side-

stepping of responsibility—too many attempts to excuse what is

inexcusable and defend what is indefensible, and not enough to

prevent what is preventable. The responsibility rests on everyone

connected with the railway business, from the directors in Wall

street to the employees in the lowest ranks ; and when all of them

begin trying to do their respective duties instead of each of them

pointing his thumb at the man next to him, as the Tweed ring did

in Nast's famous cartoon, the situation will improve.

A BILL to "regulate the method of directing the work of gov-

ernment employees" has been reported by Chairman Borah

from the LInited States committee on education and labor. It

is especially interesting and significant in view of the discus-

sion during the last two years of railway efficiency and the

way in which it originated. It will be recalled that this dis-

cussion was started by the presentation of testimony in the

rate advance cases to show that the railways were not operated

as economically as they might be because they had not applied

the principles of "scientific management." One of the main

elements of "scientific management" is the giving of bonuses

or premiums for doing more than a standard amount of work

in a given time, the standard being determined by time studies

to ascertain within what period it is reasonable for particular

operations to be performed. The bill reported to the Senate

provides "that it shall be unlawful for any officer, manager,

superintendent, foreman or any other person having charge of

the work of any employee of the United States government to

make or cause to be made with a stop watch or other time-

measuring device a time study of the movements between the

starting and completion of any job by any such employee. No
premium or bonus or cash reward shall be paid to any em-

ployee except for suggestions resulting in the improvement or

economy in operation of the plant in which he is employed."

Each violation of these provisions would be a misdemeanor

punishable by a fine of not more than $500 or by imprisonment

for not more than six months. Doubtless this bill to prohibit

the introduction or use of the principles or methods of scien-

tific management in any work being done for the government

originated with the labor unions, whose antagonism not only

to the Taylor system of scientific management, but to all meth-

ods for increasing the efficiency and output of the individual

is well known. They often manifest the same opposition to

the efforts of the railways to increase their trainloads. pre-

sumably because every increase in trainload involves an increase

in the average number of ton miles handled per employee.

Probably Senator Borah's bill for conserving and increasing

the inefficiency of government employees and raising the cost

of government work will be passed. Practically all measures

demanded by labor unions for these purposes are passed. Sup-

pose that the government should acquire the railways. Would

the tendency continue to be manifested to enact all the legis-

lation demanded by labor unions for reducing the hours of

work and prnmntlng the inefficiency of government employees?

There is no reason to doubt it. If so, we should doubtless.

soon have a law prohibiting all eflforts to increase the power
of engines and the size of trainloads, or to effect any other

economies by methods that increase the productiveness of the

labor of the individual employee. Legislation such as that in

question, when applied to the comparatively small amount of

government work now done, does not cause a very great amount
of economic waste. But applied to the business of railway

transportation in this country it would cause wasteful increases

of operating expenses running into hundreds of millions of dol-

lars a year which would have to be paid by either the tax-

paying public or the shipping and traveling public. So long

as Congress can be induced to even seriously consider such

legislation regarding government work, the less business there

is turned over to the government to handle the better the pub-

lic will be off.

THE BROKEN GREAT NORTHERN RAIL.

'IT'HE report just issued by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
* sion on the derailment of a Great Northern passenger

train near Sharon, N. D., on December 30, 1911, furnishes ad-

ditional evidence in support of the statement frequently made
that broken rails giving rise to serious accidents are in nearly

all cases inherently defective. The one causing the Great North-
ern derailment was an 85 lb. rail rolled at the Illinois Steei

Company's south works in 1506. and had been in the track since

.August 30 of that year. Its receiving end was unbroken for a

distance of 18 ft. lYi in., while the leaving end was intact for a

distance of 8 ft. Sj^j in. The intervening section was broken into

many pieces. 18 of which were recovered and sent with the two
ends to the United States Bureau of Standards for examination

and test.

1 he bulletin of tlie commission contains the report of the

study made by James E. Howard, engineer physicist of the bu-

reau, with an introduction by H. W. Belnap, chief inspector of

safety appliances. The examination showed that the rail was
defective in two respects, the steel being laminated and streaky

throughout both the head and the base, a split head having de-

veloped. The split head had evidently been developing for some
time and should have been detected by the track forces, as the

opening extended for a length of about 8 ft., and gave the usual

surface indications on the head. The immediate cause of the

accident is believed to have been the development of a base

fracture which undoubtedly was largely induced by the weakened

head. In this way the split head, generally regarded as not

dangerous, because of the ample warning given, probaljly con-

tributed largely to the accident.

A detailed study of the broken fragments was made by Mr.

Howard, and he draws a number of conclusions, several of

which will be questionel by men familiar with rail manufac-

ture. Considerable space is devoted to a discussion of the

chemical constituents, especially with reference to the percentage

of carbon present. The rail was rolled with a carbon content

between .48 and .58. .Analyses of the heats rolled during the

month in which it was made are reported to have shown the car-

bon percentage to have been well within the specifications.

.Analyses of a section of the broken rail, however, disclosed car-

bon content varying from .37 in the upper corner of the head to

.77 near the junction of the head and the web, a variation of

over 100 per cent. Other samples showed a wide range of valves

between these limits, the average of which, however, approaches

very nearly the heat figures. This wide variation indicates

plainly excessive segregation, and etched sections of the rail

bear this out. However, the report dots not refer to this mat-

ter of segregation, the writer evidently not considering it to

any extent. The information given, as well as the etched sec-

tions of surfaces V/i in. from each end of the rail, very strongly

indicate that this is an .A rail, although it was not so marked

at the time of manufacture. In view of the difficulties experi-

enced with segregation for many years, and also considering
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the fact that this subject has been given such extended study,

it is surprising to note that the government report overlooks

this, and draws only the conclusion "that the chemical analysis

of the usual test ingot does not furnish assurance of the chem-

ical condition of the finished rail."

The report then proceeds to a discussion of drop tests and

the adaptability of the present tests to locating defective rails.

Three specimens prepared from samples of this rail were tested

with the drop test. The iirst one fractured on the first blow,

and the statement is made that no interior defect was found.

While it is not stated how the two succeeding specimens acted

under the drop, one gains the impression that they did not fail.

The specimens were then subjected to crosswise bending stresses

which showed seamy material in the base, such as was found

throughout the section, and the conclusion was drawn that the

present specilications do not detect seams. From the appearance

of photographs of the sections and from the information given

in the bulletin it would seem that an examination of the frac-

tured piece broken under the drop test would have revealed the

information required to determine the condition of the metal

and that the examination made rather than the method of test-

ing may have been at fault. At the time the rail was made it is

probable that the drop test was not used, for this rail was prob-

ably bought under the manufacturer's specifications, although

definite information to this effect is not at hand. The manu-

facturer's specification did not require the drop test at that time.

Although the manufacturer's specifications do not now provide

for nicking and breaking test specimens, those of the American

ing to require severer tests in the specifications, and the specifi-

cations recently approved by the American Railway Engineer-

ing -Association provide for the strictest tests devised, which it

has been deemed practical to require up to the present time.

Unfortunately, in the matter of increased and severer inspection

the railways meet with determined opposition from the manu-

facturers. It is unfortunate that Mr. Howard has been led to

draw the conclusions he has from his study of this individual

rail, as the experience of many experts, based on the study of

large numbers of rails do not lead them to the same conclusions.

A REDUCED COLLISION RECORD.

IT is worth while just at this time to look at the accident

records of a series of years. It can hardly be that the ef-

forts which have been put forth by a multitude of railway offi-

cers during the past ten years looking to an increase in safety

have been wasted. Mr. Rice has called attention (Railway Age
Gazette, June 7. page 1238) to a decrease of 25 per cent, in the

number of passengers killed on American railways in the four

years ending June 30. 1911. as compared with the four-year

period immediately preceding ; and to a decrease of 18 per cent,

in the number of employees killed in the same time. This in-

cludes fatalities from all causes. One of the most definite im-

provements made in railway operation during the past eight

years is the extension of the use of the block system ; and,

with a view to seeing if there has been any change in the re-

lation of the block system to the record of lives lost, we have

Rear and Butting Collisions. 1903-1911.

Rear. Buttin

Cost. Cost.

Year Endirg. Number. (000 omitted.) Killed. Injured. Number. (000 omitted.)

June 30. 1903 1,828 $1,715 243 2,159 1,036 $2,123

Tune 30, 1904 1,736 1,683 195 1.931 928 1,696

June 30. 1905 1.493 1.463 152 2.085 707 1,452

June 30, 1906 1.722 1,720 169 2,427 866 1.600

June 30, 1907 1.957 2,004 233 2.423 1.065 1.935

June 30. 1908. 1.397 1,298 88 1,742 795 1,474

Tune 30, 1909 859 933 83 1.556 485 875
"Tune 30. 1910 1.311 1.399 119 2,324 695 1,514

June 30, 19II 1.009 1.241 109 1,526 609 1,251

Four years. 1904-07... 6.908 6,870 749 8,866 3,566 6,683
Four years. 1908-11... 4.576 4,871 399 7,148 2,584 5,114

•Mileage for year 1911 estimated as being the same as in preceding year.

Pass. Train
Mileage.

Frt. Train
Mileage.

Killed. Injured. Millions. Millions.

265 2,541 425.1 526.3
280 2.728 440.5 535.1
304 2.453 459.8 346.0
251 2.733 479.0 594.0
327 3,616 509.3 630.0
210 3.143 505.9 387.2
159 1.878 506.0 368.8
194 3,008 549.0 635.4
187 2.610

1,162 11.530 1.888.6 2,305.1
750 10.639 •2,109.9 •2,426.8

Railway Engineering Association and several railways do, and

an examination of the broken section should indicate the pres-

ence of any appreciable segregation. Even when the nick test

is not made it is a well-known fact that the falling weight on

the head of the rail in the drop test causes the base of the rail

to take a convex form crosswise of the section which should

open up any seam in the base of the test piece and make it ap-

parent to any experienced inspector. With a careful compliance

with the best modern specifications it is generally believed that

the conclusions in the report "that one of the most common types

of rail fractures is not guarded against by current specifications

referring to the base fractures of the crescent-shaped type" is

highly inaccurate.

One is also disposed to question the information given by Mr.

Belnap in the introduction to the report when he says that when
subjected to the drop test the rail fractures on the first blow.

but fulfills current rail specifications in respect to elongation and

interior soundness. It is difficult to see how a rail showing

segregation to the extent that this rail did. could be con-

sidered sound, and one would suppose that the segregation would
have been evident on e.xamination of the rail. The conclusion

that the specifications governing the acceptance of rails are not

drawn so as to exclude from acceptance defective rails, is prob-

ably correct in some instances, but in general it is believed that

they detect pretty accurately defective rails when inspected under

the best specifications. The railways are continually endeavor-

compiled from the government bulletins a statement of the

number and cost of the rear and butting collisions since June

30, 1902, a record which includes the eight year period referred

to by Mr. Rice. The result is given above. We have sepa-

rated the collisions from other accidents for the reason just

indicated, and, further, have separated the two principal classes

of collisions from those which are entered under the head of

"miscellaneous," because the last named class includes a great

number which occurred in yards and which, therefore, are not

afifected one way or the other by the introduction of the block

.system. No doubt a considerable number of collisions classed

as "rear" or "butting" also occur under circumstances not af-

fected by the use or non-use of the block system, but the fact

remains that these two classes, taken together, afford probably

the best criterion, so far as the accident records are concerned,

of the value of the block system.

It will be seen that of rear collisions the four-year total fell off

from 6.908 to 4.576, or approximately ii per cent. ; the number

of persons killed decreased 47 per cent. The decrease in butting

collisions was 27 per cent., and the persons killed in this class,

over 35 per cent. Taking both classes together, the decrease in

persons killed was from 1.511 in the first four-year period to 1.149

in the second four-year period, or 39.8 per cent. This favorable

showing as regards collisions was made notwithstanding an in-

crease in the traffic of the railways, as measured by the mileage

of passenger and freight trains. The increase in passenger
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train mileage was 10;/2 per cent., and in freight train mileage,

SyS per cent. In computing these percentages the train mileage

for the last fiscal year had to be estimated, the government fig-

ures for this period not having been published. The revenues,

however, have been published, and the total—freight and pas-

senger—increased from $2,566,100,000 in 1910 to $2,588,100,000

in 1911, revenue from freight having decreased and that from

passengers having increased. This showing of revenues would

seem to justify the estimate of mileage which we have made.

The number of collisions per million train miles, as calculated

from these figures, was in the earlier period 2.498, and in the

latter 1.578. a diminution of more than one-third. Evidently

the improvement in the methods of keeping trains from run-

ning into each other deserves a full share of the credit for

whatever decrease has been effected in the death list.

THE "RATE ADVANCE" DECISIONS AND EIGHTEEN
MONTHS AFTER.

I "HE decisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission in

•* the famous "rate advance" cases were rendered on Febru-

ary 22, 1911. The commission forbade the advances the rail-

w-ays sought to make. Among the reasons given for its find-

ings, were certain predictions as to the future of railway earn-

ings and expenses. It is desirable and instructive to compare

today the developments since the decisions were rendered with

those the commission foreshadowed. It is important to know
just how reliable is the prescience of a body exercising such

great powers.

In the opinion in the western case Commissioner Lane said,

"It is true that cost of operation has increased by the amount
shown as allowed to labor as additions to wages. But it is also

true that operating revenues have increased so as to more than

absorb increased operating expenses. . . . Moreover, cost

figures furnished would indicate that under skilled management
an additional tonnage may be handled under a higher wage
scale without increasing the cost of the service given. It now
appears probable that at the end of the fiscal year 1911 the car-

riers here involved will in the main enjoy earnings as high as

those they had in 1910—the highest in their history." In the

opinion in the eastern case Commissioner (now Chairman)
Prouty used similar language. The implication in both was
that gross operating revenue would increase, but that while,

owing to wage advances, operating expenses doubtless also

would increase, they would not under skillful and economical

management increase as much as gross operating revenue. The
result, without higher rates, would be larger profits. '"We do
not say that the carriers may not increase their incoine," said

Mr. Lane. "We trust they may and confidently believe thev

will."

This optimism was not shared by the railway officers who
testified before the commission or by those who commented on
its decisions. They anticipated that unless rates were advanced
the increases in operating expenses would exceed the increases

in gross operating revenue and that losses of net would ensue.

The commission's optimism evidently was based on the re-

sults of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1910. Long before its

opinions were rendered, however, its own monthly reports were
showing declines in the net operating revenue of the railways

of the entire country, and also of the railways directly con-

cerned in these cases. Net operating revenue per mile for all

the railways in each of the months of July, .\ugust, September.

October, and November, 1910, had been less than in the corre-

sponding months of 1909, while in December, 1910, it had been

cidy slightly larger than in December, 1939.

It was charged during the rate advance hearings that the rail-

V ays were padding their operating expense accounts to make
their net earnings appear lower than they actually were. They
could not have had any object in doing this in the eighteen

ironths since Jr.nuary 1. 1911. If they had been disposed to pad

anything it would have been their net earnings so as to main-

tain their credit. There is no question that most of them since

then have operated as economically as practicable. Never before

were more efforts made to secure economy and efficiency.

What, then, has been the course of net earnings since January

1. 1911?

We have the monthly reports of the Interstate Commerce
<_'onimission up t.i ;;n(l including March. 1912. and bulletins of the

Bureau of Railway Economics for April and May, 1912. The
statistics of the commission show that in every one of the first

six months of the calendar year 1911—which, of course, were
the last six months of the fiscal year 1911—the railways as a

whole suffered a reduction in net operating revenue ; and in

the entire fiscal year ended June 30. 1911, gross operating rev-

enue per mile was $11,588.98, as compared with $11,636.21 in

the year ending June 30, 1910; total operating expenses were
$7,957.56, as compared with $7,711.19 in the preceding year; and

net operating revenue was $3,631.42, as compared with $3,925.02

in 1910. The reduction in net operating revenue of $293.60 per

mile was due to both a reduction in gross operating revenue

and an increase in operating expenses. The increase in operat-

ing expenses was almost wholly due to increase in wages. So
much for Commissioner Lane's cheerful statement that "it now-

appears that at the end of the fiscal year 1911 the railways here

involved will in the main enjoy earnings as high as those they

had in 1910."

What of developments since? In three of the eleven months
of the fiscal year 1912 for which we have data there were in-

creases of net operating revenue and in eight of them there

Here decreases; the total results being that in these ten months

the net earnings of railways earning more than $1,000,000 gross

a year were $3,545 per mile as compared with $3,622 per mile

fur the same months of the last fiscal year, a reduction of $77

per mile. This reduction in net also was due to both a reduc-

tion in operating revenues and an increase in e.xpenses. The
figures for the rest of the mileage of the country, which are

not yet available, would doubtless show similar results.

In other words, net operating revenue in the fiscal year 1911

showed a substantial reduction compared with 1910 and net

operating revenue in the fiscal year 1912, so far as the available

figures show suffered a substantial reduction compared with

1911. The commission largely based its decisions on the fact

that railway gross and net earnings were larger in the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1910, than in any previous year, and on the

theory that they were going to continue to increase, whereas in

nineteen out of the twenty-three months since June 30, 1910. for

which we have figures, net earnings have shown a decline. "We
confidently believe they will" increase their income, said Com-
missioner Lane. The commissioner was the victim of misplaced

confidence. However, he was not the ultimate consumer of the

misplaced confidence. The railways have been the ultimate

consumer.

The predictions of the commission in this instance have been

followed by results similar to those which followed the pre-

dictions made regarding the results of the two-cent fare legisla-

tion of the various stales some five years ago. When the state

legislatures were passing laws, and the state commissions were

issuing orders, for the reduction of passenger fares, the legis-

lators and commissioners were replete with prognostications

that the reductions would so stimulate travel as to enable the

railways to make more money than they had before. -As the

Riiikcay Age Gazette showed in an editorial in its issue of March

8, 1912, page 414, not only the increase in earnings, but also the

increase in travel, has actually been less in proportion since the

two-cent fare laws were passed than before.

Since its decision in the rate advance cases the commission

has ordered heavy reductions in the rates of the transcontinental

railways, and has tried to console their managers and stock-

holders with the intimation that the result will be such a large
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growth of their traffic to and from western intermountain com-

nninities that they will make more money on the new rates than

on tlie old. Past experience causes railway managers to doubt

whether regulating authorities know better what changes in earn-

ings and expenses to expect than they do.

Another cause which has been steadily and vigorously operat-

ing for years to affect the amount available for additions and

betterments, and the payment of interest and dividends, is the

increase in ta.xes. Whether net operating revenue goes up or

down taxes always go up. They amounted in 1910 to $437.70

per mile, and in 1911 to $448.58; and for the first eleven months of

the fiscal year 1911, on roads earning more than $1,000,000 gross

a year, they were $445 per mile, and during the same months of

the fiscal year 1912 on the same roads they were $486 per mile.

The combined effect of the reduction of net operating revenue

and of the increase in taxes in the fiscal year 1911 as com-

pared with 1910. was to reduce operating income from $3,498.41

to $3,191.36, or $307.05 per mile; and in ten months of the

present fiscal year operating income has been reduced, as com-

pared with ten months of the fiscal year 1911, from $2,911 per

mile to $2,812 per mile, or $99 a mile.

If the reductions of net operating revenue and operating

income had been even partly due to increases in maintenance

expenses which indicated that the properties were being well

kept up or improved from earnings, they might be regarded

philosophically. But in nine of the ten months of the fiscal year

1912 for which we have statistics there were reductions in the

expenditures per mile for maintenance of way and structures;

and ever since the panic of 1907 expenditures for new equip-

ment have been relatively small and there has been a very small

amount of construction of new mileage. The accident record

shows the need for additional block signals and other safety

devices, but their installation has not been going on anywhere

near as fast as is desirable.

To sum up, the indisputable facts show that ever since il;c

decisions in the rate advance cases the tendency of gross operat-

ing revenue and of operating expenses has been such as to

reduce net operating revenue ; that this and the increase of

taxes has reduced operating income ; that expenditures for main-

tenance of way and structures have been reduced ; that pur-

chases of new equipment have been relatively small ; that the new

mileage built has been relatively small ; and that the installa-

tion of safety appliances has been much less rapid than the pub-

lic interest demands. Is it not reasonable to think that there

is some casual connection between the policy of government

regulation being followed, the unfavorable course of net earn-

ings and the situation as to railway development? It was said

after the rate advance decisions that the clean bill of health the

commission gave the credit of American railways in them

would strengthen the railway securities. Has anybody seen in

the market any evidence to this effect? It was said that the

refusal of higher rates would deter labor from making and

pressing unreasonable demands. Has this been the effect on the

locomotive enginemen in the East, who are now demanding

heavy increases in wages? Or on the shop employees who

broke their contracts and struck on the Illinois Central, the

Harriman and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas? Or on the

freight handlers who struck at Chicago? Or on the federations

of shop employees on other western lines that are now threaten-

ing to break their contracts and strike?

The Raiki.'ay Age Gazette believes in public regulation of rail-

ways. But regulation to be equitable and beneficial to the public

must not only protect all other classes from injury by the rail-

ways, but also the railways from injury by other classes. The

present scheme of regulation protects the shipper against the

railway, but it does not secure to the railway the right and

opportunity to earn enough to adequately maintain and develop

its facilities. It protects the employee from overwork by limit-

ing his hours of service, it safeguards him against accident by

prescribing the safety appliances that railways must use, it pro-

tects him in his right to strike no matter how unreasonable his

demands may be or what the effect on the public service of the

railway may be; but it affords the railway no protection against

careless or reckless employee whose misconduct causes accidents

or against the labor brotherhoods or walking delegate who may
precipitate at any moment an unjust strike, or violate express

contracts in order to enforce wholly unreasonable demands. It

prohibits combinations by railways to maintain the price of the

transportation that they sell, but it does not prohibit—or, at

least, does not enforce its prohibitions against—combinations to

maintain the prices of the labor the railway has to buy. It pro-

tects the boat lines against unfair competition by the railway,

but it affords no protection to the railway against unfair

competition by the boat lines.

Doubtless the unfair and one-sided character of railway regu-

lation thus far has been mainly due to the fact that it has been

treated too much as a political and too little as a business matter.

Shippers, travelers and railway employees having more votes

than railway managers and stockholders, the politicians have
thought, and, no doubt, rightly, that they had more to gain by
protecting other people against the railway than they had by pro-

tecting the railway against other people. The politicians have

been reinforced by lawmakers and railway commissioners who
have honestly believed that in constantly imposing new restric-

tions and laying new burdens on the railways they were acting

in the public interest, or who have not recognized their own
limitations and have sought to substitute in the management of

the railway companies their own inexperience and want of

judgment for the experience and judgment of the railway

managers.

However pessimistic the foregoing may sound, the Railivay

Age Gacette is hopeful as to the future of railway operation and

railway regulation. But its hope is not based on the belief that

the influences that have been during the recent years and are

now controlling railway development will finally work out satis-

factory results. It is based on the belief that some of these

influences will be modified and that for others entirely new
ones will be substituted. General business conditions promise

substantially to improve ; and the public surely will be brought

to see that prosperous railways which are steadily increasing

their facilities to meet the demands of commerce are more desir-

able than the lowest possible rates on raihva5's whose develop-

ment is not keeping pace with the demands of commerce ; that,

in order to secure satisfactory development, regulation must pro-

tect the railways as well as control them; and that the present

system of regulation is vitally defective because it imposes many
restrictions and burdens on the railways and gives them inade-

quate compensating forms of protection and encouragement.

NEW BOOKS.

Electrical Injuries—Causes, Prevention and Treatment. By Chas. A.

Lauffer, A.M., M.D. 77 pages, 4 in. x 6^^ in. Bound in cloth.

Published by John Wiley & Son, Xew York. Price 50c.

Injuries of all kinds from electrical circuits are discussed in a

clear, simple manner and the proper procedure for first aid in

each case is given. The various cases are treated in a logical

manner, beginning with an understandable explanation of the

effect of the electric shock or flash, followed by an explanation

of the object of the treatment, and by a detailed description of

the proper method of treating. Instructions are included on

the proper way of removing a man who is still in contact with

a live circuit, on artificial respiration, first aid treatment for

burns, etc. The book is intended for practical men, and the

author has consistently maintained this viewpoint. A series of

questions at the back of the book will be found useful for pre-

paring examinations on this subject.
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W. L. PARK ON CAUSES OF AND REMEDIES FOR RAIL-

WAY ACCIDENTS.

Chicago, July 29, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I desire to commend your editorial in the issue of July 26

on "The Lesson of Three Collisions."

Railway men must look this question of accidents squarely

in the face. The excuse that rules are provided which, if lived

up to, will prevent accidents, will not satisfy the public. The
employees themselves are the very first ones to offer the ex-

cuse, in case of accident, that such-and-such a rule was a

dead letter—had been repeatedly violated with the knowledge

of officials; that they are compelled to take chances to make
the schedules; that they have frequently run fast in fogs and

have not be called down; and that, therefore, the rule re-

quiring them to stop or slow up when they cannot see sig-

nals plainly is not intended to be enforced, etc.

The causes of accidents are pretty well understood. They
are divided into two general classes—avoidable and unavoid-

able. There are very few that belong in the latter class. All

of the former are amenable to the rules in some way or an-

other.

Human fallibility is responsible for much of the greater

number of our accidents, according to the statistics of the

Interstate Commerce Commission. This fact, however, was
well known by railway men before the proof was made avail-

able through the government bureau. It matters not to what

extent our railways are provided with safety appliances, there

will yet remain a dependence upon the efficiency of those

who use them to some extent.

One railway, for financial reasons perhaps, can do only a

little in the correction of the line, rectification of grades,

replacement of wooden bridges with steel, furnishing gravel

or rock ballast and heavier rail. To the extent that a.road

is able to better its permanent way, it is adding to the safety

of its trains, and in the same ratio as the stronger railway,

which, having passed the rudimentary stage of reconstruc-

tion, is installing automatic block signals, electrically-locked

switches and mechanical control.

During the period of evolution, from dire necessity to that

of comparative affluence, it is necessary to provide that which

will prevent accidents and relieve the managements and the

owners from public criticism when they do occur. This,

it will be generally admitted by railway men, lies in the di-

rection of well-trained forces. There are probably very few

superintendents who will admit that they have not as good

a system of discipline as obtains anywhere, and herein ap-

parently lies the weakness of our American railways, as the

discipline which now obtains falls far short of that which is

required, and railway officers do not ocem to be aware of the

fact.

All managers want the best discipline; of this there can be

no question. The problem is. therefore, "What constitutes

good discipline, and how may it be obtained?" In my opin-

ion, the definition of good discipline would be:

First—Certain well-defined rules, thoroughly understood

by all alike, by those who use them and those who supervise

their use.

Second—Intelligent and consistent supervision of those

who are governed by the rules, ever vigilant to detect vio-

lations and apply corrective measures. The rules are pro-

vided in the Standard Code of the American Railway Asso-

ciation. They are the result of experience and elimination

covering the eighty years of our railway operation. They

are comparatively simple, comprehensive and easy of com-

pliance.

The officials and those who operate the trains should know

the rules. To apply the test as to whether such knowledge
exists, I will venture the opinion that not one in a thousand
can repeat even the definitions verbatim. There is not a su-

perfluous word contained in them, nor can one be added that

will make them clearer. They are the very foundation of all

that follows. If the definitions are understood, the rules are

easily remembered, yet there is scarcely a railway man in

this country who knows them by heart.

With a thorough knowledge of the rules established, the

next question is, of course, their enforcement. To obtain

involuntary human action, history has taught us—through the

most trying experiences to which man can be subjected, that

of warfare—that the drill is necessary to prompt and invol-

untary obedience. There must be done in time of inaction

those things that are required at critical times. They must be

repeated so frequently that they become a habit.

To obtain such results on the railway there is only one

method so far which promises anything substantial. That

is the efficiency tests in vogue on some of the more important

lines. The efficiency tests are valueless unless faithfully car-

ried out by the officials. A spasmodic surprise test is farcical

and worthless. The tests should be carried along with the

seriousness of military precision. They must be actual, sys-

tematic and continuous. There should be no deviation from

certain well-defined requirements relating thereto. They must

be fully reported and recorded, and made comparable with

similar tests previously made, and as between the respective

divisions. The tests must be fair to the employees, safe and

fully understood by them, as well as by the officials who
make them.

Notwithstanding the fact that the tests are simple, it is

found from experience to be exceedingly difficult to obtain

a thorough understanding all around. The Illinois Central

had printed on the back of the report made by the inspector

a definition of what constituted a perfect test. This was fur-

nished to every employee who was subjected to the tests. It

immediately removed any objection by employees, and held

the officials in line as to what constituted a perfect ob-

servance. This might seem unnecessary, but to the tactician

who patiently explains and continually drills men it only

reflects human nature, and proves that to obtain uniform and

involuntary action it is essential that the recruit should un-

derstand what is wanted, then be drilled until the desired re-

sults are obtained.

The following are the kind of tests made on the Illinois

Central system:

1. Stop, red flag or red lantern.

2. Stop, one torpedo or red fusee.

3. Stop, white lantern or any object waved violently on or

near the track.

4. Block home semaphore signal at stop.

5. Interlocking signal at stop.

6. Slow flag, yellow fusee or lantern.

7. Distant signal at caution.

8. Light not burning in train order signal at open statioii.

9. Light not burning in block home semaphore signal.

10. Train on siding with headlight uncovered.

11. One marker displayed red on rear of train on siding.

12. Yard limits—general.

13. Yard limits—hand signals.

14. Light reversed on trailing switch.

15. Train order signal at stop.

16. Protection of rear of train by flagman.

A correct observance of the above tests is constituted as

follows:

Nos. 1, 2 and 3. Engineman must shut oflf steam; apply

brakes, acknowledge signal (14-G); crew to be governed hy

Rule 99; when flagman is recalled from rear, proceed; on

passenger trains conductor must confer with engineer be-

fore proceeding.
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No. 4. Engineman must shut off steam, apply brakes, stop;

be ^verned by Rule 99 and rules relating to movement of

trains in block signal districts, as shown in special instruc-

tions on time-table.

No. S. Engineman must shut off steam, apply brakes and

stop; be governed by Rule 99, and if the signal is not cleared

will, after stopping accept hand signal from leverman on

the ground, stationed between crossing and home signal.

Where special instructions on time-tables so provide, engine-

man uill call fur proceed signal while approaching signal.

No. 6. Reduce speed and proceed under control.

No. 7. Engineman should approach next home signal pre-

pared to stop.

No. 8. Trains which have not been notified office is closed

must stop and ascertain the cause, reporting facts to train-

master from first open telegraph office.

No. 9. Should be regarded same as No. 4, and should be

reported at first open telegraph station.

Nos. 10 and 11. Stop as near as p.acticable in vicinity of

engine or caboose displaying wrong signal or indication, as-

certain cause, report occurrence by wire.

No. 12. Proceed under contiol as per time-table require-

ments.

No. 13. Stop when given hand signals as per signal 12-A.

No. 14. Train to stop before reaching switch.

No. 15. Conductor should secure train order or clearance

form 44, and deliver one copy to engineman before giving

signal to proceed, after train has been stopped by train order

signal.

No. 16. Flagman must take proper position on ground at

rear of trains at all stops; must have prescribed danger sig-

nals and flags in accordance with rules.

Next in importance to efficiency tests is publicity for ac-

cidents. The drum-head court martial should be discontinued,

and the investigation of all important accidents should be

conducted openly and above board. To satisfy the public,

outsiders of known integrity should be invited to sit on the

board of investigation. Most roads seem to fear publicity of

accidents. They would prefer that the other fellow have

all the publicity of this character. If they can slip through

without attracting attention they are satisfied. Unfortunately

for them, their time comes and the publicity also, muddled

up in theories, suggestions and impracticable recommenda-
tions. One railway official can hardly go on another road

and conduct an accident investigation intelligently, let alone

those who are not in the railway service. The investigations

conducted by the commissions and coroners are a farce gen-

erally, not getting anywhere near the true facts, and the in-

vestigators seemingly not caring whether they do or not.

It is much better that the officials direct and conduct the

investigation with open doors and support it by responsible

citizens as members of the board of inquiry. There is noth-

ing more to say when they get through.

.The discipline record on American railways is faulty. There

has in recent years been substituted for the dismissal and

lay-off the so-called "Brown system," which is no system at

all on many railways. There should be fixed a definite num-
ber of demerits, sufficient to automatically remove an inef-

ficient employee from the service. The record should be by

the card system, very carefully kept in the superintendent's

office, and each man at all times should be required to know
his record. He will then appreciate the importance of the

smallest charges against it. He should understand that the

total is his record, which net even a grievance committee

can change. If he desires the assistance of such committees

he should enlist them while the record is being made.

If, for extenuating circumstances, the superintendent desires to

reinstate an employee who has passed out of the service by reason

of the accumulation of too many demerits, he should be permitted

to do so, upon personal investigatioa of the case, establishing

the record at a fixed number, previously determined upon by the

management. If the employee does not work the demerits off,

and instead accumulates again a sufficient number of demerits to

automatically remove him from the service, he should only be

reinstated upon approval of the higliest operating official.

The number of demerits on the Illinois Central which an em-
ployee cannot pass and remain in the service is 90. The number
up to which superintendents are authorized to reinstate is 75.

The results that have been obtained on the Illinois Central

under this system are open to all. The avoidable accidents have

been reduced one-fourth, the personal injuries incident thereto

have been reduced over 80 per cent., and the fatalities .SO per

cent., since the present methods have been in vogue on the Illinois

Central. There is a well understood system, which is satisfactory

to the employees, because there are fewer dismissals and a good
record means something in other directions not mentioned here.

The improvement in efficiency works steadily for the betterment

of the service in many other ways. The disciphnary methods
have stood the test of government and state investigations, and
received commendation of their representatives.

The discipline is far from that which is desired, and not as

good as on many other railways. We feel, however, that the

foundation has been laid for progressive improvement which can

be compared in many ways from carefully kept records.

W. L. PARK,
Vice-President and General Manager, Illinois Central.

The following lines have been proposed in Russia: Buy-
Rybinsk, Mouravievo-Polangen, Mitau-Taurogen, Kovno-
Kreutzburg, Bologoye-Babayevo, a total length of 850 versts.

For Warsaw the line of Holm-Semki has been planned,

which is to establish a better connection with he rich prov-

ince of Volynia, so much in need of railways.

The line Voropanovo-Sarepta, Sleptzovskaya-Tiflis has

been projected in Russia to improve the communication be-

tween Moscow and Trans-Caucasia; this line would be 490

miles long and would reduce the distance between Moscow
and Tiflis by 680 miles, doing away with the necessity of the

Kozlov-Prokhladnaya line, which was to be built. The
Savelovo-Kashin-Krasny Holm line, via Ustiushna and

Babayevo up to the crossing of the River Swir by the Olnetz

railway, and further from Petrozawodsk to Alexandrovsk

and Murman, has also been projected to improve the com-
munication of Moscow with the Olonetz district.

A group of main lines is proposed in Russia to improve

the service of the principal commercial lines. They are to

form the basis for further development of a net of railways,

and their technical equipment as well as their capacity must

fully correspond to their participation in the life of the coun-

try. In planning out these lines the chief object was to di-

minish the distance between the chief centers of the country,

in which are included Moscow, St. Petersburg, Riga, War-
saw, Kiev, Odessa, Kharkoff, Rostov-on-Don, Baku, and the

principal seaports. Lines are also proposed which would

join the vast territories, which until now have not taken any

part in the economic life of the country because of inac-

cessibility. Auxiliary lines are also under consideration. Two
lines are proposed in Russia which would improve the com-

munication of Moscow with western Europe. These are Mos-

cow-Vilna and Moscow-Shlobin lines. The first line being

the shortest route between Moscow-Vilna and Warsaw, and

also Germany, will form the final part of the great Siberian

route. This line is of importance from the strategical point

of view and will be satisfactory as a commercial enterprise.

The line Moscow-Shlobin, in conjunction with the auxiliary

lines included in this plan will considerably facilitate the com-

munication between Moscow and southwestern Russia, which

at present is not represented by any direct line, while the

transporting capacity of the existing lines is exhausted.



CONSTRUCTION OF THE GALVESTON CAUSEWAY.
Details of the Building of the Steam and Electric Railway

and Highway Connection from the Island to the Mainland.

Galveston Island, on -svhich the city of Galveston is located,

is separated from the mainland by a bay, which at its nar-

rowest part is about two miles wide and from four to six feet

deep. Prior to the great storm of 1900 there were three rail-

way trestles and a highway bridge connecting the island with

the mainland. These structures were so badly damaged by the

storm that only one. the Santa Fe trestle, was restored. This

trestle has since been used by all roads entering Galveston.

It has just been replaced by a tauseway, on which (here

are two steam railway tracks, an interurban railway track and

a highway. The necessity for this causeway is shown by the

traffic census made in preparing plans which showed the fol-

lowing number of train movements per day of 24 hour;;:

100Galveston & Houston (electrici . .

.

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe
Galveston, Houston & Henderson.
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Anto

The cost of the causeway, including tracks, ballast, signals,

paving, etc.. was approximately $1,750,000. which was borne

Location of Galveston Causeway.

one-fourth each by the county and the Galveston-Houslon
Electric Company, and one-half jointly by the three steam
railways, the Galveston, Houston & Henderson, the Gabci-
ton, Harrisburg & San Antonio, and the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe. The causeway is 10,675 ft. long, and consists of a

concrete arch viaduct (including a lift bridge) of 2,455.25 ft.,

and approaches aggregating 8.219.75 ft., the latter being com-
posed of a sand fill between concrete piles retaining walls with

the slopes protected with concrete slabs.

CONCRETE .\RCHES AND LIFT BRIDGE.

- The viaduct section consists of 28 reinforced concrete

arches of 70-ft. span and 9-ft. rise. The structure is separated

longitudinally into two parts, the railway-interurban section

being 45 ft. wide and carrying one electric and two steam

railway tracks, and the highway section being 21 ft. wide, car-

rying a roadw'ay 19 ft. wide in the clear. The former was de-

signed for Cooper's E50 loading on each of the three tracl-s,

the latter for ISO lbs. per sq. ft. The construction is similar,

some of the dimensions and reinforcement being diflferent on

account of the difference in loading. The arches under the

railway section are 27 in. thick at the crown and under the

highway section 16 in. The arch reinforcement is known as

the Emperger type. In the railway section the ribs are com-

posed of two 1/4-in. bars, each placed in three sections con-

nected by turnbuckles and located a uniform distance of 3 in.

from the top and bottom surfaces of the concrete. Transverse bars

3^ in. in diameter are laid on the lower rib bars at the point of con-

nection of each of the lateral connecting rods, which are ^-2 in.

in diameter and connect the top and bottom bars of alternate

ribs. The ribs are spaced \1% in. center to center. In the

highway section the arrangement is similar, the rib bars being

1 in. in diameter and the spacing between ribs being 11^ in.

The piers are reinforced by Ji-in. rods on 18-in. centers, set

parallel to and 6 in. from the face of the concrete below the

springing line of the arch. The pier footings are spread to

27 ft. wide and are reinforced by I'^-m- bars laid hori-

zontally just above the heads of the piles and spaced 15 in.

center to center.

The lift bridge separates the viaduct into two series of

fourteen arches each. These for construction purposes were
further divided into four sets of seven each. The bases of

the lift bridge abutments and piers adjacent are at elevation

20 below low water. All other piers and end abutments are

at elevation 16, the former being carried lower to provide for

future deepening of the channel. Round yellow pine piles

were driven for all pier and abutment foundations. The piles

were 30 ft. long and 12 in. in diameter at the butt. Xine rows
of 28 piles each were driven under each pier, the spacing be-

tween rows varying from 2 ft. 9 in. to 3 ft. 3 in. Under the

abutments alternate transverse rows were driven on a batter

of 1:4 to increase the resistance to the horizontal force acting

on the abutment. Galveston bay along the viaduct is from

5 to 6 ft. deep. The bottom is composed of a fine sand and

silt, which varies in thickness from a few inches to six feet.

This is underlaid by a yellowish-red clay, very uniform and

compact. The piles on which the abutments and piers rest

are all within this clay stratum and were driven with a X'o.

2 steam hammer. Uniform conditions prevailed throughout.

Copyright, M. E. I'crkiii. General View of Causeway on Opening Day.
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The penetration at the last blow never exceeded u >" and

was generally J4 to J4 '"•

The foundation piles were driven in advance of the con-

struction of the cofferdams, which were of Lackawanna steel

and sheet piling driven about 2 ft. below the bottom of the con-

crete footings. The material was removed from within the

cofferdams down to the tops of the foundation pile.< with an

__ rBose of Ra il.
_

I:B:4 Concrefe above this /ine\

1,3:6 beioiv »

13-/^ Transverse bars.^

ij^bars

braced against it, then the struts immediately above were re-

moved. This operation was repeated until the springing line

of the arches was reached. The surface of the set concrete

was in all cases thoroughly picked and cleaned before fresh

concrete was added. No cofferdam was removed until about

ten days after the completion of the pier. When the piers

for the first series of seven arches were finished to the spring-

/c'l rl'-6" _ rTop of Sub grade.

"Turnbuckle '

flffffSffjW
I

39-0" '

-Alternafe rows ofpiles
baffered 1 fo4.

Longitudinal Section of Abutment, Arch Ring and Pier, with Elevation of Wooden Centering.

27-0'-

orange peel bucket. The cofferdam was then strutted as the

water within was pumped out, four or five series of struts

being used. The clay for a depth of 2 ft. below the tops

of the piles was removed by hand, the broomed ends of the

piles sawed off, and the footing form placed ready for con-

crete. With few exceptions the interior of the cofferdams were

dry.

The concreting of a pier could not be done in one continu-

ous operation on account of the struts within the cofferdam.

The footing course was carried up to the lower series of

struts, the concrete was allowed to set and the coft'erdam

-2B-0'- -IS-0'-

ing line, the centers for the arches were built. These con-

sisted of wooden trusses in three sections, supported on pro-

jections at the top of the footing courses of the piers prepared

for that purpose, and by pile bents at the junctions of the

sections. The trusses were then covered with ship lap lag-

ging, the necessary side forms for the arches erected, and

the reinforcing bars placed in position. Concreting of each

arch was begun at the piers and carried up uniformly to the

crown, the operation being continuous. The railway-inter-

urban section was built first and the highway afterwards,

there being no bond between the two sections. After the

B9-0"-

r Springing Li.

Cross Section at Crown.

Cross Section at Springing Line

Cross Sections of Arch Viaduct.
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completion of the arch rings of a series, the spandrel walls

were placed. The centers were not struck until 30 days

after the completion of the last arch of a series, when they

were floated out on barges and placed in position for the next

series of arches.

The arches and spandrel walls were water-proofed by the

following method: A layer of two-ply tarred felt was laid

in and covered by hot coal tar pitch, the concrete surfaces

being clean and thoroughly dry when the tar was applied.

Sheets of felt were lapped six inches in the direction of the

drainage. Another coat of hot coal tar pitch was then

applied, into which a second laj'er of two-ply tarred felt was

laid. The whole surface then immediately received a coat

of hot coal tar pitch. Drainage was provided by placing

six 4-in. drain pipes thiough the crown of each arch and five

similar pipes over each pier opening just below the springing

line.

The filling over the arches consisted of fine sand pumped
in by a hydraulic dredge. Elevations were taken after the

reinforcement was placed ; after the rings were concreted

;

when the centering was removed, and again after the arcli

filling was placed, ."^t the crown there was a deflection of

the centeiing due to concreting the ring; for the railway

arches of .06 ft., highway, .03 ft,; of the ring, .012 ft. and

.014 ft. respectivelj', due to the removal of centers; and a

further deflection of .024 ft. and .028 ft. respectively due to

filling. There was little variation in the deflection of the

different arches. The roadway section is paved with brick

and in the earth fill over the arches a water main 30 in. in

between trusses, 27 ft. of which is used for the two steam
railway tracks and 18 ft. for the interurban and the highway
jointly.

THE PROTECTED ROADWAY.

The protected roadway consists of a fill 119 ft. wide on

top, furnishing space for a high%vay 40 ft. wide; two inter-

("R®!?^

Piers Completed to Springing Line.

urban tracks; three railway tracks, and telephone and tele-

graph pole lines. The fill is held in place by two lines of

concrete piles 152 ft. 4 in. apart, driven appro.ximately 10 ft.

into the ground. The heads of each line of piles are em-

Legend
Steam Railways

Electric Railway -Protected Roadway ^^rch Bridge-

Plan of Causeway, Showing Track Layout.

•-Protected Roadway

diameter is laid. The conduits for electric cables are im-

bedded in the parapet wall on the railway side.

The lift bridge is a single leaf, through truss, Scherzer de-

sign, 124 ft. long between centers of bearings, providing a

clear opening of 109 ft. 3 in. It is 45 ft. wide in the clear

View from Lift Bridge.

bedded in a reinforced concrete cap molded in place, the

top of which is 4 ft. above mean low tide. These pile retam-

ing walls are connected near the top by steel rods 1J4 m- in

diameter, spaced 414 ft. apart. Above the cap the fill has a

slope of 2 to 1, and is protected with slabs of reinforced con-

crete, 6 in. thick.

The concrete piles were molded flat and allowed to set

several daj's before the forms were removed. They were
then stacked and allowed to season for sixty days before

driving. The piles are 18 ft. long, with the exception of a

few 24-ft. ones used near the arch bridge. All are 10 in. x
18 in. in section reinforced by six ^-in. logitudinal bars and
Xo. 5 steel wire hoops spaced 4 in. center to center near the

head of the piles and 8 in. center to center through the re-

maining length. One edge of the pile is battered to increase

the width ^ in. at the bottom to prevent tilting in driving,

and this edge is cut away on a sharp batter for a distance of

2 ft from the bottom to force the pile against the ones already

driven. An interlocking system is provided by casting in

the edges of the piles semi-circular grooves 2 in. in radius

and a ridge of the same radius on one edge for a distance of

5 ft. on the lower end. The driving was done with a No. 2

steam hammer on a creeper, a foundation trestle with guides

for the piles having been provided. About forty piles was an

average day's work for a driver. The number of blows re-

quired to drive a pile varied from 20 to 120, generally about

60. A hood with a cushion was used to distribute the blow
uniformly over the head of the pile. Less than 1 per cent.

of the piles were injured in the driving, and only occasionally

was one damaged to an extent requiring its removal. After
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the piles were in place, the joints were covered by forms

braced against the wooden trestle, which made the space

between the piles as near watertight as possible. This space

was then cleaned out with a jet and filled with grout. The
caps over the piles are 24 in. wide and 18 in. high, rein-

forced by two J^-in. bars and two 1-tn. bars set longitudinally,

and yi-in stirrups spaced as shown in the accompanying

drawing.

About thirty days after the completion of the caps the

rods between the walls were put in place and adjusted. These

rods are attached to stirrups of 1-in. deformed bars em-

bedded in the concrete caps and are supported on light piles 8

placed. This protection consisted of slabs 9 ft. ^ide with lap

joints extending from the pile cap to the parapet wall, their

length being 21J/2 ft. and 173,4 ft. respectively on the railway

and highway sides. They are reinforced with J/^-in. rods

placed 1 ft. apart. They were cast in place and were built

in alternate sections, the joints being given a coat of hot pitch

after the removal of the side forms and before the inter-

mediate slabs were concreted. The exposed surface of the

slabs was "floated." About ten slabs constituted a day's work
for a gang.

All reinforcement used in the concrete work consisted of

Diatnond bars of mild steel. Gravel dredged from the Brazos

Details of Concrete Sheet Piling Used Along Protected Roadway.

in. in diameter at the butt and 17 ft. long driven 30 ft. apart.

The protected roadway was filled with sand pumped into

place by a hydraulic dredge from Oflfatt's Bayou on Galves-

ton Island, three-fourths of a mile from the island end of the

causeway. When the distance between the dredge and point

of delivery exceeded one mile an electric booster was used,

and as the distance was extended, additional boosters were
added, three being in service when the filling near the main-

land was placed. About 3,000 cu. yds. of sand was an average

for the dredge each 24 hours.

Drainage was provided in the roadway section by sloping

the surface toward the outer edge and placing a drain through

'/4-6

river was used in making concrete. The gravel generally was
well graded, but in some cases it required washing. Thi.s

was done at the site of the work by a plant established for

that purpose. The sand came from the San Jacinto river, and
was clean and sharp, but not quite as coarse as desired. At
Virginia Point, the site of the contractor's quarters, all cement
used was stored and subjected to tests. The concrete mixture

was 1 :3 :6 and 1 :2 :4, the former for piers, spandrel walls and

slab protection, the latter for arch rings, coping, parapet walls,

fences, piles and pile caps. All concrete was mixed with

fresh water.

The tracks on the causeway are interlocked at the ends

//ff-0~- -tO-6'-

Cross Sections of Protected Roadway at Approximate Locations A and B on Accompanying Plan.

the parapet wall at intervals tf 50 ft. The road is finished

with a shell surface. The drainage under the railway section

is carried in vitrified clay pipe laid in creosoted wooden boxes
across the tracks just below the ties. These pipes are spaced

100 ft. apart and drain the water into a concrete gutter parallel

to the tracks and just inside the outside steam railway track.

From this gutter 8-in. vitrified clay pipes spaced 50 ft. apart
lead the water out through the concrete protecting slabs,

the openings being about half way down the slope.

Several months elapsed after the fills were made before they

were sufficiently dried out to admit the slope protection to be

and at the drawbridge, all movements being controled from

three towers, one at Virginia Point, one on the drawbridge

and one at Island. The Union Switch & Signal Company's

electro-pneumatic interlocking machines will be installed in

all of these towers, there being 35 levers at Island, 11 at the

drawbridge and 41 at Virginia Point. The signals adjacent

to switches and derails will be 3-position electro-pneumatic,

and outlying signals will be 2- or 3-position electric.

The air for the electro-pneumatic signals is supplied by a

main compressor at the Island tower and an auxiliary one

at Virginia Point, the supply being carried at 90 lbs. pres-
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sure. The main compressor will be driven by a 2-phase,

60-cycle, 110-volt motor, and will have a capacity of ISO cu. ft.

of free air per minute. The auxiliary compressor will be
driven by a gas engine and will have a capacity of 75 cu. ft.

The main air pipe will be 2 in. in diameter, connecting out-

lying signals, and will include the span under water at the

drawbridge. All pipe used in this installation will be extra

heavy galvanized to protect it against the action of salt water
and air. Electric power for the interlocking plants is bought
commercially in Galveston, being delivered at 2,300 volts,

2-phase, 4-wire, 60-cycle. This power is stepped down bj-

two 20 k. V. a. transformers. The track circuits will be sup-

plied with alternating current and all of the lighting will be

electric. Three submarine cables will be provided at the draw-

bridge, one being two-wire for the 2,200-volt service and the

other two of 40 conductors' capacity each for the 110-volt serv-

ice. The complete interlocking installation was handled by the

signal department of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.

The lift bridge is operated by two 40-h. p. 220-volt d. c.

motors, fed from a 250-volt 400 ampere-hour storage battery.

Forms for Cap on Concrete Piles.

This batterj- is charged by a motor generator set supplied

with power from the 600-volt interurban trolley. Preliminary

tests showed that it required 0.52 k. w. hours to raise or lower

this bridge between the extreme positions. The amount of

power taken in normal operation will probably not exceed

0.50 k. w. hours for the complete open and close movement.
The agreement to build the causeway was reached on De-

cember 15. 190S, the conclusion of negotiations being largely

due to the efforts of George E. Mann, county judge. The
general design for the structure was worked out by the Con-
crete Steel Engineering Company, New York, who have acted
in the capacity of consulting engineers. In July, 1909, con-
tracts were let to the Penn Bridge Company, Beaver Falls,

Pa., for the lift bridge, and the A. M. Blodgett Construction

Concrete Piles in Place.

Company, Kansas City, Mo., for the arch bridge and ap-

proaches. Linton W. Stubbs, to whom we are indebted for

the above article, has been supervising engineer in charge

of the entire work. The causeway was formally opened to

traffic on May 25, the governor of Texas, mayor of Galveston

and many officers of the interested companies and prominent
local men taking part in the public ceremonies.

The following main lines have been planned for exploiting

the natural wealth of Russia: Solevarny-Oukhta-Archangelsk-

Onega, with a connection to the Petrozavodsk-Alexandrovsk

line, covering a total length of 1,020, miles for exploiting the

timber districts belonging to the government; the South-Si-

berian trunk line—Uralsk-Orenburg-Semipalatinsk—of 1,300

miles long; the Semipalatinsk-Verny line, establishing a

short route between Siberia and Central Asia and intended

to strengthen the position of Russia on the Chinese frontier;

the Troitzk-Verny line, 1,010 miles long; the Lena Railway,

360 miles long, projected in the direction of Tulun-Oust-Kut

to improve the communication with the gold mining center

of Bodaibo; the Atchinsk-Minussinsk line, 360 miles long;

the railways of Bokhara, to cover a total of 430 miles. These

lines will be built bv the government.

Virginia Point Approach, Highway Side.



THE CANAL AND TRANSCONTINENTAL TRAFFIC 1.^

Present Routes and Amount and Nature of Past and Prob-

able Future Shipments. Relation of Rail and Water Rates.

BY EMORY R. JOHNSON,

Special Commissioner on Panama Traffic and Tolls.

HOL'TES AND TR.^FFIC BY WATER BETWEEN THE ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC

SEABOARDS.

Shipments between the two seaboards of the United States

may move by three water routes that compete with the rail lines

connecting the two coasts, (1) the all-water route around South

America via Cape Horn for sailing vessels and through the

Straits of Magellan for steamers; (2) the route by way ot

Panama with the transfer of traffic by rail across the isthmus;

and (3) the route via the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, across

which, from Puerto Mexico on the Gulf to Salina Cruz on the

Pacific, freight is handled by a railway owned by the Mexican

government. The only railway controlling a through route

•between the Atlantic and Pacific seaboards is the Southern

Pacific, which operates the Morgan line of steamers between

New York and New Orleans and Galveston. The steamers

•of the Morgan line extend the Southern Pacific route from

the Gulf termini of the railway to New York, and thus enabled

the Southern Pacific to compete both with the other trans-

and Puerto Mexico and on the Pacific between Salina Cruz
and Hawaii and the west-coast ports of the United States. In

1S06 it made an agreement with the Tehuantepec National Rail-

way, which is owned by the Mexican government, stipulating

that the railway company should receive one-third of the

through rate. This agreement also included a guaranty on the

part of the Tehuantepec National Railway that the net earnings

of the steamship company, per ship ton, should not be less than

the earnings had been in 1904, when the steamship company was
operating by way of the Straits of Magellan. This guaranty,

however, did not require the Tehuantepec National Railway

to reduce its share of the gross receipts of the steamship com-
pany to less than 25 per cent. The fleet of the American-
Hawaiian Steamship Company, increased from three steamers
in 1899 to nine steamers in 1904, and to 17 in 1911. Five new
steamers were ordered in 1911. The rapid growth in the traffic

of the company has been made possible by the sugar tonnage
from Hawaii to the eastern ports of the United States. The

1906.
1907.
1908.
1909.
3910.
1911.

Table I.

—

Volume of Intercoast.'Vl Water Traffic, 1906-1911.

Coastwise traffic of California-Atlantic
Panama Railroad Coastwise traffic of Steamship Line
Steamship Line. Pacific Mail. (Pacific service).

California-Atlantic Steamship Line
(Atlantic service).

Atlantic Pacific
to

Atlantic.

24,937
15.285
15,162

38.095
46.39-1

96,420

38,420
46,823
79.876

211,928

Ne

26.859
23,131
37.910
46.394
66,922

Colon
to New
York.

24,937
15,285
15,132
8,700

33,482
105,577

Total.

50,803
42,144
38,263
46,610
79,876

172,499

Atlantic Pacific
to to

Pacific. Atlantic. Total.

25,866 24,937 50,803
26,859 15,285

Atlantic Pacific
to to

Pacific. Atlantic. Total.

Phila-
delphia

Colon New Colon
to Orleans to

Phila- to New
delphia. Colon. Orleans. Total.

23,131
37,910
46,394 33,482

15,132 38,263
8,700 46.610

67,213 134,545 28,488 5,487 1,002 4,041 39,018

Table L—Volume of Intercoastal Water Traffic, 1906-1911.— (Continued).

American-Hawaiian Steamshup Line. Tonnage via Cape Horn and Straits of Magellan.

New York
Years. to Pacific

ports.

.1906 114,000
J907 131,900
J908 117,200
J909 229,200
1910 247.100
1911 295,800

Pacific t(

Atlantic
ports.

32,000
14,000
27,000
83.200
59.600

162,500

Vessel tonnage (ent
Total clearances)

(e.NcIuding ,
*

Hawaiian Atlantic
sugar.

91,700
198,300
242,700
248,100
244.300
296,600

sugar).

146,900
145,900
144,200
312,400
306,700
458,300

to Pacific.

169,787
191,432
159,725
52,873
117,147
117,007

Pacific to
Atlantic.

140,243
82,343
56,182
32.821

Total.

310,030
273,775
215,907
85,694
172.655
157,608

Approxi-
mate

freight
carried.

271,276
239,553
188,918
74,982
151.073
137.907

(excludini
Hawaiian
sugar).

197,703
188,044
182,463
359,010
386,576
669,817

Total
tramp-
vessel
traffic.

271,324
239,638
89,075
75,195
151,073
138,318

Total Total
water water
traffic traffic

(e.\cluding (includii
Hawaiian Hawaiia
sugar).

469,027
427,682
371,538
434,205
537,649
808,135

sugar).

560,727
625,982
614,238
682,305
781.949

1,104,735

continental railways and with the intercoastal water routes

around South America and across the Isthmuses of Panama
and Tehuantepec.

Table I shows the approximate tonnage of freight handled

between our two seaboards via Cape Horn and the Straits of

Magellan and by way of other routes during the six years from

1906 to 1911, inclusive. It will be seen that there was a sudden

decline in this tonnage after the withdrawal of the American-

Hawaiian line from the Magellan route, and that the volume
of tonnage around South America has fluctuated largely during

recent years.

For several years preceding 1910 the tonnage was small and

tended to decline.

The Tehuantepec route was opened for traffic early in 1907,

when the American-Hawaiian Steamship Company took its

steamers off the route via the Straits of Magellan and estab-

lished regular line services on the Atlantic between New York

•.\bstracted from Prof. Johnson's official report to the government on
"The Relation of the Panama Canal to the Traffic and Rates of American

.

Hallways." An abstract of the rest of the report dealing with the probable
effects of the- opening of the canal on freight rates and more specially with
<he question of tolls, will be putlished in a later issue.

freight shipments westbound between our two seaboards are

larger than those castbound, but the exports of Hawaiian
sugar have enabled the American-Hawaiian Steamship Company
to run its steamers loaded in both directions. Indeed, the ex-

ports of sugar from Hawaii have been much larger than the

American-Hawaiian Company could handle.

The volume of traffic handled between the Atlantic and Pa-

cific ports of the United States by the several water routes,

not including the Sunset-Gulf route, each year from 1906 to

1911, inclusive, is shown in detail in Table I. The total tons

of freight, not including Hawaiian sugar, rose from less than

500.000 tons in 1506 to over 800.000 tons in 1911. If the tonnage

of Hawaiian sugar be included, the increase during the si-K years

in total traffic was from 560.000 to 1,104,000 cargo tons. The
increase during the four years ending in 1911 was steady and

rapid. The decline during 1907 and 1S08 is to be accounted for

mainly by the San Francisco earthquake and fire.

An important feature of Table I is the separation of total

traffic into that handled by regular steamship lines and that car-

ried by individual vessels owned or chartered by the shippers.

The traffic handled bv the regular lines more than trebled dur-
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ing the six-year period, while that carried by individual ves-

sels decreased more than 50 per cent. In 1911, 82.8 per cent,

of the entire traffic, other than Hawaiian sugar, was carried by

the regular lines, whereas in 1906 only 42.1 per cent, was shipped

by the established steamship lines.

The volume and variety of the traffic between the two sea-

boards of the United States have so expanded as to render the

services of estabUshed steamship lines having regular and fre-

quent sailings more economical than the services of individual

vessels carrying full cargoes of single commodities. The traffic

manager of the American-Hawaiian line stated to the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, on January 16, 1907, that

:

"We carry practically everything. In the course of a year I

think we have at least 90 per cent, of the articles that may be

named in the transcontinental tariffs and a great many articles

not on any tariff that are continually offered and carried."

The traffic carried by way of the Panama route also includes

a large variety of commodities. The westbound freight tariff

of the Panama Railroad Steamship Line requires 25 pages to

enumerate the several articles upon which individual rates are

quoted. The eastbound tariff of the California-Atlantic Steam-

ship Company is a typewritten document of 20 pages.

The freight carried between our two seaboards by way of

Panama and Tehuantepec originates and terminates not only at

the Atlantic and Pacific ports, but also at interior points.

Manifests of the shipments by the American-Hawaiian line enu-

merate commodities shipped from eastern New York, eastern

Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Vermont, Connecti-

cut, Rhode Island, Maine; also commodities from Syracuse and

Buffalo, N. Y., from numerous cities in Ohio, from certain

cities in Michigan, and from Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Louis.

These same manifests show that this freight is destined not

only to Pacific coast ports, but to inland points, such as Sacra-

mento, Stockton, The Dalles, Oregon, Spokane and Everett,

Wash., and Reno, Nev.

Most of the bulk cargoes handled in vessels owned or char-

tered by shippers now move by the disadvantageous routes

around Cape Horn or through the Straits of Magellan. The

opening of the Panama canal will make it possible for the in-

dividual ship to engage in intercoastal traffic under much better

conditions. It is not probable, however, that the percentage of

the total traffic handled by individual vessels will increase in

the future. It is more probable that the percentage of the entire

business handled by lines will increase.

The lumber shippers from the Pacific coast through the canal

will comprise a large tonnage, but the destination of most of the

traffic will be Europe and not the eastern part of the United

States, which will continue to be supplied mainly from the for-

ests in the southern states. The southern pine and hardwood

forests constitute the largest lumber-producing district in the

United States at the present time.

The fact that most of the traffic through the canal between

the two seaboards of the United States will be handled by regu-

lar steamship lines and that only a minor, and probably a de-

creasing, percentage of the total will be transported in in-

dividual vessels owned or chartered by shippers should be

given careful attention in considering, (1) what the policy of

the United States should be concerning the prohibition of the

use of the canal by vessels controlled by railways, and (2)

concerning the remission or omission of tolls upon vessels en-

gaged in the coastwise business.

1. The policy of denying the use of the canal to vessels owned

or controlled by, or affiliated with, railway companies is advo-

cated by those who favor the policy mainly for two reasons,

(a) that the competition between the railway controlled and

the independent steamship lines will be disastrous to the in-

dependent lines, and (6) that the government regulation of the

rates and services of ocean carriers is impracticable and un-

desirable. If coastwise traffic through the canal were to be

handled mainly by individual vessels owned or chartered by

shippers, government regulation would, indeed, be impracti-

cable; but the service of steamship lines operating over estab-

lished routes is not essentially different from the transportation

service of the railways. Moreover, when several steamship lines

operate over the same route or over competing routes they have

fixed schedules of rates established by agreement and their rate

policy differs in no marked degree from that of competing

railways. It is thus at least doubtful whether it is good pubHc

policy not to regulate the rates and services of coastwise steam-

ship lines. Whether such regulation is wise or unwise, it is

at least not impracticable.

2. The question of exempting coastwise shipping from the

payment of Panama canal tolls should be decided with reference

to the parties that would be benefited by the policy. If the tolls

charged coastwise ships using the canal are added to the rate

of freight paid by shippers, the remission of tolls will benefit

the shippers and possibly, to some extent, the general public.

On the other hand, if the freight rates are not any higher be-

cause of the tolls, the exemption of ships from the payment of

tolls will not affect the freight rates, and the exemption of the

payment of tolls will benefit the steamship company and not the

shippers. Charter rates, as has just been stated, are highly

competitive and the rates which a shipper must pay to secure

the use of a vessel for a trip through the canal will undoubt-

edly be increased by the amoimt of tolls paid. Shippers using

vessels which they own or charter will receive the benefit of

the exemption of canal tolls. On the other hand, the rates

charged by steamship lines, being regulated by agreements

among competing companies and being fixed with reference to

what the traffic will bear, will presumably be as high as traffic

conditions warrant regardless of canal tolls. If the tolls are

charged, the operating expenses of the steamship companies

will be increased by the amount of the tolls and their net profits

will be lessened by the same amount. In other words, free tolls

will be a gratuitj' or a subsidy to the coastwise steamship lines.

VOLUME .\jND N.MURE OF TRANSCONTINENT.\L RAILW.'^Y TR.^FFIC.

The tonnage of transcontinental railway traffic cannot be ac-

curately stated, because the railways in reporting their traffip

do not distinguish between transcontinental and local freight.

Estimates made by the traffic officials of the transcontinental

lines in 1909 placed the total volume of westbound transconti-

nental tonnage moving by rail and water at approximately

3,000,000 tons.' The westbound tonnage of the water lines that

year was 313,558 tons. In round numbers, therefore, 2,686,000

tons, or 85.5 per cent., moved westward by rail and 10.5 per cent.

by water.

The total through and local traffic of the six leading trans-

continental railways" increased 11.2 per cent, from 1909 to 1911.

That rate of growtli would bring the westbound through trans-

continental rail traffic up to about 2,987,000 tons in 1911. The

tonnage moved westward coastwise in 1911 was 494,600 tons

and the total westbound transcontinental rail-and-water ton-

nage aggregated about 3,481,600 tons. This would indicate that

85.8 per cent, of the total volume in 1911 moved by rail and

14.2 per cent, by water. The higher percentage of the total

rail-and-water traffic carried by the water lines in 1911, as com-

pared with 1909, is explained by the fact that during 1911 there

was a slight decline in rail tonnage and a large gain in the

traffic of the coast-to-coast water carriers, the tonnage of the

six leading transcontinental railways decreasing 3.9 per cent.,

and that of all of the railways in the United States, 3.7 per

cent. The volume of westbound water traffic, however, was

24.9 per cent, in excess of what it was in 1910. During the two-

year period, 1909-1911, there was a net increase of 11.2 per cent,

in the total tonnage of the six leading transcontinental railways,

1 Railroad Commission of Nevada v. Southern Pacific Co. et al. (21

I. C. C. Reps., 351).

* Northern Pacific; Great Northern; Union Pacific: Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul; Southern Pacific; and Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
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but the gain during those years in the westbound tonnage of

the coast-to-coast water lines was 57.7 per cent.

Several tabulations have been made to indicate roughly the

origin of the westbound railway traffic. Table 11 shows the

origin of the shipments to the Pacific coast over one of the

transcontinental lines during a period of four months.' Only 22

per cent, of the through traffic of this line originated in "At-

lantic coast and common point territory" ; 35 per cent, came from

points in the East, including Pittsburgh, Buffalo, and common
points ; 62 per cent, originated west of Pittsburgh-Buffalo com-

mon points; and 54 per cent, was shipped from the Chicago ter-

ritory and points west of Chicago.

Table II.

—

Origin of Westbound Rail Shipments to Pacific Coast
Terminals.

Less than
carload. Carload. Total.
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

New York-Boston and common points . . 39 19 22
Pittsburgh-Buffalo and common points.. 8 14 13
Cincinnati-Detroit and common points. .12 8 8
Chicago and common points 16 16 16
Mississippi river and common points.... 9 11 11
Missouri river and common points 10 25 23
Southeastern points 2 3 3
Colorado points 4 4 4

100 100 100

This agrees substantially with the statement made by G. W.
Luce, assistant to the vice-president of the Southern Pacific,

before the Interstate Commerce Commission. He stated that

not over 20 per cent, of the eastern traffic destined to the Pacific

terminals originated east of Buffalo and Pittsburgh. Of this 20

per cent, he estimated that over half moved by water.

Various compilations were filed by the transcontinental rail-

ways with the Interstate Commerce Commission, at its request,

during the hearings of the trancontinental rate cases, for the

purpose of showing the origin of transcontinental traffic received

at Spokane, Wash., and Reno, Nev. The percentage of freight

for Spokane originating at or near the Atlantic seaboard was

smaller than was true of the shipments to the Pacific coast ter-

minals. Indeed, only 12.09 per cent, originated in "New York-

Boston and common points," and but 5.82 per cent, in the Pitts-

burgh-Buffalo district. Four-fifths of the traffic originated west

of Pittsburgh and Buffalo, and seven-tenths at Chicago and

points west of Chicago. The Intermountain States of the West
receive their supplies mainly from the Mississippi valley, and

not from the Atlantic seaboard states. Only 24.48 per cent. of.

the traffic reaching Reno westbound originates east of Chicago.

The share of the traffic received at interior points, such as

Spokane and Reno, originating east of Chicago is now perhaps

slightly larger than in 1906 to 1908, when the railways began

making blanket rates to these points on certain commodities.

However, the interior towns receive a smaller share of their

total receipts from the East than do the Pacific coast terminals,

because lower rates are generally maintained to the interior

intermountain towns from the Central West than from the

eastern part of the United States.

In considering the possible effect of the Panama canal upon the

traffic of the transcontinental railways it is important to know
the destination of the westbound rail traffic. A statement made
by the Southern Pacific to the Interstate Commerce Commission
showed that during the three years, 1906-7 to 1908-9, from 49.9

per cent, to 61.1 per cent, of the westbound traffic through the

Ogden gateway was destined to the various Pacific coast ter-

minals, and from 38.9 to 50.1 per cent, to non-terminal points.

The foregoing evidence tends to show that only a small por-

tion of the zvestbound transcontinental traffic of the railways is

strictly transcontinental in the sense that it moves between the

seaboards. The different statements vary, but indicate that but

20 to 23 per cent, of this traffic originates east of Pittsburgh and

Buffalo, and that hut 50 to 55 per cent, is destined to Pacific

coast terminals.

No definite estimate has been made of the eastbound transcon-

tinental traffic. It can hardly be in excess of the westbound

October, 1909, and January, April, and July, 1910.

tonnage and may be less. A greater volume of freight is shipped
out of the Pacific coast states than is received ; but most of the

traffic goes to foreign countries and to the Middle West, and
not to the eastern part of the United States. The heaviest items

of the outbound tonnage—lumber, grain, and oil—are riot sold

largely in our eastern markets.

The water-borne traffic eastbound from our Pacific to our
Atlantic ports in 1910 aggregated about 141,600 tons. In 1911,

after the California-Atlantic Line had entered the field and the

traffic of the Pacific Mail and American-Hawaiian had suddenly

increased, the total was about 313,500 tons. If it be assumed
that the total eastbound transcontinental traffic in 1910 and in

1911—by coastwise and by rail lines—was 3,000,000 tons per

annum, which was the amount of the westbound tonnage, the

railway share would be 2,858,400 in 1910 and 2,686,500 in 1911.

The tonnage of the transcontinental railways is known to have
been somewhat less in 1911 than in 1910. Upon this assumption,

the railways carried nearly 95 per cent, of the eastbound trans-

continental traffic in 1910, and 89.5 per cent, in 1911 ; and the

share of the water carriers was respectively 5 per cent and 10.5

per cent. It will be understood, however, that this is merely an
assumption, made to indicate what may have been approximately
true.

The percentage of traffic moving by water is less in the east-

bound than in the westbound business, chiefly because fresh

fruits and vegetables are not at present handled by the water
carriers, and because some of the bulky commodities, such as

lumber, do not find a ready market east of the Central West.

Westbound water-borne traffic originates throughout a com-
paratively wide area extending from the Atlantic seaboard to

Chicago ; but the nature of eastbound water-borne cargoes is

such that they are not carried inland in large amounts from the

eastern ports of destination. Shipments from the Pacific coast

to the Central West are almost entirely by rail.

The eastbound transcontinental railway traffic has not been

classified by destinations, but it may be safely assumed that, as

in case of the westbound business, only the smaller portion is

strictly transcontinental. From 20 to 22 per cent, of the west-

bound tonnage originates .east of Buffalo and Pittsburgh, but

the percentage of the eastbound tonnage destined to points east

of Buffalo and Pittsburgh is probably smaller.

TR.\NSCONTINENTAL RAIL AND WATER RATES.

The present rate systems of the transcontinental railways

have been largely influenced by the rates charged by coastwise

carriers.

(1). Blanket or common rates are charged on westbound transconti-

nental trafific from most points east of the Missouri river. This is true of

both class and commodity tariffs, but there are numerous exceptions made to

the general policy of blanketing rates from the territory east of the Mis-
souri. Upon some commodities the rates eastbound from the Pacific coast

are the same to all places east of the Missouri, and on more articles com-
mon rates prevail to places east of the Mississippi, but the blanketing of

rates is less general upon eastbound than upon westbound shipments.

(2). Upon eastbound traffic, and to a less extent upon that toward the

west, graded zone tariffs have been established. The places east of the

Rocky mountains are classified in 10 "rate groups." Upon the higher

classes of freight and upon numerous commodities the rates to all groups

are the same, but upon the lower classes and upon most commodities the

tariffs vary by rate groups. Class rates westbound are practically identical

with those eastbound, i. e., graded for classes below the third; and in west-

bound commodity tariffs there are numerous instances of grading by

groups, but this grading of commodity tariffs westbound is an exception to

the more general rule of blanketing rates from points on and east of the

Missouri river.

(3). The rates westbound to the intermediate points east of the Pacific

seaboard terminals are, as a rule, higher than the through tariffs, the

higher charges being fixed by the addition to the through rates of either

fixed arbitraries or the local rates back from the terminals. The rates

eastbound from the intermediate points are usually higher than from

the terminals, although many intermediate towns are given the same rates

as the terminal cities enjoy.

The system of charging higher rates to the interior towns than

to the coast terminals has long been opposed by the intermoun-

tain cities, and relief was sought of the Interstate Commerce
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Commission, Avhicli rendered decisions regarding Spokane.'

Wash., rates in 1910 and 1911, and Reno,= Nev., rates, in 1909.

1910, and 1911. The Spokane and Reno decisions announced

June 22, 1911, are especially important in that the commission

then attempted to change the system according to which rates

to intermediate points are made. Five territorial zones were

established by the commission, and it was ordered that in ship-

ments from zone 1 (.Missouri river) to intermediate points no

higher rate may be made than to coast terminal points, that from

zone 2 (Chicago) the rates to intermediate points may not ex-

ceed those to the coast terminals by more than 7 per cent., that

from zone 3 (Pittsburgh) the rates to intermediate points were

not to be more than 15 per cent., and from zone 4 (New York)

not more than 25 per cent, above the through rates to the -coast

terminals. No opinion was expressed as to zone 5, because the

rates from that territory were not involved in the proceedings.

These orders of the commission have been appealed to the United

States Supreme Court for review, but they indicate the attitude

of the commission with respect to the extent to which transcon-

tinental railway charges may properly be allowed to be affected

by the competition of the coastwise water lines.

The regular water lines operating via the Panama and

Tehuantepec routes have tariffs or schedules of rates, and a

comparison of water and rail charges may readily be made.

The water rates on lumber from the Pacific coast to New
York via the Panama and Tehuantepec routes vary from 40 to

60 cents per 100 lbs. ($8 to $12 per ton) by way of Panama and

via Tehuantepec the rates range from 40 cents per 100 lbs.

<$8 per ton) to $20 per 1,000 ft. of lumber. The railway rates

from thfe North Pacific coast to New York vary from 75 to 85

<:ents per 100 lbs. on different lumber products, and from the

•California coast from 75 to 80 cents per 100 lbs.

The rates by the water lines on different commodities range

from 20 to 60 per cent, below the railway tariffs. Upon some

articles the difference is greater, while for others it is less.

There is no general relation or fixed differential between the

water and rail charges, the water rates upon each commodity

being sufficiently below the rail charges to enable the steamship

lines to secure the traffic desired.

The rates over the Sunset-Gulf route have, since 1509. been

•the same as the all-rail rates. When freight is shipped via the

Sunset-Gulf route from an interior point such as Pittsburgh, the

rate is the same whether the freight moves direct by all rail

from Pittsburgh to the West Coast or to New York and is then

forwarded via the Sunset-Gulf route. The Southern Pacific

absorbs the rail rate to New York.°

There is no fixed or definite relationship between the rates

via the Panama and Tehuantepec routes. Many rates are the

same by the two routes; on numerous commodities the Tehuan-

tepec rates are slightly less; and on some articles the charges

are less via the Panama route. In making comparisons, however,

it is important to bear in mind the difference in the service

rendered by the Panama Line and the American-Hawaiian Line.

The rates of the latter are to and from coast terminals, while

the Panama line absorbs railway rates from interior points to

the extent of 20 cents per 100 lbs. on westbound shipments, and

the entire rail rate to certain interior points in California.

The general level of charges by each of the water routes is

so fixed as to enable each of the water lines to obtain sufficient

traffic in competition with the other and with the rail lines.

1XTER-REL.\TI0N OF INTERC0.\STAL WATER RATES AND TRAX5C0X-

TINENTAL RAIL RATES.

The extent to which the transcontinental railway tariffs are

affected by the coast-to-coast water rates has long been a disputed

question; but it is indisputable that the rail charges are in-

1 City of Spokane et al. t'. Northern Pacific Railway Co. (21 I. C. C.

Reps., 400-427).

= Railroad Commission o{ Nevada z: Southern Pacific Co. et al. (21 I.

C. C. Reps., 329-384),

2| C Stubhs, Traf. Director Harriman System, in U. S. v. Union Pacific

et al.. Evidence Vol. I, p. 295,

fluenced by water, competition. The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in 1911 reiterated its former findings as follows: (City

of Spokane et al. v. Northern Pacific Railway, 21 I. C. C. Reps.,

416.) "This question of fact has been often considered in the

past, and with but one unvarying result. The Circuit Court of

the LTnited States has twice found, once in a proceeding con-

cerning these very rates to Spokane, that active water competi-

tion does exist which controls the coast rates." "The manifests

of steamships," says the commission, "proves more conclusively

than any mere statement that almost every article which is the

subject of ordinary commerce between the coasts can and does

move from New York to San Francisco by water at rates ma-
terially lower than those mentioned by the defendants by rail.

We have used San Francisco as the destination port upon the

Pacific coast, and in some instances rates from New York to

San Francisco are a trifle lower than to the other coast cities;

but, generally speaking, the San Francisco rate is maintained

at Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Tacoma, and other points on

the coast. Passing for the time being the extent and effect of

this competition at interior points, it must be found as a fact

that there is real and active water competition between New
York and San Francisco, between the Atlantic and the Pacific

coasts, which does limit the rate of transportation which can be

charged by rail between those points upon nearly every article

which moves by rail,"

The system of blanketing the transcontinental rates from

points east of the Missouri River is the result of this water

competition, active and potential; and so, too, is the difference

between the through rates to and from the Pacific coast termi-

nals as compared with the charges to and from the intermediate

points in the West. The rate percentages established in the

Reno and Spokane decisions by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, to apply upon westbound transcontinental traffic, ex-

press the judgment of the commission as to the force that may
well be allowed water competition in controlling the railway

tariff's.

As the evidence just presented clearly indicates, the trans-

continental railway tariffs have been, and now are, influenced

by the rates charged by the coast-to-coast water lines; but it is

equally true that the rates of the steamship lines operating via

Tehuantepec and Panama are to a large extent made with ref-

erence to the tariffs of the transcontinental railways. The

competition of the water routes with the rail lines, and the

recurring rate wars have, in the past, forced the transconti-

nental railways to adopt the system of rate making now in

force ; bxit during recent years rate wars have been avoided ; the

transcontinental railways have not been under pressure to fight

against the water lines for traffic; the tonnage moving by rail

has been large and has rapidly increased; and the policy of the

railways has been to maintain, and where practicable, to raise

the established level of rail tariffs.

Since 1907. when the American-Hawaiian Line began its serv-

ice via Tehuantepec, there has been a large increase in the

water-borne intercoastal tonnage ; but there has been no conse-

quent general decline in the charges by the transcontinental

railways. It was stated by the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion in 1911. in the Reno division," that "Out of 1,535 commodity

rates compared by the carriers, it appears that no change has

taken place since December 1, 1906, as to 696 of such com-

modities, reductions have been eft'ected in 287, advances and

reductions as to 132, and advances as to 418, Of the items

increased, the rates on 318 commodities were increased from the

whole eastern blanket."

The relation that has recently prevailed between the rates of

the intercoastal water lines and the transcontinental rail tariffs

is indicated by a statement made by the assistant to the vice-

president of the Southern Pacific in the testimony taken by the

'Railroad Commission of Nevada v. Southern Pacific Co., et al., 21

I. C. C. Reps., 354.
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Interstate Commerce Commission in the Reno case. The state-

ment, which was an answer to the question whether the water

lines controlled the transcontinental rates, was ''I believe the

rail lines control the making of their own rates, and when we

say today that we do not wish to go any lower, that indicates

our disposition in that regard in making the rates." The same

official also stated, "I have never seen a tariff of the American-

Hawaiian Line, because they have never been published. They

are simply based on our rates as the basis of theirs."

The president of the American-Hawaiian Line, in testifying

before the Senate Committee on Interoceanic Canals in 1910,

spoke as follows ;' "We are friendly with them (the railway

traffic managers). We discuss rates. I don't know of any

other business in the world where competitors don't get to-

gether and talk matters over, ^\'e are not tied up ; we are not

committed. We do as we please, absolutely untrammeled.

. . . Our traffic manager doesn't attend the conferences of

the railways, but he goes to Chicago and gets his ear pretty

close to the ground. That's his business." In answer to the

question, "Today, as I understand it, you frankly admit that you

follow more or less what the transcontinental railways deter-

mine?" he said: "Certainly," but expressed the view that the

lines, or that there is now or is to be no eflfective competition

among the intercoastal carriers by water. The transcontinental

rail and intercoastal water rates are and will be made with ref-

erence to each other. There will probably be no fixed per-

centage, or general differential, relation between the rail and
water charges. L'nder present conditions the rates via Panama
and Tehuantepec are from 20 to 60 per cent, below the trans-

continental rail tariffs, and the opening of the canal will so

reduce the costs of transportation by the water lines and will so

increase the number of carriers and the volume of coastwise

shipping as to make a still greater difference between the rail

and water rates. The future level of rail tariffs must necessarily

be established with reference to the rates charged by water.

CAPACITY OF UPPER LAKE ORE DOCKS.

The accompanying table, prepared by W. A. Clark, chief engi-

neer of the Duluth & Iron Range, and revised to May 1, 1912.

covers all ore loading docks at the head of the Great Lakes.

The total storage capacity of 1,438,600 tons has been computed on
figures revised to show the working capacity of all docks on

Ore Lo.\dixg Docks ox the Gre-\t L.^kes.

^S'^
Railway. Location.

Chicago & Xorth Western Escanaba, Mich
Chicago & North Western Escanaba, Mich
Chicago & North Western Escanaba. Mich
Chicago & North Western Escanaba, Mich
Chicago & North Western .\shland. Wis
Chicago & North Western Ashland, Wis
Duluth & Iron Range Two Harbors, Minn...
Duluth & Iron Range Two Harbors, Minn..

.

Duluth & Iron Range Two Harbors, Minn..

.

Duluth & Iron Range Two Harbors, Minn. .

.

Duluth & Iron Range Two Harbors, Minn. .

.

Duluth & Iron Range Two Harbors, Minn...
Duluth, Missabe & Northern Duluth, Minn
Duluth, Missabe & Northern Duluth, Minn
Duluth, Missabe & Northern Duluth, Minn
Great Northern Superior, W'is
Great Northern Superior. Wis
Great Northern Superior, Wis
Great Northern Superior, Wis
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Marquette, Mich
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Marquette, Mich
Lake Superior & Ishpeming Marquette, Mich
Lake Superior & Islipeniing Marquette. Mich
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie. . Ashland. Wis
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie. . Superior, Wis

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Escanaba, Mich

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Escanaba. Mich
Algoma Central & Hudson Bay Michipicoten. Ont
Canadian Northern Ontario Key Harbor, Ont

28.250 31—

.vn 92.500 37— 95^ 70- 9

320 S0,000 40— 70—
234 46,800 40— 70—
X34 46,800 40— 1) 70— II

?.m 52,000 39— 3 74— II

20S 31,200 33— 5 57— 6

1711 25,500 40— II 66—
168 25.200 37— 62—
168 25.200 39— II 66— 9
148 37,000 40— 73—
384 38,400 32— 57— 6
384 57,600 40— / 67—
384 76,800 41— 9V, 72— 6
374 112,200 40— /.t— 1)

3.^0 105,000 40— (1 73

—

II

326 97,800 40— II 73—
M).'. 105,700 40— 2 ys— II

?()(! 20.000 ^7

—

9 47— 3

:2(l() 45.000 40— 70—10
21)0 25.000 30— 9 54— II

:-!(lll 50.000 43— (I 7 5—
314 31.400 40— 66— J

200 60.000 42— SVs 78—
240 42,000 40— 2H 66— 6

,?4n 4S,000 40— 11 1/, 69— -)

12 34— 43— 4

[n. Ft. In. Ft. Deg. Min.
27— 1,356 45— 1,969

1,500 45— 2,191
2 32— !/, 2,200 45— 4,142
2 30— 1,920 45— 4,114
J 30— 1,404 45— 3,915
2 30— 1,404 45— 3,915
8 34— 1,376 48— 4,075
U 27— 1,280 38—42 3,006

27— u 1,054 43—32 3,006
29— 1,042 38—42 3,270
30— 1,050 43—32 3,126

3'/
1 32— 4 920 45— 4,272
27— 9 2,336 45— 2.368

U 27— 9 2,304 45— 2,782
30— IVJ 2,304 45— 3,867

8 32— 4 2,244 45— 4,972
8 32— 4 2,100 45— 4,972
8 32— 4 1,956 45— 4,972
6 34— 6 1,812 47—30 5,347
8 21— 1 1,200 39—45 1.839

32— 4 1,236 45— 3,848
27— / 1,200 38—40 2,713
35— 1,200 45— 4,590

U 27

—

1.908 50—45 2,435
32— 1'/, 1,200 47— 4,775

„5 120® 27'/
''

( 120 ® 29' (
1,500 45— 2,900

30— 4'/, 1,500 45— 3,150
2'

—

6 311Ji 44—
30— 240 37—30 2,315

water lines would dominate rates after the canal is open and
after they carry the bulk of the strictly transcontinental traffic.

That the intercoastal water lines should now tend to adjust

their rates with reference to the established level of railway

tariffs is in accordance with a general economic law. In any

business or industry where the major share of the business is

handled by one group of concerns the smaller individual com-

petitors normally make their charges with reference to the

prices established by the concerns doing the larger share of the

business. More than four-fifths of the transcontinental traffic

westbound and eastbound. until 1911. was handled by rail and
less than one-fifth by the water carriers; and it naturally fol-

lows that the level of rail rates influences the charges of the

carriers by water.

Though the fact may seem paradoxical, il is not to be in-

ferred from the preceding analysis either that the railway rates

are not or are not to be influenced by the charges of the water

• Senate Hearings on bill 3428, February 10, 1910, p.

the same basis. This figure is a good indication of the im-

portance which the iron ore traffic assumes on the eight Amer-

ican and two Canadian roads which handle this business. Two
of the most modern docks, that of the Duluth & Iron Range at

Two Harbors, Minn., and that of the Great Xorthern at Superior.

Wis., have been described in recent issues of the Railway Age
Gazette. Another dock similar to these in many of its details

of construction has been completed for the Lake Superior &
Ishpeming at Marquette, and is expected to be ready for service

by August 1. It is interesting to note that the dock capacity at

the head of the lakes must be duplicated at lower lake ports

for the transfer of ore from the boats to cars for transportation

to the furnaces. Very important developments have been made

during the last few years in the building of these docks also, as

mentioned from time to time in previous issues. The largest

total annual tonnage of iron ore handled on the lakes was shipped

in 1910, the amount exceeding 43.000.000 long tons. This amount

passed over 27 loading docks, some of the larger ones handling

from four to five times the average of that amount.



RAILWAY GENERAL FOREMEN'S ASSOCIATION.

A Most Successful Convention, of Which the Address by

W. L. Park on the Labor Situation Was an Important Feature.

The eighth annual convention of the International Railway

General Foremen's Association, which was held at the Hotel

Sherman, Chicago, July 23-26, was more than ordinarily suc-

cessful. F. C. Pickard, master mechanic of the Pere Mar-

quette at Saginaw, Mich., presided. Two positive recommen-

dations of considerable importance from the standpoint of

shop efficiency were made during the convention. The first

one was that the shop authorities should be furnished with a

detailed report of the condition of each locomotive at least 30

days before it was shopped. This would give them sufficient

time to provide and prepare such new material as it might be

necessary to use and to otherwise plan their work to advan-

tage. The second recommendation was that all shops having 15

pits or over should employ a shop demonstrator, whose duty

it should be to see that the men were properly instructed in

the handling of the work and to arrange the machines and im-

prove them, or add special facilities, so that the maximum out-

put could be secured.

In his opening address President Pickard emphasized the

advisabiUty of a closer co-operation between the Master Me-
chanics' Association and the General Foremen's Association, a

course which was also recommended by President Bentley of

the former association at its meeting in Atlantic City last

June. Mr. Pickard also spoke of the necessity of weekly meet-

ings of the foremen to discuss the work of the past week and

to plan that for the coming one. If anything has gone wrong
the cause should be accurately located and steps should be

taken to see that it does not happen again. The speciahzation

of men and tools and the grouping of the latter should be given

careful consideration.

MR. park's address.

One of the most important features of the convention was

an address by W. L. Park, vice-president and general manager
of the Illinois Central, in which he expressed himself very

frankly and freely as to the labor situation. He said

:

In my opinion, the paramount problem confronting the me-
chanical foremen of our American railways today is the effect

of socialism on the working forces.

In recent years, we have lost much of the esprit de corps

which formerly characterized our shop labor. There is not to

be found anywhere, as obtained a few years back, that firm

control of the employees, so essential to the proper conduct

of large industrial undertakings. While there has been, per-

haps, improvement in contract shops in general efficiency, it

can be attributed more to new machinery and methods than to

increased efficiency of labor. The inability of the railway shops

to increase their efficiency in the same ratio w-as brought out

quite prominently in the recent discussion of Harrington Emer-
son's scientific management, used by Mr. Brandeis to defeat,

for his clients, the railways in their request for increased rates

in the hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Of course, the shop foremen and railway men generally knew
the impracticability of the Emerson-Brandeis theories. At the

same time, it appealed to the people who were unable to dif-

ferentiate between the factory that could close down indefinitely

if threatened with labor troubles, with hardly a ripple on our

industrial activities, and the railway, which is compelled by its

charter to operate daily. The public was not well enough in-

formed to distinguish between theory and practice, conse-

quently the sentiment was molded against the railways, and

their case was lost. When the government attempted to make
scientific management effective in its own shops, it was met

with difficulties which were not insurmountable, but which

seemingly appaled them, and they laid down ignominously.

We all know that railway shops can be run more economically

if certain faciUties are provided, and the control thereof turned

back to the managers. Railways, from dire necessity, practice

economy and have done so for years. You probably all re-

member the story of the examination of the fireman for pro-

motion to an engineer on a railway making strenuous efforts

to economize, among other supplies, in the use of oil. The
fireman was asked what action he would take as an engineer

if he was suddenly confronted with an approaching headlight

on the same track. He thought the matter over seriously, and
brightening up as the answer came to him, said: "I would
grab the oil can and the tallow pot and jump off."

Another story of at least a quarter of a century of antiquity

is that of the manager who found along the track in the weeds

a railway spike, rusty and bent. Carrying it to the section

foreman, he proceeded to give him a lecture on economy. The
foreman took the spike, looked it over carefully, and said : "I

have had a man looking for that spike for two days. Where in

hell did you find it?"

As you gentlemen know, the greatest difficulty in operating

a railway shop as you would like to operate it is the present

attitude of the labor element. Organized ostensibly to benefit

their members, the unions have recently become subservent to

the service of certain individuals of strong socialistic tendency,

who, do not only insure their salaries, but certain perquisites

and emoluments, constantly instill insubordination, dissension

and dissatisfaction into the rank and file, which in turn breeds

indifference, bickering and strife.

Our railways, because of their magnitude, are particularly

vulnerable. One foreman may have absolute control of his

particular shop, treat his men fairly, and obtain a reasonable

amount of work. He is, nevertheless, affected by shop methods

and adverse conditions existing in some remote locality, which

upset his best calculations and cause his men to be overcome

with imaginary grievances. It behooves us all to make a most

careful survey of the situation and get together to apply the

remedy.

There has been too much managerial caution in this coun-

try for the good of the railways. We have temporized too

long with socialism, syndicalism and other pernicious isms.

When organized labor attempts to dictate who shall be em-

ployed, regardless of capability, and who shall be foreman, re-

gardless of all qualifications other than seniority or unionism,

it is digging a pitfall into which it or its employers must eventu-

ally disappear. When the organizations again realize that they

are to man the railways, and the managers must be left to

manage them, they can begin to really better their condition.

No business can prosper saturated with disloyalty and steeped

in incompetency, bred by labor restricting fanatics and social-

istic agitators.

The railways can perhaps stand more of it than ordinary

business, but there comes a breaking point, and it is with a

breath of relief that many a foreman has stretched forth his

arms and said, "Thank God, I am boss again," as the strike

line filed out of the gate. He had been ignored, mistreated,

and humiliated. He was not turning out the work he was

capable of doing. He saw on every hand waste of time and

material—an unnecessary waste, an ungodly and unjustifiable

waste of his employer's property, powerless through the

tyranny of the organization to prevent it, and when the thing

broke he felt the shackles fall from his arms. He knew trouble

was ahead, but he welcomed it as a relief from an intolerant

condition, repugnant to every right-thinking and honorable

man.

What is the trouble? Is it with the bosses or with the rank
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and file, or with both? Railways which treat their men liber-

ally with pensions for old age, modern hospital departments,

good working conditions and the highest wages are frequently

the ones to suffer first.

Let us attempt to analyze the problem. We are all cast in

the same mold. In this country we are assured under the

constitution equality of birth. Our best statesmen, business

men and industrial captains have been self-made men. The
same opportunities exist today as have heretofore existed.

There is no boy in this wide land endowed with health and
average intelligence who cannot make a place for himself far

above the working classes, if he chooses. He must be loyal,

industrious and studious. All these attributes are seemingly

treated with contempt by the modern shop organizations. In-

stead of examples to emulate and advice to rise in his chosen

profession, the young apprentice is instilled with disloyalty and
insubordination, constantly told to do as little work as pos-

sible, to deceive his foreman, and that his employers are grasp-

ing capitalists seeking his undoing. He is told that the shop

foreman wears a brass collar, that he obtained his preferment

through favoritism, and that he is a nonentity anyhow—the

shop committee dictate to him where he should head in. He
listens to socialistic talks, and is advised to keep away from

the night schools, so that his time is occupied in pool rooms
and other questionable amusements.

He must be indeed strong if he can fight shy of all these

harmful and pernicious influences and rise above his fellow

shopmen. If he does, he has the mettle and stuff in him of

which men are made. A good father or a good mother leads

him unto the goal, past the temptations of the shiftless and en-

vious, aided by a foreman who has had the same experiences

and who is quick to note the material available, until finally

he emerges into his estate, one of a thousand who successfully

pass the insidious temptations surrounding him.

I can remember when it was not considered treason to his

fellow workmen to be loyal to his employer. I know of a

time when an employee on the railway could do something

for which he was not paid without fear of ridicule or a lodge

fine It is entirely within my recollection when a foreman

was looked up to for advice, and his word was the law of the

shop. He did not require a walking delegate or a shop com-

mittee to dictate to him how far he could go. and where he

should stop. Only a few years ago employees who asked for

the dismissal of a foreman invited disaster to themselves.

Are the foremen less competent today? I think not. They
have been made in a hardier mold. They may, from neces-

sity, be more diplomatic. They may gum shoe through the

shops to avoid trouble. They must be more ingenious, more
tactful, and more resourceful, to meet the present conditions.

Their responsibilities are greater, as are all of the responsi-

bilities of the railway man of today, as compared with a few

years ago.

How long can present conditions obtain? Can a master me-

chanic or foreman fear his employees and their power and in-

fluence with those in authority, and render efficient service?

Does he not lose in self-respect when he lets some shiftless

agitator tell him who shall do certain work and who shall not

;

when he is compelled to use as a gang boss, by reason of

seniority, a man he knows to be incompetent and disloyal

;

when he is compelled to not see spoiled work, misused tools,

or time-killers? If his energy, ability and desire for increased

responsibility is to be circumscribed by carelessness, disloyalty

and ingratitude, is he not apt to degenerate and lose heart?

It is the crime of our industrial life that such conditions

obtain, and they do obtain to a greater or less extent in every

railway shop in this country, and they are not getting better

—

on the contrary, they are getting worse. The men are dis-

satisfied, they are not prosperous, they are full of unrest. They
are assessed unmercifully to remedy some far-fetched griev-

ance of which perhaps they have no knowledge. The wives

and children suffer, and they are taught by the professional

fixer of their wrongs to strike, as the serpent, at the hand that

feeds them. The effect of deception, violence and brutality

is always a boomerang, but it is deplored that the innocent
must suffer while the guilty are for a time at least seemingly
prosperous.

Not all of the organizations are conducted in this way. Those
that are not are making real progress. They have wise leaders
who are conservative. They advise and compel their members
to keep contracts. They go to the very extreme before break-
ing with their employers, and seldom does such an event oc-

cur; consequently, they are respected. They do not attempt to

interfere with the management of the property, therefore they

do not bcome persona non grata with their superiors.

The metal drafts must throw off this yoke of ignorant and
corrupt leadership. They are intelligent men. They certainly

can be deceived only a part of the time—not all of the time.

Let them make an impartial and searching investigation of
their affairs and compare them with other organizations work-
ing for the same people. Select men who are trustworthy and
intelligent to conduct their affairs on the same lines. Make an
effort to uplift their organization to the plane of intelligent,

reasonable and conservative employees. Concede to the man-
agers an interest in their affairs, instead of imaginary hostility.

Give the foreman credit for knowing his business. He should

be unrestricted by lodge affiliation—he cannot serve two mas-
ters. Remember that there was only one perfect man, and he
was crucified two thousand years ago. Give and take. Let
the indolent, improvident and unskilled take their proper places

in the scale of humanity. Give every man and boy a helping

hand, and a good wish that he may become foreman, master me-
chanic, superintendent of machinery or manager, and help him
get there. They will have a friend at court at least.

The employees should take pride in the railway and resent

any interference with its rights, and contend always that it

shall have a square deal and living rates. It will then be in

a position to give a square deal and good wages. We should

all work zealously to bring about such a condition of affairs.

We all know what is essential for the good of the employees,

the railway and ourselves. This cannot be accomplished with

the mailed fist. It must be done by placing before the men
the true facts, obtaining their confidence by fair, impartial

treatment, giving them less cause for grievance committees.

The shop foreman should be a walking delegate for the men
under him.

Labor must be taught how to throw off the yoke of auto-

cratic and arbitrary leadership. The professional labor leader

should be relegated to the scrap heap, and only the intelligent,

conservative and diplomatic members of the organizations

elected to such responsibile positions. The tenure of office

should be dependent upon the maintenance of harmonious re-

lations with the employer. Those who are contentious and

arrogant should be considered unsafe; those who misrepresent

facts, deceive their membership and practice dishonorable meth-

ods should be gotten rid of absolutely.

The organizations should confine themselves to controllable

units. If there are momentous questions involving the possible

loss of position and the savings of a lifetime, the membership

and not the irresponsible officers should decide the matter.

There should be calm debate and most careful consideration

of everj' phase of the controversy. The voting power should

be secret and sacred, free from intimidation or official influence.

There should be a free expression of ideas and brotherly con-

sideration for those of different views. The minority is quite

frequently in the right.

When a contract or agreement is made, it should be sacred;

no flimsy pretext gotten up to serve a temporary purpose

should be permitted to break it. The commercial world is

founded upon credit. He who breaks his word is ostracized.

It must be so between employee and employers.

The general foremen have a greater power to bring about

right conditions than any other influence. They are generally
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from the ranks. They are in constant touch with the managers,

and close to the rank and file. Their knowledge of the right

and the wrong is born of j-ears of experience, and carries con-

viction. The time is opportune to commence this work. The

men are sick of the mistakes of their leaders ; they are tired

of unsuccessful strife, and ready to do business on business

principles.

The Cleveland Federation of Labor recently adopted resolu-

tions to bring about more friendly relations with employers.

Labor will find no great difficulty in reaching common ground

and harmonious relations everywhere, if they are disposed to

apply the Golden Rule literally to their efforts.

THE FOREMEX AND SHOP EFFICIENCY.

W. G. Reyer, general foreman of the Nashville, Chattanooga

& St. Louis at Nashville, Tenn., presented an extensive paper

on How Can Shop Foremen Best Promote Efficiency, in which

he outlined his ideas as to the amount and kind, of supervision

which should be provided for at different size shops. He said

that an organization was not up to standard if the head of any

department could not be taken off the job for a reasonable

length of time and the department keep up the work as if he

were present. Moreover, any position of any importance should

have a man who at a moment's notice will be able to fill it

satisfactorily, if it is vacated. He also advocated a high degree

of specialization of the work and described fully how this was

accomplished at the Nashville shops. The labor conditions at

that place differ greatly from those at most of the railway

shops in this coimtry and his intention was not to recommend

that the detailed practices at Nashville be considered as ideal

for application to other shops, but rather to give some idea of

the extent to which the specialization of work and tools may be

carried with good results. The members generally seemed to

agree that the specialization of the work, both in the locomotive

shops and in the engine houses, would add greatly to the out-

put and efficiency, provided the details were carefully worked

out to suit the local conditions.

ADV.ANCE IXFORMATIOX ABOUT ENGINES TO BE SHOPPED.

C. L. Dickert, assistant master mechanic of the Central of

Georgia, Macon, Ga., described the method in use on that road,

whereby the shop foremen are advised 30 days before an en-

gine is received as to just what class of repairs will be re-

quired and are given detail information as to the condition of

the various parts. They can thus arrange to have the necessary

material on hand and make such preparations as to require a

minimum amount of time in putting the engine through the

shop. The discussion brought out the fact that similar meth-

ods were being used on several other roads with good success.

Trouble may be caused by lack of accuracy on the part of those

who prepare this advance information, thus making the report

practically useless. However, this may be overcome by a closer

co-operation and better understanding between the shop au-

thorities and those in charge of the engine while it is in service.

Even with the best of attention it will occasionally happen that

parts will be found needing repairs or renewal which were not

touched upon in the advance report, and some parts w'hich

may have been reported as needing renewal may be found in

a condition suitable for further service. With proper pre-

cautions, however, such cases should be few in number and

should not interfere with the proper working out of this sys-

tem. The association voted unanimously to recommend the

providing of 30 to 60 days advance information on all engines

to be shopped.

SHOP SUPERVISION.

W. W. Scott, general foreman of the Pere Marquette,

Saginaw, Mich., read a report on Shop Supervision Under

Local Conditions. Among the more important things he advo-

cated were a frequent interchange of information among the

shop foremen so that they migth co-operate with each other

to better advantage; advance information as to the condition

of engines to be shopped; the proper balancing of the work-

in the shops ; a high degree of specialization on the part of both

men and tools ; changing the workmen from one class of work
to another occasionally to stimulate greater interest; and hav-

ing the foremen visit other shops to get new ideas and in-

spiration. Labor conditions have a direct influence on shop

efficiency and must be carefully handled. Mr. Scott's paper
was verj- thoroughly discussed, representatives of the different

roads giving in detail outhnes of the organization of their

shops.

The most important thing that was brought out was the value

of having demonstrators in both the machine and erecting

shops. The shop foremen are so busy in directing their forces

and securing the necessary output that they do not have time

to go into the details of the various operations closely. It is,,

therefore, advisable to have a man, or men, whose sole duty it

is to see that the men understand how to do the work prop-

erly and to devise schemes for securing greater efficiency. In

some shops where new men are constantly being hired the

breakage of machines and material, because of ignorance, is a

most serious matter and a demonstrator could make important

savings by taking these men in hand and seeing that they

understood the operation of the machine tools to which they

were assigned. Very often a rearrangement of machinery or

the provision of auxiliarj- equipment or kinks will greatly in-

crease the efficiency and output of a certain man or tool, and
it is the duty of the demonstrators to develop these things. It

was as a result of the discussion of this paper that a resolution

was presented near the close of the convention recommending

the employment of a shop demonstrator in shops of 15 pits or

over. It was unanimously carried.

SHOP SPECIALIZ.\TION.

W. T. Gale, demonstrator of the Chicago & North Western

shops, Chicago, read a paper on this subject, in which he out-

lined the methods that had been adopted at the Chicago shops

for specializing the work of the various departments. When
this was started several years ago one gang was considered

at a time, that for rods being reorganized first. The machines

were relocated and hoists and other facilities provided so that

the work progressed from one point to another quickly and

regularly. This proved so satisfactory that it was extended

to all parts of the machine and erecting shop. In the discus-

sion it was suggested that a shop schedule for the repair of the

engines should accompany the speciahzing of the work. In

rearranging machines it is important that proper consideration

be given to the light and that the material should in all cases

move forward through the successive operations to the point

where it is finally finished and should never retrace its course.

C. L. Dickert, of the Central of Georgia, said that the output

of the shops at Macon had been increased 25 per cent., due to

the introduction of specialized work. It led the men to an-

ticipate their wants and to think ahead, always keeping a

proper supply of material on hand. Each workman has his

special tools and sees that they are kept in first-class con-

dition and are always available for use. If the work is not

delivered to them promptly they immediately take the matter

up with the foreman.

ENGINE HOUSE EFFICIENCY.

William Hall, general machine shop foreman of the Chicago

& North Western, Escanaba, Mich., read an extensive paper on

this subject. The engine house foremen should plan ahead and

should be properly supported by the higher officers. The road

foremen of engines can help considerably by educating the

engineers in the making out of accurate work reports and in

leaving the engines in such condition at the terminal that they

can be taken into the house as quickly as possible. The work-

men must have clean, light and comfortable surroundings, if

the greatest efficiency is to be expected. The engines should

also be thoroughly cleaned, thus enabling fractured parts.
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which inay result in serious failures, to be more easily dis-

covered. The engine house should have its ow^n equipment

of tools and should be segregated from the back shop. Special-

izing the work will stimulate the development of labor-saving

<levices and kinks. A hot water boiler washing out and clean-

ing plant is necessary to secure the best results. The coal

chutes, water tanks, sand towers and ash pits should be ar-

ranged so that the engines can be handled into the house with

as little loss of time as possible. A fair supply of staple ar-

ticle should be kept in stock so that delays will not occur, due

to their absence.

W. F. Fowler, engine house foreman of the Northern Pacific

at Billings, Mont., emphasized the fact that low cost represents

efficiency only when it is accompanied by a high mileage per

engine failure, a high average mileage per engine per month,

and a high mileage between repairs. The engine house fore-

man must keep in close touch with the transportation depart-

ment in order that he may know in advance of the condition

or failure of engines which are coming in and that he may
handle the work in the engine house to the best advantage.

One man should be responsible for each class of work. A boiler

washing out plant should be provided. Suggestions from the

men as to improvements should always receive consideration

and they should be given credit for such as it is found ad-

visable to adopt. The salaries of the foreman and assistant

foreman should be enough higher than those of the skilled

mechanics to make these positions attractive.

Other members brought out the importance of cutting down

to the lowest possible extent the time required for handling an

engine over the cinder pits, giving it the necessary supplies and

getting it into the house, thus giving more time to the repair

work. In many cases work reported by the traveling engineer,

which cannot be done before the engine has to leave the ter-

minal, is lost sight of because no means are provided for keep-

ing a proper record of it until it is completed. The best sys-

tem of doing this appears to be in use on the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern. When the engineer comes into the round-

house he dictates a report of all the work to be done to the

roundhouse clerk, who copies it in a book. The same thing

is done with the inspector's report, or with the report of the

traveling engineer or any other officer. The clerk then copies

each item on a separate form, which shows the clerk's number,

the engine number, and the work to be done. These slips are

distributed through the foremen to the workmen. If it is not

advisable to do a certain piece of work at the time, the slip is

turned back into a box marked "unfinished work." The same

thing is true if the day men are unable to complete the jobs

before they leave. These slips in the "unfinished" box are

then redistributed when the night force comes on, or, if the

engine has left the house are held until it returns again, when

the work is done.

Two or three of the members told of logs which are kept,

on which are recorded any unusual condition, so that when the

foreman is relieved for the day his successor will have a clear

understanding of anything which happened during the day that

might be helpful to him. One of the members criticised the use

of the locomotive crane for coaling engines, and in reply, an-

other one told of the work these cranes are doing on the South-

ern Pacific, the coal being handled as cheaply, or more cheaply

all things being considered, as on the other roads and with as

great success. The Pere Marquette at Saginaw, Mich., gives

a bonus to the inspectors for finding work which was not done

properly and might cause an engine failure if not remedied.

Several members spoke of the advisability of keeping the en-

gines clean to facilitate inspection and because of the effect on

the traveling public. Means should be taken to see that the

roundhouse foreman, has. at least, some of his Sundays ofl.

Terminal delays should be traced just as carefully and thor-

oughly as are engine failures. The Chicago & North Western
is securing good results in reducing the number of engine fail-

ures at Boone, la., by periodically inspecting difTercnt parts

which might cause trouble.

RECLAIMING SCR.'il'.

Three papers were presented on this s^ibject, one by William

Hall, general machine shop foreman of the Chicago & Xorth

Western, Escanaba, Mich.; another by C. H. Voges, general fore-

man of the Big Four at Bellefontaine, Ohio, and a third by T. H.
Ogden, general foreman of the Santa Fe at Las Vegas, N. M.
Mr. Hall called attention to the necessity of having a good prac-

tical man, who is familiar with the different parts of both loco-

motives and cars, in charge. One of the greatest mistakes now
being made on many railways is in allowing usable material to

get into the scrap at all, and means should be taken to prevent

it. He advocated the establishment of reclaiming plants at all

division headquarters and briefly described the arrangement and

equipment of such plants on the Chicago & North Western at

Chicago and Winona, Minn. During the year 1911 $50,000 was
saved in old bolts alone on that system, and during the same
period there was a saving of about $26,000 on nuts, track spikes,

and brake lever pins. The total savings made during the months

of October, November and December, 1911, and January, 1912.

were $12,881.36, $9,989.86, $8,655.31 and $8,192.16, respectively.

At several points on the system the old waste taken from both

locomotives and cars is renovated and soaked in oil for a certain

time, after which it is allowed to drain and is used again. Waste
having babbitt in it is burned and the babbitt reclaimed. Old

car sills are used for flooring in engine houses and for other

building purposes. Boiler lagging is ground in a home-made ma-
chine, mi.xed with water and lime and used over again. All

scrap car brasses on which there is any babbitt and which

are not defective are placed in a melting-out furnace and

the foreign substances removed. They are then tinned and

rebabbitted.

All cinders, clinkers, ashes and slag from coal and oil furnaces

are cracked into small pieces and washed in a revolving machine.

.^11 sweepings from the foundry are also put through this wash-

ing machine. It is so arranged that the dirt in the refuse is car-

ried away by the w-ater and the brass remains in the washer.

These washings are used in making, new car brasses. The babbitt

melted out of scrap car brasses is poured into ingots and allowed

to accumulate in lots of about 50 or 60 ingots ; from these sample

drillings are taken and analyzed. The proper metals necessary

to bring it up to a standard metal are added and the metal is

used instead of new material. A very large saving is efifected by

this practice. Scrap copper from batteries, scrap copper wire and

scrap headlight reflectors are all melted up and used in the manu-

facture of brass. Brass borings containing babbitt, steel or iron

are run through a magnetic separator and used in the manu-

facture of brass also.

Mr. Voges described the arrangement of the scrap bins and

the equipment used for reclaiming scrap at Bellefontaine. All

dirty waste gathered up around the plant is boiled and cleaned,

the apparatus cleaning on an average of 160 lbs. of waste a day.

T. H. Ogden emphasized the necessity of keeping serviceable ma-

terial from getting into the scrap. This is a particularly hard

problem at the smaller points where it is not possible to have

an expert in charge of the scrap.

C. L. Dickert. of the Central of Georgia, told how old arch

bars were split and reduced on reclaiming rolls. Particular at-

tention is given to utilizing all of the scrap pieces of high speed

steel and forging them to sizes which can be used in tool holders.

Carbon steel scrap is used for makin.g chisels, calking tools,

center punches, etc. Old brasses are melted and used for casting

on driving box hub liners. Old air hose is spliced and used on

work cars and cabooses.

J. S. Sheafe of the Illinois Central told of how the scrap is

re-rolled at Burnside; also how the I-beam section brakebeams

are reinforced, making them stronger than when new : how the

paint slops and scums gathered up at different points on the road

are boiled in oil and used over again, making a first class paint.
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how the car brasses are reclaimed and also how the air hose

which is not too badly worn is spliced and used on company cars.

C. M. Newman of the Atlantic Coast Line at Rocky Mount,

N. C, told how they used old flues for washers by cutting them

to 3-ft. lengths, heating them in a furnace, flattening them and

pressing the washers out on a standard press for that purpose.

Mr. Hall had referred to the reclaiming of driving box grease,

but several of the members who had tried to remelt such grease

were skeptical as to the results. He gave a detailed description

of how this work was done. The grease is placed in a can and

a certain amount of water added. This can is then placed inside

of a larger one, into which a steam jet is allowed to play. This

softens the grease without burning it, and any particles of metal

or heavy material sink to the bottom of the can, and can easily

be removed. Tallow is added to make the composition of the

grease the same as when received from the maker. Another

member had obtained equally as good results in a similar man-

ner. The grease thus reclaimed, however, is not used for driving

box purposes, but for rod cups, etc. On the Pere Marquette at

Saginaw, Mich., the old axles are forged into follower plates.

RELATION OF TESTS TO SHOP EFFICIENCY.

J. S. Sheafe, engineer of tests of the Illinois Central, read a

paper on this subject, in which he deplored the waste of time

and energy caused by too much formality on most roads in ad-

vising the engineer of tests as to difficulties in the shop, which

could be remedied by referring them to him for investigation. As

an illustration of the way in which this is handled by the Illinois

Central, he cited the following incident: The steel used for ec-

centric set screws was giving trouble. It would not machine

properly and was delaying the work. Inside of one hour after

the gang foreman had called the attention of the general fore-

man to the difficulty, a request was on the way to the purchasing

agent for samples of hex steel suitable for machining and case

hardening for this class of work. From the samples submitted

tests were made resulting in the selection of a steel much su-

perior to anything before offered. While it is the business of

the engineer of tests to locate trouble, it is safe to assume that in

such a case only the merest chance would have brought it to his

attention. Had this co-operation been lacking and the matter

been reported through regular channels, it is questionable how

much time would have elapsed before the trouble was cleared.

In the meantime the general foreman would have been using a

steel unsuited to his needs. The labor item in making these set

screws was cut SO per cent.

Mr. Sheafe also suggested that a saving could be made by

having tests of the tool steel, drills, taps, etc., made on practical

work in the shop, with the co-operation of the foreman and under

the direction of a representative of the test department. When
these tests are made in the laboratory no useful work is

performed.

ADDRESSES.

James F. DeVoy, assistant superintendent motive power of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, in an address at the afternoon

session on the first day suggested that an important feature of

the association should be to determine the best way of performing

various shop operations.

C. E. Gossett, general master mechanic of the Minneapolis &
St. Louis, in an address on Thursday afternoon referred to the

seriousness of the labor situation. It varies at different points

throughout the country and it is up to the shop authorities and

foremen who are in close touch with the workmen to handle the

situation wisely, taking all of the local conditions into considera-

tion. He also told of the monthly mechanical meetings which are

held in his office to which all of the mechanical department offi-

cers and foremen, and any of the other employees who wish, are

cordially invited. These meetings are growing in popularity and

are productive of splendid results. The master mechanics and

shop foremen also gather regularly at the storehouse and examine

the different parts of the stock critically, weeding out any ma-

terial that does not promise to be of use. He also commented on

the seriousness of the apprentice situation. More care should

be taken in selecting and developing apprentices. As far as

possible they should be taken from the families of employees in

the shop town so that they can live at home. They do not re-

ceive sufficient compensation during apprenticeship to live away
from home, and are subjected to influences which keep them

from getting a proper conception of their responsibilities.

OTHER BUSINESS.

The convention held two sessions a day for the first three days

and intended to do the same on Friday, but discontinued the

afternoon session to accept an invitation from W. L. Park, vice-

president and general manager of the Illinois Central, to visit

the Burnside shops near Chicago. .-^ special train was provided

and a large number of the members made the trip. It was of

particular interest because a strike is supposed to be in progress

at these shops. They were found to be in a very orderly, busi-

ness-like condition, with apparently a full force, and working

close to 100 per cent, efficiency.

The election of officers was held during the middle of the

convention, and the results were reported in our last week's is-

sue. Mr. Pickard was re-elected president by acclamation and

against his wishes. The exceptional success of the convention

was largely due to his efforts during the year and to the way in

which he conducted the meetings. He finally consented to ac-

cept the position another year and almost before the convention

had adjourned had the committee work for next year planned

out and under way. The five committees which have thus far

been appointed cover the subjects of Shop Schedules, Driving

Box Shop Practice, Engine House Efficiency, Apprenticeship, and

the Maintenance of Superheater Locomotives.

NEW RAIL SECTIONS.

The experiences of the past few years culminating with the

past winter have brought out considerable new information with

reference to the existing rail situation. It became evident sev-

eral years ago that the A. S. C. E. section was unsuited for the

modern requirements as the number of breakages, especially of

a typical half-moon base failure, were becoming too great. The
demand for a heavier base was met by the design of the A. R. A.

New C. & N. W. 100-lb. Rail Section.

sections which have shown a great improvement. Their be-

havior the past winter as compared with the A. S. C. E. section

was very gratifying. The experience of the Harriman Lines

shown graphically on page 1337 in the issue of the Railway Age

Gazette of June 14, 1912, illustrates this behavior as compared

with the A. S. C. E. section, showing that the number of fail-

ures of the A. R. A. rail did not fluctuate to any extent with

variations in temperature, while this did not hold true of the
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A. S. C. E. section. It is reported that individual records kept

of 2,317 miles of A. R. A. rail on this system showed only one

base failure during the extreme cold weather.

A number of very careful students of this subject think there

is room for still further improvements along this line to elim-

inate to an even greater extent these base failures which usually

start near the center of the base and work up towards the

fillets between the base and the web. Three new sections have

recently been designed and rolled- looking towards this end.

The Chicago & North Western is using a 100-lb. rail this year

of a design prepared by E. C. Carter, chief engineer, which has

a very heavy base. It consists essentially of a 90-lb. head on a

100-lb. base, with the additional metal added on the bottom. It

is very similar to the Pennsylvania section, the greatest dif-

ference being in the width of base. The Chicago & North

Western section is 5 9/64 in. wide, while the Pennsylvania sec-

tion is 5 in. wide. The base of the Chicago & North Western

section is 35/64 in. thick at the outer edge. The other dimen-

sions are shown on the accompanying drawing.

Dr. P. H. Dudley, of the New York Central Lines, has de-

signed a new section for both 80 and 90-lb. rail, the principal

difference of which is the larger fillet between the base and the

web. Instead of the customary 5/16 in. radius, a radius of 1

in. is used, adding 3 lbs. more metal per lineal yard to the sec-

THE RAILWAYS OF GREECE.*

New Dudley 90-lb Rail Section.

tion, and placing it at the location commonly regarded as the

weak part of the rail. With this exception the section is made

the same as the existing section, so the rail can be used inter-

changeably with the present section of the same weight. Be-

cause of the increase in this fillet it was necessary to design a

new angle bar, which, however, will fit the old as well as the

new rail, so that while the old angle bar cannot be used with the

new rail, the new one can be used on either the new or the old

section. This section has been designed for both 80 and 90-lb.

rail. Twenty-five hundred tons have already been rolled for the

Rutland, where temperatures of 40 degrees below zero are

encountered.

The Illinois Steel Company is also e.xperimenting with a new
section of 110 lbs. weight at its south works, Chicago, but has

not rolled any of this section for commercial purposes. This

section is similar to that used on the German railways with the

upper surface of the base broken at two angles. This raises the

junction of the base and the web providing much additional

metal at this point, although the radius of the fillet itself is not

materially increased.

To improve the connection with Kiev, Russia, the follow-

ing lines are under consideration: Uman-Nikolaev, 180 miles,

and Kherson-Dchakoy, 109 miles, as well as the auxiliary

lines: Kerch-Kwaloni, Novobelitza-Tchernigov-Kiev, Kiev-

Sumy, Bielgorod-Tzaritzyn.

The kingdom of Greece has an area of abuut 25,000 square
miles, a population of 2,700.000 and is bordered by the sea on all

sides except along its northern frontier. Its coasts are so in-

dented by deep gulfs that some forty years ago Mr. Manitakis,

the minister of public works, said that Greece was so well pro-

vided with natural waterways that she had no need of any
others.

As a matter of fact, railway development in Greece has beerh

exceedingly slow. Except for the plains of Thessaly, the country
is rolling and mountainous. The arable land is scarcely 18 per
cent, of the total. Greece does not raise enough wheat to meet
home consumption. The other products are raisins (near
Corinth), olives and olive oil, tobacco and wine. There is a
little grazing for sheep and goats. The mines produce lead and
zinc. Finally, near Athens, there are some important marble
quarries. The principal industries are silk weaving in Thessaly,
tanneries and boat building. While the methods of land communi-
cation are not very well developed, the commercial marine has a
registration of 350,000 tons, and is of some importance. The ex-
ports from Greece amount to about $50,000,000 a year, nearly all

to European countries (32 per cent, to England). With the ex-
ception of Trikala and Larissa, nearly all of the cities of Greece
are situated either on the coast or near it.

It has only been within the last few years that the improve-
ment in the financial situation of Greece has made it possible

for her to take up the matter of inland communication and en-

gage actively in railway construction.

The Greek railways in operation comprise about 950 miles, as

follows

:

Piraeus & Athens 6 miles
Thessaly 144 "

Peloponnesus 466 **

Attica 47 "
Northwestern 37 "

Pyrgos & Katukolo 8 "

Hellenic 242 "

Piraeus &• Athens.—This, the earliest railway in Greece, was
built by Nicholas Zink, an engineer from Bavaria. The line

is of 4 ft. 8H in, gage, has a length of 5,36 miles, and connect!

the principal seaport, Piraeus, with Athens. The line was opened
for traffic in 1869,

It now has an underground connection to the center of Athens,

so that the total length of the line is six miles. In 1504 electric

traction was installed and 60 or 70 trains are run daily, thus

putting Athens within 18 minutes of its port. This is the most
prosperous of all the Greek roads.

Thessaly Railway.—In 1881, when Turkey ceded Thessaly to

Greece, a meter gage line was built from Volo to Larissa by way
of Velestina, about 37.5 miles, with a branch (89 miles) from
Velestina to Kalabaka. Later, in 1886, a 23,6 in. gage line, 18

miles long from Volo to Miliaes was built. This little system

connected the most important cities of Thessaly and traversed

a fertile country, and so at once had a paying traffic. On the

Volo-Larissa line there are two passenger trains and one mixed

train in each direction daily, which make the run of 36 miles in 1

hr. 40 min., and 2 hrs. 20 min. respectively. The run from Volo to

Kalabaka (1(X) miles) is made by one passenger and one mixed

train each way daily in 5 hrs. 20 min. and 8 hrs. IS min. re-

spectively.

Railways of the Peloponnesus.—In 1882 the Hellenic bank of

.\thens undertook the construction of several railways in the

Peloponesus. One connected the Piraeus to the most important

port of the country, Patras, and from there it ran, by way of

Pyrgor, to the ruins of Olympus. Another connected the Gulf

of Corinth to the Gulf of Nauplis, These lines, with various

branches, form a system of 465 miles, operated by the Piraeus,

Athens and Peloponnesus Railways, with headquarters at Athens.

About 62 miles of line are now under construction or projected.

•From the Archiv von Eisenbohntiresen.
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The gage is 1 meter. When the net receipts shall have paid a
dividend of 7 per cent, on the capital stock, the company, accord-
ing to the terms of its franchise, must turn over one-half of the
surplus to the state. In 1908 this surplus amounted to $51,213.
The passenger service on the main line from the Piraeus and

Athens to Olympus is carried on by two trains in each direction
daily, and twice a week there is an express from the Piraeus
and Athens to Patras, connecting with steamers for Brindisi and
Trieste. The time from the Piraeus to Olympus (218 miles) is

14 hours, and that of the run of the special express (143 miles)
15

7^ hours. From Piraeus to Patras the first-class passenger fare

is $S, ?nd the second-class $3.60. The fares on the special ex-

press are $6.74 for parlor cars, $5.68 for first-class and $4.73 for

second-class,

The fran^'nise of this company expires in 1981, but the state

^n exercise its right of purchase at any lime after 1915.

Attica Railtiay.—In order to facilitate the traffic of the Laurion

mines, which have been known since remote antiquity, and which

yield silver, lead, copper and zinc, the Greek government in 1882,

granted a franchise to a Belgian mining company for the con-

struction of the road from Athens to Laurion (41 miles), and

from Heraclea to Strophilus (4.6 miles). These lines were

opened in 1885. The cost was something more than $1,080,000.

The lines have a gage of 1 meter.

Northwestern Railway.—The Northwestern lines, having a

length of 27 miles and a gage of 1 meter, connect Missolonghi

and Agrinion. From Kalyvra, 6 miles from Agrinion, a line is

projected to Arta on the Turkish frontier, 25 miles, in addition

to which a line of about 62 miles is under consideration, to run

from Krioneri, to connect with the road from the Piraeus and

Athens to Larissa.

Pyrgos & Katakolo Railway.—The second railway of Greece

in point of age is that connecting Pyrgos with Katakolo, opposite

the island of Zante, in the Ionian sea. The road has a length

of 8 miles, a gage of 1 meter, and was opened for traffic in 1882.

Hellenic Raihi'ays.—This line, starting from the Piraeus and

running, by way of Athens, Thebes, Livadia and Larissa to the

frontier, where it connects with the Turkish line from Salonica

to Monastir, is of the highest importance for the economic

development of Greece, because of its connection with the rail-

way systems of central Europe.

The section from the Piraeus and .\thens to Demirli (189

miles) was finished in 1908, as well as the branches from

Schimatari to Chalcis (14 miles) ; and from Lamia to Stylis

(10.5 miles). That from Demirli to Larissa (28.5 miles) was

opened for traffic in July, 1909. But the governments of the two

countries Iklxc nn\ yet been able to come to an agreement as to

connections, because of the important role that the junction will

have from a military standpoint. Yet until the connection is

made, the Greek railway can only count upon a comparatively

small income. But even when it has been established, the connec-

tion with the European system will hardly return due compen-
sation for the amount ($7,7S8,880) invested in the road, especially

if that connection is not made at or near Salonica, as Greece,

wishes it to be. but at Karaferia, 42 miles farther east, according

to the Turkish plans.

Either in case no agreement is reached between Greece and
Turkey, or during the delay preceding such an agreement, which
the present political situation makes probable, the Hellenic com-
pany will be obliged to establish communication with Salonica

by means of a steam ferry service ; but this will by no mean*
furnish an adequate substitute for a direct rail connection.

According to the terms of the franchise, the Hellenic Railway

Company must turn over 35 per cent, of its income exceed-

ing $1,940 per mile operated, but if the income exceeds $5,8(X)

per mile, the state has a right to one-half the net income. These

conditions are still far from being reached, but the international

traffic is susceptible of great development with India on the one

side, and with Europe on the otlier. As for the latter, it may
be remarked that the undulating profile of the Bosnian railways

will not lend itself readily to an international traffic. Hence it is

reasonable to think that the Turkish connection will be made

before long, connecting Greece with Europe via the Piraeus,

Salonica. Uskub, Belgrade and Vienna, thus giving ready ac-

cess to Greece by through trains and without any transshipment

of freight.

CENTER-CAB-CONTROL ELECTRIC SWITCH-
ING LOCOMOTIVE.

An electric switching locomotive has been introduced on the

New York, New Haven & Hartford which differs radically from

the other locomotives of this type in that it has only one oper-

ating and controlHng equipment, which is mounted in the center

of the cab. The engineer can thus operate the locomotive in

either direction without changing his position. The master con-

troller is suspended from the roof of the cab as shown on the

drawing. The complete cab is of the "steeple type" with the

control cab in the center, and two sloping end hoods protecting

the control and auxiHary apparatus.

Articulated truck construction is used and the truck frames

are placed directly outside the wheels and are steel castings of

the usual bar type, having straight pedestals with removable

ip/i Trolley

- 3?'- 6'BetKreefi Knuckle Faces

General Arrangement of New Haven Center-Cab-Control Switching Locomotive.
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gibs. Tile pulling and buffing strains arc taken by the truck

frames, which are joined at the center of the locomotive by a

draw-bar. Semi-elliptic springs are placed directly over the

journal boxes, and the springs of each truck are connected to

equalizing bars, but no cross etjualization is used.

Four 192 h. p., 25 cycle, single-phase, alternating-current rail-

way motors of the W'estinghouse type are used. On the end of

each motor armature shaft is a pinion which meshes with a

steel-rimmed gear. These gears are mounted rigidly on a quill

which surrounds the axle with a sufficient clearance. The quills

are carried in bearings in the motor frame. Helical springs

transmit the motor tractive effort from the gears to the wheels.

The motors arc thus spring-supported, and the center of grav-

ity of the locomotive is at a suitable height above the rail. The

cab bolsters are of cast steel. The main driving wheels are 63

in. in diameter and have 56 in. cast steel spoke centers.

Since these locomotives are to operate only on the New Haven

system, no provision has been made for operating on direct

DROP TESTING MACHINE FOR CAST IRON
WHEELS.

End View of New Haven Switching Locomotive.

current. The control equipment is simple and is of the Westing-

house electro-pneumatic unit switch type. The main circuit ap-

paratus consists of a high tension oil circuit breaker, trans-

former, switch group, three preventive coils and two reversers.

The auxiliary control circuit, the energization of which is deter-

mined by the movement of the master controller handle, is sup-

plied by a 20-volt storage battery, a motor-generator set being

used to charge this battery. However, the battery usually floats

on the line while the motor-generator supplies the control cir-

cuit ; in case of accident to the motor-generator set the battery

is ready for immediate use. Completely equipped this locomotive

weighs 154.700 lbs. It is capable of exerting a maximum tractive

effort of 40,000 lbs. at speeds up to six miles per hour.

BY .\NDREVV LAUTERBACH.

A new drop testing machine for cast iron wheels, designed

by the writer, has recently been installed at the Mt. Clare

shops of the Baltimore & Ohio for the use of the test bureau.

The foundation is of concrete, and the top of the 1,600 lb. cast

iron anvil is made flush with the top of the concrete, so that

the wheels may be easily rolled over the anvil and dropped

The Arzanias-Simbrisk-Kinel line is proposed in Russia

to improve the connection between Moscow and the principal

consum.er of cotton—the industrial district of Ivanovo-Voz-

nessensk—and Ferghana. Drop Testing Machine for Cast Iron Wheels.
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on the bearing blocks, of which there are three. These blocks

are of cast steel, insuring better wear than if made of cast

iron. They are held in position in pockets by a spider inside of

a 2 in. X J4 i"- circular shaped iron, with tap bolts in the end

of each block.

The columns are 8 in. I-beams, 34.5 lbs. to the foot, and a

clear drop of 14 ft. is provided. A 1,500 lb. pneumatic hoist

is used. It is suspended from the top of the framework, and
is controlled by a three-waj' cock, which is operated by a rod.

The guides are made of 3 in. x 4 in. x 1/2 in. T's, which swing
clear of the wheel, thus facilitating the placing and removing
of the wheels. The guides, however, are 2 in. from the wheel

when it is in position for testing. The cast steel tups are

made 140 and 200 lbs. in weight and have the striking faces

hardened. The wire rope, which connects the tups with the

hoisting cylinder is Ji in. in diameter, and has a swivel at the

fixed end to provide for the twisting of the rope. Flat hooks

hold the guides in position when testing, and are hinged so as

to drop clear when not in use. This drop testing machine

displaces an old machine, which was worn out, and conforms

to the M. C. B. standards. It will be used for testing new
and failed cast iron wheels and for other experimental pur-

poses.

VENTILATION OF THE PENNSYLVANIA
TUNNELS AT NEW YORK CITY.

BY B. W. BENNETT. M. E.

In the design of the ventilating system for the Pennsylvania

tunnels leading from the station at Seventh avenue and

Thirty-third street under the Hudson river to Hackensack,

.\. J., and under the East river to Long Island City, and run-

ning the full width of Manhattan Island, two main factors

had to be considered. First, it was absolutely necessary that

sufficient ventilation be supplied to make the tunnels safe under

all emergency conditions, and second, it was highly desirable

that such a standard of purity be maintained that passengers

should suffer no discomfort during times of normal operation,

due allowance being made for occasional irregular spacing of

trains. In order to obtain these results, it was decided to main-

tain a standard of purity in the cars of not more than eight

parts of carbon dioxide in 10,000 parts of air. This was
equivalent to supply 30 cu. ft. of air per minute to each pas-

senger, and in the case of the tunnels under the East river

was equal to approximately a 20-minute air change. To insure

that the full amount of air desired be suplied to the occupants

of the cars, it was decided to deliver to the tunnels 50 cu. ft.

of air per minute per person, or two-third more than was
actually required to maintain the desired standard of purity.

A forced draft system was adopted in which the air is

introduced in a stream of constant flow, through a divided

Ha^hensack Portal

nozzle on each side of the tunnel through expanding outlets,

placed in the bench walls. In every case these outlets direct

the flow of the air stream in the direction of traffic. After the

installation, it was found by test that a decided injector effect

was obtained by the use of these special outlets. This effect

was so pronounced in the case of the North tunnel under the

Hudson river, that a strong current of air was induced, which

flowed from the east entrance of the t,unnel toward the fan,

which is placed about 750 ft. from this entrance and blows

toward the west end of the tunnel.

In this system there is an absence of obstructing duct work
m the tunnels, thus leaving the side benches entirely free for

walkways. The ducts leading from the fans to the various

nozzles were designed in each case to suit local conditions,

particular attention being paid to the elimination of sharp

bends, which would result in losses due to friction. Care was
also taken that there should be no abrupt changes in cross

section in these ducts, as such changes would result in sudden

changes in the velocity of the air and a consequent loss due

to conversion and eddy currents. The tunnels are so con-

structed thai each tube is entirely separated from the others,

thus preventing the by-passing of air between the tubes.

There are 14 fans in all, 12 of which are used as supply

fans. The other two fans which are located at First avenue

are exhausters, and draw the air from the terminal area

through the South tunnels under Thirty-third and Thirty-

fourth streets. These fans were so ararnged in order to pre-

vent the vitiated air. from the North tunnels under these streets

from being blown up into the station proper.

"Sirocco" fans, made by the .American Blower Company,

Detroit, Mich., are used, having wheels of the multiblade. drum

type. Some of the fans are double inlet, and others are of the

single inlet type. The fans are all belted to induction motors

and are equipped with three step cone pulleys, by which speeds

of 70 per cent, and 40 per cent, of the maximum cm be ob-

tained. Anemometer tests in the tunnels showed that the

average air velocity due to the operation of the fans alone

was about eight miles an hour, but this is increased to as high

as 30 miles an hour due to the piston action of the trains.

The connection with Odessa. Russia, is to be improved

by three lines of the total length of 45 mil< s. As the neces-

sity of establishing a short route between Odessa and Xiko-

laev. Sebastopol, and other ports of the Black and .\zov

seas has been fully recognized, the Odessa-Taganvog line

is proposed. This 240-mile line will pass through an ex-

tremely rich country and will besides be of the greatest

strategical importance. The Odessa-Akkerm^n-Leovo and

Akkerman-Bolgrad lines will be built to meet the require-

ments of the fertile province of Bessarab-a, which up to now
I as scarcely had any railways.

Location of Fans in Pennsylvania Tunnels
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Suit has been brought against the Atlantic Coast Line for

violation of the federal hours of service law. It is alleged that

a telegraph operator was kept on duty 11 hours a day on 20

separate occasions.

Charles Hansel, consulting engineer, who was in charge of

the revaluation of railways and canals of New Jersey, has been

retained by the state of Michigan to make valuations of certain

railway properties in that state.

The Chicago offices of the American Railway Association, in-

cluding the headquarters of the committee on relations between

railways and the special committee on relations of railway

operation to legislation, have been moved from the Grand Cen-

tral station to 1972 Transportation building.

A number of members of the Industrial Workers of the World

on construction work on the Grand Trunk Pacific between

Hazelton, B. C, and Burns Lake are reported to have struck.

It is understood that no demands have been made on the con-

tractors for higher wages or different conditions of labor.

The Boston Elevated has reached an agreement with the em-

ployees who struck on June 7. The settlement provides that

there be no discrimination against union men and that the union

be recognized. The determination of the ratings of the strikers

who are to be taken back is left to the state board of concilia-

tion and arbitration, and future disputes are to be settled by

that board.

The National Railways of Mexico have made public a despatch

to the effect that all lines are in operation with the e-xception

of the Cuernovaca line and the Mexican Central line between

Santa Rosalie and Juarez. There has been some trouble recently

south of Chihuahua, several bridges having been burned, but it

is understood that the line is now in operation between Torreon

and Chihuahua.

The House committee on interstate commerce has ordered a

favorable report on a bill introduced by Representative Martin

to amend Section 2 of the federal hours of service law so as to

reduce the hours of continuous service of telegraphers from nine

hours to eight hours, and also applying this portion of the law

to signal operators. A further amendment exempting from the

provisions of the act trains of not more than two cars was
adopted.

Judge Archibald, in answering the impeachment articles

brought against him by the House of Representatives before the

Senate sitting as a court, formally replied to each of the 13 ar-

ticles of impeachment that, even if true, they did not consti-

tute an impeachable offense, a high crime or misdemeanor.

Judge Archibald admitted his interest in Katydid culm bank, but

denied that he took advantage of his position on the bench to

induce railway officers to deal with him and his partner.

All lines entering Kansas City have agreed that on the opening

of the new Union station they will establish a joint uptown Union
ticket office, to be operated by the Kansas City Terminal Railway

Company. The ticket offices maintained by the individual lines

will then be abolished. The committee to work out the details

will consist of H. H. Adams, president of the Kansas City Ter-

minal, and the following lines : The Santa Fe, the Union Pacific,

the Rock Island, the St. Louis & San Francisco and the Alton.

The semi-annual "get-together" meeting and luncheon of the

Chicago Great Western Station Agents' Association was held

at the hotel Stratford, Chicago, on July 20. One hundred and
thirty-five agents and officials were in attendance. President

Felton made an address of welcome and short talks were given

by agents on the handling of perishable freight, the handling

and caring for live stock and passenger traffic. G. A. Brown,
superintendent of car service, spoke on the prevention of car

shortages.

The temporary committee of the proposed "See America
First Association." has received a letter from President Taft
regarding the convention to be held this fall, in which he says

in part : "I should think that a conv-ention or an exposition

for the purpose of educating Americans to the glories of their

own country, such as you speak of in your letter to me, would
be highly desirable. 1 am glad to say that, should it be pos-
sible for me to be present at the opening of the convention, I

shall be glad to do so. Should it be within my legal power
to aid the convention by the co-operation of the government
departments, I will do what I can."

Refusal of a New York morning daily to supply copies of
its newspaper for sale in a Sullivan county hamlet, is com-
plained of by a news dealer in a complaint received by the

Public Service Commission, Second district. He says that after

personal interviews in New York City with officials of that paper,

they refused to arrange for the sending of papers to him, claim-

ing that he should purchase his supply from its agent in the

locality. Moreover, he alleges the paper directed distribution

agencies not to furnish him with copies of that newspaper. He
was informed that the commission was without jurisdiction to

entertain his complaint.

The July issue of the Agents' Bulletin of the Missouri Pacific-

Iron Mountain system contains on the first page a letter of ap-

preciation by President B. F. Bush of the loyalty and co-opera-

tion of the officers and employees during his first year with

the companies. On the subject of loyalty, Mr. Bush says: "We
never lose anything by loyalty to the interests we serve.

Loyalty is a solemn obligation every man owes his employer.

It not only raises his own standard of manhood, but it elevates

the esteem in which he is regarded by others. Practically

every successful man has been loyal ; few, indeed, who are not

have ever made even a commonplace mark in life, and none has

ever succeeded in commanding the respect of his fellow men."

Senator Bourne last week introduced a bill at Washington
outlining a new system for railway mail pay. It provides that

the postmaster general ascertain in detail the cost of carrying

the mail and determine the compensation on the basis of a per-

centage profit. All roads built wholly or in part by federal

government land grants on condition that mail be carried are

to receive no compensation beyond the actual cost of the service.

The railways are required to furnish a certain grade of equip-

ment and to carry postal employees without charge. It is made
unlawful for any road to refuse to carry mail, under a penalty

of $5,000 for each refusal. .\ penalty of not more than $20,000

and five years' imprisonment is provided for giving false infor-

mation to the government concerning the cost of service.

As noted in these columns last week, announcement has been

made by the western railways that in order to allow their

freight handlers and clerks to finish their work earlier on

Saturdays during the summer months, and also to secure an

earlier handling of freight on Saturdays, the freight stations

at many of the principal western cities will be closed on Satur-

days at 1 p. m. The plan was put in effect on July 27 by all

roads at Kansas City, Council Bluffs, Omaha, Sioux City. St.

Joseph, Lincoln, Milwaukee and Dubuque, and it is expected

that a similar arrangement will be made at several other large

cities.
' The plan was adopted on the same date at Chicago

by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Chicago & Eastern

Illinois, the Chicago & North Western, the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy. the Chicago Great Western, the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Illi-

nois Central and the Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.

The understanding is that teams will not be permitted to enter

the driveways after 1 o'clock to receive or discharge freight,

but the loads of teams that are on the driveways at 1 o'clock

will be handled. The freight houses in Chicago have been

closing at 4 p. m.. on Saturdays.

Revision of Rule G on the Lackawanna.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has put into effect

the following modification of Rule G of the standard code

:

"In furtherance of the objects of the several federal and state

hours of service laws, employees in engine, train, yard and sta-

tion service are prohibited from using their time while off duty

in a manner that may unfit them for the safe, prompt and ef-

ficient performance of their respective duties for the company.
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They are strictly enjoined and required to use their time while

off duty primarily for obtaining ample rest.

"The use of intoxicants while on or off dut\-, or the visiting

of saloons or places where liquor is sold, incapacitates men for

railway service, and is absolutely prohibited. Any violation of

this rule by employees in engine, train, yard or station service

will be sufficient cause for dismissal."

Coal Production in the United States.

Statistics compiled and issued by the United States Geolog-

ical Survey show that the total production of coal in 1911 was
496,188.308' short tons, valued at the mines at $625,910,113. Of
this production, Pennsylvania anthracite amounted to 90.464,-

067 short tons, valued at $174,952,415. and bituminous coal and

lignite to 405.724,241 tons, valued at $450,957,698. The decrease

in production in 1911 was $5,408,070 tons, or a little over 1

per cent, in quantity and $3,646,908, or a little over .5 per cent,

in value. The decrease is attributed wholly to the depressed

condition of the iron and steel trade of 1911, which was re-

flected in the decreased production of coke. The three leading

coke-producing states alone showed an aggregate decrease of

nearly 9,000,000 short tons of coal. The decrease in the pro-

duction of bituminous coal compared with 1910 was 11,386,901

tons, but this loss was largely made up in the increase in the

production of anthracite, which was 5,978,831 short tons greater

than in 1910. The average price for bituminous coal was 1 per

cent, a ton lower in 1911 than in 1910, and that of anthracite

was 3 cents higher.

The first settlement for a fatality under the Illinois work-

men's compensation law has been reported to the state bureau

of labor statistics by the Illinois Central. The company re-

ports having paid $3,500. the maximum under the law, for the

death of a brakeman who was killed June 4. Settlement was

made July 22.

Julius Kruttschnitt. director of maintenance and operation of

the Union Pacific-Southern Pacific system, has issued a state-

ment calling attention to the fact that for four years not a

passenger on the Southern Pacific has lost his life through a

collision or derailment. During this period 157,000,000 passen-

gers were carried an average distance of 42 miles, or a total

of 6,594,000,000 miles. The Union Pacific in approximately

the same period fell short of this record by but a single acci-

dent resulting in the death of one passenger. These records

are attributed to the automatic block signal system on which

$5,000,000 has been expended in the past five years; to the sur-

prise tests, of which approximately 20,000 have been made dur-

ing the past year, indicating that 99 per cent, of the signal

indications were respected ; and to the plan of giving full pub-

licity to the facts about accidents, regardless of who is found

at fault.

Report of Hyde Park Derailment.

The Xew York PubUc Service Commission, Second District,

has made public its report on the derailment of the New York

Central's Twentieth Century Limited at Hyde Park on March

13, 1912. It finds it was due to a low spot in track, and not to a

broken rail, as was at first supposed.

The train was derailed while running at high speed; four cars

went down a 10-ft. embankment into the Hudson river, where

they were stopped by heavy ice. A total of 73 passengers and

employees were injured, all shghtly. The breaking of the rail

referred to appears to have been the result of the accident and

not the cause. All of the pieces of this rail were found, and the

fractures were carefully examined. No flaw could be found.

Previous to this examination, drop tests were made which proved

the rail to be of excellent qualit)% well within the limits of

strength and ductility established by the New York Central.

At the point where the accident occurred the curve was an

easy one. The outer rail was supposed to be elevated about 4

in. The low spot appears to have resulted in a change in the

elevation from 4^^ in. to 2Vi in. in a distance of about 50 ft.

This drop is about equal to the height of the engine truck and

driving-wheel flanges, and would be sufficient to cause a serious

lurch in the locomotive, with a sudden increase of pressure

against the outer rail. It is probable that the outer rail turned

over near the low spot, and this theory is strengthened by the

twisted angle-bars and the flange marks on the webs of the rails.

It is possible that the inside spikes of the rails may have been.

loosened by the passage of previous trains, and that the speed of

the train which was derailed may have been responsible only in

a minor degree for the accident. The locomotive was a new one,

and no defects were found.

The commission characterizes the company's standards oV
maintenance as being first class, and says that the low spot was
due to breaking of track, in spite of the efforts of the mainte-

nance department to keep the road in surface. The rail broke

because of the blows delivered to it by the wheels jumping over

the angle-bars at its north end while it lay on its side with the

head to the w'est, a position at which it was least able to with-

stand the impact of the blows. The irregularity in supereleva-

tion caused e-xcessive lateral pressure on the head of the high

rail, sufficient to pull the inside spikes and overturn the rail. This-

condition existed during at least 12 hours prior to the derailment

and was probably cumulative in result, each succeeding train

which passed over the track decreasing the holding power of the

spikes until complete failure took place on the passage of the

wrecked train.

The commission feels that "an important subject to consider

in connection with this accident is that of high speeds during the

winter and early spring, when the tracks are subjected to the

severest conditions. Unavoidable delays to trains in winter are

frequent, and lead to pressure upon the enginemen to make up

time and upon the operating officers to permit it. This results

in a degree of tension of operation which is unfavorable to safety

or to the uniformity of train service which the public needs.

These conditions are the result of competition between the prin-

cipal lines and an unreasonable demand from a section of the

public for the fastest possible schedule. An important factor

also has been the competition in fast mail service.

"In view of this accident and others which have occurred to-

fast trains during a recent period, the commission has felt it

desirable to suggest a reduction of speed during the winter of

some of the long distance runs, notably the Twentieth Century

Limited. The subject has been discussed with the principal oper-

ating officers of the New York Central and Pennsylvania. The
proposal to lengthen the schedule of these trains in winter has

been favorably received by the officers of both companies, and a

wish to reach an agreement on the subject has been indicated. As
a result, we expect that the schedule of the Twentieth Century

Limited trains between New York and Chicago will be lengthened

from eighteen to twenty hours next winter. This action we be-

lieve will be conducive to safety, to the maintainance of a more

uniform service of trains on time, and decreased interference

with local passenger trains. We hope that similar consideration

will be given to the lengthening of the schedules of others of the

fast trains."

Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain Hospital Service.

The management of the entire hospital service of the Missouii

Pacific-Iron Mountain System was turned over to the more than

41,000 employees of the companies on August 1. Heretofore the

hospitals have been operated as part of the railway system. The
hospital properties consist of large hospitals in St. Louis, Kan-

sas City and Little Rock, a joint arrangement at Texarkann,

.\rk., with the St. Louis Southwestern for the use of its hos-

pital there, and arrangements at more than thirty other points

along the line with sanitariums which look after the sick and

disabled for the company.

In order to build and establish the hospitals and to obtam

for them the needed credit for their proper conduct, it was

necessary for the companies to advance funds and take charge

of operating the institutions. The employees and officials of the

companies have been paying small assessments each month

based on the amount of their salaries. Now that the hospital

service has become self-sustaining, it has been decided to turn

its management over to the employees who contribute the funds.

Under the plan devised and outlined in a circular issued by

E. J. Pearson, first vice-president, there is to be established a

board of nine hospital service managers, of which the chief

surgeon of the companies is to be e.x-officio chairman. He is

also to be ex-officio chairman of the executive committee, which

is to consist of three members of the board. The remaining

eieht members of the board are to be chosen from the following

departments of the railways, each department being allowed one

representative: train, engine and yard service; shops, round-
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house and repair yards; employees on maintenance of way and
structures; telegraphers, office and station employees; operating
department; law department; accounting department, and some
other department that may be without representation.

This board elects a secretary, who is not to be one of its mem-
bers, and fixes his salary. The accounting and treasury depart-
ments of the railways will handle the hospital accounts and
funds free of charge under the direction of the hospital board
The railway company is to pay full salaries to all employees
while performing hospital duties. The board appoints all hos-
pital committees.

"Unwise Legislation."

That the regulation of railways, both as to their physical

equipment, personnel and freight charges, is a proper subject

for legislation has been abundantly established, but at the same
time many unwise and unnecessary efforts have been made to

place restrictions and burdens on the carriers that the best

interests of the people do not demand. Of this sort of legis-

lation is a bill now before the General Assembly and known
as the "full crew bill." The only class of trains affected by the

proposed legislation would be the through freight trains. . . .

Unless some very solid and substantial reason can be given for

saddling that additional expense on the carriers the public in-

terests would seem to demand no such law. Only two states

now have a law of this identical sort on their statute books

—

namely. Indiana and Arkansas. An identical bill has been
offered and defeated in 45 state legislatures and it has been
introduced before and defeated in our own General Assembly.

Even Texas and Mississippi, noted for their stringent regu-

lation, have refused to pass such a bill. Congress has iiad the

same bill before it and has refused to give it sanction. With
all this experience before them our legislators may well go
slow in giving their approval to this sort of legislation. . . .

—AVtf Orleans Picayune.

Second Quarter of the Steel Corporation.

The report of the United States Steel Corporation for the

quarter ended June 30. 1912, shows that the total net earnings

were $25,102,265 after deducting all expenses incident to opera-

tion, including those for ordinary repairs and maintenance of

plants, and interest on bonds and fixed charges of the subsidiary

companies. These earnings show an increase of $7^275,692 over
the preceding quarter, or more than 40 per cent., but are smaller

than for any corresponding quarter since the organization of the

Steel Corporation, with the exceptions of the second quarter of

1908, when they were $20,265,756, and the second quarter of 1904,

when they were $19,490,725. Most of the deliveries in the second
quarter were at uniformly low prices, for although the prices had
been advanced, a large number of contracts had to be filled which
had been booked at low prices. May earnings exceeded April

earnings by $1,357,000 and June earnings were $100,000 less than
those of May. Instead of the deficit of $6,292,134. which was
shown in the report for the first quarter of this year, there was a

surplus of $56,483 for the second quarter. It is understood that

July earnings were almost $10,000,000, which would indicate earn-

ings of more than $30,000,000 for the third quarter.

Arbitration of Eastern Englnemen's Demands.

The hearings before the board of arbitration in the matter of

demands of the enginemen in eastern territory were concluded
last week. The briefs from each side are to be submitted to

the board by August 10,

Following the proceedings noted in these columns last week,
Vice-president A. H. Smith of the New York Central took the

stand. He said that the New York Central lines have been
doing everything within their financial means to make expendi-

tures that would result in operating economies. Notwithstand-
ing this, practically every dollar saved has been absorbed by in-

creases in wages, increases in taxes, increases in expenses from
safety appliance laws, and in expenses for improving the char-

acter of the service without increasing the revenue. After

having paid for material, supplies, etc., and the indispensable in-

terests on bonds, notes, and other securities, labor has received

practically the balance, as the surplus of the company has not

'Iseen increased a dollar.

Mr. Smith then presented figures to show that if all wages

were increased by the same percentage that the enginemen de-
mand, the company's dividend rate would be cut in half and the
market for new securities would be closed.

Vice-president Horn of the New Haven declared that the
standardization of wages and working conditions was "nothing
but a fake." He pointed out that it was proposed to leave in
force on his road the provision of double pay for overtime.
On the Boston & Maine the new scale would cost $300,000 a
year, and last year the road earned only that amount. If sim-
ilar increases for the other employees were added it would mean
that the Boston & Maine would not be able to meet the interest
on its bonds, and would be about $1,000,000 short of enough in-
come to pay the rental of leased lines. According to his under-
standing this would mean that the system would have to dis-
integrate.

President McCrea of the Pennsylvania said: "The basis of
a company's credit is what it has over at the end of the year,
after having made a reasonable return on the capital already in-

vested. That is because when you want to borrow money, or
sell your stock, those who want to buy or are going to buy, want
to know whether there is enough margin to carry you over and
to pay returns on the money they are advancing until it can be
made to pay itself.

"Today we are spending a great deal of money on which we
can never expect to get an adequate return, really any return,

or if we do, it is so small or so indefinite that it is very hard
to describe just what it will be. All of that is naturally known,
and the investor must be assured that he is going to get a return
on what he invests.

"Besides that, the cost of living has gone up to the individual,

the investor, just as it has to other people, and they feel the
same necessity for an increased income as those whose income
is dependent upon their labor.

"It has reached this condition ; that if an advance in wages
takes place we must receive an advance in rates or have some
compensation or some way of recouping ourselves. In the latest

decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission, in the language
that was used, we are not encouraged to feel that we are going
to get an advance from the commission. It is certainly an un-

known factor. But, assuming that they are going to do that,

assuming that perhaps they may give us an advance, it will mean
that much more money is to be contributed by the public for

transportation services, and the question is going to be, as very

fairly put by Commissioner Prouty, whether the wages paid are

fair, or if they are unfair, whether the commission will be justi-

fied in allowing an advance of rates which are paid by the pub-

lic, because of the wages actually paid by the transportation com-
panies, if these are too high for the services rendered."

Vice-president Stuart of the Erie began by showing that should

the enginemen's demands be granted, followed by the other

labor organizations who are awaiting the outcome of this ques-

tion, the Erie Railroad's earnings would fall $842,000 below fixed

charges ; the New York, Susquehanna & Western, $149,402 be-

low fixed charges; and the New York & New Jersey, $58,482

below.

He continued: "The reason that you gentlemen are sitting

before us here is because the employees and the railw'ay of-

ficers are unable to agree, for apparently good and sufficient

reasons, and the reason we failed to agree was that we had

nothing to give. The community was confronted by a crisis,

and it is needless for me to enlarge upon the gravity of that

crisis.

"If you gentlemen fail to grant the enginemen all they ask

for, will they be satisfied? At the end of the year there is

no doubt, based on previous experience, that this country

will again be confronted with a crisis. It is a great pity if

the public are to be alarmed every three or four months

or more and if the railways and the employees are to be re-

quired to go to this expense and time and never discover a

process of settlement.

"The power invested in labor leaders, with the absence

of responsibility, is alarming. While they have the vote and

endorsement of the men they represent, yet the moving

spirit is the leader. In the past five years the company I

represent has received five strike votes. The leader in charge

claimed he had the power to stop the highways of this coun-

try and expressed his intention to exercise it: to appreciate

the gravity of this situation, imagine any other individual

—a president of a railway, or its directors, assuming to stop
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the public highways for any reason and deprive forty to fifty

millions of citizens of the necessities of life! There is no law

to cover the action or determine the responsibility of the

labor leaders who possess this great power and who have

repeatedly stated their intention to exercise it. The best test

of their power is for the general public to attempt to pass

a federal law to place responsibility upon organized labor en-

gaged in interstate traffic. If the common carriers are re-

sponsible to the public, as operating agent, why should not

employees, organized or otherwise, be held responsible to

some extent to perform their duties to the public, as part of

the complete transportation organization? Organized labor

appears to resent every effort to apply responsibility.

"The enginemen are engaged in a very laudable desire to

secure an increase in their compensation, but it was clearly

explained to them the inability to pay; but such evidence

was not effective and it is regretted that one of the strongest

and most intelligent of organizations is not influenced by the

inability to pay, which is essential to a proper solution of

industrial problems. A president of a strong labor organiza-

tion, within a year requesting a substantial increase, was

asked by the committtee whether he had considered the

ability of the railways to pay, and where the money was to

come from; he replied that he was not a financier and really

did not know, and yet he had the power to stop the wheels

on ever}' railway in the United States.

"Stating my own personal views, it is proper to regulate

the common carrier, but it is equally as essential to regulate

labor organizations engaged in public transportation. Or-

ganized labor is an institution and. in the conduct of quasi-

public properties, it should share in public regulation to the

same general extent, now, or in future, exercised over trans-

portation."

W. M. Duncan, attorney for the railways, summed up their

case, and Grand Chief Stone summed up the case for the

enginemen.

Illinois Central Organize Loss and Damage Bureau.

The Illinois Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley have

established a loss and damage bureau with headquarters at Chi-

cago, effective August 1, to supervise generally the causes of

losses so that in co-operating with shippers' vexatious delays and

losses, losses incident to delay and damage, to freight in transit,

may be reduced to a minimum. The work of the bureau will be

in charge of John L. East, with the title of "agent loss and dam-

age bureau," reporting to T. J. Foley, assistant general manager,

and Charles G. Richmond, William Calohan and George L. Perry

have been appointed assistant agents of the bureau. Mr. East

has issued a bulletin explaining the purposes of the bureau, in

which he says

:

"The inconvenience to patrons and the amount paid out in

loss and damage has increased to such an extent that it is nec-

essary for all concerned to give it closer supervision. Loss and

damage can be materially reduced by hearty and intelligent co-

operation on the part of all employees, and this is earnestly

solicited and expected, not only from the agent and his force,

but also from the road and switching crews. An accurate record

will be kept of all loss and damage showing where they occur,

character and commodity, etc., so that individual responsibihty

will be placed.

"Damage to freight is largely due to improper and careless

loading. With the modern hump yard and automatic couplers,

it is more essential than it was a few years ago to see that all

freight is stowed in cars so it will reach destination without

damage; light and fragile articles should not be loaded on the

floor and heavy articles placed on top, nor should space be left

so that the packages, barrels, etc., can tip over or slide to the

floor of the car, damaging the other shipments.

"Freight houses should be kept clean. All freight checking

over with marks for points other than the point at which ship-

ment checks over, should be forwarded promptly to destination.

Those not marked, or where destination is not plainly shown,

should be reported immediately to the freight claim agent, de-

scribing articles fully, also showing any marks or invoice number
that may appear on the article or package, with a full description

of such marks.

"Flour should not be loaded in dirty cars or on the floor of

car where oil, etc., has been spilled. Cars to load should be

properly cleaned and, where necessary, place paper on the floor

and sides so that damage may not occur from these causes.

Protruding nails and bolts have also caused heavy damages and
they should be removed.
"These are mentioned particularly as the majority of the

claims are for small amounts that can be avoided if all concerned

put forth their best efforts and treat these shipments as though
they were their own property.

"In the matter of bad stowage, it is urged that foremen or

check clerks make a practice of personally examining each car

after it is loaded to see if the work has been properly done,

paying particular attention to proper trimming. Hooks must
not be used in any case where there is a possibility of damaging
the contents of the package. Numerous losses can also be avoided

by more careful stowing of freight by local train crews.

"Next in importance is loss, and all must admit that the pres-

ent loss is out of proportion to what it should be. There are

several causes, and I will touch on a few of them separately. The
agent or receiving clerk should actually check all shipments and
only sign for freight actually received. It was found at one
station that drivers would state they had delivered a given

number of cases of eggs, etc., and the agent would give a receipt

and bill out. No check was had as to whether three or four

cases had actually been delivered. The drivers would soon
notice this and might take one case home or dispose of it, so that

the first essential is to see that we actually receive all the freight

receipted for.

"Equal in importance is insecure and improper marking. Ship-

ments were noticed where the address was written in pencil and
had rubbed od. so that it was illegible. In several shipments of

household goods, it was noticed that a piece of card board had
been used and ordinary string had been run through hole punched
in the card board and tied to the shipment. Many of these tags

are rubbed or torn off in handling. Losses would often be pre-

vented if proper tag with name and address in ink were used

and all old marks erased.

"Quite a number of losses occur in shipments of groceries,

clothing, liquors, cigars and tobacco. Knowing this we should

see that they are handled so .that it is not possible for them to be

stolen. A great many losses occur due to petty pilferage, in many
cases by employees thoughtlessly taking a handful of candy,

oranges, grapes, etc., from a package that had been damaged. In

the aggregate this amounts to a large sum. Packages that have
been damaged should be promptly re-coopered so that this temp-

tation would be avoided. Every effort should be made to see

that freight houses and platforms are properly protected.

"The losses on grain, grain products, etc., leaking out of cars;

cars with leaky roof, etc.. can be materially reduced by more
rigid examination of the cars and grain doors before loading.

When cars are received, and it is found contents have been dam-
aged by leaky roof, the agent will advise the superintendent

promptly so that car can be repaired before it is again loaded;

otherwise it is liable to get away and be loaded, and another loss

occur.

"While the amount paid for loss and damage is a serious mat-

ter, there is a more serious aspect, and that is the dissatisfaction

on the part of the shippers when we do not handle their shipments

properly, no matter what excuse we might offer. Those con-

nected with the bureau will work closely with division officers,

agents and others who have to do with the actual handling of

freight and any suggestions that will tend to reduce the number
of losses will be gladly received by the bureau."

The Stanley Minority Report.

The report of the majority of the Stanley committee, which

has been investigating the U. S. Steel Corporation, has not been

made public. A draft of the three bills that are to accompany

the report was published in these columns last week.

The republican minority report was made public last Monday
and contains the following conclusions :

"We dispute the conclusions of the majority primarily because

they are based on the tenacious but antiquated assumption that

the true remedy for the evils of industrial combinations lies in

their dissolution into greater or lesser subdivisions. Secondarily,

we dispute the majority's conclusions in that they fail to suggest

adequate means for carrying out their own views. To advocate

the present national policy of dissolution while neglecting to

suggest appropriate legislation compelling it to be fundamental

and thorough is to invite the recurrence of dissolutions unsatis-

factory to the people.
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"While we. the minority, arc definitely of the opinion that the

true remedy for the trust problem lies in federal control and in

compulsory federal incorporation, with an imwatered recapital-

ization, nevertheless we are prepared to admit the possibility, or

even probability, that the American people have by no means as

yet come to our conclusion.

"On the assumption that the American people will insist on one
more attempt to restore the competition of bygone days, we
sincerely believe that they ought to demand a thorough revision

and strengthening of the Sherman act.

"In case the nation decides to continue the existing policy look-

.ing to the dissolution of the trusts, we recommend that instruc-

tions to the federal courts be so extended as to insure the thor-

oughness and completeness of these dissolutions.

"Of the legislation proposed by the majority we have little un-

favorable criticism to make other than of its inadequacy to meet

the situation.

"The nation gasps for the permanent trade wind of construc-

tive measures rather than for the zephyr of palliative devices.

"However, the principles contained in the bills drafted by the

majority are distinctly worthy of commendation, and we give

them our approval. But if the policy of dissolution favored by

the majority is to be pursued, much additional legislation is re-

quired before proper dissolution can be obtained. This legisla-

tion the majority has scarcely outlined.

"If, on the other hand, as we hope, the country should be

favorably impressed by the views of the minority, then a series

of fundamental legislative changes must be adopted. To the

far-reaching constructive measures which we advocate the legis-

lation proposed by the majority may well be added as a desirable

emhellishmenl.

"(1) We recommend that all corporations or combinations

equaling in valuation or in capitalization the amount of $50,000,-

000, or such other sum as may be determined upon, shall be

compelled to acquire an United States charter before engaging

in interstate commerce. We recommend that voluntary federal

incorporation shall be provided for lesser organizations. The
day has gone by when any niceties of historical policy should be

permitted to blind us to the economic obliteration of state lines.

"(2) We recommend the establishment of an Interstate Com-
mission of Industry, which shall have control over all corpora-

tions operating under an United States charter. This control

shall be similar to that which is exercised by the Interstate

Commerce Commission over the railway companies and shall

insure the requisite publicity.

"(3) Whenever the price charged by an United States cor-

poration for one of its products shall have been found to be

unreasonable by some competent authority to be determined here-

after, we recommend that it shall be the duty of the Interstate

Commission of Industry to make public declaration of the fact

and to recommend a price in lieu of that found unreasonable.

"(4) We recommend that all corporations when they acquire

an United States charter shall be required to recapitalize at an

amount not to exceed the true value of their assets. In the valu-

ation of their assets, we recommend that nothing be reckoned

for so-called 'monopoly' value, or value which arises merely

from their exclusive, majority, or substantial control of the

industry in which they are engaged.

"(5) We recommend that interlocking directorates in United

States corporations shall be forbidden except when licensed by

the Interstate Commission of Industry.

"(6) We recommend that so-called 'holding' companies shall

be forbidden except when licensed for temporary purposes of

reorganization by the Interstate Commission of Industry.

"(7) Should the powers which we suggest prove insufficient to

enable the Interstate Commission of Industry to exercise a

salutary control over United States corporations, we recommend
that further legislation be enacted bestowing on the commission a

carefully guarded power to fix a maximum price in lieu of any

price adjudged to be unreasonable.

'•We. the minority, are fully alive to the fact that this recom-

mendation runs counter to the time-honored doctrines of the

greatest English-speaking political economists of the past. It

even runs counter to much historical experience. Nevertheless,

we are also aware that the great political economists of the past

contemplated no situation such as now confronts us. In this

twentieth century combinations, international in their scope, have

by their immense preponderance of power distorted the opera-

tion of general economic laws.

"After the most serious deliberation, with a profound con-
sciousness that this doctrine will ofifend many a deep student of
public affairs, with a sincere hope that such a step may not prove
necessary, nevertheless it is our belief that we ought not to
shrink from violating our traditional policy if experience shall
convince us that the trust problems can not otherwise be met.

"(8) We concur in the recommendation of the majority that
industrial corporations shall be forbidden to own common
carriers.

"(9) We also concur in the recommendation of the majority
that parties injuriously affected by combinations should have
access to the courts and the benefit of adequate and sufficient
remedies for wrongs. Individuals or a state ought to have' the
opportunity to intervene in a government suit.

"(10) We also concur in the view of the majority that the legal,
expression 'unreasonable restraint of trade' must be defined,
that certain obnoxious practices shall be held to be conclusive
evidence of 'unreasonableness,' that in certain other cases the
burden of proof 'of 'reasonableness' must rest with the de-
fendant, and that the courts shall have extensive powers when
combinations are adjudged illegal. The majority presents a bill

covering these questions. When redrafted so as to attain the
ends which it seeks to accomplish, we give it our approval, ex-
cept as regards section 14. Section 14 seeks to create a re-
buttable presumption of 'unreasonableness' in cases where a
combination controls 30 per cent, of the domestic trade in a
given article. It may perhaps be true that this bill defines as
'unreasonable' a number of acts which the common law already
interdicts

; but it is as well to crystallize these definitions into the
form of a statute.

"(11) As to the recommendation of the majority to the effect
that the Commissioner of Corporations should be required to
report to Congress as well as to the President, we forbear to
express an opinion until we have had an opportunity to hear the
question adequately discussed."

Signed by Augustus P. Gardner and Henry G. Danforth.
"I concur in the above report except that I believe that the

Interstate Commerce Commission and the railway commissions
of the several states are clothed with sufficient power to remedy
all evils growing out of the ownership of common carriers by in-

dustrial corporations. To forbid such ownership would tend to

decrease economy and efficiency on the part of the industrials.'

Furthermore, I am not convinced that the power to fix prices is

necessary to the efficiency of federal control. Should experi-
ence, however, demonstrate that I am wrong in this conclusion
I should unhesitatingly favor the granting of such power."

Signed by H. O. Young.

StatiEtics of Railways for the Year Ended June 30, 1911.

The statements in this preliminary abstract are based on com-
pilations for the twenty-fourth annual statistical report of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, covering the fiscal year ended
June 30, ISll. Substantially complete returns were rendered to

the commisison for 246,124 miles of line operated, including 11.-

007 miles used under trackage rights. There were single track.

246.124 miles; second track, 23.451; third track, 2.414; fourth,

fifth and sixth tracks. 1.747; yard track and sidings. 88.973.

These figures indicate an increase of 10,943.59 miles over corre-

sponding returns for 1910 in the aggregate length of all tracks,

of which increase 3.391 miles, or 30.99 per cent., represent yard

track and sidings.

There were 61.327 locomotives in the service on June 30, 1911,

an increase of 2.380 over the previous year. Of the total num-
ber of locomtives. 14.301 were classified as passenger, 36,405 as

freight, and 9,324 as switching, and 1.297 were unclassified. The
total number of cars of all classes' was 2.359.335. or 69.004 more
than on June 30, 1910. This equipment was thus assigned : pas-

senger service. 49.818 cars; freight service. 2.195.511; and com-

pany's service, 114,006. The figures given do not include so-

called private cars of commercial firms or corporations.

The average number of locomotives per 1.000 miles of line

was 249, and the average number of cars per 1.000 miles of

line was 9,586. The number of passenger-miles per passenger

locomotive was 2,268,067, and the number of ton-miles per

freight locomotive was 6,913.246.

The total number of persons reported as on the pay rolls of

the steam roads of the United States on June 30, 1911, was

1.669,809. or an average of 678 per 100 miles of line. .As
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compared with returns for June 30, 1910, there was a decrease
of 29,611 in the total number of railway employees. There were
63,390 enginemen, 66,376 firemen, 48,200 conductors, 133,221
other trainmen, and 40,005 switch tenders, crossing tenders and
watchmen.

C.^PIT.\LIZATION OF R.AILWAY PROPERTV.

On June 30, 1911, the par value of the amount of railway
capita! outstanding was $19,208,935,081. This amount includes

capital held by the railway companies as well as by the public.

Of the total capital outstanding, there existed as stock

$8,470,717,611, of which $7,074,917,559 was common and $1,-

395,a)0,052 was preferred; the remaining part, $10,738,217,470,

representing funded debt, consisted of mortgage bonds, $7,825,-

269,102; collateral trust bonds, $1,183,766,188; plain bonds,
debentures, and notes, $951,377,816; income bonds, $261,777,220;

miscellaneous funded obligations, $195,430,395; and equipment
trust obligations, $319,596,749.

Of the total capital stock outstanding, $2,740,467,285, or 32.35

per cent., paid no dividends. The amount of dividends de-

clared during the year (by both operating and lessor compa-
nies) was $460,195,376, being equivalent to 8.03 per cent, on
dividend-paying stock. No interest was paid on $755,449,047,

or 7.25 per cent, of the total amount of funded debt (other
equipment trust obligations) outstanding.

The number of passengers carried during the year ended
June 30, 1911, was 997,409,882. The corresponding number
for the year ended June 30, 1910, was 971,683,199. The in-

crease in the number of passengers carried during the year
over 1910 was 25,726,683.

The number of passengers carried one mile, or the passenger
mileage, as compiled for 1911, was 33.201,694,699. The corre-

sponding return for 1910 was 863,198,370 less. The number of

passengers carried one mile per mile of road was 139,191.

The number of tons of freight shown as carried (including

freight received from connections) for the year ended June 30,

1911, was 1,781,637,954, while the corresponding figure for the

previous year was 1,849,900,101, the decrease being 68,262,147

tons.

The ton mileage or the number of tons carried one mile, as

shown for the year ended June 30. 1911, was 253,783.701,839.

The total ton mileage as reported for the year ended June 30,

1910 was 255,016,910,451, from which it will be seen that the de-

crease in the ton mileage for the year ended June 30, 1911, under
the return for 1910 was 1,233,208,612. The increase in the num-
ber of tons carried one mile in 1910 over 1909 was 36,213,923,522.

The number of tons carried one mile per mile of road for the

year 1911 was 1,053,566. The number of tons per train-mile was
383.10.

The average receipts per passenger per mile, as computed for

the year ended June 30, 1911, were 1.974 cents; the average re-

ceipts per ton per mile, 0.757 cent. The passenger service train

revenue per train-mile was $1.30.921; the freight revenue per
train-mile was $2.89.548. The average operating revenues per
train-mile were $2.24.824. The average operating expenses per
train-mile were $1.54.338. The ratio of operating expenses to

operating revenues was 68.66 per cent.

It should be noted that the following figures under the head-
ing of revenues and expenses exclude returns for a few small
roads because of deficiencies in their reports. For the year
ended June 30, 1911, the operating revenues of the railways in

the United States (average mileage operated, 243,433.61 miles)

were $2,789,761,669; their operating expenses were $1,915,054,005.

The correspondmg returns for 1910 (average mileage operated
236,986.51 miles) were: Operating revenues, $2,750,667,435;

operating expenses, $1,822,630,433. The following figures present

a statement of the operating revenues for 1911 in detail:

Freight revenue $1,925,950,887
Passenger revenue 657,638,291
Mail revenue 50,702,625
Express revenue 70,725,137
Excess baggage revenue and milk revenue ton passenger

trains) '. 15,430.683
Parlor and chair car revenue and other passenger-train
revenue S.274.450

Switching revenue 27,665,997
Special service train revenue and miscellaneous transporta-

tion revenue 9,479,809
Total revenue from operations other than transportation... 24,707,757
Joint facilities revenue—Dr 647,24^
Joint facilities revenue—Cr 2,833,280

Total operating revenues $2,789,761 .669

Maintenance of way and structures $366,025,262
Maintenance of equipment 428,367,306
Traffic expenses 59,166,364
Transportation expenses 987,382,108
General expenses 73,689,373
Unclassified 423,592

Total operating expenses $1,915,054,003

The foregoing operating expenses averaged $7,867 per mile
of line.

There is given below a condensed income account and profit

and loss account of operating roads.

Oper.\ting Ro.ads.

Income Accoitnt.
Rail operations:
Operating revenues $2,789,761,669
Operating expenses 1.915,054,005

Net operating revenue $874,707,664
Outside operations:
Revenues $63,093,052
Expenses 61.277,859

Net revenue from outside operations 1,815,193

Total net revenue $876,522,857
Taxes accrued 102,657,157

Operating income $773,865,700
Other income 308.881,892

Gross corporate income $1,082,747,592
Deductions from gross corporate income 591,636.525

Net corporate income $491,111,067
Disposition of net corporate income;

Dividends declared from current income $265,819,145
Appropriations for additions and betterments
and for new lines or extensions 51,659,617

Appropriations for other reserves 3,420,119

Total 320.898,881

Balance to credit of profit and loss $170,212,186

Profit and Loss Account.

Credit balance on June 30, 1910 $963,560,700
Credit balance for year 1911 from income account 170,212,186

Total $1,133,772,886
Dividends declared out of surplus 137,598,218

Difference $996,1 74,668
Other profit and loss items—credit balance 62,977,120

Balance credit June 30, 1911, carried to balance sheet.. $1,059,151,788

The complete report will include a summary showing the

total taxes and assessments of the railways of the United States

by states and territories ; also an analysis showing the basis of

assessment.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.

The American Association of General Passenger and Ticket

Agents will hold its fifty-seventh annual convention in Seattle

September 12 and 13. A special train carrying the delegates from

the East will leave Chicago September 8 and will run via the

Chicago & North Western and the Northern Pacific.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list girr.T names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope, New York; next convention, September 12. Seattle, Wash.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—W. C. Coodcr,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

-American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39ti
St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegas,
165 Broadway. New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago.

.American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

-American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 1011 S.

Michigan Ave.. Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony

building, Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.

N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.
American Society for Testing Materials.— Prof. E. Marburg, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual. Tune, 1913.

.American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.^J. R. Wemlinger, 13

Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.
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AiissicAN Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

AifEKiCAN Wood Preservers' Association.— F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-
more, Md. Convention, 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway .Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21.25, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 1011, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St.. Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court, Chicago: 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building. St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.— E. S. KoUer, 226

W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
International Railway Congress.-^Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-

vain, Brussels. Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.— C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick

building, Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

Brown Marx building, Birmingham. Ala.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth. Lima, Ohio. Convention, August 20, Chicago.
Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United

States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention. November 19-21, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May, 1913, Chicago.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—

A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Convention, September 10-13,
Denver, Col.

National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
bom St.. Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July^ Aug. and Sept., Boston.

Friday in month, except June, July and August, New^ork.
hern Railroad Club.—C. L. Ke "

---""——.
4th Saturday, Duluth.

York: 3dNew York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St
" ine, July and August, Ne

Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-
tion, Peoria, III.; 2d Tuesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association,—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York; annual, November 20, 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. .\nderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June. July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.;
next meeting, August 13-16, Roanoke. Va.

Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,
Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Railway Signal Association.— C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-
tion, Oct. 8-11, Quebec.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio.

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. assocs.

Railway Tel. & Tel. Appliance Assoc.—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
ROADUASTERS' AND MAINTENANCE OF WaY ASSOCIATION. L. C. Ryan, C. &

N. W., Sterling, 111. September 10-13, Buffalo, N. Y.
St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauraentbal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Assochtion.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Niquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. a

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, .\la. ; annual, Oct. 17, Atlanta, Ga.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta. Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthlv, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway. New York;

last Tuesday in month, except June. July and August, New York.
Traffic Club sf Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-

ings monthly, Pittsburgh. „
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago. ^ _ ,

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday. „ . ,, „ „

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit.

Mich.
:
meetings monthly. ->.,,, ^ a -wr -n

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.; annual, Aug. 27-30, Chicago.

Western Canada Railw.vy Club—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.;. 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.

Western TLmlway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June. July and August.
, „, ,

WiSTERN Society of Engineers.-J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.

©rafftr New^.
It is estimated by traffic officers of the St. Louis Southwestern

that they will move 3,800 cars of fruit and vegetables from east

Texas territory this season. Of these, peaches will furnish 2,219

carloads.

The effective date for the new Southern classification to go
into effect has been further postponed to October 1. This is said

to be in order to give the Georgia railway commission an op.-

porlunity to subinit figures that it did not present at the hearings

before the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The roads east of St. Louis and Chicago are to raise their

rates on copper, lead, spelter and some other metals by 2 cents

per 100 lbs. from St. Louis and Chicago to New York and
other eastern points. It is understood that the Interstate Com-
merce Commission has recognized the justification for these

increases and will not suspend them. ',

The Houston Chamber of Commerce has complained to the

general passenger agents of the lines entering Houston, asking"

that observation cars be more generally used on passenger trains

running into or through Houston. The Southern Pacific is again'

running observation cars on certain of its trains, it having takei>

them off during the time it was having trouble with floods.

The Southern Railway will formally open its new freight

terminals at Atlanta on August 3. The freight terminals are of
concrete construction, si.x stories high, 50 ft. x 232 ft., and a
three-story building 50 ft. x 464 ft. long. Space in these build-

ings will be rented to shippers to store their freight, the first

two floors being used for the delivery of inbound freight. These
two floors have about 70,000 sq. ft.

When the new second track of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, between Pauleyville, Conn., and Shelton, is open for

traffic, which will be in a few days, there will be a double track

between New Haven and the Hudson river at Poughkeepsie via

Naugatuck Junction. It is at Poughkeepsie that the New York,
New Haven & Hartford interchanges traffic with its controlled

line, the New York, Ontario & Western.

Figures, which have been compiled by the Bureau of Statistics

of the Department of Commerce & Labor, place the total value

of manufactures (excluding food stuffs exported) at $1,021,753,-

918. The value of exports in 1912 is more than double that in

1903 and three times that of 1898. The principal articles in 1912

were iron and steel, copper, mineral ore, manufactures of wood,
cotton manufactures, cars, coaches, automobiles and paper.

The Minnesota State Railroad and Warehouse Commission has

sent out letters to shippers and to railway officers asking that

they co-operate with each other in trying to avert so far as

possible a shortage in grain cars this fall. Coal dealers particu-

larly are urged to order their coal at once and insist on getting

their shipments before the cars are needed for the movement of

grain. The commission has also offered a list of suggestions.

It is understood that the so-called Trans-Pacific Conference

Lines are considering the increase of rates on wheat and floor

to $4 a ton from Pacific coast ports to the far East. The rate

is now $2.50 per ton, and it had been announced that this rate

would be raised to $3.50 en September 1 ; but now it is said

that many of the companies are in favor of advance to $4.

The Japanese lines, the Nippon Yusen Kaisha, Osaka, Shosen

Kaisha and the Toyo Kissen Kaisha are said to be strongly op-

posed to the new advance of 50 cents.

It is said that the recent visit of Charles W. Morse, who was

interested in forming the Eastern Steamship Company consoli-

dation in 1901, with E. J. Chamberlain of the Grand Trunk, is in

regard to a plan by which Mr. Morse is to place at the disposal

of the Grand Trunk several vessels which are now in the coast-

wise trade on the .Atlantic, and that these vessels are to run from

New London to difi'erent ports on the Atlantic seaboard and to

the West Indies, acting as feeders to the Grand Trunk's South-

ern New England which it is building into Providence.

President I. T. Bush of the Bush Terminal Company, New
York, has been making an inspection of the water front at

Tacoma, Wash., and is quoted as saying that "what is needed
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at Tacoma, as well as other cities, are industries first and
wharves and docks afterwards. I believe that the time has
come when private capital can no longer be invested in wharves
with safety. [Mr. Bush makes exception in the case of New
York.] Competition is growing and competitors are other

cities, who have invested their community moneys. Los An-
geles has just voted $10,000,000 for harbor and dock improve-
ments. Seattle has made substantial appropria-tions, and large

eastern cities are doing the same "

The Erie has made an agreement with the Baltiiaore & Ohio
in which traffic secured in southern territory by Erie agents and
routed over the B. & O. would be transferred to Erie at Youngs-
town. Ohio, giving the Erie a haul of about 400 miles between
Youngstown and Chicago. Traffic can also be solicited by the

Erie in the Chicago district for delivery at Baltimore. The gen-
eral agent of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie says that there is no
truth in the rumors that the P. & L. E. would withdraw from its

present agreement with the Erie in regard to Pittsburgh-Cleve-

land business, when the Lake Erie & Eastern is built from
Youngstown into Cleveland, which will give the New York
Central Lines a Cleveland connection from Youngstown.

The railways and the steamship lines serving the port of

Galveston have reached a temporary agreement for the han-

dling of cotton export shipments, by which the railways agree

to issue through bills of lading and to extend the "free time"

12 hours in consideration of an agreement by the steamship

companies to guarantee the payment of demurrage charges.

This arrangement follows a protracted controversy which was
started when the steamship companies withdrew from the

demurrage agreement previously in effect. The railways then

refused to issue through bills of lading. The Galveston Com-
mercial Club and the steamship companies appealed to the

Interstate Commerce Commission, and at a recent hearing in

Chicago, Chairman Prouty announced that the commission was
without jurisdiction.

Recently the first cars of coal from the Elkhorn, Ky., coal

fields of the Consolidation Coal Company were shipped out over

the Baltimore & Ohio -lO-mile line from Jenkins to Shelby on

the Chesapeake & Ohio. Three railways are building, or have

built, lines to tap this very large new coal field, the Louisville

& Nashville, the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Baltimore & Ohio.

From Shelby to the Ohio river the Chesapeake & Ohio has a

line which is part of its Ashland division. The Baltimore &
Ohio had surveys made for a line paralleling this C. & O. branch

;

but it is thought, according to the Coal Trade Journal, that

the Chesapeake & Ohio will agree to a traffic arrangement by

which C. & O. tracks can be used from Shelby to the Ohio

river, and that there a bridge will be built jointly by the C. &
O. and B. & O., which will afford a connection with the Cin-

cinanti. Hamilton & Dayton, which is controlled by the Balti-

more & Ohio.

Agreement Between the New York Central and the Oneida

Railway.

The New York Public Service Commission, second district,

has approved of an agreement between the New York Central

& Hudson River and the Oneida Railway for a lease or trackage

rights agreement for joint use with the New York Central and

Hudson River of that portion of the West Shore Railroad be-

tween Genesee street, Utica, and the east line of the city of

Syracuse, a distance of 47 miles.

The grant is for 30 years from July 1, 1912. and a clause pro-

vides for renewal of the lease for another term of 30 years, sub-

ject to the approval of the commission.

The companies originally asked for the approval of an agree-

ment providing for a term of 475 years, the remaining time of

the West Shore lease, but the commission refused to approve

for this term of years.

Tfie approved lease provides that the Central shall grant the

Oneida trackage rights for its interurban passenger and express

service, w^ith joint use of the two main tracks of the West Shore

between the points mentioned, also grants to the Oneida the joint

use of West Shore passenger stations, and the right to place and

maintain a transmission line and such track installations and

connections as may be necessary for the electrical operation of

care <!*the Oneida over the West Shore. The Central is to pro-

\ ide such additions and make such changes in the property as
may from time to time be required, and the Oneida shall con-
form its use, appliances and installations thereto. The Oneida,
however, shall not be entitled to the use of the property to an
extent greater than 50 per cent, of its capacity.

The Oneida is to pay the Central on the execution of the agree-
ment $90,000, and in addition $130,000 per annum, and also pay
quarterly its proportion, on the basis of use, of interest at the

rate of 6 per cent, per annum on all expenditures made by the
Central for additions to the joint property, other than for sig-

nals. The annual rental may be readjusted by mutual agreement,

and if the companies fail to agree, arbitrators may be appointed.

All electrical structures, equipment, appliances, transmission

lines, connections, etc., except signal apparatus which may have
been or shall be installed upon the property or on the West
Shore right of way in connection with the operation of that road
by electrical power, shall be constructed and maintained by the

Oneida at its sole expense, subject to the approval of the general

manager of the New York Central. The two companies are to

share equally the cost of the erection and renewal of the neces-

sary block signals which have been or shall be erected. The
Oneida company agrees at all times to maintain a service for

the transportation of passengers, baggage, mail and express over
the propertj-, which shall reasonably meet the demands of such

traffic and satisfactorily accommodate such business as may-

be offered.

Pacific Coast Freight Rates Advanced.

The western transcontinental railways have filed new tariffs

with the Interstate Commerce Commission effecting a readjust-

ment of commodity rates between eastern shipping points and the

Pacific coast terminal by which a large number of rates on articles

not subject to water competition are materially advanced.

Tariffs changing the class rates from the $3 first class blanket

scale to a graduated scale ranging from $2.60 to $3.70 were made
effective June 15, after the commission had withdrawn its sus-

pension order. The new commodity' rates are effective eastbound

on August 19 and westbound on September 2. The general plan

of the tariff is based largely on prindples laid dowTi by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in its decision in the intermottntain

rate cases. On articles subject to water competition the rates to

the coast terminals are not disturbed, but on articles whose move-
ment is not especially affected by water competition the rates

heretofore fixed to the intermediate points, such as Spokane and

Reno, in the recent compromises with the shippers, and based on

the rates named by the commission, are extended to the coast and
are graduated by groups from the east. There are, however,

many exceptions to this plan in which the old blanket rates are

retained or advanced by uniform arnounts from all points. Many
commodity rates have been eliminated, both carload and less

than carload. To illustrate the plan of the new tariffs, the rate

on condensed milk, formerly a blanket rate of 85 cents, has been

made 85 cents from the Missouri river, 90 cents from Chicago

and 95 cents from points east of Chicago. The $3 blanket rate

on automobiles has been advanced to $3.30 from New York. $3.20

from Pittsburgh and $3.10 from Cleveland. The 85-cent blanket

rate on tin cans has been advanced to $1.15 from Chicago, and

points west thereof, while east of Chicago the rate has been with-

drawn, leaving in effect the through class rate or the combination

of locals. The blanket rate on petroleum has been advanced 10

cents.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the commitee on relations between

railways of the American Railway Association in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 123-A, giving a summary of car sur-

pluses and shortages by groups from March 29, 19n, to July

18, 1912, says:

"The total surplus on Julv 18, 1912. was 75.389 cars; on July

4, 1912, was 70,731, and on July 19, 1911, was 150,433 cars.

Compared with the preceding period there is an increase in the

total surplus of 4.658 cars. The increase in surplus coal cars

is general throughout the country except in groups 1 (New
England). 5 (Kentucky. Tennessee. Mississippi. Alabama,

Georgia and Florida), and 10 (Oregon, Idaho, California. Ari-

zona and Washington). The net increase in surplus of this

class of equipment is 2,178 cars. There is a further increase in
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box car surplus of 2,731 cars. The increase is most apparent

in groups 1 (as above) 3 (Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and West-

ern Pennsylvania), 6 (Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and

the Dakotas) and 10 as above). There is a decrease in flat

car surplus of 881 cars and an increase in miscellaneous car

surplus of 630 cars general throughout the country.

"The total shortage on July 18, 1912, was 6,467 cars ; on July

4, 1912, was 6,707 cars, and on July 19, 1911, was 1,361 cars.

Compared with the preceding period there is a small decrease

in the total shortage of 240 cars. There is an increase in the

total coal car shortage of 1,038 cars, chiefly in groups 1 and 3 (as

above). 4 (Virginias and Carolinas) and 5 (as above). There

is a decrease in box car shortage of 965 cars, chiefly in groups

1 and 3 (as above) and 11 (Canadian Lines). There is also

a decreased shortage of 225 flat cars and 88 miscellaneous cars.

"Compared with the same date of 1911; there is a decrease

in the total surplus of 75,044 cars, of which 14,282 is in box.

Compared with May, 1911, the total operating revenues of these

railways show an increase of $6,129,746. These total operating

revenues per mile of line amounted to $1,032 in May, 1912, and
$1,025 in May, 1911, an increase for 1912 of $7, or 0.7 per cent.

This increase was the resultant of an increase of 0.4 per cent,

in the freight revenue, together with increases in other trans-

portation and non-transportation revenue on the one hand, and
a decrease of 1.2 per cent, in passenger revenue on the other

hand.

Operating expenses amounted to $161,368,677. This was $8,-

506,004 more than for May, 1911. These operating expenses

per mile of hne amounted to $736 in May, 1912, and $712 in

May, 1911, an increase for 1912 of $24 per mile, or 3.4 per cent.

Each of the five primary operating e-xpense accounts showed
an increase for 1912. In- the cost per mile of maintaining way
and structures, there was an increase compared with May, 1911,

of 1.8 per cent.; in the cost per mile of maintaining equipment

Cak Surpluses and Shortages.

— ••
18, 1912.— ••
18. 1912.— •
18, 1912.— "
18, 1912.— •
18, 1912.— •
18, 1912.— "
18, 1912.— "
18. 1912.

Total 178

—Surpluses-
Coal,

gondola

X Coal,

No. of Other
'

gondola Other
roads. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total.

7 241 46 47 334 186 125 524 20 855
25 2,122 88 2,995 754 5,959 60 129 2 191

28 4,814 200 4,337 2,265 11,616 55 318 110 31 514
11 260 2 475 1,314 2,051 307 393 700 1,400

20 493 774 . 1,527 2,794 51 238 472 761

25 12,292 235 1,656 6,277 20,460 43 89 54 9 195

4 31 92 255 378 468 10 478
17 3,163 282 1,741 3,731 8,917 200- 75 275

12 1,180 171 439 1,121 2,911 200 200
23 7,820 1,102 2,911 7,928 19,761 28 28

6 8 200 208 1,126 240 204 1,570

75,389 2,496 1,631 6,467

•Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Gr
Indiana. Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; (

Mississippi, .\labama, Georgia and Florida lines; Gro
Nebraska lines; Group S—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri
gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11-

jp 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
ip 4—West Virgin

ip 6—Iowa, Illinois. W
Arkansas and Oklahon
Canadian lines.

Virgir a. North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky. Tennessee.
Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and
Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-

Shorhge\ I9IZ

100.000 2«>.0OO

Car Surpluses and Shortages in 1907 to 1912.

3,056 in flat. 47,269 in coal, and 10,437 in miscellaneous cars.

There is an increase in the total shortage of 5,106 cars, of which

1.917 is in box, 1,526 in flat, 1,410 in coal and 253 in miscel-

laneous cars."

The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage fig-

ures by groups for the last period covered in the report, and
the diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages from
1907 to 1912.

Revenues and Expenses of Steam Roads in May.

The Bureau of Railway Economies has issued its bulletin No.

36. The railways whose returns are included in this bulletin

operate 219,104 miles of line, or 90 per cent, of all the steam

railway mileage in the United States. The total operating rev-

enues for ike menth of May, 1912, amounted to $226,109,262.

an increase of 2.5 per cent. ; in traffic expenses per mile an in-

crease of 3.9 per cent. ; in the transportation expenses per mile

an increase of 4.7 per cent. ; and in general expenses per mile

an increase of 0.4 per cent.

Xet operating revenue amounted to $64,740,585. This was
$2,376,258 less than for May. 1911. Net operating revenue per

mile of line amounted to $295 in May, 1912, and $313 in May,

1911, a decrease for 1912 of $17.23 per mile, or 5.5 per cent.

The net operating revenue for each mile of line for each day

in May, 1912, averaged $9.53, and for May! 1911, $10.09.

Taxes for the month of May amounted to $9,897,301, or $45

per mile, an increase of 9.2 per cent, over May, 1911.

The operating ratio for May was 71.4 per cent., which is com-

parable with 73.7 per cent, in April, 1912, and 69.5 in May, 1911.

The eastern group of railways shows a decrease in total oper-

ating revenues per mile of line as compared with May, 1911. of
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1.1 per cent. ; the southern group shows an increase of 6.1 per

cent., and the western group an increase of 1.1 per cent.

Operating expenses per mile increased 3.8 per cent, on the east-

ern railways as compared with May, 1911, 8.4 per cent. In the

eastern group net operating revenue per mile decreased 11.9

per cent, as compared with May, 1911, in the southern group

it increased 0.4 per cent., and in the western group there was
an increase of less than one month of 1 per cent. The increase

in taxes per mile, compared with May, 1911, was 10.3 per cent,

in the eastern group, 0.7 per cent, in the southern group, and

11.3 per cent, in the western group.

Comparison of the returns for the eleven months of the fiscal

year 1912 with those of the corresponding months of the fiscal

year 1911 shows a decrease in total operating revenues per mile

of 0.2 per cent., an increase in operating expenses per mile of

0.6 per cent., and a decrease in net operating revenue per mile

of 2.1 per cent. This net operating revenue per mile of the east-

ern group of railways increased 2.6 per cent, as compared with

the corresponding period for 1911, that of the southern group

decreased 6.2 per cent., and that of the western group decreased

4.7 per cent.

When the returns for the five months of the calendar year

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended from August 1 to November
29, the proposed advances in the lumber rates from the south-

western lumber-producing territory to Des Moines. Iowa, and
other points.

Chairman Prouty has begun an investigation of the refusal

by the steamship companies at Galveston to pay demurrage
charges on cars left on the wharves at Galveston waiting to

have their loads transferred to vessels.

The commission has suspended until November 29 proposed

increases in rates on potatoes c. 1. from South Dakota, Nebraska
and other states to St. Louis, Peoria, Chicago and other points.

These rates were to have becom.e effective August 1.

Wood dealers in Denver, Colo., have filed complaints with the

commission against the Denver & Rio Grande, claiming that the

rate of $2.35 per hundred lbs. on "wool in grease" from Gar-

land, Colo., to Boston, Mass., should not exceed $1,78.

The Baltimore Chamber of Commerce has filed with the com-
mission a protest against the change of the differentials to
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Monthly Earnings and Expenses per Mile.

1912 are compared with those of the corresponding months in

1911, they show an increase in total operating revenues per mile

of 1.9 per cent., an increase in total operating expenses per mile

of 4.4 per cent., and a decrease in net operating revenue per

mile of 4.3 per cent. There was a decrease in net operating

revenue per mile of 3.6 per cent, in the eastern group, a de-

crease of 10.0 per cent, in the southern group, and a decrease of

2.3 per cent, in the western group.

The diagram shows the variations in total operating revenues,

operating expenses, and net operating revenue per mile for the

separate months of the calendar year 1911 and of the calendar

year 1912 to date. The following table shows the per cent, of

operating revenues consumed by each class of expenses.

Per Cent, of Total Operating Revenues.

Fiscal Calendar
year eiided year ended

• May, June 30, December 31,

1912. 1911. 1911. 19ia 1911. 1910.

Maintenance of way and structures 14.5 14.3 12.5 12.7 12.7 13.3

Maintenance of equipment 16.1 15.8 14.9 14.5 15.5 15.3

Traffic expenses •; 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.1 2.1

Transportation expenses 36.0 34.7 34.2 32.2 35.4 34.7

General expenses 2.6 2.6 2.4 2.3 2.6 2.4

Total operating expenses 71.4 69.5 66.1 63.7 68.3 67.8

Baltimore as compared with New York and Boston, applying on
grain, asking the commission to make a further investigation

and to consider the relation of these rates.

Rates on Excelsior Reduced.

John W. Keogh v. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. Opinion

by the commission:
Rates on e.xcelsior in carloads from St. Paul, Minn., to Chicago

and other points exceed the rates on flax tow between those

points although excelsior is a less valuable commodity and the

volume of traffic is much greater than that of flax tow. The
complainant contends that the rates on excelsior should not

exceed the rates on flax tow. The commission found that the

present rates on excelsior are unreasonable to the extent that

they exceed the rates on flax tow. Reparation was awarded.

(24 I. C. C, 606.)

Complaint Dismissed.

Virginia-Carolina Chemical Company v. Southern Railway et

at. Opinion by the commission:

The complainant contends that the rate of $3.40 per ton

charged on shipments of acid phosphate from Charleston, S. C,

to Durham, N. C., were unreasonable and that the rate of $1.75
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per ton should have been charged because the defendant's tariff

stated that for transportation between these points the rate ot

$1.75 per ton should apply on acidulated rock which was

synonymous with acid phosphate. The commission found that

the defendant's tariff stated that the rate of $3.40 per ton should

apply on acid phosphate and the insertion of the rate on acidu-

lated rock was in error. It also found that the complainant in-

variably described its shipment as acid phosphate, and there-

fore the charges were correctly assessed. (24 I. C. C, 600)

iiiatlwatj (^£iicev0.

Battle Creek, Mich., Discrimination Against.

Kellogg Toasted Corn Flake Company v. Michigan Central

et al. Opinion by the commission:

The complainant contends that the rate of 27 cents per 100

lbs. charged it on shipments of sugar from New Orleans. La.,

to Battle Creek. Mich., are unreasonable. Reparation is sought.

The rate on sugar from New Orleans to Detroit, Mich., is 23

cents per 100 lbs. The commission found that the rates on

sugar to other points show that the present rate of 27 cents

per 100 lbs. from New Orleans to Battle Creek is not un-

reasonable, but that the rate of 23 cents to Detroit results in a

discrimination against Battle Creek, and ordered that this

lower rate to Detroit be discontinued. No reparation was

awarded. (24 I. C. C, 604.)

Coal Cars for Through Traffic Ordered.

Colorado Coal Traffic Association z: Colorado & Southern.

Opinion by the commission:

The complaint contends that the refusal of the defendant to

transport coal, loaded in defendant's cars, to interstate points on

connecting lines resulted in loss to the shippers. The defendant

claimed that this rule was necessary to make the most equitable

distribution of its equipment among the shippers. The commis

sion found that the facts were similar to those which were con-

sidered in Missouri & Illinois Coal Company r. Illinois Central.

22 /. C. C, 39 [in which it was found that railways are required

to serve the through routes which they have established witk

other carriers without respect to the fact that in rendering such

service their equipment may be carried beyond their own linesl.

No order was made, but the carriers were relied on to make-

such regulations for car interchange and for the maintenance of

the through routes involved as are required by law. (24 I. C. C,

618.)

Memphis Given Reshlpping Rates.

Memphis Grain & Hay Association ct al. f. St. Louis & San

Francisco ct al. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan:

The general transit rules and regulations of the defendants

not shown to be arbitrary and unreasonable as alleged by the

grain dealers of Memphis. The disadvantages under which Mem-
phis labors found to result largely from the loose rules and prac-

tices in force at other and competing grain markets.

The defendants required to give Memphis the benefit of re-

shipping rates such as are in effect from St. Louis and other

competing markets reached by the defendants.

A mixed feed containing nontransit commodities in excess of

20 per cent, of its total weight is not properly to be regarded as

a grain product, but is a new commodity which is entitled to

move from the transit point only on the specific rates in effect

from that point. (24 L C. C, 609.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Texas Railway Commission, in approval of an appli-

cation submitted by the International & Great Northern, has

decided to permit two reconsignments to points in Texas on

carload shipments of bananas. No charges will be. made for

the first reconsignment except w^here the back-haul or out-of-

route penalty is involved.

COURT NEWS.

Judge Hutton of the Faulkner county circuit court at Little

Rock. Ark., has rendered a decision that the act passed by the

last legislature defining baggage is void, for the reason that the

enacting clause reads "be it enacted by the people of Arkansas,"

instead of "be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State

of Arkansas."

C. J. Milli;

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

E. T. Lamb, president and general manager of the Norfolk

Southern, with headquarters at Norfolk, Va., has resigned to be-

come genera! manager of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic.

Carey Judson Millis, who has been appointed assistant to the

president of the Southern Pacific Company, with office at San

Francisco, Cal., as has been ainiounced in these columns, was
born April 20, 1858, at

Covington, Ind. He was
educated at Cook Acad-
emy, Havana, N. Y.,

and in 1878 began raiW

way work with the

Tioga & Elmira Short

Line, now the Erie, at

Elmira, N. Y. He was
in station service on
the Rio Grande West-
ern from 1883 to 1891,

and during the next

seven years was joint

agent of the Oregon
Short Line and the Ore-
gon Railroad & Naviga-
tion Company at Hunt-
ington, Ore. He was
promoted to general

agent of the latter com-
pany in 1898, and for

eight years from 1899

was livestock agent at

Portland. In 1907 Mr.
Minis was rp;;i;inted vice-president and general manager of the

Harriman Coos Bay Lines, including the Coos Bay, Roseburg &
Eastern Railroad & Navigation Company, the Portland & Coos
Baj' Steamship Line and the Beaver Hill Coal Company, with

office at Marshfield, Ore. He was appointed assistant to the

president of the Southern Pacific Company on July IS, 1912.

Edgar Eugene Calvin, whose election as vice-president of the

Southern Pacific Company in general charge of operation and

construction, with office at San Francisco, Cal., has been an-

nounced in these col-

umns, was born October

16, 1858, near Indian-

apolis. Ind. He received

a common school educa-

tion and began railway

work in 1874 as a tele-

graph operator for the

Indianapolis, Cincinnati

& Lafayette, now part of

the Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Chicago & St. Louis.

He was in school from
1876 to 1877, and in the

latter year went with

the L'nion Pacific, where,

until 1886, he was con-

secutively agent and

operator, assistant super-

intendent and superin-

tendent of coal mines,

train despatcher, con-

ductor and trainmaster.

In June, 1887, he was
made division superin-

tendent of the Missouri Pacific, and held that position until

February. 1891. when he returned to the Union Pacific as

superintendent of the Idaho division. In 1895 he was made

general superintendent of the International & Great Northern.

For six vears from 1897 he was with the Oregon Short Line,

E. E.
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first as general superintendent and later as assistant general

manager. In 1904 he was elected vice-president and general

manager of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company, and

from February, 1905, to July IS, 1912, the date of his recent

promotion, he was vice-president and general manager of the

Southern Pacific Company, Pacific System.

Frank W. Morse, vice-president and general manager of the

Chicago & .'Mton, with office at Chicago, resigned on August 1,

and the duties of his office have been assumed by President

B. A. W'orthington.

Robert F. Strahorn, vice-president of the Oregon-Washington

Railroad & Navigation Company, with office at Portland, Ore.,

has been elected also president of the Portland, Eugene & East-

ern, with jurisdiction over the Southern Pacific electric lines in

Oregon.

Edward T. Glennon, general attorney of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern at Chicago, has been appointed assistant

vice-president of that road, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis, the Chicago, Indiana & Southern and subsidiary com-

panies, with office at Chicago.

C. R. Meekin. who has been in the service of the Kentucky &
Indiana Terminal Railroad for IS years, has been elected secre-

tary, succeeding H. W. Heazlitt, deceased. He will also have

charge of the terminal company's accounts. Henry Ormsby has

been elected acting treasurer, both with offices at Louis-

ville, K>-.

Morris McDonald, vice-president and general manager of the

Maine Central, has been elected president also of the Bridgton

& Saco River ; George S. Hobbs, second vice-president and

comptroller of the Maine Central, and George VV. York, treas-

urer, have been elected to similar positions also on the Bridgton

& Saco Ri\er. all with offices at Portland, Maine.

Operating Officers.

-Andrew Esse has been appointed trainmaster of the Chicago

Milwaukee & St. Paul, with office at Sioux City, Iowa, succeed-

ing M. J. Larson, promoted.

W. \V. McCormick has been appointed assistant superintendent

of the St. Louis. Brownville & Mexico, with headquarters at

Kingsville. Tex., succeeding John D. Finnegan, resigned.

E. E. Shackford. superintendent of Morgan's Louisiana &
Texas Railroad & Steamship Company and the Louisiana West-
ern, with office at Lafayette, La., has resigned. G. C. Scarlette,

assistant superintendent of the same roads at Lafayette, also

has resigned.

John L. East has been appointed agent of the loss and damage
bureau of the Illinois Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi Val-

ley; Charles G. Richmond, William Calohan and George L. Perry
have been appointed assistant agents of the same bureau, all with

office at Chicago.

A. H. Ehlers, assistant superintendent of the Copper Range,

at Houghton, Mich., has been appointed superintendent, with

office at Houghton, succeeding C. S. Fales, general superin-

tendent, resigned, and the offices of assistant superintendent

and general superintendent have been abolished.

J. G. Code, superintendent of the Toledo division of the Wheel-
ing & Lake Erie, at Canton, Ohio, has been appointed general

superintendent, with headquarters at Cleveland. A. P. Titus,

assistant superintendent at Canton, succeeds Mr. Code; F. E.

Barber, trainmaster at Brewster, succeeds Mr. Titus; D. R.

Webner. trainmaster at Toledo, succeeds Mr. Barber, and C. A.

Bates succeeds Mr. W'ebner.

Effective August 10, the Fort Wayne division of the New
York. Chicago & St. Louis will be divided into two operating

divisions as follows : Fort Wayne division, from the west end

of Bellevue yard to the west end of W'est Fort Wayne yard,

and the Chicago division, from the west end of West Fort Wayne
yard to Chicago. S. K. Blair, superintendent, and E. S. Kirby,

trainmaster of the Fort Wayne division at Fort W'ayne, Ind.,

remain in the same positions on the new Fort Wayne division

;

H. N. WiUiams. trainmaster at Fort Wayne, has been appointed

superintendent, and C. L. Titus has been appointed trainmaster

of the Chicago' division, both with offices at Fort Wayne.

Traffic Officers.

J. H. McKinnon has been appointed general agent of the

Canadian Northern, with office at Duluth, Minn.

T. L. Peeler, industrial agent of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas of Texas at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed industrial

commissioner of that company and the Texas Central, with

office at Dallas.

H. C. McVean has been appointed traffic manager of the

Denver, Laramie & Northwestern at Denver, Colo., and not

general freight and passenger agent, as was announced in these

columns last week.

F. F. Backus, general freight and passenger agent of the

Toronto. Hamilton & Buffalo, at Hamilton, Ont., has been ap-

pointed trafi^.c manager, and George C. Martin, assistant general

freight and passenger agent, at Hamilton, succeeds Mr. Backus.

Clarence L. Chapnan, who has been for some time in the gen-

eral traffic nianagir's office cf the Erie Railroad, has been ap-

pointed assistant to the general traffic manager, and Gordon M.
Craig, chief clerk to general passenger agent R. H. Wallace, at

New York, has been appointed assistant general passenger agent,

both with offices at New York.

Thomas Agnew Graham, who has been appointed assistant

freight traffic manager of the Southern Pacific Company, with

office at San Francisco, Cal., as has been announced in these

columns, was born af

San Francisco, Septem-
ber 11, 1864. He re-

ceived a common school

education, and began
railway work July 10,

1878, with the North Pa-
cific Coast Railway, now
the Northwestern Pa-
cific. About three and
a half years later he

v\ent with the Southern
Pacific, with which road
he has been ever since.

He was clerk and chief

rate clerk in the general

passenger department at

San Francisco to De-
cember, 1889; was then

for twelve years district

freight and passenger

agent, first at Tacoma,
Wash., and later at San

~ . _ . Jose. Cal., and from Oc-T. A. Graham. , ,_^, , ., ,

tober, 1901, to April 1,

1906, he was assistant general freight agent at San Francisco.

On the latter date he was promoted to assistant general freight

and passenger agent at Los Angeles, and from March 1, 1911,

to July IS, 1912, the date of his recent promotion, he was gen-
eral freight agent at San Francisco.

Appointments have been made in the traffic department of

the Western Maryland as follows : T. H. McKoy. division freight

agent, Maryland division, Hagerstown, Md.
; J. F. Getty, di-

vision freight agent, West Virginia division at Cumberland; J. S.

Talbot, general western agent, Chicago; O. M. Brown, general

eastern agent. New York ; M. H. Jacobs, general agent, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.; Brent Arnold. Jr., general agent, Cincinnati, Ohio;

J. S. Lamereaux, general agent, Cleveland ; Charles H. Todd,

general agent, Indianapolis, Ind.

W. E. Renneker, whose appointment as assistant general

freight agent of the Atlantic Coast Line, with headquarters at

Charleston, S. C, has been announced in these columns, was

born on October 4. 1871, at Charleston, and was educated in

private schools. He began railway work on January 1, 1887,

with the Atlantic Coast Line, as a messenger to the superin-

tendent, and in 1889 he was made telegraph operator and

clerk. From 1894 to September. 1897. he was soliciting agent,

and then for over one year was city ticket agent of the Atlantic

Coast Line and the Plant System. He was then soliciting agent

until September, 1902, and for about eight years was commercial
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agent. On June 1, 1910, he was appointed division freight agent

of the Atlantic Coast Line, which position he held at the time of

his recent appointment as assistant general freight agent.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

C. C. Elmes has been appointed master mechanic of the Texas

& New Orleans, with office at Houston, Tex., succeeding

F. Galvin.

C. H. Osborn, assistant superintendent of the car department

of the Chicago & North Western, with office at Chicago, has

resigned to engage in other business,

W. E. Bohl has been appointed acting roadmaster of the West-

ern division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. with office at

Dodge City, Kan,, succeeding Edward Marshall,

Frank Zeleny, whose appointment as engineer of tests of the

Chicago, Turlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Aurora.

Ill,, has been announced
in these columns, was
born December 5, 1876.

at Hutchinson, Minn.

He attended the Uni-

versity of Minnesota

from 1894 to 1898. grad-

uating with the degree

of mechanical engineer.

In September, 1898. he

began railway work with

the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy, where he was

a special apprentice un-

til January 17, 1902.

On the latter date he

was appointed assistant

to superintendent of

shops at .Aurora, which
position he held until

July 3. 1912. the date

of his appointment as

engineer of tests of the

same company, with

headquarters at Aurora.

Allen Harwood Babcock, who has been appointed consulting

electrical engineer of the Southern Pacific Company, with

office at San Francisco, Cal.. as has been announced in these

columns, was born Au-
gust 12, 1865, at Buf-

falo, N. Y. He attend-

ed the public schools at

Oakland, Cal., PhiUips

Exeter Academy, the

University of California

and Lehigh University.

In November, 1891, Mr.

Babcock became a

draftsman in the San
Francisco office of the

Thompson - Houston
Electric Company, and
was made assistant en-

gineer of the same com-
pany in December of

the following year. He
went with the Standard

Electric Companv of

California in July," 1898.

where he was assistant

engineer until May, 1899,

and was then promoted
to superintendent. In

June, 1901, he was appointed electrical engineer of the Califor-

nia Central Gas & Electric Company ; in July, 1902, he went

with the North Shore Railroad as electrical engineer, and from

December, 1903, until the date of his recent promotion to con-

sulting electrical engineer, he was electrical engineer of the

Southern Pacific Company, with office at San Francisco.

Frank Zeleny, assistant superintendent of shops of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy at Aurora. 111., having been promoted

F. Zeleny.

A. H. Babcock.

to engineer of tests ; L. A. Stoll, general foreman locomotive

repairs at Aurora, has been appointed assistant superintendent

of the Aurora shops in charge of the locomotive department,

and William Queenan. general foreman of car repairs, has been

appointed assistant superintendent of the Aurora shops in charge

of the car department.

F. D. Ritter has been appointed assistant engineer mainte-

nance of way of the Great Northern division of the National

Railways of Mexico, and R. Fabela has been appointed assistant

engineer maintenance of way of the Great Southern division,

including the Pan-.-\merican Railroad and the Vera Cruz* &
Isthmus, with office at Colonia Station, Mexico City, Mex.
These appointments have been made following the death of D. D.

Colvin, engineer maintenance of way.

J. R. Sexton, who has been appointed mechanical super-

intendent of the Northern district of the Western lines of the

.Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with office at La Junta, Colo.,

as has been announced
in these columns, was
born in New England
on April 5, 1863, and
graduated from the pub-

lic schools of Platts-

mouth, Neb., in 1879. He
began railway work in

April of the same year as

machinist apprentice for

the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy. .After com-
pleting his apprenticeship

he was a machinist in

various shops for three

years from 1883. and
from November, 1886, to

January, 1890, he was
erecting and roundhouse
foreman of the Burling-

ton at Plattsmouth. He
was then promoted to

general foreman at Al-

liance, Neb., and he went
to the Great Northern as

district foreman at Devils Lake, N. D.. in April, 1901. He was with

the Union Pacific at Cheyenne, Wyo., from November. 1902. to

June. 1904. first as roundhouse foreman and then as general fore-

man. On June 24. 1504, Mr. Sexton went with the Atch-

ison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with which road he has been

consecutively general foreman at Cleburne, Tex., until No-
vember 15. 1910; master mechanic of the Missouri division at

Shopton, Iowa, from the latter date until June 1. 1912, and

since June 1 he has been mechanical superintendent at La

Junta, as above noted.

J. R. Sexton.

OBITUARY.

H. G. Prescott. general superintendent of the Panama Rail-

road from May, 1904, to November, 1905, died recently at

Panama. Mr. Prescott was born in 1863 at Hudson, N. Y.,

and entered the service of the Panama Railroad in January,

1889. as an operator at Colon. Panama. He served as a

despatcher, then in the signal department, and then as train-

master and electrician, until August, ISOl, when he was ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of the same company. He
was promoted to general superintendent in May, 1904, from

which position he resigned in November, 1905.

William D. Washburn, who was one of the promoters of the

Minneapolis & St. Louis, of which he was president for many
years, and who also projected and built the Minneapolis, St.

Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, of which he was president until his

election as United States senator in 1889, died on July 29.

Mr. Washburn w-as born on January 14, 1831, at Livermore,

Maine, and was educated at Farmington Academy, and Bowdoin

College, from which he graduated in 1850. He was a member

of the Minnesota legislature from 1859 to 1871, and a member

of Congress from 1879 to 1885. He was largely interested in

flour manufacturing and lumber enterprises, and was a political

and business leader in Minneapolis, Minn,, for about 50 years.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Southern Railway has ordered 30 mikado locomotives
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Canadian Pacific has ordered 25 ten-wheel locomotives

from the Montreal Locomotive Works.

The Maryland & Pennsylvania has ordered 1 consolidation

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Walsh-Kahl Construction Company has ordered 3 six-

wheel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Paulista Railway, Brazil, has ordered 3 ten-wheel loco-

motives from the American Locomotive Company. The dimen-
sions of the cylinders will be 23 in x 26 in., the diameter of the

driving wheels will be 66 in., and the total weight in working
order will be 180,000 lbs.

The Centr.^l Railway of Brazil has ordered 10 consolidation

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. The di-

mensions of the cylinders will be 17 in. x 20 in., the diameter of

the driving wheels will be 37 in., and the total weight in work-
ing order will be 93.000 lbs.

The Chicago, Milwaijkee & St. Paul, mentioned in the

Railway Age Gazette of July 19 as having ordered 50 mikado
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company, has in-

creased this order to 65 mikado locomotives, and has also or-

dered 35 consolidation locomotives from the same company.

CAR BUILDING.

The Virginian is in the market for 4 passenger cars.

The Pennsylvania Lines West are in the market for 1,000

box cars.

The Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic is in the market for

100 freight cars.

The St. Louis & San Francisco is in the market for 10 all-

steel baggage cars.

The Virginian Railway has ordered 700 all-steel hopper cars

from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is asking for bids on

500 gondola cars and 500 refrigerator cars.

The Southern Railway has ordered 450 box cars, 100 auto-

mobile cars and 100 flat cars from the Lenoir Car Works.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, mentioned in an unconfirmed

item in the Railway Age Gazette of July 26 as being in the market

for 1,000 hoper cars, is in the market for 1.000 gondola cars.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Northern Pacific has ordered 8.000 tons of rails from

the Illinois Steel Company.

Brooklyn Rapid Transit is in the market lor approximately

15,000 tons of rail for subway construction.

The Manila Railway, Philippine Islands, has ordered 5,000

tons of rails from the Lackawanna Steel Company.

Gener.\l Conditions in Steel.—There has been a general

advance of $1 per ton on steel bars. Other increases in prices

are anticipated. There is still a slight shortage of labor in

some of the mills, and during the past week a scarcity of crude

steel has developed ; these conditions have kept active operations

from 10 to 15 per cent, below specifications, and if they are not

remedied at once shipments will show a decrease. It is reported

that on small shipments premiums as high as $5 and $10 a ton

have been paid. Western steel manufacturers report new busi-

ness above expectations, and it is claimed in some quarters that

a large volume of orders for early delivery has been refused.

The Grip Xut Company, Chicago, is enlarging its plant at

South Whitely, Ind.. and is installing 10 additional, 6 spindle,

nut tapping machines.

The McKeen Motor Company, Omaha, Xeb., has received an
order from the Texas City Terminal Company, Texas City, Tex.,
for a 55-ft. all-steel gasolene motor car.

H. F. Wardwell has resigned as assistant manager of the
Central Locomotive & Car Works, Chicago, to engage in

the railway equipment business on his own account, and has
opened an office at 302 Railway Exchange building, Chicago.

The George M. Newhall Engineering Company, Phila-

delphia, Pa., has received an order from the Pennsylvania
Railroad for 10 wrecking cranes of 120 tons' capacity each.

These cranes will be made by the Industrial Works of Bay
City, Bay City, Mich.

The Griffin Car Wheel Company, Chicago, will enlarge its

plant at Boston, Mass., by building an addition to the foundry,

a new machine shop and auxiliary buildings. It is estimated

that these additions will increase the present capacity by more
than 200 wheels a day. This company will also enlarge its plant

at St. Paul, Minn., thereby increasing the capacity of that plant

by more than 150 wheels a day.

C. H. Osborn has resigned as assistant superintendent of

the car department of the Chicago & North Western to asso-

ciate himself with the Mid-Western Car Supply Company,
Chicago, as vice-presi-

dent. Mr. Osborn was
born at Westfield, Mass.,

March 31, 1875, and
graduated from Sheffield

Scientific School, Yale
University, in the class

of 1895. He entered the

employ of the Chicago &
North Western in the

same year, and after

serving as a special ap-

prentice in the mechan-
ical department filled

successively the positions

of roundhouse foreman,
division foreman, master
mechanic, and, for the

past four years, assistant

superintendent of the car

department. In going

with the Mid-Western
Car Supply Company

C.H. Osborn. ^r. Osborn will have

charge of the mechani-

cal department and will devote special attention to the develop-

ment and sale of the one-piece combination body and truck

bolster, which was exhibited at the M. C. B. and M. M. con-

ventions at Atlantic City in June.

Horace E. Horton, president and sole promoter of the Chicago

Bridge & Iron Works, died at his residence in Chicago, on July

28. after a long illness. Mr. Horton was born in Norway, N. Y.,

in 1843 and was for several years a bridge contractor at Roches-

ter, Minn. He moved to Chicago in 1889 and was one of the

organizers of the Chica.go Bridge & Iron Company, of which he

was president until 1897, when he purchased the entire property

and stock and reorganized the company as the Chicago Bridge &
Iron Works.

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, has received the

following orders : one large reinforced concrete Holmen coal-

ing station, and a separate reinforced concrete cinder pocket

and cinder handling machinery for the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie,

at Dickerson Run. Pa., to cost $20,000: one 300-ton structural

steel Holmen coaling station for the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern

at Rossv'lle 111 : coal handling equipment for a new station

for the Baltimore & Ohio, at Cumberland, Md. ; one 600-ton
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reinforced concrete Holmen coaling station for the Atlanta

& West Point, at Newnan, Ga., to cost $25,000; one 600-ton

reinforced concrete Holmen coaling station for the Western

Railway of Alabama, at Montgomery, Ala., to cost $25,000.

The Vulcan Engineering Sales Company. Chicago, has

taken the selling agency for the line of structural and plate

working machinery, punches, shears, rolls, bulldozers, etc.,

made by the Rock River Machine Company, Janesville^ Wis.

This is in addition to the lines now controlled by the Vulcan

company, which include molding machines and foundry equip-

ment, made by the Hanna Molding Machine Company, and

metal sawing machinery and shop cqu'pment made by the

Q. M. S. Companj-.

The General Electric Company. Schenectady. X. V.. has de-

clared a 30 per cent, stock dividend in addition to the regular

quarterly dividend of 2 per cent, A special meeting of the stock-

holders will be held August 29 to vote on the question of in-

creasing the capital stock from $80,000,000 to $105,000,000. After

this increase, a dividend of $30 per share, payable in stock of the

company at par, will be paid out of the surplus earnings to stock-

holders of record, December 31, 1912. It is proposed to issue

debenture bonds from time to time for the future financial needs

of the company, and for this purpose the directors have author-

ized $60,000,000 debenture bonds to bear not over 5 per cent,

interest. On December 31, 1911, the company had $7/,335,200

capital stock outstanding. As the plan provides for an author-

ized capitalization of $105,000,000, there will remain unissued

about $4,500,000 stock. The additional stock will necessitate

dividend payments of about $1.850000 more a year than under

the present capitalization. The company's earnings in 1911 were

13,6 per cent, on capital stock, and in 1910. 16,6 per cent.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Stokers,—The American Stoker Company. \e\v York, has

published bulletin B-1 on its Class E stoker for stationary boil-

ers. This bulletin is well illustrated, includes detailed descrip-

tions and enumerates many points in favor of these stokers.-

Some useful tables are also given.

Power Tr.vnsformers.—The General Electric Company,

Schenectady, N, Y,, has published bulletin 4953, on power trans-

formers. This bulletin is illustrated and gives the more im-

portant points regarding the relative merits of the different types

of transformers. This bulletin supersedes the company's pre-

vious bulletin on the subject,

Denver & Rio Grande,—The passenger department has' is-

sued a handsomely illustrated folder on Salt Lake City, de-

scribing the scenic points along its lines between Denver and

Salt Lake City, and giving a list of hotels, cafes, theaters,

clubs and points of interest in and around this city which will

entertain many .national conventions this year.

Electrical Operation of Shops.—The General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N. Y., has devoted bulletin No. 4,959 to the

electrical operation of railway shops. This booklet points out

the advantages of individual drive over group drive, and illus-

trates and describes the electrical installations in some of the

more important railway shops of the country. This bulletin

supersedes the company's previous bulletin on this subject.

Motor Cars.—The McKeen Motor Car Company. Omaha. Neb,,

has issued an illustrated booklet describing the various types of

its gasolene motor cars for steam branch line and interurban

service, of which 124 have been constructed and are now in daily

service in the United States. Mexico and Australia and which are

being operated or have been ordered by 49 railways. The booklet

contains illustrations and plans of the different types, and of

their principal working parts, together with several illustrations

of the cars in service handling trailers, etc, and a number of

testimonial letters from railway officers w-ho have had experience

with the car.

The Argentine chamber of deputies has granted a concession

for the construction of a branch line from Concepcion del Uru-

gi',a\ t" Concordia, and for one from Concordia to Villa Fed-

eral,

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Alabama & Northwestern.—According to press reports, this

company, which operates a 21-mile line from Pine Hill, Ala.,

to Sweetwater, will build a five-mile extension. William Toxey,
chief engineer. Pine Hill. Ala.

Albany & Northern.—See Georgia Southwestern & Gulf.

Atlantic, Waycross & Northern,—It is expected that work
will be started soon on the extension projected for some time

from St, Mary's, Ga,, northw'est via Waycross and Fort \'alley.

to Atlanta, about 220 miles. The company now operates a 11-

mile line from St. Mary's to Kingsland. L. Johnson, president

and general manager, St. Mary's.

Birmingham & Southeastern.—According to press reports,

this company w'ill let contracts to build' between Electric, Ala.,

and Equality. Work is now under way on an extension from
Fort Davis northwest to Milstead, 40 miles. W. M, Blount,

president. Union Springs. (June 7, p. 1262.)

Chillicothe, Trenton & Gainesville.—Bids will be asked for

in September, it is said, to build a line to connect Chillicothe.

Mo., with Trenton and Gainesville, about 75 miles. Some of

the right of way has been secured, T. C, Beasley, Chillicothe,

may be addressed.

Durham & South Carolina.—An officer writes that grading

has been finished on about six miles and track laid on two milts

of the 11 -mile extension building from Bonsai, N. C, to a con-

nection with the Raleigh, Charlotte & Southern. The company
expects to have all the work finished by October. R. A. Honey-
cutt, general sipcrintendent and chief engineer, Durham.
(April 12. p, 871 ,)

Florida Roads.—The Henderson-Waits Lumber Company has

grading work under way for a logging line from the company's
mill near Caryville, Fla,, southeast towards Vernon, G. O,

Waits, general manager,

Gainesville, Oklahoma & Western,—This company has

begun work, it is said, on the line projected for some time from
Gainesville, Tex., southwest via Era. Slidell. Greenwood and
Cowan, to Bridgeport, about 56 miles, H, M, Aubrey, president,

T. M, Ticnot, vice-president, San .Antonio.

Georgia Southwestern & Gulf.—,An officer of this company,
which operates the old .Albany & Northern from Cordele, Ga,,

southwest to Albany. 35 miles, writes that the company e.xpects

to begin work on an extension next fall from Albany southwest

to St. .Andrews, Fla., and that contracts are tentatively let for

the work. There will be one steel bridge. 400 ft, long, and two
60-ft, spans. The company will also put up wharves and docks

at St. Andrews Bay. W. M. Legg. president and general man-
ager. -Albany.

Gr.\nd Trunk,— It is planned to begin work at once on a line

from Port Burwell, Ont.. northwest via Calton, .Aylmer. Mapleton

and Belmont, to London, about 40 miles. Surveys for the line

have been made. It is expected that the Grand Trunk will use car

ferries for carrying coal cars across Lake Erie.

Hastings & Northwestern.—See Union Pacific.

Illinois Central,—.An officer writes regarding the reports

that surveys are being made for a line from Jackson, Miss.,

northeast to Birmingham. .Ala,, about 200 rqiles, that the com-

pany has been making some preliminary surveys, but nothing

definite has yet been decided. If the line should be built, it

will probably be some time before the construction work will

be carried out. A. S. Baldwin, chief engineer. Chicago,

Kettle Valley,—According to press reports, this company

will let contracts soon to build a 12-mile section from Coldw-ater

Junction, B. C, west to the summit of Hope mountains. .A,

McCulloch, chief engineer, Penticton, B. C. (May 3, p. 1027.).

Natchez. Columbia & Mobile,—This company, which operates

a line from Norfield, Miss,, east to Log Switch. 20 miles, is

said to have given a contract to Boyd & Bradshaw. Columbia.

Miss., to build a 12-mile extension to connect with the N'ew Or-

leans Great Northern at Tilton. R, B. Butterfield. s.-cretary.

treasurer and general manager, Norfield.
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In'ew Orleans & Western (Electric^.—An ofiicer writes that

tne proposed route is from a connection with the Algiers Rail-

way & Lighting Company's line west of Gretna, La., on the

Mississippi river, through the suburlis of Harvey, Barataria

and Westwego to Waggaman. about 12 miles. Material has
been ordered for the immediate construction of the line to

Barataria, and construction by day labor will be started with-
in two weeks. Track has been laid on a steel lift-bridge over
ITarvey's canal. C. E. A. Carr, general manager, New Orleans.

New York Connecting.—Bids are in for building a 1^-mile
section from a connection with the Pennsylvania Tunnel & Ter-
minal at Woodside avenue, Long Island City, to Stemler street.

J. U. Crawford, engineer, Broad street station, Philadelphia, Pa.

Northwestern Ohio Railway & Power Company.—This

company is said to have bought the rights and property of the

Toledo. Port Clinton & Lake Side, operating an electric line from
Toledo, Ohio, east to Marblehead. The new owners will build

extensions and make improvements to the line at a cost of

$200,000.

Pacific Great Eastern.—An issue of bonds for the Pacific

Great Eastern has been guaranteed by the British Columbia gov-

ernment. This line is to be built from Vancouver, B. C, north

to the Grand Trunk Pacific at Fort George, about 350 miles,

and the company expects to have all the work finished within

two years. J. W. Stewart, of Foley, Welch & Stewart. St. Paul.

Minn., may be addressed. (June 14, p. 1365.)

Pennsylvania & Southwestern.—Incorporated in Pennsyl-

vania to build through Bradford, Tioga and Lycoming counties.

It is understood that the New York Central interests are back

of the project.

Piedmont & Northern (Electric).—An officer writes that this

company has track laid on 23 miles in North Carolina and 33

miles in South Carolina on the line between Greenwcod, S. C,
and Durham, N. C. Contracts were recently let for work on 33

miles of the section between Greenville, S. C. and Spartanburg,

and work is now under way. Maximum grades will be one per

cent, compensated, and maximum curvature will be six deg.

Contracts will shortly be let for puttirg up five steel viaducts,

each to 1 e from 200 ft. to 900 ft. long, and from 60 ft. to 90 ft.

high. The work will be heavy. Thomas B. Lee. chief engineer,

Charlotte, N. C. (April 5, p. 824.)

Provo & Eastern Utah.—Incorporated in Utah with $10,-

(XX).000 capital, to build from Springville. Utah, east to Jensen,

about 120 miles. The line is later to be extended east to Steam-

boat Springs, Colo., the present terminus of the Denver, North-

western & • Pacific. The names of the incorporators are not

given.

Toledo, Port Clinton & Lake Side.—See Northwestern Ohio

Railway & Power Company.

Union Pacific.—The Hastings & Northwestern has been in-

corporated to build from Hastings. Neb., northwest to Gibbon, 30

miles. It is understood that construction work will be started at

once.

Wabash Railroad.—The company plans to make improve-

ments to include laying second track between Romulus, Mich.,

and Britton, on the Detroit division, to cost $500,000; to con-

struct additional yard and terminal facilities at Detroit, to cost

$400,000; to build new locomotive shops at Decatur. 111., to cost

$500,000, and new water tanks and coaling stations to cost

$130.(XX). (See an item under Railway Financial News.)

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Cumberland, Md.—The Western Maryland has given a con-

tract, it is said, to B. F. Bennett, Baltimore, Md., to put up a

two-story terra cotta and brick station, with slate roof, 36 ft. x
48 ft.

Decatur, III.—See Wabash Railroad under Railway Con-
struction.

Detroit^ Mich.—See Wabash Railroad under Railway Con-
struction.

Edmonton, Alberta.—The Grand Trunk Pacific is planning
the erection of a new passenger station at an estimated cost of
$400,000.

Greenville, S. C—See Piedmont & Northern rElcctri.-i under
Railway Construction.

Montreal, Que.—In connection with the elevation of five

miles of track approaching the Bonaventure station, the Grand
Trunk will erect a $3,500,000 passenger station, which will also
be used by the Intercolonial, and two freight sheds. The entire
improvement will include 140,000 cu. yds. of foundation ex-
cavation, 1,500,000 cu. yds. of fill, 65.0()0 cu. yds. of concrete,
6,000 tons of steel, and 50,000 cu. yds. of paving.

McKeesport, Pa.—The Baltimore & Ohio will make terminal
improvements at McKeesport, to include a new passenger sta-
tion. Contracts for the work have not yet been let.

New Orleans, La.—The Transmississippi Terminal Company
has been organized as a subsidiary of the Texas & Pacific to
own and operate extensive freight terminals which the company
proposes to build at New Orleans.
The New Orleans Terminal Company has announced that

work will be started at once on a series of new team tracks
and freight sheds, _fo cost appfpximately $250,000.

New York City.—The general contract for the Biltmore
Hotel, to occupy the plot between Forty-third and Forty-fourth
streets, Vanderbilt and Madison avenues, has been awarded to
the George A. Fuller Company, the cost being about $5,500,000.
The work is to be completed by October 1. 1913. The hotel
is an integral part of the New Y^ork Ceiitral's Grand Central
terminal' development, as explained in the Railway Age Gazette
of Slarch 15, 1912, p. 462. '

Philadelphia, Pa.—An officer «f the Pennsylvania Railroad
writes that plans have bee.n prepared and contracts let for the
extension of the present bridge on. the New York division, over
the Schuylkill river, and the reconstruction and extension of the
bridges over Girard avenue, Lansdovvne drive (Fairmount Park)
and the Philadelphia & Reading in Philadelphia. The present
bridge, a double-track structure, spans Girard -avenue, with steel
girders and Landsdowne drive with five 21-ft. span arches. The
bridge over the river and East and West Park drives consists of
seven 60-ft. span masonry arches, with a 241-ft. truss S[)an over
the river channel. The plans provide for rebuilding the bridge
over Girard avenue and Lansdowne drive for five track>. using
steel girders incased in concrete; the abutments and column
foundations to be built of concrete. The present 21-ft. span
arches over Lansdowne drive will be taken down and replaced
with two 45-ft. spans, reinforced concrete arches. The bridge
over the river and the East and West Park drives will be wid-
ened by extending the present 60-ft. span arches to the n'>rth to
provide for two additional tracks, and, in place of building a
truss span to carry the new tracks over the river channel, two
103-ft. span arches will be built, making a continuous arch bridge
over the Schuylkill river. These arches will be built of sand-
stone masonry to correspond with the present bridge : the founda-
tion and backing to be of concrete.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Baltimore & Ohio proposes t;- erect
new passenger and freight stations at Pittsburgh, but the plans
have not yet been jointly agreed upon by the city officials and the
company.

St. Andrews, Fla.—See Georgia Southwestern & Gulf under
Railway Construction.

Schuylkill Ha\t;n, Pa.—An officer of the Philadelphia &
Reading writes that improvements are being carried out to the

concrete bridge over the west branch of the Schuylkill river,

lining the present concrete arches, and completing an extension

for one track. The bridge consists of three spans each 33 ft.

long.

Toronto, Ont.—The Canadian Pacific, it is said, will apply

to the Dominion Railway Board to set aside and rescind the

order directing the immediate construction of the new union

station and viaduct. This action is to be taken by the railway

company, as the original plans were changed without notice to

the company.

Work is to be started in August by the Grand Trunk o-\ a new
station at Sunnyside, a suburb of Toronto.
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Baltimore & Ohio.—The stockholders of the Ohio River Rail-

road and the Parkersburg Branch Railroad will vote October

19 on the question of selling their property to the Baltimore

& Ohio. The B. & O. now owns nearly all of the stock of

these two subsidiaries.

Canadian Pacific.—It is rumored that when the Canadian

Parliament meets again in the fall, the Canadian Pacific

will ask for authority to increase its capital stock. The com-

pany is not at present in need of cash ; but it is said that its

pohcy is to provide for its needs for at least two years in

advance. See also Kingston & Pembroke.

Central Railway of Canada.—President Archibald Campbell

and E. Goff Penny have resigned as directors, and W. D. Hogg
and E. Willson Smith, of Montreal, have been elected directors

to succeed them.

Cinxinnati, Bluffton & Chicago.—See Huntington, Richmond
& Hamilton.

Erie.—The New York PubHc Service Commission, Second dis-

trict, has authorized the Erie to sell at 97.7167 $2,160,000 equip-

ment trust certificates.

Grand Trunk.—A press dispatch says that there was lost

through the sinking of the Titanic a signed contract, which

Charles M. Hayes was bringing back with him from England,

providing for the acquisition of 30,000 acres of coal lands in

Belmont County, Ohio, by the Grand Trunk. The report that

the Grand Trunk was to acquire coal lands in the United

States was mentioned in the Railway Age Gasette of April 26,

p. 984. It is said that since the death of President Hayes,

the Grand Trunk officers have not been anxious to take the

matter up again immediately.

Huntington, Richmond & Hamilton.—This is the name of the

company which has been incorporated as the successor to thi

Cincinnati, Bluffton & Chicago, which went into the hands of

a receiver in March, 1608. The Cincinnati, Bluffton & Chi-

cago operates 52 miles of road.

Mexico North Western.—The London stock exchange has

listed i600,000 ($3,000,000) first mortgage 5 per cent. SO-year

bonds to pay for an extension. See this company under

Constructioti News.

Minne.\polis & St. Louis.—See Minneapolis, Sl Louis &
Canadian.

Minneapolis, St. Louis & Canadian.—This road has been

incorporated with $7,000,000 stock to build an extension of the

Minneapolis & St. Louis to the Canadian border.

Mississippi River & Bonne Terre.—This company has bought

the St. Francois County Electric, which runs from De Lassus,

Mo., to Federal, The M. R. & B. T. is a steam road running

from Riverside, Mo., to the southeastern lead district, about

65 miles.

New York Central & Hudso.n River.—See an item in regard

to trackage agreements in Traffic News.

Ohio Rr-er Railro.\d.—See Baltimore & Ohio.

Oneida Railway.—See an item in regard to trackage agree-

ments in Traffic News.

P.\RKERSBURG Branch Railroad.—See Baltimore & Ohio.

Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago.—The New York Stock

Exchange has listed $1,993,400 additional guaranteed special

stock which was issued to pay for various improvements and
additional rolling stock.

Seaboard Ant LiNE.^See Tampa Northern.

Southern Pacific.—The Salem, Falls City and Western, now
operated as a steam road, has been bought by the Southern
Pacific, and is to be electrified and operated as a part of

the Southern Pacific's electric properties, of which the Port-

land. Eugene & Eastern, which was bought about three years

ago, is the nucleus.

Tampa Northern.—.An officer of the Seaboard Air Line has
confirmed the report that the Seaboard Air Line has bought
all of the stock of the Tampa Northern.

Wabash.—The receivers have applied to the court for permis-

sion to sell $2,500,000 additional receivers' certificates. This
will bring the total amount of receivers' certificates issued up
to $14,000,000. For purposes for which the money is to be

used, see Railway Construction News.
See also Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.—The Commercial & Financial

Chronicle says that conferences, which have been held between

the two committees representing the first mortgage bond-

holders, and also with other interests, have so far progressed

as to warrant the expectation that a re-organization plan will

be announced within the next thirty days. The plan, it is

understood, will not be brought out until its success is as-

sured. A settlement is proposed with the Wabash interests

which will eliminate the Wabash from the plan.

Western & Atlantic.—The lower branch of the Georgia legis-

lature has failed to pass, by the necessary majority, a bill

providing for a constitutional amendment which carries with it

state aid for an extension of the Western & Atlantic to the

Atlantic coast.

West Shore.—See an item in regard to trackage agreements in

Traffic News.

A company has received a concession for the construction of a

railway from Rosario, Argentina, to Mendozy, with a branch

line to Firmat. From Rosario a line will also be built to San

Lorenzo, where harbors will be built. The gage will be 3 ft.

3 in.

The lines Dchoulfa-Akjikabul and Astara-Adjikabul will

be built in Russia to establish a better connection with Baku,

and the line of Tzaritzyn-Uralsk, with Tzaritzyn. The lines

of Tula-Ryazan and Tula-Soukhinichy are to improve the

communication with Tula, the line of Ermolino-Nizhni, that

with Nizhni.

A commission selected by the Russian government to de-

vise a plan for covering many sections of Russia with a net-

work of railways during the next five years has reported,

and the project, worked out by its members, will be pre-

sented soon to the council of ministers for its inspection and

possible ratification. According to the scheme suggested by

the commission, about 20.000 miles will be added to the rail-

w^ays of the country, the building of which is to be carried

out by a definite and carefully conceived program in order

to satisfy the demands of the many regions now in great

need of railways, and to prevent the useless construction of

lines in sections where they are not required. It is the opin-

ion of the commission that their proposition will satisfy all

the requirements of the country, both economic and political,

and that real practical results will be obtained.

The administration report on the railways in India shows

that 755 miles of line were opened to traffic during the cal-

endar vear 1911, bringing the total mileage up to 32,839. Of

the 841 miles of line sanctioned at the end of the year, 263

were under construction. The gross earnings during the year

were $179,343,818, and the net earnings $53,336,510. Durmg

the year 222 locomotives, 1,039 coaches and 3,485 freight cars

were added to the rolling stock, while 253 engines, 1,245

coaches and 8.250 freight cars are now under construction.

The average rate charged to passengers of all classes was

just over two-fifths of one cent per mile, and the average dis-

tance traveled was about 38 miles. The total number in rail-

way employ at the close of the year was 563,030 of vvhom

7 699 were Europeans. 9,877 Anglo-Indians and 545.454 In-

dians The average rate for all descriptions of freight car-

ried was just under one cent per ton-mile. The total number

of passengers carried was 389.860,000, as compared with 37L-

=^80000 in the previous year, giving an increase of $4.440,tAW

in earnings from this source. It is said that this increase is

largely due to the Delhi Durbar.
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A S announced in our news section last week, the railways
** entering Kansas City have agreed to abolish their in-

dividual uptown ticket offices when the new union station is

opened and establish one joint city ticket office. That is, there

well be one joint ticket office at the station and one joint ticket

office uptown. Statistics collected some time ago, and pub-

lished in the Railzvay Age Gametic of December 22, 1911, page

1263. showed that the rentals for city ticket offices of eleven

roads in Kansas City aggregated $3,110 a month and that the

clerk hire for them amounted to $3,176 a month, a total of

$75,432 a year. It is probable that by substituting a joint

office for individual offices a saving of at least SO per cent., or,

say, $37,500 a year, can be made. While this economy is being

effected, the service given to the public will be improved. At
present in Kansas City, as in most other cities, the various

ticket offices are scattered about the business district. If a
traveler fails to get at one of them transportation via the rail-

way he wants to go over he is put to the inconvenience of
having to go out and find the ticket office of some other road.

.\t a joint ticket office he is certain to be able, without leaving
the room, to get the transportation he wants by one line or
another. It is to be hoped that the change decided on at Kan-
sas City will be the forerunner of the introduction of a sim-
ilar reform at other cities. Much larger economies could be
made at several other places than at Kansas City. Up to a
short time ago the rentals for city ticket offices at St. Louis
amounted to $12,458 a month and the salaries of those em-
ployed in them to $6,715 a month, a total per year of $230,076.

The rentals for the ticket offices of thirteen railways in Chicago
aggregate $141,500 a year, and their payroll amounts to $155,-

700 a year, or a total of $297,200. Probably the rentals and
salaries of all the ticket offices in Chicago aggregate $550,000.
In the entire country the waste involved in the duplication of
ticket office service must be very large; and in a great ma-
jority of cases it is a waste that could be prevented with ad-
vantage to the railways as a whole and without injury to any
individual line.

'T'O give passengers at a station all desirable information
about trains is impossible, except by word of mouth; and

at large stations the information bureau is at present a neces-
sity. Complete printed notices, in sufficiently large type, would
be out of the question. Poster tiine tables, 3 or 4 ft. square,

are unsatisfactory because, at their biggest, they still can be read
only by patient persons who take the time to get near them,
and by such persons only in good light. The problem being
difficult, it has to be settled by a compromise, and we illustrate

in this issue a scheme in use at Glasgow, Scotland, which em-
bodies one of the most satisfactory compromises that we have
seen. The distinctive features of this collection of bulletins

are its position and its size. There is room enough for every-

thing essential, and plenty to spare. The ordinary placards are

readable at a long distance; and considerably smaller lettering,

small enough to put one or two hundred words in a window,
is readable 30 ft. away, thus providing for emergencies. Post-

ing these notices at the side of the crowd, instead of in front

of it, is a happy idea, and a thing that we do not recall hav-

ing seen elsewhere. The thought occurs to one that to post

the bulletins in order of time instead of in the order of the

numbers of the platforms would simplify the scheme for the

passenger unfamiliar with the station. With such an arrange-

ment it would be possible always to show all of the trains for,

say, 30 or 60 minutes ahead ; and the platform numbers, mov-
able, could be inserted even at the last minute, if the trains

were not ready earlier. A blank space would indicate that the

cars had not been placed. Possibly this arrangement would

necessitate making all the placards so that they would slide

laterally, and thus always keep the earliest train at the left, and

the latest at the right, but that would not be difficult. This

principle is embodied in a bulletin at Euston station in London

(London & Xorth Western I which, however, is a very much
smaller affair. The Euston bulletin is an endless curtain, per-

haps 2 ft. wide, carried on two horizontal rollers, one about a

yard above the other. It shows the leaving time of all trains.

The part of it which is visible shows the next half dozen or

so trains. As the train departs the curtain is rolled off the

lower roller and on the upper one. The merits of this and of

the Glasgow idea could be combined with advantage.

THE Lake Shore & Michigan Southern was the first road

in this country to place superheaters on switch engines.

When it was first proposed by the general manager, D. C.

Moon, early in 1911, it met with considerable criticism. It

was argued that locomotives of this class did not burn much

coal and that the demands on them were so irregular that any
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saving which might result would not be great enough to war-

rant the expense of installing the superheater. Mr. Moon's

desire was not so much to reduce the fuel consumption as to

lessen the amount of smoke and cylinder condensation. The

greater part of the objectionable smoke in the vicinity of large

cities is caused by switch engines, and water in the cylinder

is particularly objectionable near stations, where it is often

thrown out of the stack, ruining the clothes of by-standers.

The experiment was tried out on two of the standard Lake

Shore switchers, which were equipped with superheaters of the

Schmidt type, one of them being used for service about the

Union station at Cleveland, and the other at the LaSalle street

station, Chicago. After they had been in service for a short

time a canvass of the engine crews indicated that only about

one-half as much coal and water was required as before, and

accurate tests which were made later indicated a saving of 40

per cent, in both the fuel and water. This was accompanied

by an almost complete elimination of black smoke and cylinder

condensation. As a result of these tests 20 heavy switch en-

gines were ordered for use on another one of the lines of the

same system and their service is said to be equally as satis-

factory as the two experimental engines on the Lake Shore.

D. R. MacBain, superintendent of motive power of the Lake

Shore, has summed up the advantages of the use of super-

heaters on switch engines as follows: Engines equipped with

superheaters do much better work than saturated steam engines

of the same size. The percentage of saving in fuel due to the

superheater is much greater on switch engines than on loco-

motives used in road service and the consumption of water is

correspondingly reduced. There is a reduction of at least 50

per cent, in the delays due to taking water and coal, and an

almost complete absence of black smoke when care is taken

to fire properly. There is practically no condensation in the

cyhnders and it is, therefore, not necessary to open the cylinder

cocks; moreover, there is no possibility of dirty water being

ejected from the smokestack and ruining the clothes of passers-

by. Where it was formerly necessary to clean the fires every

12 hours they can now run 24 hours and still be in good shape.

Flue leakage, common to this type of power when using satu-

rated steam, has almost entirely disappeared, and it is reason-

able to expect that the general boiler upkeep will be reduced in

proportion to the saving in fuel and water.

PREPARE TO PREVENT A "CAR SHORTAGE."

WE publish in our news columns this week an open letter

to industrial traffic managers and commercial organiza-

tions in the ^^est. which is being sent out by W. A. Garrett,

chairman of the Western Association of Railroads, giving

warning that it is probable there will be a severe car shortage

this fall unless shippers and consignees co-operate with the

railway managers to avert it. Mr. Garrett shows that on July

18, 1912, the net surplus of freight cars in the United States

was but 68,922. This is the time of year when the available

car supply always begins rapidly to melt away. The reduction

in the net available supply in the three months from July to

October was varied in the last four years from 128.540 cars

to 248,766 cars. In other words, past experience foreshadows

a net shortage on or about October 25, 1912, of from 60,000 to

190,000 cars.

Mr. Garrett and the railways he represents have acted wisely

in sharply calling the attention of the shipping public to the

facts. The railway managers repeatedly during recent years

have given warning that the policy of public regulation being

followed would incapacitate the carriers to provide sufficient

facilities to handle satisfactorily the country's growing com-

merce. Their warnings have gone unheeded. As we pointed

out in an editorial last week, the result of general business

conditions, of public regulation and of the increases in the

wages of labor, has been a reduction in net earnings in 1912

as compared with 1911, and a reduction in 1911 as compared

with 1910. While 1910 was a good year, both 1909 and 1S08

were bad years. The effect on the car supply of the various

forces that have been at work are reflected in the following

figures of the Interstate Commerce Commission showing the

total number of freight cars in service on the dates men-

tioned :

June 30. 1907 1,991,557

June 30, 1908 2,231,181

June 30, 1909 2,218.280

June 30, 1910 2,290,331

June 30, 1911 2,195,511

There was an increase in the total number of freight cars

in every year from 1897 to and including 1908. The increase

in 1908 over 1907 was due to large orders that were placed in

1907 before the panic. There was a decrease in 1909, an in-

crease in 1910, and another decrease in 1911, with the result

that in 1911 there were fewer freight cars in the country than

in any other year since 1907. Large orders for equipment

were placed late in the calendar year 1911, and in the early

part of 1912. Furthermore, there has been a steady increase in

average capacity. On the other hand, it is to be feared that

when the pinch comes it will be found that many cars that have

been reported available are unfit for service, because they

have not been adequately maintained. On the whole, therefore,

it is doubtful if there has been any increase in actual car ca-

pacity since 1910, and it is a safe conclusion that car capacity

has not kept pace with the demands that will be made on it

within the next few months when the bountiful crops now in

prospect begin to move.

If a car shortage does come it is impossible to see how any

reasonable person can lay the responsibility for it at the door

of the railway managers. With earnings and operating ex-

penses tending the way they have been in recent years, the

managers probably have dealt as well as they could with a bad

situation. Even though shippers and public authorities refuse

to accept this view, it will do no good now for them to agitate

and legislate about the car supply. The only way that now re-

mains to prevent a car shortage is for all parties concerned to

co-operate as well as they can to make the best use possible of

the available equipment. Three means by which shippers and

consignees can co-operate with the railways are suggested by

Mr. Garrett. (1) They can move within the next few weeks,

while there will be a surplus of cars, all of the freight that can

be moved during this period. There is an immense tonnage

of coal, lumber, etc., which can be shipped in .August. Septem-

ber and the early part of October, just as well as later. If

this tonnage is got out of the way it will be much easier later

to handle the crop movement. (2) Shippers and consignees can

help by loading and unloading cars as expeditiously as prac-

ticable. (3) They can also help by loading all cars as near to

their capacity as practicable.

"Car shortages," so-called are usually more due to misuse of

equipment than to lack of it. During about two-thirds of the

year the railways have standing on their sidetracks upwards

of 100,000 cars, for which there is no demand. Roughly speak-

ing, everj' freight car represents an investment of $1,000; this

is a conservative estimate. On this basis 100.000 to 150.000

idle cars represent an idle investment of $100,000,000 to

$150,000,000. The railways have to pay a return on that in-

vestment. To pay it. they have to earn it. To earn it. they

have to charge the shippers rates to cover the equipment that

is used throughout the year as well as that which is used only

part of the year. Isn't there enough economic waste in having

an investment of $100,000,000 to $150,000,000 earning no money

for six or eight months out of the year, without so increasing

the car supply that there will be two or three hundred thou-

sand cars, representing an investment of $200,000,000 or $300,-

000.000, idle for six or eight months in the year? The best

way in which this larger waste, due to having a yet larger num-

ber of cars standing idle on sidetracks a large part of the year,

can be prevented is by making the best practicable use of a
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smaller car supply during the periods of heavy traffic movement.
Therefore, when the railways call on shippers and consignees

to make the best practicable use of the car supply when it is

all in use. in order to make it unnecessary to increase the sup-

ply of which nobody makes any use during most of the year,

they are simply calling on them to do what it is to the interest

of the shippers and consignees to do, and what it is to the in-

terest of the public to have them do.

THE STANLEY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS.
"T^HE Stanley committee which has been investigating the

•'• United States Steel Corporation, having finished its work,

has split on the rock of difference of opinion and made five

reports regarding the policy that should be adopted by the

Federal government in dealing with industrial combinations.

The members agree on only one thing. This is that there ought

to be additional legislation. In this they are true represent-

atives of public opinion. Everybody agrees that something

more ought to be done about agreements and combinations

between industrial concerns, as well as about agreements re-

garding rates and service between competing railways, but

hardly any two agree as to just what ought to be done. Past

experience with legislation dealing with new and complicated

conditions suggests the desirability of applying to the situation

only policies which already have shown their remedial character

when applied to other similar situations.

One policy that has been tried in the regulation of railways,

and to a greater or less extent in the regulation of other con-

cerns, with good results, and which is recommended by all of

the committeemen, is that of securing accurately the facts about

their affairs and giving them full publicity. Among the facts

concerning industrial combinations as to which full publicity

is desirable is the exact nature and effect of their contracts

and agreements for control of output, division of territory,

maintenance of prices, etc. Such arrangements are much more
likely to be reasonable if reasonable agreements and contracts

are legalized and publicity for all of them is required than if

all are made illegal and no publicity is required. Under the

Sherman law thus far we have what up to a short time ago was
understood to be prohibition of all agreements and publicity

for none. The consequence has been the making of many
arrangements, a large share of which have been unreasonable.

The creation of an "Interstate Commission of Industry" to

supervise industrial corporations is among the recommenda-
tions of the minority. If such a commission were established,

one of its principal duties should be to determine whether

trade agreements were or were not reasonable. It would
seem that the proper test would be, not whether they tended to

interfere with competition, but whether they tended to stifle it.

The unfair and excessive competition which tends to exhaust

and destroy all of the competitors except the very strongest

is undesirable, if for no other reason than that it tends to

develop the very condition of monopoly which it is the main
purpose of legislation to prevent. Of course, agreements and
combinations found to be unreasonable should be prohibited or

destroyed. One proposal made is that the burden of proving

that an agreement or combination is reasonable should be

transferred to those making or seeking to make it. This does

not seem fair, for there is a moral presumption, and ought to

be a legal presumption, in favor of the uprightness and reason-

ableness of men's intentions and acts, whether in respect to

small business affairs or to large ones. No one could tell what
the effect of such a radical departure from past legislation and
judicial precedents would be until cases had been tried under
the proposed provision.

The minority of the committee makes a gingerly recom-

mendation for giving the proposed Interstate Commission of

Industry authority to regulate prices. In view of the fact that

such legislation would border on the revolutionary, and that

those favoring it found that the average wholesale price of

steel products has declined since the Steel Corporation was
organized, the argument for government price-making does not
seem strong.

One of the main recommendations of the majority is legis-

lation clearly to prohibit industrial corporations from owning
stock in railways or shipping their own goods over any common
carrier in which they own stock. The language used is such
as to imply that if goods moved partly by rail and partly by
boat ownership by the same concern of both the goods and
the boat would also be forbidden. There is no question that

railways have at times so used their control of industrial prop-
erties—mines, for example—as to work unfair discriminations

against independent industrial concerns. There is equally lit-

tle question that industrial corporations have used, and do now
use, their influence over or control of railways, large and
small, to secure improper and unduly discriminatory conces-

sions in respect to railway rates and service. It is somewhat
doubtful, however, if by the complete destruction of the cor-

porate relationship between railways and industries the object

sought—viz., the elimination of these discriminations—would
be attained, for such legislation would not prevent the same
men from being, as stockholders, dominant in both industrials

and railways.

Another bill recommended by the majority is designed to

break up what are regarded as the too close relations between

railway corporations and some of the large corporations, such

as the Steel Corporation, from which they make purchases.

It prohibits any person who is engaged as an individual, or as

a member of a partnership, or a director or other officer, or

an employee of a corporation, in the business in whole or in

part of manufacturing or selling railway cars or locomotives or

rails or structural steel, or mining and selling coal, from act-

ing as a director or other officer or employee of any railway

company which conducts interstate commerce business. This

measure, like the one in reference to the ownership of stock

in railways by industrial corporations, would not necessarily

accomplish its object. It would not prevent the same men
from owning large and, perhaps, controlling parts of the stock

of railway equipment concerns and the railways to which they

sell, and it would not prohibit railway officers from owning

stock in supply concerns.

The Railway Age Gacette is unable to feel unsympa-

thetically toward legislation intended to remove railway man-

agements from the influence of those controlling or directing

the management of large industrial concerns. Even when, as

has in many cases been true, those who have been officers of

or directors in large industrial corporations and also directors

in railways have never in any way used their railway director-

ates improperly, the effects of their dual connection often have

been harmful. There is a natural tendency on the part of

railway officers to do what they think may please the directors,

and this in itself may cause improper favors to be given to an

industrial corporation in which a director in the railway is

largely interested. Again, railway directors ought to intel-

ligently supervise railway management, and many of them

who are also largely interested in and directors of large in-

dustrial corporations do not properly perform their railway

duties. One of the worst faults of railway management in

the United States is that many of the directors in numerous rail-

ways live in the East, never go out over the lines, know nothing

by personal observation of the condition of the properties, the

needs of the territory that they serve or the state of public

opinion, and yet, thus ignorant, presume to guide and control

the acts and policies of the executive officers. If legislation

such as that proposed would have the effect of causing more

men to be put on railway boards who would take their duties

as directors seriously and perform them assiduously and ear-

nestly, it would be a good thing; and it might not be a bad

thing as to some of its other effects.

But, after all, the evil, so far as it exists, of the intimate
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financial and official relationship between some railways and

industrial corporations, whether the latter sell railway equip-

ment and supplies or merely buy transportation, does not con-

sist so much in the existence of the relationship as in the use,

or misuse, made of it. The application of complete publicity

and of some measure of administrative control to large in-

dustrial concerns might be wholesomely effective without the

prohibition of stock ownership and interlocking directorates

;

and without full publicity and adequate control of large indus-

trial corporations, such abuses as exist under present condi-

tions will not be rooted up. Perhaps the ideal condition would

be one under which the railways and industrial concerns would

be completely divorced from each other, both as to the per-

sonnel of their officers and their financial control, and would

always deal with each other in the purchase and sale of both

transportation and railway supplies and equipment on equal

terms and at arm's length. But it is very doubtful if any

legislation can, alone, produce this condition. The development

and exercise of a finer sense of honor and a higher sense of

public duty among the large financial interests of the country

would bring about a much closer approximation to it than

any legislation.

Vtiltr^ to tht W^titfT.

A SUPERINTENDENT ON "THE LESSON OF
THREE COLLISIONS."

NEW BOOKS.

The Effect of Cold ll'eathcr on Train Resistance and Tonnage Rating.

By Edward C. Schmidt and F, W. Marquis. 24 pages, 13 illustrations.

6 in. X 9 in. Bound in paper. Published by the Engineering Experi-

ment Station, University of Illinois, Urbana, III. Bulletin No. 59,

Sent free on request.

This bulletin presents the results of tests which were made to

determine the increase in resistance of freight trains in cold

weather over that which prevails in summer. It shows how
great this difference may be in some cases. The tests also show

that freight trains must run a considerable distance from their

starting point before the minimum resistance is reached. In

cold weather this distance may be as much as twelve or fifteen

miles. The bulletin presents, in addition, a summary of the

practice of American railways in reducing tonnage ratings dur-

ing cold weather.

Manual of the Railuviy Signal Association. Published by the association,

Bethlehem, Pa. 600 pages; 8 in. x 9J4 in.; cloth. Price $4.

This thick book contains all of the findings, conclusions, stand-

ards and specifications which have been adopted by the Rail-

way Signal Association, thus constituting a handbook of recom-

mended practice. The different subjects are arranged alpha-

betically and the five or six hundred pages are fastened in

a loose leaf binder so that new matter can be inserted at any

time. The page is 6 in. x 9 in., but the binder which is very

strong and substantial, occupies a space about 8 in. x 9y2 in.,

and has a capacity of, perhaps, 1,000 pages.

This is an invaluable compilation for signal engineers, and

all who have to do with railway signal departments. It w-as

made by a committee of three members, consisting of W. J.

Eck, H. S. BalHe and C. C. Rosenberg. The largest single

chapter in the book is that devoted to drawings. These in-

clude standard designs of semaphore posts and blades
;

pipe

carriers, cranks, jaws, etc. : compensators, foundations, lad-

ders, lamps, trunking, and manj- other details. The other prin-

cipal subjects are: automatic block signals (specifications for

contract) 30 pages; automatic block sginals, alternating cur-

rent, 31 pages; batteries; electric circuits (54 pages); chan-

nel pins, concrete and copper sulphate ; definitions of technical

terms (IS definitions) ; electrical interlocking (specifications

for contract); electro-pneumatic interlocking; mechanical

interlocking; iron castings, wrought iron bars, illuminating oil,

asphaltum, steel pipe and wrought iron pipe ; relays, roundels,

signal motors, switchboards, symbols for use in drawings, and

wire. This last subject fills SO pages and includes specifications

for different kinds and sizes of insulated and uninsulated wire.

Chicago, August I, 191J.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I am writing in reference to the editorial, "The Lesson of

Three Collisions," in your issue of July 26. In my opinion

this is a forceful editorial, and essentially correct. You have

stated what I believe to be the true cause of a number of the

most serious accidents of the past few years. As a super-

intendent, I must plead guilty to the indictment. While I

have repeatedly tried to impress on trainmen the necessity for

cautious running and careful protection, especially under con-

ditions requiring caution, and have never knowingly taken to

task an engineman for not making time under these conditions

regardless of the amount of time lost, it is a fact that we
have only occasionally imposed discipline for fast running

when investigation probably would have shown conditions to

be unsafe for the speed actually made. The same is true of

my trainmaster.

There is another phase of this question, however, which was
not given due prominence in your editorial. When you get

right down to brass tacks, the superintendent is the man who
bears the main burden of responsibility. He and his train-

masters stand almost if not quite alone in the fight to remove

"the cause of the causes" of accidents to which you refer. Do
not forget that he is surrounded by influences which largely

defeat his efforts and will continue to do so until there is a

general education of the public to the real conditions and real

responsibilities in the matter.

First, you have the man who, hacked as he knows by the

strength of his brotherhood, becomes slack and acquires slov-

enly habits of mind instead of being wide-awake, alert and

alive to his responsibilities while on the road.

Second, you must not overlook the high salaried general

chairman of the brotherhood grievance committee who ought

to stand behind the superintendent and assist him in his ef-

forts to secure safe operation, by discipline if necessary, but

who does not. On tlie contrary, he is paid for and spends

nearly all of his time in relieving men of discipline, practically

without regard to the cause of the discipline. He frequently

goes to the general superintendent or general manager and

indicates that certain superintendents and certain trainmasters

are not fair to their men and impose discipline when the men
are not at fault.

Third, we have the general superintendent or general man-

ager who (perhaps naturally) seeing the shadow of the great

power of the brotherhood behind the general chairman, listens

to his story and not infrequently forms an opinion that this

or that superintendent is unpopular with his men. I do not

mean to say that the superintendent is always right, but I do

mean to say that his efforts toward securing safe operation

are largely defeated by the labor organizations which by the

efforts of the general chairmen are frequently able to have

good discipline nullified. I also mean to say that the general

chairmen frequently intimate or openly say that they will take

cases in dispute higher and have the superintendent's decision

reversed when the decision of the superintendent is absolutely

proper. Also, it may be added that they are usually success-

ful when this is done. The large number of cases carried

over the superintendent's head is sufficient proof of the fact

that the activity of general chairmen and the influence of the

brotherhoods are very important factors working against safe

operation.

Fourth, we have the public, always ready to criticize and

rarely to commend, in whose eye the conductor is a semi-hero

and the engineer a real, dyed-in-the-wool hero, who "sticks to
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his post." As a general proposition. I believe it may be safely

said, the public stands behind the man or the labor organiza-

tion and against the railway corporation in the case of con-

troversy or accident.

All of these are unhealthy conditions, and we will continue

to have accidents as long as they exist. Automatic block sig-

nals and automatic stops will not stop them. It is my humble

opinion that they will not cease to exist until the public becomes

sufficiently educated to forget all the sentimental twaddle about

the engineman or the conductor being a hero, and begins to

look on them in a natural way as plain, ordinary men who have

plain, simple duties to perform and no excuse for not per-

forming them, Further, the public must get in behind the

superintendent and back him up in his efforts to secure safety.

The other things will then take care of themselves.

If I have written in plain language it is also because I am
interested. .^11 the hand signals, block signal systems, cab

signals, automatic stops, safety trips or other devices you could

place on the railway right-of-way will not accomplish a frac-

tion of one per cent, of what public education and opinion may
do to remove "the cause of causes." superintendent.

FALLACIES IN THE INTERSTATE COMMIS-
SION'S OPINIONS.

Chicago, August 1, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.mlway Age Gazette :

In the opinion of the Interstate Commerce Commission in

the matter of express rates, Docket No. 4198. Page 401, the

following statement is made:
".

. . It is contended by the shippers, with much show of

reason, that if it is profitable for the exprtss companies to

carry some classes of merchandise at the rates named in

Sections A, D, and E, which are very much lower than the

merchandise rates, that higher rates than these are unrea-

sonable and this commission is likewise justified in holding

that such lower rate is reasonable, or, at least, not unreason-

ably low because it is the voluntary rate of the carriers' . .

."

The latter portion of this paragraph is quoted from some
source not stated, but apparently with some approval by the

commission.

In the opinion of railway men the above contains two
serious fallacies. It may be true that the reasons given by
the express companies for making lower rates on certain

articles than on others are inadequate, and that their prac-

tices in that respect should be corrected, but the fact that a

common carrier finds it necessary to transact a portion of its

business at low rates is no evidence in itself that higher rates

carried on other portions of its business are therefore un-

reasonable. It has often been shown that concerns in all

lines of business carry on their transactions with varying

profits. The averaging of profits is necessary in practically

all classes of business, that of the common carrier no less

than others. It goes without sa3'ing that the discriminations

of the carrier must have a reasonable basis and must not be

undue, but that is a different point, and it remains true that

the mere fact that low rates are necessary in one case never

proves that anj- rate which is higher is unreasonable.

The second fallacy is contained in the last three lines

which the commission quotes from someone else, viz., "that

whenever a rate is voluntarily established by the carrier, the

commission would be justified in holding that it is a reason-

able rate, or. at l^ast, not unreasonably low.' What are we
to suppose is meant by the word "voluntarilj-" as used in

this connection? It is probable that a carrier or any other

business concern, if it might follow its own wishes, would
do all its business at one rate and save itself the complica-
tions which follow these classifications. As a matter of fact,

we know business cannot b-e done that wav. because circum-

stances force the acceptance of lower profits in some cases
than in others. The rates made to meet these conditions are
not voluntarily made except in the sense that they are made
without an order from public authority. Railway tariffs

throughout the country are full of rates which were not
ordered by any commission and which still are unreasonably
low because they return a profit over the "out of pocket" cost
of conducting the particular transaction only and do not
yield a return on the investment including fixed charges,
maintenance, administration, etc. Any rate of that kind, it

would seem, should be properly classed as unreasonably low,
because it fails to yield a return on the capital invested.
Therefore, it is lower than reasonable, although perhaps not
lower than necessary in view of the conditions under which
it is made.

It is these fallacious arguments which we find tucked away
in many of the opinions of the commission which give us
much ground for apprehension, because if the commissioners
believe what they are saying in such instances, then our
matters are being regulated by men who are governed to

some extent by false doctrines. It is true the commission's
orders do not always follow the extremes of its opinions, but
they sometimes do, and so long as such opinions lurk in the
minds of the commissioners the danger is there. Of course.

Commissioner Lane does not entirely endorse this doctrine;
he simply says that it is contended by the shippers "with
much show of reason." Our position is that such conten-
tions have no show of reason at all because they are based
on false doctrines, and that they should not only not be used
as a basis for an order, but that approval of them in whole
or in part by the commission constitutes a danger to our
business. traffic.

The Chilean government has decided not to accept the bids
offered for electrification of the government railway from Val-
paraiso to Santiago, and has appointed a new committee of engi-

neers to draw up a new proposition and will ask for bids again.

The North Western Railway, Peru, which has just been com-
pleted, runs at present from Ancon. a little fishing town and
summer resort, 24 miles north of Lima, through Huaral in the

Chancay valley and Las Salinas along the Pacific coast, to

Huacho. From Hiiacho it then runs inland up the Huaura val-

ley to Sayan, situated at the end of the cultivated lands and at

the commencement of the narrow mountain gorge ascending

toward the summit of the -Andes, a total distance of about 130

miles. The Chancay and Huaura valleys, w'hich the line taps,

are rich in cotton and sugar, and between 15,000 and 20.000 fat-

tened pigs are yearly brought into Lima from these districts.

There will also be an important traffic in live cattle, which be-

fore the operation of the new line were driven overland, travel-

ing for days through the desert without food and water. Las

Salinas, through which the line passes, is an immense natural

brine-evaporating pan, five to six miles in diameter, wherfe the

finest salt is produced by simply clearing away the sand to a

depth of 20 to 24 in., when, by the evaporation of the brine dur-

ing the summer months, a perfectly pure salt block forms.

Behind Sayan lies a mining district rich in silver and copper ores

and also to a certain extent in coal. Parts of this district will

probably be developed by the transportation facilities offered by

the new line. The main line is 88 miles from .\ncon to Huacho,

and 35 miles from there to Sayan, with a branch line of 8 miles

from Huaral to the port of Chancay. The line is 3-ft. gage,

with 50-lb. rails. The maximum grade is 2.7 per cent., and the

minimum radius of curve 328 ft., with the exception of eight or

nine curves on the Ancon-Huaral section, where it was abso-

lutely necessary to introduce very sharp curves to enable the line

to surmount by turnings, without exceeding the above grade in

the Ancon and Pasamaya hills, where the line rises almost from

sea level to 1.371 ft., and without introducing switchbacks.



ILLINOIS CENTRAL'S NEW CENTRALIA YARDS
Operating Conditions Governing the Details of the Hump
Yard and Other Facilities; Construction Features of the Work.

BY SHELBY S. ROBERTS,

Division Engineer of Construction, Illinois Central.

The freight business originating on the Yazoo and Missis-

sippi Valley, the main line of the Illinois Central from New
Orleans, the Birmingham line, most of that from the Kentucky

division, and nearly all of that from the Southern Illinois coal

field, concentrates on the main line of the St. Louis division,

south of or at DuQuoin, III. Thirty-eight miles north of

DuQuoin, at Branch Junction, this traffic from the south sep-

arates, going either to Chicago or to the Northwest. The

freight trains passing north through DuQuoin are made up from

contributions of traffic from all the sources mentioned above

and are in through carload lots that must be separated some-

where between DuQuoin and Branch Junction. Owing to the

character of the freight, when this separation is made, it is

entirely practicable to further classify the freight so that full

trains may be made up, say, for Wildwood, Fordham, Water

Street and Hawthorne yards, Chicago, and for Peoria, Free-

port and other northern and western points. Such trains re-

quire no further switching en route except the changing of

engines and cabooses at engine district terminals and the

possible reduction or filling out of tonnage due to grades or

weather conditions on the several districts.

Such classification south of Branch Junction will relieve the

increasing congestion and reduce the switching in all yards

land 500 ft. wide in addition to the old right of way, the site

comprising approximately 275 acres, including the old right

of way. Early in 1911 when the operating officers decided on
the construction of these yards the property on both sides of

the then existing main tracks between Centralia and Irving-

ton was cross sectioned for a distance of 600 ft. on either side

of the main tracks. These preliminary surveys developed that

the formation of the ground west of the main tracks was bet-

ter adapted for economical construction than that lying to the

east. Consequently all later efforts were concentrated upon

the development of the property on the west side.

OPERATING CONDITIONS.

All plans were based on the following general requirements

;

The main tracks had to be separated so as to build the yards

between them in order to permit free interchange between

the yards for north and south bound traffic without the neces-

sity of yard movements crossing or opposing the movement of

trains on either main track. All body tracks had to be of the

same length and they and all lead tracks were to be of sufficient

length to hold a train of 80 cars with an engine and caboose.

The grades of all tracks, in the direction of their length, was

to be governed, as far as physical and other conditions per-

mitted, by the service for which the tracks were intended.

£ F
Types of Ladders Considered.

north of that point, and will consequently make possible a

somewhat quicker delivery of freight to the points of con-

signment.

At present freight for Chicago and the Northwest is sep-

arated in tail switching yards located between Centralia and
Branch Junction, while the engines from the St. Louis, Free-

port and Illinois divisions, which terminate there, are taken

care of by a roundhouse and facilities located just south of

the passenger station at Centralia.

These facilities are inadequate for the present business and

are so enclosed by Centralia and Central City that enlarge-

ment is impossible. Because Centralia is a division terminal,

because of the inability to expand at the location of the old

yards and because of the location of the mechanical facilities,

the operating officers selected territory immediately south of

the city for the new yards, and because of the possibilities of

classifying the large volume of traffic, as previously outlined,

they decided to build a summit or hump yard.

The new yards, now nearing completion, are located on the

west side of the old right of way between the village of Irving-

ton and the southern limits of Centralia and cover a strip of

First Plan of New Centralia Yard.

All yards were to have cross grades to facilitate surface drain-

age. The distance center to center of body tracks had to be

not less than 13 ft., and the main tracks had to be separated

550 ft. to provide for future development, in addition to present

construction. Keeping these facts in mind, the plan shown in

the accompanying sketch was first prepared.

This plan contemplated building a twin hump, one side for

north and the other for south bound classifications, between

two exactly similar yards, each offering a future development

to 32 tracks, and so connected to the hump that any portion

of either yard might be used as a receiving or a classification

yard as the preponderance of traffic fluctuated. Between these

two yards and west of the hump was shown a third yard for

light repairs, with provision for a machine shop, mill building,

car repair sheds, yardmaster's office and power house.

The apparent concentration and elasticity of operation of

this plan, and the central location of repair tracks and build-

ings give a most favorable impression. But upon analysis the

concentration and elasticity proved to be myths. There was

much waste space. There was not enough provision for open

or thoroughfare tracks. Even by allowing very heavy grading

work, the best approach grade to either side of the hump was
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very steep, and the grading was entirely from borrow. Should

it become expedient for any reason to locate a roundhouse
and accompanying mechanical lacihties in the vicinity of the

new yards there was no place between the main tracks where
this could be done. For these reasons the plan was rejected.

The operating department at this time decided that south

bound classifications at Centralia were not sufficient to warrant

the present construction of a hump to care for south bound
business. The plans were changed to meet these revised

requirements.

The following comparative approximate statements give a

fair idea of the scope of the work and the plans for future

development.

Capacity of Yards.

Present Complete
Construction. Development.

Capacity Capacity
Tracks. in Cars. Tracks. in Cars.

North Bound Traffic—

Receiving yard 5 400 17 1,360
Classification 1? 1,360 33 2,640
Departure 16 1,280
Caboose tracks 2 100 3 100

24 1,860 69 5,380
South Bound Traffic—

Receiving 2 160 8 640
Classification 12 960 16 1,280
Departure and tail switching 20 1,600
Caboose tracks 2 66 2 66

1< 1,186 46 3,586

Miscellaneous—
Repair yard 9 323
Engine yard J 91 13 296

Total 43 3,137 137 9,585

The foregoing represents the capacity of tracks in the clear

upon which cars may stand in the normal operation of the

yard, and does not include lead, ladder and thoroughfare tracks.

Volume of Work and Number and Character of Buildings.

Present Complete
Construction. Development.

Right of way 275 acres 275 acres
Grading, excavation 440,000 cu. yds. 780,000 cu. yds.
Culverts, concrete 5,700 cu. yds. 9,800 cu. yds.
Concrete pipe 1,100 lin. ft. 1,500 lin. ft.

Sub-surface drain tile 20,000 lin. ft. 40,000 lin. ft.

Main track 4.9 miles 4.9 miles
Yard tracks 25.4 miles 76.9 miles
Ladders, leads, etc 11.1 miles 14.2 miles

Total tracks j 41.4 miles 96 miles
Frogs and switches 124 324
Track scales 2 3

Water works

—

30,000 gal. tank 1 1

100,000 gal. tank 2
Penstocks 1 4
Fire protection system 1 1 extended

Locomotive coaling plant I 1

Inspection pit 1

Cinder pits 3

Locomotive crane 1

Buildings

—

General yardmaster's office 1 1

Assistant yardmaster's office 1 1

.•\sst. yardmaster's and scale office... I 1

Scale house 1 2
Car repairers' houses 3 S

Tower for electric switch machine... 1 1

Air compressor house 1 1

50 stall roundhouse (100 ft. stalls).. 1

Machine shop I

Oil house, tank, pumps, etc 1

Power house, with cinder pit and
chimney 1

Store room and office 1

Dry sand storage bin 1
"

1

Sand bin and dryer 1 1

Rest room and toilet 1

Turntable pit and 85 ft. turntable... 1

Sanitary range toilets 2
Material shed 1

Material shed with offices 1

Car repair shed 1

Wood mill 1

Electric lighting, telegraph and tele-

phone system 1 1 extended
Gasoline car to return riders to bump. 1 2

Provision was to be made for a receiving, classification and
departure yard for north bound traffic, and a tail switching

yard for south bound traffic with two lead tracks so located

that they would form part of a future receiving yard and per-

mit the construction of a hump under them without interference
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with other facihties, should future conditions justify it. Space

had to be arranged for a future yard to be used as a departure

or a tail switching yard for south bound traffic or both, also

for a repair yard, an engine yard, a 50-stall roundhouse and

accompanying facilities. It was also required that the grades

be so laid that the excavations would make the embankments.

The adopted plan and profile upon which the yards are being

constructed are shown in an accompanying drawing. It is

believed this plan fulfils the specifications, and in addition ef-

fects a considerable saving in first cost over the first plan. The
grading and masonry work for the entire development of the

adopted plan may be done for the same as. or slightly less than,

the estimated cost of the present construction of the first plan.

The approach grade to the hump is only 0.4 per cent. Ample
open or thoroughfare tracks are provided, a point upon which

practical yard men lay great stress.

I GR.\DES OVER THE HfMP.

There is a decided difference between the adopted grades

descending from the hump and those proposed in the first plan.

An explanation of this change would seem pertinent, and a

discussion of hump grades in general may be of some interest.

It is well known that a grade giving satisfactory results for

grade or ascending grade at the departure end of the yard of

sufficient length and magnitude to about bring the car to a stop

near the end of the yard.

The above statements will doubtless be held incomplete and
of little value for the reason that the rates of grade to be em-
ployed on the five different sections are neither given nor

recommended. It would be of less value if in so general a

statement rates of grade were given. The statement would
then be misleading as well. An interesting statement of actual

practice in a number of yards is given in the accompanying

table, which with the exception of column 8, is taken fro.u

page 167, Volume 7, of the Proceedings of the American Rail-

way Engineering Association, and is a part of a paper by W. C.

Gushing, chief engineer maintenance of way, Pennsylvania

Lines. Southwest System. To it has been added similar in-

formation concerning the Dupo yard of the Missouri Pacific,

the Dolton yard of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, and the pro-

posed Centralia yard of the Illinois Central. As Mr. Gushing

states, the speeds given in column S are probably about correct.

Those in column 8 are doubtless greater than are actually at-

tained in the operation of these yards, because in the theoretical

computations no account has been taken of the resistance of the

lead curves or that encountered on the ladders on account of

Double 16-Ft. Arch Under Centralia Yard.

one season of the year may not operate successfully in other

seasons, and that grades giving excellent results in one section

of the country will not be satisfactorj- in a remote section even

during the same season. In short, even for a given locality it

is impossible to calculate exactly what a grade should be or

what velocity a car will attain on a given grade.

The rolling of a car depends, among other things, on the

temperature, on the type of car, whether flat, box, ore. etc.,

and for the same type it depends on whether it is loaded or

empty, on the time it has been standing immediately prior lo

being pushed over the hump, on the direction and velocity of

the wind, on the curvature of the tracks and on the standards

of maintenance of equipment and track.

A few pertinent facts developed from experience are : ( 1

)

The hump on which empties predominate should be higher and

there should be steeper grades in the body tracks than where

loads are in the majority; (2) the order of rate of grade should

be: (a) a short steep grade to the scales; (b) a light grade

over the scales; (c) a heavier grade to and through the lad-

ders; (d) a grade, for a portion of the length of the body

tracks, of sufficient magnitude to just overcome the rolling

resistance of the car. so that the car will continue to move at

the speed at which it entered the body track, and (e) a level

the guard rails, frogs, etc. The method employed in computing

these sreeds is that of Raymond. Webb, or the late A. M. Well-

ington. Xo account is taken of the initial speed of the car

over the summit of the hump, and an averaged rolling resist-

ance of 8 lbs. per ton is assumed, which is equivalent to a

grade of repose of 8/20 or 0.40 per cent., which call '"r." The

grade producing speed equals the actual rate of grade, which

call "R," minus the grade of repose "r" and is equal to (R—r).

This "speed grade" multiplied by the horizontal length of the

grade in stations of 100 ft., which call "L." equals the velocity

head, which call "H." or it is the vertical height through which

a body falling freely would have to fall to attain the same

speed the car should have at the foot of the grade. The

velocity head "H" is therefore equal to L (R— r). From the

ordinary formulas of elementary mechanics for falling bodies

increased by 4.63 per cent, to allow for the energy of the rotat-

ing wheels, it may be shown that H equals 0.035 S^ where S

equals the speed in miles per hour. From the foregoing:

H LlR—r)

0.035 0.03S

Without solving this equation, having the value of H. the
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corresponding speed may be taken from tables to be found in

the works of either of the authorities named above.

The above explains how the values given in column 5 of the

table were computed. For the values in column 8 the assump-

tion is made that the speed at the foot of the hrst grade, as

given in column 5, is the initial speed at which the car is

moving when it starts to descend the second grade. Consider-

ing the grades independently, the velocity head for the first

grade may be called H, ; that for the second grade H..

Then the velocity head for the descent to the foot of

the second grade is (H, +H2)^H3 and the corresponding

H, -f- H, H,

speed is S/ = ^= which gives the same speed at

0.035 0.035

the foot of the second grade, whether the grades are taken

together or separately.

The explanation of the method of computing the values given

is the same quantity for the second grade and H, is that for

both grades. S, is the speed at the bottom of the first grade

and S, the speed at the bottom of the second grade or the final

speed. Equation (3) becomes

(4) 2gH, -!- S,' = S/, but S,= = 2gH„ therefore

(5) 2gH, + 2gH, = S/ _oi^ S3^ v^'2i_ V H.-|-H,=
V 2g . t/TTs and is not v/ 2g [ i/ H, -|- v/ H,] as used in

computing the values for column 8 of the original table. The
above gives results in feet per second. To express the results

in miles per hour (6) S, r.
> + H, V^ The orig-

0.035 0.035

mal table in line 1, column 8, gives the final speed as 19.4 miles

per hour. In columns 3 and 6 the total fall, undiminished on

account of resistances, is 9.2 feet. If the car in question, start-

ing from rest, were to fall freely in a perfect vacuum through

Fint Gnde From Smnmit Fint Grade to Bottom of Ledders
Ondeof
Lulden

Grade of

Cliaificatioit

Firat Grade
FramScala

Distance
From

Summit to

Standing
CarTABO Horisontel

Length
Feet

Velocity Character of TiaO*
Grvle Boriiost>I Velocity •t Foot of PsCent Ywd When Any Center o(

AD^IaPtr FJIFL Length ttFoot FaUFl. Laddm Per Cent Per Cent BcaleiFeet

Cent Feet M. P. Hr. H.P.Hr.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

RmJ>.
,

. K. 3.5 4.2 120 10.2 6. 500 13.9 1.0 0.1 None 10.705 Coal.

TM> , W. 3.5 3.5 100 9.3 10. 700 17.2 1.4 0.3 None Emptiea.

Altoom w 3.9 S.8 150 12.2 13.8 1.600 19.3 0.92 0.29 None 10,500 Empties and mdae.

,.w. 3.6 5.4 150 11.6 14 6 1,100 20.7 1.6ftl.2 0.0 None 10,015 Empties and mdae.

Coamy K 2.5 5.5 220 11.4 15. 2.800 16.6 0.6 ft 0.3 0.3 0.83 260 Ore, grain and mdae.

Cmmy. K 3.0 6.3 210 12.4 13. 2,000 17.3 1.0 4 0.3 0.0 1.80 350 8,967 Ore, grain and mdae.

,,W.
J1

8.« 480 13.7 8.4 1,800 15.0 0.6 0.14 1.80 220 Coal, coke and mdse.

Onarille (cuke.). , K 1.3 50 6.6 1.0 1.0 None 7,842 Merchandise.

GmniUaCanl)... ...K 2.0 1.0 60 4.8 1.0 1.0 2.0 100 Coal.

Ooliimbia. K. 2.0 4.8 240 10.4 9. 1,000 15.9 1.0 0.8 2.6 280 Mdse., grain and emptiei.

Cotambua W 2.5 8.8 350 14.4 7.6 760 18.4 1.0 1.0 2.6 190 3.402 Coal, coke and mdae.

Ahnndiu N 2.6 2.5 too 7.7 11.6 900 16.9 1.0 e.35 2.0 170
Almudiim S. 2.5 2.5 100 7.7 13.6 1,100 17.9 1.0 0.30 2.0 170 3,127 Mdae. and produce.

Edtmoor N 1.54 0.8 50 4.0 1.6 1.6 80
1.0
2.4

0.7
3.0

70
125

3.5
8.4

6.25
7.

300
800

11.3
13.4

1.76
0.5

0.0
04

1.75
On Summit

80 2,819

laompat E. Mdse.. grain and empt'ai.

L(«i^nt. W 1.45 3.6 250 8.6 2. 450 8.9 0,43 0.4 2,124 Mdse., coke and coaL

Ci^lA w 3.0 7.5 250 13.5 2. 400 14.0 0.75 0.3 None 1,784 Mdse., coke and eoaL
MaurniH. .. K 2.5 6.5 280 12.4 12. 1,000 19.6 1.2 0.0 2.6 110
ySmnOk W 2.0 4.6 230 10.2 8.4 700 16.3 1.2 0,36 None 1,766
Soilh K 2.5 2.5 lOO 7.7 13. 1,000 17.8 1.3 0.5 2.5 150 1,740 Coal.
Brand W. 3.0 2.4 80 7.6 3.2 700 8.4 0.45 0.45 None 1,716 Coal, mdse. and emptiel.

BxoniT N. 1.75 14.0 860 18. 0.0 18. 1,75 0.57 1.76 120 1,620

CUoccSSIhSt.. K. 3.0 4.5 150 10.6 3.5 700 11.6 0.6 0.17 0.5 330 Mdse., grain ft emptier.

Mdse and coal.aiiea«o,KthSt.. ..W. 3.0 4.5 150 10.5 3.5 700 11.6 0.5 0.5 4 0.06 0.5 400 1,278

aaorPot ..W. 2.0 0.8 40 4.2 5. 500 10.2 1.0 0.12 1.2 90 1,194 CoaL
K, 1.67 2.5 150 7.3 6. 700 12.1 0.74 1.0 1.56 170 1,103 Coal.

Ridimoiid W 2.5 2.5 100 7.7 2. 400 8.4 0.25 0.25 None 746
linwood W 3.0 3. 100 8.5 4. 40O 12.0 1.0 0.0 On Summit 656 Merchandise
Hinfidd K 2.5 3.2 130 8.7 4. 600 11.1 0.2 0.2 1.0 260 ' Mdse. and empties.

W 2.5 5. 200 10.9 2.5 400 12.1 0.2 .0.2 None 630 Mdse and Coal
CUaio, Cleu N « S. 2.5 5. 200 10.9 19.8 2,200 19.4 0.9 0.0 None 14,000 Not in use.

Tomrnod W. 1.74 1.4 80 5.6 1.3 0.3 2.0 120 Coal and coke.

2.0
1.5
1.0

1.0
9.

2.5

50
600
250

4.8
13.6
6.6

2.0
1,5

0.9
0.5

2.0
None
None

100 CoaL
w.»«,b^^
DeWitt E * w
Wiimpeg E ft w. 3.7 11.1 300 16.7 0.0 On Summit
PTkhftrt K, 4.3 12.9 300 18.3 0.16
raVhart w 5.0 15. 300 19.9 0.18
Dupo, III N. 4.0 0.6 15 3.9 21.2 1.125 22.2 1.20 0.4 4 0.0 5.0O 6.6 Merchandise.
Daoo.Hl
Doltonlll

S, 4.0 0.6 15 3.9 21.2 1.125 22.2 1.20 0.4 4 0.0 5.00 6.5 Merchandise.

N 1.92 2.01 105 6.7 12.91 1,125 16.9 1.5 4 0.5 0.0 3 OO 162.5 Mdse. and coal.

Dolton, 111 S 3.00 3.00 100 8.6 16.50 1,300 19.9 1.0 4 0.67 0.0 3-0O 150.0
Caitnlia, ni N. 4.00 1.00 25 6.1 21.60 1.775 21.0 1.5 4 1.00 0.14 0.2 4.40 75.0 3,360 Mdse. and coal.

Centralism ...S. 4.00 1.00 25 6.1 20.22 1.625 20.4 1.5 4 1.00 0.2 4 40 75.0 2,240 Mdae. and empties.

In calculating columns 5 and 8. the following data was used; A single loaded car weighing 150.000 lbs.—75 tons: rolling friction—8 lbs-, per ton: grade acceleration—f

—

2^\ rate of grade per cent (WeL
lingtoa p. 340) : grade of repose, or grade to balance refliatance to motion— 4% "Wellington'a Railway Location." p. 335. Table 118. No initial velocity included in column 5.

The apparent inconsistency between the results given by the last two lines of the above table and statements (nade elsewhere of the requirements of humpe for loads and empties is, there is twice as much
curvature in the ladder for Centtalja's north-bound as for the south-bound yard and there are steeper grades on the body tracks of the south-bound yard. It is known that the spieed at the foot of the second

grade will be less than that in column 8 and it is believed the actual speed will be reduced more for the north than for the south-bound yard on account of the conditions mentioned, therefore it is believed the
inconsistency is only apparent and not reaL

T.\BUL.\TED SUMM.\RY OF HUMP OR SUMMIT GRADES.

in columns 5 and 8 has been given in detail for the reason that

the writer had to change all of the values given in the original

table in column 8. because of a serious error therein. This
may be shown as follows : In any inechanics there will be

found expressions similar to these:

(1) 2aH = S". meaning twice the acceleration times the dis-

tance traversed is equal to the square of the speed attained by
the body. And where the body has an initial speed

(2) 2aH, = S.,=— Sr
By transposing — S," we obtain

(3) 2aH=-f Sr = S:,l

which signifies that twice the acceleration times the distance

traversed plus the square of the initial speed is equal to the

square of the final speed. In our case the acceleration is that

due to gravity. H, is the veritcal fall of the first grade di-

minished by the amount necessarv to overcome resistance. H,

a vertical distance of 9.2 feet it could acquire a speed of only

3600

t^ 2 X 32.16 X 9.2 feet per second, which is equal to

5280

»/ 2 X 32.16 X9.2 or 16.58 miles per hour, which is a short

method of showing the error of the original table.

The grades shown on the first plan were fashioned after those

of the Dupo yard of the Missouri Pacific and the Dolton yard

of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois, so as to be in a manner
a mean between the two. However, since the actual speed devel-

oped by cars on these humps seemed excessive, and as it re-

quired a car rider or dropper on each car, the cost of operation

was judged to be higher, and the possibility of damage to cars

and contents appeared to be greater, than would obtain on

hump grades of approximately the same vertical fall accom-
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plished in a greater horizontal distance. This conclusion was
drawn after watching the successful operation of the Young-
wood yard of the Pennsylvania at Youngwood, Pa. (The rates

of grades in this yard were lately reduced from those shown
in the table.), and after obtaining the opinions of a number
of old yard men and experienced operating men. After the

rearrangement of grades at Youngwood a considerable saving

in operating expenses was effected which was partly attrib-

utable to the installation of an adjustable mechanical hump and

a new type of 150-ton one-track scale, but largely due, in the

writer's opinion, to the readjustment of grades below the

scales. On the readjusted grades the cars do not attain high

speeds immediately below the summit of the hump. A car

rider might in safety flip a car anywhere on the hump c
might hold the first car of a cut below the scales by means
of the hand brakes, until each car had been separately weighed

and collected by him again into a continuous coupled cut and

then taken on as such into the classification yard. In fact, one

rider is able to handle a cut of from twelve to fifteen cars.

Therefore the grades shown on the adopted profile were chosen.

In the past the Illinois Central has used the No. 7 frog very

generally in yard work. With the advent of larger engines of

long rigid wheel base and the desire to reduce curvature and

curve resistance No. 8 frogs are used for all yard turnouts

and crossovers at Centralia. The loss of space resulting from

the use of No. 8 instead of No. 7 frogs is not great, the dif-

ference in angle being only 1 deg. 1 min., while there are gained

the advantages of practically a 12 deg. instead of a 16 deg. lead

curve and j saving of practically 3.2 lbs. per ton in resistances.

All main track connections are made with No. 10 turnouts e.<-

cept where the new south bound main leaves the old main line

at the north end of the yard. Here a No. 18 turnout is used

to permit higher speed than permissible with a No. 10 and also

in order to maintain th,e alignment of the new main track.

TYPE OF LADDER ADOPTED.

A further point of considerable discussion was the choice

of the kind of ladder to use at the entrance to the classification

yard. In making this selection six types of ladders were con-

sidered, the claims for and against which are here stated.

Types "A" and "B" are used in small or medium sized yards

up to, say, 16 to 18 tracks. The advantages claimed for type

"A" are, (a) straight alinement of body tracks, (b) clear view

of switches, and (c) adaptability to cross grades in the body

of the yard. This type permits the use of a uniform grade on

the body tracks and a steep grade on the ladder. The body

tracks may be kept the same length by the use of a fish tail

ladder or a "B" type ladder at the departure end of the freight

yard.

The type "B" ladder occupies the same space in length and

breadth of yard for the same number of tracks as type "A."

The claim made for this type is that fewer switch tenders are

required. From a careful study of the sketches, it is observed

that there might be such a number of tracks that "B" could

sometimes be operated with one less switch tender than "A."

The same inspection, however, will also develop the facts that

there is twice as much curvature in "B" as in "A," and that

"B" does not permit of as logical an arrangement of cross

grades as "A." Some maintain that the increased curvature

makes no difference. Practical yard men say the curvature is

a disadvantage, that it intimidates the car riders under certain

circumstances and retards rapid movement of the trimming en-

gine. From an engineering point of view it would appear

objectionable because of increased rail wear and the increased

rate of grade necessary to overcome the greater curve

resistance.

Types "C" and "D" occupy the same space as either "A" or

"B" and have the same total curvature as type "A," but dif-

ferently distributed, advantage being given to one-half of the

yard. Of the two, "C" seems preferable to "D." In a yard

where traffic is such that certain trains are made up chiefly of
empties and certain other trains chiefly of loads, the type "C"
might be used to advantage. The empties may be classified in

the side of the yard having less curvature, which means less

resistance, and the loads in that side having greater curvature

and consequently the greater resistance. Thus even with a uni-

form profile grade one hump may, in a manner, give control

over the difference in tendency of the load and empty to roll.

Types "E" and "F" are generally found in very large yards
of more than 18 and up to 32 tracks, beyond which number of

tracks it is hardly deemed advisable to go in one group of

tracks. In both these types curvature is accepted to economize

space and to keep the switches near the hump. The curvature

is the same in each, but more advantageously located in "E."

The ladder at the entrance to the classification yard of the

adopted plan is a combination of types "A" and "E," which,,

it is believed, will prove more satisfactory than "E."

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES.

In the actual grading and masonry work at Centralia there

are no unusual features. Slips and wheel scrapers were used

in making the channel changes. Where the haul permitted

wagons loaded by team and traction grading machines were
used and in the longest and deepest cuts where the haul was
long, steam shovels with dump cars propelled by locomotives

were used. In constructing the large fills made from steam

shovel cuttings a trestle was first constructed from which ma-

terial was dumped until the embankment reached the height of

the ties. The embankment was then made by dumping over

the side and widening by means of an air operated spreader.

The track on the trestle was thrown following the top of the

bank, the stringers and caps of the trestle were pulled and the

bank completed by filling under the traffic of the dirt trains.

Shrinkage varying from S per cent, to 12 per cent, was used,

depending on the depth of the fill and whether the fills were

made by teams or steam shovels.

-At the busiest time during the work there were five steam

grading outfits at work, and three steam shovels, two serving

standard gage 12-yard Western air dump cars and one serving

a dinky outfit with three-yard hand dump cars.

The masonry work consisted of the extension of an 8-ft.

arch culvert, the construction of two 10. one 12 and two double

16-ft. arch culverts. The concrete for the 8-ft. arch was mixed

by hand and that for the remainder of the arches was mixed by

machines. The material was unloaded from spur tracks, built

near the site of the arches, mixed and dumped into small steel

dump cars which were carried on trestles over the work to the

point of deposit in the forms. The principal culvert is the

double 16-ft. arch shown herewith. This illustration shows the-

temporary trestle built by the grading contractor, but the ma-

sonry contractor's trestle had been removed before the picture-

was made.

As the excavation for the north bound classification yard

progressed the unexpected wet character of the material en-

countered made necessary the installation of a system of sub-

surface drainage. This is composed of 6-in., 8-in., 10-in. and

12-in. farm drain tile laid parallel to the tracks in each alter-

nate space between the tracks with 8-in. cast iron cross lines

-

where the drainage is carried under the tracks. The north

bound receiving and departure yards, the south bound depar-

ture yard and the engine and repair yards have a cross fall of

0.1 ft. per track from east to west. The south bound receiving

and classification yards have the same rate of cross fall from

west to east, while the north bound classification yard has the-

same rate of cross fall in both directions from the center. The

profile grade of the classification yard represents the grade of

the outside tracks. The track through the center of this yard'

is 1.6 ft. higher.

The method of operation of this yard will follow the general'

practice in hump yards and will be about as follows: A train

•
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arrives and is admitted to the receiving yard. The road engine

cuts off and goes to the roundhouse, while the conductor takes

his bills, etc. to a yard clerk's office near the receiving yard,

where the bills are checked and cards are prepared showing

the routing of the individual cars. The "carder" then "cards"

the train, which in the meantime has been inspected, special

attention being paid to the condition of the hand brakes. This

done, the hill engine sets off the caboose and pushes the train

over the hump. At the summit a "marker" marks with chalk

on the front end of each car, or (he first car of each cut, the

number of the classification track to which the car is assigned

and on the end or side of the car near the end, the number of

the track to which the next following car or cut should go.

These numbers are for the guidance of the tower man who
throws the switches. As a car or cut approaches the summit,

it is uncoupled from those following. A short steep grade,

called the "bunching grade," right at the summit assisting in

this. As the car passes the summit, it is mounted by a car

"rider" or "dropper," whose function is to so control the speed

of the car by the hand brakes that there shall be no damage to

the car or contents when it couples to the car that has pre-

ceded it into the classification yard. The movement of the

hump engine is governed by the hump foreman by means of a

high semaphore signal, and in addition a whistle is provided

THE DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE.

At the meeting of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers in New York on April 30, Dr. Rudolph Diesel, of

Munich, Germany, delivered an address on The Present

Status of the Diesel Engine in Europe, which included the

following description of the Diesel locomotive

:

"Of the Diesel locomotive nothing has heretofore been

published. From the early days of my invention I have been

of the opinion that the special features of the Diesel engine

would be of even greater importance for transport purposes

than for stationary work, and for that reason I have devoted

much time to the development of the engine as motive power
for transportation mediums. I have worked for five years,

together with Sulzer Brothers, at Winterthur, and Adolph
Klose of Berlin, on the construction of a Diesel locomotive,

and the first express train locomotive of 1,000 to 1,200 h. p.

was finished a few weeks ago, and is now on the testing bed

in the Winterthur shops. Five years is a very long time, and

to explain why the work has taken so long, I must mention

that the thermo locomotive is the most difficult problem of

construction that can be taken up in the way of modern en-

gine building, not only on account of the difficulties in start-

ing and manoeuvering with this special kind of motor, but

General Arrangement of a Diesel Locomotive of More Than 1,000 Horse Power Capacity.

near the summit. A signal having three positions will be used,

one position to come ahead, one to stop and one to back up.

A gasoline motor car will be used to return the car riders to

the hump. While all of the above is taking place the bills are

sent to .the general yard office, where such information is taken

off or added as is necessary and the bills are forwarded to a

yard clerk's office near the departure yard.

As the classification tracks fill up, the cars are pushed into

the departure yard and made up into trains, which, as soon as

they are checked and the air is tested, are ready for the road

engine to couple on and start, for the bills are usually ready as

soon as or before the train is.

The grading, masonry work and the erection of the locomo-

tive coaling station is contract work. The remainder of the

work is being done by the railway company's forces.

This work was carried out under the direction of A. S. Bald-

win, chief engineer, and D. J. Brumley, engineer of construc-

tion, the writer being directly in charge in the field.

In order to establish a better connection between St.

Petersburg, Russia, and Odessa, a line 340 miles long has

been projected from Shlobin to Kiev and Birsula. It is highly

probable that this line will be built at once.

also on account of the limitation in space and weight. Com-
pared with this, the development of the reversing and of the

Diesel ship engine has been relatively simple. This locomotive,

the car of which was made in the locomotive works of

A. Borsig at Berlin, is shown in the accompanying illustration.

It is about 54 ft. 9 in. long over the buffers and has two bug-,

gies of two axles each, and two pairs of driving wheels. The
latter are not directly coupled with the engine, but indirectly

with a blind axle, which is in the meantime the crankshaft of

the Diesel engine.

"The Diesel engine is an ordinary two-stroke cycle en-

gine with four cylinders coupled _
in pairs under an angle ot

90 deg., and which drives the blind axle 3, cranks of which,

form an angle of 180 deg. This disposition gives complete

balancing of the moving masses, the first and most important

condition when putting such engines on a movable platform.

Between the working cylinders are placed two scavenging pumps.

5 driven by levers from the connecting rod. Beyond the engine

in the roof of the car is placed the muffler, 6. On the right

of the main engine stands an auxiliary engine, 7. This consists,

of two vertical two-stroke cycle cylinders, 7—7, coupled to hori-

zontal air pumps, 8—8, driven by these cylinders. The cooler

for the air compressed by these pumps is indicated at 9. These:
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air pumps serve, according to a special and patented process, to

increase the power of the main engine when starting, manoever-

ing and going uphill, in such a way that auxiliary compressed air

and auxiliary oil fuel are conducted into the main cylinders,

by which means the diagram is enlarged, making the engine

as elastic as a steam engine. For the ordinary running of the

locomotive the main cylinders work like ordinary Diesel en-

gines without the help of the auxiliary. To the right of the

main engine is placed a battery of air cylinders, 10, which

help the action of the auxiliary engine and which can be re-

filled by the auxiliary engine at times when the latter is not

used. Two pumps, 11 and 12, provide for the water circu-

lation in the cylinder jackets. Apparatus for the back cool-

ing of the water by evaporation is indicated at 13. and at 14

are the tanks for fresh water and for fuel. A small donkey

boiler at IS is for the heating of the train. The channels 16

under the roof lead the fresh air to the suction pipe of the

different motor and pump cylinders. The whole plant is con-

tained in a closed engine room, which makes the locomotive

look from the exterior like a modern steel car.

"The engineer can operate equally well on either end of

It is estimated that the Curico to Hualane and Llico rail-

way, Chile, will be completed in September of the present year.

The construction of the branch of the Bagdad Railway from
Bagdad, Asiatic Turkey, to Aleppo was commenced on June 10.

An inaugural ceremony was held at Alexandretta at the place

where it is intended to erect the passenger station. That branck

of the railway from Alexandretta to Aleppo will go via Payas,

Dortyole. Erzin, Osmania, Baghche and Killis, to Aleppo. Work
has already been going on at the Aleppo end of the line toward

Alexandretta for some months, as well as from Aleppo toward

the Euphrates river. About 40,000 men are employed, with a

pay roll of some $220,000 per month, exclusive of the engineers

and contractors, etc., which adds another considerable amount.

Nearly all of the material being used is of German production,

though most of the cheap tools are from Belgium. The work
of construction of the entire line is expected to cover about

seven years, so that an enormous quantity of tools and material

will be required.

Under a government concession to Americans in 1910, for con-

structing a railway from Cape Haitien, Haiti, to Port-au-Prince,

Arrangement of Machinery and Apparatus on a Diesel Locomotive.

the locomotive, as the engine is arranged for running in both

directions. He has a direct view of the track. Both doors

and platform lead from the engine to the train. The total

weight of the locomotive in service is 85 tons.

"I cannot predict whether this attempt at an entire revo-

lution in the working of railways will be successful at the

first attempt, or whether it must be repeated, but one thing

is certain to me. the Diesel locomotive will come, sooner or

later, according to the perseverance with which the problem

is followed."

A railway is proposed from Hiitola, Finland, to Raasuli.

and the scheme has been approved by the Finnish diet. The
line will be of standard gage and will run from Hiitola via

Kexholm and cross the Vuoksen river at the Kiviniemi

rapids. The cost is estimated at $2,871,000, of which it is re-

ported that S200.000 will be granted in 1913 for the construc-

tion of the Hiitola-Kexholm section. A co"cession has been

granted to a company for the construction of a narrow gage

line from Aggelby. near Helsingfors, to Hyonela.

work was begun on the first 15-mile section from Cape Haitien

to La Grande Riviere, in April, 1911, and about the same time

on the 19-mile section from Gonaives to Ennery. The former

has been completed and inspected by an engineer of the govern-

ment, whose acceptance is awaited in order that the road may
be put in operation. The Gonaives-Ennery section is being

pushed and its completion is expected by September, 1912. The

section completed is substantial, and has proved a great object

lesson here. The equipment is also superior, the locomotives

and first and second-class cars being of American manufacture,

while the third-class cars were built in Haiti and mounted on

-American trucks. All construction material except the ties is

imported from the United States, the contract stipulating that only

native ties be used ; however, in order to accelerate the work,

the government permitted the importation of ties from the United

States for the section just completed. This section traverses a

populous region, taps one of the principal coffee districts of

northern Haiti, and reaches the outskirts of a great virgin for-

est of logwood. The freight ought to be considerable from the

start.



VALUATION OF RAILWAYS IN NEW JERSEY
Methods Adopted by Charles Hansel to Ascertain Value in

Accordance with the Statute; Results Obtained by the Work.

The valuation of the railways and canals of New Jersey

which has just been completed is of much interest because of

the difference in the conditions existing in that State, and in

the other States where valuations have previously been made.

The valuation in New Jersey included the property of seven

large systems, the Central Railroad of \e\v Jersey, the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western, the Pennsylvania, the Lehigh

Valley, the New York, Susquehanna & Western, the Erie, and

the Philadelphia & Reading, in addition to 35 smaller roads.

The property of the larger systems was in turn sub-divided

between a large number of subsidiary companies ; that of the

Central of New Jersey, for instance, being divided into 27 con-

stituent properties. The valuation covers a total mileage of all

tracks within the state of 5,449 miles divided as follows ;

Miles of route 2,369
Miles of second track 897
Miles of third track 157
Miles of fourth track 140

Total main lines 3,563
Miles of sidings 1,886

Total miles of all tracks 5,449

.\ valuation was also made of two canal systems comprising

175 miles of canals.

This valuation did not include the property of the Hudson
& Manhattan or the Pennsylvania Tunnel & Terminal Com-
pany or the Lackawanna Railroad of New Jersey, which is

the new Lake Hopatcong cut-off of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western. At the date set for making the valuation the

Lackawanna cut-off was not completed or in operation, and

the Hudson & Manhattan and the Pennsylvania Terminal prop-

erties were considered special and distinct problems which did

not come within the scope of the investigation.

This is the first state in which a valuation has been made
where a large proportion of the railway mileage consisted of

highly developed multiple main tracks with very extensive ter-

minals and with a large amount of floating equipment, includ-

ing tugs, car ferries, etc.. so that the problems presented differed

essentially from those in Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Texas, Washington and South Dakota, where valuations have

been previously made. Most of the lines in New Jersey were
built many years ago to low standards and have since been

brought up gradually to their present high condition. Few of

them were built originally by the companies now operating

them and no profiles or construction records were available in

making the valuation. In many cases it was also impossible

to secure right of way maps and records for the same reason.

The problem was further complicated by the lack of any sta-

tistics of intrastate traffic, as the laws of New Jersey do not

require the railways to report information of this character to

the state.

The valuation was undertaken in accordance with an act of

the legislature approved April 5, 1909, under the direction of

Charles Hansel, expert in charge, who organized a corps of

nmety men and proceeded to measure all railway property

within the state. This valuation was authorized to determine
the value of the railway properties for the purpose of taxation,

and for this reason it was necessary to conduct it in accordance
with a statute of 1884 relative to the taxation of railway and
canal property. This statute divided the property into four

sub-divisions :

(n The length and value of the main stem of each railway
and of the waterways of each canal.

(2) The value of the other real estate used for railway
or canal purposes, including the roadbed other than the main

stem, tracks, buildings, docks, piers, etc.. and all other real

estate except lands not used for railway or canal purposes.

(3) The value of all tangible personal property of each rail-

way and canal company.

(4) The value of the franchise.

This act was amended in 1888 so that sub-division 4 would
include "the value of the remaining property, including the

franchise"; in other words, providing that all values of any
kind not included in the items of real estate and tangible per-

sonal property should be placed here. The valuation was made
in accordance with this consideration and no attempt was made
to place a value upon the franchise separate and distinct from
the value of the remaining property, but rather the value of the

franchise was merged into the broader term, the value of the
remaining property.

However, because of the difficulty of determining this in-

tangible value a large amount of space was devoted to the re-

port to an outline of the methods adopted to ascertain this

value in accordance with this statute. "It seems manifest,"
says the report, "that the franchise to be, to exist, is only one
of the franchises of a corporation. The franchise to do, to

carry on the business of a corporation, is an independent fran-

chise, or rather, a combination of franchises embracing all

things a corporation is given power to do, and this power, this

authority, constitutes a thing of value and a part of the corpo-
ration's intangible property as much as do the franchises to be.

. . . It would seem that these intangible properties, these
franchises to do. exercised in connection with tangible property
which it holds, create a substantive matter of taxation to be
assessed by every state m which that tangible property may be
found." . . .

"Considering the elements involved in sub-division 4 as be-

ing capable of reduction to a commercial value, it becomes
necessary to construct a method or formula which will satisfy

a reasonable interpretation of the value of the intangible quan-
tities of railway property. Since the property under consider-

ation is intangible we cannot inventory it nor apply any gen-
erally accepted method of determining its dimensions or unit

value, and it is probable that any formula offered will, in many
cases, fail to satisfy all the conditions."

It was considered that the par value of the stocks and bonds
cannot form a basis for this value, for, especially in the early

days, when a large proportion of the lines w-ithin this state

were built, much water was injected, either intentionally or in

order to dispose of the bonds, while frequently the stock was
distributed as a bonus with the bonds. Obviously, this could

not form a fair basis for the value of the property. Likewise

the market value of the stocks is not an indication of the value

of the railway property alone. The market value is based on
the income from all sources, including that received from other

than railway operation. Several of the railways within this

state, such as the Lackawanna and the Pennsylvania, derive a

large income from the operation of coal properties and other

properties entirely outside of the field of railway operation.

"If this market value were used it would reflect on to the rail-

way property under consideration the value of other property

which may be in no wise related to it."

Likewise, m some cases, the stocks and bonds have no rela-

tion to the value of the property. As an instance of this, the

Lehigh Valley leased the Morris Canal & Banking Company
in perpetuity in 1871, agreeing to pay 4 per cent, on the common
stock and 10 per cent, on the preferred stock, also 7 per cent,

on the bonds. The value of these stocks and bonds is thus

maintained regardless of the fact that the canal is operated at

an annual loss of approximately $100,000. In a similar manner
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the funded debt cannot be used as a basis, for in many cases

it has been very largely reduced by the application of large

amounts for betterment purposes.

Since these values cannot be used as a basis on which to

establish the value of the property it is necessary to look to

other conditions. One condition contributing largely to the

value of the property is the organization, which, as here used,

includes "both the operating officials and the employees, to-

gether with the machinery, equipment, gradients and permanent

way. ... In considering organization we must couple it

with all the conditions which make for net earnings, such as

location, shortness of line and density of traffic. . . . While

the physical value of the least costly road as represented by

the real estate and the tangible personal property may total

-much less than that of its competitors, its commercial value

may be much greater by reason of its maximum trainloads and

its minimum operating expense. . . The ability to pay

taxes is expressed in the corporate net surplus available for

taxes and surplus. Consequently, it is to this item we look for

a basis in determining the value of the remaining property, in-

cluding the franchise."

To determine this value, the following method was decided

upon

:

"A—The investment value of the physical property before de-

preciation. This is determined by the present value of railway

lands used for railway purposes plus the present cost of pro-

ducing roadbed track and appurtenances of the permanent way

the interest, exchange, etc.; (I), and the interest of the funded

debt incurred in operation (J), are deducted from the available

corporate income, the balance being the surplus available for

dividends. This surplus is capitalized at a rate such that it

\"ields a definite net income after the payment of taxes, and is

added to the present value of the real estate and tangible per-

sonal property (B) to give the total value.

"The determination of the annuity of (F) is of great im-

portance, as a slight variation in the rate applied to the gross

investment value (A) will materially affect the surplus available

for dividends, and consequently the value of sub-division 4.

. . . The rate of 5.S per cent, on the estimated cost of pro-

ducing the permanent way, structures and personal property plus

the normal value of the land at the date of valuation, will, in our

opinion, produce a greater sum than is paid as interest charge

on the property." . . . "It seems just to consider a larger

rate of annuity in the case of the unclassified roads that are un-

important and whose earnings, be they ever so satisfactory,

would not be of sufficient importance to enable them to borrow

money or to finance additions and betterments without a con-

siderable discount commission and a rate of interest somewhat

higher than the better roads would pay, and in some cases it

might not be unreasonable to fix the annuity rate at 8 per cent.

For the purpose of this report, however, we have used Syi per

cent, throughout."

The importance of the ratio which the value of terminal prop-

erties in this state bears to the value of the remaining properties

Valuation and Capitalization of Railways op New Jersey.

Average Capitalization.
Mileage Value Value of Present Valuation / -*

Road. of road. New. Subdivision IV. Value.* per Mile. Stock. Bonds.

p. R. R 758.5 $125,969,589 $20,899,800 $119,783,212 $157,921 $66,697,975 $37,664,200

C R. R. of N. J 443.7 65,099,170 22,278,200 72,181,458 162,681 36,475,600 48,259,000
P. & R. 229.8 14,987,117 4.836,800 15,726,865 68,437 7,634,000 7,950,000

Erie 159.6 33,464,450 3,510,500 31,216.628 195,593 6,583,500 15,199,600

D. L. & W 208.1 63,418,581 11,318.100 59,485,383 285,850 19,115,034 34,971,000
U. Y. S. & W 127.0 8,505,873 367,000 7,266,650 57,218 26,215.000 12,438,000

L. V 121.0 39,920,450 7,105,700 37,541,393 310,259 20,467,777 17,675,500

Total 2,048.0 $351,365,230 $70,316,100 $343,201,589 $167,578 $183,188,886 $174,157,300

"Arrived at apparently by making a deduction from "value new" for depreciation and then adding subdivision IV.

Average
Capitalization

per Mile.

$137,590
190,972
67,815
136,485
259,904
304,350
315,233

$174,485

Total. '

$104,362,175
84,734,600
15,584,000
21,783.100
54,086,034
38,653,000
38,143,277

$357,346,186

plus the value of the tangible personal property plus the aban-

doned property if any.

"B—The appraised value of real estate and personal property

as in A, less depreciation by reason of decrepitude and obso-

iescence.

"C—This item should include all gross earnings and income

of every kind whatsoever, except earnings from real estate not

lused for railway purposes and income from securities.

"D—Operating expenses exclusive of taxes, including every

item of expenses incurred in operating, hire of equipment, joint

facihties, miscellaneous rents paid, etc., except rent of property

inot used for railway purposes.

"E—Available corporate income. This item was determined by

•deducting the item of operating expenses D from the gross earn-

lings C.

"Annuity or fixed charges, Sj4 per cent, of A.

"G—Taxes on the appraised value as represented in item B.

This rate is based on the tax rate used by the state board of

assessors.

"H—Income from property not covered by appraisal. This

•item should include all rentals from third class property, that

is, property not used for railway purposes.

"I—This item includes all payments for interest, exchange or

discount, on interest bearing ' current liabilities, interest on re-

ceivers' certificates, notes, open accounts, and other analogous

items.

"J—This item includes interest on funded debt incurred by loss

in operation."

In applying this method the annuity on the gross investment

(F), the taxes on the present value of the physical property;

KG), the income from properties not covered by appraisal; (H),

rendered necessary a very careful consideration of the methods

to be adopted in establishing their value for purposes of taxa-

tion. The tidewater terminals are a part of the entire railway

system.

"The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has recognized the value

of New York terminals to lines included in its system lying

remotely from New York, and some $10,000,000 were charged to

lines west of Pittsburgh.

"We think that portion of line of any interstate system operat-

ing in New Jersey with tidewater terminals made necessary for

the business of the system should not be required to pay the

interest charge and taxes on the entire value of the second class,

terminal property. . . .

"The interest charge and the taxes are deducted from the

net revenue before the net surplus is determined. Consequently,

if we charge the annuity of 5;2 per cent., and the taxes on the

total value of the terminals outside of the main stem, the net

income from rail operations may be wiped out, and since we are

called upon to establish the true value of the railways in the

state, we think that the annuity should be charged on only the

proportion of the value of the terminals outside of the main

stem which is properly chargeable to the lines within the state.

"We are not unmindful of the fact that there are terminals

outside of the state the value of which may properly be appor-

tioned to Hnes within the state. We have charged the annuity

on all values within the limits of the main stem to the line with-

in that state which uses same, although a large amount of inter-

state business is discharged at the tidewater terminals within the

limits of the main stem."

In reference to the valuation of the main stem, sub-division 1,

the report states that "if the boundaries of the main stem were
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limited by the area of land covered by the roadbed and not ex-

ceeding 100 ft. in width, it is evident that the width of the strip

of land constituting the main stem will be constantly varying

and the outline of the same will be marked by the toe of slope of

all embankments and the line of excavation in all cuts, and it

would be exceedingly difficult to compute the areas and quan-

tities in the main stem and to fix the proportionate amount be-

tween the main stem and second class property.

"The practice of the state board of assessors has been to fix

the boundaries of the main stem by a strip of land not exceed-

ing 100 ft. of uniform width with its rail and sleepers, and of

structures erected thereon and used in connection therewith not

including, however, any passenger or freight buildings erected

ihereon."

The value of the real estate and the tangible personal property

was fixed without regard to its use in accordance with decisions

of the courts based on the tax statutes of 1884 and 1888. "Hav-
ing eliminated the element of use we reduce the question to the

naked value of the land apart from the improvements thereon

and disregard the cost to acquire for railway purposes. We are

not instructed to determine the cost to produce the land; we
are required to determine the value.

"The right of way is frequently broken by cross streets, streams

and rivers. The power to cross these streets and waterways is

given by the state through the charter to build and operate a

railway. The main stem land is therefore merely broken sec-

tions or strips of land and any additional value they may have

over the contiguous lands by reason of the closing of the gaps

by the power of the state is, we think, reflected in the value of

the remaining property, including the franchise. . . .

"The cost of acquiring the land has not been taken into con-

sideration, as has been frequently done by other states which

have attempted to determine the value of the physical property

of railways, except that administration and interest at 7 per cent,

has been added to land in the main stem. . . .

"The law tells us to eliminate from our consideration the pur-

pose to which the land is applied. Therefore, we have valued the

land stripped of all improvements as a piece of naked land in

the open market for any reasonable purpose to which it may be

applied. The presence of a railway with its embankments, per-

manent way and structiires, and the operation of traffic over

same, may depreciate or appreciate the value of the adjoining

lands. Consequently, the true value is so closely interwoven

with the value for a specific purpose that it is difficult to deter-

mine whether the value of the adjoining lands would be en-

hanced or depreciated by the absence of the railway with its em-

bankments and the operation of trains over the same. . . .

"The majority of the terminal lands were acquired at an early

date and a vast amount of material has been required to bring

the surfaces of the lands to the present elevation and state.

The depth of water in the Hudson river in front of water front

lands is a material factor in considering the value of terminal

lands. The area of fast land, its form and general dimensions,

location north and south, and the possibilities of pier develop-

ment are all important elements in determining values.

"The writer cannot agree with the opinion that cost of repro-

duction as applied to land areas, especially under the conditions

attendant upon the development of large terminal tracts upon

the Hudson river, is a true measure of true development under

the laws of the state as interpreted by its highest court. 'Values

are not necessarily large where the cost of reproduction would

be heavy, while values may be great where the cost of reproduc-

tion would be relatively small.'

"

In valuing the rolling equipment and machinery depreciation

was considered under two heads, first, depreciation on account of

decrepitude or wearing out ; and second, obsolescence. The ef-

fect of supply and demand upon the value of the equipment is

also considered in the report. "It is believed that the true value

of equipment can be established only after careful consideration

is given to all the elements which affect value, and for this

reason every phase of the question has been gone into. Decrepi-

tude and obsolescence do not measure the full amount of de-

duction from original cost in years of lean business when there

are many thousand idle cars. The percentages of depreciation

used by railway companies in accordance with Interstate Com-
merce Commission requirements are not for the purpose of es-

tablishing present value of equipment. . . .

"None of the lines within the state, except the Delaware, Lack-
awanna & Western, reports distinct intrastate accounts of earn-

ings, operating expenses, ton miles train miles, car miles or any
of the elements of unit measurement which would enable us to

definitely assign the various classes of equipment to the

state. . . .

"The ratio of earnings of the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-
ern in the state to the total earnings shows an increase of 27 per

cent, over the percentage of track within to the percentage of

track without the state. If, therefore, we assign the value of the

total equipment of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western to this

state on the basis of a revenue from operation we will assign 27

per cent, more value than if the single track mileage were used

as the basis.

"The ratio of all tracks to single line is significant, showing
more nearly the capacity to do business and this increased per

cent, over the single line is reflected in the earnings. So far,

at least, as the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is concerned,

it seems proper to assign the value of equipment to the state of

New Jersey on a basis of 30 per cent."

Discussing gross earnings as the basis of apportionment, the

report says : "This plan is faulty for the reason that many of

our largest railway systems do not attempt to separate their

revenue and operating expenses into states, and where required

to report state business to the railway commission the track mile

basis is generally used. In many cases recourse was had to all-

track mileage, and it seems that when finally analyzed the com-

mercial valuation referred to was based on all-track miles. . . .

"We have given careful consideration to the several bases

for apportioning interstate railway values to states, such as

single track, mileage basis, all-track mileage, funded and other

debts, station population, car mileage, cost of construction,

density of traffic, gross earnings, net earnings, and cost of re-

production at this time. We believe that the proper basis to

adopt in the absence of information giving car miles and actual

intrastate earnings and operating expenses is the miles of all

tracks of each road m the state as related to the miles of all

tracks for the entire line.

"The states of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota made an

apportionment of equipment supposedly on car mileage within

and without the state, but since no division of car mileage is

kept within this state and must be determined by some em-

pirical rule, it is better to adopt the empirical rule direct."

In determining upon the values of track materials the fol-

lowing table was prepared showing the Ufe of the principal

material under main line service within the state as reported

by the principal railways. While the statements are appar-

ently to some extent general estimates, they, however, serve

as a fairly accurate guide

:

Stone Ballast.

Name of Road. Rails, Life. Ties, Life. Renewed per Year.

Erie 6 years 6 years 10 per cent.

Lehigh Valley 9 years 10 years 6 per cent.

Lackawanna 5 years 7 years 6 per cent.

Reading 6 years 8 years 13 per cent.

Pennsylvania 8 years S'A years 9 per cent.

Average 6.80 years 7.50 years 8.80 per cent.

The price of new Bessemer rails was taken at $30 per gross

ton delivered, including transportation, $1.60, and cost of dis-

tribution, 40 cents. A loss of 10 per cent, was allowed in es-

timating the weight of rails removed from main line service

and classed as relayers, while it was also estimated that 10 per
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cent, of the rails taken out of main line track were fit only

for scrap. While a considerable mileage of open hearth, ferro-

titanium and other special rails are in track, it was not con-

sidered for the purpose of the estimates that they had been

in service sufficiently long nor had their use become suf-

ficiently genera! to classify them as standard. The average

market price of relayer rail was assumed at $23.

The original cost of labor in laying and surfacing track, and
the extent to which this would remain even after the abandon-

ment of the track, was discussed at some length.

The question at best is considerably involved, and to offset

any argument which might be advanced to the contrary the as-

sumption has been made in the estimates that the labor for

surfacing remains undiminished in value and that this item

amounts to one-half for labor for laying and surfacing, while

the other half, or the labor laying, fluctuates in value between

100 per cent, and zero, thus giving an average value of 50 per

cent, for that portion of the labor applicable to the laying of

the rails, and therefore, an average value on the whole of 75

per cent, of the total. While no convincing argument can

seemingly be advanced for doing this, still, to be conservative,

it has been made as a concession and not in the nature of an ad-

mission that the premises upon which the argument is founded

are correct.

"The solidification of roadbed by reason of settlement

through age and use has not been taken as an element of

value for the purpose of this report. This solidification and
settlement of roadbed has been an element of cost and must
be provided for. The railway company is entitled to claim

this cost as a part of its investment. We have no means of

determining the amount of solidification or settlement even

approximately, and have not therefore attempted to fix any

definite unit of values for same."

The actual valuation determined for the seven principal

roads is given below, with the capitalization of the same roads,

and both valuation and capitalization have been reduced to a

per mile basis. The valuation varies from $57,218 per mile

for the Xew York. Susquehanna & Western to $285,850 per

mile for the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western. Of the total

valuation of $343,201,589. the amount included for franchise

and all values not included in the item of real estate and

tangible property was $70,316,100. The valuation for the 35

unclassified roads, comprising 321.3 miles, amounts to $31,558.-

836. of which $5,525,500 was for subdivision IV. It will be

noted from the table that the value of subdivision IV was fixed

closely equal to the depreciation allowed, or in other words

that the value new of the physical property with no allowance

added for intangible value exceeded the present value with al-

lowances made for depreciation and intangible values by only

about 2 per cent. In this regard this appraisal closely agrees

with those previously made in Wisconsin, Michigan and

^^'ashington.

STEAM LOCOMOTIVES FOR HIGH SPEED
PASSENGER SERVICE.

The plans are out for the new railway station in Valparaiso,

Chile, to cost about $500,000. It is to be up-to-date and equal

to any in the country.

Extensions of the existing Egyptian state railway system,

which were begun in 1910 to connect several points in the Delta

and elsewhere were brought to completion during 1911. The

year was a good one from a financial standpoint ; the receipts

of the state railways for 1911 were $18,455,895, an increase of

$1,455,565. The total number of passengers carried was 27,-

941.187. or over 2.000.000 more than in 1910. The expenditure

on new equipment and extensions amounted to $2,233,325. Of

this sum $476,560 was spent on signaling and on remodeling

various stations. $424,540 on the extension of new lines, $311,-

565 on bridges, and $136,210 on preliminary work in connec-

tion w-ith the building of a large modern station at Alexandria.

The balance was expended on miscellaneous additions and

betterments.

BY E. C. SCHMIDT AND-F. \V. MARQUIS,

University of Illinois.

It is intended to present a summary of the distinguishing

characteristics of the steam locomotives used in the high speed

passenger service of the United States. The term "high speed,"

as used in this connection, refers to service in which trains are

operated at an average speed of not less than 50 m. p. h. over

divisions approximating 100 miles in length. The weight of the

train (exclusive of engine and tender) may vary between 300

and 500 tons. Under favorable circumstances considerably

higher speeds are frequently maintained for shorter distances,

even with trains of normal weight ; while with lighter trains,

very much longer runs are occasionally made at speeds of more
than 50 m. p. h. Consideration is limited to the usual daily

practice as above defined.

The typical modern .-Xmerican high speed locomotive is either

a 4-coupled or 6-coupIed machine, of one of the trailing truck

types. For the lighter trains the Atlantic (4-4-2) type is pre-

ferred, while for heavier service the Pacific (4-6-2) type is

used. Both of these types owe their development primarily to

a demand for greater heating surface and larger grate area than

could be obtained by adherence to the types which had pre-

ceded them, namely, the .American (4-4-0) and the ten wheel

(4-6-0). In the development of these earlier types, the desired

increase in heating surface was for a time obtained by a simple

increase in boiler dimensions ; a form of development w'hich con-

tinued up to the attainment of the allowable limit of the weight

upon the drivers. The growth in the area of the heating sur-

face which was thus secured was at first accompanied by a rela-

tively small increase in grate area. This was due to the diffi-

culty of expanding the firebox, on account of its position be-

tween the driving wheels, which prevented an increase in width.

The firebox was gradually lengthened, but the long grates thus

obtained made proper firing difficult and the limit in this respect

was soon reached. The demand for larger grates and boil-

ers continued, however, and the -Atlantic type locomotive was

developed in response to this demand. In this type the firebox

is carried over a small wheel trailing truck and the grate may
therefore be increased in width, while its length may be reduced

to such a point that the fireman can reach and cover all parts

of the grate surface. The firebo.x being back of the drivers,

the boiler can be increased in length and greater heating surface

obtained without trenching upon the limits of allowable outside

clearance dimensions. The presence of the trailing truck has

made it possible to relieve the weight on the drivers.

The first Atlantic type locomotive was built in America in

1895, and. during the six years which followed, it fully justified

its design in service. It has since quite displaced its prototype,

the 4-4-0 engine, in such service as is here considered. Under

the persistence of the demand for still greater steaming capacity

the Pacific type has logically followed the .Atlantic.

The 4-4-2 type is usually preferred for trains of moderate

weight (from 300 to 350 tons), and for service where heavy

grades are not encountered, it is the prevailing type. It combines

a four-wheel leading truck of good guiding properties, with four

coupled drivers and a two-wheel trailing truck. Except on roads

with sharp curves the trailing truck need have no radial motion.

This wheel arrangement provides a short, rigid wheel base and

a relatively short total wheel base. Consideration of the last

mentioned characteristic leads occasionally to the selection of

this type for trains somewhat heavier than those cited above.

For trains of more than 350 tons weight, or for lighter trains

on roads with heavy grades, the Pacific type is generally used,

and it is to be regarded as the typical locomotive for such serv-

ice. It produces greater accelerations in starting than does the

Atlantic type. Owing to its longer wheel base, its trailing truck
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is generally designed to allow radial motion. Up to about two

years ago the Prairie (2-6-2) type was occasionally, although

rarely, used in this service. At present its use is so exceptional

that it is may not properly be regarded as a characteristic type

for high speed service as here defined.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DESIGN OF HIGH SPEED LOCOMOTIVES.

High speed locomotives are distinguished by high steam pres-

sure, large grate surface, large heating surface, and large driv-

ing wheels. A review of current American practice leads to the

following conclusions concerning these and other characteristics

of design.

Higli Steam Pressure.—The pressure most usual in the Amer-
ican passenger locomotive boiler is 200 lbs., although pressures

as great as 225 lbs. have been used. The check to the tendency

toward increase of pressure is due largely to the influence of

the investigations of Dr. W. F. M. Goss, who has shown that

general locomotive efficiency is probably better promoted by

steam pressure in the neighborhood of 180 lbs. rather than 200

lbs., or higher pressures. His conclusions are the result of ex-

haustive laboratory tests, and are set forth in his treatise on
High Steam Pressures in Locomotive Service.

The outline of his argument is as follows : Any increase in

steam pressure must be accompanied by an increase in the weight

of the boiler. If. however, increased engine weight is per-

missible in a given case, it is also possible to utilize this addi-

tional weight in increasing the size and capacity of the boiler,

the lower pressure being maintained. In either event a saving of

fgel will result, i. e., whether the pressure be increased, or

whether the pressure be maintained and the heating surface in-

creased. Considering pressures not lower than 180 lbs., the

tests referred to demonstrated that the fuel saving was the same
whether the permissible weight increase was used in an in-

crease of pressure, or in an increase of heating surface. This

fact eliminates the question of fuel economy and reduces the

argument to a consideration of costs of operation and mainte-

nance as dependent upon leakage, boiler troubles due to impure
water, boiler maintenance, etc. With the consideration limited

to such matters it is easily demonstrated that a pressure of 180

lbs. will result in the highest general efficiency. Thus far, how-
ever, there is observable no tendency to reduce the pressure be-

low 200 lbs., largly because the demand for capacity has been

so urgent as to overshadow temporarily the available gain in

economy.

Large Crate Surface.—The grate area for passenger loco-

motives burning bituminous coal lies between the limits of 40

and 55 sq. ft. The movement towards the adoption of large

grate areas, which had its beginning about twenty years ago.

has suffered no reversal. It has already been pointed out that

this movement was the immediate cause of the development of

the types of locomotives here considered. With the wide fire-

boxes used in these types, the fireman has little difficulty in

properly feeding even so large a grate area as 55 sq. ft., and
by the use of such grates, the action of the draft upon the fire

is less severe and fuel losses in the form of sparks are di-

minished. •

Large Heating Surface.—Assuming adequate grate area, the

capacity of a locomotive for the continuous production of power
is limited primarily by the heating surface of its boiler. Any
addition to heating surface is attended by either a decrease in

fuel consumption for the same power, or by an increase in power
for the same fuel consumption. We are prepared then to find,

as is the case, that in recent Pacific type locomotives the heating

surface runs as high as about 4,500 sq. ft., and in the Atlantic

type about 3,700 sq. ft.

Driving Wheel Diameters.—Up until about 1894-1895, it was
the general practice in this country to use driving wheels of

relatively small diameter (from 60 to 68 in.). Under this prac-

tice the driving wheels of fast passenger locomotives were
driven, in ordinary service, at speeds varying between 3(X) and

400 r. p. m. A marked increase in size of drivers has, however,
taken place since that time and typical modern American high

speed locomotives generally have driving wheels of from 70 to

80 in. in diameter. A few recent normal designs have driver

diameters as great as 85 in.

Cylinder T'o/HHifi.— Characteristic cylinder diameters are 20 to

22 in., with the stroke about 28 in. Cylinders of these sizes de-

velop maximum tractive efforts varying between 25,000 and 32,000

lbs. These tractive efforts are not such as to realize the full

adhesive power of the locomotive, since the prevailing ratios of

weight on drivers to tractive effort vary from about 4.5 to 5.5,

reaching in some recent designs a value as high as 6.0. This is

what might be expected in high speed locomotives where maxi-
mum tractive effort is relatively unimportant. The great weight

imposed on the drivers by the unusuaDy large boilers has re-

4-6-2

Passenger
Bit. coal

31,100 lbs.

224,000 lbs.

145,000 lbs.

371,000 lbs.

13 ft. 4 in.

34 ft. 2 in.

66 £t. 3 in.

5.33
38.6
59.7
12.3

350.
4.27

T.«LE I.

General Data.

Type 4-4-2
Service Passenger
Fuel Bit. coal
Tractive effort 24,100 lbs.
Weight in working order 196,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers 1 05,000 lbs.
Weight of engine and tender in working

order 340,000 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 7 ft.

Wheel base, total 27 ft. 7 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 58 ft. 2 in.

Ratios.

Total weight ^ tractive effort 8.14
Weight on drivers -H tractive effort 4.36
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -J- heating

surface 679
Total heating surface -i- grate area 56.7
Firebox heating surface -r- total heating

surface, per cent 6.42
Weight on drivers -i- total heating surface. 37.5
Total weight -^ total heating surface 69.9
Volume both cylinders, cu. ft 10.2
Total heating surface ~ vol. cylinders.... 275.
Grate area H- vol. cylinders 4.85

Cylinders.

Kind Simple
Diameter 20 in.
Stroke 28 in.
Valves, kind Piston

Wheels.

Driving, diameter over tire 79 in.

Boiler.

Working pressure 200 lbs.
Outside diameter of first ring 70 in.
Firebo.x, width and length 66 in. x 108 in.
Tubes, number and diameter 315^2 in.
Tubes, length 16 ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2,625 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 180 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,805 sq. ft.

Grate area 49.5 sq. ft.

Tender,

Water capacity 7,000 gal.
Coal capacity 12 tons

suited incidentally in obtaining more adhesive weight than is

actually needed in this class of service. This was not true of

the earlier and lighter designs of the Atlantic type, in which it

was occasionally found desirable to apply traction increasers.

Valve Gear.—The Stephenson link motion is still used by

some railways, but with the increase' in size of locomotives, it

has become more and more difficult to find room for properly

placing this gear. The eccentrics are crowded into small spaces

and their inspection and maintenance is difficult. The Wal-
schaert gear, due to these facts and to its inherently lighter con-

struction, is rapidly displacing the Stephenson link motion.

Compounding and Suftcrheating.—The American designer has

followed with care the development, in foreign countries, of the

four-cylinder balanced compound locomotive ; but, while he has

experimented in the use of this type of machine, it has, as yet,

found no permanent place in the practice of this country.

The use of superheater steam has greatly increased during the

past two or three years, and in the near future will probably

constitute one of the distinguishing characteristics of high speed

passenger locomotives.

The foregoing discussion is based upon a study of about

70 -J'

lin. xlOS in
303—214 in.

20 tt

3,550 sq. ft.

200 sq. tt.

3.750 sq. tt.

52.5 sq. ft.

7,000 gal.

15 tons
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thirty locomotives of the Atlantic and Pacific types built within

the last six or seven years. In order to display other char-

acteristics of these engines, Table 1, which gives detailed in-

formation about a representative of each type is here presented.

The data for each of the locomotives given in this table is a

composite of the dimensions of the corresponding types in the

thirty locomotives above referred to. The figures in each class

were obtained by taking the data for an actual locomotive and

closely compared with those of the locomotives which have been

tested at the testing plants of Purdue University and the Penn-

sylvania Railroad. Such study has warranted the deductions

concerning evaporation per square foot of heating surface and

steam consumption per horse power, which appear in Table II.

Other values for performance there given follow naturally from

these two. Table II gives values for boiler and engine perform-

ance at 40 and 60 m. p. h. for both of the typical engines of

Table II.

—

Pesformance of Typical High Speed Locomotives.

Boiler Performance. Powei

S'"^ o'

Max.
Avg.
Max.
Avg.
Max.
Avg.
Max.
Avg.

(Lbs.)

Water and Fuel

Consumption (Lbs.).

40

; 33,656
I 25,242
f 33,656
I 25,242
f 45,031
) 33,773
( 45,031

\ 33,773 9.7

4,207 27,766 974
2,602 20,825 744
4,207 27,766 1,133
2,602 20.825 850
5,629 37,150 1,281
3,482 27,863 978
5,629 37,150 1,486
3.482 27,863 1,114 .83

J3
E&h'

^- °v:

s s Sai gK gK
QB UjM UrA u«
604 28.5 4.32 6.97
372 28.0 3.50 7.00
960 24.5 3.71 4.38
670 24.5 3.06 3.87
884 29.0 4.39 6.37
587 28.5 3.56 5.93
,290 25.0 3,78 4.36
925 25.0 3.13 3.76

Note 1—By maximum power is meant the maximum power which can be continuously maintained.

Note 2—It is assumed that the locomotives use bituminous coal having a heating value of approximately

75 per cent, fixed carbon and approximately 15 per cent, of volatile matter.

Note 3—In this column is given the ratio of tender draw-bar horse power to cylinder horse power, under

14,000 B. t. u. and containing about

actual conditions of road operation.

Table III.

—

Data Coxcerxing High Speed P.issenger Trains and Locomotives on Representative American Railways.

Name of road C. B. & Q. Lehigh Valley N. Y. N. H. & H. Southern Pacific Pennsylvania New York Central &
Designation of train No. 15. Xo. 9, Black Merchant's No. 2, Overland No. 29, Pennsyl- No. 51, Empire No.

Fast Mail Diamond Express Limited Limited vania Special State Expres
Termini of the run Chicago-Union New York- New York- San Francisco- New York City- New York-

Pacific Transfer Buffalo Boston Ogden Chicago Buffalo

Length of run (miles) 493.3 447.6 232 780 907.5 438.7

Schedule time (hrs., min.) . . II— 10—13 5—0 25—58 17—55 8—44

^"hrl.'min'r.!'"' 10-37 9-35 4-45 24-5 17-27 8-27
Number of stops .12 11 4 19 9 5

Average speed based on run- _ _

ning time (m.p.h.) ......

.

46.5 46.7 48.9 31.4 52.5 51.9

Weight of train (excluding .i- ,, ..
engine and tender) (tons) 378 303 457 463 N. Y.-AItoona 321 350

Altoona-Pittsb. 253
Pittsb.-Chic. 316

Number of locomotives used.

Types of locomotives used.. Atlantic
1—Compound
2—Simple

—Electric
—Steam
Atlantic

Hudson River
25. Twentieth

ntury Limited
New York-

Buffalo
437.9
8—22

53.8

450

The above data apply to the whole rui

makes its greatest average running speed.
The following apply to that division of the run (among those over 90 miles long) over which the train

Name of the division Chicago-.^urora

Length of the division (miles) 162.5

Schedule time (hrs., min.) . . 3—12
Actual running time

(hrs., min.) 3—2
Number of stops 1

Maximum grade (per cent.). 0.8

Maximum curvature (deg.)

.

3.0

Average speed based on run-
ning time (m.p.h.) 53.6

Weight of train (excluding
engine and tender) (tons) 37S

Type's of locomotives used.. Atlantic Comp.
Total weight of engine only

(lbs.) 183,000
Total weight of tender (lbs.) 120.400
Weight on drivers (lbs.)... 95,900

_
Cylinder-diameter (in.) .... 15 and 25
Cvlinder-stroke (in.) 26
Diameter of drivers (in.)... 78

Total heating surface (sq.ft.) 2.990

Grate area (sq. ft.) 44.1

Type of valve gear Stephenson

Buffalo Shore Line Salt Lake Western Division
Subdivision C

Mohawk Western

176.6 95.4 539 130.6 147.7 148.0
3—SO 2—2 15—0 2—14 2—50 2—41

3—*4 1—54 14—12 2—14 2—47 2—38
2 10 1 1

0.4 0.8 1.43 0.5 1.63 .97
8.0 10.5 6 2.3 7.4 5.9

47.3 50.2 38.0 58.5 53.1 56.2

243 457 463 314 to 318 350 450
Atlantic Simple Atlantic Simple Atlantic Atlantic Pacific Pacific

183,300 200,000 196.000 183,000 266,000 266,000
143,200 134,000 139,700 145,600 162,700 162.700
95.300 105,500 105.000 118.350 171.500 171,500
20 21 20 20'^ 22 22
26 26 28 26 28 28

79 81 80 79 79
2,870 3.221 2,649 2.640 4,231 4,231
67.7 54 49.5 55.5 56.5 56.5

Stephenson Walschaert Stephenson Stephenson Walschaert Walschaert

slightly modifying some of the items by comparison with others

of the same type. In neither case is the locomotive the largest

of its type, but in its proportions and dimensions it is probably

fairly representative of the type.

Engine and Boiler Performance.—Reliable results of but few

tests of these types of locomotives are available. In order to

arrive at some conclusions concerning their steam and fuel con-

sumption, their dimensions and operating conditions have been

Table I. These values, it is believed, may be taken as a pre-

diction of what may reasonably be expected, in normal opera-

tion, of these types of high speed locomotives.

Train Operation.—Table III gives in summarized form, infor-

mation concerning seven first class passenger trains now running

in daily service on six representative American railways. The

information there given was furnished by the officers of these

roads and is here included by their courtesy.



THE CANAL AND TRANSCONTINENTAL TRAFFIC W

Rates to and From Interior, Probable Future Adjustment,
and Relation to Questions of Tolls and Boat Ownership.

BY EMORY R. JOHNSON,

Special Commissioner on Panama Canal Traffic and Tolls.

TRANSCONTINENTAL RATES TO AND FROM INTERIOR POINTS : EFFECT

OF WATER COMPETITION.

The Steamship lines now engaged in the coast-to-coast busi-

ness obtain a part of their freight from interior points in the

eastern states for shipment to the Pacific coast. The manifests

of cargo show that a small tonnage is obtained from places as

far west as Chicago and St. Louis, and also state that some of

the westbound freight shipped by water is destined to interior

points in the western part of the United States. The great

bulk of westbound freight, however, originates at the eastern

terminal of the water lines—at New York and points not far

distant therefrom—and is destined to the Pacific coast terminals

and to places not far inland. The evidence secured by the

Interstate Commerce Commission in the Spokane and other

cases led the commission to state that "The principal movement
by water is from the Atlantic seaboard itself, from New York
and from points having water communication with New Y'ork,

and from interior territory immediately contiguous. There is

a considerable movement as far inland as Buffalo and Pitts-

burgh, and an occasional movement from Detroit, Chicago, and
similar points. A movement of starch from Cedar Rapids, la.,

of considerable proportions was shown, but generally speaking,

up to the present time, comparatively little traffic originating

west of the Buffalo-Pittsburgh zone has reached the Pacific

coast by water.'" The present eastbound freight of the steam-
ship lines,' to a larger degree than is true of their westbound
tonnage, originates and terminates near the seaboard.

The competition of the intercoastal water lines with the rail-

ways has benefited the sections near the Atlantic and Pacific

seaboards more than the interior section ; because, for most
shipments to and from interior points via a combined rail and
water route, the through rate is the sum of the rail rate to or

from the coast and the rate by water from coast to coast. There
are also transshipment or rehandling charges.

The Panama Railroad Steamship Line, which makes the west-
bound rates applying over its line and Pacific coast connections,

deals as follows with charges from interior eastern points.

From its New York pier to Pacific coast points the following
"minimum rates" apply:

Per 100 lbs.

To East San Pedro. Cal $0.50
To Los Angeles, Cal .55
To Oakland. Cal 50
To Portland, Ore 52'A
To Sacramento, Cal 55
To Stockton. Cal 55
To all other Pacific coast ports 60

The tariff then provides that, except in case of special rates

from New York pier or of rates which do not exceed the above
minima, the water rates quoted "may apply from interior points,

and when a rate is at least 20 cents higher than the minimum, the

Panama Railroad Company will assume the charges from ship-

ping point to New York pier not exceeding 20 cents per 100
lbs., any excess over this absorption to be shown on bill of
lading as 'advance charges' to be paid by shippers or consignees
as the case may be. When a freight rate is not at least 20 cents

higher than the minimum, the Panama Railroad Company will

assume the difference between the minimum and said rate."

uTien the water rate on the commodity in question does not ex-

Abstracted from Prof. Johnson's official report on "Relations of Panama
i-anal to Traffic and Rates of American Railroads." An abstract of an
earlier part of the report was published August 2, page 199.

o.'P'.X 2.f Spokane et al. v. Northern Pacific Railway Company et al.,
21 I. C. C. Reps., 420.

ceed the theoretical minimum water rate by 20 cents, the
Panama Railroad Company absorbs the rail rate only to the ex-
tent of the excess of the actual water rate over the minimum
water rate, and if the actual rate is only equal to, or is less

than, the minimum, the shipper or consignee is obliged to pay
the entire rail charge from the inland point to New Y'ork.

The policy of the American-Hawaiian Steamship Company is

to "make its rates from the terminals." ' It does not absorb any
of the rail rates to New York; but as the rates of this company
are not published it is probable that traffic of large shippers
from interior points is solicited at such rates from New York
to the Pacific coast as to allow the inland shippers to pay the
rail charges to New York and yet enjoy a favorable through
rail-and-water rate.

At the Pacific destination of westbound traffic the Panama
Line and connections absorb the rates to certain points not on
the coast. The tariffs apply alike to the following points: San
Francisco, Sacramento. Stockton, Oakland, Berkeley, Los An-
geles, San Diego, Santa Barbara, San Pedro, Redondo, Van-
couver, Portland, Astoria, Seattle, Tacoma, Port Townsend,
Everett, Anacortes, New Whatcom and Victoria. As is shown
above, different minima water rates prevail from the Atlantic
seaboard to these points on or near the Pacific coast; but upon
any particular commodity the same actual rates are quoted from
New York to all the above-named Pacific destinations. The ac-
tual rate on any given article shipped from an interior point
near the Atlantic via New York to any one of the Pacific des-

tinations will depend both upon the amount of rail charge from
the interior point to the Atlantic seaboard absorbed by the
steamship lines and also upon the minimum water rate from
New York to the Pacific destination. The minimum bill of
lading for single shipments, likewise, varies from $2 to $2.75.

The American-Hawaiian Line does not absorb the rail rates

from the Pacific coast terminals to any interior destinations.

Since no interior rates beyond Sacramento and Stockton are
absorbed by any line, most of the traffic that reaches the west
coast by water does not go far inland, although some freight is

carried to points as distant as Reno, Nev.

The Sunset-Gulf Line from New York to the Pacific coast

takes traffic from interior eastern points via New York and
New Orleans or Galveston at through rates equal to the all-

rail rate from the interior eastern points to the Pacific coast.

It thus absorbs the rail rate to New York in that the rate is

paid out of the through charge. The Sunset-Gulf route, how-
ever, is to be classed with the transcontinental rail lines, and
not with the intercoastal water lines—because its rates are the

same as those by the all-rail carriers.

Neither the trunk line nor the transcontinental railways have
favored the shipment of commodities from the Middle West to

the Atlantic seaboard for carriage thence by water to the

Pacific coast. The policy of the railways, generally, under the

leadership of the western lines, has been to hold to the all-rail

lines the traffic to the Pacific coast both from the Atlantic sea-

board and from interior points.

The rivalry of the railways from the Central West to the

Atlantic with those from the Central West to the Pacific, and
the industrial competition of the Mississippi Valley with the

Eastern States, which can ship to the Pacific coast by water

lines, brought about the system of blanket rates for most of the

^ G. S. Dearborn. Testimony, January 24, 1912, in Hearings on Panama
Canal by House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
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traffic to the west coast from the entire section east of the Mis-

souri. The competition of the rail and water lines at the Atlan-

tic seaboard controlled transcontinental rail rates from the

Eastern States, and the railways and the industries of the Mid-

dle West insisted upon reaching the Pacific coast on equal terms

with the railways and industries of the eastern section. Upon
some articles the rates from the Central West are lower than

from the Atlantic seaboard, there being some grading down-

ward of rates by successive lettered groups westward from the

Atlantic coast.

The effect of water shipments upon the interior has been in-

direct rather than direct. The tonnage of transcontinental traf-

fic carried from the Mississippi Valley to the Atlantic seaboard

for shipment thence by water to the west coast has been rel-

atively small, but the actual or possible shipment of a relatively

large volume of commodities by water from the Atlantic coast

has controlled the rail rate from the Central West to the Pa-

cific. Water competition has exercised less influence upon east-

bound rail rates from the western section of the Middle West

and the East, but even on eastbound traffic most rates are

blanketed over the entire region east of the Missouri river.

There is more grading by distance of eastbound than of west-

bound rates, but the difference between the eastbound and west-

bound transcontinental rate systems is one of degree not of

kind or of principle.

PROBABLE ADJUSTMENT OF TRANSCONTINENTAL RAIL R,\TES RESULT-

ING FROM CANAL COMPETITION.

The opening of the Panama Canal will so greatly change the

industrial relations of different sections of the United States

and the competition of the transcontinental railways and the

intercoastal water lines as inevitably to require many changes

in the present system of transcontinental rates.

1. The railway rates most completely subject to the com-

petition of the intercoastal lines using the canal will be those

westbound to the Pacific coast from the section of the United

States between the Buffalo-Pittsburgh district and the Atlantic

seaboard. Even under present conditions, the transcontinental

rail rates between the two seaboards are largely affected by the

competition of the routes via the Isthmuses of Panama and

Tehuantepec, and it is estimated that one-half of the traffic

carried from this eastern section of the United States to the

Pacific coast now moves by the water routes. Is it probable

that the railways will endeavor to meet the rates of the inter-

coastal water lines with the view to holding to the all-rail routes

the traffic between the two seaboards? It is hardly to be ex-

pected, for the following reasons, that the railways will make

a desperate effort to hold this traffic against the water lines.

In the first place, the tonnage involved constitutes, at the

present time, a comparatively small percentage—only 20 to 22

per cent.—of the total traffic carried to the Pacific coast by the

transcontinental roads—those running from Chicago to the west

coast. Only 35 per cent, of the through business of these lines

originates in this eastern section and in the Buffalo-Pittsburgh

territory. In other words, more than two-thirds of the through

traffic of the transcontinental lines now comes from the Central

West.

In the second place, the system of blanketing rates from the

Atlantic seaboard westward to the Missouri river—a system

that will probably prevail—will carry through to the Missouri

river at any rate reductions which the railway lines may make

on traffic from coast lo coast, and it is hardly to be expected

that the railways will reduce rates unnecessarily upon two-

thirds to four-fifths of their traffic in order to compete more

successfully for the remaining minor portion of their possible

tonnage. It will be more profitable for the transcontinental rail

lines to lose the major portion of their traffic from the Atlantic

seaboard section in order to maintain paying rates on the west-

bound traffic from the middle section of the United States.

In the third place, it is probable that the eastern trunk lines

as well as the Pacific lines originating at Chicago and central

western points will be opposed to the policy of reducing coast-

to-coast all-rail rates to the lowest possible minimum in order

to meet the competition of the water lines. It will be to the

advantage of the eastern trunk lines to haul traffic from points

within 500 miles of the Atlantic to the seaboard for shipment by

water rather than to prorate with their western connections low,

through all-rail rates from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

2. The transcontinental railways may be expected to en-

deavor to hold as much as possible of the traffic from the east-

ern seaboard states to intermediate points in the Rocky Moun-
tain states. The steamship lines through the canal, with the

co-operation of the Pacific coast jobbers, will endeavor to

supply the cities within a thousand miles of the Pacific coast

with supplies handled by way of the canal and the Pacific gate-

ways. The railways will be obliged to decide whether it is

wiser to continue to favor the Pacific coast jobbing trade, or, by

reduction of rates from the East to the intermountain cities, to

cause those cities to secure their supplies directly from the East

and not by way of the Pacific. While it is impossible to predict

which of these two policies will be deemed wiser, it would seem

a priori that the railways will prefer to supply the intermoun-

tain states directly from the eastern sources of supply.

3. The principal eastern termini of the transcontinental rail-

ways are St. Paul, Duluth, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and

Omaha, and these railways are concerned first of all with the

effect which the Panama Canal may have upon the westbound

rates from the central section of the country. The rates to the

Pacific coast from Chicago and other points as far east as that

city, after the opening of the Panama Canal, must meet the

through rates by rail-and-water lines via Atlantic and Gulf

ports. It is the expectation of the trunk lines that they will be

able to divert to the Atlantic seaports transcontinental traffic

originating at points as far west as Cleveland and Indianapolis.

It will also probably be possible for the railways to the Gulf to

attract some westbound transcontinental traffic to Gulf ports

from points as far north as St. Louis. This indicates that the

transcontinental lines must reckon with the canal route in mak-

ing rates from the eastern and southern parts of the Mississippi

valley to the Pacific coast.

4. At the present time the transcontinental railways have a

relatively large and a highly profitable traffic from the Central

West to intermediate points in the mountain states. The rates

generally being the same from the Middle West as from the

Atlantic seaboard to the states in the intermountain section of

the Far West, the manufacturers and other producers of the

Middle West have secured most of the trade of the mountain

states. Formerly traffic moved from the Atlantic seaboard

around to the Pacific coast and from there inland to the inter-

mountain states. Now it moves mainly by direct rail haul from

the Middle West. With the opening of the Panama Canal, an

effort will doubtless be made by eastern producers to regain a

greater or less portion of the trade of the intermountain states

by shipping commodities at low rates through the canal to the

Pacific coast for distribution, thence through the intermountain

states. The Pacific coast jobbers interested in this trade will be

able to secure commodities either from eastern producers by

way of the canal or from Middle West producers by way of the

railways. It has thus far been deemed profitable by the trans-

continental lines to make through rates to the Pacific coast

much lower than to intermediate points and thus favor the

jobbing trade of the Pacific coast. This policy has been justi-

fied by the fact that the low through rates were, at least, slightly

profitable, and that the distribution of traffic by rail from the

Pacific coast through the mountains at high local rates was

highly profitable. It seems probable that the Panama Canal will

cause the through rates to the Pacific coast to be so low as to

make it more profitable for the railways to carry traffic from

the Middle West directly to intermediate points than to haul it

to the Pacific coast for subsequent distribution. This view has
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been expressed in the following words by the traffic manager

of one of the transcontinental railways

:

The railways have maintained normal rates to these interior

points and have resisted the natural demand for rates insuring

direct movement of these commodities from eastern sources of

supply, because they knew that they were carrying 85 per cent,

of the tonnage to Pacific coast terminals, and for that reason

their revenue on eastern manufactured goods shipped from

Seattle to Walla Walla, Spokane, etc., was not measured by

the rate charged for that final movement of the traffic, and so

far as the competition of water-borne commodities, including

imported merchandise, was concerned, there was consolation in

the fact that we were getting a comparatively high rate from

Seattle to these interior points.

But we should ask ourselves, what would have been the ad-

justment of rates to interior points in the absence of these

compensating conditions? If the town of Walla Walla uses

10,000 kegs of nails per annum, it is the duty of the railway

traffic manager to make that business contribute as much as

possible to the earnings of his railway. Heretofore we have

not worried when we saw these nails coming in from Portland

or Seattle, for the reasons above stated, but when we stop carry-

ing the original shipments to Seattle, and when the business from

Portland begins to seek the open river route, then we will real-

ize that we must make rates from the East which will insure

the direct movement of these commodities to these interior

points.

As to the ability of the railways to do this, I don't see how

there can be any question so far as the territory east of the

Cascade mountains is concerned ; they may be driven out of the

Pacific coast business, but they will stay in the business east

of the Cascade mountains, because they must stay in it so long

as it represents any rate over and above the actual cost of the

service when considered as additional traffic within the capacity

of the railway, and that is just exactly what it will be.

5. The tonnage carried by rail from the Pacific coast through

to the Atlantic section east of Pittsburgh and Buffalo is rel-

atively light and consists, in' large part, of perishable freight, of

which green fruits constitute an important item. It is possible

that the steamship lines through the canal will handle some of

the green fruits from the west coast to the eastern markets, but

in all probability the present methods of shipping and marketing

fruit will prevail, and the traffic, in spite of somewhat higher

rates, will continue to move mainly by rail. The principal mar-

kets for all the products of the west coast are in the Rocky

Mountain section and the Mississippi Valley, and the trans-

continental railways will be concerned chiefly in maintaining

eastbound rates from the west coast to those sections and will

hardly decide to reduce rates on traffic destined to points

throughout the eastern half of the United States in order to

hold against the steamship lines a portion of the comparatively

small tonnage which the railways haul through from the Pacific

to the Atlantic seaboard section.

6. The rates on fruits, barley, fish, lumber and other west

coast products to the mountain states and to the Mississippi

Valley are of prime importance to the transcontinental railways.

The traffic taken from the west coast by rail to the southern and

eastern portions of the Mississippi Valley must be secured in

competition with the combined water and rail routes by way of

Panama and the Gulf or Atlantic ports, but for the major share

of the eastbound traffic from the Pacific coast over the moun-
tains the railroads will not be seriously affected by canal

competition.

7. The traffic from the mines and ranches of the intermoun-

tain states eastbound to the Atlantic coast section comprises a

comparatively small tonnage. The rail rates on wool and some
other products will, after the opening of the canal, necessarily

be influenced by the through rate by rail to the Pacific coast and

on by steamship lines through the canal. It is not probable,

however, that much traffic will move from points east of the

Sierra Nevadas to the Pacific coast for transshipment eastbound

through the canal.

8. The principal markets for the productions of the Rocky
Mountain states are in the Mississippi Valley. It will not be

possible for the canal to divert from the railways the traffic

from the western mountain states to destinations west of Buf-

falo and Pittsburgh, nor will the canal have much effect upon
the rates which the railways may charge for this traffic.

9. The general effect of the canal will be to lower transcon-

tinental railway rates. If the foregoing analysis proves to be

sound, it will be the policy of the railways to allow a portion

of the traffic that might be held to the rails to be shipped coast-

wise through the canal and to maintain rates upon the traffic

which can readily be prevented from taking the canal route.

It is probable that the railways will adopt the general policy of

surrendering without serious struggle the minor portion of

their traffic in order to maintain profitable charges upon the

major share of their tonnage. The immediate effect of the

canal will be to lessen railway profits; the ultimate effect may
be the enhancement of the prosperity of the railways. The
canal will aid the industries and trade of the United States.

Like other transportation facilities, it will create the need of

other means of transportation ; and, should the transcontinental

/ailways be obHged to face reduced profits for a period of years,

they need have no serious apprehension as to their future pros-

perity. The railways connecting the Mississippi Valley and the

Pacific coast are among the most profitable lines in the United

States. The country they serve is certain to have a large devel-

opment during the next quarter century, a development that will

unquestionably be appreciably aided by the Panama Canal.

SUMMARY OF THE PROB.-VBLE EFFECTS OF THE PANAMA CANAL UPON

TRANSCONTINENTAL TRAFFIC AND RATES.

The probable influence of the Panama Canal upon the trade

of the eastern and of the central sections of the United States

with the western part of the country, and the anticipated effects

of the canal upon the carriers interested in that trade may be

broadly summarized as follows

:

1. The Atlantic section of the United States will obtain a

somewhat larger share of the trade of the Pacific coast, and will

secure more benefit from the cheap water route than will the

Middle West.

2. The inroads upon the trade now possessed by the middle

section of the country will, however, probably not be serious;

because (a) the Middle West now has a firmly established hold

upon the west coast trade; (b) the Middle West producers,

aided by their rail carriers to the Pacific coast, will probably be

able to compete successfully with eastern producers not located

in or near the Atlantic ports. The Middle West will lose a part

but not all of the trade of the Pacific coast seaboard cities, but

may be expected to hold nearly all of the trade of the cities in

the intermountain states; (c) the trunk lines to the Atlantic

seaboard will doubtless aid producers just west of the Al-

leghenies by making low through rates from places as far west

as Cleveland and Indianapolis to the Pacific via the Atlantic

ports and the canal. The rail lines to the Gulf likewise will

draw trade from Memphis and St. Louis and possibly Kansas

City to the Gulf for shipment through the canal to the Pacific

coast; (d) the transcontinental rail lines running west from St.

Paul, Chicago, St. Louis and the cities of the Missouri river

may be expected to assist in building up the direct trade from

the Mississippi and Missouri Valleys to the cities in the inter-

mountain states, and thus to limit the entry of goods from the

eastern part of the United States via the Pacific coast into the

inland markets of the intermountain states.

The intermountain states will probably secure lower freight

rates for their trade with the eastern section of the country and

with the Middle West. Instead of cutting deeply into the rates

between the eastern part of the United States and the Pacific

coast terminals, and thereby, under the ruling of the Interstate
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Commerce Commission in the Spokane and Reno cases, auto-

matically depressing all rates to intermediate points, the rail-

ways will more probably decide to maintain fairly remunerative

through rates to the west coast, to suffer the major share of

the coast-to-coast traffic to be supplied by eastern producers and

to be carried through the canal, and to make only such reduc-

tions in the rates to and from the intermountain territory as

may be required to cause that section to continue to trade

mainly with the Middle West.

3. The canal will assist the Pacific coast states in trading with

the eastern and southern parts of the United States. Much
trade not now possible will develop. The importance of the

west coast cities as jobbing centers may be lessened by the

growth of direct trade between the intermountain states and the

sections east of the mountains, but this loss will be more than

compensated for by the growth of new trade.

4. The effects of the canal upon American trade and upon

rail rates will not be much affected by the exemption of coast-

wise ships from the payment of Panama tolls. If the non-pay-

ment of tolls were to reduce freight rates by the amount of tolls.

the freight rates—which will be from $6 to $20 a ton—might

possibly be 60 cents a ton lower. That would be of some

that the payment of tolls by ships engaged in our coast-to-coast

trade would affect neither the rates of the regular steamship

lines nor the charges of the transcontinental railways.

WEST SHORE WEEHAWKEN TUNNEL
VENTILATION.

The West Shore has recently installed a Churchill system

of ventilation at the west portal of the Weehawken tunnel,

through the palisades between Weehawken and New Durham,
N. J. The tunnel is a double track bore 4,225 ft. long and has

a cross section of 507 sq. ft.. The width is 27 ft. and the

height above the base of rail 19 ft 6 in. All of the freight

and passenger traffic of the West Shore and New York,

Ontario & Western railways passes through this tunnel.

This traffic had become so dense that the tunnel was prac-

tically never free from smoke. The result has been that aside

from the annoyance to train crews and passengers resulting

from the fouled condition of the atmosphere, innumerable

delays resulted from the inability of the engine men to see

the signals. These conditions have been growing gradually

Ventilating Plant at West Portal of Weehawken Tunnel.

assistance to the Pacific coast jobbers and large shippers, and

would somewhat increase the advantage which the canal will

give the East over the Middle West in trading with the west

coast. It is not probable, however, that the exemption of the

payment of tolls will appreciably affect the rates charged by the

regular steamship lines. The non-payment or remission of tolls

will chiefly aid the owners of the coastwise marine and not the

shippers. Most traffic will be handled by the regular lines which

will charge common rates fixed in conference, and competition,

while not eliminated, will be so regulated as to enable the car-

riers to keep charges well above the lowest rates at which traffic

can profitably be carried. Whether there be tolls or no tolls,

the line steamship rates will not be based on cost of service,

but will be such as the traffic will bear and increase. Canal

tolls, being a part of the cost of service, will not make line

steamship rates higher, nor will the omission of tolls cause the

freight rates to be lower. This is not true of the rates payable

on bulk cargoes of traffic handled in individual vessels operated

under charters. Charter rates are competitive, and the few

large shippers who can use a chartered vessel will be benefited

by being relieved of the payment of canal tolls. It is probable

worse, until it was decided that some system of ventilation

was needed and the Churchill was finally selected.

The principle of this method is to surround the tunnel

portal with a nozzle, through which, air is blown into it.

This entering air acting on the principle of an exhaust nozzle

of a locomotive, entrains the air with which it comes in con-

tact and creates a draft through the tunnel, carrying the

smoke and foul air with it. This system of ventilation was
first applied to the Elkhorn, W. Va., tunnel of the Norfolk
& Western, of which Mr. Churchill is chief engineer, and
where it was eminently successful. A full description of this

installation was published in the Railroad Gazette for May
10, 1901.

The West Shore tunnel contains about 2,142,000 cu. ft. of

air and two fans have been installed, each with a capacity of

275,000 cu. ft. of air per minute, or 550,000 cu. ft. for the two.

This latter volume of air is delivered under a pressure of

1'4 oz. at the discharge orifice of tunnel nozzle when the two
fan sets are operating together. Under normal working con-
ditions the tunnel will be cleared of smoke and gas in from
4 to 5 minutes, so that the induced current has a velocity
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through the section of from 10 to 12 miles per hour. This

time, however, varies with atmospheric conditions, and damp,
murky weather or a strong east wind blowing in at the east

portal may have such a checking effect on the speed of the

air that the time of clearing may be extended to from 10 to

12 or even 15 minutes.

At the Elkhorn tunnel on the Norfolk & Western there is

an adverse grade in the direction of the flow of air, and it is

customary to run the trains slower than the current, so that

all smoke is swept on ahead of tlie locomotives and the en-

gineman is at all times working in a clear atmosphere. When
running in the opposite direction this is of course also the

case. In the West Shore tunnel where the adverse grade is

only 0.3 per cent, going west no attention will be paid to this

of 158 r. p. m., wliile the motors run at 600 r. p. m., the diam-
eters of the two pulleys being 114 in. and 30 in., respectively.

The outside diameter of the fans is 132 in. and the width of

the blades at the periphery is 66 in. They deliver directly into

air ducts leading to the nozzle, taking air through an inlet

134 in. in diameter and delivering through an outlet measur-
ing 93 in. X 88 in. The weight of each fan in working order
without motor, duct or sheave, is about 14,000 lbs. The over-

all width parallel to the shaft is 14 ft. 4 in. Each fan is

enclosed in a heavy circular steel plate casing, and at the

lowest part of the same there is a connection to the sewer

so constructd as to avoid any leakage of air. The casing is

also provided with an air-tight door, giving easy access to the

interior. Each fan shaft, which is 6 in. in diameter, is provided

Plan of Tunnel Portal, Shovi/ing Location of Fans and Nozzles, with Elevation of One Fan and Nozzle.

in the movement and operation of trains. Ordinarily a train

will run through in about two minutes and will, therefore,

run ahead cff the smoke, and as the grade is favorable in the

direction of the smoke movement there will be no danger
of stalling in a bad atmosphere. In the opposite direction

the locomotive runs against the current and is in clear air

all of the time except as it happens to meet a train. The
tunnel forms one block in the signal system so that there is

no danger of a train being stopped with the engine in the
tunnel though the cars may be, as the signal posts are close
to the portals at each end.

The fans are located about 100 ft. outside the west portal
of the tunnel and on either side of the tracks in small build-
ings of reinforced concrete. The ducts between the fan
housings and the nozzle are also to be constructed of rein-
forced concrete.

Each Jan is driven by a rope drive leading from a pulley
on the armature shaft of the motor. They revolve at a speed

with three bearings each of which has a length of four

diameters.

The capacity of the fans is measured by Pilot tubes inserted

in the ducts between the fans and the nozzles, which are in the

straight section of the discharge.

The guaranteed efficiency of the fans is as follows:

Mechanical
efficiency

of fan.

Cubic feet
of air

)er minute.

Air pressure
at discharge
orifice of Revolu-

tunnel nozzle tions Brake H. P.
in oz. per at each

per sq. in. minute, fan pulley.

O.SLY One Fax U.\-it RfN.viso.

68,750
137,500
275.000

38
.10 75 30
.35 145 215

137.500
275.000
550,000

Two F.\N Units Rixnixc.
3S

0.35 75 35
1.35 150 220

45 per cent.
SO per cent.

In operation the fans run smoothly and without vibration.
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One fan is worked under full and the other under reduced

speed for the greater part of the time, the two being driven

together under full speed during the rush travel of the morn-

ing and evening hours.

The motors driving the fans obtain their current from the

\\ est Shore power plant at W'eehawken. One motor is pro-

vided for each fan as shown on the plan. Each is of the slip

while the maximum running torque is approximately 200 per

cent, of the full load torque.

The ducts are of black sheet iron made smooth on the in-

side and fastened to a framework of rolled steel sections.

They are covered with cement mortar reinforced with hy-rib.

Each fan is provided with a valve located near the fan so that

either fan may be shut down without appreciable leakage.

Detail of Nozzle Surrounding Tunnel Section.

ring, three-phase. (iO-cycle. 2080-volt induction type, commer-
cially rated at 250 h. p. when running at full load. The
motors can be run at variable speeds, and are required to

deliver a full load torque continuously down to one-half

synchronous speed, operating satisfactorily under all load

conditions from one-third to full synchronous speed. The
starting torque is about 150 per cent, of the full load torque.

The nozzle contracts at the point of discharge where it has

a width of about 18 in. and a total area of 90 sq. ft. From
this it appears that when working at full capacity the issuing

velocity of the air is something more than 100 ft. per second.

The cross section shows the general form of the ducts and
nozzle which surround the tunnel dow-n to the springing line

of the arch, tapering gradually from the fan to the tunnel.

One Fan Building and Air Duct.
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This system was installed under the direction of George

W. Kittredge. chief engineer; J. W. Pfau, engineer of con-

struction, and R. E. Dougherty, district engineer of the New-

York Central; Chas. E. Churchill was consulting engineer; Wat-

son-Flagg Enginering Company contractors for fan houses, ducts

and mechanical e(|uipment ; F. J. McCain Construction Company,

contractors for erection of nozzle.

TRAIN BULLETINS, GLASGOW CENTRAL
STATION.

4-32
TO

Uddincston
Bellshill
holytown
WiSHAW
Law Junction

In the great train shed of the Caledonian Railway at Glasgow,

Scotland, placards announcing the departing trains are posted,

a reasonable time before the train is to start, in a conspicuous

central position where notice of all of the trains for, say, the

next 20 or 30 minutes, can be seen at a glance ; and printed in

large enough letters to be read

at a distance of 50 ft. and more.

These placards are displayed in

a row of windows, the bottoms

of which are 10 or 12 ft. above

the floor. A view of these win-

dows, taken at a time when four

trains were posted, is given in

large halftone engraving shown
herewith.

These windows are in the front

of a two-story frame building,

within tlie train shed, called the

"train information office." This

structure is at the right, as one

enters from the street and pro-

ceeds towards the train platforms,

so that "he who runs may read."

-Tnere are thirteen platforms in

the station; and at the train in-

formation office a separate window
is provided for each platform;

and the placard shows the prin-

cipal stations at which the train

leaving that particular platform

will stop.

Usually the placard for a train is not exhibited in the win-

dow until the cars comprising the train have been brought to

— 3'e-

Train Bulletin.

the platform. In the working of the station the arrangement
is to try and bring each train into the same platform each day,
but this is not always possible, and therefore some of the
placards have to be withheld until the vehicles have actually
been placed. In the case of the London trains, the placards
are usually exhibited fully half an hour prior to the time of
departure.

For the Cathcart Circle trains there is always a placard ex-
hibited, usually the placard indicating the 10-minute service;
but aside from this at certain times of the day there may be
no placard in sight. At certain hours the windows are all oc-
cupied.

Inside the train information office one man attends to the
posting up of all the placards in the windows for departing
and arriving trains. At the left of the placard windows, there
is a series of boards with printed letters used to indicate the
platforms at which incoming trains will arrive; and also the
time that the train is due to arrive. Underneath the windows
(below numbers 1, 2 and 3) a small blackboard is provided on
which is indicated, by chalk, how certain long distance trains
are running, whether on time or the number of minutes late.

Special trains are announced on a large blackboard beside the
notice board, at the left of window No. 1, and the announce-
ments are made by writing with chalk.

Inside the general waiting room, in the train information
building, the entrance to which is at the right hand side of the
photograph, the whole wall space is covered by the company's
time table boards.

The placards, which stand on the floor, leaning against the

wall of the information office, are announcements of special

excursions.

A sample placard is illustrated in o* smaller engraving.

The board bearing the platform number is fixed, while the

others are removable.

For the foregoing information we are indebted to D. A.
Matheson. general manager of the Calendonian Railway.

The Portuguese chamber of deputies has finally approved
without opposition the contract entered into between the Portu-

guese government and the British Central Africa Company for

constructing a railway through Portuguese territory from the

Zambezi to Port Herald, the present terminus of the Shire High-

lands railway in British Nyasaland. The line will be about 70

miles long and will have a 3-ft. 6-in. gage. It will run along

the bank of the Shire river and touch the Zambezi at Kaia.

'Main Information Office," Central Station; Caledonian Railway, Glasgow, Scotland.
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COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF FREIGHT
CARS IN SERVICE.

The tables on the immediate following pages show the num-

ber of freight cars in service on all of the important railways of

the country in 1910 and 1911, and in 1900 and 1911. The figures

are compiled by a railway officer to whom we are indebted for

the opportunity of publishing them. It will be noted that nar-

row gage cars are excluded as well as non-revenue cars, but

that company freight cars are included. The railways are

grouped under the heads of New England roads, trunk line

roads. Southern classification roads. Central classification roads

and Western classification roads.

The table shows the number of cars in service, number of

cars per mile of road, average length of haul, freight cars per

thousand freight car miles and per thousand ton miles, the aver-

age rate per ton per mile and the freight cars in service per

thousand dollars of freight earnings.

INEQUALITIES IN MAIL PAY.

Ralph Peters and E. G. Buckland. representing the com-

mittee of the railways on the subject of pay for mail trans-

portation, have protested to President Taft against the pro-

vision in the pending post office appropriation bill relating to the

proposed parcels-post system.

As an example of the present situation Mr. Buckland says

that the New York, New Haven & Hartford, the Boston &
Maine and the Maine Central, are losing $311,386 a year car-

rying the mails. The postmaster-general says the railways

should be permitted to make 6 per cent, on the cost of per-

forming the service. On this basis, these three roads are

losing nearly $100,000 more than the sum named. The roads

contend that the amount is more than that admitted by the

postmaster-general, because he does not allow them anything

for overhead charges, for the cost of the mail cars and the

proportionate cost of tracks, stations, etc.

It is now proposed to add parcels post, and to pay noth-

ing for it until the weighing period next after the law goes

into effect. Until recently it was supposed that roads had

some standing to collect from the government a reasonable

price for work which they performed, but Mr. Buckland calls

attention to the fact that the United States Supreme Court

on June 7 last decided, in the case of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, that when a railway undertakes to carry the mail

it must not only give all the service required by law, but also

all additional service required by the postmaster-general, and
that for such service it can only receive what Congress has

authorized. A railway, said the court, was not bound to carry

the mails, but if it did carry them, it must take what Con-
gress offered.

Mr. Buckland believes that the rate should not be fixed by
Congress, but should be determined by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. Then it would be matter of indifference

whether express matter were carried parcels post in the mail

or by express.

The Bagdad Railway, Asia Minor, is being built toward Bag-
dad via Mosoul, and has been completed almost to Djarablus,
northeast of Aleppo on the Euphrates river. A corps of engi-

neers is also at work along the intended route between Djara-
blus and Mosoul, and from there to Bagdad and Basra. It is

expected to have trains running through Aleppo to Constanti-
nople before the end of three years, the delay being caused by
the construction of the tunnel at Baghche. With trains running
to each end of the tunnel, and a rapid carriage service connecting
the two ends around the mountain, within a few months it may
be possible to travel between Constantinople and Aleppo, mak-
ing the trip in about two days.
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The Canadian Pacific is preparing to use the Morkrum rapid

printing telegraph between Montreal and Toronto.

The track repairmen on the Grand Trunk Pacific have had

their pay advanced to a minimum basis of $2 a day for laborers

and $79 a month for foremen.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie on August 1

began running through passenger trains between Minneapolis

and Duluth and Superior.

The House Committee has reported favorably to Congress a

bill, introduced by Representative Martin, of Colorado, which

prescribes eight hours as the working day for railway teleg-

raphers and switchmen.

The attorney general has laid before the House committee

at Washington a bill which would limit the powers of the

courts in reviewing decisions of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. According to this bill the commission's findings of

facts would not be reviewable by the courts.

Near Laketon, Ind., the Erie has bought two farms, em-

bracing 540 acres. The road is building a second track through

Wabash and Huntington counties, and property owners were

asking such heavy damages that it was found cheaper to buy

land needed for earth embankments and dispose of it after the

fills are made.

The eastern lines have decided that, beginning Saturday, Au-
gust 10, they will close all of their freight houses in Chicago

on Saturday afternoon during the rest of August. The west-

em lines having already taken similar action, this will mean
the closing of all freight houses in Chicago on Saturday after-

noon at least during August.

In the superior court at Boston, July 31, six division super-

intendents of the Boston Elevated Railway were held in $1,000

bonds each for trial on indictments charging perjury. The
charges appear to be based on the fact that in the inquiries

which have recently been held concerning the strike of con-

ductors and motormen on that road, the superintendents had

sworn that they did not discharge employees for belonging to

or joining a union.

The New York, Westchester & Boston Electric railway,

which is a New York, New Haven & Hartford subsidiary, on

August 3 extended its passenger service from 180th street, New
York, south to the Harlem river at 133rd street and Willis ave-

nue. From 180th street south to \\'est Farms Junction, about

one mile, the company operates over its own tracks, and from

this point uses the New Haven's track to 133rd street and

Willis avenue 3^ miles. Train service was also extended, on

August 3, in White Plains from the Mamaroneck avenue sta-

tion north to Westchester avenue, about half a mile. The
freight yard in White Plains has been put in service, and the

company is now prepared to move freight regularly, using an

electric switching locomotive which is suited to road service,

although this traffic will be quite light for the present. The
line is now in operation throughout its whole length. From
Westchester avenue, ^^'hite Plains, to 133rd street, New York,

the distance is about 20 miles. The branch from Columbus

avenue, Mount Vernon, to New Rochelle, is about two miles

long. All trains connect at the same platform, with those

of the Third Avenue Elevated, so that the new road now
affords quick and cheap transit to the lower end of Man-
hattan. The local trains of the Westchester road make stops

at the three way-stations on the New Haven track, and the

New Haven trains now all pass these stations without stopping.

The running time of express trains from the Harlem River

station at Willis avenue to the northern terminus at White

Plains, 20 miles, is 37 minutes; fare 35 cents. (May 24,

p. 1181.)

season for damaged forests are $200,000 less than a year ago.
The company has issued rules against making bonfires on
the company's property, forbidding the emptying of ashes
into wooden receptacles and of smoking where inflammable
materials are used. All fires must be promptly reported.
Spark arresters with a 3/16-in. mesh have been put on all

locomotives and these are inspected each week. Next year
the road will petition for a law establishing the doctrine of
contributory negligence of individual owners who allow their

property to become a menace to that of their neighbors.

Rock Island Organizes Safety Bureau.

The organization of a safety bureau for the Rock Island Lines
was announced in a circular issued by President H. U. Mudge
to the employees on August 1, as follows:
"The question of 'personal injuries' to employees and others,

occurring on the railways of the United States in general and
the Rock Island lines in particular, is one which should greatly in-

terest every individual on our pay rolls, as regardless of enor-
mous sums expended annually to promote the safety of our em-
ployees and patrons, statistics show that the number of 'personal
injuries' is increasing all out of proportion to the number of
people involved.

"A careful analysis of the situation as a whole reveals the fact

that a very large percentage of these accidents is the direct re-

sult of:

"1. Undue haste.

"2. Thoughtlessness.
"3. Carelessness.
"4. Recklessness,

and therefore easily avoidable; hence it is evident if each em-
ployee gives this matter more consideration and proper thought,

there will be less suffering and grief and fewer broken homes.
"As a means of producing the desired results, it has been de-

cided to organize a safety bureau, and L. F, Shedd has been ap-
pointed general safety supervisor with headquarters in Chicago.
He will be assisted by several committees, composed of general,

district and division officers, district safety supervisors, and a
large number of employees from the rank and file of the various
departments, the total membership of such committees ap-

proximating six hundred.
"The majority of these committees will meet monthly for the

purpose of bringing to the attention of the proper officers, con-
ditions which come under their observation jeopardizing the

safety of emploj'ees and patrons, and to discuss ways and means
of reducing 'personal injuries.' Committeemen are expected to

acquire the 'safety first' habit, and communicate it to others.

"Every employee is hereby urged to personally interest him-
self, family and fellowmen in this work, and to co-operate closely

with the safety supervisors and committeemen, that the object

sought may soon be attained."

A. C. Ridgway, second vice-president, also issued a circular

outlining the organization of the committees. The general

safety committee will be composed of the assistant to the second

vice-president, as chairman, the general managers of the three

districts, the chief engineer, claims attorney, general claim agent,

chief surgeon and general safety inspector, who will act as secre-

tary. The district safety committees will be composed of district

officers, with the assistant general managers as chairmen, and

the division safety committees of division officers and employees

with the division superintendents as chairmen. There will also

be terminal, division and shop safety committees at the principal

terminals and shops. Members of the division and shop commit-

tees other than officers will be appointed by the division super-

intendent and will hold office for six months.

Fire Precautions on the Boston & Maine.

The Boston & Maine is watching fire dangers very closely.

E. A. Ryder, fire claim agent, reports that the claims this

Enthusiastic Support from T. R. for "See America First

Movement."

E. L. Bevington, secretary of the Transcontinental Passenger

.Association and temporary chairman of the "See .America First"

Association, recently addressed letters to the presidential candi-
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dates, enclosing copies of a resolution proposing the organization

of the association, and requesting an expression of views in re-

gard to the movement. President Taft replied promising his

co-operation in any way possible, and expressing the hope that

he would be able to attend the opening of the convention of the

association in the fall.

One of the letters was addressed to Colonel Roosevelt at

Oyster Bay. In due course of time came a reply under the

letterhead of the National Progressive Headquarters in New
York, as follows

:

"Colonel Roosevelt is at present so overwhelmed with mail

that he has requested me to reply to your very kind letter. He
feels very much encouraged by your support and wishes to say

that he is going to make the hardest kind of a fight that he

knows how and hopes that you will continue to back him up.

Sincerely yours (Signed) George E. Roosevelt."

The association needs a good press agent, and from this let-

ter it seems to have got the best there is. "There are three

great advertisers in this country," said an observing humorist

once. "Thomas \V. Lawson is one of them, and Roosevelt is

the other two."

Interference with Telegraph Wires by Wireless.

A curious phenomenon in connection with wireless telegraphy

has been observed in the neighborhod of the Clichy-Levallois

railway station, near Paris. In proximity to the railway line

some telegraph lines were recently erected on columns fitted

with ordinary insulators. The workmen occupied on the sec-

tion experienced severe shocks when they touched the wires.

Experiments were made to discover the cause of this phe-

nomenon and. as a result, it was found that the currents were

produced by Hertzian waves originating from the wireless tele-

graph station at the Eiffel tower.

—

Telegraph Age.

The Stanley Committee's Report on U. S. Steel.

The majority report of the Stanley committee on its investi-

gation of the United States Steel Corporation has been pre-

sented to Congress, and Congressman Stanley has asked that

a definite time be set for discussion of the report and of the

bills presented with the report. The final forms of the three

bills which the majority recommend differ in some respects

irom the first drafts made public, which were printed in the

Railway Age Gazette of July 26, page 167. The amendment
of the Sherman law has been changed in phraseology some-

what, and certain clauses have been inserted making its mean-

ing more clear and definite, which clauses would presumably

have been read into the law by the courts in their interpretation

of it. In the final draft the amendments to sections 16, 17 and

18 of the Sherman law have been omitted. The amendments in

the preliminary draft printed in these columns had to do with

the right to intervene.

A Full-Crew Order in Massachusetts.

The Massachusetts railway commission, acting under an

order from the legislature, has issued directions requiring

all freight trains to be fully manned. .\]\ trains running for

a distance of five miles or more must have at least two brake-
men ; all trains propelled by two locomotives, running 10

miles or more, must have three brakemen; all trains while
using the opposite main track to allow other trains to pass
or to set off and take on cars, where the brakeman is re-

quired to protect the opposite track, must have at least three

brakemen; and all light engines operated for a distance of

ten miles or more must have one brakeman.
These requirements shall not be construed to apply in a

case of emergency. The companies are instructed to com-
mence operating under these new rules September 3.

form rate of 45 cents throughout the year, which was approved
at the spring meeting of the American Railway Association in

New York City last May (Railway Age Gasette, May 17, page
1098). has been confirmed by letter ballot and, therefore, will go
into effect on January 1. next. The vote in favor was 179 mem-
bers, owning or controlling 1,708.001 cars; negative, 162 mem-
bers, 638,885 cars ; not voting, seven members, 2.703 cars. The
numbers necessary to carry the proposition were 175 members,
1,566,393 cars.

The association, by letter ballot, has also confirmed the action

taken in May abolishing per diem rule No. 5 on July 1, 1913.

This is the rule providing for a reclaim on cars handled by
switching roads. The question of suitable arrangements to take

the place of the reclaim rule will probably be taken up at once

by the committee on relations between railways. The abolition

of the reclaim was carried by the following vote : Affirmative,

189 members. 1,580.895 cars; negative, 138 members, 758,260 cars;

not voting, 21 members, 10,434 cars.

Increase In the Rate for Interchanged Freight Cars.

The increase in the rate per diem for freight cars inter-

changed between railways from 30 and 35 cents a day to a uni-

W. A. Garrett Gives Warning Regarding Car Shortage.

Wr A. Garrett, chairman of the Western Association of

Railroads, is distributing broadcast this week the following
warning and appeal to western shippers and consignees to

co-operate with and support the railways in an effort to

avert a very severe car shortage this fall, which is feared for

reasons stated in Mr. Garrett's circular:

"The time is here for the railways and shippers of the

United States to begin active and energetic preparations to

prevent a car shortage. The indications are that if they do
not begin such preparations at once they will be confronted
next October with the worst situation that has existed since

October, 1907, just before the panic. No railway man or

shipper needs to be told what that situation was. None
needs to be told what was the condition in the preceding
fall and winter of 1906-1907. Railway facilities were inade-

quate to move the business; yards and terminals were con-

gested: and heavy loss to the railways, the shippers and the

public resulted.

"Why do I think we are likely to be confronted with a

similar condition this fall unless all concerned join hands
and heartily co-operate to prevent it? The belief is based on
the car surplus and shortage figures of the American Rail-

waj' Association. The latest figures we have show the car

situation on July 18, 1912. Let us see what was the situation

on practically the same date in each of the last preceding
four years, and what followed.

"On July 22, 1908, the car surplus was 308,680 and the

shortage 509. a net surplus of 308,071. On October 28, 1908,

the surplus had been reduced to 110,912 and the shortage had
increased to 10.839, leaving a net surplus of 100,073. This
was a decline in available cars since July of 207,998.

"On July 21, 1909, the surplus was 243,334 and the short-

a.ge 339. making a net surplus of 243,015 cars. On October
27, 1909. the surplus had been reduced to 30,896 and the

shortage had increased to 36,636, leaving a net shortage of

5,740 cars. This was a reduction in the available car supply
since July of 248,765.

"On July 20, 1910, the surplus was 134,594 and the short-

age 1.293, making a net surplus of 133,301. By October 26
the surplus was down to 13,072 and the shortage up to 21,-

896, making a net shortage of 8,824 cars. This was a reduc-
tion in net available car supply since July of 142.125.

"On July 19, 1911, the surplus was 150,433 and the shortage
1.361, making a net surplus of 149.072. By October 25 the

surplus was down to 39.306 and the shortage up to 18.774,

leaving a net surplus of 20,532. This was a reduction in the

available car supply since July of 128,540 cars.

"In these four years the reduction in the net car supply
between the third week in July and the third week in Octo-
ber varied from 128,540 to 248,765 cars. On July 18, 1912,

the surplus was 75,389 and the shortage 6,467, making a net
surplus of 68,922. Therefore, if the reduction in the avail-

able car supplj- between July and October, 1912. be only
equal to the smallest reduction that has taken place in the
same period in any of the preceding four j'ears, viz., 128,540

cars, we would be confronted on October 25 with a net short-

age of 59,618 cars. If the reduction in the available supply
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of cars should be as great as it was in 1909 we would face on

October 25 a shortage of 189,147 cars.

"The situation created by even the smaller of these short-

ages would be appalling and the resulting losses suffered by

all commercial, industrial and transportation interests

enormous.

'"Conditions that are likely to cause a heavy demand for,

and a rapid reduction in the supply of, cars exist. The
amount of traffic handled varies greatly during different parts

of the year. During about eight months there usually are

large car surpluses. During about four months, beginning

around October 1, there are apt to be shortages. This is ow-

ing chiefly to the fact that that is the season of heaviest crop

movement. Now, the crop prospects in the west this year

are unusually good. That helps to make the prospect of a

car shortage unusually bad.

"The railway managements are doing and will do every-

thing that they can to provide for satisfactory handling of

the traffic. Their net earnings per mile were less in the fiscal

year 1911 than they were in 1910, and they were less in 1912

than they were in 1911. Meantime, in 1912 their taxes were
increased over 1911 and in 1911 they increased over 1910.

These developments, both of them impairing the managers'
ability to maintain and develop the properties, have pre-

vented, and are still preventing, them from buying the equip-

ment and making the other improvements that conditions

demand. The situation apparently confronting us is pre-

cisely what the managers repeatedly during recent years have

predicted would come if the present policy of regulation

were not changed. Nevertheless, hampered though they have
been, they have made numerous improvements in plants and
operating methods. For some years the purchases of equip-

ment were relatively small, but recently they have substan-

tially increased.

"The managers, however, cannot do everything. If the

bad situation now threatening is to be averted, they must
have the heartj' support and co-operation of the shippers

and consignees of the country. The shippers and consignees

can give such support and co-operation in at least two ways:
"1. B)' moving all the lumber, coal, cement, and other

freight that they can w-ithin the next few weeks, instead of

delaying and throwing it all on the railways when they are

staggering under the crop movement. Mr. Frank T. Bentley,

traffic manager of the Illinois Steel Company, and the Indiana

Steel Company, anticipating a car shortage this fall, recently

issued an appeal and warning to all patrons of these companies

to place their orders for cement and other commodities early.

Much might be gained if the traffic managers of all the large in-

dustrial concerns of the country would follow Mr. Bentley's

example and their patrons would act on the advice given. The
commercial organizations of the cities and towns can help greatly

by urging their members to move all goods as early as

possible.

"2. Shippers and consignees can greatly help themselves,

the railways and all other shippers and consignees by loading

and unloading all cars delivered to them as expeditiously as

practicable. Every time the loading or unloading of a car

is needlessly delayed the available supply of cars is need-

lessly reduced; and no shipper has any right to complain
that he is not furnished enough cars if he is by his own acts

needlessly and wrongfully reducing the available supply of

cars. Commercial organizations cannot render a better serv-

ice to their members than by urging on them the need for

prompt loading and unloading. Cars are furnished for trans-

portation, not for storage ; and every one used for storage

reduces the number available for transportation.

"3. Shippers can help greatly by loading all cars to as

near their capacity as conditions make practicable.

"There has been a great deal of talk in recent years about
the need for better co-operation between railways and ship-

pers. Here is a matter regarding which they can heartily

and energetically co-operate to the very great gain of both."

"Safety First" on the Union Pacific and the Oregon Short Line.

Among the safety measures which the Union Pacific and the

Oregon Short Line have adopted in the last 10 years are auto-

matic block signals, surprise tests, boards of inquiry, including

in their membership prominent citizens, to study the causes of

accidents and give prompt and full publicity to all the features

connected with them, and the equipment of all shop tools with

modern safety devices to avoid industrial accidents. The
Union Pacific has also improved the methods of instructing

employees, by establishing an education bureau among other

means.

These safety measures on the Union Pacific, have made
a great reduction in the accident record. In the fiscal

year 1904 there were 279 train accidents of all kinds ; in

1912 there were but 92. The record of the fiscal year
1912 shows 30 per cent, less preventable disasters of all kinds
than the fiscal year 1911. As an additional safety measure a

"Bureau of Safety" was inaugurated on this road on July 1,

last. The bureau comprises a central committee of safety,

several division committees of safety, and a district shop
committee.

The central committee consists of the four assistant gen-
eral managers, Charles Ware, Charles E. Fuller, R. L. Huntley
and W. D. Lincoln and Dr. A. F. Jonas, chief surgeon ; F. E.

Lewis, superintendent of dining cars and hotels; J. H. Stafford,

general store keeper; and S. J. Peterson, general claim agent.

These officers are permanent members of the committee. This
comittee and the district committees select their chairmen.
Each division committee includes the superintendent, the

members of his staff, and ten or more employees, each from
a different department. The superintendent is the permanent
chairman, and the members of his staff are the permanent
members of the committee. The other members serve for

three months, when they retire in favor of other employees.
The purpose in changing the personnel of the committees is to

get the benefit of the suggestions of employees in all depart-
ments, and as many of them in each department as is possible

to obtain.

The district committee for the Omaha shops consists of one
employee from each of the different branches of shop work and
one from the general store.

Each committee will meet it least once a month, and special

meetings may be called when desired. Minutes are to be kept
of the division and district meetings, and reports qf any action

taken are to be made to the central committee. At the monthly
meetings casualties and personal injuries that occur during the

preceding month will be reviewed, and suggestions which have
been received from the division committees or from other

sources will be studied and recommendations as to the preven-
tion of future accidents will be made.

Suggestions for increasing safety or preventing accidents

which are brought to the attention of the division committees
and do not involve changes in standards or standard practices

will be disposed of by the superintendent. Other matters are

to be submitted with recommendations to the central commit-
tee, where they may either be disposed of by the committee
or submitted to Vice-President and General Manager W. B.

Scott, with recommendations. The central committee is em-
powered to secure expert advice on any subject which may
require such action. The central committee is to issue and
distribute a monthly bulletin summarizing the suggestions adopted

and the action taken. Monthly reports are to be made by

the division and district committees as to accidents or personal

injuries in such form as will show the accidents to employees

in the different branches of the service, accompanied by a state-

ment showing the number injured in each department per one

thousand work hours. This will furnish a basis of comparison

between the divisions.

Members of the committees are supplied with a small button

to be worn on the coat lapel, and they are requested to retain

and wear this button after they have served their term on

the committee. A suitable award is to be made each year to

the division having the best record for safety. All employees

are encouraged to make suggestions toward increasing safety

to any member of any committee.

On July 1 the Oregon Short Line also inaugurated a safety

committee plan. In the bulletin in which it is announced

W. H. Bancroft, vice-president and general manager, says, "The

idea in this movement is that employees can and should be the

controlling factors in preventing injuries in every branch of

the service. The keynote of this safety movement is the safety
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of the employees in the service, and the slogan is that it is

'better to cause a delay than to cause an accident/ and that it

actually takes less time to avoid an accident than it does to

make out accident reports and explanations about how it oc-

curred and how it could have been prevented. The foremost

endeavor of this movement is to apply the remedy before the

accident occurs, and not to wait until afterwards, and its con-

stant aim will be to secure greater safety through more rigid

inspections and stricter adherence to the rules of the com-

pany."

To the employees he says : "Letting well enough alone is let-

ting everything alone; and doing nothing is doing the wrong

thing. Be careful yourselves, insist upon your fellow workers

being careful, call attention to all dangerous conditions and re-

port all those not exercising care or heeding warnings, and

accidents will not happen so frequently." Here also there is

a central safety committee and a division committee for each

division. The personnel of the central committee, which is

permanent, is as follows: W. H. Bancroft, vice-president and

general manager (chairman) ; E. C. Manson, assistant general

manager; J. F. Dunn, assistant general manager; Carl Strad-

ley, assistant general manager; P. L. Williams, general at-

torney; F. H. Knickerbocker, assistant general manager;

E. M. Bagley, claims attorney; George H. Smith, assistant at-

torney, and Dr. S. H. Pinkerton, chief surgeon.

The metliods of making reports and co-operating with the

employees and the heads of departments is practically the same

on this road as on the Union Pacific. The division committees

are empowered to appoint sub-committees to make special re-

ports, as the occasion may demand, and the unit of compari-

son of di\'ision accident records for train and yard employees

will be based on accidents per million locomotive miles, and

for maintenance of way and shop employees on the man hour

basis.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of tiext or regular

meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Demurr.\ce Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass,

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope, New York; next convention, September 12, Seattle, Wash.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—W. C. Cooder,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electrical Railway ^L^NUFACTURERs' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Aro. Etec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
annual, November 20', 1912, Chicago.

American Railw.w Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

American Railway Engineering Association.— E. H. Fritch. 1011 S.

Michigan Ave.. Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony
building, Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.
N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt. 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13
Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-

more, Md. Convention, 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St.. Chicago; annual, May 20, 1913. St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway CtUB.—^James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.-—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

C.\R Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Centr.\l Railway Club.—H. D. Vought. 95 Libertv St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul,—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; Ist and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond. Va.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. KoUer, 226
W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio. Convention, August 20, Chicago.

Maintenance of W.ay Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention. November 19-21, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers* Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May, 1913, Chicago.

Master Car Builders" Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane, B. & M,, Reading, Mass. Convention, September, 10-13,

Denver, Col.

Nation.al Railw^ay Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-
tion, Peoria, 111.; 2d Tuesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York; annual, November 20, 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manuf.\cturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railw.\y Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.;
ne.xt meeting, August 13-16, Roanoke, Va.

Railway Development a'Vssociation.—W, Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,
Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting. Nov. 17, 1912. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-
tion, Oct. 8-11, Quebec.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio.

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc—J. D. Conwav, 2135 Oliver bidg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. assocs.

Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance Assoc.—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St..
New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.

Richmond Railro.\d Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111. September 10-13, Buffalo, N. Y.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Fraumenthal, L%ion Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., NeW
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Niquist, La Salle St. Sta-
tion, Chicago.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; annual, Oct. 17, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. T. Merrill, Grant bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.— T. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday. Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Tr.\ffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-
ings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—^J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave., Chicago.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,
Mich.; meetings monthly.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buflralo, N. Y.; annual, Aug. 27-30, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg. Man.: 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—^J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.
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©raffir Nettie,

The Canadian railway commission has completed its series

of hearings concerning freight rates in western Canada, hav-

ing, during the past month, held sittings in eight of the lead-

ing cities and listened to 95 complaints. The railways will

be called upon to make reply at Ottawa in October.

Albert Snyder has been appointed manager of the Western
Massachusetts Traffic Bureau, Springfield, Mass., which is

connected with the Springfield board of trade. Mr. Snyder

was formerly and for many years in the freight department

of the New York, New Haven & Hartford and other rail-

ways.

The Georgia Southern & Florida is this week running an
agricultural instruction train, covering the same territory

that was traversed by the similar train two months ago. An
effort will be made to promote the organization of a truck-

growers' association and to show the advantage of shipping

fruit and vegetables in carloads.

The Western Maryland is now running freight trains over
its new extension to Connellsville, Pa. This connection estab-

lishes a new through line from Chicago to tidewater via the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

and the Western Maryland. The traffic possibilities of this line

were discussed in the Raihvay Age Gazette of February 3, 1911,

p. 195, and January 28, 1910. p. 173.

The Senate on Wednesday agreed with the House in that

clause of the legislative, executive and judicial appropriation

bill which abolishes the Commerce Court; so the bill will un-

doubtedly go to the President in this shape. As this section of

the bill now stands, the court will be abolished and the judges

will become judges of the Circuit Courts. The vote in the

Senate was 30 to 19.

The Pennsylvania and other companies operating in the

central states have abandoned their decision not to run low
rate one-day excursions, and announcements of special rates

have been made by several roads. The attorney general of

Ohio last week announced that he was going to bring suit

against the southwest system of the Pennsylvania—the Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis—on the charge that,

in agreeing with other roads not to run low priced excur-
sions, the P. C. C. & St. L. had violated the law of Ohio.

One of the changes which are now being discussed before the

Trunk Line Committee at New York is the changing of 1. c. 1.

shipments of eggs from second-class to first-class. The same
change is also proposed for butter and live poultrv'. It is

claimed by some of the traffic men of the railways that if it

were possible they would like to refuse to carry eggs in 1. c. 1.

lots entirely. They say that consignees refuse to receive

shipments on the slightest pretext and the railway has no
course left open but to sell the eggs at the best price it can

get and pay the claims. The hearings on the changes in classi-

fication will last, it is expected, for several weeks.

The Chicago Great Western on August 4, adopted a new time-

table which practically restores the passenger service in effect

during the summer of 1911. Train No. 3 will leave Chicago at

8:45 a. m.. arriving at Minneapolis at 10:45 p. m., and the south-

bound train. No. 4, leaves Minneapolis at 8 a. m., arriving in

Chicago at 9:55 p. m. Between Kansas City and St. Paul and
Minneapolis a reduction of one hour and t.wenty minutes will

be made northbound, the train leaving Kansas City at 11:30

p. m., and arriving at Minneapolis at 8:10 p. m., instead of 9:30,

while southbound a reduction of one hour and fifty minutes will

be made, the train leaving Minneapolis at 10:20 a. m. instead of

8:30, and arriving at Kansas City at 7:10 a. m.

The Pennsylvania has not given its industrial department much
advertising, but the work has been done, all the same. The
thirteen division freight agents have for years given careful at-

tention to industrial development. Now the company announces
that a department head has been appointed, in the person of

John H. Whittaker, special agent. His office is at the general

freigth department, Broad street station, Philadelphia, and he
acts under the direction of the general freight agent. He
keeps an active list of available buildings and sites and is pre-

pared to furnish full information regarding them. The com-

pany has just issued an industrial directory containing a classi-

fied list of commodities, names of shippers and receivers at all

towns on the road; also directories of wholesale fruit and vege-
table dealers, of fruit, vegetable and produce growers and ship-

pers, and one of grain and flour dealers, flour and feed mills,

elevators and warehouses, and hay and straw shippers.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has further suspended, from August 12 until
February 12, supplement 2 to Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
tariff advancing coal rates from points in Colorado to stations
in Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas.

The commission has further suspended, from August 10 un-
til February 10, supplement No. 2 to the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul tariff, which advances charges for switching ice, in
carloads, at Chicago, and in that vicinity.

The commission has suspended until November 30 tariffs filed

by railways in Arkansas, Oklahoma and other western states
advancing the prices for transportation of corn in the ear. It
appears that the advance consisted in changes in the minimum
\yeight to be allowed for a carload.

The commission has changed from September 1 to November
1 the date on which oil pipe line companies must comply with
its order requiring them to file tariffs. Some of the companies
have begun proceedings before the Commerce Court to restrain
the enforcement of the commission's order.

The commission has suspended, from August 18 until Febru-
ary 18, certain schedules contained in the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh tariff, advancing rates for the transportation of
building brick and other articles, in carloads, from Orchard
Park, N. Y., and Jewettville, to Canadian points.

The commission has vacated its order suspending the ad-
vances in the trans-continental rate on mixed carloads of stoves
containing cast iron or steel ranges with gas stove attachments.
These advances were cancelled by the carriers, effective July 22,

1912, and the commission has, therefore, vacated its orders of
suspension.

Complaint Dismissed.

H. Lesinsky Co. v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe et al.

Opinion by the commission:

The commission found that the rate of $1.46 per 100 lbs. on
cheese in carloads from Plymouth, Wis., to El Paso, Tex.,

was not unreasonable. (24 I. C. C, 620.)

Asbtiry Smith Logsdon v. Illinois Central et al. Opinion by
the commission:
The complainant contended that the rate of $4.85 per ton on

shipments of coal from Marissa. 111., to Fort Worth, Tex., when
loaded in open cars, was unreasonable to the extent that it ex-

ceeds $3.15 per ton. The commission found that the present

rate was not shown to be unreasonable. (24 I. C. C. 624.)

Joint Tariffs Restored.

Laona & Northern v. Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.

Marie. Opinion by Chairman Prouty:

Defendant should reinstate the joint tariffs which existed

with complainant carrier prior to May 1, 1910, but under the

circumstances of this case the complainant's divisions ought not

to exceed 1^ cents per 100 lbs. on lumber and mill products.

(24 I. C. C, 639.)

Free Delivery in Washington, D. C.

Caesar E. Casassa ;'. Pcnnsylzania Railroad et al. Opinion

by the commission:
Complainant alleges that it and other manufacturers located

on Fourteenth street, northwest, between Florida avenue and

Park road in Washington are discriminated against in favor of

the merchants located in that part of the city known as George-

town, because the defendants deliver free of charge certain

classes of freight in less than carload lots to merchants located

in the latter section, but refuse to grant like free dehvery to

merchants located in the former section. The commission found

that this practice resulted in discrimination against the mer-
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chants on Fourteenth street and ordered that in future the

merchants in these two localities should be placed on an equal

basis. (24 I. C. C, 629.)

Joint Through Arrangements Restored.

Chippewa Valley & Northern f. Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie. Opinion by Chairman Prouty:

Defendant should resume the joint through arrangements
which existed with complainant carrier prior to May 1, 1910,

and restore the tariffs which were canceled; but divisions al-

lowed complainant should not exceed IJ2 cents per 100 lbs.

(24 I. C. C, 634.)

Misrouting Caused No Damage.

Latltrop, Shea, Henwood Company v. Lehigh Valley et al.

Opinion by the commisison:
The complainant contended that its shipments from Egypt,

Pa., to Campbell Hall, N. Y., were misrouted by the defendant,

and that the rate of $1.75 per ton charged it was unreasonable

to the extent that it exceeds 99 cents per ton, which would have
been charged had the routing instructions been followed. The
complainant had a contract with the Erie & Jersey Railroad

to do some construction work at Campbell Hall, and in the

contract the railway agreed to assume all freight charges paid

by the complainant in excess of 3 mills per ton per mile for

the transportation over the Erie, provided that the shipments

to Campbell Hall were prepaid. The commission could not

find who was responsible for the failure to carry out the rout-

ing instructions, but found that the shipments were not

prepaid, and that, therefore, the complainant would have had
to assume the total transportation charges, which would have
amounted to $2.05 per ton. As the complainant was not dam-
aged by the misrouting of the shipments, reparation was not

awarded. (24 I. C. C, 622.)

Shipment Not Misquoted.

Paine Lumber Company v. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis et al. Opinion by the commission:
The complainant contended that an unreasonable rate was

charged it on a shipment of doors from Cleveland, Ohio, to

•Oshkosh, Wis. Reparation was asked. The complainant had di-

rected that the shipment should go over two specific lines. Two
routes were available over these. The joint through rate over

"both routes was 30"-4 cents per 100 lbs. The combination of

intermediate rates over one of the routes was 335^ cents per

100 lbs., and over the other route, 24y2 cents per 1(X) lbs. The
joint through rate over this latter route has subsequently been

reduced to 24'/i cents per 100 lbs. The shipment moved at the

joint through rate over the route on which the sum of the

intermediate rates was 33J^ cents per 100 lbs. The complainant

contended that the shipment was misrouted on the ground that

had it moved over the other route a basis for reparation would
have existed. The commission found that as the shipment was
forwarded in accordance with the routing instructions and as

the rate at the time of movement was the same over both

routes, the initial carrier did not misroute the shipment. No
evidence was offered tending to prove that the 30^-2 cent rate

charged was an unreasonable one when applied to the route

over which the sum of the local rates exceeded the joint through

rate, and the circumstance that via the other route a combination

rate lower than 30^ cents was in effect is not sufficient to es-

-tablish the unreasonableness of the 30;4 cent rate. The com-
plaint was dismissed. (23 I. C. C, 626.)

Articles Lost by Carriers.

Larkin Company v. Erie & Western Transportation Company
,et al. Opinion by the commission:

Defendants failed to deliver at destination a pedestal weigh-

ing 26 lbs., which formed part of a shipment weighing 215 lbs.

Complainant shipped a pedestal to replace that lost by defend-

ants and was charged therefor the first-class rate of 56 cents

per 100 lbs. Defendants refused to refund the freight charges

on the second shipment, but offered a pro rata share of the

charges on the first shipment. The commission found that the

rules, regulations, and practices of the principal defendant,

which exacted of complainant 40 cents for no fault of its own,

simply because of the application of the rules and practices

themselves, were unreasonable, unjust, discriminatory, and un-

lawful. In so far as a bill of lading establishes a rule, regu-
lation, or practice of transportation, which to every intent is

obhgatory upon the shipper, the commission has jurisdiction
over its provisions. Reparation was awarded. (24 I. C. C
645.)

Sale of Round-Trip Tickets on Trains.

Charles A. Ford et al. i: IVashington-P'irginia. Opinion by
the commission:
A rule of the defendant which prohibits the sale on its trains

of round-trip tickets to interstate passengers from its station

in Washington, D. C, where such tickets are kept on sale, not
found to be unreasonable or unduly discriminatory. Defendant
required to accord to passengers boarding the cars at Bureau of

Engraving and Printing, in the city of Washington, the same
privileges as at other non-agency stations. (24 I. C. C, 632.)

STATE COMIVIISSIONS.

The railway commission of Canada has decided to require all

railway employees engaged in engine or train service to submit
to tests of eyesight and hearing.

The Louisiana railway commission has issued an order re-

quiring that station agents be furnished with prompt and ac-

curate information as to the causes of delays of trains and the

amount of delay, and that such information shall be posted in a

conspicuous place on the bulletin boards, or otherwise furnished

to the public.

The Kew York Public Service Commission, first district,

has ordered a hearing to determine whether the process of

laying bricks in the waterproofing work on the subways is

real bricklaying. A complaint was made by the bricklayers'

union that the process is bricklaying and that the work
should be done by bricklayers at union wages, instead of by
other laborers, as is now the case.

The New York Public Service Commission, Second district, has

been notified by the National Express Company and the Adams
Express Company of reductions of from 15 to 44 per cent, in

merchandise rates from Cooperstown to various points. These
reductions followed a complaint made by the International

Milk Products Company of Cooperstown, against the rates on
ice cream to various points on the Delaware & Hudson, Ulster

& Delaware and other roads.

The Louisiana railway commission has issued an order pro-

viding that no through freight rates to or from stations in

Louisiana shall exceed the lowest combination of mileage rates

by less than 10 per cent., provided that when specific class

or commodity rates applying to or from junction points result

in making a lower through rate without a deduction of 10

per cent., such combination will apply. The commission has

also issued an order providing that carload shipments moving
over two or more track scales shall be weighed by the carrier

at the first track scales passed over and the weight thus found

shall be the weight upon which freight charges shall be as-

sessed. In case of a dispute as to the correctness of the weight

carriers shall reweigh the car on track scales at the point of

destination, on demand of the consignee, and the freight bill

shall be corrected to conform to the last weight. Where the

second weighing shows a variation of over 1 per cent, from

the first weight no charge shall be made by the carrier for the

reweighing. When the second weighing does not show a

variation of 1 per cent, the carrier shall charge $2.50 for each

car re weighed. If an additional day is required for the re-

weighing the consignee is to be allowed one day additional free

time.

COURT NEWS.

In the state court at Breckenridge, Colorado, July 31, Judge

Rizer handed down a decision sustaining the order of the

state railwaj' commission which requires the Colorado &
Southern to run a passenger train between Leadville and

Denver daily, except Sunday, and a freight train three times

a week. The railway company abandoned the operation of

its line over Boreas Pass because, on account of the construc-

tion of other lines, the operation of that one had become
unprofitable; but both the commission and the court hold

that the company cannot abandon a part of its road and con-

tinue operation of another part.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Henry B. Dike, general solicitor of the ^linneapolis, St.

Paul & Saulte Ste Marie, has been appointed assistant to the
president, with office at Minneapolis.

J. E. Muhlfeld, vice-president and general manager of the
Kansas City Southern, has resigned, and the aflfairs of that
office will be taken care of by President J. A. Edson.

Theodore P. Shonts, president of the Toledo, St. Louis &
Western, is to resign in the near future in order to give more
time to his work on the Interborough Rapid Transit.

Operating Officers.

F. E. Foster has been appointed assistant superintendent
of the Sonora division of the Southern Pacific of Mexico and
of the Sonora Railway, with office at Empalme, Son., Mexico.

J. F. Irwin, superintendent of the Newark division of the Bal-
timore & Ohio, has been appointed general agent, operating de-
partment, in the Newark and Columbus territory, with office at

Newark, Ohio.

C. S. Lake, superintendent of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford at Waterbury, Conn., has been appointed gen-
eral superintendent of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with
office at Minneapolis, Minn.

William Lamb, yardmaster of the Illinois Central at Clin-
ton, 111., has been appointed trainmaster of the Clinton,
Havana and Decatur districts of that road, with office at
Clinton, succeeding Harry J. Swarts, assigned to other duties.

Louis Mims, assistant superintendent of the Louisiana West-
ern and Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship
Company at Lafayette. La., has been appointed superintendent of
those roads, with office at Lafayette, succeeding E. E. Shack-
ford, resigned.

J. W. Farrell, who has been on leave of absence, has re-

sumed his duties as trainmaster of the Second district of the

Eastern division of the Grand Trunk, with office at Island Pond,
Vt., and E. S. Cooper, who has been acting trainmaster of both
the First and Second districts, has been appointed trainmaster

of the First district, with office at Island Pond.

G. A. Codling, car accountant of the Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern, Lake Erie & Western and subsidiary lines,

has been appointed superintendent of car service of their

lines, with office at Cleveland, succeeding O. C. Smith, re-

signed to accept service with another company. William
Hartley succeeds Mr. Codling, with office at Cleveland.

J. V. Kennedy, superintendent of terminals of the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at Cincinnati, Ohio, has

been appointed superintendent of the Cincinnati Northern, with

office at Van Wert, Ohio, succeeding W. T. Backus, retired

on account of illness. B. C. Byers, trainmaster of the C. C.

C. & St. -L. at Kankakee, 111., succeeds Mr. Kennedy. J. A.

Morris succeeds Mr. Byers.

E. H. Holden, superintendent of the Kansas Citj' Southern,

at Texarkana, Tex., has been appointed general superintendent

of transportation, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., and
his authority extends over all matters pertaining to the trans-

portation department, including all train, yard and station serv-

ice and the distribution and use of locomotives and cars, and

J. E. Fairhead has been appointed superintendent of car serv-

ice, with office at Kansas City. R. R. Sutherland, at Shreve-

port. La., has been appointed superintendent of the Southern

division, and of the Texarkana & Fort Smith, with head-

quarters at Texarkana.

Michael H. Cahill, whose appointment as superintendent of

the Newark division of the Baltimore & Ohio, with head-

quarters at Newark, Ohio, has been announced in these columns,

was born on November 19. 1872, and began railway work in

November, 1887, as a telegraph operator at Lexington, Ohio,
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on the New Castle division of the . Baltimore & Ohio. In Oc-

tober, 1892, he was promoted to train despatcher at Akron,

and in February. 1905, he was appointed division operator at

that place of the same company. He was promoted to train-

master of the Pittsburgh division on May 1, 1910. and two

years later was made assistant superintendent of the same di-

vision, which position he held at the time of his recent ap-

pointment as superintendent of the Newark division, as above

noted.

Frederick Edgar Bolte, whose appointment as superintendent

of transportation of the Wabash Railroad, with office at St.

Louis, Mo., has been announced in these columns, was born Sep-

tember 2, 1874, at Duquoin, 111. He received a high school edu-

cation at Belleville. 111., and began railway work October 29,

1889, as a telegraph operator on the Illinois & St. Louis, now
part of the Southern Railway. He was with that company until

November, 1891, having been copier in the despatcher's office

for a time, and later chief clerk to the superintendent. In 1891

he went with the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis in

the telegraph and interlocking department, and in 1897 was pro-

moted to chief train director in the St. Louis union station inter-

locking tower. Mr. Bolte was made passenger trainmaster of

the same company in 1904, which position he resigned July 22,

1912, to become superintendent of transportation of the Wabash.

J. M. Oxlcy, superintendent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul at Des Moines, Iowa, has been appointed superintendent

of the Chicago division, with office at Chicago, succeeding L. R.

Clausen, resigned to engage in other business. R. P. Edson.

assistant superintendent at Mitchell, S. D., has been appointed

superintendent of the Des Moines division, succeeding Mr.

Oxley. W. B. Hinrichs, trainmaster at Milwaukee, Wis., has

been made superintendent of the Milwaukee terminals, succeed-

ing B. H. McNaney, transferred. C. A. Anderson, chief train

despatcher west of Sanborn, Iowa, has been appointed assistant

superintendent of the Iowa and Dakota division, west of San-

born, succeeding Mr. Edson. M. C. Corbett succeeds Mr. An-

derson. C. E. Corcoran has been appointed chief train despatcher

in place of Andrew Esse, whose appointment as trainmaster of

the Sioux City and Dakota division, has been announced in these

columns.

Frederick Winfield Scott, whose appointment as superintend-

ent of the Georgia, Southern & Florida, with headquarters at

Macon, Ga., has been announced in these columns, was born

on May 28. 1868. at Salem, Ala. He began railway work in

February, 1886, on the Central of Georgia, as an operator, and

was later agent and operator of the same company. He was

then promoted to clerk, and from March, 1887, to July of the

following year was operator in the trainmaster's office at

Macon, Ga. He was then for one year operator and car clerk

at Birmingham. Ala., of the same company, and in July, 1889.

was promoted to extra despatcher. The following March he

was appointed traveling auditor, and in June, 18S0, he left the

service of the Central of Georgia, to go to the Georgia South-

ern & Florida as despatcher. He was promoted to chief

despatcher about five years later, and in April, 1903, was made
master of trains, which position he held at the time of his re-

cent appointment as superintendent of the same company, as

above noted.

G. M. Lindsay, manager of mail traffic of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas, having resigned, all matters pertaining to

the mail service have been placed under the jurisdiction of

W. A. Durham, assistant general manager, with office at St.

Louis, Mo. O. C. Smith, superintendent of car service of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and the Lake Erie & W^est-

ern at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed superintendent

of transportation of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas of Texas and the Texas Central, with

office at Denison, Tex., succeeding A. E. Boughner. Incident

to recent changes in the operating organization of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, Mr. Boughner has been appointed

superintendent of the St. Louis district, embracing the St.

Louis, Boonville, Hannibal and Holden divisions and Colum-
bia branch; and W. Wackher, assistant superintendent at

Parsons, Kan., has been appointed trainmaster of the St.

Louis district, both with office at Sedalia, Mo. J. L. Walsh,
superintendent at Sedalia, has been appointed superintendent

of the Parsons district, embracing the Sedalia, Kansas City and

Neosho divisions, lola and El Dorado branches and Parsons
terminal; and K. A. Easley, superintendent at Parsons, and
S. H. Charles have been appointed trainmasters of the Par-

sons district, all with office at Parsons. J. F. Hickey. super-

intendent at !McAlester. Okla., has been appointed superin-

tendent of the jMcAlester district, embracing the Cherokee,
Joplin. Tvilsa. ^luskogee, Choctaw and Wilburton divisions

and Coalgate branch; and R. R. Farmer, assistant superin-

tendent at McAlester, has been appointed trainmaster of the

McAlester district, both with office at McAlester. F. P.

Stocker, assistant superintendent at Parsons, has been ap-

pointed trainmaster of the McAlester district, with office at

Parsons. W. E. Brown, superintendent at Oklahoma City,

Okla., has been appointed superintendent of the Oklahoma
district, embracing the Osage, Oklahoma. Shawnee and
Guthrie divisions, and T. E. Gardner, assistant superintend-

ent at Oklahoma City, has been appointed trainmaster of

the same district, both with office at Oklahoma City.

William R. Scott, whose appointment as general manager of

the Southern Pacific Company, Pacific system, with office at

San Francisco. Cal.. has been announced in these colunms, was
born on November 8,

1860, and was educated

in the common schools.

He began railway work
in 1881 with the Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe,

where he was consecu-

tively locomotive fire-

man until July. 1884. lo-

comotive engineer during
the next seven years, and
traveling engineer from
July, 1891, to August,
1898. He then went
with the Gulf, Colorado

& Santa Fe, where he

was trainmaster of the

Northern division for

two years, and division

superintendent at Cle-

burne, Tex., from June,

1900. to March 1, 1901.

On the latter date he was

W. R. Scott. made general superin-

tendent of the Fort

Worth & Denver City, where he remained for more than two
years. Mr. Scott went to the Southern Pacific in September,

1903. as assistant superintendent of the Sacramento division. Two
months later he was appointed superintendent of the Salt Lake
division, and he was transferred to the Western division in June,

1905. He was promoted to general superintendent in September,

1907, to assistant general manager two months later, and on July,

15. 1912. he was made general manager, as above noted.

Traffic Officers.

E. C. Kannapell has been appointed travehng freight agent of

the Southern Railway, -with office at Louisville, Ky.

R. E. Bennett has been appointed assistant commercial agent

of the Texas-Mexican Railway, with office at Corpus Christi,

Tex.

H. A. Stuart has been appointed traveling freight and pas-

senger agent of the Chicago Great Western, with office at

Winnipeg, Man.

E. E. McConnell. acting commercial agent of the Central

Despatch (C. C. C. & St. L. division), has been appointed com-

mercial agent, with office at St. Louis, Mo.

G. L. Cobb, southwestern passenger agent of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul at Kansas City, Mo., has been ap-

pointed general agent, with headquarters in New York City.

George R. French has been appointed traveling passenger

agent of the Great Northern, with office at Boston, Mass., suc-

ceeding G. M. Grabell, who has been made city passenger agent

at New York City, in place of Stephen Lounsberry, promoted.

M. A. Calhoun, traveling freight agent of the Seaboard Air

Line, with office at Columbus, Ga., has been appointed commer-
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cial agent, with office at Columbus, succeeding G. H. Whitaker,

resigned to go with another company. L. F. Buttolph succeeds

Mr. Calhoun, with office at Columbus.

J. J. Devereux has been appointed traveling agent in the

freight and passenger department of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah, succeed-

ing E. R. Leis, promoted. \V. J. Curtis, passenger agent at

Topeka, Kan., has been appointed district passenger agent,

with office at Topeka.

James P. Anderson, district passenger agent of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed assistant

general passenger agent, with office at Philadelphia, Pa. Bruce K.

Wimer, freight solicitor at Philadelphia, has been appointed dis-

trict freight solicitor, with office at Easton, Pa., succeeding W. J.

Hickey, resigned to become district freight solicitor of the Long

Island Railroad, with headquarters at Brooklyn, N. Y. J. E.

Kirk succeeds Mr. Wimer, with office at Philadelphia, and

VV. W. Finley, Jr., has been appointed freight solicitor, with office

at Baltimore, Md., succeeding .'V. L. Geyelin, promoted.

Frank Wisner Robinson, whose appointment as assistant to

director of traffic of the Harriman Lines, with office at Chi-

cago, has been announced in these columns, was born at Cherry-

vale. Kan., May 22, 1874.

He began railway work
April 1, 1889, with the

LTnion Pacific, where for

more than ten years he

was in the passenger and

freight accounting de-

partments. From Sep-

tember, 1899, to January
1, 1906, he was in the

freight traffic department

of the same road at

Omaha, Neb., and for

four years from the lat-

ter date he was chief

clerk to the director of

traffic at Chicago. He
was appointed assistant

general freight agent of

the Oregon-Washington
Railroad & Navigation

Company at Portland,

Ore., in January, 1910,

and seven months later

was made general freight

agent of the same company. He was made assistant to di-

rector of traffic of the Union Pacific system and the Southern

Pacific Company, as above noted, on May IS, 1912.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

Robert Wallace has been appointed general road foreman

of engines of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, with office

at Cincinnati, Ohio.

C. H. Dana, assistant engineer of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa

Fe, at Galveston, Tex., has been appointed chief engineer of the

Union Terminal Company, at Dallas.

F. Ringer, assistant chief engineer of the Missouri, Kansas

& Texas at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed engineer

maintenance of way, with office at Parsons, Kan.

E. J. Boland, supervisor of the Illinois Central at Water

Valley, Miss., has been appointed roadmaster of the Wisconsin

division, with office at Freeport, 111., succeeding J. H. Sheahan,

granted leave of absence.

John W. Branton, general foreman of the Illinois Central

at Mounds, 111., has been appointed master mechanic of the

Centralia district, with office at Centralia, 111., succeeding

R. H. Horn, assigned to other duties.

M. M. Cook, chief engineer of the Wichita Falls & North-

western, the Wichita Falls & Northwestern of Texas, the

Wichita Falls & Southern and the Wichita Falls & Wellington,

with office At Wichita Falls, Tex., has resigned to become as-

sistant engineer of the California railway commission.

F. W. Robinson.

Edward Gray, engineer maintenance of way of the Southern
Railway, at St. Louis, Me., has resigned, to become a member
of the firm of Jones-Gray Construction Company, with head-
auartcrs at Winchester, Ky. This company has a contract to
build a new line for the Louisville & Nashville in Kentucky.

Purchasing Officers.

M. J. Power has been appointed general storekeeper of the
Canadian Pacific lines east of Fort William, Ont., with office

at Montreal, Que., succeeding J. H. Callaghan, deceased.

OBITUARY.

Charles L. Ewing. until about two years ago general super-
intendent of the Illinois Central, with office at Chicago, died
of heart disease at his home in Chicago on August 4.

Since the official opening of the Rosario to Puerto Belgrano
railway, Argentina, in May, a regular passenger Schedule has been
in efi'ect, giving two through trains a day in each direction
between Rosario and Bahia Blanca. Freight is also moving.
The opening of this line is of great significance, as it cuts di-
rectly across the previously established lines of traffic radiating
from Buenos Aires and through the whole width of their
territory.

Railway construction and consequent development of the re-
gions traversed have been rather slow in Peru during late years,
the North Western Railway of Peru being the only line that
has actually been built. There are, however, good prospects
of greater activity in this field in the near future. The conces-
sion for the Ucayali railway, to run from the present railway
terminus to a navigable point on the Ucayali river, about 310
miles, has been granted, and the necessary financial arrange-
ments for carrying it out are at present being perfected. The
Huancayo-Ayacucho-Ciizco Raihvaj', Peru, about 497 miles long,

will connect the Central Railway with the Southern Railway,
will pass through one of the richest mining districts in Peru,
and probably in South America.

The new line between Ashmoum, Egypt, and the Barrage,
with four stations, work upon which was begun in 1910, was
opened for travel in July, 1911. This line opens up a section

that had never possessed railway facilities of any kind. Con-
siderable progress was made upon the line connecting Zifteh

with Zagazig. which will be finished in another year and greatly

shorten the distance by rail between the eastern and western
halves of the Delta. A feature of the work upon this line is

the construction of a steel bridge across the Nile at Zifteh and
two more bridges across large irrigation canals. During the

year a new double line swing bridge was completed at Rasswa,

near Port Said, to carry the railway over the new canal which
is being made to connect Lake Manzaleh with the Suez Canal.

Nicaragua is divided into two entirely separate sections, the

Atlantic and the Pacific, which can never be united to their

mutual benefit without the aid of railway communication. At

present almost all products, as well as the majority of pas-

sengers, go from one part to the other by way of Panama
or Costa Rica. The balance of the freight and passenger traffic

is via Greytown and the San Juan river. Two railways are

now proposed from the Atlantic coast to the interior; one from

Rama and the other from La Cruz on the Rio Grande. Rama
is 60 miles up the Escondido river, and in order to allow large

steamers to go up the bar at Bluefields must be dredged and

kept open. The same objection applies to La Cruz, about 85

miles up the Rio Grande, the bar of which is very shallow and

shifting. It is said that the best plan would be to build a rail-

way from Bragmans Bluff on the Atlantic coast to Matagalpa

in the interior, through the principal mining districts. Brag-

mans Bluff is about 50 miles south of Cape Gracias a Dios,

and forms a natural harbor, protected from the north winds,

and with deep water for large vessels, under lee of the shore.

The road would be easy to construct, as the land is high and

level, and few large bridges would be necessary by running the

road from the Bluff to Wawa, thence to the Okonwass and

Pis Pis mining districts, and from there to Matagalpa.—Co;i-

sular Report.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Wabash has been authorized to purchase 20 mikado
locomotives.

The Virginian has ordered 8 mikado locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Mobile & Ohio has ordered 2 mikado locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Raritan River has ordered 1 consolidation locomotive

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Gray Lumber Company has ordered 1 ten-wheel loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Central of New Jersey has ordered 5 ten-wheel loco-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Great Northern has ordered 10 six-wheel switching

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Escanaba & Lake Superior has ordered 1 consolidation

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Missouri & North Arkansas has ordered 2 mikado
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Minneapolis & St. Louis has ordered 2 consolidation

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These
locomotives will be equipped with superheaters, will have 22J/1-

in. X 30-in. cylinders, 60-in. driving wheels, and in working
order will weigh 187,000 lbs.

The Central Railway of Brazil has ordered 2 ten-wheel

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. The
dimensions of the cylinders will be 21;/2 in. x 28 in.; the diam-

eter of the driving wheels will be 68 in., and the total weight in

working order will be 158,000 lbs.

The New York Central Lines have ordered SO mikado
locomotives from the American Locomotive Company, and not

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, as mentioned in the

Railway Age Gazette of July 19. These locomotives are for

the New York Central & Hudson River. This company is now
in the market for 40 mikado locomotives for the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern.

CAR BUILDING.

The W.\bash is in the market for 1.200 center sills.

The Illinois Central is in the market for 30 caboose cars.

The American Cotton Oil Company, New York, is in the

market for 100 center sills.

The Kanawha & Michigan has ordered S passenger cars

from the Pullman Company.

The Grand Trunk has ordered 2,000 thirty-ton box cars from

the Pressed Steel Car Company, and 50 tank cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has ordered 500 re-

frigerator cars from the American Car & Foundry Company,

and is in the market for 21 postal cars.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has ordered 500 gondola cars

from the Pressed Steel Car Company and 500 gondola cars

from the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, mentioned in the

Railway Age Ga::etle of July 26 as being in the market for 500

gondola cars, 500 box cars, 100 automobile cars and 100 re-

frigerator cars, is now in the market for 500 gondola cars, 450

box cars, 100 furniture cars, 100 refrigerator cars and 50 auto-

mobile cars.

IRON AND STEEL.

Darwin R. James, Jr., has been made president of the Pyrene
Manufacturing Company, New York, succeeding P. L. Wil-
bur, resigned. Edward A. Clapp has been made secretary of
this company, succeeding Otto Kelsey, resigned.

B. N. Osbun has resigned his position as president of the
Boss Nut Company, Chicago, to become president and treasurer
of the Auto Refrigeration Company of the same city. J. T.
Benedict, vice-president of the Boss company, has been made
president, succeeding B. N. Osbun.

Dabney H. Maury has established an office as consulting en-
gineer at 1137-8 Monadnock block, Chicago. He will make a
specialty of reports on, and design and superintendence of,

waterworks, sewerage, lighting and power plants; and also

of appraisal and adjustment of rates, of public utilities.

Douglas A. Graham will be associated with him as principal

assistant engineer.

The Westinghouse Machine Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has
sent out a circular explaining the use to which the funds, re-

ceived through the recent sale of the stock of the Electric Prop-
erties Company, New York, have been put. This transaction was
mentioned in the Railway Age Gasctte of July 5, page 36. About
$1,627,500 of the Westinghouse Machine Company's three-year

notes, due January 2, 1914, have been retired. The circular goes
on to say that "in connection with this transaction, $1,699,000

first and refunding mortgage bonds have been canceled by the

trustees, greatly enhancing the security of the remainder of the

bonds authorized. On July 1, 1912, the total funded liabilities,

including the remaining $4,605,500 three-year notes, were $6,640,-

500, on which the annual interest charges were $384,880. The
average annual earnings for the last ten years were $651,994."

In the Railway Age Gaaette of July 26, page 150, a reference

was made to a sale by the McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha,
Neb., of two motor cars to the Victorian State Railways, Aus-
tralia. Included in this item was a statement that it was
doubtful whether any more of these cars would be ordered, be-

cause the railway authorities had heard of some English steam

cars which they might prefer. This statement was misleading,

for it seemed to imply that it was doubtful if any of the Aus-

tralian railways would buy any more McKeen cars, whereas,

as was announced in the Railway Age Gazette of July 19, the

McKeen company had already received an order from the

Queensland government lines for five 200-h. p. narrow gage

motor cars to be delivered at Brisbane, January 1, 1913. This

order for five cars was in addition to the order for two car.^

for the Victorian railways mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of June 28 and July 26.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

The Cuban Central has ordered 5,000 tons of rails from

the United States Steel Corporation.

The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient has ordered 13,500 tons

of rails from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

Grab Bucket Cranes.—The Sprague Electric Works of the

General Electric Company, New York, has published bulletin

No. 902 on grab bucket cranes. This bulletin is fully illustrated,

shows installations of these cranes and describes their opera-

tion and advantages.

Telephone Wire.—The Duplex Metals Company, Chester, Pa.,

has published a 45-page booklet entitled Copper Clad Steel for

Telephone Service, giving a full description of the process,

application and uses of copper clad steel in telephone service.

The booklet is thorough and gives useful information.

Pneumatic Drills.—The Ingersoll-Rand Company, New
York, has published form No. 8007 on Little David pneumatic

drills. These drills are adapted in their various sizes for all

ordinary work of the pneumatic drill, such as drilling, reaming,

tapping, flue rolling and wood boring. The catalog is illustrated

and shows these drills in section and at work. A table is in-

cluded which gives the sizes and capacities.

Air Brake Equipment.—The Westinghouse Air Brake Com-

pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., has published, in a booklet entitled Per-

sonal Letters, the eight letters which appeared in the advertising

pages of the daily editions of the Railway Age Gazette, pub-

lished in connection with the M. M. and M. C. B. conventions

at Atlantic City last June. These letters give an interesting

account of how the product of this company has developed.
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Atlanta & Carolina Interurban.—According to press re-

ports, this company will soon announce its plans for building

an electric line from Atlanta, Ga., east to Augusta, about 160

miles. The company has recently secured additional financial

backing. Some construction work has been carried out on the

section between Atlanta and Conyers. Dr. H. L. Wilson, At-

lanta, is interested.

.Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic.—The United States Dis-

trict Court has authorized the receivers to issue $5,000,000 cer-

tificates, and from the proceeds of this sale to spend $621,340 for

additions and betterments, and $423,485 additional for improve-

ments at Brunswick, Ga. The additions and betterments include

148 miles of ballast, costing $370,000, widening fills costing $50,-

000, the laying of 81 miles of 80-lb. rail to cost $408,000, passing

track to cost $23,000, yard tracks at various places to cost

$28,000, station facilities to cost $21,000, interlocking plant near

Bessemer, Ala., to cost $26,000, and industrial tracks to cost

$28,000.

Camden & Gulf.—An officer of this company writes that they

propose to build a line from Carrington, N. Dak., south to

Hutchinson, Kan., about 725 miles, and that the prospects 'if

building this line are good, but that track has not as yet been laid.

Contracts for grading will probably be let about October, 1912.

C. Hildreth, Franklin, Neb., is interested.

Columbus, Urbana & Western (Electric).—Receiver's cer-

tificates for $286,000 will be issued to secure funds for extending

the line to Rathbone, Ohio. L. P. Stephens, president and gen-

eral manager, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—An ofiicer is quoted as saying that

I
an agreement has been reached with the city officials of Moose

Jaw, Sask., in regard to an entrance of the Grand Trunk Pa-

cific into that place. The plans provide for building the Regina

branch through the cit\- of Moose Jaw from the southeast to

the northwest, so that the line may be extended north in the

future. The company expects to establish large terminals in

Moose Jaw.

1
Great Northern.—An officer writes that all the track has

been laid on the line from Fargo, N. Dak., northwest to Surrey,

225 miles. The line is half ballasted, and a contract for all the

buildings and all the work under way has been let. It is ex-

pected that the line will be put in operation October 1. A. H.

1 Hogeland, chief engineer, St. Paul, Minn. (December 15, p.

;

1258.)

> Greensboro Northern & Atlantic.—An officer writes that this

' project is still in a preliminary stage. Surveys have been made
' from Greensboro, N. C, east and south through Burlington,

Graham, and along Haw river south towards Fayetteville, cross-

ing the Southern Railway, the Seaboard Air Line and the Nor-

folk Southern's proposed extension to Charlotte. Surveys have

been made from a point on the northern end through the center

of Alamance and Caswell counties, N. C, to Danville, Va.,

I thence through the center of Pittsylvania and Campbell counties

to Lynchburg, crossing the Virginian, the Norfolk & Western,

and the Chesapeake & Ohio. The prospects of building the line

are good. Maximum grades will be 1 per cent., maximum
curvature 6 deg. T. O. Troy, president; Walter Washabaugh,

chief engineer, Greensboro.

I Henderson Interurban.—A proposition has been submitted

;

by Burns & Company, Chicago, to build from Henderson, Ky.,

south via Corydon and Poole to Providence, about 40 miles,

also a line west and south via Smith Mills and Uniontown to

I

Morganfield. L. J. Jackson, H. Taylor and C. T. W. Argue, all

I

of Henderson, are interested.

1 Kentucky & Tennessee.—An officer writes that at present

there is no prospect of building this road, which is projected

;

from Barthell, Ky., north through Stearns, and Worley to

i Gamacraw. W. Griffith, chief engineer, Stearns.

Maine Central.—An officer writes that, second-track is being

built between Gray, Maine, and New Gloucester, and that grades

are being reduced from one per cent, to 0.5 per cent, between
New Gloucester and Danville Junction.

Mason City-Osage.—This company is planning to build a line

from Mason City, Iowa, northeast through Plymouth Junction to

Osage, about 25 miles. The Commercial Club, of Mason City,

Iowa, is to raise $30,000 as a bonus for the road, and the secretary

of the club writes that the prospects of building are good.
There will be two bridges, one over 500 ft. long. F. A. O'Con-
nor, president. New Hampton, Iowa.

Michigan City, Lakeside & St. Joe (Electric).—An officer

writes that the plans call for building from Michigan City,

Ind., northeast via New Buffalo, Mich., Union Pier, Lakeside,

Harbert, Sawyer, New Troy, Bridgman, Livingston, Stevens-

ville. Hill Top and St. Joseph to Benton Harbor, about 40
miles. A contract has been given to William C. Ross, Chi-

cago, and a large amount of grading has already been fin-

ished. The cut and fill work amounts to about 30,000 cu. yds.

a mile. The maximum grades will be 1 per cent., with 65 ft.

radius curves. There will be a 12S-ft. steel bridge, and a
1,000- ft. trestle, also a power house, some car barns and shops.

G. W. Marsh, president. Old Colony building, Chicago; G. H.
Dodge, chief engineer, 105 West Monroe street, Chicago.

New York Subways.—The New York Public Service Com-
mission, First district, will hold hearings on August 13 and 14 on
the form of contract for four additional sections of the subways.

Immediately after these hearings bids will be called for on these

four sections. The sections are: Manhattan section No. 1-A of

the Lexington Avenue subway under Church and Vesey streets

to Park place and Broadway, Bronx section No. 1 of the South-

ern Boulevard and \^'estchester Avenue subway to Pelham Bay
park, and two Brooklyn sections Nos. 1 and 2 of route No. 11-B

of the Fourth Avenue subway.

New York, W^estchester & Boston.—The extension of train

service on this road is noted on another page under Traffic News.

Pennsylvania Railroad.—An officer writes regarding the

work being done between Tyrone, Pa., and Lockhaven on the

Bald Eagle Valley branch, that in order to handle the Erie di-

vision tonnage, the Bald Eagle Valley branch of the Tyrone

division is undergoing some necessary changes involving the re-

vision of grades, extension of passing sidings, construction of

lapsidings, and building a new line over four miles long from

Mount Eagle to Howard Rolling Mill, which includes extensive

changes to public roads. Several grade crossings will be elimi-

nated. When these improvements are completed, it will be pos-

sible to haul 4,550 tons eastbound, as compared with 3.000 tons,

the present loading. It is expected that the work will be fin-

ished early in 1913. Alexander C. Shand, chief engineer, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

Provo & Eastern Utah.—This company, which was incorpo-

rated recently for $10,000,000. as mentioned in these columns last

week, is planning to build not only a railway line from Spring-

ville, Utah, east to Jensen, with eventually a further extension

east to Steamboat Springs, Col., but also to build a dam on the

Green river in Split Mountain canyon, to carry out an irrigation

project to furnish water to a large region in eastern Utah and

western Colorado. The incorporators of the Provo & Eastern

Utah are F. W. Short, Chicago, who is vice-president and gen-

eral manager; John T. Pope, formerly sheriflf of Uintah county,

president and treasurer; R. M. Pope, Ogden, Utah; and S. A.

Maginnis, Ogden. One of the incorporators is quoted as saying

that an offer of co-operation had been made to the Denver,

Northwestern & Pacific, but that the oflter was not accepted.

(August 2, p. 229.)

Rio Grande V.^llev Traction.—Incorporated with $300,000

capital, to build from El Paso. Tex., southeast to Socorro, about

IS miles. M. M. Phinney, Boston, Mass.; R. Neilson and

D. Daly, Houston, Tex., are directors.

Rock Island, Texico, Farwell & Southern.—J. J. Fry, of

Michigan City, Ind., is, it is understood, at the head of a syndi-

cate which has bought the charter and franchises of this com-

pany, which proposes to build a railway from Farwell. Te.x., near

the Texas-New Mexico line, southeast to a connection with the

Texas & Pacific at either Midland, or Big Spring, about 190

miles. A second division is projected to run from a connection
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with the Texas & Pacific to San Antonio, an additional 250

miles.

St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico.—An officer writes that it is

expected to build a great deal of additional sidings on this line

in the near future. F. G. Jonah, chief engineer, St. Louis, Mo.

S.\N Luis Valley.—Incorporated in Colorado, with $1,000,000,

and headquarters at Denver, to build from a connection with the

Denver & Rio Grande at Alamosa, Colo., northwest to Monte

Vista, thence north via Center to Saguache, about 60 miles. J. M.

Herbert, W. C. Uebele, Denver; W. S. Freeman, C. B. Munday
and J. B. Wamsden, Joplin, Mo., are directors.

Wabash Railroad.—An officer writes that contracts have been

let for building new second-track from Romulus, Mich., to

Britton, 28 miles. A. O. Cunningham, chief engineer, St. Louis,

Mo. (August 2, p. 229.)

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

AsPiNWALL, Pa.—An officer of the Pennsylvania Railroad

writes that this company is building a small freight house and

platform at Aspinwall. The buildings are of brick and concrete,

and were designed by the company's architect.

Baton Rouge, La.—An officer of the Southern Pacific writes

regarding the reports that a new bridge is to be built over the

Mississippi river, to connect Baton Rouge with Port Allen, that

nothing definite has been decided in regard to this bridge.

Decatur, III.—The Wabash has been authorized to issue re-

ceivers' certificates to the amount of $500,000 for new loco-

motive shops at Decatur, which will eventually cost $750,000.

These will be made the main shops of the system.

Detroit, Mich,—The Wabash lias been authorized to issue re-

ceivers' certificates for terminal improvements at Detroit, costing

$400,000. The work will include a new freight house at Seventh

street and a new yard at Oakwood, in addition to the new en-

gine terminal at Delray previously authorized.

Los Angeles, Cal.—The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Coast

Lines are working on plans for a large new passenger station

which, it is reported, will cost about $1,000,000.

Mason City, Iowa.—See Mason City-Osage under Railway

Construction.

Moose Jaw, Sask.—See Grand Trunk Pacific under Railway

Construction.

Ogdensburg, N. Y.—The Grand Trunk has completed the

purchase of two square miles in the town of Prescott, op-

posite Ogdensburg, on the St. Lawrence river, for a new

terminal for the Montreal and Bellville division of the rail-

way. The property has an 800-ft. frontage on the river, having

convenient wharfage facilities. The present terminal of the

division is at Brockville.

Philadelphia, Pa.—An officer of the Pennsylvania Railroad

WTites that contracts for the bridge improvement work in Phil-

adelphia, mentioned in these columns last week, have been given

to Eyre-Shoemaker, Inc., Philadelphia, for the extension of the

bridge over the Schuylkill river and East and West Park drives,

and to Reiter, Curtis & Hill, Philadelphia, for the bridges over

Girard avenue, Lansdowne drive (Fairmount Park), and the

Philadelphia & Reading. (August 2, p. 229.)

Schuylkill Haven, Pa.—An officer of the Philadelphia &
Reading writes that the contract for the Mine Hill Crossing

bridge at Schuylkill Haven has been awarded to the Brown-

King Construction Company, Harrison building, Philadelphia,

Fa. (August 2, p. 229.)

Spokane, Wash.—The Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound

is expected to award a contract soon for a new freight station

to cost approximately $250,000, for which the excavation work

is now in progress.

Wichita, Kan.—A contract has been let to the Deiter &
Wenzel Construction Company, Wichita, Kan., for the construc-

tion of a new union passenger station to cost approximately

$300,000. This work is being done in connection with the ele-

vation of tracks for a distance of IMt miles through the city.

The Texas Building Company, Ft. Worth, Tex., has the con-

tract for retaining walls and subways on this job.

Batltttaii Wtttancioi Nettis.

Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic.—The United States Dis-

trict Court has authorized the receivers to issue $S,0O0.(XX) re-

ceivers' certificates, of which $3.250,(XX) are to retire out-

standing receivers' certificates, $521,675 to pay the principal

and interest of equipment notes due up to and including July
first, 1913, $183,500 to reimburse the company for the re-

tirement of equipment trust certificates made out of earnings,

$621,340 for additions and betterments (see Railway Con-
struction), and $423,485 for improvements at Brunswick, Ga.

(See Railway Structures.)

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh,—The directors have de-

clared a semi-annual dividend of 3 per cent, on the $10,500,-

000 common stock, comparing with 2',! per cent, paid in the

first half of 1912 and semi-annually in 1911. This places the

stock on a 6 per cent, annual basis, as compared with a 5 per

cent, annua! basis in 1911 and a 4 per cent, basis in 1910

and 1909.

Can.vdian Pacific.—See Esquimalt & Xanaimo.

Esouimalt & N.\naimo.—This company has asked the Cana-
dian railway commission for permission to lease its road for

999 years to the Canadian Pacific.

Genessee & Wyoming.—The New York Public Service Com-
mission has approved the lease by this company of the Halite

& Northern, which has recently been completed and is now
ready for operation. The Halite & Northern runs from
Leicester, N. Y., to Retsof, a little over three miles.

Grand Trunk.—The Commercial & Financial Chronicle says

that the purchase by the Grand Trunk interests of 30,000

acres of coal lands in Belmont county, Ohio, was actually

made last April and has not been affected by the death of

President Hays, as was reported.

Greenville & Knoxville.—The company has made a mortgage

to secure $460,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1912-

1942. The road runs from Greenville, S. C, to Riverview, 23

miles.

Halite & Northern,—See Genessee & Wyoming.

Norfolk & Western.—Of the two original issues totaling

$25,569,000 4 per cent, convertible bonds, $11,369,000 bonds

were converted into stock at par during the fiscal year ended

June 30, 1912, in addition to previous conversions. Since

June 30, $394,000 additional bonds have been converted, leav-

ing but $5,522,000 of these two issues of bonds outstanding.

There are $13,300,000 20-year 4 per cent, convertible bonds

outstanding, which were offered to stockholders last Febru-

ary and on which the second payment of 50 per cent, is due

in September.

This company has bought a half interest in the Virginia-

Carolina Railroad from President Minges, who built it and

has been operating it. It is reported that the price paid was

$1,000,000. The Virginia-Carolina is about 51 miles long,

running from Abingdon, Va., to Kennarock.

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific.—An initial dividend

of l;4 per cent, has been declared, payable August 31, to

holders of the $1,000,000 5 per cent, non-cumulative preferred

stock.

Wabash.—Judge McPherson at St. Louis has authorized the

receivers to issue $2,500,000 of receivers' certificates, men-

tioned in these columns last week, the proceeds to be used

for the following improvements: New coal chutes, $75,000;

new water stations, $55,000; new depot buildings, $100,000; sec-

ond track, $470,000; Detroit terminal facilities. $400,000; 20

mikado freight locomotives, $400,000; new locomotive shnns

at Decatur, $500,000; miscellaneous improvements, $500,00<T

The Santa Fe Railway, Argentina, has completed plans for
|

the addition of 420 miles to the 1.020 miles now in operation,
j

Material for the first 62 miles has already been contracted for.

'

The remainder of the extension will not be constructed imme-

diately.

L
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""PHE success of the soda ash treatment of boiler waters depends
•*• largely on the proper blowing off of boilers so as to pre-

vent the accumulation of sodium sulphate in solution, which
produces foaming. On account of the objection to blowing oflf

a large volume of water in a short period, the author of a

paper which appears elsewhere in this issue recommends con-

tinuous blowing through a blow-off valve of ordinary size, which

is bushed or reduced in size by a steel nipple, so that the open-

ing is only '4 in. in diameter. At ordinary boiler pressure this

will discharge 450 gals, of water per hour, and it is proposed

to blow off at this rate except when the engine is working hard

up grade and when the steam consumption is equal to the full

water supply of one injector. Such a radical change, which in-

volves indefinite waste of water and fuel, should only be used

under the most careful regulation, and it is doubtful whether

many enginemen will take sufficient interest in their work to

prevent undue waste. The expense of the proposed practice

should also be investigated by exact measurements of water

discharged, of its temperature and of the amount of coal re-

quired to heat water to that temperature. The author's figures

for the last item is based on too high a rate, 25 lb. of water

heated to the temperature due to 200 lb. steam pressure per

pound of coal. This estimate is based on a high figure for the

heat value of the coal and a higher boiler efficiency than is ob-

tained in locomotive practice. For western coals 12,000 B. t. u.

is a fair average heat value, and the average efficiency of loco-

motive boilers is not over 50 per cent. ; so that one pound of

coal would deliver 6,000 B. t. u. to the water. The number of heat

6,000
units in water at 200 lb. pressure is 387, and = 15.5.

387
This estimate shows only 15.5 lb. water heated to the tempera-

ture of blow-ofif when the engine is running in regular service,

instead of 25 lb., as assumed by the author. The figures rep-

resenting the loss due to continuous blowing ofif are, therefore,

too low, and only about 60 per cent, of that here estimated;

and if our assumptions are nearly correct, the expense due to

this practice, as given in the paper, should be increased in that

proportion. Whether continuous blowing ofif would be econom-

ical at such an expense for the extra coal consumption, depends

on the cost of coal, and there are numerous places in the al-

kali district where it would be prohibitive for this reason. The
new practice which the paper suggests cannot have general ap-

plication, but should have expert investigation on everj- line to

determine its actual economy.

'XV/HILE the Panama canal bill has been pending there has
''^ also been pending a bill to appropriate $250,000 to aid

the states to develop good roads. This measure was passed by

the House but defeated in the Senate. The estimated cost of

the Panama canal is $375,000,000, or about $7,500,000 a mile.

In other words, the estimated cost of every mile of it is thirty

times as great as the total amount that it was proposed to ap-

propriate to help along the cause of good roads. The need for

better roads is one of the crying economic and social needs of

the United States. A reasonable outlay for their development

probably would do more to reduce the total economic cost of

transportation than any other equal possible expenditure. The

benefit of such expenditure, if it were spread all over the coun-

try, would be shared by all classes of the people. The largest

part of it would accrue to the farmer, whose expenditure for

transporting his crops from his farm to the nearest railway

station often exceeds the railway rate from the railway station

to the great central markets. Yet while Congress proposes

to open free to the owners of coastwise vessels a waterway

on which it is expending $375,000,000, it refuses to appropriate

$250,000 for good roads. The much-denounced railways, the

animus against which is one of the main influences back of

the Panama canal legislation, are doing much and spending

much every year to promote the cause of good roads in the
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agricultural districts and the government of the United States

does practically nothing at all along this line, while it spends

millions on millions, not only on waterways, such as the

Panama canal, which will be used, but also on inland water-

ways which are and will be used hardly at all. Why is there

such a difference between the way waterway legislation is dealt

with and the way good roads legislation is dealt with? The
only explanation seemingly is that the selfish interests which

benefit, or hope to benefit, by the waterway legislation are or-

ganized and vocal, while the very much larger interests which

would be very much more benefited bj' a very much smaller

expenditure on the highways do not so clearly perceive where

their selfish advantage lies and are not so well organized and

persistent in lobbying to promote it.

CONGRESS now seems almost sure to agree on a bill which

will permit free use of the Panama canal by American
vessels engaged in the coastwise trade and also in foreign com-
merce. The Hay-Paunceforte treaty, which was made with

Great Britain before the building of the canal began, provides

that the canal shall be opened on equal terms to the vessels

of all nations. It was always understood up to the time that

legislation on the toll question came up that this meant that

the canal was to be opened on the same terms to the vessels of

all other nations as to vessels owned and operated by citi-

zens of the United States. When the treaty was before the

"tJnited States Senate on December 13. 1900. the following

amendment to it w-as proposed : "Strike out article 3 and sub-

stitute, 'The United States reservxs the right in the regulation

and management of the canal to discriminate in respect of the

charges of traffic in favor of vessels of its own citizens en-

gaged in the coastwise trade.'" On roll call this was rejected by

vote of yeas, 27; nays, 43. It is now contended by those who
oppose levying tolls on American ships that what the treaty

means is that the canal shall be opened on equal terms to the

vessels of all nations other than the United States. But this

is exactly what the amendment that we have quoted would
have provided, and it was defeated. The Senate thereby put

its own interpretation on the treaty at the very time when it

was adopting it. No wonder, then, that the British government

protests against the proposed free toll legislation as a pro-

posal to violate our treaty obligations. No wonder the London
Daily Express says that "Nothing heretofore has been done or

attempted under the pretenses of diplomacy that has been so

frank in its repudiation of a solemn covenant between great

powers." There never can be any good excuse for the violation

of a contract entered into by parties both of whom fully under-

stand its terms and are entirely free to make it or not, as they

choose. The nation that makes contracts in such circumstances

and then deHberately breaks them is no better than the man
w-ho does so. .'\nd in this case the United States is preparing

to break a solemn contract, and thereby incur just odium
throughout the civilized world, to secure for the American
public as a whole what every impartial and disinterested ex-

pert believes will be a commercial disadvantage, not a com-

mercial advantage. "The demand for discrimination in favor

of American ships," said the House committee on interstate and
foreign commerce, in its report after a thorough investigation

of the Panama canal question, "presents a square issue between

a small fraction of the coastwise shipping interests and the en-

tire population of the United States." In other words, it is pro-

posed to sacrifice the interests of the "entire population of the

United States" and the honor of the government of the United

States, in order to promote the interests of those who desire

directly or indirectly to profit by the coastwise traffic. What
sufficient motive can there be to prompt Congress to act thus?

It is apparently being influenced by the organized activity and

self-interest of those who expect pretty- directly to profit by a

free toll policy, and by prejudice and animus against the rail-

ways.

ILLINOIS COMMISSION ON WESTERN SPRINGS COL-
LISION.

""PHE IHinois Railroad & Warehouse Commission in its re-

port of its investigation of the collision on the BurHngton
at Western Springs on July 14 reviews the circumstances of

the disaster, fixes the immediate responsibility on five em-
ployees, and recommends, for the Burlington in particular, the

installation of distant signals and a revision of the "block clear"

rule; and for railways in general a minimum flagging distance,

better instruction of employees regarding the rules and their

responsibilities, and automatic stops.

The commission made a study not only of the immediate
contributing causes of this disaster, but also of the remote
underlying causes, and for this purpose examined the Burhng-
ton's manual block system and method of operation. The
"cause of causes" is traced back to the public, which is held

at fault for demanding speed that is admitted to be dangerous,

and to the government and the railways, which are censured

for acceding to the demands of the public, the former in respect

to the carrying of mail, and the latter in operating fast trains

close together. These findings voice opinions which railway

men have held for some time regarding conditions which, de-

plorable as they are, have seemed, nevertheless, to be economic

—or, more accurately, competitive—necessities.

The commission conducted its investigation along the broad-

est lines, and in the fairest attitude toward railways in gen-

eral and the Burlington in particular. But unfortunately most
of its recommendations and conclusions are not so commendable

as the spirit in which they were made. Taking them up in

the order mentioned, it may be said with reference to distant

signals that these were being installed on the Burlington before

this accident occurred, which was an admission of their need.

The recommendation is good, nevertheless.

The proposed revision of the "block clear" rule would forbid

an operator to report a train as having cleared the block end-

ing at his station until the train had advanced to a point in

the next block so far from the signal that it would not be hit

in case the fastest following train should overrun that signal.

This, in automatic block territory, would be nothing more than

an overlap of the braking distance of the fast train. But in

order to be effectively applied to the manual block system, for

which it is recommended, the overlap would have to be a

full block in length and extend to the next station. The recom-

mendation, however, is expressed in rather unfortunate terms,

for it would change the present rule—which governs a condi-

tion more closely connected with operating than with signaling

—so as to anticipate the overrunning of a signal. It would

fail to enjoin stricter obedience upon enginemen, and instead

seek to avoid the possible effects of disobedience—which it

seems is the wrong way around.

These recommendations are the only ones with especial re-

spect to the Burlington system of signaling and its method of

operating. The natural conclusion, therefore, would be. that

in the commission's opinion, if the present manual block system

were to be completed by the addition of distant signals and the

modification of the "block clear" rule it would be sufficiently

safe for the handling of the enormous traffic which that road

has on its main line into Chicago. But the commission goes

on to say that this company has been free from collisions not

because it has operated its trains under its existing block sys-

tem, "but in spite of it." This characterizes as a hindrance

to safe operation a block system which has been in such suc-

cessful use for 20 years, that under it but one disastrous col-

lision has occurred. If one collision in 20 years is sufficient to

condemn a block system, why not also condemn the automatic

block system on the Lackawanna? And if one collision in 20

years proves the unsafely and inefficiency of the Burlington

manual block, on what rational ground can the commission

recommend automatic stops, which have not demonstrated their

fitness for preventing collisions in similar circumstances for
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any considerable period at all? Surely it cannot be logical

to conclude that one collision in 20 years condemns a manual

block system, and at the same time conclude that no collisions

in practically no experience with automatic train control demon-

strates the desirability and success of automatic stops. The
recommendation that automatic stops be adopted and used at

the earliest possible moment, skipping over, as it does, the

automatic block system, which, properly installed and managed,

has been the most effective preventive of collisions, and seizing

upon safeguards which have yet to be proved practicable, and,

after that, desirable, in steam road service cannot be taken

seriously—except, perhaps, by the busy promoters of automatic

stops for stock-jobbing purposes. The Railway Age Gazette

is not against automatic stops, but it refrains from advocating

them for the same reasons that railway commissions should

refrain from recommending them, except, perhaps, for experi-

mental purposes, viz., that no device of that kind has proved

its practicability by actual service tests under the varying con-

ditions of steam railway operation, and that it has not yet been

determined that it would be desirable to use automatic stops

generally in steam railway service, even if they should prove

practicable.

The recommendation that the flagging rule be changed to

determine the minimum distance that a flagman should go back

would have railways revert to the use of a rule which, after

eight years of use by American and Canadian railways, was

decided to be unsatisfactory. In another column appears a

letter from H. W. Forman arguing against a change in the

flagging rule on the understanding that the Railway Age Gazette

favored such change in an editorial in its issue of July 26. Mr.

Forman misunderstood ; this paper did not in that editorial

"advocate specific instructions for flagmen under different con-

ditions." but merely that whatever the flagging rule may be,

more pains shall be taken to see that it is properly understood

and strictly obeyed. The original flagging rule, which was

adopted in 1887 by the American Railway Association, was so

framed that each road could specify the distance which its flag-

men should go back. The present flagging rule, whatever its

merits or demerits, was substituted in 1895 after five years of

deliberation and discussion.

ARNOLD BENNETT ON AMERICAN TRAINS DE LUXE.

T^HE descriptions of the service and equipment of our best

* limited passenger trains, as published by the railways, often

stimulate expectation to a point that exceeds reaUzation; and

the traveler who pays an excess fare for special comforts and

splendid surroundings may end his journey with a feeHng of

dissatisfaction. This feeling is not so pronounced with our own
people who have grown accustomed to the peculiarities of the

ordinary American sleeping car accommodations as with tourists

from Europe who are accustomed to the peculiarities of their

own modes of travel. Opinions as to the relative merits of the

different services are usually largely results of habit and taste.

.\ former editor of this paper, discussing the same subject, il-

lustrated the point with a boy's opinion of goats ; "Some people

think they smell bad, but I think it is lovely." Much depends

on the point of view.

It is seldom that an author of such prominence as Arnold

Bennett has described in detail the shortcomings and minor faults

of our trains de luxe, and railway managers can read with much
entertainment and not a little profit his article on this subject in

the August number of Harper's Magazine. His admiration as

well as his disappointment are expressed in such forceful, yet

picturesque, language that we are disposed to quote freely, while

making some running comments on the opinions of this distin-

guished writer.

The article describes his experiences on journeys on two of

the best trains in the country—the Congressional Limited from
New York to Washington, and the Twentieth Century Limited

from New York to Chicago. Unfortunately, the trips were made

in severely cold weather when the defects of both service and
equipment are most pronounced; and the defects due to this con-
dition are those which call forth most of Mr. Bennett's criticism.

Starting from the Pennsylvania station in New York, he finds-

the building "full of the noble qualities that fine and heroic-

imagination alone can give." "There existed a railway man
poetic and audacious enough to want it, architects with genius
powerful enough to create it, and the public with heart enough
to love it. Such a monument does not spring up by chance

;

it is part of the slow flowering of a nation's secret spirit." As
no trains or tracks are in sight from the main waiting room, he
is uncertain whether it is the tomb of our great railway president
or a cathedral' Across "boundless plains of granite" he de-
scends by a "secret staircase" and beholds the resplendent train.

The steel cars are the first subject for harsh criticism. He finds

they are inhospitable and do not yield; the imitation of wood
in the interior finish is not a triumph of artistic propriety.
Why should steel be made to look like wood, he asks. Why
should it not, we ask. Cold steel may be appropriate for a
boiler room or a rolling mill, but for the interior decoration
of a drawing room or sleeping apartment the beautiful tones of
mahogany are certainly more pleasing; and our critic admits
the triumph of the imitation in the painting of the steel sur-

faces. The inside finish of our steel Pullman cars, which are
painted in imitation of mahogany, are far more beautiful and
artistic than those of any cars we have seen in England, or
France, or Germany. There the soft wood finish is usually

grained in cheap imitation of the hard wood, and is ugly to

the extent of intolerable dreariness.

Mr. Bennett, in his technical ignorance, does not regard the

steel car as fireproof or strong; "the decoration does not atone
for probable combustibility and proved fragility." He is not

certain about their being fireproof, but is cocksure that they

are brittle. To answer this would lead us into interminable

detail equal to that of the author's own "Ann of the Five

Towns"; and it must suffice to say that steel passenger cars

as now built in America are so much stronger, and so proof

against fire (if we must use that expression instead of "fire-

proof"), as compared with wooden cars, that they make travel

much safer and are well justified. Our steel cars are so much
stronger than the best cars on any European railway, that to

speak of their "proved fragility" causes the engineer to regard

the expression as a piece of modern fiction.

Those martinets that we Americans call conductors, flagmen

and porters now pass in review. They are "like admirals, cap-

tains and first officers pacing bridges; clearly they owned the

train and kindly lent it to the railway. Their demeanor ex-

pressed a rare sense of ownership, also of responsibility. While

very polite, they condescended." In trying to view the land-

scape our author found the tops of the windows so low that it

was necessary to bend the head and crick the neck; and it

must be admitted that the large, fixed windows in an English

parlor car are more satisfactory.

The return trip by sleeper from Washington to New Y'ork

is described in a manner which strongly illustrates the foreign

point of view. He had not imagined "anything so appalling

as the confined, stifling, malodorous promiscuity of the Amer-
ican sleeping car." It is compared with the mild horrors of

Siberian prisons as described by George Kennan. The corre-

sponding accommodation provided by European railways at

a higher price places four strangers in a small compartment

where all these horrors are intensified. The American only

chooses to take his "horrors" in the open car with the shght

privacy which the curtain provides. However, the author

praises the luxuriousness and beauty of the stateroom which

he occupied.

The train has not moved from the station, and the start is

made by an "angry engine-driver" who sets his teeth and hisses

while saying, "Now, then, come out of that, you sluggards
!"

There is a ferocious tug, a fearful jerk, and repeated concus-
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sions throughout the night and at every station. The engine-

man is reminded that "the best European trains start with the

imperceptible stealthiness of a bad habit, and come to rest with

the softness of doves settling on the shoulders of a young girl."

The soft and quiet handling of night passenger trains is an

important reform which should be inaugurated in this country.

Luxurious appointments are of no avail if sleep is not ob-

tained. Rough handling is due partly to the carelessness of

the engineer, but largely to the excessive weight of the cars,

a burden the railways have placed on themselves, and which

is now to be further increased by governmental edict. The

light, little cars of European railways can be started and

stopped easily, and our engineers would show a better per-

formance, almost equal to the ideal our author describes, if

their trains were as light.

The journey to Chicago was unfortunate on account of the

extraordinarily severe cold weather of last winter, which made
it impossible to keep the train on schedule time. It left Al-

bany 33 minutes late, and was over two hours late before Elk-

hart was reached. As the dining car is attached there, break-

fast was so late that most of the passengers were hungry,

angry and generall}' dissatisfied. The cars were cold, and one

noticed "the chilly, pinched demeanor of the passengers and

the apologetic faces of the captains in charge." These condi-

tions are very uncommon most of the year, but not infrequently

prevailed during January and February. A\'ould not the service

be better if the schedule was lengthened by two hours for these

months? There is no real necessity for the fast schedule under

such conditions. Rather, there seems a necessity for a gen-

eral slow'ing down of schedules in winter. The longer schedule

is demanded in severely cold weather by matters affecting

safety; for broken rails and cracked wheels increase in num-
bers under the combination of speed and cold; and much of

the damage to track and equipment, and many resulting acci-

dents, can be traced to high speed trains running on a frozen

joadbed.

155 miles in 1911, the increase in ton mileage was 7.17 per cent.,

with a gain in gross freight revenue of $427,000.

The operating expenses increased in a slightly greater propor-

tion than the operating revenue, the operating ratio being 67.74

in 1912, and 67.28 in 1911. There was, however, as has already

been pointed out, an increase in net operating revenue, which

amounted to about $90,000.

A road must be considered a success when it can make a

showing, such as this, in the fiscal year 1912, which included a

month during which coal traffic almost ceased to move, due to

the suspension of mining operations. As to the methods of

railway operation that lay behind this showing, it should be

pointed out again here that we do not mean to imply that the

policies which actuate the conduct of the B. R. & P. are not held

BUFFALO, ROCHESTER & PITTSBURGH.

THE methods which are being put in practice in the manage-

ment of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh differ in many

respects from common practice, but the financial success that has

been made in the application of these principles entitles them to

serious consideration. In describing the results and in enunci-

ating the principles which govern the management of the prop-

erty it is not the intention of this discussion to approve or to con-

demn, but to call attention to a method of railroading which has

not generally been considered practicable in its entirety.

When the panic of 1907 threatened the railways of the coun-

try, the management of the B. R. & P. had the courage to rank

the expedients by which the crisis might be met in the follow-

ing order of desirability : Cutting dividends, saving on physical

upkeep, and disturbance of organization. The common stock

dividend record of the company is as follows: In 1901 and 1902

4 per cent, was paid; in 1S03, AV. per cent.; in 1504, 1905, 1906

and 1S07, 6 per cent.; in 1908, 5 per cent.; in 1909 and 1910, 4

per cent.; in 1911, AVi per cent.; and 5 per cent, in the fiscal year

ended June 30, 1912, but since the close of the fiscal year the

common stock has been put on a 6 per cent, basis.

In the year ended June 30, 1912, the B. R. & P. earned the

largest gross, the largest net, the largest amount available for

dividends, and the largest amount available for dividends per

mile of road of any year in its history. The gross during this

year amounted to $10,322,000, or on the 570 miles operated an av-

erage of $18,109 per mile, and the amount available for dividends

per mile was $2,441. A comparison of the figures in the income

account of 1912 and 1911 is given in the table at the end of these

remarks. In the fiscal year just ended the Buffalo, Rochester

& Pitsburgh carried 10,698,000 tons of freight, an increase of

416,000 tons, or over 4 per cent, over 1911, and since the average

distance each ton was carried was 159 miles in 1912, as against

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.

to and considered by other roads, nor do we mean to imply that

they can be put into successful practice by other roads. Only

actual tests can determine this question. It may be that the

size of the property, the personality of its president, or any num-

ber of other individual facts may apply to the B. R. & P. that

apply to few, if any, other roads in the country.

The principle on which the property is managed is, in the first

place, that the stockholders in the corporation do not desire

returns in money that would be earned only through good busi-

ness, regardless of the general welfare of the employees and of

the reasonable requirements of the public served. The principle

accepted is that it is better for the stockholder to suffer loss

in income, which legally belongs to him, rather than the em-

ployees should have to suffer through no fault of their own. but

because of general economic causes which apply to all classes of
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workers. This theory of management analyzes the causes of the

present unrest and discontent, and finds its fundamental cause

to be a mistaken, or at least an exaggerated, application of the

"survival of the fittest" idea, and a strict limiting of the responsi-

bility of the management to its stockholders, to the immediate

present and to a financial responsibility.

A good illustration of the application of these theories on the

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh is a system there in vogue of

preparing each year a statement showing what employees have

not been affected by wage increases in the past few years.

There is still a large mass of railway employees who are not

organized, who have seen their fellow workers organize and de-

mand increases and succeed in getting them on the strength, not

of comparative merit, but of strength of organization. In the

meantime they themselves have been passed over, or actually

even have had their wages cut. It is a fact that a great mass

of this class of employees have got the idea that railway com-

panies never recognize merit as such by an increase in wages,

unless some other circumstance compels them to. Whether or

not this idea on the part of the office force, unskilled labor, and

the lower officers, such as trainmasters, is justified or not de-

pends largely on the policy of the individual management of the

different roads in this country.

The B. R. & P. management has been definitely pursuing a

policy which it believes will eventually stamp out this belief

among its own employees. During the 1907 panic and the fol-

lowing hard year neither the shop nor clerical forces were cut.

nor was there any severe reduction in time of working the force.

There is an attempt on this road to return to a simpler rela-

tion between the executive force of the road and the least im-

portant employees. There is a very determined effort to make
these employees feel that they are men whose individual welfare

is of actual interest to those in authority in the company.

There is an analogous policy pursued toward the general pub-

lic. An attempt is made to discover the wants and demands of

the public before these wants and demands are presented.

The figures in the annual report testify that this is not only

theory but practice. While the average train load of freight has

increased from 635 tons in 1911 to 647 tons in 1912, the average

number of passengers per train-mile has decreased from 40 in

1911 to 38 in 1912, and was 44 in 1907. The mileage of passenger

trains was 1,270,000 in 1911, and 1,318,000 in 1912, notwithstand-

ing the fact that the number of passengers carried one mile de-

creased from 51,751,000 in 1911 to 51,101,000 in 1912. During the

past year there was $634,000 spent on capital account for addi-

tions and betterments. New stations were built, or are in con-

struction at Scottsville, N. Y., Mumford, Springville, Orchard

Park and Salamanca and Ridgeway, Pa. There was $69,000

spent on automatic block signals, and 53 miles of the Rochester

division are now being equipped with automatic block signals.

There is in service, both out of Buffalo and out of Rochester,

a motor car, which as yet must only indirectly pay through the

building up of suburban territory. Certainly the stations that

have been built are of size and character indicating that they

are in the interest of the public rather than of revenues.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh is organized along de-

partmental lines, and there is marked co-operation between all

departments of the road. This may in part be due to the fact

that the road is a small one, and that its organization can be

more closely knit under the president than would be possible with

a property three or four times as large; but whatever the cause,

it is a fact.

The physical condition of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pitts-

burgh, which its management places next in importance to the

welfare of the employees and the permanence of the road's or-

ganization, and ranks about equal with its service to the public,

has been very generously maintained for a number of years.

The equipment especially is in excellent condition. At the end

of 1912. 90.69 per cent, of the locomotives were in service in

good condition This compares with 87.08 per cent, in 191

1

There was 5.17 per cent, in service in fair condition in 1912
and 5.78 per cent, in 1911. There was out of service for repairs

2.76 per cent, in 1912, and 6.46 per cent, in '1911. The average
capacity of freight cars in 1912 was 40.23 tons, and in 1911, 38 8f

tons. The double-track road from Indiana Junction to Ashfor^
is rock-ballasted, and during the past year rock-ballast has bcCr,

put on nearly all of the Rochester division. Of the total 444
miles of main line owned and leased, 157 miles are laid with
80-lb. rail, 221 with 90-lb. rail, and 56 miles with 100-lb, rail.

The B. R. & P. is a heavy tonnage road, its ton-miles per mile

of road being over 3,000,000. In 1912, 7,188,000 tons of bitu-

minous coal was carried, comparing with 6,951,000 tons carried

in 1911. Manufacturing, the next most important commodity,
furnished 1,310,000 tons in 1912, and 1,209,000 tons in 1911. This
coal originates largely in Cambria. Indiana, Jefferson and Arm-
strong counties, Pa.. On the greater part of this tonnage the

B. R. & P. gets a haul for nearly the total length of the line to

Rochester, or to Buffalo. There is a car ferry from Rochester
across Lake Ontario, and considerable coal is shipped to Canada.
The following table shows the principal figures fur operation

in 1512. compared with 1911:

1912. 1911.

Mileage operated 570 573
Freight revenue $8,174,728 $7,748,179
Passenger revenue 1,058,260 1,065,983

Total operating revenue 9,542,368 9,134,402
-Maint. of way and structures 1,195,263 1.148,663
Mai:it. of equipment 1,807,077 1,767,456
Traffic e.xpenses 120,108 131,403
Transportation expenses 3,137,300 2,933,142

Total operating expenses 6,464,229 6,145,856
Taxes 204,000 212,000
Operating income 2,874,147 2,774.557
Gross corporate income 3,653,726 3.61 5,075
Net corporate income 1,770,895 1,709,277
Retirement of equipment bonds 250.000 246,500
Dividends 885,000 832,500
Surplus 506,330 495,208

NEW BOOKS.

Statistics of the American and Foreign Iron Trades. Part I of the Annual
Statistical Report for 1911 of the American Iron and Steel Association.

Edited by James M. Swank, vice-president and ,{eneral manager. Pub-
lished by the association, 261 Fourth street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The report contains statistics of the iron and steel industries

of the United States for 1911. as compared with previous years;

also statistics of the coal, coke and ship building industries,

immigration, etc. A chapter on Our Iron Industry and the

Protective Policy prepared by Mr. Swank for George B. Cur-
tiss' new book. The Rise and Industrial Development of Na-
tions, is also reproduced.

Engineering Vahialion of Public Utilities and Factories. By Horatio A.
Foster. 6 in. X 9 in. 345 pages. D. Van Nostrand Co., New York.
Bound in cloth. Price, $3.

The valuation of public service corporations has become so com-

mon during the recent rapid growth in the public commission

control of such companies that a book outlining the principles of

such valuations will be welcomed by many engineers. The
author has attempted to cover the elementary principles in the

present book, as the subject is too broad to be covered in an

exhaustive style in a single volume. The intention has been to

condense the theory and expand the practical points needed by

valuation engineers. Physical and intangible values are defined

and discussed and a chapter is given to the purposes of valuation.

About one-third of the whole volume is devoted to the three most

practical chapters on Directions and Instructions for Valuations

of Tangible Property and on Forms for Use in Making Valua-

tions. Other chapters are included on the Cost of Making Valua-

tions, the Value of Goodwill. Going Concern or Going Value,

Depreciation. .Amortization. Handling Depreciation Funds. Fran-

chise. Appreciation, Capitalization and Control of Public Utilities.

Court decisions and abstracts from technical literature are used

freely throughout the book to fortify statements made by the

author.
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ECONOMY BY OBTAINING A GREATER PAYING

TRAIN LOAD.

Cleveland, Ohio, January 29, 1911.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I am just in receipt of the 1911 proceedings of the Train

Despatchers' Association, and I am impressed by a letter ad-

dressed to the president of the association from President

Willard of the Baltimore & Ohio calling attention to what he

believed could be accomplished through the intelligent direction

and co-operation of train despatchers in obtaining for the rail-

ways a greater paying train load. I note that Mr. Willard's

letter was not discussed until the convention was about to

adjourn, and I fear that the subject did not make as deep an

impression as it might had it been more fully considered.

When the subject of increased train load is discussed there is

usually someone ready to tell about the bad results that obtain

when freight trains are overloaded, but this is not always fol-

lowed up by considering the increased freight train mileage

caused by hauling trains with less load than their engine capacity.

Train despatchers and others connected with train movement

should ever remember that the principal factor in railroading is

that of "biiyuig freight train mileage and selling ton per mile."

Therefore no more freight train mileage should be bought than

actually needed. The merchant can buy a surplus of any com-

modity and perhaps not lose money, but the chief despatcher

who buys more freight train mileage than needed can never

use the surplus; it is an expense that cannot be retrieved.

To obtain a greater paying train load the starting point is to

load all cars as much to their capacity as possible. This should

be carefully checked, particularly by superintendents, train

masters and agents. Then know what the capacities of engines

are and require them to be in condition to haul full loaded trains

(when weather conditions permit) in the direction of ruling

traffic. Few roads have their traffic evenly balanced in both

directions ; hence, if all cars were loaded to their capacity and

the maximum train load hauled in the direction of ruling traffic,

the freight train mileage could be reduced to the minimum.

This cannot always be done; due allowance must be made for

adverse weather conditions, reduced tonnage, to high speed pre-

ferred trains, defective motive power, etc.

In order to indicate to the proper officers the surplus freight

train mileage which the chief despatcher is required to purchase,

he should make a daily report showing, first, increased freight

train mileage due to adverse weather conditions; second, in-

creased mileage caused by inefficient motive power, and. third,

increased mileage due to other causes, such as light tonnage

on account of high speed preferred trains, etc. This information

can be easily compiled by the chief despatcher, since the trick

despatcher, by figuring the tons lost, will know how much addi-

tional freight train mileage is caused and can mark it on the

train sheet. When tonnage is lost in the direction of ruling traffic

it will generally be necessary to charge freight train mileage

in both directions against such adverse condition. The super-

intendent can show in his report, in dollars and cents, what

the additional freight train mileage costs, and it may surprise

some of the managers to learn the additional freight train mile-

age made, and its cost, each day, week or month, due either

to defective motive power or to decreased efficiency of the

power by lack of intelligent supervision to know that the work

of both engineman and fireman is proficient.

Much mileage can often be saved by the judicious turning of

freight trains in the direction of heavy traffic after they have

passed the maximum grade or by using helpers over those

grades. And no one has a better opportunity of estimating what

can be saved by such work than the train despatcher. The

traffic department should be kept advised of the extent that

trains are run light of tonnage in the direction of light traffic,

as it will be of interest to them to know to what extent more

tons per mile can be sold in that direction without buying addi-

tional freight train mileage. The latter could not apply where

the traffic fluctuates too much in either direction. It may be

found that the increasing of the train load will increase the

cost per train mile, but the main question is whether it decreases

the cost per ton mile without unduly delaying power and cars.

And beware of the man who is continually howling about over-

loading trains. Every intelligent transportation man knows that

it does not pay to overload trains, but he also knows that nothing

is more in the interest of economy than the holding of cars and

trains to their capacity. vidi

CARRYING OUT THE FLAGGING RULE.

Nashville, Tenn., August 1, 191;!.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

Noting your editorial July 26 in which you seem to advocate

specific instructions for flagmen under different conditions, to

attempt to augment Rule 99, or to alter the clear instructions

to go back a sufficient distance to insure full protection, would,

in my opinion, be taking a step backward. Any man of ordinary

intelligence would know how far back to go under any and all

conditions. The reason why they do not do so is not due to

their lack of knowledge of proper flagging, but because they are

indifferent, or are afraid they may get left. Enginemen do not

call in flagmen in all cases.

After having wrestled with the problem for a quarter of a

century, I have settled down to the following instructions as to

the exact meaning of "proper distance" and the necessity for

flagging. You are at liberty to use this lecture for the benefit

of others who may care to go into the matter a little more fully;

but there should be no change in Rule 99.

"By day, take with you six torpedoes and a red flag. By night,

take two red fusees, a red and a white lantern and six tor-

pedoes. Fusees are for both day and night signaling when a

red flag or lantern will not insure stopping a train. They are

especially useful while running and when for some reason it is

not possible or desirable to drop off a man. Do not use red

fusees when you wish to merely caution a train. Use the green.

When you have work to do at an obscured point, stop before

reaching such station and place two torpedoes on the engineman's

rail, two rail lengths apart. Place them against the anglebar, so

they will not be knocked off. Place torpedoes directly opposite

each other when you beHeve one cannot be relied upon to give

the stop indication. Do not give a stop signal with both the red

and the white lantern held in the same hand. Swing the red

lantern from one rail to the other, facing the approaching train.

"On track where there is a clear view to the rear for one mile

or more, it is not necessary to go back at all until a train is seen

approaching. But you must get down on the track with your

flagging equipment and be prepared to go back should the en-

gineman not acknowledge your stop signal long before reaching

your train. Under no circumstances may you permit a train

which you are out to stop to pass you without having one tor-

pedo on the rail. Enginemen must be given two kinds of warn-

ing: visible and audible. One without the other will not be ac-

cepted as a satisfactory job of flagging by this company. Flag-

men who fail to go back when their train is in position to be

struck, will be promptly discharged. Their conductor will be

suspended 30 days.

"When there is not a clear view for at least one mile to rear,

go back one-fourth of a mile and place one torpedo, continue

back one fourth of a mile farther and place two, then return to

the single torpedo. When recalled, remove the one torpedo, or

place another one two rail lengths from it, and return to your

train. Never leave one torpedo alone on the rail when it is not

necessary to stop a train."

Any campaign you may care to start looking to the removal

of trees, small hills, etc., that will make it possible for an en-

gineman to see farther ahead will meet with my most hearty

approval. We should not impose impossible conditions upon

flagmen or engineers. h. w. forman.



CLASP BRAKES FOR PASSENGER CARS.

Considers the Advantages of This Arrangement, Which is Now
Standard on the Reading and the Central of New Jersey.

In an extensive paper on the Friction and Wear of Brake

Shoes as Affected by the Wheel Load,* which was presented

at the convention of the Air Brake Association last May,

R. C. Augur, engineer of tests of the American Brake Shoe &
Foundry Company, stated that in his opinion we were getting

beyond brake shoe pressures which w-ere good practice and

that the clasp brake seems to be the most practical scheme for

obtaining reasonable brake shoe pressures.

In discussing this paper T. L. Burton, of the Westinghouse

Air Brake Company, formerly connected with the Philadel-

phia & Reading, told of the results that had been obtained

M. C. B. standard brake beams were used, having 40 deg.

struts. The levers at the outer and inner pair of wheels in-

cline in opposite directions (40 deg. from the vertical), per-

mitting the coupling of the live levers to a short equalizing

lever, which provides a desirable means of reducing the accu-

mulated movement at the top end of the levers, resulting from

shoe wear or tire turning.

The center line of the shoes is only 2 in. below the center

line of the axles, which is a most desirable feature, but almost

physically impossible under heavy shoe loads unless the pres-

sures are balanced on the two sides of the wheel. With the

Clasp Brakes Applied to a Four-Wheel Passenger Truck; Philadelphia & Reading.

with clasp brakes on the Philadelphia & Reading and the Cen-

tral Railroad of New Jersey, where this type of brake is now
standard on passenger cars. The first experiments were made
on the Philadelphia & Reading, after Mr. Burton had witnessed

the Toledo brake tests on the Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern, which, in his opinion, demonstrated the necessity of using

clasp brakes on heavy cars in order to stop them within a

reasonably short distance. The following account of the de-

velopment of these brakes on the Reading is abstracted from

Mr. Burton's remarks

:

The first type of clasp brake developed on the Reading was

for a four-wheel truck, as shown in one of the illustrations.

It consisted of the addition of two outside hung brakes.

'Railway Age Ca:ctte. May 17, 1912. page 1094.

single shoe arrangement, the brake shoe pressure tends to

force the journal out of the brass, while the static load tends

to keep the brass in its proper position on the journal. The

ability to keep the journal in the proper position depends on

the magnitude and the direction of the resultant of these two

forces. With the shoe located near the center of the axle,

the resultant of the two forces may not pass through the brass,

or if it does, it will pass through very close to the lower edge,

which results in undesirable journal troubles when operating

under high brake shoe pressures. It is also inducive to un-

desirable wheel rriovement which produces excessive piston

travel when the brakes are fully applied, an important factor

in the efficiency of brake arrangement.

Why not locate the shoes considerably below the center line
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of the axle, so that the resultant of the two forces will pass

through the brass at a point near the crown, and thereby avoid

disturbing its relation to the journal? The objection to this

was clearly brought out in the brake tests with six-wheel truck

cars, having the shoes hung very low. There was a tremendous

pulling down of the shoes when subjected to high brake pres-

sures, which in turn resulted in an undesirable movement of

the shoe in a horizontal direction, causing excessive running

piston travel.

With the old stj-Ie single brake there is a choice between

two things ; locating the shoes relatively close to the center

line of the axle and thus disturbing the journal in its seat

when operating under high shoe pressure, or locating the shoes

near the rail (considerably below the axle) and disturbing the

efficiency of the brake. In the two-shoe arrangement, the

shoes can, so far as concerns the action of the journal and

brass, be located at the horizontal center line of the axle, at

clasp brakes, and with the temperature of the shoe so low

at the completion of the stop that you could easily put your

hands on the back of the shoes. This low temperature has

resulted in a decided saving in brake shoes. When cars hav-

ing the arrangement illustrated were first placed in service an

accurate record was kept of the entire mileage made per set

of shoes ; in some cases it was as high as 25,000 miles. This

was of course with double shoes, and would be equivalent to

12,500 miles for the single shoes.

It has been stated that it was almost impossible to run cars

from New York to St. Louis with one set of shoes, because of

the increased piston travel, due presumably to excessive shoe

wear. I have seen Reading cars, operating with clasp brakes,

on which the piston travel would be adjusted at the station with

a service application of the brake, and then make an emer-

gency stop from a speed of 80 miles per hour, with an average

increase in piston travel of only Yz in., and that with a total

Application of Clasp Brakes to Six-Wheel Truck; Philadelphia & Reading.

which point they will operate at maximum efficiency. Granting,

however, that the journals may be moved horizontally in the

brasses, the brasses in the boxes, and the boxes in the pedestals,

etc., the effect of such movement is eliminated at the brake

piston when the clasp brake is used, due to the movement of

one shoe being in a direction which tends to pull the piston

out of the cylinder and thus increase its travel, while the shoe

on the opposite side of the wheel is -moving in a direction

which tends to push the piston back in the cylinder, and there-

by reduce its travel. The increased piston travel, due to wheel

movement, commonly called "lost travel," is entirely eliminated

with this type of brake gear.

At the Toledo brake tests it was observed that the shoes

in many cases were red hot at the stop, and in some cases,

clinkers as large as a hand and molten metal frotii the brake

shoes would accumulate on the bottom of the car above the

brake shoes during the stop. I have seen emergency stops

made at a speed of 80 miles an hour with Reading cars having

leverage ratio of 9>4 to 1. In tests made at the same time with

other cars, having shoes located considerably below the center

line of the axle, and on one side of the wheel only, the

emergency running travel exceeded the service standing travel

by 5 in., and in some cases 5J4 'n., with a total leverage of only

6 to 1. When two shoes are used on a wheel, with the same

pressure on both, the total shoe loss for a given amount of

work is much less than with the single shoe arrangement,

where the pressure per shoe is double that of the clasp brake

arrangement, and the length of the stop can be made a ques-

tion solely dependent on the adhesion between the wheel and

rail.

Clasp brakes were next placed on a six-wheel wooden frame

truck with satisfactory results, and following this they were

placed on cast steel trucks of cars weighing 185,000 lbs. This

design, which is shown in one of the illustrations, was diffi-

cult to work up because of the type of car frame used in con-

junction with the steel trucks. The center sills are very deep
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and wide, so that on short curves there is not sufficient clear-

ance between the sills and wheels to permit the use of a ver-

tical lever arrangement. Placing the levers in a horizontal

position brings the point of connection between the truck and

brake cylinder considerably below the center line of the cylin-

der, so that a suitable vertical lever arrangement is provided

for transmitting the force from the point corresponding to the

center line of the cylinder to the pulling point on the truck.

The axle driven generator interferes with such an arrange-

ment at the generator end of the truck, and the connection is

therefore made at the draft gear end. This necessitates re-

versing the direction of the braking force and complicates the

arrangement. The increased number of parts, however, add

but little to the complication provid&d that the weight is not

increased. This is an objection that was once raised against

the clasp brake in reference to pin wear and wear of levers

and jaws at the pin holes, or rather the eflfects of such wear

on shoe clearance. If the brake is properly designed, and then

properly installed, the wear on the pins, levers and jaws will

have no appreciable effect on the shoe clearance, and will not

affect the piston travel, because if the brake is correctly de-

signed and installed, the slack will always be on one side of the

pin holes. Using nothing smaller than standard M. C. B.

pins will in the majority of cases insure better bearing value

than can be had with the old style of brake, which should

minimize the wear of pins and pin holes. My observations of

the performance of the Reading and the Central of New Jer-

sey cars has substantiated, to a very large degree, this belief

with reference to pin wear, etc. The Central of New Jersey

and the Philadelphia & Reading have approximately 150 cars

in service with clasp brakes, some of which have been in very

hard service for approximately two years. So far, I do not

believe the effect of wear on pins, etc., has been appreciably

greater than with the old brake arrangement.

If the heavy cars of today are to be stopped in the distance

that the lighter cars were formerly stopped, with the recog-

nized standard brake shoes, the brake shoe load must be ap-

plied to both sides of the wheel. It is very difficult to apply

a brake shoe pressure to one side of the wheel of a heavy

car which will insure stopping the car in a desirable distance,

i. e., the distance in which lighter cars were formerly stopped.

I do not mean that the stops cannot be shortened as long as

you can increase the shoe pressure to a point within the

bounds of reason, but. I am afraid we are going beyond the

economical pressures in many cases where but one shoe per

wheel is used, but if two shoes per wheel are used and they are

properly located, any desirable pressure can be used that will

keep the brake friction within the range of the adhesion be-

t\.een the wheel and rail.

TAXATION IN KEITH COUNTY, NEBRASKA.

Indian Coal Output.—During the year 1911 the total output

from the collieries in India and Burma amounted to 12,720,000

tons, against 12,050,000 tons in 1910. The shipments of Indian

coal to Indian ports, principally from Calcutta to Bombay,

Karachi and Madras, fell from 1,850,000 tons to 1,600,000 tons,

due to some extent to coal being sent by rail instead of by

sea. Shipments to ports outside of India, including Burma,

principally from Calcutta to Rangoon and Ceylon, decreased

from 1.391,000 tons to 1,253.000 tons. The imports of coal from

the United Kingdom fell from 261,000 tons to 245,000 tons, while

those from other coimtries rose from 54,000 tons to 73.000 tons.

New Argentine Road Under Construction.—A line of great

strategic importance to Rosario, has been connected between that

dty and Mendoza. It is to follow almost a straight line between

the two cities for a distance of 650 miles. The estimated cost

is somewhat over $50,000,000. Sufficient funds have been guar-

anteed locally for this construction of the first 32 miles, which

will soon be completed in order to maintain the concessions.

The further financing of the road is yet to be arranged. Be-

sides the material for the 32-miIe section, only 5 locomotives

and 300 cars have been ordered.

BY N. H. LOOMIS,

General Solicitor, Union Pacific.

Many a railway executive would feel that his most difficult

task had been performed if he could be assured that his road
had finally reached a point where a halt would be called to the

heretofore constantly increasing demands of the state, county,

municipal and school district authorities for heavier tax pay-
ments.

In no state has railway tax reform been more conspicuous in

the last decade than in Nebraska and, indeed, Nebraska is in the

main progressive; but not all of Nebraska is content with the

progress achieved.

Keith county is one of the western counties of Nebraska, and
is a fairly representative county of that locality. It is now in

process of development. The 1910 census gave the county a

population of 3,692.

The Union Pacific operates 41.52 miles of main line and 42.53

miles of branch line in Keith county. Its main line is assessed

in that county at $107,500 a mile. The gross earnings from its

fourteen stations in the county in 1911 were $191,300; net earn-
ings, $76,520, including business both in and out. All the prop-
erty in Keith county in 1910 was valued by the assessors at

$2,022,237. The road's property in the county was assessed at

$1,105,330, being 54.66 per cent, of all the property in the

county.

Now, this road; whose gross earnings for an entire year in

that county were less than double the assessor's value of one
mile of its track there, yet paid into the public treasury 22.15

per cent, of its gross earnings and 55.38 per cent, of its net

earnings for taxes. It is interesting to recall, in this connection,

Minnesota's organic law levying a 4 per cent, gross earnings

tax on certain of its railways.

The Union Pacific not only is assessed proportionately and
actually higher, and pays proportionately and actually higher

taxes, than all other property in Keith county, but it pays taxes

at the rate of $11.48 per capita of population, while all other

property of the county pays taxes at the rate of only $9.52 per

capita. These were the figures for 1910, and they still obtain.

The Union Pacific, that year, paid Keith county the respectable

sum of $42,379 for taxes.

Yet Keith county is not content. Its officers have recently

asked the State Board of Equalization to reconvene and re-

assess the Union Pacific's property in that county, raising it 60

per cent.; and if the state board does not accede to this request

the county board threatens to proceed, itself, to make the new
levy.

Land in Keith county- sells for about $17 an acre. At least,

there is a record of 17,710 acres bringing $302,474 in 1911. The
Union Pacific's tracks are assessed at a valuation in that county

at $107,500 per mile, although the engineers for the state rail-

way commission's valuation department determined that the

trackage, even including the new double tracks, should not have

a higher physical valuation than $84,013 per mile. As showing

this discrimination still further, those tracts which sold for $302,-

474, were turned in by the assessor as worth, for his purposes,

only $83,465.

And yet Keith county demands that this railway, now paying

for ta.xes 55.38 per cent, of all its net earnings in the county,

be made to pay 60 per cent. more. The basis for this demand

is found in the fact that the railway has laid a second track in

the last year; but, as already pointed out. the state railway com-

mission's own engineers have appraised this double track at

only $84,013 per mile.

Buenos Aires & Pacific Railway, Argentina.—This com-

pany has opened a direct line from Justo Daract in the province

of San Luis to La Paz in the province of Mendoza. shortening

the trans-Andean route.



FREIGHT CLASSIFICATION ON AMERICAN RAILWAYS.

First Article. Considers the Complexity of Those Now in Use,

Their History and the Associations Which Formulate Them.

BY WILLIAM Z. RIPLEY,

ofessor of Economics, Harvard University.

Imagine the Encyclopedia Britannica, a Chicago mail-order cata-

log and a United States protective tarilY law blended in a single

volume, and you have a freight classification as it exists in the

United States at the present time ! A few selections from the first

and last items of such a document are reproduced on the opposite

page. They give some idea of the amazing scope of trade. Such

a classification is, first of all, a list of every possible commodity

which may move by rail, from Academy or Artist's Board and

Accoutrements to Xylophones and Zylonite. In this list one finds

Algarovilla. Bagasse, Pie Crust, Prepared; Artificial Hams, Cat-

tle Tails and Wombat Skins; Wings, Crutches, Cradles, Baby

Jumpers and all; together with Shoo Flies and Grave Vaults.

Every thing above, on, or under the earth will be found listed in

such a volume. To grade justly all these commodities is obviously

a task of the utmost nicety. A few of the delicate questions

which have puzzled the Interstate Commerce Commission may

give some idea of the complexity of the problem.* Shall cow peas

pay freight as "vegetables, N. O. S., dried or evaporated," or as

"fertilizer"—being an active agent in soil regeneration? Are

"iron-handled bristle shoe-blacking daubers" machinery or toilet

appliances? Are patent medicines distinguishable, for purposes

of transportation, from other alcoholic beverages used as tonics?

What is the difference, as regards rail carriage, between a

percolator and an every-day coffee pot? Are Grandpa's Wonder

Soap and Pearline—in the light of the claims put forth by manu-

facturers, suitable either for laundry or toilet purposes—to be put

in different classes according to their use or their market price?

When is a boiler not a boiler? If it be used for heating purposes

rather than steam generation, why is it not a stove? \\"hat is the

difference between raisins and other dried fruits, unless perchance

the carrier has not yet established one industry while another

is' already firmly rooted and safe against competition?

The classification of all these articles is a factor of primary

importance in the making of freight rates both from a public and

private point of view. Attention has been directed of late to its

significance and importance to the private shipper, by reason of

the use made of it in the advances of freight rates which have

taken place throughout the country within the past decade. Its

public importance has not been fully appreciated until recently

as affecting the general level of railway charges. So little was its

significance understood that supervision and control of classifica-

tion were not apparently contemplated by the original Act to

Regulate Commerce of 1887. The anomaly existed for many

years, therefore, of a grant of power intended to regulate freight

rates, which, at the same time, omitted provision for control over

a fundamentally important element in their make-up. The Inter-

state Commerce Commission, however, assumed jurisdiction over

the matter : and for more than 20 years, despite doubts expressed

by the attorney general as to its legality, passed upon complaints

as to unreasonable classification without protest even from the

carriers themselves. Control over it has now been assured be-

yond possibility of dispute by the specific provisions of the Hep-

burn act of 1910.

The freight rate upon a particular commodity between any

given points is compounded of two separate and distinct factors

;

one having to do with the nature of the haul, the other with the

nature of the goods themselves. Two distinct publications must

be consulted in order to determine the actual charge. Although

both of them usually bear the name of a railway and are issued

over its signature, they emanate, nevertheless, from entirely dif-

*I. C. C. Rep.: 10,-281; 13,-111; 4,-32; 9,-264; 17,-511; 23,-242;
2,-1.

ferent sources. The first of these is known as the Freight Tariff!

It specifies rates in cents per hundred pounds for a number of

different classes of freight, numerically designated, between all

the places upon each line or its connections. Thus the freight

tariff of the New York Central &• Hudson River gives the rates

per hundred pounds from New York to several hundred stations,

for first, second, third, etc., classes. This freight tariff, however,

contains no mention whatever of commodities by name. The sec-

ond publication which must be consulted supplies this defect. This

is known as the Classification. Its function is to group all articles

more or less alike in character, so far as they affect transportation

cost, or are affected in value bj' carriage from place to place.

These groups correspond to the several numerical classes already

named in the freight tariff. Thus dry goods or boots and shoes

are designated as first class. Turning back to the freight tariff,

the rate from Xew York, for example, to any particular place de-

sired, for such first-class freight, is then found in cents per hun-

dred pounds. It thus appears, as has been said, that a freight

rate is made up of two distinct elements equal in importance.

The first is the charge corresponding to the distance; the other

is the charge as determined by the character of the goods. Con-

sequently, a variation in either one of the two would result in

changing the final rate as compounded*.

A concrete illustration or two may emphasize the commercial

importance of classification. So far as it may be used to effect

an increase of rates, the following case is typical, as given by a

Boston manufacturer, in evidence before the Senate Committee

on Interstate Commerce in 1905

:

"From July 15, 1889, to January 1, of this year, the classifica-

tion (of carbon black, basis of printers' ink) continued to be once

and a half first class in less than carload lots, third class in car-

load lots, approximately twice the freight required between 1887

and 1889. Meanwhile, the price had declined. ... On Janu-

ary 1 the classification was again raised, to class 2, rule 25, an

increase of about 10 per cent, in carload lots. Numerous efforts

have been made by myself and others to have this commodity

classified where it belongs, as dry color, but the only result has

been the reverse of what we desired ; and the industry has been

and is in a somewhat precarious condition, as we have contracted

for millions of pounds of black at prices fixed at the point of de-

livery, and had no notice of the raise in freight rate until sub-

sequent to its going into operation."

"

The Spokane Chamber of Commerce, in these same Senate

Committee hearings, gave an illustration of the use of classifica-

tion to bring about a change of rates without modifying the in-

dividual railway tariff. "The Pacific Coast Pipe Company started

to make wired wooden pipe in the spring of 1900. . . . There

was at that time but one factory of the kind on the North Pacific

coast, located at Seattle. . . . The Seattle factory, backed by

the big lumber firms on the coast, finding a serious competitor in

the Spokane field, got the railways to put manufactured pipe un-

der the lumber classification, thus reducing the rate from Seattle

to Spokane from 46 to 20 cents per 100 lbs. . . . The Spo-

kane factory at once filed a vigorous protest, with the result that

the railways put back the rate from Seattle to Spokane to 46

cents, but established a maximum rate of SO cents for Seattle

pipe, which, of course, shut off all territory east of Spokane from

the Spokane factory. . . . The remnant of the Spokane fac-

•Railways in the United Stales in 1902, by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. 1903. Part II, p. 24, gives much data on changes of classification

of specific articles since 1886.

ipor the rate advances of 1900, mainly effected by this means; U. S.

Industrial Commission, IX, p. 859, and XIX, p. 282.
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tory .... has been compelled to shut down, and the en-

tire plant is being removed to Ballard." Whether these facts are

exactly as thus informally stated or not, is by the way. If not

done at this time, it is certain that similar manipulation of classi-

fication rules often enters into commercial competition.

Freight tariffs and classifications are as distinct and inde-

pendent in source as they are in nature. Tariffs are issued by

tees, to each of which is delegated by the carriers concerned the

power over classification; that is to say, the right to assign

every commodity which may be shipped or received, to any par-

ticular group of freight ratings. This delegation of authority is

always subject, however, to the right of filing whatever excep-

tions to the classification any railway may choose independently

to put in force. These exception sheets contain the so-called

EXCERPTS FROM THE FREIGHT CLASSIFICATIONS.

OFFICIAL (Trunk Line).

Subject to

Uniform Bill

of Lading

Conditions.

L.C.L. C.L.

I -Academy or Artists' Board, in cases

(C. L., min. weight 36.000 lbs.)

J .\cetone, in iron drums

Acetic, liquid;

In carboys, boxed (C. L., min.

weight 24,000 lbs.) (subject to

Rule 27 and Note 2)

In bbls. or iron drums (C. L.,

min. weight 36,000 lbs.)

In tank cars (see Note 1)....

Boracic, in bags, boxes, bbls. or

casks (C. L., min. weight 36,000

lbs.)

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS
AND MACHINES:

Agricultural Implements and
Machines, N. O. S,

:

S. U
K. D. flat

Min. weight 24,000 lbs. (sub-

ject to Rule 27)

Axes or Hooks, Bush:

In bundles

In boxes

Min. weight 24,000 lbs. (sub-

ject to Rule 27)

5

23 ZINC:

24 Pig or Slab (C. L., min. weight

36,000 lbs.)

25 Plates (not Engravers' Plates),

boxed (C. L., min. weight

36,000 lbs.)

26 Scrap:

In bags

In bales

In boxes, kegs, bbls. or casks

(see Note)

Min. weight 36,000 lbs

34 ZINC, SULPHATE OF:

In boxes or kegs

In bbls. (C. L., min. weight
36,000 lbs.)

35 Zylonite Goods, in packages

WESTERN.
C.L.

1 ADVERTISING MATTER, printed,-.

N. O. S. (exclusive of signs

and show cards), boxed or in

bundles, prepaid (not otherwise

specified) ' 1

2 Advertising Matter consisting of

Almanacs, Circulars and Pam-
phlets, for advertising purposes only

and so stated on shipping ticket

and bill of lading, value not ex- 24,000

ceeding 5c. per lb. and so re- lbs.

ceipted for, in bundles or boxes

prepaid or guaranteed 2

3 Chinese, Japanese and Palm-leaf

Fans, with advertisements printed

on the face, and Catalogues,

boxed or in bundles, prepaid... 1,

4 Advertising Racks (sheet iron)

nested solid, boxed or crated,

min. C. L. wt. 30,000 lbs 2 4

6 AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS:
7 Except Hand:
8 Barrel Carts: t

9 Set up, on wheels \yi

10 K. D. flat 1

11 Bean Pickers, S. U. crated. 1}^ I

12 Beet Harvesters:
'

13 Set up 1
j

14 K. D., in bundles 2 L

15 K. D., boxed or crated s!

16 Boll Weevil Machines, K. D.
\

SOUTHERN.
Item A Class if

No. Released.

1 Accoutrements, Military 1

2 ACIDS (Carrier's Option), viz.:

3 Acetic, liquid, in bbls., or drums,
L. C. L 3

4 Same, C. L., min. wt. 30,000 lbs.. 5

5 Carbolic, crude, in bbls. or drums.... 3

6 Carbonic, liquid, in drums or tubes.

17

44 AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, C. L,

owners to load and unload, viz.:

45 Cleaners, Tobacco, min. wt. 15,000 lbs. 3

46 Fodder Shredders and Corn Huskers,

min. wt. 12,000 lbs 4

47 Fodder Shredders and Corn Huskers,

in mixed C. L. with other agricul-

tural implements, min. wt. 20,000

lbs. , 6

48 Harvesters and Pickers, Cotton, min.

wt. 15,000 lbs 3

flat

Blue Grass Strippers:

S. U Dl
K. D., small parts boxed...

3

ZINC:

Ashes, min. C. L. wt. 40,000 lbs. .4 D
Batts or Wainscoting, enameled. .2

Concentrates, in sacks, min. wt,

40,000 lbs C
Dross, min. C. L. wt. 40,000 lbs..4 D
Flue dust, min. C. L. wt. 40,000

lbs 4 D
Pigs or slabs 4 ) ,,.

^

cu i 1 ^ c Mm. wt.
Sheet, in casks 4^ jggoo
Shavings, min. C. L. wt. 36,000 lbs.

lbs,

Sheets, perforated for screens,

boxed, min. C. L. wt. 36,000

lbs. 4 5

Sheet or roll, not packed 1

Strips (for weather .strips),

boxed or crated 3

Sweepings, min. wt. 40,000 lbs E

14 ZINC, viz.;

15 In boxes, casks, sheets or rolls 4

16 In blocks or pigs, L. C. L 5

17 Same, C. L., min. wt. 30,000 lbs 6

18 Scrap, packed 5

19 ZINC, CHLORIDE OF, viz.:

20 In boxes, or in glass jugs, or carboys,

packed L. C. L 1

21 In kegs, or bbls., L. C. L 4

22 Same, packed, or in tank cars, C. L.

(see General Rule 3) 6

23 Zinc Ashes or Residue, L. C. L 4

24 Same, C. L 6

25 Zinc Dust and Zinc Flue Dust; same

as Paints.

26 Zinc Oxide S

27 Zinc Paints; same as Paints.

28 Zinc, Sulphate of, in boxes 1

29 Same, in kegs, bbls. or drums 4

30 Zincs, Battery, in crates, boxes or

bbls., L. C. L 3

31 Same, C. L 6

each railway, by and for itself alone, and upon its sole authority.
Classifications, on the other hand, do not originate with particu-
lar railways at all; but are issued for them by co-operative
bodies, known as Classification Committees. These committees
are composed of representatives from all the carriers operating
within certain designated territories. In other words, the United
States IS arbitrarily parceled out among a number of commit-

Commodity Tariffs, to be subsequently described, which stand

out in sharp relief against the so-called class rates. Such ex-

ceptions are independently filed by each railway at Washington

and do not generally form integral parts of the volume issued by

the classification committee, except in the southern states. New
editions of these classifications are published from time to time

as called for by additions or amendments, the latest, of course,
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superseding all earlier ones. Thirty-seven such issues have al-

ready appeared in series in trunk line and southern territory;

while 50 have been put forth in western territory, since the prac-

tice was standardized in 1888.

At the present time freight classification for all the railways

of tlie United States is performed mainly by three committees,

known as the Official, the Southern and the Western, with head-

quarters, respectively, in New York, Atlanta and Chicago. Each

of these three committees has jurisdiction over a particular ter-

ritory. Thus the Official Classification prevails east of Chicago

and north of the Ohio and the Potomac; the Southern, over the

remaining part of the country east of the Mississippi ; and the

Western, throughout the rest of the United States. In addi-

tion to these three primary classifications there is also another,

issued by the Transcontinental Freight Bureau, with headquar-

ters at Chicago. This committee has supervision over classifica-

tion upon Pacific coast business. A number of the states

also, notably Illinois, Iowa and most of the southeastern com-

monwealths, promulgate state classifications having relation, how-

ever, only to local business within their several jurisdictions.

These are prescribed by law and represent modifications to suit

peculiar exigencies or to foster local trade ambitions. There

are also a number of other co-operative local railway commit-

tees, each dealing with the special concerns of its own terri-

tory, and representing the joint interests of the railways therein

included to all the world outside. Thus, for instance. Southern

Classification territory is subdivided into local units known, re-

spectively, as the Southeastern Mississippi Valley Association,

the Southeastern Freight Association and the Associated Rail-

ways of Virginia and the Carolinas.* But for all practical pur-

poses, our attention, so far as the larger problems of classifica-

tion are concerned, may be concentrated upon the three principal

committees above mentioned.

Some impression of the wide differences between these three

main classifications in different parts of the country may be de-

rived from the set of excerpts accompanying this article. In

three parallel columns the Alpha and Omega of each are re-

produced, together with bits of one of the most compHcated

schedules, viz., that dealing with agricultural implements. Even

where the same commodities occur in each classification the di-

versity in description, mode of packing, carload and other re-

quirements, renders any direct comparison almost impossible.

The mere fact that the class assignment, as shown at the right

in each column, happens to be the same—as in the case of -acetic

acid in barrels or drums which moves both in Official and South-

ern classification territory, third class in less-than-carload lots,

and fifth class in carloads—shows nothing at all as far as

equality of charges is concerned. For, as has been said, this

is only half the statement of the rate. The spread between

charges for different classes yet remains to be determined.

The actual relativity between third class and fifth class rates,

moreover, may be very different in the two places. In the

New York Board of Trade case' this point was well exem-

plified. Comparative conditions as to rates in the three main

sections of the country, as they then existed, were as follows:

Rates in Cents per Hundredweight.

Miles.

New York to Chicago (Official class'n) 912
Chicago to Omaha (West'n class'n) 490
Louisville to Selma (South'n class'n 490

On the trunk lines fourth-class rates were thus less than

half those charged for the first class; in the West they were

even lower, relatively; while in the South fourth-class rates

were about two-thirds as high as the first-class rates. These

differences in the spread between classes, as will be seen, in-

terlocking as they do with a multitude of other considerations,

are a serious bar to any partial modification in the direction

of uniformity for the United States as a whole. Only by con-

sideration of every factor entering into any given rate may
comparisons safely be entertained.

Historically considered, the development of freight classi-

fication has been much the same in England and the United

States. Early railway practice was an outgrowth of the tariffs

in force upon canals and toll roads.* In America freight

charges were at the outset often arbitrarily fi.xed by the state

legislatures, as conditions precedent to the grant of a charter.

In many instances they were based upon the customary per-

formance by wagon, distinguishing between light-weight

articles paying by the cubic foot, and heavy ones for which

the tariff was based upon weight. Thus in 1827 the charter

of the South Carolina Railroad established its tolls at one-

half the usual wagon charge. The Southern Pacific in local

rates on ore into San Francisco followed along just below

the charges by o.k cart. The freight was proportioned also

according to the length of haul by an arbitrary mileage rate.

It soon developed, however, that railway rates were unique

in the fact that not only was there a great increase in the

volume of trade, but also in the diversity of articles offered

for transportation as well. Far more elaborate classifications

were soon seen to be necessary.

The South Carolina Railroad tariff of 1855, described by

McPherson,' exemplified the primitive traffic conditions then

prevalent. Goods were divided into four classes. The first

consisted of articles of light weight or high value, including,

for example, such incongruities as bonnets, tea and pianos;

the remaining three classes paid by weight with a descending

scale of charges. It is difficult to explain why coffee and
sugar should be rated lower than stoves and feathers; or

why dry hides and rice should be charged a higher rate than

cotton yarn and bacon; but it is evident that a rough classi-

fication according to weight, value, use and cost of service

was being attempted. There was in addition a considerable

collection of special rates on chosen commodities accord-

ing to the method of packing them, whether by barrel, bale

or case. .\nd there were also what corresponded to modern
commodity rates upon cordwood, lumber, bricks and similar

goods. This tariff, though primitive, including no less than

300 items, was far more elaborate than those commonly used

at the time. The Louisville & Nashville originally dis-

tinguished but three classes: one by bulk, another by weight,

and a third applicable to live stock. Poultry was rated by

the dozen long after the Civil War, with a higher charge for

Muscovy than for ordinary ducks. The traffic manager of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul testified before the Elkins

committee in 1905 that the classification in Illinois in his

youth was printed on the back of a bill of lading no greater
|

than the size of an ordinary sheet of letter paper, and the

page was not full.

From these modest beginnings the development of classi-

fication in the United States was rapid, responding to the

ever-increasing intensity of competition and the spread of

markets, particularly after 1875. By the middle of the 80's

most of the large railways were working under six or eight

different classifications. It began to be apparent that some

check must be placed upon such increasing complexity; for

conditions were intolerable. There was one set of rules

for Illinois, and yet another west of Buffalo, divided into

eastbound and westbound sections, with still a third on

westward shipments, local to territory between Chicago and

the Missouri river. The first atteinpt at a systematic scheme

was made in 1882, but the agreements then made proved un-

stable. By 1887 rate conditions had become even worse, so

great was the number and the diversity of the classifica-

*The Official Railway Guide of the United States gives the personnel of

scores of these associations annually, with a definition of the territory

of -ach.

' J I. C. C. Rep., 473.

*.-\cworth's The Elements of Railway Ecoi

England.

> Railroad Freight Rates, p. 149.

p. 104, is best on
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tions throughout the country.' Some applied to local busi-

ness only, and were peculiar to each road. Some applied

only to westbound business, others to eastbound traffic.

The traffic manager of the New York Central & Hudson
River said before the Interstate Commerce Commission that

there were at one time 138 distinct classifications in trunk-

line territory alone. The case of the Wabash in 1883 was

typical. A shipper desiring to determine freight rates over

that road might be compelled to consult a classification

for the middle and western states in six classes; one for

the Southern Railway and Steamship Association territory

in 18 classes, one for Mississippi valley business in five

classes, one known as the Revised Western in nine classes,

the Trunk Line East in 13 classes, the Trunk Line West in

five classes, a classification for Texas points in eight classes,

and two for the Pacific coast, according to direction, in eight

and nine classes, respectively. This situation, rendering it

almost impossible for any shipper to determine in advance

what his freight rates were going to be, as well as what his

competitor was paying, early impressed itself upon the Inter-

state Commerce Commission. And it was doubtless due in

part to its initiative that classifications were shaken down
into substantially their present general form in 1888.

The natural growth of classification in a rapidly develop-

ing country, like the United States, has manifested itself in

three distinct ways : there has been a steady increase in the

number of items of freight separately enumerated; a grow-

ing distinction in rates between carload and less-than-car-

load shipments; and a steadily enlarging volume of the most

elaborate special rules and descriptions. As for the mere
increase in distinct commodities enumerated, in the East in

1886 there had come to be about 1,000.' The first Official

Classification in the following year increased to 2,800 items;

and by 1893, in the eleventh issue, there were twice that num-
ber. The latest Official Classification, No. 34, in 1909, con-

tained approximately 6,000 separate enumerations—not many
more, in fact, that fifteen years earlier. The point of sat-

uration, or else the limit of human ingenuity, seems to have

been about reached some years ago. The same thing was
true of the Western Classification. In 1893 this contained

3.658 items, representing an increase of about 2,000 over the

number of commodities classified by name in 1886. By 1909,

Number or Ratings in 1909.*

Less than carload. Carload.

Southern classification 3,503 703
Western classification 5,729 1,690
Official classification 5,852 4,235

'Railway Age Gazette, September 8, 1911, p. 458.

as the above figures show, it comprehended 5,729, almost

as many separate items, in fact, for less than carload lots

as were recognized in trunk-line territory. Only in car-

load ratings is the Western Classification less extensive. The
Southern Classification reflected somewhat simpler trade con-

ditions prevalent south of the Ohio river, by the relatively

smaller number of articles enumerated; but it should be

added that the number of exceptions—filling no less than 160

pages in the latest issue—is indicative throughout of a lesser

degree of standardization than is found els-ewhere. Per-
haps the most striking feature of the southern system

is the very small proportion of carload rates. But it should

be noted in this connection that the basing point system
afforded preference to market towns in any event; so that

jobbers in such places did not need wholesale rates to the

same degree. This phase of the matter will be elsewhere dis-

cussed.

The second natural tendency above-mentioned in the de-

velopment of classification is an increase in the number of

separate ratings for large and small shipments. The nor-

mal growth of trade ought to make possible a steady increase

' Ciillom Committee, Testimony, p. 759.

in shipments by the carload, rather than by the box, barrel

or case; and tlie increase in the number of separate carload

ratings—always, of course, at a reduced rate by comparison
with less-than-carload lots—conforms territorially to the growth
in the volume of trade. In 1877, even in trunk-line territory,

only 24 commodities were accorded a special carload rate.*

By 1880 the number had increased to SO, and seven years later

to 160. Just before the passage of the Act to Regulate Com-
merce there was no distinction between carload and small

lots in 85 per cent, of the articles enumerated. A sudden
change supervened in the first Official Classification issued

after the federal act. The number of carload ratings was
suddenly raised to 900, provoking a storm of protect from
eastern shippers who resented this advantage accorded to

jobbers in the West and South, inasmuch as this enabled them
to buy their supplies at wholesale direct. The controversy

between dealers in the older and newer trade centers came
to a head in the so-called New York Board of Trade and
Transportation case of 1888, elsewhere discussed. Yet not-

withstanding this protest of jobbers and manufacturers in

eastern trade centers, who insisted that they should be per-

mitted to compete on even terms with provincial jobbers

by making their s-hipments direct from New York or Boston
in small lots as cheaply as the local jobber could buy them by
the carload, the number of separate carload ratings steadily

augmented year after year. By 1893 more than half of the

articles enumerated in the Official Classification were allowed

a lower rate for large shipments. Present conditions are set

forth by the statistics in the preceding paragraph. From
these it appears that in trunk-line territory nearly three-

fourths of the commodities now enjoy carload ratings; while

in the South, on the other hand, only about one-fifth of them
make such distinction between carload and less-than-carload

lots.' One reason is evident, namely, that throughout a large

part of the South few jobbers command a business of suf-

ficient magnitude to make use of carload shipments. It is

but recently, to take a specific illustration, that business has

developed in volume sufficient to permit of the shipment of

fly paper in carload lots. Until such time no discrimination

between large and small shipments could well be made.
Conditions in the West, according to these figures, are in-

termediate between those in the East and the South. On the

other hand, transcontinental business, as carried on in com-
petition with ocean steamers, is almost entirely confined to

shipment by the carload. The Transcontinental Classification

is unique, therefore, in offering but very few opportunities

for shipment by package, except under specially onerous con-

ditions. The spread, in other words, between the two sorts

of carriage operate most unfavorably by contrast upon the

intermountain centers. Denver, for example, under the West-
ern Classification enjoys no carload rates, while competitors

at San Francisco have a large number.^

An ever more elaborate code of rules and regulations hav-

ing reference to local practices and conditions is the third

accompaniment of the growth of trade.'' Prior to 1887, and

again before the recent revival of interest in uniform classi-

fication, conditions had become well-nigh intolerable in this

regard. All sorts of details, covering relatively unimportant

differences in conditions of carriage, bill of lading contracts,

marking and packing, led to constant confusion and annoy-
ance, especially in cases of shipment from one classification

territory to another. An eastern shipper of iron bolts, hav-

ing in mind that a gunny sack is equivalent to a box or bar-

rel in the East, orders a small shipment in a bag to a far

•3 I. C. Rep., 473.

' Railways in the United States in 1902. I. C. C, 1903. Part 2. p. 39;
In the South in 1876 only 6 per cent, of items had carload ratings: while
in 1902. 65 per cent, were so favored, as compared with 82 per cent, in
trunk line territory and 81 per cent, in the West.

" The Intermountain Rate cases will be fully discussed by the author in
the Political Science Quarterly, for September, 1912.

' Samuel O. Dunn, Railway Age Gazette, September 10, 1909, p. 462, is

best on this. Cf. 8 I. C. C. Rep., 368.
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western point. He find that bolts in bags, under the rules of

the Western Classification, are specifically enumerated only

for carload lots, and that he must pay a rate one class higher

for such shipment than if contained in a barrel, box or keg.

This difference in classification may more than absorb his

profit. Recent evidence before the Interstate Commerce

Commission,* contained a striking illustration of such local

diversity in rules and descriptions as applied to furniture.

"Western class: 'Bank, store, saloon and office furniture, consisting of

arm rails, back bar mirrors, bottle cases, chairs, counters, counter fittings,

desk, foot rails, metal brackets for arm and foot rails, refrigerators, tables

and work boards. Note—Door, window and bar screens, partitions, pre-

scription cases, patent medicine cases, show cases, wall cases, wainscoting,

office railing and wooden mantels may be shipped with bank, store, saloon

«r office furniture in mixed carloads at third-class, minimum weight

12,000 lbs."

"There is no such provision as this in the Official Classification. On the

contrary, a shipment of that kind can only be made by figuring out the

Jess-thancarload rate on each article, many of which take first, double" first

and even three times first ratings.

"For example, mirrors over five feet in length are classified double first

class in the official classification, while show cases, set up, take three times

first. The natural result of this difference in classification has been to shut

out competition of eastern dealers in these articles entirely in western

classification territory."

Only in a customs tariff of the United States would one ex-

pect to find any such complexity as is discoverable in rail-

way documents of this sort.

The mere interpretation of such classification rules is often

difficult; especially with reference to the mode of packing.

Suppose a tariff provides a certain rate on stamped metal

ware in boxes, barrels or crates, and furthermore fixes the

charge 50 per cent, higher for shipment in bales, bags or

bundles. If the consignment is encased in corrugated straw-

board, which of the two rates applies? The difference in

rates being so great, it becomes quite an item on a ship-

ment of 15 carloads from Buffalo to the Pacific coast.' Or it

may be a question as to whether a crate for Colorado canta-

loupes is actually of such dimensions as to come in under a

specially favorable commodity rate."

The grovifing diversification of manufactures and trade is,

of course, responsible for all three of the developments above

indicated. Not only the increasing refinement of commerce,

but the technical nomenclature or trade jargon, necessary for

the specific and accurate description of so many thousands

of articles, have conspired to render these documents ex-

tremely cumbersome in the absence of a general revision and

simplification. It is but natural that one item after another

should be added, each bearing a particular name or being

classified upon some new basis. A striking example of this

increase of complexity was afforded by the cotton goods

schedule in the Southern Classification. By 1900 there were

upwards of 30 different names under which cotton cloth

might be shipped. Great complaint was occasioned, as well

as the possibility of fraud by underclassification, etc. Most

of these 30 names did not represent different values of goods,

but in many instances were merely trade-marks, of particular

manufacturers. At the urgent request of the shippers this com-

plicated schedule was superseded in 1900 by one comprehensive

title of "cotton goods in the piece" irrespective of color, particular

method of weaving, or other subordinate details.

{To be continued.)

ACETYLENE SIGNAL LIGHTS ON BOSTON
& MAINE.

New CuB.\N Railway.—A subsidy bill of $1,800,000 has been

passed by the Cuban house of representatives for the construc-

tion of a railway from Nuebitas, in the province of Camaguey,

to Caibarien, in the province of Santa Clara. This railway

will be 220 miles long and will tap the Jatibonico valley, one

of the richest sugar cane zones in Cuba.

•Proposed rate advances November 29, 1910.

1 22 I. C. C. Rep., 563.

= 22 I C. C. Rep., 585. Cf. also 23 I. C. C. Rep., 395. on articles too

large to be loaded through the side door or too long to be loaded through

the end window.

The Boston & Maine several years ago began the installation

of 1,000 acetylene gas signal lighting equipments. A little more

than one-third of these are now in service.

The gas apparatus for each signal consists of a tank, the neces-

sary piping to conduct the gas to the signal lamps, and regulat-

ing valves and pressure gauges. The tank is a 12-in. by 44-in.

cylinder, and contains enough gas to run one light continuously

for 112 days, or two lights continuously for 56 days, with a

margin of about 10 per cent. The tanks are all of exactly the

same size, and the bottoms are concave, so that they can be

dropped over vertical hooks, which hold the bottoms in place up

against the mechanism case, while the tops are held by a bail.

li/'fBL

g Galv. couplin,

JiO.D. Shelby tubing-. ^

gGalv coupli'ng-

g Galv. Tee -

Gock for^pipe "J

and^'O.D.fublng]
j
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g Galv iron pipe.
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J- Pipe connector to^ tubing.
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Ell

Special highpressure

signal connection

I2'x44'Cylinder

Details cf the Tank and Pipe Fittings.

which is forced down over the upper edge of the cylinder. The

method of attachment is thus very simple, the complete opera-

tion of changing a tank requiring only disconnecting the valves

—

which is done by unscrewing a union—knocking up the bail and

throwing the tank to one side. The new tank is put on by the

simple operation of dropping it over the hook, pushing down

the bail and screwing up the union.

The maintainers change the tanks according to a predetermined

schedule, copies of w-hich are given to the section men. Since

the lights are guaranteed for 56 days' continuous burning, the

schedules are so arranged that the changes are made at 56-day

intervals without regard to how much gas may be left in any

one of the cylinders. The schedules for changing are made up

in the office, and each maintainer is given a copy showing him

on which day his cylinders will be received, how many of them

there will be, and also the day on which the S6-day period ends.
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The Complete Equipment and One of the Signals.

and the day on which the cylinders must be returned to the

ilelivery station. Each maintainer changes about one-fourth of

bis cylinders at a time, and he is given 25 per cent, extra tanks,

so that he can make the changes as may be most convenient.

Five days are allowed between the sending out of the tank from
the freight house and its return to that point.

The empty tanks are all sent to the central station at East
Deerfield, where acetylene gas is made for this and other uses,

headlight and car lighting. The central station belongs to and
is operated by the Commercial Acetylene Company, which
furnished the signal lighting equipment. A "gas car" makes reg-
ular trips to East Deerfield, carrying the gas tanks. In the
charging of the tanks, whatever gas remains in any of them is

left there and added to until the tank is filled to the predetermined
pressure.

The "gas car" carries tanks to the distributing point for each
district, and from this point they go by local freight. From the

freight houses the section men carry them out. as they go to

work in the morning. The cost of distributing the tanks is not
considered a charge against the signal department, as it is done
by the section men with practically no loss of time. Soon after
the empty tanks have been taken off the signals, the section men
pick them up and take them to the freight house. The main-
tainers keep a record of the pressure of each tank when it is

taken off and when it is put on.

The equipments cost about $110, complete, applied to the sig-

nal, and the cost of operation is 2j/$ cents per day per lamp.
Lamps made by Peter Gray & Sons are used. During two
winters through which these lights have been in service not a
single instance of a light blowing out has been recorded.
The installations have been completed between Boston and

Atkinson; Madbury and Biddeford ; Boston and Rigby ; and
South .Ashburnham and Bellows Falls—a total of 228 miles.

Cover Removed Showing the Gages and Attachments.

MuL.\Tos TO PoTosr Railway, Bolivia.—This line, which was
opened to traffic on May IS, 1912, has greatly stimulated the de-

velopment of the mining industry in Potosi and the surrounding
country. At the present time steps are being taken to reopen
mines in Potosi and vicinity and arrangements are being made
for doing considerable work on new prospects. Mining ma-
chinery, tools, and supplies in any quantities can now be quickly

transported to Potosi. The effect on other business in the mining
regions of that vicinity. The effect on other business of the

opening of this railway to traffic has also been that of increased

activity, and this is especially so in regard to the import and ex-

port trade.

Indian R.-wlway's First Qu.\rter.—Returns of all the state

and guaranteed lines for the first quarter of 1912 show that con-

siderable progress is being made in the amount of mileage oper-

ated, earnings per mile, and in aggregate earnings as compared

with last year. To the total mileage of 25,036 in 1911 has been

added 353 miles, while earnings per mile have increased from

$126 to $140. From January 1 to May 4, 1912, the total earn-

ings amounted to $62,624,583, an increase of $6,143,293 over the

corresponding 1911 period. That the present prosperity of In-

dian railways, as a whole, is shared by the systems of southern

India as shown by the fact that, although the mileage of the

Madras & Southern Mahratta Railway remains the same in

1912 as in the preceding year, the earnings of that line for the

period January 1 to March 4, 1912, amounting to $4,157,410,

show an increase of $319,739 over the earnings of the corre-

sponding period of 1911. The South Indian Railway also

shows increasing prosperity, the earnings of that road for the

above-stated interval in 1912 having amounted to $2,956,623, an

increase of $271,993. Surveys for the following railway ex-

tensions in this district have been completed: From Mysore to

Hassam, 74 miles; Rajahmundry to Sironcha, 210 miles; Karai-

kudi to Amtangi, 18 miles; Surmangalam to Salem, 4 miles,

and from Salem to Atur, 33 miles.



WATER TREATMENT AND BOILER TROUBLES.

Recommends the Consideration of Continuous Blowing-Off

and Considers the Cost and Savings Due to Treated Water.

The first part of a paper on this subject presented before the

April meeting of the Western Railway Club by W. A.

Pownall, water engineer of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

related to the usual methods of water treatment by lime

and soda ash. The causes and treatment of boiler troubles

were explained at length, and a by-pass system of water treat-

ment was described and illustrated. This is an automatic

treating plant with no moving parts, and needs attention for

charging only every 24 hours. One of the most interesting parts

of the paper relates to blowing-off boilers, particularly the

amount and cost. Extracts from that portion of the paper are

given below

:

\\ here fully treated water is used and engines are equipped

with a good blow-off arrangement, the boiler, if systematically

blown off, can be kept in good condition and will run indefinitely

without having to wash out. This has been demonstrated by tests

and in practice. One division that has treated water and has

given this matter considerable attention averaged for one year

4,000 miles per washout for all engines on the division.

It is, of course, not advisable to run very far without washing

if the water is not treated fully and continuously enough to

prevent scale accumulation. It is difficult to get out of the

habit of washing engines every two or three trips, but where

treatment is complete and properly looked after there is no

reason for taking the water out of the boiler except through

blowing off and at the stated period when the federal law says

the boiler must be washed.

The mere fact that water has been treated with soda ash does

not make it badly foaming water.

The amount of blowing off that has to be done to keep the

water in the boiler below a foaming point of 200 or 250 parts per

100.000 depends on the amount of water used, the amount of

soda ash used, and the natural alkali in the raw water. Stream

waters in Illinois contain perhaps two parts natural alkali and

are treated with eight parts soda ash (this corresponds to Yz lb.

soda ash per 1.000 gallons), making a total of ten parts alkali

salts per 100,000 in the water as fed to the boiler, so that when
200 = 20 boilers of water are evaporated the water will be at the
10

foaming point, and it will be necessary to either change the water

completely or do enough blowing to prevent concentration rising

over 200; in this case to effect this result it will be necessary to

10
blow away or S per cent, of the water used. At 15,000

gal. water used per 100 miles, this will mean 750 gal., and as a

1^-in. blow-off cock under 200 lbs. pressure will let out about

750
150 gal. per minute, a total blowing of -rpr- =^ five minutes will be

necessan,- to keep the boiler from foaming. A minute's blowing

on heavy power is about 2 in. in the glass, five minutes means 10

in., and this may be done at terminals or on the road.

Passenger engines ordinarily can be blown enough at terminals

to keep them in good condition indefinitely, but freight engines

will have to have more or less blowing done on the road, as well

as at terminals. Where heavy and frequent blowing is necessary

operating conditions do not always permit blowing in time, and

then the engine foams. An instance of this sort is where there

is a continuous upgrade for 150 miles and the water runs high

in alkali necessitating heavy blowing, and about the only time

freight engines can get ahead enough on water to do the blow-

ing is where they stop at stations. Heavier blowing out has to

be done as the total of natural alkali and alkali added as soda ash

is higher, and with waters on some divisions the necessary blow-

ing would more than offset the saving in cost of washouts and

advantage of not holding the engine for washout. When this

limiting condition is reached it will be cheaper to change water

with an occasional washout than to rely entirely on blowing out.

There are worse conditions than this, for some waters will run

so high in alkali that the use of an anti-foaming compound which

raises the foaming point of the water to perhaps 600 parts per

100.000 is necessary for an engine to make even one round trip

without foaming trouble.

The amount of coal wasted at the blow-off cock per one minute

of blowing would be 50 lbs., figuring 150 gal. ^ 1,250 lbs. water

blown out per minute and that 1 lb. of coal will heat 25 lbs. of

water to the temperature of the water leaving the blow-off cock.

With coal at $2 per ton and water at 5 cents per 1,000 gal. this

would amount to $005 per minute for coal and $0.0075 for

water, a total of $0.0575.

There are several objections to the extensive use of the blow-

oft' cock on the road. In passenger service it is impractical to

open the blow-off cock on the road, and in freight service it is

objectionable on account of the heavy drain on the boiler in a

small space of time, whitewashing company property and com-

plaint because of noise and injury to property of people residing

along the line. Where the country is fairly closely populated and

in a number of towns people object so strenuously to the noise

and splash of the blow-off cock that it has been necessary to issue

orders not to use it at these places, the enginemen often find

themselves hard put for an opportunity to blow their boilers.

Blow-off boxes so located at intermediate water stations that

boilers can be blown while taking water relieve the situation

materially, but what promises to help solve the problem is the

use of a blow-off cock witli an opening so restricted that instead

of a large amount of water being let out of the boiler in a short

space of time the blowing goes on continuously for an hour

or more as the condition demands. An opening % in. in diameter

will allow about- 450 gallons or six inches in the glass to leak

away in an hour, and this seems to be a satisfactory size for the

continuous blow-off. Where the necessary blowing per 100 miles

750
is 750 gallons the ]/^-\n. blow-off cock, if kept open =1/^

450

hours, would keep the boiler in good condition without having

to use the main blow-off cock at all. About the only time when
it is impractical to use the %-m. blow-off is when the engine

is working hard upgrade, and taking all the water one injector

will supply; but there is usually plent5' of opportunity over the

division to use it all that is necessary.

The primary purpose of a blow-off cock is to get rid of the

concentrated water in the boiler ; the ^-in. blow-off cock does

this, and an actual test has shown that if properly located it also

carries away a great deal of the suspended lime sludge. A
Pacific type passenger engine with one of these ]/4-m. cocks in

the back corner near the mud ring and with the regular blow-off

cock disconnected, so that it could not be used, made, experi-

mentally. 10.000 miles in fast passenger service without washout

or change of water. The average treatment of the water used

was 54 lb. of soda ash per 1,000 gal. and the average total hardness

was about 28 parts per 100,000 (or 16 grains per gal.), yet when
the boiler was opened for washout it was practically clear of

sludge and had only small deposits of old scale in the side water

legs. The blow-off cock was kept open about two hours over a

150 mile run. Experience has demonstrated that small valves

soon cut out. and the best arrangement is the ordinary IJ^-in.

blow-off cock with a bushing or steel nipple bored out % in. in

diameter.
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The reason for dwelling at such length on the blowing off is

that the success of soda ash treatment in a large measure de-

pends upon it. The use of soda ash increases the foaming tend-

ency of the water, and when the foaming point is reached, if the

water is not gotten rid of through the blow-ofl cock it will de-

part by way of the cylinder and valves, causing heavy use of

oil, dissatisfaction of the enginemen and various machinery

failures.

For every six parts of alkali salts per 100,000 a cent's worth

of coal at $2 per ton will be wasted at the blow-off cock per 1.000

gal. water used, in order to keep the water in the boiler below

the foaming point of 200 parts per 100,000. An example of how

the difference in cost of a bad water and a better available water

can be figured is given below

:

Cost in Cents
per l.OOn Gallons.

<£ij

Water in use 50
Available supply. . 28

Difference in cost pei

3O

6.0
1.5

1,000 gallons—6 cents.

With the better water there would be a saving in cost of soda

ash and coal wasted in blowing off of six cents per 1,000 gal.,

much less blowing would be necessary, and there would be less

liability to boiler troubles if treatment were neglected or stopped

temporarily.

The proper blowing off of boilers where water treated with

soda ash is used is of utmost importance to avoid foaming fail-

ures and excessive use of valve oil, and it is wise to have this

lined up pretty well before starting the soda ash. At terminal

roundhouses there should be a place for blowing off the engine

just before it goes on the clinker pit. and it is also a good plan

to provide a similar arrangement on outgoing track to give en-

ginemen an opportunity to blow off before leaving. The pipe

from the blow-off cocks should be located the same on all en-

gines, and the end of the pipe should be provided with a threaded

nut to enable it to be connected to a steam hose. Then a blow-off

box may be used, or where the noise or steam is objectionable

the boiler may be blown through a hose into a sump. Terminal

blowing may be done by hostlers or at important terminals there

may be one man whose duty it is to blow a full glass of water

from every incoming engine.

RESULTS OF TRE.^iTMENT.

The advantages gained by full and systematic treatment of

water are as follows

:

1. Engine failures due to leaky boilers are reduced to a mini-

mum. On divisions where soda ash treatment has been in use for

several years the records show an average mileage per engine

failure due to leaky flues of 513,000 miles. The total yearly

mileage on these divisions is about 10.000,000, all waters are

treated and most of the engines are heavy power with flues 19

ft. and 21 ft. long.

2. Much less boiler work is needed, mileage of flues between

shopping is materially increased and the cost of boiler repairs is

correspondingly decreased. It is not necessary to shop an engine

for flues before the machinery needs it.

3. Mileage between washings of boiler is increased.

4. There is a saving of fuel due to having the boiler free

from scale. Also a saving of the fuel that heats the water lost

from leaking boilers.

5. Locomotives are not held out of service so much for wash-
mg out and working on boilers.

The disadvantages are the increased foaming tendency of the

treated water and the waste of coal and water in blowing off to

overcome this foaming tendency.

The cost of water treatment can be given fairly closely, but it

IS rather difficult to give in dollars and cents the various savings
due to treatment. Some estimates of these costs and savings are
given here as so much per engine per year.

COST OF TRE.^TMENT.

The average amount of soda ash used per engine per year

on divisions with moderate treatment will be about 1,700 lbs.,

which at a cent a pound will be $17 per engine per year.

Every pound of soda ash used per 1,000 gal. of water increases

tlic alkali salts by 12 parts per 100,000, and when 17 lbs. have been

used the foaming point of 200 parts is reached and water must
be blown out. Therefore for every pound of soda ash used 1/17

of 1,000 gal. of water = approximately 500 lbs. of water must
be wasted at the blow-off cock, and assuming that 1 lb. of coal

heats 25 lbs. of water to the boiling point at 200 lbs. pressure,

it will take 20. lbs. of coal. With coal at $2 per ton this will

cost two cents per pound of soda ash, or $0,02 X 1,700 = $34

per engine per year.

As each pound of soda ash used requires blowing out 1/17

of 1,000 gals, of water, 1,700 lbs. would require blowing out

100,000 gals., which at 5 cents per 1,000 gals, would be $S per

engine per year.

The cost of supervision of treatment, including chemical in-

spection will not amount to over $10 per engine per year and
should decrease as the efiiciency of keeping up the treatment

increases.

Extra labor may be employed at some terminals for blowing
out engines. This charge and the cost of maintaining blow-off

hose at the various clinker-pits will be about $5 per engine

per year.

SAVINGS.

Boiler Repairs.—The saving that can be made in the cost of

boiler repairs will vary for different localities and depends on
the quality' of the waters in use on the division. Where the

waters are bad the heavy boiler work necessary means high

cost of boiler repairs, and water treatment will result in a

much larger saving than on divisions where the waters are of

good quality and the expense of boiler work is ordinarily not

high. An estimate of the average possible saving in the cost

of boiler repairs, running and general, will be $250 per engine

per year. This may be high under some conditions, and low

for others.

Fuel Saving.—There are various estimates as to the amount
of fuel saved by clean flues as compared to flues w-ith scale of

dift'erent thicknesses, and tests of locomotive boilers have shown
a saving of 10 per cent, in clean flues over flues with 1/16 in.

scale. As boilers using untreated waters start out of the shop

clean, and some of the scale is continually cracking off, the

average saving of fuel would probably not be as high as 10 per

cent. It seems as though 3 per cent, is a conservative estimate

and with an average fuel bill of $4,000 per engine per year this

would amount to $120.

Jl'ashing Boilers.—Where waters are properly treated and

engines are equipped with a blow-off pipe in the back water

leg it is practical to run boilers for the month allowed by the

federal law (this is true in general but does not apply to di-

visions where the natural alkali in the water is so high that a

change in water is cheaper than blowing off). If engines re-

ceive ordinarily 40 washouts per year at a cost of $1.50 per wash
or $60 total, two-thirds of this can be saved or $40 a year.

Increased Service.—An engins is out of service due to run-

ning repairs, general repairs and boiler washing probably 15

per cent, of the time or 54 days per year. Some of this is due

to boiler work alone and the decrease in boiler work ought to

cut this down by 10 days. An engine is worth $20 a day when

power is scarce, but as at times of the year engines might not

be needed, though available. It will be fair to estimate this sav-

ing as five days at $20 per day or $100 per engine per year.

Summary.
Cost per Engine fer Year.

Soda ash. 1.700 lbs. at 1 cent per lb $17.00
Coal wasted fdue to blow off), 17 tons at $2.00 ton 34.00
Water wasted. 100.000 gal. at $0.05 per 1,000 5.00
Supervision of treatment 10.00
Blowing at clirker-pit S.OO

Total cost $71.00
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Saznttg per Engine f-cr Year.

Boiler repairs $250.00
Fuel, 3 per cent, of $4,000 120.00
Washing boiler 40.00
Ten days' extra service at $10.00 per day 100.00

Total saving $510.00
Net saving per engine per year 439.00

The above estimate shows a net saving per engine per year

X>i $439, and when multiplied by a large number of engines this

amounts to a great deal of money. Another saving that is not

estimated is the saving in delay to freight and the cost of send-

ing out another engine and crew to haul in a train whose engine

has died on account of leaky flues.

In conclusion, it is necessary in order to prevent boiler

troubles and insure getting results from water treatment to

:

1. Secure the best available supplies.

2. Line up enginemen and terminals to blow off boilers sys-

tematically and sufficiently to keep ahead of foaming troubles.

3. Give all waters containing sulphate hardness the neces-

sary soda ash treatment and provide enough chemical inspec-

tion and general supervision to keep the treatment full and

continuous.

Soda ash treatment has been condemned and abandoned be-

cause of foaming troubles or failure to stop boilers leaking,

and I wish to emphasize the importance of blowing ofif, the

remedy for foaming, and of giving the treatment enough at-

tention to keep it full and uninterrupted. If these things are

•done the treatment will pay large returns and will be well

-worth while.

ILLINOIS COMMISSION REPORT ON BUR-
LINGTON COLLISION AT WESTERN

SPRINGS.

The Railroad & Warehouse Commission of Illinois has made
3)ublic the results of its investigation, on July 23 and 24, of the

rear collision between passenger trains Nos. 2 and 8 on
the Burlington, near \\'estern Springs, 111., about 6 :40 a. m. on

July 14, 1912. Fifteen witnesses were heard, including F. C.

Rice, general inspector of transportation, and J. B. Latimer,

signal engineer, who did not testify at the coroners investi-

gation.

In its report the commission describes the manual block

system which has been in operation for the last 23 years on
the Burlington, between Burlington and Chicago, showing that

it does not call for written orders except on special occasions,

that it provides that operators shall communicate with each

other as to the condition of the block, and that there must al-

waj's be a clear block as to passenger trains. Under the rules

no passenger train must be admitted or allowed to follow any

other train into a block, and no other train is permitted to

follow a passenger train into a block. The only obli-

gation upon the operators is to keep the trains apart, and the

method used for communication between block stations is the

telephone.

The circumstances leading up to the accident are then de-

scribed in detail, the description being based upon practically

the same testimony as was given at the coroner's inquest, and

published on page 174 of the Railway Age Gazette of July 26.

The commission finds that some of the many contributing

causes of this accident reach much farther than the immediate

action of any person directly connected with the several trains

at the time. From a careful study of this and similar disasters

in recent years the commission has decided that the following

are the most important of those underlying causes

:

(1) The demand which the general public makes upon the

railways for through trains that will run from one large city

to another with but few stops and at a rate of speed which

is admitted to be dangerous to the travehng public as well as

to employees.. The public demands the service and appears to

be willing to take the chance, and the railways must respond
in order to hold their patronage and meet competition.

(2) The effect of this same public demand for fast service

upon the government, which, in making its schedules for the

carrying of mail, requires fast schedules and permits its own
employees and those of the railways to run the risks incident

thereto.

(3) The effect of the demands of the public upon the rail-

ways, which has led to the practice of running fast trains very

close together under conditions in which the best equipment

and the best management are not able to prevent accidents if

anything goes wrong.

The commission believes that even though engineers are fully

aware of the rules, they know also that strict compliance with

them would delay the train ; and, following an unwritten rule,

and the general expectations of the officials of the road that

time is to be made if possible they take the risk of running

fast. The flagman, also, understands that if he is back a great

distance when called in he will delay the train, and, in order

to avoid this, he takes a chance in not going back far enough

to insure full protection.

With respect to Rule 99 the commission believes

:

"That this rule should be ampli6ed and enlarged, and that a definite

rule should be made governing the flagman and directing more specifically

what he should do under conditions similar to this case. It would be a

better and a safer rule if the officials of the road, with their much wider

experience than any flagman can possibly have, would determine the mini-

mum distance that the flagman should go back and state specifically the

other precautions he should take."

In calling attention to some of the immediate contributing

causes of this incident the commission states that Mrs. Wilcox,

the operator at \\'estern Springs, did not violate any instruc-

tions or rules, and finds that her misunderstanding as to train

No. 4, while it may have been the first contributing cause of

the accident should not have caused a collision, and of it-

self would not have done so. Five men are found to have

been at fault—the three enginemen who overran the stop sig-

nal; the conductor of train No. 2, who, so far as the records

show, seems to have made no effort to protect his train or to

get authority to proceed; and the flagman, who did not use

due diligence in going back to protect his train.

With respect to accidents in general the report says

:

"While investigations of accidents have heretofore been confined to the

one accident and the immediate cause thereof, no permanent or good results

follow such investigations. It is of little value to the public or assistance

to the road to criticise some one individual for an error in judgment or a

failure to perform a specific duty. These things should not be minimized,

but the time has arrived when we should go much further into these

accidents, determine if possible the real causes, and devise some plan of

operation and protection to prevent them."

The report then takes up the general subject of automatic

and manual signals ; describes in detail the method of operating

between Chicago and Aurora on the Burlington ; and gives

comparative costs of automatic and manual signals, based on

an estimate covering 155 miles of track and showing that the

manual signals cost 60 per cent, more than the automatic to

operate and maintain. These figures are submitted as tend-

ing to show that it was not a matter of expense which caused

the C. B. & Q. to decide to extend its manual block system

in preference to installing an automatic block system.

The argument in favor of the manual block system, that the

presence of the operator has a moral effect on the enginemen

tending to make them more careful and observant, is discussed

and compared with the arguments in favor of automatic signal-

ing. The block signal system on the Burlington is found to

be weak insofar as no distant indications are given at block

entrances. Referring to the fact that there have been so few

collisions on the Burlington the commission says

:

"That the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has had remarkable success in

the operation of its trains under the present block system, especially on the

division between Aurora and Chicago, must be due to the extraordinary
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<]iscipline maintained, the exceptional character ot its employees, and the

close supervision of its officers. Aside from the train accident in question,

it would seem that this company has been free from collisions, not because
it operated its trains under the block system which could not be considered

as being sufficient for the purpose, but in spite of it. Respecting such
changes as can be made in the present block signal system in use in the

shortest time possible, it is our recommendation that distant signals be

intalled in connection with each home signal in order that indication may
be had of the condition of the block in advance. Under certain atmos-

pheric conditions the use of the distant signal is absolutely necessary.

Safety in the operation of the manual block signal might be still further

amplified by the use of lock and block machines as one step, and by the

introduction of track circuit as a second step, but the practicability of this

would depend on many factors."

With reference to the operating rules the commission recom-

mends that no operator be permitted to report a train as hav-

ing cleared his section imless he knows that the train has ad-

vanced to a point in the block ahead far enough away so that

it would be possible to stop a following train running on a

fast schedule without danger of its colliding with the train

in advance. The present rule permits the block operator to say

that a train has passed out of the block when its rear-end

is 150 ft. beyond the block signal.

In reference to accidents in general the commission notes

that the Block Signal and Train Control Board reported in

effect that automatic control of trains was practicable, and pro-

ceeds :

"Considering the volume of traffic handled, and the speed of the trains,

^t seems to us that the human factor should be assisted as much as possible

with automatic appliances that will apply the train brakes automatically

in case of failure to understand, comprehend and obey signal indications.

It will not do for the railways to say off-hand that automatic control of

trains is impracticable when they have made no earnest effort to make use

«f such devices as are available. Such devices are in use on the lines of

the Washington Water Power Co., the Pennsylvania Railroad in New
York City, the Hudson & Manhattan and the Erie, and there is now an
installation on the San Francisco, Oakland & San Jose Railway. It is,

perhaps, too much to say that every automatic stop device on the market
could be made use of without some development in actual service, but it

is apparent that if the railways would use the same energy in developing
automatic control devices, as in the case of automatic couplers, train brakes
and block signals, and make use of their devices, such accidents as occurred
on the line of this road at Western Springs would be practically impossible.

^'Regardless of the character of the block signals in use, provided, of
course, it is a system under which trains can be moved expeditiously, it

is our judgment, that it is incumbent upon such roads as handle traffic

in character and volume similar to that handled by the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy, to make every effort to adopt and make use of, at the earliest

possible moment, devices which shall have for their object the automatic
control of trains in order that employees who man the trains and the

traveling public may be carried in safety." . . . "If a school of in-

struction in relation to the rules, their meaning, and the importance of

carrying them out in detail, also the responsibility of all persons in every
department connected with the operation of railways, was organized by
the several roads, and a reasonable time and opportunity given all em-
ployees, and their attendance required, this, with the hearty co-operation

of both management and employees would, in our judgment, materially

increase the efficiency of the entire service and reduce the number of
-accidents to a minimum.

*'The principle of conservation of lands, waters, forests, and mines,
which has in recent years taken such a hold on the public mind, should
now be extended to the conservation of human life. When the general
public, together with the stockholders, directors, and all railway authorities,

put the conservation of human life first, and the rate of speed second, we
will have taken one long step in advance."

NEW SIGNAL RULES ON THE NEW YORK
CENTRAL.

New Chii-e.\x Railw.w.—Plans for the Chucumata railway

I

have been approved by the Chilean government. Large quantities

of nitrate for export will be shipped to Iquique over this line.

Coal Consumption by Indi.-\n Railways.—The total quantity
of Indian coal consumed by railways during 1911 increased from
3,800,000 tons to 4.220,000 tons; and the amount of foreign coal

consumed by Indian railways decreased from 52,000 tons to

32,000 tons.

Chilean Railway Statistics.—In 1911 there were 1,657 miles
of railways in operation in Chile. The number of passengers
carried over these lines during that year was 10,836.605. and the

number of tons of freiglit transported was 4,489,205. The gross
receipts of the railways in 1911 were $10,548,795.

New rules governing the operation and use of the inter-
locking, block and special signals on the New York Central &
Hudson River, went into effect on February 1. 1912. Both the
rules and the form in which they are published embody some
advanced ideas of special interest. A number of new and im-
portant definitions, a simplified presentation of the signal
aspects and their indications, and a complete rearrangement of
the rules under the various headings are the principal features
of the new rule book.

Among the new definitions is that of the term "caution sig-

nal," which is defined as "a signal indicating proceed with
caution, continue with caution, or proceed at slow speed pre-

pared to stop." This definition clearly expresses the distinction

between this signal and the distant signal—two signals, the
functions of which are often confused, principally on account
of a lack of explicitness in the explanations of their uses.

Under the new rules a distant signal is not a caution signal.

The distant signal means "proceed prepared to stop at the next
signal"—the point of stopping, but not the point of beginning
to stop, being definitely fixed. The caution signal does not fix the

point of stopping, but establishes definitely the point of begin-

ning to proceed with caution, under control, and prepared to

stop—the place of stop being any place short of the train or
condition of the track which has caused the caution signal

to be displayed. A distant signal does not protect a train be-

tween itself and the home signal. No more does a caution sig-

nal signify anything with respect to the signal in advance. A
one-arm three position automatic block signal, with the arm
in the 45-deg. position is a distant signal—it does not give per-

mission to enter an occupied block. This is not essentially

different from the practice on most roads, but it is different

from that on some roads where the hmitations of the distant

signal are not so clearly defined. It is also the correct use of

two terms which are often wrongly used interchangeably, per-

haps on account of the somewhat general impression that all

signals that do not indicate stop or proceed are caution signals.

The definition for "in advance of a signal" is, "the section

of track occupied by a train that has passed the signal"; and
that for "in the rear of a signal" reads, "the section of track

occupied by a train before it passes the signal." These are

the generally accepted meanings of these terms, although liter-

ally speaking, a train that has not yet passed a signal is really

in front of the signal itself. These terms, however, are given

the opposite meanings in the rule book of one of the large

roads in the middle west.

Following the definitions, there are three pages devoted to

types of signals, which include semaphore, disk, pot, ball, and
flag signals of special form. This section contains a picture,

in colors, and a short description, of each of the 12 types.

The signal aspects are not described, as in many rule books.

They are merely named, and the name in each case is the in-

dication. All of the signals that mean the same thing are

grouped together. Thus Figs. 1 to 28, inclusive, have the

caption "Indication—Stop" ; Figs. 29 to 36. inclusive, "Indi-

cation—Stop and Proceed" ; Figs. 37 to 56. inclusive. "Indi-

cation—Proceed" ; etc. There are 19 different indications, and
the section devoted to signal indications contains 24 pages and

130 illustrations of aspects in colors.

The scheme of grouping and naming the aspects, without de-

scribing them, does away with the necessity for a lot of use-

less remembering on the part of the trainmen. They are not

compelled to keep in mind the descriptions of the aspects, but

can put the emphasis on the picture and its meaning. The ex-

aminer will get a quicker response to a question as to what

a picture of an aspect means than to a request for an ex-

planation of the appearance of a signal when it gives a certain
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indication. This is in keeping with what is expected of the

trainmen on their runs, for they do not translate a picture

into words and then act on it, but omitting the intermediate

step, they go instantaneously from the picture to the action

it calls for. The omission of the intermediate step from the

rule book is a decided advance, and helps rather than hinders

the association of the visual image with the indication.

Another noticeable omission is that of the customary refer-

ence to the locations of signals, such, for example, as the state-

ment to the effect that signals are usually located to the right

of or over the tracks they govern. When the rules provide for

certain locations in this manner, a signal in a special location,

such as on the left side of the track where the view on the

right side is obstructed, is usually bulletined. Bulletins such

as these, however, are not in strict accordance with the rule

book, or, at least, are exceptions to it. Their eiifectiveness de-

creases rapidly, and they are usually either destroyed, dis-

regarded, or displaced, within a month or so. But the signal

stands and the rule book still remains in force; and the in-

consistency between the description of the location in the book

and the actual location on the ground is apparent long after the

bulletin is forgotten. The plan of bulleting all locations, and

leaving references to them out of the rule book appears prefer-

able to that of constantly superseding the rule book by special

bulletins covering conditions which it would be impracticable

to make provision for in the book.

Rules 600 to 664, which comprise the fourth section, are gen-

eral signal rules, and include all rules which are common to

interlocking, manual and automatic block, and switch and

special signals, the special rules for each of these being grouped

in the following sections. Some of the general rules are in-

teresting. Rule 615, for example, says:

"Should an improper proceed signal indication be ob-

served, it must be reported on form S. C. 1, and also to

the general superintendent by wire from the first open

telegraph office, and a man must be left at the signal

to notify approaching trains that would be governed by

such a signal of the improper indication, until relieved

by a representative of the signal department or by in-

structions from the superintendent."

This rule covers an improper proceed signal on either track,

and extends to all trains. If the engineman of a mail train,

for example, should see a false clear signal on the opposite

track he would have to stop and leave a man at the signal as

provided by the rule. Rule 627 provides that

:

"The use of block and interlocking signals and the

rules governing same, do not relieve employees in the

train service from the duty of promptly and properly

protecting their train."

Rules 700 to 727 are for interlocking signals; 800 to 850 for

controlled manual block signals ; SOO to 960 for manual block

signals; 1000 to 1010 for automatic block signals; and 1100 to

1 105 for switch and special signals. Rule 1003 reads

:

"On single track, where automatic positive stop sig-

nals have a square-end arm, and at night two lights ar-

ranged vertically are used, a signal indicating stop must

not be passed until a flagman has been sent forward to

protect the train to the next signal in advance."

This rule was put in the book to cover the practice followed

on the only stretch of automatically signaled single track on

the New York Central. This is 2^4 miles long, and lies be-

tween Salina Junction and Syracuse, N. Y., on the Ontario di-

vision. The signals for one direction are all provided with

square-end blades with two lights at night arranged vertically,

and the signals for the other direction have pointed-end blades

and diagonal lights. Under rule 1103 a train stopped by a sig-

nal having a square-end blade may proceed only under flag pro-

tection, but, by Rule 1004, if stopped by a signal having a

pointed-end blade, it may proceed at once but must run cau-

tiously, expecting to find a train, open switch, broken rail, or

other obstruction in the block. This avoids the delay of flag-

,s>ing through the single track block in both directions, as only

one train has to flag, the train in the opposite direction having

but to proceed with caution.

The controlled manual rules comprise 30 of the 96 pages in

the book, and cover existing installations which it is proposed

to replace in the near future by automatic signals. A good many
of the aspects representing signals which are being superseded

will also be eliminated from the rule book within a few years.

On the Grand Central Terminal and the Electric division

a bulletin was issued to explain to the men who use the book
of rules that only a very limited number of the aspects con-

tained in it and a very limited number of the new rules are

required, on account of the fact that practically all of the older

tyjics of signals have been eliminated from that territory.

ROSE OIL COLUMN FOR FILLING TENDER
TANKS.

BY C. S. GREEN.

One of the troublesome features connected with the oil sup-

ply to oil-burning locomotives is the leakage which takes place

at the ordinary oil column or crane, and the Rose oil column

here illustrated has successfully overcome this. It provides a

clean method of handling the oil and was designed and patented

\8'Pipe.Zs'lfng

6Anc/k tb/n

S'ffpe.

I0'3 Lonf

"ik'Pipe

I'Cuf-Chf

•f<^'< roji of/fall

Details of 8-Inch Rose Oil Column.

by W. M. Rose, foreman of water service of the Sacramento

division of the Southern Pacific. The average locomotive oil

tank on this division has a capacity of 2,500 gal., and an average

run of 130 miles uses 1,500 gal. of oil. A barrel of oil contain-

ing 42 gal. now costs 82 cents, and four barrels of oil are equal

to one ton of coal.

The handling of oil from the tank car to the storage tank,
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from the storage tank to the distributing tank and then to the

columns, where the oil is taken on the locomotive at the same

time it takes water, is all done by means of the Rose oil un-

loader and oil column. Spur tracks are provided at the oil sta-

tions and near the middle of these a sump is built which will

hold 1,500 gal. of oil. The reason for this is that after the car

tank valve is open difficulty is sometimes found in closing it;

with this arrangement the oil flow is directed to the sump.

The oil stations are able to handle about 25 cars of oil a day.

In the ordinary California climate it is not necessary to heat the

oil until it reaches the distributing tank, and it is there heated

to about 90 deg., and is then ready for the locomotive supply.

This renders it unnecessary for it to be heated in the loco-

motive tank. The equipment at the oil station consists of a

duplex plunger pump, a 100 h. p. boiler, a 500 gal. water tank

and a 400 gal. oil tank placed near the boiler. The cost of this

equipment of boiler, pump and pump house is $2,000. The large

oil storage tank costs $5,000, and the Rose oil column outfit in

place costs $300.

The oil column is arranged something like a water column,

but it is made of 8 in. vertical pipe with a malleable iron swivel

gland near the top and a 6 in horizontal pipe with an angle valve

at the end. The vertical pipe is embedded in a concrete founda-

tion and has an 8 in. gate valve near the bottom. The particu-

lar feature of this column, which eliminates leakage and waste

of oil. is the telescope spout which is placed under the outlet as

soon as the angle valve is closed. The remaining drip is thus

caught, and is carried down through a 1 in. pipe to a small tank

which is usually a locomotive air reservoir, 24 in. x 41 in., en-

closed in a box directly under thfe surface of the ground. This

tank has three connections, one admitting the oil which leaks

from the column spout, another for a 1 in. pipe connected to

the bottom of the tank and to the vertical oil pipe, and a ^ in.

pipe connected with the compressed air line. When the tank is

nearly filled the 1 in. gate valve in the vertical drip pipe is

closed and the valve connecting to the 8 in. column is open. Air

is then admitted to the tank and the oil is forced from it into

the main column. Usually the compressed air is taken from the

air line of the locomotive which is taking oil.

IMPROVED BLOW-OFF COCK.

At the recent convention of the International Railway Gen-

eral Foremen's Association, at Chicago. J. \V. .Anderson, gen-

eral foreman of the Chicago & North Western, at Boone,

Iowa, directed attention to the excellent results which are be-

ing obtained on that road by the frequent use of blow-off

cocks. One of these is placed on each side at the corner of

Details of Osmer Blow-Off Cock.

the mudring and the engineers have been known to open them

as many as 200 times in 150 miles. The valve is opened just

long enough to blow off the small amount of mud that col-

lects near it.

The air operated blow-off cock, which is shown in the illus-

trations, has been patented by J. E. Osmer, master mechanic

of the Chicago & North Western, at Boone, Iowa, and makes
it possible for the engineer to open several blow-off cocks

simultaneously by operating an air valve in the cab. The
body of the blow-off cock is made in two parts, one of them
being fastened to the boiler by means of the short nipple, and

by a stud, which is tapped into the boiler. The remaining,

and larger portion of the body of the cock, which contains the

air cylinder, is fastened to the other part by means of bolts

and a flat gasket. In the air cylinder are two pistons with

packing rings, connected by a bar or rack which meshes with

the teeth on the drop forged crank shaft. The crank at the

end of the shaft is connected to the bronze slide valve of the

blow-oflf cock by means of a link. The valve may be opened

by allowing air to enter at one end of the air cylinder and

is closed by allowing air to enter the opposite end. The valve

Osmer Pneumatically Operated Blow-Off Cock.

may also be operated by a hand lever on the end of the crank

shaft in case the boiler washers have occasion to open or

close it when emptying or filling the boiler. The air cylinder

of the valve illustrated has an inside diameter of ly^ in., and
has been successfully operated with 90 lbs. of air on a super-

heater locomotive carrying 170 lbs. of steam.

Rolling Stock ox Indi.\n Railways.—During 1911 the addi-

tions made to the rolling stock of Indian railways con-

sisted of 222 locomotives, 1,039 passenger cars and 3,485 freight

cars. Since the first of the year the purchase of 34 loco-

motives, 199 passenger cars and 1,044 freight cars has been

authorized. During 1911, 435 locomotives, 1,131 passenger cars

and 8.002 freight cars were fitted with automatic brakes, bring-

ing the total number so equipped at the close of the year up to

5,713 locomotives, 17,462 passenger cars and 56,721 freight cars.

This compares with 1,702 locomotives, 3,944 passenger cars

and 94,608 freight cars not equipped with automatic brakes.

In the same year 1,324 passenger cars were fitted for gas or

electricity, making the total number so fitted at the close of

the year 17,415, compared with 4,317 not fitted. The number

fitted for gas was 376, and for electricity, 948.



Mmnttnantt txf Wag ^^rtton.

yVTE desire again to call attention to the contest on tools

** used in maintenance of way work, which will close

on August 25, and to emphasize the valuable results which are

possible by an exchange of successful ideas along this im-

portant line. It is not necessary to dwell on the value of good
tools or tools designed for the work being done. Large num-
bers of new tools have been made for special purposes and
modifications of old ones are even more numerous. These
variations from tools in common use may be comparatively

unimportant in themselves, and yet they may be of great total

value in the handling of work. It is not necessary that the

device be new on the division where it is now used for it to

be considered in this contest, provided it is not generally

known and in wide use. Neither is it necessary that the con-

tribution be sent in by the originator of the idea, although

where possible proper credit should be given. The limits of

this contest will include tools used in the track, bridge, water

service and any other branches of the maintenance depart-

ment. We solicit the interest of our readers in this contest,

as we believe it is capable of as valuable results as any recently

conducted in these columns. Prizes of $25 and $15 will be

awarded for the first and second best contributions, while

others accepted and published will be paid for at our space

rates. All contributions for the contest on tools used in main-

tenance of way work should be sent to the Civil Engineering

Editor of the Railu'ay Age Gazette. 417 South Dearborn street,

Chicago, not later than August 25 to be considered by the

judges of the contest.

'T'HE truth of the common statement that the best is the

1 cheapest is somewhat called in question by the discus-

sion of "The Cost of a Treated Tie," published in this issue.

There is very little doubt that in general the cost of treating

ties is a good investment, but in this day of rapid development

of the timber-treating industry the note of caution which

Mr. Burkhalter sounds may not be amiss. He does not pre-

sent arguments against treating ties, but against treating them

unwisely. His table showing the cost of operating a treating

plant and his discussions of the figures in this table bring out

the point that for some species of wood treated in certain ways,

not only is the cost of the treatment lost, but the tie may
be actually injured by such treatment. The opponents of sort-

ing argue that it is impracticable to separate all woods into

small groups which are adapted for the same treatment, and

this practical aspect of the operation of a treating plant cer-

tainly must be given careful consideration. But if sorting is

impracticable it w-ould seem wiser to refuse to take for treat-

ment such ties as are now being treated at a loss by a process

adapted to the majority and which is, therefore, used for all.

The determination of the kinds of ties which are being treated

at a loss involves some study, for, as the article says, "It may
be felt that some ties are not doing very well in the track,

btit there is scarcely ever a doubt as to their superiority

over untreated ties." A study which would analyze the opera-

tion of any given treating plant, as Mr. Burkhalter has done
for an imaginary case, would, no doubt, result in saving the

railway company money in its tie bill.

"T'HE discussions of the Italian track laborer appearing on
* another page are of especial interest to those in charge

of track work in the eastern states, where the larger number of

track laborers is of this nationality. As shown by Mr. Lindsay

in his table, the indications are that this proportion will in-

crease in the states east of the Mississippi river. West of the

nver the Mexicans have recentlv come in in such numbers as

to compete strongly with the Italian. The average Italian is not
a satisfactory laborer, as is plainly brought out in these dis-

cussions. He is naturally quarrelsome, ignorant of the work,
and of the English language, of small stature, and has long
been victimized by the padrones and interpreters. However,
there are many exceptions to this general statement, and where
railways can offer steady employment throughout the year they
are usually able to get together a fairly efficient class of Italians

who gradually become experienced in track work. Occasion-
ally a foreman can be selected from among them, and some un-
usually good men have been secured thus. As the railways
must depend to a large extent on the Italians for track laborers

for many years to come, it is very necessary that serious at-

tention be given to a study of the methods best adapted to se-

cure good results from them. Undoubtedly, a part of the pres-

ent inefficiency of the Italian is a result of the treatment he has
received at the hands of the native foreman. Most foremen
have neither the desire nor the patience to spend any more time
than is absolutely necessary in teaching them their work, and
a spirit of antagonism rather than of co-operation is created. If

the supervisors and foremen will give this subject the attention

it deserves a considerable improvement may be made in this

class of labor.

"PHE relation that the payment of claims for stock killed on
* the tracks bears to the operating expenses of a railway

can best be reaHzed by citing the actual payments made on this

account by two roads. A recent bulletin issued by the general

manager stated that the claims paid by the Chicago Great West-
ern last year amounted to $18,028.84, or an average of $49 per day.

This is equivalent to an annual charge of $12 per mile of Hne.

In a recent issue of the Santa Fe Employees' Magazine, it was
stated that the payments on this account on the Santa Fe for

the fiscal year ended June 30, 1910, w-ere $150,734.06, or" an aver-

age of nearly $15 per mile. Figured on a 6 per cent, basis, this

would require annual interest on a fund of $2,512,234. These
figures include only the actual claims paid. To these should be

added the cost of burying the stock, the expenses of the claim'

department, etc. Many of these accidents occur at highway or

farm grade crossings, and can be prevented only by separating

the grades. However, a large proportion of the claims is di-

rectly traceable to lack of care on the part of locomotive engi-

neers and track employees. The proper maintenance of fences,

gates and cattle guards is an important part of the duties of

section foremen, although frequently not so regarded by the

roadmaster and foreman. The track foreman often considers

work done by him off the immediate track as largely wasted,

not appreciating the importance that the proper care of the

fences bears to railway operation. In making the regular patrol

of the track the condition of the fences, as well as of the track

should be observed by the track walker, and any defects re-

ported promptly to the foreman in charge. The section foreman

can also render much assistance in reducing stock claims by

cultivating a friendly spirit among the farmers living adjacent

to the track and securing their co-operation in maintaining

fences and keeping stock off the right of way. The attitude

of the farmer toward the railway often depends largely on his

relations with the section foreman, w^ho is the representative of the

railway with whom he most frequently comes in contact. A
little time spent in calling the attention of the farmer to the

ways in which he can frequently co-operate in protecting his

stock, and then in seeing that the railway company's fences are

kept in good condition, will be well worth all it costs and the

roadmaster can afford to impress this act upon his subordi-

nates.
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COMMITTEE WORK.

THE extent to which committee work can be carried to

advantage in associations, such as the Roadmasters' and

Maintenance of Way Association and the American Railway,

Bridge and Building Association is a matter of considerable

importance to the association. Successful committee work is

at best difficult to secure, and many times the results are un-

satisfactory. Although each committee is composed of sev-

eral men, the members usually are widely separated in dif-

ferent parts of the country, so that it is impossible for them

to get together to discuss their subject, and the report is usu-

ally prepared by the chairman with little or no help from the

other members. This results in throwing a large amount of

work on the chairman, and the value of the report depends

on his energy and ability. It has been the experience of these

associations that when eight or ten committees are appointed

one or two of the committees usually fail to take any interest

in their work and do not make any reports, so that it becomes

necessar>' for other members of the association to prepare

them in addition to doing their own work in order that any

reports may be presented. Also, the number of subjects is

hmited, which can be taken up by various committees in one

year without duplicating work already done or encroaching

upon the work of other associations.

To overcome these disadvantages it has been suggested that

the number of committees be reduced and the remaining com-

mittees strengthened in personnel and given better subjects.

Addresses by speakers of prominence and recognized author-

ity might be used to fill the gaps left by the elimination of

«orae of the reports. Several mechanical associations have

had experience similar to that of the maintenance associations,

and have adopted this plan with much success. The Road-

masters' Association is moving in this direction this year.

The number of committee reports has been reduced to five,

and they are completed and in print a month in advance of

the convention, a thing which has been impossible in previous

years with the larger number of reports. At least one prom-

inent speaker has been secured to address the next conven-

tion upon a subject closely related to the work of the associa-

tion.

The method of selecting subjects for committee work has

also been discussed recently to a considerable extent, and the

suggestion has been made that a standing committee be ap-

pointed to select topics to be considered during the subsequent

year. In the Bridge and Building Association it has been the

practice to appoint a committee one day to report the fol-

lowing day on the subjects for the next year. This gives too

limited a time to make up the list of subjects. In the case of

the Roadmasters' Association the executive committee meets

some time after the convention to assign subjects. This plan

is open to the objection that the committee cannot organize

immediately following the convention when the interest in the

association's work is at its height. When a committee is ap-

pointed one year to report the following year, ample tirne is

given for careful study of the subject assigned, and a careful

report can be made at the convention.

It has been suggested that a committee composed of mem-

bers from each of the associations in the maintenance of way

field could work to advantage by suggesting subjects to be

considered by the different associations so as to prevent the

overlapping of work that now sometimes occurs. The objects of

the different associations are common, in that they are en-

deavoring to disseminate information concerning the various

branches of the maintenance of way work. There is such a

wide field to be covered that any duplication means a loss of

efficiency and other work must be left undone. The same

problem is being met in the mechanical associations, and there

is some little talk of starting a similar movement in that

field.

DEVELOPING FOREMEN.
'

I
"HE ability to develop capable foremen ranks hardly

1 second in importance among the qualifications of a suc-

cessful supervisor to a thorough knowledge of his work. In

past years when the supply of foremen equalled or exceeded

the demand, the necessity for training men to fill vacancies

was not as great as it is in the present period of transition

from native to foreign foremen. The supervisor who can

detect the one man in a group who has the latent talent neces-

sary to enable him to assume the duties of a foreman, and

who is patient and willing enough to train him for his duties,

is the one who surrounds himself with a capable group of

subordinates.

If the supervisor w'ill only consider for a moment he will

see that time spent in proper attention and instruction now
will lessen his troubles and responsibilities materially in a

few years, for with a reliable body of foremen he can safely

leave attention to many details of track maintenance to them.

While the proportion of native foremen varies largely in dif-

ferent sections of the country, the proportion of them under

supervisors in adjacent territories is as a rule an indication

of the relative abilities of the supervisors to develop foremen.

Men will remain with a supervisor who is a good organizer,

and, in addition, they will gather about one who interests

himself in them and builds up his work through them. Al-

most every supervisor has a few men in his ranks who are

capable of becoming foremen if properly developed. Such men
as these may require patient instruction, but the results that

are obtained in most cases are well worth the time and effort

required.

The personal interest shown by the supervisor in the prog-

ress and welfare of his employees will enlist their best efforts

as in the case of any other class of men. A supervisor of an

eastern road learned recently that one of his foremen was

drinking heavily. Instead of going directly to him and repri-

manding him, he went to another foreman who was an in-

timate friend of this man and suggested that he go to see

him on the following Sunday and have a talk with him. The

result was that the man was persuaded to stop drinking, the

supervisor retained an efficient foreman and the second fore-

man was strongly impressed with the interest the supervisor

took in his men. Again, a supervisor who won a large prize

for improvement in the maintenance of his track divided a

portion of this prize among the foremen directly, and, in ad-

dition, arranged a banquet for them at which the methods of

handling the work during the previous season were discussed.

The result was that he now' has a group of foremen who are

willing to do almost anything he asks, and who give him their

united support. Another supervisor arranged a picnic one

Sunday which all his foremen and their families attended.

Such methods build up the sort of loyalty which is ordinarily

conspicuous in the railway business today by its absence,

and the best maintained track is likely to be found where it

exists. It is an uphill fight at best under present conditions

for a supervisor to build up an organization, and it is, therefore,

well worth his while to pay some attention to developing his

workmen. Attention given to seeing that the company main-

tains the section house in a habitable and comfortable con-

dition, that transportation is furnished the foreman and his

family for occasional trips, that material and tools are sup-

plied the gangs promptly, and that the foreman is given the

support of the supervisor wherever possible, all have their

effect on the men.

That "the best workman is a satisfied workman" is true now

as it always has been, and many supervisors who are loud in

their complaints about the class of labor which they have to

choose from might profitably pause and consider whether they are

getting the best possible results out of the labor which they

have.



THE USE OF MANGANESE IN TRACK WORK.
A Discussion of the Economies Resulting from Its Use
with Reports of Actual Results Secured on Many Roads.

MANGANESE IN TRACK WORK.

As traflfic, the weight of motive power and equipment and

the speed of trains have increased, the wear upon that portion

of the track structure which comes in contact with the moving

trains has also greatly increased. This wear is especially evident

on the outer lails on curves and at switches, frogs and cross-

ings where the continuity of the rails is broken and the ham-

mering action of the equipment is most severe. This action

is so destructive that the high rail on curves frequently has to

be renewed within a few months, and frogs last but a few

weeks. Not only has the wear increased, but with the increase

in traflfic more multiple main tracks and larger yards have been

required, multiplying the number of switches and frogs sub-

ject to this heavy traffic. The labor cost of renewal and the

delays to traffic incident to replacing worn rails or frogs are

Pennsylvania Steel Company's Standard Type of Insert Frog.

greatest on heavy traffic main lines, and these items enter largely

into the cost of maintenance. Such conditions have brought

about a demand for a material for use in these places of heavy

traffic which would give a greater resistance to wear and a life

more nearly equal to that of the adjacent track structure. To
meet this damand several alloy metals have been tried, especially

in rail, with varying degrees of success, but manganese is now
the only one used to any extent in these places of very heavy

wear.

The development in the manufacture and use of manganese

in track work has been very rapid. The first manganese

frogs were m.ade about 15 years ago, and consisted of castings

inserted along the wearing faces of the frog. Until within the

last few vears all manganese used was in the form of castings.

The development in the manufacture of this material has now

Solid Manganese Frog; Indianapolis Frog and Switch Com.
pany's Design.

proceeded so far that the metal can be rolled, and a consider-

able quantity of manganese has been rolled into standard rail

sections.

When the frogs and crossings were first made of this material

much difficulty was experienced with the castings cracking,

especially where there was a change in the size of sections.

Careful study of this type of failure led to the conclusion that

these cracks first developed as a result of the initial strains set

up in the metal during the cooling of the casting and then

opened up later under traffic. Some of the early frogs and cross-

ings put in experimentally failed in this manner and created a

prejudice which has been hard to overcome. This difficulty has

been very largely eliminated in recent years by careful design-

ing of the castings to maintain uniformity of sections and by
further development in the process of manufacture.

MANGANESE FROGS.

Manganese frogs are in use in large numbers and are of two
general types, the solid cast manganese frog and the insert or
hard center frog. The insert frog is used in largest numbers
on main lines, while the solid frogs are used very largely in

terminals and heavy freight yards. The first manganese frogs

were all of the hard center type and the solid frog has come
into general use only with the past few years.

A frog first wears down on the wing rails opposite the point

where the wheels, and especially the tread-worn ones, first strike

the wing rail after passing across the interval in front of the

point. As the wing rails are cut down the point is exposed to

blows from the wheels and is soon broken or worn down. Early
attempts to remedy this condition were directed toward placing

hard steel pieces in recesses opposite the points formed by bend-
mg the wing rails outward. Later manganese castings were
inserted in the wing rails, and this practice was soon followed

by the use of a larger casting, including both wing rail pro-

tectors and the frog point, with another manganese casting for

a riser block or incline back of the frog. In the more recent de-

signs for the ordinary length of frogs the wing rail casting ex-

tends back to include the riser block.

As the process of manufacture of the manganese castings lias

Pennsylvania Steel Company's Type of Insert Crossing.

developed the tendency has been to use larger castings in the in-

sert type of frog, and this has led to the solid cast manganese
frog. With the development in the methods of treatment of

manganese the danger of breakage has largely been eliminated,

while with the decrease in the cost the difTerence between the

cost of the insert and solid types has decreased. In some de-

signs the frogs are now built up with rolled manganese rail

and a cast manganese point bolted together in the usual manner.
The solid manganese frogs differ in their manner of connect-

ing to the main rails, the nature of the connection depending
on the individual designs of the different manufacturers. Some
extend the manganese casting back a sufficient distance to al-

low room for the joint fastenings and provide an offset in the

wings of the castings into which the rails fit directly and are

bolted in place. In other types of solid frogs small sections of

rail with the ends cut and curved to fit the castings are bolted

in and the main rails are fastened to these short sections of

rail. Likewise, with the hard center or insert frogs the detail*

\ary with the individual manufacturer. Some firms bend the

wing rail out without removing any part of the head or base

to insert the castings ; others remove a portion of the surround-

ing wing rail to provide a place for the casting.

While the hard center and solid frogs each have their advo-

cates each type possesses certain advantages over the other.

Because of the greater amount of manganese used the solid frog

is somewhat more expensive than the insert type, although the
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difference has decreased as the processes of manufacture have

developed, until now the ratio of cost of a solid frog to a rail

frog is about three to one and of an insert type frog about

2J4 to one, varying, of course, somewhat with the angle and

design of the frog. The danger of solid frogs cracking has

prejudiced some men against their use because when they crack

there is no surrounding metal to hold them in place. On the

other hand, if the manganese insert in the hard center type

should crack it is held in place by the surrounding rail, and

there is Httle opportunity for the crack to prove dangerous. One
disadvantage with the older design of insert frogs was the

tendency in some cases for the rail to wear away from the man-

ganese at the point of contact. This, however, has been very

largely eliminated in the designs now in use. With the solid

frog the rail buttiiig against it can be turned end for end or

replaced without disturbing the frog. These are, however, com-

parative advantages between the two types of frogs, and do not

relate to their economy as compared with the rail frog.

The relative economy of manganese frogs as compared with

the ordinarj' frog depends on the life of the ordinary frog. A
manganese frog is not economical under all conditions, and

the life of the ordinary frog must be considered. As an ap-

proximate rule some roads consider manganese economical

where the life of the ordinary frog is less than V/i to two years,

although this ratio again depends upon the life of the rail in

that vicinity. There is little economy in the use of a frog which

will outlive the rail, as frogs are usually removed whenever the

rail is relaid. Rather, the tendency should be to provide a track

structure which will appro.ximate the same life. On the other

hand, the shorter the life of the ordinary frog the greater is

the economy of the manganese frog, for aside from the saving

in material, the labor cost of maintenance and renewal and the

delay to traffic when making changes are consequently more ex-

pensive. There are a great many places today where manganese

can be used with economy and the field for its use is extending

Jnsert Type of Crossing Made by the Indianapolis Frog and

Switch Company.

rapidly as the traffic increases with the resulting increased wear

upon the track structure.

In considering manganese, the nature of the traflfic passing

over the frog should be considered. For instance, at a point

where the traffic over one track is much heavier than on the

other, as on a side track seldom used leading out from a busy

main track, it may be necessary to build the frog of manganese

on the heavy traffic side only; in some cases manganese is used

only in the wing rails, it being claimed that as long as the wing

rails stand up there is no opportunity for the point of the frog

to be battered.

The accompanying photographs illustrate types of frogs, cross-

ings and switchpoints of approved designs. While showing in

some details the particular designs of the manufacturers, they

are selected because they are representative of good practice

and not because there are not other makes equally as good, as

designs similar to these are made by a number of prominent

manufacturers.

SERVICE RESULTS WITH M.\NG.\NESE FROGS.

Reports received from about 25 roads which have used man-

ganese most extensively indicate that much economy has re-

Wharton Type of Solid Manganese Crossing.

suited from its use. The following results are taken from in-

formation furnished by these roads;

The Norfolk & Western has now over 200 manganese hard

center frogs in track. Statistics covering 38 rail frogs show

that they lasted an average of 10 months and 18 days; 26 man-

ganese insert frogs under similar conditions lasted an average of

3 years. 1 month and 10 days. One No. 15 frog at the end of

double track lasted two years and eight months, and about

50,000,000 tons passed over it.

Manganese frogs have been used almost exclusively within the

limits of all yards and at the ends of double track on the

Chesapeake & Ohio for about six years. They are largely of the

insert type, although some solid frogs are also used. They are

in service under heavy coal traffic with 50-ton cars. Their life

is found to be from six to eight times that of the ordinary rail

frog under equally hard service.

The Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis has about

1.0 manganese frogs, mainly sohd, of 100 lb. A. S. C. E. section,

111 its tracks, the first one laid being a No. 7 frog placed in the

I rack on July 6. 1907. They are all in tracks carrying heavy

traffic, and none have been removed on account of wear, al-

though quite a number of solid frogs have been removed be-

cause of breakage.

The Chicago & Western Indiana placed a hard center man-

ganese crossing frog in track with three other frogs of common

rail in May. 1908. The three rail frogs were removed in Janu-

ary. 1909, while the built up manganese frog was still in service

when a report was made last fall. At another point on the

same road where the traffic is extremely heavy an insert man-

ganese frog was placed in the track in April, 1909, and while

considerably worn when the report was made it was expected

to last for several months, although, previously, ordinary frogs

wore out within an average of six months.

The Santa Fe installed two No. 9 85-lb. frogs built up of

rolled manganese rail at the north end of the Corwith yard,

Chicago, on April 19. 1909, where the traffic was very heavy.

These frogs are still in service and in first class condition, al-

tliough it is estimated that at least five ordinary frogs would

have been worn out during the time they have been in service.

Two manganese insert frogs were placed in the tracks of the
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Santa Fe at Camden Junction and Carrollton Junction, Mo.,

where the traffic of both the Wabash and the Santa Fe is han-

dled. These frogs have been in service four years and it is

estimated that they are good for two or three years additional

service, although they have now out-worn four or five ordinary

frogs.

On one division of the New York, New Haven & Hartford

hard center frogs were placed in a main line track in Decem-
ber, 1908. They are still in track, and it is estimated that

they are good for two years' further service. Ordinary stiff

Lorain Steel Company's Manganese Tipped Switch Point.

rail frogs in this location had to be replaced every three to six

months. Other manganese frogs on the New Haven have given

similar results.

The Pennsylvania Lines west of Pittsburgh, Northwest sys-

tem, have kept very careful records of manganese and ordinary

frogs. The accompanying table gives a comparison of the life

of manganese or special frogs and of ordinary frogs. To in-

sure a correct comparison, a special frog was in all cases in-

stalled in place of a worn out ordinary frog, of which the first

cost and life were known. This gave the special frog a trial

under the same conditions as the ordinary frog, except so far as

traffic varied from year to year. In many cases the life of the

special frogs has been estimated, as at the date of last report they

were still in service. The interest on the first cost has not been

included in the accompanying table.

Comparison of Lives of Special and Ordinary Frogs on Pennsylvania
Lines—Xorthwest System.

Number of .\verage Life Average Cost
Frogs Compari d. In Mor ths. Pel Month.

{Special anc
Ordinary.) Specia . Ordinary. Special. Ordinary

37 each 50 14 $7.20 $14.61
12 each 53 15 8.64 18.39
15 each 67 13 2.18 4.02
17 each 39 9 6.57 8.20
42 each 48 14 10.16 21.68
3 each 36 12 5.70 9.30

d averages. . . 126 50 13 $7.60 $15.07

33 each 48 14 $4.13 $6.98
29 each 58 15 4.88 7.18
80 each 40 13 3.14 4.45

19 each 48 12 5.94 9.14
46 each 57 15 5.68 9.68

9 each 51 18 2.69 2.91

19 each 34 13 3.40 6.33
13 each 66 14 5.01 5.18

Totals and averages .. . 69 44 14 $4.48 $9.32

Hard center frogs are used throughout the main line and im-

portant branches of the Central of New Jersey, several hundred

being in service. The manganese frogs outlast from eight to

ten ordinary rigid frogs, and experience here indicates that they

will outlast at least two or three spring rail frogs.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern has been using hard

manganese frogs for a number of years on its standard No. 16

turnouts, of which there are a large number. This road

also has one of the old original anvil face type frogs which has

been in service for 12 years at Air Line Junction. Ohio, and is

still in serviceable condition. It is also using manganese frogs

of larger angles, especially No. 8, in yards, and the results indi-

cate that these frogs are lasting about four times as long as

the ordinary frogs.

The Pennsylvania Railroad uses manganese frogs almost ex-
clusively in main lines, and finds that they last from ten to

twenty times as long as a stiff frog of ordinary Bessemer steel.

The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific has kept careful records
of the lives of several manganese frogs which are in service

in busy tracks. The results are shown in the accompanying
table.

Lives of Manganese a ^D Ordinar y Frogs ox THE Rock Island.
Type of manganese frog. . . Cast center Solid cast
Test number 3

28 months
4

23 monthsPresent service of test frog. 56 months 29 months
.-\verage life of standard frog 4 months 4 months 5 months
Number renewals saved. . . . 14 7.25 5.6 6.25
Estimated cost of renewals
and maintenance of stand-
ard frogs for same service $401.10 $207.71 $161.84 $179.06

Cost of test frog installed
and maintained to date.. 140.66

$260.44

102.70 101.30

$60.34

122.50

Net saving to date $105.01 $56.56

As to the present condition of the test frogs in service on the

Rock Island, the point of No. 1 shows considerable wear, but

appearances indicate that it still has the life of two standard

frogs. Nos. 2, 3 and 4 are in excellent condition. These frogs

are all located in busy tracks. The estimated cost of renewals

and maintenance is based on the cost of standard frogs less the

average scrap value. The labor of changing out frogs and the

average cost of maintaining adjacent frogs subjected to the

same service are also considered.

Three manganese frogs placed in the track of the Chicago &
North Western at the old Wells street station, Chicago, three

years ago, are still giving good service, although the life of the

old frogs was only three months. Two of these manganese

frogs show about % in. wear, and the other about S's jn.

Crossing Built of Manganese on Innportant Track and of Com-

mon Rail on Unimportant Track; Indianapolis Frog

and Switch Company's Design.

Material progress has been made recently in the repair of

manganese frogs and crossings by which the life can in many
cases be materially increased. It sometimes happens that a small

piece will chip out and the frog be good otherwise. If left in

that condition the chip will grow until it will become necessary

to remove the frog. The Central of New Jersey and the Read-

ing have recently begun the practice of grinding down frogs

damaged in this way so that a new smooth surface is provided,

in which case the frog will last as long as if it had not been

chipped. Likewise, frogs worn in service are ground down in

the same way and returned to the track, where otherwise they

would require replacement.
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MANC^NESE CROSSl.VGS.

The development in the use of manganese crossings has been

largely similar to that of the frogs. They also have been made
in two types, the insert and solid, and are put out in one, two

or four pieces, according to weight and angle, as with ordinary

crossings. A third type of manganese crossing has been made
within the past two years, with manganese rail inserted in place

of the ordinary rail on those sections subject to heavy wear.

By building up a crossing with manganese rail used only where

it is needed a wide variety of designs is possible, suited to the

local conditions, and very economical results are possible. In

all these designs frequently where a street railway or an im-

portant branch line crosses a heavy traffic main line, only the

main line sections are made of manganese and the others of

ordinary rail. The details of the two types of crossings shown

illustrate generally the construction of the ordinary manganese

crossing.

The Norfolk & Western has about 50 grade crossings, each

with from one to eight sets of manganese crossing frogs. These

frogs have been found to have a life of from two to four time^

as long as the rail frogs. One crossing was in track two years

with about 35,000,000 tons passing over it.

MANGANESE SWITCH POINTS.

The use of manganese switch points is a development of the

last few years, but they are coming into use rapidly where

the life of the ordinary point is short. There are three types

in service. Tn one the switch point is cut off horizontally at

the base of the head for the length of the manganese point and

the manganese rests on the web and also extends down along

the web to the base of the rail, being bolted to the web. In

another design the switch rail is cut off vertically some distance

back of the point and the entire point is made of a manganese

casting which is fastened to the main switch rail either by man-

ganese straps extending along the main rail or by straps ex-

tending forward from the Bessemer rail, the two being solidly

bolted together. The third type is an entire switch point made

of manganese. Each type has its special advantages and good

results are secured in service from each.

As an example of the savings possible by the use of man-

ganese switch points where the wear is severe, the Pennsylvania

installed one, an 18-ft. switch point, at a place where an ordinary

point lasted only one week. The manganese point lasted 31

weeks before requiring renewal, and cost $30 as compared with

$1875 for the 18-ft. ordinary point. At another place a 30-ft.

manganese point lasted nine months and five days where the

maximum life of the ordinary point was one month. In this

case the expense of the 30-ft. manganese point was S45 as com-

pared with $28.30 for the common point.

Manganese switch points are being used extensively and with

excellent results in the new tracks laid in the Grard Central

Terminal, New York, in the Central of New Jersey terminals

at Jersey City, and at a number of other important terminals.

ROLLED MANGANESE RAIL.

The use of manganese for rail has received considerable im-

petus during the past two or three years since it has become

possible to roll this material into rail. Previous to this time,

however, a number of pieces of track w-ere laid experimentally

with cast manganese rail. The use of manganese in rail gives

the same greatly increased wear that is found in crossings, al-

though in some cases difficulty has been experienced in keeping

this in line and surface, as it does not seem to have the desirable

amount of stiffness and seems to yield to unequal bearings more

than does Bessemer rail.

About 1.362 lineal ft. of 85-lb. rail were laid .A.pril 19. 1Q09.

on the high side of a curve at Thompson. Pa., on a division

of the Erie now maintained by the Delaware & Hudson. At

the same time SO-lb. Bessemer and open hearth rail was installed

at the same location for comparison. Both of these latter kinds

of rail were renewed on June 1, 1911, because of their worn

condition, while the manganese rail, with the exception of one
rail which cracked, is still in the track and shows but very little

sign of wear.

The Santa Fe laid 924 ft. of 85-lb. rail on November 26, 1909,

on a 10-deg. curve at the west end of the Mississippi river

bridge. On inspection of this on November 25, 1911, after twa
vears' service, it was found that the low rail had worn off at the

top about one-tenth of an inch, while the high rail had worn off

about one-twentieth of an inch and had worn back on the in-

side corner about one-fifth of an inch. This rail will give at

least two years' additional service, whereas it was necessary to

change out the standard rail on this curve at least once a year.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern has some 8S-lb. man-

Ramapo Manganese Tipped Switch Point.

ganese rail in a track at Buffalo which was laid in -Xpril, 1910.

Late in the summer of 1911 this was reported good for sev-

eral months further service, although Bessemer rail had been

lasting only about six months at this point.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has about 50 tons of

manganese rail on an 8-deg. curve at the east end of the Satula

bridge across the Mississippi under very heavy traffic where

Bessemer rail ordinarily wore out in I'/i years. This man-

ganese rail had been in track about 18 months at the time a

report was made regarding it.

The Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railway, Chicago, has

in track about 175 tons of rolled manganese rail which is laid

on curves varying in radius from ?0 to 1,000 ft. The first of

this rail was placed on a curve of 250-ft. radius about two years

ago. while a large portion of it has been in track for one year.

The traffic over these curves is very heavy and the wear on

the head of the rail is excessive, because of the grinding action

of the motors. In many cases 1,600 trains pass over the curves

per day. In March of this year measurements taken with a

rail-measuring machine to determine the approximate relative

wear of manganese and high carbon open hearth and Bessemer

rail showed that under the same conditions manganese rail was

outwearing the high carbon open hearth rail about four or five

to one and the Bessemer rail eleven to one. In addition to

rolled manganese rail, cast manganese rail is used on the curves

of the L^nion Loop in Chicago, which are of 90 to 120-ft. radius.

This rail has been in service from three to four years, and

from the standpoint of resistance to wear is giving satisfactory

results, although it has been found that the cast manganese

freouentlv breaks and has to be removed.

Chilean Longitudinal Railway.—Rails have met through

the Espino tunnel from the -'\ndean section of the longitudinal

railway in Chile. This tunnel was the key to this railway under-

taking, and the last big tunnel of five to be holed through. The

railway has 43 miles of the .A.bt system running along the spurs

of the Andes. It will open up rich copper and other mineral

deposits, also agricultural valleys. Great difficulties have been

overcome in the carrying out of this work, and the contractors

are ahead of contract time.
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YARDAGE SLIPS FOR SCALING EARTH-
WORK QUANTITIES.

The advantage of being able to scale reasonably accurate

earthwork quantities directly from a profile is generally recog-

nized, and scales have frequently been prepared for this pur-

pose. A narrow strip of profile p;.pcr can be used on which is

plotted to the same scale as the vertical scale on the profile

the yardage values obtained from an ordinary table of level

cuttings. When it is considered, however, that a section having

a 20 ft. base, 20 ft. fill on center line, I'/z'.l side slopes and 3:1

ground slope, has an area of 35 per cent, greater than a level

section of the same base, height and side slopes, it is evident

that results obtained from such a scale are not as accurate as

could be desired. An improved method of preparing yardage

slips to take account of the ground slope has been worked out

by C. A. James, assistant engineer of the Lehigh V^alley at

White Haven, Pa., and has been published in booklet form, in-

cluding a full set of diagrams for plotting slips showing yard-

age per station for any probable roadbed width, any center cut

or fill, any ground slope and for side slopes of ^'.l. 5^:1,

1:1, and I'i:!. The originator of this system says in the

preface to the booklet that a draftsman can make a complete set

of slips for any standard roadbed width in one day, and that

if the plotting is correctly done the quantities read from such

slips win be correct within 3 per cent.

The booklet gives the derivation of a formula for the area

of a sloping section which does not involve trigonometrical

functions and which applies to all sections in w-hich the ground

slope does not intersect the roadbed. This equation consists

of two terms, the first of which represents the total area of a

triangle included between the ground slope and the side slopes

extended above or below the roadbed to their intersection, and

the second the area of the triangle above or below the roadbed.

The difference between these areas is that of the quadrilateral

in the section to be moved. From the theory used in deriving

this equation a relation is established between the center heights

of a sloping section and of a level section of equal area. A
diagram is plotted for each desired value of side slope, which

has a vertical base line along which" are plotted the height of

a level section and the corresponding yardage per station, and

which has lines radiating from the zero point of this scale cor-

responding to various ground slopes and angularly located by

the relation of section heights mentioned above. These radial

lines are graduated to the same scale of height as the vertical

line by means of circular arcs drawn about the zero point of

the vertical scale as a center. Horizontal lines are drawn from

the vertical scale to facilitate the reduction of a sloping sec-

tion height to its equivalent level section height. With each

of these diagrams a fixed scale is used for reading the second

term of the area formula, it being necessary to perform a sub-

traction in each reading of the diagram. From a set of such

diagrams prepared for various side slopes it is possible to de-

termine the yardage per station for any width of roadbed,

height of section, ground slope and side slope, and conversely

the height of section for a given yardage, side slope, ground

slope and roadbed width, provided the ground slope does not

intersect the roadbed. For sections in which this is the case a

special series of diagrams is prepared in w-hich are plotted the

relations of yardage, side slope, ground slope and depth of cut

or fill measured at one extreme edge of the roadbed.

To make a quantity slip for any given roadbed and slopes a

point is first taken as representing grade, and a point is then

located a distance below this grade equal to the center height

of a section in which the ground slope meets the roadbed at one

extreme side. From this point up to a point the same distance

above grade the heights of sections corresponding to yardages

of even hundreds are laid off. To plot the heights of sections

in which the ground line does not intersect the roadbed a point

is first located a distance below grade equal to the height of the

triangle included between the roadbed and the extensions of the

side slopes to their intersection. F'rom this point heights ob-

tained from the diagrams previously plotted, corresponding to

even yardages are laid oflF. This method of plotting makes a scale

which is readily and accurately read. To read the scale, the

zero point is placed on the grade line in a cut or the ground
line in a fill and the yardage per station is read directly opposite

the ground or grade line as the case may be.

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
SINCE JULY 19.

The following articles of special interest to engineers and
maintenance of way men, and to which readers of this section

may wish to refer have appeared in the regular weekly issues of

the Raihuay Age Gazette since July 19:

Yard and Shop Improvements at Boone, Iowa.—A large and modern
division terminal has recently been completed at Boone, Iowa, for the
Chicago & North Western. H. Rettinghouse, division superintendent,
described very fully the yard layout and shops in this terminal in an
illustrated article in the issue of July 26, page 151.

Report of .Annual Inspection of E.xperimental Track on the Gulf, Colo-
rado & Santa Fe.—One of the most important experiments that are being
conducted to determine the comparative value of different types of tie

treatment is that on the Beaumont division of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Fe. An annual inspection of this track is made, and the report shows
all ties removed up to date, with the condition of those still remaining in

track. An abstract of the ninth inspection was published in the issue of

July 26. page 159.

Duluth, Missabe & Northern Improvements at Hibbing, Minn.—The very
dense traffic handled by the D. M. & N. between ore mines on the Missabe
range and the docks at Duluth necessitate very complete yard facilities.

One of the latest yards installed is that serving the group of pits at Hib-
bing, Minn. This yard is described in the issue of July 26, page 166.

The Broken Great Northern Rail.—James E. Howard, engineering physi-

cist of the United States Bureau of Standards, made a very complete
report on the broken rail which caused the wreck of the Great Northern
passenger train near Sharon, N. D., December 30, 1911. His conclusions

were discussed in an editorial in the issue of August 2, page 188.

Construction of the Galveston Causeway.—The building of the new cause-

way to connect the island of Galveston with the mainland, which will pre-

vent tidal waves and storms from breaking the connection with the mainland,

has been watched with a great deal of interest by engineers and the public

gei.erally. The structure is an unusually permanent one, of flat concrete

arches with a protected roadway at each end and a rolling lift bridge in

the middle to allow the passage of boats. The interesting features of the

construction of this causeway were described in an illustrated article in

the issue of August 2, page 194.

Capacity of Upper Lake Ore Docks.

—

A table of capacities and general

dimensions of all ore docks on the upper lakes was published in the issue

of August 2, page. 203.

New Rail Sections.—There is a growing tendency among rail experts to

favor a modified section, and in line with this tendency it is interesting

to note the new section designed by E. C. Carter, chief engineer of the

Chicago & North Western, and which is now being used on that line, and
another section which is being rolled for the Rutland Railroad, which

was designed by Dr. P. H. Dudley of the New York Central Lines. A
description of these sections appeared on page 208 of the issue of August 2.

Ventilation of the Pennsylvania Tunnels at New York City.—The loca-

tion of ventilating fans and the apparatus installed for operating them

were described in an illustrated article on page 212 of the issue of

August 2.

Illinois Central's New Centralia Yards.—The Illinois Central is now
completing a large classification yard at Centralia, 111., in the design of

which considerable care was taken to secure the most efficient layout and

the best profile over the hump. Shelby S. Roberts, division engineer of

construction, who was in charge of the building of this yard, described

the interesting features of design and construction in the issue of August 9,

page 236.

Valuation of Railways in New Jersey.—The methods used and the results

obtained in a recent valuation of the railways in New Jersey were shown

in an article in the issue of August 9, page 243.

West Shore Weehawken Tunnel Ventilation,—A new installation of the

Churchill system of ventilation on the West Shore was fully described in

an illustrated article in the issue of August 9, page 252.

Oruro to Cochamb.\ Railway. Bolivia.—Grading on this line

has been completed on the first section of the line from Cona-

cona to Aguascalientes. and trains will soon be running to the

latter place. -\t Ventanilla canyon active work is being carried

on, all construction work being of a solid and substantial

character.
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THE HABIT OF THINKING.

BY C. CL.\Y,,

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, East Las Vegas. N. M.

James J. Hill was quoted recently as saying that there are

excellent prospects in the railway field for a young man who
shows initiative. Presuming that this is so, are they permit-

ted to show initiative after being employed? Are they allowed

to think? In very few cases. It is a short-sighted poHcy to issue

instructions which cover the minutest detail and leave nothing

for the worker to figure on. The worker in time forgets to

think, becoming less efficient, and, by not figuring on his work,

wastes money for the company. A section foreman who wants

all his work outlined for him before he can do anything always

has poorly maintained track, for he has lost the power of think-

ing out the work for himself.

The trouble is largely with the officers and it exists in all

departments. There is the trainmaster who insists on running

the train he is riding; the master mechanic, who shows the

machinist how it should be done; the general foreman of

bridges, who takes charge of the gang he is visiting ; and the

roadmaster, who runs his district on butterflies. Such methods

practically amount to a threat that a man who shows that he

is capable of thought will be discharged, as no competition is

allowed. Such petty jealousy ought not to exist, but it does. No
officer should let petty jealousy blind him to the fact that the

more the men under him think the more efficient he will be con-

sidered, as he is judged largely by the competence of the men
under him.

If a machinist is not capable of thinking out how a piece of

work should be done, he is not worth while. If a trainman

switches cars in a manner which delays the train, his lack of

thought may mean other delays before the day is over and

increase the cost of operation. If a section foreman has to

have the roadmaster show him every piece of work he has to

do, the gang loses many hours' time waiting for the roadmas-

ter. When a man fails to think and waits for his work to be

laid out for him. he cannot be expected to show initiative in

an emergency. By using the brain constantly a man is better

able to meet an emergency, which in railroading is bound to

arise sooner or later, for his brain will act the quicker from

such use.

The man who is not allowed to think is incapable of econ-

omy in his work. If there was a cheaper and just as effective a

way of doing it, it would never occur to him. The railways want

competent men who will practice economy and need them

badly, but when a vacancy occurs it is difficult to determine

whom to promote because the logical man for the position

has been repressed until he has become a mere cog. I have

heard officials say : "If that man quit tomorrow, I do not know
where I would find a man to take his place." Such men are

not educating the men under them to think, which means that

they themselves are forgetting to think. A man is often only

too willing to become a cog. It is tiring for him to have to

think about his work. Therefore he relies on the other fel-

low and sinks into a lethargy. Take, for instance, the sec-

tion foreman who has unloaded material from the local train

going in one direction for some time. When it is necessary

for material to be unloaded from the local running in the other

direction, he .gets notice and pays little attention to it. He
goes to the wrong end of his section to meet the train he is

used to meeting, and causes a backhaul of material and con-

sequent delay to trains.

In addition to thinking carefully about methods of doing

work, men should cultivate a retentive memory. Do not keep

notes unless absolutely necessary for purposes of record. Learn

to refer to such notes only when necessarj- to verify a state-

ment. The keeping of notes and constantly referring to them

means a loss of time and the more voluminous the notes

the greater the loss. The man who is thinking about his

work should also learn to memorize what he learns. He
should be able to continue his work while answering questions

as to standard specifications of the general information concern-

ing the work.

ROADMASTERS' ASSOCIATION CONVEN-
TION AT BUFFALO.

More than the usual amount of interest is being shown in the

annual convention of the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way
Association which will be held at the Hotel Statler, Buffalo,

September 10-13. The present officers have been very active

in promoting the interests and welfare of the association during

the past year, and the prospects are good for a very profitable

convention. From reports already received it is expected that

the attendance will exceed that of previous conventions. The
exhibit of the Track Supply Association will also be considerably

increased over that of preceding years, over 50 firms having

already signified their intention of being represented. Following

is the program

:

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

Convention called to order, 10 a. m.

Address of welcome by Louis P. Furhman, Mayor of Buffalo.

Address of welcome on behalf of the Buffalo railways by B. M.

McDonald, division engineer. New York Central & Hudson
River.

Address of welcome on behalf of the railway managements of

America by C. S. Mellen, president, New York, New Haven
& Hartford.

Paper by Dr. P. H. Dudley, consulting engineer New York Cen-

tral Lines, on "The Development in the Past Three Decades

of Rail Sections, Higher Standards of Track, Heavier

Equipment, Wheel and Train Loads and Faster Schedules."

Reading of committee reports and general discussion.

Moonlight excursion on Lake Erie.

WEDNESD.AY, SEPTEMBER 11.

Election of officers.

Reading of committee reports and general discussion.

The Lackawanna Steel Company's plant will be visited under the

guidance of Dr. Dudley and other rail experts.

Reading of committee reports and general discussion.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

Reading of committee reports and general discussion.

Installation of officers.

Addresses of supply men in attendance and general discussion.

E\-ENING SESSION.

Banquet by the Track Supply Association for members and

guests of the Track Supply Association and the Roadmasters'

and Maintenance of Way Association. At this banquet the

following will respond to toasts : Hon. W. M. German,

M.P.,K.C., Welland, Ont. ; G. L. Moore, engineer mainte-

nance of way, Lehigh Valley; G. B. Owen, engineer mainte-

nance of way, Erie ; C. H. Stein, engineer maintenance of

way, Central of New Jersey; J. V. Neubert, engineer of

track of New York Central & Hudson River; H. J. Pfeiffer,

engineer maintenance of way. Terminal Railroad Association

of St. Louis ; S. W. Blaiklock, engineer maintenance of

way, Grand Trunk.

On Thursday a trip will be made to Niagara Falls. The elec-

tric power plants, the Ramapo Iron Works and other places

will be visited.

Committee reports will be presented on "Foreign Labor,"

"Stone Ballast from the Crusher to the Track," "How to Secure

Foreman—Organization of Section—Length of Section," "Under

What Department Should Construction Work Be Handled to

Obtain Best and Most Economical Results?" and "New and Im-

proved Appliances."



THE ITALIAN AS A TRACK LABORER.
The Third of a Series of Discussions of the Character-
istics of the Various Types of Maintenance Workcmen.

THE ITALIAN AS A RAILWAY TRACKMAN.

BV C. E. LINDSAY,

Division Engineer, New York Central & Hudson River, Albany, N. Y.

Many railway officials are disposed to give the characteristics

of the railway trackman little consideration, being satisfied if

they can get enough of them to do the work somehow ; but as

the generals of England's armies were recruited on the play-

grounds of Eton, so the tracktnan of today may be the section

foreman, roadmaster or president of tomorrow or the day after,

and it is incumbent on those who plan for the future to give

the subject greater attention. The history of the past 25 years

furnishes many interesting and valuable facts.

According to the statistics of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for the fiscal year 1910 there were then over 44,000

section foremen employed hi the United States with wages aver-

aging $1.99 per day—an average of 18 foremen per 100 miles of

line. There are about 375.000 trackmen with wages averaging

$1.47 per day, or 156 men per 100 miles of line. Notwithstanding

the large increase in miles of track per mile of line, there has

not been a corresponding increase in the number of foremen or

trackmen, so that eventually the number must materially increase,

unless the raihvays are to be allowed to deteriorate, or im-

proved methods of work and a better class of men are to be found.

In 1900 39 per cent, of the grand total of railway employees

were unskilled laborers, whose sole qualifications were physical

health and strength and willingness and ability to perform man-
ual labor. The migration of European races to America's rail-

ways occurred in the following order: German, Irish, Poles,

Swedes, Hungarians, Italians. It is to the latter race that we
in the east specially must give attention as our hope for the future.

Speaking of Italians. General Francis A. Walker said: "They
have none of the inherited tendencies and instincts which make
it comparatively easy to deal with immigration of the older

time." Others have described the Italian immigrant as "under-
fed, ill-grown, diseased, unskilled, illiterate, awkward, quiescent,

lacking in responsibility, with a keen sense of inferiority, and the

lack of ability to take advantage of new circumstances; their

standard of living is low and they do net improve it when they

prosper." Others plainly accuse them of being inexpressibly

squalid and "unspeakably filthy."

"The states of Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, New
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Illinois, with 37 per cent, of the

population of the United States, producing 61 per cent, of the

output of manufacturing and mining and 25 per cent, of agri-

culture, and employing 60 per cent, of the wage earners, attract

and absorb 75 per cent, of the immigration of Italians and Slavs."

It is conceded, too. that it is no longer the strong and inde-

pendent who come, but the weak and incompetent. The greater
portion of the Italian immigrants comes from the south of Italy

and from Sicily. They are almost always farmers who in their

native land have lived in crowded villages and walked back and
forth long distances, being employed by the land owners. Nat-
tirally, on arrival in America, they have crowded into the large
northern seaboard cities, among their own kin, until now the
"Italian quarter" in every large eastern city has well defined
boundaries. They come, indelibly stamped with their agricul-
tural peculiarities and primitive methods. Among themselves
there is a certain amount of "caste,'' the Neapolitan, for instance,

scorning the "little black people" from Sicily. Necessity has
developed frugal habits, and work with his hands for long hours
in the sun has inured the Italian to hardships in America which
he survives in spite of his surroundings and the results of his

•Three articles in the Railway Age Gazette of Tune 21. 1912. page 1568.

fi^yi"'^
The Ilobo as a Track laborer," and four in the issue of July

it, JS12, page 121, discussed "The Negro as a Track Laborer."

ignorance, superstition and heredity. The strongest characteristic

of the Italian is his thrift, which is second only to that of the

Jew, and much is sacrificed to the accumulation of wealth. His
idea of a gentleman is one who does not labor, and his ambition
is to acquire a competency that will enable him ultimately to

attain to that ideal. The home instinct of the Italian is strong

and he will cling tenaciously to his own family and relatives. He
is prTmarily a vegetarian, his principal diet being dry bread, vege-
tables, cereals, greens, cheese and fish, and infrequently the cheap-
est meat chopped up into a stew and highly seasoned with pep-
pers, garlic, mint, onions, etc., with olive oil and peanuts as

delicacies and beer and sour wine as beverages.

The crowded dwelling naturally results in unsanitary condi-

tions and the promiscuous storage of food and clothing in the
same compartment where they "live, move and have their being"
results seriously to their health. The death rate is high, especially

among the children, and they are very susceptible to contagious

diseases. Their clothing is usually of the cheapest grade of cot-

ton in gay, primary colors, with little to suggest the art of the

old Italian masters.

Their great vices are lying, stealing and fighting. They are

primitive in their display of anger, but have a profound respect

for, or rather fear of, law. Their virtues are that with those in

whom they have confidence they are faithful, steady and sober,

social and cordial, essentially honest in paying their debts and
very appreciative of kindness. They are imitative and econom-
ical, and while slow to learn and often persistent in following ac-

customed methods in spite of protest, they may be taught "to

make their heads save their heels" and to do things right.

The men of the second generation are much more apt and
better fitted for work requiring skill, and if not attracted 'Oy the

quick returns and excitement of factory life, become the more
efficient laborers and foremen. Uneducated labor is never effi-

cient, but the Italian is as good as were the ignorant among the

Irish or Germans, and the difficulties the foreman of these older

migrations have had in mastering the Italian or the "sign" lan-

guage has been responsible for much of the prejudice against

the "Dagoes." Failing to convey his instructions in either of

the above languages, the foreman usually resorts to choice and
violent invective and profanity in his own.

One of the objections to the Italian laborer is the large num-
ber of holidays which he feels he must observe. Essentially re-

ligious, he is faithful to this feature of his creed and observes

all the feast and Saint's days, especially the one on July 16. In

addition he celebrates by resting on all occasions of marriage,

death, births, christening, etc. Fond of display, he will join

societies which have gaudy uniforms and parade.

Prior to the laws of the early '80s restricting immigration, the

Italian was the victim of most flagrant extortion and abuse. The
act of Congress of July 4. 1846, was largely responsible for the

padrone system. This act authorized contracts pledging wages
to pay the expenses of immigration, and while it was repealed in

1868, it started the contractors and agents from this country to

Italy who spread broadcast glowing visions of untold wealth, and
inaugurated a system of plunder that to a certain extent exists

today in spite of the most earnest and efficient efforts of city, state

and federal authorities to suppress it. After 1885 the Ameri-
canized Italian of the first importation, shrewder, cleverer and
more unscrupulous than his fellows, improved on the system by

which he was fleeced, and by correspondence with agents in

Italy and by many evasions of the laws, soon had a stream of im-

migrants coming and going and reaped a rich harvest of graft

both ways. The enforcement of the contract labor laws in a

measure changed this, but the Italian comes today with the

knowledge that he can go to the Italian quarter and find employ-
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ment more lucrative than that at home in spite of all the cheat-

ing and extortion.

Some traces of these practices are shown in some of the charges

which disgruntled laborers even today make against their fore-

men, such as charging for jobs and charging commissions on

railway tickets, high rate for board and high prices for provi-

sions, padding payrolls, unjustly discharging, and shipping men

ahead of time and charging rent or board. These are but a few

of the most conspicuous abuses, and through it all the wily pa-

drone advances them cash freely and poses as their benefactor.

Conditions have been greatly improved. While they use the

labor agent, large employers of this class of labor surround him

with certain restrictions. Deductions from payrolls are limited

and safeguarded. Rules and regulations for laborers printed

in both English and Italian help them to defend themselves.

The sale of money books or tickets to men who give orders on

their pay simplifies the book-keeping, and competition among
the labor agents fosters better treatment of the men. The re-

duction of the hours of service and of sundry work, the better

regulation of discipline, the introduction of saving, relief, pen-

sion and insurance plans to which the Italian is eligible, are all

helping to attract and hold the better class of them to the service

as against the allurements of city life.

The following table is indicative of the extent to which the

Italian has entered into railway service on a typical eastern

division and w ill do so in the future

:

Assistant Track-
Foremen. Foremen. . walkers.

Total number 112 62 119
English or .American 38 5 11

German 19 6
Slav 3

Irish 17 8
Italian 38 46 90
Average age 43 32.6 36
Average years in service 18.5 7 8

Oldest 68 55 67
Youngest 26 22 21

Number who read Erglish 105 33 28
Number who write Enelish 104 33 25

Number who talk English 112 57 114
Married 103 41 90

The assistant foreman of today will be the foreman of to-

morrow, and he will be succeeded by the trackwalker. Who will

take his place? The answer depends on the roadmaster or

engineer of today. He must devote a large part of his time

to the selection and instruction of men for these positions. These

things can no longer be left to the section foreman or to the

man's own initiative, nor will correspondence school methods

avail. To be successful the instruction must be personal, care-

ful and persistently applied to the particular needs of the candi-

date. If this is not done there is little hope for a better class

of labor or supervision in the future to meet the increasing de-

mands for efficiency in this most important branch of railway

work.

The supervisor or roadmaster who aims to succeed must de-

vote a large part of his time to close association with the Italian

laborers. If he gets the men direct from the ship through a

labor agency, he should avoid employing an Italian interpreter

or assistant foreman. Unless previously known, such a man

will usually be found to be a fakir and trouble maker who will

sooner or later rule or ruin. It is better to struggle along with

the sign language than to have such a man as a "go-between."

One of the old foremen should be placed in charge, with one

or more older laborers as assistant foremen and pace makers.

The men should be comfortably housed near a supply of water,

preferably a running stream. The supervisor should avoid sep-

arating families or groups. They are clannish, and it is best

to recognize that fact and to let them see that this is done. He
should learn who the leader is in each group and gradually hold

him responsible for the work and for the conduct of the group.

and he can also obtain the influence of the group in restraining an

unwise leader. He should see that the provisions furnished are

clean and wholesome, and regularly and conveniently supplied,

and that the men are not overcharged. The fact that he takes a

personal interest in their welfare makes a strong impression on

Italians.

In teaching them to work his way, he must show them how-

over and over again. He cannot tell them how because they do

not understand his language, or he, theirs. He can be much
more eloquent and e.xpressive with his hands. They will persist

in grasping the hammer handle close to the head, or the left-

handed man will try to shovel where a right-handed man ought

to work, but the foreman or supervisor should be the efficiency

expert and patiently and kindly, but firmly and persistently,

teach him the right and the easy way. Remembering that they

have no mechanical sense, he must teach them the fundamental

principles of the lever, etc., and how to apply their strength to

obtain the greatest result. Some will impatiently scorn such in-

structions, and in such a case a little competitive object lesson

will soon bring good results.

Italians will huddle together and chatter while going through

the motions of working. To get the best results they should be

scattered just enough to enable the foreman to measure the

work of each man or each group, and by judicious competition

stir up a little rivalry. Too widely scattered, they are in great

danger of injury. Many of them are not wilful loafers but

stupid plodders, and these have to be told when they are done,

and w'hat to do next.

In handling rail, the Italian shows to great disadvantage even

after years of experience. If using tongs they will pair up tall

and short, heavy and light and walk on each others' heels or try

to carry at the center of the rail. In picking up rail by hand

there will always be the odd genius who will be on the wrong

side or who will hang on to the rail after all the others have

let go. In throw'ing or dropping rail they all want to give the

word. They never straighten up with the load, but walk doubled

over, possibly thinking to save themselves work by not lifting

it so high. In other forms of concerted effort the Italian par-

ticularly is stupid and needs training. When one of them is in-

jured the whole gang usually quits either through fear or anger

or from a general desire to talk it all over. Often the gang

will seek to punish the ones whom they think responsible. Some-

times they quit and clear out bag and baggage. Nothing but

patient diplomacy and a genuine display of human sympathy and

kindness will be efTective in such a case. The Italian is not

greedy or a schemer, and the "ambulance chaser" usually gets

a cool reception.

If the Italians are not all killed by the Turks, or do not all

emigrate to Africa, they will bear the brunt of the battle for

improvement in America's railways for many years to come, and

it therefore behooves the managements to give greater atten-

tion to the education of its Italian trackmen.

SELECTING FOREMEN ADAPTED TO ITALIANS.

BY FR-\NK M. PATTERSON,

Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago. III.

If the average person who has to do with maintenance of

track is asked to write a discussion on the good Italian laborer,

he will probably be tempted to paraphrase the famous treatise

on "snakes in Ireland" and assert that there are none. One

must be a lover of argument, indeed, who will attempt to prove

to the contrary, and yet we have the Italian as an ever growing

problem, and will probably have him as such for a long time

to come, and it may be well for us to cease our complaints and

cast about for some means to improve this class of labor, with

which at the present time, and under the present conditions,

we cannot do without.

The principal objections to the Italian are inefficiency, both

physical and mental, clannishness, a lack of loyalty to his em-

ployer, and a tendency to shirk by pretending not to understand

the order of the foreman, or when not closely watched. In

addition to these general indictments, complaint is often made

that he is quarrelsome and hard to manage, although so far as

the writer's experience is concerned the responsibility for this

lies as often on one side as on the other.

Granting that all these charges are true, and it must be ad-
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n-iitted that the prosecution has made a strong case, it is very

necessary that we remedy our own lapses and eradicate as far

as may be the faults of the laborers. To accomplish this it

will be necessary to use greater care in the selection both of

the laborer and the foreman who is to direct him. When a

railway buys labor why should it not inspect it as carefully be-

fore delivery as it does anything else it buys? Indeed, as the

cost of labor is one of the heaviest items of track maintenance,

why should not even more attention be paid to selecting labor
_

than is paid to the inspection of much of the materials used by

these laborers? Again, in selecting foremen for certain gangs

why should not the ability of the foreman to handle certain

nationalities be as important as his ability to perform certain

kinds of work? It has long been recognized that the main

qualification of a good foreman is his ability to handle men. If

this be true when the gangs are composed of men capable of

understanding the language spoken by the foreman, and more
or less familiar with the work they have to do, it is much more
important when the orders must be given through an interpreter

to men who are almost totally ignorant of the work before them.

To illustrate what is too often a typical case, one sees a num-
ber of Italians coming to this country through arrangements

which are in violation of the spirit if not the letter of the alien

labor law, reporting to the padrone and being shipped out to some
railway which has put in an order for a certain number of men.

Arriving at the job, and totally ignorant of the details of their

work, they are put in charge of a foreman who could not qualify

as a diplomat, however great may be his ability as a trackman.

Under such conditions it is no wonder that little is accomplished,

and that sooner or later the gang is ''fired," another gang sent

to replace it and the whole sorry business repeated. It would

be bad enough if the only loss in an experience of this kind

were the temper of the foremen and the jobs of the men. But

the damage goes further, and represents a distinct economic

waste to the country at large; for in addition to the loss of his

temper the foreman is apt to lose also his ambition and to be-

come a drone who does his work not because he hopes to excel

in it, but because it is the only thing he can do ; while the track-

men are deterred from becoming good workmen and good citi-

zens. The railway has suffered a loss that is shared alike by

its owners and the public.

The immigrant from the north of Italy is superior in every

way to his compatriot from the south, the Sicilian, and arrange-

ments can often be made with the padrone to furnish the former

class. If the railway has an agent in charge of securing labor

he can usually do this better than if orders are placed indis-

criminately. As far as possible the season's work should be so

planned and materials so furnished that work may begin as early

as the weather will permit, thus enabling a close estimate to be

made of the labor requirements. Gangs may then be recruited

while th6 visible supply of men is large enough to allow of some
discrimination.

The selection of the foreman should be governed by his previ-

ous experience in handling Italian labor, or if he has had no

such experience, by the possession of characteristics that indi-

cate he will be able to handle it successfully. Chief among these

characteristics should be capacity for organization, patience and
firmness. The roadmaster or supervisor can render great help

by practical advice, and should do so at every opportunity.

Above all, the foreman should be impressed with the fact' that

a little time and patience expended in getting the gang started

right will be repaid many times over when the work is in full

swing. Of the two best Italian gangs the writer has known,
one was in charge of a man of Swedish birth, by no means
young, who had been for a number of years a successful fore-

man of English speaking laborers, and the other had for its

foreman a young man of American parentage who had little ex-

perience in charge of extra gangs. Both of these men possessed

in an eminent degree the qualifications previously referred to,

and as a result the work of their gangs stood out in pleasing

contrast to that of other gangs composed of practically the same
class of labor. On the other hand, an instance is known of a

young foreman who had shown marked abihty in charge of

English speaking labor, who was very unsuccessful with Italian

labor, simply because he had not the temperament needed to

handle Italians.

In large gangs it is economy to have plenty of assistant fore-

men, and when one of the laborers shows special aptitude it is

often good policy to select him as an assistant. But care must
be taken to see that he does not abuse his position by graft ana
that factional jealousies are not arousea.

With all the varying degrees of inefficiency found in Italian

gangs they have at least one virtue in common. They can be
depended on to put in full time. In an emergency they lack the

spirit that makes a wreck or a washout a sporting proposition

to the "white" labor, but on the other hand they also lack the

sportive instinct that makes payday a signal for depleted gangs
among the "hoboes."

Of the interpreter the less said the better. In many gangs he
is a necessary evil, but one that should be tolerated so long as

the necessity for him exists. As a rule he is a grafter, and
grafts alike on the railway, the padrone and the laborers as

the opportunity presents itself. In addition, he is often a trouble

maker. For a railway employing large numbers of Italians it

would be a better plan to select a corps of the better class of

laborers and distribute them among the gangs in the dual ca-

pacity of interpreter and assistant foreman. This would make
for better results by furnishing a leader who would be familiar

with the railway's methods and standards and providing an in-

terpreter in whom the foreman might have some confidence.

DIFFICULTIES WITH ITALIANS AS TRACK LABORERS.

BY G. M. WALKER, JR.,

Division Engineer, Kansas City Terminal Railway, Kansas City, Mo.

The Italian laborer as a track man has not proved as suc-

cessful as some other classes of foreign laborers and is far be-

hind the classes used almost entirely by the railways, especially

of the northern states, up to 15 or 20 years ago. His claimish-

ness makes him undependable in emergencies, as the dissatis-

faction or discharge of one man in a gang may cause the entire

gang to quit. The necessity of the work to the company by

which they are employed has no influence with them, for once

they make up their minds to leave, it is impossible to stop them.

Everyone seems to be related to every other one .in a gang, if

not by blood, certainly by religion. They will stand little or no

abuse from their foreman, for however stupid they may seem

about receiving orders in English or a language foreign to

them, they will immediately recognize an oath or abuse of any

kind, no matter in what language it is spoken. Practically all

of them carry concealed weapons of some kind, and they are

not slow to use them when occasion offers.

On the w-ork they keep in bunches, and it is hard to separate

them into small gangs. In work train service, especially, they

are very careless and as a result serious accidents are of fre-

quent occurrence. When they are warned of their danger they

will make no move to get to a place of safety. These accidents

became so serious on at least one road that the Italian laborer

has been barred from it.

Italians nearly always require an interpreter and pay him a

certain amount each month to look after their interests, and

when possible buy all of their provisions, clothing, etc.. from

him. This interpreter is also paid by the railway company as

an assistant foreman, but as a rule he simply transmits the fore-

man's orders to the men. Occasionally an Italian can be found

who makes a good foreman and who can get as much or more

work out of his men than an American foreman can.

Conditional supervision is necessary to prevent grafting be-

tween the interpreters and the foremen in the way of buying

jobs for the men or for the interpreters themselves. Every time

a new job is obtained for the men the interpreter taxes each of
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them at least one dollar. This is quite an incentive for the in-

terpreter to pull his men off from time to time, even though

there are no differences betw^een the men and the company.

The Italian is a fairly good "feeder," his diet being Italian

bread, macaroni, cheese, onions and meat (preferably mutton).

Each man or small group of men, usually composed of members

of one family, does his or its own cooking, except that they do

not make their own bread. If they are not near an Italian bak-

ery they will have their bread shipped in coarse jute bags

where it collects a large' amount of dust and filth. There seems

to be little drunkenness among the Italian laborers, their main

alcoholic beverage being wine.

The amount and quality of the work obtained from the Italian

depends largely on the foreman, as is the case with other classes

of labor. One way to increase the amount of work is to have

other classes of labor in the same gang, but separated from the

Italians. A suggestion by the foreman that the other men are

accomplishing more will frequently stimulate them to greater ac-

tivity. The more intelligent of Italian laborers make fairly good

yard men for the maintenance of switches, crossings, etc.

In general. I would place the Italian laborer as being a fair

average of all the foreign classes of laborers, being above some

and below others ; but on account of his carelessness in looking

out for his personal safety he is more undesirable than almost

any other class.

PECULIARITIES OF ITALIAN TRACK LABORERS.

BY A. SWARTZ,

Formerly Division Engineer, Erie, Huntington, Ind.

The problem of track labor is one of the most serious

confronting the operating officer on practically all railways.

Italian laborers are more generally used on lines east of the

IMissouri river and north of the Ohio than elsewhere. They

present to the maintenance department its greatest study, for they

are as a whole a discontented people.

It is almost impossible to use them in small squads on sections,

for as a rule they are very closely related and will not separate.

In consequence they require employment in gangs usually too

large to be efficient on routine section work. They therefore need

very careful watching, for they are naturally lazy and in large

gangs can more easily shirk their work. Trouble makers are

present in nearly all gangs, and when a foreman tries to weed

them out he is apt to find that they have such a hold on the

gang that the gang will quit unless the supervisor gives in to

them, which immediately leads to more trouble.

Many times the interpreter has a control over the men, and

sometimes he is the trouble maker without it being known by

the man in charge. In many instances instead of helping the

foreman, interpreters hold the men back and tell them not to

do a good day's work.

Italians must of necessity be provided with bunk cars, the

fitting up of which costs from $12 to $20 each. They must be

furnished with fuel, and if coal is not handy they are very

destructive of property which they can use for fuel. They are

uncleanly and need constant watching to enforce cleanliness and

proper maintenance of their camps.

Serious trouble is often caused by the depredations of Italians

on neighboring farms, even though they always disclaim any

such misconduct. They must be given transportation from their

winter homes in the large cities to the site of the work, and when

the work is completed they are usually furnished transportation

back home again.

-•\ great deal of graft is possible, and foremen who are above

this must be selected. If the foremen will accept graft, the men
will only too willingly give it, expecting in return to be allowed

to take life ea.sy and be given time to lay off to visit relatives in

other gangs, to wash their clothes, to stay home when they think

they are sick, etc. In their native country they have such a sys-

tem, and they can see no reason why it should not be so here.

Trouble from this source is growing more acute in this country,

and one way to stop it is to pay the foremen better wages.

Unreliable labor agents cause a great many of the above-

named conditions by reason of their practice of shifting men
from one division or gang to another division or gang. It is

a question whether labor agents are beneficial or detrimental to

a railway. If the agent exacts a fee from the laborers, and

furnishes their supplies, he is under a considerable expense. He
necessarily tacks a large part of this expense to the cost of the

supplies, which causes discontent among the men. Still, because

of his organization, he is able to get more men than the road-

master could get by picking up gangs himself. If one goes to a

number of different labor agents for men he hardly fares any

better than when dealing with one agent exclusively, for if

these agents are to furnish only one or two gangs they rarely

take pains to try and get good men, as one agent may be ex-

pected to do when asked to furnish men for an entire division

or system. If one goes still further and picks up gangs wherever

possible, he is generally better off, for he then deals directly

with the interpreter only, who holds his gang by his personality.

The writer does not mean to convey the idea that all Italians

are alike and no good at all, for there are a great many who
make first-class laborers, especially in large cities where they are

assured of steady work the year around. On main line work
one oftentimes finds gangs that give a fair day's work and who
come back year after year. However, each year there are new
faces in even these gangs, for when they get money enough

they go back to Italy and stay.

Because of their ability to live cheaply Italians can afford to

work for less than American labor and some other classes of

foreigners. However, in the writer's opinion, the railways

would be much better off if they would abandon this class of

labor, generally speaking. Let them raise wages, establish bet-

ter camps, run their own commissaries, have their own labor

bureaus, attract English-speaking people, and track labor condi-

tions are bound to improve and the cost to be reduced.

INSPECTION OF HEAD ROD BOLTS.

The importance of making careful inspections of head rod

bolts to detect and eliminate lost motion in the head rods of

switches is well illustrated by the accompanying photograph

showing two -Vj in. x 3' 4 in. bolts used on 75 and 85 lb. rail

on the Houston and Texas Central. The one on the right is a

new bolt, while the one on the left was put in track in 1902

Worn and New Head Rod Bolts.

or 1903. While inspecting switches the section foreman ob-

served considerable lost motion in the head rod of a switch,,

and on investigation found the bolt worn as shown in the pho-

tograph. Examination of other head rod bolts showed that

practically all of them were in similar condition. The pho-

tograph of the worn bolt shows a shoulder which was taking

all the wear at the time of removal, this shoulder having been

caused by the nut being tightened and the end of the bolt bat-

tered at some previous inspection.
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BRIDGE RENEWALS ON THE PENNSYL-
VANIA LINES WEST.

A number of wooden Howe trusses on the Louisville division

of the Pennsylvania Lines West have been replaced with steel

girder or truss spans during the last few years, and in the work
of replacing these bridges considerable care has been taken to

eliminate the necessity for heavy false work, and also to

economize in the use of work trains by substituting a light main-

tenance derrick car whenever possible. Two examples typical of

the methods used in this work are illustrated herewith.

In the first case, shown in Fig. 1, a 146-ft. 5-in. Howe truss

and three spans of trestle approach were replaced by three deck
girder spans, one 40 ft. long and two 70 ft. long. A spur track

was built immediately south of the old bridge, and from this

track all material used in the work was handled by the derrick

car under its own power. This car is similar to the one de-

scribed in the Railway Age Gaactte of July 21, 1911, and men-
tioned in connection with another bridge renewal problem de-

scribed in the issue of September IS, 1911. The masonry was
first completed and the iron bent for the central girder support

was erected on the new pier. The 40-ft. girder replacing the old

trestle approach was placed in the usual manner. Two addi-

tional floor beams were inserted in each panel of the old truss

and the truss was raised about 20 in., the elevation of the rail

being kept constant by removing the ties and stringers and
spiking the rails directly to the floor beams. The two main
girder spans were assembled and floored on the spur track and

were put in place on two successive Sundays when a period of

SYz hours between trains was available. A yard engine was
brought 10 miles for the purpose of moving the girders. The
rails, floor beams and lateral bracing of the old bridge being re-

moved, the girder spans were lowered into place with jacks, the

track was replaced and the load carried on the girders. False

work was then driven under the Howe truss and it was dis-

mantled and loaded. As shown in the illustration, this false

work was very light, as it carried only the dead weight of the

old truss and was only in place for a short time.

In the second case, shown in Fig. 2, a 160-ft. through truss

was replaced by two half through girder spans, each 80 ft. long.

The delivery of the iron was contracted for in December, mak-
ing it certain that work would be under way during the winter

season when trouble can be expected from running ice and drift.

AH the masonry work was completed during the early fall except

the portion of the abutments under the old through truss. Three

heavy cluster pile bents were driven adjoining the abutments

and the center pier on the down stream side, being anchored to

bed rock and built strong enough to carry the girders under

traffic. A light trestle was erected between these cluster bents

18 ft. from the main track center to center, and a spur with a

capacity of three cars was built north of the bridge, the fill be-

ing widened for the purpose. When the girders were received

the four cars were set on this spur and the girders unloaded
and placed with cribbing and jacks on the new masonry and the

cluster bents. The division derrick car worked on this track

under its own power, placing the floor beams and stringers and
removing the light trestle as it receded. The riveting and floor-

'

ing of the girders were then completed and the fill was widened
south of the bridge so that the main track could be carried

around the old bridge over the new girders. This track was
used at a speed of 10 miles an hour during the dismantling of the

old truss. As the derrick car had the freedom of the old main
line for the dismantling work there was no necessity for the

use of travelers or work trains. The trestle that had been re-

moved from the run-around was driven under the old truss to

support it during dismantling. When the truss had been re-

/e-O'to iaf^Main Track:

fBase of ffail

^=S^^, Stringers 4-S\/8'

Permanenf Pier

^i? n n
_

SecfJon ai-Pier Temporanj Bent

Fig. 2—Method of Supporting Temporary Track at One Side

During Construction.

moved and the bridge seats finished to conform to the masonry
plan, the girders were moved sidewise into place between trains

and the main track restored to its original location. While
this work was under way there were two floods, clearing the

stream of heavy ice, and on neither occasion was there any false

work in the channel to obstruct the flow. This work was done

under the direction of D. B. Johnston, division engineer, to

whom we are indebted for this information.

Patino-Chimore Railway, Bolivia.—A new route for this

line has been recommended from Cochambamba to the Chimore

river, via Sacaba, Tiraque, Pocona. Totora, and the San Mateo

or Ichilo river.

-Howe Truss I46'-S"OJoO.

Fig. 1—Replacing a Howe Truss With Plate Girders.
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A FROG AND SWITCH FOR TEMPORARY
SPUR TRACKS.

The desirability of moving bunk cars for extra gang laborers

at frequent intervals so they can always be located at points con-

venient to the work, and the danger and difficulty involved in

cutting the main track to spur out such cars has led P. J. McAn-
drews, roadmaster on the Chicago & North Western at Belle

Plaine, Iowa, to develop a frog and riser rail switch for a tern-

Switch Set for Spur.

porary spur which can be used without disturbing the main

track. The switch is an adaptation of the Wharton principle

and is made of a standard IS-ft. switchpoint and an outside

riser rail. This riser rail has the base cut away on one side

for about half the length of the rail, so that the head fits against

the head of the track rail close enough to engage the tread of

a car wheel and the end is bent down enough to raise the flange

Main Line Clear.

of a wheel over the head of the'.track rail. In place of a frog

a jumper rail is used which has the base and web cut away for

a length of about 15 in. near the center of the rail and which

is laid over the track rail by turning it across the track, dropping

it and then turning it back into place with the flanges resting on

the flanges of the track rail and the under side of the head rest-

ing on the head of the main rail The jumper rail is bent to

the same curvature as the road's standard 9-deg. turnout, which

is between a No. 6 and a No. 7 frog angle. The cutting and
bending of the jumper rail and the riser rail were handled by

the section gang in the Belle Plaine yard using any available 90-

Ib. secondhand rail. The outside rail can be sufficiently supported

by inserting a tie between every third or fourth track tie, as the

only load that the spur is required to carry is empty cars.

When the spur is spiked into position for use it is very easy to

remove it, if the necessity occurs, by pulling the spikes at one

end of the riser rail and at the switchpoint and at both ends

of the jumper rail. The main track can be cleared in about two
minutes. As the switchpoint and riser rail now in use are left-

handed the set can only be used for lefthand spurs, but by pro-

viding a righthand switchpoint and riser rail and by turning the

jumper rail and the other curved rails around the set can be

used as well for righthand spurs.

EXTRA GANG WORK.*

BY M. G.\ULEY,

Roadmaster, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Argentine, Kan.

I endeavor to give the extra gang work to the section foremen

who remain on the division, and in doing this I feel as though

I give these foremen an advantage in learning how to handle

extra gangs and diff^erent pieces of heavy work. It is the duty

of a roadmaster to be able to go on the ground and handle the

gang for the section foreman and to get the men started right.

Of course where there are a number of extra gangs on a di-

vision, the roadmaster in some cases will have to hire outside

foremen.

I like to use negro laborers for laying, loading and unloading

rail, but for other work, I never gave the matter of adopting

the laborers to the work any consideration. I do not see that

there is any particular diff'erence in any of the foreign labor.

In some gangs of foreign labor there are too many old men
and boys, and if a foreman discharges one of them the whole

gang quits. This is brought about by the interpreter. The
apparent quality of the men depends principally on the ability

of the foreman. If the laborers are full grown, able bodied

men, there is no reason why one nationality will not do as

much work as another, on an average. I much prefer the negro

laborer for handling rail, where the pay is sufficient to keep a

good class of negroes, as it reduces the number of personal in-

juries. Of course it would be much better to have good white

laborers, provided wages could be paid to get a good class of

men.

I do not advocate the policy of assigning a man a certain job

and then permitting him to stand around, only taking care of

that certain job. A great many times in surfacing gangs, the

man that handles the jack virtually does nothing else but run

the jack. The only exceptions that I make are the men that

handle rail tongs, setting in and setting out rail. I always per-

mit these men to rest, as the work is heavy and wears them out.

I find that the less the foreman assigns certain jobs to the

men with the expectation that they will do nothing else but

that certain work, the better off and the better handled the

gang is.

Local Manufacturers on Indian Railways.—Purchases of

car frames and bodies built by Indian firms continued to be

made during 1911 by the Indian State Railways. A government

test house is being built and is nearly completed at Alipur, near

Calcutta, under the superintendence of local manufacturers, with

the object of carrying on mechanical tests of metals and of

cement purchased in the local market for the railways. It is also

intended to have chemical tests performed in this test house.

A government laboratory is also being erected and built at Kah-

mati, on the Bengal-Nagpur Railway, in order to test the steel

rails made for the government railways by the Tata & Sons'

Iron & Steel Works.

•Received in the contest on The Organization of the Extra Gang, which

closed April 25, 1912.



THE COST OF A TREATED TIE.

A Discussion of the Results Secured by the Use of Pre-

servatives with Relation to the Expense of Treatment.

BY D. BURKHALTER,

Superintendent Creosoting Plant, Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, liradford. Pa.

The actual total cost of- a tie to a railway company depends

on its first cost and its life. The factors of first cost of a treated

tie that can be controlled to some extent, at least, by the purchas-

ing company are, (1) the selection of the timber; (2) the degree

of treatment and (3) the type of rail fastening and tieplate. The
amount that can economically be added to the first cost of a tie

to increase its life a given length of time can readily be com-
puted for any case, but it is very difficult to estimate in advance

how long a tie will last or to determine which of the causes of

wear and decay will cause its removal from service. The ties

in track today are actually inferior to the ties of a few years

ago, and as the total amount of money spent annually in the tie

business is about $120,000,000, any small improvement in the

service secured from ties becomes great in the aggregate.

It is very desirable that ties give a uniform life, although such

a condition is far from common. A hard wood switch set usu-

ally shows after a few years that some of the ties are ready to

come out and others show no signs of deterioration. The seri-

ousness of this uneven support for rails and equipment can

only be partially estimated. To obtain a greater uniformity of

life ties should be graded and distributed according to the re-

quirements of the service. Sharp curves should have hard wood

the use of such curves plotted for a given set of conditions it is

possible to show the length of time required for preserving ties

which have been allowed to season for various lengths of time,

and conversely the amount of seasoning needed to allow a tie

to take the preservative treatment in various lengths of time.

Octave Chanute said that sorting according to seasoning was
at least as important as sorting by species. It is, of course,

logical to put all ties in storage until they obtain the same de-

gree of seasoning, but this is oftentimes impossible. In some
climates, and perhaps with some species of ties it is necessary to

treat all the timber at a stage of uniform greenness to prevent
decay starting before the treatment is applied. This, however.'

is purely an emergency measure. There is a much greater risk

in treating green ties on account of the uncertainty as to what'

any particular tie will absorb. The capacity of a retort running

on green ties is decreased tremendously, and if attempts are

made to increase the output they usually result in the securing

of a shell treatment, leaving the inside of the ties saturated with

moisture. There may be water pockets left in the wood and the

distribution of creosote is apt to be uneven, due to the local effect

of heat. .

A record of tie removals is an exact parallel to the experience
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Fig. 1—Curves Showing Relation of Time of Seasoning to Time Required for Treatment.

ties and the best quality of rail fastenings. Tangents with in-

ferior drainage could safely be provided with softer ties, which

naturally absorb a larger amount of preservative, and with

which expensive rail fastenings are not so necessary.

The uniformity of life of ties in service is to some degree in-

creased by the use of preservatives, the porosity of structure,

which, in the untreated state promotes decay, being in the same

degree a measure of the tie's absorption of preservative. There

is a relation between the way ties behave in a treating retort

and the way they last in the track. Roughly speaking, the drier

the tie the more preservative it will absorb and the more preserva-

tive it absorbs the less the chances for its decay. A diagramatic

presentation of this relation is shown in Fig. 1. The hours

of pressure necessary to force into the tie the required amount

of preservative are plotted horizontally to the right of the center

and the months of seasoning are plotted to the left. The vertical

scale represents the loss of weight during seasoning, the dis-

tance between the two horizontal lines corresponding to the en-

tire water content. The horizontal scale of the right hand curve

depends upon the species of timber and the viscosity of the oil,

and the horizontal scale of the left hand curve depends upon the

climate and species of timber. The point which is brought out

by the curves, however, is that greenness impedes treatment to

a very <lisproportionate extent. The curves do not break toward

the vertical very rapidly until they pass the half dry stage. By

table of an insurance company which is compiled with a care

commensurate with the money involved, the calculations being

not theories, as might be supposed, but products of the best

mathematical skill. In Fig. 2 is plotted a typical mortality curve

taken from a table of the British Actuaries' Society based on

100,000 healthy males over 10 years of age. It should be noted

that the causes of death in this table are not only old age, but

occupational diseases and hazards of all kinds. Each sinuosity

in the line indicates some hazard which is particularly active

at a certain period in life. Such a curve is exactly similar to 'a

plot of the number of ties removed from a track each year. The
question is often asked as to the average length of life of a tie

if decay were the only destructive agent and as to how great are

the deviations from the average due to the natural difference

in vitality among individuals. In the same figure on the ordinate

of 70 years a probability curve is plotted which indicates how
a cur\x of the deaths due to old age alone would appear. Ac-

cording to this theoretical curve the greatest number of deaths

occur at the average length of life of the species and the variation

from this average is known as the "measure of precision" of

this probability curve which is commonly used in the method

of least squares. Its equation is y = k e — h' x=. the variables

in this equation when applied to the life of ties being deter-

mined by the species of timber and the process of treatmerrt.

Hardwood timber usually grows in a "mixed stand." and hence
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the value of "the measure of precision" for such woods would be

large. Conifers usually grow in a "pure stand," so that their

individual variation from the average is much less. In the case

of ties, destruction from decay alone is exceptional and the

theoretical cur\'e is always modified by physical conditions sur-

rounding the ties in the track. Sinuosities appear in the curve

due, for instance, to curvature, ballast, tieplates, equipment loads

and standards of maintenance. Some actual curves plotted from

yearly tie removals are shown in Fig. 3. Such records are very

incomplete, and at present show signs of becoming more so,

apparently owing to a lack of confidence in their value. Com-

plete records of a thousand ties of one kind in a test track would

no doubt give valuable pointers if "weak sisters" are put in

to show how far weakness can be allowed. But the results ob-

tained from such a small number could hardly be used as in-

dicative of general conditions. The curve plotted is taken from

removals on the French Eastern Railway as printed in Bulletin

41 of the Bureau of Forestry on The Seasoning of Timber. It

was prepared to indicate the great success of the treatment of

a relatively low grade timber, beech, as compared with a very

high grade, Roumanian oak. Such curves are usually plotted in

per cent, of total removals and the curve for oak has been re-

plotted to show the number of removals each year. The prac-

tice of plotting these curves in per cent, of the total removals

is bound to give a smooth curve, even if the removals in a

given year drop to zero, owing to fiscal emergencies or the am-

bition' of the officers to make a showing. Such a plot, there-

fore, is of less value than one showing ties removed each year,

the scrap value and the waste incident to a change of position

of the ties at that time.

In Fig. 4 is shown a curve of annual cost which is the amount

that would have to be paid into a sinking fund to realize at

interest $1 plus interest at 5 per cent, at any given year. This

curve is ver\' steep at the beginning, gradually becoming hori-

zontal after 25 or 30 years, and it is this increasing steepness

in the early years which so dearly penalizes early failures. The

rate of saving increases with a decrease in the interest rate, but

the amount increases with the rate. The slope of the curve

Actual and Theoretical Mortality Curves.

because its shape does not lend itself to the proper discovery

of its characteristics. Irregularities in this curve should tell

a definite storj', perhaps of spike kilhng or poor original in-

spection. The curve for untreated oak plainly shows an "in-

fant mortaUty" hump of, let us suppose, sappy sticks. Such
humps represent a large loss of capital before any measurable

return has been made, the seriousness of which will be more
clearly brought out in discussing annual charges.

It has been suggested that ties be "renewed to face." This

amounts to the application of the Osier theorem to ties. The
relative cost of such a decision would be immediately questioned

and the choice of the proper number of years' service to be

taken from the ties and the value of the scrap material and

wastage would be hard to decide. By the use of a tie mortality

curve an interesting solution can be obtained, since it is pos-

sible by erecting an ordinate on any proposed number of years

to determine the value of the remaining life and estimate both

accounts for the fact that the annual charge calculated on the

average life of a number of ties is different from that composed

of separate calculations for the lot removed each year.

In order to show the results in dollars and cents of various

ways of operating a treating plant. Table 5 has been prepared,

including the output of a retort for one month. The assumed

performance of ties in the retort is taken from everyday experi-

ence. The assumed life of the ties in track would be correct

for some parts of the country. It is desired to show the under-

lying principle and the accuracy of any particular figure is not

so important. The ordinary treating retort holds 500 ties, or

about two carloads, and the monthly output of the cylinder is

taken at 80 runs, or 40,000 ties. As there are usually more than

one kind of hardwood and a few soft wood ties in each car,

some of which are well seasoned, and others recently cut, the

assumed lot of ties is di\'ided into seven classes and numbered

for convenience in reference. The same seven classes are used
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in considering untreated ties. The treatment is assumed to be

one gallon per cubic foot, the creosote costing eight cents a gal-

lon, weighing 8.883 lbs. per gal., and having a specific gravity

of 1.0657. These figures are moderate, the specific gravity being

a little high for green ties. The cost of the untreated tie is

assumed at 45 cents, the cost of putting in track at 20 cents,

and treating charges are estimated at five cents plus the cost

of creosote. It is assumed that the cost of handling is saved

by running the ties into the retort from road cars.

On the assumptions made as to the life of the untreated tics
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the total number of tie-years obtained from these ties is 244,-

800, an average life of 6.12 years. The annual charge for a tie

costing 65 cents and having a life of 6.12 years, as shown on the

annua! charge curve is 12 cents, and, if the ties taken out each

year are figured separately this charge would be 13.74 cents.

The total number of tie-years obtained from the 40,000 treated

ties on the assumptions made is 566,670, giving an average life

of 14.18 years, or an annual charge of 9.67 cents figured on the

average, or 10.18 cents figuring each year separately. The aver-

age cost of the treated ties is S6.64 cents in the track. For
each class of ties the number removed each year is assumed
according to the theoretical mortahty curve. For instance in

group 5, untreated, which has an average of six years, the 8,000

ties are assumed to be removed 500 the fourth year, 1,000 the

fifth, 5,000 the sixth, 1,000 the seventh and 500 the eighth. The
annual charge on the ties taken out each year is computed by

multiplying the number of ties by the cost of one tie in track,

and that by the figure for that year taken from the annual charge

curve. From these figures is obtained the total annual charge on
all the ties in each group, both treated and untreated. By di-

viding this total by the number of ties in the group or in the

whole retort the average annual charge per tie is obtained.

From the annual charges for each Group of treated ties it is

seen that the charges on the soft maple in Group No. 1 is the

highest. This is due to the fact that these ties have been treated

beyond their mechanical life. The wood being soft absorbs 70
lbs. of creosote, but this treatment is not effective in prolonging

the service of the tie beyond the average of seven years, which
is determined by mechanical wear. About 45 lbs. too much
creosote under the assumed conditions are being used in each
tie, meaning a monthly loss of over $300. The difference in the

value of hard maple, green and half dry, is very clearly shown
in the figures for Groups 2 and 3, the annual charge when
the wood is green, being almost twice as great as when it has

been allowed to season. The loss in treating the ties of Group
4 is apparent since no greater life is obtained for treatment

than before. A fact, however, which is not quite so apparent,

but which is well known to treating men, is that the 12 lbs. put

into the very green red oak ties produces very little penetration

and the enclosed water tends to increase the liability to decay. The
half dry timber classed as group 5 makes a much better showing,

but on the assumptions made there is still a loss of about $1,000

as compared with the ties in Group 6. The old red oak in Group
7 takes too much creosote for an economical treatment, each tie

getting an excess of about one gallon, which means a monthly

waste of $64. If the ties in Group 2 were a little drier,

and those in Group 6 a little greener, the output would re-

main the same and the average amount of creosote absorbed

would remain the same, but the waste of creosote, due to the

fact that the ties in Group 2 were absorbing too much, and in
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Group 6 not enough creosote would exceed $15 a charge. The
life of the ties in Group 6 on this assumption would slump

to about nine years, increasing the annual charge to a figure

about equal to that of the untreated tie. In many cases results

due to causes of this kind are not brought directly home to the

treating plant because of the failure to date all ties. It may be

felt that some ties are not doing very well in the track, but

there is scarcely ever a doubt as to their superiority over un-

treated ties.

On the basis of the average life of untreated ties, 6.12 years,

and the annual charge on such ties of about 13 cents, it may be

concluded by reference to the annual charge curve that a treated
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tie costing about one dollar in the track must reach a life of

more than 10 years to show any economy over the untreated

tie. This length of life brings most ties about to the end of

their mechanical life unless an effective remedy is appHed in

the form of a properly designed tieplate. If such tieplates

cost 25 cents a pair and the expense is all charged to preser-

vation, the length of life necessary to show economy for the tie

plated treated tie is increased to about 13 years, and the small

profits of mediocre preservation are practically wiped out. If.

however, by the proper handling of the treating process the aver-

STUDYING THE SECTION FOREMAN.*

BY E. R. LEWIS,

Assistant to the General Manager, Duluth. South Shore, Bay City & At-
lantic, Duluth, Minn.

The decision of men to enter and continue in railway service

depends on many conditions. Other conditions being equal, a

laborer will naturally market his labor where he will receive

the highest pay. These other conditions of railway service must

be such as to outweigh the percentage by which manufacturers

gf;;sVwoJd;;;:;;.-;;;:;;:;;;:;:;:::so£,^iapie
Condition ^^,7,

No. ties in retort "-'

No. ties run per month SUO

Cost of untreated tie in track $.65

Yrs. Ties.

Assumed removal of ties from track^

by years.

lie years

Average life—Ye

2 100
3 600
4 100

r
" 2,400

"

3

Yrs. Dollars.

2 34.97
Annual charges on ties removed cachJ 3 173.21

year. 4 13.32

Total annual charge—Dollars 226.50

Annual charge per tie—Cents 28.3

Lbs. creosote absorbed per tie 70

Cost of treatment per tie, 5 cts., plus

creosote—Cents 68

Cost of treated tie in track $1.33

Yrs. Ties,

r 6 250

,

'7 "366
Assumed removal of ties from track J g 250

by years.
]

lie years

Average life—Years

Annual charges on ties removed
year.

Total annual charge $185.83

Annual charge per tie—Cents 23.23

*Average from total tie years. **.'\verage obt:

tFigured on total number of ties treated. **'

TABLE 5.

2 3 4 5 6 7

Hard Maple Hard Maple Red Oak Red Oak Red Oak Red Oak Average.
Half Dry Green Very Green Half Dry Dry Old

80 10 10 100 280 10

6,400 800 800 8,000 22,400 SCO

Untreated.

$.65 $.65 $.65 $.65 $.65 $.65 $.65

Yrs. Ties. Yrs. Ties. Yrs. Ties. Yrs. Ties. Yrs. Ties. Yrs. Tics.
4 200

...' 4 500 5 2,000
5 1,000 6 4,150

3 1,500 2 250 4 250 6 5,000 7 9,700 6 250
4 3,400 3 300 5 300 7 1,000 8 4,150 7 300

5 1,500 4 250 6 250 8 500 9 2,000 8 250
10 200

25,600 2,400 4,000 48,000 156,800 5,600

4 3 5 6 7 7 6.12*

Yrs. Dollars. Yrs. Dollars. Yrs. Dollars. Yrs. Dollars. Yrs. Dollars. Yrs. Dollars.
4 36.64

4 91.60 5 300.00

3 358.02 2 87.42 4 45.80 5 150.00 6 589.26 6 32.25
4 622.88 3 71.60 5 45.00 6 610.50 7 1,088.34 7 33.66

5 225.00 4 45.80 6 32.25 7 112.20 8 417.49 8 25.15
8 50.30 9 182.80

10 16.82

1,205.90 204.82 123.05 1,014.60 2,631.35 91.06

18.8 25.6 15.38 12.68 11.74 ( •••12I59 j

Treated.

35 18 12 22 30 40

36.5 21.2 15.8 24.8 32 41

$1,015 $.862 $.808 $.898 $.97 $1.06 $.966t

Yrs. Ties. Yrs. Ties. Yrs. Ties. Yrs. Ties. Yrs. Ties. Yrs. Ties.

10 450 4 250 4 250 10 800 13 900
11 750 11 1.500 14 3,000
12 1,000 5 300 5 300 12 2,000 15 5,000 17 250
13 1,200 6 250 6 250 13 1,700 16 6,000 18 300
14 1.500 14 1,500 17 5,000 19 250
15 1,000 15 500 18 2,000
16 500 19 500

84,350 4,000 4.000 99,120 355,200 14,400

13.18 5 5 . 12.39 15.86 18 14.18*

Yrs. Dollars. Yrs. Dollars. Yrs. Dollars. Yrs. Dollars. Yrs. Dollars. Yrs. Dollars.

10 50.13 13 92.79
11 91.50 10 93.04 14 294.00
12 113.10 4 62.00 4 56.95 11 161.85 15 468.00 17 23.57
13 129.60 5 60.27 5 55.95 12 201.20 16 528.00 18 27.15
14 153.75 6 42.85 6 39.80 13 162.35 17 426.50 19 22.00
15 98.10 14 136.05 18 165.80
16 46.75 15 43.40 19 40.25

$682.93 $165.12 $152.70 $797.89 $2,015.34 $72.72

10.67 20.64 19.08 9.97 9.00 9.09 { '9;67"»

aired from calculating charges on each class separately.
Average obtained by using average life.

5,600

7

i. Dolla:

6 65.50
7 68.88
8 51.45

age life is increased to 16 years without appreciably increasing

the initial expense, the annual charge drops Syi cents on each

tie, a clear saving of $1,400 for every month the retort is run.

C.-^nTon-Hankow Railw.'W, Chin.'\.—The Kwangtung Mer-

cantile Administration of the Yuet-Han Railway Company, a

corporation of merchants, was organized with the assistance of

the provincial government about six years ago to take over the

Canton.:Hanko\v Railway as originally projected. Its capital

was $19,500,000. It was formed to construct that portion of the

Canton-Hankow system which lies in the province of Kwang-
tung. the portions of this system in Hupeh province south of

the Yangtze and in Hunan province being in the control of

provincial companies organized to construct the lines therein.

'

The shares in the Kwangtung company were placed at $2.50

each, and it was agreed, and has materially been adhered to,

that only stockholders would be employed in building and

operating the line.

overbid the railways in the wage scale. Generally speaking, the

railways of this country never have, and probably never can,

pay as high wages for labor as do industrial concerns. In

the good old days of transcontinental railway construction

there was little competition among employers for the services

of the laborer, or the foreman, but these conditions have vastly

altered. During each season of commercial activity, labor is

now invariably at a premium. Manufacturers and others offer

high wages, short hours and many other inducements which

draw laborers away from the railways. It is from the ranks of

the young married men that we must look for the foremen of

the future. An increase of only one cent a day will induce an

unmarried man to change jobs.

The track laborer becomes a foreman through successive pro-

motions from common laborer to section laborer, best man and

assistant foreman. Track maintenance is a trade, necessitat-

ing preparation by the apprentice, the same as is required of

Received in the Contest on The Section Foreman Problem, which closed

March 25. 1912.
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any other class of railway work. The common laborer must
serve at least twelve months before he is competent to do
the work of a section laborer. The section laborer cannot hope

to become best man inside of a year, and a similar term is a

minimum apprenticeship for the best man and the assistant

foreman. Few foremen attain that position in less than five

years.

The responsibilities of the foreinan are heavier and more
continuous than those of the engineman or trainman. The
foreman must be able not only to perform more physical labor

than any man in his gang and do it more steadily, but he is re-

quired to send to headquarters some 20 different kinds of re-

ports each month, to the total average number of thirty-five,

beside telegrams concerning any unusual happenings on his

territory. This clerical work begins each day when his track

labor ends.

He is timekeeper for himself and his men. He is responsi-

ble for the safety of the tracks, switches, waterways, crossings

and in many cases for switch and semaphore lamps on his sec-

tion. He is responsible for track repairs and for emergency
repairs to telegraph lines, bridges and culverts, signals and in-

terlocking; for the safe conduct of his men and car over main
tracks without any safeguard in the way of train orders. He
must know the time of arrival and departure of all regular

trains and whether or not they are running late, timing his

work accordingly. He must be as familiar with the flagging

rules as are the trainmen and enginemen. He must effectively

police the campany's property against all acts of trespass and
vandalism without any real police power. He is responsible for

the proper care and appearance of the permanent way and the

fences enclosing it. He must deal as the company's representa-

tive with adjacent property owners. He has more than a

liundred other duties to be found in detail in the rule books.

It is not surprising then that employers of section men and
foremen are often perplexed in the attempt to select foremen
capable of filling all these diversified requirements.

But there are ways of getting and keeping good men and
of compensating them in addition to the money consideration.

Exact justice is a prime factor in dealing with men. Men
prefer to labor fpr small pay and exact justice, rather than

for liberal pay and scant consideration. More trouble is

;iverted by wise handling of men than by increase in wages.

Men must be studied, taught and led, not driven. To lead a

man to make a suggestion of a way to accomplish a certain

result which is in accordance with the employer's wish, is

vastly better than to give that man a peremptory order to do
the same thing. If he suggests it, he is in favor of it ; if you
order it, he most naturally opposes it, at least in his own
mind. An entire organization may be quietly and sytematically

awakened by personal suggestion till the efficiency is doubled.

The foreman naturally looks to his superior officer for that

friendly co-operation which duty well done deserves. It is of

advantage for roadmasters or other employers of section labor

to be with men and foremen during examination for vision

and hearing as well as when they are called as witnesses in

lawsuits. A word of encouragement at such times gives confi-

dence to the employee and relieves the feeling of fear of the

antagonism which he feels sure lurks somewhere within the

recesses of the examiner's car or behind the lawyer's desk.

Foremen and laborers must be kept at their own work ex-

clusively in order to accomplish best that which is expected of

them. There is no labor on a railway so expensive as section

labor off the section doing odd jobs. Every hour's labor

taken from track work is lost forever. It must be done daily,

hourly, steadily, to get the requisite benefit within the sea-

son's limits.

Colonization is a strong factor in the retention of men. The
railway company which builds its own cottages, each within its

own dooryard ; which keeps its laborers and foremen together

in their own little community in each town; which charges

nominal rents and keeps its houses in systematic good repair.

is pretty sure to have an efficient and contented force. Instead
of being scattered and difficult of mobilization in case of
emergency, they are all where they may be called by one
telephone message.

The maintenance of a certain fixed number of section men
and foremen the year round at a constant rate of pay is of im-
mense advantage to any road. If section men are hired in

spring and discharged before winter sets in, while those who
remain during the winter months receive reduced wages, the

results cannot but be poor as compared with steady pay and
full gangs the year round. Moreover, the reduction of men
and wages is false economy. The money "saved" is spent many
times over during the winter for the inferior service rendered
by temporary laborers hired on the spur of the moment when
some blizzard threatens to tie up traffic. Out at knees and el-

bows, poorly clad and worse shod, linused to exposure and
with no further interest than the coming of the friendly dark-
ness which insures the receipt of a time check, these men shirk,

and make more trouble than their work is worth. One good
steady laborer, acquainted with the section and the work re-

quired, is worth six green hands, whom the section foreman
must continually watch to keep them from being run down by
cars. It is even better to reduce the wages to make a flat

all-year rate than to have one rate for summer and another for

winter.

The su[iply of plenty of good tools and material goes far to-

ward holding foremen. Every division should have its own
blacksmiths and its own repair shops, where tools and materials

may be promptly and properly overhauled and repaired or altered.

A very potent factor in the retention of section foremen is

the wise arrangement of their work. A distribution of men
to obtain double patrol duty with little expense consists in

having the assistant foreman live at the opposite end of the

section from the foreman. The assistant walks from his home
till he meets the gang in the morning. He walks" home from
any place on the section where work is finished at night. He
inspects the track each way and reports its condition to the

foreman after each trip.

Sharp differentiation should be observed between the differ-

ent grades of service, and several grades should be maintained

in order that each man may have something to- strive for

which is not too far beyond his early reach. Thus each man's

interest is held and each succeeding year holds its promise of

promotion for merit. The disciplining of foremen should re-

ceive the most serious consideration. Observation of the se-

niority is of advantage to the disciplinarian. The older man
should have preference over the younger in service.

The pass privilege, wisely administered, in- progressive steps,

is much appreciated by all employees and rarely abused. A la-

borer should be required to work continuously for, say, six to

twelve months, before being granted transportation once a

year over the home territory'. Later he may be considered eli-

gible for system passes, then passes over foreign roads and

finally for passes for the members of his family, if regulations

permit.

It is necessary that increases in expenditures for wages

which are incompatible with the financial resources and the

economic necessities of the property, should be prevented.

However, an employing officer with $1,500 to spend for labor

and authority to pay all laborers $1.50 may find it impossible

to hire 1,000 men at that rate on account of varying condi-

tions in the labor markets. At the same time, he might, if al-

lowed to vary his wage scale, get 1,050 laborers for $1,500

by paying 800 men $1.25 each in country districts and 250 men

$2 each for city work. Could not any employing officer save

his company money if given an annual or monthly lump sum

estimated to cover the total expenditures for labor, with the

partial pri\'ilege of spending it to the best advantage? The

pension system is a boon to the aged and a factor in retention

of the employee.

There is little in the idea that the railway laborer is dete-
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riorating. Why should not the European or the Asiatic de-

velop into a first-class foreman under proper training? When
he learns our language, when he understands American ways

and knows the rules of the game, the foreigner, with his old-

world training, often outstrips his American competitor. A
certain percentage of the foreign laborers is worth cultivation

and education. The fault lies largely with the unobserving

or impatient employer.

DIAGONAL OR HORIZONTAL CROSS-
BRACES FOR TRESTLE BRIDGES.

BY R. P. BLACK,

Engineer Maintenance of Way, Kanawha & Michigan, Charleston, W. Va.

In the maintenance of wooden trestle bridges, the greatest

trouble is to keep the bridge and track in good alinement. This

is successfully accomplished with single deck trestle bridges, by

putting on diagonal braces erected horizontally between the caps

Eleyafion ofBent

Diagonal op Cross-Brace for Timber Trestles.

of each bent, beginning at the end cap and continuing to the

other end.

These diagonal or cross horizontal braces are shown on the

accompanying plan of a trestle bridge. A 6 in. x 8 in. piece of

timber is used, either of white oak or yellow pine of proper

length to reach diagonally across from cap to cap, one brace

being above the other. The caps are dapped or notched to re-

ceive the end of the brace, and in addition to this a lag screw

or bolt is put in to securely hold the brace to the cap, and to

further stiffen the brace. Each pair of braces are bolted together

where they cross at the center. The stringers are securely fas-

tened by drift bolts to the caps, and the ties are also fastened

by lag screws to the stringers. Where it is necessary to skew
the bents on account of the angle of the road or creek over

which the bridge is built, combined with an alinement of sharp

curvature, this system of bracing has been found to be very

successful in keeping the track in good alinement. All that is

necessary in addition is to place good cross braces vertically

across each bent. One advantage of this system of bracing is

that the space between bents is left entirely free from obstruc-

tions, thereby lessening the trouble from the lodging of drift.

It will be noted that practically this same plan is followed out

in the bracing and stiffening up of floor beams and stringers of

steel girder or truss bridges.

COST OF ROCK BALLAST.

The following figures of the actual cost of putting stone ballast

under track are of interest to track men as illustrating what can

be done in this work with a good organization, where attention

has been given to a careful planning of details. This work was

done on a heavy traffic line where it was necessary to pass a

large number of trains daily, the total raise amounting to about

10 in.

Number of yards 58,883
Digging out, unloading, putting under and dressing up $7,763.40

Labor cost, per yard $0.1318

Stone, 58,883 cu. yds $30,619.16
Digging out, unloading, putting under and dressing up 7,763.40
Engine service 2,385.00
Stone inspection 222.00

Total $40,989.56
Cost per yard $0,696

Putting in 9,310 ties, putting on 8,400 tieplates, gaging $893.76
Cost per tie $0,096

THE SECTION FOREMEN PROBLEM*

BY B. M. HUDSON,

Trinity & Brazos Valley. Teague, Tex.

In the past section foremen were drawn largely from con-

struction forces, and as construction work decreased good sec-

tion foremen became more scarce. In the future, all foremen

should be promoted from track laborers, and to get better fore-

men, track labor will first have to be improved. Salaries must

be increased, living conditions improved ; steady positions created

for a stated number of men, and the officers must keep in closer

touch with the men. An increase in salary alone will not do, as is

shown by the history of organized labor. Salaries of organized

bodies have been increased from time to time and efficiency, if

anything, is going back. Very few roads are furnishing desir-

able living quarters and keeping them up. The present practice

of cutting section labor every time business drops off drives track

labor away from the roads, for only making a bare living they

must look for new employment as soon as they are laid off, and

finding other employment they never return to the railway.

Again foreigners have to te imported, and to fit them for pro-

motion is slow and expensive; yet in making promotions nation-

ality should not be considered, efficiency alone should govern.

Officers can best get in touch with their men by the appointment

of a board of efficiency with as many roadmasters as possible on

it, for track labor being the weakest place in the machine it

will require the most attention. Efficiency can be improved to

justify an increase in salaries and money spent on improvement

of living conditions.

March 25, 1912.
the Contest on The Section Foreman Problem, which closed
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A MOUNTED CRAB FOR HANDLING
BRIDGE MATERIAL*

BY S. C. TANNER,

Master Carpenter, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md.

The mounted hoist or crab greatly reduces labor, and will

more than double the amount of bridge timber handled in a day.

In renewing bridges or parts of same, three men with this hoist

can handle any timber commonly used, picking it up on shore

and delivering it on the bridge. The largest timber I have han-

dled in this way was a piece of 12 in. x 12 in. x 57 ft. long,

white oak, used for a batter post in a framed trestle. This stick

Side Elevation.

A Mounted Crab for Handling Bridge Material.

of timber was picked up in the middle with a double purchase

on the hoist and pushed out to place. After the truck was
chained to the track, the timber was slacked into place as easy

as if it were handled with a steam crane.

One will note from the plan that the hoist is so arranged

that it will move forward, or backward across the railway track

on a truck specially designed with top and bottom rails made
fast to the truck. The car is also arranged with gearing, so

that when the load has been hoisted to clear the bridge, the

transverse gear is thrown into the hoist gear by the movement
of a lever. One turn of the hoist gear moves the hoist and its

•Received in the contest on Bridge Kinks, which closed June 25, 1912.

load across the truck, balancing the load and preventing it from
turning over while being lowered into place. The back part of
the truck should be chained or clamped to the track, after which,
by slacking the hoist one turn, the transverse gear moves the

hoist and its load forward until the boom reaches out over the
end of the ties, at which time the transverse gear can be thrown
out of gear and the tnnber slacked into place easily and with-
out danger.

I have handled heavy iron bridge work, also stone work, with
this hoist, and find that three men can do more work of this

kind in a day with it than eight men can do by hand, and with
less labor.

EFFICIENT USE OF THE EXTRA GANG.*

BY F. M. PATTERSON,

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago, 111.

To the roadmaster who in addition to his routine mainte-
nance work must take care of extensive renewals of rail and
ballast, the extra gang is at once a necessity and a curse, for

he must deal with a very inferior class of labor in his efforts

to use the extra gang to the best advantage.

In organizing gangs for the season's work care should be taken

to see that the same gang is kept at the same kind of work and
foremen should be selected, not only for their ability to handle
men, but for their fitness for the work the gang is to do. The
size of the gang can be regulated to give a maximum of ef-

ficiency, and there is thereby gained a great saving in tools.

The selection of gangs as to nationality for various kinds of

work must be guided by the experience of the roadmaster. It

would be interesting and instructive to know just what kind of
work the various nationalities are best fitted for, but the road-

master's knowledge is often limited to two or three classes.

For the work involving the higher order of intelligence the

"hobo" laborer is perhaps the best if the foreman in charge can

handle it, and about the worst if he cannot.

The efficiency of a gang depends to a very large extent on its

foreman. Generally it will be found best to select as foreman
some section foreman who is known to possess the proper quali-

fications, and to give his section in the meantime to some young
man who has shown promise of ability as a section foreman.

This will furnish an incentive to the men in the ranks as well

as supply for the extra gang a foreman in whom the road-

master has confidence.

Where the gang is large it will be economy to have enough
assistant foremen to see that the men keep at work, and the

plan of having each gang perform only one kind of labor during

the season will enable one to organize the gang into squads, there-

by familiarizing the men with the work and employing the as-

sistant foremen to the best advantage. Anyone who has watched

a large gang at work under a single man will soon realize that

the time lost in "soldiering" would pay for several assistants.

The assistant foremen should be young, vigorous and intelli-

gent men who have shown aptitude for track work. In this

way the extra gang can be used as a training school for pro-

spective section foremen.

In deciding on the track work to be done by the extra gang

it should be made a rule never to use it where the section gang

can do the work, for it is safe to assert that the work is never

.so thoroughly done by the extra gang. This is natural, for the

ability of the gang is too often gaged by the quantity of its

output, rather than its quality and the foreman is striving to

cover ground as rapidly as possible, usually at the expense of

thoroughness. This tendency is most strongly marked in ballast-

ing, and slackness in tamping often enables a gang to show big

records, leaving a lot cf work behind them for the section forces.

On the other hand, work that does not pertain strictly to the

track, such as rebuilding fence, mowing right of way, ditching

•Received in the contest on The Organization of the Extra Gang, whick
closed April 25, 1912.
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and- similar odd jobs usually can be done more economically by

extra gangs, if there is enough of such work to keep the gangs

busy.

The program for the season's campaign should be so planned

that the work will be done in the proper order, and so as not

to interfere with, or. undo, what has been done by another gang.

Work should be started as early as possible in the spring with

the idea of having most of it out of the way before the intense

heat of the summer, thus giving- the section forces plenty ot

time to put the track in first class condition for the winter. The

most efficient work can be done in the comparatively cool weather

before midsummer, and in many parts of the country the de-

mand for harvest labor, with its relatively high pay, renders it

impossible to keep gangs recruited to their proper size during

the harvesting season.

The boarding cars furnished for the men should be comfort-

able and capable of sheltering their occupants from cold and

-wet, for men engaged in hard labor should not have their

strength impaired by exposure during their hours for rest.

"Proper sanitary conditions must be' rigidly enforced and every

facility furnished for their maintenance.

A PROBLEM IN TURNOUTS.

BY W. J. FAUTH,

Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago, III.

The solution of an interesting problem which arose in mak-

ing plans for special frog and switch work is here presented.

A one to 11 turnout with a special spring rail frog w-as to be

placed on the outside of an II deg. 30 min. curve. The radius

of main track, frog angle, switch angle, gage of track and heel

He^l o/i>r!h:h

AC'b *_radius ofmain line

+ i 3°3^

AB'O 'radiiAS offumoi/f
cunre -J 3<i^

AD'm 'heel spmad

//

Frog Problem for Turnout on Outside of 11 Deg., 30 Min. Curve.

spread of switch, were given and the problem was to determine

the radius of the turnout, and the chord A A'.

The stock rail was to be placed on the outside of the turn-

out and standard switch points used, to be curved in the field

to make an unbroken curve on the main Hne. In order to do

this and maintain the standard spread at the heel of the switch

the stock rail had to be curved to the same. radius as the main

track up to the heel of switch. The curves being equal the

angle between the tangents to the curves at the heel of switch

was equal to the switch angle. The formula derived below is

applicable, however, whether this is equal to the switch angle
or not.

In the figure the side C B is common to triangles A C B
and A' C B.

In the triangle A C B, angle BAG, and side A C are known.
Dividing this triangle into right triangles we find that

k = b sin. B A C
n = b COS. A C

and p = c — n = c — b cos. BAG
a= = p= 4- 15=

Therefore
a' = (c — b cos. B A O' -1- (b sin. B A C)»
= c= — 2 c b COS. B A C -t- (b cos. B A C)' -f- (b sin. B A C)"
- (c — 2 b cos. B A C) -f b= (cos.» B A C -(- sin.' B A C)

Therefor
Sin.» B A C -1- Cos.' B A C

! A C) -f- b'
s. B A C

In the triangle A' B C, by the same reasoning we have,

a' = c'" -(- h" — 2 b'c' cos. B A' C
The side "a" being common to both triangles we have,

c' + b» — 2 be COS. B A C = c" + b'2 — 2 b'c' cos. B A' C
Now, ni = gage — heel spread at A' = A' D

and. b

Substituting,
' -)- b= — 2 be COS. B A C = (c -t-

- 2 be COS. B A C =
Transposing,

- 2 be COS. B A C -f 2 be cos. 1

m=— 2 mb cos. B A' C

= c -I- m
)J + b= — 2 b cos. B A' C (c -I- m)

-^ m= — 2 be cos. B A' C — 2 mb cos. B A' C

A' C 2 cm =

2 [b (cos. BA'C—tos. BAC)—m] 2 [m—b (cos. BA'C—cos. BAG)]
To find the chord A A'

:

In the triangle A C B, angle BAC and sides b and c being

known, find angle C B A. In the triangle A' C B, by the same
process, find angle C B A'. The difference between these angles

C B A and C B A' is A B A', the central angle of the long

radius or turnout curve.

The central angle A C A' of the short radius curve is equal

to A B A' + B A C — B A' C
The chord can then be found with the regular formula

C = 2 R sin. Vi triangle.

EMPLOYING AN ASSISTANT FOREMAN.*

BY EDG.VR W. WALSH,

Roidraaster, Company N. W., Ironwood, Mich.

The wages paid for section labor are too low to induce intel-

ligent young ni.en to take up this occupation for a life work. An
experienced section laborer receives the same rate of pay as

the inexperienced man, and when he has served his apprentice-

ship his wages as a foreman are about the same as a laborer

without responsibility at some other occupation.

The Union Pacific has adopted a system of education for its

employees which is a very good step towards qualifying section

men for more responsible positions. This is available not only

among the native employees, but foreign laborers as well. The
Chicago & North Western has practiced a plan of appointing a

limited number of student foremen on each division, which plan

has provided a sufficient number of foremen in the past. How-
ever, as native labor is getting scarce and foreign labor is being

installed more and more, it will be necessary to adopt some plan

of educating foreign laborers to take positions ot responsibility.

Each section should have at least one experienced and com-

petent English-speaking man, all the year round, who can look

after the work of flag trains, as a section foreman cannot leave

his crew to look after other parts of his track, or to flag a traiji

when the men do not know what to do, or how to do their work.

Such a man as this earns more for the company than the inex-

perienced man. and should be taken care of in a way to retain

him in the service, as these are the men we must look to for our

future supply of foremen.

Yacubl\ to Santa Cruz Railway, Bolivia.—An official sur-

vey of this line has been commenced.



^tttJ^ral N^tt>0 ^^ction.
The Senate has voted to put off until December the hearing

of the impeachment charges against Judge Archbald.

The Agents' Association of the Southern Railway held its

annual meeting at Chattanooga, Tenn., August 6, 7 and 8. The
president of the association is T. L. Hill, of Birmingham.

The Industrial Accident Commission, a body established by
the legislature of Pennsylvania, has published a draft of a work-
men's compensation act which has been drawn for presentation

to the lawmakers of that state.

The government has begun suit in the federal court at

Philadelphia against the Central of New Jersey on charges of

violating the hours of service law in requiring telegraphers to

work 12 hour periods at Easton, Pa.

Committees devoted to the starting and prosecution of a "Safety
First" campaign have been formed on the Cincinnati, Hamilton
& Dayton. The business will be managed in the same way as

on the lines of the parent company, the Baltimore & Ohio.

The shops of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, at Cleburne,

Tex., were badly damaged by fire August 12; loss, $250,000.

The reports say that an oil tank was set afire by a lighted

candle in the hands of one of the workmen. This workman
was fatally injured.

The Hudson & Manhattan has been granted an extension of

time by the New York Public Service Commission, First dis-

trict, to April 28, 1914, in which to begin construction of the

proposed extension from Thirty-third street and Sixth avenue,

New York City, to the Grand Central station.

A bill has been introduced in Congress (H. R. 26,135) to re-

quire all road locomotives to be equipped with high power
headlights. The bill is very brief. It was introduced by Rep-
resentative Pickett, of Iowa, and there is a clause providing

that it shall go into efifect six months after its passage.

According to a press despatch from Binghamton, William H.
Schroeder, the enginemau of train No. 11, which was in the

collision at Corning, N. Y., July 4, has sued the proprietors of

the Literary Digest for $50,000 damages because of a statement

printed in that paper to the effect that Schroeder was responsible

for the wreck.

The Missouri Pacific announces that the hospitals throughout

the company's system have been turned over to the management
of a board of nine managers, to be controlled by the employees.

The company has large hospitals at St. Louis, Kansas City and
Little Rock, and some facilities at 30 other points. The chief

surgeon of the road, Dr. Paul F. Vasterling, is to be chairman

of the board of managers.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered the Western Union
Telegraph Company to remove from the railway company's

right of way all its poles and wires. This is the outcome of

negotiations and litigation begun many months since. The offi-

cers of the telegraph company say that they are waiting for a

decision from the court. The present contract between the rail-

way and the telegraph company expires August 17.

The Chicago Union Transfer Railway has been sold to the

Chicago & Western Indiana. This sale consummates the plan

providing for the joint ownership and operation by fourteen of

the principal Chicago roads of the Belt Railway of Chicago.

The Chicago & Western -Indiana will probably increase the

capital of the Belt Railway and lease to it the property it has

just acquired, when equal shares of its stock will be taken by

the roads who are not already joint owners of the Belt line.

The details of this plan were fully outlined in the Railway

Age Gazette of March 22, page 693.

With the aim of securing an appropriation from Congress

for an immigrant station at Chicago, the directors of the

Illinois Central have addressed the House committee on ap-

propriations at Washington. The directors, urging the "neces-

sity for a more adequate government surveillance of our im-

migrant traffic, particularly at the interior distributing points,

respectfully request that favorable consideration be given by

the committee on appropriations of the House of Representa-

tives to House roll No. 21,220, introduced by Congressman
Sabath of Illinois, entitled: 'A Bill to Extend the Power of
the Commissioner of General Immigration, Subject to the
Approval of the Secretary of Commerce and Labor.' Large
numbers of immigrants arrive at and depart from the Illinois

Central station in Chicago each year and the information
which we have obtained with reference to the handling of
these immigrants prompts us to make this recommendation."

Max H. C. Brombacher, an efficiency engineer of New
York City, who for the past six or seven months has been on
a tour of investigation of the railway shops of England and
the continent, having special reference to shop management,
equipment and the cost of maintaining cars and locomotives,
has returned to this country and is preparing a report for the
Interstate Commerce Commission. The large amount of sta-

tistical data which was collected and w^hich must be tabulated
will probably delay the completion of the report until near the
end of the year. Mr. Brombacher visited the principal shops-
and headquarters of the railways in England, Switzerland,
France, Grand Duchies of Baden and Hessen-Darmstadt and
the kingdoms of Bavaria, Prussia, Saxony, Wurtembergh and
the Austrian Empire and was given .every opportunity to make
the observations he desired. He reports that incidentally he
had an opportunity of visiting a number of private shops and
that the condition of the equipment was such that it appears
that there would be a very good market abroad for American
machine tools, which are far superior to those that he noticed
m operation.

The Panama Canal bill was passed in the Senate on August
9 by a vote of 47 to IS after being amended so as to provide
for the remission of tolls to American vessels engaged both
in coastwise and foreign traffic ; to prohibit vessels owned by
railways from using the canal; and to admit to American reg-
istry American owned foreign-built ships not in coastwise trade.
The bill contains a modification of the House provision divesting
the railways of their steamship lines in an amendment, offered
by Senator Bourne, placing this question under the administra-
tion of the Interstate Commerce Commission. On the 14th,
committees of the Senate and the House in conference agreed
upon a number of modifications. Only vessels engaged in

coastwise trade may go through the canal free. Section 11, for-
bidding the passage through the canal of vessels owned by
American railways, was altered so as to make this prohibition
apply to the interest of railways in any common carrier by
water operated through the Panama Canal or elsewhere, with
which the lines of the railway compete. The provision seems
to forbid a railway to have an interest in a competing boat line

anywhere, as, for example, between New York and Fall River,
or Boston; but the Interstate Commerce Commission is given
authority to determine questions of fact as to competition, and
apparently may authorize the continuance of existing relations

if it can be held that these are in the interest of the public and
"do not exclude competition."

Massacre of a Trainload of Passengers in Mexico.

Rebels fighting against the government of Mexico derailed

a passenger train near Cuautla, August 11, and when the train

came to a stop rushed upon the cars and killed 35 soldiers

and 25 or more passengers.

A Double-Deck Street Car.

The New York Railways Company is trying a double-deck

street car which has just been made for it, from designs by

General Manager Frank Hedley, by the J. G. Brill Company.
The car is 44 ft. 10 in long and 8 ft. 3 in. wide. The upper

deck is a little shorter than the lower one. Teh entrance is at

the middle of the side of the car, as in the "stepless" car lately

introduced on the lines of this company and of which 150

(single deck) have been ordered. As in the original stepless

car, the lower floor of the new car, between the trucks, is only

about 10 in. above the pavement. The stairways to the upper

deck are inside the car at each end. The upper seats are ar-

ranged in two longitudinal rows, back to back, and the ceiling

of the lower story is higher in the center than, at the sides.
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The car will seat 88 passengers and has a maximum capacity

of 171. The weight of the car per seated passenger is said

to be less than 500 lbs. The head room in the lower story is

for the most part 7 ft. 6 in., and in the upper story 6 ft. 1 in.

The car has an air brake, with provision for increasing the

braking power in proportion to the weight of the load in the

car. The doors are opened and closed by compressed air, con-

trolled by a foot lever fixed next the seat occupied by the con-

ductor, who sits opposite the entrance of the car, taking the

fares of all passengers as they enter.

Safety Committees on the Lehigh Valley.

Safety committees are to be established on the Lehigh Val-
ley; and a prize is to be awarded in each department, on each
division, every year, to the employee who makes the best sug-

gestion toward increased safety of operation. The prize will

consist of a month's vacation with pay. The recipient of the

prize will also receive an "honor button," to be retained by him
as long as he remains on the honor roll. The members of the

general safety committee are the general manager, the super-

intendent of transportation, the superintendent of motive power,
the maintenance of way engineer, the claims attorney, and what-
ever other officer or employee the general manager may appoint.

The membership of the division committees includes not only

officers, but in each case an engineman, a fireman, a conductor,

a trainman, a switchman, an agent and a section foreman.

Safety Committees on Southern Pacific.

Safety committees are being organized on the Southern

Pacific. The main safety committee will be composed of divi-

sion superintendents, and on each division there will be a safety

committee comprising the superintendent, members of his staff

from various departments, a conductor, engineer, brakeman,

fireman, yardman, trackman, signalman, bridge and building

man and shop man, and each of these employees will be the

chairman of another distinct safety committee. Suggestions

that will tend to prevent accidents in all branches of the railway

service will be entertained by the committees of employees be-

tween monthly meetings, later brought up at the division com-
mittee meeting, and again at the general safety committee meet-
ing. The members of each committee will wear artistic buttons.

Safety First; "Extension Work."

At the opening of the safety campaign on the Cincinnati, Ham-
ilton & Da>'ton, at Indianapolis, Mr. Egan, of the Baltimore &
Ohio, the principal speaker, emphasized the far-reaching character

of the investigations which have been made by the B. & O.
safety committee, as follows

:

"Domestic trouble is responsible for a multitude of accidents

among railway men. An unkind word is spoken in the morning.
The husband goes to work with his domestic troubles on his

mind. Thinking about his quarrels with his wife, he is apt to

walk into places into which he should not walk, or do things
he would not do if his mind were clear. The result is many
accidents, many injuries, all preventable."

Among the stereopticon views shown by Mr. Egan were pic-

tures of "how a man should part from his family in the morn-
ing," and "how he should not," the latter being the picture of a

vinegar-faced wife evidently berating her husband.

Automatic Signal Installations on the Wabash.
The Wabash is now installing automatic block signals through

Indiana in accordance with the requirements of the railway com-
mission of that state. At present the signals are being placed
to protect the yards at Williamsport to Attica, LaFaj^ette,
Delphi, Logansport, Peru, Wabash and Huntington. It is

proposed next year to install signals between these places.

There are in the present installation a total of 66 signals,

37.59 miles of road and 41.57 miles of track. Union style

"S" lower quadrant signals are used except at interlocking

plants where Union style "T" signals are placed on existing

posts. The home signals at interlocking plants, of which there
are four in this installation, are made semi-automatic with a
mechanical calling-on arm. At interlocking plants annunci-
ators are employed, with indicators for the distant signals.

Route locking is used at all interlocking plants.

Gravity battery is used on the track circuits; Columbia track
batteries are employed to operate the locks, and the signals
are operated by Gordon type "AA" primary cells, which are
housed in Massey style "E-20" wells. Union Switch & Signal
Company's relays are used, and are placed in wooden relay
bo.xes on Massey concrete posts.

The greatest number of signals in one yard is at Peru,
where there are 17, beginning at Peru Junction, the end of
the double track, and continuing through the crossing of the
Chesapeake & Ohio, which is protected by a Union outlying
switch lock. The Wabash proposes to install automatic block
signals on all of its double track, part of which is now under
construction. These installations will be as follows

:

Delray. Mich., to Milan, Mich 33 miles
Franklin, Ohio, to Montpelier, Ohio 13 miles
New Haven, Ind., to Hugo, Ind Smiles
Gary. Ind., to Clarke Junction, Ind 6 miles
St. Line, Ind., to Fairmount, 111 21 miles
Tolono, 111., to Mt. Olive, 111 107 miles
Lodge. 111., to Bement. Ill 13 miles
75th St., Chicago, to Orland, 111 15 miles
Staunton to Granite City, 111 31 miles
Clark, Mo., to Huntsville. Mo 18 miles
Salisbury, Mo., to Brunswick, Mo 18 miles
Excelsior Springs Junction to Birmingham, Mo 11 miles

Total 294 miles

Interlocking plants are to be installed as follows

:

Gary, Ind., at an end of double track.

Fairmount, 111., at an end of double track.

Orland. 111., at an end of double track.

\\'est Decatur Junction, at the junction of the St. Louis &
Springfield lines.

Decatur bridge, at a gauntlet over Sangamon river.

Salisbury, Mo., at an end of double track.

Brunswick, Mo., at an end of double track.

Excelsior Springs Junction, Mo., at an end of double track.

Report on Eastabuchie Derailment.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued the re-

port of Inspector H. W. Belnap on the derailment of a north-

bound passenger train near Eastabuchie (Hattiesburg), Miss.,

on the New Orleans & North Eastern, May 6, in which six pas-

sengers, the engineman, the fireman and one other person were

killed, and 56 persons were injured. The inspector's conclusion

is that the derailment was caused by uneven track on a soft

roadbed. The speed of the train is estimated to have been

about 35 miles an hour. The leading truck of the tender ran

off the track just before reaching a trestle bridge; and it

bunched the ties so that the cars readily knocked out the rails and
the fourth and fifth cars, tourist sleepers, knocked down some bents

of the trestle and broke through to the ground below, being

completely wrecked. It was in these two cars that the six

passengers were killed. The line of the road at this place is

straight and level. The track was laid with 75 lb. rails and
pine ties. The majority of the ties were at least eight years

old. In 21 rails south of the point of derailment, the inspector

found 24 decayed ties, and in 26 rails north of the bridge, 23

decayed ties. The ballast was of sandy gravel about 12 in.

deep. Beneath the track for about 360 ft. south of the trestle,

the inspector found the ground soft and wet and the track at

this point has required special attention. On April 30 the track

was adjusted and several joints were raised; on May 2 the track

was again surfaced. The men on the adjacent section and an
extra gang had been called to this place a number of times.

On one occasion it had been necessary to put cribbing under
the track. Slow orders had been issued several times, one of

them as recently as April 30, but no such order was in effect

on the day of the accident. The trestle bridge was built in

1904. It has been repaired four times and the inspector holds

that it was in good condition at the time of the accident. Noth-
ing wrong was found on the locomotive, and the tires and flanges

of both engine and tender were in excellent condition.

The two wrecked sleeping cars were built in 1880 and 1886
and were converted from standard to tourist cars in 1906 and
1902, respectively. The inspector's conclusion is as above
noted, and in connection with this statement he says that it

"is clearly shown" that this track was and for some time had
been in bad condition; and at the time of derailment it was
being reconstructed. The evidence of this is given only in

general terms, as above noted, though the report says that two
days after the accident the repairers raised a low center, just
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south of the point of derailment, about 2 in. Tlie first three

cars of the train had steel underframes, and none of these was
badly damaged. The engine and tender ran entirely across the

trestle, which was about 140 ft. long, before being overturned.

The inspector says that the wrecking of the wooden sleeping

cars emphasizes the recommendations made last year by the

Interstate Commerce Commission that the use of steel cars be
made compulsory. The report says that the bridge, though in

good condition and well maintained, "was not of sufficient

strength to withstand the pressure to which it was subjected";

but it has nothing to say about the design or character of the

bridge floor. The statement that the tender truck bunched the

ties seems to imply that the ties were not blocked apart; and
nothing is said as to the presence or absence of guard timbers

or guard rails.

Derailment at Dorchester, Mass.

In the derailment of a northbound local passenger train on
the New York, New Haven & Hartford, at Dorchester (Bos-
ton), Mass., August 8, the engineman and fireman were killed

and 5 passengers were killed or fatally injured. A man who
was a spectator while the wreck was being cleared away dropped
dead from heart failure. The train was running at about 35

miles an hour when the engine jumped the track, and after

bumping over the ties for about 150 ft. fell over into a swamp
at the side of the track and was half buried. The two cars

next to the engine, which were day coaches, and in which the

fatal injuries occurred, were carried over the engine, the pro-

jecting parts of which ripped open the sides of the cars. One
of the cars took fire from the engine, but the flames were soon
extinguished. Some of the killed and injured passengers were
scalded by steam from the engine. The cause of the derail-

ment has not been discovered. The state railway commis-
sioners and some of their inspectors visited the spot and pub-
lished a statement to the effect that no fault could be found
in roadbed, track, engine or cars.

Illuminating Engineering Society.

The sixth annual convention of the Illuminating Engineer-
ing Society will be held at the Hotel Clifton, Niagara Falls, Ont.,

September 16 to 19. A large number of papers and reports will

be presented. A report on Progress deals with recent develop-

ments in the lighting industry, both in this country and abroad.

There will also be reports on Nomenclature and Standards

and on Steel Mill Lighting. Among the individual papers

which will be read are: Indirect and Semi-Indirect Illumination;

Diffuse Reflection; A Study of Natural and Artificial Light Dis-

tribution in Interiors; The Physiology of Vision; The Efficiency

of the Eye Under Different Systems of Illumination; Illumination

Charts, and the Determination of Illumination Efficiency. The
office of the general secretary of the society, Preston S. Millar,

is at 29 West Thirty-ninth street. New York City.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Aiit BiAKE Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston. Mass. Con-
vention, May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

AuEKiCAN Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Tliomason, Bos-
ton, Mass,

AuEKicAN Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope, New York; next convention, September 12, Seattle, Wash.

Auerican Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—W. C. Cooder,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 1011 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony
building, Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.-—M. H. Bray, N. Y.
N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August. New York.
American Society of Engineeri.ng Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13

Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.-Calvin W Rice 29 W
39th St., New York.

American Wood Preservers' AssociATiON.-i-F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-
more, Md. Convention, 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

.Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.— P. W. Drew 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers —G P
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Qne.x 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car FoREMEii's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May. Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisbure.
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Roller, 226

W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-

vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick

building, Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan.

Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Associ.ation.—A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio. Convention, August 20, Chicago.
Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United

States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention, November 19-21, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association,—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Convention, May, 1913, Chicago.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building.
Chicago.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Convention, September. 10-13.
Denver, Col.

National Railway Appliances Assoc—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July. Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.:
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-
tion, Peoria, 111.; 2d Tuesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., -Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York; annual, November 20, 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening .Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,

Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-

tion, Oct. 8-11, Quebec.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bidg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. assocs.
Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance Assoc—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasteps' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &

N. W., Sterling, 111. September 10-13, Buffalo. N. Y.
St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal. Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.
Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds. 3868 Park Ave., New

York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal .Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Niquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; annual, Oct. 17. -Atlanta. Ga.
Southern & Southwestern Railw^ay Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July. Sept., Nov., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club.— T. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo. Ohio; 1st Saturday. Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope. 290 Broadway, New York;

last Tuesday in month, except June, July and -August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-

ings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Maclcie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo. N. Y.; annual. -Aug. 27-30, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707. Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and .August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor. Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in montb, except July and August, Chicago.
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A sailing vessel has been engaged to take barley from a port

on the Pacific coast to England at 45 shillings a ton, said to be

the highest rate quoted in 18 years.

The minister of agriculture of the province of Alberta has

arranged with the Grand Trunk Pacific to run a live stock in-

struction train over the lines of that company throughout Al-

berta. Lecturers will instruct the farmers in stock raising and

dairying.

The secretary of agriculture has released from the quaran-

tine for scabies in cattle, 51,664 sq. miles of territory in South

Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas and Texas. The small areas, in these

and adjacent states, which are still subject to quarantine, are

nearly free from the disease and it is expected that the quaran-

tine can be removed entirely in a short time.

The Buffalo Freight Terminal & Warehouse Company has

been organized at Buffalo, N. Y., to build a warehouse at

South Michigan and Ganson streets, and has asked authority

from the State Public Service Commission, Second district,

to issue stock and exercise its franchises. The warehouse, with

about 15,000 ft. of floor space, will stand on land leased from

the Cleveland & Buffalo Transit Company, and will have track

connection with the Buffalo Creek Railroad.

The proposed rule to make an extra baggage charge on trunks

more than 45 in. long, which has been under discussion for many

months, has been approved by the railway commission of Canada,

but the railway companies do not intend to take advantage of

the commission's order until the new rule shall have been adopted

in the United States; a country in which the rule has encount-

ered an emergency application of the brakes at nearly every step

of the discussion which has been going on during the past year.

The New York Central, on August 1, introduced generally

on the dining cars throughout its lines the uniform rate of one

dollar for meals. A table d'hote rate was universal in the early

days of dining cars and the present change, after several years'

trial of charging by the card, would seem to indicate the end

of an interesting experiment. Rates a la carte will be continued

on cafe cars, which have kitchens below the standard size, and

also on four of the extra fare trains, the Twentieth Century

Limited, westbound and eastbound, the Lake Shore Limited,

westbound, and the Detroiter, eastbound. The retention of the

pay-for-what-you-get plan on the small cars appears to be due

to lack of facilities in these cars to provide an elaborate meal;

while the same plan has been retained on the higher priced

trains apparently because the majority of the passengers on those

trains are supposed to want a more varied and costly meal than

could be afforded for a dollar.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has granted track-

age rights to the Central New England over the New Haven

road from Danburj', Conn., westward to Hopewell Junction, 35

miles, and over the branch to Fishkill Landing, two miles. The

rental is to be such proportion of $10,000 a month as the C. N.

E. train mileage bears to the total train mileage on this section,

together with a similar proportion of taxes and maintenance.

The eastbound freight trains of the Central New England begin

their trips at Campbell Hall, or Maybrook, and by this arrange-

ment, under which they can continue their runs over the western

division of the New Haven, the movement of through freight to

New England will be facilitated. This object, combined with

the desire lo relieve the New York division of the New Haven

road of freight trains, is given as the reason for making the

trackage agreement. In other words, the New Haven road pre-

fers that freight from northeastern Pennsylvania and places

in that region, destined for Hartford, New Haven, Boston, etc.,

shall go across the Poughkeepsie bridge instead of New York

harbor.

Tariffs showing westbound transcontinental freight rates,

revised with a view to meeting the situation developed by the

decisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the sub-

sequent negotiations, have been filed at Washington, by the roads

interested, to take effect September 2. Class rates to the Pacific

coast terminals are generally advanced and many of those to cities

in the intermountain territory- are reduced. Class rates, how-

ever, are no criterion of the actual gross amount of increase

or decrease as nearly all the freight goes on commodity tariffs.

The tariffs, as now made up, are the result of the agreement, or
conditional agreement, between the railways and the merchants
of Spokane which was adopted after the decision of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in the Spokane and allied cases,

and the subsequent appeal to the courts. The agreement, how-
ever, could not be carried out, as it was not approved by the

commission. From St. Paul, Chicago, Detroit, Buffalo and At-

lantic seaboard cities to Spokane the rates now announced are

considerably reduced, but yet are somewhat higher than the

basis which the commission approved. The tariffs, no doubt,

will stand until tlie appeal of the railways to the Commerce
Court against the order of the commission, which has now gone
to the Supreme Court, shall have been decided. The Interstate

Commerce Commission has indicated its willingness to refrain

from taking any action on the new tariffs until the court shall

hand down its opinion.

General Review of Crop Conditions and Prices, August t.

Crop conditions in general on August 1 average for the

L^nited States materially better (12.3 per cent.) than on same
date last year, and slightly better (0.3 per cent.) than the

average condition of recent years. The month of July was
slightly more favorable for crops than the average July and
much more favorable than July of last year.

The acreage in field crops is about L2 per cent, smaller than

last year.

The condition of various crops on August 1 compared with
their average condition (not normal) on August 1 of recent

years follows

:

Peaches, 123.7; apples, 122.1; spring wheat, 112.6; oats,

110.9; hay, 110.2; barlev, 107.2; millet, 107.2; flax, 106.2; grapes,

106.1; tomatoes, 105.9; pears, 105.5; hops, 105.0; alfalfa, 104.9;

timothy, 104.3; lima beans, 104.3; hemp, 103.9; cantaloupes,

103.8 ; cabbage, 103.7 ; kaffir corn, 103.5 ; onions, 103.5 ; potatoes.

103.5; broom corn, 102.2; watermelons, 101.8; clover for hay,

101.7; oranges, 101.5; tobacco, 101.2; raspberries, 100.

Pasture, 99.9; sorghum, 99.5; peanuts, 59.4; sweet potatoes,

98.6; beans (dry), 98.5; sugar beets, 98.3; rice, 98.2; buck-

wheat, S8.0; corn, 96.6; cotton, 94.9; lemons, 94.1; sugar cane,

93.2; blackberries, 90.5.

The yield per acre of winter wheat is 97.4 per cent, of a

ten-year average, and of rye 103.7 per cent.

The indications are for a total production of all cereals

(125,070,(XX) tons) of about 13.7 per cent, more than last year,

0.1 per cent, more than in 1910, and 9.8 per cent, more than in

1909. Potato prospects are for about 27 per cent, more than

last year, 6 per cent, more than in 1910, but 5 per cent, less

than in 1909. Hay prospects are about one-third more than

last year, and 6 per cent, more than in 1910 and 1909.

The general or composite condition of all crops combined on

August 1, duly weighted, by states, on the basis of 1(X) rep-

resenting average conditions (for most crops the ten-year

average) is as follows

:

Maine, 104.1; New Hampshire, 109.3; Vermont, 105.9;

Massachusetts, 100.3; Rhode Island, 91.3; Connecticut, 94.2;

New York. 98.4; New Jersey, 98.4; Pennsj'lvania, 101.4, above

division, 100.4.

Delaware, 106.1; Maryland, 106.4; Virginia, 104.8; West
Virginia, 113.4; North Carohna, 101.8; South CaroHna, 95.2;

Georgia, 86.8; Florida, 98.9; above division, 97.2.

Ohio, 95.4; Indiana, 92.6; Illinois, 95.8; Michigan, 94.7; Wis-

consin, 102.7; above division, 96.0.

Minnesota. 107.8; Iowa, 110.0; Missouri, 101.8; North

Dakota. 119.6; South Dakota, 105.3; Nebraska, 96.1; Kansas,

1033, above division, 106.2.

Kentucky, 98.8; Tennessee, 96.0; Alabama, 93.7; Mississippi,

S0.2; Louisiana. 96.3; Texas, 105.6; Oklahoma, 96.4; Arkansas,

53.9; above division, 97.4.

Montana, 104.5; Wyoming, 110.9; Colorado, 114.2; New
Mexico, 106.0; Arizona, 108.2; Utah, 104.3; Nevada, 101.2;

Idaho, 1(M.2; Washington, 105.9; Oregon, 110.6; California,

99.1 ; above division, 105.1.

Prices paid to producers of the United States on August 1

of 1912 and 1911, respectively, averaged as follows: Com,

79.3c., 65.8c. per bu. ; wheat, 89.7c., 82.7c. ; oats, 44.3c., 40.2c. ;
bar-

ley, 66,8c., 69.3s.; rye, 77.9c.; 75.Sc.; buckwheat, 83.6c., 76.0a;

flaxseed, 175.2c., 199 2c.: potatoes, 86.5c., 136.0c.; hay, $12.98,

$14.67 per ton; cotton, 12.0c., 13,2c. per lb. (the average of

prices of above crops, which represent above three-fourths of
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the value of all crops, declined 7.6 per cent, during July,

whereas in July, 1911, they advanced 8.7 per cent.; they aver-

aged on August 1 about 0.1 per cent, lower than on August 1

last year; on July 1 they averaged 17.5 per cent, higher than

on July 1 last year); butter, 23.7c., 21.7c. per lb.; chickens,

11.3c., 11.2c.; eggs, 17.4c., 15.5c. per dozen.

Prices on July 15 of 1912 and 1911, respectively, averaged:

Hogs, $6.64, $5.92 per 100 lbs.; beef cattle, $5.44, $4.28; veal,

calves, $6.33 $5.74; sheep, $4.21, $4.19; lambs, $5.73, $5.42;

milch cows. $45.41, $42.44 each; horses, $142, $139; milk, 22.2c.,

20.9c. per gal.; apples, 82c., 95c. per bu. ; beans, $2.47, $2.23;

sweet potatoes, $1.13, $1.04; onions. $1.14, $1.22; clover seed,

$10.64, $8.83; timothy seed, $5.96. $5.48; honey, comb, 13.5c.,

13.7c. per lb. ; wool, unwashed, 18.9c., 15.4c. ;
peanuts, 4.9c.,

S.Oc.; cabbage, $2.29, $293 per 100 lbs.; broom corn, $85. $68

per ton; cotton seed. $19.04, $22.70; bran, $28.41, $25.80.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between

railways of the American Railway Association in presenting sta-

tistical bulletin No. 125, giving a summary of car surpluses ana

shortages by groups from April 12, 1911, to August 1, 1912,

says:

"The total surplus on August 1, 1912, was 65,904 cars; on July

18, 1912, was 75,389 cars, and on August 2, 1911, was 130,136 cars.

Compared with the preceding period there is a decrease in the

total surplus of 9,485 cars, of which 4,359 is in bo.x, 13 in flat,

3,456 m coal and 1,657 in miscellaneous. The decrease in coal

car surplus is genera! throughout the country except in groups 1

(New England Lines) 2 (New York, New Jersey, Delaw-are,

Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania), 9 (Texas, Louisiana and

New Mexico), and 10 (Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California.

Nevada and Arizona). The decrease in box car surplus is

chiefly in groups 2 (as above), 3 (Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and

Western Pennsylvania), 6 (Iowa, lUinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota

and the Dakotas), 8 (Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and
Oklahoma), and 10 (as bove). The decrese in miscellaneous
car surplus is chiefly in groups 3 (as above), 4 (the Virginias
and the Carolinas), 6 (as above), and 7 (Montana, Wyoming
and Nebraska).

"The total shortage on August 1, 1912, was 9,394 cars; on July
18, 1912, was 6,467 cars, and on August 2, 1911, was 2,045 cars.

Compared with the preceding period there is an increase in the
total shortage of 2,927 cars, of which 1,701 is in box, 614 in flat,

70S in coal, and a decrease of 93 miscellaneous cars. The in-

crease in coal car shortage is general throughout the country ex-
cept in groups 1, 7 and 8 (as above). The increase in box car
shortage is most apparent in groups 1, 6 and 8 (as above). The
increase in flat car shortage prevails generally throughout the
country.

"Compared with the same date of 1911; there is a decrease in

the total surplus of 64,232 cars, of which 15,570 is in box, 2,512
in flat, 35,918 in coal, and 10,232 in miscellaneous cars. There is

an increase in the total shortage of 7,349 cars, of which 3,638 is

in box, 1,745 in flat, 1,874 in coal, and 92 in miscellaneous cars."

The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage figures

by groups for the last period covered in the report, and the dia-

gram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages from 1907 to
1912.

General Crop Conditions.

The department of agriculture estimates crop conditions to

be as follows

:

Crops

For the United St.\

Condition, August 1. .-\creage, 1912.

1912

Corn 80.0
Winter wheat
Siring wheat . . 90.4
.Ml wheat
Oats 90.3

1911.

69.6

59.8

65.7

lO-y July 1, Per cent,
av. 1912. of 1911. Acres.

82.8 81.5 102.2 108.110,000
73.3 88.3 25.744,000

80.3 89.3 94.2 19.201.000
80.1 90.7 44,945.000

81.4 89.2 100.2 37,844,000

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

1.— August , 1912
/.— , 1912
3.— , 1912
4.— , 1912
S — , 1912
ft.— , 1912
7,—

.

, 1912
8.— . 1912
9.—

, 1912
0.—

, 1912

—Surplusei- ^ f Shortages ^

Coal, Coal.

^0. of gondola Other gondola Other
roads. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total.

7 425 230 89 49 793 525 120 295 35 975
25 1,881 74 3,262 764 5,981 68 8 261 3 340
29 3,523 239 2,946 2,032 8,740 16 365 no 36 527
11 162 387 675 1,224 1,114 750 1,535 3,39y
21 729 210 1.228 2,167 291 401 482 1,174

25 11,562 300 890 5,154 17,906 329 124 94 7 554
4 19 15 34 322 322

17 915 160 748 4.835 6,658 1,040 200 1,240
12 1,234 191 476 1,084 2,985 250 250
23 7,528 931 2,941 7,700 19,100 28 2 30
7 75 241 316 242 249 92 583

Total 181 28,034 2,144 11,964 23,762 65,904 4,197 2,245 2,779 173 9,394

•Group 1 i.s composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York. New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3

—

Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky. Tennessee,
Mississippi. Alabama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana. Wyoming and
Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri. Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Te.xas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-
gon. Idaho, California and Arizona lines: Group 11—Canadian lines.

Surplus Shorfage\ J9IZ

OOP ZO0.0OO

Car Surpluses and Shortages in 1907 to 1912.
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General Crop Conditions for the United States—(Continued).

Condition, August 1. Acreage, 1912.

Crops 10-yr. July 1, Per cent.

1912. 1911. av. 1912. of 1911. Acres.
Barley 89.1 66.2 83.1 88.3 99.3 7,574,000
Rye 88.2 98.6 2,097,000
Buckwheat 88.4 82.9 90.2 .... 100.2 835,000
White potatoes.. 87.8 62.3 84.8 88.9 101.9 3,689.000
Tobacco 82.8 6S.0 81.8 87.7 117.9 1,194.200
Flax 87.5 71.0 a82.4 88.9 108.5 2,992,000
Rice 86.3 88.3 87.9 86.3 102.0 710,100
Hay, ail tame.. 91.0 68.6 682.6 85.2 C102.0 c49,209,000
Apples 65.8 53.9 53.9 67.9

a Nine-year average, b Four-year average.
c Hay figures of the Bureau have been revised to conform to the Census

classification and basis; changes are due mostly to the inclusion of grains
cut green for hay, not included in the previous basis of estimation.

The yields indicated by the condition of crops on August 1,

1912, and final yields in preceding years, for comparison,

follow

:

Total production
Yield per acre. in millions of bushels.

\A.
^ ^

A^ ^

Crop. 1911 1906- 1911 1910 1909
1912.0 Final. 1910 av. 1912.

o

Final. Final. Census.
Bus. Bus. Bus.

Corn 26.0 23.9 27.1 2,811 2,531 2,886 2,552
Winter wheat .. il5.1 14.8 15.5 fc390 430 434 418
Spring wheat... 15.1 9.4 13.4 290 191 201 265
All wheat 15.1 12.5 14.6 680 621 635 683
Oats 31.9 24.4 28.4 1,207 922 1,186 1,007
Barley 26.7 21.0 24.8 202 160 174 173
Rye tl6.9 15.6 16.3 fc35 33 35 30
Buckwheat 19.3 21.1 19.5 16 18 18 15
White potatoes.. 100.7 80.9 96.8 371 298 349 389
Tobacco, lbs.... 820.6 893.7 828.0 980 905 1,103 1,056
Flax c9.4 7.0 8.7 28 19 13 20
Rice 31.9 32.9 32.4 23 23 25
Hay, all tame,

tons dlA9 1.49 1.42 73 55 69 69

a Interpreted from condition reports.
b Preliminary estimate,
c Based on average for 1905-1909.
d Based on average for 1908-10.

The quality of winter wheat is 90.7, against 92.0 last year

and 91.1 the S-year average (1907-11).

The quality of rye is 94.0, against 91.5 last year and 92.0

the 10-year average.

The amount of oats remaining on farms August 1 is esti-

mated at 3.S per cent, of last year's crop, or about 34,872,000

bu. as compared with 67.793,000 bu. on August 1, 1911, and

64,199,000 on August 1, 1910.

Details for important crops in principal states follow

:

Corn.
Per cent. Condition.
of U. S. ,

'>
V

acreage .August 1, July 1, August 1, 10-year

States. instate. 1912. 1912. 1911. Aug. av.

79 78 85

Iowa 9.3 89
73
81
79
75
65
80
81
75
83
81
81
79
86
80
83
S3
85
79
81
81
72
80

80.0

Oats.

83
84
83
80
84
90
77
77
78
82
86
82
82
88
84
76
78
88
79
77
77
72
78

81.5

Cor

68
54
61
64
40
33
80
80
89
74
91
91
89
78
82
75
81
70
80
76
85
81
87

69.6

idition.

83

Kansas 7.9 79
7.1 82
7.0 83

Texas
Oklahoma

6.8
5.0

73
76

4.6 86

Ohio 3.8 85

3.7 88

Kentucky 3.3

3.1

86
87

Alabama 2.9
2.9

85
82

North Caroliija .... 2.6
2.4

86
84

South Dakota 2.3
2 1

86
82

Vireinia 1.8 86
South Carolina .... 1.8

1.7

84
82

1.5 82
1.5 79

Pennsvlvania 1.3 88

United States . ... 100.0

Per cent,

of U. S.
acreage
in State.

13.1

82.8

States.

August 1,

1912.

96
94
92
94
78
88
96
97
86
87
87
77
87
92

90.3

July 1,

1912.

94
90
91
91
83
88
92
95
83
85
83
81
88
87

89.2

August 1,

1911.

68
68
63
58
39
80
78
77
35
24
81
85
84
38

65.7

10-year
Aug. av.

83

Illinois .... 11.2 78
7.8 84

North Dakota 6.1

6.0

77
78

6.0 86

Ohio 5.6 85

Indiana 5.2 81

4.5 67

South Dakota 4.1

3.9

84
85

New York
Pennsylvania
Missouri

3.1

2.9
2.7

91
90
75

United States ..,... 100.0 81.4

Spring Wheat.
Per cent. Condition.
of U. S. r- ^

'

States. acreage July 1, July 1, August 1, 10-year
instate. 1912. 1912. 1911. August av.

North Dakota 42.4 94 92 60 76
Minnesota 22.0 89 89 61 82
South Dakota 19.3 85 S3 31 81
Washington 6.8 87 90 86 81

United States 100.0 90.4 89.3 59.8 80.3

Winter Wheat.
1912, Preliminary. 1911.

,
*

,,
" ^

Yield Produc- Yield Produc-
States. per tion. Quality per tion. Quality,

acre. (000 Per acre. (000 Per
Bushels, omitted), cent. Bushels, omitted), cent.

Kansas 16.0 85,776 93 10.8 51,030 92
Nebraska 18.0 51.408 97 13.8 38,474 92
Missouri 12.4 23,932 88 15.7 36,110 93
Oklahoma 13.3 20.243 84 8.0 8.976 78
Pennsylvania 18.0 22.320 92 13.5 17,402 86
Indiana 8.0 9,648 77 14.7 34.354 93
Ohio 8.0 9,536 82 16.0 36.240 93
Illinois 8.3 9,819 79 16.0 42,000 93
Washington 27.6 27,269 94 27.3 25,116 97
Virginia 11.6 8,596 88 12.0 9,000 92
Michigan 10.4 7.332 78 18.0 18.450 90
Texas 15.0 10.560 88 9.4 6.580 81
Kentucky 10.0 6,860 82 12.7 9,906 93
Tennessee 10.5 7.004 86 11.5 8.280 92
Oregon 25,8 16,884 87 22.2 13.009 95
North Carolina 8.9 5,322 84 10.6 6,636 93
Maryland 15.0 8,970 88 15.5 9.378 92
California 17.5 6.738 89 18.0 8.640 95
Idaho 28.4 9.656 96 31.5 10.930 99
New York 16.0 5,360 90 19.5 6,728 91

United Stales .. 15.1 389.942 90.7 14.8 430.656 92.0

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended until December 13 certain

tariflFs of the Lake Shore, the Wabash and the Grand Trunk
which prescribe a charge of $2 a car for carload freight, ar-

riving at Detroit, which, after arrival, is ordered sent to some
other road v.-ithin the city.

Reparation Awarded.

Crutchficid & U'oolfolk v. Soiitlicni Pacitic. O/'iiiioii by
Coinmissioiicr Prouty Decided November 6, 1911:

The commission found that the reicing charges collected

from the complainant for the refrigeration of cantaloups from
Imperial Vallev. Cal.. and Vuma, Ariz., to eastern destinations

during 1908 and 1909, were excessive. (24 I. C. C, 651 )

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Public Service Commission of New Hampshire, having
ordered the Boston & Maine to restore a passenger train which
had been taken off, has been made defendant in a bill, filed

by the road in the court of Strafford county, to test the au-

thority of the commission.

The Mississippi Railroad Commission has completed a two
months' examination of the assessments of the railways and

other public service corporations of the state, and it is es-

timated that the revisions which have been made will increase

the total of the valuations in the state about 25 per cent. The
officers of the railways interested have been heard by the com-

mission, and it is said that no protests will be made.

The New York State Public Service Comission, Second

district, has ordered gates or flagmen at six street crossings of

the Erie Railroad in Niagara Falls. At one crossing the order

requires two men during the day time, one on the east and the

other on the west side, and one man throughout the night.

These flagmen must be put on at once, and by October 1, gates

must be provided. The commission overruled the argument

that it had no authority to make an order of this kind.

COURT NEWS.

In the federal court at Montgomery, Ala., Judge T. G. Jones,

acting on a bill filed by the Mississippi Eastern, has enjoined the

Mobile & Ohio from canceling joint tariffs with the M. E. The
court will give a hearing August 26.

The Atlantic Coast Line and three other railways of the

South have petitioned the Commerce Court for an injunction

against the enforcement of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion's order requiring freight rates from certain western terri-

tory be made the same to Newport News as to Norfolk.
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Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Paul E. Walker, assistant general attorney of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific at Topeka, Kan., has been appointed
general attorney, with office at Topeka, succeeding M. A. Low,
retired under the pension rules of the company.

Walter L. Ross, vice-president in charge of traffic of the
Toledo, St. Louis & Western, and the Chicago & Alton, with
headquarters at Chicago, has been elected president of the
Toledo, St. Louis & Western, succeeding T. P.' Shonts, ef-
fective September 1.

The freight claim departments of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, the Boston & Maine, the Maine Central and their
subsidiary companies, are now located in North Station, Boston,
Mass.; Howard F. Bidwell, freight claim agent of the Boston &
Maine, has had his authority extended over all these companies,
and George L. Winlock, freight claim agent of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford, has been appointed assistant freight
claim agent of the above companies, both with headquarters at

Boston, as above.

Operating Officers.

F. E. Ward, general manager of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy lines east of the Missouri river, with office at Chicago,
has resigned on account of ill health.

R. D. Fitzmaurice has been appointed superintendent of the

Western division of the New York, New Haven & Hartford,
succeeding C. S. Lake, resigned to accept service with another
company.

H. G. Harden has been appointed assistant superintendent

of Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship Com-
pany and the Louisiana Western, with office at Lafayette, La.,

succeeding G. C. Scarlette, resigned.

A. R. Taylor, trainmaster of th^'St. Louis, Iron /Mountain &
Southern at Alexandria, La., ha^beeri appointed superintendent

of the Louisiana division of tfiatroad, with office at -Monroe,

La., succeeding A. G. Abell, /resigned.
'

;

W. A. Webb, assistant' tO- the president of the Missouri

Kansas & Texas, has been-' appointed also general; tnaiiager of

the Wichita Falls & Noiihwestern and the Wiciht?. ,
Falls &

Southern, with office at Wichita Falls, Tex. . ,-

J. H. Smith has been appointed assistant siigerintendent

of the Grand Rapids division of the Pere Marquette; with office

at Grand Rapids, Mich. The trainmasters and chief train de-

spatchers will report to the assistant superintendentuV-

Phil. Carroll, engineer maintenance of way of ^tSe Missouri

Pacific-Iron Mountain system, at St. Louis, Mo.; hsts' been ap-

pointed assistant general superintendent of the Southern district

cf the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, with ioffiee'at Little

Rock, Ark.
'

v-'

W. R. Hudson, general superintendent of the Norfolk South-

ern, with office at Norfolk. Va., having resigned to go to an-

other company, all comnumications heretofore addressed to Mr.

Hudson in the future should be addressed to C. P. Dugan, su-

perintendent of transportation, at Norfolk.

Richard Doyle, trainmaster of the Chicago & Alton, at Spring-

field, 111., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the

-Northern and Southern divisions, with office at Bloomington,

111., succeeding C. W. Bearden. J. E. Farrell, trainmaster at

Roodhouse, III., has been appointed trainmaster with authority

from Bloomington to St. Louis and from Springfield to Peoria,

with office at Bloomington, succeeding Mr. Doyle. C. W. Bear-

den succeeds Mr. Farrell, and E. E. Sutton has been appointed

chief despatcher of the Northern and Southern divisions, with

office at Bloomington.

Andrew P. Titus, who has been appointed superintendent

of the Toledo division of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, with office

at Canton, Ohio, as has been announced in these columns, was

born April 11, 1873, on a farm near Princeton, N. J., and was

educated at Princeton preparatory school. In July, 1890, Mr.
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Titus began railway work at Cleveland, Ohio, where for three

years he was in the car department of the Lake Shore & Mich-

igan Southern. From 1893 to 1S95 he was with a mining com-

pany in Mexico, in the latter year returning to the Lake Shore

at Cleveland. Mr. Titus went with the Wheeling & Lake Erie

in May, 1900, and he has been with that road ever since. He
was first car distributor and chief clerk to the superintendent

of car service, and in Xovember, 1905, was promoted to super-

intendent of car service, with office at Pittsburgh. In May,

1907, he was made assistant superintendent in charge of trans-

portation at Canton, Ohio, from which position he was pro-

moted on July 1, 1912, to superintendent of the Toledo division.

J. E. Fairhead, who has been appointed superintendent of

car service of the Kansas City Southern, with office at Kansas

Citj', Mo., as has been announced in these columns, was born

August 4, 1879, at Urbana, 111. He received a public school

education at Covington. Ky., and began railway work November

1, 1900, as clerk to the trammaster of the Chesapeake & Ohio

at Huntington, W. Va. Later he was transferred to Covington,

Ky., and from October, 1902, to December, 1903. he was stenog-

rapher in the office of the general manager of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at Cincinnati, Ohio. He was

appointed secretary to the president of the Wabash-Pittsburgh

Terminal Railway at Pittsburgli, Pa., in December, 1903, and

from July of the following year until January, 1905, he was

chief clerk to the superintendent of that road. He then became

secretary to the general manager of the Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton at Cincinnati, and from December, 1905, to February,

1907, he was secretary to the president of the Kansas City

Southern. From 1S07 until August 1, 1912, the date of his

rsoent promotion to superintendent of car service at Kansas

Citj', he was chief clerk to the general manager and vice-pres-

ident and general manager.

J. Grant Code, whose appointment as general superinten-

dent of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, with office at Cleveland, Ohio,

has been announced in these columns, was born December 27,

1863, at Warren, 111.

He received a
.
public

school education in Illi-

nois. Mr. Code began
railway work in 1882 on

the Chicago & Iowa,

now part of the Chica-

go, Burlington & Quin-

cy, at Rochelle, III, and
was with that road until

1887, having been at va-

rious stations as clerk

in the auditor's office,

telegraph operator and
agent. During the next

two years he was with

the Chicago, Burlington

& Northern, now also

part of the Burlington,

at La Crosse, Wis.,

where he was operator,

car distributor and train

despatcher. From 1889

to 1907 he was train de-

spatcher consecutively

with the Union Pacific at Green River, Wyo. ; the Oregon
Railroad & Navigation Company at La Grande, Ore. ; the

Northern Pacific at Livingston, Mont. ; the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy at La Crosse, Wis., the Northern Pacific

at Staples, Minn., and again with the Burlington first at La
Crosse and later as chief despatcher at Galesburg, 111. On
January 1, 1907, Mr. Code was appointed assistant superinten-

dent in charge of transportation of the Wheeling & Lake Erie,

the Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal and the West Side Belt Rail-

road at Canton, Ohio. Five months later he was made super-

intendent of the Toledo and Pittsburgh division of those roads

at Canton, and in June, 1908, when the properties were separ-

ated by receivership, he was made superintendent of the Toledo
division of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, which position he held

at the time of his appointment on July 1, 1912, as general super-

intendent, with office at Cleveland.

Code.

Traffic Officers.

M. O. Culton has been appointed traveling freight and
passenger agent of the Erie, with office at Denver, Colo.

H. B. Dyer has been appointed commercial agent of the Chi-
cago, Burlington & Quincy, with office at Cheyenne, Wyo.

J H. Donnell has been appointed soliciting freight agent of
the Georgia Southern & Florida, with office at Atlanta, Ga., suc-
ceeding T. N. Bradshaw, resigned.

E. B. Wood, soliciting freight agent of the New Orleans,
Texas & Me.xico at New Orleans, La., has been appointed travel-

ing freight agent of the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with head-
quarters at St. Louis, Mo.

O. F. Spindler has been appointed assistant general freight

agent of the Chicago Great Western, with office at St. Paul,

Minn., effective August 10, succeeding Oscar Townsend, who
was promoted to general freight agent in May.

R. J. Daniels, commercial agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Puget Sound at Aberdeen, Wash., has been appointed com-
mercial agent, with office at Tacoma, Wash., succeeding H. J.

Manny, who has been made traveling freight and passenger
agent at Tacoma.

George C. Ransom, division- freight agent of the Michigan
Central, at Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed chairman of the

Canadian Freight Association, with headquarters at Montreal,

Que., succeeding Thomas Marshall, who is now in charge of

the traffic department of the Toronto Board of Trade.

E S. Vincent, traveling freight and passenger agent of Mor-
gan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship Company at

Little Rock, Ark., has been appointed commercial agent of iJie

Texas & Pacific, with office at Little Rock. H. R. Courtice li.'.s

been appointed soHciting freight agent, with office at Chicago.

J. M. Cousins has been appointed commerial agent of the

Wabash Railroad, with office at New Orleans, La., succeeding

Paul J. Fisher, granted leave of absence on account of illness.

E. H. George, eastbound agent at Chicago, has been appointed

commercial agent in charge of the solicitation of all traffic in the

Chicago district.

C. D. Turner, division freight agent of the Erie Railroad

at Chicago, will hereafter have jurisdiction over the commer-
cial agency of the Erie Despatch, assuming the duties of W. A.

Nelson, resigned. G. C. Cormany, general agent of the Erie

Despatch at Dayton, Ohio, has been appointed general agent

of the Erie Despatch at Cincinnati, and M. H. Hardy succeeds

Mr. Cormany.

George P. Wilson, chief of the tarifj bureau of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, at Philadelphia, Pa., has been promoted to

special agent of the freight department, with headquarters at

Philadelphia. Mr. Wilson entered the service of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad in 1892 as a rate clerk in the office of the general

freight agent. He was promoted to chief rate clerk on March
1, 1898, and eight years later he was made chief of the tariff

bureau.

The following officers of the Seaboard Air Line have had

their authority extended over the Tampa Northern : E. D. Kyle,

freight traffic manager ; R. I. Cheatham, assistant freight traffic

manager ; L. E. Chaloner, general freight agent ; G. S. Rains, as-

sistant general freight agent ; J. A. Pride, general industrial

agent, and W. W. SafTord, general mail and express agent, all

with offices at Norfolk, Va. ; C. B. Ryan, general passenger agent,

Portsmouth, Va., and B. C. Prince, assistant general freight

agent, Jacksonville, Fla.

Alfred Hunt Rising, whose appointment as general freight

agent of the Southern Pacific, with office at San Francisco, has

been announced in these columns, was born January 19, 1871,

at San Francisco. He was educated in the public schools and

at Johns Hopkins University. Mr. Rising began railway work in

1883 with the Southern Pacific Company, and he has been in

the continuous service of that company. He was clerk in the

freight department until October 1, 1905, on which date he was

made chief clerk in the general freight department. He was

promoted to assistant general freight agent on May 24, 1910,

and since July 15, 1912, he has been general freight agent, as

noted above.
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Frank C. Lathrop, who has been appointed assistant general
passenger agent of the Southern Pacific, with office at San Fran-
cisco, Cal., as has been announced in these columns, was born
April 26, 1872, at Michigan City, Ind., and received a public

school education in Wisconsin. He went to California in 1894

and was with the Wilmington Transportation Company for a
number of years, having been consecutively purser, city ticket

agent and traveling passenger agent. Subsequently he was with
the Mexican Central for two years as paymaster on construction

work. Mr. Lathrop began work with the Southern Pacific in

February, 1903 with which company he has been ever since. He
was successively city passenger agent at Los Angeles until May,
1905; traveling passenger agent at the same place to October,

1909, and then commercial agent at Pasadena. He was ap-

pointed district passenger agent at Los Angeles on May 1, 1911,

and since July 15, 1912, he has been assistant general passenger

agent, with office at San Francisco, as noted above.

Under the revised organization of the traffic department of

the Western Maryland, made necessary by the extension of the

lines of the Western Maryland from Cumberland, Md., to

Connellsville, Pa., and the formation of the Pittsburgh Dispatch

and Pittsburgh-Erie Dispatch and the extension of the Southern

States Dispatch via this route into Pittsburgh and Buffalo terri-

tory, T. G. Smiley, general freight agent at Baltimore, Md., is

now in charge of all freight traffic of the company (including

coal and coke), originating at or destined to Connellsville, Pa.,

and points east thereof and east of Buffalo, N. Y. ; W. A. Cox,

assistant general freight agent, at Baltimore, has been appointed

general freight agent, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa., in charge of

all through freight traffic handled in Pittsburgh Dispatch, Pitts-

burgh-Erie Dispatch and Southern States Dispatch trade, and
all agencies established for the handling of such traffic will re-

port direct to him ; T. H. Fee. freight tariff agent at Baltimore,

is now in charge of the issuance of all freight tariffs and rate and
division matters pertaining thereto ; T. H. McKoy is now divi-

sion freight ?gent. with office at Hagerstown, Md., in charge of

freight traffic on the Maryland division, and J. F. Getty is now
division freight agent, with office at Cumberland, in charge of

freight traffic on the West Virginia division.

George William Luce, who has been appointed freight traf-

fic manager of the Southern Pacific, with office at San Francisco,

Cal., was born at Brownsville, El Dorado county, California,

and he received a high

school education. From
1875 to 1888 Mr. Luce
held various positions

with the Southern Pa-

cific, and from October,

1888, to September, 1891,

he was general agent

in the freight and pas-

senger departments of

the Texas & Pacific and
the Missouri Pacific at

San Francisco. He then

went with the Union
Pacific at San Fran-
cisco, where he was
general agent in the

freight department until

October, 1894. For over
three years from Octo-
ber, 1894, he was as-

sistant freight agent of

the Southern Pacific at

San Francisco, and in

February, 1898, was
made assistant general freight and passenger agent of the same
company at Los Angeles, where he remained until October IS,

1901. On the latter date he was promoted to general freight

agent at San Francisco, on March 1 1911, he was made assist-

ant to the vice-president, and since July 15, 1912, he has been
freight traffic manager.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

F. L. Carson has been appointed master mechanic of the San
Antonio & Aransas Pass, with office at Yoakum, Tex., succeed-
ing T. F. Sullivan, resigned.

C. J. Rist, supervisor of the Erie Railroad, at Akron, Ohio, has

G. W. Luce.

been appointed division engineer, with office at Huntington, Ind.,
succeeding A. Swartz, resigned.

H. G. Burnham, chemist and engineer of tests of the Buffalo,
Rochester & Pittsburgh, at Du Bois, Pa., has been appointed en-
gineer of tests of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at
St. Paul, Minn.

J. A. Heaman, division engineer of the Grand Trunk Pacific,
with office at Fitzhugh, Alta., has been appointed assistant to
chief engineer, with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man., and F. J.
George succeeds Mr. Heaman, with headquarters at Fitzhugh.

E. G. Chenoweth, mechanical engineer of the Erie Railroad
at Meadville, Pa., has been appointed assistant superintendent
of the car department of the Chicago Terminal division of the
Rock Island Lines, with office at the 124th street shops. Blue
Island, 111.

T. H. Goodnow, general superintendent of the Armour Car
Lines at Chicago, has been appointed assistant superintendent
of the car department of the Chicago & North Western, with
office at Chicago, succeeding C. H. Osborn, resigned to engage
in other business.

G. E. Buckley, for six years assistant engineer of the South-
ern Railway at Charlotte, N. C, has been appointed engineer
maintenance of way of the Western district of that road, with
office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding Edward Gray, resigned to
engage in other business.

C. A. Steele, division engineer of the Wheeling & Lake Erie,
at Canton, Ohio, has been appointed division engineer of the
Northern and Southern divisions of the Chicago & Alton, with
office at Bloomington, 111. M. Donahue, general supervisor of
roadway and structures of the Alton, has been appointed road-
master of the Northern and Southern divisions, with office at
Bloomington, and his former office has been abolished.

Purchasing Officers.

Elliott S. Wortham, assistant to the vice-president and pur-
chasing agent of the Chicago & Alton at Chicago, has been
appointed manager of purchases and suppHes, with office at

Chicago, and the office of purchasing agent has been abolished.

OBITUARY.

Frank Irish, traveling agent of the Chicago & Northwestern
at Philadelphia, Pa., died on August 5, at his summer home in

Montgomer>' county, Pa., at the age of 61.

Abraham Harrison Swanson, until 1888 general transpor-
tation manager of the Houston & Texas Central, and for many
years identified with railway construction and management in

Texas, died at Pass Christian, Miss., on August 7, aged 82.

Union or South Afric.\ Railw.a.ys.—Earnings from April 1,

1912, the beginning of the fiscal year, to June 15 were $12,659,-

514 This exceeds the earnings for the same period of 1911

by $479,759. The proportion of the total earned by the Natal

lines during the period was $2,725,746, compared with $2,558,-

440 in 1911. Action is being taken by the city of Durban, and
the other towns of Natal along the main line of railway and
by those of northwestern Orange Free State and southwestern

Transvaal to induce the government to construct a railway

from Kroonstad to Vierfontein, in Orange River Colony, to

connect the present direct line from Durban to Kroonstad with

the section already built from Klerksdorp, in the Transvaal,

to Vierfontein. Should this section be built it would g^ive

Durban a much closer connection with a considerable portion

of Orange River Colony and the Transvaal than would be pos-

sible from any other port in South Africa, and this province

hopes that within a short time a final section from Klerksdorp

to Mafeking may also be built, giving the shortest possible route

from any port in the Union of South Africa to Rhodesia and

the north. The people of Natal have always felt that the ter-

ritory that would be connected with them by the proposed new

section belongs to them commercially, and in order to get pos-

session of it in this way the province completed, in December,

1903, a 65-mile section from Harrismith to Bethlehem, and in

June, 1906, another section, of 88 miles, from Bethlehem to

Kroonstad.

—

Consular Report.
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LOCOMOTrVE BUILDING.

The Cub.\n Centr.\l is in the market for 3 ten-wheel loco-

motives.

The Florence & Cripple Creek is in the market for 3 Mal-
let locomotives.

The Chicago Short Line has ordered 1 six-wheel switch-

ing locomotive.

The Minnesota, Dakota & Western is in the market for

2 or 3 locomotives.

The San Antonio & Aransas Pass is in the market for

10 consolidation locomotives.

The United Railways of Havana, Cuba, are in the market
for 5 six-wheel switching locomotives.

The Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is in the

market for 3 six-wheel switching locomotives.

The Cuban American Sug.\r Company has ordered 1

mogul locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Brazilian Northwestern is figuring on 3 ten-wheel
locomotives and from 3 to 5 consolidation locomotives.

The Knight In\tstment Company has ordered 1 consoli-

dation locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Greenleaf Johnson Lumber Company has ordered 1 con-
solidation locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Belt Railway of Chicago has ordered 5 mogul loco-

motives and 5 switching locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works.

The Canadian Northern has ordered 4 Pacific type loco-

motives from the Montreal Locomotive Works, and is now in

the market for SO locomotives.

The Pennsylvania Equip.ment Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

is in the market for a 45 to 50-ton standard gage six-wheel

switching locomotive, a 75-ton consolidation locomotive with

20-in. X 24-in. cylinders, and a 50-ton six-wheel switching loco-

motive with 18-in. x 24-in. cylinders ; all three second hand.

CAR BUILDING.

The San Antonio & Aransas Pass is in the market for

500 box cars.

The Pennsylvania Lines West are making inquiries for

50 locomotives.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh has ordered 1,000

hopper cars from the Cambria Steel Company.

The Republic Iron & Steel Company has ordered 1 mogul
locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Cie des Chemins de Fer Federaux de L'Est Bres-
ii.iEN, Brazil, has ordered 5 dining cars and 5 sleeping cars

from the Harlan & Hollingsworth Corporation.

The Southern Railway has ordered IS coaches, 5 combi-
nation mail and baggage cars and 5 express cars from- the Pull-

man Company; 5 coaches from the Standard Steel Car Com-
pany and 6 dining cars from the Barney & Smith Car Com-
pany.

The Pennsylvania Lines West, mentioned in the Railway
Age Gaseite of August 2 as being in the market for LOOO box
cars, have ordered 500 40-ft. steel underframe box cars from
the Pressed Steel Car Company and 500 similar cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The Oregon Electric, Portland, Ore., mentioned in the

Railzi-ay Age Gazette of July 5 as being in the market for 25

coaches and 6 combination passenger and baggage cars, has

ordered this equipment from the American Car Company. The
cars will be 58 ft. 4j4 in. long over buffers and will have the

following equipment:

The Ralston Steel Car Company, Columbus. Ohio, has al-

most completed the rebuilding of its plant and the additions
which were mentioned in the daily edition of the Railway Age
Gazette of June 12, page 1283. These improvements will in-

crease the capacity of the plant to 40 cars a day.

F. L. Irwin, chief engineer of the Ralston Steel Car Com-
pany, Columbus, Ohio, with office in that city, was killed on
August 13 by a train while he was returning in an automobile
from the company's plant. Mr. Irwin was 37 years old and had
been with the Ralston company ever since it was organized.

F. W. Bird & Son, Walpole, Mass., have taken the advanced
step of fixing a minimum wage of $1.75 a day for all employees
who have been in the service for 30 days. At the same time
the length of a working day has been reduced from ten hours
to nine hours without a reduction in wages. Charles S. Bird,

president of the company, is an active "progressive," and is

carrying out in his plant one of the policies he advocates in

politics.

The Titanium .\lloy Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa., durmg 1911, shipped 3,836,818 lbs. of titanium alloy. This
alloy is used in amounts up to 0.6 per cent, in the treatment
of steel. Taking 0.4 per cent, as the average percentage of

titanium alloy used in the treatment of steel, the amount
shipped during 1911 would be sufficient to treat 428,216 gross

tons of steel. As the average quantity of alloy actually used
was probably slightly less than 0.4 per cent., it is estimated that

about 410.000 gross tons of steel were treated with titanium

alloy last year.

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, has just been
awarded a contract by the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana for

three large Holmeri balanced bucket type coaling stations; one

to be erected at Peru, Ind., having a capacity of 500 tons, the

other two to have a capacity of 300 tons ?ach. being dupli-

cates, to be erected at Janney, Ind., and English Lake. The
cost of the three coaling stations will be $35,000. This com-
pany has also been awarded a contract for a coal washing plant

to be erected at the mine of the George B. Pope Company, at

Johnson City, 111., at a cost of $16,000.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Interiov- trimming—Mahogany.
Head lining—Agasote.
Air brakes—Westinghcuse.

Motors—General Electric.
Trucks—Baldwin
Seats—Hale & Kilburn.

Rail Anchors.—The P. & M. Company, .GhJcago, has issued

bulletin T-1712 concerning its rail anti-cfeeper, which shows

photographs of the device in use and gives cost data concerning

savings effected by the use of the device.

Steel Sheet Piling.—The Carnegie Steel Company, in re-

issuing its pamphlet entitled Steel Sheet Piling, has enlarged the

size of the booklet from 16 to 88 pages and has included full

discussions on the various operations of driving and pulling such

piling, with a series of valuable tables of data for use in con-

struction work. The pamphlet contains a number of good

illustrations.

Denver & Rio Grande.—The passenger department has is-

sued a handsomely illustrated booklet entitled "Around the

Circle," descriptive of a sight-seeing tour of a tliousand miles

through the Rockies, over a circuitous route from Denver, Colo-

rado Springs or Pueblo through Colorado and Northern New
Mexico. There are twenty-five illustrations of the scenery of

this region and two alinement maps showing the windings and

turnings of the railway in the Marshall Pass and Toltec Gorge

districts.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navig.^tion Company.—
The passenger department has issued a handsome, 48-page

booklet, describing Portland, Ore., the "city of roses." Among
the many illustrations are a map of the city and pictures of

the principal office buildings, schools, churches, club-houses,

parks, manufacturing plants, the harbor and many residences.

Many interesting facts about the city, its climatic and other ad-

vantages, and directories of the principal points of interest are

included in the descriptive matter.
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Artesian Belt.—This road is now open for passenger and
freight traffic between Macdona, Tex., and Christine, 43 miles.

J. P. Jackson, chief engineer, Macdona.

Atchison, Topek.^ & Sant.a Fe.—Walter H. Denison, Wag-
oner, Okla.. who has the general contract for building the re-

maining SO-mile section of the Texico-Coleman cut-off between
Lubbock, Te.x., and Texico, N. M.. has sublet the work in 25

sections, and construction work will be pushed to completion.

It is expected that the line will be ready for operation by
January next. C. A. Morse, chief engineer of the system,

Topeka, Kan. (July 26, p. 184.)

Big Creek Lcgging Company.—A contract has been given

to C. L. Houston, Astoria, Ore., and work is now under way
building a five-mile logging line from a point near Knappa,
Ore., tcr timberlands. E. C. Crossett, president.

Birmingham & Southeastern.—An officer writes that grad-

ing contracts have been given to J. M. Sullivan and O. J.

Priuett, to build an extension between Electric. Ala., and
Equality. Contracts will be let during the next 30 days for

track laying and bridge work. The plans call for putting up
some stations and warehouses. W. M. Blount, president,

Union Springs. (June 7, p. 1262.)

Cambridge, Indian Valley & Eastern.—An officer writes

that the proposed route from Cambridge, Idaho, east to Mesa
Junction, 10 miles, thence southeasterly to Indian Valley, five

miles. The entire line will be through Indian Valley and
Salubria Valley. Contracts for building the line will be let

as soon as bonds are sold. There will be two small bridges

over the Little Weiser river, and some station and terminal

buildings will be put up next year. The company expects to

develop a traffic in fruit, grain, vegetables, dairy products and
merchandise. C. K. Macay, president. Mesa; Lee Heighly,

chief engineer. New Meadows.

Flemington, Hinesville & Western.—An officer writes that

contracts have been let to Hugins, Gaudy & Easterling. to

build from Mcintosh, Ga.. on the Atlantic Coast Line, west

via Flemington, to Hinesville, about 10 miles. Work is now
under way, and track has been laid on three miles. There will

be four trestles. The company expects to extend the line to

Glennville, Tattnall county, 25 miles. J. B. Way, Hinesville,

may be addressed.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—An officer writes that the Grand
Trunk Pacific Branch Lines Company's line, being built from

Regina, Sask., west via Moose Jaw-, thence northwesterly is

about all graded from Regina west to a point about SO miles

northwest of Moose Jaw. The grading was the general aver-

age for prairie construction, excepting four miles, which aver-

aged 50,000 cu. yds. to the mile near Moose Jaw Creek cross-

ing. The Cottonwood Creek valley trestle, which is to be SO

ft. high and 1,2S0 ft. long, is the only important trestle. The
line passes through the northerly section of Moose Jaw, and

no grading has yet been done within the city limits. Track
has been laid from Regina west on 31 miles, and it is ex-

pected to have the line completed and in operation this coming
fall. Rigby. Hyland & Plummer, Moose Jaw. has the grading

contract. Traffic tributary to this branch w'M be grain, farm

machinery and supplies, and general package freight. B. B.

Kelliher, chief engineer, Winnipeg, Man. (August 9, p. 271.)

The Mountain division has been extended from Hinton. Alta.,

west to Fitzhugh, SO miles.

G.mnesville, Oklahoma & Western.—An officer writes that

contracts are to be let within the next three weeks to build from

Gainesville, in Cooke county, Tex., southwest through the north-

western part of Denton county, thence west through Wise
county, crossing the Fort Worth & Denver City above Decatur,

to Bridgeport, about 50 miles. The maximum grades will be

1 per cent., and maximum curvature 4 deg. The cut and fill

work will average handling 15,821 cu. yds. to the mile. There
will be 6,414 lineal ft. of trestles, also some station buildings,

shops, etc. The company expects to develop a traffic in grain,

cottcn and products, manufacturing products, and mineral prod-
ucts. H. M. Aubrey, president, and T. N. Picnot, vice-president

in charge of construction, San Antonio. (August 2, p. 228.)

Louisville & Nashville.—Work has been finished on the

Tuscaloosa Mineral, which has been under construction for

some lime from Tuscaloosa, Ala., east to a connection with the
Louisville & Nashville at Brookwood, about 20 miles. The line

was opened for business August 8, and it is being operated by
the Louisville & Nashville. At the celebration in Tuscaloosa
on Thursday, the opening day. Miss Annie Wallace Hays, as-

sisted by five "maids of honor" drove a silver spike, completing
the railway. Addresses were made by H. R. Foster, president

of the Tuscaloosa Board of Trade, and by F. G. Blair, president
of the Tuscaloosa Mineral Railroad Company.

Louisiana Roads.—Residents of Cottonport, La., and neigh-
boring towns are organizing a company to build from Plauche-
ville. La., northwest via Cottonport, thence north to a connec-
tion with the Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company at

Mansura, or at Hessmer. The company is to have a capital of

$50,000. T. Lemoine, president ; L. A. Ducote, first vice-

president ; C. J. Calligari, second vice-president, and F. H.
Hanley, secretary. It is expected that the line will be completed
this coming fall.

Louisian.\ Southern.—An officer writes that this company.
which is leased by the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, one of

the Frisco lines, has track laying completed on 20 miles from
Belair, La., southeast to Bohemia, and all the work is about

finished. No further extensions are contemplated at this time

The company expects to develop a traffic in rice, sugar cane,

vegetables and oranges. (July 19, p. 144.)

Middle Tennessee.—This road is now in operation from
Franklin, Tenn., to Mount Pleasant, 41;/2 miles. G. B. Howard.
chief engineer, Mt. Pleasant.

Minnesota, Dakota & Western.—An officer writes that

grading work south of International Falls, Minn., has been

finished on 20 miles, and track-laying is just being started by
the company's forces, with a Roberts track-laying machine.

The grading work was carried out by M. W. Barnard, Min-

neapolis, Minn. It is expected that the line will be open for

operation this coming winter. The principal commodities to

be carried will be logs and pulp wood. C. S. Giles, chief engi-

neer. International Falls.

Oregon Electric.—This road has been extended from Salem,

Ore., west to Albany, 27 miles. L. B. Wickersham, chief engi-

neer, Portland. (April 5, p. 824.)

Pecos Valley Southern.—-An officer writes that the only

contracts to be let on the branch from Saragosa, Tex., southeast

to Fort Stockton, about SO miles, will be for the grading work.

The company is not yet ready to let the contracts. The max-
imum grades will be 0.8 per cent., and maximum curvature 4

leg. There will be two steel bridges and some trestles. The
company expects to develop a traffic in alfalfa, fruit and lumber.

W. L. Carwile. president, Dallas; L. W. Anderson, chief engi-

neer, Pecos. (May 31, p. 1221.)

Piedmont & Northern.—An officer writes that contracts

have been let for work between Greenville, S. C, and Spar-

tanburg, to the Parker Brooks Construction Company, Macon,

Ga., for 17 miles on sections 58 to 74 inclusive; to Willard

Boggs, Spartanburg, for sections 75 to 78 inclusive, and to

J. Thomas Bennett, Charlotte, N. C, for sections 79 to 89 in-

clusive. Thomas B. Lee, chief engineer, Charlotte. (August

2, p. 229.)

Quanah, .Acme & Pacific—.An officer is quoted as saying

that work was begun early this month on a 40-mile extension

from Paducah, Tex., and it is expected that the line will be

in operation to a point 15 miles west of Paducah by the middle

of November next, and to the new town of Roaring Springs

by March of next year. The plans call for building an exten-

sion from the present western terminus at Paducah west via

Roswell, N. M., to El Paso, Tex., about 425 miles John A.

Knox, chief engineer, Quanah.

St. Louis & Western Traction.—This company has been

organized, it is said, to build a 2S-mile line from Forest Park.
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Mo., west through St. Louis count}' to the Missouri river.

James D. Houseman, St. Louis, Mo., may be addressed.

Seaboard Air Line.—The Mulberry branch of the Fifth divi-

sion has been extended from Mulberry, Fla., to Royster Mine,

seven miles. W. L. Seddon, chief engineer, Portsmouth, Va.

Tampa & Gulf Coast.—A new branch has been opened for

freight service only from Tarpon Springs, Fla., to Port Richey,

eight miles. C. H. Lutz, secretary, treasurer and general man-
ager, Odessa, Fla.

ToiNETTE & Western.—An ofllcer writes that this company
has track laid on 12 miles from Toinette, Ala., westerly across

St. Stephens road via Hawthorn to Fairview. J. W. Hill,

Toinette, has the contract for grading. The w^ork yet to be

done consists mainly of straightening out curves and strength-

ening bridges. Plans are being made to build an extension

west to a point on the Tombigbee Valley Railroad, at or near

Seaboard. The principal commodities to be carried are lum-

ber, naval stores, farming implements and produce. S. R.

Cochran, president, 377 Main street, Greenville, Pa.

Tuscaloosa Mineral.—See Louisville & Nashville.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Brunswick, Ga.—The receivers of the Atlanta, Birmingham
& Atlantic have been given permisison to issue receivers' certifi-

cates, a part of the proceeds of which are to be spent for im-

provements at Brunswick, which include deepening the channel

for the Clyde Steamship Line to the Atlanta, Birmingham &
Atlantic dock.

Burlington, Vt.-—The Public Service Commission of Ver-

mont has endorsed the plans of the Central Vermont for a

new union station, which calls for track elevation and the

separation of grades. The commission has rejected the plans

of the Rutland Railroad.

Charlotte, N. C—An officer of the Seaboard Air Line

writes that work has been held up temporarily on the new
freight house to be built at Charlotte. The cost of the improve-

ments will be between $50,000 and $75,000.

Gastonia, N. C.—An officer of the Southern Railway writes

that a new station is to be built of white pressed brick, with

tile roofing at Gastonia. The main building will be 140 ft.

long, with 40-ft. sheds at each end. The tracks of the main

line will be moved a few feet north to provide more room
between the station and the trains. The building will be elec-

trically lighted and steam heated. The work will probably be

started next month, and it is expected that the station will be

completed during December.

New York.—The Baltimore & Ohio has given contracts for

building a reinforced concrete warehouse, to have eight stories

and basement, on the corner of Twenty-sixth street and

Eleventh avenue. New York City. The Phoenix Construction

Company, New York, has the contract for the foundation work,

and the Turner Construction Company, New York, will erect

the superstructure of the terminal. The first floor of the ware-

house will be used as a freight house. The seven stories above

and the basement below will be used for storage. The cost

of the warehouse will be between $400,000 and $500,000. Plans

and specifications were prepared by M. A. Long, architect for

the Baltimore & Ohio.

Oswego, N. Y.—The New York Central has let a contract

to the Phoenix Bridge Company for a L500-ton bridge.

Prescott, Ont.—The Grand Trunk Railway has secured a large

tract of land for a terminal site at Prescott, on the St. Lawrence

river, opposite Ogdensburg, N. Y., and is to carry out terminal

improvements during the next two years at a cost of $150,000.

The plans call for building a 25-stall roundhouse with provision

for ten extra stalls and building machine repair shops.

St. Joseph, Mo.—The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has or-

dered 115 tons of structural steel for a new freight house.

Selma, Ala.—An officer of ihe Southern Railway writes that

the freight house at Selma is to be repaired and remodeled.

The plans call for a new outbound freight shed, 300 ft. long x

25 ft. wide, with a 60-ft. platform at its east end. The new

shed is to be built north of the present station. There will

also be a platform 325 ft. long between the present station

and the new outbound shed.

iBailmaii iKijtanciol Hems:.

Buffalo & Susquehanna.—This company has called $56,000
series A, and $5,500 series B first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds,
dated October 1, 1893, for payment at par and interest on
October 1, at Harvey Flsk & Sons, New York.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.—Application has been
made to the New York Public Service Commission, Second
district, for permission to issue $1,187,079 consolidated
mortgage bonds, bearing interest at 4J4 per cent., to provide
for extensions and betterments.

Chicago & Western Indiana.—The directors have authorized
a $200,000,000 mortgage, partly for the purchase of the prop-
erty of the Chicago Union Transfer, including 4,000 acres

of land and 100 miles of track. Of the bond issue author-
ized, it is planned to sell only comparatively small amounts
in the near future. About $50,000,000 bonds are reserved
under the mortgage for refunding the present indebtedness
of the Chicago & Western Indiana. All the bonds will be se-

cured by the property of the Chicago & Western Indiana.

See item in General News.

Cumberland Corporation.—This company, which controls the

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, and the Clinchfield Coal Cor-
poration, has recently issued $5,000,000 three-year 5 per cent,

notes, dated June 1, 1912, secured by $25,000,000 Carolina,

Clinchfield & Ohio common stock, and by $5,000,000 of the

preferred stock of that company. These notes are convertible

at par into preferred stock of the railway company. The
$15,000,000 notes of the Cumberland Corporation which ma-
tured June 1 have been paid off.

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.—After the conference of

the committee representing the note holders, held at the

Bankers' Trust Company, New York, last week, Benjamin
Strong, Jr., vice-president of the Bankers' Trust Company,
and chairman of the note holders' committee, said, "Certain

modifications of the so-called 'Erb plan' were discussed,

and some of them mutually agreed upon. Other points are

still under consideration."

Missouri, Kansas & Texas,—This company has taken over

the Wichita Falls & Northwestern and the Wichita Falls &
Southern. The former extends from Wichita Falls, Tex., to

Forgan, Okla., and the latter from Wichita Falls south to

Newcastle, 65 miles.

Paris & Mount Pleasant.—This company has received per-

mission from the Texas railway commission to issue $300,000

bonds and $75,000 stock on the extension from Bogota, Tex.,

to Mount Pleasant. This line runs from Paris to Bogota,

24 miles, and is under construction from Bogota to Mount
Pleasant, 29 miles.

CuB.\N Railway Lease.—The Jucaro to San Fernando rail-

way, Cuba, has been leased to the Southern Railways for 10

years. A number of improvements are to be made by the

lessees.

New South American Transcontinental Railway.—

A

preliminary survey of the transcontinental railway, which will

unite the Argentine railway system with the proposed line

from Valdivia, Chile, to the Argentine frontier, has been com-

pleted. The new railway will be built from San Antonio, in

the interior of Argentina, to a connection with a line from

\'aldivia.

Canton-Hankow Railway, China.—There is renewed ac-

tivity in building the Canton-Hankow railway, China, north-

ward. This line, which will connect Hongkong with central

China, is operating to Lai T'ang, a small village 67 miles from

Canton. Grading and bridging up to Mile 79 is almost com-

pleted, but grading between there and Mile 85 is delayed be-

cause of objections from natives. Bridging and grading up

to Mile 112 is nearly finished. Work between Mile 130 and

Mile 140 is in progress and that on the section up to Mile 180

is being rapidly advanced. One of the greatest obstacles to be

overcome is the objections raised by natives.



ANNUAL REPORT
BUFFALO, ROCHESTER & PITTSBURGH—TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT.

The Directors of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pittsburgh Railway Com-
pany submit to the stockholders the following report for the year endine
June 30, 1912:

ROAD OPERATED.
iyl2. 1911. Incr'se. Decr'se.
Miles. Miles. Miles. Miles.

Owned 356.22 352.10 4.12
l.eascd 87.28 93.83 .... 6.55
Trackage rights 126.32 126.74 42

Total length of road operated 569.82 572.67
Second track (owned) 111.13 111.13
Second track (trackage rights) 81.29 81.63
Sidings (owned and leased) 319.86 309.76 10.10

2.85

Total miles of

The decrease
all tracks, whereby 2.51

to hidings; and the reducti
Jewctt and Johnsonburg, P;

11 tracks, all steel rail. 1,082.10

length of road operated

above mentioned transfer

1,075.19 6.91

ae to a reclassification of
ed from main line and branches

of .34 miles in trackage rights between Mt.
caused by a change of alignment.

iidings

Rail Operations:
Operating revenues
Operating expenses

Net operating revenue...
Outside Operations:
Revenues
Expenses

IN'COME.
1912.

$9,542,367.78
6,464,228.57

1911.
$9,134,402.03
6,145,855.52

ere increased 10.10

Increase
OR Decrease.
-f $407,965. 75
+ 318,373.05

$3,078,139.21 $2,i $89,592.70

+ $2,935.22

+ 938.09

Net $S.0S Def. $1,989.05 + $1,997.13

+ $91,589.83— $8,000.00

,874,147.29 $2,774,557.46 + $99,589.83
779,578.22 840,517.59 — $60,939.37

Gross corporate income $3,653,725.51
Deductions for Interest and
Rentals 1,882,830.84

Net corporate income.
Appropriations:

Pension Fund
Special appropriation

Total Appropriations.

$3,615,075.05 -f $38,650.46

1,905,798.00 — $22,967.16

$1,770,894.67 $1,709,277.05 + $61,617.62

$4,564.33 $10,069.42 — $5,505.09
375,000.00 371.500.00 -f 3,500.00

$379,564.33 $381,569.42 — $2,005.09

Surplus available for dividends. $1,391,330.34 $1,327,707.63 + $63,622.71

Taxes decreased $8,000, or 3.77 per cent., due to lower assessments on
capital stock, bonds and net earnings.
A special appropriation of $375,000 was made from the Net Corporate

Income. Of this amount $125,000 was paid into the Sinking Funds under
Equipment Agreements Series A, B and C for the purchase of new rolling
stock; $48,000 was used to retire a like amount of Equipment Bonds Series
G; and $202,000 represents one-half of the principal of Equipment Bonds
Series D. E and F paid during the year, the other half being refunded
fcy ^a per cent, bonds issued under the terms of the Consolidated Mort-
gage, and held m the Treasury of the Company.

DIVIDENDS.
Dividends in cash were

1912. 1911.

6% $360,000 6% $360,000
5% 525.000 4!-:^% 472.500

paid on

:

Preferred stock $6,000,000
Common stock 10 5"n noo

Increase.

$52,500

Total $16,3uu,uu0

Since the close of the fiscal year
a semi-annual dividend of th
per cent, on the comni

$885,000 $832,500 $52,500

your Board of Directors has declared
cent, on the preferred stock and three

stock, both payable August 15, 1912.

CAPITAL STOCK.
There has been no change during the year in this account. The total

outstanding Capital Stock of the Company amounts to $16,500,000, and
consists of $6,000,000 preferred stock and of $10,500,000 common stock.

FUNDED DEBT.
Equipment Bonds Series G authorized in 1910 were issued to the amount

of $1,200,000.
Under the terms of the Sinking Funds for the redemption of Equipment

Bonds, $452,000 bonds were retired as follows: $113,000 of Series D;
$114,000 of Series E; $177,000 of Series F, and $48,000 of Series G.

In accordance with the provisions of the Consolidated Mortgage of 1907
the Trustee delivered to the company $202,000 Consolidated Mortgage 4'4%
Bonds, representing 50% of Equipment Bonds Series D, E and F retired
during the year. These bonds, added to those in the Treasury of the
Company, make a total of $1,114,000 held in reserve.
The net result is an increase of $748,000 in the bonded debt of the

Company outstanding on June 30, 1912.

CONSTRUCTION.
Capital account has been charged during the year with $633,664.19 for

additions and betterments to your property, as follows:

Land $35,225.32
New station, Scottsville, N.

Mumford, N. Y
Orchard Park. N. Y
Salamanca, N. Y

Other station improvements
Reservoir and pipe line, Ketner, Pa

" " Creekside, Pa
Falls Creek, Pa

Indiana tunnel improvements
Second track, Newton. Pa., to Mt. Jewett, Pa.

eight of rail and fastenings

10,812.87
17,175.36
28,116.73
13,480.47
7,967.61

86,289.15
10,759.59
19,411.44
12,299.82
5,314.62

53,535.24
70,374.66

despatching lines 23,061.28
68.643.73
47,270.82
20,512.49
16,273.49
7,516.18

69,249.45
3,952.30
6.421.57

culverts.Improving 1

Telephone t

Sidings and
Jacksonville mine line
Lucerne mine line
Elimination of grade crossings
New roadway machinery
Automatic block signals
Coal trestle and docks, Genesee Dock, N,
Other items

The following work, referred to in last year's report, was completed:
New brick station at Scottsville, N. Y.
Automatic block signals on double track, between Clarion Junction

Pa., and Falls Creek, Pa., a distance of 35 miles.
New brick stations were constructed at Mumford, N. Y., and Orchard

Park, N. Y.
The grade crossing at Wheatland, N. Y., was abolished by the erection

of an overhead bridge.
Additional passing sidings, yard and industrial tracks, have been pro-

vided as business demanded.
Among the important work, now in progress, may be mentioned:

New brick station at Salamanca, N. Y.
Reservoir and pipe lines at Ketner, Pa., and Falls Creek, Pa.
Lining Indiana tunnel.
Replacing various timber bridges, trestles and culverts in perma-

nent form.
Jacksonville and Lucerne mine lines.
Telephone train despatching line on Rochester and Buffalo Divisions.
Automatic block signals for fifty-three miles on Rochester Division.

The expenditures for these improvements will materially increase your
Company's facilities for the safe and economical handling of the grow-
ing traffic.

EQUIPMENT.
Expenditures were made for new rolling stock as follows:

Three passenger locomotives $63,342.50
Seven freight locomotives 152,114.50
TTiree cafe-observation parlor cars 56,363.19
Fifteen hundred steel coal cars 1,111,085.68
One locomotive crane hoist 8,367.15
One locomotive pile driver 12,682.93
One wrecking crane 14,131.93
Three caboose cars, built at Company's shops 1,844.04
Steel underframes applied on two hundred and thirty-six

gondola cars 12,992.20
Sundry other betterments, including re-classification or transfer

of nine freight cars and fifty work equipment cars 72,951.22

In addition to the above, seventeen steel passenger train cars
and one hundred steel flat cars were purchased, but owing
to late delivery will be accounted for in next year's
report.

There was credited for equipment sold, transferred or de-
stroyed, the following values, charged in part to Operating
Expenses, and the balance, representing the depreciation
since June 30, 1907, charged to Reserve for Accrued De-
preciation:

Thirteen locomotives $80,518.79
Two passenger train cars 4,497.70
Five hundred and one freight train cars 201.705.23
Seventeen work equipment cars 11,137.70

$1,505,875.34

297,859.42

Making a net increase of $1,208,015.92

The total tractive power of engines aggregates 9,622,160 pounds, an
increase of 165,200 pounds over last -year. The average tractive power of
each engine increased 1,013 pounds, being 33,180 pounds as against 32,167
pounds last year.

All cars in freight service are provided with automatic couplers and
99.29 per cent, of the cars are equipped with air brakes.
The total carrying capacity of cars in freight service now amounts to

668,744 tons, an increase of 61,225 tons over last year. The average
carrying capacity or efficiency of each freight car increased 1.33 tons,
being 40.23 tons as against 38.85 tons last year.
The book value of rolling stock sold, transferred or destroyed, is credited

to Additions and Betterments—Equipment, and Operating Expenses is

debited (less the salvage carried to Material Account, and less the amount
previously written off for depreciation, charged against the Reserve for
Accrued Depreciation). When rolling stock is purchased or rebuilt, the
cost is charged direct to .additions and Betterments—Equipment account.
The reserve for accrued depreciation of equipment on June 30, 1912,

amounted to $1,518,222.96.

PASSENGER REVENUES.
The average rate received per passenger per mile increased .011 cents,

being 2.071 cents as compared with 2.060 cents a year ago.

The average distance each passenger was carried decreased 2.17 miles,
being 26.31 miles, against 28.48 miles last year.

Passengers carried in 1912 1,942,226
Passengers carried in 1911 1,817,038

An increase of 6.89 per cent., or 125,188
Passengers carried one mile in 1912 51,101,188
Passengers carried one mile in 1911 51,751,214

A decrease of 1.26 per cent., or 650,026

The result is a decrease of $7,723.00 in gross passenger revenues.

FREIGHT REVENUES.
The average rate received per ton per mile dev.reased .07 mills, being 4.80

mills, as compared with 4.87 mills last year.

The average distance each ton was hauled increased 4.64 miles, being
159.31 miles, against 154.67 miles a year ago.

Pending an adjustment of the miners' wage scale, most of the col-

lieries shipping on your line were idle during April. In spite of this

loss, the
Company,

Bituminous coal.

Coke
Iron ore
Pig and bloom

ue tonnage moved was the largest in the history of the
follows:

1911.

6.950,767
627,206
243.610
188.830

2,271,838

1912.

7,188,280
538,452
263,574
231,857

Increase. Decrease.

237,513

Other freight 2,475,986

19,964
43.027

204.148

88,754

Total $633,664.1<>

Total 10,698,149 10.282,251

,\n increase of 4.04 per cent., or 415,898

With the exception of a decrease of 14.2 per cent, in coke, all of the

general commodities show gams.

Tons moved one mile in 1912 1,704.307,001

Tons moved one mile in 1911 1,590,341,454

An increase of 7.17 per cent., or 113,965,547

The result for the year is a gain of $426,549.94 in gross freight revenue.
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EXPENSES,

weather condmons, the exp|-e^of P^
'.°°'^^ «18J_.adiust-n.s an^^^^

Operating Expenses

depreciatio charges on
Pennsylvania

became operative at the beginning

"^T^'e'opfratin'g'ratio increased .46 per cent., being 67.74 per cent., against

67.28 per cent, las'

The percentage -- - . - , -„ .^.

for the past five years, is as follows.

Maintenance of way
Maintenance of equipment...

Traffic

General

18.94
1.26

sportation ^2.88
.-..1 ^-^''

67.74

1911.- 1910. 1909. 1908.

13.65
20.78 21.45 23.U1

1 44 1.35 1.41 1.28

28.55 29.22

1.81 1.74 2.25 2.10

67.28 66.07 65.05 71.49

lined at a high standard.

3.01 being .06 mills less than

one mile per revenue
engines, increased 12.72

Total

The Company's property has be

The average cost per ton per mi

'^Th^'^^verage number of revenue tons carrif

freicht train mile, excluding the mileage of helpii

t'oS being 647.41 tons against 634^69 to- a yea "•
^^^^^^^ ^^^.^^^

eiJ,nr;lL',''inXdVn;1hrmricaVe of "helping" engines.' increased 9 tons.

bein" 439, against 430 a year ago.

The averages for the past ten years an

Year. Tbai.n

1903

as folio

Load.

1904
1905
1906
1907..-

•1908
•1909
•1910
•1911
•1912

•The figures from 1908 to date are

Commission's classification of locomoti

The average number of

passenger train mile

The non-revenue t

report, is as follows

439
507
525
543
530
597
638
635
647

based on tl

and trail!

„. .-.enue passengers carrii

38, being 2 less than last year,

ffic, not included in any of the oth-

Engine Load.
364
357
374
418
435
371
400
420
430
439

e Interstate Commerce
mileage,
d one mile per revenue

figures of this

1"2- .IVh.
275.546 262.445

Number of passengers . • .•
•

10 880 382 10,285,321
Number of passengers carried one mile 977'545 911.360
Number of tons .• .• 88 403'527 73.811,354
Number of tons carried one mile 88,4UJ.3-/

ALLEGHENY & WESTERN RAILWAY CO

Advances were made to the A"/sheny

and betterments expenditures, as folio«:>.
$4.57:^.^.

Land • • •
• ; •,.•;

"

9!879.48
Grade revisions and changes ot line

3 075 69
Bridges, trestles and^

<:':'.'::'!I*=,;,Vt;;i-3i : '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.V.
'.'.'. ^'.liS.il

Western Ry Co. for addition.

fastenincs and other :

Sidings and yard extensions.

Water and fuel stations

Other items

11.21
4,748.75
880.78

With the exception

way,

The assets m
during the yea

curities and cash.

There were fifty-one

increase of five durins

$48,703.47

near Cowan. Pa., still under

leted.

increased $12,085.84
interest-bearing se-

The
the vear
$249',700

Ontario Car Ferry Company, Limited, P^jda dividend o;

rri^S:^'/v.c^'\^^^of this Compan> s .tocK ««
,.nri.nrat on org;

Car service ....

Ganson St. Docks
Sundry sources .

.

3.863.71
5.565.00

29,043.85
5.160.37

Vol. 53. No. 7.

Increase. Decrease.

4.064.47 $200.76

9.355.80 3,790.80

55,227.90 26.184.05

5,259.12 98.75

Total $43,632.93

TOTAL OPER.4TISG REV-
ENUES $9,542,367.78

$73,907.29 $30,274.36

,134.402.03 $407,965.75

OPERATING EXPENSES.

"^anT^stfucturfs ."?'$1. 195.262.96 $1,148,663.46 $46,599.50

Maintenance of Equip- 1,767.456.36 39,620.15
™^"' 120 108.16 131.403.06 $11,294.90

3 137 299.76 2.933.141.80 204,157.96

204,481.18 165,190.84 39,290.34

Traffic expenses .

.

TranSDortation exps
General expenses.

.

Total Operating Ex-
penses ••?M64,22S.57 J 145,855.52 $318,373.05

Ne""operating REV.:$3;078:T35:2i $2,988,546.51 $89,592.70

°""Keve?u'"fs''"'°''^~ • 21,803." iS-^R'!? 2.935.22

Expenses
'.'.''.' 2L795. 20,857.:

Net revenue

Net deficit

$1,997.13

$1,989.05

?°^ ^^cSuE^-r . . .
^;;«o?^^1^

Operating Income . . $2.874.147.29 $2,774,557.46 $99.589.83

Other Income—
Rents—Hire of

5,0 rr,?,Lquipment iJ».«eJ.^J

Rents—Joint Facilities 148,579.59

Dividends on stocks
' '„..j 12,485.00

Interest on securities,

loans and accounts.
Miscellaneous

570,635.14 $31,751.91

142,182.25 6,397.34

12,485.00

102,735.91 36,431.75

12,479.29 846.95

TOTAL Other Incom e $779,578.22 $8-10,517.59 ^^"'"^'^^

Gross Corporate Inc.$3,653,725.51 $3,615,075.05 $38,650.46

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS C0RP0R.\TE INCOME.

MTS Accrued for Lease of Other Roads—
$272,000.00

86,500.00

15,000.00 15,000.00

Allegheny & Wester.. .

Railway $272,000.00

Oearficld & Mahoning
Railway ; • 86,500.00

Mahoning Val. Rail-

road

Total $373,500.00

Rents—Joint Facilities. . .. 284.278.76
•• —Miscellaneous 16./3/./3

$373,500.00
284,176.45
16,510.15

Total $301,016.51 $300,686.60 $329.91

,„„ _., ^^^,„ .f the revision of li

all of the work mentioned above is com?
,

all ot ine
INSURANCE FUND. ^ ,

PENSION FUND,
this fund, created July ]• l^O^. w<

and now amount to $l//,Ji-'-'u

pensioners upon the roll on June 30, 1912, a net

the year.

GENERAL REMARKS.

Interest .\ccrued on Funded Debt—
First Mort Bonds

—

Roch & Pitts. Rd. $78,000.00

^''Ro?h.'&^Pi«s."'Rl 235,200.00

General^Mortp Bonds-
^^^_^^^^^

Consol. Mort. Bonds—
B., R. & P- Ry--- 2/8,503.00

First Mort. Bonds— .

L., P. & C. Rd.... •'•'"2?^
Equipment Agreements 377.340.14

Real Estate Mortgage

$78,000.00

235,200.00

221,350.00

276,581.24 $1,923.76

17.500.00
380.632.51 *^'c?nnn

550.00 550..00

dend of 5% for

on the

ncome account.

-^tfSnl aVfiM2|s|^1£^;o;dat. ^,^^^^ ^

,„^fili t"h^vrnc^l'^Th"e B;\'rd"caSt;^he -death of Mr. A. Lanfear

^Th'e'- acknowledgments of the Board are renewed to the officers and

e4^^!i?5 ^^^^^if^^^^^r road for the year are

order of the Board, ^^^ ^ Noonan,
['resident.

Total $1,207,895.14 $1,209,813
iotai . v . '..Q 10 01 -707

Interest on Loans 4iy.iy

Total Df.ductio:

$1,918.61

2i;7Si7'.65 .: 21,378.46

NS... $1,882,830.84 $1,905,798.00 $J2^67J6

Net Corporate Inc.. $1,770,894.67 $1,709,277.05 $61,617.62

DISPOSITION OF NET CORPORATE INCOME.

submitted herewith. William

I^ochester, N. Y. July 29. 1912.

INCOME ACCOUNT.
OPERATING REVENUES.

1912. 1911. Increase. Decrease.
Rail Operations—
Freight—

$5,281,501.21 $5,025,847.56 $255,653.65

Coke - -

Merchand

57145160 576'.578'.37 $5,126.77

2.321:775:64 2,145,752.58 176,023.06

Total . -

Passenger . . •

Other Transportation—
Excess baggage

$S 174 7^8 45 $7,748,178.51 $426,549.94

.1.058:260.42 1.065.983.42

APPR';PRI-"10NS ».,-,;( 31
Pension Fund

?4''nnn00New Equipment 125,000.00

Retirement of Equip- „ „„
ment bonds 250.000.00

Dividends Declared—
Preferred Stock—

(No. 36) 3% on $6,-

000,000. payable ,„nnnnnn
^u" 15 191^ 180,000.00

(No.°37) 'i% on $6,

f5!''m2'"'.. 180,000.00

Common Stock—
(No. 23) 2/2% on $10,-

500.000. payable

$10,069.42 $5,505.09

125,000.00

246.500.00 $3,500.00

$7,723.00

10,386.00
50.247.21

„ . 82,558.39

filik
'-----'.::::: 15.007.56

9,922.55
50,100 37
52.685.58

463.4.'i

146.84
29.872X1
1,274.55

500,000, .

Aug. 15. 1911.

24) 2y'i% on
500,000, p a y

-

Feb. ^ '"

262.500.00

SIO.-

12"....! 262.500.00

210,000.00 52,500,00

switchinV"'.".'-"::::'- 104,256.38
bwitcnins 1 -jon 44
Sundry sources. 3.290.44

13.733. Ul 1,^/-..^-. ,.., ,0
111.262.57 7.006.19

8.628.73 5.338.29

Total Charges

262,500.00

$1,264,564.33 $1,214,069^ $50,494.91

Balance Transferred^ to

Profit and

.j.„,a, $265,745.98 $246,332.81 $19,413.17
I^^rNT*!""...."" $506,330.34 $495,207.63 $11,122-71
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IN Massachusetts the railway commissioners, to whom power

was delegated by the legislature, have tried to make a full-

crew law based, in part at least, on common sense—in marked

contrast to the laws passed in Arkansas, Pennsylvania and

other states by the legislatures. The commissioners' rule, to

go into effect September 3, was noticed in our issue of Au-

gust 9, page 260. It bears marks of a spirit of compromise,

and the requirement that a train shall have more brakemen,

because it has two locomotives, is in practice illogical, because

on some parts of a run the two engines will pull no more cars

and make no more work than will one engine on another part.

But it is the rule that is prescribed for trains occupying both
of two main tracks which we wish to commend as sensible.

Where there is actual flagging to do, the railway cannot object
to a rule requiring the presence on the train of the men neces-
sary to do it. If an eastbound train temporarily occupies the

westbound track at a station, it must be protected against
westbound trains; and in many, perhaps most, cases of this

kind the conditions are such that the rule requires a flag to be
sent west also. Where the crossover track is fully interlocked,

with adequate distant signals, the flagging can be omitted ; so
the Massachusetts rule is perhaps to be looked upon as an in-

centive to the railways to more fully equip their double-track

lines with interlocking. By spending money on interlocking,

which is a permanent improvement, and of use in other ways
than simply for the protection of a standing freight train, they

can save the expenditure for the extra brakeman, who, for

much of his time, is pretty nearly useless.

A X engineer who recently returned after making an extended
'*• study of railway motive power conditions in Great Britain

and on the Continent was struck by the marked difference in

the standing of the motive power officers in this country and
abroad. Generally speaking, such officers have far more au-

thority abroad and their positions are much more attractive.

The observation of this same condition by George M. Basford,

when he made an extensive visit abroad in 1903, was responsible

for the following expression from him in the American Engineer:

''American railways are making a serious mistake in their treatment of

the locomotive department as a whole, in making it subordinate and in

placing the head of the department in a position which is inferior to that

of an officer of a commercial enterprise who has but one-tenth of the re-

sponsibility, who requires but one-twentieth of the experience and possesses

even a smaller proportion of all around ability. We cannot do much when
it is possible for many of the best men for these positions to be attracted

away to other fields of effort. Our railway managements need to take heed
of the appreciation of locomotive officers in Europe. It is not a matter of

sentiment, but pure business to put our motive power officers in positions

to do things and to surround themselves with organizations which will make
their lives worth living while they do them."

It is true that since this was written the motive power officers

generally are being better paid, but to offset this there has been

a marked increase in the cost of living and the responsibilities

of the position have greatly increased. The labor problem is

becoming more difficult to handle and the necessity for greater

economy and efficiency in operation has made it necessary to

extend and perfect the mechanical department organization

to a far greater degree than was thought desirable a decade

ago. The requirements are such that the very best men are

needed to fill such positions, and they should not be hampered

in any way by interference from higher officers, who may have

only a partial and incomplete understanding of the problems

of the mechanical department. A plain statement of the con-

dition on some roads is made by a correspondent in another

part of this issue. On the other hand, the head of the me-

chanical department must not expect to be given greater au-

thority and privileges unless he can demonstrate that he has a

broad conception of the work of the mechanical department

and its proper place in the field of railroading. He must real-

ize, more thoroughly than many such officers now do, that the

maintenance and repair of rolling stock and motive power is

incidental to the main business of the railway, and that in

designing, constructing, handling and maintaining the equip-

ment he must ever keep in mind its efficiency from an operating

standpoint and its suitability for safely and economically han-

dling the traffic which is to be carried by it. The motive power

officer who does this is really as much of an operating officer

as he is a mechanical officer, and is bound to win the confi-

dence of those above him and to be intrusted with more and

more responsibility and authority.
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THE SERVICE OF JOINT TICKET OFFICES.

WE give on anotlier page a letter from an experienced trav-

eler who makes a forcible argument against joint city

ticket offices. His communication brings to mind a fact that

neither railway officers nor the public should ever allow them-

selves to forget. This is, that railway efficiency does not con-

sist in economical operation alone, but in both economical

operation and good service. In other words, it is the most

economical operation consistent with the rendering of good serv-

ice ; or, to state the matter the other way around, the rendering

of the best service consistent with reasonable economy. The

Railway Age Gazette has shown that it would cost much less

to operate joint city ticket offices than ticket offices for each

road. And we have sought to show that under this arrange-

ment the service rendered to the public would be improved. Our

correspondent replies that the public would not be better served

because imder the joint arrangement each ticket clerk would be

employed by all of the roads, and the roads would not be stimu-

lated by competition in salesmanship to employ as many clerks

as would be needed, and the clerks would not be similarly

stimulated to treat patrons courteously and attentively. He
says that at union stations the conditions already exist which he

believes would be certain to develop also at joint cit}' ticket

offices.

There is much truth in what he says. Neither monopolies

nor their representatives—whether the monopoly be the govern-

ment of the United States, the gas company, a railway or a com-

bination of railways—are often either accommodating or cour-

teous. It does not always happen that the traveler is atten-

tivel}' treated at the city ticket office of an individual road, and

it is undoubtedly true, as our correspondent says, that in many
union depot ticket offices it is hard to get even decent treat-

ment. Our observation has been that at the ticket office in the

union station in St. Louis, for example, even in rush hours, the

traveler usually is rather promptly and politely waited on. But

the experience of buying a ticket at the union station in Chi-

cago, or Kansas City, for example, is most exasperating to an

experienced male traveler, and must leave an inexperienced

woman traveler with a feeling of indignation that she does not

soon forget. In many cases the roads do not provide enough

ticket windows or clerks, and when they have thus failed to do

their duty to the public it is neither consistent nor useful for

them to tell the ticket clerks how Chesterfieldian they should be

in performing their duties. If this paper believed that such con-

ditions as have been allowed to exist for years in the ticket

offices of many union stations would be allowed to grow up and

continue for like periods in joint city ticket offices it would not

favor, but would oppose, joint city ticket offices.

But the case in regard to city ticket offices is somewhat dif-

ferent from that of depot ticket offices. Oftentimes it is prac-

tically impossible to enlarge the ticket-selling facilities in a

depot without practically rebuilding the depot, and to rebuild

the depot often would practically involve rebuilding the ter-

minal. Now, rebuilding a terminal, and especially a large union

terminal, involves not only an enormous expense but also the

securing of an agreement between the various roads using it,

and then between them and the city authorities. Under these

conditions railways may begin preparation to build a new ter-

minal before the old one becomes overcrowded, and yet may
be so delayed by obstacles which no individual road, or even all

of them, can remove, that before they get the new terminal

built the old one will be terribly congested. Obviously, no such

difficulties would have to be overcome in enlarging the capacity

of a joint city ticket office.

However, whether it would be practicable to keep the facili-

ties of a joint city ticket office adequate and its service good, and

whether this would actually be done, are two diflferent questions.

To keep the facilities adequate it would be necessary for the

railways willingly to make all necessary expenditures from

time to time. To keep the service good would require public-

spirited and incessant supervision of the employees. In the

past this kind of supervision of employees in their dealings with

the public has not been one of the virtues of American railway

management. The attitude of employees, whether those of indi-

vidual roads or of several roads, was aptly satirized by Arnold

Bennett in his article in Harper's Magazine for August. The
conductors, flagmen and porters on one of our great railway

systems were likened to admirals, captains and first officers

pacing bridges. "Clearly they owned the train and kindly lent it

to the railway. Their demeanor expressed a rare sense of

ownership ; also of responsibility." The employees on the road

referred to are really more civil and accommodating, although,

perhaps, also more condescending, than those of most of our

railways. But the railway managements all over the country

recently have been making great efforts to impress on their em-
ployees the desirability of showing a civil and accommodating

spirit. These labors are bearing fruit. It seems not unreason-

able to expect that similar supervision would be exercised over

the employees of joint city ticket offices, and that, as a result,

patrons would be as courteously treated as they are in the offi-

ces of individual lines. Certainly it would be very desirable

that this should be done. At present a traveler who is discour-

teously treated at the ticket office of one road can avenge him-

self by going and getting a ticket elsewhere. The establish-

ment of joint city ticket offices would deprive him of this means

of evening up the score, and bad ticket office service would

rapidly increase the number of people who would avenge them-

selves by writing letters to the newspapers or voting for the

candidates for office who advocated the largest reductions in

rates.

The argument for joint city ticket offices seems much stronger

than that against them. That savings can be made by establish-

ing them is certain. That the service rendered to the public

would not be impaired, but improved, seems highly probable, al-

though not so certain. The best way to find out how the

scheme will work is to try it. The railways entering Kansas

City have decided to do so, and the results there will be inter-

esting and instructive. No effort should be spared to make the

service rendered as good as is reasonably practicable, for on

the quality of the service rendered, rather than on the economies

effected, will depend the ultimate success of the plan.

INCREASING BUSINESS AND THE CAR SITUATION.

THE American Railway Association's statement of car sur-

pluses and shortages for August 14, like its statements

for July 18 and August 1, point to the e.xtreme probabilitj* of

a severe car shortage this fall unless every possible effort be

made by shippers, by consignees and by railways to avert it.

On August 19, 1908, the sudplus of cars was 253.003. and the

shortage 854, making a net surplus of 252,149. On August 18.

1909, the surplus was 159,424, and the shortage 2.009, leaving

a net surplus of 157,415. On August 17, 1910, the surplus was

78,760, and the shortage 5,081, leaving a net surplus of 73,679.

On August 19, 1908, the surplus of cars was 253.003. and tne

3.830. leaving a net surplus of 104,170. On August 14, 1912.

the surplus was 58.323 and the shortage 14,722, leaving a net

surplus of only 43,601. As the figures above show, the surplus

on August 14, 1912, was less, and the shortage greater, than

on the corresponding date for any of the last four years. There

was also a marked decrease in the surplus and a marked in-

crease in the shortage between July 18 and August 14. show-

ing that the supply of cars has begun rapidly to melt away.

The government's Au.gust crop report forecasting a large agri-

cultural production in almost all lines and the heaviest crop

movement this fall in years, if not in history, and the figures

regarding the car situation amply justify the vigorous agitation

that the railways have begun to get shippers and consigners to

co-operate with them in carrying out measures to secure the

most efficient practicable use of the available equipment.

Fortunately, the indications are that the roads are going to

get from all sources the most hearty and effective support
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that they have ever been given in their efforts to handle the

traffic satisfactorily. Among the concerns and commercial or-

ganizations that already have sent out circulars to their patrons

and members, urging them to move what commodities they

can as early as possible and to make the most economical use

of equipment that they can, are the Illinois and Indiana Steel

Companies, the Simmons Hardware Company of St. Louis,

and the Chicago Board of Trade. The Minnesota railway

commission has issued a circular letter to common carriers and
shippers recalling the car shortages of past years; saying, "If

shippers do not lend their assistance by prompt loading and
unloading of cars there is bound to be a shortage no matter

how efficient service the railway may try to render," and urg-

ing the shippers to co-operate with the carriers in every way
that they can. The Minnesota commission's suggestions to

shippers and carriers are so wise, comprehensive and timely

that we give them below in full:

"1. Shippers should make their demand for cars on the station agent

in writing.

"2. They should load cars as promptly as possible and to the full

capacity of the cars ordered; they should not take advantage of the full,

free time allowed for loading, and should give the railway immediate notice

when a car is ready for release.

"3. See that sufficient grain or other products are on hand to load

the cars to their capacity.

"4. They should not use cars for storage while waiting for deliveries

to complete carloads.

"S. They should not place orders for more gars than are absolutely

needed.

"6. Consignees should unload as promptly as possible; they should not

take advantage of the free time allowed for unloading, and should give

the railway immediate notice when a car is ready for release.

"7. They should give disposition of all cars as quickly as possible after

arrival at destination.

"8. Railway companies should see that a car record book is kept at

each station, showing the names of parties ordering cars, the date and hour

ordered, kind of cars required, and the date orders were filled.

"9. They should place without delay at the point ordered all cars on
which disposition is furnished by consignees.

"10. They should see that all loaded cars are moved promptly from the

foint of loading to destination, as delays in moving loaded cars have been

the cause of serious complaints from shippers in past years.

"11. They should have made at once necessary repairs to box cars re-

quiring them.

"12. They should make arrangement for a plentiful supply of refrig-

erator cars for potato shipment in cold weather."

The Illinois commission also has issued a circular which

especially urges the railways to get into good repair all their

available equipment. Last fall and winter the commission re-

ceived many complaints of shortages of cars and motive power.

Its investigation at the time disclosed that all of the Illinois

lines had more or less cars, as well as motive power unfit for,

or actually out of, service, and that had all their equipment

been available the traffic could have been dealt with much more
satisfactorily. The commission, therefore, urges the roads to

take steps at once, if they have not already done so, to put in

condition for use all of their equipment and to report to the

commission by November 1 the number of cars they have

which are in condition for the loading of grain and coal ; also

the number of cars they have for such loading which are unfit

for service, as well as the number of locomotives. The de-

sirability from the standpoint of the railways themselves of get-

ting all their available equipment ready for service, as well

as their duty to do so, are so plain that it would seem unneces-

sary to bring these matters to their attention. But in view of

past experience the Illinois commission appears justified in

doing so. Certainly the railways cannot consistently call on the

shippers and consignees to do all they reasonably can to avert

a car shortage, and at the same time fail to put their equip-

ment into good shape, or to do anything else in reason that

"may help the situation. It is impossible to conceive of any

worse form of false economy than to delay or fail in such cir-

cumstances as now exist to put equipment in the best prac-

ticable condition. In case of a severe car shortage the railways

will get plentifully cursed, even if they can show that they

Tiave done everything possible to alleviate or avert it, and if

ihey can't show this they probably will have to face another
storm of hostile public sentiment, such as that which they went
through in 1907, and to harvest another large crop of re-

ciprocal demurrage laws.

While the possibility, and even probability, of a severe car
shortage is depressing, the main causes to which it is owing
inspire optimism. It is due partly to the fact that the railways
have not bought as much equipment as they would have liked

to, but it is due more to an increasing demand for equipment.
The growing demand is caused by increased industrial and
commercial activity; and the maximum demand this fall will

be caused by big crops. These things mean big traffic, and
big traffic means big gross earnings for the railways. The
fiscal year 1913 is only six weeks old, and it would require

much temerity to predict now what the final results of railway

operations during this fiscal year will be. Many things that

no one can now foresee, or even imagine, may happen before

June 30, 1913. However, judging entirely by existing condi-

tions and prospects, the fiscal year 1913, in point of gross earn-

ings at least, is going to be a good one for the railways in the

L'nited States, perhaps the best in their history. Whether
the roads will be able to keep their operating expenses down
enough to make their net earnings proportionate to their gross

earnings is another question.

BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT.

AV/HILE of course the decision of the Brooklyn Rapid Tran-
'"

sit and the New York Public Service Commission to

adopt the dual system (lines to be built and operated by the

B. R. T. and by the Interborough Rapid Transit) of subways

and elevated lines for both Manhattan and Brooklyn was the

most interesting event in the history of the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit Company in the past year, the annual report throws

no new light on this subject. It does show a prosperous year

for the company as now operated.

The system now operated consists of 241 miles of surface

road, or 543 miles of surface single-track, and 33 miles of ele-

vated road, or 71 miles of elevated single-track. In 1912, the

total passenger earnings amounted to $22,560,000, as against

$21,350,000 in 1911. The operating expenses increased some-

what, but the company's net earnings this year amounted to

$10,930,000, comparing with $10,030,000 last year. The most no-

ticeable increase in expenses last )'ear was an increase of $309,-'

507, or 21.12 per cent, in taxes. The company had, however,

available for dividends, a total surplus for the year of $3,730,000,

which is greater by $650,000 than the surplus available for divi-

dends in 1911, an increase of 21 per cent.

The increase last year in passenger earnings was greater than

the average since 1906. It was an increase of 5.66 per cent, over

1911, and 1911 showed an increase of 4.28 per cent, over 1910,

and the average yearly increase since 1906 has been somewhat

less than that. With an increase of 5.66 per cent, in earnings,

there was an increase in car mileage of only 2.49 per cent., the

total revenue mileage in 1912 being 81,600,000. The earnings

per mile in 1912 were 27.06 cents, as against 26.08 cents in 1911,

the earnings per mile being increased since 1902 from 23.04

cents to 27.06 cents. This is coincident with a decrease from

3.83 cents earnings per passenger to 3.77 cents over the period

from 1902 to 1912.

During the period, repairs and renewals have been given a

larger and larger per cent, of operating revenue. In 1902 the>

consumed 13.81 per cent.; in 1912, 16.39 per cent. On the other

hand, the general cost of operating cars has consumed but 33.89

per cent, in 1912, as compared with 42.85 per cent, in 1902. This

lower relative cost of operating cars has been the result of

economies and increased efficiency, which have taken place and

had their efifect with perfect regularity, with the single ex-

ception of a slight bulge in these costs in 1907 and 1908. In

each year since 1902, with the exception of the two years men-

tioned, the cost of operating, exclusive of repairs and renewals,
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has consumed a smaller proportion of gross earnings than in

the previous year. The figures for the last four years are:

ie09, 37.48 per cent.; 1910, 35.21 per cent.; 1911, 34.59 per cent;

and 1912, 33.89 per cent.

Another expense that has shown a marked proportional de-

crease is the cost of damages. In 1902 this was 6.88 per cent.;

in 1903, 5.31 per cent.; and by 1912 had decreased to 2.95 per

cent, of the total operating revenue.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit, before the close of the fiscal

year, authorized an increase in wages aflfecting 5,000 employees,

and this increase went into effect July 1. In 1901, the Employes'

Benefit Association was organized, and in 1912 the membership

of this organization was 6,905. It insures both against death

and sickness. It has been, as President Williams says, "A sort

of clearing house for the welfare activities of the company itself."

The B. R. T. has now decided to separate the welfare work

from the purely insurance work, and to leave to the Benefit

Association the insurance work, which is self-sustaining, and

to form a department of the company under the charge of a

welfare administrator, who is an officer of the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit Company. This welfare work includes the establish-

ment of model lunch-rooms, providing club-rooms for the em-

ployees, and in co-operation with the Russell- Sage Foundation

a study is being made of the savings and loan associations for

employees. The question also of giving opportunities to em-

ployees to obtain further insurance at moderate cost is being

considered.

To finance the cost of new subw-ays and elevated lines that

the B. R. T. will build, a new subsidiary company is to be

formed, which is to issue 5 per cent, bonds. The bonds are

to be deposited as security for an authorized issue of $60,000,000

B. R. T. notes, for the sale of $40,000,000 of which arrange-

ments have already been made with Kuhn, Loeb & Company,

and Kidder, Peabody & Company. The notes are convertible

at par into first mortgage bonds of the new company up to

January 1, 1916.

During the past year the Brookljm Rapid Transit reduced its

bills payable by $950,000. At the end of 1912, there was on

hand $1,740,000 cash, as against $1,520,000 at the end of 1911.

Bills payable, which are secured by the deposit of B. R. T.

refunding bonds amount to $4,150,000. The principal figures

for operatirig are given in the following table:

Gross earnings from operation $23,226,551 $21,986,543
Maintenance of wav and structures. 1,636,713 1,423,108
Maintenance of equipment 2,155.134 2,125,580
Operation of cars—trainmen's wages 3,863,700 3,714,683
Operation of cars—freight expenses 1,586,974 1,584,180

Total operating e.xpenses 12,612,059 12,166,367
Taxes 1,775,041 1,465,835
Net income 3,711,222 3.148,479
Dividend 2,239,851 2,242,690
Special reserve 1,000,000
Surplus 436,418 646,359

Metier^ to the l^dttur.

A GENERAL MANAGER'S REMEDY FOR ACCIDENTS.

NEW BOOKS.

The Times (London); American Railway Number.

The regular issue of the London Times for Friday. June 28,

contains a supplement of 60 pages devoted to American rail-

ways. It is made up of articles by a large number of special-

ists, only the titles of many of the contributors, however, being

given. Among those whose names are signed are : Arthur

Hale, general agent of the American Railway Association;

Professor Henry C. Adams ; A. D. Xoyes, financial editor of

the New York Evening Post; Samuel O. Dunn and B. B.

Adams. The articles are written specially for European read-

ers, but there are many summaries interesting to the Amer-

ican railway man. Among the articles are : Building the Rail-

ways; Taxation; Accounting; Transportation Problems; Loco-

motive and Car Construction; Signaling; Earnings and Wages;

Telegraph and Telephone; Traffic Problems in New York.

Special articles are devoted to New England, to the trunk line

territory, to the southeast, to Chicago, to the northwest, to

Canada, to Mexico, etc. All this matter will be published in

book form.

. , August 11, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railw.w Ace G.-\zette :

Referring to the editorial, "The Lesson of Three Collisions,"

in your issue of July 26, also to the letter from a superintendent

in your issue of August 9, on the same subject, I wish to offer

some suggestions which will no doubt appear revolutionary and
impossible of adoption, but whose adoption in my opinion will

do much toward improving the service on railways, reducing

operating expenses and avoiding accidents

:

I would recommend that the stockholders and directors give

managers full power to deal with the labor organizations and
instruct them to cancel all existing agreements and put others

into effect naming the rates of pay they will receive from the

time they go on duty until they are relieved, with a minimum
of ten hours in twenty-four. Let the superintendent be gen-

eral manager of his division in so far as handling his employees

is concerned, there being no appeal from the superintendent's

decision, promotion to depend on merit, and the superintendent

or his assistants to be the judge.

Make the schedule of wages as good as, or better than, at

present, except cutting out everything that is now paid for any

service except actual liours on duty.

This may, and in all probability will, cause a strike, but it

is coming anyway, so why put off the evil day? The rail-

ways can win if they make the schedule of pay fair, as they

w-ill then have the sympathy of the general public. Other

business concerns run their own business, and there should

be no reason why a railway should not ; and a change of this

kind would remove what has been for years the cause of more

delays, accidents, etc., than anything else, viz., "seniority" as

it is observed in promotions of employees on most railways

today. general manager.

LOST AND STRAYED FREIGHT.

Clarion, Iowa, July 21. 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Ace Gazette :

Nothing is so difficult as to wean men away from the idea

that higher pay increases efficiency, or brings a better class of

men into a given line of employment. "Observer," in your issue

of July 19, gives some mighty good points in reference to freight

checkers, but he desires to better the personnel of this class by

the old and ever-faihng increase-of-pay method.

Now suppose the pay of these men was increased to, say, that

of mechanics. Would mechanics then become freight checkers?

If so, why? Men who wish to rise above the ordinary now-a-

days learn trades or professions, and surely such men would

not become freight checkers, even though freight checkers re-

ceived more pay than mechanics, etc.

Is it not, therefore, a fact that any advance in pay would still

leave us with only the present type of checker to draw from?

"The checker's job is a big one," but are "younger men, men

of ability, men big enough to stand behind their mistakes and

rectify them," going to become freight checkers at any price?

A well-known college president, on being twitted because a

certain hotel cook received a larger salary than he did, stopped

further discussion of the matter by answering that the cook

was not president of a college. This trait in human nature is

the same everywhere, and will continue in all time, in spite of

material wages.

Permit me to say that the whole hope of bettering the lost

and strayed freight situation—or any other condition, for that

matter—lies in organization and method, and not in merely

increasing the pay of operatives. Ease a man's burden by

simplifying his work. I don't mean to infer that it may not be

necessary to spend more money than is now spent to accomplish
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the desired result; but it is worth the price spent in the right

way, if it means "almost life or death to the railway."

Let me suggest a method of handling freight : From the time

it is received from the shipper until delivered to the receiver,

keep it in charge of some one who has receipted for it—checker,

trucker, stower, or whoever it may be, however short the time

it is in his care—much the same way registered letters are

handled in the postal service. This same means may be ap-

plied to keep cars from going astray. w. l. d.

THE MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT HEAD.

Omaha, Neb., July 27, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.mlway Age G.\zette :

In 1876 Emperor William I. of Germany sent a committee of

educated and philosophical minds to the centennial at Philadel-

phia with specific instructions to study and report on the means

by which the citizens of this country had been stimulated to

such activity in developing new machinery and mechanical de-

vices and economies in regular every-day business. The United

States patent system was one reason given by this committee,

and Germany inaugurated a patent system superior to that of

the United States. Charlottenburg Polytechnikum, Berlin, an

institution which is patterned after in other parts of Germany,

was the result of the committee's recommendation for the estab-

lishment of technical schools.

The Scienlific American, July 20, 1912. under the caption,

"Business Side of German Science—Making Money with

Technically Trained Men," states editorially: "The amazing

industrial development of modern Germany is to be attributed

in large part to technical education and to the application of

science to business."

The wonderful development and the wonderful increase in

the manufactured articles turned out by Germany merit very

close analysis. It is unquestionably founded on merit, and the

merit of individuals stimulated by intelligent and scientific train-

ing. The technical man without practical experience does not

become a factor in American railways, nor does the stupid me-

chanical man relying on his practical ideas becomes a factor in

the management of modern railways. The practical shopman

that improves his mind with good reading, and thus educates

himself technically, does become a factor in the management

of railway mechanical departments, as does the man graduated

from a technical school or polytechnikum, who by hard work

and practical experience acquaints himself with the details of

modern shop practices and principles.

These two classes of men are superior men ; they are the un-

usual men, and while they become superintendents of motive

pov.'er, the practical heads of mechanical departments of our

great railways, they do not stay there. This is the point I am
driving at—they find higher service, better service, more lucra-

tive employment in other channels. The experience and develop-

ment of a man in charge of our big railway mechanical depart-

ments today makes him a valuable asset to any company, corpo-

ration or business concern. The mechanical department head

of an American railway is paid a small salary and his depart-

ment is the dumping ground for all the difficult tasks and all

the slurs that can be centered on it from the other departments,

either by strategy or system. Taking into consideration the

years of training and experience a superintendent of motive

power must necessarily go through before he is competent for

the position, the extent of his labors and the lot of hard grind-

ing work expected of him every day, with the slow advancement

possibilities, logically and philosophically what grade of talent

is to be expected for such a position? As a rule you do not

get something for nothing, nor do you get high class ability

for low class compensation.

The employment of outside economic agents for inaugurating

an economical system in ordinary railway shopwork is ab-

normal, and the net results are questionable.

While it is in some ways particularly attractive to consider

the mechanical man developing from a superintendent of mo-
tive power to a general manager and a vice-president, this line

of promotion is the exception and is not a good rule. The me-
chanical department heads should be treated as specialists. In

order to obtain an economic grade of ability their rates of pay
should be gradually increased with years of service and im-

proved proficiency, and in this, rather than seeking promotion
in other branches, they would seek additional compensation with
years of service. This is an age of specializing, and the me-
chanical departments of railways should be specialized; as a
field of economic activity it is certainly a broad one and the

possibilities are colossal where it is studied in detail.

Frequently the capable mechanical man must by the strict

discipline of a railway organization cater to his superior officer,

who without any practical, technical or any other experience
wields his superior authority to pass on subjects of a practical

and mechanical nature. To differ with his ruling or judgment
is treason; to agree with him stunts the intelligence and spirit.

HERM.\N JOHNSON.

ARGUMENT AGAINST JOINT CITY TICKET OFFICES.

St. Louis, Mo., August 14, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I notice in your issue of August 10 a repetition of your for-

mer arguments in favor of a union city ticket office for all rail-

ways serxing any city.

The showing of possible economy in rental and maintenance
to be gained by such a course might be conclusive, if the public

would be as well served under conditions where tickets on all

railways were sold by the same men under the same conditions.

It is an old principle, however, that to do good selling your
salesmen must be interested in their business. This, the ticket

clerk of a union station never is, but quite the reverse. The
reason of it is plain to be seen. In such an office the ticket

sellers are held to the minimum number, and are all loaded

with work to the limit of their capacity.

Any one who has gone through the exasperating experience

of purchasing a coupon ticket for a long trip over a variety of
railways at the office of a union station knows this to be true.

In the office of an individual road, the agents have an interest

in the prosperity of that railway and a loyalty to it, which re-

sults in interested and polite service. At all union stations the

reverse is absolutely true. The ticket windows are always
crowded, the time is short, questions are regarded as a nuis-

ance and answered curtly.

An excellent proof of this is the kind of treatment formerly

conceded their patrons in the two great Pacific coast offices of

the railway then having a practical monopoly of that territory.

In those offices and days, one never purchased a ticket without

indignation and exasperation, which was invariably increased

by tha independent and sometimes offensive attitude of the

young men who presided at the Pullman window, in dealing

with whom extra dollars were often needed before lower

berths could be found. In both cases it was the indifference

of the servant of monopoly who knew he would get your money
anyhow.

That this condition will rise again in the case of a union

city ticket office is certain. If the good will of the public be

worth anything, it will never be acquired or cultivated by com-

pelling travelers to deal in one office w'ith men who have no

personal interest whatever in seeing their customers served, who
are necessarily indifferent to their choice of routes because they

must be impartial, and therefore will be unwilling to investigate,

advise, and aid the unwonted traveler, as he is now helped by a

wide-awake city ticket agent. Contrary to your judgment, the

service of the pubhc will not be improved, but be made ex-

asperatingly worse.

I speak from the knowledge of an old traveler, for many

years spending one-fourth of his sleeping hours in Pullman

berths. tr.w'eler.



PALMER-PROVIDENCE LINE OF GRAND TRUNK.
Description of New England Extension for Wliich Contracts

Have Been Signed and on Which Construction Has Begun.

BY H. COLE ESTEP.

Contracts have recently been signed and construction work

begun on the new line of the Southern New England, a sub-

sidiary of the Grand Trunk Railway System, which is to extend

from a junction with the Central Vermont in Palmer, Mass.,

to tidewater terminals at Providence, Rhode Island. The new
road although important in itself, is onl)' a part of a general

scheme which has been developed by E. H. Fitzhugh, president

of the Grand Trunk properties in New England, for the ex-

tension of this system into the rich commercial territory in

Rhode Island, New Hampshire and Massachusetts, including

the city of Boston, hitherto occupied almost exclusively by the

New York, New Haven & Hartford and its affiliated interests.

The plans of the Grand Trunk, in addition, to the Palmer-

provides that the various lines authorized must be located

within one year, relocations being permitted ; construction must
begin within a year from the time of filing the location, and

be completed in three years. Under certain conditions the state

railway commission is granted the power to extend these

periods. Two companies have been organized for construction

purposes, the one in Massachusetts being known as the Southern

New England Railroad Corporation, and the one in Rhode
Island as the Southern New England Railway Company. Nego-

tiations are under way to obtain the necessary authority for

the construction in New Hampshire.

As indicated by the foregoing, when all the projected con-

struction is completed the Grand Trunk will have a direct line

Vl 7i> tVh.fe RiwrJct

Palmer-Providence Lines and Proposed Boston Lines; Southern New England.

Providence line, include a line 35.9 miles in length from Black-

stone. Mass., a station on the new road 17 miles north of

Providence, to Boston; also another branch from Douglass

on the Palmer-Providence line to Worcester, Mass., 21 miles;

and finally a road extending southeastward from a junction

with the Central \>rmont at White River Junction, Vt.,

through Nashua, N. H., to Boston, a distance of 133^4 miles.

In all, these projects will require approximately 275 miles of

main line, together w-ith the numerous sidings and industrial

spurs and extensive terminals in Providence and Boston.

The Palmer-Providence line in Massachusetts is being con-

structed under permission of the state railway commission;

the construction of the other lines in Massachusetts, including

the Boston terminals, has been authorized by a special act of

the legislature; and similar legislative authority has been

obtained for the work in Rhode Island. The Massachusetts law

from Montreal to Boston, a short line from Boston to Provi-

dence w-hich will form part of a through rail-and-water route

between Boston and New York, and a direct route from

Montreal and northern New England to tidewater at Provi-

dence through the most prosperous sections of Massachusetts

and Rhode Island. The branch between Douglass and Wor-
cester, Mass., will also tap a rich manufacturing region.

The line between Palmer and Providence which is now under

construction will consist of a single track for the present, but

no expense is being spared to produce a road that can be

operated at maximum economy. It extends in a general south-

eastern direction, passing through the cities of Southbridge,

Webster and Blackstone, Mass., thence proceeding directly from

Woonsocket to Providence, Rhode Island. In Massachusetts

there are 57.69 miles of main line and 7.45 miles of siding. In

Rhode Island there is a passenger line from Woonsocket to the
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Union Station at Providence, 17.13 miles, and a freight line from
a junction with the passenger line in North Providence to docks

at Field's Point. 9.89 miles, together with 37.76 miles of sidings

and a special spur 0.25 miles in length on Allen's avenue. The
work, therefore, includes 84.71 miles of main line and 4S.4S

miles of sidings and spurs, or 130.16 miles in all. The most
extensive switch yards and terminals will, of course, be situated

at Providence.

As soon as authority for the construction had been obtained

and the line definitely located, the work of obtaining right-of-

way began. This was a much more difficult task than it is in the

less thickly settled portions of the country, and many perplexing

obstacles had to be surmounted. The Massachusetts law limits

the width of the right-of-way to five rods, or 82.5 feet, which is

insufficient in deep cuts or on high fills. Great difficulty was also

experienced in defining the various parcels of land purchased for

right-of-way on account of the indefinite wording of most New
England deeds. New England was never surveyed into sections,

and land is generally described in the deeds by metes and bounds

and by reference to old monuments or land marks long since

disappeared. For instance, a farm belonging to William Brown
is described as consisting of 17^2 acres extending from the south

boundary of Henry Bowen's land on the north to the north

boundary of Alfred Thompson's on the south, etc. It was neces-

sary for the engineers of the railway to accurately determine

these boundary Hnes, and the problems involved may be readily

imagined.

The profile of the line shows the three principal summits which

tailed profile of the line in Rhode Island through comparatively
level country somewhat resembles the layout of a roller coaster.

In spite of these difficulties the line has been located with a

maximum grade of ! per cent, and 6 deg. maximum curves.
The grades are equated 0.04 per cent, for each degree of curve,

and the curves are spiraled on the Searles system. The spirals,

however, are much longer than customary. For example, eleven
33-ft. chords are used in laying out the spiral on a 6-deg. curve,
the length of the spiral being 363-ft. On the new line of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound in the west, the spirals on
similar curves arc only 180 ft. in length. In fact the 6-deg.
curves with long spirals on the Southern New England are about
equivalent to straight 4-deg. curves, assuming ordinary angles
of intersection. With a 44-deg. angle, the length of a straight

4-deg. curve is 1.100 ft., while a 6-deg. curve with long spirals

on the Southern New England is 1,092 ft. in length for the same
angle of intersection. The curves will be elevated according to

A. R. E. A. standards for forty miles per hour.

The line includes a great deal of bridge w^ork. Two miles
from Palmer occurs the first crossing of the Quabaug river on
a steel viaduct 585 ft. long; the same bridge also crosses the

State Highway and the Central Massachusetts Electric Railway,

the maximum height of the viaduct above the valley being 63

ft. Separated from this viaduct by a fill 80 ft. in length is a

through plate girder bridge crossing the Boston & Albany.

Four and a half miles east of Palmer is situated the largest

steel bridge on the line. It carries the track of the Southern

New England over the Quabaug river, and also over the State
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Condensed Profile, Palmer to Providence; Southern New England.

it was necessary to cross, together with the Quabaug, French and
Blackstone rivers. These formed the chief controlling points in

the location. Starting at elevation 320 at Palmer the line ascends

rapidly to the Brimfield summit, 704 feet above sea level, nine

miles from Palmer. Between these points the Quabaug river is

crossed twice. From Brimfield there is a gradual descent for

fifteen miles to elevation 400 at Sandersdale. Leaving this point

the ascent is rapid for the next five miles to the Dudley summit,

elevation 545. Next comes a descent into the French river valley

and a long climb out on the eastern side to elevation 717 at Mt.

Daniel, 41 miles from Palmer. From this point the line drops

by easy stages to sea level at Providence.

The location of the line, however, involved much more than

simply finding the most advantageous route across the various

summits and rivers between the terminals, for the problems

encountered in numerous grade separations also had to be met.

In the entire length of the line there are no grade crossings,

even the country highways being elevated over or depressed

under the railway in every instance. In fact, the location re-

solved itself into a task of suitably treating the various crossings

with as little disturbance to existing grades as possible. In many
instances it was, of course, necessary to change the grades of

streets and highways, but no attempt was made to alter those

of the steam railways crossed. In Rhode Island alone there are

approximately 69 highway crossings carried either over or under

the track, semi-tunnels being generally employed where the high-

way goes over the railway. As a result of the necessity of avoid-

ing grade crossings, coupled with the desire to leave existing

street grades in the towns unchanged wherever possible, a de-

Highway, a wagon road and the Boston & Albany. The bridge

is 1,252 ft. in length and 115 ft. above the river, being constructed

on a 6-deg. curve and 0.76 per cent, grade. It is a viaduct con-

'sisting of eleven steel towers connected by 70-ft. girder spans;

the towers are about 40 ft. in length on top, and of sufficient

widih to carry the single track.

Another important bridge is situated at North Webster, 36

miles from Palmer. At this point the French river, together

w-ith the Boston & Albany and Norwich & Worcester raiUvays,

are crossed. A timber trestle 1,052 ft. long has been planned.

It has a maximum height of 55 ft. and is considered to be more

economical than a steel bridge would be in the same place. It is

estimated on a 5 per cent, basis that where the cost of a steel

bridge exceeds that of a wooden one by more than 90 per cent.,

the latter is the more economical.

Near Millville. 55^2 miles from Palmer, will be situated a steel

and masonry bridge approximately 500 ft. long crossing the

Blackstone river and the Worcester-Providence and Boston-

Willimantic lines of the New York, New Haven & Hartford.

The Boston-Willimantic line crosses over the Worcester-Provi-

dence line and the Southern New England over both.

In the city of Providence, the passenger line enters from the

north via Randall's and Leonard's ponds, and passing through a

2,400-ft. tunnel under northwest Providence between Douglas

avenue and Jewett street, emerges at the Union passenger station

in the center of the city. A terminal for handling miscellaneous

freight shipments will be built adjacent to this line between

Valley street and the Woonsquatucket river. The preliminary

layout provides two sets of team tracks with a capacity of 136
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and 117 cars, respectively, together with inbound and outbound

freight sheds. The former is to be SO x 670 ft. in size, provided

with yard and service tracks having a total capacity of 100 cars.

A coach yard will also be located in the immediate vicinit}'.

The freight line to Field's Point leaves the main or passenger

line at the northern limits of the city of Providence, and with a

wide sweep first to the south and then to the east reaches its

destination on Narragansett Bay. This line is 9.89 miles in

length. At the Field's Point terminus suitable docks are being

constructed by the city of Providence.

The general contract for the construction of the Massachusetts

portion of the road has been awarded to John Marsch, Chicago,

and the contract for the Rhode Island portion let to the O'Brien

Construction Co., Xew York. The general contract in Rhode

Island does not include the tunnel under the city of Providence.

This will be covered by a separate contract to be let later. The

steel bridges will be fabricated by the American Bridge Com-
pany of New York, and erected by the Strobel Steel Construction

Company of Chicago.

The line is being constructed under the supervision of E. H.

Fitzhugh, president of the Southern New England and the

Central Vermont, assisted by G. C. Jones, vice president. The

engineering officers include H. C. Estep, engineer of construc-

tion, and J. P. Snow, of Boston, consulting bridge engineer.

The writer is indebted to these officials for the data and informa-

tion contained in this article.

TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN JULY

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that oc-

curred on railways of the United States in the month of July,

1912:

Collisions.

Kind of Kind of

t)ate. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

74. Del., Lack. & W.... Corning. re. F. & P. 39 61

75. Ligonier Val Wilpen. be. F. & P. 23 24

8. Georgia Conyers. be. F. & F. 10 6

tl4. Chi., Burl. & Q Western Sp'gs. re. F. & P. 13 28

Derailments.

Cause of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Derailm't. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

8. Louisv. & N 0« ensboro. P. 1

8. G. S. & Fla Beech Hav. Pk P.

•14. Great Nor Melby, X. D. un.x. P. I 5

15. Mich. Cent Kalanwzoo. P. 1

16. Pere Marq Chesterton. unx. P. 3

25. Sou. Pac Beaumont. F. 1

28. Sou. Pac Houston. runaway F. 11
t30. Denver & R. G Pueblo. d. track P. 2 4

The collision at Corning, N. Y., on the 4th was reported in

the-i?oi7ix'ay Age Gacette of July 12 and 18. A passenger train

which had been brought to a stop because of delay to a freight

train ahead was run into at the rear by a train which was
running at high speed, and which disregarded both fixed sig-

nals and a flagman. One car was completely crushed and two
others badly damaged.

The collision on the Ligonier ^'alley, at Wilpen, Pa., on the

5th, was caused by the non-delivery or misunderstanding of a

train order, given by word of mouth. The circumstances
were reported in the Raihvay Age Gacette, July 19, page 131.

This is a regular railway, opened 35 years ago, yet it had no
printed train rules and no written record of train orders.

Nineteen passengers and four employees were killed or fatally

injured and the other injuries numbered 24.

^ .Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List;

re. Rear collision be. Butting collision xc, Other collisions b,

Broken d. Defective unf. Unforeseen obstruction unx. Unex-
plained derail. Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced switch ace.

obst.. Accidental obstruction malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road fire. Cars burned while
running P. or Pass., Passenger train F. or Ft., Freight train (includ-

ing empty engines, work trains, etc.) Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

The trains in collision at Conyers, Ga., on the Georgia Rail-

road on the morning of the 8th of July, were eastbound freight

train No. 14, third section, and a westbound freight. Both en-

gines and several cars were wrecked. One trainman was killed

and six were injured. The westbound train should have

waited when it met the second section of No. 14; either it dis-

regarded the signals on the eastbound, or no signals were

carried. The question at last accounts was not settled.

The collision at Western Springs, 111., on the 14th, resulted

in the death of 13 passengers and the injury of 27 passengers

and one trainman. Eastbound passenger train No. 2, in a dense

fog, overran a block signal set against it, and stopped about a

quarter mile beyond. Eastbound passenger train No. 8, follow-

ing a few minutes after, also overran the signal and collided

with the standing train. This collision was reported in the

Railway Age Gazette of July 19 and 26.

The train derailed near Melby, N. D., on the 14th was the

Oriental Limited, westbound, and all of the passenger cars fell

down a bank. They took fire, and 5 of them were burnt up.

The fireman was killed and S passengers were injured. The
derailment occurred on a piece of track which had recently

been ballasted and raised, and over which the speed was lim-

ited to 20 miles an hour. The fire is said to have started either

from ranges in the tourist cars or from gas escaping from

ruptured pipes, igniting by friction.

The train derailed at Kalamazoo, Mich., on the 15th was
westbound express No. 3,- which was running at a mile a

minute on a straight track. One woman, a passenger, is the

only person reported injured, and her injuries were slight.

The derailment is believed to have been due to the dropping

of a brake shoe. None of the car frames were damaged.

The train derailed at Chesterton, Ind., on the 16th was
westbound passenger No. 4. The engineman, fireman and

one passenger were injured. An officer of the road writes

that the cause of the derailment has not been determined.

The derailment at Houston, Tex., on the 28th, was due to a

string of 35 freight cars becoming uncontrollable on a grade.

These cars were being switched in the yard. They ran down
grade some distance to the end of the track, where they broke

over the bumping post and demolished a small dwelling house.

The person killed was a woman sleeping in this house. Another

woman sleeping in the same bed was injured.

The train derailed on the Denver & Rio Grande, near Pueblo,

Colo., on the night of the 30th of July, was the Chicago express

No. 6. of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. The derailment

was due to the weakening of the roadbed by heavy rains, and

the engine, baggage car and first passenger car fell into the

Fountain river. This accident occurred on a fill, the founda-

tion of which was large rock. There was a smooth facing,

or dry wall of smaller rock along the river. Some of the outer

derrick rock appears to have become undermined, leaving

the facing and surface gravel in position, with no evidence

of the fill being weakened until the engine passed over it,

when the entire bank and outer wall slipped out under the

chair car and the sleeper. The cars pulled the engine back,

leaving the engine truck on the track. The engine, baggage

car and first passenger coach fell into the river. The engine-

man, a baggage checkman and one passenger were killed,

and three passengers were injured. The fireman was hurled

into the river, but saved himself by swimming.

Electric Car Accidents.—The only fatal electric car accident

of which we find record in the month of July was a butting

collision on the Marion, Bluffton & Eastern in Marion, Ind.,

on the 7th, where four passengers and the motorman were

killed and a dozen or more passengers were injured.

BENGAL-N.^GPfR R.MLW.w, Indi.\.—Since the first of the year

the following branch lines of this railway have been opened

to traffic: Kalimati to Durjamisi, 40 miles; Nagpur to Itwari

Loop, 5 miles; Itwari Loop to Sansar, 51 miles.



FREIGHT CLASSIFICATION ON AMERICAN RAILWAYS.
Second Article. Theoretical Basis, and Relation to

Cost of Service, Value of Service and Commodity Rates.

BV WILLIAM Z. RIPLEY,

r of Economics, Harvard Unive

From the point of view of economic theory, the warrant

for a differentiation of charges between various classes of

commodities offered for transportation may be considered

primarily from two distinct points of view. The first is that

of operation, which determines cost. The second is from the

standpoint of traffic whereby the value of service, so-called, is

measured. The reasonableness of making a distinction in

freight rates according to the character of goods is easily

apparent, as judged on the basis of cost of service. A multi-

tude of factors enter into consideration at this point. The
railway ought in self-protection to charge more for hauling

a thing, if it actually costs it more in the long run to perform
that service. Some factors which enter into this cost were well

put by the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1897.'

Instances of approval of classification on the basis of such

cost of operation are frequently found in the decisions of the

Interstate Commerce Commission. For example, special serv-

ice or equipment, as in the rapid transport of fresh vegetables

and fruit from the South, justify the carriers in a specially

high classification." Rates on live hogs by comparison with

rates on hog products, as well as on live cattle and dressed

beef, have likewise been adjusted in terms of cost of car-

riage. A classification on hogs yielding a rate equal to two-

thirds of that on hog products has been held equitably to

represent the relative expense.^ Even the indefinite ele-

ment of risk has been accepted as justifying a higher classi-

fication for live stock as compared with other commodities.'

Classification is less easy to defend from the standpoint of

the traffic manager alone, than from that of the vice-presi-

dent in charge of operation. Value of service is at times dif-

ficult to understand. It is not at first sight reasonable, that

of two commodities which cost the railway exactly the same
amount to transport, one should be charged twice as much
as the other. For example, the rate on anthracite coal is very

much higher than upon soft coal; the rate upon wheat is

higher than the rate upon some other foodstuffs; the rate

upon fine woolen goods is very much higher than upon coarse

cotton cloth, etc. It has been urged frequently that any dis-

crimination in the freight rate on the basis of difference,

either in the value of the commodity itself or in the value of

the service rendered, is unreasonable and unjust. The case,

however, is entirely analogous to that of discrimination be-

tween a long and short haul of the same commodity. The
principle is perfectly defensible in both cases ; and has been

Accepted in legal decisions as well as by economic writers

for many years. It is based upon the fact, which confronts

one at every turn in a discussion of railway economics, that

a large proportion of the expenses of a railway is independ-

-ent of the amount of traffic. These fixed expenses must be

met at all cost if the road is to remain solvent. They con-

* "Whether commodities were crude, rough, or finished: liquid or dry;
4cnocked down or set up; loose or in bulk; nested or in boxes, or other-
wise packed; if vegetables, whether green or dry, desiccated or evaporated:
the market value and shippers' representations as to their character: the
-cost of service, length and direction of haul; the season and manner of
.shipment; the space occupied and weight; whether in carload or less-than-
«arload lots; the volume of annual shipments to be calculated on; the S9rt
of car required, whether flat, gondola, box, tank, or special: whether ice

or heat must be furnished; the speed of trains necessary for perishable
or otherwise rush goods; the risk of handling, either to the goods them-
selves or other propertv; the weights, actual and estimated; tke carrier's
risk or owner's release from damaee or loss."
Hammond Railway Rate Theories, etc., 1911, p. 42. analyzes interstate,

commerce decisions as to these. Strombeck, Freight Classification, 1912,

pp. 35-60, also discusses the various factors entering into cost.

= 6 1. C. C. Rep., 295: 10 I. C. C. Rep., 255.

' 4 I. C. -C. Rep., 611; 9 I. C. C. Rep., 38?. But compare 23 I. C. C.
Rep., 663, fixing the rate on stock cattle at 75 per cent, of that for beef
-or fat cattle. How about cost of service here?

' 10 I. C. C. Rep., 327.

stitute a charge upon the entire traffic of the line, and are not

susceptible of apportionment to each unit of transportation.

Any rate which will contribute a surplus, small or large, above
the mere cost of transportation—that is to say, above the ex-

penses incident to this particular carriage, and which thereby

lessens by the amount of that excess, the burden of the fixed

charges remaining upon other traffic is justifiable. But it is

defensible only under two conditions. The first is that the

goods at any higher rate will go by another route or not at

all; and the second is that the effect may not be detrimental

to the general course of business. Thus a long haul at a

lower rate than the rate charged for a shorter haul, if it must
be lower in order to secure the business, constitutes no
injustice to the local shipper; for the surplus remaining above
the cost of haulage of that particular increment of freight

lessens thereby the charge which must be made upon local

freight for meeting interest on bonds, maintenance of way
and equipment, etc., all of which charges go on more or less

independently of the traffic. On precisely the same grounds

a discrimination of freight rates in favor of the cheaper com-
modity or the less valuable service may be defended. Coal

or sand, transported at 2!4 mills per ton-mile, may reasonably

be carried at that rate; while the road is coincidently charging

three or four times as much per ton-mile for hauling dry

goods or fine hardware. For if a quarter of a mill per ton-

mile can be earned above the expenses incident to hauling

that sand or coal, it enables the rates on the dry goods or

hardware to be maintained at a lower point than they other-

wise would be. It is unnecessary to elaborate this principle

further; it is everywhere accepted as valid. And it unques-

tionably substantiates such statements as Mavor's, that

"freight rates, like rent, are rather the effect of price move-

ments than the cause of them." When tariffs are high be-

cause prices are high, we are afforded a fair illustration of

value of service as an element in rate-making. The only diffi-

culty in applying the reasoning in practice is to ascertain

whether the contribution of each particular rate to the com-

mon good is as much or as little as it ought to be. Statistics of

ton mile revenue become serviceable at this point. To be tech-

nically discussed in a subsequent article.

.\s above defended, value of service, affording a war-

rant for classification, has been recognized in a number

of Interstate Commerce decisions since 1887. A relation be-

tween the grade of the charge and fluctuations in the market

price of the commodity—in other words, charging what the

traffic will bear—is at times discernible. It is to the interest

of the public that carriers should be satisfied with relatively

smaller profits from the transportation of commodities of low

price which are in general demand.' Under these circum-

stances changes in price of such staple commodities as iron

and steel, or the lower priced grains, should be reflected in

a corresponding modification of rates."

.\kin to this is recognition of a relation in general between

the value of a commodity and its classification. Where, for

example, articles representing different stages of manufacture

have to be graded, it is but fair that the raw material, or the

partly-made product, should be graded lower than the fin-

ished article.* Similarly articles which may fairly be sub-

..0-- - -jpper and wheat, for example, as suggesting

uel O. Dunn, The American Transportation Question,
^ Compare the_charge:

discriminatioi

pp. 62 and 81. Rebates.

= 6 I. C. C. Rep., 88; 9 1.

freight rates and prices compa
p. 366.

• Hammond Railway Rate Theories, pp. 14, 27, 36 and 29

C. Rep- 382; 4 I. C. C. Rep.. 48. On
Rep. U. S. Industrial Commission, XIX,
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stituted for one another ought to be classified with reference

to their common market value. The relative value of com-

modities, as controlling classification, clearly governs the

treatment of hard and soft coal. The practical difficulty,

of course, is to know where to stop in admitting such con-

siderations. Shall "small-vein" soft coal, because it cannot

compete on even terms with the "big-vein" product, be ac-

cepted for carriage on a more favored basis?' Some rather

nice questions, both of business and public policy, would be

suggested b3' such a precedent.

Different classification of the same commodity, according

to the use to which it ma)' be put, is evidently an attempt to

grade according to value rather than cost of service. Auto-

mobile parts may come in from the wheelmaker at second-

class rates, but when they go out to jobbing houses they are

rated three times first class.^ A number of cases of this sort

have come before the commission. Shall cow peas, for ex-

ample, be classed with corn and oats as agricultural products

in one case, while according them a rating with commercial
fertilizers in another, inasmuch as they may become an active

agent in nitrogenizing soil ?' More recently the commission

has declined to recognize the validity of classifying accord-

ing to the use to which the commodity may be put. Thus
brick is alwaj's to be classified identically without regard to

whether it is for fire, building or paving purposes.' Unusually

low rates for steam coal used by carriers and open only to

certain shippers for this or other particular purposes have

been forbidden.' The carriers have attempted to distinguish

in grade between dried fruit and raisins. For the two indus-

tries call for relatively different protection against old-estab-

lished competitors."

As actually effected in practice, classification of freight

seems to have been largely empirical—the result of long ex-

perience in sympathetically feeling the pulse of the business

community. In the main, despite their denial of the validity

of cost as an element in rate-making, traffic managers and the

Interstate Commerce Commission seem to have been swayed
more commonly by this consideration in the make-up of

schedules. Nevertheless, charging what the traffic will bear,

as a principle, will suffice alone to explain many of the de-

tails of classifications now in force. Rates have been adjusted

so as to secure the largest amount of business possible at the

highest rate compatible with that volume. In other words,

traffic managers have been mainlj' influenced by the consid-

eration well stated by a witness before the United States In-

dustrial Commission : that, "a freight tariff is made as it is,

not because it ought to be that, but because it must be that."

The procedure of classification committees seems, in other

words, to have been mainly based upon considerations of rev-

enue, and that, too, without any very positive evidence as to

details.' Rule-of-thumb experience, therefore, is mainly rep-

resented in classifications of the present time; that is to say,

an adjustment of freight rates upon different commodities to

suit the commercial conditions which have happened to pre-

vail at any given time. All of which emphasizes still further

the need of scientific revision of these most important sched-

ules, preferably by the carriers themselves, but by public au-

thority if commercial inertia be too powerful to be privately

overcome.

The spread of a classification—that is to say, the gradu-
ation of rates as between all kinds of goods, from fine silks

to lime and sand, or from aeroplanes, "set up," to pig iron,

"laid down," is not constant. How shall this be theoretically

' 14 I. C. C. Rep., 127.

'Freight, February, 1905, p. 61.

»10 I. C. C. Rep., 281.

' 17 I. C. C. Rep., 197. But compare 23 I. C. C. Rep., 7. on stock and
fat cattle: and 14 I. C. C. Rep.. 27. on "big-vein" and "small-vein" coal.

°20 I. C. C. Rep., 426; 21 I. C. C. Rep., 41.
"2 I. C. C. Rep.. 1.

' Evidence before the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Industrial

Commission as to freight rate advances in 1900 prove this point.

justified? At first sight it would appear as if the relativity

of charges between different things, as determined by cost or
value of service, ought to remain fixed; that is to say, for

example, that rates on raw hides fairly standing at one-half

of the charge for shoes, ought to remain always and every-
where at this ratio. Advocates of a rigid classification pre-

scribed by public authority seem often to assume that this

could be brought about. But a moment's consideration of the

nature of a tariff as it has already been described will show
that this is impossible. The spread or gradation, far from
being fixed, must in the nature of things ever vary from
place to place with change of trade conditions. The rate on
raw hides relatively to that on shoes in New England—the

main center of manufacture for footwear—should be very

different at Kansas City or Chicago, whence the raw hides

are derived; different alone, if for no other reason than be-

cause hides, moving east, progressively add the cost of. car-

riage the further they go; while with shoes the augmentation
of value goes on in the opposite direction, geographically.

True as between commodities, the same inconstancy of ratio

also holds good as between different points along a given line.

The rate from New York to Durham, N. C. for example, on

first-class freight may be IS per cent, above that for freight

of the second class; the second class may be 20 per cent,

above that of third class for this distance, etc. ; yet the differ-

ence between first and second class for another distance, as be-

tween New York and Jacksonville, Fla., may be 20 per cent.

;

that between second and third may be 27 per cent., and so on.

This ever-changing spread of rates from place to place, as

between different commodities, and with all possible combina-

tions of the two, may be even more clearly demonstrated in

another way. Referring to the diagram' below, showing the

construction of rate sheets as they graduate charges acord-

ing to distance, is it not plain that the spread between com-
modities at any given place is indicated by taking a vertical

cross section of the diagram at that point? We have already

seen that the curves, rising with increase of the distance, do so

by different degrees. They cross and recross, making an in-

tricate lace work of lines; because of the fact that while cost,

in general, may increase more or less proportionately to dis-

tance, competition in its ever-varying forms, plays all sorts

of pranks with the rates from point to point. The rate at any

station is shown by the height of the curve on the vertical

line for that place. Even, however, if the curves never crossed,

but rose by evenly spraying out from one end of the line,

as in the case of those for the three upper classes, their rela-

tive heights would constantly change with distance. But

owing to the complexities of competition the onward and up-

ward movement of the curves is usually much more erratii;

than this. Some commodities, like children, "get their

growth" early. They soon attain the level of all the charge

they can ever bear. Others distribute their development over

a much greater interval. "Sometimes, as we have observed,

the coal curve will be above the wheat curve; sometimes it

will be below. In other words, the vagaries of these sloping

lines cause the cross-sections, indicative of spread, to vary

from point to point all along the line. Such a thing as con-

stancy of ratio between classes or particular goods is, in

the nature of transportation things, impossible. This is a

matter of fundamental importance, especially in its bearing

upon the proposition, soon to be considered, of substituting

a single uniform classification under government authority

for the present three-fold system. Moreover, it demonstrates

the great commercial disturbance which might ensue from a

general advance of freight rates by an indiscriminate trans-

fer of commodities from lower to higher classes, such as was

attempted in 1900. Such procedure is altogether illogical,

and economically as upsetting to trade as a general "hori-

zontal" increase or reduction of a customs tariff.

" Described in the Railway Age Gasette, May 7, 1909, p. 977.
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Commodity rates as a means for enabling shippers to reach

beyond their immediate territory and gain an entrance to

new markets form an entirely distinct variety of cliarges from
made to suit particular contingencies, although, of course,

those quoted in the classified tariffs. These are special rates

under the law they must be filed with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission in the same manner. Such commodity
rates, however, do not apply to persons but to localities. Al-

though granted to shippers in a particular place to build up

an industry, the privilege of shipment under the same condi-

tions is theoretically open, of course, to all others at that

point. Such commodity rates naturally apply to three sets

of commercial conditions: They either govern large ship-

ments for long distances, as in the case of live stock; or, if

for short distances, they must be confined to commodities of

the very lowest grade, such as lime, sand or paving blocks;

or else they are introduced to meet special conditions, such

as an irregular market or rapidly fluctuating competitive cir-

cumstances, as in the case of goods for import or export.

Such special rates are almost invariably granted for carload

lots alone. The reason is, naturally, that it would not be

worth while to make an exception to the classified schedules

for less than that amount. Moreover, as has been observed,

special rates of this sort are often introduced in order to meet
changeable competition, such as by steamship lines engaged
in export or import business. The classified ratings change

but little, and oftentimes remain the same for many years.

But in all cases where fluctuating conditions have to be met
commodity rates by the carload are likely to appear. This

is one reason why the transcontinental tariffs, exposed to

competition either by the Cape Horn or Panama water

routes, contain so large a proportion of commodity or carload

ratings.'

Exceptional or commodity rates are also commonly found

in a territorj' like the southern states, where manufactures

are struggling to maintain a foothold. If it appear that a

new industry can maintain itself in competition with already

established industries elsewhere, only by a concession in

charges, the traffic manager may elect to grant a commodity
rate until such time as the industry has been placed firmly

upon its feet. The tonnage moving under commodity rates

imder such circumstances may be much greater than that in-

cluded under the classified schedules. Attention has already

been drawn to this fact, but it merits still further comment.
Probably three-fourths of the business of American railways

is done under such special rates. This is apparently a higher

proportion than rules in foreign countries with the possible

exception of England. It is important to notice, however,

that the revenue obtained from such traffic is relatively much
less than the tonnage, inasmuch as most commodity rates are

confined to low-grade goods. Whether such exceptions to the

classified tariffs are on the increase or not is open to question.

The evidence tends to show that with industrial growth, spe-

cial rates granted in connection with its development, tend

to increase up to a certain point. Commodity rates, for ex-

ample, are said to be much more important in the West than

they were 15 years ago." But, on the other hand, industrial

conditions having once become standardized and assured, the

natural disposition of the railways is to substitute regular

schedules for a multiplicity of special rates. The dilemma is

that such a special rate once allowed, is exceedingly diflicult

to withdraw. An earnest attempt was made by the trunk lines

in 1899 to retire a large number of these commodity rates.

It then appeared that the New York Central & Hudson River

had no less than 1,370 on file. Opposition naturally arose to

the cancellation of these—an opposition less easily overcome

because of the complication that the withdrawal of com-
modity rates meant practically the abolition of carload
ratings. Such action, therefore, looking toward simplifica-

tion of tariffs threatened substantially to disturb all the ex-

isting commercial adjustments. On the other hand, it is en-
couraging to note that a distinct reduction is at least evident,

since the recent extensions of federal authority, in the num-
ber of separate and independent rates put into effect. The
following table, covering the tariffs, officially filed at Wash-
ington since 1?06. is proof positive of great improvement in

this regard:

Freight Schedules Filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission.

1896 131.597

"OS 193.995
1907 187,041
1908 161.584
1909 129^94
1910 109!55O
1911 93.821

.A reduction of more than one-half within five years is matter
for public congratulation.'

Special or commodity rates for the maintenance of equi-

librium between competing markets fall naturally into several

distinct groups." In the first of these, concerning commodity
rates on grain and grain products and cotton, production
takes place over a vast extent of territory, and the products
are marketed in places widely remote from one another. The
problem under such circumstances is mainly that of securing

equalization through different gateways. It is a question first

of concentration at primary markets, such as St. Paul, Kan-
sas City, or Chicago; and thereafter of carriage by competitive

routes whether by way of the Gulf, by any of the various At-
lantic seaports, or by the St. Lawrence river. Commodity
rates are thus determined in this first class of cases mainly
with references to competition of routes. On the other hand,

when production is spread over a considerable territory, but

when transportation is thereafter effected along converging
lines to a fairly localized center of manufacture, the problem
of equalizing conditions, competitively, by the resort to com-
modity rates, has mainly to do with competitive conditions at

the place of production. Rates on wool to the highly localized

markets of the world afford illustration of this second type

of commodity rate problem.' Commodity rates upon fruits

and vegetables to common markets from such widely sep-

arated sources of supply as Florida and California, or the

equilibration of conditions of production for coal or lumber
from the most widely scattered sources of supply, are perhaps

the most difficult of all to settle satisfactorily.

(To be continued.)

' Si.xteenth Annual Report I. C. C, Rep.,
21 I. C. C. Rep.. 349 and 418.

= 18 I. C. C.. Rep., 459.

19 I. C. C. Rep., 244;

New R.\ilw.\y for Austr.vli.v.—The governments of New
South Wales and Queensland have agreed to join forces to in-

sure the construction of a line which will run from Bourke to

Hungerford. on the southern boundary of Queensland, thence

to Camooweal on the western boundary, and from Camooweal

to Pine Creek, the first section to be built by New South Wales,

and the second by Queensland, and the third by the common-
wealth. The distance between Bourke and Hungerford is 120

miles, and the country is generally flat. The Queensland

parliament has already authorized the construction of the line

from Tobermory to Camooweal. and has agreed to build the

section between Tobermory and Hungerford. The section left

for the commonwealth to build, that between Camooweal and

Pine Creek, is about 640 miles long.

'Cf Annual Report, I. C. C, 1909, p. 11.

= McPherson, Railroad Freight Rates, pp. 117-148, is good on this.

'23 I. C. C, Rep., 151, investigating the transportation of wool affords
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RECENT FLOOD IN LOUISIANA.

Many persons not familiar with the local geography of Louisi-

ana have been confused by the lurid and inconsecutive accounts

of the damage done by recent floods which have appeared in

the daily press. The serious damage which has occurred is

indicated by the accompanying map which shows the extent of

the country devastated. Xo prior flood has ever done the damage

or inflicted the loss that the floods of 1912 have brought about.

Ordinar>' floods in the Ohio, in the Missouri or in the Mis-

sissippi itself can be taken care of in the lower river without

disaster, but simultaneous freshets in the Ohio and in the Mis-

sour rivers, the crests of which meet at Cairo, have never failed

to produce disastrous consequences in the lower river. This

condition has occurred in the past about every 15 or 20 years.

In the floor of 1512, the first crevasse in Louisiana occurred

in the levees in the Parishes of East Carroll and Madison, just

•south of the Arkansas hne. This break flooded a portion of the

country south from the state line shown shaded in the accom-

panying map and put the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific and

.other roads under water, lasting for several weeks. L'nfor-

tunately the topography of the country is such that all of this

Operating Under Difficulties East of Roux, La.

-water w^as brought back into the Mississippi through the Red

river and its tributaries.

As soon as the crest of this overflow reached the Mississippi

again, the levees at Torras. between the point where the Red

river flows into the Mississippi and where it flows into the

Atchafalaya, gave way. This flooded an additional section south

of the first flood district and extending clear to the Gulf of

Mexico shown in the lower part of the shaded portion of the

map. The water which flowed through the Torras crevasse did

not again flow into the Mississippi but sought the Gulf of Mexico

through the Atchafalaya basin, flooding the country on both

sides of that stream, including the east bank of Bayou Teche

practically south of Franklin. This flood put out of commission

the main line of the Texas & Pacific and one of its branches.

the main line of the Frisco, the Baton Rouge branch of the

Southern Pacific and about twelve miles of the Southern Pacific

Port Barre branch between Leonville and Port Barre.

The last crevasse to break was at Hymelia, a point on the west

bank of the Mississippi river about 35 miles above Xew Orleans.

Vigorous attempts were made to close the latter crevasse by

the Government engineers, but their preliminary \vork was

washed away and the levee also caved above the preliminary

work, and the crevasse soon became unmanageable. It rapidly

enlarged until some 4.000 ft. of the levee was gone and the Flooded Districts Along Lower Mississippi.
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water was pouring through this opening at the estimated rate

of 100,000 cu. ft. per second.

This practically inundated the entire country between Bayou
LaFourche. the Mississippi river and the Gulf of Mexico. It

overflowed the Texas & Pacific tracks, about a mile away, and
gradually rose through the swamps until the Southern Pacific

main line was overflowed to a depth varying from two in. to

about 24 in. for 18 miles. It stopped the operation of trains for

a while, but the Southern Pacific continued regularly to give

through, though impaired, train service to New Orleans by de-

touring its trains from Schriever to Napoleonville, on the

Napoleonville branch, thence over the Texas & Pacific to Baton

Rouge, crossing the river by transfer boat to the Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley on the east bank and thence to New Orleans.

The Southern Pacific main line had been securelv anchored and

View from Upper End of Hymelia Crevasse, Showing Pile

Drivers in Distance.

as it is ballasted with heavy gravel it was kept in good surface

and line during the flood, so that when the water began to recede

it was possible to run a large number of freight trains daily

through water 6 to 10 inches deep.

A great deal of the country overflowed by these crevasses

from near the Arkansas line to the Gulf of Mexico is as fine

agricultural country as the world contains. In the upper portion

of the state magnificent crops of corn and cotton are raised

;

in the central section cotton, corn and sugar cane, and in the

lower portion sugar cane and corn. The water receded from
the upper section in time to enable the planting of a few quick

growing crops, but, with few exceptions, the season is too late

to produce crops in the lower portions of the state.

The question of the protection of the Mississippi valley from

overflow can no longer be considered a local question. The
water which causes this damage originates in every section of
the I'nited States except a narrow strip of the Atlantic and
Pacific coasts and immediately around the Great Lakes. The
I'nited States Government should assume the construction and
control of the levee system to insure such a large section of the
country against future destruction from high water. Thousands
of people have been rendered homeless, have lost everything they
possessed, and much fertile country has been rendered tem-
porarily a barren waste. The 1912 high water inundated approxi-
mately 6,000,000 acres of land.

We are indebted to Thornwell Fay, president of the Harriman
hues in Louisiana and Texas for the above information.

LARGE SCHERZER BRIDGE FOR ENGLAND.
A contract has been placed by the Great Central Railway of

England with Sir William Arrol & Company, Limited, Glasgow,
Scotland, for the construction of a large railway and highway
Scherzer rolling lift bridge and approaches across the Trent
river at Keadby, in Lincoln, England. The requirements of
navigation at this point on the Trent river, just above where
it enters into the Humber river, are quite severe.

The heaviest main line traffic of the Great Central Railway
between Doncaster. Grimsby and the large modern Immingham
docks on the Humber river will pass over this bridge.

The structure will be composed of two fixed approach spans
in addition to the bascule span, and the track girder span upon
which the moving leaf rolls in its operation. The total length
of steel work will be nearly 500 ft. Each span will have three
trusses, the center truss dividing the railway and roadway por-
tions of the bridge deck. The railway section will have a width
of 29 ft., and the roadway 24 ft. center to center of trusses.

The movable span of this bridge is of the single leaf through
type, and as it will have a movable length of 160 ft., and an
extreme width of nearly 60 ft., it will be one of the largest
bascule bridges in the world. The machinery and power equip-
ment, designed for opening and closing the bridge in one
minute, is very simple for so large and heavy a structure. The
power will be electricity, generated in a machinery house along-
side the bridge, and the motors are placed on the rear end of
the movable leaf. These motors are geared to the main opera-
ting shafts, which drive pinions engaging w^ith racks on in-

dependent fixed supports outside of the plane of the movable
bridge trusses. This method of operation is one of the special

features of the latest designs of Scherzer rolling lift bridges,

and reduces the machinery and power required. The substruc-
ture will consist of steel caissons carried to about 50 ft. below
the low water of ordinary spring tides, and the masonry piers,

carrying the superstructure, will be founded upon these cais-

sons.

Sir William Arroll & Company, Limited, will execute the
work under the supervision of J. B. Ball, engineer-in-chief

of the Great Central Railway, by whom the foundations and
approach spans were designed. The Scherzer Rolling Lift

Bridge Company, Chicago, designed the superstructure, opera-
ting machinery and power equipment of the bascule span, and
will maintain a general consulting engineering supervision over
the manufacture and erection of that portion of the work, in co-

operation w^ith Mr. Ball's staff.

Tracks Under Water Near Roux, La.

Imperial Railw.ws of Northern China.—With reference to
the agreement made last fall between the Japanese and the

Chinese authorities for an extension of the tracks of the Im-'

perial Railways of Northern China across the track of the South
Manchurian Railway to the city of Mukden, the work has suf-

ficiently progressed to permit freight and passenger trains to

be run to a temporary station erected about one-quarter of a

mile from the outer wall of Mukden. Work has not yet been

started on the permanent station.
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BURGLAR PROOF BOX
FASTENER.

CAR DOOR

In the series of articles on Defective Box Cars and Damaged

Freight, which appeared in the Raita'ay Age Gazette last April

and May, a number of illustrations were shown of the ease

with which some of the box car door fasteners can be pried

open without breaking the seal, allowing men to enter the

car and remove part, or all, of the contents, and then to close

the door and replace the fastener in such a way as to leave

no evidence of the car having been broken into. In the illus-

trations on page 838 of the issue of April 12, a National plate

and sealing pin, made by the National Malleable Castings Com-

effectually preventing separation of the hasp and staple m
case the hook of the staple is pried out of the wood. It is

necessary to turn the hasp and staple at right angles to each

other to disengage the safetv' lugs from the elongated slot in

Fig. 1—Application of National Safety Car Door Fastener.

pany, Cleveland, Ohio, were shown hi connection with a hasp

and door staple of an old type, which we have since been ad-

vised has not been made by that company within the past ten

years. It is only fair to state, therefore, that the company now

furnishes a hasp and staple with the plate and sealing pin,

which it is impossible to separate without breaking the seal or

tearing the car door.

Fig. 1 shows a National Safety car door fastener attached to

a car. with its hasp and locking pin in a locked position and

with the seal in place. Attention is directed particularly to the

construction of the shank of the hasp and the hook of the

staple. The latter has a pair of safety lugs cast on it, which

lie underneath and at right angles to the shank of the hasp.

Fig. 3 Trying to Force the Hasp and Staple Apart Without

Breaking the Seal.

the shank of the hasp, as shown in Fig. 2, and when the fastener

is attached to the car and the hasp is locked by the pin and

seal, it is impossible to do this without breaking some of the

part's of the fastener. Figs. 3 and 4 correspond to Figs. 11

Fig. 4—Showing How the Safety Lugs on the Staple Prevent

It from Being Separated fronn the Hasp While the

Seal is Unbroken.

and 13 on pages S38 and 839 of our issue of April 12, 1912, and

show the futility of attempting to open the National safety

fastener in ihe same way.

Fig. 2—The Hasp and Staple Cannot be Separated Unless

They Are Turned at Right Angles to Each Other.

New Jap.anese R.ulw.w.—The line between Hamasaka and

Kasumi in Tajima province, a distance of about 11 miles, was

opened to traffic last March. By the completion of this section

the San-in districts have been brought into closer relations w^th

the Kwansai regions. It means also practically, it not actually,

the opening of the trans-San-in railway, which is projected to

cover a total distance of 230 miles from Kyoto, the starting

point. The work was begun in 1900, and has cost up to the

present about $15,000,000.



TABLES FOR FINDING PROPER TONNAGE RATING.
Acceleration and Retardation Figures, and Their Use is

Solving Problems of Railway Location and Train Loading.

EV PAUL M. LA BACH,

Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

In attempting to make studies regarding the economic values

of different locations, the investigator is first confronted with
the necessity of using a unit for operating costs that must by
its very nature be nothing more than an average. It is called

the train mile, but is unsuited as a base except for train wages,
supplies and locomotive repairs. There is no other unit avail-

able, however, except in- a very few cases. For the purposes
of this discussion, freight trains only will be dealt with, as the

passenger train is on a very different basis. The engineer will

have a value given to the freight train mile, taken from the

operating costs of the railway for which he works or from those

of other roads in the vicinity, as found in an Interstate Com-
merce Commission report.

The next step will be to ascertain the tonnage hauled over the

engine district under consideration, or, if a new road, the prob-

able tonnage. If the tonnage does not balance, the greatest

will probably have few trains, the first method can be used, and
the maximum gradient selected will fix the number of trains.

When using the second method, however, the amount of rise is

the governing factor. A long, straight grade line has a very
slight advantage, from an operating point of view, over a
broken grade line of higher maximum grade, but with the same
rise. If the grade line can be so arranged that the speed limit

of the locomotive will not be exceeded, then the latter is as
economical as the former. The operating costs will be very
nearly the same, except that horse-power hours will cost slightly

more on the broken grade, owing to the fluctuations in speed.

It is chiefly in relation to the question of time that the ac-
companying tables of acceleration are useful. It is usually a
difficult matter to change the length of operating districts on
an old road, and even on an entirely new one geographical con-
siderations, the location of towns, etc., frequently enter into
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Fig 1—Profiles Illustrating Difference in Time Required by Trains Loaded for the Same Maintained Speed on Different

Ruling Grades Where the Same Ascent is to be Overcome.

amount in one direction is ordinarily used, but if there is a
decided difference in adverse grades, the lesser tonnage may re-

sult in the greater number of trains.

There are two methods for the rating of the locomotive to

ascertain the number of daily trains in each direction. First,

that based on the stalling limit, or the rate in miles per hour
which it is expected that the engine will run on an adverse
grade after momentum is exhausted. This is the method usu-
ally given in books, and it is customary to fix the speed on the

maximum adverse grade at 10 miles per hour. Second, that

dependent on the boiler capacity rather than on adhesion. This
IS the method usually found in practice where the train move-
ment is crowded and the time hmit is the governing feature.

In making a location these two methods should be kept in

mind by the locating engineer. If a new line is being run which

JE T.ABLE FOR PROFILES SlIOWN O.V AcCOMP.\NYIXG Dr.WVING.

Total Time from Station "O"
Minimum Speed, 10 m. p. h.

140.
165.
240.
265.
365.
390.
490.

-1-0.6% Grade.

-1-0.6% Load.
3.04 Min

12.58 Min
14.54 Min
21.80 Min
23.76 Min
34.81 Min
36.78 Min
46.83 Min

+0.;

528 49.48 Mil

-(-0.6% Load.
3.04 Min.

11.40 Min.
13.91 Min.
21.45 Min.
23.96 Min.
34.02 Min.
36.53 Min.

56.29 Mil

it more than they should. A train must reach its destination

in ten hours for 100 miles or pay overtime, and the 16-hour law

fixes an absolute limit to the time a train can be on the road.

It might seem desirable to reduce every maximum grade
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from 1.0 to 0.5 per cent., for instance. Although such a reduction

would allow a heavier train to be run the time required to

make the run would be greater, as the heavier train would have

longer adverse grades to climb and would not speed up as

quickly as the lighter train on the dovi'n grades. In case com-

petition or economy does not permit the lengthening of the time

over such a district, the tonnage must be reduced. This will

reduce the probable profits. If a locomotive must exert its

maximum power at all times to get over its district, there will

be little or no profit derived by reducing the maximum grade,

unless the total elevation to be overcome is reduced also. The

greatest efficiency will be produced when the ton miles per

hour reach the maximum with a given motive power.

These tables attempt to show the varying velocity of a loco-

pick out such a table for first trial as will allow the engine to

haul a train at 10 m. p. h. on the maximum grade. (Table 1,

just described, is an example, it being figured for 1.0 per cent,

loading.) It is assumed that grades are compensated. If the first

grade is level and 10 stations long, look in the 0.0 column and

note the speed at 10 stations which should be marked on the

profile at that point. If the next one is 10 stations of + 0.3,

see what speed the engine would have 1,000 ft. from its speed

at the first point. In this manner a speed diagram can be

constructed from which the time required to make the entire

run of the engine district can be calculated. This is shown in

Fig. 1. This is an assumed profile ten miles in length. The
tabulation of time shows that the 0.6 per cent, train (1,780 tons)

was able to run this ten miles in practically the same time on

T.KBiE :I ACCELEIHTIO.VS .*XD Retardations

Locomotive, Under Full Throttle. Loaded for + 1.0 Per Cent. Grade.

Velocity. Grade.
Mile Pc"

Hour. 0.0 -1-0.1 +0.2 + 0.3 -0.4 +0.5 +0.6 +0.7 + 0.8 +0.9

0.14

+ 1.0 + 1.1 + 1.2 + 1.3

Will

+ 1.4

not Start.

+ 1.5

0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.10

2

3

4

5

6

7

•7.1

•8

*9

•10

•10.9

0.12 0.13 0.15 0.16 0.19 0.22 0.26 0.29 0.37 0.52 0.74 0.82

0.27 0.30 0.33 0.36 0.41 0.47 0.56 0.68 0.87 1.21 1.72 1.92 1.36
"

0.44 0.48 0.64 0.58 0.65 0.73 0.85 1.07 1.33 1.79 2.46 3.00 3.32 10.88 "

0.68 0.74 0.81 0.88 0.98 1.11 1.27 1.68 1.94 2.54 3.46 4.44 5.95 25.45 •

0.97 1.05 1.16 1.26 1.40 1.5S 1.81 2.19 2.67 3.45 4.63 6.15 9.06 42.69 55.09 43.6a

1.33 1.45 1.58 1.68 1.93 2.17 2.50 2.93 3.55 4.53 6.06 8.22 12.83 63.63 50.23 41.47

1.73 1.88 2.10 2.26 2.52 2.83 3.26 3.83 4.25 5.93 8.01 12.33 13.26 64.10 44.32 38.88

51.73

2.25 2.45 2.68 2.96 3.31 3.56 4.10 4.82 5.86 7.49 10.17 16.80 64.68 47.60 42.27 37.43

2.87 3.14 3.45 3.77 4.29 4.53 5.22 6.14 7.47 9.54 13.03^ 62.90 55.69 44.16 40.01 35.82

3.70 4.01 4.86 5.51 6.58 7.85 9.52 10.08 12.62 22.71 61.57 53.19 43.35 41.16 37.01 33.69

11

•11.8

12

•12.8

80.10

4.71 5.12 6.41 7.*44 9.00 11.51 13.51 14.35 27.64 77.99 59.24 51.35 44.82 39.89 35.93 32.75

98.83

5.91 6.50 8.06 9.49 11.80 15.43 17.14 36.90 91.06 71.72 56.67 49.12 43.12 38.49 34.74 31.71

122.58

14

•14.7

7.31 8.19 9.88 11.74 14.75 19.71 20.49 117.68 82.45 67.90 53.93 46.84 41.32 37.00 33.46 30.60

8.94 10.18 11.84 14.16 17.93 24.32 30.34

121.48

120.71

101.02 74.39 60.49 50.92 44.34 39.35 35.36 32.07 29.39

15

16

16.8
17

18

19

•19.4

20

21

22

•22.7

10.96 13.11 15.86 20.56 28.50 41.01 85.02 66.93 55.57 47.68 41.65 37.22 33.60 30.57 28.08

13.26 16.23 20.14 27.35 39.74 71.45 112.41 80.32 63.66 52.32 45.18 39.73 35.46 31.89 29.09 26.91

198.44

15.84 19.55 24.68 34.58 50.66 161.11 103,61 75.32 60.17 49.32 42.80 37.76 33.85 30.62 27.99 25.14

18.75 23.06 29.50 42.24 64.37 142.30 94.23 70.00 56.47 46.44 40.47 35.80 32.16 29.14 26.66 24.55

21.99 26.76 34.57 50.30 75.18 122.27 84.77 64.38 52.54 43.69 38.29 33.87 30.48 27.71 25.33 23.34

241.24

26.67 33.74 48.21 52.31 169.29 101.34 73.85 58.45 48.40 41.36 36.14 31.94 28.84 26.23 23.99 23.14

31.64 41.42 62.68 115.63 154.77 93.75 67.93- 54.11 45.15 38.54 33.79 30.01 27.08 24.67 22.60 20.85

36.94 49.13 77.75 151.11 138.75 86.32 62.36 50.04 41.95 35.90 31.55 28.06 25.35 23.12 21.19 19.57

23

24

25

26

27

•27,5

290.17

42.29 60.87 93.50 255.75 122.15 78.26 57.20 46.13 38.83 33.30 29.32 26.10 23.61 21.55 19.76 18.27

47.85 65.27 109.93 203.02 104.82 69.84 52.14 42.28 35.70 30.67 27.05 24.11 21.83 20.95 18.30 16.93

57.05 89.21 160.93 152.36 86.73 61.06 47.20 38.54 32.51 28.14 24.82 22.17 20.05 18.32 16.83 15.58

65.98 114.19 255.53 135.65 78.11 54.33 42.28 34.70 30.10 25.33 22.42 20.02 18.17 16.64 15.27 14.18

75.56 140.07 338.46 118.20 69.11 47.82 37.46 30.88 26.23 22.62 20.06 17.92 16.29 14.89 13.71 12.74

28

29

30

31

32

33

*33.6

639.33

85.47 166.36 261.15 100.12 59.79 41.57 32.71 27.07 23.04 19.96 17.67 13.80 14.38 13.15 12.11 11.25

97.59 194.68 209.94 80.81 50.14 35.60 28.02 23.27 19.85 17.21 15.25 13.64 12.44 11.38 10.48 9.77

105.94 272.47 136.23 61.98 40.12 29.66 23.52 19.54 16.64 14.52 12.89 11.56 10.49 9.63 8.86 8.22

134.79 352.46 110.61 48.21 31.63 23.63 18.68 15.53 13.35 11.62 10.31 9.28 8.44 7.72 7.13 6.66

154.32 435.34 84.33 35.24 23.47 17.66 14.01 11.68 10.03 8.77 7.78 7.02 6.39 5.84 5.40 5.05

174.53 515.22 57.08 22.95 15.49 11.74 9.34 7.81 6.68 5.88 5.22 4.72 4.30 3.93 3.63 3.38

34

35

420.17

195.24 285.00 28.88 11.23 7.67 5.86 4.67 3.92 3.30 2.96 2.63 2.38 2.17 1.99 1.83 1.71

* Speed which can be maintained on given gradient (th us 22.7 1on +0.3 per cent.).

motive with a given load on a given profile. Table 1 shows

the distances in 100 ft. stations needed to increase velocity from

to 1, to 2, to 3, etc., miles per hour.

It also shows the maximum speeds the engine can maintain

with the load on given grades. The line which appears in each

column indicates the point, in reference to distance run, at

which this maximum speed is reached. The figures below the

line show the distances a train moving at speeds higher than

it can maintain will move before slowing down to this speed.

On a given profile, place the train at the starting point and

both grades, while the 0.5 per cent, train (2,057 tons) had its

time increased 14 per cent., and its tonnage increased 16 per

cent. If we assume that waiting for orders takes one hour

and meeting each opposing train 25 minutes, we will get the

allowable running time by subtracting these amounts from 10

hours per 100 miles. This will be the economical running time.

With a division of 100 miles and six opposing trains the run-

ning time would have to be six and one-half hours, acd with

twelve opposing trains, four hours. Even if the 0.6 per cent,

train ran on the 0.5 per cent, grade it would not reach the
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other terminal inside of the 10 hour limit, while the 0.5 per

cent, train on the 0.5 per cent, grade would be in a still worse
condition.

By making a number of these trials, and not losing sight of

the fact that as you cut down the tonnage rating you increase

the number of daily trains, a tentative loading will be reached

which can be used in connection with the train mile cost that

has already been ascertained.

In the first class of tonnage rating, in which the trains are

few and the rating is on the stalling limit basis, it is frequently

found desirable to put, in sags, grades whirh exceed the maxi-
mum for which the engine is loaded. This can frequently be

done, and such grades are constantly operated on a momentum
basis. One hears a great many objections raised to this on the

B a640' C D
Fig. 2—Momentum Grade Profile.

ground that a tank, or something compelling a stop, may be lo-

cated there in the future. It should never be put there in any
case. It is usually just as cheap to pump water up a hill as

to haul it up in a tender. The method of ascertaining whether

a grade can be operated as a momentum one is illustrated in

Fig. 2.

Passing A at a speed of 10 m. p. h., the locomotive should

drift, and Table 3 shows that a velocity of 35 m. p. h. will be

reached in 4,375 ft. The velocity at B will then be 35 m. p. h.

This maximum speed will be maintained on the level grade to

C, as indicated under the 0.0 per cent, grade in the first column
of Table 1. In running from C to D the train will slow down
to 10 m. p. h. at D, as the column headed -)-1.2 in Table 1

shows. The train will be retarded to 10 m. p. h. in a distance
of 4,635 ft. As the engine is rated for 10 m. p. h. on a -|-1.0 per
cent, grade, this speed will be maintained from D to E. If
the engineman used steam at A there would be this difference:

Distance to reach a speed of 10 m. p. h. on 1.1 per cent
(Table 2) '_ 150 ft.Distance to reach a speed of 35 m. p. h. on 1.1 per cent
(Table 2) _ 35,0 ^^

Difference 2,870 ft.

Brakes would have to be set at 2,870 ft. from A (towards
B) in order not to exceed the maximum speed of 35 m. p. h.

These tables may also be used to fix the grade of sidings.

It will be noticed that a train loaded for a -f-l. per cent, grade
will not start on a -fl.O per cent, grade, but will on a -fO.9
per cent, grade. This does not take into account the retardation
due to the switch and frog, which may be estimated as 0.1

per cent. This shows that the grade on a siding for this load-
ing should not exceed 0.8 per cent. If for any reason it is

found necessary to place a siding on a maximum grade for

the use of trains ascending it, it should be in the nature of a
switchback and the train should back into it. It should be on
a level grade if possible, so as to give the train a chance to

get a speed of 8 or 10 miles an hour as it comes into the main
line again in resuming its run.

In these cases, where the sag and the next following sum-
mit are made up of numerous broken grades, the tables can be
used to find the actual ruling grade by first ascertaining the

point at which the speed will be reduced to 10 m. p. h., if that

is standard. The grade can be computed from the tonnage
hauled.

Sometimes it is desirable to know how close a siding may be
placed to the foot of a maximum grade and give space enough
for the train to accelerate to 10 m. p. h. before reaching this

grade. If the siding is on a -j-0.7 per cent, grade, and we add
a tenth for the retardation of the switch, etc., then in the -|-0.8

per cent, column, opposite 10 m. p. h. is found 747 ft. This

Table II

—

Accelerations.

Locomotive, U ider Full Throttle, Loaded for -1-1.0 Per Cent.

Velocity
Miles Pe

Grade.

Hour. 0.0 —0.1 —0.2 —0.3 —0.4 —0.5 —0.6 —0.7 —0.8 —0.9 — I.O —1.1 —1.2 —1.3 —1.4 — l.S

0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
1

0.12 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05
2 0.27 0.25 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.11
3 0.44 0.42 0.38 0.36 0.33 0.32 0.30 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.21 0.19
4 0.68 0.64 0.59 0.56 0.52 0.49 0.46 0.44 0.^1 0.40 0.36 0.37 0.35 0.34 0.33 0.30
5 0.97 0.91 0.85 0.80 0.74 0.70 0.67 0.63 0.59 0.57 0.55 0.51 0.50 0.49 0.47 0.44
6 1.33 1.23 1.15 1.07 1.01 0.96 0.89 0.85 0.81 0.78 0.74 0.71 0.68 0.66 0.63 0.60
7 1.73 1.63 1.50 1.41 1.32 1.25 1.18 1.12 1.06 1.02 0.98 0.94 0.89 0.87 0.82 0.79
8 2.25 2.07 1.94 1.81 1.70 1.61 1.51 1.43 1.36 1.31 1.25 1.20 1.14 1.11 1.06 1.02
9 2.87 2.65 2.46 2.29 2.15- 2.03 1.91 1.81 1.72 1.65 1.57 1.50 1.44 1.39 1.32 1.27

10 3.70 3.54 3.11 2.88 2.70 2.55 2.38 2.25 2.11 2.05 1.95 1.87 1.79 1.72 1.63 1.58
11 4.71 4.53 3.90 3.59 3.36 3.15 2.96 2.79 2.59 2.52 2.39 2.29 2.19 2.10 2.01 1.92
12 5.91 5.38 4.83 4.43 4.15 3.87 3.61 3.41 3.16 3.06 2.90 2.76 2.64 2.53 2.42 2.33
13 7.31 6.73 5.93 5.42 5.04 4.69 4.39 4.11 3.82 3.67 3.48 3.30 3.15 3.01 2.88 2.76
14 8.94 7.97 7.21 6.57 6.05 5.61 5.22 4.89 4.59 4.34 4.12 3.90 3.71 3.55 3.38 3.25
15 10.96 9.87 8.61 7.80 7.17 6.63 6.15 5.77 5.38 5.08 4.80 4.55 4.32 4.10 3.94 3.77
16 13.26 11.89 10.22 9.20 8.42 7.76 7.18 6.70 6.26 5.89 5.56 5.27 4.99 4.74 4.54 4.34
17 15.84 14.04 12.04 10.77 9.S2 9.02 8.31 7.75 7.22 6.78 6.39 6.04 5.72 5.44 5.19 4.96
18 18.75 16.32 14.08 12.55 11.36 10.41 9.56 8.89 8.27 7.75 7.31 6.88 6.52 6.19 5.90 5.63
19 21.99 18.72 16.35 14.55 13.09 11.93 10.95 10.12 9.41 8.81 8.29 7.80 7.37 7.01 6.65 6.36
20 26.67 22.24 19.17 16.67 14.97 13.60 12.44 11.41 10.65 9.94 9.33 8.78 8.29 7.87 8.46 7.12
21 31.64 25.98 22.07 19.03 17.02 15.41 14.06 12.83 11.99 11.16 10.46 9.83 9.28 8.79 8.33 7.94
22 36.94 29.87 25.29 21.63 19.24 17.35 15.80 14.39 13.41 12.46 11.67 10.95 10.32 9.77 9.26 8.82
23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

42.29 33.93 28.55 24.47 21.67 19.47 17.67 16.10 14.94 13.8.5 12.96 12.15 11.43 10.82 10.24 9.74

47.85 38.17 31.96 27.56 24.27 21.72 19.65 17.96 16.54 15.34 14.32 13.41 12.60 11.92 11.27 10.72

57.05 44.23 35.69 31.17 27.12 24.15 21.83 19.86 18.27 16.93 15.75 14.72 13.83 13.08 12.37 11.75

65.98 50.56 41.21 34.94 30.13 26.74 24.10 21.88 20.09 18.59 17.27 16.13 15.16 14.30 13.51 12.84

75.56 57.12 46.02 38.84 33.38 29.52 26.48 24.03 22.02 20.35 18.88 17.62 16.54 15.59 14.72 13.97

85.47 63.91 51.16 42.88 36.76 32.47 29.04 26.31 24.07 22.20 20.60 19.19 17.99 16.94 15.99 15.17

97.59 70.96 56.42 47.07 40.49 35.60 31.78 28.73 26.23 24.14 22.38 20.85 19.51 18.37 17.31 16.40

105.94 80.84 63.18 52.20 44.63 38.83 34.56 31.20 28.50 26.09 24.25 22.55 21.11 19.79 18.70 17.63

134.79 90.99 70.11 57.48 48.88 42.29 37.53 33.85 30.87 28.18 26.20 24.35 22.77 21.33 20.15 18.95

33

34

154.33- 101.49 77.30 62.94 53.28 45.97 40.70 36.64 33.34 30.40 28.23 26.22 24.49 22.92 21.65 20.35

174.53 112.36 91.74 68.59 57.84 49.89 44.07 39.57 35.94 32.76 35.35 28.17 26.28 24.59 23.21 21.84

195.24 123.50 92.36 74.40 62.51 54.05 47.65 42.65 38.64 35.27 32.57 30.20 28.15 26.40 24.83 23.43
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would be the minimum distance beyond the foot of a +1.0

per cent, grade that a siding should be placed for the use of

ascending trains.

A similar method may be used in finding the proper tonnage

rating for a given locomotive on an old line. From the tram

sheets, find the amount of delay per hour of runnmg time, ihen

take the profile and construct a speed diagram from one ter-

minal to the other in both directions. Increase or decrease the

rating for the locomotive until you reach a pomt where you

have no overtime, with the addition of time for delays taken

from the train sheets. It may be found economical to pay a

small amount of overtime and to take a heavier rating.

When this point is settled, you have a tentative rating. 1 his

should then be tried on a locomotive of the given class m good

condition. The drawbar pull should be computed from the

American Railway Engineering Association formula, which

takes into consideration the number of cars in the train when

estimating train resistance. A few road trials will then fix

the rating which is to be used as a standard. Variations, of

course, will have to be made for the time the locomotive has

been out of the shops, scale, radiation in cold weather and in-

creased train resistance from the same cause.

The acceleration] 5 Drawbar pull 1 _ J Tf-1
re|istance of given

|
or retardation ( I at mean speed ) ( weight ot train in pounoa j

lbs. per ton f = -

tons engine

at

r puU j_i3 lbs.
speed i

train (in tons)

(2) The limiting grade = -

20 (Weight of train + engine)

In formula (1) when the given quantity is plus, the speed wUl increase;

when minus, the speed will decrease.

The locomotive considered in the following table is a 170-ton consolida-

tion type, capable, in working order, of exerting on a level grade the

following drawbar pulls in pounds at the velocity named:

M.P.H. Pounds. M.P.H. :

39,360 18

1 39,255 19

39,145

3 39,035

4 38,947 22

38,860 23

6 38.723 24
38,585 25

8 35,893
9 33,197
10 30,500 28

n 27,599 29

12 24,696
13 22,593
14 21.127 32

15 19.715
16 18.513 34

17 17,311

These values take into considera-

tion the amount of coal of 11,000

B. t. u. a man can throw into the

firebox in a given length ot time.

The fuel is that usually found on

the western roads. In practice it

has been found that the steaming

qualities of a locomotive are lim-

ited by the ability of the fireman to

handle fuel.

Table III

—

Accelerations.

Locomotive Drifting.

H12" ^-^:^s =ir__-o^^^2E°!r]II^°!i^
•0

45 1.83 1-47 1-23 1-05

11
5.13 3.84 3.08 2.57 2--0

'-
8.04 6.02 4.83 4.03 3.45

"
1119 8.38 6.72 5.61 4.80

»
14.58 10.93 8.75 7.27 6-2.

'•'
18.18 13.63 10.92 9.11 7-80

'*
22 03 16.51 13.23 11-04 5-45

17
llll 19.57 15.68 13.08 11-20

'« 30'4 22.80 18.27 15.24 13.05

"
,5 00 26 24 21.00 17.49 15.00

20
»

f,j; 23.87 19.91 17.05

21
11,

s

33 55 26.88 22.42 19.20

22 tt'l 3-49 30.03 25.05 21.45

'1 5 l".60 33.32 27.78 23.80

24 "=3
45 91 36.75 30.61 26.25

25
ll-.i 50 37 40.32 33.61 28.80

2« '-6 550 44.03 36.70 31.45

I "''
='-«^

''''
ll-ll 37-05

29 86-« ^*-^' ''•'' Hi- 400029 „ 69 97 56.00 46.6= 40.00

30 93.33 oy.y/ ^^^.

33 115.36 86.51 j,gg
34 123.18 92.37 /J.^-

35 131.25 98.41 78.75 6,.61 56...

It is seldom that the engines on a busy single track road can

be 10 ded as heavily as they are theoretically rated and sti

U

rLh their destmation on time. The question of time then be-

rmeso prime importance and estimating it a "ther difticul

-^r h -t-^^c^vSht: «;: rr^dt
Svtt^tgSn.°\;etm\ Method should be used m that

Method of Compl'tikg Tables.

The maximum speed permitted for freight trains is assumed as 35 miles

*" *""""
. , ., nn a level grade is assumed as follows for a 60-ton

The train resistance on a level grauc

car: 13 lbs. per ton.

Starting g 11,3 per ton.

1 mile per hour
....5 lbs. per ton.

2 miles per hour ^

^ ^ ^^^ p^.^. j^^

3 miles per hour and over "1' 1"
'„V Vrade in pounds per ton.

on temp's rate per cent. 01 graae, lu ^juw^v* t-

Grade resistance = 20 times rate pc
_

, . -I 70 fV,2 Vo=) 70 (Vi— \ i')

Resistance due to| _ ''O'.W ^->
^^ D =

acceleration and
f
—

r. R
retardation ... J

Where D = Distance traveled in feet.

V, = Terminal velocity in mUes per hour.

V. = Initial velocity in miles per hour.

The demonstration of this formula follows later.

-1.0
-1.3

0.92

1.92

3.01

4.19

5.47

6.82

8.26

9.79

11.41

13.13

14.90

16.78

18.75

20.81

22.97

25.20-

37.52

29.92

32.42

35.00

37.67

40.42

43.27

46.20

49.22

6.07

7.35

8.71

10.15

11.67

13.26

14.93

16.68

18.51

20.42

22.40

22.46

26.60

28.82

31.11

33.48

35.93

38.46

41.07

43.75

0.74

1.54

2.41

3.35

4.37

5.46

6.62

7.85

9.15

10.50

11.92

13.43

15.02

16.66

18.38

20.16

22.02

23.95

25.95

28.00

30.16

32.36

34.63

36.97

39.38

0.67

1.40

2.20

3.06

3.98

4.97

6.02

7.13

8.30

9.55

10.84

12.20

13.63

15.12

16.71

18.29

19.98

21.73

23.56

25.46

27.38

29.35

31.43

33.56

35.80

2.01

2.80

3.65

4.56

5.52

6.54

7.62

8.75

9.96

11.22

12.54

13.91

15.31

16.83

18.37

19.97

21.63

23.33

25.13

26.97

28.87

30.83

32.81

0.56

1.18

1.85

2.58

3.37

4.19

5.02

6.02

7.02

8.08

10.33

11.54

12.81

14.14

15.50

16.91

18.41

19.95

21.54

23.18

24.88

26.63

28.43

30.29

Form of Tael-lation for Comput.xtion of Tables.

1^
c.s H.£ (5h(S 5.S

39,360 14,677 19.0
3.3

39,255 10,261 22.4
8.7

39,145 5,645 25.8
13.5

39,035 4,516 26.5
18.4

38,947 4,516 26.5
23.7

38,860 4,516 26.4

7,370 4,516
2.1i

7,030 4,516
1.9

6,690 4,516
1.6

350

490

630

-^H^excess engine tractive power is averaged for two ^iven ^locities to

ge^the distance Traveled in increasing the velocity from 1 to 2. 2 to 3,

J 1 per cent.
R="^ °f 8^="'" ; •••;;:•

" .... 3,400 = (20 x 170)
Grade resistance of engine
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Drawbar pull at 10 m. p. li 30.5110

24 ) 27.100

Train 1,129

Engine 170

Total 1.299

Train resistance for grade 20 lbs.

Friction of 60-ton car 4 lbs.

Total 24 lbs.

Derivation of Formula.

The following derivation of formula was originated by G. R, Hende

70(\V— W)
Distance traveled in feet =z

rdation = difference per

resistance of train,

or retardation takes place.

Let R =: force producing acceleration or re

ton between power of engine arc

D = distance in feet in which acceleratio

\' = velocity in feet per second.

P = acceleration or retardation in feet per second.

W ^ weight of body in pounds.

G = acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft. per second).

T = time in seconds, during which velocity or acceleration is in

action.

Then V = FT.

VT
D =

, V being considered as the ultimate velocity produced by
2 P in T seconds.

V V=
Substituting the value T = — in the second equation we have D =

Xo

The acceleration produced on a body by a fore

to the acceleration of gravity that the force produ

the weight of the body moved.

rs the sai

acceleratit

Therefore D =
2P 2RG

It is desirable to have the horizontal forces in pounds per ton of

of machine and the velocity in miles per hour.

Let \'i z= velocity in miles per hour.

5,280
Then V = Vi X = 1.466\',

3,600

2.15Vr, also substitute 2,000 lbs. for W ai

2.1 5Vr X 2,000 \\-
R = = 66.76

This formula nly considers the nslatit

ve ha

of the ngin

as a whole and must have added to it the rotative energy of the wheels

and axles.

In order to determine the effect of wheels and axles the moment of

inertia is first ascertained for a similar engine and a percentage used for

all similar locomotives.

If 70in. drivers weigh 6,000 lbs. and an axle weighs 1,000 lbs. with a

diameter of 8 in., we can safely figure that:

6,000 X 40=
= 4,800.000 in. lbs. for two wheels.

1,000 X 4=

8,000 in. lbs. for

Wheels and axles = 4,808.000 in. lbs.

Total for a 4-6-0 engine = 14,424,000 in. lbs.

For rods weighing 1.500 lbs. I = 1,500 X 14= = 294,000.

Then 14.424,000 + 294.000 = 14.718,000 and dividing by 35= to ret

the effect to the rim of the wheel:

14,718,000
= 12,000 lbs. approx.

For the tende

la

1.22

. 2 wheels 36 in. di

1 axle — 450 lbs.

1,400 X 324

700 lbs. = 1,400 lbs.

= 226.800 in. lbs.

1,350 lbs.

Total for wheel and axle 228.150

and dividing by (18= = 324)

228.150
= 704 lbs. at tread of wheel

324

lbs.

= 2,816 lbs. The same unit weights will be used for truck wheels.
3 pairs locomotive wheels and rods 12,000 lbs.

4 pairs tender wheels 2,816 lbs.

2 pairs truck wheels 1,408 lbs.

Total 16.224 lbs,

weight cf the engine will probably not be less than 300,000 lbs.

J 6,224

300,000
"

v,= \-,=

Then R = 1.05 X 66.76 = 70

D D
V,=

or D = 70
R

This becomes for velocities Vg and V3
VV — V,=

D = 70
R

RADIAL BUFFER BETWEEN ENGINE AND
TENDER.

The spring Ijuffer ordinarily used between engine and tender
is difficult to maintain in satisfactory condition. Wear is so
great on the faces of the buffer and on the draw-bar pins
and the pin holes that adjustment is required more or less

frequently. The work of uncoupling the engine and tender,

shortening the drawbar and recoupling is so difficult that in

many cases the slack is not taken up and the device is allowed
to run without compression of the buffer springs. This not

only causes the engine to ride badly, but brings excessive

strains on the draw-bar in switching or in starting away from
stations. Moreover on many modern engines the overhang
from the back drivers to the face of the chafing casting is so

Application of "Radial" Buffer.

great that the average spring buffer will not provide for the

lateral movement in passing around short curves.

To overcome this the Radial Buffer Company, Xew York,
has placed on the market what is known as the Radial buffer,

which is shown in the accompanying drawing. It consists of

two castings, one bolted to the engine and the other to the

tender; also two other castings and a wedge. Wear in the

draw-bar pin holes or pins is taken up by adjusting the wedge
in or out and the draw-bar may be easily uncoupled by with-

drawing the wedge. The faces of the two buffing blocks are

radial with the center of the pin holes in the draw-bar, and
the floating block between them permits the engine and tender

to take any position without changing the distance between

the centers of the pins. There is no strain on the draw-bar and
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pins except when the engine is pulling. Buffers of this type

which have been in service for a considerable time indicate

that there is very little wear of the castings, draw-bar pins and

pin holes. The design is such that there is no necessity of

the slack exceeding 1/16 in., thus improving the riding of the

locomotive and eliminating the jerking action when drifting

at high soeed.

POWERFUL MIKADO LOCOMOTIVES.

The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific has recently received 40

mikado locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, which

are quite similar to the Erie locomotives of the same type, de-

scribed in the Railway Age Gazette of February 9. 1512. p?ge 241.

except that the piston stroke of the Rock Island locomotive is

30 in., as compared to 32 in. for the Erie, and the steam pres-

sure is 10 lbs. greater, or ISO lbs.

The boilers of the Rock Island locomotives are of the straight

top type, and measure 86 in. in diameter at the front course. The

firebox throat is 25^4 '" deep, measured from the underside of

the barrel, thus providing ample room for the installation of a

brick arch, which is supported on four tubes. The superheater

flues are Sj/i in. in diameter, and are arranged in four horizont?!

rows, with nine flues in each row. The dome is on the middle

plate steel end sills. The trucks are of the arch bar type, with

cast steel side frames and bolsters.

The general dimensions and data are as follows

:

Getwral Data.

Gage 4 ft. gi^ in.
Service Freight
Fuel Bit. coal
Tractive effort 57,100 lbs.
Weight in working order 318,850 lbs.
Weight on drivers 243,200 lbs.
Weight on leading truck 25.500 lbs.
Weight on trailing truck 50,150 lbs.
Weight of engine and tender in working order 480,000 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 17 ft.
Wheel base, total 35 ft. 2 in.
Wheel base, engine and tender - 67 ft. lYi in.

Ratios.

Weight on drivers -J- tractive effort 4.26
Total weight -H tractive effort 5.58
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -f- equiv. heating surface* 640.00
Total equiv. heating surface* -7- grate area 89.10
Firebox heating surface -r- total equiv. heating surface*, per cent... 4.60
Weight on drivers H- total equiv. heating surface* 43.20
Total weight -i- total equiv. heating surface* 56.40
Volume both cylinders, cu. ft 21.40
Total equiv. heating surface* -=- vol. cylinders 263.00
Grate area -f- vol. cylinders 2.94

Cytinders.

Kind Simple
Diameter and stroke " 28 in. x 30 in.

Valres.

Kind Piston
Diameter 1 6 in.

Greatest travel 6 in.

Outside lap 1 1/16 in.

Powerful Mikado Locomotive for the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific.

ring, and the seam is welded throughout its length on either

side of the dome opening. On the first and third rings the seams

are welded for 12 m. at each end, and are sextuple riveted. The
firebox volume is unusually large, the depth of the box being

90 in. at the front.

The main frames are of vanadium cast steel and are 6 in. wide

and 7 in. deep over the pedestals. The front rails are single and

are cast in one piece with the main frames. Each rail is 11 in.

deep and 6 in. wide, and is strengthened on the bottom by a rib,

which is 2 in. wide by 4 in. deep. This provides an exceptionally

strong construction at the point of cylinder connection. Cast

steel is used for the driver brake fulcrums. These act as filling

pieces between the upper and lower frame rails. Both the guide

yoke and the guide bearers are of cast steel. The yoke is

strongly ribbed, and forms an eiTective transverse brace for the

frames just back of the first driving pedestals.

The cylinders are bushed, and the steam distribution is con-

trolled by 16-in. piston valves, which are operated by the Baker

gear. Steam enters the chests on top through outside pipes. Oil

may be delivered to both the steam chest and cylinder at mid-

length. The cylinders are fitted with vacuum relief valves and

drifting valves. The Ragonnet power reverse gear, operated

by compressed air, is used.

The tenders are of the Vanderbilt type, and have a capacity

for 9,000 gals, of water and 16 tons of coal. The frames have

Inside clearance 1/16 in.

T-ead Vi in.

Type of valve gear Baker

Wheels.

Driving, diameter over tire 63 in.

Driving, thickness of tires 3J4 in.

r)riving journals, main, diameter and length 11 J4 in. x 13 in.

Driving journals, others, diameter and length 11 in. x 13 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameter 33 in.

Enpirc truck journals iVi in. x 12 in.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 42 in.

Trailing truck journals 9 in. x 14 in.

Boiler.

Style Straight
Workirg ores.sure 180 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 86 in.

Firebox, length and width 108 in. x 84 in.

Firebox plates, thickness }i in. and H !"
Firebox, water space 6 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter 238—2^^ in.

Flues, number and outside diameter 36—5^ in.

Tubes, thickness and material No. 10, W. G.. Iron
Flues, thickness and material No. 9. W. G.. Steel

Tubes, length 21 ft-

Heating surface, tubes 4,004 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 260 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 4,264 sq. ft.

Superheater heating surface 848 sq. ft.

Grate area o3 sq. ft.

Center of boiler above rail 120 m.

Tender.

pype Vanderbilt

W^heels. diameter •
•

'. ,T
•'^*

Journals, diameter and length o >"• „^ '' '"
Water capacity 9-000 gals.

Coal capacity '° '""'

Equivalent heating surface equals 4.264 -i- (1.5 X S4S) = 5.536 sq. ft.
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WILLIAM BURNETT SCOTT.

William Burnett Scott, who succeeds Mr. Fay as president

of the Harriman Lines in Texas and Louisiana, takes his

place among that large majority of railway presidents who have

worked their way up through the operating department. Mes-

senger boy, telegraph operator, train despatcher, trainmaster,

superintendent—this is the line of promotion through which

most presidents have advanced, and through which Mr. Scott

came. He had worked his way up to general superintendent of

the Houston & Texas Central when, seven years ago. he was

transferred to Chicago as assistant director of maintenance

and operation of the Harriman system. His prexious experi-

ence had made him a thorough operating man. His position

as Mr. Kruttschnitt's assistant gave him such opportunity to

participate in the handling of large railway affairs as could be

gained in few other places, for

there are few offices from

which there are directed the

operation of 18.000 miles of

railway. He went out on the

lines and personally helped to

work out many of the plans

that were formulated in the

Chicago office. He personally

supervised the Iiandling of the

associated lines' car pool, and

took an active interest in the

system of surprise signal

checks, over which also he had

general supervision.

While Mr. Scott's long rail-

way experience, beginning

when he was 11 years old,

has been of the most practical

kind, he always has taken as

much interest as the most ar-

dent theorist in making and

carrying out new methods,

even though involving a radi-

cal departure from the usual

ones. The Harriman fines

plans for giving publicity to

accidents, for educating young

men for officers, the educa-

tional bureau of the Union

Pacific, which seeks to give

all employees opportunity to

gain knowledge which will

make them better employees,

etc., have all been given his

sympathetic interest and earn-

est support.

In his personal demeanor he

is democratic, quiet and soft

spoken to a degree, but back of these qualities there lies an
extraordinary reserve of courcge and determination. The many
employees who have been brought in personal contact with him
by some mistake or fault of their own have all very speedily

learned that while his voice is always low he has a remorse-

less way of meaning what he says and of doing what he says

he will in the way of inflicting discipline. He is far from be-

ing a "mixer," but he has a way of dealing with individuals.

With railway employees as a whole, and with the public

that popularizes both him personally and the railway with which
he is connected. It is impossible to conceive of his making
any impression on anyone other than that of a fair-minded,

absolutely honest man. He is a firm believer in giving the

public the facts about the railway business and in rendering it

good service.

In going to the southwest Mr. Scott is returning to a field

in wliicli he worked for years and with which he is thoroughly
l;.miliar. He was born August 18, 1862, at Hamilton, Ont.,
was educated at Walkers' Academy, Guelph, Ont., and began
railway work in 1873, as a messenger boy on the Grand Trunk
at Guelph. He was later, consecutively, freight clerk of the
same load at Guelph and telegraph operator at Toronto; train
despatcher of the Canadian Pacific at Winnipeg; chief
despatcher and trainmaster on construction of the Great North-
ern between Minot, N. D., and Helena, Mont., and superintend-
ent of telegraph of the Chicago Great Western. He was made
trainmaster of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Chicago in

18^0, and in 1897 went to Temple, Tex., as superintendent of
the Gulf, Colorado & Santa l"e, where he remained for five

years. Mr. Scott has been with the Harriman lines since 1902.

First he was superintendent of the Galveston, Harrisburg &
San .A.ntunio at San Antonio, Tex.; then, for a year from

June, 1904, he was general su-

perintendent of the Houston &
Texas Central; and in 1905

he was made assistant director

of maintenance and operation

of the Harriman lines, with

office at Chicago. Following

the reorganization of the Har-
riman lines in October, 1911,

he was made vice-president

and general manager of the

Union Pacific, with office at

Omaha, Neb.

William B. Scott.

R.\iLW.\y Taxation in Spain.

—For a number of years none

of the lines in Spain paid any

interest on the capital invested,

but recently they have been

paying an average rate of inter-

est of 4 per cent. The tax

levied by the government on the

railways is S per cent, of the

freight receipts, 25 per cent, on

ordinary passenger tickets and

10 per cent, on reduced pas-

senger tickets if the reduction

exceeds 25 per cent. This in-

volves payment of heavy taxes

by all the lines, one line having

paid to the government in 1911

over $4,000,000, including free

transportation, which the Span-

ish railways are compelled un-

der their concession to grant.

—

Consular Report.

Spanish Railways.—T h e

area of Spain, exclusive of the

Balearic and Canary Islands, is 190,050, and the total length of

railways in operation at the end of 1911 was 9,040. of which

1,888 miles were narrow gage. The four principal raihvays of

the country are the Caminos de Hierro del Norte de Espana,

Los Ferrocarriles de Madrid a Zaragoza y a Alicante. Los

Ferrocarriles Andaluces. and the Sociedad de Los Ferrocarriles

de Madrid a Laceres y a Portugal, which are all operated under

concessions granted by the government. These lines are all

single track, with the exception of 175 miles. The cost of con-

struction has been $654,998,000, and the average cost per mile

has been $32,244 for the standard gage lines, and $17,050 for the

narrow gage lines. The number of locomotives in use on stand-

ard gage lines was about 2.000. and on the narrow gage lines,

about 600. The total number of passenger cars in service was

6.466. and the total number of freight cars was 54,877.

—

Consular

Report.
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WALTER L. ROSS.

Walter L. Ross, whose election as president of the Toledo,

St. Louis & Western to succeed Theodore P. Shonts on Sep-

tember 1 was announced in last week's issue, furnishes another

example of the scores of railway executives who have attained

high positions from humble beginnings.

He was born at Bloomington. 111., on January 1, 1867. and

obtained his early education in the public schools of his native

town. After leaving school he became a messenger boy, and

later an operator and clerk in the office of the Western Union

Telegraph Company. He entered railway service in 1887 with

the Wabash, and gained a thorough experience in the ground

work of railroading as clerk, operator, chief clerk in local

office, clerk in trainmaster's and despatcher's offices, and local

agent on the Wabash and the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa. Enter-

ing the traffic department, he

became general agent of the

Indiana, Illinois & Iowa, and

to June 1, 1904, was division

freight passenger agent of that

road. From June 1. 1904. tc

.April 1, 1905. he was general

passenger agent of the Toled'i,

St. Louis & ^^"estern, and on

.April 1. 1905. he was appointeil

general freight agent also, with

headquarters at Toledo, \\hcn

tlie Clover Leaf took over the

Chicago & Alton he was made

general traffic manager of botli

roads, with headquarters in

Chicago, on December 1, 1907.

and in 1909 he was elected vice-

president in charge of traffic.

While the Iowa Central ami

the Minneapolis & St. Louis

were operated in connection

with the Alton and the Clover

Leaf, Mr. Ross was vice-presi-

dent of all four lines. As presi-

dent of the Clover Leaf, which

is now to be separated from the

Alton in management, he will

have headquarters at Toledo.

Mr. Ross has devoted a large

part of his time to efforts to

promote a spirit of co-operation

between the railways and the

shippers along their lines, and

has delivered several notable

addresses on subjects pertain-

ing to the relations between

the transportation interests and

the public. In these he has

continually emphasized a full recognition of the duties of the

railways to the public and has been one of the foremost ex-

ponents, if not the originator, of the motto, "the public be

pleased." as a substitute for the much-quoted phrase in which

the contrary idea has been so generally expressed.

PLANS FOR NEW CHICAGO
STATION.

UNION

Walter L. Ross.

Sp.\nish Railway Subsidies.—In order to induce foreign and
Spanish capitahsts to invest in the construction of railways in

Spain, the government passed a law in 1908 authorizing the

construction of 3,309 miles of secondary lines and 2,879 miles

of main lines, and, as an inducement for investment of capital

in these enterprises, guaranteed 5 per cent, interest on the cap-

ital invested, and in addition exempted them from taxes for

ten years. These concessions were without result. howe\ er.

—

Consular Report.

The railways using the L^nion station at Chicago have def-

initely decided where they will locate their new terminal.

The head house is to face on Canal street and will be bounded
by this street, .Adams street, Clinton street and Jackson boule-

vard. Tlie main concourse will extend under Canal street,

and will have on its north and south sides what will be sub-

stantially two separate systems of stub end tracks.

The present Union terminal is situated between the Chicago
river. .Adams, Canal and Madison streets. The trains of the

Pittsburgh. Fort Wayne & Chicago, the Burlington and the

Chicago & .Alton enter it from the south, and those of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the Panhandle from the

north. It is expected that the same plan will be followed in

the new station. The new ter-

minal will have 26 station

tracks, most of which will en-

ter it from the south.

While the location has now
been finally settled, the design

of the terminal, which is being

made by D. H. Burnham &
Company, has not been worked

out in detail. -About all that

can be said at present is that

it will be one of the largest and

most modern terminals in the

country. The present Union

station, which is used by the

mads already mentioned, han-

dles 45.000 to 50,000 passen-

gers a day, who arrive and de-

part on 261 trains. Because of

the fact that a great part of

the traffic is through business,

as distinguished from subur-

ban, the facilities that must be

provided for the accommo-
dation of passengers, the han-

dling of baggage, etc., are

large. There is, however,

heavy suburban business
through the old station which

will be transferred to the new
one, and for the particular

accommodation of this a sub-

way to the terminal will be

opened from Quincy street

under the Chicago river. The
plans call for as complete a

segregation as practicable of

the through and suburban busi-

ness. Suburban passengers will

be able to go to and from trains through the concourse with-

out passing through the station head house.

The train shed will be a modification of the Bush type and.

while it and the concourse will be depressed somewhat below

the level of the head house, the train shed will not be in a

subway, but will be open for the escape of smoke and gas to

the air. there being no plan for electrification. The subway

between the down-town business district and the terminal

w-ill remove a good deal of the traffic, both of pedestrians and

vehicles, from the bridges which passengers must now use

in passing between the down-town district and the present

LTnion terminal. The estimated cost of the new terminal is

$35,000,000.

One of the most interesting questions in connection with

the plans is whether the government will erect a large post

office building adjacent to the new terminal. It was long
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thought probable that the Union station lines would go south

and build on Twelfth street. The government has contem-

plated locating the new post office building at Van Buren and

Jefferson streets, which would be somewhat remote from the

station site now decided on. The location of the new post

office building at Van Buren and Jefferson streets would

necessitate the hauling through the streets daily of about 3,000

wagon loads of mail, with the resulting increase of the con-

gestion of street traffic. Furthermore, at this location it

would not satisfactorily fit into the scheme of the Chicago

Plan Commission for the beautification of the city. E. R.

Graham, of D. H. Burnham & Company, who is the archi-

tect for the station, is also, since the death of D. H. Burn-

ham, the chief architect of the Chicago Plan Commission.

The railways having definitely decided to build at the location

already indicated, the Plan Commission is now in favor of the

erection of the new post office building on a tract of land

directly west of the projected Union station, bounded by

Adams, Clinton and Jefferson streets and Jackson boulevard.

Under the original plan of Chicago, Congress street was to

be made the central east-and-west axis of the "citj' beautiful."

With the new Union station and post office located west of

the river between Adams and Jackson, Quincy street would

be made the central east-and-west street. Quincy is now an

unimportant street running between and parallel to Jackson

and Adams. The existing post office building, which will

continue to be used for government purposes, is bounded by

Dearborn, Adams and Clark streets and Jackson boulevard,

and if Quincy street were cut clear through it would run

right through the site of the present post office, as it would

through the site decided on for the new Union station. In

other words, the old post office building is on a direct east-

and-west line with the projected Union terminal, as would

be the new post office if built directly west of the terminal;

and with Quincy street opened through from the present

post office building, except through the sites of the new
terminal and post office building, to Halsted street, carried

under the river by a subway and widened throughout its length,

it would fit admirably into the plan of Chicago. The Chicago

Plan Commission has, therefore, hailed with joy the an-

nouncement of the location of the new Union terminal, and it

is probable that the railways, the Chicago Association of

Commerce and the Plan Commission will join in urging the

government to put the new post office building adjacent to

the new terminal.

There are strong utilitarian as well as esthetic arguments

in favor of this scheme. Forty-five per cent, of all mail re-

ceived at and forwarded from Chicago is handled at the

Union station and 17 per cent, at the North Western station.

The location of the new post office at Adams and Clinton

streets would not only place it in close proximity with the

Union depot, but would bring it much closer to the North

Western station than it would be at the other site considered.

Furthermore, the location at Adams and Clinton is more

central, from the standpoint of the concerns sending out

the largest mails, than either the present site of the post

office or the proposed loc<xtion at Van Buren and Jefferson

streets. A vast quantity of mail originates in the wholesale

district lying west and outside of the elevated loop; the

large afternoon newspapers have their offices in much the

same district, and at present find it convenient to take their

mails to the Canal sub-station, which is near the present

Union station, rather than to the post office at Clark and

.Adams streets. The cartage of mail from the large mail-

originating district of Chicago to a post office at Jefferson

and Van Buren streets would involve a large added expense

in time and money. The despatch of mails from an office

located near the Union depot could be readily handled by

a system of 30-in. belt conveyors through a sub-basement

connecting with the trains arriving at and departing from

the Union depot. This would not be feasible if the post

office were located at Van Buren and Jefferson streets. The
long distance to and from the last-named location would
add materially to the cost of the screen wagon and pneu-

matic tube services, which now costs about $350,000 a year,

and to the loss due to decreased efficiency resulting in waste

of time.

The principal objection to the Van Buren-Jefferson street

location, however, lies in the fact that it would not be pos-

sible to handle the mail collection service satisfactorily if

the post office were located there. Outbound mails are des-

patched on schedule in large wagons for departing trains.

The inbound mail from trains is handled much the same way,

the exception in both instances being the despatch of letter

mails through the pneumatic tubes. But the collections are

not based on bulk and train connections. They are made at

frequent intervals and the mail collected cannot be sent

through the pneumatic tubes because to do so would require

treatment which cannot be given this mail until it has been

deposited in the post office.

If the post office be located at Jackson and Clinton streets,

and if the proposed "plaza" connection with the Union depot

be provided between Jackson and .Adams streets—and Market

street and the river, the collection problem can be solved by

the use of a system of belt conveyors to extend from the

"plaza" connection through under the sub-basement of the

depot to the new post office. Under this plan all of the

heavy collections made in the loop district can be brought

to this "plaza" where the satchels can be thrown on the

moving belt, thus delivering the collections into the post

office almost continuously. The publishers located in the

loop could, no doubt, use the same belt and thereby save

long hauls. Three additional belts could also be provided,

one between the "plaza" and "clearing house" in the sub-

basement of the depot, and one each way between this "clear-

ing house" and the new post office. The two belts between

"clearing house" and post office could be utilized for the

despatch of mails from trains to the post office and from the

post office to trains. All mails would be "relayed" from this

"clearing house" to and from trains on either side, either by

means of motor trucks or by means of overhead bag con-

ve\'ors.

If the postal department should decide to locate the new
post office in proximity to the new terminal it would follow

an example set in several cities. This has been done in con-

nection with the Union terminal at St. Louis, the Union
terminal at Washington and the Pennsylvania and Grand

Central terminals in New York City.

The plan of the railways contemplates the widening of

the streets on both the north and south sides of their ter-

minal, and, doubtless, if the post office building is erected

west of the station it will be of the same general style of

architecture.

Buenos .'\ires & Pacific Railway, Argentina.—The Buenos

Aires & Pacific's position is complicated by the fact that its re-

port includes the figures of the Argentine Great Western. Bahia

Blanca & North-Western, and Villa Maria & Rufino Railways.

In 1911 issues of $10,000,000 Bahia Blanca AYz per cent, debenture

stock were made, and in 1912 another $5,000,000 of 4^ per cent

Bahia Blanca debenture stock and $5,000,000 of Buenos Aires &
Pacific 5 per cent, debenture stock. There will be various sav-

ings, however, on account of the ranking since June, 1911, of

$15,000,000 5 per cent, ordinary (1911) shares as ordinary stock

and the completion of the writing off of the .Argentine Great

Western special expenditure, and of the fact that $102,000 was

added to the surplus last year. To these there is the addition of

$500,000 to gross receipts, which should mean $200,000 to $250,000

net. These will just about cover the increase in fixed charges,

so that it is probable the ordinary stock will again receive V/i

per cent.

—

London Economist.



CS^ni^ral N^m0 ^^<rlton.

The westbound "Pennsylvania Special" was derailed on the

morning of August 17, near Middlepoint, Ohio. One passenger

was seriously injured.

Large numbers of laborers on the docks of the Canadian

Northern at Port Arthur, Ont., struck this week for higher

wages, demanding 27J/2 cents an hour.

The large icing plant of the Northern Pacific at Pasco, Wash.,

was destroyed' by fire on the night of August 11. The loss is

estimated at $100,000, and includes 22 freight cars.

The Chicago & Alton has issued an order to employees of

the operating department, announcing that the use of intoxi-

cants while on or off duty will be considered cause for imme-

diate discharge.

The 17th annual convention of the International Association

of Ticket Agents is to be held at Muskoka, Lake Ontario, Sep-

tember 9. The president of the association is J. H. Sterling,

of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

Traffic on the Michigan Central in the vicinity of Niles,

Mich., was seriously disturbed on account of a storm on Sun-

day, August 18, which washed out tracks and yards, and necessi-

tated the detouring of traffic over the Lake Shore.

The Canadian Pacific has granted an increase of about 10

per cent, to telegraphers in its employ belonging to the Com-

mercial Telegraphers' Union, and the agreement provides that

each operator shall have two weeks' vacation, with pay, each

year.

A bill to regulate wireless telegraphy has passed both houses

of Congress and has been sent to the president. It requires

steamships carrying passengers to have two telegraphers, one

of whom must' be always on duty, and to have apparatus

capable of sending messages 100 miles.

The report of work on the Panama Canal shows that in the

month of July the rock and earth excavated amounted to

2,633,437 cu. yds., or about 300,000 cu. yds. more than in June,

n the work is kept up at this rate, it is expected that vessels

can go through the canal within a year.

The Westbound "Olympian" train of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & Puget Sound broke through a bridge near

Keechelus, Wash., August 12 and three cars and two locomotives

that were pulling the train rolled down an embankment, kill-

ing both enginemen and firemen and one passenger.

Officers of the Southern Pacific lines in Mexico report con-

siderable damage to the property of the railway because of the

operations of the rebels who are fighting the government there.

It was reported at Tucson, August IS, that 4,960 lineal feet of

the railway company's bridging had been destroyed, including

four high trestles.

The Canadian railway commission has given special authority

to the Grand Trunk Pacific to run trains from Prince Rupert

on the Pacific coast as far as Seeley Gulch Crossing, which is

near Mile 176 beyond the Skeena River Crossing. This per-

mission has been granted because the water in the river has

become so low that steamboat traffic has had to be suspended.

The United States Civil Service Commission announces for

September 21 examinations of candidates for the position of

engineer of tests at the Watertown arsenal, Massachusetts.

Salary $2,000. Applicants must have graduated in civil or me-

chanical engineering and show not less than three years' ex-

perience, including some experience in testing engineering

materials. The commission will hold examinations, September

11 and 12, of candidates for the positions of engineer draftsmen

in the supervising architect's office, treasury department.

Salaries, $1,600 to $2,000.

The House committee on merchant marine has started a de-

tailed inquiry into the business of all water carriers, especially

as regards relations with competing water carriers, with ship-

pers and with railways ; and a circular containing 42 questions

has been sent to all of the carriers. Congressman Alexander,

chairman of the committee, says that the aim is to secure in-

formation, not for the purpose of prosecuting any carrier, but

to formulate constructive legislation.

The United States District Court in New Jersey has decided

that the Central of New Jersey must pay taxes on certain

property in Jersey City on a valuation equal to 70 per cent, of

its true value. The assessors had made out a bill for $495,000

(number of years not stated). The railway company claimed

that the tax should be only $297,000, and by the basis no\y ap-

proved by the court it will be $350,000. The court holds that

70 per cent, of the true value is the basis on which property

generally in Jersey City is assessed.

The Pere Marquette has organized efficiency committees
composed of both officers and employees to investigate

various subjects assigned to them and to report to F. H.
Alfred, assistant general manager. The following committees

have been appointed: Train tonnage, J. F. Deiniling, chief

engineer, chairman; per diem and demurrage, H. O. Halsted,

superintendent of transportation, chairman; fuel consumption
and train supplies, W. L. Kellogg, superintendent motive

power, chairman; shop and store practice, W. C. Atherton,

purchasing agent, chairman.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, in pursuance of its energetic

campaign in the interest of better farming, has appointed H. S.

Lippincott as agriculturist. Mr. Lippincott has had charge of

the company's demonstration farm at Bacon, Del. The public is

reminded that the Pennsylvania six years ago, was the first rail-

way in the East to carry the gospel of good farming to the doors

of the farmers. The most important feature of the movement was

the establishment of the demonstration farm, where acres of sup-

posedly worn-out land are now furnishing crops second to

none. The office of Mr. Lippincott will be in Broad street sta-

tion, Philadelphia.

The number of passengers carried on the lines of the Southern

Pacific for the four years ending with May, 1912, was over

157,000,000, and during this time no passenger was killed or in-

jured in a train accident. The passenger mileage was in excess

of 6,594,000,000, or an average of 42 miles to each journey. Dur-

ing the same period, on the Union Pacific, the only train accident

affecting passengers was a single collision in which one pas-

senger was killed. During the past 12 months, surprise tests to

the number of 20.000 have been made on the Harriman Lines;

in only 1 per cent, of these tests was there any failure and none

of these failures was serious enough to have caused a collision.

Inspector H. W. Belnap, of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, reporting on the rear collision at Corning, N. Y.,

July 4, puts the chief responsibility on Engineman Schroeder,

for passing fixed signals and a flagman; the failure of the

flagman to use torpedoes was a contributing cause. The facts

are stated in this report substantially as heretofore given. "It

is also believed that a greater degree of safety would be pro-

vided if flagging rules were more explicit and the use of tor-

pedoes were required, if automatic block signals were prop-

erly overlapped and the speed of fast trains were reduced in

foggy or stormy weather, unless automatic train-control devices

were installed."

President Taft having vetoed the general appropriation bill

in which was a clause putting the Commerce Court out of ex-

istence, and also a clause limiting the tenure of employees of

the government in Washington, both the Senate and the House

re-enacted the bill with the tenure-of-office clause eliminated,

but with the provision for the abolition of the Commerce Court

retained; and the president again vetoed the bill. The House

then passed the bill over the veto, but the Senate did not; so

now it is expected that the bill will be passed containing an ap-

propriation sufficient to support the Commerce Court until the

4th of next March; and that in this shape it will receive the

president's signature.
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The state tax commissioner of Texas has given out a sum-
mary of the findings of the state tax board as to railway-

valuations in the state. The aggregate true value on January
1, 1912, of the railways valued by the board, is placed at

$450,869,082, an increase of about $28,000,000 over the valua-

tion found for January 1, 1911. The aggregate physical value

is placed at $288,580,176, and the aggregate intangible value

at $162,288,808. The physical value is approximately $40,000,-

000 in excess of that found for January 1, 1911, but the differ-

ences are largely due to the fact that the report is complete
for this year, whereas some of the roads were not included in

the former findings.

The Illinois Railroad and Warehouse Commission has is-

sued a circular letter to the railways of the state calling

attention to the fact that last year there was a considerable

shortage of cars, and in many instances of motive power, to

properly move both grain and coal. The commission's in-

vestigation at that time developed the fact that all of the

roads had more or less cars as well as motive power unfit

for service. The commission therefore this year urges the

roads to take such steps at once, if they have not already

done so, as will put all equipment in good condition for use,

and it asks each road to report to the commission by Novem-
ber 1 the number of cars which are in condition for the load-

ing of coal and grain, also the number of cars for such load-

ing that are unfit for service as well as the number of

locomotives.

The Pennsylvania Railroad announces that its police depart-

ment, during the year 1911, spent more than $100,000 in its

campaign against trespassing, or nearly one-fifth of the total

cost of maintaining the company's police force. In the efforts

of the company's agents to enlighten the public on this subject,

and to enlist the interest of magistrates and other local officers,

attention is being given more especially to those trespassers

who are not to be classed as tramps—well-meaning people who
use the railway tracks as thoroughfares. In the statement on
this subject which has been given out by the company, it is

said that the number of trespassers killed on American rail-

ways in one year is 10,000, and of injured 10.000 more, or a

total of 20,000. This evidently is a slip of the pen, as 10,000

killed and injured would more nearly represent the true num-
ber. In the fiscal year ending June 30, 1911, the number of

trespassers killed was 5,284, and the number injured was
5,614.

Additional Safety Committees on the Harriman Lines.

The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company
on July 1 organized a bureau of safety as a part of its general

campaign against accidents. The central committee of safety

consists of one assistant general manager as chairman, all other

assistant general managers, superintendent water lines, general

storekeeper, assistant general attorney, general claim agent and
chief surgeon. There are also division committees of safety,

consisting of the division superintendents and their staffs,

together with employees in various branches of the service. A
district committee of safety was also appointed, consisting of

one employee from each of the different branches of the Albina

shops, and one from the Albina general store. Each committee
will meet once a month, and special meetings will be called at

any time. The Oregon-Washington has been following for

some years, with good results, the Harriman lines plan of

giving publicity to accidents.

The Southern Pacific of Mexico and the Sonora Railway
also organized safety committees on August 1. The general

committee includes the general superintendent as chairman, one
assistant general superintendent as vice-chairman ;md secretaiy,

one assistant general superintendent, general freight and pas-

senger agent, chief surgeon, master mechanic, superintendent

of the Sonora division, and attorney at Guaymas. There is

also a committee for Empalme, consisting of the assistant chief

surgeon as chairman, master mechanic, storekeeper, municipal

supervisor, general foreman of shops, yardmaster and the sta-

tion agent at Guaymas, together with one shop foreman and
one representative of each of the various trades employed in

the shops as temporary members. There are also division com-
mittees for' each division.

Texas Railways Appeal to Public.

The railways of Texas have recently appealed directly to the

people of the state through a paid advertisement, signed "Gen-
eral Managers of the Texas Railways," which has been pub-
lished in all the leading papers of the state. The advertise-

ment is addressed "To the People of Texas," and calls atten-

tion to the fact that as the people have assumed absolute con-

trol of rate-making, and as they have to pay in the form of

rates every expense of the railways, they ought to be interested

in the efforts of the railways to prevent unreasonable increases

in expenses. The advertisement is in the nature of a follow-up

of the campaign of publicity which the Texas roads have been
conducting in the newspapers for the past two years. During
that time D. C. McCaleb, joint publicity agent for the Texas
roads, has sent out a large number of news items based on facts

and official records, and all newspapers receiving this news
matter have known that it came at the instance of the railways.

No story has been offered that did not have in it real news,

and the space that has been freely given by the papers amounts
to hundreds of columns.

The advertisement includes several quotations from members
of the legislature and of the railway commission showing that

legislation which will increase railway expenses must be re-

flected in the rates paid by the public. Some extracts are as

follows

:

"While the railways were constructed with private capital,

they are devoted to public use, and as you pay all the costs of

operating them, you ought to be interested in making that cost

as low as possible consistent with justice and safe and efficient

operation. The burden of every expense placed on the rail-

ways, whether by act of legislature, the courts or otherwise,

must be borne by the people who pay freight and passenger

rates.

"As general managers of the Texas railways, we are nothing

more nor less than trustees placed in charge of the properties,

and charged with the obligation of operating them in the in-

terest of the people and the owners, which duty we are faith-

fully trying to perform.

If the expense of operating the railways is increased, a still

heavier burden will be placed on the people of this state. With

your active and sympathetic help, this enormous expense can

be reduced. Will you help us reduce the great expense that

you are now paying?"

The Firemen's Demands.

Fifty representatives of the Firemen's Brotherhood met in

New York City on Tuesday and Wednesday of this week to

consider action on their recent demands on the Eastern rail-

ways for an increase in pay. The board which is arbitrating the

enginemen's demands having as yet made no report, the firemen

called upon Chairman Stuart, of the conference committee man-

agers, to set a date for considering the firemen's demands. Re-

plying to this request, Mr. Stuart said

:

"The issues involved in the present wage increases are so

great as to make it impossible for the railways to make any

general increase voluntarily. It should be apparent also that

in the formation of the present arbitration commission it was

hoped that their conclusions and recommendations would

pave the way for an equitable adjustment of the railway

problem, and that the conclusions thus reached would be a

reasonable guide as to what could or should be done for the

firemen. These conditions cannot be met and the conclusions

therefrom cannot be arrived at until the full conclusions of

the commission are at hand. It is also apparent that when

conclusions have been reached by the commission in regard

to the date that wage increases, if any, are to become effect-

ive to the engineers, the same principle could be made to

apply to the firemen. If, however, this proposition does not

appeal to you, and you insist upon an immediate consideration

of the whole subject, the only way in which that could be

accomplished, from my point of view, is to endeavor as soon

as possible to secure another commission of seven men in

all respects similar to the commission which has the engi-

neers' wage question under consideration."

The firemen have consented to wait until next Tuesday, for

which date Mr. Stuart has called a meeting of his committee;

but they ask that when a decision is reached it shall be retro-
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active. It is expected that the decision in the enginemen's case

will be made to apply from the first of last month or earlier;

and the fireman will demand equally favorable treatment.

International Railroad Master Blacksmith's Association.

The twentieth annual convention of the International Rail-

road Master Blacksmiths' Association was held at the Hotel

Sherman, Chicago, August 20-22. F. F. Hoeffle (L. & N.)

presided and Leon Hornstein, assistant corporation counsel

of the city of Chicago, welcomed the convention to the city

on behalf of Mayor Harrison. The prayer was offered by
ex-President George ^\^ Kelly (C. of N. J.). A report of the

proceedings will be pubhshed in next week's issue.

The following is a list of exhibitors:

Ajax Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.—Samples of railway forg-

ings, both large and small, upset on Ajax forging machines; also a

locomotive connecting rod and main rod straps, said to be the largest

forgings ever upset. Represented by J. R. Blakeslee, James A. Mur-

ray, A. L. Guilford, H. D. Heman and Henry Gaul.

Chambersburg Engineering Company, Chambersburg, Pa.—Photographs of

steam hammers. Represented by Henry S. Nixon.

Clement Restine Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Samples of Belmont packing.

Represented by Xorman Miller.

Colonial Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Samples of tool steel. Repre-

sented by \Vm. A. Mungester, Charles Kuppenhaefer and A. H.

Ackerman.
Crucible Steel Company of Araerfca, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Crescent special tool

steel seamless tube, drawing die, re-hardened over 2,000 times and still

in good condition; case showing fractions in steel. Represented by

F. Baskerfield, A. E. Jones, J. T. Stafford and W. N. Stevenson.

Firth-Sterling Steel Company, Chicago.—Samples of Firth-Sterling tool

steels. Represented by John J. Coleman.

Garlock Packing Company, Palmyra, N. Y.—Samples of railway packing.

Represented by Phil. .Arnold.

Goldschmidt Thermit Company, New York.—Moving pictures showing

method of welding locomotive frames and stern frames of vessels;

welding trolley rails on paved streets: different kinds of Thermit and

the resultant metals produced therefrom. Represented by Henry S.

Mann, Henry B. Kelly and Chas. D. Young.

Halcomb Steel Company. Syracuse, N. Y.—Samples of dies for blacksmith

work; the rivet and nut dies; high speed steel mixture in crucible;

ingot billets and bars showing fractures. Represented by Thos. J.

Moore and Geo. E, Yeager.

Houghton, E. P., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Case hardening compounds,

lubricating greases and tempering oils. Represented by J. W. Keller,

H. E. Lloyd and Emil Niessen.

National Machine Company, Tiffin, Ohio.—Semi-automatic hammer bolt

hitter; semi-automatic nut tapper; lyi in. quadruple motor drive bolt

cutter and motor drive die sharpener. Represented by E. R. Frost,

H. E. Lott. C. A. Spraggins and K. L. Ernst.

The Railway Materials Company, Chicago.—Drawings of various oil forg-

ing and welding furnaces. Represented by George Hoeffle, B. C.

Hooper, George O. Allen and T. B. Cram.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list giz>es names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Am Brake .'\ssociation.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope, New York; next convention, September 12, Seattle, Wash.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111.

American Associ.^tion of Railroad Superintendents.—W. C. Cooder,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
annual, November 20, 1912. Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building -Association.—C. A. Lichtv, C. &
N. W.. Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

American Railway Engineering -Association.—E. H. Fritch. 1011 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony
building, Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.
N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; Ist and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13

Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice. 29 W.
39th St., New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-
more, Md. Convention, 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal.
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. —Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim .Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226

W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-

vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick

building, Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,

Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio.
Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United

States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention, November 19-21, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St..

New York. Convention, May, 1913, Chicago.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc of U. S. and Canada.—

A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Convention, September, 10-13,

Denver, Col.
National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-

born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.
New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, .Aug. and Sept., Boston.
New York Railroad Clue.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d

Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;

4th Saturday, Duluth.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion. Peoria, 111.; 2d Tuesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York; annual. November 20, 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021

Monadnock Block. Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.
Railway Gardening .Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Railway Development .Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,

Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-

tion, Oct. 8-11, Quebec.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. assocs.

Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance Assoc.—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with .Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

, „ „ _ .

ROADMASTERS' AND MAINTENANCE OF WaY ASSOCIATION.—L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111. September 1013, Buffalo, N. Y.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal. Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Niquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago.
A «

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.— E. W. Sandwich, A. S
W. P. Ry., Montgomerv. Ala.; annual, Oct. 17, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—.A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga. ; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.— T. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo. Ohio; 1st Saturday. Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago. », ,,
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York;

last Tuesday in month, except June, July and .August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-

ings monthlv. Pittsburgh.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly. „,„_,_ »t .ir /^ «. xi tj

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, JN. Y. c « a. k..

East Buffalo. N. Y.; annual, Aug. 27-30, Chicago.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipef.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except Tune. July and August.

Western Society or Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.
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The annual convention of the Pacific Coast Freight Agents'
Association was held at San Francisco last week, beginning on
the 12th.

The leaving time of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul's

"Columbian" train at Chicago has been changed from 10:30

a. m. to 11:10 a. m. The arriving time at Seattle and Tacoma
will remain the same.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has instructed all of its freight

solicitors to urge upon shippers the need of carrying out the

recommendations recently published by Chairman Garrett look-

ing to the utmost economy in the use of freight cars during the

expected season of congestion.

According to a statement given out at the Department of

Agriculture in Washington, crops have been damaged in the

southern states during the past month by the army worm to the

extent of $8,000,000. Corn, cotton, sugar cane and rice have

suffered seriously throughout the south.

W. R. Grace & Company, owners of many steamship -lines, an-

nounce that on the opening of the Panama Canal they will send

vessels every two weeks from Xew York to San Francisco, and
at the same intervals in the opposite direction. Xew steamers

are being built for this line which will be 405 ft. long and 54

ft. beam and of 10.000 tons each.

At a conference of railway officers and automobile manu-
facturers at Detroit last week the statement was made that the

makers of automobiles in that city would require over 100,000

freight cars for their shipments during the twelve months of

1913. or about 2,000 cars a week. It is estimated that this

means a production of 330,000 automobiles.

Announcement has been made by the Transcontinental Pas-

senger Association lines that the one-way colonist fare from
Chicago to the Pacific coast this fall will be advanced from

f33 to $38, and from the Missouri river to the Pacific coast

from $30 to $35. The selling period will also be reduced from

30 to 15 days, from September 25 to October 10.

The Chicago Association of Commerce at a meeting on
August 14 adopted a resolution looking to the promotion of

the purposes of the "See America First Association," and that

a committee be appointed to co-operate with that association in

arranging for the proposed national convention to be held in

Chicago in the near future, to be attended by delegates appointed

by governors of the various states, the presidents of Mexico and
Cuba, the governor-general of Canada, the governors of Porto
Rico, Hawaii and the Philippines, and by chambers of commerce,
boards of trade, hotel men's organization and others, with a

view of forming a permanent organization.

The presidents of all the Western lines entering Chicago have
addressed a petition to the Illinois State Railway Commission
asking that body to appoint enough grain inspectors to inspect

by 11 a. m. all cars of grain arriving in Chicago each day, so that

samples may be on the Board of Trade by 11:30. The purpose
is to make the free time for cars begin one day earlier than at

present. President Miller of the Burlington has issued circular

letters to shippers urging them to co-operate with the railways
in securing the maximum efficiency of equipment, and to con-
sumers of coal, urging them to place orders as early as possible
so as to insure so far as possible against the delays that are
likely to occur later on account of car shortage.

Freight Car Balance and Performance.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the American Railway Association in presenting
statistical bulletin No. 126, covering car balance and perform-
ance for April, 1912, says:

"The miles per car per day, including surplus cars, averaged
23.3, both in April, 1911, and April, 1912, compared with 24.5
in March. 1912. Ton miles per car per day decreased from
389 in March to 340 in April, as compared with 353 in April,
1911. The proportion of home cars on line increased from 50
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per cent, in March to 53 per cent, in April, compared with 65
per cent, in April, 1911.

"There is a slight decrease (1.9 per cent.) in the percentage
of loaded mileage compared with March, 1912. Compared with
April, 1911, there is an increase of 1.5 per cent.

"Compared with March, the average earnings per car per day
decreased 23 cents. The average earnings for April, 1911, were
$2.19."

The accompanying table gives car balance and performance in

the month covered by the report, and the two diagrams show
car earnings and car mileage and certain car performance fig-

ures monthly from July, 1507.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has ordered a second suspension (until

February 21) of proposed advances in rates on hve stock from
points in New Mexico eastward.

The commission has extended to November 1, the time with-
in which the railways must comply with reductions ordered by
the commission in class freight rates from Galveston to Okla-
homa City and Wichita.

The commission on August 16 suspended until December 17

certain freight tariffs filed by transcontinental railways naming
hea\'j' advances in rates from California eastward on olives,

oHve oil, drugs and medicines. On some of these commodities,
which are taken out of special classes and put into a regular

class, the increase is about 100 per cent.

Reparation Awarded.

Johnson & Hunt v. St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern
el al. Opinion by the commission:
The rate of 38 cents per 100 lbs. on canned goods in car-

loads from Magnolia, Ark., to Fort Smith, Ark., moving over

an interstate route, was found to be unreasonable to the extent

that it exceeds 33 cents per 100 lbs. (24 I. C. C, 648.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

At Homell, N. Y., the Western Union Telegraph Company
has employed an additional operator, following an inspection

by the New York State Public Service Commission, who found

that messages were being delayed.

The New York Public Service Commission, Second district,

has received notice from the New York Central & Hudson River

that it has established a minimum carload weight of 15,0(X) lbs.

on fresh peaches in carloads. The new Official Classification in-

creased the minimum weight on fresh peaches from 15,000 to

20,(XX) lbs. A complaint was made to the commission by the Lake
Avenue Fruit Farms and Nursery of Williamson, N. Y., against

this increase in minimum weight. After calling the attention of

the company to the complaint, the old minimum weight was
restored.

The New York State Public Service Commission, Second
district, has ordered the Erie Railroad to make numerous im-

provements in its passenger station at Dayton, N. Y., including

an increase in the size of the waiting room, the construction of

a roof over the platforms at the end of the station and new
concrete platforms throughout. There was a demand that the

company change the location of its station. The commission

is unwilling to order such a change, because a sufficient case

has not been made out, while the company is also unwilling to

make the change; but the commission observes that the com-

pany ought of its own volition comply with the wishes of the

people.

The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin has found that

there is nothing to warrant a lower basis of rates on pulp

wood to Nekoosa than to Rhinelander from other Wisconsin

points. The special pulp wood rates granted in the past

to the Nekoosa mills were shown to be sufficiently high so

their re-establishment would not work an injustice to the

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie. It was found that

the pulp wood rates to Rhinelander should be proportionately

reduced, and the company was ordered to re-establish the
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tariff which was in effect between August 16, 1911, and
November 30, 1911. The company was also ordered to es-
tablish maximum, distance rates as prescribed by the com-
mission between other Wisconsin points. Reparation was
awarded.

The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin found that it was
not reasonable that the market of the Rhinelander Paper
Company should be restricted, by lack of joint rates alone,
to distant paper mills in the Fox river valley or in the neigh-
borhood of Grand Rapids and Nekoosa. Under the circum-
stances the complainant has a right to joint rates to a mar-
ket point as conveniently located as Rothschild. Where the
assessment of the sum of the local rates is unreasonable, as
appears to be the case here, joint rates may properly be
established without reference to the existence or absence of
direct competition between shippers. The Minneapolis, St.
Paul & Sault Ste. Marie and the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.
Paul were ordered to discontinue their present rates on car-
load shipments of pulp wood from Bagdad to Rothschild,
and to substitute in their place a joint rate of 4.6 cents per.
100 lbs. Reparation was awarded.

The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin has found that the
minimum weight rule should represent as closely as possible
the actual minimum weight that could be loaded in a car.
A minimum based on the length of the car only, as provided
by the tariffs of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, where
the other dimensions of the cars vary greatly, permits dis-
crimination in the distribution of the various sized cars, as
the small capacity cars are loaded only when the larger size

cannot be obtained. A minimum weight based on the cubic
capacity instead of on the length only of the cars should
result in a more equitable distribution of the cars between
shippers. It is impossible to load the minimum weight of
40,000 lbs. required by the Chica.go, Milwaukee & St. Paul
in certain cars having a length of 34 ft. and less. That com-
pany was ordered to provide a minimum weight of 36,000
lbs. for cars having a length not exceeding 34 ft. when the
other dimensions do not exceed 8 ft. in width and 7 ft. IV^
in. in height. Reparation was awarded to the Standard Lime
& Stone Company, Fond du Lac, which made the complaint.

The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin has decided that
common carriers must receive and carry all articles which
may be tendered to them for that purpose, notwithstanding
the fact that special equipment may be required for the safe

transportation thereof. Having undertaken to carry a par-
ticular commodity which requires an unusual service, the
carriers must receive the same when offered for transportation,

provided, of course, reasonable notice has been given so that
they may be prepared to furnish the necessary equipment,
and also that there is sufficient traffic of the same character
to warrant the service; but they cannot impose upon the
shipper a contract exempting themselves from legal liabilities

as common carriers. The carriers may charge compensatory
rates for the special service rendered. In the absence of any
published provision in the Western classification or in the

uniform bill of lading providing for exemption of its liabili-

ties as an insurer in any case, the carrier could not lawfully

impose such stipulation on a shipper. Any such provision
if duly published in a tariff should be alternative to the

right of the shipper to have his goods shipped at the risk

of the carrier. The service of the Illinois Central in trans-

porting fruit and perishable freight from Madison to other
Wisconsin points was found to be inadequate, and that road
was ordered to provide iced car service during summer
months and heated car service during winter months, when
weather conditions required it, for the transportation of fruit

and other perishable commodities from Madison to Wis-
consin points.

COURT NEWS.

The Pittsburg. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis has filed a

suit in the United States district court at Chicago for a per-

petual restraining order enjoining 30 hotel "runners" or so-

licitors from congregating at the entrance of the Union pas-

senger station. It is alleged that they annoy passengers.
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Must Allow Use of Team Tracks to Competing Lines.

Three judges of the United States district court for the

Eastern district of Michigan on August 5 rendered a decision

which virtually forces the Grand Trunk to give competing

railways the privilege of using its team tracks in the city of

Detroit for traffic in the transportation of which the Grand

Trunk in no way participates. The decision denies an ap-

plication of the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada and the

Detroit, Grand Haven & JMilwaukee for an interlocutory

injunction restraining the Michigan railway commission and

the attorney general of the state from enforcing orders of the

commission, made under the authority of the Michigan rail-

way commission act, suspending a tariff filed by the Grand

Trunk canceling its team track rates, and from requiring

the complainants to allow the use of their team tracks and other

terminal facilities to other carriers connecting with com-
plainants at points within the corporate or switching limits

of the citj'.

On February 6, 1912, the commission, on complaint of

John S. Haggerty, ordered the Grand Trunk Western, which

has no tracks in Detroit, to publish a tariflf removing the

alleged discrimination between the charges for industrial

switching ($5 per car) and for switching between junction

points and the team tracks ($8 per car). The Grand Trunk
System, which owns the terminals in Detroit, then published

a tarifT advancing the rate for the industrial switching, which

was suspended ; and on March 30 filed a tariff by which its

team tracks were practically withdrawn from all intracity,

intrastate and interstate switching movements for competing

carriers. This was suspended by the commission and on

April 12 the companjr secured a temporary restraining order.

The decision of the court denying the interlocutory injunc-

tion will be appealed to the Supreme Court of the United

States.

The court held in its opinion that the interchange of traffic

between connecting lines and the hauling of loaded and un-

loaded cars in transportation movements by a carrier de-

livered to it by a connecting carrier have been required

unde the laws of Michigan for more than thirty years and

have become a settled policy of the state no longer permitting

of question; that the services in question are with possible

exceptions transportation movements which can tlierefore

be legally required of the carriers regardless of whether such

movements are confined to the limits of a particular city or

switching district, and that to require the carrier to furnish

facilities for service properly required of it by the state re-

gardless of expense cannot involve the taking of property

without due process of law.

The Grand Trunk in its brief contended that its team

tracks are no greater in capacity than are absolutely required

for its business and that if it shall be required to receive

such switching business on its team tracks its interstate

business will be greatly obstructed and delayed and it will

be impossible to perform such additional service without

buying additional land and building additional tracks for the

purpose.

Centro do Rio Gr.\nde do Norte R.\ilw.\y, Br.\zil.—The total

length of line open to traffic on the Centro do Rio Grande do

Norte Railway, Brazil, between Natal and Cardoso now measures

60 miles. To promote the natural extension of this line and at

the same time to extend the railway system to the zone lying

between it and the port of Macau, the revision of the contract

for building and leasing was revised by the decree of December
4, 1911. The city of Milagres was chosen for the junction with

the Ceara railway system, while it was decided to build a station

at the port of Macau on the Lages branch.

Kirin-Ch.\ncchux- R.^iLW.'iV, M.\XCHURI.\.—This line was to

be built by China, and a connection made with the South Man-
churian Railway. The construction was suspended by the out-

break of the plague. An able manager of the undertaking

had been difficult to find, and the Chinese officials engaged under

a poorly quafified manager showed little skill and experience in

the work. These difficulties are common to other railway lines

undertaken by the Chinese. This line has already cost about

$1,500,000, but more than one-half its mileage has been com-

pleted and only 33 miles remain to be built.

—

Far Eastern

Review.

Maiimax^ (Biiicera.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Newman Erb, one of the receivers of the Pere Marquette,
has resigned from that office.

Charles \\'are, general superintendent of the Union Pacific,

with office at Omaha, Neb., has been appointed vice-president

and general manager, with office at Omaha, succeeding W. B.

Scott. Effective September 1.

J. A. Scrivener has been appointed assistant auditor of the

Augusta Southern, which is controlled by the Southern Railway,

with office at Augusta, Ga.. succeeding J. M. Featherston, re-

signed to accept service with another company.

B. C. Stevenson, assistant freight traffic manager of the Chi-

cago & Alton and the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with office

at Chicago, has been elected vice-president of the Toledo, St.

Louis & Western, in charge of traffic, with office at Toledo,

Ohio. Effective September 1.

Thornwell Fay, president of the Southern Pacific lines in

Texas and Louisiana, with headquarters at New Orleans, La.,

and at Houston, Tex., has resigned, eflfective September \.

W. B. Scott, vice-presi-

dent and general man-
ager of the Union
Pacific, succeeds Mr.

I'ay. .A.n account of

Mr. Scott's railway

career appears on an-

other page. Mr. Fay
was born on March
13. 1861, and began
railway work in Janu-

ary. 1878. Previous to

1880 he was a tele-

graph operator on Mor-
gan's Louisiana &
Texas Railroad &
Steamship Company.
From 1880 to 1884 he

was station agent and
train despatcher, and
then for one jxar was
private secretary to the

president of the same
conipan}'. In 1885, he

was made secretary to

the general manager of the Atlantic system of the Southern

Pacific, and from 1890 was consecutively chief clerk to gen-

eral manager and manager's assistant with the same com-
pany. In January, 1902, he was elected vice-president and

general superintendent of Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Rail-

road & Steamship Company, and of the Louisiana Western,

comprising the Southern Pacific lines in Louisiana. In April,

1904, he was elected vice-president and general manager of

the same lines and also of the Southern Pacific lines in

Texas. Some comment on Mr. Fay's work was published in

the Railway Age Gazette of October 6, 1911, page 629, at the

time he was elected president of the Southern Pacific lines

in Texas and Louisiana.

Operating Officers.

M. F. White has been appointed trainmaster of the St.

Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, with office at Alexandria,

La., succeeding A. R. Taylor, promoted.

I. C. Schreck has been appointed assistant trainmaster of the

Cleveland division of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio.

J. M. Scott, chief inspector for the Indiana railway commis-

sion, has been appointed supervisor of transportation of the

Baltimore & Ohio System, with office at Baltimore, Md.

J. S. Reddoch, formerly superintendent of the National Rail-

Thornwell Fay.
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ways of Mexico, at Aguascalientes, Mex., has been appointed

assistant superintendent of the Missouri & North Arkansas,

with office at Leslie, Ark.

George F. Laughlin has been appointed acting general super-

intendent of the Armour Car Lines, with office at Chicago, suc-

ceeding T. H. Goodnow, resigned to accept service with the

Chicago & North Western.

E. S. Koller. general superintendent of the Chicago. Burling-

ton & Quincy. at Galesburg. 111., has been appointed assistant gen-

eral manager of the lines east of the Missouri river, with office

at Chicago, .succeeding E. P. Bracken, promoted. Effective Sep-

tember 1.

W. R. Hudson, whose resignation as general superintendent

of the Norfolk Southern, with office at Norfolk, \'a., has been

announced in these columns, has been appointed assistant gen-

eral manager of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with

headquarters at Atlanta, Ga.

W. G. Brownlee, general transportation manager of the Grand
Trunk, with office at Montreal, Que., having resigned, the office

of general transportation manager has been abolished. Division

superintendents, superintendent car service and others formerly

reporting to the general transportation manager, will, until

further notice, report direct to the vice-president in charge of

operation.

David S. Sutherland, who has been with the Michigan Cen-

tral for 48 years, and has been superintendent at Detroit, Mich.,

since 1880, has been appointed general agent, with office at De-

troit, with such duties as may be assigned to him by the gen-

eral manager ; and the office of division superintendent at De-
troit has been abolished. The Toledo end of Mr. Sutherland's

division has been placed under the jurisdiction of M. T. Wright,

superintendent of terminals at Detroit ; the Bay City division,

under M. C. Coyle, division superintendent at Bay City, Mich.

;

and the East end, between Jackson and Detroit, under W. H.

O'Keefe, superintendent at Jackson, Mich.

George A. Codling, whose appointment as superintendent of

car service of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and the

Lake Erie & Western, with office at Cleveland, Ohio, has been

announced in these columns, was born May 10, 1870, at Willow-

vale, N. Y. He began railway work in August, 1890, with the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, w-ith which road he has been

ever since. He was agent from 1890 to June. 1904, having been

consecutively at Jasper, Mich., for one year; Morenci, Mich.,

for over four years ; Auburn Junction, Ind., for tw'o years ; Hills-

dale. Mich., from December, 1897, to November, 1901, and

Lansing, Mich., from November, 1901, to June, 1904. He was

then made traveling freight agent, and from August, 1907, to

April, 1910, he was inspector of freight service. Mr. Codling

was appointed car accountant in May, 1910, which office he held

at the time of his recent promotion to superintendent of car

service.

The Columbia division of the Southern Railway has been

divided into two divisions, as follows : The Columbia division

comprises the lines from Charlotte, N. C, to Hamburg. S. C,

via C. C. & A. line and Warrenville; Columbia, S. C, to Hardee-

ville; Hardeeville to Jacksonville, A. C. L. trackage; Perry

branch, Batesburg to Perry ; and the Aiken branch, Edgefield

to Aiken. The Spartanburg division comprises the lines from

Spartanburg to Columbia ; Columbia terminals ; Lockhart

branch; Greenville to Alston; Abbeville branch; Ware shoals

Railroad (to maintain). H. A. Williams, superintendent of

the Columbia division, at Columbia. S. C, is now superintend-

ent of the new Columbia division, with headquarters at Colum-

bia, and J. W. Wassum, superintendent of the Charleston di-

vision, at Charleston, has been appointed superintendent of the

Spartanburg division, with headquarters at Columbia. W. C.

Hudson, trainmaster at Knoxville. Tenn.. succeeds Mr. Wassum.

Lewis Mims, who has been appointed superintendent of Mor-

gan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship Company, and

of the Louisiana Western, with office at Lafayette, La., as has

been announced in these columns, was born January 13, 1874,

in Cass county, Tex. He graduated . from Baylor University,

Waco, Tex., in 1892, and on July 1 of that year began railway

work as a rodman on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas.

From October, 1893. Mr. Mims was consecutively with the

Houston & Texas Central to February, 1894; the Galveston,

Harrisburg & San Antonio to June, 189S ; and Morgan's Louis-

iana & Texas to October, 1898. He was appointed roadmaster
of the Texas & New Orleans in March, 1899, and six months
later was promoted to assistant engineer of the same road,

which position he held until January, 1903. Mr. Mims was
made resident engineer of the Sunset-Central lines in August,

1905, and in July, 1910, was promoted to assistant superintend-

ent, which office he held until August 1 of this year, the date

of his appointment as superintendent as above noted.

Andrew R. Taylor, whose appointment as superintendent of

the Louisian? division of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & South-
ern, with office at Monroe. La., has been announced in these

columns, was born on December 28. 1869. at Jonesboro, Tenn.
After attending high school at Newport. Tenn.. he entered col-

lege, at Abingdon, \'a., in September, 1883, and while attending

college learned telegraphy. He began railway work on June 20,

1886, as agent of the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia, now
a part of the Southern Railway at Powell, Tenn., and two
years later went to the Richmond & Danville as operator at

West Point, Va. In January, 1889, he was transferred to the

despatcher's office at Richmond, as copy operator, and in July

of the same year was promoted to despatcher. He was then

for one year a station agent of the Richmond & Danville. In

February, 1891, he went to the Illinois Central as operator at

Jackson, Tenn. The following August he was promoted to train

despatcher at Water Valley, Miss. ; in March, 1897, he was

made chief despatcher, and from September, 1899, to Novem-
ber, 1904, was trainmaster of the same road. On November 20,

1904, he went to the Missouri Pacific as train despatcher. at

Hoisington, Kan., and in November, 1905, was transferred to

McGehee, Ark., as chief despatcher of the St. Louis, Iron Moun-
tain & Southern. On June 1, 1906, he was promoted to train-

master at Monroe, La., which position he held at the time of

his recent appointment as superintendent of the Louisiana di-

vision, as above noted.

E. P. Bracken, assistant general manager of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy at Chicago, has been appointed gen-

eral manager of the lines east of the Missouri river, with

office at Chicago, suc-

ceeding F. E. W'ard,

resigned on account of

illness. Mr. Bracken
began railway work
with the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy in

August, 1887, and has

been in the continuous

service of that com-
pany. He was extra

gang foreman for one
year on the Lincoln

division, and was on
the Wymore division

from September, 1888,

to November, 1905. hav-

ing been consecutively

extra gang . foreman
for one year, roadmas-
ter for 13 years, and
trainmaster for three

years. He was then

appointed assistant su-

perintendent of the

Lincoln division, and in April, 1906, was promoted to superin-

tendent, which title he held until May, 1909. He was then

on the Sterling division for six months, the Sheridan divi-

sion for !/' years, the Brookfield division for three months,

and on the Galesburg division for about one year. On May
15, 1909, he was promoted to general superintendent of the

Wyoming division, and from February 1, 1910, until his pres-

ent appointment was assistant general manager of the lines

east at Chicago.

Traffic Officers.

James V. McCuUough has been appointed soliciting agent of

the Louisville & Nashville, with office at Birmingham, Ala.

B. L. Bugg. traffic manager of the Norfolk Southern, with

Bracken.
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office at Norfolk, Va., has resigned, to become traffic manager
of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic. Effective September 1.

E. A. Morris has been appointed soliciting freight agent of

the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, with headquarters
at Houston, Tex.

O. W. Howard has been appointed live stock agent of the
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, with office at National
Stock Yards, 111., succeeding W. E. Season, deceased.

M. R. Singleton has been appointed commercial agent of the
Lake Erie & Western, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeding
Brent Arnold, Jr., resigned to accept service with another
compan}'.

G. R. Browder. assistant freight traffic manager of the

Southern Railway, with office at Washington, D. C, has resigned
to become freight director of the Brazilian Railway. Effective

September 1.

George W. Wadsworth, traffic manager for the Western Freight
Traffic Association at Chicago, has been appointed contracting

freight agent of the Denver & Rio Grande, and the Western
Pacific, with office at Chicago.

H. A. Hinshaw has been appointed general freight agent
of the Southern Pacific lines in Oregon, with office at Port-
land, Ore., succeeding H. E. Lounsbury, resigned to accept
service with another company.

George A. Blair, assistant general freight agent of the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Chicago, has been appointed
general traffic manager of the Chicago & Alton, with office at

Chicago. Effective September 1.

Thomas R. Patton has been appointed traveling passenger
agent of the Erie Railroad, with office at Chicago, succeeding
E. R. Porch, who has been made chief clerk to the general
passenger agent in New York City.

J. W. McCann, rate and bill of lading clerk in the office of
the assistant general freight agent of the New Orleans, Texas
& Mexico at New Orleans, La., has been appointed soliciting

freight agent of that road, with headquarters at New Orleans,
succeeding E. B. Wood, resigned to accept service with another
company.

Fred S. Howard, division passenger agent of the Erie Rail-

road, at Elmira, N. Y., has been appointed division passenger
agent, with office at Cleveland, Ohio. Elmer B. Jones, travel-

ing passenger agent at Boston, Mass., succeeds Mr. Howard,
and Charles S. Hasty succeeds Mr. Jones. Effective Sep-
tember 1.

W. H. Wj-nne. traveling freight and passenger agent of

Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship Company,
and of the Louisiana W'estern at Alexandria, La., has been ap-

pointed commercial agent of those lines for territory comprising
the state of Arkansas, with headquarters at Little Rock, Ark.,

succeeding E. S. \'incent, traveling freight and passenger agent
at Little Rock, resigned to accept service with another company.
G. A. Voltz, agent with office at Opelousas, La., succeeds Mr.
Wynne.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

Arthur Squires has been appointed chief mechanical engi-

neer of the Chilean State Railwavs, with office at Santiago,

Chile.

J. U. Crawford, consulting engineer of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, with office at Philadelphia. Pa., will be retired

under the pension rules of the company on September 1.

E. L. Burdick, assistant engineer of tests of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe. with office at Topeka, Kan., has resigned

to go with one of the Westinghouse companies. Effective

September 1.

William Pitcher has been appointed general foreman of

bridges, buildings and fuel and water stations on the Chicago
& Alton, with headquarters at Bloomington, 111 ; C. A. Stelle,

division engineer of the Wheeling & Lake Erie at Canton.
Ohio, and not C. A. Steele, as was announced in our columns
last week, has been appointed division engineer of the Alton,

with office at Bloomington. Mr. Stelle will have charge of

maintenance of way, including the signal department.

F. A. Fairlie has been appointed locomotive superintendent
of the Nitrate Railways, Ltd., and J. G. Smith has been ap-
pointed assistant locomotive superintendent, both with offices

at Iquique, Chile.

George Mercer has been appointed general bridge foreman
of the Duluth. South Shore & Atlantic, with office at Marquette,
Mich., succeeding W. M. Noon, superintendent of bridges and
buildings, resigned.

R. J. McComb, roadmaster of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, at

Dillonvale, Ohio, has been appointed division engineer, with
office at Canton, Ohio, succeeding C. A. Stelle, resigned to ac-

cept service with another company. D. Hosterman has been
appointed acting roadmaster at Dillonvale, in place of Mr.
McComb.

Charles A. Stelle, whose appointment as division engineer

of the Chicago & Alton, with office at Bloomington, 111., has

been announced in these columns, was born in 1870 at

Mosiertown. Crawford county, Pennsylvania. He was edu-

cated at Allegheny College, graduating with the class of 1898.

Mr. Stelle began railway work in April, 1898, with the Wil-
mington (Illinois) City Railway, and he was with that com-
pany and the Chester Traction Company for over five years,

having been in charge of maintenance of way, of track, over-

head construction and power house construction. For four

years from 1903 he was with the Baltimore & Ohio, where
he was in charge of construction of shops, roundhouse and
yard at Glenwood, Pa., and of track work at Demmler,
Bessemer and Braddock, Pa. He was appointed division

engineer of the Wheeling & Lake Erie in 1907, which position

he held until his recent appointment as division engineer of

the Northern and Southern divisions of the Chicago & Alton,

where he is in charge of maintenance of way, construction
and grade revision work.

Special Officers.

G. H. Edgcombe has been appointed provincial timber officer

in British Columbia. He will have charge of the government
timber lands along the line of the Grand Trunk Pacific between
Tete Jaune Cache, B. C, and Grand Canyon.

OBITUARY.

J. M. Ryan, division freight agent of the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern, with office at Louisville. Ky., died at Louisville

on August 13.

Colonel Channing F. Meek, formerly general manager of the

Union Pacific, and the Denver & Gulf, died as the result of an

accident at Marble, Colo., on August 19.

Claude F. Bradshaw, assistant superintendent of Morgan's
Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship Company, and of the

Louisiana Western, with office at Lafayette, La., died on Au-
gust 12, at the age of 48 years.

W. A. Waterbury, formerly a division superintendent of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford, died on August 20,

at his home in New Haven, Conn. Mr. Waterbury was born
on :March 23, 1838, at Stamford, Conn., and was educated in

the common schools. He began railway work in 1857 as a

clerk on the Naugatuck Railroad, now a part of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, subsequently becoming gen-

eral ticket agent. He was superintendent for Syi years on the

New Haven. Middletown & Willimantic, now the Air Line

division of the New York, New Haven & Hartford. He was
then for 10 years agent of the latter road at New Haven,
and for 12 j'ears was division superintendent, mostly on the

Air Line and Shore Line divisions.

Rem.\rk.\ble Service from Electric Locomotives.—Thirty-

three electric locomotives were operated on the Pennsylvania

Railroad's New York terminal district during 1911, with an

aggregate delay of only 13 minutes chargeable to the electrical

apparatus. These locomotives made a total mileage of 909.238,

an average of 25,975 per locomotive. The maximum number of

miles made by any one of the locomotives was 56,000. They
were built by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., and were described in the Railway

Age Gazette of March 3, 1911, and November 5, 1909.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Grandin Lumber Company has ordered 1 consolidation
locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 25 mikado
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Mineral Point & Northern has ordered 2 ten-wheel
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Moore Timber Company has ordered 1 six-coupled
double-ender locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Wabash has ordered 20 mikado locomotives from the
American Locomotive Company. The cylinders will be 25 in.

X 30 in.; the diameter of the driving wheels will be 64 in.,

and the total weight in working order will be 170,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Illinois Central is said to be in the market for 1,000

freight cars. This item has not been confirmed.

The Canadian Northern is said to be in the market for

2,000 freight cars. This item has not been confirmed.

The Canadian Pacific has ordered 3,000 freight cars and 20
sleeping cars from the Barney & Smith Car Company.

The St. Louis & San Francisco has ordered 10 steel bag-
gage cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has ordered 500 Hart
Otis ballast cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Cold Blast Transportation Company, Chicago, has

ordered 200 refrigerator cars from the Haskell & Barker Car
Company.

SIGNALING.

New Installations of Block Signals, Interlocking, Telephone) for Train

Despatching, Etc,

The Indiana State Railway Commission has approved the
Simmen signaling and despatching system which has been in-

stalled on the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Company's
line for a distance of 18 miles. In the Simmen system control

of trains or cars at meeting points along the line is in the

hands of the train despatcher, by means of a line wire which
is connected with an electric contact rail at the meeting point,

so as to convey a current giving a visual or audible signal in

the motorman's cab, each motor car having a shoe which
comes in contact with the rail on the ground. By the same
electrical connection, cars passing the contact rails send a
current which makes a graphic record in the despatcher's
office. The circuit closers, by which the despatcher can give
signals or indications to the cars along the line, are arranged
with interlocking levers as a safeguard against the giving of
conflicting indications.

Electro-Pneumatic Interlocking at Jamaica, N. Y.

In the extensve improvements about to be made by the
Long Island Railroad at Jamaica, an important junction 11

miles from New York, the yards will be greatly enlarged;
and a contract has been awarded to the Union Switch &
Signal Company for four electro-pneumatic interlocking

plants, comprising 173 working and 51 spare levers. These
plants will contain all the latest improvements. Four hundred
and twenty-six functions will be controlled by the 173 levers,

and tracks will be signaled for movements in both directions.

Approach, route, and detector locking will be used through-
out, and detector bars will be entirely dispensed with. Work
on the new yard will be begun as soon as the heavy summer
traffic is out of the way, and the signal company expects to
have its portion of the work completed early in the spring
of 1913, in time for the summer travel.

The Moore Patent Car Company, St. Paul, Minn., has moved
its main office to the Germania Life building, St. Paul.

The Kentucky Southwestern Electric Railway, Light &
Power Company, Paducah, Ky., is in the market for 200
standard gage cattle guards.

The McKeen Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neb., has built
for the Texas City Terminal Company, Texas City, Tex., a
5S-ft. gasolene motor car, which left Omaha for Texas City
under its own power on August 12.

Frank J. Mulcahy, vice-president and general manager of
the Crane Valve Company, Bridgeport, Conn., died on
August 19 of complications following an operation for ap-
pendicitis on August 10. Mr. Mulcahy was born in Cleveland
Ohio, in 1853.

Henry W. Jacobs, who has resigned his position as assistant
superintendent of motive power of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe is now president of the Oxweld Railroad Service Com-
pany and director of mechanical matters for the Jacobs-Shupert
U. S. Firebox Company, with office in the Railway Exchange,
Chicago.

On August 1 Robert W. Hunt & Company, Chicago, as-
sumed the inspection of locomotives and passenger equip-
ment for the Illinois Central. In addition to the superin-
tendence of construction at the various locomotive and car
plants, the service will include the inspection at point of
manufacture of various specialties entering into the con-
struction of the locomotive.

Frederick B. Buss, until recently representative of the Na-
tional Lock Washer Company, Newark, N. J., with office in
Chicago, died in Chicago on August 13. Mr. Buss had been
engaged in the railway supply business in Chicago from 1871
until a few months ago, when failing health forced him to re-
linquish active work, though he retained his connection with
the company in an advisory capacity.

J. M. Odenheimer, for the past four years in the railway
department of the Pennsylvania Flexible Metallic Tubing Com-
pany, Cleveland. Ohio, has been made sales manager for the
B. E. Tilden Company, Chicago, which makes the Tilden wreck-
ing frogs. Mr. Odenheimer will continue to handle the rail-

way business of the Pennsylvania Flexible Metallic Tubing Com-
pany, and will retain this office in the Whitehall building, 17
Battery place. New York.

The Automatic Ventilator Company, New York, has fur-
nished its automatic ventilators for the following postal cars,
in accordance with the recent government specifications : New
York, New Haven & Hartford, 22 cars; Norfolk & Western,
18 cars; Detroit & Mackinac, 1 car; Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville, 4 cars. In addition, automatic ventilators have re-

cently been furnished for the following cars : New York, New
Haven & Hartford. 13 steel motor cars, 22 steel trailer cars
and 50 coaches; Oregon Electric, 2 sleeping cars; Atlantic
Coast Line, 4 combination passenger and baggage cars, 6 ex-
press cars and 12 coaches; Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.

4 coaches, 2 combination cars and 2 cafe coaches.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Derricks and Derrick Engines.—The Lidgerwood Manufac-
turing Company, New York, has published a large catalog
of its various derricks and derrick engines. Electric hoists,

portable warehouse cranes, excavators and Haywood buckets
are also illustrated and described. Tables are included giving
useful data on these devices, and the catalog ends with a
number of large illustrations of installations.

Direct Current Railways.—The General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y., has devoted bulletin No. 4958 to direct

current railways of 1,200, 1.500 and 2.400 volts. This bulletin,

which is illustrated and contains over 125 pages, points out
the advantages of the higher voltages on direct current rail-

ways. It contains numerous tables comparing the costs of

1,200-volt systems with those of 600-volt systems. It illustrates

and describes stations and car equipments and describes the

various systems of employing direct current.
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New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Ardmore, Duncan & Lawton.—This company, which was or-

ganized to build from Lawton, Okla., via Duncan to Ardmore,
100 miles, has completed plans, it is said, to build an extension

southeast to Sherman, Tex. Surveys have been made and
right of way has been secured. A. N. Bullitt, chief engineer,

Law'ton. '

Ardmore Western Interurban.—Incorporated in Oklahoma,
with $250,000 capital, and headquarters at Ardmore. Okla. The
plans call for building a line from Ardmore. through Carter,

Jefferson and Love counties, about 100 miles. A branch

is to be built from Springer, north into Murray county, 20

miles. The estimated cost of the construction is $10,000 a mile.

The incorporators include J. S. Owen, T. C. Bridgeman, D. E.

Allen and R. A. White, of Ardmore; and J. A. Jordan of

Marietta.

Atlantic Coast Line.—According to press reports, this

company will build a branch from Manchester, N. C, west to

Southern Pines, about 25 miles. It is said that the company
proposes to carry out considerable double-tracking work. E. B.

Pleasants, chief engineer, Wilmington, N. C.

Brownvvood North & South.—See St. Louis & San Fran-

cisco.

Canadian Pacific.—An officer writes that the double-track-

ing work to be carried out between Calgary, Aha., and Van-
couver, B. C, will be very difficult. The company is making
studies and surveys for this improvement, which will not be

carried out until next year. J. G. SuUivan, chief engineer.

Western lines, Winnipeg, Man. (May 3, p. 1027.)

The Port McNicholl sub-division of the Ontario division is

now in operation between Port McNicholl, Ont., Coldwater and

Lindsay, 70 miles.

A contract has been given, it is said, to the Dominion Con-
struction Company, Toronto, Ont., for laying 60 miles of second-

track on the Lake Superior division.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.—Bids are being received for

building a line from St. Elmo, 111., northwest to Springfield,

71 miles. L. C. Hartley, chief engineer, Chicago.

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.—See this company under

Railway Financial News.

Gulf, Florida & Alabama.—Bids are being asked for build-

ing a section of this line north of Local, Ala. The company
was organized to operate a line from Pensacola, Fla., north

via Atmore, Ala., Local, Pinehill, Thomaston and Tuscaloosa

to Jasper, about 300 miles. The company bought the line of

the Southern States Lumber Company from Cantonment, Fla.,

north to Local, Ala., 63 miles, which is to be made part of the

through line. There is also a branch from a junction with the

main line near Muscogee, Fla., northwest to Gateswood, Ala.,

11 miles. This branch is eventually to be extended northwest

to a connection with the Louisville & Nashville at Bay
Minette. The company expects that the main line will be open

for operation on 90 miles to a point about 10 miles north of

Local, in October, at which time it is expected that one of the

five concrete docks now under construction at Pensacola, will

also be finished. The main line will probably be open for

traffic early next year to Pinehill, 137 miles from Pensacola.

There is a short branch one mile long connecting with the

Louisville & Nashville at Cantonment. In addition to its fran-

chise rights in the city of Pensacola the company bought the

greater part of two city blocks adjacent to a tract deeded to

it by the city to be used as a passenger terminal. It has also

secured from the city a grant on the water-front of about

1,500 ft., comprising a total of about 180 acres, to be used for

a marine terminal. The five docks or piers are to be each 100

ft. wide and 1,225 ft. long. Two of these will be open piers

for the handling of lumber, etc. Two will have sheds, and the

fifth will be used exclusively as a coaling pier. There will be

a depth of 30 ft .of water at all times in the slips between

these piers. G. A. Berrv-, vice-president, general manager and

chief engineer, Pensacola.

Grand Trunk.—See an article elsewhere in this issue of the

Palmer-Providence Line.

Kansas City & Memphis.—An officer writes that the new
line from Cave Springs, Ark., south to Fayetteville, 21 miles,

was opened for business on August 18. M. Hays, chief engi-

neer, Rogers, Ark. (May 17, p. 1140.)

New Orleans, Texas & Mexico.—See St. Louis & San Fran-
cisco.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—The Brownwood North &
South will issue $60,000 of bonds, the proceeds to be used for

extending the line from the present terminus at May, Tex., to

a point on the Texas & Pacific, or to a connection with the

Texas Central. (March 27, p. 780.) '

Improvements are contemplated on the New Orleans, Texas
& Mexico, to include about 30 miles of sidings, some additional

buildings, freight houses and passenger stations, and improve-
ments to terminal facihties. The cost will be between $250,000
and $400,000.

San Benito & Rio Grande Valley Interurban.—An officer

writes that the Hidalgo Construction Company is now at work
on an extension from La Lometa, Tex., via Mission to Monte
Christo, and that track has been laid on Yz mile. The work
will be light, and involves handling about 3,000 cu. yds. a mile.

The maximum grades will be 1 per cent., and maximum curva-

ture 10 deg. The company expects to develop a traffic in cot-

ton, sugar cane, vegetables and fruit. Steam will be used as

the motive power for handling freight, and gasolene motor cars

for passenger and express service. S. A. Robertson, president,

and E. E. McLellan, chief engineer, San Benito. (July 12,

p. 81.)

Southern Railway.—This company will begin work at once

on the excavation for converting the tunnel between Nebula. Ga.,

and Pinedale on the Atlantic-Columbus line into an open cut.

This tunnel, which pierces Pine mountain has given trouble on
more than one occasion, and in 1904, following a fire which burnt

out a portion of the lining, there was a serious cave-in, which

interfered with traffic.

A contract has been given to C. W. Lane & Company, At-

lanta, Ga., for second-track work from Roseland, Ga., south-

east to Constitution, three miles, on the Atlanta-Macon line.

When this improvement is finished the company will have

seven miles of second-track out of Atlanta on this line.

Texas, Gulf & Northern.—Announcement is made that

work will be started within 60 days between Tucumcari, N. M.,

and Midland, Tex., about 300 miles. Surveys are being made
and the right of way is being secured. The company plans to

begin construction work at both Midland and Tucumcari, and

to finish the work within three years. The line is eventually

to be extended southeast to San Antonio, in all about 600 miles.

J. A. Underwood, president; W. N. Sadler, vice-president,

.\marillo; and M. C. Leamaster, secretary and general man-

ager, (July 26, p. 185.)

Tidewater Southern (Electric).—Construction work is now
under way from tidewater at Stockton, Cal., south to Turlock,

SO miles. While the line is under construction, some trains will

be run by steam power; but it is to be an electric road. An
8-mile section from Modesto, Cal., to Big Bridge, was opened

on July 1, for freight and passenger service. J. H. Wallace,

chief engineer, Stockton.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Bay City, Mich.—The Michigan Central has awarded con-

tracts for a 30-stall roundhouse, machine shop, office building

and car repair shop.

Canal Do\-er. Ohio.—The Baltimore & Ohio is planning to

build with its own forces a freight house at Canal Dover. The

building will be 25 ft. wide x 80 ft. long, with concrete founda-

tions, rolling steel frame doors and slate roof. The cost of the

improvements will be about $6,(XX).

Chic.\go.—See an article elsewhere in this issue regarding

plans for a new union station at Chicago.
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Clarksburg, W. Va.—The Baltimore & Ohio will extend the

present freight house at Clarksburg. VV. Va. A contract for

this work has been given to the Roydhouse-Arey Company,
Philadelphia, Pa. The extension is to be 40 ft. wide x 111 ft.

long. This building will have wooden platform, steel frame
doors and slate roof. The cost of the work will be about
$20,000. (October 27, 1911, p. 860.)

Denver, Colo.—The Denver Union Terminal Railway was in-

corporated in Colorado last week with a capital stock of $30,000,

to build a new union passenger terminal for the Union Pa-
cific; Denver & Rio Grande; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy;
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

and Colorado & Southern.

Garrett. Ind.—The Baltimore & Ohio has arranged to build

a new engine house of 18 stalls, which is to be 100 ft. in depth
and an oil house 34 ft. wide x SO ft. long, at Garrett. Both
buildings will be constructed of brick with composition roofs.

The company has also let a contract for a center pit ISO ft.

long, wide enough to admit engines on two parallel tracks. In

addition to this there will be a frame gravity coaling station,

having a storage capacity of 8,000 tons, on which engines can
take coal from any one of two tracks. A sand house will be

constructed, having a capacity of SOO tons, and there will also

be two concrete inspection pits 300 ft. long. The improve-
ments, including track changes, will cost in the neighborhood
of $200,000.

Houston, Tex.—The Southern Pacific is preparing to begin

work on an enlargement of its shops, to cost approximately

$400,000. The new buildings will include a boiler and black-

smith shop, 120 ft. X 310 ft.; a lumber shed. 70 ft. x 240 ft.;

machine and erecting shop, 130 ft. x 310 ft.; a new power
house, an oil house and a sand house.

Mason City, Ia.—The Chicago Great Western has let a con-

tract to the Widell Construction Company, Mankato, Minn.,

for the construction of a new passenger station, 264 ft. x S2 ft.

Marceline, Mo.—The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe has

awarded the contract for a roundhouse, in addition to the sta-

tion and office building now under construction at this point.

Pens.\cola. Fla.—See Gulf. Florida & Alabama under Rail-

way Construction.

Phoenix, Ariz.—The Arizona Eastern is preparing to ask

bids for a 20-stall roundhouse and repair shops.

RoswELL, N. M.—It is reported that the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe will expend approximately $200,000 during the

next year in improvements, including a new freight depot and

offices, and a new passenger station.

Salem, W. Va.—The Baltimore & Ohio has given ^ -on-

tract to the Roydhouse-Arey Company, Philadelphia, Pa., for

building a passenger station, also a freight house at Salem.

The passenger station will cost $12,000. It will be 2S ft. wide

x 75 ft. long and will be built with pressed brick, surmounted

with red tile roof, having tile floors throughout, and will be

fitted up with all up-to-date appliances. The freight house will

be one story in height, 30 ft. wide x 80 ft. long, and will have

wooden platform, rolling steel frame doors and slate roof, to

cost $8,000.

Taylor, Tex.—The International & Great Northern has be-

gun preliminary work on the construction of a new brick ware-

house.

Tunnelton, W. Va.—On account of the change in tracks at

Tunnelton, the Baltimore & Ohio has given a contract to the

George B. Swift Company, of Chicago, for building a new i as-

senger station, also a freight house at Tunnelton. The pas-

senger station will be 27 ft. wide x 89 ft. long, it will be built

of pressed brick with red tile roof and will be a modern sta-

tion in every respect. The freight house will be of concrete

to the first floor length, the frame of wood, with steel frame

rolling doors and slate roof. The total cost of these buildings

will approximate $20,000.

Victoria, Tex.—The St. Louis & San Francisco has awarded

the contract to the Anchor Lumber Company for the construc-

tion of a roundhouse and freight depot, passenger depot and

water service plant.

Slmlma^ IFtnan^tol News.

Belt Railway of Chicago.-See Chicago & Western Indiana.

Brownwood North & South.—See St. Louis & San Francisco.

Canadian Pacific.—Stockholders will vote on October 2 on
the question of authorizing an issue of consolidated debenture
stock to acquire the outstanding securities of the Dominion
Atlantic Railway, which has a total mileage of 248 miles,
and also on the question of authorizing an increase of the
authorized Canadian Pacific ordinary stock by an amount not
exceeding $60,000,000, for the purposes of the company, such
increase of stock to be issued according to the requirements
of the company, and as may be determined by the directors.
The present ordinary stock is $200,000,000, of which $198,-
000,000 will be fully paid on October 18, 1912.

See St. Mary's & Western Ontario.

Chicago & North Western.—The stockholders will vote on Oc-
tober 17 on the question of taking over the St. Paul Eastern
Grand Trunk, the capital stock of which is owned by the
Chicago & North Western. The St. Paul Eastern Grand
Trunk runs from Oconto. Wis., to Clintonville, S6 miles, and
"has $1,120,000 first mortgage 6 per cent, bonds, due January 1,

1913, outstanding, interest on which is guaranteed by the
Chicago & North Western.

Chicago & Western Indiana.—The $200,000,000 mortgage,
mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette of August 16. was
a first and refunding mortgage, authorized to secure an issue

of $200,000,000 50-year bonds, to bear interest at a rate not
exceeding S per cent. These bonds will be issued for the
following purposes : To refund existing bonds and bonds
to be issued. $50,000,000; to add to and improve the Belt
Railway of Chicago, including the purchase of the Chicago
Union Transfer for $4,400,000. $50,000,000; for new terminals
and other additions and improvements to the C. & W. I.,

$100,000,000. The immediate financing will be done through

J. P. Morgan & Company, New York, probably through an
issue of $10,000,000 three-year. 5 per cent, interim notes for

the Belt Railway of Chicago, including the purchase of the

Chicago Union Transfer. In connection with the lease of

the Chicago Union Transfer to the Belt Railway of Chicago,

the latter has increased its capital stock from $1,200,000 to

$5,000,000.

Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern.—The $6,500,000 in-

come mortgage SO-year bonds, dated December 1, 1910, the in-

terest on which is non-cumulative, for the period represented

by coupons Nos. 1 to 8. inclusive, will, it is said, receive 1

per cent, interest and no more on account of the instalment

of interest represented by coupon No. 5, at the First National

Bank, New York, or the First Trust & Savings Bank, Chi-

cago, on .ind after September 1, 1912, upon the surrender of

coupons Nos. 5 and 6, each bearing the date September 1,

1912. Previous payments were made as follows : September

1, 1911, 1 per cent.; and March 1, 1912, 1 per cent.

Chicago Union Transfer.—See Chicago & Western Indiana.

CuMBERLANn CORPORATION.—Following the dissolution of the

Seaboard Company and the sale of the Cumberland Corpo-

ration's holding of the Seaboard Air Line stock, the Cumber-

land syndicate has been dissolved. Its assets, $15,000,000 6

per cent, preferred stock of the Cumberland Corporation and

$18,000,000 of the $25,000,000 common stock, have been

distributed. The final report of the syndicate managers

shows $26,853,954 obligations retired. A little more than

$10,000,000 of these is covered by the proceeds of the sale of

the Clinchfield Coal Corporation's securities, to which was

added the $8,025,000 realized from the sale of $9,000,000 Sea-

board Air Line Company stock and $12,000,000 common; also

$4,725,000 from the sale of $5,000,000 3-year notes of the

Cumberland Corporation. The resulting assets of the Cum-

berland Corporation are $10,000,000 Carolina, Clinchfield &
Ohio preferred stock; $25,000,000 common stock of the same

road ;
$10,000,000 stock of the Holstein Corporation, believed to

be worth upwards of $600,000; and minor accounts receivable.

The outstanding obligations of the Cumberland Corporation
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will hereafter consist of $5,000,000 3-year notes, secured by
part of the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio stock into which they

are convertible ; an obligation to the Clinchfield syndicate to

retire $1,500,000 notes of the Clinchfield Coal Corporation on
or before September 1, 1912. to the amount of $1,500,000;

and a temporary loan of $135,000. Under an agreement made
early in 1911. the stocks and obligations of the Clinchfield

Coal Corporation and subsidiary corporations were turned

over to the Clinchfield sjTidicate, which has now been dis-

solved. The $2,500,000 'preferred and $15,000,000 common
stock of the Clinchfield Coal Corporation have been issued,

the common stock being deposited under a voting trust agree-

ment.

Delaw.\re. Lackawanna & Western.—The New York Public

Service Commission, Second district, has granted the appli-

cation of this company and of the Syracuse, Binghamton &
New York Railroad for approval of the lease by the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western of the property and franchises of the

S. B. & N. Y. for the term of its corporate existence at a

rental equal to 12 per cent, per year upon the capital stock

of the leased company. The D. L. & W. now owns 20,808

shares of the 25.000 shares of the S. B. & N. Y. Of the

minority stockholders. 2.494 shares approved of the proposed

lease. 815 shares disapproved and 883 shares have exercised

neither approval nor disapproval. The stockholders of the

D. L. & W. have voted unanimously in favor of the lease.

Den^xr, Northwestern & Pacific.—According to press reports,

an agreement was reached on August 19 between Newman
Erb and the receivers of this company whereby Mr. Erb will

control the property. It is planned to spend between $1,000,-

000 and $2,000,000 on improving this road, which will

eventually be extended to Salt Lake City. The property will

go through a foreclosure sale, and thereafter immediate

steps will be taken to put the line into first class operating

condition. Action will be pushed as speedily as possible, but

the foreclosure proceedings will have to follow a roundabout
way. Holders of the $3,500,000 notes of the Denver Se-

curities Company, payment of which was defaulted on
May 1 last, will have to secure through legal proceedings

$4,000,000 Colorado-Utah Construction Company notes, which
are collateral for the Denver Securities notes, and then se-

cure the $8,000,000 railway company bonds back of the Colo-

rado-Utah notes before they can bring foreclosure proceed-

ings against the road.

Dominion Atlantic.—See Canadian Pacific.

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.—The U. S. & Mexican Trust

Company, as trustee of the first mortgage of 1901. on Au-
gust 11 filed a petition in the federal court in Kansas and
Oklahoma for the foreclosure of that mortgage.

Louisville & Nashville.—This company has called for pay-

ment $58,000 Henderson Bridge Company first mortgage 6

per cent, bonds at 105 and interest on September 1 at the

Central Trust Company, New York.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—This company has made
application to the New York Public Service Commission,

Second district, for permission to purchase that portion of

the stock of the New Y'ork, Ontario & Western which it

does not now hold. The stock of the N. Y. O. & W. now-

outstanding is $4,000 preferred and $58,113,982 common. The
New Haven now owns $2,200 preferred and $29,160,000 com-
mon. In its application the New Haven says that the N. Y.

O. & W. can be developed as a valuable natural extension

to its lines ; that by such extension it will be able to reach

Lake Ontario and sotne of the larger cities in eastern New
York and the anthracite coal fields of Pennsylvania; that

the N. Y. O. & W. does not in any sense compete with

the New Haven; that it will be an advantage to the present

minority stockholders as well as to the New Haven if the

latter can acquire all the minority stock on fair terms. No
price was named by the New Haven at which it proposes

to take over the stock. On August 21 the common stock of

the N. Y. O. & W. closed at 36^. See Railway Age Gazette

of April 5, page 818, and April 12, page 828.

New York, Ontario & Western.—See New York, New Haven

& Hartford.

St. Joseph & Gr.\nd Island.—Stockholders will vote on Oc-
tober IS on the question of making a new $15,000,000 bond
issue, of which $4,000,000 will be reserved to acquire $4,000,-

000 first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds, due 1947, and the re-
mainder will be issued from time to time for improvements^
additions and extensions.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—This company has sold to Speyer
& Company, New York, $2,250,000 Frisco Construction Com-
pany 5 per cent, equipment notes, series B, guaranteed prin-

cipal and interest by endorsement by the St. Louis & San
Francisco. These notes are secured by equipment costing

$2,716,440, towards which the company will pay in cash

$466,440. and will issue $2,250,000 notes. The notes will be
dated September 16, 1912, and the issue will mature in 20
semi-annual instalments of $115,000 each March 15, and
$112,000 each September 15. beginning on March 15, 1913,

and ending September 15, 1922. A portion of the equipment
securing this issue has been in use from 12 to 18 months, but

is practically as good as new. The remainder will be de-

livered shortly. The equipment consists of 40 locomotives^^

500 box cars, 300 automobile cars, 500 dump cars, 250 tank

cars, 10 steel baggage cars and two 100-ton steam derrick

cars.

The Brownwood North & South will issue bonds for build-

ing extensions. (See an item under Railway Construction.)

St. M.\ry's & Western Ontario.—The stockholders will vote

on September 9 on canceling the existing lease to the Cana-
dian Pacific and entering into a new lease, and providing

terms, conditions and form of such lease. They will also-

vote on the question of authorizing a mortgage to secure a
bond issue.

St. Paul Eastern Gr.\nd Trunk.—See Chicago & North

Western.

Syr.'VCUse. Binghamton & New York.—See Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western.

West Side Belt.—Judge Y'oung, in the U. S. district court,

Pittsburgh, Pa., has entered a decree directing the sale of this-

road to take place on October 29 at the Allegheny court

house under the jurisdiction of the Pittsburgh Construction)

Company. The upset price is $1,500,000. The lien of the

construction company of about $483,000, to satisfy which the

property has been ordered sold, has, it is said, been taken-

over by the reorganization committee of the Wabash-Pitts-

burgh Terminal, and there is a possibility that the property-

will not be sold in order to give the committee an oppor-

tunity to arrange a preliminary organization.

Western Allegheny.—This company was on August 12 placed"

in the hands of Van Horn Ely as receiver in the equity suit

filed in the common pleas court at Pittsburgh. Pa., by

Harry W. Love as creditor. This company is a subsidiary

of the Great Lakes Coal Company, which has also been placed

in the hands of Mr. Ely as receiver. The road runs from

Dewey, Pa., to New Castle, 57 miles.

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.—See West Side Belt.

Br.\zilian Railway Construction.—On the Ceara railway

system of Brazil the 16-mile section between the stations of Nova

Russia and Pinheiro has already been opened to traffic, while the

construction of the extension to the town of Cratheus is nearly

finished.

Sm.\ller Railways of .Argentine.—The smaller companies^

have not increased their mileage, and most of them show very

good increases in traffics. The Cordoba & Rosario, Cordoba

Central Northern Section, and Buenos Aires Extension Com-

panies should all be able to present very satisfactory reports.

The Entre Rios shows a slight falling off from its achievement

of last year, but the Argentine North-Eastern has a substantial

increase of $113,000, a rise of about 75^ per cent. The company

raised $5,000,000 of 5 per cent. "C" debentures last year (at 85).

Last year net revenue was $645,000, covering existing debenture

interest and $50,000 placed to renewals by $112,000. The com-

pany therefore is unlikely to do more than just meet its deben-

ture charges this year, and the price of 66 for the ordinary stock^

indicates a firm faith in the future.

—

London Economist.
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BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT CO.

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS TO THE STOCK-
HOLDERS FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1912.

85 Clinton Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y., August 1, 1912.

The financial results of the system for the year ending June 30, 1912,

show:

—

an increase in gross earnings from operation of $1,240,007.51, or 5.64%;

an increase in operating expenses of $445,692.30, or 3.66%;

an increase in taxes of $309,506.63, or 21.12%;

an increase in surplus from operation of $651,278.06, or 21.28%;
an increase in reserves for insurance and depreciation of $386,846.84;

a decrease in bills payable of $950,000.00.

The net surplus of the system for the year was $3,731,259.02, equivalent

to S.22% upon the stock of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company as against

6.82% for the preceding year.

The directors have set aside from surplus account, as a special reserve

fund, the sum of $1,000,000.00, making the total reserves, other than surplus,

$2,016,045.93, and leaving the balance to the credit of surplus of the com-

bined system as of June 30, 1912, $5,863,812.80.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS OF THE OPERA-
TIONS OF THE BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEM

FOR YEARS ENDING JUNE 30, 1912 AND 1911.

Increase or

1912. 1911. Decrease.

Gross Earnings from Operation. $23, 226,550.52 $21,986,543.01 +$1,240,007.51
Operating E.xpenses 12,612,059.33 12,166,367.03 + 445,692.30

Net Earnings from Opera-

tion 10,614.491.19 9,820.175.98+ 794,315.21

Income from Other Sources 317,991.12 297,524.30+ 20,466.82

Total Income 10,932,482.31 10,117,700.28+ 814,782.03

Less Taxes and Fi.\ed Charges 7,221,260.04 6,969,221.35 + 252,038.69

Net Income 3,711,222.27 3,148,478.93+ 562,743.34

Out of which there was taken for

Betterments to Property, not

charged to Operation 88,534.72 — 88,534.72

Surplus from Operation for

the Year 3,711,222.27 3,059,944.21 + 651,278.06

Profit from Real Estate disposed

of and other Miscellaneous

Items 20,036.75 + 20,036.75

Total Surplus for year 3,731,259.02 3,059,944.21 + 671,314.81

Surplus at Beginning of

Year 5,427,394.54 4,781,035.42+ 646,359.12

Total 9,158,653.56 7,840,979.63 + 1,317,673.93

Of this amount there has been

appropriated:

Old accounts written off.. . 2,972.91 3.609.91 — 637.00

Adjustment of Taxes prior

years 28,543.65 49,855.61— 21,311:96

Adjustment of Expenses
prior years 14,460.60 + 14,460.60

Supercession and Deprecia-

tion 9,012.95 105,608.46— 96,595.51

Special Reserve 1,000,000.00 + 1,000,000.00

Refunds applying prior

years 11,821.11— 11,821.11

Dividend on B. R. T. Co.'s

Stock outstanding 2,239,850.65 2,242,690.00 — 2,839.35

Total Appropriations 3,294,840.76 2,413,585.09+ 881,255.67

Balance Sheet Surplus $5,863,812.80 $5,427,394.54 + $436,418.26

EMPLOYEES' WELFARE WORK.
The Employees' Benefit Association of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com-

pany was organized in 1901, and for more than ten years has performed
valuable service among the employees of this company, both in the opera-
tion of a plan of life and health insurance, and in the general welfare field.

Its membership on June 30, 1912, was 6,905, and since its organization it has
paid out $88,458 in death benefits, $205,917 in sick benefits, and $54,506 in
medical services. The objects of this Association as originally proclaimed
were sufficiently broad to include not only the insurance plan, but any
activity which might tend "to promote the social welfare of its members,"
or, "to aid its members while they are disabled by reason of sickness or
injury," etc. So extended, however, did the work of the association become,
that for a series of years prior to 1912 it had been used not only for these
purposes, but as a sort of clearing house for welfare activities of the com-
pany itself.

As a result, the association ran to increasing deficits, which deficits were
paid by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company. A readjustment of the
accounting between the Employees' Benefit Association and the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Company was, therefore, put into effect as of January 1st,

1912, under which the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company assumed directly
the support of such activities as belonged properly to the company's welfare
department, leaving the insurance fund of the Benefit Association in a self-

sustaining position, and creating, distinct from the insurance fund, a "social
work account," for the purposes of such social activities as are carried on
by the employees themselves.

The same inquiry developed that much of the time of the president of
the Benefit Association, George W. Edwards, was already given to matters
of welfare work in which the company, rather than the Benefit Association,
was the sustaining influence. It was believed that the services of Mr.
Edwards could be utilized to best advantage if he became directly an em-
ployee of the company, and therefore the office of Welfare Administrator
was created, to which he was appointed.

In connection with these changes, attention has been given to certain
details contributing to th'e welfare of our employees. Plans have been made
for taking over and operating directly the system of lunch rooms in the
several depots of the company which has been operated during the last five

years by the Inter-City Car Advertising Company, under a contract which
e.vpires in October, 1912. As a beginning of this restaurant system, one
lunch room has been installed in the Flatbush Depot, equipped with model
apparatus, and operated on the principle of giving the best of food at the
lowest practicable cost. The operation of this room indicates that the
establishment of the general system of lunch rooms by the company will be
of substantial aid to our employees.

In several of the depots of the system, plans have been considered for
reconstructing the club rooms provided for employees. At the Fifty-eighth
Street Depot the work of reconstruction is now under way, and the second
of the new lunch rooms will be opened there within a few weeks. Plans
have been prepared, and bids received for the construction of new club
rooms and a lunch room at the Ridgewood Depot, but this work has been
temporarily postponed, owing to the fact that the construction of the new
rapid transit line, from the Fourteenth Street tunnel to East New York,
will involve a general readjustment of conditions at the Ridgewood terminal.

\'arious minor improvements have been made in other club rooms.
Several other lines of inquiry connected more or less directly with the

question of weUare are now being prosecuted. In co-operation with the
Division of Remedial Loans of the Russell Sage Foundation, a study is

being made of the question of a savings and loan association for our em-
ployees. Other studies are being made into the question of broadening
somewhat the opportunities given to the employees to obtain insurance at

moderate cost.

Before the close of the fiscal year the Directors authorized an increase in

wages affecting about 5.000 employees. This increase went into effect in

July. 1912.

CO.MPARATI\E SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS FOR YEAR ENDING
JUNE 30, 1912 AND 1911.

Inc. + or Per
1912 1911 Dec— Cent.

Revenue from Oper.ation

Transportation $22,949,021.32 $21,716,485.88 +$1,232,335.44 5.68

Miscellaneous 277,529.20 270,057.13 + 7.472.07 2.77

.$23,226,550.52 $21,986,543.01 +$1,240,007.51Total

Oper-\ting Expenses

Maintenance of Way
and Structure $1,636,712.56 1,423,107.99+ 213,604.57 15.01

Maintenance of Equip-

ment 2,155,133.94 2,125,579.57 + 29,554.37 1.39

Operation of Power
Plant 1,404,160.19 1,339,552.21 + 64,607.98 4.82

Operation of Cars

—

Trainmen's Wages.. 3,863,699.74 3,714,682.95 + 149.016.79 4.01
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COMPAR.\TIVE SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS FOR YEAR ENDING
TUNE 30, 1912 AND 1911—(CONTINUED).

Inc. + or Per
1912 1911 , Dec— Cent.

Operation of Cars

—

Other Expenses 1,586,973.72 1,584,180.27+ 2,793.45 .18

Damages 681,440.81 750,854.35— 69,413.54 9.24

Legal Expense in Con-

nection with Damages 231,975.02 232,615.73— 640.71 .28

General Law Expenses 65.195.52 60,115.33 + 5,080.19 8.45

Other General Expenses 733,294.19 707,368.50 + 25,925.69 3.67

Freight and Mail Ex-

penses 252,762.54 227,004.03 -f 25,758.5111.35

American Railway Traf-

fic Co.—Expenses 711.10 1,306.10— 595.00 45.55

Total $12,612,059.33 $12,166,367.03 + $445,692.30 3.66

Net Revenue from
Opek.wion $10,614,491.19 $9,820,175.98+ $794,315.21 8.09

Income from Othe
Sources

Total Income.

Deductions

Interest

(Net)

1912

317,991.

1911

297,524.30 +

.$10,932,482.31 $10,117,700.28 + $814,782.03

Per

Cent.

6.83

8.05

$1,775,041.42 $1,465,534.79 + $309,506.63 21.12

5,446,218.62 5,503,686.56 — 57,467.94 1.04

Total $7,221,260.04 $6,969,211.35 + $252,038.69

Net Income $3,711,322.27 $3,148,478.93+ $562,743.34

Special Appropri.^tion 88,534.72 — 88,534.72

3.62

17.87

$3,711,222.27 $3,059,944.21 + $651,278.06 21.28

consolid.\ted

Assets

Cost of Road and Equipment:
Properties owned in whole or in part by

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company $125,838,169.88

Construction Expenditures, Constituent Com-

panies, not yet funded 441,977.41

$126,280,147.29

Bonds of Brooklyn City Railroad Company
deposited with Trustee of Brooklyn Rapid

Transit Company Refunding 4% bonds... 600,000.00

Advances to Leased Companies, account of

additions and betterments to Leased Line 11,303,224.94

Securities deposited with Trustee to guarantee

performance of terms of Lease of Brook-

lyn City Railroad 3,904,920.00

(Comprising $2,000,000 Brooklyn, Queens

Co. & Suburban Railroad Co. 1st Mort-

gage 5% Bonds at 103^. $25,000 Brooklyn

Rapid Transit 5% Bonds at par, $1,627,000

Brooklyn City Railroad Consolidated S's

at 103 5^, $125,000 Brooklyn City Railroad

Refunding 4's at par, and Cash $975)... $142,088,292.23

Materials and Supplies 860,763.51

Current Assets:

Accounts Receivable $1,164,919.63

Inventments 171,166.08

Cash on hand and in Bank 1,742,686.00
— — 3,078,771.71

In addition there are the fol-

lowing Treasury Bonds and

Stocks available for sale not

included in Assets or Lia-

bUities:

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com-
pany, Capital Stock, par value $162,782.02

Bonds of Brooklyn Rapid

Transit and Constituent

Companies, par value 16,498,500.00

Special Deposits of Securities and Cash;

Insurance Reserve Investments $310,472.09

Cash deposited to guarantee performance of

contract 310,472.09

Prepared Accounts: 287,822.70

$146,626,122.24

3ALANCE SHEET

Liabilities

Capital Stock:

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company

—

Capital Stock $45,000,000.00

Less—In Treasury 162.782.02

$44,837,

Constituent Companies

—

Shares not owned by the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit System 816,

Funded Debt:

Issued:

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company $57,198,

The Brooklyn Heights R. R. Co 250,

The Nassau Electric R. R. Co 15,000,

Brooklyn, Queens Co. and Suburban
R. R. Co 6,624,

Brooklyn Union Elevated R. R. Co 23,000,

Sea Beach Railway Company 650,

$102,722,

Less—In Treasury or pledged

as collateral $16,498,500.00

Deposited with trustees of

Mortgages 1,861,000.00

18,359,

Real Estate Mortgages ....

Current Liabilities:

Bills Payable (secured by deposit of

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company Re-

funding Bonds) $4,150,

Accounts Payable (including July 1, 1912,

dividend unpaid) 2,073,

Taxes accrued 1 ,693,

Interest accrued on Funded Debt 615,

Interest and Rentals accrued 42,

Reserves:

Insurance Reserve $361,

Accrued Amortization of Capital and Sink-

ing Fund Accrual 654,

Special Reserve 1,000,

Surplus

$45,653,826.96

000.00

000.00

040.00

000.00

000.00

000.00

84,362,540.00

154,500.00

000.00

579.71

802.15

695.85

,318.84

,145.57

000.00

2,016,045.93

5,863,812.80

$146,626,122.24
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THE Master Blacksmiths' Association may be congratulated

on its convention held in Chicago last week. The pre-

siding officer, F. F. Hoeffle had perfect control of the meeting

at all times, skilfully guiding the members, holding them to the

subjects being discussed and seeing that each one had a chance

to express himself. Although the subjects were along the same

lines as last year, there seems to have been enough progress

during the past twelve months to make the discussion of most

of them lively and interesting. One of the new subjects. Shop

Kinks, gave the members an excellent opportunity for ex-

changing valuable ideas and illustrating various devices that

they have found to be money and time savers. The men should

be encouraged in this work by their superior officers, for their

education will result in decreasing the shop expenses and in-

creasing the efficiency of the shops.

AN appropriate description of the policy of the accounting
*^ department of the Pennsylvania Railroad would seem
to be: intelligent and minute care in economizing labor ac-

cording to the time honored methods which have always
been recognized—if they have not always prevailed—in of-

fice work, combined with prompt adoption of everything that

is found to possess merit in the latest mechanical inventions

for saving labor and promoting accuracy. This would also

be a suitable sub-title for the article on this subject, by As-
sistant Comptroller J. S. Donaldson, which we print in an-

other column. Mr. Donaldson's advice concerning economies
in small details is not less interesting than the judgment that

he passes on the different features of the latest styles of

computing machines and other mechanical devices. Electric

tabulating machines are used in all sorts of statistical work

;

and yet he has not concentrated work in the general office,

merely for the sake of building up a big central accounting
establishment, as is evident from the general employment of

junction settlements with connecting railways. Making up
statistics of traffic from the records of "freight received"

instead of "freight forwarded," as here described, is a ra-

tional simplification. And the list of improvements is not

by any means finished. Mr. Donaldson is now experiment-
ing with a plan for having the forwarding agent make, for

each shipment of freight, not only the way-bill, but also the

three documents that will be needed at destination; the

freight bill, the notice of arrival of the shipment to be sent to

the consignee and the receipt to be signed by the consignee's

drayman.

"T^HE Commerce Court knows now how a man feels who
•*• has just escaped being lynched. Congress seemed de-

termined to abolish it, and passed a bill for this purpose, but

the President vetoed it, and it was impossible to get the two-

thirds majority necessary to pass it over his head. The court

has been the victim of conditions it had little or nothing to

do with creating. There had been for some time a good deal

of agitation against courts in general, on the ground that

they were influenced too much in their decisions by con-

sideration of the rights of property and too little by con-

sideration of the rights of man. In the midst of this, the

Commerce Court rendered a few decisions reversing deci-

sions that had been made by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. The commission, as always jealous of its author-

ity, began attacks on it at just the psychological moment
when many politicians saw that they might enhance their

popularity by joining in them. While several decisions of

the court were much resented by the commission, the only

one that seems to have been much resented by anyone else

was that in the intermountain rate cases. While the rail-

ways did almost nothing to save the court, some prominent
shippers' organizations came to its defense and asked that it

should not only be preserved, but that its powers should be

increased. Nevertheless, caught as it was in a position

where both the commission and the politicians conceived

that they might gain by its destruction, it had a very narrow
escape with its life. It is an interesting question what effect

on its future decisions this almost fatal attack will have.

Undoubtedly its members will try to keep the incident from
influencing them at all. But if its rulings are less favorable

to the railways hereafter than heretofore it will be believed

that the judges have been scared into changing their atti-

tude, and if they are as favorable to the railways in the future

as in the past, no doubt the attacks will be renewed. If the

court is fair it is almost bound to render more decisions in

proportion in favor of the railways than does the Interstate

Commerce Commission, because, naturally, the relatively few

cases the roads appeal are their strongest ones. However,

the extent and nature of the Commerce Court's powers and
functions will be settled by decisions of the Supreme Court
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in a short time, and if the question of abolishing it comes up

again it probably will not arise in a presidential year, when
everybody in Washington is playing the great American

game of politics. It will not be surprising, therefore, if the

temporary victory won by the friends of the court shall

prove to be permanent, and it shall have a long life of

usefulness.

THE question of Panama canal tolls and of what restric-

tions should be imposed on the use of the canal by ves-

sels controlled by railways were settled as most questions

are settled by Congress in a presidential year—that is, in

the way that it was thought would be best for the politicians,

and practically regardless of the results for the country. The
reports of the experts and the Congressional committees

that had investigated the subject were ignored; the provi-

sions of the Hay-Pauncefote treaty probably were violated:

and a measure was passed which will allow vessels engaged

in the coastwise trade to use the canal free of tolls and which

will prohibit its use altogether by vessels controlled by Am-
erican railways. The charge is made by foreign govern-

ments that the provision for free tolls for American vessels

is a discrimination against foreign vessels in violation of the

Hay-Pauncefote treaty. The provision prohibiting the

canal's use by vessels owned by American railways is a dis-

crimination of exactly the opposite kind—in other words, in

favor of foreign, and against American railways. Under the

legislation a steamship owned, for example, by the New
York, New Haven & Hartford or the Southern Pacific, which

are United States railways, cannot pass through the canal

at all, while steamships owned by the Canadian Pacific or

the Grand Trunk, which are Canadian railways, can use it.

While vessels of the Canadian railways may not legally en-

gage in our coastwise trade, goods may be shipped from New
York to Montreal by rail, taken from there in vessels owned
by Canadian railways around to Vancouver and shipped

thence by rail down to Seattle. There does not seem to be

anything to prevent the ships owned by Canadian railways

from thus actually, although not technically, engaging in our

coastwise trade via the canal. In a recent speech in the

Senate, Senator Lodge of Massachusetts said: "I cannot

understand that attitude of mind which is perfectly ready to

let the canal remain open, as it must remain open, to rail-

way-owned ships from other countries, and yet prevent any

of our railways from owning a share in any vessel which

passes through it. * * * I cannot understand this readiness

on the part of Congress and of political parties in this country

to strike continually at our own business. I recognize as

fully as anybody the errors and mistakes of the railways, the

injustices they have committed and the wrongs they have

done, and I believe as thoroughly as anybody in a strong

government control, supervision and regulation, but that is

a very different thing from making war upon them as if they

were a nest of criminals fit only to be destroyed." Neither

the free toll provision nor that barring railway-owned ves-

sels from the canal will hurt most of the railways seriously.

It is the general attitude which such legislation illustrates

that is causing trouble—the tendency, as Senator Lodge says,

to make war on the railways as if they were a nest of crim-

inals, and to pass almost every measure anyone proposes

which it is thought may directly or indirectly injure them
on the theory that whatever may injure them must, benefit

the public. The unintelligent and inconsistent way that a

large part of the regulation of corporations, and especially of

railways, is being done, is enough to shake one's belief in

any public regulation of business at all. The principle of

public regulation, assuming that it will be wise and fair, is

right; but it is so often neither wise nor fair that it is a

serious question whether, in the large, it does more good
or evil.

IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE EFFICIENCY.

I 'HE improvement in locomotive economy which has been
* brought about on new power that have been intro-

duced into service on many roads within the past year or two
is remarkable. While the locomotives have grown considerably

in size, as far as weight and capacity are concerned, this has

been brought about without a corresponding increase in the tax

upon the energy of the engineer and fireman. With a few no-

table exceptions, the arrangement of the apparatus in the cab

of the large modern locomotives is very different from what it

was on those which were standard a few years ago. These

c^hanges have all been in the direction of convenience, and safety

to the engine crew, and ease of operation. For instance, the

water gage glasses and the feed glasses on the lubricators are

not only designed to indicate conditions much more clearly, but

are safeguarded so that there is no possibility of their bursting,

or in such a way that the engine crew cannot be injured by

flying glass. The various gages are so arranged and artificially

lighted that the men can read them easily. The valves, levers,

etc., are placed so that they may be reached and operated with

a minimum of effort. On the more powerful locomotives the

use of the power reverse gear is becoming quite common.

Conditions have also been made more convenient for the fire-

men. The rapidly increasing use of the superheater and brick

arch has greatly reduced the amount of fuel to be handled per

unit of work. The committee on Superheated Steam and Boiler

Maintenance, which reported at the Master Boiler Makers'

Association last May, estimated that the saving of fuel due to

the installation of the superheater averaged from 10 to 25 per

cent., depending upon the conditions. The report of the com-

mittee on the Relation of Mechanical Appliances to Fuel Sav-

ing, which was read before the Traveling Engineers' Associa-

tion this week, indicates that savings as high as 26 per cent, are

possible with the superheater. Tests on the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern have shown that the fuel saving due to the

use of the superheater on switching locomotives amounts to 40

per cent. The committee on the Advantages and Disadvantages

of the Use of Arches and Arch Pipes, which reported at the

Master Boiler Makers' convention, showed that a saving of 11.9

per cent, might be considered a fair figure for the average con-

ditions under which the arch is used. The committee of the

Traveling Engineers' Association, above mentioned, reports that

a fuel saving of from 5 to IS per cent, can be expected from the

brick arch.

Another exceedingly important factor in the improved ef-

ficiency of locomotives is that more and more attention is being

given to designing thera to suit the special conditions for which

they are to be used. The mechanical stokers on some of the

very large locomotives that have been introduced within the past

year or two, and the oil-burning locomotives used in many parts

of the country, greatly reduce the physical demands on the fire-

men. Other mechanical devices that have been introduced more

or less extensively on recently constructed power, and which all

help to make the work of the firemen lighter, are mechanically

operated fire doors, grate shakers, coal passers, etc.

A few instances of modern locomotives that have been so de-

signed as to effect important economies may not be amiss. The

new Pacific type locomotives which have been introduced on the

Vandalia for hauling fast passenger trains between Terre Haute,

Ind., and Indianapolis, pull 100 tons more than the previous lot

of Pacifies, and at the same time use 9 per cent, less coal and

17 per cent, less water. Tests which were made on a new lot

of Pacific type locomotives on the Illinois Central last spring

showed that they required 12J^ lbs. of coal and 74^ lbs. of water

per 100 ton miles, while the previous design of Pacifies required

15 lbs. of coal and 92 lbs. of water for the same service. The

Mikados which replaced the consolidations in freight service on

the Chicago & Alton haul trains 25 per cent, heavier and show a

fuel saving of 28 per cent, per unit of work.
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AUTOMATIC TRAIN CONTROL.

THE time has come when it behooves railway managers to

give serious consideration to the subject of automatic train

control. That this is fully realized by some of the managements
is illustrated by the fact that the Chicago & Eastern Illinois

has decided to install a train control system on 107 miles of its

line from Villa Grove, 111., to Salem, and on all locomotives

operating on that part of its road.

It is shown conclusively by statistics, and repeatedly has

been pointed out in these columns, that a great majority of

railway accidents is due to failures of the human element, to

the tendency of employees to take risks, and the failure of

operating officers to adopt and enforce measures necessary to

restrain the tendency. No kind or number of automatic devices

will prevent most of the accidents that now happen to passen-

gers and employees; nor can the 5,000 trespassers who are

killed eveo' year be saved by any kind of automatic train con-

trol; the only way to save them is for the public authorities to

make them keep off railway property.

Nevertheless, it is true that there are many collisions and

some derailments which, in theory, could be prevented by auto-

matic train control. These accidents are numerically a small

part of the total. But their relative importance is greater than

their relative number. One reason for this is the peculiar re-

lation which exists between passenger and carrier, and which

requires greater care and diligence on the part of the carrier

than the relation that it bears to any other class of persons.

Another reason is the widespread publicity given to collisions,

resulting in fatalities to passengers, which makes them, from

the railway's own special standpoint, the most undesirable things

that can happen. The statistics given in an editorial in the

Railway Age Gazette of August 2, 1912, page 189, show that the

efforts the railways have been making to reduce collisions have

been bearing fruit. The number of them, both rear and butting,

has been substantially declining, not only in proportion to the

traffic handled, but also absolutely. But many collisions do con-

tinue to occur; and it is contended by the advocates and pro-

moters of automatic train control, who are getting a wide

hearing in the press, that the railway managements are re-

sponsible for this. The enthusiastic promoter says that by me-

chanical or electrical devices collisions can be rendered prac-

tically impossible; that the railway managements know this,

but will not adopt these devices, either because they are wil-

fully ignorant regarding them or because they do not want to

incur the necessary expense; and the only way to remedy the

situation is by legislation requiring the universal installation of

automatic stop devices.

These arguments receive, directly or indirectly, more or less

support from high governmental authority. The Interstate

Commerce Commission's Block Signal and Train Control

Board, which investigated the subject for some years, reported

that "'in many situations the use of automatic train stops is

necessary to the safe operation of trains," that "there are sev-

eral types of apparatus and methods of application which if put

in use would quickly develop the degree of efficiency adequate

to meet all reasonable demands"; and "that the railways should

be urged to develop the art of automatic train control ; . . .

and, should it not be done with a reasonable degree of ex-

I

pedition, steps should be taken by the government to stimulate

such action." Furthermore, Mr. Belnap, chief inspector of

safety appliances of the commission, is urging the need for

automatic train control in practically every report he makes

regarding a collision. However illogical and unscientific his

reports may sometimes be. they are getting a wide circulation

and will influence the public.

The duty to others and to the railways that this situation im-

poses on railway managers seems clear. Either it is true, or it

is not true, that automatic train control has a useful function,

and that the means for it exist or may be developed ; and the

duty that the situation clearly imposes on the managers is to

act on the recommendations of impartial investigators of the

subject and who contend that automatic train control is prac-

ticable and desirable, or else to meet those contentions squarely
and set forth definitely the conditions which make automatic
train control undesirable, or impracticable, or both.

Railway men have claimed (a) that no train control device
has proved itself practicable, and (b) that even if a practicable

device existed it is doubtful if its use would be desirable. In
answer to the first objection the promoters of the automatic
stop point to the record of tests conducted by the Block Signal
and Train Control Board. Two or three of them have for their

devices a modified approval of the board, and all have its state-

ment, already quoted, that automatic train control appears to

be entirely practicable. Attention is also called to the fact that

automatic stops are in successful service on the Pennsylvania,
the Hudson & Manhattan, and the Interborough subway lines

in New York City, and on the lines of the Washington Water
Power Company and the San Francisco, Oakland & San Jose
in the West. It is true the conditions on these electric lines

are radically different from those ordinarily found on steam
lines, but it is contended that the difficulties peculiar to steam
operation can be overcome.

Railway men also urge the probable effect of automatic stops

on discipline, claiming that their use would cause enginemen
to relax their vigilance. The experiences of the electric roads
which are now using automatic stops would seem to indicate

the opposite. During the month of June, 1912, on the Inter-

borough subway lines in New York City, where the automatic
stop is used, three motormen overran stop signals, while on
the elevated lines, where the automatic stop is not used, 13

cases of disobedience of signals were reported. The Washing-
ton Water Power Company's lines have had a similar experi-

ence. The certainty of detection in case a signal which has an
automatic stop operating in connection with it is overrun ex-
erts a strong influence in securing obedience to the signal.

It is also urged by railway men that the proper maintenance
of automatic stops will introduce new difficulties. This is a

grave question, to be settled only by extended service tests. To
match, on 1,000—or 100—miles of outdoor railway the high-

pitched, refined inspection that is given to the signal apparatus

on the few miles of the New York subways is a problem to

test the resources of the most progressive railway.

But, as a matter of fact, the only way to find out whether
cr not automatic train control devices are generally practicable

and desirable is to try them out thoroughly under the rigid

and varied conditions of service. The fact that collisions con-

tinue to occur, that automatic stops for electric service have

been proved successful, and that such devices for steam serv-

ice have not yet been proved impracticable and undesirable,

but that the experiments with some have been in a degree

satisfactory, is rapidly raising the presumption that automatic

train control on steam roads is both practicable and desirable.

If the railways are not convinced by the investigations and re-

ports of the Block Signal and Train Control Board, why do

they not supplement its work through some agency of their

own. instead of sitting back and doing almost nothing, while a

public opinion to the effect that railway men are either ignorant

and prejudiced, or do not care enough about public safety, is

being created?

While the Railway Age Gasette is not prepared to advocate

automatic stops, and is opposed to legislation regarding them,

it does urge the early commencement of a thorough, open-

minded investigation by the railways themselves as here out-

lined. The decision of the management of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois to test one device merits heartj' commendation.

The .\merican Railway Association, through some appropriate

body designated by it, or some other organization of railway

men. should either take hold and develop the art, or show the

reasons for not doing it. Perhaps the investigations should be

paid for by all the railways, since all of them will be benefited.
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They should be directed to discovering whether it is possible

to get two trains together, rather than to seeing if two trains

can be kept apart.

The tendency of the press, public authorities and railway em-

ployees and their spokesmen to give exaggerated prominence

and importance to the matter of automatic devices is to be

deprecated. All of this superficial agitation without study of

the knotty features of the problem is worse than wasted. As

the Block Signal and Train Control Board said in the same

report in which it urged the railways to develop automatic

train control, "It must not be assumed that the use of automatic

devices of any kind will remedy all the faults at present exist-

ing in train operation. Such devices can do no more than re-

duce the percentage of accidents that occur through failure,

from any cause, to observe the prescribed conditions of safety.

The automatic stop is purely an emergency device, like the fire

extinguisher. We do not depend on fire extinguishers to pre-

vent fires, but when, in spite of our elaborate precautions, a

blaze nevertheless starts, the presence oi a fire extinguisher

near at hand is often the means of forestalling disastrous con-

flagration. So with such devices as the automatic stop. They

cannot insure that the fundamental conditions of safety on rail-

ways will be observed, but when the necessary precautions for

the prevention of certain classes of train accidents are ignored,

they may intervene to forestall the accident which might other-

wise happen. But when all is said that can be said in favor of

the use of automatic safety devices, it still remains true that

they correct none of the fundamental defects in American rail-

way practice. Bad methods of operation and management, in-

efficient supervision and inspection, poor discipline, and lack

of co-operation between the different branches of the per-

sonnel, deficient structures, roadway and equipment, all of

which introduce fundamentally dangerous conditions, still exist,

and cannot be remedied by the use of automatic appliances."

LEHIGH VALLEY.

H.WIXG built its property up largely through earnings and

with very conservative financing, and having put the phy-

sical plant in excellent shape, the Lehigh Valley was ready in

the last fiscal year to make an adjustment with its stockholders

covering accumulated profits, and an adjustment with its sub-

sidiary coal company, placing the affairs of the Railroad com-

pany on a basis of greater certainty to outsiders. The adjust-

ment with the stockholders took the form of an extra dividend

of 10 per cent. While there was not the slightest concealment

of the gradual accumulation of profit and of the fact that at

some time in the not distant future stockholders would receive

earnings from earnings which had heretofore been put back into

the property, the fact that the adjustment was made tends to

make the Lehigh Valley stock a more stable investment, and to

take away from it something of its speculative character.

The adjustment with the Lehigh Valley Coal Company, which

had been controlled by the Railroad company, was brought

about by the formation of the Lehigh Valley Coal Sales Com-

pany. Stockholders of the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company

were offered the privilege of subscribing to the entire outstand-

ing stock of the Sales company, and now neither the Railroad

company nor its controlled Lehigh Valley Coal Company has

any ownership in the stock of the Sales company ; and since this

Sales company buys all of the coal at the mine's mouth, it would

seem that the Railroad company has adjusted its affairs in such

a way as to meet not only the commodity clause as interpreted

by the Supreme Court, but also a commodity clause which might

be passed in conformity with the recommendations of the major-

ity of the Stanley steel committee.

The Lehigh A'alley did no financing during the year. The

principal receipts of cash were $6,470,000 net income; cash re-

turned to it by subsidiary companies, and $3,040,000 paid in for

past indebtedness by the Lehigh Valley Coal Company and other

receipts from various sources, which, including a reduction in

cash on hand of $4,800,000, gave the company roughly about

$20,000,000, to spend during the year after the payment of ex-

penses and interest charges. Of this $20,000,000, $12,130,000

was paid out in dividends and $3,530,000 was paid for additions

and betterments, and $1,900,000 toward reduction of outstanding

securities. At the end of the j-ear the company had on hand

$15,800,000 cash, with $16,800,000 securities issued or assumed
and held in the treasury, with but $4,250,000 working liabilities.

This is more than an ample working capital for a road doing

the business that is done by the Lehigh Valley.

In 1912 total operating revenues amounted to $36,910,000, a

decrease of $780,000 from the previous year, due entirely to a

decrease in coal freight traffic during the months of May and
April. It will be recalled that during these two months the

anthracite mine workers were idle, pending a readjustment of

the wage scale, and during these two months coal almost ceased

to move. Merchandise freight revenue, which amounted in 1912

to $14,550,000, was almost exactly the same as in 1911 ; while

passenger revenue amounted to $4,700,000, or a little over

$100,000 more than in 1911.

Operating expenses in 1912 amounted to $24,720,000, an in-

crease of $1,300,000; this increase being quite evenly divided

between maintenance and transportation expenses, the operating

ratio in 1912 being 66.98, and in 1911, 62.11. Of course, during

the two months that the road ceased to earn revenue from coal

traffic it was impossible to cut down expenses anywhere nearly

in proportion to the falling off in business. -After the payment

of expenses and taxes, there was an operating income of $10,-

440.000 in 1912, as compared with $12,810,000 in 1911. President

Thomas, m his report, calls attention to the fact that taxes have

further increased by over $300,000 during the year, and now con-

sume 3.93 per cent, of the company's revenues.

The Lehigh \'alley is a double-track road from New York
through the anthracite coal fields to Buffalo and Niagara Falls,

It carried a total tonnage in 1912 of 28,010,000 tons, with an

average haul of 171 miles, making the freight density 3,320,000

tons (number of tons carried one mile per mile of road). This

is a very heavy business for a two-track line, especially when a

road has in addition a passenger density of 180.000 per mile.

Of the total tonnage carried. 15,170,000 tons was coal and coke,

which is less by 2.71 per cent, than in 1911. The company carried

2,400,000 tons of L. C L. freight and 1,600,000 tons of cement,

brick and lime. Grain furnished 1,030,000 tons.

Although large expenditures for upkeep are not always re-

flected in increased operating efficiency, seldom, if ever, is in-

creased operating efficiency shown when the physical property is

being let run down. The fact that $340,000 more was spent in

1S12 for maintenance of way and structures than in 1911, and

$310,000 more for maintenance of equipment than in 1911, would

be in itself a pretty good indication that there had been no at-

tempt to cut the cost of upkeep to offset the two months that

coal traffic ceased to move. Statistics for operation tend to

bear out this assumption. With a decrease of 2 per cent, in

ton mileage, there is a decrease of 5.83 per cent, in freight train

mileage and a decrease of 6.03 per cent, in empty freight car

mileage, and an increase of 3.38 per cent, in the average number

of loaded freight cars in train. There was a decrease of 9.70 per

cent, in the miles run by yard switching engines; but, on the

other hand, there was an increase of 7.96 per cent, in the miles

run by engines in helping service. In 1912 the mileage of yard

switching engines totaled 4,850,000, and of helping engines.

1,090,000.

While the great proportion of the freight tonnage carried by

the Lehigh Valley is low grade and permits of heavy loading,

the quite heavy passenger density and the rather heavy grades of

the line militate against heavy train loading. Notwithstanding

the adverse features, the Lehigh \'alley had an average revenue

trainload of 566 tons in 1912. which is an increase of 23 tons,

or 4 per cent., over 1911. Moreover, this increase in trainload-

ing was accomplished despite the fact that the falling off in ton
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mileage of coal and coke was much greater than in miscel-

laneous freight.

During the year the company spent $3,870,000 for additions

and betterments, of which $850,000 was for passenger train cars.

Of the total spent for additions and betterments, $340,000 was
charged to income as against $980,000 charged to income for

additions and betterments in 1911.

Some of the more important or interesting improvements
that the company has made during the past year are the building

of a modern car dumping plant of 1,500,000 tons annual capacity

at Perth .Amboy; the building of a concrete grain storage ele-

vator of '1-16,000 bus. capacity at New York harbor; and the con-
tinuation of the installation of telephone train despatching which,

with the work done this year, makes the line between Man-
chester and Buffalo almost completely worked by telephone

despatching. In this connection it is interesting to notice that

during the past year 397 portable telephone sets were installed in

passenger and freight trains. The Lehigh Valley has installed

upper-quadrant three-position automatic signals between Gum
Run and Laurel Junction, and on the four-track extension from
Cementon to Treichlers; the disc signals on old first and second
track being replaced. On all its four-track road the Lehigh
Valley now has automatic upper-quadrant signals; and on the

automatic signals between Park View and Port Reading Junction
the oil lights have been replaced with acetylene lights. The com-
pany has bought during the past year 26 gasolene motor cars

for section and bridge gangs.

The following table shows the principal figures for operation

in 1912 as compared with 1911:

1912. 1911.

.\verage mileage operated 1,441 1,432

Total freight revenue $16,301,316 $17,155,534
Merchandise freight revenue 14,591,240 14,687,291

Passenger revenue 4,703,734 4,568,030
Total operating revenues 36,905,935 37,687,403

Mair.t. of way and structures... 3,963,589 3,620,176

Maint. of equipment 6,313,317 6,003,287

Traffic 980,117 1,010,675

Transportation 1 2.606,962 1 1,979,278

Total operating expenses 24,720,250 23,407,310

Taxes 1,451,311 1,145,477

Operating income 10,443,135 12,814,438

Cross corporate income 12,559,596 14,490,176

Net corporate income 5,746,576 5,990,169

Additions and betterments 340,944 980,549

Dividerds 12,126,915 *6,060,800

•This is rot the same amount of dividends as shown in our comments
on the repoit for 1911 because the company has changed its methods of
charging dividends and now charges the dividends which are paid July 14
but declared before the end of the fiscal year to that fiscal year in which
they are declared. We have, therefore, in the accompanying table changed
both 1911 and 1912 to this basis, subtracting the dividends that were
declared in 1910 but paid in 1911.

JT^iier^ to the lEdttor.

RECOOPERING OF GRAIN CARS AT CHICAGO.

NEW BOOKS.

Electrical Blue Book. Edition of 1912. 9 in. x 12 in.; 206 pages. Com-
piled and published by the Electrical Review Publishing Company,

Chicago. Price, $2.00.

The first section of this book is devoted to electrical construction

material, approved by the National Board of Fire Underwriters.

All the supplies of this nature are illustrated and described, the

names of the makers are given and the dates when the articles

were approved. The second section treats of representative lines

of other electrical supplies that the users of this book have

occasicn to buy. The supplies in this section are treated in the

same manner as those in the first section. The last section of

the book gives the 1911 National Electric Code, the rules and re-

quirements of the National Board of Fire L^nderwriters for elec-

trical wiring and apparatus as recommended by the National Fire

Protection .Association. This code is supplemented by illustra-

tions so that the rules will be more readily understood. These

rules are indexed under their subjects. The book is designed

to enable buyers to obtain a clear and intelligent view of the

entire electrical supply market and constitutes a valuable source

of information on electrical material.

Chicago, August 21, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.\iLW.\y Age Gazette:
The twenty-three grain-carrying lines entering Chicago have

executed a contract with the J. A. McNulty and A. E. Schuyler
Agency to reclaim all grain doors from in-bound cars and to

re-cooper all cars for out-bound shipments. Because of the vol-
ume of business, the contract was made on favorable terms, and
insures to all carriers the return of the grain doors from
m-bound cars and the standard cooperage of all out-bound cars.

With a view to reducing the leakage of out-bound grain to the
minimum, cars are re-coopered in accordance with the follow-
ing instructions

:

1. All cars to be coopered are inspected to see if they are
suitable for carrying bulk grain.

2. Each car is swept clean.

3. Fiber paper and burlap are used freely to make cars grain
tight, as follows: (a) Defective linings are repaired with fiber

paper, burlap and boards, (b) Wherever necessary the linings

at the ends of cars are covered with fiber paper. This paper is

so applied that it will overlap the floor several inches. Defec-
tive side linings covered are covered similarly, (c) King bolts

are covered with burlap, (d) Paper or burlap pads are used to

cover any cracks in the floors, (e) Door posts filled with old

nails or spikes are covered with burlap or paper pads to insure

tight joints between grain doors and door posts, (f) Where
necessary to prevent possible leakage between the boards of

grain doors, fiber paper is applied on the inside of the door.

This paper is so applied that it will overlap the floor several

inches.

4. To stiffen the grain doors and to prevent possible leakage

at their intersections, the doors are tied together near the center

with an upright brace extending from the door-sill. Wherever
possible the upright brace is secured at the floor by means of a

well-nailed cleat placed about ^ of an inch from the brace.

5. Any loose sheathings are secured to the sills by the free

use of cement-coated nails.

The weighing department of the Chicago Board of Trade is co-

operating with the re-cooperage agency in every way to prevent

the loss of grain, and the Board of Trade weighmaster"s inspec-

tor gives his O. K. to the car conditions on a self-addressed card

5y2 in. X 9 in. in size, which is attached to the inside grain door

of each car coopered. The wording of the card is as follows

:

"THIS CAR No SHOULD NOT LEAK, AS IT WAS
CAREFULY COOPERED.
"At the time of loading, the car and the cooperage were inspected and

their condition was approved by the weighing department of the Chicago
Board of Trade.

"In case leakage is shown, the parties unloading will please note on this

card on space provided below, the cause of the leakage, the location on

the car of the leak-defect, and as nearly as he can judge by close interior

and exterior inspection, the extent of the leakage which resulted from such

defect, mailing this self-addressed card to the GR.MN DOOR BUREAU.
1143 TRANSPORTATION BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
"Coopered by

"Cooperage and car inspected by

"Deputy Weighmaster.

"Note: The information called for above, IF RELIABLY GIVEN, will

prove of special benefit in eliminating causes of leakage."

On the opposite side of the self-addressed postal-card is

printed

:

"Grain Door Bureau,

"1143 Transportation Bldg.,

"Chicago. Illinois."

.\s the Chicago Board of Trade weighing department has a

natural reputation for accuracy, and the cooperage of cars is

under its supervision, insuring the best possible car cooperage,

the railways making the delivery of Chicago loaded grain

destined to the East, Southeast, or South, will without doubt re-
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quire an accurate record of the weights at destination and the

manner of securing the weights before paying claims for alleged

shortage. w. A. garrztt.

Chairman, General Managers' Association of Chicago.

DEMURRAGE FROM BOTH RAILWAY AND SHIPPER'S
POINT OF VIEW.

Baltimore, Md., July 29, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

Recent contributions in your valuable paper on the subject of

demurrage have been read with much interest. All, or nearly

all, show bitterness.

Manifestly it would be impossible for the carriers to provide

and keep waiting sufficient equipment to place it without delay

at the call of every shipper, if consignees and shippers are to be

permitted to use their own sweet will in loading and unloading.

Suppose it possible for the carriers to stand the burden of pro-

viding such an abundance of cars, would it then be pos-

sible for them to be handled by the roads to the satisfaction of

the patrons or the profit of the carriers? It is, I think, con-

ceded that the carriers do pretty well when the supply of cars

that they furnish is sufficient, when handled with reasonable des-

patch, under fairly normal conditions, to accommodate all with-

out causing undue inconvenience or hardship.

It is obvious that there must be demurrage rules ; and they

should be recognized by the public and justly and impartially

administered by the carriers. It is also apparent that the rules

are jointly for the benefit of the public and the protection of the

carriers' enormous investment in cars. During most of the time

a car is delayed the carrier would much prefer to have the use

of it than to collect the dollar a day; and during most of the

time that some fellow is dela>'ing a car, at a cost to himself of a

dollar a day, hundreds of others would willingly pay a premium

to get that car. Such things as premiums to get cars have been

heard of in the past.

The rules as they exist are doubtless still defective, but they

are the best we have ever had and are probably more impartially

administered than ever before. There is every reason to believe

they will be still further improved and that eventually strict

justice will be done to both the shippers and the carriers.

The carriers can do much if they will tabulate the causes of

typical disputes and in this way learn if any one cause is re-

sponsible for most of the trouble in particular localities, while

other localities are free from complaint on that score. By such

a method they should be able to detect and correct many of the

defects in both rules and administration. If they find one cause

making trouble in practically all communities such a method
should bring it to light, and afford the opportunity to at least

make an honest effort to apply a remedy.

A reasonable public surely will refrain from indiscriminate and

general complaint in and out of season. If a shipper comes

across something which he feels is distinctly unjust, or for

which the rules do not seem to provide adequately, let him bring it to

the attention of the carrier or, if he prefers, the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, at the same time suggesting a remedy. It is im-

portant that the shipper attempt to suggest the remedy, for often

in so doing he will become convinced he has no case, and prob-

ably find a way to overcome, himself, what he was about to lay

on the shoulders of another. The commission could tabulate

the complaints and suggestions it receives and for such of them

as appear well founded endeavor to have the carriers provide a

remedy.

There is a middle ground on which the shipper and carrier

can meet, and as to the' suggestion that the I. C. C. take over

the whole matter, I very much doubt whether much of the ship-

ping public have any idea, or even fancy, that they would be bet-

ter off if the rules were taken over for ironclad administration

by a department of the government ; or that if such a course

were pursued anything like a panacea would be provided for all

the real and supposed car service troubles.

That there are real troubles no one familiar with the subject

will deny; on the other hand it is a safe assertion that much of

the difficulty experienced is due to lack of knowledge of and

compliance with the provisions of the rules.

I have in mind large corporations whose attitude on this sub-

ject was that demurrage was simply another device of the car-

riers to extract additional revenue from them, and on this basis

they usually considered it proper to refuse to pay the bills,

whether right or wrong. Of course this could only produce

toward them an attitude of suspicion and distrust by every clerk

and officer of the carrier. Such a situation could not be for the

best interest of either party. It was bound to and did gradually

permeate the other business transactions of both until there had

to be settled by officers a great many matters of a routine nature

which principals should not have been bothered with.

Of course, such a state of affairs culminated in a day of

reckoning, executives took a hand, a better understanding was
reached, instructions were reached, instructions were issued that

subordinates were to familiarize themselves with and obey the

rules, and thereafter not nearly so much demurrage accrued. One
by one the real causes for complaint were run down and many
of them ironed out, and now a vexing and annoying controversy

on this subject seldom arises.

Many carriers have to their credit, or rather discredit, a not

very enviable past in the handling of demurrage and they are

under special obligation to adopt a policy of diplomatic concilia-

tion, and to make every reasonable effort to explain the rules

;

also to get away from the old "cock sure" attitude of so many
clerks and officers toward the fellow with a complaint or claim,

that he has no case anyway, and what is he going to do about

it. No carrier can afford to take such a position, least of all

a carrier with a clouded past, when favored ones got off almost

or entirely free, while the other fellow had to pay.

Let the carriers see that employees who cannot be trusted to

handle such matters in a broad way are relegated to more ob-

secure duties, better suited to their temperament. All concerned

should approach this question with one idea of doing justice.

if everj'one will concede a little, the problems will be solved and

new difficulties overcome as they arise. H. h.^rlem baker.

Argentine Railway Sta^hstics.—In the year completed on

June 30, 1912, the railways in Argentina suffered through strikes

in the same way as lines in Great Britain. In a comparison of

the results of the year with those for 1910-11, it must not be over-

looked that the mileage of the lines has grown in many cases, so

that even where active receipts are higher the density of the

traffic is lower and less profitable. The biggest drop in receipts

is 8.8 per cent, on the Buenos Aires Western, where the mileage

is up 4.6 per cent. This is due to the poor wheat crop. Last year

the company brought down its ratio of operating expenses from

56.52 to 52.86 per cent., so that even if it has kept the ratio of

operating expenses down to the lower figure, its net revenue will

be more than $500,000 lower, equal to about 1 per cent, on the

ordinary stock. The company has issued $10,000,000 of new 4

per cent, capital since last year, so that the reduction in the div-

idend cannot very well be less than 1 per cent. The Great South-

ern has increased its receipts by 7.6 per cent, and its mileage by

8.4 per cent. Last October the company issued $15,000,000 in 4

per cent, shares, but owing to its habit of charging interest dur-

ing the construction to capital it is not possible to say whether

any of this charge will be met from revenue. Also last year only

$134,500 interest on the $12,000,000 4 per cent. 1912 shares was
charged to revenue. The increase in net revenue, however, will

be sufficient to cover these charges and permit the 7 per cent.

dividend, less tax. The Central Argentine also shows a big drop

in receipts, due to the corn traffic having fallen off in comparison

with the very large traffic last year. —London Economist.



POWERFUL MIKADOS FOR THE LACKAWANNA.
Designed to Handle Heavier Freight Trains, in Both Fast

and Slow Service, between Buffalo, N. Y., and Elmira.

In our issue of July 19, 1912, page 88, we described seven new
Pacific type locomotives recently introduced on the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western for hauling heavy passenger trains over

the grades between New York and Elmira without double head-

ing, as was necessary with the ten-wheelers which they super-

ceded. Fifteen Mikado locomotives have just been delivered to

the same road by the American Locomotive Company for use

in hauling heavier freight trains in both fast and slow service,

driving wheels and a tractive effort of 29,480 lbs. are being

used.

The boiler is equipped with a Schmidt superheater of the

top-header double loop type providing 1,085 sq. ft. of super-

heating surface, the largest ever used in a simple non-articula-

ted locomotive. At the same time, by the use of 2-in. tubes,

21 ft. long, the large evaporating heating surface of 4,854 sq. ft.

has been provided. The firebox is equipped with a Security

I'-JlSff m'x84 Înlde Sheets 2-"5|HjU|'

Boiler of Mikado Locomotives; Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

between Buffalo, N. Y., and Elmira, thereby reducing the oper-

ating cost of handling this traffic. The Mikados have 28 in. x

30 in. cylinders, 63 in. drivers and a tractive effort of 57,000 lbs.

The slow freight service is now being handled by consolidation

locomotives with 26 in. x 30 in. cylinders, 57 in. driving wheels

and a tractive effort of 51,400 lbs., while in fast freight service

consolidation engines with 20j^ in. x 26 in. cylinders, 57 in.

brick arch. The ash pan is of the six-hopper design similar

to the style applied to the Mountain and Mikado type locomo-

tives constructed by the same builders for the Chesapeake &
Ohio, as described in the Railway Age Ga::eite of September 22,

1911, page 556.

The boiler construction presents no novelties. Tate flexible

staybolts have been freely used. The dome is built up of three

304.z"ToUs. 43, S^'Flues.

Tubes Beaded Orer Marked Thus +

Arrangement of the Firebox Sheets and Boiler and Superheater Tubes on Mikado Locomotive for the Lackawanna.
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parts, there being a J^-in. sheet ring connecting the two flanged

1 in. sections. The smoke stack has a very long interior exten-

sion, bringing its lower edge but one foot above the top of the

exhaust nozzle.

In the construction of the running gear the latest approved
practices of the builders have been followed in many particulars.

It will be noticed that the same type of long main driving box
which was used on the Pacific type above mentioned, and was
illustrated and described in detail in the July 19, 1912, issue of

the Raihvay Age Gazette, page 88, has also been applied to these

locomotives. It is said that this type of driving box is meeting

with general approval, and that it has now been adopted for

82 locomotives, either built or under construction. The self-

centering guide for the extended piston rod and the self-center-

ing arrangement for the valve stem guide, have been applied to

the Mikado as well as the Pacific type. The piston valve is 16

in. diameter and has a 7-in. travel, the steam entering through

the ontside pipe at the top of the steam chest. It will be noted

that the ordinary type of reverse lever is used and that the

reach rod is placed very low, connecting to a downwardly ex-

tending arm on the lift, shaft.

The general dimensions, weights and ratios are shown in the

following table

:

General Data.

Gage 4 ft. S'A in.

Service Freight
Fuel Bit. coal
Tractive effort 57.000 lbs.

Weight in working order 312,000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 236,500 lbs.

Weight of engine and tender in working order ... .471,700 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 1 7 ft.

Straight

Boiler,

Style
Working pressure

'.
'. '. '. '. '. '. '. '. '. '. '. '. '. '.

'. '.TgcT'fts!
Uutside diameter of first ring gg in
Firebox, length and width 103 in. x S414 in!
Firebox plates, thickness ^ in. and 'A in
Firebox, water space F.—6 in.; S. and B.—5 in.'
lubes, number and outside diameter 304 2 in.
Flues, number and outside diameter 45

—

SH in.
Tubes, thickness and material No. 11, B. W. G. Iron
Flues, thickness No. 9. B. W. G.
Tubes, length 21 ft.
Heating surface, tubes and flues 4,592.8 sg. ft.
Heating surface, firebox 261.3 sq. ft.
Heating surface, total 4,!j59.1 sq. ft.
Superheater heating surface 1,065 sq. ft.
Grate area 63. 1 sq. ft.
Smokestack, diameter 18 in.
Smokestack, height above rail 182 9/16 in!

Tender.

Frame 13 in. channel center and 10 in. chan. side sillsW heels, diameter 33 in.
Journals, diameter and length 6 in. x 11 in.
Water capacity 8,000 gals.
Coal capacity 14 tons

(1.5 X 1,065 sq. ft.)

MASTER BLACKSMITHS' ASSOCIATION.

The twentieth annual convention of the International Rail-

road Master Blacksmiths' Association, which was held in Chi-

cago last week, as noted in our issue of August 23, page 3S8,

was quite successful. In addition to a number of papers by

members addresses were made by H. T. Bentley. assistant super-

intendent of motive power and machinery of the Chicago &
North Western ; T, H. Curtis of the committee of investi-

Mikado Locomotive Designed to Haul Heavier Freight Trains Between Buffalo and Elmlra on the Lackawanna.

Wheel base, total 35 ft. 5 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 67 ft. 7 in.

Ratios.

Weight on drivers -r- tractive effort 4.15
Total weight -h tractive effort 5.47
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -i- equiv. heating sur-

face* , 556.60
Total equiv. heating surface* -t- grate area 102.40
Firebox heating surface -r- total equiv. heating surface*,

per cent 5.40
Weight on drivers -H total equiv. heating surface* 36.60
Total weight -f- total equiv. heating surface* -. . . 48.50
Volume of both cylinders, cu. ft 21.40
Total equiv. heating surface* -i- vol. cylinders 301.40
Grate area -=- vol. cylinders 2.94

Cylinders.

Kind Simple
Diameter and stroke 28 in. x 30 in.

Valves.

Kind Viston
Diameter 16 in.

Greatest travel 7 in.

Outside lap 1 3/16 in.

Inside clearance r. . . .0 in.

Lead i'i in.

Wheels.

Driving, diameter over tires '. .63 in.

Driving, thickness of tires 3 J/^ in.

Driving journals, main, diameter and length... 11 in. x 21 in.

Driving journals, others, diameter and length. . 10J/< in. x 13 in.

Engine truck wheels, diameter ._
33 in.

Engine truck journals 6 in. x 12 in.

Trailing truck wheels, diameter 42 in.

Trailing truck journals 9 in. x 14 in.

gation of smoke abatement and electrification of railway ter-

minals in Chicago, and C. W. Cross, superintendent of appren-

tices of the western district of the New York Central Lines.

Following is an abstract of the proceedings.

H. T. BENTLEY's address.

The blacksmith shop is one of the most important parts of

a railway shop plant, for in most cases when material is held

up in the smith shop it affects the output of various other

departments. On a recent trip to England one of the things

that impressed me most was a drop forge shop which had about

50 hammers. There w^as not anything, from a watch spring to

an anchor, which they did not make under the drop forge, and

the work was very satisfactory. After it was finished under the

hammer there was nothing more to do to it. That is one thing

we are careless about in this country; the tendency is for the

blacksmith to leave a certain amount of stock on a forging

for the machinist to take oflf. It should be understood that

every one who is working for a railway is doing so for the

purpose of helping pay dividends and keeping the public satis-

fied. The officers have the stockholders to please, and unless

they can get returns for the money invested they cannot stay

in business very long. Therefore it is for every man to try

and reduce the cost of production, and it certainly seems to me
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that there is a possibihty of doing this by the extensive use of

drop forgings.

Another thing I would hke to speak of is the appearance of

the shops. Keep them tidy; tidiness is something we ought to

practice.
. Have a place for eveo'thing and put it in its place.

When visitors or officers come into a shop they do not always
have time to see how many forgings you are making, or just

exactly the class of work you are doing, but if you have a clean

shop they will go away with a favorable impression.

I have been told that your association is 20 years old today,

and from appearances it seems that it has had a very healthy
growth since it has been in existence. I believe that any con-
vention that tends to help the men to get together and learn
what the other fellow is doing, is something that should be
supported by your superior officers.

PRESIDENT HOEFFLe's ADDRESS.

The opportunity for the members of this association to take
part in convention exercises such as these is a valuable edu-
cational experience. It enables each member to measure him-
self by coming in contact with others. We are not here as

individuals, but as representatives of the railways for the pur-
pose of devising ways and means for better methods in doing
our work. The art of blacksmithing is not a finished one; that

is, there is still considerable to learn concerning it. The very
best minds in the world today are men who not only follow
their vocations, but who make individual efforts to improve
their efficiency through study and reading literature concerning
their work. We should constantly be looking to improve our-
selves, so that as the art progresses and new propositions are

presented to us we will be fully capable of handling them.
There is no place in the industrial workshop where more hard
work, closer and more conservative calculations, and keener in-

sight are required than in the forge and blacksmith shops.

There is no class of men who watch the actual performance
of the work in their departments more closely than the master
blacksmith, in order to insure the safety of the public, who de-

pend upon the strength and thoroughness of his work.

BENEFITS DERIVED FROM THE ASSOCIATION.

Several papers were presented on this subject, which clearly

indicated the benefits the members have received from attend-

ing the conventions and reading the reports. The consensus

of opinion was that although the benefits derived could not be

given a monetary value the association has been invaluable to

its members. The men are broadened by attending the con-

ventions, and in many instances have learned of better ways
of domg their work from their fellow members.

FLUE WELDING.

The methods of handling flues in the shop were discussed,

special consideration being given to superheater flues of large

diameter. The question of whether flue welding should be di-

rectly under the boiler shop or blacksmith shop was discussed,

but no definite conclusions were reached, some thinking it

should be under one. while others thought it should be under

the other.

TRE.KTMENT OF C.\RBOX AND HIGH SPEED STEELS.

Special attention was given to high speed steel, as it is get-

ting to be more common in the smith shops, and there still

seems to be some question as to its treatment for various uses.

It w-as generally acknowledged that the estimating of tempera-

tures of these steels by their color could not be accurate with-

in 200 or 300 degs. F., and the pyrometer was considered es-

sential to get the proper results. However, the pyrometer

should be carefully checked up and caliberated frequently to be

sure that their readings are correct. One member uses the

fusing point of common salt, which fuses in the neighborhood

of 1,465 deg. F., as one way of checking up his pyrometer.

The question of why taps and reamers bend while being tem-

pered was considered and various reasons were given for their

doing so. Extreme care must be used in handling them to see
that they are uniformly heated in all parts and the operation
of tempering is carefully done.

While it was acknowledged that high speed steel has much
less chance of being destroyed than carbon steel, it is believed
that too much heat will have deteriorating effects.

DROP FORCINGS.

The reports on this subject were rather limited, as the ma-
jority of the members have had little experience in this class

of work. The questions that were brought up considered largely

the making and design of the dies. In a paper by John Cun-
ningham (Union High School, Grand Rapids, Mich.)„ the lo-

cation and design of the drop forge shop was considered. Mr.
Cunningham said in part : "The location and design of the

drop forge shop should be carefully considered, for owing to the

nature of the work the shop will become exceedingly hot, thus

decreasing the efficiency of the men and the output. The build-

ing should be situated so as to get as much fresh air as pos-

sible, and should be so constructed that during the summer
months the sides and ends may be entirely opened, the venti-

lation being as important as the light. The building should be

long and narrow and not over 70 ft. wide, which will allow

ample space for two rows of hammers and furnaces. An over-

head trolley system should be used for handling the dies and

a ram for driving the keys holding the dies to the hammer."

CASE HARDENING.

Methods were described for case hardening various kinds

of material. The question was raised as to whether or not the

railways were spending too much time in doing this class of

work. It was granted that the longer the material was in the fur-

nace the deeper the case hardening would be, but the question

was raised as to whether this hardened surface would not be

deep enough if it only remained in the furnace one-half the

time, for in many cases the part would not be worn down to

the full depth of the ordinary case hardening before the lost

motion would require the piece to be replaced. On the other

hand, it was stated that the interior of the material itself would

not be in as good condition as when the piece was kept in the

furnace for a longer time.

FORGING MACHINES, DIES AND FORMERS.

Several photographs and detailed drawings were presented to

the convention showing various dies and formers used on bull-

dosers and forging machines. These are of special interest at

this time because of the great amount of such work that must

be produced by the railways in making safety appliances for

cars and locomotives. The material for making the formers

was considered, as well as the way in which they should be

treated. In many cases cast iron formers are used with steel

inserts. G. W. Kelly, of the Central of New Jersey at Eliza-

bethport, N. J., described a system of automatic control for

forging machines that is in use in the Elizabethport shop as

follows

:

"We have a S-in. universal Ajax machine, driven through

gears by a 40 h. p. motor, and a 3J^-in. machine equipped with

the automatic control made by the Monitor Controller Com-

pany. The machine is started by simply pushing a button at-

tached to the machine near the clutch of the locking lever. This

will energize a series of relays in the controller box on the wall,

which are so adjusted that the current fed to the motor will

not overload the circuit and damage the motor. The system is

so regulated that the machine will ordinarily attain full speed

in about six seconds from the time the button is pushed. The

machine is stopped by pushing another button. The system

saves time for the operator, as there are no belts to shift, no

switches to pull, and no rheostat to fool with. For the com-

pany there is a saving of electricity, as the machine will more

likely be stopped when not in use; a saving in the life of the

motor and perhaps in the wrecking of the machine. The ma-
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chine may be 'inched' along as readily as before and the system

on the whole has proved satisfactory."

SPRINGS.

Although this subject has been thoroughly discussed at

previous conventions, considerable information was brought out

that was comparatively new and interesting. H. D. Wright, of

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, Beech Grove,

Ind., made an investigation of spring steel to see what would

happen to the steel by resetting and tempering it 20 times in the

same way as he would any spring that came into the shop for

repairs. He found that a }i in. x 3J^ in. x 22 in. plate, which

weighed 8 lbs. 854 ozs. when new, would lose 1 lb. S'/i ozs. in

weight and also that the steel gained 0.005 per cent, sulphur,

and lost 0.03 per cent, manganese and 0.05 per cent, carbon.

It was also stated that the most economical way of repairing

springs would be to have one spring plant on the system located

near the general store, so that any new or repaired springs

would be directly under the charge of the store department,

and requisitions for new material could be easily filled. Vana-

dium spring steel was mentioned, but as it has not been used to

any great extent the information which was brought out was

limited.

FRAMES.

There are a large number of shops that use thermit to weld

frames. The advantages obtained from thermit were said to be

that it was easily made and that by making the weld a little

larger than the original section of the frame it would stand up

well in service. The proper annealing of the frames before they

are put in service was a point that should be carefully consid-

ered. It was suggested that the annealing of parts of the frame

to relieve strains after welding did not have any beneficial

effect and in fact was often times detrimental. Various systems

of making welds were discussed. Mr. Wright, of the Big-Four,

stated that it was his belief that a large proportion of the frame

breakages could be charged to the improper churning of the

frames at the risers when they were being cast. It was gener-

ally conceded that there is alvvaj's an element of danger in a

weld, for although an e.xpert welder may make it to the best

of his knowledge he is not absolutely sure that it is true.

OTHER BUSINESS.

Other papers were presented on the heat treatment of metal,

frogs and crossings, piece work and o.xy-acetylene welding.

The following officers were elected for the next year : J. T.

McSweeney, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md., president; H.

E. Gamble, Pennsylvania, Altoona, Pa., first vice-president ; T.

F. Buckley, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, Scranton, Pa.,

second vice-president, and A. L. Woodworth, Cincinnati, Ham-
ilton & Dayton, Lima, Ohio, secretary-treasurer. The conven-

tion closed Friday, August 23.
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BRAZILIAN RAILWAY PROGRESS.

The message of the president of Brazil presented to the

Brazilian national congress at the opening of its current session

reviewed, among other things, the progress made in railway

construction in that country during 1911.

The president said in part : The construction of the

Madeira-Mamore Railway has been continued with regularity.

During the last year 88 miles were opened to traffic, while 15

;
miles additional are ready to be opened from Villa Murtinho to

Lages. As regards the final section, 24 miles long, from Lages to

Guajar-^Mirim, the terminus of the line, the roadbed is ready, so

\
that by the end of the year the whole line, with a total extent

I
of 218 miles, should be open to traffic. In accordance with the

decree of December 4 last, the revision of the route of the Al-

cobaca-to-Praia da Rainha Railway, now known as the Tocan-

tins Railway, has been proceeded with and the starting point

' transferred to" the city of Cameta. The section between Kilo-

I
meters 43 and 58 is now ready to be opened to traffic. The build-

ing of the Sao Luiz-to-Caxias Railway has been actively pushed
and the sections from Caxias to Codo, 52 miles, and from Rosario
to Itapicuru, 34 miles, will shortly be open to traffic. In order

to supply the urgent needs of a great part of the highlands of

Maranhao, at present served by no railway, the federal railway

inspection department was authorized to make definite surveys
for a line to start from the most convenient point on the Sao
Luiz-to-Caxias Railway and run to the banks of the Tocantins.

After due consideration the starting point was fixed at Coroata
and the surveys have been commenced. By virtue of the revised

contract made with the South American Railway Construction
Co. (Ltd.), the lines from Girau to Cratheus, Crato to Joazeiro,

and Amarracao to Campo Maior are being surveyed by commis-
sions specially appointed for the service. The company has sub-
mitted for the approval of the government the definite surveys
of the extension of the Baturite railway to Macapa, together with
the Crato and Ico branches, those of the Sobral-to-Therezina
railway, and those of the line which will serve the district of
Uruburutama, the starting point of which will be at Itapipoca, the

total length being 81 miles.

A STUDY OF BROKEN RAILS.

BY C. E. LINDSAY,

Division Engineer, New York Central & Hudson River, Albany, N. Y.

An analysis of reports of 229 broken rails on a certain trunk

line, where the fracture was complete, showed that 182 of these

were on the high speed passenger tracks and 47 on the low speed

freight tracks, showing that speed is a very important element.

Of these 229 rails, 49 were on the right hand side of the track

and 180 on the left hand side. This is a condition that has been

noted before, but for which no satisfactory explanation has been

found. Sixty were on curved track and 169 on straight track.

It would seem that rail breakages on curves would be greater

than on tangent, but this does not seem to be the case. There
were 184 of 100-lb. section of comparatively recent manufacture,

and 45 of 80-lb. section of greater age. As to the cause of these

breakages, from the best information obtainable, 17 were due to

defective equipment, 149 were due to flaws and 63 to unknown
causes.

An analysis of 240 partial rail fractures showed 118 on the

high speed passenger tracks and 122 on the low speed freight

tracks. The 118 above referred to were of 100-lb. section of

modern manufacture and of these 25 were damaged by equip-

ment, 14 removed on account of mashed head, 4 removed because

of split web, one was broken at the joint, 29 had split heads and

45 were base failures—principally half moon pieces out of the

base. Of the broken bases 34 were over the tie. The fractures

in the low speed tracks were due to miscllaneous causes, and

wett in 80-lb. rail of older manufacture, 26 of them being base

failures and 17 of these on the tie. The large percentage

of base failures occuring on the tie may possibly indicate that

the material is not strong enough or the section is not big

enough, or the strain is too great under the conditions of the

support on the tie to which the rail is exposed.

It is interesting to know that of the 229 complete fractures one

was discovered by an outsider, 169 by automatic signals, 55 by

trackmen, one by a signalman and three by train crews. Twenty-

eight of these complete fractures in automatic signal territory did

not affect the signal because the fracture was of such a location

or character that the track circuit was not broken. Of the 240

partial fractures 232 were discovered by trackmen, one by a

signalman, six by other employees and one by an outsider.

These statistics speak very highly for the close scrutiny of the

rail by railway employees, to the efficiency of the track circuit

as a very important and helpful adjunct in safeguarding broken

rails, and the fact that no accident resulted from any of the

breakages gives well deserved testimony to the efficiency of the

track forces.



ERECTION OF WILLAMETTE RIVER BRIDGE.
Oregon-Washington Structure Having Two Decks, Rail-

way and Highway, and Three Piers, Cost $1,715,000.

The Oregon-Wasliington Railroad & X'avigation Company
has about completed its new lift bridge across the Willamette

river at Portland, Ore., the plans for which were described in

the Railzi'ay Age Gazette of July 14, 1911. This bridge, when
finished, will have cost $1,715,000, and is located about 700

ft. up stream from the present bridge which it is to replace.

The structure provides for two decks, a lower deck for a

double track railwaj', and an upper deck for street railway and

highway traffic.

The channel is crossed by three spans, two fixed spans of

for the movable span weighing 866 tons each. For the lower,

or railway deck, there are eight counter-weights, four on a
side; the four weighing 212 tons.

The maximum vertical clearance for both decks will be 164

ft. above low water. The maximum independent clearance of

the railway deck will be 72 ft. above low water. This clear-

ance given by the railway deck will be sufficient to allow the

passage of nearly all river traffic without disturbing the posi-

tion of the upper span for highway service. River traffic

under the old bridge requires as many as 134 openings in 24

Placing 120-Ft. Howe Truss.

287 ft. each, flared at the shore ends to provide for curvature

of the railway tracks, and a center vertical lift span 220 ft.

long. At the east end is a highway viaduct approach 305 ft.

long, and on the west end a highway approach 512 ft. long.

The vertical lift span provides for a railway deck having an
independent vertical lift movement of 46 ft. This feature is

accomplished by supporting the railway floor system and lat-

eral truss on hanger posts from the upper movable span. Each
hanger is connected to four cables, and is constrained to move
vertically inside the corresponding vertical posts of the upper

movable span.

Both the railway deck and upper movable span are counter-

balanced with concrete weights; there are two of these weights

Gallows Frame Placing 24-Ton Upper Sheave.

hours, with an average of about 70 openings per day for the

entire year.

The tonnage in the new bridge is as follows

:

East highway approach 399.8 tons
West highway approach 687 tons
Four 80-ft. deck railway girders 103 tons
East riveted span 2,230 tons
West riveted span 1,948 tons
Lift span with lifting dec^ 1,594 tons
Towers 799 tons
Trolley poles, handrail, gas-pipes, etc 342 tons
Machinery and motors 484 tons

Total tonnage 8,686.8 tons

The steel was furnished by the American Bridge Company,

and was delivered at the east of the bridge site in a temporary

storage yard. Construction tracks were laid both on the east

Approach Span, Showing 110-Ft. Sheer Leg
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and west sides of the river, so that cars could be spotted con-

veniently for raising derricks.

The contract for erection was given to Robert Wakefield

& Company, Portland, Ore., with the understanding that the

O.-VV. R. & N. would furnish plans and designs for erection.

The viaducts were raised with two 30-ton skid derricks, using

a 45-ft. boom, one derrick for each side of the river. This ap-

paratus placed the upper floor system and laterals for the fixed

Raising Steel to Upper Tramway.

spans and the lower members of the towers. Their heaviest

lift was a 29-ton upper floor beam.

The fixed spans were erected on falsework, using double

bents, with 22 piles. Raising and placing the truss members
and lower floor was accomplished by a scow derrick, with

110- ft. sheer legs, constructed from four piles. A S4-ton top

chord section was placed with this.

It was decided to erect the vertical lift span and railway deck

at a sufficient elevation to allow the unrestricted passage of

Falsework Removed and Lower Deck Counterweights in Place.

river traffic so as to make this part of the erection as in-

dependent as possible of river conditions. A clearance of 116

ft. above low water was decided on. At the adjacent ends of

the two fixed spans four wooden cantilever brackets were con-

structed; these were framed on scows and hoisted into place

with the floating sheer leg derrick. Their bases rested on the

piers, and their tops were anchored to the fixed spans with

four ZYz-in. rods for each bracket. On top of these brackets

were placed four 120-ft. Howe trusses weighing 40 tons each.
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These were raised into place by using the two skid derricks

rigged with 110- ft. booms. The iron for this falsework was

taken from scrap of old spans removed from the company's

line several years ago.

P"or erecting the towers and sheaves a gallows frame 152

ft. high was framed and raised into place on top of the Howe
truss falsework. This was anchored back to the truss and

hinged at the base so as to allow sufficient rotation to place

any member of the towers. The heaviest lift for this frame

was a 42-ton tower post section. Steel for these towers was

loaded on cars and spotted directly beneath on the railway

deck. By leaving out the stringers of two panels of the upper

tloor system, sufficient clearance was obtained to allow the

passage of this material.

The members of the lift span were placed by a two-bent 96-

ft. high traveler. Steel was delivered to this traveler by a

creeper car running on a three-pile tramway supported on the

upper deck of the east span and viaduct. Cars were spotted

underneath the viaduct and the upper derrick hoisted mate-

rial from these cars to the creeper car.

Simultaneously with the construction of lift span, its con-

crete counter-weights were cast in place on falsework. The
forms for these counter-weights rested on sand boxes 18 in.

deep and were set 18 in. above their proper position. This al-

lowed sufficient play both for stretch of the ropes and ease in

connecting the cables. As soon as the lift span was riveted

the sand was allowed to run out of these boxes, thus swinging

the lift span directly on the counter-weights and allowing the

removal of the falsework.

The lower or railway deck is at present under construction.

This will be erected on barges, a floor beam and two hangers

being first riveted up and then raised to position. The con-

crete counter-weights for this deck are cast separately for each

panel point and are at present supported on falsework on the

upper deck. As soon as a panel point is in place it can be

connected to its cables and supported by the counterweight.

The intention is to place all these hanger posts with floor beams

first, and then fill in with the stringers and lower lateral truss.

The contract for the sub-structure was awarded to the

Union Bridge & Construction Company of Kansas City, Mo.,

and represents about 30,000 cu. yds. of concrete. The chan-

nel piers were sunk by the open caisson method. They were

landed on cement gravel 123 ft. below low water. The six

dredging wells were excavated 10 ft. deeper than the cutting

edge. Concrete was deposited under water in bottom dump
buckets.

This work was executed by Waddell & Herrington, engineers

and patentees, of Kansas City, Mo., under the direction of

John D. Isaacs, consulting engineer, Harriman Lines, and

George W. Boschke, chief engineer, and George T. Forsythe,

bridge engineer of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navi-

gation Company.

PENNSYLVANIA SPEED LIMIT POST.

Pipe Lines in Roumanl-v.—The production of petroleum has

increased so in Roumania that certain railway lines are so oc-

cupied with carrying it that they have little capacity for any-

thing else. The manager of the state railways, therefore,

asked authority to lay pipe lines for the oil, and he was granted

the sum of $3,500,000 for that purpose.

Railway Taxation in Spain.—For a number of years none

of the lines in Spain paid any interest on the capital invested,

but recently they have been paying an average rate of interest

of 4 per cent. The tax levied by the government on the rail-

ways is 5 per cent, of the freight receipts, 25 per cent, on or-

dinary passenger tickets and 1 Oper cent, on reduced passenger

tickets if the reduction exceeds 25 per cent. This involves pay-

ment of heavy taxes by all the lines, one line having paid to the

government in 1911 over $4,000,000, including free transporta-

tion, which the Spanish railways are compelled under their con-

cession to grant.

—

Consular Report.

Speed limit posts are to be set up at curves along the Penn-

sylvania Railroad throughout the length of the main line from

New York to Pittsburgh. Each curve over which the limit of

speed is 45 miles an hour or less will have a signal at the en-

trance of the curve indicating caution; and another, indicating

"proceed," at the point beyond the curve where regular speed

may be resumed. The signal to be used is of the semaphore

type, like that which has been used for the same purpose on

the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh for some years past,

and its style is shown in the illustration. It is familiarly called

the "coon tail" signal, the transverse stripes on the blade being

alternately black and yellow. The main body of the blade is

yellow. On both signals the arm is fixed and motionless; at 45

5UPP0R7ma STRAP.

Standard Reduce Speed Board; Pennsylvania Railroad.

deg. from the horizontal for caution and straight down for pro-

ceed. There is no light for a night indication.

The drawing herewith shows the caution signal, the parts for

both signals being identical. The post is 13 ft. long, 3 in. in

diameter, and made of galvanized iron pipe. The concrete foun-

dation, 2 ft. square, is usually 3 ft. 6 in. in depth. The metal

disk, to which the wooden arm is fastened, is made of No. 18

gage sheet steel, and the supporting strap is of wrought iron

Yi in. thick, 2 in. wide and 12J4 in. long. The strap is fastened

to the post by a U bolt. The wooden blade is 3 ft. 7 in. long,

and its back side is painted black.

Chinese Minister of Transport.\tion.—The new Chinese

republic has selected as minister of transportation. Dr. Alfred

Sze, in Chinese, "Sheh-Chai-chi." He was educated and ap-

parently named in the United States, and is said to be the lead-

ing spirit in the Chinese cabinet.
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STEEL SIDE FRAMES FOR FREIGHT CAR
TRUCKS.

A rolled steel truck side frame for use on freight cars has been

developed by the Murphy Equipment Company, New York. The

different members of the frame are connected either by rivets

or by welding, as desired, oxy-acetylene being used for the

welding. The unique feature of this frame is that there are

no castings used in it, all the members being made of rolled

steel sections. A channel is used for part of the compression

member, being bent to form the column guides, as shown in

the illustrations. These guides have an enlarged opening at

the bottom to allow for the insertion of the bolster. A 4-in.

X l!4-in. steel bar corresponds to the lower arch bar of an

ordinarj- arch bar truck. Gusset plates reinforce the bends in

the channel member and are welded by the oxy-acetylene

process, in both the riveted and the welded frames. A strut

extends across the top of the column opening, and is fitted

with a filler channel, which acts as a spacing piece between

the column guides. This strut is riveted or welded, as the

case may be, to the compression member.

A test has been made on an 80.000-lb. capacity riveted frame,

a drawing of which is shown herewith. The frame was sup-

ported during the test exactly as it would be in service, the

journal boxes being replaced by a pair of steel clamps. The

frame was loaded by a hydraulic press and varying deflections

were measured from 80,000 lbs. to 210,000 lbs., the greaxest

being 5^ in., with no permanent set at 180.000 lbs. At 210,000

lbs., however, a deflection of 9/16 in. was noted with a per-

manent set of !'s in. The frame was then loaded to destruc-

tion, and at 412.000 lbs. the •)4-in. rivets over the journal box

at one side were sheared, the other connection remaining in-

tact, but apparently strained. The frame was then straightened

and the rivets that were sheared were redriven and the frame

readjusted so as to make a side load test similar to that which

would occur in practice. The load was applied at the center

Riveted Forged Steel Truck Side Frame.

of the column guides, and the frame liegan to take a per-

manent set at 115.000 lbs. \\'ith a load of 167.000 lbs. the

set was quite appreciable, approximating 5^ in., and at 232.-

500 lbs. the frame became badly bent and a permanent deflec-

tion oi \% in. was noted. These frames are claimed to be

stronger, lighter and much cheaper than cast steel, being more
flexible and resisting the sudden shocks and vibrations more
ably than would a cast steel truck. They are designed to con-

form to the M. C. B. requirements, and are so arranged that

any design of brake hanger mav be used with them.

Welded Forged Steel Truck Side Frame.
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FREIGHT CLASSIFICATION ON AMERICAN RAILWAYS.
Third Article. Theory of Carload Ratings and Difficulties

of Applying Them; Special Problems of Minimum Carloads.

BV WILLIAM

ofessor of Economics,

RIPLEY,

[arvard Ciiiversii

The amount of reciuction to be allowed on shipments by car-

load as against consignments in small lots is a nice and most

perplexing detail of classification. Attention has already

been directed to the great increase in distinct carload ratings

which has accompanied the development of trade. As affecting

the interests of shippers in different parts of the country, the

question came up almost immediately after the passage of the

Act to Regulate Commerce. In the so-called New York Board of

Trade case' complaint was entered by eastern merchants against

a great increase in the number of wholesale ratings in 1888.

More than five times as many commodities as before were ab-

ruptly given lower rates when shipped out of New York by the

carload. Inasmuch as a very large proportion of groceries and

other supplies .went by box or package, this reduction accorded

on carload shipments, greatly benefited the jobbers all through

the West and South. Under the new conditions provincial mid-

<jlemen could buy in carloads ; and then re-distribute from local

centers much more advantageously than before. The commis-

sion, called upon to decide as to the relative rights of these

two classes of jobbers, attempted to bring about, an adjustment

which should, in the main, conform to the existing trade con-

ditions; and yet should take into consideration the relative cost

of service in the two cases. The competitive struggle between

southern and western dealers revealed in these early proceed-

ings has cropped out continually in official proceedings ever

since that time. In a modified form the same question came to

the front in connection with the general advance of freight rates

in 1900." The changes at this time were two fold—not only

modifications in the number of carload ratings, but also an al-

tered differential or spread between the charges for the two
sorts of shipments. The question is a vital one to all the ship-

ping interests of the country. It is one of the most troublesome

elements in the establishment of a uniform classification for the

United States as a whole. For inability to standardize reason-

able differences between carload and small shipments, under the

widely different trade conditions and practices in various sec-

tions of the country, is an almost insuperable difficulty in the

way of reform.

The economic justice of allowing a carload shipper lower

rates than one who ships in small lots is apparent, on account

of the difference in the cost of such service to the railways.

This has been recognized by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and the courts as beyond question. Not only the amount of

paying freight in relation to dead weight; but the cost of load-

ing and unloading,' of billing or collection, and of adjusting

damages—all of these elements of cost are noticeably less in the

<ase of a full carload. Turning from these considerations of

cost to those prescribed by what may be called traffic principles,

the difficulty in arriving at a just determination may be easily

appreciated. Glass battery jars in less-than-carload lots were
at one time charged from New York to Atlanta, Ga., second-

class rates, namely. 98 cents per 100 lbs. The same commodity
when in carload shipments (not less than 20.000 lbs.) was rated

as fifth class ; in which case the charge from New York to At-

lanta became 60 cents. Here was a plain difference of 38 cents

per 100 lbs.—upward of 60 per cent, greater charge—to the

small shipper whose business or capital was insufficient to war-
rant shipments to such an amount. Two results of such dis-

crimination are possible. In the first place, the large shipper

is enabled to undersell his smaller competitor, and perhaps to

' 3 I. C. C. Rep., 473.

'United States Industrial Commission, XIX, p. 281.

drive him out of that class of business. This may take place
as between two dealers, both located in the South and buying
their supplies from New York. The second result is that under
such rates it is impossible for the manufacturer or northern
jobber to sell direct from New York to the retailer in the South,
in competition with the provincial jobber there located, who
ships his goods in at the cheap carload rate and distributes
them thereafter. The problem thus concerns at the same time
both the small local shipper or dealer, as against a more for-
midable provincial competitor; and also the remote jobbers
as a class against the whole group of local middlemen. In the
latter case, sometimes, as in the South, the question is still

further complicated by the southern basing point system, under
which the provincial jobber must re-distribute the goods which
have already been shipped in on a low carload rate to the
country stores. And, locally, also, there is the immanence of

water competition by sea and river to be kept in mind. Boat
charges are based upon space requirements rather than weight.
This introduces further important considerations in fixing the
spread of charges.

The problem as it affects the manufacturer is akin to that

concerning the jobber. Originally, as a matter of fact, the car-

load reduction was essentially a manufacturers' rating, espe-

cially for goods in which the cost of raw material formed a

large part of the price of the finished product. The relations

of the carload rate on the former to the less-than-carload rate

on the latter, it is obvious, may readily become an important
element in industrial success. It is plain enough that carload

charges under such circumstances should be substantially less

than those upon small consignments; but that is far from af-

fording a satisfactory answer to the question as to the proper
spread to be allowed between the two.

Obviously, in any representation as to the reasonableness of

the discount which shall be allowed on carloads, either on the

basis of cost or of trafiic principles, the interests of localities

are commercially pitted one against another. To change the il-

lustration, the New York or Chicago jobbing house desiring to

sell its goods directly to the retailers throughout the ^^'est,

wishes to have a relatively low rate on such small shipments as

the retailers in lesser places alone can afford to purchase. Par-

ticipation in this distributing business, however, is resented by

the middlemen located in western centers—Omaha, Denver,

Kansas Citv', etc.—who all insist that there should be so w-ide

a difference between carload and less-than-carload rates that

they may ship in their wholesale purchases at a low rate, and

thus compete in their own territory with the manufacturer in

the East or the jobber in New York who desires to sell direct.

Comparison of the classifications in different parts of the coun-

try reveals the influence of these local interests. The railways

in Official Classification territory desire, of course, to build up

the manufacturing and jobbing cities tributary to them. This

can best be done by encouraging the growth of eastern jobbing

centers, stimulated by as low rates for retail as for wholesale

shipments. The railways in the western and southern terri-

tory, on the contrary, are obliged to consider the claims of

their constituents, and to correspondingly minimize the advan-

tages which foreign competitors of their local middlemen

enjoy. Another consideration must also be kept in view,

namely, that carload ratings can only be accorded when business

has developed a magnitude sufficient to permit shipment in

that volume. The growth of the volume of business in general,

therefore, might be normally expected to produce an increase in
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the proportion of carload ratings. Experience, as we have seen,

confirms this view. The normal development, then, is toward

an increase in the number of lower rates quoted for carload

lots. This is retarded only by the influence of the jobbers and

manufacturers in the eastern trade centers, who insist that they

shall be permitted to compete on even terms with provincial

jobbers by making their shipments direct in small lots at rates

approximately as low as the local jobbers pays on carload lots.

This question is an exceedingly important one, requiring the

balance of opposing interests to a nicety.

Not unfamiliar aspects of the problem of carload ratings are

revealed in a recent case before the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, concerning milk rates in New England." And yet the

normal order is reversed. Usually complaint is made of the

denial of carload ratings. In this instance a plea was entered

for a useable small unit rate. The dispute was precipitated by

a deadlock in 1910 between the three large Boston milk con-

tractors and the farmers' associations of several states. The
producers, failing in their demand for an increased price, de-

clined to furnish milk at the old figure. A famine resulted,

which drew the attention of the public sharply to the system

under which the Metropolitan district of Boston was supplied.

The belief prevailed that the peculiar transportation conditions

known as the "leased car system," which had existed for half a

century, was mainly responsible for the tight monopoly of the

milk supply. The Massachusetts legislature, after an investi-

gation, finally passed a law providing that no carrier should

charge more for the transportation of milk by the can than

was charged for larger quantities; and also that the same faciU-

ties, icing, for example, should be furnished in the one case

as in the other. This settled the intrastate charges; but it left

matters as before for all the other New England states con-

tributing to the market. In this form the controversy was

brougth before the federal authorities, which exhaustively ex-

amined into the methods of transportation as affecting all par-

ties concerned. The contrast with the older elastic decision

as to milk ratings in New York was sharp in many respects."

This earher controversy had to do with relative rights of near-

by and distant producers. It was a question of the element of

distance as affecting a local or territorial monopoly. The Bos-

ton case, on the other hand, was rather a matter of carload

ratings, than of graduation of charges according to the length

of the haul. The monopoly in this instance was that of con-

tractors who had succeeded in getting entire control of the

business by reason of the wide spread between charges for milk

by the can and by the "leased car." Shipments by the can

from the independent farmer were rendered practically impos-

sible since they had to be carried in the baggage car and were

hable to spoil through lack of refrigeration.

By contrast with the New York "open car system," the New
England plan from the standpoint of cost of service alone

seemed to offer several advantages. A caretaker in constant

touch with the farmers exercised supervision both over milk

and cans. This might insure a heavier loading and more prompt

service at terminals; result in the operators providing the best

facilities for handling the supply; and allow surplus milk to be

directed to other uses without waste. A large investment was

also borne under this system, dependent upon its continuance

for a reasonable return. On the other hand, denial of equally

low rates with the same facilities for refrigeration to the single

can shipper had undoubtedly fostered a monopoly. The rail-

ways, conforming to the new Massachusetts law, above-

mentioned, offered to furnish and operate a car suitable for in-

dependent shippers on condition that 600 cans should be tendered

for shipment. But it denied its obligation to furnish icing facili-

ties, which latter, of course, were absolutely necessary for the

success of the competitive service. To be sure, the leased car

controlled by the contractors was theoretically open to all, on

'22 I. C. C. Rep., 303.

»7 I. C. C. Rep., 92.

condition of a small charge for icing; but the farmers contended
• that independent shippers ought not to be compelled thus to

deliver over their property into the hands of competitors with

all the accompanying exposure of their business relations. In

the light of all these complications the commission decided that

a per can rate with the necessary refrigeration, and bearing a

proper relation to the carload rate, ought to be estabhshed. And
there the matter rests at this time.

The problem of mixed carloads, also, is a difficult one to ad-

just to the needs of primary and secondary distributing points."

It is oftentimes of vital importance to a small jobber to be able

to make up a carload of miscellaneous packages. His business

may not be large enough to permit him to enjoy the advantage

of a carload rate on any single commodity. Or the independent

meat packer may be greatly benefited by a rule which permits

him to bulk his soap and other by-products with other goods in

securing a wholesale rate. Why may a paper manufacturer not

combine paper bags and wrapping paper in one territory as well

as another? In this regard the rules in the West and South

are naturally much less liberal than in the East. The privilege

of mixture has been given only to a limited extent to jobbing

and manufacturing centers by means of commodity tariffs.

Such mixture is usually restricted to analogous articles, such

as agricultural implements, furniture, or commodities intended

to serve a joint purpose. The recent bitter protest against

the discontinuance of the right to ship binder twine with

agricultural implements is a case in point. On the other hand,

eastern railways are a unit in opposing the bulking of separate

shipments in carloads when owned by different shippers. The

western and southern roads do not specifically forbid it. All

such differences come to the fore in any attempt to unify the

practice of all the carriers of the country under a single set of

regulations.

Assuming the reasonableness of a difference in charges be-

tween carload and small shipments, where shall the dividing

line be drawn? This is the important and perplexing problem

of minimum carload rates. Turning to our excerpt from the

Western Classification at the head of the first chapter," it appears

that 24,000 lbs. of advertising matter, N. O. S., must be shipped

at one time in order to warrant a carload rate. Under such cir-

cumstances a consignment of 20,000 lbs. would be classified first

instead of third class—the difference in rate varying according

to distance, but in all cases being substantial. Between St.

Louis and St. Joseph, for example, the charge would be 60 in-

stead of 35 cents per 100 lbs. Were the minimum weight but

15,000 lbs., as in the case of Harvesters under the Southern

Classification, this particular shipment of advertising matter

would enjoy the full benefit of wholesale charges.' From this

instance, it is apparent that the point at which the minimum

Official Classification

—

Scrap zinc 36,000 lbs.

Acetic acid in carboys 24,000 lbs.

Western Classification

—

Advertising matter 24,000 lbs.

Advertising racks, iron 30,000 lbs.

Southern Classification

—

Zinc concentrates 40.000 lbs.

Fodder shredders 12,000 lbs.

Harvesters 15,000 lbs.

Search through the entire list would doubtless disclose a far wider range,

with coal or iron at 90,000 lbs. or more, and feathers at the foot of the list.

carload weight falls, is of great importance in the determination

of the actual rate—an importance also dependent, of course,

upon the spread between carload and less-than-carload charges.

It is also evident that minimum carload ratings may readily be

used as a means of advancing charges. If, as appeared in a

1 Samuel O Dunn, Railway Age Gazette, September 10, 1909, p. 463.

Cf. 12 I. C. C. Rep; 510; 9 I. C. C. Rep; 440; and 23 I. C. C. Rep; 540.

- RailTvay Age Gazette, August 16, 1912, p. 283.

' The following wide variations as between the different classifications

appear in these excerpts alone, varying from 40,000 to 12,000 lbs. in thr

Southern Classification, for instance.
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recent case,' the minimum carload for wool in sacks was ad-

vanced between 1896 and 1912 from 15,000 to 20,000 lbs., the

effect upon the shipper of a consignment of 18,000 lbs., for ex-

ample, would be as truly an increase of charges as if the freight

rates themselves had been actually advanced. For under the

new schedule, he would be compelled to pay less-than-carload

charges instead of the lower carload rates. Moreover, it is ap-

parent that minimum carload weights may seriously enter into

commercial competition in a number of ways. If 45,000 lbs. of

raw cotton by a special round-bale process can be loaded upon
a standard car; when but 25,000 lbs. of the ordinary square

bales could be carried by the same equipment; it is evident that

tariffs based upon the higher minimum would especially favor

one set of competitors as against another." They might, in

fact, be sufficient to turn the scale entirely in favor of the

round-bale system throughout the South. Granted, however,

that such heavy loading makes for economy in operation, it is

clear, nevertheless, that the carload minima must be so estab-

lished as not to discriminate against the great bulk of shipments

of the more common sort. All along the line one meets with

such illustrations of the bearing of this minimum carload upon
rivalry in business. Large shippers are continually striving for

a high minimum. The small shippers oppose it for the same
reasons. In a similar way the interest of the manufacturer dis-

tributing his goods direct, in competition with middlemen, is

vitally affected.'

Car capacity, both as regards ability to load and to carry

economically, is the principal factor in the determination of

minimum carload rates. It is largely a question of relative

cost of operation.* Reference has already been made to the

great economy incident to the use of large cars, whereby the

paying load becomes less in proportion, to the dead weight.

This, of course, largely accounts for the steady increase in

carload capacity in recent years. But the question is even more
complicated. An adjustment must be made between two main

groups of freight : first, that which is suificiently heavy to be

readily loaded to the minimum weight in ordinary cars; and,

secondly, light and bulky goods of which the common car will

contain but a small proportion in bulk of its truck capacity by

weight. Fortunately, w-e may evade the moot point as to

whether a carrier is entitled to the same revenue from a given

vehicle, whether it be loaded with heavy or light goods; that is

to say, whether the rate ought properly to decrease per pound

with increase in the density of the lading. This is a technical

matter as to cost. But it carries certain implications of con-

siderable importance commercially, as will shortly appear.

The difficulty of conforming carload minima upon light and

bulky articles to those on heavier goods has appeared with each

attempt to standardize equipment. Widely divergent rules in

the three main classification territories still cause great confusion

in this regard. There is a constant temptation to construct

extra long or wide cars, particularly in the western states, in

order to assist the manufacturers of such light and bulky prod-

ucts as furniture and agricultural machinery in their compe-

tition with dealers in the East, shipping under Official Classi-

fication requirements. In other words, the penalty carried under

the rules as to minimum carloads for the use of cars larger

than the standard, has been much less in the West than in the

I

East and South. The situation has been further compHcated

in some instances by the arbitrary action of state railway com-

missions. The experience in this regard is illuminating as

again showing the extreme deHcacy of adjustment in such mat-

ters under the stress of commercial competition. The short-

line distance between the Missouri and Mississippi rivers lies

entirely within the state of Missouri. It governs, as we have

'23 I. C. C, Rep; 158.

= 11 I. C. C, Rep; 328.

' Changes in minimum carloads since 1887 by commodities are fully de-
scribed in Railways in the United States in 1902, I. C. C. Rep., 1903,
Part II, p. 17. Their relation to rate increases is evident.

* Strombeck, Classification, p. 35 et seq.; Railway Age Gagette, June 30,
1911, p. 1696.

already seen, the entire rate structure in this part of the coun-
try.' This commonwealth some years ago by law fixed a car-

load minimum of 20,000 lbs. for furniture, agricultural imple-

ments, and wagons. As it is not practicable to attain this mini-

mum load on an ordinary standard car, the Missouri shipper

was stimulated to demand larger equipment in order that he
might avail himself of the lower rate for carload lots. The
local railways accordingly built such cars, which of course,

traveled far beyond the limits of this single commonwealth.
This forced other western roads, in order to protect their clients

in the same markets, to undertake a similar policy. The result

is that extra large equipment is relatively more common through-

out this territory; thereby conferring a distinct advantage upon
western shippers of such light and bulky freight over their east-

ern competitors. In pursuance of this same policy of protection,

the western roads have also enforced distinctly favorable rules

as to carload lots applied to several small cars instead of one
large one.' These troublesome details are given in the hope that

they may show how far the ramifications of trade competition

extend. They re-enforce the conviction that any reform of

classification must be a matter of extreme difficulty; and, ii

undertaken at all, must be done under governmental compulsion

and by a single universal reform rather than by any attempt at

piece-meal improvement.

Next to ability to load and carry, as a determinant factor in

fixing minimum carload weights, the consuming capacity of the

market must be considered. A reasonable minimum carload in

the East might well be unfair in the West or South. An old-

established factory in New England might satisfactorily use a

quantity of raw material which in a carload lot would overwhelm
a western or southern plant. Thus it comes about that minimum
weights on the same goods may vary widely in different terri-

tories ; being higher in the East than in the West, and least of

all in the South. The problem, therefore, of standardizing car-

load rates throughout the country, unfortunately becomes ex-

ceedingly difficult. A cornpromise will fail to satisfy anybody.

Moreover any such change of mimimum carload weights at

once necessitates a remodeling of the particular distance tariff

to which it applies. This point was well illustrated in a recent

case.' A railway accepted for the same carriage at different

times two carload shipments of lime from a given concern. On
the one, a rate of 34 cents per 100 lbs. was based upon a minimum
carload weight of 24,000 lbs. On the other 29 cents was assessed

upon a minimum of 30,000 lbs. The carrier alleged that these

differences in rates per pound were entirely compatible in view

of the difference in carload minima. It then appeared that these

minima, especially with a perishable commodity like lime, varied

considerably according to destination. Large distributing cen-

ters were given low rates on high minima, while small towns,

consuming relatively less, were best served by a lower carload

minimum to which a higher rate per pound was applied. In other

words, the close interrelation between the rate and the minimum
was a matter of great commercial importance.

The relation of carloads to consuming capacitv of the mar
ket in an element in the trade policy of protection to clients, ex-

tended by the railway. The difficulty of properly relating rates

upon raw and finished products has already been discussed. Car-

load minima must also be considered in this connection. Why
should 50,000 lbs. be prescribed as the carload limit on corn to

Texas points, when the limit on corn-meal is only 30,000 lbs.?

Evidently differences in loading capacity are inadequate as an ex-

planation. Nor can this be accounted for on the ground of any

difference in mere cost of carriage. The explanation is purely

commercial—springing from the competition between northern

mills and mills in Texas, both making use of raw material from

the same fields. A heavy carload minimum is entirely practicable

on corn for the Texas miller; but an equally heavy carload re-

' Railway Age Gazette, September 24, 1909, p. 553, Samuel O. Dunn, best
treats this topic.

= Cf. the "two-for-one" rule in the Indianapolis case.

'23 I. C. C, 259; also 23 I. C. C, 226.
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quirement on corn-meal would shut out the northern miller en-

tirely from many local points. For the market at these small

places is, of course, relatively restricted.' There can be no doubt

that every feature of classification, even down to the last minute

details of carload minima, stands in such intimate relation to

commercial competition, that to disturb it in one regard may en-

tail the most far-reaching and unforeseen consequences.

(To be concluded.)

CHICAGO UNION TERMINAL PLANS.

In an article in the Railway Age Gazette of August 23. page

354, reference was made to the plans for, and the location of,

the projected new Union station in Chicago. The accompanying

ilkistr?tions. which were received too late for publication last

sheds of the projected station, and in the block bounded by

Canal, Jackson, Adams and Clinton is the station proper. In

the block just west of it is the proposed new post office build-

ing, and in the distance just west of Halsted street is the west

side "civic center," for which the scheme of the Plan Commis-
sion calls.

Fig. 2 shows more clearly the proposed arrangement of streets,

buildings, etc., west of the river. In the foreground is the

Chicago river, with Adams street and Jackson boulevard carried

over on bridges. Quincy, the street between these two, is car-

ried under the river in a subway. Beyond the river are, in

order, the concourse and train sheds of the new station, in the

next block the head house of the station, and next the projected

post office building, and in the distance the "civic center" on

Halsted street.

The new general office building of the Burlington, one of the

Fig. 1—Proposed Relation between New Chi-
cago Union Terminal and Other Buildings.

Fig. 2—Proposed Civic Center, with New Union Terminal
in Foreground.

week show more clearly than descriptive reading matter can

the scheme the Chicago Plan Commission desires to see carried

out.

Fig. 1 shows how the Union terminal would be located rela-

tively to the various streets and to other public buildings. The

building shown bounded by Clark, Dearborn and Adams streets

and Jackson boulevard is the present post office. In the block im-

mediately west of the river are shown the concourse and train

Mil. c. c. ::.'.

Union Station lines, is being erected at Jackson and Clinton,

just across the street from where the new terminal is to be

built.

XiCHT Tr.mns in J.\v.\.—The Dutch have a considerable rail-

way system on the populous and productive island of Java.

Hitherto there have been no night trains on them. They ran

only between 5 a. m. and 7 p. m. Now traffic presses and some

night trains have been put on.
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THE RAILWAYS' CASE AGAINST THE
ENGINEMAN.

W. M. Duncan, attorney for the railways in the arbitration

between the eastern railways and the Brotherhood of Loco-

motive Engineers, has submitted his brief. Warren S. Stone's

brief had not been made public at our time of going to press.

A summary of Mr. Duncan's brief follows

:

The years 1910 and 1911 witnessed a re-adjustment of the

wages of employees of the railways involved in this contro-

versy, as a result of which the enginemen obtained an annual

increase of $4,444,230, or 10.84 per cent. The enginemen now

demand an increase in the rates of pay and certain changes in

the rules of service, which, if applied against the calendar year

1911, would have increased the compensation to the enginemen

$7,172,545, or 17.71 per cent., the percentage of increase vary-

ing from 10.4 per cent, on the Bessemer & Lake Erie to 56.36

per cent, on the Coal & Coke Railroad.

There is every reason to suppose that a concession to the de-

mands of the enginemen will require a re-adjustment of the

wages of all other classes of railway employees, and it has

been estimated that such re-adjustment will increase the wages

of all railway employees approximately $67,000,000.

The average annual wage of enginemen for the year 1900, ac-

cording to the reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

was $1,135; the average annual wage of enginemen, according

to the same authority, for the year 1910, was approximately

$1,356. With the increases resulting from the wage adjust-

ment of 1910 and 1911 it is fair to assume that the existing

average annual wage of enginemen is at least $1,500. It is

now proposed to increase this by approximately 17.71 per cent.,

or about $265 annuallj', making the proposed average annual

wage of the engineman approximately $1,765.

It is apparent that ultimatelj-, if not immediately, these in-

creases in wages must be borne by the public and that the

greater portion will fall on that part least able to bear it,

namely, those u'hose az'crage annual wage is considerably less

than the existing average annual 'wage of the cnginefnan.

The issues to be determined by the board of arbitrators are

the demands of the enginemen, which, for the purpose of con-

venience, may be classified as follows

:

1. The adoption of the principle that wages and rules of

service shall be standardized throughout the eastern territory.

2. The adoption of certain standard rates of pay and certain

standardized rules of service resulting in increased compen-

sation to the enginemen.

3. The adoption of the principle that locomotive enginemen

shall have the sole right to operate the motive power where it

is changed from steam to electricity, or to any other motive

power, including the right to operate electric and multiple unit

trains entering upon steam tracks, or tracks formerly operated

by steam, or where trackage rights are leased to holding com-

panies; and the adoption of the principle that electric service

shall be governed by the schedule covering rates of pay and

rules of service now adapted to steam.

ST.\ND.^RWZ.\TI0N OF R-MES AND RULES.

The railways claim that the demand for certain increased

rates of pay and certain advantageous rules of service ap-

plicable to all roads operating in the eastern district should

not be granted, because

:

(A) The proposed standardization is not real, as evidenced

by the schedule itself demanding

:

1. That existing rates of pay or better working conditions

shall not be reduced or changed by the proposed rates or rules.

2. That general committees of adjustment shall retain the

right to adjust matters not decided by this conference.

(B) It is impracticable to fix a standard rate of pay or standard

rules of service applicable to so many roads operating in a

territory so extensive, and whose operating conditions are

necessarily different, materially affecting the value of the en-

ginemen's service on different roads, due to

:

1. Dissimilar physical characteristics on:

(a) different roads,

(b) different parts of the same road.

2. Varying traffic conditions represented by volume pre-

vailing on

(a) different roads,

(b) different parts of the same road.

3. Marked variations in earning capacity of the several roads,

necessarily affecting ability to pay, due to

(a) varying operating conditions,

(b) varying volume of traffic.

(C) Standardization is inequitable as:

1. It fails to recognize a variation in wages in different lo-

calities.

2. It places an undue burden on the weaker lines, requiring

them to pay a wage schedule determined, in most instances, by
the ability of the stronger line to pay, ultimately resulting in

impairing the usefulness of the weaker line.

(D) The doctrine is not supported by precedent, as is claimed

by the enginemen, as evidenced by

1. The decisions of arbitration boards in proceedings involv-

ing consideration of the doctrine.

2. An examination of the rates of pay and rules of service in

(a) the southwestern territory, and

(b) the western territory.

AGGREGATE COMPENS.WIOX.

The aggregate compensation received by enginemen is deter-

mined not only by the rates of pay, but ilso by the rules of

service affecting the method of calculating the miles or the

hours, or determining what constitutes extra service and over-

time, to which the rates of pay shall be apphed. One factor

should not be changed without due consideration to its relation

to the other factor, as well as to the effect of such change upon

the aggregate compensation of the engineer.

The railways claim that the existing rates of pay are fair and

liberal, for the following reasons

:

1. Railway employees are as well paid as labor in other em-

ployments.

2. Enginemen are the highest paid class of employees in rail-

way service.

3. Existing wage differentials, growing out of wage adjust-

ment of 1910, correspond with differentials theretofore exist-

ing.

4. The 1910 adjustment of enginemen's wages was made subse-

quent to the adjustment of wages of conductors and trainmen.

5. The differential between enginemen and conductors is as

wide as is warranted by the character of service.

6. Conditions of service were given consideration in the 1910

adjustment.

7. Since the last adjustment, there has been no increase in

physical labor, responsibilities, or risks, on account of change in

(a) Size of engines,

(b) Speed of trains,

(c) The loading of trains,

(d) Block signals,

(e) Phj'sical requirements,

(f) Discipline.

8. The vitality and working period of the engineman compares

favorably with that of workers in other employments.

9. The physical labor, risks, and responsibilities in general are

not such as to justify an increase in wages.

10. The engineman has been fully compensated lor any increase

in the productive power of his labor, incident to modern methods

and facilities, in the creation of which he did not participate.

11. The engineman is not entitled to an increase in rates of pay
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because of personal necessities; that is, because of increased cost

of living.

12. Generally.

The rules of service, for purposes of discussion, may be classi-

fied as follows

:

1. Beginning and ending of day.

2. Initial terminal delay.

3. Final terminal delay.

4. Time held away from home terminal.

5. Amendment of Section E of the rules relating to the appli-

cation of the sixteen-hour law.

The railway companies object to the proposed rules, for the

following general reasons

:

(a) The rules relate to matters that are incapable of stand-

ardization, owing to differences in local conditions. As, for in-

stance, a diversity of rules is necessarj' in order to meet local

situations, depending upon the facilities incident to the delivery

of the engine to the engine crew at the starting point, and inci-

dent to the delivery of the engine by the crew to the hostler or

the roundhouse employees at terminal points, the practice being

different on different roads.

(b) Existing rules, although varying in their nature, in a

measure, take care of the differences in local conditions, except

where rules have been adopted as a result of barter for the

purpose of increasing the aggregate compensation of employees

rather than for the purpose of meeting local conditions.

(c) Existing rules are largely a matter of barter, in which the

enginemen may have secured the adoption of a certain rule as

a substitute for an increase in the rates of pay, which conse-

quently should not be used as a precedent even on roads where

the conditions are similar, unless due consideration is given to

existing rates of pay and the effect such rules may have upon

aggregate compensation.

(d) Proposed rules require the paj'ment of double time, not-

withstanding the hours of labor and the responsibilities of the

enginemen are not increased.

(e) Will require the railway companies to pay for time and

service which they do not receive.

(f) Will penalize the railway companies in periods of depres-

sions when the interests of enginemen require distribution of

runs on a basis giving each engineman his proportionate share of

the total runs.

(g) Penalizes the railway companies in matters affecting the

opportunity of service of the enginemen over which the railways

have no control.

ELECTRIC SERVICE.

The demands of the enginemen are that enginemen shall have

the right to operate electric power at the prevailing steam rate

and under existing rules of service ; which right and rates and

rules shall exist and be observed not only by the railway com-

panies that are parties to this proceeding, but by all railway com-

panies having trackage rights over the former railway com-

pany's line.

The railways object to these demands for the following

reasons

:

(1) No sound reason why the railways should be limited in

the selection of operators, for electric locomotives or multiple

unit trains, to the ranks of enginemen since there are other

classes of employees equally equipped and available. Such limita-

tion would tend to monopoly, which is contrary to public policy.

(2) Operation of electric locomotives and multiple unit trains

calls for essentially different service than the operation of steam

locomotives, and has numerous advantages over steam service

;

these advantages have been recognized by a committee of em-

ployees of the Pennsylvania, fixing 180 miles as a day's work on

multiple unit trains, as compared with 100 miles in steam service.

(3) F.,xisting rates and rules on the New Haven and the New
York Central are the result of an agreement which expressly

provides that they shall apply to the transitional stage only

existing on those roads, and that when the electrification zone

is completed an adjustment of wages and mileage will be

made.

(4) The adoption of the demand would require a breach of

existing contracts and obligate the railways to make contracts

binding upon their respective successors in operation, thereby

relieving the B. of L. E. of dealing direct with the operating

company.

COLL.^TERAL EFFECT.

The railway companies call attention to the fact that the pro-

posed increase in wages would increase the pay of the enginemen
approximately $7,172,545, or 17.71 per cent., which is equivalent

to placing a lien of approximately $143,400,000 5 per cent,

bonds, having a preference over existing mortgage bonds. A
similar increase of w-ages to other classes of railway employees,

in order to maintain the existing wage adjustment among all

classes, will increase the wages of employees annually approxi-

mately $67,000,000, which is equivalent to placing a lien of ap-

proximately $1,3-10,000,000 of 5 per cent, bonds, having a prefer-

ence over existing mortgage bonds. This is equivalent to in-

creasing the capitalization of the railways approximately 43 per

cent.

FINANCI.XL SITU.'\TI0N.

The effect of granting the demands of the enginemen and the

collateral results necessarily following, as indicated above, will

wipe out the surplus of all of the railways and cause the bank-

ruptcy of other roads ; seriousy affecting the credit of the rail-

ways ; impairing their ability to make improvements demanded
by the public and necessary in order to increase the efficiency

of the service, and to insure greater safety to the public and the

employees ; ultimatelj' resulting in the destruction of the

transportation machine unless the public assumes the burden

by permitting an increase in freight rates ; which means that

practically all increases in wages of railway employees must be

paid ultimately by those whose average annual wage is under

$700 as ascertained by the United States Census Bureau.

RAILWAY ACCOUNTING, MENTAL AND
MECHANICAL.*

I.

BY J. S. DONALDSON,

Assistant Comptroller, Pennsylvania Railroad.

Investigation of methods in force among the leading rail-

\vays of our own and foreign countries, do not disclose any

development on lines as broad as those obtaining in the United

States. In Europe, for the most part, no mechanical devices,

outside of duplicating processes and typewriters, are in use.

It is not my purpose to dwell on the relegation of the copy-

ing press and its adjuncts to the scrap heap by the substitu-

tion of carbons in books, or on the use of numerous me-

chanical devices generally well known such as pencils, pens,

erasers, fasteners, loose leaf binders, card filing and similar

devices; nor the use of typewriters in correspondence and

like work; and of duplicating devices of the metal styles and

of the gelatine, carbon and wax paper kind, or of chemically

prepared paper which requires no carbon paper to produce

copies ; duplicating by photographic processes and the elec-

tric pen; devices for folding letters, sealing and stamping en-

velopes; devices for protecting, perforating, stamping, num-

bering and cancelling checks and other financial paper, tickets,

etc. ; devices for addressing envelopes, letters, etc., or pre-

paring lists of addresses and dividend checks; waybill binders;

devices for phonographic reproduction of letter dictation, in-

cluding those for the recording of telegraphic and other con-

versations and telegraphic communications; cash registers,

•Abstract of a paper read before the Association of American Railway

-Accounting Officers, at Quebec, June 26, 1912.
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coin wrappers and money changers ; ticket accounting ma-

chines, punches, duplex and ticket holders and cases and re-

ceptacles; time clocks; paper cutters, ticket destroyers; signo-

graphs for making several original signatures by one pen mo-

tion, and numbering machines.

[Mr. Donaldson here sketched the development of the use

of typewriters in accounting and in way billing, and of adding

and listing machines, of which many different styles have been

tried. In this connection he emphasized the need of instructing

the operators with care, and always requiring a good quality

of work. Continuing he said

:

Printed slide rules and tables, with determined percentage,

multiplied and other results, are, in their fields of use, which

however are limited, of great assistance, especially where vol-

ume is not a desideratum and quickness in location of the ex-

hibited results makes them in some cases superior to machine

operation.

The disk device for ascertaining trainload weights enables train-

masters to ascertain this information quickly.

Listing machines will run 2,000 checks of small amounts in

an hour; crank movement machines 120 to 200 and more multi-

plications or divisions, and the key non-listing machines and

slide rules and printed tables a higher number, ranging from

300 to 400, but without the same assurance in results as the

crank machines, if the work is original.

About 1889 patents were obtained for the electric tabulating

machines, and their introduction into railway work took place

in the New York Central freight accounting department in

1895, by understanding with the Pennsylvania that the New York

Central would develop it, while the Pennsylvania would develop

the use of typewriters in the waybilling of freight. The first

attempts in the use of the tabulating machines were unsatisfac-

tory, but later developments put them into practical and suc-

cessful operation. The Long Island, as part of the Pennsylvania

system, began their use in freight accounting in August, 1903,

and the Pennsylvania proper in March, 1904, and many other

roads have since adopted them.

fMr. Donaldson here gave a description of the Hollerith tabu-

lating machines. A card the size of a postal card, punched with

holes, is the record of a statistical item, as for example a line

from a waybill or the mileage of a trip of a locomotive. The

meaning of a hole depends on its location on the card. Machines

for punching, assorting and adding up the cards constitute the

Hollerith system. With a sufficiently large volume of business

the system saves a great amount of time; and reclassification of

items is so easy and simple that the statistician may make all

sorts of studies which under the usual methods would not be

attempted because of their cost.]

The introduction of the tabulating machines of necessity re-

quires the adoption of the "unit" system and the "numerical" sys-

tem. Much has been said of the possibility of loss of records

under the "unit" system, which provides for the use of cards,

but when consideration is given to the fact that the entire bank-

ing, postal and railway passenger ticket systems are conducted

on the transmission and handling of "units," with much m,)re

liability to loss, it is not a well founded fear; while we further

know that the filing of bond coupons, dividend checks, voucher.-,

etc., is the best evidence in the preservation which can be given

to loose records, making them as reliable as any bound books.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company began the use of the

electric tabulating machines, as previously stated, in March, 1904,

in the auditing of its merchandise freight receipts. The
methods first employed were on the lines of endeavoring to make
the machine fit the methods or system of accounting then in

force, but this proved to be the wrong procedure, and steps were

taken to make the methods conform to the machine. For this

reason the entering of "Daily Forwarded Reports," and then

checking the "Received Reports" against such entries was aban-

doned, and- the making of records on cards from a "Daily Re-

ceived Report" was adopted, because the date of waybills made,

enabled the sort of the cards to be made to check a forwarded
report, while it would not be so easy to know, if a card were
punched from a forward desk report, on what daily received

report it would check, nor would the result be as final as when
the transportation is completed.

The preparation of earnings on a received basis followed for

this reason and because of the saving in copies of waybills sent

to auditing department, which saving is further augmented by
the forwarding agent using his shipping order with notations in

lieu of a file copy of the waybill ; and also because it represents

service performed and completed, for which the expense of move-
ment is also contracted and expended, and eliminates from the

balance sheet at the close of a month or year an asset which
under the forwarded basis does not exist, as the amount due by
"agents and conductors" is uncollectible and unearned until the

transportation service is completed.

.Junction net settlement by the improved style by treasurer's

draft, combining all points of interchange with a road, with more
prompt settlement than under audit office plan, must also super-

sede audit office settlement, to conduct it on the machines and
in order that proper supervision may be had by each company of

the audit of its own accounts. The accuracy and control of the

audit can be no stronger than that of the weakest participant,

and these are contingent on the condition and promptness with

which the audit takes place.

With junction settlement also there are fewer movements to

prorate, consequently fewer summaries and more increased ef-

ficiency. A close study of the average of shipments between two
points is better understood when a road with 1,500 stations ex-

tends audit office through billing to a road with 1,500 stations,

as against its 1,500 stations to a few junction points. Entry
sheets are multiplied many fold and the number of summaries,

etc., consequently increased.

Through billing by either junction or audit office settlement is,

so far as transportation and movement are concerned, precisely

similar in action. Under our arrangements with the New York
Central & Hudson River we have an interchange of daily reports

of the agent of one carrier to serve the purposes of both.

This method of settlement also makes possible the preparation

of earnings on a true received and actual basis within the com-

pany's own system in weekly periods, and also permits of the

audit and statistical data being prepared uniformly and by one

plan and on the tabulating machine, instead of working local by

machine and interline by antiquated hand methods. Such a sys-

tem eliminates a volume of correspondence, as the two agents

at the junction can settle questions at issue by personal contact.

By the use of mechanical devices we are also enabled to pre-

pare weekly statements of practically actual earnings two and

one-half days after the period, and weekly statements of com-

modity tonnage, by many classes of freight, from all stations on

the system, by territorial groups, within ten days after the trans-

portation is completed, and actual earnings and statistics are pre-

pared in less time and with a greater degree of accuracy.

Estimated and actual expenses by departments of accounts are,

by the tabulating process, prepared for our entire system within

two weeks after the close of a month.

The economy produced in accounting work by the use of me-

chanical and other devices (notwithstanding all that has been

said and advertised to the contrary) has been, so far as the Penn-

sylvania is concerned, and I am sure it is true of other carriers

to a greater or lesser extent, superior to that practiced in any

other commercial field.

Successful and economical operation is promoted, on the Penn-

sylvania by official visits, not only to the accounting department

offices, but also to the large freight and passenger agencies and

all offices in which accounting is performed. Smaller agencies

or offices, where the forces, on account of legal requirements or

the small number employed, cannot be changed, are visited and

reported on by representatives, whose reports receive personal

attention. Before making these visits rosters are required to be
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kept by each clerk in the office or agencj', indicating for a full

month each item of the work on which he is engaged and time

required for its performance, as well as recording any other

duties exacted at seasons or periods not covered by the month

specified. The results have been that a quick reference is thus

had to the details of the work of each individual, and a deter-

mination made at once as to what can be improved in method,

or what unnecessary work eliminated.

The visits thus made are not based, as is too often the case,

on a superficial observation at a distance, but involve personal

contact and conversation with each and every employee who in

any manner keeps records, quizzing them as to knowledge, ob-

serving the requirements of all departments made of agents, or

others, to see if they can be better met by consolidation in the

reports or records, and, in order to eliminate unnecessary work

and statement making and inviting suggestions from every clerk

in writing as to improvements; which are subsequently consid-

ered at periodical conferences of the officers and heads of de-

partments. At these conferences the clerk is invited to be pres-

ent and express his views, as well as have explained to him what

he may not have known in connection with his ideas, their prac-

ticability or impracticability; defining the policies of the account-

mg department and its requirements, and encouraging the per-

formance of accurate work.

Agents' and road clerks' meetings, at which the accounting de-

partment is represented, have also proved an effective means of

imparting information and discussing methods. All this seems

to tend toward getting results, because the authority is vested to

order a change on the spot, instead of the method emploj'ed of

having committees or representatives make reports, which often

result in no intelligent action being had. Intelligent action is

feasible only when one has personally observed the conditions

and surroundings, obtaining full knowledge on the ground. After

proper conclusions are reached, then representatives are instructed

to see that the policies of the department and its regulations are

enforced.

Examples of the practiced economies not generally known by

the pubUc are to be found in the care which is exercised in, and

time devoted to considering, the preparation of forms and record

blanks by committees who give these subjects special study as to

the economical cut of the paper
;
printer's rule as against machine

rule; quality of paper, to see that it is consistent with the usage

and preservation to be had; quantity; printing on both sides;

combination of forms so as to print a greater quantity by adopt-

ing the principle of printing several headings on the blank and

X marking on the one which the exhibit covers
;
prohibiting the

use of printed forms to make file copies, especially when the copy

can be as well read by inserting one of the printed forms under-

neath the tissue copy; using non-evaporating ink wells; using

pencils to one-half an inch by pencil holders; taking the lead

from indelible pencil stubs and making first class indelible ink

by the addition of water; making tablet paper from obsolete

printed forms and also using discarded envelopes for memoran-

dum purposes ; using plain paper for letter writing between de-

partments where the public do not receive the correspondence;

re-using fasteners, pins, wrapping paper, twine, rubber bands;

making carbon copies direct in tissue copy books and abandoning

the use of copy presses, blotters, wringers, baths and rubber cloth;

the establishment of a special room in the general office for dupli-

cating forms or blanks where the operation is cheaper than by

printing; seeing that tj-pewriters and mechanical devices of all

classes are economically used, by concentration to get constant

service so that the investment is not idle, and that the devices

are provided only after approval of a committee which is con-

versant with the various classes and makes, which keeps in touch

with the necessities and sees that new equipment is not provided

if a renewal of the old is the more economical, or makes ad-

vantageous temporary transfers between ofiices to keep the equip-

ment continuously employed; periodical inspection of all sta-

tionery and blank supplies and mechanical devices on hand

throughout the system, as well as the close scrutinizing of requi-

sitions to see that overstocking does not take place, or more
costly than standard stationery is not furnished or requested;

centralizing the mailing of reports and letters in general office

to reduce the number of envelopes and the postage to a minimum

:

mailing, without envelopes, reports and communications between

offices, endorsement of the address being made on the paper or

document itself; holding of staff conferences monthly, or oftener,

lo review suggestions and improvements in all these and other

directions, as well as to eliminate any labor which it may be

concluded is unnecessary; by changing methods.

Xo effort is made to practice false economy by creating a sav-

ing through the expenditure of more in labor cost than the

material saving produced.

All perfunctory signatures are eliminated, many of which rep-

resented no valid evidence of supervision or analysis of the docu-

ment signed.

The committee work named is a duty imposed in the last dec-

ade, and has, with other committee requirements, resulted in

adding to oflicial duties additional hours of duty, with the con-

sequence that the economies practiced are not offset by a counter

expense incurred in their production. The working pace of an

accounting officer, as well as that of other railway officials, is

far more rapid, and the duties more complex and multifarious

than ever before, owing to constantly increasing exactions on the

part of the public and the federal and state governments. These

exactions require a close study of rules, regulations and classifi-

cations; preparation of reports and an unremitting watchfulness

to prevent technical violations and insure observance of govern-

ment requirements. They might properly now be classed as

"accountants in law," in the same way that we speak of attorneys

at law.

Much effort has been made to establish systems of filing cor-

respondence by subject, name and number, on the principle of

decimal numbering that eliminates the necessity for card or book

indexing. Given either the subject or the name, the scientific

assignment of the number by prefixes and suffixes enables ref-

erence to be had to the receptacle in which the papers are filed.

The weakness in many card index systems is that errors in record

or misfiling of card makes the finding or location of papers one

of great difficulty. Under a direct progressive system of number-

ing, if given the subject or name only, location is extremely

difficult.

(To be coiichiddd.)

Xew Railway in Arabia Begun.—After long delay, the work

of extending the Hedschas Railway from Medina, Arabia, to

Mecca has been begun.

SiMPLON Tunnel Contract.—The contract for constructing

the second-track in the Simplon tunnel was first let to a firm

of German contractors. So much opposition was made to giv-

ing the work to foreigners that finally the authorities canceled

the contract and decided to execute the work directly, without

any general contractor.

French Railway Earnings.—The French railways in the

first half of 1912 all earned more than in the corresponding

period of 1911; the state railways a little more than 1 per cent.,

the Northern Vys per cent., the Eastern 2 per cent., the South-

ern 4 per cent., the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean (nearly 6,000

miles), 5J4 per cent., the Western 1 per cent., and the Orleans

654 per cent.

Drinking on Norwegian Trains.—By a vote of 61 against

59 the Norwegian Storthing passed a law forbidding passengers

to drink any beverages which they take into the trains with

them, if they contain more than 2^ per cent, alcohol. What

testing apparatus will be used to determine the proportion of

alcohol, and what chemists will do the testing, seem not to be

provided for.
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COUPLER YOKE SHEARING AND
RIVETING PRESS.

The removing of broken couplers from the yokes and the

riveting of the yokes to new couplers has proved a serious

problem on most roads. It was formerly the practice to cut the

heads of the rivets by hand, a laborious and slow process, which

is still used in some places. Then came a period during which

the car department officers and the mechanical engineers of the

Coupler with the Yoke and Rivets in Position for Riveting.

railways focused their ingenuity on developing home-made de-

vices for this purpose with varying degrees of success. In some
cases drop machines were used, a heavy weight dropping on
knives or blades which rested on the heads of the rivets and
sheared them oflf. The greatest difficulty with these machines
has been in maintaining the blades in good condition and in pro-

tecting the workman against flying parts. Other roads have
developed air operated nippers or sliears. The Lackawanna uses
a hydraulic press lor shearing oflf the rivets, and on at least one
road the experiment has been tried of burning off the heads
with the oxy-acetylene flame.

It has remained for the Watson-Stillman Company, New York.
to design a substantial hydraulic press with attachments for not
only shearing off the yokes from the damaged couplers, but also

for riveting the yokes on couplers. The accompanying illustra-

tions show how this is done. In shearing off the yoke, support-
ing blocks are used upon which the ends of the yoke rest, but

which clear the coupler shank. As the ram descends the coupler

shank is forced downward, as shown in one of the photographs.
The bodies of the rivets drop out of the coupler shank and the
ends and heads can easily be forced out of the yoke. This is

a decided advantage over devices which cut off the heads at one
end of the rivet only, for in such cases, if both of the rivets are
not driven from the same side, it is impossible to drive one of
them out. The other illustration shows the coupler, yoke and
rivets in position for heading the rivets. The main ram and the

clamping ram start downward simultaneously, the small ram first

clamping the yoke to the coupler shank. The riveting die at-

tached to the large ram then descends on the rivets and heads
them. The work is done quickly and the operation of the press

is so simple that the man in charge of it can give much of his

time in helping to handle the yokes and couplers in and out of it.

This press will handle standard coupler shanks and yokes up
to 5 in. X 7 in., and rivets up to IJi in. in diameter. It is built

with heavily ribbed platens with plenty of room for placing and
removing the work, two push-back rams for quickly and auto-

matically returning the large ram. and a gage and valves in full

Position of Coupler and Yoke after the Shearing Operation

is Completed.

view and easy control of the operator. The capacity is 200 tons;

the height over-all is 6 ft. 8 in., and the floor space required

is 1 ft. 10 in., by 4 ft. 3 in. The space between the tension rods

is 2 ft. !4 in. by 5'4 in- ; the diameter of the ram is 12 in., and

the stroke is 6 in. The clamping cylinders have 3 in. rams with

6^4 in. stroke, and the push-back cylinders have li^-in. rams.

The press weighs 7.858 lbs. complete.



(^tttJ^ral N^m0 ^^clion*

The House of Representatives has passed a bill prescribing

penalties for breaking seals on cars in interstate commerce.

One passenger was killed and several injured when an ex-

cursion train on the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton was de-

railed by broken rail near Decatur, 111., on August 25.

James J. Hill has accepted an invitation from a committee

of prominent St. Paul citizens to attend a banquet in that

city in honor of his seventy-fourth birthday on September 16.

]t is estimated that 1,200 will be served.

The telegraphers employed by the Michigan Central in Can-

ada have had their pay advanced : and in some cases it is said

that the increase amounts to $10 a month. Men using tele-

phones in train despatching are to be classed and paid the same

as telegraphers.

Six suits for violations of the safety appliance acts have

been filed in the federal court at Indianapolis against the

Grand Trunk Western, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis, Cincinnati, Bluffton & Chicago, and the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern.

A strike of the freight handlers on the docks of the Lacka-

wanna, the Lehigh Valley and the Erie railways at Buffalo

has been ended by the return of the men to their work at the

old rates. Representatives of the men say that improved

working conditions have been granted.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville last week ran a pay

car for the first time in many years ; and it is said that the rea-

son for disccnlinuing the payment of employees by check is due

to the discovery that some of the pay rolls had been found

to be carrying the names of former employees now dead.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has ordered four car

floats for use in New York harbor. Two of the floats will

be buiit by the American Car & Foundry Company, one by

the Perth Amboy Dry Dock Company, and another by Ira

Bushey, Brooklyn, X. V. All the floats are to be delivered

within the next six months.

R. D. Parker, engineer of the Texas Railway commission, has

submitted a report of an investigation of the physical condition

of the Texas & Pacific, which recommends a large number of

improvements, both in service and in plant, including new bal-

last, heavier rails on portions of the line, closer supervision by

operating officers of train movement, better methods of track

maintenance, and an increased amount of double track.

Suits have been filed by the government in the Commerce

Court at Washington against the Central of New Jersey for

granting a pass to an officer of the New York Transportation

Company, and against the Erie for granting one to a traveling

passenger agent of a steamship company. It is charged that

neither of these companies is a common carrier and, therefore,

that the granting of these passes by the railways is illegal.

Safety committees have been established by all of the rail-

ways operating in the state of Indiana, except the Grand Trunk

and the New Yirk. Chicago & St. Louis. This information

is given in the last accident bulletin of the Indiana State Rail-

way Commission, which body some months since sent a circular

to the railways recommending the organization of these com-

mittees. Nine interurban roads are also named as having taken

similar action.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul moved 2.417.053 cubic

yards of earth during the month of July, of which amount

2,135.053 cubic yards were moved by contract. This grading

was principally done in connection with the construction of

second track in Minnesota, South Dakota and Iowa and new
terminal yards at Godfrey and Savanna, III., and does not

include smaller items of grading done on other parts of the

system in connection with the filling of bridges, etc.

Collingivood Schreiber, consulting engineer for the Canadian

r H-ernment. who has just made a trip of inspection over the

Grand Trunk Pacific, says that the completion of the 480 miles

of road now under construction between the eastern and west-
ern mountain sections is likely to be seriously retarded by
strikes of the workmen. Persistent agitation has been carried
on by the Industrial Workers of the World, and in July many
hundred men left their jobs and went to the coast cities.

At a meeting on August 28 between the Conference Commit-
tee of Managers and the committee representing the Brother-
hood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen on the Eastern
railways, it was agreed that further consideration of the fire-

men's wage request be held in abeyance until the decision of
the Arbitration Committee regarding the enginemen's demands.
When the arbitrators have announced their decision, the con-

ference with the firemen and railway representatives will be
promptly resumed, and continued to a conclusion.

The Chicago Great Western has issued a circular to employees
asking for sympathy and protection for members of extra gangs
employed on maintenance of way work who do not understand
the English language and the customs of the country. "If you
are employed in their midst as an official, foreman or laborer,"

the circular says in part, "and can read English, you should

consider yourself fortunate, and use your superior intelligence

in trying to avoid personal injury to the less fortunate about

you. In other words, help these men to learn, by setting a good
example."

The Southern Pacific has installed a lunch counter car on a

train running from San I'rancisco to Los Angeles. The coun-

ter extends the length of the car along one side, with the regu-

lation lunch-counter stools in front of the counter. Meals

will be served at all hours. Those newspapers which report

this as the first lunch counter car ever run in .America should

look up their history. The Philadelphia, Wilrhington & Balti-

more ran two such cars between Baltimore and Philadelphia

for about three years, 1863-66, as reported in the Railroad Gas-

cltc of December 19, 1884. The "eating bar" was about 25 ft.

.long, the car, 50 ft. long, being divided by a transverse par-

tition in the middle, and half of it being used as a smoking car.

Large Refrigerator Car Order of Pacific Fruit Express.

One thousand new refrigerator cars, equipped with col-

lapsible tanks with a capacity of 11000 lbs. of ice, will soon

be delivered to the Pacific Fruit Express Company, a sub-

sidiary of the Southern Pacific Company. The collapsible tanks

will enable the company to use the cars for ordinary freight

during the periods that they are not required for perishalilcs

The first instalment of these new cars will be started westward

within another month, and they will immediately go into serv-

ice. This order of 1.000 new cars is an increase of 10 per

cent, in the total refrigerator equipment of this company, mak-

ing it 11,000 cars The latest refrigeration ideas have been

adopted in the building of the cars and a most effective in-

sulation will line the interiors. Five years ago the Pacific

Fruit Express Company had 6,600 of these cars, but the gmw-

ing fruit and produce business of California, Oregon, Washing-

ton. Idaho and other Pacific coast states has caused nearly a

thousand additional cars to be purchased annually. The equip-

ment of this character, owned by the Pacific ^Fruit Express

'

Company, represents an outlay of more than $15,000,000. This

new order will total nearly a million and a half dollars, the

cars costing approximately $1,400 each.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois to Test an Automatic Stop.

The Chicaso & Eastern Illinois has arranged for a compre-

hensive servfce test of the Miller automatic tr?in control sys-

tem which will be installed on its Southern Illinois line from

Villa Grove to Salem, 111., a distance of 107 miles, and on all

engines passing over that line. This will mean from 100 to 125

locomotives. From Villa Grove to Findlay Junction, 40 miles,

the line is being equipped with automatic block signals.

The railway company made a test of this stop device near

Hoopenon III. last October, with two locomotives equipped, and
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the results, while not complete or conclusive, were such as to war-
rant a more complete test under all sorts of operating conditions.

The device is controlled by the Miller Train Control Corpo-
ration. A contact shoe attached to the right-hand side of the

engine and hung about 16 in. outside the gage line and with its

lower end about 3 in. above the top of the rail, strikes a ramp,
about ISO ft. long, supported on the ties and located at braking
distance back of the stop signal at the entrance of each block
section. When the block section is occupied (or the track relay

for any reason is de-energized) the stopping apparatus acts. The
ramp is so formed that the first half of its length is a rising

incline, and the second half a descending incline. The shoe,

as it strikes and runs along the ramp, is raised vertically about
3 in., and unless prevented by the electrical controlling device.

the shoe stem will operate a system of cranks closing the throttle

and . applying the air brake. The throttle closing is done by
means of an air cylinder, and the brakes are applied by means
of a valve in the train line, which is designed to be adjustable

for either an emergency or a service stop. The electro-mag-

netic controlling device is actuated by a circuit governed by the

signal or track circuit of the block section which the auto-

matic stop is designed to protect. An auxiliary ramp, located

about 500 ft. ahead of each signal, is provided for stopping a

train in case the signal fails to go to the stop position after

having been passed by a train. All parts of the apparatus are

arranged on the "closed circuit principle," with a view to in-

suring that the failure of any essential part shall cause an ap-

plication of the brakes. The engineman is able to release the

brakes at any time after they have been automatically applied.

Comparison of Car Service Operations.

A comparative statement of cars handled by 21 car service

associations and demurrage bureaus for the month of June
and the six months ending June, 1910-1912, is made by the de-

partment of commerce and labor as follows

:

transportation companies anywhere, which if otherwise
owned might compete with the railway, or which, being
owned by the railway tend to reduce competition between
vessels, will be required to divest themselves of such owner-
ship by July 1, 1914. The Interstate Commerce Commission
cannot give the railway permission to operate vessels beyond
July 1, 1914, unless it be convinced that the service is being
operated in the interest of the public and is of advantage to
commerce, and does not exclude, prevent or reduce competi-
tion on the water route under consideration. This provision
applies everywhere throughout the United States so that
it affects vessels on Long Island Sound, on the Great Lakes,
on Chesapeake and Delaware bays, on the Gulf of Mexico
and on the Pacific Ocean.

President Taft, in signing t-he bill, sent to Congress a
memorandum declaring that he gave his approval because of
the necessity of at once providing for the operation of the
canal, notwithstanding his objection to certain clauses. He
holds that the granting of free passage to American ships in
the coastwise trade is not a violation of the spirit of the
existing treaty between this country and England, because
to construe the treaty in any other way would be the same
as saying that the United States government had given up
Its right to control its own commerce in its own way. All
other nations will have the right to aid their commerce in
any way they may see fit, and it cannot be supposed that in
adopting the treaty this government intended to allow other
nations this right while restricting its own liberty in the
same matter.

The president says that the exemption of our own vessels
in the coastwise trade from payment of tolls is justified on
the same ground that has justified the government in sub-
sidizing transcontinental railways. He approves the pro-
hibition of railway ownership of steamships on the ground
that a railway can use a water line unfairly. He says:
"The difficulty is that the interest of the railway company-

Names of Associations and Bureaus. 1910.

Cars.

Alabama Demurrage & Storage Bureau ^ 64,295

Central (St. Louis} Demurrage & Storage Bureau 87,886

Chicago Demurrage Bureau 255,101

Colorado Car Service Association 32,680

East Tennessee Demurrage & Storage Bureau 30,271

Illinois & Iowa Demurrage Bureau 275,238

Intermountain Demurrage Bureau 15,217

Lake Superior Demurrage Bureau 28,281

Louisville Car Service Association 54,736

Missouri Valley & Storage Bureau 1 64,240

Montana Demurrage Co 39,094

North Carolina Car Service Association 36,973

Northern Demurrage Bureau 134,337

Pacific Car Service Bureau 138,121

Pacific Northwest Demurrage Bureau 106,720

Southeastern Demurrage Bureau 70,787

Tennessee Demurrage & Storage Bureau 26,685

Texas Car Demurrage & Storage Bureau 88,966

Virginia & West Virginia Demurrage Bureau 84,346

Western (Omaha) Demurrage Bureau 64,633

Wisconsin Demurrage Bureau 83,766

Total reported by 21 associations and bureaus 1,882,373

nth of Jun Six M onths Ending J Line.

1911. 1912. 1910. 1911. 1912.
Cars. Cars. Cars. Cars. Cars.
57,247 74,732 406,525 389,286 493,360
73,792 72,004 534,416 450,205 428,995

220,922 101,095 1,554,974 1,296,310 560,434
29,110 34,010 221,260 190,590 227,980
32,185 32,485 185,206 179,679 194,396

212,227 184,589 1,712,061 1,500,224 1,143,468

18,195 22,747 98,399 99,079 132,407

25,166 19,205 181,456 161.786 186.772
46,814 44,640 332,462 317,220 300.784

148,462 127,053 977.921 878,869 876.337
35,108 29,951 239,567 148,153 219,620

38,381 32,584 248,125 271,833 267,117

110,796 86,807 833.188 735,293 636,493

135,842 139,280 732,449 743,160 781,033

101,204 94,459 541,985 566,714 534,490

70,397 75,046 513,195 564,709 562,767

30,490 29,293 180,406 185,975 189,381

79,215 73,918 563,493 502,290 519,464

93,738 96,080 508,890 565,417 550,762

85,560 74,989 420,333 478,701 463,443

83,566 93,300 503,054 501,277 537,898

1,728,417 1.538,267 11.489,365 10,726,770 9,807,401

The Panama Canal Law.

The Panama Canal bill, as finally passed by both Houses
of Congress, was signed by President Taft last Saturday
night. As passed, it retains the provision allowing American
vessels in the coastwise trade to pass through the canal with-

out payment of tolls; and also, by an amendment to section

S of the Interstate Commerce law, it forbids the use of the

canal by vessels owned or controlled by American railways.

This also applies to all other waters, except that, in any given

case, the Interstate Commerce Commission may decide that

the control of the railway does not prevent competition. The
language of the bill is such, however, that this clause giving

power to the commission apparently will have no practical

effect, and it is the general understanding that railways en-

gaged -in interstate commerce, owning an interest in water

is so much larger in its railway and in the maintenance of

its railway rates than in making a profit out of the steam-
ship line that it can afford temporarily to run its vessels for

nearly nothing in order to drive out of business independent
steamship lines and thus obtain complete control of the ship-

ping in the trade through the canal and regulate the rates ac-

cording to the interest of the railways company. Jurisdiction

is conferred on the Interstate Commerce Commission finally

to determine the question of fact as to the competition or
possibility of competition of the water carrier with the rail-

way, and this may be done in advance of any investment
of capital."

Referring to the clause forbidding the use of the canal by
steamships owned by a violator of the anti-trust law, the
president observes that this cannot come into effect until a
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decree of the court shall have established the guilt of the

owner of the vessel.

The law also contains a long amendment to section 6 of

the Interstate Commerce law, increasing the authority of

the commission over rail-and-water routes everj-where. The
commission may order physical connection between a railway

and a steamboat dock, and prescribe through routes and rates,

and proportions of through rates.

An officer of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, which
is controlled by Southern Pacific Railway interests, is quoted

as saying that the company has decided not to build

the four steamships, for service between New York and
Asiatic ports, for which contracts had been drawn up and
which were to be built at Philadelphia and Newport News.
The law permits foreign-built ships owned by Americans

henceforth to have American registry, if to be used only in

foreign trade, and if not over five years old. This reverses

the policy of a hundred years.

Post Office Appropriations; A Parcel Post Next Year.

The Post Office appropriation bill, as passed by Congress last

week, provides that, beginning January 1, 1913, parcels shall be
carried in the United States mails at rates ranging from 5 cents

a pound, for short distance, up to 12 cents where the carriage is

over 1,800 miles. The limit of weight of packages is 11 lbs.; and
of size the limit is 72 in. in length and girth combined. Articles

perishable within the time reasonably required for transportation

will not be accepted. The rates are based on distance. The ar-

rangement is called a zone system, and there are eight "zones" but

these eight zones are not fixed; thej' are defined in relation to

each individual starting point. The country is to be divided into

units of area 30 minutes square, being a quarter of the area

formed by the intersecting parallels of latitude and meridians of

longitude. The first zone includes all territory within a radius

of approximately SO miles, measuring from the center of a unit;

the second zone is all outside of the first and within 150 miles;

the third is the additional territory within 300 miles; the fourth

within 600 miles, the fifth 1.000 miles, the sixth 1,400 miles, the

seventh 1,800 miles, and the eighth all greater distances. The
rates are as follows

:

Each
First add'l Eleven
pound. pound. pounds.

Rural routes and city delivery $ .05 $ .01 $ .15

50-mile zone 05 .03 .35

150-mile zone 06 .04 .46

300-mile zone 07 .05 .57

600-mile zone 08 .06 .68

1,000-mile zone 09 .07 .79

1,400-mile zone 10 .09 1.00

1,800-mile zone 11 .10 1.11

Over 1,800 miles 12 .12 1.32

Distinctive postage stamps are to be used. The postmaster

general may arrange for collection of charges on delivery and for

collection of the value of the goods from the consignee, fixing

the charges for this additional service. Also, with the consent

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, after investigation he

may revise the zones, classifications, weight limits and rates, if

it is found by experience that the rates are unreasonably high

or if they are not high enough to cover the cost of the service.

He may readjust the compensation of star-route and screen-

wagon contractors if the parcel post system materially increases

their burdens. The bill includes an appropriation of $25,000 to

enable six members of Congress to further investigate the parcel

post and all related subjects.

The bill also provides for a joint committee of Congress to

investigate and report on the whole question of second class

postage and the compensation of the railways for carrying the

mails ; and the department is forbidden to extend or enlarge

the present practice of sending second class mail by freight

trains. A proposition to change the rates on second class mat-

ter was rejected. There was a contest in the discussion over

the appropriations for railway transportation in relation to pay-

ments for carrying mail across the river between St. Louis and

East St. Louis, determined efforts being made to reduce the

rate; but finally the postmaster general was given discretion to

use $35,000 for special services in connection with this trans-

portation. Provision was also made for adjusting the payment
to railways which had to carry unusual quantities of mail be-

cause of the floods in the Mississippi valley last spring. The
provision in regard to steel mail cars requires all full post office

cars to be of steel, or something equally indestructible, after

July 1, 1917. After July 1, 1913, each road must replace 25 per
cent, of its wooden cars each year, and all new cars from now
on must be of steel. The postmaster general is authorized to

pay for full cars used prior to March 1, 1912, provided he is

satisfied that the railway made reasonable effort to comply with
the requirements of the law then in force.

The appropriation for railway postal clerks includes $130,000
for compensation to men injured and to widows of those killed.

The Post Office appropriation also includes an item of $25,000
for an investigation into the subject of federal aid in the con-

struction of post roads, and one of $500,000 to be expended by
the secretary of agriculture and the postmaster general, in im-
proving the condition of roads over which rural delivery is, or

may hereafter be, established. This money is to be expended in

conjunction with appropriations by states, counties or towns,

which local authorities must expend twice as much as is spent

by the federal government on any particular work.

Grain Dealers Urged to Assist Car Movement.

W. A. Garrett, chairman of the Chicago General Managers'
Association, addressed the presidents and secretaries of the

Grain Dealers' Associations of the middle west at the Union
League Club, Chicago, on Monday, August 26, on the subject

of the car situation, dwelling especially on the need for the

utmost co-operation o.i the part of the grain shippers with
the railways to obtain the greatest possible efficiency of car
equipment. Mr. Garrett presented figures showing the exist-

ing situation and the amount of equipment ordered by the

railways, which this year has exceeded proportionately the

amount ordered in any year since 1906, and discussed the

efforts of the presidents of the granger lines to get the Illinois

railway commission to provide sufficient grain inspectors and
samplers to secure samples from all cars arriving in Chicago in

time to have the cars inspected and reported upon by 11

a. m. each day. which would save 24 hours unnecessary delay

to many hundreds of cars. He also explained many ways in

which shippers can assist materially in the handling of cars.

"With the demand for equipment," said Mr. Garrett, "no
carrier desires to earn demurrage on freight cars in Chicago
or any other terminal, for the demurrage charge does not

pay the interest on the ground value and track maintenance
in Chicago. Rather, they are anxious to get the cars un-

loaded so that they maj' get an outbound load to the country
and another inbound load to the city. Many shippers do not

seem to be impressed with the fact that cars are provided
for transportation and not for storage. Even with the free

time allowed at Chicago for the release of equipment the

Chicago grain records for the months of September, October
and November, 1911, recorded the fact that S.4S per cent.

of all cars inspected during that period were delayed beyond
the free time and earned demurrage. The railways by work-
ing closely with the Chicago Board of Trade during the next
six months hope to avoid much unnecessary detention in

Chicago."

President Ripley Replies to Chairman Mayfield.

The Texas Commercial Secretaries and Business Men's
.Association has given out a statement by President E. P.

Ripley of the Santa Fe system in reply to an interview by
Chairman Mayfield of the Texas railway commission in reply

to Mr. Ripley's statement before the Texas Welfare Com-
mission, which was published in j^art in the Railway Age
Gacette on May 24, page 1151. The association says in this

connection that "the policy of discrediting the views of rail-

way financiers so assiduously followed by the railway com-
mission has brought about friction between the railway

commission and railway builders, and the commissioners'

custom of casting aside well-established rules of business and
substituting their own theories has lost them the confidence

of the investing public. As a result, the commission now
finds itself unable to cope with the larger problems of the

department and as a consequence railway construction is

minimized, the movement of traffic demoralized and develop-
ment stagnated. Thus an important branch of government
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which, if skillfully managed, would become a power of prog-
ress, is compelled to confine its work to filing lawsuits
against railways, entering into academic discussions before
debating societies and giving out newspaper interviews."

Mr. Ripley's statement is in part as follows:

"In my original statement to the Welfare Commission I

said, in effect, that my knowledge of the Santa Fe property
in Texas did not extend back of a period sixteen years ago;
that if the railway were over-capitalized at that time it was
the fault of the people of Texas, as the result of financial

methods approved by the state, carried on under its laws and
auspices. Mr. Mayfield says that this statement is not war-
ranted because of certain laws which he says existed, but
were not enforced.

"I shall not argue this question, because it does not seem
important. The capitalization of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Fe was, in my opinion, no greater than was necessary in

order to get the railway built—in other words, the prospec-
tive rewards were not larger than were necessary to get

the money, and doubtless the same might have been said of

all the other early roads of the state.

"Mr. Mayfield again says that the 'system has devoted its

earnings to permanent improvements, reporting same to the

railway commission as operating expenses.' This statement
is erroneous. The books have been kept openly and in ac-

cordance with the rules laid down by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, and they are open to the inspection of

Mr. Mayfield or any one delegated by him.

"Again Mr. Mayfield says that the Texas property has suf-

fered from the ownership and manipulation of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe. This is a pet theory of the Texas com-
mission and has been advanced covertly or openly in many
of its reports. On various occasions during the last ten

years we have denied the statement absolutely, and have
called upon the commission to prove it, offering every facil-

ity to enable it to get at the facts.

"Mr. Mayfield tacitly concedes that railways are sand-
bagged in Texas by the damage claim industry, but says the

railways transfer the cost thereof to the people, which some-
how seems to him to mitigate the wrong. But I have ob-
served on his part, or that of his colleagues, no disposition

to make any allowances to the roads on this account—or,

indeed, on any other. It may very likely be that some lawyer
defending a case may have made the statement that the ex-

penses to which the railway is subjected by the ambulance
chaser and the sympathetic juror must eventually come out
of the people, and theoretically this is true, but at present

the railways bear it all.

"Mr. Mayfield goes on to say that notwithstanding my
criticism of Texas laws it is significant that the Santa Fe
has built more new mileage in Texas during the last four

years than any other railway, and that the Texas laws and
regulations have not interfered with its construction plans.

And Mr. Mayfield draws from all this the conclusion that

the Santa Fe's interests are not being disturbed under the

Texas laws and regulations. As stated in my letter to the

Welfare Commission, I had recommended certain construc-
tion in Texas in the hope that the state would perceive the

injustice that it is doing to its railways and would retrace its

steps as to certain restrictive laws and regulations. I based
this hope on the fact that the legislature had for the last two
sessions refrained from adding anything to the railways'

burdens and on the hope that the commission would event-
ually see that the Texas railways could not stand present con-

ditions. Also. I suppose it is unnecessary to state that most
of the mileage we have built has not been constructed be-

cause of Texas laws, but in spite of them, and in order to

complete a through east and west line in the formation of

which Texas could not be avoided.

"I confess my inability to follow Mr. Mayfield's argument,
or to find justification for the remark that 'legislation in

Texas has reduced the cost of operating railways by lessen-

ing the hazard of employees and increasing the efficiency of

the service.'

"Mr. Mayfield finds justification for the conditions in

Texas by saying that some of its laws and regulations have
been, adopted in other states and should therefore be taken
an an endorsement of the good of such measures. It is true

that the new state of Oklahoma, being filled with a desire to

'swat' capital to the utmost, picked out of the state laws of
Texas the most drastic regulations that could be found and
incorporated them in its own constitution. The natural re-
sult has followed, and practically no construction has taken
place in Oklahoma except that which had been previously
financed and begun.
"Mr. Mayfield says that the attitude of Texas is not in-

jurious or prejudiced, and that if it were true that railway
construction were lacking it would be no proof that the
laws were to blame, citing as an instance that in the state
of Kansas during a period of twenty years there were no
drastic laws or regulations, and there was no construction
of new lines, due to the fact that railway building had been
over-done. And he concludes that regardless of laws and
regulations railway construction will continue to be carried
on as the demands of the traffic require. From this it would
appear that Mr. Mayfield is of the opinion that railway
building in Texas has practically ceased because over-done.
I do not agree with him, and I imagine there are many com-
munities—and in fact whole counties—that will also differ
with him and will share my opinion, viz., that railway build-
ing has ceased because in Texas it does not give promise of
being a safe investment for capital."

International Rubber Conference.

It is planned to give considerable attention to railway re-

quirements at the third International Rubber Conference, which
is to be held in conjunction with the Rubber and Allied Trades
Exposition at the New Grand Central Palace, New York, Sep-
tember 24-30, 1912. The tentative plans include a discussion
of subjects of interest to the railways on the 26th and 27th.

A number of railway engineers of tests and chemists have sig-

nified their intention of being present. Owing to the lack of
a complete list of such officers, those in charge of the confer-
ence have been unable to extend individual invitations to all

of these officers, and take this means of so doing. Dr. Fred-
eric Dannerth of Passaic, N. J., the honorary secretary, will

be glad to hear from any who expect to attend. Invitations

have been extended to a number of associations to have dele-

gates attend the conference, including the Master Mechanics'

Association, the Master Car Builders' Association, the Inter-

national Society for Testing Materials and the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers. The two previous conferences were
held abroad, and it is expected that the coming meeting will

be largely attended by manufacturers of mechanical rubber

goods from both at home and abroad, and also by the users of

such materials.

Travelling Engineers' Association.

The twentieth annual convention of the Travelling Engin-
eers' Association was opened on August 27 at the Sherman
House, Chicago, by President W. C. Hayes, superintendent

of locomotive operation of the Erie. The total registration

showed an attendance of 950, of which 375 were members
and guests of the association, and 300 were ladies. The
opening address was delivered by Samuel O. Dunn, editor

of the Railway Age Gazette, who spoke on the subject of

"Efficiency of Railway Employees." Mr. Dunn drew atten-

tion to the continued decrease in net income of the railways

and pointed out that practically the only method by which

this tendency can be overcome is by the reduction of the

cost of operation. This result demands an increase in the

efficiency of operation, and he discussed the subject from
the standpoint of the employees, the railway and the public,

indicating the benefits to each that must result from closer

attention and greater efforts toward increasing efficiency

and economy. This address will be given in full in connec-

tion with the complete report of the convention in next

week's issue.

Mr. Hayes, in his presidential address, briefly reviewed

the history of the association, commented on its wonderful

growth and pointed out the continually increasing import-

ance of the position held by its members. He suggested sub-

jects that should be considered at future meetings, and re-

quested active participation on the part of all members in

the work of this convention.

The first day's sessions were devoted to thorough discus-
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sions of the value and effect of chemicallj' treated waters on

locomotive operation.

Wednesday's sessions were devoted to the consideration of

mechanical appliances on locomotives which tend toward
greater economy, viz., superheaters, brick arches, mechanical

stokers, etc.

At the morning session on Wednesday, J. M. Daly, general

superintendent of transportation of the Illinois Central, gave
an address on the subject of "Tonnage Rating," and about an
hour was devoted to answering questions from members and
to a discussion on this subject. This paper will also be
given in full in connection with the complete reports of the

meeting.
At the afternoon session on Wednesday modern air brake

equipment was considered.

On Thursday, papers dealing with the subject of inspection

and work reports and methods of increasing the interest in

the economical use of fuel and lubricants were presented
and discussed. The feature of this day's session was the

address of H. T. Bentley, assistant superintendent of motive
power and machinery of the Chicago & North Western.
The exhibits were even more extensive and interesting

than usual and attracted the interest of the members outside
of meeting hours.

The following is a list of the exhibitors:

Locomotive Company, New York.—Photographs of latest types
of locomotives. Represented by C. A. Delaney, W. J. Becker and
T. Kennedy.

American Steel Foundries, Chicago.—Trucks, couplers and brake beams.
Represented by J. D. Taylor, F. A. Lorenz, Jr., and W. G. Wallace.

Ashton Valve Company. Boston, Mass.—Locomotive safety valves, gages
and gage specialties. Represented by J. F. Gettrust.

Barco Brass & Joint Company, Chicago.—Flexible joints. Represented
by F. N. Bard.

S. F. Bowser & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.—Self-measuring oil pumps and
tanks. Represented by W. T. Simpson.

Chicago Car Heating Company, Chicago.—Locomotive reducing valve,
steam hose couplers and end valves. Represented by G. E. Bucket,
E. E. Smith, Geo. T. Cook and E. A. Schreber.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.— Full line of pneumatic tools
and parts. Represented by John Campbell.

Commercial Acetylene Company, New York.—Headlights, flashing signals,
engine marker and acetylene system. Represented by H. G. Doran.

Crane Company, Chicago.—Full line of valves, unions and joints. Repre-
sented by F. D. Fenn and G. S. Turner.

Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works. Chicago. Represented bv R. F. Carr,
l'. D. Purcell, W. S. Reid, J. F. Roddy, C. S. Murray, A. W. Cooley,
F. C. Fosdick, T. H. Price, I. H. Case, A. W. Crouch and Thos.
Wooley.

Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich.—Three-feed locomotive lubricator
with single and double air cylinder lubricator with air cylinder at-
tached; five-feed Detroit locomotive lubricator. Represented by A. D.
Homard.

Dickerson Manufacturing Company, Clinton, 111.—Water gages and water
gage guards. Represented by F. Hinckley.

Dressel Railway Lamp Works, Boston, Mass.—Locomotive headlights.
Represented by J. D. Hidgkins.

Emery Pneumatic Lubricator Company, St. Louis, Mo.—Cylinder lubricants,
automatic device for lubricating air-brake equipment. Represented by
N. J. McAloney.

Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Full line of Tate flexible stay-
bolts; complete set of installation tools. Represented by T. R. Davis.

Franklin Railway Supply Company, Franklin, Pa. Represented by W. L.
Allison, Jos. Sinkler and W. H. Coyle.

Galena Signal Oil Company, Franklin. Pa. Represented by W. E. Brum-
ble. J. A. Graham, D. Eubank. W. T. \'ance, J. S. Brown, W. E.
Maher, G. E. McVickers, John Ferguson, T. Linneham, B. H. Stack.
W. H. Taylor, M. M. Meham and C. Royal.

Garlock Packing Company, Palmyra, N. Y.—Full line of packing and pack-
ing materials. Represented by John P. Landreth.

H. G. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.—Trojan metallic packing; bell ringer and
grinding compound. Represented by E. C. Sawyer.

Hobart-.\llfree Company, Chicago.—Catalog drawings, etc., describing All-
free cylinders and valves for locomotives. Represented by W. H.
England, E. H. Allfree and W. H. Belmaine.

Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Corporation, Boston, Mass.—Cross head shoes,
cylinder packing, eccentric and side rod bushings. Represented by
J. G. Piatt, V. W. Elliott and J. M. Moore.

Jacobs-Shupert V. S. Firebox Company, New York.—Moving pictures of
Coatesville test. Represented by C. B. Moore, G. H. Pearsall, M. C.
Beymer, H. W. Jacobs, A. Whiteford and E. Wilhelm.

Jenkins Bros., New York.—Valves and fittings. Represented by B. J.
Nelley.

H. W. Johns-Manville Company, New York.—Throttle and air pump pack-
ing, rope and spiral packing: train pipe covering and expander rings.
Represented by J. C. Younglove, P. C. Jacobs and D. L. Jennings.

Keystone Lubricating Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Keystone journal box
grease. Represented by W. E. Harrington and J. Mowery.

The Leslie Company, Lyndhurst, N. J.—Sectional valves and coupling nuts.

Represented by J. J. Cizek and S. Ingalls Leslie.

Liberty Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.—Tube cleaners for arch
tubes; air and water machines; steam specialties. Represented by
H. A. Pastre and S. A. Bockius.

Locomotive Improvement Company, Clinton, la.—Markels removable driv-
ing box brass, fiangeless shoes and wedges, lateral motion plates,
solid-end main rods. Represented by Geo. L. Barker.

Locomotive Superheater Company, New York.—Model of superheater.
Represented by G. L. Bourne, R. R. Porterfield, S. Hoffman, H. J.
Bell, C. D. Hilferty. R. M. Ostermann, P. S. Robinson, G. E. Ryder,
E. E. Spengler and W. W. Tawse.

Mason Regulator Company, Boston, Mass.— Section of Mason reducing
valves. Represented by F. A. Morrison.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New York.—Hancock inspirators, boiler
checks. Consolidated safety valves and other appliances. Represented
by F. P. Smith, C. L. Brown and J. H. Bush.

McCord & Co., Chicago.—Model of force-feed lubricator. Represented by
W. J. Schlacks and H. S. Whitehair.

Nathan Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.—1911 and 1912 boiler test-

ers; lubricators with air end-attachments. Represented by J. S. Seeley,
George Royal and A. S. Work.

National Boiler Washer Company, Chicago.—Photographs and drawings
showing installations of the National boiler washing system. Repre-
sented by William White and H. A. Varney.

National Graphite Lubricator Company, Scranton, Pa.—Graphite lubricator
for locomotive valves and cylinders; air compressors for locomotives
using superheated steam. Represented by L. S. Waters.

National Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.—Kewanee fittings and joints. Repre-
sented by W. F. Jones, A, M. Hobart, Francis Worcester, L. R.
Phillips and W. W. Orrison.

New York Air Brake Company, New York.—Sections of air brakes and
equipment. Represented by B. Pratt, George Kleifgers, Wm. Owen
and L. W. Sawyer.

Ohio Injector Company, Chicago.—Three and five-feed lubricators, Ohio
lifting injector and Chicago non-lifting injector and flange lubricator.
Represented by F. W. Furry, Wra. F. Furry and F. W. Edwards.

Okadee Company, Chicago.—Blow-off cocks and automatic drain reflex
gages. Represented by A. G. HoUingshead, W. Dangels and H. L.
Winslow.

Parsons Engineering Company, Wilmington, Del.—Full size section of loco-
motive firebox equipped with Parsons system of combustion. Repre-
sented by W. H. Savery.

Permanent Manufacturers' Exhibit of Railway Supplies, Chicago.—Litera-
ture in relation to their exhibition. Represented by John Gill and
W. N. Mitchell.

Pilliod Companv. Swanton, Ohio.—Model of valve gear. Represented
by R. H. Weatherly, F. E. Pilliod, F. A. Wilcoxen and R. F. Darby.

Pneumatic Jack Company, Louisville, Ky.—Pneumatic jacks. Represented
by G. B. Maltby.

Pyle-National Electric Headlight Company, Chicago.—Headlight and gen-
erator. Represented by H. A. Bayley, E. B. Barris, R. L. Hilker,
F. Pyle and J. W. Cleary.

Rabok Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.—Heat and rust resisting
paints. Represented by T. A. Wray.

Railway Equipment and Publication Company, New York.—Copies of The
Pocket List of Railroad Officials. Represented by Charles L. Dinsmore.

Railway List Company, Chicago. Represented by F. L. Wilson and F. W.
Miller.

Ryan Galloway Company. Chicago.—Models of mechanical coal passers,

slack adjusting drawbar and improved sand pipe. Represented by
L. W. Galloway and Ed. Ryan.

Sargent Company, Chicago.—Water glass cocks, water glass protectors,

reflex gages and blow-off valves. Represented by Geo. H. Sargent and
F. G. Dunbar.

Wm. Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Self-acting non-lifting injectors, feed

water strainers and stop valves. Represented by W. W. Storm .

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York.

—

Railway Age Gazette,

American Engineer and The Signal Engineer. Represented by L. B.

Sherman, T. N. Reynolds, F. H. Thompson, E. A. Averill and Ken-
neth G. Cloud.

Angus Sinclair Company, New York.—Copies of Railway and Locomotive
Engineering. Represented by Allen G. Wood and Angus Sinclair.

Storrs-Mica Company, Owego, N. Y.—Mica chimneys and globes, Thomp-
son hose clamps. Represented by C. P. Storrs and Tom Brown.

Clement F. Street, Schenectady, N. Y.—Drawings of locomotive stoker.

Represented by Clement F. Street.

U. S. Metallic Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Metallic packings for

steam locomotives. Represented by M. Brewster and Chas. Way,

Watson-Stillman Company, New York.—Chambers throttle valve. Repre-

sented by F. H. Clark.

Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Quick-action indicators.

Represented by E. Hartenstein, L. Wilcox and L. B. Hutchins.

International Association for Testing Materials.

The sixth congress of the International Association for

Testing Materials will be held in the Engineering Societies'

Building. 29 West Thirty-ninth street. New York City, Sep-

tember 2-7. Admission will be restricted to members of the

International association and of the American society which

is affiliated with it. and to duly appointed delegates from

foreign countries and scientific bodies. The proceedings of

the congress will be conducted in English, German, and

French, with the aid of interpreters. About 700 foreign and

35 American papers and reports will be presented.

On Monday, September 2, the headquarters will be open

all day for the registration of members. In the evening there

will be an informal reception. On Tuesday morning the con-

gress will convene at 10 o'clock. After addresses of welcome

have been made, the various sections will then arrange for

their sessions in their respective section rooms. The section

sessions will convene at 2 p. m. and continue until 5 p. m.
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111 the evening there will be a reception by the officials of
the city in the Public Library Building. On Wednesday,
section sessions will take place from 10 to 12 a. m. The
afternoon and early evening will be occupied by an excursion
to West Point. On Thursday there will be section sessions
beginning at 10 a. m. and 2 p. m. In the evening there will

be a reception tendered to the foreign members by the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers at 220 West Fifty-seventh
street. On Friday, there will be section sessions in the morn-
ing and earl)' afternoon, and an evening excursion down the
harbor. On Saturday morning at 10 o'clock there will be a
general session at which the sections will report, and resolu-
tions upon their recommendations will be presented. The
congress will adjourn at noon.

Chief Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's
Association.

The thirteenth annual convention of the Chief Interchange Car
Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association was held at the Palmer
House. Chicago, August 27-29.

The following is a list of the exhibitors

:

American Steel Foundries, Chicago—Models of simplex trucks, simplex
coupler and brake beam, and literature describing other devices. Repre-
sented by W. C. Walsh, E. Walters and W. G. Wallace.

Grip Nut Company. Chicago—Grip nuts, monogram bolt fastening for
safety appliance standards and single piece dust guards. Represented by E.

R. Hibbard, W. E. Sharpe, W. G. Wilcoxson and Benjamin E. Klein.

Lehon Company, Chicago—Roofrite car roofing and insulating paper,
waterproof canvas, etc. Represented by D. B. Wright.
McCord & Company, Chicago—McCord journal boxes and parts. Rep-

resented by W. .T. Schlacks and H. E. Creer.

Westinghouse Air Brake Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.—Instructive
literature describing air brake equipment. Represented by L. M. Carlton.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dales of ne.rt or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Associaiion.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of DEMttRR.4GE Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

American Association of Gener.^l Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope, New York; next convention, September 12, Seattle, Wash.

.Vmerican Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—W. C. Cooder,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—IL C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 1011 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony
building, Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.
N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, .Tune, 1913.

.^MERICAN Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13
Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-

more, Md. Convention 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of .American Railway Accounting Officers.— C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J, R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.

Association of RA^Lu^\Y Telegraph Superintendents.— P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual, May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard. 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.;- 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-lion, i'eoria. HI.: 2d riiesrlnv.

Walnut St., Kansas

Car Foremen's Association op Chicago.-Aaron Kline, 841 .\orih 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept.. Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.— L. S. Pomcroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August an<i
September, St. Paul.

iEERS- Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, fio;Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa
Engineers' Society OF Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Wiles 803 Fultonbuilding, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh Pa'
Freight Claim Association. -Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va
General Superintendents' Association of CHicA^n p c i- ,, ,,,

W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. p?ece3,ng 3d"hu^ Ch^ca^o°""•
^^*

Lnter.national Railway CoNGRESs.-Executive Committee, II, rue de Lou-vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin

""'"'bu'Mrn'g'; Chic'aga
""""- ^"°<='"'°»--C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick

'""TowrMa'^x"b"irdin''g!Xmingham"'A!a
A^sociation.-L. H. Bryan.

I NTERN«,ONAL Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Associat.on.-A. L. Wood-

"""Es,aS:£fAJS- -S'^,c, ^.^r's;
-Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought 95 Libertv StNew York. Convention, May, 1913, Chicago

Liberty St.,

Master^ Car^^Builders' Assoc.ation.-J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada —
Denver Coi. ^ ^' ^'"'""^' *^'"' Convention, September 10 l^

National Railway Appliances Assoc—Bruce V. Crandall 537 So ne;.rborn St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng AssocNew England Railroad Club.-G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston Mass2d Tuesday m month, except June, July, Aug. and Sep"? BosWn '

'^^^
^^^^T^^"i^)^.^!X'i^i^^- ^^-^^ 3d

•^"""J^h" faVuX, D.rnr''-
"- ''''"''''' ^- ^- ^ S''- ''- °"'"'h. «•"" =

ociATlON OF Rail „.,
Peoria, HI.; 2d Tuesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove 100
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St NewYork; annual, November 20, 1912, New York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R.. Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburlh.
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc—J. Scribner 1021Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.
Railway Gardening -Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Railw.\y Development Association.—W, Nicholson, Kansas City Southern

Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio. '

Railway Signal -'\ssociation.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-
tion, Oct. 8-11, Quebec.

Railway- Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc— T. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bide.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. assocs.

Railway Tel. and Tel. .Appliance Assoc—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St..
New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111. September 10-13, Buffalo, N. Y.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financul Officers.—C. Niquist, La Salle St. Sta-
tion, Chicago.

Southern Associ.vno.N of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; annual, Oct. 17, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-
ings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Traffic Club of St. Louis.—A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library building,

St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.

Train Desp.^tchers' Association of A.merica.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave., Chicago.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday.
Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S.. Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.

Traveling Engineers' .Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buftalo, N. Y.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.-J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block.

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.
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The Atlantic Coast Line is preparing an agricultural ex-

hibit car to be sent to Ohio. Michigan and Illinois, where it

will be shown at county fairs and on other similar occasions

during the next few weeks.

The executive committee of the National Industrial TrafKc

League has issued a circular to its members urging them to

make all possible effort to release promptly all freight cars

and to load cars as near their carrying capacity as commercial

conditions will permit, thereby increasing the efficiency of the

available equipment in the interest of all concerned.

The carting companies which work in connection with the

three principal railways centering at Winnipeg, Manitoba, the

Canadian Pacific, the Canadian Northern and the Grand Trunk
Pacific, have announced that on September 1 their rates will be

advanced about 33 per cent. Business men of the city are al-

ready complaining and propose to take their grievance before

the railway commission.

The Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis has filed in

the federal court at that city notice of its compliance with the

recent order of the court, based on the decision of the Supreme
Court of the United States, requiring the association to afford

equal facilities to all railways desiring to do business in St. Louis.

According to the notice, freight rates within distances of 100 miles

will be changed, in accordance with the decree of the court, but

no statement is made as to just what the changes will be.

It is estimated that the Colorado-Utah fruit crop this year

•will be at least twice as large as that of any previous year, and

that on the line of the Denver & Rio Grande in western Colo-

rado there will be between 9,000 and 10,000 cars of fruit, con-

-sisting of peaches, pears, apricots, plums, cantaloups and

.apples, to be moved between the first of September and the end

•of the season. It is estimated that in Utah the crop will ap-

proximate 3,000 cars.

In an effort to prove the practicability of transportation on

the Illinois & Michigan canal the Chicago Portland Cement

Company has started two boats laden with 2,000 bbls. of cement

from Oglesby on the Vermilion river near La Salle, 111., to

Chicago. The route is to be via the canal to Lockport and then

by the Chicago drainage canal to Chicago. Shippers have re-

cently appealed to the legislature to appropriate $750,000 to

<lredge the Illinois & Michigan canal to make it navigable f6r

barges.

A bill (S. 6810) regulating the issuance of bills of lading

for goods moving in interstate commerce, and in part pre-

scribing the form of such bills, was passed unanimously by

the Senate on August 21: but in the House it was referred

to the committee on interstate and foreign commerce, and

does not appear to have been acted on; so it will go over

until the next session of Congress. The bill, which was in-

troduced on May 14 by Senator Pomerene, of Ohio, consists

of 49 sections, the last one of which says that the act is to

take effect on January \, 1913. In general, the bill prescribes

the characteristics of "straight" and "order" bills of lading

according to usual railway practice, and the numerous sec-

tions setting forth the legal relations of the railway, the con-

signor and the consignee are designed to give statutory form

to well-known principles of the common law. There is, how-

ever, one radical feature, that making carriers more specif-

ically responsible than heretofore for the acts of agents. This

is embodied in section 25, which reads as follows: "That if

a bill of lading has been issued by a carrier or on his behalf

by an agent or employee the scope of whose actual or ap-

parent authority includes the issuing of bills of lading, the

carrier shall be liable to (a) the consignee named in a straight

bill or (b) the holder of an order bill, who has given value in

good faith, relying upon the description therein of the goods,

for damages caused by the nonreceipt by the carrier of all

or part of the goods or their failure to correspond with the

description thereof in the bill at the time of its issue."

Panama Canal Rate Problems.

The reduction in Suez Canal tolls announced to take effect

January next is declared by the directorate of the canal to
have no ulterior object with reference to the Panama route.
This reduction of 10 cents a ton makes the rate equal to the
$1.25 rate fixed by the Panama bill. The question is, whether
the Panama toll is not too high. Already indications of re-

vised enthusiasms as to traffic development through the
Panama Canal are evident among shipping men. While trade
will undoubtedly enlarge, it will do so slowly. The effect

on international trade remains to be seen. The representa-
tive of one of the important lines between New York and
South American ports, which also charters for the Far East,
said:

"Conditions are chaotic. Undoubtedly, the Panama route
is shorter. But is there any guarantee that ships may not
still continue around the Cape via Magellan? The status as
to Panama will be decided by the pressure as to time of
transit and the figured value of the ship. Take kerosene,
cement and general cargoes. To this class of freight time
makes no difference. So of railway ties, bridges, etc. To
send via the Cape means one-third less cost. Canal dues
mean greater cost. Again, you increase service when you
shorten time. The use of the canal means three trips instead
of two. So, possibly, you may run into the proposition of
idle boats. The solution of these problems is a long way
ahead."

—

IVall Street Journal.

Floods in England.

Press despatches from England on Tuesday and Wednesday
of this week reported disastrous rain storms throughout Eng-
land, the damage to farm crops and trees being in many cases

the most serious known for many years. More rain has fallen

during the present month than in any August since 1881. In

Norwich the rainfall amounted to six iiiclies within twelve
hours, and ten thousand persons were driven out of their

homes. The loss to the farmers is estimated at many millions

of pounds. The reports indicate that in the region of Nor-
wich much damage was done to railway roadbeds, but no
particulars are given. Throughout Suffolk and Norfolk the

damage is reported as appalling.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

-'\rthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between

railways of the American Railway Association, in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 125-A. giving a summary of car surpluses

and shortages by groups from April 26, 1911, to August 15, 1912,

says: The total surplus on August 15, 1912, was 58.623 cars; on

August 1, 1912, was 65,904 cars, and on August 16, 1911, was
108,000 cars ; compared with the preceding period there is a de-

crease in the total surplus of 7.281 cars, of which 475 is in box,

2.306 in coal, 4,657 in miscellaneous, and an increase of 157 in

flat car surplus. The decrease in coal car surplus is general

throughout the country, excepting in groups 1 (New England

Lines), 5 (Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia

and Florida), 8 (Kansas, Colorado, Oklahoma. Missouri and

Arkansas), and 10 (Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California,

Nevada and Arizona). The decrease in box car surplus is in

groups 3 (Ohio, Indiana. Michigan and Western Pennsylvania),

9 (Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico), and 10 (as above). The
decrease in miscellaneous car surplus is chiefly in groups 3 (as

above), 4 (the Virginias and Carolinas), 6 (Iowa, Illinois, Wis-

consin and Minnesota), and 8. 9 and 10 (as above). The in-

crease in surplus flat cars prevails in groups 1 (as above). 2

(New York. New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern

Pennsylvania), 7 (Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska and the

Dakotas), 10 (as above) and 11 (Canadian Lines).

The total shortage on August 15, 1912, was 14,722 cars; on

August 1, 1912, was 9.394 cars, and on August 16, 1911, was 3,830

cars. Compared with the preceding period there is an increase

in the total shortage of 5,328 cars, of which 2,216 is in box,

313 in flat, 1,924 in coal, and 875 in miscellaneous cars. The

increase in coal car shortage is general throughout the country

excepting in groups 4 and 5 (as above). The increase in box

car shortage is general, excepting in groups 7 and 8 (as above).
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The increase in flat car shortage is chiefly in groups 1, 2, 5 and

8 (as above). The increase in miscellaneous car shortage pre-

vails in groups 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 8 and 9 (as above). Compared with

the same date of 1911 there is a decrease in the total surplus

of 49,377 cars, of which 10.353 is in box, 1,860 in flat, 24,532 in

coal, and 12,632 in miscellaneous cars. There is an increase in

the total shortage of 10,892 cars, of which 5,094 is in box, 2,141

in flat, 2,837 in coal and 820 in miscellaneous cars.

other destinations. The advances which liave been suspended
amount in each instance to 1 cent per 100 lbs. and apply on
both domestic and export shipments.

\\'alter E. McCormack. as attorney for twelve salt companies
of Michigan and Ohio, has filed a complaint with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission asking a reduction in the rates on
salt from Michigan and Ohio to points west of the Missis-

Group *l -August 15, 1912.

5, 1912

5, 1912

5, 1912

5, 1912

5, 1912

5, 1912

5. 1912

5, 1912

5, 1912

Cak Surpluses and Shortages.

' —Surpluses-

Coal,

^ ' Shortages

—

Coal,

^

No. of gondola Other gondola Other

roads. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Bo.x. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total.

7 662 353 159 40 1,214 656 199 702 21 1,578

26 1,954 95 2,630 770 5,449 435 127 977 29 1,568

29 2,386 179 1,097 1,840 5,502 86 363 619 162 1,230

11 371 382 350 1,103 1,819 727 1,430 531 4,507

22 768 238 1,128 2,134 609 562 413 50 1,634

26 12,189 218 716 3,701 16,824 459 17 217 9 702

4 50 304 354 193 217 410

18 1,597 98 1.069 3,850 6,614 860 286 67 4 1,217

13 813 138 397 866 2,214 690 50 150 890

21 6,716 1,148 2,970 5,986 16,820 364 28 11 403

7 103 22 270 395 242 249 92 583

*Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Easte

Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West \^irginia. Virginia, North and South Carolina

Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lii

2.558 4.703 1,048 14,722

Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,

les; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,

;; Group 7—Montana. Wyoming and

Nebraska lines: Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklaho

gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and Ne Group 10—Ore-

5horhge\ I9IZ

Car Surpluses and Shortages in 1907 to 1912.

The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage figures

by groups for the last period covered in the report, and the

diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages from

1907 to 1912.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended until December 21 tariffs

increasing freight rates on manganese ore from Elizabeth,

N. J., westward over the Central Railroad of New Jersey.

The commission has suspended until December 24 certain

tariffs showing advances in freight rates on coal over the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis from mines in

Illinois to Davenport and other points in Iowa.

The commission has suspended from August 26 until Decem-

ber 24, advances in rates for the transportation of cotton linters

from a number of points in Texas to New Orleans, La., and

sippi by one and one-thirds cents per 100 lbs. This is to

meet a similar reduction made by the railways from Chicago

recently after they had canceled their joint rates with the

Michigan, Indiana & Illinois Line.

SuxNixG-KoNGMOON RAILWAY, Chixa.—The extension of •

the Sunning railway in Kwangtung province to Kongmoon has '

been completed. The road is now 67 miles long and runs from
the river port of Kongmoon to one of the richest portions of

the Pearl river delta. It was built by Chinese without foreign

assistance. Its rolling stock at present consists of seven Amer-
ican locomotives, five German locomotives, 18 American pas-

senger coaches. 70 box cars, and about 70 flat cars of the

American type. The extension of this railway north from

Kongmoon, and eventually to Canton, and south from Sunning

City to the sea, is to be undertaken as soon as affairs in that

portion of China become normal again.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

W. C. Logan has been appointed auditor of the Wichita Val-

ley Railway, with office at Wichita Falls, Tex., succeeding O. H.
Bower, resigned to accept service with another company.

Samuel M. Felton, president of the Chicago Great Western,
with office at Chicago, has been appointed also receiver of

the Pere Marquette, succeeding Newman Erb, resigned.

Holly Hatcher, who resigned on August 1 as general super-

intendent of the Georgia, Southern & Florida, has been ap-

pointed assistant to the president of the Gulf Line Railway,
with office at New York.

E. A. Wigren, auditor of disbursements of the Michigan
Central, at Detroit, Mich,, has been appointed assistant au-

ditor. R. R. Richards, assistant auditor of disbursements, at

Detroit, succeeds Mr. Wigren.

A committee appointed to recommend a successor to N. S.

Meldrum, who wishes to be relieved of his duties as president

of the Seaboard Air Line, has named W. J. Harahan, vice-

president of the Erie. The board of directors has not taken any
action on the recommendation as yet.

Thornwell Fay, who has resigned, effective September 1, as

president of the Southern Pacific lines in Texas and Louisiana,

as has been announced in these columns, remains a director in

Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship Company,
the Louisiana Western and the Texas & New Orleans.

Operating Officers.

C. M. Payn has been appointed inspector of freight service

of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with office at Denison, Tex.

J. Frank Maguire, assistant trainmaster of the Lehigh Valley,

at Wilkesbarre, Pa., has been appointed inspector of trans-

portation, with headquarters at South Bethlehem, Pa. This

is in addition to the present position of the same title, held by

F. M. Barker.

W. A. Webb, assistant to the president of the Missouri, Kan-
sas & Texas Railway and the Texas Hues of that company,

has been appointed general manager of the same properties,

with office at Dallas, Tex., and his former office has been abol-

ished, effective September 1.

O. Cornelisen, assistant superintendent of the Virginia

Railway at Princeton, W. Va., and formerly superintendent of

the Northern division of the Kansas City Southern at Pitts-

burg, Kan., has been again appointed to the latter position,

succeeding C. J. Burkholder, resigned.

Andrew P. Titus, superintendent of the Toledo division of

the Wheeling & Lake Erie at Canton, Ohio, has been ap-

pointed general superintendent of the Chicago & Alton, with
ofHce at Chicago, a new position. A sketch of Mr. Titus was
published in our issue of August 16, page 325, following his

promotion to superintendent of the Toledo division of the

Wheeling & Lake Erie, on July 1.

F. L. Johnson, general superintendent of the Iowa district

,of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, at Burlington, la., has
[been appointed general superintendent of the Illinois district,

[with office at Galesburg, 111., succeeding E. S. Koller, pro-
(moted. Robert Rice, superintendent of the Aurora division,

3t Aurora, III., succeeds Mr. Johnson. A. G. Smart, super-
intendent of the Omaha division, at Omaha, Neb., succeeds
Mr. Rice.

George W. Berry, terminal superintendent of the Illinois

i-entral at Chicago, has been appointed superintendent of

;ransportation of that road and the Yazoo & Mississippi Val-
ey, with office at Chicago, a new position. James H. Brinker-
loff, superintendent of passenger terminals of the Illinois Cen-
ral at Chicago, succeeds Mr. Berry. Daniel E. Hilgartner has

been appointed trainmaster, with office at Chicago, having
jurisdiction over passenger service between Randolph street

and Matteson, and Twelfth street and Parkway, and the office

of superintendent of passenger terminals has been abohshed.

James H. Brinkerhoflf, who has been appointed terminal
superintendent of the Illinois Central, with office at Chicago,
as has been announced in these columns," was born May 31,

1870, at Kansas City Mo. He attended high school at Kan-
sas City, and Williams College at Williamstown, Mass. Mr.
Brinkerhof? began railway work July 2, 1891, with the Union
Pacific, where he was clerk, paymaster and assistant superin-
tendent. He left the Union Pacific on May 1, 1906, to be-
come assistant superintendent of the Denver & Rio Grande,
and from October, 1907. to December, 1909, he was super-
intendent of the Rio Grande Junction Railway. He was made
general superintendent of the Grand Junction & Grand River
Valley in December, 1909, and held that position until July,
1911; two months later he was made superintendent of pas-
senger terminals of the Illinois Centra! at Chicago, from
which position he has now been promoted.

Traffic Officers.

T. J. Keefe has been appointed sohciting freight agent of
the. Tennessee Central, with office at St. Louis, Mo.

S. Oslie has been appointed traveling agent of the Duluth,
Missabe & Northern, with headquarters at Duluth, Minn.

J. G. R. Williams has been appointed export and import
agent of the Texas & Pacific, with headquarters at New Or-
leans, La.

R. W. Myles has been appointed commercial agent of the
Chicago Great Western, with office at Cleveland. Ohio, succeed-
ing G. C. Brown, resigned.

W. D. Fosler, traveling passenger agent of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific at Omaha, Neb., has been appointed
traveling passenger agent, with office at Des Moines, Iowa.

D. M. Davis, traveling agent of the Chicago & North West-
ern at Sioux City, Iowa, has been appointed traveling agent,

with office at Philadelphia, Pa., succeeding Frank Irish, de-

ceased.

Paul Junkin has been appointed traveling passenger agent
of the Texas & Pacific and the International & Great North-
ern, with office at Chicago, succeeding C. H. Morgan,
resigned.

J. N. Githens, general freight agent in charge of solicitation

of the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain system, at St. Louis, Mo.,
has been appointed freight traffic manager, with office at St.

Louis, succeeding B. M. Flippin, resigned.

E. A. Lalk has been appointed commercial agent of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound, with office at Aberdeen, Wash.,
succeeding R. J. Daniels, transferred to Tacoma, Wash. H. R.

McCann has been appointed traveling freight and passenger

agent, with headquarters at BelHngham, Wash.

J. H. Meglemry, commercial agent of the New York Central

Lines at .Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed division freight agent

of the Michigan Central, with office at Buflfalo, N. Y., succeed-

mg George C. Ransom, resigned to become chairman of the

Canadian Freight Association, and W. A. Shropshire, commer-
cial agent of the New York Central Lines, at Jacksonville, Fla.,

succeeds Mr. Meglemry. J. D. Bowden, traveling freight agent

at Tampa, Fla., succeeds Mr. Shropshire; R. A. Patten, solicit-

ing freight agent at Tampa, succeeds Mr. Bowden.

Randall Clifton, general freight agent of the Southern Rail-

way at Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed assistant freight

traffic manager, with headquarters at Washington, D. C, suc-

ceeding G. R. Browder, resigned to go to Sao Paulo, Brazil, as

freight director of the Brazil Railway Company. This com-

pany controls the Sorocabaiia. the Sao Paulo & Rio Grande

and the Madeiro Mamora railway companies. W. H. Paxton,

assistant general freight agent, at Atlanta, Ga., succeeds Mr.

Clifton. G. K. Caldwell, division freight agent, at Columbia,

S. C, succeeds Mr. Paxton. J. A. Smith, Jr., division freight
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agent, at Augusta, Ga., succeeds Mr. Caldwell. H. M. Cobb,

commercial agent at Charleston, S. C, succeeds Mr. Smith, with

office at Augusta.

William Darius Skinner, who has been appointed assistant

traffic manager of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Naviga-

tion Company, with office at Portland. Ore., as has been an-

nounced in these columns, was born April 10, 1873, at Cold-

water, Mich. He received a high school education at Cedar

Springs. Mich. Mr. Skinner began railway work July 2, 1890,

with the Iowa Central at Marshalltown. Iowa, where he occu-

pied various positions in the accounting department until Sep-

tember, 1894. his last position having been that of chief revis-

ing clerk. He then went with the Oregon Railroad & Naviga-

tion Company at Portland, Ore., where he was consecutively

revising clerk in the accounting department, chief clerk in the

freight accounting department, and chief clerk in the general

freight office. In September, 1904, Mr. Skinner was promoted

to assistant general freight agent of the O. R. & N. and the

Southern Pacific lines in Oregon, and on January 1, 1910, he

was made general freight and passenger agent of the Oregon &
Washington at Seattle, Wash. When the Oregon & Washing-

ton and the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company were

merged in the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Com-

pany in January-, 1911, he was given the same title with the

latter company, and from December 15. 1911, until July 22. 1912,

the date of his recent promotion to assistant traffic manager, he

was general freight agent in charge of rates and tariffs.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

William O'Connell has been appointed roadmaster of the

Kansas City Southern, with headquarters at Pittsburg, Kan.,

succeeding J. W. Ross, transferred to Neosho, Mo.

J. O. Enockson. roundhouse foreman of the Chicago, St.

Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, at Altoona. Wis., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic, with headquarters at Sioux City,

Iowa.

F. Lavis has been appointed chief engineer of the Argentine

Railway Company, with office at Buenos Aires, Argentine Re-

public. He retains his office as a consulting engineer at 50

Church street. New York.

Joseph Ury Crawford, consulting engineer of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., will

be retired under the pension rules of the company on Sep-

tember 1, as has been

announced in these col-

umns. He was born at

Ury Farm, Philadel-

phia, on August 25,

1842, and was educated

at John W. Faires"

school, from which he

went to the University

of Pennsylvania, in the

class of 1862. He served

in the Union army dur-

ing the Civil War.
From 1865 to 1870, he

was engaged in surveys

crossing the Allegheny
mountains for the At-

lantic & Great Western
Railroad, and in New
York and New Eng-
land upon surveys and
railway construction.

He entered the service

of the Pennsylvania
Railroad in 1871 as

senior assistant engineer of the Alexandria & Fredericksburg.

He was principal assistant engineer, and afterwards engineer, of

the California division of the Texas & Pacific, under Colonel

Thomas A. Scott, and, on his recommendation was appointed

consulting engineer of the government of Japan in 1878. On the

completion of his work in that country he was decorated by the

Emperor of Japan with the Order of the Rising Sun. After

U. Ciawlord.

he returned to this country he was employed by the late J

Gould to make transcontinental examinations and surve ;

between the Pacific coast and Salt Lake City, Utah, as well

as in Wyoming and Nebraska. In the fall of 1882 he returned

to the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad as chief engineer

of the Pennsylvania Schuylkill Valley Railroad, and in 188d

and 1887 built the Piedmont & Cumberland. He was ap-

pointed assistant to J. N. DuBarry, second vice-president of

the Pennsylvania Railroad in August, 1889. and on the deati

of that officer was appointed engineer of branch lines. Is

addition to that position he was a director of various brand
railways associated with the Pennsylvania system. On July

28, 1897, he was appointed chief engineer in charge of the

construction of the Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line, whicb

connects with the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk. From
October, 1898, to May, 1899, he was consulting engineer for

the L^nited States government to examine into and report

upon the transportation facilities in Cuba. On April 8, 1902,

he was appointed engineer of the New York Connecting Rail-

road, and has continued in that position. In the fall of 1911)

Mr. Crawford was again decorated by the Emperor of Japaa
for faithful service as consulting engineer and inspector of

the Imperial Government Railways, this time with the Order
of the Sacred Treasure. Insignia of the Third Class, Rising

Sun. Since January 5, 1911, he has been consulting engineer

of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Robert Robertson, who has " been for some time in the m^
chanical department of the Guayaquil & Quito, at La Tacun^,
Ecuador, has been appointed superintendent of motive power
and floating equipment, with headquarters at Huigra, succeed-

ing C. O. Bertsch, resigned.

A. J. Baumbush has been appointed general foreman of tie

New York Central & Hudson River, at the Grand Central Ter-

minal, New York. He will be in charge of inspection, repairs

and cleaning of all equipment entering the terminal, whether

owned by the New York, New Haven & Hartford on the New-

York Central.

For the purpose of investigation and consideration by the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern of special engineering sub-

jects the position of consulting engineer has been created.

with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio. Samuel Rockwell,

heretofore chief engineer, has been appointed consulting engi-

neer, reporting to the general manager. P. H. Dudley remain;

consulting engineer of the New York Central Lines, with of3c<

at New York.

Frank Ringer, whose appointment as engineer maintenancf

of way of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with office at Par-

sons, Kan., has been announced in these columns, was borr

August 17, 1869, at Paola, Kan. He is a graduate of thi

school of engineering of the University of Kansas. Mr

Ringer began railway work in June, 1894, with the Missonri

Kansas & Texas, and has been in continuous service on tha

road. He was levelman on location for six months; was rod

man and instrumentman on maintenance of way from Novem
ber, 1894, to May, 1895. and from the latter date until June

1902, was draftsman in the chief engineer's office. He wa

then appointed assistant engineer in the chief engineer's ofBd

in charge of location and construction of extensions in Okb
homa. and in April, 1905. was made resident engineer in charg

of maintenance of way at Sedalia. Mo., where he remaine

until February of the following year. He was principal a.'

sistant engineer, at Parsons, in charge of maintenance of wa

and extension improvements in Oklahoma, from February, 190'

to August. 1911. He was then appointed assistant chief ei

gineer, with office at St. Louis, Mo., which position he hel

until August 1, 1912, the date of his recent promotion to eng

neer maintenance of way.

OBITUARY.

Wesley C. Beach, engineer in charge of construction <

the Des Moines-Allerton cut-oflf of the Chicago, Rock Islar

& Pacific, died, following an operation, in Chicago c

August 23. Mr. Beach was 48 years of age.
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Hqmpm^nt anb ^ttj>)>lie$. 9u|>t)ly STro^e Jfewd.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Grand Trunk is in the market for 25 locomotives.

The Northern Pacific is figuring on 50 mikado locomotives.

SussDORF, Zaldo & Company, New York, are in the market
for 1 locomotive.

The Lehich Valley is in the market for 7 mikado loco-

motives and 5 Pacific type locomotives.

The Keystone Mills Company has ordered 1 mogul loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Canadian Pacific is in the market for 25 ten-wheel
locomotives and 25 consolidation locomotives.

The Pennsylvania Lines West have ordered 50 loco-

motives from the American Locomotive Company.

The San Antonio & Aransas Pass has ordered 10 consol-

dation locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Corporation.

The New Jersey Zinx Company has ordered 1 six-wheel
switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Palmetto Phosphate Company has ordered 1 six-

coupled double-ender locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The New York, New Ha\'en & Hartford is in the market
for 6 ten-wheel locomotives and 4 six-wheel switching loco-

motives. This company is also in the market for 10 under-
(rames for six-wheel switching locomotives.

The Pacific Gas & Electric Company, San Francisco, Cal.,

has ordered 1 four-wheel switching locomotive from the Amer-
can Locomotive Company. The dimensions of the cylinders

will be 11 in. x 16 in.; diameter of driving wheels will be 33 in.,

nd the total weight in working order will be 39,000 lbs.

The La Belle Iron Works, Steubenville, Ohio, has ordered
four-wheel switching locomotive from the American Loco-

notive Company. The dimensions of the cylinders will be
7 in. x 24 in. ; the diameter of the driving wheels will be SO
n., and the total weight in working order will be 98,000 lbs.

The BucKiYE Steel Castings Company, Columbus, Ohio,

las ordered 1 six-wheel switching locomotive from the Amer-
can Locomotive Company. The dimensions of the cylinders

vill be 20 in. x 26 in. ; the diameter of the driving wheels will

)e SO in., and the total weight in working order will be 129,000

bs.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh has ordered 1 Pa-
ific type locomotive and 9 mikado locomotives from the Amer-
can Locomotive Company. The Pacific type locomotive will

lave 24^ in. x 26 in. cylinders; 73 in. driving wheels, and in

irorking order will weigh 258,000 lbs. The mikado locomotives
i^ill have 26j4-in. x 30-in. cylinders; 63-in. driving wheels, and
n working order will weigh 275,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Wab.\sh is making inquiries for 500 hopper cars.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is in the market for 65 coaches.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is in the market for 2,000

lox cars.

The Northern Pacific is in the market for 2,500 center sills

or 40-ton box cars.

j
The Armour Car Lines. Chicago, will build 500 refrigerator

fjars at the company's shops.

The Wells Fargo Express Company, New York, is in the

parket for from 40 to 75 express cars.

!
The Kansas City Southern is in the market for 1,000 coal

jars, 200 automobile cars and 100 ballast cars.

1 The Canadian Pacific is in the market for 1,000 box cars,

P baggage cars, IS tourist cars and 10 first-class coaches.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is making inquiries for

0,000 tons of rails.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is making inquiries for

0.000 tons of rails.

The American Locomotive Company, New York, has received
an order from the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation
Company for one 12-ft. cut, scoop-wheel, rotary snow plow,
with 9,000-gal. tender, and with 18-in. x 26-in. cylinders.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered four car floats for

use in the New York harbor. Two of the floats will be built

by the American Car & Foundry Company, New York; one by
the Perth .-^mboy Dry Dock Company, Perth Amboy, N. J.,

and the other by Ira Bushley, Brooklyn, N. Y.

W. M. Davidson, associated with J. W. Forsinger, Chicago,
in charge of railway time inspection service, has resigned to

enter partnership with R. S. Church, chief watch inspector for

several large western roads. The new firm will be Church,
Davidson & Company, with headquarters in Chicago.

E. L. Burdick. whose resignation as assistant engineer of

tests of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters
in Topeka. Kan., effective on September 1, was announced last

week, has been appointed mechanical engineer of the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.,

with ofiice in that city.

K. F. Nystrom has been appointed mechanical engineer of

the Acme Supply Company, Chicago, with office in that city.

Mr. Nystrom was formerly connected with the Southern Pa-
cific as designing engineer for its electric motor cars, and later

was assistant mechanical engineer at the St, Charles, 111., plant

of the American Car & Foundry Company, New York.

The Isthmian Canal Commission will receive bids until Sep-

tember 4 on miscellaneous supplies, including galvanized sheet

iron and steel. Babbitt metal, brass tubing, chain, iron and steel

washers, steam and water gages, hose, packing, gaskets, mag-
nesia pipe covering, etc. (Circular 726) ; and until September

10, on iron and steel castings, steel reinforcing bars, cross ties,

etc. (Circular 727).

The Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has received

a contract to equip the Duluth, Minn., plant of the Minnesota

Steel Company. The equipment includes one 40-in. reversing

blooming mill, one 28-in. finishing mill, one 18-in. roughing mill,

a 40-in. and 60-in. x 60-in. twin tandem reversing engine, and a

28-in. rail mill with manipulator and gear. The contract is for

delivery within from eight months to a year.

Henry W. Jacobs, as was mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazeiie of August 23, has been made president of the Oxweld

Railroad Service Company, Chicago. This company was organ-

ized to install ox>'-

acetylene welding plants

on railways. G. H.

Pearsall and C. B.

Moore, who were re-

cently made vice-presi-

dents of the Jacobs-Shu-

pert U. S. Firebox Com-
pany. New York, as

mentioned in the Rail-

li-ay Age Gacette of July

5, page 35, have also

been made vice-presi-

dent and vice-president

and treasurer, respec-

tively, of the O.xweld

company. Mr. Jacobs

was born in Atchison,

Kan., September 28,

1874. At the age of 13

he began his appren-

ticeship as machinist,

moulder and structural

iron worker in the Seat-

on Foundry & Machine

Company, Atchison. After serving five years with that com-

pany, he went to the United States Gun Shop, Washington,

D. C, as machinist. He familiarized himself with the design,

construction and performance of marine engines, as for sev-

eral years he was engaged in testing marine machinery on ves-

Henry W. Jacobs.
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sels. He then went to the Sprague Electric Company, New
York, and later to the Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere,

N. J. He then went to R. Hoe & Company, makers of printing

presses and newspaper machinery, as tool designer. In 1899 he

was made superintendent of the Vulcan Engineering Company,
New York, engaged in general repair work and building sta-

tionary and marine machinery. He then entered railway serv-

ice as tool foreman of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. He
held this position at various shops of that road until 1903,

when he was made shop demonstrator of the Omaha, Neb.,

shops of the Union Paciiic. Later he was given supervision of

shop practices and methods in all the repair shops of that com-

pany. In 1904 he was made engineer of shop methods for the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and in December, 1906, assistant

superintendent of motive power, with jurisdiction over the

entire system, which position he held until July 1, 1912. when
he resigned to go to the Oxweld company.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Denn'er & Rio Gr.^nde.—The passenger department has issued

a handsome folder in the interest of the forty-sixth National

Encampment of the G. A. R., to be held in Los Angeles, Cal.,

September 9-14. The folder is illustrated with views in and

around Los Angeles and along the route.

Pumping by Compressed Air.—The Ingersoll-Rand Company,

New York, has devoted catalog No. 75 to Water Lifted by

Compressed Air. This catalog is well illustrated and explains

thoroughly the different methods employed, and includes fig-

ures showing the actual cost of operating the installations.

Hydro-Electric Power Dex'ELopment.—The General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has published bulletin No. 4966

on Hydro-Electric Pow-er Development, illustrating and de-

scribing in considerable detail a number of important develop-

ments of this nature. The bulletin includes a long list of large

transformers built by this company.

White Ru-er De\xlopment.—The Stone & Webster Engi-

neering Corporation, Boston, Mass., has published an unusu-

ally attractive booklet entitled White River Development, in

which the work done by this corporation in the Puget Sound

district of Washington is illustrated and described. The book-

let is an excellent example of how attractive an industrial pub-

lication may be made. The photographs are clear and well

chosen, and the typography and paper are of the best. It is

bound in heavy green paper and on the cover is a tastefully

colored bird's-eye view of the region described.

Gr.\ix Elevators in Russia.—It is reported that a group of

Ameri-an capitalists have approached the Russian government

with a request for permission to form a company, the object

of which would be to equip Russia with a system of grim ele-

vators The government, however, is also considering the con-

struction of a number of such granaries.

New Bridge for the Vogal Ru-er, Russia.—The Russian

government has consented to the construction of a bridge across

the Volga river near Simbirsk. This will be the fifth bridge

and the longest of all. It will have a length of 6.300 ft. The
bridge will provide an outlet for grain from the province of

Ufa. The construction of the bridge is intrusted to the Volga-

Bougoulma railway.

New Lines in Ru5sl\.—The Tumen-Omsk railway will be

completed before the end of the year. The ministry of ways

of communication proposes to divide this Siberian line into

two separate railways—the Tomsk railway and the Omsk rail-

way with the Omsk-Tumen branch. A group of Moscow
financiers has applied to the ministry of finance for permission

to construct the Kazan-Ekaterinburg railway, with a branch

from Nizhni-Novgorod to Kotelnitch. The Moscow railway

had previously applied for the concession, and in view of the

fact that there are now other competitors, the ministry's de-

cision of the question has been postponed until autumn. The
head office of the newly formed East Ural railway will be lo-

cated in St. Petersburg and the management of the line at

Ekaterinburg. Besides this line, several others in the east of

Russia are to have their official headquarters in St. Petersburg.

ilaUttta]^ ([lottdlruflton.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Albuquerque Eastern.—See New Mexico Central.

Arkansas Roads.—Residents of Texarkana, Ark., are organ-
izing a company to build from Texarkana northeast via Nash-
ville, New Boston and DeKalb to Clarksville, about 140 miles.

Rollin W. Rodgers, Texarkana, may be addressed.

Bingham & Garfield.—An officer writes that this company,
which operates a line from Garfield Junction, Utah, south to

Bingham, 19^ miles, has given a contract to the Utah Con-
struction Company to build an extension from the southern
terminus north, thence south into the Bingham mining district.

The extension is located on steep mountain sides, working
from a level of 6,340 ft. above sea level to an elevation of 6,687

ft. It will be a switchback railway on 4 per cent, maximum
grades, compensated, and with 16 deg. maximum curves,

There will be two wooden frame trestles on pile foundations,

one 428 ft. long with a maximum height of 30 ft., and one 590

ft. long with a maximum height of 91 ft. The company is

building a five-stall engine house, car repair shop, and coaling

station at Magna, also the necessary hotel accommodations,
sleeping quarters, etc., for the employees. The Bingham &
Garfield was originally built to carry ore from the Bingham
mining district to the mills and smelters at Garfield. H. C
Goodrich, chief engineer. Salt Lake City.

Canadian Pacific.—According to press reports, the Canadiat

Pacific has under consideration the question of building an ex-

tension north via Chatham, Ont., and Petrolia to Sarnia

J. M. R. Fairbaim, Montreal, Que., is assistant chief engineei

of the eastern lines.

Cherryvai.e, Oklahoma & Texas.—This company was incor-

porated in Oklahoma in 1902 to build from Kansas City, Mo.
southwest to El Paso, Tex. In June last it was said that grad

ing had been finished on about 30 miles from Caney, Kan., soutl

to Nowata, Okla. The company gave notice in Paris somi

weeks ago of its intention to exchange some of its outstanding

bonds for a new issue, so that all of the $2,000,000 bonds out

standing shall have the same par value. Last May the com
pany filed an application in Oklahoma to change its name to th

Kansas, Oklahoma & Southwestern. It is the intention, it i

said, to complete the line from Caney, southwest to Siloan

Springs. Ark., 100 miles, and from Caney to Pawhuska, Okla

40 miles. The directors include R. E. Wade, G. A. Masters, S

M. Porter, Caney. (May 31, p. 1220.)

Clarksburg Northern.—An officer writes that the general con-

tract has been given to Joseph Fuccy, New Martinsville, W. Va,

to build from New Martinsville, south via Middlebourne, Center-

ville, Shirley. Center Point, Sedalia and Pittsburgh Landing to

Salem, 49 miles. Grading on the first 14 miles has been finished

to Middlebourne, and track has been laid on H mile. The maxi-

mum grade will be 2 per cent., and maximum curvature 12 deg.

There will be a 110- ft. steel bridge and a 46-ft. steel bridge. The

following trestles will be put up: 20 ft. high and 1,155 ft. long;

45 ft. high and 300 ft. long; 40 ft. high and 600 ft. long; 76 ft.

high and 315 ft. long; and 17 trestles having an average height

of 12 ft., and an average length of 78 ft. The company expects

to develop a traffic in coal and farm produce. Joseph Fuccy,

president; H. M. Fry, chief engineer, New Martinsville.

Dallas Southern Traction.—The Stone & Webster Manage-

ment Association, Boston, Mass., has finished work on the Dallas

Southern Traction from Dallas, Tex., south to Waxahachie,

about 30 miles, and the line is ready for operation. [See Texas

Roads (Electric) 1, July 12, p. 81.

Grand Trunk.—The Southern New England is surveying a

line from the Central Vermont westward -to Holyoke, Mass.,

about 15 miles.

Surveyors for the line from New Hampshire southward to

Boston. Mass., are now engaged under the direction of George

M. Thompson in running a line through the towns of Dunstable,

Tyngsboro, Lowell, Billerica, Bedford, Lexington and Arling-

ton. (June 14, p. 1364.)
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Grand Trunk Pacific—The Pacific Great Eastern recently

started a fifth surveying party out of Vancouver, B. C, to the

section southwest of Lillooet, B. C. which is said to be the

roughest district through which the line is to be built. Surveys
are also being made west of West Vancouver and northeast

of Newport, at the head of Howe sound. The plans call for

building from Vancouver north to the Grand Trunk Pacific

at Fort George, about 350 miles. J. W. Stewart, of Foley,

Welch & Stewart. St. Paul, Minn., may be addressed. (Au-
gust 2, p. 229.)

According to press reports, work has been started on a 22-

mile line from a connection with the Great Northern, at Niobe,

N. Dak., to a point on the Canadian boundary 12 miles west
of North Portal, Sask., where connection is to be made with

the Grand Trunk Pacific.

Hudson Bay Railway.—Bids are being received until Sep-
tember 12, by L. K. Jones, assistant deputy minister and sec-

retary. Department of Railways & Canals, Ottawa, Ont., for

building the Hudson Bay Railway from Split Lake Junction,

Keewatin, to the Hudson Bay terminus. Separate bids are

wanted for work from Split Lake Junction northeast to Port

Nelson, on Hudson bay, about 165 miles, and from Split Lake
Junction northeast to Fort Churchill, about 245 miles. J. D.

McArthur, Winnipeg. Man., has the contract to build the first

section of 185 miles from LePas, Keewatin, northeast, and has

recently been given a contract for an additional 68-mile section

from Thicket Portage to Split Lake Junction. (July 19, p. 143.)

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.—According to press re-

ports, a contract has been given to M. A. Wogan, for grading

work on the section between Fort Stockton, Tex., and Alpine.

The track laying is to be carried out by the company's men.

W. W. Colpitts. chief engineer, Kansas City, Mo. (July 12,

p. 81.)

Kansas, Oklahoma &: Southwestern.—See Cherryvale,

Oklahoma & Texas.

Lake Erie & Northern (Electric).—An officer writes thai

contracts arc to be let about September 15. The plans call

for building from Brantford. Ont., to Port Dover, and to Gait.

The cut and fill work will average 20,000 cu. yds. a mile. The
maximum grades will be 1 per cent., maximum curvature 6 deg.

There will be one steel bridge 450 ft. long, and another 438 ft.

long. The company expects to develop traffic in coal, metals,

agricultural machinery and agricultural products. John Muir,

president; W. P. Kellett, chief engineer, Brantford. (June 14,

p. 1365.)

Manistee & Repton.—An officer of this company, which

operates a line from Manistee Junction, Ala., west to Manistee,

19 miles, writes that the company has finished work on a

4!/i-mile line north to Monroeville. and the line is now open

for freight business. J. A. Kauffman, vice-president and gen-

eral manager, Manistee.

Massachusetts Ro.\ds (Electric).—According to press re-

ports, work is to be pushed on the line building from a connec-

tion with the Berkshire Street Railway at Lee, Mass., southeast

to a connection witli the Springfield Street Railway Company at

Huntington, 27 miles. The Western Massachusetts Construc-

tion Company has the contract, and has sublet some of the

work to Carter & Company. It is planned to finish the work

by January 1, 1913.

Mount Ida, Ouachita Valley & Hot Springs.—According

to press reports, construction work is to be started at once on

a hne to connect Mount Ida, Ark., with Womble. 12 miles.

Dr. G. Cox is president, and C. C Godman. Forth Smith, Ark.,

is interested.

New Mexico Central.—Regarding the reports that the

branch to be built under the name of the Albuquerque Eastern

15 to be completed at an early date from Moriarty, N. Mex.,

west to Albuquerque, about 45 miles; an officer writes that

the New Mexico Central being still in the hands of a receiver,

it has not been decided when action will be taken to carry out

this work. H. A. Coomer, general manager, Santa Fe, N. Mex.

New York Subways.—Bids for the construction of four ad-

ditional sections of the new rapid transit system have been

asked by the New York Public Service Commission. First d:s-

trict, bids to be opened on September 10, 11, 12 and 13. The
cost of these sections will probably be about $10,000,000. The
four sections include one section in Manhattan, one in the
Bronx and two in Brooklyn. The Manhattan section is in

the southern part of Manhattan, and will connect the proposed
East river tunnel with the Broadway subway, to be operated
by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company. The Bronx section
is in 138th street and Southern Boulevard, and forms the
first part of the Pelham bay branch of the Lexington avenue
subway, which will be operated by the Interborough. The two
Brooklyn sections are an extension of the Fourth avenue sub-
way in Brooklyn from Forty-third street down Fourth avenue
to Eighty-ninth street. These will be operated by the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Company. (August 9, p. 271.)

Oregon Roads.—The Silver Falls Lumber Company, Port-
land, Ore., has given a contract to Flagg & Standifer, Portland,
to build a 2S-mile logging line from Silverton, Ore., south-
easterly.

Pacific Great Eastern.—See Grand Trunk Pacific.

Shelbyville & Frankfort (Electric).—An officer writes that

the prospects of building are good. The projected route is

from Shelbyville, Ky., east via Clay Village, Graefenburg and
Bridgeport to Frankfort, about 25 miles. There will be two
200-ft. steel bridges. E. H. Taylor, Jr., president, Frankfort,
and Rowland Cox, chief engineer, Taylorville.

Southern New England.—See Grand Trunk.

Tennessee Northeastern.—This company, which was incor-

porated several years ago to build 80 miles of line in Tennessee,
is planning to sell $750,(XX) of bonds. The original plans call

for building from Winfield, Tenn., on the Cincinnati, New
Orleans & Texas Pacific, southwest through Scott, Fentress,

Cumberland and White counties, to a point on the Nashville,

Chattanooga, & St. Louis, near Ravenscroft, about 80 miles. The
line will open up coal and timber sections. D. L. Fickes, presi-

.

dent, Scranton, Pa. ; W. R. Case, secretary, Jamestown, Tenn.
(See an item under Railway Financial News.)

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Brantford, Ont.—See Lake Erie & Northern (Electric) under
Railway Construction.

Cumberland, Md.—The Baltimore & Ohio will build a

freight house and team track at Cumberland. The freight

house will be 37 ft. wide x 150 ft. long, with platform exten-

sions at both ends. The building will have concrete founda-
tions, steel or concrete frame with rolling steel frame doors
and slate roof. A contract for this improvement has been

given to P. Farrell, of Cincinnati, Ohio. The cost of the

work will be about $50,000. New engine terminals will also be

built at Cumberland, to include a new 31-stall engine house.

In addition there w-ill be a power house 65 ft. x 65 ft., with a

radial brick stack 150 ft. high, and a machine shop 70 ft. wide

X 142 ft. long. These three buildings will be constructed of

brick and steel. A cinder pit 150 ft. long will be built to ac-

commodate engines on two tracks. There will be a reinforced

concrete mechanical coaling station, with a storage capacity of

600 tons of coal and serving four tracks, also a frame sand

house with a capacity of 3(X) tons of wet sand and 100 tons of

dry sand, and two concrete inspection pits, 30 ft. long, as

well as a new tank sewer with numerous branches furnishing

a new water supply system. The total cost of the engine ter-

minals will be about $500.(X)0.

Ellwood City, Pa.—The new union station which is near-

ing completion at Ellwood City, will be used jointly by the Bal-

umore & Ohio and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. The building

is 100 ft. long X 26 ft. wide, constructed of pressed brick with

red tile roof, with concrete foundations. It was necessary to

change the grade of Fifth street, which formerly crossed the

tracks at grade. This street will now run beneath the tracks.

The improvements will cost about $75,000.

Grand Forks, B. C—The Canadian Pacific and the Kettle

Valley are preparing plans for a joint passenger terminal,

machine shops and 10-stall r?undhouse.
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Harlingen, Tex.—The St. Louis & San Francisco is pre-
paring to erect a new passenger depot and freight station and
to make several improvements to its freight yard facilities.

Jersey City, N. J.—The Central of New Jersey has given a
contract to G. B. Spearin. New York, for putting up a creo-
soted pile pier, 65 ft. x 800 ft., at Jersey City, to cost about
$100,000.

Kalamazoo, Mich.—The Grand Rapids & Indiana will build
a new roundhouse and an addition to its freight house.

Magna, Utah.—See Bingham & Garfield, under Railway
Construction.

Memphis, Tenn.—The Illinois Central is conducting negotia-
tions with the city officials at Memphis regarding plans for the
new union station to be built by the Illinois Central and to be
used also by the Chicago Rock Island & Pacific and St. Louis
& San Francisco.

New M.^rtinsville, W. Va.—See Clarksburg Northern under
Railway Construction.

New Orleans, La.—According to press reports, the St. Louis
& San Francisco has given a contract to W. M. Wren. New
Orleans, for some of the work on slips, piers, etc., at Chalmette.

Pembroke, Ont.—A by-law has been passed at Pembroke
granting to the Canadian Northern a bonus of $25,000, ex-
emption from taxation, and free water for a period of 25 years.

The railway company has agreed to make Pembroke a di-

visional point and to put up shops at that place.

Pensacola, Fla.—An officer of the Georgia, Florida & Ala-
bama writes that bids will be opened in about 30 days to put
up a freight house in Pensacola. The building is to be of

brick and concrete construction, one story high, 40 ft. wide x
110 ft. long.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Baltimore & Ohio has given a contract

to W. F. Trimble & Son, Pittsburgh, Pa., to extend its railway
sheds at Pittsburgh. Three sheds will be built, 300 ft. long x
18 ft. wide. The cost of this improvement will be $10,000.

Richmond, VA.^Bids are wanted by Nolan & Baskerville,

architects, Richmond, for a brick station and office building

38 ft. X 115 ft., to be two stories high. The building is to be

built at Twenty-ninth and P streets, Richmond, for the Rich-

mond & Rappahannock River. The improvements will cost

about $20,000.

Shelbyville, Ky.—See Shelby ville & Frankfort (Electric)

under Railway Construction.

Tuscaloosa, Ala.—An officer of the Tuscaloosa Mineral

writes that a contract has been given to A. M. Walkup, Rich-

mond, Va., for putting up a passenger station at Tuscaloosa

street and 24th avenue, Tuscaloosa. The building is to be 40
ft. high, 30 ft. wide x 168 ft. long. It will be built of pressed

brick with tile roof.

Twenty-four .O'Clock System on the Continent.—At
present the time tables of the Belgian, Italian, Spanish and
French railways show times from 1 to 24 o'clock.

Chilean Go\TJtNMENT Railway Statistics.—In 1901 the

Chilean government railwaj's had in use 292 locomotives, 4,057

freight cars, and 323 passenger coaches, while in 1911 the num-
bers were 633 locomotives, 7.194 freight cars, and 452 passenger

coaches. The receipts of the lines increased in the decade from

$5,360,520, to $11,513,040, while the operating expenses in-

creased from $6,177,270 to $14,132,078.

Coal Shortage in Chile.—Owing to a shortage of coal,

many of the Chilean government railway trains have been tem-

porarily suspended. This comes as a result of the late coal

strike in England, from which country about 500,000 tons of

coal are imported into Chile annually. In 1904 the Chilean

government railways consumed 241,629 tons of Chilean coal,

against 12,707 tons of imported coal, while during 1911 they

consumed 403.050 tons of Chilean coal, against 116,209 tons of

imported coal. During 1910 they consumed 222,725 tons of

Chilean coal, against 267„211 tons of imported coal.

Bailttta^ WtnanciaX Netti».

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—The Ohio Pub-
lic Service Commission has authorized the company to issue
$1,578,000 of its own bonds and to have its subsidiary, the
Cincinnati Northern, issue $144,000 bonds. The bonds are
to be sold at not less than 92 for the C. C. C. & St. L and
90 for the C. N.

Columbus Connecting & Terminal.—See Norfolk & Western.

Kansas City Outer Belt & Elevated.—This company, whose
property was to form the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient's
Kansas City terminal, has outstanding $1,788,000 bonds, which
the bondholders' protective committee, John W. Flatten, chair-
man, asks the deposit of with the United States Mortgage &
Trust Company, New York.

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient,—See Kansas City Outer Belt
& Elevated,

Norfolk Southern.—Suit has been brought in the superior
court of Wake county, N. C, to enjoin the making of a mort-
gage for $6,000,000 to secure bonds or notes to be issued to

retire the 3-year 6 per cent, notes, of which $5,425,000 were
issued to acquire the Raleigh, Charlotte & Southern, and to
make certain extensions.

Norfolk & Western.— ."^t the annual meeting of the stock-

holders, to be held October 10, the proposal will be submit-
ted to buy the property of the Columbus Connecting & Ter-
minal, which corporation the Norfolk & Western controls.

Pere Marquette.—Newman Erb has resigned as a receiver, as

mentioned last week, and Samuel M. Felton, president of the

Chicago Great Western, has been appointed a receiver to

succeed Mr. Erb; he retains his position on the C. G. W.
The three receivers are now S. M. Felton, Frank W. Blair

and Dudley E. Waters.

Tennessee Northeastern,—This company, mentioned in Rail-

way Construction, is making preparations to offer in France
$750,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1909-1949.

Securing Railway Concessions in Russia.—In order to se-

cure a concession for the construction of a railway in Russia

it is required : To apply to the minister of railways and means
of communication with a request to obtain the imperial order

for the making of investigations and surveys of the proposed
railway line. Upon completion of investigations and surveys,

to apply to the minister of railways with a petition requesting

the granting of the concession. To this petition are to be at-

tached detailed technical, economical, and financial investigations

and surveys, drawings, statements of freight traffic, and the cost

of the railway. In the same petition request is made for sanction

to submit a bond, the size of which is left to the discretion of

the minister. The whole is then turned over to the commission

on new railways If the construction of such road be recognized

by the commission as necessary and feasible, then the commission

on new railways will transmit the whole case to the council of

ministers, which reviews the case anew both as to the findings of

the commission and as to the documents submitted by the conces-

sionaires. It is necessary to have one's own special representative

present before the commission on new railways to give infor-

mation upon the proposition submitted and to defend the prac-

ticability of the same. From the council of ministers the whole

case is then turned over to the second department of the im-

perial council, which ratifies and confirms the concession for

the given person or group of persons. When the concession is

received and the second department of the imperial council

permitted to form and organize a new association or company

for the construction of the railway, it is then the proper time

to apply to the minister of finance, with whom negotiations are

conducted about the issue of stock, the guarantees of the gov-

ernment, and when the capital shall be collected and deposited.

Ordinarily the capital must be deposited in the government bank,

at specified periods, and from there it is received, in portions,

by the association or company. If there arise differences of

opinion in the council of ministers an interdepartmental commis-

sion is formed to review the whole matter.

—

Coosiilar Report.



ANNUAL REPORT
LEHIGH VALLEY RAILROAD COMPANY—FIFTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT.

Philade August 19, 191j
To the Stockholders of the

LsHiGK Valley Railroad Company.
The Board of Directors herewith submit the annual report of the business

and condition of your Company for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912.

MILEAGE,

w , The first track mileage owned or controlled and operated by the Lehigh
Valley Railroad Company, the main line of which is double track,
ing from Jersey City, N. J., to Buffalo and Suspension Bridge,
IS as follows:

—

Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
Controlled by ownership of entire capital stock
Controlled by ownership of majority of capital stock
Operated under lease

Total mileage operated (owned or controlled) 1,390.89
Trackage rights over railroads owned by other companies 63.05

Total first track 1,453.94

In addition to the above, there arc 605.89 miles, or 41.67 per cent., of
second track, 73.27 miles of third track, 37.58 miles of fourth track and
1,173.67 miles of yard tracks and sidings, a total of 3.344.35 miles of track
in operation at the close of the year. A detailed statement of track mileage
IS shown on pages 45 to 47. The average number of miles of railway
operated for the year was 1.440,72, upon which the mileage statistics in
certain tables submitted in this report are based.
The increase of 24.25 miles of first tr£

additional track during the year and to th
rights from other companies.

OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES.
The gross revenues and expenses and net revenue from the

the entire system for the fiscal year, not including other incoi
with similar figures for the fiscal year 1911, are shown belov
plete income account appears on page 22.

'< is due to the construction of
acquirement of further trackage

Gross Operating Revenues.

From 1912.

Coal freight $16,301,316.24
Merchandise freight ... " "'

Passenger
Mail
Express
Other transportation
Miscellaneous

14,591.239.56
4,703,733.52
191,703.74
471.957.22
379.919.42
266,065.51

1911.

$17,155,534.15
14,687,291.27
4,568,029.75
190,760.08
453,819.83
360,717.36
271,250.55

Total operating revenues $36,905,935.21 $37,687,402.99

Operating Expenses.

1912.
Maintenance of way and struc-

tures $3,963,589. 1

2

Maintenance of equipment.... 6,313.316.76
Traffic expenses 980.1 16.82
Transportation expenses 12,606,961.58
General expenses 856,265.53

1911.

$3,620,176.26
6,003,286.95
1,010,675.41

11.979,278.24
793,901.50

Increase
or Decrease.

—$854,217.91
—96,051.71
135,703.77

943.66
18,137.39
19,202.06

—5,185.04

-$781,467.78

$343,412.86
310,029.81

—30,558.59
627,683.34
62,364.03

Total operating expenses. . .$24,720,249.81 $23,407,318.36 $1,312,931.45

Net Operating Revenue $12,185,685.40 $14,280,084.63 —$2,094,399.23

Ratio of operating expenses to
operating revenues 66.98% 62.11% 4.87%

OPERATING REVENUES.
Coal Freight.

The revenue derived from the transportation of coal and coke was
$16,301,316.24, a decrease of $854,217.91, or 4.98 per cent., as compared
with the preceding twelve months. This decrease is due entirely to the
suspension of anthracite mining during the months of April and May.
The percentage of coal freight revenue to total operating revenues was

44.17 per cent., a decrease of 1.35 per cent.
The coal and coke transported, excluding the Company's supply coal, was

15.166,853 tons, a decrease of 422,897 tons, or 2.71 per cent.
The number of tons moved one mile was 2.313,939,406, a decrease of

55.600,923 ton miles, or 2.35 per cent.
The average haul was 152.57 miles, an increase of .58 mile, or .38 per

cent.

This class of tonnage was 54.14 per cent, of the total tonnage hauled
during the year, a decrease of .54 per cent.

Merchandise Freight.
The transportation of merchandise freight produced a revenue of $14,-

591,239.56, a decrease of $96,051.71. or .65 per cent., as compared with the
preceding year.
The percentage of revenue derived from the transportation of merchandise

freight was 39.54 per cent, of the total operating revenues, an increase of
• 57 per cent.
The tonnage moved, excluding Company's material, was 12.846,447 tons,

a decrease of 76,115 tons, or .59 per cent.
The number of tons carried one mile was 2,471,137,980, a decrease of

43,527,888 ton miles, or 1.73 per cent.
The average haul was 192.36 miles, a decrease of 2.23 miles, or 1.15

per cent.

General Freight.
The total revenue from both coal and merchandise freight was $30,892,-

555.80, a decrease of $950,269.62,
....

preceding twelve months.
The entire freight traffic

499.012 tons, or 1.75 per cent.
The number of tons carried one

99.128,811 ten miles, or 2.03 per c<

The average haul was 170.81 mil
cent.

The average revenue per ton was 110.28 cents, as compared with 111.68
cents last year, a decrease of 1.40 cents, or 1.25 per cent.

Company's freight, not included in the above, amounted to 2,944,379
tons, a decrease of 52.233 tons, or 1.74 per cent.
The total freight train mileage was 8,452,978 miles, a decrease of 522,992

miles, or 5.83 per cent.
The revenue received per freight train mile was $3.65, an increase of

$0.10, or 2.82 per cent.
The average trainload of revenue freight was 566.08 tons, an increase

of 21.94 tons, or 4.03 per cent. Including Company's freight, the average
trainload was 587.51 tons, an increase of 23.07 tons, or 4.09 per cent.

Passenger.
The receipts from passenger traffic amounted to $4,703,733.52, an in-

crease of $135,703.77, or 2.97 per cent., over the preceding year.
The total number of passengers carried was 5,349,848, a decrease of 9,906,

or .18 per cent.
The number of passengers carried one mile increased 7,034,010, or 2.73

per cent.

The average revenue per passenger was 87.92 cents, an increase of 2.69
cents, or 3.16 per cent.
The average revenue per passenger per mile was 1.775 cents, an increase

of .004 cent, or .23 per cent.

The average distance traveled by each passenger was 49.53 miles, an
increase of 1.40 miles, or 2.91 per cent.

Passenger train mileage was 4,523,420, an increase of 75,371 miles, or
1.69 per cent., as compared with an increase in this revenue of 2.97 per
cent.
The average revenue from passengers per passenger train mile was

103.99 cents, an increase of 1.29 cents, or 1.26 per cent.

Mail.

The compensation received from the Federal Government for the trans-

portation of United States mails was $191,703.74, an increase of $943.66.

Express.

The revenue from this class of business amounted to $471,957.22, an in-

crease of $18,137.39.

Other Transportation.

The earnings derived from transportation other than shown under the
preceding headings were $379,919.42, an increase of $19,202.06.

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous revenue amounted to $266,065.51, a decrease of $5,135.04.

OPERATING EXPENSES.
Maintenance of Way.

The sum of $3,963,589.12 was expended during he year for the mainte-
nance of way and structures, an increase of $343,412.86, oi 9.49 per cent.,
over the preceding year.
Four steel bridges, one concrete-steel bridge and one wooden bridge

were built in connection with additional track construction. Seventeen
steel bridges and nine concrete-steel bridges w'ere placed in the track,
replacing light steel or wooden bridges. Ten steel bridges were strength-
ened and one steel bridge extended. Twenty-one bridges were replaced by
culverts and two small bridges were abandoned and the openings filled.

One wooden highway bridge was replaced by a steel structure and one light

steel highway bridge was replaced by a heavier steel bridge.
12,233 tons of 110-pound rail, 15,817 tons of 100-pound rail and 5.805

tons of 90-pound rail, together with necessary frogs, switches, etc., were
placed in the track.

919.068 tie plates and 534.228 anti rail creepers were used.
614,737 cross ties, 2,289,166 feet B. M. switch ties, 917,051 feet B. M.

bridge ties and lumber amounting to 5.155.206 feet B. M. were used.
306.501 of the cross ties. 1,088.328 feet B. M. of switch ties and 709.824

feet B. M. of bridge ties were treated with creosote,

111.927 cubic yards of crushed stone were used in ballasting track.

71.396 feet of drain tile were placed in the roadbed.
17.54 miles of new telegraph and telephone pole line were erected. 140.59

miles rebuilt and 53.60 miles reset. 930.79 miles of copper and 48.20 miles
of iron wire were used in extending and renewing the telephone, telegraph
and signal wires on the system.

Maintenance of Equipment.

Charges amounting to $6,313,316.76 were made for the maintenance of
equipment, an increase of $310,029.81. or 5.16 per cent., over the previous

twelve months. As required in the classification of accounts prescribed by
the Interstate Commerce Commission, there is included in this amount a
charge of $1,102,502.92 for depreciation of equipment.
The following new equipment has been added to the property and charged

to Capital Account during the year: Ten freight locomotives, twenty-five

switching locomotives, forty-six steel passeneer coaches, twenty steel smok-
ing cars, two steel dining cars, two steel library cars, ten steel combined
passenger and baggage cars, fifteen steel combined baggage and mail cars,

twenty-five steel baggage and express cars, three steel postal cars, twenty
steel underframe milk cars, three caboose cars, two steam wrecking cranes,

four locomotive cranes, twelve steel underframe pneumatic air-dump cars

and one unloader.
In addition to the foregoing, orders h

additional freight locomotives, three combi
one thousand steel underframe refrigerator

"Twenty-two passenger coaches, three c<

cars and one combined baggage and mail

men's cars. Ten freight equipment cars \

Nineteen worn-out locomotives, twelve
passeneer and baggage cars, four milk c

road

per cent., as compared with the

ted to 28,013,300 tons, a decrease of

mile was 4,785,077,386, a decrease of
ent.

decrease of .49 miles, or .29 per

during the year and thi

through operating expenses.
671 locomotives received heavy and gen
One dining car was rebuilt. 431 passergi

repairs. 369 were painted and varnished
lights. Steel underframes were appi

ave been placed for twenty-two
ned passenger and baggage cars,

cars and two locomotive cranes.

ombined passenger and baggage
car were converted into work-

vere transferred to road service.

passenger coaches, six combined
our milk cars, 226 freight equipment cars

e condemned and either sold or destroyed
written off the books by appropriate charges

il repairs.
eciuipment cars received heavy
d nine equipped with electric

„..^ _^, _) 2.438 wooden freight cars.

total of 7^631 cars so equipp'ed during the last four years. 20,467

freieht equipment cars received heavy and general repairs.

The total number of locomotives on hand at the dose of the year was

003 with a tractive power of 25.734.655 pounds. The total number of

freight equipment was 43.750 with a capacity of 1.584.692 tons.
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Traffic Expenses.

This class of expenses amounted to $980,116.82, a decrease of $30,558.59

as compared with the previous twelve months.

Transportation Expenses.

The total cost of conducting transportation was $12,606,961.58, an in-

crease of $627,683.34, or 5.24 per cent., over the preceding year.

The ratio of transportation expenses to total operating revenues was

34.16 per cent., as compared with 31.79 per cent, last year, an increase ot

2.37 per cent.

General Expenses.

This item amounted to $856,265.53, or 2.32 per cent, of the total operating

revenues.
Taxes.

The taxes accrued on your property, capital and business during the year

amounted to $1,451,311.17. which is an increase of $305,834.48 over the

preceding year. The continuing increase in taxes has become a serious

matter, the taxes for the year having reached an amount equivalent to

3.93 per cent, of the Company's revenues.

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
The policy of making liberal appropriations for additions and betterments

to the property has been continued, the expenditures on that account for

the year amounting to $3,869,006.89. A classification of the same, in the

form prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, is given on

The Hays Creek Branch, which extends from Ashmore to White Haven,
referred to in the last annual report, was completed and placed in operation

on December 26, 1911. The double tracking of the line from Laurel

Junction to Silver Brook Junction, made necessary by the construction

of the Hays Creek Branch, was also completed during the year. These

improvements provide a shorter route with better almement and easier

grades and permit more prompt and efficient handling of cars in a region

of great traffic density.
. , ^ ^ l,

The third and fourth track extension from Cementon to Treichlers, a

distance of 4.18 miles, was completed, making a continuous four-track line

of 23.79 miles in the congested territory on the New Jersey and Lehigh

141,187 feet, or 26.74 miles, of Company's sidings and 25,608 feet, or

4.85 miles, of industrial sidings were constructed during the year.

The westbound passing siding near Tunkhannock has been lengthened a

distance of 1.63 miles and the westbound siduig at Towanda 1,388 feet.

These siding extensions are made necessary to accommodate the greater

numter of cars now hauled in freight trains.
, . .

For the interchange of business and the accommodation of various in-

dustries additional tracks were installed at Perth Amboy, with 183 cars

capacity, and at Van Etten, with sixty-seven cars capacity. New tracks

wilb a capacity of 200 cars are now being laid at Horence. 'The local

ds at Wilkes-Barre and Greenville were remodelled, driveways
freight varas at wuKes-oarrc auu uiccwvinc v>ci^ .^.i

extended and paved and additional team tracks installed.

A yard of 340 cars capacity for receiving and classifying coal was

constructed at Throop, which has eliminated the congestion in the move-

ment of coal freight consigned to Auburn and points north.

To provide adequate facilities for the trans-shipment of coal from cars

to vessels at Perth Ambov and to avoid the rebuilding of a dump trestle

and pier, a modern car dumping plant of 1,500,000 tons annual capacity

is now being installed. In connection with this work, the yard tracks are

being re-arranged to permit of greater efficiency in the handling of cars

at that point and the vessel berthing space is being widened as well.

A reinforced concrete grain storage elevator of 446,000 bushels capacity,

for facilities for drying, cleaning, clipping and bagging, is in course of

construction at National Stores, New \ ork Harbor.

Combination freight and passenger stations, of hollow tile and stucco

construction, were built at Meshoppen, Cementon and FuUerton. A frame

freight station was erected at Roselle Park. A pier and steel bulkhead

shed were built at Pier 5, Wallabout Basin, Brooklyn. Additions were

made to the freight stations zA Scott Street, Buffalo, and East 124th Street,

A ten-ton electrically operated transfer crane was installed at West 27th

Street Yard, New York City; the freight transfer crane at Wilkes-Barre

eauioped with an electric motor; a thirty-ton electrically operated transfer

crane erected at Grand Street, Jersey City, replacing a twenty-ton hand

operated crane, which was transferred to Perth Amboy, and a twenty-ton

hand operated crane erected at Ithaca.
j r ,u.

Car repair sheds were built over the tracks at the easterly end of the

car shop at Packerton, providing additional capacity for the repair ot cars.

At Perth Amboy the fuel coal trestle was remodelled, a concrete ash pit

constructed and a locomotive crane provided for handling the fuel and

ashes. The capacity of the gravity fuel coal trestle at Sayre was increased.

Twenty-six gasolene motor cars were purchased for the use ot section

and bridge gangs, replacing hand cars and enabling a reduction in the

number of section forces. , , ^ j ,.

New steel water tanks of 40,000 gallons capacity each were erected at

Glendon, Sayre and Phillipsburg, and a water tank of -^0 POO gallons

canacitv was erected near Jeanesville. At Manchester additional water

"oragewrs provided by the rection of two lOO.OOO-gallon steel tanks and

the steam pumuing plant replaced with an electric pump.

The interlocking plant at South Plainfield, consisting of hfty-si.x levers,

was replaced with an electric plant of thirty-two levers. A mechanical

interlocking plant of twelve levers was installed at Eckley Junction, and

the Teddo tunnel signals, which were rebuilt, are now operated from this

plant. A three-party interlocking plant wa.s placed at Mortimer where the

West Shore Railroad and Erie Railroad cross the tracks of this Company

Upper-quadrant three-position automatic semaphore signals were installed

between Gum Run and Laurel Junction, a distance of 20.6 miles, and at

Ashmo?e Junction. Similar signals were also installed, on the four-track

extension ^from Cementon. to Treichlers and the disc s'gi?^-'^ ™ fi"' ^-.^d

second track replaced with upper-quadrant signals. J^is completes the

automatic signalling on the four-track sy='«"; ^n electrc staff system

was installed on the New Boston Branch between Laurel Junction ana

New Boston Junction. The installation of upper-quadrant automatic signals

on the easterlv end of the main line, replacing disc signals, has been com-
,

ine edsiciiv
„„,;ii,^ Tl,,> in;e nf nil liffhts on the automatic signals

g fwe'e^^-ZaXleS^Tn-fort J'etd'jrg tn-i" Vi°d"«S^ llt^TJ. l^t

mJu h?stran?'o"n tli? Na^ul, Wca FaUs anS Jthaca Blanches and the

train dispatching telephone line between Manchester and Buffa^^o is prac

tically completed. 397 portable telephone sets have been installea

'''¥he^tele'gfaph"a'nd 'tTuphone pole line on the Buffalo Division was

rehuift for *a distance of eighty-seven miles, and reset on the Elmira and

O^rtland .Auburn and Itha?a, and Seneca Falls Branches for a distance

of 53.6 miles.

The constantly increasing weight and capacity of roUmg stock has made

it necessary to increase the standard weight of rails on the rnain line trom

90 pounds to 100 pounds per yard on tangents and 110 pounds per yard on

curves and in tunnels.

FINANCIAL.
No new financing has been undertaken by the Company during the year.

THp resources have been ample for all capital expenditures.

As provWed in the respective mortgage and deeds of trust $1,000,000

Collateral Trust Four Per Cent, Bonds, which matured in August and

February, $500,000 Equipment Trust J Certificates, which matured "? ae.P"

tember and March, and $400,000 Equipment Trust I Certificates, htld in

tl" treasury wteh matured in September, a total of $1,900,000. were

retired duriuE the year. In addition, your Company purchased and placed

n its treasur^y $296,600 par value, preferred stock and $285,100 par value

consolidated stock of the Morris Canal and Banking Company on which

dividends are guaranteed at the rates of ten and four per cent, per annum

Telpectively. The retirement or purchase of these obligations will result

[n a reduction of $85,164 per annum in the fixed charges of your Company.

In January The Lehigh Valley Coal Company, which has, since its n-

corooration been engaged in the mining, shippmg and selling of anthracite

cS caused to be ofganized a new company with the name Lehigh Valley

Coa Sales Company, for the purpose of purchasing at the mines and

shipping and selling all coal which it mined and Purchased Th« °^«

conioanv was created with an authorized capital stock of $10,000,000, ot

wWda $6,060,800, or 121,216 shares, with a par value of $50 each were

S%^^x'al?ey^?^,S:;;;^ay^a^^for?^?l^°?f^^rap

^^e'^^St?! -^i^bSnf^r^f-hft^^gi"^.r^^^
=^^i--t^r'y-ipigsv'^np^'l^^bt^i;»
TrLeSghS'all"ycLr<?XaTpaid"off' $3,037,000 of the. same in cash

at'^artnt in exchange for. t?ie .Llance, issued
^^•^°°J°°J'%'''J^,

'^^^

?ntrpay?b^/i^=nn^ranV"V'H\^^^

Ja'-.^d ^tCgrt;;;"c\r ratforlLl^b?eJnT'hL?4
I ehiih vl lev Coal Company further paid all arrearages of interest on the

c'-enicat^ of inde'btedne'ss 'up to March 1, 1912 The amount appjy.ng

Signer tzioVsfir :^^sLiZ i^fTniL". mr,L^:iv^r^ %
g!SBrS^^Bsr'o- ^^ ^^i^O^^Ib^^r-a-r-SnJI
accrues and is paid by the Coal Company.

, ,. , v=,1lev Kailroad Com-

^ir^o'^'^z aS-r^rw^^aiii r-"^£ Srte
to civer additions and betterments to their respective P^^f^'^«^^Jj^«

RTds""as iXJi°"^Te Lehigh' VaMev Rail Way Company, $324,000;

Pennsylvania and New YoAcfnal and kail road Company, $203^500; Lehi^b

VaUey Transportation Company ^S^.O™; Lehigh Valley R|''"Jjd Com-

t^iq 000 Five Per Cent. Bonds have been received trom tne Wyoming " "'^J

Water Supply Company to cover amounts advanced to th.a' Company for

cap tal purposes during the year All these several s«""«'f (-''on/olidated
been placed in the treasury or deposited under the General Lonsoiiaaieu

""Tef^ts^frr^-n^. 'cX^y's capital stock, carried as a^reasur, asset

T! ttlt\. J^irul^^"^^^ ^i'^n cltlfi^ at^sTorLe-sg:
pLh concernina which a suit was brought against the Company. This

sSit was settled for a nominal sum, which obviated the necessity of any

further retention of the stock mentioned.
. . j - ioqc

The Elmira Transfer Railway Company,, a corporation organized in 1885

for the ouroose of acquiring certain terminal right of way in the City ot

Elmira New York vvas dislolved, the necessity for maintaining that cor-

no^^tion nT Idnger existing. The entire capital stock with a par value of

mfiOO, a"° of v?hich was owned by your Company, has been cancelled and

""lnThe°*las''t'i?''has'not been customary to deduct from Profit and Loss

Account unti actually due the dividends declared in June and disbursed

in the foUowing month. Commencing with the present fiscal year how-

eve this prac"i^ce has been changed and it will be noted that Profit and

Loss Account has been charged with the d^^dends declared m June and

J « T.,1,, 11 iQi:> tliU bene more in line with proper accounting metnous.

hook value of this property in each of the four preceding years.

Materials and supplies on hand at the close of the year amounted to

li^ 535 14' 83 a decrease of $323,431.19. . .

The advances to subsidiary real estate companies were increased by

$935,919 85 during the year as a result of large purchases of land, prin-

cipally for terminal improvements and extensions.
r ;,k;i;»,»=

'Wo'^king Assets are $35 134,859^ 7 in excess oWork^^^^^^

^n^anS June 191? on the common and preferred capital stock .of the

S?v?i?n^or^r;^^j^jp'>d^|;lut^^^^^c^xu5
surplus of the Company, payable February 26, 1912.

balance
Certified public accountants have examined and verified the cash balance,

securities and the accounts of the Company for the fiscal year and have

furnished a certificate as to the correctness thereof, a copy of which is

submitted on page 17.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The revenues for th year were senou^

=e;t^b\^;.ertrm£n|]o^^^^^^
mined and '''"PPfd f°r a fr^od ot

f°''\^^ ^-
,i,^ earnings from

fhe r'edu^tion in^'tlie ifet Jp'eTating'rev'enue for the year. In addition, the
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necessity of maintaining the high standard of service required by shippers
and the public generally, the continuing increases in rates of wages, the
high cost of fuei and the severity of the winter have greatly increased the
expenses. The property has, however, been fully maintained; in fact, the
charges for maintenance show a moderate increase over the previous year.

Attention was called in the last annual report to the status of the lease
of the property of the Morris Canal and Banking Company and to the
efforts that were being made to secure the necessary legislation to permit
the abandonment of navigation on the canal and the disposition of its

property. The Commission appointed by the Legislature of New Jersey in
1911, completed its work and recommended the enactment of a bill, which
they presented, for abandonment of the canal and repeal of the charter.
Many hearings were held on the subject but the bill, after much discus-
sion, failed to obtain favorable action by the Legislature. Just prior to
its adjournment in March of the present year, however, a resolution was
adopted by both houses of the Legislature referring the whole matter
to a new Commission of twelve persons, four of whom were appointed
by the President of the Senate, four by the Speaker of the House of
Assembly, and four by the Governor, who are to report at the earliest
possible date, with the end in view that a special session of the Legislature
may be called, if necessary, to act upon this important subject. It is hoped
that future action of the Legislature will be such as to permit the abandon-
ment of navigation and effect a satisfactory disposition of the property.
These proceedings coming to the attention of the stockholders of the
Morris Canal and Banking Company, many of them desired to dispose of
their stock and requested the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company to purchase
the same. Your Board, after due consideration, deemed it both just and
wise to purchase such of the outstanding stock of the Morris Canal and
Banking Company as the stockholders desired to sell. Accordingly a cir-

cular was addressed to each stockholder offering to purchase their holdings
at the price of $170 per share for the preferred stock and $70 per share
for the consolidated stock, upon which the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
guaranteed and has been paying dividends at the rates of ten and four
per cent, per annum respectively. A considerable number of the stock-
holders accepted the offer, with the result that your Company is now the
owner of a large majority of the outstanding stock of the Canal Company.
To provide land for the construction of a new passenger station in the

City of Buffalo, the Company acquired, under an agreement, dated February
5. 1912, between the City of Buffalo and The Lehigh Valley Rail Way
Company, the so-called "Hamburg Canal Strip," extending from Main
Street to Alabama Street, for a consideration of $500,000. A part of this

land, not needed for the purpose mentioned, will be sold to another railroad
company. The agreement with the City of Buffalo, under which the land
was purchased, requires the construction of the passenger station within a

specified time and the elimination of certain grade crossings. Plans and
specifications for the development of this terminal are being prepared.
For use in defending certain actions pending against your Company in

the matter of freight rates, a valuation is being made of the physical

property of the Company, an appropriation having been made from Profit

and Loss Account to cover the expense of the same, as shown in that
statement.
There have been no new developments respecting the Lehigh and New

York Railroad, which was leased by your Company in 1895, the year's

operation resulting in a loss of $141,345.34.
Ample expenditures have been made for the maintenance of the floating

equipment of the Lehigh Valley Transportation Company, the entire capital

stock of which is owned by your Company. One steel tug, six steel barges
and two wooden barges were purchased and received during the year. Two
tugs and eight barges, unfit for further service, were condemned and sold
or otherwise disposed of. The floating equipment used by your Company
and its affiliated companies is set forth in detail on page 44.

During the year fifty-eight new industries were located on the system,
direct track connections having been made with thirty-one thereof. The
work of the Company's Agriculturist has produced satisfactory results in

the farming districts served by the Company's lines.

56.16 per cent, of the total operating expenses, including outside opera-
tions, or $15,472,144.58, was paid direct to labor, being distributed among
an average of 21,080 employes during the year.
The Company contributed $54,657.08 to its Employes* Relief Fund, which

is an amount equal to the payments made by the employes themselves to

that Fund.
Mr. Henry B. Coxe, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, was elected a Director

to succeed Mr. P. A. B. Widener, who declined re-election.

The Board takes pleasure in expressing its appreciation of the loyal
and efficient services rendered by the officers and employes of the Company
in the performance of their duties.

E. B. THOMAS,
President.

COMPARATIVE INCOME ACCOUNT FOR THE YEARS ENDED
JUNE 30, 1912 AND 1911.

Increase
1912. 1911. OR Decrease.

Operating Revenues:—
Coal freight revenue $16,301,316.24 $17,155,534.15 —$854,217.91
Merchandise freight revenue 14,591,239.56 14,687,291.27 —96.051.71
Passenger revenue 4,703,733.52 4,568.029.75 135,703.77
Mail revenue 191,703.74 190.760.08 943.66
Express revenue 471,957.22 453,819.83 18.137.39
Other transportation revenue 379,919.42 360,717.36 19,202.06
Miscellaneous revenue 266,065.51 271,250.55 —5,185.04

Total operating revenues. $36,905,935.21 $37,687,402.99 —$781,467.78

Operating Expenses:—
Maintenance of way anc

structures
Maintenance of equipment..
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses . .

General expenses

$3,963,589.12
6,313,316.76
980.116.82

12,606,961.58
856.265.53

$3,620,176.26
6,003.286.95
1,010,675.41

11,979.278.24
793,901.50

$343,412.86
310.029.81

—30,558.59
627.683.34
62,364.03

Total operating expenses. .$24,720,249.81 $23,407,318.36 $1,312,931.45

Ratio of operating expenses
to operating revenues.... 66.98%
Net operating revenue.. $12,185,685.40

Outside Operations, Net.... •291,239.44

62.11%
$14,280,084.63

*320,170.33

4.87%
-$2,094,399.23

28,930.89

Total Net Revenue $11,894,445.96
Taxes Accrued 1,451,311.17

Operating Income $10.4.43,134.79

•Deficit.

$12,814,437.61 —$3,371,302.82

Other Income:—
Hire of equipment—Balance $72,257.51
Joint facilities rents—Credits 316,599.20
Dividends on stocks 654,495.25
Interest on bonds 431,458-67
Miscellaneous income 641,650.75

Total other income $2,116,461.38

Total Income

$90,324.66
244,756.92
584,026.62
46.121.00

710.509.42

—$18,067.15
71,842.28
70.468.63

385.337.67
—68,858.67

$440,722.76

$12,559,596.17 $14,490,176.23 —$1,930,580.06

Deductions from Income:—
Interest accrued on funded

debt $3,167,635.15
Rentals of leased lines and

guaranties 2,215,470.00
Joint facilities rents—Debits 222,832.74
Miscellaneous deductions. . . 140,638.19
Additions and betterments.. 340,944.45

$3,306,268.20 —$138,633.05

2,286,103.97
228,803.19
168.993.88
980,549.42

Total deductions from
$6,087,520.53 $6,970,718.66

Net Income $6,472,075.64 $7,519,457.57

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR
JUNE 30. 1912.

—70,633.97
—5,970.45
—28,355.69

—639,604.97

-$1,047,381.93

ENDED

Dr.
Balance, July 1, 1911 ",

Net income for year ended June 30, 1912
Expenditures for Additions and Betterments
deducted from Income

Interest paid on certificates of indebtedness
of The Lehigh Valley Coal Co., applicable
to prior years

Miscellaneous adjustments ,

Appropriation by the Board for valuation of
the Company's property

Property abandoned
Reduction of book value of capital stock of
Coxe Brothers & Co., Inc

Dividends:
Five per cent, on preferred stock,

paid July 15. 1911 $5,315.00
Five per cent, on common stock,

paid July 15, 1911 3.025,085.00
Five per cent, on preferred stock,

paid Jan. 13, 1912 5,315.00
Five per cent, on common stock,

paid Jan. 13. 1912 3,025,085.00
Special ten per cent, on pre-

ferred stock, paid Feb. 26, 1912. 10,630.00
Special ten per cent, on com-
mon stock, paid Feb. 26. 1912. 6.050,170.00

Five per cent, on preferred stock,
due July 13, 1912 5,315.00

Five per cent, on common stock,
due July 13, 1912 3.025,085.00

Balance, June 30, 1912 23,444,703.46

$39,712,853.46 $39,712,853.46

ught forward, July I. 1912 $23,444,703.46

THE LEHIGH VALLEY COAL COMPANY.
REPORT OF OPERATIONS.

Philadelphia, August 19, 1912.
The Board of Directors submit herewith the annual report of the opera-

tions conducted by The Lehigh Valley Coal Company for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1912, and statements showing its financial condition at that
time
The ing operaticjspension o

of April and May,
revenue from its property, naturally
income. The agreement with the m
the thirty-first day of March

iched
rkers

progress, the mines remained
in the latter part of the month
a substantial increase in wages a

is for practically both the months
the Comjjany was deprived of any

ide a serious reduction in the year's
e workers expired by limitation on

negotiations for a new agreement
idle, agreement was finally

f May, which gave to the mine
[ mining was thereupon promptly

The total net income of the Company from all sources, after deducting
charges for royalties, sinking funds, improvements to the property and
interest on the funded debt, amounted to $1,162,241.32, a decrease of
$350,603.08, as compared with the previous year.
The total production of anthracite coal from the lands owned, leased

and controlled by The Lehigh Valley Coal Company and affiliated com-
panies, including that mined by tenants, was 8,224.317 gross tons, a
decrease of 796,889 tons, or 8.83 per cent., as compared with the preceding
year.
The percentage of sizes above pea produced by the mining operations

of the Company was 67.67 per cent., an increase of 2.10 per cent.
The bituminous coal mined from the Snow Shoe lands amounted to

280,084 gross tons, an increase of 43.154 tons.

To offset in some measure the constantly increasing cost of mining,
which is every year becoming more serious, owing to the greater depth
and extension of the underground workings, with the attendant increase
in the length of the underground haul, heavier expense for pumping and
ventilation and legislation adding directly to the cost of operation, it has
been necessary to continue making substantial expenditures for improve-
ments and betterments to the property. Expenditures for such purposes
during the year, deducted from Income, amounted to $487,456, an in-

crease of $42,779 over the preceding twelve months.
The new Buck Mountain Breaker, referred to in the previous annual

report as being under construction, was completed and placed in operation
near the close of the fiscal year. It Js preparing the coal formerly handled
by the old Buck Mountain and Vulcan Breakers, which have been
abandoned. The new plant is of fireproof construction and equipped with
the most modern machinery and appliances.
The erection of a new washery at Spring Brook for the purpose of re-

claiimng the culm banks at that locality has also been completed. It has
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a capacity of about 700 tons per day and is operated entirely by electric
power.
At Westmo r elaod Colliery the breaker has been practically rebuilt to

permit of more economical operation and the better prepartion of coal
for market.
The reconstruction of the breaker at Park Place is practically com-

pleted, steel pockets, modern machinery and equipment to replace that
requiring renewal having been installed. In addition to the tonnage of the
old breaker, these improvements enable the handling of the coal formerly
prepared at Primrose Colliery, which has been abandoned, the breaker at
that point having reached a condition that would not warrant any further
expenditures for repairs.
The use of box car loaders having proved successful at certain collieries

where they could be utilized for the loading of that class of equipment,
such an appliance has been installed at Prospect Colliery, one of the largest
of the Company's breakers.
The practice of concentrating power and pumping plants and introducing

electricity for haulage, ventilation and pumping, wherever it can be suc-
cessfully empoyed, is being followed out at the Company's many collieries
as rapidly as conditions will justify. At Centralia Colliery an electric
power plant has been installed with a capacity to furnish power for haulage
and pumping sufficient not only for the present needs of that colliery,
but also for other collieries in the vicinity as soon as the plants at those
points require renewal. Electric haulage, hoisting and pumping systems
are being installed at Austin, Hazleton No. 1, Spring Mountain and
Packer No. 4 Collieries.

At Seneca Colliery a new boiler plant has been erected and placed in
service. The pumping plants at this point and at Hazleton Shaft Colliery
are being overhauled and enlarged to accommodate the increasing volume
of water encountered at these mine workings.
The Lehigh Valley Coal Sales Company was incorporated under date of

January 22, 1912, for the purpose of shipping and selling the coal mined
and purchased by your Company. The authorized capital stock of the
Sales Company is $10,000,000, of which $6,060,800, or 121,216 shares, with
a par value of $50 each, were fully subscribed to and issued. The stock-
holders of the Lehigh \'alley Railroad Company were given the privilege
of subscribing at par to an amount equivalent to ten per cent, of their
holdings. After the organization of the company was completed, a con-
tract was executed, effective March 1, 1912, between your Company and the
Sales Company, under the terms of which the latter is now purchasing
at the breakers and shipping the coal mined and purchased by this
Company.
By appropriate court proceedings The Locust Mountain Coal and Iron

Company has been dissolved, the charter surrendered and its capital stock,
all of which was owned by your Company, cancelled, thus obviating the
necessity of maintaning that separate corporation with its attendant
expense. Prior to its dissolution, the real estate of that Company, consist-
ing of certain coal lands in Columbia, Schuylkill and Northumberland
Counties, Pennsylvania, from which your Company has been mining under
lease for many years, together with all its personal property of every de-
scription, was conveyed to The Lehigh Valley Coal Company.
On March 1, 1912. this Company redeemed and cancelled the $10,537,000

certificates of indebtedness issued in 1905 to the Lehigh Valley Railroad
Company for moneys advanced to it by that Company for capital
expenditures. $3,037,000 of said certificates of indebtedness were
paid off in cash and the balance, $7,500,000. was taken up by
the issuance in lieu thereof to the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company

of a similar amount of Fifty-Year Debenture Obligations, maturing March
1, 1962, and bearing interest at the rate of four per cent, per annum, pay-
able on March 1st and September 1st of each year. At the time this
transaction was consummated the arrearages of interest on the certificates
of indebtedness were paid to the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company at the
rate of four per cent, per annum. That amount of the interest which
accrued prior to the present fiscal year was charged to Profit and Loss
and the balance deducted from this year's Income. In addition, the Income
Account of this fiscal year has also been charged with the accrued interest
on the debenture obligations.
There were outstanding at the close of the previous fiscal year $1,292,500

short term notes given for the acquisition of property. $200,000 of these
notes have been paid off during the year, leaving $1,092,500 of such obliga-
tions outstanding at this time.
The usual payments have been made to the sinking funds as required

under the several mortgages on the Company's property.
The increase in Property and Plant is occasioned principally by the

acquisition of the property of The Locust Mountain Coal and Iron Com-
pany, the book value of which was transferred from Securities Owned
account following the dissolution of that Company, as previously stated.
The decrease in Current Assets is, in the main, due to your Company

having sold its stock of coal on hand to the Lehigh Valley Coal Sales
Company and to the collection by June 30, 1912. of the major portions of
the accounts due from individuals and the companies for coal sold, the
cash resulting from the liquidation of those accounts having been used
to retire a portion of the Company's obligations and the payment of
arrearages of interest on the certificates of indebtedness, as has been
specifically mentioned.
The decrease in Profit and Loss Account results from the charge against

the same for arrearages of interest on the certificates of indebtedness that
were retired during the year.
Mr. Daniel G. Reid was elected a Director to fill the vacancy caused by

the resignation of Mr. J. W. Skeele, and Mr. Fred M. Chase was elected
Vice-President and General Manager, effective at the close of the fiscal

year, and also a Director, succeeding Mr. S- D. Warriner, who resigned to

accept service elsewhere.
The books and accounts of the Company have been verified by certified

public accountants, a copy of whose certificate as to the correctness thereof
is elsewhere submitted.

By order of the Board of Directors.
E. B. THOMAS,

President.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED
JUNE 30, 1912

Dr. Cr.

Credit balance, July 1, 1911 $4,864,199.83
Net income for year ended June 30, 1912 1,162,241.32
Miscellaneous adjustments $10,924.29
Interest on certificates of indebtedness accrued

prior to June 30, 1911 2.528,880.00
Balance, June 30. 1912 3.486,636.86

$6,026,441.15 $6.026.44L1S

Credit balance brought forward, July 1, 1912 $3,486,636.86
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'T'KE paper which ilr. Daly, of the Illinois Central, read before

* the Traveling Engineers last week on tonnage rating gives

the valuable ideas which are to be expected from him because of

bis long experience and the particular attention which he has

given to this subject. There can be no question as to the im-

portance of emphasizing the principle of equated tonnage as the

basis for engine rating. There maj-, perhaps, be differences of

opinion as to the value of certain investigations, such as studies

of the physics of the effect of the cold weather on train resist-

ance and the tentative formulae derived therefrom, but, anyhow,
they all have to be checked and modified by practice. The
problem is so big and so complicated that it has to be looked at

and analyzed from many points of view. In the last analysis we

have to come back to cut-and-try methods to determine what to
tie in a given case in order to move the freight economically.
Often, as Mr. Daly says, more money is lost in overloading than
in underloading, and he is equally right in emphasizing freight
density as a factor in determining the size of trains. No direc-
tion of development can be considered separately in efforts to
miprove the efficiency of operation ; heavier power, lower grades,
additional tracks and better employees must each play their
part.

TTHERE are wide differences of opinion about the drinking
of intoxicants by enginemen while off duty. These differ-

ences are not only as to the extent to which it is feasible to en-
force regulations, but also as to the relative importance to be
attached to ihe whole subject. Everyone may agree that drink-
ing should be "reduced to a minimum," but there is a world of
difference between the attitude of the man who feels that drink-
ing is one of the things that enginemen should not do, and the
man who says that drinking is the thing that enginemen must
not do. The attitude of local lodges of the enginemen's union,
the feasibility of requiring an engineman to come into the pres-
ence of a responsible officer before taking out his engine, the
practicability of learning at first-hand and through fellow em-
ployees and special agents the habits of men while off duty, are
all local problems, the difficulty of solution of which varies with
the locality, the temper of the public, and the character of the
officers. But there is not one of these problems which presents
insurmountable difficulties; and the discussions presented else-

where in this issue give indications as to how each can be solved.

It is simply a question of whether or not the result of the en-
forcement of a rule requiring total abstinence is worth the ef-

fort. The engineman is by tradition the highest paid of railway
employees. His position gives him the respect of the commu-
nity in which he lives. The amount of physical labor, hard-
ship and mechanical skill required of him is, as a matter of fact,

comparatively small. What he is paid for is the ability to con-
centrate his attention on his job for several hours without the

supervision of the foreman. He has a position of trust. Is it

not reasonable to demand that his habits be such as to fit him
for that trust?

rpOR some years the railways of the United States have been
passing through the fires of adversity. Apparently they

are now to be tried in the crucible of prosperity. The only good
year they had in the last five was 1910. The reports now show
general increases in earnings, and the indications are they will

continue to. It is a trite saying that many can stand adversity

better than prosperity. There is no question, however, as to

which most people prefer to be tested by. There are two
reasons for being apprehensive regarding the effect of the re-

turn of prosperity on the railways. One is that they, like

other people and concerns, may be tempted to return to some
of their bad habits. Prosperity has sometimes begotten ex-

travagance, and some other practices which, not to put too fine

a point on it, are not judicious. The other reason for being

apprehensive about the return of prosperity is that it may in-

vite a renewal of the agitation for reductions in rates. How-
ever, it would seem that the experience of the last five or six

years should exert a salutary influence on both those who
manage railways and those who regulate them. The adversity

the roads have been going through has been largely due to the

policy of regulation that has been followed, and the policy of

regulation has been largely due to past errors of omission and

commission on the part of railway officers. It does not seem

unreasonable to hope that railway men will remember in the

days of prosperity the things they suffered in the days of ad-

versity and the causes thereof. .As for the public and the regu-

lating authorities, they surely must have learned something
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within the last few years regarding the inevitable effects of a

narrow and restrictive policy of regulation. The policy fol-

lowed, together with general business conditions, caused heavy

reductions in the expenditures of railways for equipment and
supplies, and almost entirelj' stopped new construction. These
things, in turn, aggravated and prolonged the industrial de-

pression. However good business may become, it will take

long for the railways to recover from the effects of the hard-

ships suffered during the last five years, and to catch up with

the needed work of improvement and new construction. The
great need in future will be, not cheaper, but more adequate,

better and safer transportation. If public sentiment and public

regulation concentrate on securing these things they will do
great good, although an incidental effect will be to hinder re-

ductions, and, perhaps, to make necessary some increases, in

rates.

GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF RAILW.XY OPERATION.

'T'HE earlier regulation of railways dealt chiefly with rates.

•*• Now in almost every state the legislatures and commis-
sions are actively engaged in regulating operation. Probably few
persons realize how many laws regulating operation already

have been enacted. How many are aware, for example, that

laws regulating the number of men who must be employed in

{rain crews or the experience they must have had, have been

passed in 21 states—Arizona, Arkansas, California, Connecticut,

jGeprgia, Illinois, Indiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mich-

igan, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, Ohio, Penn-
sylvania South Dakota, Texas, Washington and Wisconsin?
Besides the federal law regulating the hours of service of rail-

way employees, statutes for the same purpose have been passed

in 25 states, as follows : Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida,

Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts,

Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New York North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, South
Dakota, Texas, Washington and Wisconsin. Laws regulating

the kind of cabooses that must be used have been passed in

Arkansas, Illinois, Indian^ Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Mis-
souri, Montana, Nebraska. New York, North Dakota, Ohio,

South Dakota, Virginia, Washington and Wisconsin—16 in all.

Fourteen laws regulating locomotive headlights have been
enacted—in Arizona, Arkansas, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Montana, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota,
Texas, Washington and Wisconsin. There has been boiler in-

spection legislation in Indiana, New Jersey, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Vermont and Wisconsin, and also by the federal

government.

It would be hard to give facts that would more strikingly

illustrate the contemporary tendency to regard legislation as the
specific for all the ills connected with transportation; and the
same tendency manifests itself with reference to lines other than
transportation. These and most other laws for the regulation
of operation have been passed nominally in the interest of safety.

Most of them have almost no tendency to promote safety, but a
very direct and substantial tendency to increase railway operat-
ing expenses. Laws to remove the most prolific cause of rail-

way fatalities, viz., trespassing on railway property, are con-
spicuous by their absence. Likewise, conspicuous by its absence
is legislation for the removal of the second most prolific cause
of railway fatalities, viz., disobedience to orders or rules by
railway employees. The reason is obvious: most of the legisla-

tion was passed as a result of lobbying by the representatives of
the railway brotherhoods; and the lawmakers were trying to
please the brotherhoods, with their large organized voting power,
rather than to deal fairly with the railways or to benefit the
public.

Past experience has shown that when a particular law for the
regulation of railways has been passed by the federal govern-
ment or some of the states, the example set is pretty sure to be

generally followed. Congress will meet again in December ; and

in January 35 state legislatures will . convene. That so little

half-baked legislation for the regulation of operation has' been

passed by Congress recently has been mainly because the Special

Committee on the Relations of Railway Operation to Legislation

has held numerous conferences with the representatives of the

brotherhoods for the purpose of reaching agreements with them
as to what legislation would be wise, and has kept turned on

Congress a steady, heavy fire of information regarding the real

purpose and probable effect of every measure affecting operation

that has come up for consideration. The need for the adoption

of a similar policy in dealing with state legislation has become

plain ; in fact, it should have been adopted before this.

THE TERMINAL SITUATIONS
CHICAGO.

AT ST. LOUIS AND

ON the adequacy of its railway terminal facilities largely de-

pends a city's industrial and commercial development. This

is not always clearly recognized by the business men of a com-

munity, but a little consideration will show it is true. It may
seem that the mere passage of loaded cars through a city is of

no value to it. But the more cars there are moved through the

terminals in or adjacent to a city, the more men there must be

employed on the terminals; and the more men employed the

more money there will be spent with the local merchants. Also,

the larger the movement of traffic through terminals, the more

locomotives, shops, etc., there are to be maintained and operated

and. therefore, the larger the quantity ot supplies the railways

are likely to buy in the community. However, adequate terminals

are of chief importance to the industry and commerce of a city

because they facilitate tfie movement of freight in and out. In-

adequate terminals mean delays to traffic; and every delay in the

movement of fuel or raw materials to a manufacturing plant or

of finished products from it, every delay in the movement of

goods to or from a wholesale house, every delay in the delivery of

grain or livestock, means loss to the manufacturer or merchant.

Therefore, when a sagacious business man considers enlarging an

existing plant, or building a new one, he gives much weight to

the terminal conditions and facilities in the different cities where

he might make his enlargements or establish himself.

Chicago and St. Louis are the two principal gateways for rail

traffic moving between the East and West, and are competitors

for this business. They are competitors in the manufacture of a

wide variety of goods and in their sale throughout the West.

They are competitive markets for the agricultural products of a

large territory. Both of them have their terminal problems; and

it is instructive to observe the widely differing ways in which

they are handling them and to consider what the ultimate effects

must be on the competition between them.

Until recent years the terminal situation at St. Louis, in respect

to organization, operating methods and facilities, probably was as

satisfactory as at any citj- in the United States. All the im-

portant terminal facilities had been acquired by the Terminal

Railroad Association of St. Louis, representing the large trunk

lines, and were being operated as a single system. Now, the joint

terminal is greatly preferable to competing terminals; it brings

to the shipper's door the facilities of all the railways using it,

and reduces the cost of the terminal service to both railways and

shippers to a minimum. But there formerly was much justifiable

discontent with the adjustment of rates to and from St. Louis,

and it was also realized that the existing facilities were being

rapidly outgrown. In consequence, the Municipal Bridge and
Terminals Commission was created by the city government to

deal with both the question of rates and that of facilities. This

commission obtained a readjustment of rates which was satis-

factory to it and to a large majority of the local shippers. It

then turned its attention to the securing of an enlargement of the

Terminal Railroad Association's facilities. The Terminal soon
increased its team track capacitj' about 50 per cent. ; and with the
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approval of the commission it bought the so-called "Rankin

tract," about 25 acres of land, at a cost of between $2,500,000

and $3,000,000, by developing which it expected to increase its

passenger facilities 62 per cent, and its freight facilities I4lyi

per cent. The land was unoccupied ; although streets through it

were dedicated to the city 44 years ago, they had never been

opened.

The Bridge and Terminals Commission drafted ordinances for

vacating these streets, and they were introduced in the Municipal

Assembly in September, 1908. They were defeated, however, by

the opposition of some shippers who were dissatisfied because

the so-called "bridge arbitraries'' were not abolished on traffic

originating within a radius of 100 miles of St. Louis, and of real

estate men whose position was frankly stated by one in an ad-

dress at a public hearing when he said : "Several other eastern

lines may move or extend to St. Louis, caused by the refusal of

the Municipal Assembly to grant privileges to the intermediary

Terminal Railroad Association, which is the very thing we want."

He estimated that if the seven eastern lines having their freight

houses in East St. Louis were forced, by the refusal to pass the

ordinances sought by the Terminal Association, to establish ter-

minals in St. Louis they would have to spend in that city about

$3,000,000 each, or an aggregate of $21,000,000. In other words,

the real estate men opposed the granting of franchises to the

Terminal Railroad Association on the very strongest ground on

which a joint terminal system can be advocated, namely, that it

is more economical than a number of competing terminals.

Four years have since elapsed. The ordinances have never

been passed. The opposition to them has kept a strangle hold

on the railways, the industry and the commerce of St. Louis.

The Terminal .'Association has never been able to use its land

Meantime, the amount of terminal business to be handled has

been increasing. It probably will be the largest this fall that it

ever has been. It can be only a matter of time until the present

terminal facilities will become wholly inadequate. The question

of the reasonableness of the "bridge arbitrary" could have been

submitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission any day dur-

ing the last four years, but, instead of adopting this natural and

rational course, and, meantime, letting the Terminal go ahead

and develop its facilities, its foes have adopted the unnatural and

irrational course of bottling it up and attacking its legality in the

Federal courts. The Supreme Court of the L^nited States, while

requiring that the contract between the Terminal Association and

the lines controlling it shall leave the latter free to use other

terminals, and that the Terminal Association shall open its

facilities to other roads for reasonable compensation, fully recog-

nized the advantages to both the railways and the public of uni-

fied terminals, as had the Missouri Supreme Court in a previous

case in which it had refused to dissolve the combination of the

Merchants' Bridge Company and the Terminal Railroad Asso-

ciation under the state anti-trust law. (See Railway Age
Gazette, May 17, 1912, page 1082.) The decision of the Supreme

Court indicates that the question of bridge tolls finally must go

to the Interstate Commerce Commission for determination.

Meantime, the shippers of St. Louis have not got the rates they

demand, nor are they getting the facilities they need.

Sharply contrasted has been the recent course of development

at Chicago. For some years the terminal situation there bordered

on anarchy. There were some joint terminals, but none of them

had been owned and used by anywhere near all of the roads.

There were several competing terminal lines and the investment

in them and their maintenance and operation caused enormous

waste, chronic delays to cars moving through and in and out

of the city and almost intolerable congestion of traffic during the

fall and winter months. Recently there has been a movement

to bring order out of this chaos. Several railways have made
substantial enlargements in their yard and shop facilities in the

outlying portions of the city. The Chicago & North Western and

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul have acquired interests in the

Indiana Harbor Belt, which formerly was owned entirely by the

New York Central Lines, and together with the latter are oper-
ating it jointly. The roads which formerly owned the Chicago
& Western Indiana and its subsidiary, the Belt Railway of Chi-
cago, have admitted as stockholders in the Belt Railway Com-
pany several other lines, which has increased the number of
roads owning this property from five to fourteen. For their use
the property of the Chicago Union Transfer Railway has been
acquired at a cost of $4,400,000, including the clearing yard, a
hump classification yard with a capacity of 5,000 cars a day in

the southwestern part of the city; and there is to be constructed
when required an auxiliary clearing yard at or near South
Chicago. There are also to be several otiier large and extensive
additions to and improvements in the present facilities of this

terminal system.

The way in which these developments have been greeted in

Chicago presents a marked contrast to the way in which the plans
for improvements in the terminal system at St. Louis have been
received. The Chicago lines are being given the backing of
Chicago commercial organizations and praised by the Chicago
press

;
and there has been no intimation of opposition from the

City Council. It has not yet been necessary for the roads to
seek ordinances for carrying out their plans, but it seems highly
probable, in view of the present attitude of the local commercial
organization and the city administration, that if they did have
to they would meet with no unreasonable antagonism. The
business men of Chicago have not by any means always been
friendly, or even fair, in their treatment of the railways. But
It is characteristic of them to know what is good for the industry
and commerce of Chicago—that is the main reason why Chicagc
is Chicago—and they know that one of their city's greatest needs-
now is better terminal facilities, both freight and passenger.

The terminal development now under way at Chicago and the-

terminal stagnation at St. Louis must tend to give Chicago a
competitive advantage. Furthermore, another active competitor
of St. Louis, viz.. Kansas City, will soon be reaping the benefits
of extensive enlargements and improvements of its terminal,
facilities. There both the passenger and freight terminals are-

being almost completely reconstructed under city ordinances by
the Kansas City Terminal Company, a terminal "monopoly" of
the exact kind the mention of which makes some of the wise meI^
of St. Louis wax vehement, appeal to the courts and push along
the work of strangling their city's commerce. It is regrettable-
that St. Louis, which was a pioneer in the development of a
terminal system along right lines, should now be falling behind-
in this respect, but it is at least gratifying to observe the intel-

ligence and business-like sagacity with which the terminal prob-
lems at Chicago and Kansas City at last are being handled.

OPERATING PHASES OF THE TRAVELING ENGINEERS-
WORK.

"PHERE were many features of the convention of the Travel-
ing Engineers' Association in Chicago, August 27 to 30,

which emphasized the importance and possibilities of the men
occupying this position in dealing with the operating—or,
more specifically, the human—as distinguished from the me-
chanical side of railway questions. The traveling engineer,

more than any other officer, forms a connecting link between-
the mechanical and the transportation departments, and it is

in his power to decidedly influence the solution of many
operating problems. The opening address at the convention
pointed out the advantages to employees themselves of efficient

work on their part. Mr. Worthington's address, calling for

efforts to overcome the fatal socialistic tendencies among labor-

ing. men. further influenced the thoughts and discussions of the

members along the line of securing increased efficiency of the

human element. There was little chance, therefore, of their

subordinating consideration of that very important part of

their duties which is concerned with the operation of trains;

to consideration of the strictly mechanical features. The me-
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chanical subjects were by no means overlooked, and locomotive

appliances, such as superheaters, brick arches, stokers, valve

gear, etc., brought out very active and intelligent discussions;

but in each case the effect of the appliances on train operation

seemed to be most prominent in the minds of the speakers.

The spirit manifested is most gratifying, since it is quite evi-

dent that in respect to most of the railway problems with

which the mechanical department is concerned, the progress

along strictly mechanical lines has been more rapid than in

operating features, and it is the latter that now seem to re-

quire the greater study and the closer attention. The traveling

engineer is very distinctly the man who will be expected to

-do the most toward deaHng as successfully with this part of the

problem as the mechanical part is being dealt with.

Every one recognizes that the advent of very long passenger

.and freight trains has greatly increased the difficulty of han-

dling the air brakes so as to make stops without damage to

either the equipment or lading. Rough stops on passenger

trains where passengers are. thrown from their seats and where

flat spots, which later may be the indirect cause of broken

rails, are ground on the wheels, are frequent enough, especially

in cold weather, to attract the attention of the traveling public.

Shocks in long freight trains which approach the million pound

point have been recorded under normal conditions of loading

and brake handling. The effect of this on the draft rigging

and car structure are well known. Such rough handling pre-

sents a very serious problem, and the traveling engineers fully

appreciate their responsibility in the matter. Nearly six hours

were devoted to a full, frank, profitable discussion of the

subject, and it is doubtful if any member left the convention

unprepared to work improvements on his division in this par-

ticular.

Similar statements can be made regarding the discussions

of the economical use of fuel and lubricants, the treatment of

feed waters and the inspection of locomotives at terminals. In

each case it was the operating features that were treated.

There are other associations prepared to handle the design,

constructional and engineering features of locomotive devices,

but probably no other is so well fitted to deal with the operating

.side of the locomotive problem. The Traveling Engineers'

Association evidently fully appreciates this and proposes to do

its full duty.

NEW BOOKS.

The Lakes-to-the-Gulf Deep Waterway. By'William Arthur Shelton. Pub-

lished by the author; handled by Baker-Taylor Co., New York. 130

pages. 6 in. x 9^4 in. Price, board, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

This little volume is chiefly a traffic study of the Lakes-to-the-

Gulf project. Mr. Shelton has a thorough technical under-

standing of rate and traffic matters, and his book is incom-

parably the most valuable and expert traffic study of the sub-

ject dealt with that has been made.

He first describes the existing channel and water terminals

between Chicago arid the Gulf, and the craft on them. He

shows clearly the practical impossibility of operating lake or

ocean vessels on the proposed deep waterway, no matter how

deep it may be dug. In his chapter on "Freight Movement

and Rates," he shows that the present traffic, except coal and

coke business originating on the Ohio, and lumber business

originating on the Yazoo and Sunflower rivers, is local, moving

only short distances. Although the lower Mississippi is deeper

than any waterway in Europe the railways handle practically all

the business between St. Louis and New Orleans and Memphis

and New Orleans. A new barge line has recently been

operatmg in competition with the railways for business between

these cities, but Mr. Shelton is skeptical as to whether it will

do as well in proportion as the barge line operated in former

years. "The old company had an established trade in grain

down stream and elevators at St. Louis sufficient to contain a

large cargo. . . . But as the railways extended through

routes to the south, the barge line found its traffic decreasing

so rapidly that it was forced to abandon the through traffic be-

tween St. Louis and New Orleans. . . . The river eleva-

tors are gone, the railways and farmers have located elevators

on the farms and at important rail junctions, and the railways

have greatly increased their efficiency since 1903. . . . With
the most important traffic of the old line apparently irretriev-

ably lost, the possibility of building up a new traffic of miscel-

laneous freight is the only hope of success for the new line."

A study of the present traffic and rates of the competing rail-

ways discourages the idea that the water line can build up such

a miscellaneous traffic. The average ton-mile charge by rail

between Chicago and New Orleans is only 5.3 mills, and be-

tween St. Louis and New Orleans only 4.9 mills. Comparative

figures which are given show that "the rail rates in the Mis-

sissippi valley are almost as low as the rates on the same com-

modities shipped via the Rhine"; and this takes no account of

insurance charges, which are largely to be reckoned a legiti-

mate part of the river cost. Elaborate comparisons of exist-

ing rail and water rates lead the author to the conclusion that

"the freight originating at rail points or at points not imme-

diately on the river can be carried more cheaply, as well as

more satisfactorily by rail in almost every case." In his con-

cluding chapter Mr. Shelton says

:

"The lower Mississippi river is now a more efficient water-

way than could reasonably be constructed between Chicago and

New Orleans. The lower river is wide enough to carry barge

fleets of any reasonable dimensions, while the several sections

of channel contemplated betw-een Chicago and St. Louis could

not be used for important barge fleets. Moreover, the speed

of ves.^els other than barges would be much less on the upper

route than at present on the lower route. These conditions

make the lower river more efficient than the northern section

could be made. But even on the lower route, the barge lines

have been unable to attract the competitive freight from the

rail lines. The Mississippi Valley Transportation Company, to

be sure, made an attempt to revive the river traffic between

St. Louis and New Orleans in 1911. A tow with a modern

steel barge made six round trips and carried more than 10,000

tons of freight ; but so far did the company fail to meet ex-

penses that it was forced to go out of operation, even before

the end of one season. It may be possible to establish a line

that carries through freight in competition with the railways

on the lower river; yet in 1904 the old barge line was forced

to give up a long-established traffic, and in 1911 defeat was

met by a modern barge line. It is yet to be decided whether a

boat line can operate successfully on the lower river carrying

freight in competition with the present rail service. . . .

"In conclusion, it the channel should be used to some extent,

and should cause slightly less cost for transportation to cer-

tain favored shippers, situated along- the route and shipping

commodities that could be carried on the waterway, it would

even so be questionable social policy for the nation to bear

the burden of shipping for a favored class. If the saving were

to be equal to the expenditure, and were not to take from

vested interests in railways, the project would still be question-

able; but if. as the writer believes, the saving to the favored

shippers would not be equal to the expenditure, then the policy

of taxing the people as a whole to aid a special class is in-

defensible."

The book, while small, presents a mass of data on the

economic phases of its subject; every proposition and conclu-

sion is supported by seemingly conclusive evidence ; and it is

hard to believe that anyone can read the volume without being

convinced that future expenditures to improve the Mississippi

and its connections between Chicago and New Orleans for

transportation purposes would be wasted. The question of ex-

penditures to protect and reclaim the land along it for agri-

cultural purposes is an entirely different matter.
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Sl^iter^ to the IfdUor.

TRACK DRAINAGE AND RAIL BREAKAGE.

• Peoria, 111., September 1, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Rail\v.\y Ace G.\zette:

In his "Study of Broken Rails," printed on page 381 of your

issue of August 30, Mr. Lindsay says that the much greater num-
ber of broken rails found on the left hand side of the track, as

compared with the right hand side, is a condition that has been

noted before, but for which no satisfactory explanation has been

found. Does it not seem possible that the generally unsatisfac-

tory drainage conditions toward the center of a double or four-

track roadbed, as compared with the edge;' of the same roadbed,

should explain at least part of this excess ?

On a single-track road there are always some sections of track

that are particularly difficult to keep up on account of imperfect

drainage, and it is generally true that these sections have more
than their proportion of broken rails. On four-track roads the

middle two tracks are never as well drained as the outside tracks,

and this holds true to a modified extent as to the condition of

the ballast under the inner and outer rails on each track.

On a road that is operated right hand, the right hand rail is

the outside rail, and it seems reasonable to suppose that the less

perfect condition of the drainage under the left hand rail should,

on account of the unequally distributed support given the rail,

cause more rail failures on the left hand side than on the right

hand side of the track. r. i. wilby.
Assistant Engineer, Toledo, Peoria & Western.

THE "19" TRAIN ORDER.

Needles, Cal., August 14, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railw.\y Ace Gazette :

Answering Mr. Nichols' article in the Railway Age Gazette

of July 26:

All are agreed that the 19 form of train order is the best to

expedite the movement of trains, and the only point on which
there is a difference is the element of safety.

While the failures in connection with the use of the "31" order

to which I referred, were caused, not so much through a diso-

bedience of the rules as through an element of forgetfulness, or

failure to observe, it will be remembered that I pointed out spe-

cific cases where hazards and accidents could have been pre-

vented by the use of the "19" order. And it was upon such inci-

dents that I based the assertion that the "19" form of order is

safer than the 31.

Answering question No. 1 : Mr. Nichols claims that in my
argument it is plain that "disobedience of plain rules is what is

the matter." Yet in rebuttal of that argument he assumes, and
to exemplify his point where he seems to think danger lurks in

the exclusive use of the 19 order, that an operator holding a

19 order which restricts the rights of the train at that station,

the operator will violate rules and "high ball" the train down
the main line, and that the engine and train crew will also violate

the rules by obeying the signal given by the operator.

The standard code of rules covers the point he brings up, by

stipulating that when it becomes necessary to issue a restricting

order to a train at a point where it is to get the order, the

operator is to bring the train to a stop before delivering the

order, and the train despatcher is expected to take some extra

precaution to see that such trains, under such circumstances, are

amply protected.

I would favor going further ; I would compel the train des-

patcher, when he is obliged to issue a restrictive order to a

train at a point where it gets the order, to give an order to the

operator to bring such a train to a stop and procure the signa-

ture of the conductor to the order. The conductor could sign

the 19 order just as well as the 31 order. We do not have very

many such cases; not enough to warrant the use of the 31

form.

2. When necessary to restrict a train which has been cleared,

or the engine of which has passed the train order semaphore,

the operator can be instructed to take up the clearance cards

from the conductor and engineman, or bring the engineman and
conductor back to the office and let them sign the 19 form of

order.

3. When necessary to create an extra under example 3, form

G., the same precaution is to be taken by the train despatcher in

issuing a 19 order as he would take if issuing the order on form
31. When the operator asks the despatcher to clear a train with

orders, number so and so, the despatcher is just as sure that

those orders will, within the next few minutes be placed in the

hands of the men who are to execute them, as if the conductor's

signature were sent to the despatcher by the operator: and before

the despatcher clears the extra created by example 3, form G, he

must know that the other trains affected by that order have been

given their copies, or he must protect the newly created train

by adding to that order instructions to take siding and not pass,

etc. If not room in that particular order, it can be done in a

separate order. The 19 order would permit the despatcher to

give the order to the trains affected at the first open telegraph

office, where the order on form 31 would tend to cause the

despatcher to put it out at a point where the train is to stop,

probably making it necessary to add several "take siding and not

pass" instructions, to avoid a lap order or a possible hazard.

4. If it is desired to reduce a run late order, the same method

applies. When the operator asks the despatcher to clear a train

on an order which is reducing the time of a run late order of

a superior train, the despatcher has the same assurance that the

order is in the hands of the men who are to execute it, when

the operator reports them by, as he would have if the operator

stopped the train and had the conductor sign for the order.

5. When a train is restricted at a point not a telegraph of-

fice, the 19 order can be used, with an additional order to the

carrying train to stop and procure signatures to such order, and

leave with operator at next open telegraph office. This requires

the issuance of an additional order, but it obviates a stop of

the carrying train to sign for the 31 order to be taken to the

train at the blind siding.

6. Notifying work trains to protect against a specified extra:

The 19 order can be safely used, with the additional order to

the carrying train to stop and procure signature to the 19 form

and hand to operator at the next open telegraph office. Is it

not just as safe? It eliminates the necessity for one stop. It

will enable us to abolish the 31 order entirely.

There have been cases where trouble has been caused by plac-

ing orders at meeting points. The despatcher said he told the

operator to flag the train ; the operator claimed that the des-

patcher did not say anything to him about it. If the despatcher

gives him an order to stop the train and procure signature to

the restricting order, w-e eliminate the possibility of a dispute.

We have so few cases of this kind that it ought not be neces-

sary to maintain a separate form of order to cover them.

J. p. FINAN.

The different parties are. on the essentials, so nearly in agree-

ment that the present seems a proper time to say that we can-

not afford the space for a further discussion of this subject.

EDITOR.

Bolivian Railway Concession.—A concession has been

granted for the construction of the Cochabama-Chimore Rail-

way. Bolivia. This line will be about 145 miles long, and the

Bolivian government will pay an annual subvention of $50,000

to be used for maintenance work. This line will revert to the

government after 99 years. It is expected that it will cost about

$3,000,000.



TRAVELING ENGINEERS' ASSOCIATION.

Twentieth Annual Convention Included Several Important Ad-

dresses, and Papers and Discussions of Usual High Standard.

The Traveling Engineers' Association held its twentieth annual

convention at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, August 27-30. It

was presided over by W. C. Hayes, superintendent of loco-

motive operation of the Erie, as noted in the Railway Age

Gazette of August 30, page 399. After prayer by Dr. Kennedy

Marshall, S. O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age Gazette, was

called on for the opening address.

MR. DUNN'S ADDRESS.

In addressing you last year I referred to the endeavors con-

stantly being made by railway officers, and by organizations of

officers such as yours, to increase the economy and efficiency

of operation. Xever have greater efforts for this purpose been

Tnade than during the last year. But for them operating ex-

penses, owing chiefly to recent advances in wages and other

causes, would have increased very greatly. And in spite of

the efforts made to hold them down, operating expenses per

mile of line have increased. Taxes also advanced. Meantime

total earnings declined. We now have statistics of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission for eleven months of the fiscal

3-ear ending June 30, 1912, for all railways earning more than

$1,000,000 gross a year. In this period the total operating rev-

enues per mile of these roads declined from $11,533 to $11,506,

or $27 a mile. Their operating expenses increased from $7,911

to $7,961, or $50 a mile; and their taxes increased from $445

to $486, or $41 a mile. The result was a redu£tion in net in-

come from operation of $118 a mile. That may not seem very

large. But when it is considered that net operating income in

the fiscal year 1911 was less than in 1910; that in 1912 it was

less than in 1911; and that these losses have been suffered in

spite of the almost desperate efforts railway officers have been

making to keep down the rising tide of expenses, the situation

becomes one for serious consideration.

Net operating income is the only fund from which the rail-

way companies can pay the interest and dividends on their

bonds and stock. Now, while these reductions in net income

have been going on, the roads have been making new improve-

ments, involving the investment of new capital and the issuance

of additional stock and bonds which has created a need for a

larger, instead of a smaller, net income. They ought to make

still more and greater improvements, which would create a

need for still more net income. It may be said that they should

make these improvements from earnings. But the only part of

their earnings from w-hich they can make improvements are

those very same net earnings, which, as I have shown, have

been growing smaller.

The general public recently has been discussing the increase

of the general cost of living and the best methods for reducing

it. I am not a pessimist or an alarmist, but it does seem clear

to me that a serious condition is going to develop in this coun-

try unless something is done about the railway's cost of living

—

something radically different from what has been done about it

in the recent past. Right now we are facing the danger of a

severe car shortage. If one does come in the early fall, as now
seems almost certain, it will be mainly due to the narrowness

of the margin between the railways' income and their cost of

living—a margin which, as I have said, should have been in-

creasing, but has been narrowing. The question naturally sug-

gests itself, Why has this margin been narrowing?

One reason has been that, owing to general business condi-

tions, the traffic has not been up to normal. It fell off violently

after the panic of 1907. and was light in 1908 and 1509. A
heavy business was handled in 1910. but in the fiscal years 1911

and 1912 the traffic fell off again. Four of the last five years

have been relatively poor years from a traffic standpoint.

Meantime the roads have been subjected to the severest regu-

lation ever applied to them—regulation that has held down their

rates and earnings, and at the same time increased their ex-

penses as well as their taxes. But government regulation has

not been the main cause of the recent increase in expenses. The
main cause has been advances in the wages of railway em-

ployees.

All who are connected with railways agree that it is the duty

of state and national governments, in regulating and taxing

them, not to make or keep their rates so low as to impair

reasonable gross and net earnings. A majority of those con-

nected with railways think that the tendency of the regulating

authorities is to make and keep rates and gross earnings too

low. But net earnings depend not only on how much gross

earnings are, but also on how much operating expenses are;

and employees are not unanimous in believing that it is to their

interest and is their duty to do all that they can to further

the efficiency in operation, which is necessary to enable the

roads, while paying reasonable wages, to keep operating ex-

penses as low as practicable.

All who work for railways and receive from them salaries

and wages are employees. The president, the general man-

ager, the superintendent, the traveling engineer are just as much

employees as the engineman, the switchman, or the track laborer.

But ordinarily we divide those on railway payrolls into the

officer class and the employee class. Now, you and all other

officers recognize the fact that it is to your interest to increase

efficiency just as much as you can. It needs no argument to

convince the traveling engineer that it is advantageous to so do

his work that the number of tons moved one mile by each en-

gine crew, by each engine and by each pound of coal shall be

the greatest practicable. To accomplish this is what you are

employed for, is what you are here for. But among employees,

that is, among those who work for what are called "wages,"

as distinguished from what are called "salaries," there is a quite

general opinion, not perhaps often explicitly put into words, but

often very explicitly manifested in acts, that they have nothing

to gain and something to lose by heartily co-operating with the

railway managements in efforts to increase the efficiency of

operation to the utmost. I need not detail any of the various

manifestations. You are familiar with them, because you are

on the firing line all the time, laboring to get the greatest ef-

ficiency from the most important and distinctive part of railway

equipment and those who handle it. This feeling is one that

pervades a large part of labor in all lines of industry. The em-

ployees are apt to say—if not in words, at least in attitude and

acts—that the company will, of course, gain by getting as much

and as good work as possible from each man. They are apt

to say that the individual officer will also gain; by this means

the traveling engineer may get promoted to master mechanic or

assistant superintendent, and thence to higher positions. But

the effect on the employees, they are apt to contend, will be,

not to increase their wages or reduce their hours of work, but

to make necessary fewer men, and, thereby, throw some out

of employment.

As to promotion, the history of our railways and the biogra-

phies of their present officers show that the avenues leading up

to the verj' highest offices always have been open to every em-

ployee. The managements are no more disposed to close that

door on anyone now than they ever were. They know that the

best way to get capable officers is to let the process of natural

selection work itself out among all of the 1,700,000 employees.

Today, as in the past, every hard-working and competent era-
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ployee has a fair chance of being advanced for individual ef-

ticienc)', even to the highest positions.

Aside from the matter of promotion, is it not to the interest

of all railway employees that the railways should be as econom-

ically and efficiently operated as is reasonably practicable? Is

it not to the interest of all workingmen that all industrial proc-

esses should be as efficiently and economically performed as is

reasonably practicable? We will all agree that it is undesirable,

in the pursuit of industrial efficiency, to so speed men up or to

require them to work such long hours that their health will be

impaired, or that they will be denied the time and opportunity

for reading, for the pleasures of home and social intercourse,

and for the performance of their duties as citizens of a demo-

cratic country. But conceding this, is it not to the interest of

all employees to work to the healthy limit of their capacity and

to co-operate w-ith their employers in developing and adopting

every method and device that will increase their individual and

collective efficiency ?

The answer given by many employees is, in substance, no.

The machinist says, in effect, that if each machinist does all

he can there will not be enough places for all machinists. The

engineman says, in effect, that if he moves as many ton miles

per hour as he can there will not be enough employment for

all enginemen. If it be true that if all those employed in each

craft do all they can there will not be employment for all mem-
bers of each craft, it must follow that if all the employed work-

ers in the country do all they can there w'ill not be enough em-

ployment for all who want to work. This, of course, involves

the assumption that at any given time there is only a certain

amount of work to be done, and that unless it is equitably di-

vided among all there will be some who can get nothing to do.

I read not long since in the official publication of one of the

largest railway brotherhoods an article opposing the use of

methods, devices and equipment adapted to increase the amount

of work done by each shop employee and the number of ton

miles of freight handled by each train crew on the express ground

that these things tend to cause unemployment.

Now, if it could be shown that the use of methods and ma-

chinery that enabled each worker to turn out a larger product,

whether that product were corn or manufactures, or ton miles,

did tend to injure the workers as a class, either by increasing

unemployment or in any other way, we all ought to oppose the

use of such methods or machinery. Industry exists for men,

not men for industry; and whatever in any industry is injurious

to those employed in it should not be tolerated unless it can

be clearly shown that the compensating benefits it confers on

the employees and on society as a whole exceed the harm that

it causes. But is it true that increased industrial efficiency does

tend in any way to injure working men, except in very excep-

tional, temporary and isolated cases? What do men work for?

Not for money, but for the things that money buys—food, shelter,

raiment, and so on. And what must be the effect of limiting the

amount of work that men do? Obviously, it must be to limit the

total amount of things that are produced and that can be con-

sumed. What, on the other hand, must be the effect of increasing

industrial efficiency? Obviously, it must be to increase the

amount of the things that are produced and that can be consumed.

Does increased production and the possible increased consumption

that results from it do harm?

If it were true that the greater the amount of work done

by each person who was employed the more unemployment

there would be and the worse off the working classes would

be, we would find the least unemployment and the highest state

of welfare among the workers in those countries where the in-

dividual efficiency of labor is the least. On the contrary, it is in

countries where the individual efficiency of labor is the greatest

that we find the least unemployment and the highest state of

welfare among those who work with their hands. The industrial

efficiency of a nation is made up of all the individual efficiencies

of all its people; and you cannot get the greatest national indus-

trial efficiency if you limit the individual efficiencies. On the con-

trary, that way lies national and individual industrial and com-

mercial disaster and penury.

If you go among the employees of railways or any other

class of working men and present this argument you may be

answered that the demonstration is conclusive that an increase

of production accomplished by an increase in the quality and

quantity of work done by each employee would be beneficial

to all if the increased product were equitably divided, but that

the trouble would be that the increased product would not be

equitably divided—that the lion's share, or all of it, would be ap-

profriated by the capitalist class. But the question of the division

of the product is a question of distribution, not one of produc-

tion. Limiting what is produced merely limits the amount that

there is to be divided, and clearly brings no nearer the social

justice which cries out for an equitable system of distribution.

The workers are able now, and always will be able to get just

as equitable a division of a large product as of a small product.

Therefore, it is to their interest, while seeking by every lawful

and honest means to get a fair division of what is produced, to

also exert themselves to the healthy limit of their capacity to make

the amount produced as great as practicable. A fairer distri-

bution of golden eggs will never be produced by killing the goose

that lays them.

There is another aspect of this matter as it relates espe-

cially to railways and their employees which is not often con-

sidered. The fact is recognized that the public authorities

should deal fairly with railways and with their employees in

regulating the railways. The fact is also recognized that the

railway is a public service corporation and that, therefore, its

owners and you and its other officers owe high and peculiar

duties to the pubUc. But, as I have already said, the engine-

man, the switchman and the track laborer are just as much,

and no more, employees of the railways as are its president,

its general manager and its traveling engineer. Therefore, every

employee of a railway, merely because he is an employee of a

railway, also owes high and peculiar duties to the public which

are similar to and supplement yours. One of the duties of the

officers is to endeavor to operate the properties as economically

and as safely as practicable in order that the transportation sold

to the public shall be as cheap and safe as practicable. But you

cannot do your work satisfactorily and effectively unless you are

given the earnest and hearty co-operaiion of your subordinates;

and it is, therefore, the duty of every railway employee to give

to the officers, and, through them, to the company, and, through

it. to the public, the best service that he can. For employees in-

dividually or collectively to seek to interfere with the develop-

ment of railway efficiency to the very highest point is, therefore,

unfair, not merely to their superior officers and to the company,

but to the public, for in the long run, the effect must be to in-

crease the cost and impair the quality of the transportation ren-

dered to the public. The employees have a right to demand good

wages. They have a right to demand the adoption of methods

and appliances that will protect them while they are at work.

But they have no more right than the owners and officers of the

railways by any act of omission or commission to hinder the most

economical and efficient operation.

The education of railways regarding their duties to their

employees and the public has progressed rapidly in recent years.

Doubtless by constant efforts on the part of those who ap-

preciate the rightful position of the railway in industry and

commerce the public will also be educated to a better under-

standing of its duty to the railways and their employees, and,

bv similar means, the employees will be educated to a better

understanding of their duty to themselves, to the railways and

to the public. While, therefore, we cannot reasonably hope that

the employees, the railways and the pubHc will ever exactly ap-

preciate and fully perform their duties to each other, we can
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at least reasonably hope for and expect changes in their atti-

tudes and relations all around which will be mutually and greatly

beneficial to ihem all.

PRESIDENT HAYES' ADDRESS.

No greater problem confronts any local officer upon any di-

vision of the railways in this country today than that which rests

on your shoulders. The greatest operating problem of the times

is yours. It is your duty to make locomotives haul every ton of

freight one mile at the lowest possible cost for repairs, fuel, lubri-

cating materials, tools, and other supplies. On this factor the

cost of performing every operation that enters into plans of any

magnitude on any railway company in the United States is

founded.

It will thus be seen that the chief factor in securing results

in locomotive operation is the ability on the part of the super-

vising officer in charge of this work, first, to so train himself that

he will be able to impart such instruction to engineers and fire-

men in regard to this problem that they will see clearly just how.

where and when the different savings can be made; second, to

follow up systematically all educational lines by practical demon-

stration, and to keep engine crews fully alive to the subject; third,

to stimulate their interest by periodical class meetings in which

new phases of the subject may be discussed—in other words, to

point the way in every conceivable way in order that the operation

of locomotives may be made not only economical, but attractive

;

fourth, to arouse on the part of the engineers and firemen friendly

competition in regard to the result of their individual perform-

ance of which proper detailed record should be kept ; and lastly,

to teach all engineers that there is a language which the loco-

motive speaks and which every engineer, worthy of the name,

readily understands, for every piece of apparatus about the loco-

motive has its voice of contentment, or wail of protest. Hence the

ability to understand and appreciate that language fully cuts a

large figure in economical locomotive operation.

These principles properly worked out are the only positive

way to improve the service rendered. Keeping diligently at

it so that results will flow in a progressive and permanent way,

remembering at this time one thing which in itself is quite im-

portant ; namely, that this city, as well as many others, is ex-

pending considerable time and money in developing anti-black

smoke ordinances, it is more than ever important that greater

care and skill than ever be practiced in the operation of loco-

motives so as to minimize the amount of black smoke. As a

guide to better the firing of locomotives the skilful engineer

and firemen can do much toward the prevention of black smoke.

But the price of a clean stack is constant vigilance on their part

in order to keep themselves free from complaint or from violation

of the law.

Therefore, the recommendation is now made that the ques-

tion of proper elimination of black smoke, as far as locomotives

are concerned, be taken up by this convention, with a view

to finding a solution to that vexing problem. With the agi-

tation that is now going forward on the part of many states and

municipalities throughout the country, the time is not far distant

when black smoke w'ill be a disturbing factor which will have to

be met and mastered, principally, I may say, by the efforts of the

members of this association.

When it is considered that every member of this associa-

tion is a self-educated man—practically speaking—who has to

wrest whatever success may be secured in improved opera-

tion of locomotives by making a study of the best methods that

may be employed, and then also making a study of a sure method

to best impart that information to others, so that it may be re-

flected in the service performed, it can readily be seen that the

task which each traveling engineer has set before him is not by

any means a sinecure, but one involving large responsibilities, re-

quiring a high type of man with a keen knowledge of the situ-

ation, in order that he may measure up to the duties of the

position.

CHEMICALLY TREATED WATER AND iNCREASED LO-

COMOTIVE EFFICIENCY.

The report of this committee consisted of conclusions drawn
from the replies to a series of 23 questions submitted to the

members. To a request for a description of the type of system

used for treating feed water, but one road submitted its blue

prints. These showed the construction and arrangement of the

Powers water treating plant in use on the Santa Fe, and the

genera! drawings are reproduced herewith.

The committee reports that the use of soda ash in the tank

in the proportion of about 1 lb. per 1,000 gal., the use of caustic

soda in smaller proportions, and also the water treating plants,

have all met w-ith success so far as scale formation is concerned.

In connection with the graphite, luminator and crude oil treat-

ments, the committee has no information of any beneficial results

having been obtained.

But one complete report was submitted in reply to the request

for the cost of treating feed water. This was from the Santa Fe.

The accompanying table gives the average costs for the different

divisions:

Cost of Tre.4tixg W.^ter on the Sant.^ Fe.

Grains of Lbs. incrsts.
Incrustants. removed

f
^

^ per Cost per Total lbs.

Station. Before -After Re- 1,000 1.000 incrsts.
treat. treat, moved, gals. gals. removed.

Illinois Div 29.2 3.6 25.6 3.65 .0313 972,193
Missouri Div 25.7 4.4 21.3 3.04 .0210 470,463
Kansas Citv Div 20.7 4.8 15.9 2.27 .0230 595,491
Eastern Div 28.4 4.0 24.4 3.48 .0282 1,073,922
Middle Div 36.9 4.3 32.6 4.65 .0444 1,100,651
Oklahoma Div 34.3 4.3 30.0 4.28 .0319 808,954

.Ml Eastern Lines 30.8 4.2 26.6 3.80 .0298 5,021,674

Western Div 33.8 2.9 30.9 4.41 .0425 654.506
.\rkansas River Div.... 52.4 3.6 48.8 6.97 .0553 1,596.271
Colorado Div 47.8 3.5 44.3 6.32 .0231 894,667
New Mexico Div 42.9 4.3 38.6 5.51 .0186 1,006,544
Rio Grande Div 24.3 4.1 20.2 2.88 .0311 648.573
Pan Handle Div 42.4 3.3 39.1 5.58 .0432 427,695
Plains Div 31.4 4.2 27.2 3.88 .0182 41.8S3
Pecos Div 39.2 3.8 35.4 5.05 .0611 956,886

.\ll Western Lines 38. 9 3.7 35.2 5.02 .0375 6,226,995

.\. T. & S. F. Proper.. 34.9 3.9 31.0 4.42 .0336 11.248.669

.Mbuquerque Div 34.1 4.2 29.9 4.27 .0393 1.152.635

Arizona Div 25.0 3.2 21.8 3.11 .0257 1,271,690

Los Angeles Div 23.6 2.5 21.1 3.01 .0274 1,042,723

Valley Div 22.6 2.9 19.7 2.81 .0261 171,916

Coast Lines 26.3 3.2 23.1 3.30 .0297 3,638,964

A. T. & S. F. System— . ,„
19)1 ... 30.6 3.5 27.1 3.87 .0324 14,887,633

1910 31.6 3.6 28.0 4.00 .0318 15,284,164

1909 35.4 3.7 31.7 4.52 .0332 13,063,320

1908 35.8 3.9 31.9 4.55 .0346 11,102,859

1907 32.6 4.3 28.3 4.03 .0355 9,579,772

1906 35.0 4.1 30.9 4.41 .0361 7,906,233

The conclusions from the answers to the questions in con-

nection with the mileage of flues and fireboxes before and after

treatment of feed water show that an increase in mileage of from

78 per cent, to 150 per cent, is being obtained where the water is

handled in treating plants. Equally good results followed the

use of anti-scale chemicals in the tenders. Following is the re-

port of the Santa Fe on this feature:

"Since the adoption of our water treating system the mileage

of fireboxes and flues has been doubled and trebled. One of the

best examples is the Los .\ngeles division. In the latter part of

1905, eight large Pacific type oil-burning, passenger locomotives

went in service on that division, and up to December, 1907, each

of these locomotives had received a new firebox, six of them had

received three sets of flues, and the other two, two sets; the

average mileage of all fireboxes was 66.064, the lowest 62,452,

and the highest 81,608. There are mountain grades on which

helpers are used. The work performed by these engines is heavy

fast passenger service, and a very large part of the division is 1

per cent, grade. Shortly after these engines received new fire-

boxes, or in the latter part of 1907 and the beginning of 1908, a

number of water treating plants were installed and three other

plants were installed in 1910, consequently some of the locomo-
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lives made considerable mileage with the second firebox before

the installation of the water treating plants was completed.

There are no serious defects in those boxes yet, and they have

up to January of this year given an average service of 168,589

miles, and are still going; the flues have given an average service

of over 44,000 miles, an increase in flue mileage of 78J4 per cent.

"The accompanying diagram shows the flue performance of all

classes of boilers on the Los Angeles division for the last eight

years, which includes the performance of the eight passenger

locomotives previously referred to. You will note a constant

improvement, notwithstanding the increased work demanded of

the locomotives ; this improvement seems to keep pace with the

improvement in the condition of the feed water.

"We use treated water to prevent incrustation, and give credit

for the prevention of incrustation and improvement in the per-

formance of our fireboxes and flues to the system of treating

through them, and by so doing prevents their overheating and
consequent damage."

Other conckisions reached by the committee were that treated

water increases the tendency to foam ; that anti-foaming chem-
icals are successful; that treated water does not increase the mile-

age between washouts ; that the efficiency of the locomotive is

increased by the use of treated water, especially if used in con-

nection with an anti-foaming treatment ; that the increased foam-
ing of waters treated for scale increases the cost of maintenance
of the locomotive; that blow-ofT cocks should be freely applied

and used, that their operation should be convenient and that

the frequent use of blow-off cocks for short intervals is better

than longer openings at long intervals. The committee stated

that soda ash is beneficial in waters where the encrusting solids

are heavy and the alkali salts light.

Committee :—F. McArdle, chairman ; George Austin, W. S.
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OPERATION OF WATER TREATING PLANT.
The water is softened by means of two chemicals:

milk of lime to precipitate the carbonates of lime and
magnesia, and soda ash to precipitate the sulphates of
lime and magnesia.
The untreated water and chemicals discharge at top

of the 4 /;. standpipe in 16 ft. treating tank, where
they become thoroughly mixed. The water and chem-
icals flow downward. The precipitates settle on the
hopper bottom and are discharged through a 6 in.
pipe to the sewer. The water passes up through a
filter and then through an 8 in. overflow pipe into the
service tank.

The lime and soda ash are dissolved in a revolving
steel drum (lime slacker) and then drawn off through
a strainer into the chemical tank, and made up to a
definite strength. The plunger pump forces this solu-
tion through a separate I'A in. pipe line to the lop of
the mi.ring standpipe in the treating tank.
The power to operate the chemical pump, lime slacker

and paddles in chemical tank is furnished by a small
steam or gasoline engine, or an electric or water
motor. When sufficient pressure is on the untreated
water main^ a water motor is used and all the water
to be softened passes through the water motor before
entering the lank.

General Arrangement of Pov^ers Water Treating Plant as Used on the Santa Fe.

water. We use an anti-foaming treatment to prevent foaming,
both with our treated water and in territories where the water is

not treated, which does the work very satisfactorily, eHminating
all of the troubles due to a foaming boiler, reducing the cost of
fuel and lubrication, and enabling us to handle tonnage that it

would be impossible to handle otherwise. In territories where
the water is not bad enough to warrant the installation of treat-
ing plants, but does give trouble with foaming, we find that
anti-foaming preparations have a favorable eflPect in preventing
incrustation as well. It is but just and fair to a water treat-
ment that counteracts or prevents foaming, to give it credit for
adding to. the life of the firebox and flues, on the theory that
when it prevents foaming it keeps the water in a more dense
condition, so that it absorbs more readily the heat that is passing

Reid, W. H. Wallace, Wm. Daze. W. D. Cooper and T. F.

Lyons.

DISCUSSION.

The discussion was confined principally to treatment of water
by chemicals introduced in the locomotive tank, direct to

the boiler. Some trouble was reported with the use of soda ash

in superheater locomotives causing a deposit on the inside of the

small superheater tubes. F, P. Roesch (El Paso & Southwestern)
explained that unless the blow-ofT cocks were opened frequently

or an anti-foaming compound was used, soda ash would cause a
deposit of scale in the superheater. He had found it difficult to

get the enginemen to use the blow-ofif cocks as frequently as de-

sirable, but had had excellent results from the use of an anti-

foaming compound. Other members testified to the success of
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the anti-foaming compound, but all agreed that the proper use

of the blow-off cocks would have a decided effect on a foaming

condition, and even where the compound was used blowing down

should not be neglected.

The cost of the treatment in the tender appears to be from

three to ten cents a thousand gallons, depending on the quality

of the water. The anti-foaming treatment costs from one and

one-half to two cents a thousand gallons. The mileage between

washouts is increased where the water is treated at wayside

tanks, and decreased when chemicals are introduced in the loco-

motive tank. Frequent blowing down in the latter case will tend

to increase the time between the washouts.

The discussion as a whole indicated the complete success of

Solid Line Shows Number of Engine Miles Per Flue Leaking

Failure and Dotted Line the Number of Such Fail-

ures on the Los Angeles Division of the

Santa Fe for the Past 7 Years.

treating feed waters by the introduction of compounds direct to

the tender tank, if blow-off cocks are applied and used. This

applies to both scaling and foaming waters.

THE RELATION OF MECHANICAL APPLIANCES TO
FUEL ECONOMY.

To get the true measure of economy for any mechanical de-

vice, the work must be measured, not in train or engine miles,

but in ton miles per hour. There is no question but that of all

mechanical appliances the high degree superheater stands pre-

eminently at the head. The most comprehensive and carefully

conducted tests carried out in this country, with a view to obtain-

ing definite data bearing on the fuel economy due to the use of

superheat, were made by the New York Central, in connection

with the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1910.* The final results of

these tests are shown in the accompanying table, in which it is

seen that the saving in fuel due to superheat (allowing 2.3 per

cent, as due to improved circulation of the arch tubes) was equal

Dry Coal per Dynamomei ER H. P. Hour

Speeds.
Sat Lirated Steam,

No Arch. Superheater.
Supe
Br

heater
ck .\rc

12.5
15.0
17.7

4.67
4.75
4.69

. 4.70
. 100

3.15
3.56
3.40
3.37
71.7

2.90
3.25
3.27

Relative Coal Consumpti an.. 66.7

to 26 per cent., while the total saving due to the installation of a

brick arch and a superheater was equal to 33.3 per cent. This

test also shows that the application of the brick arch resulted in

a net saving in fuel of 7.3 per cent.

A series of tests, conducted by the chairman, covering a period

of several months, showed that the increase in fuel economy is

*See Railway Age Ga:ctle, November 24, 1911, page 1054.

proportionate to the increase in tonnage, which proves the theory

that the efficiency of a superheater locomotive is proportionate

to the increase in superheat, and the degree of superheat depends

on the rate of combustion ; the rate of combustion being neces-

sarily higher when handling an increased tonnage at the same
rate of speed. The final results checked very closely with the

results found on the New York Central and the Pennsylvania.

Undoubtedly, ne.xt in order, as a mechanical appliance affect-

ing fuel economy, is the brick arch, although the feed water

heater runs it a close race and in some instances precedes it.

The value of the brick arch as a fuel economizer is due (where

arch tubes are used to support it) to the increased heating sur-

face of these tubes, and to the better utilization of the firebox

heating surface.

By a chan.ge in firebox construction and the substitution of the

Gaines vertical hollow wall, an even greater fuel economy is

effected, and there is no question but that if this type of firebox

was used in connection with a high degree superheater, a greater

per cent, of the energy now unavoidably lost in the present type

of locomotives would be conserved.

The economical value of the brick arch depends on the type

of boiler, the relation between the firebox heating surface and the

tube heating surface, the nature of the fuel and character of the

service, and it is due to the failure to take into consideration the

above essentials that so many widely varying results are obtained,

and so many different opinions find credence for and against the

value of the arch. Facts are stubborn things, however, and as

repeatedly verified tests can be taken as facts, we can safely

assert that in the majority of the present-day locomotives the

intelligent application of a correct brick arch will result in an

economy of fuel ranging from 5 to IS per cent.

Among other mechanical appliances tending toward fuel econ-

omy, the feed water heater must not be overlooked. Prominent

among the successful t\'pes are the Buck-Jacobs, as used on the

Santa Fe, and the Gaines, used on the Central of Georgia. Per-

sonal observations, made by the chairman, as to the efficiency of

the former, proved that the temperature of the feed water was
increased 75 deg. This multiplied by the number of pounds of

water heated will give the saving in heat units, and this product

divided by the number of heat units obtained in the firebox from

each ton of fuel would represent the fuel saving. No absolute

data on this particular subject is available, however, but various

estimates have placed the feed water heater, where the tempera-

ture is raised SO deg.. or more, as being equal to from 8 to 12 per

cent, in fuel economy.

While the mechanical stoker has a bright future ahead of it,

and will unquestionably, when perfected, be applied to such loco-

motives as consume an amount of fuel beyond the physical

capacity of the fireman to handle, yet as a fuel economizer per sc,

the committee is not prepared to go on record with any definite

statements. Although many tests have indicated that an economy

in the amount of fuel per ton mile per hour has frequently been

obtained with the different types of stokers, yet other tests have

shown contrary results, thereby still leaving the question of

economy in pounds of coal somewhat in doubt, but when calcu-

lated on the basis of cost per pound of coal, the balance is in

favor of the mechanical stoker, as tests have proved that by means

of this appliance a cheaper grade of fuel can be handled success-

fully. The committee is prepared to go on record, however, to

the effect that on large engines, which tax the ability of the fire-

man to the utmost, the application of a successful mechanical

stoker will result not only in an increased efficiency of the loco-

motive, but also in a measure of fuel economy after the engine-

men become sufliciently familiar with it to handle it intelligently.

There are several other mechanical devices, such as mechani-

cally operated fire-doors, grate-shakers, coal-passers, etc., that

have a direct bearing on the fuel problem, but in the absence of

any authoritative data on the efficiency of any of these appliances

in this respect, the committee would prefer to have the relative

economies of them brought out in the discussion on the floor.
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Committee :—F. P. Roesch, chairman ; Dan Daley, F. R. Scott,

Y. S. Merriman, D. J. Madden, G. E. Spangler and G. M.
Carpenter.

DISCUSSION.

Superheaters.—The subject of superheaters was first placed

before the meeting for discussion and the remarks of the mem-
bers indicated that the service of superheater locomotives is so

uniformly successful as to offer very few features for discussion.

Such test results as were quoted showed the reported figures to

be correct and the comment of the speakers showed that no diffi-

culties of any importance have developed. Superheaters on

switch engines is a late development that attracted considerable

interest. Members that have had experience with such locomo-

tives reported them to be surprisingly successful. One speaker

reported a saving of 50 per cent, in fuel and an increase of one-

third in the amount of work performed.

Stokers.—Clement F. Street was called on and briefly reviewed

the development of locomotive stokers during the past year. He
stated that the stoker was now positively out of the experimental

stage and was as reliable as any piece of machinery could be.

There are now 175 Street stokers in service or on order. The
greatest development of the past year has been the appreciation

of the necessity for regular attention and inspection of stokers

at the terminals. This feature is now fully understood and every

stoker is inspected and lubricated before the locomotive goes out

on its run. with the result of a practical elimination of stoker

failures on the road.

Brick Arches.—The president called on Le Grand Parish,

president of the American Arch Company, for a report of the

progress in the use of arches during the past year. Mr. Parish

stated that 85 per cent, of the new locomotives are fitted with

brick arches. In 1907 but 25 per cent, had arches. The most

important recent development toward improved combustion was

the use of the combustion chamber, particularly the design de-

veloped by F. F. Gaines, superintendent of motive power of the

Central of Georgia. As an instance of what can be expected in

this direction he said that the very large Mallet locomotives for

the Virginian, which have a tractive effort of 115.000 lbs., were

estimated to require 9.000 lbs. of coal an hour to give their full

power. It was found, however, that, principally on account of

the application of the Gaines combustion chamber, they consumed

but 7,500 lbs. of coal an hour at full power.

MR. WORTHINGTON'S ADDRESS.

B. A. Worthington, president of the Chicago & Alton, accepted

an invitation to address the convention, and spoke, in part, as

follows

:

There is no position in the railway service where more effective

work can be done than in the position of traveling engineer, and

no position that can bring about more economy than from the

head end of a train. Very much good can be done on the part

of traveling engineers, especially by instructing firemen to prop-

erly perform their duties, as the average fireman can save his

wages every trip over the road through proper fuel economy.

Much good can be done by instructing the engineers to use

careful judgment in starting trains, and in forcing them to

speed, and in moving them between stations with as small con-

sumption of fuel as is consistent with necessary speed and time

requirements. Also in instructing the engineers in the proper

use of the steam in the cylinders. Boiler feeding is quite as im-

portant for fuel economy as the right use of steam. While en-

gineers should maintain a nearly steady steam pressure, they

should permit liberal variations of the water level within safe

limits to save fuel.

Firemen should be instructed that the blowing of pop valves

wastes usually about a shovelful of coal per minute, or a lump
of coal as large as a lemon every second, and that the avoidance

of popping will save considerable of their energy and at the same
time save dollars for the company.

Another thing comes to my mind suggestive of how the travel-

ing engineers can do much good, not only for themselves, but
for the benefit of their fellow workmen. .As is well known,
there is prevailing among the laboring classes generally through-
out the country a spirit of unrest manifesting itself through
strikes of the various crafts and demands for higher compensa-
tion, until the employers have reached a state where they find

themselves unable to grant further concessions and maintain the

solvency of their properties. Yet labor in all lines of service

has never been better paid, and the working conditions have
never been less arduous in this country than they are at the

present time.

In your daily association with men in the service, think of the

influence for good which you might exercise if you would but

make the effort. Half of the troubles of these men come through
ignorance—ignorance which is fostered by various societies and
by labor leaders who are' supported and aided by newspapers
through the dissemination of socialistic literature. In fact,

there seems to be a yellow fever of literature prepared for the

spread of incorrect information, which is misleading to the men
who have not the chance or opportunity to get at the facts to

enable them to take a broader view of things. Soon the men
who fall under the baneful influence become unable to distin-

guish between the right and the wrong. Naturally, they develop

a morbid thirst for sensational printed matter, and the more
they read the less they learn.

Men in your position who are able to look on both sides of

the problem, should speak out plainly and do everything possible

that will work as an antidote to those dangerous influences-

What I am pleading for is the wider, nobler, unpaid-for service

which conservative men are able to render to society, simply by-

being thoughtful and helping other men to think, thereby ex-

ploding wild and impracticable theories and bringing them out

to the test of reason, obstinately opposing all rash experiments.

We should not forget that the existence of many of our fellow-

men is along dark, confused and bitter lines. Some are groan-

ing under the burden of want, partly because of their own idle-

ness or incapacity, or partly because they are following the-

socialistic doctrine that they are entitled to a life of ease and'

pleasure at the expense of somebody else; some because of the

greed and injustice of other men; and some because of the lack

of proper guidance and of good and human sympathy.

The question naturally arises to each and every one of us as

to how best to meet the situation. Manifestly if we take a nega-

tive position no good will be accomplished. Our influence, to be

felt, must be positive and along unmistakable lines. All reac-

tionary sentimerit and false standards should be rebuked by
those of us w-ho are able to explain the fallacy of such danger-

ous doctrines. There is a loftier position than merely to stand

high in the world, which can be attained by stooping to help your

fellowman to a higher moral plane; by fearlessly pointing out

the pathway of truth, purity and righteousness, which will cer-

tainly result in the greatest good to the greatest number, and

what we need today is a larger number of men who will not

hesitate to stand for the right and declare in unmistakable terms

their honest convictions against the evils that are present on all

sides, and the wild theories that are being exploited among the

laboring classes today, causing so much socialistic unrest and.

labor trouble.

The traveling engineers could do much good by conservative

action, in softening and ameliorating unavoidable inequalities of

life which have existed since the world began, and by striving to

change the feeling of jealous hatred against the more fortunate

ones into a feeling of generous fortitude and hospitality, en-

deavoring to keep the relations between man and man and be-

tween class and class in a healthy condition for the benefit of

society as a whole.

If the traveling engineers of the country will w-ork along these

lines, much good can be accomplished, and their splendid serv-

ices in this way will tend to offset the socialistic sentiment which

seems to promise to men of limited understanding a life of ease
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and comfort through legislative enactment and through the

coercive forces of union labor, regardless of the industry, fru-

gality and merit of the individual.

HANDLING LONG TRAINS WITH MODERN AIR BRAKE
EQUIPMENT.

The control of slack in passenger and freight trains is an im-

portant factor in successful handling; in freight trains this item

is affected by so many variable conditions that a hard and fast

rule for its control is impossible. The slack action is affected

more by unequal braking power than by any other single item,

and it has been vtry aptly said by ^\'. \'. Turner, in a paper before

the Western Railway Club, that "the operation of the brake is

according to fixed laws and conditions over which the engineer,

of all men, has the least control," and still it is on the engineer

that the responsibility rests for the proper handling of trains.

\\'ith all these variable conditions to be met his success funda-

mentally depends upon the use of proper judgment, the ability to

grasp and analyze conditions as they arise, and to select the gen-

eral rule of operation of the brake that will cover the situation

with the least shock and danger.

To make the handling of long trains successful it will be

necessary to have the co-operation of both the transportation

and mechanical departments, the former interested in the make-

up of trains and the latter in the maintenance of equipment.

When shorter trains were general and comparatively light power

was used, the make-up of a train was not given special consid-

eration, nor was it essential that it should be. but when you con-

sider that in the ordinary 100-car train there is over fifty feet of

slack, the energy- stored in a moving loaded train (especially

when concentrated at any one point) is terrific

To give some idea of the effect of unequal braking power in a

long loaded train, attention is directed to tests made on the

Chesapeake & Ohio. The train consisted of a Mikado engine,

dynamometer car, wooden underframe coach, one hundred loaded

steel cars and a caboose. The gross weight, exclusive of engine,

was 6,592 tons. The train was moving at a speed of twelve miles

an hour on level, straight track, with the steam pressure on the

engine down to eighty pounds. The engine was equipped with

two No. 5 New York pumps and "LT" equipment. The brake

pipe pressure had gradually fallen from seventy to sixty pounds,

when one of the triples near the head end went to quick action,

but quick action did not carry through the entire train, as the

brake pipe recording gage on the caboose showed a seven-pound

service reduction. A buff was recorded on the dynamometer car

of 830.000 lbs. and the drawhead was driven up and the Farlow

attachment stops sheared off on the fifty-ninth car. The quick

action probably carried close to the fifty-ninth car, causing the

head end of the train to stop and the slack running up in the rear

portion caused the shock.

On another run with a Mikado ascending a .3 per cent,

grade with eighty-five fifty-ton steel cars, 6,025 gross tons, and

being pushed by a helper, the train was moving at a speed of

eleven miles an hour, when the air hose burst on the fourth

head car, causing a buff of 610,000 lbs. on the dynamometer car

and breaking down the drawhead and draft sills on the twenty-

first car from the leading engine.

The same condition is true, only in a lesser degree, when the

slack is run in rapidly with a heavy service application of the

brakes, and it is of the greatest importance that the equipment

be kept in the best possible condition, the adjustment of piston

travel uniform, the brake cylinder leakage kept to the minimum,
and that the enginemen be instructed as to the proper methods
of handling.

With the improved equipment that has been put in service

recently, the success of handling the long train depends chiefly

on how the equipment is operated. By long trains we mean
eighty-five cars or over. We would in no case recommend that

more than a seven to ten-pound initial reduction be made, and as

far as possible that that reduction be allowed to stop the train.

When within fifty to seventy-five feet of the stop another reduc-

tion should be made, so that the brake pipe will be exhausting

when the train comes to a stop. The latter reduction is made to

keep the slack bunched and to leave the train in a good position

for starting. When a stop can be contemplated far enough in

advance, the throttle should be closed gradually, and the train

allowed to drift before an application is made, so as to allow the

slack to assume its normal position and bunch slowly, for in the

case of the large engines the internal resistance will very readily

bunch the slack when the engine is shut off. In every case where

the train consists of loads on the head end and empties on the

rear the application should be begun before the engine is shut

off. keeping the train stretched as far as possible, otherwise when
the brakes take hold on the rear, the slack will run out rapidly,

due to the excess braking power concentrated on the rear, with

a tendency to part the train.

In all air brake operation the chief factor is the time element,

.and this governs either when applying or releasing the brakes.

The ideal method of controlling the slack in long trains would be

to cause the serial operation of the brake on each car rapidly

enough to make each car do its braking and at the same time

equalize the retarding force of each car, but as a rule with a long

train the stop is completed before the brakes on the rear of the

train are effectively set. and while the time element is reduced

by the introduction of the quick service triple, it is still an ever-

present factor and one which both the air brake companies are

trying to overcome by the use of the electro-pneumatic and load-

and-empty brakes ; at this time, however, both these brakes are

in process of development.

When releasing the brakes, the time factor becomes of

greater moment so far as the serial operation of the brake is

concerned, and where an effort is made to start long, heavy trains

before the release of the rear brakes the danger of parting is as

great as when Stoppuig trains. After coupling up at water or

coaling stations, or after a full service application has been made,

we recommend that the enginemen be instructed to place the

brake valve handle in full release position not longer than fifteen

seconds and then return it to running position, and that .no effort

be made to start the train until one minute has elapsed with

fifty cars or less, and with trains of over fifty cars two minutes

additional be allowed for every twenty-five cars over fifty. For

instance, three minutes should be allowed for seventy-five and

five minutes for one hundred cars. This is to be independent of

the pump capacity, for the length of time required to release

the brakes depends on the time required to build the pressure

up on the rear of the train, which is entirely controlled by the

frictional resistance of the brake pipe. When releasing the

brakes, in all cases we recommend the "kick-off" to release such

brakes on the head end as may have re-applied.

The successful handling of freight trains depends on the con-

dition of draft rigging, piston travel, brake cylinder and brake

pipe leakage, all of which is dependent on the thoroughness of

terminal inspection.

Yard test plants should be installed at all terminals, brakes

put in serviceable condition, and brake pipe leakage determined

before the engine couples to the train. The amount of brake

pipe leakage permissible is determined by the length of the train.

but it must be remembered that brake pipe leakage is beyond the

control of the engineman. and on the amount of leakage depends

to a great extent his ability to handle the train successfully. The
maximum amount of leakage determined on by a certain large

system, that is operating long trains successfully, is as follows

:

Eight pounds for trains not to exceed twenty-five cars, seven

pounds for trains up to fifty cars, six pounds for trains up to

seventy-five cars, and five pounds for all trains over seventy-fi^e

cars.

The make-up of trains is determ.ined largely by local conditions,

such as yard facilities, classification, character of lading and

types of cars : however, upon the make-up of the train also de-
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pends the ability of the engineman to successfully handle it to

avoid break-in-two shocks and shifting of lading. While it is

considered impractical to alternate loads and empties, some ef-

fort should be made to equalize the braking power of long trains

as affected by loads and empties or light and heavy loads, such

as coal and merchandise. This can be done to some extent

by distributmg the lights and the loads in cuts throughout the

train, rather than by placing the loads ahead and empties behind,

as is the common yard practice. One of the most prolific causes

of break-in-twos is the improper handling of cars on hump yards

and failure to make thorough inspection to determine the condi-

tion of the cars after they have been humped.

Where engines are equipped with large pumps, there has been

some doubt as to the ability to stop long trains by use of the

conductor's valve, or where the break-in-two occurs near the

rear, and several cases are known where the train proceeded for

a considerable distance after breaking in two without any appre-

ciable fall in pressure shown by the gage on the engine ; while

this is possible where the train has not been charged up, several

tests which were conducted on a 100-car train show that by open-

ing the conductor's valve all brakes could be set ; the feed valve

would release the first ten to fifteen brakes and keep them re-

leased, the remainder of the brakes would remain applied, these

tests being conducted with the brake valve handle in running po-

sition. Where the train is properly charged, a break-in-two

would stop the train ; therefore the enginemen should be im-

pressed with the fact that when handling long trains with en-

gines of large pump capacity they should not attempt to start

until all auxiliaries have had time to charge. It requires from
fourteen to twenty minutes to charge the one hundredth car from
zero to seventy pounds. We do not mean to imply that it is

necessary to stand still that length of time, but sufficient time

should elapse after coupling up, when the engine has been de-

tached for long periods, to give the auxiliaries time to charge up

sufficiently, so in case of a break-in-two the brakes would set. It

has been the experience of the committee that where trains break

in two, proceed and leave the rear sections, it usually occurs at

water tanks or where the engine has been detached from the train

for a considerable length of time and an effort is made to start

without waiting for time to recharge. The conductor should be

instructed that when necessary to stop the train from the rear.

the conductor's valve should be opened wide, without the usual

effort to make a service application.

A few general instructions should be given to enginemen,

which, together with the use of good judgment, will practically

eliminate break-in-twos. Care should be used not to run the

slack in or out too rapidly; the heavier the engine and the longer

the train the more care and time should be used. No accurate

stops should be attempted ; where the engine has to be spotted,

such as at water tanks and coaling stations, it should be de-

tached from the train. A light initial reduction should be made
and that allowed to stop the train, except that when within fifty

to seventy-five feet of the stop another reduction should be made
so that the brake pipe will be exhausting when the stop is com-
pleted, this to leave the train in a favorable position to start.

Straight air should not be used to make stops or to handle trains

except when releasing brakes, and then only to assist "K" triples

in preventing slack from running out.

On long grades where upward of seventy-five cars are handled
and where the character of the grade will permit, it will be found
of advantage to turn up about 75 per cent, of the retainers on
the head end of the train. This will have a tendency to keep
slack from running in and out each time an application and re-

lease are made, and this is especially so where light loads or
empties are being handled on the rear.

With trains of over seventy-five cars, the brakes should not be
released after the speed has been reduced below fifteen miles

an hour.

When backing long trains, where possible to do so, they should
be allowed to drift to a stop ; otherwise steam should be used

with the locomotive brake released to keep the slack from run-

ning out too rapidly.

Handling Passenger Trains.—With the introduction of heavy
steel passenger equipment came the introduction of the double

"PM" equipment, the "LN" and "J," a little later the "PC," and
now the electro-pneumatic brake is being pushed for passenger

service.

The double "PM" equipment consists of two separate sets of

brakes on each car, a brake for each truck, and has proved more
or less unsatisfactory, due to the increase in the volume to be
taken care of and the attendant liability of stuck brakes unless

the greatest amount of care is used. In ordinary passenger train
handling with double "PM" equipment it is necessary that very
close attention be given to the condition of triple valves, espe-
cially as to the tightness of the packing ring; otherwise unless
heavy reductions are continually made, trouble will be experi-
enced with the brake sticking. In instructions to enginemen we
recommend that they make no reductions of less than fifteen
pounds, the reduction being split: the initial reduction to be six
pounds, so as to gradually bunch the slack in the train, that to
be followed with a nine or ten-pound reduction before releasing.
The brake valve handle should be kept in full release position
with over eight cars for at least five seconds. Unless the en-
ginemen will follow these instructions there will be more or less

trouble experienced with the "PM" equipment, due to burned-up
brakes or slid flat wheels, the explanation being that the heavy
load remaining on the slide valves of each triple valve where the
pressure is reduced to but a few pounds below standard, coupled
with the slow rise in brake pipe pressure, requires that the triple

valve piston packing rings be a good fit to insure release. It

must be understood that if the speed of a train is slow the heavy
reduction, if made while moving, will have about the same effect

as quick action. A light reduction should be made to stop the
train, and after being stopped the brake pipe pressure should be
further reduced, so as to insure release.

With either the "LN," "J" or "PC" equipments the best results
are obtained by splitting up the reductions, for in long passenger
trains the slack action can be made very uncomfortable for pas-
sengers. We recommend that in each case the preliminary re-

duction be from six to eight pounds, and after a short interval

the necessary reductions be made to stop the train. It must be
remembered, however, that the brakes with these equipments are
positive and severe, and care should be taken at slow speeds to
prevent wheel sliding. With the "PC" equipment it is necessary
to make a seven or eight-pound reduction of brake pipe pressure
before the brake applies, the high dififerential being used so that
slight variations in brake pipe pressure, such as would be caused
by a sluggish feed valve, will not cause an undesired application.
On account of the large volume of air required for heavy

passenger trains, and the various devices on engines operated by
air, it is imperative that passenger engines be equipped with two
pumps, and they should not have a main reservoir capacity of less
than 50,000 cu. in.

Committee: W. F. Walsh, chairman, E. F. Wentworth, W. V.
Turner, C. W. Wheeler, H. A. English and H. A. Flynn.

DISCUSSION.

This subject aroused the most discussion of any presented
at the meeting. It appeared that the trouble with rough
stops on long passenger trains and damage to the cars in

long freight trains, due to poor handling of the brakes, was
quite general, and that there was considerable doubt in the
minds of many members as to the proper method to overcome
it. W. V. Turner, of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company,
opened the discussion with a very clear and complete explanation
of the proper proceeding in braking long trains, and during the
two sessions given up to a discussion of this subject, he was
called on frequently for further suggestions to suit special cases.

It was made clear by Mr. Turner that it was impossible to make
rules that would fit all cases. The enginemen's judgment must
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be depended on, as he is the only one who can know the exact

conditions. He should be taught to give the time element care-

ful consideration in every case, and should be instructed in prin-

ciples rather than being given rules to follow.

T. F. Lyons (Lake Shore & Michigan Southern) stated that

most of the flat wheels could be avoided by a more careful

manipulation of the brakes, which usually means a longer time

allowed in making the stop. The success of the two-application

method depended on how much the speed was reduced with the

first application. If the speed was not reduced to about 20 miles

an hour, the second application would not give a smooth stop.

He also strongly advocated the cultivating of judgment rather

than the teaching of rules. Several other members spoke of the

multiple application method not being successful, but it ap-

peared that either the conditions were not normal or that the

speed was not reduced sufficiently, as explained by Mr. Lyons.

The fact that the loaded and empty cars in freight trains are

-not equally distributed throughout the train was held by some

members to be responsible for many bad order cars. This make-

aip of train was strongly recommended by some speakers, but

later in the discussion the fact was made clear that if the tonnage

could be increased by grouping the loads ahead, this factor would

be of more value than the improved braking qualities. The

thing to be done is to learn to handle the trains as they are and

not as the engineman would like them to be.

A light application of the brakes before the throttle is closed

was reported as being successful, as it permitted the slack to

adjust itself without shocks. Here again it appeared that the

make-up of the train and the character of the brake equipment

would be the determining factor as to the advisability of this

practice. The fact that much damage to cars that is blamed to

poor handling of the brakes is really due to rough handUng in

the yards was mentioned by Mr. Roesch. Damage to cars result-

ing from treatment in the yards very frequently will not make

itself evident until the train is many miles away, when a stop or

slow-down that is practically perfect will give the shock needed

to release the damaged drawbar. This is especially so with

wooden cars when mixed with all-steel equipment.

In connection with handling long passenger trains, Mr. Turner

explained that a reduction of not over ten pounds should be made

if the speed of the train is less than thirty miles an hour. He

explained that different make-ups of train, i. e., how many loaded

baggage or mail cars there were at the head end of the train

and how many passenger cars and sleepers back of them; the

condition of the rail, the speed of the train, the grade and curve

conditions, were all factors to be taken into consideration in

determining the proper method of stopping long passenger trains.

A retarding force of not over 1% per cent, per second should not

be exceeded. Unless everything in connection with the brakes

•on the train is in good condition it is impossible to make a per-

fect stop in any case. The electro-pneumatic brake is now being

developed to overcome some of these troubles.

The use of the conductors' valve for service application of the

brakes was strongly condemned ; this valve is for emergency only.

F. B. Farmer, of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, ad-

vised the use of braking methods, suited to the worst conditions

at all times. The so-called split reduction had been found suc-

cessful in some cases.

In the opinion of one member, rough stops are sometimes due

to the fact that the brakes on the locomotive do not release as

quickly as do those on the cars.

The uniformity of smooth stops with long passenger trains on

the New York Central Lines, which was mentioned by Mr.

Turner, was explained by Mr. Kenny, a locomotive engineer on

that system, as being entirely due to the attention given the

matter by the enginemen. No set rules are followed, and the

so-called running test, which consists of a light application, soon

after the train is started, is depended on for information as to

how to handle the brakes in making a stop.

TRAIN TONNAGE.

J. M. Daly, general superintendent of transportation of the

Illinois Central, presented a paper on Train Tonnage, of which
the following is an abstract

:

Admitting that the roads require economy from your depart-

ment, the next move is to carefully analyze the factors that create

train resistance and determine what is necessary to obtain in-

creased efficiency in the loading of trains. To do this, it is nec-

essary to briefly review the methods used in loading trains in the

past.

Records show that in 1870 the carrying capacity of freight

cars was about 24,000 lbs. ; today it is 100,000 lbs., an increase of

over ^400 per cent. In 1870 the average weight of a car was 16,-

000 lbs., or 40 per cent, of its capacity, whereas today, a 100.000

lb. capacity car weighs only 40,000 lbs., or 40 per cent, of its

capacity. In 1870 the record shows that trains were made up on
the basis of a given number of loaded cars, and if empty cars

were in a train they weTe rated at two empties equal to one load.

Later on this was modified and three empties were considered

equal to two loads. This was a reasonably accurate basis due

to the uniform capacity and loading of cars moved in tonnage

trains, but with the adoption of the large capacity cars, the car

basis had to be abandoned and the gross ton basis adopted.

About 1895, with the introduction of the large 50-ton capacity

coal car, the Hocking Valley found it impracticable to load en-

gines on the basis of the number of cars, as trains with 50-ton

capacity cars invariably stalled. This condition necessitated a

change, and the gross ton basis was adopted. Immediately on

the adoption of the gross ton basis, it was found that an engine

rated at 2,100 gross tons when hauling 30-ton capacity cars, gross

weight per car SO tons, had its maximum load with 42 cars or

2,100 tons, whereas the same engine could run away with 30 cars

of 70 tons each, although the gross weight of both trains was the

same ; hence it then became necessary to equate the tonnage of

cars due to the gross weight of each.

About this time D. F. Crawford, general superintendent of

motive power of the Pennsylvania Lines, devised his plan to

make an arbitrary car allowance to meet the variation in gross

weight of cars. This plan is to test the engine with a train made
up of all light empty cars and another test of the heaviest loaded

cars ; then divide the difference in the gross tons hauled by the

difference in the number of cars hauled, then allow the result

as an arbitrary to each car in addition to its actual weight.

In 1900 we made a test on the Ontario & Western with a full

tonnage train of cars averaging 55 gross tons, and the engine

had no trouble in hauling it over the grade, whereas with 70

gross ton cars it stalled. This required an investigation, and it

was a conductor that solved the problem for us by showing that

the heavy cars depressed the rails at the joints and made an in-

creased up-hill pull, or, as he stated, it made waves in the track

at the rail joints, due to light rail, poor ballast and surface. I

cite this instance merely to show that the building of large ca-

pacity cars of itself would increase the expense of transportation,

unless additional money was spent for the heavier rail and better

roadbed, points which the public does not give proper considera-

tion.

Mr. Cheeney, of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has de-

vised the plan of loading engines on the basis of pounds of trac-

tive power used, instead of gross tonnage, which is a very accurate

basis. For example, on a .25 per cent, grade if a 72-ton car re-

quires 8 lbs. per ton of tractive power, he figures it at 8 X 72

=: 576 lbs., and would, in building up the train, use the 576 lbs.

instead of 72 tons, and when the total pounds of tractive power

used on all cars is equal to the tractive effort of the engine it has

its full tonnage, or 100 per cent. The objection to this plan is the

amount of time required in busy yards to compute the tonnage.

This, however, can be overcome by reducing the pounds of trac-

tive effort used per car to the ton unit and using a computing

machine properly adjusted.

C
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The most important feature in connection with the problem is

to see that trains are properly loaded under any plan adopted.

My e.xperience leads me to believe that the work of the mechan-

ical engineer, the traveling engineer and other officers in deter-

mining the resistance per ton of car and other factors previously

stated, is the easy part of it. The difficulty is in having the ter-

minal forces build up the trains properly with the assigned

tonnage.

Tlie ideal method to increase the train load is to equate the

tonnage of cars, then arrange for the switching department to

properly build up the train, and, when ready, have the yard clerk

check the track, go to the office, pull the bills, foot the tonnage

on the train resistance computer, notify the yard what tonnage

to add to or take off, have the bills ready for the conductor

when he calls, and avoid delaying the departure of the train,

which will save in overtime and fuel and often permit another

train to pull in on the track cleared. After the departure of the

train, the yard clerk should enter on his daily tonnage report

the train number, number of cars hauled, the rating of engine

and the equated tons hauled. A copy of this report should be

sent to the superintendent or train master at the close of each

day, in order that he may investigate at the time the cause of

failure to properly load the individual train, instead of investi-

gating the matter 30, 60 or even 90 days later, when the terminal

is not in position to make an accurate explanation.

The 16-hour service law has materially affected the handling

of tonnage, and frequently when trains are given their assigned

tonnage not equated, and it happens to be largely in light ca-

pacity cars, it results in dragging over the road and very fre-

quently in the train being tied up on the line on account of the

16-hour law, thereby creating considerable expense instead of

resulting in a saving.

This condition can be largely overcome through the equated

basis of loading engines, as under that plan the drawbar pull of

all trains is equalized so that it is impracticable to have one train

exert 40,000 lbs. of tractive power, as compared with another

train with the same tonnage exerting only 32,000 or 34,000 lbs.

Py loading the trains with a uniform drawbar pull, the engines

should be able to handle all trains within the time allowance.

Another factor which has been given considerable thought and

on which a large number of tests have been made by some roads

is the weather or temperature factor. Tests have been made of

the resistance of different weights of cars at 30 deg. above and

at different stages from that down to 20 deg. below zero, but per-

sonally I do not consider them as of much importance in prac-

tical operation for several reasons. The temperature may be 20

above zero with a drifting wind which is carrying snow into the

cuts, making it much more difficult to operate than if the tem-

perature was zero and calm. Again, the temperature at the

initial terminal point may be 20 above and calm, whereas 50 miles

out in the direction the train will move, it is snowing, drifting

and down to zero. •'Vgain, at certain terminal points where they

are fortunate enough to be located on an elevation where they

get the benefit of down-grade or momentum in leaving the ter-

minal, an engine can haul 300 or 400 tons more in cold weather

than if the terminal was located in a sag where there was a slight

grade leaving the terminal, for the reason that the lubricant con-

geals when trains stand a few hours in the yard waiting for

movement, and creates considerable resistance on the journals in

starting. Therefore, I feel that the question of loading engines

in extreme cold and stormy weather is one which must be left

largely to the discretion and good judgment of the men on the

ground.

Another factor in connection with the rating of engines which

should receive consideration is making some slight allowance

for trains moving on busy track, where there are a large number

of superior class trains, in order that the train may cross over

on double track or take sidings and get out with despatch, instead

of being obliged to frequently double out, thereby delaying the

passenger trains. In other words, an engine with 40,000 lbs. trac-

tive effort of .25 per cent, grade on one division may be able

to handle regularly 3,000 gross tons, whereas on another division

where they have heavy traffic, it would be economy to reduce this

tonnage to possibly 2,800 tons on account of the number of trains

to be met, so that the physical conditions on the individual divi-

sion or train district must be considered in the rating of the
power. An arbitrary set of figures will not apply successfully at

all points.

After having the conductors and engineers thoroughly con-
vince me in actual practice that four 15-ton cars used more trac-

tive power and pulled much harder than one 60-ton car, although
the gross weight in each instance was the same, and having gone
into the matter carefully, I was convinced that the loading of
trains on the tonnage basis would not be a success until such a
time as a device could be perfected which would simplify the
mathematical complications, and I devoted much of my time in

perfecting ^n automatic computing machine* that would reduce
the gross weight of each car to the tractive effort weight. In
other words, a machine that would add the resistance of the car
in lieu of the weight of the car. For example: If a 20-ton car

is equivalent to 27 tons as to resistance, the machine instead of
adding 20 would add 27, and if a 70-ton car meant only 60 tons
in resistance, the machine when adding a 70-ton car would add
60 or 61 tons. With such a machine, a train of 80 or 90 cars

can be computed by an ordinary yard clerk in less than
four minutes. More money is lost in overloading the power
than in underloading it, and the only safe and economical method
for obtaining 100 per cent, efficiency is in using the equated basis.

INTERESTING ENGINEMEN IN THE ECONOMICAL USE
OF FUEL AND LUBRICANTS.

If in any way fuel wasted before reaching the engine tank
can be saved (although it costs nearly as much to save it as it is

worth), it should be done, if for no other purpose than to show
the enginemen that every reasonable effort is being made to

give them credit for what they are able to do. No more fuel

should be used in making engines ready for a trip than is neces-

sary, and if extra fuel is used, by reason of lack of terminal

facilities or engines ordered before they are needed, it should

be charged to terminal consumption.

One of the best ways to interest the enginemen in what can
be accomplished in the use of fuel and secure their co-operation

is to make test trips in various classes of service in which the

scoops of coal are counted with a tally counter, unless the coal

can be accurately measured otherwise. In making such tests,

frequently the water used is noted, the distance run between
water tank stops and the amount of lubricants used, or any
other data that may be considered advisable. Considerable

publicity is given these records. They are frequently shown
on the enginemen's bulletin book or copies are sent to the em-
ployees' magazine. Where the performance is especially good,

the superintendent of the division or other officer commends
the enginemen, a copy of the letter and performance being at-

tached to their personal record files.

Another method in use on certain divisions is to send out

a mimeograph form at the end of the month to each engineer,

showing car miles or gross ton miles handled by him during the

month, the total amount of fuel used and pounds of coal or

gallons of fuel oil per car mile, per thousand gross ton miles

and the average of all engines in similar service, with such com-
ment as the traveling engineer may see fit to make.

Without doubt the condition of the engine has more bearing

than any other one item, and the traveling engineer should use

his best efforts to have the engines maintained in the best pos-

sible condition. They should be made to steam with as large

exhaust nozzles as consistent, it being understood that all other

draft arrangements are properly adjusted before contracting the

nozzle, but by all means they should steam freely. It is al-

most impossible to get a fireman interested in fuel economy on

an engine that does not steam well. A periodical inspection

•See The Railroad Gacette, October 27, 1905, page 400.
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should be made of draft appliances and a correct record of all

measurements and sizes of nozzles maintained, in order that en-

gines of the same class will have uniform exhaust openings,

which will permit the fireman to carrj' the same depth of fire

in each engine of the same class.

Engineers' work reports should be closely followed up, for if

certain men are careless in making their reports, others will be-

come discouraged, feeling that their efforts in properly locating

and reporting defects are not appreciated, and while all engi-

neers realize the importance of it. some of them are apt to be-

come a little careless in reporting worn cylinder packing, leaky

steam chests, worn choke plugs, pockets in the oil pipes, or valve

motion in such condition that it will cause the valves to be

worked in an 8 to 10-in. cut-off when a 5 to 6-in. cut-oflf will

do the work.

Progressive examinations are in use on a number of roads,

and this, in the opinion of the committee, is one of the very

best means of interesting the firemen. This should, we believe,

be rigidly followed up on every road.

General -meetings for enginemen and all other employees

whose duties may in any way affect the use of fuel are pro-

ductive of good results. The attendance of the officers has a

helpful influence. The meetings should be arranged for in ad-

vance and subjects announced and the men asked to give their

opinions. Many suggestions will be offered, and, if they are

practical, they should be tried out.

On one road, mechanical clubs have recently been formed

;

officers are elected and committees appointed from among the

engineers and firemen, the traveling engineer usually being the

president or a member of one of the committees. Subjects are

arranged for in advance, a question box is provided and ques-

tions or suggestions are deposited therein and threshed out at

the meetings. Charts and blue-prints are provided, showing

proper and improper methods of firing, drafting; also on lubri-

cation and other matters of interest.

On the road mentioned, where the traveling engineers are

supervising the fuel performance sheets, soon after the records

were started a number of enginemen advanced the idea that a

more liberal supply of lubricants would save fuel, and an experi-

ment was tried on one division. Although the schedule was

considered quite liberal at that time, each engineer was given

an extra supply of cylinder oil to start with and all concerned

were advised that it was not the intention to save lubricants

at the expense of fuel. The fuel and oil performances wxre

both closely checked for a month, at the end of which time it

was decided that there would be nothing gained by a change in

the oil schedule previouslj' in effect.

Committee :—Robert Collett, chairman ; J. F. Meredith. D. L.

Eubank, L. Redford, VV. H. Donohue, J. S. Lemley and C. F.

Schraag

DISCUSSION.

While the systems used for checking fuel and oil consump-

tion on a number of railways were explained, there appeared

to be little that is new or particularly successful in the records

themselves. A number of speakers reviewed the possible points

at which savings could be made, but it appeared that personal

efforts, arguments and demonstrations were the most successful

methods for accomplishing results.

F. C. Wayer (Southern) said he had found a device for auto-

matically registering the amount of time the safety valves are

open to be of decided value in saving the considerable loss of

coal through this channel. When the device was first applied it

was found that the pops were open 300 minutes on each trip.

This had now- been reduced to an average of 30 minutes. The
careful attention to features of this kind, together with demon-

strations and instructions, had resulted in a saving of 6 per

cent, of the fuel on his road last year. Among other things a

careful watch of the fires brought to the ash pit had been most

helpful in checking the firemen's work.

ADDRESS BY H. T. BENTLEY.

The splendid work that has been accomplished by this asso-

ciation has been noted not only by the mechanical officers, but

by the operating officers of the country. I believe I am safe

in saying that there is no association in the United States that

is so sincere, so energetic and so progressive as the Traveling

Engineers' Association.

The road foreman of engines has a hard row to hoe. You
start a man out and say, "Get results." It is a pretty hard

job, and often takes two or three years before the man really

knows what he is going to do and how he is going to do it.

My idea is that as soon as a road foreman is appointed, if

there is a convention of this kind in session, the best thing

we can do for him and the company is to insist that he attend

it and mix with the old timers—men who have been through

the mill, men who know what to do and how to do it. It is a

whole lot better to be able to get information from some fellow

that knows something about it than to go digging around for

three or four months and not get anywhere.

A new road foreman of engines is very apt to get discour-

aged. There is no question but that it is discouraging when a

man works and does not get anywhere ; but a little encourage-

ment, a pat on the back from the man in charge, makes the man
feel a whole lot better. A little encouragement is one of the

finest things to bring about good results.

One of the worst things that the railways have to contend

with at the present time, is the rough handling of trains, par-

ticularly passenger trains. I believe that there is a great oppor-

tunity, with very little effort on your part, to so improve the

passenger service of this country that it will be the talk of the

country and the talk of the traveling pubic.

There is another thing that will improve the service, and that

is for you to preach and practice the safety habit. You have

heard of the safety committees being appointed on all the promi-

nent roads and some of the smaller ones ; the results which they

have obtained are remarkable. The fact that accidents have

occurred in our shops which could have been prevented by these

safety committees seems plain. We are all prone to take

chances, and you ought to do all you possibly can to stop any

chance taking by your men. The papers are altogether too

glad to tell of two or three hurt here, and two or three killed

there, simply because a man was taking a chance. If you want

to improve the service of the American railways, preach and

practice the safety habit. It will pay everybody concerned, and

particularly the company for whom \-ou are working, in the

satisfaction that comes from the reduced loss of life and injuries.

There is another way in which the service can be improved,

and that is in the emission of smoke. The engineer and the

firemen are jointly responsible for excessive emission of smoke.

The fireman, of course, is handling the coal, and he can do

more as to the emission of smoke probably than the engineer,

but the engineer by co-operation can reduce it so that it is not

a nuisance.

The superheater engine has been in service long enough for us

to know what it will do and how it will do it. and about how it

compares with the saturated steam engine. The success of the

superheater engines has been made by the efforts of the travel- (

ing engineers and the men who are operating them. When the j

engines first came out we had a number on the Chicago & I

Xorth Western, and had so much trouble with them that we f

felt we had a white elephant on our hands ; but by putting it up

to the traveling engineers and the men who were operating the .

engines, as well as to the roundhouses to do their share, we found

that the superheater engine was practically as easy to maintain

as the saturated steam engine, and very much better results

could be obtained by improved train service, decrease in the cost

of fuel and other things that you know all about. I want to

thank the traveling engineers and the men under them who

responded to their instructions, for the success of the super-

heater engine.
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Where you are getting records you ought to try to have them

just as accurate as you can—coal, oil or anything else that per-

tains to your work—because an inaccurate record is a laughing

stocl< to the men you are talking to. I have seen records which

showed that a number of men had been operating certain en-

gines with an average coal consumption of so much ; and the

officers have been inclined to pat the fellows on the back who
were above the average and condemn the men who were below.

We found that coal reports of that character were not right,

because we had no way of knowing but that the lowest man was

altogether too high. Working on that theory, we made some

tests on the Galena division, and found that the engine crews

were burning very much more coal than was really necessary to

perform the service which was required of them on most of

the runs ; after a number of simple but careful tests we set a

standard of coal consumption for certain trains which was very

much below the average of our reports. Since then we have

been endeavoring, not only on the one division but on all

divisions, to bring the men up so that we can say that they are

burning about the amount of coal that we think they are justified

in burning, and no more.

The same thing applies to oil. There is no reason why on our

oil reports we should not set a standard and say that is the

standard for that trip, and not make an oil report with averages

and say any man above the average is all right. Speaking about

oil, j'ou will often see an engineer on a local train get down with

his oil can and oil around nearly every time it stops—every

fifteen or twenty miles. I was on a train the other day that ran

158 miles without a stop and wondered how the engineer got

over the road without oiling. If that man can run 158 miles

without oiling, there is no reason why a man on a 60-mile run

has to get down every few miles and oil.

One of your best friends is the roundhouse foreman. He
can either make or mar your opportunities ; that is, he can help

you to good results that you cannot get by yourself. The road

foreman of engines and the roundhouse foreman should be very

close together. Your interests are identical and you should

co-operate fully.

The American Railway Master ^lechanics' Association should

co-operate with such an organization as this. The work that

you gentlemen are doing is so great and so good and we think

so much of it, that I believe that the Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation should call on you as an association to do some of the

things that they have not time to do, and I know you would carry

the burden nobly and help them out. The same offer was made

by the General Foremen's Association at a meeting I attended

last year, and they volunteered to take up any subject that the

Master Mechanics' Association felt that they could not handle,

and dig into it and present a report to the Master Mechanics'

Association showing what they had found. I believe thSt there

is a possibility of the Master Mechanics' Association helping

you out and your helping them out in some things that they

are not able to handle themselves, and I just simply throw it out

as a suggestion that possibly you might volunteer, if you think

proper, to undertake some such action.

OTHER REPORTS.

J. F. Jennmgs read a paper on the Advantages and Disadvan-

tages of Lead, drawing the following conclusions : The few

reasons for and against lead would appear to indicate that there

is not so much loss or not so much gain by having early or

late admission of steam and that the lead or absence of lead

necessary for a locomotive should be determined which will give

the best results, this of course varying with different types of

locomotives, with the service in which they are employed, and

also with the physical characteristics of the road.

The committee on What Sort of Inspection of Locomotives

and Work Reports Should be Required of Engineers Upon Ar-

rival at Terminals, was of the opinion that no money expended

bv the railways will return a larger dividend than that paid

the engincmcn for the short time it requires to make a careful

terminal inspection and report. It was further of the opinion

that there should be no one more capable of making this in-

spection than the engmemen, and therefore advocated a careful

and general inspection by the enginemen, and asks their full

support in taking care of the expensive and heavy power now
being handled. The report went into the details of how this

should be done.

F. C. Thayer, the delegate of the association to the 1912 con-

vention of the American Railway Master Mechanics' -Associa-

tion, read a report in which he briefly outlined the reports and

papers presented, the trend of the discussions and the actions

taken.

OTHER BUSINESS.

Reports of Secretary and Treasurer.—The secretary's report

briefly reviewed the history of the association which has grown
from 14 members in 1892 and 53 in 1893 to 882 at the opening

of this convention. The treasurer's report showed a balance

of $2,884.66.

Subjects for 1913.—The committee on subjects recommended

three committee reports and three individual papers to be con-

sidered at the next convention. The committee reports were:

L'niform instructions to enginemen on the handling of super-

heater locomotives. Credit due to the operating department for

pow-er utiliEation and train movement that reduces the consump-

tion of fuel per ton mile. The care of locomotive brake equip-

ment on the road and at terminals; also methods of locating and

reporting defects. Thfe individual papers were : Advantages

obtained with the brick arch in locomotive service. What can

we do to eliminate the black smoke evil on locomotives burning

bituminous coal? Scientific tonnage rating.

Election of Officers.—The following officers and members of

the executive committee were elected : President, W. H. Cor-

bett, Michigan Central, Jackson, Mich. ; first vice-president, F. P.

Roesch, El Paso & Southwestern, Douglas, Ariz.; second vice-

president, Robert Collett, Frisco, St. Louis, Mo.; third vice-

president, J. C. Petty, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, Nash-

ville, Tenn. ; treasurer, C. B. Conger, Wm. Sellers & Co.; secre-

tary, W. O. Thompson. X. Y. C. & H. R., East Buffalo. X. Y.

Executive committee: W. C. Hayes, Erie; H. F. Hensen. Nor-

folk & \\'estern; Martin Whalen, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

& St. Louis; J. W. Hardy, Rock Island; F. C. Thayer. Southern;

and \'. C. Randolph, Erie.

Xe.vt Meeting.—In the ballot for the location of the 1913 con-

vention, the three cities receiving the highest number of votes

were as follows : Chicago, New York and St. Louis. The execu-

tive committee will select the place of meeting from these three.

There appeared to be a very strong sentiment among the mem-

bers in favor of again meeting in Chicago.

Xew Lixf. in Fr.kxce Proposed.—The French departmental

administration is said to be studying the project of a line which

would connect Winereux with Wissant, passing through .\mble-

teuse. Audresselles, Audinghen and Grisnez, with a branch to

Marquise-Rinxent, a main line station about half way between

Calais and Boulogne. The line might also be continued from

Wissant to Calais. This line would open up to summer visitors

many beaches and interesting spots now not reached by railways.

Proposed Bolivi.an Railway.—The Bolivian government has

granted a concession for the construction of a line from Santa

Cruz. Bolivia, to Puerto Suarez. on the Paraguay river. The

government guarantees 5 per cent, on an expenditure of $16,000

per mile. The line will be about 420 miles long and will cost

about $6,800,000. It is estimated that about $200,000 of the guar-

antee wmII be called for annually. It is thought that the line will

not be built unless the government guarantees 5 per cent, on an

expenditure of $32,000 per mile, but there is little likelihood that

this will be done.



A COMPLICATED WATERPROOFING PROBLEM.
Difficulties Encountered in the Remodelling of a Steam
Power Plant to install Coal and Ash-Handling Machinery.

BY W. S. LACHER,

Office Engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has recently installed auto-

matic stokers and coal and ash-handling machinery in the gen-

eral power plant of the West Milwaukee car shops. A conveyor

tunnel, track hopper pit, supports for coal bunkers and automatic

stokers were provided and the necessary foundation changes

made, this work being designed and constructed by the company's

engineering department under the direction of C. F. Loweth,

chief engineer.

The power house is a building 154 It. long by. 100 ft. wide with

brick walls and steel roof trusses. The brick walls are supported

by a concrete wall extending 6 ft. above and 9 ft. 9 in. below

the boiler room floor line and carried on pile foundations. The

boiler room contains a battery of 8 watertube boilers aggregating

2,800 h. p. There is room at the south end of the boiler room for

an additional battery of two boilers. The plant was built some

years ago for hand-fired furnaces, and at that time the con-

tingency of future installation of automatic machinery seemed so

remote that it was not taken into consideration in the design of

the plant or its foundations.

The plant is located in a low alluvial valley with the ground

1—Cross-Section Through Boiler Room, Showing Ar-

rangement of Coal and Ash Handling Machinery.

water level near the surface. At the site of the plant, this is

normally about 2 ft. above the bottom of the foundations.

THE ALTERATIONS REQUIRED.

The arrangement of the new equipment is typical of boiler

plants of this size and is clearly shown in Fig. 1. which is a cross-

section through the boiler room opposite the track hopper, and
shows all new work complete and machinery in place. A base-

ment or conveyor tunnel was required under the space in front

of the boilers from end to end of the building with its bottom

about 14 ft. below the general ground level, or 6 ft. 3 in. below

the bottom of the existing foundations. It was necessary to

build ash pits in the rectangular spaces within the boiler founda-

tion walls with openings into the conveyor tunnel under the

front wall of the boiler foundation. Incidentally the boiler room
floor was lowered 2 ft.

Fig. 2 is a cross-section through the conveyor tunnel and

.? u lj:
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Fig. 2—Cross-Section Through Conveyor Tunnel and Ash Pit.

typical ash pit and shows clearly the relation between the old

foundations and the new work. The floor, walls and roof of the

tunnel are entirely of reinforced concrete designed in accordance

with the company's standard practice for this form of

construction.

The columns carrying the coal and ash bunkers were so placed

that it was necessary to carry the entire concentrations of these

columns on the walls and foundations of the new work. In

addition to these loads the roof of the conveyor tunnel also sup-

ports a large part of the weight of the stokers which amounts to

about 12 tons each. Owing to the magnitude of the loads to be

carried and the nature of the foundation, it was necessary to

place the new construction on piles. These were driven in two
rows, one under each side wall of the conveyor tunnel. The
outer tunnel wall is unbroken except for pilasters which are

located about 20 ft. center to center, one under each bunker
column. On the other side of the tunnel, opposite each pilaster,

a concrete column takes the load from the steel column above.

A low wall occupies the space between these columns and rises

only to the level of the top of the footings under the front wall

of the boiler foundations.

The roof of the tunnel serves as the new floor for the boiler

room, and also as a support for the automatic stokers. It will

be referred to as the floor slab hereafter. Except for the shallow

ash pans between the two rails on which run the wheels carrying

the stokers, the floor slab is covered with a brick pavement
The floor slab is supported on one side by the outer wall of the

tunnel and on the opposite side by the boiler foundation wall

m which a seat was cut at the required elevation for the purpose.

The foundation wall under the front of each boiler is cut down
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so that the lloor slab extends under the boiler for a distance

of 5 ft. Fig. 3 is a section through the front of the boiler and

foundations, and shows this slab and the ash hopper beneath.

Structural considerations made it impractical to place the pi-

lasters and columns concentrically under the steel bunker col-

umns, which they support, but this eccentricity is overcome by

concrete beams spanning from each pilaster to the column oppo-

site, and projecting 12 in. below the underside of the tunnel

roof. The ash hopper consists of a 6-in. concrete slab which is

supported by the four walls of the boiler foundation which en-

close it. The opening from each hopper into the tunnel is pro-

,Old Floor Level: iFire Doors. Old Grates.^

Fig. 3—Section A-A Through Ash Pit.

vided with a cast-iron door and frame and a sheet metal chute.

The track hopper for receiving coal from cars is located in a

pit just outside of the east wall of the boiler room near the

northeast corner of the building. The position of this pit with

respect to the conveyor tunnel is shown in Fig. 4. The two
vertical cross-section in Fig. 5 show the principal features. Com-
munication between the track hopper pit and the conveyor tunnel

is provided by an opening 12 ft. wide by 9 ft. high which is cut

partly through and partly under the building foundation wall.

EXCAVATION.

The original boiler room floor was a brick pavement on an

earth fill, and extended under the boilers where it formed an ash

pan for the hand-fired furnaces. The first work to be done was
to take up this paving and excavate for the conveyor tunnel. The
work was commenced at the south end of the building, opposite

the space left for the two future boilers. This part of the work
could be done with little or no interference with the operation of

the plant. As soon as the excavation had been carried down to

sufficient depth for a working headroom, a temporary floor was
erected. As shown in Fig. 2, a continuous bent was placed on

the footing offset on each side, 8-in. x 16-in. stringers were

spanned between these bents and covered with 2-in. plank. When
it became necessary to start excavation in front of the existing

boilers, the first boiler on the south end was taken out of service

long enough to excavate for headroom and place the temporary
floor. This was repeated for each boiler in turn until the tem-

porary floor had been placed from end to end of the boiler room.
The remaining excavation was then carried on without in any
way interfering with the operation of the boilers.

Simultaneously with the excavation at the south end of the

building, excavation was commenced for the track hopper pit, and

as soon as practicable an opening of sufficient size was made
through the foundation so that spoil from within the building

could be removed at this point. Spoil was also removed by means
of a hoist at the east end of the boiler room.

When the excavation had been completed to the depth of the

bottoms of the old foundations, 2-in. x 6-in. D. & M. sheet piling

was driven all around the entire excavation and close against

the old footings. This was braced by strutting from side to side.

When the excavation was complete, a trench was dug close to

the sheet piling along the outside wall with a number of lateral

trenches across the excavation. These trenches drained to a

shallow sump in the southeast corner, where a pulsometer was
installed. As the work progressed, the trenches were replaced

by lines of porous tile, which were allowed to remain in place

when the concrete work was put in. These measures proved

entirely adequate to take care of the water until the work was
complete.

The foundation required a total of 78 piles, 66 of which were
inside of the building. The piles were driven by a land spool-

roller pile driver. For driving the piles within the building, the

driver was run in on the temporary boiler room floor, planks

being removed temporarily where necessary to drive the piles in

the proper positions. The 30 ft. of headroom between the floor

and bottom chords of the roof trusses made this method possible.

WATERPROOFING.

With ground water under a head of 8 ft. at the tunnel floor

level, positive waterproof construction was necessary. Owing to

the fact that the size and complicated character of the under-

taking necessitated the use of a great number of construction

joints, it was decided that the membrane method of waterproof-

ing would be the most dependable and at the same time the most

adaptable to the construction conditions. It is necessary with

this method to place the waterproofing membrane between the
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Fig. 4—Plan of Conveyor Tunnel and Track Hopper.

concrete and the source of water pressure, that is, in this case;

outside of the walls and floor of the tunnel. From the nature

of the situation it was possible only in the case of the outside

wall of the tunnel to apply the waterproofing to the finished wall.

In all other cases, it was required to do the waterproofing before

placing the concrete. This made it necessary to establish definite,

and in some cases, rather elaborate programs for the carrying

out of the work. The waterproofing membrane in all cases con-

sisted of three-ply untreated burlap laid down with coats of hot

asphalt, each course being thoroughly mopped and ironed before

application of the next one.

In the conveyor tunnel a thin sub-footing was provided, which
consisted of a layer of concrete 4 to 6 in. thick except around
the piles where the thickness was increased to 12 in. This
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produced a smooth floor upon which to apply the waterproofing

course. After the surface had been thoroughly dried with hot

sand the waterproofing was laid on in transverse courses, run-

ning it well up against the sheet piles along the inside wall and

up over the top of the footing shoulder on the outside as shown

in Fig. 2. The tunnel floor proper was then concreted directly

over the waterproofing and was followed in turn by the outside

wall to full height, and the inside wall up to the bottom of the

ash doors. Before concreting this inside or bench wall the water-

proofing was carried up on the face of the sheet piling which

was prepared for this, as shown in the cross-section in Fig. 2.

Vertical "V" notches were cut in all the joints between the

adjacent sheet piles, and these notches were covered with com-

mon building laths, to form a series of small vertical drains

through which any chance leakage was carried down below the

footings to the tile drains previously mentioned. This proved

successful in keeping the surface of the sheet piles perfectly dry

for the application of the waterproofing. In the case of the ash

hoppers, as soon as the excavations were completed a floor made
of I-in. second-hand car siding was laid down directly on the

ground and the waterproofing laid on the floor.

The greatest difficulty was encountered in concreting and

waterproofing the walls at each end of the conveyor tunnel. At

this point the inside face of the new wall- had to be flush with

the inside face of the foundation wall, and this, of course, pre-

and waterproofing by stages. Referring to Fig. S, the piles sup-

porting that portion of the wall, which had been cut out, were

cut off and capped with a layer of concrete at "A." The surface

of this concrete was then waterproofed, allowing plenty of space

on each side for laps, as shown. The concrete sill "B" was then

built, and as soon as this had attained sufficient strength, posts

were placed on it to support the two 12-in. I-beam lintels. This

permitted the removal of the needle beams and the bents sup-

porting them, after which it was possible to complete the section

of the pit and tunnel floors adjacent.

THE BOILER ROOM FLOOR SLAB.

As stated previously, the existing ash pits rested directly on

earth fill within the walls of the boiler foundations. As it was
necessary to remove this earth, in order to build the ash hoppers,

temporary ash pans had to be supplied which could be supported

from the boiler foundation walls. To accomplish this, two 60-lb.

rails were spanned between notches cut in opposite walls, as

shown in Fig. 2. and pans made out of second-hand sheet metal

were laid over them. These pans proved to be sufficiently ti::;l;t

to perm.it all necessary work to be carried on underneath with

perfect safety and comfort, and, since these spaces could be en-

tered by way of the openings into the conveyor tunnel there was
no interference with the boilers.

As e.xplained previously, the new boiler floor slab was extended
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eluded the driving of sheet piles. A detail of the method used at

this point is shown in vertical section "BB" Fig. 4. Two-inch

planks were placed as eflfectively as possible in a horizontal posi-

tion. On these, 1-in. strips were nailed vertically about 12 in.

center to center and these 1-in. strips were in turn covered with

1-in. matched boards. The hollow spaces between the rows of

vertical nailing strips afforded effective drainage. The water-

proofing was laid on the matched boards and the concrete placed

over that.

In the track hopper pit the floor was placed and waterproofed

by the use of a sub-footing exactly as in the conveyor pit. For
the walls, however, the sheet piles with the necessary bracing

presented so rough a surface for waterproofing that a 6-in. layer

of concrete was built against this sheet piling, as shown in Fig. 5.

The waterproofing was then placed against the smooth inner sur-

face of this thin concrete wall.

THE TRACK HOPPER PIT.

The work in the track hopper pit was complicated and delayed

to a considerable extent because of the diflSculty of building the

doorway between the pit and tunnel. While this opening was
being cut in the foundation wall it was necessary to support the

wall by the use of four needle beams carried by a pile bent on
either side. As it was impossible to waterproof and complete

the floor on each side of the opening where it was pierced by
the piles of the two bents, it was necessary to do the concreting

under each boiler for a distance of S ft. which involved cutting

down the wall supporting the front of each boiler to a depth of

3 ft. below the old floor level. At the same time it was necessary

to maintain a support for the boiler front and brick piers between

the fire doors. The solution for this problem is illustrated in

Fig. 3. The wall was cut in such a way as to leave slender piers

and brackets of concrete to support the brick work above. The
new concrete floor was built right around these piers, which were

left in place until the stokers were installed. The cutting was
done from both sides of the wall. Rows of holes were drilled as

close together as practicable with pneumatic drills, followi.'g the

neat lines of the finished cut, and after these lines of holes were

completed the material included was broken out with hand tools.

When all other work was completed the forms for the boiler

room floor slab were built over the top of the tunnel and the ash

hoppers. This work was all done without removing the tem-

porary floor or the ash pans, although tlie 2 ft. 8 in. clearance

between the top of the slab form and the under side of the

stringers gave the carpenters rather close quarters for com-

fortable work. The difficulty was also increased by the neces-

sity for keeping the temporary floor blocked at all times so th.it

it could carry a heavy coal load.

The east 40 ft. of the floor slabs was concreted first since it

could be put in without disturbing the operation of the boilers.

After this was completed, each boiler was put out of service in

turn while the portion of the floor in front was being concreted.
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In addition to removing the temporary floor it was also necessary

to remove the lower half of each boiler front together with ash

and feed doors and then prop up the ash pan against the under

side of the grates. Then when the space was clear, the bars,

anchor bolts, and templates were placed ready for concreting.

After the section was concreted it was necessary to allow time

for hardening before the temporary floor could be placed. The

time for completing the work opposite each boiler averaged about

two days.

Owing to the fact that the capacity of the plant exceeded the

demand for steam by such a small margin that only one boiler

could be out of service at one time, it was necessary to complete

all concrete work before the installation of the stokers could be

begun. As considerable alteration of the brick work of the

boilers was necessary, the installation of the stokers occupied

considerable time and for this reason the hand-firing was con-

tinued for some time after the concrete floor was ready for the

machinery.

GREAT NORTHERN REALINEMENT OVER
THE TRANSCONTINENTAL DIVIDE

The Great Northern crosses the continental divide along

the southern boundary of the Glacier National Park. The east

approach is on a maximum 1 per cent, grade to Summit, Mont.,

the highest point on the line having an elevation of 5,215 ft.

Descending on the west slope the line follows Bear Creek on

tween the new line and the old is only 128 ft. The old aline-

ment is followed so closely that the new line crosses it 57

times within the distance of 14 miles. The maximum curva-

ture has been reduced to 8 deg., 16 curves are eliminated, and

the total curvature is reduced to 1,979 deg., a reduction of 578

deg. The distance is shortened 845 ft. A second track was

added over this section, greatly increasing the capacity of the

line, as eastbound, slow-moving freights will not need to de-

lay other traffic. Plans have been prepared for further double-

tracking between Java and Columbia Falls. The line has been

reballasted, and 90-lb. rail laid, and similar work will be car-

ried on for some distance west.

The relocation and double-tracking between Summit and

Java was begun in October, 1909, and completed about Oc-

tober, 1911. The work was handled under contract by Wins-

ton Bros., of Minneapolis, 1,253,981 yds. of material being

moved. Of this, 96 per cent, was classified, 436,000 yds. being

solid rock. The total cost of the work was $1,200,000. There

are no bridges, and only two short tunnels on this section of

the line. Both tunnels were located far enough from the old

ones to allow the driving of new double-track tunnels, which

were lined with concrete. The total length of the two tun-

nels is 790 ft. It was necessary to keep the line open for

traffic during the course of the work, which caused considerable

trouble, but was accomplished without accident. In connec-

tion with the new work, the yards at Java, Fielding and Sum-

mit were rebuilt, and two passing tracks were extended. New

stations were built at Java, Fielding and Summit, and four

Great Northern Revision of Line Over the Continental Divide.

a 1.8 per cent, grade from Summit to Java, 14 miles. Near

Java, Bear Creek flows into the middle fork of Flathead river,

which the line crosses and follows to Helton, the principal en-

trance to the park. From Belton the line leaves the river and

cuts across the low foothills to a crossing of the Flathead

at Coram, 80 miles from Summit. The elevation at the Flat-

head bridge is 3,134 ft., or 2,071 ft. lower than Summit. The

grade from Java to Coram is 0.8 per cent., the only 1.8 per cent,

grade being on the 14 mile section between Summit and Java.

This section of heavy grade has a maximum curvature of

10 deg., and a total curvature of 2,557 deg. Careful exami-

nations have been made of this portion of the line to dis-

cover a possible revision to decrease the difficulty of operation,

and a survey was made for a relocation to provide a 1.5 per

•cent, grade. This location, shown in the light dotted line on

the accompanying plan, had maximum 6-deg. curves and a

total curvature of 1,414 deg., or 1,143 deg. less than the old

line. It added 2.64 miles to the distance, however, and prin-

cipally for this reason was not considered economical. Loca-

tions were then made to reduce the curvature by following

the old alinement closely and retaining the 1.8 per cent, grade.

The mountain slopes in this section are so precipitous that a

very slight change in alinement makes a considerable differ-

ence in the quantity of excavation, so that it was difficult to

determine just where the relocated line could be run most

economically. In some cases it was necessary to locate and cross-

section several trial lines only a few feet apart in order to

determine which should be adopted. The greatest distance be-

new water tanks were installed, two each at the terminals at

Fielding and Summit. The work was in charge of G. D.

Eddy.

Need of Railw.ws in Morocco.—Morocco is in urgent need of

railway communication. One of the provisions of the Franco-

German agreement of last summer was the pledge of these two

nations for the construction of a railway from Tangier Fez. Few

engineering difficulties are expected to be encountered in railway

construction in Morocco and the cost will be small. At present

there is only one road in Morocco along the Atlantic coast from

Casa Blanca to Rabat, a narrow gage military- line. All trans-

portation with the interior is carried on by caravan.

Extension of Argentine Line Into Bolivia.—A British

firm has a concession for a railway to run from Santa Cruz,

Bolivia, to Yacuiba, on the Argentine frontier. The Bolivian

government guarantees a 5 per cent, interest and 1 per cent,

amortization for 30 years on an expenditure of about $35,000 per

mile. The line will be about 440 miles long. The total capital

invested will be about $16,200,000 and the amount of the annual

guarantee will be $975,000. This line is not expected to do more

than pay operating expenses for a number of years. It is esti-

mated that the government would have to pay about half of the

guarantee during this period. Construction work will probably

not be started until the .\rgentine line from Embarcion to Yacuiba

has been finished, as all the material would have to come over

that line.



FREIGHT CLASSIFICATION ON AMERICAN RAILWAYS.
Fourth Article. Complexity of Present Arrangements and Dan-

gers of Attempting to Make a Single Uniform Classification.

BY WILLIAM Z, RIPLEV,

Professor of Economics, Havard Un

Ever since 1888 the constantly increasing elaboration of the

three main classifications in force, with all the resulting in-

consistencies and overlappings. has led to a persistent demand
for the introduction of a single uniform classification for the

entire countr}-. Soon after the passage of the original Act to

Regulate Commerce in 1887, a resolution passed the House of

Representatives directing the prescription of such a classifica-

tion. Apparently the Interstate Commerce Commission was
fully alive to the difficulties of such an undertaking. The
railways were induced to move in the matter, but to no pur-

pose.' The first abortive attempt reflected the mutual jealousies

of competing roads, as well as the difficulties of suiting a single

classification to the variety of local conditions existing through-
out the country. All that was done was the recommendation of

a ''Board of Uniform Freight Classification," comprising two
members from each of the important territorial bodies and in-

cluding both the Mexican and Canadian carriers. Changes were
to be made by a two-thirds vote. Jurisdiction over the tri-

partite division of territory, East, South, and West, was to be
assigned to district chairmen. Final authority for the country
at large was to be vested solely in the whole board. The abso-
lute refusal of the New York Central & Hudson River to accede
to this plan prevented its acceptance. Apparently too many spe-

cial or commodity rates were in force upon its line, in order to

hold its powerful clients in markets all over the country, to

make it practicable to adopt the scheme. Efforts toward uni-
formin- were renewed in 1890, confined this time, hov.ever, to an
attempt to merge the Ofiicial and Western classifications. But the

same jealous regard of local interests in each territory, espe-

cially with reference to the treatment of carload ratings, once
more proved an insuperable obstacle. The eastern trunk lines

insisted upon such specially low charges on small shipments as
would enable manufacturers and jobbers in the East to hold their

markets in remote districts in competition with rivals in the
Middle \\"est. The issue raised in the New York Board of

Trade case, previously discussed, led to the defeat of this plan,

A notable revival of interest in uniform classification under
governmental authority has taken place since the enactment of
the Mann-Elkins amendments to the Interstate Commerce Law
in 1906. An independent bill in Congress to authorize the en-
forcement of such a schedule failed. The railways were stimu-
lated, however, to make a further attempt to solve the difficulty.'

Protracted sessions during 1907-08 by a conference of five repre-
sentatives from different parts of the country, known as the Uni-
form Classification Committee, led to many concessions and com-
promises in favor of harmony. The committee expressed its

belief that a uniform classification could be drawn up in time;
but it emphasized the important point that all changes in classi-

fication must be accompanied by such advances or reductions in

the distance tariffs as to insure the prevailing commercial
adjustments.

The Litest advertisement of the difficulties of uniform classifi-

cation took place in connection with the attempted introduction
in 1912 of various amendments and reforms proposed by this

Uniform Classification Committee.' Acting in conjunction with
the National Association of Railway Commissioners, an earnest

' Nothing was accomplished, beyond the preparation of a comprehensive
report, under the chairmanship of J. W. Midgley in June, 1890.

'Railway Age Caaette, May 10, 1907, p. 727; September 3, 1909, p 413
The whole movement is reflected in the Proceedings of the National Con-
vention of State Railroad Commissioners year by year.

^ Railaray Age Gasette, 1912, pp. 211, 224, 252 and 370.

attempt seems to have been made to eliminate differences be-

tween the three great schedules. Few articles were actually

shifted from one class to another, the effort being concentrated

upon the establishment of more uniform rules and descriptions.

It was alleged by shippers that more often than otherwise,

these changes had brought about an advance rather than a reduc-

tion of charges. It is difficult to decide as to this ; but it is

clear that progress in the direction of uniformity is taking place.

For example, the minimum carload weight for paper, once vary-

ing greatly in different parts of the country, was fixed at an inter-

mediate figure which fairly satisfied conflicting interests. Many
opportunities for personal discrimination were also eradicated.

Grading according to value, for instance, has in the past been a

prolific source of abuse. Candy at less than 15 cents a pound

rated third class, but if of higher value, moving on first class

rates, ofifered an incentive to false declaration on the part of

unscrupulous shippers which was properly eliminated. Abolition

of the distinction between finished stationery and flat paper, put

an end to possible under-classification in the same way. Nat-

urally the carriers in abolishing such fine distinctions, grade up-

ward rather than downward. Much objection was also made at

this time to beneficial modification of the rules for mixed carload

shipments. Binder twine had for years been classified with

ploughs and harvesters rather than with ropes and cordage.

Half a carload of agricultural machinery, therefore, with half a

carload of twine, formerly moving under carload rates, was no

longer, as proposed, to be allowed the privilege of mixing. Sim-

ilarly, abolition of the right to bunch wood-working and iron-

working machinery naturally aroused protest. Such details are

here offered, not because of their intrinsic importance ; but as

illustrating the opposition on behalf of shippers to any move-

ment toward uniformity, even in these minor details. What the

force of this opposition would become, were propositions ad-

vanced for shifting articles bodily from one class to another may
be readily imagined. The experience thus far obtained, em-
phasizes the point that any considerable improvement must be

carried through, if at all, by direct pressure from governmental

authority not upon the carriers alone but upon the shippers as

The degree of complexity at the present day, incident to over-

lapping and conflicting jurisdiction of the several state and rail-

way classification committees and associations may be best

described by means of a few examples.' Traffic originating in

Southeastern Freight Association territory, except Florida,

destined to cities in trunk line territory is governed by the

Souhern Classification all the way, if moving on through rates

;

if on local rates, the Official Classification applies north of the

Ohio river. From "Green Line territory" to Pacific coast ter-

minals, the Southern Classification governs to the Mississippi or

other gateways ; the Western Classification beyond. But if it

originate in Louisiana or Mississippi, the Western Classification

governs all the way. From most places in Tennessee, Western

Classification rules govern all the way, "subject to commodity

rates or less-than-carload consignment, classified not lower than

fourth class." To Wisconsin from points throughout the South,

the Southern Classification governs all the way. But to Minne-

sota, generally. Southern rules govern to the Ohio river crossing,

while Western rules apply to the balance of the trip : unless the

goods move through trunk line territory by way of the Virginia

gateways ; in which case the Official Classification is effective.

These are only a few samples chosen from a large collection. Is

' Lectures by O. M. Rogers, La Salle Exten University, Chicago, 1910.
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it any wonder that to the uninitiated, rate-making under such con-

ditions appears to be almost a superhuman task ; and is it surpris-

ing that to the unscrupulous, such complicated conditions give

rise to more or less successful attempts at evasion of published

rates? Doubtless many of these details are hold overs from
now obsolete conditions. They ought to be most critically ex-

amined with a view to simplitication.

The present three-fold division of the country territorially for

the purpose of classification, naturally affords all sorts of possi-

bilities in the way of veiled discrimination, not merely as between

persons but as affecting the interests of different competing mar-

kets. Not only is there liability to confusion, but the way is

paved for all sorts of favoritism. Wherever a shipment is made
from one classification territory to another, it is always possible

to adjust the rates with a view to local advantage. For instance,

one of the principal causes of complaint in the South is the ad-

vantage which Nashville, Tenn., enjoys through having all of its

rates from eastern and northern centers made upon the Official

Classification. Inasmuch as the rates under the Southern Classi-

fication are considerably higher, this operates to place other com-

peting cities in the South under a distinct disability in competi-

tion with Nashville. It is possible, therefore, for the Louisville

& Nashville, by this means, to build up one community at the ex-

pense of another. The same device gives Richmond, Norfolk and

the other Virginian cities a great advantage over their competi-

tors.' Again, rates from New York to Memphis and New Or-

leans are made upon the Official Classification, by whatever route

;

while to intermediate points, such as Vicksburg, Natchez and

Baton Rouge, they go on the rates prescribed by the Southern

Classification, which are considerably higher. From New York to

St. Paul through Chicago, shipments are made on the low rate

basis of the Official Classification ; while from Chicago to St. Paul

they go under the Western Classification. From Birmingham,

Ala., to St. Paul, the rates as far as Chicago are based upon the

Southern schedule, and from thence on under the Western. From
San Francisco to St. Paul, the Western Classification prevails,

unless the freight is carried under the commodity rates of the

Transcontinental schedule. The peculiar situation of Nashville on

shipments from the Northeast has already been stated. This

immediately complicates the rates from so-called Cook County

Junctions—that is to say, from Chicago territory. All consign-

ments for the entire distance are governed by the Southern

Classification. This, in face of the low Official Classification

rates from Trunk Line territory, operates as a discrimination

against Chicago. Even more complicated still are the combina-

tions by which rates are made from local points in the North

into the far Southwest. And still farther complexity results

from the existence, as already mentioned, in several parts of the

country, such as Iowa, Illinois, Georgia, etc., of state classifica-

tions, prescribed by the railway commissions. These, to be sure,

are so adjusted as to apply only to local rates. But by this

means, the jobbing interests of the localities are protected, with-

out at the same time giving consideration to an equitable adjust-

ment as between all the remoter interests concerned." One of

the primary advantages, therefore, from the unification of the

three systems now existing would be the possibility of readjust-

ing not only definitely, but also equitably, the conflicting inter-

ests of various shippers and communities now tied up by these

local arrangements.

A recent case' illustrates the bearing of classification rules

upon competition in trade as between rival cities. Chicago and
most of the Ohio river gateways enjoy a so-called "two-for-one-

rule," permitting the application of carload rates on part car-

loads in excess of full car ladings. The complaint alleged that

the denial of this privilege to Indianapolis, whereby less-than-

carload rates were charged on excess fractional carloads, unjustly

'Well brought out in the Danville case, 8 I. C. C. Rep., 409 and 571;
and in the complaint of Wilmington, 9 I. C. C. Rep., 48.

* Notable, recent instances are afforded in the State Rate cases now
pending before the U. S. Supreme Court; and in the Shreveport case,
23 I. C. C. Rep.. 31.

' 16 I. C. C, Rep., 254.

discriminated against this city in the transportation of various

light and bulky articles, such as vehicles and furniture in com-

petition for trade throughout the Southw-est. The difficulty arose

from a conflict between rules in the Western Classification and

the Southwestern Tariff Committee, the latter being a subordi-

nate body having jurisdiction over local practices in Texas and

the neighborhood. The rule in one case provided that where a

car of sufficient capacity to accommodate light and bulky ship-

ments could not be promptly furnished, two smaller cars would

be provided, subject to wholesale rates, however the consignment

was divided between the two cars. The commission declined to

interfere in this case, clearly anticipating the necessity for a

thoroughgoing revision of all such rules which, it is obvious, al-

most invite manipulation of rates and improper discrimination.

Even a cursory examination of the classifications a few years

ago would bring to light all sorts of petty anomalies and inex-

plicable conflicts both of description and rates. Most of these

doubtless had some warrant originally, but it seems, indeed, as if

many differences might be eliminated.' For instance, "excelsior,

spring beds (K. D.), sawdust, and leather belting, are all in the

second class of the Official Classification, when shipped in less-

than-carload lots. In the Western, only the belting and beds are

in the second class, excelsior is third, and sawdust fourth ; while

in the Southern, beds are first class, belting second class, excel-

sior fifth class, and sawdust sixth." The recent complaint of the

Greater Des Moines Committee disclosed an odd state of affairs

under which old shoes were given a carload rating to Des

Moines—an advantage not extended to new and unused foot-

wear. Why should axes be given carload rating in trunk line

territory when the freight rate on hatchets is the same whether

the shipments are in 100-lb. or 20,000-lb. lots? Is it logical that

cotton piece goods from Atlanta to Boston should be differently

classified from the same commodity exchanged between the same

two cities in the opposite direction ; or that goods should enter

Richmond, Va., on one classification and go out on another?

Such anomalies are sometimes difficult to account for. Their

existence, however, despite the efforts of the carriers to elim-

inate them and to keep them eliminated, emphasizes strongly the

need for such continual revision, as shall more generally stand-

ardize practice. Few carriers alone are able to withstand pres-

sure from powerful shippers. It is difficult, in fact, even for the

classification committees to oppose them. The strong hand of

the government should enforce harmonious action to the fullest

degree compatible with the growth of trade and conflicting com-

mercial interests. It would help the railways even more than the

shippers.

And yet, bearing in mind all the disadvantages and evils of the

present three-fold system, the obstacles incident to the substitu-

tion of a single uniform classification for the United States,

grow more impressive as one examines them in detail. Our vast

territory and the extreme diversity of agricultural and industrial

conditions render the problem far more difficult than in the com-

pact and more homogeneous communities abroad. The primary

advantage of the present system is that each of the three exist-

ing classifications more or less clearly reflects local trade condi-

tions in its own territory. The same commodity may well be

able, from the point of view of transportation, to yield widely

different proportions of the total revenue levied upon the traffic

of that section. For example, cotton piece goods may be rated

first class in Western territory, fourth class in Southern, second

class less IS per cent, in Official territory, and one-third of first

class in the transcontinental tariffs. The reason for this diver-

sity of treatment is that such cotton piece goods both in the

South and the East are a staple product of the district. The

rates, therefore, in each case are intended to foster the manu-

facture of cotton by according a relatively low freight rate upon

its output. In the West, on the other hand, where no cotton is

raised and no cotton mills exist, these goods become much more

' Some are described in the Reports of the U. S. Industrial Commission,
1900; and the Senate (Elkins) Committee, 1905.
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valuable, as classified relatively with other commodities.

Oranges or lemons in Southern California are favored by almost

commodity rates in order to foster the industry in that locality.

But these citrus fruits reaching New England as a luxury, may
consequently there be made to contribute a much larger propor-

tion of the railways' revenue. The East, as a rule, classifies

manufactured products relatively low, inasmuch as it is the home
territory for industry of this sort. But these products, when

they pass beyond the Mississippi, rise almost automatically to a

higher class, as they increase in value to the community in

which they are consumed. How different are the commercial

conditions under which wool is rated east and west. In one ter-

ritory it is distributed to manufacturers in small lots at way sta-

tions ; in the other, it moves long distances in solid carload ship-

ments.

One further illustration may make our point clear.' At first

sight it is anomalous that in the East the rates on cattle and

shoes between New York and Boston are not widely different,

namely 19 cents and 25 cents respectively per 100 lbs. As be-

tween Montana and Chicago, however, the rate on shoes west-

bound is almost four times as great as the rate on cattle over

the same haul eastward. In other words, rates on shoes in the

Each are at bed-rock ; whereas in the West it is the cattle rates

which are held at the lowest possible point. Ton mile rates on

shoes, in other words, increase progressively toward the West,

while ton mile rates on cattle rise in the direction of the strong-

hold of manufactures. The difference between the two, however,

is in the fact that the upper level of what the traffic will bear is

very much greater in the case of one than of the other. Cattle,

possibly, may never support more than 75 cents per 100 lbs.

;

while shoes can be moved under rates four times as high.

Obviously any mere compromise between divergent classifica-

tions, each based upon the protection of a local constituency

against competition from outside its own territory, can hardly

prove satisfactory. Cotton piece goods, already instanced in this

regard, if grouped as first class in the West, second class less

IS per cent, in the East, and fourth class in the South, would
hardly be adequately treated in a uniform classification for the

entire country by averaging these different figures. For ob-

viously neither the West nor the South would be satisfied—the

rating being too high to fully protect the southern mills against

competitors in New England ; nor on the other hand, would the

classification be sufficiently high in the West to yield the roads

proportionately the revenue which goods of that character ought

properly to contribute. The necessary outcome, it is predicted,

of the adoption of any such average or uniform classification

would be the quotation of exceptional commodity rates wherever

the imiform classification was at variance with local interests.

The increase in commodity ratings after 1887—now happily re-

versed—may perhaps be in part accounted for in this way. Any
such stimulation of exceptional ratings would be a primary ob-

jection to any uniform classification for the United States as a

whole. As one witness before the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion testified, "If ever there is a uniform classification, it will

take a warehouse to hold the commodity tariffs." Were such

the case, far greater complexity and possible discrimination

might exist than at the present time.

A second and equally important disadvantage of the prescrip-

tion of a uniform classification arises from the fact, already

noted, that classifications and distance tariffs are interlocking and

interdependent. Any change of the one involves a change of the

other. Therefore, a unification of the three existing classifica-

tions would render it necessary to overhaul from top to bottom

the distance tariffs under which it was to be applied all over the

country. For example, the rate from New York to Atlanta,

first class, being $1.14, while the rate from New York to Chicago,

about the same distance, first class, was 75 cents— to choose a first-

class rating which should apply on both these lines would involve,

not only a re-classification of the commodities, but also that the

^Railway Age Gazette, May 10, 1907, page 727. L. G. McPherson, Rail-
road Freight Rates, p. 308.

new rates, applying upon first-class goods, should be somewhere
between $1.14 and 75 cents. Inasmuch as it had taken many
years to reach the present adjustment, it seems hardly possible

that a new arrangement could be made which would yield the

railways a satisfactory return upon their traffic. The difficulty

herein suggested was clearly instanced in the case of a compari-

son made between the Southern Classification and the Uniform
Classification proposed in 1890. The difficulty, and always a

prominent one, was that the Uniform Classification was largely

for carload lots, while the practice was entirely different in the

old Southern Classification. Moreover, most of the Southern

rates were given for goods "released" ; that is to say, at the

owner's risk. Cotton piece goods, non-ieleased, in less-than-car-

load lots from New York to Atlanta, were charged 60 cents a

100 lbs. under the old Southern Classification. As reclassified in

the suggested Uniform Classification, the rate was 98 cents ; and

was given only for "released," that is to say, at owner's risk.

The difference for the same commodity from Louisville to At-

lanta was as 56 cents in the old Southern, to 92 cents under the

Uniform. Canned goods, not otherwise specified, "non-released,"

in less-than-carload lots from Louisville to Atlanta, were charged

68 cents under the old Southern Classification. The new Uni-

form Classification, in order to yield the same revenue, made it

necessary to charge a rate of 81 cents. Differences of this kind

were manifest in every one of the thousands of commodities.

In other words, the adoption of a uniform classification meant

to abolish by a stroke of the pen all the old rates which formerly

existed. An entirely new schedule of rates would have had to

be worked out ; with the most uncertain results upon revenue and

upon the rival commercial interests concerned. The magnitude

of such a task can be scarcely appreciated. Years would be re-

quired to reach a condition of relative stability once more.

The close interdependence of classification and distance tar-

iffs, as well as, incidentally, the differing spread of rates between

various groups of goods under the three existing classification

systems, are so fundamental in their bearing on reform that yet

another illustration may not be out of place. It is given in the

following table. This shows the rates from St. Louis—standing

at the meeting point of the main classification territories—for

approximately equal distances out in three different directions.

Rates

Southern Classification

—

St. Louis to Nashville 1

Cents per 100 lbs.; according to class.

45 35 28 23 22 26

h 1 2 3 4 5 A B C D E

60 45 35 27 22 24H i9yi 17 IVA 11

. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

41 34"^ 25H V'A 15 12
Western Classification

—

St. Louis to St. Joseph 1

llinois Classification

—

St. Louis to Chicago

43.3 35.2 27.5 22 17.6 16.6 15.1 13.5 10.7 9.6

One line penetrates Southern territory 323 miles to Nashville

;

another goes eastward 317 miles to Louisville under Official

ratings ; and the third extends westward 320 miles to St. Joseph,

according to the schedules of the Western Classification. To

these three there is also added a set of rates northbound under

the Illinois Classification which applies between St. Louis and

Chicago, 284 miles. This last schedule, of course, is prescribed

by the state railway commission. The first point to notice is the

widely different number of groups in the four schedules. One

is divided into eight classes ; another into six ; while the last two

are each spread over_ ten subdivisions. Secondly, bearing in

mind that the three upper schedules govern approximately the

same mileage, it will be noted that the OflScial rate, first class, is

only about two-thirds of that in the other two classes. If one

then compares the sixth group in each case, an even greater

divergence appears—the Official rate being only about one-half

of that in the other two cases. Or, taking the lowest rates of

all in the three upper schemes—always, be it noted, for equal
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mileages— it now appears that the Official and the Western

descend to about the same figure, while the Southern is arrested

at a point more than twice as high. The primary significance of

this showing is, of course, that a single uniform classification in

which all of these three systems should be merged, means not

merely a reassignment of all possible commodities in a given

number of classes ; but also a complete recasting of the distance

tariffs as well. In other words, as aforesaid, freight rates being

compounded of the two factors, distance charge and classifica-

tion, all the delicate adjustments based upon commercial compe-

tition throughout the country would be thrown into utter con-

fusion ; unless every modification of the grouping of classes were

accompanied by a corresponding change in the rates per mile. A
task sufficient indeed to appall the best of traffic experts

!

To complete the demonstration of the complexity of present

arrangements, and yet of the danger incident to disturbing them,

one should apply the classified rates in the preceding paragraph

for these equal hauls to particular commodities.' Take house-

hold goods in carloads, for example :

Cents Per Cent, of

per 100 lbs. first class rate.

St. Louis to Nashville 23 38

St. Louis to Louisville 34.5 83

St. Louis to St. Joseph 19.5 33

St. Louis to Chicago 15.1 35

Examination of the classification volumes thus assigns these the

following rates in the three directions for equal distances out of

St. Louis. Going east the charge would be 34.5 cents, going

west 19.5 cents, and going south 23 cents per 100 lbs., respec-

tively. The hodgepodge is made more manifest by the right

hand column in this table, in which the percentage of first class

rates levied upon household goods in carloads under the four

classifications is shown. Under the Official system, with the low-

est first class rates, as above noted, the rate on household goods

is higher than under any of the other three. The result is that

the relation between the rate on household goods and first class

goods is 83 per cent. ; whereas in the other two cases it is sub-

stantially less than half this percentage. This single illustra-

tion, it is hoped, may drive home the conclusion that there is an

immense mass of fortuitous and utterly unreasonable allocation

under the classification systems as they are at present estab-

lished." But whether that may be used as an argument in favor

of substituting a single uniform classification is open to serious

doubt. Rather does it serve to emphasize the fact that rigid

revision, under Federal control, perhaps, is more necessary than

an experiment in uprooting the entire system.

A few general conclusions may be drawn from this rather

over-elaborate description of present conditions as to classifica-

tion in the United States. It has been necessary, however, to

reiterate details in order to make clear the extremely unsatisfac-

tory situation at the present time. In fact, in this domain of

classification, standardization of practice so characteristic of

American rate-making and operation in general, has noticeably

lagged behind. Whether it will be possible, in view of the wide

extent of the country and the diversity of its climatic and com-
mercial conditions, ever to devise a single uniform classification

is open to serious doubt. Even the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, once a leader in the demand for uniformity, now con-

• I am indebted to Mr. D. O. Ives, of the Boston Chamber of Commerce.
for friendly aid in obtaining data as to actual rates in force. For the
irgument, I alone am responsible.

""In the Southern Classification plate glass, all sizes, in carloads, is rated
Aird class: window glass and rough or ribbed glass, fifth class. In the
Western Classification plate glass, outside measurement not exceeding 100
nnited inches fthat is, length and width added), is rated fourth class in
carloads; window glass, and rough, rolled, or ribbed glass, fifth class.
In the Official Classification plate glass, outside measurement not exceeding
80 united inches, is rated fourth class in carloads; window glass and rough
«nd ribbed glass, fifth class. Thus it appears that in Southern Classification
territory plate glass of ordinary size is rated higher than in Official or
Western Classification territories; and while in the two latter territories
plate glass is rated one class higher than window glass, or rough or ribbed
Slass, in Southern Classification territory plate glass is rated two classes
igher than rough, ribbed, or window glass. A-s applied to the transporta-

tion from St. Louis territory to Memphis it results in payment by the
consignee at Memphis of rates on plate glass which are 50 per cent, higher
than the rates on window glass."—21 I. C. C. Rep., 113.

cedes this fact in particular instances.' Thus;—"wool east of

the Mississippi is taken up at numerous points and is carried

under comparatively light loading. What would be a fair classi-

fication there, would not be just in the Far West, where the

movement is almost entirely in carloads and where the actual

loading is from two to three times that in Official Classification

territory. We are of the opinion that wool should be classified

under the Western Classification as second class, 1. c. 1., and
fourth class, c. 1.," etc. The experience of England is, of course,

commonly cited as a precedent." In that little country, the

ever-increasing complexity of classification was precisely parallel

to our own. From simple schedules for a few hundred articles,

the number of items steadily increased until there were over

4,000. At this point the government intervened ; and after

tedious and protracted sessions under the auspices of the Board
of Trade in 18S8 the whole schedule was brought down to 1.400

separate items. All the complicated and confusing rules were
harmonized and many anomalies were cut out. Certain it is that

matters should be firmly taken in hand in this country in the

satne manner. The separate state classifications and hundreds

of conflicting rules and jurisdictions should be eradicated. Even
if a single uniform classification be proved impracticable, as

seems to me likely, it might still be possible to greatly simplify

the present intolerable mix-up. There should be a representative

of the Interstate Commerce Commission on each of the classifi-

cation committees, ready at all times to exert pressure for sim-

plification and uniformity.^ The three main classification com-
mittees, supposing that they shall continue to exist, should inter-

lock by exchange of representatives. The greater the reform

flowing from the initiative of the carriers themselves the better.

Thus, in time, matters may become sufficiently standardized as

between the three main committees so that, under legal compul-

sion or otherwise, the final problem of uniformity may be

tackled by recasting the whole body of tariffs and classifications

together. But such a task at this writing appears almost super-

human, although conditions may, of course, so shape themselves

ultimately that it may be brought about. But, in the meantime,

steady and persistent pressure should be exercised in the direction

of this final goal. Reform of classification practice is certainly

the greatest need of the time in the transportation field.

New Line for New South W.ales.—On June 15 the first sod of

the line from Burrowa, New South Wales, to Galong was turned.

This line will be about 18 miles long and its cost is estimated at

$408,370. Its construction was authorized on March 28 of the

present year.

North Co.ast R.mlw.w. New South Wales.—Good progress

is being made with the construction of the third section of the

North Coast Railway, New South Wales. On July 1 ties had
been laid from Tarre to within about 11 miles of Gloucester, and
it was expected that ties would be laid to the end of the line in

about nine weeks from that time. The station buildings will be

completed by the middle of September and the line will be opened

to traffic soon after October 1.

Electrification in Auptrali.a.—Tenders closed on June 4 for

the electrification of the suburban lines of Melbourne. Victoria.

Details of the specifications were prepared by C. H. Merz, elec-

trical engineer for the government. Mr. Merz is at present in

England but will leave shortly for Melbourne where he will at

once advise the government in regard to placing orders for the

different works. A plant will be required capable of operating

electrically about 300 miles of single track. A generating station

will be built with a capacity of 60,000 k. w., in addition to sub-

stations for supplying current for trains. A large quantity of

electrical equipment for rolling stock will also be required.

>23 I. C. C. Rep.. 169.

2 Acworth, Elements, etc., p. 99; McDermott, Railways, p. 29; Ripley,
Railway Problems. Chap. XXV.

* 22 I. C. C. Rep., 103, is a fine instance of rectification of unjust classi-

fication rules on vehicles into the South from Toledo, Ohio.
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COUPLER CENTERING DEVICE FOR
FREIGHT CARS.

The Interstate Commerce Commission statistics show that

257 trainmen were injured in 1911 by pushing the couplers into

a central position either with their hands or feet. It has been

found advisable to provide a clearance of 2Y2 in. for the side

movement of the couplers to prevent an excessive stress hori-

zontally and the resultant effect on the wear of the wheel

flanges. The device shown in the illustrations has been pat-

ented by Robert E. Powers, of Montreal, and provides a

Secfion B-B. -^ ^

Gravity Centering Device for Couplers.

simple and effective means of returning the coupler to a cen-

tral position by gravity and without the use of springs. It

consists of a malleable iron coupler carrier iron, so formed
that the piece on which the shank of the coupler rests rides on

two roller bearings, which fit in depressions in the main cast-

ing When the coupler is pulled to one side the rollers are

forced up the inclines, but just as soon as the side pressure is

released they roll back to the normal position, returning the

•coupler to the central position.

The carriage and rollers add only about 18 lbs. of malleable

Details of Gravity Centering Device for Couplers.

iron to the car and the carry iron itself is not very different

from that which is ordinarily used on steel underfrarae cars.

In applying the device to old cars it is only necessary to re-

place the old coupler carry iron. In addition to eliminating a

source of injury to the trainmen it is claimed that the auto-

matic centering of the couplers will prolong their life, as well

as that of the knuckles, since the blows from coupUng will

be delivered square on the face of the coupler and not to one
side, as is often the case, when the couplers, as ordinarily ap-

plied, are off center.

RULE G AND THE ENGINEMEN.

Rule G of the Standard Code of Train Rules of the American
Railway Association, in use on all the principal railways of the

country, reads as follows

:

"G. The use of intoxicants by employees while on duty is

prohibited. Their use. or the frequenting of places where they

are sold, is sufficient cause for dismissal."

The policies adopted by a number of division superintendents,

in various sections of the country, in enforcing this rule have

been the subject of letters to the editor, written in response to

inquiries sent out by us after the collision at Corning, N. Y.,

July 4; and most of these letters, somewhat abridged, are given

below. Each letter shows the aspect on one division, and the

number of enginemen working under the officer who writes is

given at the head of the letter.

RO.'iD A ; 400 ENGINEMEN.

We do not draw any very close lines around our men when
off duty except in cases where we suspect them of using in-

toxicants excessively. We have methods of obtaining this in-

formation which seem to keep us fairly well advised. Much of

this information comes from the fellow workers of the men,

and this, of course, in a very confidential way, the informant

feeling that he is protecting his brother employee. On receipt

of such information, or any other similar information, the super-

intendent interviews the man in question ; usually gets him to

admit the facts and then has him agree in a signed paper that

he will discontinue the use of intoxicants altogether, on or off

duty. This usually has the desired effect, but the men are kept

under close, surveillance and if they break away are then promptly

dismissed. A very small proportion of passenger runners are

inclined to offend ; the greater trouble is usually with freight

men. The regular runners can figure more closely on when
they come and go, but the spare or extra runner, who has long

periods of rest at his disposal, is more inclined to indulge in

liquor. The federal hours of service law has not helped matters

any. -A. train may lack 30 minutes of the time necessary to get

in ; the crew has to be relieved and is tied up along the road at

some point where there is strong temptation to indulge in in-

toxicants because there is nothing else to do. There is also an

added opportunity at terminals in cases where they miss their

regular run out and are compelled to take a longer lay-off than

usual.

Very few of the offenders ordinarily have been in the service

five j'ears or more; the exception would be a man of long period

of service, who on account of family trouble, illness or financial

difficulty, is not strong enough to resist the temptation to drown

his troubles in drink.

ROAD B; 1,000 ENGINEMEN CON ENTIRE ROAD.)

We take the position with the men that we do not propose to

restrict their liberty while they are off duty; that their time is

their own, and that their conduct shall be within reason. We
do, however, strongly insist that they report for duty absolutely

sober and with the proper amount of rest. Any man who re-

ports for duty with signs of intoxicants upon him, or who in-

dulges in the slightest manner in intoxicants while on duty,

cannot work for this company. The position of the company

has been made known to the men, not only through the super-

intendents, trainmasters, etc., but through the legislative com-

mittees of the different brotherhoods in train service. The net

result is that we have the organizations defending the com-

pany's position in the matter to such an extent that where 'men

are dismissed from the service they are expelled from the

organization.

With the large number of men that we have in locomotive

service we cannot expect that Rule G is not being violated to

some extent by some of the younger men. We do feel, however,

that with the supervision we give the matter it is kept down to

the lowest possible minimum. Every engineman before he re-
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ports for duty has to have his time slip initialed by the engine-

house despatcher; every freight conductor who reports for duty

has to have his time slip authorized by the assistant yard-

master. We have bad several cases where men have been held

out of service and reported by the men who signed their time

slip.

RO.SD C; so ENGINEMEN.

We rely almost entirely upon our trainmasters, who are out-

door men The road foreman of engines also watches this mat-

ter, but has a much larger territory to cover than the train-

masters. The three trainmasters on this division happen to be

considerably above the average in their positions, and we are

fortunate in this respect. The roundhouse people should also

supervise this matter; but they are not efficient. We believe that

we are fortunate in having an unusually sober set of engine-

men. We have no one under suspicion at the present moment,

and I do not recall any engineman being dismissed for violation

of Rule G in the past several years. Although there may have

been some little drinking, escaping detection, it is a fact that

we have had no question of drinking enter into any investigation

of an accident for a very long time. I recall one case where

the roundhouse people thought that they had detected the odor

of whiskey, but we investigated the trip in question, which was

a switching local, so thoroughly that the warning was obvious.

I would do my best to get rid of the best engineman that we
have if I knew that he indulged in intoxicants beyond the

reasonable amount that any self-restrained man could indulge

himself in at home.

I mentioned above that the roundhouse people are not ef-

ficient in enforcing Rule G, and also that I would "endeavor"

to get rid of our best enginemen for violation of Rule G. These

two remarks strike at the root of the present trouble. A few

years ago a competent officer, after careful observation, could de-

cide whether an employee of any grade was a fit employee or

not; nowadays even superintendents have to show cause, and

must give evidence that they are not prejudiced. If super-

intendents have thus lost this control, it is obvious that round-

house foremen have very little voice in maintaining disci-

pline.

If a roundhouse foreman thinks that he has detected the smell

of whiskey on an outgoing engineman he should, theoretically,

call another engineman and suspend and report the offender.

Let us suppose that in a case of this kind one or two fellow em-

ployees make damaging statements. The superintendent may
think, that the case is cut and dried and dismiss the offender, as

he should do. But the grievance committee thereupon takes up

the case and gathers all the evidence. The case is ap-

pealed to one of the general officers. The superintendent finds

that his original evidence, if not subverted, has been offset to a

considerable extent, if not rendered practically valueless. Each

case of this kind is not only humiliating to the superintendent,

but weakening to the discipline, and tends to make the super-

intendent and every other officer very careful about starting a

fight on cases of this kind w-here the question of competency or

moral character is involved.

When a collision actually occurs, it is more a question of fact

and it is much harder to twist the evidence; the superintendent

has comparatively little to fear in regard to the ultimate out-

come of any such case. A few years ago a superintendent could

be the judge of the qualifications of his men; nowadays he must

submit to quibbling over technicalities such as we see in court

proceedings ; and often to chicanery as well.

Although the railways can be accused of contributory negli-

gence where they do not allow sufficient supervision for maintain-

ing discipline, it is equally certain, in those cases where the train-

men have left the railways sufficient money for reasonable super-

vision, that the ultimate responsibility for the loss of life result-

ing from bad discipline rests upon those who have tampered with

the discipline.

ROAD D; 170 ENGINEMEN.

We feel that the very smallest possible proportion of our men
drink. If any question arises as to any man we give the public

the benefit of the doubt by taking him out of the service. We
make an investigation, and take unlimited pains to conduct this

investigation equitably. If found guilty the man is dismissed,

and his clearance letter which he takes witli him bars him from

service on any other road. In the past five years there have

been discharged under Rule G one engineman, one fireman,

three conductors, 22 brakemen and 17 yardmen..

I am glad to acknowledge the help and support I get from

Ihe labor organizations on this division; and to their credit it

must be further said that not in a single instance have they

asked for clemency or consideration for a man that was dis-

charged after a fair and impartial hearing under Rule G.

ROAD E; 175 ENGINEMEN.

We have had only two enginemen on duty under the influence

of intoxicants in the past fourteen years. The first one, a pas-

senger runner, was detected before he left terminal, and the

other, a freight man, was detected upon his arrival at terminal.

We are very strict in enforcing the rule against the use of in-

toxicants. The men on this road are raised up in the service

from boyhood, the firemen being promoted to position of engine-

men and brakemen to position of conductor. Many of the en-

ginemen and other employees are sons of older employees, and

we have known their fathers before them. The men generally

have from eight to ten years' experience as firemen before they

are permitted to run, and then they are not promoted unless they

show thorough competency. The officers keep in close touch

with the men, know them personally, and if there has been any

misjudgment of a man's character when he was employed it is

soon found out

ROAD F; 90 ENGINEMEN.

Employees are held strictly to Rule F, which provides that

"any violation of rules must be reported." For example: If an

engineman were under the influence of liquor on duty he would

be reported by the fireman or conductor or both, and if not re-

ported by the fireman or conductor, and caught by trainmaster

or road foreman of engines, the conductor and fireman would be

disciplined for not reporting it, in violation of Rule F, as well

as the engineman for violation of Rule G.

I do not think any of our enginemen are taking a drink while

on duty, as they all know it means dismissal from the service.

In many instances, such as a passenger engineman, it means

losing a good position that it took him 15 to 20 years' of serv-

ice to work up to.

No enginemen have been discharged for drinking for the last

five year, and no firemen for the last three years.

Some years ago a few men who indulged too much off duty

were called to account and required to take the cure; since then

they have been all right.

ROAD G ; 250 ENGINEMEN.

The conduct of our men is watched very closely by the special

agent department, as well as by the trainmaster, road fore-

men of engines and other officers of the division. We have

undertaken to rigidly enforce the requirements of Rule G, and

we dismiss each and all offenders. There is no half-way ground.

ROAD H ; 250 ENGINEMEN.

In the past five years three enginemen have been dismissed

for excessive indulgence in liquor and 15 firemen. In case of

violation of the second part of Rule G, a man is reprimanded

for the first offense, and discharged for the second.

ROAD K ; 75 ENGINEMEN.

We have discharged probably one engineman and one fireman

yearly for drinking. Probably a small percentage of the men

are disobeying the rule without being caught. About 5 per
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cent, of the runners, both passengers and freight, bear watch-

ing particularly.

I have been here two years and I have not yet seen a rail-

way man under the influence of intoxicants, nor has it been

necessary for me to discipline any of the men on this account.

[The division terminus is in a town having no saloons.]

When an engineman reports for duty the roundhouse fore-

man, or his assistant generally sees him. On arrival at the

yard office with engine he stops to register his watch, and if

under the influence of intoxicants he would be discovered, and

he would immediately be taken off the run and dismissed from

the service. The passenger men always come to the passenger

station to register their watches, and are usually seen by the

station master or the despatcher.

There is no doubt that some of the enginemen take a drink

occasionally when off duty; but I believe that the enginemen

will as an organization, when they find one of their members
addicted to drink, bring the matter up in their lodge and warn
such a member; and if that does not have the desired effect

they dismiss him from their organization, at the same time

notifying the railway company.

ROAD M ; 120 ENGINEMEN.

Personally, I am very much opposed to the use of liquor by

trainmen or enginemen, but I do not go to the point of under-

taking to require our men to be total abstainers, as I do not

think it is practicable to do this. Our conditions at present are

ven' good indeed, because we have all old men in the service.

1 have not discharged a single engineman for considerably over

two years for violation of Rule G, nor a single fireman, though

there have been some cases of insubordination on the part of

firemen that I suspected might be attributed to liquor. Our
troubles from this source begin when we are doing a heavy

business and have a large number of the boomer element in

service.

^^'e have revised grades and increased our trainloads to such

an extent in the past few years that we are able to handle the

natural increase in business very largely with the old men.

We have also, I think, a very large amount of supervision as

compared with the number of men in the service. Our road

foremen of engines have the same authority on the line as

trainmasters—in fact, they are considered trainmasters.

Of the enginemen probably SO per cent, are total abstainers,

and of the balance of them a very small per cent, of them drink

more than they should on some special occasions. Of the fire-

men, a large proportion drink to some extent, as nearly all

young fellows do. Our conditions, especially on the mountain
districts, are such that we have to be very severe in regard

to violations.

R0.\D N ; 70 ENGINEMEN.

Not only the superintendent, assistant superintendent, train-

master, chief despatcher, master mechanic, road foreman of en-

gines, etc., but also yardmasters, agents, despatchers and other

officers of similar rank are depended upon to see that Rule G
is not violated. I also endeavor to have it understood by em-
ployees that any employee in any department who permits a

man to be on duty and work with him who has violated Rule
G is equally responsible and will also be taken out of service.

One engineman and one fireman have been discharged in the

last two years for drinking.

The rule must be that any employees who use liquor at any
time will be taken out of the service regardless of who it may
be, length of service, or any other conditions, other than per-

haps sickness, and in that case only if the employee has laid

off and is under the care of a doctor. If men understand

that no excuses will be accepted and that all employees are

treated alike, it is not extremely difficult to enforce the rule.

There are many conditions which tend to make it difficult, how-
ever, among them being the efforts of labor unions to protect

their members against dismissal for violation of the rule, the

efforts of their committees to have men who violate the rule

reinstated, the efforts of the committees and the members to

assist the guilty men in proving their innocence, and the further

efforts made by labor unions through legislatures to have laws,

passed which will embarrass the officers in enforcing the rule.

RAILWAY ACCOUNTING, MENTAL AND
MECHANICAL.*

BY T. S. DON.^LDSON.

Assistant Comptroller, Pennsylvania Railroad.

II.

I have found machines which record dictation very useful ad-
juncts in the performance or work, affording facilities for dic-

tation without taking up the time of the stenographer and without

reference as to whether or not he is available, while under the

old system of stenographic notes it was necessary to suit the con-

venience of the stenographer. However, irregular the office hours.

of the officer the typewriter need not be on duty before or after

regular working hours, the dictation being made at a time most
convenient for the officer dictating, and the typewriting being

done at a time when the typewriter is regularly on duty.

One great advantage of this system of dictation is that letters

memoranda, or instructions can be dictated when the matter is

fresh in the mind of the person dictating, as compared with having-

to put off dictation awaiting the convenience of a stenographer.

It also saves the time of other officers by communicating to them
on the wax rolls so that they may reproduce the voice direct, or

it may be transcribed by a typewriter and made a written record

for them. Instead of reading the previous day's correspondence,

the reproduction from the roll, through the tube or horn, is lis-
'

tened to while engaged in other duties. This makes it possible-

to accomplish two things at once and keep well posted on the

previous day's proceedings.

To the typewriter there is a marked advantage of writing from

direct dictation rather than from stenographic notes; stenographic

characters are not misread and the dictation can be repeated as

often as is necessary to get the complete sense and the correct

wording.

There is also the economy in utilizing the full time of the type-

writer, both man and machine, for writing, as against a goodly

portion of time being given to taking notes, and the numerous

interruptions.

Even in these machines, however, the inventors have required

two movements, one to start the motor and one to start the roll,

where one should be sufficient.

With direct dictation the officer may dictate in his office and

have the transcribing done at any central location, either near

or remote from his office. This also makes it possible to record

or transmit to the typewriter telephone communications, which

can be reproduced in their entirety at any future time, should

it be necessar>- to have the verbatim conversation presented to any

interested person.

There is also the device for transmitting written instructions

from one central office to any number of outlying points [the

telautograph), so that instructions intended for any person may
be recorded and exhibited automatically and preserved until the

]

person affected by the instructions has had an opportunity to read I

the message. This device is also available for conveying infor-

mation from a central point to outlying points, reproducing a fac-

simile of the writing of the person issuing the instructions or

giving the information.

Especial attention should be given to determining whether

many of the statistics and statements prepared are of any real

value in determining questions or are kept only as a matter of

custom or to satisfy a desire to have them on the assumption

that it adds to the importance of the office of those requesting

them. Formerly the tendency was to expansion of record keep-

*Abstract of a paper read before the Associatio
counting Officers, at Quebec, June 26, 1912.

Raihvajr
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ing, and it was considered a good thing to multiply records.

We have, however, reached the summit and have gone down
the other side very rapidly. Efficient system does not imply

elaboration, but organization and system are both necessary re-

quirements or adjuncts of a successful accounting organization.

In organization there is a limit to the individual responsibility

and mentality. Going beyond this we find a lack of attention

that results in decreased efficiency.

Accounting systems should be as simple and complete as pos-

sible. They should not call for records that are only to answer

questions which will never be asked, or asked only infrequently,

or to exhibit statistics that are fantastical and not helpful in

determining practical problems. Many reports are so ancient,

when completed, as to be worthless—they are past history.

Conditions change too quickly for them to be of value. More
statistics as to the future are what is wanted, instead of a review

of what is past. Much relief could be granted if the govern-

mental requirements as to reports were based on the present

day basis of typewritten documents of the loose leaf style and
no ruling, so that many copies could be prepared at one and the

same writing instead of using the antiquated pen process. The
government should limit the data to be furnished to that which

has not previously been reported and curtail the statistics and

exhibits to those which are of practical value. There is no use

in requiring large amounts to be exhibited to the extreme of

cents or units.

The policy which I advocate is, do not dismiss any proposition

or suggestion. Out of apparently foolish ideas I have known
very practical ones to have been developed. The best decision

is rendered only after a fair trial. It is quite difficult to expect

men experienced in ways of the past to learn new methods, but

while we are teaching the younger, so as to lay the foundation

for rile future successes, it is surprising to observe the aptitude

in some cases of men advanced in years.

Look at both sides of the question ; be analytical ; dig deep

;

turn the soil well over. It may be that the other side has

advantages that are not visible at first. With the individual

who applies his thoughts and genius to the development of

something good, only to be denied an audience and discour-

aged, I sympathize. Do not hunt out the soft underside of

the problems of your life's work. Do not be satisfied to re-

main still, or in a state of comfortable lethargy. The laws

of progress require that you keep moving, even if you do

launch a new idea that tears down, by the wash of the waves,

sand hills of previous industry and ingenuity.

While no one should rush with closed eyes into the use of

mechanical devices in accounting work, do not adopt the policy

of going in to swim and holding on to the wharf with one

hand. Have hope and confidence in your ability to get results,

and if you are on the point of getting in over your head, your

cries for help will be heard. Cultivate a thirst for knowledge

and when you drink do so with salt, so that the thirst shall

be unquenchable.

So much for those w ho promote the improvements ; now for

the employee who is to use them. Organization and method

is the basic principle of success. Many of the difficulties and

hardships imposed on clerks are due to lack of proper con-

sideration of methods. One of the conditions of success is

ability to withstand without resentment the criticisms from

those whom you would benefit.

In the introduction of mechanical appliances, a spirit of

indiflference will, as a rule, confront you from those accustomed

to other methods; but we have been able to cut out overtime,

relieve the mental strain and make the life of employees de-

cidedly more enjoyable, while the company eventually will have

a more proficient service at less cost.

A change in method naturally calls for a temporary addi-

tional expense and disarrangement of affairs. . . . The
greatest difficulty in successful accounting is the constant in-

accuracies_ which creep into work performed by those who are

incompetent or careless, or who work under pressure ; but with
the general use of mechanical calculating devices, or prepared
tables of results, curtailment of mistakes is taking place to a
large degree; and by the use of typewriters in waybilling it

is possible to do more expeditious work and meet the freight

train schedules, especially as there is no press-copying involved.

The advance in this respect is parallel to the adoption of auto-

matic signaling, as against the manual block system in pre-

venting errors in train movements.
Much of the saving in the use of mechanical devices is the

avoidances of errors that are quite common in mental meth-
ods, and often necessitate a complete rechecking. My experience
in the preparation of the many statistics necessary in the es-

tablishment of railway pensions, in which I had the privilege

of originating the basis which has been generally adopted, has
led me to appreciate the benefits which tabulating devices afford in

keeping reliable records. The principle, which I have denominated
as the "one hammer blow," has been fully exploited throughout
our system. It is this ; when you expend energy to produce any
result, make it as far reaching as possible by producing other

results by the same operation, to serve all purposes possible.

In other words, when you strike a hammer blow, make it

drive the nail the greatest distance you can with the energy
expended. This is illustrated by our method of producing
one or more copies of a waybill, a freight bill, a notice of

arrival and a delivery receipt at one operation. Each blank

reads differently, but is so prepared that the data when written

appears in its proper place on each of the several sheets. We
are also securing the increased co-operation of the shipping

public in preparing shipping orders in more legible style.

Efforts have been made to enlist the co-operation of shippers

in preparing the waybills as far as they can at the same time

as they are preparing the bill of lading and shipping order,

and general success in that respect will be ultimately achieved.

Steps are also being taken to develop the system of having

the waybill, freight bill, delivery receipt and notice of arrival

prepared by the forwarding agent, so that when freight arrives

at destination, delivery can be immediately made and ample
time be had prior to arrival of the freight to verify the rates,

calculations and extensions. This implies the use of one way-
bill, smaller in size, for each shipment, which eliminates many
features or complications involved in blanket billing, although

adding to the number of waybills; but this has its advantages,

both in all work being done by the original agent with one

hammer blow and in the use of the mechanical tabulating de-

vice. More accurate statistics as to tonnage and commodities

can be obtained, besides making unnecessary the destruction

of large waybills when errors are committed near their com-
pletion.

In carload shipments the principle of making a combination

card and revenue waybill is being enlarged so as to produce at

one time all the necessary documents for movement of the

freight, settlement of charges and agents' and auditors' records.

The practice of making copies of waybills is being discon-

tinued where the shipping order reflects all data, the waybill

having been prepared from that document and the notations

thereon.

The filing of copies of freight bills and the delivery receipts

by numerical and alphabetical "station from" order enables a

curtailment to be made of records, such as bill registers, as

these files form the official office record at the agency on which

all corrections and notations can be very conveniently made and

should appear.

It must be admitted that the introduction of mechanical tabu-

lating devices concentrated in the general office, with expert labor

and the mechanical devices constantly in use. calls for the universal

use of the daily system in freight accounting, and on this basis we
have eliminated all reports from agents having any monthly

summary features, other than the balance sheet, so that to-

day there is received daily only a record of waybills made and
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received, or corrections applied daily, together with the origi-

nal waybills received (copies of foreign forwarded being re-

quired where originals go to foreign lines).

These reports include one copy of daily report for foreign

lines auditor, in cases where junction settlements are con-

cerned, or switching claims, such a modification of the report

as to make it answer the purposes of reporting the waybill,

a switching claim and a settlement account, and where bill

registers are necessary also, their preparation at the same time.

The use of mechanical appliances at agencies is more largely

in connection with freight.

Waybilling typewriters of the cylinder and flat platen styles

are used, the latter claiming its superiority over the former in

what is known as fan-folding attachments, which eliminates

the use of carbon paper and enables the feed of the forms in

quadruplicate, or other quantities, under the multi-billing proc-

ess to be made continuous by a fan-fold or roll process, as

compared with cylinder machine process of feeding the forms

at intervals, as the quantity may be limited to one, three or

more at a time; but the movement of the cylinder machine is

faster.

In determining whether or not to use mechanical devices in ac-

counting work, there must be considered the factors which are in-

volved such as : The quality of machine ; they may be compared

to different kinds of watches in accurate performance, life,

good material and repairs necessary; the device best htted

for the service to be performed; that is to say, a non-listing

machine and printed tables seem to be adapted for proof of

existing results, while a listing or crank machine seems su-

perior for the production of original results, in that it shows

how they are obtained, and the work is susceptible of re-

checking, although the claim is made, and truthfully, that men-

tal calculations can be made quicker for a limited length of

time by proficient mathematicians. But it is self-evident that

the accuracy of the machine admits the selection of employees

from a wider and varied field, as good mathematicians are rare.

It is desirable in deciding to install any mechanical devices

to let those who are engaged in the business of making and

selling show what they can do. If troubles are to be cured,

let them act as the physican and you decide whether you have

been helped.

Questions to be determined are whether sufficient use for

any mechanical device would warrant the investment on the

basis of: Constant or sufficient use, volume of work, char-

acter of labor, elimination of errors in transcript or trans-

position, sufficient sorts of unit records to warrant tabulating

and sorting machines, instead of hand sorts and non-listing

or lever machine records ; better accuracy, speedier results,

sufficient saving in time to avoid employing additional labor,

or cutting out overtime, eliminating unnecessary mental strain,

providing records for audit work, and at the same time by

electrical tabulating machines from which information may

be obtained when desired, instead of preparing it currently in

anticipation of use.

If the office force is such that the schedules of work pre-

clude any saving because the employees would otherwise be

idle, it may still be good pohcy to prepare for the future by

attaining proficiency in the use of mechanical appliances, so

as to forestall possible future expansion in force.

My optimism leads me to believe that before another quarter

of a century has elapsed, the improvements which will be

made in the matter of registering statistics and accounts by

mechanical devices will have so far developed that a close ap-

plication of the results obtained on punched cards for ascer-

taining unit costs, brought together by typewriters, will result

in the preparation of pay-rolls by this method. In addition

to this, the use of the telautograph, or telegraphic communica-

tion, will bring about registration at a common center of car

movements, so that the location and necessary preparation of

data concerning them will be a matter of card tabulation.

It is not unreasonable to suppose that eventually, in line

with the many developments that have taken place, typewriters

will produce communications from dictating machines, or that

dictating machines shall be devised which will make a record

that will be readily transmittable on wax or similar paper

that can be reproduced at destination without the necessity of

typewriting.

In the preparation of statistics reflecting the cost of train,

car and engine performance, the method of compiling data

through reports of conductors and enginemen seems destined

to be supplanted by the invention and application of some
mechanical meter process, which will record the miles run,

stops, tonnage on and off, by miles in transit, with draw-bar

pull divided between car weights and lading weights and
covering other- conditions necessary. Such a device, if de-

veloped, would assist in preparing accurate passenger train

statistics. Another invention needed is a cylinder or similar

style of typewriter which will eliminate the necessity for using

carbon paper.

I have thought that the numbering of cars so as to give a

prefix number to each owning road, eliminating therefrom any
naughts and using naught for a line of division between the

prefix and the car number without any naught in prefix, would
make the work of car recording by trainmen and oflice men
mucli easier and remove the complications which now exist

from confusion in initials. This implies the abandonment of

the use of initials on the cars. The ownership could be shown
in large letters as now, the numbers being prefixed with the

assigned number of the owning road, as for instance, if Penn-

sylvania Railroad is assigned number one as owner, and the

car number was 628962, the car would be 10628962, which

would be all that would be copied on any report or record,

and would reduce pen strokes and reflect the ownership and

car number without the use of several, or arbitrary, initials.

This method will become a necessary one if electric tabu-

lating machines are ever to be adopted in car movement
records and equipment repair cost work.

Another feature that seems necessary in dealing with carloads,

and especially coal, coke and ore traffic, is that all records and

statistics should be stated in tons, and not in pounds, thus cur-

tailing the quantity of numerals used.

Attention shou!d be paid to eliminating from all reports,

records and statements, any exhibit of units, tens and hun-

dreds where the volume is expressed in millions of dollars,

pounds, tons, etc. In other words, it seems in this day that

if we are dealing in millions, the refinement of exhibit or

record to such a small degree as cents is unnecessary, and robs

the record of emphasis and perspicuity.

Accounting as a principle is similar to music, in that it ad-

mits of no change except in its uniform application ; and the

use of mechanical devices to bring about the best results, while

at almost a standstill until within the last ten years, has in

that time resulted in bringing about greater strides through

this association and its members than ever before known.

Its scientific application has given to railway accounting a

world-wide reputation, and my hope is that every delib-

eration on the part of this association of the questions sub-

mitted will always bring about a conclusion, arrived at by

mature and dispassionate judgment, that will reflect credit, and

be beyond measure of criticism or mistake. With such a mem-

bership of interested students of tlieir life work, the best re-

sults should certainlv be had.

P.^RCELS Delivery in Australi.\.—The commissioner of rail-

ways for South .\ustralia intends to do the work of parcels deliv-

ery from the railway station to the city and suburbs by means of

motor trucks, and tenders are now being invited for the supply of

one truck with a capacity of at least 2,500 lbs., and two trucks

with capacities of not less than 1,500 lbs.



(S^n^ral N^mi5 #^ction.
The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton is sprinkling with oil the

roadbed between Cincinnati and Toledo.

A suit for two violations of the federal hours-of-service law

was fded in the United States district court at Chicago on August
29 against the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

Officers of the railway telegraphers' brotherhood announce
that the Chicago & Alton has advanced their pay, the in-

creases varying from $2.50 to $20 a month.

Telegraphers on the lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad east

of Pittsburgh are voting by letter ballot on the question of au-

thorizing their brotherhood officers to strike, if necessary, to en-

force their demand on the company for increased pay.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has issued a circular

to enginemen enjoining them to reduce speed and to stop, if

necessary, whenever, by reason of difficulty with an injector or

any part of the engine, it is not practicable to give proper heed
to all signals.

The Seattle Port Commission has signed a contract with the

Pacific Terminal Company, a New York corporation, for the con-
struction of a terminal and harbor improvements at a cost of over
$3,000,000. A large block of Harbor Island property was leased

to the company for thirty years.

Representatives of the conductors' and trainmen's brotherhoods
are conferring in Washington with officers of the railways of the

southeastern states relative to demands for advances in pay,

which are said to call for increases from 15 to 20 per cent.

Grievances on account of the employment of negroes are also

under discussion.

The executive committee of the Master Car Builders' Asso-
ciation has adopted resolutions recommending the elimination of

the penalization feature of the interchange rules, and the addi-

tion of a fixed percentage to the bills for repairing cars which
the using company renders to the car owner. Both the execu-

tive committee and the arbitration committee recommend this

strongly.

According to press despatches, 11 ticket sellers and ticket

collectors of the Mobile-Selma line of the Southern Railway
have been indicted for defrauding the company, and nine of

the 11 have been arrested. One has pleaded guilty, and six

others are said to have confessed. The detectives say that

tickets were sold without being dated and were returned by
the collectors to the agents to be sold a second time.

An eastbound express train of the Louisville & Nashville was
stopped by a robber within the limits of New Orleans last

Wednesday night. The passengers were compelled to give up
their money, and the mail car was also robbed, but the robber

was caught. Returning to the engine and ordering the engine-

man to run ahead slowly, he carelessly turned his eyes, w'hile

sitting on the seat in the cab, and Engineman James Baer
struck him on the head with a torch.

The Baltimore & Ohio has established a Labor Bureau, with

headquarters at Baltimore. The bureau has been established

mainly for the purpose of securing good men for the maintenance

of way department, though other departments can make use of it

whenever practicable. H. R. Bricker, labor agent, is in charge of

the office and there will be branch offices at Philadelphia, Wash-
ington, Cincinnati, Cleveland and Chicago. Attention will be

given to both skilled and unskilled labor, in all departments of

railway service. The bureau has no connection w-ith any contract

labor system. It is to be operated solely by and for the Baltimore

& Ohio and no charge is to be made for its services.

President Taft has appointed a commission to report as to

how Alaska may best be developed by railways ; this in ac-

cordance with a recent act of Congress. The commission con-

sists of Major J. J. Morrow, of the U. S. engineering corps,

chairman ; Alfred H. Brooks, chief of the division of Alaska

mineral resources. United States Geological Survey, vice-chair-

man; Leonard M. Cox, civil engineer, U. S. navy; and C. M.
IngersoU, consulting engineer, New York, formerly bridge en-

gineer of New "S'ork City, and before that chief engineer of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford. The commission has

left for Alaska, and it is expected that it will make its report

about November 15.

The number of locomotives on the Pennsylvania Railroad

equipped with pumps and hose for extinguishing fires is now 612,

and during the past four years apparatus on engines has been

used to extinguish 153 fires. The yard enginemen and trainmen
are drilled so as to respond to alarms quickly. In one instance

an engine was made ready to act within two minutes, and within

seven minutes nine engines were on the scene. The yard engines

have been used repeatedly at fires along the road—often in out-of-

way places where there was no other protection to be had. The
original engine equipment, which consisted of a hose connection

placed in the line conveying water from the injector to the boiler,

has been superseded by a special form of extinguisher, by which
the water from the tender is discharged through an ejector by-

high steam pressure direct from the locomotive boiler. The
standard equipment for each engine consists of 150 ft. of 2'/4 in.

unlined linen hose and a 15 in. cast iron nozzle with a discharge

opening of 5^ in. It is kept in a box under the running board of

the engine—the hose being coiled in separate sections. With this

equipment engines are enabled to throw a stream of water 70 ft-

Washouts and Train Wrecks.

Seven persons were killed and 23 injured in a derailment oir

the Chicago & North Western near Lyndhurst, Wis., in the early

morning of September 1. A cloudburst had washed out the

tracks just ahead of the train and the engine, mail car, baggage
car, smoker and day coach fell down an embankment. The
sleeping cars and a private car in which were general manager
W. D. Cantillon and members of his family, remained on the

track. One of those killed was a passenger.

Four persons were killed and six injured on September 2 near

Camp Douglas, Wis., when a Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha train plunged into the Lemonwier river after a bridge

had been washed out.

One trainman was killed and two persons were injured on-

September 2 when an Ann Arbor passenger train ran into a

washout near Marion, Mich.

Three persons were killed and several were injured in a col-

lision on the Canadian Pacific at Mattewa, Ont., on September 1.

In consequence of a misplaced switch a fast freight train col-

lided with a work train.

Floods in western Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio and parts of

West Virginia the first part of this week are reported to have

caused losses aggregating $2,000,000; and 40 or more persons

were drowned or were killed in the wrecks of buildings. Thou-

sands of acres of com fields have been washed away, and also

thousands of tons of hay. Many manufacturing plants were

seriously damaged, and railway traffic on some lines was sus-

pended for four days or more. The Pennsylvania and the Bal-

timore & Ohio had so much work to do in repairing roadbeds

that a considerable scarcity of men was reported.

Mr. Belnap's Report on the Western Spcings Collision.

H. W. Belnap. Chief Inspector of Safety Appliances for the

Interstate Comrnerce Commission, has made a report of his in-

vestigation of the rear-end collision on the Chicago. Burlington

& Quincy at Western Springs, 111., on July 14. 1912. The cir-

cumstances of the disaster, the results of the coroner's inquest,

and the report of the Illinois Railroad and Warehouse Commis-

sion following its investigation, were reported at length in the

Raihvay Age Gazette of July 19 and 26. and August 9.

Mr. Belnap summarizes fully and carefully the testimony of all

the important witnesses at the investigations, and describes the

Burlington's method of operating between Chicago and Aurora.

He then concludes that "this accident was caused primarily by

the failure of flagman Woodworth properly to protect the rear

end of train No. 2. Trains No. 2 and Xo. 8 passed both West

Hinsdale and Western Springs approximately nine minutes apart,

giving the flagman ample time to go back far enough. He was
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well aware that fast mail train No. 8 was following his train and

in view of the dense fog prevailing, he should have taken e.xtraor-

dinary precautions in the performance of his duty as flagman.

. . . After the accident, a test was made for the purpose of as-

certaining how far back the flagman could have gone in the time

at his disposal. In this test a man at a brisk walk covered a

distance of 2,277 ft. in si.x minutes. It was thus conclusively

proved that the flagman did not go back as far as he might have

gone had he sufficiently regarded the responsibility resting upon

him. He also displayed exceedingly poor judgment iri applying

two torpedoes to the rail, thus arranging for a caution signal

instead of putting down only one torpedo which would have given

the stop signal."

Mr. Belnap then calls attention to the lack of definiteness in the

rules of this and many other railways covering flagging instruc-

tions to employees. The simple requirement (without specific

instructions) that the flagman must go back a sufficient distance

to insure full protection, he thinks, leaves the matter of distance

to the judgment of the flagman to such an extent that an error

of judgment may prove disastrous, as in this case. Many rail-

ways, by their rules, fix a minimum distance which the flagman is

required to go back. Mr. Belnap thinks this is the safer practice,

but he does not state what the minimum distance should be.

The failure of Engineman Brownson of train Xo. 8 properly

to control the speed of his train and to obey the indications of

the fixed signals, is given as a contributing cause of the disaster.

"If he had approached Western Springs w'ith his train under con-

trol so that he could have come to a stop before passing the

block signal as required by the rules, the collision would not have

occurred." The report states that the signals on the division of

the Burlington on which the accident happened w^ere inadequate,

especially during foggy or stormy weather. "The engineman of

No. 8. after running over the torpedoes, apparently made every

effort to stop his train, but was unable to do so in time to avert

the collision. If distant signals were installed . . . the signal

system would be much safer. It is understood that distant

signals were being installed on this division ; had a distant

signal been installed at Western Springs this accident

might have been averted. But where trains are oper-

ated at high speed when the weather is so foggy or

stormy that signals can be seen a distance of only a few feet,

no system of fixed signals can provide that measure of protection

to which the traveling public is entitled, and for this reason posi-

tive and definite instructions should be given prohibiting the run-

ning of trains at high speed during foggy or stormy weather."

Mr. Belnap thinks that Mrs. Wilcox, the operator at Western

Springs, notwithstanding the fact that she violated no rule in re-

leasing No. 8 at West Hinsdale, nevertheless, exercised poor

judgment in doing this while she was so uncertain as to the

position of No. 2. Regarding the speed at which the trains were

running Mr. Belnap says : "It was particularly dangerous in

view of the dense fog which prevailed on the morning of the

accident. .-Xs the train schedules in many cases are fast for clear

weather, it is apparent that in fog, enginemen must run at high

speed between signals, or not reduce speed as they approach sig-

nals, or fail to make schedule time, since in foggy weather signals

can be distinguished at a comparatively short distance. Either

of the first two conditions may be dangerous ; and yet. notwith-

standing the rule which requires enginemen to approach signals

with their trains under control prepared to stop, the desire to

maintain schedule speed and make a good showing by bringing

their trains in on time will impel enginemen to take chances

against the dictates of good judgment. . . . There is a limit to

the speed at which trains can safely be operated. This limit is

variable, depending upon numerous local conditions. In several

derailments which have been investigated it was evident that

speed was above the limit of safety, in view of the condition of

track and equipment. In a number of collisions, also, notably

those at Kinmundy. 111., on the Illinois Central Railroad, and

Corning, N. Y.. on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Rail-

road, speed was too high for safety. While these accidents were

caused by a disregard of signals or rules, there can be no question

that the attempt to make up time or to maintain schedule time

led to high speed which no doubt caused the employees involved

to take dangerous chances, in the absence of which the accidents

might have been avoided, or at least their severity greatly miti-

gated."

Following this Mr. Belnap calls attention to the testimony of

F. C. Rice, general inspector of transportation of the Burlington

to the effect that "excessive speed is the cause of about 75 to 80
per cent, of the catastrophes of the last few years." Mr. Rice is

quoted as saying also that many of the block systems now in use

were put in when the speed of trains was less and when neither

the railways nor the public had reached the present craze for high

speed, which would make some of these installations, adequate
originally, now inadequate. Mr. Rice considered the public re-

sponsible "because they ride on the railroad that has the fastest

train and the road that doesn't make that fast time is not pat-

ronized."

Mr. Belnap's report continues : "It is believed that Mr. Rice
has not properly placed the responsibility for high speed. It is

true that the public patronizes the railroad that makes the fastest

time. But did the public have knowledge that any railroad was
operating its trains at such high speed as to make travel upon
that road unsafe its patronage would quickly be withdrawn. The
great majority of people who ride on railroads desire to travel

quickly if it can be done with safety, but their first consideration

is safety. They rely upon the judgment of railroad managers,
knowing that they are the only ones who have full knowledge of

conditions existing upon their roads, and the assumption always
is that the road operating high-speed trains will bring them safely,

as well as quickly, to their journey's end. It is apparent, there-

fore, that if trains are run at such a high rate of speed as to sacri-

fice safety the railroads themselves nnist bear the responsibility.

Moreover, in view of Mr. Rice's statement that 'excessive speed

is the cause of about 75 to 80 per cent, of the catastrophes in the

last few years.' a double responsibility rests upon the managers
of railroads. If Mr. Rice's statement is correct, it lies wholly
within the power of the railroad managers to virtually put an
end to from 75 to 80 per cent, of these harrowing railway dis-

asters, and in this one feature of railway operation alone lies an
opportunity for them to introduce an entirely practicable reform
which will be of vast benefit to the public and meet with com-
mendation on every hand."

International Association for Testing Materials.

The International Association for Testing Materials is hold-

ing its sixth congress in New-York during the current week.

On Tuesday morning there were addresses of welcome by Gen.

William H. Bixby, chief of engineers, United States x'Vrmy. as

the representative of President Taft ; by Gov. John A. Dix, in

behalf of the state of New York; and by William A. Prender-

gast on behalf of the mayor of the city of New York ; and the

usual address by the president of the association, H. M. Howe.
.\fter a courteous address of welcome, in which he spoke to

the German-speaking members in their own tongue, the French
in theirs, the Spaniards in Spanish, the Italians in Italian and
the Hungarians in Magyar, grouping all others in the English

welcome. President Howe took for the text of his address the

ultimate goal of the art of testing materials. He deplored the

fact that, at the present, all materials are tested to destruction,

or what amounts to the same thing, so that those which are

actually used are only tested vicariously and it is impossible to

know that that which is put into service is what is desired or

not. He looked forward to the time when there would be some
means by which materials that are to be used in structures,

whether they be for buildings, steamships or railways, could be

so inspected and tested that an accurate knowledge of their

physical and chemical properties would be obtained. He sug-

gested that the investigations of the effect the stresses to which

certain materials are subjected had on polarized light might lead

to the use of such principles in the detection of defects that are

now beyond the reach of investigatiorK It also lies within the

bounds of possibility that the resonance of metals may be able

to tell the story of their constitution, so that in the future it

may be possible to test not only the constitution of the individ-

ual members of a structure but the very structure itself, and so

ascertain the real resisting qualities of a building or a steam-

ship. It is not expected that these things will come in the

immediate future as they can only be developed after a long

series of painstaking investigations. It may not be in this cen-

tury or even in the next. But we know that the advance of

knowledge is constantly accelerating and there is no reason to

think that this acceleration will not continue well on into the

future ; the middle age of mankind is not in the past, but well

in advance, and we are really at the beginning of history.

Mr. Prendergast spoke of the development of the testing lab-
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oratory of the city of New York. Though it is still in its in-

fancy, it has already established its usefulness and the city is

now buying all of its coal on the heat unit principle as the result

of its work.

. The technical sessions have been held each day during the

week and on Wednesday there was an excursion to West Point.

On two afternoons there were illustrated lectures.

The association now numbers 2,400 members, of whom 472

are from the United States, the total membership being dis-

tributed through 130 countries. The total registration at the

congress is about 650, of which number about 75 are ladies.

Abstracts of such of the papers and discussions as are of

especial interest to the readers of the Railway Age Gazette will

be published in our next issue.

On Sunday afternoon the members will start on an excursion
that will take them to Washington, Pittsburgh and Niagara
Falls, at which places they will be given an opportunity of

inspecting industrial plants.

Chief Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association.

At the thirteenth annual convention of the Chief Interchange
Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association, held in Chicago
on .\ugust 27. 28 and 29, the following officers were elected

:

President, J. L. Stark, general car inspector, Hocking Valley,
Cohimbus, Ohio ; vice-president, F. C. Schultz, chief interchange
inspector, Chicago ; secretary, Stephen Skidmore, foreman car
department, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, Cincin-
nati. Ohio. The sessions of the convention were devoted to a

general discussion of the interpretations of the interchange rules

of the Master Car Builders' Association.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list giz'es namei
neetings, and places of meeting.

of secretaries, dates of next or regula

Am Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Ahesican Association of Gener.\l Passenger and Ticket Agents W C
Hope, New York; next convention, September 12, Seattle, Wash.'

AiiEKiCAN Association of Railroad Superintendents.—W. C. Cooder
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.'

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C, Donecker 29 W 39th
St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keeean
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway .Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York-
annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 1011 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony
building, Chicago.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W 57th StNew York; Ist and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.
'

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13
Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice 29 W
39th St., New York. . '

v •

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & 0., Balti-
more, Md. Convention 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry.. Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.

Association of Railw.w Telegraph Superintendents.— P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers—G. P.
Conard. 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.— Aa'ron Kline, 841 North 50thCourt, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicag".
Central Railway Club.—H D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2dIhurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N V.
^""''

h,S,fr'<^,^p"Y m"" ^^•JT,'-":;'- ^- Pon-^oy. Old state Capitol

Sept'emler^'st'paul''""-'
'' **""''="'• """• ^""'' J"'^' ^"^^' -"

ENGINEERS' SociETY^oF P--YLVAN,.-E. R^ Dasher. Box 704, Harrisburg.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K, Hiles 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
International Railway CoNOREss.-Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-

vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.
lNTERN«,oNAL RaJJ-way Fuel Association.-C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick

'""To^n' Mi^x''b:ndin''g!"Bfrmingham"7\il.
^''°""'°''-^- «• Bryan.

Internat^onal^^Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association op the Unitpd

toZll,ZU^o\rZ.7r9:2:%^:llT- ^''•'' Valley, ^la^stoYr'Fa"

''^""Ne'l°'Yfrk.^^C^^n"^;ntifn:^'i;iry°,''m?^fc?ief,o.^-«'-'' '= ^'^"^y S...

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony buildineChicago. fc'u.ivjiijg,

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U S anb r.»«n.

Denver Cli.^-
^ ^- ''"'^'"^' ^'''- Convention.^September 10 il

^'"'°'h'n';n''S;''*rh-
^"'"'•'•7/=^. Assoc.-Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-born St., Chicagcs Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc

New England Railroad Clur.-G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass •

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept.. Boston

'~'°""5?h'' laruX" isr.ti:'^-
^- ''''"'''' •=• ^- * s'- ^- °"-i'' ^i-.;

Peoria Association OF Railroad Officers.-M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-tion, Peoria, 111.; 2d Tuesday.

^"'°atyf^^^^.;°^3d^FMryfn"L-;t^h,SrCi.V°°' '^^'"" ''- ^^""^

^^"^n^r^;"rS,^NTv^eX?-"'2^^fllt l^ew^rk"' ' ^"'" ^'•' ^-
Railway Club of Pittsburgh -J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,Pa., 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburfh:
Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc—J. Scribner 1021Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry Elec? Engrs
Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City SouthernKansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio '

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-tion, wet. 8-11, Quebec.

^"'"ohif^""^"^'^''^"^
Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. D. Ccnway, 2135 Oliver bidg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. assocs.

Railway Tel and Tel. Appliance Assoc—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl StNew \ork. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.
Richmond Railro.adClub.---F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday

except June, July and August. •"

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L C Rvan C S,
N. W., Sterling, 111. September 10-13, Buffalo, N. Y

St. Louis Railway Clue.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station St LouisMo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis. '

Signal Appli.ance Association.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Niquist, La Salle St Sta-
tion, Chicago.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.— E. W. Sandwich A &W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; annual, Oct. 17, Atlanta, Ga.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill Grant bide

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta!
Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Soice Co To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago,—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York-
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa ; meet-
ings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Traffic Club of St. Louis.—A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library building,
St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
-Ave., Chicago.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detr-^^t
Mich.: meetings monthly.

Traveling Engineers' .Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R..
East Buffalo, N. Y.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, e.xcept June, July and .August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J, W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and .August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago. -
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The Traffic Club of Chicago held its semi-annual field day on

September 5. at the Homewood Countn- Club, Flossmoor. III.

Special trains were provided by the Illinois Central.

The Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie has appointed

an agricultural commissioner. T. A. Hoverstad. heretofore

connected with the Xorth Dakota Agricultural College.

Shipments of lumber by rail from the state of Washington dur-

ing 1911 amounted to 86.421 carloads, or 15,123 carloads more

than the shipments made in 1910, according to figures published

by the Pacific Lumber Trade Journal. Shingle shipments by rail

in 1911 amounted to 33.708 carloads.

A break in the Erie canal near Rochester on the morning of

September 3 destroyed the bank for a length of 700 ft., and it

is thought that the damage cannot be repaired before the time

comes for suspending traffic on account of cold weather. It is

said that the washout is due to interference with the present

canal structure by the work on the barge canal.

The Michigan Stove Company. Chicago, has sent a circular let-

ter to each of its 16.000 customers, warning them of the prob-

ability of a severe car shortage this fall and urging them to place

orders as early as possible. The company reports that the let-

ter has already brought results, as many customers have or-

dered the immediate shipment of goods which they had not in-

tended to move before October 1.

The California terfninal railways are considering the discon-

tinuance after this year of the reduced homeseekers' fares to

California. The fares were established last spring at the instance

of the Western Pacific, which wants them continued on account

of the large amount of territory served by its line, which is in

need of development, while the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe

are said to be advocating their withdrawal.

A controversy between the railways and the steamship com-

panies at Xew Orleans similar to that which has been in progress

at Galveston nearly all summer has been started by the refusal

of the railways to issue through bills of lading on lumber and

lumber products going to any steamship company not signing

an agreement proposed by the rail carriers. The agreement pro-

vides for the observance of demurrage rules and the payment

of demurrage charges by the steamship companies. The steam-

ship agents have thus far refused to sign the agreement.

J. M. Belleville, president of the Xational Industrial Traffic

League, who recently issued a circular letter to members urging

them to co-operate with the railways in making preparations for

the threatened car shortage, has issued an additional circular

urging the railway companies "to make special efforts immedi-

ately to clean up their roads completely: to employ all the extra

forces necessary to put their freight equipment and their motive

power, particularly switching power, in as complete repair as

possible, and to hurry forward all proposed additions to side

tracks, yards or other work that have been laid out so that when

the emergency comes they will not be delayed by a heavy con-

struction work that so seriously delays traffic ; also to urge

upon their operating departments the importance of promptly

unloading coal and other material for company use."'

Rise in Ocean Freight Rates.

With surpassing crops soon to reach the seaboard, seeking

shipping for their distribution, and with general business in-

creasing output for foreign consumption, there has come a sud-

den realization of the enormous rise in prices of ocean trans-

portation. This situation threatens business congestion. Prices

of ocean freights are reaching almost prohibitory levels. Ship-

owners are canceling oflfers. Charterers are withdrawing from

present prices. The present condition is the reflex of a de-

pression which continued for over ten years. It is gradually

righting itself. During the Boer War. in 1900. there had been

a great boom in rates. Because of the demands for steamers,

transportation of every kind, a great tonnage had been added.

After this there was a cessation in the building of boats. Two
years ago matters began to correct themselves. Pressures are

now greater than in twenty years. The increase of the world's
business is enormous. The shipbuilding trade is unable to meet
the demands for ships, though the yards are filled. Every indica-

tion points to the fact that rates must go higher. Exportations
of grain and of manufactured merchandise are growing larger

rapidly. Exportations of apples are assuming large proportions.

Regular chartering rates started their increase at the end of last

year. Taking the average of opinions of steamship men, own-
ers, agents, charterers, shippers, it will be found that the increase

in ocean freight rates is calculated at about 33 per cent. It

differs largely for different commodities. For grain and cotton,

it reaches 100 per cent. Rates are answering the demand. There
is an extraordinarily well balanced distribution of tramp tonnage
over the world. The possibility of chartering tramps is ex-

tremely limited. There is not a keener man on earth than the

tramp owner. English shipbuilding yards have the books filled

with orders for liners and tanks, but no tramps are building.

The owner, because of this scarcity and the strong demand, can

set his own price. Between deficient supply, no near additions

to tramp fleets, increased cost of repairs, higher prices for food,

and the payments under the British national insurance act, the

higher rates are amply justified. They will not decrease. The
British liability law, which indemnifies even a drunken sailor

who breaks his leg, or |)ays £300 for a death, is one new element

of cost.—(ru// Street Jouninl.

Atlantic Deeper Waterways Convention.

The fifth annual .\tlantic Deeper Waterways convention was
held at Xew London, Conn., this week. .Among the matters

considered was the report of General W. H. Bixby, U. S. A.,

favoring a $5,000,000 canal 12 ft. deep from Norfolk, \"a., to

Beaufort Inlet, X. C, this being part of the plan to join by a

series of canals the rivers, harbors and segregated inlets of the

Atlantic coast. .A standard depth of 12 ft. was advocated, and

the necessity of proper terminals owned and operated by the

municipalities was urged.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket

Agents.

The 57th annual convention of the American Association of

General Passenger and Ticket Agents will be held at the new
Washington hotel, Seattle, Wash., September 12-13. The pro-

gram includes discussions on Substitution of Round "O" Punch
in Lieu of "L" Punch ; Desirability of Uniform Practice in Con-

duct of Passenger Traffic and Rules Governing Same : Printing

of Folders and Other Advertising Matter and Economical Dis-

tribution Thereof: Indirect Routes. Futile Competition by Such

Routes and Consequent Sacrifice of Revenue : Compilation of

Joint Passenger Tariffs : Xumber of Tickets and Revenue to Be
Collected for the Use of the Drawing Room : Cash Fares on

Trains and Improved Method of Collecting Same : Is There a

Demand for an Official Manual of Coupon Ticket .Agents, and if

So, How Should it Be Published?: Supplying TarifTs to Federal

and State Governments ; Duties of the Standing Committee on

Association Ticket Paper; General Promotion, See .America

First Movement.
Eastern members of the association will leave Chicago at 5 :30

p. m. Sunday. September 8, in a special train on the Chicago &
Xorth Western via Milwaukee. The party will leave St. Paul at

6:00 a. m. September 9 via the Xorthern Pacific, arriving at

Butte, Mont., on September 10, where it will take a sight-seeing

street car for a side trip around the city and will arrive at

Spokane at 9 a. m. September 11. where the party will be met

at the station with automobiles for a one and three-quarter hour

trip about the city. There will also be a side trip via the Spo-

kane & Inland Empire Electric Railway to Hayden Lake, where

a game dinner will be served by the Spokane Transportation

Club.

The party arrives at Seattle at 7:45 a. m., Thursday, Septem-

ber 12, where the convention will be opened at 11 a. m. .At the

business session there will be an address by William Sproule,

president of the Southern Pacific. During the convention

there will be a luncheon and trip on Puget Sound to the Bremer-
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ton navy yard, and a visit to one of the battleships for the

ladies. In the evening there will be a banquet tendered by the

Seattle Chamber oi Commerce, while the ladies will be entertained

at a special theater party. Friday morning the sessions of the

convention will be resumed and for the afternoon an automobile
tour of the city, its boulevards and parks has been arranged for

the entire party. The entertainment in the evening will consist

of illustrated talks by distinguished speakers on Alaska, the

Hawaiian Islands and the Panama Canal. On Saturday. Septem-
ber 14. the party will take a trip to Vancouver on the Canadian
Pacific steampship Princess Alice, returning to Tacoma on Sunday
morning. The program for Sunday includes an automobile trip to

Rainier National park, a luncheon at the club house at the Xa-
tional Park inn and trips to various points of interest. Sunday
night the party will leave Tacoma for a trip to Seaside and Port-

land via the Spokane. Portland & Seattle, and on Monday it will

be taken for a drive aliout the city. In the evening there wmU be

an informal dinner at the Portland hotel. The party breaks up
at Portland, returning east Ijy various routes.

The Cotton Crop.

The United States department of agriculture estimates that

the condition of the cotton crop on .August 25 was 74.8 per

cent, of a normal, as compared with 76.5 on July 25. 1912. 73.2

on August 25. 1911. 72.1 on August 25, 1910. and 73.6 the average
of the past ten years on August 25.

Comparisons of conditions, by states, follow-

:

.\ugust IS,

Slates. 1912. 1911. 1910. Ten-vr. Av.
\'irginia 80 96 82 82
North Carolina 75 76 76 78
South Carolina 73 74 73 77
Georgia 70 81 71 77
Florida 73 85 74 79
Alabama 75 SO 72 74
Mississippi 70 70 71 75
Louisiana 74 69 60 69
Te-xas 76 68 69 69
Arkansas 77 78 78 76
Tennessee 76 88 78 84
Missouri 78 88 78 83
Oklahoma 84 62 85 75
California 95 100 95

Unitea States 74.8 73.2 72.1 73.6

For the purpose of comparison, the condition of the cotton

crop in the United States monthly for the past ten years is

given below

:

Years. May 25. June 25. July 25. Aug. 25. Sept. 25.

1911 S7.8 88.2 89.1 73.2 71.1

1910 82.0 80.7 75.5 72.1 65.9

1909 81.1 74.6 71.9 63.7 58.5

1908 79.7 81.2 83.0 76.1 69.7

1907 70.5 72.0 75.0 72.7 67.7

1906 84.6 83.3 82.9 77.3 71.6

1905 77.2 77.0 74.9 72.1 71.2

1904 83.0 88.0 91.6 84.1 75.8

1903 74.1 77.1 79.7 81.2 65.1

1902 95.1 84.7, 81.9 64.0 58.3

.\verage 1902-1911.. 81.5 80.7 80.6 73.6 67.5

A Way-Bill for Every Express Shipment.

-Xll of the principal express companies of the country have

adopted (beginning with September 1) a system of labeling and

way-billing freight which has been prepared in accordance with

the suggestion of the Interstate Commerce Commission, made in

its order of last June, proposing numerous reforms in the opera-

ticsh of the express business. The circular of Wells Fargo &
Company, announcing the new plans, shows eight principal forms

of labels and way-bills. Those made on yellow paper si.gnify

that no charges are to be collected ; on white, that charges are

to be collected : on green, that charges for transportation and also

lor the cost of goods are to be collected (C. O. D.) ; and red

labels are for shipments carried in bond. The word "prepaid"

or "collect" appears in bold face type on every label and every

bill. A small label is ath-xed to each piece of every shipment

(except money) when it is received, and if prepaid the amount is

shown. The second and larger label is substantially a duplicate

of the way-bill, made at one writing by carbon process, and is

affixed to the package before it is started on its journey. Blanket

way-bills, or those in which a number of items are shown on the

same sheet, are abandoned entirely, except the forms used by the

supply department : and these usually carry only one or a very

few shipments. In connection with this aljondonment of the
blanket way-bill, it is of interest to note that on the Central of
Georgia Railway, where individual way-bills have been in use for
ten years or more, the number of way-bills is found to be only
about 16 per cent, more than when the old forms were used.
The instructions sent out 1)y the express companies contain

elaborate directions for compliance with the dictum of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission that when an agent at destination
is in doubt whether or not to collect charges on a shipment of
merchandise he is to give the consignee the benefit of the doubt—
and deliver the goods without making any collection. If a ship-
ment is received with a label but no way-bill, delivery is to be
made according to the label. In delivering goods wi'thout full
knowledge the agent is to have an understanding with the con-
signee that charges are to be paid later by him if it be found that
the shipper has not paid them.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has postponed until Xuvember 1 the date
on which the railways must comply with its order reducing
freight rates between Shreveport, La., and Dallas, Tex.

The commission has suspended tariffs filed by the Gulf, Colo-
rado & Santa Fe showing increases in rates on flour from' points
in Kansas to New York by way of Galveston and the Mallory
Steamship Line.

The commission has suspended until December 31, tariffs filed
by the transcontinental lines, to go into effect September 2,
showing increases in freight rates from all eastern territory to
the Pacific coast. These tariffs, which were noticed in the Rail-
way Age Gazette, .August 16, page 320, show increases to Pacific
coast points and reductions to many interior ( intermountain)
points. .As was stated in our issue of August 16, there was a
tacit understanding that th«se rates were not to be suspended.
The present action would seem to indicate that the commission
interprets this understanding as referring only to the rates to in-
terior points and not to the coast rates.

COURT NEWS.

In the Federal Court of Hartford. Conn., September 3, the
Xew York, Xew Haven & Hartford confessed judgment in a
suit involving 50 violations of the Federal hours-of-labor law^
and fines aggregating $5,000 were imposed.

The United States Pipe Line Company, operating oil pipe lines
in Pennsylvania, has appHed to the Commerce Court for an
injunction against an order of the commission requiring it to file

tariff's. The company admits that it is a common carrier; but
claims that none of its business is interstate.

R.uLWAv Difficulties ix Chix.\.—The unsettled condition
of affairs in China struck the Shantung Railway hard in

1911. when compared with the previous year there was a decrease
of 5.^^ per cent, in gross earnings and an increase of 9 per cent,

in operating expenses, resulting in a decrease of ll-)-4 per cent.

in net earnings. X'otvvithstanding, the dividend was decreased
only from 6',4 to 6 per cent. Floods, crop failures and the

prevalence of the bubonic plague are charged with the decline.

Proposed R.\ilw.\y for Xew South W.\les.—The need for a

railway between Booyang. Xew South Wales, and Ballina is being

considered by the public works committee. In giving evidence

before that body in regard to the proposal the assistant com-
missioner for railways said that the cost of construction of the

line was estimated at $503,575 and the gross expenses for one year

were estimated at $29,270, while the net receipts were estimated

at $15,080. Conditions had changed since the proposal was first

made in 1907. The population of Ballina was now about 3.000.

and as a seaside of the north coast districts and the thickly popu-

lated back country, it possessed advantages above any other lo-

cality within access of the railway line. He thought the line

would carry at the lowest estimate about 30.000 passengers a year.

The line will pass through a forest of about 800 acres containing

iron bark, tallow wood, mahogany, etc.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

The office of consulting auditor of Texas & Pacific, with head-

quarters at Dallas, Tex., has been abolished.

E. Alexander, assistant treasurer of the Canadian Pacific, at

Montreal, Que., has been appointed assistant secretary, succeed-

ing A. R. G. Heward, deceased.

Charles E. Carlson has been elected secretary of the Duluth,

Missabe & Northern, with office at Duluth, Minn., succeeding

A. T. Banning, Jr.. resigned to engage in the private practice

of law.

S. R. Murphy has been appointed acting freight claim agent

of the Chicago & Alton, with office at Chicago, succeeding H. B.

Belt, resigned to continue as freight claim agent of the Toledo,

St. Louis & Western.

H. M. Watkins. assistant auditor of the Union Pacific at

Omaha, Neb., has been appointed assistant auditor of the Ore-

gon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Co.. with office at Port-

land, Ore., a newly created position. He was formerly auditor

of freight accounts on the O.-W R. R. & N. Co., having been

appointed assistant auditor of the Unioft Pacific on January 1,

1912.

B. C. Stevenson, whose election as vice-president in charge of

traffic of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with office at Toledo,

Ohio, has been announced in these columns, was born June 9,

1874, m Lewis county. _
Ky. He began railway

work with the Chesa-

peake & Ohio and was

with that road about

two years, first as yard

clerk at Maysville, Ky..

and later as bill clerk

and cashier at Brighton

station. Cincinnati. He
was then consecutively

clerk in the local office

of the Newport News &
Mississippi Valley Com-
pany at Memphis. Tenn.

;

bill clerk iu the local

freight office of the Ohio
& Mississippi, now the

Baltimore & Ohio South-
western, at Cincinnati

;

clerk in the office of the

commercial agent of the

B. & O. S. W. at Cin-

cinnati, and rate clerk in

the general freight office

of the latter road from 1894 to 1899. He attended law school

while in the last-named position, and was admitted to the bar in

June, 1899. and then practiced law in Chicago and took a post-

graduate course at Northwestern University for a year. In

August. 1900. he was appointed traveHng freight agent of the

Toledo. St. Louis & Western at Toledo, and from October, 1903,

to May, 1904. he was commercial agent of the same road at

Buffalo, N. Y. He was then transferred to Toledo as commercial

agent, and on March 1, 1905. was promoted to assistant general

freight agent at Toledo. In December. 1907, he was made first

assistant general freight agent of the Toledo. St. Louis & West-
ern and the Chicago & Alton at Chicago, and two years later was
made assistant freight traffic manager of those roads, the Iowa
Central and the Minneapolis & St. Louis. Since January 1, 1912,

when the Iowa Central was merged in the Minneapolis & St.

Louis, Mr. Stevenson has had jurisdiction only over the Toledo,

St. Louis & Western and the Chicago & Alton.

Incident to the separation of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western

from the same management as the Chicago & Alton, the follow-

ing officers, who have had jurisdiction over both roads, have

been appointed to the positions designated on the Toledo, St.

Stevenson.

Louis & Western : A. L. Ungewitter. chief clerk to the vice-

president, has been appointed assistant to the president, with office

at Toledo, Ohio, succeeding E. S. Wortham, who' remains with
the Alton. M. L. Crowell, assistant to the assistant secretary

and assistant treasurer, has been appointed assistant secretary

and assistant treasurer, at Toledo, Ohio, succeeding H. E. R-

Wood, who remains with the Alton. R. Larmer, assistant to

the comptroller at Chicago, has been appointed comptroller, with
office at Toledo, and E. S. Benson continues as comptroller of

the Alton at Chicago. F. W. Morse, whose resignation as vice-

president and general manager of the Chicago & Alton was re-

cently announced in these columns, has resigned also as vice-

president and general manager of the Toledo, St. Louis &
Western.

Operating Officers.

R. E. Mulhern has been appointed assistant trainmaster of the

Buffalo division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with headquarters

at Buffalo, N. Y.

C. M. Himmelberger, has been appointed superintendent of

the Raritan River Railroad, succeeding R. B. Sheppard, acting

superintendent, transferred.

R. B Fowler has been appointed trainmaster of the Vicks-

burg. Shreveport & Pacific, with office at Shreveport, La., suc-

ceeding E. P. Tatum, assigned to duty as chief despatcher.

W. A. Barnard, trainmaster of the Minneapolis, St. Paul
& Sault Ste. Marie at Gladstone, Minn., has been appointed
superintendent of the Winnipeg division of that road, with office

at Thief River Falls, Minn.

Frank S. Yantis has been appointed general manager of the

Scott City Northern, with headquarters at Scott City, Kan.,

succeeding, as general manager, E. A. Tennis, vice-president

and general manager, resigned.

C. W. Nelson has been appointed acting trainmaster on the

Kansas City division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with

office at Argentine, Kan., succeeding G. W. Atmore, resigned to

accept service with another company.

S. T. Cantrell. superintendent of the Kansas division of the St.

Louis & San Francisco at Neodesha, Kan., has been appointed

superintendent of the Southwestern division, with office at Sapula.

Okla.. succeeding E. L. Magers, resigned. H. H. Brown, super-

intendent at Ft. Smith, Ark., succeeds Mr. Cantrell.

George R. Layher has been appointed superintendent weigh-

ing and handling of freight of the Wabash, with office at St.

Louis, Mo. He will have supervision over the weighing and
handling of all freight. Superintendents, trainmasters, agents,

yardmasters and others are directed to co-operate with him.

H. M. Levinson. roadmaster of the International & Great

Northern at San Antonio, Tex., has been appointed assistant

superintendent of the Eastern division of the Texas & Pacific,

in charge of track, with office at Marshall, Tex., and the duties

of the superintendent will hereafter be confined to transpor-

tation.

C. \\'. Coe. superintendent of the Cleveland division of the

Wheeling & Lake Erie at Canton, Ohio, has been appointed

superintendent of the Toledo division, with office at Canton,

succeeding A. P. Titus, resigned to accept service with the

Chicago & Alton. F. E. Barber, assistant superintendent at

Canton, succeeds Mr. Coe, and D. J. Morris succeeds Mr.

Barber.

Charles W. Ford, general traffic manager and general super-

intendent of the Grand Junction & Grand River Valley, at Grand

Junction. Colo., has been appointed general superintendent of the

New Orleans Southern & Grand Isle, in charge of operation and

maintenance, and also of passenger and freight traffic, succeeding

to the duties of R. S. Stearnes, resigned, and of E. W. Burgis,

superintendent and general freight and passenger agent, who has

been appointed superintendent of construction.

F. R. Mullen, superintendent of the Sterling division of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Sterling, Colo., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Omaha division, with office at

Omaha, Neb., succeeding A. G. Smart, transferred to the

Aurora division. G. L. Briggs, trainmaster at Omaha, sue-
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ceeds Mr. Mullen. E. J. Worden, assistant superintendent of

the La Crosse division at La Crosse, Wis., has been appointed

superintendent of the Galesburg division, with office at Gales-

burg, 111., succeeding S. H. Shults. assigned to other duties,

and W. T. Sadler, trainmaster at Galesburg. succeeds Mr.

Worden as assistant superintendent of the La Crosse division.

F. A. Brainerd, trainmaster of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle

and the Oregon Trunk Railway at Metolius, Ore., has been ap-

pointed trainmaster of the territory between Portland and Bend,

with office at Vancouver, Wash., succeeding C. A. Vermillion,

transferred to the office of the general superintendent at Port-

land, in charge of car service and telegraph departments; and

the office of trainmaster at Metolius has been abolished. G. E.

Johnson, chief clerk to the general superintendent at Portland,

has been appointed trainmaster of the Astoria division, with

headquarters at Portland. W. H. Clark, trainmaster at Spokane,

has jurisdiction over the Second and Third districts, Fallbridge

to Spokane.

C. L. Mayne, superintendent of the Southern Kansas division

of the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain system at Coffeyville,

Kan., has been appointed superintendent of the Arkansas di-

vision, with office at Little Rock, Ark., succeeding J. A.

McDougal, resigned. R. G. Garden, superintendent of the

Northern Kansas division at Atchison, Kan., succeeds Mr.

Mayne, and W. E. Merrifield, who has been on leave of ab-

sence on account of illness, succeeds Mr. Garden. D. E. Ouet-

let, trainmaster of the Arkansas division at Little Rock, Ark.,

has been appointed trainmaster of the River district of the

Eastern division, with office at Jefferson City, Mo., succeeding

F. J. Avery, assigned to other duties. M. F. White, trainmaster

of the Louisiana division from Monroe to Lake Charles, at Mon-

roe. La., has been transferred to the Arkansas division, succeed-

ing Mr. Ouellet. J. L. Kendall, chief train despatcher at Wynne,

.^rk., succeeds Mr. White. J. R. Gilhoula, trainmaster of the

Valley division between McGehee and Clayton Junction, and of

the W^arren, Eudora and Hamburg branches, at McGehee, Ark.,

has been transferred to the line between Little Rock and Monroe,

succeeding C. H. Reeder, resigned, and Mr. Gilhoula will con-

tinue to have his headquarters at McGehee. J. F. Burnett, chief

train despatcher at Little Rock, succeeds Mr. Gilhoula.

Robert Rice, who has been appointed general superintendent

of the Iowa district of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with

office at Burlington, Iowa, as has been announced in these col-

umns, w-as born at

Galesburg. 111., in 1874.

He graduated from Knox
College at Galesburg in

1896, and did two years'

post-graduate work at

Harvard University. Mr.

Rice began railway work
as a section laborer on

the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy in 1898, and

he has been in continu-

ous service on that road.

He was consecutively

section hand, section
boss, extra gang fore-

man, assistant road-

master, roadmaster,
trainmaster and assistant

superintendent. Previous

to July, 1905, he was as-

sistant superintendent of

the Galesburg division,

and was then trans-

ferred to the Ottumwa
division at Ottumwa, Iowa. A year later he was promoted to

superintendent of the Hannibal division at Hannibal, Mo.

;

was transferred with the same title to the St. Joseph division

at St. Joseph, Mo., in 1908, and to the Aurora division at

Aurora, 111., in January, 1912, from which oflfice he has now
been promoted to general superintendent of the Iowa district.

Traffic Officers.

George F. Hobart has been appointed soliciting freight agent

of tile Tennessee Central, with office at Atlanta, Ga.

Robert Rice"

L. S. Shuler, commercial agent of the Vandalia Railroad at
East St. Louis, 111., having been assigned to other duties, that
position has been abolished.

James J. Livingston, traveling agent of the Chicago & North
Western, in charge of N'orthern Illinois territory, at Chicago,
has been appointed general agent, with office at Indianapolis,
Ind.

Walter J. Moore, chief clerk to Vice-President C. F. Daly, of
the New York Central Lines, has been appointed assistant gen-
eral freight agent of the New York Central & Hudson River
and the West Shore, with headquarters at New York.

C. Bourne. Jr., agent of the Lackawanna Line at Memphis,
Tenn., has been appointed agent, with headquarters at St. Louis,
Mo., succeeding O. F. Spindler, resigned to accept service with
another company. W. S. Nunnery succeeds Mr. Bourne.

Samuel F. Miller, general freight and passenger agent of the
Nebraska and Wyoming divisions of the Chicago & North West-
ern at Omaha, Neb., has been appointed general freight agent
of the entire system, with headquarters at Chicago, a new
position.

James W. Munn. chief clerk in the general passenger depart-
ment of the Chicago & North Western at Chicago, has been ap-
pointed assistant general passenger and ticket agent, with office

at Chicago. Mr. Munn began railway work in 1880 as clerk in

the local freight office of the Chicago & North Western at

Boone, Iowa, and a year later he was transferred to the local

freight office at Council Bluffs, Iowa. For five years from 1885
he was clerk in the office of the general agent at Omaha, and
was then made chief clerk in the general passenger department
of the Fremont. Elkhorn & Missouri Valley, now part of the

Northw-estern System. In 1903 Mr. Munn was appointed chief

clerk in tlte general passenger department of the Chicago &
North \\'estern at Chicago, from which office he has now been
promoted.

J. N. Githens. who has been appointed freight traffic manager
of the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain system, with office at St.

Louis. Mo., as lias been announced in these columns, was born
on a farm near Fellowship. X. J. He studied stenography while

employed with a wholesale commission house in Philadelphia

in 1888. and began railway work on the Illinois Central as sec-

retary to the assistant freight traffic manager. He was sub-

sequently made secretary to the traffic manager, and on June 1,

1900, was appointed assistant commercial agent at Chicago. On
April 1, 1906, he went with the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain
system as general agent at Chicago, and in December of the

following year was made general freight agent of the same sys-

tem, in charge of solicitation, supervision of outside agencies

and interchange of traffic with connecting lines, from which po-

sition he was promoted, effective September 1, to freight traffic

manager as above noted.

J. B. Trimble, general agent in the freight department of the

Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain system at Pittsburgh, Pa., has

been appointed assistant general freight agent, with office at St.

Louis, Mo., in charge of the solicitation of freight traffic, includ-

ing the supervision of soliciting agencies and interchange with

connecting lines. Mr. Trimble will report to the freight traffic

manager L. D. Knowles. general agent at Denver, Colo., suc-

ceeds Mr. Trimble at Pittsburgh; and R. M. McWilliams. com-

mercial agent at Cairo, 111., succeeds Mr. Knowles. R. B. Wil-

son, traveling freight agent at Minneapolis, Minn., has been ap-

poii'ted commercial freight agent, with headquarters at Minne-

apolis, a new position. R. R. Trimble, commercial freight agent

at Joplin, Mo., has been appointed commercial agent, v.-ith head-

quarters at Buffalo, N. Y., and N'. A. Beach succeeds Mr. Trim-

ble at Joplin. A. L. Trowbridge has been appointed commercial

agent, with headquarters at Indianapolis. Ind., a new position.

Incident to the separation of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western

from the same management as the Chicago & Alton, the follow-

ing officers, who have had jurisdiction over both roads, have

been appointed to the positions designated on the Toledo, St.

Louis & Western: Charles E. Rose, chief clerk in the passenger

department, has been appointed assistant general passenger

agent, with office at Chicago; J. W. Graham, assistant general

freight agent at Chicago, retains that position with the Toledo,

St. Louis & Western at Toledo; R. L. Dore, assistant general
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H. A. Hinsha

freight agent at Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed assistant gen-

eral freight agent, with headquarters at St. Louis. J. E. Rheiner,

commercial agent at Toledo, Ohio, has been transferred to De-

troit, Mich.; C. J. Wiffin, contracting freight agent at Chicago,

has been appointed commercial agent, with office at Chicago

;

A. A. Reinhardt, traveling freight agent at Xew Orleans, has

been appointed commercial agent, with office at New Orleans,

and Frank O'Brien, traveling passenger agent at St. Louis, has

been appointed general agent, with headquarters at St. Louis.

Herbert .\. Hinshaw, whose appointment as general freight

agent of the Southern Pacific, with office at Portland, Ore., has

been announced in these columns, was born at Winchester, Ind.,

on September 3, 1872.

He attended the public

schools and also normal

school in Kansas. Mr.

Hinshaw began railway

work in March, 1890,

with the Southern Pa-

cific. He was agent at

various places for a

number of years, and
was appointed traveling

freight agent in May,
1906, retaining that title

until September 1, 1911.

He was then made as-

sistant general manager
of the Salem, Falls City

& Western, with oflice at

Dallas. Ore., which office

he held until August 1.

1912, the date of his re-

c ^ n t appointment t o

general freight agent
of the Southern
Pacific.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

J. A. Clough has been appointed master mechanic of the

Southwestern Railway, with headquarters at Archer City, Tex.

S. J. Wagar has been appointed chemist and engineer of tests

of the ButTalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, with headquarters at

Du Bois, Pa., succeeding H. B. Burnham, resigned.

D. E. Pendleton has been appointed roadmaster of the

Houston & Texas Central, with headquarters at Hempstead,
Tex., succeeding A. G. Ackeroyd, roadmaster at Mexia.

James W. Waber has been appointed engineer in charge of

construction of the St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line of the

Rock Island Lines, w'ith office at Carlisle. Iowa, succeeding
W. C. Beach, deceased.

J. W. Stone, assistant engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

at Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed acting division engineer

of the Philadelphia Terminal division, succeeding W. T, Covert,

granted leave of absence.

J. W. Brewer, master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio at

Mount Clare, Baltimore, Md.. has been appointed superintendent

of shops, with headquarters at Mount Clare, in charge of loco-

motive work at that point,

George C. Cleveland, assistant chief engineer of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern at Cleveland. Ohio, has been ap-

pointed chief engineer, with oflice at Cleveland, succeeding

Samuel Rockwell, whose appointment as consulting engineer

has been announced in these columns.

M. Larkin, roadmaster of the Second \\'ashington district of

the Oregon-\\'ashington Railroad & Navigation Company, at

Colfax. Wash., has been appointed roadmaster of the Third
Washington district, with headquarters at Spokane, Wash., suc-

ceeding T. Keaveny, transferred; J. L. Twynian succeeds Mr.

Larkin.

S. J. Dillon, master mechanic of the Trenton Terminal di-

vision of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Camden. X. J., has been

appointed master mechanic of the West Jersey & Seashore and

the Camden Terminal division of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

with headquarters at Camden, X. J., succeeding F. G. Grim-

shaw, promoted.

^qmpm^nt onb ^nppltt^.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Missouri, K.\ns.\s & Tex.\s is hi the market for 50
Mikado locomotives.

The X'ev.^d.\ Transportation CoMPAxy, Palisade, Nev., is in

the market for one second-hand consolidation locomotive, or ten-

wheel locomotive.

The Intercolonial has ordered 5 consolidation locomotives
from the Montreal Locomotive Works. These locomotives will

be equipped with superheaters; will have 22''2 in. x 28 in. cyl-

inders, .56 in. driving wheels, and in working order will weigh
200,000 lbs.

The Central of Xew Jersey has ordered 3 eight-wheel switch-

ing locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. The
cylinders will be 24 in. x 30 in. ; the diameter of the driving

wheels will be 55 in., and the total weight in working order will

he 227,000 lbs.

The Virgi.nia.x has ordered 2 Mallet (2-8-8-21 locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company. These locomotives

will be equipped with superheaters ; will have 28 in. and 44 in. x
32 in. cvlindcrs, 56 in. driving wheels, and in working order will

weigh 540,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Carolina, Clixchfield & Ohio is in the market for 400

bo-x cars.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is figuring on from 25 t&

50 ore cars.

The Missouri & X'orth Arkansas is in the market for 3 steel;

baggage and mail cars.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is said to have ordered

1.000 gondola cars. This item has not been confirmed.

The Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern has ordered 250'

hopper cars from the .-Xmerican Car & Foundry Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Chicago & North Western is figuring on 80,000 tons of

rails.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is figuring on 50,000'

tons of rails.

The Boston Elev.\ted has ordered 2,000 tons of structural

steel from the American Bridge Company,

The Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern has ordered 5,000'

tons of rails from the Illinois Steel Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—September opened with con-

tinued good buying. Although shipments in August were heavier

than in July, it is estimated that the orders for new business ex-

ceeded shipments by about 10 per cent. This rrreans that the un-

filled tonnage of the steel corporation on August 31 will show a

considerable increase over that of the previous month. Prices-

are firm, but it is believed that there will be some increases if the

orders continue to come in at the present rate. The mills are as

busy, if not busier, than they have been at any time during the

past three years, and the fulfillment of contracts is even more

deferred now than it was during July, although the shipments

are larger.

MACHINERY AND TOOLS.

The Chic.\go & Alton has asked prices on a large list of shop

tools.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has asked prices on a.

large list of shop tools.
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The Keith Car Company, Chicago, has increased its capital

stock from $30,000 to $100,000.

The Halcomb Steel Company, Syracuse. X. V., has opened a

sales office at 95 Liberty street, Xevv York, in charge of F. W.
Ross.

Henry C. King, treasurer of the American Safety Tread Com-
pany, Lowell. Mass.. has been made president and general man-
ager of that company, succeeding W illiam S. Lamson. who died
at his home in Lowell on August 16.

Olin, Giberson & Hilands, Inc., eastern selling agents for the

Sligo Iron & Steel Company, Connellsville, Pa., maker of iron

bars for bolts ; the Keystone Tube Works, Inc., Uniontown, Pa.,

maker of light gage tubes: and for the Central Tube Company,
Pittsburgh. Pa., maker of conduits and pipes, have moved their

offices from 2 Rector street, Xew York, to 30 Church street.

The Hall Railway Signal Company. Xew York, was incor-

porated in Maine on .\ugust 30 with $2,250,000 7 per cent, cumu-
lative preferred stock ($1,000,000 of which will be held in re-

serve for conversion purposes), and $3,000,000 common stock.

This company has bought the business and assets, with the ex-
ception of the franchise, of the Hall Signal Company, under the

reorganization plan mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette of

July 12, page 79. It has issued $1,000,000 6 per cent, sinking
fund. 20-year, debenture bonds, which are convertible into pre-

ferred stock; and $250,000 first mortgage bonds. Through the

sale of the bonds and preferred stock the company has obtained
sufficient capital to enlarge its factory at Garwood, X'. J. These
enlargements will enable the plant not only to increase its output
of block signals and signal appliances, but also to make me-
chanical and electric interlocking.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Unlo.\ders.—The Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, New
York, has published an attractive booklet on its unloaders for

discharging dirt, ballast, rock, or ore. These unloaders are de-

scribed in detail, and the economy of their operation is pointed

out. The booklet contains many excellent photographs of the

unloaders in operation.

Lubricators.—The Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit,

Mich., has published catalog X'o. 35, illustrating and describing

all the company's products, including Detroit locomotive lubri-

cators, force feed oilers, oil cups, air cocks, water gages, radia-

tor valves, etc. Diagrams are included which will be found con-

venient in ordering parts.

Maximum \\'att Demanp Indicators.—The General Electric

Company, Schenectady, X. Y.. has published bulletin Xo. A4002
on its Polyphase Maximum Watt Indicators. Type W. The in-

strument is suitable for recording the maximum load of alter-

nating current circuits, irrespective of the power-factor and
voltage fluctuations. This bulletin supersedes the company's
previous bulletin on this subject.

Mobile & Ohio.—The land and industrial department of this

company has published a small booklet entitled .A Fertile

Region, describing the territory along the Mobile & Ohio and
the Southern Railway in Mississippi. The information given

in this booklet will be found interesting by homeseekers. manu-
facturers and investors, as its accounts of the industries, oppor-

tunities and advantages of this region are concise and con-

vincing

Australian Railway Completed.—The Port Alma Railway,

Queensland, was opened to traffic on May 22 and the official open-
ing took place in the first week of June.

X'ew Station for Lyons. France.—The question of a central

railway station in Lyons, France, has been discussed for a long
time. It has been proposed, instead of building a new central

station in a different part of the town, to rebuild the present

station to enable it to accommodate a' larger number of tracks.

It is believed that the building will cost about $12,000,000.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

RovNE City, Gavi.ord & .Alpena.— This company now operates
a main line from Boync City. Mich., southeast to Gaylord, 27
miles, and a number of liranch lines, in all about 100 miles, .Ac-

cording to press reports, plans have been made for an extension
from Gaylord east to .Mpena. about 60 miles. W. H. White,
president and general manager, Boyne City.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—.A contract has been let

to Morris. Shepard & Dougherty for second track work from
Glencoe to Bird Island, Minn., 37^ miles.

Chicago & Western Illinois Traction.—Incorporated in Il-

linois with $200,000 capital, and office at Canton, 111. The plans
call for building from Pekin, III., north to Peoria, thence west
through the counties of Peoria, Fulton, McDonough and Han-
cock to Hamilton, thence crossing the Mississippi river to
Keokuk, Iowa, about 100 miles. J. T. .Adams, Columbus, Ohio;
C. P. Williams, Chicago: A. L. Ralston, Grove Citv, Ohio: W. R.
Ciirran, Pekin, 111.; and L. M. Ash, Canton, III., are directors.

Frederick & Brunswick (Electric).—See Frederick Railroad.

Frederick Railroad (Electric).—An officer writes that under
the name of the Frederick & Brunswick, work is now under way
on a nine-mile extension from Jefferson, Md., west to Peters-
ville, thence south to Brunswick. A contract for work on one
mile in Brunswick has been given to Charles H. Klipp. O. B.
Coblentz, chief engineer, Frederick.

Jackson & Eastern.—Application has been made for a
charter in Mississippi to build from Jackson. Miss., northeast
to Union, about 65 miles. S. A. Xeville, J. A. Perdue, Merid-
ian, are incorporators.

Louisiana Railw'ay & X.wigation Company.—See an item
under Railway Financial News.

Massaschusetts Roads.—Preliminary surveys are being
made for the directors of the port of Boston, Mass., to deter-
mine whether it is possible to build a belt line around the con-
gested section of Boston, to connect up the various railway
lines now entering the city. Hugh Bancroft is chairman, and
Frank W. Hodgdon. chief engineer. J. B. Russell, first as-

sistant engineer.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—An officer

writes that a contract has been given to Fred Baxter. Superior,

\\ is., to build a three-mile extension of a mining spur to the
mines on the Cuyuna range, Minn. C. X. Kalk, principal as-

sistant and signal engineer, Minneapolis, Minn.

Northern P.\cific.—Announcement is made by President

Elliott that the line between Seattle, Wash., and Sumas, on the

Canadian border, 126 miles, will be rebuilt next year with better

grades, reduced curves and heavier rails. Several steel bridges

have been built by agreement with the Canadian Pacific for trains

to enter Tacoma and Seattle over the line. The double tracking

of the Tacoma-Portland line will be finished in October. The
Tacoma-Tenino line will not be completed for about 18 months.
(Apl. 12, p. 872.)

Orange & X'ortheastern.—Incorporated in Texas, with $100,-

(XX) capital and headquarters at Orange, Tex. The plans call for

building from White City, San Augustine county, Tex., east

through Sabine and Newton counties to Burkeville, thence to a
point on the Sabine river : also for building a 14-mile line from
Orange to X'ibletts Bluff, La., a total of about 126 miles. The
incorporators include E. Kennedy, C. Shaw and J. C. Simmons.
Houston : F. H. Farwell. G. E. Holland, J, B. Sargent and G. M.
Sells, Orange.

QuANAH. Acme & Pacific.—According to press reports, con-

tracts were to be let, on September 3, to build a 40-mile extension

from Paducah, Tex., west. The plans call for building west via

Roswell. X'. Mex.. to El Paso, Tex. John A. Knox, chief engi-

neer, Quanah. (August 16. p. 329).

Raleigh. Charlotte & Southern.—An officer writes that work
is now under w'ay from Varina, X'. C, west to Colon, about 23

miles, to connect the Raleigh & Southport division with the Dur-
ham & Charlotte. Lane Brothers Company, Raleigh, X". C. have
the contract. The company has no information at this time to
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give out in reference to the reports that an extension is to be

built from Troy, or Mount Gilead to Charlotte. F. L. Nicholson,

chief engineer, Norfolk. (May 10, p. 1079.)

Sand Springs Railway.—An officer writes that the plans call

for building from Tulsa, Okla.. northeast via Owasso and Col-

linsvilie to Nowata, about 45 miles. The maximum grades will

be 0.8 per cent., and maximum curves 3 deg. There will be two

steel bridges, each 100 ft long. The company proposes to use

both steam and electricity for the motive power. Charles. Pahe,

president; W. H. Hendren, chief engineer, Tulsa.

Twin Mountain & Potomac.—An officer writes that work

is now under way from Keyser, W. Va., southeast to Burling-

ton and Twin Mountain, 26;^ miles. Grading has been fin-

ished on 225^ miles and track laid on 16 miles. There will be

one 90-ft. steel bridge and one 60-ft. span. The company ex-

pects to have the entire line in operation by October 15, and

to develop a traffic in lumber, fruit and miscellaneous mer-

chandise. H. L. Heintzelman, president, Fairmont, W. Va.

;

E. A. Russell, general manager, Keyser.

Hailtttai^ iFiimn<:ial 5?ett»]9.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Albany, Ga.—An officer of the Central of Georgia writes that

contracts were to be opened about September 3, for putting up

a union station, to be built at Albany by the Albany Passenger

Terminal Company. The building is to be one story high, 40

ft. wide, with a wing, and 224 ft. long. It will be of brick con-

struction, with clay tile roof, and will have concrete floors and

platforms. There will also be some covered sheds. The im-

provements, including some grading work, will cost about

$70,000. The station will be used by the Central of Georgia, the

Atlantic Coast Line, the Seaboard Air Line, and the Georgia

Southwestern & Gulf.

Bayonne, N. J.—Application for riparian rights at the foot of

East Forty-ninth street, Bayonne, has been made by the Bush

Terminal Company, of Brooklyn. The application asks for 2,500

ft. of shore front, and if the price fixed by the authorities is

satisfactory, a terminal plant will be put up about four times

as large as the one in Brooklyn, which consists of a system of

warehouses and factory buildings, space in which is leased to

various manufacturing concerns.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Aher many months of negotiations, the

Buffalo grade crossing commission has come to an agreement

with the Erie for the abolition of nine grade crossings along the

Erie's belt line. Subways are to be built under the tracks. The

cost of the work will be about $1,000,000. Bids will be asked

for at once by the commission for the grade elimination work

at Delaware avenue, and for the crossing at Main street.

HuNTSviLLE, Ala.—The Southern Railway will let a contract

soon for remodeling the passenger station at Huntsville. The

building will be of brick construction with slate roof. A new
frame baggage room will be constructed 50 ft. east of the pas-

senger station.

Lamberts Point, Va.—In connection with the enlargement of

the yard at Lamberts Point a new roundhouse and shop build-

ings are to be put up. Contracts for the new structures have

been let to John P. Pettyjohn & Company, Lynchburg, Va., and

work is now under way.

Louisville, Ky.—Plans providing for spending $1,800,000 on

new freight terminals, at Nashville, have been approved by the

directors of the Louisville & Nashville.

Minneapolis, Minn.—.According to press reports, the Chicago,

St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha is filling in land on which a

roundhouse, machine shop and other buildings will be put up on

the river bank north of the Minneapolis union station.

Salem, Va.—An officer of the Roanoke Railway & Electric

Company writes that a contract has been given to Rhodes &
Wade, Roanoke, Va., for putting up a combined office building,

passenger and freight station at Salem, to be of brick construc-

tion, two stories high, 20 ft. x 60 ft. The cost of the building

will be $6,000.

Tulsa, Okla.—See Sand Springs Railway under Railway

Construction.

Argentine Central.—This 16-mile road has been sold at Sheriff's

sale to William J. Rogers for $20,002. The former sale on June
IS for $20,000 had been set aside. This road runs from Silver

Plume, Col., to the summit of Mt. McClellan.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—The stockholders are to vote on
the following questions on October 24

:

The sale to the Southern Pacific of the stock and indebted-

ness of the Sonora Railway and the New Mexico & Arizona.
The acquisition of the stock and indebtedness of the Cali-

fornia, Arizona & Santa Fe and the Dodge City & Cimarron
Valley ; of the stock and bonds of the Verde Valley Railway,
and of the railway and physical property of the Eastern Rail-

way of New Mexico.

The mortgage made between the A. T. & S. F. of the first

part, the California, .\rizona & Santa Fe of the second part

and the Guaranty Trust Company of New York, trustee, of

the third part, dated March 1, 1912.

The two leases, each dated March 1, 1912, executed to the

A. T. & S. F. company by the California, Arizona & Santa Fe,

one leasing to the A. T. & S. F. the line extending from
Needles, Cal., to Mojave, and the other all other lines of the

California, Arizona & Santa Fe.

The execution on behalf of the A. T. & S. F. of the lease

dated January 1, 1912. made by the Southern Pacific to the

California, .Arizona & Santa Fe, of the line extending from
Mojave. Cal.. to Bakersfield, and of the instrument dated

January 1, 1912, whereby the California, Arizona & Santa Fe
has transferred its rights under said lease for the time therein

provided for to the A. T. & S. F.

The acquisition of the stock and indebtedness of the Sunset
Western, the Sunset Railroad and the Sunset Railway; the

last named is a consolidation of the first two companies.

Eagi.es Mere.—This newly reorganized company has authorized a

mortgage securing $100,000 30-year 5 per cent, bonds. There
is $50,000 stock authorized.

Lancaster, Oxford & Southern.—F. R. Williams has bought
this road for $52,000 from the bondholders' committee, which
purchased the road at foreclosure sale for $50,000. The sale

will have to be confirmed by the court.

Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company.—This company
has appealed to the United States Supreme Court from the

decision of the Louisiana Supreme Court which held invalid a

contract made between the Louisiana Railway & Navigation

Company and the city of New Orleans by which the city was
to build, helped by contributions from the railways, a five-mile

belt line around the city.

Louisville & Nashville.—The directors have voted to increase

the capital stock from $60,000,000 to $72,000,000 {20 per cent.),

and the approval of the stockholders will be asked at the annual

meeting October 2. The $12,000,000 stock is to be offered at

par to stockholders pro rata. The Louisville & Nashville stock

was selling on Wednesday of this week in the neighborhood
of 162.

Rock Island Southern.—Lewis Brothers & Company, Boston,

Mass.. are offering $500,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of

1908-1947 at a price to yield over 5 per cent. Of the total

$2,500,000 authorized there are $2,282,000 outstanding. The
bonds are a first lien on 45 miles of road; on the electric equip-

ment of 20 miles of a leased line, and on about 200 acres of coal

lands, power house, equipment, etc. The Rock Island Southern

runs from Monmouth, III., north 31 miles to a connection with

a branch line of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, which it

leases, and so gets to Rock Island, Davenport and Moline.

The road is electrified.

Graft on the Siberian Railway.—There was recently an

official investigation of the conduct of officers and employees

of the Siberian Railway, which inculpated a very large number
of persons. So many had incurred the penalty of dismissal

from the service that the ministry of transportation asked that

this penalty be not enforced generally, lest not enough men be

left to work the road

!
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'T'HE Master Car Builders' Association is taking a special

^ letter ballot on two proposed changes in the Rules of

Interchange, both of which, if made, would, it is believed, pro-

mote the freer movement of traffic at interchange points, and

have a material tendency to minimize congestion at these vital

points during the period of heavy traffic this fall. The first

proposition is to abrogate the i-ules penalizing the delivering

line for certain defects in cars which, under the present rules,

become delivering line defects when cars are offered in inter-

change. The second is for the addition of 10 per cent, to the

present M. C. B. repair allowances for labor and material

charges. Both are submitted to the mernbers with the recom-

mendation of the arbitration committee that they be adopted.

ami with the approval of the executive cjuimitiet. .\n argu-
ment in favor of the first proposition is that it has been found
that approximately half of the present carding is for owner's
defects for which the car had been carded already, and that
the proposed change would obviate the delay to traffic now
caused by carding, which does not in any way promote car main-
tenance. The second proposed change is intended to overcome
the present reluctance to repair cars promptly, which is due to
the fact that under existing allowances for repairs the repairing
road is virtually penalized. The allowances contain no provision
tor the cost of facilities and tools; and the cost of labor and
materials have both increased in recent years since the present
allowances were adopted. To increase the allowances so as to

enable the repairing road to break even, or even to make a
slight profit, would undoubtedly reduce or eliminate the re-

luctance to make repairs, and should have a direct effect in re-

ducing the proportion of bad order cars. To seek to apply
remedies for delays at interchange points is to attack the prob-
lem of congestion at its very heart, and the measures so strongly

recommended should have an especial appeal at this time.

r\URING the eight months of the present calendar year
*-^ from January 1 to August 30, the Railway Age Gazette
reported in its news columns the placing of orders for 94,985

freight cars, 1,475 passenger cars and 2,720 locomotives. The
orders during the same period of 1911 were for 41,426 freight

cars, 1.436 passenger cars, 1,477 locomotives. For the entire

calendar year 1911 the total orders, as compiled for our annual
statistical number of December 29, amounted to 133,117 freight

cars, 2,623 passenger cars and 2,850 locomotives. With two-
rhirds of the year gone, therefore, the total number of freight

car orders reported thus far in 1912 exceeds by about 6,000

two-thirds of the orders placed last year, and is over twice

the number ordered in eight months of 1911. In the case of

passenger cars the number falls slightly short of a correspond-
ing proportion of last year's orders. The orders for loco-

motives in eight months of 1912 are only 130 less than in all

of last year. Furthermore, our current reports are not as com-
plete as our annual reports of equipment orders ; therefore

the orders during the last eight months have been larger in

proportion than the figures given here indicate. In our issue

of May 17 it was shown that orders were placed in the first

four months of the year for 62,464 freight cars, 1,076 passenger

cars and 1,476 locomotives. It is evident, therefore, that the

amount of equipment purchased during the last four months
has fallen considerably below the mark set in the earlier part

of the year. However, because a ver>' large proportion of the

1911 equipment orders were placed during the last two or three

months of that year, this year's orders are running very far

ahead of those in the period of 1911 with which they should

be compared, and, especially in the case of locomotives, indi-

cate a strong efTort on the part of the railways to prepare

themselves for handling the large volume of traffic expected

this fall. The failure of orders in the past four months to

keep pace with the record set in January, February, March
and April is probably due to the fact that the rush of orders

in the six months beginning about November 1, 1911, so filled

the equipment plants w-ith business that many manufacturers

were unable to handle any great amount of new business dur-

ing the summer months. After the heavy tax on all of the

facilities of the railways which the bumper crops of the West
are expected to impose this fall, and following the consequent

increase in the earnings of the roads, it is only reasonable to

e.xpect another large increase in orders which will make the

number in the latter part of this year equal the number placed

in the latter months of 1911. If this should prove to be the

case the calendar year 1912 will stand out very prominently in

this respect in comparison with the preceding five years.

Freight car orders thus far this year have been at the rate of

142,500 for the year, while the average for the past five years
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has been 135,000. Locomotive orders have been at the rate of

4,080 a year, while the average orders during -the past five years

have been only 2.930. . - .
-

THERE has been more or less agitation for a uniform classifi-

cation of freight ever since the original Act to Regulate

Commerce went into efifecfc It was revived when the Hepburn

Act was passed, and soon afterward the railways began making a

serious effort to comply with the demand for uniformity, which

came from both the commission and the shippers, but chiefly the

former. Over tire years ago (May 10, 1907) The Raihi.'ay Age

criticized the movement on the ground that conditions in the

United States were not uniform and that, therefore, to apply a

single classification to them would do more harm than good. It

has since been predicted in these columns more than once- that

if the movement were unsuccessful it would be because of opposi-

tion from shippers, not from railways, because the- interests of

the railways could be protected by raising the classifications of

some commodities in each territory and lowerihg those of others.

The interests of shippers could not be similarly protected. Each

shipper usually handles only one commodity or a related group

of commodities. Those whose rates were reduced by the reclassi-

fication would regard the matter philosophically, but those who

suffered from the offsetting raises in classification and rates would

be inconsolable and irreconcilable. Developments within recent

months have verified these anticipations regarding the attitude of

shippers. The changes proposed last Fall and Spring have related

only to descriptions of articles, rules and minimum weights ; but

the shippers adversely affected protested so strongly that the In-

terstate Commerce Commission suspended all the tariffs prepared

in the interest of uniformity. As to the desirability of a uniform

classification, we published an article by Prof. W. Z. Ripley, of

Harvard, last week, in which a negative conclusion was reached.

Prof. Ripley supported his view with data and arguments which

are very convincing. He believes now, as we contended five

years ago, that while, uniformity ought to be steadily worked

toward, the conditions of the countrj' are still so varied that a

uniform classification could not be adopted or even approximated

to under present conditions without causing more harm to those

it would hurt than benefit to those it would help. The early

attainment of uniformity, of descriptions and rules probably is

both practicable and desirable; the adoption of uniform minimum

weights may be practicable, but is undesirable ; the adoption of

uniform ratings is both impracticable and undesirable. Classifi-

cation and rates should be adapted to the actual conditions, not

the conditions to the classification and rates. There is a natural

tendency for transportation and commercial conditions to become

more nearly uniform, and, therefore, as Prof. Ripley says, there

should be constant pressure to make rates and classifications more

uniform. This would be evolution ; uniform classification at

present would be revolution.

DEFICIENT AND UNFAIR GOVERNMENT REPORTS ON
ACCIDENTS.

THE reports of the government inspector on the collisions at

Corning, N. Y., on July 4 and at Western Springs, 111., on

July 14, bring out in strong light certain glaring faults that have

been observed in a good many of these reports, and it is time

that they were properly characterized. Some of these faults

were touched on briefly in an editorial in our issue of May 3,

last, in connection with the Kinmundy collision. The reports

deserve serious attention, for the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion, in publishing them, gives them a quasi-approval. That a

body containing five experienced lawyers, men accustomed to

drawing out and weighing evidence, can really approve some

of the chief inspector's deliverances, is hardly believable.

It is true that the later reports have in some respects improved

on the earlier ones. It is also true that bits of sound wisdom

have been sprinkled liberally through the whole list. Most of

these, however, have been truths well known to railway men

already. That steel cars have saved many lives which would

have been sacrificed if the same disasters had occurred to wooden
ones has been fully set forth. lo showing up the numerous cases

where employees did not know the rules, and had not been in-

structed, or even questioned; had not been- required, to carry ^
watch or to know important details of their duties, the investi-

gators have brought out presumptive evidence that the reports

made by the railways, which were the basis of the accident re-

ports published in the quarterly bulletins before the inspectors

began their duties, must often have been far. from full and com-
plete. In declaring the block system necessary, in some cases,

the writer of the reports has set forth sound doctrine; but as

he has done this in a superficial manner, decidedly in contrast to

the former declarations of the commission itself, and of the

Block Signal Board, on the same subject, his words can have
little weight. The frequent declaration that disregard of the

block signals by enginemen is only a "contributory" cause of a

collision, something else being the main cause, gives evidence of

loose notions as to what the block system really is.

This superficiality, indeed, annoys the reader at every turn.

The recommendation that automatic train stops be used where
discipline, seemingly good, has failed to make enginemen prop-

erly vigilant, may be said, perhaps, to embody a suggestion which

points in the right direction. But where a subject bristles with

difficulties at every turn, as this one does, the government report

which turns it oflf in a single paragraph would only expose its

author to ridicule were it not for the serious results to which

such handling of a serious subject may lead. And those critics

who say that there is a worse fault in the reports than super-

ficiality call attention to some striking fv^atures. In short, those

who believe that labor-union sympathies warp them, and warp

them badly, have no difficulty in pointing to many features tend-

ing to support their belief. The two reports which we have re-

ferred to are not the only ones.

It is admitted that the enginenian who was at fault at Corn-

ing had been drinking and had not taken full normal rest,

disobeying the spirit and probably also the letter of an im-

portant rule. But the government report has for him no word

of censure. There are 13 lines summarizing the evidence, and

9 lines about Engineman Schroeder's record; and it is stated that

his failure to observe and be governed by the automatic block

signal indications, as well as the signals given by a flagman, was

the cause of the collision. That is all. There was evidence that

Schroeder had been under the influence of liquor, and he ad-

mitted that he had taken two drinks of gin prior to 11 p. m., yet

the question of his mental condition when he was on the engine

is not discussed. This is one of the most startling collisions

that have occurred for several years. To find that an engine-

man of 40 years' railway experience, and having a good record

extending over 23 years, had such an imperfect conception of

his duty in the matter of keeping his brain clear, calls foT search-

ing inquiry. In a system of discipline of which the outward

results apparently had been so good, how could there be such a

serious loop-hole? Was Schroeder's good record based in part

on fallacious grounds? Were the subordinate oflPicers responsi-

ble for the discipline of the engineman at fault in any respect ?

What is the morale of the enginemen generally? If the govern-

ment is to give to the public any useful information as to the

best means of preventing such errors as Schroeder's, it must take

up and consider these questions.

It is agreed on all hands that the engineman's failure w^s_the

main cause of this collision. Such neglect as his should be

treated as the primary feature to be investigated; but instead

of doing this the inspector devotes 31 lines to the matter of

block signals and automatic stops, a half page to the question of

torpedoes and three quarters of a page to the flagging rule, his

observations on these subjects being a mixture of good, bad and

indifferent suggestions. The failure of Flagman Lane is called

a contributing cause ; but in the case of the Western Springs

collision which in its most essential features comes under the

same head as that at Corning, the flagman is charged with the

principal blame, and the engineman's failure is made secondary.

What reason can be found for this opposite treatment? In the
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Corning report the use of automatic train stops is declared to be

"urgently demanded" ; in the Western Springs report automatic

•stops are passed over in silence. The automatic block signals at

Corning are of modern approved electric type, and the system

extends over the whole of the main line of the Lackawanna from

Hoboken to Buffalo. The fundamental features of this system

are the same as those of the signals in use on a large number of

the best roads in the country ; but the inspector goes on to rec-

ommend that trains should be kept two block sections apart, a

radical modification which has found but little favor among ex-

perts except on the electric roads using automatic stops ; and he

ends by holding that, apparently even with the overlap, trains

should- run at low speed during fogs unless automatic stops are

installed.

If there is any question concerning this collision which is of

serious and vital interest to railway officers it is that concerning

the most effective means of preventing such derelictions as

Schroeder's. Competent investigation of the case ought to deal

with this question as fully as possible ; and, as has been sug-

gested, those critics who hold that the investigation in this case

was weak and worthless, because of the friendly feeling of one

labor union man for another, are entitled to an answer.

In the Western Springs case, as has been stated, the primary

responsibility was thrown on Flagman Woodworth. Half a page

is given to his case, though all we have about his record is the

brief sentence that "it was good"; and questions as to the actual

details of his service and of the discipline of flagmen generally

are left untouched. If his was the main fault in the case, a rea-

sonably comprehensive inquiry demands that attention be given

to the same features which we have mentioned in connection

with the case of Engineman Schroeder. But if, as all competent

judges are agreed, the space interval system is by far the simplest

means of preventing collisions, and the only method which has

given proof of its soundness by a high degree of safety under

the most adverse conditions, the main fault was not the flag-

man's; it was that of Engineman Brownson of train No. 8. In

this case there is no question of liquor drinking, but there was the

same glaring disregard of the simple rule, that stop signals must
be seen, fog or no fog. Moreover, the same error was committed

by three enginemen on the same morning; and the report says

"that running past stop signals is a not uncommon occurrence.

These facts call for as thorough an investigation of discipline as

is called for in the Coming case; and the need might perhaps be

called more urgent, as there ought to be more facts available.

The investigation of men's drinking habits, when they are off

duty, involves many delicate details on which there might be a

•difference of opinion, and some questions have to remain un-

answered; but where enginemen of fast trains habitually disre-

gard positive stop signals there must be considerable knowledge

on the subject that could be brought to light if the proper meas-

ures were taken.

Instead of inquiring into this subject, the inspector goes into a

discussion of considerable length as to the danger of high speeds

and as to the correctness of the opinions expressed by an officer

of the Burlington road in regard to the percentage of train dis-

asters which are due to high speed. As the "limit of safety"

is discussed in regard to its bearing on derailments and on col-

lisions, all in the same breath, this part of the report is confus-

ing, and as the conclusions are quite vague we shall not further

discuss it. It may be observed in passing, however, that in con-

sidering the question of speed per se it is important—whether

one is dealing with derailments, where a main factor is the track,

or with collisions, where a main factor is the signaling—to take

cognizance of the actual situation on many hundreds of miles of

railway both in England and America ; to look at the trains

which are run at the highest speeds every day, and with high

frequency throughout the day, between New York and Phila-

delphia; at similar trains between numerous English cities; at

"high speed traffic, scarcely less intense, between New York and
Chicago, and on a number of lines west of Chicago, and in many
instances elsewhere. The operation of all these trains is subject

to adverse conditions as difficult to deal with as any of the situa-

tions which have been referred to in the government reports

;

and yet under these conditions high records for safety have been
made. The speed which can be safely made depends on the

special conditions of track and equipment; and, given physical

conditions under which high speed normally has been made with
safety, if a collision occurs it is illogical to conclude that the

accident was due to the speed.

As was indicated at the outset, this discussion was taken up
because of the remarkably unbalanced character of these accident
reports, and of the query, made by many railway officers, as to

the reason why they are so one-sided. The absence from them
of needed information is obvious, whatever its cause. A govern-
ment investigation must be impartial as between the railway, the
employee, the public, the rail-maker and whomsoever is involved,

or it is worthless; that is elementary; but to te of constructive
value it must be much more than that. It must go to the bot-
tom of;its subject. If it does not get down to the "cause of

causes" and throw light on it and how it may be removed, it is

of no more value than the incomplete or prejudiced reports,

from coroners and other ignorant or ill-informed sources, with
which the public had- to be content before the federal govern-
ment took hold of the job of investigation.

SOUND RAIL INGOTS.

""THE paper on "How to Secure Soundness in Steel Rails" by
Robert W. Hunt, which appears on another paga of this

issue, will command serious attention. Its author speaks with
special authority on this subject because of his long and active
study of the rail question. He strikes at the heart of the rail

problem by going directly to the ingot. Much prominence has
been given to discussions of the chemical composition of rails

by the president of the steel corporation and others, which has
tended to obscure the real cause of the present trouble with
rails. Important as the chemical composition is, it is entirely

overshadowed in importance by the methods of manufacture.
Much attention has been given to the carbon content, but the

extensive experience of the Harriman lines and others with
carbon ranging considerably above that recommended by the

manufacturers and used by many roads, tends to show that

sound rails can be secured as well with high carbon as with low.

Students of the rail question are gradually coming to realize

that the quality of the rail depends very greatly on the char-

acter of the ingot, and that each individual ingot may have
characteristics differing widely from those of others in the same
heat. The present specifications do not take this fact into con-
sideration to any extent. Several years ago the specifications

required that one test be made from each fifth heat. In 1904

the American Railway Engineering Association specifications in-

creased the tests to one in every heat, and the specifications

adopted by this association last March and enforced by several

roads for this year's rolling, require three tests from each heat

of open hearth steel and one from each heat of Bessemer steel.

Each heat of Bessemer steel contains four or five ingots, while

a heat of open hearth steel averages about 29 ingots. In the

meantime, the proportion of open hearth steel used has greatly

increased, so that the number of tests has not increased as much
as might be inferred from the provisions of the specifications.

Many railway engineers believe, with Captain Hunt, that a

true indication of the character of the steel can be secured only

by testing each ingot. The manufacturers have constantly op-

posed increasing the number of tests, complaining that the

operation of the mills will thereby be seriously delayed, and that

the cost of testing will be greatly increased, both of which will

tend to increase the cost of the finished product.

Segregation now presents the great problem in the manufacture

of sound rails, and the drop tests do not necessarily indicate the

presence of this defect. The nicking and breaking of test

pieces suggested by Captain Hunt should disclose the presence

of segregation. The seriousness of segregation is indicated by
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the fact that practically all broken rails, causing severe wrecks,

<:how evidences of extreme segregation. The sound rail does

not shatter when breaking, and is held in place by the track

fastenings. . . , ,

Until sound ingots can be made, the provision for ample

discard must be rigidly enforced. Several years ago the rail-

ways advocated the shearing of a definite percentage of discard

from the top of each ingot while the manufacturers advocated

a flexible limit, depending on the condition of the ingot. Their

respective positions have now been reversed, and the railways

demand a sufficient discard to insure a sound ingot, while the

manufacturers endeavor to place the responsibility on the rail-

ways by demanding the specification of a defimte percentage.

As Captain Hunt suggests, when the manufacturers actually face

the necessity past history indicates that they will find uses for

this discard which enable them to avoid wasting it, and that

eventually sound mgots will be possible. Until this time comes

the railways cannot afford to let down in their specifications, but

on the other hand, must increase their rigidity so that it will

be practically impossible for a defective rail to get into the track.

CANADIAN PACIFIC.

IT is probable that there will be few roads of importance in

1 the United States that will not show an increase in the ratio

of expense to total operating revenues in the fiscal year ended

June 30 1912, as compared with 1911. There may be some

particular exceptions to this, but, in general, the prediction is

fairly safe. The forces that are responsible for this are increases

in wages, bad weather conditions in, the past winter, strikes both

on railway lines and in coal mines, and a host of other causes,

some general, some special to individual roads.

There are two conditions which contribute to a higher oper-

atincr ratio which reflect no discredit on a management, but

which are, nevertheless, compeUing. These are an increase in

the proportion of branch line mileage operated, and a reduction

of the average ton-mile rate. An increase in branch line mileage,

almost without exception, is a cause of a higher operating ratio,

other things being equal. .\ reduction in the average ton-mile

rate due entirely to a very much heavier movement of low-grade

freight which may be very much more heavily loaded, is not

always a cause of a higher operating ratio.

The Canadian Pacific in the past few years has added a very

great mileage to its branches. In 1912 its average ton-mile rate

was 7.72 mills as compared with 8.19 mills in 1911. We might

fairly expect, therefore, to find a decidedly higher operating ratio

in 1912 than in 1911, since a great many of the same causes that

have affected roads in the United States have also affected the

Canadian Pacific. There have been the same, or, in some cases,

even greater, increases in the cost of labor and of materials,

and the winter was severe. As a matter of fact, however, work-

ing expenses for the year amounted to 64.89 per cent, of gross

earnings, as compared with 64.77 per cent, in 1911. Progress has

been made in train loading, the average train load in 1912 being

372 tons, or 10.67 per cent, greater than in 1911. The figures,

however, for car and train mileage, train and car loading, etc.,

and for cost of transportation and for maintenance do not show

by any means a great enough change in operating efficiency in

1912 as compared with 1911 or 1910 to explain the maintenance

of the same operating ratio during last year as during the year

before.

The explanation of the great prosperity of the Canadian

Pacific lies in two quite different facts. The first fact is the

tremendously rapid growth of the country traversed. The sec-

ond is the policy which has been pursued by the Canadian

Pacific of conserving to the company all of the possibiUties for

earning money which are developed by a railway, but which are

not considered in the United States a necessary part of railway

business proper. The Canadian Pacific earned gross in the year

ended June 30, 1912, $123,320,000. After the payment of expenses,

taxes and fixed charges there was a surplus of $33,880,000, and
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after the payment of 7 per cent, on the common stock from

earnings and $1,000,000 toward steamship replacement, there was

a surplus of $17,560,519. In addition 3 per cent, was paid on the

common from special income, making a total of 10 per cent.

Special income on the Canadian Pacific is the income derived

from interest on bonds held and dividends on stock. The Cana-

dian Pacific has its own express company, operates its own
sleeping cars, operates its own dining cars and its own hotels.

It even operates its own news stands.

The land grants made by the government to the company have

been managed conservatively and with great skill and always in

the interests of the company itself and not of any group of

individuals.

It is due to this policy of the company, of itself getting all

the profits that accrued, combined with the growth of the coun-

try, that has put the Canadian Pacific in the position to earn

the rather awe-inspiring sum of over $123,000,000, and to operate

its property, even in a year of adverse general conditions, on

as low a basis as in the previous year.

The railways of the United States have granted to individuals

. r outside companies many concessions which owe their possibil-

ity of making a profit to the existence of the railway, but which

are not of themselves a part of actual transportation. The

consequence has been that in the United States we have wealthy

express companies, sleeping car companies and so on, the pros-

perity of which does not help the railways. The profits of these

outside companies have grown with the prosperity of the coun-

try at a far more rapid rate than their cost of doing business.

The Canadian Pacific in being the sole beneficiary of these rapid

increase in profits, is able to show- a total increase in earnings

which more than ofifsets the increase in expenses.

In the annual report for 1912 there is a good illustration of

what is meant by conserving to the company all of the oppor-

tunities for profit that come to a great railway. In 1S05 the

Canadian Pacific bought the Esquimalt & Xanainio. At the time

the Canadian Pacific bought this the latter had about 1,400,000

acres of land grant land which its owners feared would be

subject to taxation or some other burden if it were separated

from the railway This land was, therefore, bought by the

Canadian Pacific for $1,330,000. It was bought, it will be noted,

by the railway company, not by a syndicate. Thus far 250,000

acres, or about one-seventh of the total of these lands, have been

sold for $3,364,000, and the report says that the remaining land

is of great value. This is the kind of polrey that has made the

Canadian Pacific Railway Company what it is.*

In 1912 the Canadian Pacific spent $12,040,000 for additions

to and improvements in its main line, and $2,930,000 for addi-

tions and betterments to its branch lines, and for certain addi-

tions and betterments to office buildings and to telegraph lines.

Of the total amount spent on main line, only $4,830,000 was for

sidings and for additional tracks. Most of the remainder was
spent for improvements having to do with terminals and terminal

facilities. The expenditures for terminals made by the Canadian

Pacific in the past few years have been extraordinarily great:

The management has profited by the lessons of roads in the

United States, and has bought ample land for terminal facilities

while the country is still developing and before the land for

these facilities becomes so valuable as to make the cost of its

acquisition for railway purposes almost prohibitive.

The Canadian Pacific's needs at present are not so much for

additional Hues—although we may be sure that the policy of

developing the country by the building of branch lines will not

be curtailed in any way—as for more equipment. This is, of

course, just at present a pressing need, since crops are being

moved as rapidly as cars can be supplied. The Canadian Pacific

has not only given ^orders to its own shops up to their full

capacity for equipment, but has ordered equipment from the

* Earnings of the Canadian Pacific steamship companies and of certain
other operations which the company manages are not taken into the general
revenue account of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

United States, deliveries of which are at present delayed by the

press of work in American shops. Crop prospects in Canada
are very good, indeed.

It is interesting to note the changes in classes of commodities
carried during the past three years. The Canadian Pacific does
not reduce its various classes of commodities to the same unit

(tons) as is done in American railway reports, but does give
figures from which the changes from year to year in tonnage, in

bushels, etc., of various commodities can be traced. There was
a noticeable increase in the tonnage of manufactured articles

carried between 1911 and 1912. In 1911 5,760.000 tons was car-

ried; in 1912, 7,200.000 tons. Flour, on the other hand, furnished
a smaller amount of traffic in 1912 than in 1911. there being
8,470,000 barrels carried in 1911 and 8,460,000 in 1912. The large
increase in traffic from the increased movement of manufactured
articles reflects the rapid growth of the country and the rapid
growth in the power of consumption of manufactured articles

of its people

The Canadian Pacific's balance sheet is an impressive state-

ment. At the end of the fiscal year 1911 there were on hand
$34,370,000 cash and $10,050,000 temporarily invested in govern-
ment securities. .\t the same time there was but $17,200,000
current liabilities. At the end of the fiscal year 1912 there were
$33,630,000 cash and $10,090,000 invested in government securities,

witli $23,550,000 current liabilities. It has been the policy of the
company to write off of its books the value of land grants made
by the government so that they do not appear on the balance
sheet at all, although the company owned at the end of 1912
6,660,000 acres of land worth at the average price per acre which
was received last year, over $100,000,000. .And. in addition, the
company ow^ns in British Columbia 4,428,000 acres.

The Canadian Pacific's United States traflSc affiliations in the
East are with the Boston & Maine and its parent company, the
.\ew York. Xew Haven & Hartford, and this alliance competes
keenly with the Grand Trunk, which has its own entrance
throi'.gh the Central Vermont into Xew England, and which is

building the Southern -\'ew England to Providence. Notwith-
standing the competition that the Canadian Pacific will have to

meet from the Grand Trunk, the Grand Trunk Pacific and the
Canadian Xorthern, it is an unusually strong strategic position.

Moreover, it is in an unusually strong strategic position as
regards rate reductions by government commissions. It is hardly
likely that the Canadian government w^ould reduce rates below
what would yield a fair return to either the Grand Trunk or
the Canadian Northern. On any competitive rate that will yield

a fair return to either the Canadian Northern or the Grand
Trunk the Canadian Pacific can earn a very substantial return.
In other words, it has such a long start of its competitors, and
it has in the past been so conservative in its financing and so
forehanded in its plans, that it is now in a position to face

without fear either competition from new lines or regulation of
its rates by government authorities.

The following table gives the principal figures for operation
in the fiscal year ended Jime 30. 1912. compared with the 1911

fiscal vear

:

1912.

-\yerage mileage operated 10.983

Freight earnings $79,833,734
Passenger earnings 31.812,208

Total* earnings 123,319,541

Maint. of way and structures... 17,719,795

llaint. of equipment 13,608,708

Traffic expenses 2,880,800
Transportation expenses 38,923.050

Total* operating expenses 80.021.298
Xet earnings 43.298,243
Net corporate income 32,752,754

Dividendst 15,192.235

Surplus 17,560,519

* Included in both total earnings and total expenses
eeping car companies, express operations, etc.

t In addition 3 per cent. ($5,400,000) was paid from
912 and 2^ per cent. (S3.900,000) in 1911.

1911.

10.481

$65,645,227

28,165,556

104,167,808

15,561.086

12,056,260

2,623.280

31,537,519

67,467,978

36,699,831

26,727.109

14,853.866

11,873.242

are gs from

pecial income in



ELECTRIFICATION OF OAKLAND SUBURBAN LINES.

Development of Southern Pacific Passenger Lines in the

Residential Districts on the East Shore of San Francisco Bay.

Engineer, Suburba

BY R. T. GUPPY,

Lines, Southern Pacific, Oakia

The cities on the eastern shores of San Francisco Bay, with a

population of about 275,000. had until recently been served by

the Southern Pacific with steam local service in connection with

two separate ferry lines running across the bay to the city of San

Francisco. One system of steam locals, radiating from Alameda
Mole, served the city of Alameda on the south side of Oakland

harbor, and also reached the heart of Oakland with the so-

called Webster Street line. The other system, radiating from

Oakland Pier, served Oakland, East Oakland, Fruitdale and

Melrose toward the east and the city of Berkeley and the town

of Emeryville toward the north. The Oakland Pier ferries also

handle the main line passenger business to San Francisco.

The growth of trans-bay passenger traffic during the last few

years, consisting principally of people living on the east shore

of the bay and employed in San Francisco, has brought the

of which is double track. In addition to the old lines 21.1 miles

of new extensions have been built for electric operation, nearly

all of which is double track. Of the old steam lines, 19.6 miles

are on private right-of-way and 9.7 miles on public streets, and
of the extensions 4.3 miles are on private right of way and 16.8

miles on streets.

Seventy-five lb., SO lb. and 90 lb. rail are used on private right

of way and in macadamized streets and 141 lb. girder rail in

asphalt streets. The track is practically all ballasted with

crushed rock, 8 in. of ballast being placed under the ties. The
ties are mostly redwood.

TRACK CH.\NGES AND EXTENSIONS.

On account of the large increase in the number of suburban

trains incident to the electrification and extension of local lines

LesENO

OldSteam Lines Elecfn'fied-

New Electric Lines

Steam Lines Not Electrified

-

Location of Electrified Lines of the Southern Pacific in Oakland, Cal.

average number of ferry passengers up to 1,500,000 per month.
In order to facilitate the handling of this constantly increasing

passenger business, with the resulting morning and evening
rush hour congestion, and to reach new and promising territory,

the Southern Pacific decided to electrify the existing steam lines

and to build a number of extensions. Work was begun in the

spring of 1909, and as the new lines have approached completion

and been placed in operation, the increased real estate activity

and home building have again demonstrated that extensions of

rapid transit facilities into well located but undeveloped terri-

tory may be expected to promote the growth of the districts

traversed and so build up traffic for themselves.

The accompanying map of Oakland and vicinity shows the

old steam lines electrified, a total of 29.3 miles of road, nearly all

radiating from Oakland Pier it was necessary to rearrange the

entire track layout of this terminal, and this was so done as to

provide main line and suburban trains with separate tracks.

There are now eleven tracks running the full length of the

Mole. The terminal yard at Oakland Pier, developed from the

main line and running track, consists of IS tracks for incoming

and outgoing trains in the train sheds, 8 of these being for main

line steam business and 7 for electric suburban business, the

former being in the north part of the sheds and the latter in

the south portion. Storage tracks for main line baggage and

passenger coaches and private car spurs are provided on the

north side of the terminal sheds, and the Wells Fargo Express

business is taken care of at the same point. Storage tracks for

electric suburban coaches are provided on the south side of the
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terminal sheds. A modern all-electric interlocking plant, with

reinforced concrete tower, handles the elaborate system of cross-

overs and turn-outs for the entire terminal yard.

On Alameda Mole there are four parallel main tracks from

the terminal yard at the ferry slips to West Alameda, about

two miles. There are several storage tracks at this terminal,

with ample room for extension, if needed. Two hundred and

thirty trains per day are operated on lines radiating from Ala-

meda Mole, all handling suburban business over electric lines.

The inspection, painting and repair shops for the electric equip-

ment of these local lines are located in West .Alameda, and are

equipped to handle all of the work on these cars without depend-

ing on the old passenger coach shops, or machine shops, used by

the steam lines in West Oakland. The building is 460 ft. long

by 200 ft. wide. The inspection bay, running the full length of

In addition to the storage tracks at the two ferr.y terminals

and the car shops there are storage yards at or near each of the

outside terminals; that is, at the easterly end of Oakland, the

northerly end of Berkeley, the easterly end of Alameda and at

Fourteenth and Franklin streets in the central part of Oakland.

Under the present method of operation trains are stored over-

night at these outside terminals, the first runs in the early morn-

ing being towards the ferry terminals. Trains are filled out or

cut down in accordance with the decrease or increase of traffic

at the ferry terminals, where extra cars are stored. No extra

cars are kept in the outside terminal yards during the daylight

hours.

SIXTEENTH STREET PASSENGER STATION.

Although not entirely incidental to the electrification project,

it is well to call attention to the erection of the new passenger

Shops at West Alameda for Electric Equipment.

the building, will accomm.odate 18 cars. The repair bay and

machine shop will accommodate 9 cars, and the machine shop at

one end contains a wheel lathe, boring mill and wheel press, in

addition to other smaller machines ordinarily used in a shop of

this kind. A 20-ton traveling crane runs the entire length of the

building in this bay, and is used for lifting cars, trucks and

motors, also for handling wheels and axles and heavy work
around the machines. Ihe paint shop occupies the west end of

the south bay, the other end being utilized for store-room, lava-

tory, sub-station, etc. The paint shop will take care of 12 cars.

In addition to the main shop building there is a boiler house, a

blacksmith shop and a motormen's headquarters. All four of

these buildings are of reinforced concrete. The large yard sur-

rounding these buildings contains approximately five miles of

track room for the storage of extra equipment, for switching in

and out of shops and for testing purposes.
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station at Sixteenth street, Oakland, as in planning this building

provision was made for the accommodation of suburban electric

line passengers as well as main line passengers. The main line

tracks are retained at their old elevation, and passengers are

handled on the ground floor of the new building, there being

ample facilities for baggage and mail business, with provision for

telephone booths, police station, transfer agents, etc. The sub-

urban electric tracks are elevated to the level of the second floor,

where there is a large concourse adjacent to the elevated tracks,

with two stairways from the main floor. Two baggage elevators

are provided to facilitate transferring from main line trains to

suburban trains. There is an incline at the north end of the

building, bringing the elevated tracks to the same elevation as

the main line tracks, using a 4 per cent, grade. On the south end

the elevated structure is continued far enough to provide an

under-grade crossing for freight tracks which proceed into the

Location of North Berkeley Tunnel. Type of Overhead Construction Used on Private Right of Way.
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West Oakland yards. The freight tracks and main line passenger

tracks cross each other at grade. Beyond these crossings the

elevated tracks are brought down to the end of the main line

steam tracks on a 4 per cent, incline. The crosstown line from

the heart of Oakland, called the "Peninsular Railway," is con-

nected by means of an incline on a TYz per cent, grade with the

Berkeley suburban tracks on the elevated structure, thus provid-

ing for express runs from the heart of Oakland into Oakland

Pier. Street cars which operate over this crosstown line ter-

minating at Sixteenth street will be accommodated by means of a

loop on the natural ground level east of the building near the

main entrance.

electr;c.\l equipment.

The power for these electric lines is generated at a new

station which has been installed on the north bank of the easterly

end of the tidal canal, which separates Alameda and Oakland.

This power house is an elaborate steam installation, and is so

designed as to allow of increase of capacity. At present there

are two VVestinghouse double-flow turbo-generators of 5,000 k. w.

rated capacity, guaranteed for twice their rated load for one

minute and for 7,500 k. w. for two hours. They supply 3-phase.

25-cycIe alternating current at 13,200 volts when operating at

Type of Overhead Construction Used on the Streets.

1.500 r. p. m. Without increasing the size of the building, two

additional generators can be installed. The boiler room, con-

taining 12 645-h. p. Parker boilers, is located on the second floor

of the building, leaving the basement space underneath vacant

for possible future coal handling and ash handling apparatus

if it should ever become necessary to use coal instead of oil,

which is the fuel now used. Four additional boilers can be in-

stalled without increasing the size of the building. Salt water

for the condensers is obtained from the adjacent tidal canal.

The foundations of the building and the circulating tunnels are

of reinforced concrete up to 7 ft. above the ground and from
there of red brick trimmed with sand-lined brick. The main
roof is covered with terra cotta tiling supported on an angle-iron

frame.

The high tension current from the power station is distributed

at present to three substations, one at the power station, one at

West Oakland and one in North Berkeley. Each of the sub-

stations is provided with conversion and control apparatus to

supply 1,200-volt direct current to the trolley lines. The sub-

station at the power house is located in the east end of the main
structure The other two substations are built of reinforced

concrete. The high tension lines from the power station to the

two substations at West Oakland and North Berkeley are par-

tially overhead and partially underground, those overhead being

carried on latticed steel poles, except where they parallel the

two-track and four-track catenary bridges, where they are carried

on extensions to the end supports of the bridges. There are two
duplicate high tension lines from the power station to the West
Oakland substation, one running partially overhead and partially

underground through the 'southern portion of Oakland, and the

Portal of North Berkeley Tunnel.

other crossing the tidal canal at the substation by means of a

submarine cable; running thence overhead through Alameda and

again crossing the Oakland harbor by means of a 1.290-ft. long

span 200 ft. above high water supported on three towers, two of

them being 250 ft. high on each side of the harbor and the third

one 35 ft. hi.gh, 1.331 ft. from the middle tower. These towers

also support the 1,200-volt d c. feeders supplying the west end

of .-Mameda with power for trolleys.

On all the electric lines now under construction tlie overhead

East End of Northbrae Tunnel.

catenary construction is built to provide for the operation of a

roller type pantograph at speeds up to 45 miles per hour with an

upward pantograph pressure ranging from 25 to 36 lbs. On
private right of way, wherever it has been possible to do so, the

overhead construction is supported on steel bridges spaced 240 ft.

apart, some spanning two and some four tracks. In public streets

the overhead construction is supported on steel tubular poles.
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sometimes centered between tracks and sometimes on the curb

lines outside of the tracks, depending on the width of streets, or

the requirements of the different franchises. In general these

poles are spaced 120 ft. apart lengthwise of the track, although

ihcy are occasionally varied to 90 or 60 ft., particularly on sharp

curves.

The Southern Pacific has expended considerable money in

l)roviding the best of safety devices in connection with the ekc-

trilication project, but particularly in the case of automatic block

and interlocking signal systems. There are numerous junctions,

as well as grade crossings, and all of these have been interlocked

with the exception of the crossings with the street railways.

In addition to the other structures heretofore mentioned, it was
necessary to build a tunnel 465 ft. long in North Berkeley, where
the line passes under a point from which several streets radiate.

Conditions were such that the construction of the tunnel was an

easier solution of the problem than building an open cut and
supporting the several streets by means of bridges. This tunnel

is concrete lined throughout and provides room for two tracks,

which at this point are curved to a radius of 350 ft. There are

properties bought were already more or less improved, niaking

it necessary to tear down, sell or move a large number of resi-

dences, most of which, however, were of comparatively small

value.

All-steel cars are used for the equipment of these electritied

lines. Three types of cars are in use on the suburban lines now
in operation, all of the same general dimensions, viz., 72 ft.

10'4 in. long over buffers and 10 ft. 4 in. wide over side sills.

There are now in operation 25 combination coach and baggage
motor cars, 40 motor coaches and .59 trailer coaches. Each motor
car has enough motor capacity to handle and control a trailer

car. Trains are made up of from three to six cars in general,

composed of a combination motor car and an equal number of

motor and trailer coaches. The dimensions given above permit

the use of 3-passenger seats on one side of the 25fi in. aisle and
2-passenger seats on the other side, thereby increasing the seat-

ing capacity 25 per cent The motor and trailer coaches will seat

116 passengers, and the combination baggage and motor coach 88

passengers. The motor coaches, when fully equipped and ready

for service, weigh 109.400 lb--., ami the tr;M!er c -aches 67.200 lbs.

Equipment Used on the Southern Pacific Electrified Lines.

also several overhead and undergrade highway crossings, as

well as concrete arches of various sizes carrying the waters of

small streams.

One of the large items of expense in the whole electrification

project was the street improvement work required of the rail-

way company by the city authorities. One of the conditions of

the franchise covering the Seventh street line through Oakland
was that the railway company should pave the entire width of

the street with standard asphalt pavement, placing granite curbs
and basalt block gutters for a distance of approximately 2'/^

miles. This work was done at an approximate expense of $300,-

000. Other franchises in Oakland required that certain streets,

which were about to be paved with standard asphalt pavement,
be widened, placing the burden of the greater portion of the

expense on the railway instead of the property owners. In other

parts of Oakland and in Berkeley it was necessary to macadam-
ize nearly all of the streets. A certain amount of this kind of

work also had to be done in Alameda, but not so much.
-\s may be supposed, taking into consideration the recent

appreciation in land values, large expenditures were necessary in

purchasing right of way for the new electric lines and property
for locations of the various buildings. In nearly all cases the

The weight per passenger seat, based on the combination seating

capacity and weights of a motor coach and a trailer coach, is

761 lbs.

It is proposed to shortly handle switching of industries and
freight tracks in Berkeley and .'Mameda by means of electric

locomotives, and equipment for this purpose has been ordered.

The Southern Pacific Company has heretofore operated a

private telephone exchange covering a small territory from Oak-

land Pier to West Oakland. In connection with the electrification

project this telephone exchange is being extended and rebuilt

so as to cover the entire electric zone. This telephone system

will handle all the railway business, both in connection with the

main line steam service and the electric service in Oakland,

Alameda and Berkeley.

The entire project was executed under the general direction

of E. E. Calvin, vice president and general manager ( now vice

president), and W. R. Scott, assistant general manager (now
general manager), and under the immediate direction of J. Q.

Barlow, assistant chief engineer, with whom were associated A.

U. Babcock, electrical engineer, and W. W. Slater, signal engineer.

The execution of the work was in immediate charge of the

writer.



INSURING SOUNDNESS IN STEEL RAILS^
Advocates Discarding One-Third of Ingot Until Methods

Are Developed Which Will Insure Their Being Sound.

BY ROBERT W. HUNT.

While steel rails have been of great scientific and engineering

interest from the day of their first experimental use, and much

literature has been written upon them, there has never been a

time, at least in America, when matters relating to their manu-

facture and service have received as much public and even gov-

ernmental attention as during the past two years. I have been

actively identified with the manufacture of steel rails from the

rolling of the first commercial order for them in America up to

and including the present time. As a steel maker I became thor-

oughly familiar with the theoretical and practical details of the

business; and later, as a consulting engineer and inspector of all

steel products, and especially of steel rails, I have endeavored to

keep in touch with and cognizant of everything relating to the art.

All steel rails are made from steel ingots. Steel ingots are

formed by pouring or casting liquid steel into cast iron ingot

molds. The larger the cross section and the greater the length

of the ingots, the greater the difliculty in obtaining sound cast-

ings, i. e., sound and homogeneous ingots. Without sound and

homogeneous ingots it is impossible to produce sound and homo-

geneous rails ; and, unfortunately, the most important unsound-

ness will be first in the center of the ingot, and last in the center

of the rails produced from it, where it is frequently impossible

to detect without destroying the rails. The large tonnage in

each heat of rail steel (whether made in Bessemer converters or

in open-hearth furnaces) under present mill practice, necessitates

the casting of ingots of large cross-section and long enough to

make several rails.

It is a long-known fact that the greater the mass of steel in a

casting, the greater the tendency of the metalloids (carbon,

phosphorus, sulphur and silicon, and particularly the hardening

metalloids, phosphorus and carbon) to segregate at the part of

the casting where the metal remains longest liquid, which, under

normal conditions, is at the center and toward the top of the

mass. Again, it has long been known that the necessary cooling

of the metal from the outside inward causes a contraction which

results in the formation of a cavity or "pipe," which defect is

increased by hasty and uncontrolled casting of the molten steel

into ingot molds. Over twenty years ago Robert Forsyth, then

chief engineer and manager of the Union -Steel Company, Chi-

cago, 111., demonstrated that if rail-steel ingots were laid on their

sides before the interior steel had set, the pipe would not be

formed in the middle of the top end of the ingot, but upon the

upper side and liable to extend toward the bottom end; and that,

therefore, ingots should be left standing in a vertical position

until the interior metal had solidified. (Journal of the Franklin

Institute, Vol. 127, May, 1889).

Much time, labor and money have been expended in seeking to

overcome the piping and segregation in ingots without greatly

increasing the cost of production through expense of operation,

lessening product, etc. Technically several of the schemes have

given good results, but they require increased cost of manipula-

tion, and, most serious of all, more time. Unfortunately for suc-

cess in casting sound ingots, modern practice has been in the

direction of larger heats of steel, and it is easy to appreciate that

with a casting ladle containing up to 100 tons of liquid steel,

much if any control of the stream flowing through its nozzle is

an impossibility. Therefore, the soundness of the resulting in-

gots is a matter entirely independent of the personal skill of the

workmen. However, while the efforts to produce sound ingots

have not been generally commercially successful, I am loath to

believe that the difficulties will never be overcome. Such has

not been the spirit under which the great successes of the past

were accomplished, and I do not think it now exists. If a posi-

* Presented at the Sixth Congress of the International Association for
Testing Materials, New York, September, 1912.

live necessity for sound ingots be commercially established, a
commercial way to produce them will be found.

As the general existing conditions produce ingots with the

most undesirable steel in their upper part, it has been and is the

practice in manufacturing steel locomotive tires, ordnance forg-

ings, armor plate, large steel shaftings and other what are termed

high grade products, to reject arbitrarily at least the upper one-

third of the ingot. It is true that even so great a discard will

not always prove an absolute safeguard, but if the ingots are

carefully made it will do so. Against bad or ignorant workman-
ship it is hard to find any absolute protection.

In rail purchases it has been found impractical to secure so-

great a discard. Personally, I believe the future will bring it,

unless the insistence upon it shall lead to improved methods in-

casting ingots ; until that time comes, I think that, through the

railmakers developing other uses for the discarded steel, the de-

cided increase of cost will be avoided.

Experience has proved that rails made by the basic open-hearth

process are more liable to have interior pipes and segregated

s%

-'

Figs. 1 and 2—Cross-Section of Ingots from the Same Heat

Showing Different Depths of Piping.

spots than Bessemer rails ; no doubt principally because the ingots

are larger and the size of the heats prevents slow casting. Of
course the smaller contained percentage of phosphorus lessens-

the danger from its segregation, but the greater carbon content

made possible by the low phosphorus increases the segregation,

of that element.

Intelligent and careful investigation by a committee of the

American Society of Civil Engineers, of which I had the honor

of being secretary, resulted, August 3, 1893, in the recommenda-

tion of a series of rail sections which, while not adopted- by all

American railways, were used by so great a number that they

became accepted as standard sections. In 1902 another commit-

tee was appointed by the same society, of which also I was secre-

tary. That committee, while deciding not to recommend any

changes in rail sections, did present certain specifications govern-

ing the manufacture of rails. Later developments resulted in that

committee asking to be discharged in favor of one more directly

representing the railway organizations of the country; and this

committee (American Railway Association committee) recom-

mended, under date of March 23, 1908, a series of rail sections

which have, to a certain extent, displaced the so-called American
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Society sections; and, in my judgment, wisely so. Tiie same com-

mittee has recommended rail specifications ; several railway com-

panies have adopted their own, and the rail manufacturers have

what are known as Standard Specifications, all seeking to secure

good-wearing and safe rails. All of this has been accompanied by

much discussion, and I know has resulted in much good ; but we

are still away from the desired certainty of safety.

I believe we can afford to let the chemical requirements remain

as they are in most of the specifications. Their physical require-

ments as to finishing temperature also are sufficient, and most of

others (say 4 in Bessemer or 29 in open-hearth practice) are also

good castings. As showing what docs happen, 1 give diagrams

(Figs. 1 and 2) of two ingots which were cut longitudinally

through their centers. With such variation as here shown, it fol-

lows that the test piece from one ingot would not be representa-

tive of the other one. Therefore, I favor drop-testing as now,
and nicking and breaking those test pieces, and also a piece from
the rails made from the upper end of each and every one of the

other ingots, and accept the seemingly sound and reject the proven

unsound A rails. And I would go further and provide that.

^;-

Analyses.
Corner of head: .674 Carbon
Center of web: .895 Carbon

.023 Phosphorus

.047 Phosphorus

Fig. 3—Photograph of Fracture Show-
ing Evidence of Segregation

Along Center of Web.

Analyses.
.674 Carbon, .023 Phosphorus
.895 Carbon, .047 Phosphorus

Fig. 4—Photograph of Section in Fig. 3

After Being Etched.

Analyses.
Corner of head: .721 Carbon, .035 Phosphorus
Center of web: 1.030 Carbon, .067 Phosphorus

Fig. 5^Photograph of Fracture Show-
ing Evidence of Segregation

Along Center of Web.

them provide for sufficient drop-testing so far as determining the

quality of the steel of the several heats as metal ; but they do not

go far enough to give protection against unsound castings (i. e.,

ingots). Practically all specifications require that the test piece

shall be taken from the upper end of the rail made from the top

of the ingot ; and several require that after drop-testing if the

piece has not broken it shall be nicked and broken to expose the

interior, and if the interior of the rail shows any defects all of the

A or top rails of the heat shall be rejected.

TEST PIECE FROM EVERY TOP RAIL.

So far, so good. But each ingot is an individual or separate

casting; and because one is sound, it does not prove that the

where unsoundness is shown, another test piece shall be cut from

the lower end of the represented A rail and nicked and broken.

If it also shows unsoundness, then the B rail of that ingot shall

also be rejected, and another piece cut from the lower end of that

B rail, and, if unsound, the C rails condemned; and so on for the

remainder, if any, of the ingot. This makes a practical way of

determining how far the pipe or segregation has extended down
the ingot, with the minimum destruction of merchantable rail.

Such a plan of testing is not entirely new in principle, and was in

part suggested by the late William Metcalf in 1908, when he was
consulted by the Rail Committee of the American Railway Asso-

ciation. The additional test pieces can be taken from the rail

ends which are made in hot-sawing the rails, and can be broken

Analyses.
Corner of head: .721 Carbon, .035 Phosphorus
Center of web: 1.030 Carbon, .067 Phosphorus

Fig. 6—Photograph of Section in Fig. 5
After Being Etched.

Analyses.
Corner of head: .656 Carbon, .024 Phosphorus
Center of web: .888 Carbon, .045 Phosphorus

Fig. 7—Photograph of Fracture Show-
ing Evidence of Segregation

Along Center of Web.

Corner of head: .656 Carbon, .024 Phosphorus
Center of web: .888 Carbon, .045 Phosphorus

Fig. 8—Photograph of Section in Fig. 7

After Being Etched.
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under much less cumbersome tools than the drop-testing machine

and at small cost.

As to what constitutes interior defects, I unhesitatingly specify

not only laps or pipes, but also silvery or bright spots, or other

indications of non-uniformity. Etchings and analyses of a great

many examples of the latter have proved them to unfailingly in-

dicate segregation. I give in Figs. 3 to 8 views of the sections of

nickel and broken rails, and of the same pieces after having been

polished and etched ; also analyses of drillings taken from the in-

dicated positions. Table I shows the results of other analyses of

such spots. These tell their own story.

Table I.

—

An.^lyses of Segregated Rails.

O. K.

O. K.

O. K.
O.K.

Kind
of

steel

Bess.

Bess.

Bess.

Bess.

Bess.

Bess.

Bess.

OH
OH
on
OH
OH

Appearance
of frac-

nick break

Segregated
Segregated
Segregated
Segregated
Segregated
Segregated
Segregated
Segregated
Segregated
Segregated
Segregated
Segregated

Appear-
ance of

etching

Unsound
Unsound
Unsound
Unsound
Unsound
Unsound
Unsound
Unsound
Unsound
Unsound
Unsound
Unsound

lalvses ^

Drillings

rom center

of web

.029

.040

.022

.039

.028

.691

.656

.829

.727

.919

.990

1.009

.165

.043

.059

.042.

.060

.057

tAnalysis drill:

drillings from corner of head gave carbon .439, Phos. .063.

gave carbon .646, Phos. .023.of head

Rails with segregated centers do not always fail under the drops

test, nor does the elongation test which is required by some speci-

fications indicate their existence, but, unfortunately, it has been

demonstrated that rails with such hard centers fail through the

softer surrounding metal breaking down and thus producing split

heads and often broken rails.

USES FOR THE DISC.VRD.

I am fully convinced that, until sound ingots are commerciallv

made, the safest procedure is to arbitrarily reject the upper part

of every ingot for rail roUing. It has been demonstrated that

high-carbon steel gives more satisfactory service in splice bars

than softer steel ; in fact it has been for several years the regular

practice of some of the largest railway systems to use such steel,

their chemical specifications being practically the same for both

rails and bars. Undoubtedly this harder steel would also yield

good results in tie plates and where the danger of interior un-

soundness renders this steel undesirable for rails, said unsound-

ness, when existing, would not of necessity make it unsuitable for

either splice bars or tie plates. These two articles would furnish

a place for the use of a large part of the steel contained in the

greater discard in the rail practice. Obviously its use would revo-

lutionize the splice plate and tie plate making, but there have been

many metallurgical revolutions and all of them have tended

toward the betterment of the iron and steel industry.

It may be that present and future railway practice will require

rails of heavier and otherwise different sections from the present

ones, but we can never escape from the necessity of having them

physically sound. As the section is increased, so must the work
of rolling it decrease, and thereby the evil effects of want of

homogeneity and unsoundness be augmented.

ACCIDENT BULLETIN NO. 43.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued Accident

Bulletin No. 43, containing the record of railway accidents in

the United States during the three months ending March 31,

1912. The number of persons killed in train accidents was
267, and of injured 4,785. .Occidents of other kinds, including

those sustained by employees while at work, by passengers in

getting on or off cars, by persons at highway crossings, by

persons doing business at stations, etc., by trespassers, and

others, bring up the total number of casualties, excluding "in-

dustrial" accidents, to 22,882 (2,383 killed and 20,499 injured).

The casualties are classified in Table No. 1, given herewith,

which includes some details from Table IB, not here shown.

(The accident statistics of electric lines are given in a separate

table.) Supplementing the statement of railway accidents

proper, the commission gives the following record of "Indus-

trial Accidents"; those occurring to employees of the railway

on railway premises in which the movement of cars or engines

is nnt involved:

huluslruil a,\-ijL-nr< to cmflovees.
Killed. Injured.

While working on tracks or bridges 47 4,114

At stations, freight houses, engine houses, coaling stations,

water stations, etc., where r.o moving railway car or en-

gine is involved 19 6,088

In and around shops 19 11,072

On boats and wharves 5 316

.\t other places 8 1,386

Total 98 22,976

Adding the casualties to employees in industrial accidents

to the figures given in the larger table, the total number of

employees killed, including those not on duty, is 1,049. and in-

jured, 37,539; and this makes the total number of persons

killed, all classes, 2,481, and injured, 43,475.

Table No. l.—Casiiallics to passengers, employees, and other persons—January, February, and March, 1912.

Collisions
Derailments
.-\ccidents to trains, cars, or engines, except collisions, Qe-

railments and boiler explosions
Bursting of, or defects in, locomotive boilers or boiler at-

tachments

Injured

1,231

1,150

Total trail :idents 33 2.405

Accidents to roadway or bridges not causing derailment,

such as fires, floods, landslides, explosions, etc

Coupling or uncoupling cars. (Does not include accidents

with air or steam hose)
While doing other work about trains (not in shops or engine

houses) or while attending switches
Coming in contact, while riding on cars, with overhead

bridges, tunnels, or any signal apparatus, or any fixed

structure above or at the side of the track
Falling from cars or engines
Getting on or off cars or engines
Other accidents on or around trains not here named.
Being struck or run over by engine or car at stations or

yards • •

Being struck or run over by engine or car at highway grade

?'
.

over by engine or car at other places.

Killed Injured Killed Injured Killed Injured Killed Injured

HI 1.123 2 34 1 22 3 16
53 623 2 21 3 16 9 15

Killed Injured

137 2,426
80 1,825

9 238

41 296

267 4,785

492

206
830

1,184

850

Total other than train accidents.

Grand total

1,369

3.774

675 12,072

884 14.266

237

245

991 1.103 1.041

,089 1,116 1,073

2,116

2,383

15,714

20,499
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Table No. 1a.—Comparison of principal ilenu with last quarterly bitUctin
ami with one year back.

Bulletin Bulletin Bulletin

43. 42. 39.

1. Passengers killed in train accidents 33 21 -8
2. Passengers killed, all causes 71 78 66
3. Employees (on duty) killed in train accidents 209 183 105
4. Employees (on duty) killed in coupling 49 53 55

5. Employees (on duty) killed, total (Table 1b) 884 850 647
6. Total, passengers and employees (items 2

and 5, above) 955 928 713

7. Other persons killed (including trespassers,
nontrespassers, and employees not on duty)

,

all causes 1,428 1,798 1,411

8. Employees killed in industrial accidents 98 78 113

With the exception of two items, this quarter shows in-

creases over the same quarter for 1911, and especially is this

true of the number of employees on duty killed in train acci-

dents, which shows an approximate increase of 100 per cent.

The total number of persons injured in industrial accidents

constitutes nearly 53 per cent, of the whole number injured

for the quarter.

The total number of collisions and derailments in the quar-

ter now under review was 3,903 (1,674 collisions and 2,229

derailments), of which 268 collisions and 2(58 derailments af-

fected passenger trains. The damage to cars, engines, and

roadway by these accidents amounted to $3,368,125. This quar-

ter records the largest number of casualties and the greatest

amount of financial loss since the quarter ended September

30, 1907; the number of derailments showing an increase of

57J4 per cent, over the same quarter of the preceding \ ear.

Table No. Z.—CoiUsions and dcratUmnts.

No. of No. of
persons persons

Class. Number, killed, injured. Loss.

Collisions, rear 427 48 733 $527,450
Collisions, butting 225 62 915 437.845
Collisions, train separating 92 ... 53 28.433
Collisions, miscellaneous 930 27 725 431,285

Total 1,674 137 2,426 $1,425,013

Derailments due to defects of roadway.

.

603 16 857 $532,918
Derailments due to defects of equipment 1,056 19 357 883,900
Derailments due to negligence 103 4 91 47,774
Derailments due to unforeseen obstruction 139 16 138 127.946
Derailments due to malicious obstruction 15 1 26 22,061
Derailments due to miscellaneous causes 313 24 356 328,513

Total 2,229 80 1,825 $1,943,112

Total collisions and derailments 3,903 217 4,251 $3,368,125
Total for same quarter of

—

1911 2,801 128 2,806 2,124,090
1910 3,163 244 3,215 2,607.553
1909 2,284 163 2,315 1,847.202

Table No. 2a.—Derailments due to defects of roadway.

No. of No. of
persons persons

Cause of accident. Number, killed, injured. Loss.

Broken rail 162 8 412 $254,088
Spread rail 75 2 103 49,568
Soft track 115 3 63 67,047
Bad ties 14 ... 5 6,924
Irregular track 157 1 195 94,169
Miscellaneous 80 2 79 61,122

Total 603 16 857 $532,918

Table No. 2b.—Derailments due to defects of equipment.

No. of No. of
persons persons

Cause of accidert. Number, killed, injured. Loss.

Defective wheels:
Broken or bursted wheel 150 1 8 $152,371
Broken flange 138 ... 19 116.133
Loose wheel 2i ... ... 19,824
Miscellaneous 36 1 27 46,235

Broken or defective axle or journal 100 1 15 48.286
Broken or defective brake rigging 166 ... 47 135.639
Broken or defective draft gear 29 ... 6 16,583
Broken or defective side bearings 66 ... 9 44,280
Broken arch bar 101 7 118 107,058
Rigid trucks 58 1 51 30.880
Failure of power brake apparatus, hose.

etc 20 ... 4 16.535
Failure of couplers 40 ... 3 16,907
Miscellaneous 129 8 50 133,169

Total 1.056 19 357 $883,900

Out of a total of 386 persons killed in falling from and get-

ting on and off cars and engines, 47 per cent, were trespassers

:

out of a total of 1,341 casualties to trespassers in being struck

and run over by cars and engines (this does not include casu-

alties at highway grade crossings), nearly 63 per cent, resulted

fatally, and out of a total of 1,322 fatalities resulting from

being struck by cars and engines at places other than highway
grade crossings, nearly 64 per cent, were trespassers; out of

a total of 2,189 casualties to trespassers, 51 per cent, resulted

fatally, and out of a total of 2,383 persons killed during the

quarter nearly 47 per cent, were trespassers.

The bulletin contains reports of investigations of 19 collisions

and derailments, notice of which must be deferred to a future

issue. These 19 accidents occurred as follows

;

December 30. Great Northern, Sharon, N. D. ; derailment ; re-

port noticed in Raihvny Age Gazette, July 12, page 65.

January 1. Denver & Rio Grande, Salt Lake, Utah; butting

collision.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, New Castle

Louisville & Nashville, Long Run,

Pa.; butting

Ky; butting

Central of Georgia, Jonesboro, Ga. ; butting col-

January 15.

collision,

January 16.

collision,

January 18.

lision.

January 22. Illinois Central, Kinmundy, III. ; rear collision

;

report noticed in Railway Age Gazette, May 3.

January 26. Central of Georgia, Leesburg, Ga. ; butting col-

lision.

February 9. Norfolk & Western, Dry Branch, Va, ; rear col-

lision.

February 15. Pennsylvania, W^arrior Ridge, Pa. ; derailment.

February 15—Denver & Rio Grande, Cuprum, Utah; derail-

ment.

February 15.

collision.

February 17.

February 20.

collision.

March 8. Georgia, Rutledge, Ga. ; butting collision.

March 12. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, Green-

castle, Ind. ; butting collision.

March 12. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Oakwood, \\'is.

;

derailment.

March 13. New York, Ontario & Western, Galena, N. Y.

;

butting collision.

March 22. Indiana L'nion Traction, Fortville, Ind. ; butting

collision.

March 25. Great Northern. Wrencoe, Idaho; derailment.

Electric railzvays reporting to the commission (not included

in the foregoing statistics) had 53 persons killed during the

quarter and 1,029 injured; and there were 45 collisions and 34

derailments. Train accidents are charged with 5 fatalities. The
total number of passengers killed from all causes was 8, and of

employees 12 (3 in industrial accidents). The number of trespass-

ers struck or run over by cars was 34; 10 killed and 24 injured.

Grand Trunk, North Yarmouth, Me.; butting

Pennsylvania Lines, Larwill, Ind. ; rear collision.

Boston & Maine, Hoosac Tunnel, Mass. ; rear

Railw.w Amalg.\mation in Argentina.—The plan of the

amalgamation of the Buenos Ayres Great Southern Railway.

.\rgentina, with the Buenos Ayres Western Railways comprises

the fusion of the capitals of the two companies ; the construction

of new lines from the East to West so as to unite the trunk

lines; the establishment of direct communication between La

Plata and towns in the South, and the localities and lines in

the West ; the construction of branches to unite the main line

and branches so as to serve new zones in the province of

Buenos Ayres and to shorten distances, and the suppression of

terminal charges for the transport of freight from the Buenos

Ayres Great Southern to the Buenos Ayres Western and vice

versa. While the responsible papers mildly suggest the im-

position of some conditions in return for this concession, the

less important ones are calling for impossibilities. The minister

of public works of the province has suggested to the minister of

public works of the nation, by whom the petition of the com-

panies has been referred to the congress, that the work of the

electrification of the line to La Plata should be one of the con-

ditions to be imposed.
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ORGANIZATION OF SAFETY COMMITTEES
ON SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

The accompanying chart shows the method of organization

of the safety committees formed on the Southern Pacific on

July 1, when 14 permanent safety committees were estab-

lished and a chief safety inspector was appointed as an ad-

ditional feature in the campaign against accidents in which the

Southern Pacific has been actively engaged for several years.

For many years the Southern Pacific has required to be

held at each division headquarters what have been known as

division meetings. At these meetings there have been present,

in addition to the division staff, men from the ranks of every

department of the railway. Here, men high and low in the

service have met for the common good. Here have been as-

sembled and reviewed suggestions for the good of the service.

The division safety committee, in addition to the regular

staff of the division superintendent, must have at least one
conductor, one brakeman, one locomotive engineer, one fire-

man, one yardman, one trackman, one signalman, one bridges

and buildings man, and one shopman. These men are changed
from time to time and other men are put in their places. By
doing this, in the course of a year a very large number of

employees are afforded an opportunity to contribute to the

welfare of themselves and their fellow employees by giving

to the committee suggestions that are the result of practice

and personal experience. The plan brings officer and employee
close together, and theory and practice are joined.

The three district safety committees, under the leadership

of the several general superintendents, consist of the imme-
diate staffs of these officials. All suggestions originating on

a division that would tend to enhance safety and that do not

—
1

CENTRAL 5AFETY COMMITTEE

VICE PRESIDENT
GENERAL MANAGER
CHIEF SURGEON
ASST. CHIEF ENGINEER
GEN- SUPT. MOTIVE POWER
GENERAL CLAIMS ATTORNEY
GEN. INSPECTOR MOTIVE POWER

DEPARTMENT

1

NORTHERN DISTRICT SAFETY COMMITTEE CENTRAL DISTRICT SAFETY COMMITTEE SOUTHERN DISTRICT SAFETY COMMITTEE

GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT NORTHERN DISTRICT

DISTRICT ENGINEER
SUPERINTENDENT JF MOTIVE POWER

1

GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT CENTRAL DISTRICT

DISTRICT ENGINEER
SUPERINTENDENT OF MOTIVE POWER

1

GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT SOUTHERN DISTRICT
DISTRICT ENGINEER
SUPERINTENDENT OF MOTIVE POWER

1
1

TWO DIVISION SAFETY COMMITTEES
AS PER TYPE BELOW

1

FIVE DIVISION SAFETY COMMITTEES
AS PER TYPE BELOW

1

THREE DIVISION SAFETY COMMITTEES
AS PER TYPE BELOW

PORTLAND DIVISION COAST DIVISION LOS ANGELLES DIVISION

SHASTA DIVISION SACRAMENTO DIVISION

SALT LAKE DIVISION

STOCKTON DIVISION

WESTERN DIVISION

SAN JOAQUIN DIVISION

TUCSON DIVISION

TYPE OF DIVISION SAFETY COMMITTEE
SAME FOR ALL DIVISIONS

SUPERINTENDENT 1 CONDUCTOR
ASST, SUPERINTENDENT 1 LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER
DIVISION ENGINEER 1 FIREMAN
MASTER MECHANIC 1 YARDMAN
TRAINMASTER 1 TRACKMAN
CHIEF DISPATCHER 1 SIGNALMAN

1 BRIDGES t BUILDINGS M/
1 SHOPMAN

kN

AND SUCH OTHERS. FROM EITHER HIS IMMEDIATE STAFF
OR FROM THE RANKS, A3 THE SUPERINTENDENT MAY

ELECT TO APPOINT FROM TIME TO TIME.

,1

Organization of the Safety Committees on the Southern Pacific.

Devices and practices that make for or against safety and
economy in railway operation have been put to the test of the

combined experience of both the officers who must administer,

and the employee who must make these devices and practices

a part of his work-a-day life. It is, doubtless, owing to these

meetings that the Southern Pacific has a good accident record.

Not a passenger has been killed or injured on it in nearly four

years. These monthly division meetings, which were attended

by employees at the request of the division superintendent,

have now developed into permanent safety committees. The
plan that was inaugurated on each of the ten divisions has

spread upward (contrary to the usual method) to include the

three general superintendents' districts, and from these even

farther up to converge in the Central Safety Committee, com-
posed of the vice-president, general manager, assistant chief

engineer of maintenance of way, chief surgeon, general super-

intendent of motive power, general inspector of motive power
department, and the general claims attorney.

mvolve an e.xcessive expenditure or a change in standards, are

disposed of at once by the division safety committee. If ex-

cessive expenditures or changes in standards are involved, the

suggestion is transmitted to one of the district committees. If

the question at issue is beyond the authority of this second

body, it is then passed up for final disposition to the central

safety committee.

Special records are kept segregating accidents carefully so

the data may be of value as a means of indicating where

greater stress should be laid to prevent accidents. In the

shops and other service not having to do directly with the

operation of trains, the basis of comparison is 1,000 man-

hours. The special inspector, with a corps of assistants, de-

votes his entire time to safeguarding machinery.

Each member of a committee wears a safety button—

a

block signal with the outstretched arms of warning—and each,

by this token, pledges himself, by precept and example, to in-

culcate the safety habit in his fellow workmen.



COMPARATIVE SERVICE TESTS OF LOCOMOTIVES.
Road Trials on the B., R. & P. to Determine the Efficiency

of the Automatic Stoker, Superheater and Brick Arch.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh has a locomotive of the

2-8-2 type fitted with the latest design of Street automatic stoker,

which includes a conveyor in the tender. The same road has

also applied at its Du Bois, Pa., shops, superheaters of the top

header type, as well as Security brick arches to several loco-

motives of the 4-4-2 type, as well as to some of the 2-8-0 type.

In addition, a recent order of Pacific type locomotives was fit-

ted with superheaters and brick arches by the builders. It was
thus in position to make comparative trials in road service of a

2-8-2 type locomotive stoker fired and hand fired, of both an

Atlantic type and a consolidation locomotive without superheater

or brick arch in comparison with identical locomotives fitted with

both of these devices, as well as of Pacific type locomotives

originally designed to include the superheater and brick arch.

Such tests were made during the month of June with results

which are given below.

In making the tests every precaution was taken to insure ac-

curacy in connection with the coal and water consumption.

weight of train, time, speed and distance. The coal in this and
all the other tests was put up in 100 lb. sacks and the tank was fit-

ted with gage glasses at diagonally opposite the corners and was
accurately calibrated previous to the tests. A Hausshalter speed.

drivers, 200 lbs. of steam and a tractive effort of 52,730 lbs. was
used between Clarion Junction and Freeman, a distance of 17%
miles. The weight of the pusher or helper engine is not in-

cluded in either case, nor is the amount of work they did sub-

tracted from the total of either road locomotive. The same
pusher and helper engines were used at the same places in both

tests.

There were five runs made with locomotive No. 400, on three

of which the stoker wa? used. In the following table is given

the weight of train and distance of each of these runs

:

Run No. 1—
f

(Stoker fired) ]

Run No. 2—
(

(Stoker fired) ]

Run No. 3—
(

(Stoker fired) i

Run No. 4— (

(Hand fired) (

Run No. 5— f

(Hard fired) \

nee, miles Actual tons

51.95
27.74
15

2,328
3,224.7
3,109.1

34.72
17.23
42.73

2,405.9
2,330
3,352.4

51.95
14.16
28.57

2,479.9
3,365.3

3,3J7.3

34.72
60

- 7,505.5
- 2,53?.8

34.72
17.23
42.73

. 2,357.5
2,322.9
3,209.5
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Profile of That Part of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh on Which Locomotive Tests Were Made.

time and distance indicator was installed in a special car which
was included in the train. The trains were operated between
Du Bois and Salamanca, a distance of 96.82 miles, the profile

of which is shown in the accompanying illustration.

STOKER TESTS.

Mikado type locomotive No. 400, shown in one of the accom-
panying illustrations, has the following general dimensions

:

Total weight 275,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers 217.000 lbs
Tractive effort 51.160 lbs.
Cylinders, diameter and stroke 26 '/5 in. x 30 in.
Diameter of drivers 63 in.
Steam pressure IgO lbs.
Heating surface, firebox 234 sq. ft.
Heating surface, tubes 3.391 sq. ft.
Heating surface, total 3,625 sq. ft.

Superheating surface 757 • q. ft.
Grate area 56.5 sq. ft.
Number and diameter of tubes 240.—2 in
Length of tubes ;-. .20 ft.
Number and diameter of flues 32—5H in.
Diameter of boiler 74 in.
Tender, coal capacity 15 tons
Tender, water capacity 9.r00 gals.

A helper engine of the consolidation type with 21 in. x 28 in.

cylinders, 57 in. drivers, 200 lbs. of steam, and a tractive effort

of 56,827 lbs. assisted the trains between Falls Creek and
McMinns Summit, a distance of about four miles. A pusher en-

gine of the 2-10-0 type with 24 in. x 28 in. cylinders. 52 in.

Total ton Running Time on
mileage. time. road.

279,081.9 5.92 hrs. 8.8 hrs.
289.05S.9 5.92 hrs. 7.7 hrs.
293.358.1 6.00 hrs. 7.8 hrs.
261,167.7 5.95 hrs. 7.75 hrs
281,100.3 5.46 hrs. 7.63 hrs

These weights are actual weights of train behind the tender.

The locomotive weighed 222 tons. The total ton mileage of the

train together with the actual running time, the time on the road
and the number of stops, is given below

:

Stops.

On runs No. 1 and 2 the fuel handled by the stoker was slack

and nut about equally divided. The stoker handled this grade
of coal very successfully, the rake being used but few times. On
run No. 3 extremely fine slack was used. The coal banked
badly at the back of the firebox and considerable raking and
firing by hand was necessary. On the hardest pulls the steam

pressure could not be maintained. On runs No. 4 and 5, which

were hand fired, run of mine coal of excellent quality was used.

In the following table is given the coal and water consumption

for each of the runs.

Coal per
ton-mile, lbs.

.0702

.059

.063

.057

.053

Coal per

Run No. I .. 2,235.7
Run No. 2. . . . . . 2.220.7
Run No. 3 . . . . . . 2,382
Run No. 4 .. 1.922.6
Run No. 5.... .. 1,965.1

Water per Water per
hr., lbs. ton-mile, lbs.

13.106.7 .412
14.674.7 .391
15.253.3 .404
15.412.1 .457
15.098.8 .410
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The poor results shown on run No. 1, was quite largely due

to a break-in-two which delayed the train for 46 minutes at

Bradford.

An average of the three stoker fired trips and two hand fired

trips, together with the percentage difference, based on the aver-

age of the stoker runs as 100 per cent., is shown in the following

table

:

Stoker Hard Differerce.

fired fired. Per Cer.t.

Actual running time (hrs.) 5.95 5.7 98.6

Ton mileage, cars 266,076 250,044 93.9

Ton mileage, total of train 287,166 271.134 94.4

Steam pressure average, lbs 167.67 171.65 102.4

Lbs. of coal, total 18.400 14,950 81.3

Lbs. of coal per 100 T. M. (in-

cludes locomotive) 6.41 5.52 86.1

Lbs. of coal per sq. ft. of grate

per hr 40.34 34.40 85.3

Lbs. water per hr 14.345 15,255 106.4

three Pacific type locomotives built by the American Locomotive
Company, which have the following general dimensions :

Total weight 258.000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 163,500 lbs.

Tractive effort 36,340 lbs.

Cylinders 24"4 in. x 26 in.

Diameter of drivers 73 in.

Steam pressure ." 200 Ibs-

Diameter of boiler 74 in.

Number and diameter of tubes 240—2 in.

Number and diameter of flues 32—5Ji in.

Length of tubes 20 ft.

Heating surface, firebox 234 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 3,391 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total evaporative 3.625 sq. ft.

Heating surface, superheater 757 sq. ft.

Grate area 56.5 sq. ft.

Of the four runs, two were made with one locomotive and

one each with the other two. In each case a distance of 96.82

miles was covered. The train consisted of six cars of which

Pacific Type Locomotive Tested on the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.

Lbs. water per lb. of coal 6.29 7.85 124.8
Lbs. water per sq. ft. heating sur-

face per hr 3.95 4.21 106.4

Lbs. water per 100 T. M. (in-

cludes locomotive) 40.21 43.37 107.9

Lbs. water from and at 212 deg.

per lb. coal 7.6 9.49 124.8

Lbs. water from and at 212 deg.

per sq. ft. heating surface 4.77 5.09 106.6

The speed curves show that on all the runs an average speed

of over 15 miles per hour was maintained, and that frequently

speeds of 30 miles per hour were reached for short intervals.

At a few points the indicator showed nearly 40 miles an hour

for about a minute.

SU1'ERHE.\TER .\ND BRICK ARCH TESTS.

There were three separate series of tests of the superheater

and brick arch, two being comparative. The first series were on

four were coaches, one a cafe car, one baggage and one mail.

The average weight of cars including passengers and lading

was 286.5 tons. The locomotive weighed 214 tons, giving an

average weight of total train of 500 tons. The coal in each case

was an excellent grade of run of mine and the weather and rail

conditions were good. On two trips there were five slow orders

on account of work on road and bridges, on another one there

were six and another nine slow orders. The schedule provides

two hours and forty-eight minutes for this train and on each

run there were from seven to eleven minutes made up. there

being eight stops in three cases and nine on the fourth

run.

These stops consumed from thirteen to fifteen and one-half

minutes on each trip. The average speed of the four trips, actual

running time, was 42.6 miles per hour. In the following table

Consolidation Locomotive Tested in Road Service on the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.
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is given the coal and water consiurption. average of the four

trips for the three locomotives.

Length of run 96.82 miles
Actual running time 2 hrs. 27 min.
Number stops 8.25
Number slow orders 6.25
Ton mileage, cars 27,739 tons
Ton mileage, total 48,458 tons
Lbs. of coal used, total 6,275 lbs.

Lbs. of coal per 100 ton-miles (includes weight of loco-
motive) 12.93

Lbs. of coal per 100 ton-miles (cars only) 22.55
Lbs. of coal per sq. ft grate area per hr 41.38
Lbs. of water used per hr 19,410
Lbs. of water per lb. of coal 8.385
Lbs. of water per sq. ft. evaporative heating surface

per hr 5.35
Lbs. of water per 100 ton-miles (includes weight of loco-
motive) 107.53

Lbs. of water from and at 212 deg. per lb. coal 10.14
Lbs. of water from and at 212 deg. per s^q. ft. heatirg

surface per hr 6.46

The speed curves show that speeds of fO miles per hour were

frequent for short distances.

The train is practically the same as that used in the tests of

the 4-6-2 type locomotive, and had an average weight of 288
tons, including passengers and ladirig on the superheater tests

and 289 tons on the saturated steam tests. The former locomo-
tive weighed 189 tons as compared with 186 tons for the latter.

The distance was 96.82 miles and the schedule allowed two hours
and forty-eight minutes. The weather in each case was fair,

wind light and rail good. On the first trip with the superheater

locomotive there were ten slow orders in addition to nine stops

and 4 min. 50 sec. were lost on the trip. On the second trip

there were but five slow orders in addition to the nine stops

and the run was made in three minutes less than schedule time.

On the third trip, with the saturated steam engine, there were
five slow orders and nine stops, and fifteen minutes were lost.

On the fourth trip there were five slow orders and nine stops

and three and a quarter minutes were lost. The coal in each

case was an excellent grade of run of mine. The following

Mikado Locomotive Tested Both With and Without a Stoker on the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.

Atlantic type locomotive No. 162 is of the same class as Xo.

163 and was fitted with a Security brick arch and Locomotive

Superheater Company's type A superheater at the Du Bois

shops. There were no other changes made in the locomotive.

The alteration in the heating surface is shown in the following

table of dimensions

;

Saturated.

Total weight 1 73,000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 99,000 lbs.

Size of cylinders 20!4 in. .x 26 in
Diameters of drivers 72 in.

Steam pressure 200 lbs.

Tractive effort 25,173 lbs.

Diameter of boiler 70!^ in.

Heating surface, firebox 194 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2.798.4 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2.992.4 sq. ft.

Superheater units
Superheater heating surface.
Grate area 54.4 sq. ft.

Superheated.

183.000 lbs.

113,700 lbs.

20M in. X 26
72 in.

221.1 sq. ft.

2,157.4 sq. ft.

2,378.5 sq. ft.

table will permit a comparison of the coal and water consump-
tion of the two locomotives. The percentage column is based

on 100 per cent, for the superheater engine.

Super- Per
heated. Saturated. Cent.

Length of run, miles 96.82 96.82
.\ctual running time, hrs 2.5 2.63 105.3
Number of stops 9 9
Number of slow orders 8 5

Ton mileage (cars only) 27,884 27,981 100.3
Ton mileage (including weight of

locomotive) 42,504 42,117 99.1
Lbs. of coal used, total ^ 6,350 7,300 115
Lbs. coal per 100 ton-miles (includ-

ing weight of locomotive) 14.90 17.30 116.1
Lbs. of coal per sq. ft. of grate

area per hr 41.44 45.60 110
Lbs. of water, total 49,090 59.552 121.3
Lbs. of water used per hr 17,451 20,208 115.8
Lbs. of water per lb. of coal 7.74 8.16 105.5
Lbs. of water per sq. ft. evap. heat-

ing surface per hr 7.33 6.75 92.1

Atlantic Type Passenger Locomotive with Brick Arch and Superheater on the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.
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Super- Per
heated. Saturated. Cent.

Lbs. water per 100 ton-miles (in-
cluding weight of locomotive) 115.51 141.38 122.4

Lbs. of water from and at 212 deg.
per hr 21,168 24,481 115.7

Lbs. of water from and at 212 deg.
per lb. of coal 9.38 9.88 105.3

Lbs. of water from and at 212 deg.
per sq. ft. heat, surface per hr.. 8.88 8.17 92

Four runs were made with two consolidation locomotives

which were identical with the exception that one was fitted with

superheater and brick arch which had been applied at the com-

pany's shops. These locomotives have the following dimensions:

Saturated. Superheated.

Total weight 184.000 lbs. 194,000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 164.000 lbs. 173.500 lbs.

Cylinders, diam. and stroke. 21 in. x 28 in. 21 in. x 28 in.

Drivers, diameter 57 in. 57 in.

Steam pressure 200 lbs. 200 lbs.

Tractive effort 36.827 lbs. 36,827 lbs.

Diameter of boiler 70 in. 70 in.

Heating surface, firebox 190 sq. ft. 218.8 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2,672 sq. ft. 2.154.6 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total evap. . 2,862 sq. ft. 2,373.4 sq. ft.

Heating surface, superheater 460 sq. ft.

Superheater, number units.. 28
Grate area 54.4 sq. ft. 54.4 sq. ft.

The same excellent quality of run of mine coal was used in

each of the four runs all of which were hand fired. The
weather and rail conditions were good and the same for each

run. In each case a helper was used from Falls Creek to

McMinns Summit, a distance of four miles. On the runs with

the superheater locomotive this consisted of a consolidation loco-

motive with 21 in. x 28 in. cylinders, 57 in. drivers, and a tract-

ive effort of 35,827 lbs. A larger helper was used on saturated

steam tests, this consisted of a 22 in. x 28 in. consolidation with

56 in. drivers and 200 lbs. steam pressure. Its tractive effort

is 41,140 lbs.. A pusher engine was attached at Clarion Junction

and helped the train to Freeman, a distance of about 1714 miles.

This was a decapod with cylinders 24 in. x 28 in., 52 in. drivers,

200 lbs. steam pressure, and a tractive effort of 52,730 lbs. The
same locomotive was used at the same places on each of the

runs and no deduction is made for the work that either the

helper or pusher did in handling the train, nor are their weights

or coal consumption included in the results. The following

table shows the train handled on each of the runs

:

Weight of
No. cars. Distance. cars, tons.

Run 1— ( 38 51.95 2,202
(Superheater) \ 50 26.64 2,851.4

I 49 16.09 2,784.6

Run 2— J 46 51.95 2,020.4
(Superheater) ( 55 42.73 2,660.8

Run 3— ( 41 51.95 1,993.9
(Saturated) ( 52 ' 42.73 2,536

Run 4— r 37 6 1,962.3
(Saturated) ] 36 45.86 1,915.8

( 47 42.73 2,612

The superheated locomotive weighed 159.5 tons, and the satu-

rated steam locomotive weighed 153.95 tons, and in the following

table is given the total ton mileage, the time and number of

stops for each run.

Total ton Running Time
mileage. time. on road. Stops.

Run No. 1 251.197.9 6.4 hrs. 8.5 hrs. 10
Run No. 2 234.627.7 6.1 hrs. 9.1 hrs. 15
Run No. 3 227,353.5 6.95 hrs. 10.1 hrs. 19
Run No. 4 226,841.9 6.4 hrs. 8.85 hrs. 16

The average of the two trips with the superheater locomotive

and the two trips with the saturated engine give a coal and
water consumption as is shown in the following table. The per

cent, column is based on 100 per cent, for the superheater loco-

motive.

Super- Per
heated. Saturated. Cent.

Length of run (miles) 95 95
Actual running time (hrs.) 6.23 6.67 107
Number of stops 12.5 17.5 140
Ton mileage (cars only) 227,760 212,472 93.3
Ton mileage (includes weight of

locomotive) 242,913 227,098 93.5
Lbs. of coal (total) 11,950 16,050 134
Lbs. of coal per 100 ton-miles of

cars 5.25 7.5 142.9
Lbs. of coal per 100 ton-miles (in-

cludes weight of locomotive)... 4.89 7 143.3
Lbs. coal per sq. ft. of grate area

per hr 24.93 31.29 125.5
Lbs. of water (total) 91,894 126,650 137.9

Super- Per
heated. Saturated. Cent.

Lbs. of water per hr 10,432 13,446 128.9
Lbs. of water per lb. coal 7.69 7.89 102.7
Lbs. of water per sq. ft. of evap.

heating surface per hr 4.39 4.69 106.8
Lbs, of water per 100 ton-miles

(includes weight of locomotive) 37.85 55.77 147.3
Lbs. of water from and at 212 deg.

per lb. of coal 9.30 9.52 102.4
Lbs. of water from and at 212 deg.

per sq. ft. evap. heating surface
per hr 5.31 5.65 106.5

The result of these tests very clearly shows the advantage of

the superheater and brick arch for both pa?-enger and freight

service and the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh is now engaged

in equipping other locomotives with this apparatus as rapidly as

possible.

INTERNATIONAL
TESTING

ASSOCIATION
MATERIALS.

FOR

The International Association for Testing Materials held its

sixth congress in the Engineering Societies building in New
York, September 3 to 7, as mentioned in the Railway Age Ga-

zette of September 6.

PAPERS ON RAILS.

Among the papers presented, a group of seven on rails are of

direct interest to railway men. The first was on "Welding the

Blow-Holes and Cavities in Steel Ingots" by J. C. Stead. He
attributed blow-holes to the presence of gas, which is either

initially present or is formed by chemical reaction brought about

by a fall of temperature. He outlined tests which showed that

an ingot known to contain blow-holes, on reheating to 2,000 deg.

F. proved to be as sound as ingots which had not contained

blow-holes, and he concluded that under the ordinary treatment

to which honeycombed ingots of steel are subjected in heating

and rolling, internal cavities or blow-holes are perfectly welded

providing there is an absence of sulphide segregations.

The paper by A. Mesnager on "Means of Foreseeing Ruptures

of Rails" described a method of inspection practically amounting

to polishing and examining microscopically; a process which

was criticised as being impossible of practical application.

J. P. Snow read a paper on "Some Features of the American

Steel Rail Situation," in which he commented on the develop-

ment in rail sections, and of the tendency towards the more

general use of open hearth metal.

In his paper on "Some Features Associated with the Test of

Steel Rails," JamesE. Howard repeated a suggestion which he

has previously made regarding the cold rolling of rail heads.

He also suggested as a means of detecting slag laminations, a

test in which the base of the rail would be bent in a crosswise

direction.

P. H. Dudley, in his paper on "Testing Rails for Elongation

and Ductility of the Metal Under the Drop Testing Machine,"

gave a brief resume of a series of tests made under mill condi-

tions for measuring the elongation of the metal. It was stated

that the adoption of these tests had resulted in a modification of

mill practice, which will materially increase the elongation ob-

tainable and that it has proved possible to hold the elongation

within the limits of 18 to 20 per cent.

M. H. Wickhorst, in a paper on "American Research Work
on Rails Conducted Jointly by Railways and Steel Manufac-

turers," reviewed railway and mill conditions and the work that

is being done to secure better rails.

The paper by Robert W. Hunt, on "Insuring Soundness in

Steel Rails," is published elsewhere in this issue.

HARDNESS TESTING AND WEAR.

That feature which was brought most prominently to the

front in section A was the structural peculiarities of metals and

the effect of these peculiarities on the service to which the metal

was to be devoted. This keynote was struck in the first paper

presented on "Hardness Testing and Resistance to Mechanical

Wear," by E. H. Saniter, which showed that while a high

Brinell number for hardness may be expected to give better
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wear than a lower one, there are so many exceptions that its

use for the purpose of indicating wearing properties is unre-

liable as far as the methods of wear testing reviewed are con-

cerned. The relation of either Brinell tests or wear tests to

wear in actual practice requires investigation. The greater re-

liability of the wear test as an indicator of wear is emphasized

by the test on Hadfield's manganese steel which gives, with a

low Brinell number, the best wear number of all the steels

tested.

TESTS OF WEAR OF STEELS.

Felix Robin, in a paper on this subject, showed that in the

case of annealed carbon steels the wear is not proportional to the •

contents in pearlite and that increased fineness of the particles,

cold work and the presence of phosphorus increase the resistance

to abrasion ; the presence of silicon and manganese diminish it

frequently. In cast metal the resistance grows with the phos-

phorus contents and with the percentage of iron carbide. The

hardened steels can hardly be distinguished by this process; on

the contrary, tempered steels lend themselves to this examination

without any difficulty. The best resistance in hardened steels

seems to be characteristic of the finest martensites. Chromium

increases the resistance of annealed steels noticeably ; it has

little effect on hardened steels.

HARDNESS OF STEEL.

Captain C. Grard, in a paper on "Research on the Hardness of

Steel," proposed to substitute a hardness test with the Brinell

ball for the ordinary tensile tests. He maintained that if we
multiply the Brinell number by a coefficient that can be obtained

the result will be the tensile strength of the metal and that this

coefficient undergoes but little variation in the different kinds

of carbon steel.

This fact can experimentally be verified in the ordinary way.

It is of interest because it admits of simplifying tests. It will

suffice to measure the diameter of the ball impression, to deduce

the hardness figure from this impression, and finally to multiply

this hardness number by the coefficient of proportionality in or-

der to arrive at the tensile strength. These operations are simple

and they dispense with the necessity for the always laborious

preparation of test specimens. But the coefficient of proportion-

ality is not absolutely constant. It undergoes slight varia-

tions with different grades of steel, variations which will be

interesting to enquire into.

TESTING STEEL TUBES.

A new method of testing steel tubes was suggested by C.

Fremont, who said that in welded tubes a certain amount of

overlap at the joint must be insisted on. In connection with

tests on welds, he has shown that, even in the best welds, there is

only a kind of adhesion, of very feeble strength, which explains

the numerous cases of fracture of steam pipes through the weld
giving way. He had found that the overlap in certain steam
pipes was equal to fifteen times the thickness of the metal,

whilst in other cases the two edges were simply held together

by a butt-joint weld without any overlap at all.

In all pipes whose accidental breakage may form a source of

danger, no information on the strength of the metal is afforded

by static tests (tensile tests, distension, bending, crushing, etc.).

For instance, a steel pipe, which successfully passed various

static tests, proved extremely brittle under the impact test on
nicked test pieces, the latter breaking under a moderate force

and without any deformation of the metal.

Viewed in the microscope, under a low power, SO diameters,

for instance, a polished section of the tube was found to be con-

taminated throughout with impurities which were revealed more
clearly when etched with iodine. It is well known that such im-
purities may contribute toward rendering the metal brittle; and
moreover they are also the cause of pustular corrosion, espe-
cially when the metal is in contact with a material that possesses
more or less oxidizing properties, such' as feed water. Hence
steel containing these impurities should not be used for making
the various parts of boilers, collecting pipes, tubes, shells, etc.

If these impurities are distributed in the metal in such a man-

ner that they accumulate very close to the surface, oxidation

penetrates into the deeper regions, and the metal is then pitted

in the form of galleries.

For testing a steel tube, Mr. Fremont cut off a ring 8 mn?-

broad, from each end. Each of these rings is examined under'

the microscope for the presence of piping or of impurities large'

enough to produce pustular corrosion ; and also, in the case of

welded tubes, to verify the apparent quality and amount of over-

lap of the weld. Then, each ring found to be good under this-

preliminary examination is flattened and doubled into U-section

test pieces—this shape being given them to ensure sufficient sta-

bility under the impact test—and are cut off, either with the saw

or with the shears, this cold working at the ends having no*

effect on the portion tested. The doubled test piece, about 3?

mm. in length, is nicked on both limbs of the U by a saw cut,

1 mm. long and 1 mm. deep, and subjected to the impact test.

The force required to break the test piece should not be less, for

instance, than 745 foot pounds per square inch of the initial sec-

tional area at the break.

WELDING STEEL.

Max Bermann read a paper on "The Nature of 'Welding Dif-

ferent Kinds of Steel and its Practical Application," from which

he drew the following conclusion

:

Suiiunary and Practical Rules.—The perfect union of pieces

of steel by welding is possible in the soHd condition, but it is

rarely realizable and can only be attained with certainty when
the "Komm" method* is applied.

The crust of oxides which prevents the complete union of the

smallest particles on the surfaces is rendered metallically pure

and freed of its oxygen by the reducing action of the steel, and
the cohesional union is thus facilitated.

The reduction of this crust of oxide proceeds all the more
rapidly, the higher the temperature of welding and the greater

the relative proportion of the reducing elements present in the

steel.

The welding temperature is the highest temperature at whicfv

the weldable steel remains malleable.

The pressure which is required to effect cohesional union of •

the surfaces is relatively small at the welding temperature, but

it must be sufficient to effect a very slight deformation at the

seam and should be applied in accordance. The weld will be

perfect when the parts united will not separate along the seam
under alternating torsion or bending though continued until

fracture ensues, but stronger pressure should be enacted and
should be of the force when they break across like solid whole
masses. If, however, the seams separate under stress as indicated,

and if these surfaces are free from slags and cinders, the weld
must be regarded as practically successful, because such a weld
will successfullly bear tension or bending if in one direction

only.

Results of Importance for Practice.—The weldability of the

steel is determined by heating it up to sparking white glow and
by hammering it immediately afterwards. When the steel re-

mains malleable at this heat, it will also be good for welding.

The heating of the pieces which are to be welded should take

place in an oxidizing flame ; otherwise the steel will take up
carbon from the coal in the hearth and be converted into a non-
welding modification.

The areas of the surfaces in contact should be made as large

as possible. It is also recommended to shape the ends like

wedges fitting into one another, and to take care to effect inti-

mate contact of all the points on both sides of the wedges.
When an intimate contact between the two surfaces has been

provided before heating up to welding temperature, even a rela-

*The union of the two pieces is produced within the fire, where the
two conically pointed ends are in contact. The crust of cinders is re-
moved by blows applied to the butts which project from the hearth, and
since the two surfaces which are thus kept pure cling to one another at
once and unite, there is no opportunity for a renewed oxidation. Rods
which are welded in this way do not separate under alternating torsional
bending along the faces welded, but they break across the axis of tli«
rod, just like rods which have not been welded.
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tively. large crust of cinders will not prevent the realization of a

good weld, provided the steel be itself readily weldable.

The pressure which is required to bring the two surfaces into

good contact should be directed towards the center of the faces.

It should only penetrate up to the middle and then be directed

towards the marginal zone in order to facilitate the ejection of

the slag. When the surfaces have begun to stick together, a

suitable pressure should be apphed. which is used in forging

pieces of corresponding dimensions.

The test of the soundness of a weld by alternating torsion or

bending at ordinary temperature should mainly be applied when

it is a question of passing weldable steels in acceptance tests.

. The reagents to be used for the welding of steels which are

not themselves weldable consist particularly of materials which

form slags and of iron turnings, also of very thin wires ; they

help to bring about a union between the faces and to dissolve

the oxides. These particles of iron should, however, be applied

in a very finely distributed state; otherwise they will be more
injurious than useful, because they will interfere with the squeez-

ing out of the slag.

Summary.—The author arrives at the conclusion that the pres-

ence of manganese is favorable for the success of the welding,

l)ecause the manganese reduces the crust of oxides.

RAILWAY CAPITALIZATION AND TRAFFIC.

chine, that is to say, every result of indirectly productive labor

is capital and its efficiency is measured by the amount of direct

labor with which it dispenses. In other words, the efficiency

of capital is in inverse ratio to the quantity of labor required

to produce a given volume of output by its operation.

Transportation is a productive service of the most funda-

mental character, and an essential part of every productive

process. It is a commodity, and like other commodities may
be produced by the use of capital or, crudely and in very lim-

ited quantities, by labor alone. And the processes of producing

transportation, like those of producing other commodities, have

become increasingly efficient as more and more capital has been

devoted to them. American railways carry a ton of freight one

mile, on the average, for about three-fourths of one cent, and
this sum, so small that the ton must be carried two hundred

miles to pay $1.50 for the day's work of the most unskilled

laborer, must suffice to pay all the labor, much of it most highly

skilled, that is necessary, and to afford a fair return upon all

the capital employed. Also, the American railwaj'S, in the fiscal

year 1910. the latest for which official data are available, carried

255,016,910,451 tons of freight and 32,338,496,329 passengers one

mile. These enormous aggregates must be reduced to averages

to be comprehended at all. The averages per capita of popu-

lation and per railway employee are:

of freight

BY H. T. NEWCOMB,

Of the Bar of the District of Columbia.

Economic science recognizes two general classes of commo-

dities, which are, first, those like food and clothing, directly

capable of satisfying human wants, and, second, those, like

flour mills and sewing machines, useful in the production of

commodities of the first sort. Commodities of the second

dass, being unsuited for direct consumption, or segregated

from the mass of goods intended for direct consumption, and

devoted to the production of other goods become, by reason of

the use to which they are put, capital. Labor may be devoted

to the production of the one class of commodities or the other;

if to the first class it is directly productive, if to the second

class it is indirectly productive. Obviously the only sound

reason for the indirectly productive employment of labor that

could exist would be that in consequence of such employment

the sum of commodities capable of directly satisfying human

wants finally produced by a given expenditure of effort is aug-

mented. Indirect production, as it involves the use of capital,

that is of tools, machinery, etc., is capitalistic production.

Under modern methods of industrial association all production

has become capitalistic in greater or less degree; that is to

say, there is left no vestige of methods so crude that the final

directly productive effort is not lightened by the utilization of

the results of some indirectly productive labor that has gone

before. In other words, even the poorest laborer uses some

tool or tools; there are no remaining processes of producing

articles to satisfy human needs that do not make some use of

capital. The industrial marvels of the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries, those triumphs of the arts of peace which have en-

abled Europe and America to support vastly multiplied masses

of population and give to each individual of those masses op-

portunities for comfort far beyond those enjoyed by the most

fortunate of their predecessors, are the specific results of the

progressively increasing use of the capitalistic method of pro-

duction. The productivity of human energy as expressed by the

production of goods for direct consumption, has expanded in

a ratio far beyond the possibility of admeasurement, because an

increasing share of human labor has been devoted, not to the

direct, but to the indirect, production of such goods. For

example, labor of one man, devoted to the production of textile

.inachinery, in its ultimate result, produces more clothing than

'the labor of a thousand men expended for the same final result.

but compelled to work without machinery. Every tool or ma-

Per capita of population 2,773
Per railway employee 150,061

Passengers
carried one mile

352
19,029

A consciousness which comprehends the fact that 2,773 tons

of freight were moved one mile by American railways in 1910 for

each man, woman and child of the country's population can,

perhaps, contrast with that result, accomplished by this cap-

italistic process, the capacity of the strongest man to move the

heaviest load of which he is capable, and from this contrast,

vaguely imagine the state of industry and civilization that would

remain if this method of capitalistic production suddenly became

unavailable. Or, in imagination, the results of the existing method

may be contrasted with the cruder capitalistic processes of trans-

portation which the railways have supplemented and superseded

—for the wheelbarrow, the horse and wagon and the highway

are each capital. The railway itself has not failed to progress

in efficiency—its efficiency when introduced was high only with

relation to the means of transportation which preceded it; its

growth in efficiency has been by the progressive measure in

which it has enabled capital to take over a steadily increasing

share of the tasks formerly devolved upon labor alone. From

1880 to the present time this progress can be read in the official

statistics. Note the following.

Number of railwa
employees.

418,957

Number of tons
carried one

of freight
mile.

Year.

1880

Total.

32,348.846,693
76,207.047,298
141,596.551,161
255,016,910,451

Per employee

77,213
749,301 101,704

1900
1910

1.017,653
1,699,420

139.140
150,061

No account is taken in the foregoing of the additional serv-

ices performed in the transportation of persons, which have

also increased greatly both in their total volume and in the aver-

age per employee. For present purposes it is, however, unneces-

sary to complicate the calculations by extending them to include

passenger services which may not improperly be regarded as a

bye-product incidental to the principal services which are those

rendered in the transportation of property. If the higher

productivity of labor, secured by throwing an increasing share

of the work upon capital, had not changed the ratio of ton-

mileage to number of employees, as compared with 1880, the

number of employees required by the traffic movement pf 1910

would have been 3.302,772 instead of 1,699.420; if such productiv-

ity had been no greater in 1910 than in 1890 the number of em-

ployees in the later year would have been 2,507,442 ; if no

greater than 1900 it would have been 1,832,808. These figures

demonstrate the augmented efficiency of the American railway

as a machine for the production of transportation or, expressed
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differently, that, as compared with its typical predecessor of 1880,

1890 or 1900 it is, today, of so much greater utility that it now
enables the labor of one hundred men to accomplish what re-

quired the l.ibor of 108 men in 1900, of 148 men in 1890, and of

194 in 1880. It ought further to be noted that these figures have

no necessary relation to the quality of the labor employed or

the labor services rendered, and afford no answer to any in-

quiry concerning either. If it may be assumed that such qual-

ity has neither deteriorated nor improved they plainly measure

the results of improved machinery and organization. That as-

sumption, is. perhaps, sufficiently warranted to be accepted at

least for the purpose of the discussion that follows. Whoever
objects to it can apply such modification as he may deem to be

reasonable.

It is customary to measure capital in terms of money, the

standard of value, and hence the customary expression for a

particular quantity of capital is its equivalent in money. But

value is the current ratio at which commodities exchange for

one another, and as these ratios fluctuate widely from time lo

time, comparisons based upon a. long period may become highly

deceptive on account of wholly unrelated and extraneous con-

ditions. This is the case, if an attempt is made to compare ihe

capital invested in American railways in 1880 with the amount
now invested. The variable value standard has been so modi-

fied during this period, by economic changes, many of whicii

were external to the matters under investigation that, if the

attempt is made to relate capital thus measured to the amount

of work done at the end of successive decades the resulting

averages afford no suggestion of the increased utility of the

unit of capital, this increase being concealed by (1) increased

efficiency of railway organization, and (2) decreased cost of the

separate units of the constructed plant and equipment, i. e., rails.

locomotives, etc., making up the railway machine. That is t^^

say, as compared with 1880, the railway tool of 1910 is more

efficiently manipulated, and, reduced to comparable standards,

costs less. The following table, comparing net railway capital-

ization with the work done in the transportation of freight shows

what has happened.

Net capitalization.

Number of Average per ton of
tons of freight freight carried one

Year. carried one mile. ToUl. mile, in cents.

1880 32,348.846.693 $5,081,922,428 15.71

1890 76.207,047,298 8,030,436,419 10.54
1900 141,596,551,161 9.547,984,611 6.74

1910 255,016,910,451 14,338,575,940 5.62

The foregoing shows that for each ton of freight carried one

mile in 1880 there was a capital investment, measured by the net

capitalization, which is at least sufficiently accurate for the pur-

poses of this paper, of 15.71 cents, and that by 1910 this had been

reduced 64.23 per cent, to S.62 cents. These ratios prove that

the productivity of capital, according to the ordinary standard

of measurement, as well as the productivity of labor has been

multiplied, and suggest that during most, if not all, of the period

the railway industry must have been in that state of conformity

to the economic law of increasing returns during which addi-

tional "doses" of capital or labor or both, appHed under capable

management, give better results, in the form of a higher average

ratio of volume of output to capital or labor employed, than could

be obtained before. It is well understood, however, that this state

cannot remain the permanent condition of any industry, and that

at some stage or other of its development it must pass into the

state of constant returns which will soon be followed, if con-

tinued expansion takes place, by the final state of diminishing

returns. In this state it may still be possible to cheapen the

average cost of output by substituting lower capital expenses for

higher labor costs, but it will no longer be practicable to aug-

ment both investment and labor and to show a resultingly higher

factor of efficiency for both.

In the April, 1912, issue of Moody's Magazine there appears

an article written by W. Martin Swift and entitled, "Railroad

Operating Expenses," which is very suggestive along these lines.

Mr. Swift's article is, in effect and so far as its data and con-

clusions are accurate and sound, a marshalling of evidence

which tends to prove, first, that the railway industry of the

United States, as an whole, is now subject to the law of di-

minishing returns; second, that the decline in the value of the

separable units of its necessary physical property stopped some
time ago, and, third, that of late it has been forced to purchase

increased productivity of labor by greater investments of capital

of relatively lower productivity than the average formerly at-

tained by the smaller former investments. It must be not^d

that so long as the loss in average productivity of capital is

less than the gain from the increased productivity of labor this

process has complete economic justification. And it must
further be noted that for the purpose of determining whether
such justification exists all values of capital goods and all rates

of wages must be reduced to comparable terms as the real ques-

tion is whether day by day, under current operating conditions,

the additional investment is justified. The computation is, per-

haps, easier of comprehension than a statement of the principle.

It might run like this : an additional capital investment costing,

for interest and maintenance of property, $1,000,000 annually

ought to be made if by making it total operating expenses, which

are principally labor costs, at current rates of wages, can be

reduced much more than $1,000,000 per annum.
Mr. Swift uses the term of somewhat sinister suggestion,

"over-capitalization," but any reader of his article perceives at

once that he does not use it in the harsh and ordinary sense,

but only as referring to the condition already described, in

which more capital is necessary to produce an added volume of

transportation than would be required if the average productiv-

ity of capital of the past could be maintained. This article has

already shown that this productivity was maintained and greatly

increased, from 1880 to 1910, but the figures used by Mr. Swift

indicate that the process had been reversed before the end of

the period, and disregarding his statistics, which it has been

found impossible in some cases to substantiate, this one of his

conclusions is apparently sound.

Referring to the last foregoing table it will be noted that be-

ginning with a capital investment of 15.71 cents per annual ton-

mile in 1880 there was a rapid decline to 10.54 cents in 1890

and 6.74 cents in 1900 and that the slight decrease of the last

decade carried the average of 1910 to 5.62 cents. Thus there

was a decrease of 5.17 cents, or 32.91 per cent., in the first

decade, one of 3.80 cents, or 36.05 per cent, in the second decade

and one of 1.12 cents, or 16.62 per cent., iri the third and last

decade.

A closer examination of the official data for the last decade

shows that from l90r to 1910 the productivity of railway lator

has increased with substantial regularity but that the productiv-

ity of capital, considered alone and irrespective of its ability to

advance the productivity of labor, has fluctuated and that, allow-

ing for changes that are plainly diie to the peculiar traffic con-

ditions of different years, it has decreased during the last half

of the period. These facts are made apparent by a close study

of the following table, the basic data in which are from suc-

cessive reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission, al-

though a clearer presentation can be made, and will be offered

hereinafter, by using two-year averages and thus avoiding some

of the unrelated variations that result from using annual figures

:

Number of tons of freight
carried one mile. Net capitalization

' ^

Average per

Number Average ton of freight

of per carried one
Year. employees. ToUl. employee Total. Inile, in cents.

1901.. 1,071,169 147.077,136.040 137,305 $9,482,649,182 6.45

1902.. 1,189.315 157,289.370,053 132,252 9,925.664.171 6.31

1903.. 1,312,537 173,221,278.993 131,974 10,281,598,305 5.94

1904.. 1,296.121 174.522,089,577 134,650 10.711,794.078 6.14

1905.. 1,382,196 186.463.109.510 134.904 11,167,105.992 S.99

1906.

.

1,521.355 215.877.551.241 141,898 11,671,940,649 5.41

1907.. 1,672.074 236.601.390.103 141.502 12,252,766,079' 5.18

1908.

.

1,436,275 218.381.554.802 152,047 12,833,591.510 5.88

1909.. 1,502.823 218.802.986.929 145.595 13.711.867.733 6.27

1910.. 1,699,420 255,016,910,451 150,061 14,338,575,946 5.62

* Not given by the Interstate Commerce Commission—obtained by assum-

ing that the increase from 1906 to 1907 was one-half of the increase shown

by the Commission for the years 1906 to 1908.
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,The foregoing shows that the highest productivity of capital

was attained in 1907 when the investment per ton-mile was but

5.18 cents, while the years 1908, 1S09 and 1910 show lower

efficiency than any year since 1905. These facts are in sub-

stantial agreement with Mr. Swift's conclusion on this point.

Using two-years averages, some of the yearly fluctuations are

avoided and the demonstration is rendered somewhat clearer.

The capital investments for successive two-years periods thus

disclosed follow.

Average capital investment
per ton of freight

Period. moved one mile.

1901-2 6.38 cents
1903-4 6.04 cents

1905-6 5.68 cents

1907-8 5.51 cents
1909-10 5.92 cents

Or, if three-year averages are used the decline during the last

six years for which official data are available was from the

productivity of capital represented by an average investment of

5.49 cents per ton of freight carried one mile during the years

1905 to 1907, inclusive, to that represented by 5.91 cents for the

years 1908 to 1910.

So far the measurements of productivity that have been used

have been based upon the volume of the annual output of freight

transportation, but similar averages can be made in which earn-

ing power is substituted for volume of traffic as the basis of

admeasurement. This method would be less satisfactory if

covering a period of rapidly declining rates, like that of the years

1880 to 1500. but has the advantage of including all classes of

traffic and may be used with fairly accurate results with refer-

ence to the period subsequent to the year 1900, as since then

the decline in' railway charges has been small. The following

table presents such figures by two-year periods.

Gross Average Average net
receipts from gross receipts capitalization per

operations for per year $100 of annual
Period. entire period. per employee. gross receipts.

1901-2 $3,314,906,304 $1,466 $5.85

1903-4 3,876,020,998 1,486 5.42

1905-6 4,408,247,573 1,518 5.18

1907-8 4.982,911,567 1,603 5.03

1909-10 5,169,344,973 1,614 5.43

The foregoing shows results substantially identical with those

obtained when the comparisons were based on ton-mileage.

The gross earning power per employee appears to have increased

somewhat steadily, and the gross earning power of capital in-

creased during the earlier portion of the period, but during its

later portion the latter decreased so rapidly that in 1909-10 it

required $5.43 of capital to produce $1 of gross receipts as

compared with $5.03 in 1907-8, $5.18 in 1905-6 and $5.42 in 1903-4.

These data are believed to disclose a changed condition which

will permanently control the future development of the Amer-

ican railway system and its financial and operating methods.

Higher productivity of labor will continue to be desirable, to be

sought and to be possible, but it can be obtained only at the

cost of investments of capital that will be disproportionate to

past investments and that will show decreasing ratios of return,

when measured by the volume of the transportation or, unless

rates are advanced, by the revenue produced. And, further,

the necessity of continuing the process of substituting the pro-

ductivity of capital for the productivity of labor will remain

and will steadily increase, as it has notably increased in the

recent past, especially if the constantly upward progress of

railway wages is not interrupted. This conclusion is inevitable

and its implications are necessarily of a character which calls

for serious consideration on the part of those who have power

to influence in any degree the future attitude of the federal and

state governments toward the railway industry. They afford

additional evidence of the truth that the future of American

railways and the industries dependent upon the services by

them rendered, will be determined by the willingness of the

irvesting public to supply the funds necessary to permit the

increases and improvements in railway facilities which the

future economic welfare of the nation demands. Hon. Charles

A. Prouty, Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

in an address delivered at Yale University in 1909, said:

"While we can provide by legislation the sort of cars

which a railroad shall use and the rates which it shall

impose, we cannot by legislation force one single dollar

of private capital into railway investment against its

will."

This excerpt expresses a great truth, but by no means all of

the truth. The needed capital which may not be forced into the

field of railway investments by legislation can be attracted or

repelled, and will be attracted or repelled as the public poHcy

in dealing with that industry is wise or the reverse. Potential

investors have, during recent years, looked with little favor

upon regulative proposals that have been urged with great vigor

and although the most obnoxious of these have not been adopted

there has been a strong inclination to tighten pursestrings or

to seek other forms of investment until unrest and agitation

cease. The great sums needed in order that the industries of

the country may properly and adequately be served can be

obtained upon favorable terms whenever the investing public

is assured of the renewed stability of conditions. If the general

public will recognize the extent of these capital requirements

and the imperative character as well of such demands upon

capital as are suggested by this article there need be no doubt

that the unwisdom of discouraging such investments by exces-

sive, irritating and hampering regulative legislation will be per-

ceived and that wise and conservative counsels will prevail.

PROPOSED CHANGES IN M. C.

CHANGE RULES.
B. INTER-

A special letter ballot is being taken by the Master Car Build-

ers' Association on propositions for changes in the M. C. B.

Rules of Interchange to abrogate the rules which penalize the

delivering line for owner's defects and to add a direct percentage

of 10 per cent, to the total labor and material charges as shown

on the monthly bills. Both propositions were recommended by

the arbitration committee of the association and were approved

in resolutions adopted by the executive committee at a meeting

in Chicago on September 4, as briefly noted in last week's issue.

They are both intended to avoid delays to the free movement

of traffic at interchange points.

The M. C. B. rules now provide that certain defects are own-

er's defects when repairs are being made by the handling com-

pany, but become delivering line defects when a car is offered

in interchange. The arbitration committee said in its resolution

that the necessity for carding such defects in interchange seri-

ously interferes with the interchange movement without pro-

moting safety. The circular relating to the ballot states, that

at the meeting of the executive committee, "it was the unanimous

opinion that carding such defects in interchange did not pro-

mote the safe movement of the car inasmuch as the car was re-

ceived with the defects as carded for and even though the card

was applied it was still necessary for the receiving line to in-

spect the car and decide whether the car was safe for move-

ment. It was also the unanimous opinion of your committee

from the results obtained and the data submitted from the large

interchange terminals that the penalty clause of the M. C. B.

Rules of Interchange did not promote freight car maintenance.

If, therefore, the application of cards to cars in interchange for

such defects does not promote the safe movement of the car

nor act as an incentive to freight car maintenance, the delay

to traffic in interchange on this account is not warranted. The

general feeHng is that a defect which is a car owner's defect

should not only be regarded as such when the car is in the pos-

session of the handling company, but also should be regarded as

such when the car is in interchange. We feel that there is no

injustice to the car owner in this view, and it will furnish the

necessary relief and promote the free movement of traffic in

interchange without the necessity of entering into any further
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local agreements, or any further modification of the M C. B.

Rules."

In its resolution recommending an increase in the repair al-

lowance, the arbitration committee says

:

"We believe it is a generally acknowledged fact that freight

cars are not being maintained in a condition of repair so as to

insure a safe condition of the car, together with the best service

and the most profitable use obtainable from the equipment.

Therefore, it is the consensus of opinion of this committee that

something must be done to stimulate thorough maintaining

of cars on foreign lines as well as those at home, and it is be-

lieved that this will best be accomplished by making the work
profitable to those companies which perform the repairs."

In further explanation of its recommendation, the committee

states that there has been general complaint in reference to the

condition of cars received in interchange. There has also been

an increase in the number of cars held out of service on ac-

count of being in bad order. The situation has become so seri-

ous that a conservative estimate of the cars out of service on

account of being in bad order will place the number at least 7

per cent, of the total freight cars in the country. It is admitted

that the labor and materia! prices authorized by the M. C. B.

Rules do not generally permit the work to be done at cost, and

consequently, foreign cars, instead of being repaired by the han-

dling company, are forwarded home under card. It is felt that

if such an increase in the M. C. B. repair allowance were al-

lowed as will permit the road doing the work to at least obtain

compensation for the cost of doing it, it would prove an in-

centive to the maintenance of foreign cars. It is further to be

noted, the committee says, that in the M. C. B. prices no allow-

ance is made to cover the cost of facilities and tools. An in-

crease to cover these matters may be made, either by increasing

the labor rate per hour, by increasing the prices to be charged

for the materials, or by adding a direct percentage to the total

labor and materials as shown on the monthly bills. The com-
mittee feels that if the resolution is approved the tendency

would be towards better freight car maintenance, and further

feels that the simplest method of applying such increase would
be to add a percentage to the labor and material as shown on

the monthly bills.

The votes will be counted on Saturday, September 28. A two-

thirds majority is required to carry the propositions.

SMALL CAPACITY COALING STATION.

Government Oper.\tion in Argentina.—The government of

the province of Entre Rios, Argentina, has applied to the fed-

eral government for permission to raise a loan of $6,250,000, to

be devoted to the construction of light railways in parts of the

province not yet provided with railway facilities, and also for

the construction of lines in districts now served by existing

systems. From past experience of the failure of the provinces

to operate railways constructed under their respective adminis-

trations on a profitable basis, it is thought that it would be more
advantageous to the development of the republic if the author-

ities were to divert their energies to improving the highways
and to leave the railway projects to private enterprise. As an
example, it may be cited that about twenty years ago the prov-

ince of Entre Rios owned and operated part of the system which
now belongs to the Entre Rios Railways. Similarly, the Santa
Fe province owned and operated some of the railways now be-

longing to the French railway company, and the province of

Buenos Ayres owned the Western Railway, which is now in the

hands of an English company. Under the administration of the

provinces, all the lines mentioned above were operated at a

loss, and eventually had to be handed over to private capitalists.

In spite of this the province of Buenos Ayres again dabbled in

railway schemes, and constructed the La Plata-Meridian S Rail-

way. That line is now being operated at a loss. It is calculated

that sooner or later it will have to be handed over to private

enterprise- or continue to be operated at a loss by the Argentine

government.

A small capacity coaling station of low initial cost and of a

compact nature has been designed by the Link-Belt Company,
Chicago. It is for use, primarily, at small stations where it is

necessary for engines to be coaled and the expense of an or-

dinary coaHng station is not warranted. As shown in the illus-

tration, the station is placed between two tracks, one of which
is used by a storage car, and the other by the engine to be

coaled. The structure is made of steel and occupies a space 6

ft. X 16 ft. The coal is taken directly from a hopper car which
dumps into a steel hopper underneath the track. This hopper

is provided with a reciprocating feeder which delivers the coal

at a uniform rate to a line of chain buckets which lift it to the

top of the station and empty it into a loading chute.

The station shown in the illustration will handle one ton of

Steel Coaling Station for Small Terminals.

coal per minute. The machinery may be driven by a motor or

gasolene engine, which is placed in a house between the two
legs of the steel structure. A platform surrounds the top of the

structure which is reached by a stairway. With this station it

is not necessary to store any great quantities of coal. It re-

quires a comparatively small space, and can be built for less

than $4,000 complete; it requires a hopper car as a storage bin

which may be considered as an added cost of $900. The station

is compact, fireproof and can be attended to by one man who
will be able to handle the machinery, as well as unload the

coal from the car. The controlling levers are arranged so that

the machinery may be stopped and started from several places

about the station.

Australian Tie Question.—The gradual deforestation of

Australia is of economic importance to its railways. At the

recent conference of the railway commissioners of the different

states the subject was discussed, particularly as regards a future

supply of ties. It was agreed that experiments with steel ties

now being conducted in Queensland and South Australia should

be continued The Victorian Railways will also be laying down
a number at various points of the Bendigo line. There is some
likelihood of a more extensive use of a purely metallic or a con-

crete sleeper in place of wook.

Siberi.\n Railway Construction.—The Russian minister of

transportation reports that the requirements for the coming year

will cost $75,000,000, mostly for the continuation of the work on

the railway down the Amur river, and the second track of the

Siberian Railway, and for their rolling stock, shops, etc., leaving

comparatively little for increasing the capacity of the hnes in

European Russia, which contains more than nine-tenths of the

population of the empire.
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The St. Louis Squthwesterti has installed a telephone train

despatching, circuit hetween Jlltiio, Mo.; and Jonesboro, Ark.,
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Suits to recover penalties of $l,8C)6f for violations of the

safety appliance laws have been tiled at Forth Smith, Ark.,

against the Memphis, Dallas. & Gulf.

. ' .Tbifc government has begun a suit against the Boston & Maine
Xt) enforce penalties for 29 violations of the hours of labor law,

mostly in connection with the running of trains from Deerfield.

Mass., to points in Vermont, ,

The Canadian Pacific announces that by the end of this year

it will have a metaUic circuit of copper wire for telephone train

despatching throughout its main line from the Atlantic to the

Pacific ocean, about 4,000 miles.

On trains running south from Albuquerque, X. M., the Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe now employs "train auditors" to col-

lect tickets and fares ; 10 men to engage in this work having
been sent to Albuquerque last week.

The Southern Pacific has appealed to the state department at

Washington for the influence of this government with that of

Mexico for the protection of the lives of its employees and the

property of its railway lines in Mexico. The rebels have al-

ready destroyed about 40 bridges in eastern Sonora.

At Calera, in the northern part of the state of Zacatecas,

Mexico, on the morning of September 5, a freight train ran

into the rear of a preceding passenger train, and in the wreck
that ensued. 12 persons were killed and 4 injured, the killed in-

cluding Mr. Gritzberg, superintendent of a division of the Na-
tional Railways, and his wife and four children.

The floods in the Ohio Valley, at the beginning of last week,

washed away five concrete bridges on the Wheeling division of

the Baltimore & Ohio, and did serious damage to the roadbed of

the Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal ; the total damage to the latter

road being estimated at $150,000. Many coal mines have been

flooded so that it will take weeks to pump out the water.

The Chicago. Burlington & Quincy has appointed three train

rule examiners to drill trainmen and enginemen on the operating

rules, what to do in emergencies, etc. , S. H. Shults, heretofore
division superintendent of the Galesburg division, and C. T.

Salisbury have been appointed to the new positions, with office

at Galesburg. and authority on the lines east, and C. P. Phil-

brick, with office at Wymore, Neb., for the lines west.

At Chicago, on Monday of this week, Jules Vedrines, of

France, flying in a Deperdussin monoplane of 140 h. p.. traversed

a distance of 124.S miles in 1 hour, 10 minutes, 56.85 seconds,

winning a race by 2 minutes, 13 seconds over his best competitor.

The average rate of speed for the whole distance was 105^
miles an hour, while for 2 minutes, 18 seconds he traveled at

the rate of 108 miles an hour.

The London & Port Stanley Railway, extending from London.
Ont., south 23 miles, via St. Thomas, to Port Stanley, is owned
by the city of London, and the city council has voted to ask for

bids for a lease of the road beginning January, 1914, on which
date the lease under which it is now operated by the Pere Mar-
quette will expire. The city council will also inquire into the

feasibility of adopting electric power and operating the road

directly.

The General Electric Company is to pension its old em-
ployees, on a basis similar to that in force on a number of the

principal railways of the country, namely 1 per cent, of average

pay for ten years, multiphed by the number of years in service.

No pension will be over $125 a month. The age of compulsory
retirement is 70 years for men and 60 for women ; the con-

ditiorial limit is 65 years for men and 55 for women. The com-
pany employs about 40,000 men, its principal shops being at

Schenectady, N. Y. ; Lynn, Mass. ; Pittsfield, Mass. ; New York
City; Harrison, N. J.; and Fort Wayne, Ind.

Telegraphers pn, th,e line of the Canadian Pacific have been

taking a "strike vote',"' ahd it is reported at Winnipeg that the

vote is almost unanimous against acceptirig the decision recently

rendered by a board of conciliation which acted Under thelaw
providmg for such cases. Representatives of the Order of Rail-
way Telegraphers continue their declarations in the newspapers
that they are expecting to strike on the Pennsylvania, but noth-
ing definite is made public. Claims are made that the con-
stituency of this brotherhood on' the Pennsylvania numbers
3,000, which seems greatly exaggerated, as considerable num-
bers of the operators belong to another organization.

.About 300 employees and officers of the New York, Chicago
& St. Louis attended the sixth annual meeting and diimer of
the \'eteran Association of that road in Chicago on Saturday,
September 7. The program consisted of an outing at the
Naval station in the forenoon, the annual meeting in the
afternoon, and the dinner in the evening at the Hotel Sher-
man. The association is composed of men who have been
in the service of the Nickel Plate 25 consecutive years or more.
It numbers about 400 men, ranking from the general manager
down to the track and shop employees. President W. H. Can-
nift' and several officers of the road, not members, w^ere also

in attendance.

The -Atlantic cables working in connection with the N\'estern

Union Telegraph Company have announced reductions in rates

for messages. Regular cablegrams costing 25 cents a word,
messages in plain language, with no code except in the address,
will be sent, at the company's convenience, at nine cents a

word, and night letters of 12 words will be sent for 75 cents.

These must be filed before midnight and will be delivered at

the convenience of the company within 24 hours. Week-end
letters by cable will be sent at the rate of $1.15 for 24 words.
The rate for press cablegrams of seven cents a word will be
modified during the hours most favorable for the newspapers,
by a reduction of two cents a word.

At Fulton, Ky., September 3, Edward Korn, an aviator, flying

about 60 ft. above the ground, was sucked down by a passing

switching engine, and had a narrow escape from a fatal fall.

Carrying one passenger, he rose from an exhibition ground near

the Illinois Central track, and, being somewhat interfered with

by buildings near the track, he passed over the railway just as

the switching engine passed beneath ; and the downward draft

of air caused by the movement of the engine made such a

change in the atmosphere that Korn lost control of his machine.

A passenger train moving in the opposite direction came along

just as he was tr\-ing to land, and he was obliged to alight in

the ditch, with one of the wings of his machine lying across the

railway track, where it was cut off by the passenger train.

.Among the men on the regular pay roll of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, at East Pittsburgh, Pa.,

this summer were 29 professors and teachers from 25 colleges.

These men. members of the faculties of the most prominent

engineering schools in the country, have devoted their vacation

from their regular work to this service in the shops, to more
fully familiarize themselves with the things that they talk

about in the class room, and to learn at first hand just what is

before the young men whom they are educating. The colleges

represented are in 19 different states, very few of the institu-

tions being represented by more than one man. These work-
men are assigned check numbers the same as other employees.

.After the day's work is done they make tours of inspection, on
which various pieces of apparatus are explained to them by the

engineers who have designed the machines. Evening meetings

also are held for discussion. The dean of this novel body of

students, elected to the place by the Westinghouse company, is

Professor George B. Thomas, of Colorado College, Colorado

Springs.

Section Foremen's Accounting on the Central of Georgia.

The instruction paper on Section Foremen's Accounting, issued

by the educational bureau of the Central of Georgia, has been

made the official code of instructions of the accounting and main-

tenance of way departments, and all section foremen are now
required to follow these instructions in rendering reports of

labor and material. The foreman is required to keep this in-

struction paper, as he will- be referred to it ' whenever he fails
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to make his reports out correctly. In order that the officers

may know that the foreman understands these instructions,

examination questions have been placed on the back of the

instruction paper. The foreman fills out his answers, return-

ing them to the bureau, where they are corrected, graded and

then returned to the foreman.

Co-operative Education on the Illinois Central.

The Illinois Central and the authorities of the public schools

at McComb, Miss., recently adopted a novel plan for giving

young men an opportunity to take simultaneously a high school

course and an apprenticeship course. The Illinois Central has

locomotive and car shops and a foundry at McComb. The regu-

lar apprenticeship course in these shops covers four years. The
superintendent of schools some time since asked the management
of the Illinois Central to provide in connection with the high

school a small shop in which students of manual training could

get practical experience.

The result of the subsequent negotiations is an arrangement
under which high school students who wish to take an appren-

ticeship course will take manual training in their first year in

high school, will be credited with this year by the railway as one
year of their apprenticeship course, and during the remaining

three years will spend alternate days in the high school and in

the shops. At the end of the period they will have completed

both their apprenticeship and their high school courses. Eigh-

teen young men are now taking the joint apprenticeship and high

school course in this way, having begun when school opened a

short time ago. The instruction of the apprentices in the shops

is in charge of an apprentice shop demonstrator, and the entire

plan has the approval of the mayor, the city council and the

school board of McComb and the master mechanic and superin-

tendent of shops of the Illinois Central. As a result of the in-

troduction of this plan the Illinois Central now has three classes

of apprentices in the McComb shops : Special apprentices, who
must be technical graduates and who take a two years' course,

the regular indentured apprentices who take a four years' course,

and those taking the new course.

It is believed that this is the first time in the history of rail-

roading in the United States that such a combination of high

school and apprenticeship courses has been adopted. Of course.

its adoption was made possible by the strike of shop employees

on the Illinois Central which resulted in the abolition of union

rules in regard to apprentices. The management of the Illinois

Central hopes to extend the new appfenticeship system to other

places on its line where it has shops. Plans are already well

along at several other towns and cities.

Master Car Builders' Association.

The committees of the Master Car Builders' Association for

the 1913 convention are as follows

:

ST.\NDING COMMITTEES.

Arbitration:

J. J. Hennessey (C. M. & St. P.), chairman; T. W. Demar-
est (Penna. Lines) ; J. S. Lentz (L. I.) ; M. K. Barnum
(I. C); F. W. Brazier (N. Y. C. & H. R.).

Revision of Standards and Recommended Practice:

T. H. Goodnow (C. & N. W.), chairman; W. E. Dunham
(C. & N. VV.I; W. H. V. Rosing (St. L. & S. P.); C. E.

Fuller (U. P.) ; T. M. Ramsdell (C. & O.) ; O. C. Cromwell
(B. & O.) ; O. J. Parks (Penna. Lines).

Train Brake and Signal Equipment:

R. B. Kendig (N. Y. C. Lines), chairman; B. P. Flory (N.

Y. O. & W.); E. W. Pratt (C. & N. W.) ; R. K. Reading

(Penna. R. R.) ; L. P. Streeter (I. C).

Brake Shoe and Brake Beam Equipment:

Prof. Chas. H. Benjamin (Purdue University), chairman;
C. D. Young (Penna. R. R.) ; R. B. Kendig (N. Y. C. Lines).

Coupler and Draft' Equipment:

R. L. Kleine (Penna. R. R.), chairman; G. W. Wildin (N.

Y. N. H. & H.T; F. W. Brazier (N. Y. C. & H.) : J. F.

DeVoy (C. M. & St. P.); F. H. Stark (Pittsburg Coal Com-
pany); H. L. Trimyer (S. A. L.) ; B. Juhen (U. P.).

1 J... Rules for Loading Materials:

A. Rearaity ^N. & W.). chairman; R. E. Smith (A. C. L.) ;

L. H. Turner (P. & L. E.) ; W. F. Kiesel (Penna. R. R.)

;

J. M. Borrowdale (I. C.) ; C. N. Swanson (A. T. & S. F.) ;

G. H. Gilman (N. P.).

Car IVheels:

William Garstang (C. C. C. & St. L.), chairman; W. C. A.
Henry (Penna. Lines); A. E. Manchester (C. M. & St. P.);
R. W. Burnett (C. P.); R. L. Ettenger (Southern); J. A.
Pilcher (X. & \V.) ; O. C. Cromwell (B. & O.).

Safety Appliances:

C. E. Fuller (U. P.), chairman; A. Stewart (Southern);
A. LaMar (Penna. Lines); C. B. Young (C. B. & Q.) ;

H. Bartlett (B. & M.) ; M. K. Barnum (I. C.) ; W. O. Thomp-
son (N. Y. C. & H. R.).

SPECI.^L COMMITTEES.

Car Trucks:

J. T. Wallis (Penna. R. R.), chairman; J. R. Gould (C. &
O.); J. J. Tatum (B. & O.) ; E. W. Pratt (C. & N. W.)

;

R. W. Burnett (C. P.)
; James Coleman (G. T.) ; G. A. Han-

cock (St. L. & S. F.).

Prices for Labor and Material:

F. H. Clark (B. & O.), chairman; G. E. Carson (N. Y. C.

& H. R,); C. F. Thiele (P. C. C. & St. L.) ; Ira Everett
(L. V.) ; J. F. Dunn (Oregon Short Line) ; S. T. Park (C. &
E. I.); H. E. Passmore (T. & O. C).

Train Lighting and Equipment:

T. R. Cook (Penna. Lines), chairman; C. A. Brandt (C.

C. C. & St. L.) ; Ward Barnum (L. & N.)
; J. H. Davis (B.

& O.); C. H. Quinn (N. & W.) ; D. J. Cartwright (L. V.);
E. W. Jensen (I. C).

Train Pipe and Connections for Steam Heat:

I. S. Downing (L. S. & M. S.), chairman; C. A. Schroyer
(C. & N. W.) ; W. C. Arp (Vandaha) ; T. H. Russum (B. &
O.); J. J. Ewing (C. & O.).

Nominations:

F. W. Brazier (N. Y. C. & H. R.), chairman; A. W. Gibbs

(Penna. Lines); C. A. Seley (C. R. I. & P.); C. A. Schroyer

(C. & N. W.) ; F. H. Clark (B. & O.).

Arrangements:
C. E. Fuller (W. P.).

Tank Cars:

A. W. Gibbs (Penna. Lines), chairman; Thos. Beaghan
(Union Tank Line); J. W. Fogg (B. & O. C. T.) ; S. K.
Dickerson (L. S. & M. S.) ; C. E. Chambers (C. R. R. of N.

J.); E. J. Searles ( B. & O.) ; \\m. Schlafge (Erie); C. A.
Shoemaker (German-American Car Lines).

Specification for Tests of Steel Truck Sides and Bolsters for

Cars of 80,000, 100.000, 150,000 Lbs. Capacity:

Prof. E. C. Schmidt (University of Illinois), chairman; J. S.

Sheafe (I. C.) ; C. D. Young (Penna. R. R.).

Capacity Marking of Cars:

C. E. Fuller (U. P.), chairman; M. K. Barnum (L C.) ;

A. W. Gibbs (Penna. Lines); F. H. Clark (B. & O.) ; D. R.

MacBain (L. S. & M. S.).

Lettering Cars:

D. F. Crawford (Penna. Lines), chairman; F. H. Clark

B. & O.) ; F. A. Torrev (C. B. & Q.) ; D. R. MacBain (L. S.

& M. S.).

Damage to Freight Equipment by Unloading Machines:

P. F. Smith, Jr. (Penna. Lines), chairman; J. J. Tatum (B.

& O.) ; E. A. Westcott (Erie) ; I. S. Downing (L. S. & M.

S.)
; J. J. Birch (N. & W.) ; J. E. O'Hearne (W. & L. E.).

Air Brake Hose Specifications:

M. K. Barnum (I. C), chairman; J. R. Onderdonk (B. &
O.); J. J. Birch (X. & W.) ; C. D. Young (Penna. R. R.) ;

A. J. Cota (C. B. & Q.) ; I. S. Downing (L. S. & M. S.)

;

H. T. Bentley (C, & N. W.). '',,•,
Conference with 4ssodafion of'Amiriianf^aUwc^fAtcM'hling

Officers. ."

'
* '

D. F. Crawford (Penna. Lines).' <^iiitftiaiip'feE. Fuller

(U. P.); M. K. Barnum (I. C). "
.,

,.';.'"..
"'.'''^
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Revision of Present Speeifications:

C. D. Yoimg (Penna. R. R.), chairman; J. S. Sheafe (I. C.) ;

J. W. Taylor (secretary).

Car Construction:

W. F. Kiesel, Jr. (Penna. R. R.), chairman; C. A. Seley

(C. R. I. & P.) ; E. A. Gilbert (S. P.) ; A. R. Ayers (L. S. &
M. S.); S. G. Thomson (P. & R.).

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the

United States and Canada.

The forty-third annual convention of the Master Car and Lo-

comotive Painters' Association of the United States and Canada

was held in the Albany hotel, Denver, Colo., September 10-13.

J. T. McCracken. master painter of the Interborough Rapid

Transit, Is^ew York, presided. Dr. Elmer E. Higley, pastor of

the Grace M. E. Church invoked the divine blessing. Henry J.

Arnold, mayor of Denver, gave the address of welcome. Chas.

E. Copp, master painter of the Boston & }klaine at Concord,

N; H., responded to the mayor. J. F. Enright, superintendent

of motive power and car department of the Denver & Rio Grande

presented an address. The secretary-treasurer reported a total

membership of 304 and a cash deficit of $46. A complete report

of the convention will appear in the next issue of the Railway

Age Gacette. Following is a list of the exhibitors

:

American Roll Gold Leaf Company. Providence,. R. I.—Maker of roll gold

for decorating purposes. Represented by T. J. Lawler.

N Z Graves Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Maker of paints and varnishes. Rep-

resented by H. C. Carpenter, Philadelphia, Pa.

Charles R. Long, Jr., Co., Louisville, Ky.—Maker of all kinds of railway

paints; special illustrations on Stabrite front-end and stack paint.

Represented by Harry Vissering, Chicago; S. W. Russell, Louisville,

Ky., and H. L. Bell, Louisville, Ky.

Louisville Varnish Company, Louisville, Ky.—Maker of oil and vai-nishes;

exhibit of Lino Leate oil. Represented by W. J. BarUett, E. H. Han-

cock and J. H. Hunter Ross, of Louisville, Ky.; E. C. Ross, of New
York, and B. C. Scott, of Denver, Col.

National Lead Company, New York.—Maker of lead colors. The linseed

oils exhibit consisted of souvenirs and an illustrated booklet on the

protection of structural metal. Represented by W. B. Sale, Denver.

Col.

Pennsylvania Specialtv Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Maker of Won Kote

paints The exhibition consisted of samples of various paints. Repre-

sented by E. B. Wheeler, Philadelphia, Pa.

Wolfe Brush Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Maker of paint brushes of all

kinds. The exhibit included a great variety of types of brushes used

in railway work; special attention being given to new surfacer, varnish,

enamel, color and stencil brushes. Represented by W. T. Hogan and

W-. S. Lang, of Pittsburgh, Pa., and C. H. Struble, of Chicago.

St. Louis Railway Club.

The first regular meeting of the St. Louis Railway Club for

the fall season will be held Friday evening, September 13, at

the Mercantile Club building, St. Louis. Samuel O. Dunn,

editor of the Railway Age Gazette, will deliver an address on

Government Regulation of Railway Operation.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretarie

neetings, and places of meeting.
dates of next or regula

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope, New York.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—W. C. Cooder,
Carew building. Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building -Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 1011 S.

Michigan Ave.. Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.
American Railway iL\STER Mechanics' Assoc.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony

building, Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.

N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.
American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt. 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13

Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month, New York.
American Society of Mechanical Encinbebs.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.

39th St., New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-
more, Md. Convention 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.— P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal.
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—-Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth.
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicage.

Centr-u. Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York: 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pesnsvlvani.v—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, \'a.

Gener.\l Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226
W. Adains St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin. . .

International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago.

International Railway Gener.\l Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan.
Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-'
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.—\V. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Eastoa, Pa.
Convention, November 19-21, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May, 1913, Chicago.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, op U. S. and Canada.—

A. P. Dane. B. & M.. Reading. Mass. , . . .

National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St.. Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August. New York.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion, Peoria, HI.; Zd Tuesday.
,

,

Railro.\d Club of Kansas City.^—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St, Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York: annual, November 20, 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. .Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butter6eld, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,

Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-

tion, Oct. 8-11, Quebec.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' .Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. assocs.

Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance Assoc.—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111. „ , .

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance .Association.—F. W. Edmonds. 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Niquist, La Salle St. Sta-

Southern' Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Rv., Montgomery, Ala.; annual, Oct. 17, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July. Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.— T. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo. Ohio: 1st Saturday. Toledo.
, ^ „ tt , /-,.•

Traffic Club of CniCAGO.^uy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago. „ . »-....
Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope. 290 Broadway, New York;

last Tuesday in month, except June. July and August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-

ings monthly. Pittsburgh. ., , -t l -u-
Traffic Club of St. Louis.—A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library building,

St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Transportation "^^(^LUB of Buffalo.-J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

Transp^ortation Club "of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detres*.

Mich.; meetings monthly. .,,-,-. v v r Ik Tl It
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. K.,

WESTE^N^CA^/ADfRA^LwI; Club.-W. H Rosevear, P O Box 1707 Win-

nipeg. Man.; 2d Monday, except June. July and August Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June. July and August.
, „, ,

Western Society of Engineers.-J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.
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Qlraffir Kettti^,

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has opened a new pas-

senger office and information bureau at 1200 Broadway,
New York.

Traveling salesmen in the southwest are circulating peti-

tions protesting against the use of the $60 mileage scrip book
ivhich was issued by the Southwestern Passenger Mileage

Bureau on July 1.

Charles A. Prouty, chairman of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, has accepted an invitation to speak at the first

fall luncheon of the Chicago Transportation Association at the

Great Northern Hotel, September 19.

The passenger department of the Chicago & North Western
has begun the publication of a monthly bulletin for the purpose

of furnishing to its agents in concise form current information

and items of news in connection with passenger traffic.

A proposal to abolish the reduced homeseekers' fares in

Central Passenger Association territory was discussed at a

meeting of the association last week, but was deferred until

the ne.xt meeting. At the same meeting it was decided not to

grant a reduced fare to office holders in the District of Colum-
bia to return home for the fall election.

At Oklahoma City the express companies have given notice

that hereafter freight brought to the railway station offices

must be delivered to the agent 30 minutes before train time,

and shipments delivered at the city offices must be there 60

minutes before train time—this to provide for the additional

time demanded by the regulations requiring the pasting of two
labels on every package.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has made an agreement with

the Illinois Traction System, for a general interchange of pas-

senger business, with interline tickets and through rates between
all points on the electric line and the steam road. An inter-

change agreement for less than carload freight at Peoria has

also been made between the traction company and the Minne-
apolis & St. Louis.

R. S. French, business manager of the National League of

Commission Merchants, has called the attention of the members
of the league to the importance of prompt and economical use

of freight cars during the next few months, because of the pros-

pect of a scarcity of cars. Special attention is called to the

abuse of refrigerator cars in the past. In cold weather the use

of refrigerators is absolutely necessary, while yet the supply is

likely to be deficient, and every unnecessary delay of such a car

will cause extensive losses.

The Farm Improvement Department of the Southern Rail-

way, which is an outgrowth of the work undertaken by the rail-

way company two years ago to assist in fighting the boll weevil

in .\labama and Mississippi, has now been fully organized ; and
the manager is T. O. Plunkett, with office in Atlanta. Assist-

ance without cost will be furnished to farmers throughout the

southern states on all subjects in which the agents of the de-

partment can make themselves useful. Mr. Plunkett will have
an assistant in each of three cities, Chattanooga, Tenn. ; Char-
lotte, N. C, and Meridian, Miss.; and 26 field agents in other

cities.

Government Review of Crop Conditions and Prices Septem-

ber 1, 1912.

The month of August, like July, was decidedly favorable for

crop development in the United States, the composite condition

of all crops September 1 being about 16.5 per cent, better than
on September 1 last year, and 4.1 per cent, better than the aver-

age on September 1 of recent years.

The condition of various crops on September 1 compared with
their average condition (not normal) on September 1 of recent

years follow

:

Peaches. 130.0; apples, 126.2; spring wheat, 118.7; oats, 171.1;

pears, 110.8; hemp, 109.9; barley, 109.S
; potatoes, 109.5; cab-

bage, 108.4; flaxseed, 107.5; cloverseed, 106.9; tomatoes, 106.5;

onions, 106.4; millet, 106.2; buckwheat, 106.0; grapes, 105.4;

Kafir corn, 105.2; alfalfa, 105.1; watermelons, 104.7; canta-
loupes, 103.9 ; oranges, 103.8 ; broom corn, 103.2 ; hops, 102.4

;

sorghum, 102.0; cotton oil, 101.6; corn. 101.2; sugar beets,

101.0; rice, 101.0; hma beans, 100.6; dry beans, 100.5; tobacco,
?9.4; cranberries, 99.1; peanuts,' 98.6; sweet potatoes, 98.4;
lemons, 97.8 ; sugar cane, 93.2.

The indications are for a total production of all cereals
(133.016,000 tons) of about 20.3 per cent, more than last year,
6.1 per cent, more than in 1910, and 16.2 per certt. more than
in 1909. Potato prospects are for about 36 per cent, more than
last year, 14 per cent, more than in 1910, and 2 per cent, more
than in 1909. Hay estimated yield is about 31 per cent, more
than .last year, and 4 per cent, more than in 1910 and 1909. •,

'

The composite condition of all crops, duly weighted, by
states, on the basis of 100 representing average conditions (for
most crops the ten-year average), is as follows:

Maine. 106.8; New Hampshire, 111.8; Vermont, 108.5; Massa-
chusetts. 103 5; Rhode Island. 96.3; Connecticut. 99.6;- New
York, 102.9; New Jersey, 100.5; Pennsylvania, 102.5; abov.e
division, 104.1.

Delaware. lOS.l
; Maryland, 102.8; Virginia. 96.7; West Vir-

ginia. 119.7; North Carohna. 95.3; South Carolina, 95,4;
Georgia, 92.6; Florida, 99.5; above division, 96.8. y

Ohio, 97.5; Indiana, 92.0; Illinois, 100.3; Michigan, 95.6; Wi's-
consin, 104.6; above division, 98.1. .

'

Minnesota, 111.4; Iowa. 117.3; Missouri, 105.0; North Dakota,
125.6; South Dakota, 109.5; Nebraska, 100.7; Kansas, ifS.l;
above division, 112.3.

;

Kentucky, 104.0; Tennessee, 99.5; Alabama, 100.2; Missis-
sippi, 95,4; Louisiana, 99.6; Texas, 110.9; Oklahoma, 104.8;
Arkansas, 100.1 ; above division, 102.9.

Montana. 107 5; Wyoming. 112.5; Colorado. 113.3; New Mex-
ico. 109.7; .A.rizona, 109.5; Utah,

,
105.7; Nevada, 101.0; Idaho,.

107.3; Washington, 107.6; Oregon, 113 4; Calil^ornia, 102.1;-

above division, 107.6.

Prices paid to producers of the United States on September 1

of 1912 and 1911, respectively, averagec) as follows: Corn. 77.6
cents per bu. ; wheat. 85.8 cents. 84.8 cents; oats, 35.0 cents,'

40 4 cents; barley, 53.5 cents, 77.0 cents; rye, 70.8 cents, 76.9
cents; buckwheat, 76.6 cents, 74.0 cents; flaxseed. 162.6 cents,"
203.6 cents; potatoes, 65.0 cents, 113.7 cents; hay, $12.14, $14.61
per ton; cotton, 11.3 cents, 11.8 cents per lb.; butter. 24.2 cents,-

23.1 cents; chickens, 11.3 cents. 11.1 cents; eggs. 19.1 cents, 17.4

cents, per dozen.

Prices on August IS of 1912 and 1911, respectivelv, averaged:'-
Hogs, $7.11, $6.54 per 100 lbs.; beef cattle, $5.38,' $4.39 ; veal
calves, $6.62, $5.93; sheep, $4.26, $3.98; lambs, $5.60, $5.25;
milch cows, $46.08, $42.26 each; horses, $142, $141; milk, 22.4.

cents, 21.2 cents per gal.; apples, 67.4 cents, 73.0 cents; peaches,

$1.08, $1.38; beans, $2..39, $2.20; sweet potatoes. $1.03, $1.07;'

onions, $1, $1.16; clover seed, $9.80, $9.65; timothy seed. $3.25,

$6.52; wool, unwashed, 18.8 cents,. 16.0 cents per lb.; peanuts,

5.0 cents, 5.3 cents; cabbages, $1.88, $2.47 per 100 lbs.; broom
corn, $83, $72 per ton; cotton seed, $18.02, $20.45; bran, $27.43,

$25.92.

Traffic Club of New York.

At the next regular meeting of the Traffic Club of New York,
to be held at the Waldorf Astoria, September 24, the moving
pictures, taken at the annual outing last July, will be shown.

Freight Car Balance and Performance.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the American Railway Association, in presenting
statistical bulletin No. 128, covering car balance and perform-
ance for May. 1912, says

:

The miles per car per day. including surplus cars, averaged
23.7. both in May. 1911. and May, 1912, compared with 23.3 in

April, 1912. Ton miles per car per day increased from 340 in

April to 350 in May, as compared with 338 in May, 1911. The
proportion of home cars on line increased from 53 per cent, in

April to 57 per cent, in May, compared with 66 per cent, in

May. 1911.

"There is a slight decrease (1.2 per cent.) in the percentage

of loaded mileage, compared with April, 1912. Compared with

May, 1911, there is an increase of 5 per cent.

"Compared with April the average earnings per car per day
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increiised .05 cents. "Hie i^verj^ earnings for May, 1911, were

$2.33;"
• -'

' -.,; _.'

The accompanying table gives car balance and performance in

the month covered by the report, and the two diagrams show

car earnings and car mileage and certain car performance fig-

ures
|

monthly from July, 1907.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

•Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between

railways of the American Railway Association, in presenting sta-

tistical bulletin No. 125-B, giving a summary of car surpluses

and shortages by groups from May 10, 1911, to August 29, 1912,

says: The total surplus on August 29, 1912, was 36,047 cars;

on August IS, 1912, was 58,623 cars, and on August 30, 1911,

ally decreased, vvith the exception of groups -7 (Montana,
Wyoming and Nebraska) 8 and 9 (as above), and.11 (Canadian
Lines).. ^

i -

The total shortage oti August $, 1912, was 26,297 cars; on Au-
gust 15, 1912, was 14,722 cars, and on August 30, 1911, was 4,325

cars. - ':: ;'
:^ .; '^, ^ :-^ :' ; 'K',:\'i^.''t.\ :z \. .•; :.j

, ;
; '„, >;

Compared' witfi fhfe jprecedii(g i ^efidd therg fe ^n'^ iljctease in

the total shortage of 11,575 cars,' of which 8,494 are in box, 621

in flat, 2,305 in coal and 155 in miscellaneous cars. The in-

crease in coal car shortage is principally in groups 1, 3, 5, 6 and

8 (as above). The increase ih box car shortage is general

throughout the country, with' the exception of groups 1 and 9

(as above). The increase in fiat car shortage is in groups 1, 4,

5, 8 and 11 (as above). The increase in miscellaneous car short-

GiE Surpluses akd Shortages,','

Group 'l.-

Date. No. of

.
roads.

-August 29, 1912 7
— " 29, 1912 23
- " 29, 1912 27
- " 29, 1912 11
- " 29, 1912 21
- " 29, 1912 23
- " 29, 1912 2
— " 29, 1912 17
— " 29, 1912 13
— " 29, 1912...- 21
— " 29, 1912 7

, August 29, 1912 172
August 30, 1911 165
August 31, 1910 155
September 1, 1909 175
September 2, 1908 160

—Surpluses-

Coal,

gondola

and hopper

119
ISO
994
51

1,853
2,834
3,488
6,416
12,970

454
238
881

583
383

1,797

5.293
29,249
14,108
25,842
85,247

Other

kinds.

128
291

1,747
460

1,019
3,269
114

1,886
436

5,066
305

14,721
28,675
22,111
24,034
39,771

Total.

959
1,545
2,300
1,028
1,439

11,338
202

3,167
2,394
9,265
2,410

36,047
88,866
60,022
110,576
222,632

Box.

612
702

2,463
2,701
1,409
3,428
426

1,595
271
888
412

14,907
2,743
4,594
1,713
928

.Flat.

337
• 100
299
814
770

-Shortages

Coal,

gondola

and hopper.

K17
951

l,43fi :

1,195
1,062
1,217

79

Other

kinds.

141 -

421
431 '

242

367

3,179 7,008
518 921
914 2,964
418 1,585^
108 J55;.;

Total.

1,766
1,894
4,619
5,141
3,246
4,712
505

2,277
271
951
915

26,297
4,325
9,293
3,899
J,418

•Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Easteri? Pennsylvania linei; Group 3—Ohio,

Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,

Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming apd.

Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Oj*..

gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines. i

Surp/us Surplus Shorfage\ I9IZ

100.000 ioo.ooo itaoot

Car Surpluses and Shortages, 1907 to 1912.

was 88.866 cars. Compared with the preceding period there is

a decrease in the total surplus of 22,576 cars, of which 13,379

is in box. 448 in flat, 4,365 in coal and 4,384 in miscellaneous cars.

The decrease in coal car surplus is general throughout the coun-

try with the exception of groups 4 (Virginias and Carolinas),

5 (Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and
Florida) and 6 (Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the

Dakotas). The decrease in box car surplus is also general with

the exception of groups 1 (New England Lines), 9 (Texas,

Louisiana & New Mexico'! and 11 (Canadian Lines). There
is an increased demand for miscellaneous cars in groups 3

(Ohio, Indiana. Michigan and Western Perijisylvania) . 6 (as

above), 8 Kansas, Colorado. Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma)
and 9 and 10 (as above). The flat car surplus has proportion-

age is still prevalent in groups 2 (New York, New Jersey, Dela-

ware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania) 3, 6,^ 8, 10 and 11

(as above).

Compared with the same date of 1911 there is a de-

crease in the total surplus of 52,819 cars, of vvhich 13,928 is

in box, 981 in flat, 23,956 in coal and 13,954 in miscellaneous cars.

There is an increase in the total shortage of 21,972 cars, of

which 12,164 is in box, 2,661 in flat, 6.087 in coal and 1.060 in

miscellaneous cars.

The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage figures

by groups for the last period covered in the rep'ort and totals

for the country for corresponding dates in previcjus years ; and

the diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages from

1907 to 1912. .

-•
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Increased Team Track Storage Charges in Chicago.

Chicago consignees have been notified that for the purpose
o£ expediting the release of freight cars there will be an in-

crease in the charge for team track storage in the congested

district. The free time will be the first 48 hours following the

first 7 a. m. after the placing of cars. For the next succeed-

ing two days the charge will be $1 per car per day, and for

each succeeding day the charge will be $2 per car per day.

W. A. Garrett, chairman of the General Managers' Associa-

tion of Chicago, explained the reasons for the change in a

circular in part as follows : "While the demurrage charge of

$1 per car per day after the expiration of 48 hours' free time

has been considered reasonable for railway equipment held

for loading and unloading through the United States, this

charge in a congested district like Chicago is altogether too-

low, both because it does not begin to cover the interest on,

and the cost of maintenance of, the property used, which is of

extreme value, and, what is of more importance, it is not suf-

ficiently effective in expediting the movement of cars in this

congested and very important district. The practice of charg-

ing for track storage is not new, as a track storage charge is

already in effect in New York. The railways do not want to

derive any revenue from the track storage tariff; they do not

want to derive any revenue from their demurrage tariff. A
car is worth a great deal more to them, especially in busy

seasons, than the demurrage that it earns when delayed, and
the track room it occupies is worth a great deal more than the

track storage charge that any railway man would have the

courage to propose."

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.
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The commission has suspended until January 11 tariffs filed

by the Tennessee Central showing increased rates for the trans-

portation of phosphate rock in bags or barrels to eastern cities.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has suspended until

January 8 tariffs filed by the St. Louis & San Francisco pro-

viding for the concentration of cotton at Blytheville, Tenn., in-

stead of allowing cotton to be stopped off for that purpose at

Memphis, as is now the practice.

-A-firm -of -udne dealers has filed a complaint with the Inter-

state Commerce Commissioit charging discrimination in favor

of California champagne in a rate of $2 per 100 lbs. on cham-

pagne from the Pacific coast to New York, while the rate on

champagne from New York to the Pacific coast is $2.25.

The hearing which is to be held by the commission to further

consider the rates charged by the express companies, which the

commission has recommended shall be materially reduced, has

been indefinitely postponed and may not be held for several

weeks. This is because the tentative rates which were published

by the commission have been found to be incorrect in many cases.

The preparation of a satisfactory tariff is likely to require much
time and labor. > t -„,

Pipe Lines Appeal.

Seven of the 13 oil pipe line companies of the country have

filed petitions in the Commerce Court for an injunction against

the enforcement of the Interstate Commerce Commission's order

that such lines shall publish tariffs, the same as carriers by rail.

The petitioners say that the capacity of their pipe lines- is only

sufficient for the private business of the owners. Moreover theyi

cannot be common carriers, as the pipe line has no facilities for,

the transportation of oils of different grade and value. The
companies which have filed petitions are the following: ,

Prairie Oil & Gas Company, of Kansas ; lines in Kansas.
^^

Oklahoma, Missouri, Iowa. Illinois, Indiana, Arkansas andy

Louisiana. . ,

. ..j.|

Uncle Sam Oil Company, refinery at Cherryvale, Kan.; pyiCy

lines in Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri.
,_

. ,,i

Tide-Water Pipe Company; lines run from Pennsylvania to;'

Bayonne, N. J., with branches from the Alleghany, N. Y., field;\

also, a 6 in. pipe tlirough Ilfinois, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsyl-"''

Variia. , , :-Jnui:

Ohio Oil Company, Findlay, Ohio; lines in OliiOj^^diana^

Illinois and a leased line into Pennsylvania;
TSV3 iilh
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Standard Oil Company of New Jersey ; trunk lines from
UnionviHe, on the state line of New Jersey and New York to

the Bayonne refinery and the Hudson River; from Centerbridge,

on the state line of New Jersey and Pennsylvania to the Bay-
way and Bayonne refineries ; and from Fawn Grove on the state

line of Maryland and Pennsylvania to the Baltimore refinery.

Standard Oil Company of Louisiana; principal oflice at Baton
Rouge.

United States Pipe Line Company; lines in the northern coun-

ties of Pennsylvania entirely within the state; but these lines

receive oil from West Virginia and Ohio.

HailnYtiti (BHicer0^

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Michigan commission has called a conference for Sep-
tember 18. at which the railways in the lower peninsula of the

state will be called upon to revise their freight tariffs. It is said

that this conference has been called because an order issued by
the commission three years ago, looking to rate reductions, has

not been complied with by all of the roads.

COURT NEWS.

It is understood that the government is not satisfied with the

new contract which has been filed in court by the Terminal Rail-

road .Association of St. Louis, setting forth the association's

plans which have been designed to comply with the decree of the

court requiring the association to admit to its privileges rail-

ways outside of the association doing business in St. Louis ; and
that when the district court shall have issued a final decree (in

October), the attorney general will take an appeal to the Supreme
Court. The new contract, as filed by the association, provides

for the admission to membership of any railway on the same
terms as the present members ; permits any railway to use the

terminal properties on equitable terms ; leaves all companies free

to use facilities outside the association, and abolishes unneces-
sary rebilling of freight at East St. Louis. As to modification in

rates on freight from points in Illinois within 100 miles of St.

Louis, the contract makes no specific provision. Judge Sanborn
of the circuit court has denied the application of the attorney-

general asking to have four circuit judges pass upon the plan of

reorganization. Judge Sanborn's order leaves jurisdiction over
the reorganization in the hands of Judge Trieber of the district

court.

Tell-Tale Signals in Germany.—An apparatus which regis-

ters all cases of engine drivers running past stop signals, and
sounds an alarm at the next station, has been installed on a por-
tion of one of the German state railways. Regulations have
also been framed which order any stationmaster on hearing such
alarm to await the arrival of the train and immediately to ques-

tion the engine driver. His explanation is to be recorded
verbatim, and whether satisfactory or unsatisfactory in the opin-

ion of the stationmaster is to be forwarded to the superintendent.

Railways Needed in Honduras.—Railways are badly needed
in Honduras to develop the resources, and so far there is little

possibilit)' that the concessions granted during the last session of

congress will be of benefit to the country generally, as these

lines will only run through the banana lines. A railway is par-

ticularly needed between the Atlantic and the Pacific coasts :ind

also between Amapala and Tegucigalpa, the capital, about 90

miles. Hitherto the government has received no definite pro-

posal for such a Une, although it has expressed its willingness

to grant such a concession on liberal terms.

New Steel Plant for New South W.\les.—There is a scheme
for establishing extensive iron and steel works at Newcastle,

New South Wales. The manager of the Broken Hill Proprie-

tary Company recently had an interview with the minister of

public works with the view of obtaining government assistance

chiefly in dredging the river, the erection of wharves, land

reclamation and putting the dilapidated railway into working

order.. Xhe government had thoughts of establishing sirriilar

works, but private enterprise has acted while the government

thipks. .It is probable that now the company has come forward

first' every encouragement and assistance will be given by the

government.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

J. H. Clarke, general counsel of the New York, Chicago St
St. Louis, with office at Cleveland, Ohio, has resigned, effective-

October 1.

G. A. Abramson has been appointed auditor of freight ac-
counts of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Com-
pany, with office at Portland, Ore.

F. G. Millen, chief clerk in the secretary's oflice of the Cana-
dian Pacific, has been appointed assistant treasurer, with office,

at Montreal, Que., succeeding E. Alexander, promoted.

J. C. Williams, who has been for several years in the ofl[ice of^'

President W. W. Finley, of the Southern Railway, has been ap-
pointed assistant to president, in general charge of the department
of farm improvement work, with headquarters at Washing-
ton, D. C.

President William C. Fordyce of the Scott City Northern ^

announces the following appointments : William C. Fordyce,
president, at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding B. M. McCue, resigned;
Frank S. Yantis, vice-president, at Scott City, Kan., succeeding
E. A. Tennis, resigned; Ralph W. Hoskinson, secretary, at
Garden City, Kan., succeeding S. Rankin, resigned; M. F. Bay-
ard, treasurer, at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding H. E. Hedlund. re-

signed; W. V. Delahunt, general solicitor, at St. Louis, Mo.;
Albert Hoskinson, general attorney, at Garden City, Kan.

Ernest Alexander, whose appointment as assistant secretary
of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Montreal, Que.,
has been annoimced in these columns, was born December 8,

1862, in Yorkshire, England, and was educated in the public
schools and at Collegiate Institute, Hamilton, Ont. He began
railway work with the Grand Trunk in 1882, at Hamilton, and
in 1893 entered the service of the Canadian Pacific, as private

secretary to Sir William Van Home, then president, remain-
ing in that position until his retirement in 1899. Subsequently,
he held various positions in the office of Sir Thomas Shaugh-
nessy, who succeeded to the presidency. On July 1, 1908, he
was appointed assistant treasurer of the Canadian Pacific, which
position he held at the time of his recent appointment as as-

sistant secretary, as above noted.

Anton Leroy L^ngewitter, whose appointment as assistant to

the president of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with office at

Toledo, Ohio, has been announced in these columns, was born

February 15, 1880. He was educated in the common schools

and business college at Chicago, graduating in 1894. In Novem-
ber of the following year Mr. Ungewitter began railway work as

a stenographer to the assistant trainmaster of the Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern, and four years later he was made
stenographer to the trainmaster of the same road. He was
claim agent from January to December, 1901 ; was then made
clerk to the general superintendent, and was made chief clerk to

the superintendent of the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa, now the

Chicago, Indiana & Southern, at Kankakee, III., in March, 1905.

In May of the following year he was transferred to Gibson, Ind.,

as chief clerk to the superintendent of the C. I. & S. and the

Indiana Harbor Belt. Mr. Ungewitter was made chief clerk to

the vice-president of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western and the

Chicago & Alton at Chicago in July, 1908, which position he
held until the separation of those lines, and, effective September
1, 1912, he was made assistant to the president of the Toledo,

St. Louis & Western, as stated above. ^

Operating Officers.

R. R. Hobbs has been appointed superintendent of telegraph

of the Louisville & Nasliville, with office at Louisville, Ky.

A. F. Cox has been appointed terminal trainmaster of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; "with: headquarters; at Des
Moines, Iowa, a new position." ;

* -- ^

B. H. Crary' has been appointed general, superintendent of

the Rapid City, Black Hills & Western, with office at £apid:

City, S. D., succeeding H. A. Brome, resigned.
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R. R. Sutherland.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, as noted elsewhere, has

appointed three train rule examiners : S. H. Shults and C. T.

Salisbury, with headquarters at Galesburg, 111., and C. P. Phil-

brick, at Wymore, Neb.

E. L. Martin has been appointed assistant superintendent of

Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship Company and

the Louisiana Western, with office at Lafayette, La., succeeding

Lfewis Mims, promoted.

Robert Royal Sutherland, who has been appointed super-

intendent of the Kansas City Southern, with office at Texarkana,

Tex- as has been announced in these columns, was born Sep-
•' tember 18, 1859, at New

London, P. E. L, Canada,

and was educated at the

Scotsburn Grammar
School, Nova Scotia. In

January. 1873, he began
railway work with the

L'nion Pacific. L'ntil

1881 he was consecu-

tively telegraph messen-

ger, station helper, track

laborer, clerk, telegrapher

and station agent, and
from 1881 to 1890 he was
traveling auditor, chief

despatcher. trainmaster

and assistant superin-

tendent. For eight years

from 1850 he was super-

intendent. In 1898 he

left the Union Pacific,

and during the next

twelve years he was with

the Chicago. Rock Island

& Pacific, the Chicago,

Cincinnati & Louisville, and the Denver & Rio Grande, as

trainmaster, assistant superintendent and superintendent. In

September. 1910. he went with the Kansas City Southern as

trainmaster at Shreveport. La., which position he held at the

time of his recent promotion to superintendent at Texarkana.

Charles Ware, who has been appointed general manager of the

Union Pacific, with office at Omaha. Neb., as has been announced

in these columns, was born January 31, 1863, at Jonesboro. 111.

He was educated in the

public schools at Jones-

boro and the Southern

Illinois Normal Univer-

sity at Carbondale. 111.

Mr. Ware began railway

work in 1880 with the

Mobile & Ohio, and was
subsequently operator,

trick despatcher and

chief despatcher on the

Southern Pacific in Ari-

zona and the Chicago &
North Western in Iowa.

He went with the Union
Pacific in 1890, and has

been in continuous serv-

ice on that road, first as

trick despatcher. then

chief despatcher. and in

1905 was made as-

sistant superintendent of

the Nebraska division at

Omaha. Mr. Ware was
promoted to general

superintendent in March. 1910. and three months later, under the

Hine system of organization, his title was changed to assistant

general manager, from which position he has just been promoted
to general manager. With Mr. Ware's appointment the position

of assistant general manager (general superintendent) has been

abolished and the duties assumed by the general manager.

H. M. Alexander, chief despatcher of the Missouri Pacific-

Iron Mountain System at Concordia, Kan., has been appointed

Charles Ware.

acting trainmaster of the Northern division, with headquarters

at Concordia. C. A. Peterson succeeds Mr. Alexander.

William F. Ray. superintendent of the Portland division of

the Boston & Maine, at Boston, Mass., has been appointed gen-

eral superintendent, with office at Boston, succeeding Charles E.

Lee, resigned, to go with the Commercial Acetylene Company,

as general manager, with office at New York; C. E. McMullin
succeeds Mr. Ray; effective September 15.

N. L. Howard, trainmaster of the Centerville division of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Centerville, Iowa, has been ap-

pointed trainmaster of the Galesburg division, with headquarters

at Galesburg, 111., succeeding W. T. Sadler, who has been made
assistant superintendent of the La Crosse division, and C. F.

Bowers, roadmaster of the Aurora division, succeeds Mr.
Howard.

E. L. Magers, who was made superintendent of the South-

western division of the St. Louis & San Francisco at Sapulpa,

Okla., in July, has been transferred to Fort Smith, Ark., as

assistant superintendent, incident to the return of H. H. Brown
to service as superintendent at Neodesha, Kan. It was erro-

neously stated in our issue of last week that Mr. Magers had
resigned.

E. L. Kemp, freight agent of the Illinois Central at Louisville,

Ky.. has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Kentucky
division of that road, with office at Louisville. J. B. Thomas,
chief despatcher at Louisville, has been appointed trainmaster

of the Paducah division, and T. L. Downs has been appointed

trainmaster of the Evansville division. Thomas Wilkes suc-

ceeds Mr. Thomas.

Traffic Officers.

Harry T. Duffy has been appointed division passenger agent

of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, with office at

Portland, Ore., succeeding George S. Taylor.

L. S. McDonald has been appointed commercial freight agent

of the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain system, with headquar-

ters at Cairo, 111., succeeding R. M. McWilliams, promoted.

J. W. McCann, soliciting freight agent of the St. Louis & San
Francisco at New Orleans, La., has been appointed commercial

agent, with office at New Orleans, succeeding N. C. Barnett,

promoted; and C. J. Mazoletti succeeds Mr. McCann.

A. W. Reese, commercial agent of the St. Louis South-

western at Los Angeles, Cal., has been appointed Pacific coast

agent, with office at Los Angeles. H. R. Dorr has been appointed

commercial agent, with office at San Francisco, Cal., succeeding

G. L. Townsley, Pacific coast agent, resigned.

T. F. Conway, traveling freight agent of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Coast Lines at Los Angeles, Cal., has been appointed

industrial agent, with office at Los Angeles, succeeding W. H.

Daum. and C. K. Adams succeeds Mr. Conway. F. T. Mullen

has been appointed traveling freight agent, with headquarters at

San Bernardino, Cal.

H. J. NefF. commercial agent of the St. Louis & San Fran-

cisco lines at Corpus Christi, Tex., has been appointed general

freight and passenger agent of the St. Louis, Brownsville &
Mexico, with office at Kingsville, Tex., succeeding R. J. McMil-

lan, resigned. J. W. Jacobs, traveling freight agent at Corpus

Christi. succeeds Mr. NeflF.

L. H. Saunders, travehng freight agent of the Missouri, Kan-
sas & Texas of Texas, at Houston, Tex., has been appointed

freight and ticket agent, with headquarters at Shreveport, La.,

succeeding \\'. C. Zehnder, assigned to other duties. W. V.

Pittman, contracting agent at Houston, succeeds Mr. Saunders,

and R. P. Buckingham, Jr., succeeds Mr. Pittman.

W. W. Blakely, commercial freight agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio Southwestern and the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton at

Memphis, Tenn., has been appointed division freight agent of

the B. & O. S. W., with office at Louisville, Ky., succeeding J. M.
Ryan, deceased. M. W. Waynesburg, commercial freight agent

of both roads at New Orleans, La., succeeds Mr. Blakely, and

Norton L. Jones succeeds Mr. Waynesburg.

The following officers, who have had jurisdiction over the

Chicago & Alton and the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, will
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hereafter have jurisdiction over the latter road only : A. K.

Handy, general eastern agent at New York City; R. M. Baum-
gardner, New England freight agent at Boston, Mass. ; W. S.

Turner, commercial agent at Little Rock, Ark. ; L. B. Gerner,

southwestern freight agent at Dallas, Tex. ; H. W. Prickett,

commercial agent at Salt Lake City; H. C. Weber, traveling

freight agent at Toledo, Ohio; E. M. Davis, division freight

agent at Frankfort, Ind.
; J. A. Fitzpatrick, general agent in the

traffic department at Los Angeles. Cal.; E. J, Naylor, general

agent in the traffic department at San Francisco, Cal., and E, L.

Browne, district passenger agent at Toledo, Ohio.

George A. Blair, whose appointment as general traffic man-
ager of the Chicago & Alton, with office at Chicago, has been an-

nounced in tliese columns, began railway work as a bill clerk in

the local freight office of

the Ohio & Mississippi

\'alley, now part of the

Baltimore & Ohio South-

western, at Cincinnati,

Ohio, and was subse-

quently traveling freight

agent of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe at

the same place. In 1898

Mr. Blair went with the

Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, and he has been

with that road ever since.

Prior to December, 1906,

he was commercial agent

at Cincinnati, and was
then transferred with

the same title to Pitts-

burgh, Pa. He was ap-

pointed general eastern

agent, with office at New
York, in October, 1908,

G. A. Blair. ^nd in July, 1910, was
promoted to assistant

general freight agent at Chicago, which office he has just re-

signed to go with the -Mton as general traffic manager.

Samuel F. Miller, who has been appointed general freight

agent of the Chicago & North Western, with office at Chicago,

as has been announced in these columns, was born at Wenona,
111. He received a common school education. On July 21, 1881,

Mr. Miller began railway work with the Chicago & North West-
ern, and he has been in continuous service on that road.

Until 18S0 he was consecutively telegraph operator, cashier and
station agent. He was then made traveling agent, and from
1896 to 1502 was general agent. In the latter year he was pro-
moted to assistant general freight agent, and in 1906 he was
jnade general freight and passenger agent of the lines west of

-the Missouri river at Omaha, Neb., from which position he was
recently promoted to general freight agent of the entire sys-

•tem, with office at Chicago.

H. D. Luckett, commercial agent of the Southern Railway, at

Charleston, S. C, has succeeded to the duties of H. M. Cobb,
commercial agent at Charleston, promoted. L. M. Ansley succeeds

Mr. Luckett. L. W. Sanderson, traveling freight agent at Nash-
ville, Tenn.. has been appointed commercial agent with office at

Little Rock, .\rk.. succeeding Robert McMechan, resigned. H.
W. Watson, traveling freight agent, at Albany, Ga., succeeds Mr.
Sanderson. J. W. Sikes succeeds Mr. Watson. L. E. Reynolds
has been appointed freight soliciting agent, with office at New
•Orleans, La. R. B. Arthur, freight soliciting agent at Augusta,
Ga., has been appointed commercial agent, with office at Augusta.
F. E. Harrison succeeds Mr. Arthur. B. W. Ingersoll has been
appointed freight soliciting agent, with office at Birmingham, Ala.,

succeeding A. J. Ribe, assigned to other duties. J. H. McCabe
has been appointed freight soliciting agent, with office at Rich-
mond, Va. L. B. Harris, Greenville, S. C. ; W. C. Stewart, Phila-

delphia. Pa., and William J. Fortune, Boston, Mass., have been
.appointed traveling freight agents.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

Alexander Bonnyman, until recently general manager of the
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, is now chief engineer, with head-
»quarters at Atlanta, Ga

J. S. Golithon has been appointed master mechanic of the
Bellingham Bay & British Columbia, with office at Bellingham,
Wash., succeeding J. A. Haley, resigned.

J. D. Farrington has been appointed roadmaster of the

Aurora division of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with
headquarters at Aurora, 111., succeeding C. F. Bowers, promoted.

M. F. McCarra has been appointed master mechanic in charge
of all equipment of the Louisiana Railway & Navigation Com-
pany, with office at Shreveport, La., succeeding T. Nicholson, re-

signed.

G. I. Evans, mechanical engineer of the Canadian Pacific, at

the Angus shops, Montreal, Que., has been appointed superin-

tendent of the locomotive shops at Angus, succeeding H. Os-
borne, promoted. W. H. Winterrowd succeeds Mr. Evans.

W. H. Williams, master mechanic of the Buffalo, Rochester
& Pittsburgh at Du Bois, Pa., has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Buffalo and Rochester divisions, with headquar-
ters at East Salamanca, N. Y., succeeding P. C. Zang, resigned.

F. G. Grinshaw, master mechanic of the West Jersey & Sea-
shore and the Camden Terminal division of the Pennsylvania
Railroad at Camden, N. J., has been appointed assistant engineer

of motive power of the Western Pennsylvania division, with
office at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Richard J. McComb, who has been appointed division engineer

of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, with headquarters at Canton,
Ohio, as has been announced in these columns, was born Feb-
ruary 4, 1884, at New Castle, Pa. He attended the Pennsyl-
vania State College from 1903 to 1905. Mr. McComb began
railway work in September, 1902, with the Pennsylvania Rail-

road and after finishing college went with the Wheeling & Lake
Erie at Canton as rodman. Two years later he became assistant

engineer of the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company at Youngs-
town, Ohio, and returned to the Wheeling & Lake Erie in

September, 1908, as assistant engineer. In July, 1911, he was
promoted to roadmaster of the Wheeling division at Diilonvale,

Ohio, from which position he was again promoted in August,
1912, to division engineer of the Toledo division at Canton, as

noted above.

Samuel Rockwell, whose appointment as consulting engineer
of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, with headquarters at

Cleveland, Ohio, has been announced in these columns, was born
on February 20, 1847, at

Brooklyn, N. Y., and
graduated from Shef-
field Scientific School,

Yale University, in 1873.

Previous to graduation,

he had been a flagman,

in 1864, on a locating

party for the Adirondack
Railway, now a part of

the Delaware & Hudson,
and in 1871 was a level-

man on the St. Paul &
Pacific, now a part of
the Great Northern. He
w-as subsequently pro-
moted to resident engi-

neer on construction

work. In 1872, he was
engaged on location

work for the Green Bay
& Lake Pipin, now a part
of the Green Bay &
Western. The following
year he went to the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, at Hoboken, N. J., and for
about four years was resident engineer on the Bergen Hill tun-
nel, and on other work. From 1877 to 1885, he was out of rail-

way service, principally engaged in contracting, and in municipal
and water works engineering. He was a locating and construc-
tion engineer from 1885 to 1887 on the St. Paul. Minneapolis &
Manitoba, now a part of the Great Northern. In 1888, he was
appointed chief engineer of the Eastern Minnesota, now a part
of the Great Northern, and in 1890 made surveys in California
for an extension of the Santa Fe to the Pacific coast. The fol-

Rockv
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lowing yfgr.he '^asapppintfd chitf enginasr; of the puluth &
Winnipeg, now a part of the Great Nortliern, and in September

of the same year he was appointed engineer of the Michigan

Southern divisionj of the Lake Shore .& Michigan Southern. In

1900, he was made principal assistant engineer of the same road.

He was promoted in 1904 to assistant chief engineer, and the fol-

lovytng yeaf was rhade' chief engineer, which position he held at

the time of his recent appointment as consulting engineer.

J. W. Brewer, whose appointment as superintendent of the Mt.

Clare, Baltimore, Md., shops of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been

anhotinced in' these columns, was boi'n September 6, 1880, at

Grafton, W. Va. He began railway work on September 24,

1895, as an engine cleaner on the Baltimore & Ohio, and has

been in the service of that road ever since. From November,

1856, to November, ISOO, he was machinist's apprentice, and in

November, 1900. was appointed machinist. Three years later he

was made roundhouse foreman, and in 1904. was appointed gang

foreman of erecting shop. He was promoted in 1S07 to erecting

shop foreman, in 1908, he was appointed assistant master mechanic,

and two years later he was made master mechanic, which posi-

tion he held at the time of his recent promotion as superintend-

ent of shops, as above noted. He will also perform the duties

of master mechanic as heretofore. The Mount Clare shops are

the principal ones on the Baltimore & Ohio system. About all

of the hea\-y repair work to locomotives and cars, from all lines,

is done at Mount Clare, and about 3,000 skilled mechanics and

shopmen of various grades are steadily employed at Mount

Qare.

George C. Cleveland, who has been appointed chief engineer

of the; Lqke Shore & Michigan Southern, with office at Cleve-

land. Ohio, as has been announced in tlieso cilunms, was born

in 1854, at Dover, Mass.

He began railway work
in 1873 as rodman and

instrumentman on the

Providence & Springfield,

now a part of the New
York, New Haven &
Hartford. From 1874 to

1879, he was employed by

the city of Boston, mak-
ing preliminary and loca-

tion surveys, and on the

construction of an aque-

duct from Framingham
to Boston. He went to

the Mexican Central in

1880, and was engaged in

making preliminary and
location surveys, until his

appointment as assistant

chief engineer of the

company, in charge of

heavy construction work
from the city of Mexico G C. Cleveland.
to and through the Zaca-

tecas mountains. From 1885 to 1891, he was engaged in a

general engineering business at Los Angeles, Cal.. and built

suburban street railways out of that place. In 1891, he was
appointed principal assistant engineer of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern ; for the past seven years he has been assist-

ant chief engineer in charge of maintenance and construction

work.

Special Officers.

H. S. Mikesell has been appointed assistant to the manager
of the mining department of the Rock Island Lines, with office

at Chicago.

OBITUARY.

iEqmpm^ttt m\b ^np^ltt^.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

Augu^J;us Newman, formerly indostrJa^ agent of the Chicago

Terminal Transfer Railway, died at his home in Chicago on

September 9, at the age of 72 years, Mr. Newman began rail-

way work in 1862 with the Chicago & Alton. From July. 1871,

to October. 1500. he was assistant general freight agent of that

road, and from 1903 to 1910 he was • industrial agent of the

Chicago Terminal Transfer.

The Erie has ordered 5 mikado locomotives from the Bald.wiii

Lofornotive Works.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered 7 mikado locomotives from
the Baldwm Locomotive Works.

The Illinois Southern has ordered 2 mikado locomotives-

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Mud Bay Logging Company has ordered 1 mikado loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Great Northern has ordered 10 six-wheel switching
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Washington & Old Dominion has ordered 2 consoli-

dation locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The International Paper Company has ordered 1 six-wheel
switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Hardaway Contracting Company has ordered 1 four-

wheel switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 10 six-

wheel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
W'orks.

The Rural Valley has ordered 1 consolidation locomotive-

from the American Locomotive Company. The dimensions of

the cylinders will be 21 in. x 28 in. ; the diameter of the driving;

wheels will be 57 in., and the total weight in working order

will be 188,000 lbs.

The Minneapolis, St Paul & SaUlt Ste. Marie has or-

dered 10 consolidation locomotives from the American Loco-

motive Company. The dimensions of the cylinders will be 25 in,

X 30 in. ; the diameter of the driving wheels will be 63 in., andi

the total weight in working order will be 225,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Lehigh & New England is in the market for from 300*

to 500 freight cars.

The Cetrale Moron, Cuba, has ordered 40 cane cars from the

Magor Car Company.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 1,000 gon-

dola cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Wabash is in the market for SCO hopper car bodies and

not for 500 hopper cars as was mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of August 30.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Pere Marquette has ordered 9,000 tons of rails from the

Cambria Steel Company.

The Harriman Lines have ordered 17,000 tons of rails from

the Carnegie Steel Company. Of the total, 12.000 tons are for

the Southern Pacific, and 5,000 tons are for the Union Pacific.

General Conditions in Steel.—The demand for steel for

early delivery is more urgent than it has been at any time

since 'he improvement began. Certain western roads, not being

able to obtain materia! in their respective territories, are nego-

tiating with eastern mills, notwithstanding the diflference from

$1.50 to $2 in freight. The September government crop re-

port is regarded as assurance that the present period of pfds-

perity will last at least a year.

New Railway Hotel in Paris.—The Paris-Lyon Mediter-

ranee Railway, France, has recently opened a new hotel m Paris,

close to its terminus in the rue de Lyon. The new . hotel . bears

the name of the Paris-Lyon-Palace. ;, i o ?!
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Suppiis STro^e K^tt>^. jBatltttdti (flondlruclton.

Richard J. Sheridan, formerly assistant to H. A. Fabian, man-
ager of purchases and supplies of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, with office in Boston, Mass., has been made eastern

agent of the Chicago Railway Equipment Company, succeeding

C. P. Williams, resigned to go to the National Lock Washer
Company, Newark, N. J., with office in Chicago.

Stewart D. Anderson, eastern representative of the Standard
Railway Equipment Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., with office in

New York, and formerly with the Hutchins Car Roofing Com-
pany, Detroit, Mich., with office in Chicago, died in Richmond,
Va., on September S. Mr. Anderson was born in Buffalo, N. Y.,

in 1848, and had been with the Standard company for about 11

years. He was a member of the New York Railroad Club.

Charles P. Williams, who has been eastern agent for the Chi-

cago Railway Equipment Company, with office in New York,

has resigned to become connected with the National Lock
Washer Company. Newark, N. J., with headquarters in the

Chicago office. Mr. Williams has formerly been connected with

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Michigan Central, the

Canadian Pacific, and the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.

Marie, and with the M. J. Holden Company of Montreal, Que.

The officers of the Hall Railway Signal Company, New York,
are as follows : President, J. J. Kennedy ; vice-president,

William P. Hall ; treasurer, N. J. Brown ; secretary, E. P. Goetz.

Mr. Kennedy was vice-president and treasurer of the Hall Sig-

nal Company before its reorganization and Mr. Hall was presi-

dent of that company. Mr. Brown is secretary of the Empire
Trust Company, New York, and Mr. Goetz is associated with

J. S. Bache & Co., New York, and was secretary of the read-
justment committee of the Hall Signal Company.

E. Harrison Symington, western agent for the T. H. Syming-
ton Company, Baltimore, Md., with office in Chicago, died in

Baltimore on September S, after undergoing two operations
for internal injuries. About five years ago Mr. Symington sus-

tained severe injuries from a fall from his horse, and the re-

cent operations were due to that accident. He was 34 years old

and had graduated from Lehigh University in 1898 as a me-
chanical engineer. He was a member of the Saddle and Cycle,

the University, the Chicago and the Athletic clubs in Chicago,

and of the Baltimore Country Oub and the Maryland Club in

Baltimore.

Charles E. Lee, general superintendent of the Boston & Maine,
with office in Boston, Mass., has resigned to go to the Commer-
cial Acetylene Company, New York, as genera! manager, with
office in New York. Mr. Lee was born on August 19, 1860,
and was educated in the public schools. He began railway
work in 1877 as an operator on the Boston, Clinton, Fitchburg
& New Bedford, now a part of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford. From 1879 to December, 18S6, he was operator and
train despatcher on the Worcester, Nashua & Rochester, and
its successor, the Boston & Maine. In December, 1896, he was
appointed superintendent of the Worcester, Nashua & Portland
division of the Boston & Maine, and in August, 1S03, was ap-
pointed assistant general manager. On September 1, 1906, he
was made general superintendent of the same road.

'The Case Crane & Engineering Company, Columbus, Ohio,
has been incorporated and has taken over the plant and busi-
ness of the old Case Crane Company, of Columbus. No con-
nection exists between the new company and the stockholders
and officers of the old company. Paul T. Norton, who has been
associated with the Jeffery Manufacturing Company, has been
made president and general manager of the new company.
Among the directors and stockholders are S. P. Bush, president
of the Buckeye Steel Castings Company, Columbus; J. F. Stone,
president of the Seagrave Company; J. A. Jeffery, president of
the Jeffery Manufacturing Company; Colonel James Kilboume,
president of the Kilboume & Jacobs Manufacturing Company;
O. A. Miller, president of the Ohio Paper Company, and J. H.
Frantz,! vice-president of the Columbus Iron & Steel Company.
The company will start business with a large amount of cash
working capital in addition to the assets of the old company
and without any bonded debt or liabilities.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—A contract has been
awarded to Walter H. Denison, of Wagoner, Okla., for 98 miles
of grading between Lovqtt and Texico, Tex.

Canadian Pacific—The report of this company for the year
ended June 30, 1912, shows that the company has 1,246.2 miles
under construction, on which work is now under way as fol-

lows :

Ontario Division.
Name. Miles.

Georgian Bay & Seaboard: Coldwater, Ont., southeast
to Bethany 76.O

South Ortario & Pacific: Guelph Junction, southeast
to Hamilton 16.2

Campbellford. Lake Ontario & Western: Glen Tay,
southwest to Agincourt 184.0

Manitoba Division.

Virden, Man., northwest to Macauley 35.4
Souris branch and extensions: Tilston, westerly to Alida 24.0
Boisesevain, northwest to Lauder 37.0

Saskatchewan Division.

Moose Jaw branch: Outlook, Sask., west to Rosetown

.

50.0
Moose Jaw, westerly 35.0
Kerrobert branch: Kerrobcrt, northeast 36.0
Weyburn branch: West of mile post 52 to 172 120.0
Stirling, east 25.0
Estevan branch: Estevan, northwest to Forward 55.0
Swift Current branch, southeasterly 45.0
Wilkie branch, southeasterly 35.0
Wilkie branch, northwesterly 32.0

Alberta Division.

Bassano branch: Bassano, Alta., to Standard 36.0
Swift Current branch, northwest 115.0
Suffield branch, southwest 55.0
Alberta Central branch: Red Deer, west 64.0
Crow's Nest Pass line: Waldo branch, Galloway to
Waldo 12.4

Calgary & Edmonton: Xacombe-Coronation, east 62.0

British Columbia Division.

Three Forks, B. C.,' east to Bear Lake 5.0
Port Moody 3.2
Kootenay Central : Wardner, north 46.0
Golden, south 42.0

Total 1,246.2

An officer writes that a contract has been given to Grant,
Smith & McDonnell, Spokane, Wash., for double-tracking work
between Hammond, B. C, and Ruby Creek.

Columbus. Memphis & Gdlf.—An officer writes that the
plans call for building from Okolona, Miss., southeast via Aber-
deen, Columbus and Pickensville, Ala., to Aliceville, 70 miles,

and that the prospects of building are good. The cut and fill

work involves handling about S.OOO cu. yds. a mile. The maxi-
mum grades will be O.S per cent., and maximum curvature 2 deg.
There will be four trestles and five stations. The company ex-
pects to develop a traffic in cotton and timber products. G. T.
Heard, president, Brooksville, Miss.

Dodge City & Cim.-\.rron Valley.—Ransom & Crook, Ot-
tawa, Kan., have been ayarded the contract for 62 miles of
grading in Grant, Stevens and Morton counties, Kan. This
company has just finished the work on a contract for grading
from Dodge City, Kan., to Satanta, Okla.

Great Northern.—According to press reports, bids are being
asked for building a 41-mile hne in British Columbia from Coal-
mont, B. C. to Coquahalla.

The cutoff from Fargo, N. Dak., to Surrey, 225 miles, was
opened for business September 1. (August 9, p. 271.)

Hastings & Northwestern.—See Union Pacific.

Medford & Crescent City.—Incorporated in Oregon, with

$50,000 capital, by residents of Medford. Ore. The plans call

for building from Medford, west via Ruch to Kerby. thence

southwest via Deering. to Crescent City. Cal., about 90 miles.

W. H. Gore. L. McCormack; E.' C. Burgess, Jr., and S. Patter-

son, all of Medford, are incorporators.

MissoL-Ri, Oklahoma & Gulf.—Work is well under way,

it is said, on the extension north from Wagoner, Okla., to

Joplin, Mo.. 120 miles. It is . understoqd th^f constrtiction

work will be started before November 1, on the branch' froin

Henryetta, Okla., west to Oklahqma Cit>-.
^

. ,,. , .

An officer is quoted as saying thiaL,,^l^ns . ha^y^^ b^en^rtiad^^
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for building an extension from Denison, Tex., south to Dallas,

with a branch west to Fort Worth.

MoRGANTOwN & DuNKARD Valley (Electric).—An officer

writes that the plans call for building from Morgantown, W. Va.,

north via Randall, thence west via Cassville, and northwest via

Bentress to Blacksville, 22J4 miles. Track has been laid on eight

miles from Morgantown to Cassville, and contracts will soon be

let for work on the rest of the line. The excavation work in-

volves handling about 14,000 cubic yards a mile. The maximum
grades will be l}/i per cent., except at Cassville, on a short

distance where the grade will be S'/i per cent, and maximum
curvature 16 deg. There will be a number of steel bridges, vary-

ing in size from 40 ft. to 130 ft. each, and two small trestles. The
company expects to develop a traffic in passengers, express matter,

local freight and eventually coal. G. B. Hartley, chief engineer,

Morgantown.

Mount Ida, Ouachita Vau.ey & Hot Springs.—An officer

writes that the plans call for building from Mount Ida, Ark.,

south to a point 5/2 miles north of Caddo Gap. The work is to

be carried out by local labor under the direction of C. C. Godman,
chief engineer. There will be three trestles on the line. The
company expects to develop a traffic in lumber, cotton, etc.

G. Cox, president. Mount Ida. (August 30, p. 409.)

New Orleans Great Northern.—An officer is quoted as say-

ing that an extension is to be built from Jackson, Miss., north

towards Memphis, Tenn.

Ottawa & St. Lawrence (Electric).—Construction work is

to be started this month from Ottawa, Ont., south to Morrisburg.

A branch is to be built later to Cornwall, and several other lines

are under consideration to connect a number of the smaller

Canadian cities in that section. The company has a capital of

$4,000,000, and was financed by J. A. Morden & Company,
Toronto. Henrv F. Darrell, Toronto, is the promoter. (April

26, p. 982.)

Pennsylvania Lines West.—Work is now under way, ex-

tending the tracks in the yard at Logansport. Ind. The cost

of the improvements will be about $100,0(X).

Perry, Macon & Northern.—This company is to be incor-

porated in Georgia, with $1(X),000 capital, to build from Perry,

Ga., north to Macon, 30 miles. A promoter writes that the pros-

pects of building the line are good, and that surveys are now
being made. William C. White, Macon ; C. E. Brunson, and

W. F. Staten, Valdosta, are interested.

Quanah, Acme & Pacific.—According to press reports, a

contract has been given to the Texas Building Company, Fort

Worth, Tex., to build the 40-mile extension from Paducah, Tex.,

west. (September 6, p. 453.)

St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico.—According to press re-

ports, work is now under way on the branch from Heyser,

Tex., on the Port O'Connor branch, to Austwell on San An-
tonio Bay. Plans have been made to build a branch from
Sinton to Port Aransas, 32 miles. (May 31, p. 1221.)

St. Petersburg & Gulf.—According to press reports, this

company is now at work building an eight-mile line from St.

Petersburg, Fla., to Boca Ceiga bay. B. M. Latham, chief en-

gineer, St. Petersburg.

Southern New England.—The Southern New England,

a subsidiary of the Grand Trunk Railway System, is making
rapid progress on the new line under construction between

Palmer, Mass., and Providence. R. I. Aside from certain iso-

lated parcels in the towns of Southbridge and Webster, Mass.,

practically all of the necessary right-of-way has been acquired.

Arrangements are also being perfected to take care of the cross-

ing of the Harbor Junction branch of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford in Rhode Island. In Massachusetts the grading in the

vicinity of Palmer is practically completed up to Monson Creek
bridge. Good progress is also being made in the vicinity of East

Brimfield and Southbridge, Mass., but very little grading has

been done on the section in the vicinity of West Brimfield.

Grading on the freight line in Providence is probably 30 per

cent, completed and the work is progressing fairly well. Work
has been commenced on the masonry at the power house viaduct

near Palmer, Mass., and the first concrete on the bridges near

West Brimfield was laid during the week of September 1. The
Marsch-Cleary-White Company, which has the sub-contracts for

the bridge masonry in the vicinity of Southbridge, is getting its

plant m readiness and excavation for the culverts and retaining
walls near Soiithbridge has been started. .. A temporary frame
trestle has been completed at station 3029, near Blackstone. and
a permanent trestle is being framed for erection at a point one-
half mile east of the temporary trestle. Laying concrete for the
viaducts in Rhode Island has been started and the work is

progressing rapidly. During the first week in September there
were 19 steam shovels on the line between Palmer and Provi-
dence, 14 of which were in operation. Nine out of 12 concrete
outfits on the line were operating. The contractors' force at

present totals 1,675 men. Concrete is being laid at the rate of
about 950 cu. yds. per week and the grading is progressing at

the rate of 350,000 yds. per month.

Union Cypress Company's Line.—Work is nearing completion
on a logging line from this company's sawmill at Melbourne,
Fla., west to timber lands, 18 miles. D. F. Clark, president, Mel-
bourne.

Washington Electric.—Incorporated in Oregon, with $1,000.-

(X30 capital to build from Vancouver, Wash., north to Tacom.a.

The incorporators include H. C. Coffman, Chehalis; C. H.
Berryman, and R. B. Montague.

Union Pacific.—A contract has been given to Kilpatrick

Brothers & Collins, of Omaha, Neb., and Beatrice, to build the

Hastings & Northwestern from Hastings. Neb., northwest to
'

Gibbon, 26 miles. (Aug. 2, p. 228.)

Wichita Falls Route.—According to press reports, work has

been finished by the ^^^chita Falls & Northwestern on the ex-

tension to Forgan, Beaver county, Okla., which is 85 miles north-

west of Woodward. It is understood that the line will eventually

be extended north into Kansas. (Jan. 26, p. 177.)

Wichita Falls & Northwestern.—See W ichita Falls Route.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Boston, Mass.—The Boston & Albany is to build new bridges

to carry the tracks over highways in Westboro, Rochdale. Palmer
(two), Springfield, Pittsfield and Richmond. These bridges are

heavier than those which they replace, the increase in strength

being necessary on account of the increased weight of the loads.

East Waco, Tex.^—The Missouri, Kansas & Texas expects to

begin work shortly on car repair shops and a water treating

plant.

Indianapolis. Ind.—The Pennsylvania Lines have asked bids

on a new freight house.

The Pennsylvania Lines have submitted plans to the city for

a concrete and steel 20-stall roundhouse.

Manly Junction, Ia.—The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

has awarded the contract for a 20-stall roundhouse.

Maplesville. Ala.—The Southern Railway has given a con-

tract to H. F Elliott, Hickory, N. C, for building a combination

station, a cotton platform, and making track changes at Maples-

ville, the work is to be started at once, and will be pushed to

completion. The original plan of building a joint station with

the Mobile & Ohio has been abandoned.

Morgantown, W. \^a.—See Morgantown & Dunkard \'alley

(Electric) under Railway Construction.

Okolona, Miss.—See Columbus, Memphis & Gulf under Rail-

way Construction.

Palmer, Mass.—See Boston, Mass.

Pittsfield, Mass.—See Boston, Mass.

Richmond, Mass.—See Boston, Mass.

Rochdale, Mass.—See Boston, Mass.

Springfield, Mass.—See Boston, Mass.

Sweetvvatfjj, Tex.—The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient has

filed plans with the Texas railway commission for a new pas-

senger station to be built within three months.

Tacoma, Wash.—The Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound is

to begin work shortlv on a new freight warehouse, 430 ft. x

175 ft.

Westboro, Mass.—See Boston, Mass.
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Boston Elevated.—Judge Colt, in the United States district

court, on September 5 sustained the demurrer of the West End
Street Railway and dismissed the suit brought by Anna Young
as the holder of $5,000 bonds of the West End company to

prevent the merger of that company with the Boston Elevated.

The court found that the legislature has the right to pass a law

providing for the transfer of the property of one solvent

corporation to another. The efTect of the transaction is simply

a change of name, as the Boston Elevated assumes all the

liabilities and indebtedness of the West End. The plaintiff

contended that the merger would impair the obligation of her

contract with the West End company.

Burr's Ferry, Browndel & Chester.—This company will be

taken over by the Southern Pacific. The road runs from
Rockland, Tex., to Turpentine, 11 miles.

Canadian Pacific.—See Quebec Central.

Chicago Great WESTERi^.^See Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific.

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.—Control of this company
was acquired by Xewman Erb at the meeting held in New York,
September 9. It is planned to form a new.company, which will

bid in the property of the D. N. & P. at the foreclosure sale,

and Mr. Erb will receive as a bonus a majority of the capital

stock of the new company. The receivers have made application

to the courts for permission to sell $300,000 receivers' certifi-

cates, and it is understood that an additional $200,000 receivers'

certificates will be sold later. Mr. Erb and his associates will

take all these certificates. After the new company has been
formed new securities will be issued, which will be received by
the holders of the $3,500,000 notes in exchange for those they

now hold. Of the new securities the Erb syndicate will take

$1,000,000 bonds at about 85. A bonus of 51 per cent, of the

stock will go with these bonds and will give the syndicate con-

trol of the road.

Midland Valley.—Stockholders will vote on October 2 on the

question of issuing $1,500,000 preferred stock. The amount
authorized is now $10,000,000 and the amount outstanding,

$8,013,000.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—According to press

reports, this company has bought the Wisconsin & Michigan.

The W. & M. runs from Peshtigo Harbor, Mich., northward,

76 miles, to Iron Mountain, Mich., with branches aggregating

50 miles additional.

National Railways of Mexico.—This company has called for

payment $39,000 equipment and collateral 5 per cent, bonds,

second series, dated October 2, 1899, of the Mexican Central

Railway. Payment at par and interest will be made on Octo-

ber 1 at either the Old Colony Trust Company, Boston ; the Na-
tional Railways of Mexico. New York ; or Glyn, Mills, Currie

& Company, London, England.

New York Central & Hudson River.—See Rutland.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—See Rutland.

Norfolk & Western.—N. D. Maher, of Roanoke, Va. second

vice-president and general manager of the road, has been made
a director, succeeding Henry Fink, deceased.

Quebec Central.—According to press reports, the agreement for

leasing this line to the Canadian Pacific will take efltect January
1, 1913, and the 7 per cent, income bonds, now dependent for

their interest upon earnings, will then be converted into 5 per

cent. 50-year bonds. These bonds will be guaranteed principal

and interest by the Canadian Pacific. In compensation for the

reduction of interest, the bondholders will receive a cash bonus
of 10 per cent.

Rutland.—Complaint has been made to the New York Public

Service Commission, Second district, by a committee includ-

ing Tompkins C. Delavan, John F. Calder, Ralph L. Shain-

wald and George N. Towie, representing holders of $750,000,

par value, of the stock of the Rutland, asking the commission
to cancel the purchase by the New York, New Haven &
Hartford from the New York Central & Hudson River of

20,035'4 shares of Rutland stock. The petition calls atten-

tion to the fact that on July 11, 1912, Justice Gerard, of the

Supreme Court, made an order granting an injunction re-

straining the New York Central and the New Haven from
transferring or receiving shares of stock. In the opinion Jus-
tice Gerard held that the Rutland and the New Havori'-wiaiieo'V

competing lines. •'j'->i- '.'•^
' '''' spf

St. Louis & San Francisco.—This company will issue $2,j^,000,'^
6 per cent, notes, due September 1, 1914. These notes wSl'Se"
secured by pledge with the Equitable Trust Company tyf ' MiS'j;

following collateral : $3,609,046 New Orleans, Texas & M'exrr

ico 6 per cent, certificates of indebtedness; $2,000,000 New
Orleans, Texas & Mexico capital stock (the entire issue);

;

$1,400,000 Kirby Lumber Company 7 per cent, preferred stock;

$600,000 San Benito & Rio Grande Valley bonds, when issued,

and authorized by the Texas railway commission; and $49,100

of the San Benito & Rio Grande Valley stock. The pro-

ceeds of this sale will be used to reimburse the St. Louis &
San Francisco for expenditures on the New Orleans, Texas &
Mexico division, w'hich have aggregated $5,609,046.

Application has been made by the company to the

Texas railway commission for permission to issue and
register $94,000 bonds, secured by the Brownwood. North &
South Texas, which was recently constructed, and which runs

from Brownwood, Tex., to May.

Southern Pacific.—See Burr's Ferry, Browndel & Chester.

Tennessee Northeastern.—This company is now selling in

France $750,000. of its $2,600,000 first mortgage 5 per cent,

bonds, due April 1, 1949.

Western Allegheny.—The common pleas court at Pittsburgh,

Pa., on Septembei- S authorized Receiver Ely to issue not over

$50,000 6 per cent, receiver's certificates.

Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific.—The Chicago Great Western,
which owns the entire capital stock and operates the road
under lease, will make no further advances to meet the in-

terest on the $6,232,000 first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of the

Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific. President Felton, of the

Chicago Great Western, said in part: "The gross earnings of

the Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific have been insufficient to

cover the expenses of operation and maintenance, ta.xes and
the interest on its bonds. The fact is that the road is a drain

upon the earnings of the Great Western company, and the

latter has decided that it will not make further advances to'

pay interest on the Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific bonds as'

it is under no obligation to do so." ,/: -n. ' /-

Traffic Congestion in India.—According to the Indian Rail-

way Cacette, traffic congestion in India has been so severe that

the Great Indian Peninsular Railway refused to receive ship-

ments for its Bombay termini for nearly two weeks in order to

relieve the congestion.

Indian Laundry Car.—Attached to the auxiliary train, which
accompanied the special train used by the royal party in India

at the time of the Delhi Durbar, was a special laundry car 62
ft. long and 9 ft. 6 in. wide. This car carried a boiler, wash
tubs, etc., at one end, and ironing boards, with heaters, etc., at

the other end. The central portion of the car was used for

drying and storing.

Car Shortage in Saxony.—There has been a heavy increase

in the freight revenues of the Saxon State Railways, which was
accompanied by a heavy car shortage. This shortage was not

caused so much by reduced orders for equipment as by the un-

usually hot summer and drout which made many of the water

transportation routes unavailable for the movement of freight,

and consequently the burden of transportation was thrown en-

tirely on the railways, which found themselves unable to meet

the demand for freight cars.

Chinese Railway Development.—Press despatches from

Pekin this week say that the Chinese government has author-

ized Dr. Sun Yat Sen to establish a railway corporation to build

an elaborate system of national railways. Companies made up

of both Chinese and foreign interests will be granted conces-

sions for periods of about 40 years, so made that at the end

of that time the railways shall revert to the government. Dr.

Sun proposes a scheme under which the whole of China proper

shall be open to foreign residence.
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To the Shareholders.

The accounts of the Company for the year ended June 30th, 1912, show
the following results:

—

Gross Earnings $123,319,541.23
Working Expenses 80,021,298.40

Net Earnings $43,298,242.83
Net Earnings of Steamships in excess of amount included

in monthly reports 1,104,448.79

Deduct Fixed Charges

Surplus
Deduct amount transferred to Steamship Re-

placement Account $1,000,000.00
Contribution to Pension Fund 125,000.00

$33,877,754.13

From this there has been charged a half-yearly
dividend on Preference Stock of 2 per cent.,
paid April 1st, 1912 $1,258,333.32

^nd three quarterly dividends on Ordinary
Stock of 1^^ per cent, each, paid January
2nd, 1912, April Ist, 1912, and June 29th,
1912 9,450,000.00

"From this there has been declared a second
half-yearly dividend on Preference Stock,
payable October Ist,^ 1912 $1,333,901.94

And a fourth quarterly dividend on Ordinary
Stock of 114 per cent., payable October 1st,

1912 3,150,000.00
$4,483,901.94

Leaving net surplus for the year $17,560,518.87
In addition to the above dividends on Ordinary Stock three per cent,

-was paitl from Special Income.

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE DETAILS OF SPECIAL INCOME FOR
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30th, 1912.

Balance at June 30th, 1911 $2,702,205.20
Interest on Cash Proceeds and on Deferred Payments for

land sold
Interest on Deposits and Loans
Interest on Can. Pac. Ry. 1st Mortgage Bonds acquired
Interest from Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Ry.

Bonds
Interest from Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Ry. Bonds.
Interest from Mineral Range Ry. Bonds
Interest from Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Ry. Bonds...

Kingston & Pembroke Ry. Bonds
Dominion Government Bonds
Ontario Government Bonds
British Consols
Montreal & Atlantic Ry. Bonds, and on o

Interest f

Interest froi

Interest fro
Interest fro
Interest fro

Securities

apolii

xpress Co. Stock
St. Paul & S. S. M. Ry. CommonDividends on Mi

Stock
Dividends on Mil

Stock
Dividends on Alberta Ry. & Ir _
Dividend on West Kootenay Power & Light Co. Common Stock
Dividends on West Kootenay Power & Light Co. Preferred

Stock

1,817,774.37
605,140.21
61,612.00

159,720.00
100^00.00
SO,M0.(K)
10,840.00
13,320.00

182,500.00
48.000.00
114.569.44

174,311.88
50,000.00

160,000.00

apolis, St. Paul & S. S. M. Ry. Preferred

igation Comgany^ Stock

.

445,326.00
245,241.50
27,500.00

1,925.00

$7,860,790.60
Less—Payments to Shareholders in dividends;

September 30th. 1911, January 2nd, 1912, April
1st, 1912, and June 2'9th, 1912 5,400,000.00

$2,460,790.60

From this a dividend has been declared, payable October
Ist, 1912 1,350,000.00

Leaving net surplus carried forward $1,110,790.60

2. The working expenses for the year amounted to 64.89 per cent, of

the gross earnings, and the net earnings to 35.11 per cent., as compared
with 64.77 and 35.23 per cent., respectively, in 1911.

3. Four per cent. Consolidated Debenture Stock to the amount of

£2,252.516 was created and sold, and of the proceeds the sum of £1,481,592

was applied to the construction of authorized branch lines; £300.000 was
used for acquisition of Steamships for Pacific Coast Service, as authorized;

£5,000 was used to acquire a like amount of your Company's First Mort-
gage 5% Bonds; and the balance £465.924 was devoted to the acquisition

of the bonds of other railway companies whose lines constitute a portion

of your System, the interest on which had, with your sanction, been
guaranteed by vour Company.

4. Four per cent. Preference Stock to the amount of £1,976,390 was
created and sold, the proceeds being used to meet capital expenditures that

had your previous sanction.
, j t, . r- ,•

5. Your guarantee of interest was endorsed on Four per cent. Consoli-

dated Bonds of the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railway

Companv to the amount of $1,520,000, issued and sold to cover the cost

of 76 miles of railway added to that Company's railway system.

6 During the year 669,639 acres of agricultural land were sold for

$10,710,143.00, being an average of $15.99 per acre. Included in this

area there were 3.270 acres of irrigated land, which brought $44.25 per

acre, so that the average price of the balance was $15.85 per acre.

7 Your Directors consider it desirable to extend the following branch

lines of railway in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, and will ask you

to sanction the issue of the requisite amount of Four per ce.nt. Consolidated

Debenture Stock to meet the expenditures, viz.: Boissevam to Lauder-—

37 miles- Weyburn Lethbridge Branch—125 miles; Kerrobert^ Northeasterly

Branch—11 miles; Wilkie Anglia Branch—

4

westerly Branch—80 miles; Sufiield Southwesterly Branch—55 miles.
8. There will be submitted for vour consideration and approval a lease

of the Kingston and Pembroke Railway, extending from Renfrew, on the
Company's main line west to Ottawa, to Kingston, on the St. Lawrence
River, and from the Village of Godfrey to Zanesville Mine, in the Province
of Ontario, a total distance of 107.5 miles; a lease of the Alberta Central
Railway, extending from Red Deer to Rocky Mountain House, in the
Province of Alberta, a distance of 65 miles; an agreement with the St.
Mary's and Western Ontario Railway Company cancelling existing ar-
rangements and substituting a lease of their property for a period of 999
years at a rental equivalent to four per cent, per annum on bonds issued
or to be issued by that company with your consent to an amount not

ng^ $25,000 per mile of their railway; and a deed of conveyance of
the Cap de la Madeleine Railw
Railwav near Three Rivers, i

Madeleine, on the St. Lawre:
and Paper Company's works.

9. An indenture of lease fr.

s in length, connecting your
of Quebec, with Cap de la

with the Wayagamack Pulp

$32,752,754.13 Coal

3m the Government of the Province of New
ick, as lessor, to this Company, as lessee, of the New Brunswick
d Railway for a term of 999 years at a rental of fifty per cent, of
earnings of the said railway, as defined and calculated in the said

proposed lease, will be submitted for your sanction. This railway extends
from a point in the vicinity of Minto. in the County of Sunbury, to a point
of junction with the Intercolonial Railway, near Norton, in the County
of Kings, in the Province of New Brunswick, a distance of approximately
58 miles, and will form a portion of a connection between your Railway
and a coal mine in the Province of New Brunswick, now in process of
development.

10. For the purpose of securing a shorter and more expeditious route
between Quebec and points in New England, served by your friendly con-
nection the Boston and Maine Railroad, your Directors thought it advisable
to lease the Quebec Central Railway, forming the connection between
Sherbrooke and Levis, together with branch lines from Beauce Junction
to St. Sabine, and from Tring to Mcgantic, all in the Province of Quebec,
making a total of about 253.5 miles of railway, at a rental based upon the
interest on the outstanding 1st, 2nd and 3rd Mortgage Bonds of the Quebec
Central Railway Company, and a dividend on the outstanding Capital Stock
of that company at four per cent, per annum for four years from July 1st,

1912, and thereafter at the rate of five per cent, per annum, and you will
be asked to confirm the action of your Directors and sanction the agree-
ment of lease between your Company and the Quebec Central Railway
Company.

11. The Shuswap and Okanagan Railway, 51 miles in length, extending
from Sicamous Junction, on your main line in British Columbia, to the head
of Okanagan Lake, was leased to your Company on its completion in 1892
for a period of 25 years, and it was a condition of the lease that the
Company should pay by way of rental forty per cent, of the gross earn-
ings of the line, as defined in the lease, in quarterly amounts. The interest
on the bonds issued by the Shuswap and Okanagan Railway Company for
the construction of the line, amounting to £10,000 per annum, was uncon-
ditionally guaranteed by the Province of British Columbia. Until within
the last two years the rental was insufficient to meet the annual interest
charge, with the result that the Province of British Columbia had a deferred
claim against the Shuswiip and Okanafiftin Railway Company for the de-
ficiency in interest amounting to about £80,000 at the end of last fiscal year.

As the principal of the bonds will matlfre July 1st, 1915, and it is mani-
festly desirable that your Company should retain possession of the line,

a lease of the property for a period of 999 years has been arranged and
will be submitted for your approval. The rental to be paid by your Com-
pany is an amount equivalent to four per cent, per annum on the outstand-
ing bonds of the company and on any that may hereafter be issued with
your consent. Upon being subrogated in the rights of the Province your

undertake
vhich efer bet

Coluir
lapse

year

good to the Provi

d by th-

the deficiency

British Col
d Western, and British Colu
: and judgment of the Court, become
these grants 434,696 acres v

average net price of $1.77 pe
most accessible of the lands, and theremj

orfstruction of the
Railways had, by

bject to taxation. Of
old during the past twelve
:. As these constituted the

tuated that they

would necessarily be very slow of sale, your Directors decided after nego-

tiations covering a considerable period to reconvey to the Government of

the Province of British Columbia the unsold portion of these two land

grants, excepting an area of 543,496 acres, reserved by the Company to

meet its timber and tie requirements, at the price of 40 cents per acre.

This will enable the Provincial authorities to encourage settlers to take

up on very easy terms such of the lands as may be of use, and the Com-
pany will be relieved from the cost of administration and from the payment

of rather heavy annual taxes. Y'our Director
action, which was not completed until aftei

will prove advantageous to both the Provi_n(

your Company, and they hope that their

approval. .

13. The Georgian Bay and Seaboard Railway, recently built

auspices of your company between Victoria Harbour, on Georgi:

Bethany, Ontario, to provide a shorter and
route between Western Canada and the

nion that the trans-

the close of the fiscal year,

e of British Columbia and to

action will meet with your

under the
Bay, and

economical lake and rail

Seaboard, has proved

Swift Current North-

^„^^ anticipated, due to the character of the line that

it "was" finally determined to construct and to other conditions. The power

conferred by Parliament on the Georgian Bay and Seaboard Railway Com-
pany to issue bonds for the purposes of its undertaking was originally

limited to $30,000 per mile, but at the last Session of Parliament this

amount was increased to $55,000 per mile, and your Directors will ask

your authority to enter into a supplementary agreement with the Georgian

Bay and Seaboard Railwav Company to increase the limit of that com-

pany's bond issue, upon which this Company has, by virtue of the lease

approved October 3rd, 1906, agreed to pay interest by way of rental, from

$30,000 to an amount not exceeding $55,000 per mile of railway.
_

14. Instead of continuing the double track from Glen Tay to Agincourt,

on the Ontario and Quebec Railway between Montreal and Toronto, your

Directors have decided, if you approve, to secure a line between these two

points that will serve the territory further south, and will reach several

important towns on the North Shore of Lake Ontario. An agreement has,

therefore been made with the Campbellford, Lake Ontario and Western

Railway Company for the constrnction, under your Companys supervision

and control, of that company's railway, 1S4 miles in length, between Glen

Tay and Agincourt. both in the Province of Ontario, and for the lease of

the railway when completed to your Company for a period of 999 years,

at a rental equivalent to four per cent, per annum on the bonds of the

Campbellford, Lake Ontario and Western Railway Company, issued with

your consent.
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15. Your present route between points in the Kootenay and Boundary
Creek Districts, of British Columbia, and the Pacific Coast is long and
expensive, and the best means of securing a more direct route has engaged
the attention of your Directors for some time past. The Kettle Valley
Railway Company, having a Dominion charter, covering the territory be-
tween Midway, the terminus of your Boundary Creek Line, and Merritt,
on your Nicola Line, undertook to build the railway between these points,
under the advice and to the satisfaction of your Directors, upon condition
that your Company would lease the line, approximately 270 miJes in length,
and the branch line along the North Fork of the Kettle River, 24 miles in
length, whenever and as soon as the Kettle Valley Railway Company is

competent to make a lease, paying by way of rental the interest at four
per cent, per annum on the bonds of the Kettle Valley Railway Company,
issued with your consent, any subsidy received from the Dominion or
Provincial Government, or from any other source, to be applied on an
agreed basis towards the cost of the construction of the railway and a
corresponding reduction in the amount of bonds to be issued. This line
will give you access to a large and important section of the Province in
which development should quickly follow railway facilities. Your Directors
will suggest that they be clothed with power to. make an agreement of lease
when the requisite legal formalities have been complied with.

16. The amounts appropriated for new works, exclusive of railway con-
struction, were abnormally large, in the year under review. For the en-
largement of terminals, additional buildings, shops, second tracks, sidings
and improvements of every variety calculated to improve the efficiency of
yoiir railway system, and to facilitate the movement of your large and
increasing traffic, the amount of $30,000,000 was authorized to be expended
and orders for locomotives and cars, representing an expenditure of
$25,750,000, were placed. Many of these works cannot be completed within
the season with the limited amount of labour available, but your Directors
are sparing no effort to meet the convenience of the public and to

strengthen your own position. Canadian manufacturers of freight cars
are very much behind in their deliveries, but they promise to do better,

and there is little doubt that all of the equipment ordered abroad will be
forwarded according to contract.

17. In 1905, when your Company acquired the Esquimault and Nanaimo
Railway, you also purchased the unsold lands on Vancouver Island belong-

ing to that Company, about 1,400,000 acres in area, at the orice of SI -

335.000. , Thue far 250,000 acre, have been sold! yielding $3,364 000 Ind
the rernaimng area is of great value, although some portions of it are so
sitaoted that Jhey- cannot ^well.be ntilizjd. There was the possibility that
these ands m.ght be subject to taxation if segregated from the Esquimault
and Nanaimo Railway, and, therefore, they have never been taken into
your accounts, but an agreement about taxes has been made with theOovernment of the Province of British Columbia and hereafter the figures
relating to them will appear in your annual statements.
.„'§• At a Special General Meeting of the Shareholders held on May lUh
1892, called for the purpose of giving effect to the Act of 1892. a Resolu-
Uon was adopted authorizing the Company to create and issue from time
to time Consolidated Debenture Stock payable in Sterling money of Great
Britain and bearing interest not exceeding four per cent, per annum for
the purpose of satisfying or acquiring Mortgage Bonds of any other rail-
way company, the principal or interest of which the Comoany shall have
already guaranteed. The Dominion Atlantic Railway Company, whose
railway you have leased, provided its money requirements by an issue of
three classes of Debenture Stock, upon which your Company has guaran-
teed the payment of the annual interest as a consideration for the lease
of the property. It is quite likely that in the future it will be fotjnd
desirable to acquire a portion, or all, of this Debenture Stock by an issue
of your own Four per cent. Consolidated Debenture Stock, and in order
to comply strictly with the provisions of the Act of 1892, it will be neces-
sary to have an issue of Consolidated Debenture Stock for that purpose

Special General Meeting duly called
" eral Meeting.

from office at the ap-
re-eiection

:

approved by the Shareholders at the
for the purpose immediately after the Annual Ge

19. The undermentioned Directors will retir
proaching Annual Meeting. They are eligible

WiLMOT D. Matthews,
Sir Sandford Fleming, K.C.M.G.
Mr. Adam R. Creelman, K.C,
Sir William Whvte.

For the Directors,
T. G

Montreal, August 12th, 1912.

SHAUGHNESSY,
President.

Railway and Equipment
Ocean, Lake and River Steamships
Acquired Securities (Cost):

Exhibit "A"
Properties Held in Trust for the Company
Deferred Payments on Land and Town Site
Sales

Advances to Lines Under Construction
Advances and Investments
Material and Supplies on Hand
Current Assets:
Agents and Conductors Balances
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable

Temporarily Invested in Government Se-

curities
Cash in Hand

CONDENSED BALANCE SHEET, JUNE 30. 1912.

$382,829,051.33 Capital Stock

41,468,821.88
16,654.401.70
12,360,997.99
13.017,431.90

i'MENTS ON Subscription to New Issue
Capital Stock ($18,000.000.00)

Four Per Cent. Preference Stock
FoT'B Per Cent. Consolidated Debenture
Stock

Mortgage Bonds:
First Mortgage, 5 per cent $34,

i

Algoma Branch, 1st Mortgage 3,<

Current Liabilities:
Audited Vouchers $11,
Pay Rolls .". 5
Net Traffic Balances
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable 6,

$180,000,000.00

16,806,621.00
66,695,097.03

361,277.06
,621,929.55
290,366.38
271.762.30

38,648.633.33

Interest on Funded Debt and Rental of
Leased Lines:

Coupons due July 1st, 1912, and including
Coupons overdue not presented $1,2

Accrued Fixed Charges 1

Equipment Obligations
Equipment Replacement Fund
Steamship Replacement Fund
Appropriation for Additions and Improve-

ments -

Reserve Fund for Contingencies
Lands and Town Sites

Sales
Surplus

$628,119,545.64

^°^^T7 -^ '"" '° above assets, the Company owns 6,660,581 acres of
land in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta (average sales past year $15.99
per acre), and 4,395,948 acres in British Columbia.

1,391,702.35
1,040.000.00
2,103,993.54
5,721,852.37

3.535,712.14
4.382.617.80

$628,119,545.64

I. G. OGDEN,
Vice-Presidenl.

Auditors' Certificate.
We have examined the Books and Records of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Co., for the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1912, and having compared
the annexed Balance Sheet and Income -Account therewith, we certify that,

in our opinion, the Balance Sheet is properly drawn up so as to show
the true financial position of the Company at that date, and that the relative
Income Account for the year is correct.

Montreal, August 9th, 1912. PRICE, W.\TERHOUSE & CO.,
Chartered Accountants (England).

FIXED
i7.191,500
t 200,000

:i3,S44,000

1,007,381-1

!,eoo,ooo

1,330,000

750,000

500,000

500,000

CHARGES FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30TH, 1912.
1st Moragage Bonds 5% due July 1st, 1915.. $1,749,931.66 £30,490,493
St. Lawrence & Ottawa Ry. 4% 1st Mortgage £ 996.530
Bonds 38,933.34 f 120,588

Man. S. West. Colzn. Ry. 1st Mortgage 5%
Bonds due June 1st, 1934 127,200.00

Toronto, Grey & Bruce Ry. Rental 140,000.00
5-5 Ontario & Quebec Ry. Debenture Stock 5%.. 975,129.56

Ontario & Quebec Ry. Ordinary Stock 6%... 120,000.00
Atlantic & North West. Rv. 1st Mortgage
Bonds due January 1st. 1937 323,633.34

Algoma Branch S% 1st Mortgage Bonds, due
July 1st, 1937 , 182,500.00

New Brunswick Southern Railway 1st Mort-
gage Bonds, 3% 15,000.00

Lindsay, Bobcaygeon & Pontypool Ry. 1st
Mortgage Bonds, 4% 20,000.00

Rental, Calgary & Edmonton Ry 218,357.60
Rental, Farnham to Brigham Jet 1,400.00
Rental, Mattawamkeag to Vanceboro 23,800.00
Rental, New Brunswick Ry. System 372,829.74
Rental, Terminals at Toronto 25,353.15
Rental, Terminals at Hamilton 35,297.73
Rental. Hamilton Tot. to Toronto 42.191.12
Rental, St. Stephen & Milltown Ry 2,050.00
Rental, St. Marvs & Western Ontario Ry... 2,442.05
Rental, Joliette & Brandon Ry 5.000.00
Rental. Lachine Canal Branch 939.96
Interest on Montreal & Western Ry 15,403.37
Interest on Equipment Obligations 63,066.67

4% CONSOLIDATED DEBENTURE STOCK.
Interest from July 1st, 1911 $5,935,482.62
Interest from Jan. 1st, 1912 96,995.58
Interest from July 1st, 1912

$6,032,478.20
Less received from subsidy

Northern Colonization Railway.. 8,000.00

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES.
Year Ended Tune 30th. 1912.

Cash in hand, June 30th, 1911
Temporarily invested in Government Securities

RECEIPTS:
Surplus Revenue as per statement $32,752,754.13
Special Income as per statement 5.158,585.40

Land Department:
Lands and Townsites:
Net proceeds of sales $8,279,537.17

Collection of Deferred Payments on pre-

vious years' sales 6,028,5-4.87

$14,308,062.04

....... ... Deferred Pay-
sales 13,380,923.93

37,911,339.53

Less amounts remaining
ments on year'
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RECEIPTS (.Continued) :

Bonuses;
Dominion Governinent Subsidy „„,,,„„
On Moosejaw Branch $78,43^.00
" Selkirk Branch—Gimli Extension... . 30.1/6.00

jqs 608 00

Capital Stock:

Subscription to $18,000,000 Additional'Obdis.ary Stock:

Payments on .nstalments 16,806,621.00

Four Per Cent. Preference Stock:

Amount realized from issue £1,976,390 9,444,080.19

Consolidated Debenture Stock:

Amount realized from issue £2,252,516 11,016,661.59

$120,674,732.26

Advances to Lines under Construction $16,654,401.70

Advances and Investments 12.360,997.99

Current Assets 9,828,601.48

$38,844,001.17

Less amount at June 30th, 1911 26.684.005.17 j,
159 996.00

$108,514,736.26

EXPENDITURES:
Dividends on Preference Stock:

2 per cent, paid September 30th, 1911 $1,141,533.31

2 per cent, paid April 1st, 1912 ' '-2^8.333.32 ^23,^3^^,

3

Dividends on Ordinary Stock: ^^
2'A per cent, paid September 30th, 1911.... $4,500,000.00

2'/. per cent, paid January 2nd, 1912 •^•^OO'OO"-""

2/2 per cent, paid April Ist, 1912 4.3OO.OOO.OO

2^ per cent. ?aid June 29th. 1912 4,500.000.00 ,g ^^^^^^ „„

Properties held in trust for the Company. ............... • . IfA^ill
Construction of acquired and branch lines. Exhibit "D".... 7,686,609.45

Additions and Improvements, main line and branches, tx- ^^
^^^ ^^^ ^^

Additions and' improvements, leased and acquired lines, Ex-
^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^

RoUing Stock,' 'Shops
'

and' 'MachiA^ry !

.' .'

!

.'

!

.'

! !

.'

!

.'

^
^'fins'i^T'Rfi

Ogden Shops at Calgary 608,857.86

Ocean. Lake and River Steamships:
Additional Steamships and Appurtenances ^.,„^..,.

for Pacific Coast Service. ^^IHli.')!
Less sale of Steamship "Amur" ll.OOO.UU

$738,894.19

Additional River Steamers and Barges *?'o?S?^
Extension to Steamship "Alberta'..... 1,819.44

Payments on account of Steamships Empress ,,_,,, ..
of Asia" and "Empress of Russia" 1,53/,671.94

Less amount paid from Steamship Replace- .,„„,. .-
ment / 78,835.9/

$778,835.97

Additional Facilities at Liverpool 62.260.15
^ 668.550.58

Securities Acquired:

""'bS ^..^^'°°"'°"..''^'.. !".... ^^!'''^ $2,200,000.00

Kingston & Pembroke Ry. ist Mortgage
Bonds 254,637.50

Shuswap & Okanagan Ry. 1st Mortgage
Bonds 4,767.07

Tilsonburg, Lake Erie & Pacific Ry. 1st

Mortgage Bonds l- • • • •

, "i^ii
Alberta Ry. & Irrigation Co. Stock

ITo'^o^i'SS
Dominion Atlantic Ry. Stock '?''*^-9°

Kingston & Pembroke Ry. Stock ^A^lll
Shuswap & Okanagan Ry. Stock 39,550.00

West Kootenay Power & Light Co. Stock... 51/,493.25

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Ry.:

Balance of Subscription to Ordinary and
Prpfprred Stock 1.324.920.00±-reierrea stocK ^_^___|_^^ 4.545,700.13

Payment of Equipment Obligations.

.

R26'l77'89
Increase in Material and Supplies on hand 1,826.177.89

$71,594,778.94

Deduct:
Increase in current liabilities 6.797.596.57

$64,797,182.37

Temporarily Invested in Government Securities
i?'2?|'ojonj

Cash on hand 33,628,819.03

$108,514,736.26

STATEMENT OF EARNINGS FOR THE YEAR ENDED
JUNE 30th, 1912.

From Passengers ^io'l«?7inl" Freieht 79.833,734.03
.. Mails ..".'...'. 859.557.54
" Sleeping Cars, Express, Telegraph and Miscellaneous 10,814,041.84

Xotal $123,319,541.23

STATEMENT OF WORKING EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR ENDED
JUNE 30th. 1912.

Transportation Expenses ^?l'??o'SI???
Maintenance of Way and Structures H'Jn=-^nl?i
Maintenance of Equipment

^o'Iro'sm's?
Traffic Expenses ^ifi'fSxia
Parlor and Sleeping Car Expenses ITAuA
Expenses of Lake and River Steamers 1 ,064,01 1.53

General Expenses Mlt'qjdlJ
Commercial Telegraph 1,435.944.28

Total $80,021,298.40

STATEMENT OF SURPLUS INCOME ACCOUNT, JUNE 30th, 1912.

Balance at June 30th, 1911 $55,374,493.44

Net earnings of Railway and Steamship Lines. $32, 752.754.1

3

Special Income 5,158.585.40

Cas per statements) 37.911.339.53

$93,285,832.97

Less: Dividends on Preference Stock, paid
September 30th, 1911, and April 1st, 1912.. $2,399,866.63

And dividends on Ordinary Stock, paid Sep-
tember 30th, 1911, January 2nd, 1912, April

1st, 1912, and June 29th, 1912 18.00°.°00-''°
20,3,9,866.63

Total Surplus Income, June 30th, 1912 $72,885.966.34

From this there have been declared the dividends on Pref-

erence and Ordinary Stock, payable October 1st, 1912,

amounting to $5,833,901.94

APPROPRIATIONS FOR ADDITIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
Balance at June 30th, 1911

i: ^ ' '

'j i-

'

K'Htinl'tn
Less: Expended during year included in Exhibits E and F.

.

3.583.573.50

Amount unexpended $3,535,712.14

1,820

STATEMENT OF EQUIPMENT AT 30th JUNE, 1912.

Locomotives
•First and second class Passenger Cars, Baggage Cars and Colonist

Sleeping Cars 1,841

First class Sleeping, Dining and Cafe Cars 369
Parlor Cars. Official and Paymasters' Cars 75
Freight and Cattle Cars (all kinds) 61,446
Conductors* Vans 1,065
Boarding, Tool and Auxiliary Cars and Steam Shovels 4,254

•Includes cars in Line Service as follows:

ST. JOHN AND BOSTON LINE. MONTRE.^L AND BOSTON LINE.
First Class'

4 First Class-v
4 Second " I 80.04%
4 Baggage f othe

12 Cars

2 First CI
& Smoking

2 Dining and
Smoking

4 2nd Class
4 Baggage &

Express

14 Cars
TORONTO, HAMILTON AND BUFFALO LINE.

6 First Class
3 Second Class
2 Baggage and Smoking !- 63.96% owned by other lines,

d Express

14 Cars

DESCRIPTION OF FREIGHT FORWARDED.
Year Ended June 30th

Flour Barrels
Grain Bushels
Live Stock Head
Lumber Feet
Firewood Cords
Manufactured Articles. .. -Tons
-All other articles Tons

1910.

7,489,812
112,795,345

1,381,183
2,292,821,963

280,878
5,468.548
7,567.052

1911.

8,469,744
111,169,982

1.567.665
2,441,007,107

298.345
5,759,344
8,971,037

1912.

,459,850
,731,691
,663,315
,735,006
305,079
,196,225
,092,821

FREIGHT TRAFFIC.
Year Ended June 30th

Number of tons

Earnings per ton per
7,772,012,635 8,062,102,013 10,391,650,965

lile 0.77 cts. 0.81 cts. 0.77 cts.

PASSENGER TRAFFIC.
Year Ended June 30th

Number of passengers carried.. 11,172,891 12,080,150 13,751,516
Number of passengers carried

one mile 1,355,266,088 1,457,332.932 1,626,577,067
Earnings per passenger per mile 1.83 cts. 1.93 cts. 1.96 cts.

TRAIN TRAFFIC STATISTICS—FOR TWELVE MONTHS ENDED
JUNE 30th, 1912 AND 1911.

Earnings of Lake and River Steamers not included in

Year ended
June 30th,

TILAIX MILEAGE. 1912.

Passenger trains 19,591,027
Freight " 25,638,692
Mixed " 1,727,792

J"

ended
: 30th,

1911.

17,393,532
21.701,893
1,680,421

this Statement.
Increase or
Decrease,

Per
Cent.

12.63
18.14
2.82

2,197.495
3,936,799

47,371

Total trains 46,957,511 40,775,846 6,181,665 15.16

CAR MILEAGE.
Passenger.
Coaches and P. D.

cars . ._

Combination cars
Mail a

press cars

Total Passenger

100,088,130 89,404
2,917,523 2,812,

42,678.970 38,487,654 4,191,316 10.89

145,684,623 130,704,213 14,980,410 11.46

Freight.
Loaded .

Empty
Caboose

Total Freight cars...

Passenger cars per Traffic

Train Mile
Freight cars per Traffic Train
Mile

556.244,798
140,210,180
27,871,524

724,326,502

6.83

26.47

460,739,921 95,504,877 20.73

139.455.186 754.994 .54

23.521.772 4,349,752 18.49

623,716,879 100,609,623 16.13

6.85 .o^ .19

26.67 .» .7S
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A LTHOUGH the attendance at the Master Car and Loco-
•*~^ motive Painters' convention at Denver, Colo., last week
was as large as at previous conventions, and each session was
as well attended, there was a lack of diversified discussion of

the papers and reports. This was largely due to the fact that

no advance copies of the papers are sent out. This is an im-

portant feature, especially in an association of this kind, where

the members are not given to extemporaneous speaking. The
result was a tendency for someone to pick out a single point in

the paper and the discussion would hinge on that point. Ad-
vance copies of the paper should be sent out to the members
well in advance of the time of meeting. Taken as a whole, the

papers were not as complete as those of last year, although

several of them were timely, including those referring to the

steel passenger car equipment. A sufficient number of cars of

this type have now been m service for a long enough time to give

a fair indication as to how they will have to be painted and

cleaned to give the best service results. The report of the

test committee was one of the best ever presented to the asso-

ciation. The members of the committee have devoted consider-

able time to the work, and have developed valuable information

from tests on practical work. As O. P. Wilkins, chairman of

the test committee, said in his report, it would be a very good

idea for the association to establish a testing bureau through

which various tests may be made in different parts of the coun-

try. We regret that we are unable to publish the report of this

committee at this time, but hope to be able to do so in the near."

future

NO one familiar with conditions will deny that the present"

organization of the maintenance of way department with its

highly departmentalized subdivision is unwieldy and inefficient,

because of the very nature of this organization. How to best

remedy this condition is a problem. Mr. Bremner's method,.

suggested in his paper on the "Consolidation of Maintenance-

Forces," and published in the Maintenance of Way Section in

this issue, meets this situation squarely by combining all these;

different minor branches into one, and in this way eliminating

much of the lost time in the present organization. This may-

appear at first glance to be a radical departure, but an investi-

gation will show that it is not as radical as it seems. On many

roads the division engineer handles all maintenance work, and

the division heads of these different departments report to him.

This suggested organization would simply extend this unified

force down one step further to the foreman. Many men

will say that this cannot be done with the foremen we now

have. The success of the Union Pacific's trial of combining the

maintenance of signals, commonly regarded as the most com-

plicated of regular maintenance work, with track work is an

answer to this. Also with a combined force it will be possible

to pay better wages for foremen without materially decreasing.

the savings effected, and the standards of foremen will be raised.

With the average man too much cannot be expected at first,

but, if carefully instructed, he is capable of handling all or-

dinary light maintenance work. If a foreman can maintairi'

track and automatic signals, as is done on the Union Pacific, he-

should be able to surface and line a pile trestle, repair a stock:

yards fence or a depot platform, or fix a pump. In combining

organizations, the best foreman from each department should be

retained as such, and placed where his special experience will

best fit him for the work to be done. The strongest objection

will come from those roadmasters. superintendents of bridges

and buildings, etc., who see the gradual elimination of these

positions. This need not necessarily result, for they will still

be required to supervise the more difficult and complicated

work requiring larger forces. Objections from this source also

reveal some of the defects of the present organization where the

interests of the department are frequently placed ahead of those

of the railway. This plan deserves the serious consideration of

maintenance and operating men, and it is to be hoped that it will

be given a fair trial on some prominent road in the near future.
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SHOP EFFICIENCY AND THE SCHEDULING OF WORK.

SHOP schedules, or schemes for routing work in locomotive

repair shops, are not new. Where they have been given a

fair trial they have practically revolutionized shop practice and

yet for some reason they are used to a much less extent than

would be expected by anyone at all familiar with the advantages

which result from their use. The first schedules which were

developed were very simple in form and application and while

they were difficult to install, as would naturally be expected when

the radical changes in shop operation necessitated by their use

is considered, soon demonstrated that they were well worth the

trouble caused in getting them started and keeping them going.

Probably the Chicago & North Western shop at Chicago was

the first large plant to introduce such a schedule. Roughly, the

first steps taken were to divide the repairs made to the locomo-

tive into three classes, one requiring 24 days, another 21 days

and the third 8 daj'S. The work was then carefully scheduled so

that the foreman of any one department knew exactly the date

upon which his part of the work must be ready for each engine

in the shop. He could thus plan ahead and handle it in the

proper sequence and to the best advantage. What was the re-

sult? Within a comparatively short time after the schedules

were put into effect the output of the 21 pits was increased from

30 to 40 locomotives per month, some of the improvement being

due to improved shop equipment, but most of it to the use of the

schedule. Moreover, as the new system gradually showed the

weak spots in the organization and operation of the shop, and

they were corrected, it was found possible to materially reduce

the number of days required for the different classes of repairs.

An important feature, which went hand in hand with the intro-

duction of the schedule, was the provision for receiving an exact

report of the condition of each engine well in advance of its

being sent to the shop for repairs. In this way the material

which might be required could be ordered and prepared

beforehand.

A recent application of such a schedule to a large shop, and

somewhat more elaborate than the earlier schedules, was described

by Henry Gardner in a paper on "A Practical Application of the

Routing System to Locomotive Repairs," presented before the

Central Railway Club last week. The system which he de-

scribed was introduced under his direction in the West Albany

shops of the New York Central & Hudson River. While in

principle it is quite similar to the Chicago & North Western

schedule, it is somewhat more elaborate and is especially de-

signed to suit the conditions at West Albany. However, it has

not been complicated to any great extent and has been suc-

cessfully used for an output of 90 engines a month. The only

force required is a competent man, called a schedule clerk or

foreman, and an assistant for clerical work and checking. The

more important changes from the simple form of schedule are

the addition of a "tickler" or daily reminder of the material and

operations due ; a material delay sheet ; a despatch board from

which the clerk or foreman can see almost at a glance where

each piece of material is, when it went there and when it is

due for delivery to the erecting shop ; a simple slide rule for

convenience in assigning dates ; and blackboards at various points

in the shop so that the workmen in the diflferent departments

can see just what jobs are ahead and the order in which they

must be finished.

Briefly some of the more important results which have become

apparent thus far are : The developing of the different depart-

ments so that the work is better balanced and the departments

are of equal strength considering their output ; the men are not

suddenly called on to work at night; there is a better feeling be-

tween departments because there is no question as to just when

each one must have its work finished ; the piece workers favor

the system because they get the work on time and in proper

sequence ; the foremen are relieved of making unnecessary explan-

ations, or of being unjustly blamed; the foremen's meetings are

now devoted to discussing matters for bettering conditions and

not in tiresome and unnecessary discussions as to output and con-

dition of material, the responsibilities for delays, etc.; the fore-

man is relieved of endless running about and can devote more
time to improving methods and executive work. The new
system has practically revolutionized conditions at the shop,

and on a conservative basis is expected to result in large savings.

It must not be forgotten that smaller shops will benefit greatly

by the introduction of a simpler system which will not require

p.ny. or at least very little extra supervision.

SUMMER AND WINTER PASSENGER SCHEDULES.
T^HERE has long been discussion of the advisability of the
I- railways in the northern part of the United States mak-
ing different schedules for their passenger trains in mild and
in severe weather. Sometimes the schedules have been more
or less lengthened on the approach of winter. Ought it not to

become the standard practice to operate under different sched-

ules during these different parts of the year? The speed at

which trains should be run obviously depends on the conditions

of operation. Now, the conditions on the railways in the north-

ern part of the United States are radically different in winter

from what they are in the summer. The amount of freight

traffic to be handled in the fall and winter is normally much
greater than in the spring and summer, and the faster passenger

trains are run the more they interfere with freight transpor-

tation. The railways are going to have all the freight traffic

that they can handle this fall, even though the interference

with it from passenger trains be reduced to the minimum.

Both the economy and the facility of freight transportation

would be increased by a lengthening of passenger schedules.

It may be thought that this we'd cause inconvenience to

passengers. Probably the opposite .vould be the case. The
time that it is possible for trains to make in winter is less than

in summer. The locomotives work less efficiently. Snow,

even when it is not necessary to plow it out, interferes with fast

running. Station forces cannot handle baggage and mail with

the same rapidity under winter conditions. These and many
other circumstances conspire to make the movement of pas-

senger trains slower in winter than in summer, even though

the printed schedules are not changed. The result, therefore,

of keeping tn effect the same printed schedules in severe as in

mild weather is to have more late trains. Now, a passenger

who knows that his train is scheduled to make its run in 15

hours, for example, probably will ofifer no complaint if it

covers the distance in that time, but if the printed schedule is

12 hours, and he makes business or social engagements with

the expectation of reaching his destination in that time, he

will complain, and justly, if it takes him 15 hours. From the

standpoints of both the public and the railway, it is better to

publish schedules which it is reasonably practicable to make

than to publish schedules which cannot be lived up to.

Finally, and most important, trains cannot be run safely on

as fast schedules in winter as in summer. The engineman

cannot keep his head outside of the cab in cold weather as he

can in warm weather, and as the windows of the cab become

frosted, the chances of his failing to see a signal are increased.

The track becomes frozen, rails and wheels become more

brittle, increasing the chances of serious derailments. These

and numerous other conditions make fast running in winter

more dangerous than in summer.

The undesirability of trying to maintain the same passenger

schedules in winter as in summer was exemplified last winter.

Innumerable passenger trains were late, and doubtless the

epidemic of rail breakages that occurred was partly due to fast

running by engineers who were trying to make up lost time.

Next winter may be mild, but nobody now knows whether it

will be or not. After severe weather has come it is too late

to change schedules, because owing to the severe competition

in passenger service, such changes can be made only by con-

ferences and agreements between the competing roads in each

territory.
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In view of the conditions, it would seem that wisdom dictates

that steps should be taken at once toward lengthening out pas-

senger schedules and that once the practice of doing so in

the fall has been adopted, it should be continued. The con-

ditions on different railways are, of course, widely different

and the speed that can be made on them varies in proportion,

but it seems almost axiomatic that the maximum speed which

under any particular conditions may safely and properly be

made in warm weather must under those same conditions be

more or less dangerous in cold weather.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY.

THE annual report of the American Locomotive Company
for the year ended June 30, 1912, reflects graphically the

eflfects of the depressed condition of the locomotive market dur-

ing the period as a whole, combined with the serious strike of

the boilermakers which reduced the operations of this particular

company to a minimum during four months. The gross revenue

for the year, including the earnings from the manufacture of

automobiles, was $30,449,452, a decrease of $10,199,933 from

1911; and only 0.47 per cent, was earned on the common stock,

as compared with 7.26 per cent, in the previous year. It was

only the heavy increase in orders since the first of 1912 that

kept the company from showing a deficit, for the volume of

sales for the last half of 1911 was equivalent to only 33 per

cent, of the amount of business necessary to keep all the plants

running at full capacity. The outlook for 1913, however, is

most encouraging. The amount of unfilled orders on the books

on July 1, 1912, was $14,450,000, as compared with $6,015,000

the year before ; and contract work in course of construction on

June 30, 1912, was $2,051,187, as compared with $740,550 at the

end of the previous fiscal year. All the plants were in opera-

tion at the close of the year, with the exception of the Cooke

Works, Paterson, N. J., and that plant has since been opened.

The manufacturing, maintenance and administrative expenses,

including a charge of $1,021,382 for depreciation were $28,-

117,547, a decrease of $8,408,968 from 1911. The profit available

for dividends was $1,867,554, a decrease of $1,698,008 from 1911.

The surplus after paying the 7 per cent dividends on the pre-

ferred stock was $117,554, a decrease of $1,698,008 from 1911.

In 1911 $300,000 was credited to the extraordinary additions and

betterment fund, but in 1912 nothing was credited to that ac-

count. The net credit to profit and loss was $117,554, a decrease

of $1,398,008 from the previous year. During the year $436,736

was spent on additions and betterments, of which $267,350 was
charged to capital account and the rest to the extraordinary ad-

ditions and betterment fund, leaving a balance of $416,023 in

that fund.

On October 1, 1912, there will be paid the first installment of

$1,000,000 coupon notes which were issued on October 1, 1909,

leaving outstanding $4,000,000 coupon notes of that issue, of

which $2,000,000 are due October 1, 1913, and $2,000,000, Oc-
tober I, 1914. During the year $6,000,000 5 per cent, coupon
notes, dated July 1, 1912, were authorized. These notes are

divided into three series of $200,000 each, maturing at intervals

of one year beginning with July 1, 1915. Of this issue there has

been sold $1,200,000 of each series, making a total outstanding,

as of July 1, 1912, of $3,600,000. The balance of this issue will

be sold as the purposes of the company may require.

On June 30. 1912, the convertible assets totaled $23,783,454,

while the current liabilities totaled $15,134,059. At the end of

the previous fiscal year the convertible assets totaled $17,673,014,

and the current liabilities totaled $8,400,864. The proceeds from
the sale of the $3,600,000 notes enabled the company to increase

its cash on hand. This increase was $1,509,689, while accounts

collectible increased $3,064,129, and contract work in course of

construction increased $1,310,637 over the previous year in re-

sponse to the expansion of business. Among the current li-

abilities notes outstanding increased $2,600,000. loans payable in-

creased $1,500,000. and accounts payable increased $2,651,164

over the previous year.

The report of President VV. H. Marshall is in part as follows:

".•\part from the loss in profits due to the natural decrease in

l)usiness, the company suffered serious financial loss as a result

of a strike of its Ijoilermakcrs which affected practically all

of its plants and lasted from October, 1911, to February, 1912.

During this period production was badly retarded and at times

the plants were practically at a standstill.

"Any disagreement with our. employees is to be regretted, but

an issue was forced upon the company which had to be met

without compromise, regardless .of the fact that such a disagree-

ment, with its attendant expense and arrest of output, might

greatly reduce the net earnings for the year. Our employees

individually and collectively express themselves as entirely satis-

fied with their relations with the company. Solely out of sym-

pathy with the boilermakers of a railway system who were out

on a ftrike, our boilermakers insisted that this company should

not perform its contracts with the railway until the railway had

adjusted its differences with its own boilermakers. This com-

pany could not, as a matter of principle, submit to such a de-

mand, and stood firm in its position until our workmen receded

from the attitude they had taken.

"The annual physical inventory of materials and supplies was

taken at the close of the year and priced at cost, unless such

cost was above the market value on June 30, 1912, in which case

the market price was used.

"The balance sheet includes a charge of $1,529,568, represent-

ing equipment trust notes discounted by this company in ad-

vance of maturity, and as there is a possible obligation in the

event of any default in payment, a like amoimt is also shown

as a contingent liability. The notes are secured by a lien upon

the locomotives and the security is ample. There has been a

decrease in this account since last year of $613,987.

"The bonds of the Dickson Manufacturing Company, amount-

ing to $562,500, heretofore carried as a liability, were retired

during the year, and therefore, are not shown on the balance

sheet.

"During the year the company discontinued the manufacture

of steam shovels and dredges, and made a contract with the

Bucyrus Company by which that company purchased all new

steam shovels and steam shovel parts and materials which were

in stock on January 1, 1912. The Rogers Works, at which

plant this class of product was made, will continue to manufac-

ture .small locomotives for logging, plantation and contractors'

use.

"The Atlantic Equipment Company, the entire capital stock

of which is owned by this company, has for a number of years

negotiated the sale of steam shovels, dredges, industrial loco-

motives and second-hand railway equipment. The manufacture

of steam shovels and dredges having been discontinued, the -At-

lantic Equipment Company has disposed of its business m
second-hand equipment, and all sales of industrial locomotives

will be made by the American Locomotive Company."

Convertible Assets.

1912. 1911.

Cash $4,375,540 $2,865,851

Accounts collectible 9.924,566 6,860.437

Bills receivable 777,592 993,343

.Accrued interest 13.123 4,744

Material and supplies 5,688,823 5,282,729

Contract work in course of construc-

tion 2,051,187 740,550

Steam shovels, industrial locomotives

and automobiles manufactured for

stock 952,621 925,360

Total $23,783,454 $17,673,014

Current Labilities.

1912 1911.

Coupon notes $8,600,000 $6,000,000

Loans payable 1,500,000

Accounts payable 4,503,233 1,852,069

Accrued interest 92,876 110,271

Unclaimed interest 450 1,025

Dividends on preferred stock payable

July 21, 1912 437,500 437,500

Total $15,134,059 $8,400,864
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IMPROVEMENT IN CHILLED IRON WHEELS.

Chicago, September 6, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

In my article in your paper of June 12, entitled "The Chilled

Iron Car Wheel," the statement was made that "statistics show

that with the rapid increase in carload capacity, there has been

a decrease in wheel failures."

This statement is strikingly substantiated in an article published

in your issue of July 19, 1912, entitled, "Effect of Wheel Coning

on Sharp Flanges," showing a remarkable decrease in broken

flanges on the lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad from 1S04 to

1911. The flange failures on this road at the present time are

only one-fourth as many as in 1905, notwithstanding the fact

that the number of 50-ton cars has more than doubled and the

total number of all kinds of cars has increased 25 per cent.,

and 90 per cent, of the 50-ton cars are equipped with the stand-

ard chilled iron wheel.

The gratifying reduction in the number of broken flanges is

attributed in this article to the change made by the Master Car

Builders' Association in increasing the cone of the wheel from

1 in 38 to 1 in 20. While this change has had a beneficial efifect,

other changes have been made which, it is believed, have had

much more to do with the strengthening of the flange than the

slight change in taper. Reference to the illustration will show

all the changes made during this period for the purpose of in-

creasing the strength of the flange in the M. C. B. wheels for

50-ton cars.

The increase in taper unquestionably has a tendency to keep

the flange away from the rail, reducing friction and flange wear.

Early experiments with "no cone" showed a very rapid flange

wear as compared with wheels having a reasonable cone. Ex-

periments on a large scale with a 1 in IS cone resulted in a

very high mileage and corresponding freedom from flange fail-

ures. The present M. C. B. cone of 1 in 20, although twice as

much as was standard prior to 1904, in reality amounts to a very

small difference in the short distance between the throat of the

wheel and the bearing point on the rail. Furthermore, the cone is

constantly changing as the tread becomes worn in use, resulting

in a gradual change from the original cone to a worn hollow

condition. Therefore, the original cone does not have a lasting

effect on flange strength. It does, however, assist in starting

the wheel to maintain a proper relation to the rail, producing a

uniform wearing of metal in each wheel.

It will be noted that there were two increases in the thick-

ness of the tread and flange during the period under con-

sideration. The first, in 1904, shows the metal added as the

weight of the wheel increased from 630 lbs. to 700 lbs. ; during

1906 a further increase in thickness was made, starting at a

point slightly below the base line and extending all the way
around the flange and back of the tread, producing a material

increase in tread thickness, and making the weight of the wheel

715 lbs. The results on all railways indicate a marked reduction

in flange failures since this standard has become operative.

During 1904 and 1905 large numbers of wheels under cars of

50-ton capacity viieighed but 630 lbs., and carefully tabulated

results show that the flange was not nearly as satisfactory as

the flange of the 700-lb. wheel, and since the 715- and 725-lb.

wheels have become standard a further reduction in flange fail-

ures is being experienced everywhere.

It must be remembered that prior to 1904 there was no con-

certed action toward producing a standard M. C. B. wheel ; but

during that year a committee of manufacturers of chilled iron

car wheels was called upon to meet with the wheel committee

of the Master Car Builders' Association for the purpose of

agreeing upon wheel standards for the 30, 40 and 50-ton cars.

In 1908 the Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels

was organized for the purpose of considering improvements in

the chilled iron wheel, and in 1909 made its recommendations

to the Master Car Builders' Association for the flange and tread

section which is standard today. The benefits derived from the

harmonious working of the two associations mentioned above

are well shown in the increased reliability of the flange, as in-

dicated by the records of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and other

lines.

Other parts of the chilled iron wheel have been improved in

the same or greater proportion, because of more freedom allowed

in design in the body of the wheel. It must not be assumed,

however, that the limit of improvement has been reached during

the four years of active co-operation with the Master Car

Builders' Association.

The function of the flange is to guide the trucks with safety,

and to fulfill this mission satisfactorily there must be no flange

failure, even when worn to the condemning limit. The space

allowed the flange in track work is 13^ in., which is the only

dimension in track or car construction that has remained con-

stant throughout the development of railway equipment from the

10-ton car to the 70-ton car. Millions of dollars have been

spent in increasing the dimensions of rails, car bodies, trucks,

axles, wheels, etc., but no increase has ever been allowed in the

Proposed fyr 70 ton
Capacifi/ Cars

RATE OF TAPER

"iJl'^M

TOTAL
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Changes Made in Flange and Tread Sections of Car Wheels
Since 1904.

space occupied by the flange. Not only is this space restricted

to 1j4 in., but all allowances for variations in casting the flange,

in mounting wheels, and irregularities in track work are de-

ducted from the flange thickness. In other words, the flange

must be made so thin that it will not interfere with a combi-

nation of bad foundry work causing a thick flange, mounting

the wheels to extremes of the gage, and narrow flangeways in

the track. This indicates that the relation of flange to track

and the relation of rapid increase in the load carried on the

wheels has not been carefully worked out with reference to

maintaining the highest factor of safety in the flange, notwith-

standing the fact that % in. more allowance could be made in

guard rail openings without expense to the railways. The fact

that the flange has rendered such satisfactory service stands in

the way of obtaining greater perfection, but now that cars ex-

ceeding 50 tons in capacity are being built, there must be seri-

ous consideration in order to produce a factor of safety in the

flange commensurate with the important service which it per-

forms.

A flange of more satisfactory dimensions is entirely consistent

with present track clearances, if proper consideration is given

to the mounting of the wheels. If J4 in- more clearance were

allowed in guard rails, even with no change in the width of the

flangeways of frogs and crossings, a flange could be designed
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of chilled iron that would be entirely safe for cars of 100 tons

capacity, and failures under cars of 50-ton capacity would be

practically unknown. This change in track work could very

quickly be brought about and is entirely consistent with ab-

solute protection to frog points. The fact is that many guard
rails at the present time give all the clearance that is necessary

and only a comparatively few require changing to establish a

standard flangeway of 2 in.

The Association of Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels is

working on the relation of flange to track, and undoubtedly im-

provements will continue to be made in the near future com-
mensurate with the important service which the standard chilled

iron wheel is performing.

ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS OF CHILLED CAR WHEELS,

By GEO. W. LYNDON,
Special Secretary.

IS THE DISTANT SIGNAL NOT A CAUTION SIGNAL?
I.

HoHOKUs, September 11, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

In an article on new signal rules in your issue of August

16 it is said:

"Under the new rules a distant signal is not a caution signal.

The distant signal means 'proceed prepared to stop at the next

signal'—the point of stopping, but not the point of beginning to

stop, being definitely fixed. The caution signal does not fix

the point of stopping, but establishes definitely the point of be-

ginning to proceed with caution, under control, and prepared to

stop—the place of stop being any place short of the train or

condition of the track which has caused the caution signal to

be displayed. A distant signal does not protect a train between

itself and the home signal. No more does a caution signal

signify anything with respect to the signal in advance. A one-

arm three-position automatic block signal, with the arm in the

45-deg. position is a distant signal— it does not give permission

to enter an occupied block." And this, it is said, is "the correct

use of two terms which are often wrongly used interchange-

ably, perhaps on account of the somewhat general impression

that all signals that do not indicate stop or proceed are caution

signals."

It will surely be agreed that it is not a good thing to make
two signal indications and aspects "grow where one grew be-

fore" unless the result is a decided gain in expedition, economy
or safety of operation. For, the simplicity of few, as against

the complication of many indications—some of them, as is likely

to be the case, differing but little in practical effect—certainly

helps towards clear understanding and correct action, and

ought not to be sacrificed except for very good reasons. If

this is admitted, it is fair to test the distinction between distant

and caution signals by its real usefulness.

Among the reasons given for the distinction are

:

First. Better train movements is secured; a train is less de-

layed if it "proceed prepared to stop at the next signal" than

if it "proceeds with caution, under control, and prepared to

stop," after passing a distant signal.

Now this is looking at only one side of the question. If the

next signal is clear before the train reaches it, a httle time is

saved. But if the next signal is cleared a little later, the train

may have to make a stop that could have been avoided by
slowing up promptly on passing the distant signal ; and to stop

and get under way again, at least with a heavy train, may cause

more loss of time than is gained in the other case. This is

especially true when one train has to follow another through
several automatic blocks ; it is believed to be the best practice

for the second train to slow up at the first distant indication

and fall back so as to get the succeeding signals clear. It may
not be possible to show by statistics, but it is believed to be
true that, if enginemen are to take one kind of action in all

cases when distant signals are "against them," the train move-

ment as a whole will be quite as good when the action taken
IS that required by a caution signal as when trains merely pre-
pare to stop at the next signal.

In all this nothing has been said about safety. But certainly
an engineman ought to take no chance of overrunning a stop
signal and without a doubt safety would be increased if engine-
men did not continue at speed part way from distant to home
signals and then try to stop in little more than the minimum
distance. The fine calculation necessary in making station
stops, where overrunning can do no harm, is neither necessary
nor wise in the case of signals.

Occasionally there is a hand switch between a distant signal
and its horiie. Technically, of course, the target on that switch
is "the next signal." But it is an interesting question whether
the instructions to "proceed prepared to stop at next signal"
do not focus attention on the next interlocking or block signal
and draw attention away from the occasional intermediate
switch, which is rarely in wrong position. If there is such an
effect the practice of proceeding with caution should insure
greater safety in this particular.

The second reason for a distinction is that as an automatic
or other signal that indicates "stop" when the track is occu-
pied, indicates "prepare to stop at next signal" only when the
track is clear, to call the latter a caution indication would make
the signal give misleading information. It would not be fair

to the engineman to require him to run looking out for a train

ahead when in fact the track would always be clear. This
point, however, hardly seems to apply to the ordinary distant
signal which never indicates "stop."

The fault in this reasoning is that too much weight is given
to the information supposed to be contained in a signal indica-
tion. The command to do something, to handle the train in a
certain way, is the important thing; and this, in the case of a
caution signal, is to run the train so that it can be stopped within
range of vision. Now, however the distant indication may be
worded, an engineman certainly ought to be looking out when
he is running from a distant signal set against him toward the
next signal; if he turns to something in the cab, he runs the

risk of having his attention distracted longer than he intends
and so failing to stop at a stop signal. It should therefore be
no hardship for him to lock out for anything that may appear
within range of vision, including the next signal; and if at the

same time he regulates the speed of his train in the way
specified, he need have little concern about the supposed mis-
leading information.

Third. If the distant indication is called a caution indication,

enginemen will still know that, in the case of automatic and
certain other signals, it means clear track and they will surely

act on that knowledge. They will thus form habits that will

lead to carelessness where caution signals are displayed for

obstructed track.

But if it is true that the best train movement on the whole
and the greatest safety are secured by having distant signals

observed as caution signals, if the reasonableness of the require-

ment is made clear, and if enginemen are not blamed for

such loss of time as would undoubtedly occur in particular cases

(the gains in other cases being real but not so evident), there

should be no serious difficulty in enforcing right action.

As pointed out above, the distant indication of the ordinary

distant signal does not have the same relation to occupancy of

the track ahead as does that of automatic block and some other

signals ; under the former the track may be obstructed. From
this point of view the ordinaiy distant signal looks somewhat
like a caution signal after all. If it is not, there may yet be a

demand for further distinction between it and signals that in-

dicate "prepare to stop at next signal" only when the track is

clear. But whether there be one distinction or two, if the state-

ments which I have made accord with the facts, the conclusion

is that the signal system is uselessly complicated with distinc-

tions between two or more indications and aspects that require
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nearly the same, and could profitably require exactly the same,

action and could be merged into one with advantage. c.

[We doubt whether IMr. "C." ought to be encouraged in his

subtle reasoning, for we recall that a discussion in this lield a

year ago was in many respects abortive; but, while recognizing

the value of "horse sense" which overrides technicalities, we

will mention the other side of the case briefly. "Simplicity of

the few," in this case, it seems to us, doesn't mean much but

fewness of numbers. There is a simplicity of logic and defini-

tion also. It is inevitable that the act of shutting the throttle

in preparation for making a stop at the home signal must be

done at different places. It cannot be done uniformly at all

signals, or by all trains at a given signal. This being so, can

it be said that we improve matters by trying to have it done,

contrary to reason, at one place? Asking enginemen to run

slowly for a mile when they know that it is necessarj^ only in

the last half or quarter of the mile puts a constant strain on

the discipline. It is like trying to get flagmen to flag when they

know that no train is coming. Enginemen ought, indeed, to

slacken speed as soon as they find that they are too near a pre-

ceding train for convenience; but they can do that without the

help of the signal engineer, and should be taught to do so.

A caution signal means run cautiously over the first foot of

the track beyond the signal. We cannot require this to be done

by a fast train unless there has been a warning in the rear of

that signal. But if a distant indication is to be given, this rear

warning is not needed, and is not given. Thus we shall have

the anomaly of a train which is moving at a mile a minute

just before reaching a signal, being required to come down to

perhaps 10 or IS miles an hour instantly after passing the signal.

Enginemen who are thus seeing a constant anomaly lose some

of their respect for the signal system. As to intermediate hand-

thrown switches, will it ever be possible to devise a consistent

signal system with these included, as now? They and their

special distant signals ought to be made more unlike the regular

semaphores, instead of less so. If we could transplant this dis-

cussion to some German university we should like to express

some further doubts of the position taken by "C." Can it be

that the system of aspects introduced with the three-position

automatic block signal has produced a slightly staggering effect

on our minds, as well as on our lamps?

—

Editor.]

II.

TopEKA, September 2, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R--mlw.\y Age G.azette :

My study of the subject of signaling has led me to believe

that an essential thing about a signal indication is that it should

give the engineman some instruction as to the action required.

Based on this assumption I am asking you to explain the fol-

lowing extracts from your article.

1. "Among the new definitions is that of the term 'caution

signal,' which is defined as 'a signal indicating proceed with cau-

tion, continue with caution, or proceed at slow speed prepared

to stop.'

"

(a) What action is required of an engineman when a signal

indicates "proceed with caution"? (b) What action is required

of an engineman when a signal indicates "continue with cau-

tion"? (c) What action is required of an engineman when a

signal indicates "proceed at slow speed prepared to stop" ?

(d) What action is required of the engineman "prepared to

stop"?

2. "The distant signal means 'proceed prepared to stop at

the next signal,' the point of stopping but not the point of be-

ginning to stop, being definitely fixed."

(a") Why is not the point of beginning to stop fixed? (b)

If it is not fixed at the point where the signal is located, why
is it located at this point and why not at some point where the

indication can be acted upon at once? (c) What does "proceed

prepared to stop at the next signal" mean to the engineman?

(d) What action must he take? (e) When must he take this

action?

3. "A distant signal does not protect a train between itself

and the home signal."

(a) Is there any reason why it should not do this, and if so,

what ?

4. "No more does a caution signal signify anything with re-

spect to the signal in advance."

(a) Is there any reason why it should not do this, and if so,

what?

5. "This is in keeping with what is expected of the trainmen

on their runs, for they do not translate a picture into words and

then act on it, but omitting the intermediate step, they go in-

stantaneously from the picture to the action it calls for."

(a) Why does this not apply to the distant signal, so called?

.\ STUDENT.

[We do not feel bound to provide a complete interpretation of

the rules in question ; and the article printed August 16 can

hardly be expected to be clear except to readers who are famiHar

with recent discussions in the Railway Signal Association, and

with railway practice generally; but as we sympathize with "A
Student" in his fondness for elementary studies, we will say

a few obvious things.

To proceed with caution means to run with speed under con-

trol, which is defined as being able to stop within the length of

clear track that can be seen ahead. The book does not define

"caution." Presumably the enginemen are instructed on this

point by some other means.

The term "To continue" is used in connection with a signal

(a switch target) which never indicates "stop." The switch

target only shows which one of two routes may be used. As
to whether or not to stop, to proceed full speed, or to proceed

at some lesser speed, the engineman must depend on some signal

previously received. (To an engineman approaching a hand-

throw switch in the trailing direction the target can hardly be

called a legitimate "signal," as he will get into trouble, if at

all, before he reaches the target.)

"Proceed at slow speed" means at some low rate of speed

defined in the rules or in the time table. This rate is not de-

fined in the book before us. "Prepared to stop" means pre-

pared to shut off steam and apply brakes
;
prepare to stop at a

place named means prepared to take action at the proper time

and place to accomplish that object.

Question 2a.—Because it is variable. A distant signal is fixed

a certain distance in the rear of the home; some trains need the

whole of that distance, some much less. (2b) Because of the

cost and confusion of having different signals for different

speeds. 2c. d, e.—Go on. prepared to thus stop. Take no action,

at that point, unless the speed is high enough to require shutting

off steam or applying brakes or both. Take action when action

is required ; a function which the engmeman is called upon to

fulfil every minute of his run.

3. See answer to the letter of "C," above.

4. The caution signal, as contemplated in these rules, affects

the road from itself to the ne.xt signal. Why should it be made
to do more?

5. It does ; or at any rate we see no reason why it may not

reasonably do so. A runner sees a distant signal; his mind "in-

stantaneously goes to the action called for" ; he grasps the

throttle lever, or the brake valve, or both ; and then he moves

the lever, or the valve, or holds either or both motionless,

according to what rate of speed he finds it necessary or proper

to adopt.

—

Editor.]

Amur Railway, Siberia.—A Russian minister declared in

1907 that the Amur Railway would be completed in 1913. Only

on the western third of it. some SOO miles, has work been done

on the roadbed, part having the rails laid. A new city, Alexe-

jevesk. will be built where it crosses the Seja, as administration

headquarters of the line, with shops, etc.

Queen.sland Line Almost Completed.—The railway line from

Cordalba, Queensland, to Dallarnil is expected to be completed in

October.



RAILWAY MASTER PAINTERS' ASSOCIATION.
Report of the Forty-Third Annual Convention, Held at Den-

ver, Including Abstracts of the Papers and Discussions.

The foity-thiid r.nnual convention of the Master Car and
Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States and
Canada, was held in the Albany Hotel, Denver, Colo., September

10-13, as noticed on page 480 of the Railway Age Gazette for

September 13, 1912. After the opening addresses by J. F. En-
right, superintendent of motive power and car department of

the Denver & Rio Grande, and President J. T. McCracken,

master painter of the Interborough Rapid Transit, New York,

the report of the committee on the maintenance of steel cars

was presented, which included reports from several master

painters.

MAINTENANCE OF STEEL CARS.

J. T. McCracken (I. R. T., New York).—We have 500 steel

cars, which have been in service about 8 years, and owing to

their having been painted properly at the beginning, we have not

found it necessary, as yet, to remove the old paint. Our actual

cost of keeping these cars in this condition, based on a 14

months' schedule of shopping, is 18 cents per day.

F. M. Pribble (L. & A., Stamps, Ark.).—It pays to keep any

class or style of structure well painted, especially steel cars,

which yield so readily to the ravages of rust, and more espe-

cially when these cars are exposed to wide atmospheric changes,

sometimes being moved from one place to another in the course

of a few hours, where chmatic conditions, etc., are entirely dif-

ferent. Rust, once given a start, is tenacious and hard to handle

and will spread in a surprising manner, eating its way back

under a seemingly solid film of paint.

J. Spirk (C. R. I. & P., Davenport, Iowa) -Some of our

steel gondolas were loaded with hot cinders, which burned off

the paint and left the steel bare. The rust soon played havoc

with these spots. I scraped them with a steel wire brush,

washed with benzine, put on a good coat of paint, and I venture

to say, that by that timely attention, a considerable expense was

saved.

F. A. Weis (C. R. R. of N. J., Elizabeth, N. J.).—The ap-

proximate cost of sand blasting and painting an 80,000-lb. capac-

ity steel coal car is $11, and the average Hfe of the paint is 5

years. The original thickness of the metal sheets used for the

sides of coal cars is J4 '"> and if they are allowed to deterio-

rate to about Yz in., it will be necessary to replace them. The
insides of these cars are not painted and deterioration is at about

the rate of S ozs. per square foot of surface per year, due prin-

cipally to the action of the weather and sulphurous acids due

to decomposition of the lading. The exterior surface, if not

painted, and if exposed to the weather, will deteriorate at about

3 ozs. per sq. ft. of surface each year. It is evident that, with

these rates of deterioration, if the cars are not painted, the sheet

will be reduced to about Ys, in. in thickness at the end of ten

years. If they were painted, it would be about 17 years before

it would be necessary to replace the sheet. Thus at a cost of

$44 for sandblasting and painting, it is possible to obtain seven

years more of service.

VESTIBULE END FINISH.

C. A. Hubbs (S. P., Sacramento, Cal.).—Vestibules finished

with either natural mahogany or birch stained to match ma-

hogany are the most cheerful, do not show dust like a darker

or painted surface, and if not allowed to be out too long before

shopping, require but little work to be put in good condition.

We have tried a mahogany ground and strippling with oil color,

but this is too much like a painted surface and looks muddy.

If the new finish of the vestibule is of birch, no shellac should

be applied, as the birch contains an acid or sap which causes the

shellac to peal in a short time. Varnish should be used next to

the stain. Less panels and moldings would tend to make the

work more economical. The vestibule finish on our steel

coaches is grain mahogany and varnish.

W. Mullendorf (I. C, Chicago).—The interior of the vesti-

bule of a steel car grained to match the interior of the car will

be found equally as hard a task to maintain as that of the wooden
car. I find the interior of the vestibule painted and finished

practically the same as the exterior of the car is the most appro-
priate finish for this class of work and the only remedy to over-
come all of the ailments that the painter has run up against for

years in trying to keep the interior of the vestibule up in the
natural state. This has been tried out on some of the leading
railways of the country, and has given good results from a
practical standpoint.

Conclusion.—.^fter considerable discussion pro and con it was
voted as the sense of the association that the natural wood,
stained or grained finish, makes an appropriate finish for the in-

terior of wood vestibule ends from the standpoint of ap-
pearance.

INTERIOR CAR RENOVATORS.

A. J. Bruning (L. & N., Evansville, Ind.).—If you scrub a

car on the interior once every thirty days for 18 to 24 months^
you are bound to cut off the varnish on the edges. Your window
sills, blinds and sash stops become weather beaten unless you
go over them after each application of soap and water with a
renovator. This adds life to the varnish, protects the edges,

keeps the window sills from getting weather beaten and makes
the car look fresh and new. The renovator should be a light

body, non-drying oil, and one that wipes dry and leaves a

polish to the work. Cars can also be cleaned with renovator

without using soap and water, providing they are taken in time,

or before the dirt gets ground into the varnish.

H. E. Brill (A. T. & S. F., San Bernardino. Cal.).—At ter-

minal points a renovator is very useful, providing the car is

thoroughly wiped dry and the corners cleaned and dusted. If

this is not done the car will look worse than it did before. The
work should be directly in charge of a competent painter, as

careless use of a renovator is not only a detriment to the var-

nish, but makes a heavy job when the cars are shopped. I have
several cars that have a good many coats of varnish, and with-

the use of a good varnish renovator, they can be kept in good"

condition for several years without applying more varnish.

F. J. Curtis (C. R. I. & P., Valley Junction, Iowa).—The in-

terior varnish of a car should be cleaned by: first, washing with

good soap and water, rinsing off and drying with chamois skin,

and second, the renovator should be put on sparingly with white

cotton waste and then wiped thoroughly with dry waste.

G. Warlick (C. R. I. & P., Chicago).—On a car with a pol-

ished surface a liquid made of equal parts of renovator and
vinegar will give good results. It should be kept well stirred

and only a little used at a time. It takes the dirt off the pol-

ished work, and leaves it in very fine condition, and it does not

require much labor.

A. J. Bush (D. & H., Oneonta, N. Y.).—I would suggest thar.

you add a little rotten stone to that liquid.

J. H. Pitard (M. & O., Whistler, Ala.).—In some cases, where-

the varnish has become dull, the car can be kept in service for

some little time with the use of a good renovator. Some-
times we begin to use it before the varnish shows the need of it,

and that is a waste of money.

C. E. Copp (B. & M., Concord. N. H.).—The nature of the

renovator to be used is of course very important ; it should be
applied to a clean surface, and should be non-drying, and should

not produce a film on glass in a warm room. It should be-

tested first, and if after standing two or three weeks it shows no-

disposition to dry, or if the atmosphere evaporates it, it is prob-
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ably a safe renovator to use. In that case it should be rubbed as

dry as possible. I would not apply a renovator on the interior

of a car that will produce a film on a test exposure.

T. J. Hutchinson (G. T., London, Ont.).—No matter what

renovator you use, it should be made in the nature of an emul-

sion, and it should never be used or applied by an inexperienced

person.

Mr. Pitard.—A very thin liquid cleaner is far preferable to an

emulsion cleaner. The emulsion cleaners, in going around

corners and moldings, and inaccessible places, are difficult to

wipe out, and very often the cleaning is entrusted to careless

operators who neglect to get the cleaner out of the corners, and

the result is that flying dust will accumulate, and in the course

of time the corners will be in a bad condition.

Mr. Hutchinson.

—

\i we had the renovator at the proper con-

sistency before using it on all cars, that might be all right. But

finish of passenger car concrete floors. An abstract follows

:

Concrete is treated both to preserve it and to improve its ap-

pearance. The proper method of treating is often-times ne-

glected in order to obtain the decoration at the lowest possible

cost. Finished concrete will contain a certain amount of quick-

lime which has a saponifying action on fatty oils. It is very

porous and the expansion and contraction resulting from fre-

quent absorption of water has a weakening effect. The greater

the proportion of cement the less will be the absorption qual-

ities and the older the concrete the less capillarity it will have.

This should be borne in mind when applying the filler coat to

the concrete.

Waterproofing compounds mixed in with the concrete tend

to weaken it and the same may be said concerning the materials

added for decoration. The colors that have proved the most

successful are natural earth pigments, which are practically inert

Comparison of Concrete Floor Surfaces Which Have Been Treated by Proper and Improper Methods.

•very often we have to clean cars that are not shopped, and

adding vinegar to the renovator and making it into an emulsion

^aves time and future trouble, if it does not happen to be rubbed

out in a corner here and there.

Conclusion.—It was voted that the association should go on

record as recommending that a competent practical painter be

5)laced in charge of all cleaning of equipment of all kinds at

terminal points.

REMOVING P.^INT FROM IXJCOMOTIVE J.\CKETS.

After a discussion of this subject it was voted to be the sense

of the association that the best and most economical method

of removing old paint from locomotive jackets was to immerse

them m a lye vat.

CONXRETE C.\R FLOORS.

A paper was presented by Leo H. Nenizek, chief chemist for

John Lucas & Company, Philadelphia, Pa., on the treatment and

and therefore have no harmful effects. Water soluble dyes have

been used to give brilliancy with no harmful effects, but the

former are to be preferred, as they are fast color, while the stains

invariably fade. It is advisable when contemplating finishing

concrete in a color, to write to the suppliers of the cement to

learn of the coloring materials which can be safely used.

The absorption of grease and oil not only tends to disfigure

a floor, but has a disintegrating action. Many types and grades

of mineral oil when allowed to penetrate into concrete that was

not thoroughly dry were found to possess a disintegrating in-

fluence, but on old surfaces there is no noticeable indication of

this. Linseed oil m a concrete mixture does not make it water-

proof or make it impervious to the absorption of oils.

The natural grinding action or wear on the surface of a con-

crete floor will cause a dust which readily adheres to the sur-

face of untreated floors, in a manner which makes it impossible

to remove. By painting, the floor is made sanitary, because it
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may be kept clean and free from all traces of dust and dirt,

and oils and grease may be kept from penetrating into the con-

crete. It is possible to obtain the same color and decoration

on concrete floors that is to be had by the painting of wood.

A treatment of the concrete surface which has for its object

the elimination of whatever free alkali is present on and near

the surface will in practically every instance prove injurious to

the concrete. The general results of experiments along this

line indicate that it is not advisable to attempt the elimination

or change of the alkali to some other form, by chemical

reagents.

The most satisfactory results have been obtained by the use

of a thin varnish-like mixture which is especially adapted for

work of this character. This filler is practically a wash which

penetrates into the concrete and destroys whatever action alkali

would have on an oil paint coat. In the process of neutral-

izing any free alkali with which this filler comes into direct

contact products are formed, which assist in making a thorough

bond within the concrete, without weakening the structure.

Capillarity is destroyed by the oxidized film, which results upon
drying. The paint coat which follows the filler can then be se-

lected to obtain the desired decoration and will assist in cor-

recting for all the forces that exert deteriorating influences on

naked concrete.

Ordinary floor paints which prove satisfactory when used

over wooden surfaces give equally as good results when used over

a properly applied filler. The wear closely resembles that found

on a wooden floor. The paint coat invariably possesses some-

what better bonds within the concrete and the service in many
cases is superior to that obtained from the same paint applied

on wood.

While it is true in other branches of painting that the ap-

plication of several thin coats is preferable to thick coats, this

method of application is even more necessary for the painting

of concrete floors. While good results can be obtained from

the application of one coat over a filler, the best service value

is given where two coats are used, the first especially being

applied thin.

It is not necessary to again apply a filler when repainting

floors. One coat of paint applied so that it can be brushed out

well will give the best results. In preparing the surface for re-

painting no strong alkali should be used for cleaning, as it will

not only act upon the paint, but if not thoroughly removed will

also affect the following coat. It is advisable to go over the

surface with warm water and soap, and allow sufficient time

to elapse for drying.

The accompanying illustrations show the concrete floors under

varying conditions. In each case the actual size is shown. Fig.

1 shows a perfect condition of ordinary floor paint applied over

a proper filler. The paint film is in perfect condition. Fig. 2

shows an ordinary floor paint over an untreated surface. The

disintegration shown was also found in the case of cement

floor paints applied over the same surface.

Fig. 3 shows an ordinary floor paint applied over an im-

properly applied filler. The excessive scaling is clearly indicated.

The same paint was used on the samples shown in Figs. 1 and

2. The same condition was noted in the case of cement floor

paints applied over an improperly filled surface.

Fig. 4 illustrates a brittle character of the paint coat. The

vehicle portion of this paint was constructed so as to be only

slightly subject to the action of the alkali present in the con-

crete. Fig. S shows the appearance of a paint coat after six

months' wear over an untreated surface. This is also typical of

the results obtained with cement floor paints under similar con-

ditions. Fig. 6 illustrates the disintegration caused by the

action of the alkali in the concrete on the vehicle portion of the

paint coat.

CARE OF STEEL PASSENGER C.\R ROOFS.

T. Spirk (C. R. I. & P., Davenport, Iowa).—When paint-

ing steel roofs be sure that they are free from rust and well

prepared for the priming coat. That coat must be of solief

pigment and pure oil, well brushed on, so that an elastic

crust will be formed which will adhere to the steel and
become a good foundation for the following coats. The
surface must be covered with a solid body of paint, so damp-
ness and cinders will not get to the steel. You will hardly

find anything better than red lead, for a foundation coat, at

least.

E. L. Younger (M. P., Little Rock, Ark.).—The steel roof

should be sand blasted or pickled before painting, to remove
all the scale and rust. A passenger car roof receives harder

treatment than any part of the car with the exception of the

floor, on account of the locomotive cinders, of workmen
scarring the paint while making repairs and on dining cars,

while ice is being put in the refrigerator. On account of these

injuries the roofs should be painted every six months.

W. O. Quest (P. & L. E., McKees Rocks, Pa.).—The prin-

cipal trouble in keeping paint on a steel roof is caused by the

sun. If you paint over any dross or scale the paint becomes

dry and absorbent, and the water will get in and rust the

roof. The scale should be removed by sand blasting if

possible.

J. A. Pitard (M. & C, Whistler, Ala.).—A good way to

remove the scale is by pickling the plate in dilute muriatic

acid in a vat. The trouble with steel roofs is not so much
from scale as it is from the action of cinders wearing away
the paint while the car is in service. On our canvas and tin

roofs we paint the ends of the cars with a thick paint con-

taining medium coarse sand to offset the effect of the cinders

and it gives good results.

MAINTEN.\NCE OF STEEL AND WOODEN PASSENGER C.\RS.

John Gearhart (Penn. R. R., Altoona, Pa.).—We have up

to the present time been getting about SO per cent, more
service from the steel than from the wooden cars; in fact,

since the advent of the steel car on our lines about the .only

people yet called on for repair work are the painters and
truck repairmen. As to the relative difference in the cost of

maintenance on the exterior of cars, after almost five years

service of the steel car it is our impression that this main-

tenance is greatly in favor of the steel equipment; our expe-

rience with wooden cars showed that every time a car was
shopped for class or slight repairs it was necessary to re-

place anywhere from a half-dozen to a dozen panels and the

same number of battens due to the panels being split or

being scraped by baggage trucks, etc., which, of course, is

all eliminated on steel equipment.

On the interior of the steel car we are having more or less

trouble with rust due to acids, etc., used when the cars are

under construction; we have also experienced considerable

cracking of the paint and varnish. This latter trouble will

be overcome in time as we are now getting ready to change

our practice from air to mechanical drying by installing a

baking oven sufficiently large to take care of the largest of

our passenger cars.

G. Warlick (C. R. I. & P., Chicago, 111.).—We have just

passed through the first shopping of our steel cars. On our

road there are about 200 steel passenger cars and about 1,100

wood passenger cars. The cost for the exterior of the steel

passenger cars when they are shopped for class one repairs

(which means cutting in and \-arnishing) is about the same

as a wooden car of the same size; the interior of the steel

cars is finished in mahogany and oak and receives the same

treatment as a wood car and costs about the same for labor

and material. There is, however, a saving on the floors of a

steel car which do not have to be painted. The cost of

painting a car which comes in for class two repairs (which

means removing the paint by sand blast or other methods)

will be about 10 per cent, more than for a wooden car;

there will also be an additional expense of glazing or scrap-

ing in ; you can figure about $8 to S12 for this operation.

The roofs will require more care, as they will have to be

brushed with a steel wire brush to remove rust and keep
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them well painted. While there may be, as above stated,

more labor on the steel car, it is turned back into service

sooner, which evens up the difference in the cost of

maintenance.

Mr. Gearhart: The maintenance of the roofs on some of

our cars has not cost any more than to coat them over. We
are giving them two coats instead of the one we used to

give the canvas roof. My experience has been that it is

better to have everything on a steel car sand blasted. We
made some tests, and in the instances where we did not

remove the scale, inside of two years the scale was remov-

ing the paint. I would sandblast the cars all over when we
repaint them. The cold rolled steel should be sandblasted

for we find the paint is coming off the inside sheets. We
should have insisted upon the manufacturers sand blasting

it before they painted it.

O. P. Wilkins (N. & W., Roanoke, Va.).—One reason for

not sand blasting the roof is that it does not receive the same

treatment as the rest of the car. My experience has been

that where sand blast is used, and you only put on a few

coats of paint, the film is very thin compared with the body

of the car and it soon wears through and corrodes. I found

that a surface not sand blasted was better after three years

than one sand blasted. I reasoned that the sand blasted sur-

face is more or less honeycombed; these little pinnacles that

project up through the thin paint wear off and expose the

iron and corrosion sets in, and it reaches under the paint.

By using acid pickle and a vat for the roof sheets, we
thought we would get better results than with the sand

blast, as our cars are to receive only four coats of paint.

W. O. Quest (P. & L. E., McKees Rocks, Pa.).—A heavy

sand should be used in sand blasting, for the light sand will

not get all the scale off. It should be about the size of rice.

FREIGHT C.\R ROOFS.

Although there was no paper on this subject, it was brought

up for discussion, after which it was voted to be the sense

of the association that it is considered good practice that all

roofs of freight cars should be well protected with paint. Either

creosote or paint can be used.

OTHER P.\PERS.

Other papers which were presented and discussed included

those on Exterior Passenger Car Painting, by F. M. Pribble,

L. & A., Stamp, Ark., and E. A. Wittes, Ter. Ry. Asso., St.

Louis, Mo.; Qualifications of a Foreman Painter, by Charles

E. Copp. B. & M., Concord, N. H.; and Removing Stains

from Natural Finish, by J. R. Ayres, U. of M. V., Syracuse,

N. V. The test committee also presented an able report.

OTHER BUSINESS.

The next place of meeting will be selected from the fol-

lowing three places, Ottawa, Can.; Detroit, Mich., and

Chattanooga, Tenn.

J. F. Enright, superintendent of motive power and car

department of the Denver & Rio Grande, and Warner Bailey,

retired master painter of the Boston & Maine were elected

honorary members.
The following officers were elected: A. J. Bush, Delaware

& Hudson, Oneonta, N. Y., president; O. P. Wilkins, Nor-
folk & Western, Roanoke, Va., first vice-president; T. J.

Hutchinson, Grand Trunk, London, Ont., second vice-presi-

dent, and A. P. Dane, Boston & Maine, Reading, Mass.,

secretary and treasurer.

Railway Construction in Madagascar.—The extension of

the railway which is being constructed in Madagascar from
Brickaville to Tamatave is expected to be completed early next

year. The work entails the building of 11 bridges, of which

the longest will be 1,469 ft. long. Another, over the Ivondro

river will be 1,272 ft. long, and the remainder will range from

630 ft. to 45 ft. in length.

AUTOMATIC TRAIN STOPS.

Recent disastrous rear collisions of passenger trains have

aroused renewed discussion of the availability of automatic me-
chanical devices as a substitute for, or reinforcement of, the

vigilance of the falHble engineman; and as a reply to numerous
inquiries on the subject, we summarize below such informa-

tion as is available concerning the principal automatic train stops

now in use, together with notes on some of the more recent

experiments.

Boston Elevated.—Mechanical trip automatic stop, in use since

about 1899. Used in connection with electro-pneumatic auto-

matic block signals and operated by compressed air. This is the

oldest automatic stop installation. All of the stops are either

on an elevated structure or in a tunnel. Apparatus described

and illustrated in Signal Dictionary, page 122.

Canadian Pacific-—Prentice's wireless cab signal and stop, in

experimental use on a few sections at Toronto. Apparatus de-

scribed and illustrated in Raikvay Age Gazette, June 23, 1911,

page 1659. Hertzian waves, from an insulated wire lying on the

ground between the rails, produce an effect on the engine by

means of a coherer, the principle being the same as that of the

wireless telegraph.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.—Rowell-Potter mechanical

trip, tested experimentally near .--Xurora in 1909. Apparatus de-

scribed and illustrated in second annual report of Block Signal

and Train Control Board, and in Raitivay Age Gazette, January

28. 1910, page 217.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.—Preparations now being made
for an extensive installation of the Miller train control system.

Apparatus briefly described in Raikvay Age Gazette, August 30

last, page 396. This has an electro-mechanical trip to cause a

stop, and an electrical contact, through the trip, to give a proceed

indication.

Detroit River Tunnel.—A mechanical device was used ex-

perimentally during the first year of the operation of this tunnel.

To stop a train a short section of the third rail conductor, fur-

nishing power for propulsion, was pulled over and away from

its normal position, thus with drawing current from the loco-

motive ; and this de-energized an electromagnet ; and the mag-

net armature, dropping, opened a valve, exhausting air so as

to apply the brakes. The plan also provided for simply de-

energizing instead of removing the third rail section.

Erie.—Harrington's overhead mechanical trip automatic stop.

This is in regular use on about seven miles near New York City,

where it was installed about four years ago. Apparatus de-

scribed and illustrated in third annual report of Block Signal

and Train Control Board ; also in Railway Age Gazette of

May 5 and May 19, 1911.

Great Western Railway of England.—Electro-mechanical cab

signal and automatic stop. This apparatus is of interest to Amer-

ican railway men because it is on this road that we find the

longest continued experiments with contacting devices on

the ground, exposed, in winter. The apparatus was described

in the Railroad Gazette, November 15, 1907. In the Rail-

road Age Gazette, August 20, 1909, there is a supplementary

drawing, together with a record of the performance of the

cab signals. The cab signal has been in experimental use

on the Great Western more than five years and for most of

this time on a considerable number of engines. The brake

setting apparatus has been in use only about 15 months.

Seven engines are equipped with this apparatus, the addition to

the cab signal apparatus being nothing but an electro-magnetic

valve so arranged as to apply the brakes, .^t the present time

the Great Western has 35 locomotives equipped, including the

seven which have brake setting apparatus, and there are 199

signaling points. All of these are at distant signals; and on the

Fairford branch, where all of the engines are equipped, the visual

distant signals have been taken down. In this apparatus the

adverse indication is given by the lifting of a vertical engine-

member as it passes over a ramp on the ground, and a whistle
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is sounded. If the block section is clear, an electric current,

flowing through the ramp and the engine member, prevents the

sounding of the whistle and the application of the brakes, and

gives an all-riglit signal by sounding a bell. The engine mem-
ber which engages the ramp is so shaped that in cold weather it

can be heated by steam.

As the indicating points are at distant signals, and as there is

no overlap, the brake applying apparatus is so arranged that the

engincman can reset it at will. This is necessary because, of

course, it will often happen that a warning will be given at the

distant signal while yet the block section is cleared immediately

afterwards, so that the home signal is clear before it is reached.

Hudson & Manhattan.—Mechanical trip stops, operated by

pneumatic pressure, as on the Boston Elevated.

Interborough Rapid Transit Comfiany, New York City.—
1. Mechanical trip stops, electro pneumatic control; the most im-

portant installation in America. The express tracks between

Brooklyn Bridge and Ninety-sixth street, about seven miles,

carry during the rush hours morning and evening what is proba-

bly the heaviest traffic in the world. This installation was made
in 1904 following several years' experience with the same kind

of apparatus on the Boston Elevated. These stops are mostly

on the underground lines, but the experience of this company is

of interest not only because of the magnitude of traffic on the

express tracks, but also because a few of the stops are situated

on surface lines, where some experience has been had with snow

and frost during seven winters. Within the past year a con-

siderable number of stops have been introduced on the local

tracks, at the instance of the New York state authorities. Here

although there are no overlaps, the stops are considered valuable

as a means of maintaining strict discipline of motormen.

This type of apparatus is in use on the London Underground

lines.

2. Electric induction stop. The automatic stop working by

means of permanent magnets and electro magnets, described in

the Railway Age Gacctte, June 16, 1911, pages 1397 and 1406, has

been tried experimentally on the Interborough during the past

year. This system requires no physical contact between car and

roadway. More extensive experiments are soon to be made, as

noted below.

Long Island.—The mechanical trip stop used at the Pennsyl-

vania terminal. New York City (see below), is in use to a lim-

ited extent on the Long Island. Stops of this design are to be

installed, within the next few months, at a considerable number

of places on the Long Island where they will be exposed to

snow and frost.

Neiv York Centra! & Hudson River.— 1. Experiments have

been made on the Putnam division during the past year with the

apparatus devised by A. H. Fox, of New York, and mentioned in

the third annual report of Block Signal and Train Control

Board. In this system the stopping apparatus is kept from act-

ing by a magnetic device, which is carried on the engine in a

position close to one of the rails of the track, the presence of

the steel rail and its influence on engine magnets being an essen-

tia! element in the system. To change the apparatus from the

"off" to the "on" condition, that is, to apply the brakes, Mr. Fox
introduces in the track a short manganese rail which is non-

magnetic.

2. Preparations are being made for experiments on the Put-

nam division with the apparatus of the Induction Signal & Safety

Stop Company, of New York. In this system electric induction

apparatus is carried on the front truck of the locomotive and is

so arranged as to be affected by each electric track-circuit sec-

tion as the engine enters that section. When block B C is oc-

cupied, its track relay, de-energized, introduces a resistance in

the track circuit of block A B. A train entering at A then re-

ceives a difl^erent signal from what it would receive if that re-

sistance had not been introduced, the weakening of the current

in the track circuit having the effect of reducing the inductance

value of the coil on the front locomotive axle.

3. Preparations are being made for a test, on the line between

Buffalo and Niagara Falls, of the apparatus of D. G. Jones,

which was noticed in the third annual report of Block Signal

and Train Control Board, page 17. This is an intermittent

contact-rail system.

Pennsylvania.— 1. Mechanical trip stop, worked by compressed

air with the electro-pneumatic signals, in use in the Hudson
river tunnels, New York City, and also at draw bridges between

New York and Newark. Described in Signal Engineer, March,

1S12 This trip (used only in connection with electric traction)

differs from those used on the lines of the Interborough and

the Hudson & Manhattan in having an arrangement for pro-

tecting the lever on the engine from accidental injury, and

also from being moved so as to cause an unnecessary stop, by

obstructions along the road. In front of the engine lever W'hich

is to engage with the ground apparatus is a bar. rigidly fixed, so

as to clear the way for the lever itself, sweeping aside snow, ice

or any accidental obstruction. When this rigid bar strikes the

ground apparatus, the latter is not injuriously affected; it is ar-

ranged as a tumbler, which is simply turned over by the moving
vehicle. The tumbler, in being turned down from a vertical to a

horizontal position, brings into the vertical position an arm
which then is in position to properly actuate the lever on the

engine.

2. Experiments have been made on a freight track in Phila-

delphia with the apparatus of the Railway Automatic Safety

Appliance Company, noticed in the third annual report of the

Block Signal and Train Control Board, page 18. This is a me-

chanical trip stop in which the trips are about 3 ft. above the

top of the rail, the locomotive apparatus being carried on the

front buffer beam.

3. Preparations are being made for trials, on one of the Penn-

sylvania's steam lines, of the induction apparatus, designed by

G. P. Finnegan, which is mentioned above in connection with

the Interborough Rapid Transit Company.

Pennsyh'a)iia Lines West of Pittsburgh.—Experiments have

been made near Pittsburgh during the past few months with the

Gray-Thurber apparatus, mentioned in the third annual report

of Block Signal and Train Control Board, page 17. In this

system the apparatus on the engine is actuated from the roadside

by means of an electric current which passes from one rail cir-

cuit to the engine or tender, and back to another rail circuit

through another pair of wheels, an essential feature of the ar-

rangement being the insulation of the engine from the tender, or

of one tender truck from the rest of the vehicle. This insulation

feature is similar to that used in the Miller cab signal of 1902,

which was described in the Railroad Gazette of that year on

page 128.

Philadelphia Elevated.—Mechanical trips in use.

San Francisco, Oakland & San Jose.—Overhead mechanical

trip. An arm fixed to the semaphore post extends horizontally

so as to engage a trip arm on the roof of the motor car, the

movement of which makes an application of the air brakes.

Described in Signal Dictionary, page 113.

Statcn Island Rapid Transit Company.—Extended experiments

made in 1911 with the Lacroix cab signal and automatic stop,

described and illustrated in the fourth annual report of Block

Signal and Train Control Board. This is an intermittent contact

rail system, the contact rails being fixed on brackets at the side

of the track, like the third rail used for electric propulsion on a

number of steam railways. These experiments were concluded

some time ago and the apparatus has been taken up.

Washington Water Pawer Company (Spokane).—Overhead

mechanical apparatus. In this system an arm extending out

horizontally from a semaphore post breaks a glass tube on the

roof of the motor car, thereby exhausting the air pressure from

the brake pipe. This apparatus was described and illustrated in

the third annual report of the Block Signal Board ; in the Rail-

way Age Gazette of December 16, 1910, and also in the Signal

Dictionary, page 112.



FUEL ECONOMY ON THE LACKAWANNA.
For Several Months Strong Efforts Have Been Made to Im-

prove Conditions by Means of a Fuel Service Detachment.

BY M. C. M. HATCH,

Superintendent of Fuel Serv

On May 1 of the current year the position of superin-

tendent of fuel service was created on the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western and the duties of the office were so

defined as to give jurisdiction, under the superintendent of

motive power and equipment, over all matters pertaining to

locomotive fuel, with the exception of its actual purchase.

The considerations from which originated the creation of

this new office were, in brief, a desire to utilize at the draw-

bar as high a percentage of the heat units in the fuel as

is practically possible, and a realization that the only way

by which such a result could be attained was by going

after the work systematically and by keeping everlastingly

after it.

Fuel economy is by no means merely a matter of proper

sible, it is only natural that they will give better service than

will be rendered under more unfavorable conditions, and in

furtherance of this idea of co-operation the following self-

explanatory bulletin was issued on July IS:

"You are hereby invited and requested to submit such
suggestions, bearing in any way on the matters of fuel econ-
omy, locomotive operation, etc., as may seem to you would
make for the betterment of the service.

"To the end that this may be handled systematically, boxes
will be located at certain of our more important engine

houses, in which j-our written suggestions, addressed to the

superintendent of fuel service, may be placed. These will

be forwarded at regular intervals and will, individually, re-

ceive due consideration.

V*m. Surplus, fireman; Harr>' Morgan, en
J. Schramm, chief clerk motive power depart

superintendent motive pow
perintendent fuel«. C. M. Hatch,

Engine Which Was Awarded the "Ringed Star" on the Scranton Division

and equipment; Geo.

firing. It begins at the mines where the coal is loaded and
extends, in varying degree, through every stage of its prog-
ress from that point to the ash pit. Locomotive condition

enters very prominently into fuel economy, it being self

evident that the best results in the economical use of fuel

cannot be reached with an engine which is in other than the

best possible condition in every respect. It is with full

understanding of these facts that the work is being taken up
on the Lackawanna; the arrangement of the organization is

illustrated by the accompanying diagram.

It is the belief of those in charge that the surest and best

way to obtain results is by co-operating with and awakening
interest in the men who handle the fuel. If the engine
crews know that it is the desire and intention of the mechan-
ical department to provide engines in proper condition and
supply them with as uniformly a good grade of coal as pos-

"Please express your ideas in as plain, concise language as

possible, giving reasons for the benefits you would expect

to see gained by their adoption.

"It is hoped that all will avail themselves of this oppor-

tunity to co-operate with the officers of the mechanical de-

partment in their endeavor to bring conditions to the highest

practicable degree of excellence."

Every suggestion offered is given consideration and a per-

sonal reply is finally made to each one. That this will have a

good moral effect, aside from the actual value of a per-

centage of the suggestions, would seem to admit of no argu-

ment and results thus far bear this out.

As a further means of awakening interest and inciting

competition among the engine crews, it was arranged to

keep as accurate an individual record of each man's per-

formance as possible and, at stated periods, accord the men
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whose showing is best in the various classes of service the

privilege of carrying on their engines certain distinguishing

marks indicative of the appreciation of the company. The
following bulletin, issued June 1, outlines this plan:

"Beginning with the first day of August, visible recog-

nition will be accorded to those engine crews having the

best service records, under the following plan:

"The crew on each division which makes the best showing
as regards fuel and oil economy, engine failures, proper

handling of train and general appearance of engine between

June 1 and the above date, will have placed on the smoke-
box front of its locomotive a suitable emblem which will

designate such high standing.

"The two next best records will be acknowledged by other

emblems of somewhat different form. These will be redis-

tributed on the first day of November and at the end of each

three months thereafter, on the same basis as governed the

original awards.

"The following classes of service will be recognized and
each class will carry three emblems on each division:

Through passenger, local passenger, fast freight, slow
freight, switching.

"In addition to the marks mentioned above, there will be
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Organization of Fuel Service Department on the Lackawanna.

one other entirely distinctive emblem which will be awarded

to the crew making the best individual record on the Lacka-

wanna irrespective of division or class of service, the holder

to be designated at the end of each tri-monthly period.

"The above outlined system will be well advertised on the

road and also in the technical and general press, so that the

public, as well as company employees, may understand its

significance and appreciate the honor paid to those who
prove themselves worthy of such recognition.

"The object of all this is to encourage those in charge of

our locomotives to work for the attainment of the highest

possible efficiency with the added incentive of the fact that

the company is willing to publicly designate those who
accord it the most perfect grades of service.

"Any suggestions from any of our engineers or firemen

on this subject will be gladly received and considered."

The inauguration of this system required, as is often the

case with anything new, somewhat longer than was antici-

pated, but the first awards have now been made and the

accompanying photograph was taken at the time of placing

the "Ringed Star" of highest divisional efficiency on engine

34, operating in the yard at Gouldsboro, Pa., this engine crew-

meriting recognition as giving the best general service of

all switching crews on the Scranton division. Certain con-

ditions made their performance especially meritorious and,

in view of this, a special trip was made on September 7 to

Gouldsboro by the superintendent of motive power and

equipment and others, at the time of placing the star on the

engine. The second and third crews in the various services

received a plain star.

On a road making use of such a variety of fuels as the

Lackawanna, the list embracing bituminous and all sizes of

anthracite coal from rice to egg in many mixtures, fuel econ-

omy presents a much more complicated problem than on

roads using a single kind of coal. While it is impossible

as yet to definitely state to what extent the system outlined

above will ultimately decrease the expense incident to pro-

viding locomotive fuel, the results so far obtained have been

most encouraging.

THE RAILWAYS AND THE PUBLIC*

BY WILLIAM SPROULE,

President Southern Pacific Co.

I read recently of a fussy old lady, very much vexed at the

close of a railway trip. In getting off the train she vented her

views in the observation that she had heard a good deal about

colleges turning out too many civil engineers and the like, but

she would suggest "they try their hands at turning out more civil

conductors and less sassy brakemen."

That observation has the text for two points which may be

worth nothing. One is that the traveling public judges the rail-

ways of the country largely by the men in the train service. The

other is that the trainmen tread no rosy path and need help.

Where does that help begin? May I say it begins in the

ticket office, for the individual passenger? It begins with the

management, itself, for the general traveling public.

For the ticket office, the general passenger and ticket agent

is the officer of immediate responsibilit}'. Is it not a fact that

the tendency is to skimp the force in the ticket office at the

centers of travel, so as to offset in part the great increase in

expenses in the general departments of the passenger business

—an increase brought about by the great clerical demands in-

cident to regulation, state and interstate.

A great store selling any kind of merchandise has a corps of

salesmen sufficient to care for customers in the ordinary volume

of trade during the greater part of the day. For the rush hours

it has a reserve force to aid in the rush business. Why? Be-

cause your family and mine expect to be waited upon with rea-

sonable promptness in the hours at which it is usual to trade.

iilark you, the reserve force brought in to assist the rush, by

rushing the sale of more goods, has not, during the quieter

hours, been "lazying around"— it has been very bus}' opening up

new goods, marking goods, sorting stock, going over the reserve

stock, and attending to the many details that are a part of a

complex and highly organized business. May I venture it, as my
own observation of many years in and out of the service, that

we have not yet begun to learn our lesson from the world of

business I have just touched upon? It, too, serves the public.

It has its rush hours and provides for them. It does not simply

hire extra men to wait for the rush. It is organized so that the

employee is busy and useful all of the time, but available for

the rush.

Perhaps I am harping upon an old string; but I am sure you

will agree with me that the conductor's task is not made easier

when the passenger has had to stand in line or w-ait around a

tiresome length of time to obtain a ticket or a reservation.

Under these conditions, the passenger looks forward to the

purchasing of a ticket as an ordeal, and looks back upon it with

a tinge of irritation, which is reflected in his attitude on the train

and toward the company. Let us have rush hour arrangements

• Address before the convention of the .\merican Association of General
Passenger and Ticket Agents at Seattle, September 12,
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for handling our customers promptly and pleasantly, at the hours

when our business is most active. Attract the people to buy.

Thus attracting the people to buy is not a matter of advertising

only.

Railway advertising is little more than a reminder. Much of

it seems to be directed at the man who has already decided to

take a trip. It is a competitive "spiel" of the loud lung to keep

the customer from the bargain counter across the street. It

largely ignores the fact that it is human interest which creates

travel. If we be quick to see where are the points of human in-

terest from day to day, and put in touch with them the world we
address that day, currents of travel, varied and interesting, will

be created, while those affected w'ill discover that the railway is

serving its community and its ambitions in a sympathetic way.

Local interchange is not confined to commodities. In a

country of varied products and industries and climates and

ambitions such as are found, for example, in every state on this

Pacific coast, there is opportunity, as yet hardly touched, for that

interchange of travel which is good for the people and for the

railways—serving the interest of both. May I venture the sug-

gestion that we can develop this side of our business more and

more, and therein we can be helpful. As we prove helpful it

will be reflected in the passengers upon our trains.

In the broad sphere of management as related to the general

public, we are entering upon a new era. "Old things have passed

away; behold, all things have become new," is an inspired say-

ing, of which only the first part is as yet true. Today, the rail-

ways are as completely under the vigilant scrutiny of the state

and federal governments as if the public owned them. Today,

the accounts, the aflfairs, the practices and the rates of the rail-

ways are as closely supervised by and reported to the state and

federal governments as if the public were the owner. Under
tht present system of governmental control the relations of the

railways to the country are as open as the day to the inspectors

and examiners and commissioners of the people. Old things

have passed away, but old prejudices remain. The railways are

exploited on public platforms and in the public prints, too often

as if they menaced the public weal in some vague and un-

explained way.

The truth is, the general public has little knowledge of the

definite and large control exercised over railways. And why?
Because the railways have maintained almost perfect silence, and

from their silence it has been inferred that there is something

wrong. Silence has been mistaken for secrecy. Occasional

official utterance is almost without an audience. The public

needs to be informed steadily and sincerely by men and methods
the public understands.

There are no secrets about these things. Publicity, good
wholesome publicity, is necessary to awaken the public mind to

the fact that the railways are doing good work in a right way
and an earnest spirit. Let us do some writing and talking for

ourselves, that our aims and deeds may be understood, instead

of misinterpreted. The railways are doing good and faithful

work, free from any indirection. Why should not such a busi-

ness, splendid in its proportions, be better understood by the

public, who are ready to give ear to what they understand.

I do not know of any help toward a better day, more general

than can be given by the general passenger and ticket agents of

the railways of this country. They distribute to a large extent

the advertising of the roads, to a larger extent they control the

written material issued for the public eye. They appear on the

public platform and at public gatherings. The nature of their

department keeps them in touch with the traveler, conjointlv

with the agent, who sells the ticket, and the conductor, who takes
it up.

The general passenger department can easily become the
strongest factor in making public opinion by direct service and
forceful work.

It has been pointed out that it is all right to swat the fly, but
we must remember that the real object is to stop the things
that bring and breed the fly. So with us. We must regard the

present tendencies against the great properties we administer,

not in the spirit in resenting attack and smarting under the

sting of criticism, but as admonition that we should bring our-

selves squarely before the public ; conscious that our activities

have no direction that is against the pubHc interest, and that

we are as anxious as any critic can be for the public weal to be

subserved by our business. Free from any note of harshness we
can be effective, and civil, too, whether in the executive office,

the passenger office or the train service, all parts of one organized

machine, each fitted to its duty of serving the public pleasantly,

intelligently and well.

MOTOR TRUCK SERVICE IN COMPETITION
WITH A RAILWAY.

The motor truck has been extensively used as a feeder for

railway service and for terminal deliveries, but it is not

often that it has come into direct competition in the ordinary

railway transportation and come out a winner in the contest.

This has, however, been done by a line established under

especially favorable conditions and which has now been run-

ning for nearly a year between Glen Cove on Long Island

and New York City. The conditions that have rendered this

possible are as follows:

The estate of E. R. Ladew, at Glen Cove, operates a large

leather belting factory, the output of which is between four

and five tons a day. The factory is located about a mile and

a half from the railway station, and the New York warehouse

IS at 82 Fulton street. Hence in making rail shipments there

is a cartage charge at each end. In the matter of prompt-

ness of delivery the railway freight leaves Glen Cove at

about seven in the morning and reaches Long Island City

about eleven o'clock, from which the car must be transferred

across the river to New York so that it will be two or three

o'clock in the afternoon before the freight is ready for

delivery; by the time it can be taken to the New York
warehouse it is too late to reship that day. Shipments

thus require about 24 hours from the time they leave the

factory before they can be delivered to a New York
destination.

It was primarily to avoid this delay that it was decided to

use motor trucks for a direct delivery from the factory to

the warehouse, though it was not expected that any great

saving would be effected as compared with the railway rates

plus the terminal cartage charges at each end. Accordingly

an automobile truck was purchased and put into service. It

was found that the truck could leave the factory at Glen Cove
at seven in the morning and reach the New York warehouse
by noon, take on a return load and be home between six and

seven in the evening. This made it possible to ship from

the factory in the morning, and have the goods forwarded

from New York the same afternoon, practically effecting a

saving of 24 hours in the time of delivery to the consumer.

Indications also were that the cost of transportation would
be less than by rail. After the truck had been in service

for a short time there came requests from outside parties

for the conveyance of freight and packages and this demand
was such that two more automobile trucks were purchased

so that now there are three in service. One is a Packard
with a capacity of i'A tons and a speed of about 12^ miles

an hour. The other two are of 5 tons capacity each—a Benz-

Gaggenau and an Alco, the former having a speed of IS

and the latter of 9 miles an hour.

Under ordinary conditions the two heavy trucks make the

round trip between Glen Cove and New York every day,

the total run averaging about 70 miles. The smaller truck

is used for light and local deliveries. The trucks ordinarily

carry a load in each direction, and it is considered probable

that the traffic could be greatly increased by solicitation and
canvassing; but though the line has been incorporated and
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i- operated as tlie Glen Cove Transportation Company, it is

primarily for the accommodation of the Ladew factory so

tliat but little attention has been paid to the building up of

a transportation business. Where business is offered it is

taken and there has also been some solicitation where it has

been known that certain freight movements were to be made.

As ordinarily conducted, shipments to Glen Cove are deliv-

ered at the New York warehouse at 82 Fulton street and

to the consignee. Calls are also made en route for freight

to be carried from point to point and also in New York and

Brooklyn. The localities covered are Oyster Bay, Locust

Valley, Glen Cove, Roslyn, East Williston, Mineola, Floral

Park, Mollis, Queens, Jamaica, Long Island City and points

in Brooklyn and New York. Regular way bills and receipts

are issued and the business is conducted in every way like

Per cwt.
fraction the

For delivery to factory, Glen Cove, L. I., to be called for,

Consignor in New York, below 60th street 25
Consignor in New York, above 60th street 50
Consignor in Brooklyn 25

For delivery to consignee in or near above quoted towns on
route from:

Consignor in New York, below 60th street 50
Consignor in New York, above 60lh street 75
Consignor in Brooklyn 50
Consignor directly on our route 35

From factory. Glen Cove, to:

82 Fulton street, to be called for 20
Consignee in Brooklyn 25
Consignee in New York, below 60lh street 25
Consignee in New York, above 60lh street 50

From Consignor in or near above quoted towns to:

82 Fulton, street, to be called for 25
Consignee in Brooklyn 50
Consignee in New York, below 60th street 50
Consignor in New York, above 60th street 75

Wn -Bill N h,r

Pn.„

Lrlen Cove i ransportanoii ^^oinpany
Date 1<)1

N.Y. R.e,S_

TRUCK-EXPRESS WAY-BILL

iwr ion Iht Fmn. Tn
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Way-BIII Used in the Motor Truck Service

that of any transportation company. The cars are operated

on a regular schedule which it has been found that they can

maintain. The regular truck leaves the factory at 7:30 a. m.

and is due at S2 Fulton street at 11 a. m. On the return

trip it leaves at 12:30 p. m. and is due at Glen Cove at 4 p. m.

There are, of course, variations from tlie exact time, due to

the amount of freight handled. The second truck runs like

the extras on a railway and its schedule is arranged from •

day to day to meet the demand. The published schedule of

rates is as follows:

Per cwt. or
fraction thereof.

From 82 Fulton street. New York City, to:

Consignee in or near above quoted towns on our route.. $0.25
Consignee elsewhere on Long Island within 30 miles from
New York and not over 30 miles from Glen Cove 50

between Glen Cove and New York City.

For full loads between the two places the charge is $25.

As far as the Ladew interests are concerned it has been

found that the cost of transportation by automobile route

is from 4 to 5 per cent, less than it was by rail with the

added advantage of prompt delivery. In calculating these

costs certain assumptions had to be made for which there is

no accurate data available as yet. Automobile trucks, for

example, are too young for their life to be known, so that it

has been assumed at 4 years for the heavy and five for the

light truck, thus writing ofif 25 per cent, for the former and
20 for the latter. Interest is taken at 6 per cent, and labor

includes the driver and helper. The repairs are the serious

item. The cars must be kept in good running condition, and

a man is kept at the garage who .goes over each truck every

m Ik
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One of the Large Motor Trucks Used between Glen Cove and New York City.
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night and makes the needed repairs. According to a revised

schedule of the percentages of operating costs to the total,

they are as follows:

Depreciation 16.3 per cent.

Interest 6.3 per cent.

Labor 36.7 per cent.

Gasoline and oil 12.6 per cent.

Rental of garage 1-0 per cent.

Repairs 1 8.0 per cent.

Insurance 9-1 per cent.

Total 100.0 per cent.

The repair item is very seriously affected by the vibration

of the machine, which has a very detrimental eflfect on the

engines, and it is this that is causing the major portion of

the troubles.

As for regularity of service there is no criticism to offer.

There have, of course, been delays due to storms, but on no

occasion have these delays been excessive and there was no

day during the past winter when the trucks had to lose a

trip because of the weather or the bad condition of the

roads.

The venture is an interesting example of what can be

accomplished with automobile trucks under favorable condi-

tions. The service is severe. It requires a constant dut}'

of about 70 miles per day for six days in the week. The roads

are good, but the work is such that the repairs average

about 9 cents a mile, or as much as that of a locomotive, but

with a much smaller handling capacity. It is not at all

probable that such a line could be made to pay under other

conditions than those on which it is operated. It was assured

a full loading in both directions all of the time by the output

of the belting factory, so that its income was guaranteed,

but even with that the distance between terminals is about

at a maximum of what can be profitably covered, and the

company is not seeking and does not care for consignments

to greater distances. It is an advantage to the owners both

from the standpoint of time and expense, but offers no

inducements for the establishment of other similar lines that

would have to compete direct with a railway in the solicita-

tion of business and the rates offered.

The company is under the immediate management of

A. J. W. Hyde, to whom we are indebted for the data here

presented, and is under the general supervision of James R.

Taylor, the manager of the E. R. Ladew estate. It shows
what can be done under special conditions, and also proves

that it is not capable of a wide and general application, and
that if it is to be copied it should only be after a close and
careful study of local conditions.

A STANDARD BRAKE CLUB.

With the increasing use of heavy cars, the freight brakeman
has found the "pick handle" (any stout stick suitable for use

as a lever in setting hand brakes) increasingly necessary. For-

merly the use of such a lever was forbidden because frequently

a brakeman, becoming too enthusiastic in its use, would set a

Standard Brake Club; Pennsylvania Railroad.

brake so tightly as to sMde the wheels and thus quickly make a

pair of wheels unfit for service.

A brakeman who uses a lever made of anything but the best

material is liable to endanger his life as, being able to easily

apply almost the whole weight of his body at the end of the

lever, anything but the toughest timber may give way. The use

of stray sticks, picked up at random is almost sure to be risky.

To meet this danger, the Pennsylvania Railroad has adopted

a standard "brake club," which is shown in the accompanying
sketch. It is 28 in. long and at its smallest' diameter is IJ^ in.

thick. The club is marked with the name of the road and its use

has been prescribed throughout the company's lines, both east

and west of Pittsburgh. The specifications call for selected,

straight grained, split hickory entirely free from shakes, splits,

knots, rot and black W'ood.

TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN AUGUST.'

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that oc-

curred on railways of the United States in the month of August,

1912:

Collisions.

Kind of Kind of

Dale. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

5. Bait. & Ohio Claysville, Pa. be. P. & F. 2 5

17. Bait. & Ohio Coulter. be. F. & F. 1 4

18. Cin. H. & D Troy. be. P. & F. 1 6

23. Pere Marquette Charlevoix. xc. P. & F. .. 23

t30. Nor. Pacific Maywood, Wis. be. P. & F. 3 4

Derailtnents.

Cause of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Derailm't. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

4. Rutland Bangor, N. Y. unx. P. 14

7. Virginia & S. W. ... St. Charles. unx. F. 30
t8. N. Y. N. H. & H... Dorchester. unx. P. 7 54

9. Mobile & O Sparta, III. . b. rail. P. 35

10. St. Louis & S. F Rogers, Ark. unx. P. 1 6

tl2. C. M. & Puget S Keechelus. unx. P. 5 5

17. Penn Middle Pt. unx. P. 7

18. Atch. T. & S. F Osage City. d. switch P. 17

19. Southern Lenoir City. unx. P. 1

19. Boston & M Lakeport. unx. P. 2

19. Tex. & Pac Mineola. b. rail. P. 2

21. Yazoo & M. V Roxie. unx. P. 5

t25. Cin. H. & D Antioch. unx. P. 1 15

30. Mo. Kan. & Tex Temple, Tex. unx. P. 1 17

30. Penn Conway. ace. obst. P. 5 19

Other Accidents.

Cause of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

18. Penn Wooster, O. boiler. F. 2

The trains in collision near Claysville, Pa., on the 5th, were

westbound passenger No. 703 and eastbound freight No. 82,

the freight being drawn by two engines. One fireman and a

baggage man were killed, and 5 trainmen were injured. The
freight had encroached on the time of the passenger train, the

eight men in charge of it having overlooked the passenger

schedule, which was one of long standing.

The trains in collision near Coulter, Pa., on the 17th, were

a freight and a work train moving in opposite directions. One

laborer was killed and four were injured. It appears that the

work train was not properly protected by flag.

The trains in collision near Troy, Ohio, on the 18th, were the

first and second sections of Northbound No. 10, the first sec-

tion consisting of two freight engines coupled together. The

three locomotives and three cars of the passenger train were

wrecked. One engineman was fatally injured and one other

employee and 5 passengers were slightly hurt. The collision was

due to the failure of a signalman to hold the second section at

the entrance to this block section.

^Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:

re. Rear collision be. Butting collision xc. Other collisions b.

Broken—^d. Defective unf, Unforeseen obstruction unx, Unex-

plained derail. Open derailing switch ras, Misplaced switch ace.

obst., .Accidental obstruction malice, Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road fire, Cars btu-ned while

running P. or Pass., Passenger train F. or Ft., Freight train (includ-

ing empty engmes, work trains, etc.) .Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly

destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
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The trains in collision near Charlevoix, Mich., on the 23rd,

were southbound passenger train No. 8 and northbound pas-

senger No. 7. Twenty passengers and 3 employees were slightly

injured. The collision was caused by No. 8 entering the station,

which was the regular meeting point, not under control.

The trains in collision at Maywood, Wash., on the Northern

Pacific on the night of the 30th of August were an eastbound

passenger and an extra westbound freight. One passenger and

two trainmen were killed and four persons were injured. The
passenger train had run past a station at which, according to a

despatcher's order, it should have waited to meet the freight.

In the derailment at Dorchester, Mass., on the 8th, the engine-

man, fireman and 5 passengers were killed. The accident was

reported in our issue of the 16th.

The train derailed near Rogers, Ark., on the night of the

10th, was northbound through passenger No. 6. One of the

two firemen was killed and 6 passengers were slightly injured.

The second engine of the train, the baggage car and mail car

were overturned. The cause of the derailment was not de-

termined.

The westbound Olympian express train of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee and Puget Sound was derailed near Keechelus, Wash.,

on the 12th. One passenger, 2 enginemen and 2 firemen were

killed, and 5 persons injured. The train was drawn by two en-

gines. The derailment was due to some cause not dis-

covered.

The train derailed at Middle Point, Ohio, on the morning of

the 17th, was the westbound Pennsylvania special—the 18 hour

train, New York to Chicago. One passenger was seriously in-

jured, and six slightly. All of the engine except the pony

truck was derailed and all of the seven cars in the train were

derailed, except the rear truck of the observation car. One
sleeping car fell on its side in the ditch and two others and the

dining car were partially overturned. All the cars in the train

were of steel. The bodies of the cars were but slightly dam-

aged except the car which was on its side, which was more
seriously damaged. The train was running about 63 miles an

hour on straight track. The cause of the derailment has not yet

been determined.

The train derailed at Osage City, Kan., on the 18th, was east-

bound passenger No. 10. Eight cars ran off the track. Seven-

teen passengers were injured; none of them seriously. The de-

railment was due to a loose switch, a nut having worked off a

bolt.

The train derailed at Lakeport, N. H., on the 19th, was the

northbound White Mountain express. The only persons in-

jured were a mail clerk and an express messenger. The cause

of the derailment was not determined.

The train derailed at Mineola, Tex., on the Texas & Pacific

on the 19th of August, was westbound passenger No. 7, and

the tender and all the cars were ditched, the engine remaining

on the track. One passenger and one trainman were injured.

The derailment was caused by a broken rail.

The train derailed near Roxie, Miss., on the Yazoo & Missis-

sippi Valley at 3 a. m. on the 21st, was southbound passenger

No. 15. The tender and first two cars were overturned. Five

persons were slightly injured. The derailment was due to some
cause not -determined.

The train derailed at Antioch, 111., on the 2Sth, was an east-

bound excursion train, and two coaches were overturned and
thrown into the ditch. One passenger was killed and IS were
injured. The derailment is believed to have been caused by a

broken flange.

The train derailed near Temple, Tex., on the Missouri, Kan-
sas & Texas on the 30th of August, was a northbound passenger.

The mail car and two passenger cars ran off the track at a

trestle and fell 15 ft. to the ground below. The engine and the

four rear cars (sleeping cars) remained on the track. The news
agent on the train was killed and 17 passengers were in-

jured.

The train derailed at Conway, Pennsylvania, on the 30th, was

a westbound local passenger. The engineman was killed and
the fireman fatally injured; two work-train laborers and a by-

stander were also killed, and seven passengers and 12 employees
were injured. The accident was caused by the train running

into a part of a steam wrecking derrick which was engaged in

clearing a wreck on a yard track, but which fouled the main
line. There was a dense fog at the time, and it was said that

the engineman had run past two flagmen, one of them a half

mile back of the point of obstruction. The automatic block

signals were clear. The air brake was found in full release

and the reverse lever of the engine in full forward motion.

The accident at VVooster, Ohio, on the 18th, was the ex-

plosion of the boiler of a freight train which was running at

full speed. Two firemen and one brakeman were scalded, but

not very badly.

Electric Car Accidents.—The only fatal accident to electric

cars of which we find report in July was a butting colHsion,

on the Chicago, South Bend & Northern Indiana, at South
Bend, Ind., on the 14th ; one person was killed, and three were
injured.

LOCOMOTIVE FUEL CONSUMPTION AND
THE SPEED DIAGRAM*

BY A. K. SHURTLEFF,
Office Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

Locomotive fuel consumption can be divided as follows. 1,

Fuel used for work. 2, Fuel used account of leakage of water

and steam, and for steam used for brakes, whistling, etc. 3,

Fuel used for re-evaporation due to radiation. 4, Fuel used at

engine houses for "firing up," etc.

The tables in the A. R. E. A. Manual of 1911 provide for fuel

used under the first three headings during the period of maxi-
mum effort. But the fuel used by locomotives while drifting

or at rest is a material amount of the total consumption. At
the 1904 convention of the American Railway Master Me-
chanics' Association, some valuable data was presented covering

21 tests over an engine district on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, and 24 tests on the Norfolk & Western. From this data

the following general figures are obtained

:

For the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe tests:

.Average healing surface per test trip 2,686 sq. ft.

Coal used per hour delay: Total 374.5 lbs.
Per 1,000 ft. H. S 139.4 lbs.

Water used per hour delay: Total 758.8 lbs.

Per 1,000 ft. H. S 282 lbs.

Coal used per trip firing up at engine houses: Average of 15 tests;
515 lbs. per 1,000 sq. ft. H. S. The coal used had an average value of
11,000 B. t. u.

For the Norfolk & Western tests:

.Average heating surface per test trip 2,445 sq. ft.

Coal used per hour delay: Total 232 lbs.

Per 1,000 ft. H. S 94.8 lbs.

Coal used per trip firing up at engine houses: Average, 24 tests; 501 lbs.

per 1,000 sq. ft. H. S. The coal had an average value of 14,000 B. t. u.

The fuel loss by radiation depends on the temperature of the

outside atmosphere, area of boiler exposed and quantity and

quality of boiler covering. The exposed area varies and is not

one of the items given with locomotive dimensions. With
modern locomotives there is from 4.75 to 5.75 sq. ft. of exposed

area to one square foot of heating surface. The proportion of

this outside area insulated against transmission of heat varies.

Evaporation is from heating surface, and owing to the variables

and undetermined area of the boiler exposed, the losses will be

based on heating surface.

The heat loss from radiation is the total loss when the loco-

motive is not working less the loss due to leakage and use of

steam and water for other purposes than work. In the A. T.

& S. F. tests, it would require 34.7 lbs. of 11,000 B. t. u. coal per

1.000 sq. ft. of heating surface to evaporate the 282 lbs. of water

used per hour idle from a feed w'ater temperature of 65 deg. to

a boiler pressure of 200 lbs. The N. & W. tests do not give

* Abstract of a paper published in bulletin No. 148 of the American
Railway Engineering Association. Copyrighted, 1912, by A. K. Shurtleff.
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the water and steam losses while at rest. In 97 tests at the St.

Louis Exposition testing plant the average steam loss per hour

per 100 sq. ft. of heating surface was 151 lbs. These loco-

motives were probably in as good or better condition than the

average road locomotive, and the N. & \V. locomotives can be

considered as losing at least this amount of water and steam.

There would be required 14.6 lbs. of 14,000 B. t. u. coal per

1,000 sq. ft. heating surface to evaporate this quantity of water

wasted. A fair average for this loss of heat due to other uses

of steam and leakage can be based on 200 lbs. loss an hour per

1,000 sq. ft. of heating surface.

The coal loss from radiation during delays in these tests can

then be estimated as follows

:

A. T. & S. F.. 139.4 — 34.7 = 104.7 lbs. per 1,000 ft. H. S.

N. & \V 94.8 — 14.6 = 80.2 lbs. per 1,000 ft. H. S.

G. R. Henderson, in his book on Locomotive Operation, states

that in tests with one locomotive he found the loss from radiation

at 28 m. p. h. velocity double the loss with the locomotive stand-

ing. Practically all drifting is done on gradients at a velocity ex-

ceeding this; therefore, no great error will occur in basing the

loss while drifting at double the amount standing.

The fuel used in firing up in the tests at engine houses does

not seem consistent with the total heat units when comparing

the two series of tests. This is due to many causes. Engine

house practice varies widely on different roads, and in the

houses of the same road. Probably the least study in reduction

of fuel wastes is given to fuel used while the engine is housed.

The following table is arranged from results secured in these

tests and the assumption that evaporation is proportional to

the total heat units in the coal, except in the case of coal

"firing up," which, until better methods obtain, is based on the

amount actually used in the tests. In proportioning the fuel on

the B. t. u. contained, the fact that ash and other components of

the fuel vary must be neglected along with the other variables.

B. t. u. Per trip

per lb. firing

coal. up.

10,000 520
11,000 515
12,000 510
13,000 505
14,000 500 103 188
15,000 495 97 175

As a test of the value of the above table in approximating

fuel consumption the following data is given covering one week's

actual operation on a division of three engine districts. The data

given is actual, except that time drifting is estimated by plat-

ting a time diagram, and this is deducted from the actual run-

ning time to get the time "working."

Total freight locoinotive miles 27,575
Total freight locomotive trips 220
Heating surface per locomotive 2,905
Hours delay (standing) 855.4
Hours drifting 408.2
Hours working 1,312.6

adiat
per

leakage, etc.,

hour.

andir

145
132
121
111

ig- Drifting.

263
239
219
202

Total hours running time 1,720.8

Average value of coal, 11,000 B. t. u.

EsTiM.xTED Fuel Used.

Firinsr un: 220 trips at 1,496 lbs 329,120 lbs.

855.4 hours at 383.46 328,012 lbs.

408.2 hours at 694.3 283,41

3

lbs.

Workin"g: 1,312.6 hours at 4,000 5,250,400 lbs.

anding:
ifting:

Total estimate 6,190,945 lbs.

Estimate per freight locomotive mile 224.5 lbs.

The actual coal used per freight locomotive mile on this di-

vision during the month from which this data was taken was

224.1 lbs. It can not be expected that as close an approximation

can be obtained in all cases, but this method can be applied to

different locations or different divisions, and a reasonable com-

parison made of the relative fuel economy, providing the data

to estimate it is at hand.

The table covering the fuel used is of little value except as

information to the student of economics, unless a method be pro-

vided for estimating the various components of the total time

over a district. From data secured on two western roads, single

track divisions, and covering two weeks' time on seven en-

gine districts of one line, and one week's time on three engine

districts of the other, the average time taken for orders, coaling

and watering locomotives was one-half minute per engine per

mile of the district. The total number of meeting points and

points of passing by superior trains was 8,709, and the average

time delay for each freight train was 15.9 minutes for each of

such points. On the lighter traffic districts where time was
ample, more time was taken than noted above at meeting or

passing points. A safe figure for estimating the delay time is yi

minute per engine mile, plus 15 minutes for each train met or

train allowed to pass in the same direction.

The number of such points 'can be closely approximated by

estimating the number of trains required to handle a given

traffic, both freight and passenger, and platting the same graph-

ically on a chart similar to those used in making time cars. One
side is drawn to the scale of miles over the locomotive district;

the other into a scale of 24 hours. Where information is not

available as to the time trains may reach the district, the total

number of trains may be spaced out through the 24 hours. The
trains in one direction may be platted in straight lines covering

the district in the time of the desired schedule. The passenger

trains and one freight train in the opposite direction may then

be plaited and the intersections of the one freight with other

trains counted.

With this method, lines representing schedules for the dif-

ferent classes of freight service may be used and the points

determined for each class. The foregoing method refers to

single track. On double track only trains in the direction of

traffic should be considered.

Running time, divided between time working and drifting may
be estimated by the construction of a time diagram.* The
method requires labor, but after preparing the tables suitable

for the problems it is possible to plat the speed lines and calculate

the time over SO miles or more of profile per day. The problem

in economics of railway operation or location is not solved un-

til reasonable proof has been obtained that the assumed train

can move over the district within the allotted time, and on a

district with adverse grade, most of which may be controlling

and practically all in one direction, or on districts of a very low

rate of gradient, ihe locomotive must be operated at a shortened

cut-off to get over the district without overtime.

The use of the speed diagram will show the fallacy of con-

sidering rise and fall of the same amount of equal values. The
values for the same amount will vary with the gradients, speed

of approach and location. As a general proposition, with the

same character and loading of a train, and where runs of 15

miles or more can be made without stops, the time over two

districts of the same rise and fall will be practically the same,

but the fuel consumption on the district of lighter grade will

be less. The use of the speed diagram will solve the problems

of fuel and water accounts, and with schedules of pay of engine

and trainmen at hand the main problems of "conducting trans-

portation" most affected by the physical characteristics of loca-

tions, can be solved.

The method described requires work and time, but it does

away with the "scientific guesswork" with reference to the ef-

fect of distance, gradient, rise and fall, and curvature on the

main accounts under "conducting transportation" expenses.

The actual economies reaHzed will be much nearer the estimated

economies than the average guess work. The most important

value is that it will in many cases save the waste of money in

the investment of so called improvements which fail to realize a

fair return on their cost.

The value of the method does not end with the engineer's es-

* The construction of the time diagram as used bv Mr. Shurtleff was
described in the Raihmy Age Gazelle of August 23, 1912, page 347, where
tvpical tables of acceleration and retardation for locomotives working under
full throttle and drifting were published. The tables included in Mr.
Shurtleff's article have been calculated for somewhat different conditions,

although the method used is exactly the same.
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timate of relative economies of different routes; but with tlie

data for a district once worked out, many of the important

problems of movement of traffic can be solved with sufficient

accuracy to put the calculated results in practice, and with

possibly a few slight changes found necessary in practice, render

greater efficiency in operation. The value of additional main

tracks can be estimated logically so that an executive officer

without technical education can understand the methods of

reasoning even though he may not know the mathematical

methods which determined the running time. The time spent in

preparing the tables and in making the calculations for any

given line is in itself a foundation for greater economies, and

the cost of this time will bring abundant results.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF RAILWAY
SHOPS.

George W. Cravens, president of the Cravens Electric Com-

pany, Chicago, read a paper on the above subject at the

Western Railway Club meeting of September 17, 1912, of

which the following is an abstract;

There is no department of a railway shop in which some
application of electricity cannot be made, and in most of them
it is practically indispensable, if economical operation is to be

realized. The more important reasons for this are the ease

of control, flexibility, wide application, efficiency and

economy. And all of these apply to power, heat and light,

although in different degrees. The single characteristic, ease

of control, is in itself sufficient justification for its adoption

wherever practicable.

No two shops can be arranged exactly alike and be equally

efficient for their particular purpose, nor can any definite set

of rules be laid down which can be followed implicitly. On
the other hand, experience shows that there are certain gen-

eral laws which may be used as a guide in studying conditions

and will help in formulating the preliminary layout. The first

and best thing to do is to make a careful, comprehensive and

detailed study of existing shops, old and new, especially those

operating under conditions similar to the assumed conditions

of the new one. The general adoption of electricity as the

distributing medium for the power, not only allows a central

gener^ng plant but makes possible the arrangement and re-

arrangement of the machine tool equipment to suit varying

conditions at comparatively small expense, increases outputs,

reduces operating expenses and investment in buildings, line

shafting and belts, provides better speed control and light-

ing, etc.

The general arrangement of the plant will effect the dis-

tribution of power on account of the relation of the depart-

ments. The size of the plant will determine the amount of

power required, modified of course by the nature and amount
of work done. The proportion of new equipment built, as

related to repairs to old rolling stock, will also have its effect.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.

As to whether alternating or direct current should be used,

I there are many different opinions, most of them based upon
;the practical and more or less limited experiences of the users.

Recent improvements in alternating current motors for driv-

jing shop tools have brought them to practically the same
'degree of flexibility as to speeds as the direct current motor,

Iso practically the only factors now to be considered are the

power factor of the system as a unit, slight differences in

maintenance and the small drop of voltage in distribution.

Having determined the machine tool layout and other fac-

tors effecting the amount and distribution of power the next
thing to do is to make a complete wiring or power distribu-

tion diagram, which should be clear and unmistakable, and as

complete a record as it is possible to make. After the gen-
eral wiring diagram is finished the details of the power dis-

tribution in each building should be taken up separately and
vvorked out in detail.

POWER PL.VXT.

The power house must be made to suit tlie equipment and
not the reverse, as is often the case. Allow plenty of room
for convenient operation as well as for extensions. Leave an
open space at or near the center of the room, preferably in

front of the switchboard, from which the operating engineer
can see the entire equipment at all times. The best location

for the power house is as near the center of the load of the

plant as possible.

The switchboard is an important part of the power plant.

It should contain not merely panels enough for all of the

generators and feeder circuits, but every panel must have a

complete equipment of meters, switches, etc., to allow the

fullest knowledge and control of conditions in each circuit.

If the power is to be transmitted for any great distance the

voltage should be as high as possible for safety in the shop,

to reduce the amount of copper required in the lines and to

keep the terminal voltage up to as near normal as possible.

Either a. c. or d. c. distribution can be made at 440 volts

and this is high enough for any shop at present constructed,

if the power plant has been properly located.

ELECTRIC .MOTORf.

Continuous-current or direct-current motors are usually
designed for use on constant potential circuits, three kinds
being available for driving machine tools: series-wound,,
shunt-wound and compound-wound. Alternating current
motors are usually designed for use on constant voltage sys-
tems. They may be designed to run at fixed speed or at
varying speeds, the latter finding the widest application in ma-
chine shops. For variable speed work the three-phase motor is

better, the asynchronous or induction motor finding the
widest application.

Series-wound motors are best adapted for use where the
operator has the motor always under his control, as for

hoists, cranes, elevators, locomotives and other classes of

intermittent service. The speed of a series motor can be
varied only by dissipating energy in the form of heat through
a resistance in series therewith, thus reducing the impressed
voltage and, in turn, the amount of current reaching the motor.

Shunt-wound motors, because of their speed character-

istics and ease of control, are particularly well adapted to

driving machine tools. On the other hand, experience shows
them to be best fitted to drive tools which do their work
with a rotary motion of either the work or the cutting tool.

This includes drills, lathes, boring mills, milling machines,
etc., rather than machines with a reciprocating motion like

planers, etc.

Compound-wound motors are best suited for driving

planers, slotters, shapers, rollin,g-mins, punch-presses and
other machines with a reciprocating motion of either the tool

or the work. This is due to the fact that the greatest demand
for power is at the instant of reversal of motion, and the

series winding causes an increase of torque as the speed

drops due to the increased load at that instant. The load

curve of a compound motor may be greatly smoothed out

by adding a flywheel, and it will tend to save the motor.

For machines of the class stated, motors of larger capacity

are required than for machines operating with a rotary mo-
tion and removing the same amount of metal, so flywheels

will tend to reduce the size motor required for a given

machine.

Synchronous motors operate at constant speed regardless

of load, up to the stalling point, so long as the speed of the

generator driving them remains constant. But they require

the separate excitation of their field windings with direct

current, the same as an alternating current generator, so are

seldom used in machinery shops except in the larger sizes.

They may be used, however, where constant loads are to be

carried at constant speeds, such as for blowers and pumps
operating continuously, and for driving generators which
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operate at constant potential. There should always be one

in plants using induction motors for power in order to bring

up the power factor.

Induction or asynchronous motors are of two general

types, those with "squirrel cage" or short circuited armature

windings and those with armature resistance external

thereto for speed regulation. The latter class is further sub-

divided into two styles, thoSe with the resistance elements

mounted inside tlie rotor, or armature, and those with con-

tacts, or "slip rings," on the armature, and leads running to

resistances mounted elsewhere. Small sized induction

motors are nearly always of the squirrel cage type with the

primary windings only connected to a circuit. The only

way to change the speed of such motors is through voltage

variation through transformers or resistances, and this

effects the torque of the motor.

The no-load speed of an induction motor is practically

synchronous with that of its source of supply and its full

load speed froin 3 to 15 per cent, less, depending upon its

size. In order to develop torque an induction motor arma-

•rnre must "slip" or fall behind the synchronous speed, and

the amount of this slip varies directly with the load and the

resistance of the armature, and inversely as the square of the

voltage applied. Induction motors with external resistance

as described will operate at full-load torque with the speed

reduced as much as 50 per cent, without overheating. In-

duction motors with squirrel cage rotors are suitable for use

where speed variation is unnecessary during a given opera-

tion, such as for pumps, fans, drills, grinders and other

places where motors with the characteristics of shunt-wound

direct current motors are required. Speed variation, how-

ever, can only be obtained through varying the voltage or

with speed changing gears on the machine, both of which

are undesirable. Squirrel cage motors are good for use in

oil houses, wood-working shops and other places where'

inflammable materials are found as there is no moving con-

tact and no sparking.

Induction motors with variable secondary resistance, on

the other hand, niaj' be run at speeds of anywhere between

lialf speed and full speed, at full load, and are suited to most

any class of service that either shunt or compound direct

current motors are. Recently a new form of induction

motor has been brought out for use on planers and other

machines requiring a reversible motor. This motor is so

designed that it will stop from full speed, reverse, and come
up to full speed again in the time ordinarily taken to shift

the belt on a planer, and its switch is operated by the dogs

•on the planer bed.

Some time ago Prof. Flather conducted a series of tests

to determine the power required to drive machine tools when
cutting various metals, and he found that the results agreed

very closely with the following formula:

HP = F X D X S X C.
Where:

—

F =: feed in inches.
*

.

D = depth of cut in Miches.
S ^ cutting speed in inches per minute.
C = a constant whose value depends 07i the material worked.

If more than one tool is cutting at one time, the power required will

increase in proportion to the number working.
The values of C are as follows:

—

Cast iron 0.3S to 0.40
Soft steel and wrought iron 0.45 to CiO
Hard and machinerv steel 0.70 to O.SO
Crucible steel 1.00 to 1.10

Based upon the weight of metal removed in pounds per

minute, the above formula can be changed to the following:

HP = F X D X S X W X K.
Wherein most of the symbols carry the same meanings as before, the

others being. W = weight per cubic inch of the metal being worked on,

and K = HP coefficient for that kind of metal, as given below:

—

Hard steel 2.65 h. p.

Soft steel and wrought iron 2.40 h. p.

Cast iron, hard 1.36 h. p.

Cast iron, soft I.OOh.n.
The weights of the various metals as used in the above are as follows, in

pounds per cubic inch:

—

Steel 0,284

Wrought iron '. 0.27S

Cast iron 0.258

It will be noted that the figures given as the values for

the constant K equal the actual horse power required at the

motor for each pound of metal removed per minute, regard-

less of the rate of cutting. A number of tests showed these

figures to be remarkably close where the machines were in

good condition and adapted to the work.

The cost of electric power for operating a shop will not

be equivalent to the full load capacity of all of the motors
installed. Figures based upon the records of nearly 200

shops show the average load to be but 30 per cent, of the

rated capacities of the motors installed. There are over

2,500 motors in these shops averaging slightly over 7 h. p.

each, but the majority of them are smaller. The cost of

maintenance of these motors averages from 15 per cent, to

30 per cent, of the former cost of maintaining belts in these

same shops, and the other benefits are almost incalculable. I

THE SIMMEN CAB SIGNAL.

The Simmen cab signal system, which was briefly mentioned

in the Raihvay Age Gacetic, August 23, page 365. has now been

in use on the line of the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction

Company for three months, and preparations are being made

for a further installation. In the accompanying illustrations

there are shown the arrangement of wires on the motor cars,

the design of the contact rail apparatus and the appearance of

the despatcher's circuit-closing keys, or levers, and of the graphic

record by which lie keeps trnck of the position of the trains on

the line.

Green Light

Fig. 1—Circuits on Locomotive.

The Simmen system has been in use for about three years on

the Toronto & York Radial Railway at Toronto, Ont., and the

apparatus as there installed was described in the Railroad Age

uu:ettc, August 6, 1509. The same system, with an automatic

stop, was also tried for over a year on the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, in California, in 1908. The Canadian and the Indiana

installations have no automatic stop apparatus, and that in In-

diana has no telephone connection to the cars.

The Indiana installation may be classed the same as a manual

block system, in which the indications are given in the cab

rather than by fixed visual signals at the roadside, and all of the

signaling operations of which are made by a single person at a

central office.

The line is single track. At each signaling point there is a

contact rail about 72 ft. long. This rail is connected with the

despatcher's office by an electric wire, the number of wires

coming into this oflice being the same as the number of signaling

points. There is a contact rail at each block-entrance, and also

one in the rear to give distant or cautionary indications. This

electrical contact serves to convey signals from the despatcher.
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to the motornian. and also to convey an impulse from each car

at each rail to the graphic recording apparatus in the despatch-

er's office. The graphic recording apparatus is so arranged that

the passage of the contact shoe on a car over the rail will be

shown on the train-record sheet by a punch mark, made by a

needle moved by an electro-magnet. Two sets of electro-

magnets, working through front contacts of the same line relay,

are provided for each block entrance. One set is arranged above

the train-record sheet and the other below; one provides for a

set of punchings for movements in one direction and the other

for the other direction. The block lengths are marked on the

width of the train-record sheet to a predetermined scale, each

block being represented by a column, and the sheet is laid off

lengthwise on a scale of six inches to an hour. The sheet is

moved from top to bottom of the table by clockwork, the move-

ments taking place at five-second intervals.

In the operation of the system a train passing the contact rail

at a distant signal location would record its movement by a punch

mark from the needle operated by that one of the upper electro-

magnets which corresponded to that block entrance. Its con-

tact with the home signal rail would be recorded in the same

manner. The lower needle, corresponding to the direction in

Fig. 2—Train Record Sheet, and Despatcher's Controlling

Levers.

which the train might be running, would make a punch in the

column corresponding to the block at the moment the train en-

tered the block, and additional marks along the same vertical

line at five-second intervals until the train passed out of the

block. The next magnet in the proper direction would then

take up the punching, so that the length of time the train was in

each successive block would be recorded on the vertical time

scale of the train sheet, within the limits of the section corre-

sponding to the block. This graphic record thus indicates the

time of passing each home and distant signaling point and the

time of entering and leaving each block.

The despatcher controls the circuits for the contact rails

through the levers shown in the lower part of Fig. 2.

When the despatcher is to give signals to two trains moving

in opposite directions toward each other he places the lever by
which he sends signals to the meeting point in a vertical position;

then the lever on the left of this, being used (for example J for

eastbound movements, is turned in one direction, while that on
the right of the central lever (for westbound movements), is

turned in the opposite direction. The despatcher has full con-

trol of all train movements, and can use either absolute or per-

missive block signaling.

In this installation, as in all cases where track circuits are

not used, open switch protection is provided by running the line

Fig. 3—Contact Rail and Contact Shoe.

wire through a standard switch-bo.x. Opening a switch thus

prevents current from reaching the contact rail, and this results

in a stop or caution signal in the cab.

The cab signal consists of an arrangement of lights in the

cab, one of which shows green for clear, and the other red for

stop or caution. When the despatcher desires to hold the train

for any reason he breaks the circuit and causes the red to show

;

and when the block ahead is occupied or the integrity of the

track circuit is impaired (in case track circuits are used), red is-

displayed.

The circuit on the car for controlling the cab signal is shovvrm

in the diagram. Fig. 1. The contact shoe is in contact with the

contact rail and current from the despatcher's office energizes-

the relay in the cab, returning to ground through the track rails.

This relay is a "stick relay," and, once energized, is held closecf

by its local battery through its own front contact, as long as the-

circuit closer which operates in connection with the contact shoe

is closed. This is closed when the shoe passes down the incline-

as It runs off of the contact rail. The circuit from the despatch-

er's office is not interrupted until after this contact has been;

made by the downward movement of the shoe. After the shoe

leaves the contact rail the stick relay holds the circuit for the

green light closed, and this clear signal is maintained until the

next contact rail is reached. The passage of the contact shoe-

up the incline at this next contact opens the circuit through the

local battery; but if none of the conditions which would require

a red light to be shown are present, current from the despatcher's

wire passing up through the rail and shoe, holds the stick relay

energized, and there is no interruption of the green light. The

complete operation of opening the local circuit and closing it

again as the contact shoe passes up the incline on the near end

of the rail and down the incline on the far end is gone through

at each contact rail location, so that a new clear signal is given

for each clear block. If, however, at the time the contact shoe

on the locomotive made the connection with the rail the des-

patcher's circuit had been interrupted, either on account of his

desire to communicate with the train, or by an open switch or

(with a track circuit system) a train in the block, or any other
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interference with the track circuit of the block in advance, the

current would have been cut off from the contact rail; and as the

contact shoe passed over it the stick relay would have been de-

energized, and would remain so. The circuit for the red light

would then be closed through the back contact of this relay;

this would require the engineman to stop immediately and com-

municate with the despatcher at the next point provided for that

purpose. On the experimental installations which have been

made, the telephone line is accessible, through telephone jack

boxes on poles, at all contact rail locations and at half-mile inter-

vals throughout the blocks.

The visual cab signal may be supplemented by audible signals,

such as a bell or a whistle to announce the change from green

to red. As the stick relay feature provides a means of holding

the indication which is received at the entrance to the block, a

distant signal indication can be kept in front of the engineman

so that he could not forget it, even in the longest block.

The Simmen system is made by Northey-Plummer, Limited,

Indianapolis, Ind.

IHANDLING CAR INTERCHANGE RECORDS
ON THE CHICAGO & NORTH

WESTERN.

The Chicago & Xorth Western has recently obtained remark-

able results in the handling of car interchange records in con-

nection with the Betts system of car accounting, by the intro-

duction of methods which make it possible to furnish infor-

mation to shippers concerning cars being traced from 24 to 48

hours earlier than is usual. It is believed that these methods

will have an important effect in improving the service during

the period of congestion this fall.

A car record is kept for two reasons : First, for per diem and

ownership purposes, and second, in order to give information to

shippers. For the second purpose, therefore, it is highly im-

portant that this information be gathered in some way and made
available without the necessity of obtaining the information by

telegraph, and the quicker the information can be given to a

shipper concerning cars he is tracing, the more likely he is to

continue on pleasant relations with the road.

Under routine methods of handling interchange forms the

records are frequently two or more days old before being en-

tered in the car record books.

The general plan of the Betts system, invented by E. E. Betts,

superintendent of transportation of the Chicago & Xorth West-

ern, which is now in use on 42 roads, is well known. Four or

more wide copies and two narrow copies of the interchange

report are made, one narrow and one broad copy going to each

car accountant. These forms are filled out at the time of the

interchange and require no transcribing until the record is finally

entered into the books, as carbons are used, the wide copy in-

cluding the data for the statistical department and the narrow

copy only that part of the data required immediately for the

purpose of the car record.

Whenever a cut of cars is delivered to a connecting line a set

of interchange forms is made out therefor, and whenever the

narrow sheets are exchanged a set is delivered to the connecting

line agent with the cars. Thus the interchange report is kept

up from hour to hour, ready to mail at a moment's notice, and

is actually mailed to the car accountant's office at Chicago on

some through fast passenger train that will arrive at Chicago

the following morning. Cenerally speaking, this provides for

closing interchange forms at 6 p. m. at points 500 miles distant.

On receipt, these narrow interchange forms are cut up, as-

sorted, and entered by 10 a. m. the following day, and thus the

information up to between 5 and 6 p. m. of the previous day is

available for use on tracers and on telephone inquiries.

In the city of Chicago these interchange forms are delivered

by messenger every two hours, and this information of receipt

or delivery of cars in that terminal is available the same day

the interchange is made, on a portion of the business. In the

event there are any errors discovered on the broad sheet, after

it is checked by receiving agent, a correction form is attached

and one copy sent to each car accountant. In general practice

it has been found, on the Chicago & North Western, that these

corrections will average 25 per day, and the extra labor involved

in making corrections on 25 cars is a very small item as com-
pared with the marked advantage obtained in getting prompt in-

formation. The net result is a better satisfied public, and a large

decrease in telegrams and work in yards.

On the received side of the interchange, where no exchange

of narrow sheets is made, agents transcribe the information onto

a narrow sheet, stamping up the name of the line received from,

date, etc.

The interchange slips for each car. after being cut from the

narrow copy and having served the purpose of a quick record,

are attached to a card and mailed to the owning road, instead

of being again transcribed on a junction card.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RATES.

Sir Thomas Shaughnessy has given out a statement in part

as follows : "Most people forget that the cash subsidies, large

amounts received from the sales of land and the proceeds of

land-grant bonds, all of which were applied to the construction

and equipment of the railway, play no part whatever in the

accounts of the company [Canadian Pacific], the cost of the

property having been reduced by these amounts years ago. The
land grant has proved to be a most valuable asset ; but if we go

back to 1888 we find that $15,000,000 of land-grant bonds secured

by the entire land-grant of the company and fortified by a

Dominion Government guarantee of interest only realized about

90 in the market. This would represent an average price of

about 80 cents an acre, so that 24 years ago this was the valua-

tion put upon the lands by the investing public. In 1901 the

average selling price of the lands was a shade over $3 an acre.

It was only after 1902 that the efforts of the company to attract

attention and bring people to the country commenced to bear

fruit and the land-grant became an important feature.

"I notice that frequent reference is made to what is known
as the 10 per cent, clause in the company's contract with the

Dominion Government. Briefly stated, the contract provided

that the company's rates for traffic should not be subject to parlia-

mentary supervision until such time as the company was earning

10 per cent, per annum on the capital actually invested in the

work. Dividends played no part. It made no difference whether

the company was paying 20 per cent, or no dividend at all. The
determining factor was the earnings resulting from the operation

of the railway. For a long time we have not pleaded that we
were not earning 10 per cent. Our rates and tolls have been

submitted to the Railway Commission and are dealt with in

exactly the same way as those of any other railway company,

so that the 10 per cent, clause, as it is called, has been a dead

issue for a considerable period. The subject of rates is now
before the commission, and, therefore, I do not think it proper

to enlarge upon the subject; but it may be taken for granted

that, whatever the decision of the commission may be, the 10

per cent, clause will not be a factor directly or indirectly.

"Now, any person who knows about the expenditures that are

forced upon us year by year to provide additional facilities, apart

from the new railway mileage, can understand the necessity for

increases in capital account. In the ten years ending June 30,

1912, the company expended in Western Canada for increased

terminals, yards, sidings, track and other facilities, $75,000,000,

and in Eastern Canada nearly $44,000,000, and additional cars

and locomotives cost in that same period over $81,000,000; so
that we have here an expenditure of $200,000,000 that had to come
from the proceeds of sales of common and preference stock and
from surplus earnings."
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TPHE fact that three fatal wrecks have occurred within the

* past month, caused by trains running into washouts, indi-

cates the necessity of careful operation immediately following

heavy storms. While the despatchers may have been at fault

in permitting the trains to proceed without knowing that the

tracks were safe, the indications are that only a very hasty

patrol of the track, or none at all, had been made in each of

these cases. An unpleasant but very important part of a sec-

tion foreman's duty is to go over the entire length of his section,

day or night, immediately after a heavy storm and examine

carefully all bridges and other places where the track might

be weakened by a storm. As many roads require that trains wait

until the section foremen report the track safe, these inspec-

tions must be made as quickly as possible, consistent with

thoroughness, and in this work motor cars are a great aid. In

such cases a great deal depends on the judgment and care exer-

cised by the foremen and the roadmaster can well afford to im-

press this fact on his men.

other contributions accepted and published. All contributions

should be received by the civil engineering editor of the Railway
Age Ga.?ette, 417 S. Dearborn street, Chicago, by October 25,

in order to be considered by the judges of the contest.

IN the contest on "Tools" 19 entries were received, of which

15 have been accepted for publication. The judges, L. G.

Curtis, engineer maintenance of way, Baltimore & Ohio Chicago

Terminal; J. S. Robinson, division engineer, Chicago & North

Western, and F. M. Graham, division engineer, Pennsylvania

Lines West, awarded the first prize to J. D. Archibald, assist-

ant supervisor, Pennsylvania, Baltimore, Md., for a description

of a center punch for use in drilling rails and the second prize

to F. W. Fuller, roadmaster, Northern Pacific, Dilworth, Minn.,

for a description of combination tools for track walkers. Other

articles which have been accepted for publication were sub-

mitted by S. K. Stanisbury. Lake Erie & Western, Tipton, Ind.

;

D. B. Johnston, division engineer, Pennsylvania, Louisville, Ky.

;

A. W. Galbreath, Vandalia, Terre Haute, Ind. ; W. E. Davin,

supervisor, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, McKees Rocks, Pa. ; S. B.

Peter, roadmaster, St. Louis & San Francisco, Pittsburg, Kan.

;

W. K. Walker, division engineer, Missouri Pacific, Wichita,

Kan.; P. H. Hamilton. St. Louis & San Francisco, Pittsburg,

Kan. ; L. C. Joslin. district foreman. New York, New Haven &
Hartford, Boston, Mass. ; G. H. Bremner, engineer, Illinois dis-

trict, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago, and H. C. Swartz,

master bridges and buildings. Grand Trunk, St. Thomas, Ont.

PEW movements have spread so rapidly and widely over the

* railways as the "safety first" movement. Although only

two years old, the safety committee plan has now been inaugu-

rated on over 20 roads, and is applied locally on a number of

other roads. While most of the attention has been devoted to

the promotion of safety in the train service and mechanical de-

partments where employment is ordinarily considered more haz-

ardous, much can be done along this line in the maintenance of

way department. The number of employees injured and killed

in the maintenance department is increasing from year to year,

owing partly to the increase in the number of multiple main

tracks, but more to the greatly increased numbers of foreign

laborers who are unfamiliar with the methods of w'ork. Several

roads have Regularly organized safety^ committees in the mainte-

nance department, and much good has been accomplished on other

roads by individual efforts. ' The piling of material so as to

avoid injury to employees, the careful unloading of heavy mate-

rial, and the watching and continual training of the men to avoid

taking chances, are some of the measures which are being

adopted. To further the safety movement, and to bring out for

general use ideas which have been successfully used locally, we
announce a "Safety" contest in which all plans, methods and de-

vices tending to eliminate dangerous conditions and practices and

to decrease accidents to emploj-ees in the maintenance of way
department, will be eligible. We will pay $25 and $15 for the

two best papers submitted, and will pay our space rates for all

nPHE Mexican is an interesting type of track laborer, and one
*• with whom the average roadmaster or supervisor is un-

familiar. Five years ago his activities in this country were con-

fined to a limited area in the southwest adjacent to El Paso
and the Mexican border. Within the past three or four years

Mexicans have been in such demand and have come into this

country in such numbers that they are now the main source

of supply for the roads west and south of Kansas City, and are

found in large numbers in Missouri, Iowa and Illinois. During
the past year, when immigration from Mexico has been re-

stricted by the unsettled conditions there, the "hombre" has not

been as plentiful in the United States as last year, to the serious

disadvantage of those roads that have come to depend upon him
for track work. Indications are that when the conditions again

become normal in Mexico, large numbers of men will come to

this country and the sphere of their activities will enlarge until

they will compete with the Italian throughout the middle west,

if not the entire country. The Mexican possesses a number of

characteristics which tend to make him a good track man, com-
paring him with other track men as we find them today. He
often prefers section work to extra gang wrork, because he wishes

to bring his family with him ; differing in this way from the

Italian who seldoms prefers section work. He is peaceable and
quiet about the camp, and causes little complaint from neighbor-

ing residents. As remarked by Mr. Mathews in his discussion

elsewhere in this issue, the Mexican is very loyal to the foreman
who commands his respect. This was shown by the way the

Mexican gangs worked during the unusually severe snow block-

ades on the Santa Fe and other western lines last winter.

Although unaccustomed to cold and snow, they labored more
faithfully than many native gangs in opening the Hnes, frequently

remaining on duty more than 24 consecutive hours in extremely

severe weather. Another point brought out in the papers which

is a sad reflection on our American influence is the fact that the

first year's work of the Mexican is his best, and that as he be-

comes Americanized his efliciency and loyalty decrease.

A T this season the maintenance forces should be complet-
^^ ing rail relaying, ballasting and other heavy work and
beginning to prepare the tracks and bridges for winter; but

probably more work of the former kind now remains to be

done than has been the case for several years. This back-

ward condition is due to a number of causes, the most promi-

nent of which are the unusual shortage of labor and the large

amount of construction and repair work under way. The
labor situation has been more tense this year than in any
season since 1906. The railways are not the only ones that

have been suffering from a shortage of men, as contractors

engaged in construction work have been unable to secure

full forces and in several instances- important construction

work has been seriously delayed, or even suspended. This

shortage of labor has seriously affected not only the eastern

railways, which have had to compete for labor with the manu-
facturing industries, but also western lines on account of the

demand for men in the grain fields. In some instances even

the ordinary renewals of ties and rail have been seriously

hindered. At least one prominent road was unable to begin

to resurface a large part of its track until July 1. Accounting
partially for this shortage of labor, and adding to its serious-

ness, is the fact that at no time since the panic of 1907 has

there been as much new work under way as is being done
now. Man}' roads have inaugurated extensive programmes
of improvements and are trying to increase their facilities
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as rapidly as possible in order to properly handle the heavy

business which is in prospect for this fall and winter. The

present situation calls attention to the penalty attached to

starting work late in the season, for while it is probably true

that the maintenance work was held up less this year than

usual to await the new fiscal year, nevertheless, in most cases,

full advantage was not taken of the early part of the season.

With the experience of last winter still fresh in his mind, the

progressive maintenance man will bend all efforts towards getting

his work shaped to withstand the winter season.

ONE of the best reports presented at the Roadmasters' con-

vention last week was that on foreign labor which is

published in this issue. In preparing this report the chairman

took the position that little relief can be expected from an in-

crease in wages and that we must take the labor we have and

alter our system of handling it to secure the best results pos-

sible. In the discussion which followed, a number of men

returned to the statement that the problem was simply a ques-

tion of wages and that when railways pay higher wages they

will secure the men now employed by contractors, cities, etc.

In taking this position they lost sight of the fact that when the

railways, which require such a large amount of labor, raise their

wages, the smaller industries will be forced to do likewise and

the situation will remain unchanged. The smaller industries

can then raise the cost of their products to offset the increased

cost of labor while the railways cannot increase the cost of their

product—transportation—without the approval of the various

commissions, which approval past experience has shown to be

almost impossible to secure. Under these conditions the rail-

ways are not warranted in paying above the prevailing market

price for their unskilled track labor. This does not refer to

the wages for foremen—an entirely different matter. Experi-

ence has proved that railways can secure laborers at less than

contractors have to pay, as the transportation, bunk cars, etc.,

are all elements of value which are considered by the men. If

the railways will see that the men are given clean, freshly

painted cars to live in and that abuses and overcharges by

labor agents and commissaries are eliminated, the number of

men who will return year after year will be greatly increased.

Many roadmasters pay little, if any, attention to the living con-

ditions furnished the men with the result that frequently almost

uninhabitable quarters are provided. It is then no surprise

that only the poorest men stay. On those roads or subdivisions

where attention is given to these details and where the road-

master sees that his men are not overcharged by the commis-

saries, one sees men returning year after year, indicating that

the wage is not the only consideration. Likewise, the steady

employment throughout the year will hold men. Few men of

any nationality desire work for only a few months of the year

and it is natural to expect that they turn to other lines of work

where employment is more regular. Many roads have no diffi-

culty in holding the men who are retained through the winter

from year to year. The difficulty comes with the summer men.

By a more careful study of the organization of a season's work,

ways can frequently be found to profitably retain a larger pro-

portion of the summer section forces throughout the entire year.

FROG AND SWITCH SHOPS.

THE extent to which a railway should enter into the manu-

facture of the materials used in its operation is a ques-

tion of much interest and importance. Several roads have

fully equipped plants for the manufacture of their own frog

and switch material. On a majority the practice is to fix stand-

ards, to invite bids based on them and to buy in open market.

One of the most important objects of a railway in making

its own material is economy, and at first glance it would ap-

pear that this could be attained, as the railway can save the

manufacturer's profit and the cost of selling. On the other

hand, the railway's frog and switch shop is only a minor part

of its plant and receives comparatively little attention and

supervision, while the manufacturer is vitally concerned in the

development and efficiency of his shop. The necessary size of

the railway organization makes the operation of any one detail

cumbersome. Furthermore, a railway does not have to meet
competition in its manufacturing operations as a private manu-
facturer does and does not constantly feel the necessity of

keeping its cost of production at a minimum. It is, therefore,

not generally found that the same degree of efficiency is at-

tained in a railway shop as in a private plant.

In making comparisons of the costs of manufacture in rail-

way and other shops, the cost figures must be carefully analyzed

before any definite conclusions can be drawn. Too frequently

indirect costs of railway operation are unintentionally omitted

which the manufacturer must consider. In some instances the

costs of the land occupied by the shops and of repairs to the

buildings, interest on the investment in buildings and tools, ac-

cident insurance, taxes, etc., are not included in the cost of the

railway's product, and it is many times very difficult to ascertain

what these costs are. In fact, frequently little in addition to

the cost of the labor and material actually entering into the

frog is charged against it. In some cases, however, the rail-

ways appear to be making the material for less than the prices

the manufacturers quote. It is necessary for the manufacturer to

reduce his selling price or lose the business, and it is doubtless

true that the presence of the railways in this field exerts a whole-

some influence, from their standpoint, on prices.

Sometimes a very important advantage gained by a railway

in making its own material is that it is thereby enabled to bet-

ter regulate the delivery to meet its needs. When business is

dull little difficulty is experienced in securing deliveries from

the manufacturers whenever desired, but when their plants are

crowded with orders the situation is different. The demands

of a road can frequently be more accurately anticipated by its

own shops. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul found this

an important advantage when building its Puget Sound exten-

sion in 1906 and 1907. The establishing of fewer standards

will usually result when a company does its own work, for it

will then better realize the waste caused by maintaining varying

standards. If a railway will establish a set of standards and

require manufacturers to make their bids accordingly, the advan-

tage due to the smaller number of standards will be realized.

Many question the wisdom of a railway competing with

manufacturers who are perhaps its patrons as shippers. The
diversity of things to be done in the operation of a railway,

and the difficulty of exercising proper supervision over it are so

great that it is questionable if it is wise to unnecessarily in-

crease them. The demands of the individual railway fluctuate

more widely than do those of the railways as a whole; conse-

quently it is more difficult for a road to maintain an efficient

organization than for the manufacturer who is supplying the

needs of many roads, and who may make good a reduction in

orders from one road by an increase in orders from another.

Also, with the close relation that expenditures now bear to

earnings on most railways, it is very probable that the expen-

ditures in a frog and switch shop will fluctuate with earnings

in general, as they do in the mechanical department and on the

track, which will tend to increase the cost of production.

The repair of frog and switch material presents an entirely

different problem, and many railways that are disinclined to

engage in manufacturing have fully equipped shops for making

repairs. In many cases the cost of transportation to and from

a manufacturer's plant makes repair at such shops uneconom-

ical. On some roads the regular repairs are made by the me-

chanical department at the nearest division shops. On others

they are made at certain selected shops where mechanics are

employed under the maintenance of way department and devote

their entire time to such work. On still other roads the plan

is being tried of providing a blacksmith car which travels over

the division and makes all ordinary repairs. The prompt repair

of parts is important, as it expedites their return to service and

reduces the amount of stock it is necessarj- to carry.



NEW OR IMPROVED MAINTENANCE TOOLS.
Contributions Which Were Entered in the Prize Contest for

Devices of Advantage in Some Branch of IVIaintenance Work.

FIRST PRIZE—A CENTER PUNCH HAMMER.
P.Y JAMES D. ARCHIBALD,

Assistant Supervisor, Pennsylvania, Baltimore, Md.

In connection with the track work on a large terminal di-

vision where frogs and switches form a large proportion of the

track structure, it is necessary to cut a large amount of rail.

This in turn requires considerable redrilling of the rail for

splice bolts. In watching track men drilling these holes one

frequently notices that when the drill bit is pushed through the

holes in the splice bar and turned against the web of the rail

it will jump about instead of starting to cut. Having noticed that

a small center punch is frequently used in machine shops where
material is to be drilled, I recently had a center punch ham-

m
i

I, (Di'ameferi^"/eBs than drilling

\ofsplice bar.

J ^ Hord femper for poinf

A Center Punch Hammer.

mer made, as shown in accompanying sketch, and turned it over

to one of our foremen for trial. He picked out two good labor-

ers and started them drilling 1 1/16 in. diameter holes in new 100

lb. Bessemer rail. The first drill bit used had not been freshly

sharpened, but had been used previously. However, with the

aid of the center punch hammer the men were able to drill 18

holes before the bit required grinding. The next bit was
freshly sharpened and the men drilled 22 holes with the aid

of the hammer. Previously they had been able to drill only 10

holes before the bit required resharpening.

Although this has been in use but a short time it gives promise

of excellent results not only in increasing the duty secured from
the drill bits, but also by decreasing the number of bits broken

and saving the time of the men returning to the tool houses

to regrind the bits.

SECOND PRIZE—COMBINED PICK AND MAUL; ALSO A
WRENCH AND WIRE STRETCHER.

BY F. \V. FULLER,

Roadmaster, Northern Pacific, Dilworth, Minn.

It usually falls to the lot of the track walker to repair fences

as well as to patrol the track, and it is very difficult for the

men to carry sufficient tools to do this work. A man needs a

pick, spike maul, wire stretcher, hammer, wrench and staple

puller, but to carry these would require two men. To remedy
this condition I devised two tools which would serve the pur-

pose of the six. A blacksmith took an old spike maul, sharpened

one end and curved it slightly to form a very good broad ended
clay pick, the other end still being used as a spike maul. The
blacksmith then took an 18 in, piece of 54 in. steel and formed
a wrench head on one end, which would fit the standard track

nuts. On the opposite end a claw was made similar to that

on an ordinary carpenter's hammer, but extending straight out

instead of at right angles. Each prong was made the right size

to fit into a common fence staple, enabling the staple to be'

easily drawn by giving the wrench a slight turn around the

post. These claws were crotched close together in the bend and
by catching the wire in this crotch and using the wrench end of

the maul as a handle with the post as a fulcrum, the wire can

be pulled snug and tacked with the spike maul. As it was neces-

sary to provide a hammer for repairs to gates, board fences,

etc., a hammer head was added to this tool two inches from
the claw on the inside of the curve. In this way, two tools did

Pick Maul.

^
^£3: <g

Wrench Tool.

Combination Tools for Track Walker.

the work of the six ordinarily required. I have frequently seen
men even pull loose spikes with the claw end of the wrench tool,

using the pick maul to secure a "bite."

A COMBINATION PICK AND ADZ.

BY P. H. HAMILTON,

St. Louis & San Francisco, Pittsburg, Kan.

The accompanying photograph shows a combination pick and
adz made from an ordinary tamping pick. The tamping end
of the pick is heated, drawn out and hammered down thin, and

Combination Pick and Adz. Mattox for Yard Work.
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is then tempered to provide a good cutting edge. This has

been found superior to the common track adz for workmg

around switches and under frogs where it is necessary to reach

some distance under the rails. It also possesses an advantage

over the common adz on account of its strength and weight,

which enable the track men to go through knots and into hard

timber where there is hea^^y adzing to be done. The tool is

readily sharpened on a grindstone and will hold a good cutting

edge.

The mattox. also shown in one of the illustrations, is used

around the yard in place of the adz, where it is necessary to do

considerable work on crossing planks, etc.

A GASOLENE BLOW-TORCH IN TRACK WORK.

BY S. B. PETER,

Roadmaster, St. Louis & San Francisco, Pittsburg, Kan.

The following description and photographs illustrated a few

of the many uses to which a gasolene torch may be applied to

track repairs. Fig. 1 shows the method of making repairs to a

switch point which has become so badly worn that a wheel with

twisted so that the stand has insufficient throw. This same

operation is sometimes performed without heating the shaft, but

this has a tendency to weaken it, and also requires the efforts of

Fig. 2—Bending a Switch Which Has Been Run Through.

three or four men on the bar. When the shaft is heated it is

easy to give it the exact throw desired.

The torch can be used very profitably in heating rails to be

kinked for stock rails, in heating rivets in place so they may

Fig. l_Bending In a Worn Switch Point with the Aid of a

Blow-Torch.

a sharp flange is liable to split the switch. The lighted torch

is placed in a position to heat the switch point at the place

where it is desired to bend it, care being taken to heat the base

of the point. While this is getting hot, one or two spikes are

driven in the head-block as shown in the picture and a track

jack placed in the position shown. A block of wood or iron is

placed between the point and stock rail where it is to be bent.

By tightening the jack the end of the point may be bent after

being heated so that the worn part will be hidden under the

stock rail when the switch is thrown to this side. In this way

the switch will be made as safe as a new point with no delay

to traffic and a trifling cost for labor. This operation can be

performed by one man in from 20 to 30 minutes.

The second picture illustrates the manner in which a bent point

may be straightened in a few minutes without removing the

point from the track or running any risk of breaking it in at-

tempting to straighten it without heating. Very frequently in

large yards, points are twisted by engines running through the

switches. In such cases it is only necessary to heat the point

at the place where it is twisted when it may be easily bent back

to its former shape. This can be easily done by using a claw-

bar set with the claws astride of the point a short distance from

the place to be bent.

The third photograph illustrates the manner in which repairs

are made to a switch-stand where the crank-shaft has been

Fig. 3

—

Bending a Crank Shaft of a Switch Stand with the

Aid of a Blow-Torch.

be tightened, for melting ice around frogs and switches, etc.

In fact, the live foreman will find many cases for the torch

when it is once brought to his attention.

A DEVICE FOR LINING STRINGERS.

BY W. K. W.\LKER,

Division Engineer, Missouri Pacific, Wichita, Kan.

The usual method empli yed when lining stringers on wooden

bridges is to drive spikes in the top of the caps to provide a

footing for the jack. This is very undesirable for several

reasons, one of which is that it is an unnecessary waste of spikes

in case they are left in the cap. If these spikes are pulled out

they leave holes in the top of the caps, where decay soon starts,

thereby lessening their life.

A device is in use on this division which eliminates the dnv-
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ing of spikes in the top of caps for a jack footing. It is com-

posed of a set of two hooks, the fixed ends of which work in a

central block. This block has an oblong piece of steel fastened

to it at right angles to the hooks. The fi ot of the jack is placed

against this piece of steel for the packing of stringers, the hooks

having been hooked over the edge of the caps. The entire hook

sledge haifimcr. The rail is then turned over on the opposite

side and one or two blows struck on the base directly opposite the

notch. This cracks the base slightly. The rail is then turned

on its base, supported at both ends and struck one or two blows

on the ball, which completes the job, the rail breaking in a

square cut.

The work can be done by two men in much less time than

is required with the usual method of cutting with a chisel, rais-

ing the rail and letting it fall across another rail. It does a

clean job. frequently as good as if it were sawed, and much

A Jack Footing for Lining Stringers.

is made of steel and can be readily made at any blacksmith shop

at a cost of approximately $3.25 each. Two of these devices are

furnished each bridge gang. This device is very handy and is

a time saver, as well as preventing the spiking of bridge caps.

DOLLY BLOCKS FOR HEADING RIVETS.

BY D. B. JOHXSOS,

Division Engineer, Pennsylvania Lines, Louisville, Ky.

The accompanying sketch shows a doll}- block which has been

used by riveting gangs on the Louisville division of the Penn-

sylvania Lines for several years with good results. It is made

Rail with Base Notched Ready to Break.

better than with the ordinary method of cutting with a chisel.

The hammer used is a thirty pound sledge, and requires a

strong man to use it. The picture shows the sledge and also

how the notch is cut with the chisel. The method is very simple.

A CONVENIENT TOOL FOR SPACING TIES.

BY A. W. G.\LBRE.\TH^

Vandalia, Terre Haute. Ind.

Most roads require that the ties be respaced when new rail

is being laid, so that the joints will either be suspended or sup-

ported in accordance with the standards. At such times a short

piece of wrought iron, 1 in. x 2J4 in., bent in the general shape

of the letter "S," as shown in the illustration, makes a very

Cup forg rivets. Cup forg rivets

Dolly Blocks for Heading Rivets.

by cutting off, upsetting and shaping the ends of the adjoining

rods cf a turn-buckle secured from bridge counter-ties. This

device takes the place of the sledge hammer ordinarily used

when working in close places.

A SLEDGE FOR CUTTING RAIL.

BY G. H. BREMNER,

Engineer Illinois District, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago.

I would suggest for consideration, the use of a sledge for

cutting rail. This can hardly be considered a new thing, but it

is not of general appHcation. The rail is first laid on its side

and a notch is cut about a quarter of an inch deep directly into

the base with a chisel, usually requiring two blows with a 30-lb.

A Tie Spreader.

convenient tool for spacing ties. The use of this device not only

reduces the expense of spacing, but also avoids the renewal of a

large number of partially worn out ties which would be de-

stroyed if they were driven to position with a spike maul in the

usual manner.

The lower hook is used as the fulcrum for a lining bar which
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is the only other tool needed, after the ballast has been stripped

to the bottom of the ties. The pressure on the lower hook

causes the upper hook to bind on the ball of the rail. The upper

hook does not need to conform very closely to the rail ; in fact,

it should be loose enough to be readily placed and removed.

Being larger than the head of the rail will not affect its grip on

the rail when in use.

With this device as a fulcrum, a claw bar can be conveniently

used for holding ties when spiking. However, the writer is of

the opinion that a short 6-in. x 8-in. block at the end of the

tie for a fulcrum, with a lining or pinch bar as a lever, is more

convenient for holding tics when spiking.

The tie spacer described above was introduced on the St.

Louis division of the Vandalia by W. H. Byrkit, supervisor, at

Brazil, Ind.

A SHARP-POINTED LINING BAR.

BY W. E. DAVIN,

Supervisor, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. McKees Rocks, Pa.

The lining bars furnished by tool manufacturers usually have

short blunt points as showfi in Figs. 1 and 2. These types of

points are very hard to get into the ballast and under the rail

-1 5 I-

Different Types of Lining Bars.

where stone ballast or other hard ballast is used and where the

track is filled in with ballast to the base of the rail.

Fig. 3 shows a special drawn out long diamond point lining

bar that is very easy to get into any kind of ballast with very

little effort, and which has been used on the Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie with very satisfactorj* results.

A NAIL PULLER.

BY S. K. STANSBURY,

Lake Erie & Western, Tipton, Ind.

The nail puller illustrated in the accompanying photograph

was first designed on this road several vears ago, and is now

A Nail Puller.

heing generally adopted in all the bridge, carpenter and concrete

gangs, where it has been found especially convenient. It is

made in three sizes. For heavy work we use 1 in. octagon tool

steel 36 in. long; for medium work ^-in. octagon steel 30 in.

long, and for light work ^-\n. octagon steel 24 in. long. This

is bent in convenient shape for drawing nails on one end and
sharpened on the opposite end to provide a convenient pinch

bar. \\ hile simple in itself, this device has proved very con-

venient and a practical aid in lumber work.

A FENCE HOOK.

BY P. H. HAMILTON,

St. Louis & San Francisco, Pittsburg, Kan.

The fence hook shown in the accompanying sketch is made
from an old track wrench, the jaws of which have been broken

off. The heavy end is made into a claw and bent as shown.

A Fence Hook.

and is used for tightening fence wire and pulling staples and

nails. To stretch a wire a man will catch the claw over a

barb at a post, and using the post as a fulcrum with contact at

the point marked A, will be able to stretch the wire for several

hundred feet.

A DEVICE FOR COUNTERSINKING BOLTS OR LAG
SCREWS.

BY L. C. JOSLIN,

District Foreman, New York. Xew Haven & Hartford, Boston, Mas-;.

The device shown in the accompanying sketch is of assistance

in boring wooden guard rails to a uniform depth for counter-

sinking bolts or lag screws. It consists of a vertical frame

Sliding fit Adfusfoble collar

Filled

A Device for Countersinking Bolt Holes.

through which passes an auger. The depth to which the hole

can be sunk is regulated by the two collars, which can be ad-

justed for any depth desired.

Wages of Track Repair Laborers Raised.—The Grand Trunk

Pacific Railway has advanced the wages of its track repair

laborers to a minimum basis of $2 a day, and the fortmtn to

a minimuin of §79 a month.
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CONSOLIDATION OF MAINTENANCE
FORCES.

BV G. H. BREMNER,

District Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago.

We live in a day of progress and great advancement, and

especially have there been great changes and achievements in

the transportation industry in recent years. All departments of

railway transportation have seen improvements, modifications

and advancement in methods and economy of performing work.

This is markedly so in the handling of freight and getting trains

over the road. This has been done by the consolidation of

various units of work or by the enlargement of these units, so

that unnecessary labor has been saved. One man handles larger

engines, pulling bigger trains and carrying many times the

amount of freight formerly carried ; one officer supervises many
more subordinate officers and governs more departments of work
than formerly, and through the consolidation and unification of

the departments of the road the work has been systematized so

that it is performed as easily, more systematically and much
more economically than in the past.

In spite of these object lessons one branch of railway work
has not been affected by these changes which have occurred in

the auditing, freight, passenger, real estate, operating and other

departments. This is the maintenance of way department.

On every railway in the country we still have section gangs

of a few men each under section foremen who take care of a

few miles of track ; we have bridge gangs of a few men who
look after the bridges in certain territory ; similarly we have the

water service gangs, building gangs, signal gangs, telegraph

gangs, and engineering gangs, all of whom go over the same

territory, each gang having its individual foreman a»d each

class reporting to an independent head on the division.

The question of whether it is possible or not to improve upon
these methods of maintaining tracks, buildings, bridges, water

stations, fences, signals and telegraph lines does not seem to have

been considered. It probably is rank heresy to suggest that

there could possibly be an improvement by a consolidation of

the various kinds of labor under one foreman, although various

and possibly more diversified interests have been consolidated in

other fields of railway work. Yet, considering the fact that we
are not able to get good men and are today working poorer men
in these various gangs than we have in the past, and also that it

is necessary to keep up better track and to do more track work
of every kind to handle the larger engines and equipment, it

is a fair suggestion that we stop and consider for a moment
whether the present method can be improved in such a manner
that we can get a better grade of men and handle the work more
efficiently and economically than we have been doing in the past.

For these reasons let us consider what the result would be

if all the maintenance gangs were consolidated into one depart-

ment and all classes of work on a certain territory were cared

for by a single gang. The foreman of each gang would need

to be a man of ordinary intelligence and judgment who could

tamp and line track, make ordinarj' repairs to a bridge and water

station, repair signals and splice telegraph wires that have been

broken, and supervise all the manifold duties which are now
being handled by the many and various foremen and gangs.

He would not need to be personally a specialist in each of these

lines, but should have men with him capable of caring for the

details of each line of work, and should be a man of force and
common sense capable of handling men.

While the present day section man knows little about bridges,

he could easily be taught how to do the usual repair work and
with a good bridge man in the gang he should be able to care

for all the ordinary bridge work ; likewise the usual small re-

pairs to pipes and pumps could be taken care of after a short

period of education ; the signal and telegraph work could also

be taken care of by the same men with competent teaching with

the aid of one or more men in the gang who are already famil-

iar with that line of work.

It would not seem advisable to consider handling the unusual

and larger jobs in this way. When they are large enough to

require a number of men for long periods of time it will prob-

ably always be best to handle them with special gangs or extra
gangs as they are called. However, the ordinary every-day
maintenance work of various classes could all be handled by one
gang with competent men and foreman.

In this way there would be a great reduction in the number
of foremen needed to handle gangs. A vital question today is

how to get good foremen in any line of work. This plan would
simplifiy the problem by reducing the number of foremen neecfeal
and giving a wider field to choose them from. All the foremen;t
need not necessarily come from the track department nor from-
any one department, as the bridge department, the water service^
the signal, telegraph and engineering departments, would each
be considered and the best all-round men from each of these
departments would be made foremen. Where the section had
many bridges a bridge man should be chosen foreman, where
the interlocking was extensive a signal man should be selected.
Local conditions and the character of the men should govern.
Also, the size of each gang could be increased from the number
now in any one gang. This would allow more men to handle
heavy timbers or rail and to assist in any work which may arise;
in an emergency. Where possible each gang should have a com-
petent bridge man, a competent track man, a competent man to
handle water service, building and line work, and each of these
specialists should have more or less experience along their line
of work, while the foreman should be an all-round foreman,
capable of getting work done.

The men for each of the various departments are now re-
cruited from practically the same class of labor and are all o£
about the same scale of intelligence. By combining forces the
quality of men should be bettered as there would be a better
chance to select and give the native American and other good
men more permanent work throughout the winter season. The
savings by this method of combining the forces would be various.

First, fewer men would be needed. The section gang probably
now loses ten per cent, of its time going over the road to and
from work. The bridge gangs lose a much larger proportion,,
possibly 40 or 50 per cent., while the water service, signal, tele-

graph and engineering departments probably lose SO per cent,

of their working time getting to and from their work. It is.

not unusual for special men to spend many hours or a whole-
day riding back and forth to do a few minutes' work, such as.;

to nail down a few planks in a platform, make a few repairs-
around a depot, screw up a few nuts on a pumping plant, splice
a broken wire, measure up a few buildings and numerous other
small things that are necessary to be done, which now cost
excessively.

Then, when there is work to be done in which two depart--
ments are interested there is always a loss on account of eachi
waiting on the other. In ballasting or raising track a bridge
gang is needed to raise the bridges, their time being mostly spent
waiting for the track men, or else the track men are delayed
waiting for the bridge gang. Likewise, in relaying rail where.-
it is necessary to bond the rails there are similar delays between
the signal and track gangs. The same difficulty arises in any
joint work, all of which would be avoided by a consolidatioa
of the various kinds of work in one gang.

By consolidation the whole proportion of time lost should be
reduced to the ten per cent, of the section gang and even less

than that, as with a larger gang work can be so arranged that
less time is lost in proportion to the total time of labor, as a
few men can be making the inspection trips while the remainder
are at work. Also as the laborers would be of a better quality

the number would be less for any given amount of work.
Second, the work could be more promptly performed as the

men would be on the ground and as "a stitch in time saves-

nine" it would be taken care of more economically and with a-

greater regard for safety.

Third, the work would be more thoroughly performed. It
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would all be done bj' the men who had to care for it every day

and who would have a greater personal interest in having it

done right. \.e could well afford to get better men as better

wages could be paid and still save money on the payroll, for

fewer men would be needed.

"Better" does not mean that we would have any aristocrats

in these gangs. Every man should be competent to handle the

hammer, axe, tamping bar or shovel, or do whatever work may

be needed, and we need not anticipate any trouble in this direc-

tion with a competent foreman.

Any change in the character of handling the w'ork by con-

solidation would make necessary a somewhat different organiza-

tion on each division. There could still be a man whose duty it

was to care for the track, one to care for the bridges, another

for the signals, another for the water service and another for

the buildings, each of these men reporting to a central head.

Today this central head is in most cases the superintendent.

However, in order to more efficiently consolidate and distribute

the work so that proper attention be given to each class of work

it would be necessary for someone to be in authority who could

give his entire time to looking after the maintenance work on

each division who might be an assistant to the division super

intendent or an assistant to the engineer of maintenance of way,

according to the organization of the road. This is already don-'

on some roads at the present time, so that it would not be an

experiment. This consolidation need not be limited to the de-

partments mentioned, but might include in it also the engineer-

ing department ; that is. in every gang there could be a man

who had had more or less education and experience as an

engineer, who could give lines and levels for track work, stake

out switches, and do light engineering work, also looking after

time, helping the foreman keep track of his reports, checking

material, making out requisitions and statements, and doing

other work along these lines requiring an education.

As a possible example of how this would work out, on a

division of a certain road during the month of May. 1912. there

were employed 101 section gangs having a total of 106 foremen

and 578 men, or an average of 5.7 men per gang. These gangs

received wages amounting to $28,151, an average of $41.16 per

man per month, or an average of $1.52 per day for each person.

There were also 16 extra gangs having 722 men, or an average

of 45.1 ncn per gang, which, however, we will disregard as it

is not the province of the present article to deal with this class

of labor. It might be very pertinent, however, to inqinrc whether

part of this labor might not have been handled to advantage

with ordinary section gangs properly equipped.

There were 19 bridge, building, water service and signal fore-

men with a total of 297 men, or an average of 15.6 men per

gang. They received $14,448, an average of $45.72 per man per

month, or $1.69 per day.

On a basis of SO per cent, efficiency for the bridge, building,

water service and signal service gangs the foremen realized

2561/2 days labor cut of 513 days time, and the men realized

4,0C9K> days labor out of 8,019 days time, or out of a total of

8,532 days time 4,226 days effective labor was realized.

Not including the field engineering force and extra gangs this

makes for the entire inaintenance force 3,375 days time and

2,8321/2 days eft'ective labor for foremen, and 23,625 days time,

or 18,054;/2 days effective labor for the men, or a total for both

foremen and men of 27,000 days time, with 20.887 days effective

labor. If we reorganize the force to a basis of 101 maintenance

gangs, equal to the present number of section gangs, to handle

the work it would require 101 foremen, which, on a basis of

90 per cent, efficiency, would realize 2,454 days labor out of

2.727 days time, while 875 men, the same number as now em-

ployed, would realize 21.26214 days labor out of 23.625 days, or

a saving of 648 days time for foremen and an increase of 3,208

uays effective labor from the n^en.

Asfuming the v ages of the foreman saved at $55 per month,

a low rate, the total saving wfuld amount to $1,320, while as

sumirg the value of the additional efficiency of labor as worth

$1.50 per day, which is also low, as the rate of efficient labor is

from 1.11 to 2 times the time paid for, according to the assump-

tions we have made, the increased efficiency for the month would

amount to $4,812. or a total gain of $6,132. This represents only

the gain through the saving in time on account of the men being

near their work and not having to travel long distances to and

from it. There will be other savings in the fact that the labor

will be more permanent and thus a better class of labor can be

obtained.

On the other hand the saving would be lessened if an increase in

rate of wages should be paid to get more efficient labor. It may
not be necessary to increase wages in order to increase efficiency,

but it would probably be necessary as the diversified classes of

labor would require abler men. However, the saving in time

would easily allow this with a reduction of cost. An increase

in wages would undoubtedly result in better section men under

the present organization, but in the proposed organization to

get efficient foremen and to get and hold the best local labor

this would likely be still more necessary. The rate need not

be the same for every man in the gang, as each man should be

paid according to his ability.

The percentages assumed may or may not be correct, but on

any .assumption that is likely to be made a large saving can be

shown, and as these figures were selected after some investiga-

tion the percentages used are probably not far wrong.

These thoughts are presented for serious consideration and

are subject to suggestions and modifications. The official organ-

ization described is not intended to be recommended for every

road and is only suggestive of what might be done. There is

undoubtedly a large held for economies in the handling of labor,

and the uniting of the various maintenance forces under one

leadership and under one set of foremen is sure to bring much
improvement if properly done.

A STUDENT GANG.*

BY .ARTHUR JUNG.

Roadmaster, .\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Newton, Kan.

The track department of a railway may be compared to a

certain extent to our regular army. Owing to the small

amount of pay that an enlisted man receives, commissioned

officers can be made from the rank and file only to a small

degree, but must be educated in schools for that purpose. In

the track department the pay of the laborer is not enough

to warrant men who have the ability to become foremen to

go to work as laborers.

The following method would, I think, overcome the diffi-

culty: Organize a gang of six or eight young men between

the ages of 19 and 26, who are sound of body and mind, of

good reputation and have a common school education. Pro-

vide them with a good comfortable bunk car. Put them
under the charge of one of the best foremen on the district

for a time and then turn them over to another foreman,

equally as competent as the first. Do this with three or four

of the best foremen so as to give the students the benefit of

the combined experience of all. By living in the bunk cars

they can easily be transferred from one point to another, or

put in with extra gangs, where track laying, surfacing, re-

ballasting and other work of that nature is bemg done. It

will also give them an insight into the method of handling

larger bodies of men. If it is decided after a sufficient time

that these men will not make foremen, take them out of

service and supply other men who will. These men should

receive $2 per day. and be constantly employed until they are

put in charge of a gang of their own. There will be no loss

to the company as they can fill the places of laborers con-

stantly, and if the companies can pay from $1.25 to $1.50 per

day for foreign labor, a man of this caliber will easily be

worth $2 per dav-

The Section Fon Proble vhich closed



THE MEXICAN AS A TRACK LABORER.*

The Fourth of a Series of Discussions of the Character-

istics of the Various Types of Maintenance Workmen.

THE MEXICAN AS A TRACK LABURER.

BY J. D. MATHEWS,

Division Engineer, Southern Pacific, Tucson. Ariz.

In presenting this article it is appreciated that the views ex-

pressed are considerably at variance with those commonly held

concerning the adaptability of the Mexican to railway work.

The prevailing conception of the Mexican in this country is

that he is lazy, shiftless and cruelly treacherous—a fit subject

only for the sneaking villain of the moving picture screens.

Practically six years' experience with the Mexicans in their own

country long since demonstrated to the writer how completely

erroneous and unjust is the popular opinion, as he found them

to be ordinary human beings, endowed with much the same vices

and virtues as others of their mold, if not of their race. The

impression so commonly entertained of them as a race must

have its origin in the conceit which we have regarding our own

race, which leads us frequently, though often unjustly, to con-

demn those whose habits of thought and action differ materially

from ours. Those who point to the existing unsatisfactory con-

ditions in Mexico as indicating the unstabilify of the Mexican

character should reflect that it is still within the memory of

living men when our own nation was similarly embroiled ; while

the unbiased narratives, now to be had of our own conflict,

reveal many situations on either side that are nothing to be

proud of.

Does the Mexican readily adapt himself to track labor? Are

the results from his services satisfactory to his employers?

Evidently the solving of these two questions will fix the status

of the Mexican as a track laborer. From our geographical po-

sition, located at the Mexican gateways, it would appear, from

the excessively keen competition among the various labor

agencies to secure Mexican recruits for their various clients,

that both questions have already been decided in the affirmative.

for not even a minimum daily rate will impel large consumers

of labor to such keen competition as does exist, unless the final

results are satisfactory. These facts, therefore, practically elim-

inate the major questions, just propounded, from the discussion,

and confine us to an examination of those characteristics of the

Mexican which are peculiar to him as a race and with which

the foreman should be familiar to use him intelligently and get

satisfactory results from his service.

The Mexican recruit has an intelligent and versatile, though

unsophisticated and untutored, mentality. His rearing has been

as a sort of semi-feudalized vassal, to whom his "patron" is an

over-lord, requiring his services in return for protection and

subsistence furnished. The employer who would successfully

use the Mexican in this country must of necessity assume prac-

tically the same position as does the "patron" and provide the

same necessities. Growing up under such a system, and knowing

no other, has dwarfed his sense of responsibility and his ability

to carry the part of an independent free agent. This must be

understood and appreciated to correctly interpret his character

and to intelligently remold it to rreet modern conditions and

methods of living, for this remolding is necessary to develop

the peon into a thinking, self-reliant individual, capable of pro-

ducing economic unit costs, and developing what is also

important and woefully lacking—a serious appreciation of

responsibility.

This lack is one of the most noticeable as well as one of the

most unsatisfactory of the Mexicans' characteristics, and the rea-

son is quite evident—neither he nor his ancestry for generations

•Three articles in the Railzvjv Age Gazette of Tune 21, page 1568. dis-

cussed "The Hobo as a Track Laborer"; four in the issue of Tuly 19, 1912,
page 121, di.«cussed "The Xegro as a Track Laborer," and four in the issue
of August 16, page 303, discussed "The Italian as a Track Laborer."

back have been permitted to assume a responsible part in the

management of affairs either personal or political. His politics

have been of the "hand-me-down" type for centuries, and

whether they fitted him or not, he has had to wear them. His

personal affairs have been handled with his technical consent by

his "patron" until he has been almost absolutely eliminated from

any participation in matters of administration. He does as he

is told and no more, and when he is told again he does it again.

He is not rebellious. He is docile and obedient, and with good

treatment he is loyal to his superior, be it his foreman or "pat-

ron." The complete annihilation of his individual personality

during his early training has unfitted him to make decisions and

act quickly and correctly in the face of an emergency. Disap-

pointments follow freely in the wake of the peon, if he is placed

on his own responsibility during the early courses of his train-

ing, and expected to exercise his own originality and judgment.

He will carry out the most exacting detail with good average

satisfaction, when placed under a foreman who will require it

of him. But remove the foreman and leave him to carry out the

same details individually, and the result will be a disappoint-

ment. While these facts hold true of practically every peon

recruit, with experience and training much of this particular

instability of character, so unsatisfactory in all railroading , will

disappear. "I forgot," and "I didn't think" are too much a part

of his regular growth to be eliminated without much painstakmg

^are involving a considerable period of time.

In contrast to this lack of appreciation of responsibility, his

foyalty to the superior who holds his respect and esteem is

seldom equalled. In case of wrecks and washouts or other emer-

gencies, he will work as long as required if supplied with a

reasonable amount of food and cofifee. In this particular respect

he is far more dependable than the Greek, Japanese, or any

other class of foreign labor with which we have had experience.

Foremen should not be allowed to take unreasonable advantage

of his willingness to work as long as the emergency exists. If

the emergency will probably cover a considerable period of

time, boarding outfits should be placed convenient to the work

and the men relayed to their meals. By doing this 48 consecutive

hours can be had from them without danger of creating a crisis.

However, as soon as the actual emergency ends, as for instance,

when the line is reopened for traffic, he should be permitted to

rest and refresh himself. Under such conditions, and under the

supervision of the foreman or supervisor whom they respect,

Mexicans can be relied on to remain at work without constant

driving.

Other undesirable characteristics often attributed to the Mex-
ican are treachery, stealth, drunkenness and a vicious disposition.

' In individuals these characteristics will be found among them

as among other nations, but nothing could be farther from the

truth than to say they are national traits. People who will

exhibit loyalty as they will are not looking for an opportunity

to stick a knife into your back. The fact that the knife is their

national weapon does not make them villainous any more than

does the pistol, which is the American weapon. Under normal

conditions they are peaceful and not trouble breeders. Liquor,

which usually emphasizes peculiar individual characteristics,

usually makes them musical and inclined to merry-makine. If

quarreling results, it is because of the presence of the exception

to the rule in whom the liquor has produced surliness, and this

exceptional presence is sufficient to shift the whimsical humor

from merry-making into brawling. Identify the surly individual

and isolate him while in liquor, or eliminate him from the force.

and little fear need be expected from their "pay-day sprees."

That the peon will indulge in his "pay-day spree" results nat-

urally from his early training and environment, as do his other
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characteristics. Being raised in absolute dependence on his

master, he is lacking in stlf-reliance and self-indulgence follows

naturally. The Mexican is a grown up child, and even as a

child grasps at every opportunity to indulge its senses so the

grown up Mexican child throws off restraint when removed

from a system that made possible few indulgencies, and pro-

vided in railway service with what to him is a magnificent

wage, he revels in indulgence to surfeiting. Each pay day

brings a "spree" and a semi-paralysis of work; but with the

progress of time and with the senses fully sated, this indulgence

loses its attractiveness to many who put the excessive license

aside, and become steadier in their habits—simply the "fittest to

survive" making themselves known. Those who continue the

indulgence indefinitely will be cast aside by the workings of the

same inevitable law.

Another very undesirable characteristic of the Mexican, and

which like the others has its origin in his early environment, is

a necessity for his employer to provide for his physical wants.

Never having any credit at home the value of protecting his

credit by making his word good and thus making his credit an

asset has never appealed to him. His sense of business honor

has had no opportunity for development, and he considers it

nothing to his discredit to avoid the payment of his bills. He

seems to feel that whoever takes the chance of crediting him

should take the chance of getting his money. The immediate re-

sult is that he cannot obtain unsecured credit for any amount,

and it follows that his employer must provide the means of

obtaining credit if he desires to avail himself of the services of

the Mexican. The final result is a protected commissar)-, from

which the complete elimination of certain forms of "graft" is

next to impossible, and which if not most carefully supervised

is liable to victimize the laborer in various ways But until the

Mexican raises his standard of honesty he will have to accept

protected credit with all its objectionable features. He has no

more idea for providing for his necessities and future than a

child. Being out of a job never faced him in his own country.

On the contrary, the peonage system made it practically impos-

sible for him to get out of a job. Realizing that his master held

him in peonage by dishonest methods he naturally grew up with

the feeling that such methods were correct, and that business

honesty would not only not be an asset to him, but on the other

hand, an actual liability.

The foreman must understand the Mexican if he would suc-

cessfully profit by his use. He must expect to find him untutored

and unlearned even in many of the. to us, commonly known facts.

He must go into details by explanation and example, and show

them just what he wants done and how it is to be done. Fur-

thermore he cannot satisfactorily explain to them if he cannot

talk to them. He should therefore have a working knowledge

of their language, and this can be learned in a few weeks or

months by diligent effort by the conversation method. There is

little excuse for a foreman who has worked Mexicans for a year

and cannot issue instructions to them in their own language.

The free use of abusive profanity on the part of the foreman is

a sure road to failure. The Mexican will not accept it patiently

or long, for the blood of the Montezumas and the Ferdinands

courses through his veins, and two prouder races never trod

the face of the earth. Treat the peon well, and he is your

subject and will be loyal to you to the end.

GOOD TREATMENT NECESSARY FOR MEXICANS.

BY L. J. HUGHES.

Division Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Herington, Kan.

The great disadvantage in working Mexicans as track laborers

is, of course, the fact that they do not understand the English

language. However, in the Southwestern States where Mex-

ican labor is used almost exclusively, the foremen are becoming

familiar with enough of their language to give simple orders.

Also, the Mexican is quick to learn what is meant when directed

in English and little difficulty is experienced with Mexicans who

have been in this country for some time. Furthermore, a fore-

man who wishes to secure results with a Mexican gang can,

with a little patience, soon educate them to understand his

orders when given in English.

The next disadvantage in working Mexicans is that .the Mex-
ican is accustomed to a semi-tropical climate and cannot stand

the hard winters that are experienced in the central and north-

ern states. Where large extra gangs of Mexicans are employed

the men begin to desert in large numbers after the first frost or

snowfall. The remedy for this is to so arrange the work that

it will be completed by the time cold weather sets in and the

extra gangs can be laid off. However, I have known Mexicans

to remain on sections for two or three years during all kinds

of weather, and work without complaint during the most severe

storms in winter. The reason for this, however, was that the

men were treated right and were handled by a foreman who
knew how to get work out of his men.

The next disadvantage in using Mexican labor is that the

Me.xican is a temporary resident of this countr)-. He comes to

this country from El Paso or other points on the Mexican border

in the spring, expecting to work for a few months and then

return to his native country. If you try to keep him from get-

ting back when he wants to return you will have a worthless

laborer on your hands. The only way to get the most effective

work out of a Mexican is to face this proposition squarely. The
promise of a pass back to a point on the Mexican border when
the work is finished will hold a gang together more effectually

than any other means. But once the promise is given it must be

fulfilled, or the Mexican loses faith in his employer and will

never give as good service if he should be employed again.

Having enumerated the most important disadvantages, let us

turn to the advantages which make the Mexican perhaps the

best class of track labor of all the various classes of foreign

labor. .As an extra gang laborer the Mexican is not to be

excelled. Where he is properly housed and working for a fore-

man who understands him he is happy and can be made to

take an interest in his work. The Mexican is not clannish, and

has no gang leader to dictate to him how he shall work or

what he shall require of his employer. Each Mexican is his own
boss and no interpreter is required to transmit to him the orders

of the foreman. The interpreter in a foreign extra gang is

regarded by all roadmasters as a trouble maker, and many road-

masters can tell of whole gangs of Greeks or Italians deserting

their work in a body at a critical moment simply on account of

some dispute between the interpreter and the foreman. This is

fortunately not so with the Mexican. The foreman can weed

out his gang and discharge the incompetent without any protest

on the part of the rest of the gang. No one Mexican can stir

the whole gang up to mutiny, because the Mexican is not by

nature clannish.

One of the first things for a foreman to learn in handling

Mexicans is that he cannot drive them. .\ Mexican will not

resist by any noticeable action harshness on the part of the

foreman, but he will not give that foreman the work that he

should. The Mexican will stand more abuse than any other

class of laborer, and many ignorant foremen think that they are

handling a gang of Mexicans effectively by asserting authority

and shouting orders accompanied by a stream of strong language.

However, it will be noticed that such a foreman is getting no

work from his gang and the men will "soldier" as much as

possible. A foreman should, of course, be firm with his men,

not hesitating to discharge any not doing his work, but if he

will treat his Mexicans as human beings and see that they get

a "square deal," they will soon have confidence in him and will

work for him long and faithfully.

The Mexican is a great spender, and is happy whenever he

has a chance to buy something. For this reason a good com-

missary honestly conducted where the men can buy the foods

which they are accustomed to in their native country and ar-

ticles of clothing, at a fair price, will be a great help in keeping
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a gang together and in good spirits. Also the living quarters

should be made as comfortable as possible. It used to be said

that ariything is good enough for a Mexican. This, however,

is not so, and the men will soon go to the road where they are

provided with houses and bunk cars without leaky roofs and

which are not infested with vermin.

.\ Me.xican will work with double energy if he is promised

a little time off on the completion of a certain task. A foreman

ivho knows this can turn out more work than one who does

not, by laying out a good day's work and telling his men that

ihey are through for the day when so much work is completed.

A Mexican will work hard and fast to get through with his

assigned task for the sake of leaving the job a half hour earlier

in the evening, but a foreman using this method should see to

it that he does not promise something that he cannot perform.

His word once given has to stand, for when he once disappoints

his men they will lose faith in him for all time.

Accustomed to a warm climate the Mexican can do a full day's

work in weather that a northern born man could not stand.

As most of the track work is done in the summer months this

is an advantage in favor of Mexican labor. When treated right

the Me.xican becomes a faithful, steady worker. He will work

all day long at the most tedious kind of work without complaint

when he is satisfied with conditions, and when not satisfied he

can waste more time than any other kind of laborer. But the

secret of handling Mexicans is not hard to learn. A foreman

familiar with the general characteristics of Mexican laborers

as outlined above has only to remember that Mexicans are

human and should be treated fairly and kindly and he will have

no trouble in getting an efficient and faithful gang of men.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MEXICAN.

BV M. GANLEY,

Roadmaster, -\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, .Argentine, Kan.

I have been working Mexican laborers for the past 18 or 19

years and find them about as steady a class as a whole as j'ou

can get for the money paid for track labor. -When we first get

them they are green, and if a foreman will treat them fairly

they will work well for him. From the experience I have had run-

ning extra gangs with Mexicans I feel that I can accomplish as

much work with Mexican laborers as with any other class of

labor, in fact more than with some other classes. When Mexicans

are first received from old Me.xico they are weak on account

of being underfed, but after they have been here a month or so

they fill out and get strong enough to do the work, and while they

remain economical and do not get to spending their money, they

make good, steady men.

Mexicans must be handled like a bunch of overgrown boys.

When it is necessary to discharge one of the men, one does

not lose the entire gang. Mexican gangs will not permit a

foreman to curse and abuse them, and where a foreman does
this, if they remain with him at all they do very little work.

As a rule they will not remain with him.

Mexicans are better adapted to track work than the other

foreign laborers we are getting at present, but one can only

build them up to a certain point. There are very few of

them that make good when put out on their own re-

sponsibility.

Their manner of living is very crude. Tortitas, chille and
beans, potatoes, eggs and coffee constitute their principal

articles of diet. Camp facilities for them do not require

very much, consisting principally of bunk cars, stoves for

heating purposes in the winter, and water.

The Mexican laborer's first year is the best part of his

service for the railway. After he becomes Americanized he
begins to reduce on his work. After the Mexican gets so
he can talk good English and smoke a pipe he is not of
much use;, and the case is similar with white men after they
learn to speak the Mexican language and want to sit around
the Mexican camp with the Mexicans and smoke cigarettes.

I find it well to work the most intelligent Mexican in the

gang as straw boss in extra gangs and have gotten good
results, with very few exceptions. I have never found any
kind of track work on which I could not get satisfactory

work out of the Mexican gangs, taking everything into

consideration.

PECULIARITIES OF MEXICAN LABOR.

BY RESIDENT ENGINEER,

El Paso & Southwestern.

The Mexican laborer is the "power behind the pick and
shovel" in the Southwest and West and his influence is

advancing gradually toward the north Mississippi country.

Coming from the south interior of old Mexico, the average

Mexican of the working class is about as ignorant as is

possible to conceive and usually so poorly fed and clothed

that it may be wondered that he ever reached the Rio
Grande. His ignorance, however, is not along all lines but
along those in which we wish him to become proficient. In

trades and such dealings he displays a very considerable

shrewdness. In making purchases, one thing is bought and
paid for, then another and another till every thing wanted
is purchased or his money is gone.

Usually it takes a couple of weeks to get him "fed up" so

that he is able to do a day's work. Often he reaches this

country with a straw "sombrero," sandals, and a suit of

clothes closely resembling pajamas. It takes weeks to get

him fitted with an American outfit—shoes, overalls, shirt,

jumper and hat or cap. His native hat and sash are usually

the last to be changed to conform to his new surroundings.

He is fond of bright colors, music, dancing, feasting and
show and is a natural orator.

We quarter them in bunk houses constructed of old ties

and occasionally of brick, stone or adobe; all of which are

provided only with doors, windows and chimneys or fire-

places with chimneys. This is usually satisfactory till he
becomes Americanized, at which time, if a married man, he
provides himself with stove, bedstead and camp cookmg
utensils.

The IMexican is passionately fond of his family. If it is

left in his home country, he is almost sure to send such
money as he may be able to save. After pay day the post
office and express companies do a good business sending his

$2 and $2.75 to his home folk in old Mexico.
Single men are somewhat inclined to dissipate, though they

seldom have enough coming to them on pay day to keep
them under the influence more than a day or two. They are

often quarrelsome when dissipating. A Mexican is usually

easily satisfied if he has sufficient clothes to keep him com-
fortable and enough to eat, together with a cigarette.

I have seen these people work in large gangs where they
were privileged to board at a commissary table or to buy
their own provisions and do their own cooking as suits them
best. When eating at the commissary table they never get
enough, and often make themselves sick by over-eating.
When buying their own provisions, however, they never buy
too much, often living on as little as IS cents per day.

When at work they want to bunch up and all work and
talk together. Best results are obtained by working them in

gangs of from six to 30. Where the character of the work
is such that a larger gang is necessary the men should be
separated and put under sub-foremen. They are good work-
ers when once trained, and in many lines of work become
experts. Like other labor they are very susceptible to flat-

tery. Much additional work and improvement may be
accomplished by competition among the gangs. Foremen
who speak their language have a decided advantage over
those who do not. The Mexican will stay longer, do more
and better work if his foreman can talk to him in his own
language. The greater number of foremen learn enough
words in a short time to be able to direct the men at work
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and to understand their wants. Many Mexicans make good

foremen, and like most other nationalities are more severe

on their countrymen than the average American foreman.

The first frost in the fall usually finds the foreman with-

out men. This condition does not last long, however, and

with his feet tied up in old gunny sacks, a bath towel around

his neck and wearing mittens or gloves the Mexican will

shovel as much snow as any one and will work for days at

a time with but little rest or food, during snow blockades,

washouts and wrecks. After the rush and excitement is over

he wants to rest.

During the last four years the Mexican seems to have

allied himself with the American "hobo" and now wants to

be on the move, especially the single ones. A reported in-

crease in wages in, say Kansas, may take half the laboring

Mexicans from west Texas. They are inclined to be clan-

nish. Families and near relatives will not stay on a job

unless all that are able are allowed to work together. Occa-

sionally it happens that a foreman will discharge a laborer

for some misconduct, and in so doing will lose the gang or

family. Dissatisfaction is easily spread among them, unless

the foreman speaks the language and takes an interest in

keeping agitators out of the camp or gang. Strikes are not

uncommon among them and if their demands are granted

they are very likely to all leave the work, and as often if

demands are refused keep right on at work and do better

work. I have known them to throw down their tools and

walk out without any provocation whatever and when ques-

tioned could offer no reason for their action.

The foreman who is courteous to his men, not familiar,

and who assists them in their troubles, sickness and minor

accidents is sure to always have a good gang, who will do

anything for him at any time.

It takes a long time to educate the old Mexico Mexican

sufficiently to make a foreman or for general work. Put on

one class of work, however, as a lamp tender, or watchman

on a bridge or bad piece of track, he soon becomes pro-

ficient, and takes the same interest in and care of it as though

it were his own property, and takes pride in doing so. On
this class of special work he displays originality and in-

genuity, but on a general run of section work many are

discouraging to the ordinary foreman. Becoming accustomed

to the work, the foreman, and the country in which he works,

many of them are satisfied and stay on the job for years.

The general rule is that he wants to go back to Mexico
where "uno peso" will buy as much of the necessities as $5

in the United States.

They have more feast da3's and holidaj's than all other

peoples combined and it is usually impossible to get them
to work on any of these days or on Sunday. His Fourth

of July falls on September 16. He is strong in demonstra-

tion, speech making and ''Vivi Mexico" and "Vivi Hidalgo."

CREOSOTED WOOD BLOCKS FOR PUR-
POSES OTHER THAN STREET

PAVEMENT.

Cost of Ball.»iST on Nebr.\sk.\ R.-mlw.'WS.—The cost of vari-

ous grades of ballast used on Nebraska railways is given as

follows in the report of the Nebraska State Railway Commission
on the valuation of Nebraska railways

:

Gravel, Sherman Hill. Wyo., £. o. b. pit. per cu. yd $0.11
Gravel, .'\tkinson and Eureka, Neb., f. o. b. pit, per cu. yd. .15
Gravel, Chillicothe, 111., f. o. b. pit, per cu. yd 12
Gravel, Oral, S. D., f. o. b. pit, per cu. yd 16
Gravel, Grand Junction, la., f. o. b. pit. per cu. yd 15
Gravel. Cheyenne River and Guernsey, Wyo., f. o. b. pit,

per cu. yd 12
Crushed stone, Louisville ard Meadow, Neb., also Blue

Springs. Neb., f. o. b. quarrv. per cu. yd 65
Stone quarry screenings, f. o. b. pit, per cu. yd 20 J4
Slag, f. 0. b. Omaha, per cu. yd 20
Cinders, f. o. b. any division point, per cu. vd 22
Sard. f. o. b. ary pit, per cu. yd 12
Burnt clay, f. o. b. pit. per cu. yd 4S

Average weight of ballast material per cu. yd.

—

Gravel, Sherman Hill, lbs. per cu. yd 2.950
Gravel, all others, lbs. per cu. yd 3,200
Crushed stone, lbs. per cu. yd 2.400
Cinders, lbs. per cu. yd 1.680
Burnt clay, lbs. per cu. yd 1.700
Slae. lbs. per cu. yd 3,360
Sand, lbs. per cu. yd 3,300

BY E. A. STERLING.

Creosoted block for street pavement can be safely said to

have reached a point where it is recognized on its merit, and

in several towns and cities it is the standard form of con-

struction. This point has been reached only by overcoming
much prejudice and misunderstanding regarding the char-

acter and value of creosoted block pavement laid according

to modern methods. Not only has it been necessary to con-

vince city engineers of the value of wood as a pavement,

but the competition of other forms of pavement had to be

met; in many cases paving material manufacturerd or advo-

cated by concerns of long standing had to be displaced be-

fore wood block could be accepted. If the wood block busi-

ness had not been in strong hands and, in more recent years,

received the support of the lumbermen through their asso-

ciations, its merit would have been even more slow of

recognition.

Unbiased opinion now gives creosoted wood first place as

the superior pavement, and its intrinsic value, backed by

strong organizations, is bound to lead to its rapidly increas-

ing use. In fact, a comparative statement by years of the

amount of wood block treated shows a growth that is phe-

nomenal. The number of cubic feet of paving block treated

in 1908 is reported as 1,260,000, while in 1911 slightly over

10,000,000 cu. ft. were treated, or an increase of about 700

per cent. The 1911 output is equivalent to approximately

3,874,000 sq. j'ds., and probably all except a very small per

cent, used for street pavement. It is stated on competent

authority that there are fully 9.000,000 sq. yds. of creo-

soted wood block pavement now in use in the United States.

Manj' problems have arisen in connection with the use of

wood blocks, but they are all on a fair way to an early solu-

tion, and the engineer and the scientist will work out all the

problems if unhampered by retarding influences.

Accepting creosoted wood blocks as the coming city pave-

ment, the time is ripe for considering the use of the same

material for floor covering and other purposes not in any

way connected with street work. Beginnings have been

made here and there in the use of wood in miscellaneous

structures, but the developments have not progressed sufti-

ciently to permit outlining more than a few of the possibili-

ties, and a forecast of the future.

Briefly enumerated, the locations where creosoted wood
blocks could be used to advantage would include floor cov-

erings in factories, machine shops, roundhouses, warehouses,

baggage rooms, etc., bridge decking, runways, driveways,

etc.; driveways of ferry boats and floors of station platforms,

driveways to buildings, etc.

The railways could profitably use creosoted block for mis-

cellaneous purposes to a greater extent than any other con-

sumer; yet the aggregate area of floor space in manufactur-

mg establishments would also be very large. Considering

the railways specifically, there are many locations where

wood block could be used to great advantage, and it is of

interest that this form of floor construction has already re-

ceived consideration, although to not nearly the extent

which is justified. The Fort Worth & Denver City used

cieosoted blocks in 1911 in covering a large storehouse plat-

form; the B. & O. Chicago Terminal placed about 4,000

sq. ft. of creosoted yellow pine on their bonded freight house

floor in the same year; the Missouri & Texas laid over

14,000 sq. yds. under cover for driveways and elevated plat-

fonns where freight is handled; the Southern paved a new

boiler shop with yellow pine blocks; the Southern Pacific is

beginning to use blocks for bridge decking; the Baltimore

& Ohio used creosoted yellow pine blocks for inside floor in

a machine shop and freight houses in 1911; while the Penn-
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sylvania Railroad has made extensive experiments with wood
Ijlocks for freight platforms, shop floors and bridge decking.

The Pennsylvania Railroad had treated in its own plants,

up to the beginning of 1912, some 12,000 sq. yds., mostly in

the form of blocks 3 by 8 in. in cross section and 3 or 4 in.

deep. The initial use of these blocks was on overhead roadway

bridges, where they were laid on a sand cushion, with trans-

verse and longitudinal expansion joints of oakum and pitch.

Later, wood blocks were laid experimentally on shop floors.

and untreated yellow pine blocks have been used in several

passenger station baggage rooms, where they are thor-

oughly protected from the weather. Most of the blocks

treated at the company plants were of yellow pine impreg-

nated with IS to 20 lbs. of straight creosote per cubic foot. A
mixture of filtered tar has not been used in any case, nor

is it considered necessary. Most of the blocks have been

laid too short a time to give definite results, but there are

no indications of failure from decay, and all promise well

except a small number of gum blocks which were used on

an overhead bridge. These blocks, after a year's service,

buckled very badly during rainy weather, and several tiers of

blocks had to be removed from time to time to take care of

the expansion. Yellow pine blocks on the same bridge did

not expand sufficient!}' to give any trouble.

The use the Pennsylvania has made of wood blocks is be-

lieved to be fully justified on the ground of long service and

low cost, and good results are expected. The work, in a

way, is experimental, and one of the lessons already learned

is in regard to the character of the foundation and filler on

overhead bridges. Results up to date would indicate the

advisability of using a bituminous filler, either of pitch or

asphalt, and dipping the blocks in hot pitch as they are laid

upon the decking or concrete foundation. All expansion

should be provided for by longitudinal joints, no transverse

joints being necessary. An easier method equally as satisfactory

is to apply a wash coat of heated bituminous filler to the deck-

ing or surface of the concrete base, spread entirely over the

surface, into which while hot. set creosoted blocks, close jointed,

fiber vertical. For inside work, as in shop floors, a pitch filler

would not be necessary, since there would be no water to accu-

mulate between the blocks.

The advantages of wood blocks for the several purposes

named are so obvious as to hardly need reiteration. As is

known, they will stand the hardest wear under the heaviest

traffic for an indefinite period, and the result of heavy wear

is only to press the whole structure into a solid mass, the

slight "brooming" of the end fibers being advantageous

rather than otherwise. In shop floors, where heavy machin-

ery is handled and heavy weights are frequently dropped,

there is no flooring which will show as few indentations as

creosoted yellow pine blocks laid with the grain vertical ; and

at the same time, because of its elasticity, it is not harmful to

machinery and tools. It is quiet, is not affected by oil or acids,

is easily kept clean, and is sanitary and dustless; while finally,

as one of its greatest advantages, is its great fire-resisting

qualities.

Aside from the railways, factories and manufacturing con-

cerns would find wood block an excellent floor covering. As-

phalt is too soft, solid concrete is too hard, and wooden

planking decays, splinters, and gives a rough, undesirable

surface. The wood block can be easily laid on any smooth

and solid foundation, and for inside work requires only a

sub-foundation with a sand-cement cushion, mortar bed. or

bituminous wash; for floors above the ground line it is light

and can be easily applied with slight modifications of the

usual form of construction.

One of the most important factors in considering wood

block for use in situations other than street pavements is

the character of the treatment. The difficulties which have

arisen in various cities from the bleeding of the blocks and

the tracking of the oil on carpets and floors can be avoided

if proper care is given to treatment and construction. Mois-

ture is one of the prime essentials for the development of
fungus growth, and the varying moisture conditions of city

streets produce conditions very favorable for decay; hence
a heavy treatment, with waterproofing constituents added to

the creosote, is the common practice. The same conditions

prevail to a considerable extent on overhead bridges, and in

this case a heavy treatment of creosote, either with or with-

out the addition of filtered tar or other waterproofing sub-

stances, is desirable. In such situations there would be little

or no objection to the oil oozing out on the surface of the

blocks.

For inside work, where the moisture present is in the form
of dampness from underneath or occasional wetting on the

surface, a light treatment with pure coal tar creosote would
be ample to prevent decay indefinitely. The exact amount
of oil used would depend on conditions; but, generally speak-

ing, it is believed that for shop floors, driveways and courts

around buildings and other situations where there is con-

siderable tendency to decay, but not as unfavorable condi-

tions as prevail in the city streets, a 10 to 12-lb. empty
cell injection per cubic foot will be ample. For baggage

rooms, station platforms and locations where surface cleanli-

ness is essential, a still lighter treatment with 6 or 8 lbs.

by the Reuping process would be sufficient. English cities

secure good service from wood blocks treated with a com-

paratively light injection of straight creosote, and if this

holds true under street conditions, the light treatment in

protected situations should be ample to practically elimi-

nate decay foF all time.

EXTRA GANG ORGANIZATION.*

BY M. HENRY,

Supervisor, Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Salem, III.

The first thing to be considered in organizing an extra gang

is the equipment for camp cars. These should be selected with

a view to taking care of the number of men required in as few

cars as possible in order to be able to locate camps at advan-

tageous points where there is little track room and to avoid the

necessity of carrying a great amount of track material for con-

struction of temporary camp tracks and the expense of laying

them, when necessary to spur out.

The outfit, unless organized for surfacing or ballasting only,

should be supplied with a full kit of track laying, as well as sur-

facing and ballasting tools so they will be available for any

kind of work on short notice.

The foreman should be sober, thoroughly honest and reliable,

a good organizer and able to distribute his men so each will

be doing the particular kind of work for which he is best

suited. It is a good idea to use section foremen to handle extra

gangs, but care should be used to select men who have shown

some ability to handle large gangs and who are good managers.

They should have a few months' experience as an assistant to a

good experienced foreman on a gang where they would have

the opportunity to learn methods of handling work with which

they are often entirely unfamiliar

The class of labor for extra gangs, unfortunately, is gov-

erned by supply and demand. For all around track work, the

old time hobo gang cannot be beaten. For construction, rail re-

newals and similar work, this class of labor should be provided

if at all possible. If not available, negro laborers will do very

well. For ballasting and surfacing, foreigners will do fairly

well, when laborers usually classed as hobos cannot be secured.

Owing to the decline in quality of labor and increasing busi-

ness on most main lines, large extra gangs cannot be worked

economically. A gang of 40 or 45 laborers with a foreman

and one or two assistants if the particular work requires it.

and a reliable time keeper, will be found the most convenient and

economical for all purposes.

'Received in the contest on The Organization of the Extra Gang, which

closed April 25, 1912.
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RAZING AND ERECTING THROUGH TRUSS
BRIDGES WITH AN AMERICAN DITCHER.*

BY R. P. BLACK.

Engineer Maintenance of Way. Kanawha & Micliigan, Charleston, W. Va.

In taking down overhead truss bridges by the use of a

?team wrecking derrick and an American ditcher machine

the expense and trouble of erecting the falsework necessary

for an overhead traveler can be avoided. This was success-

fully done in tearing down a 16S-ft. steel through truss bridge

which was replaced by a two-span single-track through girder

bridge, designed for a heavier loading, each span being 106

ft. long. The floor system of the truss bridge was supported

on falsework, bents being constructed under each panel point.

By beginning with the end batter posts and carefully working

out on the structure, each overhead member was easily

lowered with the boom of the ditching machine which could

reach to a greater height than the top chord. A hitch was

made at the center of the overhead member with the cable

from the boom of the ditching machine, and it was then

lowered on a flat car over which the ditcher traveled. The

derrick was also used to handle the uprights, etc., after the

top chords were taken down, thereby facilitating the work.

The rivets were then cut in the connections at the panel

points in the floor system, the falsework knocked down and

the floor system allowed to fall into the river. The new

Lowering a Top Chord Member.

bridge had been erected and riveted up on the masonry and

falsework at the end of the truss bridge, and was moved into

place on rollers working on rails slightly inclined towards

the track. By means of blocks and tackle the main pull was

made by the cables from the hoisting machine of the wreck-

ing crane, which was well anchored on the track about 100 ft.

from one end of the bridge. In addition to the wrecking

crane, jacks and crabs were used in assisting to move the

bridge. After the new spans had been pulled into place the

floor system of the old truss bridge was easily picked up

from the river bed below by the wrecking crane and the ditching

inachine. The entire bridge, except the floor system, was re-

moved in two days in this manner. .-V work train handled the

ditching machine and the derrick car and worked on the main

track between trains, tearing down the bridge without any

serious delay to trafiic.

In another instance connected with the erection of a new

80-ft. skew single track girder bridge, the same machine was

used very successfully to set in place the floor beams and

stringers of the floor system. This bridge is located on a

proposed line change, and was erected before the new track

was put into service, so that it was not necessary to main-

•Submitted in the contest on Bridge Kinks, which closed June 25, 1912.

tain trafiic over the bridge during erection. It is a five-panel

bridge with four-floor beams weighing about four tons each,

and ten floor stringers with the necessary diagonal braces, etc.

The 80-ft. girders were first unloaded with steam derricks

and placed on the masonry on each side of a temporary

trestle bridge. The superstructure, including floor beams,

etc., was unloaded on the main track at the switch leading

to the new change of line about 1,000 ft. distant from the new
girder bridge. A work train with two fiats, one for the

ditcher and one for material, was used for this work. The
ditcher worked from one end of the bridge and in placing the

first two panels of the floor system at the opposite end, ran

out on the temporary track on the pile bridge, only that half

of the temporary bridge under these two panels having been

pulled down at first. After these two panels were placed, the

remaining half of the falsework was dropped into the stream,

allowing the other floor beams and stringers to be placed

by the ditcher working on the track back of the abutment.

The girders were spread apart enough to allow the floor

beams to be lowered between them, but close enough so that

each floor beam could be temporarily supported until all of

them were in place. When this was done the girders were

jacked into their final location and the floor system was well

drift bolted, preparatory to riveting.

The temporary trestle was pulled down and the floor

system put in place in five hours. After this was done, in the

Dismantling a Through Pratt Truss.

remaining five hours of the working day, all the timber of

the temporary trestle available for other work was lifted from

the creek by the ditcher and loaded on flats for shipment to

another bridge. The force used for this work consisted of

a train crew for the work train, an engineer to run the

ditcher, and a bridge gang consisting of foreman and 12 men.

The accompanying views show the ditcher taking down the

superstructure of a single track through Pratt truss of 110 ft.

span on an 8 deg. 30 min. curve. The four panel points of the

floor system were supported by falsework which was only

heavy enough to support the load of the ditcher and flats,

including the dead load of the truss bridge, traffic being

diverted to a revised line. The superstructure of tVie truss

was taken down and loaded on flats in one working day of

10 hours. The equipment used consisted of a work train to

spot the flats for loading and the ditcher with the boom
equipped with a single hoisting line and the necessary chains

for hitches. The force used consisted of a foreman and 10

bridge carpenters.

After the superstructure was torn down the floor system

was cut apart, one panel at a time taken up and loaded by the

ditcher working off of the end of a flat car spotted next to

the panel from which the floor system was to be removed.



THE ROADMASTERS' ANNUAL CONVENTION.
Report of the Thirtieth Convention of the Roadmas-

ters' and Maintenance of Way Association at Buffalo.

The thirtieth annual convention of the Roadmasters' and

Maintenance of W ay Association was held at the Hotel Statler,

Buffalo, September 10 to 12 inclusive. This convention was one

of the most successful in the history of the association, over

250 roadmasters being in attendance. The reports of the asso-

ciation indicated that it is in a very healthy condition, over 18.i

new members having been received during the past year. The

membership is now over 650, showing a net increase compared

with last year of over 125 members, while the finances are in

an equally strong condition. The officers of the roadmasters'

association were: A. M. Clough (N. Y. C. & H. R.), president:

T. F. Donahoe (B. & O.), first vice-president; M. H. Connolly

(Cin. Xor.), second vice-president; L. C. Ryan (C. & N. \V.),

secretary and treasurer.

An interesting feature of the convention was the presence

-of section foremen of nearby roads. Among others, 28 fore-

men of one subdivision of the New York Central were present,

while a supervisor of the Lehigh Valley sent 11 of his foremen

to attend sessions one day.

The convention was opened by prayer by the Rev. Gardner.

In the absence of Mayor Furham, of Buffalo, John A. Sayles,

secretary to the mayor, welcomed the convention in behalf of

the city of Buffalo.

B. M. McDonald, division engineer, N, Y. C. & H. R., wel-

comed the convention on behalf of the railway men at Buffalo.

Mr McDonald referred to the training necessary to develop an

efficient roadmaster and the fact that he must study conditions

and then work out remedies to suit. He emphasized the field

which came especially within the province of the Roadmasters'

Association and enumerated problems which were outside of the

scope of other associations, dwelling especially upon the foreign

labor and section foreman problems.

In his opening address to the convention. President A. M.

Clough dwelt at some length upon the early history of the as-

sociation, the work it had done and the principles it had stood

for. He C(jmpared track conditions when the association was

formed with those existing at the present time and those likely

to be encountered in the future. He showed that the problems

before the association are continually changing and that it must

continue its work to keep abreast of developments. He em-

phasized the benefits to be secured by the roadmasters meeting

in this association to exchange ideas upon these constantly chang-

ing problems and also to study the latest developments in tools

and machinery as exhibited by the supply concerns.

STONE BALLAST.

Rock ballast should be made from hard, tough, durable trap,

flint, or limestone rock, or other hard stone, acceptable to the

chief engineer or engineer of maintenance of way. The stone

should be broken to cubes, the largest of which will pass through

a 2;/2 in. ring and the smallest of which will be retained on a

Ij^ in ring. The crushed stone should be free from screenings,

<Jirt and rubbish.

Ballast can be handled in side dump cars with flat bottoms, or

coal cars, but the Roger ballast. Hart convertible or any sim-

ilar type of ballast car on the market will secure very good re-

sults. After being unloaded ballast should be handled with a

spreader, the Roger ballast plow giving very good results.

The track should be prepared for ballast by digging out all the

old ballast down to the bottom of the ties, and rounded up to

1/2 in. above the bottom of the ties in the center. This will keep

the ties from running together imtil the track is filled with stone.

The ballast should be leveled off at end of ties.

All decayed ties should be removed and replaced with new

ones. Ties should be properly spaced, the track put to gage and

all spikes driven down so that the ties will be tight up to the rait.

Then the crushed stone ballast should be unloaded to fill up be-

tween the ties in the center of the track. This will help keep

the track in line and prevent the ties from bunching. Eight or

12 in. of stone ballast should be placed under the ties if possible

and a minimum depth of 4 in. should be maintained.

In raising track on a 9-in. raise, the track can be put up in

one lift if a large force of men can be secured. Ordinarily the

track is put up in two lifts. In raising in one lift, the foreman

in charge will soon learn by practice how many rails a train

of 15 or 20 fifty-ton cars will raise to the required height. The

number of rails are counted off and sufficient ballast is unloaded

and plowed out. Four men are started making places for jacks.

One end of the sight board is placed on a stake, and the board

leveled. Four jacks are used; two, one-half rail ahead of the

others, the first pair raising the track about one-half the required

height.

Xo tamping is required with these jacks, as the stone runs

under the track by its own weight. The second pair of jacks

raise the track to the required height. A force of twenty men

should follow behind, whose particular work it is to tamp, and

these should be followed by a foreman and eight men to keep the

track in perfect line. The first half of the day should be given

to raising the track, the balance of the day being devoted to

tamping and lining.

Where two lifts are made, the ties should be tamped their

entire length with shovels. After the second lift, the ties should

be tamped with tamping picks or bars, the tamping extending

from the ends of the ties to 12 in. on the inside of the rail. Par-

ticular attention should be paid to tamping under the rail, but

the center of the ties should not be tamped.

In dressing up single track, the ballast should be filled in at

least within 1 in. of the top of the ties and should slope from the

ends of the ties to the edge of the ballast shoulder. This shoulder

should not be less than 4 ft. from gage line of outside rail to the

edge of shoulder.

Double track should be dressed in the same way, the stone

in the center ditch being Jevel with the stone in the track.

When the track is bonded for electric signals, it is very desir-

able that the stone be kept below the base of rail. After being

raised, the track should be left from four to si.x days before

dressing up.

In handling 600 to 1,000 yards of stone daily and giving the

track a 9 to 12 in. raise, the force employed largely depends on

the amount of traffic handled, and the views of the maintenance

of way officials. A force of 40 to 50 men should be used in the

work. A force of men organized as follows will give excellent

results

:

One chief foreman ; 1 assistant foreman to raise track ; 1 as-

sistant foreman to line track; 2 men flagging; 4 men digging out

for jacks: 13 men on jacks (4 digging holes. 8 on jacks, 1 with

levelboard) ; 20 men tamping; 8 men lining; 1 water boy (or

more if necessary).

Committee—Fred B. -\dams fP. & R.)
; John D. Boland

(U. P.) ; A. M. Clough (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; Henry Kleine

(C. & A.); W^m. Brandt (C. & N. W.) ; Michael Deltgen

(C. & X. W.).

>riX0RITV REPORT, BV D. FOLEY (m. C.)

In the main I agree with the report of the majority of the

committee. I disagree with them, however, on the size of stone

which they recommend for use, as I believe it to be too large

for the maintenance of good track. My idea is that the stone

should run from 1^ in. as a maximum to J^ or J4 'n. as the

minimum.

I do not believe that we should make stone crushers of our
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men. which certainly must -be done if large stone is used in

jointing up track in after years.

DISCUSSION.

The question of the proper maximum and minimum sizes of

stone for ballast and also the question as to whether limestone

should be accepted for stone ballast, were discussed at some

length.

N. McNabb (M. C.) stated that limestone was used on his

division for ballast, screenings being mixed in with the stone.

A. M. Clough (N. Y. C. & H. R.) objected to the use of

limestone as it deteriorates and crumbles when exposed to the

weather. In one quarry on the New York Central where there

are strata of trap rock overlying limestone, the contractor is

prohibited from crushing any limestone, although this means

increased expense. A large gravel pit at Batavia, New York,

was abandoned because small limestone pebbles were mixed with

gravel which crumbled under the weather.

F. M. Dinan (L. V.) stated that limestone of maximum size

of 2^ in. is giving very good results on his division.

J. P. Corcoran (C. & A.) stated that 30O miles of stone ballast

had been put in the track on his line in the past 10 or 12 years.

This limestone is secured from three different quarries and is

very hard.

Upon vote of the convention it was decided to allow limestone

to be considered suitable material for ballast in accordance with

the original committee report.

J. Johnson (N. Y. C. & H. R.) stated that he has used stone

ranging from 2 in. down to yi in. for over 14 years with very

good results. He found that he was unable to keep track up on

stone crushed to 2;4 in. maximum size as well as with a smaller

size.

T. Hickey (M. C.) objected to stone as large as 2;/i in. for

ballast as he did not believe it is possible to keep up good track

on it.

J. E. McNeil (A. T. & S. F.) stated that he used stone of

maximum size of 2 in. and minimum size of Vz in.; being in a

dryer climate the question of drainage was not so important

with him.

G. Lowers (Erie) objected to stone as large as 254 in. because,

with the labor now secured, it is impossible to surface track

with it. He preferred a smaller stone which will tamp more

readily under the tie.

L. C. Ryan (C. & N. W.) stated that he has secured stone

from two different quarries, in one of which the largest stone

is 2 in. and the smallest Yz in. in size and in the other the stone

ranges in size from*2i/. in. to V/2 in. Working under the same

conditions regarding labor, roadbed, etc., and putting in from

8 to 10 in. of ballast under the ties in two drifts, he found that

he could not keep the track up on the coarse stone. With the

smaller stone he had very little difficulty in maintaining the track,

as this stone worked in between the larger pieces, making a

solid foundation. He advocated stone ranging from a maximum

of 2 in. to a minimum of lA in. in size. The report was amended

to recommend the sizes advocated by 'Mr. Ryan.

FOREIGN LABOR.

It is plainly evident that we must depend almost entirely

upon the foreigner for our source of labor supply for the pres-

ent as well as the future. The question w-hich then confronts

us is : "How are we to obtain efficiency from this class of

labor in the shortest space of time?" Your committee has de-

voted considerable time to a study of this question, and we re-

spectfully submit our recommendations.

The first point to be considered is the method of obtaining

the services of these men. Where it is possible to do so we

would recommend that the necessary labor force be obtained

locally by the roadmaster or foreman. If the required number

cannot be secured in this manner, we would then suggest that

the railways establish a labor bureau of their own at some cen-

tral point where laborers usually assemble to seek employment.

Let it be the policy of these railway labor bureaus to furnisli

free employment, free transportation and, when necessary, send

a company representative with the men to their destination and

turn them over to the foreman for whom they were engaged

without any first cost to them. By this means the man so em-

ployed will readily realize that he is placed upon his own re-

sources and that upon his own individual energy will very

materially depend how long he will be retained in the service.

The next method in obtaining laborers is through the regular

employment agencies. This method is not always satisfactory,

due to the fact that through their eagerness to secure a ship-

ment of laborers and earn the fee connected therewith, the

agencies too often make promises of future increase of wages

and concessions of various kinds that local railway officials

cannot fulfill. The result of these ill-advised promises i&

trouble and discontent among the men and worry and trouble

for the roadmaster and his assistants. As a means of partly

preventing this abuse, an impartial representative of the rail-

way company should be appointed whose business it should be

to scrutinize all contracts made with the men and satisfy

himself that nothmg is promised either for the present or the

future except what can actually be fulfilled. The necessary in-

formation regarding the kind of work, probable length of time

of employment, etc., can always be obtained from the local or

general offices of the company, and this information should

be given to the men. We are not in favor of hiring laborers,

through the regular employment agencies except where it is-

impossible to secure them by the other two methods mentioned.

We are very much opposed to the method of furnishing labor-

ers by interpreters, bookmen, commissary men. etc., on promises

of appointment as interpreters, sub-foremen and timekeepers

for the gangs or acquiring boarding house privileges for the

purpose of furnishing meals and lodging to such laborers as

they engage. 1 he concession usually demanded by this type

of labor agency is that the agent be appointed interpreter, sub-

foreman, timekeeper or commissary man for furnishing a cer-

tain number of men. As an interpreter, sub-foreman or time-

keeper his authority over the gang is such that it is difficult to

cull out the poor material and replace with a better class of

men without losing the entire gang, as the leader is unfortu-

nately too short-sighted to realize that with a better grade of

labor he has a vastly better chance to secure steady employment.

It often happens that the interpreter extorts a certain amount

of money from each "green" foreigner for whom he secures,

work on his assurances of steady employment. He thus prac-

tically binds himself to keep these men at work regardless of

their fitness or unfitness. The sole interest that the commis-

sary man has in the labor he supplies is to extract from the

men every penny possible by charging exorbitant rates for pro-

visions which they are compelled to purchase from him and an

extortionate rent for small and unsanitary sleeping quarters.

The result from such a system is a perpetual "green" gang.

The men are fleeced to such an extent that as soon as they eara

a few dollars which they can call their own they quit their un-

profitable jobs and inexperienced new hands are furnished ia

their places.

There is no hope under this system of ever getting any

satisfactory results for any of the parties interested except the

commissary men.

The next point to be considered is the best method of hous-

ing the men so that, by improving their living conditions, we
may the more easily obtain and retain tlieir services. Owing

to the fact that conditions vary on different railways and in

different localities, the details of furnishing quarters for the-

men must be largely a matter governed by such conditions. For

the average section gangs, shanties of suitable size with good

light and ventilation and with sleeping rooms separate from the

living room, particularly when the men do their own cooking,

should be provided. Where better accommodations cannot be
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furnished, old box car bodies remodeled with the necessary

windows, doors and partitions, well ceiled and with good floors,

make good, cheap shanties. All shanties should be furnished

with the necessary lamps and a heating or cooking stove as

the occasion demands.

The proper housing of the men is a most important matter

as an aid in keeping the men satisfied and in increasing their

efficiency. Where men are properly housed they are always

willing to return to the same company year after year. Good
treatment . of" the men in this respect usually results in their

continuing in track work when they might otherwise engage in

other occupations.

The sanitary conditions are most important. Necessary

toilets must be maintained. The foreman in charge should

closely watch and insist that the buildings occupied and used

by his men are at all times kept neat and clean, and that the

grounds surrounding the buildings be also kept tidy. A great

deal of the local prejudice against foreign labor is due to the

filthy habits that on the surface seem to be general among the

men. One cannot e.xercise too much supervision over this par-

ticular feature.

Extra gangs should be fitted out with good cars with stoves,

light, and ventilation. There should be plenty of room for

sleeping quarters or bunks. Some companies provide portable

shanties which are placed on flat cars in summer and moved
from station to station as desired. In the fall at the close of

the extra gang season, the shanties are removed from the cars

and the flats turned back into logging or lumber service. All

railways cannot do this, but they can and should provide living

quarters for their laborers somewhat suitable to the needs of

a human being. The sanitation of these outfits should not be

overlooked and every one should be alert to avoid complaint

in this important matter. A watchman or carekeeper should

be employed to keep the extra gang cars neat, clean, comfort-

able and warm for the men when they come in from work at

night. Such a man could also find time to look after the care

of all tools not in daily use.

How to obtain the confidence and increase the efficiency of

the foreign laborers in the shortest space of time is a prob-

lem. Much depends on the foreman. Those of us who have

gone through the mill of actual experience realize that it is

not an easy task to make good track men out of Italians, Japs,

Greeks and Mexicans and still more difficult to teach them
to speak and write the English language. Make them obedient

to American laws so long as they remain in this country and
perhaps later on they may develop into competent foremen.

. This requires a great deal of care and patience on the part

of the foreman, but with proper energy and a determined "I

will" spirit, success will follow. The first thing, therefore, is

to obtain the confidence of the men. All gangs of men cannot

be handled by rule, but observation of their habits and in-

clinations will show how they should be approached to obtain

the best results. Avoid abuse. Explain to them as clearly

as possible just what is to be done. Make no promises to

them that cannot be fulfilled. Allow them full time for every

moment they work. Give them liberal allowances of time and
proper food when used overtime in emergencies in stormy
weather. Keep them always under submission by granting

them no concessions if a threat to quit accompanies their re-

quest. Instruct them to become law-abiding citizens and of re-

fraining from being quarrelsome. Do not permit them to carry

or possess any kind of dangerous weapons. Accustom them to

the idea of keeping their home surroundings neat and sanitary.

Explain to them how best to make their purchases of clothing

and provisions so that they won't be fleeced by men of their own
nationality who may have been somewhat shrewder than they

and have started small stores for this purpose. Aid them to

learn the English language by explaining to them the names
of the various track tools and equipment they come in contact

with every day. By such means as this foremen can gain the

confidence of their men and make them good and efficient

track men in a short time. All of this can be accomplished if

the foreman is given proper aid by the roadmaster and the

railway company, particularly the latter. Except in emergencies,

there can and ordinarily should be arranged a uniform summer
and winter force particularly for sections.

There is no feature of track maintenance of such importance

as the organization. Railway companies should readily antici-

pate their wants and proposed expenditures as regards the sec-

tion forces each year. The labor sheet should accordingly be

gotten up promptly and thoroughly for both winter and sum-
mer service. For the summer work an average force of men
should be employed early in the spring and such a gang kept
on each section until the fall, except in the case of those rail-

ways where it is desired to get the track in shape for the many
additional trains by which to take care of the heavy suburban
summer traffic.

We do not approve of interpreters without any knowledge of

track work. Ordinarily on sections there will be found one or
more men in each gang who understand sufficient English so
that they can explain to the others just what the foreman wants.

Where large gangs are employed and a man of the same na-

tionality as the others is found capable to act as a sub-foreman,
he should be employed as such at a suitable increase in salary

over and above that paid to the laborers. The man so ap-

pointed should be given to understand that his retention de-

pends entirely upon his success in getting the best results out
of the men in that capacity and his possible advancement to the

position of foreman later on, provided he shows himself capable

and deserving. As we must depend very largely on the class

of labor which we now employ for foremen of the future, we
deem it a wise plan that, where any member of a gang shows
ability and takes an interest in the work, he should be given
some supervising part such as lining or surfacing track, and
to provide an opportunity for the development of such men
into foremen, a small, floating gang should be placed in their

charge to assist various sections as required.

This method gives the student an opportunity of working
under different foremen and we believe that it is a very good
method by which to educate foreign laborers for the position

of track foreman. The salary of such a man need be only a

little above that of the ordinary laborer, but he should be em-
ployed the entire year. Some railways allow sub-foremen on
some of the most important sections as a means of educating
them for the position of foremen at a minor increase in wages
above that of the laborers, always selecting the mo^t experienced
man and the one who shows the strongest disposition and desire

to learn. This also proves a very successful plan. We find

that such foreigners make very good foremen and in many
instances get better results out of the men of their own nation-

ality than do American foremen. This, of course, is in a great

measure due to the fact that they can talk to and explain the

work to their men. In addition they take part in the work with
their men much more than do American foremen who are loath

to work alongside a gang of foreign laborers. One of the great-

est drawbacks, however, in making foremen out of foreign

laborers is their inability to read or write the English language.

Committee—Coleman King (L. I.) ; P. J. Mc.Andrews (C. &
N. W.) ; G. M. Greene (C. R. I. & P. ) ; J. W. Fletcher, Jr. (Car.

& N. W.) ; C. C. Johnston (L. & N. W.) ; A. B. Richards (L. E.

& W.) ; B. A. West (A. T. & S. F.).

DISCUSSION.

M. Burke (C. M. & St. P.) stated that he believed the rate

of pay largely governed the class of labor secured and referred

to the Italians who were paid 45 cents an hour for work in cities

and were giving good results, even if foreign. By paying only

15 cents an hour, railways get little choice of labor.

J. P. Corcoran (C. & A.) stated that it had been his experi-

ence that the steel mills and other industries take the best men
from his gangs, leaving the poor ones. He advocated a higher
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rate of pay, but stronglj- disapproved of giving a man more

hours than he worked to effect this increase. The instructing

of foremen to give his men 11 hours' pay for 10 hours' work

•encourages deceit on their part. If necessary to increase the

wages in order to hold the men. this increase should be made

in the hourly rate.

J. E. McNeil (A. T. & S. F.) stated that the wage question is

simply one of supply and demand and that there are not enough

men in the country to do the work which is to be done. He
stated that his company finds it advisable to protect the men

.against overcharging by commissaries and does not require them

to board in camps.

J. Johnson (N. Y. C. & H. R.) stated that previous to the

establishment of commissary cars three years ago, he received

very few complaints from the men. They were allowed to go

where they desired for supplies and purchased them mainly

in the local stores, although in some instances they secured

the supplies from New York, paying the freight themselves.

Many men had come back to him each season for 15 or 20 years.

With the establishment of the commissary cars, complaints im-

mediately began to come in regarding overcharging and other

abuses. He advocated a return to former conditions.

L. C. Ryan (C. & N. W.) advocated a raise in wages so that

-those paid by railway companies would equal approximately 85

per cent, of those paid by contractors. With such a rate rai!-

-ways will have no trouble in holding the men. as men will work

for a railway company for this rate in consideration of the

•transportation, lodging and other accommodations furnished.

He also believed that the raising of wages would make the men
more anxious to retain their positions and for that reason the

•company would secure better work from them.

DEVELOPMENT IN STEEL RAILS.

Dr. P. H. Dudley, consulting engineer. New York Central

1-ines, presented a paper on The Development in the Past Three

Decades of Rail Sections, Higher Standards of Track, Heavier

Equipment, Wheel and Train Loads and Faster Schedules at

-the session Wednesday morning, of which the following is an

abstract

:

The railways in the United States in 1911 had 243,229 miles

of line, of which 149,933 were constructed since 1880. The sec-

ond, third and fourth tracks, yards and sidings amount to 115,-

587, making a total of 358,816 miles of track. Canada in 1911

liad 25,400 miles of hne, and Mexico, 14,990. The total railway

lines in North America from the best available statistics for

1911 is 283.619, while the total for the rest of the world is

-326.921 miles. This wonderful development has taken place

practically within the past 83 years.

The superstructure of the track for the Mohawk & Hudson

Railroad on the tableland, betw-een the incline plane at Albany

and the one at Schenectady, the construction of which was be-

gun about 1830. was composed of an iron strap rail, 2^ in.

Track with Rigid Supports Constructed on the Mohawk &
Hudson in 1830.

wide, the upper corners rounded on top to 1^ in. and

"9/16 in. thick and spiked in the center of longitudinal string-

•ers, 6 in. X 6 in. to serve as a girder. To make a supposed

•enduring track with inelastic supports in the roadbed, pits 2

-ft. square and 3 ft. center to center were prepared for each

line of stringers, and in each pit were placed about 9 cu. ft.

of broken stone which cost $2 per cu. yd. Stone blocks were
placed on these foundations each of 2}4 cu. ft., 16 in. high, with

a top surface of 15 in. x 16 in. Upon these the stringers were
laid and attached by knees and spikes to support the strap iron

rails. The iron formed the bearing surface for the wheel con-

tacts, and the guide for the flanges of the wheels of the passing

locomotive and cars, and the stringer supplied the strength as a

girder. The weight of the "John Bull" was too heavy for this

superstructure and was not distributed by a wheelbase sufficient

in length to ride steadily over the track, and was seldom used

as originally made.

John B. Jervis was also chief engineer of the Saratoga &
Schenectady Railroad, which he was constructing when he

opened the Mohawk & Hudson. Three miles of the track were
rinished with stone blocks set upon broken stone, the same as

used for the Mohawk & Hudson, and the stringers were then

placed upon the stone blocks, and a small angle iron used on the

upper inner corners of the stringers to form the track. Mr.

Jervis built the balance of the line with cross ties upon which

the stringers were placed, to support the small angle iron rails,

and ballasted the track for an elastic roadbed, the principle in

use today.

There were only 23 miles of railway track in this country

in 1830, composed principally of strap iron rails laid upon wooden
or stone stringers, which had only increased to 2,818 miles in

1840. The development of the early railways with iron rails

was slow, for at first all the iron used was imported from

England or Wales.

Robert Livingston Stevens designed in 1830 for the Camden
& .\mboy Railroad, a section of rail, the principle of which

combined in one piece the bearing surface for the wheel treads,

the guide for the wheel flanges and the strength for the girders,

with a base to rest on the cross ties, to be spiked to them.

This was the prototype of our present rail sections. It did not

come into general use on account of the expense, for many
years, and then the head was made more pear shaped. There

had been constructed 9,021 miles of railway by 1850, and 30,628

by 1860 using iron rails, as plants for their manufacture had been

built in this country.

Wrought iron was the only available material for rails and

as at the best it contained 1 to V/i per cent, of slag, it was

not sound and homogeneous. As expressed by some railway

presidents, it was a bundle of fibers not thoroughly welded and

consolidated. Large pieces of iron often became detached from

the head of the rails in one or two months' service owing to the

laminations of the slabs in the piles from which the rails were

rolled, when the driving wheel loads increased to 10.000 and

12.000 pounds and the speed of the express trains to 25 or 30

miles per hour.

The breakage of the rails in winter and spring was also large

and the question of rail failures was discussed with even more

fervor than at the present time.

The replacing of iron rails by Bessemer steel marks a distinct

epoch in the maintenance, construction and operation of rail-

ways. His conception was the application of the fact that one-

half of one per cent, of carbon, combined with iron, made a

ductile steel of greater physical properties than wrought iron,

and as cast iron contained from Syi to 4 per cent, of carbon, a

non-ductile and brittle product, he made a suitable converter,

and blew air through the bath of molten cast iron to burn out

the excess carbon content to that desired for his grade of steel.

This direct method proved possible only with the nearly pure

Swedish ores. For all others, it was necessary to select those

in which the phosphorus was .10 per cent, or under and the

sulphur not much higher, and then decarburize the molten bath

by blowing air through it and subsequently recarburize the

blown metal with the desired carbon, manganese and silicon

contents. This was a decided success, and by the large product

which could be made, rendered possible the present railway
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development by the use of steel rails of better physical properties

than those of iron.

The use of Bessemer steel rails commenced in this country

in 1863, with imported English brands of 500 to 1,000 tons for

trial. The early rails cost $100 to $120 gold per ton, which,

with the premium, made the cost from $240 to $260 in currency,

about double the cost of iron rails, and even at those prices the

investment proved economical, owing to the enhanced safety

of operation and the greater life of steel rails. There were

many places of heavy traffic where a steel rail rendered 10 to

IS times as much service as the iron rails.

Bessemer steel plants were built in this country in 1865. The
sections of steel rolled at first were in the same passes as had

been used for iron and were laid with chair joints, but there

was interruption instead of continuation of the wave motion

from one rail to the next through the joints, which is essential

for smooth riding track.

The New York Central engineers made some deflection tests,

and in 1870 increased the height of the rails to Ayi in. The
weight of the section was raised from 60 to 65 lbs. per yard.

I commenced the investigation of the deflections of the rails

by my track indicator in 1879. The New York Central at that

X
1

4:9'-—

Track with Elastic Supports Constructed on the Saratoga &
Schenectady in 1832.

time had 4^ in. 6S-Ib. steel rails in general use upon the main
lines and upon some of the subsidiary lines they had 56 and 60-

Ib. The rails ranged in height from 4 to 4j4 in. The Boston &
Albany had a 4^4 in. 72-lb. rail and the Pennsylvania had two
sections of Ali in. 67-lb. The light rails in general use proved
too weak to distribute much of the wheel load in the wheel
spacing, nearly the entire wheel load being localized on the

cross ties, cutting out rapidly under the rail seats. Gravel bal-

last was in general use then, few roads, with the exception of

the Pennsylvania, having used more than a few miles of stone

for trial.

The substitution of the heavier and stiffer rails for the lighter

steel sections, exhausted the low phosphorus Bessemer ores

many years ago, and we were obliged to accept .10 per cent.

Bessemer with .50 per cent, carbon, and these rails are the

ones which have failed in the past decade.

We are now in the transition stage of substituting basic open
hearth rails for the high phosphorus Bessemer. The basic open
hearth furnace enables ores to be used which are above the

Bessemer limits in phosphorus, as their neutral linings permit
lime to be used to absorb the phosphorus from the iron and
pass it off in the form of a slag which is utilized as a fertilizer.

To reduce the amount of the phosphorus in the steel to a low
limit of .04 per cent, or under, enables the tougher carbon to

be substituted. This enables a rail to be produced which has
a greater toughness, ductility and tenacity in the low tempera-
tures than is possible in the same section of Bessemer .10 per
cent, phosphorus metal.

The elongation and exhausted ductility tests of the New York
Central Lines for basic open hearth rails were inaugurated in

1910 to secure those of the maximum ductility, purity and
homegeneity for service in temperatures even as low as 40 degs.

F. below zero. Three drop tests are made from each melt; one
each from the crop of the top bar of the second, middle and
the last full ingot. The crop, 4 to 6 ft. long, is stamped with
a spacing bar of 6 1-in. spaces in the center of its length on the

base, head or side as desired. Each butt for basic open hearth
rails for acceptance of the melt must show under the drop of
18 ft. for the 80-lb. and 90-Ib. sections, and 20 ft. for the 100-lb.

section, at least 6 per cent, elongation for 1 in. or 5 per cent, for
two consecutive inches before fracture. The ductility is com-
pletely exhausted in one test for each melt, and is made in rota-

tion from the different ingots in succeeding melts.

The specified chemical composition should, for each melt, pro-
duce a metal of uniform and homogeneous physical properties
at any given plant under suitable mill practice.

The New York Central & Hudson River and the Boston &
Albany have used hundreds of thousands of tons of Bessemer
rails in which the ductility was from 12 to 18 per cent, in a
majority of the heats, and only a few breakages occurred in

service. The prescribed tests under the drop are readily made
and the conditions of manufacture as to the exhausted ductility

of the metal, followed as the metals are made.
During 1911, 106,000 tons of basic open hearth rails tested

under the ductility tests were rolled for the New York Central
Lines. The New York Central & Hudson River had 32,070 tons
of 100-lb. and 20,420 tons of 80-lb. basic open hearth rails in

service the past winter, and for the year 1911 and January,
February and March of 1912 there were only seven 100-lb. rails

which failed, or one in 9,420. Two were removed for flow of
metal, three for split heads, and two for broken bases.

Of 45,000 80-lb. rails one was broken, two removed for flow
of metal, three for split heads and one for broken base. The
rails were in temperatures for some days of 40 degs. below zero,
and for nearly three months the temperature was above zero
only two or three days.

There were 288 melts of the 20,420 tons of 80-lb. rails and the
average ductility for the melts was 19.8 per cent. Only two melts
were as low as 8 per cent, in ductility. The calculated average
ductility from the chemical composition was 21 per cent, per
inch. The results were nearly as good for the other roads of
the New York Central Lines with the exception of the 90-lb.
A. S. C. E., which is a deficient section for low temperatures.

This record indicates that metal of high percentage of ductility

is nearly proof against broken rails, while there were numerous,
breakages of the Bessemer with .10 per cent, phosphorus and
.50 per cent, carbon in the same tracks. Of the 2,000,000 tons of
basic open hearth rails in the tracks in the United States, the-

breakages were also less than in Bessemer.
Half-moon breaks in rail bases have been frequent for the past

decade and there is usually a trace of a slight longitudinal mediai»
seam or check, particularly in Bessemer metal, which develop
as detailed fractures, and open by degrees during the cold
weather. The check starts upward from the slight seam, often-

H or 3/s of an inch. The surfaces of the check become dis-

colored and from a later wheel load the check opens nearly to
the junction of the base and the web and then is liable to curve
to the outside of the edge of the base. This fracture is always-
from the base upwards. Frequently another check is found on
the upper side of the flange which develops downwards, due
to the reverse strains in checking the rail. The same form of
fracture is often seen on the base over the supports of the drop
testing machine, becoming detached as a small triangular piece.

Several half-moon breaks have been found upon the base of
the rail between the ties, which leaves but little question that they
were originally strained in gagging at the mills. The half-moon-
breaks in many cases only develop in the underside of the base
and are indicated to the trackmen by a slight rust line on the
top of the base. The rail in other cases is often fractured'

through the web and other side of the base, near the cun-ed"

break in one flange.

It will be important, as the wheel loads and speeds increase,

to make a careful examination of these half-moon breaks to-
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trace their immediate contributing cause, either to abnormal

conditions of the equipment or track. They take place frequently

on the gage side of the rail and they often occur on the outside

flange. These have become more frequent since the heavy tender

loads with high centers of gravity have come into use, although

it is probable that eccentric wheels on the cars, coaches and

Pullmans may be responsible for some of them. The fractures

seem to be more numerous on crossties with heavy tieplates.

There are cases where a number of rails were broken during

the night and an eccentric wheel was found in which a small

portion of the metal had flaked and dropped from the tread

of the wheels. A number of breakages were found directly

after the passage of these wheels, and several detailed fractures

developed in a week or ten days which required the remaining

rails to be taken up and the track relaid. Instances have been

found in which the base of the rail had a longitudinal check

in it which had not developed towards either side of the base.

It is probable that in the freezing of the track the ties where the

half-moon breaks occur were raised slightly above those on

either side.

The seams in the base are found more frequently in the lower

rails of the ingots where the skin checks in blooming and does

not roll completely out in the subsequent reductions. This is

often the case when the ingots are made of exceptionally sound

and sohd steel and bloomed under heavy passes. The basic

open hearth rails with the small percentage phosphorus and sul-

phur do not show as many of these minute checks or seams

as Bessemer with its high content of phosphorus and sulphur.

The reports which have been made about half-moon failures

from over 2,000,000 tons of basic open hearth steel, only show

a small percentage compared to the Bessemer, although they

were straightened in the same presses. The A. R. A. sections,

types "A" and "B," with their thick bases, have not developed, as

a rule, as many half-moon breaks as the thinner wide based rails.

The ties over which the web splits sometimes from shearing

strains are slightly higher than those on either side, as shown

by the leveling instrument. The splits usually develop when

the roadbed is frozen and the traffic heavy.

There are two types of broken rails. (1) Square breaks

through the base and head, nearly vertical. (2) Angular breaks

through the base, web and head in the form of a shear break.

These breaks usually occur during the low temperatures, and

are not dangerous unless accompanied by a pipe or badly segre-

gated or split head. These seem to be caused by the impact of

a wheel of greater severity than the average. The vertical

breaks I have considered due to a strain of greater intensity than

the metal would distribute without checking or fracture, and

indicate either a very sudden blow, settlement of the ballast,

or decided fragility of the metal.

The angular break and shear form, which is not vertical, is

due to a checking of the base under the maximum wheel load,

completing the fracture as the wheel was moving forward, and

this is a slightly less fragile metal than the vertical break.

The bearing surface of the new rail when put in the track

is cold rolled by the wheel pressures. The slipping of the

drivers upon the rails sometimes hardens a thin layer of the

surface metal to such an extent that the ductility is practically

exhausted. Then from the negative bending moments in the

wheel spacing, transverse checks are started which develop as

detailed fractures through the head, web and base of the rail.

These occur with greater frequency in rails under compression,

mostly on curves and at stations, where slipping of the drivers

is more or less frequent.

Another type of head fracture is on the low rail of curves,

due to the track, being laid wide gage, and the double flange of

the present chamfered wheel tread, running nearer the center of

the head of the rail, wears it concave, while slipping also takes

place, which hardens the metal until a transverse check is started

and works downward.

Both of the types are dangerous as the rails are liable to check

in several places, then a piece becomes detached, and these should

be avoided by maintenance.

Broken rails from interior transverse checks have only been

found in rails within the past two or three years and in all cases

they seem to be accompanied by impurities in the metal which

become the starting point for a detailed interior check which

increases in size under the moving wheel loads. A limited num-
ber of these interior transverse checks have been developd in

Bessemer rails, confined to the portion in which an interior streak

or defect can be observed.

It is stated in some of the investigations of the different roads

that the transverse checks have only been found in the rails in

which the carbon was above .80 per cent., but there are cases

now known in which the carbon is under .70 per cent. These

interior transverse checks have been considered by some as an

indication that the wheel loads are greater than the metal can

sustain. The millions of rails which have rendered excellent

service in the track without the development of these interior

transverse checks show that metal tolerably pure and not too

high in carbon is not thus affected.

It was stated at the meeting of the International Society for

Testing Materials in Xew York City last week in effect that

it would be necessary. to return to small ingots and it would be

best to discard 30 per cent, of the ingots. I am a responsible

official over thousands of miles of trunk line tracks, and I feel

this responsibility, and will have the best and safest high-grade

rails which can be made by purification of the metal to make
sound steel and ingots and well finished rails. I am not ready to

recommend the discard of 30 per cent, of the output, when today

our mills have not sufficient capacity to supply the demands for

rails, and the discard of 30 per cent, would materially reduce the

output and relegate the essential care for the purification of the

bath of steel already started to the following decade.

Short, stubby ingots of 8.200 lbs., or more, have been made,

teemed, stripped and charged into the furnace so promptly that

in good mill practice the small shrinkage cavity which is formed

will be entirely discarded in the crop of the bloom.

Bessemer steel is more or less segregated, the carbon, high

phosphorus sulphur and silicon separate and form a mixture

which remains fluid longer than the general mass of the metal

and becomes rolled out in the upper rails of the ingots in the

"A" or "B" cuts.

The split heads occur mostly in this class of metal and es-

pecially when slag or sulphide of manganese or carbon streaks

of cast iron cut out of the stools are drawn out in minute

threads near the bearing surface of the head of the rail. The

metal then breaks down and shears, while the transverse spread-

ing metal under the wheel loads splits the head of the rails.

These interior fractures become discolored and are called pipes

by the trackmen. It has taken many years of study to distinguish

between the split heads and the true piped rails due to shrinkage

cavities. My recent investigation upon segregation of basic open

hearth steel which sets dead in the molds proves that segregation

is decidedly less than in Bessemer steel. The marked segregation is

in the carbon, and that may be confined to 6 to 8 per cent., while

that of the small phosRliorus content is of little significance, for

it does not increase the brittleness of the basic open hearth steel

to an appreciable extent.

This must be accomplished by better drained tracks and more

efficiently ballasted roadbeds to lessen the specific deflections

of the wheels in the equilibrium depression under the passing

locomotives and cars and thereby confine the strains in the

rails to those which can be repeated many thousand times with

safety in the section of rails.

The stone ballasted roadbeds will not always protect you

from broken rails, for sometimes a warm rain storm may pre-

cede a cold wave and the roadbed will be frozen solid before

the w-ater has drained from the ballast. This requires that we
must rely more upon the quality of the metal in our rails than in

the past to meet the present service on the heavy wheel loads

and high speed trains in winter temperatures.
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The climate for the United States, Mexico and Canada differs

widely in various localities. The heat in the summer is more
intense and the cold greater in the winter than in corresponding

latitudes on the continent. The temperature falls but little

below zero in Great Britain and central portions of France,

while the temperature in the United States above 40 deg. N.

latitude will be mucli warmer in the summer and colder pro-

portionately in winter.

The past winter of 1911 and 1912 was the most severe yet

experienced by northern and Canadian railways. This was in

part due to the extreme cold and also to the average heavier

wheel loads and higher speed trains, the latter being important

factors in the severity of service upon the track. The roadbeds

were frozen as a rule deeper than usual, and in some places

more rails were fractured upon the embankments than in the

adjacent cuts. The embankments were frozen from the sides

as well as the top, making a more rigid roadbed than usual.

Reports received of the service of the heavy base sections

only two days before your meeting here show that the thick

bases are not proof against fractures when rolled out of metal

only tested under a drop, wdiich requires about 4 per cent, elonga-

tion to accept the rails. A few melts may be passed of that in-

sufficient ductility which heavy traffic in low temperatures

will mar the good results expected. This happened in the first

basic open hearth rails made in 1909 and sent to a Western rail-

way. There were 20,000 tons and the numerous fractures were

confined to five melts, which under the elongation and ductility

tests would have been rejected.

HOW TO SECURE FOREM EN—ORGANIZATION AND
LENGTH OF SECTION.

It is agreed that, to secure competent foremen, good wages

must be paid and to secure student foremen a salary should be

paid sufficiently in excess of that paid to section laborers to

make it attractive to young men with fair education, ambition

and ability, to induce them to stay in the track department

rather than to work on farms or other places where wages

may be higher but steady employment uncertain and the chance

for promotion obscure.

Student foremen should be placed with the most progressive

section or yard foremen so that they may learn the latest meth-

ods and be taught the most up-to-date way in which to acquit

themselves when promotion comes to them and they are thrown

on their own resources. It goes without saying that section or

yard foremen, designated as teachers of prospective foremen,

will endeavor, out of personal pride and with characteristic

loyalty to their company, to turn out men who will be a credit

to their instructors. These men should be paid 25 cents or

more per day, above the pay of a regular track laborer, and
they, as well as all foremen, should be paid for overtime over

the specified working hours, the same as other employees.

If student foremen are moved into a terminal or yard after

working one or two years on a straight section, they will get

experience in switch work, heavy track repairs, and work of

this character, and an insight into many phases of track work
not encountered on sections, thus making them much more re-

sourceful when the time comes for them to assume control of

their own sections. With proper training, as outlined, and with

the prospect of inviting wages as a section, yard or extra gang
foreman, when the time for promotion comes, the problem of

securing competent foremen will to a great extent be solved.

There should be four student foremen on every division of

25 sections and additional ones where the number of sections ex-

ceeds this. A yard foreman should receive more wages than a

section foreman and it should be considered a promotion for

the latter to be placed in charge of a yard. The pay of an extra

gang foreman should be larger than that of a yard foreman
and men selected to handle extra gangs should be next in line

for the -position of assistant roadmaster. This should be the

settled policy of every railway. All promotions from that of

student foremen and extra gang foremen to roadmaster should
be held before the wide-awake, ambitious man as an induce-
ment for him to work in the maintenance of way department,
A merit system is also recommended wdiereby due credit can

be given to foremen in every capacity for alacrity, resourceful-

ness and initiative in cases of emergency, together with a full

appreciation of their duties and responsibilities both night and
day The position of foreman in the track department would
then be desirable.

Where the equivalent mileage basis of designating length of
sections is not used, a section of four tracks should be two miles
long; three tracks, two and one-half miles; two tracks, three
miles; and one track, five miles. Equivalent mileage is usually
figured on the principal railways at the rate of one mile of main
track to a mile; two miles of main passing siding to a mile;
three miles of spur, or commercial tracks to a mile; and fifteen

switches to a mile. In yards, the equivalent mileage will regulate
the territory which a foreman with a given number of men
should have under his jurisdiction.

Each section should consist of a foreman and one man to
each mile of track in summer and one man to two miles of track
in winter when conditions are normal. In severe weather, how-
ever, when ice forms and snow storms prevail, a foreman should
be allowed to use his judgment in having extra men to keep
switches clean, tracks open and to assist wherever necessary in
order to keep traffic moving from the physical standpoint of
operation in such cases. Each section foreman should have an
assistant for every ten men, the assistant to work the men and
prevent them from getting in the way of trains.

The word "Section" embraces all main line tracks and main
line switches, sidings, freight house tracks, etc., at all way sta-
tions and through large yards

; yard sections to include all tracks
of every description outside of main line switches.

Committee—P. M. Dinan ( L. V.); L. A. Lewis fP. & R.)
;

J. A. Roland (C. & N'. W.)
; John Barth (C. C. C. & St. L.)

,'

Carl Buhrer (L. S. & M. S.)
; J. P. Corcoran (C. & A.) ; T. F.

Donahoe (B. & O. ) ; J. E. Wilkinson (C. & N. W.) ; Bruce
James (C. & E. I.J.

DISCUSSIOX.

The principal discussions on this report centered about
the length of sections and the basis for arriving at the
equivalent lengths of sections.

M. Burke (C, M. & St. P.) stated that the amount of work
varies largely with the number of planked or paved street
crossings. On some roads it is the practice in large ter-
minals, such as Chicago, to require special planking gangs to
devote their entire time to the maintenance of crossings.
N. McNabb (M. C.) stated that, based upon his experience

in the city of Kalamazoo and other cities on his division, he
considers the maintenance of four important street crossings
as equivalent to one mile of track and that additional forces
should be provided accordingly. The report was amended
in accordance with Mr. McNabb's suggestion.

T. F. Donahoe (B. & O.") suggested that consideration
should be given to the class of track in specifying the forces
required for its maintenance, using the A, B and C classifica-

tions of the American Railway Engineering Association. He
suggested that the forces outlined in the report be sufficient

for class B track and that class A track be allowed 25 per
cent, additional forces and the number of men be reduced 25
per cent, for class C track. It was later voted to consider
the number of men outlined in the report as sufficient for
class. A track applying to heavy traffic main lines, all lines

requiring second track being considered heavy traffic lines.

NEW AND IMPROVED APPLIANCES.
The committee reviewed the use of shoulder tieplates, rail

anchors, solid manganese frogs, manganese switch points, slide

plates, etc.. this report being practically the same as that of last
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year published in the Railu-ay Age Gazette of September 15,

"l911.

Committee: \V. E. Emery (P. & P. U.) ; W. R. Thompson

(Central of Georgia) ; J. F. McGuigan (St. L. & S. F.) ; A. G.

Hart (Southern Pacific).

This report was received as information.

METHODS FOR OBTAINING THE BEST AND MOST ECO-

NOMICAL RESULTS IN HANDLING CON-
STRUCTION WORK.

The committee limited itself to the consideration of the ques-

tion as whether the building of new yards and main lines which

were not let to contractors should be handled exclusively by

the engineering department, by the maintenance of way depart-

ment, or under the supervision of a practical track man.

Considering the handling of work by the engineering depart-

ment, the committee held that the plans, specifications, etc., should

be prepared by the chief engineer, but that the work should be in

charge of a practical track man. There should be, of course, a

resident engineer on the ground to lay out the work as ordered

in accordance with these specifications. Ample assistance should

be provided the man in charge of the work. The committee

recommended that the wages paid to laborers on construction

work of this character should be at least equal to that paid on

other construction work in the immediate vicinity, irrespective

of whether that work is of a private, municipal or railway

character.

The man in charge can best ascertain the proper kind of mate-

rial to be selected and the manner in which it should be placed

in the sub-grade in order to eliminate the possibility of soft spots

which so frequently develop in tracks under the pressure of

heavy traffic and which form the most serious drawback in the

maintenance of a first class track in the future. He can also pro-

vide good drainage, sufficient ballast under the ties, and proper

spacing and placing of ties in accordance with the size and condi-

tion of ties provided, all of which are essential to the construc-

tion of good substantial tracks. Construction of all new track

work or such tracks as come under the head of construction work

should be completed in detail before being turned over to the

maintenance department.

The committee recommended that the construction work should

not be handled by the maintenance of way department, as the

average roadmaster has as much maintenance work as he can

properly attend to during the working season.

Committee: M. Burke (C. M. & St. P.); James Sweeney

(C. & E. I.); Thomas Thompson (A. T. & S. F.) ; A. E.

Muschott (C. R. I. & P.); M. Donahoe (C. & A.); George

Barnoski (C. M. & St. P.) ; T. Hickey (M. C).

The chairman of the committee also individually expressed

the opinion that a saving in cost and time in construction work

can be obtained by the use of a track laying machine in laying

the first track, depending largely, of course, on good organ-

ization. Second and other additional tracks can best be con-

structed by unloading the necessary material from the exist-

ing track, this to apply as well to yard tracks. All necessary

grading can be done by train to verj' good advantage when the

material is not at hand to be hauled by teams.

The advantage in making train fills lies in the fact that bet-

ter material can be obtained and used after the material is un-

loaded from the train with a side plow and leveled back to the

full depth and width for an additional track. If gravel ballast

is to be used it can also be unloaded and spread on the grade

with a spreader to the width and height required before track

laying, so that when the steel is laid there is no lifting to be

done beyond surfacing or a light lift.

Because of lack of time, consideration of this report was

deferred until next year.

the convention adjourned to allow the members to visit this

plant. About 200 members made the visit under the guid-

ance of Dr. Dudley, who explained the different steps in the

manufacture of steel rails to the men, and especially illustrated

the methods of testing the finished rails to insure their

soundness. A number of tests were executed. Dr. Dudley ex-

plaining the various steps as they progressed.

Election of Officers.—At the annual business session, the

following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent, W. Shea, roadmaster, C, M. & St. P., Ottumwa, la.;

first vice-president, T. F. Donahoe, supervisor, B. & O.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.; second vice-president, W. R. Thompson^
roadmaster, Cent, of Ga., Macon, Ga. ; secretary and treas-

urer, L. C. Ryan, roadmaster, C. & N. W., Sterling, 111.;

member of executive committee, T. Thompson, roadmaster,

.\., T. & S. F., Joilet, 111. Chicago was selected as the

location for the next convention.

Banquet.—The convention closed on Thursday evening

with a banquet given by the Track Supply Association for

the members and guests of the Track Supply and Roadmasters'

and Maintenance of Way Associations in the banquet room of

the Hotel Statlcr. C. H. Stein, engineer maintenance of

way. Central of N. J., spoke on the subject of conservation,

calling attention to the necessity of continued observation

on the part of a roadmaster in order to study conditions

closely and to devise methods for their improvement. He
also emphasized the importance of resourcefulness, defining

it as the meeting of conditions as they present themselves.

Observation itself results in nothing. Resourcefulness is

discovering and applying the remedy. In this line he called

attention to the field for the study of the economical handling

of labor and material in order to secure the most for the

railway for every dollar spent.

J. V. Neubert, engineer of track, N. Y. C. & H. R., described

the development of rails, tie plates and track structure to

keep pace with the development in locomotives. He em-
phasized the fact that the duty of the roadmaster most
neglected today, is the proper instruction of his foremen, and
advocated the substitution of personal instruction for letter

writing.

H J. Pfeiffer, engineer maintenance of way, Terminal

Railroad Association of St. Louis, dwelt upon the problems
encountered in the maintenance of large terminals and
showed the importance of proper maintenance of frogs,

switches and crossing^ and the relation of this expense to

that of other maintenance work.

Mr. Abbott, inspecting engineer of the Lackawanna Steel

Company, described the manufacture of steel rails from the

loading of the ore to the finished product.

I'isit to Ramafo Works.—On Friday the members and
their wives spent the morning at Niagara Falls, reaching the

factory of the Ramapo Iron Works at noon, where luncheon

was served, after which the members were shown through
the frog and switch works. Following this, W. C. Kidd,

president of the Track Supply .'Association, on behalf of the

members of the Roadmasters' and Track Supply .-Kssociations.

presented retiring President Clough with a handsome silver set.

OTHER BUSINESS.

Visit to Lackawanna Steel Plant.—On Wednesday after-

noon, upon the invitation of the Lackawanna Steel Company,

TRACK SUPPLY ASSOCIATION.

The meeting of the Track Supply .Association, held in con-

nection with the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way
Association, indicated a flourishing condition in the organiza-

tion. Over 40 supply firms made exhibits at the con-

vention, this number and the standard of the exhibits being

considerably above those of previous years.

The officers of the Track Supply .Association for the past

year were: W. C. Kidd (Ramapo Iron Worksl, president;

A. H. Weston (Lackawanna Steel 'Co.), vice-president; F. A.

Preston (P. & M. Co.), secretary.

The following were elected officers of the Track Supply
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Association tor the ensuing year: President, A. H. Weston,

Lackawanna Steel Company; vice-president, Walter Allen,

Pennsylvania Steel Company; secretary and treasurer, W. C.

Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works; members of executive committee,

E. M. Fisher, Fairbanks-Morse & Company; W. J. Fairbank,

Elliot Frog and Switch Company.

EXHIBITS.

The following lirms had exhibits during the convention ;

Ajax Forge Company, Chicago.—.\ia.\ manganese guard rail. Represented
by Mr. Elfberg and H. C. Hutchins.

-Acetylene lights. Represented by Mr.

Guard Rail Fastener Company, Philadelphia.—Guard rail clamps
nd rail benders. Represented by U. F. Vaughan.

iist and Derrick Company, St. Paul.—Transparent photographs
of American ditcher in operation. Represented by Ed. Coleman and
Geo. Haight.

.\merican Valve and Meter Company, Cincinnati.—Switch stands and safety
switch locks. Represented by J. T. McGurry and F. C. Anderson.

Jas. C. Barr. Boston.—Brown rail unloader. Represented by J. C. Barr
and R. H. Anthony.

Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo.—Forges. Represented by E. G. Leonard.

Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh.—Carnegie steel tie and Duquesne rail

joints. Represented by N. C. Hench, F. C. Dening and S. G. Ellis.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.—Section motor car. Repre-
sented by Chas. E. Walker, J. W. McCook, Ross Watson and Thomas
Aldcorn.

Chicago Steel Railway Tie Company, Chicago.— Section of steel tie track.

Represented by J. .\lvin Hyle.

Dorpmueller Co.. New York.—Creep checks. Represented by A. Dinklage,

J. C. Barr and R. H. Anthony.

Fairbanks. Morse & Co., Chicago.— Section motor car. Represented by
E. M. Fisher, D. J. Higgins, F. H. Douglas, Geo. Akers and R. H.
Connard.

Fairmont Engine Company, Fairmont, Minn.—Literature. Represented by
Mr. Wade.

Hayes Track .\ppliance Company, Richmond, Ind.—Hayes derails. Repre-
sented by E. T. Ruby and S. W. Wallace.

Hobart-Allfree Co., Chicago.—Derailers. Represented by W. H. England.

John Gearon, Sr., Chicago.—Steel tie. Represented by John Gearon, Sr.,

Edward Gearon and M. V. Gearon.

Joyce-Cridland Co., Dayton, Ohio.- -Track jacks. Represented by Chas. D.
Derby.

Indianapolis Switch & Frog Company, Springfield, Ohio.—Switch stands,

manganese switch points, models of manganese frogs and crossings.

Represented by E. C. Price.

Lackawanna Steel Company, Buffalo.—Abbott joint plates and hook shoul-

der tie plates. Represented by A. H. Weston.

M. W. Supply Company, Philadelphia.—Vaughan rail anchors, foot guards
and splice straighteners. Represented by David L. Vaughan.

National Lock & Washer Company, Newark, N. J.—Nut locks. Represented
by Mr. Seymour.

National Malleable Castings Company. Cleveland.—Tie plates, rail anchors
and anti-creepers. Represented by J. W. Stevenson, C. L. Johnson,
L. S. Wright, Tom Aishton and Geo. B. Martin.

National Manufacturers Company, Waterloo, Iowa.—Handcar engines. Rep-
resented by ^L Cummings.

P. & M. Co., Chicago.— Rail anchors, tie renewers, bond wire protectors,

crane guard rail retainers. Represented by F. A. Preston, Geo. John-
son, D. T. Hulberg. J. Ilubbell and L. W. Kent.

Pennsylvania Steel Company, Steelton, Pa.—New Century switch stands;
Mayori nickel chrome steel heat treated frog bolts—photographs. Rep-
resented bv W. H. Allen, H. Barbee, Elmore DeWitt, D. Salsich,

Stanley Smith, G. S. Vichery and C. A. Alden.

Positive Rail .-\nchor Company, Louisville, Ky.— Positive rail anchor and
tie plate; economy switch points. Represented by W. M. Mitchell,

J. C. Haswell, R. H. Johnson and J. C. Long.

Pratt & Letchworth Co., Buffalo.—Literature.

<3. & C. Co., New York.—Bonzano rail joint, Bonzano rolled step joint.
" Vaughn anti-creeper, Q. & C. special guard rail clamp, tension guard,

rail clamp. Represented by J. A. Bodkin.

Rail Joint Company. New York.—Continuous. Weber and Wolhaupter joints.

Represented by Geo. Isbester, Wm. E. Clark, Mr. Holloway, Mr. Boyce,
R. Smith, Mr.' Chapman and Chas. Jenkinson.

Railroad Supply Company, Chicago.—Tie plates. Represented by M. J.

Comerford.

Ramapo Iron Works, Hilburn, N. Y.—Switch stands. Represented by J. E.

Davidson, Arthur Germunder and W. C. Kidd.

Railway Age Ga-ctte, New York.—Copies of Railway Age Gazette and
Signal Engineer. Represented by C. R. Mills and E. T. Howson.

Railway List Company, Chicago.—Copies of Railway Engineering and
Maintenance cf Way & Railway List. Represented by J. M. Crowe
and K. L. \"an .\uken.

Sellers Manufacturing Company, Chicago.—-Tie plates. Represented by

J. T. Markham, J. C. Barr and R. H. .Anthony.

Southern Railway Supply Company, St. Louis.—Saunders corrugated car

stopper. Represented by M. E. Towner and W. D. Achoff.

Vauphn Rail Support Company, St. Louis.—Rail supports. Represented by
Mr. Vaughn.

Verona Tool Works, Pittsburgh.—Track tools. Represented by Wm. Paul,

Mr. Fisher, Mr. Woodins, J. C. Barr and R. H. Anthony.

Henry Ware, Springville, N. Y.—Ware improved tie plate, gage and tie

surfacer.

Walter McLecd & Co., Cincinnati.—Carbide lights. Represented by Wm.
Hext.

TIMELY SUGGESTIONS.

BY A. SWARTZ,

Engineer, Maintenance of Way, Toledo Railways, Toledo, Ohio.

Now that the summer work is drawing to a close it is well

for everyone in the maintenance of way department to be

thinking of the winter to come. It is to be hoped that we will

not experience a winter so severe as that of last year, but the

lessons learned should make us alert so as not to be caught

again.

There were so many broken rails last year that we should

all have determined some causes of breakages. So many moon
shaped breaks occurred in the base of rails that it would be

well to see if the rails are lying smoothly and evenly on the

ties. Wherever there is a slight tendency to cant it should be

rectified. Where new rail has just been laid it is possible that

adzing was done in such a hurry as to be poor. See that the

ties are well tamped at joints and quarters. On tie plated

track see that the rail bears evenly on the plates and that the

plates have full bearing on the ties.

Where the recent rains have puddled the ballast under joint

ties it is well to dig this out and replace with new material for

such a condition will tend to weaken the joints and break the

rails near the end.

Go over the angle bars again and replace any that are so

badly worn as to improperly fit the rail. Poor bolts making

improper supports at joints have a tendency to cause rail break-

ages within the limits of the angle bar. On sections where ex-

cessive rail breakage occurred last winter it would be well to

have a good supply of angle bars, bolts and spikes so as to be

prepared for breakages which may exceed the number of patch-

ing rails kept on hand. -An efficient method of temporarily

repairing a broken rail is to place a pair of angle bars in the web
of the rail. Then if no drill is at hand instead of drilling and

applying bolts, take a track bolt with a nut on the end. Place

the head of the bolt in the hole of the angle bar and let the nut

end rest on the tie. Drive a spike into the tie against this nut.

If possible apply two bolts in this manner on each side of the

pair of bars. This then acts as a rail brace and will make quite

a secure job.

It would be well on some rainy day to make a lot of shims

by taking the good part of some old ties. This of course ap-

plies to roads that do not buy their shims.

Roadmasters should gather up all the extra gang tools not

now needed and see that they are put in condition for use

next year and for supplying the needs of section gangs this

winter which, of course, will not be very great. This is a

question which means a great deal of money to railways, and

roadmasters cannot put too much stress on it. Hand cars

should be gone over to see what parts may be necessary to

renew and the cars put in easy running condition, for this is

essential in winter with reduced forces and bead winds against

which a gang must pump.

Now is the time that water barrels should be looked over

to see that they are in good condition and that an adequate

supply is on hand at bridges and buildings. Salt and snow

brooms should be ordered, for very often one finds these sup-

plies ven- depleted just when they are most needed.

Dead grass and weeds should be cleaned away from bridge

openings and burned, so as not to clog such openings. Ditches

should be cleaned out as weeds have stopped growing, thus

affording plenty of outlet for winter rains and thaws. Snow

fences should be repaired and put in place so this work will

not be delayed by lack of force later on. Nearly all roads

will reduce forces in October.

Go over road crossings and see that the planking is put in

good condition—renewing where necessary any planking which

will not last this winter. Tamp up any joints which may come

in crossings, renewing the ballast where the recent rains have

puddled the joints. Provide suitable ditches or drains at cross-
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ings as heaving track occurs more frequently at such places.

See that all flanger signs needed are in place. -At unimportant

farm crossings it is often possible to take out the plank and

fill with ballast, thus reducing the number of chances for heav-

ing crossing plank, which we all know to be a source of worry

and danger.

By all means collect all scrap and get rid of it, thus getting

a credit for the maintenance of way stock as well as improving

the appearance around tool houses. Where new rail has been

laid a great many spikes suitable for use on side tracks may

be obtained by sorting them when such scrap is picked up.

Inspection of switches and frogs should be made to see that

braces and bolts are in good condition to last through the

winter. Gage which is not uniform should be corrected at once,

for this leads to bad line and then bad surface and wet joints

during the winter. Water cranes should be gone over to see

that valves are working properly, also that the drainage from

the pits is in working condition, as this is a great help in winter

when water stations are generally working to capacity.

Providing proper draining outlets in yards is another im-

portant matter generally overlooked until too late. Good

drainage can be easily provided by hollowing out the ballast

down to bottom of ties or an inch below, between tracks. Ballast

should be cut away between ties across tracks at various places

if pipe is not obtainable. Drainage around ash pits and round

houses should be in first-class condition, for the winter weather

will always show up improper drainage at such places.

AN INTERESTING METHOD OF RENEWING
THREE TURNTABLES WITH THE

MINIMUM DELAY TO TRAFFIC.

During the past year the Chicago & .-Mton has replaced three

65 ft. deck turntables with 90 ft. through turntables at Venice.

111., and at Slater and Kansas City, Mo., to accommodate heavier

engines. These three points are among the busiest on the Chicago

The concrete jacket was designed to support the table and

the load is distributed to it by means of a reinforced slab on

which the center bearing rests. This slab was constructed at a

convenient distance away from the table and was provided with

lifting stirrups so that it could be placed in position with a

derrick car after seasoning.

The new outer circle wall is located 12 ft. 6 in. back of the

old wall and was constructed in sections of about two or three

engine stall lengths at a time, so that only this number of stalls

was thrown out of service at any one period, .\fter the new
outer circle wall was completed the earth between it and the

old wall was removed and the old back wall was cut down
sufficiently to clear the new turntable when it was swung. In

the interval between the removal of the excavation and the

placing of the new turntable, the tracks were cribbed across the

12 ft. 6 in. gap between the two walls with bridge timbers.

The new table was completely assembled a short distance from

the pit so that it could be conveniently conveyed to its location

at the proper time. On the day selected for changing out the

old table, a temporary track was cribbed across the turntable

pit on which the wrecking derrick was run opposite the center

of the old table. This table was picked up, carried out and placed

to one side, out of the way. The cap stone on the old founda-

tion was then pried ofT which reduced the elevation of the top

of the old masonry to a point below that of the concrete jacket.

When the steam wrecker was preparing to pick up the large

center slab, a mortar joint was laid over the top of the jacket

to care for any inequalities in the slab or concrete jacket and

permit the slab to be levelled up. The slab was then picked up by

the wrecker, carried to the pit and carefully brought to its proper

position. Two steam derricks, one at each end, then picked up

the new 90 ft. table, carried it to the pit and lowered it on the

center casting resting on the concrete slab. The entire time

consumed in these operations from the time of cribbing a track

across the pit until engines could be turned by the new table was

about eight hours.

This work was handled under the direction of E. L. Crugar,

-9i'-7'Diam. ofinside face ofbackwall -

-90'-0"Length Out to Out of Girder

-87-S"D,am^ ofcircular rail.

17-0"-

Section Through Center of Turntable Pit, Showing New Center Pier and Position of Old Foundation.

& Alton and the tables are in use almost constantly. For this

reason it was necessary to reduce the period of time which they

would be out of service to a minimum and the following method

was adopted

:

.^t each of the three terminals the center pier of the turntable

rested on the natural foundation and the piers had been driven

down, requiring a timber grillage to be placed between the

top of the pier and the bottom of the center casting to maintain

the proper elevation of the turntable. To eliminate any settle-

ment in the foundations in connection with the new 90 ft. turn-

tables, a row of piles was driven around the old center founda-

tions by means of a track driver operating from the old turn-

table. This circular row of piling was capped with a semi-

reinforced concrete jacket which completely encased the old

center pier. As shown in the sketch, the top of this concrete

jacket was finished off at an elevation slightly below that of the

old center pier so that the old table could turn above this new
concrete jacket without any interference.

assistar.t chief engineer r.nd J. W. Reiil, bridge engineer of the

Chicago & Alton, to whom we are indebted for this information^

Costs of Culverts in Nebrask.\.—The Nebraska State Rail-

way Commission gives the following costs for culverts as deter-

mined in its valuation on Nebraska railways

:

Concrete and stone arch culverts (semi-circular) complete, includ-
ing e.xcavation, foundation piling, wings, forms, etc.

—

4 ft. wide at spring line $42.00 per lin. ft. of barrel
6 ft. wide at spring line 50.00 per lin. ft. of barrel
8 ft. wide at spring line 60.00 per lin. ft. of barrel'

10 ft. wide at spring line 80.00 per lin. ft. of barrel
16 ft. wide at spring line 140.00 per lin. ft. of barrel
20 ft. wide at spring line 180.00 per lin. ft. of barrel

Timber bo.\ culverts (12 in. x 12 in. with 2 in. floor)—
1 ft. X I'/z ft $3.75 per lin. ft..

2 ft. X 2 ft 4.50 per lin. ft..

2 ft. X 3 ft 5.00 per lin. ft.

3 ft. X 3 ft 6.00 per lin. ft.

3 ft. X 4 ft 6.75 per lin. ft.

4 ft. X 4 ft 7.75 per lin. ft.

4 ft. X 5 ft 8.50 per lin. ft.
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ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
SINCE AUGUST 16.

AMERICAN RAILWAY BRIDGE AND BUILD-
ING ASSOCIATION CONVENTION.

The following articles of special interest to engineers and

maintenance of way men, and to which readers of this section

may wish to refer, have appeared in the regular weekly issues

of the Railway Age Gazette since August 16

:

- Palmer-Providence Line of Grand Trunk,—The entrance of the Grand

Trunk into New England has been watched with interest by railway men
throughout the country. The plans for the Palmer-Providence line—which

is now under construction—and for the proposed Boston entrance, were

described and illustrated in the issue of August 23, page 338.

Recent Flood in Louisiana.—The amount of damage done to railway

property by the recent overflows of the Mississippi river is not generally

realized. An article in the issue of August 23, page 344, describes the

situation accurately and includes a map and several interesting illustrations.

Large Scherzer Bridge for England.—A short description of a Scherzer

rolling lift bridge of unusual dimensions, to be built over the Trent river

at Keadby, England, for the Great Central Railway of England, was pub-

lished in the issue of August 23, page 345.

Table for Finding Proper Tonnage Rating.—The calculation and uses

in fixing tonnage rating of a set of tables giving acceleration and retarda-

tion for locomotives working under full throttle and drifting on various

gradients, was described by Paul M. La Bach, assistant engineer, Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, in the issue of August 23, page 347.

Plans for New Chicago Union Station.—The railways entering the Chi-

cago Union station have decided upon a location for the new terminal.

The reasons for deciding upon the new location were given in an article

appearing in the issue of August 23. page 354, and the scheme of the

Chicago Plan Commission for a proposed civic center to include the new

Union station, is described and illustrated in the issue of August 30,

page 390.

A Study of Broken Rails.—C. E. Lindsay, division engineer. New York

Central & Hudson River, Albany, N. Y., presents some interesting analyses

of rail failures on page 381 of the issue of August 30. In a letter to the

editor, published on page 419 of the issue of September 6, R. I. Wilby,

assistant engineer, Toledo, Peoria & Western, comments on Mr. Lindsay's

article.

Erection of Willamette River Bridge.—The unusual features in the erec-

tion of the new double deck lift bridge which is being built by the Oregon-

Washington Railroad & Navigation Company over the Willamette river

at Portland, Ore., at a cost of almost one and three-quarter million dollars,

were described and illustrated in the issue of August 30, page 382.

The Terminal Situations at St. Louis and Chicago.—In an editorial on

page 416 of the issue of September 6, the present development looking to

the improvement of freight terminal conditions in the city of Chicago and

the lack of similar development in the city of St. Louis, are commented

upon.

A Complicated Waterproofing Problem.—W. S. Lacher, office engineer,

Chicago, Milwaukee &"St. Paul, on page 432 of the issue of September 6,

describes the installation of automatic stokers and coal and ash handling

machinery in the company's power plant at the West Milwaukee car shops,

which required the building of new concrete foundations and conveyor

tunnel, ash pits and track hopper, involving some unusual and difficult

problems in waterproofing the concrete.

Great Northern Realinement over the Transcontinental Divide.—The

Great Northern line between Summit, Mont., and Java, has been revised

to eliminate curvature and a double track has been built over this section,

involving some very heavy track work. A short description of this work

was published on page 435 of the issue of September 6.

Electrification of Oakland Suburban Lines.—The Southern Pacific has

electrified its existing steam suburban lines reaching the cities on the

eastern shore of San Francisco Bay, and has built a number of additions;

the electrified portion including 29.3 miles of road, most of which is double

track. The track work, stations, electrical equipment and cars were

described and illustrated in an article by R.' T. Guppy. engineer, suburban

lines, Southern Pacific, published on page 460 of the issue of September 13.

Insuring Soundness in Steel Rails.—An abstract of an article presented

to the sixth congress of the International Association of Testing Materials

by Robert W. Hunt, was published on page 464 of the issue of Septem-

ber 13. Mr. Hunt advocates testing a rail from each ingot and discarding

one-third of the ingot until methods are developed which will insure their

being sound. An editorial comment on this article appears on page 457 of

the same issue.

Unit Prices of Timber Bridges.—The unit prices for timber

bridges as determined by the Nebraska State Railway Commis-

sion in the physical valuation of Nebraska railways is as follows

:

Piling, ordinary foundation and trestle, per lin. ft. in place. $0.45
Piling, 34 ft. and longer, per lin. ft. in place $0.65 and .70
Piling, sheet, 3 in. plank, per lin. ft 08
Timber, Douglas fir, per M. B. M. in place 38.50
Timber in Howe truss, per M. B. M. in place $43.50- 48.00
Timber in piers, per M. B. M. in place 41.00
Timber, creosoted, per M. B. M. in place 45.00

The annual convention of the American Railway Bridge &
Building Association will be held at the Hotel Emerson. Balti-

more, October 15, 16 and 17. Extensive preparations are being

made for this convention, and judging from the committee re-

ports already received, the outlook is excellent for one of the

most profitable sessions held in recent years. The following is

the program

:

MONDAYj OCTOBER 14.

Meeting of the executive committee at eight o'clock, followed

by the president's reception and informal dancing.

TUESn.W, OCTOBER IS.

Morning session 10 a. m.

Convention called to order by the president.

Address of welcome and response.

Reading of the minutes of the last meeting.

Report of executive committee, secretary and treasurer and
other committees.

Admission of new members.

President's address.

Appointment of committees.

Afternoon session.

Reports of committees and discussions.

Evening.

A trolley trip to Bay Shore Park.

WEDNESDAY.

Morning and afternoon sessions.

Reports of committees and discussions.

Unfinished business.

New business.

THURSDAY.

Morning session.

Election of officers.

Selection of meeting place for 1913.

Thursday afternoon will be devoted to a trip by boat to

.Annapolis. A light lunch will be served on the boat. Members
and guests will be shown through the grounds and -buildings of

the United States Naval Academy, after which they will be re-

ceived at the executive mansion by the governor of Maryland.

Committee reports will be presented on the following subjects:

Fireproofing timber trestles ; derricks and other appliances for

handling material in supply yards ; sash—^size and kind of glass

for round houses and shops ; concrete tank construction ; best

and most economical pumping engines ; roofs and roof cover-

ings ; reinforced concrete culvert pipe; the construction an J

maintenance of long pipe lines for locomotive water supply, in-

takes, pump pits, reservoirs, etc. ; the development of turntables

to meet operating conditions for the modern locomotive, show-

ing most improved practice; track scales—construction and

maintenance
;

painting of structural iron or steel, for both

bridges and buildings; relative merits of brick and concrete in

railway buildings and platforms.

Value of Tools Used in Maintenance Work.—The value of

tools used by maintenance forces is given as follows in the

report of the Nebraska State Railway Commission on the valua-

tion of Nebraska roads

:

Average allowance per section gang per set $120.00

Average allowance per extra gang per set 600.00

Average allowance per bridge garg per set 600.00

Average allowance per roadmaster's inspection car, etc.,

each 125.00

Average allowance per bridge supervisor car. etc., each. 125.00

Average allowance per signal supervisor car. etc., each.. 125.00

Average allowance per signal maintainer car, etc., each. 150.00
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MODERN CROSSING DESIGN.

BY F. W. RIZER,

Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago.

It was formerly the practice with most railways when a new
crossing was required to furnish the manufacturer with the

angle, weight and section of rail and the drilling for the pro-

posed crossing, and to depend -on the manufacturer for the

design and construction details. In this case each manufacturer

followed his own standards of construction, which were accepted

by the railways. Under these conditions it was possible for a

dishonest manufacturer to bid low to get the order and then

skimp both on material and labor in order to make a profit, and

at best there was a lack of uniformity. The different manu-
facturers from time to time added certain improvements to

their designs which were the result of careful study and many

a turnout frog in which the rails are bent, and which is known
among the manufacturers as frog crossing construction. Where
the angle is less than 12 deg. it is good practice to provide mov-
able point center frogs if there is an interlocking plant at the

crossing from which the movable points may be operated in

connection with the signals and derails.

With respect to traffic, crossings are usually designed to meet
the following conditions

:

1. Two high speed main tracks.

2. One high speed track and one secondary track.

3. Two secondary tracks.

4. One high speed track and one electric line.

5. One secondary track and one electric line.

1. The first case requires the heaviest construction through-

out, three rails being used on each side, the running rail, guard

rail and easement rail. Fig. 1 shows a 90-deg. crossing of this

Types of Crossings of Approved Designs for Heavy Traffic.

tests, so that when the railways began to design their own
standards of construction there was plenty of reliable data at

hand.

The principal advantages of having a standard plan are

:

First, uniformity ; and second, each manufacturer knows exactly

what is required to the smallest detail, and there is no chance of

misunderstanding.

There are two factors which determine the construction of a

crossing: First, the angle; and second, the traffic which is to

pass over it on both lines.

With respect to angle, it is the present practice to construct

crossings having an intersection angle varying from 30 to 35

deg. up to 90 deg. with rails which have been cut and butt against

each other. This is known among the manufacturers as cross-

ing construction. Where the intersection angle is less than 30

or 35 deg., the crossing usually consists of four frogs, two end

and two center, the construction of which is similar to that of

type. Fig. 2 is a 40-deg. crossing of the same tj^pe, and Fig. 3

a 20-deg. crossing. It will be noted in Figs. 1 and 2 that the

running rails and guard rails in the superior track are through

rails and that the fillers between them also extend through.

The fillers in the other track extend to the web of the running

rails and guard rails. This arrangement provides a firm and

substantial support for the running rails at the flangeway where

it is most needed. In the three-through-rail construction, which

was quite extensively used a few years ago, the fillers in the

secondary track ended at the web of the easement rail, a cast

iron filler being placed between the guard and easement rails.

2. Where one high speed track crosses a secondary track no

easement rails are provided on the secondary track, except

where the traffic is heavy as in the case of a switching lead, in

which case it would be economical to provide the easement rails.

3. Where two secondary tracks cross the easement rails are

usually omitted, to reduce the cost of the crossing.
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4. Where a high speed track crossed an electric or interurban

track it has been the practice to provide three through rails on
the high speed track, cutting a groove about ^ in. x 1% in.

across the heads of the rails to provide a flangeway for the

smaller wheels used on the electric lines. Instead of separating

the running rails and guard rails by a filler the two rail heads

were placed against each other and a groove planed out of the

guard rail for a flangeway which coincided with the notch in

the rails of the high speed track. The present tendency is to

provide a filler and standard flangeways as the equipment of

electric lines is rapidly being increased to steam railway stand-

ards.

5. The construction of a crossing for a secondary track and
an electric line is the same as described above, except that the

easement rails are usually omitted.

Referring to Fig. 2 it will be noted that the outside guard
rails of the center frogs are extended to protect the end frogs.

This is accomplished by extending the guard rail beyond the

joint and providing a joint filler, which arrangement provides a

firm and substantial joint. Where the angle is less than 20 deg.

independent guard rails are installed to protect the end frogs,

and the easement rails and inside guard rails are shortened.

If one of the tracks is on a curve it is a good practice to pro-

vide a through guard rail on the inside of the curve.

The following specifications represent the present practice in

regard to the construction details

:

Rail.—It is not economical to use rail lighter than 70 lbs. or

75 lbs. except in extraordinary cases. At a crossing where the

rail in each track is of different weight it is good practice to

provide a rail or two of the heavier section on each side of

the crossing in the track with the light rail. This brings the

step splices away from the crossing and reduces the wear at

the joints. The through rails in crossings, the angle of which

is from 35 deg. to 90 deg., are sawed through at the flangeways.

If this is not done the rails very often break at this point, and as

the break is usually irregular excessive wear results.

1-iUers.— Steel fillers are rolled to fit the various rail sections.

These are cut and machined as requred. Some manufacturers

forge the fillers for frog crossings from old ca- axles, especially

where a wider flangeway than l->4 in. is -equired.

Plates.—Wrought iron plates from Y^
' '- thick are

used to support the crossing and distri. .. wheel loads

over the tie. The method of applying the plates varies some-

what among the different railways, but Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show a

common practice. There are two methods of attaching the

plates to the crossing. In one method the plates are riveted

to the crossing through the fillers in the superior track, per-

mitting the outside arms to be removed for shipment. In the

other method cast or malleable iron clips are bolted to the plates

and bear against the flanges of the outside rails.

Rc-enforcing Straps.—Wrought iron straps from 1 in. to 2

in. thick are rolled by the steel companies to fit the contour of

the rail sections. These make efficient and economical re-en-

forcing, as an angle bar fit is provided and any wear may be

taken up by tightening the bolts. Many of the railways are now
using forged knee braces instead of the rolled straps, and where

traffic is very heavy it is considered good practice to use them.

A pair of forged knee braces are shown in Fig. 4.

Heel Risers.—The ends of the easement rails are planed off

to ease the blow from a worn wheel tread. This planing varies

from }^ in. in 6 in. to Y^ in. in 20 in. A steel casting or inverted

rail heel riser is used in end frogs where the angle is less than

IS deg.

Guard Rail Bend.—This also varies among the railways, but

Fig. 5 shows a guard rail bending which has given excellent

service.

Bolts and Nut Locks.—The bolts used in a crossing should

be made of high grade wrought iron, as the requirements are

very severe. Bolts whose diameter is IJ^ in. to 1^ in. are used

in connection with 85 to 100-lb. rail, and 1-in. bolts are used

with rail less than 85 lbs.

Many of the railways now specify that all bolts shall have

a drive fit. This is accomplished by clamping the rails, fillers

and straps together in proper position and drilling the same in

one operation with a multiple spindle drill, the diameter of the

drills being less than 1-32 in. larger than the bolt. This is one

of the most economical improvements of late years, as the

several parts of the crossing are held more securely together,

and the crossing as a whole more effectively resists the natural

wear and tear.

The old spring nut lock gives good service in keeping the

bolts tight. Many of the new nutlocks keep the nut from com-

ing loose, but do not provide for variations in the length of the

bolt on account of changes in temperature and the elasticity

of the metal.

Bevel IVasbers and Cast Separator Blocks.—The bevel wash-

ers, used in connection with the diagonal bolts as at A Fig. 2,

are usually malleable castings, several patterns of which are

kept in stock for the various angles. The separator blocks

which are placed between the easement and running rails are

gray iron castings, a separate pattern of which is required for

each section of rail, the hole through the block being large

enough to accommodate the largest bolt.

Foot Guards.—Both metal and wooden foot guards are used

extensively, most of which are efficient. Fig. 5 shows an appli-

cation of the Hart wood foot guard.

Gage and Flangeways.—The gage and width of flangeways are

increased when the crossing is on a curve whose rate is over

3 or 4 deg. Most of the railways and the manufacturers also

have a standard table for these increases. The standard depth

of flangeway is 1% in.

Marking Crossings for Identification.—This subject has not

received much attention, although there is no extra cost in-

volved, and a simple system of marking would eliminate many
delays, especially where a number of crossings of various angles,

etc., are kept on hand. One railway assigns a certain series of

numbers to each division and a number is given to each cross-

ing which is stamped or prick punched on one guard rail of

each frog. The manufacturer's name and the date is also

stamped on the guard rail. The numbers are tabulated so that

the crossing may be identified at any time.

Last, but not least, is the subject of proper foundation for

the support of a crossing, as the life of a crossing materially

depends upon this factor. The requirements of an ideal founda-

tion are : A substantial resilient material and good drainage

combined with a low cost of maintenance. Gravel is good

material, but requires more maintenance to keep the crossing in

proper surface than fine crushed rock, which provides the most

economical foundation. In the case of a high speed main line

crossing it is good practice to place a foot or two of coarse

rock under the fine crushed rock which provides good drainage

and keeps the ballast in place.

I^•CREASES IN Gross E.\rnincs.—In the IS years from 1895 to

1910 the gross earnings of the railways of the principal countries

of the world increased by the following percentages : Great

Britain. 44 per cent.; France, 49; Austria-Hungary, 100; Ger-

many. 108; Russia. 115; the United States. 142. A large increase

in mileage accounts for the chief part of the grow^th in Russia;

the development of coal mining industries, for that in Germany

Railvv.'WS IX Portuguese E.vst Africa.—The Mozambique

Company is carrying out vast improvements at Beira harbor,

Portuguese East Africa, and when the railway from the port

to the Zambesi is opened, there is no doubt that a large amount

of additional traffic will go to Beira. The railway in question

will connect at the Zambesi with the Shire Highlands Railway,

which is to be extended southwards from Blantyre, its present

terminus. In due course the Shire Highland will be connected

with the southern end of Lake Nyassa. and from the northern

extremity of that lake a line will doubtless be laid to the south-

ern shore of Lake Tanganyika.
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REPLACING A WOODEN BRIDGE FLOOR
WITH STEEL UNDER TRAFFIC*

BY H. S. COWELL,

Seaboard Air Line, Portsmouth, \'a.

The Seaboard .\ir Line crosses over the Atlantic Coast Line

near Chester, \'a., on a single-track, 90 ft. through plate girder

bridge. The track is carried on 8 in. x 15 in. ties resting on

shelf angles just above the bottom flange angles of the girders.

The girders are 14 ft. centers.

To secure the standard clearance of 14 ft. this bridge had to

be widened to 15 ft. 4 in. center to center of girders and suit-

able flooring put in, good for Coopers E-50 loading. The new
floor is made of I-beams with a floor plate riveted to the top

flanges, and is built in sections about 7 ft. long, except the

sections at each end, which are only 2 ft. long. The first and

third I-beams from each end are connected directly to the

stiflFener angles at those points, and the intermediate beams are

connected to the web plates by a pair of angles and strap

plates.

The special feature of this job was the metliod of erection.

It was necessary to keep the track open for traffic, as trains

cross this bridge about one hour apart. Temporary trestle

bents were built under the bridge with caps extending well

beyond the present outside edges of the girders. Stringers and

them. After the concrete had set these blocks were shifted over

on top of the concrete and all holes filled. The ballast was
placed on top of the concrete and all falsework removed.

>'-6'C toCGirderin Temporary Posit

/S'^ 'C fo C. Girder af Present—

— 14- O'C. fo C Girder in Newpasif

Method of Replacing a Wooden Bridge Floor with Steel,

blocks were placed on these bents and wedged up under the
present ties enough to relieve the shelf angles of all load. The
lateral bracing and cross struts were then cut out and the
girders jacked apart far enough to permit placing the new
steel floor in a flat position.

As there is only one track at this point and no sidings near,
the use of a wrecking crane for placing the floor sections was
not advisable, .\fter anchoring the running rails a short dis-
tance from each end of the bridge, to prevent creeping after
the track was broken, enough ties and rail were taken up to

allow placing as many sections of floor as possible between
trains. Each section of floor was pulled out onto the bridge
by means of a hoisting engine and a system of blocks and lines,

placed at either end of the bridge, and allowed to drop into place

on the temporary stringers. As each section was placed, blocks
and new roadway ties were laid on it and the rails replaced.

After all the sections were placed they were wedged up from
the stringers to their correct position, the girders were pulled

into their proper position and the connection holes in the web
plates were drilled through the strap plates, making perfect

holes. The holes in the stiffeners were drilled with a short

ratchet drill. All rivets were then driven.

To make a waterproof floor a thin concrete slab was poured
over the floor plate with curbs at each side and end, and
thoroughly covered with a waterproof paint. During the lay-

ing of this slab the ties were carried on small blocks placed at

intervals across the bridge and the concrete was poured around

GRADING AND TRACKLAYING WITH AN
AMERICAN DITCHER.

The lumbering department of the Cleveland ClitTs Iron Com-
pany has been using an American Hoist & Derrick Company's
railway ditcher with log-loading attachment in the construc-

tion of a logging spur from the east branch of the Munising,

Marquette & Southeastern Railway. A 50-ton Lima locomotive

will be used on this logging spur, so that the standard of track

Throwing in Dirt for- Ballast on Finished Track.

construction does not have to be equal to that required on a

track used by standard road locomotives.

The spur is built across an unbroken country, and it was nec-

essary for the machine to clear, grub, grade, surface and ditch

the line. The large trees were cut down ahead of the machine,

after which it was found that only about one-fourth as much
dynamite was required for grubbing as by the usual methods.

The machine operated on short, portable sections of track, be-

ing equipped with double flanged wheels of two gages so that

the sections of the track could telescope at the junctions.

.Auxiliary standard gage wheels are also furnished so that the

machine could move either on permanent standard gage track

' Submitted in the ntest on Bridge Kinks, which closed June 25, 1912 Clearing Logs and Brush from Right of Way.
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or on portable track sections of standard gage. When moving
forward the machine picked up these track sections from the

rear and phiced them in front. While standing on one sec-

tion of track the machine could clear or grade a section far

enough in advance to allow the placing ahead of another sec-

tion. On level ground very rapid progress was made in this

manner. In cuts and tills progress was of course slower, but

Making a Small Earth Fill.

the machine was able to handle both classes of work. When a

section of track had been cleared the ties and rails were laid

by hand and the machine was run back to the starting point

and operated as a ditcher, taking material from either side of

the track and filling between the rails for ballast. The shovel,

ditching and pile-driving attachments could all be used with

the same boom, although the equipment included another

boom used for log loading. For any of these purposes the ma-
chine can be worked on the ground or on top of flat cars, the

latter being the usual practice when loading logs. The ma-
chine can also be used to some extent for skidding logs. The
use of this machine has allowed light logging roads of this kind

to be built much more rapidly and at considerable less expense

than is possible when all the work is done by hand. The outlay

for doing this work by hand has been: Moving dirt, $.20 per yd.

;

grubbing, $5 per 100 ft.; cutting right of way, $2 per 100 ft..

The cost of doing it with the machine has been as follows

:

Labor.
Machine operator $3.00
Fireman 1 ,50
Two men on ground ($1.70 each) 3.40
Section foreman 2.50

Total $10.40

Siil>l>lies for Machine.
Hauling water, driver $1.00
Team and wagon 3.00

$4.00
Oil .50

Coal 1.25

Total 5.75

Total cost of one day's work $16.15

The machine has handled 345 yds. in 9 hours, making a unit

cost of about $.04j/2 a yard.

The machine has been used for grubbing and clearing right

of way at a saving of over $12 a dav.

"DRIVING" PILES.

BY L. C. L.\WT0N,

Division Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Newton, Kan.

On branch lines it is sometimes necessary to maintain trestles

in which one or inore bents have struck rock or hard shale,

and while there may have been some penetration, the piles are

broomed, a condition which every train increases, producing the

well know-n "driving" pile. If the traffic is heavy such a trestle

calls for inonthly inspection and frequent trips of a gang to

shim up so as to avoid a broken cap or at least a sag in the

surface. This condition probably will not be found on main

lines, as masonry piers or arches would be used, and even on

secondary lines we are putting in sub-piers of concrete and frame

bents anchored by bolts built in the masonry, but where there

are hundreds of miles of branch lines on a division, this calls

for a capital charge in renewals which is best avoided. Piles

Moving Forward a Secticn of Portable Track.

Stone \.ior Hard shateJ

Method of Overcoming "Driving" Piles.

which are "driving" often have enough penetration to keep them

in line against a flood that would severely try a frame bent held

by bolts. In a few cases of ballast deck trestles we have se-

cured relief by double capping, but not under open decks. Now,
when a bent starts to drive we uncover the hard material the

full length of the bent and level it as much as possible. Blocks

or creosoted pile heads 3 or 4 ft. long are laid lengthwise with

the track. On either side of the bent are then laid horizontal

sash braces of old stringers or treated inaterial of almost equal

section. These are jacked down from the cap and bolted, two

bolts in the pile. Should the blocking be in the current of the

stream it can be fastened to rock with drift bolts or kept in place

by a strip outside of the sash braces. Should any settlement

occur in blocking, wedges can be driven under the sash braces

and the surface maintained in this way.



CS^ni^ral N^m^ ^^clian»
The machine shops and store house of the lUinois Central at

Jackson, Tenn., were seriously damaged by tire on September 7.

Near Paris, September 17, Georges Legagneux, flying in a

Marane monoplane, rose to a height of 18,372 ft., or more than

3}-2 miles.

The aggregate valuation of railways for taxation in the state

of Ohio this year is $632,078,590, an increase of nearly 51 mil-

lions over 1911.

Suit has been filed in the United States district court at In-

dianapolis against the Chicago & South Bend for a violation of

the safety appliance law.

Suit has been filed in the United States District Court at

Hannibal, Mo., against the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy for a

violation of the hours of service law.

The Arkansas State Tax Commission announces that the ag-

gregate valuation of the railways of the state is $81,781,055.

Four years ago the total was about 51 millions.

The Chicago Great Western has installed for trial an auto-

matic train control device, known as the Gallos automatic train

stop. Two block sections, each approximately one mile in length,

have been equipped on the Sycamore-DeKalb branch.

James J. Hill was tendered a complimentary banquet by citi-

zens of St. Paul on September 16, on the occasion of his seventy-

fourth birthday, which was attended by 1,200 persons. Addresses
were made by Governor Eberhardt of Minnesota, the mayor of

St. Paul and others.

The Chicago Harbor and Subway Commission has submitted

to the local Transportation Committee of the City Council recom-
mendations for five subway routes, extending into the outlying

sections of the city, amounting to 56 miles of subway, or 131 miles
of track, at an estimated cost of $96,257,000 for construction and
$34,844,000 for equipment.

The grand jury at Corning, N. Y., September 17, reporting
on the disastrous collision near that place on July 4, says
that no criminal blame attaches to any person. The engine-
man of train No. 11 and the flagman of the preceding train,

who were arrested and who have been held under bail bonds
since the coroner's inquest, will now be discharged.

Near Stevenson. Ala., September 17, the mail car of an east-

bound passenger train of the Southern Railway was robbed of
its registered letters, the four mail clerks being intimidated by
two bandits with revolvers. The robbers stopped the train in

a lonely spot ; and did their work so quickly that few of the

passengers knew what was going on until the train reached
the next station.

Oscar S. Straus, a member of the arbitration board which is

considering the wages of locomotive enginemen on the eastern

railways, has resigned his position as chairman of that board,
and Mr. Van Hise has been elected chairman. Mr. Straus is a
candidate for governor of New York, and his party managers
have called upon him to take up the work of the campaign. Mr.
Straus will remain a member of the board. Members of the
board give no information as to the time when their report
will be out.

The Pennsylvania has issued an order limiting the speed of
all passenger trains at all times to 70 miles an hour. This order
applies to all of the Hnes both east and west of Pittsburgh. Very
few schedules require speeds above the rate named, and the
order, therefore, will not materially aff'ect trains except when
they are behind time. The speed-limit post, which was recently
adopted, and which was described in the Railway Age Gazette,
August 30, page 385, has to do only with speeds of 45 miles an
hour and less. The carrying out of the present order, therefore,

depends on the care of the engineman.

One hundred business men of Pittsburgh. Pa., are making a
trip of 5,000 miles through 18 states for the purpose of advertising
their city. They go by a special train which is called the "Made-
in-Pittsburgh" train, substantially every part of the engine and

of the cars being marked with plates showing tlie names of the

makers. The train consists of 12 cars. There are four steel bag-

gage cars 60 ft. long, in which are carried motion picture shows
and other exhibits designed to advertise the industrial enterprises

of Pittsburgh. The excunsion is managed by the Pittsburgh

Chamber of Commerce, and the first city visited was Toledo,

Ohio.

At an e.xhibition in Toronto, the varied effects that can be pro-

duced with electric lights in signs, energized intermittently, have

been utilized in a map to simulate the movement of a railway

train. The map is in the display made by the Canadian Govern-
ment at the Canadian National Exhibition. The routes traversed

by the Intercolonial and the Prince Edward Island Railways, and
the train service given from Montreal to the chief centers of the

Maritime Provinces, are ingeniously shown on a sixty-foot map
of the territory served ; and the railway routes are outlined in red

electric lamps. Over this red route there flickers a dark shadow,

giving an impression of a moving train. The names of the prin-

cipal cities and points of interest flash successively in bright

lights.

President Fairfax Harrison, of the Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville, informs us that an item published in these columns on

August 30 regarding the running of a pay car over this line was
entirely misleading. The item indicated that the practice of

paying employees by checks has been discontinued because of

the discovery that some of the pay rolls have been found to be

carrying the names of former employees, now dead. The Monon
has not discontinued paying its employees by check. Its practise

is to have the pay checks distributed by station agents, but it

occasionally operates a pay car to enable the treasurer to make
personal distribution of pay checks direct to employees. This is

intended to and does serve as a check on the employees' pay
rolls, but the newspaper story that the Monon's pay rolls were
found to be padded with the names of dead men is without

foundation.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers has received

an invitation from the council of the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure
to hold a joint meeting with the council at Leipzig, Germany,
June 23-25, 1913. The meeting is to be followed by an oflicial

lour of the industrial centers in Germany and will include a trip

on the Rhine and special opportunities for a comprehensive study

of the great Museum of the Technical Arts and Industries at

Munich. Many establishments will be thrown open that could not

be visited under other auspices, and extraordinary and unique

opportunities will be afforded to the visitors to familiarize them-

selves with the latest developments in the various industries.

In addition to these visits, which will be a part of the official

tour, the society is in receipt of invitations from individual firms

throughout Germany. It is hoped that a party may be arranged
sufficiently large to warrant chartering an entire steamer.

The railways of the southeastern states, following extended
conferences at Washington, have agreed with the representa-

tives of their conductors and trainmen to refer pending ques-

tions of wages to Messrs. Knapp and Neill under the federal

law providing for conciliation in such cases.

The representatives of telegraphers, who are seeking increased

pay on the Pennsylvania Railroad, last week carried their case

to Judge Knapp and Commissioner Neill, the government con-

ciliators at Washington ; and Messrs. Knapp and Neill wrote to

the railroad company requesting information as to the nature of

the controversy. General Manager S. C. Long replied that the

company was not read)' to accept the good offices of the govern-
ment representatives, for the reason that the general manager is

already negotiating with a committee representing telegraphers.

There are two organizations of telegraphers on the road and
the company is not disposed to treat with two committees rep-

resenting the same class of employees. Mr. Long quoted at

length from a letter written to the government officers by his

predecessor, Mr. Atterbury. three years ago, setting forth in

detail the relations then existing between the company and its

telegraphers; and he stated that the conditions had not n^aterially

changed since that time.
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Motor Cars for Lehigh Valley Trackmen.

The Lehigh Valley now has about 25 motor cars in use for

tlie transportation of track repair gangs to and from their work,

the first of these having been put in service about six months
ago : and additional cars have been ordered, so that soon the

total number in service will be 50 or more. These cars, intro-

duced at first on lines of light traffic, where the length of some
of the sections could be increased, thereby enhancing tlie effi-

ciency of the service, have been found so satisfactory that con-

siderable numbers are now used on the main line and it is the

intention of the officers of the road to introduce them generally.

Most of tlie cars are of a size to carry an ordinary gang of sec-

tion laborers, say eight or ten men ; but cars have been provided

also for the bridge repairers, the paintc.s and the telegraph

construction gangs, and those furnished for this service carry 18

men. The economy to be had from the use of motor cars in this

service, as compared with hand cars, has been frequently noted

m these columns, one of the latest accounts being that published

March 15 last, page 503.

Co-operative Education on the Illinois Central.

In an item on this subject in the Railivay Age Gazelle of Sep-

tember 13, the statement was made that the boys who are to take

the apprenticeship course will spend alternate days in high

school and in the shops. This was not correct. They will spend

the morning of one day in the shops and the afternoon in school,

and the next day the morning in school and the afternoon in

the shops. They will be given one year's credit on their ap-

prenticeship course for the one year's manual training that they

will have had in high school, but as the actual time they will

spend in the shop while they are taking their high school course

will be but sotnefhing over two years, they will be required to

fpend about a year in the shops after they get out of high school.

During their first year in the shops they will be paid 12 cents an

hour; during the first six inonths of the second year, 13 cents;

during the next six months, 14 cents, and their compensation

will be increased one cent an hour for each subsequent six

months until it reaches 20 cents an hour. A plan similar to that

adopted at McComb has jtist been decided on at Waterloo, Iowa,

where there will be 20 of the co-operative apprentices to start,

a number which it 'S hoped to increase to 30. Another de-

parture that is being made in the training of apprentices on the

Illinois Central is that the boys are started with reading, draw-

ing and mathematics, and work up to mechanical drawing, the

time that it takes a boy to get to mechanical drawing depend-

ing on his ability and efforts. The plan for the co-operative

high school and apprenticeship course is being worked out by

Edgar V. Lea, general inspector of shop practice, and D. C.

Buell, chief of the educational bureau of the Illinois Central.

Steel Corporation's Unfilled Tonnage.

The report of the United States Steel Corporation shows

that the unfilled tonnage on August 31 was 6,163,375 tons.

This is an increase of more than 206,000 tons over the previous

month, when it was 5,957.079 tons. On August 31, 1911, the

unfilled tonnage was 3,695.985 tons. The unfilled tonnage on

.^ugust 31, 1912, was greater than it has been at any time since

September 30, 1907, when it was 6,425,008 tons, and is only

2.200,000 tons below the high record of 8,489,000 tons reported

on December 31, 1906.

Disastrous Flood at Rockdale, Pa.

The flood in Western Pennsylvania on September 1, reported

in our last issue, was so serious as to enforce a suspension of

through traffic on the Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal Railway

for a whole week. The damage suffered by this company, in-

cluding losses of freight, aggregated $100,000 instead of the larger

sum at first reported. The trouble was due to a number of

cloudbursts in the upper hills north of Avella station, which

occurred about midnight, Sunday, September 1. At various

points between Avella, Pa., and Rockdale, W. Va., the roadbed

was completely destroyed, fills being washed out to a depth of

25 to 30 feet, where heretofore no trouble whatever had been

experienced since the road was built. One concrete abutment
was undermined and broken, and one heavy stone abutment

seriously damaged, the wing wall being entirely washed away.
Three loaded coal cars standing on mine tracks were swept
down across the main line and carried several hundred
feet away. All wagon bridges for several miles were de-

molished, and several persons were drowned. Previous to

midnight it had not rained at Avella or any nearby point,

and there was absolutely no opportunity for preparation. At
the first intimation of trouble all trains were stopped except

fast freight train No. 82, castbound, which could not be reached

on account of all telegraph and telephone wires being down.
The engine and eight loaded cars of this train plunged into Cross
Creek after rounding a sharp curve about a mile east of Rock-
dale, which was the first point they encountered the stream.

The water having reached a stage of about 40 ft., softened the em-
bankment to such an extent that the track was probably under-
mined when the train reached there. The engineman got out

alive, but the fireman and one brakeman were drowned.

A Revised Flagging Rule.

The following six paragraphs contain a revision of standard
code rule No. 99, which has been issued by the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western, to go into effect this week

:

Rule 99. When a train stops or is delayed, under circum-
stances in which it may be overtaken by another train, the flag-

man must go back immediately with stop signals a sufficient

distance to insure full protection, and place one torpedo on the

rail. When recalled he may return to the train, first removing
the torpedo, except in foggy or stormy weather or should other
conditions require it, when he will place an additional torpedo
on the rail not more than 200 feet from the first one. (Torpedoes
should be placed not less than 12 feet from rail joints.)

99 (a). The front of a train must be protected in the same
way, when necessary, by the baggageman, if one present, other-
wise by the head trainman, and in the absence of both, by the
fireman.

S9 (b). When necessary, red fusees must be used in addition
to other stop signals to insure stopping trains.

99 (c). At night, and in fog or severe storm, day or night,

flagman will, when recalled, place one lighted green fusee upright
outside the rail on engineer's side, in addition to placing tor-

pedoes.

99 (d). Green fusees, as may be necessary, must be dropped
off at intervals to insure protection.

99 (e). In stormy or foggy weather, the flagman must not
be recalled when a first-class train is due.

99 (f). Torpedoes exploded by hand, velocipede or gasolene
cars must be at once replaced.

The Nation's Business.

This is the name of a new publication which the newly formed
Chamber of Commerce of the United States is getting out. It

is in form like a daily newspaper. The first issue has eight

pages. The object of the paper is described as follows: "The
Nation's Business is the organ of the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States of America and is prepared for the use of
editorial writers, commercial organizations and constituent
members.
"The Nation's Business will gather for the use of newspapers

and organizations current information regarding the develop-
ment of the nation. Every reader is, therefore, invited to be a
correspondent regarding local matters in the financial, agricul-
tural, mining, manufacturing, transportation, distribution, and
educational fields ; also in the professions, the government and
altruism.

"The names of those other than editors, organizations, or
constituents who desire to receive the Nation's Business regularly
will be registered at the rate of $1 for 20 issues."

The editor of the Nation's Business is E. Grosvenor Dawe.

Railway Regulation Run Wild.

The limit appears to have been reached in official attempts
to regulate the railways in an order issued by the California

commission, practically assuming control of the time tables of

passenger trains. The order requires all the railways operating

in California to file with the commission by October 1 three

copies of their current working time tables, used for the gov-
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ernment of iheir employees, and that copies of all future issues

shall be filed with the commission ten days before they become
eflfective.

It was also ordered that each railway shall after October 1

submit to the commission for its approval all proposed changes

in schedules of regular passenger trains; and whenever a change

is made in the time of the arrival or departure of a regular pas-

senger train, such information shall be posted in a notice 'n two

conspicuous places in the waiting room of each station afifected,

ten days before the change becomes effective.

—

Railu^ay Record.

Disastrous Derailment at Widnes, England.

Press despatches of September 17 report the derailment of an

express train of the London & Northwestern on that day at

Ditton Junction, near Widnes. Lancashire, in which 16 persons

were killed and 60 injured. The derailment appears to have oc-

curred at a switch. The train was running at high speed and

the engine was thrown against the wall of a bridge, while the

first three or four coaches were dashed against the platform of

the station and were completely broken up. The cars soon took

fire from the locomotive and manv of the victims were burned.

Safety Rally at Kansas City.

For the purpose of arousing greater personal interest in ac-

cident prevention among railway employees generally, and to

popularize the "safety first" idea, plans are being made for a

mass meeting of employees of all the roads entering Kansas

Cit}', to be held at Convention Hall in that city on Saturday

evening, October 19. It was originally proposed to hold the

meeting on September 14, but the date was subsequently post-

poned. It is the intention of the committee in charge to hold

on this occasion the largest and most enthusiastic meeting in

the interest of the safety of railway employees ever held in the

United States. The meeting was proposed to the general man-

agers of the various lines by W. T. Tyler, general manager of the

Frisco lines, and C. \V. Kouns, general manager of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, and several meetings of the representatives

of the different roads have been held for the purpose of making

the arrangements. It is estimated that from 3,000 to 3,500 em-

ployees residing in Kansas City, together with members of their

families, will attend, and the Santa Fe is planning to run ex-

cursions to Kansas City for the occasion from several places

where a large number of men are employed. The meeting will be

widely advertised by posters placed in the shops, yards and

roundhouses.

C. W. Kouns will preside at the meeting, and addresses will

be made by General Manager Tyler of the Frisco, and R. C.

Richards, general claim agent and chairman of the central safety

committee of the Chicago & North Western. It is also proposed

to have employees of different roads give three to five minute

talks on their ideas of the effectiveness of personal injury re-

duction by the individual efforts of the employees in co-operation

with the railways. C. W. Egan, general claim agent of the

Baltimore & Ohio, and L. F. Shedd, general safety supervisor of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, will also exhibit a large

number of moving pictures, illustrating the safe and unsafe ways

of doing various kinds of railway work.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.

The committees of the American Railway Master Mechanics'

Association for the 1913 convention are as follows:

ST.\NDING COMMITTEES.

Revision of Sfaiidards:

W. E. Dunham (C. & N. W.), chairman; A. R. Ayers (L. S.

& M. S.), M. H Haig (A. T. & S. F.).

Mechanical Stokers:

T. Rumney (C. R. I. & P.). chairman; J. A. Carney (C. B.

& Q.) ; Geo. Hodgins, New York;- Alex. Kearney (N. & W.) ;

J. M. James (Pernia. R. R.").

SPECI.-\L COMMITTEES.

Specifications for Cast-steel Locomotive Frames:

C. B. Young (C B. & Q.), chairman; E. W. Pratt (C. & N.

W.) ; R. K. Reading (Penna. R. R.) ; O. C. Cromwell (B. & O.) ;

C. E. Fuller (U. P.) ; L. R. Pomeroy, New York.

-1/(11/; and Side Rods:

W. F. Kiesel, Jr. (Penna. R. R. ), chairman; H. Bartlett (B. &
M.)

; G. Lanza (Mass. Institute of Technology), Boston, Mass.;
H. B Hunt (.American Locomotive Co.), Chicago: W. E. Dun-
ham (C. & N. W.).

Safely .-ippHances:

D. F. Crawford (Penna. Lines West), chairman: M. K. Bar-
num (I. C.) ; C. B. Young (C. B. & Q.).

Design, Constniclian and Inspection of Locomotive Boilers:

D. R. MacBain ( L. S. & M. S,), chairman; C. E. Chambers (C.
R. R. of N. T.); T. \V. Demarest (Penna. Lines West); F. H.
Clark (B. & b.) ; R. E. Smith i.\. C. L.) ; E. W. Pratt (C. & N.
W.) ; J. Snowden Bell. New York.

Steel Tires:

L. R. Johnson (C. P.), chairman: J. R. Onderdonk (B. lS; O.) ;

R B. Kendig (N. Y. C. L.) ; R. L. Ettenger (Southern Ry.)
;

L. H. Turner ( P. & L. E.).

Minimum Rciiuirements for Fleadliglits:

D. F. Crawford (Penna. Lines West), chairman: A. R. Ayers
(L. S. & M. S.) ; C. H. Rae (L. & N.) ; F. A. Torrev (C. B.

& Q.) ; Robert Quayle (C. & N W.).

Staiidardication of Tinzi'are:

A J. Poole (S. A. L.), chairman; M. D. Francy (L. S. & M.
S.) : J. C. Mcngcl (Penna. R. R.).

Snperlieater Locomotives:

J T. Wallis (Penna. R. R.), chairman; C. H. Hogan (N. Y.

C. & H. R.) ; R. W. Bell (I. C.) ; Thos. Roope (C. B. & Q.) ;

W. J. Tollerton (C. R. I. & P.) ; H. H. Vaughan (C. P.)
; J. R.

Gould (C. & O.).

Subjects:

G. W. Wildin (N. Y. X. H, & H.), chairman; A. W. Gibbs

(Penna. R. R.) ; C. E. Chambers (C. R. R. of N. J.).

Specifications for Materials Used in Locomotive Construction:

H T. Bentlev (C. & N. W.), chairman; H. E. Smith (L. S.

& M. S.) ; Frank Zeleny (C. B. & Q.) ; A. G. Trumbull (Erie) ;

W. C. A. Henry (Penna. Lines \\'est).

I'se of Special Alloy Steels and Heat-treated Sled in Locomotive
Construction

:

C. D. Yoimg (Penna. R. R.). chairman; Henry Bartlett (B. &
M.); S. M. Vauclain, Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadel-

phia, Pa. ; H. B. Hunt, American Locomotive Companv, Chicago

;

J. C. Little (C. & N. W.).

Smoke Prevention:

E W. Pratt (C. & N. W.), chairman; J. F. De Voy (C. M.
& St. P.); W. C. Haves (Erie); T. R. Cook (Penna. Lines

\\est) ; M. K. Barnum (I. C).

Engine-tender li'heels:

William Garstang (C. C. C. & St. L.), chairman; W. C. A.

Henrv (Penna Lines West); A. E. Manchester (C. M. & St.

P.) : R. L. Ettenger (Southern Rv.) : J. A. Pilcher (N. & W.)

;

O. C. Cromwell (B. & O.).

Arrangements:

D. F. Crawford (Penna. Lines West).

IN'DIVIDU.-\L PAPERS.

Tests of Superheater Locomotives, by Dean C. H. Benjamin,

Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.

Three Cylinder Locomotives, by J. Snowden Bell, New York.

Railway Signal Association.

The seventeenth annual convention of the Railway Signal

Association will be held at Quebec, October 8-9-10, as heretofore

announced. The headquarters will be at Chateau Frontenac.

The reports to be heard on the first day are those of commit-

tees 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8, and of the special committee on Storage

Battery. On Wednesday the reports presented will be those of

committees 1, 6 and 7, with no session in the afternoon. On
Thursday the reports are those on Wires and Cables, on Con-
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tracts, iiiul (111 Mcthfxl of Recording Signal I'ailures; and final

adjournment is scheduled for 12:45 p. ni. on that day.

Committee Xo. 1 will present for approval revised statements

of signal fundamentals, scheme 1, scheme 2 and scheme 3. It

will also present some information on flash lights for railway

signals.

Coir.niittee Ko. 2 will present revised specifications for sections

100, 101 and 102 of the mechanical interlocking specifications

;

specifications for an electric bolt lock, with a drawing of a cir-

cuit ; also data concerning plants with power signals; also eight

drawings of details of tower leadouts.

Committee No. 2 (power interlocking) will present specifica-

tions for mechanical and electric releases, for vitrified clay con-

duit and for fiber conduit; also data on protection to drawbridges

and on voltage ranges for electrical work. This committee will

present a large number of drawings showing typical circuits for

electric interlocking; nine showing schemes of the American
Railway Signal Company; ten showing those of the Federal Sig-

nal Company; three of the Union Switch & Signal Company, and

one (operating switchboard) of the General Railway Signal

Company.
Committee No. 4 (automatic block signaling) will present speci-

fications for relays, for a battery cell, for a channel pin, for cross-

arms, for glass insulators, for galvanizing and for cedar poles.

Accompanying these specifications are 11 drawings. The com-

mittee will also report on the use of rubber-covered, soft-drawn

copper wire ; on specifications for blue vitriol and for zincs ; for

gravity battery jars, and for coppers. The committee will also

discuss number plates, to be used on automatic block signal

posts.

Committee No. 5 (manual block signaling) will submit a report

describing the manual and the controlled manual systems includ-

ing the staff system ; with seven diagrams. The report includes

data as to costs.

Committee No. 6 (standard designs) will submit 35 drawings

which it desires to have submitted to letter ballot for adoption.

These include a bracket post, spectacles, a dwarf signal, and

numerous details of ground apparatus.

Committee No. 7 will present for approval 300 definitions of

words, terms and phrases.

Committee No. 8 will present historical facts concerning the

use of alternating current in railway signaling throughout the

country, as well as some examples from Europe. This commit-

tee also will propose to submit to letter ballot specifications and

requisites of apparatus for a c automatic block signaling, for

transformers and for impedance bonds.

Committee No. 9 will propose changes in the specifications for

w-ires and cables.

The committee on Contracts will present some forms of agree-

ment which have been drawn up for consideration.

The committee on Method of Recording Signal Performance

will re-submit the seven forms which were considered a year

ago, but it concluded that it would not be desirable to try to se-

cure approval of rigid universal standards at the present time.

The committee on Storage Battery will present specifications

for a lead type storage battery for interlocking.

and W. J. Craig, passenger traffic manager of the Atlantic Coast
Line, was made vice-president, succeeding Mr, Wallace.

American Association of General Passenger & Ticket Agents.

The convention of the American Association of General Pas-

senger & Ticket Agents was held in Seattle, Wash., from Sep-

tember 12 to 13. President Cairns presided over the meeting.

The docket comprised many subjects, of which the more in-

teresting are as follows: Desirability of Uniform Practice in

Conduct of Passenger Traffic. The Printing of Folders and

Other Advertising Matter and Economical Distribution of Same.

Compilation of Joint Passenger Tariffs. The Publication of an

OfTicial Manual of Coupon Ticket Agents. General Promotion

of "See .America T'irst" Movement. The principal address before

the convention was on Railways and the Public, by William

Sproule, president of the Southern Pacific. This address is ab-

stracted on page 509.

Interesting papers were also presented from the American

Association of Radway .Accounting Officers, the American Asso-

ciation of General Baggage Agents, the American Association of

Passenger Agents, the international Association of Ticket Agents

and the Canadian Ticket Agents' Association.

R. H.- Wallace, general passenger ageiit of the Erie, was

elected president for the ensuing year, succeeding C. A. Cairns,

International Rubber Conference,

The third International Rubber Conference will be held at

the new Grand Central Palace. New York, September 24-30.

On the morning of September 25 a paper will be presented on
Physical Methods of Tetsing Rubber and Rubber Products,

by A. L. Wormeley, Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

On the morning of September 26 there will be a topical dis-

cussion on Specifications of Mechanical Rubber Goods for Rail-

ways, including as sub-topics: .'\ir brake hose, railway steam

hose, fire hose, packings, etc. On the morning of September 27

there will be a preliminary report of the activity by the rail-

way committee on Standard Methods of Testing Rubber Prod-
ucts. Frederic Dannerth is secretarv.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.

The fifth annual convention of the Association of Railway
Electrical Engineers will be held in the Auditorium Hotel,

Chicago, October 21-25. The hall, occupying the ninth floor

of the hotel, has been reserved for the exhibit. The entertain-

ment program includes an informal dance, an automobile tour

of Chicago's parks, a theater party and an annual banquet.

Railroad Y. M. C. A. Conference.

The fourteenth annual conference of the Railroad Y. M.
C. A. will be held at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, October 3 to 6.

H. U. Mudge, president of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

has accepted the chairmanship of the committee in charge of the

local management of the conference.

Western Railway Club,

The regular monthly meeting of the Western Railway Club

was held in the rooms of the Permanent Exhibit of Railway

Supplies, in the Karpen building, Chicago, on September 17.

George W. Cravens, presented a paper on "The Electrical Equip-

ment of Railway Shops."

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The follomng list gives names of secretaries, dales of next or regular
iiectings, and places of meeting.

Air Br.\ke Associ,*tion.—F. M. Nellis. 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Americ.vn Association of Demurrage Officers.— A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton. Mass.

American .Association of General Passenger and Ticket -Agents.—W. C.

Hope, New York.

.American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

III.

.American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—W. C. Cooder,
Carew building, Cincinnati, Ohio; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electric.\l Railway Manufacturers' Assoc—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, Xew York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. .Assoc.

American Railw.vy Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
annual, November 20. 1912, Chicago.

-American Railway Bridge .«d Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

\meric\n Rmlw-vy Engineering -Associ.*tion.—E. H. Fritch, 900 S.

Michigan -Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

-American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony

building, Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.

N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 \V. 57th St..

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and -August, New Aork.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13

Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St.. New York. „ , n u It!

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B & O., Bam-

more, Md. Convention 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. PhU-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

AssocnTioN OF Railway Claim -Agents.-J. R. McShe
cage.

y. C. & E. I., Chi-
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Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. \V. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.

Association of Railwav Telegraph Superintendents,—P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual, May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St.. New York, Meeting Dec. 10-11. 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Centr.kl Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.. New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo. N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Poraerov, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvani.\.— E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Roller, 226
W. Adams St.. Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, II, rue de Lou-
vain. Brussels. Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
Brown Marx building, Birmingham. Ala.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention, November 19-21, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention. May, 1913, Chicago.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters* Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane. B. & M., Reading, Mass.

National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug, and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and -August. New York.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth,

Peoria Associ.\tion of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-
tion. Peoria. 111.; 2d. Tuesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove. 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City. Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York; annual, November 20. 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson. Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August. Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manuf.\cturers' Assoc.—J. Scnbner, 1021
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo,
Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson. Kansas City Southern,

Kansas City. Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati. Ohio,
Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa, Conven-

tion. Oct. 8-11, Quebec.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—^J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwcod,

Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—^J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh. Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. assocs.
Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance Assoc—W. E. Harkness. 284 Pearl St..

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &

N. W.. Sterling. 111.

St. Louis R.^ilwav Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station. St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Associ.\tion.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Niquist, La Salle St. Sta-
tion, Chicago.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry.. Montgomery. Ala.; annual, Oct, 17, Atlanta. Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club,—A. T. Merrill. Grant bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs.. Jan., March. May, July. Sept.. Nov.. Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.— J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co,, To-
ledo. Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.-—C. A. Swope. 290 Broadway, New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, Tuly and August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-
ings monthly. Pittsburgh.

Traffic Club of St. Louis,—A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library building.
St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.

Train Despatchers' Association of America,—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave., Chicago.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Transport.\tion Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,
Mich. ; meetings monthly.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson* N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.
Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear. P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg. Man.; 2d Monday, except June, Tuly and August. Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June. July and August.
Western Society of Engineers.—J, H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.

©rafftj* NeuJis:,

The Union Pacific has engaged a potato expert, E. H. Grubb,
who will spend his time for the next year in "missionary work"
among the potato growers in the territory along the line of

the Union Pacific and the Oregon Short Line.

On Monday, September 9, there were loaded locally on the

tracks of the Missouri-Pacific-Iron Mountain system 3,999 cars

of revenue freight, the largest record ever made in a single day
on that system. The best previous record was 3,972 cars loaded

on October 25, 1911.

The Southern Railway has arranged weekly schedules of fast

freight trains for live stock, to be run every Thursday until

November 28, for the benefit of shippers in eastern Tennessee
and western North Carolina, who send cattle to the Virginia

feeding grounds and to Eastern markets.

The Merchants Despatch Transportation Company announces
that on its refrigerator cars when off the New York Central lines

—that is. when no part of the journey is over one of these lines

—

the initial road will be called upon, after October 1, to pay $5
per car per trip, in addition to the usual rental charge.

The Southern Railway reports that the number of carloads of

peaches shipped out of the Georgia peach orchards this year
has been 5.334, of which 4,665 went to eastern markets and were
moved in solid trainloads from Atlanta to Washington. The
number of cars shipped last year was only 826 ; the year before

'

it was 4.820. The total movement of peaches over all lines of

the Southern Railway this year has been 7,139 cars.

The Erie has sent to consignors and consignees postal cards

bearing in large red letters a number of suggestions by which
the greatest efficiency can be obtained from the available car

supply by co-operation between the railways and the shippers.

The suggestions are headed, "Keep the Cars Moving," and some
of those specially emphasized are, "Somebody Needs the Empty!"
"It May Be Your Turn Ne.Kt !" "Cars Are Built for Transporta-

tion, Not for Storage
!"

At a conference of railway officers and representatives of

shippers, called by the Traffic Bureau of the St. Louis Merchants'
Exchange on September 11, a committee was appointed to seek a

change in the .American Railway Association rule, which became
effective on September 1, by which foreign cars unloaded at

elevators may not be reloaded except in direction of home. The
rule has caused a number of complaints by shippers as being
responsible for serious congestion in the St. Louis grain market.

J. M. Belleville, president of the National Industrial Traffic

League, has written a letter to W. A. Garrett, chairman of the

General Managers' Association of Chicago, protesting that the

railways are doing the manufacturers an injustice in storing

empty freight cars in the grain-growing sections of the west
and northwest preparatory to the movement of the crops. Ac-
cording to Mr. Belleville this situation constitutes "a plain case

of the railways needlessly and wrongfully reducing the available

supply of cars."

Steamboats of the Central of New Jersey, running in New
York bay from Manhattan to Atlantic Highlands, about 20

miles, have been taken off for the season. The withdrawal of

the boats at this time is not due to the coolness of the weather
but to the requirements of the government in regard to the ca-

pacity of the life boats that must be carried, which was increased

on the 15th of September from 30 per cent, of the passengers

carried to 50 per cent. ; and on October 1 it must be 100 per

cent. Other boats in New York harbor and Long Island sound
have been taken off for the same reason.

The chief forester of the Agricultural Department is in Cali-

fornia closing the bargain under which a lumber company buys

from the government 800,000.000 feet of timber. In accordance

with its usual rule, the government will reserve about one-third

of the trees on the tracts which are to be cut over. This timber

is in the national forest in the Sierra Nevada mountains, and to

get it to market will necessitate the construction of 70 miles of

railway. The purchasing company has 22 years in which to

take off the lumber and two years additional in which to prepare
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its plant. The forester says that the timber of merchantable

size now standing on government lands aggregates nearly 600,-

000,000,000 feet ; but much the larger part of this is too far from

market to have much present value. The California contract

provides for the readjustment of the stumpage prices every five

years, according to the variations which may take place in the

price of manufactHred lumber.

Illinois Commission Urges Co-operation by Shippers to

Relieve Car Shortage.

The Illinois Railway Commission, which .ecently addressed a

letter to the railways of the state urging them to do everything

possible to get their cars and engines in shape to handle a large

traffic this fall, has issued another circular letter, addressed to

shippers, asking their fullest co-operation with the railways.

"Unless the most thorough co-operation is practised by both the

railway companies and the shippers," the commission says, "it

will be extremely difficult to move the present grain crop

promptly to the market. To that end we suggest that shippers

order no more cars than they are able to load quickly, and that

when received they load them promptly. Merchants using cars

for any purposes that could be used for the shipment of grain

we earnestly request to unload their goods as rapidly as possible

in order that the cars may be reloaded by grain shippers at the

same point. We urge that cars be loaded as soon as placed,

and that they be loaded as near their full capacity as possible; and
if you receive loaded cars, unload them promptly, thus making
an empty car. The commission wants to emphasize at this time
that cars are made for transportation of products and not for

storage or warehouse purposes, and if your neighbor is holding
cars for storage purposes that could be unloaded, he deprives you
of an empty car that you need. We have asked for, and believe

we are receiving, the co-operation of the railways. We now
ask the hearty co-operation of shippers and all persons using
cars to the same end, and with proper system, promptness, and a
little patience and all working together, we believe the crop can
be moved, large as it is, with less congestion and more promptly
than at any time in the history of the state."

General Crop Conditions.

The department of agriculture estimates crop conditions to

be as follows

:

FOR THE UNITED ST.^TES.

Condition, September 1. .Acreage, 1912.

Crops. Ten-yr. Aug. 1, P. C. of
1912. 1911. av. 1912. 1911. Acres.

Corn 82.1 70.3 81.1 80.0 102.2 108,110,000
Winter wheat 88.3 25,744.000
Spring wheat o90.8 aS6.7 a76.5 90.4 94.2 19,201.000
.Ml wheat a84.3 a69.0 o78.8 .... 90.7 44,945,000
Oats a92.3 a64.5 a78.8 90.3 100.2 37,844,000
Barley a8S.9 a65.5 nSl.2 89.1 99.4 7,574,000
Rye 98.6 2,097,000
Buckwheat 91.6 83.8 86.4 88.4 100.2 835.000
White potatoes 87.2 59.8 79.6 87.8 101.9 3,689,000
Tobacco 81.1 71.1 81.6 82.8 117.9 1,194,200
Fla.x 86.3 68.4 680.3 87.5 108.5 2,992,000
Rice 88.8 87.2 87.9 86.3 102.0 710,100
Hay, all tame 91.0 102.0 49,209,000
Apples 67.9 56.2 53.8 65.8

a Condition at time of harvest, b Nine-year average.

The yields indicated by the condition of crops on Septem-
ber 1, 1912, and final yields in preceding years, for comparison
follow

:

Total production in
Yield per acre. millions of bushels.

Crops. 1911. 1906- 1911. 1910.
1912a. Final. 1910 av. 1912a. Final. Final.

Bus. Bus. Bus.
Corn 27.7 23.9 27.1 2.995 2,531 2,886
Winter wheat 615.1 14.8 15.5 6390 430 434
Spring wheat 15.6 9.4 13.4 300 191 201
All wheat 15.4 12.5 14.6 690 621 635
•Oats 34.1 24.4 28.4 1.290 922 1,186
Barley 27.6 21.0 24.8 209 160 174
Rye 616.9 15.6 16.3 635 33 35
Buckwheat 21.3 21.1 19.5 18 18 18
White potatoes 108.0 80.9 96.8 398 293 349
Tobacco, lbs 817.1 893.7 828.0 976 905 1,103
Flax c9.7 7.0 8.7 29 19 13
Rice 32.7 32.9 32.4~ 23 23 25
Hay, aU tame, tons 61.47 1.14 1.42 672 55 69

a Interpreted from condition reports. 6 Preliminary estimate, c Based on
average for 1905-1909.

Quality of the hay crop is 92.1, against 90.3 last year and a

ten-year average of 91.0.

Details for important crops in principal states follow

:

Spring Wheat.
Per cent,
of U. S. Condition at time of harvest.

States. acreage ,
*

^ Aug. 1,
instate. 1912. 1911. lO-yr. av. 1912.

North Dakota 42.4 95 56 72 94
Minnesota 22.0 89 56 78 89
South Dakota 19.3 85 30 77 85
Washington 6.8 86 85 80 87

United States 100.0 90.8 56.7 76.5 90.4

Corn.
Per cent.
of U. S. Condition September 1.

States. ' acreage ,.
^ ^ Aug. 1,

instate. 1912. 1911. 10-yr. av. 1912.

Illinois 9.9 85 78 85 79
Iowa 9.3 93 68 81 89
Kansas 7.9 74 53 72 73
Missouri 7.1 84 69 82 81
Nebraska 7.0 80 63 81 79
Texas 6.8 75 39 70 75
Oklahoma 5.0 64 27 71 65
Indiana 4.6 85 80 86 80
Ohio 3.8 85 83 83 81
Georgia 3.7 75 88 86 75
Kentuck-y 3.3 87 73 85 83
Tennessee 3.1 82 92 85 81
Alabama 2.9 82 90 85 81
Mississippi 2.9 81 86 83 79
North Carolina 2.6 75 79 86 86
Arkansas 2.4 80 83 83 80
South Dakota 2.3 87 74 83 83
Minnesota 2.1 82 82 83 83
Virginia 1.8 74 72 86 85
South Carolina 1.8 77 78 83 79
Louisiana 1.7 81 76 82 81
Wisconsin 1.5 80 88 83 81

Michigan 1.5 75 81 80 73
Pennsylvania 1.3 80 89 84 80

United Slates 100.0 82.1 70.3 81.1 80.0

Oats.

Per cent.
of U. S. Condition at time of harvest.

States. acreage ,
* '

\ Aug. 1,

instate. 1912. 1911. 10-yr. av. 1912.

Iowa 13.1 101 66 78 96

Illinois 11.2 98 71 77 94

Minnesota 7.8 96 61 81 92

North Dakota 6.1 97 66 77 94

Nebraska 6.0 76 31 73 78
Wisconsin 6.0 91 77 84 88
Ohio 5.6 98 77 82 96
Indiana 5.2 98 76 78 97
Kansas 4.5 84 35 65 86

South Dakota 4.1 87 24 81 87
Michigan 3.9 87 75 82 87

New York 3.1 78 SO 90 77

Pennsvlvar.ia 2.9 87 79 87 87

Missouri 2.7 ^ ^39^ 2f_ 2l_
United States 100.0 92.3 64.5 78.8 90.3

A Shipper's Petition.

The Railway Business Association is sending out an appeal to

shippers to sign a post card, the substance of which is an appeal

to give to the railways a fair chance to earn a return on the

money invested sufficient to interest new capital in railways; and

to provide that in all adjustments of rates, adequate revenue for

the railways shall be fully considered. This petition when com-

pleted is to be used to show political representatives of the

people that shippers and receivers of freight appreciate the

gravity of the question here involved. The association has

already received signatures to the petition from, roughly, about

2,000 shippers.

The New York Central's Farmitig.

It is the belief of the shrewdest railway traffic makers that

farm trains at their best do not stop long enough in any one

town to be of permanent service, and so the New York Central

has had built for this propaganda a specially designed car for

farm exhibit and conference work. This car is now being

slowly sent over its lines, the schedule being so planned that it

spends at least a half a day in every little town. The road's

own farm experts, carried on its salary rolls, accompany the

car, and the amount of good this homely vehicle, traveling over

the single track branches, has accomplished, cannot be estimated.

Recently the same road has given itself to a further exten-

sion of this work. In co-operation with the state and federal

departments of agriculture and the supervisors of several coun-

ties, it has established local farm bureaus. Three of these are
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already al work bettering New York state agriculture— in

Oneida, in Oswego and in Jefferson counties. Each is in charge

of a skilled and practical young man, graduate of Cornell Agri-

cultural college, who makes it his business, not only to answer

the queries of perplexed farmers by a personal visit to them

for the earnest solution of their problems, but who also seeks

out, on his own initiative, other farms vi'hich he hears are bring-

ing real results. There is a common sense about such a plan

that cannot fail to recommend it to any man who has at heart

the renaissance of American agriculture.

The Erie, the Lehigh Valley and the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh have not lagged behind in doing their parts in the

renaissance of New York agriculture. The New York Central

and the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh have also established

model farms, placing in each no more capital than would be at

the disposal of an average farmer.

H. B. Fullerton, en the Long Island road, has had great suc-

cess. From acres, run absolutely to waste, they have been made

to bring forth an abundant variety of the vegetables that the

New York City market demands. They have done more. Mr.

Fullerton has pointed a way that every farmer within convenient

reach of a large city might easily follow—by filling an ordinary

sized market-basket with fresh vegetables and sending them into

town, express paid, for a dollar. The chief trouble with the

Long Island Railroad's farms, once this plan was devised, is

that they have not been able to keep pace with the demands for

the individual baskets.—Edimrd Huiigcrford, in "Business

America."

British Tonnage for the Panama Canal.

The Paris correspondent of the Boston Nen'S Bureau, in dis-

cussing the Parama Canal bill, says in part; Of course, the

preponderance of British tonnage in the American trade, greater

perhaps than in any other part of the world, renders the bill and

all that concerns it of far more vital import to British shipping

interests than to those of any other European country. From

the west coast of North America millions of bushels of wheat

are carried annually by British vessels to England and the con-

tinent, the principal port of shipping being Portland. Ore. The

route at present followed is by Cape Horn, and it can easily be

seen how the voyage would be shortened via the Panama canal.

On the west coast of South America are situated the ports,

from Talcahuano to Pisagua, whence the old world derives all

its nitrate for agricultural purposes. Nine-tenths of this nitrate

is carried in British bottoms, which would eventually use the

Panama route. A number of steamship lines, as welt as tramp

steamers and sailing ships run from these ports, and would be

badly hit by any restriction en their enterprise. There is also

a vast trade done by British steamers in the carrying of case-

oil from New York to China, Japan and the Far East generally.

The Panama canal would open a new and shorter route to these

steamers, enabling them to effect an appreciable saving of time

in the performance of their voyages.

In addition, an enormous quantity of American coal is shipped

from the northern United States to ports on the west coast, as

well as a certain quantity of Welsh coal. This at present must

perforce use the Cape Horn route, but will later go via the

Panama canal. This trade almost exclusively employs British

tonnage.

Mention must also be made of the almost certain develop-

ment of coal fields on the west coast of South America, the

product of which is said to equal in quality that of the best

Welsh coal. Hitherto the length of the voyage and the lack

of facilities have prevented capitalists from turning their atten-

tion to these coal fields. The opening of the canal, however,

will, it is said, enable this coal, when once it is produced on a

large scale, seriously to compete with Welsh coal. Here then

is a further market for the British ship owner.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

had collected for the transportation of 2,884,330 lbs. of freight in

Minnesota, which represented discrepancies in the car weights.

Special Examiner Elder held a hearing at Chicago on Septem-
ber 13 on a complaint filed by motorcycle manufacturers, charg-

ing undue discrimination in the classification of motorcycles at

2V3 times the first class rate, while bicycles are rated at IV2

times the first class rate. Some testimony was also received on
a complaint against the advance in coal rates over the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy from Springfield, 111., to Clinton. la., which
has been suspended.

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Chamber of Commerce of South Bend. Ind., has filed a
petition with the Indiana Railway Commission, asking that an
order be issued, requiring the railways entering that city to do
sw'itching to and from the team tracks of competing lines.

The Indiana commission has notified the interurban railways of
the state that the time has expired within which those roads
ought to have installed the block system, in accordance with
circulars (,79 and 80) issued by the commission; and all of the

companies are called upon to advise the commission in detail,

within 30 days, the situation on their respective roads. After
considering the informaticn thus furnished, the commission will

make a final order with reference to each company.

The New Orleans & Northeastern and the Alabama & Vicks-
burg have procured from the federal court an order restrain-

ing the Mississippi commission from enforcing its order of

August 20. reducing the rates for the transportation of sand and
gravel. The railways declare that the rates named by the com-
mission are confiscatory. The carriers are willing to bear even
more than their just share of the burden of building good roads
in Mississippi, but the commission, it is claimed, has gone too

far in its eflfort to favor the road-building enterprise.

Chairman Prouty of the Interstate Commerce Commission held

a two-day hearing at St. Paul on September 12 and 13 in the

investigation of alleged irregularities in the weighing of carload

freight. C. F. Staples of the Minnesota railway commission

testified that between April 16 and August 15. 1912, the railways

JuNGFR.xu Railw.ay. Switzerl.\nd.—An extension of the Jung-
frau Railway from the station Eismeer to Jungfraujoch. a dis-

tance of a little more than two miles, wholly in tunnel, were
opened for traffic August 1. Six-sevenths of it has a grade of

333 ft. per mile, but the grade on the last 1.600 ft. is 1 in 4. and
is worked by a cog-wheel engine. The new station is 11,343 ft.

above sea level, and 12J/; miles from the lower terminus of the

railway. It takes 18 minutes to ascend the two miles. The fare

for the entire round trip is $6.20.

Tr.\ns-Persiax R,\ilway—Russian journals report that a com-
mission of representatives of Russia, France and England has

charge of the proposed railway entirely across Persia, connect-

ing Turkish with Indian lines. The report says that 12 Russian

railway companies and several financial houses of the three coun-

tries have declared themselves ready to supply the necessary

capital, without guarantee from either the Russian or the Indian

government The commission estimates that the length of the

line will be 1.400 miles, approximately, and that it will cost

about $95,000,000. Its estimates of earnings and expenses must

be chiefly guesswork, but even then the net earnings estimated

are 3.78 per cent, on the capital, which seems not a very attractive

prospect for capital.

Electrification in Switzerland.—A commission which has

long been engaged in studying the adaptability of electricity as

motive power of the Swiss railway system, and especially for

the Gotthard Railway, has made a special report to the parliament

of the confederacy in which it says that the available water

power of the country is more than sufficient to move all the

traffic, with such increases as may be expected for a long time

to come; that the experience of recent years shows that the

single-phase svstem offers the greatest advantages; that it will

cost about $13,000,000 to equip the Gotthard Railway for electric

traction, and that the yearly cost of such traction will be about

$1,950,000. and nearlv one-fifth less than the present cost. The

single-phase svstem. with IS periods and 15.000 v. tension would

be most suitable for this railway. The absence of smoke and the

increase in the capacity of the line are advantages in addition to

lessened cost.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

G. A. Abrainson has been appointed auditor of freight accounts

of the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Co.

Fred \\ . Sparling has been appointed assistant auditor of dis-

bursements of the Michigan Central, with office at Detroit. Mich.,

succeeding Robert R. Richards, promoted.

T. B. Dixcy, formerly auditor of the Chicago. Ruck Island &
Pacific at Topeka, Kan., and recently a consulting auditor in

New York City, has been appointed general auditor of the St.

Louis & San Francisco, with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding

to part of the duties of A. Douglas, vice-president and general

auditor.

The following officers of the Sunset-Central lines of the

Southern Pacific have had their jurisdiction extended over the

Burr's Ferrv', Browndel & Chester, a short road in Texas which

was recently tal:en over by the Southern Pacific : W. B.

Scott, president ; W. G. \'an \"'eck, vice-president and general

manager; G. R, Cottingham, secretary and auditor, and C. B.

Udell, treasurer. A. A. Brooks, who has been auditor and

purchasing agent of the P.urr's Ferry. Browndel & Chester.

has been assigned to duties in the disbursement department

of the Sunset-Central lines.

William A. Garrett resigned on \\'ednesday as chairman of

the General Managers Association, of Chicago, and the Asso-

ciation of Western Railways, with headquarters at Chicago, and

was elected vice-presi-

dent in charge of oper-

ation of the Chicago
Great Western, a new
office created to relieve

President S. :\L Fel-

ton, recentlj' appoint-

ed receiver of the Pere
Marquette, of a por-

tion of his responsi-

bilities. The appoint-

ment is effective at

once. Mr. Garrett

has held the chairman-
ship of the two asso-

ciations in Chicago
since October 1, IQIL
when that office was
made a permanent sal-

aried position, instead

of being held by one
of the general managers,
and in devoting his en-

tire time to the work,

he has been active in

promoting the interests of the roads, and bringing about several

reforms, which could only be accomplished in such a highly com-

petitive center as Chicago, by the united action of all the roads.

The General Managers' Association comprises 32 roads with a

mileage of 82,9.^0, and the Association of Western Railways, com-

prises all lines west of the Illinois Central. 66 roads, with a mile-

age of 131,4^0. Before coming to Chicago Mr. Garrett was for

two years vice-president of the T. H. Symington Company,

and for the two years before was president of the Seaboard

Air Line. He was born on August 18, 1861 at Canton, iliss.,

and began railway work in 1876, as messenger in a ticket

office of the Ohio & Mississippi, now a part of the Baltimore

& Ohio Southwestern. Then he worked his way up in dif-

ferent departments in the St. Louis Union Depot until he

was made assistant superintendent. From March, 1893, to

January 1, 1896, he was superintendent of the Terminal Rail-

road Association of St. Louis, and from December, 1893, to

January 1, 1896, also terminal superintendent of the Wabash;
for the last two years of this period he was also superin-

tendent of the St. Louis Merchants' Bridge Terminal. He
was then appointed superintendent of the Western division

Garrett.

of the Wabasli, and in April, 1!S97, was liaiisferred to the
Middle division. In August, 1899, he was appointed superin-
tendent of the Philadelphia division of the Philadelphia &
Reading, and in September, 1900, was made superintendent of
the New York division. He was promoted in March, 1902,
to general superintendent. From 1903 to 1906, he was gen-
eral manager of the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas
Pacific, and the Alabama Great Southern, and then went to
the Seaboard Air Line as vice-president, becoming president
of that road in .\pril, 1907.

Operating Officers.

T. L. Billingsley has been appointed general superintendent
of the Portland, Eugene & Eastern, with office at Salem, Ore,

X. H. Cornell, superintendent of transportation of the Chi-
cago & Alton, with office at Chicago, has resigned, and that
office has been abolished,

Hiram J. Slifer, general manager of the Chicago Great West-
ern, at Chicago, has resigned, and the office has been abolished.
The duties of general manager have been assumed by W. A.
Garrett, vice-president.

R. S. Marshall, assistant to vice-president and general manager
of the ilinncapolis & St. Louis, at Minneapolis, Minn., has been
appointed superintendent, with office at Oskaloosa, la., succeed-
ing H. G. Kruse, retired.

J. T. Cheek, trainmaster of the National Railways of Mexico
at Gomez Palacio, Durango, Mex„ has been appointed super-
intendent of the Gomez Palacio division, with office at Gomez
Palacio, succeeding A. T. Chreitzberg, deceased.

J. E. Spurrier, superintendent of the Shenandoah division of
ihe Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Winchester, Va., has been
promoted to a position on the staff of General Manager C. W.
Galloway, with head'|uarters at Baltimore, Md. G. D. Brooke,
assistant superintendent of the Cumberland division at Keyser,
W. Va., succeeds Mr. Spurrier.

E. H. Daniel, superintendent of the Macon and Chattanooga
divisions of the Central of Georgia, at Macon, Ga., has been
appointed transportation inspector. M. A. Ramsey, superintend-
ent of the Columbus division, at Columbus, Ga., has been ap-
pointed superintendent of the Macon division, with headquar-
ters at Macon. Henry Baldwin, transportation inspector at

Savannah, Ga., succeeds Mr, Ramsey.

W. H. Riley, trainmaster of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Keyser.
W. Ya., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Cum-
berland division, succeeding G. D. Brooke, promoted. Mr. Riley

began railway work with the Baltimore & Ohio in March, 1887,

as a brakenian at Wheeling, W. Va. He was appointed a con-

ductor in 1889, and in August of the same year was made as-

sistant trainmaster. He was promoted to trainmaster on June
1, 1907, at Wheeling, and in March, 1911, was appointed train-

master of the same road, which position he held at the time of

his appointment as above noted.

Traffic Officers.

!M. C. Bailey has been appointed traveling freight agent of the

Texas & Pacific, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex.

H. D. Bellamy, contracting freight agent of the Wabash at Des
Moines, Iowa, has resigned to engage in other business.

J. A Munro has been appointed traveling freight agent of the

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Temple, Te.x.

Hamilton O'Connor has been appointed assistant general pas-

senger agent of the Toledo, Peoria & Western, with office at

Peoria, 111.

Hebtr Page, general agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas

of Texas, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex., has resigned to

engage in other business.

D. E. Peterson has been appointed district passenger agent

of the Chicago Great Western, with office at Des Moines, Iowa,

succeeding Thomas Judd, resigned.

W. L. Geer. commercial agent of the St. Louis Southwestern
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at Waco, Tex., has been appointed also commercial agent of the

Stephenville, North & South Texas at Waco.

J. B. Day, city passenger and ticket agent of the Delaware.

Lackawanna & Western, at Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed

traveling passenger agent, with headquarters at Buffalo.

A D. Pinkerton has been appointed soliciting freight agent

of the International & Great Northern, with headquarters at

Galveston, Tex., succeeding J. P. Fresenius, resigned.

W. W. Blakely has been appointed general commercial agent

of the Continental Line, and the Central States Dispatch, with

headquarters at Louisville, Ky., succeeding J. M. Ryan, de-

ceased.

Grant Williams has been appointed assistant general freight

agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with office at Chi-

cago, succeeding George A. Blair, resigned to accept service with

another company.

J. P. Baker, soliciting freight agent of the Rock Island Lines

at Houston. Texas, has been appointed commercial agent with

office at San Antonio, Tex., succeeding J. E. Bell. D. O'Leary

succeeds Mr. Baker.

A. Catuna, general agent of the Kansas City Southern at

Dallas, Tex., has been appointed general cotton agent of that

road, and Henry Brown, traveling freight agent at Chicago, suc-

ceeds Mr. Catuna at Dallas.

W. B. Steele, soliciting agent of the Mallory Steamship Com-
pany at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed commercial agent of

that company, with office at Waco, Tex., succeeding Reed Finley,

resigned to accept service elsewhere.

Oliver T. Boyd, assistant general manager of the Hudson &
Manhattan, at New York, has been appointed district passenger

agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with headquarters at Pitts-

burgh, Pa., succeeding J. P. Anderson, promoted.

The title of the following general agents of the Hocking Val-

ley v.ill be changed on October \. to commercial agent: H. E.

Thatcher, Toledo, Ohio; H. M. Hall, Chicago; B. H. Aiken,

Wellston, Ohio; W. O. Sydnor, Charleston, W. Va.

O. S. Lewis, who has been in the service of the Cincinnati.

Hamilton & Dayton, in the freight offices at Cincinnati, Ohio.

for 15 years, has been appointed division freight agent, with

office at Dayton, Ohio, succeeding E. D. Poole, deceased.

J. H. McEwen, general agent of the American Refrigerator

Transit Company at St Louis, Mo., has been transferred to

Detroit Mich., succeeding G. R. Layher, resigned to accept

service with another company, and O. H. Lutteke succeeds

Mr. McEwen.

W. H. H. Terrell, commercial agent of the Seaboard Air Line

at Chattanooga, Tenn.. has been appointed commercial agent, with

office at Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeding F,. R. Vazeille, resigned.

J. S. Lambert, commercial agent at Savannah, Ga., succeeds Mr.

Terrell, and H. F. Owen succeeds M. Lambert

Wendell J. Sack has been appointed traveling passenger agent

of the Union Pacific, the Southern Pacific, the Oregon Short

Line and the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Com-
pany, with office at Chicago, succeeding Edgar M. Mattes, who
has been made passenger agent in place of Harry E. Moores,

resigned.

E. P. Eyman, Jr., has been appointed traveling agent of the

Chicago & North Western, with office at Chicago, succeeding

J. J. Livingston, promoted; and William L. Colbum has been

appointed traveling agent at Sioux City, Iowa, succeeding D. M.
Davis, transferred. F. C. Bush has been appointed traveling

agent at Birmingham, Ala., a new position. F. G. Reigart.

travehng agent at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed soliciting

agent at New York Citj', and F. G. Fitzpatrick succeeds Mr.

Reigart.

George Moffet has been appointed commercial agent of the

Chesapeake & Ohio and the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana, with

office at Louisville, Ky., succeeding S. J. McBride, resigned to

accept service with Blue Ridge Despatch. R. A. P. Walker,

northeastern agent of the Kanawha Despatch, at Boston, Mass.,

has been appointed general agent, freight department, with office

at Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeding O. N. Seely, transferred to the

Kanawha Despatch, with headquarters at Boston, Mass.

C. W. Galligan, general freight agent of the Chicago, Peoria

& St. Louis, at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed general

freight agent of the Chicago & Alton, with office at Chicago,

and J. A. Behrle has been appointed chief of the tariff bureau
at Chicago. S. W. Myers has been made Southwestern freight

agent, with headquarters at Dallas. Tex. William J. Dibble

has been appointed commercial agent, with office at Cleveland,

Ohio, and C. R. Murray has been made district passenger

agent, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., succeeding W. C.

Mueller, traveling passenger agent at Detroit, transferred to St.

Louis as city passenger and ticket agent. Bart Riedy, traveling

freight agent at Milwaukee. \\'is., has been appointed commer-
cial agent, with office at Little Rock, Ark.

G. K. Caldwell, whose appointment as assistant general freight

agent of the Southern Railway, with headquarters at Atlanta,

Ga., has been announced in these columns, was born in Knox-
ville, Tenn. He began railway work in 1894, with the East

Tennessee, X'irginia & Georgia, and was then in the service of

its successor, the Southern Railway, holding various positions in

the freight traffic department until April, 1903, when he left that

company to become chief rate clerk to the general freight agent

of the Central of Georgia, at Savannah, Ga. On X'ovember 1,

1905, he returned to the service of the Southern Railway as chief

clerk to the general freight agent at Atlanta. He was later chief

clerk to the freight traffic manager, and then to the vice-president

in charge of traffic, until his promotion to division freight agent,

with headquarters at Columbia, S. C, which position he held at

the time of his recent appointment as assistant general freight

agent of the same road.

Randall Clifton, whose appointment as assistant freight traffic

manager of the Southern Railway, with headquarters at Wash-
ington, D. C. has been announced in these columns, began railway

work in 18S0, at Columbus, Ga., as a clerk in the office of the

general freight and i)assenger agent of the Georgia. Midland &
Gulf, now a part of the Southern Railway. He then held several

clerical positions in the traffic department of a number of rail-

ways now included in the Southern Railway until December, 1899,

when he was appointed district passenger agent of the Southern

at Savannah. Ga. From July, 1900, to September, 1904, he was
chief clerk to the traffic manager and freight traffic manager of

the same road at Washington, D. C. and was then made division

freight agent at Raleigh, N. C. In December, 1S04. he was pro-

moted to assistant general freight agent at Memphis, Tenn., and

in April, 1905, was transferred in the same capacity to Atlanta,

Ga. He was again promoted on April 4. 1907, to general freight

agent in charge of the Atlanta and Columbus traffic divisions and

of Florida agencies. On September 15, 1908, he was made general

freight agent, with headquarters at Atlanta, which position he

held at the time of his recent appointment as assistant freight

traffic manager of the same road, as above noted.

William Hamilton Paxton, who has been appointed general

freight agent of the Southern Railway, with lieadquarters at

Atlanta, Ga., as has been announced in these columns, was born

on April 7, 1866, at Knoxville, Tenn., and was educated in the

schools of his native town, and at the University of Tennessee.

He began railway work in April, 1883, on the East Tennessee,

Virginia & Georgia, now a part of the Southern Railway. In

September, 1890, he was appointed chief clerk on the Chatta-

nooga, Rome & Columbus, now a part of the Central of Georgia,

and one year later was made chief clerk for the Southern Rail-

way and Steamship Association. The following April he re-

turned to tlie East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia as chief rate

clerk, and from September, 1892, to 1894, was chief rate clerk on

the Richmond & Danville. He was then chief clerk to the as-

sistant general freight agent of the Southern Railway, at Rich-

mond, Va., until April. 1899, when he became chief rate clerk

of the same road at Washington, and was later made chief clerk,

first at Washington, and then at Atlanta. In 1904, he was ap-

pointed assistant to the general freight agent, and in 1905 was

promoted to assistant general freight agent, which position he

held at the time of his recent appointment as general freight

agent of the same road, as above noted.
I
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Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

T. \'. Thaggard has been apiiointed terminals roadn-.aster of

the Texas & Pacific, with oftice at New .Orleans, La.

R. T, Shea, general inspector of shops, of the Xew York Cen-

tral & Hudson River, at New York, resigned recently.

C. E. Langton has been appointed master mechanic of tlie

Marshall & East Texas, succeeding F. A. Walsh, resigned to

engage in other business.

L. P. Mase has been appointed supervisor oi signals, electric

division of the New York Central & Hudson River, with head-

quarters at New York, succeeding M. W. Bennett, transferred.

D. Burkhalter, superintendent of the wood preserving plant

of the Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh at Bradford, Pa., has re-

signed to go to the Eagle Harbor plant of the Pacific Creosoting

Company, with office at Seattle. Wash.

Howell H. Althouse, principal assistant engineer of tlie Erie

for the lines West, has been appointed chief engineer, with office

at Xew York He was born on June 24. 1869, at Pottsville, Pa.,

and was educated in the

high schools. In July.

1889. he began railway

work as a rodman with

the Lehigh \"alley. and

was later levelman.

From 1890 to 1892 he

was transitman on the

same road. He was out

of railway work from
1892 to 1894, engaged in

work on sewerage dis-

posal plants and other

general work at Potts-

ville. Pa. In 1894 he went
to the Philadelphia &
Reading as transitman.

From 1896 to 1897 he was
again out of railway
work. He was appointed

transitman on construc-

tion work for the Cen-
tral of New Jersey in

1897. and left that com-
pany in June, 1899, to go
with the Erie, and has been in the service of that company ever

since, first as transitman on surveys at Meadville, Pa., and later

at Galion, Ohio. From October. 1899, to August. 1902. he was
assistant engineer on surveys and construction work at Galion.

In August, 1902, he was promoted to assistant engineer at New
York. He remained in that position until July, 1912. when he
was made principal assistant engineer for the lines West, with

office at New Y'ork. and now becomes chief engineer of the same
road, as above noted.

Alfred M. Darlow, mechanical engineer and general store-

keeper of the Buffalo & Susquehanna at Galtton, Pa., has been

appointed superintendent of motive power in charge of the

mechanical and store departments, .with office at Galeton.

R. O. Rote, principal assistant engineer of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed as-

sistant chief engineer, with office at Cleveland, succeeding
George C. Cleveland, promoted. H. B. Reinsagen succeeds
Mr. Rote.

E. J. Brennan has been appointed master mechanic of the Du
Bois shops of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, with head-
quarters at Du Bois. Pa. J. P. Kendrick has been appointed
master mechanic of the Middle and Pittsburgh divisions, with
headquarters at Funxsutawney, Pa.

J. Emerling, supervisor of subdivision No. 13, Salamanca
branch. Allegheny division of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Sala-

manca. N. Y., has been appointed supervisor of sub-division No.
4, Allegheny division, with headquarters at South Oil City, Pa.,

succeeding R. B. Harris, transferred. H. A. John, Jr., super-
visor of sub-division No. 14, Low Grade branch, Allegheny di-

vision, at New Bethlehem, Pa., succeeds. Mr. Emerling. R. B.

Harris, succeeds Mr. John.

H. H. Althouse.

G. I. Evans, whose appointment as superintendent of locomotive

shops, of the Canadian Pacific, at Angus, Montreal, Que., has

been announced in these columns, was born in May, 1880, at

Montreal. He began railway work on April 1, 1900, with the

Canadian Pacific as a draftsman, remaining in that position un-

til March, 1906, when he was promoted to chief draftsman. In

July, 1910, he was appointed mechanical engineer of the same
road, which position he held at the time of his recent appoint-

ment as superintendent of shops, as above noted.

Stanley S. Wagar, whose appointment as chemist and engineer

of tests of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, with office at

Du Bois, Pa., has been announced in these columns, was born

in December, 1886, at Troy, N. Y., and was educated at Rens-

selaer Polytechnic Institute. He began railway work in May,
1910, with the Union Pacific as material inspector, and from

April to September, 1911, was assistant chemist on the Missouri

Pacific. He was then with the St. Louis & San Francisco as

chemist until August, 1912, and now becomes chemist and engi-

neer of tests of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, as above

noted.

Purchasing Officers.

W. L. Wene, purchasing agent of the Tennessee Central, at

Nashville, Tenn., has resigned, and the position has been abol-

ished. The duties of purchasing agent have been assumed by

the president.

OBITUARY.

John W. Skeele, president of the Lehigh Valley Coal Sales

Company, died on .September 17, at his home at Madison,

N. J. He was born in 1853, and began railway work as a

telegraph operator on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

He was station agent at Dover, N. J., and later train despatcher

at Syracuse, N. Y In 1892, he was made agent of the Phil-

adelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Company, at Chicago, and

afterwards represented the Lehigh Valley Coal Company at

Chicago. In 1899, he was appointed general sales agent of the

Lehigh Valley Coal Company, and three years ago was made
vice-president and general sales manager of that company. On
March 1, 1912, he was elected president of the new Lehigh Val-

ley Coal Sales Company.

William E. Fraser, division freight agent of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, with headquarters at Williamsport, Pa., died on Sep-

tember 12, at Philadelphia. He was born at Lewiston, N. Y.,

on September 17, 1854, and graduated from the common schools.

At the age of 14 he entered the service of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern as a ticket clerk at Buffalo, N. Y'., remaining

with that company until April, 1876. He went to the Northern

Centra! in May, 1876, since which time he has been consecutively

traveHng passenger agent, traveling freight agent, agent for

New York state and Canada, and district passenger agent, at

Buffalo. On June 1, 1890, he was promoted to division freight

agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Northern Central,

with office at Williamsport, Pa., having charge over the Williams-

port and the Sunbury divisions of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

and the Susquehanna, the Shamokin and the Elmira divisions of

the Northern Central.

Proposed Ch.\nces in Russia.—The Russian government will

undertake an investigation to ascertain whether it would not be

practicable to increase the capacity of the standard freight cars

in Russia to 36,125 lbs., to require substantial conformity to that

standard, and to require an extended interchange of the whole

freight car stock by all the Russian railways. It is also recom-

mended that four chief types of locomotives be standardized, and

that those not immediately required be put into a reserve park,

from which engines may be sent whenever needed.

Steamship Line to China Proposed.—It is reported that the

Chinese government has decided to encourage the project of the

Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce and other Chinese organ-

izations for the establishment of a big steamship line between

Chinese and Californian ports. Dr. Sun Yat-sen is said to have

endorsed the movement and to be urging the Chinese govern-

ment to help finance this trans-Pacific project for the maritime

awakening of China. Two capitalists of Shanghai are said

to be in New Y'ork to seek financial aid for the project.
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Hqmpm^nt anh ^nppltt^. Supply iSvube Ketv^.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Denver & Rio Grande is figuring on 6 passenger loco-

motives.

The Can.\dian Pacific has ordered 125 locomotives from the

Montreal Locomotive \\'orks.

John Maisch has ordered four six-wheel switching loco-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Oliver Chilled Plow Works has ordered one switching

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Maxton, Alma & Southbound has ordered one ten-

wheel locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern has ordered 20
mikado locomotives from' the American Locomotive Company.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered ten six-

wheel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
^\'orks.

The Standard Oil Company, New York, has ordered one
four-wheel switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Pennsylvania Rmlroad is building 26 freight locomotives,

25 switching locomotives, and 8 passenger locomotives at its Al-
toona shops.

The Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company has or-

dered two consolidation locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works.

The Grand Trunk has ordered 25 mikado locomotives from
the American Locomotive Company. The dimensions of the cylin-

ders will be 27 in. x 30 in., the diameter of the driving wheels
will be 53 in., the total weight in working order will be 276,000
lbs. These locomotives will be equipped with superheaters.

The United States War Dep.\rtment has ordered one four-
wheel switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Com-
pany. The cylinders will be 11 in. x 16 in., the diameter of the
driving wheels will be 33 in., and the total weight in working
order will be 39,000 ibs. This locomotive is for use in Porto
Rico.

CAR BUILDING.

The Canadian Pacific is figuring on 60 sleeping cars.

The Central of New Jersey is in the market for 1.000 hop-
per cars.

The San Pedro, Los -Angeles & Salt Lake is figuring, on 350
box cars.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is figuring on 500 steel

underframe flat cars.

The Cambria & Indiana has ordered 400 freight cars from
the Cambria Steel Company.

The Wabash has ordered 500 hopper car bodies from the

Western Steel Car & Foundry Company.

The Union Tank Line, New York, has ordered 1.000 tank
cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Northern Pacific has ordered 2,500 steel underframes
from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company.

The Merchants' Desp.'^tch Transportation, New York, is

building 60 express cars at the company's shops.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 2,000 box cars from the

Cambria Steel Compan}% and is in the market for 500 steel

underframes.

The name of the Hall Railway Signal Company, NeW York,
successor to the Hall Signal Company, has been changed to the
Hall Switch & Signal Company.

Frank G. Wright, formerly works manager at the Indiana
Harbor plant of the American Steel Foundries, has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Ohio Steel Foundry Company,
Lima, Ohio.

Western Electric Company. New Y'ork, will spend about $750,-

UOO on enlarging its plant at Hawthorne, 111., to take over the

company's New York manufacturing business. The additions

will be completed in about a year.

Joseph T. .Markham, for several years general sales agent of

the Sellers Manufacturing Company, Chicago, has resigned, and
on October 1 will become vice-president of the St. Louis Car
Wheel Company, with headquarters in St. Louis.

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, has received an
order" from the Queen & Crescent for a 500-ton, reinforced,

concrete, Holmen. counterbalanced, bucket, locomotive, coal-

ing station for installation at Ludlow, Ky. The contract price

is $17,500. This company has also received an order from the

Louisville & Nashville for a 400-ton frame constructed,

counterbalanced, bucket coaling station, for installation at

Livingston, Ky.

The Wesiinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has declared a dividend of 1 per cent, on the com-
mon stock, for the quarter ended September 30. Six months ago
1 per cent, was declared on the common stock. The common
dividend is payable October 30 to stock of record September

30. The following statement was authorized by the chairman

of the board of directors: The action of the directors means
that the common is established on a 4 per cent, basis and will

continue on a 4 per cent, basis unless there develop less favor-

able conditions than the present outlook indicates. Increases

in the dividend will be subject to future consideration.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Chic.\co, Milwaukee & St. Paul has ordered 10.000 tons

of rails from the Illinois Steel Company.

Brill C.\r Parts.—The J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia,

Pa., has published in catalog No. 201, an order guide for car

parts and specialties, in which every part is listed, illustrated

and given an order number.

Reverse \'.\lve.—J. W. Kerlin, Roanoke, Va., has published a

brief folder on the Conner-Kerlin Crossport reverse valve.

This folder is illustrated by means of diagrams and points out

the advantages of these valves.

Machine Tools.—The Newton Machine Tool Works. Phil-

adelphia, Pa., has published catalog No. 47 of its machine tools.

This catalog is very full, well illustrated and gives the capacities

and dimensions of the various types of machine tools.

0-\Y-AcETVLE.xE Welding.—The Davis-Bournonville Company,
New York, has devoted folder No. 6 to the Oxy-Acetylene
process in locomotive repair work. A number of illustrations

are included showing different parts of locomotives that have

been repaired by this process, and a brief account is given of

how long the work took and what the approximate cost was.

Rock Drills.—The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chi-

cago, has devoted bulletin No. 118 to the Chicago Giant rock

drills of thi.' auxiliary valve type. This bulletin is illustrated

by means of diagrams, and includes detailed descriptions of the

operation of these drills. Bulletin No. 120. published by this

companv. gives instructions for fitting up and operating these

drills.

\\'elded Pipe.—The National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has published an interesting booklet on the manufacture 'and

characteristics of modern welded pipe. Two interesting tables

are included, one giving the result of bursting tests made by

tlie National Tube Company of commercial tubes and pipes ; the

other giving a summary rf results of investigations of the cor-

rosion of iron and steel in actual service.
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Batlttirciii (jlondlruclton.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Atlantic, Pocahontas & Northwestern.—An officer writes

that the right of way is being secured and grading work is

under way on a line from Elkhorn City, Kan., southeast through

the Buchanan county coal fields to Raven, Va., 50 miles. The
company expects that the line will be completed and in operation

by February. 1913. G. H. Whitehead, Elkhorn City, is presi-

dent.

Bkrkshire Street Railwav (Electric).—An officer writes that

I

a contract has been given to the Western Massachusetts Con-
tracting Company, Westfield. Mass., to build from Lee, Mass..

east via Backet, thence south to Otis and east via Blandford

to Huntington, about 3.5 miles. Some of the track has been laid.

L. S. Storrs is vice-president. New Haven, Conn., and A. H.
Towne. is engineer, Great Barrington, Mass.

Central & Western Illinois Traction.—-An officer writes

that this company was organized in August to build from Pekin,

I 111., north via Peoria, thence west to Keokuk, Iowa, about 100

j

miles. The prospects of building the line are good. The com-
pany expects to develop a traffic in passengers, coal, corn, live

I

stock and manufactured products. A. L. Ralston, 44 North
I Main street. Canton, 111... is general manager.

Charleston, Parkersblrg & Western.—An officer writes that

I

this company was organized to build from Charleston, W. Va.,

north via Sissonville, Walton, Spencer, Palestine and Elizabeth

to Parkersburg, 82 miles. Trackage rights may be obtained for

30 miles over the Little Kanawha Railway from Elizabeth to

Parkersburg. The maximum grades will be 1 per cent., and
maximum curvature 8 deg. There will be a few steel bridges.

Some of the track has been laid. The company expects soon

to have financial arrangements completed to continue the track

laying. Edward M. Craig, Charleston, is president.

Crosbvto.v-South Plains.—This road now in operation be-

tween Lubbeck and Crcsbyton, 38 miles, is to be extended from
Crcsbyton to Seymour, about 120 miles (May 10, p. 1078.)

Culpeper. Madison & Rappahannock.—Incorporated in Vir-

ginia with $1,000,000 capital, to build from Culpeper, Va., north-

west to Washington, about 32 miles. P. H. O'Bannon, presi-

dent, Sperryville; E. J. Foote, secretary and treasurer, Culpeper.

Den\"er & Rio Grande.—An officer is quoted as saying that

the companv has decided to change the present narrow gage
line over Marshall Pass, between Salida, Colo., and Montrose,
about 136 miles, to standard gage. It is expected that the work
will be finished within 12 months.

El Paso & Sovth western.—An off.cer writes that track has

been laid from Fairbanks Ariz., for a distance of 40 miles to

Cienega creek, on the extension building from Fairbanks to Tuc-
son, 66 miles. Track laying on the remaining 26 miles to

Tucson will be delayed until about October 1, when it is ex-

pected that the bridge over Cienega creek will be finished. All

the work will probably be finished by November 1. (May 24,

page 1180.)

Green Brier, Che.\t & Elk.—Bids are wanted September 20

for building 10 miles of railway to connect with the Western
Maryland near Bemis, W. Va. The work involves handling

about 300.000 cu. yds. E. P. Shaffer, manager, Cass, W. Va.

Gulf. Texas & Western.—Grading work is about half finished

on the extension from Jacksboro, Tex., south to Salesville. 23

miles. The Texas Building Company, Fort Worth, has the con-

tract. (July 12, p. 80.)

Houston & Texas Central—Contracts have been let to com-
plete the cut-off from Stone City, Tex., southwest, to Giddings,

about 40 miles. The grading work is about half finished. (March
1, p. 408.)

Jefferson County Tr-\ction.—The plans call for building
from Beaumont, Tex., south to Port Arthur, 21 miles. It is e.x-

pected that the work will be carried out by the Stone & Webster
Engineering Corporation. Mark Lowd will probably be the
chief engineer. E. B. Parker, Houston, Tex., is interested.

Ken'tvckv Southwestern Electric Railway, Light & Power
Co.—An officer writes that the prospects of building a rail-

way from Paducah, Ky., south to Mayfield, thence to Murray,
about 45 miles, are good, and that contracts will probably be let

during 1912 for the work. The plans call for building from
Henderson, Ky., southwest via Paducah, Mayfield and Murray
to Hickman, in all about 210 miles. There will be two large
bridges and several smaller bridges. W. A. Calhoun, consulting
engineer, Paducah.

La Salle County (Electric).—.'^n officer writes that work is

nearing completion on a line from Mendota, 111., southeast via
Prairie Center and Wallace Center to Ottawa, about 20 miles.

The company will use both steam and electricity for the motive
power, and expects to develop a traffic in corn, grain, fire clay,

coal and general merchandise. G. H. Dodge, 1511 Dearborn
street, Chicago, is president.

Lehigh Valley.—A contract has been given to the Miles
Tighe Construction Company, Easton, Pa., for laying five miles

of third-track and five miles of fourth-track between South
Somerville, N. J., and Flagtown, and to the J. A. Kelley Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa., for five miles of third-track from Three
Bridges, N. J., to Stanton, also for 10 miles of third-track from
P. & L. Junction to Stafford, N. Y.

Louisiana & Arkansas.—An officer writes that the general

contract has been given to M. Tansey, Jena, La., and a sub-

contract has been given to the List & Gifford Construction Com-
pany, Kansas City, Mo., to build from Jena, La., to Jonesville,

about 20 miles. About 12 miles of track has been laid. The
work involves handling about 800,000 cu. yds. of earth. There
will be one 354-ft. steel bridge over Little river, and another 825-

ft. steel bridge over Black river. There will also be a trestle

3,000 ft. long and another 2,0(X) ft. long. The company expects

to develop a traffic in lumber, forest products, agricultural prod-
ucts and general merchandise. William Buchanan. Texarkana,
Ark., is president.

New York Subways.—Contracts have been let by the New
York State Public Service Commission, Second district, as fol-

lows : F. L. Cranford. section No. 1 of the Broadway-Lexing-
ton avenue route, $1.202,269 ; F. L. Cranford, section No. 1 A
of the Broadway-Lexington avenue, $982,740; Degnon Contract-

ing Company, section No. 1 extension of the Fourth avenue sub-

way, $1,930,638; the same company, section No. 2 of the Fourth
avenue subway, $1,904,171 ; John F. Stevens Construction Com-
pany, section No. 1 of the Southern Boulevard route, $2,253,281.

Quanah, Acme & Pacific.—An officer writes that a contract

has been given to the Texas Building Company, Fort Worth,
Tex., to build a 40-mile extension from Paducah, Cottle count>',

Tex., west to Roaring Springs, Motley county. The maximum
grades will be 1 per cent, compensated, and maximum curvature

4 deg. Some of the work will be heavy. There will be trestles

over Tongue river and over Dutchman creek. (September 6.

p. 453.)

RiVEiRA Be.\ch Interurban.—Grading work has been finished

and track laying is to be started at once from Riveira, Nueces
county; Texas., to the Gulf of Mexico, 15 miles. It is expected

that the line will be opened for operation this year.

San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf.—Grading on this line has been

finished between San Antonio. Tex., and Fowlerton, and about

45 miles of track has been laid. Steel work for the bridge over

the Medina River and other bridge and trestle material is at

hand. (April 26, p. 893.)

Southern Illinois Railway & Power Company.—An officer

writes that plans have been made to build a railway from Eldo-

rado, 111., to Carrier Mills, about 15 miles. The W. H. Schott

Company, Chicago, has the general contract. (July 26, p. 185.)

Southern Traction Company.—An officer writes that the

company was organized to build from Dallas, Tex., south via

Ferris, W'axahachie, and Hillsboro to Waco, 101 miles, with a

branch from Ferris, south to Corsicana, 34 miles. Grading is

60 per cent, finished, but no track has yet been laid. Contracts

have been let for grading to the Kamer Brothers Company, Dal-

las, and to Austin Brothers, Dallas, for the bridge work. The
maximum grades will be 2 per cent., and the ma.ximum curva-

ture 20 deg. There will be 20 steel bridges and 3}4 miles of
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trestles. The company has not made an\' plans for building to

Houston, or to Galveston. J. F. Strickland, Dallas, is president.

Texas Roads.—Plans are being made to build a line from
Houston, Tex., south via Liverpool and Manvel to Velasco,

about 100 miles. Dr. F. S. George, Dayton, Ohio, may be

addressed.

B(tUtttai| Financial New^,

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Allegheny, Pa.—Extensive passenger and freight terminals

will be put up by the Baltimore & Ohio at Allegheny. Plans

are now being made for the improvements to include a modern
passenger station and office building, and a large freight house.

The work will cost about $250,000. The passenger station is to

be 100 ft. long x 38 ft. wide, of brick construction. The freight

house will be two stories high. 352 ft. long x 100 ft. wide. Be-

sides the passenger and freight buildings, there will be a via-

duct 30 ft. wide running alongside of the freight building at

the second story level, leading from Anderson street to Sandusky
street, for a distance of about 450 ft.

Buffalo, N. Y.—The New York Public Service Commission,

Second district, has authorized the Buffalo Freight Terminal &
Warehouse Company to build a terminal and warehouse, at Gan-
son street and Hatch slip, in Buffalo.

Decatur, III.—The Wabash has awarded a contract to the

Decatur Bridge Company for the structural work on its new
locomotive repair shops.

Henderson, Ky.—See Kentucky Southwestern Electric Rail-

way, Light & Power Company, under Railway Construction.

Kline, S. C.—The Southern Railway is receiving bids, for

putting up a combined freight and pasenger station, at Kline.

The new building will be of frame construction with metal roof,

22 ft. x 54 ft.

Memphis, Texn.—An ordinance was passed by the city coun-

cil of Memphis, Tenn., on September 17, calling for the ele-

vation of the Illinois Central tracks in the vicinity of Calhoun
street station. Work is to be started at once on the elevation of

the tracks and on the construction of a new depot to be erected

on the site of the present Calhoun street station. The station

will accommodate the Rock Island and the Frisco, in addition

to the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley and the Illinois Central, and
will include a six-story office building. The estimated cost of

the entire project, exclusive of land, is $1,500,000.

New York.—Samuel Rea. president of the New York Con-
necting Railroad, announces that the contract for the foundation

and masonrj' for the piers of the Bronx Kill and Little Hell

Gate bridges, Randall's Island, Ward's Island and Long Island

viaducts, has been awarded to Patrick Ryan, New York.

Norfolk, Va.—According to press reports, bids are wanted
September 25, by the .Atlantic Coast Line for putting up an

additional freight pier, to be 800 ft. long, and to make other

terminal improvements. The cost of the work will be about

$300,000.

Bids are wanted September 30, by the Norfolk & Wash-
ington Steamboat Company for constructing a new terminal

at Norfolk.

North Platte, Neb.—The Union Pacific is planning the con-

struction of a new 28-stall roundhouse during the present fiscal

year, including a coaling station, cinder pit, water tank, etc.

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Pennsylvania Railroad has given a

contract to James Stewart & Company, Chicago, for putting up
a reinforced concrete grain elevator at Girard Point, Phila-

delphia, to cost about $700,000. In connection with this improve-

ment a contract has been given to the Armstrong & Latta Com-
pany, Philadelphia, for putting up a new concrete pier, 500 feet

long, to cost about $100,000.

PocAiELLo, Idaho.—The Oregon Short Line has asked for bids

on a new steel and concrete freight house.

Tucson, Ariz.—The Southern Pacific has begun work on the

enlargement of its shops at this point. The main building will

be 100 ft. x 200 ft., and will be equipped for handling repairs to

the largest locomotives. The plans also provide for a 350,000-

gal. tank.

Baltimore & Ohio.—The following proprietary lines of the

Baltimore & Ohio are to be merged with the parent company:
Pittsburgh & Connellsville, 148 miles ; Berlin Railroad, eight

miles; Fayette County Railroad. 11 miles; Somerset & Cam-
bria Railroad, 49 miles; Glenwood Railroad, lyi miles; Salis-

bury Railroad, 16 miles ; Mount Pleasant & Broad Ford Rail-

road, 10 miles; Ohio & Baltimore Short Line, seven miles.

Connecticut River Railroad.—Stockholders have voted to ac-

cept the act of the Massachusetts legislature authorizing the

company to buy the property and franchises of the Vermont
Valley Railroad and of the Sullivan County Railroad.

Denver & Rio Grande.—See this company under Railway Con-
struction in regard to the proposal to spend $2,000,000 to

change to standard gage its line between Salida, Col., and
Montrose.

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.—Newman Erb has con-

firmed the report that Dr. F. S. Pearson, F. H. Prince &
Co., of Boston, and Fisher, Dunn & Co., of London, are

associated with him in the reorganization of the Denver,

Northwestern & Pacific.

Great Northern.—The suit brought in 1907 by C. H. Venner
to compel the return of the Great Northern Iron Ore prop-

erties to the Great Northern Railway has been settled out

of court.

Hocking Valley.—A quarterly dividend of 1J4 PC" cent, has

been declared on the $11,000,000 stock, the majority of which
is owned by the Chesapeake & Ohio. A 4 per cent, semi-

annual dividend was paid in June and a 3 per cent, dividend

was paid in December. 1911 ; so that there was 7 per cent, paid

in the fiscal year ended June 30. 1912, and the present annual

rate is the same, 7 per cent.

Missouri & Illinois Bridge & Belt.—W. C. Loree, general man-
ager of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been elected a director of

the M. & I. B. & B., succeeding C. W. Galloway. J. Q. \'an

Winkle, general manager of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis, has been elected a director, succeeding C. E.

Schaff, who in turn has been elected a director, succeeding

A. A. Allen, retired.

Old Colony.—Stockholders are asked to approve on September
24 the vote of the directors to sell at auction $800,000 addi-

tional stock to pay the Old Colony's share of four-tracking and
electrification of the Boston & Providence.

St, Joseph & Grand Island,—Stockholders will meet on Oc-
tober 3 at Elwood, Kan., to vote on a proposed bond issue

of $15,000,000, .\ mortgage will be placed on the main line

of the road from St, Joseph, Mo,, to Grand Island, Neb.,

and its branch line from Souts to Highland.

St. Louis Southwestern.—This company, which is now paying

dividends semi-annually on its $19,893,650 preferred stock at

the rate of 5 per cent, annually, has changed to a 1;4 per cent,

dividend quarterly, making no change in the annual rate.

Southern Railway.—A semi-annual dividend of 2^4 per cent,

has been declared on the $60,000,000 5 per cent, non-cumulative

preferred stock, thus placing the preferred stock on a 5 per

cent, annual basis. The company resumed dividends in 1911,

after suspension of two years, by the payment of 1 per cent.

semi-annually. In the first half of 1912 a semi-annual divi-

dend of 2 per cent, was declared.

Sullivan County Railroad.—See Connecticut River Railroad.

Vermont Valley Railroad.—See Connecticut River Railroad.

New Line for Russia.—The Russian authorities have de-

clared in favor of constructing the long talked of line from

Moscow westward to the Baltic seaport Reval, a naval port free

from ice in winter.

Four-Tracking Work in New South Wales.—The four-

tracking work on the line from Illawara, New South Wales, to

Bankstown is progressing rapidly. It is expected that it will be

completed before the end of the year.
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\T0 more perplexing problem has confronted the mechanical

department officers of the railways than that of tender

derailments. For years these officers, spurred on by frequent

accidents due to this cause, have carefully studied it, and many
suggestions have been made as to how the design or construc-

tion of the tenders tould be improved to overcome the diffi-

culty. In spite of all this, a study of the reports of accidents

indicates that the tender is often the first part of the train to

leave the track, indicating that there is still much to be de-

sired in the way of improvement. E. W. Summers gives an

interesting and rather convincing reason for tender derailments

in a letter in another part of this issue. Briefly, he shows that

the combination of a high spot in the track and the compression

of the truck springs on the same side of the tender, due to a

lurching or swaying movement, will produce a hammer blow of

such large proportions that something must be distorted or

broken. The logical solution of the problem is to provide a

truck of such a design that the above condition could not Pos-

sibly occur. Mr. Summers' suggestion is well worth careful

investigation and study.

A S was stated in the paper on the Electrical Equipment of
*^ Railway Shops, read before the Western Railway Club
by G. W. Cravens, and reported in our last issue, the adop-
tion of the electrical system and various appliances depends
upon the more or less limited experience of the users. In
making improvements of this kind the subject should be
thoroughly studied; experts should be consulted and the

latest improvements of the various manufacturers should be
considered. Many shops adhere strictly to the use of either

the alternating or direct current system, whereas a combina-
tion of both oftentimes gives, the best results. The intro-

duction of automatic electrical devices has done a great deal

in making the electrically equipped shop a necessity where
economy is considered. Among these may be considered the

push button feature for starting and stopping the machines.
With this arrangement the workman will be able to devote
more time to his output and will be more liable to stop the

machine while it is not performing actual work, as it takes

but a few seconds to get the most heavy machines up to

speed with this device. In this way power is saved and the

wear and tear of the equipment is reduced. It will also pro-

tect the machine and motor from overloads, for too great a

current demand will automatically trip the switch. Mr.
Cravens recommends the combination of the flaming arc for

general illumination with tungsten clusters for group light-

ing, and the incandescent lights for individual machines.
Good lighting consists in throwing the light on the work and
not in the eyes of the workman.

""THERE is probably no employee of a railway company who
•' has work that is harder to perform satisfactorily and espe-

cially courteously than has the man in charge either of the in-

formation bureau of a railway in a large station or the parcels

check room. The discourtesy that is so often noticed at a

railway information bureau is explained and often extenuated

by a reference to the difficulties of the work. These annoyances,

however, are no greater than those of the men who are checking

parcels and other hand baggage ; and, added to the passenger's

ignorance, hurry, unreasonable requests, etc., is the rather try-

ing physical work' of lifting heavy bags in the case of the men in

charge of the parcels room. It is not, however, impossible to

get men to do either of these services satisfactorily and cour-

teously, and this statement is not based on theory. At the
' Grand Central station in New York is a parcels room that is as

busy, probably, as any in the country, and yet the holder of this

concession has succeeded in obtaining and training a force of

men who do the work rapidly, accurately and quite uniformly in

a courteous way. The first requirement is that the employees

for such service must be very carefully selected. A nervous

man is impossible in such a position, and this is equally true in

the case of a railway information bureau in a large station or,

as far as that's concerned, in the local ticket office in a large

station doing a rush suburban service. After the proper men
have been selected to do the work, they should be carefully

trained. Lack of proper training of employees is often held up

as one of the cardinal sins of the railways. Of course, each rail-

way has its own rules and methods in regard to training; but

it probably is a fact that on a great number of roads the train-

ing for such positions as those just mentioned is far from ade-

quate. It is hardly necessary to enlarge again on the importance

of such positions, from the railway company's point of view, or

on the extent to which the public's opinion of railways is formed

by the attitude of just such employees. The Railway Age Ga-
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zette has often spoken earnestly on this point; but what it is de-

sired to call attention to here is the fact that at the present time,

in one of the busiest stations in the country, such training and

selection of a certain class of employees has been successfully

carried out, and the results are plain to anyone who uses that

station.

LOCOMOTIVE FIREBOX TESTS.

RAILWAY officers at large are looking forward to the pub-

lication of the results of the locomotive boiler tests which

were made at Coatesville, Pa., last spring, under the direction

of Dr. W. F. M. Goss. The closing part of the test, including

the spectacular attempt to blow up the two boilers of the radial

stay and Jacobs-Shupert types, is familiar to our readers, a com-

plete account of it having appeared in the Railway Age Gazette

of June 28, 1912, page 1595. The crown sheet of the radial

stay boiler was blown down, while the Jacobs-Shupert boiler

came through the test uninjured, although the water was boiled

from the boiler to such an extent that sufficient steam could not

be obtained to furnish a draft to keep the fire going.

In a paper before the New York Railway Club last week

A. W. Whiteford discussed the relation of locomotive boiler de-

sign to efficiency, maintenance and safety, and referred to the

evaporative tests at Coatesville. The report made by Dr. Goss

has not yet been published, in fact we are told that his statement

of conclusions has not yet been completed, so that in some

respects it might have been much better for Mr. Whiteford to

have read his paper at a later meeting, or to have refrained

from stating in so general terms such of Dr. Goss' results as

he did, for railway men who are interested in the sub.'ect will

vi'ant to have the complete data before them before drawing

any conclusions as to the type of boiler best suited to their

needs.

The most important statements made by Mr. Whiteford may
be summed up as follows : At ordinary rates of combustion both

types of boiler gives practically the same economy, with a pos-

sible slight advantage for the sectional boilers at higher rates

when coal is used as the fuel; one foot of firebox heating sur-

face is equivalent to 7.6 ft. of the tube heating surface, thus in-

dicating the importance of a large firebox heating surface.

From the results of the final test there is little question but

that the sectional boiler will be more safe than the ordinary

radial stay boiler. The problem of maintenance, the remaining

factor, is something that can only be decided by thorough trials

in actual service. A. M. McGill, shop superintendent of the

Lehigh Valley, said that sectional boilers had been in use on

that road during the past five months and that very little scale

had accumulated; and that no difficulty was found in washing

the boilers out thoroughly. The master boiler maker of the

same road, Thomas Lewis, said that the sectional boiler was

easier to inspect than the radial stay. Mr. Whiteford men-

tioned an instance where the sectional boilers on the Santa Fe

had a very much longer life than radial stay boilers in the

same service. He also suggested that while the economy of

the two types of boilers might be the same when both were in

first class condition, as at the Coatesville tests, it was altogether

probable that the sectional boiler would show up to much bet-

ter advantage after the boilers had been in service a while, be-

cause of the fact that scale does not accumulate in the sectional

boiler to the same extent as in the radial stay type and it can

be kept cleaner.

George L. Fowler, who made a series of circulation tests on

the boilers at Coatesville, found that the rate of flow of the

water in the water leg of the firebox was extremely low—only a

few feet a second—and that the stay plates used in the sec-

tional boiler could not, therefore, affect the efficiency of the

boiler by impeding the circulation.

It is expected that Dr. Goss' complete report will shortly be

available, at which time we will review the tests more

thoroughlv.

AUTOMATIC STOP OR CAB SIGNAL?
npHE automatic stop propaganda has made very slow progress.

•*• The experience on the underground lines of the Inter-

borough in New York City has now been a familiar fact for

eight years; numerous inventors have worked industriously in

the whole field, and we now have a good variety of plans or
methods; and a few experiments have been made on the Hnes
of conservative railways, as was shown in our article of Sep-

tember 20; but still there is no general advance.

There are good reasons for this lack of progress. In the first

place the best managed railways have made good records for

safety without any mechanical check on the engineman. A
second troublesome objection to the automatic stop is that, al-

though it is simple in theory, there are serious difficulties which
would surely be encountered in the management of long freight

trains and in the arrangement of the signals and the stopping

apparatus at and near junctions; and there is the general dif-

ficulty, at all places, of keeping up the very highest mainte-

nance at all times. A third obstacle is the necessity of re-

ducing the capacity of the railway by the use of the overlap.

All of these are weighty considerations. As compared with

other operations performed by the human mind and hand, the

best railways are able, for long periods, to show really high

percentages of safety in obedience to signals. Well-known fast

trains are run many thousands, and even millions of miles with

no fatal failure. We are constantly demanding of the train

operating department a very high degree of perfection, and this

demand is met in a way which would be called marvelous were

it not such a familiar fact. The tendency to stick to well tried

means is not strange. In considering the second point we have

to remember that stopping long and heavy freight trains by a

quick application of the air brakes is a fine art which is not yet

fully mastered. Numerous inventors promise an automatic stop

which will apply the power brakes vigorously on one train and

mildly on another; but this is a difficult problem also; and its

solution would call for a long campaign. At junctions, where

"blocking back" maj' be necessary every day, an overlap extends

the distant signal so far back that the signalman would be liable

constantly to stop heavy trains unnecessarily, and perhaps at

some risk. As to the overlap, on those roads where stops are

most needed the traffic is dense and the demand of the traffic

manager is that trains shall be run as closely together as prac-

ticable. To do this, and at the same time use the overlap,

necessitates shortening the blocks to the lowest limit; and if

there are fast trains, the introduction of a series of short blocks

makes it necessary to have two or more distant signals, which

introduces ^n undesirable complication. And any unnecessary

space between trains is a perpetual loss of efficiency.

In the presence of this formidable array of reasons for doing

nothing, only the boldest among railway officers have felt war-

ranted in developing the automatic stop; and even the bold ones

have realized, of course, that except under comparatively easy

conditions, as in the subways, anj-thing like complete success

must be far in the distance.

In this situation Mr. Cade, vice-president of the Federal Sig-

nal Company, and a veteran signal engineer, well known to rail-

way officers, comes forward with what may be called a radical

novelty. He proposes to abandon the attempt to make a ma-

chine take the place of a man. Instead, he would adopt a new

method of making the man himself more surely to be depended

upon. We print his letter on another page. Mr. Cade answers

our question, Automatic Stop or Cab Signal? in favor of the cab

signal, but when he gets into the cab he reverses the process,

as it were. Instead of making the roadside apparatus go into the

cab and affect the engineman, he has the engineman take action,

in the cab, which will affect the roadside fixture.

This scheme has very attractive features. An automatic stop

provides for cases where the engineman does not see and obey

the visual signal. The proposed apparatus will make him heed

it if he is alive and mentally competent; and, this much accom-
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plished, the question of securing action in accordance with what

the signal says may be said to be easily dealt with. And if

the engineman is dead or has fainted, the apparatus will call

the attention of the other men on the front of the train. As it

is fair to assume that these other men, the fireman and one

or more trainmen, would hear the sounds made by the audible

apparatus, we may reasonably say that all failures of enginemen

to see distant signals are provided against. Leaving out of ac-

count inveterate recklessness, we may say that a cab signal is

as good as an automatic stop, if the engineman is not dead or

unconscious; this being so, Mr. Cade's scheme will be as effect-

ual as an automatic stop, except when three men, the engineman,

the fireman and the front end trainman are all insensible or

dead. On an electric car the passengers would take the place

of the trainmen as reserve guards, as the audible apparatus, be-

ing sounded only very rarely, can be made loud enough to

startle everybody within a hundred yards.

Every engineman has to do his work alone. His superior

cannot be near him, and the monitorship of the fireman is of in-

different value. After years of use (in the printed book) of

the rule requiring firemen to "call" signals to the enginemen,

superintendents are far from agreed as to its worth, or as to

how fully it can be applied to all situations, and how well it can

be enforced. In this situation, surprise checking of enginemen

has been our main recourse. This idea has been employed with

much success now for a dozen years; but it is still far from

being generally prescribed and carried out, and far from af-

fording all the protection reasonably to be desired. Its satis-

factory enforcement is full of perplexity. Mr. Cade's scheme

at once provides universal checking in the place of occasional

checking. He calls the engineman to account at every dist.int

signal ; and the distant is the vital signal. In short, the

scheme here presented proposes to make the observance of

visual signals so entirely satisfactory that the demand for an

automatic stop will die out.

The first objection to Mr. Cade's scheme is that the appa-

ratus does not report its own failures; it is not arranged on the

"closed circuit" principle. This principle, which demands that

any instrumentality which, by action or failure to act. can help

a train along on its journey, shall instantly disclose its condi-

tion whenever it is out of order, so that its indication, favor-

able or unfavorable, cannot be depended on, is held very

tenaciously by conservative signal engineers. It is made a first

requirement, wherever possible. Mr. Cade, himself, has, no

doubt, sworn by this principle all his life, and realizes its im-

portance, for he is a conservative of the conservatives. There
is also the objection to all devices requiring special equipment

on engines, reinforced by general conservatism. To.this last it

seems sufficient to say that the sentiment in favor of any

scheme of experimentation in this line which looks hopeful is

now too strong to be ignored.

There is an answer also to the main objection; and it is not

to be laughed out of court. Any proposal to depend on "open

circuit" schemes is to be considered with great caution; but

such dependence is not in practice the great and fundamental

error which it is sometimes thought to be. It is not unknown
in railway operation; it is a familiar fact. A track relay may
stick and hold a signal at clear, and the dangerous condition not

be disclosed. The signalman at an interlocking cabin has op-

portunity constantly to make various dangerous mistakes, and
no one can prove anything against him. The safety of a loco-

motive boiler depends, in important features, on the unremit-

ting vigilance of the engineman. But in all these things a high

degree of efficiency is maintained, nevertheless. Mr. Cade holds

that a high degree of efficiency can be maintained in the care

of his adjunct to the fixed visual signal. He will be called upon
to "make good." He does not describe the apparatus which he

has in mind, but there is nothing inherently impracticable in the

idea. In view of his knowledge and experience, and of the com-
pleteness wMth which he has met the views entertained by con-

servative railway officers, we may fairly say that his scheme
should have a friendly reception. It is to be remembered that his

adjunct is only an adjunct. If it should fail entirely, in a given

case, there is a strong presumption that, if the apparatus has been
well cared for, the engineman would not fail on that same occa-

sion. A failure of the new auxiliary apparatus would not be

equivalent to a positive proceed signal (as in the case with an
automatic stopping apparatus which gives no proceed indication).

The engineman would not know that it failed. In fact, he cannot

depend on it at all. In the ordinary routine he knows nothing

about it except that it is the invisible reason why he is required

to be very careful to do his duty as he approaches every distant

signal.

And to make men careful, when the problem is taken up in

the right way, is not such an utterly hopeless task as we often

assume it to be. A "smash signal" at a certain drawbridge on
one of the busiest railways in the country, performed its func-

tions untouched by a locomotive for over twenty years. If it

be said that enginemen are always much more careful at draw-
bridges than at places which seem to them less dangerous, we
may reply that with Mr. Cade's scheme, if it works out well,

we can, at an expense not entirely beyond reason, make the en-

trance of every block section in a sense as dangerous as a draw-

bridge. "Dangerous," we mean, to the engineman; the danger

of losing his job. Making actual danger would be a question-

able policy. It is possible that we do too much of that now, in

the use of derails.

MISSOURI PACIFIC.

THE aiinral report of the Missouri Pacific and of the St.

Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, which are together

operated as one property, is a rather unusual account of the

benefits resulting from improvements made in the two previous

years and showing in a year while further extensive improve-

ments were being made. It is seldom that a property which is

still undergoing heavy improvement work reflects, in increased

gross business handled at a decreased cost, the effect of very

recent betterment work. Generally the increased cost of handling

traffic due to additio.nal betterment work offsets the benefits due

to work just completed. Possibly the fact that there was such

a wide margin for improvement on the Missouri Pacific accounts

for the showing that was made in the fiscal year ended June

30. 1912.

The Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern together operate 7,231 miles. Although the road runs

through highly competitive territory in places, its average ton

mile rate is not low, being last year 8.24 mills. As will be seen

from the map, the road connects the best traffic producing cities

in the Middle West, and in most of these cities it has terminals

of its own, which in many cases are very advantageously located

as compared with its competitors. It enters the Illinois coal

fields; and in 1912, 21 per cent, of the total tonnage carried was

bituminous coal, with 16 per cent, of the total tonnage products

of agriculture and only 14 per cent, manufactures.

In 1912 operating revenues amounted to $54,500,000, an increase

of $1,730,(XX), or 3.27 per cent., over 1911. Total operating ex-

penses amounted to $41,280,000, a decrease of $2,050,000, or 4.73

per cent. After the payment of fixed charges and rentals there

was a net corporate loss of $1.980.(X30, as compared with a net

corporate loss in 1911 of $5,230,000. This is a decrease of 62.18

per cent, in loss.

The increase in revenues came from an increase in freight

traffic amounting to 3.35 per cent., and an increase in average

length of haul amounting to 12.64 per cent. Thus the revenue

tons carried one mile totalled 4,794,0()0,000 in 1912, an increase

of 402,(X)0.C100 ton miles, or 9.15 per cent.; the average receipts

per ton per mile being slightly less (3.85 per cent.) in 1912

than in 1911, and, as was previously mentioned, amounting to

824 mills in 1912. Passenger business decreased, passenger

mileage amounting to 463,000,000 in 1912, as compared with
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488,000,000 in 1911. Of course, passenger service could not be

cut down to offset the decrease in business.

The most important increase in tonnage was in bituminous

coal. This tonnage amounted to 4,230,000 tons in 1912, an

increase over 1911 of 36.5 per cent. It is probable that this

remarkable increase in coal tonnage is due to the fact that

owing to the improvements made in 1910 and 1911 the Missouri

Pacific is now able to handle coal tonnage, whereas in 1910 it

was not in physical shape to take care of this low-grade traffic.

It is hard to overestimate the importance of such an increase as

this in coal traffic in considering what the road may do as com-

pared with what it has done in the past. Crop prospects in

the territory served by the Missouri Pacific were never brighter,

than they are for the present year. In 1912 the road carried

3,290,000 tons of agricultural products, or about 8.6 per cent,

less than in 1911. Agricultural products last year formed 16.3

per cent, of the total tonnage. With prospects for very much
increased tonnage of agricultural products in the 1912-13 year,

and with no present prospect of a let-up in the demand for

bituminous coal for manufacturing purposes as well as domestic

purposes, and with the aid of the very extensive improvements

was shown so soon alter the program of improvement was com-
menced under the new regime.

Additions and betterments to roadway and track cost $4,110,000,

A total of 542 miles of track was ballasted largely with chatts,

cinders and gravel ; embankments and cuts have been widened
on 566 miles ; 322 miles of track were laid with new 85-lb. rail

;

69 miles of second track were completed ; 1,403 miles of manual
telephone block signals were established.

Missouri Pacific in 1912 bought its first heavy power. One
Mallet was bought, 50 Mikado locomotives and 14 Pacific type,.

the latter having an average tractive power of 31,500 lbs. The
improvement in train loading has already been mentioned. Car
loading was also heavier, due probably, in part at least, to the in-

crease in proportion of low-grade freight. The Missouri Pacific

has a very light freight and passenger density. In 1912 the

average ton miles carried per mile of road amounted to but

663,051. This, however, is an increase of 9.21 per cent, over

1911, and the passenger miles per mile of road amounted to-

64,048, a decrease of 5.11 per cent. To carry 9.15 per cent, more
ton miles in 1912 than in 1911, the Missouri Pacific used 6.89'

per cent, less freight train miles. .Average loaded cars per
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that have been made during the year 1911-12, the prospects for

the fiscal year that will end June 30. 1913, are probably better

than they ever have been for the Missouri Pacific.

In studying the annual report for 1912 one constantly has to

bear in mind the fact that comparisons between 1912 and 1911

are for the Missouri Pacific, and that however much the im-
provements themselves call for admiration and enthusiasm, the

property still has a long way to go before it can be considered
in the same class, either as a railway or as an investment, as

many of its competitors. Even in 1912 the combined Missouri
Pacific and .St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern earned only

$7,538 per mile operated. The average revenue train load was
333 tons; the average tractive power of its locomotives was
28,319 lbs. Only 38 per cent, of the total track was laid with
85-lb. rails or heavier, and 32 per cent, was laid with 56, 54 and
52-lb. rails. It will take years of improvement and betterment
to put the property in shape to compare with the Union Pacific.

The remarkable thing about last year's operations, however, was
the fact that such marked improvement in operating efficiency

train totalled 19.70 as against 17.93 the year before, an increase

of 9.87 per cent. The company, however, did not increase its-

per cent, of loaded car miles to total car mileage.

During the year, the Missouri Pacific sold $4,000,000 bonds

and $1,553,000 equipment trust obligations. There was on deposit

with trustees at the end of the year $5,450,000 cash available

for additions and betterments. The Missouri Pacific, itself, ex-

cluding the Iron Mountain, had on hand $1,480,000 cash, with no

loans and bills payable, and total working liabilities of $5,820,000.

The St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern had on hand $830,000-

cash, with a little over $800,000 loans and bills payable, which has

been paid off since the close of the fiscal year through the sale

of securities, and total working liabilities excluding the loans and

bills payable of $5,267,288. Although the working capital of the

Missouri Pacific and the Iron Mountain combined is still much
too small for a property carrying on the business that this

system does, the companies are in very much better financial'

shape than they have been for a number of years, and from a

study of the income account one is inclined to agree with Presi-
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<lent Bush that the close of the fiscal year has established a

vonspicuous mile post in the history of the property.

The following table gives the principal figures for operation

for the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern in 1912 as compared with 1911

:

191-'. 1911.

Average mileage operated 7,231 7,235
Freight revenue $39,514,356 $37,629,213
Passenger revenue 10,662,443 10,917,851

Total operating revenues 54,503,250 52,776,593
Maintenance of way and structures 8,664,769 8,984,132
Maintenance of equipment 8,321,787 8,283,521
Traffic 1,358,014 1.410,780
Transportation 21,268,314 22,745,409

Total operating expenses 41,280,592 43.329,936
Taxes 2.242.380 1.983.789
Operating income 10,858,425 7,376,785
Gross corporate income 13.095.886 9.186.343
Net corporate loss 1,979,091 5,232,339

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO.
rVESPITE the fact that the Chicago line of the Chesapeake
"•^ & Ohio has not begun to yield any return to the parent

company on the sums invested in this property the C. & O.

earned in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, a net available

lor dividends of $4,270,000. or $1,050,000 more than in the year

before. This is equivalent to 6.81 per cent, on the total stock

in mind in comparing the figures in this year's annual report

with those for 1911; but even so it is not by any means suf-

ficient to explain such a remarkable increase in operating ef-

ficiency as is shown by an increase in the average revenue train

load of 100 tons, bringing the average for 1912 up to 756 tons.

Neither is it probable that the improvement in condition and

operation of the Chicago line is sufficient to account for an in-

crease last year of from $32,580,000 in total operating revenues

in 1911 to $34,290,000 in 1912. This increase occurred in a year

that was not generally prosperous for railways, and in a year

in which the weather was quite unusually severe, with conse-

quent increased difficulties in handling business.

The Chesapeake & Ohio operates 2,306 miles of road, in-

cluding the Chicago line, but excluding, of course, the Hocking

Valley, which is controlled but not operated as part of the

C. & O. The C. & O. now has two tracks all the way from New-
port News, Va., to Cincinnati, Ohio, with the exception of nine

miles in the mountains of West Virginia, which at present

there is no immediate intention of double-tracking. The Chi-

cago line is single track, with the exception of its entrance into

Chicago.

The freight density, that is, ton miles carried per mile of
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outstanding, and is after the payment of fixed charges, which in-

clude the interest on the cost of the Chicago line. It will be re-

called that in the fiscal year ended Jung 30, 1910, the Chesapeake

& Ohio earned over 10 per cent, on its stock. In 1911, the first

year in which the operations of the Chicago line were included,

the company earned but 5.14 per cent, after paying, however,

the interest charges on the cost of the new line. In both 1911

and 1912 interest charges include the carrying charges of the

Hocking Valley majority stock and the half interest held in the

Kanawha & Michigan.

In 1911 not only did the C. & O. have the financial burden

of the Chicago line to bear, but the fact that this line was not in

physical shape to handle the traffic which the C. & O. could turn

over to it made the operations of the C. & O. iiself probably

somewhat more expensive, and when the figures were combined

made the average cost per ton mile of operating the entire prop-

erty very considerably higher. This, cf course, should be borne

road, was 2.960,000 in 1912, an increase of 8.4 per cent, over

1911. The average revenue per ton per mile for coal was 3.17

mills in 1912 and 3.22 mills in 1911; and the average revenue

per ton per mile for freight other than coal was 6.39 mills in

1912 and 6.45 mills in 1911. Of the total tonnage carried, 68.11

per cent, is bituminous coal, nearly all of which originates on

the lines of the C. & O. The tonnage of bituminous coal in 1912

amounted to 17,810,000 tons, as compared with 15,750,000 in

1911.

Besides its heavy freight density, the C. & O. has a passenger

density of 110,000 in 1912, a slightly lower density than in

1911. The C. & O. operates in highly competitive territory. It

is paralleled as far west as Cincinnati, at places (Juite closely,

by the Norfolk & Western; its coal has to compete with the

coal of both the Norfolk & Western and the Pennsylvania, as

well as the Baltimore & Ohio; so that its prospects for higher

earnings in the future depend on its ability to handle ton miles
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End passenger miles at a smaller cost and on the advantages that

the property may derive from having become a through trunk

line from the Atlantic coast to Chicago.

One further important source of future revenue is the invest-

ment in Hocking Valley. This company paid in 1912 7 per cent,

dividends and is earning a very comfortable surplus over and

above these dividends. As an inyestment alone, even putting

aside the advantages of having close traffic relations with a

line to Toledo, the purchase of a controlling interest in the

stock was pretty surely a good one for the C. & O.

In the task of reducing the cost of handling each unit of

traffic, the work of the management of the Chesapeake & Ohio

has met with a very considerable degree of success. As was

mentioned, the company earned total operating revenue in 1912

amounting to $34,290,000, as compared with $32,580,000 in 1911.

The total ton mileage amounted to 6,690,000,000, as com-

pared with 6,083,000,000 in 1911; and the number of passengers

carried one mile amounted to 252,000,000 in 1912 and 253,000.000

in 1911. Total operating expenses amounted to $22,640,000 in

1912 and to $21,790,00 in 1911. Although the ratio of passenger

business to freight business decreased, it was impossible to re-

duce passenger service to correspond with the decrease in busi-

ness. As a matter of fact, passenger train mileage amounted

to 5,100,000 miles in 1912, as compared with 4,880,000 in 1911.

Total operating expenses amounted to 3.38 mills per ton mile

in 1912 and to 3.58 mills per ton mile in 1911; and the fact

that it was necessary to increase passenger service makes the

showing of saving 14 per cent, in cost of handling ton mileage

by no means as great as was probably the actual saving. With

an increase of 10 per cent, in ton mileage, there was a de-

crease of 4.6 per cent, in freight train mileage. There was an

increase of 10 per cent, in the average number of loaded cars

in train, with an increase of 6.6 per cent, of empty cars, and a

fairly large decrease in miles made by locomotives in switching

service. The increase in revenue train load of 100 tons has

already been commented on.

There have been two important improvements made in the

property. An extensive yard and terminal have been built 12

miles east of Cincinnati, and j'ards have been built at Boston,

Md.. These yards were badly needed. The traffic handled

through Cincinnati has to be moved in a rather roundabout

wa}'. and westward tonnage has to be pushed up a very steep

grade just outside of Cincinnati. By making up trains outside

of Cincinnati, and using pushers to get them up the hill, some

of the difficulties of getting traffic across the city are obviated,

and these difficulties are not allowed to interfere in any way
with the operation of any except short mileage directly concerned.

Operating expenses amounted to $22,640,000 in 1912, an in-

crease of 3.86 per cent., due largely to an increase in the cost

of transportation probably because of the increased passenger

service and to an increase in the cost of maintenance of equip-

ment. The fact that the company had in operation for the first

time during an entire year 26 Mallet locomotives may have

somewhat increased the cost of repairs; but if this is a fact,

this additional repair cost was probably far more than offset

by the economies effected through increased train loads made
possible by the use of this type of locomotive. Maintenance of

way amounted to $3,980,000 in 1912, a decrease of $160,000 from

the amount spent m 1911. The decrease was due almost entirely

to the fact that a smaller amount of new rails was laid, with a

corresponding decrease in cost of extra gang labor.

The fiscal year 1913 should see the C. & O. past the last of the

important difficulties which were attendant on the plans of the

management which acquired control in 1909. These plans in-

cluded the acquisition of a line from Cincinnati to Chicago which

should make the Chesapeake & Ohio a through trunk line; the

acquisition of a line suitable for sending heavy shipments of

coal to the Lakes; and making the C. & O. a double-track line,

of the standard indicated by 100-lb. rail, from tidewater to Cin-

cinnati. The physical work involved in carrying out these plans

is largely done; and while the financing has been done in good
part, there still remains some further financing to be done.

In 1911 and 1912 the company sold $19,500,000 secured 4H
per cent, notes, which will mature in 1914. These notes are

secured by $22,300,000 first hen and improvement mortgage 5

per cent, bonds, due 1930. Cash on hand at the end of 1912

amounted to $1,010,000, as compared with $9,370,000 on hand
at the end of 1911. Total working assets in 1912 were $5,660,000,

and total working liabilities $5,520,000. There are loans and
bills payable included in the working liabilities of $85,000 only.

The C. & O. is not at all a heavily capitalized property when
it is considered that 655 miles of it are double track through

difficult country. Funded debt, including rentals capitalized at

5 per cent., and equipment certificates, amounts to $75,912 per

road mile operated ; and stock outstanding to but $27,230. The
total, therefore, $103,142, is not great. For instance, the Nor-
folk & Western has only about $53,582 of funded debt per

mile, but $53,346 of stock outstanding per mile. The C. & O.

would, however, be in a better position to withstand any
unforeseen drain on its resources, or some unforeseen cut-

ting down of revenue, if the proportion of bonded debt calling for

fixed charges were smaller. The C. & O. has outstanding $31,-

390.000 convertible 4;.^ per cent, bonds which are convertible up

to 1920 into stock at par. C. & O. common is now selling in

the neighborhood of 82, and the convertible bonds are selling at

93V8- These bonds have sold as low as 92^^ since January. A
rise, therefore, in the price of the stock of at least 15 points

would probably be necessary to make it profitable for any great

number of the holders of these bonds to convert them into stock.

The possibility of such a rise depends, of course, on the gen-

eral course of prices for railway securities, and on the amount
of return that the C. & O. will get on its investment in the

Chicago line and the Hocking Valley; disregarding, of course,

the increase in business which might fairly be expected to fol-

low from the present bright prospects for good crop conditions

and largely increased buying power of consumers, and the con-

tinuation of the present activity in manufacturing industries.

The following table gives the principal figures for operation

for the C. & O., including its Chicago line, in 1912, as compared

with 1911:

1912. 1911.

Average mileage operated 2,263 2,229
Freight revenue $27,261,475 $25,590,027
Passenger revenue 5,505,536 5,512,932

Total operating revenue 34,289.870 32,583,411
Maint. of way and structures... 3,981,646 4,141,572
Maint. of equipment 6,724,460 6,198,825
Traffic 636.967 615,338
Transportation 10.503.415 10.044,173

Total operating expenses 22,635.681 21,793,615
Taxes 1.014.220 1,065,853
Net operating income 10,639,969 9,723,943
Net corporate income 4,274,206 3,228,285
Dividends 3,139,628 3,139,625
Surplus 1,134,578 88,660

CHICAGO, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS & OMAHA.
'X'HE Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha is a road
^ operating 1,745 miles of line in Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Iowa, South Dakota and Nebraska. It is a subsidiary of the

Chicago & North Western and, as will be seen on the map
published with the comments on the North Western's re-

port, it furnishes a line from Omaha through Sioux City to

^linneapolis and St. Paul, and a roundabout line from St.

Paul to Duluth. The company in its annual report does not

classify its freight tonnage; but from the territory through

which the Omaha operates, we may be quite sure that a very

considerable part of its tonnage is furnished by grain and

agricultural products.

In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, the road had to con-

tend with very severe winter weather. Crops were poor in

some states and there were still further increases in labor

costs. Total operating revenue amounted to $15,140,000, a

decrease from 1911 of $960,000. Over 85 per cent, of the de-

crease in freight revenue was caused by decrease in tonnage
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from products of agriculture, the annual report says. As will

be seen by the table at the end of these comments, passenger

revenue was slightly greater in 1912 than in 1911. Total

operating expenses amounted to $10,470,000, a decrease of

$190,000. There was an increase in the cost of labor, due to

higher rates of compensation, aggregating $129,000, and a

saving made of $37,000 through less time worked by em-

ployees, making a net increase in labor costs of $92,000.

The decrease in expenses was due to decreases in the cost

of maintenance; transportation having cost $6,280,000 in

1912, which is more by $128,000 than the cost in 1911. The
net charge for rails was more in 1912 than in 1911, due

entirely to the greater value of old rails (old rails and other

items) released; new rail costing but $245,000 in 1912, as

against $333,000 in 1911. There was a substantial decrease in

the cost of ties and ballast, and bridges, trestles and cul-

verts. The increases in cost of transportation were due to

higher labor costs alreadj' mentioned and higher fuel costs.

The tons of freight carried one mile totaled 1,092,000,000 in

1912, a decrease from 1911 of 6.79 per cent. The mileage of

freight and mixed trains totaled 4,383,000, an increase over

1911 of 2.58 per cent. This increase in freight train mileage,

at the time when traffic was smaller was due to the very

severe weather in 1912, as compared with 1911, and the in-

creased difficulty of handling traffic under such conditions.

The average train load decreased from 274 tons in 1911 to

249 tons in 1912. Carloading, on the other hand, was better,

the average being 17.33 tons per loaded car in 1911 and 17.62

tons in 1912. This shows that there was a much larger pro-

portion of empty car mileage last year than in the year

before, due to a decreased tonnage of agricultural products.

The average revenue received per ton per mile was 8.68

mills in 1912, as against 9.02 mills in 1911. Although there

was a slight increase in passenger revenue, the number of

passengers carried decreased, and the passengers carried one

mile totaled 221,000,000 in 1912, a decrease of 5.21 per cent,

from 1911. The average fare per mile was 2.06 cents in

1912, as against 1.92 cents in 1911.

During the year the company spent $2,436,000 for addi-

tions and betterments, of which $365,000 was for additional

equipment. The Omaha is carrying on considerable double

track work, mentioned in Railway Construction news. There

was spent last year $719,000 on the second track from
Merrillan, Wis., to Wyeville; $319,000 on second track from
Truax, Wis., to Northline, and $495,000 for double track line

from Eau Claire, Wis., west. Although there was a slight

deficit in 1912 after the payment of 7 per cent, dividends on

both common and preferred stock, the Omaha is a well-to-do

road and a lightly capitalized one. At the end of 1912 there

was $3,940,000 cash on hand and a total, including the cash,

of $10,560,000 working assets, while total working liabilities

amounted to but $1,980,000. During the year there were sold

$5,000,000 5 per cent, debenture bonds of a total authorized

issue of $15,000,000 debenture bonds.

The prospects for good earnings this year on the Omaha
are very much improved indeed over what they were at the

beginning of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912. Crops
through its territory are in very excellent condition; the

double track work that the company has been doing should

aid materially in handling the increased tonnage offered,

and so severe a winter as last year is unusual.

The following table shows the principal figures for opera-

tion in 1912, as compared with 1911:

1912. 1911.

Average mileage operated 1,745 1,743

Freight revenue $9,478,792 $10,563,204

Passenger revenue 4,551.594 4,475,419

•Total operating revenues 15,135.426 16.092.852

Maint. of way and structures 1,684.548 1,965.394

Maint. of equipment 1,796.694 1,863,984

Traffic 320,889 285,537

-Transportation 6,283,448 6,155,616

1912. 1911.

Total operating expenses 10,466.216 10,656,054

Taxes 782,846 730,808

Operating income 3,881,631 4,693,452

Gross corporate income 4,122,304 4,833,220

Net corporate income 2,084,603 2,816,385

Dividends 2,086,910 2,086,910

Surplus '2,307 729,475

* Deficit.

CHICAGO & NORTH WESTERN.
'X'HE Chicago & North Western operates 7,859 miles of road,

a very large part of which may be classed as branch line

mileage, with, however, a very important double track main
line from Chicago to Omaha. The North Western has close

traffic relations with the Union Pacific on the west and the

New York Central Lines on the east. It has, therefore, in

many respects the dual character of a transcontinental road

and a granger of the Middle West.

Before the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul built its extension

to the Pacific coast, it was customary to compare the North
Western and the St. Paul. Both were conservatively capital-

ized, "strong roads." Both had a long record of dividends, and
the securities of both were considered as high class investments

suitable for those dependent on income. At the time that the

St. Paul built its extension to the coast, there was talk of the

North \\'estern's also building, or linking up, an extension west-

ward. It is doubtful whether this was ever seriously consid-

ered; but, at any rate, the showing made by the North Western
in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, would tend to show the

wisdom of the management in conserving its resources for the

development of its own property rather than making extensions.

Like other granger roads, the North Western suffered con-

siderably from the severity of the winter. Total operating rev-

enues amounted to $73,700,000, as against $74,920,000 total rev-

enues in 1911. This is at the rate of 9,378 per mile of road ire

1912, and $9,706 per mile of road in 1911. The loss in gross-

was due to a shorter average haul on the traffic carried. The
total number of tons carried amounted to 37,270,000 in 1912, an
increase over 1911 of 1.45 per cent.; and the average revenue
per ton per mile was 9.1 mills in 1912, as against 9.0 mills in

1911. The average distance each ton was carried, however,
was 138.11 miles, a decrease of 6.63 per cent.

Operating expenses amounted to $52,700,000 in 1912, a de-

crease of $310,000 from 1911. The operating ratio in 1912 was
71.51 per cent. This seems high when compared with the Union
Pacific or the Northern Pacific. It is due to the fact that

neither the character of the traffic, of which low grade freight

forms a comparatively small part, nor the large branch line

mileage, permit of heavy train loading. The average revenue
train load was 299 tons in 1912, as against 277 tons in 1911.

The fact that the North Western handles high class through
business on a fast schedule also tends to prevent heavy train

loading. An increase, however, in the train load of 8 per cent.

from 1911 to 1912 is an accomplishment not to be passed over
without mention.

The decrease in expenses came from a decrease in amounts
spent for maintenance of way, largely due to smaller replace-

ment of rails and fewer ties put in track in 1912 than in 1911,

and a consequent saving in labor for roadway and track. Labor
costs, however, as a whole increased net by $330,000, there be-
ing an increase of $471,000, due to higher rates of compen-
sation, and a partially offsetting saving of $140,000, less time
worked by employees. Maintenance of equipment cost more by
$263,000 last year than the year before and totaled in 1912

$9,570,000. The severe winter weather must have affected the

cost of repairs of locomotives to a considerable extent. The in-

creased cost of maintenance is not, therefore, as large by any
means as might have been expected. The North Western has
for a number of years maintained its equipment on a very
economical basis.

There was a smaller ton mileage handled, but an increase in
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the passenger mileage amounting to 2.47 per cent. Transpor-

tation expenses totaled $30,920,000 in 1912, an increase of a

fraction of 1 per cent. There was a saving in fuel costs of

$303,000, which was slightly more than offset by an increased

amount paid to labor and paid for supphes and miscellaneous

items.

The Chicago & North Western does a large and, in propor-

tion to freight business, an important passenger business. Rev-

enue from passengers in 1912 amounted to $19,560,000, an in-

crease of 2.28 per cent. The number of passengers carried

totaled 31,530.000. an increase of 3.94 per cent. ; but there was

a decrease of 1.41 per cent, in the average distance traveled.

The average rate per passenger per mile remained the same in

1912 as in 1911; namely, 1.81 cents. The average distance

traveled in 1912 was 34.28 miles.

The balance sheet of the North Western for June 30, 1912,

is the best possible statement of the underlying strength and

sound financial position of the company. There was $15,270,000

cash on hand, with total working liabihties of but $9,700,000.

In addition to the cash, there was in the treasury $2,340,000

North Western stock and $5,910,000 North Western general

mortgage bonds. Total working assets, including the cash and

securities just mentioned, amounted to $49,060,000. After pay-

ing 8 per cent, dividends on the preferred stock and 7 per cent,

on the common, there was a surplus for 1912 of $570,000.

The addition and betterment work that has been carried on is

mentioned in Railway Construction news. The largest and most

important expenditure during the year was for the Milwaukee,

Sparta & North Western, the acquisition of which was com-

mented on in these columns in connection with the annual re-

port for 1911. The expenditure for this uncompleted road to

date has been $14,510,000. The North Western has assumed

$15,000,000 Milwaukee, Sparta & North Western first mortgage

bonds that were issued during the year and sold to the pub'.ic.

The following table shows the principal figures for operation

in 1912, as compared with 1911

:

1912. 1911.

Average mileage operated 7,859 7,719

Freight revenue $46,691,540 $49,024,958

_ Passenger revenue 19,555,567 19,118,884

"Total operating revenues 73,698,592 74,918,186

Maintenance of way and structures 9,368,721 10,002,232

Maintenance of equipment 9,569.853 9,307,196

Traffic 1,340,086 1,232,016

Transportation 30.924,938 30,856,864

Total operating expenses 52,701,843 53,012,710

Ta.xes 3,422,838 3,116,034

Net operating income 17,540,872 18,735,765

Gross corporate income 20,794,649 21,769,231

Net corporate income 11,467,331 12,603,100

Dividends 10,899,615 10,899,615

Surplus 567,716 1,703,485

NEW BOOKS.

Ho7v to Analyze Railroad Reports. By John Moody. Published by the

Analyses Publishing Co., New York City. 218 pages. 7 in. x 5 in.

Flexible leather binding. Price, $2.50.

This little book contains, with certain additions, the introduction

to Moody's Analyses of Railroad Investment, which is published

annually. The larger annual work was reviewed in our issue

of -April 19. page 881. There is one additional chapter in the

smaller book, on relative values and a discussion of the railway

mile. There is also an appendix giving the names of the primary

accounts prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission for

the classification of operating revenues, operating expenses, rev-

enues and expenses of outside operations, and expenditures for

construction of road and equipment. The smaller book forms a

handy and useful text book for the student who desires to learn

how to go about forming his own judgment of the value of railway

securities.

MONTANA

K A -". N S A S

The Chicago & North Western and the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.
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A PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT ON THE CAB SIGNAL.

New York, September 23, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

The statement on page 373 in your issue of August 30 that,

"The time has come when it behooves railway managers to

give serious consideration to the subject of automatic train

control," being undoubtedly true, I desire to ask your readers

to consider the matter of automatic train control from a some-
what different view-point than the one from which it is now
generally considered.

The opinion seems to prevail that if any enginem.nn fails to

obey a signal in the stop position, you should automatically stop

the train, taking the control of it away from the engineman.

I believe that it will be agreed that the operation of the

present automatic block system is so nearly perfect that if the

information tlie signal conveys is obeyed there will be very

few accidents of the kind that has caused the demand for auto-

matic stops. I also believe that it will be agreed that the en-

gineman of today is a most conservative, sober and careful in-

dividual, and that it is impossible to find anyone who appreciates

more fully than he the value of the lives entrusted to his care.

If this view is a correct one. then I believe an engineman very

seldom, if ever, wilfully causes an accident by knowingly pass-

ing a signal in the slop position.

My suggestion is that when an engineman proves that he is

likely to pass a signal at stop, he should be warned of what he

is about to do a sufficient time in advance to enable him to stop

at the home signal. We now depend entirely on the engineman

seeing the signal in the caution or stop position; and if he

fails to see it then an accident may result. My idea, for the

consideration of your readers, is briefly as follows

;

If the enginema.i fails to see a signal in the caution or stop

position, why not give him a sound to guide him
;
place at the

distant signal a sound-producing device operative when the sig-

nal is in the caution position. If the engineman, on approaching

the signal observes it, he should be required to cut out the

Sound-producing device; and if he fails to cut it out, then the

sound will be given and he will be warned that he has not ob-

served the signal : tnd he should then be required to bring his

train to a stop cs quickly as possible; that is, before he reaches

a stop signal. The sound can be made as loud as desired.

I understand, of course, that this will bring up a great many
questions; such as. What acts should the engineman perform

before he operates the cut-out device? Shall he shut off steam

and apply the brak.-s. or perform some other act to insure that

he is fully alive to wliat he is doing when he operates the cut-

out? Shall the sound also be given in the event of the train pass-

ing a signal in the stop position, arranging the apparatus so

that the engineman alone cannot cut it out? How can the cut-

out be operated? Who shall be directed to stop the train if

the engineman fails to do so after the caution or stop sound
is given? What means of checking should be provided if the

engineman observes the position of the signal, cuts out the

sound, then (which is exceedingly unlikely) restores his ap-

paratus and goes recklessly on, regardless of the information

he has accepted? These and other questions will have to be

considered by the operating and engineering departments of the

railways.

The first and most important question, to my mind, is:

Would it not be better when an engineman fails to observe the

caution or stop position of a signal, to warn him (and others

within hearing of the sound) that he has failed to observe it,

giving him time to correct his error, rather than to wait until

he has passed a signal at stop and then take from him the con-

trol of the train and attempt to automatically stop it in the hope

that it will be stopped before it has collided witii a preceding

train? If I am right in my view that it is more desirable to

warn him than to stop his train, then I am confident that the

certainty of detection, in the event of the engineman failing

to do vv'hat is required of him, will give increased obedience to

signals ; and that an apparatus to carry out this idea can be

designed and operated so as to be quite as reliable as is the best

made automatic block signal. JOHN T. cade,

\'ice-President, Federal Signal Company.

A FORTUNATE WRECK.

Pittsburgh, Pa., September 20, 1912.

To THE EdITCR of THE RAILWAY ACE GAZETTE :

Some months ago, just after daybreak and shortly after I had

awakened on a Pullman sleeper, an emergency brake application

was made and a slight bump slid my head against the head board

of the section. We were standing still, stopped from a 55-mile

clip in less than a train length. I was sure that the tender must

be off the rails, and as I had been wanting to get information of

tender derailments at first hand, I liastily got into my clothes

and hurried out. 1 found the engineer going forward toward

the engine. He told me that when he felt the tender bumping

along over the ties he applied the emergency brake, shut off

steam and jumped for the tall grass. When he stopped tumbling

the train had also stopped and he was near its rear end.

The train and engine were still as shown in the pictures, when

we left on another train about noon—the engine standing erect

;

the tender having crossties and earth tilled in all the space up to

A Wreck Apparently Caused by the Derailment of the Tender.
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the underframe, and its trucks torn to pieces; the coaches scat-

tered zig-zag; the rails, crossties and ballast swept from the

right of way.

No one was hurt. This was the fortunate part of it. After

I had looked over the situation for about an hour and a half

and returned to the sleeper, a man, pulling his curtain aside,

asked: "What are we stopping here for?" The stop was so

gradual that many of the passengers were not awakened in the

cars that did not leave the rails. It is evident that the track

was not torn up until the engine had passed over it.

Why are fast passenger trains wrecked on straight track?

Why does the engine stick to the rails and its tender jump the

swept away, investigation proves little or nothing. Everything is

so twisted that we cannot tell what happened first. Whether the

report is "rails spread," or "defective rail," or "cause unknown,"

it is all the same—we learn nothing from it. With the track

absolutely straight and solid it will not happen, but you cannot

keep a track in such a condition.

The trouble is that we are shooting thousands of tons along

the track at almost cannon ball speed and attempting to deflect

its course without making provision for the resistance neces-

sary to cause such deflection. In rounding curves provision is

made for the reaction necessary to change the course of the

train, but slight kinks occur in straight track without provision

2000* centered at the wheel cente/-

t

21000'*

at wf>eel centei-

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

track? These are questions asked every day by anxious rail-

way officers.

I have from time to time written articles touching on different

phases of this subject, including those on "Steel vs. Wooden
Construction for Cars." in the Railzi.-ay ^{aster Mechanic of Jan-

uary, 1912; "Rail Failures and Car Truck Design," in the Rail-

way Age Gazette of February 23. 1912, and "Impact on Rails

from Flat Wheels and Other Causes," in the Railway Age Gazette

of July 12, 1912. In this letter I shall endeavor to cover another

phase of the subject so clearly that it will be readily understood.

It is easy enough to know the cause of a wreck when there is

a collision, or a switch is left open, but on a straight track with

rails apparently in normal condition, the problem is different.

Note the phrase, "apparently in normal condition." After the

wreck, with the rails and cross ties all torn up and the ballast

for taking care of the disturbance set up. Lateral kinks in the

rails are provided for by loose fits of journals and journal bear-

ings and swirg or roller motion devices which permit the wheels

to move sideways, back and forth, without deflecting the main

mass of the car body from its line of travel. Vertical irregular-

ities are usually taken care of by the truck springs which permit

the wheels to move up or down relative to the car body without

changing its course.

There are times, however, when by reason of violent side

rocking of the car body or traversing a warped track surface,

the truck springs are compressed solid, and when this happens

coincident with a vertical change in the rail surface, the whole

of the loaded car has to be deflected from its course. This

causes a portion of the stored energy of the moving car to be

converted into vertical impact on the rail. Let us analyze this:

L:-- , _/::-*.:;r4-fefe^

The Tender Was Derailed While the Train Was Traveling at a Speed of 55 Miles an Hour.
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Take the weight centered at the axis of a wheel on an engine

tender, say 2,000 lbs., which includes wheel, axle, journal bo.x and

contents. This mass or weight moving along the track at the

rate of a mile a minute or 88 feet per second, will have a stored

energy of 242,000 ft. lbs. This amount is arrived at as follows

:

2,000 X 88 X 88

= 242,000

64.4

In Fig. 1 the 242,000 ft. lbs. measured off at a-b is shown
graphically. The wheel runs against an obstruction of the rail

at E, the point of contact being- zt an angle of 45 deg. from the

line of travel through the center of mass at a. Drawing a line

from to £ we have the line of resistance, and a line drawn
perpendicular to a-E and passing through b intersects a-E at c.

The line c-d represents the vertical reaction at E equal to 121,000

ft. lbs., and a-d represents the horizontal reaction at E equal to

121,000 ft. lbs. They are both equal because the resistance con-

tact point E is at an angle of 45 deg. with the line of force a-b.

Fig. 1 was considered with the obstruction at an angle of 45 deg.

with the line of force in order that the force diagram might be

easily understood. It is an exaggeration of conditions and would

be sure to cause a wreck.

Fig. 2 shows a condition that is likely to be found at cross-

ings or frog points, where the point of the frog comes in con-

tact with the wheel tread about 4 in. in advance of the center

of the wheel. With this condition, the 242,000 ft. lbs. is measured

at a-b. A line is now drawn through b perpendi ilar to a-E at

c. Then d-c, 53,000 ft. lbs., equals the vertical naction at E

;

and a-d, 12,500 ft. lbs., equals the horizontal reaction at E. This

is the case when the mass in moving along the rail has to lift

only the wheel load of 2,000 lbs. over the slight elevation at E.

In other words, the wheel raises that slight amount so quickly

that the great mass of the car body and its load is not moved
up at all, the truck springs absorbing the wheel movement.

This cannot occur if, from side swaying of the car body, the

truck springs are compressed solid at a time coincident with the

wheel coming in contact with the frog point. In that case the

greater mass of the car body must move up with the wheel and
the mass lifted may be 20,000 lbs. instead of 2,000 lbs. The
vertical and horizontal reaction at E will be increased in the

ratio as 2,000 is to 20,000, or 10 times as great, the vertical reac-

tion being 530,000 ft. lbs., and the horizontal 125,000. In this

case the vertical and horizontal reactions at E are produced be-

cause of the 20,000 lbs. resistance against the upward movement
of the wheel, but the force that is pushing the wheel along the

track is applied to the truck through the center plate; the wheel
striking the frog point is retarded by an unbalanced force of

125,000 ft. lbs., while the one on the other end of the axle has

no obstruction, the 'm'o ends of the axle and their wheels must
therefore travel on at different velocities.

What is the result? Derailment, either from rails spreading,

or the wheel flange crossing over the rail, or something breaks.

It's all the same, the train is ditched and somebody gets busy
with a report on the cause of the wreck.

The real cause is defective equipment—defective in design;

defective because of the gradual increase in load and speed of

trains without taking into account the necessity for flexibility

'

between the truck and the heavy rigid car body. The engine

boiler has been taxed for heating, lighting, braking, signaling,

more tonnage and higher train speed. The engine tender has

been built higher, longer and heavier, its center of gravity being
in some cases as high as 8 ft. above the rail, its spring capacity

almost nil. Too much spring movement causes too much rock-

ing with this high center of gravity.

Wreck after wreck has occurred from this cause, often at-

tended with loss of life. The example of a frog point obstruc-

tion shown in Fig. 2 is only used as a basis of calculation. The
defective track may be a low or high joint, a loose joint with one
rail having a solid support and the other not. There are many
conditions of frozen or frost heaved track that produce the

result. The unbalanced horizontal and vertical reactions may
be more or less than in '.he example. What I wish to call at-

tention to is the fact that there is an unbalanced reaction on the

wheel, sufficient to sleiv the truck, which will either spread the

rails or break a wheel flange, or cause the flanges to mount the

rail and go over, or something gives way from the excessive

stress set up which causes derailment, and that it can be remedied

by a more flexible connection bettueen the truck and the car

which does not permit of the concentration of all the load on
half the springs or wheels.

iident, Su

E. W. SUMMERS,
s Steel Car Company.

MAKE THE STATION AGENCY MORE IMPORTANT,

Chicago, September 11, 1912.^

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I have noted the article signed "M. A. W." (Little Rock,

Ark.), also one signed "Transportation" in your issue of

July 5. I agree with "M. A. W." (the Frisco Lines and a few

others) in enlarging the responsibility and scope of the local

freight agent as a move in the right direction.

Some agents now represent departments at certain meetings,

under instructions of the department heads. As an illustration

:

He receives instructions direct from the traffic department on

traflic matters, especially as to classification, rates, etc.; from the

accounting department on accounts ; and from the legal depart-

ment in regard to certain legal transactions. Therefore the

agent should in fact be the actual representative of the company
in every department at his station.

If the agent is not heavy enough for the job we should not

make the job fit the caliber of the agent, but select a man who
has the capabilities to conform to the requisites to fill the posi-

tion properly, and pay him accordingly.

One point "M. A. W." did not bring out is the fact that there

are a number of meetings called for various purposes which, in

a large majority of cases, the superintendents attend, whereas

the company's representative who ought to attend is the local

freight agent. Only bring the superintendent into the game
when matters have to be passed upon which exceed the limita-

tions which are necessarily placed on agents.

I have attended a number of meetings where superintendents

have been noted for their "absence," being represented by the

local freight agent or subordinate officer; and a peculiar co-

incidence has been that such superintendents have the best

regulated divisions, as compared with some who lose no op-

portunity of attending meetings. I believe in meetings, to unify

rules and practices and in giving our subordinates a chance to

attend meetings, where the attendance of the higher officers is

not absolutely necessary.

As "M. A. W." states, the division superintendent should go
over his division practically every day or be in a position to

get a "bird's eye view" of the situation; and if he is to bring

about proper results he cannot spend half his time at meetings.

I believe in the station agent being the "whole thing," and having

charge of the yard master and everything pertaining to the

station; except, of course, at large terminals, where it is common
to have a superintendent of terminals. Many agents are them-

selves largely responsible for not taking the initiative in many
things. It will be found that a station agent who has ascended

the ladder of promotion to higher rank has not been afraid to

take the initiative, where emergencies or conditions warranted.

superintendent transportation
(A Onetime Station Agent).

Argentine Railway Construction.—The Ensenada & Costa

Sur Railway will build a branch 72 miles long from Elizalde sta-

tion to Magdalena, continuing the same to Lezama station on

the Dolores line. The Magdalena line will be extended about

12 miles from Punta de Rieles toward the south.



MALLET LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE GREAT NORTHERN.
Working Compound They Have a 100,000-Lb. Tractive Effort,

Very Nearly as Much as Those of the Virginian Railway.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has recently completed 25

Mallet locomotives of the 2-8-8-0 type for the Great Northern,

which develop a tractive effort of 100,000 lbs. working compound.

This represents an increase of 36 per cent, over the locomotives

of the 2-6-8-0 type built for this road in 1909, and of 55 per cent.

over the original 2-6-6-2 tj'pe locomotives built in 1906. Seven-

teen of the new locomotives use coal as fuel, while the remaining

eight are oil burners. All are arranged for the use of highly

superheated steam. The height over-all is 16 ft., and the width

over the low pressure cylinders is 11 ft. 3 in. The design is

based on experience gained in operating Mallets on the Great

Northern since 1906.

Boiler.—The boiler is of the Belpaire type with a conical con-

nection which increases the diameter from 90 in. at the first ring

to 102 in. at the dome ring. The tubes are 24 ft. long and the

firebox has a combustion chamber 58 in. long, which is flattened

on its under side, so that the water space beneath it has a maxi-

mum depth of 95^ in., thus giving a free entry to the throat. The

crown of the combustion chamber is stayed by expansion bolts,

and flexible bolts are used at the sides and bottom. Similar

bolts are also used to a limited extent in the side of the firebox.

based on the inside area of the pipes measuring 1,368 sq. ft.

The saturated and superheated steam headers are separate cast-

ings, and are bolted together in pairs. One pair of headers is

placed on each side of the smokebox and is connected to 21

superheater elements. The superheater pipes have ball joint

connections with the headers and each type is held in place

by a plate secured by two studs. It is thus a comparatively

simple matter to remove any one group of superheater pipes

without disturbing the others. The steam leaves the super-

heater through right and left-hand pipes which pass out through

the sides of the smokebox and extend back to the high pres-

.jure cylinders. At a point near the cylinders these pipes are

cross connected by an equalizing pipe, so that each cylinder can

draw on both headers for its steam supply.

The receiver pipe connecting the high and low pressure

cylinders embodies several interesting details of construction.

The body of the pipe is in one piece—11 in. inside diameter and

24 ft. 5 in. long. The center line of the ball joint at the back

end of the pipe coincides with the center of the articulated

frame connection, so that the length of the pipe remains con-

stant when the engine is traversing curves. The ball joint is

One of an Order of Twenty-five IVIallets Recently Built for the Great Northern.

The outside firebox shell is braced transversely above the crown

by two rows of stays. The upper row is composed of bolts

screwed into the sheets, and the lower row of rods which are

pinned to T-irons riveted to the shell. The jaws on these stays

are forged solid with the rods, no welds being used. The back-

head above the crown is stayed with 10 gusset plates, each of

which, in turn, is braced by a longitudinal rod whose foot is

riveted to the boiler shell ahead of the firebox.

The main dome has a height of lO'/'a in. and a diameter of

33 in., and is formed of a single piece of flanged steel. Re-

stricted clearance limits necessitate mounting the safety valves

and whistle on a steel casting which is depressed into a 26 in.

circular opening which is cut into the boiler shell just back of

the main dome.

The fire-door opening is single and is 16 in. x 20 in. The
grates on the coal-burning locomotives are arranged to rock m
four sections and are composed of table bars with drop plates

at the rear. The ash-pan has two hoppers with swing bottoms.

In lieu of a brick arch of the usual type, a firebrick wall is built

across the throat of the combustion chamber. The burner in

the oil-burning locomotives is placed in the front of the firebox,

and a vertical draft of air may be admitted at the rear through

a draft pan fitted with an adjustable damper.

Superheatey and Steam Piping.—The superheater is of the

Emerson type and is unusually large, the superheating surface.

placed in a cavity formed in the high pressure cylinder saddle;

the ball is a steel casting, which is screwed on and welded to

the pipe by acetylene, and is seated on two babbitt lined rings

of brass. These are held in place by a packed gland. At its

forward end the receiver pipe is slip jointed to a cast steel Y
connection, one branch of which leads to each low pressure

steam chest.

The exhaust pipe is constructed in accordance with the usual

practice of the builders. The ball joint is kept tight by a coiled

spring at the smokebox end. This is confined within a specially

designed casing, so that it cannot suddenly expand and cause

damage when the pipe is being dismantled. The slip joint pipe

is kept tight by means of snap rings and water grooves. The

design is so worked out that when the exhaust steam pipe is

removed, the receiver pipe, with the exception of the Y-cotmec-

tion at its forward end, can be slid into place or removed from

the front of the locomotive.

Cylinders.—The cylinders are all cast separately from their

respective saddles. The high pressure saddle is composed of

two pieces, placed one above the other; the upper piece is com-

paratively small and is riveted to the boiler. The cylinder

castings are bolted directly to the lower piece and also to the

rear frames. Each frame is extended forw-ard under the sad-

dle in the form of a single rail which is 5 in. wide and 12 in.

deep; each cylinder casting is held in place by 49 bolts, of which
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13 pass through the frame. The parts are keyed together at

the front. This construction provides large bearing areas for

the several pieces and insures freedom from their working

loose.

The low pressure saddle, so-called, serves as a forward ex-

tension of the frames and a support for the low pressure cyHn-

ders, but carries no superimposed weight. Each cylinder cast-

ing is held in place by 22 1;< in. bolts, and is lipped on top of

the saddle so that the bolts are relieved of shear. The keys

are driven in vertically and extend the full depth of the cylin-

der flange.

Valves and Valve Gear.—The steam distribution is controlled

by inside admission piston valves which are of the built-up type,

15 in. in diameter. The high pressure valves are of the usual

design, while the low pressure valves are arranged for double

admission, thus giving ample port openings. The high pressure

valves have % in. lead and the low pressure 48 in. lead. The

valve gears are of the Walschaert type and are controlled by

the Ragonnct power mechanism. A special feature on these

engines is an arrangement for varying the cut-off in the low

pressure cylinders independently of the high pressure. The

high pressure reverse shaft has bolted to it a downwardly ex-

tending slotted arm. A block is fitted in this slot and to this

of special importance. Cast steel braces are placed midA'ay

between adjacent driving axles on both the front and back

frames, and are bolted to the upper and lower frame rails. The
brace between the first and second pairs of drivers in each

group is extended upward sufiiciently to serve as a support for

the guide yoke. The two remaining braces on the front frames

are each cast in one piece with the lower section of a waist

bearer. Both these bearers are under load. The front and

rear frames are joined by a single cast steel radius bar. The

hinge pin is seated in the walls of the high pressure cylinder

saddle and the holes for the pin in the saddle walls and radius

bar are bushed.

The front truck is equalized with the leading pair of driving

wheels and the second, third and fourth pairs are independently

equalized on each side of the locomotive. In the case of the

rear group of driving wheels the equalization on each side is

continuous. There is very little overhang at the back end of

the locomotive and the firebox extends over the two rear pairs

of driving wheels. The mudring is supported on expansion

plates at the front and back.

Other Details.—Restricted clearance limits made it difficult

to place the sand boxes on top of the boiler and a supply of

sand is carried in two boxes which are placed over the for-

Cross-Sections of Mallet Locomotive for the Great Northern.

block the reach rod is pinned. The block can be raised or

lowered by a lift shaft, which is rotated by means of a screw

and hand wheel placed in the cab. The lift shaft is of cast

steel, made in halves, and is mounted directly on the reverse

shaft. By raising the block in the slot the low pressure re-

verse shaft is rotated and the cut-off in the low pressure cylin-

ders is shortened. When the high pressure engine is in full

gear the cut-off in the low pressure cyHnders can be reduced

with this device by as much as 20 per cent. The cut-offs in the

two engines can thus be adjusted to give an almost equal di-

vision of power when running at various speeds.

On locomotives equipped with Walschaert gear it is fre-

quently necessary to bend the reverse shaft to clear the boiler.

On these engines the reverse shafts are placed comparatively low

and are straight. In order to secure room for a sufficiently

long lifting link each radius rod is forged with a lug on its

tinder side, and to this lug the link is pinned. The radius rods

are finished to a channel section.

Extension piston rods are omitted on both the high and low

pressure cylinders. The pistons have dished bodies of cast

steel, with cast iron bearing rings. These rings are 6 in. wide,

except at the bottom where the width is increased to 8 in.

Each piston is fitted with two packing rings which are sprung in.

Frames and Equalisation.—The frames are of open hearth

cast steel, annealed. Particular attention has been given to the

transverse- bracing, which in a locomotive of this size is a matter

ward deck plate. Sand is delivered in front of the leading

driving wheels only. The bell is placed on the left hand side

of the boiler.

The starting valve is connected to a 2 in. pipe, through which

live steam can be admitted direct to the receiver pipe. The
cylinders are fitted with vacuum relief valves and also with by-

pass valves of the Sheedy pattern. The oil supply for the high

pressure cylinders is conveyed direct to the steam chests, while

that for the low pressure cylinders is discharged into the back

end of the receiver pipe. The low pressure cylinder cocks are

pneumatically operated by a cylinder placed over the forward

deck plate.

The tender frame is composed of 12 in. channels. The trucks

are of the equalized pedestal type, with cast iron chilled wheels

weighing 925 lbs. each.

The general dimensions and ratios of these locomotives are

as follows

:

General Data.

Gage 4 ft. S'yi in.'

Service Freight
Fuel 17 coal, 8 oil

Tractive effort, compound 100,000 lbs.
Weight in working order, estimated 450,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers, estimated 420.000 lbs.
Weight on leading truck, estimated 30,000 lbs.
Weight of engine and tender in working order.

estimated 600,000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 43 ft. 3 in.
Wheel base, rigid 16 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, total 52 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 83 ft. 1 in.
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Ratios,

Weight on drivers -^ tractive effort 4.20
Total weight -=- tractive effort 4.50
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -r- equivalent beating

surface' 740.00
Equivalent heating surface* -H grate area 108.20
Firebox heating surface ~- equivalent heating surface*,

per cent 3.84
Weight on drivers -H equivalent heating surface* 49.40
Total weight -=- equivalent heating surface 53.00
Volume equivalent simple cylinders, cu. ft 33.60
Equivalent heating surface* -^ vol. cvlinders 253.00
Grate area -^ vol. cylinders 2.34

Cylinders.

Diameter and stroke 28 in. & 42 in. x 32 in.

Kind of valves Piston
Diameter of valves 15 in.

Wheels.

Driving, diameter over tires 63 in
Driving, thickness of tires 3 J^
Driving journals, main, diameter and length 11 x 12
Driving journals, others, diameter and length 10 x 12
Engine truck wheels, diameter 33J^
Engine truck, jou

Arrangement of Emerson Superheater on Great Northern

Mallet Locomotives.

Working pressure 210 lbs.

Outside diameter of first ring 90 in

Firebox, len-th and width 11714 in. x. 96'A in

Firebox plates, thickness ^ in. & ^ in

Firebox, water space F., 6 in.; S. & B., 5 in

Tubes, number and outside diameter 332—2^ in
Flues, number and outside diameter 42—5J^ in.

Tubes, material and thickness Steel, No. 11 B. W. G.
Flues, material and thickness Steel, No. 8 B. W. G.
Tubes, length 24 ft.

Heating surface, tubes 6,120 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 326 sq. ft

Heating surface, total 6,446 sq. ft

Superheater heating surface 1,368 sq. ft

Grate area 78.4 sq. ft

Tender.

Frame 12 in. channels
Wheels, diameter 36 in.

Journals, diameter and length 5J^xlOin.
Water capacity 8,000 gals.

Coal capacity 13 tons

*Equivalent heating
8,498 sq. ft.

rface equals 6,446 + (1.5 X 1,368)

South African R.vte Reductiox.—A number of reductions

in railway rates came into force in South Africa in August.

Among the articles affected are coal, pipe, tiles, lime, stone and

South African cement ; the latter sufficient to enable the local

production to compete successfully with the imported article as

far as 200 miles from the various ports. A number of other

reductions have been postponed, pending settlement with the

Portuguese authorities ; among the articles affected being

doors, windows, screens, tram rails and accessories for agricul-

tural and industrial purposes, galvanized iron, imported cement,

agricultural and dairj-ing implements and machinery, windows

and fencing materials.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT FOR A BASCULE
BRIDGE.

BY C. H. NORWOOD,

Contracting Engineer, Chicago.

The electrical installation for the Chicago & Western Indiana

bascule bridge over the Calumet river near South Chicago, 111.,

is very complete, and illustrates one of the numerous applications

of electric power in railway work.

This bridge is of the Strauss design, heel trunnion type, single

leaf, double track, 186 ft. long from trunnion to the end of span

and weights 1.100,000 pounds exclusive of the counter weight,

which consists of slag concrete and weighs approximately 1,500

Battery Charging Sets.

tons. This bridge is one of the longest single leaf spans in the

world, its length being exceeded only by a bridge of similar

design now being installed by the Baltimore & Ohio over the

Calumet river, which will have a movable span of 230 ft.

As there is no available power within several tniles of the

bridge site, it was necessary for the railway company to install

its own plant with sufficient capacity for the economical handling

of the bridge at all times and with sufficient allowance for the

handling of a second bridge of the same proportions, should four

tracks be installed. In order to cut down the size of the plant

and have power available at all times, a storage battery plant was

installed with a maximum output of 640 ampere hours. To handle

Storage Battery Room.

the present bridge, the battery was only partially filled with plates,

the remaining plates to be added later as conditions require.

The power house proper is located along the right-of-way, 300

ft. from the bridge and is of fireproof construction. The tracks

are elevated at this point and the floor of the house is level with

the tracks, thus giving an ample basement under the engine room.

The building is divided into two distinct rooms, with separate

entrances. In one room is located the batterj' plant, and in the

other, the charging apparatus.

The battery plant consists of two batteries. The smaller has
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60 cells of E-7 in glass jars giving a total discharge of 120

ampere hours, and is used for signals, lighting of building, and

for operating all auxiliao' circuits on automatic devices for the

bridge operation and protection. The larger battery has 120 cells

of F-17 plates in lead-lined tanks, 11 plates being installed at the

present time. Each tank is provided with oil insulators which

reduce to a minimum the grounding of the "lead tanks, with the

accompanying loss of current. The large battery has a tap circuit

between cells tO and 61, which is carried to the switchboard,

and which allows either half of this battery to be used while the

smaller batterj^ is being charged. The batteries are of the Electric

Storage Battery Company's make, the Manchester type of plate

being used throughout. The present battery installation is capable

of raising and lowering the bridge 20 times without entirely

depleting the charge. The charging rate of the larger battery is

55 amperes, and under the present conditions it is charged twice

a week for periods of six to eight hours.

The charging apparatus consists of a duplicate 30 h. p. gasoline

engine of the National Meter Company's make, direct connected

to a Roth dynamo for the larger battery, and a 5 h. p. outfit for

the smaller battery. Cooling water for the engines is obtained

from a cistern sunk below the level of the water of the river.

The water is filtered through gravel to the cistern and pumped

by an electrically driven house pump to a tank on the roof of

the power house. Each of the larger engines is equipped with its

own circulating pump. A gasoline storage tank of 1,000-gal.

capacity is installed a short distance from the house which gives

an ample supply of fuel. To facilitate the starting of the engines

Strauss Bascule Bridge in Open Position.

and furnishing of air to the bridge, an air plant has been in-

stalled consisting of a direct motor driven compressor of 15

cu. ft. capacity, and storage tanks in the basement of 100 cu. ft.

capacity. The air is piped from this point to each engine and to

the bridge. The entire building, including battery room and base-

ment, is heated by a hot water heater which maintains a tem-

perature of 60 deg. F. in the coldest weather.

The current from the switchboard in the power house is

carried to the operator's house on the bridge in lead-covered

cable under ground. The motive power for the lift span consists

of two main motors of 65 h. p. each, and an auxiliary motor of

25 h. p., all of the General Electric Company's make. The main

motors are operated in series parallel, which on battery current

has proved to be both economical and reliable, as the maximum
torque is exerted to raise the bridge off its seat with motors in

series. The time of lifting varies from 1 to IJ^ minutes with the

large motors, and 20 minutes with the smaller. The starting

current under normal conditions 's about 385 amperes at 220

volts, dropping off as the resistance is cut out. The current again

jumps to 400 amperes when the motors are thrown in parallel,

dropping to 300 until the bridge runs into the automatic stop and

the brakes are applied. With only one large motor the same

conditions existing, the current for raising the bridge off its seat

is 500 amperes. Each of the 65 h. p. motors and the 4 h. p. lock

motor are equipped with solenoid brakes, and an additional air

brake on the first reduction shaft of the lifting machinery, with

necessary valves. As this was one of the first installations of air

Power Plant Switchboard. Operator's Switchboard.

for braking purposes, more or less skepticism was expressed.

But on actual test it was found very effective and holds the

bridge in any position under the most severe conditions.

.\11 motors on this installation are electrically interlocked,

thereby preventing the operator from performing an operation

out of its proper sequence. The raising motors cannot receive

current ur.til the lock motor has withdrawn the lock and come to

rest, and in lowering the bridge the lock motor is inoperative

until the large motors have come to rest and the bridge is seated.

This latter operation is doubly protected by means of a contact

switch on the end of the bridge, which closes the circuit only

when the bridge is within an inch of seating. The current to the

main motors is automatically cut off when the bridge has reached

a predetermined point on raising, and it is impossible for the

operator to proceed further in this direction. Upon reversal of

his controller handle, however, the lifting motors are reversed

and the bridge lowered. Xo automatic stops are installed on the

nearly closed position of the bridge, the closing being left entirely

to the operator.

The electrical control of the bridge is interlocked with the

signal system in such a way that it is impossible to receive any

current on the controllers until the proper danger signals have

been set, and the master lever of the signal interlocking machine

.vithdrawn. This last operation gives current to the contactors

of the bridge equipment, and the very first operation of the

bridge devices locks the master lever and prevents clearing the

signals. These signals are not released until the bridge has

been entirely locked up and the master lever released.

M. K. Trumbull, formerly principal assistant engineer of the

Chicago & Western Indiana, w-as in charge of the construction of

this bridge, assisted by X. H. Jacobson. assistant engineer. The

contract for foundations and dredging was carried out by the

Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Co. The steel for the super-

structure was fabricated by the American Bridge Co. after the

designs of the Strauss Bascule Bridge Co., and erected by the

Kelly Atkinson Construction Co. The signal equipment was fur-

nished by the General Railway Signal Co. under the supervision

of F. E. Jacobs, signal engineer of the Chicago & Western

Indiana. The complete electrical equipment, including design of

power house, was furnished by the writer.
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W. J. HARAHAN AND THE SEABOARD
AIR LINE.

William J. Harahan, vice-president of the Erie was yesterday

elected president of the Seaboard Air Line, succeeding N. S.

Meldrum, resigned. As yet no successor to Mr. Harahan

on the Erie has been appointed. When the Seaboard Air

Line was reorganized and taken out of the hands of receivers,

a syndicate of which Blair & Company were prominent mem-
bers undertook to see that the reorganization was success-

ful. It was a conservative reorganization, and within the

last two years the road has shown marked improvement in

earning power. Mr. Meldrum, who was elected president

after the reorganization, is a member of the firm of Blair

& Company, and is i- banker rather than a railway man. While

willing to give up his time to railway affairs during the

financial readjustment of the

property, it is probable that he

cannot afford to continue to

devote as much time as it takes

to be the actual executive head

of the Seaboard Air Line.

There has been, moreover, a

general movement to localize

the management of the prop-

erty by the addition of south-

ern directors, and the election

of Mr. Harahan as president

is a further move in this direc-

tion. Also as general manager

of the Illinois Central he had

an opportunity to study condi-

tions in the South, and is in-

timately familiar with the

traffic problems of that terri-

tory.

As vice-president of the

Erie, W. J. Harahan was in

charge of the engineering de-

partment and succeeded the

late Mr. Carothers. As a matter

of fact, however, Mr. Harahan

was, during all of his stay on

the Erie, that is, while his

title was still assistant to the

president, as well as after he

was made vice-president. Mr.

Underwood's right-hand man.

He handled not only engineer-

ing but traffic and other mat-

ters as well, and was consulted

on questions of operation and

of policy. He is distinctly a

diplomat and often on the Erie

handled difficult negotiations

with other roads and with outside interests. He is a man
with a high reputation for nice honesty and square dealing.

The problems of the Seaboard Air Line from a financial

point of view have been well readjusted, as we have already
said. The Seaboard, like most southern railways, is not well-

to-do. It has not had the amount of money to spend on its

property that its principal competitor—the Atlantic Coast Line
—has had, and its territory does not include as many good
cities as does the Atlantic Coast Line. Probably the principal

problem that it now has to face is the situation at Birmingham.
The Seaboard Air Line's traffic largely moves north. It has

comparatively little traffic moving from the coast west into

Birmingham, and for this reason is at a disadvantage in get-

ting its share of eastbound traffic out of Birmingham. It is

quite probable that this will be the first problem that Mr. Hara-
han will have to devote himself to, and from his knowledge

of the conditions west of Birmingham, he will be well fitted

to undertake the task.

One great advantage that the Seaboard Air Line has is that

the greater part of its mileage is main line mileage, although
it has rather a long line to Montgomery which should be
classed rather as branch line mileage than main line mileage.

The main line mileage has been kept in good condition for the

territory through which it travels; and notwithstanding the

fact that Mr Harahan comes from the head of the civil engi-

neering department of a road which in recent years has had
lo do a great deal to put its property in proper shape, his work
is more likely to be concerned with the traffic development and
the inter-company relations of the Seaboard than with any
radical program of immediate improvement.

He was born December 22, 1867, at Nashville, Tenn. He
began railway work in 1881 as messenger and clerk in the

superintendent's office of the

Louisville & Nashville at

New Orieans. In 1884 he

went as apprentice into the

Louisville & Nashville shops,

and in 1886 into the engineer-

ing department. For two years

beginning 1889 he was engi-

neer of maintenance of the

Cincinnati division of the

Chesapeake & Ohio. In 1890

he was placed in charge of

structures on the Baltimore &
Ohio Southwestern, and two
years later became roadmaster

and trainmaster of the Pontiac

division of the Illinois Central.

In April, 1895, he was made
rissistant superintendent of the

Ireeport division, and in Oc-
ti'ber of that same year was
made superintendent. In 1896

he became superintendent of

il e Louisville division, and in

May, 1901, was appointed chief

engineer of the Illinois Cen-
tral. A little over a year later

he was made assistant general

manager ; in June, 1504, was
made general manager, and in

1905. fourth vice-president and
general manager. He came to

the Erie as assistant to Presi-

dent L'nderwood in 1907.

William J. Harahan.

BoLivi-AN R.MLw.^v Construc-
tion-.—Grading on the Oruro
to Cochamba line has been com-
pleted on the first section of

the line from Conacona to Aguascalientes ; the trains will soon be

running to the latter place. At the Ventanilla canyon active

work is now being carried on, all of the construction work being

of a solid and substantial character.

Railway Construction in Tripoli.—Great activity is being

displayed in railway construction in Tripoli. The short line

along the coast to Gargaresch is to be pushed forward west as

far as Zanzur. The first section from TripoU to Gargaresch,

which has been opened already some months, is rendering good
service not only for the conveyance of troops and military

stores, but also for the transport of the stone required by the

contractors for the harbor works at Tripoli and for the building

of the walls round the town. A locomotive shed, workshops for

repairs, and sidings for connecting the line with the port have

also been completed.



COST ACCOUNTING IN THE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.
A Complete and Convenient System Has Been Developed on

the Northern Pacific for Construction and Maintenance Work.

BY C. D. PASSAGE.

Voucher Clerk, Chief Engineer's Office, Northei Pacific, St. Paul, Mil

A very complete system of accounting for construction, addi-

tions and betterment work for use either by a competent clerk

located on the work or by an officer in the auditing department

having charge only of construction accounts, has been worked

out for use on the Northern Pacilic, and is being tried on that

road. At present the system is being used only by clerks in the

field, and from an engineer's standpoint the principal advantages

of the system are secured by this method of using the system.

By having the clerk who makes the distribution within easy

reach of the engineer it is an easy matter to see that such dis-

tributions are made on the proper basis, and a very difficult

thing if the charges are distributed by an incompetent clerk in

detail to enable any item of the work to be referred to and

;;ny detail of cost to be secured at any future time. While the de-

tails have only been worked out for construction and mainte-

nance work, the principles involved in this system could be ap-

plied with equal advantage to necessary accounting in the tele-

graph and signal departments, and could also be adopted for

use by contractors, who must of necessity keep their detailed

costs in order to secure a basis for bidding on future work.

FORMS FOR CONSTRUCTION WORK.

The forms used for construction work include four sections

:

li.ilancL- and check sheets; invoice record or journal; material

'ngi/ie^ Train Express and Transpoffoiion Equipment
Stnxt Bills FnigMBills ofMen Bills VftnlalBills

Freight & sFarmlSifC
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Portion of Check Sheet.

the auditing department located perhaps thousands of miles from

the engineer. Under the present system, however, invoices and

department bills must pass through the chief engineer's office

before being sent to the clerk in the field in order to keep a

summarized statement of expenses on each construction job

in the chief engineer's office. This involves a duplication of

work which could be eliminated if the records were kept in the

general offices. It would not be as convenient for engineers to

use the unit cost figures available from such records if they were

kept in the auditing department, but the advantages gained by

having a permanent record of the details would still be pres-

ent under that system.

The distribution of charges is so arranged that the require-

and miscellaneous records; and distribution record or ledger.

The balance sheets are summaries of the invoice record totals,

etc., allowing totals to be given under all the desired classifica-

tions and serving as a trial balance sheet of the set. The check

sheet is arranged to show at a glance the entries that have been

made in the books, and allows any entry to be traced through

the entire system. Columns are provided for each of the en-

tries and a line is given to each item. All debits and credits

are listed on the check sheet immediately upon their receipt by

the clerk, and the balance of the entries are made when time al-

lows. This check sheet can be drawn up so as to enter invoices

and departmental bills in alphabetical or departmental order

and may be made to serve as an index. After entries are made

"!fc^h„^.

A Structure Record, Giving Complete Data on Station Facilities.

ments of the Interstate Commerce Commission classification

are complied with and also the costs of the details of the work
are so grouped that unit costs may readily be obtained from the

record. All the accounting records necessary on one piece of

work can be kept in one book, or on large jobs where it would

be advantageous to separate the accounts the material record

can be kept by the material clerk and the journal and ledger

accounts kept in separate books, thus enabling the clerk to keep

his journal up to date and work on the ledger whenever time

allows. This system furnishes a permanent record in sufficient

on the check sheet they are carried to the invoice records, full

details being transferred to that sheet in order that a complete

record of the original entry may be kept, except where an in-

voice covering one requisition and one account can be carried

complete on the material record, in which case it is only neces-

sary to make a one-line entry on the invoice record which will

refer to details on material record. If duplicate departmental

bills and invoices could be secured the keeping of these details

could be made unnecessary by filing such duplicates in a special

file according to sheet and line number where the one-line en-
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try is made. Special invoice records should be made up for

each large shipper from whom it is known that a number of

invoices will be received, covering one item of material. This

eliminates the keeping of the details of each of these invoices

on the general invoice record. It also eliminates the transfer of

each invoice to the ledger as the total of the sheet can be car-

ried and makes possible a continual check on each shipper and

class of material, such as cement, brick, ties, etc. A combina-

tion invoice record and distribution record may be used, but it

is not recommended on account of the fact that it does not show
the cost distribution of each account, which is important in ob-

taining a basis for figuring average cost of labor, material, train

service, etc If corrections are made after an invoice is en-

tered the record is corrected accordingly, the cancellation is

covered by full explanation and authority, and a ring drawn
around the amount to indicate cancellation. The basis of dis-

tribution is shown opposite each item in the invoice record

wherever necessary to show how total figures are arrived at.

.After entering an invoice in the invoice record the line and

page number of the entry are noted on the upper right-hand

corner of the invoice for future reference and to avoid dupli-

cate entry.

The material and miscellaneous records include records of

transportation, work train service, equipment and material fur-

similar distribution of labor charges to various structures is also

provided. A number of important miscellaneous records must
also be kept in this section, including miscellaneous and contrac-

tor's shipments, train service records and pass records. Under
miscellaneous shipments are grouped al! freight and demurrage
charges covering shipments involving several accounts which
cannot be carried in full on material records. Freight bills can

l)e tilled as a part of this record, according to sheet and line

number so that no details need be entered. As soon as it is

possible to assign the freight charges to the material record a

transfer is made to the proper sheets and the charge on the

miscellaneous shipment form is canceled by drawing a circle

around the amount. A sheet is prepared for each sub-contractor

to show shipments made for him, both to and from the work.

This form allows shipments made under free transportation

clauses to be carefully checked to see that the contractor is not

abusing his transportation privilege, and that return shipments

are not being made beyond the original point of shipment.

Freight bills on the contractors' shipments receive the field en-

gineer's O. K. before being entered in the form to detect com-

missary or other shipments that should not be carried free un-

der the contract. The work train service record is made up from

conductors' reports after each day's work, and the distribution is

made at the same time. A synopsis of the work done by the

Charoei

\ 3 S Should bt Amount.

n^—.kii c. ^uu

A Few Entries in the Distribution Record or Ledger.

nished based on copies of freight bill, conductors' reports, etc.

Material is listed from all requisitions under appropriate Road
and Equipment Accounts, such as Ties, Rails, Frogs and
Switches, and Track Fastenings and Other Material.

A car index sheet is provided to list all cars in which ma-
terial for the work is being shipped. A temporary record is

used for cars not yet located on material records, generally due

to a transfer of material from car to car en route. A perma-

nent index shows all cars except those covered by equipment

records. The cars are indexed according to the last figure in

the car number, making reference easy. The material records

kept for each of the Road and Equipment accounts serve as

stock records and allow the freight demurrage and express

charges to be entered against the material on which the charge

is made, th's being the only practical method of securing the

correct distribution of such transportation charges. The ma-
terial records show a complete history of each shipment on a

single line, including the cost of the material, local and for-

e gn freight, and express charges and demurrage. In some of

train is entered on the form as a basis for the distribution of the

charge. Bills rendered by the operating department for the

wages of engine and train crews are furnished the field engi-

neer with copies of the crews' time slips in addition to the con-

ductors' work reports, the time slips being certified by the field

engineer and returned as authority for the monthly bill. This

plan reduces erroneous charges to a minimum. The equipment

record, covering cars used continually in construction work, is

kept by Road and Equipment accounts as far as practical. Cars

are indexed according to the last figure, as on the car index

form. A daily inventory of the cars in work service is made in

the field and entered on this record, and also checked against

the conductors' daily report of cars handled. On roads requir-

ing a subdivision of the Rental of Equipment account the I. C. C.

I^oad and Equipment number can be filled in under the date the

cas was used and distribution made according to the primary ac-

count benefited by the services of each car. A special equipment

record is made to show outfit and miscellaneous cars kept in

service for a period of several months and used only on one class

Typical Material Record.

the accounts it is necessary to classify the material under dif-

ferent headings in order to form a complete stock record—ties,

for instance, being divided into crossties, switch ties, bridge

ties, and rail being divided according to its weight and class.

The disbursement records show first the actual receipts, then

all disbursements, including material shipped away from the

work. The "used" figures are carried to a distribution sheet

showing the various structures included in the work, and the

engineer in charge should list the structures on this sheet with

their location and the clerk can then fill in the cost figures. A

of work. Charges for these cars can be made once a month on

one form until they are released. The pass record is intended

for use in addition to the record on the stubs in order to check

outsanding passes which the accounting department might fail

to charge, for those which are not used and those covering ship-

ments of labor which may not be taken up by the conductor.

All entries in the invoice record or journal are transferred to

the distribution record or ledger according to Road and Equip-

ment accounts, making a double-entry system. The field clerk

should be furnished a statement each month, or when conven-
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ient, by the accounting department of charges made to the work.

This statement should show department bill numbers and names,

dates and car numbers on payable invoices. The ledger accounts

are outlined to show in adjacent columns these charges taken

up by the auditing department and the actual field charges. This

serves as a check both on the accounting department and the

field records so that mistakes can be detected while the details

are still available. Such a record would be of special advantage

at the end of the fiscal year, as it would show at a glance the

costs yet to be taken up on each construction job. Charges cov-

ering right-of-way and other items made against the work and

not passing through the field engineer's office, generally known
as direct charges, show up in the column of auditor's charges.

Full details should be obtained and these charges entered both in

the invoice and distribution records. An investigation of such

charges will often prevent the charging to a construction account

of real estate or other items which should not properly be

charged against that account. The estimated cost of work can

be entered on the distribution sheet if desired. Such entries

make it possible to show the loss or saving made on each item of

the work as compared with the estimate. To cover disputed

points a sheet can be prepared of questions to be taken up. On
this form a complete record of the question and answer can be

provided for the entry of all data as received and temporary en-

tries can be shown in pencil pending the receipt of final informa-

tion, thus eliminating the usual pile of memoranda which must
otherwise be kept by a clerk. Statements can be furnished at

any time showing the cost of work to date, even including a

statement of material not covered by invoices. This would be

of great advantage on joint account work in avoiding delays in

determining the increased valuation on which to base rental bill,

as the records could be inspected by a representative of the for-

eign line, avoiding the necessity of going through voucher files

and correspondence. Space can be provided on the distribution

record to figure interest on each payment.

.\DD1TI0NS AND BETTERMENTS ACCOUNTS.

For Addition and Betterment work the forms are quite simi-

lar to those used for new construction. The same invoice rec-

ord can be used, the charges being distributed to the Road and

Equipment accounts and divided between the Additions and

Betterments accounts. A column is provided for operating ex-

penses, such charges being held in suspense to be covered by a

transfer voucher at the end of the month. In handling track

work under Additions and Betterments classification a com-

plete inventory of all facilities is made in order to arrive at a
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Sample Invoice Record Sheet.

made and all matters to be investigated upon the completion of

the work can be entered.

SPECIAL ACCOUNTS.

In many cases it is necessary to provide special sheets for the

accounting of charges due to the operation of special plants on

construction work, such as gravel pits, concrete slab, or pile

yards, etc. The details of such forms depend entirely upon the

work to be done and must be worked out for each individual

case. In general, however, they cover every possible item of

cost chargeable to such special work, including the cost of spe-

cial equipment purchased and salvage from such equipment at

the conclusion of the work, and of costs of operation and main-

tenance of the plant during the progress of the work. They
should be arranged so that unit costs on every phase of the

work can be readily obtained. A special form has also been pro-

vided to cover foundations and erection of steel buildings, show-

ing separation of cost between cofferdams, concrete work, false

work, steel erection, etc.

All the forms are prepared so that column headings show the

required information. If an entry is made in the proper place

the record will be complete as far as that item is concerned, and

the entry is in itself a safeguard against duplication. A blank

space in the form indicates that an entry is still to be made. The
double-entry feature provides for a money balance and gives a

complete check on omissions and duplications. This eliminates

to a large extent the trouble usually incurred in changing clerks,

and provides a basis for a new clerk to begin work without check-

ing the entire record. Correspondence and reports referring to

the work should be filed by sheet and line number of the original

entr}'. The forms can always be kept up to date, as a place is

basis for charging operating expenses with the cost of property

replaced or abandoned. The new track material is charged to

one Additions and Betterments account and transferred monthly

to other Additions and Betterments accounts which have been

benefited, the temporary distribution being made on the basis of

the estimate. This plan of making a monthly distribution simpli-

fies the entry considerably and usually provides a more accurate

distribution. When the work is complete a final transfer to the

various accounts can be made on the basis of actual inventory.

The possibility of changes in the plan makes it impracticable to

make a final distribution of material charges according to the

estimate. In Additions and Betterments work a profile and plan

of the work is prepared in advance to show a basis for charging

out the cost of bridges and culverts, grading, etc., so that the

distribution will be uniform.

For checking up accounts on Construction, and Additions and

Betterments work it is advisable to have a competent traveling

auditor who can open a set of books on new work and answer all

questions in regard to distribution, etc., thus eliminating a great

deal of correspondence with the auditing department. On joint

work the checking of such a traveling auditor would, no doubt,

save considerable money in making sure that no charges were

omitted. Each clerk in charge of construction accounts should

have a copy of a sample record on file in the general office for

reference. Questions to be taken up either by the clerk or by the

office can be referred to this sample record by line and column

numbers greatly facilitating such correspondence.

The accounting necessary for maintenance work can be han-

dled on forms prepared for structure records, improvement rec-

ords, bridge records, section labor and material records. The

structure records classify maintenance costs according to the
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kind of traffic benefited as well as by the Interstate Commerce
Commission classifications. The form provides a balance with

pay rolls, material sheets, etc., and furnishes a record for de-

termining the maintenance charges to tenant lines and for di-

viding charges on joint structures. A memorandum should be

made at the head of the column alloted to each structure,

showing its original cost, date of construction and date of

heavy repairs or other items that may have a bearing on main-

tenance charges. The accounts for each building should be

made continuous, being carried from sheet to sheet in order

to provide a permanent record from which comparisons of

maintenance costs on the same building and on different build-

ings of the same type can be secured. A column is provided

for Additions and Betterments accounts in which such charges

can be entered until an authority for expenditure is received.

When such charges are transferred a credit is entered in red.

.\n improvement record can be drawn up for buildings, bridges

or tracks. A detailed estimate should be shown in order to en-

able a clerk to keep a check on each item so that discrepancies

and excessive cost can be taken up promptly. The bridge rec-

ord is similar to the structure record, with the exception that

the distribution according to the kind of traffic is, of course,

unnecessary. The section labor record is prepared with a col-

umn for each month and a line for each class of work, the

record of each gang being kept on separate sheets. An average

rate for the entire gang is determined, which includes a pro-

portion of the foreman's time arrived at by dividing t'.c total

number of hours the laborers work into the total pay roll, in-

cluding the foreman's wages. The charges against eich item

are made on a time basis showing its average rate. It is not

necessary to figure out the cost of the different items, as the

number of hours can be used as a basis of comparison. Each

piece of w^ork is classified under the appropriate Interstate

Commerce Commission account and by comparing the sheets

for different sections a direct check on the work of the various

foremen can be secured.

The section material record is classified under both the Main-

tenance of Way and Structures distribution and the Additions

and Betterments distribution, serving as a check on Additions

and Betterments work not so reported by the foreman, also as

a check on salvage as a basis for figuring the scrap when mak-

ing inventory, etc. It is of considerable value to have the de-

tails of maintenance work shown in the records in order to pro-

vide for a separation of charges on joint maintenance work.

For example, a line having joint use of a main line, but not

doing any local business along that line, should probably not be

charged with the cost of maintenance on sidings, industrial

tracks and yards. A material record should be made out for

each section and a monthly summary of track material on hand

made to cover each roadmaster's district. This summary, made

after the foreman's reports are received, would assist the road-

master in keeping up his stock and would show him where sur-

plus material is being kept which he, may want to reach in an

emergency. In addition to track material the supervisor of

bridge buildings could profitably keep a stock record, regardless

of whether or not the material yard is handled by the store-

keeper. It is important for the roadmaster and supervisors to

be able to locate their stock accurately in order to economize

when possible.

MAINTENANCE ACCOUNTS.

For maintenance work on roads using a district accounting

system it should be a comparatively simple matter to keep up

such a record as material charges, engine and train services and

other records are handled through one office and no department

bills are required. Supervisors and roadmasters usually check

the material used and keep a partial record of charges to im-

provements as a means of protecting themselves. On many

roads the supervisors or roadmasters report the material used

to the division superintendent. In such cases this report could

be made in triplicate and used as a bill form by the department

making material charges and one copy furnished the accountant

to use in making up the cost record and file. Labor charges

should, of course, be taken direct from the foreman's book. In

handling track material a printed form in copying ink could be

used to advantage, allowing the section foreman to make en-

tries with an indelible pencil or copying ink, which would be

checked by the roadmaster and one of the accountants. These
records should be copied in an impression book and returned to

the roadmaster to be filed by sections as a permanent record.

There is no uniform method of handling Maintenance of Way
accounts. At present on various roads they are kept in the of-

fice of either the auditor, storekeeper or chief engineer. Such

accounts should be kept by the officer in charge of maintenance

or preferably by district accountants, as the detailed cost rec-

ords kept by supervisors, roadmasters, foremen or other clerks

are of very little value. A record kept by the man actually do-

ing the work is incomplete, as it cannot include train service

and other items from the operating department. The account-

ing details should be kept out of the hands of roadmasters and

foremen as much as possible so that they can give their time to

actual maintenance work. The accounting should be handled,

however, by the division accountant in order to keep it close to

the work and make them responsible for all records on the di-

vision. The distribution should be checked by experienced men,

as the foremen are often inclined to make the distribution which

would give them the best showing rather than one which would

represent the actual condition. The desire to make a showing

often leads to the charging of maintenance costs against im-

provement accounts whenever the estimate will allow, and the

responsibility is not always confined to the foremen. This con-

dition would be relieved by the use of a complete maintenance

record.

The forms are printed on 24-column ledger paper, 17 in. x

29 in., printed on both sides. Some of the headings should be

made by hand, as the forms vary according to the details of the

work under way. The ledger and material record forms, how-

ever, could be printed complete and the invoice record could be

printed with the exception of the distribution columns. Both

sides of the forms are used to reduce the expense and size

of the record. To reduce the work in the field, purchasing agents

and other departments should render bills in duplicate as far as

possible. The original should be made with a copying ribbon

and the duplicate with a copying carbon. An impression copy

can be kept at headquarters and the original and duplicates sent

to the division official, and an impression copy taken of the

duplicate. The original and duplicate can then be sent to the

field engineer, the duplicate to be filed as part of his record, and

the original certified and returned in the usual manner.

It is impossible to estimate from the experience gained so far

how much additional clerical labor is required to keep up such a

record. For the keeping of construction records there would no

doubt be some additional forces required for handling the aC'

counting in the field, but the cost of keeping such a record would

not be lost to the company, as it would reduce considerably the

accounting necessary in the auditor's office, and would enable

material economies to be effected in the prosecution of the work

by providing engineers with a fuller knowledge of the costs dur-

ing the time that the work is under way.

Electrification in New South Wales.—The New South

Wales chief commissioner of railways, on being pressed for an

improved train service, said that the electrification of the rail-

ways was under consideration. The commissioner is of opinion

that of all the suburban lines the North Shore will be taken in

hand first. It is. however, the intention to electrify the whole

of the Northern line as far as Newcastle. Presumably no defi-

nite plans will be arranged until experience has been gained with

regard to the selection of the tenders, system of traction to be

adopted, etc., in connection with the Melbourne scheme.
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THOMAS FOWLER AND THE NEW YORK
ONTARIO & WESTERN.

The New York, Ontario & Western is a 566-mile road, with

more than half of its tonnage furnished by coal. It has been the

coal tonnage which has made the road what it is. Without that

it is hard to see how the property could have earned enough to

pay the interest on its funded debt, let alone any profit to its

stockholders. Thomas P. Fowler, who has retired both as

president and from the board, was elected president of the New

York, Ontario & Western in 1880. .^t that time the road had

no branch into the coal fields. It was in wretched physical

shape; it ran through a territory that held out little prospect of

either agricultural or manufacturing development, and was at a

great disadvantage as a through route, having to compete with

a number of lines in far better physical condition whose grades

were lower and whose cost of

operation was considerably

less. There had been some

talk of building a branch

down into the coal fields, but

the idea had been entirely

abandoned and was considered

quite impossible.

Mr. Fowler reconceived the

idea and set about persuading

his board of directors that

such a branch was the one

hope for the development of

the property. He met oppo-

sition from bankers and from

the railways which were al-

ready entrenched in the an-

thracite coal fields. It is prob-

able that he had a hard time

persuading even his own di-

rectors that such a branch

would be profitable enough to

warrant antagonizing other in-

terests. It was due to Mr.

Fowler personally, that the

project was carried out and

the New York, Ontario &
Western became an anthracite

road. The road has always

had a hard time to raise money
and a hard time to secure

traffic. The two local pros-

pects beside the coal that have

been developed and are now
profitable are the milk busi-

ness and the summer passen-

ger business. Mr. Fowler al-

ways took a keen interest in

the development of the sum-
mer passenger business and helped materially to establish sum-
mer hotels and boarding houses through the territory served by

the Ontario & Western.

The fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, was a poor one for the

Ontario & Western because of disasters occurring in the col-

lieries the year before and a cessation in mining during the two
months that the miners were striking pending an adjustment of

wages. The company earned $8,527,944 gross and managed to

save $1,797,477 net. There was a surplus of $473,729 after the

payment of fixed charges. No dividends were paid. In the

previous year there was a surplus of $1,142,936 after the payment

of fixed charges, and a dividend of two per cent, was paid on

the $58,113,983 outstanding common stock. During last year, of

the total revenue $3,843,962 was from coal, $1,061,830 from local

freight, $847,960 from through freight, $799,064 from milk and

$1,633,911 from pagspngers. The decrease in local freight earn-

ings was 4.75 per cent, and in through freight earnings, 1.95 per

cent., and in coal earnings, 16.38 per cent. ; while revenue from

milk increased 6.73 per cent. The fact that by far the greater

part of the loss in revenue was due to coal conditions over which

the company had no control indicates that the poor showing

made last year was temporary and that the property may fairly

be expected to earn a small return on its capital stock in the

future. The prospects, liowever, for any very large increase in

earnings do not appear to be particularly good.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has held control of

the New York, Ontario & Western since 1904. On June 30,

1911, the New Haven owned $29,160,000 stock of the Ontario &
Western, or only a little more than half of the total outstanding,

and recently has announced its intention of buying the minority

stock. This announcement was made after the refusal of the

New York Public Service Commission to permit the New
Haven to sell its majority

holdings to the New York
Central & Hudson River.

Wlicther or not the New
Haven intends to try to get

all of the minority stock and
then sell the property to the

New York Central & Hudson
River, of course, there is no

way of knowing.

Some time ago Mr. Fowler

announced his desire to retire,

and on Wednesday he for-

mally resigned as president of

the company and as a director.

This means his complete re-

tirement from the management

of the property. Charles S.

Mellen, president 9f the New
York, New Haven & Hart-

ford, was elected also presi-

dent of the Ontario & West-

ern, succeeding Mr. Fowler.

Mr. Fowler was born in

1851 in Newburgh, N. Y. He
is a graduate of the Columbia

Law School and his railway

experience has been entirely

in the executive department.

Operating a small property,

Mr. Fowler was able to come
in close personal contact with

his officers and even, to some
extent, with the employees of

the road. He was a man who
was very easily approachable,

never standing on ceremony,

and always wilHng to hear

suggestions, whether they

came from liis officers or from shippers or residents along the

road.

Thomas P. Fowler.

Fast Schedule.s in Germany.—A comparison of the longest

runs without stops on the railways of the principal German
states, shows one of 178 miles in 194 minutes in Prussia, be-

tween Berlin and Hamburg; one of 172 miles in 205 minutes

between Munich and Wurzburg, in Bavaria ; one of 81 miles in

117 minutes in Mecklenburg; one of 80 miles in 100 minutes,

mostly in Alsace, between Ludwigshafen and Strasburg. The
highest speed on these runs is 55 miles an hour between Berlin

and Hamburg; 51 miles in Baden between Freiburg and Oos,

and 48 miles between Ludwigshafen and Strasburg, and so on

down. There are three runs in England longer than the longest

m Germany, the longest, 226 miles, between London and

Plymouth.
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FRISCO ORGANIZES STANDARDIZATION
AND EFFICIENCY COMMITTEE.

A general standardization and efficiency association was
organized on the St. Louis & San Francisco at a meeting at

Springfield on Tuesday, September 24, of the chief clerks,

assistant chief clerks, heads of departments, accountants and

timekeepers. The object of the association, which has been

under consideration by the officers of the road for some time,

is to increase the efficiency of the general and division

offices, to standardize office methods and forms, eliminate

unnecessary work and duplicate information and to bring

about more harmonious relations between general and
division offices.

The membership of the organization will consist of the

chief clerks and heads of departments in the general offices,

the chief clerk, either the mechanical or transportation ac-

countant, and the timekeeper in the division offices, and the

chief clerks to the superintendents of terminals.

The plan of organization includes a president, vice-presi-

dent and secretary, an executive committee composed of a

chairman and six or eight members to be equally divided

between the general and division offices, and the following

committees: Reports committee, forms committee, office

organization committee, office methods committee, claims

and O. S. & D. committee, correspondence and files commit-
tee, accounts and accounting committee, schedules and time-

keeping committee, state and interstate commission reports

committee, and such other committees as may be found desir-

able in order that all matters in which the general and divi-

sion officers are interested may be properly taken care of in

the work of the association. A brief outline of the work to

be handled by the various committees is as follows;

The duty of the executive committee will be to assemble

reports from the various subcommittees and transmit to the

various offices interested the matters which are to come up

for discussion at the general meeting, which will be held

either at Springfield or some other point every ninety days.

They will arrange to have the reports mimeographed and
distributed and will keep an account of the action taken on
each individual item that shall come before the association

for discussion, a copy of which detailed report will be sent

to each member of the association as soon as possible after

the close of the meeting. General instructions will be issued

by the departments interested.

The reports committee will have jurisdiction over the

methods of securing data and the manner of rendering the

various reports, to see that each report is based on figures

secured from the proper source, compiled in a uniform man-
ner by all offices, and the questioning of any report which
may be considered unnecessary, inaccurate or inconsistent.

This committee will also consider the advisability of provid-

ing printed forms for the rendering of certain regular re-

ports, which are to be submitted to the forms committee for

their recommendation and further handling.

The forms committee will handle all recommendations
with reference to forms and changes in printed forms; also

supervise the caring for and the ordering of stationery

supplies.

The office organization committee will endeavor to stand-

ardize, in so far as possible, the work required of diflferent

positions in the division offices and make recommendations
covering any feature which will have a tendency to raise any
office to the desired state of efficiency.

The claims and O. S. & D. committee will inaugurate a

systematic method of investigating all claims and the prompt
handling of O. S. & D. reports, which is a very large pro-

portion of the correspondence in division offices.

The correspondence and files committee will systematize.

80 far as possible, the distribution and handling of corre-

spondence in division offices, calling attention to any appar-
ent duplication, or unnecessarily large volume of circular let-

ters of instructions and calling for acknowledgments of

various letters which may not serve any good purpose. The
various file systems will be given particular attention by the

committee to bring about a uniform method of indexing and
filing correspondence and various office records.

The accounts and accounting committee will have jurisdic-

tion over the method of preparing all labor and material dis-

tribution, payrolls, reports and statements required to be

rendered to the accounting department, and such other mat-
ters directly pertaining to the handling of accounts.
The schedules and timekeeping committee will invite dis-

cussions and questions petaining to the proper interpretation

of all schedules and the proper method of keeping time.

The office method committee will look into improved office

methods and make recommendations as to changes deemed
necessary in order to obtain greater efficiency.

The state and interstate commission committee will issue

a uniform and correct statement of the requirements pre-

scribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission and the

various state commissions.

The work to be assigned to these committees, it is ex-

pected, may be materially enlarged upon in addition to that

outlined. All members of committees will serve for one year
in order to enable them to carry to a successful conclusion

subjects which it is impossible to dispose of in less time. It

is proposed to hold the regular meetings of the association

during the latter part of the month so as not to interfere

with payrolls, monthly reports, etc.

The plan for the association originated with General Man-
ager W. T. Tyler, who, over a year ago, brought about the

organization of an office standardization committee of three

members who visited the various offices and suggested
changes in methods and forms for the purpose of obtaining

uniformity and eliminating duplication. The work of this

committee resulted in many conferences among officers,

heads of departments and chief clerks, as to ways of in-

creasing the efficiency and harmony of the various offices,

during which the plan of organization of the general asso-

ciation was thoroughly discussed. It was found that while
the former committee was able to accomplish some good re-

sults, it did not have sufficient authority to put into effect

clianges which it thought necessary and it is believed that the

new association, with the hearty co-operation of the officers,

will be able to create an enthusiasm and interest in securing

greater efficiency among those who are in the best position

to make the recommendations effective. The chief clerks

will be able to adopt the recommendations in their own
offices at once, except in case where it is necessary to con-

sult the officer in charge, and it is proposed to hold meetings
of the entire force in the office following the general meet-
ings for the purpose of discussing and making effective the

recommendations adopted at the general meetings.

Wage Increases on English Railways.—The railway con-

ciliation scheme of the English government, which stopped the

strike, has now worked out in the concrete form of substantial

increases of pay to the men on three systems. On the chief of

them, the Lancashire & Yorkshire, nearly half the signalmen

get 36 cents a week advance, and the other half 61 cents a

week advance, amounting altogether to about $50,000 a year.

The enginemen and other locomotive men get increases which

will total $50,000 or $60,000 a year. Platform porters are to get

$4.87 a week, which is 49 cents a week more than they have

been getting since the strike, and 7i cents a week more than

they got before the strike. In the same way passenger guards,

who before the strike seldom got more than $6.81 a week, are

now given a maximum of $7.78, to be reached automatically

after seven years' service.
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WEIGHT OF RAILS IN TRACK.

The Special Committee on relations of railway operation to

legislation has collected data showing the weight of rail iii

main and side tracks on January 1, 1912. This report includes

213 railways operating 216.951 miles of road with 244,496 miles

of main track ; 83,662 miles of sidings. The accompanying tables

give the percentages of the various weights of rails on the

main track, together with the actual mileage. It is interesting

to note, that although the open hearth rail has only come into

general use within the past few years, already over 11 per cent.

of the rail is of this material. The larger majority of it is, as

would be expected, of 80 lb. section and over. It is also interest-

ing to note that practically 2.700 miles, or 1.10 per cent, of the

rail reporting is of special alloy, this also being largely of 80 lb.

weight or over.

Rail in Main Track.

Open Special

Bessemer. Hearth. Alloy. Total.

Perrents 87.47 11.4.1 1.10 100.00

Percents.

100 pounds and upward

90 pounds and less than

80 pounds and less than

75 pounds and less than

70 pounds and less than

60 pounds and less than

Less than 60 pounds "1

Mixed V

Unknown J

Iron

5.845

8.324

80 12.809

75 8.564

Total 100.00

Weight of Steel

Rail in Track,

January 1, 1912.

Pounds.

141

Miles of Main Tb

65 ....

64

63-63"/^

62-62 J^

61-61 }i

60-60H
58 ....

57

56 and less..

Mixed
Unknown . .

.

Iron

Bessemer.

9.99

2.40

3.67

10,185.935

314.16

11,091.129

5.54

38,825.64

28,884.186

1,246.62

1,936.279

25,904.139

491.793

89.27

5,454.57

13,756.206

1,416.14

2,442.83

3,907.70

9,529.19

74.09

1,572.196

968.301

1,799.746

21,860.657

988.988

913.73

25,994.821

212.14

3,853.241

110.685

Open
Hearth.

Special

Alloy.

3.93

70.653 67.30

3,232.09 693.987

7,793.458 1,152.724

2.22

6,334.107 77.81

5,860.041 550.863

43.60

2,058.76 129.375

4.41

19.89

499.429

561.57 24.89

Total.

29.511

2.40

3.93

141.623

14.112.012

314.16

20.037.311

7.76

45.237.557

35,295.09

1.246.62

1,979.879

28,092.274

491.793

89.27

5,454.57

14,903.966

1,416.14

2,447.24

3,927.59

10,028.619

74.09

1,572.196

968.301

1,801.146

22,160.917

988.988

913.73

26,581.281

212.14

3,853.241

110.685

Total 213,845.982 27,951.299 2,698.749 244,496.03

Santa Fe Railway, .\bgentina.—This company has com-
pleted plans for the addition of 450 miles to the 1,100 now in

operation. Material for the first 65 miles has already been

contracted for. The remainder of the extension will not be

constructed immediately.

FUEL ECONOMY ON THE ALTON.

The Chicago & Alton is about to start a fuel economy
campaign and the work has been placed in charge of George

H. Baker, president of the Railway Educational Association

of New York, who will devote about 75 per cent, of his time

to it without any compensation. Mr. Baker expects that

the results of this work will greatly benefit and strengthen

the aims of his association. He is to be provided with an

instruction car and will travel over the road giving lectures

of a practical nature to the engine house foremen, engineers,

firemen and hostlers at each engine terminal point. He
will be assisted by two firemen taken from the road who
will travel on the engines and give the firemen practical

instruction.

Bulletins have been issued by J. T. McGrath, superin-

tendent of rolling stock, under the head of Locomotive Fuel

Economy, which have been posted at engine houses and

coaling points calling the attention of the men handling

fuel as to how they can save the company money by exert-

ing care in the performance of their work. Mr. Baker, in

addition to this, will issue instruction books concerning the

use of fuel and the handling of the engines to give the most

economical and practical service.

Mr. Baker was once a locomotive fireman and engineer

and since his active service has devoted considerable time

to the study of fuel economy. Through this work on the

Chicago & Alton he expects to save the company more than

$100,000 a year. A statement concerning fuel economy has

been issued by the company as follows:

'The cost of fuel is the chief operating expense of this

company and exceeds $1,100,000 annually. This expense can

be reduced by efforts of employees to economize and avoid

waste. The management looks to the locomotive engineers

and firemen for the greatest saving of fuel, and other

employees by their co-operation also can assist."

LEGISLATION RELATING TO OPERATION.

The Special Committee on Relations of Railway Operation to

Legislation has compiled a table which is reproduced here-

with showing the number and character of the bills introduced

and laws enacted relating to railway operation in the state

legislatures during the sessions of 1912. The table shows that

in 19 states the legislatures were in session during the year, but

in six states the legislatures held only special sessions, in which

no laws relating to railway operation were enacted. In the 13

states in which the legislatures were in regular session a total

of 292 bills were introduced, of which 48 were enacted into

law.

As in previous years, laws relating to employees and to pas-

senger trains were the most numerous. The bills relating to em-

ployees, of which 101 were introduced, include 17 that were en-

acted into law, of which eight relate to service letters and time of

payment, and five to terms of employment. Eight of these laws

were passed in the new state of Arizona. Eleven laws relating

to the operation or equipment of passenger trains were passed

in the states of Arizona, Georgia. Kentucky, Maryland, Massa-

chusetts, Mississippi and South Carolina. Five states, Arizona,

Kentucky, Mississippi, New York and South Carolina, passed

a total of six laws relating to headlights and appliances ; head-

light laws being passed in three states. The other laws enacted

relate to such subjects as Sunday trains, speed of freight, track

scales and weighing, inspection and shop equipment, while laws

relating to trespassers were enacted in Georgia, Maryland and

New York, and relating to reports of accidents in Massachusetts

and New Jersey.

The new state of Arirona leads in the number of laws, 12 of
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the 27 bills which were introduced having been enacted into law.

The state of South Carolina comes next with seven out of 25.

More bills relating to railway operation were introduced in New
York than any other state, but only two out of 33 were passed.

In Louisiana and in Massachusetts 30 bills were introduced, of

which in Louisiana only six became law, and in Massachusetts

four.

EXHAUST VENTILATOR.

A new type of ventilator, designed to exhaust air from build-

ings, has been placed on the market by Paul Dickinson, Inc..

Chicago, and is called the Dickinson Aeolus ventilator. The

suction in the main flue or pipe is caused by the deflection of

the air currents in the outside flues. The air currents passing

upwardly in these suction flues create a positive draft in the

flue or pipe in passing over the top edge of the pipe. The

flues are six in number, and as can be seen from the illustration,

are rectangular in form. By maikng the flues rectangular,

and by leaving the spaces in between ihem open, a greater suc-

Dickinson Aeolus Ventilator for Buildings.

tion is created by the moving air currents. These principles

and facts were developed from tests.

In order to get the maximum amount of efficiency from em-
ployees, it is necessary to furnish them with the best air obtain-

able, and to do this at a minimum cost and up-keep a good venti-

lator is necessary. These ventilators in addition to being made of

any sheet metal, are also made in cast iron, where conditions

require that material of extieme durability be uSed.

THE BUCKWALTER ELECTRIC BAGGAGE
TRUCK.

The rapid increase in the amount of mail and baggage handled

at the larger passenger terminals has required the services of a
large and continuously increasing corps of men to handle it ex-

peditiously, and economically. The use of the electric truck for

this work has now developed to such an extent as to warrant

its serious consideration and investigation. The most im-

The Buckwalter High Platform Electric Baggage Truck.

portant applications of this method of transportation have been

made at the Pennsylvania and Grand Central terminals in New
York, where 47 and 20 trucks, respectively, are now in use

These trucks are of the Buckwalter type, made by the Elwell-

Farker Electric Company, Cleveland. Other installations of

this same type of truck are at the Broad Street Station, Phila-

delphia, where 10 trucks are in service, and at the Union Sta

lion, Washington, where 12 trucks are used, while other trucks

of this same type are being used experimentally at the Pitts-

burgh Union Station, Chicago L^nion Station, union depot at

Salt Lake, and Kansas City Union Depot, also at several points

by the American Express Company.

The feasibility of the electric truck for handling baggage was
tirst realized about eight years ago, when two commercial trucks

were placed in service at the Jersey City station of the Penn-

sylvania. Based on experiments at this and other points, mod-
ifications were made until about two years ago when this truck

was developed and put into actual service.

The Buckwalter truck has a rated capacity of 4,000 lbs., and

Buckwalter Electric Baggage Trucks in Service.
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is geared for three speeds, the maximum being eight miles per

hour empty and six miles per hour loaded. It has sufficient

power to carry the maximum loads up a 14 per cent, grade, this

being accomplished daily by twenty-eight of these trucks at

Boston. The truck is operated by a man riding on a small op-

erator's platform on either end, thereby avoiding the necessity

of turning on narrow platforms and in congested quarters. No
special labor is required, the trucks being turned over to the

regular porters to operate, both at the Grand Central and Penn-

sylvania terminals. The Buckwalter baggage trucks are built

in two types ; one has a high platform and is designed for use

where the tracks are on a level with the station platform, and

the second has a drop frame with the top of the truck platform

about nine inches above the depot platform, and is intended for

use where the tracks are depressed so that the car floor is

about on the level of the platform. Power is secured from stor-

age batteries, which can either be charged by inserting a plug

from any direct current line with the necessary resistance, or by

replacing the discharged batteries, with a delay of but a

few minutes. This latter practice is followed in the Penn-

sylvania terminals where the cars are in service the entire

24 hours.

The economies resulting from the substitution of mechanical

power for manual labor are best shown by the accompanying

comparison of the cost of operating electric and hand trucks at

the Grand Central Station, the following figures being based on

careful records of cost kept at this station.

Observations showed that in handling mail, an electric truck

would make five trips of two tons each, or a total of 10 tons in

the time required for a hand truck to make four trips carrying

one ton each trip, so that two and one-half hand trucks will be

required to equal the performance of one electric truck. The
tixed charges have been estimated on this basis. Since one man
is required to operate an electric truck and two for a hand

truck, the comparative labor cost is as one to five in favor of

the electric truck. In handling baggage it was observed that one

electric truck would make four trips of one and one-half tons

each in the time required for a hand truck to make three trips

of one ton each, so that two hand trucks would be necessary to

equal the performance of the electric truck. In the accompanying

tabulation the fixed charges for handling baggage have been

fixed on this ratio. Since the labor requirements are the same

as in handling mail, the ratio of labor required is as one to four

in favor of the electric truck. Also in handling baggage with

hand trucks it is necessary to use extra men with small trucks

to take late baggage to the train. Owing to its higher speed and

<?asier operation, the electric truck can await all baggage for a

train and eliminate this extra labor. In the comparative state-

ment, this emergency labor is shown separately. It was con-

sidered that the space required for the storage of extra hand

trucks rt'as approximately offset by the charging space required

by the electric trucks.

Comparison of Annual Cost of Electrically

CAGE Trdcks Handling Mail an

, Mail-

Eleclric.

Fixed Charges—
Interest, insurance and taxes,

8 per cent $150.00

Depreciation—

-

iND Hand Operated Bag-

I Baggage.

Hand. Electric.

$10.00 $150.00

Trucks, 10 per cent.

.

148.00 12.50 148.00

Batteries, 30 per cent 45.00 45.00

Tires, 30 per cent.... 36.00 36.00

Switchboard apparatus 5 per

6.25 6.25

$385.25 $22.50 $385.25

Inspection, Repairs and Mainte-

nance—
Labor, l/20th time of )ne man

at $75 per month.. $45.00 $45.00

Material 60.00 $25.00 60.00

$105.00 $25.00 $105.00

Operation—
Labor, $2 a day $730.00 $3,690.00 $730.00 $2,920.00
Power, 5 k. w. h. for 365 days

at 1.5 cts 27.50 27.50

$757.50 $3,690.00 $757.50 $2,920.00
Emergency labor at $2 a day 730.00

$3,650.00

Total $1,247.75 $3,737.50 $1,247.75 $2,958.00
Including emergency labor $3,688.00

Saving of electric over hand 66 per cent. 58 per cent.
Including emergency labor 66 per cent.

First cost—Truck
Batterii

Tires .

Electric. Hand.
$1,480.00

150.00

120.00 $50.00

l/20tb cost of switchboard apparatus
$1,750.00

125.00

$1,875.00

Men necessary to operate one truck i 2

Recapitulation of Annual Costs.

Electric. Hand.
Mail or Baggage. Mail or Baggage.

Fixed charges $385.20 $22.50 $18.00
Inspection, repairs and maintenance. .. . 105.00 25.00 20.00
Operation 757.50 3,650.00 2,920.00

Emergency labor

$1,247.75 $3,697.50 $2,958.00

730.00

$3,688.00

It will be noted from the above that in handling mail an elec-

tric truck can save its first cost in a little over nine months or
thirteen months, the time depending upon the inclusion or ex-
clusion of the cost of emergency labor when using hand trucks.

BUDA BUMPING POST.

An all-steel bumping post, which can be readily moved from
one location to another if desired, is shown in the accompanying
illustration. These posts are complete within themselves and re-

quire no concrete or earthwork foundation or reinforcement.

They are inexpensive, comparatively light and can be easily used
on service tracks by bolting direct to the running rails. As may

Buda Bumping Post.

be seen, the force of the blow is taken by a heavy cast steel

head and is largely transferred to two rails set at a suitable angle

to best resist distortion. There are i'A in. tie rods extending

across between the rails, both front and rear, which resist any
tendency to spread the track. The tests in service have indi-

cated this design of bumping post to be efficient. The post has

been designed and is being built by The Buda Company, Chicago.

Passes in Australia.—An attempt being made to secure

free life passes over the railways of the different states in Aus-

tralia for ex-ministers of the commonwealth. Public opinion

is strongly against the principle. The case of a Victorian

minister who held office for 26 hours, but was granted a life

pass, is cited as one of the objections.
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In the federal court at Salt Lake City the Denver & Rio

Grande has been fined $2,600 for violations of the hours of

service law.

Three indictments charging violation of the full crew law of

Indiana, have been returned against the Grand Trunk Western

by the grand jury at South Bend.

A press despatch from Paris, September 22, reports a collision

of excursion trains on that day near Cabourg, in which eight

persons were killed and 20 injured.

A press despatch from Brussels, September 19, reports a col-

lision of passenger trains at Marheban, Belgium, on that day,

in which 62 persons were injured, seven of them fatally.

The United States Civil Service Commission announces that

the examination for engineer draftsmen which had been ap-

pointed for September 11, has been postponed to October 16

and 17.

The New York State Waterways Association, at its annual

meeting in Watertown. N. Y., September 20, re-elected Henry
Hill, of Buffalo, president. The secretary is S. S. Ellsworth,

Rochester.

H. G. Askew, statistician for the Texas railways, has issued

a statement showing that during the fiscal year 1912 these

roads paid $2,923,944 in settlement of damages for personal in-

jury, an increase of $420,114 over the previous year.

In the federal court at Los Angeles, Cal., September 17, T. S.

Minot, an attorney of San Francisco, acting for 32 complainants,

entered suit against the Southern Pacific to recover damages for

the alienation of 84,000 acres of oil lands in Fresno and Kern
counties, California.

The Canadian Pacific, acting on the appeal of its telegraphers,

following the recent decision by a government board has

agreed to increase their pay 12 per cent, and to make the work
day ten hours instead of eleven. There will also be an increase

in the rate oT pay for overtime. The operators had demanded
15 per cent, increase.

The Louisville & Nashville has secured from the federal

court at Jackson, Ky., a temporary injunction against the state

auditor to restrain the collection of taxes in accordance with

the assessment which has been made for the present year.

This assessment is said to be based on a valuation of $45,000,000,

as compared with $11,000,000 last year.

The Atlantic lines of the Southern Pacific have recently made
an appropriation for the purpose of purchasing and distributing

seeds and buds to the small farmers in the territory damaged
by the overflow of the Mississippi river last spring. Many of the

farmers have been almost ruined by the floods and the seed con-

tributions have met with a hearty appreciation by the Louisiana

farmers.

A train of three electric cars propelled by power from Edison

storage batteries was run over the Long Island Railroad this

week from the Pennsylvania station, Manhattan, to Long
Beach and back, carrying a party of guests. These cars have

been built under the direction of R. H. Beach for the United

Railway of Havana, Cuba. The cars weigh 39,000 lbs. each

and have fixed axles. There are 200 cells of battery in each

car.

A commemorative medal was awarded to the Chicago &
North Western by the International Exposition of Hygiene, for

the exhibit at Dresden, in 1911, as displayed and interpreted by

the American Museum of Safety. The exhibit illustrated the

methods of the safety committee system, which was first intro-

duced on railways by the Chicago & North Western in 1910, and
which has since been largely adopted by the railways of this

country.

An important saving in the amount of paynitnts for fire losses

along its right of way is reported by the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe as the result of a special campaign for improvement in

this respect. In 1910 the company had claims for 1,509 fire losses,

amounting to $100,605. In 1911 there were 574 fires with claims

amounting to $51,000. In the fiscal year 1912 the number of
fires had been reduced to 135, and the expenditure for the pay-
ment of claims to only $6,000.

Dr. Neill, government conciliator, conferred last week at

Norfolk with the Chesapeake & Ohio, the Norfolk & Western
and the Virginian railways and the representatives of their con-

ductors and trainmen, and it is said that the differences between
employer and employee as to wages were satisfactorily adjusted.

This week Dr. Neill and Judge Knapp have held conferences in

Washington with representatives of the Southern, the Atlantic

Coast Line and the Seaboard Air Line, for the same purpose.

The Lehigh Valley expects to make its New York terminus
with the Central of New Jersey (instead of the Pennsylvania)
some time in November. Trains will be transferred from the
Lehigh Valley tracks to those of the Central of New Jersey
about two miles from the terminus. The Jersey City station

of the Central of New Jersey is being enlarged to accommo-
date the new business and the constant increase in the existing

traffic. There are to be 20 platform tracks with Bush sheds.

In order to satisfy complaints made by residents of Ferguson
avenue, in Hamilton, Ont., with regard to the noise made by the

switchmg of locomotives in the company's yard, the Grand Trunk
is now offering to purchase nearly the entire east side of the ave-

nue at twice the assessed value of the land. Furthermore, the

company will allow anyone who sells to remain on the land for

one year rent free, provided the tenant assumes the responsi-

bility for paying the taxes and water rates. The offer of the

Grand Trunk involves $69,840.

Arrangements are being made to attach special Pullman cars

to the Baltimore & Ohio train leaving Chicago at 5 :45 Sunday
evening, October 13, 1912, and arriving at Baltimore at 5 :S0

Monday evening, for the accommodation of the members of the

American Railway Bridge and Building Association and the

Supply Men's Association, who plan to atiend the annual con-

vention, in order that the members may go down in a party.

Arrangements for reservations can be made by notifying the

secretary of the association, C. A. Lichty, ?07 Howard avenue,

Austin Station, Chicago.

The Board of Estimate of New York City has under con-

sideration a proposition for the estabHshment by the city of an

extensive water-front freight terminal in South Brooklyn on
the east shore of the bay; and Irving T. Bush, of the Bush
Terminal Company, owner of extensive docks, factories and
tracks on the water front in South Brooklyn, has proposed

that the city take over the Bush Terminal, this to be done under

a contract by which the operation of the terminal will continue

to be carried on by the Bush company, the operating company
to receive 5 per cent, of the gross income. A committee of the

Merchants' Association has presented a report opposing the

scheme.

Officers of the Grand Trunk say that the new railway which

will connect the Central Vermont at Palmer with tidewater at

Providence, R. I., an account of which was printed in the Rait-

way Age Gaccttc of August 23. will be ready for business early

next summer. It is also stated that two passenger steamers,

which have been ordered by the Grand Trunk, for passenger and

freight service between Providence and New York, and which

are being built at Wilmington, Del., are to be ready for service

about the same time, the contract calling for deHvery next May.

The Grand Trunk has contracted for the use of half of one of

the large piers being built in Providence harbor by the state of

Rhode Island.

The government's last purchase of ties to be delivered at

Colon, Panama, was at $1.0175 per tic. A year ago they pur-

chased at $0,788 per tie, which shows an advance of about

30 per cent, in price. This is the first time ties have iver

sold above $1. There is an unprecedented demand for ties in

the north and east, as well as foreign. Standard heart ties are

now selling at $0.88 per tie, and sap ties, which are used for

creosoting, at $0.70 per tie, delivered in New York, Philadel-

phia and Baltimore. Dealers are behind time on their orders.

This advance is partly due to advance in ocean freight rates,

but largely to the great scarcity of crosstie stumpage, the tim-

ber dealers realizing much more from standing timber by sell-

ing it to the sawmills, who can afford to pay so much more

i
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than the crosstie manufacturer. It is c::; i-c.-.d th -.t tits will

he selling within a short time at $1 per tie for hearts and $0.80

per tie for saps, delivered in .Xevv York. Phikdelphia or Balti-

more. There are inquiries on the market tiday for at least

several million ties.—AVif ]'o)7.' Joun^al of Co.iiir.cicc.

A Remarkable Record.

The railway accident record is depressing, no matter in what
way one looks at it. When a large railway c;in and does show a

record of no passengers killed in collision or derailment for

five or ten years, the other side of the picture ought to be recog-

nized, though probably some of us do not sufficiently appreciate

this fact. Possibly the comparison is too involved, or the whole
subject is too ponderous. However that may be, everyone will

be interested in another comparison, a sidelight on the accident

record, which has recently come from Pittsburgh.

John Campbell, a locomotive engineman t f the Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburgh, and who for a number of years past

has run a yard engine at Pittsburgh, retired from his position

on September 6, after being in the service of the company con-

tinuously for 48 years; and he retires with a clear record. An
officer of the road informs us that Campbell has never been sus-

pended or censured, and never has had an accident which cost

the company any money. Moreover, Campbell's engine not only

never killed a human being during his 48 years of service,

but it never even injured any person sufF.ciently to draw blood.

How to Conserve Freight Cars.

That throughout the ne.Kt few months every freight car must
be kept in service to the fullest possible extent is by this time

know-n, at least in a general way. to everybody who is interested.

That the carrying out of this rule is not a simple thing is shown
by a circular which has been issued to station agents by J. W.
Roberts, superintendent of car service of the Vandalia Railroad,

in which are enumerated the loose nuts in the transportation

machine that will need to be tightened and to which the agent

must give his personal attention.

The principal points are the following: Shippers must not be

allowed to take cars for loading before they are needed ; cars

must not be delivered to connecting roads with small quantities

of freight which could be transferred; cars good enough to hold

grain must not be used for freight which can go in some other

car just as well; foreign cars must not be sent home empty
because of being in bad order, when the bad condition can

readily be repaired ; care must be taken in delivering cars to

industries for loading when shippers persist in sending their

goods over other lines when they should be sent over the Van-
dalia ; W'here industries want cars to be sent over other lines call

upon the interested carrier to furnish the car ; goods received

from connecting lines must not be transferred into Vandalia
cars except when the original car is absolutely unfit to run;

shippers should be called upon to load cars to their full marked
capacity plus the 10 per cent, limit ; connecting lines must be

watched to see that when cars are delivered to them in switch-

ing service they do not misuse the cars after they are released

;

shippers must be discouraged from ordering cars of special

dimensions when cars of standard dimensions will serve their

purpose.

In a circular issued to agents and yardmasters by the train-

master, W. E. Burk, attention is called to the fact that im-

proper diversions of cars have occurred in many cases when a

little care would have prevented the error. Agents are re-

minded that freight house foremen, yard clerks and other sub-

ordinates should be fully informed of the requirements of the

car service rules. These and other employees are reminded also

that their know'ledge of the details of the business should often

enable them to offer to the officers valuable suggestions as to

improvements in efficiency ; and such suggestions are invited.

.Agents are also called upon to report delinquencies on the part

of employees, shippers or connecting lines.

A circular which Mr. Roberts has issued to shippers and con-

signees also goes directly to the point. He reminds them that

during the past four years, when cars have been plenty nearly

all of the time, many irregular practices have been indulged in,

both by the railways and the shippers ; and that the time has

arrived when these must be discontinued. Attention is called to

the fact that the railways are not satisfied to collect demurrage
on cars which are detained ; cars are worth, at the present time,

much nunc than any dtmurrage rate; cars, not dollars, are what

the road asks for. Consignees who are working under the

"average agreement," by which cars may be kept an almost un-

limited number of days without suffering a penalty, are reminded

that a due regard for the general efficiency of the service re-

quires that every empty car be loaded promptly and that every

loaded car be released promptly, regardless of whether or not

delay would incur a penalty.

The Machinery of Law-Making.

A meeting of the state legislative board of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Engineers opened in Harrisburg. Pa., yesterday.

The purpose of the gathering is to prepare bills to be presented

to the next legislature. . . . The duties of the special legis-

lative committee will be to remain in Harrisburg during the

session of the legislature and devote their entire time in the

interest of the bills which will be presented and indorsed by the

engineers. Among the bills to be considered will be one pro-

viding for a uniform system of wages, changes in working hours

and in the responsibility for the care of engines, and a stronger

recognition of the brotherhood.

—

Pittsburgh Times.

President Worthington of the Alton Settles Shop Controversy.

President B. A. Worthington of the Chicago & Alton has

recently settled a controversy with the company's shop employees

at Bloomington, 111., which for a time appeared to present serious

aspects. Xire employees of the boiler shop decided they could

no longer afford to pay the union dues and dropped their mem-
bership, whereupon the organization petitioned the management

to discharge the men unless they returned tn the union. The

company took the position that the matter was one for the union

to settle itself without interference liy the management and the

case had been submitted to the officers of the shop federation

when President Worthington called a mass-meeting of the em-

ployees at Bloomington and went there to address them.

Mr. Worthington began by explaining that one of the first

problems presented to him on assuming the presidency of the

road was to take care of the deferred maintenance of equipment,

amounting to about $500,000. and that his first idea was to have

the work done in outside commercial shops in order to get

the deferred work done as quickly as possible without interfering

with current repairs. His attention having been called, however,

to the fact that the shops at Bloomington had been closed for

several months previously, he decided that it would be to the

advantage of the employees and to the town if this money. 60

per cent, of which would take the form of wages for labor,

were spent in having the work done at Bloomington. It devel-

oped that there was a shortage of machinists and the company
secured 50 machinists from an employment agency at Cleveland.

Mr. Worthington said that these men were engaged without

reference to whether or not they were union men. and he dis-

cussed the entire situation with general reference to the relations

between capital and labor in a frank and informal way. finally

asking for a rising vote of the men as to whether they preferred

to have the locomotives and cars taken from the Bloomington
shops and repaired in outside shops or to have the half million

dollars spent in Bloomington. Practically all those at the meet-

ing stood up. signifying their preference for the latter. In a

conference later with the federation committee Mr. Worthington

declined interference with the matter and the question was soon

dropped.

Co-operative Safety Congress at Mil .waukee.

A Co-operative Safety Corgress is to l;e held at the Hotel

Pfister, Milwaukee. Wis.. September 30 to Octo'er 5. vnder the

auspices of the Association of Iron & Steel and Electrical Engi-

neers. On Monday evening, September 30, will be held the annual

safety dinner of the association, at which Dr. Charles P. Xeill,

\]. S. commissioner of labor
; James A. Emery, cornsel of the Na-

tional Association of Manufacturers, and R. W. Campbell, attor-

ney for the Illinois Steel Company, will spe; k en the subject of

safety. Wednesday afternoon. October 2. will be devoted to a

transportation session, at which R. C. Richards, general claim agent

and chairman of the central safety committee of the Chicago &
North Western, will preside as chairman. .\. Hurler Boyd. Jr..

chairman of the genera! safety committee of the Baltimore i
Ohio, will speak on Accidents Attributable to the Carelessress

of Employees and How Best to Prevent Them. H. W. Belnap,
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thief inspector of safety appliances of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, will speak on Prevention of Accidents and What
is Being Done by the Interstate Commerce Commission and the

Results Thereof. Geo. Bradshaw, general safety agent of the

New York Central Lines, will speak on Prevention of Accidents

in Railway Shops and Roundhouses. S. M. Braden, general

superintendent of the Chicago & North Western, will speak on
Prevention of Accidents to Trainmen.
Rooms at the hotel have been assigned for safety exhibits

under the direction of C. W. Price of the Wisconsin Industrial

Commission. Any safetj- devices forwarded to him will be placed
on e.xhibition. On Friday, October 4, the program provides for

a joint session with the Co-operative Safety Congress.

The American Association of Railroad Superintendents.

The annual meeting of the Ainerican Association of Rail-
road Superintendents was held at the Planters' hotel in St.

Louis on September 19 and 20. The St. Louis division of the
association acted as host to the visiting members. The
program included the report of the executive committee,
with recommendations and changes in the articles of organi-
zation; the report of the committee on Transportation; the
report of the committee on Interchange Car Inspection,
with recommendations covering the M. C. B. committee's
report on Overhead Car Inspection; report of committee on
Train Rules with the proposed amendment to the by-laws
providing for the appointment of members of the committee
by the president. Papers were read on the following sub-
jects: Identity of Men Employed in Train and Yard Service.
by Charles Burlingame; Losses in the Handling of Bad
Order Cars, by Charles Burlingame; Need for an Arbitra-
tion Committee, by T. B. Fogg; Hoof Weights, by J. A.
Somerville and Safety First, by R. C. Richards, general
claim agent of the Chicago & North Western. E. H.
De Groot, president; C. Burlingame, vice-president, and H.
R. Saunders, vice-president, were re-elected, and E. H. Har-
man was elected secretary and treasurer, succeeding W. C.

Cooder.

International Congress of Refrigeration.

The third International Congress of Refrigeration will be
held in Chicago. September, 1913. .An exhibition will be held
in connection with the congress. An association to manage this

exhibition is now being organized.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.

The annual meeting of the Society of Railway Financial Offi-

cers will be held at the Marlborough-Blenheim hotel, Atlantic
aty, N. J., October 23-25.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The fotlowing list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
neetings, and places of meeting.

Am BiuKE Association.—F. M. Kellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Amebican Association of Demurisage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

American .\ssociation of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—^W. C.
Hope, New York.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

American Association or Railroad Superixtendexts.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39tli
St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electrical Railway W-anufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Rv. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

American Railway Engineering Assoclation.—E. H. Fritch, 900 S.
Michigan Ave.. Chicago. Convention. March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony
building, Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.
N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, .Tune, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and .August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13
Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

AMERICAN Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St.. New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-
more, Md. Convention 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—L. G. I'hii-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Assoclation of Railw.ay Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. 1., Chi
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.— P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car .Account. ng Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and -Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod. 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—.Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May. Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.— E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Roller, 226

W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-

vain. Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick

building, Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Brvan,

Brown Marx building, Birmingham, -Ma.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth. Lima. Ohio.
Maintenance of Way Master Painters' -Association of the United

States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention, November 19-21, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May, 1913, Chicago.
Master Car Builders' -Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' -Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—

A. P. Dane. B. & M., Reading. Mass.
National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-

born St.. Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ev. Eng. Assoc.
New England Railroad Club.— G. H. Frazier. 10 Oliver St.. Boston. Mass.;

2d Tuesday in month, except Tune, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.
New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.. New York; 3d

Friday in month, except June, July and .Aogust. New York.
Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;

4th Saturday, Duluth.
Peoria -Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion. Peoria. 111.; 2d. Tuesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.— C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d. Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York; annual. November 20. 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson. Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and .August, Pittsbursh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' .Assoc.—J. Scribner. 1021

Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.
Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit. Mo.
Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,

Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-

tion. Oct. 8 11, Quebec.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood.

Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. assocs.

Railway Tel. and Tel. .Appliance .Assoc.—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St..

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,

except June. July and -August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &

N. W.. Sterling. 111.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except Jure. July and -Aug., St. Louis.

Signal .Appliance Assochtion.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association-

Society of Railw.xv Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist. La SsIIe St. Sta-

tion. Chicago; annual. October 23-25. .Atlantic City. N. J.

Southern -Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery. .Ala.; annual, Oct. 17, -Atlanta. Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—-A. T. Merrill. Grant bldg.,

.Atlanta. Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co.. To-
ledo. Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Tr-affic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway. New York;
la'st Tuesday in month, except June, tuly and August. New York.

Traffic Club of' Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-

ings monthly. Pittsburgh.
Traffic Club of St. Louis.— -A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library building,

St. Louis. Mo. -Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

-Ave., Chicago.
Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first WediieFday.
Transport.ation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.: meetings monthly.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & II. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear. P. O. Box 1707. Win-
nipeg. Man.; 2d Monday, except June. July and August. Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.— T. \V. Taylor. Old Colony building. Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June. July and -Augi'st.

Western Society of Engineers.—^J. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and .Augtist. Chicago.
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©raffir Nettie,

The Chesnpeake Steamship Company has let contracts to the

Maryland Steel Company for building two steamers to be used
on the line between Baltimore and Richmond. These vessels

will cost $850,000 and will carry -100 passengers and 600 tons of

freight each.

The Missouri Pacific has put in service a new fast mer-
chandise freight train from St. Louis to Kansas City. The train

leaves St. Louis every afternoon at 2 o'clock, and arrives at

Kansas City at 7 the next morning. The train will carry mer-
chandise for Kansas City and perishable freight for Kansas City

or points beyond.

The movement of fruit from the west to New York this sea-

son has been very heavy. On the five regular fruit days of last

week the number of cars received over the Erie road was 491.

About 85 per cent, of the fruit comes from California. One
trainload of fruit has been received at New York this season
for South America.

The Kansas City Board of Trade has recently addressed a

bulletin to its members advising them of the necessity of co-

operating with the railways if a severe car shortage is to be
prevented this fall. The bulletin enumerates various ways in

which a release of equipment is delayed by shippers, with sug-
gestions and remedies for each.

At the Grand Central Terminal, New York, in the eight days
from August 30 to September 6, inclusive, the number of pas-

sengers, outward and inward, amounted to 944,000. This is the

largest number ever recorded in a similar length of time. The
number of trains was 4,826, an increase of 82 over the same
period of 1911 ; and the number of cars was 31,269.

The "Indiana Live Stock Lecture Train" is the name of an
instruction train which is to be run next week over the lines

of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis in the state

of Indiana. G. I. Christie, superintendent of the department
of agricultural extension of Purdue University, accompanied by
twelve lecturers, will go on the train to give lectures at 29
towns on the management of beef and dairy cattle, on the rais-

ing of sheep and hogs, and on other allied topics. Division

superintendents and division freight agents of the road will

accompany the train.

B. C. Stevenson, vice-president of the Toledo, St. Louis &
Western, has addressed a circular letter to the company's agents,

asking each agent personally to call on shippers and receivers at

his station, and explain to them the conditions which are ex-

pected to tax the equipment of the carriers to the utmost during
the coming fall and winter, and to ask them, so far as consistent,

to place their orders at this time for coal, lumber and lime,

cement, brick and other material that they expect to ship or re-

ceive later on. The shippers are also to be asked to load cars

as near to the carrying capacity as commercial conditions will

permit, thereby increasing the sufficiency of the available equip-

ment in the interest of all concerned.

The Congressional (House) Committee on Merchant Marine
and Fisheries, which is making an investigation of the "shipping

trust," has issued a circular calling on the railways of the country
for information in regard to their relations with steamship lines.

The roads are called on to give names of all water transportation

companies any portion of whose stock or bonds or other se-

curities are owned by them, with the amount of each and the

date of acquisition They must also give the names of all water
carriers in which they have obtained any interest by ownership,
mortgage, lease or agreement, and also any forwarding, towing,
•dock, warehouse, lighterage or canal companies. Traffic agree-

ments, through routing arrangements, methods of meeting the

competition of other lines, time and number of sailings between
designated ports and the fixing, maintenance and division of joint

rates, must be explained. Copies of all agreements and under-
standings with water carriers must be furnished.

White Sox ball park, Chicago, on October 1. Among the fea-

tures will be a ball game betw-een the uniformed teams of the

two associations, the prize for which w-ill be a silver cup. Other
athletic events will be held.

Railway Earnings in 1912.

Slason Thompson, manager of the bureau of railway news and
statistics, has compiled a statement showing that, "with gross

revenues the largest in their history, the net income of the rail-

ways of the United Slates for the year ending June 30, 1912,

after deducting operating expenses and taxes, amounted to

$762,663,579, or 3.81 per cent, on their estimated value of

$20,000,000,000.

".Analysis of the returns shows," he says, "that had the ex-

penditure for maintenance of road and equipment been on a

scale commensurate with the normal advance in the demands
made on their railways by the American people the net results

would have been at least $100,000,000 less satisfactory from the

income point of view. Then there would have been less reason

to anticipate a car shortage whenever traffic resumes normal
proportions."

Total operating revenues, according to Mr. Thompson's com-
pilations from the monthly bulletins of the interstate commerce
commission down to Mav, and from unofficial sources for June,
were $2,873,279,987, or $11,250 per mile of line.

Total operating expenses were $1,990,041,981, or $8,073 per

mile of line, and the operating ratio was 69.26 per cent.

"The telltale ratio of operating expenses to operating revenues

emphasizes the story of the gross figures," says Mr. Thompson.
"An average of 69.26 per cent, for the year is without a parallel

in American railway experience, e.xcept during 1907-08, when
the companies were unable to reef down their expenses quickly

enough to meet a sudden drop of over $300,000,000 in their reve-

nues in one year. An average ratio of 72.71 per cent, for the last

half of the year shows what a hard winter and high wages can do
to dissipate the 'e.xorbitant profits' which .American railways

are supposed to make, but have never known. Provision for the

inevitable tomorrow has always kept profits within reasonable

hounds."

Coal in Canada.

A quarter of a million dollars will be spent by the Jasper
Park Collieries, on a new permanent plant at the mines in

Jasper National Park on the main line of the Grand Trunk
Pacific, west of Edmonton. These mines are in the heart of

the Jasper National Park, situated on a high plateau, com-
manding magnificent views of Mount IMiette. About 50

houses have already been built, of which 40 are occupied by
the men and the rest are adapted for offices, stores and for

management purposes. Another 40 houses for the men will

be erected almost at once.

The machine shops are nearly completed and it is expected
that the mines will be in full operation by December 1. The
G. T. P. will shortly use Jasper Park coal on the locomotives
on the three sections east of Edmonton. The coal is a high
grade bituminous.

Traffic Club of Chicago.

An interclub field day will be held by the Traffic Club of

Chicago and the Chicago Transportation Association at the

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railways of the American Railway Association, in presenting sta-

tistical bulletin No. 127, giving a summary of car surpluses

and shortages by groups from May 24, 1911. to September
12, 1912, says: The total surplus on September 12, 1912, was
27,380 cars; on August 29. 1912, was 36,047 cars; and on
September 13, 1911, was 70,722 cars. Compared with the pre-

ceding period ; there is a decrease in the total surplus of 8,667

cars, of which 6,274 is in box, 568 in flat, 1,842 in miscella-

neous and an increase of 17 in coal car surplus. The de-

crease in box car surplus is general throughout the country
excepting in groups 7 (Montana, Wyoming and Nebraska),
and 11 (Canadian lines). The decrease in fiat car surplus is

chiefly in groups 2 (New York, New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland and Eastern Pennsj'lvania), 3 (Ohio, Indiana,

Michigan and Western Pennsylvania!, 6 (Iowa, Illinois,

Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas), 8 (Kansas, Colo-
rado, iVIissouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma), and 10 (Washing-
ton, Oregon, Idaho, California, Nevada and .Arizona). An
increase in coal car surplus is in groups 1 (New England
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lines), 4 (the Virginias and the Carolinas), 6 and 8 (as

above); while groups 2 and 3 (as above), S (Kentucky,
Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi), 9 (Texas,
Louisiana and New Mexico) and 10, (as above) show a de-

crease in coal car surplus. The decrease in miscellaneous
car surplus is general, excepting in groups 2, 7, 9 and 10

(as above).
The total shortage on September 12, 1912 was 36,(X)0

cars; on August 29, 1912, was 26,297; and on September 13,

1911, was 6,439. Compared with the preceding period; -

there is an increase in the total shortage of 9,703 cars, of
which 7,930 is in box, 3 in flat, 1,323 in coal and 447 in mis-
cellaneous. The increase in box car shortage is general
throughout the country excepting in groups 7 and 11 (as

above). The increase in coal car shortage is chiefly in

groups 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8 (as above). An increase in flat car
shortage is shown in groups 2, 3, S, 6 and 9 (as above), while
groups 1, 4, 8, 10 and 11 (as above) show a decrease in flat

car shortage. The increase in miscellaneous car shortage is

general throughout the country excepting in groups 7, 9 and
11 (as above).
Compared with the same date of 1911; there is a decrease in

the total surplus of 43,342 cars, of which 11,513 is in box, 1,962

in flat, 18,485 in coal and 11,382 in miscellaneous cars. There is

an increase in the total shortage of 29,561 cars, of which
19,385 is in box, 2,060 in flat, 6,682 in coal and 1,434 in

miscellaneous cars.

The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage
figures by groups for the last period covered in the report and
totals for the country for corresponding dates in previous
years ; and the diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and
shortages from 1907 to 1912.

Summary of Revenues and Expenses of Steam Roads in June.

The Bureau of Railway Economics' summary of revenues and
expenses and comments thereon are as follows : The railways
whose returns are included in bulletin No. 37 operate 219.572
miles of line, or 90 per cent, of all the steam railway mileage
in the United States. The total operating revenues for the

month of June, 1912, amounted to $236,912,076. Compared with

June, 1911, the total operating revenues of these railways show an
increase of $14,454,955. These total operating revenues per mile
of line amounted to $1,079 in June, 1912, and $1,034 in June,
1911, an increase for 1912 of $45, or 4.4 per cent. This increase

was the resultant of an increase of 5.3 per cent, in the freight

revenue, of 1.0 per cent, in the passenger revenue and increases

in other transportation and non-transportation revenue.

Operating expenses amounted to $162,145,192. This was
$9,912,738 more than for June, 1911. These operating expenses
per mile of line amounted to $738 in June, 1912, and $707 in

June, 1911, an increase for 1912 of $31 per mile, or 4.4 per cent.

Each of the live primary- operating expense accounts showed an
increase for 1912 except general expenses, which decreased 3.9

per cent. In the cost per mile of maintaining way and structures,

there was an increase compared with June, 1911, of 7.1 per cent. ^

in the cost per mile of maintaining equipment an increase of

4.6 per cent. ; in traffic expenses per mile an increase of 4.2 per

cent. ; in transportation expenses per mile an mcrease of 3.8 per

cent. Net operating revenue amounted to $74,766,884. This was
$4,542,217 more than for June, 1911. Net operating revenue per

mile of line amounted to $341 in June, 1912, and $326 in June,

1911, an increase for 1912 of $14 per mile, or 4.4 per cent. The
net operating revenue for each mile of line for each day in June,.

1912, averaged $11, and for June, 1911, $11.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Group *1.—

S

12, 1912.
12. 1912.
12, 1912.
12, 1912.
12, 1912.
12, 1912.
12. 1912.
12, 1912.
12. 1912.

Box.

266
354

1.392
929

2,250 51

-Surph.

gcndola
aTid hopper

823
379

1,692

September 12, 1912 175
September 13, 1911 166
September 14, 1910 145
September 15, 1909 177
September 16, 1908 163

7,906 1.285 5.310
19,419 3,247 23,795
17,786 2,854 13.047
38,342 4,767 16.255
58,668 12,200 66.891

454
5.665
247

12.879
24,261
21,203
19,434
35,828

Total.

503
1.546
358
928

1.034
6.261
242

2.721
2.411

54,890
78,798

173,587

Shortages

—

^.

Coal,
gondola Other

Box. Flat. and hopper kinds. Total.

694 168 514 2 1,378
2.133 175 1.124 216 3,648
3.632 371 2.268 464 6,735
2.955 740 1.835 435 5,965
2.732 966 1,335 12 5,045
6.357 217 868 295 7,737
405 79 484

2.308 243 308 44 2,903
279 5 284

1.342 68 1,410-

297 114 411

2.837 3.182 8.331 1,650 36,000
3.452 1.122 1.649 216 6,439
3,368 1,093 2,474 879 7,814
3,294 423 3,346 362 7,425
2,252 104 311 268 2,935

Group 1 IS composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee.
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and"

- -- ^ .
.

...
^ Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10— Ore-Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas

gon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadi;

Car Surpluses and Shortages, 1907 to 1912.
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Taxes for the montli uf June amounted to $10,379,746, or $47
per mile, an increase of 16.6 per cent, over June, 1911.

The operating ratio for June, 1912, was 6S.4 per cent., which
is comparable witli 71.4 per cent, in May. 1912, and 68.4 in

June, 1911.

The eastern group of railways shows an increase in total

operating revenues per mile of line as compared with June,

1911, of 7.3 per cent.; the southern group shows an increase of

6.3 per cent., and the western group an increase of 0.9 per cent.

Operating expenses per mile increased 4.8 per cent, on the east-

ern railways as compared with June, 1911, 7.9 per cent, on the

southern railways, and 3.0 per cent, on the western railways.

In the eastern group net operating revenue per mile decreased

12.7 per cent, as compared with June, 1911, in the southern group
it increased 2.4 per cent., and in the western group there was
a decrease of 3.6 per cent. The increase in taxes per mile,

compared with June, 1911, was 23.6 per cent, in the eastern

group, and 17.4 per cent, in the western group. In the south-

ern group there was a decrease of 1.5 per cent.

When the returns for the si.x months of the calendar year

1912 are compared with those of the corresponding months in

1911, they show an increase in total operating revenues per

Enterprising Farmers on Long Island.

Potatoes and cauliflower are the principal crops grown on
Long Island. Last year the Long Island Railroad hauled
51,060 tons of potatoes and 13,824 tons, or approximately
250,000 barrels, of cauliflower. The national government has

rendered invaluable assistance to the American farmer, and
is still doing so; and the railways have helped in many ways,
well known; but the farmer himself has not been standing
still. In various sections farmers have organized clubs for

the purpose of ascertaining the best markets and to learn the

best methods of increasing production. On Long Island

there is what is known as the Long Island Potato Exchange.
This exchange disposes of its members' potato crops, sells

them fertilizers at prices more favorable than they could
obtain elsewhere, and deals in seed potatoes. At present

there is a movement on foot to buy farm land in Maine and
grow seed potatoes, for the exclusive benefit of the members.
Then there is the Long Island Cauliflower Association, the

prime movers of which are the farmers themselves. This
organization came into existence about ten years ago, and
coincident with its formation, the Long Island Railroad
put in service a Cauliflower Special, which train has been
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mile of 2.4 per cent., an increase in total operating expenses
per mile of 4.4 per cent., and a decrease in net operating rev-

enue per mile of 2.7 per cent. There was a decrease in net
operating revenue per mile of 0.3 per cent, in the eastern group,
a decrease of 8.1 per cent, in the southern group, and a decrease
of 2.6 per cent, in the western group.

The accompanying diagram shows monthly revenues and ex-
penses per mile of line. The points on the vertical line are alone
of significance in showing the condition for the particular

month, since the figures are not cumulative. The following table

shows the per cent, of total operating revenues consumed by
each class of operating expenses:

Per Cent, of Tot.m. Oper.\ting Revenues.

June. J

1912. 1911. 1912.

Maint. of way and structures 14.7 14.3 12.7

Maint. of equipment 15.2 15.2 15.8

Traffic expenses 1.1 2.2 2.2

Transportation expenses 3J.8 34.0 35.9
General expenses 2.5 2.7 2.5

Total operating expenses 68.4 68.4 69.1

running ever since. Besides having a representative on board
the train who looks after shipments made by members, the

association arranges for the supply of barrels and sells to

the farmers the cauliflower seed, which is imported from
Denmark. Merchants in Philadelphia, Baltimore, Columbus,
St. Louis, Chicago and New Orleans now buy about 350 car-

loads of Long Island cauliflower each year. The farmers'
prosperity depends on the elimination of the middleman, and
by organizing selling agencies of their own this can gradually
be accomplished.

—

Ralph Peters, President of the Long Island

Railroad.

68.6 68.3 67.S

Railway Business Association's Appeal.

The Railway Business Association reports that several thou-

sand shippers and receivers of freight have signed the associa-

tion's memorial to the interstate commerce commission pledging

support for a policy permitting to the railways earnings adequate

for the provision of needed facilities. The memorial urges a

policy toward railways which will provide that in all adjustments
of rates adequate revenue shall be insured them to meet existing

obligations and to attract capital for necessary improvements
and extensions.

Chairman Prouty of the interstate commerce commission is
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quoted as having said in his recent address at Kansas Citj', Mo.

:

"The danger point today is with respect to service and facilities.

It is the general idea that the commission's business is to stand

for the shipper against the railways. I would remind you that

conditions have changed from vsrhat they were several years

ago and that it is as much our duty to see that the railways are

allowed reasonable rates as for us to look at the matter only

from the standpoint of the shipper. The railways must make
sufficient money both for the paying of their current expenses

and for the profit to their stockholders, to whom we look for

the investment.''

The Railway Business Association feels confident that in so

purely an administrative matter as the development of a general

policy the commission will not consider its dignity impugned by

the suggestion that the precedents laid down in the Spokane and

other cases may wisely and in the public interest be extended

so as to have a wider application. The public is ready for the

installation of a liberal policy. Those who finance and execute

plans for railway improvements and additions must be convinced

beyond peradventure that the tendency of rate regulation will

be to foster the financial stability of the roads. Such a con-

viction will be most effectively carried home by action of the

interstate commerce commission and reassurance most wisely

given if it originates with the commission on its own motion.

Although gross receipts increase, the railways are unable to

keep unimpaired the item which is the investor's barometer

—

namely, the annual surplus. It will not make the investor feel

any better about it if told that nobody intends to injure the

roads. What will persuade him to invest his money is that the

roads shall be actively protected and that such active protection

shall lie a permanent policy.

The commission said to the trunk lines in 1911 that should

their fears be realized increases would be "sanctioned." This

would suggest that it is for the railways to bring the subject

up again. But the railways as a whole, or large groups of roads,

often find themselves unable to agree upon proposals to be laid

before the commission. Geographical and other conditions create

natural and deep-lying differences of interest between the rail-

ways of one region and those of another. Competition and
differences of prosperity make agreements difficult as between

the members of a group of roads in one region. Under those

conditions must the shipper and the public wait for facilities

until the railways ask for rate advances? We cannot believe

the commission would permit an indefinite succession of car

shortages due to inadequate revenue to plague American industry

without taking action on its own motion.

The commission is in one respect situated fortunately for tire

country. We know of no tribunal in the history of the govern-
ment which has enjoyed in greater degree the confidence of the

general public. Its opinions will command acceptance as would
those of no other body. The commission has, therefore, an

exceptional opportunity to promote the national prosperity.

Chairman Prouty Advocates Branches of Interstate Com-
merce Commission.

In an address before the Chicago Transportation Association,

at Chicago, on September 19, Charles A. Prouty, chairman of

the Interstate Commerce Commission, declared that the amount
of work now imposed on the commission has reached such a

volume that a reorganization of the commission is necessary.

Without stating explicitly his opinion as to how this should be

accomplished, he suggested the establishment of branches of the

commission at important centers to be presided over by deputy

commissioners who would decide small cases, subject to appeal

to the commission at Washington. Chairman Prouty said in

part:

"From an insignificant body limited to the power of investi-

gation and the compiling of an annual volume of statistics, the

commission has come to be overwhelmed with work. Some new
system has got to be devised by which the commission can be

reUeved of part of the duties continually imposed upon it. The
volume of business over which the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission has jurisdiction, expressed either in tonnage or in dol-

lars, greatly exceeds all that which the state commissions in all

states have charge of. It also presents questions far more com-

plicated and difficult than those presented in the states, and we

are required to deal with many questions entirely absent in their

work."
Chairman Prouty then gave a brief outline to show the volume

of work handled by the commission. Speaking first of the confer-
ence work, he said that there were thousands of persons from all

parts of the country who desire to see in person some member
of the commission, to lay before him something which they deem
ought to be corrected. If the commission acceded to these re-

quests for personal conferences, its entire time would be occu-
pied in seeing people who are willing to travel anywhere from
a few hundred to thousands of miles for the purpose of securing
half an hour's talk with the commissioners, and the commission
is therefore obHged to decline a majority of such applications.

However, about two hours is devoted every day by each mem-
ber of the commission to such conferences. The administrative

work of the commission having to do with the filing of tariffs,

the supervision of accounts and the compilation of statistics, etc.,

is largely turned over to subordinate boards, and a great part of

the thousands of letters sent out over the signature of the sec-

retary are never seen by him. However, the desk of each com-
missioner every morning contains a mass of letters which no one
but himself can answer, and probably two hours a day of the

time of each commissioner is devoted to this work. A third im-

portant branch of the commissioners' work is the hearing of

evidence in cases filed with the commission, the hearing of argu-

ments and the preparation of opinions. Formerly the commis-
sioners heard these cases themselves, but they are now obliged to

turn a large number of them over to examiners, reserving the

most important cases. The time has now come, Mr. Prouty
thought, when the commissioners can no longer hear these cases.

At the present time they are spending more hours on the bench
hearing evidence and listening to arguments than the supreme
court of the United States.

"I believe it is now necessary," he said, "to devise some method
by which certain parts of the work which now comes to Wash-
ington can be intercepted before it gets there. It will be of

no avail to appoint more commissioners. In fact five men could

handle the work easier than seven, but in many cases it is de-

manded that the decisions of the commission shall represent the

opinions of seven men. The administrative work, of course,

must be done at Washington, and handled as a unit, but as far as

the conference work and the hearing of cases is concerned, I have

believed there ought to be branches of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in every important center, something in the nature

of deputy commissioners who will act for the commission insofar

as the hearing and deciding of cases is concerned. Half of the

time the shipper who feels he has a grievance does not know
whether he has a case or not, and a few minutes of personal

conference is better than a ream of correspondence. One or two
such commissioners in Chicago for instance, could adjust half

of the cases without the necessity of a formal complaint. With-

out indicating whether or not these deputies should be appointed

by the Interstate Commerce Commission or by the government,

I would suggest that men of the highest grade be selected, such

men as would be selected for a vacancy in the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, and who should be paid enough to induce ac-

ceptance. Their decisions should have the effect of orders of

the commission itself, and their conclusions should become ef-

fective subject to the right of appeal to the commission at Wash-

ington."

Chairman Prouty introduced his remarks with a brief outline

of the development of the commission from the days in which,

as he said, it had little power but that of investigation. Since

that time he said, "it has come to be what I believe to be the

most important administrative tribunal in the whole world. I

have always felt that sooner or later the people of this country

would be obliged to regulate and control the railway, and that

they would no more entrust the railways to the unlimited control

of private capital than they would the highways of the country.

We may find that this form of regulation is not practicable. It

may turn out that you cannot in that way attract the investment

of the necessary capital, but certainly the railways must be con-

trolled, and if they cannot be controlled by regulation then they

must be owned by the government."

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

Chairman Prouty, at a hearing in Chicago on September 19

and 20, heard evidence in two important cases involving large

claims for reparation. In the case of the Texas Cattle Raisers'

.'\ssociation against the Missouri. Kansas & Texas and others,

the complainants asked for reparation on all shipments of cattle
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from Texas tu Kansas City. St. Louis and CliicaKn. alTtctcil by

the decision of the commission in 1908. It is estimated that the

reparation sought will exceed over $1,000,000. In the case of

the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association against the

transcontinental lines, reparation was asked to the amount of 5

cents per 100 lbs. on shipments of hardwood from southern

Michigan to the Pacific coast, as representing the dilTerence be-

tween the 83 cent rate from Michigan and the 80 cent rate which

the commission held to be reasonable from Memphis. Chairman
Prouty also heard evidence in a case involving an advance of 6

cents per 100 lbs. on the carload rate on furniture, which has

been suspended by the commission on complaint of the National

Association of Furniture Manufacturers.

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Indiana commission has adopted the demurrage rules

recently agreed upon by the railways and the National Industrial

Traffic League except in two features. The commission insists

on rules exempting from demurrage cars standing at mines or on

mine sidings loaded with unbilled coal and allowing Sundays
and holidays to be excluded from the periods in which demur-
rage must be calculated under the "average rule." "L'nbilled coal"

would seem to be a convenient device by which to evade payment
of any demurrage whatever.

The California public service commission has issued a general

order requiring all public utility companies to file wdth the com-
mission a list of such rates as depart from the standard schedule

on account of contracts for right of way, etc., employees, chari-

table or educational purposes, etc. Another general order re-

quires all railways to submit to the commission for its approval

all proposed changes in schedules of regular passenger trains

and to post notices of changes ten days before the effective date.

Representatives of the northern transcontinental railways ap-

peared on September 16 at a hearing before the Washington
public service commission at Seattle on proposed reciprocal

demurrage rules drawn by the commission, which will require

the railways to pay $3 per car per day for failure to supply cars

when ordered. The railway men asked the commission to modify
the rules so that shippers ordering cars would be required to

deposit a bond for ?20 for the first car and $15 for each addi-

tional car ordered, as indemnity in case the cars were not used.

Powers of Receivers.

Deciding the case of the receivers of the Ithaca Street

Railway, who ceased running cars on a short section of the

line under their charge because it did not pay, and directing

them to resume operation, the New York Public Service Com-
mission, second district, says;

"The whole scope and intent of the law seems to place

the receivers of a railway in the precise position of the rail-

way itself, so far as regulation by the commission is con-

cerned. They are mere custodians of the property, appointed
by the court to preserve it and to operate it, and it is the

duty of the commission to see that all street railway proper-

ties under its supervision shall be operated in the interest

of the public, proper accommodations afforded and proper
service given. Considering the number of leased lines of

railway within the state, the frequency of receiverships, the

manifest inconvenience to the public which may be created by
entrusting the power of discontinuing service to mere custo-

dians of property without any regulation or supervision what-
ever; considering the intent of the legislature to subject all

operations of railway corporations as to the character and
extent of service to the commission, the commission is con-
vinced that the proper construction of the Public Service

Commission Law is that the right of the receiver to dis-

continue service upon leasehold property described in the

mortgage and committed to his care by order of the court, must
be exercised subject to the commission's power.

COURT NEWS.

Judge Cushman, in the federal court at Tacoma, has handed
down a decision sustaining the Public Service Commission of

the state of Washington in its order prescribing freight rates

in that state. The commission's authority had heen challenged

in court bv the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern.
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Hatlway (^iiicen^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Charles S. Mellen, president of the Xew York, New Haven

& Hartford, has been elected also president of the New York,

Ontario & Western, succeeding Thomas P. Fowler, resigned.

An account of Mr. Fowler's railway career appears on an-

other page.

George H. Schleyer, superintendent of the St. Louis &
San Francisco at Enid, Okla., has been appointed vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the St. Louis, San Francisco &
Texas, with headquarters at Ft. Worth, Tex., succeeding

J. H. Elliott, resigned.

Thomas Bird Dixcy, whose appointment as general auditor

of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with office at St. Louis, Mo.,

has been announced in these columns, was born June 9, 1867, at

Philadelphia. He was educated at Cheltenham Military

Academy, Shoemakertown, now Ogontz, Pa. Mr. Dixcy began

railway work in the office of the auditor of passenger receipts

of the'Pennsylvania at Philadelphia about 1884. He remained in

this position a few months, and was then until 1893 in tlie whole-

sale dry goods business in Xew York, and with the Spiral Weld

Tube Company at East Orange, N. J. He went with the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific as cashier in the office of the assistant

treasurer in New York in December, 1893, and three and one-

half years later was made assistant treasurer at Topeka, Kan.

From December, 1900, to January. 1904, he was out of railway

work and engaged in professional accounting in the New York

office of Haskins & Sells, having been manager of that office

from June, 1902. He was made assistant to the vice-president.

in charge of the accounting department, of the Delaware & Hud-

son Company at Albany, N. Y.. in January, 1904, where he re

mained until December, 1907. He subsequently opened an office

as a certified public accountant in New York, specializing in rail-

way work and important cases in litigation, and on September 12.

1912, closed his office to become general auditor of the St. Louis

& San Francisco as noted above.

Operating Officers.

F. W. Mcintosh has been appointed superintendent of

dining car service of the Chicago & Alton, with head-

quarters at Chicago, succeeding W. J. Witte, resigned.

H. W. Hamilton has been appointed assistant superintendent

of the Northern division of the Chicago Great \\'estern, with

headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., succeeding C. W. Cool, as-

signed to other duties.

D. E. Rossiter has been appointed trainmaster of the

Chicago division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with

office at Chicago, in place of J. F. Anderson, wdio has been

appointed trainmaster of the LaCrosse division, with head-

quarters at Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding W. B. Hinrichs,

promoted. R. E. Sizer succeeds Mr. Rossiter as chief train

despatcher of the Chicago division at Chicago.

J. E. Tussey, general manager of the Alabama, Tennessee &
Northern, and the Tombigbee ^^alley, at Mobile, Ala., having

resigned, that office will be abolished, effective September 30.

All executive matters heretofore handled by the general manager

will be handled by the president. P. A. Buck has been appointed

superintendent of both companies, in charge of operation and

maintenance, with headquarters at York, Ala., reporting to the

president

J. E. Spurrier, whose promotion to a position on the stafif of

the general manager of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters

at Baltimore. Md.. has been announced in these columns, began

railway work as an extra operator on the Baltimore d!visi<"'n

of the Baltimore & Ohio in 1864. and worked his way up

through various positions in the operating department of that

road. In 1874, he became trainmaster of the Baltimore di-

vision, remaining in that position until 1886, when he was

transferred to the Philadelphia division. He was promoted in

1894 to superintendent of the Baltimore division, and in 1902 was

made superintendent of the Shenandoah division at Winchester.

Va., of the same road, which position he held at the time of

Brooke

his recent appointment on the staff of the general manager.

as above noted. Mr. Spurrier, in point of service, is one of

the oldest officers of the Baltimore & Ohio.

George D. Brooke, who has been appointed superintendent of

the Shenandoah division of the Baltimore & Ohio, with head-

quarters at Winchester, Va., as has been announced in these

columns, entered the

service of the Balti-

more & Ohio in 1902,

as a rodman in the en-

gineering department,
and later was levelman
and transitman, until

his appointment i n
May, 1904, as an as-

sistant engineer. He
was promoted to as-

sistant division engi-

neer in July, 1908, at

Pittsburgh, Pa., and
one year later was
nade division engineer
of the same road at

Baltimore, Md. In
March, 1911, he became
a special agent of the

operating department
of the Baltimore &
Ohio, which position

he held until February
1. 1912, when he was

promoted to assistant superintendent of the Cumberland
division with headquarters at Keyser, W. Va., and now be-

comes superintendent of the Shenandoah division of the

same road, as above noted.

W'. S. Tinsnian, assistant to the president of the Chicago.

Rock Island & Pacific, has been elected, chairman of the

General Managers' Association of Chicago and of the .\sso-

ciation of Western
Railways, succeeding
W. A. Garrett, whose
resignation to become
vice-president of the
Chicago Great West-
ern, was announced
last week. Mr. Tins-
man was born Septem-
ber 8, 1867, at Berrv-
ville, N. Y. He grad-
uated from the public
schools in May, 1882,
and began railway
work in the same year
with the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, and
he has been in contin-
uous service on that
road. Until May. 1901.

he was consecutively
office boy for three
years; telegraph oper-

w. s. Tinsman. ^^'o'' ^--om 1885 to 1888;

train despatcher from
March, 1888, to August, 1890; chief train despatcher for the

next seven years, all at Trenton, Mo., and trainmaster at

Horton, Kan., from October, 1897, to May, 1901. He was
then made superintendent of terminals at Horton, and from
May, 1902, to June, 1905, he was superintendent, first of the

Oklahoma and later of the Missouri division. He was ap-

pointed general superintendent on the latter date, was as-

sistant general manager for a year from April, 1907, and was
then manager until December, 1909. In the latter month
he was made general manager and held that title until Feb-
ruary, 1912. first with jurisdiction over the lines east of the

Missouri river, and from February, 1911, when the road
was divided into three districts, he had jurisdiction over the

First district, with office at Chicago. Since February.
1912, Mr. Tinsman has been assistant to the president of the

Rock Island system.
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D. F. Milne, superintendent of car service of the Toledo, St.

Louis & Western at Frankfort, Ind., has been appointed super-
intendent of transportation, with ofHce at Frankfort. T. E.
Conly has been appointed trainmaster, with jurisdiction over the

First and Second subdivisions, extending from F'rankfort to

Toledo, Ohio, with office at Delphos, Ohio. F. M. Shonts has
been made trainmaster of the Third and Fourth subdivisions, ex-
tending from F"rankfort to St. Louis, with office at Charleston,

111. The office of trainmaster at Frankfort, held by D. A.
Kluniph has been abolished.

Traffic Officers.

J. L. O'Brien, chief of the tariff bureau of the Michigan Cen-
tral at Detroit, Mich., has resigned.

Edward S. King has been appointed a commercial freight agent
of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Norfolk, Va., a

new agency. Effective October 1.

J. \V. White has been appointed general agent of the Mis-
souri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, with headquarters at Dallas,

Tex., succeding Heber Page, resigned.

J. H. Wood, district passenger agent of the Southern Rail-

way at Asheville, N. C, has been promoted to division passenger
agent, with headquarters at Asheville, X. C. effective October 1.

A. A. McKowan, formerly chief clerk to the assistant freight

and passenger agent of the St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line
at Des Moines. la., has been appointed contracting freight

agent of the Wabash at Des Moines, in place of H. D. Bellamy,

resigned.

James Freeman, division passenger agent of the Southern Rail-

way, at Atlanta, Ga.. has been appointed assistant general pas-

senger agent, with office at Birmingham, Ala. R. L. Baylor, di-

vision passenger agent, at Birmingham, succeeds Mr. Freeman,
and M. Coxwell. city passenger and ticket agent at Birmingham,
succeeds Mr. Baylor.

William G. Spangle, division freight agent of the Eastern

and Western Pennsylvania and the Eiie divisions, of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad at Altoona, Pa., has been appointed division

freight agent of the Erie division, with headquarters at Wil-
liamsport. Pa., succeeding William E. Eraser, deceased. Wil-
liam G. Glynn, chief clerk to the coal freight agent at Phila-

delphia, succeeds Mr. Spangle.

H. F. Stanley, Jr., traveling freight agent of the Yazoo & Mis-
:sissippi Valley at Natchez, Miss., has been appointed traveling

freight agent of that road and the Illinois Central, with office

at New Orleans. La., succeeding George E. Schneider, assigned

-to other duties. W. L. Jaquith. contracting freight agent at

Vicksburg, Miss., succeeds Mr. Stanley, and the office of con-

-tracting freight agent at \'icksburg has been abolished. A. H.
Davis has been appointed commercial agent of the Y. & M. \'.

•at Vicksburg. Miss., succeeding A. L. Jaquith. deceased. H. H.
Schutt has been appointed soliciting freight agent of the Illinois

Central, with headquarters at Memphis, Tenn.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

G. H. Bussing, superintendent of motive power of the New
'Orleans Great Northern, at Bogalusa, La., having resigned to

accept service elsewhere, that position has been abolished.

H. J. Osborne has been appointed master mechanic of tlie

Louisiana division of the Rock Island Lines, with head-

quarters at Eldorado, Ark., succeeding W. F. Aloran. trans-

ferred.

J. T. McGrath. superintendent rolling stock of the Chicago
& Alton, with headquarters at Bloomington. 111., has resigned,

effective October 1. and will be succeeded by J. E. O'Hearne.
master mechanic of the Wheeling & Lake Erie.

R. O. Rote, whose appointment as assistant chief engineer of

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, with headquarters at

Cleveland. Ohio, has been announced in these columns, was
born March 22. 1871. at Geneva. Ohio. He began railway work
in 1889 as rodman for the Michigan Central, and was success-

ively instrument man, inspector and draftsman until 1892. when
he became draftsman for the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

In 1893 he was appointed chief draftsman of that road and was
promoted to the position of second assistant engineer in 1899.

which he -held until January. 1905. On the latter date he was
-made principal assistant engineer, and on September 1 was ap-

pointed assistant chief engineer as above noted.

iEquipmetit anh Sn^^ltt^,

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

in the market for 20 mikadoThe Norfolk & Wkster.v

locomotives.

The East Carolina has ordered 1 ten-wheel locomotive
from the Baldwin Locomotive W'orks.

Worth Brothers have ordered 1 six-wheel switching loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Woodward Iron Company has ordered 2 mikado loco-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The United Fruit Company has ordered 3 ten-wheel loco-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Jefferson & Northwestern has ordered 1 ten-wheel
locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The American Trading Company, New York, has ordered 2

mogul locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Lehigh & New England is in the market for 5 con-
solidation locomotives and 1 six-wheel switching locomotive.

The Pere Marquette is in the market for 35 mikado loco-

motives, 10 Pacific type locomotives and S six-wheel switching
locomotives.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., has ordered 1 six-wheel switching locomotive
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The American Railroad Company of Porto Rico, has or-

dered 1 ten-wheel switching locomotive and 1 six-wheel switch-

ing locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Canadian Northern has ordered 30 ten-wheel loco-

motives from the Montreal Locomotive Works; and 25 con-

solidation locomotives and 20 switching locomotives from the

Canadian Locomotive Company.

The Canadian Pacific has ordered 75 mikado locomotives,

25 ten-wheel locomotives and 25 consolidation locomotives
from the Montreal Locomotive Works, and 10 ten-wheel loco-

motives from the Canadian Locomotive Company.

The Central New England has ordered 3 eight-wheel

switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The dimensions of the cyHnders will be 22 in. x 28 in. ; the

diameter of the driving wheels will be 51 in., and the total

weight in working order will be 198,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is in the market for 23 pas-

senger cars.

W. R. Grace & Co.. New York, have ordered 75 box and stock

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company for the Cen-
tral Railroad of Peru.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered 22 all-steel, su-

burban coaches from the Pressed Steel Car Company, 22 all-

steel, suburban coaches from the American Car & Foundry
Company, and 20 all-steel through service, coaches from the

Standard Steel Car Company.

SIGNALING.

f^ew Installations of Block Signals, Interlocking, Telephones for Train

DespatchiKg, Etc.

Gollos' automatic train stop was noticed last week, page 548.

A test of this apparatus was made on the Chicago Great West-

ern, September 19. at which a number of signal engineers were

present. About 60 runs were made, with an engine, caboose, and

a number of cars, and in each case the train was brought to a

stop in the proper manner. The inventor, Anatol Gollos, is a

Russian engineer, residing at 308 East Fifty-fourth street, Chi-

cago. He uses a shoe, attached to the tender of the locomotive,

which is arranged to make contact with a short contact rail at

the entrance of the block.
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Supply STro^e Jfew^.

E. C. Sherwood, New York, has for sale 20 overhauled,

second hand, standard gage, 30-ton, box cars.

The Niles-Bement-Pond Company. New York, has opened a

branch office at 336 West Fourth street, Cincinnati, Ohio. This

office will be in charge of C. M. Pond.

The wages of the laborers of the Bethlehem Steel Company,

South Bethlehem, Pa., have been increased from Uj/z cents an

hour to 14J/2 cents an hour. About 3,000 men will be affected

by this change.

The Buffalo Brake Beam Company, New York, will open a

branch office at Hamilton, Ont. A portion of the land occupied

by the Hammant Steel Car Company has been leased, and the

erection of temporary quarters is already under way. The busi-

ness and staff of the branch office now located at Brantford,

Ont., will be moved to Hamilton.

At a special meeting of the board of directors of the Cambria

Steel Company, Johnstown, Pa., yesterday morning (September

26, 1912), \V. H. Donner was elected president, succeeding

C. S. Price, resigned. J. Leonard Replogle, since March, 1910,

assistant to president of the company, was elected vice-presi-

dent in charge of operation and sales.

The Western Electric Company, New York, has taken over

the business of the Cleveland Electrical Supply Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, and has opened a branch office at 724 Prospect ave-

nue,' Cleveland, the former address of the supply company.

H. A. Speh, formerly in the Buffalo, N. Y., office of the Western

Electric Company, has been made manager.

W. O. Jacquette, formerly vice-president of Manning, Max-

well & Moore, Inc., New York, has been made vice-presi-

dent of the American Shop Equipment Company, Chicago, with

office at 30 Church street. New York. The American Shop

Equipment Company handles shop devices, including oil fur-

naces for welding, forging, melting and annealing.

The General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y., has sold

to J. P. Morgan & Co., New York, $10,000,000 5 per cent,

debenture bonds. These bonds are part of the authorized issue

of $60,000,000, mentioned in the Railuvy Age Gazette of Au-

gust 2, page 228. The proceeds of the sale of new issue are to

be used, it is said, in strengthening the company's working

capital.

The Pilliod Company, New York, during June. July and Au-

gust received orders for as much new business as during the

entire fiscal year ended May 31, 1912. The additions to the

plant at Swanton, Ohio, which were mentioned in the Daily

edition of the Railway Age Gazette of June 12, page 1283, and

which will increase the capacity of the plant by 66^^ per cent.,

are now nearly completed.

The Strauss Bascule Bridge Company, Chicago, has been ap-

pointed designing engineer for the following bridges: A 65-

ft. single leaf Strauss Bascule bridge at Camden, N. J.; an

82-ft. double leaf Strauss Bascule bridge at Port Huron, Mich.

;

an 8S-ft single leaf Strauss Bascule bridge across the Elizabeth

river at Elizabeth, N. J.; two 175-ft. single leaf four-track

Strauss Bascule bridges over Bronx Kills, for the New York

Connecting Railroad, to be built as stationary spans with pro-

visions for conversion into bascules later; a combined railway

and highwav bridge 3.000 ft. long across the Arkansas nver at

Pine Bluff, Ark., comprising one 24S-ft. Strauss direct hft span,

five 245-ft. stationary spans, any one of which can be converted

into a lift .span if desired, one 140-ft. fixed span, and 1,390-ft.

of trestle approaches.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Ditchers.—The T. W. Snow Construction Company, Chicago,

has published an illustrated booklet on Railroad Ditchers and

Graders. In addition to accounts of the efficiency of these

ditchers this booklet includes an article entitled, Ditching with

the Bowman Ditcher, which was published in the Railway Age

Gazette of August 18, 1911.

BaUtttn^ dottdiritctton.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Algom.\ Central & Hudson Bay.—The Hawk Lake-Hobon
section has been inspected by the government, and it is expected

that it will be placed in operation at once. The main line from

mile 68, to Hawk Lake Junction, Ont., will be completed this

year; track laying has been finished and only a small amount
of ballasting remains to be done. Work on an extension to a

point north of the Canadian Pacific is now under way, and it is

expected that a connection will be made with the Canadian

Northern, at a point 50 miles north of the Canadian Pacific,

before the coming winter. (April 15. p. 1014.)

-Ml the work on the .A.lgonia Eastern will be finished this year

through Crean Hill to Little Current, with the exception if the

swing bridge at Little Current. (December 1, p. 1148.)

Alcoma Eastern.—See ..^Igoma Central & Hudson Bay.

Ardmore Western Interlrban.—Surveys are now being made,

it is said, and contracts are to be let as soon as the surveys are

completed. The company was organized to build from Ard-

more, Okla., through Carter, Jackson and Love counties, via

Springer, Woodford, Oil City, Cornish, Orr, Cheek and Brock,

returning to the starting point at Ardmore, in all about 130 miles.

J. S. Owen, is president; C. B. Hendricks, is vice-president, and

D. W. Spooner, is chief engineer, Ardmore. ( -August 23, p.

366.)

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—An officer writes that con-

struction work is now under way on the Dodge City & Cimarron

Valley from Dodge City, Kan., southwest through the counties

of Ford, Gray. Haskell. Grant, Stevens and Morton, 122 miles.

Grading is finished on 60 miles, and track laid on 55 miles. A
contract has recently been given to Ransom & Cook, Ottawa,

Kan., for work on 62 miles in Grant, Stevens and Morton coun-

ties.

Athens & Tennessee Ru'er.—Incorporated v.: Tennessee to

build a 26-mile line. T. --\. Wright, Knoxville. is an incor-

porator.

Big Sandy & Kentucky.—Incorporated in Kentucky with

$100,000 capital, and headquarters at Ashland. The plan calls

for building from a point on the Chesapeake & Ohio, in John-

son county, through coal lands in Johnson. Magoffin and

Breathitt counties. 31 miles. The incorporators include J. P.

.Adams, Columbus. Ohio; P. N. Fannin and W. H. Dawkins,

Ashland, Ky., and G. D. Martin, Catlettsburg, Ky.

Birmingham, Ensley & Bessemer (Electric) —This company

is being financed by Morris Brothers of Philadelphia, Pa. The

first section, from' Ensley, Ala., to the terminal station in

Birmingham, has been opened for business. The line was built

by MacArthur Bros., New York. It is expected that within

three months operation will be extended on the east via .Avon-

dale and Woodlawn to East Lake, and early in 1913, that cars

will be in operation over the line from Bessemer to East Lake,

23 miles. Morris Brothers, of Philadelphia, who own a major-

ity of the stock, also own the Tuscaloosa Belt, which it is

understood is to be electrified within a few months. It is said

that valuable rights of way between Birmingham and Tusca-

loosa on one end, and between Gadsden and Birmingham on

the other, have been secured for new lines.

Bismarck, Bellevue Valley & Western.—Construction work

is said to have been started on this line. The plans call for

building from Bismarck, Mo., west via Caledonia, and Belelgrade

to Sunlight, thence south via Lesterville and Centerville to West

Fork about 50 miles. E. E. Evans, Bismarck, is president, and

H. Rohwer is chief engineer, 700 Fullerton building, St. Louis.

Burr's Ferry, Browndel & Chestf.r.—See Southern Pacific.

Chesape\ke & Ohio.—The report of this company for the

year ended June 30, 1912, shows that an extensive yard and

terminal has been completed during the year at Silver Grove,

Ky about 12 miles east of Cincinnati. Extensions of the Raleigh

& Southwestern Coal River and Guyandotte Valley branch

lines a^^gregating 49'/, miles, have been completed, also the

construction of all second track authorized and the company
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now owns two tracks, from tidewater at Newport News, Va.,

west to Cincinnati. Ohio. 655 miles, except on a section of nine

miles in the mountains of West Virginia. During the year the

company put in 12,475 tons of new rails, equal to SS^X track

miles, which was used in renewal of existing main tracks.

Chicago & North Western.—The report of this company for

the year ended June 30. 1912, shows that the elevation of the

company's six main tracks on the Galena division through the

village of Oak Park, adjoining the city of Chicago at its west-

ern limit, has been completed. The continuation of this ele-

vation through the villages of River Forest and Forest Park,
1.43 miles, is also about completed, from the western limits of

Oak Park to the overhead crossing of the Minneapolis, St. Paul

& Sault Ste. Marie in River Forest, 0.8 miles. Work has been

finished on an additional main track from Lake Shore Junction,

Wis., to a connection with the Milwaukee, Sparta & North
Western, north of Lindwerm, 4.16 miles. An aggregate of

124.74 miles of yard track, sidings and industrial spurs were also

added during the year. The Milwaukee, Sparta & North West-
ern, extending from near Lindwerm, W'is., on the Wisconsin
division to Sparta on the Madison division, 169.85 miles, and
from this line at a point about six miles west of Lindwerm to a

connection with the Milwaukee and Madison line near West
Allis, 8.63 miles, in all 178.48 has been taken over by the com-
pany, and to complete this line an additional main track is being

built from Butler Junction, Wis., to Clyman, 35.38 miles. Im-
portant enlargements are being carried out at the Butler yard.

The Des Plaines Valley, a double-track outer belt line, under
construction from Proviso yard on the Galena division to a point

on the Wisconsin division near Blodgett, 111., 20.53 miles, has

been finished from the Proviso yard to Wisconsin Division

Junction, near Des Plaines, 111., 10.50 miles, and will be com-
pleted between Wisconsin Division Junction and a point on the

Wisconsin division near Blodgett in September, 1912. This

line directly connects the several divisions of the Chicago &
North Western, outside of the city of Chicago, with the new
terminal yards at Proviso, about five miles west of the city

limits. The St. Louis, Peoria & North Western is under con-

struction from a point near Peoria, 111., to a point near Girard,

90.6 miles. The right of way has been secured, and consider-

abl« progress has been made during the year on its con-

struction.

Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.-—The report of

this company for the year ended June 30, 1912, shows that the

extension from Black River Falls, Wis., to a connection with the

main line at Levis, two miles, has been finished and is now
in operation. A double-track line from Eau Claire, Wis.,

west, 3.18 miles, has been placed in operation. The second

track between Merrillan, Wis., and Wyeville has also been

placed in operation. Work has been started on a second track

from a point 3.18 miles west of Eau Claire, Wis., to Northline,

62.66 miles. In connection with this work, changes in track are

contemplated, which will shorten the line 1,668 ft., eliminate

four curves, reduce the curvature 112 deg. 54 min., and change

the maximum grade from 1 per cent, to one-half of 1 per

cent. Work has also been started on change of line at Knapp,
Wis.; at Woodville, at Elk Mound, and at Hersey, and on a

change of line and grade at Red Cedar River. It is expected

that the section east of Hersey. about 35.12 miles, will be ready

for operation during the fall of 1912.

Des Plains Valley.—See Chicago & North Western.

Dodge City & Cimarron \'alley.—See Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe.

Eastern Texas Traction.—Construction work is to be started

soon, it is said, on a line from Greenville, Tex., to Dallas, about

50 miles. J. W. Crotty and F. G. White, Dallas, are interested.

Gettysburg & Harrisburg.—See Philadelphia & Reading.

Great Northern.—According to press reports this company
has let contracts for building about 160 miles in North Dakota

and Montana. A contract has been given to H. A. Whittier,

Northfield, Minn., to build from Mondak, Mont., south across

the Missouri river to Sidney, about 28 miles. This line is to

connect with the proposed line from the New Rockford-Willes-

ton line, to be built through North Dakota via McKenzie county

to Lewistown, Mont.

Hagerstown, Greencastle & Mercersburc (^ Electric).—In-
corporated in Pennsylvania, it is said with $100,000 capital, to
build between Mercersburg, Pa., and Hagerstown, Md., about
21 miles. The incorporators include J. D. Ensing, C. M. Hoff-
man and J. W. Wright. L. N. Downs, Hagerstown, may be
addressed.

Louisiana Roads.—According to press reports F. A. Ogden,
of Houston, Tex., who owns a large tract of land south of
Lake Charles, La., is said to be interested in a project to build

a railway from Holmwood west to Orange, Tex., about 40
miles.

Milwaukee, Sparta & North Western.—See Chicago &
North Western.

Mississippi Northwestern.—An officer writes that the pros-
pects of building this line are good, and contracts will be let as
soon as the location is made. The plans call for a line from
Pascagoula, Miss., northwest via Vicksburg, Malvern, Ark., and
Bentonville, Carthage, Mo. ; Fort Scott, Kan. ; Topeka, Pawnee
City, Neb.; Tecumseh and Weeping Waters to Omaha. Pre-
liminary surveys are now being made on the Mississippi division.

This will be the first section to be built. The company expects
to develop a traffic in lumber, cotton, fruit, coal, livestock and
packing house products. W. G. Seaver, president. New York and
Pascagoula; J. W. Searles, chief engineer, Vicksburg. Miss.

Missouri Pacific.—The report of this company for the year
ended June 30, 1912, shows that construction work on the line

between Marianna, Ark., and West Memphis, which was started

in March, 1903, and temporarily abandoned in December of

that year, has been actively continued during the year. The
line will be 43 miles long, and will pass through a large hard-
wood forest section. It provides a short low grade line to the

south from Memphis. The track laying will be completed this

fall. A two-mile line connecting the tracks of the St. Louis,

Iron Mountain & Southern, with those of the Marion & John-
ton City Railway in the Illinois coal district, was built during
the year by the Johnston City Connecting Railway. Both of

these companies are owned and operated by the St. Louis,

Iron Mountain & Southern. The line was put in operation on
July 1, and it will save a long and expensive detour in han-

dling the coal traffic originating east of Herrin, 111. During the

year grade revision work was carried out between Atchison,

Kan., and Padonia, and is now underway between Gorham, 111.,

and Bush. Additional second tracks were laid on a total of 68;^

miles. The State Line and Cypress yards, at Kansas City, Kan.,

were raised 1 to 65/2 ft. to an elevation above high water line.

The reconstruction of the yards at Jefferson City, Mo., were
completed, and additional yard facilities installed at West Ivory,

Mo. ; Dupo. 111. ; Argenta and McGehee, Ark. Passings sidings,

industrial sidings and spurs were constructed or extended, mak-
ing a net addition in side track mileage of about 79.83 miles,

during the year.

Ohio River & Northern.—.'\pplication has been made to the

Public Service Commission of Ohio, it is said, for authority to

issue $750,000 stock, and $2,000,000 bonds. The proceeds will

be used for building a 31-mile line to connect the Pittsburgh &
Lake Erie at Beaver, Pa., with the Erie Railroad at Niles, Ohio.

The company was organized some years ago to build from
Lorain, Ohio, southeast to Wellsville, and eventually to Pitts-

burgh, Pa. The original promoters included P. F. Smith, W. P.

De Arnitt. Pittsburgh, and J. L. Francis, Chicago. Joseph Ram-
sey, Jr., Orange, N. J., was back of the project.

Oregon Road.—According to press reports, surveys are being

made by E. J. Valjean, of Riverton. Oregon, for a line from

Port Orford, north to Brandon, thence southeast via the Co-

quille valley. Grants Pass and the Rogue river valley to a

connection with the Pacific & Eastern near Medford.

Ottawa & St. Lawrence Electric.—The rights and property

of the North Lanark Railway and the Ottawa & St. Lawrence

Electric have been taken over by J. A. Morden & Co.. Toronto,

Can., and the two companies have been amalgamated. Under

the name of the Ottawa & St. Lawrence Electric, about 275 miles

of railway is to be built from Ottawa. Ont., west along the south

shore of the Ottawa river via Arnprior to Braeside. thence south

via W hite Lake, Lanark. Perth and Athens to a point on the

St. Lawrence river, six miles west of Brockville. thence east fol-
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lowing the north shore of the St. Lawrence river to the boundary
between the provinces of Ontario and Quebec. From Ottawa
south a Hne is to be built via Metcalf. Vernon, Ormende, Win-
chester, and Winchester Springs to Morrisburg, where connec-
tion is to be made with the St. Lawrence river line. A four-
mile branch from Kenmore east to Russell, and a branch from
the Arnprior-Lanark line, which will cross the narrows of White
Lake, is to be built west to High Falls on the Madawaska river,

20 miles. It is the intention of the company to build the section

from Ottawa to Morrisburg. this fall, and to use gas-electric

cars for operating the line.

Philadelphia & Reading.—An officer writes that the only
work being done on the Gettysburg & Harrisburg at the present
time, is the laying of several additional sidings to be used as

passing sidings, aggregating about four miles.

Rome S: O.veida (Electric).—Application has been made to the
New York Public Service Commission, Second district, for per-
mission to build an electric line, about 13 miles between Rome,
N. Y., Westmoreland, \'erona and Oneida. The company was
incorporated in 1905, and was refused authority to build the line

by the board of railway commissioners because its incorporation
papers were defective. The legislature in 1911 passed an act

validating the certificate. The commission will give a hearing on
the application at Rome on October 3.

St. Louis, Peoria & North Western.—See Chicago & Nortii
Western.

St. Louis & San Franxisco.—The San Benito & Rio Grande
Valley, extending north and south of San Benito. Tex., AS'A
miles, is finished and now in operation. About 22 miles are now
under construction, north and south of Mission, Tex., and it is

proposed to build an extension to connect these two sections.

San Benito & Rio Grande Valley.—See St. Louis & San
Francisco.

Seaboard Air Line.—An officer writes that a contract has been
given to the Vaughn Construction Company, Roanoke. \'a., for
grading work in connection with the passing tracks at Matthews,
N. C, at Maxton, at Clarkton. and at Hermitage, Va.

Southern Pacific.—This company has bought the Burr's
Ferry, Browndel & Chester, operating a line from Rockland,
Tex., east to Turpentine, 10 miles. Work has been under way
for some time on an extension from Turpentine east to Brown-
del, 19 miles. It is said, that the line will be extended east about
40 miles to a point on the Sabine river, and west from Rockland
to a connection with the Houston, East & West Texas, about
40 miles.

Southern Railway.—A contract has been given to the Calla-
han Construction Company, Knoxville, Tenn., for converting the
250-h. tunnel between Nebula, Ga., and Pinedale on the Atlantic-

Columbus line into an open cut. (August 23, p. 366.)

Tuscaloosa Belt.—See Birmingham, Ensley & Bessemer.

Utah Coal Railway.—According to press reports a contract
has been given to the Utah Construction Company to build
from Mohrland, Emery county, Utah, to a point midway be-

tween Helper and Castle Gate. 23 miles. The contract calls

for the completion of the grade and bridge work within 90
days. The company's plans call for a 90-mile line from Provo,
Utah, via Springville and Huntington to Mohrland, where con-
nection is to be made with the Castle Valley. The line will

provide an outlet for coal from the mines of Carbon and Emery
counties. W. M. Bradley, president; William Ashton, vice-

president, and R. ^^ Harkness, secretary and treasurer. (March
15, p. 526.)

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

station. The plan calls for putting up a frame building with
corrugated roof 300 ft. long x 30 ft. wide, to cost about $30,000.

Kansas City. Kan.—The report of the Missouri Pacific for

the year ended June 30, 1912, shows that improvements were
completed on the double track steel bridge over the Kaw river

at Kansas City, Kan., complying with the government require-

ments. The bridge was extended 196 ft., shifted transversely

and raised Oyi ft. to provide additional waterway. During
the year 1.296 lineal feet of other steel bridges, were constructed,

replacing trestles or iron bridges, and 11,835 lineal feet of

trestles were filled, replaced by culverts or partially filled. Grade
crossings were eliminated by the construction or completion of

overhead concrete and steel viaducts at Compton avenue, St

Louis, Mo. ; Southern Boulevard and at South Main street. In-

dependence, Mo. ; Seventh street, Argenta, Ark. ; Nineteenth street.

Little Rock, and a subway at Second street, Argenta. During
the year one new stone station was built, also four brick sta-

tions, 18 frame structures, and others were remodeled or e.--

tended at 20 points. A new 95-ft. brick, 27-stall engine house,

with machine shop was built at Argenta, Ark. The extensive

shop buildings w'ere completed at Hoisington, Kan. ; at Falls

City, Neb., and at East Bottoms (Kansas City), Mo.

Long Island City, N. Y.—The Pennsylvania Railroad has

plans made for putting up new rest houses at Sunnyside yard.

Long Island City, at the Pennsylvania station in New York City,

and at Waverly Transfer, N. J. A two-story brick building,

40 ft. X 66 ft. is to be built at Sunnyside yard. It will have a

lunch room and kitchen on the first floor, and the second floor

will be used for lockers and sleeping rooms. A two-story brick

structure will be put up at the New York terminal. It will have

lunch and locker rooms. A one-story building is to be built at

Waverly Transfer.

Bay City Mich.—In connection with the terminal improve-
ments of the Grand Trunk at Bay City, the company is putting

up an addition to the station, at a cost of about $75,000. A
freight shed, 34 ft. x 303 ft., to cost $20,000, is also being put up.

Fairmont, W. ^'A.—An officer of the Baltimore & Ohio writes

that the contract for building the station at Fairmont has not
yet been let. The work is temporarily held up pending a de-

cision of residents of that place, as to the site for the new

New Y'ork.—See Long Island City.

Omaha. Neb.—The report of the Chicago, St. Paul. Min-

neapolis & Omaha for the year ended June 30, 1912, shows that

an engine house, a machine shop and oil house were built at

Omaha, Neb., jomtly with the Chicago & North Western, a

station at Craig, Neb., and additions were made to the machine

shop at St. Paul. Mmn. Stations were also put up at Obert.

Neb., at Spring Brook, Wis., and at Lake Wilson, Minn., and

passenger stations at Black River Falls, Wis., and at Norfolk.

Neb. Work was started grading north of Twentieth avenue.

North, Minneapolis, Minn., for putting up a 30-stall engine house

with turntable, heating plant, etc.. connected with a building for

machine shop, boiler room and coaling station. A concrete wall

was built along the bluff between Cliff, Minn., and Mend'ota, 1,594

ft. The length of the wooden bridges were decreased 1.738 ft.

by the construction of permanent bridges, 1,093 ft., and the con-

struction of concrete pipe culverts, 645 ft.

Proviso, III.—The report of the Chicago & North Western
for the year ended June 30, 1912, shows that the terminal facilities

at Proviso have been enlarged and improved by the construction

of a 58-stall, 90-ft., brick engine house, a machine shop, a power
house and other buildings, and that work on 33.2 iniles of addi-

tional yard tracks is nearing completion. At Norfolk. Neb., a

brick passenger station and eating house has been finished. At
Boone, la., a 36-stall, 90-ft. brick engine house, a power house, a

machine shop and miscellaneous buildings have also been com-
pleted, and there was added to the freight yard 11.46 miles of

track. At the Chicago shop plant, a brick extension to the power

house. 108 ft. X 30 ft., has been built, and at Milwaukee, Wis.,

work is now under way on a reinforced concrete grain elevator,

to have a capacity of 500,000 bushels.

St. Louis. Mo.—The Manufacturers' Railway has received bids

for an enginehouse and machine shop 80 x 390 ft., of concrete

and steel construction.

Silver Grove, Ky.—See Chesapeake & Ohio under Railway

Construction.

\\'a\erly Transfer, N. J.—See Long Island City.

Longitudinal Railway, Chile.—The contractor of the Longi-

tudinal Railway has been authorized by the department of in-

dustry to open to public traffic 14 miles of the northern section

of the Longitudinal Railway north of Aguas Blancas station.
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Bailmaii Wtvtantici Nem;?.

Boston' & Maine.— Stockholders will vote on October 9 on the

question of authorizing an issue of $10,063,700 common stock

and $7,500,000 bonds. The proceeds of the sale of the stock

will be used to refund money borrowed for the purchase of

capital stock of the Worcester, Nashua & Rochester, the

Maine Central, the Boston & Lowell, and the Concord &
Montreal, and for other necessary purposes. The stockholders

will also determine the price at which the stockholders shall

be entitled to subscribe for the new stock, and in what pro-

portion of their holdings of old stock. The proceeds of the

bond sale will be used for new equipment, for eliminating grade

crossings and for making permanent improvements to the

road, for funding floating debts and for paying and refunding

the $511,000 tirst mortgage bonds of the Worcester, Nashua
& Rochester, maturing January 1, 1913.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.—William A. Read & Com-
pany, New York, are offering $500,000 consolidated mortgage

Ayi per cent, bonds, due May 1, 1957, at a price to yield 4.25

per cent. Of this issue $35,000,000 are authorized and $6,689,-

000 are outstanding.

Chicago & Alton.—The stockholders on September 20 author-

ized an issue of $20,000,000 general mortgage 6 per cent, bonds.

It is said that Kuhn, Loeb & Company, New York, have

purchased in advance about $4,500,000. This 's all that will

be sold at present. The proceeds of the sale of these bonds
will be used for new extensions, additions, improvements, etc.

A part of the issue will be used for refunding certain out-

standing obligations and for paying the floating debt.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.—Kuhn, Loeb & Company, New
York, have purchased and have resold $3,310,000 5 per cent,

equipment certificates maturing in semi-annual instalments

from March 1, 1913, to September 1, 1922. These certificates

represent 90 per cent, of the cost of new equipment.

Chicago & Western Indiana.—J. P. Morgan & Company, New
York, have bought the $10,000,000, three year, 5 per cent,

notes due September 2, 1915. The proceeds of the sale of

these notes will be used for the acquisition of the property

of the Chicago Union Transfer, and for the enlargement of the

Chicago terminal. These notes are secured by the mortgage

under w^hich $200,000,000 fifty-year bonds are authorized, the

mortgage providing that the first $10,000,000 should be the

notes now issued. See August 23, p. 367.

Denver Northwestern & Pacific.—The new company, to be

formed under the plan of reorganization, will be capitalized as

follows: Capital stock, $10,000,000; authorized first mortgage

thirty year 5 per cent, bonds, $35,000,000, of which approxi-

mately $7,000,000 are to be issued after foreclosure of the

old mortgage; and second mortgage adjustment income bonds,

$2,000,000. The $10,000,000 capital stock will be distributed

to the Erb syndicate and the Denver Railway Securities Com-
pany, the latter receiving its portion as part consideration in

settlement of its claims and judgments. The Erb syndicate

will receive a bare majority of the stock. Of the authorized

$35,000,000 first mortgage thirty-year S per cent, bonds, ap-

proximately $7,000,000 are to be distributed as follows; $4,117,-

640 to retire $8,000,000 of old bonds held as collateral to the

notes of the Denver Railway Securities Company, and in

addition a sum equal to the mtercst of $3,500,000 notes at

the rate of 6 per cent., amounting to possibly $50,000; $1,500,-

000 to holders of half of the remaining $2,940,000 old first

mortgage bonds in proportion of 50 per cent, of their par

value and accrued interest; $200,000 to settle outstanding

claims against the property; $1,132,000 for new morey to be

issued at 85 to the Erb syndicate which will provide approxi-

mately $962,000. Interest payments of these $7,000,000 bonds

are to be graduated and adjusted for four years. The $2,000,-

000 second mortgage adjustment income bonds are to be dis-

tributed as follows: Approximately $600,000 to the holders

of $2,940,000 old first mortgage bonds, for 20 per cent, of

their par value and accrued interest; approximately $1,400,000

in full settlement of the claims and judgments of the Denver
Railway Securities Company.

Elkhorn & Sandy Valley.—This road which taps the Con-

solidation Coal Company's extensive coal tract in the Elk-

horn valley of Kentucky, has been finally completed, and will

be turned over to the Baltimore & Ohio, which will operate

the line on October 1.

Erie.—The directors have authorized an issue of $4,000,000

equipment trust certificates to provide for equipment require-

ments for the last of this fiscal year and the first half of

next. This will provide for equipment now under construc-

tion and to be ordered within the next twelve months.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—Sir Felix Schuster and Sir Henry
White have been elected directors of this company. According

to press reports this company has bought the White Pass &
Yukon. This road runs from Skagway, Alaska, to White

Horse, 140 miles.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—William A. Read

& Company, New York, have sold $1,020,000 Ayi per cent,

equipment notes, series D, dated June 1, 1912, and due $51,000

semi-annually from December 1, 1912, to June 1, 1922.

New Orleans & Northeastern.—An annual dividend of 5 per

cent, was paid on September 4 on the $6,000,000 common
stock, comparing with 6;-; per cent, paid in September, 1911,

and in 1910.

New York, Ontario & Western.—Lewis Cass Ledyard and K,

D. Rickard have been elected directors succeeding Thomas P.

Fowler, president of the company, who declined re-election,

and the late James E. ChiUls.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—Sidney W. Winsl.iw has

been elected a director of this company succeeding .\mory

Lawrence, deceased.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—William Salomon & Company,

New York, and G. H. Walker & Company, St. Louis. Mo.,

have bought and are offering at par and interest the total

issue of $2,600,000 two-year 6 per cent, secured notes, a direct

obligation of the company, dated September 3, 1912, and due

September 1, 1914. These notes will be secured by $3,609,046

New Orleans, Texas & Mexico 6 per cent, notes dated Sep-

tember 1, 1914; $2,000,000 full paid capital stock of the New
Orleans, Texas & Mexico, being the entire outstanding stock

of that company; $1,400,000 Kirby Lumber Company 7 per

cent, preferred stock. There will also be pledged when

$1,500,000 of the notes are issued and, in respect of the bonds,

when authorized by the Texas railway commission :
$600,000

San Benito & Rio Grande Valley first mortgage 6 per cent,

bonds, and $49,100 full paid capital stock of the San Benito

& Rio Grande Valley. There will also be pledged as further

security all additional stock of the New Orleans, Texas &
Mexico and the San Benito & Rio Grande Valley as issued,

and all additional indebtedness of the New Orleans, Texas &
Mexico, except its first mortgage bonds, and the indel)tedness

against which the first mortgage bonds will be issued.

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.—.'\ccording to press

reports this company has bought the Sibley, Lake Bisteneau

& Southern. This road runs from Sibley, La., to Camp Long,

28 miles.

Sibley, Bistenau & Southern.—See St. Louis, Iron Mountain

& Southern.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—The New York Trust Company,

trustee for the holders of $8,000,000 of the Wheeling & Lake

Erie notes, secured by $12,000,000 bonds, has filed an appli-

cation in the Federal Court in New York seeking to restrain

their receiver from treating approximately $1,000,000 re-

ceived on a judgment a year ago as stockholders' property,

and asking that the money be applied to the payment of the

bonds, which came due August 1. upon failure of the com-

pany to pay the notes. The $1,000,000 was awarded the

stockholders in their suit for dissolution of a contract be-

tween the road and the Pittsburg, Wheeling & Lake Erie

Coal Company.

\v kite Pass & Yukon.—See Grand Trunk Pacific.

Chilean Railway Construction.—.\n appropriation has been

made by the Chilean government to continue the construction

of the Rancagua to Donihue railway.



ANNUAL REPORTS
CHICAGO & NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY—FIFTY-THIRD ANNUAL REPORT

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRErXORS.

To the Stockholders of the Chicago and Xorth ll'cstern Railway Comfany:

The Board of Directors submit herewith their report of the operations

and affairs of the Chicago and North Western Railway Company for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1912.

Average number of miles operated, 7,858.87.

Operating Revenues:

Freight Revenue $46,691,540.41

Passenger Revenue 19,555,567.15

Other Transportation Revenue 6,775,256.34

Nontransportation Revenue 676,227.68

Total Operating Revenues $73,698,591.58

Operating Expenses (71.51 per cent, of Operating Revenues). 53.701.843.30

Net Operating Revenue $20,996,748.28

Outside Operations—Net Deficit 33.038.59

Total Net Revenue $20,963,

Taxes Accrued (4.64 per cent, of Operating Revenues) 3,422,

709.69

838.13

Operating Income $17,540,871.56

Other Income:

Rents—Credits $165,790.30

Dividends on Stocks Owned 1,844,722.00

Interest on Funded Debt Owned 5,025.00

Interest on Other Securities, Loans and Ac-

counts, and Other Items 1,238,239.91

Total Other Income 3,253,777.21

Gross Income $20.794,(

Deductions from Gross Income:

Rents—Debits $1,194,791.02

Interest Accrued on Funded Debt 8,043,839.90

Other Interest 39,848.94

Sinking Funds 38,000.00

Other Deductions 10,838.31

Total Deductions from Gross I

Net Income $11,467,:

Dividends:

8% on Preferred Stock $1,791,600.00

7% on Common Stock 9,108,015.00

Total Dividends on Stock 10,899,615.00

Balance Income for the year $567,715.60

The results as compared with the preceding fiscal year were as follows;

Freight Revenue decreased $2,333,417.58

Passenger Revenue increased $436,683.48

Other Transportation Revenue increased 463,881.42

Nontransportation Revenue increased 213,258.43

1,113,823.33

Decrease in Total Operating Revenues $

Operating Expenses decreased $310,866.89

Taxes Accrued increased 306,804.29

Decrease in Operating Expenses and Taxes

Accrued $4,062.60

Net Deficit from Outside Operations decreased... 20,638.37

24,700.97

Decrease in Operating Income $1,194,893.28

The Operating Expenses for the current fiscal year include $30,350,692.09

paid for Labor as compared with $30,018,957.58 paid during the preceding

fiscal year, being an increase of $331,734.51, accounted for as follows:

Increase account higher rates of compensation $471,397.58

Decrease account less time worked by employes.... 139,663.07

$331,734.51

The total number
MILES OF RAILROAD,

niles of railroad owned June 30, 191

In addition to which the company operated:

Through Ownership of Entire Capital Stock-—
Wolf River \'alley Railway (Junction east of Elton to \i

Ostrand, Wis.)

Under Lease—
St. Paul Eastern Grand Trunk Railway (Clinton-

ville to Oconto, Wis., and branches) 60.02 i

De Pue, Ladd & Eastern Railroad (Ladd to

Seatonville, 111.) 3.25

Belle Fourche Valley Railway (Belle Fourche to

Newell, S. D.) 23.52

James River Valley and North Western Rail-

way (Blunt to Gettysburg, S. D.) 39.55

Des Plaines Valley Railway (Proviso Yard to

Wisconsin Division Junction, 111.) 10.50

Under Trackage Rights—
Peoria & Pekin Union Railway (in the city of

Peoria, lU.) 2.02

Chicago, Indiana & Southern Railroad (Churchill

to Ladd. 111.) 2.80

Union Pacific Railroad (Broadway Station,

Council Bluffs. Iowa, to South Omaha, Neb.).. 8.73

Missouri Valley and Blair Railway and Bridge
Company's track 3.36

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railway
(Blair to Omaha. Neb.) 24.70

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railway
(EIroy to Wyeville, Wis.) 22.79

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railway
(in Sioux City, Iowa) 2.28

Illinois Central Railroad (Sioux City to Wren,
Iowa) 10.10

Total miles of railroad operated June 30, 1912 7,960.45

above mileage is located as follows:

1 Illinois 695.521

I Wisconsin 2,164.55

1 Michigan 519.88

I Minnesota 650.30

1 Iowa 1,620.26

1 North Dakota 14.28

1 South Dakota 1,063.15

1 Nebraska 1,102.05

1 Wyoming 130.46

Total 7,960.45 "

FREIGHT TRAFFIC.

The details of Freight Traflfic for the year ending June 30, 1912, com-
pared with the preceding year, were as follows:

I Decre.\se s

1911. 1912. Amount. Per Cent.

Freight Revenue $49,024,957.99 $46,691,540.41 $2,333,417.58 4.76

Percentage of
Increase

1911. 1912. or Decrease.

Tons OF Freight Carried 36,733,526 37.265,642 1.45 Increase

Tons of Freight Carried One
Mile 5,433,696,684 5,146,634,307 5.28 Decrease

Average Revenue Received per
Ton $1.33

Average Revenue Received per
Ton per Mile

AvER.\GE Distance Each Ton
WAS Hauled

Mileage of Revenue Freight
and Mixed Trains

Average Number of Tons of
Revenue Freight Carried
PER Train Mile
East of Missouri River

West of Missouri River

.90 of a cent

147.92 miles

19,648,998

300.27

133.48

Whole Road 276.54
Average Number of Tons of
Revenue Freight Carried
Per Loaded Car Mile 15.65

Average Freight Revenue
PER Train Mile $2.50

$1.25 6.02 Decrease

.91 of a cent 1.11 Increase

138.11 miles 6.63 Decrease

17,216,183 12.38 Decrease

324.36 8.02 Increase

136.93 2.58 Increase

298.94 8.10 Increase

16.87 7.80 Increase

$2.71 8.40 Increase
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PASSENGER TRAFFIC.

The details of Passenger Traffic for the year ending June 30, 1912, com-

glared with the preceding year, were as follows:

,
Increase \

1911. 1912. Amount. Per Cent.

I'assenger Reveni-e.. $19,118, 883.67 $19,555,567.15 $436,683.48 2.28

Percentage of

Increase

1911. 1912. or Decrease.

l'.\SSENCERS Carried 30,330,900 31,526.803 3.94 Increase

I'.ASSENCERS Carried One -Mile. 1,054,572.455 1,080.580.440 2.47 Increase

Average Fair Paid per Pas-

senger 63 cents 62 cents 1.59 Decrease

Average Rate Paid per Pas-

senger PER Mile l.Sl cents 1.81 cents

Average Distance Traveled per

Passenger 34.77 miles 34.28 miles 1.41 Decrease

Mileage of Revenue Passenger
and Mixed Trains 20,144,057 21,232,249 5.40 Increase

\\'erage Passenger - Train
Revenue per Train Mile $1.20 $1.17 2.50 Decrease

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES.
The total Operating Expenses of the Company for the year ending June

li, 1912, were $52,701,843.30; of this amount $9,368,721.19 was for charges
pertaining to the Maintenance of Way and Structures. Included in these
charges is a large part of the cost of 47,168 tons of steel rails, the greater
portion of which was laid in replacement of rails of lighter weight in 344.77
miles of track: also the cost of 2,168,273 new ties.

The charges for Maintenance of Way and Structures also include a large
portion of the cost of ballasting 95.73" miles of track with crushed stone,
129.43 miles with gravel, and 19.88 miles with cinders; the erection,
in place of wooden structures, of 35 new steel bridges on masonrv, and
7 on pile supports, aggregating 4.018 feet in length and containing 2,494
tons of bridge metal; and the replacement of other wooden structures with
masonry arch and box culverts and cast-iron pipes, the oiening being
filled with earth. The wooden structures replaced by permanent work
aggregate 8.640 feet in length.
The charges on account of Maintenance of Way and Structures for the

year ending June 30, 1912, compared with the preceding year, were as fol-

lows;
Increase

Cost OP Rails: 1911. 1912. or Decrease.

New steel rails $1,149,889.91 S684.098.02 $465,791.89 Dec.

Usable and re-rolled rails. 386,659.53 517.029.13 130.369.60 Inc.

$1,536,549.44 $1,201,127.15 $335,422.29 Dec.

Less value of old rails and

other items 1,093,061.45 858,802.36 234,259.09 Dec.

Net charge for rails $443,487.99

Cost of Ties 1,285,538.95

Cost of Ball.^st 183.677.18

Cost of Other Track Material 415,725.36

Roadway and Track Labor

$342,324.79 $101,163.20 Dec.

1,089.639.61 195.899.34 Dec.

270.889.41 87.212.23 Inc.

332,143.11 83,582.25 Dec.

and Other Expenses 4,169,703.72 3.971,729.48 197,974.24 Dec.

Total Charges for Roadway
and Track $6,498,133.20 $6,006,726.40 $491,406.80 Dec.

Other Charges Account Main-

tenance of Way and Struc-

tures were as follows:

Bridges, Trestles and Cul-

verts 1,284,681.52 982,706.24 301,975.28 Dec.

RoAO Crossings, Fences, etc. 268,962.82 228,930.65 40,032.17 Dec.

Signals and Interlocking

Plants 246,663.31 314,857.72 68,194.41 Inc.

Buildings, Fixtures and

Grounds 986.104.39 977,028.80 9,075.59 Dec.

Docks AND Wharves 68.556.21 130.497.71 61,941.50 Inc.

Superintendence 399,833.44 463,546.88 63,713.44 Inc.

Roadway Tools and Supplies. 75,157.02 92,885.00 17,727.98 Inc.

Sundry Miscellaneous
Charges 174,140.01 171,541.79 2,598.22 Dec.

Total Charges Account Main-

tenance of Way and Struc-

tures $10,002,231.92 $9,368,721.19 $633,510.73 Dec.

The above charges for Maintenance of Way and Structures for the cur-
rent year amount to 17.78 per cent, of the total Operating Expenses, as
compared with 18.87 per cent, for the preceding tiscal year.

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT.
The charges on account of Maintenance of Equipment for the year end-

ing June 30, 1912, compared with the preceding year, were as follows:

Increase

1911. 1912. or Decrease.

Locomotives $4,021,661.26 $4,167,982.40 $146,321.14 Inc.

Passenger-Train Cars 980,437.97 907,629.77 72,808.20 Dec.

Freight-Train Cars 3,684,541.12 3,764,638.33 80.097.21 Inc.

Work Equipment 107,056.90 99,451.93 7.604.97 Dec.

Shop Machinery and Tools. 201,271.48 241,971.21 40,699.73 Inc.

SlPERiNTEXDENCE 239.107.88 .310.815.69 71.707.81 Inc.

Sundry Miscellaneous 1911.

Charges 73,119.48

Total Charges Account Main-

tenance of Equipment $9,307,196.09

1912.

77,363.82

Increase
or Decrease.

4,244.34 Inc.

1,569,853.15 $262,657.06 Inc.

The above charges for Maintenance of Equipment for the current year
amount to 18.16 per cent, of the total Operating Expenses, as compared with
17.56 per cent, for the preceding fiscal year.

RESERVE FOR ACCRUED DEPRECIATION ON EQUIPMENT.
At the close of the preceding fiscal year there was a balance

to the credit of the Equipment Reserve Accounts of $2,386,365.49

During the year ending June 30, 1912, there was credited to

the Equipment Reserve Accounts on account of charges to

Operating Expenses and Profit and Loss, and for salvage.... 2,287,477.45-

$4,673,842.94

And there has been charged during the year against the

above amount the original cost of Equipment retired and other

items, as follows:

15 Locomotives $125,506.00

8 Passenger-Train Cars 36,461.24

1,434 Freight-Train Cars 956,686.34

126 Work Equipment Cars 23,950.00

Other Items 155,377.14

• 1,297,980.72

Leaving a balance to the credit of the Equipment Reserve

Accounts on June 30, 1912, of $3,375,862.22

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES.

The Transportation Expenses of the Company for the year ending June
30, 1912, were $30,924,938.30, or 58.68% of the total Operating Expenses.
Of this amount $18,791,386.22, or 60.77%, was charged for labor;

$7,661,267.62, or 24.77%, was charged for fuel for locomotives; and
$4,472,284.46, or 14.46%, was charged for supplies and miscellaneous
items. The increase in the Transportation Expenses for the year ending
June 30, 1912, as compared with the preceding fiscal year, was $68,074.45,

or .227o, distributed as follows:

Increase in amount charged for labor $220,748.45

Decrease in amount charged for fuel for locomotives. . 302,654.49

Increase in amount charged for supplies and miscel-

laneous items 149,980.49

Net Increase $68,074.45

CAPITAL STOCK.

There was no change during the year in the Capital Stock and Scrip of

the Company other than the purchase by the Company of $110.00 Common
Stock Scrip.
The Company's authorized Capital Stock is Two Hundred Million Dol-

lars C$200,000,000.00), of which the following has been issued to June 30,

1912:

Common Stock and Scrip held by the Public. $130,117,103.82

Common Stock and Scrip owned by the Com-

pany 2,338,427.15

Total Common Stock and Scrip $132,455,530.97

Preferred Stock and Scrip held by the Public $22,395,120.00

Preferred Stock and Scrip owned by the Com-

pany 3,834.56

Total Preferred Stock and Scrip 22,398,954.56

Total Capital Stock and Scrip, June 30, 1912 $154,854,485.53

FUNDED DEBT.

At the close of the preceding fiscal year the amount of

Bonds held by the Public and in Sinking Funds was $169,214,000.00

The above amount has been decreased during the year

ending June 30, 1912, as follows:

Bonds Redeemed with Sinking Fund Payments:

C. & N. W. Ry. Sinking Fund of 1879, 6% $67,000.00

C. & N. W. Ry Sinking Fund of 1879, 5%,.... 6S.000.00

Total Bonds Redeemed 135,000.00

$169,079,000.00

And the above amount has been increased by Bonds
assumed during the year, as follows:

Milwaukee, Sparta & North Western Railway First ilort-

gage 15,000.000.00

Total Bonds held by the Public and in Sinking

Funds, June 30, 1912 $184,079,000.00

Net Increase during the year in Bonds held by the

Public and in Sinking Funds $14,865,000.00

BONDS IN THE TREASURY AND DUE FROM TRUSTEE.

At the close of the preceding fiscal year the amount of

the Company's Bonds in its Treasury and due from Trustee

was $5,248,000.00
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The above amount has been increased during the vear end-
ing June 30, 1912. as follows:

C. & N. W. Ry. GENER.4L Mortgage Gold Bonds of 1987, due
FROM Trustee in Exch.'Vnge for Bonds Retired, viz.:

C. & N. W. Ry. Sinking Fund of 1879, 6% 66,000.00

C. ii N. W. Ry. Sinking Fund of 1879, S% 67,000.00

$133,000.00
C. & N. \V. Ry. Gener.^l Mortgage Goto Bonds

of 19S7, Due from Trustee on Account of
Construction Expenditures M.^de During the
Ye.\r 1,000.000.00

Total Bonds in the Trea

June 30, 1912

Net Increase during the >

and due from Trustee

Bonds in the Tr

CONSTRUCTION.
The construction charges for the year ending June 30, 191

On Account op .\dditional Main Tr.acks, viz.:

Miles
Second Track, Lake Shore Junction

to north of Lindwerm, Wis 4.16 $180,452.85
Second Track near West Allis, Wis.. 1.27 66,596.87

On Account of Extension, viz.;

Dallas to Winner, South Dakota 21.50
On Account of Elevating Tracks, viz. :

In the City of Evanston, III $19,615.80
North 46th Avenue to Austin Avenue,

Chicago, 111 1,886.41
Austin .Avenue to Harlem Avenue, Oak

^^^^- I" 354.680.57
Harlem Avenue, Oak Park, 111., to Des

Plaines River 266.467.48
South Branch Track, from near Taylor

Street to Canal St., Chicago, 111 24,683.34

Sundry Construction:
Right of Way and Additional Depot and
Yard Grounds Cr. $60,462.75

Station Buildings and Fi.\tures 34.220.58
Shops. Enginehouses and Turntables 49,864.93
Water and Fuel Stations 63,859.45
Shop Machinery and Tools 111,593.40
Bridges, Trestles and Culverts 710.196.41
Interlocking and Signal .•\pparatus 98.915.76
Telegraph and Telephone Lines 142,966.36
New Sidings, Yard Tracks and Spurs to

Industries 106,679.79
Betterment of Roadway and Track 642.385.73
Proviso, 111., Terminal Improvements 413,214.14
Boone, Iowa, Terminal Improvements 347,971.06
New Chicago Passenger Terminal 189,406.28
Miscellaneous Construction, including Road

Crossings, Signs and other items 86,413.28

Equipment:*

Equipment Retired Cr. $1,297,980.72
Equipment Acquired—41 Locomotives, 65

Passenger-Train Cars, and 26 Work
Equipment Cars 1219.587.27

$247,049.72

34,290.68

Account Cost of Milwaukee, Sparta and North Western
Railway (incomplete) 14,506,058.41

'^°'=''
$18,313,563.38

•For equipment being acquired under the Equipment Trust of 191' seepage 19.

TRACK ELEVATION.
The elevation of the Company's six main tracks on the Galena Division

through the Village of Oak Park, which adjoins the City of Chicago at
Its western limits, has been completed. The continuation of this elevation
through the villages of River Forest and Forest Park, a distance of 1 43
miles, has been practically completed from the \ve=tern limits of Oak Park
to the overhead crossing of the Minneapolis. .St. Paul and Sault Stc.Marie Railway Rii Forest, a distance of .8 mile

SUNDRY ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
Among the more important sundry additions

property of the Company during the fiscal year

track from Lake Shore Junction, Wisconsin, to a
ililwaukee, Sparta and North Western Railway

liles, has been completed.
and industrial

An additional
connection with
north of Lindwerm. a distance of 4.16

.\n aggregate of 124.74
spurs has been added.

.'Kt Norfolk, Nebraska, a
house has been completed.

' " 0. Illinois, the enlargement and improvement of the Coro-
nal facilities by the construction of a 58-stall, 90-foot brick
, machine shop, power house, and other buildings, ample coal
acilities, and 33.20 miles of additional yard tracks, is nearly

yard tracks,

brick passenger station eating-

pany

the of

buildings.

36-stall, 90-foot brick engine-
and trail? misf^ion line, machine-shop and
completed. There has also been added

10 tne freight yard at this station 11.46 miles of tracks.
At the Chicago Shop Plant, a brick extension to the power-house, 108

feet by 30 feet, has been made, which will provide space for four 250
H. P. boilers.
At Milwaukee, Wisconsin, a reinforced concrete, ten cylinder, grain

elevator, having a total capacity of 500,000 bushels, is being constructed.
Automatic block signals are being installed between Harvard, Illinois,

and Evansville, Wisconsin, a distance of 44 miles, and between Madison
and Baraboo, Wisconsin, a distance of 38 miles. L^pon completion of the
work now under construction, 865.4 miles of the Company's main line will
be protected by automatic signals.

.\ telephone line for use in dispatching trains has been completed dur-
ing the year from Boone to Council Bluffs. Iowa, a distance of 148 miles,
and a telephone line for like use is being installed from Chicago, Illinois,
to Clinton, Iowa, a distance of 138 miles, which will provide a continuous
telephone line from Chicago to Council Bluffs. Upon completion of this

line the Company will have in operation 1,918 miles of telephone lines
for use in dispatching trains.

public highws

NEW RAILWAYS AND EXTENSIONS.
The Milwaukee, Sparta and North Western Railway, a -proprietary

railway, to which reference was made in previous annual reports, extend-
ing from near Lindwerm on the Wisconsin Division, about eight miles north
of Milwaukee, to Sparta on the Madison Division, a distance (including
the railway acquired from the Princeton and Western Railway Com-
pany) of 169.85 miles, and from a connection with the above line at a
point about six miles west of Lindwerm, to a connection with the Milwau-
kee and Madison line near West .-Mlis, a distance of 8.63 miles, in all

178,48 miles, was purchased by this Company on April 1, 1912. In the
completion of this railwav an additional main track is being constructed
from Butler Junction to Clynian, Wisconsin, a distance of 35.38 miles, and
automatic block signals for both main tracks between these points are
being installed: an important enlargement
Yard, and three overhead viaducts to cai

Company's tracks are being constructed.
The Des Plaines \'alley Railway, a double track outer belt railway,

under construction in the interest of this Company, from the Proviso Yard
on the Galena Division to a point on the Wisconsin Division near
Blodgett, 111,, a distance of 20,53 miles, has been completed from the

Proviso Yard to Wisconsin Division Junction near Des Plaines, 111., a dis-

tance of 10.50 miles, and will be completed between Wisconsin Division
Junction and a point on the Wisconsin Division near Blodgett on or about
September 1, 1912, This railway directly connects the several divisions

of the Chicago and North Western Railway, outside of the City of Chi-

cago, with the new terminal yards at Proviso, about five miles west of the

City limits, at which point connection is made with the Indiana Harbor
Belt Railroad owning, or having trackage rights over, about 112 miles of

Belt Railroad serv-ing the important industrial territory in the vicinity of

Indiana Harbor and Gary, Indiana, The Chicago and North Western
Railway Companv acquired' an interest in the stock and certain obligations

of the Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad durinp the preceding year. The co,ii-

pleted portion of the Des Plaines Valley Railway is operated under lease

bv the Chicago and North Western Railway Company.
"The St. Louis. Peoria and North Western Railway, to which reference
was 11nade in the last a inn al report.

of this Co npany rom lear Pe >ria.

90.6 niles. The npht ot wa\
substantial protre 5 ll£S heen I lade
Near (lira d the new rail wav will

Kailw IV a propri etarv rail wav extei

coal « elds in Macoupin County lllir

LHldi T construction in the interest

Girard, Illinois, a distance of
railway has been acquired and
ig the year in its construction,

ect with the Macoupin County
from Girard to the Company's

EQUIPMENT TRUST OF 1912.

To make provision for the acquisition of additional equipment, an agree-
ment, sanctioned by the Board of Directors, was entered into on January
20, 1912, establishing the Chicago and North Western Railway Company
Equipment Trust of 1912. The agreement provides for the acquisition of
equipment by the Vendors named therein, its conveyance and delivery to

The Farmers' Loan and Trust Company and Edwin S. Marston. Trustees,
and the leasing thereof by this Company for a term of ten years. The
Trust Company will thereupon issue Chicago and North Western Railway
Company Equipment Trust Certificates to an amount not to exceed the
cost of the equipment so delivered and leased, the total of which certifi-

cates shall not exceed $10,000,000.00. Upon compliance with the agreement
and leases, in which provision is made for the retirement of the certificates

during the terms of the leases, title to such equipment will become vested
in this Company.

Contracts have been made by the Vendors for the following equipment
to be delivered by September 1. 1912:

75 locomotives,
55 passenger cars,

3.000 box cars.

1.000 refrigerator cars,
600 furniture cars,
500 flat cars.

LANDS.
During the year ending June 30. 1912, 5,-^41.84 acres and 83 town lots

of the Company's Land Grant lands have been sold for the total considera-
tion of $144,764-35. The total number of acres remaining in the several
Grants June 30. 1912, amounted to 369,595.45 acres, of which 29.369.97
acres were under contract for sale, leaving unsold 340,225.48 acres.

nd betterments to the
s the following:

Afjpended hereto may be found statements, accounts and statistics

relating to the business of the fiscal vear, and the condition of the Com-
pany's affairs on June 30. 1912.

By order of the Board of Directors.
WILLIAM A. GARDNER,

President.
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GENERAL BALAN'CE SHEET, JUNE 30, 1912.

(7,744.85 Miles.J

ASSETS.
Pboperty Investment.

Road and Equipment:

—

Balance to Debit of this Account. June 30,
1911 . . , $306,303,101.38

Add Sundry Construction and Equipment
Expenditures for the year ending
June 30, 1912, as see statement else-

where herein 3,807.504.97

" Account Cost of Milwaukee, Sparta
and North Western Railway (incom-
plete) 14,506,058.41

$324,616,664.76

Securities

—

Securities of Proprietary, Affiliated and
Controlled Companies—Unpledged 1,489,113.15

Other Investments

—

Advances to Proprietary, Affiliated and
Controlled Companies for Construction,
Equipment and Betterments $15,177,454.18

Miscellaneous Investments 1,031,101.39
16,208,555.57

Working Assets:

Cash $15,273,686.53

Common Stock and Scrip, G. & N. W. Ry.
Co., in hands of Treasurer 2,338,427.15

rred Stock and Scrio. C. & N. W. Rv.
3,834.56

40,000.00

$342,314,333.48

Imp.$ 40,000 M. L. S. & W. Ry. Ext.
Sinking Fund Bonds on hand.

5,910,000 C. & N. W. Rv. General Mort-
gage Gold Bonds of 1987, due
from Trustee 5,910,000.00

431,000 Southern Iowa Ry. First Mort-
gage Bonds on hand 431,000.00

149,200 Shares ef Capital Stock of the Chi-

cago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha Ry. Co 10,337,152.29

41,715 Shares of Preferred Stock of the
Union Pacific Railroad Co 3,910,575.93

Bills Receivable 511,931.77

Traffic and Car-Service Balances Due from
Other Companies 71,730.46

Net Balance Due from Agents and Conduc-
tors 3,208,860.18

Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable 2,372,162.10

Materials and Supplies 4,473,324.18

Other Working Assets 172,623.00

Deferred Debit Iteus:

Advances $2,447,044.70

Insurance Paid in Advance 43,305.94
Cash and Securities in Sinking and Redemp-

tion Funds 3,989,029.61

Other Deferred Debit Items 915,576.18

49,055,308.15

$398,764,598.06

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock;

Common Stock and Scrip. C. & N. W. Ry.
Co., held by the Public $130,117,103.82

Preferred Stock and Scrip, C. & N. W. Ry.
Co., held by the Public 22,395,120.00^

Common Stock and Scrip, C. & N. W. Ry.
Co., owned by the Company $2,338,427.15

Preferred Stock and Scrip, C. & N. W. Ry.
Co., owned by the Company 3,834.56

Realized on- Capital Stock

-$152,512,223.82

Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt:

Bonds in hands of the Public $171,324,500.00
Add C. & N. W. Ry. Co. Sinking Fund De-

bentures of 1933,. in hands of Public, is-

sued for purchase of Stock of C. St. P.
M. & O. Ry. Co 9,695,000.00

$154,884,143.28

$181,019,500.00
Bonds held by Trustee account Sinking
Funds 3,059,500.00

Bonds owned by the Company and due from
Trustee 6,381,000.00

Working Liabilities:

Traffic and Car-Service Balances Due to
Other Companies $1 ,596,347.31

Audited Vouchers and Wages Unpaid 4,630,032.17

Miscellaneous Accounts Payable 226,038.35
Matured Interest, Dividends and Rents Un-

paid 3,110,150.04

Other Working Liabilities 139,251.94

Accrued Liabilities Not Due;
Unmatured Interest Payable $1,861,420.84

Taxes Accrued 60,000.00

Deferred Credit Items:
Reserve for Accrued Depreciation on Equip-
ment $3,375,862.22

Other Deferred Credit Items 246,458.43

.Appropriated Surplus:
Sinking Fund Madison Extension Gold

Bonds
Menominee E.xtension Gold

Bonds
North Western Union Ry.

Gold Bonds
W. & St. P. R. R. Exten-

sion Gold Bonds

$269,027.83

112,270.47

1,445,506.27

2,161,716.86

AND Loss 34,186,372.05

$398,764,598.06

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF INCOME ACCOUNT.
Year Ending Year Ending
June 30, 1911. June 30, 1912.

Average Average
Mileage Mileage
Operated Operated Increase
7,718.72 7,858.87 or Decrease.

Operating Revenues:
Freight Revenue $49,024,957.99 $46,691,540.41 —$2,333,417.58
Passenger Revenue 19,118,883.67 19,555,567.15 436,683.48

Other Transportation Rev-
enue 6,311,374.92 6,775,256.34 463,881.42

Nontransportation Revenue. 462,969.25 676,227.68 213,258.43

Total Operating Revenues.$74,918,185.83 $73,698,591.58 —$1,219,594.25

Operating Expenses 53,012,710.19 52,701,843.30 —310.866.89

Net Operating Revenue. .$21,905,475.64 $20,996,748.28 —$908,727.36
Outside Operations—Net

Deficit 53,676.96 33,038.59 —20,638.37

Total Net Reveni

Taxes Accrued
.$21,851,798.68 $20,963,709.69

. 3,116,033.84 3,422,838.13

-$888,088.99

306.804.29

Operating Income $18,735,764.84 $17,540,871.56 —$1,194,893.28

Other Income:

Rents—Credits 1 52,580.63

Dividends on Stocks Owned 1,711,222.00
Interest on Funded Debt
Owned 4,087.50 5,025.00 937.50

Interest on Other Securities,
Loans and Accounts, and
Other Items 1,165,576.30 1,238,239.91 72,663.61

165,790.30 13.209.67

1,844,722.00 133,500.00

Total Other Income $3,033,466.43 $3,253,777.21 $220,310.78

Gross Income $21,769,231.27 $20,794,648

Deductions from Gross
Income:

Rents—Debits
Interest Accrued on Funded

Debt
Other Interest
Sinking Funds
Other Deductions

1,200,022.70

7,726,146.35
1,360.97

225,000.00
13,601.24

8,043,839.90
39,848.94
38,000.00
10,838.31

—$974,582.50

317,693.55
38,487.97

-187,000.00
—2.762.93

1,166,131,26 $9,327,318.17

.. Net Income $12,603,100.01 $11,467,330.60

Dividends:

8% on Preferred Stock 1,791,600.00 1,791,600.00
7% on Common Stock 9,108.015.00 9,108,015.00

Total Dividends on Stock.$10,899.61S.OO $10,899,615.00

190,460.000.00

Balance In
vear, carried to Profit

knd Loss $1,703,485.01 $567,715.60 —$1,135,769.41

1907,

DR.
Depreciation accrued prior to J

retired or changed from one class to anottier aurmg tne
current fiscal year

Discount on Milwaukee, Sparta and North Western Railway
First Mortgage Bonds sold during the year

Net loss on property sold or abandoned and not replaced...
Adjustments in sundry accounts, etc

Balance Credit, June 30, 1912, carried to Balance Sheet

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT, JUNE 30, 1912.

1,125,000.00
362,560.10
86,791.07

34,186,372.05

$36,557,628.93

Balance, June 30, 1911

Balance Income for Year ending June 30, 1912, brought fo

ward from Income Account

Amount transferred from "Appropriated Sui
of the retirement of Madison Extension
Extension First Mortgage Sinking Fund
N. W. Ry. Sinking Fund Bonds of 1879.

$33,066,463.22

567,715.60

plus" on account
and Menominee
Bonds and C. &

$36,557,628.93
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THE CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RAILWAY COMPANY—THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT.

Richmond, Va., September 12, 1912.

To THE Stockholders:
The Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the Board of Directors, for the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, is herewith submitted.

The average mileage operated during the year by The Chesapeake and
Ohio Lines was 2,263.1 miles, an increase over the previous year of 33.9

miles. The mileage at the end of the year was 2,305.5 miles, an increase

of 63.9 miles over mileage on Tune 30, 1911. See schedule on page T2^

The operations of the Chicago Line (The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Company of Indiana) are included in this report. This line has not yet

begun to yield any return to your Company upon the sums invested in

the purchase of its stock and bonds. This is due in part to its physical

condition at the time it was acquired and to the consequent necessity

for steady improvement and excessive maintenance work coupled with the

necessity for expediting through traffic in order that the business offered

your Company might be handled. Careful measures have been undertaken
for bringing this line to a much higher state of efficiency and the outlook

upon its future earnings appears more favorable now than at any time

since its acquisition.
RESULTS FOR THE YEAR.

Operating Revenues were $34,289,869.77
(Increase $1,706,458.53, or 5.24%.)

Operating E.xpenses were 22,635,681.04

(Increase $842,066.02, or 3.86%.)
Net Operating Revenue was $11,654,188.73

(Increase $864,392.51, or 8.01%.)
Taxes were 1,014,219.94

(Decrease $51,633.19, or 4.84%.) •

Operating Income, Taxes deducted, was $10,639,968.79

(Increase $916,025.70, or 9.42%.)
Miscellaneous Income was 1,808,562.90

(Increase $247,748.17, or 15.87%.)
$12,448,531.69

Rentals and Other Payments were 832,019.17
(Decrease $334,906.17, or 28.70%.)

Income for the year available for interest was $11,616,512.52
(Increase $1,498,680.04, or 14.81%.)

Interest (63.21% of amount available) amounted to 7,342,306.49

(Increase $452,758.84, or 6.-57%.)

Net Income for the year, euivalent to 6.81% on capital

stock outstanding, amounted to $4,274,206.03

(Increase $1,045,921.20. or 32.40%.)
Dividends paid during the year: Four dividends of 1!4%

each, aggregating 3.139,627.50

Remainder, devoted to improvement of physical and other
assets $1,134,578.53

FINANCIAL.
The outstanding capital stock was reduced during the year through the

conversion of $200 par value of First Preferred Stock into Common Stock.

The changes in funded debt in the hands of the public during the year
were as follows;

Increase. Decrease.

4'A per cent. Secured Gold Notes $3,500,000.00
414 per cent. General Mortgage Bonds 374,000.00
4 per cent. Greenbrier Ry. Co. First Mortgage
Bonds $23,000.00

Equipment Trust Obligations 2,118,671.34

Total $3,874,000.00 $2,141,671.34

Net increase $1,732,328.66

Other changes in funded debt shown on the balance sheet of June 30,

1912, were:
Increase. Decrease.

5 Per cent. First Lien and Improvement Mort-
gage Bonds ..$22,468,000.00

4 per cent. Raleigh and Southwestern Ry. Co.
First Mortgage Bonds 144,000.00

4 per cent. Coal River Ry. Co. First Mortgage
Bonds 78,000.00

4 per cent. Big Sandy Ry. Co. First Mortgage
Bonds 6,000.00

5 per cent. General Funding and Improvement
Bonds $6,787,000.00

Equipment Trust Notes of November 18, 1909. 2,170,000.00

None of the First Lien and Improvement Mortgage Bonds issued during
the year have been sold, all of them, with the exception of a small amount
in the Company's treasury, having been deposited as collateral for $19.-

500,000 of outsUnding 4;4 per cent. Secured Gold Notes. These bonds
were issued during the year and were authenticated and delivered in

respect of the acquisition of certain stocks and bonds, for the payment
of certain equipment obligations, and $5,000,000, face amount, for addi-
tions and betterments.
The 41^ per cent. Secured Gold Notes issued during the year were sold

to provide funds for new equipment and other additions and betterments:
the 43^ per cent. General Mortgage Bonds were issued for the building
of additional second track; and the Raleigh and Southwestern. Coal River
and Big Sandy Railway Company First Mortgage Bonds issued during the
year were acquired by your Company in reimbursement for capital ex-
penditures made for account of those branch lines and remain in your
Company's treasury. The decrease in the amount of 5 per cent. General
Funding and Improvement Mortgage Bonds outstanding is due to the
pledge of that face amount of bonds acquired by your Company two years
ago. against which a like amount of First Lien and Improvement Mort-
gage Bonds have been issued; and other decreases shown above in amounts
of outstanding bonds are due to retirement through sinking funds.
Your Company has acquired during the year additional shares of stock

of The Chesapeake and Ohio Equipment C^orporation, the First National
Bank Building Corporation (Richmond. \'a.). and of White Sulphur
Springs, Incorporated. It has also acquired all the stock of the Logan
and Southern Railway Company and of the Silver Grove Land and Build-
ing Company, and notes of "The Chesapeake and Ohio Equipment Cor-
poration were acquired and pledged under your Company's First Lien
and Improvement Mortgage. Further shares of stock and first mortgage
bonds of The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company of Indiana were
issued in respect to the cost of certain additions and betterments made to
that line and were pledged under your Company's First Lien and Im-
provement Mortgage.
A statement of charges to property accounts will be found on page 16,

bv referring to which it will be seen that additions and betterments were
made to the amount of $3,710,498.92, of which $3,550,035.75 was added to
cost of road and $160,463.17 to cost of equipment. The Chesapeake and
Ohio Equipment Corporation issued $20,000 additional stock and $1,750,000
additional notes for purchase of new equipment, all of which was acquired
by your Company at par, $5,910,000 face amount of similar notes having

been acquired in July, 1911, out of the proceeds of the sale of securities
in the previous fiscal year. The total property investment pertaining to
the fiscal year was therefore $5,480,498.92.

.\ schedule of securities owned June 30, 1912, will be found on page 17.
During the past three years your Company's increase in capital liabilities

in hands of the public, its principal acquisition of stocks and bonds of
other companies, and its expenditures for branch line construction, equip-
ment, and other additions and betterments have been as follows:

Capital Obligations Issued
OR Assumed: Par Value.

General Mortgage 4!^% Bonds. $3,716,000.00
First Consolidated Mortgage 5%
Bonds 2,000,000.00

Convertible 4>^% Debentures... 31,390,000.00
Three Year A'AVo Collateral

Trust Notes 19,500,000.00
Coal River Railway Co. First
Mortgage 4% Bonds 2,310,000.00

Raleigh and Southwestern Rail-
way Co. First Mortgage 4% '

Bonds 350,000.00

Realizing

Less;

Capital Obligations Paid or
Purchased:

Peninsula Division First Mort-
gage 6% Bonds maturing Jan-
uary 1, 1911 i

Greenbrier and New River Rail-
road Co. First Mortgage 5%
Bonds redeemed February 1,

1911
(ieneral Funding and Improve-
ment .Mortgage 5% Honds. .

Greenbrier Railway Company
First Mortgage 4'/( Bonds re-

tired November 1, 1911
Equipment Trust Payments. . . .

Through Sinking Funds:
Big Sandy Railway Co. First
Mortgage 4% Bonds

Coal River Railway Co. First
Mortgage 4% Bonds

Greenbrier Railway Co. First
Mortgage 4% Bonds

Raleigh and Southwestern Rail-
way Co. First Mortgage 4%

$59,266,000.00
$55, 851, 735.0*

157,000.00

56,000.00

Bonds

Costing

.•\cguisiTiONS:

Stocks of:
The C. Sc O. Railway Co. of

Indiana $5,131,500.00
First National Bank Building

Corporation (^Richmond, Va.). 180,000.00
The Hocking Valley Railway Co. 7,671,800.00
The Kanawha and Michigan

Railway Co 4,029,600.00
Kanawha Bridge and Terminal
Co 400,000.00

Logan and Southern Railway Co. 82,800.00
Levisa River Railroad Co. (of

Ky.)
The Levisa River Railroad Co.

(of Va.)
Silver Grove Land and Building

White Sulphu
porated . .

.

Miscellaneous

Costing

Springs, In

50,000.00

50,000.00

111,000.00

$18,482,100.00

he C. & O. Railway Co. of In-
diana First Mortgage 5%i $6,208,000.00

Costing
Properties of:

Coal River Railway Co $2,304,359.88
Raleigh and Southwestern Rail-
way Co 816,562.42

Costing
Construction of;

Extensions of Branch Lines, cost-

ing $1,362,008.79
Miscellaneous Additions and Bet-

terments, costing 10,526,182.88
(Excluding $1,268,260.89 ex-
pended on Chicago Line to
April 30. 1912, for which se-

curities have been acquired.)
Equipment;

-Additional equipment acquired
(less retirals) $2,161,067.24

(Excluding $51,140.91 expend-
ed on Chicago Line to April
30, 1912, for which securities
have been acquired.)

Securities of The Chesapeake and
Ohio Equipment Corporation
acquired at par:

Stock 1,370.000.00
Notes 7,660,000.00

S9.030.000.00
11.191.067.24
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GENERAL REMARKS.
The equipment inventory as of June 30, 1912, was as follows:

Locomotives owned S38 Inc.
Locomotives leased 255 Dec.

Total 793 Inc.
Passenger train cars owned 344 Inc.
Passenger train cars leased 29 Inc.

npletcd and
rid Boston, Indiana, on the Chicago Line have also been

Total 373 Inc. 31
Freight train and miscellaneous cars owned 19,540 Inc. 1,142
Freight train cars leased 25,265 Inc. 795

Total 44,805 Inc. 1,937
The changes during the year in the reserve for accrued depreciation

of equipment are as follows:
Balance to credit of account June 30, 1911 $2,075,866.17
Amount credited during year ended June 30, 1912,
by charges to:

Operating expenses $729,247.20
Outside operations expenses 16,472.72

$745,719.92
Charges to account for;

Accrued depreciation on equipment retired during
years— 15 locomotives, 358 freight and work cars
and 2 car floats $29,983.10

Accrued depreciation on cars changed in class dur-
ing year 1,322.68

1 put ni operation at a total cost of $701,304.79.
Extensions of the Raleigh and Southwestern, Coal Kivcr and Guyandot

Valley branch lines aggregating 49.5 miles have been completed. The
Island Creek Railroad, 6.6 miles, has been leased and the Logan and
Southern Railway, 1.2 miles, has been acquired. The construction of all
second track authorized has been completed and your Company now owns
two tracks from tidewater at Newport News, Virginia, to Cincinnati, Ohio,
a distance of 655 miles, except 9 miles in the mountains of West Virginia.
The coal and coke tonnage was 18,081,677, an increase of 12.3 per cent.;

other freight tonnage was 8,066,226, a decrease of 5.2 per cent. Total
tonnage was 26,147,903 tons, an increase of 6.3 per cent. Freight rev-
enue was $27,261,474.53, an increase of 6.5 per cent. Freight tram mile-
age was 8,846,617 miles, a decrease of 4.6 per cent. Revenue ton miles
were 6,692,114,437, an increase of 10 per cent. Ton mile revenue was
4.07 mills, a decrease of 3.3 per cent. Revenue per freight train mile
was $3,082, an increase of 11.7 per cent. Revenue tonnage per train
mile was 756 tons, an increase of 15.2 per cent.; including Cfompany's
freight, the tonnage per train mile was 788 tons, an increase of 14.4 per
cent. Tonnage per locomotive including Company's freight was 684 tons,
an increase of 10. 1 per cent. Revenue tonnage per loaded car was 30.3
tons, an increase of 3.8 per cent. Tons of revenue freight carried one
mile per mile of road were 2,957,056, an increase of 8.4 per cent.
There were 5,489,040 passengers carried, a decrease of 2.3 per cent.

The number carried one mile was 252,397,519, a decrease of 0.3 per cent.
Passenger revenue was $5,505,536.22, a decrease of 0.1 per cent. Revenue

passenger per mile was 2.181 cents, an increase of 0.2 per cent.
of passengers carried_one mile per mile of road was 111,527, a

$31,305.78
714,414.14

Balance to credit of account June 30, 1912 $2,790,280.31

Despite the remarkable severity of the winter and the increased work
which resulted, the operating ratio of your Company has decreased, and
the revenues, ton miles and efficiency have increased, as an examination
of the following table of facts will show:

1912. 1911. Increase.

Operating revenues $34,289,869.77 $32,583,411.24 $1,706,458.53

lileage was 5,104,754,
le per train mile was $1,079,
and express it was $1,266, a
train revenue per train mile

Net operating revenue 11,654,188.73
Operating ratio 66.0%
Second track mileage 477.3
Tons of revenue freight car-

10,789,796.22
66.9%
420.4

6,692,114,437
756
30.3

864,392.51
0.9%*

56.9

609,431,841
Revenue train load, tons. .

Revenue tons per loaded
*—Decrease.

An extensive yard and terminals have been completed during the year
at Silver Grove, Kentuckv, about 12 miles east of Cincinnati, at a total
cost of $919,373.66. The increased facilities thus afforded for the handling
of your Company's traffic over the Cincinnati Division has been much
needed owing to the rapid increase in coal tonnage moved westward and
should lead to further economies of operation. Yards and terminals at

Number of passengers carried one mile
decrease of 1.8 per cent. Passenger
increase of 4.7 per cent. Passenger r

a decrease of 4.5 per cent.; including
decrease of 3.9 per cent.; passenger se
was $1,299, a decrease of 4.0 per cent.
There were 12.475 tons of new rails (3,956 tons 100 pounds and 8,519

tons of 90 pounds) equal to 85.5 track miles, used in the renewal of
existing main tracks.
The average amount expended for repairs per locomotive operated was

$2 700.29; per passenger train car $839.24; per freight train car $65.33.
Mr. Edwin Hawley, a director of your Company, died on February 1,

1912. He had for several years exerted a powerful influence in behalf
of your interests and his connection with them has been commemorated
by his associates in the resolution preceding this report.

General Thos. H. Hubbard was elected a director at the annual meeting
on October 24, 1911, in place of Mr. Frederic W. Scott, resigned. Mr.
Frank H. Davis was elected a director and a member of the Executive
Committee on February 15, 1912, in place of Mr. Hawley. Mr. H. E.
Huntington was elected a member of the Executive Committee on Feb-
ruary 15, 1912, in place of Mr. T. P. Shonts, resigned.
On November I, 1911, Mr. M. J. Caples was appointed Fourth Vice-

President with supervision over the operating and construction departments.
Appreciative acknowledgment is hereby made of efficient services during

the year of officers and employees.
By order of the Board of Directors.

GEO. W. STEVENS,
FRANK TRUMBULL, President.

Chairman.

THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO LINES.

GENERAL INCOME ACCOUNT.
Year ended June 30, 1912, and Comparison with '

June 30. 1911.

1912.
Operating Revenues.

From Freight Traffic $27,261,474.53
" Passenger Traffic 5,505,536.22
" Transportation of Mails 371,137.09
" Transportation of Ex-

press 586,021.42
" Other Transportation.. 323,569.13
" Non-Transportation ... 242,131.38

Operating Expenses.

For Maintenance of Way and
Structures . $3,981,645.67

" Maintenance of Equip-
ment 6,724,459.75

" Traffic 636,966.92
" Transportation 10,503,415.25
" General 789,193.45

$25,590,026.83
5,512,931.94
371,338.32

536,907.79
339.109.92
233.096.44

{1,671,447.70
—7,395.72
—201.23

49,113.63
—15,540.79

9,034.94

Deduct:
Dividend No. 20 of l'A% paid September 30, 1911 .$784,906.25
Dividend No. 21 of 1 !4% paid December 30, 1911. 784.906.25
Dividend No. 22 of \'A% paid March 30, 1912 784,907.50
Dividend No. 23 of 1!4% paid June 29, 1912 784,907.50

$3,139,627.50

$2,845,678.94
Discount on Secured Gold Notes sold during year, and sundry
adjustments 85,280.45

Balance to credit of Profit and Loss June 30, 1912 $2,760,398.49

$32,583,411.24 $1,706,458.53

$4,141,571.67 —$159,926.00

Total Operating Expenses.$22,635.681.04
66.07c

Net Operating Revenue.. 11,654,188.73

Income from Other Sources:

of Equipment $411,391.54
Interest from Investments.
Interest, General Account.
Sundrv Items

1,083,225.91
49,159.61

264,785.84

6,198,825.27
615,338.27

10,044,172.98
793,706.83

$21,793,615.02
66.9%

10,789,796.22

$279,447.92
954,403.62
46,886.22

280,076.97

525,634.48
21,628.65

459,242.27
—4,513.38

$842,066.02
—0.9%
864,392.51

$131,943.62
128,822.29

273.39
—15.291.13

THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO LINES.
CONDENSED BALANCE SHEET, JUNE 30, 1912.

ASSETS.
(Excluding Stocks and Bonds owned of The C. & O. Ry. Co. of Indiana.)

TABLE 3.

Property Investment.

Cost of Road $165,183,304.04
Cost of Equipment 33,204,770.06

$198,388,074.10
Reserve for .Accrued Depre-

ciation of Equipment—Cr. 2,790,280.31
$195,597,793.79

Securities of Proprietary.
Affiliated and Controlled
Companies—Pledged.

Stocks— See Schedule, page
18 $15,228,001.12

Bonds—See Schedule, page
18 10,739,407.01

$1,808,562.90 $1,560,814.73 $247,748.17

Gross Income

Deductions from Income:

Interest on Funded Debt $7,045,261.67
Interest on Equipment Trusts 297,044.82
Taxes 1,014,219.94
Rentals Leased Roads, Joint

Tracks. &c 775.364.55
Rental of Leased Equipment
Loss on C. & 0. Grain Ele-

vator 56,654.62
Other Deductions

$13,462,751.63 $12,350,610.95 $1,112,140.68

Securities—Issued or
SUM ED

—

Pledged.

First Lien and Improvement
Mortgage 5% Bonds (see

$25,967,408.13

22,300,000.00

$6,506,896.21
382,651.44

1,065,853.13

Amount to credit of Profit and Loss June 30. 1911
Amount of Net Income for year ended June 30, 1912, trans-

ferred to Profit and Loss

$538,365.46
—85,606.62
—61,633.19

$1,711,100.41

4,274,206.03

Miscellaneous Investments.
Physical Property

Special Funds, and Funded
Debt Issued and Reserved—
Potts Creek Branch—Cash.
Raleigh and Southwestern

Railway Bonds authenti-
cated in advance of con-

48,267.408.13

150,607.17

structi(

48,497,881.01

$244,095,674.80

Working Assets.
Cash in Treasury $1,007,448.74
Cash in Transit 949,414.24
Cash deposits to pay Inter-

est and Dividends 1,009,51'
""
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WoSKiNG Assets—Continued.
Cash deposits to pay Equip-
ment Trust Principal 112,000.00

Cash deposits to pay Ma-
tured Bonds and Equip-
ment Notes 14,174.17

Loans and Bills Receivable 303,344.26
Traffic Balances 712.913.98
Agents and Conductors 857,761.62
Miscellaneous Accounts Re-

ceivable 664,361.36
Other Working Assets 30,306.10

$5,661,236.87
Materials and Supplies.... 3,094,578.82

Secukities in Treasury—
Unpledged.

Stocks—See Schedule, page
17 $2,632,032.92

Bonds—See Schedule, page
17 1,526,901.00

4,158,933.92
DftTEUED Assets.

Unmatured Interest and
Dividends $13,595.43

Advances to Proprietary,
Affiliated and Controlled
Coflipanics 143,469.0»

Advances. Working Funds /

(Fast Freight Lines, etc.) 36,593.18
Special Deposits with Trus-

tees, Various Mortgage
Funds 27,438.78

Cash and Securities in In-
surance Reserve Fund... 10,044.35

Sundry Accounts 963,655.84
1,194,796.67

14,109,546.28

Total $258,205,221.08

LIABILITIES.
(Excluding Stocks and Bonds owned of The C. & O. Ry. Co. of Indiana.)

Capital Stock.

Common $62,792,600.00
First Preferred 3,000.00
Second Preferred 200.00

$62,795,800.00
Common — The Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway Co. of
Indiana 1,200.00

$62,797,000.00
Funded Debt.

First Consolidated Mort-
gage, 5% Bonds 1939 $29,858,000.00

General Mortgage, 4>4%
Bonds 1992 48,129,000.00

First Mortgage, Terminal,
etc., 6% Bonds 1922 142,000.00

First Mortgage, R. & A. Di-
vision, 4% Bonds 1989 6,000,000.00

Second Mortgage, R. & A.
Division, 4% Bonds. 1989 1,000,000.00

First Mortgage. Craig Valley
Branch, 5% Bonds... 1940 650,000.00

First Mortgage, Warm
Springs Branch, 5%
Bonds 1941 400,000.00

First Mortgage, Kineon Coal
Co.. 5% Bonds 1915 200,000.00

First Mortgage. Greenbrier
Railway, 47c Bonds.. 1940 1,859,000.00

First Mortgage, Paint Creek
Branch, 4% Bonds.. 1945 539,000.00

First Mortgage, Big Sandy
Railway, 4% Bonds.. 1944 4.672.000.00

First Mortgage, Potts Creek
Branch, 4% Bonds... 1946 600,000.00

General Funding and Im-
provement. 5% Bonds.1929 4,213,000.00

First Mortgage, R. & S. W.
Railway, 4Tc Bonds.. 1936 894,000.00

First Mortgage, Coal River
Railway, 4% Bonds.. 1945 2,499.000.00

Convertible 4J^% Bonds.
1930 31,390,000.00

Secured Gold Notes, 454%,
1914 19,500,000.00

$152,545,000.00
Equipment Trust Obligations 6,623,699.25

159,168,699.25

First Lien and Improvement
Mortgage, 5% Bonds (see
Contra) 1930 22,468,000.00

$244,433,699.25
Working Liabilities.

Loans and Bills Payable.. $85,000.00
Traffic Balances 270,278.88
Audited Vouchers and Pay

Rolls 3,813.411.28
Unpaid Wages 84,941.46
Miscellaneous Accounts Pay-

able 147,484.56
Interest and Dividends Un-

paid 1.024.699.90
Matured Mortgage and Se-

cured Debt Unpaid 14.174.17
Other Working Liabilities.. 77,471.59

$5,517,461.84
Deferred Liabilities.
Unmatured Interest and

Rents $1,799,235.98
Taxes Accrued 571,719.86
Sundry Accounts 127,785.07

2,498,740.91

Appropriated Surplus
Additions to P r o [

through Income
June 30, 1907....

Reserve Invested in £

Re
Fund

Invested

$2,984,365.23

511.01

10.044.35

Profit and Loss Balance.

Total

'his Company is also liable

hands of the public

—

The Chesapeake and Ohii

guarantor of the folio

$258,205,221.08

ng securities in

Grain Elevator Co.. First Mort-
gage 4% Bonds due 1938 $820,000.00

Norfolk Terminal and Transportation Co., First Mortgage
5% Bonds due 1948 500,000.00

Western Pocahontas Corporation, First Mortgage 4>^%
Bonds due 1945 750,000.00

Western Pocahontas Corporation, Extension Mortgage No. 1,

416% Bonds due 1945 83,000.00
Western Pocahontas Corporation. Extension Mortgage No. 2.

4'A% Bonds due 1946 51,000.00
Louisville and Jeffersonville Bridge Co. Mortgage (C. & O.

Prop'n, 'A) 4H7o Bonds due 1943 4,500,000.00
Richmond-VVashington Co. Collateral Trust Mortgage (C. &

O. Prop'n, %) 4% Bonds due 1943 9,500,000.00

THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO LINES.
COST OF PROPERTY JUNE 30, 1912.

TABLE 4.

The Cost of Road as of July 1, 1911, was $162,874,368.29
Added for :

.Additions and Betterments during year
ended June 30, 1912:

Branch Lines $236,779.22
New Second Track 1,451,802.72
Changes of Line and Grade 287,015.6»
Sidings and Yards 607,629.6*
Shop Buildings, Huntington. W. Va 1,511.31
Shop Buildings, Tools and Yard. Silver Grove.
Ky 221,451.82

Enlargement of Shops and Round House. Rus-
sell, Ky 1,764.83

New iPower House, Covington, Ky 57.811.44
Enlargement of Round House, Clifton Forge,

Va.
Electrification of shops, Clifton Forge, Va.
Shops, Machinery and Tools
Depots at various places
-Additions to Piers, Newport News, Va
Freight Depot. Charlottesville, Va
Water and Coaling Stations
New Coal Pier. Newport News. Va
Various Other Structures
Telephone Lines for Dispatching Trains...
Interlocking, Block and other Signals
Ne

ntilating Plant. L
turntables and Eng
Fencing Right of V
Real Estate
Land Damage Claim
Improved Rail and Track Appliances 109,190.82
Increasing width of Road-bed and Ballasting

—

Chicago Line 38,863. 1»

9,969.73
4,756.4»

41.310.31
60,852.30
19,450.08
6,100.81

65,982.35
207.80

40,648.28
50,200.45
62,168.34

Cr. 39,292.19
7,743,83

28,550.61
6,628.21

172,274,02
1,870.91

'ities of subsidiary companies.

Less;
Sundry Credits

Cost of Road, June 30. 1912.

$3,556,242.9?

6,207.22

$166,424,404.04

The Cost of Equipment as of July 1. 1911. was

Added for :

Equipment purchased during year ended
June 30, 1912:

1 Passenger Locomotive $25,614.06
26,356.22
59,062.76
72,173.12
4,479.4f
13,348.5»

169,756.71

1 Mikado Locomoti^
1 Express Cars

100 Flat Cars
4 Flat Bottom Gondolas
1 Wrecking Crane

190 SO-ton Coal Cars (from Island Creek Rail-

road)
2 Passenger Cars (from Island Creek Rail-

road) 4.035.84
3 Locomotives (from Island Creek Railroad) 34,001.92

Improvement of Equipment 102,914.15

Less:
Value of Equipment retired:

15 Locomotives $129,966.57
342 Freight Cars 188,506.32
16 Work Cars 8,447.70
1 Car Float 16,500.00
1 Float 7,858.98

Total Addition s for

Cost of Equipment. Jun

$160,463.17

30, 1912.

8,016,202.75

Total Cost of Road snd Equipment
Amount deducted from Cost of Road and
Equipment on account of difference between
face value of securities auxiliary compa-
nies and the prices at which they were taken
over

Cost of Road and Equipment June 30, 1912. as

per Balance Sheet

$199,629,174.10

$198,388,074.10
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CHICAGO, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS & OMAHA RAILWAY COMPANY—THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT.

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

To the Stockholders of the Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha
Railway Company

:

The Board of Directors submit herewith their report of the operation
nd Omaha Railway

Total.

772.72
473.04
102.04
88.20

308.39

1,744.39

and affairs of the Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis
Company for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1912.
The mileage operated was 1,744.39, as follows:

Owned.
In Wisconsin
In Minnesota
la Iowa
In South Dakota
In Nebraska

Total 1,674.80

The average mileage operated was 1,745.10.

In addition to the foregoing, the company owne
miles of second track, located as follows;

In Wisconsin 93.91
In Minnesota 24.23
In Nebraska 1.71

Total 1 19.85

INCOME ACCOUNT.
Opebating Revenues.

Freight revenue $9,478,791.85
Passenger revenue 4,551,593.86
Other revenue from transportation 1,009,223.33
Non-transportation revenue 95,817.04

nd operated 119.85

Total operating

Opzkating Expenses.

Maintenance of way and structures $1,684,548.31
Maintenance of equipment 1,796,694.25
Traffic expenses 320,889.24
Transportation expenses 6,283,447.74
General expenses 380,636.95

Total operating expenses (69.15 per cent
of operating revenue)

Net operating revenue
Outside Operations (net deficit)

.

Total net revenue
Taxes Accrtjed (5.17 per cent of operating rev-

enue)

Operating income

Other Income.

Joint facilities, rents $126,230.77
Other properties—net income 31,209.98
Dividends declared on stock owned 41,976.00
Interest accrued on funded debt owned 11,880,00
Miscellaneous 29,376.61

10,466,216.49

$4,664,476.91

782.845.95

Cross corporate income

Dkdoctions.

Hire of equipment—balance $66,043.17
Joint facilities, rents 292,796.23
Interest accrued on funded debt 1,649,028.85
Miscellaneous 29,832.79

Net corporate income
Dividends on Stock (7% on both common and

preferred)

Net Deficit for the year

$2,084,603.28

$2,186,910.00

$2,306.72

COMPARATIVE INCOME.
As compared with the previous year, the results were as follows:

Operating revenues, decreased $957,425.28
Operating expenses, decreased 189,837.27

Net operating revenue, decreased
Net deficit from outside operations, decreased.

Total net revenue, decreased
Taxes accrued, increased

$767,588.01
7,.805.38

Gross corporate incomt
Interest on funded debt.
All other deductions, inc

decreased $710,915.57
ed $17,438.69

3,427.78 20,866.47

Net corporate income, decreased $731,782.04

As is shown in detail elsewhere herein, the total Operating Revenue
decreased $957,425.28. Over 85%- of the decrease in Freight Revenue was
caused by decrease in tonnage from the products of agriculture, due to

poor crops in some of the States through which the lines of this Com-

The operating expenses for the current fiscal year include $6,159,663.03

paid for labor, as compared with $6,067,572.05, paid during the preceding

fiscal year, being an increase of $92,090.98, accounted for as follows:

Increase account higher rates of compensation $128,766.95

decrease accoufrt less time worked by employes 36,675.97

$92,090.98

FREIGHT TRAFFIC.
The details of freight traffic for the year ending June 30, 1912, com-

pared with the preceding year, were as follows:

/ Decrease s
1911. 1912. Amount. Per Cent.

Freight revenue $10,563,204.36 $9,478,791.85 $1,084,412.51 10.27

Percentage of
Increase
r Decrease.1912.1911

Tons of freight carried 7,422.027 6,946.804 6.40 Decrease
Tons of freight carried one mile 1,171,703,024 1,982,173,586 6.79 Decrease
.'Kverage revenue received per ton $1.42
Average revenue received per ton

per mile 902 of a cent
Average distance each ton was

hauled 157.87 miles
Mileage of ,

revenue freight and
mixed trains 4.272,392

Average number of tons of rev-
enue freight carried per train
mile 274.25

Average number of tons of rev-
enue freight carried per loaded

$1.36 4.23 Decrease

(68 of a cent 3.77 Decrease

157.22 miles .41 Decrease

4,382,665 2.58 Increase

per

274.25 249.20 9.13 Decrease
umber ot tons ot rev-
ight carried per loaded

lile 17.33 17.62 1.67 Increase

$2.47 $2.16 12.55 Decrease

Increased freight train mileage is incidental to very severe weather. Re-
duced train tonnage and earnings per freight train mile are due to decrease
of agricultural products transported, which resulted in very large increase
of empty return' car mileage, instead of being utilized for load in botk
directions.

PASSENGER TRAFFIC.

The details of passenger traffic for the year ending June 30, 1912, com-
pared with the preceding year, were as follows:

f Increase n
1911. 1912. Amount. Per Cent.

Passenger revenue $4,475,419.11 $4,551,593.86 $76,174.75 1.70

Percentage of

1911. 1912. or Decrease.

Passengers carried 4,419,017 4,263,640 3.52 Decrease
Passengers carried one mile 233,136,695 220,979,696 5.21 Decrease
Average fare paid per passenger.. 101.28 cents 106.75 cents 5.40 Increase
Average rate paid per passenger

per mile 1.920 cents 2.060 cents 7.29 Increase
Average distance traveled per pas-

senger 52.76 miles 51.83 miles 1.76 Decrease
Mileage of revenue passenger and
mixed trains 4,343,215 4,393,349 1.15 Increase

Average passenger train revenue
per train mile $1.21 $1.23 1.65 Increase

OPERATING EXPENSES.
Maintenance of Way and Structures.

The total operating expenses of the company for the year ending June
30, 1912, were $10,466,216.49; of this amount $1,684,548.31 was for charges
pertaining to maintenance of way and structures. Included in these charges
are $108,835.33 for rails, $171,234.00 for ties, and the cost of re-ballasting
81.28 miles with gravel and cinders, also part cost of replacing 1,738 feet
of wooden bridging with permanent work.

During the year 8,338 tons of new steel rails and 6.968 tons of usable
and re-rolled steel rails were laid in track, a greater portion of which
replaced rails of lighter weight; 299,635 ties of all descriptions were laid

The details of the charges to maintenance of way and structures for
the year, compared with the previous year, were as follows:

Cost of Rails. 1911. 1912. Inc. or Dec.

New steel rail $333,321.74 $244,835.32 '$88,486.42
Usable and re-rolled rail 114,971.82 138,466.60 23,494.78

Net charge for rails

Cost of Ties
Cost of Ballast
(Tost of Other Track Material.
Roadway and Track Labor a:

Other Expenses

$448,293.56

369,561.63

$78,731.93
286,115.35
73.202.80
82,322.00

$383,301.92 '$64,991.64

274,466.59 '95,095.04

$108,835.33
171.234.00
29.243.68
96,879.78

$30,103.40
'114.881.35
•43,959.12
14,557.78

723,779.96 '48.865.72

Total charges. Roadway and Track.$l, 293.017.76 $1,12»,972.75 '$163,045.01

Other Expenses Account of Mainte-
nance of Way and Structures w«re
as Follows:

Superintendence
Bridges, Trestles and C
Road Crossings, Fences, Etc
Signals and Interlocking Plants
Buildings, Fixtures and Grounds
Docks and Wharves
Ro.\DWAY Tools and Supplies
Miscellaneous Charges

nte-

80.618.38 85.365.42
129,118.54

4.747.04
. 228.284.24 •99.165.70

52,031.43 45,264.00 •6,767.43
8,216.70 9,245.13 1.028.43

194,355.48 170,543.05 •23,812.43
6,126.95 14,651.09 8,524.14
15,381.92 16,399.73 1,017.81

87.360.66 83.988.60 •3,372.06

.$1,965,393.52 $1,684,548.31 '$280,845.21

Deer

The foregoing expenditures for maintenance ef way and structures for

he current year amount to 16.10 per cent of the total operating expenses,

s compared with 18.44 per cent for the preceding fiscal year.

Maintenance of Equipment.

The charges on account of maintenance of equipment for the year ending

une 30, 1912. compared with the preceding year, were as follows:
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Freight train cars
Work equipment
Shop machinery and tools
Superintendence
Sundry miscellaneous accounts.

1911.

$782,338.45
208,431.11
742,637.83
24,364.98
28,260.06
54,346.40
23,604.95

1912.

$783,851.05
213,680.26
664,352.33
25,890.35
31,279.64
58,462.03
19,178.59

;nc. or Dec.

$1,512.60
5,249.15

•78,285.50
1,525.37
3,019.58
4,115.63

•4,426.36

Total charges account of mainte-
nance of equipment $1,863,983.78 $1,796,694.25 •$67,289.53

* Decrease.
Transportation Expenses.

The transportation expenses for the year were $6,283,447.74 or 60.04
per cent of the total operating expenses. Of this amount $3,605,233.18 or
57.38 per cent, was for labor; $1,945,595.85, or 30.96 per cent was for fuel
and $732,618.71, or 11.66 per cent was for supplies and other items.
The total increase in the charges as compared with the previous year

was $127,831.30, distributed as follows:
Increase in amount charged for labor $119,554.71
Increase in amount charged for fuel for locomotives 83,514.81
Decrease in amount charged for supplies and other items 75,238.22

Total increase $127,831.30

EXTENSION OF LINE.
The extension of line from Black River Falls to a connection with the

was

year s

grade

at Lev
npleted an pla

(formerly Vaudreuil), a distanc
:ed in operation November 4, 1911.

SECOND M.^IN TR.\CK.
double-track line from Eau Claire, Wis., west, mi
report, was placed in operation August 6,

in length, and as compared with the old lii

from 1 per cent to .5 per cent, and the cur
the second main track between Merrillan and

in last year's report, was completed and placed
1911.
Work has been commenced on a second main

miles west of Eau Claire to Northline, Wis., a

In connection with this work the following changes
plated which will shorten the line 1,668 feet, eliminate fou
the curvature 112° 54', and change the maximum grade from 1% to
Change of line at Knapp, Wis.
Change of line at Woodville. Wis.
Change of line and grade at Red Cedar River, Wis.
Change of line at Elk Mound. Wis.
Change of line at Hersey, Wis.
It is expected that the portion east of Hersey, Wi

will be ready for operation during the fall of 1912.

SUNDRY ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
The following buildings mentioned in last report were completed during

the year: Engine House, Machine Shop and Oil House, Omaha, Neb.
(Joint with the C. & N. W. Ry.), depot at Craig, Neb. and addition to

liles.

west, mentioned in last
1912. The line is 3.18

e, reduces the maximum
ature 233°_ 33'.

Wyeville, Wis., mentioned
in operation November 2,

track from a point 3.18
distance of 62.66 miles,

ack are contem-

.5%.

about 35.12 miles.

Mach
Depots

son, Minn.,
Neb., the t

houses.
Steel wat

Shop, St. Paul, Mil
were erected at Obert, Neb.. Spring Brook, Wis., and Lake Wil

d Passenger Depots at Black River Falls, Wis., and Norfolk
latter replacing structures now used exclusi^

tanks replacing

River Falls, Wis.
Marshfield, Wis.
Cumberland, Wis.

A 200-ton elevated coal c

coal chute at Millston, Wis.,
Automatic block signals w

stance of 40.30

oden structures were erected

Shell Lake, Wis
Valley Springs.
Lake Wils

: was erected at Merr

ly as freight

follows:

Mil

tor
Me rillan and Wyeville,

progress on similar
lignals between Wyeville and Elroy, Wis., a distance of
Contracts have been let for installation of automatic block signals

between Eau Claire and Merrillan, Wis., 43.90 miles, and between West-
minster St., St. Paul, Minn., and Northline. Wis., a distance of 21 miles.
Work was commenced on grading the property north of 2Dth Avenue,

North, Minneapolis, Minn., for the erection of the following structures,
which probably will be completed and ready for use this fall:

A 30-stall engine house, with turntable, heating plant, etc.. complete, and
connected therewith a building for machine shop, boiler room and
coaling station.

A concrete wall was built along the bluff between Cliff, Minn., and
Mendota, Minn., for a distance of 1,594 feet, to prevent erosion of the
soft sand-stone and the consequent undermining of the track.

Interlocking plants were erected at Black River Bridge. Wis., and at
Forest Street. St. Paul. Minn, (the latter joint with the Northern Pacific
Ry.), and the plant at Wright, Wis., was moved to Levis, Wis.

BRIDGES.
The length of wooden bridging was decreased 1,738 feet, as follows:

By construction of permanent bridges 1,093 feet
By construction of concrete pipe culverts 645 feet

Total 1,738 feet

EQUIPMENT.
The following equipment was purchased:

2 passenger, 16 freight and 9 switch locomotives, 8 baggage, 4 postal,
2 combination, 7 first class passenger, 3 second class passenger, 10 caboose
cars and one Lidgerwood unloader.

RESERVE FOR ACCRUED DEPRECIATION ON EQUIPMENT,
At the close of the preceding fiscal year there was a balance

to the credit of the equipment reserve accounts of $893,637.21
During the year ending June 30, 1912, there was credited to

the equipment reserve accounts on account of charges to
Operating Expenses, Profit and Loss, and for salvage.... 455,652.49

$1,349,289.70
There has been charged during the year against the
amount the original cost of equipment retired as follows;

1 Passenger train car $3,500.00
469 Freight train cars 266,715.76

Other items 10,000.00
280,215.76

Leaving a balance to the credit of the equipment reserve
accounts on June 30, 1912, of $1,069,073.94

CAPITAL STOCK.
No stock was issued or sold during the year. The company's authorized

capital stock is fifty million dollars ($50,000,000), of which the following
has been issued to Jime 30, 1912;
Common stock and scrip held by the public. . .$18,559,086.69
Common stock and scrip in treasury 2,844,206.64

$21,403,293.33
Preferred stock and scrip held by the public. .$11,259,911.63
Preferred stock and scrip in treasury 1,386,921.66

12,646,833.29

Total $34,050,126.62

FUNDED DEBT.
,'\t the close of the preceding fiscal year the amount of

Bonds held by the Public was $30,047,000.00
For the purpose of defraying the cost of certain additions

and improvements to the property of the Company and of
additional equipment acquired, and to provide funds for
future expenditures of like character, the Board of Direct-
ors, during the year, authorized the execution of an Inden-
ture securing $15,000,000 of 5% bonds, known as Chicago,
Saint Paul. Minneapolis and Otnaha Railway Company De-
benture Gold Bonds of 1930 to be issued from time to time
as, in the discretion of the Board, the necessities of the Com-
pany in this respect mav require.
During the year Debe'nture Gold Bonds of 1930 were is-

sued, with the approval of State authorities, for additions,
improvements and equipment to the amount of 6,000,000.00

Total Bonds held by the Public June 30, 1912 ; 35.047.000.00
In addition to the foregoing, Chicago, Saint Paul, Minne-

apolis and Omaha Railway Company Consolidated Mortgage
6% Bonds of 1880 were issued in exchange for a like amount
of the following underlying bonds retired, viz.;

Chicago, Saint Paul and Minneapolis Railway First
Mortgage 6% Bond of 1878 $85,000

North Wisconsin Railway First Mortgage 6% Bond
of 1880 5,00«

$90,000
There was no change during the year in the amount of

Bonds and Scrip in the treasury of the Company;
Total Bonds and Scrip in the treasury June 30, 1912 $51,046.02

LAND DEPARTMENT.
The net receipts from all grants were $28,892.20.
6.741.38 acres were disposed of during the year, leaving 81,583.96 acres

unsold, June 30. 1912.
Appended hereto may be found statements, accounts, and statistics re-

lating to the business of the fiscal vear, and the condition of the Comr
pany's affairs on June 30, 1912.

By order of the Board of Directors.
WILLIAM A. GARDNER,

President.

Property Investment.

Road and Equipment;

Balance to debit of th
1911

Add sundry construction
expenditures for the y*

30, 1912

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, JUNE 30, 1912.

1,674.80 Miles.

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock.

Common stock and scrip outstanding
Preferred stock and scrip outstanding

$65,394,648.42

2,354,598.06

Securities:

Securities of proprietary, affiliated ai

controlled companies, unpledged . . .

.

Other Investments:
Advances to proprietary, affiliated ai

controlled companies for constructio
equipment and betterments

investments

Common stock and scrip owned by the com-
pany

Preferred stock and scrip owned by the
company

AND Secured -Debt.

$2,844,206.64

1,386,921.66

loRTGAGE. Bonded
Bonds outstanding
Bonds and scrip owned by the npany.

Working Assets.

Cash $3,938,340.82
C. St. P. M. & O. common stock on hand. . 2,844,206.64
C. St. P. M. & O. preferred stock on hand. 1,386,921.66
(Consolidated mortgage bond scrip due from

Central Trust Company 1,046.02

S. S. M. & S-W. Ry. Co. first mortgage
bonds on hand 50,000.00

Minneapolis Eastern Ry. first mortgage
bonds on hand 75,000.00

Working Liabilities.

Traflic and car service balances due to other
companies ;

.\udited vouchers and wages unpaid
Miscellaneous accounts payable
Matured interest, dividends and rents unpaid
Other working liabilities

.Accrued Liabilities, not Due.
Unmatured interest and dividends
"Taxes accrued

$351,950.84
1,440.282.23

85.565.78
88.043.00
17.022.82
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ASSETS

—

Continued.
Working Assets—Continued.

Minnesota Transfer Ry. first mortgage
bonds on hand

Bills receivable
Traffic and car service balances due from

other companies
Net balances due from agents and conduc-

tors (including working funds)
Miscellaneous accounts receivable
Materials and supplies
Other working assets

Deferred Debit Items.

Advances
Other deferred debit items

GENERAL HAI.AN'CE SHEET—Continued.

LIABILITIES—Continued.
Deferred Credit Items.

Reserve for accrued depreciation $1,069,073.94
183,000.00 Unextinguished premium on funded debt

1,955.83 sold 216,727.56
Other deferred credit items 155,708.94

113.473.17
Profit and Loss

408,971.32
419,885.52

1,135,156.36
1,655.20

10,559,612.54

$7,258.16
311,191.76

318,449.92

$79,016,204.76 •

• Stockholders of

The Missouri Pacific Railway Company and the
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway Compa

ng report of affaii

THE MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

Louis, Mo., September 10th, 1912.

The Board of Directors submit the foil

fiscal year ended June 30, 1912.
The results of operation for the year wer folio

1912.

7,230.77

1911.

7,234.;.Average Mileage Operated

Operating Revenues:
Revenue from Transpor-

tation-

Freight $39,514,355.87 $37,629,213.04

Passenger 10,662,443.17 10,917,850.64

Passenger—Other ... 196,006.14 171,823.81

Mail 1,429,607.72 1,431.553.73

Express 1,374,454.41 1,178,618.85

Miscellaneous 891,224.79 1,004,221.67

$1,885,142.83 5.01

—255,407.47 2.34

24,182.33 14.07

—1,946.01 0.14

195,835.56 16.62

—112,996.88 11.25

Total Revenue from

Transportation ..$54,068,092.10

Revenue from Opera-

tion Other than

Transportation .... 435,157.82

2,333,281.74 $1,734,810.36 3.31

Total Operating

Revenues . . . . .$54,503,249.92 $52,776,592.60 $1,726,657.32 3.27

Operating Expenses;

Maintenance of Way
and Structures $8,664,769.03

Maintenance of Equip-

ment 8,321,786.50

Traffic Expenses 1.358,014.19

Transportation Expenses 21,268,313.87

General Expenses 1,667,708.42

1,984,132.14 —$319,363.11 3.55

8,283,520.67

1,410,780.12

22,745,409.00

1,906,094.46

38,265.83 0.46

—52,765.93 3.74

—1,477,095.13 6.49

—238,386.04 12.51

Total Operating

Expenses . . . .

Net Operating Rev-

.$13,222,657.91 $9,446,656.21 $3,776,001.70 39.97

Net Deficit from Outside

Operations 120,852.76 86,082.47

Total Net Revenue,$13, 101,805. 15 $9,360,573.74

34,770.29 40.39

$3,741,231.41 39.97

Taxes Accrued . . .

.

Operating Inc

$2,243,379.97 $1,983,788.58 $259,591.39 13.(

.$10,858,425.18 $7,376,785.16 $3,481,640.02 47.20

)tiier Income:
Rent $491,359.28

Dividends from Stock. 315,466.00

Interest 1,354,319.50

Miscellaneous Income. . 76,315.59

$267,224.65

649,722.00

779,885.11

112,725.68

$224,134.63 83.87

—334,256.00 51.45

574,434.39 73.66

—36,410.09 32.30

Total Other Incoi

Gross Corporate

$2,237,460.37 $1,809,557.44 $427,902.93 23.65

Deductions from Gross
Corporate Income:

Rent $882,285.61

Equipment Rents

—

Debit Balance 746,367.21

Interest 13,434,924.33

Miscellaneous Deduc-
tions 11,399.89

1,409,499.37

12,213,265.87

$304,241.89 52.63

—663,132.16 47.05

1,221,658.46 lO.eo

Total Deduction

from Income. .$15,074,977.04 $14,418,881.60 $656,095.44 4.55

Net Corporate Loss $1,979,091.49 $5,232,539.00 —$3,253,447.51 62.18

Operating Revenue per
mile of road

Operating Revenue per
revenue train mile....

Operating Expense per
mile of road

Operating Expense per
revenue train mile. . . .

Net Operating Revenue
per mile of road

Net Operating Revenue
per revenue train mile.

Ratio of Operating Ex-
pense to Operating Rev-

$7,537.68 $7,294.87 $242.81 3.33

2.07.466 1.98.014 .09.452 4.77

5.709.02 5,989.14 —280.12 4.68

1.57.134 1.62.571 —.05.437 3.46

1,828.67 1,305.73 522.94 40.05

0.50.332 0.35.443 .14.889 42.01

75.74% 82.10% —6.36%

CAPITAL STOCK.
There has been no change in the capital stock during the ye

FUNDED DEBT.
The funded debt increased during the year as follows-
The Missouri Pacific Railway Company—
Funded Debt $4,000,000.00
Equipment Trust Obligations 1,553.000.00

Total

T. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern
Railway Company—

Funded Debt $ 616,000.00
Equipment Trust Obligations 1,544,000.00

.$41,280,592.01 $43,329,936.39 —$2,049,344.38 4.73 debt

$2,160,000.00

1 the funded

Total

Statements on Pages 21 and 27 give in detail the changes
id equipment trust obligations.

The St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway Company executed
;s First and Refunding Mortgage dated July 1st, 1912, to secure an issue
f bonds limited to the aggregate principal sum of $200,000,000. The bonds
authorized mature July 1st. 1952, and bear interest from July 1st, 1912,
ch rate or rates not exceeding 6% per annum as the board of directors

may fr' determine, payable alb- July 1st and

.$13,095,885.55 $9,186,342.60 $3,909,542.95 42.56 from $175,000,000 to $150,000,000,

time to tin
January 1st in each v
Of the amount authorized by the mortgage $27,097,000 of bonds, or somuch thereof as may be necessary, were reserved for cancellation and

retirement of the $11,300,000 outstanding Improvement Bonds and of the

Ji'rA^]^;?^'"
I^ot« payable to The Missouri Pacific Railway Company for

?8,500.000. and for reimbursing the Railway Company for expenditures
for additions, betterments, etc., aggregating $6,000,000 heretofore made.

$134,389,000 of bonds, or as much as mav be necessary, are reserved
to refund bonds issued or issuable under existing underlving mortgages

$5,928,000 of bonds are reserved to reimburse the Railway Company for
payments made after July 1st, 1912, on account of its existing equipment
trusts or agreements.

$10,000,000 of bonds, or as much thereof as may be necessary, are
reserved to aid m refunding underlying bonds and in reimbursing "equip-
ment payments.

$22,586,000 of bonds are reserve
tensions, branches, equipment, addit
of securities of controlled companie
By the retirement of the St. Loi

Company Improvement Bonds outstanding and the satisfact:... -. . ,

gage under which the same were issued, the aggregate amount of the
Missouri Pacjfic Railway Company^s First and Refunding bonds that may

First and Refunding Mortgage is reduced

for additional lines of railroads, ex-
is, betterments, etc., and the purchase
and securities of terminal companies.

Mountain & Southern Railway

unde
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traffic

NEW LINES.
Construction of the line between Mariaona and West Memphis, Ark.,

which was started in March, 1903, and temporarijy abandoned in December
of that year, has been actively continued during the year; but, owing to
the extremely heavy rainfall and the overflow of the Mississippi River,
it was impossible to make progress between February 1st and July 1st.
The line will be 43 miles long and passes through a large hardwood forest
section and affords a short low grade line to the south from Memphis.
Track laying will be completed this fall.

A line 2.05 miles in length, connecting the tracks of the St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern Railway Company with those of the Marion & John-
ston City Railway Company in the Illinois Coal District, was constructed
during the year by the Johnston City Connecting Railway Company, both
of these Companies being owned and operated by the St. Louis, Iron Moun-
tain & Southern Railway Company. The line was placed in operation
July 1st and will save a long and expensive detour in handling the coal

iginating east of Herrin, III.

EQUIPMENT,
equipment was purchased during the year, at cost

Under Trust Agreements

—

50 Mikado Type Locomotives.
14 Pacific Type Locomotives.
1 Mallet Type Locomotive.
1 Gasoline-Electric Motor.

11 Steel Underframe Chair Cars.
8 Steel Underframe First Class Coaches.
2 Steel Underframe Partition Coaches.

15 Steel Underframe Baggage Cars.
13 All-steel Mail Cars.
1 AU-Steel Paper Car.

1000 Steel Undeframe Automobile Cars.
1000 Steel Underframe Bo.x Cars.
900 Steel Underframe Stock Cars.

2000 Steel Underframe Coal Cars.
500 Steel Underframe Flat Cars.

Purchased for cash and built at Company's shops

—

25 Locomotive Tenders.
1 Steam Ditcher.
1 Ballast Spreader.
6 Baggage Cars.

All of the above was received and taken into the accounts at June 30th.
Statements on Pages 46 and 47 show comparative inventory and capacity

of equipment.

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
The following are the more important items of addition and betterment

work the total cost of which amounted to $4,112,525.25.
Embankments and cuts have been widened to standard width on 566.02

miles of road; 19.92 track miles laid with new 100-lb. steel, 322.13 with
new 85-lb. steel, and 110.74 with released 751b. steel, replacing lighter
sections.

Ballast applied as follows:

Gravel 181.74 miles.
Rock 4.59 miles.
Cinders and Slag 149.24 miles.
Chatts 206.84 miles.

Total 542.41 miles.

Revetment work, consisting of mattress, rip rap and top bank paving,
has been done for protection against encroachment of the Missouri and
Mississippi Rivers.
Grades between Atchison and Padonia, Kansas, have been revised to a

ma-ximum virtual 0.4%, together with correction of vertical curves. Be-
tween Gorham and Bush, Illinois, the revision to a 0.3% ruling grade
in the northbound traffic is underway. The corrected lines will permit
of substantial increase in train tonnage. Minor rectifications have been
made at several points.
To comply with Government requirements, the double track steel bridge

over Kaw River at Kansas City, Kansas, was extended 196 feet, shifted
transversely and raised 6J4 feet, to provide additional waterway. 1,296
lineal feet of other steel bridges were constructed, displacing trestles or
iron bridges, and 11.815 lineal feet of trestles were filled, replaced by
culverts, or partially filled.

Additional second tracks were completed:

Jefferson City to Cole Junction, Missouri 5..S2 miles.
Wichita. Kansas. 12th Street to 25th Street 2.10 miles.
Poplar Bluff to Harviell, Missouri ; 8.18 miles.
North Junction. Illinois 05 miles.
Bald Knob to Mc-Almont. Arkansas 48.01 miles.
Diaz to White River, Arkansas 4.71 miles.

Total 68.57 miles.

State Line and Cypress Yards, at Kansas City, Kansas, were raised
1 to 65--; feet to an elevation above high water line. Reconstruction of
yards at Jefferson City, Missouri, were completed. Additional yard facili-

ties installed at West Ivory, Missouri; Dupo. Illinois; Argenta and
McGehee. Arkansas. Various passing sidings, industrial sidincs and spurs
were constructed or extended, making a net addition in side track mileage
of about 79.83 miles.
Wire right of way fence was built to the extent of 743.84 lineal miles.
Grade crossings w-ere eliminated by construction or completion of over-

head concrete and steel viaducts at Compton Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri;
South Side Boulevard and at South Main Street, Independence, Missouri:
7th Street, .\rgenta, -Arkansas; 19th Street, Little Rock, .Arkansas; and, a
subway at 2nd Street. Argenta, Arkansas.

Interlocking plants were installed at Williamsville. Missouri, 22 levers;
Paola, Kansas. 46 levers, and Lamar, Missouri, 20 levers; Diaz and south
of Newport, .Arkansas, 4 levers each, at end of second main track.

-Ml the main lines of heavy passenger and freight traffic not heretofore
protected are now operated under Manual Telephone Block. There were
installed during the year 1403 miles.

.Automatic block signalling was extended one mile.

Additional telephone and telegraph lines have been provided as follows:

Telegraph Circuits, Copper 1,659.33 miles.

Telegraph Circuits, Iron 25.17 miles.

Telephone Train Dispatching Circuits 30.75 miles.

Long Distance Telephone Circuits 644.11 miles.

New station buildings were constructed: of stone, 1; of brick. 4;trame, 18; and others remodeled or extended at twenty points.
.tor use on Sections, 253 motor cars, were acquired.A riew 93-foot brick, 27stall engine house, with machine shop, was

erected at Argenta, Arkansas. Early in the fiscal year, the extensive shop
buildings were completed at Hoisington, Kansas; Falls City, Nebraska;
and. East Bottoms (Kansas City), Missouri.

There was on deposit with Trustees June 30, 1912. $5,445,984.84 avail-
able tor Additions and Betterments.

OPERATIONS.
The total Operating Revenues were $54,503,249.92, an increas«, com-

pared with previous year, of $1,726,657.32 or 3.27 per cent. • .The total
equals $7,538. per mile of road operated (average).
The reveriue from freight traffic increased $1,885,142.83 or 5.01 per cent.

Ihe tons of revenue freight carried increased 3.35 per cent and the rev-
enue freight ton miles increased 9.15 per cent, which is reflected in the
longer haul, the average having been 238.06 miles, an increase of 5 61

''f'^^'^lc''
average revenue per ton per mile was 8.24 mills, a decrease

of 3.85 per cent. Table on Page 50 gives a comparative statement of
commodities earned, the increased tonnage being in products of agricul-
ture (other than grain), products of animals, bituminous coal and mer-
chandise, and a decrease in grain, building material and manufactures.
The revenue from passenger traffic was $10,662,443.17, a decrease of

2;34 per cent, less local travel contributing the major portion of the loss.
Ihe number of passengers carried decreased 3.26 per cent. The number
carried one mile decreased 5.16 per cent. The average distance traveled
by each passenger was 39.16 miles, a decrease of 1.98 per cent. The
average revenue per passenger was 90.16 cents, an increase of .95 per
cent, and the average revenue per passenger per mile was 2.30 cents, an
increase of .06 cents each.
Complete details of operating expenses, with comparisons, are exhibited

on Pages 42 and 43, the total exhibiting a decrease of 4.73 per cent.
Notwithstanding a serious curtailment of the working season attributable

to extraordinary weather conditions, particularly, floods in Arkansas and
L-ouisiana, some of the lines in that section having been out of commis-
sion for a period of nearly three months, gratifying progress has been
made in improving the roadway. Rail and tie renewals, widening fills
and cuts, new and patch ballasting, and general track work, have been
prosecuted to the utmost economical limit. The total expenditures for
maintenance of way and structures aggregate $1,198.32 per mile of road
Cross and switch ties were renewed to the number of 3,739.242.

Extraordinary repairs were made to freight and work cars, the expendi-
ture for which was nearly offset by a corresponding reduction in repairs
of locomotives. Based upon the total number owned July 1, 1911, the
average amount expended upon each freight car was $87.58, and on the
same basis, repairs and renewals of locomotives equalled $2,987.41, and
on passenger train cars $1,111.94.
Economies were effected, resulting in a reduction of about 3 per cent

in Traffic Expenses.
Although passenger revenues declined, the passenger train miles for the

year increased 4.94 per cent. The tons of revenue freight carried one
mile increased 9.15 per cent, but notwithstanding the increased volume,
transportation expenses were greatly reduced, despite the further fact that
increases in rates of pay to various classes of employes, affecting these
expenses, were in effect throughout the entire year as against a portion
only of the previous year, the calculated difference in those wages being
approximately $250,000.00.
The introduction of heavier power and the more efficient condition of

equipment, roadway and appointments, enabled an improvement in train
operation, the average tons of revenue freight per freight train mile
having increased 14.47 per cent, and the loading per freight car mile
4.19 per cent. .Ml of these items likewise contributed to a very decided
advance in the character of the service rendered the public.

Charges for general administration were reduced 12J^ per cent.
New industries, numbering 311 and representing an actual investment

of nearly $11,500,000.00, were established on or adjacent to the right of
way. and 122 industrial side tracks constructed.
The

_
Company's Commissioner of Agriculture has actively extended the

educational work of scientific cultivation and with continued satisfactory

of the administration of the Land Department are given
results

Results
Page 55.

The improved financial condition of the Company is indicated by the
annexed System statements of accounts, showing that upon June 30, 1912, I
the close of the fiscal year, there was no unfunded or floating debt other l

th the arious obligations incidental to the current operation of the

It is believed that the close of the fiscal year established a conspicuous
mile-post in the history of your property, for at that time the territory
it serves was giving every evidence of revival, aroused by the promise of
bountiful crops of every description, and in no small part due to the
expansive activities of the communities in their own behalf and which
in turn has brought those peoples into a closer association with and under-
standing of your Company's affairs. Such a marked advance could scarcely
have been made without the substantial and efficient support of the officers
and employes, in whose hands rests the immediate conduct of the business.

Local and federal enactments cumulatively have imposed burdens, of
which the public gives evidence of having a growing realization, and
which it is believed wise councils will eventually undertake to lighten.
This lends further encouragement to what must be regarded as a gratify-
ing outlook.
By order of the Board of Directors.

B. F. BUSH,
Pretidtnt.

THE MISSOURI PACIFIC SYSTEM.
PROFIT AND LOSS.

JUNB 30, 1912.

THE MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.
Credit Balance, June 30th, 1911... $».U8,252.92
Delayed Income Credits $47,735.74
Profit on Road and Equipment Sold 13,050.00
Miscellaneous Credits 297.777.97 $358,563.71

Less:
Deficit for year ended June 30th.

1912 $2,326,019.21
Debt Discount Extinguished
through Surplus 388,200.00

Loss on Retired Road and Equip-
ment 251,578.05

Miscellaneous Debits 46,520.52 3,012,317.^8 2,6S3,7S4.«7

Credit Balance. June 30tb. 1912.... tt,4M.498.gS
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I
"HE special letter ballot taken by the Master Car Builders'

'• Association on propositions for changes in the M. C. B.

rules o£ interchange to abrogate the rules that penalize the de-

livering line for owner's defects which, under the present rules.

become delivering line defects when a car is offered in inter-

change, and to add a direct percentage of 10 per cent, to the

labor and material charges as shown on the monthly bills, re-

sulted in an affirmative vote on both propositions. It is expected

that this will promote a more prompt exchange of cars at inter-

•change points, and will greatly relieve the congestion at these

points during periods of heavy traffic. The resolutions of the

arbitration committee proposing these changes, were published in

"the Railway Age Gazette of September 13, page 476. The neces-

sary changes in the M. C. B. code will be made and officially dis-

tributed by the association within a few days, to become effective

at 12:01 a. m. on November 1. In the meantime the railways

and interchange bureaus will hold meetings of their inspectors

lor the purpose of drilling them in the amended rules.

/^F the four annual reports on which we commented in the
^^ issue of September 27, two showed remarkable gains in op-

erating efficiency, and the other two showed considerable gains

in this respect, although the roads to whose business they re-

lated have had for a number of years unusually high records for

economical and efficient management. But one of these four

companies showed a reduction in passenger train mileage com-
parable with the changes in the amount of passenger business

handled. The Missouri Pacific handled 5.16 per cent, less pas-

senger miles in 1912 than in 1911, with a decrease of but 2.70 per

cent, in passenger train mileage. The Chicago, St. Paul, Minne-
apolis & Omaha handled 5.21 per cent, less passenger miles, with

an increase of 1.15 per cent, in the revenue passenger and mixed
train mileage. The Chicago & North Western handled 2.47 per

cent, greater passenger mileage in 1912 than in 1911, with an
increase of 5.40 per cent, in the mileage of revenue and mixed
trains. The Chesapeake & Ohio had a decrease of 0.3 per cent,

in passenger miles, and an increase of 4.7 per cent, in passenger
train mileage. These figures illustrate a marked tendency in

American railway service. It may be possible to handle a largely

increased passenger business with a comparatively small increase

in passenger train mileage ; but it is seldom, if ever, possible to

reduce passenger train mileage to correspond with a large reduc-

tion in number of passengers carried one mile. There is a con-
stant demand for improved service in the passenger department

;

and there is so strong an insistence that service once established

shall not be reduced that it amounts almost to an absolute veto.

This has always been the case on American railways, and most
railway managers are disposed to think that since this is what the

public wants, that is what it will continue to get. The state and
interstate commissions, however, are not disposed to admit that

passenger service should be given weight when considering the

reasonableness of freight rates, despite the fact that all the com-
panies that allocate expenses as between freight and passengers
show—if not an actual loss on passenger business—a very small

margin of profit. If freight revenue must contribute to the cost

of passenger service, the passenger service given should in fair-

ness be considered in discussing freight rates.

"T^HE question as to just how far the privileges of the floor
••• should be extended to the representatives of the railway
supply interests in railway conventions is a perplexing one. The
Traveling Engineers' Association, more than any other organ-
ization we know of, seems to be handling this problem in such
a way as to secure the best results. It seems to be the practice

of that association to call upon the engineering experts of the

supply companies for such information as the members of the

association may be specially desirous of knowing. Listed in

the ranks of the railway supply fraternity are a large number
of ex-mechanical department railway officers, who when in rail-

way service were noted for their executive ability and their

engineering knowledge. In many cases since leaving railway

service these men have concentrated their attention on the de-

velopment and construction of railway devices, and are excep-

tionally well fitted for explaining to railway men just how the

devices in which they are interested can best be employed and
maintained. They are thus in .t position to be invaluable to the

mechanical department associations, and wherever desirable the

associations should take advantage of this. They must make it

thoroughly understood, however, that such representatives are

not asked to appear before them in the capacity of salesmen,

but as technical engineers and experts. With such an under-

standing there should be little possibility of the supplymen
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overstepping the bounds of propriety and of abusing the privi-

leges which are extended to them. One of the most important

railway supply companies is noted because its representatives,

located throughout the country, are not known because of their

abihty as salesmen, although they are not deficient in this re-

spect, but because of their ability as engineers. They are not

only consulted by the railway officers from time to time as to

difficulties arising in the handling of trains on which their ap-

paratus is used, but are welcomed before the railway clubs and

mechanical department associations, either in presenting papers

or in discussing reports in which they are interested. This is a

most desirable condition of affairs, and railway supplymen who

are anxious to make their influence felt should use every effort,

when they are thus privileged, to try to add to the occasion by

giving in a dignified, clear cut and positive way the best data

and advice of which they are capable. If this course is followed

and the various associations insist upon having it lived up to, a

troublesome question can be solved to the mutual advantage of

the railways and the supplymen.

A PROPOSED REMEDY FOR ACCIDENTS.

WE recently have received two letters from railway officers

who advocate the adoption of radical measures in deal-

ing with labor organizations as a remedy for accidents. One

of them was from a general manager, and was published in

our issue of August 23, page 336. The other, which is from a

master mechanic, and which endorses the views expressed by

"General Manager," is published elsewhere this week. The

remedy proposed by "General Manager" was that the stock-

holders and directors give managers "full power to deal with

the labor organizations and instruct them to cancel all existing

agreements and put others into effect, naming the rates of pay

employees will receive from the time they go on duty until they

are relieved, with a minimum of ten hours in twenty-four; let

the superintendent be general manager of his division in so far

as handling his employees is concerned, there being no appeal

from the superintendent's decision
;
promotion to depend upon

merit and the superintendent or his assistants to be the judge."

Our correspondents both see the first obstacle that would be

encountered in an attempt to carr\- out this plan. This would

be a great strike. The brotherhoods do cause many promotions

to be made because of seniority and in disregard of the com-

parative merits of employees, and this tends to produce in-

efficiency. They do interfere with discipline, and this is one of

the main causes of railway accidents. These conditions ought

to be changed. If it could be assumed that if the railways can-

celed all existing contracts with the labor brotherhoods, they

would win the ensuing strike, and that the result would be the

establishment of better conditions all around, an attempt to

apply the drastic remedy suggested might be worth while. But

can this assumption be made?

If the railways should adopt the policy suggested, whether

they would win the resulting strike w-ould depend mainly on

whether public opinion would endorse the policy adopted and

back them in carrying it out. The usual tendency of the public

in cases of railway labor disputes is to sympathize with the

employees. As, in this particular case, the railways would be

the aggressor, unless they could convince the public that their

relations with the employees had become such as to make adop-

tion of extreme measures necessary in the interest of the public

as well as themselves, the sympathies of the public would be with

the employees. It is doubtful if the roads could convince the

public of this.

Suppose, however, that the roads should provoke a strike

in the way suggested, and win it. Would the relations between

employers and employees be more just and satisfactory after-

ward than they are now? Probably "Master Mechanic" prac-

tically answers this question in that part of his letter in which

he criticizes railway managers because, while they now yield too

much to the demands of the organized employees, they do not

deal fairly with the unorganized employees.

If the roads should win a great struggle with the brotherhoods,

and drive them off the railways, would employees afterward be

dealt with differently from the way in which unorganized em-
ployees are dealt with now? The attitude of the managements
toward the now organized employees in the days before the

brotherhoods became powerful was not always one of ben-

evolence. Excessive power, whether possessed by employers or

employees, usually begets abuses. Labor unions on railways and

elsewhere were formed largely to enable employees to better

defend themselves against the abuses resulting from the posses-

sion and exercise of practically unrestricted power by employers.

They are just as natural and proper an outgrowth of modern
social and industrial conditions as are big corporations. Like

the large corporations they have probably come to stay because,

in spite of their shortcomings, they serve a useful purpose. It

is not their existence that is objectionable, but their unreasonable

demands and conduct.

It would seem, then, that the proper remedy for the evil con-'

ditions on railways that have been brought into existence by

the acquisition and exercise of excessive power by the labor

brotherhoods would be, not to take steps that would amount to

an attack on the unions themselves, but to take steps to reduce

their power within reasonable limits, and to attack the specific

parts of the agreements with them and of the conduct of the

organizations and their members that are unreasonable Ths
agreements are expiring from time to time; and when they expire

is the time to make a stand against renewing their unreasonable

provisions, against inserting others of the same character, aiid

in favor of inserting such provisions as are necessary to pro-

tect the rights and interests of the roads and the public. Sim-

ilarly, the time to oppose the unreasonable activities and resist

the unreasonable demands of the grievance committees is at the

time when these activities are manifested and these demands are

made. A frank recognition of the fact that the organization of

employees is all right in itself, and that their unions are entitled

to a voice in determining their wages and conditions of work,

accompanied by a determined resistance to unreasonable de

mands and conduct, and determined insistence on the acceptance

by employees of reasonable wages and of conditions of employ-

ment that are necessary to the most efficient and safest operation,

would make it impossible to charge that the roads were trying

to destroy the unions and render it practicable for them to

convince the public that they were acting in its interest as well

as their own, and also in the interest of the employees. If, then,

it was impossible to reach an agreement and a strike did result

it could be shown that the responsibility for it was on the em-

ployees, and the chances of the railways winning it would be

much better. It was chiefly because they adopted practically the

course outlined here that the Harriman Lines, the Illinois Cen-

tral and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas won in their present

struggle with their shop employees.

In some large industries where the labor unions formerly Were

very strong the employers have attacked and extirpated them.

Never in any industry were the unions stronger or in many ways

more unreasonable than they are in the railway industry now.

It is natural to suggest that as they have been dealt with else-

where so they could and should be on the railways. But trans-

portation is a peculiar business. Railways cannot be shut down

or barricaded as manufacturing plants can be. Any interference

with their service immediately causes great public inconvenience

and loss, and the pubhc at once becomes concerned and takes

a decisive hand. Therefore, what has been done by any other

class of employers is not necessarily an example of what ought

to and could be done by railway employers. Certainly before

the railways take steps that are apt to cause a violent rupture

with any large body of their employees they should exercise

great care to have right on their side, and to be prepared to

convince the reasonable part of the public that this is the case.
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DUST LAYING ON RAILWAY ROADBEDS.
/^NE of the most serious annoyances to passengers travel-

^^ ing during the summer months is caused by the dust

which is drawn up from the ballast by the train, and which
cannot be kept from entering the cars through the windows and
transoms that must be open for ventilation. On through trains

passengers are forced to dress with due regard to this condition

and keep their hats in paper bags, and on some of the best

trains the observation platform is practically deserted except

while the train is standing in a terminal. In local and suburban
services the period of exposure to the dirt is not so long, but

the annoyance is probably greater, for passengers on such trains

cannot take the precautions for traveling that through passen-

gers do. As the density of traffic is greatest on suburban lines

and the annoyance from dust is also probably the greatest,

and as ordinarily through trains run over the same right of

w-ay, it is natural that suburban lines should be the first on which
remedies for dusty roadbeds should be tried.

The most effective remedy for dust is to lay clean ballast.

Some rock ballast is so nearly dustless that no trouble from this

source is experienced where such ballast is used. If the rock

crumbles, however, or if dirty gravel, cinders, slag or loam are

used for surfacing the track, a fine powder-like dust is sure to

be found. Oiling the surface of highways at road crossings

has been practised to a limited extent on several lines, the ob-

ject being to eliminate the dust at these points, which are al-

ways the worst. The application of oil to the entire surface of

the ballast for the same purpose was undertaken by the Illinois

Central and the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy on their Chi-

cago suburban lines last year with results so satisfactory that

the application has been repeated this summer. Crude oil is

used, which is sprayed over the ballast by gravity from a

tank car, the arrangement of which was described in the Rail-

7LHiy Age Gazette of September 15, 1911. The Burlington used

about 1,800 gal. of oil per mile at a total cost for the first 39

miles of about $50 per mile. The Illinois Central used about

2.200 gal. per mile. The experience of these two roads has been

that the treatment effectively lays the dust during the season

the oil is applied, and the Illinois Central found that before

making the second application this summer, the track that had
been oiled last year was unusually clean, although it had passed

through a very severe winter. It has also been found that the

oil kills weeds and grass in the ballast, and tends to prevent

the subsequent growth of plants. Care must be taken to keep

the oil off the rails, and it must not be placed thick enough
so that free oil will stand on the surface which can be sucked

up by a train or tracked about by passengers at stations. The
effectiveness of the application is, of course, destroyed if the

surface of the ballast is afterward disturbed, as in surfacing

track or replacing ties. For this reason the oiling should be

delayed until most of the heavy spring track work is done.

The effects of any slight disturbances to the surface may be

repaired by oiling by hand with a can.

No method for dust laying except oiling has been used on a

large scale by American railways. Practically the only other

information applicable to the problem has been gained by road
experts in their experience with laying dust on highways.
Aside from oil, either in the pure state or emulsified with a

cheap soap, calcium chloride and the coal tar products have
been most extensively used on highways. The calcium chloride

is clean and effective, but in common with all substances solvent

in water it is rapidly leached out by heavy rains. This is a

more serious disadvantage on railway roadbed than on high-

.ways, for since a highway is subject to the constant wear of

traffic, frequent applications of any treatment for dust laying

are necessary, while as a railway roadbed is disturbed only by
the elements and the suction from trains, the remedy for dust
on it need only be applied at yearly intervals if a remedy is

used which will withstand the weather.

M
ILLINOIS CENTRAL.

AJOR HINE, in one of his "Letters From An Old Railroad

Official To His Son, a General Manager," said that no

general manager ever went through a long strike, successful or

unsuccessful, without ultimately losing his job. What he meant
to suggest was that the game was never worth the candle. The
Illinois Central has gone through, during the past year, a strike

that ranks in number of men out with the largest railway strike

in recent years, and has come out not only with a moral victory,

but with actually a stronger and more respected organization.

Besides the temporary loss of revenue and the increased cost

of operation, a severe strike such as that on the Illinois Centraf.

in which 10,000 men went out, may seriously affect operations-

over a number of succeeding years. The railway may perma-
nently lose business through the transfer of traffic that it is tem-
porarily unable to handle to competitors who can permanently
hold this trade ; the physical property may be allowed to de-

teriorate because of an effort on the part of the management tff;

keep down expenses ; and the company may, although nominally
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The Increase In Freight Service Since 1902.

victor in the struggle, find its organization so weakened that it

will take years to build it up again.

The Illinois Central felt severely the temporary effects of the

strike in reduction in revenue and increase in expenses. Xot only
did the company have the strike on its hands, but during the fiscal.

year ended June 30, 1912. it also had to operate under unusually
difficult conditions, owing in the first place to the very severe

winter, and in the second place to the floods in the Mississippi

valley. Total operating revenues amounted to $58,730,000 in

1912, a loss from the previous year of $3,360,000; and operating
expenses- amounted to $48,120,000, an increase of $3,360,000. In
addition there was but $5,400,000 other income, an additionat

loss compared with 1911 of $1,310,000; so that the company at

the end of the year had $3,470,000 net corporate income avail-

able for dividends, as against $11,320,000 at the end of the pre-

vious year. Regular dividends were paid, being charged in 1912

to profit and loss ; so that the total net credit to profit and loss

at the end of 1912 was $2,770,000, as against a net credit at the
end of 1911 of $6,780,000.

This loss is for a single year. It is taken up and done with.
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The conipanj .s ;aih position has naturally been weakened by

the operation of such a year. At the end of 1911 there was

$15,140,000 cash on hand, with but $200,000 loans and bills pay-

able; while at the end of 1912 there was but $1,860,000 cash on

hand, and loans and bills payable of $5,900,000. With a

road whose credit was less strong than that of the Illinois Cen-

tral, this might be taken as a rather serious matter; but with a

year by the retirement of $1,715,000 bonds. The Illinois Central

bought in 1912 the first, second, and third income bonds of the

Central of Georgia, which goes to explain the loss in cash. The

bonds are carried in the June 30 balance sheet as marketable

securities. The bonds are marketable in the sense that they may
be sold to the Central of Georgia itself.

Of the evils that might be felt over a series of years, the lUi-

The Illinois Central and Us Controlled Line, the Central of Georgia.

company whose credit is as firmly secure as is that of the Illi-

nois Central, this loss of working capital and accumulation of

loans and bills payable simply means that the company is wait-

ing until a favorable opportunity to permanently finance its loans

and bills payable and restore its working capital. As a matter

of fact, the bonded debt outstanding decreased during the past

uois Central has suffered not at all. The management has had

the courage to go directly on with its plans for betterment of

the property ; the standard of upkeep has not been lowered in

the slightest, and President Markham says in his report that

the company's road and equipment have been greatly improved.

There was a decrease of less than 1 per cent, in the amount spent
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for maintenance of way and strnctures, and llie standard main-

tained is well illustrated by the fact that 1,800.000 ties were re-

newed, which is equivalent to 568 miles of track, and is 8 per

cent, of all ties in track, including sidings. The cost of mainte-

nance of equipment was 10.90 per cent, greater than in 1911;

but the total cost of securing new shop employees and commis-

sions and all the miscellaneous expenses in connection with the

strike of shopmen have been charged to this year's cost of main-

tenance of equipment under the head "other expenses." So

much as an indication of what has been done in upkeep.

The company spent $5,270,000 for additions and betterments,

which includes $620,000 for real estate, $720,000 for additional

tracks, $600,000 for shops, engine houses and turntables. There

was 97 miles of automatic block signals installed, making 683

miles in all protected by block signals ; and there is under way

the installation of 111 miles of additional automatic block signals.

New passenger stations were built at a number of places; new

mechanical coaling plants were built at Carbondale, 111,, Centralia,

I Uinois Central had permanently lost to competitors business which

it was unable to handle during the strike. It is the belief, how-

ever, of those who have followed the development of the situation

most closely, that the patrons of the road felt that the Uhnois

Central was fighting their battle for tViem ; that a strike of ma-

chinists, unlike a strike by locomotive enginemen or conductors,

would affect not only the railways, but manufacturers them-

selves. If the unreasonable dema:ids oi railway machinists were

successfullj enforced against the Illinois Central, it would be

only a question of time until machinists in a great number of

other classes of work would make similar demands, and manu-
facturers would be faced with the same problem that the Illinois

Central was working out. It is believed, therefore, that the feel-

ing of loyalty thus engendered will more than offset a natural

inclination to continue to give to competitors that were able to

liandle it during the strike year, business which formerly went to

the Illinois Central.

The Illinois Central operates 4,763 miles of road. It is double
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Minonk and Champaign ; a 100,000-gal. tank was built to replace

a 40,000-gal. tank at Hart, 111, There is certainly no indication

here that additions or betterment work was abandoned, or even

delayed, because of the strike and the Hoods,

.\s to the organization of the Illinois Central, it is in far bet-

ter shape than it has been for a number of years. The company,

in the first place, plainly had the right on its side in the contro-

versy with its shopmen. Through a wise policy of frankness, it

kept the public informed of what was going on and retained

throughout the sympathy and support of the better class of

public opinion, and it earned a degree of respect from other

employees beside the shopmen which in itself is worth a

considerable part of the money lost by the strike. There are

few instances, indeed, in the recent history of labor troubles

where so serious a situation has been handled with so much

frankness and so much tact.

Of course, an annual report of a year in which such a strike

as this occurred could give no indication whether or not the

track, with a few very short exceptions, all the way from Chi-

cago to Memphis ; and from Memphis south, as will be seen by

tlie map, the company has the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley as

well as its own line. Furthermore, its own line is double track

from Jackson to New Orleans. The northern line from Chi-

cago to Omaha is a single track line acting as an important

feeder to the main north and south line, but although a Harri-

man line, it is not favored by the Union Pacific in the exchange

of traffic at Omaha.

Of the total 26,340,000 tons carried by the Dlmois Central in

1912, 38.11 per cent, was furnished by products of mines, mostly

bituminous coal: 18,94 per cent, by products oi agriculture; 15.93

per cent, by lumber ; 8,28 per cent, by manufactures ; 7.71 per

cent, by merchandise (L. C. L.) ; 8.05 per cent, by miscellaneous

carload freight, and 2,98 per cent, by live stock and products of

animals. The greatest loss in tonnage was in the tonnage of

lumber. In 1911 this tonnage amounted to 5.194,000 tons, and in

1012 to 4.196.000 tons. The tonnage of l.itii-'-'inous coal was
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greater in 1912 tlian in 1911, because in 1911 there was a strike

on in the Illinois coal fields.

It is surprising that under the conditions of operation last

jear, operating figures show up so well in 1912 as compared with

1911. The total ton mileage of revenue freight in 1912 was

6,210,000,000. and in 1911, 6,817,000,000. This is a decrease of

8.9 per cent. Revenue freight train miles totaled 17,154,000 in

1912, a decrease of 8.03 per cent, from 1911. Helping and light

freight locomotive miles totaled 532,000 in 1912, a decrease of

17.21 per cent. Loaded car mileage decreased 7.40 per cent., and

empty car mileage 9.82 per cent. The revenue freight train load

was 356 tons in 1912 and 358 in 1911.

The following table shows the principal figures for operation

in 1912, compared with 1911:

1912. 1911.

.\verage mileage operated 4,763 4.750
Freight revenue $37,881,766 $41,503,985
Passenger revenue 13,337,562 13,168,863

Total operating revenues 58,727,272 62,088,737
Maint. of way and structures... 7,691,215 7,750,525
Maint. of equipment 13,857,549 12.495,333
Traffic 1.400,942 1,364.141
Transportation 23,653,249 21,778,531

Total operating expenses 48,121,467 44,757,857
Taxes 2,685,730 2,720,849
Operating income 7,812,719 14,553,567
Gross corporate income 13,216,303 12,268,271
Net corporate income 3.466.448 11,315.344
Dividends '7,650,720 7,650,720
Appropriated for additions and better-
ments ... . 61,481 164,847

Balance t4, 122,791 3,499,777

'Paid from and charged to profit and loss in I9I2.

t Loss.

WHEELING & LAKE ERIE.

PAURIXG the five years that the Wheeling & Lake Erie has been
-'-^ in the hands of a receiver there has been spent for improve-

ments in roadway and structures from the proceeds of receivers'

certificates $1,770,000. and from income $1,350,000. It will be re-

called that in 1908 B. A. Worthington, who had been vice-presi-

dent and general manager, was made receiver. At the time that

the road went into the hands of a receiver it was in very bad shape

physically. Its traffic density was so heavy that it imperatively

needed a considerable mileage of double track on its main line

;

its equipment was old and light and its roadbed in bad repair.

It will he seen that the amount spent by the receiver on improvc-

tives that the Wheeling & Lake Erie got were 50 consolidations

in 1907. These locomotives have an average tractive power of

41,360 tons. All of these heavy engines have been through gen-

eral repairs since the receivership, and a great many of the

older locomotives have been almost rebuilt in process of repair.

Since the beginning of the receivership it has been found neces-

sary to get along with what cars the road had, most of which

are of light wooden construction, so that the results obtained in

the last five years have been secured in circumstances that made
improvement in operation and gain in net earnings very difficult.

In 1908 the company had 244 locomotives, and in 1912, 192. In

1908 there were 76 passenger cars, and in 1912 just the same

number. In 1908 there were 14,218 freight cars, and in 1912

10,773. It might incidentally be mentioned here that although

the costs of repairs per freight car were higher in 1912 than in

1911, the Wheeling & Lake Erie gets along with an unusually low

cost of repairs per freight car. In 1908 this cost was $32; in

1911, $38, and in 1912, $47. With a large proportion of light

wooden cars (the W. & L. E. has only 500 steel cars out of the

total 10,773 owned), the road has somehow or other managed to

get along without spending per car more than two-thirds what

it cost most roads to repair their equipment.

Revenue ton miles in 1908 totaled 933,000.000. The gain in

1909 was 26 per cent. ; the gain in 1910 over 1909 was 32 per

cent., and the gain in 1911 over 1910 was 6.86 per cent. In 1912

1,175,000,000 ton miles were handled, or 11 per cent, more than

in 1911.

Any well managed road showing such very large increases in

traffic as this, and having a plant adequate to handle these in-

creases, would show decreased cost per unit in 1912 as compared

with 1908; but the point about the Wheeling & Lake Erie's gains

in net is that they have been extorted from a property that is

really inadequate. The way this increase in traffic has been

handled has, with the exception of the grade reductions, been

due to better operation and not to any great extent to better-

ment of the plant. For one thing, unbalanced traflSc has been

steadily decreasing. In 1908 this formed 44.62 per cent, of the

total traffic; in 1909, 40.27 per cent.; in 1910, 40.28 per cent; in

1911, 42.04 per cent., and in 1912. 36.90 per cent.

The large increase in 1912 in the tonnage of ore carried helped

materially to decrease the proportion of unbalanced traffic, since

nierts is tar from the amount that the condition of the road and
traffic possibilities would under ordinary circumstances justify.

Notwithstanding this, in 1912 the receiver has a surplus of

^718,000, while in 1908 the Wheeling & Lake Erie had a deficit

•of about $204,000, excluding the interest on the $8,000,000 notes,

which are now past due.

This result has been obtained largely through rather remark-
able economies resulting from better methods of operation.

Comment is made elsewhere in this issue on the improvement
in train loading due to grade revision. While grade revision

was one of the very iinportant improvements that the receiver

found would be necessary to put the property in physical shape
to handle the traffic which could be secured, it was only one of a
•number of improvements, all of which were important if the
road was to be run on a paying basis.

Of the 136 road locomotives owned at the end of 1912. all but
79 consolidations are from 16 to 25 years old. The last locomo- The Wheeling & Lake Erie and Its Pittsburgh Connection.
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this ore movement is in the direction of empty car mileage; and

although this commodity carries a very low ton mile rate, the

business, as Mr. VVorthington points out in the annual report,

is a very profitable one, because of the large carloads and train-

loads in which it can be handled, and because it furnishes a back

haul for coal cars that otherwise would move empty.

Of the total tonnage carried in 1912, which amounted to

Percentage Gain in Net Earnings Under Receivership.

10,640.000 tons, 2.73 per cent, was products of agriculture, 0.74

per cent, products of animals, 68.61 per cent, products of mines,

1.66 per cent, products of forests, 22.77 per cent, manufactures,

2.39 per cent, merchandise, and 1.08 per cent, miscellaneous car-

load tonnage.

The accompanying charts and the chart shown in connection

with the discussion of the effect of grade reductions show better

Percentage Change in Unit Revenue Figures.

than any extended comment could, what has been done. As to

how it has been done one would have to rehearse in the minutest

detail the history of the management of the property in these five

years to give any exact figures. Each economy, each savmg in

wages through a reduction in overtime, each improvement in

train despatching would have to be mentioned separately. No
one of the improvements in method of operation has been spec-

tacular
;
yet the aggregate of these improvements is certainly

impressive.

In 1912 the Wheeling & Lake Erie had total operating revenue

of $7,498,000, as against $6,801,000 in 1911. Operating expenses

amounted to $5,038,000 in 1912, and to $4,744,000 in 1911. After

the payment of rentals, interest on underlying bonds and on

equipment obligations, the company had $718,000 net corporate

income, as against $648,000 in 1911. If such results as these have

been obtained without making any of the improvements that Re-

ceiver Worthington suggested as necessary improvements in his

report for 1911, it is fair to assume that if the property can get

its financial relations untangled and raise sufficient new capital

to make the capital expenditures which are so badly needed for

double tracking, improvement of bridges and additions to equip-

ment, it can earn under equally efficient management a very

much larger sum than it ever has earned, and, if conservatively

capitalized, certainly earn a fair return on the investment.

The receiver's balance sheet shows cash on hand at the end of

1912 amounting to $992,000, with total working liabilities of

$865,000. This shows careful conservation of resources, consid-

ering that the receiver has been paying interest on underlying

bonds, has issued but $4,190,850 receiver's certificates during the

five years he has been in charge, and has spent $2,400,000 on road,

$757,877 for equipment obligations falling due during the five

years, $603,257 for equipment, and $2,059,500 on equipment which
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he raised by the sale of equipment bonds and obligations, making

a total spent on road and equipment of $5,930,000. This is a

good financial statement.

The following table compares the principal figures for opera-

tion in the five years during the receivership

:

1912. 1911. 1910. 1909. 1908.

457 457 457 442 442

$3,157,650 $2,717,782 $2,841,679 $2,338,053 $2,442,351

3.276.444 3.037.334 3,086,890 2.466,369 2,013,088

603,763 607,836 565,945 497,714 490,688

7,498,147 6,800,707 6,950,437 5,633,645 5,397,001

-Average mileage op

crated

Coal freight rev

enue

Other freight rev

Passenger revenue

Total operating rev

enue

Maint. of way and
structures 871,515 747,538 766,714 617,957 667,479

Maint. of equipm't 1.402,076 1,328,110 1,389,685 1,380,978 1,148,755

Traffic 90,315 96,136 85,648 74,231 79,758

Transportation ... 2,485,884 2,406,282 2,366,947 1,947,807 2,249,368

Total operating ex-

penses 5,038,335 4,744,267 4.776,054 4,200.718 4,298,244

Net operating revenue 2.459,811 2,056,440 2,174,383 1,432,927 1,098,757

Taxes 367,225 248,007 261,504 260.336 252,043

Operating income... 2.092,586 1.808.433 1.912,878 1,172.591 846,714

Gross corporate in-

come 1,850,166 1,777,116 1,945,175 1,146.906 1.006.900

Net corporate income 718.117 647,961 537,451 27,432 '603,927

* Deficit, including, however, $400,000 interest on notes, which charge

is not included in the following years.
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ST. LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN.

ALTHOUGH the St. Louis Southwestern suffered severely

from the floods in the Mississippi valley last spring, these

floods were not an unmixed misfortune, as they were to some

other roads. A part of the Southwestern's line remained intact,

and over this line the other roads were compelled for some time

to haul their freight traffic. The rentals received from ihe run-

ning of these trains was almost pure gain to the St Louis

Southwestern, the work involving comparatively few, if any,

expenses to the Cotton Belt. In other respects the yea; ended

June 30, 1912, was a prosperous one for the company, and it

had the experience which few other roads have had during the

past year of an increase in revenues with a decrease in operating

expenses. The operating ratio in 1912 was 69.92 per cent., and

in 1911. 72.16 per cent.

The St. Louis Southwestern, which includes the St Louis

Southwestern Railway Company and the St. Louis Southwestern

Railway Company of Texas, operates 1,548 miles of road, an

increase from the average mileage operated in 1911 of 61 miles.

The road runs through territory that is developing as rapidly

as any in the United States. It is primarily an agricultuial ter-

ritory; and products of agriculture furnished 24.44 per cent, of

the total tonnage carried in 1912, and products of manufactures

and miscellaneous furnished 23 98 per cent. ; while products of

mines furnished but 10.18 per cent., and products of lumber fur-

nished 39.14 per cent.

Unlike some of the other Gould roads, the St. Louis .Siuuh-

western has been given a good deal of local autonom\ . with a

result that the property is in good shape physically and is operated

with a degree of efficiency by no means always found on other

Gould roads.

In the fiscal year ended June 30. 1912, the company earned

$12,040,000, an increase of $150,000 over 1911; while operating

expenses amounted to $8,420,000, a decrease of $160,000. .Another

source of increase in revenue should be mentioned. The Pacific

Express Company, which had been operating over the Cotton

Belt, went out of business, and the contract for express opera-

tion was given to Wells Fargo & Company. It would appear

Southwestern and the Texas company. As a matter of fact, the

lines in Texas have never paid. They were even, in 1912 a

drain on the parent company, and it is by no means creditable

to Texas that this is the case.

The prosperity of the Cotton Belt in the past year and for a

number of years past has been due to good crops, rapid agri-

cultural development, and improved methods of farming and of

living conditions in the territory traversed by the road. President

Britton especially mentions the work of the United States

government farm demonstration service. There are 64 men
employed in this work in .\rkansas alone, and a permanent agri-
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that a more favorable contract had been made witli \\'ells

Fargo & Company than the old one with the Pacific E.xpress.

Express revenue accruing to the St. Louis Southwestern totaled

$263,000 in 1912, an increase of $56,000, or 27.23 per cent., over

1911. After the payment of rentals and fixed charges there was
a balance available for dividends of $1,620,000, which is more by
$400,000 than the balance in 1911. A semi-annual dividend of

2 per cent, on the preferred stock was paid in January, 1912, and
in June the dividend rate was raised to 5 per cent, annually by
the declaration of a 2^ per cent, semi-annual dividend, payable

July 15. This would leave a surplus for the year of *$720.000.

This showing is for the combined property—the St. Louis

* The company paid its dividends out of profit and loss.

The St. Louis Southwestern.

cultural exhibit has been established at Little Rock, .^rk. The
company itself is doing a great deal toward helping to improve

living conditions in both the towns and country through which

It runs. It is urging the rural communities to enforce health

regulations and to dig drainage ditches. President Britton says

that as a result of these improved living conditions the farmers

who are coming into the country are of a better class than

heretofore.

The company has made a number of important improvements

to its property. It has made traffic agreements with the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific for use of the Rock Island tracks from

Brinkley, Ark., to West Memphis, 65 miles; and since the Cotton

Belt owns a one-fifth interest in the Memphis union station,

which was opened for operation on April 1, 1912, the company
now runs its own passenger trains into this union station.

A union terminal station is to be built at Dallas, Tex., in

which union terminal the St. Louis Southwestern has a one-

eighth interest. The freight facilities at St. Louis are nearly

completed and will be in operation in a short time. The company
is also planning to build in the immediate future a freight house,

team tracks, etc., at Fort Worth, Tex.

During the year $2,114,000 was spent for additions and better-

ments to roadway and structures, and $1,222,000 for equipment,

making a total of $3,336,000. Of the more important additions
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and betterments may be mentioned an expenditure of $1,440,000

for right-of-way and station grounds, $220,000 for station build-

ings, and $135,000 for ballast.

Although the Cotton Belt carries such a large proportion of

light traffic, which does not readily permit of heavy carloading,

the average train load on the entire system in 1912 was 341 tons,

an increase of 21 tons over the train load in 1911. On the

Southwestern, exclusive of the Texas lines, the train load was

447 tons in 1912, as against 424 tons in 1911. The total number

of tons carried one mile in 1912 amounted to 836,000,000, an in-

crease of 1.39 per cent, over 1911. The average haul remained

almost exactly the same in the two years, being 245 miles. The

average receipts per ton per mile were 1.07 cents in 1912 and 1.08

cents in 1911. The increase of 1.39 per cent, in ton mileage was

handled with a decrease of 3.96 per cent, in freight train mileage

and a decrease of 3.96 per cent, in freight locomotive mileage.

A notable gain in operating efficiency was made in the decreased

proportion of empty car mileage. On an average there were

27.39 cars per train in 1912 and 26.18 in 1911. This is a gain of

4.62 per cent. The average number of loaded cars per train was

19.41 in 1912 and 17.47 in 1911. This is a gain of 11.10 per cent,

in loaded cars per train, with a decrease of 9.43 per cent, in tlie

number cf empty cars per train.

During the year the company sold $7,071,000 first terminal and

unifying mortgage bonds, paying off certain notes and equipment

obligations ;. so that the total net increase in funded debt was

$5,124,000. At the end of the year the company had $3,330,000

cash on hand, which is more by $2,110,000 than the cash on hand

at the beginning of the year ; and during the year the company
paid oflf the total loans and bills payable amounting to $950,000

;

so that at the end of the year total working liabilities amounted

to $1,557,000. There was a discount on the bonds sold, which

was charged to profit and loss, amounting to $1,234,000. By
charging this to profit and loss the company now carries no

e.xtinguished discount on securities on its balance sheet.

The decrease in expenses during the year was due to a decrease

of $323,000, or 17.94 per cent., in maintenance of way, and a

decrease of $54,000, or 1.42 per cent., in transportation expenses.

These decreases were in part offset by an increase of $108,000, or

5.24 per cent., in cost of maintenance of equipment, and an in-

crease of $76,000, or 16.26 per cent., in general expenses. There

is an increase of 24.16 per cent, in taxes, which seems an un-

reasonable increase, notwithstanding the fact that the land values,

of course, are rising very rapidly in many parts of Arkansas and

other territory through which the road runs.

The following table compares the figures for operation in 1912

with those in 1911

:

1912. 1911.

-Average mileage operated 1,548 1,487
Freight revenue $8.97i,114 $8,866,846
Passenger revenue 2,300,986 2,393,140

Total operating revenue. 12,042,543 11.888,03"
Maint. of way and structures... 1,477,069 1,799,916
Maint. of equipment 2,172,269 2,064,046
Traffic 479,154 445,784
Transportation 3,744,143 3,798,103

Total operating expenses 8,419.415 8,578,155
Operating income 3.150,072 2,930,120
r.ross corporate income 4.047,915 3,457,004
Net corporate income 1,617.619 1,215.823
Dividends 895.214 795.746
Balance 722.405 420,077

'Sellers to the Sutton

PRESIDENT W. G. LEE ON RELATIONS OF RAILWAYS
AND EMPLOYEES.

NEW BOOKS.

EUmetils of Dra-Mng. By George F. Blessing. M.E.. Ph.D.. and Lewis

A. Darling, E. in M.E. Bound in cloth. 176 pages; 6 in. x 9 in.

Published by John Wiley & Sons. New York. Price $1.50.

The purpose of this book is to present a course of instruc-

tion in mechanical drawing for beginners who intend to pursue

a course in engineering or to prepare themselves for commercial

drafting work. The work outlined in this book is largely the

same as that required of first year students in Cornell Uni-

versity. Special attention is paid to the proper use of drawing

instruments, to correct methods of lettering and to drafting

room practice. Considerable space is also devoted to isometric

drawinar.

Cleveland, Ohio, September II. 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Ace Gazette:

I have just read a letter in your issue of August 22, under

the heading, "A General Manager's Remedy for Collisions," in

which the said general manager lays the blame for accidents

largely on labor organizations. Among other things, he recom-

mends that the superintendent be given the authority of general

manager over his division, in so far as the handling of employees

is concerned, and that there should be no appeal from the super-

intendent's decision. He also suggests that the directors give the

general manager full power to deal with the labor organizations

and instruct them to cancel all existing agreements and put

others into effect showing the rates of pay they will receive frotn

the time they go on duty until relieved, with a minimum of 10

hours in 24.

In my opinion it is quite easy to guess the school from which
this general manager came. In all probability he had some official

connection with a railway thirty or forty years ago when the

plan suggested by him was in full effect. The conditions to-day

that he objects to were brought about almost entirely by abuses

of railway officials. For instance, the general manager says that

for years the cause of more delays, accidents, etc., than anything

else" has been "seniority." No one is more to blame for "senior-

ity" than the railways themselves. If a merit system could be

conducted with something approaching real justice, no one could

reasonably object to it. But it wasn't so conducted in the past

and I do not think all railway officials have yet become entirely

free from bias or favoritism. There were too many promotions

made for personal reasons, and a good many of the better posi-

tions were held by relatives, friends or favorites of the officers.

Such a condition was surely not conducive to efficiency or greater

safety in operating trains.

Some railway officials seem to give more thought to finding

flaws in the methods of labor organizations or how to violate some
part of the working agreement governing employees, than to im-

proving the service and lessening accidents. Instead of providing

more safety devices to make the work of employees safer, and to

make the transportation of freight and passengers safer and more
comfortable, some operating officers apparently are more deeply

engrossed in gaining more authority and making records for

themselves. In the matter of safety devices, decent wages and

common comforts, about all that the employees enjoy to-day they

had to fight for. In my opinion the managing officials of rail-

ways have not in the past shown the proper spirit of co-operation

to produce the greatest efficiency. With this lack of considera-

tion, can any cne blame the employees for using their only instru-

ment—organization—to obtain betterments?

This general manager wants the authority of the directors to

deal with labor organizations. If railways were operated merely

as devices for the use of general managers with which to make
records for themselves, the suggestion would not be a bad one,

but as railways are supposedly operated for profit, and as the

directors are the owners, or representatives of the owners, they

probably feel that they ought to have something to say in mat-

ters vitally affecting the earnings of the company.

He suggests that superintendents be given the authority of the

general manager in matters pertaining to employees. This would

merely be a step backward, undoing what it has taken years to

accomplish to the mutual interest of employer and employee.

He would cancel wage agreements and revise them to his own
liking. He intimates thereby that he would do so regardless of

the voice or rights of the men. When he contracts for supplies

he must reach some agreement with his supply man satisfactory

to both parties. I may be biased on this point, but it seems to me
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that the employees of a railway are as important a factor in its

operation as supplies. In my opinion the wisest general manager

is the one who recognizes the labor organization as such and

meets and deals with it in as nearly a co-operative spirit as pos-

sible. There is no denying the strength of these organizations,

and they will not, within their power, tolerate some of the arbi-

trary and unreasonable conditions imposed upon the men in the

past. There are some among our members who are irrational

and demand unreasonable things, but they are few as compared

with the great mass who only want a square deal and a fair share

of the earnings that they help to produce. The intelligent man-

ager who deals with his men on that basis and sees that instruc-

tions to his subordinates to that effect are rigidly carried out, is

the one who will make the greatest headway for himself and

for this company. w. G. I.EE.

President, Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.

A MASTER MECHANIC ON THE REMEDY FOR
ACCIDENTS.

—
. , .^ug. 27, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.mlw.w Age Gazette :

After reading "A General Manager's Remedy for .Accidents"

published in your issue of August 23, I want to say that I am
glad to know that at least one man has had the nerve to get

down to the root of this much discussed question and so declare

himself in print. Hundreds of columns have been written and

printed attempting to explain how to avoid accidents, but the

general manager who wrote the article above referred to has

hit the nail squarely on the head, in a concise manner, and leaves

little room for argument, except, perhaps, from members of labor

organizations.

Personally there is one point on which I disagree with this

general manager, and this is about making the superintendent the

supreme authority on the division. My opinion is that a trans-

portation official, as a rule, is no more capable of judging the

ability of an engineer than is a master mechanic capable of

passing upon the qualifications of a conductor. And, in making

this statement, I have no intention whatever of belittling the

ability of any superintendent. But the education of an engineer

being along mechanical lines it necessarily follows that he should

be dealt with by some person who is similarly informed.

The present practice, at least on most roads, is for the en-

gineers to meet and formulate agreements with general man-

agers. Many of the concessions that are granted are not

practical from a mechanical standpoint. Therefore, I say let

the schedules and all other agreements, if we must continue to

have them, be entered into by the engineers and the head of the

mechanical department, and then permit some mechanical official

to say when a certain engineer shall or shall not be discharged.

\Nhile I would like to see most of the ideas carried out, as

recommended by "General Manager," still I do not believe we

can ever expect the present contracts to be abrogated or, in fact,

even modified. The engineers, by reason of the powerful organ-

ization that is behind them, now have the railway companies at

their mercy, and I doubt if they would release their hold a

particle. At any rate this, if ever attempted, could only be

accomplished after a struggle that would paralyze railway traffic

for months.

There is no doubt in my mind but what seniority and organ-

ization are responsible for most of our worst accidents today.

Seniority places a man in a position that he is about as capable

of filling as a billy goat of singing tenor in a church choir, and

the organization that is behind him keeps him there. Discharge

the man for incompetency and you are immediately besieged by

all the grievance men along the line to have him reinstated.

And no matter how firm you may be in your stand that the

man shall not be returned to the service of the company you

finally receive an order emanating from the general manager to

put the man back to work without prejudice, although the master

mechanic may be satisfied in his own mind that the man is

wholly unfit to fill the responsible position of engineer.

No doubt all of us can recall cases where accidents have

occurred, resulting in great loss of life. It is shown that the

engineer w-as at fault for gross negligence and he is discharged.

In a few months he is reinstated and hundreds of precious

human lives are again entrusted daily to his care and keeping.

If he received his just dues he would be serving a term in the

penitentiary for manslaughter and be barred from future em-

ployment as an engineer if he was ever fortunate enough to

secure his release from the bastile.

And a few more words while w'e are on this subject of organ-

ization. Railway officials periodically rush into print with inter-

views wherein they deplore the spread of anarchy, sociaHsm, etc.

I make the statement, and defy it to be satisfactorily contra-

dicted, that railway officials themselves, by reason of their ac-

tions, are alone responsible for what they believe to be the

appalling conditions that confront them. The man who belongs

to an organization can get what he wants, either in the way of

an increase in wages or better working conditions, but the man
who is unfortunate enough not to be affiliated with an organiza-

tion must take what the company sees fit to mete out to him in

the way of wages, or work amidst such surrounding^ as the

company provides, no matter how uncongenial they may be.

bearing in mind, of course, that he has one more privilege than

a soldier, that of resigning. The man with the organization

back of him, if discharged, has all the influence and power of

his organization to secure his reinstatement. The man who is

not so fortified is dismissed on the slightest provocation and

there is no one to plead his cause. In other words, railway

officials, while depreciating the spread of anarchy, socialism,

unionism and organization, do nothing but cater to the men who
are organized. For railway officials to learn to tote as fair with

men who are not members of a labor organization as with men
who are members, will do more to promote harmony and dispel

dissatisfaction than anything I know of.

I will go a step further than "General Manager." I will make
the prediction that inside of ten years, if railway officials do not

wake up and respond to the needs of the hour, a law will be

passed requiring every railway engineer to hold a government

license. Then when a wreck occurs resulting in loss of life a

board of inquiry composed of government officials will pass upon

the responsibility for that wreck. If it is shown that the en-

gineer was negligent his license will be revoked, and he can

never run an engine again. We are coming to this just as surely

as the sun rises tomorrow morning. Why should the railways

wait until such stringent laws are passed before starting to carry

out such a plan? It might not be prudent for railways to enter

into an agreement that they will not employ a man simply

because he w-as discharged on some line because of an accident.

But a partial remedy for the evil is, when a man is discharged

be sure you are right and then make it stick for all time, so

far as that particular road is concerned. If an engineer knows

he is going to lose ten or twenty years' seniority on account of

being responsible for an accident he will be more careful.

These remarks. like those of "General Manager," may sound

revolutionary. But why quibble and beat around the bush in

an effort to lose sight of conditions which we must face sooner

or later? A revolution is bound to come, so let's "revolute"

and be done with it. master mechanic.

German Railway Earnings.—The gross income derived

from the Prussian-Hessian railways in 1911 amounted to $559,-

601,500, an increase of $35,860,500 as compared with 1910. This

increase would probably have been considerably larger if, during

last summer, the railway tariff for fodder had not been greatly

reduced in order to help agriculture, owing to the serious

drought. The great increase in the railway freights is due

partly to the rivers having been very low and unable to take the

usual amount of traffic.



ASPECTS OF STEAM RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION.
Important Advantage of Electric Locomotive Is Ability to

Haul Heavy Trains Over Grades at Same Speed as on a Level.

BY C. L. DE MURALT, M. AM. SOC. C. E.,

Professor at tlie University of Michigan.

Let US see what has thus far been accomplished in trunk Hne

electrification and what is likely to be done in the future.

We have today at least seven prominent steam railways that

are using electricity as motive power on one or more of their

main line divisions.*

(1) The Baltimore & Ohio, at its Baltimore terminal.

(2) The New York Central, at its New York City terminal.

(3) The New York, New Haven & Hartford, at its New
York City terminal and at the Hoosac tunnel.

(4) The Pennsylvania, at its New York City terminal, and
on parts of the West Jersey & Seashore.

(5) The Great Northern, at the Cascade tunnel.

(6) The Grand Trunk, at the Sarnia tunnel, under the De-
troit river.

(8) The Michigan Central, at the tunnel under the Detroit

river.

With the exception of the West Jersey & Seashore, every

one of these electrifications was caused through the presence

of a tunnel, which made further operation by steam locomotives

either difficult or impossible.. Whatever economies in operation

were secured through the use of electricity may be said to have

been incidental in all these cases.

Does this mean that electricity will be restricted to placs.-

where tunnels form a hindrance to steam operation? A care-

ful examination of the matter shows nothing to confirm such a

view. Smokelessness is only one of the advantages of electric

traction. As matters stand today it will hardly be considered

its most valuable one. There is one that is likely to prove of

much greater importance. It is the fact, that the electric engine

possesses inherent qualities, which make it a much more power-
ful traction machine than its steam rival. To show just how
this characteristic has already been utilized and to what extent

it is likely to influence further developments is the purpose of

this article.

The work which any given engine can do is dependent on
three things, tractive power, boiler power and engine power,

and it is limited in three ways.

(1) The tractive power is limited by the weight of the engine,

or rather by that portion of the weight which is placed on the

driving wheels. Any increase in weight on drivers means a

proportional increase of tractive power, and for any given

weight on drivers there is a certain maximum power which the

engine can exert, and beyond which it must necessarily slip

its wheels.

(2) The size of the boiler determines the quantity of steam
which can be produced in a given time, and thus limits the

steam producing or boiler power. If the engine uses more
steam than the boiler can produce, the boiler pressure will fall

and the engine will then be unable to turn the wheels.

(3) The capacity of the cylinders in a steam engine, or of

the motors in an electric engine, limits the mechanical or en-

gine power. If these parts are not sufficiently powerful, then

the engine will be stalled, even while utilizing to the utmost a

full pressure of steam and while yet unable to slip the drivers.

It may be said at once that the last is in general an un-

pardonable fault for any engine to have, because it is an ab-

[As our readers well know, several railways have adopted electricity
as motive power for suburban or interurban service. For example, the
Southern Pacific electrification of suburban lines in Oakland and adjoining
suburbs was described in the issue of September 13, 1912. The same system
^ now electrifying a number of lines in the vicinity of Portland, Ore.
The West Shore has electrified a portion of its line between Utica and
Syracuse, N. Y., operating passenger service in conjunction with steam
freight service as described in the Railtuav Age of Tune 21, 1907.—Editor. )

solutely needless sacrifice of a good part of its working ca-

pacity. With proper care in the design of its steam cylinders,

or proper choice of the electric motors, it is always feasible to

make the engine power in excess of either the tractive power
or the boiler power, or both. The limit to the work which
can be done by a well designed engine need therefore never lie

in its motor part. It is always due either to insufficient tractive

power or insufficient boiler power.

On these two points the electric engine shows its superiority

over the steam engine. The electric engine has the boiler ;n

the power house, and its size can thus be determined w-ithout

reference to the limitations which are imposed on the boiler

of the steam engine by the physical characteristics of the track

and of the fireman. In other words, by proper design the limi-

tations of the boiler power can be entirely removed in any
system of electric traction.

Similarly, we find that the limitations of tractive power may
be practically eliminated wherever electricity is used, because

the electric motor lends itself to subdivision of power with

such ease, that it is quite possible, in case of necessity, to turn

any desired number of axles into driving axles, and thus to

utilize any desired part of the weight, up to the full weight of

the train, for tractive purposes. ' The tractive power which is

thus made available is away beyond anything that is likely to

be demanded in railway work.

N^ow let us see how these two characteristics of the electric

engine may be utilized.

Our contention is, that electricity is peculiarly suitable for the

relief of all congested spots on the present steam roads. We
have two main cases of congestion, namely, terminals and

ruling grades.

We started by saying that the electrification of the New York

terminals of the New York Central, the Pennsylvania and the

New Haven railways was largely caused by the necessity of

avoiding smoke in the tunnels that form a part of these ter-

minals. But it would be wrong to assume that the matter

stopped there. The men who had charge of these installations

fully realized the other advantages which were thus incidentally

placed at their disposal. In such cases it is especially the re-

moval of the limitations on tractive power which is of con-

siderable value.

It is a fact well known to all superintendents of motive power

that it is difficult to make a fast schedule in dense suburban pas-

senger traffic, even with the most powerful steam engines, especi-

ally designed for such service. The reason is that with stean?

locomotives there is a distinct limit to the amount of weight that

can be placed on the drivers. From this results a limit to the

tractive power, and consequently a limit to the ease with which

heavy trains can be started and brought up to the speed. Even

the highest obtainable rate of acceleration is too low to give a

really satisfactory schedule speed when stops average about one

mile apart. Furthermore, the number of cars that can be hauled

in such a train is distinctly limited.

Electricity changes the situation completely. Any number of

axles can be equipped with electric motors, and thus the tractive

power can be raised to any desired amount. In actual practice

an electric train can readily be accelerated two or three times

as fast as even a light steam train, and there is practically no

limit to the number of cars that can be placed in an electric

train. The congestion is thus relieved in three ways, first by

the possibility of using larger trains, second by the chance of

higher schedule speeds, and third by the greater ease with which
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the trains can be moved out of each other's way, that is to say,

by the possibiHty uf decreasing the interval between trains. In

actual practice all three methods are usually combined with re-

sultant satisfaction to passengers as well as the railway.

In the case of congestion due to severe grades, on otherwise

level or low-grade lines, the conditions are reversed. In such

instances the maximum tractive power is usually quite sufficient

;

in other words, the obtainable acceleration is satisfactory, but

it is the boiler power which causes trouble. In order to lift the

train up the grade, the engine must consume more and more

steam until a point is reached when the boiler is unable to pro-

duce any longer what the engine requires. Then, either must

the train weight be reduced, or its speed, or both. This is what

actually happens on the ruling grades of most of the lines cross-

ing the Alleghenies. the Rockies, and other mountain ranges.

Helper engines mitigate the nuisance to a certain extent, but

there is a limit to the number of helpers that can consistently

be used on one train, and when this limit is reached, the trains

are made lighter at the bottom of the grade, or their speed is

cut down, or both

Here, again, we lind that the use of electricity completely

changes the situation. There is no Umit to tlie power which the

boilers in the far-off power house can pr.jduce. and this power

can very readily be carried to the engines in the form of electric

current by means of the third rail or overhead contact line. Thus

it is possible to concentrate sufficient power in an electric loco-

motive to take any train up the grade in the same composition

in which it arrives at the bottom of the grade, and with the

proper type of motor this can he done at the same speed at

which it is run on the level. The congestion produced by the

grade is thus effectively removed. In fact one might almost

say that for electric operation the vertical profile of a road

loses all of its terrors, and trains can be taken over the most

broken profile ahnost as well as over the level road.

We see, therefore, that the excess power of the electric en-

gine can be made useful in at least two ways. The electrification

of terminals is likely to make further steady, but comparatively

slow progress. -\s a matter of fact, there are not very many

places where terminal congestion has reached such a state as

to make the use of electricity necessary, or even very important.

The electrification of heavy grades, however, is destined to find

more and more favor, especially because the l)usiness of the

country is on the mcrease and any congestion now existing is

therefore likely to be aggravated in the near future. .\t the

Cascade tunnel of the Great Northern a heavy grade has been

electrified in addition to the tunnel, and the results there ob-

tained are certainly quite encouraging.

As regards the electric system to be used, too much importance

has been attached to this subject in the past. There are today

at least three well established electric systems, namely, the con-

tinuous current or direct current system, the single-phase alter-

nating current system, and the three-phase system. .Any of

these can no doubt be used to electrify almost any service

found on American roads. Which is the best for any given

case can readily be determined by men who are expert in such

matters. Generally speaking the continuous current system will

probably be found best suitable in terminal, electrification work

and the three-phase system in grade work. The single-phase

system, for which rather extravagant claims have been made at

times, does not seem well suited for work of the heavy kind.

It is true that Mr. Murray claims that the New Haven saves

15 i)er cent, by the use of the single-phase system, but his claim

has in no way been substantiated, and those who know believe

that the case is the other way round, and that the New Haven

would be better oft if it used one of the other two systems. But

this is indeed not a vital point. Just as there are many diflferent

types of steam engines, and at least three types of approved

valve gears, so is there room for many diflferent kinds of elec-

trical motors.

The fact which is important is that in the electric locomotive

of proper design we have an engine of much greater working

capacity than can ever be obtained in a steam engine. This

greater capacity can be used, either to give greater acceleration

in terminal work, or to move heavier trains at higher speeds

over ruling grades. The latter employment in particular is

likely to prove of great value in the case of roads where a

severe grade produces a congestion, and thus a decrease in the

traffic capacity of the whole line.

In a future article we will investigate whether grade reduc-

tion, or the use of Mallet engines, or both together, can afford

as great a return on the capital invested, or offer the same
operating advantages as electrification.

PROPOSED FEDERAL FULL-CREW LAW.

On April 8, 1912, circular No. 31 on the above subject, was
addressed to the railways by the Special Committee on Re-

lations of Railway Operation to Legislation asking for the cost

of compliance with the bill pending in the house of representa-

tives, requiring all freight trains of twenty-five cars or more
to have a crew consisting of an engineer, fireman, conductor

and three brakemen. Replies to this circular were received

from 143 operating companies, operating 195,049 miles of road.

A summary of the replies has been tabulated by the com-

mittee as follows

:

Trains affected by existing state laws, per annum.. 678,651
-Vdditional trains afiFected by proposed federal law in

states now having full-crew law, per annum 468,483
Trains affected by proposed law in states now hav-

ing no full-crew law, per annum 3,211,056

Total trains affected by proposed federal
statute, per annum 4. .158,200

Cost of compliance with existing state laws,
per annum $1,797,590

Additional cost of compliance with proposed Taw in

states now having full-crew law, per annum 1,342,237
Cost of compliance with proposed law in states now

having no full-crew law, per annum 10,255,791

Total cost per annum of compliance with
proposed statute $13,395,618

It will be noted that in the states in which there already is

a full-crew law affecting freight train crews, the additional

cost entailed by the proposed federal bill will be $1,342,237 per

annum, or approximately 75 per cent, of the cost of compli-

ance with the state laws already in effect.

In states where no such law now exists, the estimated cost

of compliance with the proposed federal act will be $10,255,790

yearly.

It will be noted further, that the total cost of compliance

with the proposed federal bill will be $13,395,617 a year, an

increase of $11,598,028 over the annual cost of existing stale laws.

In return for this expenditure, which is 5 per cent, on $267.-

912.355, the committee states, no additional safety will be pro-

vided for the public or employees; but, on the contrary, in

many instances the operation of the trains will be rendered less

safe by reason of the multiplication of useless employees.

The bill (H. R. 21219) was introduced on March 2, last, by

Representative Sabath of Illinois, and was referred to the com-

mittee on interstate and foreign commerce. Its author seems

to have intended to require three brakemen on all freight

trains, however short, the essential clauses being worded as

follows

:

"To compel railway companies ... to equip all of its

freight trains. ... No railway shall equip any of its

freight trains with a crew consisting of less than an engineer,

a fireman, a conductor, and three brakemen. . . . This Act

shall not apply on lines where said freight trains are so oper-

ated shall consist of less than twenty-five cars, it being the

purpose of this Act to require all railways engaged in interstate

commerce, ivhosc line or lines are engaged in hauling freight

trains consisting of t'urnty-iirc cars and more, to equip the

same. . .
."

The bill provides for a penalty for each offense not less than

$100, nor more than $500, and that each freight train so illegally

operated shall constitute a separate offense.



SEVENTH STREET VIADUCT AT DES MOINES, IOWA.

Description of Interesting Details of the Building of This

Structure of Steel Covered with Concrete for Appearance.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. the Chicago. Rock Island

& Pacific, the Minneapolis & St. Louis, and the Des Moines

Cnion own tracks in the city of Des Moines, Iowa, which are

roughly parallel and which cut the city from east to west close

to the center of the business section. In addition to the owning
companies, the Chicago Great Western, the Chicago. Milwaukee

& St. Paul, and the Wabash operate over these tracks, making
;i large number of train movements. All street crossings in this

vicinity are at grade, and the inhabitants of the city maintain

that the development of the residential section south of the rail-

way tracks has been seriously hindered by the delay and danger

In crossing the tracks on any of the streets connecting the busi-

a viaduct and by improving this street at the south end of the

new viaduct a very satisfactory connection between the busi-

ness district and the south side can be secured.

The city at first insisted on a concrete arch structure over all

the tracks, but as the viaduct had to be more than one-third

of a mile long the cost of this type of construction was consid-

ered too great by the roads. It was also urged against this plan

that it would be impossible to make changes in the structure

which might at any time be made necessary by a change in tracks

or buildings. The necessity for frequent changes of this kind

which cannot be foreseen is shown by the fact that after the

lirst designs of the viaduct were approved the Burlington dc-

The Cement Gun Used for Coating Posts of the Steel Viaduct, Showing the Appearance of the Form Concrete on the Facia

Girder and the Gun Concrete on the Brackets and Cross Girders.

ncss section with the south side. The matter of separating

grades was agitated in the city as much as 18 years ago, and
since that time several schemes both for elevating the tracks and
for carrying the streets across on viaducts have been considered.

Any plan which involved the elevation of all tracks was con-

sidered prohibitively expensive by the roads, as they maintained
numerous industry and team tracks, freight house connections

and transfer tracks. The agitation for some improvement was so

great, however, that negotiations were begun for the construc-

tion of a viaduct at some convenient point w-hich would serve

the whole district south of the railways. .Althcnigh Seventh

street was not the most important thoroughfare crossing the

tracks, its location made it best suited for the building of such

cided to build a new freight house at a location directly under

the proposed viaduct and a change in. the plans was made neces-

sary on this account. A steel viaduct was best suited to the

conditions from the standpoint of the railways, but the appear-

ance of such a structure would not have satisfied the city, so a

compromise was effected in the design of a steel structure en-

cased in concrete. The span lengths are very irregular and in

the longer ones the load is carried by longitudinal girders with

transverse floor beams supporting concrete floor slabs, while in

the shorter ones the concrete slabs are used to span between

the cross girders over the columns. Facia girders of uniform

depth are carried alongside the structure for its entire length to

give it a uniform appearance. There were 1.500 tons of steel re-
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quired for the superstructure, all of which was covered with

concrete for protection and- ornamentation. The facia girders

are finished with recessed panels and large radius hllets over the

heavy concrete encased columns which gives the structure almost

the appearance of a series of flat concrete arches. A conerete

hand rail and concrete lamp posts will further improve the ap-

pearance. Work was begun on the sub-structure in July, 1910,

and the erection of the steel superstructure was started in the

spring of 1911. Considerable delay was occasioned by the cold

weather of the two intervening winters, however, so that work

has not been carried on continuously for the entire time in-

dicated by the above dates. The structure is now practically

ready for use and as soon as the approaches are finished will be

Typical Cross-Section of Retaining Wall for North Approach

of the Seventh Street Viaduct.

turned over to the city. It has cost the four owning companies

about $240,000.

GENERAL DET.\ILS.

The viaduct is 1,796 ft. 8 in. long. Beginning at the south

end it consists of 183 ft. 2'^ in. of approach on fill between re-

taining walls, 200 ft. of approach on concrete pile bents, 24

spans of various lengths aggregating 1,117 ft. 5% in., and 296

ft. H in. of approach on fill between retaining walls, the latter

section including the crossing of one depressed street 40 ft.

wide. The south approach is on a 5.5 per cent, grade for a

distance of 486 ft., and the north approach rises on a 5.9 per

cent, grade for 468 ft. The remainder of the structure is on

a 1.25 per cent, grade rising northward.

The retaining walls are of a semi-reinforced design, a typical

cross section of which is shown in one of the drawings. The

toe of the footing is reinforced with 54-in. bars in both direc-

tions and surface reinforcement of ^-in. bars is provided along

the inner face. The wall along the south approach is carried on

creosoted pile footings, and the one at the north end reaches
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a maximum height of 26 ft., the footings being carried down to

solid foundation.

The concrete piles used under the south approach have a

maximum length of 39 ft., and are XAYz in. square. They are

reinforced with No. 23 American wire netting having a 4-m.

mesh with twelve Y^-wi. longitudinal rods and "/j-in. rods in

each corner. The sides are not battered, and the point is only

8J^ in. long. The 54-'n. rods are brought together and tied

with No. 14 wire as a reinforcement for the point. The piles

were cast on the ground and allowed to season two months he-

fore driving. Eight piles were driven in each bent and were

capped with concrete beams 3 ft. deep and 2 ft. 6 in. thick,

extending down over the pile heads 1 ft. These beams are re-

inforced with fourteen J^-in. longitudinal bars and three sets

iif Vi-xn. transverse bars. The bents were driven 20 ft. center

was used over the pile heads during driving to preyent shatter-

ing and little trouble was experienced.

The columns supporting the principal section of the viaduct

are carried down a maximum of 16 ft. to gravel foundation. In

some cases the steel columns were carried as much as 7 ft.

below the ground level and are supported at that elevation on
concrete footings. The steel columns below the ground were
encased in concrete before the excavation was back filled. The
columns are latticed plate and angle sections encased in con-

crete to 2 ft. square, the steel being covered with No. 7 Amer-
ican triangular wire mesh. The columns are spaced 39 ft.

apart center to center in each bent and support cross girders

which carry the floor slabs either directly or by longitudinal

girders and floor beams. In the long spans requiring longitu-

dinal girders floor beams were connected to the web of these

r.gitudinat ^irdcts with transz-erse Hoar beams support light concrete slabs itt one type. Transverse girders at panel points carry concrete slabs

directly "'« the other type.

Details of Two Typical Bents in Seventh Street Viaduct.

to center and support concrete slabs 20 in. thick. The piles

were driven to refusal with a hammer weighing 2,800 lbs, the

maximum penetration being 24 ft. It was necessary to start

the piles by a puddling or churning process, because the driver

leads were only about 40 ft. high, and the unusual weight of

the piles made it unsafe to use higher leads. An ordinary

driver was heavily braced to enable the leads to carry the

weight of the concrete piles, the bracing being shown in one

of the photographs. Before starting a concrete pile, a wooden
pilot pile was driven about 8 ft. and pulled. A stream of water

was then turned into the hole made by this pilot pile. The
concrete pile was then swung into position between the leads

and by churning the pile up and down with the line from the

"hoisting engine it was made to sink in far enough to allow the

"hammer to get a good fall. A cushion of rubber hose and rope

girders for the support of the floor slabs. The facia girders

are carried on cantilevers outside of the columns.

STEEL COATED WITH THE CEMENT GUN.

It was first intended to concrete the steel by form work and
plastering, but it was later decided to use the cement gun in-

stead of plastering, which proved a more economical method
and produced fully as satisfactory work. In order to secure a

good coating of plaster over the steel it was planned to cover

all steel members to be plastered with No. 24 gage Mahoning
expanded metal, and to paint the lower flanges of all girders to

insure the protection of these points which are difficult to plaster

by hand. As this painting had been done and most of the ex-

panded metal had been placed before the decision to use the

cement gun was reached, the plans were allowed to remain as
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they were made, but these additional precautions would not have

been necessary if the design had been made with the intention

of using the cement gun. It was desired to place a f^-in.

layer of concrete over all steel, but in some places the cement

in building up behind the expanded metal forced this metal out

from the surface so that to properly cover the mesh the con-

ground below the staging, the power for the compressor being

furnished by a small motor mounted in a movable power car.

An engineer, two laborers to mix the cement and sand, and
two men on the scaffold constituted the force which operated

the gun. The vertical bracing between two columns in one

short span was covered with concrete in forms before the gun

-40-0' Out toOuf

S4'American Sfeeld Wire CosSfyl'eS
wire neffing,-4'mesh and^ Lorygifudirtols

Details of Concrete Pile and Cap Used in South Approach to the Seventh Street Viaduct.

crete layer had to be made considerably more than J'4-in. thick.

The concrete placed by the gun is dry mixed on the board in

the proportion of one part cement to three of sand, but owing

to the rebound of sand when the stream is turned on fresh

surfaces the cement that is built up is in reality consideralily

richer than 1.3, probably about 1.2. The facia girder covering

work was started. The appearance of this bracing is shown in

one of the accompanying photographs, which illustrates the

difficulty of preparing forms for such work. The cost by this

method would have been almost prohibitive. While the cement

jjlnced with the gun dues not have as smooth an appearance as

that shown in the photograph, it is evenly pebbled and should

The Extreme Weight of the Concrete This Bracing Was Coated with Concrete in The Concrete Floor Slabs Were Placed
Piles Made It Necessary to Wooden Forms. The Complicated by Dropping the Cement from a

Brace the Pile Driver Form Work. However, Made Tower Into a Longitudinal
Rigidly to Hold It Advisable to Use the Trough from Which It

It in Place. Cement Gun. Was Spouted to Place.

is reinforced by about four V^-va. rods in each panel. The ex-

panded metal and the reinforcing was placed from a scaffold

mounted on wheels which could be rolled along un<ler the

viaduct and the top of which could be folded down to allow it

to pass under the cross girders. The nozzle of the gun was
operated from a similar scaffold or from a stage swung under
the spans when a street or track prevented the use of the roll-

ing scaffold. The mixing board and gun were kept on ;he

compare very favorably in appearance with form concrete after

it has been exposed to the weather for some time.

The girder flanges, the entire outer surface of the facia

girders, the pilasters and the columns were all coated in forms.

One of the views of the viaduct shows a portion of the facia

girder forms still in place. For the main girders and ihe in-

side of the facia girders the molded caps on the flanges extend

into the edge of the stiffeners. the gun work being nsed for
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the stiffeners and panels. At the expansion ends of the main

longitudinal girders a tin box filled with waste was fitted over

the slotted holes provided for the expansion movement and the

concrete was cast solid around this box.

All form lumber used in this work was Wisconsin pine.

It was coated with oil called "form" oil as it was taken from

the cars on arrival, and by repeating this treatment each time

the lumber was used some of it was good for ten or twelve

uses. Some of this lumber was received in the fall and allowed

to stand in a pile through the winter, and when it was used in
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The Viaduct During the Concreting of the Facia Girders,

Showing Some of the Forms in Place.

the spring it was found to be perfectly preserved without check-

ing or warping. It only required 75 gal. of this oil, costing 12

cents a gal., to coat all forms used on the work, and the saving

effected in lumber was very material.

The floor slabs were all cast in place, some of them being

of unusual size. The slabs were made continuous for the width

of the structure, about 37 ft., and in five cases a span of 34

1 '
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Erecting One of the Girder Spans.

ft. was covered by a single slab, in two other cases the span

being only 2 ft. less. The largest slabs had a thickness of 30

in. In the long slabs supported on floor beams the floor slabs

were placed continuously over the floor beams, except that the

reinforcing beams were broken at each point of support, the de-

sign being originally prepared with the intention of placing the

slabs in sections. The transvtrs-t reinforcing bars were con-

tinuous over the width of the structure. Expansion joints are

provided over the cross girders in the floor slabs and ;it inter-

vals of about 180 ft. in the sidewalks and other continuous

portions. The slab reinforcement consists of ^-\r\. square

bars in short slabs, and 1-in. square bars in the 34-ft. slabs

Looking Over the Viaduct Before the Floor Was Placed or

the Girders Concreted.

placed longitudinally and Yi-m. square bars placed trans-

versely. The distributing tower with the longitudinal trough

and transverse spouts used for placing these slabs is shown in

one of the photographs. The upper surface of the concrete is

waterproofed with an asphalt composition. Runways 4 in. x

8 in. were left in the slabs for street railway rails v. hich il

Concrete Pile Trestle Approach.

is expected will be placed in the future. At present these are

filled with sand and covered with the roadway pavement.

The roadway over the viaduct is 36 ft. wide between curbs.

and is paved with brick on the approaches and creosoted

wooden blocks on the 1.25 per cent, grade. This pavement is

laid on a 1-in. sand cushion directly on the floor slabs. A
pitch filler is used throughout Sidewalks 6 ft. 9 in. wide are

provided on each side of the roadway. Each sidewalk was

built as a slab resting on the top of the facia girder, and either

on the top of the main girder or the edges of the floor slab.
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The reinforcement in the sidewalk slabs is 24 gage Trussit,

a ribbed sheet reinforcing product of the General Fireproofing

Company, Chicago. This metal reinforcement has a depth of

about ^ in., and is covered by about 3J4 i"- of concrete floated

in place, and is protected on the lower side by about J4 in. of

cement placed with the gun. A lighting conduit is carried

across the viaduct under the sidewalk slab.

Several designs of hand rails were considered, but one, in-

volving only simple square balusters set vertically, was finally

agreed on. There are 5,100 of these balusters in the rail and to

mold them rapidly and economically six gang molds were pre-

pared which made it possible to cast 200 balusters at one

operation. One of these gang molds is shown in an accom-

panying photograph. The cross boards are arranged to sHde

between the boards forming the sides of the mold so that they

can be removed after each operation for cleaning. The con-

crete was placed wet and was well puddled about the single

reinforcing bar which is used in the center of each baluster.

The balusters are 3 ft. 8 in. long, which allows them to ex-

tend into the top and bottom rails. The balusters are set di-

rectly on the sidewalk slab and the lower rail is molded around

them. Forms are then placed for the upper rail wbioh extends

down below the top of the balusters, and is bonded to the

heavy posts over the panel points by steel dowels previously

provided in the construction of the posts There are 20 single-

light standards and six 5-light clusters supported on the posts

of this railing. Stairways are provided at convenient streets

near each end of the structure, and similar hand rails are car-

ried down these stairways.

The design of the viaduct was prepared under the direction

of C. H. Cartlidge, bridge engineer of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy, who was chairman of a committee representing the

four roads interested in the work. The late A. D. Page acted

as consulting engineer in this design until his death, since which

the work was finished by F. Beckwith, under the direction of

Mr. Cartlidge. The field work was in charge of A. L. Morgan,

chief engineer of the Des Moines Union, who was made engi-

neer of construction for the four roads. The Phee Construc-

tion & Engineering Company, Chicago, had the contract for the

substructure and the concrete work. The Des Moines Bridge

& Iron Company fabricated and erected the steel work, and

A, \V. Van Hafften, Minneapolis, had the contract for the

paving.

BRIEF IN BEHALF OF WESTERN CLAS-
SIFICATION COMMITTEE.

R. C. Fyfe, chairman of the Western Classification Committee,

and W. F. Dickinson, attorney for the committee, have filed v/ith

the Interstate Commerce Commission a brief of 470 pages in the

proceedings growing out of the suspension of Western Classifi-

cation No. 51 by the commission at the instance of shippers and

many of the western state railway commissions. The greater

part of the brief is devoted to a discussion of individual items

and rules, ratings and minimum weights of the classification. In

a preliminary statement the efforts of the railwaj'S to comply

with the demands of the Interstate Commerce Commission for

a uniform classification are outlined, and the reasons for the

large number of changes in the classification are explained.

.\fter describing the three classification territories and the organ-

ization of the Uniform Classification Committee the statement

proceeds as follows

:

"The Uniform committee foimd that it would be necessary

to undertake an exhaustive comparison of the three classifica-

tions, and the first three months of its work were devoted to

making this comparison. After the work of comparison had been

completed the rules were taken up for consideration, and fol-

lowing the rules the general descriptions, etc. The work of

the committee was prosecuted with great care and careful de-

liberation. Many conferences were held with the representatives

of trade organizations throughout the country, those repiesenta-

tives being requested to obtain and submit wherever possible the

views and recommendations of the organization members. The
requests for views and recommendations of trade organizations

and members thereof covered such features as description of ar-

ticles, nature of the articles, their constituent elements, the uses

to which they are put, how packed for shipment, whether

shipped in carloads or less than carloads or both, the extent to

which they are "knocked-down" when shipped, the dimensions

and weight of the article or package, its weight and value per

cubic foot, its value per unit of sale, loading weight per car

and whether the article can be loaded in a standard 36-ft. car,

whether shipped with other articles in mixed carloads, number
of cars shipped per annum, and where the article is produced.

Where no trade organizations existed the Uniform committee

took up these questions, either in person or by letter, with the

manufacturers and shippers. The members of the committee

devoted a great deal of time to work in the field, making per-

sonal visits to various manufacturing plants and districts in

order to secure first-hand information as to actual conditions in

the production and shipment of goods in the various industries.

Several hundred conferences were held with manufacturers, ship-

pers' associations and individual shippers, and thousands of let-

ters were written in search of definite and accurate information,

all of the information secured being duly considered by the com-

mittee in formulating its conclusions. After conclusions had been

reached the committee as a rule submitted them, before they

were adopted, to the interested shippers for approval before they

were finally recommended to the several classification commit-

tees. From this it will be seen that every possible effort was
made by the Uniform committee to secure definite and authentic

information on which to base its findings. It seems not out of

place in this connection to call attention to the fact that the

carriers have already expended over one-half million dollars to

defray the expense of the Uniform committee.

"The findings of the Uniform committee were then submitted

in printed reports to the several classification committees for

consideration. The \\'estern Classification Committee took these

findings under advisement, after which they were placed upon

its docket for pubHc discussion and consideration. Hearings

were held daily for over four weeks, at which hundreds of ship-

pers were present and stated their views before the committee.

The Uniform committee sat with the Western committee

throughout these hearings. Every shipper who appeared w'as

afforded opportunity to be heard, and in each instance where

it was found that the findings of the Uniform committee should

be modified the necessary modification was made, with the ap-

proval of the Uniform committee. The purpose of the carriers

in placing the findings of the Uniform committee before the ship-

pers for their consideration and recommendation was to arrive

at a fair and just conclusion in every instance. So thorough

were the efforts of the Uniform committee in arriving at their

findings, and so carefully did the Western committee in con-

junction w'ith the Uniform committee heed every reasonable re-

quest for a modification of the Uniform committee's findings,

that we can truthfully say that the findings of the Uniform com-

mittee, as finally adopted by the Western committee, meet with

the approval of the large majority of interested shippers. The

findings of the Uniform committee, in the form adopted by the

Western committee, appear in Western Classification No. 51.

"Following the promulgation of Classification No. 51, several

protests against its adoption were filed by certain agricultural

implement shippers, acid manufacturers, by a shipper of excelsior,

by the wholesale grocery interests of Chicago on account of the

canned goods mixture, by several machinery firms against 'Note

3' on machinery, by the paper dealers on writing paper descrip-

tions, and some few others, but the most vigorous protest of all

was filed by representatives of certain state railway commissions,

who objected to every change that had been made in the rules,

carload minimum weights and ratings, that it was felt might

effect an advance in transportation cost. The representatives
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referred to requested that the effective date of the entire classifi-

cation be postponed, in order to give the objectors an opportunity

to check the items and obtain evidence upon which to attack

each change under which there was an increase in rate or with

respect to which it was felt that the transportation cost might be

increased. The classification was suspended and hearings have

been held at which a great deal of testimony was taken.

"Aside from the adoption in Classification No. 51 of the find-

ings of the Uniform committee, various changes were made in

the ratings which involved both advances and reductions. When
considering the findings of the Uniform committee it was found

by the Western Committee that a great many of the ratings pro-

vided in Classification No. SO were not on a proper basis. Ex-

amination of the items developed that the ratings had been estab-

lished on low priced articles or material, which when the ratings

were made, had been submitted by shippers without any investiga-

tion upon the part of the carriers to ascertain whether they were

truly representative of their kind with respect to the elements

of value, density, etc. It was found in many instances that much
more expensive grades are on the market than the grades on

which the ratings provided had been predicated, and that when
the average values, density, etc., are taken into consideration

higher ratings than those provided in Classification No. SO are

justified.

"In other cases it was found that the ratings had been estab-

lished in connection with a carload minimum weight which the

shippers represented could be loaded, and that in numerous cases

of this kind the minimum weight could not be loaded. In all

such cases the carload minimum weights were reduced to a

reasonable loading basis for a standard 36-ft. car, and ratings

were established, which in some cases involved an advance to a

reasonable basis for the minimum weights prescribed. Where
the contrary was found to be true, the carriers did not hesitate

to concede reductions in the ratings, and acting accordingly hun-

dreds of reductions have been made in the ratings under those

provided in Classification No. SO.

"It was stated by one of the state railway commissioners that

the reductions in ratings related principally to commodities that

do not move, or at least that move in limited volume. This we
emphatically deny, and by way of answer refer to the large num-
ber of protests that have been made against the suspension of

the ratings that have been reduced. It was stated, also, that the

promulgation of Classification No. 51 represents an effort through

the medium of the classification to secure a general advance in

rates throughout the West. But an impartial analysis of the

changes in ratings that have been made will disprove any such

intention on the part of the carriers.

"Numerous objections to Classification No. 51 were offered

by representatives of certain state railway commissions, based

on the allegation that advances had been effected through

changes in package requirements and hy the elimination of car-

load ratings. The Uniform committee when dealing with specific

items, found package specifications for certain items which pro-

vided for some packages that are not used, and in other cases

lor packages that are unsafe for transportation. Provisions of

this kind were eliminated with the approval of shippers. Such

eliminations of carload ratings as have been made were based

entirely on investigation by the Uniform committee, which de-

veloped that in those cases there is no carload movement, and

therefore no necessity for carload rating. In all the cases

where carload ratings have been eliminated, only two instances

have developed where a carload movement has been demon-

strated, and in those two cases the carriers have agreed to re-

store the carload ratings. Further, the carriers are willing to

restore any of the specific carload ratings that have been elimi-

nated, if the interested shippers are able to demonstrate that

they shipped in carloads under Classification No. SO.

"In the preceding pages we have described the character of

the work of the Uniform Classification Committee, and the ob-

ject which that work was and is intended to accomplish. The

committee in its work was at times confronted with transpor-

tation and commercial conditions that were peculiar and re-

stricted to a given territory, but as uniformity in classification

for the entire country was the end that the committee had in

view, it was found that only the general average of conditions

throughout the whole country could be accepted, and that "con-

ditions peculiar to a restricted territory necessarily had to be

ignored. In no other way was it possible for the committee to

prosecute its work along uniform lines, and in no other way
can uniformity in classification ever be secured. Therefore, the

findings of the Uniform committee are necessarily based on aver-

age conditions, and cannot be expected, in the very nature of

things, to reflect a variety of local circumstances and conditions.

This feature of the committee's work is well known to, and

understood by, the great majority of interested shippers, and with

a few exceptions, they have approved the committee's findings.

The record in this investigation is replete with testimony '.hat

reflects conditions which are peculiar to given localities, or which

are based wholly on some commercial condition. Manifestly, the

classification is not a proper place in which to recognize conditions

of this character.

"As already pointed out, every reasonable effort was made by

the carriers to secure approval of the changes by shippers, and
we felt that little opposition would develop to those changes.

However, a few representatives of some of the state railway

commissions, who interested themselves in securing the suspen-

sion of the classification, and who were most active throughout

the hearings in opposing each advance, conducted a series of

correspondence with many shippers in an effort to induce them
to appear at the hearings and testify, or at least furnish infor-

mation or data that could be used in opposition to these changes.

In fact, the efforts thus made were not confined to changes,

but in a number of instances related to items on which no change

had been made. We even have letters in our files which leave no

room for doubt that, when in certain instances these representa-

tives, or those working in harmony with them, were advised that

the shipper had no complaint to offer, a second letter was sent

out containing the statement that it was a well known and gen-

erally understood fact that the carriers proposed to cancel the

commodity rates of that particular shipper and thereby increase

his cost of transportation, the statement apparently having

origin in the imagination of the writer. We do not question

the right of any one to file complaint with the commission on

any matter within its jurisdiction, or to communicate with ship-

pers in an effort to secure evidence, provided the effort is bona

fide and the attitude of the carriers is correctly represented.

But looking at this matter in an open and fair manner, we do

question the expediency of the untiring efforts of those represen-

tatives, who are not themselves shippers or personally concerned

in these changes as such, to induce complamts against various

items, when as a matter of fact the great majority of those items

already had been so formulated as to meet the views of the in-

terested shippers. From the foregoing we do not think it can be

questioned that much of the testimony, other than that relating to

agricultural implements and the proposed adoption of a rule

similar to Rule 10 of the Official Classification, was inspired in

this manner."

Construction Work in Ecuador.—The grading of the Manta

Railway is within a few miles of Portoviejo, and construction

trains are running to within three miles of Montecristi. The

most difficult piece of work and the largest cut on the line is at

the pass of Cerro de Hojas.

CuB.'^N Railway Bids.—A presidential decree of July 25, 1912,

suspended the opening of the Cuba bids for building the

Caibarien and Nuevitas railway until September 30. 1912. The

construction of this railway carries with it a subsidy of $2,000,-

000 by the Cuban congress, payable to the company constructing

the line, provided the railway passes to the south of the Bam-

burano hills.



NEW BOX, STOCK AND REFRIGERATOR CARS.
steel Frame Freight Equipment with Steel Roofs, the

Framing Being Suitable for Three Types of Cars.

In harmony with the decision to eventually have all of its

cars of the all-steel type, a freight car, the framing of which

can be used practically without change for either box, stock or

refrigerator cars, has been designed in the mechanical engi-

neer's office of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The all-steel design

is not feasible for the two latter types of cars, and in con-

sidering the box car design, the advisability of the use of steel

was taken up with the transportation, traffic, claim and other

departments of the railway, as well as with a number of ship-

pers. The decision arrived at from this discussion favored the

use of a wooden floor and a wooden lining, and the new box

cars are being built in this manner. If at any time it seems

height inside of 8 ft. The maximum width over the eaves

is 9 ft. llyi in., and the total length of car outside of end sills

is 42 ft. 6 in The top of the floor is 3 ft. 7^< in. above the

top of the rail.

UNDESFRAME.

The underframe of these cars follows the same plan em-

ployed in the steel passenger cars on this road, wherein all of

the weight of the car and lading is transferred to the center

sills through the medium of two cantilevers, one at either end,

located 7 ft. 4 in. inside the center plate, and the two end sills.

Thus the body bolster, as it is customarily built, does not ap-

pear in this design and the framing at that point is only such

All-Steel Door Used on the Steel Frame Box Cars.

desirable to use a steel inside finish, it can be substituted with-

out material change in the structure.

The box car thus consists of a steel underframe of the fish-

belly center sill type, but differing from previous designs as will

be explained later; steel side framing formed of posts and

braces in pressed shapes secured to angles at the top and bot-

tom ; an all-steel roof made up of steel carlines and steel roof

sheets, the latter having riveted butt joints with an outside and

inside cover plate ; a 2i-i in. tongue and grooved wooden floor

and a 1J4 in. tongue and grooved side and end lining on the

inside of the posts and with the joints running vertically. The

stock and refrigerator cars differ from this only in the lining.

The box cars have sliding all-steel doors of special design,

while the stock and refrigerator cars have flush doors. All

cars now being built are carried on standard arch bar trucks,

having Syi in. x 10 in. journals. The box and stock cars have

an inside length of 40 ft. 6 in., a width of 8 ft. 10 in. and a clear

as is needed for stiffness and to carry the side bearings. The

center sills are formed of H in. plate pressed with 4 in. flanges

at top and bottom. The sill is 20 in. deep between the canti-

lever connections and narrows to 11 in. at a point 22 11/16 in.

inside the center plate and continues this section to the end

sill. A 4 in. X 4 in. x 9/16 in. angle is riveted to the bottom of

each sill on the inside, and extends continuously between the in-

side draft lug faces, which are incorporated in the center plate

casting and are located about 15 in. outside the center pin at

either end. A ^ in. x 24 in. top cover plate extends continuously

for the full length of the center sills.

The cantilevers on either side of the center sill are formed of

two dished sections of H in. plate, having 3j4 in. flanges. These

are set 5 in. apart and secured to the web of the center sill and

to the 4 in. X 6 in. x ^ in. angle forming the bottom member of

the side truss, hereafter called the side sill, by riveting through

their flanges. There is a ^ in. x 12 in. top cover plate, 5 ft.
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Syi in. in length and a similar ^ in. bottom cover plate which

extend continuously across the top and bottom of the center

sill and are riveted to the flanges of the cantilever members.

A properly formed casting is used as a stiffener between the bot-

toms of the center sill girders at this point.

At the end sills a large part of the weight of the car struc-

ture is transferred by diagonal braces from the corners directly

to the center sills; hence the structure of the underframe at this

point is considerably lighter than at the cantilever, but is of even

greater stiffness in the vertical plane. The end construction con-

sists oi a H in- plate extending the full width of the car. It has a

depth of 5 in below the top of the center sills and is flanged in-

presseii steel sections 7 in. in depth, and 7f^ in. wide in the

channel section, which are riveted through their outward flanged

edges to the center and side sills. Above the side bearing is an

iron filling and stiffening piece. At the extreme end is a cast-

ing suitable for attaching chains, or for jacking the car. The
center plate casting fits between the members of the center sill

and extends some distance toward the end sill, forming the back

stop casting for the draft gear. The center plate itself is a sepa-

rate piece riveted to the bottom of the sill. Very heavy diagonal

braces extend from the corner casting, which includes the push

pole pocket, to the center sills at the center plate.

There are six stiffeners between the center and side sills, four

Underframe of Steel Box, Stock and Refrigerator Cars; Pennsylvania Railroad.

ward for a distance of lOi'g in. at the center and narrows some-

what toward either side, and then is carried up on the inside of

the corner and end posts for a distance of 23^ in. It is secured

to the draft casting at the end, to a corner casting which in-

cludes the push pole pockets, to the side longitudinal angles, to

the corner posts and the end post and braces, as well as to the

two horizontal stiffeners between the corner post and the braces

just at the top of this plate. A study of the drawings will

show the advantages of this end construction, which not only

has great stiffness in the vertical plane but also forms a secure

and permanent end structure suitable for resisting shocks, both

of shifting load and of misuse.

At the center plate the usual bolster is replaced by "U" shaped

being located between the cantilevers and one midway between

them and the center plate. These consist simply of dished sec-

tions 6^ in. in depth and without cover plates. Similar dished

pieces 8 in. in depth are secured between the center sills at these

points. There are no intermediate longitudinal members, the

floor being constructed of 2^ in. material, giving ample strength

to carry the lading without such supports.

SUPERSTRUCTURE.

The side framing consists of a series of posts and braces, each

formed of }i in. open hearth steel pressed in "U" shape of vary-

ing cross section, as is shown in the detail of one of the posts.

The shape of these members is such as to give the greatest
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resistance to side thrust at a point about one-third of the dis-

tance above the floor. The side flanges are wide and the ends

are flat, being riveted directly to the sill and plate. This type

of post was selected on account of its great strength and light

weight, and the opportunity given for a strong connection at

the joint. Sufficient rivets can be inserted to develop the full

strength of the member without the necessity of using angles or

gusset plates. These posts and braces are secured at the top

to a 4 in. X 6 in. x }i in. angle which has its shorter leg extend-

ing outward. At the bottom, the angle forming the side sill

has its shorter leg extending inward. The posts and braces

are indented at the ends to fit around the angles, giving a smooth

y;. s'ji- ->!

^
-30- ->\<-
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Section C'D.
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Pressed Steel Posts for Steel Freight Cars.

surface on the interior of the car for the attachment of the

lining.

It will be noted that the main posts are located at the connec-

tion of the cantilever to the side sills and a large portion of the

weight of the car body superstructure, as well as part of the lading,

will be carried through these posts and the cantilevers to the

center sills. The weight from either side is transferred to them

at the top by the diagonal braces which are of the same general

form and style. Another post is located between the main posts

and the end of the car. It will be seen that this does not come

fastened to the side sill, this does not offer a point of weakness.

The end of the car has a post in the centre, and diagonal braces

from the upper corners to the center sill on either side. These
pass outside the steel end sheathing and are securely at-

tached to it. They transfer practically all the weight of the car

body and a portion of the lading directly to the end of the

centre sills at this point. Practically all the rivets at the con-

nections between the principal members in the side framing

are ^ in.

Specially designed steel carlines are spaced 3 ft. 9j/^ in. apart,

being located without reference to the posts. These rest on top

of the plate and are continued outside and flanged down at the

ends. The '4 in. steel roof sheets are in sections of the same
width as the distance between carlines, but the joint comes mid-

way between the carlines. Above the butt joint between the

sheets the upper cover plate is formed with a ridge in the centre

which adds to the stiffness of the structure. One-quarter inch

rivets are spaced close together at the joint and no calking is

required. The roof sheets on the cars now under construction

are not continuous across the car and the joint at the center is

formed by flanging up the edges and riveting them to-

gether. At the eaves the roof sheets are carried out beyond the

plate and flanged over and a f^ in. x 1 in. strip is riveted along

the edge on the inside, forming a stiffening piece. The roof

structure is secured to the car framing at the sides by only ten

rivets on each side. These are at the carlines where the sheet is

bumped down and a 54 '"• rivet passes through the sheet, car-

line and outwardly extending leg of the angle forming the plate.

At the end of the car, the carline is formed of a 4 in. x 6 in. x

Yi in. angle of the proper shape, and the roof sheets extend over

it and are secured to it by a large number of V2 in. rivets. Here

the eaves are carried over in the same manner as at the sides.

Solf.
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End Elevation and Sections of Steel Frame Box Car.

opposite the center plate and none of the load is transferred to

the underframe at this point. The weight of the roof carried by

this member is transferred up through the diagonal braces and

distributed equally to the main post and to the end framing.

Both the upper and lower longitudinal members of the truss are

continuous for the full length of the car body. The side sill

is reinforced under the door by a 4 in. x ZVi in. x Yz in. bulb

angle riveted to it. The Z bars installed for door slides also give

some reinforcement at the top of the openings. The door posts

themselves are bulb angles and are fastened to the plate and

sill at either end.

The short horizontal struts of the same general style as the

posts and braces, and secured between them at various points,

are included as a means of fastening the side lining rather than

part of the frame structure. The corner posts are 4 in. x 4 in.

x Yi in. angles and have one leg cut away at the bottom where

they are -riveted to the side sills. Inasmuch as they pass outside

of the end lining and are securely riveted to it, and are also

The running boards are fastened to two short sections of

Z-bars, riveted directly to the carlines and through the roof

sheets as is shown in the illustration.

The wooden side lining is secured on the inside of the frame

at the top by means of a ^ in. x 2^ in. bar on the inside of

the lining, which is held by Yi, i"- bolts passing through the

plate and with nuts on the inside. It will be noted that the top

of the lining is somewhat below the top of the plate and that be-

tween all carlines there is an open space between the plate and

the roof sheet, equal to the thickness of the carlines at this point.

This permits excellent ventilation of the car without the possi-

bility of the entrance of snow or rain. At the bottom the side

lining extends inside of the floor down to the side sill, and is

held on the outside by a wooden strip fitted between the posts

and braces, which is held by castings riveted to the side sills. In

addition, the lining is secured to the posts and braces by numer-

ous screws. At the end of the car the lining only extends down

to the lop of the steel plate.
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DOORS.

An all-steel door of exceptionally light and simple design has

keen applied on the box cars. It consists of a sheet of % in.

steel of the proper size flanged over in box section at the bottom

and in "U" section at the top. An upward extending flange at

the box section is spot welded to the main sheet. There are two

horizontal pressed steel members of "U" section equally spaced

HairfM

Ktystona ^hir Ft/f /3 cohered on
both sides mfhpaperondsfffched
^hrot/gh.

Insi/la^'on o^ cei/incf fo be fhe

as Me side ef/he car.

ZPly tVa-hrproof Felf Piiper

Section of Refrigerator Car Insulation at Lower Corners.

on the outside of the sheet and spot welded in place. At either

side are Z-bars, spot welded in place. These are formed over

in hook shape at the bottom and pass under and back of the

edge of the bulb angle secured below the floor opening. This

angle is continued to the first post. At the top the Z-bars are

flattened out and secured in the flange at the upper part of the

sheet. At this point are also riveted the carrying irons which

are not provided with rollers but slide with metalhc contact on
the abbreviated Z-bar at the top of the door opening, which also

extends to the first post.

The door is thus secured at each corner, both top and bottom,

no matter what its position may be. It is entirely smooth on
the inner surface and is set out sufficient to clear the side posts

and braces. The floor is carried out to meet the door in the

opening, the extension being supported by the bulb angle. The
sides of the opening are filled by bulb angles of the proper width
wliich are secured to the top and bottom members of the door
frame by corner irons, and are also riveted to the sill and side

plate. These members form the door posts and are backed up
by 2 in. hard wood strips. The Z-bars at either side of the

door are flanged from steel plates, and the one at the back of the

door is carried around the edge of the sheet to form a lip and
seal the opening. The door stop is another Z-bar flanged from
plate and secured on the outside ui the door post. It extends

out a sufficient distance to form a stop for the full height of the

door. The handle is riveted directly to the sheet and does not

increase the side clearance of the car.

STOCK CAR

The adaptation of this framing to a stock car is shown in one
of the illustrations. The only changes are in the method of

securing the lining or slats and the arrangement of the door.

The underframe, side framing and roof structure are practically

identical with the box car. Since the slats run horizontally there

is no necessity for the horizontal struts between the posts and
braces. The hard wood strips forming the slats are 1J4 '" x 6

in. and are secured directly to the framing by Y% in. bolts with

the nuts on the outside. An end door is desired in this car, and

it will be seen that there was sufficient room between the end

post and the diagonal brace in the upper part cf the car. This

door is arranged to slide toward the side of the car. There is

a small 2"4 in. x 2J4 in. x 3/16 in. angle on the inside of the

corners to hold the end of the wooden slats. The doors on this

car are of the flush sliding type that has been standard for this

type of equipment on the Pennsylvania

REFRIGER.^TOR CARS.

The framing of the refrigerator car does not differ from the

box or stock car except at the door posts, where on account of

the smaller door opening, the regular pressed steel post has been

included and the doors are carried on separate wooden posts

bolted to the sills at the top and bottom and forming part of the

lining. The type of insulation and the method of applying it is

shown in one of the illustrations. It will be noted that the

cork sheets are carried for nearly one foot above the floor level

on the sides and ends, thus preventing the capillary attraction

of the hair felt from carrying up any moisture that might pos-

SecHonA-A. iech'on 8-B.

End Elevation and Sections of Steel Frame Stock Car
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sibly leak through at the floor level. The insulation at the floor

is of cork and is laid in two 1 in. layers with a JS^ in. between

;

there are also three layers of two-ply felt waterproof paper.

The door is of the type customarily used on refrigerator cars,

and the Miner door operating fixtures have been applied. The
joints around the door are sealed by heavy canvas and hair ar-

ranged as a cushion.

The car has an inside clear length between ice tanks of 32 ft.

llyi in., a width of 8 ft. 4;< iii. and a clear height of 7 ft.

4 13/16 in.

None of these cars have been completed, and it is impossible

to obtain the actual weights; it is estimated that in each case

the cars will weigh considerable less than the steel underframe

and wooden superstructure car of the same size.

LEGISLATION CONCERNING STEEL PAS-
SENGER EQUIPMENT.*

Six bills are pending in Congress requiring existing wooden
passenger equipment to be replaced by steel. The periods sug-

gested during which this is to be done vary from June I, 1915,

to January 1, 1918. In order to ascertain the progress of the

building of steel and steel underframe passenger equipment and

to develop the cost of the construction in steel of the present

wooden passenger equipment in the country, circular No. 28 was
issued to the railways on January 15, 1912, by the Special Com-
mittee on Relations of Railway Operation to Legislation.

Replies to that circular have been received by the committee

from 225 companies, operating 219,089 miles in the United States,

and 55,872 passenger equipment vehicles, with 1,211 under con-

struction on January 1, 1912; and from seven companies, oper-

ating 20,815 miles in Canada, and 3,892 passenger equipment ve-

hicles, with 312 under construction on the same date. Tabulations

•Taken from Bulletin No. 40 of the Special Committee on Relations of
Railway Operation to Legislation.

based on these replies are shown in the accompanying table.

The estimates and percentages given apply only to the equip-
ment operated by roads in the United States.

Passenger Cars Acquired.

1909
1910
1911

Total
Number.

. 1,880

. 3,638

. 3,756

Steel.

26.0 per cent.
55.4 per cent.
59.0 per cent.

Steel
Underframe. Wood.
22.6 per cent. 51.4 per cent.
14.8 per cent. 29.8 per cent.
20.3 per cent. 20.7 per cent.

.January
January

"ction) .1,211 76.8 per cent. 16.2 per cent.

Cars Approximately in Service.

Steel.

1, 1909 6'9
1. 1910 1,117
1. 1911 3,133
1. 1912 5,347

7.0 per cent.

Steel
derframe.

673
1,098
1,636
2,399

ver 1909 4,718 1,726
^er 1909 750 per cent. 256 per cent.

Appro.ximate Cost ok Replacement.

Number.
Postal 832
Mail and baggage 2,855
Mail, baggage and passenger 669
Baggage and passenger 3,806
Baggage or express 7,428
Passenger 24,220
Parlor, sleeping, dining '7,'343

769
204Moto

Cost. Amount.
$11,000 $9,152,000
10,000 28,550,000
10,000 6,669,000
10,000 38.060,000
8,500 63,138,000
12,800 310,016,000
22,000 161,546,000
15,000 11,535,000
20,000 4,080,000

Total 48,126 $632,746,000
Annual interest charge at 5 per cent $31,637,300

The charge to operating expenses under the classification of

accounts of the Interstate Commerce Commission, assuming a

value of $4,000 per vehicle replaced, will be $192,504,000.

New Lines for Ecu.ador.—Preliminary survey work has been
commenced on the railways from Huigra to Cuenca, and from
Puerto Bolivar to the Maranon river. These proposed railways

will traverse some of the richest and most undeveloped sections

of the republic, and will open up a great agricultural, mining and
timber countrv.

STATUS OF PASSENGER EQUIPMENT ON 225 RAILWAYS IN UNITED STATES AND 7 RAILWAYS IN CANADA.

Number of

Passenger Equipment
Cars Operated

Num-
ber

Roads

In Service
December 31, 1911

Under
Construction or
Contracted for

but not vet
Received on
Dec. 31, 1911

Acquired in

Calendar
Year 1911

Acquired in

Calendar
Year 1910

Acquired in

Calendar
Year 1909

Steel
Steel
Under
frame

Wood Steel
Steel
Under
frame

Wood Steel

Steel
Under
frame

Wood Steel

Steel
Under
frame

Wood Steel
Steel

Under
Trame

Wood

501 and upward
201 to 500

31

21

17

25
131

4,619
498
58
118
54

1,704
323
156
55

161

35,900
5,854
2,139

2,090
2,143

850
28
22
22
9

152
14

11

17

2

78 1,896
235
43
28
12

536
113
63
32

19

646
43
23
9

58

1,662
174
78
80
22

383
102
2
32
19

819
118
46
44
57

405
15

59

303
35
62
7

1?

734
119
34
7

73

101 to 200
51 to 100
1 to 50 6 9

Total U.S 225 5,347 2,399 48,126 55,872 931 196 84 1,211 2,214 763 779 3,756 2,016 538 1,084 3,638 488 425 967 1,880

Sections:
7

72
53
22

3^
1

15

2,202
47

427
229

1,383

1,044

53
680
454
61

217
934

5,556
16,828

4,933
3,392
3,138
9,352
4,927

6
511
23
32
91

121

147

13
107
42

"32
2

43
1

4
35

"i

14

204
219
20
28
278

422
99
68
99
61
30

24
82
27

41

363

193
230
102
352
89
64
54

10

167
6
58
157
62
30
112

114
182
'77

151

68
107
268

East 889
37
202
78
489
519

583
6

120
90
698
519

64
24

217
6

West

Total U.S 225
7

232

5,347 2,399 48,126

3,892

52,018

55,872
3,892

59,764

931 196 84
306

390

1,211

312

1,523

2,214 763 779
231

1,010

3,756
231

3,987

2,016

2,016
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ACCIDENT REGULATION BY THE GOVERNMENT.
A Review of What the Interstate Commerce Commission Has
Done Toward Reducing Deaths and Injuries on Railways.

BY c. C. m'chord,

Member of the Interstate Commerce Co

Railway accidents, their causes, and the means for their pre-

vention is a subject which has caused general discussion in

this country for many years past; and not without reason.

When wc learn that during the twenty-four years covered by
the statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission 188,037

persons have been killed and 1,395,618 persons injured on the

railways of the United States, we are appalled at the magnitude
of the slaughter. This is an average of 7,835 persons killed

and 58,150 injured each year, or an annual total of nearly

66,000 persons killed and injured. This means that for every

day during the past twenty-four years 181 persons have been

killed or injured—nearly eight every hour, or one every seven

minutes, with the regularity of clockwork. The ravages of war
pale into insignificance before these silent indications of the de-

struction of human life accompanying the peaceful operation

of our railways.

It is pertinent to inquire how much of this fearful record

of slaughter is due to the unavoidable risk of the industry, and

how much to causes that can be eliminated, as means for the

prevention of accidents must obviously be directed to the latter

•causes.

TRESP.^SSERS.

Upon analysis of the above totals one cannot fail to be im-

pressed by the surprisingly large number of trespassers they

include. No figures pertaining to trespassers appear in the

commission's statistics previous to 1890, and as no returns of

accidents to "other persons" were received by the commission

for the year 1910, owing to a change in the law requiring re-

ports of accidents, we have a complete record of accidents to

trespassers for only the twenty-year period, 18S0 to 1909, in-

clusive. This record is sufficiently startling. There were 163,-

171 persons killed and 1,190,125 injured during this twtnty-year

period. Of the number killed, 101,629, or more than 62 per cent,

of the total, are classified as "other persons," that is, they were

neither passengers nor employees, and of these 101,629 "other

persons," 86,733, or more than 85 per cent., were killed while

trespassing. The trespassers killed during this twenty-year

period were more than 53 per cent, of the whole number of per-

sons killed on railways.

Of the 1,190,125 persons injured during this period, 142,040

or more than 11 per cent,, were "other persons," and of this

number 94,646, or more than 66 per cent., were trespassers.

The trespassers injured constitute less than 8 per cent, of the

whole number of persons injured.

The following is a tabular presentation of these facts:

Perso.ns Killed axd Ixjired ix Railw.vy Accidents During the
Twexh-Ye.>,r Period 1890 to 1909, Inclusive.

Number Number
Killed. Injured.

All classes 163,171 1,190,125
Other persons 101.629 142.040
Trespassers .• 86,733 94,646

Per Cent. Per Cent.
Other persons to all classes 62.2 11.9
Trespassers to other persons 85.3 66.7
Trespassers to all classes 53.09 7.9

In the five-year period from 1905 to 1909 inclusive, 31,091

other persons were killed ; 26,291 of these were trespassers.

In the same period 49,786 other persons were injured, of which

number 28,205 were trespassers. A significant feature con-

nected with these figures is the surprisingly large number of

trespassers killed by being struck by trains, locomotives or cars

_

* Abstract of address at the Co^Operative Safety Congress of the Asso-
ciation of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers, on October 1, at Milwaukee,
Wis.

at "other points along the track." Of the 26,291 deaths to tres-

passers during this five-year period, 17,469 were due to this

cause. The extremely fatal nature of this class of accidents is

indicated by the fact that while more than 17,000 persons were
killed, less than 10,000 were injured, the deaths exceeding the

injuries in a ratio of 1.76 to 1. It may also be noted that while
more than 53 per cent, of all the persons killed during the

twenty-year period, from 1890 to 1909, were trespassers, less

than 8 per cent, of the total persons injured were trespassers.

GRADE CROSSINGS.

Public attention for many years has been centered upon the

question of abolishing grade crossings. While it is of course

desirable that all possible precaution should be taken for the

prevention of accidents at highway crossings, it is nevertheless

true that the highway crossing casualties are extremely few as

compared with those occurring at other points along the track.

In the five-year period above shown, 4,261 persons were killed

at highway crossings, as compared with 17,861 persons killed

at other points along the track; 8,830 persons were injured at

highway crossings, as compared with 10.686 injured at other

points along the track. The casualties to non-trespassers at

other points along the track are so comparatively few in num-
ber that they may safely be left out of consideration. It is

probable that practically all of them occur to persons engaged
in loading or unloading cars in railway yards, and it is doubt-

ful whether persons engaged in such work can be surrounded

with additional safeguards. When it is considered, however,

that more than half of the fatal accidents on railways in this

country occur to persons who have no right upon railway

premises, it becomes apparent that there is a fertile field for

reform in the method of dealing with trespassers. In England

and on the continent of Europe walking on railway tracks is

forbidden by law, and it should be here; furthermore, vigorous

measures should be undertaken to make people understand that

railway tracks cannot be used as footwalks with impunity.

Coming now to accidents to employees and passengers, we
enter a field in which the federal government has displayed con-

siderable activity, the result of which can be measured with a

fair degree of accuracy. There are certain accidents which

occur with more or less regularity and frequency on railways

that may properly be called unavoidable. Such are accidents

due to exceptional elemental disturbances, entirely unexpected

landslides or washouts, want of ordinary precaution on the

part of passengers or employees, malicious tampering with road-

way or equipment, etc. Such accidents are accepted as among

the ordinary hazards of railroading and may be dismissed from

our reckoning.

There are accidents, however, which are fairly preventable,

and against the occurrence of which travelers and employees

on railways have a right to demand protection. It is important,

therefore, to determine the causes of these preventable acci-

dents in order that proper measures for their prevention may

be undertaken.

SAFETY APPLIANCE LAW.

The safety appliance act of 1893 was the first attempt of the

federal government to deal with railway accidents. This law

dealt with a class of accidents the cause of which was plainly

apparent. The killing and maiming of employees through the

use of link-and-pin couplers and drawbars of uneven height

had been a crying evil for many years. Railway journals had

advocated reforms; state railway commissions had discussed the
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question, and in some states laws had been enacted requiring

the use of automatic couplers. But these state laws had made

the situation worse rather than better, as they led to the adop-

tion of different types of couplers for the different states, thus

destroying the uniformity that is essential to safety where cars

are universally interchanged, as is the practice on the railways

of this country.

What have been the results of this legislation? To secure

its enforcement the commission in 1899 appointed an inspector

to examine railway equipment. Aided by congressional appro-

priation, this practice has been extended until the inspection

force now numbers 31 men.

The year 1904 is the first one for which we have a complete

record of the results of inspection. In that year the number

of cars found defective in every 1,000 cars inspected was 311.87.

In 1911, however, only seven years later, the situation had so

muchimproved that of every 1,000 cars inspected only 44.63 were

found defective, a reduction of 267.24 in the number of de-

fective cars per 1,000 inspected, or more than 85 per cent., in

this comparatively short period.

This improvement in the condition of safety appliance equip-

ment quite naturally brought about a corresponding decrease

in the number of those accidents to employees which the use

of the appliances was designed to prevent. In the year 1893.

for instance, the number of employees killed in coupling acci-

dents was 433, and the number injured was 11,277. The num-

ber per million equipment then was 333 employees killed and

8,675 injured in coupling accidents. The total equipment in

the year 1893 was 1.3 millions, but .3 million of which was

equipped with automatic couplers. In 1911, with 2.4 millions

of equipment, all of which had automatic couplers, 209 em-

ployees were killed and 2,966 injured in coupling accidents,

an average of but 87 killed and 1,236 injured per million equip-

ment, thus showing a reduction from 11,710 to 3,175 in the

total of deaths and injuries from this cause, or a decrease of

nearly 7i per cent. The showing per million equipment, as

might be expected, is even better, the deaths and injuries on

this basis being reduced from a total of 9,008 in 1893 to 1,325

in 1911, or more than 85 per cent. This decrease in coupling

accidents is even more favorable than at first appears, for it

has taken place coincidently with an expansion of business

which has resulted in the crowding of tracks and terminals,

and the use of heavier equipment and longer trains, thus intro-

ducing additional elements of risk.

In the light of the record it may safely be asserted that,

considering the accidents to employees which the coupler and

air brake laws were designed to prevent, the greatest part of

those which now occur are due to the ordinary hazards of the

railroading industry. It is also proper to observe that the use

of these appliances, in addition to so greatly reducing accidents

to employees, has brought abundant returns to the railways in

economies of operation.

COLLISIONS .\XD DERAILMENTS.

Leaving those accidents the causes of which are plain and

against the occurrence of which the law seems to have pro-

vided efficient safeguards, we come to a class of train acci-

dents upon which public attention has been centered for many

years, but which continue to occur with distressing frequency

in spite of all measures thus far taken to prevent them. Col-

lisions and derailments were responsible for 4,163 deaths. 63,002

injuries, and a property loss of $50,025,303 during the five-year

period, 1907 to 1911, inclusive. The number of collisions and

derailments during this period, as reported by the Interstate

Commerce Commission, was 61,806. No road can claim im-

munity from these accidents, as they occur on the best equipped

and best managed roads quite as frequently as on roads less

well managed or equipped. Moreover, there is a dreary

monotony in the sameness of the reported causes of these ac-

cidents. Year after year derailments and collisions due to iden-

tical causes are reported.

For the purpose of obtaining rehabie data regarding the

causes of these accidents. Congress enacted a law in 1901 re-

quiring interstate railways to make monthly reports under oath

to the Interstate Commerce Commission of all collisions and
derailments, giving the nature and cause of the accidents and
the circumstances connected therewith. It was expected that

through the reports required by this law the causes of the acci-

dents reported upon would be revealed and proper remedies

for their prevention clearly indicated. Under the law the com-
mission has published a series of quarterly bulletins based upoit

the monthly reports received from the railways.

The publication of these bulletins quickly brought into prom-
inence the weakness of the personal equation in railroading,

showing that by far the greater number of these harrowing

train accidents were due to human error The bulletins show-

that errors in the operation of the train order system are fre-

quent and fatal. Such errors are all of a kind. Despatchers.

give wrong orders, or fail to give orders where they are re-

quired; operators fail to copy orders correctly, or do not de-

liver orders that should be delivered : conductors and engine-

men misread, misinterpret, overlook or forget orders

This weakness of the train order system of operating trains,

as disclosed by the commission's accident bulletins, gave im-

petus to agitation for the compulsory use of the block system.

In its annual report for the year 1903 the commission recom-

mended such legislation and submitted a draft of a tentative

bill requiring the use of the block system on all interstate lines

within a certain period. A bill following the suggestions of the

commission was introduced in Congress in the winter of 1905,

and has been reintroduced at every ^^ubsequent session, but has

not yet been enacted into law. In the meantime, the block

system has been considerably extended, the block signal mile-

age reported for the year 1911 being 76,409.7 miles, as against

48,743.2 miles in 1906.

However, notwithstanding the theoretical merits of the block

system as a means of safety, it by no means insures immunity

from collisions. Some of the worst collisions noted in the

accident bulletins have occurred on block signaled roads. Ob-

viously, the block system can only afford protection when its

danger warnings are observed and obeyed. The intensity of

attention and quickness of perception required of enginemen

on our modern, high-speed trains lead to the result that they

sometimes fail to observe or obey signal indications, and when
this happens, disastrous consequences are almost sure to follow.

In the operation of the manual block system also, block oper-

ators sometimes make mistakes which lead to fatal results.

AUTOMATIC STOPS.

Noting these disasters due to human error, under the most

highly approved system of train operation, the question natu-

rally suggested itself: "Is it not possible to employ me-

chanical means that will automatically assume control of a

train and bring it to a stop whenever a danger signal is for

any reason disregarded?" Automatic stops had been in suc-

cessful operation for several years on underground and elevated

lines, but their general use on roads in the open country was

not considered practicable. To determine the general practi-

cability of such devices, therefore, Congress, in 1906, directed

the commission to conduct an investigation, accompanied by

experimental tests, of appliances for the automatic control

of trains. To comply with the direction of Congress, the com-

mission appointed a board of experts which conducted an in-

vestigation extending over a period of nearly five years. Re-

ports stating the results of the board's investigations were

issued annually. The last of these reports, issued December

26, 1911, states that "the information obtained from tests, to-

gether with knowledge of the general state of development of

the art of automatic train control, leads the board to conclude

that there are several types of apparatus and methods of ap-

plication which, if put into use by railways, would quickly de-

velop to a degree of efficiency adequate to meet all reasonable
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demands. Such devices properly installed and maintained

would add materially to safety in the operation of trains. In

many situations, under conditions existing in this country, the

board is convinced that the use of automatic train stops is neces-

sary to the safety of trains."

HOURS OF SERVICE.

Another matter made prominent by the accident bulletins

was the long hours of service to which train employees were

subjected. Accidents were reported in the bulletins where the

employees involved had been on duty an excessive number of

hours, and it seemed apparent that such accidents were largely

contributed to, if not directly caused, by excessive periods of

service.

Whether the enforcement of the hours of service law has re-

sulted in any increase of safety in train operation it is impos-

sible to say, as a statistical presentation of results cannot be

made. That the law has "been of great benefit to employees.

however, is certain. There can be no doubt that the efficiency

and morale of railway train service has improved. Further-

more, the economic result of the law's operation is beheved to

be of benefit to the railways. Trains are moved over the road

in less time than formerly, and the number of train miles run

for each trainman employed has considerably increased since

the law became eflfective.

Experience with the accident report law soon developed the

fact that its underlying purpose, which was to secure accurate

ir.formation respecting the actual cause of train accidents,

could not be accomplished by relying upon the reports made

by railway managers. Railway officials often seemed to think

it their duty to withhold essential facts on account of some

real or fancied liability that might impair the company's rights

or interests in future court proceedings. Some companies

seemed to have adopted a settled policy of furnishing the least

possible information on all matters connected with accidents on

their lines. Moreover, it was found impracticable to formulate

a code of questions that would ehcit satisfactory answers by

letter in cases where the cause of a collision or derailment

was at all complicated or obscure, or where the responsibility

was chargeable to two or more persons. In such cases cross-

examination is necessary to get at the true facts.

INVESTIGATION OF .\CCIDENTS BY THE COMMISSION.

It became apparent, therefore, that independent investigations,

conducted under authority of the federal government, were

necessary to develop the true facts, and after an agitation extend-

ing over a period of six years a law authorizing such investi-

gations was placed on the federal statute books on May 6. !910.

Investigations under this law began in June, 1911. and up to

date 85 accidents have been investigated and reported upon by

the various inspectors. The chief of the division of safety ap-

pliances has submitted his reports to the commission- on 72

of these accidents, and 53 have been summarized in accident

bulletins 41, 42 and 43. Detailed reports of the more important

accidents investigated have been printed as separate documents

by the commission.

The investigations have not yet proceeded far enough to in-

dicate the need of any specific legislation other than that which

has already been proposed, but they have confirmed the need

of a law for the compulsory use of the block system, and for

the use of automatic stops in certain situations, as also for a

uniform code of signals and rules, a bill providing for which

has already been introduced in Congress.

The inherent weakness of the train order system appears from

the fact that of 47 collisions investigated, 23 were due to fail-

ure of conductors or enginemen to understand or obey orders

;

mistakes of despatchers or operators in issuing, transmitting,

copying or delivering orders ; forgetting or failing to keep

clear of superior class trains ; misreading watches, and im-

properly checking train register. These identical errors have

been the cause of collisions with more or less frequency

throughout all the years the train order system has been in

operation. They occur under both the double and single order

system, as well as with the intermediate order, and are in-

evitable wherever absolute reliance is placed upon the human
element. It is universally admitted that the defects of the

train order system cannot be cured by any improvement in

the details of its operation. The only certain remedy is some
form of block system that will insure the maintenance of an

interval of space between moving trains.

But, as previously noted, collisions also occur under the block

sj'stem. Such accidents in most cases are due to improper

flagging or to failure of enginemen to observe or obey signals.

Occasionally, where manually operated signals are in use, col-

lisions are caused by mistakes on the part of signalmen. In

short, collisions under the block system are due to the same

fundamental cause as under the train order system, namely,

human error. From the standpoint of safety, the block system

is superior to the train order system only because it presents

fewer opportunities for men to make mistakes.

NEED FOR BETTER RULES.

To prevent collisions, therefore, we must reduce the chance

of human error to a minimum, and introduce measures to neu-

tralize its effects when it does occur. This is a trite conclusion,

but it is sometimes necessary to re-state a truism in order

that the importance of a too familiar fact may be made prom-

inent. To reduce the chance of human error in the operation

of trains is a problem that has occupied the attention of rail-

way managers for many years. Rules innumerable have been

formulated with this end in view, and various disciplinary

measures have been undertaken for the enforcement of such

rules. But the results have not been entirely satisfactory.

Why? Mainly because the rules, as well as the disciplinary

measures for their enforcement, have too often been mere make-

shifts. Rules have been violated with impunity, with the full

knowledge of officials whose duty it was to enforce them, and

disciplinarj' measures have been applied only in cases where

disaster has followed disobedience. The crying need in rail-

way service today is a sensible and entirely workable code of

rules governing the operation of trains, a code that can be

obeyed under all conditions of operation; a code the primary

purpose of which shall be the prevention of accidents rather

than the avoidance of legal responsibility for their occurrence.

Whenever it becomes the unwritten law on a railway that

schedules must be maintained and trains moved over the road

regardless of rules that have been enacted to secure safety,

the conditions of disaster on that road are ever present and

its managers are gambling with fate.

EXCESSIVE SPEED.

Excessive speed as a factor in train accidents deserves seri-

ous consideration. A number of derailments investigated were

directly due to speed too high for the existing conditions of

track or roadbed, and in several serious colHsions high speed

was an important factor. It is, of course, extremely difficult,

if not impossible, to say absolutely what is a safe Hmit for the

speed of trains. But the effort to maintain the schedules of

these fast trains, and to bring them in on time, creates an un-

desirable mental condition and increases the chances of mis-

takes by employees.

This mental condition, this desire to bring the fast train in

on time at all hazards, leads to the disobedience of many rules,

and such disobedience is often winked at by the very officials

whose duty it is to enforce the rules. Trainmen are thus en-

couraged to take dangerous chances, knowing that if they

come through without accident their infraction of the rules

will be ignored. It thus happens that most of the accidents

to high-speed trains are directly caused by failure of some

employee to perform his duty.

Failure of railway oflBcials to determine with scientific ac-

curacy the limits of safety, especially with respect to speed on
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curves, no doubt has led to many derailments. There are no

accurate engineering data showing the actual stresses which are

set up in railway track structures by locomotives and cars of

different weights and moving at different rates of speed. That

an enormous strain is placed upon track by our heavy, modern

trains, hauled by engines weighing upward of 200 tons, at 60

miles or more per hour, is beyond question. There is urgent

need for accurate information on this point.

BROKEN RAILS.

Investigation of derailments due to broken rails has developed

the fact that current specifications for the manufacture of

rails are not adequate to guard against the most common type

of fractures, and that the drop test does not reveal the presence

of interior defects of a serious character. There is urgent

need of reform in the requirements of the specifications, as

well as in the methods of inspection at the mills, so as to in-

sure that structurally sound rails will be obtained. This need

is particularly urgent in view of the constantly increasing

strains to which rails are subjected, due to increase in the

weight and speed of trains.

THE STEEL CAR.

The superiority of the steel car, from the standpoint of safety,

has been confirmed by the results of investigations, both with

respect to collisions and derailments. Antiquated wooden cars

have been totally destroyed, with serious results in loss of life

and injury to persons, in accidents less severe than those in-

volving steel cars, the occupants of which have escaped prac-

tically unscathed. The steel car is rapidly superseding the

wooden car on practically all the prominent roads, and it may

safely be predicted that unnecessary injury and loss of life in

collisions and derailments, by reason of the use of antiquated

and structurally unsound cars, will soon be a thing of the past.

We have now passed in review the various measures taken

by the federal government for the prevention of railway acci-

dents, with the results of their operation so far as known. No
specific cure for these disasters can be offered, for none is at

hand. Experience has shown, however, that the number and

severity of railway accidents can be materially reduced by the

introduction of methods and appliances which are entirely

practicable, and it is particularly encouraging to note that there

has recently occurred a general awakening among railway man-

agers and railway trainmen's organisations which has led to a

well organized movement on the more prominent railways of

the country to secure greater safety.

In the working out of this problem of greater safety on rail-

ways we shall get no aid from a study of the railways of other

countries. Our problem is essentially peculiar to this country,

and must be solved in the fight of conditions existing here.

The most difficult and perplexing factor in this problem is the

personal equation. The failure of the man at the critical mo-

ment is the thing to be guarded against, and this involves gen-

erally a reformation in methods of discipline and rules of

operation.

The publication of reports of accidents investigated by the

federal government acts as a powerful tonic on the whole situ-

ation, as shiftless methods which endanger life and property

cannot long endure in the light of merciless publicity.

SAFETY COMMITTEES AN IMPORTANT FACTOR.

Great possibilities in the direction of a solution of the prob-

lem lie in the organization of so-called safety committees.

These are now features in the administration of many prominent

roads, and the slogan "safety first" has become a watchword

in the details of their operation. In making safety the domi-

nant idea in the minds of employees, by continually talking

about it and pointing out methods for its attainment, an im-

portant step in the right direction is taken. It is necessary for

the employee to. think right before he can act right. These

safety committees are also bound to be an important factor

in reawakening in employees that old-timt feeling of personal

interest and pride in the record of "our road'' that has been so

largely dissipated by modern railway development. In short,

co-operation for definite results all along the line is bound to

result from the well directed efforts of these committees.

INFLUENCE OF GRADE REDUCTION ON
COST OF OPERATION ON WHEEL-

ING & LAKE ERIE.

The annual report of Receiver B. A. Worthington of the

Wheeling & Lake Erie (now president of the Chicago & Alton)

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1912. contains some interesting

data on the results secured from the reduction of grades on the

main line between- Toledo and the Ohio river near Wheeling,

and also on the line between Cleveland and Brewster, Ohio. The
reduction of grades on these lines has been in progress for the

last four years, and is now practically completed, with maximum
grades of 0.4 per cent, westbound, and 0.5 per cent, eastbound.

From the report submitted, it is interesting to note that while the

total tons of freight carried increased from 8,324,150 in 1S08 to 11.-

410,313 in 1912, or 37.07 per cent., and while the freight ton miles

increased from 977,265,071 in 1S08, to 1,237,920,938 in 1912, or

26.67 per cent, the freight train miles only increased from 1,624,-

261 to 1.673,953 or 3.06 per cent, in the same period, while the
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net tons per train mile increased from 602 to 740, or 22.92 per

cent. This latter item shows a steady increase from 602 tons in

1908 to 620 in 1909, 640 in 1910, 680 in 1911, and 740 in 1912, in-

dicating strongly the effect of the reduced grades on the train

tonnage as the construction work was completed on different

parts of the line.

Likewise, while the expenditures for maintenance of way and

structures increased from $667,479.49 in 1908, to $871,514.80. or

30.5 per cent., and in maintenance of equipment from $1,148,755.29

to $1,402,075.60, or 22 per cent., the cost of transportation only

increased from $2,249,368.10 to $2,485,883.66, or but 10.5 per cent,

in spite of the increase of 26.67 per cent, in ton-miles hauled.

The accompanj'ing table shows the savings in dollars and in

locomotive miles resulting from the increased train loadings for

the four years. The decrease in the savings shown in 1911 as

compared with 1910 is due to the increase in wages which went

into effect that year, and also to increased cost of fuel and sup-

plies, as well as a sHght decrease in traffic. The direct items of

locomotive and train expenses include all expenses of train, yard

and engine house services combined with cost of fuel, water,

lubricants and other supplies used in the transportation depart-

ment The accompanying curves show graphically the accumu-

lating increase in the savings due to lower ton mile cost of $1.29,-

512, and in locomotive miles of 652.946. The relatively sreater

percentage of saving in the locomotive miles of 10.57 per cent,

as compared with the percentage of saying in dollars ef 2.55

per cent., is accounted for by the various increases in wages and
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fuel and supplies. The general advance in wages during 1910

amounted to over 6 per cent., while the cost of fuel advanced 10

per cent. From this it is apparent that the net saving of $129,512

is the net result after the absorption of a large portion of these

increased expenditures. These improvements were made with

the same locomotives which had Ijeen in service previous to the

grade reduction, no new locomotives having been received .since

1905, while a considerable portion of the engines in service have

been in use over 20 years.

A Study Showing Economy I.vcident to Grade Revision.

1909. 1910. 1911. 1912.
Revenue ton miles (in thou-
sands) 889,916 1,100,045 1,059,785 1,175,463

Direct items of locomotive and
train expense $1,352,691 $1,606,202 $1,632,339 $1,701,571

Cost per ton mile (mills) 1.520 1.460 1.540 1.448
Freight locomotive miles 1,647,209 1,924,383 1,759,905 1,839,234
Average tons per locomotive

mile 540 572 602 639
Saving due to lower ton mile

cost (Cumulative) 65,846 44,380 129,512
Saving in locomotive miles

through heavier train load-
ing (Cumulative) 112,737 315,397 652,946

COMPARATIVE TESTS OF FREIGHT LOGO-
MOTIVES.

A saving of from 29 per cent, to 32_per cent, in coal and 27

per cent, in water per ton-inile in freight service has been ef-

fected on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western by the intro-

duction of a heavy and powerful class of Mikado type loco-

motives of the latest design in place of consolidation loco

motives of a straight forward conventional design. This is

shown by the results of comparative road tests between the

new Mikados built for this company by the American Loco-

motive Company, and described in the September, 1912, issue

of this journal, page 459, and consolidation locomotives pre-

TABLE NO. 1.

SUMM.ARV OF .\VER.ACE ReSL"LTS.

Westbound.
2-8-0. 2-8-2.

141 141
420,537 469,248

1,564 1.491
13.7 10.8

10.25 10.17
2.18 1.38

8.07 8.39
17.3 ' 16.4

65 45.9

571.3

2i"

29.4

East
2-S-O.

141
332,533

1,263
11.05
11.17
3.08

8.09
17.6

66.7

bound.
2-8-2.

141
386,183

1,275
9.25
9.10
2.21

6.49
20.7

47.5

•416.

ie.'i

i9!4

i7.'6

28.8

<Ch

Ton-miles per trip

Scoops fired per trip...
Coal fired per trip, tons
Time, total, hrs. & min.
Time, dead, hrs. & min.
Running time, hrs. &

13.

8

26'

2

Speed, miles per hour..
Pounds of coal per 1,000

ton-miles (exclusive
of engine and tender)

Pounds of water per
1.000 ton-miles (ex-
clusive of engine and

6.3

29.1

27.2

* Average for all trips

viously used in the same service and purchased last year from

the same builders.

As a result of their greater economy, the Mikados, though

32 per cent, heavier and much more powerful than the con-

solidations, burn 21 per cent., or from 2 to 3 tons less coal

per trip than the latter, and yet haul 14 per cent, heavier trains

at the same or higher speeds.

The trials were in no sense a scientific test to determine the

relative efficiency of the two designs. The object was merely
to compare the performance of the two classes of locomotives
with respect to fuel and water consumed and load and speed
in the same service and under average operating conditions,

with a view to determining just what average benefits, if any,
the Mikados effected in handling the traffic.

All observations were made on the Buffalo division between
Elmira and East Buffalo, a distance of 141 miles, the profile

of which is shown in the illustration. Records were kept of
four runs of each class of locomotive, two in each direction.

A short run from Elmira to Mount Morris was also made
with one of the consolidations. As this is not exactly compar-
able with ,the through runs, the record of this trial is not in-

TABLE NO. 2.

Compar.^tive Average Results on Easy Grades.
Elmira to Wayland (Westbound).

Type. 2-8-0. 2-8-2.

Distance, miles 62K 62M
Time, total, hours and minutes 5.00 4.07
Time, delayed, minutes .4S .41
Running time, hours and minutes 4.12 3!26
Speed, miles per liour 15 18.25
Tonnage behind tender 2.989 3,328
Number of scoops 1.016 826
Coal, pounds 17.780 11,977
Pounds of coal .per 1,000 ton-miles (ex-

clusive of engine and tender) 95 57.6

eluded in any of the following tabulations of average results,

except in Table No. 2, which shows the relative performance
from Elmira to Wayland.
The consolidation locomotives were comparatively new and

have been in service only a year and were in good condition

of repair. Whatever advantage there was between the two
classes of locomotives in this respect was, of course, however,
in favor of the Mikados. To offset this, however, the engine-
men were not familiar with the operation of the Mikado loco-

motives.

Coal was measured by the number of scoops fired, the aver-

age weight of a scoopful having first been determined by actual

Per cent.
2-8-2. Difference

14
79

10.6
3.550 18.7
4,462 4.8

TABLE NO. 3.

C0.MPARATIVE .Average Results on Heavy C

Cleveland to Wayland rEastbound).

Type. 2-8-0.

Distance, miles 14

Speed, miles per hour 10.4
Tonnage behind tender 2.145
Coal fired, pounds 4,687
Pounds of coal per 1,000 ton-miles (ex-

clusive of engine and tender) 156

weight. A record of the number of scoops was kept by means
of counters.

On the consolidations a No. 5 scoop was used, the average

weight of the scoopful being 17; 2 lbs.; while the Mikados were
fired with a No. 3 scoop, the average weight being 14J/^ lbs.

This is reflected in the results given below in which the dif-

ference in the amount of coal burned per trip is much greater

than the difference in the number of scoops shoveled. Two
firemen were used on the consolidations, which is the regular

practice, while one fireman handled the Mikados.

The weight of water per inch of depth in the tanks was ac-

ZiO 260 ZTO 280 230 300 310 320 330 340 3f0 300 370 330

Profile of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Between Owego and Buffalo.
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curately determined and the water level measured through the

manhole.

No attempt was made to surround the tests with special con-

ditions. On every run, both the locomotives and the crew

operating them were those assigned in the regular course. A
good quality of coal and of the same grade was used on all

the runs.

Table No. 1 gives separately a summary of the average re-

sults ot the westbound and eastbound trips; also the percent-

age difference. It will be observed that the Mikados made a

decidedly better performance in tonnage handled and con-

sumption of coal. They showed up splendidly in the test,

steamed freely and handled the train perfectly at all times.

They burned from 19 to 21 per cent, less coal per trip than the

lighter consolidations, and they hauled from 11 to 16 per

cent, heavier trains. Westbound there was little difference in

the total time, running time and speed between the two classes

of engines, though the Mikados averaged 40 minutes less de-

layed time. Eastbound the Mikados took their heavier trains

over the road in considerably faster time than the consoli-

dations.

On the westboimd trips, the soUd train was taken through

from terminal to terminal in all cases; but, eastbound, cars

were switched off and taken up at various points en route. The

work done per trip by the locomotives is consequently ex-

pressed in each case in ton-miles. It is interesting to compare

the performance of the two classes of locomotives over par-

ticular portions of the division showing their relative merits

under varying grade conditions.

Table No. 2 gives a summary of the comparative perform-

ance of the two classes westbound between Elmira and Way-

TABLE NO. 4.

Comparison of Pmncipai. Dimensions.

Type- 2-8-2. 2-8-0.

Cylinders, diam. and stroke, in 28 X 30 26 X 30
Driving wheels, diam. in 63 57
Boiler, outside diam., front end. in 86^6 8154
Boiler pressure, lbs 180 170
Firebo.x, length, in 108 IllJi
Firebox, width, in 84'A 75%
Tubes, number and diameter 304-2 445-2
Flues, number and diameter 43-5 J^ ....
Tubes and Hues, length, ft. & in 21 15-2

Heating surface, tubes, sq. ft 4,593 3,513
Heating surface, firebox, sq. ft 261 202
Heating surface, total, sq. ft 4,854 3,715
Grate area, sq. ft 63 58.2
Superheating surface, sq. ft 1,085 ....
Weight on driving wheels, lbs 236.500 210.500
Weight on leading truck, lbs 27.500 25,500
Weight on trailing truck, lbs 48,000
Weight, total of engine, lbs 312,000 236,000
Weight of tender, lbs 159.700 157,300
Wheel-base, driving, ft. & in 17-0 17-6
Wheel-base, engine, ft. & in 35-2 26-5
Wheel-base, engine and tender, ft. & in 67-3K 60-11
Maximum tractive effort, lbs 57.100 51,400

land, a distance of 62^4 miles. From the profije it will be

seen that most of this distance is an easy ascent averaging

about .2 per cent, with some short down grades and level

stretches. Under these conditions the Mikados hauled a 11

per cent, heavier train at 21yi per cent, higher speed and
burned 23].^ per cent, less coal. This gives an average saving

of 39 per cent, per 1,000 ton-miles.

A comparison of the performance of the two classes of loco-

motives under heavy grade conditions is shown in Table No.

3, which gives the average results running from Groveland to

Wayland, a distance of 14 miles, all but two miles of which

is an ascending grade averaging 1.09 per cent.. Consolidations

were used as helpers on this grade for both classes of loco-

motives. It will be seen that under these conditions the

Mikados hauled 18 per cent, more tonnage than the consoli-

dation at the same speed, and burned a little less coal. The
Mikados showed a saving of 20 per cent, in coal per 1,000

ton-miles

.As a result of the introduction of the new engines, helper

service on the Groveland grade has been reduced, and three

of the helpers formerly used have been released for road service.

The Mikados are equipped with superheaters having 1,085

sq. ft. of heating surface, as well as brick arches. The con-

solidations have neither superheaters nor brick arches, and as

far as details and general design are concerned, represent, in

the main, the common conventional practice for locomotives of

their type.

A comparison of the principal dimensions of the two classes

of engines is given in Table No. 4.

NEW 105-LB. RAIL FOR THE
CENTRAL LINES.

NEW YORK

The accompanying drawing shows the 105 lb. rail section of

che New York Central & Hudson River which has recently

been made standard on that road, and which will be used in roll-

ing the rails for 1913 use. This section is the same as the New
York Central lines' standard 100 lb. section, with the exception

of the increased fillet between the web and the base, which adds

5 lbs. per yard to its weight. While comparatively few half moon
or crescent breaks in the base have occurred with the old 100

K '>'y 5^' ^ ^S"y ^f-r^'^'^^^'j' 4" ",

"^
-6 ^Oi^^s^^ — ^ ^

New 105-lb. Rail and Angle Bar; New York Central & Hudson
River.

lb. section rolled of basic open hearth steel, it is believed that

the new section will decrease this number still further. It is

believed that the increased strength given to the base at the

junction with the web in the new section will provide more fully

for the ordinary average increase in the wheel loads for some-

time to come. This section is similar in design to the revised

90 lb. section described in the issue of the Railway Age Gacette

of August 12, 1912.

CoxsTRucTiox \\'oRK IN Haiti.—The first section of the rail-

way which is now being constructed through Haiti has been

completed and accepted by the government. The completed di-

vision extends from Cape Haitien to La Grande Riviere, while

the section from Gonaives to Ennery is also almost ready. A
60-ton Baldwin locomotive is now at work aiding in laying the

tracks on this line.
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A strike was declared on the Georgia Railroad at 6:30 p. m.

October 2. A press despatch from Atlanta says that all trains

were stopped and that for a time traffic was completely tied up.

In connection with the National Conservation Congress which

is being held in Indianapolis this week there is an extensive

exhibit of sanitary railroad cars in a yard west of the Union

Station.

Instead of abolishing grade crossings Kansas is to put a pair

of thank-e-ma'ams at each railway crossing to make auto-

mobiles slow down. If the railroads should be similarly humped,
travel in Kansas would at least be exciting.

—

Springfield

Republican.

The Philadelphia & Reading announces that beginning on the

first of next January the use of lead and wire car seals will be

discontinued, the company having adopted the Tyden seal, which
is apphed without the use of a seal press. Shippers who seal

their own cars are advised to use the Tyden seals.

The Great Northern has ordered from the Western Electric

Company apparatus for the equipment of a telephone despatching

line 240 miles long. The despatcher will be located at the center

of this line and there will be 25 stations. The Temiskaming &
Northern Ontario has given a similar order for 250 miles, and
the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh one for 125 miles.

The losses sustained by the Mexico North Western in conse-

quence of the recent revolutions in that country are reported as

amounting to $3,000,000 (gold), and those of the Madera Lumber
Company, owned by the same interest, at $1,000,000 (gold). The
line of the railway has been finished as far as Nuevo Casas
Grandes ; but all further extensions have been abandoned for the

present.

The action of the coroner's jurj' at Corning, N. Y., in deciding

that no person was criminally responsible for the collision near

that place on July 4, appears not to have settled the matter, as,

according to a press despatch of September 27, the grand jury

has filed in the Supreme Court an indictment of engineman
Schroeder. The grand jury found no indictment against flag-

man Lane.

The law for the elimination of highway grade crossings in

New Jersey, w'hich was passed by the legislature last winter,

has been declared invalid, in a decision by Chief Justice Gum-
mere, handed down September 27. The law had been vetoed by

Governor Wilson, but the veto was not properly sent, and the

officers of the state had been in doubt as to whether or not the

statute was in effect.

Detectives of the West Shore Railroad and of New York
City have arrested two men who, they say, have within the past

three months, stolen fifteen or twenty thousand dollars' worth

of silver from private cars standing in railway yards. These

robberies began with the theft of $5,000 worth of silver from a

car belonging to George J. Gould, which was standing in the

yard at Weehawken last July.

The Pennsylvania Terminal Real Estate Company has been

incorporated at Albany, N. Y., with a capital of $3,000,(XX).

Samuel Rea, vice-president of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and
one of the directors of the new company, says that it was formed

to develop the property of the Pennsylvania Tunnel & Terminal

Railroad Company adjoining the Pennsylvania station in New
York City. The inducement now to proceed with these im-

provements was the adoption by the city of its subway plans,

which mean rapid transit for the west side (Seventh avenue).

The annual track inspection of the Pennsylvania Lines, both

east and west of Pittsburgh, is being made this week. The first

trip was made on Wednesday, starting from Pittsburgh. The
route thence to Chicago was by w-ay of the southwest lines to

Coshocton thence to Loudonville, and from there to Chicago

over the main line of the Fort Wayne. The party, numbering
about 200, disbanded at Chicago after a dinner at the Hotel

La Salle on Wednesday evening. The inspection east of Pitts-

burgh was begun at Pittsburgh, Thursday morning. Thence to

New York, over the main line, the party occupying si.x special

trains.

President B. A. Wortliinglon, of ihc Chicago & Alton, ad-
dressed a meeting of the Sunday Union of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers on Sunday, September 29, in the rooms of
the Permanent Manufacturers' Exhibit of Railway Supplies and
Equipment in the Karpen building, Chicago. Mr. Worthington
spoke on the subject of the relations between the railways and
the public, and predicted a serious business depression in the

future unless the present attitude of the public toward the rail-

ways is changed for the better. He urged railway men to be
on the lookout for opportunities to refute unfair statements re-

flecting on the railways and their management.

The Erie Railroad has purchased the American Locomotive
Company's experimental Pacific type locomotive No. 50,000,

which was designed and constructed by the builders at their

own expense for the purpose of obtaining information as to

the possibilities of increased capacity and improved economy
in passenger locomotives for difficult service through the ap-

plication of the latest knowledge in general proportions, details

of design, materials and fuel saving devices. The locomotive

was fully described in the Railway Age Gazette of December
29, 1911, page 1322. In service tests it showed 13 per cent,

greater average economy compared with another Pacific of

like weight equipped with the same fuel saving devices, though
not developed to the same degree, and over 25 per cent, greater

economy than one of conventional design. Its success in serv-

ice last winter on the Erie (Railway Age Gazette, March 29,

1912, page 739) in maintaining a most difficult schedule under
the worst weather conditions experienced in years, demon-
strated its exceptional capacity. The influence which this en-

gine has had on subsequent locomotive design marks ;t as a

distinct advance in locomotive engineering. It introduced a

number of improvements in detail construction which are being

widely adopted by the railways throughout the country.

Strike of Railway Employees in Spain.

A strike of railway employees in Catalonia which was begun
September 25, has seriously disturbed railway traffic throughout

the north and east of Spain. There was considerable disorder,

and at Barcelona the city was put in charge of the military.

Telegraph wires were cut, and later were repaired by the troops,

only to be cut again. Despatches indicate that the mail trains

were in most places kept running, but only with difficulty. On
Wednesday of this week matters were reported improved at

Seville, but still unsettled at Barcelona and Valencia. Large

quantities of perishable freight were spoiled by the delay.

Co-operative Safety Congress at Milwaukee.

The First Co-operative Safety Congress was held at the Hotel

Pfister, Milwaukee, Wis., during the week September 30 to Octo-

ber 5, at the invitation of the Association of Iron and Steel

Electrical Engineers and for the purpose of forming a permanent

organization.

On Monday evening was held the first annual safety dinner of

the association, which was devoted to discussions of methods of

promoting safety, and the programme for the rest of the week
was divided into sessions devoted to the various branches of

industry.

On Tuesday morning was held the federal session, presided

over by Dr. L. W. Chaney, Department of Commerce and Labor,

as chairman. Chief Inspector Belnap of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission read an extensive address on "The WorK of

the Federal Government in Preventing Railway .\ccidents and

its Results." which was prepared by C. C. McChord of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, and which reviewed the develop-

ment of the present federal laws enacted in the interest of safety

on railways, and presented statistics to show the effects of such

legislation. An abstract of Mr. McChord's paper is presented

elsewhere in this issue.

Tuesday afternoon was devoted to the States Session, at

which W. F. Houk, Commissioner of Labor of Minnesota, pre-

sided as chairman. On Wednesday morning was held a Mines'

Session, presided over by Dr. Jos. Holmes, director of Bureau

of Mines, as chairman, and at which a number of addresses re-

lating to safety work in the various mine districts were pre-

sented.

Wednesday afternoon was devoted to the Transportation Ses-

sion, at which R. C. Richards, chairman of the Central Safety
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Committee oi the Chicago & North Western was chairman Mr.

Richards opened the session with a discussion of the safety

movement, which was first introduced on the Chicago & North

Western. He said that 32,000 men were killed and 2,000.000 in-

jured each year in peaceful industries in the United States, or

during the four days the Safety Congress was in session 384

workmen would be killed and 23,000 injured. While the rail-

ways are severely criticised for their accident records it is be-

> cause they are forced to make their records public. As a mat-

ter of fact they are responsible for only one-tenth, of

the number of workmen killed in this country, and of

only one-sixteenth of those injured. The safety movement in

the railways is rapidly extending and safety committees

are now at work on 144,000 miles of railway. A paper

was presented by A. Hunter Boyd. Jr., chairman of the Gen-

eral Safety Committee of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, on

"Accidents Attributable to the Carelessness of Employees and

How Best to Prevent Them." In discussing it .\. .-X. Krause.

general claim attorney of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and

G. F. Baker, assistant general adjuster of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, urged that more attention be given to moral

characteristics in selecting employees. Mr. Baker announced

that -his road is now organizing safely committees. George

Bradshaw, general safety agent of the New York Central Lines,

presented a paper on the "Prevention of .\ccidents in Railway

Shops and Roundhouses," in which he described several meth-

ods of safeguardirg machinery as a necessary means of promot-

ing safety in railway shops.

S. M. Braden, general superintendent of the Chicago & North

Western, read a paper on the "Prevention of Accidents to Train-

men". He emphasized the necessity of arousing and sustaining

interest among employees and said that the tendency of unions

was to interfere v.ith discipline. The men co-operate heartily.

In nineteen months to June 30, 1912, there was a reduction of

27.8 per cent, in killed, and 31.2 per cent, in injured on the North

Western system. Raihvays are waiting for the automatic train

control to be made fool proof and practical. E. F. Potter, assist-

ant to general manager of the Soo Line, urged a more uniform

discipline as in the army, .\utomatic devices do not remove the

human element, but transfer responsibility from the engineman

to the less paid maintainer. J. W. Coon, assistant general man-

ager. Baltimore & Ohio, said men should be tested as strictly

as materials. Ninety-one per cent, of the accidents in the past

year on the Baltimore & Ohio were due to causes over which

the company had no control. H. W. Belnap said he was greatly

interested in the safet\' movement and commended the co-

operation of roads with his inspectors. Abstracts of the papers

of Messrs. Boyd. Bradshaw and Braden will be published in the

Railzi.'ay Age Gacctic of October 11.

On Thursday morning was held the Manufacturers' Session,

presided over by John Kirby, Jr., president of the National

Association of Manufacturers, and the Thursday afternoon ses-

sion, which was called the Allied Association Session, was pre-

sided over by F. C. Schwedtman, president of the Citizens' In-

dustrial Association, This session included a demonstration of

safety methods by moving pictures.

The programme for Friday provided for an Iron and Steel

Session and safety exhibit representing the safety work of the

United States Steel Corporation.

Government Report on Derailment at West Lebanon.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has this week issued

a report, dated August 19, on the derailment of a westbound

passenger train which occurred on the Wabash Railroad near

West Lebanon, Ind., March 7, last. The report is by Chief

Inspector Belnap and by James E. Howard, engineer of the

Bureau of Standards. In this derailment the entire train except

the locomotive and the tender fell down a bank, and two pas-

sengers were killed. It was due to a broken rail The train

was running about 35 miles an hour and the rails were A. S.

C. E. 80-lb.. 33 ft. long, laid on hard wood ties about 18 ties to the

rail. The rail which broke was on the outside of a curve of

2 deg., and it was much worn, the flanges of the wheels having

worn off about 27 per cent, of the head. About a month before

the accident tie plates had been put under the rails because of

the worn condition of the ties and of the spikes on the outside.

Testimony given at a coroner's inquest is cited to the effect that

many of the ties in the vicinity were decayed and that none
were changed when the tie plates were put in. The ground
was then frozen hard and continued frozen until the day of the

accident. There was irregularity in the surface of the track,

which, "no doubt contributed to the failure of the rail." The
rail was made by the Illinois Steel Company in 1903 and is

supposed to have been laid in August, 1904, the record not being

exact in this feature. About 7 ft. in the middle of the rail

w-as broken into six pieces.

The report of Mr. Howard says that the weight of the engine

was 180,700 lbs. and the weight on the drivers (Atlantic type)

was 96,700 lbs. The immediate cause of the failure of the rail is

attributed to the seaminess of the metal in the base, which in-

duced a fracture. The rail was weakened by reason of the

presence of the seam, and yielded under a load which sound
metal would have sustained without fracture. After discussing

the appearance and condition of the several fragments of the

rail,, which are illustrated by photographic cuts, Mr. Howard
concluded as follows :

"Such fractures are numbered by the thousands. From statis-

tics it appears that not less than 80 per cent, of broken rails

reported, covering certain periods, were of the type here en-

countered.

"Herein is exhibited a structural defect which is prevalent,

to a marked degree, in many rails. It is a defect the presence

of which is well recognized and admitted. It has been the cause

of occasional wrecks and a large number of renewals of rails.

Notwithstanding these circumstances, rails are accepted under
specifications and tests in which this, the most common cause

for breakage, is not guarded against. Revisions of specificati.ons

have gone on still omitting reference to this prolific cause of rail

failures,

"An overwhelming majority of rail failures is reported as due

to base fractures, fractures which disclose the presence of

streaks and seams in the steel. This seaminess of the metal can

be revealed by crosswise bending of the flanges, and such a test

for structural soundness is easily made. In fact such a method
of examination has been employed in the past by the under-

signed to show the prevalence of streaks in rails which had or

had not displayed seamy fractures in the track. Tests govern-

ing the acceptance of a finished product should undoubtedly

be directed to show the fitness of that product against its most
common manner of failure in service,"

The Proposed Union Station in Toronto.

The long pending arrangements for the construction of a

union station at Toronto, Ont., seem destined to further delay.

Following a conference last week the railway commission has

called on the Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacific to present

within three weeks a joint statement showing the exact status

of the negotiations between the two companies regarding the

project. In the meantime the railways announce that they will

have entered an appeal to the Governor-General in Council

against the viaduct order, thereby reopening the whole viaduct

and union station issue. The Canadian Pacific declares that it

is not party to any order respecting the union station yet made
by the commission and therefore is not subject to the present

order. The road's counsel declared that the determination of the

plans for the union station depended entirely on whether or

not the viaduct scheme was to be carried out, and reicerated the

unalterable opposition of his company to that scheme. The
plans could not be decided until the track level was fixed. It

is expected that the railways will ask for the appointment of a

board of three independent engineers of acknowledged eminence

to prepare a joint recommendation. Such a board could report

in time for work to be begun in the Spring.

President Fowler's Adieu.

T. P. Fowler, late president of the New York, Ontario &
Western, has sent to General Superintendent Edward Canfield

a letter conveying his good wishes to the faithful and loyal em-
ployees of the road ; and he says, in part

:

"There are no doubt young men now in our service who were
not born when I was first elected president, twenty-six years ago.

My association with you and other old friends for so long a

period is indeed a precious memory. I have been treated by all,
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from those holding the highest to the lowest positions, during all

this time, with uniform kindness, courtesy and consideration. In

talcing leave, I thank you and them, and I am sure that your
good will and theirs will be extended to my successor, Mr.
Mellen, who is entitled to your esteem and loyalty.

"Mr. Mellen began railway work in the lower ranks, and there

is no one whom I know who has more sympathy or who ap-

preciates more fully the trials and sometimes the hardships

which railway employees faithful in their work, are called upon
to endure.

"Although no longer associated with you, I shall continue to

take a deep interest in the prosperity of the company, and in the

personal welfare of its officials and employees in all departments."

Difficulties with English In England.

Passenger—Why are we so late?

Guard—Well, sir, the train in front was behind, and this train

was behind before besides.

—

Punch.

Dynamometer Car for the Japanese Government Railway.

Professor E. C. Schmidt, in charge of the department of rail-

way engineering of the University of Illinois, has been commis-
sioned by the Japanese government to design a railway dyna-
mometer car for the Imperial Government Railways. The car

will be built in this country under the supervision of Professor
Schmidt, and is expected to be delivered next spring to the rep-

resentative of the Japanese government.
The car is to be 48 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in. wide, adapted at present

for 3 ft. 6 in. gage, with provision for changing later to 4 ft Sy^

in. gage. It is to be equipped with vacuum brakes, and the de-

sign of such details as drawbar, buffers, journal boxes, etc., is to

conform to Japanese railway standards. The car is to be of the

hydraulic dynamometer type, such as has been developed at the

University of Illinois. The recording apparatus will permit the

measurement of tractive efforts up to 80,000 lbs., and will pro-

vide also for the measurement of speed, time, distance, vibra-

tion, buffer thrust, etc. The car and the apparatus will be de-

signed for a maximum speed of 85 m. p. h. An axle generator and
storage battery will be provided to supply current for operating

the recording apparatus and for lighting purposes.

The work has been undertaken at the instance of S. Matsuno,
chief of the motive power section of the central division of the

Japanese Imperial Government Railways, who has supplied the

general specifications for the design.

Non-Residents Taxed for Highways.

Thrasher & Gunter of Knoxville, the contractors who are

double tracking the Louisville & Nashville have applied to the

federal court for an injunction to prevent their non-resident

laborers from working on the public roads of Blount county.

The contractors claim they have lost $3,000 by reason of the

road law and its resultant practice of arresting non-residents and
making them do road duty. The petition further recites that the

road law of Alabama is in conflict with the United States con-

stitution. Judge W. I. Grubb granted a temporary injunction.

The Alabama road law assesses a road tax of $4 upon non-

residents, which upon refusal means that non-residents are forced

to work on the county roads for four days.

—

Birminghum Age
Herald.

More Laws Being Made.

Revision of the compensation and the standard caboose acts

and legislation on a "full crew" bill will be asked by the

Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen as the result of a three-day

legislative conference of forty-five delegates which ad-

journed yesterday (at Springfield, 111). The brotherhood will

also ask for a semi-monthly pay day and for the abolishment

of bulletins which require brakemen to go in the rear of a train

when it stops. This bulletin has been recently issued on some
railways, and it is thought will be taken up by others. The
"full crew" bill will apply to yard and road service. The "stand-

ard caboose" bill will be revised, if the brotherhood is suc-

cessful, so that it will call for larger cabooses. The brother-

hood would revise the compensation act.

—

Illinois State Journal.

Utah Society of Engineers.

At the meeting of the Utah Society of Engineers at Salt Lake
City, Utah, to be held on November IS, the general subject for
consideration will be Electric Power Supply for Utah. The
following papers will be submitted: Hydro-Electro Power Re-
sources Tributary to Salt Lake City, by D. H. Randall, of the
General Electric Company; Factors Determining Cost of Hydro-
Electro Service, by Markham Cheever, of the Telluride Power
Company; Continuity of Hydro-Electro Power Service, by
Leonard Wilson, consulting engineer; Modern Steam Relay
Station, by C. A. Cohn, of the Utah Light & Railway Company,
and Modern Transmission Practice, by G. W. Riter, of the Utah
Light & Railway Company. At the meeting of the society to

be held on December 20, the subject will be the Principal Metal
Mining District of Utah, Geology, Statistics and Future.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

At a meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers, to be held on October 8, at New York, there will be a
discussion on Smoke Abatement, to be opened by George H.
Perkins, of the engineering department of the Lowell Textile
School, who attended the International Smoke Abatement Ex-
hibition and Conference held in London in March, as the rep-
resentative of the society and of the city of Lowell.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engmeers,
held on October 2, 1912, a paper by H. G. Burrowes, M. Am.
Soc. C. E., on The Sixth Avenue Subway of the Hudson &
Manhattan, was presented for discussion, and was illustrated with
lantern slides. This paper was printed in Proceedings for Au-
gust, 1912.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives natna
leetings, and places of meeting.

of secretaries, dates of next or regular

-Air Brake Association.—F. M. Neliis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May, 1913. St. Louis, Mo.

American Associ.it
ton. Mass.

Demurr.\ge Officers.—.\. G. Thomason, Bos-

American Associ.\TioN OF General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope. New York.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' .•\ssoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 900 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony
building, Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.
N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.— C. W. Hunt. 220 W. 57th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13
Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-
more, Md. Convention 3d week in January, 1913. Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St.. Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railw.iy Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., MontreSl,
Que. ; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.
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Car Foremen's Association op Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fn. in March, May. Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineeks' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul. Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. HLles, 803 FuJton
building, Pittsburgh: 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226
W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed, preceding 3d Thurs.j Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—^C. G. Hall, 922 McConnick
building, Chicago.

. ,

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bo'an,
Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.

International Railroad Master Bl.acksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Assoclation of the United
States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention, November 19-21, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May, 1913, Chicago.

Master C.\r Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago.

M.\ster Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane. B. & M., Reading, Mass.

National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railro.ad Officers.—M. W. Rotcbford, Union Sta-

tion, Peoria, 111.; 2d Tuesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove. 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York; annual. November 20, 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson. Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.

Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,
Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-
tion, Oct. 8-11, Quebec.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio.

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. assocs.

Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance Assoc.—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.

Richmond Railroad Club.— F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station. St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago; annual, October 23-25, Atlantic City, N. J.

Southern Association of Cab Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.; annual, Oct. 17, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg-,

Atlanta. Ga.; 3d Thurs.. Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope. 290 Broadway. New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York,

Traffic Club of Pittsbirch.—D. L, Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-
ings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Traffic Club of St. Louis.—A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library building,

St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.

Train Desp.atchers' Association of America.—J. P. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave., Chicago.

Transportation Club of Buff.^lo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Tr.\nsportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,
Mich.; meetings monthly.

Traveling Engineers' AssociaVtos.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
East Buffalo. N. Y.

L'tah Society of Enginf.ers,—R. B. Ketchuro, University of Utah, Salt
Lake City, Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and August.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, W^innipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building. Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June. July and August.

W'estern Society of Engineers.—T. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.

©raffir N^tuig,

The California terminal railways have decided to offer the

same homeseekers' fares to points in California during 1913 as

have been in effect this year.

The Chicago, Indiana & Southern, in connection with the Big
Four, Louisville & Nashville and connections, restored its

through package car service via Evansville, Ind., to Memphis
and Nashville, Tenn., on October 1.

The Texas Midland announces that a passenger motor car is

to be run regularly between Paris and Dallas, 117 miles, a con-

tract having been made with the Texas & Pacific for running
the car over that company's line between Terrell and Dallas.

30 miles.

The Canadian government reports that new settlers arri\ ing

in that country from the United States this year have numbered
73,209, which is 10 per cent, greater than the number who came
last year. It is said that these immigrants took with them
into Canada money and property aggregating a hundred and ten

millions.

The "American Chain of Warehouses" is the title which has
been adopted by public warehouses in fifty of the principal cities

of the country for the purpose of accommodating shippers who
may desire uniform rates and treatment in all parts of the coun-

try. The headquarters of the combination is with The F. C.

Linde Company, New York.

A farewell luncheon will be tendered by the Traffic Club of

Chicago on October 15 to B. C. Stevenson, who has been elected

vice-president of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with office

at Toledo, Ohio, and J. A. Tapee, who will leave Chicago to

become assistant traffic manager of the western plants of Nelson
Morris & Company, with office at Kansas City.

It is announced that the Sunset Limited, the Southern Pa-
cific's fast train between New Orleans and San Francisco which
was put into service during the winter of 1911 and 1912, run-

ning twice a week, will be reinstated this winter on a schedule

of one train each way a week. The first westbound train will

leave New Orleans on January 2, and the first eastbound train

will leave San Francisco on January 7. An extra fare will be
charged.

The Pennsylvania, like all other roads, is urging shippers and
consignees to economize cars ; and it is also doing something
itself. It has 27,000 employees engaged on the rush orders to

put all cars and locomotives in first class condition, and to get

them out on the road. In the company's shops 11,500 men are

repairing freight cars and 1,225 are building new ones; more
than 10.000 are repairing locomotives, while 1,350 are construct-

ing new ones. Some 2,800 men arc now working on passe.nger

cars.

William L. Divine, general forwarding freight agent of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, has been fined by Judge Mayer, in the

criminal branch of the federal district court, $15,000 on a plea

of guilty to the charge of granting rebates through an agree-

ment with a forwarding firm, which firm, it was charged, were

paid a commission on business which they secured and shipped

over the C. & O.

During the last few years the Ontario government, with the

co-operation of the Grand Trunk Railway, has planted in the

lakes in the highlands of Ontario thousands of parent fish for

the purpose of increasing the supply in these waters. A special

fish car was built a few years ago by the Grand Trunk for the

transportation of these fish. The government has recently been

operating fish hatcheries with very successful results, and in the

last season for re-stocking has put 74,000 black bass fingerlings

in Muskoka Lakes, Gull Lake, Sturgeon, Cameron, Balsam, Fair,

Vernon. Peninsula and Mary lakes, and the laes reached by the

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario.

The seventh annual convention of the Lakes-to-the-Gulf Deep

Waterways Association, which has been held at Little Rock,

Ark., adjourned on September 26 to meet at Peoria, 111., next

fall. Resolutions were adopted in part as follows: "We re-
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iterate our demand on the legislative and executive branches of

the federal government for the speedy completion of the deep
waterway, connecting the Great Lakes with the Gulf of Mexico,

as the main commercial artery of the country. And we declare

our fixed determination to secure this inestimable source of

national prosperity, regardless of all opposition and despite an-

tagonism based on obsolete and ancient standards and ideals.

We demand results and any and all changes necessary to ob-

tain them."

The Illinois Traction System has filed a tariff with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, effective about the end of this

month, providing for rates on coal from the Mt. Olive district

in Illinois to St. Louis, which represent a reduction of about 10

per cent, under the rates charged by the competing steam rail-

ways. The company has been making extensive preparations

for handling a heavy movement of coal into the city of ,St. Louis

over its own bridge across the Mississippi river, the coal to be

unloaded at chutes in the St. Louis terminal yards of the elec-

tric line. The company is making an effort to obtain franchises

for switching facihties, and it is announced that if the franchises

are granted it will deliver coal at any coal yard or depot in the

city. The company has previously handled coal shipments on a

small scale.

The tours department of the Chicago & North Western and

Union Pacific has announced that a new train, to be called the

"Sunrise to Sunset Daylight Special," will be put in service

between Chicago and southern California in the early part of

February, 1913. The principal feature of the new train is that

it will travel only during the daytime, parking at certain points

en route at nightfall and resuming its journey the next morn-
ing. It will reach Riverside, Cal., the evening of the fifth day.

The train is intended to meet the requirements of people who
are in no hurry, and whose only purpose in taking the fast trains

has been to secure the better accommodations aflforded. The
train will carry only drawing room and compartment sleeping

cars, buffet-library-smoking car, dining car and parlor-observa-

tion car. It will have a stenographer, a lady's maid, a barber

and a bath.

The traveling farmers' instruction train, run for the purpose

of lecturing on specialties, is now superseded by the "Mixed
Farming Special," devoted to all sorts of work. This is the

name of a train to be run throughout western Canada during

the month of November over the lines of the Canadian Pacific.

The enterprise is being managed by the government unJer the

direction of the minister of agriculture for Alberta. The need
of the wheat farmers of the west is believed to be an incentive

to more diversified farming. The lecture train will have two
carloads of animals, two passenger cars fitted up for lecture

rooms, a baggage car for the display of grains, grasses, weeds
and other things, and a car of poultry ; and a sleeping car, a

dining car and a baggage car. It is proposed to stop about
three hours at each town that is visited. The display of noxious
weeds is to be called to the attention not only of the farmer,

but of the railway section foremen, with a view to promoting
the maintenance of a cleaner and better looking right of way.

The Parcel Post Traffic.

The establishment of a limited parcel post system is announced
for inauguration in this country about the first of January. The
first zone distance is 50 miles, and in this zone, an 11 lb. package
will be carried for thirty-five cents. A study of the plan makes
it appear that the express companies have little to fear pro-
vided the Bourne rates [named in the law] remain in effect.

It seems likely that while the post office will collect a large num-
ber of packages weighing from 1 to S lbs., transport them about
50 miles and then deliver them, the express companies will be
the sole operators in the large field of commercial express, the

transporting of large packages and of reasonably small packages
for long distances. In a report of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, the average distance a package of any size is now
hauled by the express company is given as about 200 miles, and
the average rate paid, 50 cents. The greater volume of express
traffic is for short distances, and one-half of the business moved
consists of packages under 20 lbs. in weight. It is safe to as-

sume that .the parcel post will not make material inroads upon
the present business of the express companies.

—

Express Gazette.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended until March 28 certain freight

tariffs naming increased rates from points in Pennsylvania and

New York to St. Paul.

The commission has suspended until January 20 notices filed

by the New York Central canceling the free lighterage privilege

on hay and straw at New York.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has further suspended

from September 28, until March 28, the proposed advances in

class rates from points in Pennsylvania and New York to St.

Paul, Minn.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has further suspended,

from September 28 until March 28, advances in rates on flax-

seed from Minneapolis, Minn., and other points, to Chicago and

other destinations.

The commission has suspended from October 1 until January

29 advances in rates on cartridge shells, carload lots, to Missouri

river points and points in Kansas. The proposed advances were

five cents per 100 lbs.

The commission has suspended until January 28 certain tariffs

on lumber and shingles, from north Pacific coast points eastward,

in which the storage and reconsignment privileges heretofore

allowed at St. Paul does not appear.

The commission has suspended from September 30 to Janu-

ary 28 tariffs which eliminate the present reconsignment and

storage privileges on lumber and shingles shipped from north

Pacific coast territory to Minnesota points and states east.

The Chicago Board of Trade has filed a complaint with the

Interstate Commerce Commission against the Illinois Central,

alleging that the grain rates of that carrier from Missouri river

points on grain originating beyond are unjust and unreasonable

per se, and unduly discriminatory in favor of New Orleans and

other markets.

The Decision in the Dispute on the Differential on Colorado

Traffic.

Commissioner E. E. Clark, who was selected to arbitrate the

dispute between the rail and water lines operating from the At-

lantic Seaboard via the South Atlantic and Gulf ports to Colorado

common points has handed down his decision in part as follows

:

"I do not think that the facts and conditions are shown to

be such as to warrant awarding the Gulf Lines differentials under

the Atlantic port lines on Atlantic Seaboard-Colorado traffic.

The existing adjustment is of long standing. Proposals to change

it have from time to time been made by interested carriers,

but it has remained unchanged or has been returned to after

temporary disturbances. I am convinced that it should not be

changed as proposed except upon affirmative showing that it is

inequitable and that the change would not create more inequity

than can be found in the present situation.

"While the through rates are the same via the several ports,

the steamship lines that originate the traflSc make arrangements

with their several rail connections for division of the rates

and in arrangements each carrier makes the best bargain it can

for itself. Taking into consideration the extent of the Atlantic

Seaboard territory and the competitive conditions under which

the traffic is secured, the only question in this issue is that of

rates via ocean and rail lines from the Atlantic Seaboard terri-

tory.

"It can hardly be said that a railroad located in a particular

section of the country has any claim of right to be given any

part of the tonnage originating in a territory which it does not

serve and which can reach its destination via lines that do serve

the territory of origin. A railroad like any other enterprise is

entitled to the advantages and must bear the disadvantages of

its location. When we consider the strategic positions of the

lines operating through the Virginia cities, with terminal at Nor-

folk and Newport News and with their own lines into and

through the heart of Central Freight Association territory, the

argument that the Gulf lines should have the same differential

under the Atlantic port lines that the Atlantic port lines have

under the standard all-rail lines in Central Freight Association
traffic does not seem forceful."

For the past twenty years, rates which should rule on traffic

moving water and rail has been a fertile source of dispute be-

tween the lines operating through the south Atlantic ports and
the lines operating through Gulf ports. Many times in this period

has one or the other of the group of lines in question reduced
rates, in the hope of securing a greater share of the traffic,

only to be met with a reduction by the others. Rate wars
have been precipitated, and been adjusted by re-establishment

of the old rates. These two groups of lines finally determined
to submit the matter to arbitration, before Commissioner Clark.

The stated object of the Gulf port lines in seeking a differen-

tial rate which would favor them over the rates in force through

the Virginia gateway, was to attract to the Gulf a more equitable

proportion of the traffic from the seaboard to Colorado moving
water and rail. Further, that the superior service possible over

the Atlantic port routes, by reason of the shorter water haul

prevented an equitable share of the traffic going via the Gulf

under equal rates ; that in determining what was an equitable

share of the traffic, consideration must be given to the relative

volume of that traffic in contrast with the total traffic from origi-

nating territory, and that the differential via the Gulf under
rates via the Atlantic ports, should be sufficient to offset superior

service to the extent necessary to attract to the Gulf an equitable

proportion of the total tonnage. They demanded a differential

rale 10 cents per 100 pounds under the rate via the Atlantic port

routes, and 20 cents under the all-rail routes.

The Atlantic port lines were able to demonstrate to the satis-

faction of Commissioner Clark that the Gulf lines, under equal

rates, were getting all the traffic of this character to which their

service and route entitled them ; that it was possible to make
as quick delivery over one route as over another, and that

an equitable division of traffic can only be reached by placing

all lines aff'ording a similar service upon an equality of rates,

aiding none and interfering with none, thereby permitting an

equitable distribution of traffic to be worked out through the

efforts of each of the lines.

Differentials, it was held, are not arranged for the sole purpose

of a division of tonnage. This would be in violation of the

Sherman law. Each line should be permitted to develop its

traffic by legitimate means, without interference and without the

aid of artificial adjustments.

All lines concerned in the controversy have obligated them-

selves to abide by this decision for one year. These are the

Baltimore Steam Packet Co., the Clyde Steamship Co., Merchants

& Miners Transportation Co., Ocean Steamship Co., Old Domin-
ion Steamship Co., Southern Pacific Co., Atlantic Steamship

Lines, and the Mallory Steamship Lines, together with their rail

connections.

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Illinois railway commission has rendered a decision, hold-

ing that it has authority under the act of 1911 to compel rail-

ways to establish depot and shipping facilities wherever the

business demands.

The Texas Railway Commission has announced a hearing in

November on a motion presented by Chairman Mayfield, pro-

viding for a rule requiring the absorption of all switching

charges of $2.50 or under, regardless of local or competitive

conditions, and that all switching charges in excess of $2.50 be

paid by the shippers, and under no circumstances be absorbed

by the carriers.

COURT NEWS.

In a decision written by Judge Sanborn and concurred in by

Judges Humphrey and Baker of the United States district court,

the Illinois 2-cent passenger fare law is held unconstitutional

and confiscatory as applied to the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.

The opinion upholds the report of Master in Chancery Walter

M. Allen of Springfield, and the court issued a permanent in-

junction restraining the attorney-general from enforcing the law

as to the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

E. M. Curtis, assistant general auditor of the Missouri Pa-

cific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., has resigned, effective

October 1.

George N. Orcutt, general attorney of the Erie, at New York,

has been appointed assistant to the president, with lieadquarters

at New York, and H. A. Taylor, commerce counsel at New
York, succeeds Mr. Orcutt.

George A. Clark, receiver of the Overton County Railroad, is

now president of the re-organized company, the Tennessee, Ken-
tucky & Northern, and Charles C. Trabue, attorney for receiver,

is now vice-president and general counsel of the new company.

W. H. Thompson, general freight and passenger agent, pur-

chasing agent and auditor, of the Overton County, is now also

secretary and treasurer of the new company. The general

offices are at Nashville, Tenn.

Operating Officers.

J. W. Walton has resigned as assistant general manager of

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas.

E. P. Goodwin has been appointed general inspector trans-

portation of the Chesapeake & Ohio, with headquarters at

Richmond, Va.

H. Adkins, superintendent of the Overton County Railroad

at Livingston, Tenn., is now general superintendent and chief

engineer of the re-organized company, the Tennessee, Kentucky
& Northern.

Xerxes H. Cornell, who resigned recently as superintendent

of transportation of the Chicago & Alton, has been appointed

superintendent of transportation of the Pere Marquette, with

headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

U. S. Rea has been appointed trainmaster of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific at Cedar Rapids, la., in place of B. E.

Miller, who has been transferred to Des Moines, la., as train-

master of the Des Moines Valley division.

J. M. Chandler, trainmaster of the St. Louis, San Francisco
& Texas and Ft. Worth & Rio Grande, has been appointed
superintendent of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with head-
quarters at Enid, Okla., succeeding G. H. Schleyer.

J. E. Johnson, trainmaster of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
at McCook, Neb., has been appointed trainmaster, with office

at Omaha, Neb., succeeding G. L. Griggs, promoted. W. P.

Mettlen, general yardmaster at Omaha, has been appointed train-

master, with office at Table Rock, Neb., and F. E. Curran suc-

ceeds Mr. Mettlen.

E. C. Keenan has been appointed general superintendent of

telegraph of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern; Michigan
Central; Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis; Dunkirk,
Allegheny Valley & Pittsburgh; Lake Erie & Western; Peoria
& Eastern; Cincinnati Northern; Chicago, Indiana & Southern;
Indiana Harbor Belt; Toledo & Ohio Central, and Zanesville &
Western, with headquarters at Chicago, to succeed W. W. Ryder,
resigned, to accept a position in the contract department of the

Western Union Telegraph Company at New York. Effective

October 1. Mr. Keenan has been heretofore superintendent of

telegraph of these lines with headquarters at Cleveland, O.

The lines of the St. Louis Southwestern have been divided

into two divisions, as below, and the following appointments
have been made : Ft. Worth division, comprising lines, Tex-
arkana to Ft. Worth, Sherman division, Dallas division, and
Mt. Pleasant to Tyler; E. Richards, superintendent, with head-
quarters at Mt. Pleasant, Tex. Waco division, comprising lines,

Tyler to Gatesville, including Tyler yard, Lufkin division, and
Hillsboro division; H. D. Earl, superintendent, with head-

quarters at Tyler, Tex. Effective October 1. J. E. Callahan
has been appointed assistant superintendeut of the Waco di-

vision, with office at Tyler, Tex., in place of R. L. Garner,

transferred, effective October 1. C. J. Lake has been appointed

assistant superintendent in charge of lines south of Jonesboro.

Ark., with headquarters at Pine Bluff, Ark., succeeding E. Rich-

ards, effective October 1.

Ross S. Marshall, whose appointment as superintendent of

the Minneapolis & St. Louis, with headquarters at Oskaloosa, la.,

has been announced in these columns, was born March 15, 1880,

at Rock Island, 111. He was educated in the high school at

Anaconda, Mont., and began railway work in November, 1898,

as clerk in the superintendent's office of the- Great Northern at

Great Falls, Mont., remaining there until October, 1902, when
he became chief clerk to F. O. Melcher, superintendent of the

Illinois division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Chi-

cago. From September, 1905, to October, 1907, he was with

the Panama Railroad at Colon, Panama, as chief clerk to W. G.

Bierd and auditor, and was then until December, 1910, in the

general superintendent's office of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford at New Haven, Conn. On the latter date he was
made assistant to the vice-president of the Minneapolis & St.

Louis at Minneapolis, Minn., which position he held until his

recent appointment as superintendent of that road, as -above

noted.

F. R. Bolles has been appointed general manager of the Copper
Range, with headquarters at Houghton, Mich. He succeeds R. T.

McKeever, who has been vice-president and general manager,
and who will continue

as vice-president. Mr.
Bolles was born in Wis-
consin in 1870. He re'

ceived a high school

education and began
railway work in 1888

as a telegraph operator

for the Chicago & North
Western, where he re-

mained until 1893, as

telegraph operator, sta-

tion cashier, relief agent,

station agent and train

despatcher at various
points in Wisconsin and
South Dakota. From
1893 to 1905 he was
with the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul as

station agent at several

important stations in

Wisconsin, yardmaster,

F. R. Bolles. ^"'^ traveling freight
and passenger agent

with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis. In October, 1905, he
was appointed general freight and passenger agent of the Copper
Range, with office at Houghton, Mich., and on August 1, 1911,

became assistant general manager and traffic manager, from
which position he is now promoted to that of general manager.

Francis E. Barber, whose appointment as superintendent of

the Cleveland division of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, with head-
quarters at Canton, Ohio, has been announced in these columns,

was born January 29, 1870, at Smyrna, Ohio. He was educated
in the common schools, and commenced his railway career in

May. 1887, as brakeman on the Cleveland & Marietta, and later

until February 1, 1890, was switchman for the same road. He
then went with the Wheeling & Lake Erie as switchman, and
at the end of five months was made conductor. From June 10,

1892, to January 1, 1893, he was night yardmaster, and again

became conductor, leaving that road July 11, 1894, to go with

the Cleveland. Canton & Southern, where he was employed as

brakeman and conductor until October 22, of that year. He re-

entered the service of the Wheeling & Lake Erie as conductor,

and was appointed assistant trainmaster at Pine Valley, Ohio,

January 30. 1905. He was made trainmaster at Columbia, Ohio,

on September 27 of the same year, and advanced to assistant

superintendent at Canton, Ohio, on July 1, 1912, from which

position he was recently promoted, as stated above.

Traffic Officers.

H. M. Wigney has been appointed car service agent of the

Pacific Fruit Express, With headquarters at Chicago.

Roy S. Busby has been appointed traveling freight agent
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of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, with headquarters
at Newark, N. J.

S. M. Earling. assistant traffic manager of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & Puget Sound, with office at Chicago, has resigned to

engage in other business.

James L. Mooney has been appointed traveling freight agent
of the Chicago & Alton, with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis.,

succeeding Bart Riedy, promoted.

T. Y. Horton has been appointed assistant general live stock

agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Sj'stem, with head-

quarters at Kansas City, Mo. Effective October 1.

C. W. Marquardt, assistant general freight and passenger

agent of the Copper Range, has been appointed general freight

and passenger agent, with headquarters at Houghton, Mich.

P. C. Moore has been appointed general eastern freight agent

of the Chicago & Alton, with headquarters at New York, N. Y.,

succeeding A. K. Handy, resigned to accept service with an-

other company.

Ira Arch has been appointed freight solicitor of the Star

Union Line, at Los Angeles, Cal., in place of P. E. Mclntj're,

resigned, effective October 1.

E. M. Ramsey has been appointed a traveling freight

agent of the Southern Railway, with office at Charlotte,

N. C, and F. J. Davis has been appointed a traveling freight

agent, with office at Lynchburg, Va.

E. G. Tucker has been appointed commercial agent of the

Macon, Dublin & Savannah, with office at Atlanta, Ga., and

R. E. Phillips, commercial agent at Atlanta, has been appointed

traveling freight agent, with office at Atlanta.

S. B. Douglass, traveling freight agent of the Southern Rail-

way at Knoxville, Tenn., has been appointed commercial agent

with office at Johnson City, succeeding A. W. Mays, who has

been appointed traveling freight agent, with office at Knoxville.

succeeding Mr. Douglass.

F. W. Gregory has been appointed general agent of the Louis-

iana & .'Krkansas, with headquarters at Shreveport, La., in place

of A. G. Busch, resigned to engage in other business. D. W.
Bird has been appointed traveling freight agent, with office at

Little Rock, .^rk., to succeed F. W. Gregory.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

C. N. Kalk has been appointed chief engineer of the Minne-

apolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.

P. J. Carter has resigned as assistant engineer of the Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Galveston, Tex.

Elmer H. Olson has been appointed assistant engineer of

the Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Galveston,

Te-x., succeeding P. J. Carter, resigned.

T. J. Burke, supervisor of the Lehigh Valley at Towanda,
Pa., has been appointed division engineer of the Auburn division,

with office at Auburn, N. Y., effective October 15.

Maro Johnson has been appointed assistant engineer of

bridges of the IlUnois Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi

Valley, with headquarters at Chicago, effective October 1.

F. C. Pickard has been appointed master mechanic of the

Buffalo division of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,

with office at East Buffalo, N. Y., succeeding F. G. Colwell,

resigned.

A. M. McGill, superintendent of the Sayre, Pa., shops of the

Lehigh Valley, has been appointed assistant superintendent of

motive power, with office at South Bethlehem, and J. C. Seeger

succeeds Mr. McGill.

J. C. Shreeve has been appointed master mechanic of the

JoHet division of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway, with

headquarters at Joliet, 111., and jurisdiction over JoUet shops

and points north of Joliet. Effective October 1.

Paul Hamilton, engineer, maintenance of way of the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at Galion, Ohio, has been

appointed engineer of track and roadway, with headquarters at

Cincinnati, succeeding C. S. Millard, promoted. Joseph Mullen,

engineer, maintenance of way, with headquarters at Mattoon, III,

succeeds Mr. Hamilton. W. C. Kegler, engineer, maintenance

of way, with headquarters at Mt. Carmel, succeeds Mr. Mullen.
C. W. Cochran, engineer, maintenance of way, with head-
quarters at Wabash, Ind., succeeds Mr. Kegler, and A. F Mai-
schaider has been appointed engineer maintenance of way, with
headquarters at Wabash, Ind., succeeding Mr. Cochran.

The title of the chief mechanical officer, J. R. Gould, gen-
eral superintendent of motive power of the Chesapeake &
Ohio, and the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana, with office at

Richmond, Va., has been changed to superintendent of motive
power. The position of superintendent of motive power on
each general division is discontinued, and C. H. Terrell, super-

intendent of motive power at Huntington, W. Va., has been
appointed assistant superintendent of motive power, with office

at Richmond, and W. P. Hobson, superintendent of motive power
at Covington, Ky., has been appointed master mechanic of the

Cincinnati division. H. M. Brown, master mechanic at Coving-
ton, Ky.. has been appointed shop superintendent, at Hunting-
ton, W. Va.

S. J. Dillon, who has been appointed master mechanic of

the West Jersey & Seashore, and the Camden Terminal
division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with headquarters at

Camden, N. J., as has been announced in these columns, was
born near HoUidaysburg, Pa., on April 15, 1862. He was
educated in the .'\ltoona public schools, also at Professor
Davis' Business College and took a special course in mechan-
ical drawing. On September 1, 1879, he entered the service

of the Pennsylvania Railroad as a helper and messenger in

the .'Mtoona machine shops and has been in the continuous
.service of that company ever since. In March, 1881, he was
made machinist's apprentice, becoming machinist at the Al-

toona machine shops in May. 1885. He was transferred to

the Pennsylvania Railroad test department on April 1, 1892.

In November. 1895. he was appointed assistant enginehouse
foreman of the New York division at Jersey City, N. J., and
was promoted to foreman of the locomotive department of

the Meadows shops. New York division, on Januarj' 1, 1898.

He was appointed general foreman of passenger car inspect-

ors of the New York division, with headquarters at Jersey

City, in Deceirber, 1898. and was made master mechanic of

the South .\mboy division on December 1, 1902. In .\pril,

1908, he was appointed division master mechanic of the

.^mboy division with headquarters at Camden, and now
becomes master mechanic of the West Jersey & Seashore

and the Camden Terminal division, as above noted.

William Holland Winterrowd, who has been appointed me-

chanical engineer of the Canadian Pacific with headquarters at

Montreal, Canada, as has been announced in these columns, was
born on April 2, 1884, at

Hope, Ind. He attended

the public schools at

Shelbyville, Ind., and
graduated in 1907 from
Purdue University. In

1905 he was employed
for a short time as a

blacksmith's helper on
the Lake Erie & West-
ern at Lima, Ohio, and
in 1906 he was car and
air-brake repairman on

the Pennsylvania Lines

West at Dennison, Ohio.

After graduation he was
appointed a special ap-

prentice on the Lake
Shore & Michigan
Southern, and in 1908

was made engine house

foreman of the Lake
Erie, Alliance & Wheel-
ing at .-Mliance, Ohio. In

1909 he became night en-

gine house foreman of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at

Youngstown, Ohio, and in 1910 was made roundhouse foreman

of the same road at Cleveland. Later in the same year he was
promoted to assistant to the mechanical engineer of the Lake
Shore, and now becomes mechanical engineer of the Canadian

Pacific, as above noted.

W. H. Winterrowd.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Cuba Railroad is in the market for 1 locomotive.

The Pittsburgh Steel Company, Monessen, Pa , is in the

market for 1 locomotive.

The American Steel & Wire Company, Cleveland, Ohio, is

in the market for 1 locomotive.

The Erie has purchased the experimental Pacific type loco-

motive No. 50.000. which was described in the Raihivy Age
Gacette of December 29, 1911, page 1322, from the American
Locomotive Company.

The Washington Western is in the marekt for a six-wheel

switch engine weighing from 90,000 to 100,000 lbs., and having

40 to 44-in. drivers, an 8 to 10 ft. wheel base and a tractive

effort of 20,000 lbs., or over.

The Green Bay & Westren has ordered 1 mogul locomotive

from the American Locomotive Company. The dimensions of

the cylinders will be 19 in. x 26 in. ; the diameter of the driv-

ing wheels will be 56 in., and the total weight in working order

will be 136.000 lbs.

The Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia has ordered 2 consoli-

dation locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

The dimensions of the cylinders will be 20 in. x 24 in. ; the

diameter of the driving wheels will be 52 in., and the total

weight in working order will be 139,000 lbs.

The Chicago Junction Railway has ordered 2 consolidation

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company. These

locomotives will be equipped with superheaters. The dimen-

sions of the cylinders will be 25 in. x 32 in.; the diameter of the

driving wheels will be 61 in., and the total weight in working

order will be 241,000 lbs.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie has or-

dered 10 mikado freight locomotives from the American Loco-

motive Company. These locomotives will be equipped with

superheaters. The dimensions of the cylinders will be 28 in. x

30 in. ; the diameter of the driving wheels will be 63 in., and

the total weight in working order will be 285,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is in the market for 5.000

freight cars.

The Grand Trunk expects to issue an inquiry next week for

about 100 passenger cars.

The Northern Pacific is in the market for 3,000 40-ton box

cars and for 1,500 35-ton refrigerator cars.

The Chicago & Northwestern is said to be in the market for

about 2,000 box cars. This item has not been confirmed.

The Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio has ordered 475 box cars

and 25 stock cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The St. Louis Southwestern has ordered 5,000 tons of rails

from the Illinois Steel Company.

The San Antonio & Aransas Pass has ordered 6,000 tons

of rails from the Maryland Steel Company.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has placed orders

for 125,000 tons of rails for next year's requirements.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 20.000 tons of rails

from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The Central of New Jersey has divided an order for 12,000

tons of rails between the Pennsylvania Steel Company and the

Bethlehem Steel Company.

SIGNALING.

New Installations of Block Signals, Interlocking, Telephones for Train

Despatching, Etc.

The Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh has placed an order with

the Western Electric Company for 125 miles of telephone train

dispatching circuits on its Middle and Pittsburgh divisions.

Supplts STro^e 5few0.

The Preston Car & Coach Company, Preston, Ont., has secured

the Canadian manufacturing rights of some gasoline electric cars

recently tried out on the Canadian Northern.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has 26 spans of released bridges for

sale, running in lengths from 18 ft. 6 in. to 112 ft. Information
may be obtained from the purchasing agent at Richmond, Va.

The Canadian Locomotive Company, Ltd., Kingston, Ont.,

which has been increasing the capacity of its plant from five to

18 locomotives per month, has orders on hand for enough loco-

motives to keep the plant running at full capacity for the next

12 months.

William H. Doiiner, who was elected president of the Cambria
Steel Company. Juhnstown, Pa., as announced in the Railway
Age Gazette of September 27. was born at Columbus, Ind. His

first important business

engagement was as treas-

urer and manager of the

National Tin Plate Com-
pany, of Anderson, Ind.,

which he organized in

18S4; but he is perhaps
best known as being re-

sponsible for founding
the town of Monessen,
Pa., which sprung up
simultaneously with the

organization of the Na-
tional Tin Plate Com-
pany of that town. Both
concerns were absorbed
by the American Tin
Plate Company in the lat-

ter part of 18?8. Mr.
Donner's next venture in

the steel business was in

the organization of the

Union Steel Company, of

William H. Donoer. Pittsburgh. Pa., which
built a plant at Donora,

Pa., and was responsible for the beginning of that town. The
Union Steel Company consolidated with the Sharon Steel Com-
pany, of South Sharon, Pa. (now Farrell, Pa.), and was taken

over by the United States Steel Corporation early in 1903. Mr.
Donner will continue to live in Pittsburgh, where he has an office

in the Frick building, but will spend part of his time at Johnstown.

J. Leonard Replogle. the new vice-president of the Cambria
Steel Company, was born in Bedford county. Pa., May 6, 1876,

and was educated in the

public schools of Johns-
town. He was just 13

at the time of the mem-
orable Johnstown flood,

from which he and his

family barely escaped

with their lives. The
loss of eveo'thing made
it necessary for Mr.
Replogle to go to work,

and he entered the em-
ploy of the Cambria
Steel Companjr as an

office boy. He served

successively as clerk;

shipper; assistant super-

intendent of the axle de-

partment ; superintendent

of the forge, axle and
bolt departments ; assist-

ant to the assistant gen-

eral manager; superin-

J. Leonard ReploBle. tendent of the order de-

partment ; assistant gen-

eral manager, and assistant to president. Mr. Replogle is a di-

rector and a member of the finance committee of the Johnstown
Trust Company ; a director of the American Automobile Asso-
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ciation ; and a member of the American Electric Railway Asso-

ciation, the Western Railway Club, the Johnstown Country

Club, the Johnstown Automobile Club and the Duquesne Club,

Pittsburgh.

Morgan T. Jones & Co., inspecting and consulting engineers,

Chicago, announce the appointment of P. E. Stevens as manager

of the structural steel and cement departments, w'ith headquar-

ters in Chicago, succeeding James A. Lister. Mr. Stevens was
formerly connected with the engineering department of the

Great Northern and recently has been bridge engineer for the

city of St. Paul, Minn.

The Commercial Acetylene Railway Light & Signal Company
is the new name of the Commercial Acetylene Company, New
York. This company has for a number of years manufactured

an acetylene lighting system for railway cars, signal lamps and

marine signals. To these products it has just added a flash-

light for railway signaling. The new name better explains the

activities of the company.

The Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, has declared

the regular quarterly dividend of ZYi per cent. It is reported

that the business of the company for the fiscal year ending Sep-

tember 30 will show an increase of over 25 per cent, over the

previous year, with earnings sufficient to pay the 10 per cent,

yearly dividends and provide for a substantial reserve fund.

Plans are now being prepared for a large addition to the factory

at Aurora, 111.

Batlma^ (fjondtrudtott.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Headers.—The National Machinery Company, Tiffin, Ohio,

has published a small illustrated folder entitled ,"\Vhy the Na-
tional Wedge Grip Header Will Increase Your Output of Bolts,

Rivets and Forgings 15 to 25 Per Cent.'

Drill.—The Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York, has de-

voted bulletin No. 4017 to Butterfly hand hammer drills.

These drills are adapted for such work as breaking up boulders,

trimming walls and all work requiring holes not over 5 ft. in

depth.

Buckets.—The Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, has published catalog E of Brownhoist buckets and
tubs, in which the descriptions of the construction and operation

of these buckets and tubs are supplemented by photographs and

diagrams.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—The passenger department

has issued an unusually attractive booklet, entitled, "The Trail

of the Olympian," containing a large number of remarkably fine

photographs of scenes along the route of this train over the

Puget Sound extension.

Piles.—The MacArthur Concrete Pile & Foundation Com-
pany, New York, has published a new edition of its book, en-

titled The Pedestal Pile, giving interesting data on the bearing

power of soils, frictional resistance, etc., besides a complete de-

scription of the pedestal pile.

Superheaters.—The Power Specialty Company, New York,

has published an illustrated booklet on Foster superheaters, de-

scribing these superheaters in detail and discussing the value

of dry steam and the advantages of superheat. A table of the

properties of saturated steam is included.

Dex\t;r & Rio Grande.—The pasenger department has issued

an attractive folder in the interest of the National Irrigation

Congress which will meet in Salt Lake City from September

30 to October 4. The folder contains descriptions and illustra-

tions of many of the irrigated sections of the Rocky Mountain

region.

Railway in Salvador Completed.—The railway from the mari-

time port of La Union to San Miguel was opened to traffic on
July 6, 1912. This railway connects one of the richest agri-

cultural, stock raising and mining sections of the country with

the southernmost port of the republic, and furnishes an outlet

for the export products of an exceedingly productive part of

Salvador.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Ann.\, Blueridge & Greenville Interurban.—According to

press reports this company has bought rails for the first section
from Anna, Tex., east to Blueridge. The plans call for building
about 32 miles east to Greenville, and it is expected that grading
work will be started soon from Greenville. A. R. Nichols is the
principal promoter.

Arkansas Road.—The Business Men's League of Cabot, Ark.,
are interested in a project to build a line from Cabot, north-
west to El Paso, thence west to Conway, about 30 miles. J. H.
Brawley, mayor; G. T. Murrell, J. F. See and W. M. Edwards,
are interested.

Barre Railroad.—An officer writes that a contract has been
given to the Douglas & Varnum-Gilfillan Company, to build an
extension from the present line near Websterville, Vt., south-
easterly via Stratton, Barre Medium, Empire and Libersont
quarries, and the company has under consideration the question
of building further extensions. The work involves handling
about 6,000 cu. yds. a mile. The maximum grades will be 3 per
cent., and maximum curvature 10 deg. The company expects to
develop a traffic in granite, coal and quarry supplies.

Canadian Pacific.—The company will ask for bids, it is

said, for work on a section of the Esquimalt & Nanaimo, be-

tween McBride Junction, B. C, and Courtenay in the Comox
valley.

Den\'Er & Rio Grande.—An officer writes that the company
is now completing surveys and expects soon to arrange to let

contracts for the necessary grading in connection with the

change from narrow gage to standard gage, on the line between
Salida, Col., and Montrose. Arrangements are also being
made to replace the present narrow gage bridges with heavy
steel structures, and to complete arrangements soon for track

material. On account of the difficulty of carrying out work
during the winter the company does not expect to actively

engage in this improvement before next spring. (September 20,

p. 559.)

Eastern Shore Power, Light & Railway Company.—Finan-

cial arrangements are being made, it is said, to build this line.

The projected route is from Deal Island, Md., east via Princess

Anne to Sinepuxent bay, about SO miles. Bridges are to be put

up at Deal Island and at Snow Hill. L. M. Milbourne, presi-

dent, Kingston.

Edmonton, Dun\-egan & British Columbia.—This company
which was incorporated in 1S07 to build from Edmonton, Al-

berta, in a northwesterly direction via Dunvegan to Fort George,

B. C, expects to have about 120 miles of track laid during 1912.

The grade on the section between Edmonton and Athabaska
Landing has been finished. Track laying will be started soon,

and will be continued to the Peace river. The company has a

site of 142 acres for terminal purposes in Edmonton, and will

use the union station to be put up by the Grand Trunk Pacific.

(May 24, p. 1180.)

Elkin & Alleghany.—Track laying has been finished on

about 3 miles from Thurmond, N. C, to the foot of the Blue

Ridge. The plans call for building from Elkin west through

Surry, Alleghany, Ashe and Watauga counties, about 150 miles.

The line is already finished from Elkin to Thurmond, 12 miles.

James A. Mills, president and general manager, Raleigh.

Esquimalt & Nanaimo.—See Canadian Pacific.

Georgia Railroad.—This company will lay about 3.5 miles of

second track, it is said, with its own forces between Clifton,

Ga., and Decatur.

Georgia Northwestern.—The plans call for building from

Gainesville, Ga., northwest to Newbridge, thence west via Daw-
sonville and Tate to Calhoun, with a branch north to Dahlonega,

about 75 miles. C. R. Arnold, Dahlonega, Ga.. J. H. Hosch

and H. Palmour, Gainesville, are said to be interested.

Idaho Roads (Electric).—Plans are being made, it is said, to

build an electric line from Buhl, Idaho, southwest via Castle-
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ford to the Salmon river. I. D. Perrine, \'. H. Taylor and E. A.

Milner Buhl are interested.

Illinois Central.—The report of this company for the year

ended June 30, 1912, shows that during the year 94.44 miles

of track were relaid with 90-lb. rail; 54.01 miles with 75-lb.

rail, and 8.32 miles of track were relaid with second hand
rail, replacing lighter sections. Seventy-seven new industrial

tracks, aggregating 7.S7 miles, and 203 new sidings, aggre-

gating 72.94 miles were added during the year. Forty-two

miles of partially ballasted tracks were reballasted. This

work involved widening the embankment preparatory to

placing the ballast. The company placed in operation dur-

ing the year second track between Double Track Junction,

Chicago, and Parkway, 111., 3.78 miks. The new third and

fourth tracks between Blue Island Junction, 111., and Matte-

son, 13.1 miles, involving 26.2 miles of continuous track,

were opened for operation of freight traffic in September,

1911. Of the second track between Ponchatoula, La., and

Orleans Junction, 36.04 miles, the work between Ponchatoula

and Frenier, 24.12 miles has been finished and placed in

operation. It is expected that the remaining 11.92 miles will

be completed and in operation about September, 1912.

Grade crossing elimination work at Grand Crossing, Chi-

cago, was continued during the year, and the work of reduc-

ing grades south of McComb, Miss, involving about 4 miles

of double track, has been about finished. There remains a

small amount of work yet to be done which will be finished

about October.

Kettle Valley.—This company, which is building an exten-

sion from Coldwater Junction, B. C, on the line south of Merritt,

southwest to Hope on the Fraser river, about 50 miles, is said

to have given a contract recently to Twohy Brothers, Merritt,

B. C, for work on a section of 13 miles. .(May 3, p. 1027.)

Mexican Roads (Electric).—A concession has been given by

the government of the state of Jalisco, Max., to RosaHo Eche-

verria, of Guadalajara, to build an interurban line from Guadala-

jara southeast via Ocotlan and La Barca to lake Chapala, about

70 miles. It is understood that financial arrangements have been

made, and that construction work will be started as soon as

the surveys and other preliminary work can be completed.

Mississippi Valley Traction.—Incorporated in Illinois to

build from Springfield. 111., west through the counties of Sanga-

mon, Menard, Cass, Schuyler, Brown and Adams to Quincy.

The offices of the company are at Springfield. The directors

include E. M. Skelly, W. F. Campbell, G. F. Smith, all of

Springfield; J. H. Creager, Youngstown, Ohio, and E. C.

Creager, Kent, Ohio.

Northport & Western.—An officer writes that this company

was incorporated in the states of Mississippi and Louisiana to

build from Gulfport, Miss., west via Nicholson, Honey Island,

La.; Wortham and Abita Springs, to Covington, La., 65 miles.

W. H. Hordy, president, Gulfport, and G. McL. Lang is chief

engineer. New York.

Ohio Ri\-er & Northern.—The Ohio Public Service Commis-

sion has denied the application of this company to issue S7S0,000

of stock and $2,000,000 bonds. The proceeds were to be used for

building a 31-miIe line from Lisbon, Ohio, to a point en the

Pennsylvania-Ohio state line, near Midland. The proposed line

would give the Erie an entrance from Lisbon to the iron and

steel district near Wheeling, and would also furnish a line in

addition to that of the Pennsylvania Railroad in the East Liver-

pool pottery factory district. The Erie would also, by way of

the Lisbon branch, have direct connection between Wheeling and

Youngstown. (September 27, p. 599.)

Oregon Short Line.—According to press reports a contract

has been given to the Utah Construction Company for laying

second track between Kemmerer, Wyo., and Fossil; also be-

tween McCammon, Idaho and Renfro. This work will be started

at once. It is said that authority has also been given for the

construction of eight miles of new yard tracks at Pocatello,

Idaho.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navic.^tion Company.—
Track laying has been started on the line from Ayer Junction,

Wash., northeast towards Spokane. An officer is quoted as say-

ing that this work will all be finished by December 1 and that

trains will be in operation into Spokane by the summer of 1913.

Reid Newfoundland Company.—An officer writes that this

company is building a branch from St. Johns, Newfoundland,
south to Trepassey bay. Grading has been finished on 80 miles

and track has been laid on 70 miles. The company is also build-

ing a branch from Broad Cove north to Hearts Content, about 35

miles. Grading has been finished on 12 miles, and track has been

laid on 10 miles. The company is building its own bridges.

Scholten Brothers Cedar Company's Line.—An officer

writes that this company has started work on a line from
Lometa. Tex., southwest, across the Colorado river to Bend,

in San Saba county, then south 8 miles to cedar forests. Track
has been laid on three miles. Contracts have been given to

McSwinney Bros., and to the Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron

Company. The work will be difficult and involves handling

about 3,000 cu. yds. a mile. The maximum grades will be 4

per cent., and the maximum curvature 20 deg. There will be a

concrete bridge 300 ft. long, and about 700 lineal feet of trestles.

A. Scholten, Lometa, is president, and E. Scholten is treasurer.

Texas Utilities Company.—This company, it is said, is plan-

ning to build an interurban line from Dallas, Tex., north to

Gainesville, thence east to Sherman, about 85 miles. The head-

quarters of the company are at Dallas.

Utah Light & Railway Company.—An officer writes that the

company has under consideration plans for building from Salt

Lake City, Utah, to Bountiful, about 8 miles. If the company
decides to build the line the work will be carried out with the

company's forces. J. S. Wells, general manager, Salt Lake City.

Waycross & Western.—An officer writes that this company
is now operating 15 miles of the line under construction from

Waycross, Ga., southwest via Sirmans and Milltown to Rays

Mill, 51 miles. The company is building the hne with its own
forces and expects to develop a traffic in lumber, cross-ties, cot-

ton and fertihzer. A. K. Sessoms is president, Waycross.

(March 8, p. 454.)

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Ada, Okla.-—The St. Louis & San Francisco has had plans

prepared for a concrete and steel passenger station.

Blackfoot, Idaho.—The Oregon Short Line has let a con-

tract to P. J. Moran of Salt Lake City, for the construction

of a new passenger station, to cost about $27,000.

Chicago, III.—The Chicago & North Western's old Wells

street passenger station, which was completed in 1880, and

which has been replaced by the new terminal at Madison and

Canal streets, is to be razed to make way for freight terminal

improvements, for which the plans have not yet been an-

nounced.

Fort George, B. C.—Soundings have been completed for the

Grand Trunk Pacific bridge over the Fraser river, near Fort

George. It is understood that this structure will require

a year to build. It is to be a combined railway and highway

bridge.

Kingston, Ont.—It is understood that the Dominion govern-

ment will ask for bids soon for putting up a steel bridge over

Kingston harbor. Plans for a temporary bridge to replace the

old structure, while a causeway is being built, are in the hands

of the chief engineer.

Pocatello, Idaho.—The Oregon Short Line has made a con-

tract with P. J. Moran of Salt Lake City, for a brick, concrete

and steel freight house, to cost about $100,000.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Manufacturers' Railway has let a con-

tract to the G. Hartmann Contracting Company for an engine

house and machine shop of concrete steel construction.

Toronto, Ont.—Bids are wanted by T. Ripley, engineer grade

separation, of the Canadian Pacific on October 5, at Toronto,

for the construction of the sub-structure of the Avenue Road

subway at North Toronto.

See an item in General News regarding proposed union station

in Toronto.
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Bailttta^ Financial News.

Boston & Providence.—Stockholders are to vote on October 9

on the recommendation of the board of directors that an
agreement between the New York, New Haven & Hartford
and the Boston & Providence be ratified. The agreement pro-

vides that the Boston & Providence shall issue $8,000,000 bonds

;

that the New York, New Haven & Hartford pay the interest

on these bonds, establish a sinking fund which will extinguish

the bonds before the termination of the lease, and guarantee

payment of the bonds' principle and interest. The New Haven
is to do all the work and will receive as much from the pro-

ceeds of the bonds as the cost of the work amounts to.

Brooklyn Rapid Transit.—The New York Municipal Railway
Corporation has been organized by interests connected with

the Brooklyn Rapid Transit, and it is planned to do the finan-

cing and probably take over the operation of the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit's share of the new subways and elevated roads
which have been approved by the Public Service Commission.
The directors of the new company are Anthony N. Brady,

J. Horace Harding, Walter G. Oakman, John T. Greier,

James C. Brady and George W. Davidson of New York; T. S.

Williams, Charles A. Brady, Clinton D. Burdick, John W.
Weber, George D. D. Yeomans, John Englis and Arthur K.
Woods of Brooklyn. Of these, four are also directors of the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit.

Canadian Pacific.—Stockholders have voted to authorize an
additional issue of $60,000,000 stock, making the total au-

thorized issue $260,000,000. There are $33,766,000 first mort-

gage 5 per cent, bonds maturing in 1915.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—The Virginia Air Line, a road running

from Charlottesville, Va., to Strathmore, 30 miles, has been

merged with the Chesapeake & Ohio.

Chicago & Alton.—Judge Lovett, chairman of the board of

the Harrim'an Lines; Julius Kruttschnitt, director of mainte-

nance and operation of the Harriman Lines, and L. J. Spence,

director of traffic of the Harriman Lines, have been elected

directors of the Chicago & Alton, succeeding Theodore P.

Shonts, H. P. Huntington and F. P. Frazier.

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.—The fixed interest at the rate

of 1 per cent, only is to be paid on November 1 on the general

mortgage bonds of 1909-1939. These bonds will bear 1 per

cent, fixed interest for three years ending June 30, 1914. and,

in addition. 3^ per cent, dependent upon income. The bonds

bore no fixed interest during the year ended June 30, 1911,

but will bear fixed interest at 3 per cent., with IV2 per cent,

dependent on income from 1914 to 1916. After 1916 the full

4J4 per cent, interest is fixed.

Cleveland, Cincinn.\ti, Chicago & St. Louis.—Stockholders are

to vote on November 25 on the question of authorizing an

extension from Terre Haute, Ind., to the Indiana-Illinois state

Hne, following the route of the Cairo, Vincennes & Chicago

;

on the question of buying the franchises of the Cairo. Vin-

cennes & Chicago ; on the question of buying the property of

the Cincinnati & Springfield, the Columbus, Springfield & Cin-

cinnati, the Findlay Belt Railway, the Harrison Branch Rail-

road and the Chicago, Indianapolis & St. Louis Short Line;

and on the question of making a mortgage on these properties

and placing this mortgage and stock of the companies, etc.,

under the C. C. C. & St. L.'s general mortgage.

Colorado & Southern.—John J. Mitchell and Hale Holden, of

Chicago, have been elected directors of the Colorado & South-

ern, succeeding Frank Trumbull, resigned, and Edwin Hawley,
deceased.

DuLUTH, South Shore & Atlantic.—F. W. Stevenson has been

elected a director, succeeding Allen Cameron.

Iowa Central.—See Minneapolis & St. Louis.

lowA Central & Western.—See Minneapolis & St. Louis.

Lehigh Valley Railway.—See Lehigh Valley Sales Com.pany.

Lehigh Valley Sales Company.—This company, which was in-

corporated in January as a sales company for the Lehigh Val-

ley Coal Company, a subsidiary of the Lehigh Valley Rail-

way, has declared an initial dividend of Zyi per cent, on its

$6,560,000 stock outstanding.

Minneapolis & St. Louis.—This company has bought all of the

Iowa Central & Western Railway stock. The I. C. & W.
has been operated under a lease of 1901-1951 by the Iowa
Central at a rental of 20 per cent, of gross earnings. Here-
after the Minneapolis & St. Louis will operate the property.

National Railways of Mexico.—Charles H. Sabin, of the
Guaranty Trust Company, New York; Paul M. Warburg, of

Kuhn, Loeb & Company, New York; H. H. Wehrhane, of

Hallgarten & Company, New York; Enrique Martinez Sobral,

of New York, and Andre Guieu, Elias S. A. de Lima, Al-

berto J. Parmi and Ernesto Pugibet, of Mexico City, have
been elected directors, succeeding Bradley M. Palmer, Clay
Arthur Pierce, Henry S. Priest and Eben Richards, of New
York ; and Ignacio L, de la Barra, Hugo Scherer, Jose A
Signoret and Gabriel Mancera, of Mexico City, resigned.

New York Municipal Railway Corporation.—See Brooklyn
Rapid Transit.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—See Boston & Provi-

dence.

Overton County Railroad.—See Tennessee, Kentucky &
Northern.

Seaboard Air Line.—William J. Harahan, whose election as

president was announced in our issue of last week, has been

elected a director, succeeding W. B. Donham, re.signed.

Tennessee, Kentucky & Northern.—This is the name of the

new company which has been organized to take over the prop-

erty of the Overton County Railroad, which has been sold

under foreclosure. The road runs from Algood, Tenn., to

Livingston, 19 miles.

ToNOPAH & GoLDFiELD.-—A dividend of 7 per cent, has been de-

clared on the $500,000 preferred stock and a dividend of 3 per

cent, has been declared on the $1,650,000 common stock, pay-

able October 3. In 1906 27 per cent, dividends were paid, and

in 1907 both the preferred and common stock paid 10 per cent,

dividends. Since then no dividends have been paid.

Virginia Air LiNE.^See Chesapeake & Ohio.

Railway Construction in Mad.\gascar.—In 1S08 freight

carried by rail from Tananarivo to the coast amounted to only

4,700 tons; in 1911 the total was 34,000 tons. Encouraged by this

record, the government has now decided to build a further line

99 miles long from Tananarivo to Antsirabe, passing through

a densely populated and a rich territory.

Proposed Argentine Branch Lines.—The minister of public

works of the Argentine Republic has asked for an issue of bonds

to the amount of about $9,600,000 for the construction of two

branch lines of the Provincial Railway of La Plata to the fifth

meridian. One of these branches will run from Saladillo to

General La Madrid with a spur to Olavarria. The other line

will run from a point between Trenque Lauquen and Carlos

Tejedor to the fifth meridian. The two branches will have an

approximate length of 240 miles in the province of Buenos

Aires.

International Railways of Central America.—In order to

push forward the work of the projected Pan American Railway,

the Guatemalan Railway and certain railway companies in Sal-

vador have consolidated into a single company under the name
of International Railways of Central America. This company

has obtained from the governments of Guatemala and Salvador

the concessions necessary for the construction and operation of

the portion of the Pan American Railway which will run through

those countries, and will now proceed to connect into a continuous

line the Mexican. Guatemalan and Salvadorean railways, forming

a part of the Pan American system. The Pan American Rail-

way in Mexico has been built to Mariscal on the Guatemalan

frontier, and the Guatemalan link of the same railway extends to

Las Cruces, a distance of 42 miles from Mariscal. The construc-

tion work which will complete the gap between the two divisions

is well under way.



ANNUAL REPORTS
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY—SIXTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT.

REPORT OF THE liOARD OF DIRECTORS.

To the Stockholders of the Illinois Central Railroad Company:
The following report of the operations and affairs of your Company for

the year ended June 30, 1912, is respectfully submitted by the Board of
Directors.

The number of miles of road operated on June 30, 1911, was 4,576.09
On May 5, 1911, the Indianapolis Southern Railroad was purchased

at a foreclosure sale and since July 1, 1911, its railroad has been
operated as part of the Indiana Division of the railroad of your
Company

There was added on July 1, 1911, the Bloomington Southern Rail-
road mileage formerly operated by the Indianapolis Southern
Railroad Company

added on July 1, 1911, the mileage of the Omaha Bridge

176.94

& Terminal Railway, which
Mileage added account of additional trackage rights,

line and re-measurements
The number of miles
The average number

of

2.16

2.03

lilroad operated on June 30, 1912, v,

liles operated during the year was..

IN'COME.
ome .Account for the ye

5.48
. . 4,762.70
. . 4,762.70

The following is the I

comparison the Company's Income Account fi

been re-statcd so as to include the income of
Railroad Company and the Omaha Bridge & T^

th

rage liles operated
i9i:

i.Tt

; and for purposes of
e preceding year has
Indianapolis Southern
nal Railway Company.

Increase +
Decrease—

70

1911.

4,749.64

Operating revenues:

Freight $37,881 ,765.94
Bridge tolls and miscellan-

eous freight 2,798,905.54
Passenger 13,337,562.40
Bridge tolls and miscellan-

eous passenger
Mail
Express
Other passenger train
Other transportation
Revenue from operations

other than transportation

+ 13.06

—$3,622,219.29

— 333,284.48
+ 168,699.51

Total operating

Operating expenses:

Maintenance of way and
structures 7,691,214.55

Maintenance of equipment. 13,857,548.66
Traffic expenses 1,400,941.84
Transportation expenses... 23,653,249.18
General expenses 1,518,512.31

263,226.04 +
951,591.37 4-

1,542,381.75 -f
428.692.55 —
678,260.10 -f

419.546.57 +
)2,0S8, 736.52 —

1,502.55
11,256.93

309,202.48
9,944.38

90,763.27

22,559.06

7.750,524.54
12,495,332,86
1,364,141.41

21,778.530.58
1,369,327.31

— 59,309.99
+ 1.362,215.80

-f 36,800.43

-f 1,874,718.60
+ 149,185.00

Total operating
Net operating r

Outside operations:

Revenues
Expenses

xpenses 48,121,466.54
-enue.. 10,605,805.63

471,491.13 + 21,887.19
527,955.37 -f 72,779.85

Net deficit from outside
operations 107,356.90

Total net revenue 10.498,448.73
Taxes accrued 2,685,730.13

56,464.24
17,274,415.58
2,720,849.02

+ 50.892.66— 6,775,966.85— 35,118.89

Iross corporate income... 13,216,303.26
luctions from gross cor-

porate income 9,749,855.39 ), 952,927.52 — 203,072.13

Net corporate income 3,466,447.87

net corporate

11,315,343.92 — 7,848,896.05

61,481.44

3,404,966.43

7,650,720.00

164,847.23

7,650,720.00

103,365.79

3,499,776.69 — 94,810.26

Disposition
income:

Dividends on capital stock.
Appropriated for additions

and betterments
Balance transferred to credit

of profit and loss

REVENUE.
The business during the year shows a material decrease as compared

with the previous year, the latter being the largest in the history of your
Company. The principal reasons for the decrease were a strike of the

shopmen which began on September 30, 1911. on all of the different lines

of your Company and continued as a disturbing factor for several months;
an unusually severe winter which seriously affected the movement of traffic

on the Northern Lines; and the floods in the spring on the Southern Lines,
which not only interrupted traffic but caused a large increase in operating
expenses.
The total operating revenues for the current year were $58,727,272.17

which, compared with $62,088,736.52 of the preceding year, shows a
decrease of $3,361,464.35, or 5.41 per cent.

Freight transportation revenue decreased $3,622,219.29 or 8.73 per cent.

The tons of revenue freight carried decreased from 27,966.035 tons to

26,339,149 tons. Table No. 13 shows the principal commodities trans-

ported, as well as a comparison of such commodities with the previous year.
Revenue from the transportation of passengers increased from $13,-

168,862.89 to $13,337,562.40. or 1.2S per cent. There was an increase in

passenger traffic on the Northern and Southern Lines while the Western
Lines show a slight decrease.

Table No. 12 shows the general details of the freight and passenger
traffic.

EXPENSES.

The operating expenses for the year were $48,121,466.54 compared
$44,757,856.70 for the preceding year, an increase of $3,363,609.84, o
7.52 per cent.

th

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES.
The expenditures for maintenance of way and structures were $7,691,-

214.55, a decrease of $59,309.99, or .77 per cent, compared with the
Ijrevious year.
The increases in

_
wages from time to time granted various classes of

employes in the maintenance of way department referred to in the report
for the preceding year were continued throughout the full current fiscal
year.
Some of the important renewals made, the entire cost of which was

charged to operating expenses, are as follows:
The total number of cross ties renewed was 1,800,577 which is equivalent

to 568.36 miles of continuous track and is 8 per cent, of all ties "in track,
including sidings.

8.12 miles of track were relaid with new steel rail replacing rail of the
same weight.
There were 3,755 lineal feet of timber and pile bridges rebuilt or

replaced by embankments.
There were 938 lineal feet of iron pipe and 3.109 lineal feet of concrete

pipe culverts put in.

697 miles of ballasted track were repaired or renewed to restore to
original standard.
On page 10 of this report, under the head of "Physical Charges," will

be found information concerning work charged wholly to "Additions and
Betterments" as well as work involving both "Renewals" and "Additions
and Betterments."

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT.
Maintenance of equipment expenses increased $1,362,215.80, or 10.90

per cent.
Charges for depreciation of equipment amounted to $1,576,957.82, com-

pared with $1,603,128.29 for the previous year, a decrease of $26,170.47.
The principal item of increase as shown by Table No. 10 is in the

account "Other Expenses." To this account was charged the entire cost
of securing new shop employes to take the place of those leaving the
service in September, 1911, and also the expense of commissaries and all

the various other miscellaneous expenses in connection with the strike of
the shopmen referred to under the head of "Revenue" and in "General
Remarks."

The average mileage per serviceable locomotive for the year was 30,679.

The average age of locomotives was 13.98 years compared with 14.24
years for the preceding year; of revenue freight cars 9.86 years compared
with 9.17 years last year; of passenger train cars 19.1 years compared with
19.2 years the preceding year.

TRAFFIC EXPENSES.
Traffic expenses increased $36,800.43 or 2.70 per cent.

New commercial agencies were established at Houston, Texas, and Buf-
falo, N. Y.
A traveling freight and passenger agent was appointed with headquarters

at San Antonio, Texas, and a traveling freight agent with headquarters at

Little Rock, Ark.
An agriculturist was added to the Industrial and Immigration Department

in the South to supervise the work on the experimental farms.

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES.
Transportation expenses increased $1,874,718.60. or 8.61 per cent.

The current fiscal year includes a full year's proportion of the increases

in the pay of various classes of employes in the transportation department
from time to time granted in the preceding year. In addition to this sub-

stantial increase, there was a large amount of overtime due to the severity

of the winter and delays occasioned by the floods in the spring months.

GENERAL EXPENSES.
General expenses increased $149,185.00, or 10.89 per cent.

TAXES.
There was a decrease of $35,118.89 or 1.29 per cent, in taxes.

Owing to the decrease in gross revenue and income, there was a sub-

stantial decrease in the Federal Excise Tax and in the Charter Tax in

Illinois; but there were large increases in taxes in the States of Ten-

nessee and Iowa, and in the State of Illinois on properties other than the

Charter Line, as well as lesser increases in the States of Indiana, Wis-
consin, South Dakota, Louisiana and Alabama.

FINANCI.^L.

The general balance sheet Table No. 4 shows the financial condition of

the Company at the close of the fiscal year compared with the previous

fiscal year.

CAPITAL STOCK AND FUNDED DEBT.
There was no change in the capital stock during the year.

In accordance with Section Two of Article Two of the Refunding Mort-

gage, the Cumpanv issued during the month of July, 1911, $1,800,000.00 of

bonds, being the 'balance of the $10,000,000.00 of bonds authorized to be

issued; and the bonds so issued were sold.

$2,000,000.00 of the First Lien Equipment Fours were delivered to the

Trustee and cancelled in accordance with the provisions of the indenture;

and the Company also delivered to the Trustee $1,515,000.00 additional

bonds in connection with the sale to the Central Fruit Despatch of 2.671

refrigerator cars which were mortgaged under the First Lien Equipment
Mortgage.

SECURITIES OWNED.
$2 000.000.00 par value of capital stock and $10,000,000.00 First Mortgage

Gold' Fives of the Indianapolis Southern Railroad Company have been can-

celled and the book value of the securities transferred to the "F'roperty

Investment" account, the railroad of that Company having been sold under

foreclosure and purchased by this Company.
The Company has purchased $1,500,000.00 par value of the capital stock

of the Central Fruit Despatch, a company organized in January, 1912,

under the law of the State of Illinois.
r- -u

Of the $156,500.00 Peoria & Pekin Union Railway Company Five Per

Cent Debenture Bonds owned. $12,500.00 matured August 1 1911. and

were redeemed In November, 1911, $100,000.00 of Peona & Pekin Union

Railwav Company Five Per Cent. Debenture Bonds were purchased.

$339'763 '1 of bonds and scrip of The Y'azoo & Mississippi Valley Rail-

road Company Gold Improvement Fours of 1934 were received in payment

fnf amounts advanced by vour Coninanv for construction.

The Comnanv purchased S3.823.000.00 First Preference, $6,844,000.00

Second Preference and S3.794.000.00 Third Preference Income Bonds of

the Central of Georgia Railway Company.
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INSURA^'CE AND OTHER FUNDS.
The Insurance Fund was augmented during the year by charges to oper-

ating expenses; and ofher changes have been made as follows:

Year Ending . Year Ending
June 30, 1912. June 30, 1911.

Amount at credit of fund July 1st $2,067,701.58 $2,036,464.51

Added through monthly charees to operating
expenses 60,000.00 60,000.00

Collected from lessees account of insurance 4,059.37 5,189.02

Interest received on investments of the fund... 83,100.00 81,320.00

Fire losses collected 23,198.63 309.02

$2,238,059.58 $2,183,282.55

Losses bv fire $ 107,102.41 $ 80,486.04
Premiums paid for reinsurance 44,697.78 35.094.93

$ 151,800.19 $ 115,580.97

Amount at credit of fund June 30th $2,086,259.39 $2,067,701.58

The trustees of the various sinking funds have reported holdings as of

June 30, 1912, as follows:
Cairo Bridge Contingent Fund, $504,180.00.
Cairo Bridge Sinking Fund, $251,666.36, an increase of $28,659.25.

Sinking Fund for Western Lines Bonds, $1,129,480.67, an increase of

$88,949.91.
Sinking Fund for Omaha Division Bonds, $143,841.44, an increase of

$15,196.97.
The additions during the year to the several sinking funds amounted

to $132,806.13.

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
There was expended during the year for Additions and Betterments

(including improvements on subsidiary properties) $6,840,015.01. The
following is a classified statement of these expenditures:

Additions and Additions
Betterments Additions and
PAID FOR FROM AND BETTERMENTS
Proceeds OF Betterments Represented
General Appropriated by .Advances

Refunding out of to
Mortgage Year's Subsidiary
Bonds. Income. Lines.

Right of way and station grounds $113,879.49 $19,400.35 $185,213.27

Real estate 616,665.25 20,012.60

Widening cuts and fills 37,392.96

Protection of banks and drainage Cr. 2,829.60

Grade reductions and changes of
line 82,730.12

Bridges, trestles and culverts... 207,779.74 9,385.21 271,596.69
Increased weight of rail 67,513.48 9.181.76 59,840.54
Improved frogs and switches. ., . 7,357.66 260.00
Track fastenings and appurten-

ances 50,161.65 3.883.76 49,825.52

Ballast 44,345.20

.Additional main tracks 719,316.22 5,301.61 239,005.71

Sidings and spur tracks 157,377.30 8.680.40 108,881.19
Fencing right of way 1,278.21 97.67
Improvement of crossings under

or over grade 25,701.34 8,741.91

Elimination of grade crossings.. 169,443.29 5,388.78
Interlocking apparatus 16,193.49 2,292.68 41,550.96
Block and other signal apparatus 102,523.28 87,764.01
Telegraph and telephone lines.. 15.049.54 Cr. 44,949.63
Station buildings and fixtures... 73,327.53 35,123.60 141,753.96
Shops, enginehouses and turn-

tables 604.630.83 80,693.53
Shop machinery and tools 42,942.92 24,674.15
Water and fuel stations 56,660.33 77,234.18
Grain elevators and storage ware-

houses 21,926.02
Dock and wharf property 105.26
Electric light and power plants. . 28,255.40
Terminal yards 386,220.95 3.267.73

EQtJIPMENT:

Steam locomotives 2.582,304.78
Passenger train cars 679.523.33
Freight train cars Cr.l, 513, 789.84
Work equipment 14,700.00 Cr. 29,627.93
Floating equipment 2.000.00 Cr. 2,400.00

Other additions and betterments 5,789.09 1,465.58

$5,204,549.86 $61,481.44 $1,573,983.71

The following shows the amount advanced during the year to each of

the Subsidiary lines, these amounts being included in total advances shown
in Table No. 6 of this report:

$1,192,893.69Chicago, St. Louis & New Orleans R. R..

Canton, Aberdeen & Nashville R. R
South Chicago R. R
Blue Island R. R
Dubuque & Sioux City R. R
Kensington & Eastern R. R

12,175.37
3,630.80
316.30

285.102.39
37.753.89

Mississippi & Alabama R. R Cr. 23.443.71

.'Alabama Western R. R Cr. 56.862.61

Omaha Bridge & Terminal Ry 2.333.81

Batesville Southwestern R. R 52.867.90
Bloomington Southern R. R 67.572.83

Jackson & Southeastern R. R Cr. 361.95

$1,573,983.71
PHYSICAL CH.\NGES.

During the year, the -physical condition of the Company's road and
equipment was greatly improved. The following are the principal physical

improvements, the cost of which was wholly or partially charged to "Addi-
tions and Betterments":

Roadway and Structures:

There were 94.44 miles of track relaid with 90 lb. new steel rail; 54.01

miles with 75 lb. new steel rail: making a total of 148.45 miles of track

relaid with new steel rail. 8.32 miles of track were relaid with second
hand rail, replacins rail of lighter pattern. The total mileage of track

relaid with new and second hand steel rail was 156.77.

Seventy-seven new industrial tracks were added, aggregating 7.57 miles
in length, after deducting industrial tracks which were taken up.
Two hundred and three new Company sidings were added, aggregating

72.94 miles in length, after deducting the tracks taken up and those
converted into second main tracks.

Forty-two miles of partially ballasted tracks were reballasted with washed
gravel, a like mileage of embankment being widened, preparatory to placing
the ballast.

Second main track was completed and opened for operation on November
2nd, 1911, between Double Track Junction, Chicago, and Parkway, 111., a
distance of 3. 78 miles.
The new third and fourth main tracks between Blue Island Junction and

Matteson, III., a distance of 13.1 miles, involving 26.2 miles of continuous
track, mentioned in the previous year's report, were opened for operation
of freight traffic on December 17th, 1911.
Of the second main track between Ponchatoula and Orleans Junction,

La., a distance of 36.04 miles mentioned in last year's report, the work
between Ponchatoula and Frenier, a distance of 24.12 miles, has been
completed and placed in operation. It is expected that the remaining 11.92
miles will be completed and in operation about September 1st, 1912.
The plant of the West Pullman Car Works was secured at a cost of

$238,882.00 in part settlement of indebtedness, and various other parcels
of real estate were purchased at points along the line of road at an ag-
gregate cost of $377,783.25.
The grade crossing elimination work at Grand Crossing, Chicago, con-

tinued during the year and there was expended on this account $169,340.69.
The work of reducing grades south of McComb, Miss., involving ap-

proximately four miles of double track has been practically completed and
track was turned over for traffic on February 1st, 1912. The small portion
of the work remaining undone will be completed about October 15th, 1912.

During the year, there were installed and placed in operation 26.40 miles
of electric automatic block signals between Blue Island Junction and
Matteson, 111., 5.72 miles between Bosky Dell and Carbondale, 111., 14.60
miles between Dubuque and Peosta, Iowa. 25.39 miles between LeMars
and Sioux City. Iowa, and 24.52 miles between Hanson City and New
Orleans, La., a total of 96.63 miles of electric automatic block signals.

"This, with the trackage previously equipped, makes a total of 682.59 miles
protected by block signals as of June 30th, 1912.
The Company has in process of installation .84 miles of electric block

signals at the Champaign, 111., Yard; 4.76 miles at the Mattoon, 111., Yard;
53.24 miles between Kankakee and Oilman, III.; 24.00 miles between
Indiana .\ve., Chicago, and Parkway, 111.; 16.53 miles between Scales
Mound and Portage. 111.; and 11.62 miles between Asylum and Nogan,
Miss.; a total of 110.99 miles of electric block signals now under way.
New passenger stations were erected at Flossmoor, 111., Metropolis, III.,

Ft. Dodge, Iowa, and Hammond, La. Passenger stations were enlarged at

Effingham. 111., and Holly Springs. Miss., and the passenger concourse at

Central Station, Chicago, was widened and canopy erected.

New freight houses were erected at Mattoon, III., and Hammond, La.
Combination stations were enlarged or improved at Divemon, 111.:

Alta, Iowa: Grayson Springs, Leitchfield, Marion and Sturgis, Ky. ; Red
Bay and Vina, Ala.; and Oxford, Way, Lamar and McComb, Miss.
New mechanical coaling plants were erected at Carbondale, Centralia,

Minonk and Champaign, 111., and at Ft. Dodge. Iowa.
A filter plant was installed at Carbondale, 111.; and at West End, III.,

the reservoir was enlarged. At Hart. III., a new 100.000 gallon tank was
erected replacing a worn out tank of 40,000 gallons capacity. An addi-

tional well was put down at Lena. III., and a new pumping plant, pipe

lines, etc.. were installed at Fort Dodge, Iowa. At Fulton, Ky., water
facilities were installed; and at Bardwell, Ky., an additional well was put
down. There were installed at McComb, Miss., a new pumping station,

pipe lines, and reservoir; at Brookhaven, Miss., a new pipe line, pumping
plant and tank at Bogue Chitto River; and at Crystal Springs, Miss., a

new pumping plant, including pipe line, the dam of reservoir at Chatauqua
Lake being raised, these facilities replacing wells from which an adequate
supply of suitable water could not be obtained.

A new mechanical plant, including machine shop, with adequate machin-
ery, store room, new round house, cinder pits, coaling station, etc., was
erected at Champaign, III. --Kt Fort Dodge. Iowa, a new engine house,

turntable, fuel station and oil house were installed. At Louisville, Ky.,

a new cinder pit, pen stock and locomotive crane were put in. The me-
chanical facilities were also improved at 27th Street, Chicago, Burnside,

111.. Clinton. III.. Freeport. 111., and Fulton, Ky.
New eighty-five foot turntables replacing sixty-six foot tables were in-

stalled at 27th Street, Chicago. Centralia, 111., and Mounds, 111. A new
seventy-five foot turntable replacing a sixty-six foot table was put in at

Government Yard, New Orleans, and a new sixty-six foot table, replacing

a si-xtv foot table was installed at Rockford. III.

1,589 lineal feet of steel and concrete bridges were constructed, re-

placine timber and pile bridges, trestles and embankments.
1.485 lineal feet of steel and masonry bridges were rebuilt or replaced

by embankments.
19,771 lineal feet of timber and pile bridges and trestles were rebuilt

or replaced by embankment.
Equipment:

. . ,, j j . t
One hundred and twenty-seven locomotives were added during the year

and ten were sold or destroyed, an increase of one hundred and seventeen

locomotives with an increase of 2819 tons in tractive efficiency.

Forty-five passenger train cars were added during the year and seven

cars were vacated or transferred to other service, an increase of thirty-

Six hundred freight train cars were added during the year and 3850

were sold destroyed or transferred to work service, a decrease of 3250

cars The cars retired from freight service were old and of light capacity.

The aveage capacitv of cars owned at the close of the year was 39.57 tons

compared with 38.86 tons for last year, and the total capacity of cars was

2.180,635 tons compared with 2,266.675 tons for last year.

GENERAL REMARKS.

Commencing July 1st, 1911, the Indianapolis Southern Railroad, w-hich

was purchased under foreclosure as stated in the report for the last fiscal

year, has been operated as part of the Indiana Division of the Railroad

of your Company. In order that comparisons may be made, the income

account and statistics in the first part of the report, and all data shown

on the tables following, have been revised so that the information relating

to the previous vears includes the operations of the Indianapolis Southern

Railroad, as well as the Illinois Central Railroad.

For many years past, your Company had contracts with various classes

of emploves in its mechanical department, and on June 21st. 1911. word
was received from a so-called "Illinois Central and Allied Lines Federa-

tion " for a conference, submitting a proposed agreement. The demands
made were of such a nature that it was felt the Company could not

submit to them and continue to perform the public functions for which

it was created. An appeal was made to the employes to render the same
respect to existing contracts that they would expect of the Company; but

the radical /-lement outnumbered the conservatives, and this resulted in a

strike of more than 10,000 employes on September 30th, 1911, which for
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several months caused great inconvenience to your patrons, and increased
expense in maintaining and operating your property.
Along with other railroad companies in the territory traversed by your

Northern Lines, the severe winter caused serious loss to your Company.
The extreme weather accompanied by heavy snows was, from an operating
standpoint, the worst known for many years.

In the spring raonlbs, a flood occurred in the southern territory, and
for a considerable part of the month of .\pril, the double track line in the
south, including the Cairo Bridge, was out of commission. During this

period, the passenger trains of your Company, to and from the south, and
what small proportion of the freight which could be handled, were dctoured
over the single track line between Mattoon, 111., and Fulton, Ky., via
Evansville and Princeton.

The several unlocked for occurrences above named, coming one after the
other, so affected the operating results of your Company, that the month
of June, 1912, is the first since August, 1911, which shows an increase in
net revenue over the preceding fiscal y'»r.
There were carried on the rolls under the Pension System, 393 employes

to whom payments aggregating $95,539.76 were made during the fiscal year.
The Board takes renewed pleasure in acknowledging the fidelity, effi-

ciency and united effort displayed by the officers and loyal employes in the
discharge of their duties during the past year, especially under the trying

C. H. MARKHAM.
President.

ST. LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY CO.—TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT.

"COTTON BELT ROUTE."

Office of

Chairman of the Board of Directors.

New York, September 16, I9I2.

To the Stockholders of the
St. Louis Southnvslern Railway Company/:

The Twenty-first Annual Report of your Company, for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1912, is herewith presented.

.\t a special meeting of Stockholders held on April 17, 1912, the by-laws

of your Company were amended, and the office of Chairman of the Board
of Directors created. The Directors, at a meeting held April 22, 1912,

elected the undersigned Chairman of the Board, and Mr. F. H. Britton,

President and General Manager.
Detailed exhibits showing the operating results for the year and the

financial and physical condition of your property at the close of the year,

will be found in the accompanying report of the President and General
Manager.

FIRST TERMINAL AND UNIFYING MORTGAGE.
In pursuance of resolutions of the Board of Directors and a vote of the

Stockholders, your Directors authorized, during, the current fiscal year,

the execution, by your Company, of a mortgage to the Guaranty Trust
Company of New York and Walker Hill. Trustees, to be known as the

"First Terminal and Unifying Mortgage," to secure an authorized issue

of $100,000,000.00, five per cent. First Terminal and Unifying Mortgage
lionds, dated January 1, 1912. and maturing January 1, 1952, interest

payable semi-annually on the first days of January and July during the

fife of the mortgage.
In connection with this mortgage, and to comply with the requirements

of the Missouri statutes, the par value of the authorized capital stock of

your Company was increased from $55,000,000.00 to $130,000,000.00 by
action of the Stockholders, the increase of $75,000,000.00 par value con-

sisting of 750,000 shares of common stock of the par value of $100.00 each.

No portion of this authorized increase has been issued—the amount of

capital stock outstanding remaining the same as at the close of the pre-

ceding fiscal year.

A sale of $7,500,000.00 face amount of First Terminal and Unifying
Bonds has been made for the following purposes, to-wit:

$2.^50,000.00 to acquire new terminal properties in St. Louis, Mo., and
Ft. Worth, Texas.

2.165,000.00 to retire outstanding Equipment Trust Obligations of an
equal face value.

400,000.00 to acquire First Refunding and Extension Mortgage Bonds
of Gray's Point Terminal Railway Co. of an equal face

value.
, J- J

2.685.000.00 to reimburse the Company's treasury for expenditures and
advances for permanent additions and betterments hereto-

fore made and chargeable to property investments.

Of this $7,500,000.00, there were issued, to June 30, 1912, bonds aggre-

gating the sum of $7,071,000.00, as shown in the paragraph following,

headed "Funded Debt." The balance of these bonds, amounting to

$429,000.00. are reserved to retire that portion of Equipmraent Trust Obliga-

tions, Series "B," still outstanding.
.

This acquisition and retirement of equipment trust obligations will

materially reduce your Company's annual cash requirements; and the pro-

visions in the mortgage for further issues of bonds from time to time, as

may be deemed advisable, places your Company on a sound financial basis.

FUNDED DEBT.
The net increase in the amount of funded debt outstanding at the close

of the current fiscal year, over the preceding fiscal year, as shown by the

General Balance Sheet, viz.: $5,123,842.66, is explained as follows:

First Terminal and Unifying Mortgage Bonds

—

Issued for re-imburseraent of expenditures and advances
heretofore made for Additions and Betterments $2,685,000.00

issued to acquire real estate in the City of St. Louis, Mo.,
and to construct terminal facilities thereon 2.000,000.00

Issued to acquire real estate in the City of Ft. Worth,
Texas, and to construct terminal facilities thereon 250,000.00

Issued to acquire $400,000.00 face amount of First Refund-
ing and Extension Mortgage Bonds of the Gray's Point

Terminal Ry. Co : 400,000.00

Issued to retire Equipment Trust Obligations -of your Com-
pany outstanding January 1, 1912. viz.;

Series No. Amount.

C-21 $139,619.40

C-22 76,731.84

H-1 276,495.00

B (in part) 1,244,000.00

Total $1,736,846.24

nt of bonds issued to acc.uire the foregoing notes.

Total

Deduct:

Equipment Trust Obligations paid and canceled.

Net increase, this year

.$",071,000.00

. 1,947.157.34

DIVIDENDS ON PREFERRED STOCK.
Two semi-annual dividends on the $20,000,000.00 outstanding preferred

capital stock were declared by the Board during the fiscal year, viz.:
2% payable January 15, 1912, and 2^5% payable July 15, 1912.

The Board acknowledges with pleasure its appreciation of the loyal and
faithful services of the officers and employes of your Company during the
past year.

For the Directors,
EDWIN GOULD,

Chairman.

"COTTON BELT ROUTE."

ST. LOUIS SOUTHWESTERN RAILWAY CO.

Office of the Presidekt and General Manager.

St. Louis, Mo., September 3, 1912.
Mr. Edwin Gould.

Chairman of the Board of Directors:
Dear Sir—I submit herewith the Annual Report of the operations of the

company for the fiscal year ended June 30. 1912.
During the year the average main track mileage operated was 1,548.2,

an increase of 61.2 miles over the preceding year. The main track mileage
operated at the close of the fiscal year, June 30, 1912, was 1,609.2 miles,
an increase of 109.2 miles over the main track mileage as of June 30,
1911. which i^ explained as follows:
Trackage rights

—

Over C. R. I. & P. Ry. between Brinkley. Ark. and Bridge Junc-

tion. Ark. (West Memphis) 64.7

Over Kansas City and Memphis Railway and Bridge Co. tracks

(Memphis Bridge) 2.5

Over St. L. & S. F. R. R. (in Memphis) 4

Over Memphis Union Station Co. tracks (in Memphis) 5

Over St. L. I. M. & S. Ry. (in Pine Bluff. Ark.) 1.2

Over Vandalia R. R. (in East St. Louis, III.) 1.7

Connecting track with C. R. I. & P. Ry. (in Brinkley. Ark.) 8

Connecting track with St. L. I. M. & S. Ry. fin Pine Bluff. Ark.). .4

Central Arkansas and Eastern R. R. (operated under lease) 43.9

Changes in line, due to re-chainage, etc .4

116.5
Less—Terminal R. R. .'Xssn. of St. Louis mileage discontinued by

this company on account of running its passenger trains via East

St. Louis, III. and Eads Bridge instead of via Merchants Bridge. 7.3

Net crease, this year. 109.2

A detailed exhibit of the mileage operated on June 30, 1912, showing

main line and branches separately, will be found in Table No. 1 of the

appendix to this report.

The financial results from operation for the year ended June 30, 1912,

will be found in the condensed comparative statement immediately following.

FIN.^NCIAL RESLTLTS FROM OPERATION—ENTIRE SYSTEM.
INCOME ACCOLT^T FOR FISCAL YEAR.

Year ended Year ended Increase

Item. June 30. 1912. June 30. 1911. or Decrease.

Average Miles Operated 1.548.2 1,487.0 61.2

OPERATING INCOME:
Rail Operations:

Operating Revenues $12,042,542.71 $11,888,036.73 $154,505.98

Operating Expenses 8,419,414.88 8.578,155.22—158,740.34

Net Operating Revenue.... $3,623,127.83 $3,309,881.51 $313,246.32

Outside Operations:

Revenues $42,292.01 $45,884.20 —$3,592.19

Expenses 56.836.48 56.354.19 482.29

Net Deficit $14,544.47 $10,469.99 $4,074.48

Total Net Revenue $3,608,583.36 $3,299,411.52 $309,171.84

Taxes Accrued 458.511.60 369.291.55 89.220.05

Total Operating Income. $3,150,071.76 $2,930,119.97 $219,951.79

OTHER INCOME go7.843.72 526.884.39 370.959.33

.$5,123,842.66

GROSS CORPOR-ATE INCOME $4,047,915.48 $3,457,004.36 $590,911.12

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS
CORPOR.XTE INCOME .... 2,430,296.44 2.241.181.28 189,115.16
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Balance, Credit, Carried For-

ward TO Profit and Loss Ac-

count $1,617,619.04 $1,215,823.08 $401,795.96

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT, JUNE 30, 1912.

Item. Dr. Cr.

Balance June 30, 1911 $5,110,718.47

Balance for Year brought forward from Income

Account 1,617,619.04

Other Properties—Profit 4,044.68

Additions for Year 34,804.04

Extinguishment of Discount on Funded Debt

sold $1,233,965.00

Deductions for Year 235,422.18

Dividends Declared:

On $20,000,000.00 Preferred Capital Stock

—

2% Payable January 15, 1912. |

2Vi9o Payable July 15, 1912.. J

$900,000.00

Less Dividends on stock held by

Company 4,785.75 895,214.25

Balance, Credit, June 30, 1912 4,402,584.80

Total .$6,767,186.23 $6,767,186.23

OPERATING REVENUES.

The total operating revenues for the fiscal year amounted to $12,042,-

542.71 and exceeded twelve million dollars for the first time in the history

of the company. The increase over the preceding year equalled $154,505.98
or 1.30 per cent, while the net operating revenue increased $313,246.32

or 9.46 per cent.

There has been a general revival in business conditions throughout the

territory served by this line, during the past few months. Tralfic was
temporarily interrupted on portions of the line by the destructive tloods in

the Mississippi River Valley during the months of March and .•Xpril, 1912.

Portions of the Cairo line between Maiden and Bird's Point were out
of service the greater part of March and April. Trains to and from
Memphis, which are operated between this company's main line and Mem*
phis over the tracks of other companies, were annulled for practically the

entire month of .April, it is gratifying to state that these floods did no
damage to the main line tracks of this company which were operated con-
tinuously during the water troubles referred to and were used extensively

by other lines, under detour arrangements.
Freight revenue increased $104,268.49 or 1.18 per cent, during the year.

Excellent cotton and grain crops together with improved business condi-

tions, generally, resulted in a slight increase in the tonnage movement as

a whole, notwithstanding a substantial decrease in the tonnage of products

of mines and forests.

Passenger revenue shows a decrease of $92,154.51 or 3.85 per cent., which
is attributable largely to the flood conditions referred to herein which
caused the annulment of all passenger train service to and from Memphis,
Tenn., for about thirty days.

The remarkable agricultural development of the country traversed by
this line continued uninterruptedly during the past year. This development
is reflected by the increased rural immigration, coming principally from the

prosperous farming states of the North, better attention to crop produc-
tion and improved methods of fanning. The work of the U. S. Govern-
ment Farm Demonstration Service is producing splendid results. In
Arkansas sixty-four high class men are at work in this service and in con-

nection with the boys* corn clubs and the chief business interests of the

State, have established a permanent agricultural exhibit in the old state

house at Little Rock, Ark.
The cultivation of rice in Arkansas has proven highly profitable and

the acreage devoted to this product continues to increase from year to

Fruit growing in East Texas is attracting much attention and the yield

for 1912, which was practically all marketed after the close of the fiscal

year ended June 30th, exceeded ail previous records. More than 3,600 cars

of peaches and early vegetables were shipped from that section via this

line during the season of 1912.
Living conditions in the territory contiguous to this company s lines

continue to improve; the progress being made in the towns and smaller

cities is very noteworthy, particularly in respect to the installation of water
works systems, sewerage systems, electric light and gas plants; the larger

cities continue to extend these facilities. The work of draining the lands,

especially in Southeast Missouri and Northeast Arkansas, is being con-

tinued. Some of the smaller communities are enforcing health regulations

and insisting upon the removal of stagnant water, in compliance with strict

sanitao' requirements; all of which while contributing to the health, com-
fort and prosperity of the communities, has tended to increase taxation.

Many of "the rural communities, particularly where drainage ditches^ have
been constructed, show a very decided improvement in living conditions,

which is gradually becoming known to the public generally, and, as a result,

farmers coming into the country contiguous to this company's lines are of

a better class than heretofore.
A number of new industries have located 'along this line during the past

year and the industrial development has kept pace with the agricultural

and general business development.

OPER.ATING EXPENSES.

The total operating expenses for the fiscal year, compai^d with the pre-

ceding year, show a decrease of $158,740.34 or 1.85 per cent. The per

cent, of operating expenses to operating revenues this year was 69.92 as

against 72.16 last year, a decrease of 2.24 per cent.

The following changes occurred in the general operating expense
accounts:

Maintenance of Way and Structures decreased, $322,847.16, or 17.94%
Maintenance of Equipment increased, 108,223.79, or 5.24%
Traffic Expenses increased, 33.370.07, or 7.49%
Transportation Expenses decreased, 53.960.08. or 1.42%
General Expenses increased. 76,473.04, or 16.26%

A comparison of operating expenses in detail, by primary, as well as

by general accounts, is shown in Exhibit "B" on pages 26 and 27.

TAXES.
Taxes accrued for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, show an increase

over the preceding fiscal year of $89,220.05 or 24.16%. This increase is

due to the higher valuations placed on the company's property in the sev-
eral States, particularly the State of Arkansas, and to increases in rates
of taxation in all states in which the company owns property.

TR.\IN AND C.\R LO.'\DING.
The following tables show the average load per freight train and per

loaded freight car for the past ten years.

Average load, in tons, per loaded car (including company material).

Year ended St. L. S-W. Ry. Co.
June 30. St. L. S-W. Ry Co.
1903 18.00
1904 18.29
1905 18.19
1906 18.79
1907 19.01
1908 19.25
1909 17.84
1910 18.58
1911 18.78
1912 18.02

Average load, in tons, per

Y'ear ended
June 30. St. L. SW. Ry Co.

1903 383.70
1904 387.65
1905 385.02
1906 415.15
1907 425.92
1908 407.61
1909 394.23
1910 434.16
1911 423.70
1912 447.25

of Tex. Entire System.
15.40 17.19
15.62 17.43
15.54 17.43
16.63 18.13
17.06 18.40
17.34 18.69
16.67 17.49
16.89 18.14
17.30 18.32
16.44 17.54

eluding company nlaterial).

St. L. S-W. Ry. Co
of Tex. Entire System
167.09 281.63
172.20 284.72
177.33 295.50
194.49 315.06
202.81 323.3S
189.99 311.19
190.34 301.61
196.27 326.11
200.04 320.16
211.19 340.58

EQUIPMENT.
The following equipment, contracted for under trust agreement during

the preceding year, was received during the current year: 479 automobile
cars and 63 refrigerator cars.

During the liscal year there was purchased for cash, and built at com-
pany shops, from current fund, equipment as follows: 2 dining cars,

5 cabooses, 140 box cars, 7 stock cars, 1 coal car, 20 ballast cars, 1 derrick
car, 40 steel flat cars, 1 steam wrecker, 3 locomotive cranes and 2 tool cars.

Contracts have been executed covering equipment to be delivered on or
before October 1, 1912, as follows: 18 consolidated locomotives, 4 mogul
switch engines, 10 steel baggage cars and 10 steel combination baggage and

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
Expenditures for Additions and Betterments—Road, during the current

year amounted to $2,114,446.14 and for Equipment, after allowing for
value ofequipment retired, $1,222,135.67, making the total amount expended
for additions and betterments during the year $3,336,581.81.
The exhibit styled "Property Investment—Road and Equipment" on

page 31, shows, in detail, the expenditures for additions and betterments
during the current fiscal year.

WELLS FARGO & CO.—EXPRESS CONTRACT.
A contract, effective August 1, 1911, was entered into with Wells Fargo

6 Co., granting that company express privileges over this company's lines.

Owing to retirement from business, the Pacific Express Co, ceased to

operate over this companys' lines on July 31, 1911.

CENTRAL ARKANSAS & EASTERN RAILROAD CO.
The construction of the Central Arkansas & Eastern R. R., consisting

of 43.9 miles, was completed during the fiscal year and taken over for
operation by this company on October 22, 1911, under the terms of a
thirty-year lease.

TRACKAGE RIGHTS FOR PASSENGER TRAINS BETWEEN
BRINKLEY, ARK., AND MEMPHIS, TENN.

Effective April 1. 1912, a contract was entered into with the Chicago,
Reck Island & Pacific Ry. Co. under the terms of which this company is

granted the right to operate its passenger trains over the rails of that

company between Brinkley, Ark., and West Memphis, Ark., a distance of

64.7 miles. Between West Memphis and the new Union Station at Mem-
phis the tracks of the Kansas City and Memphis Ry. and Bridge Co.
(Memphis bridge), the St. Louis and San Francisco R. R. Co. and the

Memphis Union Station Co., are used for a distance of 3.4 miles.

USE OF MEMPHIS UNION STATION,
Effective April 1, 1912. the new Union passenger station at Memphis,

Tenn., constructed by the Memphis Union Station Co.. of which this

Company owns a one-fifth proprietary interest, was opened for operation.

All of this company's passenger trains to and from Memphis use this new
station. The Louisville and Nashville R. R. Co., Nashville, Chattanooga
and St. Louis Ry., Southern Ry. Co. and St. Louis, Iron Mountain and
Southern Ry. Co. each owns a one-fifth proprietary interest in this new
station and uses the same jointly with this company.

NEW PASSENGER TERMINALS AT DALLAS, TEXAS.
The Union Terminal Co., Dallas, Texas, has been organized by all lines

entering that city for the purpose of constructing a union passenger sta-

tion and facilities therefor. This company owns one-eighth of the capital

stock of the new company and will make use of its facilities, when com-
pleted, in the operation of passenger trains to and from Dallas.

FREIGHT HOUSE, TEAM TR.ACKS, ETC., AT ST. LOUIS. MO,
The new freight house and auxiliary facilities at St. Louis, Mo., arc

nearing completion and will be ready for use within the next few months.

FREIGHT TERMINALS AT FT. WORTH, TEXAS.
A desirable location in Ft. Worth, Texas, has been selected, and the

property acquired, on which to construct a ^eight house, team tracks,

etc. This new terminal will be pushed to completion as rapidly as possible.

Following these remarks, in the sections headed respectively. "Financial

Exhibits." "Traffic," "Transportation," "Maintenance of Way and Struc-

tures," "Maintenance of Equipment." etc., will be found a complete analysis

of the financial conditions, results from operation, and the maintenance and
improvement, of the property.
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/^XE of the articles that attracted the most attention in the

^^ series on "Defective Box Cars and Damaged Freight,"

which was published in the Railway Age Gazette last spring,

was that dealing with box car roofs. A study of the specifi-

cations of box cars which have been ordered within the past

few months, is of interest in the light of the information which

was developed in that article. In a number of cases three or

four different types of roofs have been specified on each order,

a hundred or more roofs of each type being used so as to en-

able a good comparison to be made of the service results. In

the past when it has been desired to make such a comparison

it has too often been the practice to use all of one kind of roof

on one order of cars, and then use another type of roof on

another order, which was built several months or a year or

more later. Or one type of roof might be specified for the
greater number of the cars and other types of roofs used on a
few cars only. In neither case is it possible to make a thorough
and accurate comparison. Another interesting development
which has taken place is that several of the roads have arranged
to use a water test for the roofs of box cars which are to be
used in certain classes of service, such as for carrying flour,

cement, etc., where a large amount of damage might be caused
by leakage. Greater attention also seems to be given to the

details of the construction in order that the cars may not only
be water, cinder and burglar proof, but that the cost of main-
tenance may be reduced to a minimum, even though it may
mean a considerable increase in the first cost of the car.

'T'HE initial steps and the progress of the preliminary organ-
ization of the "See America First Association," since its

inception last May have been briefly noted heretofore in our
news columns. On another page of this issue the purposes and
plans of the movement are more fully explained, and some of
the reasons why such an organization should be successful are
convincingly advanced, in an address made by E. L. Bevington,
chairman of the Temporary Board of Managers, at the annual
convention of the American Association of General Passenger
and Ticket Agents at Seattle. Mr. Bevington shows that the

proposed organization has already received a great deal of en-
couragement in the way of assurances of support, and it is be-

lieved he has also made a more than adequate reply to the argu-
ments of those interests which feel inclined to prefer to devote
all their available appropriations to advertising their individual

territories. The belief of many sectional or individual interests

that they can accomplish most for themselves by working by
themselves might be expected to constitute the most serious ob-

stacle to the consummation of the plans for a permanent organ-
ization. Mr. Bevington's answer to them is that "an organization

as big and powerful as the one proposed would engender con-

fidence; it would promote publicity in many ways not now avail-

able owing to lack of organization; it would solicit and receive

contributions from sources which do not now contribute a dol-

lar" ; in short, it would help in the promotion of the interests of

all from the fund of surplus efficiency which may be created by
organized effort as compared with individual endeavor, which is

often exerted at cross purposes. It would not interfere with

existing methods of advertising, any more than the Associated

Press interferes with the individual newspapers it serves in

gathering news. It would merely supplement and round out

the present work. If the proposed plans are properly carried

out there appears no reason why such an association should not

be made an effective means of furthering its most public spirited

object with material benefit for all concerned.

I AST December the Railway Age Gazette published an edi-
'—

' torial criticising the practice of officers and representatives

of supply concerns in giving costly Christmas presents to rail-

way officers, and urging its discontinuance. The view expressed,

while not shared by all our readers, was generally commended,

both by railway and supply men. Many supply concerns de-

cided to quit sending presents. Many railway men decided to

quit accepting them, and in numerous cases returned those they

received. There was one criticism, however, which was quite

commonly made against the editorial referred to. This was,

that it appeared too late in the season. Many supply concerns

had made their annual purchases of gifts before it was pub-

lished. To avoid a repetition of this criticism, we are calling

attention to the subject early this year. Aside from the re-

duction in present-giving last year, which was large, the situ-

ation is the same as it was then. The practice mentioned al-

ways has been, is yet, and always will be, objectionable both in

purpose and effect. It is intrinsically objectionable because its

obvious purpose ordinarily is to influence purchases by rail-

ways in an improper way. If it does not accomplish this result
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it involves waste of money by the supply concerns. If it does

accomplish the desired end it harms the railways. It is further

objectionable because it subjects the railways and their officers,

and in less degree the supply concerns also, to th-; liabihty of

very injurious criticism in the magazine and newspaper press.

If the practice had gone on unchecked and increasing, the re-

sult in time would have been a big scandal, which would have

done the railways great harm. As already indicated, it was

largely reduced last year; and this year ought to mark its entire

abolition. Last year, after the publication of our editorial on

this subject, some railway executives publicly indicated that

they would disapprove of the acceptance of presents from sup-

ply concerns by their officers and employees, and others quietly

passed similar word down the Hne. This year the officers of

the supply concerns ought to make such action unr.ecessary by

notifying their representatives that the day for ^rying to get

business from railways by sending more or less disguised bribes

to their officers is past, and that the custom must be stopped.

WHEN WILL THE PUBLIC JOIN THE "SAFETY FIRST"
MOVEMENT?

I
"HE safety movement now under way is one of the most

•^ remarkable developments of modern railroading. The need

for greater safety in transportation has been clearly recognized

and acutely felt for years. That relatively small progress was

long made in reducing the railway accident record was perhaps

chiefly due to the fact that most of those who were to blame

for it were engaged mainly in trying to shift their part of the

responsibility on others. The employees and the spokesmen of

their brotherhoods laid the blame on shortcomings of railway

plants and operating methods, and agitated for regulation of the

railway managements. The managements laid the blame on

employees who violated the rules and disobeyed orders. The pub-

lic and public authorities looked upon the situation superficially,

criticized the railway managements and did little of a construct-

ive character. All were busy plucking the mote from their

neighbor's eye. Few troubled themselves about the beams in

their own.

About two years ago it dawned on some fair minds in the

railroad business that the trouble was not that the managements

were not doing their duty, or that the employees were not doing

their duty, or that the public was not doing its duty, but that

all of these classes were neglecting their dutj'. It was seen that

the only way in which each class partly responsible for acci-

dents could effectively perform its duty was for all to perform

theirs. This obviously suggested co-operation between manage-

ments, employees and public. The safety committee movement,

whose keynote is co-operation, resulted. It spread from railway

to railway, and now the gospel of "safety first" is being fervidly

preached both at many meetings on individual railways and at

meetings where numerous railways are represented. The dis-

cussion of railway accidents by Commissioner McChord of the

Interstate Commerce Commission, and by officers of various

railways, was much the most interesting feature of the co-

operative safety congress at Milwaukee last week. (See Rail-

way Age Gaaetle, October 4, pp. 636 and 645.) A great meeting

of officers and employees of several railways in the interest of

safety, is to be held in Kansas City on October 19. The subject

of safety will be the main theme at the annual Indiana railway

convention, which will be held under the auspices of the In-

diana Railway Commission next month. The duty of everyone

concerned with railway operation to do all possible to promote

safety is being urged at these meetings as the duty of sinners

to repent is urged at religious revivals. An earnest searching

of hearts all along the line is taking place. An unprecedented

enthusiasm for provision and care for the protection of the lives

and limbs of passengers and employees is being aroused.

Undoubtedly the "safety first" movement is spreading the

knowledge and developing the spirit most needed for the re-

duction of accidents. The main thing needed is greater care

—

greater care on the part of the management in providing and
maintaining structures and equipment in a safe condition, and in

selecting, disciplining and training men; greater care on the part

of the employees in making proper use of the safety apphances

provided and in understanding correctly every rule made and
every order issued, and obeying them to the letter. Unfortu-

nately, however, the "safety first" movement is as ye: almost en-

tirely a co-operative movement by railway managements and
their employees; and there are many accidents managements and

employees alone cannot prevent no matter how well they co-

operate or how hard they work. They cannot, for example,

reduce the fatalities to the 5,000 trespassers on railway property

who are killed every year. Some have suggested as a remedy
for trespassing the elevation and more complete fencing of the

tracks of railways. These things are worthless as means to the

end mentioned. The railways of Chicago have spent about

$70,000,000 on track elevation, and never a day passes without

there being a great deal of trespassing on the elevated tracks

in Chicago. The railway police arrest scores of trespassers on

the elevation every month; but the municipal court judges do

little but parole or discharge them. In the three m.onths ended

July 31, 1912, a single railway entering Chicago had fifty-five

trespassers arrested on its elevation, and fifty of thtra were dis-

charged or paroled by the municipal court judgos. Only five

were really punished. Thirty-six were absolutely discharged.

That is the way that the municipal court of Chicago does its

share toward stopping the 5,000 fatalities to trespassers annually.

That is the sort of justice that the railways of Chicago receive

when they ask for protection of their property agamst intruders.

That is the way that governments, after requiring the railways

to spend enormous sums to make their properties safer, do not

co-operate with them in making the expenditures effective. There

is an adequate ordinance in Chicago prohibiting trespassing on

the track elevation, but good laws are worthless unless they are

enforced, and trespassing, with its resulting toll of death, will

go on as long as public officials have so much re.gard for the

feelings of law-breaking fellow citizens and voters that they

would rather see them maimed and killed than fined or jailed.

The one way in which the public authorities can most effectively

co-operate with railways and their employees in promoting the

safety movement on railways is by adopting and enforcing proper

measures to stop trespassing.

Another way in which it is absolutely requisite that the public

shall co-operate with the railways and their employees, if the

safety movement is to be successful, is by letting the railways

earn enough money to enable them to make the improvements in

their plants that are essential to rendering them safe. Most of

the railways of the United States are mereh' the skeletons of

what they ought to be. There are some people who complain

because the capitalization of our railways is about $63,000 a

mile. The trouble with their capitalization is not that it is too

large but that it is too small. It ought to be increased to at least

$100,000 per mile by the double-tracking of many lines, the

strengthening of much track that is too weak, the general in-

stallation of block signals, the purchase of more steel equip-

ment, etc. What we need in this country is not cheaper transpor-

tation, but better and safer transportation. The accident record

of our railways is often contrasted with the records of the rail-

ways of Europe. Transportation on our railways will never

be as safe as it is on the railways of England and France and

Germany until our roads are put in as good physical condition

as theirs. To put them in this condition an enormous capital

expenditure must be made. This capital expenditure cannot be

made unless the capital can be raised, and the capital cannot be

raised until investors can be shown where the means of a paying

return on it is to come from.

The safety movement by officers and employees is worthy of

all commendation. The attitude of the public and public au-

thorities in regard to the matter of safety thus far merits little

commendation and very much condemnation. The public and

public authorities demand that the railways do much to promote
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safety, but the public itself and the public authorities, with a few

distinguished exceptions, such as the Railroad Commission of

Indiana, show little disposition to do anything themselves to help

the cause along. The co-operation of the three parties—the rail-

way managements, the employees and the public—is necessary to

make transportation in this country as safe as it ought to be.

The public is now the only one of these parties which has not

begun to awaken to a sense of its own duty and to take some
steps toward performing it. When is the public going to quit

its Pecksniffian complaining about conditions for which it is very

largely responsible, and join the railways and their employees in

the effort to remedy them?

SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

IT is peculiarly fortunate for the Southern Railway that its

* president is a former traffic man. With over 7,000 miles

of road forming a network of branch lines through a compara-

tively undeveloped part of the country, and with heavy fixed

charges and dividend requirements per mile of line, it would
seem that the success of the Southern Railway Company de-

pends on its power to develop the territory tributary to its lines.

In the Northwest and Southwest, while to a great extent, of

course, railroads have developed the country, the country has

to a very large extent developed itself. In the Southeast the

Southern Railway in particular has assumed the burden of put-

ting its shoulder to the wheel and furnishing the initiative

which the country itself, or rather its people, lacked.

It is probably not an exaggeration to say that some thou-

sands of miles of the Southern Railway were built before such

construction was justified by purely traffic considerations. If

they had been built economically and capitahzed conservatively,

their addition to a system of main lines would probably not

have been an impossibly heavy drain on a company operating

main lines and branches as a combined system ; but many of

these branch lines were not built conservatively and were very

much overcapitalized. They were built of cheap material and

with poor standards of construction, but, with the hopes of

their promoters, capitalized quite freely. It is of only academic

interest to discuss the wisdom of taking into the Southern

Railway system a great mass of such branch lines at anywhere

near their owners' estimation of what they were worth. The
fact was that they were taken over, and the problem that has

confronted the present management is to make the system as

a whole an adequate instrument of public service.

To do this it was essential that sufficient should be earned

to pay the fixed charges and to pay a dividend return on the

total stock capitalization which would be sufficient to form an

equity for bondholders and give the company a credit which

would permit of future capital expenditures for extensive better-

ment of the plant. With a road like the Pennsylvania it is pos-

sible to increase net earnings to an extent that will make a

fairly large difference in the per cent, earned on the capital-

ization by savings in operating expenses. This was out of the

question on the Southern Railway. The other alternative was

to increase gross earnings.

As was pointed out, the part of the system whose operation

at all was hardest to justify from the standpoint of profits was

the great mileage of branch lines. This is the part of the prop-

erty that was in poorest physical condition; but, on the other

hand, the part of the property the development of which would

benefit the Southern Railway Company exclusive of its com-

petitors.

On its main through lines the Southern Railway has to meet

keen competition often from roads that have had considerably

more money to spend on development of the plant than has the

Southern. There is the Atlantic Coast Line, the Seaboard Air

Southern Railway System.
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Line, the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, the Louisville &
Nashville and the Illinois Central. To secure competitive busi-

ness it was necessary to develop the main lines so that business

could be handled efficiently and promptly, as well as economi-

cally. To secure business on the branch lines it was necessary

to build up the country.

As a good illustration of how closely and how comprehensively

the Southern Railway is a part of the Southeast, it is only neces-

sary to mention the fact that of the total 11,585,839 spindles in

all of the cotton growing states reported by the census bureau,

•there were 8,530,723 spindles in mills tributary to the Southern

Railway lines.

While the rest of the country in the past two years has been

dragging along through a period of depression or stagnation,

the South has been making quite steady and fairly rapid ad-

vances in prosperity. To just what extent this development is

due to the policy adopted by the present management of the

Southern Railway it is quite impossible to say ; but that a very

appreciable portion of the rapidity of this development and its

essentially sound basis is due to the policy of the company and

its efforts is perfectly true. Much of the success of this effort

is due personally to the president. The results obtained in the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, are a vindication of the policy of

development that has been pursued.

Total operating revenues in 1912 amounted to $63,590,000, an

increase of ?3,25O,00O, or 5.38 per cent, over 1911. Operating

expenses totaled $43,700,000, or 68.71 per cent, of total revenues

in 1912; compared to $40,930,000, or 67.82 per cent, of total rev-

enues in 1911. After payment of fixed charges and rentals there

was available for dividends $6,760,000 in 1912, and $6,670,000 in

1911. In April and October, 1911, semi-annual dividends of 1

per cent, were paid, and in April, 1912, a semi-annual dividend of

2 per cent, was paid ; and since the close of the fiscal year, a semi-

annual dividend of 2Y2 per cent, has been declared from earn-

ings of the second half of the fiscal year 1912, which puts the

preferred stock on the full S per cent, annual rate. Dividends

amounted in 1911 to $1,200,000, and in 1912, including the divi-

dends declared since the close of the fiscal year, to $2,700,000.

There was a surplus credited to profit and loss of $4,020,000 in

1912, and of $5,400,000 in 1911.

The restoration of the 5 per cent, dividend on the preferred

stock was not, however, the only notable milestone made in the

company's history in 1912. At the beginning of the year there

was still carried on the balance sheet $1,690,000 unextinguished

discount on securities. From income in 1912 there was charged

$60,000 toward extinguishing this discount, and the entire re-

mainder was written off through profit and loss. There was

wisdom and essential justice in the managements waiting to

restore the full 5 per cent, dividend on the preferred stock until

earnings were not only large enough to permit of paying the full

5 per cent, rate, but were large enough to put the company in a

position where it could write off the discount on its securities

sold : make in the one year 1912 capital expenditures amounting

to $5,370,000; increase its cash on hand from $10,380,000 to

$13,050,000; and increase its own securities in the treasury

through receipts of bonds due from the trustee on account of

capital expenditures for additions and betterments and exten-

sions from $16,100,000 to $22,330,000, with a net increase in that

year of but $5,250,000 in its outstanding securities.

In his remarks accompanying the annual report President Fin-

ley tells in a simple but very interesting way something of what

has been done during the past year to develop the territory

tributary to the company's lines ; and the fact that there were 448

new industrial plants completed at points on these lines during

the year bears evidence that this development is not a theory

but an important fact. President Finley points out that, in the

nine states covered by the Southern, the products of manufac-

tures increased in value in the 10 years ended 1909 by 107.68 per

cent., as compared with an increase for all the states during this

decade of 79.49 per cent.

The Southern Railway has a land and industrial department.

the work of which has been described in the Raihvay Age
Gacctte previously. In addition, during the year there was es-

tablished a department of farm improvement work, which in-

cludes the cotton culture department and other special agricul-

tural departments which are demonstrating to farmers methods

by which the agricultural yield of staple crops of each locality

may be increased, as President Finley says, "not on experimental

or demonstration farms under special conditions and with ex-

ceptional resources, but on their own farms and with their own
resources." Consistent effort is being made to induce immigra-

tion into the South, especially of the better class of foreigners;

such a class, for instance, as the German farmers who have

done so much to develop the Northwest. Besides this work of

developing local territory and traffic, both the freight and pas-

senger traffic departments have been strengthened and the scope

of their work has been very much broadened. Additional

agencies have been estabhshed throughout the Northwest, Mid-

dle West, Pacific coast and Canada, with the double purpose of

soliciting and routing freight over the Southern Railway into the

Southeast and of cooperating with southern producers in devel-

oping markets for southeastern products. President Finley says

that passenger solicitation of all kinds is being most effectively

aided by the policy of the management to keep its passenger

train ser\'ice, both through and local, fully abreast of the re-

quirements of the traveling pubHc as to frequency of trains and

character of equipment.

It will be a notable achievement if the management can make
its polity an actual fact. Local passenger service on the South-

ern Railway has in the past been far from good ; and local equip-

ment, while possibly up to the standards pretty generally set by the

local passengers in their own hving, was not up to the standard

in most other parts of the country. Mention has been made in

commenting on former reports of the work the railway has

been doing in improving and beautifying its stations. If

now the passenger equipment can also be improved, these efforts

of the company should go far toward helping to raise the whole

standard of living in the outlying districts through which it runs.

While in its broader aspects the future of the Southern de-

pends on its development of new traffic it is interesting to watch

the changes in operating statistics. The total revenue ton

mileage carried in 1912 was 4,207,000,000, an increase of 2.89 per

cent, over 1911. There was an increase of 4.31 per cent, in num-

ber of tons carried; but the average haul was only 155 miles in

1912, as compared with 157 miles in 1911. The receipts per ton

per mile were 9.87 mills in 1912 and 9.66 mills in 1911. With

this increase of 2.89 per cent, in ton mileage, there was a de-

crease of 1.15 per cent, in freight train mileage and a decrease

of 1.76 per cent, in freight locomotive mileage. Freight train

revenue per train mile was $2,467 in 1912 and $2,324 in 1911.

The average train load is low, as would be expected on a prop-

erty that has such a large proportion of branch line mileage and

of whose tonnage only about 31 per cent, is coal. The train

load in 1912 was 250 tons, an increase over 1911 of a little over

nine tons, or 3.96 per cent. While the average number of cars

in each freight train was 24.75 in 1912, as against 24.22 in 1911,

the average number of empty cars was 7.54 in 1912, as against

7.67 in 1911.

With the rapidly increasing prosperity in the South there are

two dangers which suggest themselves as possible checks from

the point of view of the Southern Railway to this prosperity.

With the increase in intrinsic value in land through the improve-

ment of farms there may be a temptation to sell on the part of

the rural population and to move into the cities. This tendency

to concentrate in cities is to be found not only in the South but

is a problem that all railroads have to contend with. On the

other hand, land values in the Southern cities are now nominally

high, and in a great many cases city real estate has been mort-

gaged by its owners and the money received from the mortgage

spent in luxuries. Liquidation under circumstances like these

might seriously affect the prosperity of the South for two or

three vears.

I
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The Southern Railway is heavily capitalized. When the de-

velopment of the country reaches the stage where a new program

of heavy expenditures on capital account for additions and bet-

terments will have to be adopted, will the company's credit be

such as to enable it to sell additional securities at a reason-

able price? This has been the problem which has faced the

Southern Railway ever since it became one property. When this

stage was reached in regard to the main lines in 1906 the com-

bination of the panic in the money market in 1907 and the de-

pression in general business that followed was almost more than

the Southern Railway's credit could bear; nevertheless, the com-
pany did succeed in carrying out its program of heavy revision

work on its principal main lines and the discount on the secur-

ties sold is now wiped out. There is every indication that the

policy of the present management is far-sighted enough so that

when in the future it will become necessary to again go into the

market for capital funds, it will have established a reserve

credit tlirough a development of earning power larger propor-

tionately than the increase in dividend disbursements or the in-

crease in interest requirements through the sale of secur-

ities that will be sufficient to overcome the handicap of its

capitalization.

The following table shows the principal figures for operation

in 1912, as compared with 1911:

1912. 1911.

Average mileage operated 7,088 7,042
Freight revenue $41,508,300 $39,498,964
Passenger revenue 16,939,811 16,056,304

Total operating revenue 63,590,329 60,345,063
Maint. of way and structures 7,841,220 7,464,916
Maint. of equipment 10,108,673 9,460,757
Traffic 1,745,353 1,549,404
Transportation 22,081,653 20,662,086

Total operating expenses 43,696,236 40,926,790
Ta.xes 2,452,328 2,212,968
Operating income 17,506,519 17,163,277
Gross corporate income 21,086,594 20,965,795
Net corporate income 6,763.117 6,670,003
Dividends 2,700.000 1,200,000
Additions and betterments 44,989 66,046
Surplus 4,018,128 5,403,958

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.

'T'HE annual report of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is

•*• the record of operations of a number of separate corpo-

rations operated as one system in practically four grand divisions

known as the eastern lines, western lines, the coast lines and the

gulf lines. The total system comprises 10.733 miles, and in

1912 the company operated an average of 10,628 miles. Total

operating revenues amounted to $107,750,000 in 1912, and to $107,-

570,000 in 1911. Notwithstanding a good many adverse condi-

tions, the company had net corporate income available for divi-

sippi river. The company is, so far as is known, managed in-

dependently of any particular group of bankers or financiers, and
for that reason enjoys a degree of confidence with investors which
in the long run offsets any lack of interest in its securities be-

cause of their smaller speculative possibilities. The Southern
Pacific and the Union Pacific have such vast holdings of the se-

curities of other companies that their income can hardly be farily

compared with that of the Santa Fe.

The Santa Fe is a railroad property pure and simple. Its earn-

ings of $10,139 per mile on its 10,628 miles form the great bulk

of its total income. In 1912 there was $2,570,000 other income,

and in 1911, $2,210,000. The standards of upkeep on this great

property have been high. Maintenance on certain parts of the

road is necessarily very expensive ; no great proportion of the

traffic is furnished by low grade commodities, and the operating

ratio when compared to the Union Pacific or the Northern Pa-
cific seem high. It was 66.15 in 1912 and 65.79 in 1911. When
it is remembered, however, that 22.18 per cent, of the total ton-

nage carried, which in 1912 amounted to 21,150,000 t;ns, w-as fur-

nished by products of agriculture, and that 17.70 per cent, of the

total was furnished by manufactures, and but 30.95 per cent, by
products of mines ; and when, moreover, it is taken into con-

sideration that a great deal of the products of agriculture, and
manufactures as well, moves on a fast schedule, necessarily in

smaller trainloads and over very heavy grades in places, the

operating ratio of a little over 66 per cent, does not seem by any

means excessively high. Furthermore, the fact that under severe

weather conditions, with increases in wages and under other ad-

verse conditions, the company was able in 1912 to hold the

operating ratio down to within less than 1 per cent, of what it

was in 1911, makes the showing particularly good.

Total operating expenses amounted to $71,270,000 in 1912, as

against $70,770,000 in 1911. Maintenance of way and structures

cost $16,080,000 in 1912, which was only about $20,000 more than

was spent in 1911. Maintenance of equipment cost $16,520,000 in

1912, and $16,690,000 in 1911. The Santa Fe's accounting depart-

ment divides operating expenses as between passengers and
freight, and as between divisions for the use of the manage-
ment, but these allocated expenses are not show-n in the com-
pany's annual report. Figures are shown, however, in the re-

port for the total cost of maintenance of locomotives, passenger

and freight cars.

The following table is taken from the report for maintenance

of equipment. In this are shown maintenance costs, including

renewals, depreciation, superintendence, shop machinery and
tools, injuries to persons, etc.

:

1912. 1911. 1910.

Per locomotive $4,382 $4,545 $3,832
Per locomotive mile Cents 15.91 Cents 15.80 Cents 12.87
Per passenger car, including mail and express $1,010 $1,158 $1,249
Per passenger car mile Cents 1.11 Cents 1.30 Cents 1.36

Per freight car $100 $88 $108
Per freight car mile Mills 9.5 Mills 8.3 Mills 9.1

1909. 1908.

$3,133 $3,714
Cents 11.95 Cents 13.74

$1,134 $1,040
Cents 1.17 Cents 1.11

$120 $106
Mills 11.1 Mills 10.0

dends of $19,660,000 at the end of 1912, as against $21,270,000 net

corporate income for 1911.

The Santa Fe operates under such different conditions on dif-

ferent parts of its line that average figures for the entire system

may conceal offsetting changes in operating conditions to an un-

usual extent. The system as a whole, however, did better last

year than might have been expected from the monthly returns,

and better than might have been expected from the very severe

weather conditions which prevailed on the eastern lines during

the past winter. On a system so extensive as this there have natu-

rally been experiments in methods of operation and in standards

for both roadway and structures and equipment and at times this

may have led to higher maintenance costs and may be the cause of

the increasing cost of maintenance of locomotives mentioned else-

where. Such experiments have on the other hand led to the

adoption of very high standards. The system has been welded

together as a whole financially into one of the most conservatively

and soundly capitalized railroads operating west of the Missjs-

The increase in cost of maintenance of locomotives- in the

five years given on both the per locomotive basis and the per

mile basis is noticeable. The following table shows the cost

in mills per ton mile, for repairs only, to locomotives. This

figure would mean little, if anything, as between two different

roads, but for use as comparing costs from year to year on

the same road, where the proportion of^passenger traffic to

freight traffic has not changed materially, it is cf use. The
trainload shown in the table, as well as the ton-miles, are total

ton mileage of freight, including company freight, but not in-

cluding weight of equipment

:

Cost of
Train repairs of Cost, mills
load. Ton miles. locomotives, per ton mile.

1912 400 8.900,297,587 $7,577,550 .851

1911 395 '8.996,064,486 7,650.762 .850
1910 389 9,238.639.440 6.155.042 .666
1909 366 7,705,853,520 4,756,678 .617
1908 367 7,989,607,656 5,771,985 .722

As shown above there was a slight decrease in ton

mileage carried amounting to about 1.1 per cent. The num-
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ber of passengers carried one mile totaled 1,274,000,000 in 1912,

and 1,269,000,000 in 1911. Freight train mileage totaled 19,-

640,000 in 1912, and 20,150,000 in 1911, a decrease of 2.5 per

cent. Passenger train mileage totaled 20,950,000 in 1912, and

20,180,000 in 1911, an increase of 3.8 per cent.

It is rather interesting to note that the average -est per mile

run for fuel, when coal and wood was used, was 13.12 cents, and
when oil was used, was 16.77 cents. This is in 1912. In 1911

the cost for coal was 12.45 cents, and for oil, 17.02 ce'its. While
the mileage of loaded cars amounted to 477,000,0(X) :n 1912, as

against 475,000,000 in 1911, the mileage of empty cars amounted
to but 196,000,000 in 1912. as compared with 203.000.00 in 1911.

In 1912 the Santa Fe spent $10,280,000 on additions and better-

ments, of which amount $3,300,000 is charged to income and

the remainder to capital account. There was a total increase

of $13,540,000 in the outstanding bonds. The cash received

from the sale of these bonds was used for the additions and bet-

terments just mentioned, and is also reflected in the added cash

on hand. At the end of 1911 there was $36,200,000 cash on

hand and in the bank, and at the end of 1912 this hid been in-

creased to $41,900,000. It will be seen that the S.inta Fe is in

a very strong position as regards working capital, and has in

fact sufficient cash to permit of quite extensive additions and

betterments or extensions without the further sale of securities.

There are no loans and bills payable.

Some of the larger expenditures for additions and betterments

made during the year were $2,870,000 spent for new locomotives,

$977,000 spent for ballast,* $937,000 spent for rails,* S874,000 for

grading, and $782,000 for track laying and surfacing. The new
construction work is mentioned at some length in o.ir construc-

tion news columns in this issue.

President Ripley calls attention to the continually increasing

burden of taxation. In the five years ended June 30, 1912, taxes

have increased 68.1 per cent., while total operating revenues

have increased but 15.0 per cent., and net operatmg revenues

but 4.8 per cent.

The following table shows the principal figures fi

in 1912 as compared with 1911:

1912.

Average mileage operated 10,628
Freight revenue $71,529,575 $71,
Passenger revenue 27,453,525 27

Total operating revenue 107,752,360 107
Maint. of way and structures 16,076,834 16,

Maint. of equipment >16, 521,231 16
Traffic 2,416,746' 2
Transportation 33,733,667 33

Total operating expenses 71,273,203 70
Ta.\es 3,474,607 4
Operating income -33,322,257 32
Gross corporate income 35,529,623 34
Xet corporate income 21,371,068 19
Dividends 15,876,875 15
-\dditions, betterments and fuel re-

serve 3,696,960 5
Surplus 86,406

>r operation

1911.

10,350
,787,201
,204,868
,565,116
,059,787
,686,145
,249,899
,183,520
,768,252
,206,544
,272,503
,842.671
,660,241
,641,150

NEW BOOKS.

• These are additions and betterments,
this account if it is applied to track that ha
the rails are additional weight of rail or rai

;ie ballast is only charged to
not before been ballasted, and
n new track or sidings.

Railway Operating Statistics. By C. P. Mossop, head of statistics depart-

ment. North Eastern Railway of England. Published by the Railway
Gazette, Queen Anne's Chambers, London. Price, 2s. 6d. (65 cents).

Manual of Railway Statistics, By George L. Boag, assistant manager. Great

Southern of Spain Railway. Published by the Raikmy Gazette, Queen
Anne's Chambers, London. Price 4s. ($1).

These two books on railroad statistics are both written by

Englishmen; but in both of them a rather broader and more
nearly American view is taken of the value of railroad statistics,

and especially the value of ton-mile figures, than is supposed to

be held by most English railroad men. Mr. Boag has had a

varied experience as a railroader, having been on the Lan-

cashire & Yorkshire of England, the Argentine Transandine of

South .-Kmerica, and the Southern Nigerian of Africa before

he became connected with the Great Southern of Spain. Mr.

Mossop's book was undertaken mainly for the information and

use of students attending the North Eastern Railway classes.

The greater part of the tables and diagrams used as illustrations

are taken from those in use on the North Eastern. Mr. Mos-

sop describes the principal figures that his experience on the

North Eastern has led him to believe are necessary to secure

operating efficiency. He discusses ton miles, wagon miles and

commodity statistics; wagon and train loading, and train oper-

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
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ating costs; warehouse costs, yard costs, passenger statistics,

and what he calls "rolhng stock user." By this he means sta-

tistics which will show the use made of rolling stock, limiting

rolling stock to cars, both passenger and freight. He sum-

marizes the figures that are of most value as a test of the use

made of cars, as ton miles per car mile, car miles per car, and

ton miles per car. The book is interestingly written and con-

tains a great deal of information that should be of considerable

value to American railroad officers, notwithstanding the fact that

in a great number of cases the British usage would serve mainly

as a contrast to usage in this country. Such a contrast is often

quite instructive; and the refusal of the English to split hairs

in their statistical compilations, and their tendency to use a

certain common sense, regardless of the logic involved is in-

teresting. While it may offend all the traditions of the Amer-
ican auditor's office, it should nevertheless prove highly sug-

gestive even to the American accounting officer who may feel

that his methods are far more refined than those of the English

statistician.

In the Manual of Railway Statistics, Mr. Boag has made good

use of his breadth of experience. He is familiar with American

railroad practice and theory; and while his opinion is that Amer-

ican practice and theory may not necessarily be adapted to use

either in England or on transcontinental roads, he applies the

theories which underly this practice as a test to both English

and other methods of compiling statistics in a way that makes

his conclusions well worth careful study by expert American

railroad accounting officers who have had experience only on

roads in the United States. The book is a handy size and

contains, beside five very carefully thought out chapters on sta-

tistics by Mr. Boag, three appendices which, so far as we know,

are not found anywhere else in so convenient a form. These

appendices are : 1, Report No. 1 to the EngHsh Session of the

Railway Congress, by Sir Thomas Rees Price ; 2, Railway Com-
panies Act, of the British parliament, 1911, prescribing a form

of accounts and returns to be made by railroad companies; 3,

Schedule to the Reservation, by Mr. Acworth, Sir George Paish

and Mr. Peel, showing forms for reporting engine hours, car-

riage mileage, wagon mileage, etc. There is a short bibliography

not intended, apparently, to be at all comprehensive.

Strength of Materials. By Mansfield Merriman. Bound in cloth. 166

pages; 5 in. x 714 in. Published by John Wiley & Sons, New York.

Price $1.

The sixth edition of this standard work, the first edition of

which appeared in 1897, has been revised and reset and a new
chapter on combined stresses has been added. Intended for

classroom work, this book discusses the elementary principles

of mechanics with reference to the common materials used in

engineering construction. Numerous problems illustrating the

various principles are scattered throughout the book.

International Railway Fuel Association. Proceedings of the Fourth Annual
Convention, Chicago, May 22-25, 1912. Bound in paper. 315 pages,

illustrated. Published by the association, C. G. Hall, C. & E. I. R. R.,

McCormick building, Chicago, Secretary. Price, 50 cents.

There is probably no feature of locomotive operation that pre-

sents as great opportunities for improvement as in the methods

of firing and the practices on some of the more progressive

roads were fully illustrated and demonstrated. Other important

subjects discussed were the inspection of fuel, the use of an-

thracite coal and locomotive drafting. In the latter paper,

H. B. MacFarland, engineer of tests, Santa Fe, presented some
startling figures in connection with the amount of power con-

sumed by back pressure on a locomotive. He also gave pre-

liminary figures of some experiments he is making with ar-

tificially irfduced draft. Dr. W. F. M. Goss presented a paper

on the subject of fuel as a factor in locomotive capacity, in

which he outlined a locomotive that possibly may be required

in the future, which had 150 sq. ft. of grate area. Each subject

aroused most active and valuable discussion, all of which is in-

cluded in the proceedings. A list of members with their ad-

dresses has also been inserted in this volume.

Sillierd to the i^'diton

TENDER DERAILMENTS.

Cincinnati, Ohio, October 1, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Ace Gazette :

I have noted with interest an article on page 569 of the issue

of the Railway Age Gazette of September 27, 1912, entitled "A
Fortunate Wreck," by E. W. Summers, president of the Sum-
mers Steel Car Company, and your editorial comment on page
561 touching on the matter of tender derailments.

Mr. Summers' suggestion of a more flexible connection be-

tween truck and car is undoubtedly one that will deservedly at-

tract the attention of mechanical department and maintenance of

way department officers, but my experience with derailments of

engine tenders and the action taken to prevent such accidents on
lines with which I have been connected, leads me to think that

the true cause of many of these derailments has not been men-
tioned in the articles above referred to.

I have had occasion, in several cases, to investigate the cause
of tender derailments and have found that the side bearings of

the tender trucks were located farther apart than the rails of the

track. It has been my good fortune, in several such instances,

to see the location of the side bearings on the lender trucks

changed so that they were well within the vertical lines through
the gage side of the rail, after which no more such derailments

of tenders took place.

I have known, of course, of derailments of tender trucks from
causes other than that above mentioned, but I have seen so

many instances of an epidemic of tender derailments completely

cured by the simple process of moving the side bearings ir

towards the center of the track so that they will be a less dis

tance apart than the rails in the track, and I have observed so

many cases of derailments of freight cars in which the only ap-

parent cause was a similar location of side bearings outside of

the rail support, that the danger of so locating side bearings on
trucks seems to me to be well demonstrated and the practice,

even in modern freight car construction, of placing the side bear-

ings on trucks 60 in. or more center to center, to be indefensible.

Curtis Dougherty,
Chief Engineer, Queen & Crescent Route.

W , Mass., October 3, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

In his explanation of tender derailments, in the Railway Age
Gazette of September 27, page 570, Mr. Summers says, "In this

letter I shall endeavor to cover another phase of the subject so

clearly that it will be readily understood." Now the treatment

seems not to be clear, probably because the application of some
of the principles are assumed to be understood. May we not

examine these for a moment?
If any unbalanced force imparts to a body a velocity v in t

w V t.

32-2
seconds, the acceleration will be—and the force must be

The average speed will be —and the distance through which

v t
the force acts must, therefore, be The product of the force

and the distance through which it acts is
•w V -y V t __ WV^y

33.3 t
" T '64.4

is the work done upon the body to give it its velocity, or its

stored energy, and is the work which the body will do in over-

coming such resistances as will bring it to rest. [Considerable

additional work will have to be done to produce rotation, as

in the case of a car wheel, but that will not be considered here.]

The stored energy, then, gives indication of the force acting

only when considered in connection with the distance through

which that force acts in bringing the body to a stop. Since the

velocity of the wheel is practically unaltered, it follows that the

expression — gives no indication of the reaction at the rail

in the way indicated by Mr. Summers.
Moreover, if it was possible to measure the slight retardation
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of the wheel and the yielding of the obstruction, the amount of

the reaction would be determined by the application of the prin-

ciple of the conservation of energy : that is, the product of the

resistance and the distance through which it yields must equal

the loss of stored energy, in whatever direction that resistance

acts. Any force that merely aids in guiding the wheel without

yielding, has nothing to do with the quantity of work done at

the resistance. Stored energy is. therefore, entirely different

from force, and cannot be resolved into components as attempted

in the explanation referred to.

Now in order that a raised obstruction should strike the tread

at a point 4 in. in advance of the center of the wheel, its height

must be about !.-2 in. above the lowest point of the tread. Is

it common to work trains at a speed of a mile a minute over

such obstructions? To slew a hea\'y truck around in an instant,

cause two wheels to slip and to rise an inch or more in running

over the rail, would require many times the resistance of an

object even yi in. high.

Many liberties have been taken with the tender which have

not been taken with cars. The center of gravity is often the

highest of that of all the vehicles of the train. Both the truck

wheel base and the total wheel base are short. The trucks are

of a type which gets out of square and on which bolts and rivets

get loose. The side bearings are not successfully kept free. The

drawbars sometimes incline almost enough to lift a tender off

the track. And the lateral resistance of the modern stiff spring

buffer tends to transmit the violent lateral oscillations of the

long overhang of the engine, particularly in the case of engines

vifith radial trailer trucks. G. E.

COURTESY AT THE PARCEL ROOM.

New York, October 1, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.^ilway Age Gazette :

The editorial note in your issue of September 27, page 561,

commending the courteous and efficient conduct of the attend-

ants at the parcel room in the Grand Central station. New York

City, is only deserved recognition of good and efficient service.

It would be a fine thing for the railway service generally if the

efforts of faithful and intelligent employees at stations and on

trains could always be thus recognized. Unfortunately, it is,

in most cases, impossible to give this recognition with any good

effect.

But while I fully agree with all that you have said, I think it

is no more than fair that your readers should know that at the

Grand Central Terminal the passenger pays 10 cents for a service

which is worth to him about five, and which costs probably not

over two or three cents. As I have intimated. I am not com-

plaining at the 10 cent rate; I am simply pointing out that

when a passenger gets really first class and wholly efficient

service he is quite likely to find that he is paying for it a good

stiff price. The concession at the Grand Central Terminal has

been in the same family for forty years, and if the present

holder is not a millionaire it is not the fault of the people who

drop thousands of dimes into his coffers every week, if not

every day. Your note only emphasizes the difference between

a man who is working intelligently to keep a good thing, a very

good thing, and a boy or a disabled trainman, kept in a dark

and stuffy prison 12 or IS hours a day, w^orking for small wages

and having no prospect of ever getting any more. This last

is what we often see at the ordinary parcel room.

In this connection, what is the explanation of the action on

the part of some prominent railways recently in advancing the

prices of parcel room service from five cents to ten? In a

large city where rents are very high, quite likely the rate of

ten cents is fair; when one goes into the extravagant atmos-

phere of a large city he expects to pay large prices for every-

thing. But at some of the smaller stations a five cent rate

would seem to be more reasonable. It should be borne in mind

that the prime object of a parcel room is the accommodation of

the passengers, not the piling up of revenue.

Again, why is it that the practice is so diverse in the matter

of consolidating items? At some stations one has to pay 30
cents for storage for a half hour, of a small satchel, an um-
brella and a Hght overcoat. Can it be that a traffic manager
who aims to please the public intends thus to mulct his friends

on such a small bargain? And it is a bargain which the pas-

senger has occasion to make quite frequently. One element of

the popularity of the man at the Grand Central Terminal is his

liberality in little matters of this kind. This liberality, of course,

would make sad havoc with red-tape rules framed by a gen-

eral passenger agent a thousand miles away; but it is a potent

instrumentality in making friends of the public. Pleb.

DISTANT AND CAUTION SIGNAL.

HonoKus. September 30, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

In your comment on my letter in the issue of September 20,

you say

:

"A caution signal means run cautiously over the first foot of

the track beyond the signal. We cannot require this to be done

by a fast train unless there has been a warning in the rear of

that signal. But if a distant indication is to be given, this rear

warning is not needed, and is not given. Thus we shall have

the anomaly of a train which is moving at a mile a minute just

before reaching a signal, being required to come down to per-

haps ten or IS miles an hour instantly after passing the

signal."

Now there are many caution signals in the country that re-

quire trains to "run cautiously over the first foot of the track

beyond" them, without previous warning. The typical example

is the caution indication of a manual block home signal that has

no distant. Such a signal also indicates "stop" on occasion.

The engineman must know that there is no distant and must

approach the home so that he can stop if necessary; he can then

very easily run cautiously past the signal if it so indicates. In

the same way he must know any other signal that may require

him to run cautiously over the first foot of the track without

previous warning. These cases are of course due to lack of

needed signals and, although numerous, must be treated as ex-

ceptions to the general rule that previous warning should be

given for a stop signal, and equally for a caution signal that re-

quires a train to run cautiously at the signal.

Where previous warning is provided for—and so long as the

exceptions remain, enginemen must know the conditions at each

signal—the first caution signal encountered by an engineman

running his train at full speed (his last signal indication having

been "proceed") should mean, not run cautiously over '.he first

foot of the track, but promptly get down to cautious running

after observing the signal. A second caution signal, observed

when he was already running cautiously, could then properly

require him to continue running cautiously past that signal.

There would, then, be no an.omaly in treating a distant signal as

a caution signal. C.

[We print our esteemed correspondent's letter, because of our

esteem ; and also because we think that in the half dozen words

which we have italicized, he answers himself. As "Hohokus"

is a center of wisdom and of high standards in signaling, we

had not suspected that "C" would recognize as even conditionally

acceptable an arrangement of signals under which trains can run

at high speed only in fair weather.

—

Editor.]

N.wiGATiON Plans for Bolivia.—The Madeira-Mamore Rail-

way, Brazil, proposes to place steamers on substantially all the

navigable rivers of the eastern portion of Bolivia during 1912,

to be operated in connection with the railway.



ELIMINATION OF SMOKE FROM LOCOMOTIVES.^'

Methods Successfully Used on Large Switching Locomo-

tives Operated In Busy Yards in Double Crewed Service.

By D. R. MacBain.

Superintendent Motive Power, Lake Shore & Michigan Southe

Eliminating the emission of dense black smoke from the smoke-

stacks of locomotives, hand-fired and burning bituminous coal,

is a problem whose solution has been conscientiously attempted

for a great many years by railroad mechanical officers.

The first efforts in this direction that I can recall involved the

careful instruction of firemen, but with the aid of no mechanical

appliance save that of the blower. In effect, the fireman was in-

structed to maintain a good, clean, live, solid fire, and to feed

not more than one shovelful of coal at each firing—two at the

most—keeping the shovelfuls as far apart as possible, so that

the gases distilled from the green coal would come in contact

with a bright fire of very high temperature and be consumed.

The instruction also pointed out that if too light a fire were

maintained, too much cold air would be admitted through the

grates, and would cause the temperature of the whole firebox

to fall too low to effectively consume the freshly distilled

gases.

As a result of conscientious, expert effort on the part of the

firemen, especially in the New York and Chicago districts, where

I was familiar with the conditions, some splendid work was

done, and I have seen heavy freight and passenger trains taken

from the starting point to beyond the city limits—as much as

IS miles—without a jet of black smoke being emitted. In-so-far

as we could obtain the services of skilled and intelligent firemen

the results were fairly satisfactory, but the number of men pos-

sessing those qualifications was not great enough to meet the de-

mands and it naturally devolved upon the inventive mind to

produce something that would mechanically supply that which

was lacking in skill, in order to effect a more satisfactory solu-

tion of the smoke problem.

Without attempting to place them in the order of their import-

ance, the things that are necessary to successfully avoid the emis-
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Fig. 1—Arrangement of Steam Jets.

sion of smoke on hand-fired terminal power—that in which the

public is mostly concerned—are

:

First :—A boiler and firebox in as nearly perfect condition as

possible.

Second.—Careful, intelligent and vigilant effort on the part

of the engine crew.

Third :—Proper care of boiler appurtenances.

Fourth :—A good blower of sufficient size.

Fifth :—The time-honored steam jet arrangement for the in-

troduction of sufficient quantities of air over the top of the fire,

when needed.

Sixth :—A suitably designed brick arch, properly installed and

maintained.

Seventh :—Good drafting of the locomotive so that forcing the

fire will be unnecessary.

Eighth :—A well-proportioned superheater.

* Presented before a meeting of the International Association for the
Prevention of Smoke, at Indianapolis, Ind., September 2S, 1912.

Ninth :—The proper cleaning of smoke emitted from engines

being fired up at engine houses.

The utilization of any one of the above will accomplish some-

thing in the way of smoke elimination, but the use of all of them

combined will result in work very close to the 100 per cent,

mark at all times, even with the use of the most highly volatile

fuels.

The flues should be kept tight and clean at all times, and the

openings in the grates should be kept open. The grate operating

rigging should be kept in good condition so as to be easily

operated, and so that the grates can be shaken often enough to

admit of the proper admission of air through the fire at all times.

A good blower is necessary and an operating valve on each

side of the cab within convenient reach of both engineer and

fireman is most desirable, in order that either may start the

blower quickly in case of necessity.

The use of the steam jets in the firebox in connection with the

_ Bricks omiffed in spaces marked X

Fig. 2—Recommended Arrangements of Brick Arch in Switch

Engines.

blower, as an aid in the prevention of smoke, is essential, as,

if the jets are used without the blower, sparks may be blown

back into the cab. Fig. 1 illustrates the manner in which the

steam jets should be arranged. It will be noted that the jets

should not enter the outside of the air tube more than Yi

in., and it has been demonstrated that 40 or SO lbs. steam pres-

sure is ample for their use. That pressure will suffice to de-

velop all the benefit that can be derived from the use of the

steam jets, and the noise incidental to their use will be much
reduced and rendered less objectionable. It is therefore ad-

visable to apply a steam reducing valve in the line between the

throttle and the jets. The steam jets drive the currents of cold

air closely over the surface of the fire in such a manner as to

cause an intermingling with the escaping gases and thus aid in

their combustion. A good job of smoke prevention can be ac-

complished with the blower and steam jets in combination, pro-

vided the engine crew is properly instructed and that conscien-

tious and intelligent use is made of them.

The next essential in securing the best results is a suitably

designed brick arch, the installation of which on power doing

work of an intermittent nature, such as on switch engines, where

long continued service is not necessary, should be about as
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shown in Fig. 2. On road engines the bricks marked X are not

used. The addition of the arch, acting as a baffle wall, pro-

duces an even flow of the gases of a uniform temperature, and

by reason of the fact that the arch is incandescent and the gases

are compelled to travel a greater distance before reaching the

flues, combustion is materially improved and smoke emission is

reduced correspondingly.

In drafting a locomotive so that it will generate steam as

freely as possible, and at the same time obviate the necessity of

crowding the fire, there are a number of points that ought not to

be lost sight of. There should be a permanent door opening;

that is, some arrangement whereby there will always be not less

than one-eighth of the door area open and unobstructed for the

admission of air over the top of the fire, whether the engine is

standing or working. The opening under the diaphragm should

be not less than four-fifths of the total flue area. The diameter

of the smoke-stack should be not smaller than four times the

diameter of the nozzle, if the nozzle is round. I do not, how-

ever, recommend a round nozzle, as the rectangular nozzle,

shown in Fig. 3, has proved superior to it.

The reasons for referring to the nozzles and smoke-stack in

connection with the elimination of smoke are that easy egress

to the atmosphere of the steam jet from the exhaust and the

gases entrained thereby is essential, and when this condition

prevails the sound of the exhaust at the top of the stack will

be soft and hollow. A restricted area for the exhaust steam

and entrained gases to escape through will cause a harsh, tear-

ing sound at the top of the stack, which is neither scientifically

correct nor necessary in steam production. The ideal condition

is to have the steam jet from the exhaust nozzle pass out through

the center of the smoke-stack, without coming in contact with

longitudinal axis of the engine, will re-shape the steam jet after

it leaves the saddle, and consequently it will not pass out angu-
larly and strike the side of the stack : it also insures a full en-

training area around the whole circumference of the jet, re-

sulting in easy steam generation, which is a most important

function in the elimination of smoke.

The well-drafted engine with ample blowers, steam jets and

brick arch, can be operated with very little smoke emission, if

handled with reasonable care.

The final step in the accomplishment of smoke prevention lies

in the application of a superheater. A superheater of the proper

size installed in a switching engine reduces the consumption of

Secfion A-A. Seciion B-B.

Fig. 4—Action of Exiiaust Steam with Rectangular Nozzle.

Fig. 3—Rectangular Nozzle Used on the Lake Shore.

the walls of it at any point. The jet should pass out with a

liberal clearance all around so that the gases may be entrained

properly and carried out to the atmosphere without interference,

as shown on Fig. 4. Unless the foregoing conditions are ob-

served and provided for, the exhaust in ascending will have a

sidewise tendency. The effect of this will be that the steam jet

from the nozzle will scour up the side of the smoke-stack, and

in doing so the entrained gases will be scraped off, so to speak,

interfering materially with the draft on the fire, and invariably

resulting in a smaller nozzle being used than is necessary to

increase the velocity of the jet to get the required number of

cubic feet of gases for each cylinder full of steam that is used.

The smoke-stack should not be longer than is rlecessary to

carry the gases over the top of the cab, in which case, if the

stack is not too small in diameter, the steam jet from the nozzle

will not expand sufficiently to fill the stack at the top. The

rectangular nozzle having the long dimension parallel with the

coal and water approximately 40 per cent., and therefore it

necessarily follows that the emission of smoke will be corre-

spondingly reduced.

To sum up, well-drafted locomotives equipped with ample

blowers; the steam jet arrangement to take care of what little

smoke is made by putting in a fresh fire; a well designed and

properly installed brick arch, together with a superheater, will

permit of practically lOO per cent, smoke prevention, even with

fuel of the highest volatility. In addition to eliminating the

smoke, two large standard switch engines equipped as above,

operating in busy yards, have completed a year of double-

crewed service and have never had a flue expanded or caulked,

which from a maintenance standpoint cannot be overlooked.

To stop the emission of smoke from the stacks of cold loco-

motives that are being fired up in engine houses, is a task not

easy of accomplishment : in fact, to our knowledge, no means

have been developed that will cope with this feature, and con-

sequently the next important and necessary move is to provide

some method of taking care of the smoke thus made ; viz., clean-

ing it to a point that will render it unobjectionable before it is

turned out to the atmosphere.

There is a device which, in my opinion, will accomplish this

result, and the first practical installation will be made on a new

thirty-stall engine house now in course of erection by the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern at Englewood, 111. This device will

take out 100 per cent, of the carbon, and upwards of 75 per

cent, of the acids and gases. It is expected that the house will

be ready for occupancy by December IS, 1912.
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ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF RAILROAD

SUPERINTENDENTS.

The American Association of Railroad Superintendents held

its annual meeting at the Planters hotel, St. Louis, on Septem-

ber 19 and 20, with an attendance representing the wide scope

of the association.

The session opened with an address by P. W. Conley, presi-

dent of the St. Louis division, who welcomed the visiting mem-
bers on behalf of the St. Louis division, which acted as host

for the occasion. Following this T. B. Fogg, general manager
of the Toledo Terminal, read a paper highly commending the

successful work of the American Association of Freight

Agents in the formulating and enforcement of rules that have

brought about the proper marking and handling of freight.

As this was a subject the superintendents were much inter-

ested in, a resolution was adopted that the full report of the

work of the Freight Agents' Association be referred to the

transportation committee to consider and report at the next

meeting any recommendations that it thought might help in the

work of the agents, and that this association extend its con-

gratulations to the Freight Agents' Association on the good
work already accomplished.

President E. H. DeGroot announced that in response to

a request from the Master Car Builders' Association a com-

mittee had been appointed to act with the committee the M. C.

lettering of cars, Charles Burlingame, superintendent of the

Wiggins Ferry Company, is chairman.

The report of the executive committee, which included that

of the transportation committee, recommended some changes

in the articles of organization of the association. An annual

session of two days with social features included in the pro-

gramme was recommended instead of the semi-annual one-day

sessions.

General superintendents are to be made eligible for member-
ship and members of the train rules committee, m case of

vacancy to be filled, may be appointed by the president. Pro-

vision is to be made for the establishment of local divisions and

proper co-operation with them. A committee was appointed to

work out these features in a revision of the articles and submit

its work to the next meeting of the association.

Charles Burlingame read an interesting paper on "The
Identity of Men Employed in Train and Yard Service," out-

lining a simple and practical system of safeguarding the rail-

ways from employing men whose records made them objection-

able to the service. The paper was referred to the transpor-

tation committee for a report at the next meeting.

R. C. Richards, general claim agent of the Chicago & North

Western, delivered an address on "Safety First," outlining the

history of the movement as first worked out on the Chicago &
North Western, and adopted by other lines, and describing in

a graphic and entertaining manner the methods employed and

the results obtained, showing that in the twenty months the

system had been in operation on the North Western there had

been a decrease of 25.9 per cent, in deaths and 29.1 per cent.

in persons injured. In the discussion that followed the address,

it developed that most of the hnes represented at the meeting

had adopted the safety committee plan, some with modifica-

tions, with the result of a gratifying decrease in the number
of accidents. The association tendered a vote of thanks to

Mr. Richards for his address.

The morning session of the second day was occupied in the

consideration of an exhaustive report of the train rules com-

mittee of the Train Despatchers' Association of America on

the proposed revision of the standard code as requested by the

American Railway Association. The committee had made an

exhaustive .study of the train despatchers' code and had

thoroughly revised it, making many recommendations of

changes calculated to improve the service. This committee has

been maintained since 1888.

J. F. Mackie, secretary of the Train Despatchers' Association
of America and editor of the Train Despatchers" Bulletin, ad-
dressed the convention, explaining the work of the committee
and its recommendations, and stated that the report had been
adopted by the Train Despatchers' Association at its recent con-
vention in Louisville, and it was now passed to the super-
intendents' association for its approval.

J. E. Scott, chairman of the train rules committee of the
Train Despatchers' Association, read the report, explaining it

item by item. At the close of the discussion a resolution was
adopted approving the recommendations of the committee and
recommending its adoption by the American Railway Associa-
tion. A resolution was also adopted commending the work of
the Train Despatchers' Association, and petitioning the Amer-
ican Railway Association to arrange with the management of
all lines so that despatchers, members of the Train Despatch-
ers' Association, may be allowed their time while attending
annual association meetings and despatchers, members of com-
mittees of the Train Despatchers' Association, be allowed their
time and expenses while at committee meetings of the association.

Charles Burlingame read a paper on "Losses in Handling
Bad Order Cars," treating of the loss occasioned by hauling
bad order cars long distances to get them home instead of re-

pairing them where they are found in bad order, and suggest-
ing methods by which this might be done, thus effecting a
great saving to the railroads in the matter of repairs and keep-
ing the cars more regularly and continuously in service.

The committee on interchange car inspection recommended
that the association render all possible assistance to the joint

committees of the Association of Transportation and Car Ac-
counting Officers and the Master Car Builders' Association in

working out the problem of joint interchange and car inspection

at the various interested points and making it effective in all

large interchange centers by such adaptations as may be found
advisable and consistent.

The committee also recommended that the association urge
the Master Car Builders' Association to consider the advis-

ability of amending its rules so as to make car owners charge-
able with all repairs to their own freight cars in accordance
with prices provided for in the M. C. B. code, this charge be-

ing warranted by the adoption of the 45 cent per diem rate

effective January 1, 1913.

It was also recommended that the association bring to the

attention of the American Railway Association the desirability

of a change in A. R. A. car service rule 15 (A) to make it

read: "\Nhen necessary because of defects denoting unfair

usage, as defined in M. C. B. Rules 37 to 43, inclusive, unless

without transfer repairs can be made in twenty-four hours as

per M. C. B. Rule 107. When different allowances are shown
for loaded and empty cars, the empty allowance shall apply."

This is intended to prevent the abuse now practiced through the

transfer of lading for minor defects, the cars being reloaded and
forwarded without repairs by the road making the bill.

The committee further recommended that the association give

to the Master Car Builders' Association its support and as-

sistance in every way that it possibly can, and ferret out and
inaugurate a successful method of overhead inspection of box
cars as per Master Car Builders' Association circular No. 39,

1911-1912, subject. Report of Committee on Overhead Inspection

of Box Cars. A resolution was also adopted expressing approval

of the action of the arbitration committee of the Master Car
Builders' Association in submitting to the railroads of the coun-

try the question of eliminating the penalizing features in the

Master Car Builders' code.

The St. Louis division discharged its duty as host for the

visiting members in a thorough manner, providing an auto-

mobile ride for the ladies and children through the park and

residential district of the city, luncheon at the Planters' hotel

for members and their families, dinner in the evening and a

theater party for members and families, and on the second dry

an automobile tour, for ladies and children, in St. Louis county,

with a chicken dinner, country style, in the middle of the ride.



PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS ON RAILWAYS.
Thorough and Detailed Study by Experts of the Direct and

Indirect Causes of Personal Injuries in Railway Work.

Last week we gave a brief account of the Co-operative Safety

Congress, which was held at Milwaukee, Wis., September 30-

October 5, and also reproduced the address on accident regulation

by the government which was made by C. C. M'Chord, member
of the Interstate Commerce Commission. Abstracts of three

other addresses which are of special interest to the railways fol-

low:

SHOP AND ENGINE HOUSE ACCIDENTS.

In a paper on "The Prevention of Accidents in Shops and

Roundhouses," George Bradshaw, general safety agent of the

New York Central Lines, said that although the training of the

human element is important in shops and roundhouses to pre-

vent accidents in the use of tools, machinery and appliances, a

very large percentage of accidents at these places is caused by

improper physical conditions and improper methods, rather than

from personal carelessness. Although most of the states have

safety appliance laws and factory inspectors who see to their

enforcement, these laws are too general and indefinite, and

at the best can only accomplish a small part of what is really

required to make the machines and shops reasonably safe. For

instance, in all of the shops of the New York Central Lines

a force of men has been at work for some time installing safe-

guards, although in all cases these shops have been examined

by the factory inspectors and have been pronounced safe.

Familiarity with machinery from constant use has a tend-

ency to create in the minds of many operators a sense of

disregard for the hazards existing. The application of a prac-

ticable safeguard not only serves to prevent injuries from the

use of the machine, but indirectly impresses upon the operator

the importance of safety precautions on his part. The ma-

chinery should be so guarded that the most careless and reck-

less man in the shop will be protected. As far as possible the

safeguards should be so constructed that if it is necessary to

remove or displace them they will automatically return to their

proper position when the operator has finished whatever ad-

justment he has been making. Mr. Bradshaw described in a

general way the kinds of safeguards which should be used on

different classes of machines. He c.alled attention to the fact

that the shops should be well lighted to prevent injuries which

are often indirectly due to insufficient light. For certain classes

of work employees should be furnished with goggles for pro-

tecting their eyes against flying particles. A prolific source of

injury to employees in both shops and engine houses is the

obstruction of aisles and passage-ways by tools, rubbish and

material. Positive instructions should be issued and enforced

requiring all employees to keep the passage-ways clear. One

shop was mentioned in which the passage-ways are clearly

indicated by white lines on the floor and the employees are re-

quired to keep the space between these lines entirely free of ob-

structions. The foreman, if he is properly impressed with the

importance of accident prevention and is personally interested

in the subject, can be a most important factor in the preven-

tion of accidents.

CARELESSNESS OF EMPLOYEES.

A. Hunter Boyd, Jr., chairman of the general safety com-

mittee of the Baltimore & Ohio, presented a paper on "Pre-

vention of Accidents Caused by the Carelessness of Employees,"

an abstract of which follows

:

I am assuming that the railroad company has done, or is

doing, all that it reasonably can to avoid accidents, and there-

fore I will discuss only those accidents caused primarily by the

negligence or the carelessness of the employees. Our experi-

ence has taught us the necessity of the company doing every-

thing within its power in the way of accident prevention in

order to enlist the support of the men. It is on the divisions

where the company has done effective safety work and has

carried out most of the safety committeemen's suggestions

that we receive the most earnest support from the men.
While my subject might include all accidents caused by the

negligence of emplo3'ees, whether to passengers, trespassers or

others, I will limit it in the main to employee accidents. Leav-
ing out of consideration the trespassers, we find that of the

5,112 killed in the year to June 30, 1911, 3,602 were employees,

and of the 144,545 injured, 126.039 were employees. Seventy

per cent, of the killed and 87 per cent, of the injured were
railroad employees. My omission of trespassers from this cal-

culation is not because I would minimize the seriousness of

that situation, but rather because I think it evident to all that

we can accomplish little by safety work in that direction so

long as the federal, state and municipal governments refuse

to lend any effective aid.

Industrial Accidents.—The so-called industrial accidents are

.not nearly so serious in character as those in connection with

the operation of trains; but in the year ending June 30, 1911,

63 per cent, of the railroad men injured were injured in in-

dustrial accidents. Our problems here are similar to those

of every employer operating factories and shops. ... It is

undoubtedly true that the railroad company can, without the

assistance of its employees, prevent a much greater proportion

of the industrial accidents than of other railroad accidents.

Effective guarding of all classes of machinery, clean and well-

lighted shops, goggles and other precautions carried out leave

comparatively few serious injuries to be attributed to the em-

ployees. On the Baltimore & Ohio we found that most of our

industrial accidents, other than those to be prevented by the

employer, are the minor ones caused by the careless handling

of tools and material. Unquestionably these are to a large

extent difficult to prevent, as the most careful of us at times

are injured in very much the same manner, even when we are

not distracted by the noises of machines and the bustle of the

shops. To reduce this class of accidents we endeavor to get

the shopmen and other industrial workers as much interested

as possible in the safety movement by placing them on commit-

tees and sub-committees, by distributing safety bulletins among
them, and by posting caution signs on machinery and at any

place of danger in the shops with the safety emblem above

the words "caution" or "warning." In short, we try always to

keep the safety idea before the men in every conceivable man-

ner. But guards on machines will not prevent accidents if not

used, and unworn goggles will not protect the eyes. There

must be constant supervision by foremen to see that the safety

appliances are made use of, and the hurrying piece worker

must not be permitted to place speed and pecuniary gain above

the safety of himself and of his fellow employees.

Train Operation.—Accidents occurring in connection with

the movement of engines or cars are killing 88 per cent, of the

employees who are killed and are causing a very large majority

of the serious injuries.

Excluding train accidents, these accidents in the year ending

June 30, 1911, caused the deaths of 2,524 employees and injuries

to 39,952, and in the injury list are contained most of the railway

cripples, men with one arm or one leg, or, too frequently, men

without a leg or without an arm. These accidents—coupling

or uncoupHng cars, switching, coming in contact with over-

head or side structures, falling from cars or engines, getting

on or off cars or engines, struck by cars or engines—cannot

in any large measure be prevented by the employer. Few, if

any, more known safety devices can be furnished. With the

exception of the elimination of structures of insufficient clear-
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ance, the best the employer can do is to keep the appliances in

proper condition. These are, in the main, accidents due to

some failure of the employee.

Many of the most serious accidents of this class are the

result of dangerous practices. Probably the most deadly of

all is that of adjusting couplers by hand or foot just as the

cars are coming together. In the year ending June 30, 1911,

209 employees were killed and 2,966 injured while coupling and
uncoupling cars. On the Baltimore & Ohio alone 6 men were

killed and 167 injured in this manner. For a great many
months on our road two men each month lost limbs as the

result of coupling and uncoupling cars. It is undoubtedly true

that no real automatic coupler has been invented, and that it

is frequently necessary to adjust the drawbar; but it is cer-

tainly not asking much of the men to urge them to refrain

from adjusting couplers when the cars are about to come to-

gether. They are paid for their time; they lose nothing by

taking the time to couple safely; they risk everything by not

taking sufficient time. On the Baltimore & Ohio we met with

intimations from some of the men that they were practically

required to couple in an unsafe manner or be disciplined for

delaying trains. In answer to this President Willard, at a

large safety meeting in Baltimore, said

:

I want the men to feel that in the matter of their line of work they are
to take time to do it as safely as possible. The day of the link and pin
coupling has passed, but our reports still show that many men pet injured
and lose their fingers from time to time by getting them in between the
cars as they come together. VVe would rather that the cars come together
and go back again any number of times in order to give you time to open
the couplings, rather than that you should be injured.

and this declaration was followed by a positive written rule

prohibiting men from going in between cars to adjust couplers

when the cars are about to come together. But more efifective

than any rule of the company is the co-operation of the em-

ployees. Between three and four hundred safety committee-

men have been spreading this new doctrine among the other

men, with the result that where eleven of our men lost hands

or feet in the first three months of this calendar year, during

which time we were organizing our safety work, but two men
suffered similar injuries in the next three-month period.

I have dwelt on this one practice at considerable length, not

only because this situation was so serious on our road when
we started our safety work, but also because it illustrates nu-

merous other well-defined dangerous practices that can be

broken up by safety committees. For instance, we found a

number of serious accidents resulting from men riding on

pilots—the pilots of our engines unfortunately having broad

rims on them, an invitation to the men to ride there. We are

now correcting this trouble by removing the rims, but until

that work is completed we have issued orders prohibiting the

riding on pilots. Here, again, we found the work of our safety

committeemen and the co-operation of the men generally far

more effective than any rule can ever be, and have had numer-

ous instances of engineers refusing to move their engines until

brakemen and others had gotten off the pilots.

Unfortunately, however, our task is not so easy as to be

confined to the breaking up of well defined practices. Most of

the employees are killed and injured in accidents w-hich can-

not be prevented by rules or their enforcement, or by any spe-

cific advice or warning. Negligence, carelessness, forgetfulness,

are broad and general terms, and it is extremely difficult to get

down to the definite and concrete when dealing with accidents

resulting therefrom until after the accident has happened. In

the year ending June 30, 1911, 2,237 employees were killed and

35,463 injured while attending switches, falling from or getting

on or off cars or engines, being struck by cars or engines and

by other accidents in connection with the movement of trains

exclusive of coupling and train accidents, and of accidents due

to insufficient clearances. Here are the majority of the deaths

and serious injuries of our employees, and here is the heart of

the safety work. Without a safety committee the operating de-

partment of a railroad can, if it will, effectively guard machines,

install safety appliances and make working conditions, tools and

premises reasonably safe, but without safety committees the

managements can do little to reduce the number of such acci-

dents as I have just mentioned. Here, indeed, we have to get

down to the "human element," to educate, warn, advise, and
above all, keep it up incessantly and without let-up. It is a

battle that can never end if lasting results are to be obtained.

We must reach the individual, and through him his fellow

worker and so on throughout the ranks. Starting out with some
hundreds of safety committeemen we can feel assured that these

men will not only not take unnecessary chances, but will be

more careful on trains and on tracks than they were before they

were instilled with the safety idea. As an illustration of this, on
the Baltimore & Ohio we had three hundred safety committee-

men at work for the first six months, and only two or three of

these received injuries, none of which were serious, and in each

of these cases the injury did not result in any degree through

carelessness of the injured man. A large majority of these men
were employees in the ranks, engaged in hazardous work.

Against that record, counting all of our employees, officers and
clerks, one out of every six was injured last year so as to be

incapacitated from work for more than three days. By changing

committees from time to time, other men get on them and are

imbued with the same spirit. Practically all of the retiring mem-
bers will continue to be real safety men and gradually, by getting

the co-operation of most of the men not on the committees, we
shall find less negligence, less carelessness, less forgetfulness and

less accidents. We shall never reach the ideal, but can come
so much nearer to it than we have in the past that all of us,

officers and employees, will be ashamed of the accident record

of the last few years.

To instill "safety first" in the minds of the men we ask our
safety committeemen to talk safety at every opportunity to the

men individually, at their lodge meetings and in every gathering

place ; to discuss recent accidents and consider how similar ac-

cidents can be prevented in the future. We hold night meetings,

to which employees and their families are invited, using a

stereopticon in addition to talks to graphically present the dangers

to the men. . . . Our committee has attended lodge meetings

of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, at their invitation.

Our safety committeemen and ex-committeemen wear safety

buttons. We are about to post certain safety rules in the

cabooses. . . . On the Baltimore & Ohio in the year ending

June 30, 1912, slightly over 50 per cent, of our employees killed

were killed by being struck by trains. This large percentage

was partly due to our dense traffic on the main lines of the

system, with trains running on two, three, and in some places

four tracks, but with all that it is a frightful record from a

single cause. Our section gangs have instructions, which are

generally complied with, to step off all running tracks when a

train is passing, and we have been making considerable headway
in the reduction of accidents to track laborers. But a very large

percentage of those killed in this manner on our road are train-

men, in the past year the trackmen killed comprising but 30 per

cent, of those killed in this manner.

Train Accidents.—Train accidents are the only kind noticed

by the public at large; they are the accidents that are em-

blazoned on the front pages of newspapers, and that kill and

maim our passengers. The number of passengers killed may-

represent a very insignificant proportion of the total number
carried during the year, but no statistical figuring of that kind

will satisfy the public, and it ought not to satisfy railroad men.

Aside from the fact that we as individuals are shocked by the

horrible collisions that occur at more or less regular intervals,

we also recognize that they are among the most potent causes

of anti-railroad sentiment and the authors of burdensome laws.

Most collisions, the most deadly class of train accidents, are un-

questionably due directly to the careless acts of employees.

How to teach employees to avoid mistakes of the kinds just

mentioned is essentially safety work, and a discussion of that
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question would be merely a repetition of my remarks in regard

to employee accidents. In concluding this discussion, therefore,

I want to direct your attention to the responsibility of the rail-

road managements, not for the furnishing of insufficient appli-

ances or equipment or track, but for the failure to properly train

and supervise the men who operate the trains. It is merely an

attempt to get at what the Railway Age Gazette recently said

was the "cause of causes."

It may be said that we get the best men that we can, that

they are always under close supervision, are required to know
the rules, and are checked by surprise and other tests, but are

you satisfied in your own minds that such is the case? Does

not almost every serious accident investigation bring out the

fact that some employee at least did not know the rules, or had

habitually violated them? Can any of you say that in your

journeys over your road and through your yards you seldom

find men violating or stretching the rules? I mean rules affect-

ing the safety of trains. Is it not time for railroad men to face

this question honestly, and is it not better to correct the evil

now than to invite more burdensome laws? I realize that condi-

tions are widely different, that some roads have better informed,

better disciplined employees than have others, but consider the

average American railroad, or, indeed, consider the best Amer-

ican railroads, and tell me honestly, is a reasonable effort being

made to enforce operating rules ; reasonable, I mean, when vou

take into consideration the millions of passengers %vhose lives

and limbs are at stake? Are we doing our duty when we send

men out to operate trains without being certain that they know
the rules and how to apply those rules; or when we overlook

infractions of rules in those cases where no accidents happen

;

or. worse still, when, by our silence, at least, we encourage the

infraction of rules because delay is thereby prevented or some

lost time is made up? That this evil does exist in a greater or

less degree throughout the country will be admitted, I believe, by

any fair railroad man. The editorial of the Raihvay Age Gazette

on the "cause of causes" was commended by Vice-President and

General Manager Park, of the Illinois Central, who strongly

urged real efficiency tests and their faithful carrying out ; by a

superintendent who frankly admitted that "we are only occasion-

ally imposing discipline for fast running when an investigation

would probably have shown conditions were unsafe for the speed

actually made," and was commented on by a general manager

who clearly recognized conditions as they exist today.

Along this same line was an interesting discussion in the

Railway Age Gazette last March on the question of speed as an

important factor in causing railway accidents. Whatever \iew

we may have on this subject it is incontrovertible that many ac-

cidents would have been prevented had the trains in question

been running at a more reasonable rate of speed. Of course,

speed is a relative term, and 60 miles an hour is safer on some

lines of road than 30 miles an hour on others, but, with all that,

on many railroads in this country today "safety first" is not the

real moving force that its name implies when it encounters the

forces of competition and the desire to break records. "The

pubHc demands speed," is a well worn phrase, but it does not

lift one ounce of responsibility from the shoulders of the oper-

ating officers in charge of train movements.

Lax discipline can by no means be laid at the door of the

operating officer alone. He must contend with conditions that

handicap him on every side. In these days of railroading by com-

missions the superintendent is compelled to spend much of his

time in explaining the affairs of yesterday and has little time left

for attending to the affairs of today. Many laws passed os-

tensibly for the purpose of making railroading safer and better

are so artificial and impracticable as to make worse the very

conditions sought to be corrected. Many of the laws that we

all recognize to be good in principle do not go to the heart of

the trouble. The hours-of-service law which very properly pro-

hibits service by trainmen for more than 16 hours, does not at-

tempt to govern the actions of the employees in their hours of

rest. I was told recently of a telegrapher who engaged in the

business of paper hanging each day at the conclusion of his nine

hours of duty, and who was so busy in that undertaking that he

was compelled to paper a certain house on Sunday. . . . No
law can compel a man to sleep or to rest ; but our federal govern-

ment could and should, in fairness and with reason, prohibit

these employees affected by the hours-of-service law from en-

gaging in any form of business or employment beyond the time

prohibited by law. If it be impracticable to go further than this

by law, the railways should supplement the law by such rules

as that put into effect on the Baltimore & Ohio in 1908, pro-

hibiting all employees engaged in work connected with train

operations from using intoxicants, either on or off duty, under

penalty of dismissal, or that recently adopted by the Baltimore

& Ohio and the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western to the same
effect, with the further prohibition against men visiting saloons

or places where liquor is sold and enjoining the men to use

their time while off duty primarily for obtaining ample rest.

The railway brotherhoods should realize their responsibility in

this matter. These organizations should realize that they can

do no greater wrong than that of urging the employment or re-

tention in service of unsafe men. It is a wron.^ against the

public, the railway, the passengers, the other employees—yes,

even against the unsafe man himself and against his family.

We shall have far fewer accidents when the time comes, if it

ever comes, when grievance committees, instead of urging the

retention of unsafe men, will urge the dismissal of such men
from the railroad service.

PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS TO TR.\INMEN.

S. M. Braden, general superintendent of the Chicago & North

Western, read a paper on this subject, of which the following is

an abstract

:

The problem of preventing accidents to trainmen and engine-

men as well as other employees is one that has engaged the

attention of railway managers in an increasing degree during

the past few years.

In the earlier days of railroading the employee was expected

and required to be aware of and to assume the risks involved

in train operations and, while the density of traffic remained

light, the risks were few and fundamental only.

Railroading was then in its infancy and the possibilities o!

the future were not fully appreciated by those in charge. Im-

mediately following the close of the civil war, however, the

transportation necessities increased rapidly and in much greater

measure than transportation facilities, with the inevitable re-

sult that facilities were hastily provided with the single idea

of quantity without reference to quaHty.

It is not, therefore, to be wondered at that during this period

of rapid expansion in facilities and forces more attention was

paid to the, at that time, recognized essentials, than to the

conservation of the lives and limbs of the employees.

Human life was held cheap, and mutilated men were a com-

mon sight in the days immediately following the civil war.

Railway managers in more recent years, however, have been

brought face to face with a necessity for conservation of both

labor and materials and, regardless of the circumstances pro-

ducing this situation, it is gratifying to note that their con-

servation policies are now being extended to cover the lives and

Hmbs of their employees.

All railways of any importance issue what are known as

operating rules, and the present standard rules which are in use

on practically every railway in America are the result of many

years experience, and if observed by the employees generally,

would reduce the accidents occurring to train and enginemen,

as well as yardmen, very materially.

It is unfortunate, however, that included in the vast army

of railway employees we find such a variety of characters that

among them there are, through the inability of employing offi-

cers to determine in advance of their employment who are and
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who are not fitted for railway work, many, or at least some,

who are not sufficiently impressed with the importance to the

whole organization of a strict compliance with these rules.

Such a leaven in a body of this character is a serious men-
ace to the organization as a whole, and while it is the constant

effort of division as well as general officers to eliminate such

undesirable employees from the service and to neutralize the

unfavorable influence, the fact remains that there is a well de-

fined disposition on the part of the average employee to evade,

if not actually violate, the rules designed for their protection.

There is also a growing tendency, on the part of the railway

employees' organizations, to interfere with division and general

officers in the application of discipline covering infractions of

various operating rules.

While railway managers in general have no prejudice against

the organization of their employees for their protection and
betterment, and appreciate the advantages, both to the em-
ployees and to the companies of treating with their employees

as an organization rather than as individuals, they naturally

and with reason look with considerable apprehension upon the

indicated intention of the organizations to furnish protection

to their members without reference to the effect upon dis-

cipline.

Operating rules, through a process of elimination and evo-

lution, now cover practically every function of an employee.

Many of them might, to a layman, appear ridiculous and un-

necessary, but experience has proven that it is only a small per-

centage of human beings in any avocation that can be de-

pended on to exercise judgment and good common sense in

many situations, hence the necessity for such a broadening of

the scope of operating rules. Many rules are an insult to the

intelligence of employees who are intelligent and loyal, but

are an absolute necessity in their present form to control and

guide the man who is inexperienced or reckless, or indifferent.

A careful investigation of the accidents involving loss of life

and limb among the employees in train and engine service

shows that in a large percentage of accidents in which such

employees were injured, the real cause is the failure of some
fellow-worker to do his full duty.

In many cases the immediate cause is hard to determine,

but in 99 per cent, of the cases a searching investigation will

develop the fact that somewhere and somehow someone has

slighted his work or failed to measure up to the standard re-

quirements both of rule and duty.

For instance, a locomotive breaks an important piece of its

mechanism while running at full speed. The break may be,

for example, in the side rod. The engine does what we call

"strips herself." While the stripping is being done the engi-

neer or the fireman or both, and in some cases the forward

brakeman, if on a freight train, are killed or injured by the

flying pieces ; occasionally a whole trainload of passengers is

involved in such an accident and the results are too frequently

a matter of record and comment in our press despatches. In-

vestigation may show that some two weeks before, when the

engine was in the shops for general or running repairs some
machinist charged with the duty of properly assembhng and

fitting the parts failed, through any one of a variety of causes,

to do a good job. Following him an inspector, charged with

the duty of absolutely knowing that the work had been done

properly, through carelessness or indifference, or both, failed to

detect the error. Subsequently the engineer, to whom this en-

gine is assigned, fails to measure up to his full responsibility,

and, being a little late in getting around, makes his inspection

hurriedly, if at all, and concludes that the engine must be all right

because he knows the machinist who did the work and the in-

spector who passed upon it, and has such confidence in their

ability that he neglects his part in the chain of precautions;

and the results are chronicled in the newspapers. We have

therefore come to appreciate the absolute necessity of protecting

our men from the results of carelessness of their fellow em-
ployees.

Accidents to trainmen, enginemen and yardmen are classified

under various heads. We classify them in our safety work as
avoidable and unavoidable. Our efforts arc most strenuously
put forth to place the so-called unavoidable accidents in the
avoidable class and by various means reduce the avoidable ones
to the minimum, which theoretically is zero.

With this idea as a basis, viz., that all injuries to trainmen,

enginemen and yardmen are the result of failure on the part

of some fellow-worker to comply with the rules or exercise

ordinary prudence, railways in general have organized their

officials and employees into bands of missionaries and inspectors

known as safety committees. The first requisite in any move-
ment of this character is enthusiasm directed and held in proper
channels by a well developed organization.

In our safety work we have given especial attention to rem-
edying the various dangerous conditions and practices which
have a tendency to produce death or injuries to our train

employees. Careless habits we endeavor to correct and in the

event that moral suasion is ineffective we resort to the

severest discipline. We hope our employees in train service

generally appreciate our efforts to weed out the inefficient,

careless and ill-adapted employees, and as time goes on, we hope
to secure a closer co-operation on the part of our men in our
efforts to eliminate the employee who has no fear for his own
safety and no regard for the safety of others.

We have not, in our safety work, made any effort to fea-

ture prominently the accidents occurring to passengers and pa-

trons, believing that the elimination of the causes producing in-

juries to our employees would bring about such care in train

operation as would practically eliminate injuries to our patrons.

Further, we have felt that by making the employee feel that

our efforts are for his individual benefit we would be able to

secure a closer and more lasting co-operation on his part.

The results attained indicate that our analysis has been cor-

rect. Tabulation of casualties occurring during the 19 months
ending July 1, 1912, compared with these occurring during the

previous 19 months period, indicates a decrease of 27.8 per

cent, in the number of persons killed and of 31.2 per cent, in

the number injured on the Chicago & North Western Railway
system, not including the C. St. P. M. & O. During the same
period the number of trainmen killed was reduced by 55 per

cent., and of injured by 44.1 per cent.

Assuming that each and every railway in the United States,

assisted by its employees, should have been able during the

year ending June 30, 1911, to have made such a reduction in

deaths and injuries to trainmen as was made by the railway

we represent during the 19 months ending June 30, 1912, viz.,

55 per cent, in killed and 44.1 per cent, in injured, there would

have been in these United States 269 less funerals with their

attendant and subsequent horrors and hardships, and 2,221 less

occasions to call in the services of the surgeon, 269 less widows
left, in many cases with children or aged dependent parents,

and approximately 11,105 less persons adversely affected either

financially or otherwise by reason of the disturbance of the

usual equilibrium due to relations borne by those injured to

their families and the community.

To this body of electrical engineers we appeal for assistance

in the humanitarian movement of conserving human life. You
have a fertile field and the crops should be bumpers, but like

the average farm, your fields need more intensivs cultivation.

Railways are waiting for an automatic train control which

is fool-proof and practical, and which will effectually prevent

careless, reckless, indifferent or incompetent engineers from

running into a zone of danger. There is, of course, and as

usual in connection with all radical and important improvements

such as an automatic train stop, a very considerable difference

of opinion among those having the responsibihty for train
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operation as to the wisdom of any further effort to reduce re-

sponsibility of the individual employee by substituting auto-

matic devices which are dependent for their efficiency upon

painstaking and efficient maintenance.

There is ample ground for argument both pro and con in

this connection. On the one hand, we are confronted with the

argument that the installation of automatic safety devices has

a tendency to relieve our trainmen and enginemen from re-

sponsibility they are now assuming, and which it is claimed

they should continue to assume, rather than to place these re-

sponsibilities upon mechanical devices which might be efficient

or the reverse, depending in a large measure upon proper main-

tenance by a force paid much less wages than our trainmen

and enginemen receive ; that the installation of automatic train

stops will merely pass the responsibility on from a highly paid

and long-tried employee to one of less experience and less

pay; that the transference of some of the responsibilities of an

engineman to a mechanical device and to the maintainers in

charge tends toward a certain decrease in efficiency on the

part of highly-paid and supposedly alert and experienced em-

ployees; that in connection with the use of the suggested device

it will not be possible, through surprise tests and other meth-

ods now employed, to maintain proper observances of our

present signal devices.

All of these arguments are more or less pertinent, and in

some respects temporarily convincing. On the other hand, and

viewing the situation from the angle disclosing the absolute

necessity for protecting the lives and limbs of our train and

enginemen, as well as the lives and property of our patrons,

we are face to face with a condition which must be met and

the problem solved in a manner that will satisfy our patrons

and permit us to sleep with clear consciences. With auto-

matic train stop devices that are so constructed as to produce

stoppage not only when danger is imminent, but whenever the

mechanism is out of order as well, as is provided in connection

with automatic block signals, I e., showing a stop indication

not only when the block in advance is occupied, but when the

mechanism is not working properly, and under no circumstances

showing a "false clear" indication, we believe it will be as easy,

by surprise tests and the various other expedients necessarily

resorted to at present in connection with block signals, to re-

tain that sense of personal responsibility on the part of our em-

ployees which is considered so necessary.

It is certain that if by mechanical and electrical devices

a reasonable percentage of accidents due to negligent, indiffer-

ent or reckless employees, can be eliminated, our duty is clear;

and it is also apparent that unless railway managers encourage

activity along the fines of reducing train accidents by trying out

all new devices promising results and by adopting those found

to be practical, public opinion, which is all powerful when con-

centrated and directed, will call for and be granted a new deal,

and in connection with which parsimonious or short sighted

managements will be relegated to the discard.

We also need a further extension of your efforts in the

field of train despatching.
,
As a train despatcher of many years

experience I have dreamed for years of a railway line equipped

with signals under the direct control of the despatcher, so ar-

ranged that trains of whatever class may be handled by sig-

nals alone, eliminating the cumbersome, delay-producing train

order entirely. The despatcher must know by return indication

or otherwise that when he desires a given signal in a given

position and presses the button for that purpose there will be

no doubt as to the results. Under such an installation much

of the present day installation in the way of block signals, train

order signals and telegraph operators may be dispensed with

and the despatcher may be depended upon to keep his trains

properly spaced.

We have mentioned but two railway necessities for you to

work on. There are, as you are aware, many others, but the

problem of reducing casuajties in railway operation will re-

ceive a great impetus when, as is sure to occur, the perfection

of the devices mentioned is accomplished.

The human race is affected with speed mania. Whatever
causes may have operated to produce this condition are not

pertinent now. What we must do is to throw around the

traveling public such safeguards as will preserve their lives

and limbs until the disease runs its course.

This disease is reflected in the train schedules, both passenger

and freight, but more especially in passenger service. A mere
glance at a schedule does not indicate at what speed a local

train must be run between stations to enable it to reach the

next station, do the work and leave on scheduled time. Many
local passenger trains make faster time between stations than

through trains making few or no stops.

Double tracking decreases the risks some, but not by 50 per

cent, as some might think. Additional tracks with the necessity

for improvements produce additional chances for accidents

which must be protected against. High and low speed pas-

senger traffic with high and low speed freight traffic performed

on the same track, even on a double-tracked line, presents prob-

lems in the way of protection that are difficult of solution.

To the electrical engineers we are greatly indebted for the

prompt manner in which you have responded to our call for

assistance in providing this protection. Ours is the task of

educating the employee to so regard those precautions as to

avoid accidents and injuries. The field is large and the labor-

ers are few, but the reward is ample, and we therefore request

your co-operation in this crusade for the betterment of man-

kind.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE CANADIAN
PACIFIC BRIDGE OVER THEI.ST.

LAWRENCE.

The Canadian Pacific has about completed the double-track-

ing of its main line from Montreal east to Farnham. The
traffic on this line has greatly increased, particularly near the

Montreal end, where the line is used by the St. Lawrence &
Adirondack and the Rutland, until there are now from 60 to

70 trains daily. The work consists largely in widening existing

cuts and fills and replacing small bridges, the principal feature

of the work being the reconstruction of the St. Lawrence river

bridge between Highlands and Caughnawaga, about 8 miles from

the terminal in Montreal. In addition to adding the second

track, this bridge is being completely renewed in order to

strengthen it for the heavier power which is- now being operated

over the line. The old bridge was built in 1886, one year after

the completion of the Transcontinental line, and while at that

time it was considered an example of advanced bridge design

and has carried the traffic up to the present time, the weight of

rolling stock has so increased that it is necessary to provide a

structure of heavier design.

The old bridge consisted of 16 spans with the following lengths

measured from the Highlands end: Three deck girders SO ft.

long; eight deck trusses 240 ft. long; a flanking span 270 ft.

long; two cantilever channel spans each 408 ft. long, a flanking

span 270 ft. long, and one 120-ft. deck truss span. As the water

is not deep under the approach on the Highlands side it was

decided to shorten four of the approach spans by inserting four

new piers, the saving in steel on account of the decreased span

length more than offsetting the cost of the piers. The new

bridge consists of three 80-ft. deck girders, eight 120-ft. deck

trusses, four 240-ft. deck trusses, one 270-ft. deck truss, two 408-

ft. through trusses, one 270-ft. deck truss, and one 120-ft. deck

truss span. About 14,000 tons of steel were required.

One of the interesting features of the reconstruction was the

pier work. The bridge is located at the upper end of the Lachine

rapids, and the current at the bridge site varies from eight to

ten miles an hour, with even higher velocities when the ice is
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running in the spring. For this reason special care had to be

taken in the work below water, and to minimize the trouble the

additions to the old pier were placed on the down stream side.

The open cofferdam method was used for building the four new
piers and for placing the additions to the old ones out to pier

No. 7. The old piers had been built of Montreal limestone

and as borings taken with air drills before the beginning of

next season trestle bents were placed directly on the river bot-

tom. Very little difficulty was experienced from the current in

this shallow portion of the river.

For enlarging the piers in deep water pneumatic caissons,

which were square on one end and pointed on the other at ttie

same angle as the pier nose, were sunk on the down stream

side of the old piers, with the square end as close to the nose

Panorama of St. Lawrence River Bridge During Reconstruction.

the work showed that this substructure was in excellent con-

dition it was decided to use the old pier and build the additions

of the same material above the water line, the footings being of

concrete. The cofferdams for the eleven piers in shallow water

were made by driving piling around the old piers and calking

the joints with clay. Work was begun in the fall of 1910, a

of the old pier as it was possible to drive it. These caissons

were sunk through about 12 ft. of overburden, consisting of

gravel and boulders, to rock at an elevation about 30 ft. below
water line. Pile cofferdams wer* driven alongside this caisson

and the old pier and the joints were well calked. Divers were
sent down to remove the material in the corners between the
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light trestle being built out from the Highlands shore to pier

No. 7, from which work above the water line was carried on.

This trestle was supported on crib work, but when winter stopped

the work, the trestle deck was removed and the ice in the spring

was allowed to carry away these cribs. For the work of the

caisson and the old pier nose, the outer section was removed
through the caisson, the whole footing was pumped dry and ihe

concrete placed. This concrete was reinforced by rods bonded
into the old footing. The old starling was cut down to the

concrete footing 3 or 4 ft. below the water line and the new

Typical Pier Extended for Second Track. Deck of New Span.
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stone bonded to the old pier by a course of I-beams inserted

in the old pier. A floating plant was used for the construction

of these deep water piers.

The erection of steel was begun at the Highlands end, and

by working from the old bridge the new spans for the second

track east of the old track were placed out to pier No. 7. By
sliding the old 240-ft. span and the two new 120-ft. spans be-

tween piers 6 and 7 it was possible to place a crossover about

at pier 6 and turn the traffic over the new east track from that

point to the shore. The old structure under the west track

was then removed between pier 6 and the shore and the new
superstructure placed. The erection of the east half between

piers 7 and 12 was (hen completed and a crossover between

piers 11 and 12 was made by slewing the outer end of these

two spans so that the new span connected the east side of pier

11 with the west side of pier 12. Traffic was then turned over

the east track between pier 12 and the Highlands shore, and

the old structure between piers 7 and 12 was dismantled and the

new spans were placed. The approach span on the Caughnawaga

side between piers 14 and 15 was completed about the same

time as the eastern spans between piers 7 and 12, and when traffic

was turned over the west track between pier 12 and the High-

lands shore the new through truss channel spans for the east

track were erected over the deck approaches on either side

The work had reached this stage when the accompanying pho-

tographs were taken. These channel spans will be pushed out

to place by mounting the back ends on rollers so they can slide

over the approach spans, the front ends being carried on scows

floating in the river. When these spans are in position, traffic

will be turned over this track for the entire length of the bridge,

while the south approach span and two channel spans on the

west track are placed. It is expected that this work will require

several months to complete.

The Foundation Company of New York had the contract for

building the pjers and supplied the equipment necessary for the

work on the deep water piers. The railway company furnished

the equipment for the piers in shallow water and handled the

work by company forces. The Dominion Bridge Company

fabricated and erected the steel superstructure, and as this com-

pany's works are located within a short distance of the bridge

it was not necessary to establish a field shop. The design of

the new bridge was made under the direction of P. B. Motley,

engineer of bridges, and the construction work was under the

charge of J. H. Barber.

FUEL ECONOMY ON THE BUFFALO,
ROCHESTER & PITTSBURGH.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh has recently issued

a bulletin on fuel economy from the general manager's office to

all concerned in the movement and care of locomotives, from

which the following is taken

:

The possibilities for engine crews effecting a material re-

duction in the fuel expense and the enormous loss in fuel

consumed at terminals is made strikingly evident from the

following tests.

A recent test was conducted at DuBois, Pa., with engine

360 to determine in a practical manner the loss incurred

when pop valves are open, with the following results : With

the fire controlled so that steam pressure was maintained

slightly below the popping point, 3.33 lbs. of coal were re-

quired per minute. With the fire controlled so that one

muffled pop valve was kept open moderately, 8.8 lbs. of coal

were required per minute. With the fire controlled so that

one muffled and one open pop valve were kept open, 31.1

lbs. of coal were required per minute. There was thus a loss

of 5.5 lbs. of coal per minute due to one muffled pop valve

being open moderately and a loss of 27.8 lbs. of coal per

minute when the pressure was increased so that two pop

valves were kept open. Averaging these results, the loss

incurred while maximum allowable pressure was exceeded,

may safely be said to be 16.6 lbs. of coal per minute.

A recent test on the Buffalo division demonstrated em-
phatically the possibility for economj^ in fuel. Two crews
handled engine 302 with a full tonnage single train, three

round trips each from East Salamanca to Buffalo Creek and
return, with the following results:

Miles Run Per Ton Coal Used on Road.

Trip No. 1. Trip No. 2. Trip No. 3.

Crew No. 1.. 14.7 16.0 18.2
Crew No. 2.. 15.6 18.7 21.0

Tons in Train Northbound.
No. 1.. 1,073 1.117

1,165 1,146
1,124

Crew No. 2.. 1,165 1,146 1,183

Tons in Train Southbound.
Crew No. 1.. 502 529 526
Crew No. 2.. 506 500 518.5

Time on Road—Round Trip.

Crew No. 1.. 10 hrs. 27 min. 10 hrs. 20 min. 10 hrs. 40 min.
Crew No. 2.. 10 hrs. 35 min. 10 hrs. 5 min. 10 hrs. 20 min.

The great improvement shown by both crews was with-

out doubt due to the interest taken by them in their work.

The better performance of crew No. 2 was due to special

care on their part, it being a fact worthy of much considera-

tion that they did not allow the pop valves to open during

the entire time consumed in making the three round trips,

and no boiler work was required during or between the

test runs.

Trips.

1 and 2. 2 and 3. 3 and 4. 4 and 5. 5 and 6.

Time at East Sala-
manca between trips 14 hrs. 14 hrs. 60 hrs. 18 hrs. 13hrs.20mia.
Coal consumed at East
Salamanca Terminal. 3,240 lbs. 3,255 lbs. 5.700 lbs. 4,680 lbs. 3,240 lbs.

Per cent, coal con-
sumed at East Sala-
manca to total coal
consumed 16.9 18.1 27.6 27.0 22.3

Employees directly in charge of the maintenance and

handling of locomotives are advised that one of the great-

est opportunities for promoting the companj-'s and indirectly

their own welfare is afforded by the possibilities for reduc-

tion of fuel expense. It is essential that all employees ap-

preciate fully their responsibilities and a brief synopsis of

the duties of various employees, as discussed by the speak-

ers at meetings held recently at several of the important terminals,

is given below.

ENGINEERS.

Use steam as expansively as possible; this applies to en-

gineers handling switch engines as well as road engineers.

Handle the reverse lever and throttle so as not to partially

destroy the fire and thwart the firemen's efforts. Cour-

teously advise the firemen relative to the proposed method

of handling the engine and as to the best method of per-

forming his duties under the varying conditions, and insist

on conformity with the most economical practices.

Promptly and repeatedly, if necessary, report the condition

of engines which affect unfavorably the economy in fuel.

Control the water supply in the boiler so that when ap-

proaching localities where long stops are to be made or the

engine is to drift for a considerable distance the body of the

fire may be allowed to partially burn out and so that while

the engine is standing or drifting it will be possible to pre-

vent a waste of steam through the pop valves. Do not

force an engine unnecessarily at any time. The movement

of business is, of course, of first importance but it is well

known that ill-timed and poorly regulated haste makes

waste. This is particularly true in the handling of locomo-

tives.

Handle the air brake apparatus properly, avoiding stuck

brakes and unnecessary work for the air pump. When ap-

proaching localities where stops or slow downs are to be

made, avoid the use of brakes and allow frictional and grade

resistence to sufficiently reduce the speed of the train when

consistent to do so. See that all bearing surfaces are prop-
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erly lubricated. When handling superheater locomotives,

observe regularly the special instructions, particularly as re-

gards the avoidance of burning the oil in the cylinders and
valve chambers. Use a wide open throttle and as short a

cut-ofF as possible in order to kep the superheater pipes tally

charged with steam, insuring the highest degree of super-

heat in the steam entering the cylinders and the opportunity

for the superheat to cause greater expansion, thus perform-

ing much more work than is possible with saturated or

mildly superheated steam, or with highly superheated steam
when used with a longer cut-ofF and a light throttle.

Engineers should make recommendations relative to

minor changes in schedules which, if made efifective, will

result in a decrease in fuel expense, and should always re-

port inferior fuel whether or not such fuel causes an engine

failure. Do not hesitate to request information from officials.

Invite and carefully consider suggestions from your firemen.

FIREMEN.

Prepare for the hard pull before, but not long before,

reaching it; usually with the boiler well filled with water
firemen can build up the fire as the hard work begins. Your
energy, as well as the energy which the coal contains, if

blown out of the pop valve, is a total loss which affects ad-

versely both you and the company. Don't shake fire into

the ash pan ; it does no good and much harm. Don't shake

ashes into the ash pan just prior to drifting; the ashes if

allowed to remain in the firebox will obstruct the draft

through the fire and help to avoid waste through the pop
valve. Let the fire burn down approaching points where
long stops are to be made or where the engine will be al-

lowed to drift; while standing or drifting the fire next the

flue sheet should be banked.

Avoid black smoke and maintain a high firebox tempera-

ture while the engine is working by frequent but light firing.

Don't use more than three shovels full per "fire," keeping

the fire distributed over the entire grate surface. Don't

throw large lumps of coal into the firebox—small pieces burn
rapidly and more thoroughly, generating intense heat. Black

smoke accompanied by an open pop valve indicates deplor-

able mismanagement and frequently causes failure to ob-

serve signals and great discomfort to passengers. It is

often profitable to use the injector as a feed water heater in

preparation for hard work and to avoid popping. Remember
that nearly all, if not all. the coal in the firebox when the

engine arrives at the terminal is wasted, and arrange to

have as little fire on the grates as is necessary to protect

the flues and firebox w-hen the engine is delivered on the

ash pit track. Seek advice and assistance from the engineer,

road foreman of engines and master mechanic.

ENGINE DESPATCHERS .\ND HOSTLERS.

Don't keep engines under fire unnecessarily. Instruct and
supervise the fire cleaners so that the greatest possible

amount of fire will be saved while the refuse is being re-

moved from the firebox and so that the least amount of coal

will be used in maintaining the fire while the engine remains

at the terminal. While a fire is being cleaned the blower
must be used only hard enough to keep the gases from
backing out the firebox door. When the blower is on full

blast the induced current of cold air causes serious injury to

the firebox sheets and flues. Don't hurry the building of fire

in engines which have been ordered for service, after steam

enough to move the engine has been generated. Don't pre-

pare fire for road service before it is necessary to do so.

Coal which falls through the grates into the ash pan while a

new fire is being built must be removed and reclaimed for

use before the engine is delivered to the engine crew.

Efforts are being made to keep the fuel supply at a high

standard and your inspection of this supply should be fol-

lowed immediately by reports of all improper material

furnished as fuel.

BOILERMAKERS AND MACHINISTS.

Stop leaky boiler, flue and packings, as well as leaks at

checks, pops, whistles and other valves. Correct defects in

draft appliances, grates and ash pans. Correct improper
steam distribution (lame engines cause great fuel waste).
Obviate lost motion—any movement of the pistons not ac-

companied by a turning of the drivers represents wasted
energy and causes injury to the locomotive.

AGENTS AND OPERATORS.

It may not have occurred to you, but it is a fact that any
mismanagement on your part, resulting in a delay of trains,

will cause much waste of fuel. Your attention is called to

the fact that for every minute an engine is delayed on the

road 3.3 lbs. of coal are consumed. You are also advised
that it is frequently impossible for engine crews to prevent
waste of steam through pop valves when unexpected delays
are lengthy, in which case the loss averages 16 lbs. of coal

per minute per engine. Almost invariably delay to a pas-
senger train results in a corresponding delay to several,

sometimes twelve, freight, yard and work train engines, in

which case for every minute of the delay, coal varying in

amount from 40 to 200 lbs. is wasted; such waste is, in many
cases, directly due to indifference or thoughtlessness on the

part of agents and their staff.

Stopping trains unnecessarily is also costly. During a re-

cent test run, a train consisting of a large engine and 57 loaded
cars was stopped unnecessarily at the foot of a short grade up
which the train would have drifted; six hundred pounds of

coal were required to generate sufficient steam to move train

to the top of the grade. Exceeding schedule speed is fre-

quently accomplished at enormous fuel expense as was illus-

trated by tests on Buffalo division. On May 12 train No. 7

made schedule speed and was on time at all stations; on
May 16 this train was delayed 8 minutes at stations but ar-

rived at the terminal on time, the engine using two tons
more coal than was required on May 12. In both cases the

train consisted of the same cars and the same engine and
was manned by the same crew, the coal being of similar

quality in both instances.

TRAIN DESPATCHERS.

Read carefully the paragraphs under the heading "Agents
and Operators." Your thorough co-operation is most essen-

tial in order that efforts to reduce the fuel expense may be
successful. Your responsibilities in this important matter
are perhaps greater than you have realized, and your care-

ful investigation of engine delays, followed by the adoption
of plans for reduction of the incidental expense, is required.

TRAIN AND Y.\RD CONDUCTORS.

To move cars with "stuck" brakes results in much waste
of fuel. When the handling of local, work train or yard
movements is such that a delay to a through train results,

considerable fuel loss is incurred and the local, work train

or yard work is usually more seriously delayed than would
have been the case had the through train been allowed to

move out of the way quickly. Your efforts in the avoidance
of all delays will effect the use of fuel most favorably.

Railway Concessions in Venezuela.—To obtain a railway

concession in Venezuela a contract must be made with the presi-

dent of the republic, which contract is subject to the approval

of the federal congress before it becomes binding on the parties

thereto. This contract must specify the date on which railway

construction is to be commenced, and the date the railway is to

be completed and opened to traffic. A deposit must be made by

the concessionaire in the public treasury equal to $6.25 per mile

of railway, and a further deposit, the amount of which is to be

determined by the federal executive. Unless special arrange-

ments shall be made to the contrary all Venezuelan railways

shall have a gage of 3 ft. 6 in.



THE PROTECTION OF RAILWAY EMBANKMENTS.
A Description of Methods Adopted by Different Roads to

Prevent Damage to Fills by Standing or Flowing Water.

By a. M. Van Auken^
Formerly Chief Engineer, Memphis, Dallas & Gulf.

One of the most insidious dangers to a railway roadbed is

water, and it threatens it in a number of ways. The first is the

stagnant water which does its damage by so softening the soil

on which the roadbed is built as to cause settlements and

slides in the supporting soil and subsidence of the roadbed. In

the second class may be considered the stagnant water along-

side the road which lies in such considerable bodies that it

may be agitated by winds, and on which ice may form, which

in turn may be forced against the roadbed and structures by

the winds, and do even greater damage than is done by the

wash of the waves. The third form is the water flowing with

greater or less velocity in defined channels subject to periodical

fluctuations as to quantity.

SOFTENING OF EMB.\NKMENTS.

The first class does most of its damage where the land across

which the road is located is what is "made land," or land which

has been created through the deposit of sediment along low

lying lands and former water ways in the vicinity of rivers

or other bodies of water. The most common locations for

such trouble are near the delta of tidal rivers, although the

same conditions are encountered along our lakes and along the

Mississippi river and its tributaries below the Ohio. In one

instance, on the Iron Mountain road between Bald Knob and

Memphis, where a long trestle has been filled in, the subsidence

of the filling has amounted to over 60 ft. and the thrust efltect

of the fill has overturned quite large trees at a distance from

t-S/afural surface.

Fig. 1—Mattress of Logs Underneath an Embankment.

the roadway. There seems to be no entirely satisfactory way to

treat such a problem, but whatever w-ill add to the cohesion of

the supporting earth will help. A mattress of logs and brush

similar to that shown in Fig. 1 and described in standard

specifications will often give protection. It is well to make
an estimate of the weight which must be supported by the

soil, and then construct a mattress or other support which

will make the foundation sufficiently strong to support this

load. In some instances it might be well to have the mat
extend a little beyond the toe of slope, or better still, build

the bank with slopes of 2 to 1 up to a point above high water.

One must bear in mind that even water will carry a certain

load and build a foundation which will restrain the roadbed

material from separating in the water and losing its cohesiveness.

The material being deposited must be prevented from intermixing

with the subsoil, and becoming like it. Xo general rule can be

laid down to meet all cases, for water is elusive and one must
adapt his means to accomplish his ends.

WAVE AND ICE ACTION.

In the second class are the roadbeds along the lakes, ponds
and other bodies of water. The dangers are of two classes,

the wash of the waves when the water is agitated by winds,

and the danger from debris washed against it. This latter

includes ice, which may be in small bodies and do damage
through cutting, or which may move in large areas called

"shoves" along our Northern lakes. Where the damage to be

guarded against is from wave action, anything which will break

up the wave, or resist its destructive power, will accomplish the

end sought.

There are many ways of accomplishing this where the body
of water is not large or the sweep down which the waves come
long. A simple method is to riprap the slope of the bank with

stone heavy enough to resist the power of the waves to pull

back when they recede. Where stone is not available, or is

unduly expensive, the same end can be accomplished, if space

is available, by making the slope five horizontal to one perpen-

dicular. This is the slope to which the wave action pulls a

beach, and is the method which protects much of the dikes

which hold back the North sea in Holland. Willows and other

-MaHress-

Fig. 2—Permeable Pile Dike.

sturdy growing brush will help to hold against winds if planted

along it, and a Bermuda grass sod will greatly add to its resist-

ance above the water edge.

A structure of piling or piers placed at a distance from the

track will obstruct the waves and prevent damage. Often a

simple row of piling placed parallel to the tracks will accom-

plish this. The same result can be accomplished by a dike made

of brush weighted down with stone. In using a dike it should not

be built quite to the surface of the w-ater. It will be just as

effective in breaking the weaves, and the brush under water will

not be so subject to decay. Anything which will offer an ob-

struction to the roll of the wave sufficient to reduce its velocity

below the point where it Will wash the bank will give protection.

When the body of water to be protected against is like our
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Great Lakes, the Gulf, or one of the oceans, the means to effect-

ively protect against wave action are both difficult to design

and expensive to construct and maintain. The writer has seen

cut stone of over a cubic yard in size displaced by waves from

a storm on Lake Superior, at Marquette, Mich., and has seen

heavy masonry damaged at other points. Houses, well built, of

ten or more rooms have been cut in two by shoves of ice when

they stood 300 ft. from the normal shore line of the lake. Ice

several feet thick pushed by great bodies of ice and water be-

hind it has an almost irresistible power. The cost of protecting

against these last conditions is so great that it is seldom economy

to do it, but it is usually cheaper to change the location of the

line. A wave 20 ft. high and 100 ft. long contains over 60 tons

of water per foot of face. Dash this weight against an obstruc-

tion at a speed of eight feet per second, and it will have a very

destructive effect.

ACTION OF FLOWING W.^TER.

The l;ist class is the water flowing in defined channels. This

does damage in several ways. Trouble may arise from a culvert,

pipe or bridge being too small to carry the volume of water or

it may be that owing to the location of the opening the water

will not strike it fairly, or it may be from water running parallel

to the track, or approximately so. Many washouts would be

saved if engineers were more willing to let water have its

way. It often happens that in order to save a few yards of

earthwork they will carry a stream alongside the embankment

Fox Tail" Dike.

for a distance before letting it pass through. In flood time the

excess water is precipitated against the embankment with dam-

age to it. If the engineer will picture in his mind the action of

the stream in flood time, and so place his opening as to offer the

smallest obstruction to the flow of the water, he will usually

secure the best location.

The protection of bridge and culvert ends and banks where

the stream runs approximately parallel to the roadbed is simpli-

fied where the bed of the stream is of rock, or other material

offering great resistance to wash. All that is then necessary

is to protect the banks with stone riprap, using the best material

available. This may be any sort of material of such specific

gravity that its weight will overcome the power of running water

to move it. The ordinary quarry run of stone is most common,

but brickbats and rubbish from wrecked buildings, refuse from

slate quarries and slag from blast furnaces is often used. The

velocity and size of the stream and the probability of ice must

be considered. When spring comes, the waters rise in the

streams. The shore ice is last to melt, and is often lifted by

the rising waters, raising with it anything to which it may be

attached which has not sufficient weight to cause it to break

the hold of the ice. In some regions it is necessary to use

stones so large as to require a derrick to handle them in order

to ensure protection.

The problem is made more difficult where the bed of the

stream is of a sandy nature, for there the water will wash

the sand from under the riprap and it will settle out of sight,

leaving the bank unprotected. Along the Wisconsin, upper Mis-

sissippi and similar streams this difficulty has been overcome by

first laying a mat or layer of brush in such a way that the

brush interlaces and forms a base, and then depositing the

stone on this. The tougher the brush is the better it is for this

class of work. Poplars and pine, being most frail and perishable,

have the least value. There seems to be little difference in value

between deciduous and evergreen trees for this use, as the limbs

and twigs are what give the value, the leaves soon being lost.

Each locality possesses its own problems. Each should be most
carefully studied by the engineer. It often happens that a protec-

tion built at some other point at a distance from the danger

will so alter the course of the stream as to make the place

threatened perfectly safe for all time. Xo set rules can be

given. The danger may come from the wearing away of a

point up the stream. The protecting of this point may for all

time remove danger. On the lower reaches of our alluvial

streams, such as the Missouri, lower Mississippi, Arkansas and
Red there is a continual change occurring in the stream. Taking
almost any stretch of either stream, one will find that for some
distance it has almost no banks, and the rising water in flood

times spreads out over wide stretches of country. A short dis-

tance below the stream will be confined by natural bluffs or levees

to a much narrower channel. If the volume of the stream is

quadrupled it will deepen it some three times in the narrow
stretch, while jusl below it will spread it out over the country

and only raise the water level one-fourth. In this way the

slope of the river is increased abnormally at the point where
these two sections join. The energy of the river will be at

once directed to remedy this condition, the current becomes
more rapid in the narrow part, and the bottom of the river is

scoured to increase the channel where it cannot increase in

width.

When the water subsides, the reverse occurs. Each foot of

fall in the narrow and deep part causes a narrowing of the

wide section, reducing its discharge much more than the other,

causing it to scour out a channel. As water follows the line of

least resistance, the new channel winds about obstructions and

may be far from where the channel was originally. As the

current now has a greater velocity in the wide and shallow

section than in the narrow and deep one, the energy of the

river is bent on scouring out the former and depositing in the

latter. Whether this ever-recurring condition will ever be

remedied remains to be seen. As it is each rise and fall of the

river sees great destruction. If we are to protect our roadbeds

in these places we must place in the way of the changes in

channel an obstruction which will turn the current of the water

from the point of danger to our works. The volume of water

is so great and the resisting action of the soil so slight that

we must to an unusual degree supplement its resistance. Riprap

is useless ; it will settle out of sight and disappear almost as

fast as placed. The brush and stone protection, so successful

on the Wisconsin, are useless here.

The danger usually is greatest at the outside of the bends ; the

force of the current continually cuts away at these points, and

often finally makes a cut-off, shortening the stream, and at that

point increasing its slope, causing endless damage further down
the stream as the river seeks to regulate itself. There seem but

two methods which will successfully control these streams. The
first and most successful of these is the woven mattress, weighted

with stone. It is expensive in first cost, and needs some at-

tention each year, to see that no damage from the elements or

vandals has weakened it or that changing conditions of the river

have not created some new danger to it ; but given this slight

attention it has never failed to give perfect protection.

In protecting a bank with a mattress, it is first necessary to

grade the bank to a slope ranging usually from two horizontal

to one perpendicular, to three horizontal to one perpendicular,

depending on the nature of the soil and the kind of stone used

for the paving. A mattress is woven from brush and poles
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interwoven with wire, or with cypress boards and wire, depending

on the supply and cost of the brush. The sole use of the mat

is to form a foundation to prevent the stone from sinking out

of sight, and to prevent the current from cutting into the

bank. The mattress must extend out to and beyond the thalweg

of the stream to prevent the current from working under its

edge and destroying it. From low water to high water the

bank is paved with the best stone available, laid much the re-

verse of the way shingles are laid in roofing a house.

The second method, illustrated in Fig. 2, is the permeable pile

dike. It is of lower first cost, demands annual attention and

requires renewal every six or eight years. The first dike must

be placed where the current strikes the bank, and the others so

close to it that no eddy will form between them. These dikes

consist of two, three or four rows of piling, as may be needed

to resist the force of the current and debris carried. The piles

are driven about 10 ft. apart in each direction, and the bottom

of the stream is covered with a mattress extending about 40

ft. up stream, and five feet below the dike and woven into it.

Piles are braced laterally, longitudinally and diagonally, and

along the upper row a row of poles is spiked to stringers much
as are pickets on a fence. These break the force of the current

and catch the drift, building up a sandbar behind them. The
shore end of each dike must be protected by stone above low

water. They do not last long, but the first cost is less than the

mattress. On the Missouri the cost of the mattress was $10 per

foot of bank protected and the dike about $4.50 per ft.

Fig. 3 illustrates what were called "Fox Tail dikes" which

were much used on the Missouri in the seventies. The dikes

are started up stream above the danger point, and are anchored

in such a way as to form a dike, gradually deflecting the current.

The "Fox Tail" is made by taking saplings somewhat longer than

the depth of the water where they are to be planted. If the

trees are not sufficiently bushy, brush is spiked to them. A large

stone is attached to the lower end and a barrel or float to the

upper end. Unless a float is used the tail is soon weighted down
with sediment and loses its floating power. It is necessary to

test the stream a little to determine the best slope to have the

tail hung at. These dikes have almost no value as a permanent

protection, but for a temporary protection in an emergency they

can be used in high water to deflect the current, and if one fails

it can be replaced.

THE PROPOSED SEE AMERICA FIRST
ASSOCIATION.*

Drifting or Superhe.\ter Locomoto'es.—It is desirable to

have a certain amount of steam used in the cylinders of super-

heater locomotives when they are drifting and instructions are

in effect on several roads that the steam must not be shut off

entirely under these conditions. J. E. Osmer, master mechanic

of the Chicago & North Western, has developed a device which

is used on the West Iowa division to call the engineer's attention

to the fact that the steam has been shut off entirely while the

locomotive is drifting. This is accomplished by tapping a small

pipe into a back cyhnder head on one side of the locomotive,

to which is attached a small check valve seated against the

steam pressure in the cylinder. A small pipe extends to the

cab, at the end of which a double disc tin whistle is applied.

When steam is used in the cylinder the check is seated, but if

it is shut oft" while in motion, which is contrary to instructions,

a vacuum is created in the pipe, unseating the check valve and

drawing air through the disc whistle. The engineer immediately

opens the throttle far enough to break the vacuum in the cylinder.

This amount of steam will aid greatly in lubricating the valves

and cj'linder packing, consequently reducing the wear on them.

.Another means of bringing about the same result is as follows

:

A T connection, where the oil pipe, tapped into the center of the

cylinder connects to the lubricator, contains an upward seated

valve. This is held against its seat when steam is worked, but

if a vacuum is created it will sound a disc whistle. In this par-

ticular construction there is no check valve between the lubri-

cator and the cylinder. Both of these devices have worked out

successfully.

By E. L. Bevington,

Secretary Trans-Continental Passenger Association.

It is said that the slogan "See America First" was coined by

Governor Adams of Colorado in an article published in Harper's

Weekly in refutation of a slur upon the west which had previously

appeared in that publication. Governor Adams concluded his

article with the phrase. "See Europe if you will, but see America
first."

The possibilities suggested by this slogan were extensively dis-

cussed in various meetings in the West, resulting in the formation

of the See America First League in Salt Lake City, in January,

1906. Sporadic attempts were afterwards made in other parts of

the country to formulate plans which would give a well sustained

impetus to the movement, but the desired success was not at-

tained, obviously for the reasons that, first, they were sporadic;

second, they were sectionalized, and third, participation was
more or less restricted and sufficient enthusiasm was not aroused

among the great variety of powerful interests that would have

benefited, directly or indirectly, from increased passenger traffic.

At a dinner given by one of the transcontinental lines at the

Grand Pacific Hotel, Chicago, on May 28 last, some still and mov-
ing pictures of western scenery in beautiful colorings were ex-

hibited, and the enthusiasm created thereby found response in a

decision to revive the slumbering slogan "See America First" and

to adopt ways and means to propagate it with the view of encour-

aging and increasing .American travel. C. W. Pitts of the Great

Northern and the speaker were appointed a committee to make
the initial arrangements. Soon thereafter, a mass meeting of the

Chicago terminal lines and the resident representatives of other

lines was called to discuss the matter. At that meeting a tem-

porary board of managers was appointed and at a meeting of the

board held July 9, resolutions were adopted in part as follows

:

Resolved, That after giving the subject due consideration and thought,

it is the sense of this committee that the proposition to form a permanent

organization to be known as the "See America First Association," whose

membership shall consist of all carriers, both rail and water, chambers of

commerce, boards of trade, civic organizations, hotels and hotel organiza-

tions, trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific carriers and others interested in the

"See America First" idea, is practicable; and with the view of ascertaining

the sentiment and the co-operation which will be extended by the various

interests. Temporary Chairman Bevington be empowered to call a mass

meeting in Chicago upon a suitable date in October, 1912.

The ways and means committee of the Chicago Association of

Commerce adopted a most favorable resolution pledging its co-

operation and providing for the appointment of a committee to

assist the members of the board of the See America First Asso-

ciation in arranging for the national convention to be held in

Chicago in November next.

The Trans-Mississippi Commercial Congress has expressed

itself in the strongest possible terms in favor of the movement,

and during its session, addresses on the subject were made by

Louis W. Hill, chairman of the board of directors of the Great

Northern; J. W. Kelley of Denver, and others, in furtherance of

the idea. A resolution requesting President Taft to issue a proc-

lamation this year and each succeeding year, designating a date

as a national "See America First Day," met with instant favor.

The resolution sets forth that on such occasion the subject be

discussed in the pulpits of the churches, the press, public schools

and by civic, commercial, patriotic and fraternal organizations

throughout America.

At first blush, the proposition appears to be so vast and in-

tangible, and the ramifications so varied and extensive, that a

working, practical organization, established on scientific lines and

business principles, appears to be almost chimerical, but those

who have carefully studied the matter do not believe this to be

true. On the contrary, they are convinced that a plan can be

•Abstract of an address before the meeting of the American Association
of General Passenger and Ticket Agents, at Seattle, Wash., September 12.
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devised to put such an organization as proposed upon a sure foot-

ing, and through its instrumentality appreciably increase passenger

traffic through the enlistment of the financial, moral and personal

support of many who, today, directly or indirectly, benefit from

passenger travel, but who do not contribute their full share of

money and personal eflfort towards its production. As is well

known, tourist traffic is largely of a creative character. In a

general way it fluctuates in exact ratio to the efficacy and power

of the means used to produce and control it. There could be

nothing extraordinary or unbusinesslike about a plan to form

an organization having for its object the unification of the sev-

eral interests, whose aims and objects are identical, that they

may work concertedly and abreast, pursuant to well-defined and

approved plans, instead of apart and more or less haphazardly.

Mr. Hill has suggested that the national government should

help. This being a question which affects the common weal,

why should not the national government assist? Also the state

governments, the hundreds of commercial bodies, and hotel

organizations whose constituencies are materially benefited by

passenger traffic and whose interests lie directly in having that

traffic increased.

It has been said that this question has been threshed out in

connection with immigration and in other ways, and that the

states and their commercial bodies have withheld co-operation.

In rebuttal we say that the record does not show that the efficiency

of a big, broad-gaged, properly constituted and duly accredited

national organization, with officers, committees and membership

drafted from the ranks of the very men who assist in framing

public opinion and in deciding questions of state, l;as ever been

tested.

As temporary chairman, the speaker has been deluged with vol-

untary offers of substantial support from all sides and there have

been but comparatively few discordant notes.

Some one has said ; "I would not care to contribute to a

general fund which might be expended promiscuously on some-

thing in which my company is not interested." Such a thing is

not contemplated. The plan would be to have the contributor

indicate the precise purpose for which he desires his money to be

expended. Contributions would be received from railways, cham-

bers of commerce, boards of trade, civic organizations and indi-

viduals ; and from the federal government, states, counties, cities

and resorts. All appropriations would be used for the purposes

and precisely in the manner indicated by those making them. For

example, an appropriation of $1,000 from a railway or other

source, would be divided and set over into the following adver-

tising accounts upon request of the donor: (a) Colorado, gener-

ally, $250.00; (b) Denver, $100.00; (c) California, $250.00; (d)

Michigan resorts, in season, $200.00; (e) homeseekers fares (to

specified territory), $200.00.

Similarly, a contribution from an eastern interest would, if

so indicated, be used exclusively in advertising the attractions of

New York state and the St. Lawrence river resorts. Upon
receiving this explanation of the plan a gentleman said : "In what
way would I be benefited? Why should I not retain my money
and spend it in my own way in advertising my own resorts?"

The answer is, an organization as big and powerful as the one

proposed would engender confidence ; it would promote publicity

in many ways not now available owing to lack of organization

;

it would solicit and receive contributions from sources which

do not now contribute a dollar ; it would develop novel means of

advertising; it would have lecture and moving picture depart-

ments; it would closely follow well defined plans of introducing

scenic text books into public schools ; it would have a corps of

descriptive writers who would devote their time to exploiting

American scenic attractions in the magazines and newspapers

;

it would form travel clubs and societies ; it would establish a

European branch for the purpose of developing traffic from Eu-
rope to America ; it would extend these branches to other foreign

countries as occasion might require; and do an endless number
of things which discussion and experience might suggest with

the view of increasing travel generally. This would cost a vast

sum of money, but would be but a tithe of the amount which

is today being expended in advertising for the promotion of

travel. And here it might be said that this plan would not

mterfere with existing arrangements for individual advertising.

It would merely supplement that work.

The power for good of the proposed organization, if properly

conceived and administered, would be practically unlimited. Its

policy would not be to decry European travel but to promote

American travel. No form of education is more inspirational

than travel, but it has been well said that an American whose
knowledge of America is limited to a single group of cities and
adjacent states is as little an American as the Englishman is an

Englishman who lives in Bloomsbury and never has seen Picca-

dilly; the Berliner, a German, who has never seen Essen or

Chemnitz; the Frenchman, a patriot, who has never watched

the looms of Lille or the docks of Toulon.

It has also been said that from the earliest Greek fabulists to

the most exquisite work of Maeterlinck the moral has been set

forth that the farseeker of happiness in distant lands wins his

quest only when he returns and looks at home. The North
American would therefore be urged to "see North America"—not

necessarily first but at least to supplement appreciation of what
IS good in alien lands, remembering that the sum now spent annu-

ally by Americans abroad is vast enough to create a navy of

sufficient strength to practically insure world-peace or to shift in

this country's favor an adverse balance of trade.

It might be pertinent to ask how many Americans are familiar

with the scenic beauties, natural phenomena, majesty and gran-

deur of those wonderlands of our republic, the eleven national

parks, which have been dedicated by act of Congress for the

benefit and enjoyment of the people, some of which Robert Louis

Stevenson and Rudyard Kipling, two of the world's master word
colorists, confessed their inability adequately to describe? In

these great national playgrounds the imprint of divinity has been

set in wonderful depression and relief ; here are blended the

Alps, the Pyrenees, the grandeur of Norwegian fjords, the sa-

cred mountain of Japan and the sublimity of India's Himalayas.

How many are familiar with the tvifo score national monuments
under the administration of the secretary of the interior?

The world does not hold mountain scenery surpassing the

Appalachian system in the east—the White mountains, Green

mountains. Alleghenies and the Blue Ridge ; the Rocky moun-
tains in the middle west, where someone has said the world

breaks in two; the Sierra Nevada and Cascade mountains in the

extreme west and the Coast ranges close to the Pacific coast.

One of the greatest river systems in the world is formed by

the Tilissouri-Mississippi with its affluents—the Yellowstone,

Platte, Ohio, Arkansas and Red rivers. The Rhine is more than

matched in delightful story by the wide sweeping Columbia. And
what of the Hudson, the St. Lawrence and the Eraser?

Are Americans appreciative of the immense inland fresh water

seas ; of Great Salt Lake, and the thousands of smaller lakes

which lie at their doors; of Niagara Falls, the greatest waterfall

in the known world, described as "Nature in the majesty of

liquid motion"; of the beauties of the Mohawk valley; the "Land
of the Sky," the Sapphire country and the gorgeous southland?

Do they realize that the Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf coasts and

the interior teem with resorts built especially for their comfort

and enjoyment; that Southern California and Florida possess

Rivieras which far surpass the beauty of the "golden coast" of

Italy : that we have the great southwest and old Mexico, the

land of brave romance filled with old-age charm, cradling the

remains of a civilization, dead centuries before the advent of the

Spanish conquistadors, from whence have sprung marvelous

modern cities and a seething commercial activity ; the north-

western states and Puget Sound country where abound some of

Nature's greatest wonder-pieces ; Canada and its unsurpassed

mountain scenery, its lakes that are legion, its fertile prairies

and great inland sea; Colorado and Utah, called the "Playground
of America?" How many know that we have glaciers, one of

which could envelop all of those of Europe; an extinct crater
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in which Vesuvius might be buried a thousand feet; and innu-

merable other world-famed wonders into which nature has

breathed a spirit of magic awe and beauty?

Europe has capitalized everything to allure the tourist, from

the Rock of Gibraltar to its Parisian gaieties, and the question

arises. Why should not America enter the Marathon and feature,

on a big, broad scale, its wholesome Rose Shows and Golden

Potlatches, its Carnivals of Nations, its Cherry and Blossom

Festivals and its round-ups, its Mardi Gras and other festivals,

its mountains. National Parks, Mammoth Caves, majestic rivers,

myriad islands, fertile valleys, giant trees, resorts, gorges, can-

yons, waterfalls, cataracts, glaciers, ice cliffs, terraces, domes,

obelisks and buttes of fantastic shape?

The following figures speak for themselves : Europe has ap-

proxibiately three-fourths of the railway track mileage of the

United States, yet in 1911 the passenger mileage of Europe was

72 billions against 32 biUions in the United States. Making all

due allowance for the greater density of population in Europe,

should this great disparity exist?

It is fully appreciated and well understood that railways have

individually expended millions in the exploitation of American

scenery and other attractions, but has not the time come when
those who have reaped but who have not sown should be urged

to join in the campaign, and can such a movement find expres-

sion through a better instrumentality than the organization pro-

posed, to the maintenance of which all who derive benefits from

passenger traffic shall not only have opportunity, but shall be

urged to contribute their share in money and personal effort?

It w-Quld seem that in these days of harsh regulatory measures

and ever increasing cost of things that enter into the construc-

tion and operation of railways, any important movement giving

fair promise of increased revenues, without too great a risk,

should be welcomed and fostered, but should the final verdict

with respect to the movement and the plans here so inadequately

outlined be adverse, or should it be decided that the time for

launching the same is not propitious, it is suggested, in closing,

that much good can be accomplished if the members of this

association will adopt the slogan "See America First" in their

advertising and other printed matter and through their agents

and in other ways urge those engaged in other articles of trade

and commerce to do the same. The benefits of such action will

radiate, and many, in addition to the transportation lines, will be

"caught in the rioples.'

COMPARISON OF CHEMICAL CONSTITU-
ENTS OF STEEL RAILS FROM

1870 TO DATE.

R.\iLw.\v E.\Rxi.vcs IX Germ.\ny.—Last July the gross earn-

ings of the German railways averaged nearly 7 per cent, more
than the year before.

Fl.^kge Oiling System.—One of the most serious difficulties

encountered by the St. Clair Tunnel Company, which operates

under the St. Clair river between Sarnia. Ontario, and Port

Huron, Mich., has been excessive flange wear on the wheels of

the electric locomotives. This is due to the fact that no leading

or trailer trucks are used and the locomotives must pass through

numerous sharp curves in the yards at each end of the tunnel.

To eliminate this wear an ingenious flange oiling system has

been installed, by means of which it is now possible to make
over 50.000 miles between turnings. Previously when the loco-

motives, which are required to handle 1.000-ton trains on the

two per cent, grades of the tunnel, were on the down grade, the

application of the brakes made the tires so hot that grease could

not be used. The apparatus that is now used sprays oil onto

the flanges when they require lubricating. This is accomplished

by pressnig an electric button or an air valve. The tire is sprayed
with oil and air and this both lubricates the flanges and cleans

them from any dirt. For electric locomotives a single button

operates the valve that supplies oil and air. For steam loco-

motives a small air valve of the push button type, located in a
convenient position, operates the lubricating supply. The oil

must be kept free from foreign substances and is thinned by
the addition of a little coal oil in cold weather.

By P.\ul M. L.a. Bach,

Assistant Engineer. Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Chicago.

The subject of the chemical composition of rails has been
given so much prominence in the discussion of the rail ques-

tion during the past few months that the study of the specifi-

cations and analyses of rails rolled since the beginning of their

manufacture in this country up to the present time will be in-

structive in view of the prevalent opinion that the better service

claimed for the older rails has been due to their lower carbon

content. The statement has frequently been put forth by the

manufacturers—the most conspicuous being that of President

Farrell of the Steel Corporation testifying before the Stanley

Committee last winter—that the complaint regarding the in-

ferior rails of the present day is due to the high percentage

of carbon insisted upon by the railways. This claim has been

strongly denied by the railway engineers. The following tabu-

lation of the available data with reference to the chemical con-

tents of rails rolled up to the present time was recently pre-

pared in connection with an investigation of this subject, and

is of interest because of the bearing it has upon this discussion.

Much of this information was secured from the proceedings

of the American Institute of Mining Engineers.

CON'CLUSIOXS.

The above comparison of specifications and the analyses

shows

:

1.—That the chemical constituents of the rail before 1890 are

too irregular to justify an average being taken.

2.—That analyses were usually taken of failed rails and in-

ferences drawn from them, when, as a matter of fact, there

were large amounts of rail in track with the same and larger

amounts of carbon doing good service at the time. Such few

failures as are recorded show both soft and brittle rail.

3.—That the assumption that steel made in "the good old

times" was any lower in carbon does not seem to be justified.

It was simply more irregular, for the same weight of rails.

As an example compare : (a) C. B. Dudley rails rolled in

1866-76, 57 lb. to 69 lb. Carbon .187 to .618, phosphorus .026 to

.158, manganese .288 to 1.044. (b) Manufacturers' Standard,

1904, 50 to 70 lb. Carbon .35 to .48, phosphorus .10. manganese

.70 to 1.00. (c) Rail analyzed by Dr. Dudley doing good service

on outside of curve. Carbon .60, phosphorus .145, manganese

.680. This last rail and a large percentage of those under (a)

would not have been passed under the Pennsylvania Specifica-

tion of 1876, or the Cambria "of about .4 carbon."

4.—That the truth of the matter is that both engineers (ex-

cepting a few) and manufacturers did not believe ihat the chem-

ical constituents made much difference either way. The com-

pliance with specifications, however, required greater uniform-

ity and greater care. In so far as this tended to cut down

output, it was objected to, but not because of high carbon in

the rails. There does not seem to have been any effectual

method instituted by the manufacturers to limit the carbon :f

we are to judge by analyses.

5.—That there are no complete statistics available from which

to make a comparison with the 85-lb. to 100-lb. rail now in use

with rail rolled previous to 18S0. There was very little rail of

this weight in service at that time, except some 8S-lb. rail on one

or two roads.

6.—That soft steel will involve the question of cold roUing,

which was not so serious a question before 1890 as it is now

with heavier wheel loads. Mr. Howard's tests at the Watertown

arsenal show that cold rolling weakens the rail when the head
J

is in tension; that is in the interval between wheels of loco-

motives.

7.—Mr. Farrell savs: "The old soft rails, under the condi-
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COMPARISON OF STEEL RAIL SPECIFICATIONS AND SOME ANALYSES OF OLD RAILS.
Carbon. Phosphorus. Sulphur

.\ustr previ to 1871.Rolled at Graz,
Keuberg—hamn
13 John brown rails

John lirown rails reported by Vk'. R. Jones, 1S79, as in
good condition after being in use 11 years

•Pcnna. R. R. specitication

—

Previous to Hi/S
After 1879

C. B. Dudley's ISSl report on 04 57-lb.-69-lb. rails
rolled 1S05-76

—

1st J-' rails

2nd Jj rails

From this data he :>elected i^ rails he considered best
and aveiaged them

C. B. Dudley specihcation
(.Note—if tie had used his own average results

above, the carbon would have been .28 to .38.).
Ills on outside of curves selected

Min. Max. Av. 'Min. Max. Av.

..h' .';6

'

.38

.2j4

.3!i2 !o'

*

:;::
;644

.026 .590 .1U4 .iOJ

Mangar

.30 .50 ... )

(I)" Best wearing
from 32 above

(II) Of these best

Penna. Steel Co., 18
Penna. R. R., 1885
Wabash, ••* March, 1886—

70-lb

751b
80-lb

Q. & C, 1892, 75-lb

1893—P. n. Dudley (A. S. C.
60-lb., 65-lb., 70-lb. .

.

/5-ib., 80-lb
100-lb

1895—R. \V. Hunt"""—
70.1b
75-lb
80-lb
90-lb

100-lb
1896—Mich Central, 80-lb. . .

.

Illinois Central, 70-lb. a

1897, Jan. 20-Nor. Pac
1897—Southern Pac, 75-lb.

—

East of Alleghanies.

.

West of Alleghanies
1897, October 8—L. & N.—

ng rails one sample showed.

-lb.

70-lb

80-lb
1898—C. N. O. & T. P., 75-lb

Southern Pacific

—

70-lb
80-lb

1899—Cambria Steel Co
Norfolk & Western, 85-lb

C. B. & Q.—
65-lb

75-lb

Sou. Pac, 96-lb.—
East of Alleghanies
West of Alleghanies

1899, Jan. 1—I. S. Co.—
50-lb. to 60-lb
60-lb. to 70-lb

70-lb. to 80-lb

80-lb. to 90-lb

90-lb. to 100-lb

1900—Soc. Testing Materials and A. R. E.
mendations"

—

SO-lb. to 59-lb.+
60-lb. to 69-lb.+
70-lb. to 79-lb.+
80-lb. to 89-lb.+
90-lb. to 100-lb .

.

1904, Dec. 10—Manufacturers' Standard

—

50-Ib. to 60-lb
60-lb. to 701b
70-lb. to 80-lb
80-lb. to 90-lb

90-lb. to 100-lb
1904—Engineering Standards, Committee

Britain

—

Bull Headed Rails
Flat Bottomed (T )

1909—R. I. specification, O. H., 85-lb

I. S. Co., O. H.—
50-lb. to 60-lb

61-lb. to 70-lb :

71-lb. to 80-lb

81-lb. to 90-lb

91-lb. to 100-lb
I. S. Co., Bessemer

—

50-lb. to 60-lb

61.1b. to 70-lb

71-lb. to SO-lb

81-lb. to 90-lb
91-lb. to 100-lb

1910—A. R. E. A., Bessemer—
70-lb. and under 85-lb
85-lb. to 100-lb.. inclusive

A. R. E. A.. O. H.—
70-lb. and under 85-lb

8S-lb. to 100-lb., inclusive
1912^A. R. E. A.—

Bessemer
O. H

Min. Max. Av. Min. Max. Av.'

.oi- 1.046

.07

.139

.623 '.032

05t
033t

.306 .103

.774 1.079 .022 .187 ....

.80 1.00

.80 i.OU

.70 i.no

./(» 1.00

./,s 1.05

.80 1.10

.80 I.IU

.70 1.00

./O 1.00

.75 1 Oi
,80 1.10
.80 1.10

.70 1.00

.70 1.00
:/ii 1.05
.80 1.10
.80 1.10

.7 1.00

.7 1.00

70 1.00
70 1.00
75 1.05
80 1.10
84 1.14

80 1.10
80 1.10

70 1.00
70 1.00

.60 .90

t Graphite. .65; Copper, .08. t Copper, .lOj.
, ..... , , ^ . ,

• The tendency at this earlv period was to raise the cry of "high carbon every time a rail broke without giving any other reason. Judging from
the analyses low carbon rails broke as frequentlv as high, but when an apparently high carbon rail broke they did not look farther for a cause of failure.

** Notwithstanding Dr. Dudley's eminence his contemporaries did not agree with him on either high or low carbon. -At present it appears to have
been a misapplication of the doctrine of averages. One of his rejected rails was chemically the same as one of his good ones, also only a small per-

centage of those he called good would have come inside the limits he set.
•" During this period mo=t of the rail was sold on manufacturers' guaranty.

, . .,
•••* The specification of R. W. Hunt canned a considerable disturbance and protest in the steel market. The reason is not apparent as his specifica-

tion for 60-lb. rail would be .38—.46, which had been commonly used for 15 years. The objection was probably due to the uniformity of results required,

but this reason is not brought forward.
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tions of their day, ga x very satisfactory wear." This hardly

seems a correct staten'ent when we find the American Institute

of Mining Engineers, the chief society of metallurgists, giving

much of their time and space in their proceedings to the ques-

tion of the faults of steel rails as early as 1880. Individuals

had taken the matter up several years earlier. The few cross-

sections found were worn down to such an extent that they

could not be used in a passing siding, but had just been re-

moved from main track apparently. A number of discussions

expressing dissatisfaction with conditions are found in the pro-

ceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers previous

to 1890.

8.—The few reports available show that pipes, seams, etc.,

have always been found in rolled rail. While high carbon re-

quires a higher temperature for welding, there is no ground for

the belief that soft steel will absorb defects of mill practice

more readily than hard steel. If a seam exists in the head

of a rail, it is more logical to assume that it will appear sooner

in a soft than in a hard rail under the same stresses. If the

pipes and seams are more numerous now than formerly, this

indicates less care at the mills.

HOW TO SECURE MAXIMUM USE OF
FREIGHT CARS.*

By J. M. Daly.

General Superintendent Transportation, Illinois Central.

The freight car today is the best asset of the railroad. It

earns 75 per cent, of our gross revenue, and during the busy

season is, without doubt, the best freight solicitor we have.

The earning capacity of each freight car on the Illinois Cen-

tral per day is $2.34. Eliminate Sundays, holidays and bad order

cars and confine it to the busy season, and its gross earning

capacity is about $3.85 per day, the net revenue being about $1.15

per day. This one factor cannot be given too much thought and

consideration. One hundred loaded cars which we let stand in

the yard one day, 100 empty cars we permit to remain one day

on team or interchange tracks, 100 cars we fail to pull from

repair tracks the date they are repaired, 100 cars loaded with

company material we fail to place today for unloading, 100

loaded or empty cars we fail to place in trains the date they are

ready for movement, causes us to lose per day approximately

$385 gross, or $115 net revenue.

Five years ago the presidents of five of the largest systems

made a thorough investigation covering the cost per day of cars.

It was found at that time to be 42 cents and had for several

years increased approximately 2 cents per day per annum. At

that rate, cars today cost the owner 52 cents per day, covering

interest and repairs.

Take for example an ordinary congestion or blockade at an

important terminal where 5,000 cars are affected, 2,000 of which

should have been placed in trains for movement or placed where

consignee could unload. For every day that condition is per-

mitted to continue, the company loses $7,700 gross and $2,300 net

revenue, or equal to the expense of operating 100 additional

switch engines per day to clean it up. This covers only the loss

from additional traffic that could have been secured, and does

not include the loss of patronage and future traffic, or the claims

paid on account of damage sustained by reason of the slow

movement of the cars.

The average movement for all freight cars on our road dur-

ing busy season is 27 miles per day. This is equal to three hours

moving in trains and 21 hours standing on sidings, 87 per cent,

of the time being consumed on sidings and only 13 per cent, in

movement.

The average time consumed by the shipper in loading cars is

* Abstract of a committee report rendered at the meeting of Operating
Officers of the Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, Chicago,
October 8. The other members of the committee were Richard Rivett,
F. M. Jones and N. \V. Spangler.

less than two days and the average time consumed by consignee

in unloading is less than three days, Sundays included. The
average number of loaded trips made per car per month is 2 7/10,

an average of 11 days being required to handle each load. This

includes all cars, revenue and company freight cars loaded on

our rails and loaded cars received for other roads. The aver-

age distance loaded cars move is 204 miles. Therefore, the car

on an average, in a busy season, is employed per month as fol-

lows: thirteen days in loading and unloading; Zyi days in mov-
ing in trains ; 135^ days standing waiting movement, switching

or repairs ; total, 30 days.

Under normal conditions our cars will average 27 miles per

day. If we could increase this to 35 miles per day, it would

result in obtaining 183,960,000 increased miles out of our present

equipment. This divided by 27 miles per day is equal to one

car 6.813.333 days at 45 cents per day, or to a saving of

$3,065,999.85 in per diem paid for use of foreign cars. It is equal

to the service or purchase of 18,666 additional cars. To this

must be added the increased revenue that would be derived from

the increased use of equipment.

Having made the assertion that we are getting less than 75 per

cent, efficiency from our equipment, it devolves upon me to pre-

sent some tangible data or evidence to substantiate the statement,

and in doing so I wish it understood I am not criticising the

officers or employees of the Illinois Central. Our average miles

per car per day is considerably better than that of other large

systems similarly situated. I am dealing with the present methods

employed and the lack of proper supervision obtained over the

location, movement and use of equipment.

We have approximately 65,000 freight cars on our road. Take

all the reports furnished, including special reports from the large

terminals on hand car reports, reports of bad order cars, and

reports of cars moving in trains, and the total cars reported is

about 45,000, leaving 20,000, or 30 per cent, of the cars, unac-

counted for. The failure on the part of agents, yardmasters and

others to account for so many cars each day, including those re-

ported for movement, or delivery to connections, for unloading,

empty available for loading and in bad order, necessarily forces

the conclusion that most of them have been overlooked.

As 87 per cent, of the freight equipment on our line is standing

at stations, yards and shops at all times, it therefore devolves

upon us to devote 100 per cent, of our efforts to supervising the

stations, yards and terminals with a view of expediting the move-

ment of the equipment so delayed.

To secure the results in this direction there is only one sane

and businesslike method or plan to pursue, and that is to properly

organize the terminals and yards so that the men in charge will

know of every car they have and why they have it. Instead of

knowing that they have 6,000 cars on the terminal in the aggre-

gate, they should know in detail why all of these cars are on the

terminal and what cars should not be in the yard, and why they

are not moved.

To obtain this result it is necessary in my judgment to employ

competent and conscientious yard clerks in sufficient number not

only to mechanically go over the tracks assigned to them each

day, and take a record of the cars, devoting the entire day to

checking the tracks, bringing their reports in in the evening, show-

ing the initials and numbers of every car, whether loaded or

emptj' and the carding reference ; but we should employ sufficient

yard clerks to check the tracks assigned them in three or four

hours in the morning, and then to devote the balance of the day

to analyzing the check made and preparing data for the man in

charge of the terminal, showing the number of cars ready for

movement, whether loaded or empty and their location, the in-

dividual cars scattered in the yard for delivery which should have

been switched out and placed on team or industry tracks or de-

livered to connections, the bad order cars that are not placed for

repairs on the regularly assigned tracks, the bad order loaded

cars not placed for repairs or transfer, the 48-hour loads that

have not been moved, the important loading that should have

been switched out and forwarded on the regularly assigned train
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for such loading, failures on the part of switchmen to promptly

pull during the night empty cars from team pr industry tracks

and the placing of other loaded cars on such tracks and a number
of other items which should reach the general yardmaster through

the cliannel of the yard clerks.

I he employing of expert yard clerks regardless of salary paid

will not bring the results if such clerks are burdened with more
work than they can do in the time assigned them, because it does

no good to check yards unless the result of this check is properly

utilized and unless the delays occurring, which should have been

prevented, are thoroughly and carefully followed up by the

general yardmaster in charge. Not only should he find why the

delay occurred in the particular instance, but he should go further

and provide some way or means by which similar delays in the

future will be avoided. This is demonstrated every week where
the same irregularity and failures are taken up at the same iden-

tical points and replies received that a remedy has been applied

and there will be no further cases of this kind.

A complete and proper yard check taken each day and care-

fully analyzed will show to the man in charge the number of

cars of any commodity on hand for an individual consignee, and
also the number of cars per day he is releasing and whether or

not he has an accumulation. If he has an accumulation proper

notice should be wired the chief despatcher, followed up by a

written statement giving him the information in detail showing
the initials and numbers of cars, the commodity, the point of

shipment and the number of cars released each day, in order that

he may use his judgment in regard to furnishing equipment to

the shippers for such consignee, or curtail the supply until such

time as the accumulation is materially reduced, thereby putting

the cars into the service where they will receive prompt handling

and unloading and further tend to prevent a congestion on the

terminal, which would affect not only this particular consignee's

business, but the traffic of other shippers or consignees that are

not responsible for creating the congestion.

Proper check of the yard will show whether or not connecting

lines are accepting promptly from us traffic as offered, and their

failure to do so should be immediately made known- to the

superintendent in charge in order that he may take the matter

up with the connecting line and get relief or have embargo

placed against loading to them.

Proper knowledge of the consist of cars in a terminal is abso-

lutely necessary for the man in charge, in otder to keep the ter-

minals open and prevent congestions, and this can only be ob-

tained through a careful and systematic checking of the yard.

A yard clerk is of little benefit to a company until he has had

at least 30 days' experience. In fact, he uses the time of a com-

petent man for nearly that period instructing him and breaking

him in and educating him into the local conditions surrounding

his work. Therefore promotions from yard clerk to other duties

should as far as possible be made between April 1 and August

1 in order that new yard clerks may be properly broken in and

be of some service to us when the busy season is on.

I believe that part of our failure to get results from yard

clerks is due to the chief yard clerk and the general yardmaster

looking upon them as a nuisance instead of encouraging them

to go out and find irregularities and make them known, in order

that they may be overcome. The general yardmaster's success

depends as much on the ability and capacity of the yard clerks

he employs as the superintendent's success depends on his train-

masters, chief despatcher and chief clerks, and the yardmaster

should realize that he is employed for the purpose of directing

the policy and the general work in the yard, rather than for

going over the tracks and inspecting the individual cars, which

can and should be done equally as well by the yard clerk.

Checks taken on terminals by the demurrage inspectors the

past two years frequently show large numbers of loaded cars

standing two and three days waiting to be placed on delivery

tracks, which are being occupied by empty cars that should have

been pulled off. This causes us to lose the use of both the empty
and loaded car, causes the terminal to become more or less con-

gested, causes an increased expense in operating the terminal,

to say nothing of the dissatisfaction to our patrons and the loss

sustained to our revenue because of failure to take care of traffic

offered at other points for want of cars.

This should be overcome by assigning to the individual engine
foremen the duty and responsibility of switching, placing and
handling these individual team and industry tracks, and a sched-
ule showing the hours such tracks should be switched and taken
care of should be made, and most important of all no excuse
should be taken for failure to carry out such instructions unless
in extreme emergencies when the engine and crew are ordered to

some other work.

The one possible reason I can assign for failure of the rail-

roads to properly supervise cars on terminals is the personal
desire on the part of the men in charge to show from month to

month and from year to year that they are operating the ter-

minals for less expense per car handled than their predecessor
or than they did during the same month last year. A careful
check of the service performed will show that while they have
saved the salary of one or two $40 or $50 yard clerks, they have
cost us in per diem expense possibly 100 times as much, and in

addition are costing us the loss of business because of loss of
equipment on the terminal due to the fact that their attention
has not been called to it at the time of the delay occurring by
the yard clerk that has been taken off. The principle of team-
work, not only on a division, but as between divisions, should
be preached and practiced in order that the railway system as a
whole may obtain the benefits and in order that the expense may
be incurred at the point where the business can be handled the
cheapest; and the man in charge of the division where the ex-
pense is incurred should receive full credit for his efforts to

save the company as a whole.

The day for general yardmasters to supervise large terminals
with their feet has long since passed, also the plan of trying to

carry all the details in their heads. The terminals have out-
grown such primitive methods, and the demands made on the

railroads for extraordinary service are too exacting to continue
them and it devolves on us to adopt more modern, up-to-date
methods. A terminal having 6,000 cars represents an investment
of $6,000,000 in cars and nearly that much more in tracks and
facilities. The lading in cars represents possibly as much more,
or a total of from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000. Does not this

justify the employment of the best men available, both at the
head and in the ranks?

The general yardmaster has a much more important duty than
trying to memorize car numbers or handle detail, although the
general impression prevails that unless he can explain to the
superintendent in passing through the yard why each individual

car is detained, he is not in close touch with his work. A gen-
eral commanding an army in action today that stops to investi-

gate the errors made by his lieutenants yesterday would be a fail-

ure, and a general yardmaster stands in the same attitude. He
should be constantly engaged in the battle of moving the busi-

ness and should constantly be looking forward and not back-
ward, or he also will fail. The successful operating man is the
one who can plan his work for tonight and tomorrow—^yesterday

is a day of the past.

The general yardmaster's office is to direct and supervise the

terminal on broad lines. For example, he should personally

know at all times what road trains are coming to him; he
should know how many trains are made up in the yard ready
for power to move ; how many tracks in the working yard are

waiting to be switched ; whether or not his crews serving team
and industry tracks are keeping up with their work; whether or
not connecting roads are taking cars promptly as offered; how
many cars are on hand for each individual consignee, in order
to prevent serious congestion by permitting anyone to accumulate
more tonnage than can be released promptly.

He should assign to someone the duty of watching the power
after it reaches the terminal and keep a record showing the hour
engine arrived, its hour over the cinder pit, the hour it was
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reported ready for service, the hour it was called and the hour

it left, to insure against the loss of power. He should closely

confer with the master mechanic regarding delays occurring in

furnishing power after arrival on the terminal. He should watch

the fleeting of trains into the terminal, which creates delay to

the power at the cinder pit and roundhouses and tends to con-

gest the working yard. He should turn over the detail to his

chief clerk and devote his time to general supervision and to

seeing that his orders are promptly carried out each day.

Frequent checks should be made by the superintendent show-

ing the average time through cars, loaded and empty, remain at

district terminals. Some of the larger trunk lines have re-

ceived material benefits from such checks, getting a more prompt

movement through the terminals, which tends to bring about

the rotation movement of traffic which has been talked of so

much.

At some important district terminals the average time cars

were in the yard passing through was a fraction over two hours

;

at other terminals it averaged over six hours per car. Any time

over si.x hours is considered below standard. Their plan of ob-

taining this result is to time stamp the waybills on arrival and

show the time of arrival as the cars are booked out for

movement.

A terminal that keeps cleaned up on cars in road movement

has a reserve strength to hold or take in cars in case of wash-

out or other interference, whereas a terminal that is worked on

the other theory has little, if any, reserve facilities and invariably

becomes congested with the least interference.

Cars are built to transport traffic and not to stand around either

empty or loaded. If we were engaged in a teaming or transfer

business, would we permit 10 or 20 teams to stand in the stable

eating their heads off, because we had no wagons available to

hitch them to, when at the same time the wagons were standing

loaded waiting for us to place them for unloading, or standing

empty at some out of the way place being overlooked for w-ant

of proper supervision, while shippers were begging us to handle

their traffic?

Many cars are continually being delayed on account of the use

of memorandum waybills and the failure of agents to follow up

with the shippers and the traffic department and obtain proper

billing directions or to obtain rates and divisions where such

shipments require it. Cars are also delayed on account of re-

consigning privileges, which should at least be curtailed, espe-

cially during the busy season. The assistance of the traffic

department should be solicited in bringing about this result, by

conference with the shippers who resort to this practice to get

them to co-operate with us and hold it dow'n to the necessary

minimum.

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED FREIGHT HAN-
DLING TRUCK.

The mechanical handling of freight at stations and warehouses,

especially the handling in and out of cars, is a matter of great

importance, and of no small difficulty, owing to the narrow
doors and limited space within which the trucks must be

operated. One of the latest devices for this purpose is an

electric trunk, driven by a storage battery, that has been brought

out by the Cleveland-Galion Motor Truck Company, of Cleve-

land, Ohio.

The truck is carried on four wheels, each of which is pivoted

and turned for steering after the manner of an automobile.

The peculiarity of the truck is that with all four wheels used

for steering, the mechanism for that, as well as for the drive,

is combined. The manner in which this is done is shown
by the engraving of the section of the wheel and axle.

The motor is located at the center of the truck and drives a

shaft running longitudinally between the axles, at each end of

which is a worm A. This worm meshes with the gear B,

which carries the two gears C C that mesh with others on the

inner ends of the broken axle, thus forming a differential drive,

similar to that used on automobiles. The axle shaft D runs

in ball bearings, as shown, and carries the gears E at its outer

end. The gear E meshes with one marked F, which is keyed

to the vertical shaft /. This shaft serves not only for the

transmission of the power to the wheel, but also as the pivot

point about which the wheel turns in steering. The upper end

of the shaft carries the gear G, which meshes with the one

marked H, which is fastened directly to the wheel. Thus any

rotation of the axle shaft D is transmitted direct and without

loss of motion to the wheel. The latter is fitted with ball

bearings and turns on the projection from the frame as

shown.

The steering gear is arranged as shown in the line engravings.

The car is steered by means of the hand wheel A', which drives

the shaft L by means of a sprocket chain M. and the sprocket

wheels. This shaft L extends the length of the car and carries

the worms A' and 0, which mesh with the worm wheels P and

Q, which are keyed to vertical shafts carrying the arms R
and 5. The ends of these arms towards the center of the car

are attached to th« operating arms of the wheels as in an

automobile steering gear.

The braking mechanism is shown on the plan. The brake

handle has a connection w-ith the rod T. which by means of

the bell cranks U U and connections applies the band brakes

W IV, which operate directly on the main driving shaft A.

Section Through the Wheel and Axle of the Dynamic Electric Freight Handling Truck.
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The batteries are carried in boxts beneath the platform and

have an output capable of keeping the truck at work for 10

hours.

The trucks are made with various arrangements for steer-

ing. With two-wheels steering the radius of turning is about

twice the wheel base. Such a truck will have a two-wheel drive

and resembles an automobile in its action. The radius of turn-

ing can be shortened so that it is practically equal to the wheel

base by using a two-Wheel drive and pivoting all four wheels

so as to secure a four-wheel steer. But in the truck whose

performances are recorded below, there is a four-wheel drive

^nd a four-wheel steer, and the radius of turning is but a

trifle more than half the wheel base. This truck is known as the

"Dynamic," and is capable of working in very close quarters.

It will be readily understood that this short work is entirely

dependent upon the four-wheel drive, for were the attempt to

be made to make so short a turn with a two-wheel drive, there

would be such a cramping pressure on the driven wheels that

there would be great danger of wrecking them. The diagrams

show the methods of action of the various types of trucks when

turning.

So much for the mechanism of the truck, but the proof of

the pudding lies in the eating thereof. A recent test was made

of the truck in the freight depot of the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern at Cleveland. The depot is about 100 ft. wide x

600 ft. long, with platforms at both ends, making the total length

General Arrangement of Dynamic Electric Freight Handling Truck.
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about 800 ft. The general arrangement is shown on the ac-

companying diagram. One side of the building has doors so

spaced that the doors of the freight cars are opposite, in order

to load and unload. The interior of the depot is apportioned

to the various companies which receive their freight, from which

places it is afterwards loaded on the wagons. The depot han-

on a. hand trucl< without falling through, were put on the truck

in quantities up to 3.000 lbs. These usually had to be carried

about 700 ft., thus saving much time over the "hand trucks.

Grocery supplies, such as boxes of canned goods, crates of

eggs, baskets of apples, boxes of tobacco, etc., were loaded on
the truck in large quantities. Thirty bushels of apples or 35

Making Right Angle Turn.

dies incoming freight, part of which is transferred from one car

to another, and the rest is for local concerns. The truck was

called upon to handle all sorts of articles—large and small,

heavy and Hght. The length of haul varied from 100 to 800 ft.

Freight cars were entered, the truck loaded at the extreme end

of the car if necessary, and then run out and into another car,

or the goods were transferred to some point in the depot. At

times the freight car doors were not exactly opposite the depot

doors, so that the actual opening was hardly greater than the

width of the truck; but under none of these circumstances was

it impossible to enter and turn into the car.

Five tons of flour were taken from a car and hauled a distance

Two-Wheel Drive and Four-Wheel Steer: Radius of Action

About Equal to the Wheel Base.

of 260 ft. in 30 min. 43 sec. The flour was mixed with other

goods in the freight car, so that five trips were necessary instead

of four. Had this not been the case the five tons could have

been handled in less than half an hour. In 13 min. 10 sec, 6,000

lbs. of coffee was unloaded from a car and carried 170 ft. At

times the truck was loaded as high as the top of the freight

car with light merchandise and carried long distances. On
other occasions small heavy castings, which would hardly lie

Four-Wheel Drive and Four-Wheel Steer; Radius of Action

About Half the Wheel Base.

to 40 crates of eggs could be carried on one load. At times

several himdred small wooden boxes of yeast foam were placed

on the truck, which were very awkward to handle w-ith hand
trucks. Many loads had to be distributed to various places in

the ilciiot. This worked no hardship on the truck, due to its

.
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1
Phi

Freight Depot

"
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Arrangement of Lake Shore Depot and Tracks Where Dyna-

mic Truck Was Tested.

ability to turn sharp corners and get into confined quarters.

The truck was experimented with at this depot for about two
weeks during the last part of August and first of September,

1912. During part of this time it was doing a good share of the

work alone, due to a strike of the truck wheelers at the depot.

Wages in Enxland.—As a result of meetings of the concili-

ation board, the wages of about 5,000 employees of the Great

Eastern Railway have been increased, and the hours of switch-

men and signalmen have been reduced. The alterations include

increases varying from $1 a week for some London district

signalmen to 25 cents for porters, ticket-takers and carmen.

The demands of the men, which included a standard eight-hour

day and a minimum wage of $5.25 in London and $4.50 in the

country, have not been fully conceded.

Proposed Bolivian Line.—The Bolivian government has re-

ceived a proposal to construct a railway having a gage of 3 ft.

1 in. from Juntas de San Antonio, or Fortin Campero, on the

Argentine frontier, along the Bermejo river to the city of

Tarija. The route of the proposed railway passes through the

capitals of the provinces of .\rce and Aviles, and is estimated

to cost $4,860,000. A telegraph line is also included in the con-

struction. It is calculated that the entire work can be com-

pleted in about five years from the time construction work i»

begun.

New Chilean Railway.—The new Chilean railway from

Iquique through Antofagasta to Talca, connecting the agri-

cultural with the nitrate districts, will probably be opened tcv

traffic bv the end of 1913.

I
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©en^ral ^^txj0»

The Illinois Central was sued by the United States district

attorney at Chicago on October 2, on ten counts for violation of

the federal hours of service law.

The Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul was fined $200 and costs

in the United States district court at Davenport, la., for viola-

tions of the federal hours of service law.

The receivers of the Pere Marquette have authorized the pur-

chase of 200.000 ties, in addition to the number laid usually each

year and purchased under the regular contract.

It is said that the Grand Trunk Pacific will install telephones

for train despatching throughout the entire line. The first divi-

sion to be changed over will be that between West Fort Wil-

liam and Superior Junction.

Members of five shop crafts aggregating about three hundred

men employed in the shops of the Trinity & Brazos Valley at

Teague, Tex., went on strike on October 1. as a mark of protest

against the recent appointment of a foreman.

The Treasury Department has ordered that health officers

shall begin at once an inspection of all trains and vessels in

interstate traffic and are to report to Washington the names of

railroads and steamship companies on which unsanitary condi-

tions are found.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois is equipping its line from
Evansville, 111., to Danville, and from Danville to Yard Center,

Chicago, with telephones for train despatching. The equipment

includes 125 local battery Gill selector outfits. The equipment

has been furnished by the General Railway Equipment Company.

A suit has been entered against the Great Northern and the

Illinois Central for violation of the 16-hour law. The complaint

against the Great Northern is to test whether or not the time

spent by a locomotive crew while the locomotive is not run-

ning, but while the crew must w'atch the locomotive, is time on
duty or not.

The high quality of work done by apprentices in the shops of

the Grand Trunk is shown in the awards just granted to the

exhibit of apprentices' drawings at the Toronto Exhibition. The
apprentices from Stratford took six prizes for mechanical draw-
ing; getting a total of $32 out of $41. J"he remaining $9 went
to the apprentices from Point St. Charles, Que.

It is expected that within about two weeks commuters com-
ing into the Grand Central station at New York will be sent

through the new Grand Central station itself instead of being

sent through the temporary wooden passages on the Lexington
avenue side of the station that are now used. It is expected that

the station will be put in operation about January 1.

Kansas City Southern passenger train No. 4 was held up
three and one-half miles north of Poteau, Okla., on the night

of October 4 by four masked men who ransacked the mail,

blew open the safe in the express car, and escaped into the

woods. They are said to have obtained $10,000 and some
registered letters. The passengers were not disturbed.

- Reports from Atlanta, Ga., say that the strike of trainmen

and conductors on the Georgia Railroad has so seriously inter-

fered with train operation that the locomotive enginemen have
been ordered by the Brotherhood of Locomotive Enginemen to

join the strike. Commissioner of Labor Neill is now in

Augusta, Ga., in an effort to bring about a settlement of the

strike.

The Co-Operative Safety Congress, held at Milwaukee, Wis.,

last week, under the auspices of the Association of Iron & Steel

Electrical Engineers, at the closing session on Friday resolved

itself into a permanent national organization to be known as

the National Council for Industrial Safety. Plans for an
organized national campaign for the promotion of industrial

safety were adopted and arrangements were made for the next
safety congress in 1913 in connection with the annual meeting
of the Association of Iron & Steel Electrical Engineers.

Fred C. Schwedtman of the National Association of Manufac-
turers was elected chairman of the Congress.

The Boston Elevated Railway has put in use on one of its

surface lines an articulated car, which consists of two four-

wheel passenger cars connected by a central compartment
which rests on the ends of the two cars and is used only for

entrance and exit purposes. The car, or combination of cars,

will traverse a curve of 35 ft. radius, and by this expedient
the company makes use of its cars 20 ft. and 25 ft. long, of
which it owns over 1,400. At the same time, it can make use

of the pay-as-you-enter feature which cannot possibly be
adopted on a single short car. The conductor is stationed op-
posite the doors of the central compartment, or vestibule, and
controls all doors on both cars by pneumatic apparatus. The
middle compartment or vestibule is about 14 ft. long from
center to center of the king pins, and its two center sills are
5-in. I-beams.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has compiled figures show-
ing the results of its safety campaign during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1912. On the lines east of Albuquerque there

were 131 fewer persons injured, 18 fewer employees killed and
1.146 fewer employees injured on trains or in shops than in the

previous fiscal year. There were also i2 less persons killed and
86 less injured in trespassing and crossing accidents, making a
total reduction of 50 killed and 1,363 injured. During eleven
months of the fiscal year the claims department reported a reduc-
tion of nearly $250,000 in claims paid on the entire system as com-
pared with the entire previous fiscal year. These results follow

a personal and unorganized campaign instituted by J. D. M.
Hamilton, claims attorney, for the purpose of persuading the

employees to get the "safety habit." Since the end of the fiscal

year the Santa Fe has organized a safety bureau headed by
Isaiah Hale as commissioner of safety.

Attendance in the College of Engineering of the University

of Illinois.

The number of students registered in the College of Engineer-
ing of the University of Illinois on October 1, 1912, is reported
as follows: Architecture and architectural engineering, 334;
civil engineering, 213; electrical engineering, 280; mechanical en-
gineering, 253; mining engineering, 26; municipal and sanitary

engineering, 23; railway engineering, 20; total, 1,149.

This statement does not include the number of engineering

students registered in the Graduate School. The number of

undergraduate students in the College of Engineering on the

same date last year was 1,206.

An Englishman in New York.

There has been marvelous development in American railroad-

ing—much comfort and luxury—but your Pullman cars are an
abomination. They're noisy and public, while our sleeping cars

are quiet and private. Your subway is a terrible place, crowded
and almost dangerous in its stifling, rude crush. We EngUsh
would suffocate from the frightful air. I wonder you tolerate it.—Lord Claud John Hamilton, Chairman of the Great Eastern
Railway of England; Interview at New York.

Derailment in Spain.

On October 5 a passenger train was derailed near Alicante,

Spain, and nine persons are reported as having been killed and
about 100 others injured. The train left the track on a down
grade and the locomotive plowed into the station building at

Alicante, telescoping some of the cars.

Boiler Inspection Rules.

At a general session of the Interstate Commerce Commission,

held at its office in Washington, D. C, on September 12, 1912,

it was ordered that Rules 29 and 35, as approved in the order

of the commission entered June 2, 1911, be amended to read as

follows

:

Twenty-nine : Siphon.—Every gage shall have a siphon of ample capacity

to prevent steam entering the gage. The pipe connection shall enter the

boiler direct and shall be maintaiiied steam tight between boiler and gage.

The siphon pipe and its connections to the boiler must be cleaned each time
the gage is tested.

Thirty-five: Selling of safely valves.—Safety valves shall be set to pop
essure. When
which must be

of the person engaged in setting

dicated by the gages varies more than

at jiressures not exceeding 6 lbs. above the working steam pi

setting safety valves two steam gages shall be used, one of
located that it will be in full

such valves; and if the pressure
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3 lbs. the> shall be removed from the boiler, tested, and corrected before
the safety valves are set. Gages shall in all cases be tested immediately
before the safety valves are set or any change made in the setting. When
setting safety valves the water level in the boiler shall not be above the
highest gage cock.

It was further ordered that the amendments to Rules 29 and
35 be made effective on and after January 1, 1913.

'Frisco Office Efficiency Association.

The association of chief clerks and heads of departments of

the St. Louis & San Francisco organized on September 24, as

described in the Railway Age Gazette of September 27, page 583,

is to be known as the 'Frisco Office Efficiency Association.

Seventy-eight heads of departments, chief clerks, assistant chief

clerks, accountants and timekeepers attended the organization

meeting, and the following officers were elected

:

President, J. B. Hilton, chief clerk to superintendent eastern

division, Springfield, Mo.
First vice-president, C. J. Stephenson, special examiner gen-

eral manager's office, Springfield, Mo.
Second vice-president, F. E. Brannaman, chief clerk to gen-

eral superintendent, second district, Springfield, Mo.
Secretary, W. D. Bassett, assistant chief clerk to general man-

ager, Springfield, Mo.
The first meeting to discuss various committee reports will

be held about November 20.

Derailment at Westport, Conn.

In the derailment of a westbound express train on the Xcw
York, New Haven & Hartford at Westport, Conn., 11 miles

east of Stamford, on the afternoon of October 3, four passen-

gers, a mail clerk, the engineman and the fireman were killed,

and 20 or more passengers were injured. The train was the

second section of No. 53, and the cause of the derailment was

excessive speed through a No. 10 crossover, the circumstances

being much like those of the derailment of an eastbound ex-

press near Bridgeport in July, 1911, although this case occurred

in daylight. The engine of No. 53 fell down a bank and the

mail car and one parlor car lodged on top of the engine. The
other three parlor cars in the train were derailed but not

ditched. The mail car and three parlor cars caught fire from

the locomotive, and four women in the first parlor car were

burned to death.

The engineman of the train, George L. Clark, was an ex-

perienced runner. Numerous witnesses say that the speed of

the train entering the crossover was 50 or 60 miles an hour

and that the distant signal, as well as the home, was properly

set against the train. It should have run from the inner to

the outer westbound track. This is the course which was taken

by the first section of the train, which had passed about 11 min-

utes prior to the accident. A section foreman who was at work

a short distance west of the point of derailment saw the danger-

ous speed at which the train was coming and ran toward it,

waving his hat. but in his testimony before the coroner, he said

that he did not succeed in attracting the attention of the en-

gineman. The distant signal is 3,S00 ft. in the rear of the

crossover, and is visible for a distance of 4,000 ft. before reach-

ing it.

A report shortly after the wreck indicated that a member of

the Engineers' Brotherhood criticized the New Haven, claiming

that the engineers had been ordered to make up lost time.

That there was no foundation for this statement was brought

out at the Interstate Commerce Commission hearing at New
York on Tuesday, October 8. One of the engineers swore at the

hearing that the following bulletin had been posted in the engine

houses on September 23

:

"Our passenger service has not been running very satisfactor-

ily since the heavy business set in on the 1st of .September,

although travel has very much decreased, and there is con-

siderable fault on account of so many trains being late.

"Every effort should be made to keep trains on time, and con-

ductors are requested to avoid loss of time at stations loading

and unloading passengers, and engineers are requested to do
everything they can to make time, except that it is not desired

to in any way run trains beyond a safe speed. Neither do we
wish to have the orders on slow-downs disregarded.

"Be very careful when you have delays, to make correct re-

ports. Conductors must confer with engineers to make sure

that the reports are strictly accurate."

Railway Signal Association.

The seventeenth annual meeting of this association was opened
at Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, on Tuesday mornitig of this

week. The number present at the first session was over 200,
including a good representation of ladies. On the special train
from New York there was a party of over 100. and nearly that
number came in a body from Chicago.

President Charles C. Anthony in his address referred felici-

tously to the presence of so many members from the United
States in British dominions, and invited all Canadian signal-

men to take part in the meetings. The association is in a
flourishing condition ; the work of the committees during the

past year was very large in volume and fully up to previous
standards. Friendly and profitable relations have been main-
tained with the committee of the American Electric Railway
Association, which has to do with signaling, and harmonious
progress, as between steam and electric railways, may be con-
fidently expected.

Mr. Anthony alluded to the fact that government regulation

of railroad operation is with us and has come to stay. It can-

not be successfully opposed, but it may be intelligently directed,

and railroad officers should meet the issue in a friendly man-
ner. A committee of the Railway Signal Association has

rendered important assistance during the year to the Commit-
tee on the Relations of Railway Operation to Legislation, The
president commended the work of the committees on the Manual
of Standards, recently issued, and on the proposed signal diction-

ary, the nature of which is to be a vocabularj' purely.

Mr. .-Anthony presented forcibly to the members the duty,

if they would make of signal engineering a true profession, of

working for the good of society, in the broad sense. They
must unselfishly carry out the true professional ideal, which
is to utilize the forces of nature for the benefit of man, in ac-

cordance with the soundest economy. The signal engineer

often must take care not to pursue perfection to the last de-

gree; it is his duty to consider the viewpoint of the general

manager, who never has unlimited resources. The attainment

of safety and efficiency in the highest degree compatible with

a broad view, a thorough comprehension of details, and the

truly professional spirit, is the ideal goal.

The executive committee reported that the result of the letter

ballot on tlie question of making Chicago the place for holding

all annual meetings was not sufficiently decisive to warrant ac-

tion looking to that object and it had been decided to do nothing

further. It has been decided that where a committee report

shall be referred back, the discussion on such report shall not

be included in the printed proceedings. J. C. Mock, as a dele-

gate, represented the association at the recent meeting of the

International .\ssociation for Testing ilaterials.

In the future there will be only four issues of the Journal

each year; the procedings of the June meeting will be combined
with those of the annual meeting.

The result of the election by letter ballot shows that the offi-

cers of the. association for the ensuing year will be the follow-

ing : President, B. H. Mann. Missouri Pacific ; first vice-pres-

ident, F. P. Patenall, Baltimore & Ohio ; second vice-president,

Thomas S. Stevens, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe ; secretary-

treasurer, C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. The new members
of the board of direction, chosen for the next two years are:

J. C. Young, a'- P.) ; H. \V. Lewis (L. V.) ; R. E. Trout (St.

L. & S. F.), and C. A. Dunham (.0. N.).

A report of the remainder of the convention will appear in

next week's issue.

Railroad y . M. C. A. Conference.

The fourteenth annual conference of the Railroad Department

of the Young Men's Christian Association of North America,

held at Chicago on October 3. 4, 5 and 6, was the most suc-

cessful in point of interest and attendance in the history of

the department. Nearly two thousand railway men and dele-

gates from all parts of the United States and Canada were

present at the various sessions, including nearly one hundred

prominent railway officials and executives. H. U. Mudge, presi-

dent of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, acted as chairman

of the committee on local arrangements.

The sessions of the conference were opened on the after-

noon of Thursday, October 3, in Orchestra Hall, Dr. John P.
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Munn, chairman of the Railroad Department of the Inter-

national Committee, acting as presiding officer. Addresses of

welcome were made by Rev. John Timothy Stone, pastor of the
Fourth Presbyterian church, Chicago ; W. P. Sidley, president
of Chicago Young Men's Christian Association, and W. A. Gar-
rett, vice-president, Chicago Great Western, who gave some sta-

tistics showing the importance of Chicago as the greatest rail-

way center in the world, and spoke of the importance of the
railroad department of the Y. M. C. A. to the railways. Re-
sponses were made by R. J. Cole, of Derry, Pa. ; Samuel Pugh,
of Canada ; T. E. Clarke, assistant to president Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western, and Enoch Barker of New York.
On Thursday evening the annual banquet was held in the

First Regiment Armory, at which sixteen hundred were seated
at the tables on the main floor, nearly one hundred railway
officers at the speakers' table, and approximately five hundred in

the spectators' balconies.

Dr. Munn, the presiding officer, introduced the Hon. H. B. F.

Macfarland, formerly commissioner of the District of Colum-
bia, as toastmaster, and brief addresses of greeting were made
by H. U. Mudge, president of the Rock Island Lines ; G. W.
Stevens, president of the Chesapeake & Ohio ; B. F. Bush,
president of the Missouri Pacific and Denver & Rio Grande,
and John Carstensen, vice-president New York Central Lines.

W. A. Gardner, president of the Chicago & North Western,
and C. H. Markham, president of the Illinois Central, who were
also on the programme, were unable to be present. Mr. Mudge
in his address said that the moral and physical welfare of rail-

way workers is a subject of the utmost importance to all the

people of the country, and that the railroad department of the

Y. M. C. A. stands for the upbuilding of character and conser-

vation of men. He was gratified to see such a large attendance

at the conference, and was hopeful that much good will come
from this gathering and a great stimulation of the work of

the department.

Mr. Stevens said that the Chesapeake & Ohio was among the

first roads to appreciate the importance of the railroad Y. M.
C. A. work, and that in the twenty-two years since the first

building for the association was established on that line the

results have been so great that today every division point and

terminal railroad is provided with a building. This includes

eleven buildings in operation, costing $200,000, and which take

care of a daily attendance of about 3,700 members. "The Rail-

road Y. M. C. A. has ceased to be an experiment," he said,

"and I believe every railway should be provided with its

service."

Mr. Bush reminded those in attendance of the important work
it is in their power to do in behalf of the railways in bringing

about better relations between the carriers and the public.

"The railway presidents," he said, "don't belong to any union.

You are organized and can protect yourselves, but who is there

to protect the owners and executives? For the past five years

there have been no game laws for railroads and they are always

in season. There has been a great deal of misconception on

the part of the public and feeling against the railways which

has probably been brought on in part by the past actions of

railway executives themselves, but I ask your co-operation and

loyal support in helping the public to understand that we too

have our troubles. We cannot continue to go on as we are

going. It is not within reason that transportation should be

the only line of business that can carry a continually increasing

expense with a constantly diminishing compensation. If the

transportation business is to continue as it should there has

got to be a change of sentiment, and we have got to have the

fair treatment other lines of business are accorded, or we can-

not continue to grow and give the public the service they de-

mand."
Mr. Carstensen related the history of the founding of the

first branch of the railroad department of the Y. M. C. A. by

Commodore Vanderbilt in the old Grand Central station at

New York, and also described the new building to be erected

in connection with the new Grand Central Terminal. A letter

was read from W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., expressing .ippreciation

of the work of the association and regretting his inability to

be present.

Following the addresses of greeting six four-minute replies

to the question, "Why We Believe in the Railroad Association,"

were given by Wm. Bird, an engineer of the Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Chicago & St. Louis; S. B. Hamer, a Chesapeake & Ohio
conductor; F. O. Lattimer, a Baltimore & Ohio fireman; W. M.
Lethridge, a brakeman on the El Paso & Southwestern ; .\nse

Lawhead, a Pennsylvania switchman; and Wm. Hoff< rt, a
Pennsylvania shopman. All expressed a high sense of appre-
ciation of the remarkable improvement in the conditions sur-

rounding the men at points where Y. M. C. A.'s have been es-

tablished, comparing the present surroundings with the saloons
which formerly presented the only places of rest at the end of

their runs when away from home. After the Chesapeake &
Ohio conductor had given his talk President Stevens stepped
across the platform and congratulated him openly while the

audience applauded.

Cyrus H. McCormick, president of the International Harvester
Company, and a member of the International Committee of the

Y. M. C. A., expressed an appreciation of the work of the

association saying it is good business on the part of railways

and corporations generally to spend money for welfare work
among employees. "The work of the Y. M. C. A. is practical

and helpful," he said "This is especially true of the railroad

department. The railways owe much to this association for

the work it has done so efficiently among their employees. The
railways also have set a splendid example to other corporations

and employers in the hearty way in which they have co-operated

in the work."

Toastmaster Macfarland delivered an address on "The Al-

truistic Spirit of the Railroad Association." Throughout the

dinner and during the speeches motion pictures were shown il-

lustrating many of the association buildings and their rooms
in such a way as to give an insight into the work and methods
of the association, and also various features of railroad work.

Miss Helen Miller Gould, who had been expected as one of

the principal guests at the dinner, was delayed by an accident

to her train on the West Shore near Buffalo, and did not reach

Chicago until the evening was over.

The programme was resumed at the conference on Friday
morning, at which E. H. DeGroot, president of the American
Association of Railway Superintendents, presented the report

of the Commission on Business Administration. Short talks

were given by delegates on "Construction Camps," "Street Rail-

way," "Foreign Countries" and "Unorganized Points."

At the afternoon session, W. G. Lee, president of the

Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, acted as chairman. The
conference continued on Friday evening and Saturday morning,

followed by an automobile ride for visiting delegates on Satur-

day afternoon, a church parade and a conference sermon at

the Auditorium on Sunday morning, and a railroad men's meet-

ing at Orchestra Hall in the afternoon, at which C. W. Egan,

general claim agent of the Baltimore & Ohio presented a

stereopticon talk on "Safety Work."
Miss Gould spoke briefly to the delegates at the meeting on

Friday morning, received the wives of delegates at the Congress

Hotel, and later gave a luncheon for all employees of the Gould
Lines present at the Congress Hotel, at which President Bush
of the Missouri Pacific and Denver & Rio Grande acted as

toastmaster. Short talks were made by E. J. Pearson, vice-

president of the Missouri Pacific, and John F. Moore, secre-

tary of the International Y. M. C. A.

An interesting exhibit of various kinds of supplies and fur-

nishings used in Y. M. C. A. buildings was shown in a room at

Orchestra Hall by advertisers in the Association Magactiie at

the request of the association.

A large number of group suppers were held at various res-

taurants in the city by the delegates from the different railway

systems.

At the close of each session small slips were distributed at

the doors on which was printed in large letters "Save a Delay

to a Freight Car a Day." This was done at the instance of a

railway executive who declared "That's the best religion I know
of just now."

Meeting of Operating Officials of Illinois Central.

The first annual meeting of operating officers of the Illinois

Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley was held at the

Auditorium Hotel in Chicago, on October 7 and 8. W. L.

Park, vice-president and general manager, presided and made
an opening address, in which he explained the purpose of the
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meeting. Committee reports were made on the following sub-

jects on Monday morning: "Co-operation," C. M. Kittle, chair-

man ; D. W. Longstreet, W. C. Parker, Blewett Lee ; "Undesir-
abiHty of Criticising Without Suggesting a Remedy," A. E.
Clift, chairman; J. F. Porterfield, S. S. Morris; "Always Safety
First." H. B. Hull, chairman; W. S. Williams, R. V. Fletcher,

D. W. Thrower.
At the session on Monday afternoon the first report was on

"Courtesy," and was made by Captain C. L. Bent, chairman; C. L.

Sively, F. D. Miller and F. M. Dow\ The need for courtesy
on the part of railway officers and employees to patrons of the
railways was dwelt on, and the report concluded with the
slogan. "Safet>- First, Courtesy and Efficient Service Always."
A paper on "The Maintenance of Track and Structures." was

prepared by a committee composed of L. W. Baldwin, T. E.
Hill. P. Laden and E. J. Boland. Special emphasis was laid

on the necessity of doing all work well and completing it before
leaving. A careful inspection of all track by the superintend-
ents, roadmasters and track foremen was advocated to see what
is necessary to get the track in proper condition for the winter,
and to decide what work will be necessary for the coming year,
so that plans can be made accordingly and material ordered.
Attention was also called to the importance of a well kept
right-of-way and buildings and their influence on general oper-
ating conditions.

A report on "The Maintenance of Automatic Signals by Track
Foremen," was prepared by M. V. Morgan, J. Clifford, A. F.
Blaess and N. E. Baker, outlining a proposed combined organ-
ization for the maintenance of track and block signals, which it

is proposed to try out experimentally on the Tennessee division
in the near future.

A report on the "Improvement in the Maintenance and Ob-
servation of Signals," was prepared by L. A. Downs, N. E.
Baker, C. H. Hammond and W. E. Knox. The committee
stated that the necessity for co-operation between the signal
and track departments in the maintenance organization suggested
one important advantage of combining these forces. A blank
on which to report signal failures similar to the engine fail-

ures report was suggested in order that failures could be
promptly followed up and the responsibility located.

On Monday evening a dinner was given at the Auditorium
Hotel. Mr. Park presided, and brief addresses were made by
President Markham, Vice-President Parker, Comptroller Blau-
velt, General Solicitor Lee and Attorney Sheean. All the speak-
ers dwelt on the need for better co-operation between all de-
partments of the railway. D. C. Buell, chief of the educational
bureau of the Illinois Central, made an address, explaining the
way in which moving pictures are being used to instruct fire-

men to fire better and to promote the "safety first" campaign.
On Tuesday, a committee composed of J. J. Pelley, chair-

man; F. W. Taylor, F. B. Barclay and Willard Dowd, made a
report on methods that will increase mileage of locomotives.
Special attention was called to hot boxes, the delays in yards,

poor despatching, careful and thorough shop repairs and the

prompt handling of engines at the terminals. An outline of an
engine terminal plant and organization was also given as one
insuring the prompt handling of the engines.

"How to Secure Maximum L^se of Freight Cars," was the

subject of a report by J. M. Daly, chairman ; Richard Rivett,

F. M. Jones and N. W. Spangler. This report is abstracted

elsewhere.

A method of more accurately determining the correct tonnage
of a train was presented by the committee on "Increased Ton-
nage per Locomotive Mile." A chart of adjusted locomotive
tonnage ratings W'as shown for grades up to 80 ft. per mile

for the various classes of engines. The engine of greatest tract-

ive effort was considered as a 100 per cent, engine, and all

others as so many per cent, of this engine. A speed of 10

m. p. h., and a loaded car weight of SO tons were taken as a

standard. The method of using the chart is as follows : Take
the adjusted rating corresponding to the grade and class of en-

gine. Add the constructive tons for that grade to the total

weight of the car and divide the sum into the adjusted rating

to get the number of cars for the train. For cars heavier than

SO tons the calculated rating will be greater than the actual

tonnage rating as given in the chart and for cars of less than

SO tons it will be less. This is as it should be for the re-

sistance per ton is less for a loaded car than an empty one.

The committee on this subject was W. M. Baxter, chairman;

J. M. Daly, V. V. Boatner and F. B. Oren.
"Prevention of Loss and Damage to Freight," by J. L. East,

chairman; D. B. Bristol, T. T. Keliher and G. E. Patterson. It

was shown that the gross freight revenue of the Illinois Central

in the fiscal year 1912 was $47,184,264, and that the amount
charged to operation because of loss and damage to freight

was $1,221,418, or 2.59 per cent, of the gross earnings. The
large increase in freight claims was attributed chiefly to the

fact that shipments are either improperly marked or improp-
erly packed, and it was pointed out that the company must rely

mainly on its local agents to remedy this situation. The causes

of loss and damage were carefully analyzed. The Loss and
Damage Bureau recently established on the Illinois Central

will, it was stated, compile statistics showing exactly where
the losses are occurring; in other words, will be able to show
at any time the number of shorts, overs, bad orders and pilfer-

ages, which are occurring from and to each station on the

Illinois Central and Y. & M. V. In addition to this, it will be

able to show how many shorts, overs, bad orders and pilferages

occur on each train operated on the Illinois Central and Y. &
M. v., so that those in charge can at all times know where
the trouble is, and it will be expected that the proper remedy
will in each case be applied.

Assistant agents of the Loss and Damage Bureau will spend

ten days on each division, locating and analyzing conditions

and irregularities. After the ten days, the general super-

intendent, with the agent of the Loss and Damage Bureau, will

attend a meeting at which there will be present division officers,

agents at the larger points and others, where these irregu-

larities will be discussed and corrective methods immediately

put in operation.

A committee composed of G. W. Barry, chairman ; L. E.

McCabe, F. T. Mooney and V. U. Powell, discussed the ques-

tion of reduction in number of freight cars at terminals. It

believed that the first and most important feature is a complete

and correct yard check of all cars on hand, both loaded and
empty, including cars on industry team tracks and hold tracks.

The yard check should show initials, car number, contents and
such other information as can be obtained from the car carding.

All industry tracks, team tracks and hold tracks should be

switched at least once each twenty-four hours, and if there

is any failure to perform this service, report should be made
to the general roadmaster of each track not switched. The
delay to a large number of loaded cars on terminals can be

avoided by giving notice promptly to consignees of the arrival

of the cars. This can be done in a great many instances by

telephone in addition to a form of postal or delivery notice,

which will assist in getting disposition twenty-four to forty-

eight hours earlier. In addition to this, standing orders from

consignees should be secured wherever possible to permit card-

ing of cars for delivery on arrival instead of carding cars until

disposition can be secured, which invariably results in a delay

of from twenty-four to forty-eight hours, and in many instances

longer.

American Electric Manufacturing Association.

At the exhibit of the American Electric Railway Manufac-

turers' Association, held at the International Amphitheater,

Chicago, October 7 to 11, in connection with the convention of

the American Electric Railway Association, the following com-

panies manufacturing material or devices used on steam roads

were represented

:

Allen, Edgar, American Manganese Steel Company, Chicago.

—

Electric

special Rround motor gears and pinions. Stag brand manganese steel

test bars. Represented by Walter H. Evans.

AUis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis.—.\ir brake equipments, new
high speed car compressor, steam turbine model, portable motor driven

compressor, transformers, motors, controllers, and photographs of

steam engine, gas engine, steam turbine, hydraulic turbine, rotary con-

verter, generator, motor-generator, and switchboard installations. Rep-

resented bv C. A. Pepper, J. W. Gardner. F. Von Schlegel, H. W.
Cheney, I.' L. Dimm, W. R. Crawford. J. T. Cunningham, A. W.
Burns, E Dryer, S. R. Curr, C. M. MacDonald, P. F. W. Timm,
Joseph Frisch, O. M. Donaldson, Jacob Schaffer and S. C. Orrell.

American Eitumastic Enamels Company, Cleveland. O.—Samples of metal

preservative bitumastic enamels and solution and demonstrations of the

material under various tests. Represented by H. W. French and
H. S. Lippincott.

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, Mahwah, N. J.—A. E. R A
standard brake heads and shoes of all types, steel back and wrought
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lugs. Full and partial flange anil open flange shoes. Represented by
r. VV. Sargent, Frank L. Gordon, J. S. Thompson. C. P. Wright,
A. G. Delany. M. J. iMulligan, R. M, Brower, E. L. Jones, E. B.
.Smith, R. L. Dewey. J. G. Tawsc and E. A. Gregory.

American Car & Foundry ComDanv, Chicago.—Car wheels and axles, the
U. T. D. street car wheels.' Represented hy Scott II. Blewett, J. M.
Keller, VV. C. Dickerman, H. C. Haumueller and C. 1>. Dickerman.

.\nierican Mason Safety Tread Company, Boston, Mass.—Mason safety
treads. Empire carborundum treatls, Stanwood treads, Karbolith floor-

ing. Represented by Henry C. King, M. 11. Eddy and R. C. Uavison.

American Railway Supply Co., New York.—Cap badges, breast badges,
buttons. Represented by Charles Lounsbury.

American Steel & Wire Company, Chicago.—Wires and cables and track
bonding devices. Thirty per cent, rubber wire. Roresented bv C. P.
.Vaiol, B. H. Ryder, R. J. Wright and C. S. Knight.

Anderson Brake Adjuster Company, Omaha, Neb.—Automatic slack ad-
juster. Represented by Wilson A. Austin and Charles O. Anderson.

Archbold-Brady Company, Syracuse, N. V.— Model of tower for electrical

transmission wires, photographs and prints of installations. Repre-
sented by W. K. Archbold.

-Vtlas Railway Supply Company, Chicago.—.\tlas compromise rail joints.

Atlas insulated joints, tie plates and rail braces. Represented by J. G.
MacNicholI and D. Thomson.

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.—Motor truck class 78-22A,
built for the Mesaba Railwav. Motor truck class 79-25A, built for
the Portland, Gray & Lewiston Railroad. Motor truck class 48-1411-2,
built for the Washington Railway & Electric Company. Vauclain
centering side bearing. Represented by S. A. Bullock, Clarence F.
Dodson, Charles Riddell, W. H. Bentley. C. S. Goble, A. Hazelhurst,
W. R. Lee and C. H. Peterson.

Berry Bros.,* Ltd., Detroit, Mich.—Specimens of Copal and shellac gum.
Varnished panels, locomotive and car varnishes. Represented by
D. W. H. Moreland, Charles H. Smith and Walter E. Paye.

Blocki Brennan Refining Company, Chicago.—Carboxide elastic metal pre-
server. Represented by lames C. Cleary, Gordon F. Douglass, Glenn
E. Plumb, Rudolph Bracker, W. F. Brennan and F. W. Blocki.

Boss Nut Company, Chicago.—Full lii

hexagonal. Represented by T. P.
Wilhelm.

Be J- Made

J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia. Pa.—Truck 27-GEI, "Radiax" El truck,
39-E truck, 27-MCB3 truck, rolled top plush seal, leather covered three-

part back seat, cane and wood seat. 18 in. back "Winner" seat, cherry
slat seat, stationary rattan covered seat, lined and unlined rattan,

model brake hangers, "'Dumpit" sand box, '"Dedena" pong, folding
gates, brake handle, springs, e.xhaust ventilator, steel platform knee,
track scraper, self-ringing gong. Represented by J. W. Rawle, R. B.
Libbell, C. F. Rice. F. S. Richards, T. J. Warren. W. A. Lewis, S. M.
Curwen. W. H. Heulings, Jr., S. T. Bole. G. M. Haskell, J. E. Brill,

G. H. Tontrup, Fred Brill, E. Bronenkamp. R. H. Thompson. D. B.
Dean, H. E. Smith, C. F. Johnson, S. M. Wilson, F. L. Marcum,
S. K. Colby and J. A. Dawson.

Buda Company, Chicago.—Switch mates, crossings and frogs, solid manga-
nese steel, manganese steel center types of construction for both T-rail
and girder rail construction, automatic spring boxes, spring anti-

kickers, switch rods and stands, gasoline motor cars. Represented by
W. P. Hunt, H. S. Evans, R. B. Fisher. Delbert C. Smith. F. W.
Marvel. H. C. Beebe, E. Johnson, J. T. Harahan, Jr., and Lawrence
Ha

Cambria Steel Cotipany, Johnstown, Pa.—Locomotive and car axles, 100
per cent, rail joints, Morrison guard rail. Re -resented bv A. Morrison,
Merrill G. Baktr, Clifford J. Ellis, G. Bargart, H. H. Cosley and
E. F, Kenney.

Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Track constructed with 1001b.
A. S. C. E. rail, Duquesne joints and steel cross ties, 33-in. rolled

steel wheel, 34-in. rolled steel wheels mounted on axle. Duqucsie rail

joints showing various treatments, test specimens of vanadium steel,

special rril Fertions and steel piline. rollerl ste"l rear-blank. Renre-
sented by Waldo Berry, Robert Coe, L. W. Conrov. C. B. Friday,
VV. B. Gre'him, N. M. Hench, R. P. Fntchinsin j'. H. Mc \1 rnev,
Edwin S. Mills H. W. Maxfon. Tohn C. Neale. K. E. Porter, C. F. W.
Rvs. N. B. Trist, H. P. Tiemnii. C. R. Vincert, VV. Williams. Geo.
W. Landrus, H. Van Zandt, H. L. Baker. J. B. Arnold and P. W.
O'Brien.

Central Electric Company. Chicago.—Okonite prodL-cts. Stanley-Patterson
batterv holders, high voltage insulators, shop receptacles, plugs, etc.,

D. & VV. products. Represented bv J. ^L Lorenz, R. N. Baker, T. S.

Harley, R. S. Kacin and T. C. Ringgold.

Chicago Pneumatrc Tool Company, Chicago.—E'ectric track drills, grinders,
post drills, pneumatic drills and hammers. Represented by C. D.
Coates. Charles Schumaker. A. M. Andreasen, G. A. Barden, A. C.
Andreasen and Thomas -Vldcorn.

Chicago Railway Equipment Company. Chicago.— Creco Monarch and Sterl-

ineworth brake beams, Creco slack adjusters, Creco lubricated side
bearings, malleable castings. Represented bv Frederick T. DeLong,
C. H. Williams. Jr., E. A. Le Beau. E. F. Leigh and J. C. Haswcll.

Chicago Varnish Company, Chicago.— Panels treated with the "Ce Ve"
process of car painting. Represented by .\. C. Morgan. G. S. Bi^elow,
Fred Gundrum, George G. Porter, Robert Knox and Robert Buckman.

Qeveland Frog & Crossing Company, Cleveland. O.—Combination steam
and electric railway rolled manqanese rail cros'^iiu-s. Track special

work, splice bending machine for offsetting splices, rhotographs of
Kerwin portable crossovers. Represented bv George Stanton. G. C.
Lucas, L. G. Parker, George Arnolds, Jr., George .\. Peabody, J. P.
Kuggles, W. S. Morse and W. AL Balkwill.

Consolidated Car-Heating Company. Albany, N. V.—Door operators (man-
ual type for folding and sliding doors, compressed-air type with push-
butte-'n switch for remote control, pneumatic car step and trap-door
operators, air Governor); all-steel ventilated spindle electric heaters
for 600 to 1800-volt operation, quick-break knife switches and panel-

boards, electric ventilating heaters, coal-burning ventilating heater,
thermostatic regulator for automatically controlling car temperature,
electric hot-water heaters, buzzer and light signal systems, battery

charging relays, tilting heat deflector, highway crossing signal, electric

gong ringer, electric couplers. Represented by C. C. Nuckols, James
F. McElroy, W. S. Hammond, Jr.. Thomas Farmer, Jr., H. L. Hawley,
M. C. Carpender, J. H. McElroy, C. A. Eggcrt and T. N. Bishop.

Continuous Rail Company, New York— Electrical rail crimping machine and
section of continuous rail. Represented by Walter Del Mar, Edgar
Rhodes and John Noll.

Lrouse-Hinds Company, Syracuse, N. Y.—Arc headlights, both carbon and
luminous types, incandescent headlights, both flush a::d suriace types;
condulets for car wiring, condulets tor all types of open conduit wiring,
panelboards and cabinets, knife switches, harpoon guy anchor, aa-
justarods, roundhouse reflectors. Represented by A. F. Hills, F. F.
Skeel, D. C. Gidley, Frank Buchanan and W. M. Fagan.

The Curtain Supply Company, Chicago.—Improved ring No. 89 curtain
fixture for enclosed grooves, closed cars, operating in small grooves.
Improved Ring No. 88 curtain fixture. Improved Rex all-metal curtain
roller with holding adjustment. Bulkhead door shield for horizontal
curtain with ring No. 88 fixture, ring No. 89 standard enclosed groove.
Curtain fixture for open car curtains. Open plait diaphragm and vesti-

bule curtain with automatic release handles. Rex steel sash oalanee.
Represented by VV. H. Forsythe, Ross F. Hayes, S. W. Midgeley,
George E. Fox and F. M. Egolf.

Dalton Adding Machine Company, Poplar Bluff, Mo.— Dalton adding, list-

ing and calculating machines, including hand-jull machines, electric

drives and machine with motor equipped with automatic cut-off. Rep-
resented by James L. Dalton, P. N. Sea, C. S. Buchanan, L. E.

Keller, W. I. Currie, G. A. Merritt, A. W. Rockwell and S. P. Child.

Dearborn Drug & CTiemical Works, Chicago—Reception room. Repre-
sented by Robert F. Carr, George R. Carr, J. W. Harkins, Fred S.

Hickey, -V. S. Cooke, Paul T. Payne.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J.—Graphite products,

crucibles and grease. Represented by L. H. Snyder, H. W. Chase,
T. H. Condit, Charles Mackintosh, F. R. Brandon, E. R. Smith and
"W. B. Allan.

G. Drouve Company, Bridgeport, Conn.—Anti-pluvius puttyless skylights,

straight push sash operator. Represented by William W. Dee and
R. S. Adams.

Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Barrett track and auto-

matic lowering jacks. Duff ball-bearing screw jacks, Barrett motor
armature lifts, Barrett emergency Bay State jack, Duff-Bethlehem
hydraulic jacks. Represented by E. A. Johnson, G. E. Watts and
C. A. Methfessel.

Duplex Metals Company, Chester, Pa.—Copper clad steel wire. Repre-

sented by C. B. Semile, .V. D. Rummel, E. M. Fondersmith, B. F.

Cameron' and S. C. Munoz.

Edwards, O. M., Company, Syracuse, N. Y.—Window fixtures, meul
trap doors, all-metal shade rollers, padlocks, steel furniture. Repre-

sented by Edward F. Chaffee, C. H. Rockwell, W. C. Bradbury and
T. P. O'Brian.

Egry Register Company, Dayton, Ohio.—Egry train-despatching registers,

Egry railway way-billing manifolders. Represented by Milton C. Stern
and John Moore.

Emery Pneumatic Lubricator Company, The, St. Louis, Mo.—Pneumatic
lubricators and pneumatic lubricant, brake cylinder lubricant. Rep-

resented by E. -\. Emery and N. J. McAIoney.

Falk Companv, Milwaukee, Wis.—Switches and mates, frogs and crossings.

Represented by VV. C. Burdick, H. S. Falk, G. A. Wuester and F. G.

Hibbard.

Flood S Conklin Comiany, Newark, N. J.—Car sections and panels. Rep-

resented by L. A. Williams, H. J. Kuhn and L. H. Conklin.

Ford & Johnson Company, Michigan City, Ind.—Interurban seats in

leather and plush, steel construction; trolley seats, stationary and re-

versible type, steel construc'.ion in rattan; improv<:d light-weight, sta-

tionary trolley seat in rattan; light-weight veneer seat, for trolley

'^ervice- fiber ru^h chairs for interurban observation cars. Repre-

sented 'bv B. H. Forsyth, C. A. Van Deveer, W. E. Murphy and

J. R. Walters.

Forged Steel Wheel Company, Pit:sburf!h, Pa.—Forged sleel wheels and

gear blanks. Represented by C. G. Bacon, Jr. VV A Libkeman.
G. N. Iloyd. R. L. Gordon, VV. G. Cory and J. A. Rapp.

Forsyth Brothers Comptny. Chicago.—Unit side section for all types of

pas^-ence.- c.:rs, brass sash, metal doors, steel carliii'.s. sash ratchets,

draft gear buflirg device. Represented by G. H. Forsyth, A. H.

Sisson, VVm. Wampler and E. II. Taylor.

Galena-Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa.—Reception booth. Represented

bv C C Sternbrenner, E. H. Baker, E. B. Sedgwick, G. .V. Barnes,

F g'. Beatty, Mr. Craig, J. C. Glair, Alfred Green. E. M. Hedley.

VV H Lee W. A. Love. VV. H. Pate, C. L. Richards. G. J. Smith,

Mr Southwell, C. H. Thomas. D. A. J. Sullivan, W. C. West. L. J.

Drake Ir C A. Record, VV. A. MacWhorter, W. A. Trubee. C. E.

Schauifler W. J. Walsh. G. L. -Morton, L. R. Speare, F. R. Staklum,

R. C. Smith, C. B. Royal.

General Electric Companv, Schenectady, N. Y'.—New Sprague-General Elec-

tric type MK controllers, railway motors, both commutating-pole and
self-venlilated; armorized solid gears and pinions; air-brake equipment

including air compressors; SG straight air motorman's valve and SF-4

handle, EH-1 emergency, quick-service valve, sectionalized magnet
valve variable-release triple valve and motorman's valve, line material,

600-volt d. c. aluminum-cell lightning arrester for street cars, luminous-

arc headlights, steam-flow meters, testing meters, indicating and record-

ing meters CP-28 portable air compressor, two ty.aes of ozonators,

batterv truck crane. Represented by J. G. Barry, A. K. Baylor, G. H.
Hill F. E. Case, C. E. Barry, E. H. Ginn, J. F. Layng, C. B. Keyes,

H N. Latey, I. H. Livsev. L. VV. Shugg, VV. J- Clark, E. P. Waller,

H L Monroe, H. C. Marsh, W. G. Carey. VV. A. VVoolford. C. E.

Eveleth, .\ V. Thompson, V. E. Raggio, W. C. Campell, Clcorge D.

Rosenthal, J. C. Calisch. H. C. Glaze. C. E. Sprague. C. C. Pe.rce,

R E Moore, VV. B. Potter, S. W. Trawick, F. H. Gale. M. M.
Corbin.

General Railwav Signal Company. Rochester. N. Y.—Standard line of two-

way universal a. c. signals, complete a. c. installation of two signals

controlled by track circuits with transformers on stub poles, fuses and
lightning arresters, relav model 2 form B for line and track. Model
'' form -V for line and track relays. Track and line transformers, im-

pedance bonds, light signals, base of pole and spindle type power sig-

nals Automatic stODS, mechanical trip and glass tube type. Switcb
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boxes and rods. Represented by H. M. Sperry, R. C. Leake, W. K.
Howe, H. G. Morgan, S. M. Day.

Gilbert & Barker Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Mass.—Oil storage
systems for gasoline, kerosene and heavy lubricatnig and paint oils,

hand and power driven self-measuring pumps, fuel oil and gas fur-
naces. Represented by C. F. Hatmaker.

Glazene Company, Chicago.—Railroad coach finish glazene for curtain and
seats, and newtone for cars. Represented by R. B. Kadish.

Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York, X. Y.— Electric
heaters, ventilators, thermostats. Represented by \V. H. Stocks, A.
E. Robbins.

Goldschmidt Thermit Company, New York.—Materials for welding rails,

compromise joints, electric motor cases and truck frames by the Ther-
mit process, samples of work done, samples of metal produced free from
carbon as shown by the Thermit grinder in operation. Represented
by William C. Cuntz, F. W. Coben, Feli.x Lange, H. S. Mann, W. 0.
Aldrich, Edw. Bigtrop, C. D. Young.

Green Engineering Company, Chicago.—Photographs of green chain grate
stokers, Geco pneumatic ash handling systems, Geco pressure water-
backs and Geco air banks. Represented by Frank S. Spohr and
Albert G. Burke, Jr.

Griffin Wheel Company, Chicago.—Grifiin FCS chilled iron car wheels.
Represented by T. A. Griffin. C. P. Dennett. C. K. Knickerbocker,
G. D. Casgrain, H. N. Scott. A. A. Hale. W. A. Bennett, Frank
I- linn, William Ferguson.

Grip Xut Company, Chicago.—Grip nuts, metal dust guards for journal
boxes, monogram bolt locks and fastenings. Represented by E. R.
Hibbard, J. W. Hibbard, W. E. Sharp, VV. G. Wilcoxson and C. P.
Marye.

Hale & Kilburn Company, Philadelphia.—City, suburban and interurban rail-
way car seats, steel interior car finish, moldings, doors, sash, etc., bard
enameled canvas lines rattan. Represented by V. Von Schlegell, A.
F. Old, J. G. Bowen, J. K. Hoffman, L Lubersky, F. Edson and H.
Rotchester.

Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Philadelphia.—Cochrane feed water heater.
Cochrane multi-port safety exhaust outlet valve for back pressure
vacuum service, Cochrane steam and oil separators. Represented by
A. Sorge, Jr., C. B. White. W. G. Tellin and W. S. Elder.

Hess-Bright Manufacturing Company. Philadelphia, Pa.—Ball bearings for
railway motors and car journals. Standard steel wheels with ball
bearing journal boxes. 100 h. p. Jeffrey mining type motor mounted
on ball bearings. Electro Dynamic motor on ball bearings device for
showing friction between plain and ball bearing journals. Represented
by W. L. Batt and E. W. Rubencame.

Heywood Brothers & Wakefield Company, Wakefield, Mass.—Parlor car
chairs and car seat webbing. Represented by Scot Wade, Betram
Berry and E. C. Lang.

Home Rubber Company, Trenton. X. J.—X. B. O- sheet packing. N. B. O.
steam hose. O. I. M. rod packing, water and steam hose insulation
hose. Represented by S. F. Denny and H. Stuart.

Indianapolis Switch & Frog Company, Indianapolis. Ind.—Portable electric
welder for welding broken rails, hard center frogs for switch pieces,
truck frames, gear cases, etc., solid manganese frogs and crossings.
Represented by E. C. Price, J, C. Jameson. J. A. Foulks and E. S.
Brannaman.

International Steel Tie Company. Cleveland, Ohio.^Insulated steel ties,
new sub-stri:cture for railway crossings. Represented by William P.
Day, J. J. O'Donnell, George Harpham. W. C. Mahon.

Jobns-Manville, H. W., Company, Xew York City.—J-M fiber conduit for
underground work; overhead trolley and transmission-line fittings;
J-M Transite ebony asbestos wood and J-M Transit asbestos wood;
"Noark" car fuse boxes and "Xoark" X. E. C. S. protective devices,
such as fuses, cutouts, service switches, etc.; trolley retrievers, trolley
ears, lightning arresters, controlators and .\udiffren'Singrun refrigerat-
ing machine. Represented bv S. G. Meek. H. M. Frantz, H. W.
Frantz, G. W. Saylor, H. M. Voorhees, A. Gove Xewton. _

Jones & Laughlin Steel Company, Pittsburgh. Pa.—Cold rolled steel tin
plate and black sheets. Spikes, cold twisted square bars, nails and
wire products, structural shapes and bars, power transmission machin-
ery, chains, cold rolled axles, steel sheet filing. Represented by
Roland Gerry, B. X. Barker, F. S. Slocum. J. K. Barker.

Kennicott Company, Chicago.—Working models of filter, water softener,
water weigher and photograohs of steel tanks, stacks and tank cars.
Represented by T. G. Windes, William Hawkins. William Jewell, F.
S. Donham.

Kerwin Machine Company, Detroit, Mich.—Kerwin-Detroit rail grinder in
operation. Represented by James J. Kerwin, Ed. M. Greiner.

Lehon Company, Chicago.—Waterproof and fireproof cloth roofing and in-
sulating paper. Represented by D. B. Wright.

Loraine Steel Company, Johnstown, Pa.—Two tadpole switches, two mates,
and a frog^ cast in one piece weighing four tons and measuring 2S
ft. long. Solid manganese crossings, solid manganese tadpole tongue
switches and other switch materials. Represented by P. M. Boyd,
H. C. Evans. A. S. Littlefield, S. P. MacGuff. C. G. Donnell. H. H.
MacDonald, John A. Stacy, Carroll Burton. H. C. Stiff, E. B. Ent-
whistle, H. F. A. Kleinschmidt, W. M. Brown. George Rees. George
Decker. William Lyman, W. W. Kingston, A. K. Verner and H. E.
Gleason.

Love Bi-ake Shoe Company, Chicago.—Chicago brake shoes for steam and
electric cars. Represented by C. W. Armbrust and B. F. Gorder.

McCabe, J. J., Xew York, X. Y.—Latest heavy pattern "2-in-l" double-
spindle lathe with newly designed tool rest for wheel turning, also
special wheel-holding attachment; lathe in operation turning car
wheels and handling other repairs. Represented bv Harry P. McCabe,
Frank Sheeran, George L. Bennett, Walter Cantelo.

McCord Manufacturing Company. Chicago.—Several types of sash locks,
copper insulated locks, deck sash ratchets. L'niversal weather stripoing.
Represented by B. S, McClellan, B. C. Wilt, August Hartbauer, Frank
Creer.

McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Company. Chicago.—Interurban com-
bination car, passenger, smoker and baggage; 20-A trucks installed,
high-speed MCB truck 70-A. MCE truck 10-B, Columbia sinele truck.
Represifnted by T. T. Cummings, W. T. Cumminps, C. T. Biddison, R.
S. Xoden, M. T. Kirschke, Jr., J. T. Giblin, C. F. Propst, William
Duga.

McQuay-Xorris ^Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.—"Leak-proof"
piston head packing rings for compressors, oumps and engines of all
types. Represented by W. K. Xorris, E. H. Hill. H. G. Paro. C. R.
Travis.

Midvale Steel Company, Xicetown, Pa.—Rolled steel wheels, armature
shafts, forged steel gear blank. Properly heat treated axles, pressed
steel pony truck wheels. Represented by H. M. Deemer, Ernest Har-
rah. D. W Foster, T. Bradley Paterson, Llovd R. Wells. E. F. Berger,
S. Hazelwood, Thomas Price, H. C. Johnstone, W. S. Edser, T. Illing-
worth, F. W. Sager, G. Ackertsen, J. R. Halcomb, Charles Tietz, M.
D. .Hayes.

Xat'onal Brake Company, Buffalo. N. Y.—Peacock and .\ckley adjustable
brakts. improved Peacock brake. Represented by Frank D. Miller,
W. D. Brewster. Thomas C. Boyce.

Xat'onal Brake &. Electric Company. Milwaukee, Wis.— Xational straight
air brakes, stationarj' motor and belt driven air compressors, portable
motor driven air compressor, portable gasoline driven air compressor
outfits, Xational air governors. Represented by R. P. Tell, C. N.
Leet. W. D. Glenn, B. S. Aikman, J. J. Xef, VV. H. Beattv, Jr.,
W. H. Bisel. C. P. Billings. George C. Anthon, G. W. Johnston. W.
J. Richards, W. K. Boyle and J. E. Huebei.

Xational CaAon Company, Cleveland, Ohio.—Brushes, specimens of brushes
due to faulty machinery. Represented by O. T. Weaver, F. D. Kathe,
E. H. Martinvale, W. O'Connor.

Xational Lock Washer Company, Xewark, N. J.—Car curtains, sash locks,
sash balances and high tension nut locks. Represented by J. D. Sey-
mour, Charles Williams, H. J. MacGinn, J. D. Archibald.

Xational Malleable Castings Company, Chicago.—Radial car couplers, oil

boxes, tie plates, rail braces, rail joints, anti-creepers, bridge washers.
Represented by E. H. Schmidt, J. W. Stephenson, C. L. Johnson, J.

J. Byers, H. I. Hiatt.

Xational Tube Company, Pittsburgh. Pa.—Shelby overhead trolley-pole-
testing machine. National tubular street poles, Kewanee unions and
sptcialties. X. T. C. regrinding valves. N. T. C. malleable and cast iron
fittings. Represented by L. F. Hamilton, B. F. Jones, L. R. Phillips,
W. L. Schaeffer.

Newman Clock Company, Xew York.—Portable watchmen's clocks used in
railway service. Represented by H. C. Davis.

Xorthey-Plummer, Ltd., Indianapolis, Ind.—Simmen system of railway
signaling in operation, including full-size equipment and automatic
train speed control. Represented by T. P. Xorthey, T. H. Plummer,
P. J. Simmen, C. E. Chatfield, J. P. May, E. Moore, P. R. Young.

Pantasote Company, New York.—Samples of pantasote upholstery, cur-
tain materials and Agasote for headlining, roofing and hoods. Repre-
sented by John M. High. A. S. Barrows and W. A. Lake.

Pennsylvania Steel Company. Stcelton, Pa., and the Maryland Steel Com-
pany. Sparrows Point, Md.—Manard tongue switches, solid Manard
crossings, Manard mates, spring boxes, adjustable switch point con-
necting rod. Manard hard center and anvil face frogs, rolled Manard
and open hearth rails. New Century and other switch stands, natural
allov track bolt. Represented by J. C. Jay. Jr., Robert F. Belknap,
R. W. Read. R. W. Gillespie. Xeil E. Salsick, G. S. Vickery, W. M.
Henderson. Walter H. Allen, Carl C. Banks, J. Drew Allen, George K.
Reel. William Philler, J. B. Smylie, J. F. Henney, J. T. Hilf and
Charles S. Clark.

PoUak Steel Company. Cincinnati. Ohio.—Pollak special heat treated
axles, traction and standard M. C. B. axles. Represented by Julien A.
Pollak, H. S. Buck and Frank W. Graves.

Rail Joint Company. Xew York.—Standard continuous and Weber rail

joints fitted to various section- of rail, also compromise and insulated
joints of these types. Represented by L. F. Braine. V. C. Armstrong,
James C. Barr. W. A. Chapman, E. A. Condit, Jr.. F. C. Webb, W. D.
Bois, H. C. Holloway, G. J. Collins.

Railway Roller Bearing Company. Syracuse. N. Y.—Rollway car wheel with
bearings comolete mounted on a fixed axle, Rollway center plates and
various disassembled parts of different types of bearings, journal box
with double ball thrust. Represented by James N. Vandergrift and
H. L. Aberdeen.

Railway Supply and Curtain Company, Chicago. 111.—Car window curtains,
sliding-door curtains, deck sash openers, door checks, coin wrappers,
Represented by Plato G. Emery, C W. Braithwaite,

Railway Utility Company. Chicago, 111.—Utility car ventilators. Utility

electric thermostats. Utility electric vacuum car cleaners. Utility high
pressure steam or air couplings. Represented by William J. Pine, Lee
P. Hynes.

John A. Roebling's Sons. Trenton, N. J.—Bare and insulated wire and
cables and fittings. Reoresented by G. W. Swan F. M. Warner. A.
B. Conover, ^Villiam Slingluff, H. O. Caldwell, Mr. Sumerfelt. Albert
Seamans, A. V. Erickson.

St. Louis Car Companv. St. Louis. !Mo.—Cars, trucks and specialties.

Represented bv John I. Beggs, E. E. Meissner, Xic LeGrand, G. L.
Kiprenhercer, 'W. L. Alt, C. R. Beers. Gus Koch. Walter S. Miller,

T. C. Wallerstadt. Karl Schliepman, R. L. MacDuffle. H. E. Oestcr-
rick and A. J. Pizzini.

Siramons-Boardman Publishing Company, Xew York.—Copies of Raitway
Age Gazette and The Signal Engineer. Represented by L. B. Sher-
man. J. X. Reynolds, A. E. Hooven, E. T. Howson, H. F. Lane,
H. H. Simmons and C W. Garrison.

Smith. Peter, Heater Company. Detroit, Mich.—Coal-burning and electric

forced ventilation hot air heaters. Represented by Daniel W. Smith,
E. J. Smith. W. E. Hinmon, W. M. McKee, M. J. Phelan, H. W,
Busch, H. S. Williams.

Spencer Otis Company, Chicago. 111.—Tie plates for screw soikes and for

girder and high T-rails, tie plates for common square spikes, automatic
springless dial scales. Represented by Carter Elatchford, W. L. De-
Remer. H. H. Hart, A. L. Hammond, L. D. Rockwell, W. D. Thomp-
son, A. J. Odegaard.

Standard Coupler Company. Xew Y'ork, N. Y.—Shim slack adjuster for

taking up wear on brake shoes. Represented bv George A. Post, Jr.,

Wiiberforce Eckels, W. H. Sauvage, E. H. Walker.

Standard Motor Truck Company. Pittsburgh. Pa.—Standard number C-80P
trunk line service high-speed inside hung motor double truck. Repre-

sented by A. W. Filed, W. G. Corey, W. J. Price. George Boyd.
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Standard Paint Company. New York. N. Y.—P. & B. and S. P. C. insulat-
ing varnishes, insulating compounds, insulating tape. Impervitc cement
floor finishes. Impcrvite waterproofing material. Represented by John
Thomas, Charles E. Smith and Harry A. Inwood.

Standard Roller Bearing Compan;,-. Philadelphia.—Standard journal roller
bearings. Represented by J. 0. Cooley and A. N. Goodfellow.

Standard Steel Works Company. Philadelphia, Pa.—Steel tired wheels,
rolled steel wheels, forged heat treated axles, forged gear blanks and
car springs. Represented by W, H. Pugh. Jr.. Charles Riddell, H. G.
Pearce. William ISoyer, W. H. Benetey, Clarence Dodson, A. S.
Goble, A. A. Green.

Standard Underground Cable Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Cables, wires
and accessories, junction boxes and cable terminals, jointing material
and insulating compound. Represented by J. R. Wilev, C. J. Marsh,
E. J. Pietzcker. R. E. Green. U. C. Hamilton, J. H. Lytle.

Sterling Varnish Company, Pittsburgh. Pa.—Samples of Insulating var-
nishes and paints. Represented by W. W Whitfield and Alvin S. King.

Stewart Hartshorn Company, East Newark, N. J.—Curtain rollers, sash
balances, vestibule rollers. Represented by B. E. Busbnell and E. S.
Bushnell.

Templeton, Kenly & Company, Chicago.—Simplex car, coach and bridge
jacks. Represented by Alfred E. Barren, J. H. Hummel, Arthur C.
Lewis, W. J. Miskells, W. R. Templeton and E. A. Wales.

Tool Steel Gear & Pinion Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Gears and pinions
that have been in use and made exceptional mileage practice. Repre-
sented by C. E. Sawtelle and E. E. Sawtelle.

Transportation Utilities Company, New York, N. Y.—Car specialties, dia-
phragms, vestibule curtains, car window curtains and fixtures, steel
floor plates, Flexolith composition flooring, trap doors, window fittings,

Resisto insulation, steel doors, etc. Represented by C. F. Jamison,
W. S. Humes, Thomas Dunbar, Jr., W. L. Conwell.

L'nder-Feed Stoker Company of America, Chicago, 111.—Jones under-feed
stoker. Represented by F. M. Smith, David Hunter, Jr., Charles S.
Crowell, R. H. Post, Alfred Lotz.

Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.—Working models of inter-
• urban signaling systems, semaphore signals, light signals, relays, switch
boxes. Keystone insulated rail joints, lightning arresters, transformers,
switch indicators and impedance bonds for automatic track circuit
signaling, statf system instruments. Represented by H. W. Griffin, H.
McCready, F. J. Ackerman, S. E. Gillespie, C. R. Bell.

United States Electric Signal Company, West Newton, Mass.—Automatic
block signals, automatic car-counting signals, automatic spacing signals,
automatic track circuit signals for interurban railways, automatic cross-
ing alarms. Represented by Rowland F. Gammons, John J. Ruddick,
Robert S. Bowen, Ralph Mosher.

U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Company, New Y'ork.— Selling agents'^for
the Tool Steel Gear & Pinion Company, Cincinnati, and the PoUak
Steel Company. Cincinnati. Represented by B. A. Hyman, Jr., C. C.
Castle, H. A. Hegeman, H. K. Porter, F. E. Pratt and J. J. Ross.

Valentine & Company, New York.—\'alentine's systems of wood and steel
car painting, \'als3ar varnish. Represented by L. B. X'alentine, I. H.
Munford, J. E. Ham, C. W. Rhoades.

Vixen Tool Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Demonstration of \'ixen files on
lathe work and file tests conducted on the Herbert file-testing machine.
Vixen rail planers. Represented by H. Rawcliffe, E. H. Wachs, Jr.,
and W. Will.

Wallace Supply Company. Chicago.—Car fittings, door fixtures, trolley cord,
angle benders, eye benders, ring benders, etc. Represented by Wesley
Meeteer and Carl Metterhausen.

Ward Equipment Company, New Y'ork, N. Y.—Ward's improved passenger
car ventilator, special ventilator for electric railway cars. Represented
by A. L. Whipple, E. C. Post.

Western Electric Company, New Y'ork.—Complete line of overhead ma-
terial. Shelby trolley poles. Electrene fire extinguishers, electric car
heaters. Western Electric Sturtevant vacuum cleaners, linemen's tools,
brakes, sandboxes, fare registers and complete line of car equipment
material, inter-phones for interior telephone service, train-despatching
telephones including way station apparatus, despatchers' apparatus and
portable telephones. Pierce brackets, steel pins, Orr reinforcements.
Represented by M. A. Oberlander, H. L. Grant, F. D. Killion. R. H.
Harper, J. H. Davies, D. C. Guest, C. E. Robinson and I. A. Shively.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh. Pa.—One
of the 1,200-volt d. c. Southern Pacific locomotives, one of the 11,000-
volt New York. New Haven & Hartford locomotives, field control
motors, type HL unit switch control equipments for 600 volts and
control equipments and motors for 1.200 volts in operation Repre-
sented by Calvert Townley, C. S. Cook, M. B. Lambert, J. C. McQuis-
ton. H. W. Cope, W. W. Briggs. -S. J. Keese, F. H. Shepard, J. J.
Sinclair, J. A. Brett, G. S. Vail, W. H. Swift, H. A. Cole, J. J.
Gibson. J. G. Miles. H. A. Faber, C. G. Schluederberg, S. D. Levings,
T. C. Eayrs, J. P. Alexander, H. C. Stier, P. H. Smith, D L. Reiser,
N. W. Storer. G. M. Eaton, R. E. Hellmund. C. Renshaw, L. E.
Schumacher, W. Schaake. G. H. Holy. L. J. Kirbv. R. L. Wilson.
F. W. Harrison. J. R. Ellicott, C. R. Ellicott. W. 'G. Kaylor, A. A.
Brown, G. B. Kirker, G. F. Leake, L. P. Morris, S. L. Nickolson,
C. E. Skinner, J. S. Tritle.

Wheel Truing Brake Shoe Company, Detroit. Mich.—All kinds of abrasive
brake shoes, section of various new type of shoes arranged to meet
conditions of abnormal wheel wear. Represented by J. M. Grififin

and F. F. GrifiBn.

William Wharton. Jr.. & Company, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.—Solid manganese
steel and manganese steel center switches, mates, frogs and crossings
in both girder and T-rails, combination spring and tongue locking
device, concealed ground throw for work in paved streets, photographs
of complicated layouts. Represented by V. Augerer. A. E. Borie.
L. R. .^shhurst, R. C, McCloy, G, R, Lyman. H. F. McDermott, Joseph
Cavanaugh. T. C. Robinson, A. S. Partridge, W. McLain, C. Eccles,
C. E. Buluotti.

Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, New York.—Chain block electric
hoists, and trolleys. Reoresented by W. A. Hall. R. T. Kleinsind,
R. T. Hodgkins and H. R. Butler.

American Electric Railway Association Convention.

The annual convention of the American Electric Railway
Association, together with the allied associations, the American
Electric Railway Transportation and Traffic Association, Amer-
ican Electric Railway Engineering Association. .American Elec-
tric Railway Accounting Association and the American Electric

Railway Claim .'\gents' Association, was held October 7-12, at

the Saddle and Sirloin Club, at the Union Stock Yards, Chi-
cago. In connection with the convention was held the annual
supply exhibit of the American Electric Railway Manufacturers'
Association in the International Amphitheater, which, both in

point of size and in point of interest and number of exhibits,

surpassed all previous efforts of this association. Over 200 com-
panies were represented in the exhibits. In addition to the

exhibits in the amphitheater there was a special space outside

the building devoted to track exhibits and car and locomotive ex-
hibits on the track of the Chicago Junction Railway. The car

and locomotive exhibit included electric locomotives built by
the Baldwin Locomotive Works and the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company for the New York, New Haven &
Hartford and the Southern Pacific, several types of "near-side"

street cars, one of the "double-track" street cars used on the

lines of the New York Railways Company, and various types

of city and interurban cars. This was supplemented by .an ex-

hibit of trucks, wheels and axles.

The registration at the convention was expected to reach

5,000 before the end of the week. The programme was opened
on Monday morning with a business session of the American
Electric Railway Association, followed in the afternoon by the

opening sessions of the allied associations, which continued

their meetings throughout the week.

IVIEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regula\
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Bost
vention. May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Con-

Demurrage Officers.-

Mass.

G. Thomason, Bos-American Associatio
ton, Mass.

American Association of Generai. Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope. New York.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis.
111.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York. Convention, October 7-11, Chicago.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railw.\y Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.-—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 900 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoc.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony
building, Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.
N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt. 220 W. 57th St.,
New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York,

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13
Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanicai, Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-
more, Md. Convention 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegrafh Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual, May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers,—G, P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian R.\ilway Club.—James Powell. Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal.
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.
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Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Cestr.\l Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.. New York: 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept.. Nov.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building. St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July. August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.: Ist Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh: 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor. Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' .Association of Chicago.—E. S. Roller, 226

W. Adams St., Chicago: Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue dc Lou-
vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth. Lima. Ohio.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Assochtion of the United
States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention, November 19-21, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 93 Liberty St.,

. New York. Convention, May, 1913. Chicago.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago.

NL^STER Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane. B. & M., Reading, Mass.

National Railway .Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall. 537 So. Dear-
born St.. Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.:
2d Tuesday in month, except June. July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought. 95 Liberty St., New Y'ork; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August. New York.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedv. C. M. & St. P., Duluth. Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria .Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion. Peoria, 111.: 2d Tuesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove. 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City. Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York: annual. November 20. 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.— T. B. Anderson. Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner. 1021

Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening -Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.

Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson. Kansas City Southern,
Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Railway Signal .Assochtion.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Conven-
tion, Oct. 811, Quebec.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio.

Railway Supply Manufacturers' .Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. assocs.

Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance .Assoc.—W. E. Harkness. 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.

Richmond Railro.^d Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June. July and .August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.: 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave.. New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago: annual. October 23-23, Atlantic City, N. J.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ky.. Montgomery, Ala.; annual, Oct. 17, .Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—.A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs.. Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio: 1st Saturday, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly. Chicago.

Traffic Club of New Y'ork.—C. A. Swope. 290 Broadway. New York;

last Tuesday in month, except June. July and August. New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-

ings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Traffic Club of St. Louis.—A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library building,

St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings

October to May.

Tr.iin Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave.. Chicago.

Transpoet.\tion Club of Buff.\lo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday.

Transpobt.\tion Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.

TiwVELiNc Engineers' .Assochtion.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. E.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.

Utah Society of Engineers.—R. B. Ketchum. University of Utah. Salt

Lake City, Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and August.

Western Canada Railw.^y Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P O Box 1707, Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago: 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—T. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.

©rafftr Keltic,

The Girard Estate at Philadelphia has decided to open for

lease to the highest bidder several coal mining properties in the

Schuylkill district. The leases are to run for 99 j'ears.

On October 22 electric service is to be begun on the White
Stone Landing branch of the Long Island Railroad. The elec-

trical operation of the Port Washington branch, which it was
originally intended to begin at the same time as that on the

White Stone branch, has been delayed owing to the work of

eliminating grade crossings.

The Hocking Valley is to run on October 21-2-3-4-5 an agri-

cultural special, giving lectures at about 30 towns along the

road on agricultural subjects, especially on hog raising, poultry

raising and soil improvement. One coach is reserved for school

children above the sixth grade and they will be given special

talks on elementary agriculture.

The general inquiry into freight rates on Canadian railroads

west of Port Arthur was resumed on October 7 before the

Canadian board of railroad commissioners. The Dominion gov-

ernment and the provincial governments of Manitoba, Sas-

katchewan and British Columbia, as well as Alberta, were repre-

sented by numerous counsel. The defence of the present rates

was begtm by the Canadian Pacific.

Compromise on Distributive Rates.

The complaint of the Spokane shippers before the Wash-
ington public service commission was formally settled at Seattle

on October 1 by the adoption of a compromise agreement, the

parties to which are the Spokane, Seattle and Tacoma shippers,

the railroads engaging in transmountain traffic and the public

service commission. As a result of the agreement rates will be

reduced on carload shipments from coast points to Spokane
and also on less than carload shipments from the coast to in-

terior points. Most of the commodities affected are products

of CaHfornia that are shipped north by water. Spokane ship-

pers agreed to give up the special low rates now in effect to

points south of Spokane, and the pubhc service commission will

amend its distributive rate order so that the distributive rates

from Spokane will be on the same basis as those from other

centers. The agreement provides that the commodity rates

from Seattle and Tacoma to Spokane shall apply as the mini-

mum to all intermediate points and as the maximum from all

intermediate points to Spokane.

Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain System Breaking Traffic

Records.

Complete official figures for the month of August show that

the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain system handled the largest

business of any one month in its history. The gross earnings

for the month were $5,612,882, an increase of $852,511 over Au-

gust of last year. The net earnings were $1,536,683, a net in-

crease of $611,633. The gross earnings for July and August

of this year combined total the enormous increase of $1,599,-

916 over the similar two months of last year. The net increase

for the two months is almost as great, footing up $1,376,773.

Twice within a week the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain sys-

tem has broken all records. On Friday, September 27, there

were 14,063 loaded cars moved on the system. This includes

through freight Ls well as freight loaded on the company's owti

tracks. The best previous record was also established under

the administration of President Bush, on October 27, 1911,

when 14,048 loaded cars were moved. On September 23, the

Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain broke all records in its history

in the number of cars of revenue freight loaded on its own lines.

On that day 3,605 cars were loaded at Missouri Pacific-Iron

Mountain stations, exceeding the best previous record of 3,599

cars, made September 9 of this year.

American Association of Passenger Agents.

The fortieth annual convention of the American Association

of Passenger Agents was held at Denver, Colo., on October 3,

4 and S. The attendance included representatives of the pas-
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senger departments of the principal railways, steamboat lines

and other transportation companies of the United States, Canada
and Mexico, .^t the afternoon session on October 3, Gerrit

Fort, passenger traffic manager of the Union Pacific, delivered

an address, and A. D. Parker, vice-president of the Colorado
& Southern, gave an address at the morning session on Oc-
tober 4. E. L. Lomax, passenger traffic manager of the West-
ern Pacific, was the principal speaker at a banquet on the eve-

ning of October 3. The principal topics of discussion at the

business meetings were

:

"Created Passenger Traffic. What Is It and How Can the

Traveling Passenger Agent Develop It?"

"Co-operation of Various Departments, and Its Beneficial

Effects."

"Effect of Foreign Immigration on Passenger Traffic."

"Should the slogan 'See America First' be advocated by the

railroads of the United States, or will their interests be best

conserved by encouraging travel to foreign countries as well

as at home?"
"What effect will completion and operation of the Panam.a

Canal have on passenger traffic?"

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 127-A, giving a summary of car sur-

pluses and shortages by groups from June 7, 1911, to September

26, 1912, says : The total surplus on September 26, 1912, was

26,754 cars; on September 12, 1912, was 27,380 cars, and on Sep-
tember 27, 1911, was 58,382 cars. Compared with the preceding
period, there is a decrease in the total surplus of 626 cars, made
up as follows : a decrease of 2,034 in miscellaneous cars and an
increase of 445 box, 79 flat, and 884 coal. The increase in coal

car surplus is in groups 3 (Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and West-
ern Pennsylvania), 5 (Kentucky. Tennessee, Mississippi, .Ala-

bama, Georgia and Florida), 6 (Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin and
Minnesota), 7 (Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska and the

Dakotas), and 10 (Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California,

Nevada and Arizona). The increase in box car surplus is in

groups 6 and 7 (as above), while a decrease is shown in groups
1 (New England Lines), 2 (New York, New Jersey, Delaware,

Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania), 3 (as above), 4 (the

Virginias and Carolinas), 5 (as above), 8 (Kansas, Colorado,

Oklahoma, Missouri and Arkansas), 9 (Texas, Louisiana and
New Mexico), 10 (as above), and 11 (Canadian Lines). The
increase in flat car surplus is in groups 2, 4 and 8 (as above).

The decrease in miscellaneous car surplus is general throughout

the country, excepting in groups 4 and 6 (as above).

The total shortage on September 26, 1912, was 44,547 cars

;

on September 12, 1912, was 36,000 cars, and on September 27,

1911, was 8,344 cars. Compared with the preceding period,

there is an increase in the total shortage of 8,547 cars, of which

4,457 is in box, 387 in flat, 3,380 in coal and 323 in miscel-

laneous. The increase in box car shortage prevails throughout

the country, excepting in groups 5 and 6 (as above). The in-

crease in flat car shortage is in groups 6, 8, 9 10 and 11 (as

ate.
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•Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Indiana. Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia. North and South Carolina lines; Group S—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi .Alabama. Georcia and Flurida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois. Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming and
Nebraska lines; Hroup 8— Kansa^. Colorado. Missouri. Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-
gon, Idaho. California and .Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.
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Car Surpluses and Shortages in 1907 to 1912.
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above). The increase in coal car shortage is in groups 1, 2, 3,

4, 6, 8, 9 and 10 (as above). The increase in miscellaneous car

shortage is most apparent in groups 1, 8, 9 and 11 (as above).
Compared with the same date of 1911, there is a decrease in

the total surplus of 31,628 cars, of which 4,021 is in box, 2,480 in

flat, 13,349 in coal and 11,778 in miscellaneous. There is an
increase in the total shortage of 36.203 cars, of which 20,662 is

in box, 3,202 in fiat, 10,7S6 in coal, and 1,583 in miscellaneous

cars.

The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage figures

by groups for the last period covered in the report, and totals

for the country for corresponding dates in previous years

;

and the diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages

from 1907 to 1912.

Summary of Revenues and Expenses of Steam Roads in July.

The Bureau of Railway Economics' summary of revenues and

expenses and comments thereon are as follows : The railways

whose returns are included in bulletin No. 38 operate 220,629

miles of line, or 90 per cent, of all the steam railwa)- mileage in

the United States. The total operating revenues for the month
of July. 1912, amounted to $246,160,470. Compared with July,

1911. the total operating revenues of these railways show an in-

crease of $23,190,427. These total operating revenues per mile

of line amounted to $1,116 in July, 1912, and $1,027 in July, 1911,

an increase for 1912 of $89, or 8.7 per cent. This increase was

the resultant of an increase of 13.1 per cent, in the freight rev-

enue together with increases in other transportation and non-

transportation revenues, and a decrease of l.S per cent, in

passenger revenue.

Operating expenses amounted to $165,962,727. This was

$14,153,411 more than for July, 1911. These operating expenses

per mile of line amounted to $752 in July, 1912, and $699 in July,

1911, an increase for 1912 of $53 per mile, or 7.6 per cent. Each

of the five primary operating e.xpense accounts showed an in-

crease for 1912. In the cost per mile of maintaining way and

structures, there was an increase compared with July, 1911, of

8.1 per cent. ; in the cost per mile of maintaining equipment an

increase of 12.0 per cent. ; in traffic e.xpenses per mile an increase

of 1.8 per cent. ; in transportation expenses per mile an increase

of 6.3 per cent. ; and in general expenses per mile an increase

of 1.1 per cent.

Net operating revenue amounted to $80,197,743. This was
$9,037,016 more than for July, 1911. Net operating revenue per

mile of line amounted to $363.50 in July, 1912, and $327.61 in

Julv, 1911, an increase for 1912 of $35.89 per mile, or 11.0 per

cent. The net operating revenue for each mile of line for each
day in July, 1912. averaged $11.73, and for July, 1911, $10.57.

Taxes for the month of July amounted to $10,002,877, or $45
per mile, an increase of 8.5 per cent, over July, 1911.

The operating ratio for July was 67.4 per cent, which is com-
parable with 68.4 per cent, in June, 1912, and 68.1 per cent, in

July, 1911.

The eastern group of railways shows an increase in total oper-
ating revenues per mile of line as compared with July, 1911, of
9.9 per cent., the southern group an increase of 6.5 per cent.,

and the western group an increase of 8.3 per cent. Operating
expenses per mile increased 9.4 per cent, on the eastern railways
as compared with July, 1911, 11.3 per cent, on the southern rail-

ways, and 4.4 per cent, on the western railways. In the eastern

group net operating revenue per mile increased 10.9 per cent, as

compared with July, 1911, in the western group it increased 16.4

per cent., while in the southern group it decreased 5.5 per cent.

The increase in taxes per mile, compared with July, 1911, was 8.4

per cent, in the eastern group, 5.2 per cent, in the southern

group, and 9.7 per cent, in the western group.

When the returns for the seven months of the calendar year
1912 are compared with those of the corresponding months in

1911, they show an increase in total operating revenues per mile

of 3.3 per cent., an increase in total operating expenses per mile

of 4.9 per cent., and a decrease in net operating revenue per

mile of 0.5 per cent. There was an increase in net operating

revenue per mile of 1.6 per cent, in the eastern group, an in-

crease of 0.5 per cent, in the western group, and a decrease of

7.8 per cent, in the southern group.

The accompanying diagram shows monthly revenues and ex-

penses per mile of line. The points on the vertical line are alone

of significance in showing the condition for the particular month,

since the figures are not cumulative. The following table shows
the per cent, of total operating revenues consumed by each class

of operating expenses:

Per Cent, of Tot.^l Oper.\ting Revenues.

Fiscal Calendar
year ending year ending

July, June 30, December 31,

1912. 1911. 1912. 1911. 1911. 1910.

Maintenance of way and structures 13.9

Maintenance of equipment 16.0

Traffic expenses 2.1

Transportation expenses 33.1

General expenses 2.3

14.0

15.5

12.7

15.8

12.9

15.5

12.7

15.5

13.3

15.3

35.9 35.5 35.4 34.7

Total operating expenses 67.4 68.1 69.1 68.6

Total All Roads.

Jan. nir. Hay Jul Stp. Nor.

Eastern Group. Southern Group. Western Group.

Jan. rhr. May JuJ. Stp. Nor. 4
1900

Monthly Revenues and Expenses per Mile of Line from 1911 and 1912.
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Crop Conditions and Prices.

The crop reporting board of the department of agriculture

estimates that the condition of the cotton crop on September 25

was 69.6 per cent, of a normal, as compared with 74.8 on August
25, 1912, 71.1 on September 25, 1911, 65.9 on September 25, 1910,

and 67.5, which was the average of the past ten years Sep-

tember 25. -
,

Comparisons of conditions, b)' states, is shown in the follow-

ing table

:

Sept. August September 25,

25, 25, ,
*

V

States. 1912. 1912. 1911. 1910. 10-yr. av.

Virginia 70 80 87 78 76

North Carolina 70 75 77 72 73

South Carolina 68 73 73 70 72

Georgia 65 70 79 68 72

Florida 65 73 75 66 71

Alabama 68 75 73 67 67

Mississippi 63 70 62 63 67

Louisiana 69 74 66 51 62

Texas 75 76 71 63 63

Arkansas 68 77 70 68 69

Tennessee 68 76 77 73 75

Missouri 72 78 80 75 ,76

Oklahoma (.) 84 60 70 68

California cj 95 100 90

United States 69.6 74.8 71.1 65.9 67.5

For the purpose of comrarison, the condition of the cotton

crop in the United States '-.onthly for the past ten years is given

below

:

Years. May 25. June 25. July 25. Aug. 25. Sept. 25.

1911 87.8 88.2 89.1 73.2 71.1

1910 82.0 80.7 75.5 72.1 65.9

1909 81.1 74.6 71.9 63.7 58.5

1908 79.7 81.2 83.0 76.1 69.7

1907 70.5 .72.0 75.0 72.7 67.7

1906 84.6 83.3 82.9 77.3 71.6

1905 77.2 77.0 74.9 72.1 71.2

1904 83.0 88.0 91.6 84.1 75.8

1903 74.1 77.1 79.7 SI.

2

65.1

1902 95.1 84.7 81.9 64.0 58.3

Average, 1902-1911... 81.5 80.7 80.6 73.6 67.5

The average prices paid to producers of the United States for

articles specified, on October 1, 1912, with comparisons, are

shown herewith

:

Oct. 1, Sept. 1, Oct. 1, Oct. 1, Oct. 1,

1912. 1912. 1911. 1910. 1909.

Corn, per bu $.702 $.776 $.657 $.611 $.671

Wheat, per bu 834 .858 .884 .937 .946

Oats, per bu 336 .350 .425 .352 .410

Barley, per bu 548 .535 .817 .561 .534

Rye, per bu 701 .708 .797 .728 .728

Buckwheat, per bu. . . .697 .766 .696 .713 .750

Fla.xseed. perbu 1.477 1,626 2.050 2.334 1.228

Potatoes, per bu 511 .650 .883 .678 .643

Hay, per ton 11.760 12.140 14.500 11.820 10.030

Cotton, per lb 112 .113 .102 .133 .126

Butter, per lb 256 .242 .238 .262 .250

Chickens, per lb 115 .113 .109 .116 .113

Eggs, per doz 220 .191 .200 .224 .221

Index figure of av-

erage prices* .... 128.6 137.6 138.0 129.8 130.5

*Index price of above products, excluding butter, eggs and chickens;

100 representing average of the prices on December 1 for 43 years, 1866-

1908, inclusive.

The average of farm prices of important crops (corn, wheat,

oats, barley, rye, flaxseed, potatoes, tobacco, cotton, and hay,

which represent about three-fourths of the value of all crops)

decUned 6.5 per cent, from September 1 to October 1, which

compares with a decline of 2.5 per cent, in the same period last

year, and an average decline of 3.1 per cent during September

of the past four years. On October 1 the average of farm

prices of the above named crops was about 6.8 per cent, lower

than on like date of 1911, 0.9 per cent lower than in 1910, 1.5

per cent, lower than in 1909 and 1.1 per cent, higher than in

1908, on like dates.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended from October 6, 1912, to

February 1, 1913, supplements to the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific tariff, which supplements withdraw the privilege of ship-

ping grain and grain. products with hay, rice straw and straw
in mixed carload lots at the highest carload rate and minimum
carload weight applying on any articles in the car.

The commission has begun an investigation of the causes of

the car shortage in the vv-est. Commissioner Lane gave out an
interview in which he said that the commission had received

complaints of the serious car shortages in the west while at the

same time the commission was informed that there were being
held at New York 10,000 cars for export shipments which had
been there from 30 to 60 days.

Representatives of a number of the larger railroad compa-
nies have asked the commission to be made parties to the inves-

tigation into express rates. The railroad attorneys have asked
the commission to take additional testimony on the subject of

the effect that the proposed reductions by the commission will

have on railroad earnings. The commission was also asked
not only to hear additional testimony, but to postpone its final

orders in the case until it has been seen what effect the gov-

ernment's parcels post will have on express earnings.

Differentials on Grain.

Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York et al. v. New
York Central & Hudson River et al. Opinion by Commissioner
Clark.

Differentials under New York on all-rail and lake-and-rail

export shipments from differential territory to Baltimore should

not exceed 3 cents per 100 lbs., and to Philadelphia should not

exceed 2 cents per 100 lbs., on the classes and on commodities

other than grain. On all-rail and lake-and-rail export ship-

ments of grain the differentials under New York should not

exceed 1.5 cents per 100 pounds to Baltimore, and 1 cent per

100 pounds to Philadelphia.

As to all this traffic the export rates to Boston should not be

lower than to New York.

The differentials under New York from Buffalo, N. Y., Erie,

Pa., and West Fairport, Ohio, to Baltimore and Philadelphia, on
ex-lake grain from differential territory for export, should not

exceed two-tenths of 1 cent per bu. on barley and oats, and
three-tenths of 1 cent per bu. on wheat, corn, and rye.

Differentials under New York on import traffic, all-rail and
lake-and-rail, from Philadelphia and Baltimore to differential

territory should be no greater than those which existed in the

latter part of 1908.

Import rates from Boston should not be lower than from New
York. (24 I. C. C. 55.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Michigan railway commission is said to be considering

a plan for increasing the demurrage rate on state traffic to $5

a day for the purpose of promoting the early release of equip-

ment in the effort to relieve the stringency of the car shortage.

D. C. McNab has been appointed deputy minister of railways,

telegraphs and telephones for the province of Saskatchewan,

succeeding S. P. Porter, whose appointment as executive agent

on the Grand Trunk Pacific is announced elsewhere in this

issue.

The Railroad Commission of the State of California began on

October 1 to print its decisions for general distribution. The
copies are sent to subscribers weekly. The subscription price is

50 cents a month. The fees will become part of the railroad

commission fund.

The Canadian Board of Railway Commissions has ordered

the Michigan Central and the Grand Trunk to grant inter-

switching privileges at Petrolia, Ont. ; and the Grand Trunk, the
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Canadian Pacific and the Canadian Northern to grant inter-

switching privileges at Orillia, Ont.

Examiner Burchmore held a hearing at Cliicago on Oc-
tober 7, in a case involving the advances in class and commod-
ity rates from points in Tnmk Line and Central Freight asso-

ciation territory to Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth, which
had been suspended by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Hatltita^ (^iiicev!^.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

COURT NEWS.

The Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Ry., T. E.

Sands, its general freight agent, and the Russell-Miller Milling

Company, of Minneapolis, were indicted by a federal court jury

at Minneapolis on October 4 on charges of rebating in connec-
tion with shipments of tlour under milling in transit rates.

The Illinois Centra! and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

pleaded not guilty to charges of violating the Hepburn law by
giving complimentary passes, when arraigned before Federal Dis-

trict Judge Carpenter at Chicago, on October 2. The Illinois

Central was indicted on 53 counts, and the Chicago. Rock Island

& Pacific on 38 counts in July, 1S08, on charges that they had
distributed annual passes to employees of the United Fruit

Company.

The New York Public Service Commission, Second district,

has brought suit against the town of Oyster Bay to compel it to

obey an order of the commission requiring the town to buy
certain lands in connection with the elimination of the Duck
Pond Road grade crossing of the Long Island Railroad. The
carrying out of an order of the commission providing for the

elimination of this grade crossing involves the acquisition by
the town of certain lands either by purchase or condemnation.

Judge Easterday of the Superior court at Tacoma, Wash., on
September 28, rendered a decision dismissing the suit brought by
the Northern Pacific against the Washington Public Service

Commission and completely sustaining the recent order of the

public service commission prescribing distributive class freight

rates from Tacoma and Seattle to points in eastern Washington.

The railways in applying rates under the original order of the

commission, which only named the maximum rates, took into

consideration the difference in mileage from Seattle and from
Tacoma, whereupon the commission issued a supplemental

order that the rates from Tacoma to eastern Washington points

should not exceed the rates from Seattle to the same points.

This order was attacked by the Northern Pacific. "The same
economic conditions that led the railways to give to Seattle,

Tacoma and Portland the same rates to eastern Washington
points prior to the tariff rates fixed by the Northern Pacific in

March, 1912, induced them to make the same rate to Portland

that was accorded to Seattle under the first order of the com-
mission," said the court, "and the same economic conditions

exist and demand now as much, if not more than ever, the es-

tablishment of the same rates between these three cities and
eastern Washington points." Judge Easterday disputed the

argument made by the railway company that the difference was
so slight that it would not militate greatly against Tacoma ship-

pers, and he pointed out that every time a Seattle shipper paid

$100 freight, a Tacoma shipper would be compelled to pay $108,

and that if this discrimination continued it would inevitably

result that all the shipping from Puget Sound to and from
eastern Washington would be handled from Seattle instead of

being divided between Seattle and Tacoma.

United States Commerce Court.

The court has dismissed the case of the J. W. Thompson Lum-
ber Company against the Interstate Commerce Commission to

set aside an order of the commission denying reparation on

lumber shipments. This follows the Proctor & Gamble case

before the court, in which it was held that the court did not

have jurisdiction to set aside a negative order of the commission.

In the case of the Baltimore & Ohio v. the United States to

set aside an order of the Interstate Commerce Commission af-

fecting lighterage charges on sugar in New York harbor, the

court granted permission to the United States to withdraw its

answer and file a motion to dismiss.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

C. R. Welch has been appointed auditor and traffic manager
of the San Benito & Rio Grande Valley, with office at Benito.
Tex.

Richard Sutro and Harry Bronner have been elected vice-

presidents of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, with headquarters at

New York!

Herbert A. Taylor, who has been appointed general attorney
of the Erie, with headquarters at New York City, as has been
announced in these columns, was born at Beverly, N. J., and
was educated at Cornell University and at the University of
Buffalo Law School. In July, 1899, he entered the service of
the Erie Railroad as managing clerk in the legal department,
remaining in that position until February, 1904. He was then
assistant general solicitor until July, 1912; was later commerce
counsel, and now becomes general attorney of the same road,

as above noted.

Operating Officers.

G. U. Hess has been appointed assistant superintendent of the

Phoenix and Hayden divisions of the Arizona Eastern, with
headquarters at Phoenix, Ariz.

C. W. Streeter has been appointed superintendent of terminals
of the Kansas City Southern, with headquarters at Kansas
City, Mo., to succeed M. J. Sullivan.

C. S. Millard, engineer of track and roadway of the Cleve-
land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, has been appointed super-

intendent of the Michigan division, with headquarters at Wabash,
Ind., succeeding S. T. Blizard, retired.

D. W. Hickey has been appointed superintendent of the

White River division of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & South-
ern, w'ith headquarters at Aurora, Mo. Mr. Hickey heretofore

has been acting superintendent of that division.

J. Munday has been appointed general superintendent of the

Rock Island Southern, with headquarters at Matherville, 111.

Mr. Munday formerly was superintendent of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas of Texas, at Denison, Tex.

H. F. Anderson, superintendent of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas of Texas, with office at Denison, Tex., has been ap-

pointed general superintendent, with headquarters at Denison.

He succeeds J. W. Walton, who resigned recently as assistant

general manager.

C. C. ^\'alker, assistant general manager of the Chesapeake &
Ohio and the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana, at Richmond, Va.,

has been appointed general superintendent of transportation,

succeeding E. T. Goodwin, transferred, and his former position

has been abolished.

F. Cone, assistant division superintendent of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, at Aurora, 111., has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent of the Hannibal division, with head-

quarters at St. Louis, Mo., in place of T. K. Knight, who has

been made chief clerk in the office of the general superintendent

of the Missouri district at St. Louis. N. C. Allen, trainmaster

at Ottumwa, la., succeeds Mr. Cone as assistant division super-

intendent, with office at Aurora, 111.

W. W. Ryder, general superintendent of telegraph of the

New York Central lines, with office at Chicago, has resigned

to take the position of manager of the railway department of

the Western Union Telegraph Company, with office in New
York City. Mr. Ryder was born at Aurora, 111., on April 6.

1865, and entered railway service with the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy in 1883. In 1893 he was appointed superintendent

of telegraph on that road, and in 1910 he resigned that place

to take a similar position on the New York Central.

Robert A. Barrett, trainmaster of the Toronto, Hamilton &
Buffalo, at Hamilton, Ont., has been appointed superintendent,

with headquarters at Hamilton. He began railway work as
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yardmaster in the Montrose yards of the Michigan Central,

and was then promoted to trainmaster for the division east

of St. Thomas, with headquarters at Niagara Falls. In 1911

he was appointed trainmaster of the Toronto, Hamilton &
Buffalo, with headquarters at Hamilton, which position he held

imtil his recent promotion to superintendent of the same road.

S. R. Payne, general superintendent of the Western district

of the New York Central & Hudson River, at Syracuse. N. Y.,

has been appointed assistant to the general manager, with head-

quarters at Rochester, and will perform such duties as may
he assigned to him. T. W. Evans, superintendent of the Buffalo

division, at Buffalo, succeeds Mr. Payne. H. E. Brown, acting

superintendent at Rochester, succeeds Mr. Evans. L. S. Emery,
acting assistant superintendent, at Syracuse, has been appointed

assistant superintendent of the Western division, with head-

quarters at Sjracuse, and C. E. Olp, chief signalman has been

appointed trainmaster, with headquarters at Syracuse.

H. E. Brown, who has been appointed superintendent of the

Buffalo division of tlie New York Central & Hudson River with

headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y.. was born on April 1, 1867, at

Cooperstown, N. Y., and was educated in the common schools.

He began railway work on March 1, 1888, with the Fitchburg

Railroad, now a part of the Boston & Maine, and until Decem-
ber, 1890, was an operator and train despatcher on that road.

From December 22, 1890, to October 1, 1912, he was consecu-

tively train despatcher, chief train despatcher, trainmaster and
assistant superintendent of the New York Central & Hudson
River, and now becomes superintendent of the Buffalo division

of the same road, as above noted.

H. F. Reddig, trainmaster of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific at Haileyville, Okla.. has been appointed acting super-

intendent of the Indiana Territory division, with headquarters

at Haileyville, succeeding D. Coughlin. who has been appointed
superintendent of the Missouri division, with headquarters at

Trenton. Mo., in place of M. J. Kennelly. Mr. Coughlin has been
with the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific since March. 1906, when
he was made trainmaster of the Kansas division. He was pro-

moted to the superintendency of the Indiana Territory division

on December IS, 1909, and is now transferred to the Missouri

division as superintendent. Previous to his connection with the

Rock Island. Mr. Coughlin was with tlie Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe successively as agent, train despatcher, chief despatcher

and trainmaster.

G. S. Waid, superintendent of the El Paso division of the

Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, at El Paso, Tex., has

teen appointed assistant general manager of the Galveston,

Harrisburg & San Antonio, the Texas & New Orleans; the

Houston & Texas Central ; the Houston East & West Texas,

and the Houston & Shreveport, with headquarters at Houston,
Tex., succeeding G. Radetzki. resigned. R. M. Hoover, super-

intendent of the First division of the Houston & Texas Cen-
tral, at Ennis, succeeds Mr. ^^'aid. D. S. Gallagher, super-

intendent of transportation of the Houston East & West Texas,

and the Houston & Shreveport, succeeds Mr. Hoover, and his

former position has been abolished. R. T. Walker, trainmaster

of the Houston East & West Texas Railway and the Houston
& Shreveport at Houston, Tex., has been appointed superintend-

ent of both these companies, succeeding to the duties of Mr.

Gallagher.

H. R. Laughlin, who has been on the staff of the general

manager of the Baltimore & Ohio with headquarters at Balti-

more, Md., since October 1, 1911. has been appointed superin-

tendent of the new Sandy \'alley & Elkhorn division with head-

quarters at Jenkins. Ky. On October 1, the B. & O. took over

the Sandy Valley & Elkhorn Railroad, a new line to the coal

mines of the Consolidated Coal Company, in the Elkhorn dis-

trict of eastern Kentucky, and formed the new division, which
will be operated under the supervision of W. C. Loree, general

manager of the B. & O. Southwestern, and the Cincinnati. Ham-
ilton & Dayton. Mr. Laughlin entered the service of the B. & O.

in February. 1884, as a telegraph operator at Oakland, Md.
Three years later he was promoted to train despatcher at Graf-

ton. W. Va., and became division operator of the Wheeling
division at Wheeling, in July, 1900. He was made trainmaster

of the Monongah division at Grafton, in October, 1902, and was
promoted in May, 1910, to superintendent. In October, 1911,

he was appointed on the staff of the general manager with head-

quarters at Baltimore, which position he held at the time of his

recent appointment as above noted.

Edwin C. Keenan, whose appointment as general superin-
tendent of telegraph of the New York Central Lines west of

Buffalo, jointly representing the railways and the Western
Union Telegraph Company, with headquarters at Chicago, has
been announced in these columns, was born April 20, 1868, at

Toledo, Ohio. He entered telegraph service August 3, 1885, as

a railway telegrapher, and filled positions at various small sta-

tions and in the despatcher's office at Detroit, Mich., and
Toledo, Ohio. In 1892 he became clerk in the engineering de-

partment of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at Toledo
and was transferred to the general offices of the engineering
department at Cleveland in 1900, remaining there until 1901,

when he became chief clerk in the engineering department of

the Lake Erie & Western at Indianapolis, Ind. He returned to

the engineering department of the Lake Shore at Cleveland as

chief clerk in 1905 and early in 1910 was advanced to superin-

tendent of telegraph of that road, which position he held until

his recent appointment as general superintendent of telegraph,

as above noted. Mr. Keenan succeeded W. W. Ryder, who has
been made manager of the railway department of the Western
Union Telegraph Company, with office at New York City.

H. O. Halsted, heretofore superintendent of transportation of
the Pere Marquette, has been appointed superintendent of the

Detroit division, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich. This di-

vision, which has just been created, comprises the line Detroit

to Grand Rapids, including Detroit terminals and Detroit-

Windsor ferry operation. Mr. Halsted was born February 5,

1863. at Milwaukee. \\'is. He was educated in the public schools,

and began railway work with the L'nion Pacific in 1884. He re-

mained with that road until 1893, filling the positions of clerk,

operator, train despatcher. trainmaster and assistant superintend-

ent. He then became train despatcher of the Flint & Pere Mar-
quette. He later was made agent at Port Huron, Mich., and
subsequently was superintendent of the Duluth, Mississippi River

& Northern during 1895 and 1896. He then returned to the Pere
Marquette as agent at Toledo. Ohio, and on May 1, 1902, was
promoted to chief train despatcher at Grand Rapids, Mich. From
August. 1903. to November of that year he was trainmaster of

the Chicago division and was made superintendent at Plymouth,

Mich., on the latter date. He was appointed superintendent of

terminals at Chicago on March 1, 1905, became superintendent

of transportation, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., on Decem-
ber 1, 1910, and is now made superintendent of the Detroit di-

vision, as above noted.

Traffic Officers.

A. L. Gilbert, local agent of the Wabash at Ft. Wajme. Ind.,

has been appointed commercial agent, with headquarters at

Ft. Wayne.

Albert E. Lingham has been appointed traffic agent for the

Texas & Pacific and International & Great Northern, with

headquarters at Liverpool, Eng.

A. T. Cleveland has been appointed traveling freight and

passenger agent of the Sunset-Central lines of the Southern Pa-

cific, with office at Beaumont, Tex.

H. Hamilton has been appointed soliciting freight agent of the

St. Louis Southwestern, with headquarters at Houston, Tex.,

to succeed W. V. McMasters, resigned.

C. H. Reeder, who recently resigned as trainmaster of the

Missouri Pacific at Little Rock, Ark., has been appointed man-
ager of the Railway Bureau of the Chamber of Commerce at

Little Rock.

T. T. ^^ebster has been appointed chief of tariff bureau of

the Michigan Central and Detroit & Charlevoix, with head-

quarters at Detroit, Mich., succeeding J. L. O'Brien, resigned.

Effective October 1.

K. J. Edmondson, assistant general freight and passenger

agent of the Guayaquil & Quito, has been appointed general

freight and passenger agent, with headquarters at Quito,

Ecuador, succeeding C. W. H. Taylor, resigned.

C. R. Alvarez, soliciting freight agent of the Seaboard Air

Line at Tampa, Fla., has been appointed contracting freight

agent with office at Jacksonville, succeeding R. H. Dozier, re-
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signed to accept service witli another company, and J. D. Mills

succeeds Mr. Alvarez.

T. J. Cumming has been appointed traveling freight agent

of the Georgia Southern & Florida, with headquarters at Cor-
dele, Ga., succeeding P. O. Lee, assigned to other duties. H. C.

Montague has been appointed soliciting freight agent, with head-
quarters at Tampa, Fla.

George E. Marsters has been appointed New England pas-

senger agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with head-
quarters at Boston, Mass. The office of A. L. Crow, district

passenger agent, formerly located at Chattanooga, Tenn., here-

after will be at Nashville, Tenn. Effective October 1.

The New England passenger agency of the Chicago & Alton

at Boston, Mass., has been abolished and Frank Bowman, east-

ern passenger agent, with headquarters at New York, will have

jurisdiction over that territory. W. H. Doll has been appointed

traveling passenger agent, with office at New York. Effective

October 1.

Charles Rudolph, assistant general passenger agent of the

Mobile & Ohio, has been appointed general passenger agent,

with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding John M. Beall, resigned

to accept service elsewhere. H. H. Rauth has been appointed

assistant general passenger agent, with office at St. Louis, Mo.,

succeeding Mr. Rudolph.

The following appointments are announced on the Toledo,

St. Louis & Western : J. A. Fitzpatrick, general agent, with

office at Pittsburgh, Pa., effective September 18; W. J. Kling-

man, commercial agent, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio,

effective October 1 ; J. S. Henney, contracting agent at Cleve-

land, effective September 21.

Charles Shackell, commercial agent of the Ft. Dodge, Des
Moines & Southern, with office at Des Moines, la., has been

appointed assistant general freight agent, with headquarters at

Boone, la. F. M. Steele, commercial agent of the Chicago

Great Western at Des Moines, succeeds Mr. Shackell as com-
mercial agent at Des Moines.

F. S. Fisher, traveling freight and passenger agent of the

Texas Central at Waco, Tex., has been appointed commercial

agent of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, at Waco,
Tex., succeeding O. C. Thomas, who has been transferred to

Wichita Falls, Tex., as commercial agent, in place of H. D.

Snepp, assigned to other duties. W. D. Morgan has been ap-

pointed commercial agent at Ft. Worth, Tex., to succeed J. W.
White, transferred.

H. C. Watson, division freight agent of the Buffalo, Rochester

& Pittsburgh, at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been promoted to assistant

general freight agent, with office at Pittsburgh. G. A. Bowman,
division freight agent at Buffalo, N. Y., has been promoted to

assistant general freight agent, with office at Buffalo. C. L.

Bishop, chief of the tariff bureau at Rochester, has been pro-

moted to assistant general freight agent, with office at Roch-

ester, and the headquarters of William J. Sheridan, traveling

freight agent, at Rochester, are now at Toronto, Ont.

F. A. Eisiminger has been appointed commercial agent of the

Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with headquarters at Kansas
City, Mo. E. C. Ferguson has been appointed traveling freight

agent, with office at Kansas City. Effective October IS. The
jurisdiction of E. M. Davis, division freight agent, with head-

quarters at Frankfort, Ind., has been extended to include all

points east of Edwardsville, 111., to Maumee, Ohio, inclusive.

J. P. Grant has been appointed traveling freight agent, with

office at Detroit, Mich. Effective October 1.

J. B. Payne, commercial agent of the Texas & Pacific at Chi-

cago, has been appointed chief clerk to N. M. Leach, who is

traffic manager of the Texas & Pacific and assistant to president

of the International & Great Northern, with headquarters at

New Orleans, La. T. B. Moss, commercial agent of the Texas
& Pacific at Birmingham, Ala., has been appointed commercial

agent with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding James
Stuart, who has been transferred to Chicago in place of Mr.

Payne. Anson Pratt succeeds Mr. Moss as commercial agent at

Birmingham. Lee Francis has been appointed traveling pas-

senger agent, with office at Ft. Worth, Tex., succeeding J. A.

Chilton, Avho has been appointed district passenger and ticket

agent, with headquarters at El Paso, Tex., in place of A. S.

Wagner, resigned to engage in other business.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

John R. Reeves has l)cen appointed traveling engineer of the

Guayaquil & Quito, Ecuador, succeeding F. B. Wilmot, resigned.

J. F. Hill, shop superintendent of the Wheeling & Lake Erie

at Brewster, Ohio, has been appointed master mechanic, with

headquarters at Brewster, succeeding J. E. O'Hearne, resigned.

Robert C. Falconer, division engineer of the Erie at Jersey

City, N. J., has been appointed principal assistant engineer of

lines east of Salamanca, N. Y. He will also have charge of

the drafting room and cement testing bureau, with headquarters

at New York.

The headquarters of W. L. Kellogg, superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Pere Marquette, have been removed from De-

troit, Mich., to Wyoming. W. A. Chamberlin has been appointed

master mechanic, with office at Saginaw, Mich., in place of

F. C. Pickard, resigned. Effective October 1.

H. M. Hutton has been appointed master mechanic of the

Monongah division of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters

at Grafton, W. Va., succeeding B. H. Hawkins, resigned.

P. Coniff has been appointed assistant superintendent of shops

at Mount Clare, Baltimore, Md., and J. W. Adams has been

appointed general foreman at Mount Clare.

J. F. Deimling, chief engineer of the Pere Marquette, has

been appointed engineer of construction of the Michigan Cen-

tral, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich. A. L. Sarvey has

been appointed assistant chief engineer of the latter road,

with office at Detroit, succeeding F. B. Marble, resigned. E. M.

Walker succeeds Mr. Sarvey as grade separation engineer,

with office at Detroit. Effective October 1.

A. M. Darlow, whose appointment as superintendent of motive

power of the Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad and the Buffalo

& Susquehanna Railway has been announced in these columns,

began railway work as

an apprentice on the

Vandalia Railroad. He
subsequently went to

Cornell L'niversity and

graduated in the class of

1906. He was then ap-

pointed special appren-

tice and shop draftsman

on the Chicago & East-

ern Illinois, and in 1910

was made roundhouse
foreman of the Chicago

terminal of the Chicago

& Eastern Illinois, at

Dalton, 111. The fol-

lowing year he was
transferred as round-

house foreman to Dan-
ville, and in May, 1911,

he was appointed me-
chanical engineer of the

Buffalo & Susquehanna

A M Darlow. Railroad and the Buf-
falo & S u s q u e h anna

Railway, becoming mechanical engineer and general storekeeper

of these companies in April, 1912, which position he held at the

time of his recent appointment as superintendent of motive
power in charge of the mechanical and store departments.

Special Officers.

S. P. Porter, who has been appointed executive agent of the

Grand Trunk Pacific, with headquarters at Regina, Sask., was
born in 1870, at Somersetshire, Eng., and came to Canada in

1886. He began railway work in 1889, with the Canadian Pacific,

as trainman. From 1901 to 1907, he was homestead inspector for

the Dominion government, and in 1508 he was deputy minister

of railways, telegraphs and telephones for Saskatchewan, which

position he resigned some months ago.

OBITUARY.

James Stephen Norris, general manager of the Maryland &
Pennsylvania, died on October 4 at St. Joseph's Hospital, Bal-

timore, Md.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Central of Peru is inquiring for 6 locomotives.

The Santa Fe, Prescoit & Phoenix is inquiring for 3 loco-

motives.

The Carnegie Steel Comp.^ny, Pittsburgh, Pa., is inquiring

for 1 locomotive.

The Louisiana & Pine Bluff has ordered 1 Mogul loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has ordered 6 Pa-

cific locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Susquehann.\ & New York has ordered 1 consoli-

dation locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Detroit Iron & Steel Company has ordered 1 four-

wheel saddle tank locomotive from the American Locomotive .

Company. The dimensions of the cylinders will be 16 in. x
24 in.; the diameter of the driving wheels will be 46 in., and
the total weight in working order will be 89,000 lbs.

The Denver & Rio Grande has ordered six Pacific type pas-

senger locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. They
will be equipped with superheaters. The diameter of the cylin-

ders will be 26 in. x 26 in., the diameter of the driving wheels

will be 67 in., and the total weight in working order will be

262,000 lbs.

The Pittsburgh Steel Company, Monessen. Pa., mentioned
in the Railway Age Ganctte of October 4. as being in the mar-
ket for 1 locomotive, has ordered 1 six-wheel switching loco-

motive from the American Locomotive Company. The dimen-

sions of the cylinders will be 21 in. x 26 in.; the diameter of

the driving wheels will be 52 in., and the total weight in work-

ing order will be 154,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Northern P.^cific is in the market for 500 miscellaneous

cars.

The Gr.\nd Trunk is in the market for about 100 passenger

cars.

The Merchants Despatch is in the market for 1.000 re-

frigerator cars.

The C.\nadian Pacific has ordered 60 sleeping cars from
the Pullman Company.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has ordered 3 dining cars

from the Pullman Company.

The \\'ells-Fargo & Company Express lias ordered 30 ex-

press cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 500 steel underframes

from the Pressed Steel Car Company, and 500 steel underframes

from the Ralston Steel Car Company.

The San Pedro. Los Angeles & Salt Lake, mentioned in

the Railway Age Gazette of September 20, as figuring on 350

box cars, has ordered this equipment from the Pullman Co.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Erie R-ailroad has ordered between 33,000 and 34,000

tons of rails.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is in the market for

8,000 tons of rail.

The Duluth & Iron Range has ordered 2,500 tons of rails

from the Illinois Steel Company.

MACHINERY AND TOOLS.

The Illinois Central will soon issue a long list of require-

ments for machine tools.

The Chicago, Rock Island & P.\cific is in the market for a

number of machine tools.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is in the market for a

large number of machine tools.

William Horace Corbin. vice-president of The Joseph Dixon
Crucible Company. Jerse}- City, N. J., died on Wednesday,
September 25.

S. F. Bowser & Company, Fort Wa\Tie. Ind., announce that

E. H. Briggs has been added to their sales staff in the railroad

department. He will cover the southwest territory.

E. G. Buckwell, secretary and manager of sales of the Cleve-

land Twist Drill Company, Cleveland, Ohio, sailed on the Car-
mania on October 5 for a business trip abroad of about two
months' duration.

The Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Company, because of the

rapidly increasing demand for its products, has found it neces-

sary to remove its general sales department to the works at

Niagara Falls, X. Y., and has created a district office at Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

W. D. Matthews, a director of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, has been elected a vice-president of the Canadian
General Electric Company, to fill the vacancy caused by the

death of H. P. Dwight, president of the Great North Western
Telegraph Company.

William Wharton, Jr. & Company, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa , an-

nounce the merger of its interests and the Taylor Iron & .Steel

Company, of High Bridge, N. J. It will continue under the name
of Wm. Wharton, Jr. & Company, Inc., while the Taylor Iron &
Steel Company will hereafter be known as the Tajlor-Wharton
Iron & Steel Company.

R. T. McCormick has resigned as a director and the man-
ager of sales of The Petroleum Iron Works Company, Sharon,

Pa., and has accepted a position of sales manager with the

Knox Pressed and Welded Steel Company, Farmers' Bank
building. Pittsburgh. Pa. This company makes a specialty of

heavy steel plate construction.

Kern Dodge, the well-known engineer of Philadelphia, has

returned from a year's travel abroad, and announces the open-

ing of an office in the Morris building. Philadelphia. Pa., where

he will devote himself henceforth to the engineering and finan-

cing of public service properties. Mr. Dodge was one of the

founders, and for many years one of the partners of the well-

known engineering firm. Dodge & Day. His new offices are in

the suite with the banking firm of William A. Read & Co.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Locomotive Cranes.—The Ohio Locomotive Crane Company,
Bucyrus, Ohio, has just issued its catalog No. 6 describing its

cranes. The catalog is handsomely illustrated with a great num-
ber of good photographs, and contains in addition pen and ink

drawings of cranes, with dimensions, etc. The parts are de-

scribed and illustrated. The booklet as a whole is very attract-

ively gotten up.

Mallet Articulated Locomoti\-es.—In Record Xo. 72 from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works. Philadelphia, Pa., is found an

excellent discussion of the advantages of the articulated type of

locomotive in general, as well of the detail parts as designed

by this company. Phantom views make the arrangement of

piping and steam passages easily imderstood, and locomotives

both with and without reheaters and feed water heaters are

shown in this manner. Drawings and photographs of some of

the more important details are also included. Several pages are

devoted to instructions in the proper method of handling ar-

ticulated locomotives. It is stated that if the wheels of the for-

ward group slip frequently while those of the rear group do not,

it is an indication that steam is leaking past the high pressure

valves and that these should be examined for blows. Other

similar instructions for break downs or troubles pecuUar to

this type are clearly explained. The latter half of the book is

given up to descriptions, illustrations and dimensions of many
different designs of articulated locomotives built by the Bald-

win \\'orks.
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New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Alexander & Eastern.—According to press reports surveys

have been made for an extension along Back Fork to Elk river,

W. Va., 12 miles.

.•\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.—The report of this company

for the year ended June 30. 1912, shows that the Dodge City

& Cimarron Valley, which was organized to construct a line ex-

tending from Dodge City, Kan., in a southwesterly direction,

has been finished on about 60 miles. An additional 60 miles will

be constructed during the present fiscal year. The Galveston

Causeway, having a total length of 10,642 ft., connecting Galves-

ton Island with the Texas main land, was formally opened for

traffic in May, 1912. The Northwestern Pacific in northern

California owned by the Santa Fe, and the Southern Pacific is

building a link connecting certain of these properties between

Willetts and Shively, Cal., 105.67 miles. Construction has been

finished on 39.52 miles, and work is now being pushed on the re-

maining 66.15 miles. When this work is completed the North-

western Pacific will have a continuous line from Sausalito on

San Francisco Bay to Eureka and Trinidad in Northern Cali-

fornia, which with its branch lines will make a total of 511.67

miles. The Port Bolivar Iron Ore Railway, 30 miles long,

constructed by private parties to develop certain iron ore prop-

erties north of Longview, Tex., is now being operated by the

Santa Fe. In West Texas the entire line between Coleman and

Lubbock has been finished and was opened for traffic on Decem-

ber 1, 1911 ; the line from Lometa to Eden was completed during

the year and opened for traffic January 1, 1912. The extension

of the Coleman-Lubbock line from the latter point to Texico,

N. M., 89 miles, it is expected will be completed and opened for

traffic by the close of the present fiscal year. The construction

of this extension will complete the new through line between

the Pacific coast and the Gulf of Mexico via Belen and Texico.

The mileage of second track in operation on June 30, 1912, was

801.90 miles as compared with 687.58 miles at the close of the

preceding fiscal year, being an increase of 114.32 miles. Second

track work is now in progress as follows : Missouri division,

Floyd to Sibley, Mo., 3.63 miles; lines west to Albuquerque, Rito

to Daguna, N. M., 9.16 miles; Baca to Perea, N. M., 27.49 miles;

Crookton to Seligman, Ariz., 10.36 miles ; Seligman to Yampai,

Ariz., 22.77 miles; Topock, Ariz., to Needles, Cal., 11.75 miles,

and Keenbrook to Highland Junction, Cal., 12.62 miles, a total

of 97.78 miles. The second track work on the Missouri division

is being carried on in connection with the reconstruction of the

bridge over the Missouri river at Sibley, which it is expected

will be completed by the close of the current fiscal year. .AH

the work in progress on the lines west of Albuquerque will be

completed by January 1 next, making a total on that date of

896.05 miles of second track in operation.

Balti.more & Ohio.—The Elkhorn & Sandy Valley, running

from Shelby, Ky., where it coimects with the Chesapeake &
Ohio, south to Jenkins, 32 miles, with 8 miles of sidings, through

a coal section belonging to the Consolidated Coal Company,
in Letcher. Pine and Knott counties, has been finished. It is

laid with 90-lb. rails, has 44 steel and concrete bridges and has a

maximum grade of only 154 per cent. On October 1 the line

was taken over by the Baltimore & Ohio.

British Columbia Roads.—Application has been made to

the British Columbia legislature for incorporation by a com-

pany which proposes to build from the Nechaco river, near

Fort George, southeasterly to the Fraser river, along the valley

of that river to Six Mile creek, thence easterly and south-

easterly to Willow river, then northeasterly to Bear river, and

then southeasterly to Barkerville, B. C. Burns & Walkem. Van-

couver, B. C, are solicitors for the applicants.

Canadian Northern.—The general route maps for the Cana-

dian Northern Ontario line, to have a total of 17 miles on Mont-

real Island, have been approved. These lines will form part of

the through line between Montreal and Hawksbury, which is

now under construction.

It is understood that contracts will be let soon for building

the section from Toronto, Ont., to Hamilton, and that grading

work will be finished during 1912 from Poplar Plains road,

North Toronto, to the west side of the Humber river at

Lambton.

Canadian Northern Pacific.—An act has been passed by the

Dominion parliament granting aid to this company for the con-

struction of the line from the mouth of the Fraser river, B. C,
northeast to Yellow Head Pass, 525 miles. Surveys are now
being made for a branch from near Kamloops to the Okanagan
valley. It is understood that the company has arranged with

the city officials of Vancouver, B. C, to put up a passenger

terminal and locate its freight yard at that place; also to put

up a freight terminal at Port Mann, together with repair shops,

roundhouses, etc. The Vancouver city terminal is to be reached

by a tunnel. It is expected that the improvements in Van-
couver will be completed in three years. (July 28, p. 198.)

Canadian Pacific.—An officer writes that contracts have

been let for the extension of the Esquimalt & Nanaimo along

the east coast of Vancouver Island, 45 miles, from Parksville,

B. C, near Nanoose bay to Comax as follows : To Cullerton

Brothers, Spokane, Wash., for 15 miles; to C. Hoard, Victoria,

B. C, for 10 miles, and contracts for work on 20 miles are

to be let at once. There will be seven steel bridges varying in

length from 60 ft. each to 80 ft., and 10 large trestles which will

later be filled.

Surveys are completed for the double-tracking between Cal-

gary. Alberta and the Pacific coast, and work will be com-

menced at 12 points on the route within six months. The con-

struction will be pushed to completion, and it is expected that

the work will be completed about the time that the Panama
Canal is opened for traffic. The second track will have easier

grades than the present main line.

Cheat Haven & Bruceton.—An officer writes that a contract

has been given to the West Virginia Power and Development

Company, to build a 20-mile line from Cheat Haven, Pa., and

work is now under way. The work involves putting up a large

number of trestles and making side cut excavations. The line

is being built to carry lumber, coal and merchandise. Frank

Cunningham, 812 House building, Pittsburgh, Pa., may be

addressed.

Cincinnati. Nashville & Southern.—Incorporated in Ten-

nessee with $25,000 capital, to build from Algood, Putnam

county, Tenn., northeast to Livingston in Overton county,

about 20 miles. The incorporators include C. R. Young,

A. Handley and W. H. Thompson.

Dallas Southern Traction.—See Southern Traction.

Dominion Atlantic.—Plans of the revised location for the

line across Gaspereaux river just east of Horton Landing, Nova
Scotia, and plans for the substructure of the proposed bridge

over the same river have been approved by the Board of Rail-

way Commissioners of Canada. A subsidy has also been

granted for the construction of a line not to exceed IS miles

long from Centreville, N. S., west to Weston.

Erie, London & Tillsonburg.—See Grand Trunk.

Elkhorn & Sandy Valley.—See Baltimore & Ohio.

Esquimalt & Nanaimo.—See Canadian Pacific.

Flemingtox, Hinesville & Western.—An officer is quoted

as saying that this company has completed five miles from
Mcintosh, Ga., via Flemington to Hinesville, and that the line

is to be e.xtended to Glenville, 20 miles. J. D. Way, Hinesville,

is president and general manager. (August 16, p. 329.)

Florida Interurban Railway & Tunnel Company.—Appli-

cation has been made in Florida for a charter, it is said, by
this company, with a capital of $2,000,000. The plans call for

building from Jacksonville, Fla., east to Pablo Beach, thence

south to St. Augustine, about 45 miles, including branches

There is to be a double track tunnel about one-third of a mile

long between Jacksonville and South Jacksonville, under the

St. Johns river. It is expected that construction work will be

started about the first of next year. M. W. Bates, president;

William R. Letcher, secretary, Jacksonville.

Grand Trunk.—This company has bought the charter and

rights of the Erie, London & Tillsonburg and construction
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Work has been started fiom a point a short distance north of

Port Burwell, Ont.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—According to press reports Patrick

Welch, of Foley, Welch & Stewart, has resigned from the

vice-presidency of the Pacific & Great Eastern, and has been

given a contract to build the line from North Vancouver, B. C,
to the Grand Trunk Pacific main line. Mr. Welch will have

his headquarters at Lilloet, and will begin the work at once.

Great Northern.—A contract is said to have been given to

Guthrie McDougall & Company for building about 42 miles be-

tween Coalmont, B. C, and Coquahalla Summit on the Van-
couver, Victoria & Eastern. (September 13, p. 491.)

Ha Ha Bay Railway.—The Department of Railwavs of

Canada has entered into a contract with this company for

building the following lines: From a junction with the Quebec
& Lake St. John Railway in Jonquiers township, to St. Mathias.

Quebec, not exceeding 20 miles; from La Crosse Junction to the

Saguenay river, northerly through Chicoutimi, not exceeding

five miles ; from La Terriere Junction, southerly via La Ter-

riere village to Lake Kenogami, not exceeding 10 miles; from

the existing line near Bagotville, easterly to St. Alexis, not ex-

ceeding 3 miles.

Hudson Bay Railway.—The Canadian government has given

a contract to J. D. MacArthur, Winnipeg, Man., for building the

last section of the Hudson Bay Railway from Split Lake Junction,

Keevvatin, to Port Nelson on Hudson Bay. (August 30, p. 409.')

Interprovincial & James Bay.—The route maps for this

line projected from the terminus of the Kipawa branch of the

Canadian Pacific at Kipawa, Quebec, northerly for 54 miles have

been approved.

London & Port Stanley.—Negotiations are under way to

lease this line to the Lake Erie Coal Company, the latter com-

pany agreeing to spend $400,000 on the electrification of the line

for a 25-year lease. It is proposed to put up some new freight

sheds and a station at Port Stanley, Ont. About 22 acres of

land has been bought at that place for an extension of the

freight yard.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—This company has de-

cided to proceed immediately with the development of the West-

chester Northern, which has been projected for some time. The

cost of building the line will be between $6,000,000 and $7,000,000.

The plans call for a line from the White Plains. N. V., terminal

of the New York, Westchester & Boston northerly through Har-

rison, North Castle, Bedford, Pound Ridge and Lewisboro in

Westchester county, and through Greenwich, Ridgefield and

Danbury in Connecticut to a connection with the New York,

New Haven & Hartford in Danbury. The completion of the

Westchester Northern will add greatly to the New Haven sys-

tem's facilities. It will make it practicable to interchange traffic

to and from the Berkshire district with the New York, West-

chester & Boston, shortening the express schedule to the Berk-

shire district by about 35 minutes.

North Yakima & Valley.—This company asked for bids re-

cently, it is said, to build a three mile extension in Yakima

county. Wash.

Pacific & Great Eastern.—See Grand Trunk Pacific.

Piedmont & Northern Lines ( Electric) .—An officer writes

that 23 miles are now in operation from Charlotte, N. C, to

Gastonia, for both freight and passenger service, also from

Greenwood, S. C, to Anderson, 42 miles. From Belton, S. C, to

Greenville, 27 miles, the grading and bridging are completed,

witli the track laid on over 20 miles. From Greenville to Spar-

tanburg, on another division, 30 miles is under contract, and is

being rapidly pushed to completion. The maximum grades will

be 1 per cent, compensated for curve resistance. The least

radius of curvature will be 955.4 ft. The bridges are heavy.

Cooper's E-5S. All openings are covered with concrete cul-

verts or steel structures and 80-lb. rail is being used. (August 16.

p. 329).

Quebec & Saguenay.—.\ contract under the act granting sub-

sidies to railways has been entered between this company

and the Department of Railways and Canals of Canada, to

build 62.8 miles from St. Joachim, Quebec, northeasterly. O. B.

Daoust is president. Quebec.

St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico.—See St. Louis & San
Francisco.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—An officer writes regarding the
work to be carried out on the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico
that the company intends to build at once about 30 miles of
additional side tracks and spurs.

Southern Railway.—The report of this company for the

year ended June 30, 1912, shows that construction of the double-
track line north of Atlanta, between Crosskeys and Gainesville,

Ga., lias progressed during the year. A substantial part of it

has been placed in service. It is expected that this work will be
completed by January 1. 1913. With the completion of this work
between Crosskeys and Gainesville, the company will have in

operation on its main line between Wasliington and Atlanta
288.35 miles of double-track. Construction of the double-track,

and revision of grades and alinement on the main line south

of Franklin Junction, \'a., were completed and placed in opera-

tion during the year. The lap-sidings between Atlanta and
Macon, Ga., Knoxville and Chattanooga, Tenn.. and two of the

three projected between Morristown, Tenn., and Asheville, N. C.
were completed and placed in operation during the year. The
system of lap-sidings has been extended to the line between
Macon and Jesup, Ga., and there were in course of construction

at the close of the year ten such sidings, the aggregate length

of which will be approximately 18,714 feet. Construction of an

additional track between Constitution and Roseland, Ga., a dis-

tance of 2.82 miles, was begun during the year, and, when com-
pleted, there will be about 7 miles of double-track between At-

lanta and Constitution, Ga. On the Knoxville River front ex-

tension it is expected that the track will be ready for operation

by January 1, 1913. A new double-track connection with the

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific at Citico Junction,

Tenn., equipped with interlocking signals, is in course of con-

struction. When completed, this track will afford more prompt
and direct movement of passenger trains in and out of the

union passenger station at Chattanooga, Tenn. It is expected

that this connection will be finished during 1912. A belt line

is in course of construction at High Point, N. C.

Southern Traction.—According to press reports this com-
pany has bought the rights and property of the Dallas Southern

Traction, building a line for the Stone & Webster Manage-
ment Association, Boston, Mass., between Dallas, Tex., and
Waxahachie, 30 miles. It is understood that this is to form a

section of a line now under construction from Dallas to Waco
and to Corsicana. J. F. Strickland, of Dallas, president of ihe

Southern Traction, is quoted as saying that about 75 miles of

the roadbed has been finished and satisfactory progress is be-

ing made building the necessary bridges and trestles. A con-

tract has recently been given for 14 steel bridges to be put up

on the line. (September 20, p. 559.)

Texas Midland.—Negotiations are under way, it is said, for

the purchase of the Texas State Railroad operating from

Palestine, Tex., east to Rusk, 32 miles. It is proposed to ex-

tend the Texas Midland from Ennis southeast to Palestine,

about 75 miles, and to extend the Texas State from Rusk

southeast. The Texas Midland is now in operation from Paris

southwest to Ennis, 124 miles.

Texas Roads (Electric).—Plans are being made to build an

interurban line from Longview, Tex., northeast via Marshall to

Caddo lake, thence southeast to Shreveport. La., about 65 miles.

A branch may be built to Jefferson, Tex., which is about 20 miles

north of Marshall. Financial arrangements are said to be made

to carry out the surveys and to start the work. C. T. Morgan,

R. G. Brc-*K-. and W. K. Eckman, all of Longview, are interested.

Texas State.—See Texas Midland.

Trinity Valley Traction.—An officer is quoted as saying

that financial arrangements have been made to build from

Dallas, Tex., south via Waxahachie. Hubbard, Marlin, Cam-

eron and Taylor, to Austin, about 235 miles. It is expected

that construction work will be started before January, 1913.

J. B. Watkins is president, Dallas.

Vancouver, Victoria & Eastern.—See Great Northern.

Westchester Northern.—See New York, New Haven &

Hartford.
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RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Atl.\nt.\, Ga.—The report of the Southern Railway for the

year ended June 30, 1912, shows that work has progressed dur-

ing the year on the new inbound freight station and office build-

ing at Atlanta, Ga. The freight facilities are now in operation,

and the offices will be ready for occupancy early in 1913. The
Memphis Union Station Company, formed for the purpose of

constructing adequate passenger terminal facilities at Mempiiis,

Tenn., for the joint use of the Southern Railway and four other

companies entering ^lemphis. has been completed and was placed

in operation on .April 1, 1912.

BozEMAN, Mont.—The Gallatin Valley is planning the

erection of a roundhouse.

C.\RLTON, Minn.—The Northern Pacific is planning to build a

•40-stalI roundhouse, machine shops and division offices at tliis
.

point.

Charlotte, N. C.—See Piedmont & Northern Lines imder

Railway Construction.

Chicago.—The railways interested in the proposed new Union
passenger station have purchased the property of the Chicago

Dock Company adjacent to the south branch of the Chicago

river and on the north side of Taylor street for $3,500,000. It

is to be used for freight terminal purposes.

Galveston, Te-\.—Contracts are to be let shortly for a six-

story passenger station and office building for the Gulf, Colo-

rado & Santa Fe, to cost about $500,000.

Ludlow, Ky.—The Cincinnati, New Orleans & Te.xas Pacific

is building a roundhouse and coaling station of concrete con-

struction.

Shreveport, La.—Bids are wanted by L. H. Baker, secretary-

treasurer of the bridge committee of Bossier Parish, Shreve-

port, La., by October 22, for the steel superstructure of a com-
bined highway and street railway bridge, over the Red river,

from Shreveport to Bossier parish. The cost of the improve-

ments will be about $170,000.

Somerset, Pa.—An officer of the Baltimore & Ohio writes that

a contract has been given to P. Farrell, Cincinnati, Ohio, for

the construction of an engine house, a turntable pit, and a sand

house at Somerset. The engine house is to be of brick con-

struction, about 100 ft. long x 80 ft. wide. The sand house
will be of brick construction, 175 ft. long x 15 ft. wide. The
cost of the improvements will be about $25,000.

Tamaqua, Pa.—An officer of the Lehigh & New England
writes regarding the report that a new terminal is to be built

at Tamaqua, that the line is now connected at Tamaqua with

the Panther Creek Railroad in accordance with the original

plans. The company is making plans to build a freight station

to be about 30 ft. x 90 ft., with one or two tracks for local

freight delivery. No plans have been made for a classification

yard or transfer track.

Toledo, Ohio.—Plans for new concrete coal and ore docks

and for the necessary yards and terminals to be built in Toledo
at a cost of about $2,000,000, were announced today by the

Hocking Valley and the Chesapeake & Ohio. Work on the

new docks will be started about November 1. and the contract

will call for their completion in time for the opening of navi-

gation in 1914. When the new docks and terminals are com-
pleted, it is said that the Pennsylvania Railroad will take over

the coal and ore docks now operated by the Hocking Valley

and about 2.500,000 tons of coal and thousands of tons of ore

now handled by the Norfolk & Western at Sandusky, will be

handled over the Toledo docks.

Vancouver, B. C.—See Canadian Northern Pacific under

Railway Construction.

Waycross, Ga.—According to press reports the Atlantic Coast

Line will let contracts soon for building an addition to the

union station.

Wichita, Kan.—It is reported that the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe will build new yards, shops and a roundhouse at

Wichita.

Winter Park, Fla.—According to press reports the Atlantic
Coast Line will put up a new station at Winter Park.

I^ailttta^ Ifinanciai Nem«.

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.—A decree of foreclosure has
been granted against this company brought by the trustees
of the second mortgage 5 per cent, bonds.

Denver Northwestern & Pacific—The committee, Benjamin
Strong, Jr., chairman, representing holders of the purchase
money collateral trust 6 per cent, gold notes of the Denver
Railway Securities Co., due May 1, 1912, total issue $3,500,000,
announces that it has entered into an agreement for the read-
justment of the obligations of that company in connection with
the reorganization of the railway company. Over 85 per cent.

in amount of the notes have been deposited with the Bankers
Trust Co., depositary, and all who do not assent to the plan
(outlined below) are required to withdraw their notes on or
before November 4. The committee says

:

The plan, briefly stated, is as follows: When and if the committee
shall acquire the $4,000,000 Colorado-l'tah Construction Co. notes de-
posited to secure the $3,500,000 Securities Company's notes, and in turn
shall acquire the $8,000,000 of bonds deposited as security for the notes
of the Construction Company, the committee will use the said bonds if
acquired by it in the purchase of the property of the railway company
upon a sale under foreclosure. The railway property is to be conveyed
to a new company, and contemporaneously with such transfer the com-
mittee shall receive $4,117,640 of 1st Mortgage 30-year bonds of the
new company, and m addition thereto similar bonds for a sum equal to
the interest at 6 per cent, per annum upon $3,500,000 from February 1,
191J, the date of the last payment of interest on the Securities Company
notes, to the time of the receipt by the committee of the new bonds,
which bonds are to be taken at the price of 85 per cent. The new bonds
to be delivered to the committee will by their terms bear interest at the
rate of 3 per cent, per annum for the first three years. 4 per cent, per
annum for the fourth year and 5 per cent, per annum for the fifth year
and thereafter.
To provide for the payment of a portion of the 3 per cent, interest

for the first two years on the $4,117,640 bonds to be delivered to the
committee, there will be deposited with the trustee under the new mort-
gage, in^ cash, 2 per cent, interest for the first year and 1 per cent.

"d year. In order to make up S per cent, per annum
committee will receive new first mortgage

interest for the
for the first four ye
5 per cent, bonds for the differ
The total amount of new first mortgage bonds to be issued at the

time of the transfer of the properties to the new company will not exceed
$7,800,000. No additional first mortgage bonds can be issued except
under restrictions to be contained in the mortgage, which restrictions
are to be determined by a committee on which the committee will have
representation. The mortgage securing the bonds will be a first mort-
gage upon the properties of the new company and a second mortgage
upon the properties of the Denver Northwestern Terminal Railway Com-
pany, unless the committee elects to have the stock of the latter company
deposited as collateral security. The total bonds authorized under the
new first mortgage will be $35,000,000.

Mr. Erb has agreed to contribute $1,000,000 in money and to take new
first mortgage bonds therefor at the price of 85 per cent., and also has
agreed to purchase for cash additional 1st Mortgage bonds at 85 in
order to realize an additional $132,000, with which to pay to the trustee
2 per cent, per annum on account of the first year's interest coupons
and 1 per cent, per annum on account of the second year's interest
coupons upon the bonds to be delivered to the committee. Besides this,
there will be supplied by Mr. Erb the $1,000,000 which will be devoted
to making improvements, discharging claims, mechanics* liens, expenses.

Under the plan, each holder of a $5,000 deposited note will be entitled
2 par value of new 1st Mortgage bonds and scrip of

the new company, and new first mortgage bonds or scrip equal to the
interest due at 6 per cent, per annum from February 1, 1912, to the date
of the delivery of the new bonds to the committee, and also an amount
of such bonds or scrip equal to the difference between the lesser interest
and interest at 5 per cent, per annum for the first four years upon the
new bonds, with proper adjustment for anticipation of interest.
The committee recommends the adoption of the plan. [The committee

includes: Benjamin Strong, Jr., Chairman: George H. Burr. E. F. Shan-
backer, Herman Waldeck and Henry H. Wehrhane, with B. W. Jones.
16 Wall street, as Secretary.]

Louisville & Nashville.—Stockholders have voted to approve
of the recommendation of the board of directors to increase

the authorized capital stock from $60,000,000 to $72,000,000.

Pennsylvania & Rochester.—This is the new name of a Penn-
sylvania Railroad subsidiary which is to take over the Gen-
essee Valley Canal Railroad and the Genessee Valley Ter-
minal Railroad, both subsidiaries of the Pennsylvania. The
merger has been authorized by the New York Public Service
Commission, Second district.

St. Marys & Western Ontario.—The Canadian Pacific, which
has leased this property and operates it, has made a new lease

for 999 years providing for the payment of interest on the

outstanding bonds.

Southern Railway.—.At the annual meeting. Samuel M. In-

man. a director, who had served since 1894. declined re-elec-

tion ; and John W. Grant of .Atlanta, Ga.. was elected for three

years in his stead.

Wabash.—J. Horace Harding, Henry E. Cooper and H. Rogers
Winthrop have been elected directors, succeeding John T.

Terry and S. C. Reynolds, resigned, and Edwin Hawley,
deceased.
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ANNUAL REPORTS
SOUTHERN RAILWAY—EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT.

Washington, D. C, September 27, 1912.

To the Stockholders of the Southern Railway Company:
The Board of Directors submits the following report of the affairs

of the Company for the year ended June 30. 1912:

Miles of Road Operated,

Average

INCOME STATEMENT.

1912. 1911.

088.03 7,041.95

Increase,

or Decrease.

Gross Operating Revenues. $63,590,328.90 $60,345,062.64 In

Total Operating E.xpenses. 43,696,236.39 40,926,790.08 Inc.

Net Operating Revenues. $19,894,092. 5 1 $19,418,272.56 In

Outside Operations — Net

Revenue 64,754.67 (.Dr.) 42,027.75 Ir

Net Revenue $19,958,847.18 $19,376,244.81 Inc

Taxes 2,452,328.28 2,212,967.87 Inc,

Operating Income $17,506,518.90 $17,163,276.94 Inc.

Other Income 3,580,074.86 3,802,518.26 Dec

Total Gross Income $21,086,593.76 $20,965,795.20 Inc.

Deductions from Income.. 3,179,772.86 3,167,189.95 Inc.

Total Available Income. $17,906,820.90 $17,798,605.25 Inc

Interest on Mortgage, Bond-

ed and Secured Debt. 11,143,703.84 11,128,601.76 Inc

Balance of Income
Charges $6,763,117.06 $6,670,003.49 Inc

$475,819.95

106,782.42

$582,602.37

239,360.41

$343,241.96

222,443.40

$120,798.56

12,582.91

$108,215.65

15,102.08

Dividends on Preferred

Stock:

No. 21, One Per Cent.,

paid in April, 1911;

No. 23, Two Per Cent.,

paid in April, 1912... $1,200,000.00

No. 22, One Per Cent.,

paid in October, 1911;

Reserve for Dividend

No. 24, Two and One-

Half Per Cent., payable

in October, 1912 1,500.000.00

Total Dividends $2,700,000.00 $1,200,000.00 Inc. $1,500,000.00

Balance over Dividends on

Preferred Stock $4,063,117.06 $5,470,003.49 Dec. $1,406,886.43

Additions and Betterments 44,989.42 66,045.71 Dec. 21,056.29

Balance carried to Credit

of Profit and Loss. .. . $4,018,127.64 $5,403,957.78 Dec. $1,385,830.14

PROFIT AND LOSS.

The surplus shown bv Ihe Profit and Loss statement as of June 30, 1911,

was $11,445,965.08. A'ftcr making provision through Income for the in-

crease of $1,500,000 in Dividends on the Preferred Stock, and charging

to Profit and Loss the remaining balance of Discount on Securities, $l,6o6,-

636.54, the surplus as of June 30, 1912, amounted to $13,756,936.13, a gain

of $2,310,971.05 over the preceding year.

DISCOUNT ON SECURITIES.

As of June 30, 1911, the balance of Discount on Securities sold amounted
to $1,688,029.79. There accrued during the vear $28,650.00 as discount on

Equipment Trust Obligations issued, making a total of $1,716,679.79 to be

extinguished. Following the general practice of the Company, there was
charged to Income $60,043 25, being the proportion that accrued during

the year, leaving a balance in the account of $1,656,636.54, which has been

charged to Profit and Loss, thus disposing of, through Income and Profit

and Loss, the total net discount incurred by the Company from the sale

of its securities from the date of its organization to June 30, 1912.

INTEREST.

The accrued interest on the Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt of

the Company for the vear ended June 30, 1912, was $15,102.08 greater

than for the preceding' year. The interest on Equipment Trust Obliga-

tions increased $45,185.42, and the interest on Bonds and Notes decreased

$30,083.34. (See Table 2, page 20.)

DIVIDENDS.

A dividend of Two Per Cent., on the Preferred Stock of the Company
was paid on April 24, 1912. and provision has been made for the pay-

ment on October 28, 1912, of a dividend of Two and One-Half Per Cent,

declared out of Income earned during the year ended June 30, 1912.

PROPERTY INVESTMENT AND MORTGAGE DEBT.

The investment in physical property, exclusive of depreciation, has been
increased $5,369,361.07, of which $2,702,595.39 was in Roadway and Struct-

ures and $2,666,765.68 in Equipment. This increase represents net addi-
tions made during the year. (See phages 24 and 25.)
The outstanding Mortgage and Collateral Trust Bonds increased during,

the year $26,600, while the Equipment Trust Obligations decreased
$1,009,000. (See page 28.)

There were retired during the year, through the sinking fund provisions-
of the mortgages, $29,400 Charlottesville and Rapidan Railroad Company
First Mortgage Six Per Cent. Bonds and $6,000 Franklin and Pittsylvania
Railroad Company First Mortgage Six Per Cent. Bonds; and, as provided
for in the First Consolidated Mortgage, $35,000 First Consolidated Mort-
gage Five Per Cent. Bonds were issued on account thereof and placed in
the Treasury.
By reason of these and previous drawings for similar purposes, the tota^

amount of First Consolidated Mortgage Five Per Cent. Bonds free in-

the Treasury on June 30, 1912, was $2,427,800.
There were drawn and taken into the Treasury in June, 1912, $5,000,000

Development and General Mortgage Four Per Cent. Bonds, which, under
the terms of that mortgage, could be so drawn during the calendar year
1912 to reimburse the Treasury for expenditures made for additions and
betterments. In like manner there were drawn and taken into the Treas-
ury during the fiscal year $1,195,000 of these Bonds to reimburse the Treas-
ury for $1,130,000, the proportion charged to capital account of Equipment
Trust Obligations paid during the year, and for $65,000 advances to Sub-
sidiary Lines.
By reason of these and previous drawings for similar purposes, the total

amount of Development and General Mortgage Four Per Cent, Bonds free
in the Treasury on June 30, 1912, was $19,862,000.
The Company has continued the conservation of its Working Assets

through the employment of its Treasury funds.

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
Construction of the double-track line north of Atlanta, between Crosskeys-

and Gainesville, Ga., has progressed during the year. A substantial part
of it was placed in service on June 30, 1912, thereby materially facilitating

the heavy peach movement over that line in July. It is expected that this

work will be completed bv January 1, 1913.
With the completion of the double-track work now in progress between

Crosskevs and Gainesville, the Company will have in operation on its main
line between Washington and Atlanta 288.35 miles of double track, or
appro-ximately 44 per cent, of the total mileage between those terminals.

Construction of the double-track, and revision of grades and alignment
on the main line south of Franklin Junction, Va., referred to in report for
the preceding year, were completed and placed in operation during the year.
The l.ip-sidings between Atlanta and Macon, Ga., Knoxville and Chatta-

nooga, Tern., and two of the three projected between Morristown, Tenn..
and .Aslieville, N. C., were completed and placed in operation during the
year. These sidings are equipped with block-houses and interlocking plants.

The system of lap-sidings has been extended to the line between Macon
and Jesup, Ga., and there were in course of construction at the close of the-

vear'ten such sidings, the aggregate length of which will be approximately
is.714 feel.

Construction of an additional main track between Constitution and Rose-
land, Ga., a distance of 2.82 miles, was begun during the year, which,
w-hen completed, will provide approximately 7 miles -of double-track between
Atlanta and Constitution, Ga.

During the year work progressed on the Knoxville River Front Exten-
sion, referred to in last year's report. It is expected that the track will

bf ready for operation by January^ 1, 1913.
There is in course of installation an electric automatic signal system-

between Denim and Charlotte. N. C, a distance of approximately 96 miles.

A new double-track connection with the Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Te.xas Pacific Railway at Citico Junction, Tenn., equipped with interlocking
signals, is in course of construction. When completed, this track will

- afford more prompt and direct movement of the Company's passenger trains

in and out of the Union Passenger Station at Chattanooga, Tenn. It is

expected that this connection will be finished bv January 1, 1913.

A belt line is in course of construction at High Point, N. C, for the

purpose of stimulating industrial development and facilitating the handling
of traffic.

Work has progressed during the year on the new inbound freight statioi*

and office building at Atlanta, Ga. The freight facilities are now in opera-

tion, and the offices will be ready for occupancy about January 1, 1913.

During the year the Company acquired or contracted for 45 locomotives.

37 passenger-train cars, 2,990 freight-train cars and 11 pieces of road
service equipment, all of modern type and standard capacity. In addition

900 gondola cars, which had passed the stage of economical operation, are in

cour'ie of conversion into steel underframe ventilated box cars at the Lenoir
Car Works.

MEMPHIS UNION STATION COMPANY.
Under :in agreement entered into between Louisville & Nashville Rail-

icad Company, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway. Southern
Railway Company. St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern Railway Com-
pany and St. Louis Southwestern Railway Company, the Memphis Union
Station Company was formed for the purpose of constructing adequate
passenger terminal facilities at Memphis, Tenn., which were completed
and placed in operation on April 1, 1912. The capital stock of the Station

Company is owned in equal parts by the five named companies, all of

which are tenants and joint users.

BLUEMONT BRANCH.
Lender an agreement effective Julv 1. 1912, Southern Railway Com-

pany leased to the Washington & Old Dominion Railway Company, for

a period of fifty years, that part of its line known as the Bluemont
Branch. The Washington & Old Dominion Railway Company commenced
operation of this property on July 1, 1912.

THE RELATIONS OF THE COMPANY TO THE PROGRESS OF
THE SOUTH.

Agricultural and industrial development in the territory traversed by
the Company's lines has continued throughout the year.

Agriculture: .

Southeastern farmers are appreciating more fully their manifold oppor-

tunities, and progressive men in all parts of the section are demonstrating

the practicability of greatly increasing the average yields per acre of all

the staple farm crops. Notable work in this direction has been
_
done by

the Company's Cotton Culture Department, mentioned in last years report.

The Cfotton Culture Department, having demonstrated its efficiency not

onlv against the boll weevil but also in securing increased yields per
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acre, lias been merged into a larger Department of Farm Improvement
Work, created for the purpose of extending the same system of cooper-
ative farm demonstration work over all of the territory traversed by_ the

lines of Southern Radway Company and the railway companies associated
with it. Its object is to demonstrate to farmers methods by which the
average yields of the staple crops of each locality may be increased, not
on experimental or demonstration farms under special conditions and with
exceptional resources, but on their own farms and with their own re-

sources. The Department will work in harmony and cooperation with the
State Commissions of Agriculture, State .Agricultural Colleges and Ex-
periment Stations, and the United States Department of Agriculture.
During the year special attention has been given to the upbuilding

of the dairy industry along the Company's lines. In January. 1912. a
dairy instruction car, especially arranged and fully equipped for lecture
and demonstration work, was placed in operation under the direction of
the Ccmpany's Dairy Agent. Ninety-nine points were visited and 12,906
people attended the lectures and demonstrations. The operation of this

car has resulted in increasing dairy farm herds, and in the general
Improvement of conditions surrounding the dairy industry. As a means
of encouraging all branches of the live stock industry, a Live Stock Agent
is employed to give information and advice as to the raising, feeding and
marketing of live stock.
During the year the Company operated agricultural trains in coopera-

tion with various State Boards of Agriculture. Stops were made and
meetings held at one hundred and eleven cities and towns, the total

attendance being estimated at approximately 60,850. The operation of
these trains aroused interest in better agricultural methods, and it is

believed that the results will be beneficial to the farmers and to the
Company.

Land and Industrial Department;
The Land and Industrial Department of the Company, while separate

from the Department of Farm Improvement Work, operates in close co-
operation with it, each supplementing the other. In addition to securing
the location of industries along the Company's lines, the Land and Indus-
trial Department is actively engaged in the solicitation of farm immigrants
from other parts of the United States and from Europe. One of its

duties is_ to advise the Department of Farm Improvement Work as to
the location of farm settlers in territory traversed by the Company's
lines, in order that they may have the benefit of expert advice as to the
best methods to be pursued in their new locations.

Manufacturing:
The development of manufacturing is proceeding more rapidlv in the

Southeastern States traversed by the Company's lines than in the United
States as a whole. The latest report of the United States Census Bureau
on Manufactures in the United States shows that the total value of the
products of manufacturing in the Southeastern States traversed bv the
Company's lines in 1909, was $1,455,927,000, an increase over 1899 of
$754,871,000, or 107.68 per cent., as compared with an increase of 79.49
per cent, for all the other States. The figures by States are as follows;

Percentage
of

Increase.

102.30

154.07

112,30

114.59

113.22

102.42

138.90

76.86

94.30

107.68

1909.

Virginia $219,794,000

North Carolina 216,656,000

South Carolina 1 1 3,236,000

Georgia 202,863,000

Florida 72,890,000

Alabama 145,962,000

Mississippi 80,555,000

Kentucky 223,754,000

Tennessee 180,217,000

$1,455,927,000

644,000

274,000

336,000

532,000

184,000

110,000

718.000

509,000

,749,000

$701,056,000

The number of new industrial plants completed during the fiscal year
at points on the Company's lines was 448, classified as follows;

Brickworks 27

Cotton-Seed Oil Mills 20

Fertilizer Works 26

Flour and Feed Mills 25

Lumber Mills 59

Furniture Factories 12

Other Wood-working Plants 19

Iron Industries 22

Stone Quarries, Coal and Other Mines 38

Tanneries 1

Textile Mills 16

Miscellaneous 183

Total 448

agencies and colonization and land companies operating in Southern
Railway territory.

Road Improvement;
Recognizing the importance of good country highways as factors in

the development of the territory and as feeders to railways, the Com-
pany is continuing its policy of active participation in the movement
for road improvement in the territory traversed by its lines. During
the ^scal year a six months* tour of a special good roads train over the
Company's lines was completed. This train, which was operated in

cooperation with the Office of Public Roads in the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture and the American Association for Highway Improve-
ment, carried models of the best types of modern road construction, and
illustrated lectures were delivered by expert road builders. During the

tour of the train 251 lectures were delivered in 210 counties and 46,733
people attended the meetings. Good Roads Associations were organized
in 78 counties and interest in road improvement was greatly stimulated.

The work of highway improvement is proceeding in a gratifying manner
in every State traversed by the Company's lines, and the statistics of the

United States Office of Puldic Roads show that during the calendar year
1911 the total amount available from legislative appropriations, local

county and district bond issues, and local road taxes for road improve-
ment in the Southeastern States traversed by the Company's lines was
$21,884,433.

Broader Solicitation:

A noteworthy policy adopted during the year has been that of greatly

broadening the fields of the Company's Freight and Passenger Traffic

Departments. Additional agencies have been established in the North-

west, in the Middle West, on the Pacific Coast and in Canada, making
scope of these Departments nati(

Th. Freight Traffic agencies outside of the Company's territory serve
' '

outing of freight over its linesthe double purpose of soliciting the „ _- „--
into and out of the Southeast and of cooperating for the development of

markets for Southeastern products. The latter phase of their work is

being made most helpful to manufacturers and other producers and to

the Company.
The outlying Passenger Traffic agencies are charged with the duty of

developing business and tourist travel over the Company's lines to and
from the territories in which they are located, and with the further duty
of cooperating with the immigration solicitation work of the Land and
Industrial Department. The Passenger Traffic Department in the South-

east and in other sections is working effectively to make the resources,

opportunities and attractions of the localities along the Company's lines

better known and to develop an increasing flow of travel. Passenger
solicitation of all kinds is being most effectively aided by the policy of

the management to keep its passenger-train service, both through and
local, fully abreast of the requirements of the traveling public as to

frequency of trains and character of equipment.

PANAMA CANAL AND LATIN-AMERICAN TRADE.

No part of the United States should benefit more from the approach-

ing completion of the Panama Canal than the territory traversed by
this Company's lines. The geographical relation of the Canal to the

South Atlantic and Gulf ports served by these lines is advantageous;
and conditions are favorable for the production in the Southeast of

many of the manufactured products which are in demand in the markets
of Central and South America, Asia and the Pacific Islands, to which
the Canal will open a more direct route.

Increased attention is being given to the development of direct trade

with the markets of the Atlantic side of South America, as well as

those that will be reached by way of the Canal. During the fiscal year

legular steamship service was established between New Orleans and the

ports of Rio de Janeiro and Santos, Brazil, and Buenos Ayres, .\rgentina;

and since the close of the fiscal year regular service has been inaugurated

between Mobile, Ala., and the ports of Montevideo, Uruguay, and Buenos
Ayres and Rosario, Argentina. The success which has attended the

solicitation of traffic for these lines has been such as to encourage the

hope that similar service may be established from other ports served by
the Company's lines.

THE SERVICE OF EMPLOYEES.

It is a source of much pleasur

of appreciation of the loyal ani

year by officers and employees in

performance of their duties.

to the Board to renew its expression
efficient service rendered during the

all departments of the Company in the

Details of the operations of the Company are set forth in the report

of the Vice-President and General Manager.
Statements of the accounts and statistics of the Company in the usual

detail will be found in the tables hereto annexed.
The accounts have been examined, as usual, by Certified Public Ac-

countants, Messrs. Patterson, Teele & Dennis, and their certificate is

made a part of this report.

Respectfully submitted, by order of the Board,

W. W. FINLEV.
President.

The number of industrial plants under construction at the close of the
year was 73, and the number to which additions were made during the
year was 197.
The year has been one of reviving activity in the cotton textile industry

of the Southeastern States. The official report of the United States Census
Bureau shows that for the year ended August 31, 1912, the consumption
of cotton in the mills of the cotton growing states was in excess of any
previous year, amounting to 2,712,622 bales.

It is noteworthy that during the year the cotton growing states con-
sumed 57,573 more bales than the mills of all of the other states com-
bined. The importance of this to the Company is indicated by the fact
that out of a total of 11,585,839 spindles in the cotton growing states
reported by the Census Bureau as of August 31, 1912, there were, as of
January 1, 1912, 8,530,723 spindles in mills tributary to the Southern
Railway lines.

Immigration:

There is no practical method for obtaining exact information concern-
ing the number of families from outside territory who have settled along
the Company's lines, but a conservative estimate, based upon informa-
tion available, shows that a substantial number of settlers purchased
lands and located along the Company's lines during the year.

During the year there was an increase in the number of real estate

T.ABLE 3.

PROFIT AND LOSS FOR YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 1912.

Balance at Credit of this Account .Tune 30, 1911 $11,445,965.08

Add:
Credit Balance of Income for the Year 4,018,127.64

$15,464,092.72

Deduct:

Discount on Securities charged off during the

year $1,656,636.54

Net Miscellaneous Debits 50.520.05

1,707,156.59

Credit Balance June 30, 1912 $13,756,936.13
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$7,464,916.'
9,460,756.;
I,549.403.<

20,662,085.1
1,789,627.:

$17,499.5
137,342.!
200.131.1
148,970.1
1 94.258.'

2.659,249.;
445.055.;

$34,440.-
1,887.748.'
799.061.!
60,017.;

176.396.;
125,814.;
83,709.;

$10,234,565.0
667,228.!
226.808.(

$fi00,000.(

600.000.(

),926,790

>,418.272,

42.027

,128.601

i.670,003.

T.\TEMENT FOR YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1912, ;OMP.\RED WITH YEAR EXDED JUNE 30, 1911.

OPERATING REVENUES:
Freight Revenue $41,508,300.38
Passenger Revenue 16.939,811.36
Miscellaneous Passenger-Train Revenue 326,202.88
Mail Revenue 1 ,352,298.62
Express Revenue 1,948,956.80
Other Transportation Revenue • 876,357.79
Revenue from Operations other than Transportation 63s!401.07

64 ToT.\L Operating Revenues $63,590,328.90

OPERATING EXPENSES:
Maintenance of Way and Structures $7,841,220.15
Maintenance of Equipment 10,108,672.84
Traffic Expenses 1.745,353.05
Transportation Expenses 22,081,653.47
General Expenses 1,919,336.88

08 Total Oper.\tixc Expenses 43,696,236.39

56 Net Operating Revenue $19,894,092.51
Outside Operations—Net Revenue 64,754.67

,75 Outside Operations—Net Deficit

,81 Net Revenue $19,958,847.18
87 Taxes 2,452,328.28

,94 Oper.\tinc Income $17,506,518.90

OTHER INCOME:
Rents Accrued from Lease of Road $20,000.00
Hire of Equipment—Balance 3 1 ,206.88
Rents Accrued from Joint Tracks, Yards and Terminals 204,635.85
Miscellaneous Rents 131.993.72
Miscellaneous Income 165,795.63
Income from Investments 2,757,645.38
Miscellaneous Interest and Commissions 268,797.40

26 Total Other Income 3,580,074.86

20 TOTAL GROSS INCOME $21,086,593.76

DEDUCTIONS FROM TOTAL GROSS INCOME:
Income from Operation. Southern Railway Company in Mississippi. Alabama Slate

Line to Columbus, Miss $50,950.88
Rents Accrued for Lease of Other Roads (See Table 2) 1,865,927.33
Rents .Accrued for Joint Tracks, Yards and Terminals 898,444.10
Miscellaneous Rents 36.242.83
Separately Operated Propenies 180.701.01
Discount on Securities Sold—Proportion charged to Income 60,043.25
Miscellaneous Deductions 87,463.46

.95 Total Deductions 3,179,772.86

.25 Total .Uailable Income $17,906,820.90
Interest on Konds and Notes (See Table 2) $10,204,481.66
Interest on Equipment Trust Obligations (See Table 2) 712,414.18
Dividends -Accrued on Southern Railway—.Mobile & Ohio Stock Trust Certificates. .

.

226,808.00
.76 11,143,703.84

Balance of Income Over Charges $6,763,117.06

From Which Deduct:
Dividends Nos. 21 (1%) and 23 (27c) on Preferred Stock $1,200,000.00
Dividend No. 22 (1%) and Reserve for Dividend Ko. 24 (2!^%) on Preferred Stock.

payable in October, 1912 1.500,000.00

Total Dividends 2,700.000.00

Balance Over Dividends on Preferred Stock $4,063,117.06
Additions and Betterments. 44,989.42

BALANCE CARRIED TO CREDIT OF PROFIT AND LOSS $4,018,127.64

June 30, 1911.

$15,647,735.43
15.233,501.83

$366,039,973.18

30.881.237.26

5384,008.913.52

526.789.913.96

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET. JUNE 30, 1912, AND JUNE 30, 1911.

ASSETS. June 30, 1912.

PROPERTY INVESTMENT:
Ro.^D AND Equipment:
Investment to June 30, 1907:
Road $318,243,507.64
Equipment (Including Trust Equipment) 47,796,465.54

Total Investment to June 30, 1907 $366,039,973.18
Investment since June 30, 1907:
Road $18,350,330.82
Equipment (Including Trust Equipment) 17,900,267.51

Total Investment since June 30, 1907 : 36,250,598.33

Total Road and Equipment $402,290.571 .51

Less: Reserve for Accrued Depreciation on Equipment 13.779.492.93

Total Net Road and Equipment $388,511,078.58

Securities:
Securities of Proprietarv, -Affiliated and Controlled Companies—Pledged:

Stocks . 52,487.686.26

Bonds 21 ,508,920.74
$23,996,607.00

Bonds Issued or .Assumed—Pledged 2,000,000.00
Securities of Proprietary, Affiliated and Controlled Companies—Unpledged:

Stocks $1 16,887.21

Bonds 684,418.75
801,305.96

Tota"l $26,797.912.96

Other Investments:.
Advances to Proprietarv, Affiliated and Controlled Companies for Construction,

Equipment and Betterments '. $419,193.34
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TABLE 4—Continued. .

June 30, 1911.

$374,587.76
33.468,143.91
9.598.039.18

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, JUNE 30, 1912, AND JUNE 30, 1911.

ASSETS.
PROPERTY INVESTMENT (Continued):

Miscellaneous Investments:

Physical Property
Securities—Pledged
Securities—Unpledged

$44,030,520.22 Total

June 30, 1912.

$355,590.67
33.588.943.91
9,450.980.28

43,395,514.86

$43,814,708.20

WORKING ASSETS:

$256,522.00
179,059.04
53,935.00

$745,771.25
108,864.50

1,013,232.37
2,318.43

23,528.45
1.688,029.79
4,536,641.48

31,830.58
804.390.12

1.569,663.48

$10,377,361.16
16.101,800.00

489,536.04
137,128.77
566,332.38
415,424.63

2,875,491.45
3,837,425.42
535,542.30

Cash
Securities Issued or Assumed—Held
Marketable Securities:

Stocks
Bonds
Miscellaneous

Loans and Bills Receivable
Traflic and Car Service Balances due from other
Balance due from Agents and Conductors
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable
Material and Supplies (See Table \l)
Other Working Assets

Companies.

Total

ACCRUED INCOME NOT DUE:
$938,693.31 Unmatured Interest, Dividends and Rents Receivable

DEFERRED DEBIT ITEMS:
Temporary Advances to Proprietary, Affiliated and Controlled Co
Working Funds
Other Advances
Rents and Insurance Paid in Advance
Taxes Paid in Advance
Unextinguished Discount on Securities

, Special Deposits
Cash and Securities in Sinking and Redemption Funds
Cash and Securities in Insurance Reserve Fund
Other Deferred Debit Items

$501,628,353.61

June 30, 1911.

Total

Grand Total

$256,522.00
179.059.04
51,455.00

$730,882.15
136,428.19

1,063,764.13
2,046.61

29,150.03

'2i923]33i!i9
3,525.00

915,941.37
1,377.926.99

487,036.04
448,483.55
762,026.42
467,025.40

2,237,325.52
4,210,084.90
722,674.10

$1,062,490.26

$512,084,423.89

LIABILITIES.

CAPITAL STOCK;
Common
Preferred

, $120,000,000.00
60,000,000.00

$180,000,000.00 Total $180,000,000.00

MORTGAGE, BONDED AND SECURED DEBT:
Mortgage Bonds—Outstanding $193,956,900.00
Mortgage Bonds—Held by Company 24,539,800.00

$212,296,100.00 Total
Collateral Trust Bonds—Outstanding $19,738,700.00
Collateral Trust Bonds—Held by Company 42,000.00

Total (See Table 5)
Equipment Trust Obligations (See Table 6) .

$218,496,700.00

19.780,700.00
10,107,000.00

$248,384,400.00
16,380,000.00

$259,516,800.00

$470,339.36
656,868.35

4,861,646.68
207,897.90

2,876,213.70

$1,713,954.50
909,467.67

$2,245,362.71
742,381.11

$600,000.00
319,411.17
804,390.12

33,099,000.00 OUTSTANDING SECURITIES ON LEASEHOLD ESTATES.

WORKING LIABILITIES:

1,723,801.29

11,445,965.08

$501,628,353.61

Loans and Bills Payable
Traffic and Car Service Balances due to other Companies
Audited Vouchers, Accounts and Wages Unpaid
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable
Matured Interest, Dividends and Rents Unpaid, including amounts due July 1

Matured Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt unpaid—Bonds not presented for
Redemption

Other Working Liabilities

$455,000.00
817,608.07

5,984,377.17
344,295.59

2,880,202.44

Total

ACCRUED LIABILITIES NOT DUE:

DEFERRED CREDIT ITEMS:
Operating Reserves
Other Deferred Credit Items..

Total

APPROPRIATED SURPLUS:
Reserves for Dividends No. 22. 1 Per Cent, and No. 24, 2'A Per

ferred Stock, payable October, 1911 and 1912, respectively.'
Additions to Property since June 30, 1907, throug' *

Insurance Reserve Fund

Total

PROFIT AND LOSS

^-RAND Total

$1,500,000.00
361,500.54
915.941.37

12,120.139.82

,441.91

i.936.13

$512,084,423.89
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THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY COMPANY—SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT.

Office of

The .'^TCHiso.v, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway System,
No. 5 Nassau Street, New York City.

September 10,

To the Stockholders:
Your Directors submit the following report lor the fiscal year

1911, to June 30, 1912, inclusive.

The Lines lomprising the Atchison System, the operations of w

embraced in the following statements, are as follows:

June 30, 1912.

8,200.86 miles.Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
Rio Grande & El Paso Railroad -su.-i

Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway 1,596.06

Eastern Railway of New Mexico
Pecos & Northern Te.xas Railway 478.67

Pecos River Railroad 54.24

Santa Fe, Piescott & Phoenix Railway
Southern Kansas Railway of Texas 124.92

Texas & Gulf Railway 125.80

Gulf & Interstate Railway of Texas 71.97

Concho, San Saba & Llano Valley Railroad. 60.15

Increase during the year 332.51 miles.
10,732.8

June
7,549

20.;

1,537.'
225.;

296.1

10,400.37

1912.

July 1,

hich aie

30, 1911.

69 miles.

The average mileage operated during the fiscal year ending June 30.

1912, was 10.627.92 miles, being an increase of 277.79 miles as compared
with' the average mileage operated during the preceding fiscal year.

The mile.ige formerly operated as the Eastern Railway of New Mexico
and Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix Railway was operated by the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway on June 30, 1912, and, therefore,

is so shown as of that date.

In addition to lines covered by this report theie were completed on
June 30, 1912, 50.92 miles of additional line, all of which will be ready

for operation in the near future.

The Company also controls, through ownership of stocks ana bonds,

other lines aggregating 63.58 miles, and is interested jointly with other

companies in 599.43 miles. ,
For detailed statement of present mileage and of changes in mileage

since last Annual Report, see pages 42 to 46.

INCOME STATEMENT.
The following is a summary of the transactions of the System for the

years ending June 30, 1911 and 1912.
1911. 1912.

Operating Revenues $107,565,115.62 $107,752,359.91

Operating Expenses 70,768.251.57 71.273.202.97

Net Operating Revenue $36,796,864.05 $36,479,156.94

Taxes 3,474,606.88 4,206,453.83

Operating Income $33,322,257.17 $32,272,703.09

Other Income 2,207.366.07 2,569,968.22

Gross Corporate Income $35,529,623.24 $34,842,671.31

Rentals and Other Charges 1.446.236.38 1.521,570.56

$34,083,386.86 $33,321,100.75

Fixed charges, including accrued interest on
Adjustment Bonds 12.712.319.31 13,660,859.50

Net Corporate Income (representing
amounts available for dividends and
surplus and for necessary but unpro-
ductive or only partially productive
expenditures) $21,371,067.55 $19,660,241.25

From the net corporate income for the year the fol-

lowing suras have been deducted;

Dividends on Preferred .Stock—
No. 27 (2'A%) paid Feb. 1,

1912 $2,854,345.00
No. 28 (2}4%) paid Aug. 1.

1912 2,854.345.00

Dividends on Common Stock—
No. 25 (15^%) paid Sept. 1,

1911 $2,538,907.50
No. 26 (1M%) paid Dec. 1,

1911 2.538,982.50
No. 27 (l'/i%) paid March 1,

1912 2,539,912.50
No. 28 (1>4%) paid June 1,

1912 2,550,382.50

$5,708,690.00

Appropriation for Fuel Reserve Fund
Appropriated for Additions and Betterments

(See comments on "Additions and Bet-
terments." p. 9) 3.300,000.00

Surplus carried to Profit and Loss
Surplus to credit of Profit and Loss June

30, 1911 $20,566,706.63
Discount on Bonds written off 182,996.95

20.383,709.68

30, 1912.Surplus to credit of Profit and Loss J

Income from sources other than
interest on cash in banks and
bonds and stocks of companie
the System accounts.

During the fiscal year the

net proceeds of sales of la:

(5rant, but this was directly i

chises and Other Property,
Income Account.

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES AND REDUCTION OF BOOK VALUES.
The total charges to Capital Account, as shown by the General Balance

Sheet, page 26. at June 30. 1912, aggregated $621,869,989.29 as compared
with $609,287,764.18 at June 30, 1911. an increase during the year of

$12,582,225.11, which analyzes as follows:
Construction and acquisition of new mileage, including the acquisition of

bonds and stocks of other railway and terminal companies;

$20,470,115.99

ngs from operation consirted of

collected as interest and dividends upon
operations of which are not included in

sum of $200,000 in cash was received as the
nd embraced in the Santa Fe Pacific Land
vritten off the book value of Railroads, Fran-
and the transaction does not appear in the

.$23,858,989.28
California, Arizona &
Fe Ry

Less: Investment m the
property and securities

of companies merged
in The C. A. & S. F
Ry. Co., reported in

previous years (see

page 28) 22,379,112.52

Concho, San Saba & Llano Valley R. R...
Dodge City & Cimarron \alley Ry
Eastern Ry. of New Mexico
Grand Canyon Ry
Gulf. Beaumont & Great Northern Ry
Gulf, Beaumont & Kansas City Ry
Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe Ry

),876.76
t,323.06
1,077.49
1,727.86
5,669.72
,888.16
J,484.00
J,263.67

Sunset Ry $386,343.94
Less: Investment in se-

curities of Sunset R. R.
and Sunset Western
Ry. consolidated into
tlie Sunset Ry., re-

ported in previous

Wichil Vnu
a! Co. of Dalla
1 Terminal Ry.

Additions and Betterments—System Lines:
Right of Way. Station Grounds and Real

Estate
Widening Cuts and Fills, including Pro-

tection and Banks
Grade Reductions and Changes of Line
Bridges. Trestles and Culverts
Ballast, including cost of spreading and

putting under track
Increased Weight of Rail

Frogs, Switches. Track Fastenings, and
Appurtenances

Additional Main Tracks
Siding and Spur Tracks
Terminal Yards
Track Elevation, Elimination of Grade

Crossings, and Improvements of Over
and Under Grade Crossings

Interlocking, Block and Other Signal Ap-
paratus

Telegraph and Telephone Lines
Buildings. Shops, Dock and Wharf Prop-

erty
Shop Machinery and Tools
-Additional Equipment
Betterments to Equipment
Other Additions and Betterments

82,928.16
3,000.00

10,000.00

206,828.73
298,783.48
628,382.08

1,272.127.75
438.770.69

660.516.41
1,546,793.78
292,504.87
331,019.59

33,861.14
20,531.99

904,094.81
169,382.96

3,231.531.13
133.833.80
123,945.46

$3,656,238 88

Fuel Lands and Other Properties:

Fuel Lands $ 8,000.00

Ice Plant, Belen 134.556.55

Santa Barbara Tie & Pole Co 1,013.47

Tie and Timber Lands 53.530.49

Real Estate held for future use 206,257.61
Miscellaneous Items 3S,i9r-'5

Othe Investments

Total Charges $15,243,346.29

Reduction of Book Values:

Garden City, Gulf & Northern R. R $
^ulf. Beaumont & Kansas City Rv.
Houston Belt & Terminal Ry
Santa Fe Pacific R. R.—Land Sales..
Ice Plant. San Bernardino
Texas Tie & Lumber Preserving Co.
Reserve for Accrued Depreciation...

12,000.00
3,500.00
21.620.80

200,000.00
39.145.71
1,697.62

2,383,157.05

jnt during the $12,582,225.11

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
The Additions and Betterments aggregating $10,276,984.27 are classified

in accordance with the rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission and
relate to expenditures which under the Commission's rules cannot be

charged to operating expenses. But the use of the term "Additions and
Betterments" does not indicate that all such expenditures are or will be

productive. To keep a great railroad property and its equipment up to

date and to meet the increasing demands of the public, it is essential

to make many so-called additions and betterments which are either wholly

unproductive or only partially productive or productive only at the expira-

tion of many years from the time thev are made. It will be noted that

$3,300,000 of the $10,276,984.27 of Additions and Betterments has been

appropriated from the corporate income for the year (see Income State-

ment, page 6).

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT.
The following statement shows the sums charged to Operating Expenses

for Maintenance of Equipment during each year since July 1. 1896:

Ending June 30.

Average
Operated
Mileage.

6,443.81
6,936.02
7.032.62
7.341.34

1899
1900
1901 7,807.31

1902 7.855.38
1903 7.965.13

Total Expenditure
Expenditure. Per Mile.

$3,443,884.82 $ 534.45
4.659,277.99 671.75
4,810,795.64 684.07
5.267,832.40 717.56
6,257,456.57 801.49
7.864.951.25 1,001.22

8,510,543.09 1,068.48
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Year Ending Ju
1904

ne 30.

.Average
Operated
Mileage.
8.179 59

1906
1907 9 273 15
190S 9 415 01
1909 9.794.86
1910
1911 .. 10 350.13
1912 . . 10.627.92

Total Expenditure
Expenditure. Per Mile.
10.006,135.41 1,223.31
10.914,864.4" 1.314.19
10.720.040.43 1,271.05
11,779.846.64 1.270.32
14.246.621.44 1,513.18
13.903,897.37 1.419.51
15.560.047.44 1.569.13
16.686.145.45 1.612.17
16,521,231.41 1,554.51

For the year ending June 30. 1912, maintenance charges, including
renewals and depreciation, averaged as follows:

Per locomotive $4,381.72
Per locomotive mile ' ;1591

Per passenger car, including mail and express 1,009.64
Per passenger car mile .0111
Per freight car 100.47
Per freight car mile .0095

The foregoing average maintenance charges include a proportion of un-
located expenditures for Maintenance of Equipment charged to Superin-
tendence, Shop Machinery and Tools. Injuries to Persons, Stationery
and Printing, Other Expenses, and Maintaining Joint Equipment at Ter-
minals. Beer and refrigerator cars are not taken into consideration in

arriving at the foregoing averages, such cars being operated by the Santa
Fe Refrigerator Despatch Company, which bears the expense of their

maintenance.
The following charges were made to Additions and Betterments in respect

of additional equipment purchased and built during the year and in respect
of payments made for equipment received during prior years:

122 Locomotives $2,996,980.50
46 Passenger-Train Cars 539.531.10
186 Freight-Train Cars* 1S4.155.73
213 Miscellaneous Cars 233.409.27

Ferry Boat (additional charges) S. 504.40

$3,962,581.00

Less—Value of equipment retired during the year as follows:

38 Locomotives $131,966.62
6 Passenger-Train Cars 12.019.72

1,141 Freight-Train Cars 563,835.06
22 Miscellaneous Cars 5,841.18

Adjustment of value of equipment trans-
ferred between system lines, representing
depreciation accrued to date of transfer. . . . 17.387.29

731.049.87

$3,231,531.13

*The Company has on order to be delivered during the present calendar
year about five thousand freight-train cars._

A statement of the locomotives in service and of their tractive power
will be found on page 41.

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES.
The following statement shows the sums charged to Operating Expenses

for Maintenance of Way and Structures during each year since July 1,

1896:
Average
Operated Total Expenditure

Year Ending June 30. Mileage. Expenditure. Per Mile.

1897 6,443.81 $6,282,923.15 $975.03
1898 6,936.02 8,281,397.88 1,193.97
1899 7,032.62 7,672,107.62 1,090.93
1900 7,341.34 6,354,372.10 865.56
1901 7,807.31 6,433,840.36 824.08
1902 7,855.38 6,141,466.39 781.82
1903 7.965.13 9.304.892.04 1,168.20
1904 8.179.59 9,170,234.07 1,121.11
1905 8.305.40 11,385.418.33 1.370.85
1906 8,433.99 12.475.407.97 1.479.18
1907 9,273.15 15.286,062.66 1.648.42
1908 9.415.01 14.120,828.02 1,499.82
1909 9.794.86 12,884.406.81 1,315.43
1910 9,916.33 17,807.136.20 1.795.74
1911 10,350.13 16,059.786.90 1.551.65
1912 10,627.92 16.076,833.75 1,512.70

COMPARISON OF OPERATING RESULTS.
The following is a statement of revenues and expenses of the System for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1912, in comparison with the previous year:

Year Ending Year Ending Increase.
June 30, 1912. June 30, 1911. Decrease.

Oper.\ting Revenues:
Freight $ 71.529.574.67 $ 71,787,200.89 —$257,626.22
Passenger 27,453,525.41 27,204,867.66 248,657.75
Mail. Express and Miscel-

laneous 8,769,259.83 8,573,047.07 196,212.76

Total Operating Revenues. $107,752,359.91 $107,565,115.62 $187,244.29

Operating Expenses:
Maintenance of Way and

Structures $ 16,076,833.75 $ 16,059,786.90 $ 17.046.85
Maintenance of Equipment.. 16,521,231.41 16.686,145.45 —164,914.04
Traffic Expenses 2,416,746.46 2,249.898.69 166.847.77
Transportation Expenses 33,733.667.06 33,183,520.09 550.146.97
General Expenses 2.524,724.29 2,588,900.44 —64,176.15

Total Operating Expenses. $ 71,273,202.97 $ 70,768,251.57 $504,951.40
Net Operating Revenues $ 36.479.156.94 $ 36,796,864.05 —$317,707.11
Ratio of Operating Expenses to
Operating Revenues 66.15 65.79 .36

The following averages are deducted from tables set forth on pages 36
and 39.
The average tons of freight (revenue and company) per loaded car mile

decreased from 18.74 to 18.52, or 1.17 per cent.
The average tons of freight (revenue and company) carried per freight-

train mile (freight, mixed and company-supply) increased from 394.72 to
399.94, or 1.32 per cent.
The average freight revenue per revenue treight-train mile increased from

$3.19 to $3.26, or 2.19 per cent.
The average passenger revenue per revenue passenger-train mile decreased

from $1.21 to $1.18, or 2.48 per cent.

The average passenger train revenue per revenue passenger-train mile
decreased from $1.51 to $1.47, or 2.65 per cent.
The tons of freight carried one mile (revenue and company) decreased

96,347.956, or 1.07 per cent., while miles run by freight cars floaded and
empty) in freight, mixed and company-supply trains decreased 6,169.042, or
.90 per cent., and the mileage of such trains decreased 538,434, or 2.36 per
cent.

The number of passengers carried one mile increased 5,111,995, or .40
per cent, while miles run by passenger cars in passenger and mixed trains
increased 5.657,442, or 4.29 per cent., and the mileage of such trains in-
creased 773,537, or 3.44 per cent.
The following is a consolidated statement of the business of the System

for each fiscal year during the period since January 1, 1896;

Gross Expenses.
Revenues Including
Including Taxes,

Fiscal Income Rentals
Year Average from and Interest Net
Ending Miles Other Other on Corporate
June 30. Operated. Sources. Charges. Bonds. Income.
1897*.. 6,443.81 $44,532,628.99 $36,038,455.30 $8,440,387.91 $ 53,785.78
1898... 6,936.02 39,396,126.41 30,513,553.17 7,045,988.30 1,836,584.94
1899... 7.032.62 40,762,933.47 29,332,964.11 7,241,972.00 4,187,997.36
1900... 7,341.34 46,498,899.04 29.414,427.56 7,345,166.50 9.739,304.98
1901... 7,807.31 54.807,379.78 34,502,039.87 7,830,810.83 12,474,529.08
1902... 7,855.38 60.275.944.33 36,272,432.45 8,438,985.00 15.564,526.88
1903... 7,965.13 63,668,390.99 40,635,576.48 9,134,485.24 13,898,329.27
1904... 8,179.59 69,419.975.41 44,641,434.10 9,418,770.00 15,359 77131
1905... 8,305.40 69.189,739.65 47,835,883.50 9,611,510.09 11,742.34606
1906... 8,433.99 79,390,749.05 51.035,355.71 10,622,184.22 17.733,209 12
1907... 9,273.15 94.436.574.68 61.779.916.16 11.487.934.70 21.168,723.82
1908... 9,415.01 91,289,770.61 65.031,582.67 12,579,301.77 '.3,678,886.17
1909... 9,794.86 95,424,091.89 61,458.019.13 13,548,081.93 20,417.990.83
1910... 9,916.33 107,543,250.16 75,133,314.54 11,984,151.36 20,425.784.26
1911... 10,350.13 109,772,481.69 75,689,094.83 12,712,319.31 21,371,067.55
1912.. . 10,627.92 110,322,328.13 77,001,227.38 13,660,859.50 19,660,241.25

*18 months.

The following statement shows the gross operating revenues of the Sys-
tem (exclusive of income from other sources) per mile of road operated
for each fiscal year since July 1, 1896:

Gross Operating Average Per
Year Ending June 30. Revenues. Mile of Road.

1897 $30,621,230.10 $4,752.04
1898 39.214,099.24 5.653.69
1899 40.513.498.63 5.760.80
1900 46.232.078.23 6,297.49
1901 54.474,822.61 6.977.41
1902 59,135,085.53 7,527 97
1903 62.350.397.28 7,827.92
1904 68,171,200.18 8.334.31
1905 68,375.837.25 8,232.70
1906...- 78,044,347.25 9.253 55
1907 93,683,406.91 10,102.65
1908 90.617.796.38 9.624.82
1909 94.265.716.87 9,624.00
1910 104.993,194.67 10,587.91
1911 107.565.115.62 10.392.63
1912 107,752.359.91 10.138.61

The following statement shows the development of the freight and pas-
senger revenues of the System since July 1, 1896:

Freight Passenger
1 ear Ending June 30. Revenue. Revenue.

1897 $22,067,686.77 $5,574,288.31
1898 28,588,716.76 7,347,361.59
1899 29.492,586.65 8,126,141.85
1900 33,729,332.83 9,334.661.57
1901 39,052.557.43 11,678,017.25
1902 41,815,607.05 13.439.384.57
1903 44,622,438.71 13,469,985.78
1904 47,762,653.23 15,433,773 63
1905 47.408.982.36 16,045.380.27
1906 54,598,902.82 18.013,988.56
1907 65.500.309.42 21,171,629.08
1908 61,848,638.51 21.643.427.49
1909 64,212.638.10 22,734,505.32
1910 71,194,055.59 25,437,181.98
1911 71.787.200.89 27,204,867.66
1912 71,529,574.67 27,453,525.41

CAPITAL STOCK AND FUNDED DEBT.
The outstanding Capital Stock (deducting stock in treasury) on June 30,

I9I1, consisted of:
Common $168,430,500
Preferred 114,173,730

, , . , $282,604,230
Issued during the year:

Common Stock issued in exchange for Convertible Bonds
^ retired 1,699,000
Capital Stock outstanding June 30, 1912:
Common $170,129,500
Preferred 114,173,730

The outstanding Funded Debt of the System (deducting bonds
in treasun-'* amounted on June 30. 1911. to $329,101,820

The following changes in the Funded Debt occurred during

Obligations issued:

California-Arizona Lines First and Refunding Mortgage A'^i'%

^ ,. Bonds $18,299,695
Obligations Purchased or Retired:

Serial Debenture 4% Bonds,
Series J $1,032,000
Series K 1,710.000
Series L 312,000

Convertible 4% Bonds 1,642.000
Convertible 5% Bonds 57.000
Miscellaneous Divisional Bonds 3.500

4.756.500

Increase of Funded Debt $13,543,195
Total System Funded Debt outstanding June 30, 1912 $342,645,015
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Interest charges for the year ending June 30, 1913, will be approximately

$14,040,000, or an average monthly charge of about $1,170,000.

TREASURY.
Neither this Company nor any o£ its auxiliaries has any notes or bills

outstanding.
The Company held in its treasury on Tune 30, 1912, $41,906,232.86 cash,

and had available $3,780,000 General Mortgage Bonds, including bonds
not yet certified by the Trustee. The Company also has in the treasury

unpledged a large amount of stocks and bonds of other companies, of

which part are carried in the balance sheet as Investments and part are

included under Railroads. Franchises and Other Property.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rv. Co. and The California, Arizona
& Santa Fe Ry. Co. (more particularly referred to on page 17) executed
an indenture dated March 1, 1912, by which the latter company mortgaged
its properties to secure an issue of Four and One-Half per cent. California-

Arizona Lines First and Refunding Mortgage Bonds of The Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe Rv. Co., for $50,000,000 maturing March 1, 1962.

$18,299,695 of these bonds have been issued and sold.

FUEL RESERVE FUND.
The fund has been increased during the year by earnings derived from

sundry fuel properties, and decreased by certain payments for fuel prop-

erties as follows:

Amount to credit of Fund June 30, 1911 $1,431,077.35

Added during the year 396,959.94

$1,828,037.29

Deduct sums paid for fuel properties 764.71

In Fund June 30, 1912 $1,827,272.58

On June 30, 1912, there remained in the treasury of the Cherokee &
Pittsburg Coal and Mining Company ao unexpended cash surplus amount-
ing to $74,058.20, so that the total amount available for replacement of

fuel properties in which your Company is interested is $1,901,330.78.

NEW MEXICO & ARIZONA RAILROAD COMPANY AND SONORA
RAILWAY COMPANY, LIMITED.

During the year the securities of the above companies owned by your
company were sold to the Southern Pacific Railroad Company. The rail-

ways of these companies have been operated by the Southern Pacific Com-
pany under lease, the term of the lease running until September 1, 1979.

THE CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA & SANTA FE RAILWAY CO.

This company was organized during the year and acquired from the

Southern Pacific Railroad Company the line between Needles and Mojave,
California, and acquired also the lines formerly owned by the Arizona
and California Railway Company, Barnwell and Searchlight Railway Com-
pany, Bradshaw Mountain Railroad Company, The California Eastern
Railway Company. Fresno County Railway, Fullerton and Richfield Rail-

way Company, Kings River Railway Company, Oakland and East Side
Railroad Company, Oakdale Western Railway Company, Perris and Lake-
view Railway Company, Prescott and Elastem Railroaa Company, Rands-
burg Railway Company, and Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix Railway
Company. The lines so acquired are located in California and Arizona
and aggregate 834 miles in length.

NEEDLES-MOJAVE LINE.
During the year this line, between Needles and Mojave, California, a

distance of 242.19 miles, which has been operated under lease as a part

of your main line between Chicago and the Pacific Coast, was acquired
from the Southern Pacific Railroad Company, title being vested in The
California. Arizona & Santa Fe Railway Company.

DODGE CITY AND CIMARRON VALLEY RAILWAY.
In order to serve the needs of Southwestern Kansas this company was

organized to construct a line extending from Dodge City, Kansas, in a
generally southwesterly direction, and the construction of about 60 miles
of the projected line has been undertaken and at this date is practically
completed. An additional 60 miles will be constructed during the present
6scal year.

GALVESTON CAUSEWAY.
In May of this year this structure, connecting Galveston Island with the

Texas main land, was formally opened for traffic, having been under con-
struction since September, 1909, pursuant to an agreement between .the

County of Galveston, the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Railway Company
and certain other transportation companies entering Galveston. The cause-
way has a total length of 10.642 feet and consists of a steel lift-bridge

over the channel about midway across the bay, fourteen seventy-foot
reinforced concrete arches and sand embankment approaches protected by
reinforced concrete. The causeway carries two steam railroad tracks with
additional space for electric railroad and county highway.

NORTHWESTERN PACIFIC RAILROAD.
As set forth in this company's Twelfth Annual Report certain proper-

ties in Northern California owned by your company and the Southern
pacific Company were consolidated into the Northwestern Pacific Rail-

road Company, one-half of the capital stock of which was vested in your

company and the other half in the Southern Pacific Company. One of
the objects of this transaction was to insure the construction of a link
connecting certain of these properties between WiUetts and Shively,
California, a distance of 105.67 miles. Construction of this line has
been in progress throughout the year. 39.52 miles have been completed
and work is being pushed on the remaining 66.15 miles. When this work
is completed the Northwestern Pacific Railroad will have a continuous
line from Sausalito on San Francisco Bay to Eureka and Trinidad in
Northern Cahfornia, which with its branch lines will make a total of
511.67 miles. The new line will run through what is practically virgin
territory, and its construction should materially increase the traffic now
interchanged by your company with the Northwestern Pacific Company.

PORT BOLIVAR IRON ORE RAILWAY.
This road, 30 miles in length, was constructed by private parties for

the purpose of developing certain iron ore properties north of Longview
and is being operated by this company under a temporary arrangement
terminable at the pleasure of either party.

SUNSET RAILWAY.
Pursuant to an agreement between the Sunset Railroad Company and

the Sunset Western Railway Company, these two lines were consolidated
under articles of incorporation and consolidation filed March 20, 1912,
the new company so formed being known as the Sunset Railway Company.
One-half of the capital stock of the new company was vested in your
company and the other half in the Southern Pacific Company. The con-
solidation was made in the interest of economy of operation.

WEST TEXAS CONSTRUCTION.
The lines in West Texas under construction at the date of the last

annual report have been completed during the year. The entire line be-
tween Coleman and Lubbock was opened for traffic on December 1, 1911.
and the line Lometa to Eden was completed into the latter point and
opened for traffic January 1, 1912. The extension of the Coleman-Lub-
bock Line from the latter point to Texico, N. M., a distance of 89 miles,
has been authorized, and it is expected this line will be completed and
opened for traffic by the close of the present fiscal year. The con-
struction of this extension will complete the new through line between
the Pacific Coast and the Gulf of Mexico via Helen and Texico.

ADDITIONAL MAIN-TRACK MILEAGE.
The mileage of second track in operation on June 30. 1912, was 801.90

miles as compared with 687.58 miles at the close of the preceding fiscal

year, being an increase of 114.32 miles.

Second Track Work in Progress.

Missouri Division:
Floyd to Sibley, Mo 3.63 miles.

Lines West to Albuquerque:
Rito to Laguna, N. M 9.16
Baca to Perea, N. M 27.49
Crookton to Seligman, Ariz 10.36
Seligman to Yampai, Ariz 22.77
Topock, Ariz., to Needles, Cal 11.75
Keenbrook to Highland Junction, Cal 12.62

Total 97.78 "

The second track work on the Missouri Division is being carried on in
connection with the reconstruction of the bridge over the Missouri
River at Sibley, which it is expected will be completed by the close of the
current fiscal year. All the work in progress on the Lines West of Albu-
querque will be completed by January 1st next, making a total on that
date of 896.05 miles of second track in operation.

TAXES.
Attention is called to the increasing burden of taxation as shown by the

following table for the System:
%Net

Year Total Net Oper-
Ending Operating Operating ating. Operated
June 30. Taxes. Revenues. Revenue. Revenue. Mileage.

1907... $2,502,650.49 $93,683,406.91 $34,815,505.67 7.19 9,350.28
1908. . . 3,244.595.81 90;617,796.3S 29.793,832.77 10.89 9,430.60
1909... 3,0l5,2I8.:-3 94.265.716.87 36,770,521.68 8.20 9,792.50
1910. . . 4.006,418.83 104,993.194.67 35.231.374.79 11.37 9.961.25
1911... 3,474.606.88 107.565,115.62 36,796.864.05 9.44 10,400.37
1912... 4,206,453.85 107,752,359.91 36,479,156.94 11.53 10,732.88

Percentage of increase in five years:

Taxes 68.1 per cent.
Total Operating Revenues 15.0 "
Net Operating Revenue 4.8 "
Operated Mileage 14.8 "

Your Directors again acknowledge with pleasure the faithful and efficient
services rendered during the year by the officers and employes of the
Company.

EDWARD P. RIPLEY,
President.
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'X'HE baggage cushion described in another column may be
* said to recommend itself at sight. Possibly it may not

be of just the right proportions to suit everybody, but the

idea is attractive. A mat of suitable thickness would be very

useful on all station platforms where trunks are unloaded
from cars. Why should not every station have two or more
of them? At any rate, it is to be admitted that the use of

skids for this purpose has never been enforced in any satis-

factory degree. Neither can a baggageman be depended on
to obey the rule against rough handling, either with or with-

out a skid, when the conductor is urging him to hurry and
there is no brakeman in sight. With the small train crews

now common, it often happens that there is no brakeman
available, and the "drop test" is apphed to hundreds of trunk*

every day, almost of necessity. And yet the rule that trunks
shall not be bumped is a most reasonable one. Where a

trunk or its contents suffers from rough handling, a damage
bill, even if promptly and cheerfully settled—which is not

often the case—is not an adequate remedy. The annoyance
suffered by the passenger is of that kind which cannot be
paid for in money. He is entitled to good service; neither

apology nor reparation can take the place of that.

pRANK H. FUNK, Progressive candidate for governor of
* Illinois, is quoted as having made in a recent speech "a

strong plea for the farmer vote." "I want to reassure you,"

he is reported to have said, "that I shall appoint a farmer and
stockman to the railroad and warehouse commission. These
two great interests in Illinois are entitled to representation on
this important state commission." The quotation does not make
clear whether Mr. Funk meant he would appoint a farmer and
a stockman, or whether he intends to combine the representation

of "these two great interests" in one appointee. At any rate

there are other large interests in Illinois, all more or less inter-

ested in the character and work of the railway commission.

Not the least of these are the railways themselves and their

employees. There are only three railway commissioners. We
have not yet heard of Mr. Funk promising the appointment of

a railway officer, or even a railway employee to catch the

numerous votes of the latter class. Would a railway officer or

employee be more likely to render pro-railway or pro-railway-

employee decisions than a farmer would be to favor the agri-

cultural interests as against those of the railways and the rest

of the public? The abolition of the Commerce Court v/as at-

tempted because its members, or some of them, were suspected

of being too susceptible to the railway point of view. Would
a pro-farmer decision participated in by a farmer member of a

railway commission be a proper subject for the same kind of

agitation? A state railway commission is, as Mr. Funk says,

an important institution. It acts in a judicial capacity. Poli-

ticians do not usually promise, publicly at least, to appoint rep-

resentatives of certain special interests to the bench. When
judges are appointed the reasons given to the public usually

concern their qualifications and integrity. Why should the case

be different with railway commissioners? The sort of "pro-

gressiveism" that by implication promises railway commissioner-

ships in exchange for votes, and suggests the use of railway

commissions for the benefit of special interests, bears a strong

resemblance to certain forms of reactionaryism that are the ob-

jects of jeers and denunciation from sources with which Mr.

Funk is extremely well acquainted.

IT is an interesting anomaly of railway operation that when-

ever traffic becomes heavy the construction of additional main

tracks, yards and other facilities, which interferes more or less

with the operation of trains, is increased, adding greatly to the

difficulty of handling either the traffic or the construction.

While the railway managements usually know where they will

be congested before the congestion comes, they often delay

while the traffic could stand more or less interference without

great inconvenience and then begin to tear up facilities when
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business becomes heavy in an endeavor to save themselves from

being swamped, but in reality adding to the confusion. The

most expensive construction work is that done during periods

of great business activitj' when labor and material are high

and are difficult to secure at any price, while the cheapest and

most satisfactory work can be done when the traffic is light.

The large amount of construction work usually carried on dur-

ing seasons of heavy business adds very materially to the con-

gestion of traffic, not only because it interferes with its move-

ment, but also because the large quantities of materials for rail-

way work that must then be moved add greatly to the amount

of traffic that must be handled As this traffic increases the

difficulties of handling construction work multiply until the

time arrives when it becomes necessary to shut down the con-

struction work entirely, even though improvements may be badlv

needed. Several instances occurred within the past month

where it has been necessary to practically abandon the construc-

tion of additional main tracks, although, if the improvements

had been completed, traffic could have been handled much more

readily. The difficulties of handling construction work in times

of heavy traffic may in general be divided into two classes. In

the first place the presence of work trains, of which some are

necessary in nearly every case, is a cause of delay to revenue

trains, which from the verj' nature of th'e case cannot be

avoided. As the number of revenue trains increases, the time

lost by the work trains lying on sidings becomes so large a

part of their total time that it finally becomes advisable to with-

draw them entirely. In the second place, when traffic is heavy

there is usually a shortage of power as well as of crews, and

this makes it necessary to assign the engines to hauling revenue

freight, even though it stops improvements which are much

needed. While work trains may be cut down to a minimum
their services are required in handling bridge material, track

material, etc., unless very heavy charges are incurred for haul-

ing material by teams from the nearest sidings. At the present

time one road on which work train service has been withdrawn

is hauhng bridge and culvert material distances of four and

five miles by wagon to avoid shutting down the work entirely.

The most important lesson to be drawn from the conditions

now existing is the penalty attached to letting needed improve-

ments go until the last moment, and then being unable to use

them when needed, or being required to turn them into service

before they are in proper condition. If many of the improve-

ments now being made had been made during the dull years

since 1907, better labor could have been secured at wages lower

than those paid now, prompt deHveries of material could have

been obtained and the business of the railways and the country

as a whole would have been materially strengthened. As things

are, many construction engineers are working under a severe

handicap, the cost of their work is exceeding the estimates, and

because of the pressure for facilities they are turning tracks

over to the operating department with insufficient ballast to

support them, and on the whole, in a generally unsatisfactory

condition.

THE EFFECT OF THE AUTOMOBILE ON RAILWAY
TRAFFIC.

A FEW years ago steam railwaj' officers were considerably ex-

ercised on account of the actual and prospective inroads

on their passenger business caused bj' the rapid development

of the network of electric interurban railways, with their

smokeless, frequent service and low fares. Many railwaj'

officers are now alarmed because of the effect of the auto-

mobile on their passenger business. While some have deemed
it too insignificant or inevitable for serious consideration,

others have investigated the subject and have been able to

trace distinctly appreciable losses in earnings to the increas-

ing popularity of the automobile. While difficult to measure,

these losses are felt in the earnings from local, short haul

business, and also in those from long haul business because

many peoph' in comfortable circumstances, who formerly took

summer vacations involving railway journeys, now take their

recreation either in the form of motor tours or in dailj^

pleasure riding.

A comprehensive investigation of the subject has been
made by the Union Pacific, much of whose road lies in

a prosperous territory, the physical conformation of which
is especially adapted to the use of the automobile. During
the summer of 1911, in order to ascertain to what extent, if

any, the use of automobiles was affecting local travel, Gerrit

Fort, passenger traffic manager, addressed an inquiry to all

agents on the Union Pacific and Oregon Short Line, and also

questioned the principal wholesale houses in the territory of

the two roads. This inquiry developed that exclusive of

Kansas City and Omaha, but inclusive of Denver and Salt

Lake City, there were 19,004 automobiles of private owner-
ship along the two lines, 15,497 of which were on the Union
Pacific and 3,507 on the Oregon Short Line. In addition

there were 984 cars kept for rent. The average carrying

capacit3' was probably five. While various other reasons were
assigned for the decrease in passenger traffic experienced by
the western lines that year a very large proportion of the

agents of these roads mentioned automobiles as among the

important contributing causes. Out of SO replies from agents

on the main line through Nebraska, 17 did not think that

automobiles had affected the earnings, while 33 said that they

had affected the local revenue, the estimates as to the amount
of the effect varying from "slightly" to "SO per cent, of the

local sales." In Kansas out of 45 main line agents 14 stated

that the short haul business was being seriously affected by

automobiles. In Colorado 16 out of 27 agents estimated the

effect from slight to one-third of the local business. In

Wj'oming 24 out of 31 thought that automobiles had had no

perceptible effect on revenues, while 7 believed that their

business was reduced. On the Oregon Short Line the general

opinion was that the automobiles had not yet perceptibly

influenced local traffic.

The reports stated that the owners of machines used thcni

to make short trips to neighboring towns, and carried with

them people who would otherwise use the trains. An agent

at a small town in western Nebraska said that on July 4 he

sold 112 tickets to Lodge Pole, Neb., and that fully as many
persons went in automobiles. As the round trip fare between

these stations is 40 cents the company lost by automobile

competition $45 or $50. An agent at Brighton, Colo., stated

that automobiles were affecting the local revenue at his

station to the extent of $150 a month. The agent at Granite

Canyon, W'yo., said that six automobiles were bought in his

territory during the season, and his local sales for June

dropped 35 per cent, and that most of the ranchmen in his

vicinity intended purchasing automobiles.

Reports from shippers showed that many houses had

bought automobiles for their salesmen, and that others

contemplated doing so. The agents who found their station

earnings affected stated that commercial men were using

automobiles extensively, and often joined together in hiring

them, figuring that the difference between the cost of renting

a machine and the railway fare was more than offset by their

ability to cover more territory in a given time, especially in

localities served by only one or two trains a day.

Even in territory where there may be several trains a day

automobile owners have found that they can frequently keep

appointments and transact business within a radius of 10 to 25

miles far more conveniently, and with a considerable saving

in time, although, of course, at far greater expense, by auto-

mobile than by train.

P. S. Eustis, passenger traffic manager of the Burlington,

also canvassed his agents during the summer of 1911 for an

explanation of the temporary diminution of ticket sales.

While a large number ascribed it to the poor crops of that

year, a large proportion were able to specify several ways in

which the increasing use of the automobile was cutting into

the passenger receipts. For example, one agent reported that
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the ticket sales from his station to a town 14 miles away
during the Chautauqua meeting showed a large reduction as

compared with the previous year, although the attendance at

the meeting was larger. During the year the number of

automobiles in his town had increased by 25.

Although the summer of 1912 was far better from the

passenger traffic standpoint than that of 1911, that the effect

of the automobile is rapidly and steadily increasing is demon-
strated by reports gathered by the Union Pacific in August,

1912. These showed that there are now upward of 25,000

automobiles in Nebraska, 18,600 in Kansas, 18,000 in Colorado,

1,500 in Wyoming, 2,300 in Utah and 1,500 in Idaho. That is,

there is one automobile for every 47 inhabitants in Nebraska,

one for every 90 in Kansas, one for every 44 in Colorado and

one for every 97 in Wyoming. Undoubtedly, therefore, the

passenger earnings of the railways are being, and will con-

tinue to be, more or less seriously affected. Moreover, the

effect of the automobile is felt particularly in the earnings of

branch lines where the traffic is hardly sufficient to justify an

increase in service, and where the loss of business renders it

more difficult to meet the expense of a train or two a day.

With the improvements in country roads and in the design

of motor trucks there is also growing up a competition with

the raihvaj's in the handling of freight for short distances,

particularly in congested terminal districts. In an article in

the Railway Age Gazette for September 20, page 510, it was
shown that the E. R. Ladew estate of Glen Cove, L. I., is

successfully operating motor trucks between its factory at

Glen Cove and its New York warehouse, and is not only

handling its own products with a saving of time and freight

rates, but is carrying small shipments for others in competi-
tion with the railway. Some of the large department stores

in Chicago have for several j'ears used their own auto-trucks

for the delivery of packages in the outlying suburban territory

in preference to paying express rates. Many other instances

have been noted where short haul freight transportation

formerly handled by railway has been captured by the motor
trucks. It was recently estimated that from the inception of

their manufacture up to 1911 $60,000,000 worth of motor busi-

ness vehicles had been sold. In Massachusetts the records

show about 3,500 commercial vehicles licensed since January
1, 1912, and in New York the automobile bureau of the depart-

ment of state reports 8,278 registrations of commercial

vehicles this year, with from 80 to 250 being added each

week.

It is difficult to see how the railways can expect to meet
the competition of automobiles either for freight or for

passenger transportation in such circumstances as those in

which its greatest development has been shown to have taken

place. As far as passenger service is concerned it may be

found that the use of the self-propelled motor car, which has

often proved an effective offset to electric line competition,

is adapted to meet the conditons; and it may also be found
useful in some cases for short haul freight transportation.

The optimistic view of the whole situation, however, is that

both the automobile and the motor truck are agencies of

transportation that make for good roads and better condi-

tions of living, which will ultimately be helpful to the rail-

ways as well as to others. The railways certainly are vitally

interested in road improvement; they derive large earnings
from the shipment of automobiles, and if the traveling sales-

man is able to sell more goods by their use the railways will

surely profit as a result. At the same time it is not unlikely

that the increased use of automobiles will have a tendency to

slacken the building of interurban trolley lines. A few
years ago it was thought that the extension of long distance

telephone service would affect travel, but it is now generally

recognized that while a telephone message very often saves
a railway trip, in innumerable instances engagements are

made over -the telephone which cause travel or transportation

which would not otherwise take place. As for motor truck

freight transportation, its success as a competitor of that of

the railways has been mainly determined by individual or
local factors, and it has furthermore been greatest in the

vicinity of large cities where it has probably relieved the rail-

ways of some of their most expensive and least profitable

traffic.

NEW BOOKS.

Freight Terminals and Trains. By John A. Droege, Superintendent of the
Providence Division of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-
road. Published by McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York. 465
pages. 6yi in. x 9K in. Cloth. Price $5.

This is a book by a division superintendent telling of his own
kind of work. The division superintendent is, in many respects,

the most important man on a railway. If he is not fit for his

job there will be a definite deterioration in the quality of the

service, and, in the words of a veteran president, any super-

intendent of a division who has held his place five years must
be a suitable man ; if he were not competent he would have been
crowded out in less than that time. The author of this book can

therefore be vouched for as one who knows his subject; and
the reader soon finds that he not only is well acquainted with

everything of which he speaks, but that he knows how to de-

scribe things in an attractive manner.

The book, confined to yards and terminals, which was pub-
lished six years ago, has been so enlarged and amplified as to

be practically a new work. The present volume is really a
treatise on freight transportation. All of the important things

which come before a superintendent, except the passenger serv-

ice and except also those general dealings with the public which
cannot be classified, are here dealt with, and in most cases with
admirable fulness. The headings of the principal chapters will

give the reader a fair idea of the scope of the work: General
requirements of terminal design ; classification yards ; operation

of yards; the yardmaster; management and discipline; loading

cars; making up trains; time freight service; team delivery

yards: live stock handling; weighing freight; waterfront ter-

minals; coal piers and storage plants; ore and lumber docks;
grain elevators; freight houses; transfer stations; mechanical
handling of freight; the freight agent; operation of freight

houses; refrigerating, ventilating and heating; the engine house;
engine coaling plants; ash and sand plants; and the engine
house foreman. In addition to these, one of the longest chap-
ters, that on track construction and maintenance details, is by
Professor C. B. Breed, of Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
and another, giving an account of freight service in Great
Britain, is by Professor W. J. Cunningham, of Harvard Uni-
versity.

Taking up any one of these chapters, the reader will at once
see that the author is a thorough and businesslike student of
his subject. He shows that he is speaking from actiial experi-
ence, by his frequent reference to the obstacles and difficulties

which the responsible railway officer is constantly encountering,
and by the aptness of his illustrative stories. He shows his

breadth of grasp and the care and insight with which he has
investigated his field by the variety and appropriateness of the

descriptions which he introduces of freight houses, freight yards,

docks and other features in all parts of the United States. The
chapter on mechanical handling of freight includes illustrated

descriptive matter concerning the new station of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas, recently built in St. Louis, electric motor stor-

age-battery freight trucks, and the elevators (used principally

by steamships where vessels have to lie at different heights as

compared with the height of a dock) by which heavily loaded

hand trucks are propelled up inclined planes. Throughout the

work statistics of cost are given, making the volume a valuable

book of reference.
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ST^Jler^ to the 'S.^xXixr.

ANOTHER LETTER FROM PRESIDENT W. G. LEE ON

RELATIONS OF RAILWAYS AND EMPLOYEES.

Cleveland, Ohio, October 10, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

Your issue of October 4 continues the discussion started Au-

gust 23 by the general manager who advocated placing the

superintendent in absolute control of the men on liis division,

without the right of appeal to any one, and giving to the gen-

eral manager the right to abrogate all wage agreements and

put others into effect on a ten-hour basis. The controversy has

produced one excellent result, in that it has brought out another

demand for the same power from an official further down the

line, as is shown by the communication in your issue of Oc-

tober 4, page 622, signed "Master Mechanic." This time it is

a lesser official who stands for the suggestion, with the differ-

ence that he believes it not good business to give the authority

to the superintendent because "he is not capable of judging the

abiHty of an engineer.- His contention is that the master me-

chanic is the only person who has sufficient ability to do so,

because he has been educated along mechanical lines. This

might be an excellent argument if the engine never left the

roundhouse, but it does, and mechanical ability, while good in

its place, does not wholly operate railroads.

This master mechanic, of course, is opposed to the engineers'

brotherhood. He demands unquestioned authority to deal witn

the engineers because, as matters are now handled by the gen-

eral manager, "many concessions are not practical from a me-

chanical standpoint." The master mechanic is guilty of the

error of judging everything from a mechanical point of view.

Men are involved in this discussion, and are just as much a

part of it as the engines, although the master mechanic has

overlooked this most important fact in his hurry to get before

vour readers with his proposed "revolution" ; for that is what it

would mean if lesser officials, with as little regard for the re-

sponsibilities of authority as he has, were given the absolute

management of their men.

This type of official is too common for the general good ot

the service. While he furnishes ample evidence for their need,

he does not understand that the reason for the organizations

he detests is to be found in exactly such officials as he shows

himself to be. The blind, unreasoning, absolutely self-perfect

and all-powerful type that he wants to be, who could with a

wave of his hand dismiss any employee who did not suit and

who would not hear any reasons why he should do otherwise,

went out of date years ago. His going, hke whisky, was

necessarj' for the good of the men and the service. This sur-

vival of the "dark ages." who now demands that he be restored

to his throne, ought to quit making raucous noises long enough

to hear what is going on in the world today and have the good

sense to pav attention to it.

And this perfect one, who declares a superintendent unht

to manage an engineer, takes his fling at seniority in a way

that shows he either does not know what it means or that he

sets facts aside to make way for his prejudices. Officials ot

his type are responsible for seniority, because they abused the

right to promote men by promoting, not men entitled to it,

but those who paid for promotion in some way or another, or

were friends of the "family." The deserving man was pro-

moted only when there was no one else to promote. The or-

ganizations came as a result and did protest this unfair way of

rewarding men for good service and insisted "that all things

being equal, the oldest man in the service be promoted." This

ruffled and peeved the man from whose decision there had been

no appeal. What is the honest objection to seniority? The

companies do not promote men who cannot pass examination.

If they do pass-and the officers are the judge of their fitness-

they are entitled to promotion.

This master mechanic grows very facetious and says that

seniority places a man in a position he is about as capable of

filling "as a billy goat of singing tenor in a church choir." In

so doing he confesses his lack of understanding of seniority.

He doubtless is an excellent judge of the vocal abilities of a

billy goat, and that seems to complete the range of his under-

standing as appHed to railway operation.

Then he struts about to tell how engineers ought to be in the

pen for wrecks for which they were at fault. He ought to be

fair and demand the imprisonment of officials who overlook

reported repairs, purchase defective rails, use track and road

bed too long before repairing, neglect equipment and cause in-

jury and deaths of passengers and employees. This sort of

discussion is without purpose and does nothing to better the

situation of which he complains. It simply intensifies what is

bad and offers nothing that is good or worth while.

Not to be either mean or personal, but to show how little this

master mechanic knows of his subject, I quote a part of his

letter on page 622, wherein he says

:

Railway officials periodically rush into print with interviews wherein they

deplore the spread of anarchy, socialism, etc. I make the statement, and

defy it to be satisfactorily contradicted, that railway officials themselves,

by reason of their actions, are alone responsible for what they believe to

be the appalling conditions that confront them. The man who belongs

to an organization can get what he wants, either in the way of an increase

in wages or better working conditions, but the man who is unfortunate

enough not to be affiliated with an organization must take what the

company sees fit to mete out to him in the way of wages, or work amidst

such surroundings as the company provides, no matter how uncongenial

they may be, bearing in mind, of course, that he has one more privilege

than a soldier, that of resigning. The man with the organization back

of him, if discharged, has all the influence and power of his organization

to secure his reinstatement. The man who is not so fortified is dismissed

on the slightest provocation and there is no one to plead his cause. In

other words, railway officials, while deprecating the spread of anarchy,

socialism, unionism and organization, do nothing but cater to the men
who are organized. For railway officials to learn to tote as fair with the

men who are not members of a labor organization as with men who are

members, will do more to promote harmony and dispel dissatisfaction than

anything I know of.

What is this but an open acknowledgment that railway officers

will not deal fairly with men who are not in the railway organ-

izations? He says, "The man who is not so fortified is dis-

missed on the slightest provocation and there is no one to plead

his cause."

No stronger plea could be made to the man out of organization

to get into it if the subject were discussed for a thousand years.

It is a confession of taking advantage wherever opportunity

offers. Yet he asks for absolute authority to do what he says

is wrong, for he admits officials "will not tote fair" where there

is no organization.

Aside from this the only question of interest is in his demand

for authority and the willingness to shift responsibility. The

general manager was willing to shift it, the master mechanic

demands his share of it and goes quite some needless distance

to prove his lack of ability to assume it if he were given it.

A railroad is not all confined to the machine shop or the

roundhouse; it goes beyond the turntable, although our master

mechanic does not seem to understand it. Its administration

goes right into the office of the president for the last word

when it is necessary. The day of the unquestioned authority

of every official, big and little, has departed. The right of ap-

peal, against unfair decision is recognized everywhere and in

every business. The official who attempts to prejudice and in-

tensify a distorted situation, and stands for a return to the

conditions of other days before organizations of employees were

forced to insist on decent treatment and the right of appeal,

and proves his argument by the statement that "where there

is no organization, the man has no chance," merely argues for

authority and proves he has not sufficient ability to exercise it.

He ends his discussion by saj-ing, "A revolution is bound to

come, so let's 'revolute' and be done with it." The official,

whether corporation or labor, who invites revolution has some-

thing to learn. The first lesson for him is that the industrial
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world reaches out far beyond his dwarfed notions of upsetting

everything on the chance of rebuilding something better on the

ruins. The demand for a revolution in the way of doing busi-

ness with employees, followed by an appeal for a greater esprit

de corps, is about as inconsistent as the demand for absolute

authority for the master mechanic, when by his own argument

he admits he is wrong and would abuse authority if it were

given to him.

When an official desires to criticize the railway labor organ-

izations he ought to keep track of himself and not argue for

them. It is forcing himself to be honest against what answers

for his will. W. G. Lee,

President, Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.

TENDER DERAILMENTS.

El Paso, Tex., October 2, 1912.

To THE EJDITOR OF THE RAILWAY AgE GaZETTE :

Referring to the discussion by Mr, Summers of "A Fortunate

Wreck," page 569 of your issue of September 27. Mr. Summers'

deductions are based upon assumed defective track and that the

tender trucks always leave the track on the side on which the

assumed high or low spot in the rail is found. There is nothing

in the discussion to prove that these assumptions are correct

for the specific case or for any other case.

In the case under consideration, it is altogether probable that

the track was not torn up at the point where the tender trucks

left the rails, and an examination of the track at that point

would have been more conclusive than a theoretical discussion.

It has been the experience of the writer and many other rail-

way men that tender trucks have persisted in leaving the rails

in many cases where the track was not torn up, no other wheels

derailed, and careful inspection of the track failed to reveal any

track defects explaining the derailment.

For a number of years the El Paso & Southwestern was

troubled with many derailments of high square tenders of the

general design shown in the photograph of the tender derail-

ment under consideration. The whole trouble was finally re-

moved by discarding the tenders in use and substituting tenders

having long low semi-circular water tanks. Our derailments of

such tenders are as rare as that of any other rolling equipment

on the road. The trucks of these new tenders are not specially

designed. J. L. Campbell,
Engineer Maintenance of Way, EI Paso & Southwestern.

Richmond, Va., October 9, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

Referring to the editorial in your September 27 issue ; also to

the communication from E. W. Summers in the same number
on the subject of tender derailments:

1 am really surprised to hear you say that in spite of the study

and examination of the many accidents of that character, that

there is still much to be desired in the way of improvement.

While I was general superintendent of motive power of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio there was a period in 1906 and 1907 when we had
a number of tender truck derailments. We of the motive power
department claimed that as no material changes had been made
in the truck arrangement of our tenders, the derailments were
due to bad track and high speed. The derailments invariably

occurred on parts of the road where the track was known to be

"soft" and were confined to three districts.

Using identically the same type of tender on other districts

where the track conditions were more substantial, we had no de-

railments. Therefore we had the evidence, as we saw it, to bear

out our conclusions that the derailments were due to bad track.

But the derailments continued and while the track might be put

in first class line and surface today, it did at times, due to its

newness, get out of line or surface the ne.xt day with a conse-

quent possible derailment. We therefore concluded that it was
our duty to find what could be done to avoid derailments, even

though the track was out of surface or line.

We made a cheap wooden model t(. represent the lender tank
and frame, the truck and the track. Our tender side bearings

were spaced 56 in. center to center. Locating the center of

gravity in the model representing the tender tank, and placing

a thumb tack at that point, from which was suspended a piece

of cord, we found that by moving the cord from a vertical po-

sition (under a slight pull which brought the three parts of the

model firmly together) to a position which brought it through or
over the rail, the wheel flanges on the opposite side were in-

variably raised above the rail. We then reduced the distance

between side bearings until we arrived at a point where the

thrust of the tender frame on the truck side bearings would not

lift the wheels off the rails and which we found to be 36 in.

center to center with Yi in. vertical clearance between the side

bearings. We at once made these our standard dimensions and
put a stop to tender truck derailments.

The same dimensions have been adopted by a number of neigh-

boring roads, as well as roads in other parts of the country,

with the result that it put a stop to derailment of tender trucks

on those roads.

To cause tender truck derailments requires a combination of

high speed, uneven track and wide spacing of side-bearings.

When track conditions are good or speed is low it does not mat-
ter how widely the bearings are spaced. J. F. Walsh,

Mechanical Expert.

WHY MANY AMERICANS SEE EUROPE FIRST AND
OFTEN.

Louisville, Ky., September 28. 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

The movement by our transportation companies, hotel owners

and others, with the slogan "See America First," should be ac-

companied l)y a study of the relative comforts and expense of

trans- -Atlantic travel as compared with touring America. Having
seen .\meriea first and a goodly portion of Europe second and

third, I am inclined to visit Europe fourth and fifth and to "see

America" never again, although a proud and patriotic American.

There are Americans of refinement and culture and other Ameri-
cans viho aspire to acquire these things, most of us of small or

moderate means, who find that we can have more comfort and
enjoyment in Europe than in America.

In Europe we find low-priced hotels where the service is clean

and good and the surroundings desirable. In America low-priced

hotels too often mean the reverse. In Europe we find quiet,

mexpensive and highly respectable restaurants. In .America we
find slamming and rattling of dishes, noise, confusion and costly

luxury. In European hotels we find neatness, quiet and order.

In American hotels we find whistling bell boys, yelping messenger
boys howling through the dining-rooms with messages for Mr.
Get-Rich-Qiiick, baggage-smashing, noisy porters, with swagger,

bluster, and offensive cuspidors in the lobbies.

Recently in a leading American hotel in a leading city I had a

room on the fifth floor, fronting over the main entrance. At
midnight and through two succeeding hours sleep was impossible

because of the noisy chatter and boisterous conduct of cab drivers

about the entrance to the hotel. Repeated polite requests to the

clerk over the telephone from my room to have the noise stopped
brought only vague and evasive replies, and an increase rather

than a cessation of the noise.

When one has seen America first and Europe next, one realizes

the rudeness, inefficiency, and impertinence of some servants in

.\merican hotels, the extravagant cost of touring America, and
how vastly more comfort and enjoyment one obtains for vastly

less money by touring Europe. As a feminine member of our
family puts it, "When the lady cashier in the swagger hotel is

sniffy, when the dining-room superintendent is incompetent and
cocky, when the Pullman porter is uncommunicative and surly,

when the hotel clerk is supercilious, when the food is bad and
the price is high, I find it relieves one's pent emotions to glare at

the offender and say. 'See America First!'" I beg to commend
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to all who are promoting the "See-America-First" idea that they

remember that the vast body of American tourists and would-be

American tourists are people of small means, who want the re-

verse of the absurd treatment they now receive in attempting to

see America, and who will be more and more attracted to Euro-

pean travel because of the contrasts above recited.

A Kentuckian.

THE POSITION OF THE FREIGHT CHECKER.

Ottawa, Ont., September 16, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I am pleased to note the letter from "W. L. D." in your issue

of August 23 in reply to my few remarks on the subject of

freight checkers, printed in your issue of July 19, page 87. That

he does not agree with me does not lessen my gratification; he

at least took notice.

His httle essay on human nature and its tendencies is all

right so far as it goes, but it does not seem to go very far; and

when he asks, "If checkers were paid as much as mechanics,

would mechanics then become checkers?" he shows that he knows

very little about mechanics. The fact is that the vast majority

of the workers of today find themselves where they are more

by accident than design, and once there they stay there. There

are the exceptions, but that is the rule. And the mechanic

above all others sticks to his place. Moreover there are very

few of them who could be made into good checkers anyway.

The mechanic has not the right kind of brains; if he ever did

have he has lost them through disuse.

To read "VV. L. D." as he writes you might get the idea that

the people who really make up the world are either in the trades

or professions ; from the remainder, who are of no account, we

must choose our checkers. Now, it has always seemed to me

that there is quite a large number of fairly useful souls in the

world who have neither a trade nor a profession. In fact,

many people might be of the opinion that the world could

spare those belonging to either the trades or professions better

than those who belong to neither of these classes. I use the

terms here in a limited sense as he does, for he evidently con-

siders the work of a freight checker neither a trade nor a pro-

fession.

Neither does he claim that matters can be greatly improved

without spending more money, but he would not pay the money

to better men—he would spend it on "organization and method."

Now, I am a great behever in organization and method, and

like all other men who do things I think I am a pretty good

hand at the game (which does not prove that I am by a long

way), but I have yet to see a good organization created, and

method carried out, by poor men. When you see a good thing

well done look for the good man, or woman, behind it. The

good man or woman is always there—that you can stake your

life on.

I do object to being put into the "increase-of-pay to improve

service" class. I do not think there is anything in my remarks

to justify "W. L. D." in placing me there. I wanted to elimi-

nate the old class checker and create a new one, that new one

to be a better and higher class and paid more. But there is

just a possibility that we are getting our terms mixed. I use

the term freight checker to cover the so-called shed foreman

as well as the gang checkers. In a small freight house we have

one man in charge who does all the bossing and checking. As

the size of the house increases we add to this different gangs

with a checker attached to each, and the general bossing is done

by a foreman with, at times, many sub-foremen under him.

Then we have even gone so far as to have an inspector in ad-

dition to all of these. So I use the term checker to cover the

man responsible for the proper loading, unloading, and check-

ing of the goods, whether he does all the work in a small shed

or part of it in a large one. And my idea is to make the posi-

tion respectable enough to attract good men. For consider the

checker's position today, and in the past. If we know anything

about the handling of freight at terminals, and are not blinded

by our own conceit, we must acknowledge that these men, call

them checkers, foremen, or what you will, are the most im-

portant men on that job. But has their importance ever been

recognized? W. L. D.'s simile of the college professor and the

cook is much to the point, and it fits in here in a manner that

he does not seem to have seen. We know that the checker's

job is of the first importance, but we do not give him or his

job proper recognition. He is given orders by many who should

be obeying his orders. He is expected to keep himself and

the whole staff, including the shunting and train crews, out

of trouble, but he has no real authority to order things done

as he wants them. Is it any wonder that better men are not at-

tracted to the job? Under the present conditions no reasonable

amount of money will attract to this position men other than

those who have been through the mill and have learned to hve

contented in an atmosphere of injustice, nagging, mistakes and

complaints—men who are content to be blamed for other's mis-

takes that their own may be overlooked, and to be held re-

sponsible for errors and delays they have no authority to pre-

vent. Good men, the men we want in this job, will not live

under such conditions, they will improve the conditions or get

out.

These are a few of the things I mean when I say we want

"men of ability, men big enough to stand behind their mistakes

and rectify them." Is it not reasonable to suppose that when

we secure such men by the offer of a little more money, and a

less anomalous position than that occupied by our checkers, the

wished for better organization and methods will naturally

follow ? Observkr.

ENGINEMEN SHOULD BE TEETOTALLERS.

El Paso, Tex., September 10, 1912.

To THE Editor cf the Railway Age Gazette :

Referring to the letters and your editorial on operating rule

"G," in your issue of September 6:

Taking one drink of intoxicating liquor is like running past

the red board. It is unsafe. The effect of alcohol is brief un-

balanced physical excitation followed by prolonged depression

of dulled faculties. Scientific research and experiment have

demonstrated that the man who indulges in alcoholic drink is

below normal for periods of time varying from a few hours to

several days, although there may be no visible evidence of that

condition in his appearance or consciousness. It is established

that the degree of injury is proportional to the amount of alcohol

consumed. It is not enough that the engineer of a railway train

be outwardly sober. He should be inwardly normal and per-

fectly balanced. He is not in that desirable condition when he

takes his train out if he has indulged in alcoholic drink during

his layover. The possible line between safety and danger in

the use of alcohol is dangerously unstable. Safety lies back of

total abstinence and the red board only. The ultimate logical

development of rule "G" is total abstinence at all times.

The superior operating officers do not always set a desirable

example for the train crew. Substantially all first class passen-

ger trains are now practically saloons on wheels, and they are

not healthful object lessons to the trainmen.

A normal man has no legitimate use for alcohol as a beverage,

and he has no right to render himself abnormal by its use when

lives are dependent on his efficiency. None but normal men

should run railway trains. The traveling public has unqualified

right to demand and expect none less safe.

No one except the thief objects to the prohibitions against

stealing, and yet those rules curtail the personal liberty theory

which usually is brought forward in the liquor problem.

J. L. Campbell,
Engineer of Maintenance of Way, El Paso & Southwestern System.

CiTBAN Line Opened.—The first section of the Cifuentes to

Esperanza railway, which runs through the San Diego valley,

has been opened to traffic.



CLASSIFICATION FOR RAILWAY FILES.

Outline and Suggestions for Simplifying the Problem of

Filing Papers and Information for Ready Reference.

By S. E. Wallace.

The scheme for a classification for railway files, the outline of

which I now present, is the result of years of experiment and

study. It was originally planned to care for the New York law

department of a western railway, and later (when it was decided

to centralize the system) was expanded to care for the execu-

tive, comptroller's and treasurer's departments also. It has not

only given satisfactory results in this ofiice, but has been adopted

(with certain modifications, of course) in several railway offices

in New York and Chicago. This has led me to beUeve that, as a

suggestion at least, it would be useful to others who still have

upon their hands the problem of many papers and little time.

Any classification scheme capable of general application must

be expansive, so that it can be used in the small office of a local

attorney or in the headquarters of the president. Thousands of

unused numbers can do no harm—they are as naught before

called into use—but the moment a new subject arises its place

is evident and ready, and when the small file has grown into a

large and important one, each subject will be in its proper group,

and each group in its logical relation to its neighbor.

Keeping related subjects in groups is of primary importance.

This is the basis of all library classifications, but has been

strangely disregarded in the arrangement of files, the majority

of which are kept in a meaningless numerical order that merely

indicates age—number one is the first file received, number two

the second, and so on. Finally related subjects are so widely

scattered that the file clerk is entirely dependent upon the card

index. The loss of a card very naturally means the loss of a

file, and that is a calamity indeed.

The wise file clerk looks upon the "system" only as a means

of serving an end, never as an end in itself. The end sought is

to produce needed papers in the shortest possible space of time

(usually averaging about two minutes), and to have them in

such excellent order that they can be quickly and easily used.

To accomplish this end three things are necessary.

First—The group classification must be accurate and complete.

Second—The papers and letters in the files should be so well

arranged and cross indexed and labeled that any matter, however

old, can be found at once.

Third—The card index should be unfailingly accurate and

very complete.

CLASSIFICATION—GENERAL.

Almost every railway system is composed of a parent company

and a number of subsidiaries, some of which control smaller

companies. The file clerk's first task should be a thorough study

of the system, and arrangement, in their proper order, of all the

companies under its protection. (Usually an alphabetical ar-

rangement of subsidiary roads is best for file purposes.)

When every company in the entire system has been cared for,

the numbers should be carefully assigned. How many should be

given to each road depends entirely upon its size and importance,

but it should never be less than ten. An experienced clerk al-

ways allows for growth by assigning many more numbers than

are needed at the time'. A small group of "open" or unused

numbers should be left after each road and a large group after

each letter of the alphabet. Superfluous numbers can never do

any harm, but having to crowd new companies into a close file

is a problem indeed. Every group of numbers should begin with

ten and end with nine. It will be found to be a great aid to the

memory and will help the inner arrangement to work as auto-

matically as possible.

The following diagram will illustrate the arrangement I have

in mind. We will suppose it to be a partial list of the roads of

a great trunk line, the East and West Railroad Company:

,, , „ .
Classification

Name of Road. Numbers.
East and West R. R. Co I-399

..,^ .„ ^ Open 400-499
Abbyville Extension R. R. Co 500S09
. . .„ ^ „ „ Open 510549
AmityviUe R. R. Co 550-569
(All other A's, alphabetically arranged, each fol-

lowed by open numbers) 570-599
Beaver Creek R. R. Co 600-619

,.„ , „, Open 620-629
(All other B's, alphabetically arranged, each fol-

lowed by open numbers) 630-699
Central States R. R. Co 700-729

Arkansas Midland R. R. Co 730-739
Baldwin Construction Co 740-749
Western R. R. Co 750-759

Open 760-..

.

SUBDIVISION.

After all the companies have been arranged and their numbers
assigned, the subdivision of subjects can begin. This should be
the same in the case of each road, but the proportion of numbers
given each will differ greatly. By using the alphabet in connec-
tion with the figures, each number is capable of twenty-six sub-

divisions; thus a small ten-number road can have in reality two
hundred and twenty-six files. This uniform subdivision is of
great value as a time saver, for it not only enables the file clerk

to find almost any paper without the loss of time necessary to

look up cards and note down numbers, but it also means more
rapid filing and a system easily grasped by others who may have
to use the files. Uniformity can be further obtained, in most
cases, by using the key number for a document {e. o. 6 for a

mortgage), a for general papers arising in connection with it,

(6a), b for general correspondence, (6b) and d-: for specific

subjects.

The two following tables will show the subdivisions for the
main line and for one of its little ten-number companies. It

must he borne in mind that a very small road will probably have
only one mortgage, publish no reports, and enter into no litiga-

tion in its own name

:

East and West R. R. Co... 1-399 Abbyville E.xtension R. R. Co.. 500-509
1 Articles of Incorporation 500
2 By-Laws 501
3 History 502H
• Meetings—General 502M
4D ( Directors.
4E J Executive Committee.
4F

I
Finance Committee.

4S [ Stockholders.

5
-.

Reports 502R
S.A 5 Annual.
5S ( To Secretary of State.

(Mortgages, Trust Agreements, etc 503-504
6-29

\
Loans.

t Car Trusts.

[ Leases. 1

30-299 1' Deeds.
\

505-506
[Contracts, etc. J

300 (Cutter number Litigation and Claims 507
subdivision)

301-339 Financial Matters—General (including Stock,
Dividends, etc.) 508

340-399 Miscellaneous subjects 509

The subdivision under "leases, deed and contracts" is neces-

sarily large, and would need even more numbers and a minute

division in one office at least—that of the secretary. Contracts

alone frequently run into the thousands, in which case a decimal

subdivision could be used after first breaking the numbers into

groups to care for the different kinds of contracts—trackage,

traffic, elevator, express, etc.

"Litigation and claims" I have treated as one entry, because

there is no good reason for subdividing them, as far as classifica-

tion is concerned. Qaims so often grow into suits that constant

changes would be necessary to transfer them from one division

to another. (Large rubber stamps reading CLAIMS and SUITS
will be found to be of great help.)

It will be noted that I have assigned but one number to this
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subject, but there is method in this apparent madness—a method

that will keep the dififerent actions in alphabetical order, and thus

allow them to be filled or found without a moment's loss. This

one number is to be used in connection with the simple Cutter

table, a device by which any name can at once be given the let-

ter and number which will keep it in exact alphabetical order.

(This table is used in libraries the country over and can be

bought from dealers who sell library and file supplies. The

abridged edition is $125, and the full edition about twice that

price.) By way of illustration, let us suppose that a freight claim

agent has ten cases on hand, and some correspondence of a gen-

eral nature, the files would stand in the following order:

Litieation and Cfainu—General 300

Brown, Henry, vs. East and West R. R. Co.

Claim for loss of baggage
^''S" 5=1

Church, Mary, vs. etc 3tl0- C47
Dick. Jor.es & Marston vs. etc ^°S".Vif
Home Packing Co. vs. etc 300- H75
Loray. Jones '& Co. vs. etc 300- L88

Pettibone, Ethel, vs. etc. .-,. ^9S' F-i,
Virgil Pencil Co. vs. etc iSnwfl
Witherspoon & Co. vs. etc . ..300-W77

Woodstock Lumber Co. (East and West R. R. Co.

vs. Woodstock Lumber Co.) I^S'^J^fS
Wortman, Henry, vs. etc 300-W89

If it is desired to arrange the litigation by states or divisions

it can easily be done by adding the name to the number. If the

above were all Wyoming actions the numbers would then become

300 Wyo. 300 IVyo., 300 Wyo., etc.

B81 C47

We will now assume that all the companies of the system

have been properly arranged, numbered and subdivided, and that

the numbers 1-2999 have been used in this way. There are, how-

ever, hundreds of subjects that cannot be filed under any one

road because they relate to the system as a whole. They must

have subdivisions of their own. They embrace terminals and

coal companies, construction, maintenance of way, equipment,

organization, traffic department, accounting, legislation and pol-

itics, foreign companies, etc. We will consider them in their

proper order

:

Terminal Companies, 3000-3099-—5o often are there papers

about terminals in various places—papers that should be kept by

themselves under the name of the place, that an alphabetical and

Cutter classification should be used here, with certain numbers

reserved for "general files."

Coal Companies, jroo-jjgp—The importance and size of coal

files will vary greatly in different departments, and each file

clerk must therefore arrange a subdivision that will suit the

needs of the office in question. The president, for instance, will

probably have a large miscellaneous file, much of which is of

present interest only—papers used in the investigation of coal

properties, options, offers of sale. etc. Sometimes these coal

properties are known by their names, sometimes only as "coal

lands in Lucas County, Iowa." A straight alphabetical ar-

rangement like the following will take care of all the smaller

companies, which will need to be. in many cases, very thor-

oughly indexed.

Coal files.

Birmingham Coal Corporation 3100-B53

California—Coal lands I'°°&!;
Dunkirk Coal Company ^•,"""5'^

Kansa-^—Coal lands 3in0-Kan.

Kansas Coal and Coke Company 3100K13
Pennsylvania—Coal lands 3100-P38

Etc.

The larger companies can be assigned groups of numbers and

be subdivided as the railway companies were. There will also

need to be a rather large group of numbers for the mining de-

partment's reports, and after that, a number, with alphabetical

or decimal subdivisions, for coal matters in general, government

reports, etc.

SUBJECT FILES.

We will now consider what may be termed for convenience"

sake, the subject file. This will include the hundreds of sub-

jects that relate to the system as a whole, and that cannot be

placed under the individual roads. They are so numerous that

their care is a problem indeed, and the file clerk will be more

dependent on the cards than in the case of the simpler arrange-

ment under companies, but it is entirely feasible to block out a

classification that will keep subjects in their logical order.

Let us suppose that we are planning to care for the papers in

the executive office, which keeps in touch with the entire system

and receives papers from all departments. The arrangement, the

merest skeleton of which I can give here, is capable of expansion

in any one part. The maintenance of way department, for in-

stance, would need a much more minute subdivision than would

ever be necessary in the general office, but any intelligent file

clerk can grasp the principle and expand the classification to

meet the needs of the office in question.

In making any subdi^^sion the logical order is always the best,

so we will begin with the construction of the road, first assigning

to this subject part of the classification the numbers 4000-7999.

Throughout this group great care should be taken to leave open

numbers after almost every subject, for new entries are fre-

quently needed—sometimes where least expected.

Construction, 4000-4499.

General file.

Land and Right of Way.
Surveys.
Grading.
Drainage.
Cuts and Embankments.
Ballast.

Ties and Timber (Tie plates, etc.).

Rails.

Switches, Signals, etc.

Crossings, Pavements, Tunnels, etc.

Fences.
Bridges.
Offices.

Stations. Freight Depots, Storehouses, etc.

Other Structures (Water Tanks, Stock Pens, etc.).

Shops, Roundhouses, Turntables, etc.

Tracks (Sidings, Yards, Joint and Terrofnal Facilities), etc
Miscellaneous.

Subdivisions will, of course, be necessary under each of the

above headings. In the case of some (shops, for instance), it is

frequently helpful to have an alphabetical arrangement for lo-

calities in addition to the more general subdivisions.

Maintenance of Way, 4^00-4999.

General file.

Additions, Improvements and Betterments—General.
Material and Stock—General.
Inventories—General.

Under each subdivision its own special subjects, e. g.:

Care of roadbed and right of way.
Applying ballast.

Applying ties.

Applying rails.

Etc., etc.

Equipment, 5000-S499.—Since all car trusts are really mort-

gages on the equipment, they should be filed under the subdivi-

sion "Mortgages" of the roads themselves, but there are so many
matters relating to the equipment in general that a special place

is needed for them. Their arrangement will necessarily be an

arbitrary one. The following list will suggest the main divisions

:

Motive Power and Car Committee.
Interstate Commerce Commission Rulings.
Depreciation.

J Destroyed Equipment.
( Replacement.
Repairs.
Standardizing.
Locomotives and Power Conditions.
Delayed Equipment.
Rented Equipment.
Floating Equipment.
Miscellaneous.

Organization, 5500-5999.—Under this heading will come a vast

number of subjects, the arrangement of which should be care-

fully thought out. It should have two main subdivisions, the

first of which will care for each department in turn (law, op-

erating, etc.), and the subjects that naturally fall under them.

The second subdivision will be for those matters that refer to

all departments, e. g.

:

-- ' *.£«i«es (Increases and Decreases)—General.

'I -„.--- Emplovraert (Individual)—Applications for.
* . •"'i»»'5ecords of Emplovees.

Vacations of Employees.
Pav Rolls—General.

Salaries (Individual).

Traffic Department. (5ooo-(5999—Under this general heading
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(to which I have assigned a thousand numbers) will come three

main subdivisions

:

Freight Traffic Department.
Passenger Traffic Department.
Immigration Department.

The subdivisions are many, and will vary greatly in different

offices. Such subjects as "Passes" and "Private Cars" seem to

fall more naturally under the heading "Passenger Traffic De-

partment," than any other, and should be divided in the fol-

lowing manner

:

Passes and Special Rates.

Rules and Interstate Comm. Orders.
Printing, etc. (Passes and Pass Books.)
Annual Passes.
Trip Passes.
Commutation and Special Rates.

Private Cars.

Movements of. Itineraries, etc.

Service—Supplies—Bills.

System Cars— Owners.
System Cars—Plans and Dimensions.
Purchases and Sales.

Accounting, 7000-7499.—This is a general heading under which

can be arranged all the subjects relating to the accounts of the

system. In the treasurer's and comptroller's offices they would

be legion. The most important headings are

:

Accounting—I. C. C. Rulings.
Balance Sheets.
Earnings and Expenses.
Income Account.
Operating Expenses.
Treasurer's Reports.
Cash Statements.
Securities Deposited in Vaults.
Divider d and Interest Accounts.
Bank Accounts.
General Finances.
Comparative Statistics.

We have now considered briefly the two main parts of the

He. First, subdivision of roads. Second, subdivision of subjects,

but there still remain some important matters that need a home

of their own. We will consider them briefly in the order in

which they should come.

Legislation and Politics, 5ooo-5o99.—This section is perhaps

the most simple in the entire file, but it is tremendously helpful

to the busy file clerk and indispensable in the law department,

where subjects like the following are always arising: corporation

and other laws of various states. What constitutes "doing busi-

ness" in another state. Re savifig bank investments in certain

states. Domiciling in certain states. Political situation in cer-

tain states, etc., to say nothing of the numberless bills, etc., al-

ways untler consideration when Congress is in session. To care

for all these matters a simple arrangement like the following

is needed :

United States 8000-8046

'

Alabama 8047
Alaska 8048

Arizona 8049
.Arkansas 8050
California 8051
Colorado 8052
Connecticut 8053
Delaware 8054
District of Columbia 8055
(F—Z) 8056-8097
Laws of All States 8098
Foreign Countries—General 8099

[8099 England

Foreign Countries-Individual
j
|„%'

^>-«
^

t etc.

It must be borne in mind that each number can be expanded by

the use of the twenty-six letters of the alphabet.

Many of the subjects that arise must remain with the file in

which they originated, but a cross reference in the "state" file

will enable one to find them instantly.

"Foreign" Comfanies, 8^00.—Since every office has a mass of

correspondence, documents, etc., relating to companies not its

own, these too must be cared for, and the simplest and most ef-

fective arrangement is the alphabetical one, used with the Cutter

numbers.

Immediately following these "foreign" companies should cotne

those troublesome files that are constantly coming in from out-

siders who want to build or sell small roads, wyes, connecting

tracks, etc. They can have a decimal subdivision or can be ar-

ranged according to localities and numbered from S^ot on. They
should be very thoroughly indexed, for more than the usual

dependence must be placed upon cards for matters that are of a

vague or indefinite nature.

Miscellaneous, 9000-9999.—There are continually arising sub-

jects that do not fall under any of the general subdivisions, and

these are best cared for under the heading "Miscellaneous.'

They can be filed in number order as they come in, and must be

located by the use of the cards. Under this subdivision should

be filed such local matters as the purchase of office supplies, sub-

scriptions to magazines, news bureau reports, etc.

Alj'habetical.—Finally, for inquiries from stockholders and

others, name and address cards, and letters vague in nature or

temporary in value, a straight alphabetical file is indispensable.

By a plentiful use of cross references this file serves as its own
index, and cards are therefore unnecessary.

Maps.— It is best to put small, flat maps in the file with the

other papers. The care of larger maps is a problem. There are

cabinets, tubes and drawers of all kinds, but they are usually un-

wieldy, expensive, and incapable of expansion, and frequently

necessitate filing the maps according to size rather than subject.

An arrangement that has worked well has been a series of little

pens built against a long wall, or around the sides of an alcove,

and left open at the top. They can be cheaply constructed of

one-inch railings, each about a foot apart, the top rail four feet

from the floor. These pens will keep the small rolls from falling

out, but will allow very tall ones to be placed beside them. The

UqWaa/o. SXmsT MRWEUN- \7.
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Card for Keeping a Record of Statements.
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maps are then rolled and tied and placed in the pens. The better

grade maps may be enclosed in tin tubes if desired. For a small

office ten of these pens should be sufficient. They could be sub-

divided as follows

:

United States and Foreign Countries Section 1

States and Territories—A-M Section 2

States and Territories—N-Z Section 3

City and Town Maps Section 4

Cities and Towns—R. R. Terminals Section 5

East & West R. R. System Section 6

"Foreign" Companies Section 7

Coal Properties—A-M Section S

Coal Properties—N-Z Section 9

Miscellaneous Section 10

After the maps are rolled a large gummed label, containing

the name, description and number should be placed on each, at

the upper end. This will enable the file clerk to locate any map

at a glance without the loss of time necessary to unroll it. Every

map in the place, whether in the vertical files or in the pens,

should have a card, not only under its name or location, but

under the word "Maps" as well. This will enable the file clerk

to assemble all of the maps on a given subject at a moment's

notice.

Statements-—The many balance sheets, loading reports and

other statements that come in such quantities in every railway

office, must be provided for according to size and usage. Some-

times book binders best serve the purpose, but for the majority

of them a cabinet of drawers, in which the statements can be

filed flat, in date order, with the latest always on top, is the

most satisfactory.

The cards for these statements should not be filed in the gen-

eral catalog. They should be large and arranged to show the

date of receipt as well as the description of the statement. The

sample of a card made in Chicago that has proved most satis-

factory for this purpose, is shown at the foot of the previous page.

The classification scheme is now roughly blocked out. When
the detail work is finished and the numbers assigned, the entire

thing should be copied, each road or subdivision on a separate

sheet, and bound in numerical order in a loose leaf binder,

which should be kept on the file clerk's desk for constant

reference.

Each section, or subdivision, should then be copied on a large

guide card and filed in the front of the drawer containing that

subdivision. In the first or "Roads" part of the file, guide cards

containing a strictly alphabetical list of all the companies with

their first, or key number, and placed in the top drawer of each

section, will be of the greatest help. These little aids enable

the hurried file clerk, trying to serve half a dozen busy men at

once, to save many precious moments by being able to locate

any subject at a glance.

Vertical files should always be used. Nothing else is capable

of expansion. There should be plenty of good heavy guide cards

to stiffen and uphold the files and indicate the different subjects.

The folders and envelopes should be of rope manila or paperoid.

They cost more in the beginning, but far outlast the cheaper ma-

terials. If it is necessary to care for the papers of several de-

partments they can be given the same numbers, and yet be kept

entirely separate by the simple expedient of a different color for

each department. Since the files in this office have been central-

ized that arrangement has worked with entire satisfaction. For
instance, all of the general counsel's letters about a certain

mortgage are written on buff paper and filed on a buff letter

backer and in a buff folder. The treasurer's color is blue, the

comptroller's green, etc. Yet all four files stand together, one
behind the other, and have identically the same number.

There are many helpful devices and time savers that could be

suggested for use in filing away papers and making the card cat-

alog, but they are details that would take time and space to

enumerate and that any ingenious file clerk can devise. If the

above hints and outlines are intelligently followed they ought to

simplify the problem of those who must file the papers of many
departments, and then produce them again in the least possible

amount of time.

A SIMPLIFIED BAGGAGE CHECK.

PENN'A
FOREIGN

•/

f 81-50-03

The Pennsylvania Railroad had adopted a new form of card-

board tag baggage check, a sample of which. No. 815,003, is

illustrated herewith. The principal improvement over the form

previously in use is in having

the number of the tag check

at the bottom and that of the

duplicate at the top, so that in

matching the checks, when

baggage is called for, there

will be less liability to mis-

takes in reading. The other

new feature consists in the

rows of spaces at the bottom

of the duplicate, in which the

baggageman, when receiving a

piece of baggage, can indicate

to what extent (if any) it is

in bad order. The engraving

is reduced about one-third,

the size of the card being

2;4 in. X 6J^ in. The check

shown in the sample is printed

on white cardboard. Other

forms of checks, including

those for local baggage, for

baggage on which there are

excess charges, and special

delivery checks are printed on

cards of different colors. Of
all the forms taken together

the Pennsylvania uses each

year about 5,000,000 checks.

This number would take,

roughly, something over a

half million square feet of cardboard, or, say, enough to fill

d freight car of 40.000 lbs. capacity.

Some of the new checks do and some do not have the slotted

perforations, the shape and size of which are indicated in the

drawing. This improvement has been introduced by the Den-

nison Manufacturing Company, and an officer of that concern

informs us that a patent has been applied for. With these per-

forations the check may be held in any position, and the check

may be pulled, torn or twisted off with the certainty that check

and stub will part company at just the right points and no

other. The new perforation does away also with the time-

wasting operation of bending a

check back and forth two or three

times to be sure that it will tear

straight. There is no danger of /
a crooked tear, and therefore no

fear that part of the number on

the stub will come off when the

check is detached. At the same

time there is no danger that the check will part company with

the stubs before they are used. The check may be bent back

and forth repeatedly without breaking.

The Dennison company calls attention to the desirability of

tying the strings by which cardboard checks are secured. It

has been found that checks "threaded" and "knotted" (i. e.,

with the twine passed through the eyelets) as shown in the left

hand figure in the small cut will withstand almost twice the

pull of checks having the twine "looped and knotted," as in

the right hand figure. The reason for this is that when a strain

is brought to bear on the last mentioned check the twine cuts

the cardboard and the patch, and the latter pulls out. On the

"threaded" check, however, the strain is on the inside of the

patch only and is just where the patch is strongest. The ex-

periment may be easily tried with checks and strings of the

same quality by pulling one against the other. The "threaded"

check is invariably the winner.
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RAILWAY SIGNAL ASSOCIATION.

The opening session of the annual meeting of the Railway

Signal Association at Quebec, October 8, 9 and 10, and the

names of the new officers were reported in the Railway Age
Gazette last week, page 692.

The new president of the association, B. H. Mann, of St.

Louis, Mo., began railroad work as a telegraph and station

operator on the Old Colony Railroad of Massachusetts, now
a part of the New York, New Haven & Hartford. Three years

in station work were followed by four years in the train serv-

ice. He completed an electrical engineering course at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, graduating in the class of

1890. The following year he spent in the shops of the Union

Switch & Signal Company, at Swissvale, Pa., and in 1891 was

sent to the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific in con-

nection with the installation of

automatic block signals. Ho
remained there and was super-

intendent of signals on that

road for seven years. Follow-

ing this he was connected witn

the installation of the inter-

locking on the Boston Ter-

minal (South station) under

J. P. Coleman, who had charge

of that work. Mr. Mann was
in charge of this interlocking

during the first year it was
in service, with the title of

superintendent of interlocking.

From the Boston Terminal he

went to the Chicago & Alton

as signal engineer, in 1900. In

1903 he went to the Missouri

Pacific as signal engineer,

which position he still holds.

Mr. Mann has served as

chairman of the R. S. .\. Com-
mittee No. 3 on Power Inter-

locking for several years.

The secretary's annual re-

port showed a total member-
ship of 1,205, which is 32 less

than the number one year ago.

Additions of 120 were more
than offset by resignations

(20), deaths (6) and lapses.

The secretary explained that

a considerable portion of tho

resignations and lapses were
due, no doubt, to the retire-

ment of men from the signal

business; and it may be that

not sufficient effort has been

made to bring into the association the new men in the signaling
field who have taken the places of those who have left it.

The treasurer's report showed total receipts $11,508. the prin-

cipal items being: balance at the beginning of the year $2,830;

dues, $4,161; sales of printed matter, $1,998; and advertising

$2,321. The principal items under the head of expenditures
were: printing, $2,722; the manual, $1,459; salaries. $2,242; cash
on hand at end of year, $2,402. The aggregate of cash on
hand, $2,402, with other assets, exceeds the liabilities by $4,163.

The main work of the Quebec meeting consisted almost wholly
of approving (or disapproving) a large number of changes in

the standards of the association, as proposed by the several

committees. These changes, when approved by an annual meet-
ing must be submitted to and approved, through the medium of

a letter ballot, by two-thirds of the active members of the asso-

ciation. But while the questions before the meeting for de-

cision were thus mostly to be answered by "yes" or "no," mem-
bers freely exercised their privilege of asking for additional in-

formation before deciding how to vote, and these questions and
their answers took up the greater part of all the sessions. This
devotion of time to many small details was the subject of some
animadversion, as being essentially committee work; but, on the

whole, in the absence of other propositions requiring discussion,

the queries and counter-queries may be said to have served the

useful purpose of producing just the right amount of stimulus
for a profitable meeting. We note below the action on each
committee report, the page references being to the pamphlet in

which the committee reports were printed.

Power Interlocking.—The first subject discussed by the meet-
ing was power interlocking, reported on by Committee No. 3.

B. H. Mann, chairman. The classification of voltage ranges pro-

posed by the committee in its report, page 62, was adopted, to

be referred to letter ballot,

These (as well as many other

subjects reported on by com-
mittees) had been discussed

at the June meeting. In the

last paragraph of the report

600 should read 660.

The report of sub-committee
A, W. H. Arkenburgh, chair-

man, page 27, offering specifi-

cations for mechanical and
electrical time releases, was
criticized as not containing suf-

ficient details, but after some
discussion, and after slight

corrections, was ordered to let-

ter ballot. The diagram of

typical indication locking, on
page 28, was likewise ordered
to letter ballot.

The report of sub-committee

B, F. B. Wiegand chairman,

submitting circuits for electric

interlocking, in which the de-

signs of three of the principal

signal companies were adopted,

was discussed at considerable

length. The Board of Direc-

tion has decided that the asso-

ciation ought not to adopt as

standard anything which is ap-

plicable only to the product of

one manufacturer. It is to be

acknowledged that this has

been done in the past, and
therefore the association is m
a somewhat delicate position,

B. H. Mann. ^^ there is a possible appear-

ance of unfairness. The asso-

ciation, therefore, voted that the circuits presented by the com-
mittee should be accepted as information only; thus they will

go into the proceedings but not in the manual.

The report of sub-committee C, I. S. Raymer, chairman, page

54, consisting of specifications for vitrified clay conduits, was
briefly discussed and, with slight changes, was ordered to letter

ballot. The specifications for fiber conduit took the same course,

the committee accepting a suggestion that no pieces less than

3 ft. long should be accepted, and one to add a clause relative

to marking goods for shipment.

The report of sub-committee E, R. C. Johnson, chairman, on

electro-pneumatic interlocking for drawbridges, after brief dis-

cussion was ordered to letter ballot. In the discussion on flex-

ible air hose connections to drawbridges, the fact was brought

out that an automatic hose coupler was under investigation on

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. The provision for additional
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drawings proposed on page 61, as well as the clause making

stronger the insulation tests (paragraph 20) was ordered lo

letter ballot.

Electric Railway and A. C. Signaling.—The report of com-

mittee No. 8, H. S. Balliet, chairman, filling 130 pages, was dis-

cussed at length on Tuesday and, following numerous criticisms,

the report on the use of alternating current for steam rail-

way use was ordered recommitted; but on Thursday after re-

viewing the report of the discussion, it was seen that all of the

criticisms which had made such an impression on the meeting

had to do with clauses (on pages 235 to 268) which had been

copied from specifications (for other classes of work) which

now appear in the manual as standard; and thereupon the vote

of Tuesday was reconsidered and that part of the committee's

report on the pages named (235-268) was accepted and ordered

to letter ballot. The effect of this is to put the stamp of ap-

proval on the work which the committee had done, i. e., the

preparation of specifications for alternating current apparatus

and arrangements.

All that portion of the committee's report describing alter-

nating current signaling in Europe and America, shown on

pages 157 to 233, was accepted as information. This part )f

the report, made up from statements furnished by numerous

signal engineers and other railroad officers, contains a great

mass of recent history. Among the plants described are the

following: block signaling on the Harlem River branch of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford; New York division of

the Pennsylvania; Norfolk & Western, in Ohio; Cumberland

Valley; Denver, Laramie & Northwestern; Rochester, Syra-

cuse & Eastern; Illinois Traction; San Francisco, Oakland &
San Jose ; New York, Westchester & Boston ; Pennsylvania,

New York City terminal ; New York, New Haven & Hartford

in southeastern Massachusetts ; Boston & Albany at Riverside,

Mass.; Boston & Maine, Hoosac tunnel; Interborough, New
York City (solenoid signal); London Underground railways;

Brooklyn Bridge, New York; Boston Elevated (Cambridge sub-

way) ; and finally a list, furnished by Arthur H. Johnson, of

all automa'ic block signal and power interlocking signal in-

stallations in Great Britain and the British colonies.

The specifications beginning on page 269, for railways using

direct current for propulsion, were ordered to letter ballot;

but paragraph 431, lamp boxes, was ordered to be referred to

the committee on standards.

Automatic Block Signal Apparatus and Fixtures.—The re-

port of committee No. 4 (page 63), A. G. Shaver, chairman,

brought out a long discussion on relays. Brass armature bear-

ings were opposed by advocates of German silver, but brass

was strongly defended. In connection with paragraph 10, of

the specification (page 69), there was a debate on silver versus

platinum; but it was finally voted, unanimously, that both sil-

ver and platinum should be named in the paragraph. In dis-

cussing tests of magnetic iron, paragraph 14, the committee re-

ported that it had found it impossible to devise a rule suitable

for all the different kinds of relays. Paragraph 15a (drop-

away tests) was defended by the committee as the best result

of experiments. Paragraph 16a (adjustment of relays) had

been prepared with careful consideration of the relays of all

makers. The relay specifications were finally ordered to letter

ballot.

The battery specifications, page 73, were briefly discussed

The drawing, page 75, was ordered to letter ballot, but the

specifications were recommitted. The drawing on page 79,

switch instrument rod. point lug and link was briefly dis-

cussed and the committee directed to refer it to the com-

mittee on standards. The specifications for channel pins

were ordered to letter ballot. Mr. Shaver showed samples of

copper clad and tinned pins made under the proposed new-

specifications. The specifications of sizes of wire to be used

for different purposes, page 84, were discussed at length, and

adopted with an amendment to allow the sizes named as

minima with blanks to be left for the use of other figures if de-

sired. Cross-arms (page 85") were discussed, some members

desiring to add an arm 8 ft. long with 8 pins. The committee
said it had followed Western Union standards. Arms made
to these standards, but not drilled, are kept in stock by deal-

ers. The specifications were finally adopted, against the pro-

test of the minority at the omission of an ? ft. arm with 8
pins.

The standard cross-arm pin as revised October, 1912, was
ordered to letter ballot, also the gage, page 93, and the braces,

page 95. The bolts shown with the brace were criticized, but

the committee promised a better bolt next year. The bolts

on pages 98 and 99 went to letter ballot. The specifications

for a glass insulator, page 102, were recommitted after a short

discussion. The specifications for galvanizing, page 104, were
ordered to letter ballot. These have been adopted by the Amer-
ican Railway and the American Railway Engineering Associa-

tions. The specifications for white cedar poles went to letter

ballot.

Mechanical Interlocking.—Committee No. 2 C. J. Kelloway,

chairman, presented eight typical plans for tower leadouts; and

after a brief discussion in which it was explained that these were
typical but not exclusive standards, they were ordered sent ro

letter ballot. The paragraphs proposed as substitutes for exist-

ing sections, Nos. 100, 101 and 102, of the specifications, were

recommitted. The specifications for an electric bolt lock for me-
chanical interlocking plants having power signals were criticized

at some length, the ideas presented by the committee constituting

really a new departure, not simply a harmonizing of existing

devices or practices. There was a demand for more explanation

in the shape of drawings. This part of the report was
recommitted.

Manual Block Signaling.—The report of committee No. 5,

T. S. Stevens, chairman, was discussed at length. The use, in

the committee's diagrams (pages 118-128), of train-order sig-

nals on double track with arms for both directions on the same

post was persistently criticized. The committee explained that

much more work was to be done, the present report having

been presented mainly for information. After hearing argu-

ments for and against the inclusion of the drawings in the

manual, the meeting voted to receive them as information.

Storage Battery.—The committee on this subject, R. B. Els-

worth, chairman, reported that its recommendations rep-

resented conclusions which had been reached after reconciling

the divergent views of manufacturers and others. The specifi-

cations represented the present best practice. After rejecting

the last part of paragraph 9, and cutting out the word "design,"

the specifications were ordered to letter ballot, including the

drawings.

Signaling Practice.—T]ms committee, A. H. Rudd, chairman,

which has carried on continuous discussions for several years

past, and which has always hitherto been blessed with a strong

minority, presenting a dissenting report, this year reported

unanimously three schemes of signal aspects. These represent

the compromises which were substantially agreed upon a year

ago, and which conform to the views of the American Railway

Association's committee on transportation. This report, with-

out a word of discussion, was unanimously adopted and or-

dered to letter ballot; and on motion of Mr. Stevens, a message

of congratulation was telegraphed to Chairman Rudd at Phil-

adelphia, who was imavoidably detained from the meeting.

This committee presented as information certain data which

it had gathered on the subject of flash lights for railway sig-

nals.* This part of the report says in part

:

"For the production of the flash-light effect acetylene gas is

used. The gas is filtered and admitted to a chamber where

sufficient pressure has to develop to overcome the pull of a per-

manent magnet on its armature. When the pressure reaches a

certain given strength the armature is forced away from the per-

manent magnet and a valve is opened to the burner. The gas

is ignited by a small pilot light which burns continuously. The

* Lights of this land, in use at Liljeholm, Sweden, were iescribed in

the Railway Age Gazette March 1 last, page 389.
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dark period can be varied by a valve adjustment tending to

increase or decrease the length of time for the gas in the

chamber to reach the needed pressure. The permanent magnet

is introduced to provide snap action both with regard to the

opening and closing of the valve which operates the flash light.

"It seems reasonable to suppose that where a number of

signals are grouped on one structure as they are at the en-

trance to many of our stations, alternating fixed lights and

flash lights would assist the engineman very materially. This

only appears to be a question of degree, however, since the

signals would have to be identified in groups of two instead of

individually in order to allow the engineman to be definitely

assured that the signal he accepted was his signal.

"After all is said, however, it would appear that location of

signals with reference to the tracks they govern, and their con-

trol, are greater factors in the safe signaling of complicated

situations than is the 'dentification of the signals themselves

by some mechanical arrangement or by color. If signals are lo-

cated so that a fair amount of tangent is provided before reach-

ing them, it would seem that no hardship is occasioned by re-

quiring that the engineman should pick out the signal directly

in front of his train. If no tangent approach is possible, a

properly controlled caution signal before trains reach the stop

signal should take care of the situation."

The Commercial Acetylene Company, of New York, which is

putting flash lights on the market in this country, exhibited two

signal lamps with the flashing apparatus in operation.

Standard Designs.—Committee No 6, J. C. Mock, chairman,

presented 35 drawings of proposed standards. Some of these

were briefly discussed, and the action taken was as follows

:

drawings 1,032, bracket post ; 1.040, semaphore spectacle, design

A; 1,041, design B; 1,056, terminal block; 1,057, crank stand;

1,060, rocking shaft arms; 1,061 rocking shaft bearings; 1,062,

rocking shaft assembly, all sent to letter ballot. No. 1,063, de-

tails of low locking shaft bearings, was recommitted, several

members favoring the use of two bolts instead of four.

Drawing No. 1,064, a diagram of curves showing torque re-

quired to move electric semaphore spectacles, which was char-

acterized by Mr. Stevens as one of the most valuable assets of

the association, was ordered to letter ballot; as were 1,068, ver-

tical deflecting stand, and 1,069, deflecting bar. The dwarf sig-

nal No. 1,097 was ordered to letter ballot, although the com-

mittee reported that it had not yet made exact drawings of all

the details.

The next fifteen drawings were adopted and sent to letter

ballot as follows: 1,098, detector bars; 1.178, clamp for base

of masts; 1,179, handrail for bracket post; 1,180, base for cable

posts; 1,181, cap for same; 1,182 and 1.185, relay box; 1,190

and 1,191, connections for bracket post; 1,194, mechanical sema-

phore bearing; 1,195, 1,196, 1,197, 1,198 and 1,1S9, pipe and crank

fittings and details. Drawing No. 1,225. stuffing box for 1-in.

pipe, elicited some discussion on account of differences of opin-

ion as to whether the plunger should be tubular or solid, and

the design was recommitted; and the same course was taken

with 1,226. The battery elevator, No. 1,227, was sent to letter

ballot. The battery chute, 1,228, 1,229 and 1,230, was acted on

favorably after the committee had been instructed to provide

for chutes 6 ft. and 8 ft. long, as well as 7 ft. and 9 ft. The

upper quadrant dwarf spectacle No. 1,233 was then quickly

adopted, and the committee was thanked for presenting this un-

usually large number of designs.

De«»ii(ion.f.—Committee No. 7, E. G. Stradling. chairman, pre-

sented about twenty pages of definitions of terms used m sig-

naling. These were briefly discussed and the report was then

left in the hands of the committee, Mr. Cloud explaining that,

as careful examination by the members was what was desired,

and as this could not be done in the meeting, no doubt the work

could be improved during the coming year. Mr. St^Vens com-

mended the work as having few faults, and a resolution was

adopted thanking the committee.

Wires and Cofc/M.—Committee No. 9. \V,;,H. Elliott, chair-

man, reporting on this subject, recommended numerous changes
in specifications. The report contained substantially what was
presented to the association at the meeting in New York last

June. There was considerable discussion over paragraph 4c
of the specifications for copper clad line wire. It was voted the

sense of the meeting that where necessary three samples might
be taken from a coil, but the average should not govern the

question of acceptance or rejection. The question was asked
why the mechanical and electrical properties of wire were speci-

fied differently in the clause referring to bonding wires from
what they were in the clause referring to line wire; it was re-

plied that as bond wires need not be made to conform to so

strict a standard of conductivity, not so much care was necessary.

After some slight corrections in detail the specifications for line

wire were ordered to letter ballot. In discussing bond wires,

Mr. Shaver called attention to the desirability of having every

tag show the name of the manufacturer. After cutting out the

word "average" as in the case of line wires, the specifications

for bond wires were ordered to letter ballot. Discussing rubber

compound there were objections to the table prescribing in-

gredients, paragraph 4, on the ground that these represented the

product or practice of some particular manufacturer. It was
replied that the list represented the consensus of prominent
makers' practice at present; that the association could and should

have confidence in the conclusions of its committee, and that

some standard like this was necessary in order to enable signal

engineers to secure intelligible records and data for comparison.

Mr. Elliott has used the proposed specifications since last June.

After some little further discussion and the declaration by prom-
inent members that, of course, they would feel free to use a

better specification if one should be brought out, the specifica-

tions were ordered to letter ballot. Letter ballots were then

ordered on taping for braided cables, page 291 ; other changes

on page 291; specifications for armored cables, page 292; and

the other specifications to and including page 300; but not until

after a long discussion on the last paragraph in the report, that

in which the committee proposed that the stripping machine

process should be preferred in ordering insulated wire. This

was softened by cutting out the last sentence of the commit-

tee's recommendation.

Contracts.—The committee on forms of contracts for the use

of railway companies in maintaining and operating interlocking

plants at crossings has done little work during the past year be-

cause of the resignation of its chairman, Mr. Clausen, who has

gone out of the railroad business. Secretary Rosenberg had,

however, compiled the work done by the committee and pre-

sented three forms of contract. These having been thus printed,

in full, and being now available for the use of such members

as may wish to inquire into this subject, the report was re-

committed.

Records of Signal Performance.—The committee on this sub-

ject, H. W. Lewis, chairman, reported forms for enginemen's

report ; despatchers' record of delays ; signal maintainers' re-

port : record of individual signals; and a monthly summary.

These were recommended as guides for the use of railways de-

siring to revise their forms, but not as inflexible standards. The

committee had concluded not only that it would be impossible

to agree upon a form which would become universal, but that

it was not particularly desirable to attempt such a thing at the

present time. On this explanation the report was adopted and

the forms ordered to be submitted to letter ballot.

Co.^L Under a Prussi.an Railway.—Preparations are being

made to move a section of an important Prussian railway, in-

cluding a station, to enable a company to mine the coal (lignite)

underneath it. The station will be moved nearly a mile; and

the land proprietors of the old station (2,000 inhabitants) de-

mand an electric road to connect them with the new one ; but

as the town itself is underlaid with thick seams of coal, it will

probably disappear from the face of the earth.



HEADLIGHT TESTS BY THE WISCONSIN COMMISSION.
Made with the Cooperation of the Chicago, IVIilwaukee &
St. Paul and the Chicago & North Western Railroads.

A report of these tests was presented before the Western Rail- piece of track was available, and where use might be made of

way Club, October IS, 1912, by C. M. Larson, assistant chief en- the interlocking tower at South Madison for the signal tests,

gineer of the commission. An abstract follows

:

The tests were made on the following headlights: American

Preliminary observations were made of an ordinary standard electric; Pyle National electric; Commercial acetylene, 18 in.

headlight which had been in service for several months, a new and 27 in., and the 18 in. Bunn safety oil headlight,

lamp of the same type, and a Bunn down draft oil light with It was decided to repeat the tests on. the Bunn safety light on

16 in. lens. These observations were made under unfavorable the tracks of the Chicago & North Western in order that results

conditions as regards surroundings, being made on ground where might be compared with those obtained with other lights,

no rails were laid and where the surface was dark and irregular. Obstacle Tests—A straight stretch of track was measured off

The following is a summary of the observations

:

and stakes set as described in the previous road test. In general

"A man in dark clothes walking away from the Bunn light three sets of observations were made with each light, both in

disappeared at about 350 ft. A man in medium, mixed suit dis- the "standing" and in the "running" tests, namely: with men

appeared at about 300 ft. when viewed by the Bunn light, at wearing different colored suits of clothes, as objects. In uo

about 280 ft. when viewed by the new standard light, and at case did the observers know what kind of an object to expect,

about 180 ft. when viewed by the old standard light. A man in and in the "running" tests the objects were placed at various

white shirt and black trousers disappeared at about 600 ft. when points along the course, unknown to the observers,

viewed by the Bunn light as compared with 400 ft. to 450 ft. Signal Tests.—A signal bridge extends across the three tracks

with the lamps of the other type." of t'le Chicago & North Western just south of the Chicago, Mil-

A series of road tests were made later in co-operation with waukee & St. Paul crossing over the two west tracks ; the bridge

representatives of the C, M. & St. P. over a piece of straight carries lights and boards controlling northbound trains. The

track about six miles west of Madison, Wis. A stretch of track lights to be tested were on engines headed north on the third or

1,600 ft. in length was measured ofJ, and a marked stake was east track. A course 2,500 ft. long was measured off south of the

driven at the side of the track at each station. Men were located signal bridge. The tests of the effect of the electric lights on

at regular intervals along this stretch for the purpose of ob- signals were made by stopping every 500 ft., when each observer

serving and recording the position of the "object" or of the en- recorded just what was visible on the bridge over the two west

gine during the tests, which were conducted in the following tracks. Various combinations of the lights were made on the

manner" signal bridge, which were unknown to any of the observers.

Standing Tests.—The locomotive carrying the test headlight The first point of observation, 2,500 ft. from the bridge, was well

was placed with its headlight opposite station zero of the course around a curve, and, therefore, the headlights were not directed

and men dressed in various colored clothing approached along towards the signals from this point.

the track from a point beyond the range of vision. The ob- During the test of the American electric, the blades as well as

servers were stationed in the cab, on the tender, or on the ground the lights were observed, but for the remainder of the tests only

near the engine, and record was made when first the "object" lights were observed.

was seen by any of the observers and at regular intervals there- Laboratory Tw/j.—Measurements of the illumination of the

after, the distance of the object from the light being determined Bunn 18 in., Bunn 16 in., some standard oil headlights, and on

by men stationed along the right of way. In no case did the Commercial acetylene lights were made by members of the staff,

observers know what to expect before the object was seen. All these tests were made on the University grounds with a

Running Tests.—An object consisting of either one of more Sharp-Millar universal photometer,

men, or a dummy, was placed on the track at a point unknown The following table gives the results of all of these tests

:

to the observers, who were stationed in the cab, on the tender. Illumination from Various Headlights Measured in Foot-Candles.

or on the front end of the engine. The engine was first backed Foot-Candles measured at a distance given,

well away from the measured course and then run forward at Type of light. 100 ft. 200 ft. 300 ft. 400 ft. 500 ft.

6 to 10 m. p. h. The first observer to distinguish the object gave
|',andard li|ht', ne^w! ..'. oils aos aol o.bi

'.'.'.'.

the signal to "blow" and the whistle was sounded at regular in- Bunn light. 16 in...'.'.'! 0.44 0.04 O.OS o!o25 O.bi

tervals of a few seconds until the object was reached. Each ob- Me'nf HghV^s'in:: ?.45 O.'sS O.'"! OaI OAO

server then recorded what he saw at each sounding of the Acetylene light, 27 in.. 0.74 0.30 0.18 0.13 0.08

whistle. The men along the track, who were concealed from It should be explained that the 27 in. reflector of the acetylene

view, recorded the position of the front end of the engine at light was in very poor condition. From a position in front, the

each blast. upper third appeared entirely dark. This was true to some ex-

Two tests were also made with a new standard 16 in. round tent during the road tests also,

case headlight using safety B. oil. A man in a medium light REStn.TS.

suit walking away from this light disappeared to most of the Obstacle Tests.—li was plain to all who observed the ob-

observers at about 400 ft., while a man in dark blue was lost at stade tests that the first observations were invariably made
about 300 ft. as soon as the object first became visible to the slightest extent,

FURTHER TESTS. and in general it was some time thereafter before the object was

It was further decided to broaden the scope of the investigation "plainly" discernible,

to cover several types of headlights which might be proposed Another point to which attention is called is that all observers

for use in the state. In order that the investigation might be as were almost certain that some kind of an object would be seen

complete as possible, the tests were made with two objects in somewhere along the measured course and within a short time

view, namely: To determine the distance that an "object the after the test was started, and no doubt this fact also tended to

size of a man" could be seen on a dark, clear night, and to ob- assist the observers in discerning the object earlier than would

serve what efifect, if any, the various headlights might have on have been done had the objects been seen during the regular op-

signal and classification lights. eration of a train.

The Chicago & North Western offered the use of its tracks However, all conditions were made as nearly similar to regu-

on the Madison division south of Madison, where a straight lar operating conditions as it was possible to get them in a test.
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In order that the observers might not report before the objects

were actually seen, they were warned that it was the intention

of those in charge to run several tests without any object at all,

and in fact this was done in two or three instances.

It was found that persons located on the pilot or near the

front of the engine were able to detect the object considerably

earlier than persons in the cab. In one series of "running"

tests, however, the man driving the engine was the first to de-

tect the object in every run.

The accompanying chart shows in a general way comparative

results of the obstacle tests. Each line representing the distance

the objects were visible is necessarily an average of several

tests, and each test was observed by many observers. The chart,
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Results of Obstacle Tests of Headlights.

therefore, simply represents the writer's judgment in the matter.

Moreover it was not necessarily the greatest distance that was
taken, but that distance at which a majority of the observers ap-

peared to see the object with some degree of distinctness.

Signal Tests.—Three tests were made with the Pyle-National

electric headlight opposed by an American electric headlight,

located on an engine ISO ft. south of the signal bridge, as fol-

lows : Lamps removed, blades horizontal and a white light placed

over the east signal ; lamps in place on both sides but not light-

ed, blades in a horizontal position ; and a red light burning on

the west side and a green light burning on the east. During
these tests practically all of the observers read the lights cor-

rectly at all stations.

In the test with the Pyle-National and no opposing headlight

two lamps were in place, but not lighted, and the arms were
horizontal. Exclusive of the 2,S0O-ft. station, which was around
the curve, out of 86 observations by 11 observers, 90 per cent.

show a white, green or blue light.

During the test of the Pyle-National with no opposing light,

all II observers saw either a red or green light on both sides at

1,500 ft., when the signal lights were extinguished, and all re-

corded nothing seen when the test headlight was suddenly
blanketed. This was repeated with the same results.

In the test of the American electric headlight with no opposing
headlight and the west signal with the light behind a red lens,

Made horizontal, and east signal with the lamp taken out and the
blade horizontal, all observers correctly read the west light, and
out of a total of 100 observations of the east light at all five sta-

tions by 20 observers 95 show either a white or green light.

Four of the remainder show nothing seen at 500 ft. from the
bridge, and one nothing seen at 2,500 ft. In another test with
this headlight and no opposing light the west signal had a green
light and was correctly observed by all the observers. On the
east signal the blade was horizontal, but the lamp had been re-

moved, and out of a total of 80 observations at 2,000, 1,500,

1.000 and 50O ft. by 20 observers, 78 show a white, green or
yellow light, while the other two show nothing seen at 500 ft.

In the test of the American electric headlight, opposed by a

Pyle-National, the west side signal with a red light burning was
read correctly by all observers at all stations. Out of 80 obser-

vations of the east side signal with the blade horizontal and
light removed, at 2,000, 1,500, 1,000 and 500 ft. by 20 observers,

69 show white, green or blue light, and one a red light. All saw
either a white, green or blue light at 1,500 ft. and at 1,000 ft. In

another test a green light burning on the west side was read

correctly by all observers. On the east side with blade horizon-

tal and light removed, out of 80 observations at 2,000, 1,500,

1,000 and 500 ft. by 20 observers, 68 show white or green lights,

and all 20 observers saw white or green at 1,500 ft. and at

1,000 ft.

In the test with the Pyle-National and no opposing light, on
three red lights burning and one red lens with no light, prac-

tically all of the 21 observers read them correctly, but all saw a
red light from the red lens in which there was no light burning,

at 500 ft. This was also seen at 1,000 ft. by eight observers. On
another test of the Pyle-National with no opposing light, on
one red light burning, two green lights burning and one green
lens with no light, the readings were made correctly with but

few exceptions. In still another test of the Pyle-National with
no opposing headlight on two red lenses with no light, one red

light and one green lens with no light, one of the west red
lenses was observed to be either white or green by 56 observa-

tions out of 98. The other lights were read correctly by nearly
all except that about all observers read the other red lens with
no light, at 500 ft. Out of 60 observations of the Pyle-National
headlight with no opposing light on two red lenses with no
light, two green lenses with no light and one green light, 80 per
cent, indicate a white or green light at 2,000, 1,500 and 1,000 ft
on one of the red lenses. Only 13 per cent, of the 60 observa-
tions saw any light at 2,000, 1,500 and 1,000 ft. from one of the
green lenses, and only one saw a light at 2,500 ft., and none
at 500 ft. One of the green lenses and one of the red lenses

were on switches and the green was not seen at all, while 10
out of the 20 observers detected the red at 1.000 ft. and all saw
it at 500 ft.

In a test with the Pyle-National, with no opposing light, on
two red lenses with no light, one green lens with no light and
one red light burning, it was shown that on one of the red
lenses, out of a total of 60 observations at 2,000 ft., 1,500 and 1,000

ft., by 20 observers, 56 show either a white, green or orange
light and three show a red light. When the headlight was
blanketed at 1.000 ft. only one reports having seen a dim light.

With the red light burning, out of a total of 56 observations at

2,000, 1,500 and 1.000 ft. by 20 observers, 87 per cent, show
either a white, yellow, green or orange light, while 7 observa-
tions show a red light. When the headlight was blanketed at

1,000 ft. practically all record having seen the red light.

Suntch Lights.—One feature in connection with the observa-

tions taken on the switch lights is that when they were lighted

they were almost always read correctly, and when the lights

were extinguished the observers saw the red usually at 1.000 ft.

and almost always at 500 ft., while the green was seldom seen.

In no case was an error made in reading the correct color of
the switch lights.

Semaphore Blades.—During the test on the American electric

observations were made on blades as well as on lights, and with
no opposing headlight none were seen at 2,500 ft., 30 per cent,

saw them at 2,000 ft., and practically all saw them at the remain-
ing stations. In another test with no opposing headlight, no-
body saw the blades at 2,500 ft.. 25 per cent, saw them at 2.000

ft., and nearly all saw them at the remaining stations. In a

test with a Pyle-National opposing, nobody saw any blades at

2,500 or 2.000 ft.; 50 per cent, saw them at 1,500 ft. and at 1,000

ft., and all saw them at 500 ft. In another test with the same
opposing headlight, nobody saw the blades at 2,500, or at 2,000

ft., and only 5 per cent, saw them at 1.500 ft.; at 1.000 ft. 30
per cent, saw the blades, while at 500 ft. 80 per cent, saw them.

Classification Lights.—Attention is called to the fact that out
of 182 observations made by 13 observers standing on the track
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fiOO ft. in front of the Pyle headlight, while various colors of

white, red or green lights were exposed where classification

lights' are carried, not one light was seen in the entire 182

observations.

The same test repeated with the observers about 100 ft. in

front of the engine resulted in 149 out of the 182, or about 82

per cent, being read correctly.

[Mention was made by the author of the experiments con-

ducted by Prof. C. H. Benjamin of Purdue University which

were reported in the Railway Age Gazette of April 22, 1910,

page 1038.—Ed.]

A series of tests made early in 1909 by J. W. Chamberlain,

ophthalmic surgeon of the Great Northern, attacks the problem

from a somewhat different angle and is quoted here, the report

being in shape of a letter to Assistant General Manager H. A.

Kennedy, dated February 23, 1S09:

"I took three men whom I had previously examined and found

their vision to be perfect in every particular. They were placed

in a darkened room, with an electric headlight at about the

same distance in front of them that a headlight is in front of

the cab on an engine. The men were directed to look steadily

ahead into the area illuminated by the electric light and at in-

tervals of three-quarters of an hour, a headlight was operated

from the opposite direction, to represent another train, as it

would appear, if passing on a parallel track.

"After a while, colored lights, representing those in use for

railway signals, were exposed as they would be seen from a

locomotive coming into a station or yards. These lights were

exposed one at a time. It was demonstrated that after a lapse of

two hours, the colors that were exposed within the field illumi-

nated by the headlight were so diffused as to make it utterly im-

possible for any of us to tell what the colors were. For in-

stance, an intense red would have the appearance of a light yel-

low, yellow would have the appearance of grayish white, while,

green and blue could not be distinguished from each other, but

had the appearance of being gray or grayish white."

ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS IN OPERATION.

At a conference of locomotive engineers called by the Wis-

consin Railroad Commission on September 12, 1912, a very

thorough discussion took place between those favoring the elec-

tric headlight and those opposing it. In general those who have

driven an engine carrying the electric headlight admit that it is

difficult to distinguish classification lights and to determine the

number of the engine in meeting trains. In recognition of this,

one large system has devised a method of displaying the engine

number at a point nearer the cab, and it is probable thai colors

could be handled in the same way. It is claimed that this is

satisfactory.

The engineers claim to be able to distinguish the blades of

semaphores and to be governed accordingly, and though they

admit seeing flashes of lights at times, they are able to recog-

nize them and do not become confused.

They also learn how to protect themselves from the rays of

an approaching headlight. They admit difficulty with flagmen

and yardmen between two engines approaching each other, both

carrying electric headlights. They believe that this can be han-

dled in a satisfactory manner by turning off the arc and throw-

ing in the incandescent Hght. This is also done when a train

carrying colors meets another, and at other times when, in the

opinion of the engineer, his light is likely to inconvenience the

driver of the approaching engine.

Interviews of others in railroad business resulted in a great

divergence of opinion ranging from the belief that electric head-

lights are the very best that can be devised to the belief that

electric headlights represent the very poorest in railroad practice.

CONCLUSION.

Special attention is directed to the. fact that in all the tests

conducted in Wisconsin a majority of the observers \yere men

in regular service of the railroads and for the most part thtv

were locomotive engineers. It would appear from the data col-

lected during the signal tests that the use of high power electric

headlights is attended with grave dangers, especially when there

are two or more running tracks or where many signal lights

are necessary, as in block signals and interlocking plants. These

dangers exist largely because of the liability of a light to become

extinguished, and because of the danger of an engineer being

unable to see colors displayed on another engine.

The device of turning off the electric and turning on the in-

candescent at critical points cannot be relied upon entirely be-

cause of the inability of one engineer to know when his hght

may interfere with the operator of another train, and also he

himself may be busy at the critical time and be ignorant of the

situation. On the other hand, no doubt, many accidents have

been averted by use of the high power lights, and it is well

known that they are being operated every day on many good

railroads.

DISCUSSION.

C S. \\ ilbur of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers said

that engineers want a good efficient light. The disadvantage of

the phantom lights is overcome by the added light from the high

power light; the semaphore can always be seen and the strong

light can be turned off when necessary, and the smaller power
one can be used.

M. Nevius of the Chicago & North Western said that with

high power lights trains could not be located in stations, as it

was hard to judge the distance to an electric headhght. En-

gineers will not always turn off the opposing light.

Professor Harding of Purdue University said that an obstacle

cannot be seen soon enough to stop, even with electric headlights.

The laws regarding headlights are not definite enough ; they

should specify the illumination and not the candlepower. The
power of the light should be reduced, making a cylinderical beam
instead of conical one.

G. L. Wilson, an acetylene headlight manufacturer, said tliat

the burner should be exactlty located at the focal point of a

parabolic mirror; a 9-in. diameter is the best. There should

not be too much diffused light directly in front of the engine.

Careful study should be given to the design of the lamp.

J. F. DeVoy of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul said that

the electric headlight was not suitable for terminals, but has

advantages in other places.

Several engineers spoke of the advantages of the electric head-

light and stated they would be willing to pay for them out of

their own pockets. Several cases were mentioned where acci-

dents have been avoided by their use. The electric headlight

provides a shaft of hght that will give warning at crossings.

Classification signals can be given by hand.

W. Alexander, master mechanic of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul, said that it was impracticable to turn off the electric

light at every signal. Yard men find it difficult to work where

the electric headlight is used. It is good on single track, out not

so advantageous on double track.

Professor J. G. D. Mack of the University of Wisconsin said

that high power lights should be given more practical road tests.

Engineers may be able to read phantom lights correctly with

practice. Generally most engineers favor the high power hght.

It is still more blinding in foggy weather. Amber glasses are

no good, for they eliminate the blue.

The meeting closed at midnight.

German Railway Promoter Honored.—The railway employees

of Saxony purpose to join with the people of Leipsic in raising

a statue of Frederick List in front of the new station there, as

to the chief promoter of the first commercial railway in Ger-

many, and of a German railway system. List was an exile from

Wurtemberg; hved some years in Reading, Pa., where he was

interested in railway Hues then building, and went back to

Leipsic as L'nited States consul under Andrew Jackson.
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THE MANIBILL.

The recent adoption by all of the express companies of a

form of waybill so made out that there must be a separate

sheet for each shipment, and a statement on the same sub-

ject in a recent paper by Mr. Donaldson, of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad (Railway Age Gazette, September 6, page

443), have served to call renewed attention to the economy
and other attractive features of this plan of having a sep-

arate waybill for each shipment ; and D. C. Boy, assistant

chief of the Educational Bureau of the Central of Georgia.

in the freight department of which road individual waybills

have been used for a dozen years, has given us an interest-

ing account of its experiences.*

The word manibill means many bills; three printed forms

and two carbon sheets are filled up at one writing, at the

sending station. On the Central of Georgia the waybill

proper is the natural manila color; the next sheet, which is

the freight bill, is white, and the third, which is the sheet to

be signed by the consignee, is pink. The size of the sheet

is 7 in. X 8J^ in. One tissue sheet is placed between the first

and second of the above-named sheets, for the forwarding

agent's record and another, when desired, may be inserted

between the second and third. Information given on the

waybill which is not desired on the other two sheets is writ-

ten close to the top and the lower sheets, when torn off,

are about an inch smaller than the waybill.

Apart from the obvious economy in writing, the use of

the manibill has resulted in two marked advantages; (1) the

use of the typewriter and (2) added facility in checking

freight when unloading. The manibill is not to be credited

with the advantages which are derived from the use of type-

writing machines, but at the same time it is a fact that by

the introduction of this change the use of typewriters has

been extended, even where the manibill is not used; and to

the reader the advantage of typewritten lines needs no

demonstration. Also the waybilling can be done as fast as

the shipping receipts are ready, whereas if a blanket sheet

were used it would be necessary to assort shipping receipts

and wait until there were enough for one destination to

make it worth while to put the large blanket sheet into the

machine.

In the matter of checking out freight from cars, at first

thought one would think that to handle twenty, thirty or

forty separate sheets would be a slow process compared with

picking out items from a large blanket sheet; but the testi-

mony of the tallymen is that the separate sheets are really

more convenient. This favorable result is accomplished by

the simple expedient of arranging the bills in alphabetical

order. The freight men on the Central of Georgia say that

they feel pretty sure that, as compared with a single large

blanket sheet for a car, the separate individual sheets are

equally convenient; and in cases where it would be neces-

sary to handle two large blanket sheets, when unloading a

car, they are quite sure that with separate sheets, alphabeti-

cally arranged, the work can be done quicker. As we have

before stated, the number of shipments on the Central of

Georgia under the old plan averaged only 1.16 per waybill

so that actually, with the reduced sizes, there is less paper

used now than under the old plan.

The advantages of the manibill system as summed up by

W. D. Beymer, comptroller of the Central of Georgia, are as

follows

:

1. At the billing station: (a) Manibills are ready for deliv-

ery to conductors immediately on completion, there being

no delay for copying, (b) The manibill is peculiarly adapted

to the typewriter, and as compared to single consignment

waybills, twenty-five per cent, better speed is made there-

with, (c) Impression copies may be taken at the con-

•The Central of Georgia practice was described in the Railroad Gazette,
March 15, 1901, and November 4, 1904.

vcnience of the forwarding agent, relieving the tension dur-
ing the rush at the close of the day's business, (d) By the
use of the conductor's manibills delay to train, as well as
work, is avoided at destination.

2. On the road: The advantages en route might appear to-

be negligible; nevertheless, there are three distinct advan-
tages: (a) The manibills are generally typewritten. (b)
They carry but one consignment, (c) They provide a freight
bill and delivery receipt for freight consignment to non-agency
stations.

3. The receiving agent naturally benefits most, and the
advantages to him are as follows: (a) Freight bills being
already prepared, he is required to make copies only for such
as are so corrected that new bills are necessary, (b) If the
original billing is sent to the accounting department he is
saved the expense and labor of writing a detailed report.
(c) Expense of typewriters for making expense bills (freight
bills) at destination is saved, (d) Freight can be delivered
more promptly. (e) By retaining a copy of the freight
transcript, the receiving agent has an extra copy of the
document upon which the freight moved, (f) Errors in
transcribing are avoided.

Quoting O. M. Ezell, agent of the Central of Georgia, at
Atlanta, Mr. Beymer says that all of the objections of the
most radical opponents have been met and done away with.
Mr. Ezell further says:

"From a traffic standpoint I consider the use of the mani-
bill especially valuable at a large competitive point due to
the fact that the freight bill and delivery receipt can be
placed with the cashier while the freight is actually being
discharged from the car, and consignees inquiring by tele-
phone in regard to expected shipments can be given accu-
rate information without delay. Under the old system of
expensing it was often the case that freight would be un-
loaded in the warehouse from one to three hours before the
cashier was furnished with freight bills and often consignees-
would erroneously be advised that shipments had not been
received.

"I consider the station record afforded by the use of the
manibill from a forwarding standpoint is much superior to
the old waybill in that the hard tissue copy, especially when
typewritten, is much more legible than the old impression
copy which was obtained from the waybill made out in copy-
ing ink or pencil. \'ery often this record was absolutely il-

legible.

"The use of the manibill has encouraged the installation
of typewriters at a great many small stations, which, of
course, has improved records at such points, and I believe
it has also been largely responsible for the use of type-
writers in billing by lines who do not specially favor the
manibill. One objection that has been offered to the mani-
bill has been the presentation of corrected freight bills for
collection. My experience at Atlanta has not borne out this

objection. Freight bills on which the charges have been
reduced are always acceptable; and where it is necessary to
increase the amount, the original figures are erased or a new
expense bill is made. Very little time, however, is lost by
this and I do not recall a single complaint received from
the public from this source."

At Savannah the whole cargo of a ship is unloaded about
every day at the wharf of the Central of Georgia and the

checkers there favor the manibill system unanimously.
It will be recalled that Mr. Donaldson, of the Pennsyl-

vania, in his account of the experimental use of this idea on
his road said that the agents at the forwarding station made
out notices to be sent to the consignees. The Central of

Georgia has never had notices thus made. Mr. Beymer esti-

mates that at least 75 per cent, of less than carload shipments
are delivered immediately without the necessity of having
any notice sent. Moreover, a notice on a large sheet must
be enclosed in an envelope and postage paid for it at the
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rate of two cents. The results of the Pennsylvania's experi-

ment will be of interest, however, for the requirement that

a notice shall be sent to every consignee is becoming more

and more general. Indeed, it may be looked upon already

in many situations as a legal obligation. It has also been

observed that the fact that postal cards when not delivered

by the post office are not returned to the sender sometimes

causes inconvenience. A notice for which two cents is paid

comes back and the agent is thus warned to hunt up the con-

signee. The additional cent on a sealed envelope is not

wholly lost, as on the Pennsylvania it has been found prac-

ticable frequently to send two or a larger number of notices

in the same enclosure.

Mr. Boy informs us that the manibill is now being used

experimentally by the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific and by

the Norfolk & Western.

CONCRETE COALING STATION.

A BAGGAGE CUSHION.

A rubber mat made of old air brake hose is one of the

passenger station facilities recently adopted on the Cumber-

land Valley, and its use has been found very satisfactory.

According to the statements of an officer of the road, this

cushion is used in the baggage room, in unloading baggage

from the trucks. There is a

large field, we believe, for a

device of this kind outside the

baggage room; that is to say, on

the station platform where

trunks are unloaded from trains.

Whether the mats are used for

that purpose on the Cumberland

Valley we are not informed. A
mat consists of 24 pieces of

hose, each 22^4 in- long, nailed

across four strips of hard wood,

each 4 in. wide and 4 ft. 4 in.

long. It is thus 22J4 in- x 52

in., or something more than

twice as long as it is wide. The manner of fastening the

hose is indicated in the accompanying drawing. An iron rod

is inserted in the hose when the nails, V/2 in. long, are driven,

and thus they are clinched.

Method of Fastening Hose

to Wooden Frame
of Cushion.

THE "DEAD LINE" AT FRISCO STATIONS.

The Frisco has adopted a novel and simple method for keep-

ing employees and passengers on its station platforms from

being struck by trains. Last April General Manager W. T.

Tyler had a broad white line painted the full length of every

platform parallel to the track, and 5 ft. from the edge of the

platform and 7 ft. from the nearest rail. An order was then

issued that no truck should be allowed beyond this line when a

train is moving. All trucks must be moved inside of it after

the train has stopped, and outside of it again before the train

starts. Obedience to the rule will prevent trucks or employees

from being struck, and eliminate a cause of a good many ac-

cidents.

There is no rule governing the movements of the pas-

sengers over the line, but it is found that a large majority in-

stinctively grasp the significance of the white line, and even

on crowded platforms stay on the safe side of it. A good

many passengers, employees and other persons are killed and

injured annually at stations, and it seems worth considering

whether the general adoption of the simple measure employed

by the Frisco would not materially reduce the number of fatal-

ities and injuries at stations.

By C. p. Ross.

The coaling station built by the Kentucky & Indiana Terminal

at Louisville, Ky. to replace the wooden station that was burned

recently is of reinforced concrete construction and of the Holmen
counterbalanced bucket type, having a capacity of 500 tons. It is

an example of the best modern practice in this type of structure

and is made fireproof as far as consistent with such practice.

The plant was built on the foundations of the old coal chute

which was of the old stj'le chain and bucket conveyor type and

was supported on a heav'y foundation which had the appearance

of a large reservoir. It was necessary to remodel a portion

of these foundations in order to accommodate the Holmen ele-

vating equipment. As this coaling plant is to supply coal to en-

gines used by the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, the South-

Concrete Coaling Station of Holmen Counterbalanced Bucket

Type.

em, and the Baltimore & Ohio, it was necessary to weigh all

coal delivered by the coal chute and store the three different

kinds of coal used by the three different roads in separate com-

partments.

The coal brought to this plant is discharged into a 20-foot

concrete receiving hopper having a 1-in. neat cement sidewalk

finish. The coal is fed from the track hopper to the Holmen
bucket by a 2J4 ton capacity Barrett revolving measuring feeder.

This feeder is automatic in its action and delivers a definite quan-

tity to the Holmen bucket. The guaranteed elevating capacity

of the plant was 75 tons per hour, but it has elevated 100 tons

in actual operation. The plant itself may be handled by one

man, but laborers are necessary to dump the coal from the cars

into the pit.

The power is furnished by a 21 h. p. General Electric motor,

direct connected to a Roberts and Schaefer Company Holmen
hoist. This motor is equipped with a solenoid brake to prevent
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dropping the load in case the current is cut off and also Hatch

limit switches which cut out the current in case the bucket is

hoisted above the discharge point. The Holmen bucket is auto-

matic in its discharge and with the arrangement of by-pass chutes

at the top, which are controlled from the hoist house, the coal

may be distributed into either one of the four pockets.

The gates in the bottom of the coal bin are of the undercut

type and counterweighted so that they may be opened by a rope

from the ground. The coal from the gates passes into four

12-ton capacity steel weighing hoppers hung on hanging scales

with plus and minus beams and a registering device, which

records the exact draft of coal delivered to each locomotive and

prints this weight on duplicate tickets ; one of which is held by

the coaling station operator, the other being taken by the fireman

of the locomotive. The weighing hoppers are also equipped with

easily operated undercut gates, which are under the control of

the fireman on the tender or on the ground. The coaling aprons

are properly counterweighted and are equipped with heavy hoods

for deflecting the coal directly into the tender. The four scale

beams are located at the ground level, being enclosed in separate

houses.

It was also necessary to supply the locomotives with sand,

and consequently a reinforced concrete sand plant was installed

in connection with the coaling chute, using the method success-
fully employed by the Pennsylvania Railroad. This sand han-
dling plant is of the gravity type which practically eliminates the

use of hand labor. The wet sand is dumped into the receiving

hopper in the same manner as the coal, and elevated in the

Holmen bucket. There is a deflecting plate in the bucket which
discharges the sand at its proper dumping point into a steel chan-
nel chute, having an inclination of 60 degrees. This wet sand is

stored in a SO-ton wet sand bin of circular construction, built

of reinforced concrete. There are gates in the bottom of the
bin which feed the sand to two coal burning sand dryers directly

underneath. They are kept constantly filled.

These dryers are located on a steel plate floor in the drying-
room, and the dry sand passing from the dryers flows over
screens into a hopper. Any foreign materials such as chips, peb-
bles, etc., are caught on the screen and fall to the side where
they are removed. The clean dry sand is gathered in a hopper
which is located directly over a steel sand drum in the lower
compartment of the sanding plant. The sand is forced from this

drum to the reinforced concrete dry sand storage pocket in the

structure by compressed air at 75 lbs. pressure generated by a
Westinghouse direct connected electric air compressor. The
radial bents in the elevating pipe are made of manganese steel

to withstand the wear due to the sand blast. The dry sand tank
in the storage pocket is connected to two Roberts and Schaefer
Company standard telescoping sand fixtures by a 3-in. discharge

pipe.

The wet sand storage bin is equipped with a loading spout so

that wet sand for a season's supply coming in foreign cars can

be dumped, elevated and discharged into the wet sand bin and
direct from this bin into company cars where it is stored in

quantity preventing demurrage charges on foreign cars.

This plant was constructed by the Roberts and Schaefer Com-
pany, Chicago, under the jurisdiction of F. J. Parrish, engineer

of maintenance of way, of the Kentucky & Indiana Terminal,

Louisville, Ky., and is operating successfully.

5iDe Clcvation

Concrete Coaling Station of 500 Tons Capacity at

Rlbnrtfeij/! fAypa-

•>cofeB«r-3«-

FCOfsTT ELCVATKJN WJTH 3»tND BtNCt>fOVCO

Louisville, Ky.; Kentucky & Indiana Terminal.
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DROP BOTTOM CAR DOOR OPERATING
MECHANISM.

The Empire door, shown in the drawings, is claimed to be an

improvemenc in the door operating mechanism for general utility

transportation cars. The operating mechanism is located on the

outside of the car, making it easy of application, inspection and

repair. It can easily be painted and cared for and cannot be

neglected without its being evident. Moreover, it is not subjected

to the action of drippings from the material carried by the car

or an accumulation of dirt from the roadbed.

The car to which the illustration refers has eight doors at each

side of its longitudinal center, there being two sets of door op-

erating mechanism at each side of the car, each set being con-

nected with four doors. If the two doors directly over the trucks

should interfere with the trucks or truck wheels, it is an easy

matter to have the winding shaft so constructed that a shorter

link may be used, the two doors in question, however, being

divided from the other two in the same lot of four by cutting

the Z-bar under the front edge of the doors between the second

and third door from the end.

The winding shaft is a IJ-^-in. round steel bar forged as shown

and the links are slotted where they go over the shaft in order

that they may pass around the corners of the U arms. The

links are forgings arranged with a jaw at the bottom to take

the eye-bolts which in turn are secured to the Z-bar which ex-

tends under the outside edges of the doors ; the eye-bolts are

fitted with nuts as shown so that a tight adjustment can be

obtained. Ratchet wheels with pawls and dogs are arranged at all

four corners of the car ; to open the doors the dog holds the

pawl out of engagement with the ratchet teeth and a bar is

inserted between the lugs and with a slight pull the winding shaft

arms go over the center of support and the doors drop. There

are very few castings in this mechanism, and being composed

almost entirely of forgings repairs can be easily made.

Another advantage is that it gives a free opening for material to

issue from the doors, the arms lying between each pair of doors.

There are no chains, racks or gears to get out of order and
with the type of car illustrated the U arms in their upright

position will lie between the side stiflfener angles, in this way
being more or less protected from side-wiping. The Empire door

is the invention of E. D. Hillman, mechanical engineer of the

U. S. Metal and Manufacturing Company of New York, which

company will market the device.

National Railways of China.—It is said that the scheme
of providing a system of national railways for China includes

three trunk lines with eastern terminals at Canton, Shanghai

and Tientsin.

Italian Railway Administration.—There has been a re-

organization of Italian state railway administration. Here-

tofore under the central office there were 12 subordinate

divisions of equal authority. By the new arrangement there

are four chief departments for operation and seven subordinate

departments ("central services")- The main departments are

train service, traction, cars and labor. The subordinate services,

secretaryship, personnel, hygiene, law, finance, commerce and

accounts. A separate office has charge of the important steamer

service, another of local lines, and a third is for settling ac-

counts with the three corporations which worked the lines be-

fore the state took them over. The traction and car depart-

ments have their headquarters in Florence; for the Sicilian local

lines the office is in Palermo, and all the other offices are ia

Rome. Under this general management are 12 district manage-

ments, with seats in Turin, Milan, Bologna, Venice, Genoa,

Florence, Rome, Ancona, Naples, Bari, Reggio and Palermo.

The heads of these district managements are to exercise a gen-

eral supervision and are also to keep in close touch with the

population.

^ /ns/e/e 3fiffeningfAn^ks

Empire Drop Door Operating Mechanism for General Service Car.
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TTHE convention of the Bridge and Building Association iield

•*• this week in Baltimore was in many ways one of the most
successful meetings ever held. While the attendance was not as

large as at some of the previous conventions, because of the

location, the character of the reports and discussions was above

the average. The report on turntables was a specially strong

one and showed the possibilities for the thorough study of a

subject, which is presented in committee work. The importance

of aggressive committee work to the welfare of an association

has been frequently emphasized in these columns, for it is

through the standards maintained in this work that the charac-

ter of an association is reflected. In common with other asso-

ciations, this association has difliculty in securing thorough work
in all cases. One of the most important duties of the execu-

tive officers is to select members for the different committees

who can be relied upon to prepare thorough reports.

/^NE of the things which usually impresses a foreign railway
^^ engineer traveling in this country is the extensive use

of concrete and the wide variety of its uses. We have become
so accustomed to its widespread use in this country that it is

difficult for us to realize how extensive is its adoption and

how rapid its development has been. However, a comparison

of this field today with that of ten or even five years ago cannot

fail to impress one with its marvelous growth. The concrete

trestle, the concrete culvert pipe, and the concrete freight house

and station are all recent developments, while one of the latest

is its appliance in thin sheets over steel work, etc., with a

cement gun. The importance of this material in railway con-

struction is illustrated by the reports presented af the Bridge

and Building Association convention. Out of nine reports pre-

sented, three dealt entirely with the uses of concrete—concrete

tank construction, reinforced concrete culvert pipe and the rela-

tive merits of brick and concrete in railway building—and plat-

forms—while three other reports recommended the use of con-

crete for other details. Concrete is rapidly coming to be the

universal material for permanent construction work, and il is

still probably in the early stages of its development.

EVEN more marked than the continual reconstruction of

bridges to accommodate longer and heavier engines is the

renewal of turntables, emphasizing probably more strongly than

any other detail of railway construction the failure of the rail-

ways to adequately anticipate future requirements. It has been

almost universally the case within recent years that turntables

have been replaced long before their normal life has been

reached, because of increase in the size of the locomotives, and

tables have frequently been replaced after service of five years

or less, when comparatively new. While there is a limit from

an economic standpoint to the amount one is justified in spend-

ing to anticipate future requirements, this limit has seldom been

reached, but on the contrary the railways have fallen so far

short of it as to make the result very uneconomical. Although

in replacing a bridge there may be Uttle waste of material, there

is a large percentage of loss in the rebuilding of a turntable, for

the old circle wall and floor are not only useless for the nev/

table, but are an actual expense to remove. Furthermore most

turntables are constantly in service and arrangements must be

made to continue uninterrupted service during the alteration,

which adds to the expense and difficulty of performing the work.

While the cost of tables increases out of all proportion to their

length, it would seem advisable in view of past experience to

build still more for the future, for the history of locomotive

development has been that the dreams of yesterday have oeconie

the realities of today.

jV^UCH interest is being manifested in the safety contest now
^"•*' being conducted in the maintenance of way section. The
widespread interest in the safety movement in all lines of in-

dustry is evidenced by the Safety Congress held at Milwaukee
three weeks ago, and by the safety mass meeting for railway

employees which will be held in Kansas City on October 19.

Desiring to bring the methods which have proved valuable in

decreasing the number of injuries to maintenance men in one
vicinity to the attention of others engaged in similar work else-

where, we have announced this contest, and it is hoped that

those who have given the subject study will take advantage
of this opportunity. The improvement may be in the plan of
organization of forces, or it may consist in the elimination of
dangerous conditions on the work, or again, it may lie in the
education of the men themselves against taking undue chances.
We will pay $25 and $15 for the two best papers received and
will pay our space rates for all other contributions accepted
and published. All contributions should be sent to the Civil

Engineering Editor, Railway Age Gazette, 417 S. Dearborn
street, Chicago, by October 25, in order to be considered by the
judges of the contest.

A SHORT time ago a-roadmaster on a western road was lay-
^*- ing some temporary tracks in a terminal, and at one point
a crossing was necessary. The tracks had been staked out by
the engineer and a crossing ordered for this point. In going
through another part of the yard the roadmaster found a second-
hand frog in good condition of approximately the same angle
as the new one desired. He promptly cancelled the order for the

new frog, substituted this old one, and saved perhaps $250.

Neither the division engineer nor the roadmaster knew that this old
crossing existed until it was accidentally found. Such instances

illustrate the advisability of having some sort of a record of the

extra and second-hand crossings on hand, so that they can be

worked in whenever an opportunity offers. Some roads supply
this information to the division engineers in the form of a list

giving the angle, weight of rail and type of all crossings on hand,
which is revised monthly. These crossings accumulate in a num-
ber of ways and the total capital tied up in this stock is con-

siderable. Many second-hand ones which are still good for

considerable service are released by track changes. Many un-

used ones held for emergencies at important points are released

in the same way. Frequently temporary track layouts require

special crossings for only a short time, and when these tracks

are removed the crossings are too good for the scrap pile. If

the engineer has information concerning these crossings he can

frequently adjust the layout of temporary tracks, industry spurs,

etc., to use some of them in place of new ones, in this way sav-

ing the cost of the new ones and reducing the stock of material

on hand.

'T'HE adoption of a piece work or contract system in the

* maintenance of way department has met with little favor

in this country, in marked contrast to the practice in many for-

eign countries. For this reason the description of this system

on the Jamaican government railways in this issue will be in-

teresting to American railway men as illustrating the extent to

ivhich such plans may be carried. While those accustomed to

conditions in this country believe that the application of ma-

chinery to maintenance work is in its infancy, it is more widely

used here than elsewhere. Many of the labor-saving machines

commonly used here are unknown in other countries. On the

other hand, and partially resulting from this absence of ma-

chinery, the piece work system is widely adopted elsewhere.

American contractors engaged in grading work have long used
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the piece work or small contract system where the employment

of steam shovels or other heavy machinery is not practical

and the use of "station men" provides a ver\- satisfactory means

of performing work. As an example of the extent to which this

is carried, in the construction of the Oregon Trunk in central

Oregon, practically all the grading amounting to over 7,500.000

cu. yds. of material, over 80 per cent, of which was rock, was

moved in this way. The general practice is to do all work with

company forces paid on a day basis regardless of the amount

of work done. Because of the character of much of the for-

eign labor now employed, it is seemingly impossible to secure

efficient results on a day wage basis, and there is a tendency

on several roads to try out some form of small contract system

for routine maintenance. The Michigan Central is contracting

for the application of stone ballast, as described in the Railway

Age Gazette of October 20, 1911. One road planned to con-

tract the renewal of ties on a portion of its line last year, but

labor difficulties necessitated the temporary abandonment of the

experiment. Another road has arranged with one section fore-

man on each of several divisions to do the regular maintenance

work on his section this year on a contract basis, furnishing

him with the necessary material, and allowing him to hire his

labor, to pay any rate he chooses and to handle as best he can,

subject to the supervision of the track supervisor. The results

of these and other experiments will be w^atched with much

interest.

spouts or cranes adjacent to the tracks, water being delivered

to the engines through these cranes. In this way track changes

can be made at any time with less interference with the water

supply. These and other improvements indicate that steady

progress is being made in providing better and more economical

water service.

ONE does not hear as much discussion of the quality of w^aters

for locomotive consumption as he did several years ago.

This is largely due to the important progress made within re-

cent years in the treatment of water to remove the objectionable

contents. In many cases the use of surface reservoirs has been

resorted to, especially in the central states. While the first cost

of land, grading, etc., for them is high, their cost of operation

is usually low, the water usually requiring little if any treat-

ment. Where deep well plants are already in operation, or where

sites are not available for surface reservoirs, treating plants are

now quite generally installed. The number of treating plants is

continually increasing, as the economy of their use is becoming

more widely realized. In the hard water belts, such as are found

through Missouri and Kansas, treating plants are located at

nearly all water stations on the more progressive roads. With

the increasing trainloads and densitj' of traffic it is more neces-

sary than ever to reduce the number of engine failures to a

minimum The large amount of study given to this subject in

recent years, and the development of treating methods adapted

to different conditions, are important means in promoting regu-

larity of railway operation. Important economies are also being

effected in the operation of pumping plants. The experiments

now being made with engines using crude oil and crude oil distil-

late, give promise of effecting important economies in the cost

of operation, and the standardization of the pumps and engines

used on a road simplifies the work of maintenance and repair.

The wooden tank is fast being replaced with the steel tank, with

its larger capacity, longer life and lower cost of maintenance.

Reinforced concrete is being used to a limited extent, several

tanks of this material having been built. However, the use of

this material is still experimental, and it has several important

disadvantages which many believe will prevent its widespread

adoption. An interesting development on some roads is the sub-

stitution of the cylindrical steel standpipe for the more common

tub on posts. This t>'pe of standpipe has recently been adopted

on the Lackawanna, and has also been used to some extent on the

Santa Fe and other roads. The installation of track pans to

enable engines to take water without stopping is increasing some-

what, as the proportion of fast passenger traffic increases. Their

use, however, is still confined to a comparatively few roads in

the eastern stales. It is becoming more generally the practice

to erect the storage tank some distance from the track and place

COMPETITION IN MAINTENANCE WORK.

I
"HE argument which is made by Mr. Stevens in his letter in

•' this issue that some means of comparison of the work
done by different foremen is essential to the promotion of ef-

ficiency results, is a most important one. The amount of money

devoted annually to the maintenance of track and structures

forms such a large proportion of the total operating expense

of the railways that every legitimate means should be adopted

to secure the maximum returns for the expenditure. It is diffi-

cult to stop leaks until they are discovered, and it is hard to

discover them until some means is adopted of measuring the

efficiency of one man as compared with another. When this

is done special attention can be given to the weaker man to aid

him in raising his standard of work to the level of his fellows,

or he can be replaced with a better man.

In general, the higher ofi";cers know only in an indefinite way

the relative abihties of different supervisors, while the super-

visors themselves know to a less degree the comparative work

of their foremen. A man may be considered above the average

because he has better track, but analysis may show that he has

been allowed more men, has used more materials, or has a less

amount of detail work aside from the track to take care of.

Frequently a study will show that one man's track is costing

more per mile than that of his neighbor, whom he is supposed

to excel. On most roads the main lines outside of terminals

are divided into sections of approximately equal length, and the

foremen are then allowed an equal number of men for each sec-

tion. While the main line mileage and the climate and traffic con-

ditions will be the same, one section may have new rail and

ballast, while on another the rail may be nearly ready for re-

moval, the number of turnouts may vary widely and a large

amount of extra work may be caused by the presence of water

stations, street crossings, etc. This latter detail, which is fre-

quently overlooked was discussed at some length at the recent

convention of the Roadmasters' Association at Buffalo, and it

was agreed that four paved street crossings were equivalent

in the amount of labor required for maintenance to one mile of

main track. In general, the roadmaster or supervisor knows

only in a vague way what one foreman is doing in comparison

with another, while the foremen themselves knowing that their

conditions are so unequal, realize that their work cannot be

compared with that of their neighbor's and do not have any

incentive to increase their efficiency. Under such conditions it

is not surprising that the men do their work in a more or less

perfunctory way. No rrian, whether he be general manager or

section foreman, is at his best unless he feels that it is neces-

sary for him to exert himself to retain his position. If he

knows that the work he has to do is made as nearly equal as

practicable to that of others holding similar positions, he will

strive to keep pace with his fellows, and the healthy competition

so created will be reflected in a general raising of the standards

of the entire work. One reason for the decline in track main-

tenance is the perfunctory way in which it has been allowed to

proceed. The application of better methods will enable better

work to be secured at less cost. The railways generally spend

enough for maintenance, but in many cases they do not se-

cure all they pay for, because of incompetent or lazy super-

vision.

The equating of the different conditions governing the amount

of work required on sections should not be impracticable, and

on such a basis it should be possible to detect inefficient super-

vision, and then either correct or eliminate the offender.
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Sl^il^fd to the ISditon

EQUATING MILEAGE OF TRACK SECTIONS.

Reading, Pa., September 23, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.\ilw.\y Age G.\zette:

. In studying the subject of efficiency of maintenance of way
forces we find that one of the important, if not the most im-

portant, matters to decide is the selection of a basis on which

a comparison of results can be properly and equitably made. The
American Railway Engineering Association has adopted a classifi-

cation of tracks, separating them into three grades according to

the amount of traffic passing over them. I believe that the basis

on which the classification is made is the right one, but that there

should be a more complete and more comprehensive classification

so that a more accurate adjustment of forces could be made with

reference to the work to be done. I think we should equate the

mileage of each section and subdivision, and then assign to each

its proper allotment of available men on that basis, because by

making a just and equitable adjustment of forces to the work

to be done we could hold each foreman responsible for equally

satisfactory results.

To do this accounts must be kept. We must enter in a book

a record of the mileage of each class or grade of track, each

turnout and its ratio, each slip crossing and other combination,

and whether interlocked or hand operated. A statement of all

jobs to be done by the section forces should also be compiled,

and each item made equal to a certain amount of equated mileage

on a fair basis to be agreed upon.

It is, of course, evident that a turnout requires some additional

mileage allowance, the double mileage of the interlaced tracks

being hardly sufficient, but the percentage that should be added

to make the equivalent mileage of the different classes of track

that come together at the frog would have to be adjusted; then

the equated mileage of each section and each subdivision would

make a proper basis of comparison, and as each section would be

charged with all labor and all material supplied to it, a state-

ment of cost of maintenance per mile of equated mileage could

be made at any time, that would, if the work had been properly

done, show the relative efficiency of each section foreman and

of the supervisor as well. In this way it would be possible to

introduce real competition for promotion based strictly on merit.

The factor that has the greatest effect on methods, practices

and customs in handling work and accomplishing satisfactory re-

sults on a railway is density of traffic. The cost of maintenance

varies in about the same ratio as the tonnage multiplied by speed

up to certain limits. We cannot therefore properly lay down

fixed rules to apply to all conditions, but must vary our ratios

on the different subdivisions or divisions according to the char-

acter of road and the kind and volume of traffic.

There must be a basis of comparison, and some way to detect,

without prejudice, the inefficient and unworthy and to create

rivalry, competition and co-operation, or some way to make the

sheep separate themselves from the goats automatically. Careful

records of equated mileage and charges against each piece of

track or section, covering everything supplied to it, will furnish

the evidence needed for conviction of those who, through in-

efficiency or inability, do not accomplish satisfactory results. If

one rides over a division and finds the limits of sections well

defined without the use of section posts by the varying condition

of the track, he knows that the supervisor or roadmaster is

inefficient. On the other hand, if one finds practically uniform

physical conditions and the forces well adjusted to the work to

be done he knows that the supervisor is a competent man and

is attentive to his business. Adjusted mileage would help the

efficient and worthy men and force the others to proper exertion

and the accomplishment of satisfactory results, or to leave the

job and make room for someone better able or more willing to do

necessary work. We should try to put our forces on an even
basis and then insist on uniform results.

F. S. Stevens,
Engineer Maintenance of Way, Philadelphia & Reading.

CAREFUL HANDLING OF RAILS.

Kingston, N. Y., October 8, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

During the past year there have been a number of derail-

ments caused by broken rails which were either due to some
defect in the rails, or probably to some slight damage to the

rail in handling. There are many ways in which a rail can be
damaged which might result in a complete break sooner or later

when placed under heavy strain. The rail is inspected at the
mills before it is delivered, but between the time when it is

inspected and when it is laid it undergoes considerable handling,

as it has to be loaded before shipment is made, unloaded after

reaching the desired points, and distributed as required.

We are all familiar with the circumstances existing where
rail is being laid. Everything is humming, there can be no de-

lays, the track must be in readiness for the trains at the

scheduled time. Therefore, there is a strong possibility that in-

juries caused by handling rail, etc., will be overlooked. Also
after the rail is placed in the track, the damaged portion is not

visible to the trackwalker. There seems to be only one way
to curb this danger, viz., to have a competent man thoroughly
inspect every rail before it is placed in track.

-Another common reason for rail breaking is its being dam-
aged while being placed in the track when inexperienced men
are allowed to spike the rails and in so doing strike the rails

instead of the spikes many times. Rail put in by this class

of spikers will eventually show signs of breakage. None but

experienced spikers should be allowed to spike rail, and the

foremen should put forth their best efforts to make good spikers

of the men, as this is an all-important matter in track laying.

In large gangs, it is a common thing to find but very few men
capable of spiking rails. I should suggest, therefore, that the

rail be carefully inspected after being installed, and that also

a sharp lookout be kept for defects in the base of the rail.

Joseph J. Morgan,
Storekeeper, New York Central & Hudson River.

Maintenance Costs on Nebraska Railways.—Engineering
and superintendence on Nebraska railways cost $1,034.67 per

roadway mile and $810.15 per track mile, or 2.16 per cent, of

the total value of roadway, equipment, etc. These figures are

from the report of the Nebraska State Railway Commission.

Chinese Railway Construction.—The railway from Tientsin

(the port of Pekin) south by east to the Yang-tse-kiang river

at Pukau, opposite Nanking, some 600 miles, has been completed

with the exception of the long bridge over the Hoang-ho. Ger-

mans built the northern and English the southern half. It has

been in operation, after a fashion, for some time; but by latest

accounts, the trains required three days to run the 600 miles. As
lines have heretofore been completed from Pekin to Tientsin,

and from Nanking to Shanghai, this completes a railway route

from Pekin to Shanghai—a very important line for China.

Italian Railway E.\rnings.—The Italian State Railways

(pretty nearly the whole system of the kingdom) earned gross

in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, an average of $7,667 per

mile, which is $474, or more than 6^ per cent., more than in the

previous year. The aggregate increase was $6,428,000. There

was even a small increase in the earnings of the steamship lines

which the railways operate between Sicily, Sardinia and some

smaller islands and the main land, in spite of the fact that a

large number of the vessels designed for this service were di-

verted to the service of the army in Tripoli.



STEEL TIES ON THE BESSEMER &. LAKE ERIE.

Results from Eight Years' Experience, with Over Eight Hun-
dred and Fifty Thousand Now in Service Under Heavy Traffic.

The question of the source ot the future tie supply is hecoming

inore serious each year until now it is not a problem to be en-

•countered in the far distant future, but within the next few years.

A great deal of attention is being given to securing the maximum
life possible from the timber available by treatment and by the

use of tie-plates to protect the tie from mechanical destruction.

However, in view of the rapidly decreasing timber supply such

remedies are considered largely temporary, and a great deal of

study is being given to the development of substitutes for the

•wooden tie. In most cases attention has been turned to ties of

steel or concrete and a multitude of different designs have been

•worked out. A few ties of each of a large number of these

designs have been placed in the track and are being carefully

v/atched. While most of these have failed for one reason or an-

other, ties of a few designs give promise of good results. The best

known steel tie is the Carnegie, sometimes known as the Buhrer

tie from its inventor. This has been made in larger numbers

than any other metal tie, and is now used in railway tracks in

sufficient numbers to warrant serious consideration.

The Carnegie steel tie is a simple, unsymmetrical I-beam sec-

tion with a base considerably wider than the top. In the weight

generally used for steam railways tlie base is 8 in, wirie and the

8,078,547 tons ; coal, 3.075,458 tons ; other commodities, 3,016,497

tons.

This season a considerably heavier traffic is being handled.

During the month of May, 1912, 1,104,000 net tons of ore alone

were hauled, while in June 1,153,000 tons were handled, this being

the largest monthly movement on record up to this time. An
average of 56 ore and coal trains and four local freights and

eight passenger trains pass over the line daily during the sum-

mer months. In addition the westbound freight trams of the

Erie use the main Ime of the Bessemer road from Meadville

Junction to Shenango, a distance of 20 miles, adding about ten

movements daily between these points. Between Conneaut

Harbor and Albion, a distance of 16 miles, consolidation

engines weighing 391,000 lbs., with 225,000 lbs. on the

drivers, are used. From .\lbion to North Bessemer, a dis-

tance of 125 miles, the trains are handled with consolidation

engines weighing 336,000 lbs., with 180,000 lbs. on the drivers

For the last 91 miles of this distance two engines are required

for the regular trains. The freight equipment is made up al-

most entirely of cars of 100.000 lbs. capacity, loaded with a 10

per cent, overload, so that the car axle loads range from 34,000

to 38.000 lbs. The run from .Mbinn to North Bessemer is made

Section of Steel Tie Track on the Bessemer & Lake Erie. Effect of Derailment on Steel Ties near Jamisonville, Pa.

top 4^ in. wide with a total height of 5^ in. The standard

section weighs 20 lbs. per lineal ft., or 170 lbs. for 8 ft. 6 in.,

although the section used the last few years on the Bessemer &
Lake Erie weighs 21.2 lbs. per ft., or 180 lbs. for the standard

length of 8 ft. 6 in. It is fastened to the rail by bolts passing

through the upper flanges of the tie and through steel clips

extending over the base of the rail. Over 1.500,000 ties of this

type are now in use, of which over 850,000 are on the Bessemer

& Lake Erie and over 300,000 on the Union Railroad of Pitts-

burgh. Because of the very dense traffic, handled almost entirely

in heavily loaded cars, the service of these ties on the Besse-

mer & Lake Erie is very instructive.

The main line of the Bessemer & Lake Erie extends from
Conneaut Harbor, Ohio, on Lake Erie, to a connection with the

Union Railroad near Pittsburgh, a distance of 142 miles, of

which all but 135/2 miles is double track. The line crosses eight

water sheds, with a ruling grade southbound of .6 per cent, and
northbound of .75 per cent. The principal traffic handled is ore

southbound for the Pittsburgh district and coal northbound for

Canadian and Great Lakes points. During the calendar year 1911

this road hauled 14,170,502 net tons of freight, composed of ore,

m about 12 hours, so that the freight trains make from 20 to 30

miles per hour on the down grades. The standard passenger

engine weighs 253,200 lbs., with 103.000 lbs. on the drivers.

These trains have an average running time of about 40 miles

per hour, but frequently make above 60 miles per hour between

stations. From these figures it will be seen that the loads on the

track are very heavy and that a very severe service is demanded

of it. In addition to the locomotives, the axle loads on the ore

cars are such that almost every wheel is a driver in effect.

The first I-beam or Carnegie steel ties were placed in track

of the Bessemer & Lake Erie near Claytonia in December, 1904,

a lot of 1,200 being installed on a 4-deg. curve in slag ballast.

These ties are still in track after a service of almost eight years.

Since this time steel ties have been purchased and placed in

track in the following numbers

:

1905 24.7J6
1906 79,072
1907 144,679
1908 500
1909.. 116,168
19J0 197,200
1^1

1

139,235

701,590
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Between 150,000 and 200,000 additional steel tics are being

placed in the track this year so that by the end of 1912 this

road will have in excess of 850,000 steel ties in track. This

will be equivalent to over 270 miles of track laid with steel ties,

or about 43 per cent, of the entire mileage of the road. .Ml

ties renewed in main tracks and in important yards are re-

placed with steel ties, these being spotted in with wooden ties

for renewals as well as being placed in all new main tracks, with

the single' exception that wooden ties are still being used for re-

newals where changes in tracks are contemplated at an early

date.

The first steel ties placed in track weighed 167 lbs. each and

were spaced 14 to the 30-ft. rail. With the first ties rolled a

section was cut out of the web and put at right angles to engage

the ballast and prevent the track from moving out of line. This

weakened the tie, however, and after several had failed the

practice was discontinued. The lower flanges wert then bent

down under each rail to secure a greater grip upon the ballast

and to prevent slewing, but it is found that this is not required

with the slag ballast used and the flanges have since been rolled

flat. The spacing has also been reduced to the standard of 20

ties per 33-ft. rail, since which time the failures have been

eliminated.

An important detail of a metal tie is the method of fastening

pensive. For this reason it has not been adopted on the Bessemer,

as the experience of this road has indicated that there is small

danger of losing the bolts.

.-Xs the shoulder of the clip is in direct contact with the base

of the rail it is impossible for tlic ties to slew to any extent.

Aiter the bolts have been tightened and have obtained their set,

it has been found that there is little tendency for them to

loosen. Because of the tight grip of the ties upon the rail each

one acts as a rail anchor and creeping has been very largely

Carnegie Steel Tie with Wedge Fastening.

to the rail. As shown in the accompanying drawing, a steel clip

with a lip extending up over the flange of the rail is bolted to the

tie. One such clip is attached on each side of the rail. Round

bolts were used originally, but difficulty was e.xperienced with

the clips turning. To prevent this a bolt was designed with an

oblong neck extending through the clip, and no difficulty has

been experienced with the use of this bolt. The same punching

of the ties is followed for all weights of rail used on the road

by varying the size and punching of the clip to fit the various

rail bases. The same punching is now in use with rail varying

in weight from 60 to 100 lbs, and is capable of further increase

to 120 lbs. before the punching will have to be changed Largely

to avoid special punching of ties a standard gage is maintained

on all curves, although there are some curves as sharp as 9

deg. on the main line. While this practice results in some in-

creased rail wear, it has been found that no serious results are

encountered. An additional clip is used on the outside of all

curves.

In some instances on other roads a wedge fastening is used

in place of the bolt and clip, although there are none in use

on the Bessemer & Lake Erie. Owing to the fear arising several

years ago that a derailment might clip off the bolts and loosen

the track, the wedge fastening was designed to overcome this

objection. However, because of the greater number of pieces the

wedge fastening is slower to apply and consequently more ex-

Steel Tie Lead In Cranesville Yard.

eliminated even under the heavy traffic on these grades. Con-

trary to the expectations of many, the track is not any noisier,

if it is as noisy, as wooden tie track, as all these connections are

tight. Also, because of these rigid connections the track remains

constantly to gage.

While the steel ties are being spotted in between wooden ties

wherever the latter need renewal, it is found that the life of

the remaining wooden ties is shortened, for as the steel tie is

shallower than the wooden tie the latter is forced to carry more

than its proper share of the load and consequently deteriorates

faster.

No shimming of track lia^ lieen done on the Bessemer on the

Passenger Train Traveling 50 Miles an Hour on Steel Tie

Track on a Six-Degree Curve with Six Inches Elevation

and Gravel Ballast near Meadville Junction, Pa.

steel ties, even during the recent excessively severe winter.

While the track heaved considerably in some cases, it was not

enough to endanger traffic, and, in fact, it is believed that the

heaving is less with steel, ties than with wooden ties, this being

explained in two ways. . Because of the rigidity of the steei

tie track it will act more as a unit to resist heaving and

maintain better surface. Also, it is believed that the steel

tie serves as a better conduct' t of cold and distributes the
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frost more evenly along the roadbed, causing it to freeze more

uniformly. However, in some cases the heaving would have

justified shimming if it could have been done readily. While

it is possible to insert shims between the rails and steel ties, it

is very slow and expensive, for the bolts have to be removed in

order to insert the shims. The fact that only about ten bolts

broke last winter would indicate that the stresses between the

rail and the tie were not excessive.

The effect of corrosion on steel ties has been watched with

considerable interest. About a year ago ten of the original lot of

ties installed in 1904 were removed from the track and weighed.

As the original weights were not available it was necessary to

use the theoretical weight of 167.15 lbs. of these early ties as a

basis for comparison. The average actual weight of the ten ties

removed after seven years in the track was 162.7 lbs., indicating a

loss of 5 lbs., or 3 per cent. No exterior evidence of corrosion

was noticeable. With a heavy refrigerator traffic the loss with

steel ties would, of course, be much greater. To protect against

this corrosion the manufacturers in some instances dipped the

ties in hot tar at an additional cost of about five cents per tie.

About three or four years ago 20,000 ties were dipped in this

manner and sent to Mexico, w'here the corrosion is very severe.

While the reports show that the tar disappeared, it is stated that

very little deterioration has been evident, the hot tar evidently

burning into the steel. While this treatmeqt might be considered

ineffective in many instances, as the coating is soon cut and

damaged, it was believed to be of sufficient use in this instance

to warrant the expense of building a dipping plant. Over 6,000

ties have been dipped on the Bessemer & Lake Erie, but as they

were placed in track this year it is impossible to draw any con-

clusions from their services at this time.

Because of the greater stiffness and rigidity of steel tie track

it is more difficult to throw or hne it, and larger gangs are neces-

sary than with wooden track. In concentrating the forces at one

'Fiber bushing.

Details of Carnegie Insulated Steel Tie.

point the track will move for 50 or 75 ft. each side. If the

track is to be thrown for several feet it is necessary to loosen

the bolts in order to make any progress. However, when once

in line this same force tends to hold the track there. Steel ties

are preferred for this reason on temporary construction tracks,

for when they are once laid in proper shape they will stay there

longer. Also, where any amount of track is to be raised steel ties

are of advantage as they will raise with the rail instead of

remaining in the ground and allowing the spikes to pull out as

is the case with wooden ties. The experience of those in charge

of track work is that the steel ties hold the track to better line

and surface, as all ties are of uniform thickness, of uniform

strength, and provide a uniform bearing on the ballast. Also, the

ties remain at practically 100 per cent, efficiency during their

entire life, w-hile the wooden tie begins to deteriorate shortly

after it is placed in the track.

The steel tie provides a more rigid track structure throughout.

There are several stretches of new track on the Bessemer which
have not been filled in with ballast between the ties since the

track was laid last fall and which have remained in good line and
surface under the heavy traffic operating at customary speeds.

It would have been impossible to have maintained the track in this

way with wooden ties under similar conditions. The effect of

this rigidity upon the rest of the track structure and upon the

•J6000%-Max-Fibec

Carnegie Steel Tie and Fastenings Used on the Bessemer &
Lake Erie.

equipment has been watched closely in view of the fears ex-

pressed in many quarters that the track would be too rig^d.

Their experience has led the Bessemer officers to believe that

even greater rigidity is to be desired. Only 75 rails were broken

on the entire main line mileage of 339 miles last winter, and of

these many were old and badly worn. 17 of those breaking having

been in the track over 15 years.

The action of steel ties under derailments is interesting. About
ISO derailments have occurred on this road on steel ties and

about 7,000 ties of this kind have been removed because of dam-
age received in such accidents. Ordinarily in a derailment wooden
ties will bunch up and a large proportion of them will break.

Frequently the track will be so torn up that it will be necessary

to rebuild it before the uninjured cars can be removed. The ex-

perience with steel ties has been that they will be bent some-

what under the blow of the wheels and the gage of the track will

be slightly decreased, but in most cases the track is left in such

a condition that the cars back of the derailed one can be pulled

out without repairing the track. The principal disadvantage of

the steel tie in such instances is the delay required in unbolting it

if it is damaged enough to require replacement.

In one derailment recently on track with steel and wooden ties

mixed, in which the wheels traveled on the ties for 1,600 ft., every

wooden tie was broken, and while the steel ties were damaged
they still held the rails in place so that the cars back of the de-

railment could be pulled out without waiting to make any repairs

to the track. In October of last year 18 cars which were de-

railed on wooden ties bunched the ties and all 18 cars piled up

within three rail lengths. About two weeks later ten cars were

derailed under similar conditions by a broken flange while on a

steel tie track, but did not bunch up the ties, and the cars were

replaced on the track under load, the only damage being to

slightly tighten the gage. Many ties are still in track which

have passed through one or more derailments without damage

other than the bending of the top flanges as shown in the ac-

companying illustrations.

Insulated steel ties have been installed at only one point on

the Bessemer & Lake Erie. At this point 1,000 insulated ties

were placed in the track within the limits of a crossing bell

circuit. In this case the insulation is secured by placing an

additional steel plate 5/16 in. thick above the tie with an insulat-
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ing fiber between the plate and the tie as shown on the accom-
panying drawing. These ties were installed in June, 1906, and the

insulation is apparently in as good condition as when put in. On
August 28 an inspection was made and in testing the track for

resistance it was found that the average resistance from rail to

rail on the insulated ties was 2.1S ohms, while the average re-

sistance on the wooden ties adjacent was 2.58 ohms, indicating

that tlie insulated steel tie was giving almost the same degree of

insulation as the wooden tie. On the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

3.000 Carnegie ties were insulated by placing the fiber directly

between the regular steel tie and the rail without any protection

of any sort. Although this fiber has been in service five years, the

supervisor in charge of this section reported a few months ago

that he had Iiad no trouble up to that time, although the fiber

has seriously deteriorated as would be expected after this length

of time and with this method of insulation.

About 30 sets of steel switch ties are now in service on the

Bessemer and 20 additional sets will be installed this season. Be-

fore the use of these special switch ties the ordinary 8 ft. 6 in.

steel track ties had been interlaced in a number of instances

through leads with satisfactory results. The switch ties are

punched for the main line fastenings in the shops and for the

lead rails in the field with a small hydraulic punch. The guard

rails are secured by the standard clips and bolts. In a number of

cases steel ties are also used for head blocks.

The 8 ft. 6 in. steel tie costs about $2.15 without fastenings,

which cost 20 cents per tie additional. In addition more ballast

is required with steel than with wooden ties. While this is prac-

tically double the first cost of the ordinary wooden tie, prac-

tically half the cost of the tie itself is recovered when the tie is

sold as scrap. Although no ties have been in track a sufficient

length of time to enable definite estimates to be made of their

life, the experience on the Bessemer road leads those in charge to

estimate that this life will reach 20 years. On this basis a steel tie

presents an interesting study of possible economies.

Briefly, the advantages of the steel tie as based on the experi-

ence of the Bessemer & Lake Erie are, that it holds the track

to line and surface better and at less expenditure of money, the

track IS always to gage, rail wear is more uniform because of a

firmer support and the absence of canting, and the clips act as

rail anchors. The principal disadvantage of the steel tie is its

higher first cost. It also requires larger track gangs when track

is to be lined, while because of the bolt connections it is more
expensive to remove ties for any reason or to relay rail.

THE ASSISTANT FOREMAN.*

By p. J. Keen.\n,

Supervisor, Erie, Cuba, N. Y,

The proper way to handle the foreman question is to get

one or two Americans as trackmen on each section, en-

deavoring to pick out men who have some education, with

the understanding that if they develop they will be con-

sidered in line for promotion. If these men cannot be secured

on every section, a special effort should be made to have the

best and most experienced foreman have one or two such men
so that they may profit by the foreman's ability and experi-

ence. After these men have worked a sufficient length of

time those who do not measure up to requirements may be

considered unfit to become foremen. On the other hand,

those who show some ability and a desire to continue in this

line of work should be encouraged both by foremen and

supervisor.

They should be paid one or two cents per hour more than

the other trackmen and taught to handle the work, especially

in regard to surface and line. They should be taught the use

of level and spot board in surfacing track and be allowed to

handle -the gang at different times while it is engaged in this

vhich closed

kind of work, but only under the direct supervision of the

foreman in charge. They should also be instructed in the
care and maintenance of frogs and switches and how to make
repairs. They should be familiar with the method of keep-
ing time, making out the necessary reports and in general

become as well versed in the duties of a foreman as possible.

If it becomes necessary for the foreman to be absent for a

short time, one of these men should be allowed to take charge
of the gang and the work done while he is in direct charge
carefully noted. During the summer, while extra gangs are

employed laying rail, putting in ballast, changing switches,

etc., as many of these men as required should be used as

assistant foremen, at an increase in pay, as the experience
gained in extra gang work will prove very beneficial when
they are placed in charge of sections.

A man of average ability who has acquired from two to

four years' experience, as outlined above, should be fitted to

take charge of a section and do the work successfully. One
of the greatest advantages of this method is that the man is

taught to do the work in the way required by the company
which expects to employ him.

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
SINCE SEPTEMBER 20.

The following articles of special interest to engineers and
maintenance of way men, and to which readers of this section

may wish to refer, have appeared in the regular weekly issues

of the Railway Age Gazette since September 20:

Electrical Equipment for a Bascule Bridge.—A description of the installa-

tion of the electrical equipment to operate the Chicago & Western Indiana
double deck, single leaf, Strauss, heel trunnion bascule bridge over the
Calumet river near South Chicago appeared in the issue of September 27,
page 575.

Cost Accounting in the Engineering Department.—An outline of a method
which is now being used on the Northern Pacific for distributing the
charges for construction and maintenance work appeared on page 578 of
the issue of September 27. It was illustrated with several typical forms.
Weight of Rails in Track.—The amount of rails of the different weights

in 244,496 miles of main track in this country was given in the issue

of September 27, page 584. This weight was divided for all weights,

56 lb. and less, to 141 lb., and further subdivided between Bessemer, open
hearth and special alloy rail.

The Buckwalter Electric Baggage Truck.—A description and the service

records of this truck in handling baggage and mail in two of the large

stations in this country were given on page 586 of the issue of Sep-
tember 27.

Dust Laying on Railway Roadbeds.—The use of oil and other materials

for keeping down the dust on railways was discussed editorially in the
issue of October 4, page 615.

Aspects of Steam Railway Electrification.—Professor C. L. De Muralt
described in the issue of October 4, page 623, the progress which has been
made in the electrification of steam roads and discussed its practicability

for further application.

The Seventh Street Viaduct at Des Moines, Iowa.—The details of the

construction of this viaduct across the tracks of four railways were given

in the issue of October 4, page 625. Interesting features of this work
were the use of a steel structure which was encased in concrete for ap-

pearance, and the employment of the cement gun for covering much of

the steel.

Influence of Grade Reduction on Cost of Operation on Wheeling &
Lake Erie.—The annual report of former Receiver B. A. Worthington
of the Wheeling & Lake Erie contained some very interesting figures on

the economies resulting from systematic reduction of grades on that line.

These figures are given on page 642 of the issue of October 4.

New 105 lb. Rail for New York Central Lines.—The new 105 lb. rail

section and the angle bar to accompany it were shown in the issue of

October 4, page 644.

Reconstruction of the Canadian Pacific Bridge Over the St. Lawrence.

—

In connection with the double tracking of the Canadian Pacific main line

from Alontreal to Farnham, it has been necessary to rebuild the bridge

across the St. Lawrence for double track. The rebuilding of this bridge

was described in the issue of October 11, page 676.

The Protection of Railway Embankments.—The various methods adopted

for protecting embankments from standing or flowing water were described

by A. M. Van Auken in the issue of October II, page 680.

Comparison of Chemical Constituents of Steel Rails from 1870 to Date.

—

In view of the extended controversy regarding the chemical composition

of rails, the comparison of specifications from 1870 to date by Paul M.
La Bach, page 684 of the issue of October 11, is of timely interest.



THE POLE AND SLAV AS TRACK LABORERS.
The Fifth of a Series of Discussions of the Character-

istics of the Various Types of Maintenance Worl<men.

THE SLAV AS A TRACK LABORER.

By W. E. Davin,

Supervisor, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, McKees Rocks, Pa.

On the eastern and middle western railways Slavs are em-

ployed as track laborers in numbers. With proper supervision

they have been found capable of performing the duties of la-

borer, lampman, trackwalker, watchman, assistant foreman and

foreman of construction gangs.

In common with all foreigners, when the Slavs first begin to

work on the railways they are unable to speak or understand

the English language, and as they have had no experience in

handling track tools, the foreman has a difficult task to get them

to understand what is wanted. It is necessary for him to select

one or more of the more intelligent of the gang and teach them

the more common terms that must be used in connection with

the daily work.

At present we have several men in each gang who can speak

and understand English fairly well. The foreman depends on

them to educate the green men and teach them how to work with

track tools. Inexperienced men will give good results if mixed

with the more experienced men of the same nationality. Slavs

and Hungarians or Italians and Slavs will not work together

satisfactorily, and the risk of injury when handling rails, ties

or heavy track material is increased if the nationalities are mixed.

The Slav is a robust man, capable of enduring the hardships

that track laborers must stand. In case of emergencies, such as

wrecks or washouts, where the tracks are blocked, these Slavs

can be relied on to respond promptly and will remain on duty

without rest for long periods when the emergency requires.

They eat good, substantial food and clothe themselves com-

fortably for the work. They keep their living quarters clean and

sanitary, differing in this respect from the Italians.

When employed in districts where dwelling houses cannot be

procured, the Slavs are contented to live in camps, although

they prefer to stay in boarding houses and are more contented

when they can get their cooking done by the wife or other mem-
ber of the family of the boarding boss. Unless the foreman

and supervisor exercise strict discipline over them when living

in large numbers in one place, they will lay off after pay days

and holidays and frequently after a Sunday of drink and dissi-

pation. In this respect they differ from the Italian who is more

steady and reliable, seldom losing any time on account of drink.

In order to get results from this class of laborers a foreman

must give his instructions as clearly and simply as possible, al-

ways illustrating his instructions in a practical way by taking

the tools in his own hands and showing the men how to use them.

The foreman who has a gang of foreigners engaged on track

repairs is working under difficulties and disadvantages, and to

get a fair day's work out of this class of labor it is necessary

that he be practical in his w-ork, as verbal instructions are not

readily understood by these men.

The principal disadvantage with the Slav or foreigners in gen-

eral as track laborers in comparison with the English-speaking

or native laborers is that it takes careful training to make them

understand and speak the English language vvell enough to

make satisfactory trackmen out of them. The advantages of the

Slav, Hungarian and other European laborers in comparison

with the American laborers on track work are that they are more
steady and can be relied on to perform in the best way they

•Three articles in the Raitwav Age Ga::ette of Tune 21. page 1568, dis-
cussed "The Hobo as a Track Laborer"; four in the issue of July 19, 1912.
page 121, discussed "The Negro as a Track Laborer"; four in the issue of
.\ugust 16, page 303. discussed "The Italian as a Track Laborer," and
four in the issue of September 20, page 527, discussed "The Mexican as a
Track Laborer.'*

know- how the most unattractive kinds of work under most
severe conditions and weather.

For work train work the Slavs are considered very satisfac-

tory laborers. They work more at ease and give the best results

when handling materials, and loading, unloading and handling

rails and ties. For extra gangs used in laying rail, ballasting^

and making tie renewals they make very good men. For section

gangs they are not as good as the Italian. It is very difficult to-

get them to work satisfactorily in small gangs.

Where a large number of gangs of different nationalities are

employed, the best results can be secured by keeping the gangs

of each nationality in separate groups. Where the work will

permit, a rivalry between the gangs will result in a large increase

in the amount of work. The Slav takes pride in outclassing

other nationalities. In going about his work the Slav is some-

what slow and cautious. He does very little talking and shows

no disposition to shirk. He is not quarrelsome and shows great

respect for the foreman and officers.

The foreman must exercise strict discipline over this class of

foreign laborers and avoid familiarity with them. He should

not drive them except when necessary. Continual driving soon

gets to be a habit, and when practiced unnecessarily Slavs take

it as a matter of daily routine and when an emergency arises

requiring an extra effort they will be found wanting.

The Slav will learn in a short time to do track work and to

understand the English language in so far as it concerns track

work when given some attention by the foreman or sub-foreman.

Interpreters and labor agents who insist on furnishing a fore-

man with each gang are to be tabooed. I consider the Slav weir

adapted to track work. The results obtained from this class de-

pend largely on the ability and experience of the foreman ini

handling his men.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SLAVISH TRACK LABORER.

By T. C. Cr£a,

Supervisor, Bessemer & Lake Erie, Greenville, Pa.

To secure good results from Slav laborers they must be

worked in large gangs which are housed either in camp cars or

in shanties located near a good supply of water. They must also-

be where they can have a daily supply of fresh meat, as this is

their principal article of food. They eat about 1^ lbs. of meat

per day per man, and are also very fond of dried peas and

noodles. The Slav is unlike the Italian in that he does not

want to do his own cooking. Each gang has a boarding boss or

cook who buys all the supplies, does the washing and is paid at

the end of the month for all supplies purchased plus a certain

amount per man per day for his labor. From this it is seen that

either a cook car or a cook shanty is necessary where a Slav

gang is to be worked.

On account of his manner of living the Slav is a stronger

man than the Italian and is superior to the Italian on construc-

tion work and in handling rails and renewing ties, but he is in-

ferior to the Italian on general maintenance, as he is not as

quick to pick up the different kinds of work. The Slav, like the

Italian, has a great number of holidays, and it is with difficulty

that he can be made to work on these days. However, after he

has been in this country for a while, he gradually gets away
from some of his home customs. Another very serious draw-

back with the Slav is his love for liquor, and it is very seldom

possible to have a full gang after pay day.

The foreman in charge of a Slav gang must have had experi-

ence in handling foreign laborers in order to be successful, as

these men are very quick to take offense when they do not

understand what a foreman says. He should have a good trusty
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Slav assistant foreman who should be selected more for his

ability to handle men than for his ability as a track man. How-
ever, if the two can be combined, it is of course a great advantage.

The Slav is more hardy than the Italian, being able to with-

stand much more cold weather, and he is not as liable to lay off

during tlje winter months. When not working he is of a sociable

disposition, is very fond of card games and is somewhat of a

gambler, so that he is not as a general rule of a saving disposi-

tion. Another drawback of Slav laborers is their tendency to

move about, sticking at one job but a short time, and then going

to some other place, perhaps at the same kind of work on the

same road. They will often change back and forth two or three

times within a year, if allowed to do so. The cause of this is

often a petty quarrel started while they are drinking. They do

not make good foremen inasmuch as they are not original, never

knowing how to go about a piece of work until they have done

it several times, when it then becomes so fixed in their minds

that it is almost impossible to change the method. Taking every-

thing into consideration. I do not believe that the Slav is as good

a trackman as the Italian.

ADVANTAGES OF THE POLE AS A TRACK LABORER.

By T. J. Burke,

Division Engineer, Lehigh Valley, Auburn, N. Y.

The Pole is, in my estimation, the best type of track laborer

that can be secured with prevailing rates of pay, and as long as

such labor can be secured there is no economy in increasing the

rates of pay in order to attract other classes. Poles are not,

however, found to any extent outside of certain limited districts,

although they can be persuaded to move into other parts of the

country by offering proper inducements.

Where the Poles are at present available in the large eastern

terminals, many Italians are also found, and in direct competi-

tion I have found the Poles much more efficient than the Ital-

ians. They are physically stronger and hardier, which fact alone

gives them a big advantage for terminal work. Frequently

problems are encountered here requiring sheer physical strength

and endurance, and in this respect the Pole will more than fulfill

any supervisor's expectations. On one occasion when important

track changes were being made in the Erie terminals at Jersey

City, the main tracks were broken in 23 places at one o'clock

in the morning. Approximately one-third of the laborers at this

time were Poles and the remaining two-thirds Italians. A steady

cold rain started soon after the tracks were cut and continued

for several hours. Under such conditions the poorest of the

Italians quit the work before they had fairly gotten wet, and the

best of them could not stand up under the work after their

clothing had become thoroughly soaked. The Poles, however,

stayed and finished the work in time to prevent any serious delay

to traffic.

This illustrates the faithfulness to duty and reliance displayed

by the Poles, for without this faithfulness their endurance could

not be so well tested. The same thing is true with reference to

their willingness to work continuously day after day. They dis-

like Sunday work and much prefer overtime on week days.

However, I have seen them work 12 weeks during the hot sum-
mer weather without a day's rest.

One interesting part of a Pole's makeup which can be used
to good advantage by a foreman is his desire to know the reasons

for doing any particular piece of work. It makes no difference

whether he is instructed to tamp the tie under the receiving end
of a rail at a joint first, or to install a new switch or crossover,

he wants to know the reason for it, and if he is told he will do
the work better and quicker. For this same reason he takes

more interest in his work when he feels that he is actually ac-

complishing something. Because of this, a poor foreman does

not appeal to him, even though he may have an easy time work-
ing for him. .^ good Pole foreman can organize his fellow

coantrymen along semi-militar>- lines and get a remarkable
amount of work out of them.

In marked contrast with the Italians, the Poles do not congre-
gate in groups to converse while at work. On the contrary, they
scatter out and work alone or in two and threes. In congested
territory they keep a foreman and his assistants very busy
preventing them from being injured by trains. When one of
their number is injured in any way they take it as a matter of
course and create no disturbance, in marked contrast to some
other classes of laborers. The Poles live comparatively well and
do not deny themselves food or proper clothing in order to save
money. They do, however, spend a large amount of money for
beer, and nearly all of them are cigarette smokers. They will
not live in bunk cars, but want good Polish boarding houses.
Each man with a family will keep from six to eight boarders,
but it is almost impossible to induce him to board any larger
number. In this way they live cleanly and comfortably. They
spend their evenings in a social way, card playing being their
principal form of amusement. They have a great fear of the
law and as a rule give little trouble in this regard. They are
good tenants and give rise to very few complaints.
One disadvantage of working Poles is that they furnish no

material from which to select foremen who can read and write
English. Although many of them develop into first class track
men and organizers. I have never found one who can pass the
necessary examinations to become a regular foreman. Around
terminals where there is plenty of supervision, this deficiency is

not as serious as out on the line.

It is a difficult problem to induce the Poles to leave the termi-
nals and establish themselves in rural communities. This can
only be done by colonizing them in groups of 12 or more in one
town and by assuring them steady employment throughout the
year. The first condition can only be met by providing good
houses for them to live in. In many cases it will pay the railway
company to build a couple of houses where men are wanted. Of
course the minimum number of men that can be induced to re-
main in one place requires that they be worked over a distance
of perhaps 15 miles. This condition, however, can be met by the
use of motor cars. It is not difficult to get them to work in
gangs of this size, and they are not particular who boards them
as long as the house and food are satisfactory.

The question of steady employment is the difficult one at the
present time. Until the time comes when the railways shall
rearrange their maintenance work to carry a more uniform work-
ing force throughout the year, the best thing that can be done to
hold the Poles is to retain the boarding boss and as many board-
ers as are allowed by the appropriation, sending the remaining
men back to the city. Then in the spring the boarding boss will
see it to his interest to bring men out from the city to fill up the
forces during the summer months.

THE POLISH TRACK LABORER.
By F. E. Crabbs,

Roadmaster, Chicago & North Western, Chicago.

I consider the Poles the best foreign workmen on the tracks
today. As a rule they are naturally adapted to this kind of
work, and they are really progressive. They are a class of people
who like the best of everything, and as they are better fed than
the average foreigner they are able to stand a hard day's work.
They are very intelligent and, under the supervision of a good
foreman, do their work more thoroughly than other foreign
laborers.

They are unusually quick to recognize the authority of their

superiors and. with their intelligence, they fully appreciate a
little praise from the roadmaster. which should be given any class
of laborers occasionally when they do their work well.

In emergencies, regardless of what the work may be or how
dirty it is. they seldom shirk, but go at it with a determination
to do whatever needs to be done or whatever they are told to do.

In my experience with them I have never heard one complain
of the work before him. During snow storms and around inter-

locking plants one Pole is worth three of any other class of for-
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eign laborers, and his endurance for long hours is wonderful.

When called day or night they are exceptionally prompt to get

out, and are always at home when called. They are not a dissat-

isfied class of people and like to stay in one place as much as

possible.

When the question of wages comes up they are very reason-

able. They will not stop the work and leave the foreman with

the track torn up. but will give him ample time to get an in-

crease for them if possible. If impossible to get the increase they

are intelligent enough to see that the roadmaster has done all

he can for them, and then they resurne their work. The Poles

are the best foreign foremen you can get at present if they are

started right. They have no other interests than that of looking

after their work. They are a very agreeable class of foremen

to get along with and are more capable of keeping their gangs

filled than the average foreman.

A DEVICE FOR INSPECTING RAILS.

With the increasing amount of attention paid to the careful

inspection of rails to detect flaws as soon as they develop, the

need of some apparatus to enable the inspection of the under

side of the head to be made conveniently becomes more ap-

parent. It is comparatively easy for the track men to inspect

the top of the head and the flanges of the rail, but not so easy

to inspect the upper portion of the web and the lower side

of the head. The device shown herewith was designed to en-

Device for Inspecting Rails with Adjustable Mirror.

able the inspection of those parts of the rail most difficult of

access to be made more conveniently.

This apparatus consists of two mirrors inclined at such an

angle that the reflection of the under side of the head of the

rail can be seen readily by a person standing erect over the

rail. The mirrors are held in position by arms connected to

a steel frame supported on the head of the rail by two H-m-
wheels so that the device can be easily moved along the track.

Small pieces of spring steel are riveted to this frame and fit

loosely over the sides of the rail to hold the apparatus in place

on the rail. This device is made either with the mirrors held

rigidly in position by the two arms or by means of set screws

providing for the adjustment of the mirrors for different

weights of rails, as shown in the accompanying drawing. The
apparatus is provided with a handle 3 ft. long to enable it to

be pushed over the track readily.

With this device, inspection of the rails can be made more
conveniently, and at the same time much more rapidly than

by the old methods. This device was designed and patented by

J. S. Tyler, Grand Rapids, Mich., and is standard on one of the

prominent railways, while its adoption is being considered on

other roads.

THE DEVELOPMENT AND STATUS OF THE
WOOD PRESERVING INDUSTRY

IN AMERICA.*

By E. a. STERLING.t

Forest and Timber Engineer.

The literature on tlie subject of wood preservation in America

is voluminous, but so fragmentary tliat a summarized review of

the developments and present status of the industry is perhaps

justified because of the importance of the question to scientific

and commercial interests.

The first recorded use of treated ties is that of kyanized

chestnut laid in the tracks of the Northern Central in Maryland

in 1838, which were still sound when examined 11 years later.

Kyanized oak ties, laid in the tracks of the Chesapeake & Ohio

in 1840, were sound when examined 14 years later.

The first treating plant, worthy of the name, was probably

that built at Lowell, Mass.. in 1848, by the proprietors of the

locks and canals at that point. The plant consisted of two
wooden tanks, each 50 ft. long, eight ft. wide and four ft. deep,

in which the lumber was immersed in accordance with the

kyanizing process using bichloride of mercury. Prior to 1895,

several temporary plants were constructed by railway companies,

among those being one established by the Central Vermont in

1856; another by the Erie in 1861, at Owego, N. Y. ; another

by the L'nion Pacific in 1867, at Omaha, and one by the Phila-

delphia, Wilmington & Baltimore in 1863, all of these being for

the use of zinc chloride by the burnettizing process. The first

permanent railway plants were built in 1875 and 1876, one being

constructed by the Louisville & Nashville at West Pascagoula,

Miss., whici) is still in operation, and the other by the Houston

and Texas Central. Both were creosoting plants.

In spite of the many attempts at wood preservations during

the past 40 years, the rapid and permanent developments have

mostly occurred during the past ten years. In 1900, there were

11 plants in operation, while at the beginning of 1912 there were

about 100, with several more under construction or authorized.

Prior to the year 1900 the most definite developments were

in the West where scarcity of timber forced the railways to

adopt measures by which longer life could be given their cross

ties. We thus find that the Southern Pacific has a burnettizing

plant which has been in operation since 1867, while a plant

using the same process was put into service by the Santa Fe
m 1885. The latter road has since adopted the Reuping creosot-

ing process. Several commercial plants were also built in the

western part of the United States prior to 1900, but the general

adoption of preservative treatment throughout the United States,

particularly by the eastern roads, has all been during the last

ten years.

In Canada the developments have been even slower than in

the United States, and it is only within the past two or three

j'ears that treating plants of any size have been put into opera-

lion. At present the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian North-
ern either use treated ties from plants already in operation, or

have arranged for the construction of plants. In Mexico and
South America little or nothing has been done, although some
of the Mexican roads have experimented extensively with crude

Presented at the Eighth International Congress of Applied Chemistry,
held in «ew York and Washington, September, 1912.

t Mr. Sterling is president of the .\merican Wood Preservers' Association.
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oil and several plants have been built. In South American

countries there are no plants, as far as the writer's knowledge

goes, but large quantities of creosoted material have been shipped

from plants in the United States for use, particularly in marine

work.

At the beginnmg of the year 1912, 101 plants were listed by

the American Wood Preservers' Association. Of this number,

25 are owned and operated by raihvay companies, and 12 in addi-

tion are maintained solely for railway work. The remainder

do a general commercial business. The industry in the United

States, up to the present time, has been built up largely on

railway cross ties, yet out of the 148,000,000 ties used in 1910,

according to census ngures, only 26,000.000 or about 18 per cent.

received preservative treatment. This, however, is an increase

of 275 per cent, over the number treated in 1905. During the

year 1910, there were also treated approximately 133,000,000

board feet, of lumber, which represents only 0.33 per cent, of

tlie total consumption. The total output of all treated material

in 1910 amounted to slightly over 100.000.000 cu. ft., which was

500 per cent, more than was treated in 1S04. To treat this

amount of material in 1910 there were consumed approximately

17,000.000 pounds of zinc chloride and 63.000.000 gallons of

creosote, 71 per cent, of which was imported.

In 1911, according to statistics compiled by the .American

Wood Preservers' Association, a total of 110.372,660 cu. ft. of

material was treated in the United States, this being an increase

nf 10 per cent, over the previous year and a 62 per cent, increase

"vcr 1907. Of this amount, 84,672.370 cu. ft. consisted of cros.s

ties, 3,910,740 cu. ft. of piling, .1,085.971 ft. of poles, 10,140,474

cu. ft. of paving blocks, 6,831,416 cu. ft. of construction timber

and 2,568,857 cu. ft. of lumber and miscellaneous material. By
kinds of treatment 73.558,621 cu. ft. were treated with creosote,

29.501,665 cu. ft. with zinc chloride and 7,312,374 ft. with zinc

cliloride and creosote.

The kind and character of the timber treated varies greatly

in different sections of the country. In the northeastern states

the bulk of the material is hardwood, including red oak, beech,

birch, maple and pine, which is shipped in by water from south

Atlantic states. In the Lake states and the upper Mississippi

valley the cross ties treated are almost exclusively hardwood
of the species above named. In the south Atlantic and
Gulf states, and to some extent in the Southwest, pine is used

almost exclusively; while in the lower Mississippi valley and
adjacent territory both black and red gum are being treated

with apparent success. In the West and Northwest the wood
most largely used for treatment is red fir. Considerable differ-

ence of opinion exists as to whether the so-called sap pine is

suitable for cross ties. It is used extensively by some of the

railways in the South and Southwest, where traffic is compar-
atively light, but the experience of the railways in the north-

eastern states, where traffic is heavier, indicates that the

soft sap pine does not hold the spikes well and is not sufficiently

resistant to rail cutting.

At the present time only two standard preservatives are in

general use in the United States, namely, creosote and zinc

chloride. Of these creosote seems to be gaining ground steadily,

while zinc chloride is used mainly in the semi-arid regions of the

Middle West or in combination with creosote. It should be
mentioned that the Santa Fe is making very extensive experi-

ments with a crude oil which carries a high percentage of

asphaltum. While possessing no toxic properties this oil seems
to effectively close the pores of the wood and act as an inert

Tilier agamst the entrance of air, moisture and fungus spores.

In later experiments a mixture of natural asphaltic oil and
creosote has been used. In addition to the accepted preservatives

named, many manufactured preservative compounds are on the
market. Most of these are intended only for superficial applica-
tion with a brush or in open tanks. Although the number of
accepted preservatives has been reduced to two or three, several
different- and distinct processes for .introducing the solutions

into the wood are in general use. Each of these has its ardent

advocates and each has points of merit which can hardly be

disputed. The following table summarizes the processes now
used in .A.merica. The high pressure processes are most gen-

erally used, and while the so-called open tank or atmospheric

pressure and the low pressure treatments have been used quite

extensively by small concerns which could not afford expensive

plants, it may be expected that the pressure treatment will prevail

ahiinst universally within a short time.

' Bethell—creosote.
Uurnett—zinc chloride.
Wellhouse—zinc chloride, glue and

artificial pressure
cesses -l

.•\tmospheric pressur
processes

tar.......

Card—zinc chloride and creosote.
*Crude oil—natural asphaltic oil.

*D. & M.—zinc chloride and alum
num salts.

Empty cell . [
Keuping—creosote.

( l-owry—creosote.

Full cell.

Soaking in cold preservatives.
Soaking in hot preservatives.

. .Alternate hot and cold treatments.

Empty cell. 5 Hot. cold and hot treatments.
( Hot and graded cooling treatment.

Low artificial pressure , „ ,, ,,

processes i J"" «" „(Empty cell.

* May be considered as stili in the experimental stage.

In addition to the above kyanizing and vulcanizing plants are

still operating in New England, the latter being a rapid drying

or baking process without the use of a solution.

The question of specifications and standards and many im-

portant technical points requiring consideration do not come
within the province of this paper. Zinc chloride, being a mineral

salt, can be manufactured to meet definite specifications. Since

crude oil is a natural product it is necessary to procure the

supply from oil wells which produce the quality desired, namely,

that with a very high percentage of asphaltum. The oil which

has been found most suitable for preservative treatment is that

known as Bakersfield oil from southern California, also from

certain districts in Mexico.

In the matter of creosote specifications much more difficulty is

encountered. Coal tar and creosote being a by-product of a by-

product, and not manufactured exclusively for preservative pur-

poses, varies greatly in its chemical composition and except by

re-distillation cannot be made up to meet too strict specifica-

tions. The consumers have rather definite ideas as to the

quality of creosote desired, but unfortunately it has been nec-

essary to base the specifications on the kind of oil available,

both abroad and in this country, rather than to make arbitrary

standards and expect the manufacturer to meet them.

Several additional problems relating to the use of creosote

as a preservative are pressing for solution. These include

the advisability of using various mixtures of creosote and other

products such as filtered tar, water gas oil, or the combining

of creosotes of different grades ; the use of water gas creosote

either alone or in combination with pure coal tar creosote; the

value and possible use of oil from coke over tar ; and the com-

bined use of creosote and crude oil.

The mechanical equipment of the modern American plant

leaves little to be desired. High pressure cylinders six or seven

ft. in diameter and up to 150 ft. long are practically the standard.

Labor-saving devices are in much more general use than in

Europe, and hand work is reduced to a minimum. One of the

important recent improvements is an arrangement whereby the

measuring and working tanks are mounted on scales, so that

the amount of creosote or other solution absorbed is measured
closely by actual weight rather than by volumetric scale readings.

Automatic devices for unloading full tram carloads and machines
which adze, bore, saw to even length and stamp with the date

ties before treatment, are included among the mechanical de-

velopments.

The present tendencies are toward lighter impregnation with

creosote, except in construction timber, or the use of mixture
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which reduces the initial cost. Xo less than 16 of the plants listed

by the American Wood Preservers' Association use a light im-

pregnation creosote process and probably as many more use it on

at least one part of their material, while several more plants use

zinc hloride and creosote in mixture. This means that a large

percentage of the treated cross ties used by the railways have less

than six pounds of oil per cubic foot. Actually they have more

than six pounds in the treatable or sap portion of the ties

because the absorption is figured on the gross cubic contents. It

may be argued that these light treatments are poor economy in

the long run, and it is indisputable that they have not liad the

test of time. It must be remembered, however, that wear under

the rail is responsible for a large percentage of tie failures after

five years and that full impregnation would certainly not be jus-

tified without large and expensive tie plates and screw spikes

Recent developments in the adzing and boring of ties before

treatment promises a solution of the question of mechanical wear

in relation to impregnation and decay.

Apart from the many details which are in a fair way of being

worked out, there are two very broad problems which confront

the wood preservers of America, and to which they should give

their attention if the industry is to remain permanent and profit-

able. One of these is the source of supply for creosote oil,

the present indications being that a shortage is imminent and

that high prices will prevail. While the consumers can perhaps

<lo little of themselves to stimulate production, they can at least

co-operate with the manufacturers and encourage the construc-

tion of by-product ovens in America, and maintain trade rela-

tions which will guarantee to the European distillers a definite

market for their available creosote. Enough creosote is burned

in the bee hive coke ovens of the United States every year to

supply all reasonable demands for years to come.

The other problem is that of timber supply and it is one to

which the wood preservers have paid too little attention. This

applies to the owners of commercial plants, and particularly to

the large railway companies which either operate their own treat-

ing plants or have their work done by contract. .'\t the present

Tate of increase, the cost of treatable cross ties and other material

will, in a very short time, be equal to that of white oak and other

more durable woods. There are still enormous supplies of cheap

woods available, and it is for this very reason that steps should

1)6 taken to perpetuate the supply. In some regions, however, the

supply of treatable timber is already becoming depleted, and

many plants will have to seek new locations or have their

material shipped long distances within the next ten or twentv-

^fears.

Most of the hardwood timber, suitable for treatment, is of

such slow growth that under present conditions it would not be

-profitable to reproduce it under any system of forest arrange-

ment. In the South, on the other hand, are several fast-growing

trees which would respond very readily to a system of con-

-servative management. In the loblolly pine belts, for example,

the output of timber from a definite area could easily be made

-permanent. It is estimated that about 100,000 acres of well-

stocked loblolly pine land would produce 1,000,000 ties per annum
for all time. It would have been very easy at the time some

of the first railway plants were built to have acquired timber

lands at comparatively low cost and by proper management
made them a permanent source of cross tie supply. This has

-not been done.

MiNi.\TURE R.\TE W.AR IN EuROPE.—The Austrian and the

German state railways have been having a little railway war,

affecting chiefly transit freight—that is, goods shipped from one

countrv' and passing through the other country on its way to

a third country. An old agreement had expired before the au-

thorities could determine what the terms of a new one should

1)e, and special rates were made with Swiss and French lines to

tring each other to terms. Now all these war measures are

to cease, and peace and harmony will reign.

PENNSYLVANIA TRACK INSPECTION.

The general manager's annual track inspection on the main line

of the Pennsylvania between Pittsburgh and New York, and be-

tween Philadelphia and Washington, was made on October 3 and
4. It was conducted by General Manager S. C. Long and four

hundred engineering and operating officers traveling on six special

trains. The inspection party left Pittsburgh on the morning of

October 3, arriving at Harrisburg that evening and continuing

to New York the ne.xt day.

While the awarding of the premiums is made at the time of

the general manager's inspection, it is based upon the result of

inspections made at intervals of about six weeks throughout the

year by a committee consisting of the chief engineer of mainte-

nance of way. the engineer of maintenance of way and three

branch line superintendents. These inspections are made in a

special car attached to one of the regular fast trains and there

are careful observations by means of special instruments which

indicate bad line and surface.

.A.n instrument is used which records the irregularities in

alinement by horizontal oscillation and irregularities in surface

by vertical oscillation. Another instrument is used for register-

ing the "water spills," which consists of a wooden framework

holding in place a funnel, the point of which is placed in a

small graduated glass, held in place by clasps. A thin tumbler

kept continuously filled with water stands in the middle of the

funnel. This device is placed on one or both window sills at the

rear of the car. The quantity of water spilled from the tumbler

through the funnel into the graduated glass is closely observed,

and the accumulated readings of the quantity of water spilled

into the graduated glass constitute what is called the "water

spills." These "water spills" taken in conjunction with the read-

ings of the track testing instrument form the basis of com-

parison between the different supervisor's divisions. The per-

sonal observations of the members of the track inspection com-

mittee also enter to a large extent into the final results.

The awards for the entire district were made immediately after

the arrival of the inspection party at Harrisburg the first evening.

The first prize of $1,200, $800 of which goes to the supervisor

and $400 to the assistant supervisor having the best line and

surface of the entire line inspected, was awarded to C. M.

Wisman. supervisor, and William F. Miller, assistant supervisor,

m charge of track between Tuileytown, Pa., and Deans, N. J.

Four premiums of $800 each, $600 for the supervisor and $200

for the assistant supervisor for the best line and surface on main

li«e superintendent's divisions between New York and Pitts-

burgh and Philadelphia and Washington were awarded as fol-

lows : John Schimmel, Jr., supervisor, and F. H. Bentley, assist-

ant supervisor, in charge of track from Woodbine avenue. West

Philadelphia to west of Coatesville; J. A. Burchenal, supervisor,

and E. C. Silvius, assistant supervisor, in charge of track from

just west of Anderson, Pa., to east of Thompsontown ; A. W.
McCellan, supervisor, and M. J. Jones, assistant supervisor, in

charge of track from west of Wilmerding to west of Donohoe,

and George Goldie, Jr., supervisor, and N. D. Vernon, assistant

supervisor, in charge of track between Sixty-second street. West

Philadelphia and Wilmington, Del.

A special improvement premium of $1,000. $700 of which goes to

the supervisor and $300 to the assistant supervisor, for the great-

est improvement made in line and surface on the main line be-

tween New York and Pittsburgh and Philadelphia and Washing-

ton, was awarded to Supervisor G. H. B. English and Assistant

Supervisor H. J. Davall, who have charge of the track between

Wilmington, Del., and Perryville, Md.

This inspection has been for many years an annual event on

the Pennsylvania which is looked forward to with much interest,

and for this reason has been found to stimulate an interest in

the track work and to promote a healthy rivalry between the

different divisions and sub-divisions. It also has the advantage

of bringing the track to the highest condition at the time when
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it is most needed, that is, when it is goint; into the winter at

whicli period repair work must he suspended for several months.

These annual inspections also afford an opportunity for the super-

visors to become acquainted with one another and with their

superiors in the maintenance of way and operating departments.

THE SECTION FOREMAN PROBLEM.*

BV W. K. W.VLKEK,

Division Engineer, Missouri Pacific, Wichita, Kan.

When roadmaster, I decided on a plan for providing section

foremen which I thought was a good one, and as division

engineer I have followed it up, and it has proved very satis-

factory. I find that an increase in pay soon reaches the point

where the railway is the loser. When an ordinary section

foreman is receiving double the pay of two laborers, he begins

to be a losing proposition. I never hire an outside foreman,

that is, one who has worked on other divisions or roads. I

let all of my men know that when there is a vacancy, there

will be no outsider step in and take the position. The place

is always filled by someone who is on a section. I am able

to fill these positions in this way by having on eacli road-

master's territory two or three j'oung native men on im-

portant sections who are held there by giving them steady

employment the year round and by promising them promo-

tion when an opening may occur, providing they have had

the necessary experience. These young men are not merely

lield as laborers until they can be promoted to the position of

foremen, but during the summer time when there is a great

deal of construction work, etc., going on. thc\ are given

positions on extra gangs as timekeepers or assistant fore-

men. -Xfter thcj' have reached a certain degree of perfection

in section work they are placed on yard sections as assistant

foremen. They are required to work from one to three years

before promotion to the position of foremen, and the other

sections on the road know the men who are being trained.

.-\s fast as one of them i-s promoted, some other bright young

man who is working for such a position is placed on the rolls

for promotion.

As division engineer, I have followed this plan for the

past three and one-half years, and I have never liad any

trouble keeping a few energetic young men on the pay rolls

whom I could pick up on short notice and place on a section

as foremen. I have not had to hire any outsiders for fore-

men, neither have I ever had to put a foreigner in the posi-

tion of foreman. Before this plan was put into effect, this

division had considerable trouble keeping men on sections

to promote.

THE DIAMOND STONE TAMPING BAR.

As its name would indicate, the Diamond stone tamping bar

IS designed especially for tamping stone ballast—the special ad-

vantage of its design being the diamond shaped tamping head.

The forward portion of this head is about I'A in. wide and

"s in. thick, gradually increasing in width and thickness. The
shape of the head permits the use of very high carbon steel with

its greater wearing qualities and without the objection of the

hardened steel chipping off as is frequently the case with square

corners. The tapering thickness is to provide excess metal which

can be drawn down to maintain the original shape of the bar

when it is b-'ing repaired rather than to increase the width of

the point.

Because of its peculiar shape, the bar is readily inserted beneath

the tie and the force of the blow drives the ballast in three

directions tending to compact it rather than to force it out at the

other side of the tie ; also ties may be tamped on both sides at

the same time and the long handle permits a man to stand erect

while working. Its use luis hecii foun<l to result n<jt only in a

more compact and even riding track, but the cost of putting

in stone ballast has also been materially reduced. On one road

where 232 miles of track were ballasted by the use of the

more common tools and 42 miles ballasted by the use of the

Diamond stone tamping bar, it is stated that the average cost

The Diamond Stone Tamping Bar.

per yard for labor was $.237 by the old method and $.138 with
the new. This bar was devised by G. H. Prentice, roadmaster
of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, and has been used
the past season on five or six of the eastern roads. It is manu-
factured by the Verona Tool Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. We are
indebted to Mr. Prentice for much of the above information.

USE OF PIECE WORK SYSTEM ON THE
JAMAICA GOVERNMENT RAILWAY.

By Fr.^nk Richmond,

.\ssistant to Director.

The only labor available for the maintenance of way, bridges
and structures on the Jamaica Government Railway is negro.
Track weeding is paid for at the rate of $5 per mile for a width
of 12 ft. For the most part this work is performed by women
for whom, when working by the day, a day's wage is 25 cents.

The weeds are dug out or loosened with a machete or cutlass

which the laborer provides for himself. The track is weeded
on the average, three times a year.

Rock ballast is of fairly hard limestone and is broken by hand
along the track wherever required. The prices paid, depending
on the conditions, are generally as follows

:

Breaking (stone delivered on the spot) 18-25 cents per cu. yd.
Gathering stone from right of way and breaking.. 25-31 cents per cu. vd.
Quarrying stone with bars and breaking 31-36 cents per cu. yd.

All ballast is measured on the ground and is made up in heaps
of regular width and depth in order to facilitate measurement.
The laborers provide their own hammers for breaking the bal-

last.

The prices per cubic yard given below are paid for quarrying
rock and breaking ballast at a place where a regular quarry is

worked

:

1. To drill, bla.->t and cubes approximately not
less man 15 m. or more than Jb in. in the rough 32 cents

To load rock specified under Item 1 onto .^Ine^ican flat cars. 4 cents
To load rock specified under Item 1 into gondolas 8 cents
To load rock specified under Item 1 into freight cars 8 cents
To drill, blast and quarry and break rock to pass through a

ring 1 J4 in. in diameter 42 cents
To load stone specified under Item 5 onto .American flat cars. 6 cents
To load stone specified under Item 5 into gondolas 8 cents
To load stone specified under Item 5 into freight cars 10 cents
To drill, blast and quarry, sledge and stack suitably for meas-

urement, rock approximately not less than 6 in. or more
than IS in. cubes in the rough 25 cents

To load rock specified under Item 9 onto .American flat cars. 4 cents

March 25. 1912.
Foreman Proble

The contractor in this case provides all labor and explosives,

but is furnished with all tools necessary.

All masonry and concrete work except in large works is also

done by piece work, a competent man being of course chosen.

The unit prices given below are from an agreement made with

an ordinary negro mason for building the substructure of a

freight and passenger depot 135 ft. long by 33 ft. wide. The
contractor furnished all labor and the railway all the materials

and tools except what may be termed personal tools, such as
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trowels, squares, spirit levels, hemp lines and plumbs. All mate-
rials and water were delivered on the site.

Approximate

of work to
be done. Rate.Description of work.

1. To e-xcavate in earth approximately 12 in. deep and
throw out spoil, per cu. yd 45 $0.14

2. To mix and deposit 1:9 marl Portland cement concrete
in footings without boxing, per cu. yd 45 .62

3. To put up boxing, mix and deposit 1 :8 Portland cement
marl concrete in walls 9 in. and 12 in. thick up to
4 ft. abo\'e ground level, per cu. yd 9 1.56

4. To put up boxing, mix and deposit 1 :8 Portland cement
marl concrete in courses 12 in. and 15 in. deep on
walls 15 in. and 18 in. thick up to 4 ft. above ground
and in steps, per cu, yd 20 1.56

5. To mix 1 ;4 Portland cement and sand mortar and build
random rubble walls up to 3 ft. above ground, using
limestone rock with one face of wall pointed and with
joints in face of wall larger than J4 in., per cu. yd.. 68 1.31

6. To build wall same as described in Item 5 without
pointing, per cu. yd 1.12

7. To nii,x and deposit 1 :8 Portland cement marl concrete
and 1:2 Portland cement and sand mortar in floors.
Concrete to be 3 in. thick and mortar 1 in. thick on
top of concrete, per sq. yd 450 .31

8. To pack limestone rock 2 ft. thick behind completed
walls up to 4 ft. above ground level, per cu. yd..,.. 95 .12

The following prices were paid for building a sea wall

:

Per Cu. Yd.
1. Excavation in sand, gravel, boulders and earth. To be thrown

out 4 ft. clear of coffer-dam and to be kept 4 ft. clear of
piling of coffer-dam at nearest point at all times 12 cents

2. Excavation in sand, gravel and rock below water level. To
be thrown out 4 ft. clear of coffer-dam and at all times to
be kept not less than 4 ft. from piling at nearest point. . . 36 cents

Per Sq. Yd.
3. Putting down sheet piling 6 in. x 14 in. with walings 3 in. x

4 in. and braces 4 in. x 4 in.; braces to be not further
apart than 4 ft. c. to c 18 cents

4. Drawing out sheet piling, walings and braces and stacking... 12 cents
Per Cu. Yd.

5. Gathering sand and gravel and mixing and depositing 1:3:6
concrete below water $1.06

6. Building rubble wall faced both sides and laid in 1 :4 mortar
with 6 in. square weep holes 10 ft. c. to c $1.06

7. Gathering sand and gravel, erecting forms and mixing and
depositing 1:4:8 concrete to form capping conforming to
size of capping on existing wall $1.25

8. Excavation behind completed wall (for a width of 3 ft.) to
allow of dry stone packing being put in 8 cents

9. Building up dry stone packing behind completed wall 2 ft.

thick 18 cents
10. Filling behind completed wall with earth, sand and stone 8 cents

The sand, gravel and water required were taken from the sea

beach. All pumping required was carried out by the railway

company's forces.

As an illustration of the extent to which piece work is used,

the accompanying schedule of labor prices used in building a

small house is given

:

R.\TES Paid for Building a House.

Approximate
quantity

Unit of of work to
Measurement, be done. Rate.

1. Hardwood, wrot., frame and fix 100 ft. B.M. 8 $3.50
2. Hardwood rough, frame and fix 100 ft. B.M. 4 2.50
3. P. P. rough, framed and fixed 100 ft. B.M. 2.3 1.75
4. P. P. wrot., framed and fi.xed 100 ft. B.M. 8.6 2.50
5. Put on 1 in. X 8 in. clinker as siding. 100 sq.ft. 10.8 .87
6. Lay 'A m. x 6 in. G. & T. flooring. . . 100 sq. ft. 2.6 .75

7. Put on 1 in. X 6 in. G. & T. for par-
titions 1 00 sq. ft. 6.8 .87

8. Lay cedar shingling 100 sq. ft. 8.3 1.25
9. Put on No. 24 B. W. G. galvanized

corrugated sheets 100 sq. ft. 2K .62
10. Put up 1 in. X 6 in. weather boarding lin. ft. 104 ft. .02
11. Put up door, window and corner fac-

ings lin. ft 253 ft. .02J4
12. Put up barge board lin. ft. 68 ft. .03
13. Hang 3 ft. 6 in. x 7 ft. 6 in. doors.. pair 1 .75
14. Fit and hang 3 ft. x 7 ft. doors no 3 .62
15. Fit and hang window sash with

weights, etc sets 2 1.00
16. Fit and hang 2 ft. 6 in. x 7 ft. batten

doors no 2 .62
17. Fit and hang jalousie shutters sets 5 .50
18. Make 2 ft. 6 in. x 4 ft. 6 in. shutters sets 5 2.00
19. Dress and fix 1 in. X 6 in. capping... lin. ft. 34 ft .04
20. Do plain combing lin. ft. 19 ft. .04
21. Galvanized ridge capping lin. ft. 23 ft. .01
22. Make 2 ft. 6 in. x 7 ft. batten doors. no 2 .87
Extra. Make sham panel door sq.ft. 21 .12

Most of the casual repairs to buildings are also done piece

work where possible. The emplo\Tnent of carpenters by the

day is very exceptional. The lumber, except in the case of

flooring and clinker boarding which are dressed on one side, is

delivered to the carpenter rough. All painting is done piece

work, the unit being the square yard, and H cent to 2 cents

per sq. yd. per coat being an average price for new work in-

clusive of the mixing of the paints.

For the erection of a light steel frame shed, 125 ft. x 50 ft.

covered with No. 22 B. W. G. galvanized corrugated sheets, the

following prices were paid

:

1. Assembling and erecting steel framing in columns, roof trusses,
purlins, side rails, etc., and bolting up; 15.2 long tons, per ton. $10.00

2. Laying galvanized corrugated sheets No. 22 B. W. G. secured to
angle iron purlins with hook bolts and with bolts in ends and
sides of sheets for holding sheets to one another, per 100 sq. ft. $1.00

All tools and materials were supplied to the contractor.

For curving 78-lb. rails 30 ft. long to a radius of 330 ft. with

an ordinary rail bender 30 cents per rail is paid. For making
hardwood plugs for plugging old spike holes in ties 6 cents per

100 is paid.

The track runs along the northern coast of Jamaica for 25

miles, and in many places in time of storm the spray from the

sea falls on the rails, causing such excessive corrosion that the

rails have to be kept painted in order to prolong their life. The
paint used is composed of coal tar and Portland cement mixed
in the proportion of 1 quart cement to 1 gal. (imperial) tar,

and is applied boiling hot. The top of the head and underside

of the flange of course cannot be coated. For scraping off old

and applying new tar as above on 60-lb. rails 30 ft. long a price

of 6 to 8 cents per rail is paid. This same tar and cement paint

is used for bridgework, and has been found to give very satis-

factory results. It is also used on steel undeframes and on

trucks of freight cars.

Cleaning of old and cutting of new track and surface ditches

is paid for by the 100 ft., the price depending on each case.

All excavation for sidings, buildings, walls, etc., is paid for by

the cubic yard.

Ordinary earth excavation by pick and shovel is paid for at

8 cents, and when moved by wheelbarrows 2 cents per 100 ft.

is paid for such transport up to 400 ft.

The labor rates in American gold are generally as follows

:

Track laborers, per day $0.36 to $0.42
Track foremen, per week 7.50
Track section bosses, per day 75
Masons, per day 62 to $1 .00

Carpenters, per day 75 to 1.25

Women, per day 25

THE MAINTENANCE OF TRACK AND
SIGNALS.

At the annual meeting of the operating officers of the Illinois

Central, which was held in Chicago, October 7 and 8, several

papers were presented of special interest to maintenance of way

men. .Abstracts of three of these papers are given below.

M.«NTENANCE OF TRACK AND STRUCTUKES.

During the next month officers in charge of maintenance

should go over their track carefully, inspecting in detail the

conditions that e.xist, and making a record of the work that

should be done on each mile during the following year and an

estimate for all the material and labor necessary. When this

inspection record is completed the roadmaster should see that

each supervisor and foreman is furnished with a detailed state-

ment of the work expected of him the following season, and

the roadmaster and superintendent should frequently check the

schedule of work during the year to see that the programme

is followed. At the end of the following working season the

previous record of conditions should be checked against the

record then made to see what actual good has been accomplished

during the year.

When the working season begins in the spring all ties for

the year's work should have been received and carefully piled

to be distributed as they are used ; all new rail that is to be

used during the year distributed excepting in yards and through

stations, where it should be piled and distributed as needed,

sufficient bridge, signal, building and waterworks material to

be assembled to commence the year's work.

Early in the spring the first thing to be done is to smooth

the track, taking out irregularities in line and surface, driving

down all spikes, tightening all bolts, removing all shims, etc.

After this is done the season's work should be begun, and it is.
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of course, preferable to get the new rail laid, new ties applied,

banks strengthened, ditches cleaned and new ballast applied as

soon and as rapidly as possible so as to allow the track to

properly settle before the following winter, having in mind

always that safe, good riding track must be maintained at all

times, and that nothing else in the maintenance of track is so

important as this.

As a general proposition, excepting where new rail is to be

laid, or on certain kinds of ballast such as cementing gravel, a

portion of each section should be overhauled each year, making

a slight raise of from one to two inches where sufficient ballast

is under the track, putting in all necessary ties, gaging track,

driving down all spikes, tightening all bolts uniformly, applying

all ballast and dressing it neatly in accordance with standards

to provide proper drainage and a neat appearance, strengthening

banks and widening cuts where necessary, cutting sod lines, etc.

Where new rail is laid and where cementing gravel is used this

work is necessary over the whole territory covered.

As "cleanliness is next to Godliness" in daily life, so is clean-

liness or neatness next to safety in railway maintenance, and

I venture to say that few have ever seen a road that had clean

ballast, a neatly dressed sod line, clean right of way, clean

stations and station grounds, and straight sign posts, that did

not have track in good line and surface. I have frequently

noticed on railways that have rough track, fences in bad repair,

right of way untidy and structures in a dilapidated state, that

the other operating features are also lax; but when the condi-

tion of the track and structures improves, the other operating

features also have a tendency to improve, and everyone con-

nected with the operation of the railway, from the section

laborer up, takes more pride in his work.

This report was prepared by L. W. Baldwin, engineer of

maintenance of way ; T. E. Hill, division superintendent ; E. J.

Boland, assistant roadmaster, and P. Laden.

M.MNTEN.^NCE OF .AUTOM.ATIC SIGNALS BY TRACK FOREMEN.

The maintenance of block signals by section foremen is a

new departure on the Illinois Central, but it is proposed to try

this system out on the Tennessee division in the near future.

With the exception of about 38 miles of single track the Tennes-

see division is equipped from Ballard Junction to Memphis, with

Hall gas signals. With the present system the signals are in

charge of a signal foreman, who reports to the signal engineer

and the roadmaster. He has under him nine maintainers and
eight battery men. Each maintainer has charge of the signals

on about IS miles of track and it is his duty to see that all

signals are properly adjusted and in good working order. He
generally gets over his territory every two or three days. The
battery men are what might be termed apprentices. They keep
up the batteries and light the signal lamps. They also spend a

great deal of their time with the maintainer, and generally at

the end of a three years' apprenticeship they are capable of

performing the duties of a maintainer.

The proposed section gang organization for the handling of

block signals contemplates an increase of $5 per month in the

salary of the foreman and the appointing of an assistant fore-

man. The foreman will look after the signals, and while he is

doing this an assistant foreman will have charge of the gang.

The assistant foreman also takes up the duties of the track

walker and lights the signal and switch lamps. When not en-

gaged in these duties he will work in the gang along with the

other men. This will enable us to abandon the present division

signal organization and the present method of using a laborer
for a track walker. Whether this will be a more efficient organi-
zation than under the present system remains to be seen.

Can the section foreman take care of these signals? They
possess as much common sense and are as well educated as
the average maintainer. As a rule they are ambitious and want
something better. With but two or three exceptions the fore-

men in block signal territory, on the Tennessee division, are
willing to try the new plan, but they say they do not care to

take up this work until they have had sufficient knowledge of,

and practical experience with, the signals so they will not fail

to make a success of it. This knowledge and experience can-

not be gained in a day and it will take a considerable amount
of time and instruction to properly equip these foremen with

all the details of the whole system. Many of them are taking

the block signal course, but are not making much progress be-

cause they are not getting practical experience with it. Fore-

men are continually changing about so that it would be neces-

sary to have a number of assistant foremen who will be able to

qualify and look after the signals, as well as to carry on the

work of the section foremen. The principal thoughts we should

most consider are these : First, can we sacrifice the experience

of a good track foreman and have him look after the signals

while the assistant foreman, a man of much less track experience,

looks after the track work? Second, will the new organization

be as efficient as and cheaper than the present one?

The report was prepared by M. B. Morgan, roadmaster
; J.

Clifford, roadmaster; A. F. Blaess, assistant engineer mainte-

nance of way and N. E. Baker, signal engineer.

IMPROraMENT IN THE MAINTENANCE AND OBSERVANCE OF SIGNALS.

1 he maintenance of signals means more to railway operation

than any other feature of the maintenance of way department.

Curtailing of expenses on the track means low joints and rough
riding track, and on bridges it means more expenditures the

following year; but in signals it may mean an accident, or more
likely, delays to trains. The principal thing to follow up in

maintenance of signals is the signal failures. All signal failures

are avoidable. The cause may be faulty installation or a poor
or inexperienced maintainer ; or it may be from many causes all

of which could have been avoided with proper care.

The section foreman in block signal territory is a very im-

portant person in the maintenance of the signals. Where he
has been instructed properly by the signal maintainer and
supervisor relative to the insulated joints, and then carries out

such instructions, we seldom have a failure due to the track.

Many supervisors do not feel that insulated joints should be

overhauled at regular intervals. They look at the joint from
the top and if it has a good end post they feel that it is perfect.

'

It is very important to take the joint apart and apply new
insulation as it not only prevents signal failures but assists in the

riding condition of the track. Many section foremen who have
not been properly instructed on insulated joint maintenance
feel that the end post is all that is necessary to have a good joint

and I have known them to put a tenpenny nail between the

ends of the rail at the base to hold the rails apart and after

cutting the base off a new fiber end post they would drive

it down until it came flush with the ball, giving the impression

that it was perfect and needed no additional attention.

This perhaps is one of the good arguments for the mainte-

nance of signals by the section foreman and it has many advan-

tages, for if the section foreman understands the workings of

automatic signals he will appreciate the value of the work on
his track. Many are of the opinion that the maintenance of

signals is too complicated for a section foreman, but that may
be due to lack of instruction. I recall that in 1896 there were
only two foremen on the Chicago terminal who could put in

a double split switch. Now I would venture to say that there

is no foreman on the terminal who could not do this, as a result

of instruction. If our section foremen in block signal territory

would take the course offered by the Educational Bureau and
apply themselves to the work it may be found that the work is

not so complicated as it seems.

When signals fail for any cause they must not only be reported

but properly investigated, and I would recommend that a blank
similar to the engine failure report be used and numbered
and a file started on each individual failure. If these are fol-

lowed up and the person at fault dealt with as he should be or
properly instructed, our failures will be reduced to a minimum.

This report was prepared by L. A. Downs, division superin-

tendent; N. E. Baker, signal engineer; C. H. Hammond, train-

master and W. E. Knox, trainmaster.



BRIDGE AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION CONVENTION.
Abstracts of Reports and Discussions and List of Exhibits at

ttie Twenty-second Annual Meeting This Weel< at Baltimore.

The twenty-second annual convention of the American Rail-

way Bridge and Building Association met at the Hotel Emerson,

Baltimore, Md., October 15-17. The interest manifested at the

different sessions and the character of the committee reports in-

dicated the steady progress which has been made during the

past year under the direction of the following officers : Pres-

ident, F. E. Schall, Lehigh Valley; first vice-president. A. E.

Killam. Intercolonial ; second vice-president. J. X. Penwell.

Lake Erie & Western; third vice-president. L. D. Hadwen, Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; fourth vice-president, T. J. FuUem,

Illinois Central; secretary, C. A. Lichty, Chicago & North West-

ern ; treasurer, J. P. Cant)', Boston & Maine.

The convention was called to order by President Schall, who

asked Vice-President Penwell to offer prayer. Robt. H. Lee,

secretary to the mayor, welcomed the convention to the city.

The report of the treasurer showed a balance of over $1,000,

while over 50 new members were received during the year, mak-

ing the total membership higher than at any time in the history

of the association.

In his opening address, President Schall commented on the

growth of the association from 60 charter members in 1891 to

171 in 1901 and to over 500 in 1912. He stated that an increased

membership meant increased responsibilities for the association

and urged the importance of consistent work in the committees.

The acceptance of a committee appointment means an obliga-

tion to work and at the same time offers privileges for study

and investigation. He also paid a tribute to the five members

who died during the preceding year.

FIREPROOFING TIMBER BRIDGES.

The work assigned to the cunimittec consisted of making tests

of different kinds of lire resisting paints wlicn applied to timber

bridges. I'p to this time it has erected ten test structures at

West Chicago, each 8 ft. long and about 4 ft. high. No paint

lias been applied to these yet, but this will be done the latter

part of this month. The structures will then stand through the

winter and the fire tests will be made in May or June, 1913.

Inquiries have been made of 88 manufacturers of paints, as a

result of which 18 sent fire resisting paint, manufactured by

them, for the test.

Committee: Lee Jutton ( C. & N. W.) ; W. H. Moore (N. V.

X. H. & H.) ; C. A. Marcy (C. & X. W.), and C. T. Musgrave

(O. S. L.).

mscussiox.

A. S. ^larkley (C. & E. I.) thought that one structure should

be provided for each kind of paint and that the paint manufac-

turers should be allowed to apply the paint.

C. A. Lichty (C. & W.) thought that the paints should be

applied by regular railway forces under conditions as nearly

identical with actual service conditions as possible, following the

manufacturers' standard instructions for such paints.

C. Ettingcr (I. C") also advocated making the tests under

actual working conditions, allowing the manufacturers to have

representatives watch the painting, but doing the work with

company forces.

J. N. Penwell (L. E. & W.) believed that the paints should be

purchased in the open market and that special samples should

not be requested, for there is no guarantee that the regular

paint will agree with the sample. X'o formulas are given for

these paints, so there is no way to check them. He also sug-

gested that ordinary white wash be given a trial.

Lee Jutton (C. & N. W.) stated that even if paint is pur-

chased in the market, there is no way to know that the quality

will be maintained, and favored accepting the manufacturers'

samples.

The committee was instructed to purchase the fireproofing

paints in the open market and to use its judgment. as to the

method of application.

HANDLING MATERIAL IN SUPPLY YARDS.

From 46 roads replying to a circular letter asking for in-

formation on the subject, 15 roads report using no derricks

of any description. Six roads report that the store depart-

ment handles all material, shipping it directly to each piece

of work. Seven use no derricks except the steam wrecking

derricks which are employed for loading heavy material. Eight

use steam derricks of various kinds which operate under their

own power, and arc made by several manufacturers. Six use

derricks of various kinds built by their own forces. One uses

an electric traveling crane. Two use common stationary der-

ricks similar to the stone derrick with booms of sufficient length

to reach one track on each side, and one uses an ordinary stiff-

leg derrick for handling heavy material.

The use of derricks and other appliances for handling material

is divided in two groups, one for supply yards and the other

for work of various kinds out on the road. The subject assigned

limited the investigation to the first group and the apphcation

of such devices outside of supply yards is not considered here,

although it is difficult in many cases to draw a dividing line

between the two and a more complete report could have been

obtained had the committee been allowed to discuss the entire

subject. In many cases it is difficult to draw a line between

the use of a derrick for the two classes of work, for one type

is frequently used intermittently for both kinds, and its adapt-

ability for one may govern its selection, although it may possess

certain disadvantages w-hen applied to the other work. Bridge

derricks can be used to good advantage in yards when not in

service on the road, but as they are very often unavailable

when required for yard work, they do not fill the requirements

for this purpose.

The advantages of a derrick car and the kind most suited

for any particular work depend primarily on the amount and

kind of material to be handled. Where but a few cars of

material arc handled annually, it is not advisable to go to much

expense to install the equipment unless the proportion of heavy

material is large, in which case a stationary stiff-leg derrick

may be advisable. However, as the amount of material becomes

greater, the advantages of a derrick increase rapidly, and the

committee is strongly of the opinion that derricks of some

type can be used with economy in a large number of yards

where they are not so used today.

.\ derrick with four or five men will handle as much material

as three times that number of men without such assistance, and

in less time. Labor is continually becoming more expensive and

scarce; the proper equipment w-ill not only reduce the number

of men required but will lighten their work and enable the

foremen to secure better men for the money spent. The use

of less men in this work permits them to be employed in other

gangs, in this way relieving to some extent the difficulties in

securing men. Also, in handling heavy materials, the risk of

injury to men is great and this risk will increase as the foreign

labor becomes more generally employed in material yards.

Another important advantage of the use of derrick cars is the

greater speed in unloading material. This is of advantage in

releasing cars more promptly, which in itself is frequently an

important item in times of car shortage as at the present time.

The accumulation of demurrage charges is also to be avoided

where much lumber, cement, iron pipe, etc., come in foreign

cars. This time element is of special importance in loading

large quantities of material which is frequently needed for
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construction work, or in emergencies such as wash-outs and

wrecks. In such times, every hour saved is very important

and proper facilities and equipment for handling material will

expedite work greatly. '

The type of derrick to be used is largely one of individual

choice and depends upon the kind of material to be handled.

Where large quantities of material are handled, a traveling

electric crane may be advisable. For yards of lesser importance,

self-propelled steam derricks with booms of sufficient length to

unload material from the car in advance of the derrick and on

the same track, and to pile materials for some distance on

either side, may be advisable. A self-propelling car possesses

the advantage that it can spot cars where wanted and then

unload the material without requiring the attention of a switch

engine, the latter usually resulting in more or less delay. Where
a yard is not of sufficient importance to justify the expense of

the above equipment, home-made derricks constructed of ma-
terial on hand are frequently advisable. Derricks similar to

the stone derrick with booms 30 or 40 ft. long are recommended
where much heavy material is to be handled.

Where station derricks are used, tramways should be built

at right angles with the track to enable men to distribute lighter

material out of reach of the derrick, leaving the space within

reach for the storage of heavier material.

The committee has not been able to secure data relative to

the cost of handling material, but from the letters received, it

is estimated that the cost of handling heavy timber, iron and
concrete pipe, etc., can be reduced 50 per cent, by the use of

proper equipment. Lighter material can also be handled at a

saving of from 10 to 25 per cent.

Committee: J. N. Penwell (L. E. & \V.) ; A. S. Markley (C.

& E. I.) ; A. Yappen (C. M. & St. P.) ; D. B. Taylor (B. & O.) ;

E. A. Stanley (M. P.).

DISCUSSION.

A. S. Markley (C. & E. I.) uses a self-propelling pile driver

with the leads removed. This car can move six cars on a level

track. With it, the average cost of handling large quantities of

material over a period of eight months was reduced to $0.35 per

thousand board feet, as compared with a cost of from $2 to $5

when handled by hand. Piling is handled for one-half cent per

cu. ft. Two men, in addition to the engineer, can readily load

material.

C. E. Smith (Mo. Pac.) stated that great economy can be

shown by the use of a self-propelling locomotive crane with a

boom 40 ft. to 50 ft. long and with a capacity of 12 to 15 tons.

J. M. Staten (C. & O.) said that on his road material was
shipped directly to the point of use and was not assembled in

one yard. Only second hand material and a small amount of

emergency materials are kept in the supply yard.

G. W. Andrews (B. & O.) thought that the best method for

handling material depended on local conditions and the amount
of money the company will spend. In some places, skids are

erected on the level of the car floor. Where stiff leg derricks

are used, an extra track must be provided unless the derricks

are placed on high platforms to enable cars to be filled. Gantry

cranes are good in some places. A locomotive crane with a long

boom is, however, the most valuable device in a large yard. It

can be purchased for $6,000 and the interest and repairs should

not exceed $600. It should be possible to show an economy in

excess of this amount in large yards in addition to the ability to

use this machine for a wide variety of other purposes.

CONCRETE TANKS.

In its 1911 report the committee reviewed the progress that

had been made up to that time in the construction of concrete

tanks and examples of tanks built for railway and other pur-

poses were given. It is becoming quite usual at railway water

stations to place the tank farther away from the tracks and
deliver water to the engines through pipe hues and stand-pipes,

thereby making the water tank a more permanent structure.

This practice reduces the need of a structure that can be moved
on account of track changes and makes the concrete tank pos-

sible.

The two great arguments in favor of the concrete tank are

permanence and minimum cost of maintenance. When the life

of the tank is taken into consideration the latter will more
than offset the increased cost of construction. The concrete

tank is more costly than the wood or steel tank, but the steady

increase in the price of lumber and the more improved methods
of concrete construction are steadily reducing the difference.

The committee is of the opinion that when subjected to the

severest, winter weather the concrete tank will stand up better

than tanks of other materials. The above statement is based
on conversations with various engineers who have had experi-

ence in water supply, and at present cannot be substantiated by
facts. However, some concrete tanks are located where they

are subjected to severe freezing weather and others are being

considered, therefore, it will not be long before this point can
be determined definitely.

Many arguments are advanced against the concrete tank, the

chief one being that poor workmanship will result in a defective

tank and cannot readily be discovered or remedied. The state-

ment is true, but it is also true of all other forms of construc-

tion. The remedy is careful, conscientious and competent super-

vision in selecting materials and doing the work.

There is no form of concrete construction in which the care

and judgment used in the selection and application of the

materials is of more importance than in tank construction

Only cement of approved brands from reliable manufacturers

should be used. It should be delivered on the job in original

packages and each consignment should be carefully tested. The
sand, gravel and crushed stone must be carefully examined for

impurities, and all such containing impurities must be rejected.

The sizes of the various materials should be carefully considered

and the proportions to be used determined in order that the

resulting concrete will be as dense and watertight as possible.

There seerhs to be a wide difference of opinion regarding

the kind of a mixture that will produce the most compact
and impervious concrete. Most specifications call for a wet mix-
ture, yet occasionally the dry mixture is specified. L. Heiden-
reich says in his Engineer's Pocket-book of Reinforced Con-
crete, "The author prefers for tanks a rather dry mixture of

one part cement to four parts coarse sand well tamped. If a

wet mixture is used the mortar or concrete is apt to contract

in setting, thereby causing initial compressive stresses in the

steel reinforcement. When the tank is filled the concrete will

crack in various places until the steel receives its tension stress.

This is the common cause of leaky tanks, which must be

plastered or painted afterwards." The decision as to what is

best must be left to the engineer and is controlled by the

material available and his past experience.

A concrete tank costs more than other tanks, but the first

cost ought not to be the governing feature. A careful com-
parison should be made of different designs and styles of con-

struction of tanks having the same capacity and serving the

same purpose and the cost per annum in each case arrived

at. This cost is the average cost per year for the life of the

structure and is made up of the original cost of the structure;

the interest on the original cost for a period equal to the life

of the structure ; the total maintenance charges during the life

of the structure ; the interest on the maintenance charges from
the time expenditures are made until the end of the life of the

structure and the risk or liability of destruction by storm or

fire, whether covered by insurance or not. The total of the

above items, divided by the number of years of life of the

structure, equals the cost per annum.

The report included descriptions of concrete tanks built for

the Baltimore & Ohio at Sir Johns Run, W. Va. ; for the cities

of Norway. Mich., and \\'averly, Ohio, and for the Chicago City

Railway at Chicago.

Committee: F. E. Weiss (C. M. & St. P.); W. H. Finley
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(C. & N. W.) ; W. M. Clark (B. & O.) j D. C, Musser ( Pennsyl-

vania l.ines' Wea). . rt-

J

- .
.DISCUSSION. ._.. .^ ,^ ^

, .^^.

C^.' ^,j$niith (Mo. Pa'cJ sute^ that a wet concr^e should ]^e

used to insure a waterproof structure. j,,,

A. S. Markley (C. & E. I.), believed that «)?ashed grav^should

be used where a good mixture i&^^desirgd, and ^ the concrete ,

should also be mi.xed wet. • - - -,

R. H. Reid (L. S. & M. S.) believed that the concrete mixture

should not be depended on to secure a watertight tank, but that

it should also be waterproofed on the inside.

J. B. Sheldon (N. Y., N. H. & H.) stated that the Atlas

Cement Company had made a careful investigation with the con-

clusion that concrete can be mixed too wet, as well as too dry.

W. M. Clark (B. & O.) believed that enough water should be

used so that when the concrete is thoroughly rammed, the

water will be drawn to the surface. He has had considerable

experience with the repairing of old wooden tanks by reinforc-

ing the inside with concrete. Five or six tanks on one division

have been repaired in this way.

REINFORCED CONCRETE CULVERT PIPE.

Several roads are already adopting this form of construction

for standard culverts under fills of all heights. There is no

difficulty in designing reinforced concrete pipe to meet all condi-

tions of loading, to secure sections with diameters up to 48 in.

whose weight will permit handling by the same methods by which

cast iron pipe is placed. Several miles of such pipe are being

laid on the C. M. & St. P., this summer in connection with the

construction of double track and changes of line. Concrete pipe

is used instead of cast iron as far as the available supply per-

mits, except in the extension of existing culverts or at points

where the thinner cast iron pipe is more convenient, as in re-

placing a timber box culvert.

Possibly, in mountainous country where pipe would be laid

on steep grades, the attrition of sand bearing water at higii

velocities might cause trouble with this class of pipe, by grad-

ually scouring away the invert and exposing the reinforcing.

Where timber trestles are being filled and the drainage area is

such as can be cared for by a pipe, generally, the most econom-

ical opening to provide is a reinforced concrete pipe up to a

diameter of 48 in. For openings larger than this some form of

culvert built in place will be cheaper. The question of available

material and length of haul will, of course, influence the type of

opening used ; however, an investigation on the C. M. & St. P.

showed that even with carload tariff rates, a haul of 570 miles

could be incurred and still make it economical to use the con-

crete pipe rather than cast iron. Aside from questions of cost,

a properly reinforced pipe will be more apt to fail gradually in

the event of breaking under the fill than will cast iron pipe. So

far, however, no failures have been reported.

There is considerable variety in the types of pipe used and in

the general dimensions and manner of reinforcing. For con-

venience in handling, the six ft. section adopted by the C. M. &
St. P. proves a desirable length and provides units of ready adap-

tation to varj'ing heights of fill. Sections of this length up to 48

in. in diameter are readily unloaded from cars without special

appliances. The thickness of the pipe depends on the character

and disposition of the reinforcement. In one type of patented

pipe the reinforcement is disposed of so as to be situated in the

regibn of tension throughout, the section being elliptical. Pipe

of this kind must be placed with its major axis vertical and while

permitting the use of thinner walls, it is not as convenient to

handle as circular pipe which does not require a special position

in service.

Recent experience of the C. R. I. & P., in using the longer 8 ft.

sections on new line construction involving considerable team
haul and transfer of pipe would indicate that shorter lengths

are preferable. On new line work on the C. M. & St. P.

their standard pipe was found much more convenient than the

bell jointed pipe of longer section bought outside ; and it was

found much more costly to place oval pipes than cylindrical ,

,

ones, especial difficulty being experienced in rolling thg former -.

into place over rough and wet ground. , , ,' '. '

.-,

Most users of concrete pipe seem to ad|ier^ to tbe,BeU,a^a-.>,

spigot joints similar to those employed with cast iron pipe. One"
'

form of joint used is a' modification of the bell and spigot, the

bell having the same external diameter as the balance of the

sectiofl, and the y^'^Ji of the spigot end b^ing tapered, with a

band locking the reinforcing of adjacent sections together, the

recess occupied by the band being afterwards filled with mortar.

A pipe used on the B. & O. has three pockets recessed on the

outside of the pipe which permit the wiring of anchors in ad-

jacent sections together, the pockets afterwards being filled with

mortar. In the C. M. & St. P., standard pipe, the ends are

bevelled with the portions adjacent to the outer and inner cir-

cumference square. This results in a pipe with exterior and in-

terior surfaces flush throughout its length when laid, insures an

even bedding and greatly simplifies the forms required, as it re-

duces them to plane cylindrical surfaces, the bevels being formed

by cast iron rings which serve to space the interior and exterior

forms. A pipe having a uniform external diameter is much eas-

ier to handle and unload from cars, and can be quickly rolled off,

while that having enlarged bells usually is loaded vertically, bell

down, and is very cumbersome to unload on a main line without

special equipment.

For the smaller sizes of pipe, some form of woven wire fabric

seems to be used mostly with built up cages of light bars for

the larger sections. For economy in handling, some form of re-

inforcing that will build up a stiff cage that can be handled and

set in the forms without collapsing is desirable. In building the

cages for the C. M. & St. P. type, experience showed that by

wiring alternate hoops to the longitudinal reinforcement in op-

posite directions a stiff cage resulted, while if wired in the same

direction it readily collapsed when laid on its side.

A period of 30 days for curing before putting the pipe in

service seems desirable, though in summer this may be reduced

to 20 days. One manufacturer writes that he had trouble with

pipe which were shipped when 10 days old, due to the develop-

ment of fine hair cracks, and that they now would not permit

their pipe to be shipped out until a month old.

Concrete pipe can be unloaded by skidding from cars with

snub lines, and can be rolled down embankments with less dan-

ger of breakage than cast iron pipe. In some instances, pipe are

simply dropped off the cars and allowed to roll down the banks.

Methods in general are the same as those used for unloading

cast iron pipe, though some roads use derricks to handle the

larger sizes.

Practice varies regarding filling the joints, some cementing

them and others simply depending on the fit of the sections. It

does not appear necessarj' under ordinary conditions.

Little information was received in regard to the type of forms

used except that steel forms were considered superior to those

of wood. On the C. M. & St. P. wooden forms were used when

the manufacture was first started, but these are being discarded

as they wear out, and are replaced by steel forms of the com-

pany's own design, and which are proving very satisfactory.

About one year's steady service was found to be all that could

be gotten out of wooden forms and the steel forms are much
more economical.

There is practical unanimity regarding the saving effected by

the use of concrete pipe in place of cast iron, the relative cost de-

pending on local conditions, but being from 25 to 50 per cent,

less. The economy is more marked with increase in diameter.

With cast iron at $28 per ton, and the market quotations for

manufactured concrete pipe, the following shows the relative

cost per lineal foot for the two kinds

:

24 in.

Cast Iron $2.23

Concrete 2.00

The operation of the C. M. & St. P. concrete pipe plant at

Tomah, Wis., was outlined in an appendix to this report, and

30 in. 36 in. 48 in.

$3.33 $4.66 $8.26

2.80 3.15 4.50
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the specifications for the making of concrete pipe on the Illinois

Central were also included.

DISCV§S10N

G: E. Smith (Mo. Pkt;) has Tound that whe'n buying' ioncret'^

'

pipe in the open market, culverts are cheaper for openings above

42 in. in. size. With openings smaller than tbis, the economy
depends on the type of iron pipe with which a comparison is

made.

G. W. Andrews (B. & O.) found that culverts were cheaper

than pipe for sizes over 48 inl'

A. E. Killam (Intercolonial) uses concrete pipe made in four

ft. sections with lock joints. On soft ground the pipes are

placed on a bed of concrete and all pipes are seasoned one year

before placing. He has never had a pipe break.

LONG PIPE LINES.

It is usually the case that water impounded for a gravity supply

has to be carried a long distance to the point of use through

pipe lines. If such is the case, a survey should be carefully

made to endeavor to locate the line on an even grade without

going into depressions or over rises. Where this is not possible

air valves must be placed at all high points in the line to allow the

air to escape, as it will always rise to the highest point and if

not allowed to escape will retard the flow of water and even-

tually stop it altogether until the air is released. There are

many air valves on the market and care should be exercised

in the selection of the proper kind so that the attention neces-

sary to keep it in condition will be greatly reduced and less

failure will occur in the water supply.

The selection of the pipe best suited for the pipe line de-

pends largely on the nature of .the soil. This must be considered

in view of its chemical contents to provide the proper kind of

pipe to withstand the corrosive action of the soil in which it

is to be laid, some soil being so bad that it is necessary to use

wooden pipes, which are used successfully for many years while

in the same soil iron pipe will last but a very short time. A
paint or dip put on the pipe will prevent corrosion in some
soils for many years if properly applied. Asphalt dip is one

of the best and when put on properly will keep the soil from
getting at the body of the pipe for years. A satisfactory method
is to dip the pipe in asphalt at the proper temperature, the pipe

also being heated. After the first coat roll the pipe in sawdust

and when hardened dip again. In this way a coat of asphalt over

J-s in. thick will be taken on which will withstand the action of

the soil for a long time.

Tees with plugs or valves turned downward should be placed

in a pipe line leading from a reservoir at intervals along the line

so that the line can be opened and the accumulation of foreign

matter may be flushed out. If this is allowed to remain it will

gradually decrease the carrying capacity to a very considerable

extent and lines have been known to fill up entirely from an
accumulation of silt in a few years.

The expansion of long pipe lines has to be taken into considera-

tion and the regular expansion joint of about six inches trans-

verse should be placed according to the varying temperature of

the locality. Pipe lines should be placed underground at a

sufficient depth to protect them from the action of frost or ex-

treme varying temperature.

In the construction of a pipe line the first thing to be done
is to prepare the ditch properly. This should be dug to such a

depth that the pipe will be below the frost-line when covered.

This depth will vary according to the climate where the line

is located. The trench must be level, or even on the bottom, so

that the pipe will lie firmly on the ground, otherwise it will

settle, and cause leakage. This precaution is especially neces-

sary when laying wooden pipe, which should be driven firmly

together, but care must be used to see that the joints are not

forced too hard, as this tends to split the ten9qs^.^)va'j;^.ftom

the pipe. When backfilling, the utmost care shouTd' be iised in

tamping around and under the pipe so that no setting will t^ke
place, otherwise the pipe will' sett 16' both out of line and out of
round. 3u-, i-^ !

•. .. ,•

. Tllfe i^ifert ^i^cludeJl "det^ltd'^fiforinatioh concerning the

"Boiiito"""i)ipe line of tfig''E!'Piso'&'Southwestern' based largely
on a description by J. L. Campbell in the proceedings of the
American Society of Civil Engineers for December, 1910. In
this it was stated that the cost of laying 384,300 lineal feet of
wood pipe varying in diameter from 3H to 11 in. averaged
$.0472 per lineal ft., which included unloading from the cars
but did not include train service. The cost of laying 101,300 ft.

of 12 in. cast iron pipe averaged $.2343 including train service
and unloading pipe. The cost of maintenance on this line is given
as $.25 per mile per day or $.05 per thousand gallons delivered
in its full capacity.

The report also gave considerable data concerning reservoir
systems on the Western Australia Government Railways where
several large reservoirs are in service. In one instance, to pro-
vide water for Kalgoorlie, a reservoir -^ with capacity of
4.600,000,000 gal. has been provided, the water being carried to
Kalgoorlie by a pipe line 351.5 miles long. The report concluded
with specifications for a standard wood pipe line designed for
a pressure of 80 lbs.

Committee: B. J. Mustain (E. P. & S. W.) ; E. S. Hume"
(Western Australia Govt. Rys.) ; D. Burke (S. P.); E. R,
Floren (C. R. I. & P.), and W. C. Dale (O. S. L.).

DISCUSSION.

J. J. Taylor (K. C. S.) has considerable wood stave pipe in
service under a maximum pressure of 75 lbs., which was laid

about four years ago and has given considerable trouble, espe-
cially with blow outs.

A number of members reported difficulties with iron pipe lines

covered with cinders and sand, and instances were reportel
where these materials had been replaced with clay or the pipe
was boxed. The cost of boxing, however, is in many cases
prohibitive. J. Ewart (B. & M.) reported much trouble with
electrolysis and has found no method to protect against this.

Much difficulty was also experienced in keeping intakes open in

streams carrying sediment. J. H. Markley (T. P. & W.) has
placed a stopper valve in a stream, which opens when the pumps
are working and is closed at other times. C. R. Knowles (I. C.)
reported using a twin strainer located next to the pump with
good success. As each strainer can be operated independently,

it is not necessary to stop the pumps when cleaning the strain-

ers. W. M. Clark (B. & O.) places the openings in the down
stream side of the intake, allowing rubbish to float past. In

some instances he has used several small pipes instead of one
large one to reduce the velocity at the entrance. It was gen-
erally agreed that it was not possible to exclude all sediment,

but that the amount should be reduced to a minimum and be re-

moved by hand. Where the sand is coarse Mr. Knowles uses

old well screens successfully in several instances.

DEVELOPMENT OF TURNTABLES.
Practically all roads report short tables in service on old lines,

but no road reported a standard length shorter than 75 ft.

Twelve roads report their standard length as 75 ft; 19 roads re-

port 80 ft. ; 13 roads report 85 ft. ; 10 roads report 90 ft., and
two roads report 100 ft.

In addition several roads report the use of turntables longer

than their standard for special purposes such as the turning of
Mallet locomotives, the elimination of frogs in approach tracks,

etc. The longest table reported in use is on the C. M. & P. S.,

and is a pony truss table 105 ft. long weighing 175,000 lb. The
committee recommends that for standard gage roads no future

turntable be built shorter than 75 ft., and that for roads that

expect to use the heaviest engines SO ft. be adopted as standard.

For engines having wheel bases longer than 90 ft. wye tracks
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should be provided unless special local conditions compel the use

aad justify thfe expense of a longer table.

Type of Tab'te.—The deck plate girder type appears to be de-

sired by an concerned, but through plate girders and pony truss-

es are extensively used where it is difficult or impossible to se-

ctife drilihage for the deeper pits required for the deck types, es-

peaany" for the longer tables. Thirty-one roads use deck plate

gitders exclusively. Fifteen roads use deck plate girders wher-

ever possible and through plate girders where drainage condi-

tions demand, one road having used a through plate girder to

decrease the necessary amount of excavation, the pit being lo-

<cated in solid rock. Seven roads have found the drainage of

•deep deck pits such an unsatisfactory procedure that they have

.adopted the through plate girders as standard. Four roads using

deck girders state they would use through girders if drainage con-

•ditions demanded. The X. C. & St. L. states it would go to great

lexpense, say $3,C0O or $4,000, to avoid through tables.

Where through girders are used the best practice seems to

favor providing supports for the ties by means of steel stringers

and floor beams instead of using deep ties resting on shelf

angles. The deep ties are expensive in first cost and in main-

tenance, and promote corrosion of the girder webs and shelf

angles. The steel cross girders at the center of the turntable

require a depth at least as great as that of a standard floor sys-

tem, so the depth of pit need not be increased for the floor sys-

tem. Where through girders are used they should not be placed

less than 15 ft. between centers, as with a closer spacing the

danger arises of men getting caught between an engine and the

girder flanges.

Drainage.—The drainage of turntable pits, which has always

been very important, becomes a much larger problem for the

longer tables and deeper pits. Many engineers have had experi-

ence with pits that flooded during heavy rains or from flood

water backing up through the drains. Although tables can be

operated under such conditions, the results are very bad, par-

ticularly on account of the damage to the center. In addition

the water in the pit sometimes freezes and stops operation.

After floods it is frequently necessary to take the center apart

for cleaning and oiling with consequent delays to locomotives.

While such delays might not seriously inconvenience operation

at an outlying point where few engines are turned, they cannot

be tolerated at busy terminals where it is of the greatest impor-

tance that the turntables be maintained in continuous service.

In former years when shorter tables were used the depth of

the pit was not great and drainage could easily be secured with-

out serious trouble or the accumulation of water would not be

deep enough to cause trouble. In case the lowest point of the

engine house drainage is lower than the bottom of the turntable

pit. the drainage of the pit can be made secondary to that of

the engine house. In any case the most efficient, economical and

satisfactory drainage is provided by catch basins and gravity

drains where the highest water in the outlet is lower than the

bottom of the pit. Where this condition does not obtain the

problem of drainage can be simplified by the use of a through

type of table, thereby decreasing the depth of pit, or by the use

of shallow, non-tipping tables, that is, tables that rest on three

or more points while turning.

Center Foundation.—All railroads repljnng to the circular uni-

formly report the use of concrete foundations and the necessity

of great care in construction of the center foundation. The great

majority reported bases 12 ft. sq. on 16 piles ; in many cases it

is stated on the plans that footings must rest on bed rock or on
piles. Footings as large as 16 ft. sq. with 49 piles were reported.

Many roads reinforce the top or,bottom of the center concrete

or both. The cap. especially on old foundations, is frequently of

stone. When installing new tables on old foundations requiring

a change in elevation of the top of the center it is quite cus-

tomary to cast a reinforced concrete capstone of proper thick-

ness, which when properly hardened is substituted for the old

capstone during the changing of the tables.

Many cases were reported of the settlement of centers having

been stopped by excavating a trench around the footing, ex-

tending down 2 or 3 ft. deeper than the old footing, and

underpinning the old foundation as well as extending the base

by filling the trench with concrete, piles being driven where

necessary.

Poner for Turning.—Where available electric power has the

preference on practically all roads. Turning by air motors appears

to have the next preference for outlying points where tables are

not much used and where current cannot be obtained and where

trouble with air motors, necessitating turning the table by hand,

will not be serious. Gasoline engines are recommended for turn-

ing tables where electric current carnot be obtained and where

liability of freezing renders the use of air motors objectionable.

A few roads report the use of steam tractors on their tables.

Circle Wall.—Thirty-five roads report the use of timber coping

on the circle wall for the support of the rails of the approach

tracks and of short ties set radially and resting on the concrete

for the support of the circle rail, some usirg creosoted timber,

tie plates and screw spikes. Five roads report timber coping

but rest the circle rail directly on the concrete.

The committee recommends providing a support for the ends

of the approach rails on creosoted coping timbers, not less than

12 in. wide at the narrowest point, and preferably 8 in. thick,

with two heavy standard tie plates under the end of each rail,

where the rails are spaced so as to permit this, or a special plate

not less than one in. thick, 12 in. wide and long enough to pass

under the two near rails of adjacent tracks, the plates to be

drilled for track spikes or screw spikes and for lag screws for

attaching theih to the coping timber. The coping timber should

be attached to the concrete by anchor bolts.

The committee also recommends providing supports for the

circle rail by short creosoted ties about IS in. center to center

under main tracks and 24 in. elsewhere, with tie plates and screw

spikes where available. Where timber walls are used over hard-

pan or rock, blocking can be used, but extreme care must be

taken in placing the blocking to break joints and in drifting the

timber together to keep the wall from crowding forward. Where
the foundation is not firm enough for blocking, piles should be

driven to refusal, spaced about 3 ft. to 4 ft. center to center.

Where a concrete circle wall is used the greatest care must
be taken to secure a sound foundation for the wall and for the

circle rail in order to avoid settlement.

Paving of Pits.—-Practically all railroads report the use of

concrete or brick paving for turntable pits in standard installa-

tions at the most important points, concrete having the prefer-

ence, but the majority of the roads also report many pits with

no paving, the floor being finished with earth, cinders or gravel.

There is no doubt that concrete or brick paving gives a much
better appearing pit, but there is a question whether or not the

expense is justified. The cost of paving, according to many of

the plans submitted, will be close to $1,000. A porous layer of

cinder or gravel 6 in. to 12 in. thick will absorb all water

and oil that runs into the pit and will prevent the occurrence

of mud. The growth of vegetation should be very easy to stop.

Cost.—Cost figures of turntable installations are of very little

value, as the cost is affected by so many conditions, such as lo-

cality, condition of market for material and labor, congestion at

busy terminals compared with isolation at unimportant points,

the detailed procedure that must be followed, the time within

which the work must be completed, drainage and other factors.

The turntable is such an important adjunct that attention should

be given to good design rather than to keeping the cost low. In

a very general way. however, it may be stated that average costs

of turntable, complete, installed with tractor, may be taken as

follows

:

Deck tables, 75 ft $7,500
Deck tables, 80 ft 8.000
Deck tables, 85 ft 8.750
Deck tables, 90 ft 9,500
Through tables, 85 ft II.500
Through tables, 100 ft IS,00«
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Centers.—Forty-six roads reported the use of manufacturers'

standards of conical roller bearing centers, some with ball bear-

ing or phosplior bronze discs at the ends of the rollers to reduce

friction, and others depending on the cast top and bottom sec-

tions holding theirs in position.

The oiling of the moving parts of the center whether rollers,

balls or discs is very important. The bottom casting should be

so designed that the rollers, discs or balls can move in a bath of

oil, and the top casting so designed that cinders, dirt or other

grit cannot get inside. A mixture of Hack oil and signal oil is

excellent for the lubrication of centers. They should be flushed

out frequently by kerosene or gasoline, and should be taken

apart and cleaned whenever they begin to turn hard.

Committee: C. E. Smith (M. P.) ; C. H. Fake (M. R. & B. T.) ;

]". G. Jonah (St. L. & S. F)
; J S. Berry (St. L. S. W.) ; A. S.

Markley (C. & E. I.).

DISCUSSION.

B. F. Pickering (B. & M.) has had unfavorable results with
the disc center in several instances. Upon investigation hs
found that the tables were not turning on the phosphor bronze
centers, but on the follower caps. In one instance a new taole

with a phosphor bronze disc was installed which required six

men to turn it light. A steel disc was designed in two parts,

and was made of low grade tool, steel. When this was inserted,

the table was readily turned, when loaded, by two men. This

steel center has proved satisfactory after several months' serv-

ice. Because of this experience he favored a roller bearing

rather than a disc center.

C. E. Smith (M. P.) stated that he found no trouble with

phosphor bronze centers until the tables were overloaded, when
the oil was forced out and the steel moved on the bronze.

R. H. Reid (L. S. & M. S.) has used graphite grease as a

lubricant, and finds that even when the tables are overloaded

and the grease is forced out the graphite remains. C. E.

Smith (M. P.) advocated strongly the practice of a railway de-

signing its own tables, and said that over 90 per cent, of th-::

railways buy their turntables from the manufacturers on a

competitive basis without specifications, and accept the manufac-

turers' designs.

There was considerable discussion regarding the proper

construction of the circle rail to insure its remaining in proper

surface and line. Among others B. F. Pickering stated that con-

siderable difficulty had been experienced with ice forming back

of the circle rail, which forced it out of line, and by forming

on top of the rail made it run hard. His practice now is 'o

place the circle rail on short ties, bolting it to them, which al-

lows the snow and water to escape. H. C. Swartz (G. T.)

stated that steam pipes are placed back of the circle rail and
also about the center bearing, remedying difficulties with ice.

J. B. Sheldon (N. Y. N. H. & H.) believed that the diffi-

culties with center bearings today are due to failure of the de-

signs to keep pace with the increase in weight of locomotives,

and that the rollers are commonly too small. Lee Jutton (C. &'

N. W.) advocated paving turntable pits to improve the appear-

ance and to decrease the deterioration due to the collection of

rubbish and dirt.

PAINTING OF STRUCTURAL IRON AND STEEL.

Scientific research and numerous practical tests have demon-
strated the fact that certain paint pigments, though possessing

excellent moisture repelling properties, will actually stimulate

corrosion when applied directly to steel surfaces, while certain

other pigments have a tendency to restrict and repress corrosion

when used for primers and foundation coats. Because of this we
divide the pigments into rust retarding, and air and moisture

excluding ones, using the first for priming and contact coats,

and the latter for finishing and exposed outer surface purposes.

The pigments used in steel protective paints of the first kind are
principally red lead, oxides and the like, while carbons, lamp
blacks, graphite, etc., belong in the other class.

57io/i Coaling.—A rust retarding coat may be suitably com-
pounded from red lead mixed with pure linseed oil, the average

stock mixture consisting of from 25 to 30 lbs. of red lead to the

gallon of oil. This mixture can then be reduced to the proper

consistency at the time of application. A small amount of turpen-

tine added to this brush coating will greatly help in its manipu-

lation and will also provide for proper penetration. Red lead

should always be mixed at the time of its application, for it set-

tles quite readily, as it is an extremely heavy pigment. If so

desired, the settling can be retarded, to a certain degree, by the

addition of a small amount of asbestine (magnesium silicate) in

the proportion of about 20 lb. of red lead and 2"/^ to 3 lb. of

asbestine pulp to the gallon of linseed oil. A small amount of

turpentine should also be added to this mixture for the purpose

mentioned above. A good workman is required to properly ap-

ply red lead paint because of its more or less difficult application.

Natural oxides have also proven to be very good for priming

purposes, and very satisfactory results are recorded from their

use. A number of consumers favor oxides because of their

easier application and the less expert class of labor required to

apply it. A saving of from five to ten per cent., as compared
with red lead paint, can thus be effected. Some concerns are

using a combination of red lead and oxide and make good re-

ports regarding it.

Although quite extensively used in former years, linseed oil is

rapidly losing favor. It appears to be a universal opinion that

this is not a desirable material for the prime coating of metals

when used without the addition of pigments. A foundation coat
of linseed oil is very often the direct cause of peeling and blis-

tering of the other several coatings applied over it, for it is sel-

dom dried enough to insure close adherence to the metal surface

which it covers before the other paints are spread over it. Too
much oil in a paint coating, particularly when the surplus is in

or near the foundation coat, will generally cause blistering and
peeling, regardless of the pigments used in the coatings. If, on
the other hand, the erection or final completion of an oil coated

structure should for some reason become delayed, this oil film,

which deteriorates much faster than a paint coating, will have
practically perished, its surface will be morbid and dead and will

not have strength and stability enough to carry any subsequent

coats, which when applied over this kind of a surface, will

also peel.

Field Coatings.—Paints containing the same kinds of pigments
as for shop coatings, can be successfully used for the first field

coat, provided they are covered with another elastic outer coat-

ing. If that is not done, paints suitable for finishing coats

should be applied, and the first field coat omitted. Red lead or

oxide priming should be darkened for this coat by adding carbon
or lamp black in the proportion of 90 to 95 per cent, of the reds

and 5 to 10 per cent, of carbon mixed. The addition of this

black will not only help to make the coating more elastic, but

will act as a guide to determine if the former surface is being
completely covered because of its darker shade and the shade is

also brought nearer to the color of the black finish coating.

Carbon, lamp black and graphite pigments, singly or mixtures
of them, have given best satisfaction as outer surface and finish-

ing paints. These, combined with some inert and reinforcing pig-

ments according to special formulas, form the basis for nearly

every brand of paint for the satisfactory metal coatings on the

market. The addition of some high grade gum like "Kauri" im-

proves a finishing paint greatly, producing more elasticity, re-

sistance and life. It is of course just as essential, that the oils

entering into the makeup and composition of the various paints

are of the proper kind and quality, as that the selection and
composition of pigments be properly made and storekeepers or
other officers charged with the duties of passing on the merits

of goods purchased, should be very alert and strict in regard to

linseed oil. Paints containing tar or those with a tar base

should not be used on steel structures exposed to the sun and
wreather, as tar paint films rapidly check, crack and "alligator."

Repainting.—When for any reason it becomes necessary to
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repaint an iron, or steel structure, the paint should never be ap-

plied in wet or freezing weather, and the surface should be freed

- absolutely froni all scale, rust, dirt, ,etc. ;.lt is not sufficient to

merely apply a fresh coat of paint over an old
,

paint surface

., under wliich traces of paint corrosion appear, for while the new
paint will cover up the old surface, and may adhere firmly to

it, corrosion goes on beneath the paint just the same. Freeing

from rust and corrosion and perfect cleaning are positively nec-

essary. When, for some reason, it is not possible that the entire

structure can receive a coat of some rust retarding primer, the

parts cleaned and freed from rust, and all the exposed surfaces,

at least, should be touched up with either a red lead or oxide pri-

mer, before the finishing coat is given. The use of turpentine, in

the paint applied over the old surface, is advised, as turpentine is

a penetrant, providing the penetration and adhesion between the

old paint film and the new coat.

Although more expensive, cleaning by sand blast is much more

thorough than the hammer, chisel, scraper and wire brush meth-

od, and the greater cost is readily offset by better results in the

end. Where the sand blast has been used, and the steel has been

painted promptly, it has not shown signs of corrosion again

nearly as quickly as steel cleaned by hand.

Committee: Chas. Ettinger (I. C.) ; R. H. Reid (L. S. & M.

S.) ; E. E. Wilson (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; O. F, Barnes (Erie) ;

O. F. Dalstrom (C. & N. W.).

DISCUSSION.

C. Ettinger (I. C.) stated that lamp black will absorb 35

per cent, more oil than other pigments, and as oil is the life

of paint, the black paints last longer and are coming to be gen-

erally adopted for railway structures. A. E. Killam (Inter-

colonial) said that climatic conditions are as important as the

kind of paints selected. B. F. Pickering (B. & M.) finds that

bridges along the coast require painting twice as often as those

in the mountains, using the same paints in both places.

BRICK VS. CONCRETE IN BUILDINGS AND PLATFORMS.

Aside from local conditions the considerations of most im-

portance in determining the relative merits of brick and con-

crete for use in railway structures are: Comparative cost, both

in construction and in maintenance; safety; durability; fire re-

sisting qualities ; susceptibility of alteration, and adaptability to

architectural treatment.

Economy is, of course, the most important consideration and

with the increased standardization of structures throughout the

country the more permanent structures generally prove the most

economical. If cheapness of first cost is the controlHng factor,

or if structures are of a temporary nature, wooden structures

should be used.

Passenger and combination passenger and freight stations.—
Either brick or concrete, may be used with satisfactory results in

the construction of passenger stations. Brick has been in success-

ful use for many years while the use of concrete has been

steadily growing for several years. For foundations of all kinds

concrete is superior to all other kinds of material as it is

cheaper and stronger. By the use of reinforced concrete the

bearing area may be increased when necessary without great

additional expense. For walls above the foundations there is

not much difference in cost between plain concrete and good

brick construction for the ordinary sizes of station buildings,

costing up to $15,000 or $20,000.

Where variety of design is desired this can be secured by using

a combination of brick and concrete in the walls, with concrete

for the frame, columns, etc., and brick for the walls, pilasters

and general decorative treatment. There will be little, if any, ex-

cess cost in this type of construction and very pleasing results

may be obtained. Several railroads have used this type of con-

struction to a limited extent with good results. Care must
be taken to maintain good proportions by not allowing too

much exposed concrete and to make a judicious selection of

colors to obtain pleasing and harmonious results. The building

must likewise be adapted to its environment to give complete

satisfaction.

Buildings having solid monolithic concrete walls ar(€ harder

to heat in cold weatlier than if -built of brick, even though air

space: is provided by furring on the inside. Special precautions

must be taken to secure good ventilation to avoid dampness,

for concrete absorbs a great deal of moisture in wet weather

which gives the structure a rather disagreeable appearance.

Monolithic walls can be constructed with air spaces and insula-

tion in the walls so that dampness may be kept out and less

difficulty is experienced in keeping the rooms warm, but such

construction is expensive and not in general use, so it could not

be recommended for buildings of this type.

Another type of construction that has given good results is

the continuation of the concrete wall above the foundation up to

the height of the window sills and the use of brick above. This

much of the wall is generally plain and is not cut by openings

other than doors, so that it needs no ornamentation or finish.

It can be constructed comparatively cheaply and should be

placed at the same time that the foundation is placed. This

can be recommended as good practice.

Concrete blocks properly made can be used to advantage in

buildings of medium size. When walls of one thickness of

blocks are laid up, the cost is a little less than the cost of

brick. The cost of buildings of this sort will be about 30 cents

per superficial foot when blocks 8 in. thick are used. There

are limitations, however, to this type of construction and to

be most economical the building must be designed so that all

dimensions shall be multiples of the size of the blocks used.

This type of construction can be carried on in cold weather

as well as brick work.

For use in larger buildings the cost of which exceeds $50,000,

splendid results have been obtained by the use of concrete

throughout the entire construction. The Lake Shore and Balti-

more & Ohio depot at Gary, Ind., is an example of such con-

struction.

From the standpoint of safety there is no difference between

the two classes of material for use in the walls of passenger

stations provided perfect workmanship is exacted in both cases.

There is greater danger at the present time of defects in con-

crete than in brick walls due to lack of experience on the part

of the workman, so that when concrete is used thorough inspec-

tion must be maintained and the work entrusted only to fore-

men who understand thoroughly the nature of concrete and how
it should be handled.

From the standpoint of comparative durability there is no

choice between concrete and good brick. Concrete in itself

would undoubtedly outlive brick in large masses, yet owing to

the numerous other factors that determine the life of a building

of this sort either material will answer equally well.

The comparative fire resisting qualities of concrete and such

brick as may be used in building work is somevifhat a matter

of conjecture and depends upon the character of the fire. If a

building has wooden floors, ceiling and roof timbers, a fire origi-

nating on the inside would completely destroy the building in

either event. If the building is practically of fireproof con-

struction throughout, a fire such as might occur in the ticket

office furniture would not damage either materially. Either

type would act equally well as a fire retardent from fires origi-

nating outside of the building. Slight fires might be liable to

cause the surface of the cement to scale off, whereas brick

would not be damaged at all.

Concrete work is not subject to extensive alteration and where

alteration is a possible factor of importance brick is preferable.

Considerable has been said about the qualities each of these

materials has that lend themselves to architectural treatment.

There is no material superior to good brick for use in securing

plain, durable and dignified effects. Brick possesses the advan-

tage of many fine colors that lend themselves to varied treat-

ment. Generally speaking the darker and softer colors are most

readily adapted to most situations and are never injured seriously
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by the smoke and dirt that are unavoidable about railroad

stations. The lighter colored bricks likewise give good results

when p'Voperly chosen.

Concrete takes its beauty from its appearance of strength and

solidity. Its architectural treatment should be confined to plain

surfaces, straight lines and arched effects over doors, windows,

etc. Paneling can be used to advantage in some places. Where

covered platforms are necessary much better effects can be

secured if the sheds are supported on concrete columns arched

over to support the roof, so that they have the appearance of

a continuous part of the building.

Freight Stations and Warehouses.—Here again brick has been

in successful use for many years. The latitude for using

concrete, however, is wider than in passenger stations. For

foundations concrete is preferable in all cases. For one story

buildings reinforced concrete can be used with advantage in

columns and girders, while thin curtain walls of brick or cement

plaster on metal lath are especially suitable. The unit form of

construction is well adapted to this class of structure. If the

sections are allowed to harden and cure thoroughly before be-

ing erected there will be no possibility of their cracking as might

occur if the concrete is poured in place.

If it is desired to use concrete floors and roof construction,

the columns, frame, pilasters, beams, etc., should also be con-

structed of concrete. The curtain walls may be either of brick,

hollow tile, reinforced concrete, or concrete plaster on metal lath.

The latter, however, could scarcely be recommended in buildings

when all other parts are of heavy concrete construction as the

saving in curtain walls would be a doubtful economy. If wooden

floors and roof construction are used, there is little choice be-

tween brick or concrete for the walls.

Engine Houses.—The experience of most roads has been that

their engine houses have been outgrown and have had to be re-

placed because of inadequacy to meet conditions rather than

of decrepitude, so that while this condition may not continue

to be true of the future to so marked an extent, yet the factor

of durability of material is secondary to first cost.

Considerable progress has been made in the construction of

engine houses entirely of concrete. When it is desired to go to

the expense of making the house essentially fireproof by making

the roof, girders and posts of concrete and by using metal sash

and fixtures as much as possible, then without doubt the balance

of the construction should be of concrete. Some objection has

been raised to concrete being used in the outer wall on account

of the damage that may be done if an engine should accidentally

run through. The wall should be so constructed that if this

should happen the damage would be confined wholly to the cur-

tain wall and would not extend to the pilasters or beams sup-

porting the roof. If this is done, no greater and probably not as

great damage will be done as would occur in a house having

brick in ordinary construction in the outer walls. Where con-

crete is used more opportunity is given for window spaces in

the outer wall.

Shops.—Reinforced concrete is particularly well adapted for

use in the construction of shop and power house buildings.

Either plain or reinforced concrete should be used throughout

for foundations, both fof the building proper and for the machin-

ery. If the most durable fireproof buildings are desired rein-

forced concrete should be used throughout the entire construc-

tion. A peculiar advantage possessed by this type of construc-

tion lies in the freedom from vibration caused by machinery.

In one story buildings especially, curtain walls may be con-

structed of cement plaster that will answer the purpose as well

as solid construction and at less cost. Here also the unit con-

struction method can be followed to advantage as buildings of

this class will naturally be designed in bays of identical pro-

portions.

Hollow concrete blocks have also been used to advantage in

shop - and power house construction. The air spaces in the

blocks serve the very useful purpose of keeping out moisture and

retaining the warmth, and thus overcome to a great extent two

of the most objectionable features of solid concrete in building

construction.

It is our opinion that in the matter of cost of buildings of this

class the outer walls can be built cheaper of common build-

ing brick costing from $6 to $8 per thousand and that the

use of brick is safer if \ire consider the possibility of danger

from poor workmanship. By the use of concrete foundation,

brick walls and cement tile roofs, supported by steel trusses,

results as satisfactory as could be desired can be had.

For floors in such buildings neither brick nor concrete has

proven entirely satisfactory. Creosoted wooden blocks on a

concrete base are being tried and seem to be proving satisfactory.

In some cases second hand bridge timbers have been cut up and

used on a sand or cinder base. These give good satisfaction

while new, but do not last as long as could be desired.

Committee: Geo. W. Hand, (C. & N. W.) ; H. A. Horning,

(M. C.) ; G. H. Jennings, (E. J. & E.) ; Peter Hofecker (L. V.) ;

W. F. Strouse (B. & O.) ; E. M. Dolan (M. P.) ; D. G. Musser
(P. L. W.) ; P. E. Schneider (M. C).

DISCUSSION.

M. A. Long (B. & O.) stated that experience in building the

concrete passenger station at Gary, Ind., showed that furring

is necessary to prevent sweating. At this station waterproofing

was applied on the outside of the walls, but this is now begin-

ning to peel and will soon have to be removed. His experience

shows that as a general rule concrete stations cost more than

brick because of the form work.

OTHER BUSINESS.

The subjects selected for committee work for next year were

water supply; track scales (continued) ; equipment and tools for

bridge gangs ; concrete culverts and various kinds of pipe for

culverts; heating and ventilating of roundhouses and shops;

sewers and drains; motor cars for bridge and building gangs;

temporary structures for supporting tracks during the construc-

tion of permanent work, sewers, etc. ; concrete posts, poles,

signs, etc. ; snow fences
;
preservation of timber, framing on the

job and. results ; and recent developments of cattle guards.

At the closing session on Thursday morning the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year : President, A. E.

Killam (Intercolonial) ; first vice-president, J. N. Penwell L.

E. & W.) ; second vice-president, L. D. Hadwen (C. M. & St.

P.) ; third vice-president, T. J. FuUem (I. C.) ; fourth vice-

president, G. Aldrich (N. V., N. H. & H.) ; secretary, C. A.

Lichty (C. & N. W.) ; treasurer, J. P. Canty (B. & M.). Mem-
bers of executive committee: G. W. Rear (So. Pac), W. F.

Steffens (B. & A.), E. B. Ashby (L. V.), C. E. Smith (M. P.),

S. C. Tanner (B. & O.), and Lee Jutton (C. & N. W.).

On Monday evening the president held an informal reception

for the members and families attending the convention. On
Tuesday evening an informal luncheon was held at the Emer-

son Hotel roof garden, and on Wednesday evening a theater

party was provided. In addition numerous rides were arranged

for the ladies.

Montreal was selected as the location for next year's con-

vention.

SUPPLY ASSOCIATION EXHIBIT.

The Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association held an

exhibit of appliances adjacent to the convention hall. About

thirty firms were represented. The officers for the past year

were : President, T. E. Wolcott. U. S. Wind Engine and Pump
Compam-; vice-president, H. Henning, Eastern Granite Roofing

Company; secretary, D. A. Bonitz, National Roofing Company;

treasurer. J. A. Meaden, Paul Dickinson, Inc. The following

firms exhibited:

American Hoist and Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn.—Transparent photo-

graphs of American ditcher in bridge work. Represented by F. J.

Johnson and W. O. Washburn.
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American Vahe ati'l Meter Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.—Poage automatic

water columns and automatic cut-off valves. Represented by J. T.

McGarry and F. C. Anderson.

Asphalt Ready Roofing Company, New York.—Protection and Arrow brand

roofing, Hudson brand asphalt felts. Represented by H. H. Husted

and VV. A. Hemenway.
Barrett Manufacturing Company, New York.—Coal tar products, prepared

roofing, bridge waterproofing paint, and tar-rock sub-floor construction

material. Represented by L. P. Sibley, H. B. Nichols, E. J. Caldwell

and W. S. Babcock.

Carey Company, Philip, Lockland, Ohio.—Asphalt roofing, asphalt shingles

and roofing material. Represented by N. S. Kenney, D. R. Warfield,

O. A. Bigler and Richard Kelly.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.—Pneumatic tools and Rockford

motor car. Represented by C. E. Walker, J. W. McCabe, E. A.

Barden and Thos. Aldcorn.

Clapp Fire-Resisting Paint Company, Bridgeport, Conn.—Samples of fire-

resisting paint. Represented by W. A. Clapp.

Detroit Graphite Company, Detroit, Mich.—Samples of graphite and photo-

graphs of applications. Represented by Tom Wyles, DeWitt C. Smith

and J. J. Hogan.

Dickinson, Paul, Inc., Chicago, 111.—Ventilators for stations and buildings.

Represented by J. A. Meaden and A. J. Filkins.

Dixon Crucible Company, Joseph, Jersey City, N. J.—Photographs picturing

applications of silica graphite paint. Represented by H. A. Neally

and N. A. Housten.

Eastern Granite Company, New York.—Samples of Granite and Tisbest

roofing. Represented by H. Henning, W. F. Sachs and G. B. Skinner.

Fairbanks Co., New York.—Represented by F. C. Mattern and J. R.

Meginnis.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago.—Represented by C. W. Kelly, F. H.

Douglas and J. L. Jones.

Flintkote Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.—Represented by P. J.

Everett and C. D. Townsend.

Forest City Paint & Varnish Company, Cleveland, Ohio.—Represeived by

W. B. Wood.
Johns-Manville Co., H. W., New York.—Regal and asbestos samples, as-

bestos stucco. Represented by J. E. Meek, G. A. Nicol, W. H. Law-

rence and H. G. Newman.
Lehon Co., Chicago.—Roof-rite rooSng and Per-bona insulating papers,

Tex-proof saturated burlap and Roof-rite reinforced cotton duck roof-

ing. Represented by Tom Lehon.

Milburn Co., Alexander, Baltimore, Md.—Acetylene flare lights for night

construction work. Represented by C. R. Pollard and F. W. Mallen.

National Roofing Company, Tonawanda, N. Y.—Samples of "Security-wide-

weld roofing" and asphalt shingles. Represented by D. A. Bonitz and

A. Clarke.

Patterson & Co., W. W., Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pulley blocks and tackles. Rep-

resented by W. W. Patterson, Jr.

Richards-Wilcox Manufacturing Company, Aurora, 111.—Railway hardware,

door hangers and rollers. Represented by W. D. Jameson.

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York.

—

Railway Age Ga-

zette. Represented by E. T. Howson and Kenneth G. Cloud.

Standard Asphalt & Rubber Company, Chicago.—Represented by Norman
Malcolm and C. V. Eades.

The Texas Company, New York.—Samples of insulating papers and as-

phaltum. Represented by W. E. O'Neill. G. A. Huggins, F. K.

Dorrance and L. F. Jordan.

Wadsworth-Howland Co., Chicago.—Represented by E. E. Allen.

Webb Manufacturing Company, F. W,, Boston, Mass.—B. & M. combina-

tion railroad closet, Webco unions and valves. Represented by

G. H. Ayer.

U. S. Wind Engine & Pump Company, Batavia, 111.—Represented by

L. E. Wolcott and C. E. Ward.

At the annual business meeting the following officers were

elected: President, H. Henning, Eastern Granite Roofing Com-
pany ; vice-president, J. A. Meaden, Paul Dickinson, Inc. ; sec-

retary, H. A. Neally. Jos. Dixon Crucible Company; treasurer.

D. .\. Bonitz. National Roofing Company.

THE FOREMAN PROBLEM.

Line Opened in Chile.—The department of railways of the

government of Chile has opened to public traffic the railway

from Osorno to Puerto Montt in southern Chile.

L.^BOR ON THE GRAND Trunk PACIFIC.—W. F. Carey, one of

the contractors working on the Grand Trunk Pacific, is quoted

as saying that there are at least 7.000 men at work on the sec-

tion between Fort George and Tete Jaune Cache. He says that

there is an unusually good supply for railroad work at this time

and accounts for the fact that labor prefers railroad work to

farm work by pointing out that the camps on the main line of

the Grand Trunk Pacific are extraordinarily good and that the

food is also much better than usually provided in construction

camps.

By F. M. Patterson,

Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago, 111

Conditions in railway service in this country have changed
materially in the last 15 or 20 years, and in no branch of the

service have they changed more for the worse than in the track

department. The native and the intelligent foreign laborers

are dropping out and being displaced by illiterate immigrants

from Southern Europe who have little of the skill or judgment
called for in maintaining track and practically no capacity for

directing the work of others. How shall we induce the right

kind of young men to enter the gangs and acquire the experi-

ence necessary to fit them for foremen?

The first reply is to raise wages. This is partly right, but

by itself is probably the least effective and is the hardest tO'

put into operation. Unless it can be demonstrated that this in-

crease can be made to secure more efficient methods, as well

as more efficient men we cannot expect to secure such increases-

from our railway managers. The fact that properly trained

workmen will often do three times as much work as those whose
training has been poor, and that the compensation needed to

get the efficient work is very rarely increased more than 50

per cent., is the best argument for systematically training work-

men.

Probably the greatest improvement that can be made in meth-

ods lies in organization. At present all track labor is paid prac-

tically the same rate on a given section, except that track laying

gangs are sometimes paid a somewhat higher rate, more on ac-

count of the heavy physical labor than for the greater skill re-

quired. If the work could be divided so that that part of it

which requires skill and intelligence could be paid for at a

higher rate than that which requires only physical strength

it is probable that a desirable class of young men could

be secured. This may seem to be a radical suggestion, but why
should a proposal to recognize the difference between skilled

and unskilled labor by a suitable difference in wage be regarded

as extreme?

The suggestion is never made that all employees in the ma-

chine shops—machinists, helpers and laborers—should be paid

the same scale and that the scale should be based on the pay

for the laborers. This division of the work can be accomplished

by organizing extra gangs which may serve as training schools

for the embryo foremen. But, as far as possible, all work
on a section should be done by the section forces under the

direction of the foreman himself. With the present length of

sections we cannot give the foreman a gang large enough to

divide into two squads, one of skilled, the other of unskilled

labor, but if we can materially increase the length of the sections

it might be accomplished with little or no actual increase in

cost per mile. The use of the motor car will allow this increase

and enable the track to be kept up as well as with the shorter

section. Reports on the operation of these cars have been made
at different times by roads operating under diverse conditions,

and all reports show important savings. There are many other

devices, as for instance, rail and ballast unloaders, and rail re-

laying derricks that save hard physical labor, rendering the work
less distasteful, and which will usually be found economical

besides.

To furnish a supply of foremen, steady employment should be

provided as far as possible, and efforts should be made to keep

the best men the year around. It may be possible to postpone

certain w'ork until the winter, and it may be possible to trans-

fer these men to certain lines of employment where men are

needed only during the winter months.

In approaching this subject it will be of service to learn

what efforts have already been made, and for this, a treatise

on "Education for Efficiency in Railroad Service," by J. Shirley

March 25. 1912
the contest on The Section Foreman Proble
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Eaton, formerly statistician of the Lehigh Valley, will be most

valuable. This was issued in 1909 as bulletin No. 10, by the

United States Bureau of Education, and may be had free on

application to the Department of the Interior at Washington.

METHOD OF LOADING EXPLOSIVES FOR
A BIG BLAST.

Early in May of this year a large blast was made in a quarry

at Piedra, Cal., for the Sharp & Fellows Contracting Co., by

the E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company, Wilmington,

Del. All the rock, which is used for ballast, concrete rock and

building purposes generally, is handled by a steam shovel, and

to facilitate handling, it was decided that the maximum quantity

of rock should be broken in sizes that could be handled without

subsequent bulldozing or mudcapping. Fig. 1, a photograph taken

before the blast, shows the quarry floor, which was 100 ft. wide at

tills point, and 1,200 ft. long. This photograph also shows, by the

light waste dumps, the location of the tunnels which were driven

to properly contain the various charges of explosives.

The results shown in Fig. 2 indicate the accuracy with which

the charges were estimated and placed. They also show the

large proportion of fine rock, 85 to 90 per cent., and that prac-

—Appearance of Quarry Before Shot Was Fired.

tically all of the broken rock remained on the quarry floor, only

one rock of any size being thrown over the edge.

The tunnels, shown in the plan view, were driven level with

the quarry floor and at right angles to the face. Four cross

cuts, two in each direction and parallel to the face, were driven

from each tunnel to contain the explosive charge. At the end

of each cross cut a sump or pit about six ft. deep was excavated

to give the maximum amount of breakage and reduce to a min-

imum the projecting of pinnacles of rock to the quarry floor, which

would delay the steam shovel while they were being blasted out.

The overburden at the breast of the tunnel varied from 70 ft.

to 104 ft., or an average overburden of 91 ft. over the back

powder charges, and an average of 68 ft. for the entire area.

The charge, estimated to produce a maximum amount of fine

material, and at the same time waste no material into the King's

river, was 114,000 lbs. of Judson R. R. P. and 11.400 lbs. of

Hercules 60 per cent, nitroglycerin dynamite, a total of 125.400

lbs. of explosives. This charge was distributed in the cross

cuts as follows

:

Pounds Pounds Pounds
Hercules Tudson Loca- Hercules Judson Loca

tion. 60%N.G. E.R.P. tion. 60''cN.G. R.R.P. tion.

A . . ... 600 e.ono T . 700 7.000 <)

B . . ... 650 6,500 T . 700 7.000 R
r . ... 250 2.500 K . 250 2.500
D . .... 250 2.500 I, . 2.50 2.500
E . .... 700 7.000 M 700 7.000 u
F .... 700 7.000 N 700 7,000
G . .... 250 2.500 O 250 2,500
H . .... 250 2,500 P . 250 2,500 X

Pounds
Hevcules
60%N.G.

. ... 700
700
250

. ... 250
700
800

.... 250
300

Pounds
Judson
R.R.P.

7.000
7,000
2.500
2.500
7,000
8.000
2,500
3.000

Tunnel No. 1 had the least overburden, and it was undesirable

to obtain very much overbreak to the left, because a quantity of

rock at this side was too hard for the crusher to handle, and it

was desired to leave this rock in place to be blasted out later

and wasted on the dump. The blast swept round his hard rock,

leaving it practically undisturbed. Tunnel No. 6 had a heavy over-

burden and a maximum overbreak was desired, so the two cross

cuts driven to the right from this tunnel were made 5 ft. longer

and were loaded heavier than the others.

The Hercules dynamite was not removed from the cases, but

-'-
- Fig. 2—Results of the Blast.

all Judson powder was removed and taken into the tunnel in the

original bags, 200 lbs at a time. This was stowed snugly in the

pits at the ends of the cross cuts, being tamped down by tramp-

ing on the charge.

Tunnels 2, 3 and 4 were wet with considerable water dripping

from the walls. All the pits in these tunnels were filled to a

depth of 18 in. with large rock, and the chamber was entirely

lined with many thicknesses of paraffine paper from the Judson

powder cases to keep the powder dry. It was calculated by ac-

tual observation and measurement that the water seepage would

about fill the interstices between the large rocks in the bottoms

of these pits shortly after the Inadirg and tamping was completed.

One Victor No. 6 electric fuse was used in each charge, all

Oufside edge of quarryrUutsti

Fig. 3—Plan of Tunnels and Cross Cuts for Placing Explosives.

being connected in simple series of 24. The connecting wire in

each tunnel was trailed along at the junction of the floor and

wall aid covered with several inches of fine muck for protection

while loading and tamping. All cross cuts were entirely filled,

as well as the tunnels, to within 10 ft. of the portals with muck

from the tunnel floors. This material was well stowed away

from the top of the tunnels to eliminate air space, as much as

possible. All wiring was tested ever>' two hours with a gal-

vanometer during the entire time of loading and tamping, which

took seven days, working day and night.

A No. 4 pull-up blasting machine was used to furnish electric

current to detonate the fuses. This battery was first tested with
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a rheosfat showi^^ a capacity of 55 fuses,, 59 tliere was plenty of

^xcess iijurrent available.
, ,, , 1 1 r . :

:

The tptal breakag;e was estimated to ,be at l«ast 350iOOO cu. yds-,

at a cftSt for explosives. of not over 2.6 cts. per cu. yd., evtn

ithough'riiis shot was heavily loaded in order to get as fine

breakage as possible. This heavy loading s&V€d a' good propor-

tion of the added cost of mudcapping; ShA resulting 3^ay .'to

steam shovel work. . .. .»

COLORADO RIVER BANK PROTECTION AT
NEEDLES, CAL.

The Colorado river in the vicinity of Needles, Cal., where it

is crossed by the main line of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,

winds back and forth through an alluvial valley cutting the

banks away wherever the current impinges. To prevent the

undercutting of storage and industry tracks which the company

maintains along the river in the city of Needles a concrete apron

Location of Concrete Apron for Bank Protection; Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, Needles, Cal.

has been applied on the west bank for a distance of about 2.500

ft. A 6-in. blanket of concrete was laid on a slope of about V/z

:

1, the toe of the slope being from IS to 20 ft. back from the wa-

ter's edge and somewhat below water level. This blanket varies

in height from 9 ft. to 15 ft., depending on the natural height

of the bank. The concrete is reinforced with American wire

Plan of Concrete Apron.

fencing. No. 5 wire, with 6-in. mesh, and was placed in vertical

sections 10 ft wide, the adjacent sections being bonded together

by tying the reinforcement at the edges. An apron of similar

construction about 16 ft. wide was laid horizontally from the

bottom of the slope and hinged to the inclined blanket by 1-in.

cables or other available rods. Short sections of cable about 6

ft. long, spaced about 2 ft. apart, were used for this hinge, and

at S-ft. .intervals anchor rods were imbedded in the concrete

running up through the inclined blanket over a concrete fulcrum

at the top of jthe slope and back "to creosoted piles or concrete

"dead men" 25 ft. back from the bank. This anchorage is in-

tended to prevent the slipping of the whole mass if such a

tendency should develop)'.' An eye-bolt was set in the upper end

of each blanket section for attjEJiCbjng addiijonal aiichor cables

if necessary.

The object in designifig the horizontal apron with hinge con-

"
1
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Cross-Section of River Bank at Needles, Cal.

nection to the blanket on the slope was to allow the apron to

gradually drop, due to the action of the current, and eventually

to take the same slope as the blanket. The surfaces of both the

apron and blanket were gashed into 5-ft. squares, while the con-

crete was green, so that any uneven settlement that may occur

will cause the concrete to crack along these lines.

We are indebted to G. W. Harris, chief engineer of the Santa

Fe's Coast Lines, for information concerning this work.

AN IRON YOKE FOR SHIMMING BRIDGES.

Bv R. B. .Abbott,

Division Engineer, Philadelphia & Reading, Harrisburg, Pa.

In the issue of the Railway Age Gazette of July 19, 1912, a

"Z" bar was described which was used when shimming bridges.

The accompanying drawing shows another method for doing

the same work in which an iron yoke is used instead. On this

road the trestles are all built with corbels instead of allowing

A Yoke for Raising Stringers.

the end of the stringers to rest directly on the cap; although

the yoke can be used equally well with either construction. This

yoke is made of f^ in. x 2,'/2 in. iron. The center portion rests

on the foothft of the jack, while the ends are bent to pass under

the corbel or stringers. In this way, as the foot of the jack is

raised, the stringers are lifted at the same time. Because of the

fewer number of parts, we prefer this method to the use of

the "Z" bar.
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T^he' roundhouse and repair shops of the Wabash, Ches^i

& Western at cliester, 111., were destroyeti by fire on October
The loss is estimatV^d at $4d,fto6:'

The St. Louis & .$an Francisco has been ifvdicted by the grand
jury at St. Louis, Mo., for violation of thejnterstate comme.rce

law in making excessive charges for the transportation of boxed
burial caskets.

The following notice has. been conspicuously posted in the

shop offices of the Chicag<} Great Western at Oelwein, la., ad-

dressed to men seeking employment : "Unless you are willing

to be careful to avoid injury to yourself and fellow-workmen,

don't ask for employment. We don't want careless men in our

employ."

The surgeon general of the Public Health Service has ad-

vised the secretary of the treasury to issue an order forbidding
the use of public drinking cups on railroad trains. It appears
that a law passed at the last session of Congress gives the fed-

eral health authorities increased power of regulation over
interstate commerce.

The United States Civil Service Commission announces com-
petitive examinations on November 11 for mechanical draftsmen,
male, salary $S0O. Blanks may be had from the secretary of the
Seventh Civil Service district, Chicago. On November 20 and
21 there will be an examination for heating and ventilating
draftsmen, salary $1,200.

The Metropolitan Electric Tramways Company, of London,
England, has ordered 300 motor omnibuses, double deck, to be
used in carrying passengers on the streets of London. It is

said that this radical innovation has been forced on the company
by the enormous increase from year to year of the use of or-
dinary motor busses in the streets of London.

Pierre Daucourt, a French aviator, on October 6, made a
flight of 570 miles in 11 hours, 39 minutes, and thereby won
a prize for the longest straightaway flight between sunrise and
sunset. He started from Valenciennes at the northern bound-
ary of France in the morning and landed at Biarritz, in the

southwest, at S :38 p. m. He stopped three times to replenish
his supply of fuel.

The strike of trainmen on the Georgia Railroad was settled

October 12, the company and the representatives of the em-
ployees having agreed to submit disputed questions to an arbi-

tration board to be arranged for by Commissioner Charles P.

Neill, of Washington. Passenger traffic was resumed on Sun-
day and freight traffic on Monday, after a suspension which had
lasted twelve days.

The Chicago Great Western on October 1 opened a railroad

business school at Dubuque, la., to educate young men in tele-

graph and station work. The school will be under the super-

vision of the Educational Bureau with L. B. La Force as in-

structor. Young men residing along the line of the Great
Western, particularly sons of employees, will be given prefer-

ence in the enrollment.

Miss Beulah Chandler, 18 years old, living near Potts Valley

Junction, W. Va., walking one day, not long ago, in the rain,

along the track of the Norfolk & Western, distinguished her-

self and possibly saved a trainload of passengers from a de-

railment, by flagging and stopping passenger train No. 1, when
she found a tree lying across the track. As printed in the

newspapers, her exploit was somewhat exaggerated; but she is

deserving of credit, for she had neither hat nor umbrella, and
used her apron as a flag. Incidentally this reminds us that a

"little red petticoat" is not the only thing with which to stop a

train.

"Boston & Albany."

The Boston & Albany, leased to the New York Central &
Hudson River, announces that the 4,000 new box cars, 400 plat-

form cars, 20 passenger cars, 21 locomotives, and other rolling

stock recently ordered, and which will be deUvered within the

next two or three months, will be lettered with the name of the

owning 'road and riot the name of the lessee; ariJi'tWs toncession
to local pride is to be carried out in connectJbH witfi bll of the
rolling stcwJtc of tht companyias' fast as it i^ieeds repainting.
People who have complained about the absence of the word
"Boston" on the cars of the company have often undertaken
to support their cpraplaints by the charge that it was a mis-
take eyer tq, lease l;he road to, a New York, corporation. To
this the answer is now made that the gross receipts of the
road for traffic in the past year—$16,000,000—were about 60
per cent, more than the receipts for the last year prior to the
making of the jease. The present action is in line with that

taken last year, when complete executive authority was placed
in the hands of Vice-president Hustis, at Boston, thus relieving

the Bostonians of the unpleasant feeling that their main trunk
line to the West, formerly owned in part by the state of Massa-
chusetts, was being bossed by men in New York.

Great Western Watches Given Surprise Tests.

W. A. Garrett, vice-president of the Chicago Great Western,
has started a campaign on his road for the purpose of keeping
constantly before the men, especially those in the train service,

the necessity of making exact time, and^ also for the purpose
of creating a rivalry among them for th'e greatest accuracy of
their watches. On a recent inspection, trip over the system he
took with him General Time Inspector Forsinger and inaugu-
rated a surprise test of the watches of employees and of all

the officers who were met on the trip. Without any warning each
man was asked for his watch, and a record was kept of the
variation from the time of a standard chronometer carried in

Mr. Garrett's car. The average variations for the different

classes of employees were then posted up to show the divisions

on which the best time was kept. The Chicago division ranked
first for enginemen ; the eastern division for firemen and brake-
men; the southern division for conductors and yard foremen;
the northern for agents, and the western for operators. No
engineman or conductor had a variation of over 45 seconds.

The test will be repeated, and it is hoped that by getting the

men interested in the rivalry and talking about time a strong im-

pression will be created of the importance of being exactly on
time.

Texas Welfare Commission Recommends Changes In Texas

Laws.

The Texas Welfare Commission, which has recently con-

ducted several hearings for the purpose of ascertaining what
changes ought to be made in the Texas railway laws for the pur-

pose of encouraging railway construction in the state, has

adopted the following recommendations which will be submitted

to the legislature at the next session

:

1. That all bonds or other such obligations lawfully issued

and sold may be refunded regardless of any valuation fixed by
the railroad commission.

2. That bonds may be issued for betterments, improvements

or extensions, regardless of any valuation theretofore fixed by

the railroad commission.

3. That the process for issuing bonds be changed so as to

authorize the issuance and sales of such securities as the money
is required, either before, during or after construction, instead

of only after construction, as is now the case, but providing

for strict application of the proceeds to the purposes for which

authorized.

4. That the sale of bonds by new railroads be authorized pro-

viding safeguards insuring the proper apphcation of the proceeds.

Unfilled Tonnage of the Steel Corporation.

The report of the United States Steel Corporation shows that

on September 30 the unfilled tonnage was 6,551,507 tons, an in-

crease of 388.132 tons over the previous month. On July 31,

1912, it was 5,957,079 tons; on June 30, 5,807,346 tons, and on

September 30, 1911, 3,611,317 tons. The increase last month was

larger than e.xpected, even by the most optimistic. Earlier in

the season predictions had been freely made that July, August

and September would show a shrinkage in orders. The unfilled

tonnage showed an increase of 750,000 tons during those months.

During September orders for new business exceeded shipments
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ty an average of 15,500 tons daily. The unfilled tonnage on

Septembet- 30 was larger than at any time since June 30, 1907,

when it was 7,603,878 tons.

Election of Officers, American Electric Railway Association.

General George H. Harries, who is associated with H. M.

Byllesby & Co., Chicago, and is president of several electric

railway companies, was elected president of the American Elec-

tric Railway Association at the closing session of its conven-

tion in Chicago last week. Other officers elected were: Vice-

presidents, Charles N. Black, San Francisco; C. Loomis Allen,

Utica, N. Y. ; C. L. Henry, Indianapolis; John A. Heeler, Denver;

secretary-treasurer, H. C. Donecker, New York. J. H. Neal, or

Boston, was elected president of the Electric Railway Account-

ants' Association; C. A. Avant, of Birmingham, Ala., presi-

dent of the Claim Agents' Association; Dana Stevens, Cincin-

nati, president of the Transportation and Traffic Association.

These officers constitute the new executive committee of the

American Electric Railway Association.

Chicago Car Foremen's Association.

The annual meeting of the Car Foremen's Association of

Chicago was held at the Karpen building on the evening of

October 14. After a short business session for the election of

officers the programme included a vaudeville entertainment, danc-

ing and a buffet luncheon. The officers elected were as follows

:

President. F. C. Schultz, chief joint inspector Chicago Inter-

change Bureau; first vice-president, J. W. Singer, master car

builder. Lake Shore & Michigan Southern ; second vice-president,

Geo. F. Laughlin, general superintendent Armour Car Lines;

treasurer, M. F. Covert, assistant master car builder. Swift Re-

frigerator Transportation Company; secretary. Aaron Kline.

American Society of Engineer Draftsmen.

At the regular meeting of the American Society of Engineer

Draftsmen, held in New York, October 17, James H. Fitzgerald,

Mem. Am. Soc. E. D., read a paper on The Draftsman in Tunnel

Construction Work. This paper was illustrated by stereopticon

views. There w^as also a lecture on Rational Methods' of Ma-

chine Design by Professor Walter Rautenstrauck, of Columbia

University. Waher M. Smyth is secretary.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

held October 16, a paper was presented for discussion entitled,

A Brief Description of a Modern Street Railway Track Con-

struction, by A. C. Polk, Assoc. M. Am. Soc. C. E. This paper

was printed in the Proceedings for August, 1912.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The foUawing tist gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Associ.mion.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Demurrage OFFirERS.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.

Hope, New York.
American .Association of Freight .Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

111.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
semi-annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch. 900 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.
American Railway Master Mechanics* Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old

Colony building, Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.

N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.
American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and .August, New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13

Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.

3?th St., New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-
more, Md. Convention, 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago; annual, October 21-25, Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

.Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadi.\n Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central R.4Ilway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September. St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Penns\xvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.: 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg. Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; Ist and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.
General Superintendents' .Association of Chicago.— E. S. Koller, 226

W. .Adams St., Chicago: Wed. preceding 3d "Thurs., Chicago.
International Railway Congress.—E,xecutive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-

vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick

building, Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Brj-an,

Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio.
Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United

States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention, November 19-21, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harrv D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May 26-29, 1913. Chicago.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. ,W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—

A. P. Dane. B. & M., Reading, Mass.
National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-

born St., Chicago. Meetings with .Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.
New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;

2d Tuesday in month, e.xcent June, July, .Aug. and Sept., Boston.
New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d

Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;

4tb Saturday, Duluth.
Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion, Peoria, 111.; 2d Tuesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City. Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.
Railway Business .Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New

York; annual, November 20, 1912, New York.
Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.
Railway Electrical Supply Maunfacturers' .Assoc—J. Scribner, 1021

Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with .Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.
Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Riitterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,

Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Railway Sign-\l Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. Assocs.
Railway Tel. and Tel. .Appliance Assoc—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with .Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,

•except June, July and .August.
Ro.\dmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &

N. W.. Sterling, 111.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Franenthal. Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds. 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-
tion, Chicago; annual, October 23-25. Atlantic City, N. J.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Clue.—A. T. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March. May, July, Sept.. Nov., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club.— T. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.
Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago.
Traffic Club of New York.—C. .A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York;

last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-

ings monthly. Pittsburgh.
Traffic Club of St. Louis.—A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library building,

St. Louis, Mo. -Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
.Ave., Chicago.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
Te.welixg Engineers' .Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.
Utah Society of Engineers.—R. B. Ketchum. University of Utah, Salt

Lake City, Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and August.
Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.
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Slraffir NettJ^e;,

The Pennsylvania Railroad at Philadelphia has announced a

reduction of five days—from ten days to five—in the free time

allowed for the storage of hay and straw.

Shipments of apples from the state of Washington and ad-

jacent states this year will aggregate 20,000 carloads, accord-

ing to estimates made at Tacoma. Large quantities of apples

are being sent to Australia.

The Southern Railway this season is making horticultural and
agricultural exhibits not only at all of the principal fairs in the

southern states, but also at 25 fairs and expositions in the north-

ern and western states and in Canada.

The Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic is operating a special

live stock instruction train over its line through the upper

peninsula of Michigan. Lectures and demonstrations are being

given, and the train is equipped with cattle, poultry and other

agricultural exhibits.

A sleeping car is now run through daily each way between

New York and Chicago, over the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western and the Michigan Central, in 25 hours. The car

leaves New York on train No. 5 at 2 p. m., and is taken into

Chicago on the Wolverine. It leaves Chicago at S :40 p. m.,

and is taken into New York on the Lackawanna Limited.

Heretofore there have been no through cars over this route.

Compromises have been effected between the rice milling in-

terests of New Orleans, La., and Houston, Tex., and the traffic

officers of the Texas & Pacific, whereby the New Orleans rice

men will withdraw their complaint before the Interstate Com-
merce Commission regarding the milling-in-transit privileges on

rice. The agreement provides that they shall receive milling-in-

transit on a parity with the millers of Houston and Galveston

The Canadian railway commission held protracted hearings

at Ottawa last week in connection with its general inquiry into

freight rates in the territory west of Port Arthur. Fifty

traffic men and railroad lawyers were present. Representatives

of the Canadian Pacific presented statements showing that for

hauls of 200 miles and more the freight rates on lines in the

United States, contiguous to western Canada, were higher than

on Canadian lines, though for hauls of less than 200 miles the

rates in the United States were generally lower. Comparisons

were also presented between rates from Pittsburgh, Pa., to

western cities and those from Toronto to western Canada,

showing much lower rates on the Canadian lines.

The Department of Commerce and Labor has published state-

ments showing the amount of traffic on the Tehauntepec Rail-

way since its opening in the year 1907. The statement does not

show the tonnage of freight carried, but a rough comparison

may be made by means of the statements of value which

are given. The total value of freight carried both eastward

and westward in 1908 by the two isthmian routes, Tehauntepec

and Panama, was 36 million dollars, while in 1912 it was 125

millions. In the year ending June 30, 1912. the total value of

westbound freight over the Tehauntepec lines was 55 millions,

and over the Panama Railroad 14.5 milHons. Eastbound last

year the Tehauntepec line carried 45 million dollars' worth, and

the Panama about 10 millions. Practically all of the sugar sent

from Hawaii to the eastern coast of the United States goes over

the Tehauntepec road.

Eggs B. O.

The Trunk Line Association has asked a committee from the

Mercantile Exchange, New York, for a conference on claims

for damages on eggs delivered in that city. Claims for dam-

ages for shipments during a recent week are said to amount to

80 per cent, of the freight revenue. Out of a total of 83,190

cases received, damages are asked for on 33.050 cases. C. C.

McCain, chairman of the Trunk Line Association, says that it

is estimated that the amount to be claimed on the above number
of damaged cases will be approximately $22,000. The estimated

freight revenue on the number of cases received during the

same time is $28,000, showing the amount of the claims to be

approximately 80 per cent, of the freight revenue.

General Review of Crop Conditions.

The department of agriculture estimates that on October 1,

or at time of harvest, the composite condition of all crops was
about 20 per cent, better than last year, and 10 per cent, better

than in an average season.

The condition of specified crops on October 1, 1912, or at time

of harvest, as compared with same time last year and with the

averages of recent years (not with normal) was as follows:

Compared with

Apples .: 113.4
Potatoes 136.6
Pears 107.3
Flaxseed 120.4
Cranberries 107.2
Buckwheat 109.6
Oranges 104.1
Rice 104.4
Grapes 101.8

126.3
111.7
110.1
107.6
107.2
107.1
105.4
105.2
104.8

1911.
Per Ct.

Cotton 97.9
Cor
Sugar
Sorghi
Sweet potatoes.

beets
116.8
99.0

103.7
105.0

Tobacco 101.6
Peanuts 98.9
Sugar cane 86.1

103.1
102.2:

100.»
100.4
99.0
98.7
98.2
96.3
91.5

Similarly as to production (instead of condition) of the fol-

lowing ;

I

Cabbage 124.1
Cloverseed 132.1
Onions 119.7
Kalir corn 112.6
Millet hay 120.6
Millet seed 124.5

116.8
112.2
109.3
107.9
107.4
105.5

Tomatoes 110.9
Broom corn 118.8
Lima beans 106.4
Beans (dry) 103.6
Hemp 118.5

105.2
103.6
102.2
lOl.l
96.2

The following comparisons relate to the relative yield", per
acre:

Oats 153.3 131.7
Spring wheat ... 183.0 128.4
Barley 141.4 119.8

vheat 128.0 109.6

Hops 119.0 107.4
Rye 108.3 103.7
Hay 128.9 103.5
Winter wheat... 102.0 97.4

The composite condition of all crops in each state on Oc-
tober 1 or at time of harvest compared with same time last year
and the averages of recent years is given below

:

1912
npared with

1911.
Per Ct.

Maine 103
New Hampshire.. 122
Vermont 115
Massachusetts ... 119
Rhode Island ... Ill

nnecticut 110

Average.
Per Ct.

104

Ne York 117

118

New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware .

.

Maryland . .

Virginia 110
West Virginia... 158
North Carolina.. 97
South Carolina.. 96
Georgia 87
Florida ..

Ohii 105
Indi:
Illinois 113
Michigan 99

1911. J

Per Ct.

Missouri 124
North Dakota 148
South Dakota 213
Nebraska 140
Kansas 160
Kentucky 112
Tennessee 99
Alabama 94
Mississippi 100
Louisiana 101
Texas 128
Oklahoma 165
Arkansas 100
Montana 101
Wyoming 104
Colorado 129
New Mexico 96
Arizona 91
Utah 112
Nevada 100
Idaho 97
Washington 100
Oregon 113
California 95

103
124
lOS
98

114
104

100
108
100
128
105
105
113

In the statement above the September 1 condition figures are

used for oats, spring wheat and barley; the yields per acre, as

reported on October 1, have overrun somewhat the yields indi-

cated by the condition figures, which would tend to increase the

above figures for some of the important oats, barley and spring

wheat states, as Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa, North and South
Dakota and Nebraska.

Freight Car Balance and Performance.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting

herewith statistical bulletin No. 130, covering car balance and
performance for June, 1912, says

:

"The miles per car per day, including surplus cars, :averaged

24.1, compared with 23.7 in May, and 22.9 in June, l^ll. Ton
miles per car per day increased from 350 in May, to 366 in June,

as compared with 338 in June, 1911. The proportion of home
cars on line increased from 57 per cent, in May to 58j)er cent,

in June, 1912, compared with 69 per cent, in June, 1911.

"There is a slight increase (1.4 per cent, in the percentage of

loaded car mileage, compared with May, 1912. This figure for

June, 1911, was 67.6 per cent. Compared with May, 1912. the
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average earnings per car per day increased .10 cents. The aver-

age earnings for June, 1911, were $2.38."

The acqompanyijig table gives car balance and performance in

the niont^ covered by the report. aJid the two diagrams show
car earnings and car mileage and certain car performance fig-

ures monthly from" July, 1907.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended from October TO until Feb-

ruary 13, the supplement to the Galveston, Harrisburg & San
Antonio tariff, which abolishes privileges of reconsignment at

Eagle Pass, Tex., to points in Mexico of lumber shipped from
various points in the United States, and which would result in ad-

vances of about S'A cents per 100 lbs. on lumber reconsigned at

that point.

The commission has suspended until February 12 the tariffs

of the Bangor & Aroostook, the Boston & Maine, the Canadian
Pacific and the Maine Central, which would advance by amounts
ranging from 2/3 of a cent to 1 1/6 cents per 100 lbs., the

charges for the use of heater cars in connection with shipments

of potatoes, apples and other perishable freight; and the mini-

mum charge per car by amounts ranging from $2 to $4.20. The
proposed tariffs make certain other changes which would result

in advances in the charge for this service.

A Point of Law Settled.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued an informal

statement reviewing a recent suit in the United States Court

for the Southern district of New York, which says, in part

:

Judge Mayer, on October 5, imposed a sentence of twenty-four

hours' imprisonment and $1,500 fine on Harold R. Wakem, a

member of the 'firm of Wakem & McLaughlin, commission and
forwarding merchants. Wakem received certain commission

payments on shipments carried by the Chesapeake & Ohio. The
pretense was that he had, as import agent, solicited the business

and that the payment was in the nature of compensation to a

railroad employee. As a matter of fact, the routing of these

shipments was controlled by Wakem. The Government, there-

fore, took the position that the payments instead of being re-

garded as compensation for services rendered to the railroad

company must be regarded as payments for routing; that is to

say, as rebates. The case also further establishes that a person

cannot be at the same time an agent of the shipper in control

of routing and also an agent of the carrier to solicit such busi-

ness. These questions of law have been repeatedly brought to

test in prosecutions by the commission, always with the same
result. This case thus further emphasizes doctrines which a

number of carriers and shippers have been reluctant to recog-

nize. An employee of the carrier in question pleaded guilty of

giving these rebates some davs ago and was sentenced to a fine

of $15,000.

The Express Investigation.

The commission has denied the application of the railroad

carriers for permission to intervene in this case. The com-
mission will itself make tariffs of rates, and after these are

completed the express companies will be given 30 days in

which to make an estimate of the effect of the changes on the

actual business of a specified period in the past, and to report

such estimate to the commission. The railroads pointed out

that their own threatened loss of revenue, coming on top of stag-

gering increases in operating expenses, made it of the utmost

importance to them that their voice should be heard in the

case ; but the counsel for the commission replied that the

railways ought to have intervened long ago.

The contention of the express companies was that the rates

fixed by the commission through its zone system were so low

that they could not operate except at a loss ; and so the com-

mission has compromised the matter by taking upon itself the

task of formulating tariffs.

The opinion is expressed by the commission that it will be

impossible to make new express rates effective before early

next spring. During the fiscal year 1911 the thirteen express

companies had a gross transportation income of $149,311,485,

out of" which they paid the railroads $73,956,455, leaving for

themselves $75,355,030.

Walker D. Mines at the hearing at Washington, October 12,

presented the reasons of the express companies for objecting

to the reductions
; gtopQsed by the commission. Be estimated

that the five largest express companies would Iqse ^27,000,000
a year, about one-halt of which loss would fall upon the rail-

roads. This estimate, which did not include intrastate busi-

ness, was made by calculating the losses on the business of one
day. At the same time jt was not certain that the estimate
was large enough, as it had been impossible, with the formulas
furnished by the commission, to calculate all of the losses.

When Mr. Hines complained at certain features of the gradu-
ated scale of rates. Commissioner Lane replied that the con-
tracts of the express companies with the railroads were largely

to blame for unsatisfactory conditions. He said that on small
packages the express company retained for itself less than the

cost of the service, while, on the other hand, shipments of
fruit, in carloads, shipped by express from California to east-

ern cities laid practically no burden whatever on the express
companies, the whole service being performed by the railroad,

yet the express company had its customary SO per cent, of
the gross receipts. Mr. Hines told the commission that he
had analyzed the rates prescribed in the new law providing for

a parcel post, and was satisfied that the post office would tak2
away from the express companies the business in small pack-
ages for short distances. He said he estimated that the pro-
posed express rates of the commission are higher than the
parcels post rates on 7 lbs. for distances up to about 29 miles,

on 6 lbs. up to 100 miles and on 4 lbs. up to 350 miles.

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The railroad commission of Louisiana has issued a circular to

railways and shippers of the state asking their co-operation in

promoting the movement of freight cars, and suggesting ways
in which the greatest efficiency can be obtained from available

equipment.

The railroad commission of Louisiana has made an order
that when freight cars are loaded to their physical capacity

with any article for which a carload rating is provided, no more
than the actual weight of the shipment contained in such cars

shall be charged for.

Representatives of five short lines in Minnesota appeared
before the Minnesota railway commission at St. Paul on Octo-
ber 12, to ask exemption from the joint rate rule promulgated
by the commission about two months ago requiring that when
shipments are made over two or more roads a joint ra'e shall

be made based upon 80 per cent, of the local rates.

The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio has called upon the

railroads carrying coal to show cause why the collection of de-

murrage on coal cars should not be resumed after the present

month. When a strike was threatened in the coal mines last

winter the commission allowed the railroads to discontinue the

collection of demurrage on cars used for the storage of coal

;

and it is now proposed to recall this order.

COURT NEWS.

The Aransas Harbor Terminal Railway has filed in the

district court at San Antonio, Tex., a petition for an injunction

to restrain eight Texas trunk lines from continuing to practice

alleged discrimination against Port Aransas by the refusal

to issue through bills of lading. It is charged that shipments

are made under local bills of lading in order to escape the

operation of the interstate commerce law.

The L^nited States Commerce Court has denied the motion

of the Southern Railway and other companies for a preliminary

injunction against the enforcement of the order of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in the case of the Chamber of

Commerce of Newport News, which protested against the charg-

ing of higher rates on freight between Newport News, Va., and

points in certain prescribed territory, than between Norfolk, Va.,

and the same points.

The Supreme Court of New Jersey has sustained the order

of the Public Utilities Commission of that state requiring those

railroads which furnish drinking water for passengers to also

provide drinking utensils. Justice Minturn, who handed down
the decision, said that the railroads themselves had put a reason-

able construction on the question of supplying water, and that,

having supplied the water, to furnish no utensils was like run-

ning a dining car without forks, knives or spoons.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

A. L. Lathrop has been appointed assistant to the vice-president

of the Mexico North Western, with headquarters at El Paso, Tex.

George VV. Lamb has been appointed second assistant comp-
troller of the Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at Louis-
ville, Ky.

Arthur Holland, of Concord, Mass., has been elected presi-

dent of the Bangor & Aroostook, succeeding Franklin W.
Cram, resigned.

J. F. Waddell has been appointed auditor for the receivers

of the Denver, Laramie & Northwestern, with headquarters at

Denver, Colo., to succeed A. F. Dodd, resigned.

J. M. Gruber, general manager, and W. P. Kenney, general
traffic manager, of the Great Northern, with headquarters at St.

Paul, Minn., have been elected vice-presidents of that company.

J. M. Fitzgerald has been elected vice-president of the West-
ern Maryland, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md., and J. T.

Hendricks, freight traffic manager at Baltimore, has been elected

vice-president in charge of traffic.

E. J. Chamberlin. president of the Grand Trunk and the Grand
Trunk Pacific, with headquarters at Montreal, Que., has been
elected president also of the Grand Trunk Western and other

Michigan subsidiary companies of the Grand Trunk, succeeding
the late C. M. Hays,

George Ziegler, comptroller of the Philadelphia & Reading,

at Philadelphia, Pa., has been elected secretary, succeeding

W. R. Taylor, resigned. Mr. Taylor has resigned also as vice-

president and secretarj- of the Reading Company. J. V. Hare,
chief clerk to Mr. Taylor has been appointed to the new position

of assistant secretary of the Philadelphia & Reading, and suc-

ceeds Mr. Taylor as secretary of the Reading Company.

Operating Officers.

E. H. Baker has been appointed trainmaster of the Illinois

Central, with headquarters at Champaign, 111., in place of W. E.

Knox.

W. J. Hogan has been appointed master of transportation of

the Grand Trunk, with office at Durand, Mich., succeeding

G. W. Gillespie, transferred.

T. C. Dougherty has been appointed trainmaster of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy. with office at Ottumwa, la., to suc-

ceed N. C. Allen, promoted.

C. G. Elliott has been appointed assistant to general manager of

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway System and the Texas
Central, with headquarters at Dallas. Tex.

A. S. Johnson has been appointed superintendent of the Mis-
souri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, with headquarters at Denison,
Tex., succeeding H. F. Anderson, promoted.

F. R. Blunt has been appointed superintendent of the Mis-
souri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, with headquarters at Smith-
ville, Tex., in place of C. J. Brown, resigned.

G. H. Emerson, assistant general manager of the Great North-
ern, has been appointed general manager, with headquarters at

^L Paul, Minn., to succeed J. M. Gruber, promoted.

B. L. Bugg. traffic manager of the Atlanta, Birmingham &
Atlantic, at Atlanta, Ga.. has been appointed assistant general
manager, with office at Atlanta, succeeding W. R. Hudson, re-

signed to accept service elsewhere.

Walter S. Williams has been appointed superintendent of

the Minnesota division of the Illinois Central, with office at

Dubuque, Iowa, succeeding Timothy H. Sullivan, who has been
appointed superintendent of the Springfield division, with office

at Clinton, 111., succeeding Walter S. Williams.

D. Van Hecke, trainmaster 6f the El Paso division of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has leen appointed train-

master, with headquarters at Haileyville, Okla., succeeding H. F.

Reddig, promoted. H. J. Sewell has been appointed train-

master of the Panhandle division, with office at El Reno, Okla.,
in place of F. G. Weeks, assigned to other duties.

H. C. Ferris, general manager of the Mexico North Western
at Ciudad Juarez, Chih., Mexico, having resigned, that position
has been abolished. J. J. Pruett has been appointed general super-
intendent, with headquarters at Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua. M. J.
Gilmartin has been appointed superintendent of the El Paso di-

vision, with headquarters at Pearson, Chih., Mexico. M. L.

Masteller has been appointed superintendent of the Chihuahua
division, with headquarters at Madera, Chih., Mexico, and F. C.

Herr has been appointed superintendent of terminals, with head-
quarters at Ciudad Juarez.

L. J. Ferritor, superintendent of the Northern and Southern
divisions of the Chicago & Alton, with headquarters at Blooming-
ton, 111., has resigned. C. W. Miller, trainmaster of the Cleve-

.

land division of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, at Canton, Ohio, has
been appointed superintendent of the Southern division of the

C. & A., with headquarters at Bloomington, and S. P. Hender-
son, trainmaster of the Bloomington-Chicago district of the Chi-
cago & Alton, at Bloomington, has been appointed superintendent
of the Northern division, with headquarters at Bloomington.
James Butler, road foreman of engines of the Bloomington-
Chicago district, has been appointed trainmaster of the same
territory, succeeding Mr. Henderson.

William F. Ray, whose appointment as general superintendent
of the Boston & Maine, with office at Boston, Mass., has been
announced in these columns, was born in 1857 at South Vernon,
Vt. He was educated at Ft. Wayne and at the University of

Notre Dame, South Bend, Ind., and began railway work as

locomotive fireman in 1874 on the Connecticut River Railroad,

now a part of the Boston & Maine, and later held various posi-

tions in the freight train service, including that of brakeman
and conductor, and then entered the passenger train service

as conductor. He was then appointed trainmaster, and was
later assistant superintendent. In 1903 he was made super-

intendent of the Concord division of the Boston & Maine, and
in October, 1911, was transferred as superintendent to the Port-

land division, which position he held at the time of his recent

appointment as general superintendent of the same road.

Traffic Officers.

J. L. Bacon has been appointed soliciting agent of the Central

of Georgia, with office at Albany, Ga., succeeding W. C. Quillian,

resigned.

C. T. Collett has been appointed traveling passenger and
freight agent of the Houston & Texas Central, with office at

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Gaylord Warner has been appointed assistant general pas-

senger agent of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with office

at Minneapolis, Minn.

W. W. Croxton, general passenger agent of the Norfolk
Southern, at Norfolk, Va.. has been appointed also acting gen-

eral freight agent, with headquarters at Norfolk.

J. R. Veitch. assistant general freight agent of the Chicago.

Milwaukee & Puget Sound, with office at Seattle, Wash., has

been appointed assistant traffic manager, with headquarters at

Chicago, succeeding S. M. Earling, resigned.

Theodore Doty has been appointed commercial agent of the

Norfolk & Western, with office at Portsmouth, Ohio. H. C.

Montgomery, soliciting freight agent at Mobile, Ala., has been

appointed commercial agent, with office at Little Rock, Ark.,

succeeding Chas. E. Heaney, resigned to engage in other busi-

ness. A. P. Smith succeeds Mr. Montgomery, and R. M. Talia-

ferro has been appointed general agent, with office at Lynch-
burg, Va., succeeding S. B. Younger, deceased.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

George P. Kempf has been appointed engineer of tests of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, succeeding R. H. Morrison, re-

signed.

G. H. Bussing has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Mexico North Western, with headquarters at

Madera, Chih., Mexico.
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T. Winkel has been appointed master jnechanic of the Gulf

division o{,Qlf^SEiteriiat*onat? «f Gre^il^ttem, with head-

quarters at Palestine, Tex. , -

D. C. . Day has been appointed supervisor of signals of the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. L'ouis^ -with, headquarters

at Gallon, Ohio, succeeding T. E. Lutz.

J. H. Bender lias been appointed tnaster mechanic for the Re-

ceivers of the Denver, Laramie & Northwestern, with head-
quarters at Utah Junction (Denver), Colo., to succeed E. Nedro,
resigned.

R. L. Gebhardt, engineer of the Auburn division of the Le-
high Valley at Auburn, N. Y., has been appointed engineer of

the New Jersey and Lehigh division, with office at Easton, Pa.,

succeeding R. A. Van Houten, resigned to go into other busi-

ness.

J. H. Reinholdt, roadmaster on the Western division of the

Minneapolis & St. Louis, at Watertown, S. Dak., has been ap-
pointed principal assistant engineer, with headquarters at Minne-
apolis, Minn., and J. B. Kellj', roadmaster on the Central di-

vision, at Minneapolis, has had his jurisdiction extended over
the Western division.

C. N. Kalk, who recently was appointed chief engineer of the
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, with headquarters
at Minneapolis, Minn., was born June 29, 1860, at Fond du Lac,
Wis. He was educated at the University of Wisconsin, and
began railway work in 1881 with the Northern Pacific, with
which road he remained until 1883 as chairman, instrument man
and division engineer. He was then in private business for sev-
eral years, re-entering railway service in 1887 as resident engi-
neer for the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, in charge
of construction. From 18S0 to 1892 he was locating engineer
for the Wisconsin Central, and the following year engaged in

private work, returning to the Wisconsin Central in 1893 as
principal assistant engineer. In 1902 he was made chief en-
gineer, and in 1909 became principal assistant engineer of the

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, from which position

he was promoted to chief engineer on October 1.

W. L. Robinson, road foreman of engines of the Baltimore
division of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Baltimore, Md.,. has been
promoted to supervisor of fuel consumption. E. C. Shipley suc-
ceeds Mr. Robinson as road foreman of engines at Baltimore.
As supervisor of fuel consumption, Mr. Robinson's efforts will
be directed towards locomotive efficiency as well as economy in

the use of fuel. He will instruct firemen on all classes of engines
in scientific firing with a view to obtaining their co-operation
in securing the greatest heat unit out of the coal burned. Mr
Robinson was formerly a member of the General Safety Com-
mittee, as a representative of the mechanical department when the
safety campaign was begun on the Baltimore & Ohio about two
yjars ago. After graduation from Purdue University as a me-
chanical engineer, he entered the service of the Baltimore &
Ohio as a special mechanic. He was then roundhouse foreman
at Garrett, Ind., and later was made special inspector of the
mechanical department, remaining in that position until his pro-
motion to road foreman of engines at Baltimore, which position
he held at the time of his appointment as supervisor of fuel

consumption on the same road.

^qmpm^nt tuxih ^np))U^^.

LOCO^irtOTIVE gUILDIN^.

OBITUARY.

Robert Toombs, auditor of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault
Ste. Marie, died suddenly on October 10, at Minneapolis, Minn.,
aged 53 years.

Adrian Hoffman Joline, formerly chairman of the board of
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, died at his home in New York
on October 15. He was born on June 30, 1850, at Sing Sing.

N. Y., and graduated from Princeton University in 1870. Two
years later he graduated from Columbia College Law School.
In 1900 he became general counsel of the Toledo, St. Louis &
Western, and in 1905 was counsel and director of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas. The following year he became chairman of

the board of the M. K. & T., and in 1907 was elected president

also of that company and president of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas of Texas. At various times he had been receiver of

several railways previous to his appointment in 1907 as re-

ceiver of the Metropolitan Street Railway, of New York City.
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The Kettle Rmai is making; -^jaquiries for; 1 locomothre.

The Maine Central is making inquiries -for 8 locomotives.

The Cerro de P.\sco, Chile, is making inquiries for 2 loco-

motives.

The Mobile & Ohio has ordered 1 mikado locomotive from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Long Isl.\nd is making inquiries for 4 freight loco-

motives and 2 switching locomotives.

The Washington Southern has ordered 5 Pacific type loco-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Missoltsi, K.\nsas & Texas has ordered 40 mikado loco-

motives from the American Locomotive Company.

The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern has ordered 20 mikado loco-

motives from the American Locomotive Company.

The Kansas City Southern has exercised an old option for

locomotives with the American Locomotive Company.

The Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis has ordered 3 ten-

wheel locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Northern P.\cific has ordered 50 mikado locomotives

and 10 Mallet locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company.

The Lehigh & New England has ordered 5 consolidation

locomotives and 1 eight-wheel switching locomotive from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac has ordered 5

Pacific type locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
pany. These locomotives will be equipped with superheaters,

will have 22 in. x 28 in. cylinders, 73 in. driving wheels, and in

working order will weigh 241,000 lbs.

The Lehigh & New England has ordered 5 consolidation

locomotives and 1 eight-wheel switching locomotive from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works. The consolidation locomotives in

working order will weigh 143,000 lbs., and will have a tractive

power of 31,900 lbs. The switching locomotive in working
order will weigh 178,000 lbs., and will have a tractive power of

39,000 lbs.

The Atlanta & West Point has ordered 1 ten-wheel loco-

motive and 1 six-wheel switching locomotive from the American

Locomotive Company. The ten-wheel locomotive will have 21

in. X 28 in. cyhnders, 61 in. driving wheels, and in working

order will weigh 189,000 lbs. The switching locomotive will

have 19 in. x 24 in. cylinders, 52 in. driving wheels, and in

working order will weigh 119.000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Norfolk & Western is considering the purchase of about

5,000 freight cars.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 500 flat cars

from the Haskell & Barker Car Company.

The Central of Brazil has ordered 300 freight cars from

the American Car & Foundry Company, and 60 freight cars

from the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 1,000 hopper cars

from the Cambria Steel Company and 1,500 hopper cars from

the American Car & Foundry Company.

The New York Central & Hudson River has ordered 25

passenger cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company, and is in

the market for 40 baggage cars and 25 coaches.

The Long Island has ordered 15 motor coaches, IS combi-

nation motor passenger cars, and 4 postal cars from the Amer-

ican Car & Foundo' Company.

The Kansas City Southern has ordered 1.000 gondola cars

from the .\merican Car & Foundry Company, 200 flat cars from
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tlie Bettendorf Axle Company and 100 automobile cars from the

.\Iount»Vernon Car & Manufacturing Company.

The Lehigh & ,.New England has, . ordered 250 box cars

from the America^' Car &"Toundry 'Company, 2S0 box cars

from the Standard Steel Car Company, and 100 hopper cars

from the Cambria 'Steel Cofiipatny. The capacity of the box
cars will be 30 tons, and the general dimensions will be as, fol-

lows: Length over striking plates, 38 ft. 2'/8 in.; length inside,

36 ft.; width inside, 8 ft. 6 in.; height from floor to roof, 8 ft.

Vi in. ; height at running board, 13 ft. 2)4 in ; total wheel base,

31 ft. 10 in. ; truck wheel base, 5 ft. 4 in. The special equip-

ment will be as follows

:

Draft gear—Miner.
Journal boxes—Gould.
.Tournal bearings—Ajax.
Roofs—Hutchins.
Springs—Union Spring & Man

facturing Co.

Air brake—Westinghouse.
Bolsters—Gould.
Brake beams—Davis.
Brake shoes—American Brake
Shoe & Foundry Co.

Couplers—Divided equally between
Gould and Simplex.

The capacity of the hopper cars will be SO tons and the same
specialties will be used as on the box cars except

:

Couplers—Sharon. Journal boxes—Symington.
Draft gear—Farlow.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Pere M.«iRQuette has ordered 15,000 tons of rails from
the Illinois Steel Company.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered 90,000 tons of rails,

including 20,000 tons of seconds from the Tennessee Coal, Iron

& Railroad Company.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of October 4, as having ordered 125,000 tons of rails, has

ordered 50.000 tons of rails from the United States Steel Cor-

poration, 30,000 tons from the Pennsylvania Steel Company,
30,000 tons from the Cambria Steel Company, 10,000 tons from
the Bethlehem Steel Company and 10,000 tons from the Lacka-
wanna Steel Company. This makes a total of 130,000 tons.

General Conditions in Steel.—The conditions in the steel

market are most satisfactory. Orders continue to come in at

the same high rate and the steel companies are experiencing dif-

ficulty in obtaining raw material in time to fulfill contracts. The
railroads have been buying heavily and some large orders are

still pending. Prices have been increased on a number of dif-

ferent products and it is probable that there will be further in-

creases in the near future. The mills are operating at the max-
imum capacity possible and unfilled orders on the books of

the companies are suflicient to keep the mills operating at a

Jiigh rate of capacity through the first six months of 1913.

SIGNALING.

Installations of Block Signals, Interlocking, Telephones for Train

Despatching, Etc.

The Central of Georgia has ordered from the Western Elec-

tric Company apparatus for the equipment of 180 miles of its

lines with a telephone train despatching line. This is the third

extensive installation made by this road.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe in the near future will

install automatic block signals, operated and controlled by alter-

nating current, on the double track between Rio Puerco and
Suwanee, N. M. ; Seligman and Rampai, Ariz. ; McCartys and
Horce, N. M. ; Crookton and Seligman, Ariz. ; Keenbrook and
San Bernardino, Cal. ; and Holiday and Olathe. Kan. These
installations comprise 85 miles of double track signaling, and
make a total of 218 miles of double-track automatic block signals

which the Santa Fe has now authorized and under construction.

Three-phase, 2S-cycle, 4,400-volt alternating current will be used
on the transmission system.

Car Ferry for Argentina.—A Glasgow, Scotland, firm has
recently turned out a car ferryboat to cross the Parana river

on the route of the Northeastern Argentine Railway, between
Posadas, in the province of Misiones, and the shore of Paraguay
opposite, about two miles. The river heretofore has been the

: sole outlet of Paraguay.

Supply STro^e ^et»^,

• Th& Xatipnal Tube Gompanljr, ; Pittsburgh, Pa., has opetied a

branch pffice; at Boston, Mass. A f ;. ;,

E. F. G. Meisinger has''heen'appoirfted representative of the
railroad depaftment,.of S.-.f. Bowser & Co.,iFt. Wayne, Ind.,

for the territory, west of the Rocky mountains.

F. B. Marble, who resigned recently as assistant chief engineer
of the Michigan Central, has been appointed superintendent of
construction for the Siems-Carey Company, Limited, railroad con-
tractors, with headquarters at Mile 53, B. C, via Edmonton,
Alberta.

W. W. Broughton, first vice-president of the Pittsburg Coal
Company, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., has been
made president of the Pittsburg Coal Company of WisconsiiL
Mr. Broughton, formerly until March, 1911, was general traffic

manager of the Great Northern Railway.

In the list of exhibitors of the Track Supply Association in

connection with the Roadmasters' convention, in the issue of

September 20, 1912, the name of the National Manufacturers'
Company of Waterloo, Iowa, should-' have read Associated
Manufacturers' Company of Waterloo;' Iowa, represented by
E. C. Cummings.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered two 10-ton derrick
barges from the Pusey & Jones Company, Wilmington, Del., two
250-ft. wooden car floats from the Skinner Ship Building & Dry
Dock Company, Baltimore, Md., two 2S0-ft. w^ooden car floats

from the American Car & Foundry Company, New York, for

use in the New York harbor.

American Electric Railway Manufacturers' Association.

The annual meeting of the American Electric Railway Manu-
facturers' Association was held on Wednesday, October 9, at

the Saddle and Sirloin Club adjoining the convention hall. The
following w'ere elected members of the executive committee

:

J. L. Reprogle, Cambria Steel Company; C. S. Hawley, Laconia
Car Company; Chas. J. Mayer, Electric Service Supplies Com-
pany; S. K. Colby, Pierson, Roeding & Company; W. L. Con-
well, Transportation Utilities Company; C. C. Pierce, General
Electric Company; D. W. Smith, Peter Smith Heater Com-
pany ; H. C. Evans, Lorain Steel Company. The officers of the

association for the coming year will be elected by the executive

committee. Secretary McConnaughy reported 349 members as

against 330 last year; also the fact that the exhibits this year

occupied 74,000 net sq. ft. of space.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Pneumatic Rammers.—The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany, Chicago, has devoted bulletin No. 121 to pneumatic ram-
mers, sand sifters, and other ioimdry equipment.

Hand Power Tr.weling Cranes.—The Vulcan Engineering
Sales Company, Chicago, has just issued a well illustrated cir-

cular describing certain of its various types of traveling cranes.

Cars.—The McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Company,
Chicago, has published a handsome cloth bound illustrated cata-

log describing its various types of cars, trucks, snow plows,

sprinklers, etc.

Sawing Machines,—The Vulcan Engineering Sales Com-
pany. Chicreo, has published an illustrated folder on its cold

met;.! sawi: •. machines. These saws can be arranged for direct-

connected motor drive.

Tie Renewer.—The P. & M. Company, Chicago, has issued a

well illustrated pamphlet describing the Smith tie renewer and
showing the method of operation of the renewer, with photo-

graphs of actual work in progress.

Bond Wire Protectors.—The P. & M. Company, Chicago, has

issued a little bulletin describing the placing of bond wires be-

tween the splice and the rail, and telling how their method of

handling bonding affects the signalman and the trackman.

Protecting Telegraph Poles.—The Q. & C. Company of New-

York has issued a pamphlet describing its patented process
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for treating the base of telegraph and telephone poles to arrest

decay at the ground line and thereby increase the life of the

entire pole.

Concrete BRiDGES.^The Universal Portland Cement Company,
Chicago, has published an attractive little booklet showing illus-

trations of a number of different highway bridges and giving a

brief description of each. This booklet is entitled Concrete High-
way Bridges.

Power Stations.—The Stone & Webster Engineering Corpo-
ration, Boston, Mass., has published a handsomely illustrated

booklet on the South Boston Power Station. The illustrations

and descriptions combine to give an excellent idea of the mag-
nitude of this plant.

Tube Expanders.—Gustav Wiedeke & Co., Dayton, Ohio, has

published bulletin No. 26 on its ideal tube expanders. This
bulletin is illustrated and gives full particulars of each type

of expander, including the dimensions, weight, expansion, price,

and code words for ordering.

Co-^LiNC Stations.—The T. W. Snow Construction Company,
Chicago, has published a catalog of its railroad coaling sta-

tions, which includes illustrations, diagrams and brief descrip-

tions of these structures, and of the automatic reversible hoists

designed for use in bucket type coaling stations.

Switchboard Panels.—The General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y., has published bulletin No. 4996, on alter-

nating current switchboard panels for three-phase three-wire

circuits of 240, 480 and 600 v., 25 to 60 cycles; and bulletin No.

4S95 on direct current switchboards, double polarity, 125, 250,

600 V.

Pneumatic Hoists.—The Vulcan Engineering Sales Company,
Chicago, has issued a circular describing its Q M S pneumatic

hoists. The circular is illustrated and has a table showing size,

capacity and weights of the various styles, giving also dimen-

sions and including a list of code words to be used in ordering

these hoists.

Locomotive Cranes.—The Industrial Works, Bay City, Mich.,

has issued an unusually attractive booklet containing 42 hand-

some reproductions of photographs showing Industrial Works
cranes in operation in heavy work in the construction of the

United States Steel Corporation plants at Gary, Ind., and South

Chicago, 111.

Hydraulic Accumulators.—The Watson-Stillman Company.
New York, has published catalog No. 84, illustrating, tabulating

and fully explaining the principal types of accumulators made
by this company. A few pages are also devoted to accumu-

lator accessories and to special hydraulic working apparatus,

reservoirs, etc.

Appliances for Burning Fuel Oil.—The Tate, Jones & Com-
pany, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa., has published a booklet entitled Ap-
pliances for Burning Fuel Oil, which discusses oil as a fuel and
illustrates and describes its various types of oil burners. Pump-
ing systems for pumping, heating and regulating the oil flow to

burners are also described.

.\merican Ingot Iron.—The American Rolling Mill Company,
Middletown, Ohio, has published a 44 page illustrated book-

let, entitled Public Opinion on American Ingot Iron. This

booklet shows facsimiles of compHmentary letters from many
users of this product. It discusses corrosion and its causes,

and includes many interesting facts about American ingot iron.

Welding and Cutting.—The Oxweld Acetylene Company has

issued a well-illustrated booklet entitled "Cutting the Cost," in

which are presented descriptions of some of the various ways
in which the Oxweld process is employed. With this process

oxygen and acetylene are used to produce a small flame develop-

ing a very high degree of heat, which is applied for welding to

the edges of the parts to be joined. As the metal is reduced to

a molten state fused wire is added, providing a fusion weld.

The process is also largely used for cutting wrought iron and
steel plates, structural steel work and steel castings. Some
of the descriptions and illustrations show the uses of the process

in cutting up the wreck of the battleship Maine in Havana
harbor, in the removal of the wreck of the Quebec bridge, in

making locomotive and car repairs, repairing broken machinery

parts, reclaiming defective castings and forgings, and for other

similar purposes.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Asherton & GuLF..^According to press reports this company
will build an extension from Asherton, Tex., northwest either

to Eagle Pass, about SO miles, or to Del -Rio, about 100 rriiles.

It is understood that residents of Carrizo Springs will raise a
bonus of $40,000 in aid of the project. (July 12, page 80.)

Arka,nsas Northwestern.—According to press reports bids
are to be asked for in November to build the first section of 15

miles from Bentonville, Ark. The general contract has been
given to the Benton County Construction Company, to build the

line which is to have a total length of about 35 miles. E. B.

Whitcomb, chief engineer.

Beaumont & Great Northern.—See Missouri, Kansas &
Texas.

Brinson Railroad.—An officer is quoted as saying that an ex-
tension is to be built from Waynesboro, Ga., either to Augusta.

or to Washington and Athens. The company has had under con-

sideration for some time the question of building from Waynes-
boro to Athens, 105 miles.

Canadian Northern.—The Canadian board of railway com-
missioners has approved of the site for a station and track lay-

out at Calgary, Alta. Plans of the buildings to be erected have
been submitted to the Calgary city council. A contract has beer>

let to the Northern Construction Company for building the Cal-

gary-Macleod branch, and the board of railway commissioners
has approved location plans for the line through Macleod, mde-
age 102.05 to 104.26.

Canadian Northern Pacific.—According to press reports,

bids were asked for recently by McKenzie, Mann & Company,
Ltd., Vancouver, B. C, for building the Okanogan branches
from Kamloops, B. C, to Vernon, to Kelowna and to Lumby,
about 131 miles.

Canadian Northern, Quebec.—Application is being made to

the board of railway commissioners of Canada for approval of

location plans for a line from Rawdon, Que., to St. Donat, Mont-
calm county, about 40 miles. Surveys have been completed

from Rawdon through Chertsey, Ste. Emilie and Notre Dame de

Mercie.

Canadian Pacific.—The Forward subdivision of the Sas-

katchewan division has been extended from Ogema, Sask.. west

to Viceroy, 25.6 miles.

Charleston & Summerville Interurban.—Incorporated in

South Carolina to build a 22-mile line, also several miles of street

railways in Charleston, S. C. J. L. Davis is president, and E. W.
Hughes is secretary.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.—An officer writes re-

garding the reports that contracts have been let recently for work
on the branch from Hillyer, Mont., northeast to Roy, 26 miles,

also on another branch from a point 4}'2 miles from Hillyer, up
Dog creek to Christiana, about 20 miles, that a contract for the

grading work has been given to D. J. Burke, Lewistown, Mont.

Flint River & Northeastern.—This road has been extended

from Ticknor, Ga., southeast to Moultrie, 14 miles.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—The Moncton division has been ex-

tended from Skeena River Crossing, B. C, to Sealey, 12 miles.

Great Falls & Teton County.—This company has been in-

corporated in Montana to build from Power, Mont., on the Great

Northern, west and northwest to Choteau, about 30 miles. The

names of the incorporators are not given.

Great Northern.—An officer writes that a contract has been

given to A. Guthrie & Co., St. Paul, Minn., to build about 70

miles of the New Rockford-Willeston line, building through

North Dakota via McKenzie county to Lewistown, Mont. (Sep-

tember 27, p. 599.)

Great Southern.—An officer of this company, which operates

a line from The Dalles, Ore., east and southwest to Dufur, 30

miles, writes that work is nearing completion on an extension

southwest via Three Springs to Friend, 11 miles. The work it

being carried out by the company's men. It is understood that
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the line is to be further extended southwest to Juniper I'lats, 40

miles from Dufur.

Greenville & Knoxville.—This road has been extended from
Riverview. S. C, to River Falls, 2.7 miles.

Hudson B.\y Railway.—An officer writes that the contract

recently let to J. D. MacArthur, Winnipeg, Manitoba, is for

building the last section from Split Lake Junction, northeast

«ither to Port Nelson, about 165 miles, or to Fort Churchill,

about 245 miles. It has not yet been definitely decided whether

Port Nelson or Fort Churchill will be the Hudson Bay ter-

minus of the line. J. D. MacArthur has contracts also to build

from The Pas to Split Lake Junction, 253 miles. (October 11,

p. 710.)

Lo.vDON & Northwestern of Can.\da (Electric).—It has been

announced that the Mackenzie, Mann & Company interests have

acquired the rights of this company, which has been authorized

to build an electric line from London, Ont., to Sarnia. D. A.

Stewart. London, is interested.

Louisiana & PACinc^See Shreveport, Alexandria & South-

•western.

M.^RiANNA & Blountstown.—An extension has been opened

for business from Blountstown, Fla., to Scotts Ferry, 15 miles.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—According to press reports this

company has secured the right and property of the Beaumont
& Great Northern operating a 49-mile line from Weldon, Tex.,

via Trinity to Livingston. An extension is to be built to con-

nect with the main line of the M. K. & T. This will give the

company a connection over its own tracks with its Trinity-

Colmesneil line.

New Iberia & Northern.—Train service has been extended

from Port Barre, La., to Opelousas, '0.8 miles.

NiPissiNG Central (Electric).—The location plans for an ex-

tension from Haileybury, Ont., north along the shore of Temi-
scaminque lake to New Liskeard, five miles, have been approved

by the board of railway commissioners of Canada. The Cobalt

town council has approved the company's proposal to connect

its line with the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario at North

Cobalt, and to run its cars over the steam railway tracks to

Cobalt station. (March 1, p. 408.)

North Yakima & Valley.—The Zillah branch, extending

from North Yakima, Wash., southeast to Granger, 25.2 miles, is

now open for freight and passenger business.

Oklahoma. New Mexico & Pacific.—Under this name appli-

cation will be made in Oklahoma for a charter to build a 50-

mile line from Ardmore, Okla., west to a point between Chick-

asha and Ryan. J. L. Hamon, Ardmore, and John Ringling are

said to be interested.

Oregon Short Line.—.\n officer writes that contracts have

been given to the Utah Construction Company, Ogden, Utah, for

second track work from Kemmerer, Wyo., west to Fossil, 11.36

miles, also for second track work from Renfro, Idaho, west to

McCammon, 9.88 miles, and for connecting the present second

track between McCajnmon and Pocatello. The work in Wyoming
involves putting up two 80-ft. plate girders, and one 40-ft. plate

girder, and in Idaho putting up four 65-ft. plate girder bridges.

Pennsylvania Lines West.—An officer writes that improve-

ments to be made on the Louisville division of the Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, at Indianapolis, Ind., from

South street south, include constructing a subway ; elevating

the present tracks and putting in additional tracks. The aver-

age fill will be about 13 ft., and the total filling will be about

150,000 cu. yds. There will be five steel bridges on concrete

abutments over streets. The aggregate length of bridges will

be 925 ft., measured as single track, and the aggregate length of

concrete retaining walls and abutments, exclusive of wings.

will be 1.750 lineal ft. There will be one outbound freight sta-

tion 29 ft. X 936 ft. of brick construction, with concrete founda-

tions and tile roof. This station will have five transfer plat-

forms, each 12 ft. x 916 ft. There will also be one inbound

freight station, 60 ft. x 790 ft. of brick construction, with con-

crete foundations and tile roof, to have four transfer platforms,

12 ft. x 800 ft. Work on the foundation for the outbound freight

house and subway is now underway by the company's forces.

The substructure of the subway is to be built this year and
will be carried out by company forces. Contract for super-

structures not yet let. Bids for the outbound freight house
above foundations have been received, and the contract is to be
let at once.

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—See Penn-
sylvania Lines West.

Portland, Eugene & Easter (Electric).—This company is said

to be making surveys for a line between Goshen, Ore., and the

Pleasant Hill country.

Salt Lake & Utah.—Incorporated in Maine with a capital of

$3,(XX).000 to build and operate railroads. C. Dyer, of Portland,

Maine, is president, and F. M. Orem, of Salt Lake City, Utah, is

treasurer. Mr. Orem is also treasurer of the Interurban Con-
struction Company, incorporated to carry on a railroad construc-

tion business. E. A. Turner, of Portland, is president of the

construction company.

Shreveport, Alexandria & Southwestern.—An officer of the

Louisiana & Pacific is quoted as saying that this company is re-

laying 10 miles of branch line with 6S-lb. rails.

Savannah Union Railroad & Terminal Company.—In-

corporated in Georgia to build a 14-mile line in Chatham county,

Ga. Charles E. Hill, general manager of the Great Eastern
Lumber Company, Savannah, is said to be interested.

White Pass & Yukon.—An officer writes that this company
is now busily engaged in expanding and carrying on extensions,

one of them being the extension of the River division service

800 miles from Dawson, Yukon Territory, to Fairbanks, Alaska;

the other being a plan under way to install freight boats on the

Pacific ocean from Seattle to Skaguay, which would increase

the freight carrying distance 1,800 miles, and the distance for

-transporting passengers and freight, 800 miles.

Winnipeg Electric.—This company, which owns the Winni-
peg, Selkirk & Lake Winnipeg, has secured from the Winni-
peg, Man., city council, the right of way of the city's line to

Stoney Mountain. Additional land has been secured to connect

the company's line with the newly acquired property, and for

the extension of the line to Stonewall, 17 miles.

Winnipeg, Selkirk & Lake Winnipeg (Electric).—See ^\'in-

nipeg Electric.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Calgary .Alta.—See Canadian Northern under Railway Con-
struction.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—The Foster-Creighton-Gould Company,
Nashville, Tenn., has been awarded a contract by the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis for furnishing and erecting the metal

work of a double-track steel viaduct over Running Water Creek.

The work will require approximately 2.000 tons of metal work,

and the viaduct will be 1.100 ft. long, with a maximum height

of 120 ft., and a reinforced concrete ballast floor. The material

will be fabricated by the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Extensive improvements are now nearing

completion to the passenger and freight terminals of the Cin-

cinnati. Hamilton & Dayton at Cincinnati. The passenger sta-

tion, which is of brick construction, having two stones and base-

ment, has been transformed into a thoroughly modern terminal

and remodeled throughout. In addition to these improvements

the inbound freight house, just west of the passenger station,

has been overhauled. The cost of the improvements will be

about $20,000.

Cleveland, Ohio.—The Pennsylvania Lines have awarded a

contract to W. F. Trimble & Son of Pittsburgh. Pa., for a new

two-storv freight house and office building of brick and steel

32 X 334' ft.

Decatur. Ill—The Wabash has awarded a contract to C. W.
Gindele & Co.. of Chicago, for the concrete foundations, brick

work and mill work on its locomotive repair shop, to be built

at Decatur.
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Farnh.\m, Quebec—According to press reports, the Central

i'ermontjias bepi.authopzed by, the jboarcLQi| railway commis-

ioners 'of Canac^, to p<A u'p a"*Bridge over Bie Vamaska river

ear Farnham.
^;

^

, ;_
i -i^-

Flossmcor, III.—The ""report of the Illinois Central for the

year ended June ,30, 1912, sh&ws, ,thar.ijifW 4>5'sseniger stations

were built at Ffossmoor, 111., at'jtetropolis, at Ft. Dodge,

Iowa, and at Hammond, La. The passenger stations at

EfKngham. 111., and at Holly Springs, Miss., ^ were enlarged

and the passenger concourse at Central station, Chicago,

was widened and a canopy erected. New freight houses

were built at Mattoon, III., and at Hammond, La., and com-

bination stations were enlarged or improved at Divernon,

111. ; at Alta, Iowa ; at Grayson Springs, Ky. ; at Leitchfield,

at Marion, at Sturgis, at Red Bay, Ala.; at Vina; at Oxford,

Miss., at Way, at Lamar and at McComb. New mechanical

coaling plants were built at Carbondale. 111., at Centralia, at

Minonk and at Champaign; also at Ft. Dodge, Iowa. A
filter plant was installed at Carbondale, and at West End
the reservoir was enlarged. A new mechanical plant, includ-

ing a machine shop, with adequate machinery, store room,

new round house, cinder pit, coaling station, etc., was built

at Champaign, III. At Ft. Dodge, Iowa, a new engine

house, a turntable, a fiitfl station, and an oil house were in-

stalled. A number of new turntables were installed to

replace smaller turntables at various places. During the

year 1,S£9 lineal feet of steel and concrete bridges were con-

structed, replacing timber and pile bridges, trestles and

embanl<ment ; 1,485 lineal feet of steel and masonry bridges,

and 19,771 lineal feet of timber and pile bridges and trestles

were rebuilt or replaced by embankments.

Fort Worth. Tex.—Bids are wanted by J. A. MuUioUand,

county auditor of Tarrant county, Tex, at Fort Worth, until

October 23, for the construction of two concrete viaducts, one

at Main street, to have a total length of 1,752 ft. 3 in., and the

other at West Seventh street, to have a total length of 1,041 ft.

Both viaducts are to be built over the Trinity river, within the

city limits of Ft. Worth, and will carry tracks for street railways.

Green Spring, W. Va.—The Baltimore & Ohio will erect a

large steel bridge across the south branch of the Potomac river

at Green Spring, on the Cumberland division, and contract has

been awarded for the work. The Pennsylvania Steel Company,

Steelton, Pa., will erect the steel superstructure, and the Smith,

McCormick Company, Easton, has been awarded the contract for

the masonry and substructure of the new bridge. The bridge

will be of modern design and capable of carrying the heaviest

types of motive power and equipment used on the Baltimore &
Ohio. The cost of the bridge completed will be about $100,000,

and the weight of the structure will be about 1,500,000 lbs.

Indianapolis, Ind.—See Pennsylvania Lines West, under Rail-

way Construction.

Manly, Ia.—The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is planning

to begin work ^arly in 1913 on the erection of a 20-stall round-

house, a turntable, cinder pit, machine shops, power house,

water plant, coaling station, and division terminal facilities.

RoCKWooD, Ont.—According to press reports, the board of rail-

way commissioners of Canada has authorized the Grand Trunk

to build a bridge at Rockwood ; also to build a bridge at Sebring-

ville.

San Francisco, Cal.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has

bought 30 acres of land on the Oakland estuary, to be used for

freight terminal facilities.

Sebringville, Ont.—See Rockwood.

Toronto, Ont.—According to press reports, the Canadian

Northern Ontario has been authorized by the board of railway

commissioners of Canada to construct a bridge over the Humber
river in the township of York, county of York, at a point 6.32

miles west of Toronto.

Batltttati iFtitaturioi Nem

Traffic in Guatemala.—In 1911 the 421 miles of railways of

Guatemala carried 1.187,433 passengers, 252,882 tons of freight.

In addition to this freight, the Gutemala Railway hauled dur-

ing the year 1,240,511 bunches of bananas.

Atlantic CoabIt LiNE.-~The directors have" voted to-Tncreas«s

the capital stock by $6,000,000. Stockholders are to be offere*

the rigjit to subscribe ' for new- stock at par to the extent oi

10 per cent, of their present holdings. Atlantic Coast Lina
stock is now selling at around 142. The Atlantic Coast Line
owns 51 per cent, of the Louisville & Nashville outstanding

stock, and the L. & N. is now offering $12,000,000 new stock

at par to stockholders, so that the $6,000,000 to be raised

by the A. C. L. through the sale of its stock will just about

pay for the t. & N. stock which it has the privilege of sub-

scribing for. Of the total $58,162,500 of the Atlantic Coast
Line Railroad stock, $33,000,000 is held by the Atlantic Coast
Line Company of Connecticut. It has not been announced
whether or not the holding company would increase its stock.

See also Louisville & Nashville.

Boston & Maine.—Stockholders have voted to issue $10,663,700

additional common stock and $7,500,000 20-j'ear 4^ per cent,

bonds.

Beaumont & Great Northern.—See Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

Chicago Great Western.—Milton Toole has been elected a di-

rector, succeeding A. H. Gillard.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—Stockholders have author-

ized the lease of the Rock Island & Dardanelle. The Rock
Island & Dardanelle runs from Dardanelle, Ark., to Ola, 15

miles.

Laramie, Hahn's Peak & Pacific.—On October 1 interest pay-

ments on the $1,560,000 first refunding mortgage bonds was
defaulted by the receivers. The receivers were appointed on

June 10, 1912. The company operates about 112 miles of line

running southwest from Laramie, Wyo.
'fi /

Louisville & Nashville.—Stockholders are offered the privi-

lege of subscribing at par, at the ratio of 20 per cent, of

their holdings, for $12,000,000 new stock recently authorized.

The right to subscribe will cease on December 16.

See also Atlantic Coast Line.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—This company has bought the en-

tire $50,000 stock of the Beaumont & Great Northern. The
Beaumont & Great Northern runs from Weldon, Tex., to

Livingston, 50 miles, connecting at Trinity with a branch

of the M. K. & T., which now has no connection with the

main line, but which will be extended to a connection with

the main line.

New York Central & Hudson River.—The New York Public

Service Commission, Second district, has granted the appli-

cation of the New York Central & Hudson River to issue

$5,500,000 454 per cent, equipment trust certificates, to be sold

at not less than 97. The proceeds of the certificates are to be

used for the purchase of 21 locomotives, 20 passenger coaches,

3 dining cars, 8 postal cars, 4,000 box cars, 400 flat cars, 800

gondola cars and 100 ballast cars.

Philadelphia & Western.—This company has increased its

capital stock from $4,000,000 to $6,000,000, and has decreased

its authorized funded debt from $20,000,000 to $4,000,000.

Rock Island & Dardanelle.—See Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific.

Stuttgart & Rice Belt.—Gordon N. Peay, of Little Rock, has

been appointed receiver of this road, which extends from

Mesa, on the Rock Island, to Stuttgart, Ark. This action fol-

lows a suit filed in the Prairie county chancery court by the

Dalhoff Construction Company. The road is 25 miles long.

White Pass & Yukon.—We are informed that the press

despatch which we quoted in these columns in the issue of

September 27, to the effect that the Grand Trunk Pacific would

buy the White Pass & Yukon, is entirely without foundation,

and that "there are positively no negotiations whatever under

way for the transfer of the property." The White Pass &
Yukon is engaged in enlarging its property and carrying on

extensions. See Railway Construction news.
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A S A. T. Hadley is recognized as the leading authority on
•'^ railway economics in the United States, and W. M.

Acworth as the leading authority in England, so M. Clement

Colson is recognized as the leading authority in France. We
have often published articles containing comments by Mr.

Acworth on the railways of the United States. As our readers

know, he has repeatedly expressed a very high opinion of the

skill and efficiency with which they are managed. This week

we publish on another page some comments on our railways by

M. Colson. Approaching the subject with a foreigner's lack of

bias, he commends the "initiative of the American companies."

He criticizes the legislation that prevents them from making

reasonable agreements regarding rates, and defends the policy

they have followed in spending large sums from earnings for

betterments. He expresses the opinion that "on the whole the

amount of railway securities in the hands of the public is notably

less than the actual cost of the lines, and less by an even greater

amount than the cost of constructing them would be today,"

and he attacks as absurd "the idea that the reasonable rate of

each railway is that which furnishes its invested capital with a

return corresponding to the average rate of return upon other

i-qually secure investments." We commend the views of this

expert and impartial foreigner to the attention and considera-

tion of the newspapers and magazines that are discussing, and
the legislatures and commissions that are dealing with, the prob-

lem of railway regulation. It will be found that M. Colson's

ideas differ widely from those now prevalent in this country on
some phases of the railway problem ; and therein may be food

for reflection.

/COMMISSIONS, and courts as well, in considering reason-
^-^ able rates, lay a stress on the cost of service that, to the

traffic man who has found after long experience that the great

majority of his rates must be based on value of service, seems
excessive. There is, however, one part of railroad service

which does not bear anywhere near its due share of the burden
of rates on either principle. This is terminal service in a big city.

It has been suggested that railroads operating into large cities

should have their own system by which the charge for freight

should be proportionately higher, as this freight is carried to the

most congested parts of the city where land values are highest and
where terminal facilities are hardest to obtain. Unquestionably
if any such plan were to be put in practice it would meet with

bitter opposition on the part of shippers; but if this opposition

were analyzed it would amount to just about this; The ship-

pers in large cities where land is very valuable want a service

from the railroads which has to be paid for not from the traffic

which is carried to them, but from the total revenues. An addi-

tional charge for terminal service would be one of the easiest

rate advances to justify of any that the railroads could suggest.

Whether the justification were based on cost of service or on
value of service, justification would be equally easy. There is a

modification of this zone plan of terminal charges that might be,

however, easier to put into effect. If the railroads were to

establish warehouses and terminals on cheap land a little way
outside of the large cities, for instance, on the Jersey meadows
outside of New York, quote their rates to this terminal and
make an additional charge for door delivery, they would place

the burden of the cost of this service more nearly where it

belongs and might not meet the same opposition from shippers

as would be the case if they established terminal zones. The
Supreme Court's decision in the bridge case at St. Louis holding

that a terminal association must permit any road that wants so

to do to build to a city and use the terminals of a terminal asso-

ciation on the same basis as the charter roads in the association,

has already let down the bars to competition of roads that have

not heretofore had terminals in large cities. A plan, therefore,

for establishing warehouses and terminals outside of the large

cities would not meet with the same opposition now from roads

that wish to keep out possible new competitors as it would have

before this decision was handed down.

C ELF-RESPECTING publications seldom print or notice

'^ anonymous communications. The Railway Age Gazette is

going, for once, to depart from this good rule. We have re-

ceived a letter postmarked Chicago and signed "Mr. Green,"

commending the editorial published in our issue of October 11,

on the giving by railway supplymen of Christmas presents to

railway officers. Our correspondent criticises us, however, be-

cause we do not go farther. He charges that, "The same prac-

tices are in effect at al! conventions and at every gathering where

these men (that is, railway and supplymen) meet. Large sums

of cash are handed out at such places and bundles of good money

are spent for booze, balls, card parties, women, auto rides, boat

rides, candies, flowers, theaters, dinners, cigars, etc., etc." Con-

tinuing, he says. "Supplymen, on the whole, have but one ob-

ject in view, and that is to increase their business with such
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actions. What chance would a man have to sell his wares if he

did not give any graft? It cannot be called anything else. Your

paper is working in the right direction, but how can you con-

sistently confine your efforts to only the holiday graft donations?

A bunch were recently criticising you for such inconsistency.

Your plain duty is to publish the plain facts when such are work-

ing an injury and injustice and very liable to demoralize railway

and supplymen." We have now published the facts, if they are

as stated by "Mr. Green," for we have published his statements

in his own exact language. There is a good deal of truth in

what he says. But the charge made by him and the "bunch" to

which he refers, that the Railway Age Gazette has been in-

consistent in this matter is false. We have not confined our

criticisms to the "holiday graft." Every one who has read this

paper knows this and everyone who has not read it can con-

firm it by looking through our files. (See especially an edi-

torial in the issue of October 22, 1S09, page 737, on convention

entertainment features; an editorial in the issue of September

16, 1910, entitled "The Illinois Central Car Repair Scandal"; an

editorial note on the same subject in the issue of September 22,

1910; and an editorial entitled "Reports About Railway Grafting"

in the issue of February 23, 1912.) We have constantly de-

nounced all forms of graft and everything bearing the appear-

ance of it. Furthermore, it is not alone the Raihvay Age Gasetle

that has a duty to perform in regard to this matter. How are

others performing their duty? The "bunch" who, our corre-

spondent says, were criticising us—did they, perhaps, perform

their duty and show their consistency by giving or accepting

graft, and then criticise us because we did not criticise enough

the giving and accepting of it? And our correspondent—he per-

forms his duty, and shows his consistency and courage, by

writing us a letter criticising us for failing to fall foul of all

kinds of graft all the year round, and then refrains from signing

his name to it ! God help the reforms whose achievement de-

pends to any considerable extent on the "bunch" that stands

around and criticises those who are trying to play well their

little part, or on the individual who writes letters making sweep-

ing general charges to which he will not sign his name, even for

the information of the editor.

K'
I
'HE Steamer Maryland Route" for passengers between Bos-

* ton and Washington is no more. The New York. New
Haven & Hartford last week Friday, following a meeting of the

directors of the company in New York City, announced that the

transfer of passenger cars across New York harbor would be

discontinued that very day. The growing freight traffic on the

East and North rivers and the possibilities of danger connected

with the increasing number of freight boats, especially the dan-

gers incident to fogs, which may be expected to increase as cold

weather comes on, are given as the reason for the action taken.

For many years two trains each way have been carried across

the harbor daily, one in the night and one in the middle of the

day. The company's announcement says that the trains may be

run by way of the Poughkeepsie bridge, but no announcement

that such an arrangement would actually be made has yet ap-

peared. The Poughkeepsie route is over a hundred miles longer

than the one through New York City and a good deal of it is

single track and far from being either straight or level. There

is no question about the risks of navigation in New York har-

bor. Slight collisions of car floats, resulting in the submergence

of from two to a dozen freight cars, occur every now and then.

A boat loaded with cars can make but poor pretensions to being

seaworthy, and an accident, even a slight one, to a boat carry-

ing a half dozen passenger cars, occupied bj' passengers, would
be very disturbing. The action of the New Haven directors is

probably to be classed as a very commendable locking of the

stable door before the horse is stolen. This harbor transfer,

however, has been very popular and we do not recall any serious

accident to the boats. The distance from the New Haven
wharf north of Hell Gate to the Pennsylvania dock at Jersey

City is about 12 miles, and for long stretches the current is very

swift for many hours each day. These through trains were put

on in May, 1876, the month that the Centennial Exposition at

Philadelphia was opened, and for the first 15 years of their ca-

reer, they were run over the "Air Line" and the New York &
New England, east of New Haven, the New Haven road at that

time having no line of its own east of New London. This trans-

harbor route was established because of the delay and incon-

venience of transferring across New York City. In 1876 there

was no elevated road, and horse cars, hacks or omnibuses had
to be used for the three-mile journey from the Grand Central

station to the Hudson River ferry; and then there was the

ferry. Now the Pennsylvania terminal is in Manhattan, witliin

less than a mile of the Grand Centra!, and taxicabs make the

transfer in the evening in less than 10 minutes. Passengers

southbound can leave Boston at 5 :30 p. m., and Washington
northbound at 5 :35 p. m. and still have a good night's rest

over the last half of the journey, and get through in sub-

stantially the same time as before.

BE OPTIMISTIC—BUT NOT TOO OPTIMISTIC.

'T'HE reports of earnings for recent months indicate that the
•* railways have turned the corner financially. As pointed

out in an editorial entitled "The Rate Advance Decisions and

Eighteen Months After," published in this paper on August 2,

1912, earnings up to and including May, 1912, were very unsatis-

factory. As shown then, net operating income in the fiscal year

1911 on roads earning more than $1,000,000 gross a year was
$307.05 per mile less than in the fiscal year 1910; and complete

statistics for the year ending June 30, 1912, for the same roads

(which have since become available) show that their net oper-

ating income in the fiscal year 1912 w'as $112 per mile less than

in the fiscal year 1911. In June, 1912, however, net operating

income showed a slight increase over the same month of 1911,

and in July, 1912, there was a further improvement. Reports

of individual roads show that there were large increases in gross

and substantial increases in net in August and September also.

The business now being handled is very large, and this promises

to be the case indefinitely. In consequence there is for the first

time in many months a feeling of optimism regarding railway

affairs among railway officers, and a still greater feeling of the

same kind among the public. It is pertinent to suggest at this

time that while there is ground for optimism the railways are

not out of the woods by a long way and will not be for many
months, even though conditions remain favorable.

In the first place, the prolonged depression has left many prop-

erties in a very unsatisfactory condition. An eminent railway

executive said once, in testifying before the Interstate Commerce
Commission, that a railway is like a man with typhoid fever; it

is always either getting better or getting worse. The statistics

show that for months, and even years, numerous railways cer-

tainly have not been getting better. During the five years, 1903-

1907, inclusive, fifty of the leading railways of the country spent

an average of $1,340 per mile per year for the maintenance of

way and structures. During the five years, 1908-1912, inclusive,

they spent an average of $1,463, an increase of 9 per cent. Super-

ficially this may seem to indicate that they were better maintained

in the latter than in the former period. Really it shows the op-

posite. Large expenditures were made during these periods for

permanent improvements. The average net capitalization per

mile in 1906 was $58,050, and in 1910 it was $62,657, an increase

of 8 per cent. Each mile of railway was during the latter period

a more valuable property than during the former period. On
the whole, the unit costs of labor and materials were higher in

the latter period than in the former. For example, the average

wages of section foremen in 1906 were $1.89, and in 1910, $2.08,

and the average wages of other track men in the two years were

$1.40 and $1.52, respectively. Therefore, a given expenditure

represented the use of less labor and materials in maintenance

in the latter than in the former period.

Again, the average amount of business handled on each mile
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of railway was larger during the latter than (luring the former

period. The average number of passengers hauled one mile per

mile of road per year during the earlier period was 111,045, while

in the four years ending June 30, 1911, it was 131,683, an increas.?

of 18 per cent. The average number of tons hauled one mile

per mile of road per year during the five years ending June 30,

1907, was 916,167. while in the four years ending June 30, 1911,

it was 1,013,323, an increase of 10^2 per cent. There was a small

increase in the number of passengers hauled per train and a sub-

stantial increase in the number of tons hauled per train, and

therefore the number of train miles run, and the damage to track

resulting from train operation did not increase as much in pro-

portion as the amount of traffic handled. Nevertheless, consider-

ing the increased investment in each mile of line, the increase

in the unit costs of labor and materials, and the increase in the

amount of traffic handled, it seems clear that in order to keep

the way and structures in a satisfactory condition, there should

have been a larger increase in the expenditures on maintaining

them than a mere 9 per cent. The conclusion is unavoidable,

that considering the railways as a whole there is a large amount

of deferred maintenance of way and structures which must be

made good from future earnings.

On the same fifty railways mentioned the average expenditures

per mile per year for maintenance of equipment during the S-year

period 1903-1907, inclusive, was $1,370, and during the five years,

1908-1912. inclusive, $1,736, an increase of 27 per cent. This was

a very substantial increase in expenditures on this account. But

there was meantime a large increase in the amount of equip-

ment to be maintained. The following table gives the amounts

of equipment per 1,000 miles of lines in 1906 and 1910 and the

percentage of increase in the number of each. Later statistics

are not given because the Interstate Commerce Commission has

not compiled them.
1906. 1910. Increase.

I-ocomijlives per 1,000 miles of line 232 245 6 per cent.

Passenger cars per 1,000 miles of line 190 195 3 per cent.

Freight cars per 1,000 miles of line 8,266 8,866 7 per cent.

Company's service cars per 1,000 miles of line.. 354 449 27 per cent.

There has also been a large increase in the size and capacity

of locomotives and cars, and in the amount of investment rep-

resented by each. The average capacity of freight cars in 1906

was 30 tons, and in 1910, 36 tons, an increase of 20 per cent. The
average tractive power of locomotives in 1906 was 24,741 tons,

and in 1910, 27,282 tons, an increase of 10 per cent. There were

like changes in passenger cars, although statistics regarding them

are unavailable. Figures for the 5-year periods ended June 30,

1907, and June 30, 1912, would show more striking developments

in the same direction if they were at hand. Of course, the cost

of adequately maintaining each of the larger and more expensive

locomotives and cars would be greater than the cost of maintain-

ing those they have superseded, even if there had been in the

meantime no increase in the unit costs of the labor and materials

used. There have been, however, increases in these costs. The

average wages of machinists per day increased from $2.69 in

1906 to $3.08 in 1910; the average wages of carpenters, from

$2.28 to $2.51 ; and the average wages of other shopmen, from

$1.92 to $2.18. There have been additional substantial raises in

their wages since 1910. In view of the increases in the amount

of equipment per mile, in its size and capacity, and in the wages

and the costs of materials for maintaining it, the increase in ex-

penditures per mile for the maintenance of equipment during the

last five years, even though we take into consideration the

marked improvement which has been made in repair shop effi-

ciency, seems to be relatively too small, as compared to the pre-

ceding five-year period. Another feature which must not be

lost sight of is that few if any roads make nearly large enough

charges for depreciation.

The purchases of new equipment in recent years, as indi-

cated both by the orders placed and by the prevailing car short-

age and congestion of traffic, have been plainly inadequate. The
orders placed thus far in the calendar year 1912 have been

large, but during the four calendar years ending with 1911 the

orders for freight cars amounted to but 526,350, as compared
with 939,902 for the prccechng four years; and the orders fur

locomotives in the 4-year period ending with 1911 aggregated
only 11,169, as compared with 17,927 for the preceding four

years. There is a large amount of deferred maintenance of

equipment, as well as a large amount of deferred maintenance
of way and structures to be provided for from future earnings.

In addition to making good this deferred maintenance, the

railways, for their own good and that of the public, should,

during the next few years, make enormous expenditures for

permanent improvements in existing lines. Many of these im-

provements, while of public benefit, will neither increase gross

earnings nor reduce operating expenses, which means that they

will not add to net earnings. Such improvements should be
made from current earnings. There are needed many other ex-

pensive improvements which will tend to reduce operating ex-

penses, and which should therefore be made from capital.

Whether such improvements as better ballasting, elimination of

grade crossings, general installation of block signals, general

substitution of steel for wooden passenger train equipment, re-

vision of grades, construction of double track, passing tracks,

yards and terminals and purchase of additional equipment,

should be made partly from earnings and partly from capit.-M.

or entirely from capital, it is evident that the total expenditure
for them ought to be something enormous. The extent to which
our railways ought to be intensively developed is indicated by
the fact that in Prussia-Hesse 42.3 per cent, of all the railway

mileage has two or more tracks, in France 43 per cent., in the

United Kingdom 55.8 per cent., and in the United States only

9 per cent. We now have about 246,500 miles of railway, and
only about 23,000 miles has two or more tracks. We would
have to add 80,000 miles to our present double-track mileage to

make it as large in proportion as that of Germany and France,

and 92,000 miles to make it as large in proportion as that of

the United Kingdom. Because of dififerences in conditions we
do not need as much double track in proportion as the other

countries mentioned, but that we need a great deal more th;,n

we have is certain.

Besides the making of extensive and expensive improvements
in existing lines, tlicre ought to be a revival of new construc-

tion. Statistics compiled by the Raihvay Age Gametic, based on

reports furnished to us by the railways, indicate that during

the four calendar years ending with 1907 there were built

18,695 miles of new line, while during the four calendar years,

1908-1911, inclusive, there were built only 14,150 miles of new
line. Our railway mileage is much larger, in proportion to popu-

lation, than that of the leading countries of Europe. In 1909 wc
had 26 miles of line for each 10,000 inhabitants, as compared

with 5.67 miles in Prussia-Hesse, 6.35 in France, and 5.17 in

the United Kingdom. On the other hand, our mileage m pro-

portion to area is still much less than that of the leading coun-

tries of Europe. In 1909 we had only 7.93 miles of line for

each 100 square miles of area, while Prussia-Hesse had 16.83,

France (1508), 12.04; and the United Kingdom, 19.18. Ther-

are still very large sections of the United States which need a

much greater railway mileage for their adequate development.

Various estimates have been made as to the amount of new
capital which ought to be spent within the next few years in the

development of American railways. Based on the experience

of recent years the Railway Business Association, in a bulletin

issued on February 23, 1912, estimated that if the shippers were

to have railway facilities commensurate with the increase of ton-

nage for which they are demanding transportation, there must

be expended during the half decade, 1911-1915, inclusive, over

three and a half billion dollars for additions and five billions

to maintain the plant as it existed at the end of 1910, a total

of eight and a half billions. The Railway Business Association,

in its calculations, apparently had in mind only the increase in

facilities that would be necessary to move the business. It

seemingly did not have in mind the further expenditures es-

sential to handling the business with the degree of safety that
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the public demands. If both the demands of expanding com-
merce and the need for increased safety be considered, its es-

timate, and probably all others that have been made, as to the

capital requirements of our railways, are too small.

Where is the money to come from to make good all this de-

ferred maintenance and to provide the needed improvements and
extensions? A large part of it must be earned. The rest must
be raised by the sale of securities ; and the money necessary vo

pay a return on these securities must be earned. The financial

situation of different railways varies widely. Generally speak-

ing, however, it has become increasingly difficult for the roads to

sell bonds bearing a low rate of interest, both because the or-

dinary market rate of interest has increased, and because the rail-

way funded debt already outstanding covers most of the prop-

erties. Of the capitaHzation outstanding in the hands of the

public in 1910, $5,527,000,000 was stock and $8,812,000,000 funded

debt. The railways now have debtors enough. What they need

to do and want to do is to take in additional partners by selling

more stock. But to sell stock on a satisfactory basis the pros-

pective dividends on it must be larger than the interest on bonds.

Because many railways are unable to pay dividends, they are

unable to market stock at all ; and because many others are un-

able to pay adequate dividends they cannot market stock except

at prices much below par.

It would seem that the foregoing statement of facts should

sufficiently indicate why it is suggested in the caption of this

editorial that we be optimistic about the railway situation, but

not too optimistic. Gross earnings are increasing rapidly. But

what the railways most need is net earnings; and the question

of vital moment now is whether they are going to get larger

net earnings, and if so, how much larger? How much are

operating expenses going to increase? Are public authorities

going to renew their attacks on rates? Or, on the other hand,

are they going to inform themselves as to the true situation

and act accordingly? The answers made to these questions, and

not the increases in gross earnings, will determine the history

of American railw-ays during the next few years. And in deter-

mining the history of the railways they will to a larger extent

determine the history during the same period of industry and

commerce in general in the United States.

CHANGES IN INTERCHANGE RULES HELD UP.

PROPOSED changes in the M. C. B. rules of interchange,

intended to facilitate the prompt exchange of cars at inter-

change points, and to relieve congestion at such points during

periods of heavy traffic, which were recently authorized by an

almost unanimous letter ballot of the Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation, have encountered an obstacle in the opposition of the

private car lines owned by the meat packers. The changes

would abrogate the rules that penalize the delivering lines for

those owners' defects, which under the present code become

delivering line defects when a car is offered in interchange, and

would add a direct percentage of 10 per cent, to the labor and

material charges for repairs as shown on the monthly bills. The
recommendations of the arbitration committee of the M. C. B.

Association, and the resolutions of the executive committee ap-

proving them, were outlined in the Raikvay Age Gazette of Sep-

tember 13, page 476.

Because of the proposition to increase the allowances for re-

pairs the packing interests actively opposed the adoption of the

proposed changes while the ballot was in progress. When the

vote, which w-as completed on September 28, was found so nearly

unanimous in favor of the two propositions it was supposed that

the changes would be made effective in time to assist in ex-

pediting the movement of the heavy traffic this fall. The modi-

fications of the rules necessary to carry out the recommendations

were decided on at a meeting of the arbitration committee in

Chicago on October 10, and were to become effective at midnight

on October 31. The railways have been awaiting the issuance of

the circular containing them in order that their inspectors might

at once be drilled in carrying them out. The circular has not

been issued, however, the reason being that the packing interests

have succeeded in getting another meeting of the executive com-
mittee called to further consider the matter.

The objection of the packers was at first directed chiefly

against the proposal to increase the repair allowances, the

groimd taken being that they would be subjected to increased

cost for repairs to their cars, and as they do no reciprocal repair-

ing, they would be unable to offset the increased expense by in-

creased revenue for repairing for others, as each railway is able

to do under the reciprocal arrangement between the roads. It

was also claimed that the present prices fixed by the old rules

are sufficient, and that any added percentage would constitute a

burden not justified by the existing mileage rentals for private

cars. The experience of the railways has been that the labor

and material prices authorized by the M. C. B. rules do not

generally permit the work to be done at cost, and that con-

sequently foreign cars, instead of being repaired by the handHng
company, are forwarded home under card. The purpose of in-

creasing the allowances was to furnish some incentive to the

maintenance of foreign cars, which would reduce the proportion

of bad order cars and increase the efficiency of the equipment

supply. Since the completion of the ballot the packers have also

objected to the change increasing the responsibility of the car

owner for necessary repairs. This change was made with tlie

idea that it would reduce the carding at interchange points about

50 per cent., it being the unanimous opinion of the executive

committee that carding in interchange such defects as those in

question does not promote the safe movement of the car. It

is received with the defects as carded for, and even though the

card is applied it is still necessary for the receiving line to in-

spect the car and decide whether it is safe for movement. It was
also the unanimous opinion of the committee that the penalty

clause does not promote freight car maintenance, and that there-

fore the delay to traffic in interchange on its account is not

warranted.

Whether or not the present allowances are sufficient is en-

tirely a question of fact. An overwhelming majority of the car

owners of the country have decided that they are too low. It is

also a matter of record that at least one of the packers' private

car lines has been adding 10 per cent., and has even demanded

25 per cent, above the M. C. B. prices, for repairing the cars of

others. Moreover, if the increased price promotes freer move-

ment of cars the private car lines would profit by the increased

mileage.

The private car lines own less than 5 per cent, of the cars to

be affected by the rules; and yet their objections have been al-

lowed to delay a project which the owners of the other 95 per

cent, have decided should be put into effect at once. A large

number of roads are prepared to put their own rules into effect

at the various interchange points if the proposed rules cannot be-

come operative by November 1. This will mean a return to the

condition of chaos which the M. C. B. Association has been

striving to remedy. If the private car owners feel that their

rentals are not sufficient to enable them to accept the condi-

tions under which other cars are operated it would seem that

their efforts should be exerted to getting a change in the rentals,

not to prevent modifications in the rules of interchange that arc

needed for the satisfactory movement of all the freight cars in

the country, of which theirs are but a small part.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has ordered an early

investigation of the entire subject of the relations between the

private car lines and the railways, which will include the ques-

tion of rentals. If the present rentals are not adequate a full

opportunity will then be afforded for presenting the data neces-

sary to demonstrate this.

The meeting of the M. C. B. executive committee was called

for Thursday of this week, and its results may be known by the

time this is published. Regardless of the outcome, the incident

furnishes an illuminating example of the way in which big busi-

ness has constantly tried to influence and often interfere with

the efforts of railways to improve conditions.
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MISSOURI, KANSAS & TEXAS.

IT often happens that when a new management takes hold of

^ a property, the first year's showing is the result of the policy

pursued by the former management, made worse, often, by the

very fact that there has been a change in policy. In the first

annual report of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, signed by Presi-

dent SchafF and Frank Trumbull, there is no attempt made to

conceal or soften down the fact that the fiscal year ended June
30, 1912, was an unfortunate one for the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas. It has often been the case on American railroads that

appropriations for maintenance have been made with an eye on
the New York Stock Exchange rather than on the exigencies

of the property, and probably this was the case at times with

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas. If this charge could have been
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brought against the management in the

past, there is every indication of a radical

change in policy under the present man-

agement. It was Mr. Trumbull's policy,

when he was in charge of the Colorado

& Southern, to make repairs both to road-

way and to equipment during the slack

seasons when earnings were small and

traffic light, and Mr. SchafF has been

given a free hand to pursue this policy

consistently on the M. K. & T. The re-

sult has been that the figures in the annual

report for the fiscal year ended June 30.

1912, reflect both the adverse conditions

under which the road was operated and

the vigorous policy of cleaning up which

was begun in that year.

Total operating revenues amounted tu

$28,150,000 in 1912, which is less by

$880,000. or 3 per cent., than operating

revenues in 1911; while operating ex-

penses amounted to $21,210,000 in 19)2, or

about $600,000, or 3 per cent, more than

in 1911. There was an increase of 6 per

cent, in amounts spent for maintenance

of way and structures, and an increase

of 5 per cent, in amounts spent for main-

tenance of equipment, with an increase

of 2 per cent, in cost of transportation.

There was in 1912 only a little over

$17,000 net corporate income after the

payment of rentals and fixed charges.

This compares with $1,770,000 net corpo-

rate income in 1911. The regular 4 per

cent, dividends were paid in 1912, call-

ing for $520,000, and charged to the sur-

plus of previous years. There remained

a surplus balance at the end of 1912 of

$4,730,000. Gross earnings were aitected

by bad business conditions in Oklahoma

and Texas, due to crop failure in 1911

and to the low price of cotton, and traffic

conditions were further adversely affected
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by unusually severe weather. Passenger earnings were smaller

by 8 per cent, in 1912 than in 1911, where normally there is an

increase of between S and 10 per cent, in passenger earnin.gs

on southwestern roads. There was a quarantine against spinal

meningitis in Texas, and the war in Mexico must have also ad-

versely affected passenger earnings; the M. K. & T. does a

considerable passenger business from St. Louis and Kansas City

to Mexico in connection with the National Railways of

Mexico.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas operates 3,399 miles of road,

of which 1,635 miles of road are in Texas. It has rather high

capitalization per mile, so that the future value of its stock de-

pends largely on the ability of the management to save money and

on the development of the road's territory. It competes with the

St. Louis & San Francisco without, however, having a connec-

tion of its own to Chicago, which is furnished to the Frisco

by the Chicago & Eastern Illinois. Its earnings in 1912 amounted

to $8,292 per mile, compared with the Frisco's $8,319 per mile,

excluding both earnings and mileage of the C. & E. I. The

M. K. & T. carried in 1912 a total of 8,720,000 tons of freight,

of which 42.47 per cent, was products of mines, 23.65 per cent,

products of agriculture, 13.90 per cent, manufactures. 6.80 per

cent, products of lumber, 5.78 per cent, products of animals,

and 5.53 per cent. L. C. L. merchandise.

The M. K. & T. runs through a treeless country. The Frisco,

on the other hand, gets down into the lumber country both in

Arkansas and in Oklahoma. Of the Frisco's tonnage in 1911,

19.39 per cent, was furnished by products of forests. The

Missouri, Kansas & Texas needs lumber traffic. It needs a

haul northbound ; but, more important than this, it needs a haul

northbound of slow low grade tonnage that will furnish a steady

traffic that can be depended on and which can be temporarily

held up during the times of unusual rush in such commodities

as fruit and vegetables and other agricultural products, or in

times of unusually heavy passenger traffic.

During the year the M. K. & T. bought the outstanding securi-

ties of the Wichita Falls & Northwestern and the Wichita Falls

& Southern, shown on the accompanying map by a cross-hatched

line. These roads, like the M. K. & T. itself, run through a

treeless country. The M. K. & T. has also bought, since the

close of the year, a short line running from Livingston, through

Trinity to Weldon, Tex. Livingston is not shown on the map.

but it lies about 20 miles south of the middle of the orphan

line of the M. K. & T. running from Trinity to Colmesneil. This

orphan line was bought at the time that the M. K. & T. was a

Gould line. The Goulds, of course, also controlled the Inter-

national & Great Northern, with which the Trinity-Colmesneil

line connects, and. therefore, the fact that the M. K. & T. had

no connection with this line made little difference, since it was
all in the family. As a matter of fact, the reason that this

particular Gould line bought the Trinity-Colmesneil line was
probably because the M. K. & T. happened just at that time to

be in a better position to furnish money for the purchase than

was the International & Great Northern. This Trinity-Colmes-

neil line runs through a good timber country, and the new Liv-

ingston-Weldon line also runs down into a very good timber

country.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas, it is understood, is now plan-

ning to extend its new line from Weldon northwest to some
connection with an M. K. & T. line. When this connection is

made, lumber traffic of the M. K. & T. ought to be very profit-

ably increased. Since the Katy runs through a treeless country,

it will afford a good market for this lumber, and the Wichita

Falls lines will afford even a better new market. It is hard to

overestimate the importance of the development of this lumber

traffic, especially from the point of view of net earnings.

It will, be seen from the map that the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas does not have tracks of its own into some of the most
important cities on its lines, but has trackage rights. The
terminal problem of the M. K. & T. five years ago was a

serious one, but within the last few years the company has

bought or acquired its own terminals in Kansas City, St. Louis

and at some other places where it had not previously had its

ovifn terminals. The contracts for the trackage rights into these

cities are all long term contracts. Most of them are for up-

wards of 100 years. Moreover, these contracts are favorable in

a number of cases, so that instead of being seriously hampered

by the lack of its own tracks into Kansas City and into St. Louis,

the M. K. & T. is really paying in the form of rental only about

half of the fixed charges that it would have paid if it had built

and owned these lines itself. At San Antonio, however, the

Katy has no terminals of its own, and here suffers the full

disadvantage that any road suffers which has to get into a

competitive city over another road's track and has to use the

other road's terminals.

Crop conditions in the Katy's territory are better than they

have been for years, so that there is every indication that the

road will have an opportunity to earn a considerably greater

gross this year than it did last year.

The ratio of transportation expenses to gross earnings in

1912 was 41.32 per cent., and in 1911 was 39.25 per cent., com-

paring with a transportation ratio to revenue on the Frisco in

1911 of 36.46 per cent. The revenue train load on the M. K. & T.

was 241 tons, an increase of 15.63 tons over 1911; but the total

train load, including company freight, which after all is a better

test of operating efficiency, was 273 tons in 1912. an increase of

but 6.79 tons, or less than 3 per cent., over 1911. The roadbed

and bridges are in condition to handle a very considerably heavier

train load than 273 tons. Some additional heavy power will

probably be needed, and this power is to be provided through

the purchase of some Mikado locomotives. The management

has adopted as standard 85-lb. rail, and in 1911 there were 103

miles of this new 8S-lb. rail laid. It would seem that there is an

opportunity here for an operating man of the caliber of Mr.

Schaff to make improvements in operating conditions which

should very materially increase new earnings, even without a

heavy increase in gross business ; and, as was pointed out. the

chances for a considerable increase in gross within the next

year are particularly good.

Besides this problem of the unduly high cost of transportation,

or possibly directly connected with it, is the fact that the

Missouri. Kansas & Texas has a rather large proportion of its

mileage lying in Texas. It is the common experience of roads

operating part of their mileage in Te.xas that the Texas lines

cannot be made to pay, and this has been the experience of the

Katy. There have been continual disputes between the Texas

commission and the roads operating a part of their mileage in

Texas as to how revenues and expenses are allocated as between

lines in Texas and lines in other states. Mr. Schaff comes to

the M. K. & T. with an open mind in this regard, and can meft

the Texas commission without the drawback of any former mis-

understandings or remembrances of injustices. He has begun

a thorough investigation of why these Texas lines have not

paid, and from the result of this investigation it may quite

possibly follow that the Missouri, Kansas & Texas will be able

to find a still further direction in which it can apply its energies

toward increasing net earnings.

The following table shows the results of operation in 1912,

as compared with 1911 :

1912. 1911.

Mileage operated 3,399 3,395
Freight revenue $18,100,906 $18,184,664
Passenger revenue S.220.409 8,923,239

Total operating revenue 28.186.719 29,065,294
Maim, of way and structures 4,129,256 3,900,643
Maint. of equipment 738.928 742,628
Transportation 11,647,573 11.409,361

Total operating expenses 21.205.849 20.606,516
Taxes 1,060,181 1,005,649
Operating income 5.885,363 7,446,525
Gross corporate income 6,242,759 7,878,218
Net corporate income 17.168 1,773,706
Dividends 521.635 521,020
Surplus *504.467 1,252,685

* Deficit.
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U^tter^ lo the lEdttor.

TENDER DERAILMENTS.

Pittsburgh, Pa., October 18, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

In G. E.'s discussion on tender derailments in the Raihvay

Age Gazette of October 11, 1912, page 667, he states: "Now the

treatment seems not to be clear, probably because the appli-

cation of some of the principles are assumed to be understood."

(Italics mine.) He states further along in his discussion that,

"The stored energy, then, gives no indication of the force acting

only when considered in connection icith the distance through

which that force acts in bringing the body to a stop. Since the

velocity of the wheel is practically unaltered, it follows that the

expression ^'^y~ gives no indication of the reaction on the rail,"

. 64.4
etc.

I do not agree that "the velocity of the wheel is practically

Fig. 3.

unaltered." It is altered. The wheel striking the obstruction is,

at the instant of meeting the obstruction, impeded in its progress

and moves on at a lesser velocity ; the center plate of the truck

having almost an infinite force back of it, moves on without per-

ceptible reduction in velocity, but the wheel at the other end

of the axle from the one striking the obstruction is accelerated

by reason of the center plate acting as a fulcrum against the re-

tarding force of the obstruction. The average forward velocity

of the two wheels is the same as the constant forward velocity

of the center plate, but the difference in the wheel velocities is

enough to slew the truck and spread the rails—the numerous de-

railments on straight track from rails spreading is evidence that

it does do it.

My effort in the letter in the issue of September 27 was to place

the matter before the railroad world graphically in such a manner

that the busy man of affairs—the officials of railroads who decide

whether this change or that is advisable—might see and under-

stand enough to order an investigation of the subject. The

elasticity of the roadbed and car structures is so variable as to

make exact calculation of reactions and work done impossible.

In Figs. 1 and 2 accompanying the letter in the issue of Sep-

tember 27, the stored energy of 242,000 ft. lbs. is accurate. To

stop the wheel in its forward movement requires the absorption

of that energy just the same as if 242,000 lbs. were to drop ver-

tically one foot. It is the energy of 2,000 lbs. moving at a

velocity of 88 ft. per sec.

One-hundred-pound-rails are subjected to a drop test of 2,000

lbs., dropping 18 ft. and striking the head of the rail midway

between supports spaced 3 ft. apart. They must successfully

withstand the test of this 36,000 ft. lb. blow. If the rail is set up

at an angle as in Fig. 3, and subjected to the drop test, the force

of the blow will be reduced in the proportion as the sine of the

angle a is less than 1, the resultant blow being in the direction

of c-E when the center of the falling mass is at the intersection

of c-E and d-E.

With the weight guided in a horizontal direction by a rail

as in Figs. 1 and 2 in the issue of September 27, and a test sec-

tion of rail set up at an angle with the line of movement of the

weight, say having the center between supports of the test

rail at E as in Fig. 1 ; then the conditions are identical in Figs.

1 and 3 if the weight of 2,000 lbs. is moving at the same velocity

in each case. Fig. 2 is the same as Fig. 1, except that the angle

at which the moving weight strikes the obstruction or test rail

is much less, but the high velocity causes the intense reaction.

The blow is in the direction of a-E, and can be resolved into

its vertical and horizontal components.

The weight moving on a horizontal track differs from one fall-

ing vertically, in that a superimposed vertical load on the weight

or wheel acts the same as if it were massed at the wheel center

and increases the rail reaction directly as the weight is increased;

thus we get back to my original proposition than an engine tender

when moving at high velocity and rocking transversely of the

tracks compresses the truck springs solid and causes vertical

and horizontal reactions sufficient to cause derailment by spread-

ing the rails or breaking something.

On pages 512 and 513 of the September 20, 1912, issue of the

Railway Age Gazette, under the heading of "Train Accidents in

August," 15 derailments are recorded, 14 of which were pas-

senger trains causing 23 deaths and injury to 199 persons.

Eleven of these derailments have their causes unexplained. Two
of the explained ones were from broken rails. There are thou-

sands of derailments which cause only property loss and are

not reported.

Stop the excessive rocking of cars, which action throws nearly

all of the load on half of the springs, compressing them solid,

and you prevent practically all of the straight track derailments,

you reduce vertical reactions and cut down unbalanced hori-

zontal retarding forces on wheels until the stresses are within

the strength of track and truck structures.

Setting side bearings in beyond the gage line of the rail, as

suggested by Curtis Dougherty in his letter on page 667 of your

Fig. 4—An Improved Type of Tender Truck.

October 11 issue, has not proved to effectively prevent such de-

railments on many railroads having their car and tender side

bearings so located. It is a known fact that certain railroads

having their equipment with side bearings spaced at not over

50 in. centers, or well within the space between the rails, are

still troubled with numerous derailments. This only serves to

intensify transverse rocking.

Since writing the above, the October 18, 1912, issue of the

Railway Age Gazette has been received, and I note communica-

tions therein regarding tender derailments from J. L. Campbell

of the El Paso & Southwestern, and J. F. Walsh, recently of the

Chesapeake & Ohio, each giving his remedy. Mr. Campbell's

low center of gravity tank is undoubtedly a move in the right

direction if other conditions will permit of it. There is a limit

to narrow spacing of side bearings. Approaching the ideal you
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would have no side bearings at all, but wbat about stability from

centrifugal force, etc. ?

With the side bearings located at 36 in. centers, a resultant

force line from the center of gravity of the tank and truck com-

bined (say 72 in. above the rail) to the rail, will pass through

the center of this side bearing, which appears to give the tank

upon the side bearings a stability equal to that of the truck

upon the rails; however, as the center of mass of the tank

alone is much higher, a similar force line drawn from this cen-

ter of mass to the rail will pass a considerable distance outside

of the side bearings so located, and this condition cuts down the

factor of stability. But why juggle with the danger point, when

a tank or car can be carried on a wide base with no side bear-

ing clearance, with perfect stability and ideal flexibility for all

track conditions?

Fig. 4 illustrates a type of truck and body support which docs

this. The shaded portions indicate the parts that are effective

in distributing the load evenly to all wheels when passing over

uneven track. This cross section is of an engine tender truck

and underframe, and diflfers from those described in the March

22, 1912, issue of the Railway Age Gazette, in that this truck is

designed especially for heavy loads and high speed.

E. W. Summers,
President, Summers Steel Car Company.

WAVE ACTION IN A RAIL UNDER AN ENGINE ON A
GRADE.

Chicago, 111., September 15, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

While going through the files of the Railway Age Gazette re-

cently I came across a letter in the issue of November 20, 1908,

signed "Assistaht Engineer" in which the writer stated that he

had noticed in going up a grade which was steep enough to re-

duce the speed of the engine to four or five miles an hour, that

the rails immediately ahead of the engine clicked against the in-

side spikes. He seemed to think this might be dangerous, as it

lessened the gage, and he offered this as a possible explanation

Wave Action In a Rail Under a Locomotive Exerting Full

Power.

of some derailrhents. At that time the editor seemed to think

that this was an error of observation. The following is sub-

mitted as an explanation of why the rail would strike against

the inside spike ahead of an engine which was working at full

cut off on a grade which was steep enough to reduce the speed

to three or four miles an hour, but in which case the rail should

not be loose enough to give a clicking sound.

When the right hand crank is at 90 deg. and the left at deg.

the maximum thrust on the right hand side tends to swing the

front of the engine to the left, the wheels of the front truck strik-

ing against the left hand rail. When me right hand driver cranks

are at 180 deg. and the left at SO deg. the truck w-ill be swung to

the right, striking against the right hand rail. This oscillation

of a locomotive is familiar to all, but would not be noticed by

most people except at slow speeds when the engine is exerting

its ma.ximum power.

The blow delivered in this manner will impart a wave motion

to the rail as shown in the diagram. If we apply the "theorem

of three moments," this will be added to by the w-heels back of

the forward pilot wheel. The force P in the sketch will tend to

bend the rail between A and B, as shown. At B the spike will

prevent further outward movement and the force w'ill tend to

bend the rail concave from B to C. As the wheel moves from

B to C the rail will move to the left until it strikes the spike at

C. C will then become a fixed point and, of course, will produce

convexity from C to D, striking the spike at D, etc. A man in

the pilot would hear the click and notice the movement to the

left at C. Paul M. La Bach,
Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

TO WHOM SHOULD THE ROAD FOREMAN REPORT?

New York, September 28, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

In some railway organizations the road foreman of engines

acts solely as a representative of the mechanical department; in

others he reports to the superintendent, who in some instances

has jurisdiction over the master mechanic.

I was brought up in the mechanical department, and while

occupying a position as master mechanic I found the road fore-

man of great assistance. He reported directly to me; I reported

only to the superintendent motive power, and to acquaint the

division superintendent with the real condition of the power

was an unpardonable sin. Big mileage between shoppings at

low cost for repairs and without engine failure reports was

what we wanted, and to this end we intimidated engineers until

they obscured everything except the loss of a cylinder or driv-

ing wheel.

We counteracted the bad effect of a leaking steam pipe joint

by the prompt application of bushings and splitters in nozzle

tips, for the fuel bill was the least of our troubles—that was a

transportation charge—and so we proceeded swimmingly. But

now I am on the fence and waste in one department appears as

seriously objectionable as lack of econoiriy in the other, and

I see very plainly that my former views were narrow. I was

following the lines of least resistance, which is quite natural

when one is subjected to the varied and numerous troubles with

which every master mechanic is familiar. But the road fore-

man ! He knew that many of the engines were unfit for ef-

fective or economical service. There were pounds which he

knew would result in broken frames, and leaks which put manv

of our enginemen under the doctor's care, but he was represent-

ing the mechanical department and was faithful to the insane

ambitions and methods of his immediate superiors. Such con-

ditions exist now and for the benefit of all, corrections should

be made.

In my opinion the promotion of the road foreman to the

position of assistant superintendent, with authority to remove

from service any locomotive which is not in condition for safe,

efficient and economical service will result in most desirable

changes in shop and engine house practices. A road foreman

of large caliber, endowed with responsibilities and authority as

outlined, can in my opinion do more to promote economy in

fuel, real economy in repairs and general satisfaction among

officials and enginemen than can be accomplished by any other

adjustment of the present organization.

I hope you will give me the benefit of your views and knowl-

edge gained by the experience of others. W.



IS THERE REALLY A CAR SHORTAGE?
Better Cooperation from Shippers and Greater Efficiency

from Use of IVIotive Power Would Greatly Improve Conditions.

By N. D. Ballantine,

Assistant to Second Vice-President, Rock Island Lines.

During a period of heavy demand, have the railroads of the as warehouses, so to speak, presumably because it is cheaper for

United States, in obtaining a maximum of 25.6 miles per car per them to hold cars and load out their wares as manufactured,
day, reached a point which would indicate that they are getting than to incur the expense of stocking and double handling. The
as much as they can reasonably e.xpect out of their freight equip- latter process would undoubtedly load and release the equipment
ment? It seems not, to me; and the statistics of the Committee more promptly. There are many shippers who do equip them-
on Relations Between Railways of the American Railway Asso- selves for the prompt handling of their freight, and these are

ciation for the past few years, showing the car surpluses and a benefit both to the railroads and the public at large. But what
shortages, indicate that there is a very large amount of money about those who do not? Would it not be to the interest of
invested in surplus cars. The last alleged car shortage occurred the public at large to bring about a reduction in the free-time

in the fall of 1907. The maximum gross ton mileage moved allowance, rather than to burden it with additional equipment
during that period was in October, when the average miles per upon which interest has to be paid twelve months out of the

car per day reached 24^4 miles. If this be so, then why this year and which is really used only about three months? This
hue and cry about "car shortage?" would enable those who have provided adequate means for

Having had some direct personal experience with the distri- prompt loading and release of equipment to realize more on
bution of freight equipment and a knowledge of the general their investment and foresight.

conditions existing on railroads in the central west, during and There is another factor in which the public has a very promi-
subsequent to that period, I am confirmed in the belief that there nent part, and that is the variation in the volume of business

was not then, has not been since, and is not now a car shortage in offering. The American Railway Association statistics, for the

the true sense of the term. By this I do not mean that the shipper roads as a whole, show that this varies from the minimum to the

has been able to load his wares as soon as desired ; but until maximum, by months, as follows

:

a greater utility is obtained from the freight equipment, I am in- 29Q7 ^2
clined to the belief that the trouble lies elsewhere than in the iso? 45.3 per cent.

, c t 1.^
^'"^ 45.7 per cent.

supply of freight cars. 1910 22.7 per cent.

The question which naturally arises is: If there is not a '^'' ^5.4 per cent.

shortage of cars, what is the reason why shippers cannot load It is fair to assume that had the railroads been able to move
out their wares as promptly as desired? The answer to this a heavier tonnage during the period of maximum demand, the

question covers a wide range and embraces a large number disparity would have been even greater. There are many large

of factors, the principal of which it may not be amiss to call systems, however, on which this variation runs eight or ten

attention to. At the same time it might be well to discuss the times as much as the general average. Coupled with this matter,

question as to what is an economical car supply for the roads of course, is the necessity for the railroads to find the labor to

as a whole to maintain, as the cost of owning and maintaining handle the increased traffic and take care of the track and equip-

a surplus falls upon the public at large. It should be borne in ment. This is not an easy thing to do. In the first place, they

mind that such cost cannot be measured by considering the cannot afford to pay train and engine crews unless they perform
cars alone and the interest, depreciation and maintenance thereon. some service, and with a heavy traffic, and the necessity of break-

but that for each additional car owned there must be supplied ing in new engineers, firemen, conductors, brakemen, and other

yard and track room, together with additional facilities for shop- employees, is it to be wondered that confusion should exist and
ping and repairing ; and the interest, depreciation and mainte- increase in a much greater ratio than the volume of business

nance on such facilities, as well as on the car, must be considered. offering? In the case of common laborers when there is a

It might be well to discuss first some of the factors over scarcity such as usually exists in the fall months, during harvest,

which the shippers have control, and later tHose over which the what good would it do the railroads to outbid the farmer in

railroads have control. In some detailed statistics, which will wages paid and take the available supply? If the farmer does
be given later, it will be found that in October, 1911, which not harvest his crops there will be nothing to haul, and what
was the month in which the railroads moved the maximum is the need then for fixing up the road. So the railroads take

tonnage of that or any previous year, there were 62 cars per what labor is left and make the best of it, endeavoring to move
freight engine owned, and but 15. S cars hauled per freight 75 per cent, of the year's crop in 25 per cent, of the time in

engine day. estimating that each engine made an average of which it is consumed. A good part of this heavy traffic comes
one hundred miles a day. From this it is evident that the low at that part of the year when operating conditions are the most
average mileage per car per day is due to the fact that the car difficult and expensive to deal with.

really moves in a train, over a one hundred mile division only Again, are the shippers utilizing the available space in the

once in every four days. When consideration is given to the equipment to the fullest extent? W. A. Worlhington. assistant

time which is allowed to load and unload a car, that is, the director of operation and maintenance of the Union Pacific and
minimum of 48 hours from the first 7 a. m., after placing, which Southern Pacific lines, in a circular letter dated June 15, 1912,

will in practice average two and a half days, and to the time addressed to members of the Per Diem Agreement, as an
allowed for unloading, which is the same, together with a 24 argument against an increase in the per diem rate to 45 cents per
hour delay for reconsigning privilege, to say nothing of the day, gives as his estimate of the cost of ownership of an average
unlimited time allowed for loading at coal mines and (in certain car in 1910, 32.29 cents per day, or $117.85 per year. He also

sections) the unlimited time allowed on unbilled coal or coke, showed from reports of the Committee on Relations Between
it should be quite apparent to any one that under the existing Railways that in 1911, as compared with 1907. the average ton
conditions, with present demurrage rules, average agreements, miles of freight per car per day increased from 331 to 344. or
etc.. the car may be and is, in reality, in the hands of the public approximately 4 per cent, while the tonnage per loaded car was
much the larger part of the time. Instead of the railroads using 21.7 in 1911, against 20.3 in 1907, an increase of 7 per cent. During
the vehicle for moving the freight the shippers are using them the same period, however, the number of freight cars owned
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increased 10 per cent, and the capacity of the freight cars owned

increased 23 per cent. From this it is evident that the amount

of equipment and its carrying capacity have increased in much

greater ratio than the demand for it, considering the situation

as a whole, or than the shippers are utiUzing. With gross

earnings of $272 per car per day and operating expense approxi-

mately 70 per cent, of the gross earnings, leaving 82 cents,

net, per day, it will be seen that it will require the maximum
earnings per day for 144 days to pay for owning a car, while

it is generally known that the period of ma.ximum earnings

some of my ideas as to how this need can best be met, together

with samples of some blanks which have been adopted for

general use on our line with a view of approaching the problem

in a practical as well as scientific manner.

Regardless of what has been said above as to the shipper's

detention of equipment, he will doubtless bear me out in saying

that during times of alleged car shortages such business as he

does load does not move, to destination on the usual schedule

obtaining during periods of light traffic. As a matter of in-

formation, and as a basis upon which to make a few deductions.

CT..

ANALYSIS OF ENGINE AND TRAIN SERVICF
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General Form Tabulating All Delays During 24 Hours to Each Engine on a Division.

varies from 60 to SO days. In view of the above, it would appear

that there might be something short other than cars.

The railroads are probably no more perfect than the shippers,

and realizing this, are striving to overcome their difficulties.

Granted that the most important requisites for a railroad are

good track and terminal facilities adequate to handle the volume

of business in order that trains may be promptly and properly

switched and moved over the road without delay and expense

incident to derailment, the next matter of importance appears

to me to be the motive power, its maintenance and utilization.

It is in this direction that I look for greater advancement

within the next decade than in any other branch of operation,

and this can, of course, only be brought about by the use of

carefully and accurately compiled records showing just what
is done with the power that is now owned and operated with

the facilities at hand. Only from such a record can an intelligent

analysis be made of current performance and future requirements

as to facilities, motive power or equipment, and I will later give

I quote below some statistics taken from the report of the Com-
mittee on Relations Between Railways of the American Railway
.Association for the month of October, 1911, during which the

maximum gross ton mileage was moved by the railroads of the

United States. The report showed

:

62 freight cars per freight engine owned.
25 miles per car per day.
72.6 per cent, loaded car mileage.
15.3 tons per car mile (loaded and empty).
$2,72 average earnings per car per day.

Estimating that the average freight engine owned makes an

average of 100 miles per day during the period of maxinuim
demand, with 62 cars per engine owned, and each car making
25 miles per day, this report indicates that there would be

:

1,550 car miles per engine day, or
15.5 cars per engine mile:
2^7 net tons per train (15.5 cars x 15.3 tons average per car);
279 tare tons per engine mile (estimate 18 tons per car)

;

516 gross tons per engine mile;
IKS per cent, of net eqnals the tare tons, or
46 per cent, of gross tons are net tons.

C T. 80A

MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT TELEGRAPH REPORT OF FREIGHT POWER DETENTION

To Chief Disor. . . fnr O/l Wrc onHinrj U:F,Ci p. m. IPI

At _ on 1 nr.nmntivp.<! a<;signprl tn Diu

Class of

Service

Engine

Number
On Hand Midnight or

Time Received

Time Delivered

or On Hand Midnight

Total Time

Held

A B F G J

Hour Min. A. M. or P. M. Hour. MIn. A. M. or P.-M. Hours 1 Mins.

•

r

1 certify the above report to be correct:—

Roundhouse Foreman Yardmaator

This report to be made in duplicate by the Roundhouse Foreman and approved as to total time held by Yardmaster or a proper representative of
the Transportation Department. Originals to be filed for transmission by wire as early as practicable after midnight, duplicate to be retained by the
Roundhouse Foreman.

J ,.
T''* '"""^ "Received" and "Delivered" by Mechanical Department should be the time engines are placed on designated track agreed upon as the

point for such engines and when returned to such designated track by the Mechanical Department. It includes two hours time in which
to call

The report
Superintendent.

cover all engines in freight service. It may also be extended to cover passenger engines upon special instructions from
Tt.

Form Used by the Mechanical Department to Account for the Time Engines Are in Its Possession.
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Estimating tlie average engine to have a tractive power of

30,000 lbs. and to cost $15,000, and that the average cost of a

freight car is $1,000, it will be seen that the cost of one engine

is about equal to that of fifteen freight cars. This, of course

does not apply to the modern engine, which I believe is a more

economical machine than the old one. A Mikado or a consoli-

dation locomotive costing, say, $25,000, is capable of hauling more

than 25 cars on an average.

It occurs to me, that, as a general proposition, there is a lack

of reliable data compiled" currently showing definitely and in

summary of the delays to power at terminals and between

terminals; the Rock Island lines have adopted a set of blanks

which correlate the entire information, and which at a nominal

e.xpense, can be placed in the hands of the division superintend-

ents within eight or ten hours after the close of the calendar

day. Briefly, the plan provides for a form to be made up by

the mechanical department showing the engine number and the

time in its possession of all the engines in the various round-

houses. The report is to be signed jointly by the roundhouse

foreman and yardmaster. Another form covers the terminal
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General Form Tabulating All Delays During 24 Hours to Each Engine on a Division.

detail what is being done with the motive power while in the

possession of the mechanical department, and in the hands of

the transportation department at terminals and on the road be-

tween terminals ; and inasmuch as information covering the

various factors is generally compiled by most railroads, it is not

correlated as completely as it seems to me it should be. With
this end in view and with the further idea of placing before the

men on the ground, that is, the division superintendents, full

and complete information in tabloid form, in order that they

may, at a glance, get a clear view of the utilization made of their

motive power, of tlie train and engine miles, together with a

delay, indicating the engine and total time held at terminals, with

an analysis showing the various causes of delay. Another form

for the conductors, to be made up in compliance with the In-

terstate Commerce Commission's rulings, covers the hours of

service and delays in transit. All of the blanks have telegraphic

sytnbols at the head of each column so that the data can be re-

ceived in the despatcher's or superintendent's office on a large

blank and summarized at original writing if desired; or it can

be received on the regular form just as the ordinary delay re-

ports of trainmen are received and tabulated from that. A space

is also provided showing the terminal and road overtime ; the

! .12-30M 64

YAF

ro Chief D

M

15 C- t aj i

tDMASTER'S TELEGRAPH REPORT OF FREIGHT POWER DETENTION

i,pr, ffti- 74 Hr«. PniUno 11 -.;<» n m 1<»1 .

on Locomotives assigned to Div.

Engine

Number
Train

Number

On Hand
or

Time
Received

Time
Called

On Hand
or

Time
Departed

Total

Time
Held

ANALYSIS OF DETENTION

Prior to Call Time Between

Call

Tima

and

Departure

To Protect

Superior

Trains

Intufficient

Tonnaga

M. L.

Obitru'ctKl

Acadents

w: 0. Ei£.

Rast for

Craws
Mcli.

ReguUr

Schadula

Slocic

Fruit Veg.

or Mest

B AB AD AF AG AH AJ AK AM AN AQ AS AU AW

Hr. Min.
A.M.

P.M.
Hr. Miru

A.M.

P.M.
H,, Min.

J;J;
Hrs. Mini. Hrs. Mins. Hrs. Mini. Hrs. Mins. Hn. Mint. Hn. Mins. Hrs. Mins. Hrs. Mins. Hrs. Mins.

^ _^
1

1

'

'

j

1 certify the above report to be correct:—

Yardmaster c r Agent.

This report to be made in duplicate, original to be filed for transmission by wire as soon afte
mailed to Superintendent of Division on first passenger train. Duplicate to be retained by Yardr

"Time Received" should agree with "Time Delivered" by Mechanical Department as shown oi

departure" should agree with the train register as to the time engine left Terminal.
Under heading "Analysis of Detention" show in proper columns the number of hours and minutes power is actually held for the

It is assumed the Chief Despatchers will advise party in charge of power at Terminals when engines, after being O. K.'d. are not ordered
on therefor shown, so as to enable report to be properly made up, and put party in charge of power in possession of full information concerning

lidnight as practicable, after which it should be
:er.

lieir Form CT SO A, Column G, and "time of

shown.

its detention
The various headings a
Column headed "Betwe

Conductors* Train Report f

self-explanatoiT.
Call Time and Departure" represents the yard delay after tr; called to leave. Analysis of this delay is shown on

Form Used to Show the Time Engines Are Held at Terminals and the Cause.
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TELEGRAPH REPORT OF TRAIN SERVICE AND
To Chief Dispatcher for trip hetween .

anA fluTJnf nsLlnndnT day pn(^w!r 11:E!iP..'M.

DELAYS C T 80 C.

Occupation NAME OF EMPLOYE.
Time off

Duty Prior

tlilt Trip

Time
Called For

Timov
Departed

Time
Arrived

Terminal

Time

fielievid

Houri olf

Duty Required

ty Law

BA BD BF BG BH Bl BJ BK

Hn. Mint. Time Date Time Data TImo Date Time Date Hn. Mini.

Conductor

Brakaman

Brakeman

Brakeman

Enginaor

rireman

Englnnr

Fireman

-Cnglno

Numbor

Train

Numbw

Total

Mllel

Tout
Terminal

Dolay

ANALYSIS OF TERIVIINAL DELAY

WAITINe FOR
Making

up Train

. Meeting

Traint
Engin* Crewt Ordon

D DA DB DG DH Dl DJ DK DM ON

Hn. Mint. Hn. Mint. Hn. Mint. Hn. Mint. Hn. Mint. Hn. Mini. Hn. 1
Kini

TOTALS

Total

TIma
Botweon

Ttrminall

ToUl
Dalayt

Batwoen

Terminal*

Actual

Running

Tlmt

ANALYSIS OF DELAYS BETWEEN TERMINALS-

Meeting

Trtini

Station

Work
Track

Conditiont

16 Hour
Law

Accident!.

Waihoutt.

Etc.

Block

SIgnalt

EQUIPMENT FAILURES
Weather

Coniitions
Melt

Cart

DQ DU DW FA FB FD FG FH Fl FJ FK FM FN

Hn. Mini. Hrj. Mint. Hn. Mini. Hn. Mint. Hn. Mint. Hn. Mint. Hn. Mini Hn.
{
Mint. Hn. Mint Hn. Mini. Hn. I,V.5

PUkCE DELAYED

_ ,
I

1

TOTALS
1

1 1

TONNAGE SET OUT SHORT OF TRAIN TERMINAL DESTINATION ON ACCOUNT OF
ENGINE FAILURE ACCIDENTS, WASHOUTS, ETC. WEATHER CONDITIONS

Tont

Sat Out

Milet

Short

Dntlnation

TON MILES

Sit Out

Mil«

Short

Deitination

TON MILES Tom
Set Out

Milet

Short

Deitination

TON MILES

Fa FS FU

J certify the i hove report to be correct:—

-

Englnew Conductor

Ijnder rulings made by the Interstate Commerce Commission, common carriers are required to keep on file, certain information covering hours
of service of train employees, together with delays occurring to trains in their charge. This form is in compliance therewith, and is to be made by
the Conductor and signed by the Engineer as well. It is to be filed for transmission by wire to Chief Despatcher promptly at the end of each trip,
and after transmission to be mailed to the Superintendent for file to be available for reference bv representatives of the I. C. C.

Conductors and Engineers of Freight trains which are on the road at midnight will be required to make two reports; one covering the mileage
made together with the terminal and road delays from time called until midnight. This eliminates the necessity of filling in information covering
hours of service at top of blanks under heading (Columns B.\ to BK inclusive). The second report should he made at the end of the trip and

information covering "hours of service" (Columns BA to BK inclusive) should show information COVERING THE ENTIRE TRIP. Information
covering mileage made and analysis of terminal and road delay should cover only that portion of the trip from midnight until time relieved. The
separation in the mileage and delays being made in order to tabulate "the service rendered" in each calendar dav.

Under heading '^Analysis of Terminal Delays," show in the top line under Columns B to DN inclusive, the Terminal delay at departure and in
the second 1

The he
Ter "ival at terminal.nal delay after

dings are selt-explanatory.
he column "Analysis of Delays between Terminals" show under "Place Delayed," the name of station or mile post at which delay
d the hours and minutes under the respective headings as shown. The total of the various items should be made and the difference-

of these totals and the total time between Terminals, represents the "Actual Running Time"—Column DW.
tons set out and distance short of Terminal destination, together with ton miles lost by reason of engine

Unde:
occurred, a
between thi

Show under the proper col
failures, accidents, washouts, etc.. .veathe nditions.

Form on Which Conductor Reports Hours of Service and Delays in Transit.
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hours in shops for classified and running repairs, as well as the

surplus power, and enables the superintendent to account for

24 hours for each engine assigned to his division. Samples of

the four forms are given herewith, together with the instructions

which appear thereon. It seems to me it goes without saying

that such information is not only valuable, but necessary in order

to get at the real power situation and the actual factors which

interfere with the practical operation of the various divisions.

In addition to the analysis of motive power and train per-

formance it is very essential that complete and prompt yard

checks be taken each day, that the information be summarized
and that prompt and intelligent action be taken in connection

with the local as well as the general distribution of cars. There
are many times when it is necessary to run empty cars away
from loads in order to supply a territory which does not ordi-

narily receive enough inbound loads to take care of its outbound

shipments. Then, again, it may be necessary to take cars away
from a congested territory where limited facilities, or storm or

other conditions, prevent the free movement of cars. When
such conditions prevail, cars should be diverted into a territory

where they can be put into circulation. Of course, these con-

ditions are apparent and well known to all practical car dis-

tributors, but when such action is taken it frequently results in

bringing down condemnation upon their heads from shippers

from whom the empties are taken, or from whose territory the

cars are moved.

THE RAILWAY LABOR SITUATION.

By Dr. Edward S. Me.\d,

Professor of Economics, Wharton School of Commerce and Finance,

University of Pennsylvania.

The most important problem before the American people

is the problem of railway development. America is still an

undeveloped country. Three-fourths of the United States,

industrially considered, lies north of the Ohio and east of the

Mississippi river. The West and South are yet in the infancy

of their business development.

The realization of the immense possibilities of this countrj'

must depend upon the extension and development of our

railroad facilities. It has been estimated by men whose opin-

ions carry great weight, that at least $1,000,000,000 each year

for years to come should be spent in railroad building and
rebuilding. Some of this new construction will be immedi-

ately profitable. On the largest part, the profits will be

deferred. That vast expenditure which is demanded by con-

siderations of public safety and commerce may never be

profitable.

In recent years railway construction has lagged behind

the progress of the industries. A present indication of this

fact is the impending shortage of railway equipment. A
business revival has just begun and already the inadequacy

of the transportation system to carry the expected increase

in traffic is conceded. The railroads are unprepared, not

because they have not foreseen the return of good times,

but because of certain factors in the situation which make
directors hesitate to invest great sums of money, even when
their credit permits great sums of money to be raised.

This feeling of doubt and distrust of the future which is

everywhere encountered among railway officials and finan-

ciers is due, first, to the evident determination of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission not to allow any general ad-

vance in rates; and, second, to the increasing pressure of the

railway brotherhoods for higher wages.

With the first condition we are not now concerned. You
are entirely familiar with the arguments on both sides. If

railway expenses are not largely increased, the present scale

of rates will yield satisfactory profits. But from the attitude

of railway labor railway expenses will increase. The an-

* An address before the Traffic Club of Pittsburgh, on October 14, 1912.

nounced determination of the railway organizations to in-

crease the wages of their members is, from the standpoint
of the railway and of the country as well, far more serious
than the unyielding attitude of the Commerce Commis-
sion.

I ask you to consider the nature of the railway industry.

It is a trite saying, but a true one, that transportation is the
life-blood of commerce. The specialization of different re-

gions to those industries in which, from the character of
the population, the natural resources, or the proximity of steel,

has been carried so far in this country that free and con-
tinuous interchange of commodities is indispensable, not
only to industry but to existence. Suspend the operation of

the railroads of the United States for one week and the

resulting damage would be almost incalculable; it would be
measured not in money and in goods alone, but in human
suffering and human life. How many cities in this country
are provisioned for one week? How long would the supply
of fuel and material for the mills and factories suffice if fresh

supplies were interrupted? The answers to the questions
are furnished by every snow storm which ties up the rail-

roads even for a few days. Every business in the region
feels the effect; the whole population sutlers inconvenience
and the business losses are heavy. How much more serious

would be the effect of a general and a protracted suspension

of the railroad! It would be a national calamity comparable
to the effects of war or pestilence, a catastrophe which it is

almost unthinkable that any body of men, for their own ends,

however worthy and reasonable those ends might be, would
combine to bring upon the country. Or, to look at the mat-
ter from another standpoint, it is even more unthinkable that

the responsible heads of the railway companies would allow

a general suspension of operation to take place if the most
extreme concession on their part could prevent it.

Into this situation of absolute dependence upon the con-

tinuous operation of the railroads, a situation fraught with
the possibilities of national disaster, enter the brotherhoods
with their periodic demands for increase in wages, reduction

in hours, and more favorable conditions of employment.
One set of these demands made by the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers is now being considered by a specially

appointed board of arbitration. As soon as this difficulty is

settled—and from past experience a portion at least of the

demands of the union will be granted—the never-ending
controversy will be transferred to some other section or

some other organization. The pressure of the unions upon
the railroads is increasing and unceasing.

In these discussions and contests organized railway labor

possesses a predominant advantage. Its members know just

how valuable their services are. They know that the trains

must run and that no men outside their organizations can

run them.

Consider for a moment the extent of their advantage by
comparison with labor contests in other fields. If the an-

thracite miners strike, the country suffers, but there are ways
of escape for the consumer. He can turn to bituminous coal

or gas, and there are reserves of anthracite to draw upon.

If the bituminous miners strike, the users of bituminous coal

can live for a time on their own reserves, or they can change
their grates to burn anthracite. The last great strike in the

iron and steel industry had little more than a local signifi-

cance and eflfect.

Let the railroad men strike, however, and as 1877 and 1894

showed, the entire country feels the blow; every class, every

community, every business is affected. The four railway

brotherhoods hold in their hands the prosperity of the

United States. Because they possess an absolute monopoly
of the skilled labor necessary to conduct the business of

transportation, they have the pow-er to cripple every business

in the country. Skilled railway operators cannot be replaced

by non-union men. For locomotive engineers or firemen
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there are few snbstitntes; if they cease to labor, the trains

cease to move, commerce comes to a standstilL factories

close, business staggers and stops. We all remember the

effect of the suspension of cash payments by the banks in

1907. The situation at that time gave but a faint indication

of the damage which the country would sustain by the sus-

pension of the railroads.

Railway managers know this, railway employees know this.

In ever}- controversy over wages, hours of employment or

working conditions, the unique position of the railway as an

indispensable public servant, and the extraordinarily power-

ful position of the railway employee as the master of that

public sen-ant, are present in the minds of the contestants.

Such a contest is unequal: the men have all the advantage.

They can throw the railroads into bankruptcy and the coun-

try into ruin, and they know it. They know further that

the railway managers will not be allowed by public opinion,

even if their own dispositions set in this direction, to force

the issue. They must make concessions; they must, in every

contest, yield something. All. therefore, that is required is

for the men to return again, and yet again, with ever-increas-

ing demands, and they can obtain the entire surplus revenue

of the railroads.

I do not claim that the railway employees will carry their

demands to this extent, or that the desire to confiscate the

dividends of the railway stockholders has ever entered the

minds of their leaders. I do claim, however, that they have

it in their power to ad\-allice their wages to the point where
the present scale of dividends can no longer be maintained.

When Lord Clive. on his return from India, was accused in

the House of Commons with the practice of extortion, he

replied, "Sir. when I think what I might have taken, I am
astonished at my own moderation." With equal justice, the

railway brotherhoods can point to the evidence of their

moderation in the fact that the railroads can still pay divi-

dends and lay aside something for their surplus accounts.

This situation is. however, fraught with possibilities of peril.

So far as the Interstate Commerce Commission is con-

cerned, the railroads have little to fear. If the Commission
will not sanction a general advance in rates, it is equally

unlikely that it will order their general reduction. Railway
rates, the products of innumerable adjustments and compro-
mises, tend constantly to stability. Elach year the difficulty

of change because of the wider reaching consequences of

change, becomes greater. Adjustment between localities, re-

ductions in special cases may be made; but the danger of a

general reduction in rates is slight.

•Not so with the labor situation. The representatives of

organized labor have set no limit to their demands, short of

the utmost ability of the railroads to pay; railway wages in

their opinion will never be high enough. They are willing

to endorse the railroads' demands for higher rates, out of

which higher wages might be paid, and, in fact, this propo-
sition ha? been seriously advanced by some of their leaders.

They will not. however, concede that railway wages can be
limited—that, for example, the locomotive engineer should

be restricted to a maximum of S80 per month, a salary upon
which he can purchase his house and send his children to the

high school. They desire that his wages should rise to S250
per month, upon which he can send his children to college.

Xo matter how high railway wages go. they are still too low,

in the opinion of the railway man, for his necessities, his

responsibilities and his deserts.

And, after all, if only these demands can be reconciled with

the necessities of the country for a full development of its

resources, and with the just claims of the railroad stock-

holders and creditors, why should the railway employee be
denied his wish to rise to a higher plane of existence? Everj-

day miliions of people trust their lives to the men who run
the trains, walk the tracks and operate the signals and
switches. What compensation will be considered too much

for the faithful performance of this trtist? What public

servant has a more responsible position than the locomotive
engineer? A\ ho has charge of a larger amount of property?
Lpon whose competence and vigilance depend so large a
number of human lives?

Let ns come to the issue of the question: How can the

demands of the railway men be met—demands which they
have it in their power to enforce, however gradually, with
whatever degree of conservatism they go about enforcing
them—while at the same time the needs of the country for

additional capital may be met? Lender present conditions the

profits of the railroads, present and prospective, are not

large enough to induce a sufficient amount of investment to

meet the national requirements. Before the year is out, in

the opinion of those best qualified to judge, the countrj- will

have abundant proof that in late years sufficient money has
not been spent upon railway facilities. Unless the outlook"

for railway profits becomes more favorable, these facilities

will become increasingly inadequate. What, then, is to be
done? Shall rates be advanced? How will this mend mat-
ters? If rates go up and wages rise with them, shippers

and consumers are burdened and railway credit is not im-

proved. It is by following no such vicious circle that the

solution of the problem is to be found.

In my opinion—and I offer this suggestion with diffidence,

because I know how much easier it is to describe a situation

than to suggest a practical remedy—we shall never reach a

ptermanent solution of our transportation problem, we shall

never place this great industry in a position from which its

steady progress is assured, until railway labor can be brought

to realize and recognize by its acts that the railroads are

entitled, in the words of the Supreme Court, "to a reason-

able return upon a fair value of their property employed in

the public service." .\nd this reasonable return is not to be

the rate of interest on the best first mortgages, but such a

rate of profit, averaging good years with bad, as will attract

capital into railroad securities. More than this the railroad

stockholder does not and should not claim: less than this

means an arrested railway development, a slow and halting

industrial development, a condition of prolonged business

stagnation, brokfn only by fitful gleams of temporary pros-

perity.

I do not know how this recognition of the claims of rail-

way capital to proper consideration can be brought about:

I hope that it will come as a result of conference and con-

ciliator}- discussion. I believe that organized labor in the

railway industr}- represents the highest level of efficiency

which organized labor has an}-where attained. The railway

employee fully deserves his title of the "aristocrat of the

labor world." His is not merely an aristocracy of high

vrages, but an aristocracy of competence, discipline, fidelity

to dut}- and good citizenship. If the solution of the problem

can be worked out by the railway men in conference with

their employers, it will be indeed a fortunate result.

If, however, the leaders of railway labor are unable to see

that they have a national obligation to perform, that along

with their vast power goes a corresponding responsibility,

that they must not press their demands for higher wages to

the point of making railway investments unattractive, and

so restricting necessary railway facilities, then they will be

made to realize, and that at no distant day, that there is a

power in this countr}- that is greater than the power of

organized labor, the irresistible power of an aroused public

sentiment, and that the interests of no class, no matter how
valuable the ser^ices performed by that class, can be allowed J

to stand in the way of the interests of the .Vmerican people.

Xew Lixx FOR Xew South W.\le5.—The first sod of the line

from Muswellbrook, Xew South Wales, to Merriwa was turned

by the minister of works on June 1.



CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROCK ISLAND SHORT LINE.

Description of the Building of the Closing Link in a New

Direct Route Between Kansas City, Mo., and St. Paul, Minn.

The St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line, which, excUisive of

directors' shares, is owned entirely by the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, was organized in 1911 to establish a short direct con-

nection between Kansas City and the Twin Cities by securing the

ownership of the St. Paul & Des Moines and building a new line

from Carlisle, la., to Allerton. The St. Paul & Des Moines,

which was organized in 1933, purchased the line of the Des

Moines, Iowa Falls & Northern from Des Moines to low-a Falls,

T^

The St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line and Other Railways
Connecting Kansas City and St. Paul-Minneapolis.

70.-14 miles, and extended it from Iowa Falls to Mason City,

43.8 miles, in 1908. With the terminal trackage at Mason City

and Des Moines this company operated 121 miles of line. A
through train service has been opened between Jilinneapolis and

Des Moines, using this line to Mason City, the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul from Mason City to Plymouth Junction, 1.Z

miles, and the Rqck Island line, from Plymouth Junction to

Minneapolis, 144.4 miles. The new service to be established by

the St. Paul & Kansas -City Short Line w-ill use the same route

from ^Minneapolis to Des Moines. South of that point it will

operate about lOj^ miles of the Winterset branch of the Rock

Island to Carlisle, la., from which a new line is being built

south to Allerton on the Rock Island's main line between Chi-

cago and Kansas City. The Carlisle-.-Vllerton section is about

65.1 miles long and the distance from Allerton to Kansas City

on the present line is 152.5 miles, making a total distance of 501

miles from Minneapolis to Kansas City, which is 43 miles

shorter than the present shortest line between these points.

By reducing the distance between Kansas City and the Tw-m

Cities, the Rock Island expects to be able to participate heavily

in the through traffic for the Northwest, which is distributed

from St. Paul and Minneapolis. Heretofore it has been obliged

to haul such traffic by an indirect route as far east as West

Liberty, la. This line will also make possible a direct north

and south haul between the Twin Cities and the Gulf of Mexico

entirely over Rock Island Lines, which may be of importance in

view of the expected development of such traffic following the

opening of the Panama canal and will be of very direct impor-

tance in relation to the fruit and vegetable traffic from the

Southwest which requires expedited service.

While the new line has been built principally for the purpose

of handling through traffic, it will also develop an important

local traffic. The line of the St. Paul & Des Moines passes

through a rich agricultural section. There is also a large

acreage of coal land tributary to the line, including two commer-

cial mines already operating at Enterprise, 14 miles north of

Des ^loines.

Mason City is an important shipping center, containing sev-

eral jobbing houses, eleven brick and tile works and the plants

of the Northwestern States Portland Cement Company and the

Lehigh Portland Cement Company. The latter two plants have

a combined capacity of 15,000 barrels a day. The line now

Carlisle-Allerton Section of the St. Paul & Kansas City Short
Line.

under construction from Carlisle to Allerton passes through a

country which has not heretofore enjoyed adequate railway

facilities, in which coal mining will produce the principal traffic.

The Rock Island owns about 8,000 acres of coal lands near the

middle of the section imder construction w'hich will furnish an

important source of fuel supply when made accessible by the

completion of the line.

In addition to the freight traffic, the line presents interesting
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possibilities for passenger traffic. A sleeping car service has

been operated between Des Moines and the Twin Cities for the

past six months, and it is expected that eventually a train may
be operated from the Twin Cities with through cars for Omaha,

Kansas City and California, connecting with the Rock Island

Limited at^ Des Moines and with the Golden State Limited at

Kansas City.

The operating headquarters of the First district have been

moved from Chicago to Des Moines since the purchase of the

new line on account of its central location with reference to

the lines east of the Missouri river. In the interests of

economical operation the present division terminal is to be re-

moved from Albert Lea, Minn., to Manley Junction, la., where

a roundhouse, yards and water service facilities will be built.

Eventually the division headquarters of the Minnesota division

may be moved to that point from Cedar Rapids.

Jn view of the high class of service which will be installed as

soon as the section from Carlisle to Allerton is completed, the

entire line is being put in excellent physical condition. The

line now operated by the St. Paul & Des Moines has been con-

siderably improved by the Rock Island, but it is planned to

still further improve it by reconstructing some portions and by

replacing a number of the bridges. The portion of the Winter-

set branch between Des Moines and Carlisle, which forms a

part of the new line, is being entirely rebuilt, the work including

grade and line revisions, the replacing of bridges and relaying

of track. The new line south of Carlisle is being built to the

Rock Island main line standards and when completed will be

in condition to handle traffic economically. The new line is be-

sated in both directions, and the shafpssf cllfve is 3 deg., with

spirals on all curves 2 deg. or sharper. In general the grade

line is rising southward, the highest point reached, which is at

the main line connection in Allerton, being more than 300 ft.

higher than the lowest point on the line, which is near the Car-

lisle end. The maximum grade had to be used frequently in

Creosoted Pile Bridge.

both directions, and in some cases it was difficult to get a sat-

isfactory location on this grade.

The roadbed standards called for an 18-ft. width on fills and

34 ft. in cuts, the latter width providing for use of steam

shovels and grading machines, additional material for fills, re-

ducing the chances of slides interfering with traffic and allow-
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Condensed Profile of Carlisle-Allerton Line.

ing built as a single track road. The line crosses the general

direction of drainage, the country being quite rough considering

that it is' scarcely more than 100 miles from the Mississippi

river in the heart of an agricultural state. On the mile which

includes the largest amount of hea\'y grading the earthwork

moved totaled about 165.000 yards, with maximum cuts and

Standard Cattle Pass.

fills of about 50 ft., and at a number of points along the line

there are short sections for which the yardage averaged consid-

erably higher than the figure given. No large bridges are neces-

sary as no important streams are crossed. There are 8.770

lineal ft. of bridge openings, most of which are wooden trestles

with deck girders over the larger streams and over some of

the highways. The maximum grade is 0.8 per cent, compen-

ing for possible future double-tracking. Practically all ma-

terial handled is clay with some gravel and a small amount of

rock. Standard slopes are 1:1 for heights up to 20 ft., from

1:1 to 1^:1 between 20 ft. and 30 ft, and IJ^ :1 for all heights

over 30 ft. In general, the material stood up very well at this

angle, only one or two fills causing any trouble. In several

cuts, however, the sloughing was quite serious. Drainage was

not difficult to secure in most places and no special problems

developed.

Concrete culvert pipe in 36-in., 48-in. and 60-in. sizes are

used for small waterway openings, with concrete box culverts

for larger waterways and cattle passes, and trestles for long

stream crossings and some of the undergrade highvi'ay cross-

ings. Some of the highways are carried under steel girders

resting on concrete abutments, and the overhead highway

bridges are timber structures on framed or pile bents. The

topography made it possible to separate grades at more than

two-thirds of the highway crossings, and every effort was made
to eliminate grade crossings.

The standard culvert pipe is made in two classes, one for fills

up to 20 ft. and the other for fills between 20 ft. and 40 ft., this

height being measured from base of rail to flow line. No con-

crete culvert pipe is used in fills higher than 40 ft. The cross

section of the pipe is elliptical, the vertical diameter being 4 in.

greater in the smallest size pipe and 9J4 if- greater in the largest

size. The walls are from 4 in. to 7]/2 in. thick, depending upon

the size of the pipe, and are reinforced by f^-in. square bars

placed longitudinally and J^-in. square bars placed circumfer-

entially. The pipes are made in sections 8 ft. long for the 36-in.

and 48-in. sizes, 6 ft. for the light design in the 60-in. size, and
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5 ft. for the heavy design in this size. The heaviest section

weighs S.9 tons. The concrete box culverts are of the standard

design used on the Rock Island and are very similar to those

built by several other roads.

All pile trestles were built to the Rock Island standard, using

creosoted piling, posts and caps. In the structures which include

girder spans a continuous trestle was first driven across the

opening in order to allow track to be laid, and the girders will

be placed as soon as they can be brought in by rail. The por-

tions of the trestles which will be replaced by the girders are

made of untreated material. The pile driving was done by

three land roller drivers, one working from each end of the

line and one near' the middle.

The earthwork was handled by a variety of methods, vari-

ous contractors using scraper outfits, heavy steam shovels and

light automatic shovels, with both cars and dump wagons, and

grading machines with both gasoline engines and horses. The
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Details of Elliptical Concrete Culvert Pipe.

material was all comparatively easy to handle and no unusual

methods were developed.

The hauling of bridge and culvert material and contractors'

outfits was comparatively easy, as, in addition to the two Rock
Island terminals, the new line is crossed by two lines of the

Burlington and approximately paralleled by two others of the

.-same road. The maximum haul necessary was 13 miles, the

joads being in general very good. Bridge and culvert material

was shipped to nine points, Carlisle at the north end of the new
line. Ford and Pleasantville on the line of the Burlington east

of the new road, Knoxville at the end of a Rock Island branch,

Lacona and Oakley on the branch of the Burlington west of the

new line, Chariton and Corydon where the new line crosses two
branches of the Burlington, and Allerton, the southern terminal

of the new line. One of the most difficult materials to haul

was the heavy concrete culvert pipe. Short-coupled wide

tread wagons p-l'ed by six horses were used for this work, but

on accci:r.t cf the steep hills end the grsat weight of the pipes

4S-4'Face fo face ofhackwalls
/3-6"
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9-0"

the hauling contractor who undertook to deliver these pipes had
considerable difficulty, caused by the damage to roads, injuries

to horses and accidents to wagons which caused several pipes

to roll down into ditches and streams.

In the town of Chariton the line crosses three streets on sub-

ways. These structures have I-beam concrete floor slabs sup-

ported on reinforced concrete bents at the curb lines and re-

inforced concrete abutments. The two sidewalk spans are 6 ft.

in the clear, and the roadway span is 24 ft. The details of a

typical subway are shown in one of the drawings. The main
wall of the abutment is only 15 in. thick, but it is heavily re-

inforced and is supported from the back by buttresses spaced

6 ft. 6 in. center to center. The bents have four columns each,

two of which are 2 ft. x 3 ft, and two 2 ft. x 2 ft. 6 in. They
are supported on a continuous concrete footing which is spread

to 7 ft. 6 in. wide and are capped by a concrete beam 2 ft. 6 in.

wide and 3 ft. 6 in. deep. The slabs have a minimum depth of

2 ft. 5 in., with eight 24-in., 80-lb. I-beams under each track,

and 20-in., 6S-Ib. I-beams between tracks and in the parapets.

The slabs also have bar reinforcement in both directions in

both the upper and lower surfaces. Sidewalk slabs are sup-

ported along both sides of the subways on cantilever brackets

cast on the floor slabs, the inner edge of the small slabs rest-

ing on the parapet of the large slab. In the construction of

these subways 12 hours were allowed after the completion of

the columns for shrinkage before the caps were placed, the

bents were allowed to sea.=on 20 days before the slabs were cast,

and the slabs were allowed to set 60 days before any live load

was allowed on the structure. The upper surface of the slabs

is sloped to drain the water over the back walls, and 4-in. drain

tiles are provided on top of the abutment footings. The fills

behind the abutments were required to be of gravel or other

coarse material. A waterproof membrane protected by mastic

covers the surface of the slabs, all joints between the ends of

the slabs and the faces of the parapet walls on the abutments

being filled with oakum and mastic. Along the edges of the

slabs the waterproof membrane was carried up under the edge

of the sidewalk slab and a watertight joint made by sealing

the cracks with asphalt.

There are two railway crossings on the new line, both of

which are with the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. At the

crossing in Chariton the Burlington is high enough to allow

the new line to pass under its tracks easily. In Corydon, how-
ever, the Burlington is near the ground surface and a grade

crossing was first considered. It was found, however, that by

a slight realinement of the Burlington's tracks the grade could

he raised to allow the new line to pass under, and this work
will be undertaken. The structures for these crossings have re-

inforced concrete spans for tw-o tracks.

The track standards for the new line call for 90-lb. rails.

p aj3>A;aSg^^^^^.^£^i^^
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Details of Subway Over Street in Chariton, Iowa.
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creosoted hardwood ties and crushed rock ballast. A Harris

track-laying machine operated by company forces is being used

for track construction. Passing tracks are 3,000 ft. long.

A supply of water for locomotives will be secured from three

reservoirs that are being constructed about 1!4 miles from the

new line. Two of these will have a capacity of 125,000.000 gal-

lons each, and the third will be somewhat larger. Earth dams

with concrete core walls are used to back up the water in

natural water courses. A coaling station will be built at AUer-

ton, serving both the Missouri division and the Short Line.

The surveys for this line were begun in July, 1910. One

party covered the territory very thoroughly with preliminary

lines, and as soon as the location was decided upon the same

party located the line north from Allerton. It was desired to

hurry the work as much as possible, however, and another

party was started south from Carlisle. These two parties met

in Jlay, 1911. Estimates were already well in hand and con-

tracts were let during the same month. A construction office

was established at Chariton and a good start was made during

the summer of 1911. The line is now practically completed and

will soon be ready for operation. The rapidity with which the

surveys and construction work have been carried on is largely

due to the tact and judgment shown by the railway company in

dealing with property owners and residents along the line. As

an evidence of the good will that prevails, only four condemna-

tion suits were required to secure the necessary right of way

;

two of these being against non-residents and one against an in-

sane man. There has been very little delay in getting road

crossing and under-pass agreements settled, with the result that

the construction work has been materially accelerated.

This work is being done under the direction of J. B. Berry,

chief engineer of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and J. C.

Beye, locating engineer. The late W. C. Beach was in charge

of construction until his death on August 23, when he was suc-

ceeded by J. W. Waber. The McArthur Brothers Co. are the

contractors for grading and bridging.

RAILWAY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS'
ASSOCIATION.

The fifth annual convention of the Association of Railway

Electrical Engineers was held in the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago.

October 20-25. F. R. Frost, electrical engineer of the Atch-.son,

Topeka & Santa Fe at Topeka. presided. The secretary-treas-

urer reported a cash balance of $1,044 and a total membership

of about 550. During the first day of the meeting aliout 175

members registered.

D.\T.\ AND IXFORM.\TIOX.

A report on this subject was submitted by a commitlee of

which E. W. Jansen (111. Cent.") was chairman. Following is an

abstract

:

One of the most important points to be considered in placing

a.xle light equipment on the car is a good suspension and the

method in which the suspension is attached to the truck. On

cars with steel trucks the suspension should be secured to the

truck without any chance of vibration. A diagram cif a sub-

stantial suspension brace is shown in Fig. 1. This should be

bolted, or preferably riveted, to the side of the truck and cm be

secured to the suspension iron at its outer end on any of the

standard equipments. These side braces may be J4 in. or J's in.

thick and will be found stronger than the suspension iron proper.

It is advisable, where possible, that large axle and dynamo

pulleys be used. This will increase the life of the belt. A state-

ment of belt mileage made on different classes of cars using the

highest grade of S-in. 4-ply rubber belt with 11-in. dynamo pul-

leys and 21-in. axle pulleys, is given as follows

:

.Tan. Feb. March. April. May. June.

Cars 117 118 121 117 109 117

Belts 48 26 34 19 28 19

Average mileage ^
per belt 25,932 44,032 37,192 59,702 45,153 79,878

The reason for the low mileage in winter months is because of

the ice and extremely cold weather.

From a report of the light failures, that is, those cars which

arrived at a terminal with less than 25 volts, or 35 volts where

tungsten lamps are used, it was shown that out of 120 cars, 14

failures were shown in January, or 88,900 miles per failure ; six

failures, or 199,000 miles per failure, in February ; 13 failures,

or 101,000 miles per failure, in March; 11 failures, or 107,000

miles per failure, in April ; seven failures or 187,000 miles

per failure, in May, and two failures, or 661.000 miles per

failure, in June. It may be said of this also that the reduction

in miles per failure in January, February and March was due to

the cold weather. From the statistics of 58 different roads it

was shown that 13,736 cars were lighted by electricity and 29,075

were lighted by other means, or about 32 per cent, are lighted

by electricity. Of these 1.673 have straight storage; 481 are

lighted with turbines; 2,073 have the head end system and 7,100

have the axle generating system.

A formula for the power required by engine lathes is as fol-

lows : Horse Power = feed in inches X depth of cut in inches

X inches cut per minute X number cutting tools X constant

for material.

The constants for the various metals are as follows

:

oft). 0.3
VWought iron and cast iron (hard) 0.35
Mild steel 0.4
.Medium steel 0.5
Tire steel 0.6

TR.MX LIGHTING PR.\CTICE.

The report of the committee on train lighting practice, F. E.

Hutchinson (C. R. I. & P.), chairman, included the various

Fig. 1—Diagram of Suspension Brace.

methods of operating electric lighted cars, the cleaning of

batteries, and reports on electric lighted cars. It was stated

that the sediment removed from the batteries could be sold for

$40 per ton. The following was recommended for the form of

inspector's report.

A book form with a carbon copy, original going to the chief

electrician and carbon left in the car for the information of the

inspector at the other end of the line. These originals can then

be filed in date order in pigeon holes under car number and held

for thirty days or longer and afford a ready reference without

any copying being done. A card hie can also be kept in connec-

tion witli this book form on which the history of the car can be

kept, such as the time car was delivered from the car builder,

dates car goes in and out of shop, record of accidents to car,

dates batteries were changed, dynamo removed for overhauling,

equipment failed, etc. This can be kept in a separate card file

or in the pigeon hole with the other reports for ready reference.

This system has many advantages, as it keeps inspectors at the

opposite ends of the line thoroughly familiar with what work
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the inspector does at the other end of the run, and it is rccnm-

mended for adoption.

Form of Ivspectoh's Report.

Car Train In Out
rUice Date

-\pparalus Working Lights Fail

Sp. Gr Height of Acid
\'olts Cattery Volts Lights

Battery Charged Hours .-\mps.

Belts Train Conn Fans
Lamps Missing Burnt Out Applied

Oiled Generator Cond. Eg'pt on Departure

Cause of Failure and Material Used.

.Inspect-

SHOP PRACTICE.

The committee on shop practice, C. J. Causland (.Penn.j, chair-

man, presented a report of what is considered good practice by

shop engineers of the leading railways. In connection with this

subject the paper on Electrical Equipment of Railway Shops,

by G. \V'., Cravens, presented before the Western Railway Club

and reported in the Railz^'ay Age Ga'ctte, September 20, page

515, was mentioned. An abstract of the committee report

follows

:

Power Plant.—Steam turbines are being used to a very large

extent in railway power plants, due to their smaller size and

greater economy than reciprocating engines, but there is still

much to be said in favor of the latter. They are favored by

many engineers for driving direct current generators, with the

turbine as the favorite for alternating current machines. One
point which has always been rnentioned in favor of the recipro-

cating engine is the use of its exhaust steam for heating the

shops, but this applies only to non-condensing engines, usually.

Recent developments in steam turbines have brought about a type

designed especially with a view to using it in connection with

steam heating S)Stems. The large amount of glass used in rail-

road shops, with the consequent great radiation of heat, makes

the heating problem an important one, but beyond the province

of this report.

The switchboard should not merelj- contain panels enough for

all of the generators and feeders, but each panel should have a

complete equipment of meters, switches, etc., in order to allow

of the fullest knowledge and control of conditions in each circuit.

If the power is to be transmitted over any very great distance,

which seldom happens in raihvay shops, the voltage should be

as high as possible for safety, in order to reduce the amount of

copper required for the lines and to keep the terminal voltage

up to as nearly normal as possible. Either a. c. or d. c. dis-

tribution can be made safely at 440 volts and this is high enough

for any railway shop at present constructed, and if the power

plant is properly located it will do for any plant that will prob-

ably ever be constructed.

The electric distribution system should be kept away from

the heat of the steam pipes and the practice of putting the cables

in ducts placed alongside a pipe tunnel, instead of having them

in it, is better practice. This plan is followed in the Big Four

shops at Beech Grove, Ind.

Where alternating current is used it is customary to locate

transformers at the various distribution centers for stepping

down the voltage to that required for the lights or motors.

Usually these are located on poles outside the buildings, some-

times inside, but when the distribution system is underground

the transformers must be inside the buildings or in manholes.

At the Pullman shops manholes are placed at each of the prin-

cipal distribution centers, outside the buildings, with the step

down transformers therein for reducing the voltage from 2,300

volts to "110, 220 or 440 volts as required.

Shot< Equipment.—Each shop presents conditions of its own.

One of the most important things is a good set of accurate rec-

ords of time, operations, materials, machines, men and methods.
-Another is as to whether group drive or individual drive is go-
ing to be best for any one department or the entire shop.

There is practically no argument as to the use of anything but
electric motors where they are at all applicable, and that means
practically any place where power is used to produce motion.
Among the benefits gained through their use are decreased
transmission shaft losses, increased production through easy
speed control, accurate knowledge of power required for any
given purpose, ease of power control and distribution, flexibil-

ity of machine arrangement, reduced vibration of buildings and
machines and the elimination of most belt troubles.

The present tendency in locomotive shop equipment is to in-

crease the number of machine tools per pit. The average is be-
tween 6 and 8 per pit with many shops having from S to 6, but
the tendency is towards from 8 to 10 per pit in several of the
newer shops. There is no fixed rule, apparently, as to how many
tools of each kind will be required per pit, but an average of
a large number of shops shows the following proportions

:

Turtiing tools 50 per cent.
Cutting tools 25 per cent
Drdhng tools

1 1 per cent.
Grinding tools 7 per cent.
Aliscellaneous 7 per cent.

Xearly all wood-working machines in electrically operated
shops are fitted with individual motors because of the com-
paratively large aiuount of power required. Induction motors
with squirrel cage windings are used for this purpose on account
of the freedom from sparking and the constant speeds.

The use of the automatic controlling devices is increasing.

Suitable devices for both variable and constant speed motors
are now available, most of them being arranged for push button
control. The use of push buttons reduces the chances of injury

to both workmen and tools, and makes it so easy to start and
stop the machines that the men will stop them during idle pe-
riods instead of allowing them to run and w-aste power. The au-
tomatic starters also have certain protective features which are
valuable, most of them opening the circuit on overload.

Another useful practice is being followed in regard to com-
pressed air supply. This is the placing of small motor driven air

compressors in all shops requiring air outside of regular working
hours. In this way a small amount of compressed air may be
provided without operating the large air compressors in the main
power houses.

The use of electrically operated safety devices of a variety of
kinds could be e.xtended to good advantage, and a new system
for this purpose will soon be placed on the market. This is de-

signed to stop the machinery instantly in case of accident and
may be operated from any part of the shop. Automatic fire

alarm systems are also being neglected and the risk greatly in-

creased as a result, with no good excuse. This is also worth
consideration and improvement.

Other reports and papers were read which will be abstracted

in the next issue of the Raili^.'a\' Age Gazelle.

Proposed Railway Constructiox in Xew South Wales.—
The public works committee of Xew South Wales has resolved

that it is not expedient to build a line from Wyalong, in south-

ern central Xew South Wales, northwest via Rankin's Springs

to Hillston, about 80 miles, but recommends that consideration

should be given to the construction of a line from Barmedman,
about 10 miles south of Wyalong to Hillston. As a result of

personal inspection of the country along the route proposed, the

chief commissioner of railways is opposed to the construction of

this line and recommends one from Hillston southeast to the

railway system from Mirrool. As far as the country between

Wyalong and Rankin's Springs is concerned the chief commis-

sioner does not consider that the construction of a line is of

immediate importance, and suggests for future consideration a

connection between Barmedman and Rankin's Springs.



UNION "SAFETY FIRST" RALLY AT KANSAS CITY.

Nine Thousand Railway Employees and Officers Attend Great
Meeting to Promote the Reduction of Railway Accidents.

One of the most extraordinary meetings in the history of the

railways of the United States was the Union "Safety First" Rally

held in Convention Hall at Kansas Cit\', Mo., on Saturday

evening, October 19. As the name by which it was called implies,

it was a union meeting, being participated in by officers and

employees of all the fourteen roads entering Kansas City. As
its name also implies it was called and held to promote knowl-

edge, interest and enthusiasm regarding the "safety first" cam-
paign to reduce railway accidents, which w-ithin two years has

spread over railways throughout the United States. In point

of attendance and of interest and enthusiasm displayed, the meet-

ing was most successful, surpassing the expectations of the com-
mittee in charge of the arrangements. Approximately 9,000 per-

sons were present. It had been planned to use only about one-

half of the seating capacity of the hall, which has a capacity of

18,000 people, but before the meeting began it became evident

that the attendance was to be so much larger than had been

expected that it was necessary, in order to accommodate the

overflow with a view of the platform and the screen on which

the moving pictures were displayed, to remove the curtain which

had been suspended to cut off about half of the hall.

The roads which participated in the meeting were the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe; Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; Union

Pacific; Missouri Pacific; Kansas City Southern; St. Louis &
San Francisco; Chicago Great Western; Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy; Chicago & Alton; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul;

Wabash, Missouri, Kansas & Texas ; Kansas City Terminal, and

St. Joseph & Grand Island. Special trains were run by the Santa

Fe and Rock Island from Topeka and other points where a

large number of men are employed, and nearly every train

entering the city during the day brought scores of employees

from other outlying railway centers.

The representatives of each road were grouped together with

a large poster to designate them, and these delegations vied

with each other in applauding references to their roads either in

the speeches or in the moving pictures. The hall was attractively

decorated with flags and safety emblems of the different roads,

and on the platform back of the speakers were placed four large

colored posters, each bearing the Santa Fe safety emblem, a

trademark of the road with the motto "Get the safety habit,"

and one of the following epigrams : "Not how fast or how cheap

but how safe"; "Santa Fe Safety First"; "Caution and com-

mon sense, in other words, the safety habit, is your best accident

insurance." The banner annually awarded by the Chicago &
North Western to the division making the best safety record for

a year, was also placed on the platform.

Invitations had been sent to 460 executive, traffic and operat-

ing officers, and many of these were seated in the boxes. In the

gallery were seated nearly 500 negro porters, waiters and other

employees with members of their families. Music was furnished

by the Santa Fe shop apprentice band from Topeka, which also

led the Santa Fe delegation in a parade from the station to the

hall.

The meeting was called to order by J. D. M. Hamilton, claim

attorney of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, who spoke of

the "safety first" movement as one of the greatest humanitarian

movements ever inaugurated by the railroads or other industries

of the United States. He introduced as chairman C. W. Kouns,

general manager of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe eastern

lines, who read a large number of letters and telegrams from

the presidents of the different roads commending the purpose of

the meeting and expressing their regrets at not being able to

be present. Mr. Kouns then made an opening statement as

follows

:

CHAIRMAH kouns' REMARKS.

"Representing in our several capacities the great railroads of

the southwest, we are here tonight in one of the most important

movements ever inaugurated. We are going to confer together

with a view of working out plans that will reduce the number
of accidents resulting in injury or death. Already this movement
is well under way. Upon several of the roads definite plans

are being followed, and most gratifying results have been ob-

tained. We wish to take advantage of the experience gained,

and enlarge upon it. The need is great. Every day more than

25 human lives are being taken, and 480 are injured more or less

seriously. Records compiled show us that above 70 per cent,

of the accidents producing these serious results I have referred

to are the result of carelessness upon the part of the killed or

injured themselves, or of fellow workers. The next largest

number are those who may be called "trespassers." We may
start with this as a basis, and at present, devote our energies

to the device and application of preventive measures.

The very large number of employees who are present with

their families is the strongest evidence of the interest which

this movement, and its purposes, have aroused. Your presence

leads us to hope, with confidence, that it means the awakening
of a spirit which will achieve the purpose so important to all of

us here, and to humanity at large. We are fortunate indeed in

being able to have with us a number of gentlemen experienced

and prominent in this work who will, during the evening, talk

to us about it."

ROADS WANT ALL RULES OBEYED, SAYS W. T. TYLER.

\\'. T. Tyler, general manager of the St. Louis & San Fran-

cisco, then gave a talk on the general managers' views of the

"safety first" movement. He said that the safety movement is one,

at least, in which both labor and capital can meet on common
ground and in which both must win if it is successful. From
the standpoint of one who had gained his experience in the

ranks, he doubted the view often expressed, that railroading now
is not so difficult as in the old days. Considering the greater

volume of traffic and the speed required, he was of the opinion

that the railroad men's duties, difficulties and hardships today

are at least equal to those of the past.

The managers have been frequently blamed for accidents on

the ground that they require adherence to schedules regardless

of conditions, and some officers, either by word or by inference,

do lead men to believe their first duty is to make schedule time,

but he wanted to say emphatically that such men do not voice

the wishes either of the managers or the executive officers of

the roads. He was authorized to say, and was able to say it of

his own knowledge, that the executive officers of the railways

do not expect men to hazard either their lives or limbs or the

lives or limbs of passengers, or to hazard the company's property

in order to avoid a delay or save time or expense. They expect

the men to adopt the safe course, as the rules provide. They
realize that the men have the nerve to do anything that is re-

quired of them but neither expect or desire men to take chances,

and no man need fear that he is regarded as lacking in nerve

when he adopts the safe course. It is only necessary to show

his superiors that he moved as fast as he considered safe.

Mr. Tyler discussed the honor system of discipline as prac-

ticed in a number of schools and colleges, and expressed the

opinion that in time the same plan might prove effective in rail-

roading. He said there is no discipline so efltective as that

administered by one's fellow workers. The railways do not

want the men to report each other, and the 'Frisco strongly

discourages it, but he suggested that the men take up the ques-
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tion of discipline themselves and relieve the officers. It is not

necessary to discharge men, suspend them or to place marks
against their records. The men can administer discipline them-

selves by making their disapproval of bad practices felt in a

personal way. In the "safety first" movement the employees

can do far more than the management, but they can depend
on the continued co-operation of the officers always.

"liquor and railroading don't mix"—W. A. GARRETT.

W. A. Garrett, vice-president of the Chicago Great Western,

addressed his remarks particularly to the large number of

women present, and said tliat they can do more than anyone

else to prevent the habit of carelessness in railroading, just as

they have very largely killed the drink habit among railway

men. The most hearty applause of the entire evening greeted

his declaration that "liquor and railroading do not mix."

"You can't expect a man to use his gray matter," he said,

"if it is clouded with liquor, nor can we expect the officers to

handle the roads rightly under such circumstances. The rank

and file are entitled to drink just as much, but not more than

the officers." He also spoke briefly on the necessity for strict

observance of rules, saying that the American Railway Asso-

ciation code of rules was believed to make impossible a head-on

or rear-end collision. If the rules are found to be wrong they

will be changed, but if they are right they must be observed

implicitly.

R. C. RICHARDS ON THE "SAFETY FJRST" MOVEMENT.

R. C. Richards, general claim agent of the Chicago & North

Western, gave the principal address of the evening, outlining the

history of the "safety first" campaign on the Chicago & North

Western and the organization of its safety committees in 1910,

which has been followed by the organization of similar com-

mittees on 44 railways in the United States, having a mileage

of 144,329 miles, as follows : Pennsylvania, Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, Baltimore & Ohio,

Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, St. Louis & San Francisco,

New York Central Lines, Illinois Central, Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy, Chicago Great Western, Missouri, Kansas & Texas,

Wheeling & Lake Erie, Union Pacific, Oregon Short Line,

Oregon-Washington R. R. & Nav. Co., Southern Pacific, Southern

Pacific of Mexico, Sonora Railway, Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe, Denver and Rio Grande, Wabash, Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton, Chesapeake & Ohio, New York, Chicago & St. Louis,

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Jonesboro, Lake City & Eastern,

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Lehigh Valley, Canadian Pacific

(lines east), Canadian Pacific (lines west), Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul, Fort Smith & Western, Norfolk Southern, Raleigh,

Charlotte & Southern, Norfolk & Western, Mobile & Ohio,

Southern, Chicago Junction, Bessemer & Lake Erie, Seaboard

Air Line, Queen & Crescent, Chicago & North Western, Macon,

Dublin & Savannah, Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.

Mr. Richards described various features of the safety work

on his road and gave a large number of concrete examples of

the principal causes of accidents to railroad employees. He
emphasized throughout the fact that it is the little accidents that

cause far more deaths and injuries than the big accidents, such

as collisions and derailments, and that it takes less time to

exercise the care necessary to avoid an accident than to make a

report of it afterwards. He presented a table showing the

results of the safety campaign on the North Western as indi-

cated by the accident statistics for the 20 months ending August

31, 1912, as compared with the 20 months ending December 31,

1910, prior to the inauguration of the safety movement, as

follows :

47 fewer employees killed, a decrease of 27.9

4,471 fewer employees injured, a decrease of 31.4

S fewer passengers killed, a decrease of 36.3

217 fewer passengers injured, a decrease of 16.

97 fewer other persons killed, a decrease of 24.3

157 fewer other persons injured, a decrease of 15.4

Total.

152 fewer other persons killed, a decrease of 25.9

-4.845 fewer other persons injured, a decrease of 29.1

An abstract of Mr. Richards' paper on this subject follows:

"We have learned from sad experience that we cannot make
men careful by passing laws, for that has been tried and failed

as we all know, as we have had employers' liability laws, work-
men's compensation acts, laws limiting the hours of service, laws
repealing the fellow-servant doctrine, and assumption of risk

and safety appliance acts. Many or all of them have been
enacted on the theory that if the employer were made to re-

spond in damages it would make him more careful and prevent
accidents, on the supposition that most accidents are caused by
the carelessness of the employer in failing to furnish proper
track equipment and tools, and overlooking entirely the human
element, the rnost important thing not only in railroading but in

all business. Regardless of all such laws, the deaths and in-

juries kept on, not only occurring but increasing until finally

we got our eyes open to the fact that while such laws to a
certain extent reduced the financial loss and suffering of our
people and of their widows and orphans, they didn't do what
it was supposed they might, that is—prevent accidents happen-
ing, and so it was decided by ourselves, who were the sufferers,

that something else must be done to prevent the awful waste
of human lives and stop the making of cripples, and widows
and orphans.

RAILROAD FATALITIES BUT SMALL PART OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS.

"How badly some such action is needed is shown by the Sep-
tember, 1908, bulletin issued by the Commissioner of Labor of

the United States, which on page 458 shows 35,000 workingmen
killed in industrial accidents each year, or one every IS minutes

of every day in the year, and the injuries of 2,000,000 every

year, or one every 16 seconds of every minute and hour and
day in the year, and, contrary to the general understanding, only

one-tenth of the deaths and one-sixteenth of the injuries were
railroad men, the other nine-tenths and Hfteen-sixteenths being

workmen employed in the other industries of the country, but

because the railroads were the only ones who reported their

accidents to one central authority where they could be tabulated

and published, they were the only employers of labor who have
been generally criticized because so many of their workmen were
killed and injured.

"When we commence to exercise the same care in the selec-

tion of new men and in educating them as to their duties that

we do in the selection and care of new machinery, cars and
engines—and somehow it has always seemed to me that men
were the important element on a railroad, or in any business,

not the machine—we will have safer and more regular opera-

tion and fewer accidents.

SYSTEM OF HIRING MEN DEFECTIVE.

"I believe that our system of hiring men is obsolete, and we
ought to have a much better one. We have been devoting all this

time to getting fine engines and tracks, better cars, better ap-

paratus and better safety things, but very little time or atten-

tion has been paid to getting safety men, and if we had devoted

as much time and thought to getting safety men as we have to

getting safety things, and educated the men after we got them,

as they are now doing on the Union and Southern Pacific and

some other roads, our accident record would be different. And
we ought to have instructors of rules and regulations the same

as we have an instructor of air brakes.

"When we separate today and go back to our homes, let us

do so with renewed enthusfasm, faith and hope in the safety

movement, with new courage and strong conviction to do what

we each of us can to prevent accidents occurring and with the

determination that we will each week do something to prevent

an accident occurring, so that next year the Interstate Com-
merce Commission will report only half as many deaths and

injuries to railroad men as it did last year, and that each week

we will get one convert to the safety movement, just as we
would do if we were running for some office—get at least one

vote a week—always remembering that there is no more honor-

able position on a railroad today than that of membership on
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a safety committee, and from those committees the future operat-

ing officers of the railroads will largely come.

MOVING PICTURES SHOW RIGHT AND WRONG METHODS.

L. F. Shedd. general safety supervisor of the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific, gave a brief talk in introducing a series of

moving pictures which he had had especially posed on "The

Right and Wrong ^^'ay to Do Train and Shop Work." These

pictures illustrated the various methods commonly employed

by railroad men which cause many accidents, such as stepping

on the foot-board of switch engine pilots in motion, using the

foot to line up drawbars or couplers, hanging from side ladders

in such a way as to cause danger of being struck by switch-

stands, trucks on station platforms or gates of stock chutes,

failure to place a blue flag in front of a string of cars during a

brief inspection, crossing tracks in front of moving engines, etc.

C. W. Egan, general claim agent of the Baltimore & Ohio,

also presented a moving picture drama, entitled "A Workman's

Lesson." in which a love story is used to make more effective,

the lesson of the advantage of using safeguards for shop tools.

The picture illustrated the experience of a young foreigner who
was induced to take off the safeguard from the machine tool

on which he was working by the prejudice of an old man in the

shop who was also the father of the girl to whom the young

MOTOR CAR SERVICE ON THE PITTSBURGH
&. LAKE ERIE.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie is about to establish a motor car

service between McKeesport, Pa., and Beaver Falls. At present

it is necessary for those wishing to travel between these two

points to transfer at the terminal station at Pittsburgh. McKees-
port is about 15 miles south of Pittsburgh, and Beaver Falls is

29 miles north of it. .\ continuous suburban service between

these two points is especially desirable, because of the estab-

lishment of the Jones & Laughlin works at Aliquippa, as there

is a considerable interchange of employees between the old mill

at Thirty-fourth street, which is south of Pittsburgh and the

new plant at Aliquippa, which is between 10 and 11 miles north

of it. It is expected, if the experiment works out satisfactorily,

to establish an hourly service between the above mentioned

points. There will probably be very little revenue froYn this

service, but the annoying delays incidental to transferring the

traffic at Pittsburgh will be avoided, and the motor car service

will undoubtedly be much cheaper than if a steam locomotive and

coaches were used with full crew.

To take care of this service a gas-electric car has been or-

dered from the General Electric Company, Schenectady, X. Y.,

Gas-Electric Mctor Car to Be Used with a Trailer on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

man was engaged and who had induced manj- other employees

to disregard the safety devices on account of his prejudice to

new-fangled methods. The young man had his arm cut off,

and after that both he and the old man were "safety first"

advocates.

The programme as arranged provided for a series of three to

five-minute talks from representative employees from various

branches of the service of the lines entering Kansas City on the

subject of "Prevention of Personal Injur\- Casualties by the

Individual Efforts of Employees in Co-operation with the Com-
pany." On account of the late hour of starting the meeting,

however, and the lack of foresight in not limiting the speeches

of the railway officials, it was found necessary to stop the meet-

ing after the pictures had been presented, as it was then 11

o'clock, and large numbers of those in attendance were obliged

to leave in order to catch their trains.

New R.mlw.^y Mile.\ge in Argentina.—During 1911 254 miles

of new line were opened on the Buenos Aires Great Southern

Railway. In the same year 313 miies of new line were opened

on the Central Argentine Railway, and 221 miles on the Buenos

Aires Western Railwav.

and a trailer from the Wason Manufacturing Company, Spring-

field, Mass. This application, of a gas-electric car is rather

unique, because it is the first instance, so far as we know, of a

self-propelled car of this type being employed in this country

on a main line, heavy four track road for local runs and inter-

polated between the schedules of limited trains, and the result

will be watched with much interest. The tentative schedule,

covering the distance of 49 miles, calls for 45 stops, the distance

to be covered in 2 hours and 30 minutes.

The gas-electric car is smaller than the standard sizes which

have been built by the General Electric Company, but including

the trailer the seating capacity of the combination is much

greater than that of previous motor cars which have been built

by that company. The car body of the motor car is of all-steel

construction, except for the inferior finish, and was built by

the J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia. The design is similar to

that of the 70-ft. cars which have been built by the General Elec-

tric Company heretofore. The car is 42 ft. 6 in. long; 10 ft. 5

in. wide; weighs 36 tons, and has a seating capacitj' for 42

people. It is divided into three compartments ; one 20 ft. 5 in

long for the passengers in which the seats are finished in genuine

Spanish leather. This will be the smoking compartment.

Another section 6 ft. long will be used for baggage; it is not
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e.xpected that any biilk.v express will have to be handled in this

service. The third compartment is 12 ft. long and contains the

power apparatus. The entrance is at the rear platform.

The trailer car measures 38 ft. 6 in. long inside and 44 ft.

10 in. over the buffers. It is 10 ft. wide over the side sills and

is designed to seat 74 people on the basis of three passengers per

seat for all except \he four corner seats, which are designed for

two passengers per seat. The cross seats are 47j^ in. long and

Interior of Trailer Car for Use in Motor Car Service on the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

will be slightly crowded for the accommodation of three large

persons. The outside sheathing is of 9/64 in. gage patent

levelled planished sheet steel and the inside of the car is finished

with selected mahogany, except for the ceilings which are of 3-

ply f^ in. whitewood veneer. The seats, of the Hale & Kilburn

type, are without aisle ends and are finished in green plush.

The car is fitted with a Peter Smith hot water heater. Venti-

lation is obtained from four 12 in. Burt ventilators. The trucks

are of a special type corresponding to those used under the motor

car, and have a 6 ft. wheel base. 4'4 in. x 8 in. journals and

33 in. solid rolled steel wheels. .As may be seen from the illus-

trations, the trailer car has both front and rear platform en-

trances.

The motor car is equipped with two GE-205, 600 volt motors

of 100 h. p. each ; they are of the commutating pole type and are

also governed by shunt field control. This auxiliary method of

control assures greatly increased operating efficiency through

uniform saving of power, economy effected by decrease in the

weight of the equipment and an available increase in the service

capacity. Two extra points are provided on the controller for

final speed acceleration in parallel, whereby the motor fields

are shunted and weakened. The resulting higher armature speeds

permit the use of smaller pinions, and full utilization of the

pow-er input is secured throughout the entire speed range, from

start to full speed.

A FOREIGN VIEW OF AMERICAN RAILWAYS.*

liv C. CoLSOX,

Member of the Council of State of France.

The scope of railway operation in the United States is perhaps

the grandest and most fruitful that the history of industrial de-

velopment discloses. The area of the Union (not including

Alaska and the colonies) comprises 3.616.484 sq. miles, approach-

ing that of Europe, which is about 3.754.282 sq. miles ; but the

population did not exceed 92 millions in 1910, as compared with

453 millions in Europe, and it amounted 35 years ago to but

half of the present figure. Yet the network of railways amounted

at the end of 1910 to about 241.800 miles, while over the whole

of Europe there were only about 217.000 miles.

It can be said that colonization has followed the railways, has

penetrated with it into an immense continent w'here no other

way of communication before existed, outside of a few large

rivers. Interior navigation, the field for which it was sought

to extend by the construction of numerous canals with the scope

of railways, has been almost completely abandoned, since a more

improved method of transportation has been known, except

upon the Great Lakes, where it is of an almost maritime nature,

and upon exceptionally situated waterways. It is the railway

that has permitted this immense continent to acquire value with

unexampled rapidity; to develop the production of goods which,

exported to the old world, tremendously depressed prices, and

thirty years ago brought on an agricultural crisis due to those

low prices ; and to distribute a population which soon will itself

consume all the products of the country, a fact so important that

it is an essential element in the general rise of prices which today

is provoking in France the inverse crisis of the preceding one,

a crisis of dearness of goods. Finally, the railways, carrying

Excerpts from a Revii
icziic I'olitUiiic ct farlc

of Tr, by C. Colson

Trailer Car for Use In Motor Car Service on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.
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coal and minerals at rates even lower than those on grains, are

assisting the American Union to an industrial expansion as

astonishing for its rapidity and scope as was its agricultural

expansion of old. . . .

While in Europe civilization has preceded easy modes of

transportation, forcing the organization of production in the

manner which so far as possible suffices in each region,

in America agriculture and industry sprang up at almost

exactly the same time as the railway. Each region has been

able to devote itself solely to the products for which its soil,

subsoil and climate are best adapted, the ease of exchange over

great distances thus allowing a division of labor between the

diflferent parts of the country. As a result, long-distance train-

load shipments constitute a much more important part of the

total traffic than in our old country. ... In Europe cars

of 10 tons are still the rule, those of 20 tons the exception, and

those of 40 tons relatively rare. In the United States only

12,000 out of 2,400,000 cars carry less than 18 tons; the greater

part carry 18 to 33 tons; 634,000 can carry 33 tons; and 390,000

have a capacity from 42 to 54 tons. These are the operating con-

ditions, growing out of the historical development of American

agriculture and industry, which make very low rates compatible

with profitable operation. But it is the initiative of American

companies, and their liberty of action which they have for a long

time enjoyed, which has given that development its prodigious

rapidity and its marvelous adaptation to modern needs. . . .

The action of federal power tends especially to wipe out spe-

cial treatment, arbitrary inequaUties, and discriminations not due

to differences in conditions of transportation or in geographical

situation. But, by a pecuhar survival of ancient ideas, the legis-

lator, at the same time that he follows up the destruction of

inequahties. endeavors to retain the cause of inequahties by

hindering the companies from suppressing competition by agree-

ments. The anti-trust campaign carried on by President Roose-

velt, combining just criticisms with a violent appeal to dema-

gogic passions, has resulted in the application to railways of

legislation which the nature of things renders inapphcable to

them. In vain the Interstate Commerce Commission, which

one would not suspect of having sympathy with the railways,

has declared that competition was the source of all the in-

equalities of treatment and that efficient control was the only

serious remedy for the abuses of a long inevitable monopoly.

In vain President Taft, who is pursuing the trusts with such

vigor, proposed to insert in the latest railway law a clause

authorizing the companies to establish properly regulated agree-

ments. Congress has not ventured to vote an arrangement for

which all competent men, whether friends or enemies of the

railways, recognize the necessity.

The cost of construction has certainly been very much reduced

by the fact that, although in Europe (especially England) land

had already become very costly when the lines were built, in

the United States not only did it cost nothing at all in many

cases, but the receipts from the sale of lands received as grants

from the government have covered part of the expenses of

certain lines. The proportion of track in flat country and easily

built is no greater in the United States than in Germany. It is

true that many of the lines were originally established under

very inexpensive conditions, occupying or running along public

roads, without fences and with very crude stations and signal

systems. But little by little, while the traffic has been developing,

it has been necessary to transform most of the lines serving

densely populated regions, much of which has been done at an

expense comparably great with that of our lines.

A large part of the betterments, however, have been included

under annual operating expenses, covered by the operating rev-

enues, instead of being added to the capital account. This is a

practice that the Interstate Commerce Commission has sometimes

criticized, on the ground that it tends to justify the unduly high

rates by increasing operating expenses, adding to them expenses

of an entirely different nature. In reality, the improvement of

road and equipment by means of deductions from revenues is a

practice constantly followed in all well-managed agricultural or

industrial enterprises, and if it is a good thing to distinguish the

different kinds of expenses for the sake of clearness in account-

ing, one can only adopt the method of immediately amortizing

a part of the increases in equipment by charging it to improve-

ments. It is, indeed, an absolutely indispensable practice when
the companies have, as in America, perpetual concessions, the

title to which is not gradually wiped out by amortization over a

determined period. If it were done otherwise, the railways

would keep indefinitely enlarging the loans made for the pur-

pose of building up an equipment which the progress of indus-

trial art and the displacement of the channels of traffic render,

in one respect or another, useless. It is applied prudence not

to increase capital too greatly for the completion of the com-

plementary works that have improved the excellent financial

situation of the American railways, as well as of the German
raihvays, while the contrary practice, not being compensated as

in France by an amortization of securities, has considerably

prejudiced the future prospects of English railway companies.

We are convinced that on the whole the amount of American

railway securities in the hands of the public is notably less than

the actual cost of the lines, and less by an even greater amount

than the cost of constructing them would be today. But whether

one relates the net revenue to one or the other of these amounts,

it is hard to conceive what light the exact determination of the

amounts, if they were ascertainable, would cast on the current

discussions regarding the justifiability either of lowering, or

maintaining, or of increasing rates. The idea that the reason-

able rate on each railway is that which furnishes its invested

capital with a return corresponding to the average rate of return

upon other equally secure investments is an absurd one, for

the direct consequence of it is that an enterprise ill-conceived

and poorly conducted can legitimately make its patrons pay

rates that would be unreasonable on a system well laid out and

well operated. This idea, it is true, is one very easily accepted

by the public mind and by legislatures. Every demand for heip

or protection made by a tottering enterprise finds favor in lAiblic

opinion, which on the other hand always considers excessive

the dividends of a business that is splendidly managed Hke our

railway companies, or the dividends of an ore company whose

capital is infinitely small because in place of issuing securities

to cover all its construction expenses it has for many years

devoted to that purpose first the whole and then a considerable

part of the profits which the stockholders had been able to

apportion.

Proposed Railways for Bulgaria.—The minister of railways

of Bulgaria is negotiating for the construction of lines from

Radomir. about 18 miles south of Sofia, in the southeastern por-

tion of Bulgaria, southwest to Dubnitza, about 25 miles: and

from Silistria, on the Danube in northeastern Bulgaria, south-

west to Eski Djuma, about 75 miles. t^

Ore Transportation by Cable.—One of the largest iron ore

producers of England, the Orconera Iron Ore Company, has had a

double cable line five miles long built from its ore pits at Car-

men, in Spain, to a great mashery near the coast, some 800 ft.

lower down, capable of carrying more than 2,500 tons hourly.

It is claimed to have the greatest capacity of any cable line in

the world. The mashery at Povena is considerably higher than

the middle of the route; and the mashed ore is sent back some

2^ miles and switched to a branch cable more than a mile long,

over which the cars are move^ to a station of a railway belong-

ing to the ore company an(a discharged into cars which are

hauled to the port of Bilbao. The two cable lines are entirely

distinct, and in case of temporary disability of one, the other

will be working. Grades up to 41 deg. are overcome with safety.

Loaders and unloaders and the modern appliances for handling

ore with the minimum of labor are provided. The cable rail-

way was built by the German firm of Adolf Bleichert & Co.
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REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB BRIDGE.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie has adopted

concrete slab bridges, reinforced by the "mushroom" system, for

a number of highway crossing locations. This system of re-

inforcement, patented by C. A. P. Turner, consulting engineer,

Minneapolis, has been in use for sometime in building construc-

tion, but has not been widely adopted for railway bridge con-

struction. Two bridges built in the town of Amherst, Wis., are

typical of these structures. The details of the Lincoln street

bridge are shown in the accompanying illustration.

The street is crossed on a skew of 47 deg. and 40 min., the

abutinents and piers being parallel at an angle with the center

line of the street. The piers consist of two reinforced concrete

addition to this, there are .>8-in. stirrups spaced 12 in. center to

center between column reinforcements.

The floor slab is reinforced in four directions, in accordance
with the usual "mushroom" design, .the rods being crossed over

each column in the piers. The reinforcement parallel to the cen-

ter line of track consists of 1-in. round rods spaced 4 in. center

to center, and that perpendicular to the center line of tracks of

5^-in. rods spaced 12 in. center to center. The diagonal re-

inforcement connecting alternate pier columns consists ol l%-

(-Base ofRail Present
\ 1
Future.

>»——r-K^--^7>r^fe;; " - ^- ".: ^Cut off i

faketrorJr andPermanentF/oor Present Deck.

Old Pile Trestle and Method of Replacing with Concrete Slab

Bridge.

columns 3 ft. square spaced 12 ft. center to center, connected at the

top by a concrete beam. The footings are spread to 7 ft. square

and are reinforced in four directions, as shown in the drawing.

The columns are reinforced by six IJ^-in. round rods set ver-

tically and banded spirally by y%-m. round rods on 3-in. pitch.

The columns are 14 ft. 3 in. high from top of footings to bottom

of slab, and the corners are chamfered to a depth of 3 in. The
transverse beams, which have a minimum depth of 2 ft. below

the slab, are arched between columns and are carried out beyond

the columns on the curved lines shown in the accompanying

cross section. The beams are reinforced in the upper plane by

five 1-in. round rods, and in the lower plane by eight I'/s-in.

round rods bent up for shear reinforcement, and five I'/s-in.

rods bent down for surface reinforcement over the arch. In

1

mH1^^^

IP'iHi ^B^^
-« Hw .^ B*-i'
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M
Mushroom System Reinforced Concrete Slab Subway on Min-

neapolis, St. Paul &. Sault Ste. Marie.

in. round rods for the shorter lengths and 1-in. rods spaced 6 in.

center to center for the longer lengths. The central span is 31

ft. XVz in., and the two sidewalk spans are 29 ft. 1 in. Drainage
is carried in troughs built in the upper surface of the slab on
either side of the ties to outlets over each pier. The clearance

over the street level is 11 ft. 9 in., and between railings 16 ft.

A similar bridge over Wilson street was built first. In this

case turnouts were installed and a temporary pile trestle was
driven alongside the old structure, over which trains were oper-

ated during the construction of the new bridge. In building

Elevation atRtlsto-k ofStreet

Plan and Elevation of Subway Built at Amherst, Wis., for Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, Showing Column and

Slab Reinforcement.
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the Lincoln street bridge, however, traffic was maintained over

the structure during the reconstruction work. To accomplish

this, the jack stringers, guard rails and long ties were removed

and the deck of the original pile bridge was jacked up about

lYi ft., run-offs being provided at both ends by cinder fills. The

track was blocked up in this position on cast iron spools as

shown in the accompanying sketch. These spools were 2 ft. 3

in. long and 10 in. in maximum diameter, placed so as to not

interfere seriously with the slab reinforcement. They were con-

creted into the floor slab and allowed to remain in the position

shown. The forms for the concrete slabs were built on the old

trestle, effecting a saving in the cost of false work. This hump

in the track made it necessary to operate carefully over the

bridge during construction, but traffic was never interrupted.

These bridges were built under the direction of Thomas

Greene, chief engineer, and C. N. Kolk, principal assistant engi-

neer.

TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN SEPTEMBER.'

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that oc-

curred on railways of the United States in the month of Sep-

tember, 1912:

ColUsions.

Kind of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

6. Bait. & O Cincinnati. xc. P. & F. 2 7

7. Rutland Bennington. be. P. & F. 3 12

8. Trinity & B. V Hillsboro. be. P. & F. 16

8. Penn Harrisburg. xc. P. & F. 1

1 0. Penn Latrobe. re. P. & F. 2 6

11. West'n Md Shaw. be. F. & F. 1 18

15. N. Y. C E. Rochester. re. F. & F. 3 5

20. Louisv. & N Kiserton. xc. P. & F. 24

t22. Pitts., S. & Nor Nile, N. Y. be. P. & F. 3 32

26. Kan. City So Kansas City. be. P. & F. 2 3

Derailments.

Cause of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Derailm't. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

1. Wab., Pitts. T Rockdale. washout. F. 2

tl. Chicago & N. W Lyndhurst. washout. P 6 24

t2. Mo. & No. Ark Shirley. d. track. P. 1 8

2. C, St. P., M. & O...Canip Douglas, flood. P. 3 29

5. Southern Helton, Ga. unx. P. 16
8. Bait. & Ohio Colfax, W. Va. derail. F. 1 1

8. N. Y. C Fort Plain. d. truck. F. 2

10. N. Y., Chi. & St. L..Erie. unx. P. 35

12. New York Central... Morton, N. Y. ms. P. 1 16

21. Texas & Pac Hawkins. unx. P. 40

t25. Southern Plainville. Ga. unx. P. 3 23

Other Accidents.

Cause of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

fFall ofl
29. Great Nor Helena. ^ rock in ^ F. 1 3

L tunnel. J

The trains in collision at Cincinnati, Ohio, on the 6th were

eastbound passenger No. 20 and a yard engine. The passenger

train was just entering the yard. Two trespassers on the pas-

senger train were killed and seven other persons were injured.

The colhsion was due to failure to. protect the yard engine.

The trains in collision near Bennington, Vt., on the evening

of the 7th were a northbound passenger and a southbound milk

train. Both engines and several cars of both trains, including

one passenger coach, were wrecked. The engineman and the

fireman of the passenger train were killed and the other engine-

man was fatally injured. Ten passengers and two trainmen

were injured. The collision was due to neglect of the men in

^Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:

re. Rear collision be. Butting collision xc, Other collisions b.

Broken—d, Defective unf. Unforeseen obstruction unx, Unex-
plained derail. Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced switch ace.
obst., Accidental obstruction malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

boiler, Explosion of locomotive on road fire, Cars burned while
running P. or Pass., Passenger train—F. or Ft., Freight train (includ-
ing empty engines, work trains, etc.)—Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

charge of the passenger train who forgot, overlooked or ignored

the schedule of the milk train.

The train wrecked at Hillsboro, Tex., on the night of the 8th

was northbound passenger No. 8. Entering the station at mode-

rate speed, it ran over a misplaced switch and into the head of a

work train standing on the sidetrack. Both the passenger and

the work train engines were oil burners and the oil in the ten-

ders took fire; and the combustible parts of the engines and the

front end of the mail car were destroyed by fire. Sixteen pas-

sengers were injured, none seriously.

The train which was wrecked at Harrisburg, Pa., about 1:15

a. m. on the 8th was a westbound express, carrying no pas-

sengers. It approached the station at very high speed, in dis-

regard of all signals, and the signalman, seeing that the runner

was not in control of his engine, turned the train to a side track,

where it 'collided with some empty passenger cars. The engine

was completely turned around and overturned, and the engine-

man, Wilbert Stone, was fatally injured. The reports say that

before his death he said that he must have fallen asleep. It is

said also that the fireman had had to awaken the engineman

near Lancaster, 36 miles east of Harrisburg. Stone is reported

as having been a man of quiet, steady habits. He had made his

regular run on this train on the 6th, sleeping in the bunk room

at Harrisburg from 2 a. m. to 10 a. m. He was in bed during

the middle of the day on the 6th, as well as all of that night, and

until nearly noon of the 7th. He was at home the afternoon of

the 7th, going on duty about 9 o'clock that evening, when, ap-

parently, he was in good physical condition.

The trains in collision near Latrobe, Pa., on the 10th were

the second section of westbound passenger No. 21 and a freight

engine. One engineman and one trainman were killed and two

firemen and four passengers injured. The cause of the col-

lision was a failure of block working. Immediately preceding

the passenger train was a freight train, which was drawn by

one engine and assisted by a pusher engine at the rear. The
pusher engine was cut off to take coal, after which it followed

the freight train very slowly on account of foggy weather, but

did not overtake it. When the freight train stopped west of the

block signal station just west of Latrobe, one of the brakemen,

seeing that the pusher engine was not with the train, displayed

markers on the rear end of the caboose, thus indicating that the

train was complete. When the signalman in the tower saw the

markers, he reported the block clear, and the passenger train

was admitted under a clear signal. It overtook and ran into the

pusher engine about one mile east of Latrobe.

The trains in collision near Shaw, W. Va., on the 11th, were

a westbound work train and an eastbound freight. A foreman

was killed and 3 trainmen and IS laborers on the work train

were injured; one of them fatally. The cause of the colhsion

was the failure of an operator to deliver an order to the work

train.

The wreck at East Rochester, N. Y., on the morning of the

15th, was due to a freight train running into the rear of a pre-

ceding freight in a dense fog. The wreck fouled adjacent main

tracks and a third freight train ran into it. One fireman and

two trespassers, riding on one of the trains, were killed, and

five employees were injured. The cause of the collision was

excessive speed under a caution signal.

The train which was wrecked at Kiserton, Ky., on the 20th,

was southbound passenger No. 37. It ran over a misplaced

switch and into the head of a work train. Twenty passengers,

three trainmen, and one express messenger were slightly injured.

The trains in collision at Nile, N. Y., on the evening of the

22nd, were a southbound passenger, running at full speed, and a

northbound freight train. Both engines and two cars were

wrecked. Two passengers were killed and twenty-seven passen-

gers and six employees were injured, the engineman fatally. The

cause of the collision was the failure of the passenger train to

wait at Friendship, in accordance with a despatcher's order.

The train derailed near Lyndhurst, Wis., on the 1st, was
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southbound passenger No. 112. The roadbed had been weak-

ened by a washout due to a cloudburst, and the engine and first

four cars were ditched, all of these being overturned except the

fourth car, which was a day coach. One passenger and five train-

men were killed and 24 passengers were injured.

The train derailed near Shirley, Ark., on the night of the 2nd,

was eastbound passenger No. 1, running at about 30 miles an

hour. One passenger was killed and seven passengers and one

employee were injured. The derailment was due to distortion

of track by solar heat.

, The train derailed near Camp Douglas, Wis., at S :30 a. m. on

the 2nd, was southbound passenger No. 10, and the cause was
the weakening of a bridge by a flood due to a cloudburst. The
whole train dropped into Lemonweir creek. The engineman,

fireman and one trespasser were killed, and 26 passengers and
three trainmen were injured. A section crew had passed over

the bridge about 30 minutes before, and an express train had
passed over the structure less than 20 minutes prior to the acci-

dent, and there was no indication at that time of anything out

of the ordinary.

The train derailed at Helton, Ga., on the Southern Railway

on September 5 was eastbound passenger No. 6. The engine

was overturned and the engineman was killed. The fireman and

four other trainmen and one passenger were injured, the fire-

man fatally.

The train derailed at Colfax, W. Va., on the morning of the

8th, was a westbound extra train, made up of errtpty passenger

cars. Running about six miles an hour, it ran off a derailing

switch at the west end of a westbound passing siding, and the

engine turned over. The engineman was killed and the fireman

seriously injured. It is said that the fireman had properly called

the signal and that the engineman had properly responded.

The train derailed at Fort Plain, N. Y., on the 8th, was an

eastbound fast freight, and 19 cars were wrecked. Two tres-

passers riding on the train were killed. The derailment was due

to the breaking of a truck of one of the cars.

The train derailed near Erie, Pa., on the afternoon of the 10th

was eastbound passenger No. 6. The first vehicle to leave the

track was the tender, and five of the cars were ditched. Two
employees and 33 passengers were injured. An officer of the

road writes that the derailment was due to some cause not deter-

mined.

The train derailed at Morton, N. Y., on the 12th, was west-

bound passenger No. 6. The locomotive and 3 cars were over-

turned. Two freight cars on a sidetrack were also damaged.

The fireman was killed and 15 passengers and one trainman

were injured. The derailment was due to a misplaced facing

point switch, a brakeman on a preceding freight having left it

in the wrong position.

The train derailed near Hawkins, Tex., on the morning of the

21st, was westbound passenger No. 3. The engine, tender and

four cars were ditched. Thirty-one passengers and nine train-

men were injured. The derailment was due to some cause not

determined.

The train derailed near Plainville, Ga., on the evening of Sep-

tember 25 was southbound express, passenger No. 14. Three

passengers were killed and 22 passengers and one employee were

injured. An investigating board reported that the cause of the

derailment could not be determined.

The train which was wrecked near Helena, Mont., on the 29th,

was a northbound work train, and the cause was the caving in

of a tunnel. A large rock fell on the caboose of the train and

one laborer was killed and three were injured. Contractors had

been at work refining the tunnel.

Electric Cars. The only fatal accident to electric cars which

we find reported as occurring in the United States in the month

of September, was a derailment near Dover Bay, Ohio, on the

8th. A two-car Hmited train ran into a. five-ton automobile truck

on a crossing, and the leading car was overturned and wrecked.

Thirty-five passengers were injured, two of them fatally.

TESTING HARDNESS OF RAILS BY BALL
PRESSURES.

The process of testing the hardness of metals by ball pressures

has been used only in a very limited way, because a convenient

apparatus for conducting such tests was not available. Such

an apparatus is now being manufactured, however, by the

Dubel-Werke, Limited. Berlin, Cliarlottenburg, and is being very

generally used for testing rails and tires by European railways.

The theory of the test made by this instrument is that the hard-

ness of metjil is indicated by the ratio which the superficies of a

cavity made by pressing a ball into the surface of the metal

bears to the pressure applied. The superficies of the cavity is

calculated from the depth, or, to be more accurate, the diameter

of the cavity. The device w-hich is shown in the accompanying

photograph can be slipped over the rail to be tested so that the

steel ball, which is about M '"• '" diameter, is held in a piston

Apparatus for Testing Hardness of Rails.

resting on the head of the rail. The piston is set in motion by

hydraulic transmission when the spindle shown at the top of the

apparatus is turned. A detachable nut in the lower part of the

apparatus allows an adjustment to be made to the height of the

rail without changing the pressure. When pressure is applied

it gradually forces the ball into the surface of the rail. The

pressure is read from a manometer. The apparatus is designed

to resist a maximum pressure of about 132.000 lbs., and weighs

about 250 lbs., including the filling and key.

New Line for Chile.—A bid has been accepted by the Chilean

government for the construction of the Linares to Calbuco

Railway. The construction will cost 667.610 pesos paper, and

61,000 pesos gold.
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BRACKET FAN FOR PASSENGER CARS. ©c^neral ^«^txj0*
A new bracket fan with a number of improvements in desig^n,

and furnished by the General Electric Company, Schenectady,

N. y., has been used on some of the Illinois Central parlor cars.

The unique feature is a detachable base plate, which allows the

fan to be removed from the car interior at the approach of the

winter season without taking out any screws or marring the

car finish. The plate remains permanently attached to the car

partition, and when the fan is taken down a neat cover, in har-

mony with the interior finish of the car, fits over it. Both the

fan motor base and cover are readily mounted on base plates,

when permanently installed on the car interior, without the use

of tools of any description These fixtures are attached by hook-

Bracket Fan Used in Illinois Central Parlor Car.

ing the pins, with which the motor base and cover are provided,

over the large screws on the base plate. The face of the base

plate is provided with spring contacts, which make contact with

plates on the motor base, so that fans may be mounted and

taken down without making or disturbing line or wiring con-

nections. The fan is ari-anged for both horizontal and vertical

adjustment, and will remain in any position desired without the

shifting which often results from vibration of the car. The niotor

is totally enclosed and dust proof. Standard fans are provided

with single voltage, constant speed motors ; but motors wound
for combination 30 and 60 double voltage operation may be

furnished if desired.

Feder.\ted Mal.w States Railways.—At the end of 1911 the

total mileage of the Federated Malay States Railways was 559.

On that date there were also under construction 389 miles of

new line, of which 137 miles, principally in the east coast sec-

tion, have now been completed, making a total of 696 miles. In

addition the railway administration operates under lease the

Singapore Railway, 19 miles, and the Johore State Railway, 121

miles, making a total of 836 miles operated by the government.

All of these lines have a 3 ft. 3 in. gage, and about 25 per cent,

are laid with 80-lb. rails, and the remainder of the lines are

laid with 60-lb. rails.

The New Jersey State Board of Assessors has increased the

valuation of railroad property in that state about 38 millions.

The total valuation of all railroad property, as reported this

year, is $324,541,117. The taxes to be paid will amount to

$6,183,530, as against $5,347,524 last year.

The completion of the Joliet union station and track elevation

work by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Chicago & Alton

and Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe was celebrated at a banquet

in the new station on October 14, which was attended by offi-

cers of the interested lines. A description of the station and
other improvements was published in the Railway Age Gazette

of April 5, page 789.

Bulletin 117, issued by the Department of Agriculture (for-

est service), is devoted to forest fires, their causes and preven-

tion. In the introduction it is stated the average annual num-
ber of human lives lost in forest fires in the United States is

70 and the value of trees destroyed is at least $25,000,000.

Losses of other property, with deterioration of land, interruption

of business and other incidental damage done by forest fires

will aggregate many millions more.

The Pennsylvania, the Alton, the St. Paul and the Burlington,

jointly interested in the proposed new union station at Chicago,

have bought for $3,500,000. six acres of land on the west side

of the Chicago river from the Chicago Utilities Company. This

tract is that of the Chicago Dock Coal Company and had been
held for some time by the Illinois Tunnel Company for the pur-

pose of establishing a freight terminal in connection with the

freight subways. It is said that land will be bought elsewhere

for the freight terminal.

Accident bulletin No. 17, which has been issued by the Bu-
reau of Explosives. 30 \'esey street, New York City, contains

brief descriptions, ranging from 100 to 500 words each in length.

of accidents which have occurred in transportation, such as

explosions and fires in freight cars caused by powder, fireworks,

fusees, acids, celluloid, gas, gasolene, matches, nitrate of soda,

paint, rags and other substances. Chief Inspector Dunn sug-

gests that copies of this bulletin should be distributed among
railroad employees who handle freight.

The chief of the police department of the Canadian Pacific

west of Winnipeg, acting under a recent order of the vice-

president, is organizing a force of 150 railway policemen, every

member of which is to be an army veteran. That is to say, the

only candidates sought for are men who have served in and
have been honorably discharged from the British army or the

Royal Northwest Mounted Police. The chief of this department
at Winnipeg has two assistants, and there will be a chief in-

spector and two assistants at each of the division headquarters.

At the closing meeting of the American Association of Rail-

way Surgeons, held in Chicago last week, a resolution was
adopted providing for the appointment of a committee to ad-

vocate an amendment to the Interstate Commerce law to per-

mit the families of railway surgeons to travel on passes.

Drs. S. C. Plummer, chief surgeon of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, Chicago, was elected president of the association.

Dr. W. J. Means, of Columbus. Ohio, and J. H. Rishmiller, of

Minneapolis, were elected vice-presidents, and Dr. Battle

Malone, of Memphis, Tenn., secretary.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the New York,

New Haven & Hartford at New Haven, on Wednesday of

this week. President Mellen announced that the directors had

not decided to sell the company's steamboat property. Since

Tuly 1, last, the boats have been operated by the New England

Steamship Company, a subsidiary of the New England Navi-

gation Company, and for the first time the statistics of traffic

are being kept in a way which will enable the company to ac-

curately record the business separate from all other matters.

The company does not intend to dispose of the property un-

less obliged to. A petition will be presented to the Interstate

Commerce Commission with the view of getting the consent of

that bodv to the retention of the water lines by the railroad
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eompany. Discussing tlie criticisms in the newspapers and else-

where concerning tlie action of tlic company relative to the de-

railments at Bridgeport last year, and at Westport this year,

Mr. Mellen reminded the stockholders that no recommendation

of the Interstate Commerce Commission had been disregarded,

as no snch recommendation had been made. The commission's

inspector made a report, but the commission itself never took

action on that report. As illustrating another phase of the

dangers of travel, Mr. Mellen said that from January 1, 1908,

to October 15, of this year, there had been 149 obstructions

placed on the tracks of the New Haven road for the purpose of

derailing trains. Since the first of last January there have been

61 such cases, or an average of one each week.

Are Wages Still Rising?

The street railway company in Springfield. Mass., complying

with a decision of arbitrators, following protracted negotiations,

has made the maximum pay of its conductors and niotormen

28^ cents an hour, which is said to be one cent more than is

paid by any other company in New England.

An Aviation Record.

A keeper of carrier pigeons in Central Park. New York City,

reports that a flock of birds belonging to him which was set

free at Niagara Falls, N. Y., last Sunday morning reached New
York on the same afternoon, the bird arriving tirst having fiown

the distance in 6 hours, 33 minutes. The distance between these

two cities by the shortest railway line is about 430 miles ; but

in a straight line it is only about 300 miles. This makes the

rate of speed made by the bird about forty-si.x miles an hour.

Disastrous Derailment in Turkey.

•A cable despatch of October 22 reports the derailment of a

train carrying soldiers on the railroad between Smyrna and
Aidin. in which 200 Turkish soldiers were killed and many
others seriously injured. The entire train fell down a bank
and everv member of the train crew was killed.

• Health and Safety of Pennsylvania Employees.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has compiled statistics showing
the extent to which its employees keep themselves from being

injured and preserve their health, with comparisons for a series

of years.

The number of injured persons on the rolls of the relief de-

partment, per annum, per thousand Pennsylvania Railroad em-
ployees, has decreased from 11 in 1902 to 8.3 in 1911. Acci-

dental deaths per thousand employees decreased from 4.9 to 1.9

—more than 60 per cent. Statistics averaged once in three

years show the following numbers of cases per 1,000 em-
ployees :

Year. Disability. Deaths.

1902 11 4.9

1905 9.5 4.4
1908 9.1 1.8

1911 8.J l.S

The number of cases of illness among Pennsylvania Railroad

employees (members of the relief department) was 35.4 per

1.000 employees in 1902, and in 1911 it had dropped to 29.2.

Deaths from sickness were 8.5 per 1.000 employees in 1902 and
7.5 in 1911. During the intervening years there was a steady

decrease in the number of cases per 1.000 employees.

These statements of disability cannot be compared with the

statements of "persons injured," which are published by the

government, as the Pennsylvania's figures represent the propor-

tion constantly disabled (or sick), while the ordinary statistics

give the total number of casualties ; that is, the total number
of different persons who suffer injury.

The Pennsylvania has more than 2.000 active employees who
have been on the pay roll more than forty years, and over 1,5(X)

men who served forty years or more and are now receiving pen-

sions from the company. There are more than 4,0(X) active em-
ployees between the ages of si.xty and seventy years. There are

on the pay roll or pension list nearly 5(X) men who have been
with the road over fifty years.

The ratios of deaths from accident given in this statement

compare with those reported by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for the whole country and for group 2 (New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware. Maryland), as follows:

Kmployees Killed per 1,000 Persons Employed.
1908. 1905. 1902.

Peiinsvlvania R. R 1.8 4.4 4.9
United States 2.37 2.43 2.49
Group 2 2.68 2.82 3.00

The years of the railroad company end on December 31, while

the government year ends on June 30, but this probably does

not make any serious difference in the meaning of tlie com-
parisons.

How to Season Ties.

The removal of bark hastens seasoning of railroad ties and
permits uniform drying. Where an oil like creosote is used as

a preservative, the presence of bark on the ties may result in

such erratic penetration and absorption as to make the ef-

ficiency of the preservative practically zero.

Ties peeled in summer sometimes dry too rapidly, and so

"case harden," which increases the difficulty of securing penetra-

tion of the preservative. The best time to peel ties, however,

is an economic question which must be determined for each

particular case. As a general rule, it is good practice to remove
the bark as soon as possible after the ties are cut, and regulate

the rate of seasoning by methods of piling. In this way. peeling

will be easier, there will be less danger from insects, and season-

ing will be iTiore rapid.

Of the three common methods of seasoning, namely, by air,

by steam, and by oil, the first is best, if conditions will permit

its use. Often, how-ever, a treating plant is called upon to fill a

rush order when its stock on hand is insufficiently seasoned for

treatment, or the plant may be so located that it cannot keep a

large stock of air-seasoned material on hand. In such cases ar-

tificial seasoning must be practiced.

Seasoning by steam is not as common today as it was a de-

cade ago. Perhaps the chief reason for this is the better knowl-

edge that now exists as to the cause of decay and the effect of

steaming on the strength of wood. While steam seasoning in-

creases the weight of ties and necessitates the drawing of a

vacuum to get the sap and water out of them, seasoning in oil

produces the opposite effect, since the ties constantly lose mois-

ture while in the hot bath, and no vacuum is required. Tests

made on 2 in. x 24 in. specimens showed that this method of

drying is likely to cause internal checking.

—

Bulletin 118. De-
t'artinent Agriculture.

Exhibit at the Railway Electrical Engineers' Convention.

The exhibit of the Railway Electric Supply Manufacturers'

Association was held in the hall adjoining the convention hall

in the x\uditorium Hotel, Chicago. The hall was well arranged

and the various products of the exhibitors were attractively dis-

played. The following is a list of the exhibitors, their exhibits

and representatives

:

,

.Adams & Bagnall Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio.—Bracket type agitator
fans. Represented by B. A. Stowe, C. W. Beach and A. J. Selzer.

.-Vdanis & Westlake Co., Chicago.—Semi-concealed and regular train light-

ing and illuminating fi.xtures. Represented by G. L. Walters, R. M.
New-bold. A. S. Anderson and .T. M. Mercer.

American Pulley Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Equipment for axle car light-

ing systems. Represented by W. C. Rudrow, C. Englehart and John
Forest.

.\ppleton Electric Company, Chicago.—Steel stamped and electrical ma-
terials, unilets, condulets and boxes. Represented by R. P. Tillotson.

Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago.—Industrial lighting^

fixtures, car receptacles, lighting clusters and lamp grip receptacles.
Represented by H. E. Watson, A. E. Lubeck and G. B. \Veber.

Central Electric Company, Chicago.—Okonite wires, cables, tapes and cords.
D. & W. fuses, cut-outs and cut-out boxes, Columbia train lamps and
Diehl car fans. Represented by W. G. Hovey, R. N. Baker, J. M.
Lorenz and F. J. White.

Crouse-Hinds & Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—Railway and regular condulets, knife
switches, panel boards and cabinets and roundhouse reflectors. Rep-
resented by E. G. Smith, C. A. Bissell, Bert Hills, Fred Speel and
Walter Fogan.

Cutler Electrical & Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—I.-T. E.

circuit breakers for train lighting systems. Represented by J. A.
Darby.

Economy Fuse & Manufacturing Company, Chicago.—Economy remov-
able cartridge fuses. Represented by \. L. Eustice, J. B. Griffith

and A. E. Triganza.

Edison Storage Battery Company. Orange, N. T.—Edison storage bat-

teries for train lighting. Represented by H. G. Thompson ana C. B.

Fraver.
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Electric Storage Batter.v Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Chloride & Tudor
accumulators, Exide storage batteries for train lighting. Represented
bj- H. E. Hunt, G. H. Atkin, R. I. Eaird, P. G. Downton, H. M. Beck
and T. Milton.

Electrical Testing Laboratories, New York.—Projection lantern with series

of views illustrating test work. Represented by Preston S. Miller and
Xorman D. MacDonald.

Esterline Company, Lafayette, Ind.—Golden Glow lamps and roundhouse
reflectors. Represented by O. P. Smith.

General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.—Mercury arc rectifiers,

transformers, generators, ozonator, dynamos and circuit breakers.
Represented by C. E. Scribner and C. H. Jones.

Hess-Bright Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.—Ball bearings for
axle generators. Represented, by W. L. Batt.

Johns-Manville Co., H. \V., New York.—Fuse boxes, insulators, tape, red
seal dry batteries, ebony asbestos wood, fibre conduit, indurated fibre
materials and linolite fixtures. Represented by J. C. Younglove, P. C.
Jacobs, E. A. Hurlbut, D. L. Jennings, H. M. Frantz and L. L. Cohen.

Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Company, New York.—Represented by
B. L. Winchell, Jr., Capt. Azel Ames, P. W. Miller, J. Warren
Young and G. A. Graeber.

Maine Belting Company. Philadelphia, Pa.—Car lighting belts for axle
generators. Represented by W. E. Fawcett and E. F. Deckert.

National Metal Molding Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Metal moldings and
fittings; demon.'itraticn of the Sherardizing process. Represented by
I. A. Bennett, C. W. Abbott, Walter Rardin, H. C. Moran and Thos.
Liggett. Jr.

Norma Company of America. New York.—Roller bearing for axle gen-
erating sets. Represented by K. Langnickel.

Oneida Steel Pulley Company, Oneida. N. Y.—Corrugated bushings for
tapered and straight axles; Keystone railroad pulley. Represented by
W. G. Stark.

Pass & Seymour, Inc., Solvay, N. Y.—Electric wiring devices. Sherlock
sockets, conduit boxes and receptacles. Represented by F. T. Haffner,
Victor Despard and Frank Driscoll.

Pyle-National Electric Headlight Company. Chicago.—New type E equip-
ment for locomotive headlights; complete turbo generator-arc lamp,
case and reflector for locomotive headlights. Represented by J. W.
Perry, C. P. McGinnis, J. E. Kilker and H. P. Baylev.

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York.—Car lighting fix-

tures, si.x control panel and switchboard, storage battery locomotive
headlight, ball bearing dynamos. Represented by A. C. Moore, J. G.
\'anWinkle. C. E. Miller. C. A. Pinyard and G. A. Hulze.

Sangamo Electric Company. Springfield, 111.—Ampere hour meters, switch-
board watt-hour meters and variable resister type meters. Represented
by J. H. Hodde and Scott Lynn.

Thompson Electric Company. Cleveland. Ohio.—Safety cut-out hanger for
arc lamps and large mill tungstens. Represented by A. J. Thompson.

U. S. Lighting & Heating Company. Niagara Falls, N. Y.—National storage
batteries, car lighting fixtures and axle generating sets. Represented
by Wm. Bauer. \V. L. Bliss, O. C. Bradford, L. S. Cunning, R. C.
Haley and Wm. P. Hawley.

Western Electric Company, Chicago.—Train lighting equipments, lamps and
portable porcelain lamps. Represented by Geo, Pc-rter and C. A. Keen.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.:—D. C.
auto controllers, transformers, flaming arc lamps, fuses, car lighting
equipment and lamps. Represented by W. S. Storer, R. F. Moon,
B. F. Fisher, H. C. Mode, R. E. S. Geare, Edgar Sweitzer and Arthur
J. Cole.

Willard Storage Battery Company. Cleveland. Ohio.—Willard storage bat-
teries for train lighting. Represented by T. A. Willard, R. C. Norberg,
W. E. Ballantine, F. S. Gossoway, L. Sears and C. C. Burnell.

Wray Publishing Company, Chicago.

—

The Railway Electrical Engineer.
Represented by Edward Wray and George W. Cravens.

National Association of Railway Commissioners.

The annual convention of the National Association of Railway
Commissioners will be held in ^^'ashington. D. C, November 19.

There will be a special discussion on Methods and Practices;

Not What the Commissions Have Done But How They Do It.

In addition to the report of the executive committee there will

be reports on Car Service and Demurrage; Delays Attendant

Upon Enforcing Orders of Railway Commissions ; 8rade Cross-

ing and Trespassing on Railroads; Legislation; Railroad Taxes
and Plans for .Ascertaining Fair Valuation of Railroad Prop-

erty; Rates and Rate Making; Railway Capitalization; Statis-

tics and Accounts; Safety Appliances; Telegraph and Telephone

Rates and Service; Uniform Classification and Simplification of

Tariff; Accounts and Statistics of Electric Railways; Amend-
ment of Act to Regulate Commerce; Express Rates and Ex-
press Service ; Power, Duty and Work of State Railway Com-
missions; Railway Service and Railway Accommodation; Ship-

pers' Claims; Rails and Equipment.

American Association of Passenger Agents.

At the meeting of the American Association of Passenger

.\gents. officers were elected as follows : President. A. W.
Fritot, division passenger agent, Atlantic Coast Line at Jackson-

ville. Fla. ; vice-president, C. A. MeUn, district passenger agent,

New York. Chicago & St. Louis at Denver, Col.; secretary.

Elliott Monett. general western agent. New York, Ontario &
Western at Chicago.

The Cleveland Engineering Society.

.At the special October meeting of the Cleveland Engineering

Society, held October 22, G. F. Ahlbrandt presented an illus-

trated paper entitled Ingot Iron versus Steel. Mr. Ahlbrandt is

connected with the American Rolling Mill Company, Middle-

town, Ohio.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

Railway Business Association Dinner.

The fourth annual dinner of the Railway Business Association
will be held December 19, at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
Y'ork. The speakers will be James J. Hill and the Hon. W. L.

Mackenzie King, former Canadian minister of labor. Mr. Hill

will discuss the needs of the country for more and better railway
facilities and the financial ability of the roads to meet those

needs. At this juncture, when the country is having a painful

reminder of the inefficiency of carrying facilities. Mr. Hill's

acceptance, changing his previous arrangements in order to be
in the United States for the dinner, is a high compliment to

this association as a movement and as an organization which
provides annually a striking occasion for the delivery of im-
portant pronouncements
Mr. King is regarded as one of the highest authorities in

the world on the relations of the public to labor disputes. He
is the author of the much discussed Canadian Industrial Dis-

putes Investigation Act, the basis for a law recently enacted by
the Union of South Africa, and now under investigation for use
in England. Mediation between railways and their employees"
has formed a large part of the operations under the Canadian
act. so what Mr. King may say w-ill have special interest for

American business men.
Attention is called to the fact that as there will be but two

speakers and the dinner this year will absolutely begin promptly
at 7 o'clock, the program will be concluded earlier than here-

tofore. Instead of laying betw'een 800 and 900 covers as hereto-

fore, the seats will be restricted to 633, in order to be sure that

every table will be within earshot of the speakers.

The follo-u;ng i.sl g.t « <ian,cs

meetings, and places of meeting.

AiE Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis. 53 State St.. Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May 6-9, St. Louis. Mo.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-

ton, Mass.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.

Hope, New York.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

111.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St.. New York.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
semi-annual. November 20. 1912, Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention. 3d week in Oct.. Baltimore. Md.

American R.\ilway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch. 900 S.

Michigan Ave.. Chicago. Convention. March 18-20. 1913. Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.

N. H. & H.. New Haven. Conn.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual. Tune, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St..

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13

Park Row. New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice. 29 W.
39th St.. New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-

more. Md. Convention, 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-

cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. 4
N. W. Ry.. Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, IIJ

West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.

Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,

Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug.. Montreal.
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Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May. Sept., Nov,, Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers* Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Roller, 226
W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention, November 19-21, Chicago.

AL\ster Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Convention, May 26-29, 1913, Chicago.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.

National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railroad Club.— C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-
tion, Peoria, 111.; 2d Tuesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York; annual, November 20, 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgk,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Maunfacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening Association;—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,

Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.

Railway Supply Manufactttrers' Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. Assocs.

Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance Assoc—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling. 111.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Franenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway. Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-
tion, Chicago.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-
ings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Traffic Club of St. Louis.—A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library building,

St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave., Chicago.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,
Mich.; meetings monthly.

Th.weling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
East Buffalo. N. Y.

Utah Society of Engineers.—R. B. Ketchum, University of Utah, Salt
Lake City, Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and August.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.

CErafftr Nettie.

The annual meeting of the National Industrial Tratific League

will be held at the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, on November 24.

Beginning November 1 the Illinois Central will run sleeping

cars through between Chicago and San Antonio, Tex., in con-

nection with the Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

The Michigan State Railroad Commission has under con-

sideration a proposition to authorize the collection of $5 a day

demurrage on cars used in intrastate traffic, with the view to

relieving the car shortage.

The Traffic Club of Chicago gave a farewell luncheon on

October IS, to B. C. Stevenson, vice-president of the Toledo,

St. Louis & Western, who has moved from Chicago to Toledo,

and J. A. Tapee, assistant traffic manager, Nelson Morris &
Company, who has been transferred to Kansas City.

The autumn freight congestion has already appeared in West-

em Canada. The Winnipeg Board of Trade is said to be re-

ceiving numerous complaints from the farmers west of that

city, who say that grain is not being moved promptly and that

the railroads already have more business than their locomotives

can haul.

The steamship Verdi, sailing from New York for South

America, last Saturday, carried 2,700 bbls. of apples and 8.190

boxes of pears to Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Ayres. The cargo

aggregated 1,000 tons. It came from the states of Washington,

California, Rhode Island and Virginia. The pears from Cali-

fornia and the apples from Washington will have traveled, when

they have reached their destination, about 9,000 miles.

The Southern Pacific is understood to be planning to dis-

pose of its holdings in water lines, or to take such action as

compliance with the law may require. It is understood that

the desire of the company is to retain an interest in the Pa-

cific Mail Steamship Company and to dispose of its shares to

Southern Pacific stockholders on a pro rata basis, while re-

taining a liberal block for itself, with the stipulation that each

shall dispose of a certain amount of holdings and so scatter

a majority of the capital stock. The amount which the S. P.

would retain would be about 25 or 30 per cent.. It is desir-

able to maintain close friendly relations with the steamship

line, and there should be a profitable traffic ^alliance.

The federal government is to look after the health of the

traveling public. An order just issued by the Treasury De-

partment at Washington directs the head of the Public Health

Service to make "a thorough inspection of the sanitary fea-

tures of railroad trains and vessels engaged in interstate com-

merce." Authority for undertaking this work is derived from

a law passed at the last session of Congress enlarging the

powers of the Public Health Service. The instructions issued

to the medical officers by the Treasury Department require

them "to examine into and report upon the conditions of rail-

way coaches, chair cars, parlor cars, dining cars, express and

baggage cars, and the various sections of steamships to which

passengers are admitted." In carrying out this work the

Service will ask the co-operation of the Interstate Commerce
Commission and also of the public health boards of the various

states.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between

railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 129, giving a summary of car surpluses

and shortages by groups from June 21, 1911, to October 10. 1912,

says: The total surplus on October 10, 1912. was 22.810 cars;

on September 26, 1912, 26,754 cars; and on October 11, 1911,

48,854 cars. Compared with the preceding period ; there is a

decrease in the total surplus of 3,944 cars, of which 3.650 is in

box, 285 in flat, 306 in miscellaneous and an increase of 297 in

coal car surplus. The decrease in box car surplus is shown in

groups 6 (Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota). 7 (Mon-

tana, Wyoming, Nebraska and the Dakotas), 8 (Kansas, Colo-

rado, Oklahoma, Missouri and Arkansas), 9 (Texas, Louisiana,

and New Mexico), 10 (Washington, Oregon. Idaho, California,
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Nevada and Arizona), and 11 (Canadian lines). The decrease

in flat car surplus is general throughout the country, excepting

in groups 3 (Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsyl-

vania), 4 (The Virginias and Carolinas), and 6 (as above).

The decrease in miscellaneous car surplus is in groups 2 (New
York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsyl-

vania), 5 (Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama. Georgia

and Florida), 6, 8, 9 and 10 (as above). The increase in coal

car surplus appears in groups 2 and 4 (as above).

The total shortage on October 10, 1912, was 54,389 cars ; on
September 26, 1912, 44,547 cars; and on October 11, 1911, 12,957

cars. Compared with the preceding period ; there is an increase

in the total shortage of 9,9A2 cars, of which 5,455 is in box, 507

in flat, 3,186 in coal and 694 in miscellaneous. The increase in

box car shortage prevails throughout the country, excepting

in groups 6 and 10 (as above). The increase in flat car shortage

is general, excepting in groups 2, 3, and 11 (as above). The

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has ruled that regulations governing bills

of lading for export traffic must be published in freight tariffs.

The commission has ruled that interest may and should be
paid on overcharge claims from the time when the bill was
collected.

The commission has suspended until April 29 the tariffs which
have been filed by the principal railways increasing the charges
for extra baggage. The increases in question are those based
on the size of trunks, the tariffs prescribing an additional charge
of 10 lbs, for each inch in the length of a trunk beyond 45 in.

This change has been under consideration for many months,
some traveling salesmen having made strenuous objection to it.

The commission has suspended from October 12, until Feb-
ruary 8, the two items of the supplement to Chicago, Milwaukee

Car Suepluses and Shortages.

Surpluses-
Coal,

gondola
Flat, and hopper.

Group *1•l.-O tober 10, 1912
2.— 10, 1912
3.— 10, 1912
4.— 10, 1912
5.— 10, 1912
6.— 10, 1912
7.— 10, 1912
8.— 10, 1912
9.— 10, 1912
10.— 10, 1912
11.— 10, 1912 51

1,659
200
543

502
229

1.786

Other
kinds.

100
381
210
628
403

2,714
374

1,536
289

3.461
443

Total.

122
2,490
585

1,227
628

7,751
441

2,098
910

6.058
500

Box.

1,143
3,128
5,395
3,687
3,487
3,060
984

3,786
2.161
2,840
3,078

Flat.

370

733
1,203
365

459
222
274
346

ortages—
Coal,

gondola
and hoppei

846
2.732
3.799
3.128
1.997
1,139
159
758
301
38

240
464
582
135
274

283

Total.

2.366
6,146
9,716
8.138
6,823.

4,838
1,153
5,383
2,884
3.244
3,707

Total, October 10, 1912 179
" October 11, 1911 160
" October 12, 1910 151
" October 13, 1909 175

4,701 1.079 6.491 10,539 22,810 32,749 4,076 14,897 2,667 54,389
10.487 3,661 16,496 18,210 48,854 10.090 1,083 1,512 272 12,957
8,856 2,085 6,034 16.760 33.735 12,153 1,199 5.433 1.634 20,419
14,991 3,735 5,530 11,721 35,977 14,693 1.367 5,100 2,271 23.431

•Group 1 is composed of New England Hoes; Group 2—New York. New Jersey. Delaware. Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and \\'estern Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia. North and South Carolina lines: Group 5—Kentucky. Tennessee,
Mississippi. Alabama. Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa. Illinois. Wieconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana. \Vyoming and
Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado. Missouri. Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10 — Ore-
gon. Idaho, California and Arizona lines: Group 11—Canadian lines.

Shortage Surplus

100,000 2oo.aoo

Car Surpluses and Shortages in 1907 to 1912.

increase in coal car shortage is shown in groups 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,

8, 9 and 10 (as above). The increase in miscellaneous car

shortage is chiefly in groups 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 (as above).

Compared with the same date of 1911 ; there is a decrease in

the total surplus of 26.044 cars, of which 5,786 is in box, 2,582 in

flat, 10,(X)5 in coal and 7,671 in miscellaneous. There is an in-

crease in the total shortage of 41,432 cars, of which 22,659 is in

box, 2,993 in flat, 13,385 in coal and 2,395 in miscellaneous cars.

The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage figures

by groups for the last period covered in the report, and totals

for the country for corresponding dates in previous years;

and the diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages

from 1907 to 1912.

& St. Paul tariff, which would advance from 11 cents per 1(X)

lbs., minimum weight 30,000 lbs., to 13 cents per 100 lbs., mini-

mum weight 36,000 lbs., a proportional commodity rate for the

transportation of starch, in carloads, from Boone and Cedar
Rapids, la., to Atchison and Leavenworth, Kan., and Kansas
City, Sugar Creek and St. Joseph, Mo., when for points be-

yond.

The Interstate Commission, on October 23, issued a supple-

mental order affecting differential freight rates to and from
New York, Boston, Baltimore and Philadelphia; the new rates

to become effective January 1. The commission in its former

order had no intention of changing the differentials on flour

or on iron and steel articles for export. In the supplemental
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opinion, the commission so amends its previous findings as to

prescribe definitely that the differentials to Baltimore and Phil-

adelphia under the New York rates shall not be greater than

they now are. The modified order also affects the westbound rates

from Boston and New York on imported freight. By the stand-

ard all rail lines and the standard rail and lake lines, the import

rate from Boston must be the same as from New York. If

the New York differential ocean and rail route via New London
and the Central Vermont is open or opened to import traffic

from Boston, the import rates from Boston must be the same

as from New York. The differential rail routes from Boston

via the Boston & Maine and Boston & Albany in connection

with the Canadian Pacific and National Despatch lines may
charge the same from Boston on import traffic as on domestic.

The differential rail-and-lake route from Boston, via the Bos-

ton & Maine, Grand Trunk and Canada-Atlantic Transit com-

panies' lines, may make import rates from Boston the same as

the domestic rates.

increased Switching Charges on Ice Found Discriminatory.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in charges by
carriers for switching ice in carloads at Chicago and vicinity.

Opinion by Connnissioner Clark:

About a year ago carriers, including the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, the defendant, filed increased rates on ice from
Wisconsin points to Chicago, and while the question of the

reasonableness of those rates was pending before the commis-
sion, the carriers voluntarily withdrew the tariffs. A readjust-

ment of switching charges on ice at Chicago was effected, by

which the charges to Morris & Company, the complainant, for

delivery on the tracks of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
were increased $2 per car. The proposed increase in the rates

to Chicago, which was withdrawn, would have applied to all

shippers of ice. Under the new schedule of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, which has been suspended, it appears that

the increased charge would apply only to the complainant. The
commission found that these charges were unjustly discrimi-

natory and ordered the withdrawal of the protested tariff. (24

L C. C, 660.)

Cooperage Rates Not Increased.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in rates by
carriers for the transportation of cooperage from Salt Lake
City, Utah, to Chicago and between other points. Opinion by
Commissioner Clark:

The commission found that the increased rates on cooperage
from St. Louis, Mo., and other points to Utah common points,

which were suspended until January 6, 1913, are actually lower

than the rates prescribed by it in Commercial Club, Salt Lake
City r. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 19 I. C. C, 218, and
therefore were not unreasonable. The order of suspension was
vacated. (24 I. C. C, 656.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

On complaint by the transportation bureau of the Tacoma
Commercial Club and the Chamber of Commerce, the Public
Service Commission of the state of Washington has issued an
order suspending for 90 days the new class and distributive rate

tariff published by the Great Northern, advancing a large num-
ber of rates from Tacoma.

The Pennsylvania State Railroad Commission has received
a complaint from the inmates of the Blind Men's Working
Home at Philadelphia, protesting against the rule of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad that blind persons shall not be permitted to

travel on the cars of the road except when accompanied by a

guide. The petitioners say that they are always able to get
volunteer assistance from other travelers.

The Washington Public Service Commission has promul-
gated reciprocal demurrage rules subjecting railways to a charge
of $1 per car per day for failure to furnish cars ordered by
shippers within six days of the date of application, or within
three days at Seattle and other terminal points. The rules also

require that freight shall be transported at a rate of not less

than SO miles a day, except on branch lines.

The Travelers' Protective Association has won its long con-
test for linen covers. The Railroad Commission of Louisiana,
acting on the association's complaint, and after a "full, fair and
impartial investigation," has ordered all railways in that state

to furnish and use linen covers, or covers made of suitable

washable material, for seats and backs of seats in all coaches
upholstered with plush, these covers to be used and kept in a
clean and sanitary condition, the order to be in effect from
May 15 to October 15, inclusive, of each year.

The Minneapolis Civic and Commerce Association has filed

with the Minnesota railroad commission briefs attacking the five

switching roads of Minneapolis and St. Paul, asking to have
them declared the regular terminals of the nine roads entering

the Twin Cities. The defendant switching roads are the Min-
nesota Railway Transfer Company, Minneapolis Eastern,

Minneapolis Western and Railway Transfer Company. It is

charged that the railways by setting apart portions of their

own terminals and creating separate corporations to hold them
have made possible the transfer of cars from the roads to the

transfer companies with accompanying switching charges to be
paid by the shippers.

COURT NEWS.

Commerce Court.

The Southern Pacific filed, on October 17, its petition asking
the Commerce Court to enjoin the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission against the enforcement of the fourth section, order No.
1305. In this order the Interstate Commerce Commission refused

to grant the Southern Pacific permission to continue to charge
certain higher rates to points intermediate between San Francisco

and Portland than are charged between San Francisco and Port-

land, and prescribed certain maximum rates (higher than the

rates for the longer distance) which might be charged to these

intermediate points. The commission found that the rates be-

tween Portland and San Francisco were forced to an unrea-

sonably low scale because of water competition, but refused to

permit the Southern Pacific to charge as high rates to inter-

mediate points as it had l>een charging and fixed a scale of

its own for these intermediate rates.

The Southern Pacific asks that the order be enjoined in the

first place because the fourth section is unconstitutional "in that

by said section as amended. Congress has assumed to delegate

legislative powers to said commission ; that by said section so

amended, said commission is empowered arbitrarily to grant or

withhold leave to charge less for the longer than for the shorter

haul for like commodities over the same line in the same direc-

tion, and that no standard is supplied by said section or by any

of the provisions of said act to regulate commerce for the

guidance or control of said commission in passing upon

applications . . .
."

The Southern Pacific also asks the court to enjoin the enforce-

ment of the order even if the fourth section should be found

to be constitutional, because in this particular case the commis-

sion has exceeded its powers, in that it has lowered rates which

were not attacked as unreasonable in themselves, but which

were considered in connection with the hearing on a fourth sec-

tion application in which the commission found that the state-

ment of the Southern Pacific that water competition compelled

the lower rate for the longer distance was well founded.

New Lines Proposed for Bulgaria.—A preliminary study is

being made of a proposed line from Plevna, in northern central

Bulgaria, south to Trojan, via Lovatz. about 42 miles.

North Coast Railway, New South Wales.—Work on the

third section of the North Coast Railway, which was retarded by

the late heavy rains, is now proceeding rapidly.

Suez Canal Traffic—During August 409 ships passed

through the Suez Canal as compared with 364 ships in August,

1911, and 337 ships in August, 1910.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Robert J. McMillan has resigned as assistant general attorney

of the St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico.

Charles H. Hix, vice-president and general manager of the

Seaboard Air Line, resigned yesterday, effective November 1,

H. \V. Colson has been appointed general claim agent of the

Atlanta. Birmingham & Atlantic, in charge of all claim mat-
ters, with headquarters at Atlanta, and M. T. Sollar has been

appointed assistant general claim agent. The office of freight

claim agent has been abolished.

Frank B. Carpenter, assistant general counsel of the New
York. Chicago & St. Louis, has been appointed general counsel,

with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding J. H. Clarke,

resigned. Herbert D. Palmer succeeds Mr. Carpenter as assist-

ant general counsel, with office at Cleveland.

Marsden J. Perry has been elected chairman of the board of

the Norfolk Southern. Richard H. Swartwout has been elected

vice-president, succeeding Frederick Hoff, resigned, and James
T. Avery, agent at New York, has been elected also assistant

secretary, succeeding N. VV. Runnion, resigned, all with offices at

New York.

William Rice Taylor, whose resignation as secretary of the

Philadelphia & Reading, and as vice-president and secretary of

the Reading Company, has been announced in these columns was
born on May 22, 1856. at

Schuylkill Haven, Pa.,

and was educated in the

public schools of Phil-

adelphia. He began rail-

way work on December
26, 1871, as junior clerk

in the office of Presi-

dent Franklin B. Gowen
of the Philadelphia &
Reading Railroad. He
was elected secretary of

that company in January.

1886, remaining in that

position until the disso-

lution of the company in

1896, and since Novem-
ber 17, of the same year,

has been secretary of its

successor, the Philadel-

phia & Reading Railway,

until his retirement on

October 14. He was also

secretary of the Reading

company from June 7,

1892, to February 17. 1897, when he became vice-president, and

since from January IS. 1902. to October 14, 1912, was also secretary

of the same company. The Reading Company is the proprietary

company owning the capital stock of the Philadelphia & Read-

ing Railway, the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Com-

pany, the Central Railroad of New Jersey, the Atlantic City

Railroad, the Perkiomen Railroad, and a large number of other

transportation companies. Mr. Taylor took a prominent part

in organizing the Reading system. He was also secretary of

nearly all the branch lines in the Reading system, and in ad-

dition was president of the Eastern Real Estate Company, and

the Philadelphia Grain Elevator Company, and a director of

the Catawissa Railroad.

George Ziegler, whose election as secretary of the Philadel-

phia & Reading has been announced in these columns, has been

elected also vice-president of the Reading Company, succeeding

W. R. Taylor, resigned. William H. White has been appointed

comptroller of the Philadelphia & Reading and subsidiary

companies, also of the Reading Company, succeeding Mr.

Ziegler.

Taylor.
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L. E. Myers, vice-president of the Chicago, Anamosa & North-
ern, has been elected president, with headquarters at Chicago,

succeeding Henry Kiene, resigned. Peter Kiene has been elected

vice-president in place of Mr. Myers, with headquarters at

Anamosa, la., and Clififord L. Niles has been made treasurer,

with office at Anamosa, succeeding Paul Kiene, resigned. G. E.

Farmer has been appointed auditor, with office at Anamosa, to

succeed H. Miller, promoted.

Jay V. Hare, whose election as secretary of, the Reading Com-
pany and assistant secretary of the Philadelphia & Reading, with

headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., has been announced in these

columns, was educated at the High School at Johnstown, N. Y.,

and at the University of the State of New York, at Albany.

He began railway work on September 8, 1897, with the Phila-

delphia & Reading, as office boy in the general passenger depart-

ment, and from June, 1898, to January, 18S9, was junior clerk

in the same department. He was then clerk in the secretary's

department, until January, 1906, and later was made chief clerk

of that department, which position he held at the time of his re-

cent election as secretary of the Reading Company and as

assistant secretary of the Philadelphia & Reading, as above

noted.

T. M. Schumacher, traffic manager of the American Smelting

& Refining Company, has been elected vice-president of the

El Paso & Southwestern system, in charge of all departments,

with headquarters at

New York, effective No-
vember 1. Mr. Schu-

macher was born Feb-

ruary 16, 1862, at Will-

iamsport, Pa., and began

railway work in 1879 as

telegraph operator for

the Atlantic & Great

Western. The follow-

ing year he went with

the Cleveland, Columbus,
Cincinnati & Indian-

apolis as freight clerk,

and later was brakeman
and fireman on the Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati & St.

Louis, then bill clerk for

the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, until 1883, when
he entered the employ of

the Missouri Pacific at

St. Louis, Mo., as bill

clerk. He was chief

clerk of the St. Louis
local office of that road until 1885, when he returned to the
Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati & Indianapolis, and during the
following two years served as cashier, chief clerk and contract-
ing agent at St. Louis. In 1887 he became chief clerk m the
office of the general agent of the Union Pacific at Omaha, Neb.,
and three years later was made general agent of that road at

San Francisco, Cal., which position he held four years. He
was subsequently for two years vice-president and general
manager of the Continental Fruit Express, with headquarters
at Chicago, with the exception of about six months from No-
vember 1, 1900, to April 1, ISOl, when he resumed his former
position. Mr. Schumacher was then until September. 1905,

traffic manager of the Oregon Short Line, and subsequently
for a short time was traffic manager of the United Fruit Com-
pany at New York. In 1906 he was made genera! traffic man-
ager of the railroads and industrial companies controlled by
Phelps, Dodge & Company of New York, with headquarters at

Chicago, where he remained until December 1, 1909, when he
resigned to accept the vice-presidency of the Denver & Rio
Grande and \\'estern Pacific, with office at San Francisco. Mr.
Schumacher was appointed assistant director of traffic of the

Union Pacific and Southern Pacific systems on May 1, 1910,

with headquarters at Chicago, and on December 1 of that year

became traffic manager of the American Smelting & Refining

Company- and its allied companies, with office at New York,
which position he now resigns to become vice-president of the

EI Paso & Southwestern system, as above noted. Mr. Schu-

T. M. Scbumacher

macher is also vice-president of the Nevada Northern and
Bingham & Garfield.

Operating Officers.

J. A. Clancy has been appointed assistant superintendent of
terminals of the Grand Trunk, with office at Milwaukee Junc-
tion, Mich.

B. C. Long has been appointed assistant superintendent of the

Sonora division of the Southern Pacific of Mexico, with head-
quarters at Empalme, Sonora, Mexico.

Harry C. Owen, superintendent of the Northern Railway
(Costa Rica), with office at Limon, having resigned, J. A. Fair-

bairn has been appointed acting superintendent, with office at

Limon.

E. B. Rock, Jr., has been appointed superintendent trans-

portation of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with head-

quarters at Atlanta, Ga., and the office of car accountant has

been abolished.

The headquarters of C. E. Collins, general superintendent of

the Chicago, Anamosa & Northern, have been removed from
Coggon, la., to Anamosa. He will have direct charge of oper-

tion, construction and maintenance.

L. F. Lonnbladh, chief engineer of the Tennessee Central at

Nashville, Tenn., has been appointed superintendent, with office

at Nashville, succeeding L. S. Bourne, resigned to accept services

elsewhere, and \V. H. Beeland has been appointed assistant

superintendent.

E. A. Sollitt, trainmaster of the Wabash at Moberly, Mo., has

been transferred to Decatur, 111., as trainmaster, and John Cook,

trainmaster, with office at Moulton, la., succeeds Mr. Sollitt.

J. P. Shields, trainmaster at Kansas City, Mo., succeeds Mr.

Cook.

J. A. Blackburn has been appointed trainmaster of the Western
division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with office at

Dodge City, Kan., in place of W. C. Ashcraft, resigned. Mr.

Blackburn heretofore has been chief despatcher and operator of

the Western division.

A. G. Abell, superintendent of the Louisiana division of the

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, with headquarters at

Monroe, La., has been appointed superintendent of the Louis-

iana Railway & Navigation Company, with office at Shreveport,

La., succeeding W. H. Coppage.

W. H. Farrell, terminal superintendent of the Grand Trunk

at Toronto, Ont., has been appointed assistant superintendent of

the Eastern division, with office at Montreal, Que. Robert Muir-

head, assistant terminal superintendent at Toronto succeeds Mr.

Farrell, and Grant Gordon succeeds Mr. Muirhead.

N. R. Howard, assistant division superintendent of the Chi-

cago. Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Galesburg. 111.,

has been appointed superintendent of the Burlington division,

with office at Burlington, la., succeeding O. E. Stewart, resigned.

W. E. Fuller, chief despatcher, succeeds Mr. Howard.

U. E. Gillen, superintendent of the Middle division of the

Grand Trunk - at Toronto, Ont., has been appointed super-

intendent of the Eastern division, with headquarters at Mont-

real, Que., succeeding H. E. Whittenberger, transferred as

superintendent to the Middle division, with headquarters at

Toronto, Ont., succeeding Mr. Gillen.

Traffic Officers.

J. F. Curdle has been appointed commercial agent of the New
York Central Lines, with office at St. Louis, Mo., to succeed

F. D. Powell, resigned.

Claude R. Prince has been appointed commercial agent of the

Chicago & Alton, with office at Birmingham. Ala., succeeding

F. E. Eisiminger, resigned.

J. L. Edwards has been appointed traffic manager of the At-

lanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with office at Atlanta. Ga.. suc-

ceeding B. L. Bugg, promoted.

E. G. Leach has been appointed soliciting freight agent of the

Hocking Valley, with office at Columbus. Ohio, succeeding C. W.
Pinney, resigned to go to another company.
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E. VV. Long has been appointed traveling freight agent of the

Seaboard Air Line, with office at Charlotte, N. C, succeeding

E. O. Jennings, resigned to accept service with another com-
pany.

L. M. Shepardson has been appointed commercial agent of the

Illinois Central, and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with office

at Kansas City, Mo., and H. W. Rogers has been appointed

traveling freight agent, with headquarters at Kansas City.

C. B. Fox has been appointed traveling freight agent of the

Texas & Pacific, and International & Great Northern, with head-
quarters at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding A. T. Pratt, who has
been transferred to Birmingham, Ala., as commercial agent.

George E. Reynolds, commercial agent of the Louisiana Rail-
way & Navigation Company at Alexandria, La., has been ap-
pointed general agent, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex., to
succeed E. L. Whitney, resigned. C. N. Nesom succeeds Mr.
Reynolds.

W. J. Gorman has been appointed traffic manager of the Chi-
cago. Anamosa & Northern, with headquarters at Anamosa, la .

to succeed Frank Rauch, resigned. H. Miller, heretofore auditor,
has been appointed general freight and passenger agent, with
office at Anamosa.

W. W. Wilson, traveling passenger agent of the Illinois Cen-
tral at Champaign, III., has been transferred to Chicago as
traveling passenger agent. J. F. Barber, traveling passenger
agent, with office at Freeport, 111., has been appointed city pas-
senger agent, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding J. P.
Brown, resigned to engage in other business.

R. G. Parks, commercial agent of the Georgia & Florida, at

Augusta, Ga., has been appointed commercial agent, with office

at Savannah, and H. C. Cassels succeeds Mr. Parks. G. R
Barnwell, commercial agent at Greensboro, N. C, has resigned
and that agency has been abolished, and the position of W. E.
Blitchington, traveling freight and passenger agent, at Au-
gusta. Ga., will be abolished on November 1.

E. T. Eckles, general freight agent of the Atlanta & West
Point and the Western Railway of Alabama, at Montgomery,
Ala., has been appointed freight traffic manager, with head-
quarters at Atlanta and at Montgomery. E. S. Center, general
agent of the executive and traffic departments, at East Point,

Ga., now has supervision over all solicitation. F. C. Brow-
der, Jr., chief clerk of the freight traffic department, has been
appointed division freight agent, with headquarters at Mont-
gomery.

A. Bowman, whose appointment as assistant general freight

agent of the Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh, with headquarters
at Buffalo, N. Y., has been announced in these columns, was
born on May 23, 1864, at Rochester, N. Y., and was educated
at public and high schools. He began railway work on Septem-
ber 1. 1879, as a messenger on the New York Central & Hud-
son River, and held various positions until he was appointed
chief clerk. In September, 1887, he was appointed contract-

ing agent of the Erie, at Rochester, becoming general agent of

the same road in June, 1889. On May 1, 1894, he was appointed
division freight agent of the Erie, at Rochester, from which po-

sition he resigned in August, 1905, to become division freight

agent of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, at Buffalo, and
now becomes assistant general freight agent of the same road,

as above noted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

L. L. Beall has been appointed engineer maintenance of way
of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with headquarters at

Atlanta, Ga.

J. B, Gant, inspector of bridges of the Illinois Central, has

been appointed inspector of bridges of the Grand Trunk, with

office at Montreal, Que.

James Riley, electrical engineer and superintendent motive
power and equipment of the Choctaw Railway & Lighting Com-
pany, McAlester, Okla., has been appointed electrical engineer

of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at Parsons,

Kan.

Harry M. Hutson, whose appointment as division master me-
chanic of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Grafton,
W. Va.. has been announced in these columns, was born in 1869

at Piedmont, W. Va.,

and graduated from Al-

legheny County Acad-
emy, Cumberland, Md.,
in 1886. The same year
he entered the service

of the Baltimore & Ohio
as machinist apprentice

at Piedmont. He left

the Baltimore & Ohio
four years later to take

up mechanical drawing
at the Scranton School,

and one year later re-

turned to the service of

the Baltimore & Ohio and
then held various po-

sitions in the mechanical

department until his ap-

pointment as machine
shop foreman at Cum-
berland. He was then

engine house foreman at

Keyser, W. Va., until

February 14, 1912, when
reman, at Grafton, and now becomes
amc road, as above noted.

Special Officers.

John B. Lamson has been appointed agriculturist for the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago.

he was made general

master mechanic of the

OBITUARY.

Alfred Hunt Rising, general freight agent of the Southern Pa-
cific, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., died suddenly on
October 14, at tlie age of 41 years.

Carl Waldemar Buchholz. consulting engineer of the Erie at

New York, died on October 20, at his home in Hempstead,
N. Y. He was born on December 13, 1843, at Hettin, Prussia,

and was educated at the technical school and g>-mnasium at that

place. He began railway work in 1865, and in 1867 was as-

sistant engineer of the Philadelphia & Reading, and then for

two years was division engineer. From 1869 to 1877 he was
resident engineer on the same road, and then for three years

was principal assistant engineer on the Madeira-Mamore Rail-

way in Brazil, during which time he made two trips to that

country and one trip to England. From 1880 to December.

1885, he was engineer of construction of the Philadelphia &
Reading. He was appointed chief engineer of the Erie in De-

cember, 1885. and in 1892 left that position to become president

and chief engineer of the Quaker City Elevated of Philadelphia.

Pa. That project failed on account of an adverse decision of

the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, and Mr. Buchholz returned

to the Erie as chief engineer in 1893. remaining in that position

until May. 1903, since which time he had been consulting en-

gineer of the same road; and since May 15, 1911, he was

also chief engineer of the Buffalo Creek, in which the Erie is

interested. From 1862 to 1865 he served as acting ensign in the

United States navy. At the time of his death he was a mem-
ber of the American Society of Civil Engineers. New York;

the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pa.; the Century Club.

New York, and the National Geographic Society, Washington,

D. C.

Tr.\xsport.\tion of Cut Flowers in Fr.\nce.—The export of

fresh cut flowers from the south of France has increased to such

an extent that the Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean Railway has been

running a special train since October, 1911, to further assist the

florists. .Ml the cut-flower cars are assembled at Marseilles and

are then directed to their destinations by express. The in-

auguration of the special train service has considerably shoitened

the time of transport.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Crucible Steel Company is making inquiries for 1 loco-

motive.

The Boston & Maine will soon be in the market for 150 loco-

motives.

The Toledo & Ohio Central is making inquiries for 5 loco-

motives.

The Erie has ordered 25 mikado locomotives from the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.

The Chicago & North Western is making inquiries for up-

wards of 35 locomotives.

The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha is making

inquiries for 5 locomotives.

The East Jordan & Southern has ordered 1 mogul loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Charlotte Harbor & Northern has ordered 1 American

type locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is in the market

for 12 mikado locomotives, 7 freight Pacific type locomotives,

and 3 passenger Pacific type locomotives.

The Kansas City Southern, mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of October 18, as having exercised an option for loco-

motives with the American Locomotive Company, has placed no

order as yet, but is negotiating with that company for 15 con-

solidation locomotives.

The San Diego & South Eastern has ordered 1 ten-wheel

switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
The dimensions of the cylinders will be 18 in. x 24 in., the

diameter of the driving wheels will be 57 in., and the total

weight in working order will be 114,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Pacific Fruit E.xpress is in the market for 2,000 re-

frigerator cars.

The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern is in the market for 1,000 hop-
per cars.

The Boston & Maine will soon be in the market for 6,000

box cars and 100 passenger cars.

The Missouri, Kansas & Te.kas has ordered 28 passenger
cars from the Pullman Company.

The Maine Central is considering the purchase of 300 rack
cars, lOO flat cars, and 100 gondola cars.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is in the. market for

5 dining cars and 21 combination mail and baggage cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is in the market
for 1,000 box cars, 500 gondola, 500 hopper cars, 200 refrigerator

cars.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul will build 3,000 freight

cars at the company's shops, and is in the market for under-
frames, trucks and bolsters for this equipment.

The New York Central & Hudson River is in the market
for 2.000 refrigerator cars. This figure includes the 1,000 re-

frigerator cars for the Merchants' Despatch Transportation men-
tioned in the Railway Age Gasette of October 11, 1912.

The Intercolonial has ordered 500 box cars, 100 Hart con-
vertible cars, 100 flat cars, 50 dump cars, 20 refrigerator cars

and 1 tank car from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company,
and 3 baggage cars from the Preston Car & Coach Company.

The Chicago & North Western is closing contracts for 6.500

cars as follows: 1,000 box cars, 1,000 all steel hopper cars, and
500 flat cars from the Pullman Company; and 2.000 box cars

and 2,000 gondola cars from the American Car & Foundry
Company.

The Canadian Pacific, mentioned in the Railway Age Gasette

of October 11, as having ordered 60 sleeping cars from the Pull-

man Company, ordered 30 sleeping cars from the Barney &
Smith Car Company, and 30 sleeping cars from the Pullman
Company at that time.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Illinois Central has ordered 50,000 tons of rails from
the Illinois Steel Company.

The San Antonio & Aransas Pass has ordered 4,000 tons of

rails from the Maryland Steel Company.

The Boston Elevated has ordered 2,000 tons -of structural

steel from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

The Harriman Lines are reported to have ordered about

100.000 tons of rails, including 75,000 tons from the United

States Steel Corporation, and about 25,000 tons from the

Colorado Fuel & Iron Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—During the past week there

has been no let up in the heavy placing of orders. There have
been some increases in prices, particularly on the part of the

independent companies and the Steel Corporation is now sell-

ing on an average of nearly $2 a ton below its competitors.

It is estimated that the earnings of the corporation -for the

third quarter will be in the neighborhood of $30,000,000, and
for the last quarter, $35,000,000. By the end of the year all

the lower priced contracts will have been filled, so the earnings

for the first quarter of next year are expected to show an im-

provement over any quarter of 1912.

SIGNALING.

New Installations of Block Signals, Interlocking, Telephones for Train
Despatching, Etc.

The Erie is preparing to use telephones in train despatching,

on the Susquehanna division. A new wire line will be strung
and portable telephones will be carried in the cabooses of the

freight trains.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh has advised the New
York State Public Service Commission that it will introduce

the manual block system on 40 miles of its Rochester division.

The company has recently installed automatic block signals on
52;^ miles of this division.

Paraguay Central Railway Earnings.—During the latter

half of the calendar year of 1911 the gross receipts of the Para-
guay Central Railway were $367,580. and the operating expenses
$181,600, leaving net earnings of $183,980. Other income
amounted to $7,075, and the dividends on the preferred stock
were $94,385. The net income was $96,670. The net income
for period was iSyi per cent, greater than that for the same
period of the previous year.

Proposed Extension for New South Wales Line.—It is pro-

posed to extend the Canowindra Railway from Canowindra on
the Belubula river in the central eastern portion of New South
Wales northwest to Eugowra, about 20 miles, and later to build

from Eugowra northwest to Parkes, a further 20 miles. The
railway from Canowindra to Eugowra, with 60-lb. rails, would
cost about $454,350. The Canowindra Railway runs from Sydney
to Canowindra, via Blayney, about 246 miles.

Coal for Belgian Railways.—It is proposed to introduce a

bill in the Belgian chamber to approve the agreement which has

recently been concluded in connection with the decision to re-

serve for home uses all future orders of coal from the Belgian

state railways. According to the agreement the Belgian col-

lieries will have to supply all the coal required by the railway's

administration at a rate per ton based on the price fixed by the

mining administration. Only small orders for special coal will

be placed outside Belgium.
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Supply iSvfxbe ^tt»^. Batltt>(t^ OIondJrMciton,

Mark A. Ross has resigned as treasurer and director of the

Pyle-National Electric Headlight Company, Chicago.

The Republic Iron & Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio, has

resumed the payment of the 1J4 quarterly dividend on its pre-

ferred stock, which has been omitted since Januarj', 1, 1912.

The Railroad Supply and Equipment Club in the Karpen

building, Chicago, has made arrangements for a series of lec-

tures on mechanical subjects to be given in its assembly hall

on Saturday evenings.

The name of Northey-Plummer, Ltd., has been changed to

Northey-Simmen Signal Company, Ltd. This company makes

and installs the Simmen system of railway signaling, and has

headquarters at Toronto and Indianapolis.

C. A, Carscadin. formerly vice-president of the Kirby Equip-

ment Companj', Chicago, and representative of the Globe Seam-

less Steel Tubes Company of Milwaukee, has been appointed

general sales agent of the Spencer Otis Company, with offices

in the Railway Exchange, Chicago.

The Griffin Wheel Company, of Chicago, is to be reorganized

under Massachusetts laws. The present Illinois corporation

has a capitalization of $8,000,000. The new company will have

an authorized issue of $12,000,000 common stock, of which

$9,500,000 will be issued, and $9,000,000 preferred stock, of

which $6,000,000 will be issued.

The Locomotive Superheater Company, New York, is build-

ing a plant at East Chicago, in the neighborhood of the prop-

erty which has been acquired by the locomotive builders for

western plants, for the manufacture of superheaters for appli-

cation to old locomotives. It is expected that the plant will be

placed in operation about the first of the year.

Among the railroads that have recently given repeat orders

for the Street locomotive stoker are the Norfolk & Western,

Chesapeake & Ohio, and the Baltimore & Ohio. The Norfolk

& Western has 15 Mallet locomotives in service equipped with

this stoker and 25 more of the same type have been ordered.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has had 30 mikado locomotives using

this stoker in service since the month of June and will receive

25 additional engines in November. The Baltimore & Ohio

uses these stokers on five large Mallets and 20 more are being

equipped as fast as they go through the shops. This road

will also have this stoker applied to 50 mikados being built by

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, 20 of which have been re-

ceived. The Hocking Valley will also use this stoker on five

mikado engines which will be received during November.

The United States district court, district of Rhode Island, has

granted the W. H. Coe Manufacturing Company, Providence.

R. I., an injunction forbidding the American Roll Gold Leaf

Company, Providence, R. I., from making, using or selling the

inventions patented and claimed in the first, second, third or

fourth claims, letters patent 580,217, during the remainder of the

term of the life of said letter patent; and has granted the same

injunction against the use of letters patent 848,883. The first

of these patents covers a machine for packaging decorative films,

and the second patent covers a package roll of metallic leaf. The

first one is dated April 13, 1897, and the second one April 2,

1907. Complainants are permitted to recover from the defendants

profits which the defendants may have made from the use of

these patents since .A.ugust 12, 1910, and C. W. Barrows has

been appointed a special master to report to the court on the

amount of profit and the amount of damages. It is understood

that an appeal will be taken to the Supreme Court.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Rail Chairs.—The American Rail Chair Company, Findlay,

Ohio, has issued an illustrated pamphlet showing the use of

the American rail chair applied to wood, concrete and steel

ties. This rail chair can be applied to steel or concrete ties

without the use of bolts or nuts, and is also equipped with a

cushion to eliminate rigidness with these ties.

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Ardmore & Waurik.\.—Incorporated in Oklahoma with

$10,000 capital, and headquarters at Ardmore. The plans call

for building from Ardmore, Okla.. west to Waurika, 50 miles.

D. Carter, L. T. Cook and J. W. WiUiams, of Purcell, and R. C.

Boles, of Chickasha, are incorporators.

Bismarck, Belleview \'.\lley & Western.—An officer writes

that a contract for grading and track laying has been given to the

Hamilton-Ryan Construction Companj'. St. Louis. Mo., for work
from Bismarck. Mo., west to Sunlight, thence south to Bunker,

53 miles, and the work is now under way. For about 20 miles the

work will be quite heavy, part of the route being through solid

rock ; there will be a considerable number of culverts and some
steel bridges. The bridges will vary in length from 150 ft. to

300 ft., and the trestles from 25 ft. to 40 ft. The company ex-

pects to develop a traffic in coal to the iron furnaces, and lum-

Ijer from the saw mills. E. G. Evans is president, Bismarck, and

H. Rohwer is consulting chief engineer, 609 Fullerton building,

St. Louis, Mo.

Canadian Pacific.—.An officer writes that route maps have

been approved for the Interprovincial & James Bay, to be built

from a point on the Kipawa branch of the Canadian Pacific, in

the parish of Gendron, north, 54 miles, through the parishes of

Mercier, Tabaret. Mazenod 'and Fabre to Ville Marie in the

parish of Du Hamel. county of Pontiac, Que. Work is now
under way on 10 miles. Jones & Girouard, Ottawa, have the

contract. The average cut and fill work on this section is about

10.000 cu. yds. a mile. The maxin.um grade will be 1.7 per

cent. There will be one steel bridge 30 ft. long. C. W. P. Ram-
sey, Montreal, is engineer of construction.

Citrus Southern (Electric).—According to press reports this

company will build from Sanford, Fla., south via Orlando, to

Kissimmee, about 35 miles. B. Beacham, S. S. Griffin and C.

Dann, Orlando, are said to be interested.

Clarksblrg & Northern.—According to press reports this

line has been sold to New York capitalists. The company is

building from New Martinsville, W. Va.. south to Salem, 49

miles. Grading has been finished to Middlebourne. 14 miles. It

is supposed that the new owners will extend the line to Clarks-

burg. A survey is being made on the Ohio side of the river

from Powhatan to Hannibal. (August 30, p. 408.)

Dallas Southern Traction.—See Southern Traction.

Den\-er, Northwestern & PACiFic.^According to press re-

ports work is to be started at once on the extension from Steam-

boat Springs, Colo., west towards Utah. (August 23, p. 366.)

Edmonton Interurban.—This company was incorporated in

Alberta, Can., in 1910, and was reorganized in September, 1912.

It is financed by French and Canadian capitalists, and proposes

to build about 300 miles of electric lines, connecting Edmonton
with other towns in Central Alberta. Work is now under way

from Edmonton to St. Albert, 6 miles. This section is expected

to be in operation by June, 1913. A power house is to be built

at St. Albert. Other lines are projected from Edmonton, south-

east to Beaverhill lake and Tofield, 40 miles ; east to Vegreville,

60 miles; west to Lac Sainte Anne, 15 miles; north to Namao,

12 miles ; west to Mewassin, 35 miles ; southwest to Pigeon lake,

40 miles, and the line north to Morinville, via St. Albert, 28

miles. George Barbey. of Paris and Vancouver, is at the head

of the French syndicate. M. Kimpe, managing director, has

charge of the construction work.

Grand Trunk Pacific—Work is being pushed to complete

the branch line from Talmage, Sask., to Weybum this year.

Great Northern.—An officer writes that grading work is

nearing completion on a line from Niobe, N. D., via Bowbells

to the Canadian boundary, 21 miles. The company expects to

complete the track lajnug this year.

Interprovincial & James Bay.—See Canadian Pacific.

Lancaster, Oxford & Southern.—According to press re-

ports this company is planning to build a 15-mile extension
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from Oxford, Pa., and to change the existing line, which has a

3 ft. gage to standard gage.

Liberty & Callicoon.—Incorporated in Xcw York with
$200,000 capital, to operate an electric or steam line in Sullivan
county from Liberty, west via White Sulphur Springs and
Voungville to Jeffersonville, 14 miles. The directors include

L. H. Brown and A. Brown, of New York ; C. B. Ward and
F. E. Bridges, Liberty, and S. F. Crocker, Brooklyn.

LuFKiN, Hemphill, Hempste.\d & Gulf.—Incorporated in

Texas with $100,000 capital and headquarters at Hemphill. The
plans call for building from Kindred, in San Augustine county,

Texas, east to a point on the Sabine river, in Sabine county, 30
miles. The incorporators include H. Knox and G. E. Pratt of

Hemphill. C. B. Collins, Lufkin ; W. M. Kady and B. E. Smith
ofMcNary, La.; R. Stack, Woodworth, La., and A. MacDonald,
Houston.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—An officer

writes that the company is making surveys west of Ambrose,
N. D., for an extension of the Flaxton line. The extension will

be about 80 miles long, but the definite location has not yet been

decided on.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—The report of this company for

the year ended June 30, 1912, shows that the company has ac-

quired during the year the Wichita Falls Lines, extending from
Newcastle, Tex., to Woodward, Okla., with a branch line from
Altus, Okla., to Wellington, Te.x.. in all 333.37 miles. The line

from Hammon. Okla., to Woodward, 66.33 miles, was built and
placed in operation during the j'ear, and 83.67 miles from Wood-
ward, Okla., to Forgan are under construction and will be com-
pleted and placed in operation soon. During the year embank-
ments were widened on 66 miles of roadway, and 302 miles of

ditching was done, 3 miles of track were ballasted, 274 miles of

track reballasted, and 103 miles of new S5-lb. rails were laid.

Fifty-two miles of yard and industrial track were constructed,

and work has been started on new division terminals at Waco,

Tex., which will be placed in operation during 1912. The Gal-

veston causeway and bridge, 2 miles long, which connects Gal-

veston with the mainland, was opened for traffic during the

year and is now being used by the M. K. & T.

Mobile-West Shore Traction.—According to press reports

this company, which was organized last year, expects to begin

construction work about December 1 from Mobile, Ala., south to

Alabama Port, thence west via Coden and Bayou Labatre to

Pascagoula, Miss., about 55 miles. E. E. Posey, Mobile, is

president.

North Yakima & Valley.—An officer writes that a contract

has been given to the Valley Construction Company of Kenne-

wick. Wash., to build a 3-mile branch from the Naches branch

at a point about three miles northwest of North Yakima, Wash.,

northwest, following Cowiche creek through the Cowiche val-

ley. (October 11, p. 710.)

Salt Lake & Utah (Electric).—An officer writes that the

plans call for building from Salt Lake City, Utah, via Taylors-

ville. West Jordan, South Jordan, Riverton, Lehi, American

Fork, Pleasant Grove, Provo, Springville, Spanish Fork and

Salem to Payson, about 65 miles. The company expects to begin

work on the line soon. W. C. Orem. Salt Lake City, may be ad-

dressed. (October 18, p. 775.)

Southern Traction.—This company, which is a Texas cor-

poration, is now building an electric interurban line from Dallas,

Tex., to Corsicana, via Hutchins, Wilmer, Ferris, Trumbull,

Palmer, Garrett, Ennis. Alma and Rice; also an electric line

from W'axahachie to Waco; via Forreston, Italy. Milford, Hills-

t)oro, Abbott, West and Elm Mott. The grading work is about

W per cent, completed. The bridge contracts are all let, and

are under construction. The company expects to begin laying

rails about December 1, and to use 80-lb. rails on the Waco
line and 70-lb. rails on the Corsicana line. Orders for rails have

already been placed. It is contemplated that electrical equip-

ment will be ordered during the next thirty days. The com-

pany has bought the physical property of the Dallas Southern

Traction, a line fully equipped, running from Dallas to

Waxahachie, via Lisbon, Lancaster, Red Oak and Sterrett.

which will connect at Waxahachie with the Waco line, making

a through line from Dallas to Waco. The Waxahachie line

has been in operation since October 3. The Southern Traction
also owns the street railway system of Waco.

Tennessee Northeastern.—This company expects to let con-
tracts about November 1, it is said, for grading 32 miles of its

proposed line in Tennessee. E. L. Fickes is president, Maryland,
Tenn.

Tennessee Valley Traction.—An officer writes that contracts
are to be let in January and February, 1913, to build from Dallas,
Tex., south via Waxahachie, Frost, Hubbard, Marlin, Cameron!
Temple, Belton and Georgetown to Austin, about 200 miles.

J. V. Watkins is president, 501 Scollard building, Dallas. (Oc-
tober 11, p. 710.)

Washington, Potomac & Chesapeake.—This company, which
owns 214 miles of railway in the District of Columbia and 21
miles from Brandywine, Md., to Mechanicsville, proposes to
connect these lines by building ISj/^ miles and by completing
23^ miles from Brandywine to Esperanza, making a total line

of about 6334 miles. H. W. Watson, president, Franklin Bank
building, Philadelphia, Pa.

W^\tauga Railway.—See Yadkin River.

Yadkin River.—An officer writes that under the name of the
Watauga Railway work is now under way from North Wilkes-
boro, N. C, where a connection is made with the Southern Rail-

way, west via Minton, Goshen, Marley Ford. Goulds, Elkville,

Denny, Darby, Middlecane, Watauga and Cooks Gap to a point

one mile from Boone, 51.84 miles. A branch is also being built

from a point near Elkville, at Elkville Junction south via

Grandin, Kings Creek, Hornel. Hibriten and Lenoir, to a

connection with the Carolina & North Western, about 20 miles.

Grading has been finished on 9 miles, and track has been laid on
3 miles. The approximate cut and fill work averages 20.(KX) cu.

yds. a mile. The maximum curvature will be 8 deg., and maxi-
mum grades will be 2'^ per cent. The company expects to de-

velop a traffic in lumber, agricultural products and iron ore.

W. J. Grandin, president, Lenoir, and H. C. Landon, chief engi-

neer. North Wilkesboro. (April S, p. 825.)

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Brantford. Ont.—Work has been started by the Grand
Trunk on the reconstruction of its bridge over the Grand river

at Brantford, at a cost of about $40,000. .A. new span of 76 ft. 6

in. will be added to the western end of the present structure,

and the eastern end will be lengthened IS ft. The western

abutment will be converted into a river pier by being encased

in 254 ft. of concrete.

Brownwood, Tex.—The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe is asking

for bids for a new system of freight yards and terminals to cost

about $500,000, including engine and coach repair yards, a 12-

stall brick engine house, machine shop, car repair shed, power
house and office and supply buildings.

Dallas, Tex.—The report of the Missouri, Kansas & Te.xas

for the year ended June 30, 1912, shows that the organization

of the Union Terminal Company was completed. This com-

pany is building a modern passenger terminal which will be

used by all lines entering Dallas, Tex. The M. K. & T. has a

one-eighth interest in the new terminal. During the year a

new span bridge was built over Deep Water creek on the

Sedalia division and a span taken out last year at the Mar-

maton river near Fort Scott was re-erected over the Roche

Perche creek on the Columbia branch. The company has con-

tinued its policy of renewing wooden trestles and culverts with

concrete structures, and during the year 17,105 cu. yds. of con-

crete were used. Two bridges on the Denton division, which

were destroyed by fire, have been rebuilt, combination spans

being used. Car sheds at Dallas, at Fort Worth, at Greenville,

at Houston, at Denison. at Smithville and at Waco have been

put up in Texas, and arrangements are now being made to put

up car sheds at several important points in Oklahoma. A new

brick passenger station has been built at Boonville, and new

stations at Chanute, at Montrose, at New Franklin, at Pr\-or

and Alvarado, at Como and at Bells. The station at Mc.\lester,

Okla.. has been enlarged, and station improvements made at

38 other points. Nine cotton platforms have been rebuilt or
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enlarged during the year. The new Union station, now under

construction at Kansas City by the Kansas City Terminal, is

about one-fourth completed and work is being pushed. It is

expected that the work will be finished in 1913. Plans are now
being made for rebuilding the station and to provide office

facility at Parsons, Kan., to replace the structure which was

destroyed by fire.

Detroit, Mich.—The Wabash has let a contract to C. W.
Gindele & Co., of Chicago, for structural work on its new brick

and concrete freight station and engine terminals.

Jacksonville, Fla.—The Union Terminal Company has been

incorporated with $750,000 capital, it is said, to put up a railway

terminal for passengers and freight. T. E. D. Day is president.

Kansas City, Mo.—The Union Pacific is planning to build a

new freight house, a duplicate of its present freight house, at a

cost of $45,000. It will be of steel and concrete construction,

45 by 379 ft.

Spartanburg, S. C.—According to press reports the Charles-

ton & Western Carolina is planning to put up a new freight

house of brick construction, to cost about $40,000, at Spartanburg.

Warwick, Ohio.—A reinforced concrete coaling station has

recently been installed by the Baltimore & Ohio at Warwick,

Ohio, designed for coaling locomotives on four tracks. The
new coaling station is of the Holmen type, with a storage ca-

pacity of 600 tons, and a conveying capacity of 100 tons an

hour. The station is known as the balanced bucket type, each

bucket being a counter balance for the other. The only load

lifted is the coal itself. The chutes through which the coal

is conveyed to locomotive tenders are controlled by counter-

balanced undercut gates so that when sufficient coal has been

taken the gates cut off the supply when the rope is released.

The cost of the work is about $25,000.

West Duluth, Minn.—The Northern Pacific has announced

that the proposed work on a new freight and passenger station

will be begun this fall.

New Brazilian Line.—Early in July, 1912, the railway line

connecting the towns of Araguara and Rio-Preto, in the state

of Sao Paulo, a distance of 143 miles, was opened to public

traffic.

New Argentine Line.—The Buenos Aires & Pacific Railway

has opened a direct line from Justo Daract in the province of

San Luis to La Paz in the province of Mendoza, shortening the

trans-Andean route.

Railway Construction in German Southwest Africa.—The
line from Windhoeck in northern central German Southwest

Africa, south to Keetmanshoop, about 275 miles, has been com-
pleted. This Hne, which is of the same gage as Cape to Cairo

line, is very important, as it is the only railroad which connects

north and south German Southwest Africa.

Long Distance Truck Rides.—On the arrival of a sleeping

car from Bukarest, Roumania, at once of the Paris stations, ;i

youth of 20 was found on the trucks underneath who had rid-

den all the way for 36 hours in that position without food or

drink, and was so coated with dust and dirt that it required a

serious resort to the station water supply to make out what sort

of an animal he was.

Linguists Made of Bavarian Railway Employees.—The
railway management of Bavaria is encouraging the training of

its employees who come most in contact with passengers in the

acquisition of English and French. Those who study regularly

and make considerable progress are informed that a month's

leave for visits to France and England, with an allowance for

expenses, will be allotted to two of them at a time.

Earnings of the South Manchurian Railway.—T-he South
Manchurian Railway, which works not only the railway, but the

important coal mines, harbors, hotels, electric works, etc., on the

lines controlled by Japan, reports for the first half of 1912 a

prosperous season, enabling it to pay 6 per cent, on its stock,

and have a surplus reserve nearly equal to the dividend. The
working expenses of the railway are reported to have been only

32 per cent, of its receipts.

Bmlntaii iFittan^iol NetDi?.

Canadian Northern.—The company has sold in London
$10,000,000 of 5 per cent, income charge convertible debenture
stock, the balance of a total issue of such stock of $25,000,000.

The price was 106, and it is said that the underwriters had
to take up 11 per cent, of the total amount offered.

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis Railway.—The court has not as

yet fixed any date for the sale of this road, foreclosure of

which has been ordered, under the suit of the Equitable Trust
Company of New York, trustee. The interest on the second
mortgage bonds has not been paid since July 1, 1909, and
amounts to $443,629. The purchasers will buy the road, sub-

ject to a first mortgage of $4,000,000 held by the Colonial Trust
Company of New York, and other liens on the property.

The road will be bought by the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis
Railroad Company, a new company representing the holders

of the second mortgage bonds. The property is valued at

$5,500,000.

Central of Georgia.—At the annual meeting at Savannah, Oc-
tober 17, an issue of $80,000,000 bonds was authorized.

Cle\'eland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—At the annual
meeting to be held in Cincinnati, October 30, the stockholders

will be asked to authorize the officers to guarantee first mort-

gage bonds of the Evansvnie, Mount Carmel & Northern, a

subsidiary road connecting the Cairo division with the Louis-

ville & Nashville.

Denver. Northwestern & Pacific.—A despatch dated from
Denver says that Newman Erb has agreed to build the

$5,000,000 transcontinental tunnel and to complete 'he D. N.

W. & P. to Salt Lake at once, on condition that the state of

Colorado give reasonable assistance in building the tunnel.

Voters of Colorado are to pass, at the November election,

on the question of the state's building the tunnel.

Enid, Ochiltree & Western.—The receiver of this road has

been discharged, the road having been sold at foreclosure

recently.

Missouri Pacific.—The New York Stock Exchange has listed

$500,000 first mortgage 40-year 5 per cent, bonds of the

Boonville, St. Louis & Southern, guaranteed principal and in-

terest by the Missouri Pacific.

Norfolk Southern.—Frank A. Vanderlip, W. E. Corey, J. W.
Harriman and B. A. Jackson have been elected directors.

The following directors were not re-elected : George J.

Gould, Oakleigh Thorne, S. L. Shoonmaker, George C. Clark,

John I. Waterbury, E. T. Lamb and Rathbone Gardner.

Seaboard Air Line.—Hennen Jennings and Henry Cleveland

Perkins of Washington, have resigned as directors.

Tennessee Central.—John H. Carpenter has been elected a

direct'ir, succeeding H. G. Lipscomb, deceased.

Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo.—The directors have authorized

the issue of $1,000,000 additional stock, the proceeds of which

will be issued for improvements and betterments. A cash

dividend of 20 per cent, has been declared on the $2,500,000

outstanding stock.

Western Maryland.—The Equitable Trust Company, New
York, is offering $750,000 of an authorized issue of $10,-

000.000 5 per cent, notes of January, 1912-June, 1915, at 99.

The notes were sold by the company in January to pay for

equipment and betterments. They are a first lien on all of the

stock of the George's Creek & Cumberland and the Cumber-
land & State Line Railway. These are the subsidiaries that

built and own the Cumberland Maryland, the Connellsville,

Pa., line of the Western Maryland connecting it with the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. There is no mortgage on this lini

and the indenture securing the notes provides that no mort-

gage shall be placed on it while the issue of notes is outstand-

ing..

At the annual meeting the by-laws of the company were

amended, increasing the board of directors from nine to

twelve; and J. M. Fitzgerald, John T. Hendricks and L. F.

Timmerman were elected directors to fill the three additional

places.
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ANNUAL REPORTS.
MISSOURI, KANSAS & TEXAS RAILWAY COMPANY ANNUAL REPORT, 1912.

ExECUTiVB Offices

49 Wall Street
New York City, October 10th, 1912.

To the Stockholders of
Missouri^ Kansas Or Texas Railway Company:

The directors and officers of your Company submit herewith their report
for the fiscal year ended June 30th, 1912.
The operations of the railway system, composed of

Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway Company
The Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway Company of Texas
Texas Central Railroad Company
The Denison, Bonham and ?sew Orleans Railroad Company
The Dallas, Cleburne and Southwestern Railway Company
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Terminal Company of St. Louis

were as follows:
Increase

1912. 1911. or Decrease. %
Operating Revenue;

Freight $18,100,905.87 $18,184,663.74
Passenger 8,220,408.83 8,923,259.32
Mail 626,127.78 618,620.35
Express 752,012.50 836,242.27
Miscellaneous 487,264.13 502,507.87

—$83,757.87
—702,850.49

7,507.43
—84,229.77
—15,243.74

Total $28,186,719.11 $29,065,293.55 —$878,574.44

Operating Expenses:

Maintenance of Way and
Structures $4,129,255.96 $3,900,643.24 $228,612.72

Maintenance of Equipment 3,745,233.17 3,550,392.86 194,840.31
Traffic Expenses 738.927.98 742,628.01 —3,700.03
Transportation Expenses. 11,647,572.96 11,409,361.43 238,211.53
General Expenses 944,858.63 1,003,490.11 —58,631.48

Total $21,205,848.70 $20,606,515.65 $599,333.05

Net Operating Revenues.. $6,980,870.41 $8,458,777.90
Less,
Taxes 1,060,181.47 1,005,648.69

-$1,477,907.49 17

54,532.78 5

Less,

Outside Operations, Net
Debit

Operating Income.
Add,
Other Income

$5,920,688.94 $7,453,129.21 —$1,532,440.27 21

6,604.17 —28,721.81

$5,885,362.96 $7,446,525.04

356,395.67 431,692.69

-$1,561,162.08

—75,297.02

Total Corporate In-

come $6,241,758.63 $7,878,217.73 -$1,636,459.10 21

Charges :

Interest on Bonds
Other Interest
Discount on Securities .

.

Rentals

$4,861,619.92 $4,848,290.07 $13,329.85 ..

783,922.79 452,490.22 331,432.57 73
141.547.55 —141,547.55 ..

579,047.71 662,183.81 —83,136.10 13

Total Charges $6,224,590.42 $6,104,511.65

Net Corporate In-

$120,078.77

-$1,756,537.87 99$17,168.21 $1,773, 706.(

MILEAGE,
leage operated by the System on June 30th, 1912, increasedThe total

3.77 miles
follows:
Extension of Joplin branch to reach Joplin Union Depot C

pany's Terminals
Henrietta Division, mileage correction

compared with the mileage operated June 30th, 1911,

lot Cora-
3.67
.10

lies

Coi

Total 3.77 "

OPERATIONS,
icerning the disappointing results of operations for the fiscal year

by the detailed statement on the preceding page, it is fair to

say that they were very largely produced by a combination of adverse

conditions which has rarely, if ever before, occurred during one fiscal

year in your Company's life.
a- j,

Gross earnings from freight, passenger and express traffic were affected

adversely by bad business conditions in the southwestern states, particularly

in Oklahoma and Texas, due to the almost complete failure of grain crops

in the calendar year 1911, following short crops of the two preceding

years, the low price of cotton and the diminished purchasing power of

the people because of the exhaustion of their surplus and credit, and the

unusually severe weather conditions. Passenger earnings, where 80%
of the year's loss occurred, were further affected by quarantines against

spinal meningitis, which was epidemic in Texas for about four months,

in some cases interfering to such an extent with the movement of the

people as to cause reduction of train service.

The increased production of cotton and cotton seed products in 19U
resulted in a large increase in your Company's earnings from that source.

Coal earnings increased in comparison wilh the previous fiscal year when
there was a prolonged strike of mine workers. The failure of cereal

crops in Oklahoma and Texas produced a heavy movement of grain into

those States from other sections and materially increased your Company s

earnings on that commodity. There were substantial decreases in the

revenues from other classes of freight traffic, due to the adverse condi-

tions previouslv referred to, and also due in the cases of live stock and
lumber, the earnings from which have decreased constantly during the

past four years, to the special conditions recited in the preceding annual

report of your Company.
The total revenue freight tonnage increased 6.8%. The revenue ton

miles increased 4.3%. Freight and mixed train mileage decreased 2.4%.

The ton mile revenue was 1.08 cents, a decrease of 4.4%. Revenue per

freight train mile was $2.60, an increase of 2%. The revenue tonnage per

train mil^ was 240.63 tons, an increase of 6.9%; including Companys
freight, the tonnage per train mile was 272:93 tons, an increase of 2.6%.

The tonnage per locomotive mile, including Company's freight, was 256.34
tons, an increase of 2%>. The average revenue tonnage per loaded car mile
was 14.93, an increase of 6.7%. The average haul per ton on revenue
freight was 192.1 miles, a decrease of 2.3%. The number of tons of
revenue freight carried one mile per mile of road was 493,108, an increase
of 3.7%.
The total number of passengers carried decreased 5.8%. The number

carried one mile decreased 10.7%. Revenue per passenger per mile was
2.35 cents, an increase of 3.1%. Passenger train mileage decreased .4%.
Passenger revenue per train mile was $1.12, a decrease of 7.4%; passenger
service train revenue per train mile was $1.32, a decrease of 7%.

Operating expenses were increased because of higher wages paid during
the whole twelve months of the fiscal year, and affecting all classes of
expense, pay rolls having increased $622,098, or 5.7%; a strike of car men,
which affected transportation as well as maintenance expenses; bad water
conditions caused by the long drought, damaging motive power and inter-
fering with train service; floods and washouts later in the fiscal year
damaging roadway and interrupting traffic; extraordinary tie renewals,
caused by the simultaneous failure on a large track mileage in Texas of
untreated pine ties which had been placed in the track while the tie treating
plant which had been destroyed by fire was being rebuilt; increased pay-
ments for loss and damage and personal injuries, due to your Company's
efforts to settle all claims promptly.

It will be noted that 71% of the increased operating expenses were is
maintenance charges, and that traffic and general expenses decreased.

FINANCIAL.
The changes in funded debt in the hands of the public during the year

were as follows*:

Increase. Decrease.
M. K. & T. Ry. Co. Two-Year 5% Secured Gold
Notes sold $3,150,000.00

M. K. & T. Ry. Co. 5% secured notes sold 1,100,000.00
M. K. & T. Ry. Co., St. Louis Division Refund-

ing 4% bond exchanged for M. K. & E. Ry.
Co. Second Mortgage 5% Bond 1,000.00

Texas Central Railroad Company First Mortgage
5% Bonds sold 798,000.00

M. K. & T. Ry. Co. One-Year 5% Secured Gold
Notes of Aug. 1st, 1910, paid $368,000.00

Boonville Railroad Bridge Co. First Mortgage
4% Bonds retired by Sinking Fund 8,000.00

M. K. & E. Ry. Co. Second Mortgage 5% Bond
exchanged for M. K. & T. Ry. Co., St. Louis
Division Refunding 4% Bond 1,000.00

Total $5,049,000.00 $377,000.00
Net increase $4,672,000.00 (against

which $474,000.00 General Mortgage 4}^%, Gold Bonds were purchased for
the Sinking Fund and are held by the Trustee of the Mortgage).
Other changes in funded debt, as shown by the condensed balance sheet

of June 30, 1912, were:
Increase. Decrease.

M. K. & T. Ry. Co. Consolidated Mortgage 5%
Bonds, pledged to secure notes $21,937,000.00

M. K. & T. Ry. Co. Consolidated Mortgage 5%
Bonds, in treasury 521,000.00

M. K. & T. Ry. Co, First Mortgage 4% Bond
destroyed, paid for by Company $ 500.00

M. K. & T. Ry. Co, First Mortgage Extension 5%
Bond destroyed, paid for by Company 1,000.00

Total $22,458,000.00 $1,500.00
Net increase 22,456,500.00

Excepting the $798,000 first mortgage bonds of Texas Central Railroad
Company referred to above, there were no bonds sold during the year, and
your Company's money requirements were met by the sale of short term
notes.

$3,150,000 Two-Year 5% Secured Gold Notes of Missouri, Kansas &
Texas Railway Company, being the remainder of the authorized issue of
$16,000,000, dated May 1st, 1911, maturing May 1st, 1913, were sold to
reimburse your Company's treasury for expenditures made for additions
and betterments and for the acquisition during the year of securities of
railwav ard terminal companies.

$1,100,000 secured 5% notes of Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway Com-
pany, maturing June 28th, 1912, were sold and their proceeds used to
partly reimburse your Company for expenditures made in acquiring the
capital stock of the Wichita Falls & Northwestern Railway Company and
Wichita Falls & Southern Railway Company hereinafter referred to. These
notes were extended to July 1st. 1912, and were paid on that date from
the proceeds of an issue of $1,500,000 one-year 5% secured notes maturing
July 1st, 1913.

$4,728,000 Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway Company Consolidated
Mortgage 5% Gold Bonds were authenticated under the mortgage and
delivered to your Company, as follows:
In reimbursement of expenditures made for additions and

betterments $1,509,000.00
Against the pledge of M. K. & T. Ry. Co. General Mortgage
Bonds 191,000.00

Against M. K. & T. Ry. Co. General Mortgage Bonds retired

by Sinking Fund 474,000.00
Against pledge of Capital Stock of Wichita Falls & North-

western Railwav Companv acquired during the year 1,940,000.00

Against pledge of Capital Stock of Wichita Falls & Southern
Railwav Companv acquired during the year 51,000.00

Against pledge of Capital Stock and First Mortgage Bonds of

Denison, Bonham & New Orleans Railroad Co 264,000.00
Against pled?e of First Mortgage Bonds of Missouri. Kansas
& Texas Terminal Company of St. Louis acquired during
the year 294,000.00

Against Boonville Railroad Bridge Company First Mortgage
Bonds retirad by Sinking Fund 5,000.00

Total $4,728,000.00

Of the above mentioned Consolidated Mortgaee bonds. $521,000 were on

Tune 30th, 1912. in your Company's treasury. $2,787,000 were pledged under

the Two-Year rotes maturing Mav 1st. 1913, and $1,420,000 were pledged

under $1,100,000 5% notes maturing July 1st, 1912.
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General Mortgage Bonds to the amount of $191,000 were authenticated
and delivered to your Company upon certificates of expenditures for addi-

tions and betterments to your property north of Red Kiver. These bonds
have been pledged under the Consolidated Mortgage.

WICHITA FALLS & NORTHWESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY.
WICHITA FALLS & SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY.

Your Company acquired during the year all of the capital stock of the

Wichita Falls & Northwestern Railway Company, an Oklahoma corpora-

tion, of the aggregate par value of $2,000,000, and all of the capital stock

of the Wichita Falls & Southern Railway Company, a Texas corporation,

of the aggregate par value of $53,000. Those companies operated on

June 30th, 1912, a system of railways known as the Wichita Falls Lines,

extending from Newcastle, Texas, to Woodward, Oklahoma, with a branch
line extending from Altus, Oklahoma, to Wellington, Texas, aggregating

333.37 miles, of which 328.60 miles are owned and 4.77 miles are used

under trackage agreements with other lines. The line from Hammon,
Okla., to Woodward, 66.33 miles, was constructed and placed in operation

during the fiscal year, and 83.67 miles from Woodward to Forgan, Okla.,

are under construction and will be completed and placed in operation soon.

This new construction of 150 miles was arranged by the Wichita Falls

& Northwestern prior to the purchase of its capital stock by your Com-
pany. The Oklahoma corporation is the owner of all of the stock and
bonds of the Wichita Falls Railway Company, which owns 17.98 miles of

road extending from Henrietta to Wichita Falls, Texas, and this mileage

has been operated by your System, since its construction, under a con-

tract which provides for specified divisions of rates and for the payment
to the Wichita Falls Railway Company of the net earnings. The payments

by your System to the Wichita Falls Railway ifnder this contract have
averaged $112,573, during the past three years, and such payments will

of course hereafter be retained within the System, because of the acquisi-

tion of the Wichita Falls lines.

On June 30th, 1912, the outstanding capitalization of the lines m ques-

tion was as follows:

Wichita Falls & Northwestern:

Capital Stock $2,000,000.00

First Mortgage Bonds 2,236,000.00

Panhandle Division Bonds 882,000.00
r.eaver Division Bonds 2,500,000.00

First Mortgage 6% Notes 220,000.00
$7,838,000.00

Wichita Falls & Southern:
Capital Stock $ 53,000.00

First Mortgage Bonds ^ 57,000.00
^^^ ^^^^^

Total $8,648,000.00

The following table shows the average earnings of the Wichita Falls lines

(including Wichita Falls Railway) during the three fiscal years ended

June 30th, 1912;

Gross revenue $958,597.00
Operating expenses and taxes..,. 537,244.00

Net earnings $421,353.00
Interest, rentals and other charges 249,164.00

Surplus $172,189.00, equal to 8.4% on $2,053,000.00
capital stock.

The Wichita Falls Lines occupy some of the most fertile and densely

populated agricultural country in northwest Texas and western Oklahoma.
The principal agricultural products are cotton, corn, wheat, oats, broom
corn and forage crops. The raising of hogs and cattle for market is an

important industry. Large deposits of coal exist at Newcastle, Texas,

the southern terminus of the Wichita Falls & Southern. Important dis-

coveries of oil and gas in the district tributary to Wichita Falls were

made during the year. The commercial and agricultural development of

the territory contiguous to these lines is progressing rapidly. The earnings

of the Wichita Falls Lines suffered during the past year from the same
adverse conditions which affected the operations of other roads in the

Southwest, but there is every indication that the current fiscal year will

be a prosperous one, and your management is of the opinion that these

lines will be valuable feedeVs to your System. There is no floating debt,

and under the terms of purchase the vendors of the stock discharged all

of the current liabilities existing on July 1st, 1911.

The mileage and operations of the Wichita Falls Lines will be included

in the System's reports when the extension to Forgan is completed and
placed in operation.

DALLAS UNION PASSENGER STATION.
The organization of the Union Terminal Company of Dallas, Texas,

was perfected during the year. That company is constructing a modern
passenger terminal which will be used by all lines entering Dallas. The
authorized and issued capital stock of the company is $48,000. of which
one-eighth is owned bv The Missouri. Kansas & Texas Railway Company
of Te.xas, and one-eighth by each of the following; The Texas and Pacific

Railway Company; Houston & Texas Central Railroad Company; Gulf,

Colorado and Santa Fe Railway Company; The Trinity & Brazos Valley
Railway Company; St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas Railway Company;
The Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf Railway Company, and St. Louis South-
western Railway Company of Texas. The estimated cost of the terminal

is $3,000,000, and construction will be financed by an issue of first mort-

gage 5% thirty-year bonds of the Terminal Company, the principal and
interest of which will be guaranteed jointly and severally by the eight

proprietary companies.
This terminal is located on the main line of your railroad through Dallas,

and will relieve your System of the ultimate necessity of building and
maintaining for itself a costly passenger station in one of the largest

cities of Texas.

PHYSICAL CONDITIONS.
The property was well maintained throughout the year, and the road

is in good condition notwithstanding the troubles experienced on account
of the severe winter and the wet spring. Expenditures for permanent
additions and betterments aggregated $1,559,586.40. While no heavy im-

provement work was done, the betterment of the roadway and the enlarge-

ment and improvement of various facilities was carried on.

The policy of renewing wooden trestles and culverts in concrete has been
continued, 17,105 cubic yards of concrete having been used during the year.

A new span bridge was erected over Deepwater Creek on the Sedalia

Division, and a span taken out last year at the Marmaton River near
Fort Scott was re-erected over the Roche Perche Creek on the Columbia
Branch in order to permit the handling of cars of 100,000 pounds capacity-

over that line.
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The following new buildings and structures have been erected:

Car sheds at Dallas, Ft. Worth, Greenville, Houston, Denison, Smith-
viUe and Waco, in order to comply with a law passed by the Texas Legis-

lature: and arrangements are now being made to construct sheds at several

of the important points in Oklahoma to comply with a similar law enacted
in that State.
A new brick passenger station has been constructed at Boonville, and

new stations at Chanute, Montrose, New Franklin, Pryor, Alvarado. Como
and Bells. The depot at Mc.Mester has been enlarged and station im-

provements made at 38 other points.

The water supply at various points has been improved.
Nine cotton platforms have been rebuilt or enlarged.

ROLLING STOCK.
New equipment received during the fiscal year comprised the following;

17 locomotives.
3 passenger cars.

178 freight cars.

4 company service cars.
, .,,

10 passenger locomotives of the Pacific type were contracted for and will

be delivered this Autumn.
.

The policy of the management to provide new equipment during each

vear to replace equipment which has been destroyed or retired, will occa-

sion the purchase or construction of some new equipment during the

current year. It will also be necessary to provide some additional new
freight and passenger equipment in order to properly handle the traffic.

LAND GRANT SUIT.

The United States Court of Claims decided adversely your Company's

suit against the Government to recover $61,287,800, the value of Indian

lands granted to your Company, basing its decision on the grounds that the

grant under the .Act of Congress of 1866 was not absolute but was
conditional, and that the United States had the right to ignore same.

The Court admitted, however, that there was no other land grant similar

in terms and conditions, and the questions decided were, therefore, decided

as original propositions, and the adverse opinior

sustained by any judicial precedent or authority.

pealed to the Supreme Court of the United States

will not be reached for argument for two or three jcaia.

GENERAL REMARKS.
During the year the Galveston Causeway and bridge was opened for

traffic, and is now being used by your System's trains. This great steel

and concrete structure, 2 miles in length, which permanently connects

Galveston Island with the mainland, was erected by Galveston County at a

cost of $1,670,000, one-half of which was paid by the Galveston, Hams-
burg & San Antonio Railway Company, Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Rail-

way Company and Galveston, Houston & Henderson Railroad Company.
Your Company owns half of the capital stock of the last named Company.
The three contributing railroads have a lease of the railroad portion of

the causeway running for 999 years without further payment except for

their proportion of maintenance charges. The causeway provides two

tracks for steam railroads, one track for an electric interurban railroad

and a roadway for vehicles and pedestrians. It takes the place of the

single track pile bridge which has been the only

except by boat between the City

vere. therefore
of the Court is not

The case has been ap-

but in regular course

of transportation

_ _ _ ^ of Galveston' and the mainland since

.u^ "destruction of ail other bridges by the great storm of 1900.

The new Union Station now under construction at Kansas City by the

Kansas Citv Terminal Company is about one-fourth completed, and work

is progressing rapidly. It is expected that the plant will be completed

in 1913
On March 17th, 1912, the station building at Parsons, Kansas, the upper

floors of which were occupied by your Company's general offices, was

destroyed by fire. Plans are now being prepared, for the rebuilding of the

station and office facilities at that point.

The only legislation adopted during the year which seriously

vour operations was the Federal boiler inspection law, which

proximately $64,000. to the mechanical department's expenses. Ihere were

no laws passed affecting your revenues, but the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and the various State Railroad Commissions made a number of

important rulings, practically all of which will operate to reduce your

System's revenues. Several important decisions affecting rates were ren-

dered by the Courts, some of »;hich were favorable to railway

The growing requirements of railw

tion are constantly and materially

expens

affected
added ap-

tion

nterests.

missions for statistical informa-
reasing your Company's operating

sentiment in the southwestern states seems to be more favorable

ads. Significant of the change in public attitude is the organiza-

Texas of a Welfare Commission, a voluntary association of promi-

5iress and professional men for the purpose of making a careful

study of the laws and conditions which retard the prosperity and develop-

ment of the State. The Democratic party, which dominates the politics

of Texas in its platform adopted at the State convention in San Antonio

during July, advocates changes in the present law regulating the issue

of securities- by railroads, stating that "it is evident that the present trans-

portation facilities are not adequate to the proper transaction of its (the

State's) business," and pledging the party to the enactment of new laws

"to the end that new mileage may be constructed

lines be extended and improved."
While the result of your System's operations duri_ „ .

review was most unsatisfactory, due to the special conditions explained m
precedine paragraphs, the outlook for the current fiscal year is very prom-

ising. There has been an abundance of rainfall in your whole territory

for the first time in three years, and crop conditions are on the whole

the best in many years. General business conditions are gaining steadily.

The improvement which is being made in operating methods and the

promising outlook for business during the coming season lead your man-
agement to believe that the current fiscal year will show a satisfactory

increase in gross and net earnings.
,

The regular dividends aggregating 4% on the preferred capital stock of

your Company were declared as usual and charged to the surplus of pre-

facilities of all

fiscal
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\ious years, your Directors believing that the showing £or the single year
was due to temporary causes which did not justify a discontinuance of the
dividend. Their judgment has largely been confirmed by the notable
improvement manifested in your System's earnings since the beginning of
the present fiscal year.
On February 1st, 1912, Mr. Edwin Hawley. Chairman of the Board of

Directors, died. Appropriate resolutions adopted by the Board of Directors
appear elsewhere in this report.

Mr. Henry E. Huntington was elected a Director of your Company to
fill an e.xisting vacancy. Mr. Walter S. Crandell was elected a Director
to lill the vacancy created by the death of Mr. Edwin Hawley. Mr. C. E.
Schaff was elected a Director to fill a vacancy created by the resignation
of Mr. B. F. Yoakum.

Mr. Frank Trumbull was elected Chairman of the Board of Directors
on February 8th, 1912, succeeding Mr. Edwin Hawley, deceased.

Mr. C. E. Schaff was elected President of the Company on April 10th,
1912, succeeding Mr. A. A. Allen, resigned.
Mr. James Hagerman retired as General Counsel and was appointed

Consulting Counsel. Mr. Joseph M. Bryson, formerly General Solicitor,
was appointed General Counsel.

Statements and tables are appended which present your System's ac-
counts and operations.

Respectfully submitted,
C. E. SCHAFF,

President,
FRANK TRUMBULL.

Chairman of the Board.

STATEMENT OF INCOME ACCOUNT.
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30th, 1912.

Gross Operating Revenues $28,186,719.11
Operating Expenses 21,205,848.70

Other Income
Hire of Equipment $69,436.78
Kentals Received \2\ 049 487„..,„. ._j , ^_. , s,„e„,5

•

,65;909:4iInterest and Income from Inv

Total Other Income

Gross Income

Interest Accrued on Bonds $4,861,619.92
Other Interest Accrued '783 92279
Rentals Paid 579 047 71

Total Deductii

Net Income

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30th, 1912.

Balance to Credit of Profit and Loss. June 30th, 1911
ROM Income .\ccountBalance for Year Broucht For

Net Operating Revenue $6,980,870.41
Outside Operations
Dining Service (Loss) $49,327.62

Less
Sleeping Cars (Gain) $764.80
Dipping Vats (Gain) 13,236.84 14,001.64

Deductions for Y'ear:

Depreciation Prior to July 1st, 1907, on Equipment De-
stroyed

Depreciation on Side Tracks taken up .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'

Discount on Notes sold
Uncollectible bills charged off '.'.'.'.'.'.

Dividends:
M., K. & T. Ry. Co. Preferred Stock (4%) . . $520,000.00
Te.xas Central Preferred Stock Outstanding
„, (5%) ^ • 1,000.00
Texas Central Common Stock Outstanding

(5%) 635.00

$58,735.59
11,086.35

382,112.98
78,202.50

Net Loss 35,325.98

Total Net Revenue
Le£s
Taxes Accrued .

.

$6,945,544.43

1,060,181.47

Southwestern Coal & Improvement Co. Sinking Fund trans-
ferred to "Appropriated Surplus"

Miscellaneous

__^ $1,071,414.14

Operating Income $5,885,362.96 Balance to Credit of Profit and Loss, June 30th, 1912 $4,729,386.16

CONDENSED GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
Fiscal Year Ended June 30th, 1912.

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock:

M. K. & T. Ry. Co. Common Stock $63,300,300.00
" " " " Preferred Stock 13,000.000.00

Stock Subsidiary Companies (page 30)... 35,200.00

$76,335,500.00
Funded Debt (see page 30)

:

Outstanding $131,305,500.00
Pledged to secure Notes 21,937,000.00
In Treasury 521,000.00

Property Investhbnt
Cost of Road and Equipment.
Less Accrued Depreciation
Equipment, Credit

$209,824,578.29
listing

954,561.29

$208,870,017.00
Securities of Proprietary, .Affiliated and

Controlled Companies, Pledged $2,464,444.22
Miscellaneous Investments 144,800.84

^Securities Issued or Assumed, Pledged. . .

.

"Working Assets

Cash $1,314,211.65
Loans and Bills Receivable 52,913.22
Net Balance Due from .Agents, Train Audi-

tors and Conductors 224.505.59
Miscellaneous .Accounts Receivable 1,252.615.08
Material and Supplies 2,955,420.57

$211,479,262.06
21,937,000.00

$153,763,500.00

W'oRKiNG Liabilities:

Loans and Bills Payabli
Traffic and Car Service

Other Companies . .

.

Audited Vouchers Unp;

$230,099.00000

Balances Due to

-\udited Wages L^npaid
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable. . .

.

Matured Interest, Dividends and
Unpaid

129,717.84
1,187,712.41
970.784.18
152,611.46

490,286.03

'Securities in Treasury, Unpledged
Securities of Proprietary, Affiliated and

Controlled Companies $5,187.78
Securities Issued or Assumed 538.043.00
Marketable Securities 1 78,884.39

$3,142,584.99
Deferred Liabilities:

Unmatured Interest, Dividends and Rents
Payable $1,083,763.77

Taxes .Accrued 304,573.31
Liability on Account of Provident Funds.. 108,374.99
Other Deferred Credit Items 58,760.66

$1,555,472.73

Accrued Income Not Due

Unmatured Interest, Dividends and Rents

Deferred Assets

Working Funds—Advanced
Paid in Advance....
in Sinking and Re-

Rent
Cash and Securities

demption Funds
Cash and Securities in Provident
Other Deferred Debit Items

$41,277.99
33,038.79

969.380.53
106,225.72
97,534.50

Appropriated Surplus:
Additions to Property Since June 30, 1907,

through Income
Reserves Invested in Sinking and Redemp-

tion Funds

$1,563,429.84

205,627.15

$1,769,056.99
Profit and Loss Balance 4,729,386.16

Total $241,295,500.87

6,498,443.15

Total $241,295,500.87

The Company is also a guarantor, jointly with eleven other
Railwav Companies, of Kansas City Terminal Railway Company
First Mortgage Bonds $25,094,000
and jointly with three other Railway Companies of Joplin Union
Depot Company First Mortgage Bonds 650,000

ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS TO ROAD AND EQUIPMENT.
For the Fiscal Ye.\r Ended Tcse 30th. 1912.

M..K. &T. Texas
M.. K. & T. Ry. Co. Centr:

Ry. Co. of Tex. Railroi
Right of Way and Static

Dr; nage-
•*j r a d e Reductions an(!

Changes of Line
Bridges. Trestles and Cul

verts 132,024.46

3,744.50

*2g.376.90

3.781.36

1,«96.29

22.181.40

Total.

$95,805.21
47,894.60

7,525,86

*27fiSo.6i

157,777.02

Increased Weight of Rail
Improved Frogs and

Switches
Track Fastenings and Ap-

purtenances
Ballast
Additional Main Track. . .

Sidings and Sour Tracks.
Terminal Yards
Terminals at St. Louis, Mo.
Fencing Right of Way...

M.. K. & T.
Ry. Co.

45,378.35

367.89

56.687.83
140.199.55
4.276.62

114,295.79
41.437.27
92.992.56
3.842.73

M.. K. & T.
Ry. Co.
of Tex.

83,436.68

Texas
Central
Railroad.

264.64

5,452.61
7,330.27
9,324.60

Total.

129,079.67

703.94

121.815.22
299.322.51
11.606.89

167.661.40
113.691.29
92,992.56
4.012.22
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M., K. &T.
M., K. & T. Ry.Co.

Ry. Co.

Improvement o£ Crossings

Over and Under Grade. 71.68

Interlocking Apparatus... 223.68

Block and Other. Signal

Apparatus 2,591.69

Telegraph and Telephone
Lines -,• •

Station Buildings and Fix-

tares 49,224.i

Roadwav Machinery and
Tools

Shops, Engine Houses and
Turntables .

Shop Machinery and Tools

Water and Fuel Stations.

Other Additions and Bet-

terments 16,959.M

New Equipment Added to

List •
933.4y

New Equipment for Re-

placement 360,809.11

Equipment Retired from . „ „
Service ; • • '^So.SgS-'^

Replacement Value Build-

ings Destroyed by Fire. *l04.9'3-'9

5,891.69

61.60

6,746.55
8,915.24

13,935.26

of Tex.

'"321.21

2,551.72

19,415.32

19,128.92

44,542.76
3.311.62

39,060.64

150,433.71

"SS-S'S-oS

'336-67

Texas
Central
Railroad.

445.50
1,899.48
2,554.78

45,072.87

*4S,120.80

3,149.20

5,143.41

25,307.01

72,664.81

61.60

51,734.81
14,126.34
55,550.68

35,043.41

935.49

556.315.69

'379.531-00

*I02, 100.76

j„j3l $714,362.39 $803,458.11 $41,765.90 $1,559,586.40

Purchase of securities of
243.500.00

Total increase in cost

of property during
year

$1,803,086.40

•Credit.
.j,j^^ppj(, ^D OPERATING STATISTICS

Fiscal Year Ended June 30th, 1912, Compabed v ^""'

1912. 1911

H June 30th, 1911.

Increase Per
or Decrease, cent.

Feeight:
Average Mileage Oper-

^^^^^^^ 3_3„

Freight Train" Revenue. $18,100,905.87 $18,184,663.74

Per cent, of Gross Rev-

of Ro

enue .

.

Freight Ti

per Mile
Freight Train Revenue

per Train MiJe
Freight Train Revenue

per Revenue Car Mile

(certs)
Freight Train Revenue

Freight Train Revenue
per Ton per
(cents)

Tons Carried, Reve

Mile

ght

64.22

5,326.63

2.60

.1005

2.08

.0108

8,722,847

62.56

5,384.86

2.55

.1000

2.23

.0113

8,165,406

''°Slve^uTlre°ght
'''":

1,675,674,860 1,605,999.502

Tons Carried One Mile
Mile of Road,

Revenue Freight ....

Tons per Train, Rev-

enue Freight
Tons per Train, Trclud-

ing Company's Freight

Ton
R(

per Loaded Car,
Frciaht ....

Tons per Loaded Car,

Including Company's
Freight

Tons per Locomotive,
Revenue Freight ....

Tons per Locomotive,
Including Company's
Freight - . . •

Average Miles F.ach Rev-

enue Ton Carried....
Freight Train Miles

Freight Car Mileage
Loaded Car Mileage...
Empty Car Mileage....
Percentage of Empty Car

Mileage

-

Total Cars per Freight

Train
Loaded Cars per Freight

Train i; -. ;

Empty Cars per Freight
Train

Average Number Loaded
Cars per Train, North
and EaFt

Average Number Empty
Cars per Train, North
and East V'ii

Average Number Loaded
Cars per Train, South
and West

Average Number Empty
Car's ner Train, South
and West

Passenger;
Average Mileage Oper-

ated
Revenue from Passen-

gers • *

Per cent, of Gross Rev-

Passenger Service Train
Revenue

Passenger Revenue per

Mile of Road

493,108

240.63

272.93

14.93

16.93

226.00

256.34

192.10
6.963.635

180.053,246
112.228.722
67,824,524

37.67

25.86

16.12

9.74

14.33

11.38

17.93

8.07

3,398.19

8,220,408.83

29.16

9,702,544.24 10,483,673.98

2,4-W.06 2.642.36

475,570

225.00

266.14

13.99

16.55

212.38

251.21

196.68
7,137.609

181.912.506
114.833.258
67,079,248

36.87

25.49

16.09

9.40

13.99

11.12

18.18

21
-$83,757.87

1.66

—58.23

—.0005

557,441

69,675,358

17,538

15.63

6.79

.94

.38

13.62

—173.974
—1.859.260
—2,604.536

745,276

3,377

8,923,259.32

30.70

21

—702,850.49

—1.54

—781,129.74

—223.30

Passenger Revenue per
Train Mile 1.12

Passenger Service Train
Revenue per Train
Mile 1-32

Average Revenue from
Each Passenger 1.44

Average Revenue per
Passenger per Mile
(cents) .0235

Passengers Carried .... 5,692,238

Passengers Carried One
Mile 349,180,896

Passengers Carried One
Mile per Mile of Road

Average Distance Car-
ied

102,755

61.34

Passengers per Train
Mile ;

.

Passenger Train Miles.
Passenger Car Mileage

.

47.62
7,331,978

29,224,569

1.42

1.48

.0223
6,044,154

391,065,334

115,803

64.70

55.32
7,361,765
29.526,385

.0007
—351,916

—41,884,438

-13,048

—3.36

—7.70
—29.787
—301,816

10.7

11.3

Total Traffic:

Gross Operating Rev-
enue 28,186.719.11

Gross Operating Rev-
enue per Mile of Road
Operated 8.294.62

Operating Expenses.... 21,205,848.70

Operating Expenses per

Mile of Road Oper-
ated 6.240.33

Net Operating Revenue. 6,980,870.41

Net Operating Revenue
per Mile of Road
Operated 2,054.29

Ta.xes Accrued 1,060,181.47

Taxes per Mile of Road
Owned

Operatine Income (Taxes
Deducted), per Mile
of Road Operated

Ratio of Operating Ex-
penses to Operating
Revenue

29,065,293.55 —878,574.44 3.0

S.458,777.90 —1,477,907.49

339.25

1.731.91

Passenger Service;
Chair Cars
Coacbe?
Combination Coach and Baggage
Fruit and Refrigerator
Combination Coach and Mail . . .

75.23

EQUIPMENT.
June 30th, 1912

322.13

2,205.07

70.90

17.12

—473.16

4.33

17.5

18.0
5.4

5.3

21.5

Cai
Express Cars ...

Dinirg Cars ....

Postal and Mail.
Sleenerc
Combinatii

Total

Service
Car

R.fri.er.tor (^rs
!

! !

! '

" ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! : ! !

!

1,93!
Furniti.re Cars

j,.
Stock C ars qa/i

Stork C^rs (Mnther) °™
Comhi-ation Coal and Stock j

°|»

Coal Cars '.'.'.'.'..'.'.'-'.'.'-'.'. l!l04

Total

V Company Service:
Pnlla^t C?rs
Offcers' Cars
Csboose Cars
Other Cars

Total

Total, All Service.

Locomotives:

Switching

MILEAGE OPERATED TUNE 30TH. 1912.

Operated

Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway Company

The Missouri. Kansas & Texas Railway

Company of Texas . . .

Texa' Central Railroad Company ...•.

The Deni=nn. Bonhara & New Orleans Rail-

road Company ..••-•••,••••"
'tJ'jV

The D?llas. Cleburne & Southwestern Rail-

way Company

Total

Missouri.Mileaee
Mileaee in Kqi-=as

Mileage in Oklahoma.
Mileage in Texa
Mileage Louisiana.

Owned.

1.633.03

operating
agreements.

81.38

Total.

1,744.11

1.119.33
308.72

192.43 1. 311.76
308.72

24.15 24.15

9.82

273.81

9.82

3,125.05 3,398.86

512.88
446.25
703.90

1,462.02

29.70
47.99
3.69

173.14
19.29

542.58
494.24
707.59

1.635.16
19.29

Total
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THE railways of the United States have union stations in

135 of the 227 cities shown in the census of 1910 as having

a population of over 25,000. and of the 50 cities in this list having

a population of over 100,000, 40 contain union stations. In some

cases it appears that the roads have been lavish in their provision

of union stations, 35 cities being provided with two stations

entered by more than one road, 8 cities with three such stations,

two cities, Buffalo and Cincinnati, with four and Chicago with

five. The four stations in Buffalo are used by 14 roads; the five

in Chicago by 26 roads, and the four in Cincinnati serve only

10 roads. There are 22 roads in the union station in St. Louis,

the largest number of roads entering one station in the country.

Peoria, 111., ranks second to St. Louis in this respect, with a

station which serves 12 roads. There are 112 union stations in

the country used by only two roads, comparing with 91 used by

llirce or more. The geographical location of the cities having

union stations is indicated by the fact that there are as many
cities in the states of New York, Pennsylvania and Illinois which

contain union stations as in all the states west of the Mississippi

river. The state of New York leads in this respect, having 15

cities with union stations. Pennsylvania is a close second with

12 cities. The above figures show that the extent to which

American railways have gone in combining their station facili-

ties is greater than is commonly realized.

A STUDpXT of locomotive design and operation, who has
*» closely followed the development of locomotives for

many years, made the statement recently that the improvements
which have been made in locomotive design and construction in

the past few years make it possible for a locomotive of the

saine size to haul 25 per cent, more tonnage now than five years

ago. This improvement consists in the introduction of types

which are better suited to the conditions under which they

operate, to the more intelligent design of locomotive propor-

tions and to the addition of devices which add to the efficiency

and capacity of the locomotive. Some few roads, at least, have
recognized the necessity of carefully analyzing the conditions

under which the new power which they expect to order is to be

used and have either added new types of locomotives to their

standards, or have improved or modified their standard types.

Other roads—neglecting to -make a proper study of the condi-

tions—have ordered certain tj-pes of locomotives, because they

were popular, when they would have done far better to have

improved one of their standard types. For instance, many
Pacific type locomotives are being used, where a properly de-

signed Atlantic type would give better results. Mallet loco-

motives are giving wonderful results under certain conditions

to which they are adapted, but in one or two cases where they

were adopted, apparently largely because of their popularity,

they have not been able to give a very good account of them-

selves. For a powerful sustained high speed freight service the

Mikado with its great "lung capacity" is just the thing, but for

heavy slow freight service the consolidation, if properly pro-

portioned and equipped with modern devices, such as are used

with up-to-date Mikados, will undoubtedly give remarkable re-

sults. One road which equipped its standard consolidation loco-

motive with superheaters and brick arches found it possible to

increase the tonnage ratings 15 per cent. Too much attention

cannot be given on the part of railroad officers to the intelli-

gent study of the conditions under which the locomotives are

used, with the idea of better proportioning and designing new
power to fit these conditions.

A FOREIGN railway officer, who has recently spent consider-
^"^ able time in visiting with railway officers in this country

and studying our methods, was very much surprised at the great

amount of time which the heads of the mechanical department

give to receiving railway supplymen. On railroads, in some at

least of the foreign countries, the time of the active head of the

mechanical department is believed to be entirely too valuable to

be taken up with matters of this sort. The merits of the differ-

ent devices are investigated by minor officers, or by a committee

of such officers, and the head of the mechanical department bases

his action on their findings. When we consider the tremendous

responsibility which rests upon the average motive power de-

partment superintendent, and the need for greater efficiency in

that department, it seeins a shame that his time should be taken

up in listening to the salesmen's arguments as to the merits of

the various devices used on cars and locomotives or in the shop.

One railway supply company, realizing this, recently wrote a

note to a superintendent of motive power asking consideration

for its product on a new lot of equipment which the road was

about to order. This, in spite of the fact that the main office

of the company was in the same city and that it would have cost

only ten cents in carfare to send a representative to see him.
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Here is an extract from the letter which the company received

in reply:

I wish every supplyman had been as thoughtful as you and had written

to us instead of calling on us.

We have now gotten to the point where we have to restrict callers

between 10:30 and 3:30, cutting out our lunch time to listen to the ,other

fellow, which is only due him because he has paid good money to come

to town for that purpose.

If you see fit to advocate to the supply fraternity in general, the fact

that the poor railroad dub has something to do besides listen to some fellow

who wants to sell something, it would help us both.

In the death columns you often read "Other papers please Uke notice";

you can disseminate this if you will and ask the other fellow to please

take notice.

The motive power department head is not a detail man ; he

must be a big, broad executive, if he is to win out, and must

leave a very large percentage of the detail work to capable sub-

ordinates. His problem is not to examine into the advantages

of a certain detail part of the equipment, but to develop his

staff so that he can rely on their judgment and recommenda-

tions concerning these details. The practice of years cannot be

broken down in a few days, but if the mechanical department

officers are to be successful they cannot afford to be hampered

by matters of this sort, and the wise supplyman will do well

to co-operate with them in such a way as to conserve their

time and efforts.

THE letter from Wilbur E. Warr, editor of the Ludington

(Mich.) News, published on another page, expresses accu-

rately the reason for much of the misunderstanding and bad feel-

ing between the railways and the public, and especially between

the railways and the newspapers. Every one who has had news-

paper experience knows that railway officers have often shown a

surprising lack of appreciation and understanding of the benefits

of favorable, and of the disadvantages of unfavorable publicity,

and a remarkable capacity for "getting in wrong" with the press

On the other hand, in many cases the plan suggested by our

correspondent has been followed. Many roads have employed

experienced newspaper men to cultivate friendly relations with

the papers in their territory, and many raihvay officers them-

selves have tried to do the same thing, both in a personal way

and by helping the newspaper men to get real news as dis-

tinguished from "press agent stuff" or advertising. In some

localities this has had its effect, and many of the smaller papers

have undoubtedly appreciated the willingness shown to make

public the facts about the railway business. In the case of the

large dailies in the cities where most of the general offices of the

roads are located, the pressure for space is greater and the rail-

way publicity man is liable to be persona tion grata. Moreover,

railwaymen often find that the establishment of pleasant re-

lations with those who gather railway news may be of little

avail, unless Hke relations can be established with the men who

sit within the four walls of the .lewspaper office and edit the

news. There is no doubt that the attitude of the public toward

the railways might be improved somewhat if all the roads would

furnish the papers with prompt and accurate news, whether

regarding accidents or anything else, in place of following, as

many still do, the antiquated policy of trying to mislead the

reporter or leaving him to guess at the facts. Unfortunately,

however, it is too commonly the case that the headlines and

the reporter's story present one version, and the company's

official statement giving another and correct version is appended

only for the apparent purpose of showing how much the paper

thinks the company has tried to conceal. Then, there are many
and varying ideas as to what constitutes news. The railway

officer or publicity agent is exceedingly liable to find, especially

in large cities, that anything unfavorable to the railways is

regarded in newspaper offices as news, while anything favorable

to them is regarded as advertising or "P. A. stuff." Our corre-

spondent says : "The people keep howling about the railways

and the newspaper man sees that is what they want." Do the

newspapers give their readers the kind of news about railways

that they do because the people keep on howling about the

railways, or do the people keep on howling about the railways

because of the kind of news that the newspapers give them?

How our correspondent would answer this question is perhaps

shown by an editorial in his own paper which has come to hand

since the foregoing w'as written. A paper at Traverse City.

Mich., castigated the unfortunate Pere Marquette because it had

taken off during the winter season two trains that didn't pay.

The Ludington News, in a scorching reply to these criticisms

and an effective defense of the road, says : "It is just such

newspapers as these that are causing a great deal of trouble

in this country today—papers that jump into something they

know nothing about simply because they think that it is the

proper thing to do."

'T'HE following brief editorial under the caption "Land" ap-

* peared in Collier's Weekly for October 26:

Before the community reaches a final settlement of the monopoly problem,
it will have to include a radical change in methods of taxation, and this

will include a great change in the view of public and private rights in

land and in what lies in the earth. Any unearned increment, what-

ever its nature, fails to suit the modern conscience, and ultimately it is

likely to go.

These statements gather special significance from the interest-

ing and instructive study recently made by the Bureau of Rail-

way Economics, entitled "Comparison of Capital Values—.-Agri-

culture, Manufactures and the Railways," w-hich is abstracted

elsewhere in this issue. It shows that the increase in the cap-

ital value of agricultural property between 1900 and 1910 was

100.5 per cent. A small part of this increase was due to im-

provements in the land. Much the greater part came about

thus : The development of industry and transportation, accom-

panied by a disproportionate growth of urban population, caused

the demand for agricultural products to increase faster than

the supply. The prices of these products were thereby greatly

enhanced. This raised enormously the profitableness of owning

and farming agricultural land. And this increased the value

of the land itself. In other words, the great bulk of the in-

creased capital value of agricultural property is "unearned in-

crement." In it is to be found the greatest mass of unearned

increment in this country—perhaps in the world. And Collier's

IVeekly says that "Any unearned increment, whatever its na-

ture, fails to suit the modern conscience and ultimately it is

likely to go."

The question was long since raised as to whether the railways

are entitled to have the "unearned increment" in their land in-

cluded in valuations for the purpose of rate regulation. There

is absolutely no difference in economics, morals or law between

the "unearned increment" in a railway's land and the "unearned

increment" in a farmer's land. Therefore, there is no warrant

in economics, morals or law for applying different rules to

them. Either both the farmer and the railway have, or neither

the farmer nor the railway has, a right to benefit by the un-

earned increment. Collier's Weekly, unlike most of those who

discuss this question from the more radical second point, is

consistent. It would meet the dilemma by having the public

take the unearned increment in both cases.

This is exactly the conclusion to which logically leads much

of the contemporary reasoning regarding the relative rights of

those who have and those who have not. We do not question-

here—the correctness of the reasoning or the justice of the

conclusion. We simply call attention to the fact, to which

Collier's comments draw sharp attention, that the Haves are

pretty much all in the same boat; and that when the boat is

rocked too violently, no matter by whom, they all—railway

stockholder, owner of city real estate, farmer, butcher (alias

packer), baker and candlestick maker—stand about an equal
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chance of getting a ducking. The socialist spirit first directs its

attack against public utility corporations. But it does not stop
there by a long way. J'ide the foregoing from Collier's.

By the way, how much of the value of Collier's Weekly is

<lue to the ability and enterprise of its proprietors, and how
much to the "progress of society?" Its value depends on its

earnings, its earnings on its advertising and circulation, and in a

barbarous state of society it would have neither circulation nor
advertising. Therefore, its entire value, like "unearned in-

crement," is due to the progress of society; it "fails to suit the

modern conscience, and ultimately it is likely to go." Is there

any flaw in this reasoning? There is; and because it applies

to Collier's Weekly that paper will be able to detect it. There
is nothing easier for a social reformer to do than to give good
reasons why he should be allowed to share in the property of

others—unless it be to give good reasons why others should not

be allowed to share in his property. The difference between
the modern socialist and the modern social reformer of the

Collier's school seems to be this : The socialist wants the public

to take over all the facilities of production, distribution

and exchange, while the social reformer wants it to take

over all the facilities of production, distribution and exchange

except his.

SANITARY INSPECTION OF CARS AND STATIONS BY
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

'T'HE Secretary of the Treasury has issued an order requiring

* all commissioned officers of the Public Health and Marine

Hospital Service, when traveling on official business, to inspect,

from a sanitary standpoint, the cars and vessels on which they

travel and the stations, docks, etc., at which they stop, confin-

ing the inspections, of course, to lines engaged in interstate

commerce. The findings are to be reported to headquarters at

Washington. In making these inspections everywhere in the

L'nited States the federal government will be undertaking

a rather novel function ; though in yellow fever epidemics,

<ifficers of the United States have made such inspections many
tir.-,es.

The department has had under consideration an order forbid-

ding the use of public drinking cups on all cars and boats used

in interstate passenger traffic ; but the report that such an order

has been issued is premature. The officers of the Treasury De-

partment say that there is no question of their power under

the constitution and the statutes either for inspection for nui-

sances, or to prohibit common drinking cups.

It is, unfortunately, quite true that filthy water closets and

other "toilet" facilities are very common both on trains and at

stations. Many superintendents and station masters maintain a

tolerable degree of respectability in this matter, and some a high

degree; but failures to maintain even a decent standard are

very common. The writer of these lines determined at the begin-

ning of the past summer to note, and perhaps publish, the names
of stations observed on his travels, which in this matter were

worthy of commendation ; but the list proved to be so short that

he had not the heart to print it; and his journeys were neither

short nor infrequent. This subject has been dealt with in these

columns many times. There can be only one satisfactory stand-

ard of cleanliness : and that is the highest. There is nothing

more instructive or profitable to say today than was said by

Charles Paine twenty-eight years ago, in his "Elements of Rail-

roading" (1884). Extracts from that work were printed in the

Railway Age Gazelle, .August 26, 1910. Mr. Paine told how to

maintain cleanliness and he set forth vividly the results of

neglect; but he did not tell the superintendent how much force

and grit would be required to secure satisfactory results.

As we find filthy accommodations in stations and on trains

which are in charge of superintendents who understand, appre-

ciate and maintain satisfactory standards of neatness in this

matter excel'! in cars and stations, we are forced to conclude

that they have not as yet succeeded in managing their stations
and trains (as regards this feature) except on the cold financial

basis. Apparently it is decided that the receipts are not suffi-

ciently above the expenses to warrant any additional expend-
iture in this matter, and there the matter rests. For it is true
that keeping water closets always clean costs money and
thought. Caretakers have to be prodded constantly. Where
the station agent is his own janitor, as is the case at many
small stations, the need of having an inspector from some
other place is to be accepted as an essential element; and the
superintendent must take this into account.

What can the government do? No reasonable railroad offi-

cer can complain at governmental inspection in this matter, for
reports of faulty conditions, if made in a reasonable manner,
are invited from all passengers. Moreover, we may say that, as

many dissatisfied passengers will neglect to inform the railway
company of their dissatisfaction, the government inspection
may be called a useful public function. But the inspection of

250,(XX) miles of railway is a vast undertaking, and what the
Treasury Department is now doing can only scratch the sur-
face. The real burden still remains on the shoulders of the
railway superintendent. If he waits for the government to set

him right he will make very little progress.

The great majority of the nuisances under discussion are
an offense to the eye and nostril, though probably not dan-
gerous to the health of passengers. To extend the power which
the government exercises over hygienic matters to cover those
which are in the realm of esthetics would be an unwarrantable
stretching of the language of the law ; but it will perhaps do no
harm if a government physician complains of a nuisance as dan-
gerous when in reality it is only an offensive sight or smell.

It is true enough, we are sorry to say, that thousands of such
offenses have gone on unrelieved year after year; and perhaps
it may be that the severe methods of the federal guardians of
the law are the thing needed to start a reform. We say this in

spite of the fact that physicians holding positions of authority

have in many cases gone to extremes in their laudable endeav-
ors to conserve the public health and to instruct people who
travel in the proper method of guarding against dangers which
the average passenger, in his ignorance, overlooks in the most
careless manner. In the discussions a few years ago concern-
ing the dangers of tuberculosis in cars, especially sleeping cars,

the medical men, it seemed to us, often thwarted their own
purposes by insisting on such a high standard of precaution

that no railway could live up to it. Evidence of actual infec-

tion in cars was extremely scarce, if not entirely lacking, and
it was the views of more moderate physicians which finally

prevailed.

The condemnation of common drinking cups has produced
grotesque results. Legislatures jump at the chance to pass a

law which seems calculated to do good, especially when the

burden of carrying out the law will fall on a railroad company

;

but the results of these laws bear no relation to their cost. At
the recent hygienic congress in Washington the statement was
made that of 75 samples of water taken from railroad trains

only a third were fit to drink, and the question naturally arose

whether the cup was not receiving disproportionate attention.

.\s one observer remarked, "What one drinks is a good deal

more important than what one drinks it out of." Infection from
drinking cups is more a matter of theory than of fact, .'^gain,

in reading this statement, one naturally raises the query, what
is meant by "unfit" water? Were those 50 samples all danger-
ous, or were they only unpleasant by reason of mud, or lime or

some abnormal taste or smell? Any railroad which is able to

run presentable passenger cars ought to be able to get and fur-

nish clean and palatable, as well as safe, water; and no apolog>-

can be made for those which fail to do this; but in discussing

public regulations and legal restrictions, it is important to say

precisely what we mean.
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CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC.

THE Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company, which

is the company that owns the greater part of and operates

all of the 8,036 miles of line generally spoken of as the Rock

Island Lines, is in the peculiar position of having its dividend re-

quirements so insistent as to amount in a way to a fixed charge.

Of course, if the Railway company did not pay its dividends,

The Railroad company owns nearly all of the Railway company

stock, and its stock is in turn owned by the Rock Island Com-
pany. The Railroad company has issued $71,354,000 4 per cent.

l)onds, due 2002, and depends on its income from the Railway

company's dividends to pay interest on these bonds. This inter-

est calls for an amount about equal to 5 per cent, on the stock

of the Railway company. If. therefore, the Railway company

W r M I N G

The crosshatched is the Trinity & Bracos Valley in which the Rock Island ha

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

one-half interest.

there would be no receivership of the Railway company ; but to

fully understand the showing made by this operating company
in 1912 and why it is so important that this company maintain

without interruption at least 5 per cent, dividends, it is necessary

to explain quite fully the relation of the Railway company, the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Company and the

Rock Island Company.

were to temporarily pass its dividends, the Railroad company

would be compelled to default interest on its bonds and a re-

ceivership of the holding company would be the logical

consequence.

In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific Railway had to contend with quite unusual dif-

ficulties. Crops in parts of its territory were bad and weather
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conditions were quite unusually bad. The C, R. I. & P., spread

out as it is from Texas and Louisiana to Minnesota and South

Dakota, was hit on its northern lines by the great severity of the

winter weather, and on its lines extending into the Mississippi

valley by the floods. Some idea of the severity of the winter

and what this meant may be gathered from the fact that remov-
al of snow, sand and ice cost 395 per cent, more in 1912 than in

1911. The Rock Island spent $47,600 on this account in 1911,

and $235,300 for the same account in 1912.

Total operating revenues in 1912 amounted to $64,713,000,

which is less by $3,775,000, or 5.51 per cent., than operating rev-

enues in 1911. Under the weather conditions such as prevailed,

it was impossible to reduce transportation expenses, which in

1912 amounted to $26,211,000, as against $26,171,000 in 1911. The
company, therefore, was forced into a reduction of maintenance

expenses, which reduction amounted in maintenance of way and
structures to 12.78 per cent., and in maintenance of equipment

to 11.26 per cent. There were pretty surely certain economies in

maintenance of way and probably in maintenance of equipment;

but a great part of the reduction in expenses is due to an actual

cutting down in appropriations for maintenance, and in part

may be considered as deferred maintenance. Maintenance of

way and structures per track mile, excluding sidings and switch

tracks, cost $1,072 in 1912 and $1,246 in 1911. Repairs, renewals

and depreciation, exclusive of overhead charges, cost in 1912

$2,463 per locomotive, as against $2,617 in 1911; $692 per pas-

senger car, as against $882 in 1911. and $66 per freight car, as

against $80 in 1911.

The Rock Island Lines were in very good physical condition

at the beginning of the fiscal year. Ample expenditures had
been made not only for upkeep, but for additions and better-

ments to the property; for the raising of standards; the chang-

ing of wooden structures to permanent structures, and for the

work that had been done in laying heavier rail and ballast.

When a property is in such good physical shape as this, it is

possible to make quite a reduction in maintenance appropriations

for one year without seriously affecting the standards of up-

keep or the condition of the plant. It is, however, in the long

run generally expensive. If the management has any choice in

the matter, it is almost always far more economical in the end

to continue ample maintenance appropriations, even in the face

of pretty heavy decreases in revenue. It might incidentally be

mentioned here that this fact is a strong argument why railway

companies should be cheerfully permitted by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to charge such rates as will yield a margin
cif safety above a fair return on the capital invested. We are

not for a moment trying to defend the capitalization of the

Rock Island Company ; but the Railway company itself is con-

servatively capitalized and the 5 per cent, earned on its stock,

after the very severe economies of 1912, is not an adequate

return on the money actually invested.

After the payment of 5 per cent, dividends in 1912, compar-
ing with 5^4 per cent, paid in 1911, the C, R. I. & P. had a sur-

plus of $107,000, as compared with a surplus in 1911 of $1,512,-

000. During the year the railway company sold $20,000,000

20-year debenture S per cent, bonds and $2,500,000 first and re-

funding mortgage bonds. The net increase in funded debt was
$21,028,000. The company spent $3,459,000 on capital account,

which includes expenditures for additions and betterments to

road, amounting to $3,283,000, and the remainder was spent for

equipment, and additions and betterments to subsidiary compa-
nies. Cash on hand increased from $3,242,000 at the end of 1911

to $15,074,000 at the end of 1912, while total working liabilities

amounted to $8,364,000 at the end of 1912, a decrease of

$894,000 from 1911. The discount on securities sold, which
amounted to $1,637,500, was charged directly to profit and loss,

so that with sundry other adjustments through profit and loss,

the credit balance to this account was reduced from $17,008,000

at the end of the year 1911 to $14,598,000 at the end of the

vear 1912.

There is no indication in the annual report that the failure to

cut down transportation expenses in proportion to the reduction
in business handled was due to any lowering of the standards of

operating efficiency on the part of the management. The total

ton mileage of revenue freight amounted to 4.599,000,000 in 1912,

which was less by 2.53 per cent, than in 1911. With this de-

crease of 2.53 per cent, in ton mileage, there was a decrease of

3.75 per cent, in loaded car mileage, and of 9.85 per cent, in

empty freight car mileage, and a decrease of about 6 per cent, in

freight locomotive mileage. The revenue train load was 278 tons

in 1912, as against 270 tons in 1911 ; and the total train load, in-

cluding cornpany freight, was 330 tons in 1912 and 320 tons in

1911. The average number of cars per freight train was 25.61,

of which 18.36 were loaded and 7.25 empty.

The Rock Island earned $5,122 per mile in 1912. Its operat-

ing ratio was 72.26 per cent., and ratio of transportation expenses
to total operating revenue was 40.50.

Of the total 18,969,000 tons of revenue freight carried in

1912, 31.56 per cent, was furnished by products of mines, 25.46

per cent, products of agriculture, 17.93 per cent, manufactures,
10.44 per cent, products of forests, 7.63 per cent, products of ani-

mals, and 6.54 per cent. L. C. L. merchandise. Nearly all of

the products of manufactures furnished less tonnage last year
than the year before, and the tonnage of lumber decreased from
1.805.000 tons carried in 1911 to 1,559,000 tons carried in 1912.

The tonnage of bituminous coal, corn and mill products other

than flour shows substantial increases over 1911.

Crop prospects are very good indeed in the territory traversed

by the Rock Island ; and with the heavy crop yields there is re-

ported a substantial activity in nearly all the lines of trade, and
the monthly earning statements of the Rock Island since the close

of the fiscal year have shown substantial increases over the cor-

responding months of the previous year.

The following table shows the principal figures for operation

in 1912, as compared with 1911:

1912. 1911.

Average mileage operated 8,036 8,026
Freight revenue $41,156,835 $43,368,396
Passenger revenue 18,609,408 20,240.528

Total operating revenue 64,712,853 68,487,473

Maint. of way and structures... 8,493,346 9,738,016

Maint. of equipment 8,302,467 9,359,749

Traffic 1,981,399 2,007,150

Transportation 26,210,502 26,171,419

Total operating expenses 46,759,494 49,055,683

Taxes 2,752,861 2,708,651

Operating income 15,200,498 16,723,139

Gross corporate income 15,887,289 16,908,616

Net corporate income 3,850,396 5,442.714

Dividends "

3,743,760 3,930,948

Surplus 106,636 1,511,766

NEW BOOKS.

Moderu Organization. By Charles D. Hine. Published by the Engineering

Magazine Company, 140 Nassau street. New York. 110 pages. Price $2.

This little book is a comprehensive exposition of Major Hine's

theories of railroad management. In it is described in some

detail the unit system of organization which, under the direction

of Julius Kruttschnitt, Major Hine has established on the Harri-

nian Lines. The chapters originally appeared in the Engineering

1/(i,i;(m'»r, and various descriptions of the unit system have ap-

peared at different times ; but this is the first time that a com-

prehensive description of the unit system and exposition of the

principles upon which it is founded has been published. As one

wnuld naturally have expected. Major Hine has not only made

a clear statement of his philosophy, but has made an unusually

readable book. His analysis of the fallacies that underly the

"chief clerk system of government" is convincing, and his

description of what is being done on the Harriman Lines to do

.away with this system is well worth careful study and con-

sideration.
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STctl^f to tK? W^iitin

A NEWSPAPER MAN ON THE RAILWAYS AND THE
PRESS.

LuDlNGTON, Mich., October 24, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

Although 1 am not a railroad man, and know practically

nothing about the business, I have for a long time been inter-

ested in what you might term the politics of the railroads. Of
course you will be very indignant and say that there is no such

thing as politics in the railroads, and to a great extent you

are correct. While I am only a working man myself, push-

ing a pencil on a small daily paper for a living, I have for a

long time felt that the railroads were very much abused and

that they are themselves very largely to blame. The railroad

companies have always been considered the pathfinders of

progress. Through them the country has been built to what

it is today, and yet today there is more public condemnation of

anything pertaining to the railroads than there is against any

other branch of American industry, simply because the railroads

have not kept up with progress in public education as they have

in mechanical lines.

You will say they have their advertising departments and

their publicity bureaus, but from the viewpoint of a newspaper

man who knows the public mind I say that these departments

as they are now conducted are little better than useless, except

to advertise California rates and new lands for settlers. What
the railroads need is a campaign of education among the news-

paper men. Not long ago there was a very slight wreck in the

town in which I was then located. To get the information for

my paper I went first to the superintendent of the yard in

which the wreck occurred. I could get nothing. I then went to

different men who had been on the train, employees of the road,

and got the same answer. I finally had to get the story the

best way I could, and very naturally it did not give the facts

as they really were and did not do the railroad justice. This

was a case where the railroad company needed education and
the people could have had it at the same time. The company
should have given some good reason for the accident instead

of leaving me to work it out the best I could for myself. A
little barnstorming show that is trying to get the people's dimes
will carry a press agent whose duty it is to see that the public

is given as much nice talk as it is possible for him to work off

on the newspapers, and yet our railroad officials expect that

they can get along without this newspaper help. In the old

days of the pass the newspapers had a more friendly feeling

than they have now, and when these matters came up and the

railroads were interested the roads got a little better treat-

ment. Now it is different. The people keep howling about the

railroads and the newspaper man sees that it is what they want.
Nobody connected with the roads says anything to him from.

their standpoint, and when he wants information he has to go
through a performance that is worse than going to jai!. and
then perhaps he will not get it.

I have noticed the letters in your "Letters to the Editor" de-

partment, and that they have touched on points of interest to

the railroad man, and always from the railroad man's point of

view. Get a wider vision. Get the newspaper men to help you
line up with the people where you belong. You will find them
a decent bunch if you will treat them only half way decent, but
you have got to have some one in touch with them, some one
that will make them feel that you do not look on them as your
worst enemy. As I said before, I am not a railroad man. but
I will venture to say that I could change the public sentiment
along any railroad in the country in a year's time, if I could talk

personally with the newspaper men along the line. And any
other newspaper man could do the same thing if he were given
the support of the road in his work. Efficiency, speed, safety

and comfort on the road and a heart to heart understanding

with the people would be a great deal better than the fight

and hatred now existing between them. I would like to see

some real live railroad wake up and get in line with the modern
methods of dealing with the public.

Wilbur E. Warr.
Editor, Ludington (Mich.) Daily News.

"GENERAL MANAGER" ON THE RAILWAYS AND LABOR
AGAIN.

, , October 23. 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I see my letter in your issue of August 23, entitled "A Gen-
eral Manager's Remedy for Accidents," has started a contro-

versy which is not altogether justifiable, and I wish to explain

my statements in part.

As to W. G. Lee's opinion of what school I came from (see

Railway Age Gazette, October 4, page 621), it is immaterial,

but for his edification will say that thirty years ago I was :i

brakeman on one of the largest railroad systems, receivmg a

salary of $50 per month. I had to go when I was called, got

no overtime, and used hand brakes and link-and-pin couplers

exclusively.

I still contend that the superintendent should govern his di-

vision absolutely. While there will be some who will not do

it with justice to all I contend that the evils will be less than

under present conditions; and if a superintendent does not

treat the employees right the management will no doubt find

it out and put some one in charge who will.

You will note that in my original communication I did not

advocate the reduction in pay of any employee, but said 1

would recommend paying the men as much or more than they

are now receiving. Furthermore, it was not my desire that

labor organizations be disrupted, but only restricted in their

demands.

I do not blame them for getting what they have, but do

blame the managers for permitting them to get it; and if they

have received concessions they are not entitled to and which in

any way tend to make the operations of railroads more danger-

ous to themselves or the public, I claim the time to correct

it is now, and I do not see anything to be gained by putting it off.

I will venture to say that if conditions of employment now
written into labor contracts or agreements were eliminated and

the rate of pay per hour or mile were increased 10 per cent,

most operating oflScials could show a decrease in operating ex-

penses and greater efficiency and fewer accidents; and I would

not expect a conductor to do anything but run his train, an

engineer to do anything but run his engine, a fireman to do

anything but fire, or a brakeman to do anything but brake,

except in cases of emergency when all should join in protect-

ing the interests of the company that was paying them.

If there is anything unreasonable in this I cannot see it.

I agree with Mr. Lee that in past years injustice was done

employees at times by officers who had pets, but I think that

is almost a thing of the past, as most officers on railroads now
are too busy trying to operate the roads successfully to try

to favor friends at the expense of the service. At least the evil

would be much less than that caused by present conditions.

As to the remarks of the "Master Mechanic" in your issue

of October 4. page 622, from my observation a master me-

chanic is always an assistant to the superintendent, or should

be. However. I cannot agree with him in his statement that an

engineer's education is or should be along mechanical lines en-

tirely. While the mechanical education is necessary the edu-

cation along transportation lines is more necessary than along

mechanical lines. An engineer might be the finest mechanic

in the world and the poorest locomotive engineer. For the

above reasons it is very necessan.' that officers of both de-

partments confer before an engineer is either employed or

dismissed, General Manager.



AGRICULTURE, MANUFACTURES AND RAILWAYS.

A Study by the Bureau of Railway Economics of Capital

Values and Net Return of Three Important Industries.

INTRODUCTION.

Agriculture, which includes the production of the food supply

and in a measure that of the raw material of manufacture

;

manufacturing, which is the transformation of raw material into

a partly finished state, or into the finished product itself; and

transportation, which is the conveyance of materials and prod-

ucts, of passengers and the mails, are the principal industries of

the United States, and in this country the most important factor

in transportation is the railway system.

It is of the first importance to know what are the amounts

of capital invested respectively in agriculture, manufactures, and

railways, and the amount and rate of return upon such capital.

The impossibility, however, of ascertaining with absolute exact-

ness the amount of the investments that have been made in these

widespread and ramifying industries becomes apparent at the

beginning of the inquiry, as does also the inability to make a

precise distinction between the amount of investment and present

capital value. This is especially true of a new and growing

country like the United States, where values often have literally

sprung from the ground almost without the investment of capital,

and where natural increment has accounted in large part for

the current value of land. Even so, the study of capital invest-

ment and return, carried out with care and a full appreciation

of the difficulties involved, leads to significant results.

First of all must be considered certain essential differences in

the character of the capital of these respective industries.

Although buildings, improvements such as fences, drains, etc,

and appliances, such as implements and machinery, are indis-

pensable for farm cultivation, the productivity of farm land in the

United States depends in greater measure upon the fertility of

the soil than upon the utilization of invested capital. As a

growing population demands more and more of farm products,

the value of farm land rises as the population increases, especially

if it lies contiguous to populous centres. Although the use of

continually improving methods of cultivation increases the prod-

uction of a given area and gives it a greater earning capacity,

the declining yield after years of tillage makes necessary the

increasing use of fertilizer, and thus tends to offset the larger

earnings. Clearly, the land itself is the largest factor in the

value of a farm, and the owner does not bring about that in-

crease in value due to the growth of population, which is com-

monly designated as the "unearned increment."

Investment in a manufacturing plant includes the price paid

for the land which forms the site, but the principal investment

in the case of a plant of any magnitude is in the buildings and

appliances in which and by means of which the processes of

manufacture are carried on. In no small measure the return

upon capital in manufacture depends upon efficient and economi-

cal methods, and upon skill in the designing and marketing of

products for which there is demand. The value of the land

may increase as other land in the vicinity becomes more valuable,

and to this extent the value of a manufacturing plant may be

enhanced by unearned increment. The buildings and appliances,

however, tend to deteriorate as they are used, involving more

rapid depreciation than is suffered by farm land because of

tillage.

With a railway, as with a manufacturing plant, the land is an

indispensable factor, and its value also enhances by unearned

increment unless it be considered that it is largely because of

transportation service that the value of adjoining land is

enhanced, and that therefore in a measure the rising value of

railway real estate is a, reflex of the service performed by the

•Abstracted from Bulletin No. 39 of the Bureau of Railway Eco
entitled *'Compariaon of Capital Values—Agriculture, Manufactures and the
Rallwaya."

railways. With a railway, as with a manufacturing enterprise,

the principal investment is in the plant; in the case of the railway

it is in the roadbed, cars and locomotives, buildings, and appli-

ances. With a railway, as with a manufacturing plant, the return

upon capital depends in no small measure upon efficient and

economical methods of operation, and also upon the vigor with

which traffic is secured and developed ; and there is rapid de-

preciation.

Therefore there is a greater similarity between the railway

and manufacturing industries than between either of these and

the agricultural industry. A respect in which the agricultural

distinctly differs from the manufacturing or railway industry is

in the comparatively slight extent to which establishment as a

"going concern" affects the capital value of the farm as com-

trasted with the considerable value which establishment as a

going concern attaches to a manufacturing plant or a railway.

A farm may change the character of its product or even lie

fallow for a year or more without great deterioration in its

capital value. This applies in far less degree to a manufacturing

establishment, and it does not apply at all to a railway, which

is obliged to continue its transportation service without cessation.

The continuing organization necessary to such permanence as a

going concern is alone a considerable factor in its value.

Certain localities, and even particular farms, may gain a dis-

tinctive reputation for the production of certain grades of fruits,

of vegetables, of live stock, or even of grains which command
preferential prices, but in the main the bulk of the products of

agriculture are marketed without regard to the immediate

locality or the particular farm whence they came. In the case

of most manufacturing establishments the distinctive reputa-

tion for a particular kind and grade of production is an asset of

great value.

So also with a railway company. While a considerable share

of the traffic of every railway is non-competitive, there are but

few of the railway systems of the United States, which are

not dependent upon competitive traffic. In securing such traffic,

and especially competitive passenger traffic, the reputation of

a railway for efficient transportation is an asset of the highest

value, and this reputation can only be gained through the de-

velopment of an organization that must increase in efficiency.

Value as a "going concern" is therefore no doubt of some

importance in the agricultural industry, but it is a prime factor

in the aggregate value of a manufacturing establishment or of

a railway. The amounts representing capital value used in this

study, however, are the book values of the actual investment

only, and contain no allowance for the value of patents, trade-

marks, good will, or establishment as a going concern.

NATIONAL WEALTH OF THE UNITED STATES.

Because of its significance in relation to this study there is

here presented a comparative statement of the national wealth

of the United States in 1890, 1900, and 1904 as estimated by

the Bureau of the Census. The Census Bureau does not pur-

pose to extend this investigation in the near future to include

a period later than 1904.

Estimate of Wealth: United SxATES.a

Subject. 1890. 1900. 1904.

Real property and improve-
„,ents--taxed $35,711,209,108 $46,324,839,234 $55,510,228,057

Real property and improve-
ments--exempt 3,833,335,225 6,212,788,930 6,831,244,570

Farm implements and ma-
chinery 494,247,467 749.775.970 844,989.863

Live stock 2,308,767,573b 3,306,473.278 4,073,791.736

Manufacturing machinery,
tools and implements.... 3,058.593,441c 2,541,046,639 3,297,754,180

Gold and silver coin and
bullion 1,158,774,948 1,677,379,825 1,998,603,303

Railroads and their equip-
ment . 8,296,050,034 9,035,732,000 11,244,752,000

Street railways 389,357,289 1,576,197,160 2,219,966,000
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Estimate of Wealth: United States.o—(Continued.)

Subject. 1890. 1900. 1904.

Telegraphs 1 f 211,650,000 227,400,000
Telephones ! 701,755,712^ 400,324,000 585,840,000
Shipping and canals J [ 537,849,478 846,489,804
Pullman and private cars 98,836,600 123,000,000

All other 9,185,Q00,400 15,844,413,661 19,300,132,897

Total $65, 137.091, 197d $88,517,306,775 $107,104,192,410

a Special Report of the Census Bureau on Wealth, Debt, and Taxation,

1907, pp. 27-29. ^ .,

b This does not include the value of live stock in cities, towns and vil-

lages. The value of such live stock is included in the value of live stock

for 1900 and 1904, amounting to about one-tenth of the total value.

c Including product on hand, raw and manufactured. These items are

partially covered under the heading "all other" in 1900 and 1904.

d This total exceeds the total given on page 29 of the Census report by

$100,000,000. The discrepancy is due to an error of addition in the original

table prepared by the Census Bureau in 1890.

Inasmuch as the classification of items followed by the Census

Bureau in preparing these estimates of national wealth varied

somewhat for the respective years, the rates of increase are not

strictly comparable throughout. They suffice, however, for the

purpose of a broad and general comparison.

Therefore it may be noted that the augmentation in the total

estimated wealth of the United States between 1890 and 1904

was $41,967,101,213. This was an increase of 64.4 per cent., or

nearly two-thirds while the increase in the value of railroads

and their equipment for the same period was $2,948,701,966, or

35.5 per cent. The rate of increase in the value of taxed real

property and improvements from 1890 to 1904 was 55.4 per cent.

;

in the value of untaxed real property and improvements, 78.2

per cent.; in the value of farm implements and machinery, 71.0

per cent., and in the value of street railways, including interurban

railways operated by electricity, 470.2 per cent. It will be noted

that the value of the railroads, as shown by these reports of the

Census, increased from 1890 to 1904 but little more than half

as fast as the value of all property, and that the rate of increase

in the value of every other form of property for which com-

parable values are available was considerably greater than in

that of the railways.

C.\PIT.\L V.VLUES OF THE AGRICULTURAL, MANUFACTURING, AND RAIL-

WAY INDUSTRIES.

That the term "capital" as used in the reports of the Bureau

of the Census on manufacturers refers to the estimated or book

value of the property employed in the business is made clear by

the explanation of the term in the instructions to the census

enumerators. In 1910, for example, the instructions read as fol-

lows : "Capital invested. The purpose of this inquiry is to de-

termine the value of property employed by the establishment

for the purposes of its productive operation, but not including

rented property. Patent rights and good will must not be con-

sidered as a part of the capital."

In its reports upon agriculture the Census Bureau uses the

term "value of farm property" throughout, in preference to

"capital" or "capital value." The value of farm property is the

value placed upon it by the owner thereof, modified or adjusted

in accordance with prevalent standard values.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has not attempted

either to compute or to estimate the value of American railway

property, but in its annual reports has shown the gross capitali-

zation, the net capitalization, and the cost of road and equipment

as reported by the railways. By "gross capitalization" is meant

the total par value of outstanding stocks and bonds. "Net capi-

talization" is gross capitalization less such part of it as is held

by the railways themselves. In other words, net capitalization

is the total par value of stocks and bonds owned and held by

the general public; that is, the amount of railway capitalization

for which the railways are responsible to the public. Net capi-

talization stands therefore as a far better criterion of railway

values than gross capitalization. The "cost of road and equip-

ment" of the railways is the book value of road and equipment.

No one of these three aggregates has exactly the same basis as

the capital value reported for manufactures or the value of

farm property reported for agriculture.

The close correspondence of the value of the railways as re-

ported by the Census Bureau for the years 1890, 1900, and 1904

and as shown by the aggregate of their reports of "cost of road

and equipment" to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

the same years is made clear in the following table. It will

be perceived that the valuation for 1904 is indicated at an almost

identical amount by the respective authorities.*

Reports of the railways
Estimate of to the Interstate

Year. Census Bureau. Commerce Commission.

1890 $8,296,050,000 $7,755,387,000
1900 9,035,732,000 10,263,313,000
1904 11,244,852,000 11.511,537,000

The capital values of the agricultural, manufacturing, and

railway industries in 1890, 1900, 1905, and 1910, except as noted,

are given in the next table.a It must be borne in mind that

the significance of these amounts is limited by the qualificationf

that have been specified. It is not possible to show manufac-

turing capital for 1890 on a comparable basis with that of 1900.

1905, and 1910; returns for that year in the case of manufacturer.s

are therefore omitted. The reports of the Bureau of the Census

are the source of the amounts for agriculture and manufactures;

the reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission for the items

in regard to the railways. For the railways there are given

cost of road and equipment, gross capitalization, and net capitali-

zation. It will be perceived that in each case the cost of road

and equipment exceeds the net capitalization, which is the amount

of capitalization for which the railways are responsible to the

public. The two amounts for 1910 are almost identical. Because

of its correlative interest, the population of continental United

States in each of the census years 1890, 1900, and 1910 is shown

in the table. A census was not taken of either agriculture or

the population in 1905.

C'apital \'alue of Agriculture, Manufactures and Railways of the
United States.

1890. 1900. 1905. 1910.

.\griculture ..$16,082,267,689 $20,439,901,164 $40,991,449,090
Manufactures 8,975,256,000 $12,675,581,000 18,428,270,000

Railways

:

Cost of road
and equip-
ment 7,755,387,381 10,263,313,400 11,951,348,949 14,387,816,099
Gross capital-

zation 9,437,343,420 11,491,034,960 13,805,258,121 18,417,132,238
Net capitali-

zation 6... 7,126.673,041 8,803,156,067 9,940,853,945 14,375,529,748
Population.... 62,947,714 75,994,575 91,972,266

a In the tables of this study giving capital values the statistics presented
for agriculture in 1890 and 1900 relate to June 1, and in 1910 to April 15.

The statistics for manufactures in each case refer as nearly as possible to

January 1. ard the statistics for the railways to June 30.

b Up to 1906 the amounts representing net capitalization published by the

Interstate Commerce Commission were incomplete to the extent that they
did not include income bonds, equipment trust obligations, and miscel-

laneous obligations in the hands of the public.

The relative importance of the three industries in indicated

by this table. In 1910, for example, using round numbers, the

aggregate value of American farm property, including real estate,

implements and machinery, and live stock, was reported at

$41,000,000,000; the amount of capital invested in manufactures

was reported as $18,500,000,000; while the total cost of road and

equipment of the railways was reported at $14,400,000000.

The rates of increase in the capital values thus reported, and

of the population, are shown in the following table:

Percent.\ge of Increase in Capital Value.

1900 over 1905 over 1910 over 1910 over
1890. 1900. 1905. 1900.

Agriculture 27.1 .... .... IOCS
Manufactures 41.2 45.4 105.3

Railways;

Cost of road and equipment... 32.3 16.4 20.4 40.2

Gross capitalization 21.8 20.1 33.4 60.3

Net capitalization 23.5 12.9 44.6 63.3

Population 20.7 .^^ .^^ 21.0

*It may be pointed out in this connection that the estimate made by the

Census Bureau of railway valuation in 1904 was prepared under the super-

vision of joint officials of the Census Bureau and the Interstate Commerce
Commission. This fact does not explain the close relationship between the

cost of road and equipment of railways as returned to the Commission in

1904 and the valuation of railwav property as computed by the Census

Bureau for the same year. The former represents the value , of railway

property on the books of the railways themselves: the latter is a wholly

original computation of the commercial valuation of railway operating prop-

erty, arrived at by capitalizing the average net earnings of individual

railways and railway systems. The complete difference of method uulized

in reaching the respective aggregates for 1904 makes their close corre-

spondence both striking and significant.
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For the ten-year period, 1900 to 1910, the rate of increase in

the capital value of agricultural property was 100.5 per cent.,

the rate of increase of capital invested in manufactures 105.3

per cent., and the rate of increase in the cost of road equipment

of the railways 40.2 per cent. Gross capitalization of the railways

increased 60.3 per cent., and the net capitalization 63.3 per cent.

The greater percentage of increase in capitalization than in cost

of road and equipment was largely due to the fact that railways

to a large extent have not written up on their books the values

of their real properties as they increased, and that they have

invested large amounts in their properties which they did not

charge to property account. For the preceding decade, 1890 to

1900. the capital value of agriculture increased at the rate of

27.1 per cent., and the cost of road and equipment of the rail-

ways at the rate of 32.3 per cent. That is. during the earlier

decade agricultural value increased in a somewhat lower ratio

than railway investment, while during the second decade the rate

of increase was two and a half times as high for agriculture and

over two and a half times as high for manufactures as for rail-

ways. The increases in the capital values of agriculture and of

manufactures in this second decade were each more than 50 per

cent, greater than even the increase in the capitalization of the

railways.

.As an indication of the extent to which the capitalization of

industries, i. e., their outstanding stock a.id bond issues, e.xceeds

their capital value as reported to the Census Bureau and em-

bodied in this study the following comparison has been made

by that Bureau of the two items for all the industrial combina-

tions existent in the United States in 1900 :a

Total capitalization authorized and outstanding $3,093,096,000
Total capital, as reported to the Census Bureau 1.461,632.000

Thus the capitalization of these combinations was more than

twice as great in amount as the capital value, represented by

land, buildings, machinery, tools, and implements, cash, bills re-

ceivable, etc. The gross capitalization of the railways was about

12 per cent, greater than the cost of road and equipment in 1900,

and 28 per cent, greater in 1910.

CAPITAL BY INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION GROUPS.

Statistics as to the cost of road and equipment of the railways

are not available for the several states, nor for any geographical

area less extensive than the United States as a whole. The

Interstate Commerce Commission publishes annually the gross

capitalization of the railways for each of the ten territorial groups

defined at the time it undertook the compilation of railway statis-

tics. These groups are numbered consecutively and comprise

respectively the areas indicated in the following map

:

Territorial Groups for Railw/ays of the United States as Ar-

ranged by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The gross capitalization of the railways of each of these ten

territorial groups was as follows in the years 1890, 1900, and

1910:

a See the report of the Census Bureau on manufactures, 1900, Part I,

pp. LXXVin-LXXIX.

Railway Gross Capitalization by Interstate Commerce Commission
Groups.

Group. 1890. 1900. 1910.

I $377,477,302 $472,329,210 $799,627,536n 2,032,242,616 2,337,874,067 3,543,053,383
III 1,309,390.715 1.490,997,662 2,414,370.374
IV 410,704,029 631,863.020 960,183,380
V 742,670,372 903.681,993 1,346,913,136
VI 1,818.588,865 2,024,541,064 3,102,203,094
VII 443,136,450 ' 560,763,313 1,047,244,431

\'III 1,047.274,401 1,395,350,723 2.260.370,943
IX 372.982,285 511.034,132 808.905,131
X 882,876,385 1,162,599.776 2,134,260,830

1 o secure statistics of the amount of capital invested in manu-
factures and of the value of agricultural property that may be
compared with these aggregates of gross railway capitalization

by groups, it will be necessary to combine into corresponding

groups the returns of agricultural and manufacturing values

shown by states in the preceding tables. While the group lines

do not in every instance follow state boundries, yet it will be

possible to obtain a very close approximation to the several

groups by including the returns of any state, parts of which are

in different groups, in the returns of the group in which lies the

greater part of its area. The results of this approximation are

presented in the next two tables. The first gives the value of

the farm property of each group in 1890. 1900. and 1910. This
table covers farm property of all kinds, including land, buildings,

implements, machinery, and live stock.

\'alue of Farm Property by Corresponding Groups.
Group. 1890. 1900. 1910.

I $585,267,817 $639,645,900 $867,240,457
II 2.637.796,896 2.567,765,165 3,317.411,784

III 2,712,949,906 2,867,896,151 4,800,688,206
I\' 810,006,671 914,849,178 1,869,648,447
\' 1,325,025,536 1,478,172,491 2,906.501,343
yi 3,654.365,065 5,694,326,155 11,515,526,346
VII 751,230,899 1,230,812,589 3,760,933,478
VIII 1.783,711,403 2.517.208,718 5,902,067.389
IX 662.574.109 1,161,013,179 2,519,866.152
X 1.159.339.387 1.368,211,638 3,531,565,488

The amounts of capital invested in the manufacturing in-

dustries of each group in 1900 and 1910 are shown in the fol-

lowing table

:

Capital Invested in Manufactures by Corresponding Groups.
Group. 1900. 1910.

I $1,507,630,000 $2,503,854,000
II 3,656.526,000 6,848,361,000

III 1,037,226,000 2,393.397.000
IV 272,436,000 757,720,000
\' 338,999,000 854.345.000
VI 1,241,148.000 2,612.048.000

\"II 112,230,000 163,702.000
Mil 370,851,000 872,148.000

I.\ 164.530.000 438.692,000
X 273,680,000 984,003.000

The following table gives the rates of increase of the capital

amounts set forth in the three preceding tables

:

Percentage Rate of Increase.

1890 to 1900. 1900 to 1910.

Agri- Agri- Manu-
Group. culture. Railways, culture. factures. Railways.

1 9.3 25.1 35.6 66.1 69.3
II dJ.r 15.0 29.2 87.3 51.6

III 5.7 13.9 67.4 130.7 61.9
IV 12.9 53.8 104.4 178.1 52.0
V 11.6 21.7 96.6 152.0 49.0
VI 55.8 11.3 102.2 110.5 53.2
VII 63.8 26.5 205.6 45.9 86.8
VIII 41.1 33.2 134.5 135.2 62.0
IX 75.2 37.0 117.0 166.6 58.3
X 18.0 31.7 158.1 259.5 83.6

d Decrease.

It will be borne in mind that these tables by groups give rail-

way gross capitalization only. Neither net capitalization nor

the cost of road equipment are ascertainable for the respective

groups. From 1890 to 1900 the gross capitalization of the rail-

ways increased in six of the ten groups at a higher ratio than the

value of agricultural property. From 1900 to 1910, however, in

all except Groups I. II. and III. where agriculture has not kept

pace with other activities, the rate of increase in gross capitali-

zation of the railways has be;n approximately one-half the rate

of increase in the value of farm property. From 1900 to 1910

gross railway capitalization has increased in much lower ratio

than the capital value of manufacturing, which is far less thai'
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the gross capitalization of the manufacturing industries. An
exception is in Group I, and the only other exception in Group

VII, where the development of railways has been especially

necessary to serve the agricultural industries.

RETURN ON MANUF.\CTURING AND RAILWAY CAPITAL.

Even more difficult and uncertain than a comparison of the

capital values of the agricultural, manufacturing, and railway

industries is a comparison of the annual returns upon these capi-

tal values. Indeed, it has been found impracticable even to

attempt an estimate of the returns from agriculture that would

be suitable for such a comparison. In the case of manufactures

and railways, however, the operating or running expenses and

the taxes may be ascertained, and thus an approximation may

be had to the net returns on capital. In this manner, for the

following tables the gross and net value of the products of the

two industries have been computed upon as nearly a comparable

basis as possible. The net return has been ascertained by de-

ducting from the respective gross value of products in the case

of manufactures, and from gross earnings in the case of the

railways, all operating expenses, including taxes. In each case,

interest on capital is included in the net return.o

Gross and Net Returns from M.\nufactures.

1900. 1905. 1910.

Gross returns:

Gross value of products. $11,406,9:7.000 $14,793,903,000 $20,672,052,000

Expenses: b

Cost of materials 6,575.851,000 8,500,208,000 12,141,791,000

Salaries and wages 2,389,132,000 37184,884,000 4,365,613,000

Miscellaneous expenses,

including ta.xes 905,442,000 1,453,168,000 1,945,676,000

Total $9,870,425,000 $13,138,260,000 $18,453,080,000

Net return $1,536,502,000 $1,655,643,000 $2,218,972,000

Gross and Net Retl-rns from Railway Operation.

1890. 1900. 1905. 1910.

Total operating

revenues, $1,051,877,632 $1,487,044,814 $2,082,482,406 $2,750,667,435

Expenses:

Total operating

expenses, in-

cluding wages 692,093.971 961,428.511 1,390,602,152 1,822,630,433

Taxes 31,207,469 48.332,273 63,474,679 103,795,701

Total $723,301,440 $1,009,760,784 $1,454,076,831 $1,926,426,134

Net return, in-

cluding inter-

est on capital $328,576,192 $477,284,030 $628,405,575 $824,241,301

As has been specified in these pages, there have been variations

in the requirements of the Bureau of the Census at different

times for ascertaining the capital value of manufactures. More-

over, 'in computing such vast aggregates there is always the

necessity for adjustments of one kind and another so that differ-

ent persons may not always ari-ive at identically the same results

in handling the intricate data. Indeed, the same person may

be obliged at one time to give consideration to various factors

that bring about results varying from those of a similar adjust-

ment at another time. Furthermore, the income account here

a In the following discussion of net returns, the statistics of manufac-
turing products cover as nearly as possible the calendar year preceding the

census year, while the statistics of railway operating returns apply to the

fiscal year ending June 30 of the census vear. Thus the product manu-
factured during the calendar year 1909 was that covered by the census
of 1910, and is here discussed under the latter year; with the manufac-
turing returns for the calendar vear 1909 are compared the railway returns
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1910.

b It should be pointed out that the item "salaries and wages" does not
include salaries paid to proprietors or firm members interested in non-
corporate manufacturing establishments. There were 273,265 of these pro-

prietors and firm members in 1910 for whom no definite salaries were
reported. The railways are virtually all owned by corporations, all em-
ployees from president down being paid a definite salary or wage. To
some extent, therefore, the expenses shown for the manufacturing and
railway industries are not comparable. On the other hand, non-corporate
manufacturers produced in 1910 only one-fifth of the total value of prod-

ucts manufactured in that year, while the average size and importance
of the individual non-corporate establishment was so small that the return

to the proprietor or firm owner could not be differentiated between wage
and profit.

Depreciation of the road and equipment of railways is. under the ac-

counting system prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, pro-

vided for through the operating expense account. The practice of manu-
facturing establishments in regard to depreciation of plant is not uniform,
but it may be supposed that prudent management will, in the long run.

charge the cost of repairs and replacement (which may be said to stand

for a depreciation account where no such definite account is maintained)

to running expenses.

shown for manufactures differs from that of the railways in

the fact that the reported railway returns represent cash actually

received, while the reported value of products manufactured in

any year is not only partially made up of cash already taken in,

but is also in part an estimate of the probable market value of

such portion of the product as is not yet sold, and in part con-

sists of outstanding accounts the settlement of which may entail

loss. In other words, the manufacturing returns are partially at

least based on estimates. It therefore cannot be too strongly

insisted that the tables and the deductions therefrom on the

preceding pages are of broad and general significance only. It

is believed, however, that possible variations, to whatever cause

they may be due. do not impair such broad and general signifi-

cance.

In the next table are set forth the capital values of the two
industries, the return on capital as expressed in the preceding

tables, and the percentage of that return. It will be perceived

that the years for which there is available complete informa-

tion that is appro.ximately comparable for each industry are

those designated as 1900 and 1910. These may be considered to

mark the beginning and the end of a decade which comprised

a fairly distinct industrial era. In 1900 the country was on the

high tide of recovery from prolonged industrial depression; in

1910 it was enjoying exceeding prosperity, both the gross and

the net earnings of the railways attaining a higher mark than

for any preceding or subsequent year. It will be noted that in

the case of the railways the percentage of net return is computed

on the cost of road and equipment, which is the item comparable

with the capital value of manufactures as given.

CoMp.fRisoN OF Net Returns on Capital.

1900. 1905. 1910.
Jlanufactures:

Capital $8,975,256,000 $12,675,581,000 $18,428,270,000

Net return on capital 1,536.502,000 1,655,643,000 2,218,972,000

Per cent, of net return... 17.119 13.062 12.041

Railways:

Cost of road and equipment. $10.263.313,400 $11,951,348,949 $14,387,816,099

Net return 477,284,030 628.405,575 824,241,301

Per cent, of net return 4.650 5.258 5.729

In 1900 the percentage of net return upon capital in manufac-

tures was nearly four times as great as that on the cost of road

and equipment of the railways. In 1905 it was two and one-half

times as great.

From 1900 to 1910 the capital in manufactures increased 105

per cent., and the cost of road and equipment of the railways

increased 40.2 per cent. In the latter year the percentage of net

return on capital in manufacture was two and one-tenth times

as great as that of the railways.

While these comparisons are subject to qualification, it is not

believed that, were absolutely accurate and comparable data

available, there would be more than a negligible change in the

relation of these ratios of return.

Chinese Railway De\'elopment.—Construction work on the

line from Yunnan-fu, the capital of Yunnan province, China,

to Nanning, the chief city and new capital of Kwangsi province,

at the head of river navigation on the West river, will probably

be begun in the near future. This line was proposed about two

j'ears ago and was approved by the Board of Communications

at Peking. A survey was undertaken by K. S. Low, a foreign

trained Chinese engineer. The capital was furnished by sev-

eral wealthy Chinese citizens of the W'est river country and a

survey party was in the field for about a year. The coming

of the revolution prevented any definite advance of the work

beyond the survey stage. The authorities of Yunnan province

have now taken the matter up in earnest and have placed the

construction of the line from Yunnan in the hands of the Amer-

ican engineer, who has been chief of the party surveying the

line from Yunnan-fu to the Yangtze river and other lines in

Yunnan province. It is understood that the entire scheme is

being taken up by the respective Kwangsi and Yunnan interests

with a view of immediate progress.



RECONSTRUCTION OF CUMBERLAND RIVER BRIDGE
Details of the

the Old Piers

Flood Conditions, the Strengthening of

and the Erection of the New Spans.

By Frank R. Judd,

iistant Engineer, Bridge Department,

The last few years have seen a marked increase in the weight

of locomotives operated by the Illinois Central. In order to

run these heavy locomotives between Paducah and Central City

on the Kentucky division it was decided in June, 1909, to renew

a portion of the bridge over the Cumberland river at Cumber-

land River, Ky., and this work has just been completed. This

bridge consisted of 281 ft. 11 in. draw span, a 178 ft. fixed span,

built in 1890, two fixed spans 177 ft. 6 in. long, built in 1903.

and a timber trestle approach 397 ft. long.

The two 177 ft. 6 in. spans are comparatively new and. having

and fabricated. This falsework was protected by a tloating shear

boom consisting of two lines of 12 in. x 12 in. timbers separated

by a space two feet wide. The timbers in each line were framed
one on top of another so as to be three feet deep, with struts

framed across to hold the two lines together, each timber being

firmly drifted to another. The boom Hoated with from three

inches to six inches projecting above the water level. This

l)oom was constructed during July, 1909

On January 11, 1910, this falsework and shear boom were
destroyed by ice. the piles being practically sawed in two by the

The Completed Bridge Across the Cumberland River.

been designed for approximately Coopers E 50 loading, did not

need renewing. The draw span, however, was designed for a

much lighter loading, and was reinforced in 1S98, while the 178

ft. fixed span was designed for a still lighter loading. In con-

nection with the renewal of these spans it was also decided to

fill most of the timber trestle approach and to provide an over-

flow channel by building 100 ft. of concrete trestle.

As the War Department would issue a permit for the driving

of falsework for the rebuilding of only one of the steel spans

at a time, it was decided to renew the fixed span first. Because

of the condition of this span, it was put on falsework at once,

thus relieving the old span while a new one was being designed

grinding action of the ice, which left standing but three bents,

two at the north end and one at the south end of the span. The
river was then in too dangerous a condition to allow anything to

be done toward replacing the falsework until about March 7,

when work was started on new bents and a shear boom was con-

structed which was reinforced with piles, driven as shown in

the accompanying drawing.

Meanwhile the new steel had been delivered, but on account

of the river conditions, the erection was deferred for a more

favorable season. No further trouble was experienced with the

falsework, until during the erection of the steel, when a pile

cluster at the apex of a short floating boom gave way, allowing
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the boom to swing down stream as far as the cables fastened

to it would permit, thus forming a concave barrier to the drift.

As shown in the drawing a vast quantity of drift accumulated

against this circular boom, the first drift sinking as more was

added until a great wall was formed, which caused considerable

anxiety lest the cables should give way before the erection was

finished. However, no trouble was experienced from this source.

The work of taking down the old span and the erection of the

new steel was started April 20. 1910, and was completed May 11,

1910. This work was done by company forces with a derrick car.

Early in January. 1910, the design for the new draw span was

the pivot pier (Pier 2) are clearly shown in the accompanying
drawing. It was decided to place the jackets because, even with

the old draw span the pivot pier trembled considerably during

the passage of the live load, while pier 3 had been moving up
stream for a number of years past, making it very difficult to

maintain the alinement of the bridge. The old masonry was
built on a timber grillage, and was heavily protected with riprap,

which made it very difficult to drive sheeting. For this purpose

U. S. steel sheet piling was used around piers 3 and 4, the in-

tention being to complete these two piers, pull the piling and
redrive it around pier 2. However, the work was interrupted

78-0'-^ m-0- eea'-o" -l40'-3' J4a'3t 180-7^ -I8I-I

To Paducah
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Elevation of New Cumberland River Bridge of the Illinois Central.

started. The design was completed and the order fur the steel

was placed about. March 15. The draw span is 282 ft. long,

center to center of end pins, a:id is of the riveted type through-

out, except for the eye bars in the top chord of the tower panel

and the panel on each side of the tower. A rim bearing center

was used in order to bring the load on the outer edge of the

old masonry, as this consisted of good dimension sandstone.

What the core consisted of could not be determined, as no detail

drawings could be found which showed the formation of the

old masonry. It was therefore thought best not to take any

chances with the center bearing type. This proved to be a good

' 15-6 t4'-6'

on these piers four times by tlic river rising and flooding the

cofiferdam, causing a total delay of 12 weeks, so that in order to

complete the work without undue delay 9 in. Wakefield sheet

piling was used around the pivot pier.

.^s mertioned above, pier 3 has been moving upstream for a

number of years. In order to maintain the alinement of the

old bridge, the spans resting on this pier had been lined over

a little each year for four or five years, so that the shoes on
the downstream end of the pier were very close to the edge.

.-\fter the steel cofiferdam had been driven around this pier, it

was necessary to remove the riprap in order to drive the foun-
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precaution, for after the old coping was removed preparatory to

placing the new one, 15 cu. yds. of. grout were poured into

the core of the pier, and even then it is probable that the cement
set before all the cracks were filled up.

The work on the masonry consisted of placing a concrete

jacket around piers 2, 3 and 4 and abutment 1. These were
originally built of sandstone, while pier 5 and abutment 6 were
built of limestone. Rumor states that the original plan con-

templated building all the piers of limestone, the stone to come
from a quarry a couple of miles below the bridge, but the agree-

ment with the Government required that the bridge be completed
within a given time, and this limestone was so hard to work
that in order to finish on time it was necessary, after building

two of the supports to build the others of sandstone from a quarry
on the Tennessee river. The details of the concrete jacket for

dation piles for the concrete jacket. This materially affected the

stability of the pier, and the driving of the foundation piles

caused so much movement that it was necessary to drive the

piling alternately, one on one side and then one on the other,

which of course made the work slow and expensive.

A marine driver which could back away from the pier was
used to drive the foundation piles for pier 3 and also for the

river side of pier 2, but it was necessary to use a land driver and

a steam hammer swinging on the end of a boom for the shore

side of pier 2. In order to be able to swing the boom from

one side of the pier to the other, the boom had to be unstepped,

shortened about eight ft., restepped and swung over, then un-

stepped again, lengthened and restepped. When one stops to

consider that this operation had to be gone through between

the driving of each pile for at least one-half the foundation piles
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for pier 2, an idea of the expensive character of tlie work can

be obtained. Even with these precautions, pier 2 settled consid-

erably. -This settlement was very marked at three diflferent times.

the maximum for any one time being one and one-quarter inches.

A total horizontal movement of nine and one quarter inches took

place toward the river during the rebuilding of this pier, and

at one time it was thought that this movement would be so

work was driven by a marine driver, framed and put together at

the bridge site. The center casting, drum and loading beams
were erected with a derrick car and the main trusses and door

system were erected with a traveler. While the old span was
being taken down and the new one erected, traffic was carried on

falsework driven across the river. Part of this falsework was
driven by a track driver, but the portion re(|uiring long piles was

Reinforced Concrete Trestle with Continuous Parapet Walls.

great that it would interfere with the operation of the old draw
span. This was almost the case, for the last time the old span

was swung, it was necessary to chip oflf the rivets of the end

cover plate of the bottom chord in order to clear the fixed span.

At some previous date, hoops of 3^ in. x 3 in. flat iron had

been placed around the pier at vertical intervals of about 2

ft. in order to keep the pier from bursting. One evening two

driven by the marine driver. At the time this falsework was

designed it was decided to provide a 60 ^1. channel for the river

traffic by making a deck span out of the girders of a through

span, as these were the only ones available. This deck span was

to be raised by a gallows frame. However, during the actual

work a light lattice deck span was used which was raised off its

seat and nm into the adjacent fixed span by the derrick car, as

Erecting the Swing Span on Falsework.

of these straps near the bottom broke. This of course had

to happen on Christmas Eve, when most of the men had left

to spend the following day at home. To repair this damage
and to prevent the loss of the entire pier and draw span, one

and one-quarter in. round rods with turn buckles were rushed

out from the shops at Paducah, and a set of six of these rods

with turnbuckles 60 deg. apart were placed every 12 in. for a

height of about 30 ft.

Falsework for the taking down of the old draw span and the

erecting of the new was driven up and down stream. This false-

shown in the photograph. The erection of the draw span was

started September 4, 1911, and completed February 10, 1912,

To open the old span, take out the four sets of center diagonal

members and the two batter posts, and to place the necessary

pony bents and the falsework over the center pier, to put on the

deck and lay rails for train operation took five hours and 45

minutes, while three hours and ten minutes were required to

tear out the deck and pony bents and swing the new draw span

into position.

During the time that work was shut down on the piers on
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account of high water, the masonry gang was employed on the

construction of the concrete trestle for the overflow channel, the

general side elevation and cross section of which are shown

in the drawing. The interesting features of its design are its

height and the continuous chords tying the several bents to-

gether. No expansion joints are allowed in these chords except

at the abutments.

The abutments, bents and chords were all built without inter-

fering with the old timber trestle except to cut six inches of!

each end of the caps. A single slab, 11 ft. 11 in. wide, 2 ft.

thick and 14 ft. 5 in. long, weighing approximately 26 tons, rests

on the concrete bents between the chords and carries the entire

live load of one panel. These slabs were built in a curing yard

some distance beyond the end of the trestle, and after curing for

four months were placed by a derrick car.

The draw span is equipped with both hand and power operat-

ing machinery. The hand machinery was designed first and was

furnished complete by the bridge company. .•K separate contract

was let for all of the power machinery except the main track

pinion and shaft, and two sets of reduction shafts and gears

between the main vertical shaft from the power house to the

4r-0'-

Concrete Jacket on Old Pivot Pier.

rack pinion shaft which were furnished by the bridge company.
Preliminary designs and estimates were worked up for three

different types of power machinery. A gasoline engine and line

shafting for operating the rail-locks and wedges and for turning

the draw ; compressed air for operating the rail-locks and
w-edges and a gasoline engine for turning the draw and running
the air compressor; and separate electric motors for operating

wedges and draw, obtaining current from a generating and
storage plant. The second design was adopted.

Compressed air is used for driving the rail locks and end

lift wedges. A two-cylinder, vertical gasoline engine operates

to turn the bridge and to run the air compressor. All the

movements of the different operating parts are mechanically in-

terlocked in the operator's stand, which is also locked with an

electrically operated interlocking plant protecting the draw
bridge.

The rail lock consists of a key 5 ft. 6 in. long which slides

between the outside of the rail and a guide casting. This key

is made of cast steel with a cast manganese wearing surface for

carrying the rolling stock. The end lift is of the wedge type

with a slope of 1^ in. in 1 ft., and is designed so as to center

and raise the ends to line and grade, thus doing away with the
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necessity of a bridge centerir.g lock. The machinery for each

movement is equipped with two sets of jaw clutches, the one

set to be pulled and the other set to be driven in case any

emergency should require the use of hand machinery.

As stated above, a separate contract was made for furnishing

and installing the power machinery, but all field work on the

substructure and superstructure, including the installation of the

hand machinery, was done by company forces acting under

directions from F. L. Thompson, engineer of bridges and build-

ings, and A. S. Baldwin, chief engineer.

Proposed Railway for Paraguay.—The Paraguay North-

eastern Railway, for which a concession was granted in 1911,

will run from Asuncion northeast to the Brazilian frontier,

where it will cross the Parana river, and then to a point on the

Transcontinental Brazilian line, which crosses the states of

Parana and Sao Paulo. The concessionaire syndicate represents

a capital of $9,733,000.

Wind Pressure on Buildings.—The stresses to be used in de-

signing the members of mill buildings are materially affected

by considering the suction effect on the leeward side of the

building due to the wind. Such stresses may not only be dif-

ferent in amount from those computed on the present basis,

but in some cases they may differ as to sign, according to the

conclusions reached by Albert Smith, professor of structural

engineering, Purdue University, in a paper presented to the

Western Society of Engineers, October 7, 1912, based on tests

made at Purdue on a full size building under actual wind con-

ditions. He also finds that an opening as great as two or three

per cent, of the outside surface may seriously reduce or increase

the suction, depending on which side the openings are on. It is

expected to secure additional information on this subject in a

further series of tests.
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RAILROAD CLEARING HOUSE PLAN.

At the annual meeting of the Society of Railway Financial

Officers held at Atlantic City, October 23-25, the executive com-

mittee submitted to the association a plan of organization of a

railway clearing house to settle balances between railway com-

panies as submitted to the executive committee by the committee

on clearing house settlements. The society decided to refer the

report back to the executive committee with authority to estab-

lish a clearing house either in accordance with the plan sub-

mitted, or on a modified plan, to be decided upon by the execu-

tive committee after further consideration. A meeting of the

executive committee will be held shortly to consider the plan of

organization or any modifications, with an endeavor to bring

about the formation of a clearing house at an early date. The

plan of organization is as follows

:

I. The name of this association shall be "The Railway Clear-

ing House."

II. Any railway, transportation or equipment company may
become a member of the association upon signing the articles of

association, paying in its assessment for a working fund based

on its gross earnings for the previous calendar year, and giving

a bond in such sum as may be decided upon, the amount to be

based on its gross earnings for the previous calendar year, to

secure the other members against any loss by its failure to pay

balance drafts against it, etc.

III. The management of the clearing house shall be in the

hands of a board of thirteen directors, six of whom shall be

financial officers of different systems, and six of whom shall be

accounting officers of different systems, who shall be appointed

by the executive committee of the Society of Railway Financial

Officers, and the thirteenth member shall be the president, for

the time being, of the Society of Railway Financial Officers.

This board, immediately upon organization, shall by lot divide

itself into three classes of four directors each, two of whom shall

be financial and two accounting officers. The term of the first

class shall expire with the end of the first year, the term of the

second class shall expire with the end of the second year, and

the term of the third class shall expire with the end of the

third year. As the term of each class expires their successors

shall be appointed, two by the executive committee of the So-

ciety of Railway Financial Officers, and two by a committee

of the Association of American Railway Accounting Officers,

the appointees in each case to be officers of hues which are

members of the clearing house, who shall serve for three years,

or until their successors are appointed.

IV. A vacancy on the board from any cause shall be filled by

the remaining directors, who shall by ballot elect someone, from

a line, member of the clearing house, to fill the unexpired term

of the deceased or retiring director, the successor to represent

the same department—financial or accounting—as the director

whose place he takes.

V. The officers of the clearing house shall be

:

A chairman, who shall be the then president of the Society of

Railway Financial Officers and a vice-chairman, who shall be

chosen by ballot by the directors from their own number at the

beginning of each year, both of whom shall serve without salary.

A secretary, who shall be paid for his services, but who need

not necessarily give his whole time to the association.

A manager and an assistant manager, who shall be paid sal-

aries and give their entire time to the clearing house, the salaries

of all officers to be fixed by the board of directors.

There shall be such clerical help as the directors may approve.

The manager, assistant manager and other employees shall be

bonded in such sums and with such sureties as the directors may
approve; the premium to be paid by the clearing house.

All necessary expenses, traveling or otherwise, of its officers

and employees shall be borne by the clearing house.

VI. The clearing house shall be located in Chicago, or in such

other central place as may be approved by the directors.

VII. The clearing house may keep its funds in and make its

collections through banks in New York, Philadelphia, Chicago,

St. Louis and such other cities as may be found advisable for the

economical collection and payment of balances due to and by the

clearing house, the depositories to be approved by the directors.

VIII. The clearing house will settle balances only and will not

undertake to make adjustments between members, its purpose

being merely to facilitate and simplify the financial part of the

settlement.

IX. The general plan for operation shall be as follows, to be

modified from time to time as experience may prove advisable

:

(a) Each member shall adjust with each other member dur-

ing the succeeding month its balances for per diem, freight,

ticket, freight claims and such other indebtedness as may be

shown on the books and which are now usually settled by draft

and at the end of that month forward to the manager of the

clearing house a statement of such balances, to be in his hands

by a fixed date of the following month.

(b) On a certain day, as soon thereafter as possible, the

manager shall advise each member of the correctness of the

net balance reported as due to or from that member ; as soon

as possible thereafter he shall deposit drafts upon all members

whose settlement balances are debtor and as soon as practicable

thereafter mail checks to all members whose balances are credits.

X. Car repairs or any other kind of claims may be settled

through the clearing house if reported by mutual agreement,

in the consolidated balance between the companies interested.

XL The expenses of the clearing house, less any amounts re-

ceived as interest on bank balances, or from any other source,

shall be charged monthly to the members in the proportion

the total of their debit and credit balances bears to the entire

debit and credit balances cleared for the month, and bills shall

be rendered by the clearing house each month to each member
and included in the clearing house settlement for the next

month, or separate drafts made therefor, if desired.

XII. The board of directors shall provide for a careful audit

of the accounts of the clearing house to be made at least once

each year, either by a firm of public accountants or by a com-

mittee of their own members, who shall have such clerical as-

sistance as may be necessary.

XIII. Any member desiring to withdraw from the clearing

house shall give three months' notice in writing of its election

so to do, and when it shall have fully paid all balances and

charges against it in the clearing house, the amount of its de-

posit for the working fund shall be refunded and its bond re-

leased and returned to it.

XIV. Any member failing to pay a sight draft for proper bal-

ance due the clearing house, or for its proportion of expenses,

shall be suspended from membership and the amount due shall

be charged against its interest in the working fund, and if not

liquidated, proceedings shall be instituted to recover on the bond

the amount still remaining due, and the delinquent member shall

be dropped from membership.

XV. The directors of the clearing house shall have power to

make, establish, alter and annul regulations for carrying on the

business of the clearing house, when not in conflict with the

articles of association forming the charter or constitution of

the clearing house.

XVI. The articles of association, as the constitution of the

clearing house, may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the

members of the clearing house at any two consecutive regular

or special meetings, not less than one month apart, provided

one month's notice shall have been given in writing before each

such meeting, stating that an amendment is to be considered

and giving its general purpose.

The election of officers of the society took place at the meeting

:

T. H. B. McKnight, treasurer of the Penn. L. W., was made

president, succeeding H. C. Ansley, treasurer of the So. Ry.

;

George H. Crosby, vice-president of the C. R. I. & P., was made

first vice-president, succeeding Odell S. Smith, of the N. & W.
Steamboat Co. ; C. P. Nash, local treasurer of the C. St. P. M. &
O., was made second vice-president, succeeding Joseph B. Lacy,

treasurer of the N. & W., and Carl Nyquist, assistant secretary of

C. R. I. & P.. at Chicago, was re-elected secretary and treasurer.



RAILWAY TRUNK LINE ELECTRIFICATION.
Important Problems Considered, Together with a Resume
and Brief Description of Types of Electric Locomotives.

General Ergineer, We
Bv X. W. Storer.

nghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh. Pa.

It has been said that the delivery of transportation is the

'business of all railways. The source of the power required for

'this work is one of the. if not the most, important elements

that combine to produce this output. For many years the steam

locomotive had absolutely no rival. It had a complete monopoly

of the business and like some other monopolies it lacked the

incentive of competition. Since the electric locomotive entered

the field, however, there appears to have been a great awaken-

ing amors; steam locomotive designers which has undoubtedly

with the greatest care, the best system determined, and electri-

fication adopted where there w'ill be a distinct economic advan-

tage. To undertake the electrification of railways in Chicago,

for instance, means the expenditure of millions of dollars, and

unless money is simply to be thrown away, it must involve the

most careful study of everything that is concerned with the

problem. There are many things which are charged to elec-

trification in making estimates of its cost, such as improvements

to better the service, which have nothing to do with electrifi-

Electric Side Rod Locomotive with Scotch Yokes.

delayed all electrification of railways and possibly has prevented

for many years at least the electrification of most of them.

The improvements in the steam locomotive, such as mechanical

stokers, superheaters, smoke consumers, etc.. have led to the

production of the enormous units that are now standard. These
great machines have produced such excellent results that the

electric locomotive has no longer such comparative advantages

as were apparent even ten years ago. and while I believe that

the electrification of a large part of our railways is certain to be

accomplished at some time I also believe that the improvement
in steam locomotives has removed the crying necessity for it.

except in special instances.

The railways should not be pushed into terminal electrifica-

tion by legislation before they are ready to handle the problem

to the best advantage, for a large amount of money would
have to be spent unnecessarily. The subject should be studied

* Abstract of a paper presented at the convention of the Association of
Railway Electrical Engineers, Chicago, October 24, 1912,

cation, except that they may be added if the railways are to

electrify, and not because of electrification.

In the electrification of railways, in large cities especially, it

is of the utmost importance that they should unite, and give

every plan the most careful consideration before doing anything

more than is absolutely necessary. That does not apply simply

to the system of electrification, but to everything which is re-

quired at the terminals, the laying out of the tracks, the struc-

tures that will be involved, and new terminals and stations all

along the line. While this may delay matters for a while, it

will be to the ultimate advantage not only of the railways, but

of the public and the manufacturing companies as well. It cer-

tainly would be a serious mistake if the newspapers and the

public opinion in a city hke Chicago should drive the railways

to electrification before they were ready. Chicago will be ahead

in the end if it will have patience to wait until the railways

can get together and find out what they really ought to have

and get some uniformity in it.
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PROBLEM OE ELF.CTRIC LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN.

The manufacturing companies have done a tremendous
amount of work in developing the various systems of electrifi-

cation and the design of electric locomotives. It has been

found especially that the low center of gravity on the electric

locomotive of the type v.hich was early proposed, instead of

being an advantage, was a decided disadvantage, and it has been

recognized for many years that one of the greatest problems,

if not the greatest, in the electric locomotive is the transmission

of the torque of the motor to the driving wheels. There have

been a great many combinations proposed, and quite a large

number of different types have been built and are now in opera-

tion, but there are very few transmission systems that are ab-

solutely satisfactory from all points of view. In this respect,

as in most others, every design is a compromise of the con-

flicting elements not simply in the locomotive itself, but on the

roadbed and in the shop as well.

The necessity for a careful study by the manufacturers of

the entire problem of railroading, if the best type of locomotive

is to be produced, is fully recognized by them. The designers

of electric locomotives and the people who are to furnish the

apparatus for electrifying railroads must come into closest touch

with the operating officers of the roads, who should give them

the benefit of their experience. Xo suggestion can be made that

Second; the dead weight of the motor is on the axle and its

low center of gravity will cause serious injury to the track
when operating at high speeds. There will also be a heavy side

thrust of the wheel flange against the rail on curves and where
the locomotive has a tendency to nose. Although steam loco-

motives have this same nosing tendency they do not injure the

track because the mass or center of gravity is so high above it.

This same feature should be sought for in the electric loco-

motive. Chiefly for these reasons the speed of most locomotives
having heavy motors geared directly to the axles is limited to

about 30 m. p. h. This type of locomotive, however, is com-
paratively simple and it is cheap and easy to maintain.

TRANSMISSION OF I'OWER IN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.

The big question is how to connect the motors with the driv-

ing wheels so as to provide a high speed locomotive that will have

a reasonable cost of maintenance, and at the same time be a good
riding machine: that is, one that will do the least possible damage
to the track. There are several general types of such locomotives :

lirst. those with motor armatures mounted rigidly on the driv-

ing axle, known as the New York Central type. Second, those

with motors mounted on a quill surrounding the axle, which is

the type of the original New York. New Haven & Hartford

passenger locomotives. Third, the motor geared to a quill sur-
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Running Gear of New Haven Electric Locomotive with Four Motors for Each Axle.

is too small to receive consideration. In the last analysis all

must agree that the best locomotive is the one that will deliver

the transportation required of it with the lowest sum total of

expense. This, of course, not only includes the first cost, and

the cost of maintenance and depreciation of the locomotive it-

self, but the first cost and cost of maintenance, depreciation and

operation of the entire installation, as well as the cost of power

at the locomotive and the cost of upkeep of the roadbed. It is

because there is so little definite and reliable information on all

these various subjects that there are so many different opinions

concerning the systems of electrification and the proper design

of locomotives.

The standard type of single reduction geared street car motor

has been eminently satisfactory for street car service, but the

difficulties connected with it have increased enormously as

speeds and the power of motors have increased, until today it

is generally believed to be poor practice to gear locomotives

directly to the axle except for slow speed work. Several reasons

have contributed to this belief : First, the spur gears are sub-

jected to severe punishment when run at high speeds when rig-

idly connecting so much inertia in the wheels and the arma-

tures, and to still greater punishment from shocks due to the

roadbed. It has also been found that the pinions on the motor

pushing downward on the gears are subject to much more severe

treatment than when the motor pinion is pushing upward.

rounding the axles, and connected to the wheels through long

helical springs, which is the latest type of locomotive of the

New Haven and some others. Fourth, motors mounted in the

cab and driving through a jack shaft and a system of parallel

rods such as are in use on the Pennsylvania Railroad. Fifth,

motors mounted low between frames and connected to the

drivers through a Scotch yoke. The Italian three-phase loco-

motive is of this type. Si.xth, motors connected to the wheels

by some combination of gears and side rods. That is the type

used in the Loetschberg tunnel, Switzerland, and on the Midi

Railway in France.

The first type has the casadvantage of a low center of grav-

ity, but is a machine that is ideal in its simplicity in many re-

spects. It has not been very successful for high speed work on

account of its nosing tendency, which requires that the adjust-

ments be kept in perfect order to reduce it to a minimum. The

center of gravity of this type is about 44 in. above the rail.

The second type mentioned, that having the motor mounted

on a quill surrounding the axles and connected to it through

springs, is open to some of the same objections as the first type.

This also has low center of gravity, although it is considerably

higher than the first type, but all the weight is spring supported

so that the track does not get the direct blow. The original

New Haven locomotive nosed quite badly at high speeds, but by

the addition of an idle axle at each end of the locomotive and
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a toothed cam-centering device between the cab and the trucks,

this was entirely cured. The cam is arranged so that when the

truck moves sidewise it must lift the cab, which tends to throw

it back to the central position. The locomotives now have no

tendency to nose even at speeds up to 75 and 80 m. p. h., where

formerly they nosed badly at 50 and 60 m. p. h. However, even

with the motors carried by springs, the track is Hable to more

or less damage unless it is kept in good condition. Every elec-

tric locomotive which goes to the New Haven must have no

dead weight on the axles, as it is believed that any dead weight

on the axle aside from the wheels and axles themselves is un-

necessary and extremely detrimental to the track. Therefore,

the motors are mounted on the quill with springs as described.

In the third type the motors are mounted above the axle

and drive gears mounted on the quills. This type is used on

the latest New Haven electric locomotive,* which has the same

wheel arrangement as the original New Haven type. This loco-

motive has a high center of gravity and the quills are so spaced

that they have a total play of 3 in. about the axle, 1^ in. above

and below, which allows for imperfections in the track. These

engines ride very smoothly. They have been in service on the

New Haven and in the Hoosac tunnel on the Boston & Maine,

and forty more are now under construction for the New Haven.

This type has been built both with a single motor per axle and

with twin motors of the same total capacity per axle. After

building a number of the former, whose motors were so large

as to require double gears, it was found that the same output

could be obtained with less weight and less cost by substituting

two motors for the one large one. This arrangement is illus-

trated herewith, and has the following advantages : First,

only one. gear is required, as both motors drive through the

same gear. Second, the two motors are lighter and easier

to handle and cheaper to maintain than the large one. There

is no more chance for damage in the small motors than

there is in the big ones, as they have practically the same

number of coils in the motor and the same number of con-

nections and commutator bars and brushes and brush hold-

ers as the big motors ; and the small motors are much easier to

repair and handle. Third, the motors in this case are inter-

changeable, with the exception of the field castings, with the

motors which are used on the New Haven multiple unit motor

cars. Fourth, two motors being connected permanently in series

gives in effect one motor of double voltage, and consequently

half current. This reduces the carrying requirements of cables

and switches to one-half, and thus makes a substantial saving

in the cost of control equipment. While these locomotives are

now built for single phase operation, they would have prac-

tically the same advantages on direct current. The twin motor

scheme adapts itself well to high voltage d. c. operation.

The fourth type of locomotive, that with the motors mounted

high up in the cab and connected to drive wheels through cranks,

parallel rods and jack shaft, is the type adopted by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroadt for the New York terminal. They have a very

high center of gravity and although the weight on the driving

axle is about 56,000 lbs., and consequently requires stiff springs,

the locomotive has riding qualities corresponding to the best stfam
locomotive. There is no tendency to nosing and no bad effects

on the track. These locomotives are the most powerful electric

locomotives ever built, and have shown themselves to be reliable,

having a record for the first year, with 33 locomotives in serv-

ice, of but 13 train minutes delay chargeable to the locomotives.

They have a guaranteed tractive effort of 60.000 lbs. and have

actually developed over 75,000 lbs. at the drawbar. This corre-

sponds to a crank pin pressure of over 100,000 lbs. Of course,

the normal pressure on crank pins is not nearly so high, but it

is sufficient to impose strains on the jack shaft bearings that are

very hard to hold. The locomotives will haul a train weighing

as much as eight hundred tons up a 2 per cent, grade. The main

* See Raihcay Age Gazette, June 28, 1912, page 1608.

t See Rail-way Age Gasctte, March 3, 1911, page 439, and November 5,

1909, page 881.

rods are set at an angle of 45 deg., which is much to be pre-

ferred to the vertical motor rods adopted for the first locomo-

tive built for the German State Railways. These were practi-

cally failures and it is understood that future locomotives will

have motor rods arranged similarly to those of the Pennsylvania.

It has been found that locomotives of this type require very care-

ful adjustment to maintain the shafts parallel and properly

centered and quartered.

The use of side rods on an electric locomotive introduces some
different problems from those found in the steam locomotive.

As there are no reciprocating parts such as piston rods, the

parts are susceptible to perfect balance which is usually impos-

sible in the steam locomotive. The rods must be very much
larger than for a corresponding steam locomotive because the

entire power has to be transmitted through one set of pins and
rods at certain points in the revolution while the steam engine

transmits the power from only one cylinder. The steam engine

has another advantage in that the main rods on the two sides

are connected to loose ends, while the rods on the two sides of

the electric are connected to opposite ends of the motor shaft as

well as the jack shaft, which introduces a great many chances

for inaccurate workmanship in quartering and tramming and

consequent knocking in the pins and bearings.

The fifth type of locomotive, that employing the Scotch yoke

for transmitting the power from the motors to the driving axles,

has been used exclusively for the three phase locomotives on the

Italian state railways. The first ones have been in service some
10 or 12 years on the Valtellini line and have given excellent re-

sults. The later ones, some 35 in number, which are shown in

one of the accompanying photographs, have been used about

two years on the Giovi line near Genoa. These machines have

some excellent qualities, light weight, powerful motors, and

motor weight entirely spring supported. They have, however,

been used only in slow and moderate speed service, so their

performance at high speeds remains to be shown. These loco-

motives also require very accurate adjustment although not so

close as the one with side rods and jack shafts, as the Scotch

yoke drives one axle through a sliding block and the others

through parallel rods connected to the yoke by knuckle pins.

Spherical crank and knuckle pins are largely used with this type

of drive.

The sixth and last type mentioned drives the locomotives

through a combination of gears and side rods, or gears and

Scotch yokes. A number of such locomotives have been built,

the most notable being the one for the Loetschberg Tunnel

in Switzerland and the one for the Midi Railway in France.

The former has two 1,000 h. p. motors each connected by a

helical tooth gear to a jack shaft, which is slightly above the

driving axles, and thence by parallel rods to three pairs of

driving wheels. Although the motor speed is extremely high, the

gears operate practically noiselessly and with high eflSciency. The

duty on the jack shaft bearings is much easier than when side

rods only are used, since the reciprocating pressures are practi-

cally all in a horizontal direction, and can therefore be cared for

much more easily. Either of these types has a fairly high cen-

ter of gravity. While either locomotive is subject to criticism

for having both gears and side rods, it must be admitted that the

arrangements for both are such as to give the best results. The

jack shafts for side rod drive should be located in the same hor-

izontal plane as the driving axles, consequently the problems con-

nected with tramming and quartering, and with bearings would be

reduced to a minimum. In some respects, this design is superior

to either straight geared (gears on axles) or straight side rod

types, and it is probable that a great many locomotives with

gears and side rods will be built. The twin motors may be used

here, thus reducing the gears to the lowest number or the

smallest width of face.

CHOICE OF SYSTEM.

If the choice of system rested only on the locomotives, un-

doubtedly the standard 600 volt d. c. system would be chosen in

the large majority of cases as being the simplest and best adapted
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for the work, but for the electrification of a truntc line this is an

economic impossibility, because the low voltage requires too

great an expenditure for substations, which must not only be

large but numerous. The efficiency is too low except where the

traffic gives a good load factor. It is only possible with a third

rail system on account of the enormous currents required. It

is therefore generally accepted as a fact that the current must

be taken from an overhead trolley. It then becomes a question

as to how much current can be collected from an overhead wire,

and this is really the most important problem of any. It is prob-

ably safe to say that a current of 200 to 300 amperes may be

continuously collected at high speeds, either by wheel or some

form of roller or sliding shoe. The wheel can scarcely be con-

sidered for high speed locomotive work for obvious reasons, but

both roller and sliding pantagraph trolleys have been used.

It is of the greatest importance in high speed service to have

the overhead construction very flexible and to have the current

collectors light. Otherwise there will be a great deal of flash-

ing and the wire will receive a kink at every suspension point

that will soon cause it to break. Further, the number of col-

lectors in a single span should be limited so as to prevent the

entire span from being lifted. All these things tend to limit the

amount of current that can be collected for a single train, and

consequently to raise the voltage. About the lowest direct current

voltage that should be considered for high speed trunk line service

is 3,500 volts, on account of the difficulties of current collection.

Whether locomotives can be made commercially with this high

voltage remains to_be determined. Even if locomotives having it

were to be built, however, it is very certain that such a voltage

is entirely beyond the range of multiple unit car operation so that

any line with 3,500 volts d. c. on it would be confined to loco-

motive service.

The single phase system is the only one that has successfully

solved the problem of current collection at high speed. The

usual voltage for heavy railway work in this country is 11,000.

In Europe it is even higher—15,000 for the Loetschberg tunnel

line, and this will probably also be used in Germany in the elec-

trification of the state railways. Either voltage makes it a com-

paratively simple matter to collect the current necessary for the

heavy trains. This system has an advantage over the high volt-

age d. c. system in having the high voltage confined to circuit

breaker and transformers while the d. c. voltage is applied to all

apparatus. It is impossible to tell what will be the limit of direct

current work, but with the great extensions the New Haven is

making we ought soon to know what the single phase system

can do on a trunk line.

THE "MULTI-CAR" SYSTEM.

W. H. McCune, of Monrovia, Cal., has secured a patent

on his "Multi-car System of Handling Freight," which he

informs us is under consideration by a number of railroad

companies, with a view to putting it in use at one or more
important shipping points, if it shall be found economical to

do so. Taking a long freight house, Mr. McCune proposes

to run through it a depressed track, about 12 ft. back from the

receiving doors, and on this track he will run two platform

cars ("transports") which, by a suitable loop at each end of

the house, can be run around to a track parallel to freight

cars standing opposite the house; and these platform cars,

propelled by electric motors, will be used to carry "cargo

loaders," about 4 ft. x 6 ft. in size, which are to be loaded

with - freight at the receiving doors and then carried around

the loop, 10 of them on a car, for deposit in the proper freight

cars. The track being at the right height, the "loaders" will

be run on to the transports and from these into the cars very

quickly and easily. One receiving clerk and one helper will

load the goods at the receiving door, and one stowman takes

the goods off the "cargo loaders" and piles them in the car.

Mr. McCune does not furnish any detailed estimates of tlic

cost of installing a plant of this kind, but he claims that, be-

sides getting rid of the two-wheel truck and reducing by SO

per cent, the number of men required in a freight house,

there will be a marked advantage in having a better check at

the receiving doors, in securing the exact weight of each piece

and lot of freight, and in accomplishing a greatly improved

freedom from errors in loading.

DENSITY OF LOCOMOTIVE SMOKE IN

CHICAGO.

The average locomotive in the city of Chicago at the present

time is making smoke the density of which is 14.92 per cent.,

according to records compiled by the engineers of the Chicago

Association of Commerce Committee on Smoke Abatement and

Electrification. This shows a decided improvement over the

conditions recorded by the city smoke commission three years

ago, when the average density was reported as 23.3 per cent.

The percentage gives the ratio of actual performance to worst

possible performance; that is, if a locomotive emitted dense

black smoke all the time this record would be reported at

100 per cent. If it gave out no smoke at all the percentage

would be zero. The figures give the results of innumerable ob-

servations covering the entire city, designated as Zone A, and

also a zone beyond the city limits, designated as Zone B.

The committee's records covering all observations of locomo-

tives are as follows

:

In terminal yards and round houses.

Zone A (52 locations) 11.77 per cent.
Zone B (14 locations) 18.97 per cent.

Zones A and B combined 1 2.56 per cen

In general service.

Zone A (comprising 141 divisions) 19.31 per cen
Zone B (comprising 91 divisions) 26.02 per cen

Zones A and B combined 21.12 per cen

In yard service.

Zone A (71 yards) 16.7 per cen
Zone B (27 yards) 23.4 per cen

Zones A and B combined 18.2 per cen

The total average in Zone A is 14.92 per cent. The average

for Zone B is 19.12 per cent.

The grand total for Zones A and B is 16.42 per cent, which

is the average density of locomotive smoke in the entire field

covered by the investigations.

While figures are not available for an exact comparison, the

recent reports of city smoke inspectors give even lower averages

of smoke production, but the higher figures of the committee's

engineers are held to be the result of a more exhaustive investi-

gation, substantiated by voluminous records giving one minute

interval observations for every half mile of track in the territory

under surveillance.

The method of the committee has been to station its observers

at an average distance of one-half mile apart along the line

under observation at a particular time. Every effort is made

to keep the knowledge of the presence of the observers from

the enginemen, lest such knowledge have the effect of causing

temporarily improved performance. The observers make records

every minute of each locomotive in sight, and in this way a

train going the entire length of the line is in turn observed by

each observer stationed along the line.

The average density of smoke from stationary stacks in the

city limits was reported as 10.27 per cent. ; outside the city

limits 25.97 per cent. ; total average 13.08 per cent.

Steam vessels in Zone A are reported at 14.64 per cent. ; in

Zone B, 26.82 per cent. ; the total average being 15.47 per cent.

Bid for Bolivian Railway Construction.—The Bolivian gov-

ernment has received bids for the construction of a proposed

line from Potosi in southwestern Bolivia northeast to Sucre,

about 65 miles. These bids will be submitted to the Bolivian

congress.



CONTINGENT SCHEDULES" ON THE VIRGINIAN RAILWAY.

An Interesting Scheme for Simplifying the Work of the Train

Despatcher and Greatly Diminishing the Flagman's Duty.

On two divisions of the Virginian Railway for the past 13

months freight trains have been relieved of a large part of the

work, formerly put upon them, of protecting against following

trains by flag, and the despatchers have had their work simpli-

fied and lessened, by the use, for extra freights—that is, for

substantially all through freights—of printed schedules, pre-

scribed in advance, like a time table. James Berlingett, assistant

general manager of the road, has given us the following account

of this very interesting experiment

:

It is claimed for the contingent schedule plan, verified by a

j'ear's experience in actual operation, that it lessens the labor

and responsibility of train despatchers and trainmen ; does away

with unnecessary flagging, cuts down delays and reduces over-

time; and at the same time provides the safest, simplest and

most natural method for moving trains against each other on

single track. [The Virginian does not use the block system.]

It throws out all imaginao' (non-existent) trains ; and men

who are out on the line in charge of trains are put virtually on

the same footing with the train despatcher as to knowledge of

existing trains and when a train may be expected at any given

point.

As a result of the situation last mentioned the somewhat re-

markable condition is brought about, that any one of the fol-

lowing presumably irregular things could take place without

jeopardizing the safety of the trains involved, regardless of op-

portunity for intervention on the part of the train despatcher.

1. Either one of two opposing extras could keep moving and

overlook or disregard the existence of the other.

2. A train order fixing a meeting point for two extras could

be deUvered to either one of the two trains and fail of delivery

to the other.

3. Train order signals could be passed, and both trains fail

to receive the order.

4. The train despatcher in starting an extra from a terminal

could overlook the existence of an extra, or extras, moving in

the opposite direction.

The system, in strict conformity to the wording and intention

of Rule 99, requires flagmen to go back "When a train stops or

is delayed, under circumstances in which it may be overtaken by

another train." It does not require a flagman to go back under

circumstances where a train cannot be overtaken by another

train (meaning, of course, when there is no train following).

The usual interpretation given to Rule 99 (leaving out the

question of block signals') is to the effect that a train when

stopped or delayed, is under all circumstances liable to be over-

taken by another train, and must, therefore, be protected. This

is due to the condition that the train despatcher has authoritv'

to run extras at all times, without giving notice to other trains

running in the same direction.

As a matter of fact, a flagman has served no useful purpose

unless he has actually stopped or warned a train which other-

wise would have come in collision with the train he is protecting.

If no train was stopped or warned his act, measured by ac-

complishment, w^as entirely superfluous, resulting only in lost

motion, needless expense and unnecessary delay.

To overcome the time and labor lost as a result of flagging

against phantom trains of the same direction and getting help

against opposing trains which do not exist, is the primary object

of the contingent schedule plan.

If the rules permitted only the running of regular trains it is

obvious that only regular trains would have to be protected

against; or if the rules prohibited the running of extras except

by known enumerated schedules, with time at all stations it is

equally plain that to protect when no regular or extra train is

due would be a waste of energy.

DESCRIPTION.

A "Contingent Schedule Card," containing numbered schedules

for extra trains, with special instructions and rules governing,

is made up in form similar to a time table and distributed to

all concerned, the usual form of acknowledgment being required.

This, however, is entirely distinct from the time table and its

schedules are used exclusively for extra trains, and only by

proper train authority.

The schedules are operated on uniform intervals from terminal

to terminal, that is, they are run exactly one, two, three, four or

more hours apart (according to the number of schedules re-

quired to accommodate traffic) and the time is so indicated at

all stations. If six schedules in each direction are required they

would be shown four hours apart. If twelve are needed they

would be shown two hours apart. The object of the uniform

interval is to simplify computation. For instance, if the card is

made up with six schedules in each direction, an extra running

by schedule would not be required to protect against a following

extra until it became four hours late. A conductor never re-

quires help against an opposing schedule, unless he is advised

that it is being used by a train ; otherwise it is disregarded.

Enough schedules should therefore be provided to easily take

care of traffic, as added schedules do not cause confusion or ad-

ditional work.

In making up the schedules the time of regular trains is dis-

regarded and no attempt is made to adjust the time so as to

force meeting and passing points for extras at stations, either

with regular trains or with each other. The object of this is

to preserve the feature of uniformity of speed, and of interval

previously mentioned, and to prevent unnecessary delay in wait-

ing for time When an opposing train is not running, or is late.

It also admits of the changing of the time of regular trains

when a new time table is issued without disturbing the contingent

schedule card.

A schedule card representing meeting points as apparently

taking place between stations is unique, but it should- be noted

that it is only schedules that do so, not trains. A schedule sim-

ply restricts the movement of a train ; it does not give authority

to run against a superior train.

The operation of the system will perhaps be best understood

Arrangement of Contingent Schedules; Virginian Railway.
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by quotations from the rules and reference to the accompanying
chart.

SPECIAL RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS.

"Regular trains must be cleared or protected against by con-

tingent schedule trains in the same manner as is required of

other extras by time table and the book of rules."

Defiiiilioiis.

"Contingent Schedule Card—A printed form containing sched-

ules upon which extras may be run, subject to the rules gov-

erning same, when authorized by train order."

"Contingent Schedule—A schedule on a contingent schedule

card showing time at different locations and stations, governing

the movement of contingent schedule trains."

"Contingent Schedule Train—An extra, as referred to in

these rules, authorized to run on a contingent schedule card."

Explanatory Notes.

"Rule No. 1—Unless otherwise instructed third class trains

and contingent schedule trains will not be required to protect

their rear against extras following of which they have not been

advised, except trains passed and contingent schedule trains of

later time than their own time. They will protect rear as pre-

scribed by Rule 99 against all extras of which they have been

advised; all trains passed; all regular trains, and at all times

when a contingent schedule of the same direction of later time

than their own time is due ; and when within the designated

limits of work extras."

Explanation. This rules relieves a contingent schedule train,

when not otherwise instructed, from protecting against extras

following unless it falls back to the time of a later schedule,

which, on a six schedule card, would be when it became four

hours late. No following extra can be run until the next

schedule is due unless the despatcher has given notice to all

contingent schedule trains and third class trains of the same di-

rection then on the road. Third class trains are given the same

protection as contingent schedule trains. Other regular trains,

and extras not run by schedule must at all times protect as pre-

scribed by Rule 99.

"Rule No. 3—When no meeting point is provided by train

order, contingent schedule trains and other trains will take the

siding for and clear the time of all opposing contingent schedule

trains of which they have been advised by train order, five

minutes.

"A contingent schedule from an opposite direction will be dis-

regarded, when not advised that it is being used by an opposing

train."

Explanation—Rule No. 3 is consistent with standard rules and

practice, as applied to the movement of extras on single track.

When there is knowledge of an opposing extra it must, unless

otherwise provided, be avoided. In the absence of such knowl-

edge it is presumed that there is no opposing extra to avoid.

According to the practice on most railways, opposing extras

are advised of each other through the medium of train-order

meeting points. Under the contingent schedule plan, they may
receive such notice either in the form of a train order meeting

point, or by train order giving information that an opposing

schedule is being used.

Superiority by class and direction does not apply between

contingent schedule trains ; therefore, if two opposing trains are

advised of each other they must clear each other. If only one

is advised, the one not advised, would, in effect, become the

superior train and would disregard the other ; as opposing sched-

ules are disregarded when not advised that they are being used.

When meeting by train order the westward extra takes the

siding.

"Rule No. 4—A third class train or contingent schedule train

must not leave its initial station or starting point if a third class

train or a contingent schedule of the same direction and later

time than its own time is overdue, without an order to run ahead

of or follow or disregard the overdue train or schedule.

The train of later time must be given a copy of the order. An
order to run ahead of a train does not relieve the train ahead
from protecting against the train following."
Explanation-The object of Rule No. 4 is to prevent a train

of an earlier schedule from leaving its terminal behind a train
of later schedule, without its being known to the men in charge
of the latter. In the absence of such information it would be
assumed that the train of earlier schedule had already gone,
or that the schedule was not being used, consequently the train'
of later schedule would not protect against it.

"Rule No. 6-A train (except first class) must not leave a sta-
tion unless the conductor has positive knowledge that his train
has not been passed by a third class train or contingent schedule
tram of the same direction, except a train or trains authorized
to do so by himself. This rule will govern contingent schedule
trams and other extras and regular trains of every class ex-
cept first class."

Explanation-The intent of Rule No. 6 is to protect the rear
of a contmgent schedule train or a third class train in event of
Its having passed another train without knowledge of the fact
which might result in failure to protect rear against the train'
passed.

"Rule No. 8—Non-contingent-schedule extras, and regular
trains other than third class, must expect extras to be following
at all times and when stopped or delayed must protect in the
manner prescribed by Rule 99."

"Rule No. ll_When a contingent schedule card indicates a
meeting point for two opposing contingent schedules between two
stations the time at both stations will be shown in full faced
type."

Explanation—The feature of schedules meeting between sta-
tions has already been explained. This, of course, is not com-
pulsory, as the time may be so adjusted as to show meeting
points at stations if considered preferable.

"Rule No. 13—Contingent schedules date from their initial
stations daily and are in effect twelve hours after their time at
each station. A contingent schedule train, when twelve hours
behind time at any station, loses all right and can thereafter pro-
ceed only as authorized by train order."

"Forms of Train Orders. (Supplementary.)
"Form R—Authorizing a Contingent Schedule Train."

Examples.

"(1) Eng. 151 run extra on C. S. 31 of May 17th."
"(2) Eng. 153 run extra E to H on C. S. 33 of May 17th."
"Under example 1 the extra specified will run on the con-

tingent schedule named from its initial to its terminal station."
"Under example 2 the extra will run only between the two

stations named."

"When the words 'Protecting Rear' are added to an order, the
rear of the train concerned must be protected as prescribed by
Rule 99 within the limits specified, expecting extras following
at all times."

Explanation—Assuming that Extra 151 (Example 1) is to run
from A to L (westward) the order would be addressed to engine
151 at A, also to all eastward extras at L and to all eastward
contingent schedule trains then on the road between L and A.
Engine 151 would also receive copies of all running orders then
in effect which had previously been issued to eastward extras;
the same having been placed at A addressed to all westward
extras. Opposing trains are now all advised of each other and
would clear each other.

Meeting points with eastward extras not running by schedule,
if any, must, of course, be provided for before extra 151 can-

leave A; but orders providing meeting points with opposing con-
tingent schedule trains should be postponed until the trains have
approached sufficiently near to each other to give assurance that

the order will not have to be changed.

The manner of handling as explained is the method adopted
on the Virginian. The system itself is capable of great flexibility.

It may be used for protecting rear only, cutting out the opposing
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train feature, or vice versa. Or, if preferred, it could be ar-

ranged so that only one of two opposing contingent schedule

trains would receive notice of the other, in which event only one

would be required to clear.

It is believed, however, that the double notice is preferable, as

it is through the process of clearing each other that the multiple

guard against irregularities previously mentioned is brought

about. Two trains clearing each other ought to be safer than for

only one to clear, as is ordinarily practiced.

Forms are also provided for: meeting orders; time orders

(to run a train late on a schedule) ; disregard orders (for dis-

regarding a schedule) and for work extras. Work extras pro-

tect against a contingent schedule when advised that it is being

used; other schedules are disregarded unless the work extra is

directed to "Protect against all contingent schedules," which is

the form of order most commonly used.

RESULTS.

The first contingent schedule card was put into effect on the

First and Second divisions out of Norfolk August 27, 1911, and

CONTINGENT SCHEDULES FOR EXTRA TRAINS-NOT FOR

First Division-Sewalis Point an<

SUPERIORITY BY DIRECTION DOES NOT APPLY BETWEEN CONTIN

WEST BOUND. 1

if

Contingent Schedule
CanI No. 2.
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5
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has been in continuous operation since that time. It has been a

success and gives general satisfaction. There have been no col-

lisions or misunderstandings, and but one disputed point has

been brought up for decision. The plan has been easy of com-

prehension by everyone. "Clear all opposing trains you know

about, and protect when four hours late," has proved sufficient

understanding for all ordinary circumstances.

The effect has been to expedite the movement of trains over

the road; to greatly reduce the number of cautionary torpedoes

run over which have been placed and left by flagmen who have

been recalled ; to cause enginemen to give closer observance to

cautionary signals (torpedoes) knowing that they have more

than a perfunctory meaning ; and, above all, by introducing natu-

ral methods to cause men to flag when flagging is necessary.

It is as much against human nature for men to deliberately

neglect flagging duty when they know a train is approaching,

as it is in line with human nature to take a chance when satis-

fied in their own mind that no train is following.

The even spacing of trains, when it can be done, is believed

to greatly lessen possibility of collision.

The time allowed on the contingent schedule card between
any two stations is exactly the same for all trains going in

the same direction, but the time allowed for trains of the op-

posite direction may be more or less, according to grade or

other conditions.

A statement recently prepared covering a certain number of

weeks showed that of 596 trains run, only 60, or approximately

one in ten, would require rear end protection when stopped.

On the two divisions, aggregating 248 miles of road, both be-

ing controlled by one set of despatchers, the average total num-
ber of trains is 20 a day; including the trains on the regular

time table, contingent schedule card, work and other incidental

movements. The number of train orders under normal condi-

tions amounts to from 60 to 75 for each 24-hour period. Usu-

ally each contingent schedule is used every day.

The number of orders is not less under the contingent schedule

plan, but the despatcher's labor is less, as the orders are shorter.

The added safeguards thrown around the movements of extra

trains is a relief to the despatchers.

Meeting orders are less frequent than under the old system,

for the reason that extra trains moving under their contingent

schedule rights can be allowed to close up within a few sta-

tions of each other and the despatcher can then select the logical

meeting place. This practice obviates the necessity of making

changes in the place of final meeting. This in turn lessens the

likelihood of confusion and adds to the safety of train move-

ments. A great many accidents occur on account of confusion

and misunderstanding arising from frequent changes in meeting

orders.

Taking an average day's train order work of the despatcher

:

of a total of 64 orders issued, 36 were meeting orders and only

two of these meeting points were changed.

Where schedules meet between stations, the despatcher issues

a positive meet
;

provided both trains are informed of each

other. For example : the chart shows schedules 30 and 31 as

meeting between F and G. If both schedules were being used,

each train would be informed of the other, and they would clear

each other. Consequently, unless a train order meet is provided,

Xo. 30. if on time, would clear No. 31 at G, and No. 31, if on

time, would clear Xo. 30 at F. But the despatcher, of course,

provides a meeting place when the two trains have approached

reasonably close to each other. If only one of the two trains

were informed of the other, the one having notice would clear

and the one not having notice would disregard the other. In

such event a train order meet would not be necessary, but would

be optional with the despatcher.

The notice putting the system into effect said in part

:

The object of the contingent schedule card is to arrange so

despatchers may at their discretion authorize extra trains to run

on schedules, and by so doing provide a means whereby trains

so authorized may be partially relieved from unnecessary flag-

ging. It is also believed that it will result in a considerable im-

provement in method, and add to safety, in the handling of

extras when moving toward each other from opposite directions.

Contingent schedule trains will display white signals and can-

not run without train order authority in the form prescribed by

the special rules.

On train registers contingent schedule trains must be shown

as extras, adding the contingent schedule number.

Do not overlook regular trains ; clear them.

Do not leave a station ahead of time.

Guard against passing a train without having knowledge of the

fact, with the possible result of failing to protect against it.

Protect rear as described by Rule 99 (train rules) :

When on the time of a later contingent schedule.

When any train is passed.

When advised of an extra of the same direction which is not

running on a contingent schedule.

When within designated work train limits, before as well as

after meeting or passing the work train. . . .
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When you fail to clear a following regular train.

Do not leave a starting terminal if on the time of a later con-

tingent schedule of the same direction without an order to run

ahead of, follow or disregard the later schedule.

Do not pass a contingent schedule train or other extra of the

same direction unless authorized by its conductor.

Remember that a contingent schedule train loses all right when
12 hours late.

Regular trains and non-contingent schedule extras must expect

extras to be following at all times and protect as prescribed by

Rule 99.

Contingent schedule trains and other extras, in either direc-

tion, when advised that an opposing extra is running as a con-

tingent schedule train, must take the siding for and clear its time

live minutes, unless a train order meet is made.

When meeting by train order the westbound extra will take

the siding, except as provided by special rule 25.

Both trains may be advised of each other, in which event they

will clear each other.

A copy of the running order of the opposing train is sufficient

notice.

Care must be used to establish the identity of a train to be

met or cleared, to avoid mistaking an unexpected, for an expected

train.

Meeting and passing points with regular time table trains are

not indicated or provided for. They must be cleared.

INSPECTION OF STEEL RAILS.

By Robert Job,

Vice-President, Milton Hcrsey Co.. Ltd.; Chemist, Lehigh Valley.

The study of steel rails and of causes resulting in defective

service has been given wide attention throughout the country,

in view of the increasing number of failures and the need of

knowing definitely whether these failures were due to laxity

in the process of manufacture of the steel. This study has

proved unquestionably that many failures were the result of

weakness in the steel caused by defective manufacture in

some part of the process, and it is of great practical importance

to every railway, and equally so to the traveling public, not

merely that the defects in mill practice which have been found

to result in the failures be remedied by the mills, but also that

the inspection at the mill by the railway be of such character

that it will be possible to determine commercially whether or

not the steel in a given lot of rails offered for inspection is

thoroughly safe and serviceable, and what rails, if any, in the

lot are unsafe and undesirable for service.

Until comparatively recently the practice of most roads has

been to leave the supervision of the process largely to the

manufacturer, making only a surface inspection to see ihat

the rails were in line and free from any defect apparent to the

eye. A marked exception for many years to the above prac-

tice has been that of Dr. P. H. Dudley of the New York Cen-

tral, who by dint of sJ'Stematic study of the problem through-

out the process of manufacture has succeeded in greatly bet-

tering the quality of shipments to his lines.

•About IS years ago, while the writer was chemist of the

Philadelphia & Reading, a careful study of rail failures and

of inspection methods was begun and a plan was gradually

developed which has been in operation there since that time.

This plan, then, was to continue the surface inspection as usual,

but in addition to have at least one extra man in the mill

while rolling was in progress, whose duty it was to keep a

general supervision over the process of manufacture, and to

call attention to any defective conditions of practice which

were observed. It was his duty, for example, among other

matters, to watch the extent of the cropping, and as far as

possible to make certain that sound metal was secured—to

see that the test-butts cut for the drop tests were actually

taken from the top of the ingot, or from the bottom, as speci-

fied, and not from the middle of the ingot where the steel

was liable to be more sound and less likely to fracture under
the tests; to see that the temperatures specified were ob-

served, etc.

At that time drop tests were made regularly by few roads,

and then they generally tested only one butt from every five

heats. This test butt was generally selected by the mill people
and the test was often made by them, for the simple reason
that the time of the surface inspector, ^ho represented the

railway, was fully occupied at the loading beds, and it was,

therefore, a physical impossibility that he give more than a
very limited oversight to other details of mill operation. As a

consequence he was generally obliged to accept the mill record

of such tests as were specified. Under such conditions, it is

almost needless to remark that rejections, apart from those re-

sulting from the surface examination, were few, particularly

so since, unfortunately for the road, the mill men were paid

upon a tonnage basis.

In the course of our work, it was also found to be neces-

sary that the inspector should himself see that the borings
taken for check analysis came from the ingots represented,

in order that he might be able to vouch for the identity of

each sample. This practice was adopted because occasional

mistakes occurred at the mills, and as a result of such errors,

rails were sometimes offered for inspection when the compo-
sition was radically different from that specified and from the

analysis handed to the inspector upon the mill test report.

Under our plan such errors were detected by the check
analyses and the rails in question were rejected.

At first the mills vigorously opposed the plan of testing each

heat under the drop, maintaining that one test in five heats was
ample to protect the quality. We contended, however, that in-

dividual heats were liable to vary decidedly, both in composition

and in physical properties, and that one test taken from every
five heats gave no indications as to the quality of the inter-

mediate four heats, and that the most ordinary common-sense
prudence dictated at least one test from every heat. In those

days open hearth rails could not be obtained commercially, and
the number of ingots in a Bessemer heat was low, so that one
test from every heat gave a fair idea of the general character of

the heat, provided, of course, the test butt was taken from the

top of the ingot, or from the bottom.

The plea for a test of every heat was rational and thoroughly
practicable and within a short time it became the standard practice

upon the Reading, so that the additional inspector saw, as stated

above, that the test-butt was selected from the top of the ingot,

or occasionally from the bottom, the object, of course, being to

take for test the portion most liable to be defective.

The plan briefly described above, carefully followed at each

inspection and gradually developed, was of decided help in im-
proving the quality of the rails, increasing the life and lessening

the failures. The same system has also been the practice of the

Lehigh Valley for a number of years, and upon the latter road
in the fall of 1911, the system was still further developed by
another increase in the number of inspectors, as noted in the

Railway Age Gazette of June 7, the object being to supervise

still more closely each successive step in the course of the manu-
facture and to detect any variation liable to result in defective

quality. .\lso. the "test-by-ingot" system was then adopted,

stamping each rail with the ingot number as well as with the

heat number, and testing butts from six ingots taken at random
for each heat. This plan of stamping each rail with the ingot

number was a new departure in rail inspection, but it quickly

proved its utility, and has since been followed by other roads.

We adopted it because, as a result of the study of rail failures, it

was clear that in many cases individual ingots only were at fault,

and we foresaw that it would be of great advantage to be able

to identify definitely all of the rails from any given ingot if any
defect developed either in the test of the rails at the mill or sub-

sequently in service.

During recent years there has been a rapid increase in the
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use of open hearth steel rails, and as the tonnage in a single

heat by the open hearth process averages tifty tons or more, the

test of six ingots from each heat represents roughly about

the same proportional frequency of test as formerly in one test

from each Bessemer heat. Only six ingots were tested from each

heat under our plan last year, because the mills claimed that if a

larger number of tests were made delay would be occasioned,

and consequently the speed of rolling and the tonnage of the

mills would be reduced. We found, however, after having over

10,000 tons of rails rolled at a number of mills under this new

plan, ^nd making tests of six ingots from every heat, that even

with "a very slow drop testing machine, ten ingots from every

heat could have been tested readily without blocking the tonnage

in the least, and it was also clearly apparent that if the drop

testing machines were made to operate as rapidly as is the prac-

tice at some mills, every ingot in the heat could have been tested

without causing delay. As a matter of fact, also, only slight

changes are needed in the present drop testing machines at some

of the mills in order to speed them up to modern requirements.

The "test-by-ingot" plan which we adopted last fall has proved

very satisfactory, and has been of great help in weeding out

occasional abnormal ingots in a heat, for in several instances

where a defective rail was detected, other rails from the same

ingot were tested and were found to contain the same defect.

In such a case, the rails from that ingot only, about four in

number, were rejected, instead of rejecting an entire heat, as

would otherwise have been necessary under the old system.

A test of six ingots, or of ten ingots, from each heat, though

a decided improvement upon the old system, is, however, not by

any means an ideal method, and our plan as at first proposed

last year was to test a butt from every ingot, accepting the

good ingots and rejecting only those which failed, unless the

proportion of rejections in a given heat was so large as to cast

doubt upon the integrity of the heat as a whole, in which case

the entire heat was necessarily rejected. Such a plan is logical

and in our recent rollings it has been proven thoroughly practi-

cable with trifling changes in the drop testing machines at some

of the mills. Under the old system, in use upon most roads today,

one rail butt is selected at random from each heat for the drop

test. If this butt fails, two others are taken from the same heat

and the entire heat is either accepted or rejected, depending upon

the result of the test. Under these conditions, individual defective

ingots are accepted, and later on cause trouble in track, while

under our plan of numbering each rail with its ingot number

and with the heat number, and making the test of each ingot, it

is possible to reject an occasional defective ingot and to accept

and put in service all the ingots which are of good quality. From

observation of its working, we are satisfied that the plan will be

of decided advantage to the mills since its natural effect will be

to keep at the bare minimum the number of rejections, or in

other words, to reject only occasional ingots which would be

likely to give defective service, and to utilize to the fullest ex-

tent all of the ingots in the heat which are of normal quality.

The plan, we believe, will benefit the railways equally since it

enables inspectors to identify and to reject individual rails which

are defective, with far greater certainty than would otherwise

be possible. Furthermore, the new arrangement is obviously

much more fair and rational than the old plan under which

bad ingots are accepted with good ingots, while good ingots are

rejected with bad ingots.

Another advantage which occurs through the adoption of the

system of stamping rails with the ingot number as well as with

the heat number, and with the letter designating the location in

the ingot, is sometimes seen in a case where a defective rail is

detected in track. In such a case, if the defect is radical, and if

each rail from the ingot cannot be identified, it may be necessary

to remove the entire heat from track, or in any event to make

tests of a considerable number of rails from the same heat as a

precaution, in order to be certain that the defect is not character-

istic of the heat. For example, if the ferro-manganese is not

thoroughly melted and mixed, the composition of an ingot or of

several ingots in a heat may vary decidedly, and the proportion

of manganese in an individual rail may be so high that it would
be prudent to remove the rail from track. In case, then, on
further investigation, other rails were found in the same heat in

the same condition, the entire heat should properly be removed
from track, and as the defect in question was clearly due to de-

fective mill practice, the heat should properly be returned to

the mill for replacement with steel of proper quality. If, on the

other hand, the rails had been rolled under the new plan, each

rail being stamped with the ingot number, all of the rails from
the defective ingot in question could be readily identified and

removed from track. Tests could then be made of rails from
the other ingots in the same heat, and it could be determined

with comparatively few tests whether or not ingots in the heat

were similarly affected, and just what rails, if any, should be re-

moved from track. Under this plan the loss to the mill would be

far less than otherwise, as would also be the labor loss to the

road in removal of the defective material.

.A corps of inspectors was trained on the Reading for the

work upon rails and other materials. These men were con-

nected with various departments of the road, were given the

necessary instruction, and were called upon when inspection was
required. The results obtained were very satisfactory, yielding

high efficiency at a minimum cost to the road. The same plan

has also been in effect upon the Lehigh Valley for a number
of years with equally satisfactory results.

Under present conditions of mill practice in this country, and

with modern rails often weighing 100 pounds or more per yard,

it is by no means the simple proposition that it is sometimes

assumed to be. to test an output of 500 or 1,000 tons per day in

such manner that some hidden defect in an individual rail may
be discovered and the rail be barred from service.

Many methods of tests at the mill have been proposed or have

been tried in the past in the effort to safeguard the quality of

the rails. Some of these give valuable indications and are of

great practical utility. Others are of equal benefit when applied

to a small daily tonnage, but are inadequate under modern
conditions, because the tests cannot keep pace with the output

of the mill. The drop test with various modifications has long

been recognized as a standard method of test. It has sometimes

been criticized as a rough-and-ready test, brutal in a measure,

which fails to give much information which is desired regarding

the quality of the steel. This is true in part, but it is equally true

that the drop test properly made is unexcelled as a rapid and

practical test by means of which any tendency toward brittleness

may be detected with certainty. By this test we can also measure

the elongation of the steel, its ductility, by Dr. Dudley's feasible

and efficient method, and likewise the hardness of the steel by

taking the deflection under the drop. Also, if the rail butt is

tested head downward, as is our regular practice, serious defects

in the head of the rail which would impair safety can be detected,

while also the test may even be utilized in determining whether

the steel is seamy and liable to develop fractures in the base, by

simply testing the rail-butt base upward as described above, but

tilted slightly to one side, so that the drcp will first strike upon

one side of the base, and thus open up. as a result of the blow,

any unwelded seam which may be present. This modification

would not interfere with the effectiveness of the drop test in

other respects, and we think it well worth development as a

method of test.

Railway Construction in the Malay States.—The East

Coast Railway, from Gemas, Malay States, northward through

Pahang, is being rapidly pushed toward the Kelantan border,

and the survey is now being made for the line through Kelan-

tan which will connect the Federated Malay States Railways

with the South Siam Railway, now under construction. Dur-

ing 1912 work will be begun on two branch hues, one from

Padang-Java to Kuala Selangor, and the other from Bukit

Mertajam to Alor Star, in the province of Kedah; the two lines

comprise 89 miles.
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RAILWAY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS'
ASSOCIATION.

An account of the opening exercises and committee reports

of the first two days of the convention of the Association of

Railway Electrical Engineers was published in our last week's

issue, pages 794-5. The following completes the report of the

convention

:

STEAM TURBINES.

A paper on the Commerical Efficiency and Application of Small

Steam Turbines was presented at the Wednesday afternoon ses-

sion by W. J. A. London and Ashley P. Peck. A brief abstract

follows

:

As a general rule, the small turbines are applied to the auxili-

aries of a plant, such as exciters, boiler feed, circulating and hot

well pumps, where the exhaust steam may be used in the feed

water heaters or for other purposes ; in such instances the

efficiency of the turbine may be sacrificed to gain additional re-

liability, for the ultimate thermal efficiency will be high. Less

work is required in the care of these units than in the ordinary

reciprocating engines and they stand considerable hard usage,

instances being known where turbine pumps have run while

completely submerged in water. As prime movers for generators

for power and light the turbine has the advantage of occupying

small floor space, requiring little attention and no adjustments

during long periods, and maintaining its original efficiency.

They may be successfully applied to direct current generators,

using 500 volts or less.

In the discussion of this report the question of exhaust or

low pressure turbines was considered and it was pointed out that

where there were sudden demands for current presenting several

peak loads throughout the day the exhaust turbine was not a

valuable adjunct. However, in the case of an evenly loaded

plant, such as a manufacturing plant or a railroad shop, an ex-

haust turbine will prove economical. Several installations were
mentioned, among which were those of the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works at Philadelphia, the Norfolk & Western, and the

Illinois Central at Burnside. 111. In all cases, however, where
the exhaust turbine is to be considered the conditions must be

carefully studied for the exhaust steam from a reciprocating

engine may be used for various purposes and it should be de-

termined as to whether it would prove more economical in the

turbine or for these purposes.

INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING.

In a paper on Industrial Lighting by B. F. Fisher, Jr., several

important points concerning shop illumination were considered.

In the first place, the problem should be very carefully studied

as to the location, reflection and power of the lamps. They
should be so located as to provide the light where desired and as

efficiently as possible. In many old installations a large part

of the light is absolutely wasted by being allowed to diffuse

too generally over areas where it is not needed.

The arc light and high power incandescent lamp were recom-
mended for general use in rooms with high ceilings, the arc or

mercury vapor lamp for medium high ceilings and the mercury
vapor and incandescent lamps for low ceilings. In the case of

the medium ceiling, the mercury vapor lamp was recommended
in preference to the arc when it was desired to eliminate sharp
shadows. The proper diffusion of light may be obtained by using
the necessary deflectors and by their use the power required

for lighting may be greatly reduced. The power of the lamps
should be as high as possible to give the desired illumination.

Of course, different problems will require different arrange-

ments and numbers of lamps. Cases where shadows are very
undesirable will require a larger number of lights than where
the shadows are not considered and they will be of less power,
but where it is desired to increase the. illumination it should be
done by higher power lamps rather than by increasing the

number of low power lamps.

The comfort of the employees should be considered. It will be

found that artificial illumination at dawn, twilight or gloomy
weather will require considerably more candle power than after

dark, and shops operating under those conditions should be

equipped to give that extra amount of light. Much may be

gained by the proper arrangement of the circuits; for instance,

where a shop works through from daylight to darkness, as many
do in the w-nter months, the circuits should be arranged parallel

to the windows so that at the beginning of darkness the circuit

in the center of the shop may be turned on first and so on out

to the windows.

Care should also be taken in the original lay-out of a shop

to provide for any change in the location of the machinery ; in

other words, the units should be so located that a machine may
be operated with equal efficiency, as regards light, from any

angle.

Another important point brought out was that of keeping the

fights and reflectors clean and free from dust and dirt, for it

is very easy to lose 50 per cent, of the original illumination in

this way. A man should be commissioned to keep both the

reflectors and the lamps clean, washing them with soap and

water, if the full benefit of the lighting system is to be realized.

The lamps should be located where they will not become
spattered with oil or grease or other dirt.

POSTAL CAR LIGHTING.

A. J. Sweet presented a paper on Postal Car Lighting, in which
he mentioned shadows, light in the eyes of the mail clerks,

specular reflection, and the intensity of light, as being four im-

portant points to be considered. The shadows may be somewhat
eliminated by the correct location of the light units. The lights

should be high enough so they will not shine in the eyes of the

men. The specular reflection may be greatly reduced and almost

eliminated by sufficient diffusion of the light and this is best

obtained by the indirect lighting system, which, however, has

not been found practical in postal car service. The intensity of

the light should be at least 2^ foot-candles at the reading height

above the floor and 3yi foot-candles would be considered very

satisfactory. The efficiency of the illumination of the car will

be largely influenced by the type of reflector used on the lamps
and the way in which the light is directed to where it is needed.

It was shown that with various types of reflectors a light

efficiency from 25 to 62 per cent, could be obtained, the 25 per

cent, being obtained in the indirect lighting system and the 62

per cent, with the use of a mirror reflector. The illuminized

metal reflector was rated at 44 per cent, efficiency and was
recommended for use in this service as it was the only reflector

that gave a high efficiency that could be considered practical,

as the mirror, the prismatic and the opal reflectors were likely

to be broken in cleaning due to rough handling.

Mr. Sweet recommended the 50-watt lamp as giving the best

service and being more economical as to wiring, fixtures, etc.

He also pointed out that the cost of perfect maintenance will

more than pay for itself in the increased lighting efficiency. In

other words, it would be m.uch cheaper for the railroads to reduce

their factor of safety in the intensity of light and keep the lights

well maintained. A system should be inaugurated so that the

reflectors to be cleaned may be replaced by reflectors already

cleaned ; they should be taken from the car and given a thorough
washing.

C. M. Reed, chairman of the Postal Car committee for the

Railway Mail Service, mentioned specification on lighting that

are to be presented in the near future. He intimated that a
lighting efficiency of 99^-^ per cent, would be required of all

postal cars and that this would be determined from the trip

failures. If a road will guarantee this efficiency, candles will be
allowed for auxiliary lighting. If, however, a road does not
agree to this efficiency, or if it is found that this efficiency cannot
he maintained, an auxiliary lighting system will be required of

either oil or gas. Mr. Reed also recommended the single row
of lights throughout the ceiling. On request of several of the
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members present he agreed to consider instructing the mail

clerks to report any defects or items, whereby the efficiency of

the equipment may be increased, directly to the inspector by

means of a note directed to him and placed in a box in the

switchboard locker. The system on the Lehigh Valley was

spoken of, whereby the postal clerks leave notices to the in-

spectors in the switchboard locker and also notify conductors

when anything serious is the trouble with the lighting system

;

in this way it is possible for the conductor to wire ahead for

an electrical inspector to board the train and correct the difficulty

if possible. It was clearly shown that the Postal Car committee

on the part of the government was ready in any way to help

the railroads in maintaining the efficiency of their postal car

equipment.

OTHER BUSINESS.

Committee reports were also presented on the Installation of

Wiring, Improvements, Standards and Specifications. The com-

mittee on wiring considered engine houses, machine shops, en-

gine rooms, boiler rooms, storehouses, oil houses, coal sheds,

cinder pits, passenger and freight stations. In most every case

the wiring was recommended to be run in conduit and that the

fittings should be of the standard grades of sherardized or gal-

vanized material. The insulation of the wire should be of higli

quality rubber, paper or varnish cambric, and all the wiring

should follow as closely as possible the National Board of Under-

writers' code. It was especially brought out that considerable

money could be saved by studying carefully the general problem

of wiring. Under the subject of improvements a report of the

several companies manufacturing axle lighting equipment, axk-

pulleys, belt fasteners, electric meters, ball bearings, generator

connectors, lighting systems, storage batteries, car lamps and

fixtures, fans, motors, electrical instruments, headlights, ventilat-

ing equipment, wire and wiring devices, etc., was presented

showing the improvements made in their special lines.

The committee on standards presented its recommendations in

contrast to those recommended by the M. C. B. committee on

train lighting. In most every case these standards were identical,

the exceptions being in the notices required on the switchboard

locker, which, in the case of the Electrical Engineers, are more

complete, and in the M. C. B. recommendation No. 12 was oli-

jected to. Also there was a difference of five cents in the labor

cost for electrical service, the M. C. B. Association recom-

mended 30 cents, while the Electrical Engineers recommended
35 cents. A consensus of opinion is to be obtained from the

members of the association concerning other recommendations

which will be forwarded to the M. C. B. committee on train

lighting. Complete specifications were presented on rubber belt-

ing for axle generators, rubber covered wire and cables, and

incandescent lamps which were referred to letter ballot. A paper

was also presented by N. \V. Storer on Electric Traction which

is presented elsewhere in this issue.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year : D.

J. Cartwright, electrical engineer, Lehigh Valley, president ; C.

R. Oilman, chief electrician, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, first

vice-president; H. C. Meloy, chief electrician, Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, second vice-president; Joseph A. Andreu-
cetti, general foreman, Chicago & North Western, secretary and
treasurer. The following executive committee was also elected

:

L. S. Billau. assistant electrical engineer, Baltimore & Ohio; E.

W. Jansen, electrical engineer, Illinois Central; F. E. Hutchinson,
chief electrician, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; C. J. Causland,
chief electrician, Pennsylvania Railroad; Willard Doud, shop
engineer, Illinois Central, and W. A. Del Mar, electrician. New
York Central & Hudson River. The next annual meeting will be
held in Chicago and the semi-annual meeting in Atlantic City.

SLATER FRONT END.

A few years ago the Chicago & North Western, determined to

reduce the fires along its right of way due to sparks from the

locomotives, made a rigid investigation of the locomotive front

ends ; it was found that it was very difficult to keep the existing

arrangement spark proof for any length of time. The intense

heat and vibration developed holes in the joints between the

netting and plates that allowed the cinders to pass through. An
absolutely new arrangem.ent of front end was designed and was

finally adopted. The idea originated with William Burdett. fore-

man boilermaker on the Northern Wisconsin division, and was

perfected and made practical and patented by F. Slater, master

mechanic of the Peninsular division. The engines running in the

wooded territory have been gradually equipped with this device

since January of last year, with a remarkable decrease in the

number of fire claims due to sparks from the locomotive. The
amount paid for these claims was $129,250 for the fiscal year

ending June 30. 1911, and $(3.7^7 for the year ending June 30,

Argentine Railway Mileage.—There are 19,576 miles of
railways in operation in Argentina; 3,353 miles of which are
state railways and the remaining 16,223 miles belong to private

companies.

Locomotive Smokebox with Slater Front End Arrangement.

1912. or a decrease of about 50 per cent. While this decrease

cannot be said to have been wholly due to the application of

this device, the greater part of it is.

Before adopting it as the standard front end a test was made

on a ten-wheel locomotive by H. T. Bentley. principal assistant

superintendent of motive power and machinery, who was accom-

panied by Prof. J. G. D. Mack of the University of Wisconsin

and E. M. Griffith, state forester of Wisconsin. It was found

that over a distance of 58 miles from Green Bay, Wis., to Oshkosh

the observers counted only 22 live sparks, all of which died out

before striking the ground. During the test the engine was made

to work as hard as possible so as to present the most unfavor-

able conditions.

In addition to the spark reducing feature, it has been found

that engines equipped with this front end are freer steamers and

that the coal consumption is materially reduced. While there

have been no distinct tests regarding this point, the enginemen

claim that in most cases they can cover their runs with from

5 to 10 per cent, less coal than before. This is due perhaps to

the open and less restricted construction in the smokebox which
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allows a freer draft through all the boiler tubes and involves less

liability of the flues becoming clogged.

It was found that a larger netting area could also be obtained

with this front end which also will tend toward better draft.

The accompanying table shows the difference, in sq. in. of netting

area per flue, between the old and the new arrangement on some

of the North Western engines.

Type of Engine. Old. Xew.
Class .A—4-4-0 8.566 9.64

Class B—4-4-0 7.054 8.32

Class D—4-4-2 8.375 9.77

Class E— 4.6.J 6.5 9.06

Class 1-2—2.6.0 11.746 12.72

Class M-1—0-60 11.34 12.28

Class R-1—4-6-0 S.376 11.63

Class Z—2-80 6.685 9.43

As will be seen from the accompanying illustrations, the con-

struction of this front end is very simple and compact and is as

cheap to make and install, if not cheaper, than the ordinary type

of front end arrangement. It is possible to inspect all its parts

without having to remove various nettings, plates, etc., and any

repairs are easily made. There are Yio fancy or fussy joints to

be made around the steam pipes. Everything is straightforward

work, all parts being made to a template.

The line drawing shows the Slater front end applied to a con-

solidation locomotive (Class Z) equipped with a fire tube super-

heater, and although the method of applying the device will vary

with different types of engines, the arrangment is typical. There

is a diaphragm A of 3/16 in. plate, extending across the smokebox
and down to the base of the netting box, which deflects the smoke
and cinders down under the box and against the deflecting plate

B. The sides and inclined front of the box are made of No. 14

perforated plate w-ith the perforations running horizontally, the

customary netting door being provided as shown in the photo-

graph. A 3/16-in. table plate extends across the lower part of

the smokebox on a level with the top of the exhaust nozzle. This

is cut awav in the center so that the nozzle may be removed ; a

small plate is bolted to the tip as indicated at C, giving an abso-

lutely cinder proof construction.

The blower connection is made in the exhaust tip at D just

below the bottom plate so that it will not be necessary to run the

pipe through the sides of the netting box. The petticoat pipe is

fi.xed to the top and bottom table plates. The stack and the net-

ting box are connected by a malleable iron collar made in halves

and riveted to the angle on the top of the box. .^ clamp collar

is placed outside of this collar and is tightened so as to cover the

joints in the inside collar. This clamp collar also protects this

connection from abrasion due to the action of the cinders ; it is

shown in position in the photograph. About 70 per cent, of the

engines of the North Western and practically all of those running

in the wooded sections have been equipped with this front end.

Electric R.\ilw.\y for Chile.—The Chilean government has

approved the plan submitted for the construction of an electric

railway from Santiago, the capital of Chile, northeast to Val-

paraiso, the most important South American seaport on the

Pacific, about 65 miles. The line will pass through Curacavi

and Casablanca, and a branch line will be built from Curacavi

to Melipilla. Detailed plans must be submitted to the Chilean

government before January 13, 1914.

New Line for Hcndur.^s.—The governrrent of Honduras has

granted a concession to construct a standard gage steam or elec-

tric railway from Trujillo. on the Caribbean sea, south to Juti-

calpa, about 120 miles, with an extension to Tegucigalpa, about

100 miles west of Juticalpa. Branches m.ay be built on either

side of the railway, and the concessionaire agrees to construct

a wharf at the port of Trujillo. The concessionaire has the

privilege of using the timber found on the government land in

the construction and operation of the railway and the rivers

and streams within 40 miles of the main or branch line of the

railway may be made use of to generate electric power if needed

by the company.

"MPerforafed
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Details of Slater Front End Arrangement as Applied to a Chicago & North Western Locomotive.
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"THE HIGH COST OF RAILROADING."*

By B. F. Yoakum,
Chairman of the St. Louis & San Francisco R. R.

Talking about what it costs to live, I have chosen the railways

as an illustration, because their prosperity or the reverse means

the prosperity or depression of the whole country ; and because

80 per cent, of the cost of all material bought by the railways

goes to labor and the advance in the cost of doing business in

this giant industry may become a menace for the future of the

whole country. We find it the main issue in every wage confer-

ence between officers and men. We find it the basis of every

strike, every spasm of discontent. We meet it year by year in

our coal bills. We struggle with it every time we have to pass

on bids and specifications for new cars, new engines, or new
supplies. We tackle it again whenever we come to figure on

building a new line to meet the needs and demands of the people

in undeveloped sections, awaiting transportation that develop-

ment may go forward. It hits us hard again in our tax bills

and our payments in personal damage suits.

We come face to face with it in our dealings with the bankers

and investors of the world. The era of easy money for railway

building, railway improvements, railway expansion has tempo-

rarily passed away. Today, we pay five and one-half dollars in

interest for the same supply of capital that, in other days on

equal security, cost us only four and one half dollars. When
we consider that the railway business, in the nature of things,

must always be a tremendous borrower of capital, the importance

and the imminence of this question of the cost of capital becomes

apparent.

Under present conditions the only sane argument for favoring

government ownership lies in the fact that the interest rates

would be an average of 2 per cent, less per annum. On the

present bonded debt this would amount to saving about 200

million dollars a year. The service to the public, the development

of the country and the freight rate—would be worse than on the

railway as now managed. While government management of our

transportation system would probably be undesirable, the govern-

ment should, in the interest of the people, do all that it consistent-

ly can to aid in the railways' credit in finding new money to carry

on improvements and new railway building.

It is difficult to lay the blame for this condition upon any one

in particular, yet the fact that the greatest instrument in our

future development is being crippled, all thoughtful men must

see. Perhaps, in our railway expansion and railway enthusiasm,

we have done some things that have accelerated the decline of.

American railway credit, but the best critics of the world acquit

the American railway of any great inflation in their bonded debt,

even though they have at times criticised expansion in the stocks

and junior securities.

These matters that I have cited are some of the facts. There
are other facts equally important. I am not a pessimist about

American railways. This year we look for apparently abundant
crops, and to the high-class railway freight business that will

result throughout the whole year from this abundance. Net
earnings will expand and we shall have a new lease of life.

Up to the present time, there has been a constant saving in

actual cost of moving freight and passengers—through the con-
stant advance in the weight and power of locomotives, through
larger cars, and through the resulting larger train loads that have
been possible. That saving in expense is reaching its limit. Ad-
vance in overhead charges from this time on, according to the
judgment of mechanical officers most skilled in these matters
of transportation science, must be met without much further aid

from the mechanical ways and devices. We have reached a

period when much greater economy in transportation seems
almost impossible, and if there is to be a much further reduc-
tion in cost in conducting transportation it will have to be
through curtailment of service to the public.

• From an article in The World's Work for October.

Although our revenue-producing plant has been constantly

enlarged, we have also been forced by public demands to meet
a hundred other expenses that have produced no return in

kind. Aside from the increase in taxes enumerated, more than

70,000 miles of road have been equipped with block signals; hun-

dreds of miles of track lying in cities and suburbs have been

elevated at enormous expense ; terminals and stations have been

built at great cost ; the weight of standard rails has been in-

creased from 75 to 90 lbs. to the yard to carry the heavier equip-

ment ; old stations torn down and modern stations literally by the

hundreds have been built to meet the demands of the public;

last, but not least, w^ have spent 200 million dollars to meet the

cost of regulation and supervision of operations by the federal

government and the authorities of the states which we serve.

These are purely unproductive expenditures. They come with

serving the public, and are part of the price we have to pay to

live and carry on our business. They are overhead charges upon
our income fixed by the government.

I write as a railway builder. The railway I helped to plan and

helped to build is today employing more than fifty thousand

men. Their families make up an army of a hundred and fifty

thousand people who draw the support and education of their

children from our pay-rolls. In the part of the country where

my work has been done, railways are still needed. East of the

Mississippi river, there are less than S.OOO acres of land to every

mile of railway, but in the West there are more than 13,000

acres. Oklahoma is only half supplied with railways. Arkansas

is barely prospected, Louisiana is short of transportation prop-

erly to develop the state. Texas needs very badly at least 10,000

miles of new line. Arizona, New Mexico, and, in fact, almost

all the Western states need a large amount of railway building

in the next ten years. I know that these great regions of the

southwest can never come into their own until they get the trans-

portation facilities they need. I should like to see railway build-

ing go forward. It cannot be done in a large way until the

future of the railway business is clearer than it is today

This is the result from the standpoint of new construction

—

namely, that it has come to a temporary halt and must remain

stagnant until a solution is reached.

These things must not happen. It is unthinkable that the mass

of the American people desires to destroy the greatest of the

constructive industries, the building of new railways. It cannot

be conceived that the interest of the whole nation will be served

by bringing about a condition that tends to injure the world-

wide credit of the American railways to a point of saying that

we do not want more railways to enable us to go on upbuilding.

A political leader strong enough to formulate a combination

constructive and regulative policy will eventually take hold of

this most important question and promulgate it. I fully expect

to see a resumption of the building of railways, establishing new
cities, the opening up of untilled lands, and patient people wait-

ing for railways to develop their lands, coa.xing thousands of pro-

ducers every year into the rich, new country in which such work

will be carried on. That means that a solution of the present

difficulty, which amounts to a deadlock, will be found before it

comes to the era of a setback.

Here is need of real constructive statesmanship. This is

a problem of pure statesmanship. It is not a matter of political

iobbery, of academic theory, of experimental, haphazard proce-

dure. It is not a matter that can be settled and laid aside by

political chicanery, by the expounding of academic ideas, by the

piling up of bureau upon bureau at Washington, and commission

upon commission throughout the land.

Practically all the legislation, state and federal, on the matter

of railways in the past decade, has been restrictive, prohibitive,

regulative. Some of it has been salutary. Some of it has tended

to be destructive. What is needed now and what we must have

if we are to go forward is in the direction of upbuilding. We
have been told in a thousand ways what we must not do and

dare not do. The administration of the future must tell us what

we can do and show us the way to do it.
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The round house of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at San

Angelo, Tex., was destroyed by fire on the morning of October

16; estimated loss, $50,000.

The United States district attorney at Tacoma, Wash., has

filed suit against the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound, charg-

ing violation of the hours of service law.

The Missouri Pacific has completed the transfer of its hos-

pital property and funds to an organization of its employees.

The cash turned over to the men bv the company amounted to

$193,768.

A. A. Krause, general claims attorney of the Missouri, Kan-
sas & Texas, has been appointed commissioner of safety in

charge of the work of the safety committees organized on that

road several months ago.

The Toledo, St. Louis & Western has arranged with the Mis-

souri. Kansas & Texas to use the freight house of the M. K.

& T. in North St. Louis. The Clover Leaf in this way secures

a freight terminal on the west side of the Mississippi.

The executive committee of the Master Car Builders' Associa-

tion has declined to reconsider the changes in the interchange

code as noted in the editorial on page 780 of the Railzoay Age
Gazette of October 25. The amended rules are effective No-
vember 1.

A. Smallen. of the claim department of the Chicago, Milwau-
kee & St. Paul, has been appointed manager of the safety bureau

which is being organized on that road. Safety committee; are

being appointed on all the divisions and in the important yards

and shops.

It is announced that beginning January 1, 1913, the Harriman
Lines will assume all bond premiums of employees in their

service. Hitherto it has been the custom to require all men
handling money for the company to furnish a security bond and

the premiums have been paid by the employees themselves.

A special train carrying two hundred and fifty Greeks en route

from San Francisco to their native country to engage in the

Balkan war arrived at Kansas City over the Union Pacific, on

October 26. At Kansas City the special was delivered to the

Chicago & Alton, which took it to Chicago, where the train was

turned over to the Erie.

The United States Express Company has passed its semi-

annual dividend of $3 per share, usually paid in November. In

making this announcement the company said that its gross rev-

enue from operation in the year ended June 30, 1912, increased

by $709,181, while expenses increased $1,149,484, leaving but

$233,288 applicable to dividends.

The railways carrying coal from West Virginia to Lake

Erie ports have issued orders forbidding the loading of their

own cars with coal to points north or west of Toledo. In

view of the active demand for bituminous coal in Michigan

and Wisconsin, it is expected that this action may tend to

increase the price in those states.

The use of the common drinking cup has been prohibited on

all interstate railroad trains by a quarantine order issued Oc-

tober 30, by the Secretary of the Treasury. The order was

made on the recommendation of Surgeon-General Blue of the

Public Health and Marine Hospital service. The order is sim-

ilar to a law w-hich is in effect in 26 states.

The arbitrators who are considering the question of the wages

of locomotive enginemen on the eastern roads, meeting in New
York City, have resumed their sittings after a recess of a month.

It is not expected that a decision will be issued before the middle

of next week, the statistical examinations, which are a part of

the board's investigation, being still unfinished.

The postmaster-general has made up his estimates for the

next fiscal year, and he calculates that the sum needed to pay

the railroads for carrying the mails will be $49,661,000. This

is about two millions more than the amount appropriated for

the current year ; and of this increase of two millions the sum

of $1,685,000 is allotted to the parcel post. The total sum esti-

mated as necessary for the parcel post is $7,240,000.

A passenger train of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas was
stopped by three robbers near Eufaula, Okla., on Tuesday last

and the express car was robbed. To make sure of stopping the

train the highwaymen set fire to a trestle bridge; and after stop-

ping the train and having the engine and express car detached,

they ordered these run over the bridge through the flames, thus

effectually separating themselves from the passenger cars.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has issued a statement to the

effect that the number of trespassers killed on the company's

lines during the past year was 527; and the expenditures of the

police department in its war against trespassing amounted to

$100,000. The company again calls on the public—the magis-

trates, civil' authorities, and all public spirited citizens—to aid

in the suppression of this widespread evil. A considerable per-

centage of the trespassers are mischief-makers. They destroy

signal lamps, put obstructions on the tracks and commit other

acts endangering the safety of trains.

A special train carrying officers of the Toledo, St. Louis &
Western on an inspection trip was derailed near Fillmore, 111.,

on October 24, while the train was crossing a trestle, causing

the death of the negro porter on President Ross' private car,

and slightly injuring Thomas H. Hubbard, chairman of the

board, who was struck by some baggage. The day coach im-

mediately behind the engine rolled down the embankment,

while the two following private cars of President Ross and

Chairman Hubbard were still on the trestle. The trestle col-

lapsed, causing the two cars to sag down and hang suspended.

The porter was on the platform between the two private cars

and was crushed. In addition to Chairman Hubbard the party

included President Walter L. Ross, James S. Mackie, vice-

president, and F. H. Davis, vice-president, who were only

slightly bruised.

The University of Pittsburgh has issued a pamphlet, entitled

Bulletin No. 1, giving an outline of the investigation of the

smoke nuisance, which is being carried on by the Department

of Industrial Research of the university. This investigation,

financially provided for by a gift from a Pittsburgh business

man, is under the direction of Professor R. K. Duncan, di-

rector of the Department of Industrial Research. He has se-

cured the assistance of specialists from other universities and

of physicians, architects and other persons specially qualified,

in Pittsburgh. Six of these specialists are giving their entire

time to the work. It is estimated that the United States, as

a whole, suffers a loss of over $500,000,000 yearly in damage

to merchandise, defacement of buildings, injury to life, ex-

cessive cost of labor, etc., because of imperfect combustion of

coal. So far as Pittsburgh is concerned. Professor Duncan

intends to determine the amount of this loss as, accurately as

possible.

The Baltimore & Ohio has just issued the first number of the

Baltimore & Ohio Employee's Magazine, which is an interesting

paper, well illustrated, and containing a variety of material.

Among the articles in the first number are "From Stage Coach

to Steel Passenger Train," by J. Walter Coon, assistant gen-

eral manager; "Train Handling," by O. C. Cavins, engineer

Ohio division; "Handling the Public," by D. M. Fisher, freight

agent. There is a special department devoted to "Safety First,"

which records the safety records by divisions for the month of

July. Another department is devoted to train accidents,

describing the causes of the principal accidents which have oc-

curred on the road during the past year, and another shows the

results of the observation tests for the preceding month, with

detailed record by divisions. Other parts of the paper are de-

voted to news and personal notes of the various divisions, and

to brief articles of interest to the employees and to members of

their families.

Representatives of 10 railways witnessed a test of an ex-

perimental installation of the Gollos automatic train stop on the

Chicago Great Western near De Kalb, 111., on October 24. A
special train was provided to take the party out from Chicago.

The cost of the installation and all of the expense incident to

the tests have been defrayed by the Gollos Railway Signal

Company, proprietors of the device. The tests were successful

insofar as the ability of the stop to apply the brakes and bring

a train to a standstill was concerned. The Gollos train stop

employs a short third rail, a current from which normally holds
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closed a local circuit on the engine, keeping the air valve closed.

As the shoe on the engine engages the third rail it passes up an

inchne which causes the local circuit to open ; but at the same
time a current from the third rail energizes the valve holding-

apparatus. In case of an occupied block, or other condition mak-
ing it unsafe for a train to proceed, the current would have been

cut off from the third rail; and the stop apparatus in the engine

would act, applying the brakes and shutting off the steam.

elimination work already ordered by the commission, and that

going on as a result of agreements between the city and railroad

companies, this total will be reduced by 48, of which 32 are in

Queens, 10 in Brooklyn, 4 in the Bronx, and 2 in Richmond.

Indiana Commission Signal Orders.

The Indiana Railroad Commission reports that the steam

roads in that state have now in service, and are installing under

the commission's orders^ block signaling on lines which rep-

resent 42 per cent, of the total mileage. In 1907 when the

commission began to urge signaling the steam roads had block

signals on about 22 per cent, of their entire mileage in the

state.

Following a recent inspection of all the interurban roads in

the state the commission has approved installations of auto-

matic blocks on 51 miles, covering installations on three roads;

has relieved 17 roads from installing signals; and has ordered

to be installed on nine electric lines, by July 1, 1913, 142 miles

of automatic block signals.

The Sinimen system of despatcher's manual block has been

ordered installed on 83 miles of the lines of the Indianapolis

& Cincinnati Traction Company.
The commission expects that in less than three years all the

steam and interurban mileage in the state which the commis-

sion deems necessary to be block signaled, will be so pro-

tected.

Earnings of the Steel Corporation.

The report of the United States Steel Corporation for quarter

ended September 30, 1912, shows that the total net earnings were

$30,063,512 after deducting all expenses incident to operation,

inchiding those for ordinary repairs and maintenance of plant,

and interest on bonds and fixed charges of subsidiary companies.

This compares with $25,102,265 for the last previous quarter and

$29,522,725 for the corresponding period in 1911. The monthly

net earnings were as follows: July, $9,322,142; August, $10,583,-

377; September, $10,157,193; the amount available for dividends

was $15,093,501. The regular quarterly disbursements of 11^

per cent, on the preferred and 1'4 common stock were declared

at the meeting on October 30. These dividends amount to

$12,358,700, leaving a net surplus of $2,434,801 for the quarter.

Brick Arch for Switch Engines.

In the report of a paper on "Elimination of Smoke from Loco-
motives," which was presented by D. R. MacBain, superintendent

of motive power of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, before

a meeting of the International Association for the Prevention

of Smoke at Indianapolis, the statement was made at the top

of page 670 in our issue of October 11, 1912, that "on road en-

gines the bricks marked X are not used." This statement refers

to Fig. 2, which accompanies the report, and should have read

"on switch engines the bricks marked X are omitted and on
road engines onh' the five rows of brick near the front end of

the firebox are used."

Grade Crossings in New York City.

The New York Public Service Commission, First district, has

asked for an appropriation for the year 1913 of $1,500,000 to be

used in the elimination of grade crossings on the railroads

within the limits of Greater New York. As only one-quarter of

the cost of such work is paid bv the state, this means a total

of $6,000,000.

Elimination work to cost about $2,000,000 is now under way at

Flushing, on the Long Island Railroad. Additional elimination

work to cost $1,400,000 would now be in progress had it not been

for the veto by Governor Dix of the appropriation of $350,000

made by the last legislature. The commission had conducted the

proceedings necessary under the law and everything was ready

to begin work when the governor's veto halted further action.

The total number of crossings, both public and private, within

the city is 488, of which 205 are in Queens, 117 in Richmond, 103

in Manhattan, 58 in Brooklyn, and 5 in the Bronx. With the

A Reform in Dining Cars.

No more hungry passengers
Standing on their feet.

Examining minutely

Every bite you eat.

No reproachful glances

From eyes at least a score

—

If you should call your waiter

And order something more.
No more week-end trippers

Weakening at the knees.

\\ hile in ease and comfort
Your hunger you appease;

No more famished drunuiiers

Blocking up the aisles

While with the nuts youVe toying

For miles, and miles, and miles.

Now some of you may wonder
Where all these people are

—

They're really snugly seated

Back in the Pullman car.

Through the windows gazing

—

\\ ith happiness aglow

—

At sunny California's

Moving picture show,
.\nd each one holds a coupon

Calling for a seat.

When someone in the diner

Has had enough to eat

!

The silver brightly glimmers.

The spotless linen gleams.

The glassware shines and shimmers,
Your waiter smiles and beams

—

For everything is lovely

And naught your pleasure mars
When eating dinner a la carte

On S. P. dining cars.

—K. F. Jl'ilson, in San Francisco Examiner.

Partial Opening of the Grand Central Terminal, New York.

The suburban or lower level "concourse" of the Grand Cen-

tral Terminal, Forty-second street and Fourth avenue. New
York City, was opened for business on Sunday morning last, and
passengers to and from a part of the suburban trains may now
abandon the temporary waiting room and platforms on the east

side of the station which have served during the past few years

while the new station was under construction. The newly
opened room is 300 ft. long and 120 ft. wide and adjacent to it

are a baggage room, a telegraph office, telephone booths, a parcel

room, newsstand, information bureau and all the facilities of a

complete station, including a restaurant, though this is not yet

finished. As one enters the concourse from the street he finds

ten ticket windows of the New York. New Haven & Hartford

on his right, and ten of the New York Central & Hudson River

on his left. Five of the gateways leading to the train plat-

forms have been put in use, each gate affording access to two
tracks. For the present the lower level tracks are used only

by trains to and from Stamford on the New Haven road and
Peekskill on the Hudson division of the New York Central, and

those running to or from termini short of those towns.

The concourse is finished in Botticino marble which is the

color of a cup of cocoa ; and the room has a terrazza floor. This

room is dependent wholly on artificial light ; and the heating

and ventilation both are managed mainly by means of orna-

mental grated openings in the square enclosures, 4 ft. .x 4 ft.,

surrounding the steel columns which support the floors above.

The indicators posted at the sides of the gateways leading to

the trains show the number of the track, the name and the leav-

ing time of the train and the names of the principal stations at
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which the train stops. These indicators consist of large solid

black frames in which is a black curtain, bearing the wording
in white letters ; a very simple and attractive arrangement.

The concourse is about 150 ft. back from Forty-second street

and its floor is about 26 ft. below the level of the sidewalk. It

is reached by inclined planes or ramps, and another ramp leads

from the concourse to the platforms adjacent to the lower level

tracks which are 14 ft. farther down, or about 40 ft. below the

level of the street. The grade of the ramps is about 10 per cent.

The passenger's interest in the ramps has to do mainly, of

course, witli the ascending journey. One alighting from an in-

coming train on the lower level finds himself about 700 ft. from
the street, measuring from tlie exit gate by the path whicli he is

to travel, which is from the northeast to the southwest corner

of the station. But the ramps are not continuous and the pas-

senger finds his one-furlong journey broken by four level

stretches varying from 10 ft. to about ISO ft. in length; and it

is made very comfortably. He turns four corners. (When all of

the tracks are in use, some of these up-liill journeys will be

shorter.) For rolling chairs, whicli are used for invalids, the

route is an easy one, broken by no thresholds. The upward
track, measured roughly in paces (yards), is composed as fol-

lows : level to the foot of the first ramp, 30 paces ; first ramp,

rising about 14 ft., 45 paces ; then across about half the con-

course, level, 50 paces ; then up 9 paces ; level, 3 ; up, 27 ; level,

6; up. 12; level, 8; and finally up i3 paces; this last ramp lift-

ing the passenger about 12 ft. He is then about 10 paces from
the e.xit to the street. The aggregate length of the five ramps
is about 380 ft. Adding the level portions the average grade,

from the train platform to the street, is about 6 per cent.

Passengers going to the Interborough subway do not have to

ascend the final ramp, but go directly from the last preceding

level into the mezzanine floor of the subway station, beneath

Forty-second street. The floors of the ramps are laid with rough
brick, the faces of which are about 6 in. square. The location

of the last or uppermost ramp is shown in one of the illustra-

tions published in the Railivay Age Gazette. September 16, 1910

The complete opening of the new station is expected to take

place in January ne.xt.

The American Iron and Steel Institute.

The third annual meeting of the American Iron and Steel

Institute was held at the Hotel Schenley, Pittsburgh, Pa., Oc-
tober 25. In his opening address, the president of the institute.

E. H. Gary, chairman of the United States Steel Corporation,

said in part: "We are in the midst of an era of prosperity never

before surpassed so far as it affects our particular line. These
conditions have not resulted from the application of political

policies or efforts, but exists in spite of them. They are here

because nothing could prevent." Mr. Gary then went on to say

how, in consequence of the feeling of uncertainty and the lack

of confidence on the part of the great purchasing public since

the panic of 1507, the necessities of the consumers had piled

up to such an extent that they had lately been forced to increase

their purchases materially. "Moreover, the bountiful crops and

sound basic condition of the country have made every one realize

more clearly than ever before that prosperity in this splendid

country of ours is to be the rule and not the exception, notwith-

standing that at times we may be surrounded by adverse influ-

ences and unwarrantable interference, which, in any ordinary

country, would bring prolonged distress and suffering." Mr.

Gary then said that the people of the country now face innumer-

able problems, and that there was no way of permanently set-

tling any great question involving the welfare of humankind
except on the basis of right and justice.

John L. Haines, of the Jones & Laughlin Steel Company, read

a paper entitled "The Buyer from a Manufacturer's Standpoint,"

and J. M. Camp, of the Carnegie Steel Company, told about the

school recently established by that company for the training of

salesmen along practical lines. This school is designed to show

the salesmen how iron and steel and their products are made;

to familiarize them with the materials they sell; to show them

wherein their products excel that of their competitors, and to

furnish them convincing arguments that such is the case.

will be presented by the following committees : Executive com-
mittee; committee on transportation; committee on maintenance;
committee on relations between railroads ; committee on the

safe transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles;

committee on electrical working, and committee on nominations.

Three members of the committee on the safe transportation of

explosives and other dangerous articles, three members of the

committee on electrical working and two members of the com-
mittee on nominations will be elected at this meeting.

Association of Freight Traffic Officers.

The annual meeting of the American Association of Freight

Traffic Oflicers will be held at the LaSalle Hotel, Chicago, on
November IS and 16. The program has not yet been completely

arranged, but it includes a business meeting on the morning of

November IS, and an automobile inspection of the transportation

facilities in the downtown section of the city for members in the

afternoon, while the ladies will be taken on an automobile ride

through the parks and boulevards. The annual dinner will be
held in the evening. The second day has been reserved as a

visiting day, and will also include an adjourned session of the

business meeting if necessary.

Central Railway Club.

At the next regular meeting of the Central Railway Club, to

be held at the Hotel Statler, Bufifalo, N. Y., on November 8,

John P. Kelly, consulting air brake engineer, will present a pa-

per on Wheel Sliding on Heavy Passenger Equipment.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

M the meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers to be held in New York, November 12, Edward B.

Passano, of Baltimore, Md., will present a paper entitled

Measuring Efficiency in Manufacturing.

New 'Vork Railroad Club.

The annual meeting of the New York Railroad Club will be

held on November IS. Gilbert E. Ryder, of New York, will

present a paper on The Locomotive Superheater and Some of

Its Effects on the Cost of Railway Operation.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

of secretaries, dates of next or regular

American Railway Association.

At the fall session of the American Railway Association which

will be held at The Blackstone, Chicago, November 20, reports

The following list gives namei
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Co
vention, May 6-9, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope, New York.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39tb
St., New York.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York:
semi-annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.— C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. VV., Chicago. Convention, 3d week in Oct., Baltimore, Md.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch. 900 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St
New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13
Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angler, B. & O., Balti-
more, Md. Convention, 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. L, Chi-
cago.
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Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual, May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society op St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226
W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention, November 19-21, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May 26-29, 1913, Chicago.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—

A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.
National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-

born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.
New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, Tuly, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.. New Y'ork; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railroad Club.— C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion, Peoria, 111.; 2d Tuesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City. Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York; annual. November 19, 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgk,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Maunfacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021

Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.
Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,

Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio.

Railway Supply Manufacturebs' Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh. Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. .Xssocs.

Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance Assoc—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with ,\ssoc. of Rv. Teleg. Sups.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &

N. W., Sterling, 111.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds. 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. a

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.

Southern Si Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo "Teanspoetation Club.—J. G. Macoraber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo. Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-
ings monthly. Pittsburgh.

Traffic Club of St. Louis.—A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library building,

St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave., Chicago.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y.
Utah Society of Engineers.—R. B. Ketchum, University of Utah, Salt

Lake City, LItah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and August.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, Tuly and August. Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June. July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.

Slraffir Nettiis;,

The Western Maryland and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie have
put on through passenger trains between Baltimore and Pitts-

burgh, the first passenger service over the new Pittsburgh ex-
tension of the W. M.

The Santa Fe de luxe train which was put in service be-

tween Chicago and California last winter, running once a week
on a 63-hour schedule, will resume its service this year, leaving

Chicago for its first trip on December 10. An extra fare of $25

is charged.

The Railway Ticket Protective Bureau reports that David
Lyons, one of the two remaining ticket brokers having offices in

Chicago, has been fined $150 in the Federal court for selling a

pass which had been issued by. the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
to a telegraph operator newly employed by that road.

The through night train between Boston and Washington,
which formerly went by the "Steamer Maryland Route" across

New York harbor, now runs over the Poughkeepsie bridge and
the Lehigh & Hudson River road. The Lehigh & Hudson River

connects the New Haven road (Central New England) at May-
brook, N. Y.. with the Pennsylvania at Belvidere, N. J., 73 miles

southwest of Maybrook.

Mr. Donahue, a traffic inspector for the State Public Service

Commission, estimates that the number of car floats and freight

lighters in use in New York harbor is 11,000, of which 1,000

have steam power. About 1,500 cars (on floats) are deHvered

to docks in the southern part of Manhattan every working day.

Freight is taken out of these cars and other freight put in while

the cars stand on the floats, adjacent to the docks.

The Agricultural Department has been making experiments

in .Arizona, California and Colorado to sec what could be

done in the production of rosin and turpentine in those states.

Western yellow pine does not yield so much as the southern

yellow pine, and the season of flow is shorter in the western

states, iDut it is believed that satisfactory results may be ob-

tained. The experiments are described in Forest Service

bulletin No. 111.

The Department of Agriculture has issued a pamphlet en-

titled "Railroads and Farming," which sets forth what the rail-

roads of the country have done in the way of instructing farm-

ers, finding markets for farm produce and making investigations

of soils and other things. The pamphlet tells of things that the

railways did for the farmers as far back as 1880. A list of the

companies now actively engaged in the promotion of agri-

cultural knowledge is given.

As has been noted in these columns, the railroads are not

the only friends of the farmers. The General Education Board,

which dispenses funds provided by John D. Rockefeller, an-

nounces that assistance is to be given to agricultural demon-
strations in the northern states, large sums having already been

spent for this purpose in the southern states. Appropriations

have been made for St. Lawrence county, New York, and for

four counties in Maine, to be used under the direction of agri-

cultural colleges and schools.

It is announced that the average car loading on the lines of

the Southern Pacific in California this fall has been greater, by

6,200 cars a month, or about 200 cars a day, than during the

corresponding period of last year. The fruit shippers are co-

operating with the railways in an effort to secure the maximum
efficiency of the car equipment, and large fruit firms have in-

structed their agents not to delay or divert shipments unneces-

sarily. The Pacific Fruit Express has ordered 2,000 refrigerator

cars designed especially for the fruit business, which, together

with a lot of 1,000 recently ordered, will bring the total equip-

ment of this line up to 13,100 cars.

New freight tariffs issued by the Southern Pacific, by applying

main line rates on carload lumber shipments from certain points

on branch lines in Oregon, have materially reduced rates into

Denver, Omaha and St. Louis and Chicago territories. Some of

the changes have already gone into effect; the others will be

effective November 4. They apply from points on the Portland
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Railway & Navigation Company, the Salem, Falls City & Western,
the Corvallis & Eastern Railroad and the Mohawk branch of the

Southern Pacific. The new rate to Denver is $8; to Omaha, $10;
and to St. Louis and Chicago, $11, replacing the following rates:

from Falls City, Ore., to Denver, $8.54; to Omaha, $10.54; to St.

Louis and Chicago, $11.54; from Black Rock and Summit, Ore.,

to Denver, $8.60; to Omaha, $10.60; to St. Louis and Chicago,

$11.60; from Yaquina, Ore., to Denver, $8.70; to Omaha, $10.70;

to St. Louis and Chicago, $11.70; from Detroit, Ore., to Denver,

$8.50; to Omaha, $10.50; to St. Louis and Chicago, $11.50; from
Yarnell and Wendhng, Ore., to Denver, $8.25; to Omaha, $10.25;

to St. Louis and Chicago, $11.25.

Summary of Revenues and Expenses of Steam Roads in

August.

The Bureau of Railway Economics' summary of revenues and
expenses and comments thereon for August, 1912. are as follows :

The railways whose returns are included in bulletin No. 40

operate 220,405 miles of line, or 90 per cent, of all the steam
railway mileage in the United States. The total operating rev-

enues for the month of August, 1912, amounted to $268,373,157.

Total All Roads.
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in transportation expenses per mile an. increase of 6.9 per cent.;

and in general expense per mile an increase of 1.8 per cent.

Traffic expenses per mile decreased 2.2 per cent, from August,
1911.

Net operating revenue, that is, total operating revenues less

operating expenses, amounted in August to $96,402,972. This
was $10,927,009 more than for August, 1911. Net operating rev-

enue per mile of line amounted to $437 in August, 1912, and .$394

in August, 1911, an increase for 1912 of $44 per mile, or 11.1

per cent. The net operating revenue for each mile of line for

each day in August, 1912, averaged $14, and for Augu^^t, 1911,

$13. It should be recalled that net operating revenue represents

gross incorhe before anything has been taken out for taxes, ren-
tals, interest on bonds, appropriations for betterments or divi-

dends.

Taxes for the month of August amounted to $9,977,903, or

$45 per mile, an increase of 6.8 per cent, over August, 1911.

The operating ratio for August, that is, the per cent, of total

operating revenues which was absorbed in operating expenses,

was 64.1 per cent., which is comparable with 67.4 per cent, in

July, 1912, and 64.9 per cent, in August, 1911.

The eastern group of railways shows an increase in total oper-
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Monthly Revenues and Expenses Per Mile of Line in 1911 and 1912.

This includes revenues from freight and passenger traffic, from
carrying mail and express, and from miscellaneous sources.

Compared with August, 1911, the total operating revenues of

these railways show an increase of $24,792,631. These total

operating revenues per mile of line amounted to $1,218 in Au-
gust, 1912, and $1,122 in August, 1911, an increase for 1912 of

$96, or 8.6 per cent. This increase was the resultant of increases

in each revenue account, as follows : freight revenue, 10.7 per
cent.

; passenger revenue, 3.8 per cent. ; other transportation rev-

enue, 5.9 per cent. ; non-transportation revenue, 16.5 per cent.

Operating expenses, which include all the costs of maintaining
track and equipment, operating trains, securing traffic, and of

administration, amounted in August to $171,970,185. This was
$13,865,622 more than for August, 1911. These operating ex-
penses per mile of line amounted to $780 in August, 1912, and
$728 in August, 1911, an increase for 1912 of $52 per mile, or 7.2

per cent. Four of the five primary operating expense iiccounts

showed increases in 1912. In the cost per mile of maintaining
way and structures, i. e., track and btiildings, there was an in-

crease compared with August. 1911. of 5.8 per cent.; in the cost

per mile of maintaining equipment an increase of 11.0 per cent.;

ating revenues per mile of line as compared with August, 1911,

of 9.4 per cent., the southern group an increase of 5.6 per cent.,

and the western group an increase of 8.7 per cent. Operating
expenses per mile increased 9.2 per cent, on the eastern railways
as compared with August, 1911, 8.2 per cent, on the southern
railways, and 4.6 per cent, on the western railways. For the

eastern group of railways net operating revenue per mile in-

creased 9.9 per cent, as compared with August, 1911, for the
western group it increased 16.1 per cent., while for the southern
group it decreased 0.2 per cent. The increase in taxes per mile,

compared with August, 1911, was 5.0 per cent, in the eastern

group, 4.9 per cent, in the southern group, and 9.2 per cent, in

the western group.

Comparison of the returns for the two months of the fiscal

year with those of the corresponding months of the previous
fiscal year reveals an increase in total operating revenues per
mile of 8.6 per cent., an increase in operating expenses per mile

of 7.4 per cent., and an increase in net operating revenue per

mile of 11.0 per cent. This net operating revenue per mile of

the eastern group of railways increased 10.3 per cent, as com-
pared with the corresponding period of the previous fiscal year,
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that of the western group increased 16.2 per cent., while that of

the southern group decreased 2.7 per cent.

When the returns for the eight months of the calendar year

1912 are compared with those of the corresponding months of

1911, they show an increase in total operating revenues per mile

of 4.0 per cent., an increase in operating expenses per mile of 5.2

per cent., and an increase in net operating revenue per mile of

1.4 per cent. There was an increase in net operating revenue per

mile of 3.1 per cent, in the eastern group, an increase of 3.0 per

cent, in the western group, and a decrease of 6.8 per cent, in the

southern group.

The diagram shows the variations in total operating revenues,

operating expenses, and net operating revenue per mile for the

separate months of the calendar year 1911 and of the calendar

year 1912 to date. The following table shows the per cent, of

operating revenues consumed by each class of expenses.

Per Cent, of Toml Operating Re\'enues.

Fiscal year Calendar year

ended ended
August, June 30, December 31,

1912. 1911. 1912. 1911. 1912. 1911.

Maint. of wav and structures 13.4 13.7 12.7 12.9 12.7 13.3

Maint. of equipment 15.4 15.0 15.8 15.5 15.5 15.3

Traffic expenses 1.-8 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.1

Transportation expenses 31.4 31.9 35.9 35.5 35.4 34.7

General expenses 2.1 2.2 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.4

Total operating expenses 64.1 64.9 69.1 68.6 68.3 67.8

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

Traffic Club of New York.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Traffic Club of New
York, held at the Waldorf-Astoria, October 29, Dr. Irving W.
Fay, of the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, delivered an address

on Recent Discoveries in the Chemical Industry.

Southern Classificaticn.

At the conclusion of the conference on .August 26-29, between

representatives of the railroad commissions of the southern

states, representatives of the various southern railroads, and

the Interstate Commerce Commission, the following stipulation

was made by the representatives of the carriers. If, upon final

examination of Southern Classification Xo. 39, the Interstate

Commerce Commission should be of the opinion that certain

items to which objection had been taken should be suspended,

the Southern Classification Committee would withdraw such

items for the present, put them on its public docket and give

them further consideration, thus permitting all other parts of

the new classification to become effective October 1.

Subsequently, the effective date of Southern Classification

No. 39 was postponed to Xoveniber 1, in order that the carriers

might make the changes specified by the commission in pur-

suance to the above stipulation. In the meantime the carriers

have recast the classification according to the suggestions of

this commission, withdrawing the objectionable items and filing

the balance of the classification to take efifect November 1.

Broadly speaking, the recommendations of the commission

were as follows

:

That the present agricultural implement list be continued to

the extent necessary to maintain existing privileges with respect

to mi.xed carloads, and to continue the present ratings on the

articles in that list; that the present machinery list be continued

to such extent as may be necessary to maintain existing privi-

leges as to mixed carloads ; that certain rules, or parts of rules,

be withdrawn pending decision by the commission in the West-

ern Classification case; that certain specific advances be with-

drawn.
The commission did not request withdrawal of advances in

minimum weights where it seemed clear that the proposed mini-

mum weight could be loaded in a standard car; nor did the o^m-

mission recommend withdrawal of new items which maintained

existing rates on an article when shipped in a secure package

but provided for higher rates when shipped loose or in a pack-

age which might subject the article to danger in transit.

The above action by the commission with respect to South-

ern Classification No. 39 does not indicate any final deter-

mination as to the propriety of the items which have been per-

mitted to become effective, and all such items are subject to

complaint in the usual manner.

The commission has suspended from Xoveniber 15 until Feb-
ruary 12 items which advance rates for the transportation of
excelsior, in carloads, from St. Paul. Minn., and other points,

to Kansas City, Mo., and other points.

The commission has denied the petition of the Central of X'ew
Jersey and other roads to reopen the case of the Marion Coal
Company in which the commission ordered a reduction in

freight rates on prepared sizes of coal to New York harbor.

The commission has further suspended from October 31 until

April 30 the tariflt which advances rates for the transportation

of cypress lumber, laths, and shingles from points located on
the Xew Orleans, Texas & Mexico to Albany, X. Y., and ether

points.

The State Railroad Commissioners of Iowa have presented

to the Interstate Commerce Commission an elaborate complaint
alleging unfair freight rates from points in Iowa to states west
of there, and also from Indiana and points east thereof to points

in Iowa. It is charged that the rates as now made by the rail-

roads give a decided advantage to St. Louis and to Kansas City.

The five oil pipe lines which have been ordered to file tariffs

as interstate common carriers have this week argued before the

Commerce Court their appeal from the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The Interstate Commerce Commission has post-

poned to December 1, the date on which its order shall become
effective; and it is expected that before that time the Commerce
Court may hand down its decision.

The commission has suspended from Xovember 1 until Feb-
ruary 12, items which establish new rules with relation to the

preparation of cars for shipments of potatoes from points in

Minnesota and Wisconsin to points west of the Mississippi

river and between other points. The rule which has been
suspended provides, in substance, that the carriers will not

accept shipments of potatoes between Xovember 1 and April

IS (except when in their judgment weather conditions per-

mit) unless the shipper at his own e.xpense lines the car,

puts in a false floor, furnishes a stove and fuel for heating the

car and an attendant to accompany the shipment.

The commission has suspended from October 26, until Feb-

ruarv- 8, the item in supplement 60 to the tariff of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, which cancels an existing prop.jrtionaI

commodity rate on starch of 11 cents per 100 lbs., minimum
weight 30,000 lbs., from Boone, la., and Cedar Rapids, to

Atchison, Kan., and Leavenworth, Kansas City, Mo., Sugar
Creek and St. Joseph (when for points beyond) and announces
that class rates will apply. The proposed cancellation would
result in an advance of 2 cents per 100 lbs. in the rate and an

advance in the minimum weight of from 30.000 lbs. to 36,000

lbs. A similar tariff by the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,

effective October 12, was suspended by order in the same
docket under date of October 9.

Proposed Increases In Rate on Barley Discriminatory.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in rates by

carriers for the transportation of barley (whole) in carloads

from points in California, Nevada and Utah to Minneapolis,

Minn., and other points. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

The present rate on barley from California points to Minne-
apolis, Minn., is 55 cents per 100 lbs. ; from California points

to Chicago via Omaha, 62^ cents per 100 lbs. ; and from Minne-
apolis to Chicago via Duluth. /J/i cents per 1(X) lbs. The pro-

posed advance which has been suspended would increase the

rate from California points to Minneapolis from 55 cents to 58

cents per 100 lbs. No change in the other rates is proposed.

If the proposed increase were permitted it would stop the prac-

tice of malting at Minneapolis and then shipping on to Chicago,

which is now done at the same rate as is paid for transpor-

tation to Chicago direct. The commission found that the pro-

posed advance was not shown to be reasonable or to be free

from unjust discrimination against Minneapolis to the undue

advantage of Chicago, and ruled that the present arrangement

of rates on barley from California via Omaha, 7H cents less

to Minneapolis than to Chicago, should be continued. (24

I. C. C, 664.)
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Transit Privileges on Forest Products.

In re iiizestigalioit and suspension of advances in rales by

carriers for the Iransporlation of logs and bolts into Xasliville,

Tenn., and other milling points located on the Louisville &
Xashville. Opinion by Conunissioner Clark:

By mistake the Louisville & Xashville issued a tariff pro-

viding that for each pound of rough lumber shipped out of Xash-

ville. Tenn.. transit rates would be applied to two pounds of in-

Ijound logs. Previously transit rates had been allowed on

three pounds of inbound logs for each pound of rough lumber

outbound. The Louisville & Xashville is now w-illing to change

the tariff in question so that it will provide for transit rates on

three pounds of logs shipped in for each pound of dried lumber,

dressed or rough, shipped out, and also to make the limit of the

transit privilege 12 months. This is satisfactory to the protes-

tants and the order of suspension will be vacated when the sup-

plement making these changes has been filed. (24 L C. C, 683.)

Lemon Rates Reduced.

Arlington Heights fruit Exchange et al v. Southern Pacific

et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

For several years prior to December 9. 1911, the defendant's

rates on lemons in carloads from points in California to points

in Oregon, Washington and Idaho were made of combinations

of local rates with the provision that in no case should the total

rate exceed $1 per 100 lbs. On December 9, 1911, the defendant

issued a supplement providing that the combination rates would

apply except where they exceeded $1.15 per 100 lbs., in w^hich

case the total through charge would be $1.15 per 100 lbs. The
complainant contends that the present rates are unreasonable

to the extent that they exceed $1 per 100 lbs. The commission

found that the advance in the rate was not justified by the de-

fendants and ordered that for the future the rates should not

exceed $1 per 100 lbs. Reparation was awarded. (24 I. C. C,

671.)

Complaint Dismissed.

F. E. Moore v. Denver & Rio Grande. Opinion by the com-

mission:

The com.mission found that rates of $2,23 and $2,241^ for the

transportation of furniture in carloads from Burlington, Iowa,

to Hotchkiss, Col., were neither unreasonable nor unduly dis-

criminatory. (25 I. C. C, 1.)

Eagle Pass Lumber Company v. National Railways of ilcrico,

et al. Opinion by the commission:

The commission found that the American carrier was not

responsible for the matters complained of and that as foreign

carriers are not subject to the jurisdiction of the act to regulate

commerce no relief could be granted. (25 L C. C. 5.)

E. IV. Parker v. Southern Pacific, et al. Opinion by the com-

mission:

The time limit on the going portion of excursion tickets to

San Francisco had expired before the passengers arrived at

Portland en route to San Francisco. The complainant had to

pay for transportation from Portland to San Francisco and now
seeks reparation. The commission found that the charge com-

plained of was properly assessed in accordance with the de-

fendant's published tariff and that it was in no way unjust or

unreasonable. (24 L C. C. 698.)

Differential to Gill, W. Va., Reduced.

B. Johnson & Son v. Chesapeake & Ohio, et al. Opinion by

Commissioner MeCord:
The commission found that the carrier's practice of charging

a differential of four cents on shipments to Gill, a point on a

branch line of the Chesapeake & Ohio, from Barboursville, the

junction point of the branch line and the main line, while it

charged differentials of only three cents from other main line

junction points to branch line points similarly situated, was un-

duly discriminatory against Gill in favor of the other branch

line points, and decided that in future a differential of three

cents should be charged on shipments to Gill. Reparation was

awarded.

The complainant also contended that the slightly higher rates

to points in central freight association territory from Barbours-

ville than from Big Sandy Junction and .\shland, nearby junction

points, were unduly discriminatory against Gill. The commission

found that the competitive conditions existing at the other junc-

tion point? justified the slightly higher rate from Barboursville.

(24 L C. C. 698.)

Re-icing Charges Unreasonable and Discriminatory.

CrutchHeld & IVoolfolk z'. Southern Pacific. Opinion by
Commissioner Prouty:

In this case the complainant contends that the re-icing charges

collected from it on shipments of canteloupes from the Imperial

Valley, Cal., and Vuma, .'\riz., to various eastern destinations

during the seasons of 1908 and 1909, w-ere unreasonable and dis-

criminatory. During the period in question the refrigeration

charge from points in the Imperial Valley to Chicago was $90

per car. The tariff also provided that the shipper should be

charged for re-icing at the rate of $7.50 per ton for extra ice

used. In the latter part of 1909 the price of this e.xtra ice was
reduced to $5 per ton. It was shown that the extra charge for

re-icing varied between $1 and $48 per car, and the complainant

contends that it was not responsible for the delays which in

some cases made necessary the use of large amounts of ice in

re-icing. The commission found that where the amor.nt of ice

used in re-icing depends upon the manner in which the car is

handled by the carrier, the charge should be a gross sum for

refrigeration, including re-icing where necessary and that the

defendant's practice of making extra charges for re-icing, ac-

cording to the amount of extra ice used, was discriminatory to

some shippers in favor of others. The defendant filed a tariff for

the season of 1910 by which the charge for refrigeration, includ-

ing re-icing to Chicago was increased to $97.50 per car, with a

provision that the shipper should be allowed a certain length of

time after the car was placed for loading within which to load

the same, and should pay $10 for 24 hours, or fraction thereof,

for failure to do so. The commission found that the re-icing

charges collected from the complainant on its shipments of

canteloupes during the period in question were unreasonable and

discriminatory to the extent that they exceeded the charge con-

tained in the tariff which was filed for the season of 1910 and

awarded reparation on that basis on the shipments made during

1908 and 1909. The commission pointed out that it merely

found these latter rates reasonable for the seasons of 1908 and

1909, and that their reasonableness at the present time was not

under consideration. The defendant contended that the demur-

rage charge as provided for in the tariff for the season of 1910

should be paid by the tomplainant where the delays couUl be

proved ; and also that the complainant should pay the defendant

the difference on certain shipments made during the period in

question where the charges were less than they would have been

had the tariff for 1910 been in effect. The commission found

that the demurrage charges could not be collected as the com-

plainant had not been notified in advance of such charges, and

also that the defendant should not receive more for the trans-

portation of certain shipments than was provided for in its

tariff in effect at the time when those shipments were made.

(24 I. C. C, 651.)

Crutchfield & IVoolfolk v. Southern Pacific. Opinion by

Chairman Prouty:

A rehearing of the above case was asked on the ground that

complainants were commission men and were, therefore, not en-

titled to damages. The commission found, however, that the

complainants were under obligation to pay these freight rates

and were, therefore, the only parties who could maintain suit

for an overcharge or an excessive rate. The petition was de-

nied. (24 I. C. C, 679.)

Differentials to Atlantic Seaboard Altered.

Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York, et al. v.

New York Central & Hudson River et al. Opinion by Com-

missioner Clark:

The original report in this case is in 24 I. C. C 55. which was

mentioned in the Raihcay Age Gacette of June 21. 1912, page

1583. Differentials under New York on all-rail and lake-and-

rail export shipments from differential territories to Baltimore

and Philadelphia on all articles except flour and iron and steel

will remain the same as those determined upon in the original

report On all-rail and lake-and-rail export shipments of flour

the differentials under New York should not exceed two cents

per 100 lbs. to Baltimore and one cent per 100 lbs. to Philadel-
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phia. In the original report these differentials were three cents

and two cents respectively. In the original report the differential

on iron and steel articles was three cents to Baltimore and two

cents to Philadelphia. This has now been changed as follows

:

from Chicago rate points to Baltimore, three cents per 100 lbs.,

to Philadelphia two cents per 100 lbs., from Detroit rate points,

to Baltimore three cents per 100 lbs., to Philadelphia two cents

per 100 lbs., from Pittsburgh rate points, from Cleveland rate

points and from Youngstown rate points to Baltimore 1.5 cents

per 100 lbs., to Philadelphia one cent per 100 lbs. These differ-

entials should not be exceeded. Differentials on iron and steel

articles from other points should not be made greater than

they now are.

As regards import rates the commission in the original re-

port decided that they should be the same from New York as

from Boston. The commission now holds that via the standard

all-rail line the standard rail-and-Iake lines and the ocean-and-

rail lines via Philadelphia. Baltimore, Norfolk and Newport
News the import rates from Boston should not be lower than

from New York; if the New York differential ocean and rail

routes via New London. Conn., and the Central of Vermont
and Grand Trunk roads are opened to import traffic from Bos-

ton, the import rate from Boston should not be lower than from

New York; if the differential river-rail-and-lake line from New
Y'ork via the Hudson River, the Rutland and the lakes is opened

to Boston traffic, the import rate from Boston should not be

lower than from New York; via the dift'erential rail route from

Boston, via the Boston & Maine and Boston & Albany roads in

connection with the Canadian Pacific and National Despatch

lines, the import rates from Boston may be the same as the

domestic rates ; via the differential rail-and-lake routes from

Boston via the Boston & Maine, Grand Trunk and Canada-

Atlantic Transit Company's lines through Depot Harbor the

import rates from Boston may be the same as the domestic

rates. All these import rates applv to both class and commodity
rates. (24 I. C. C, 651.)

Import Rates from Boston and New York.

In re import rates. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

This question was considered in a supplemental report in the

Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York v. i\'ezv York
Central & Hudson River, 24 I. C. C, 674, which is abstracted

above. (24 I. C. C, 678.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Public Service Commission of ^^'ashington has canceled

an order suspending the tariff filed by the Great Northern, es-

tablishing rates from Tacoma to points east of Everett, Wash.,

higher than the rates from Seattle, in accordance with a pre-

vious order of the commission prescribing maximum distance

rates.

The California Railroad Commission has ordered a re-

investigation of the freight rates between Los Angeies and
San Pedro harbor, and has also issued an order allowing the

Southern Pacific, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the San
Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake to discontinue the absorption

of the wharfage and handling charges at San Pedro.

COURT NEWS.

A New Jersey court. Judge William H. Speer, has declared

unconstitutional, so far as it affects interstate raihvay traffic,

the law of that state, enacted last year, limiting the amount of

damages which an employee can recover for injuries resulting

from negligence of the employer. As regards an employee of a

railroad engaged in interstate commerce this state law is set

aside by the act of Congress which regulates the payment of

damages for injuries sustained by employees of such roads.

Jules E. Bernard of the Chicago forwarding house of Bernard,

Judae & Co., August Bonteaux, Maurice .\ssher, Oscar F. Kesche
and Albert E. Graser pleaded guilty on October 30 before Judge
Mayer in the Federal District Court to receiving rebates from the

Baltimore & Ohio. On Graser sentence was suspended. The
others were sentenced to a day's imprisonment. In addition

Bernard and Kesche have to pay a fine of $3,000 apiece and
Bonteaux and Ascher a fine of $1,0(X) apiece.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

P. C. Hardy, acting freight claim agent of the Bangor &
Aroostook at Bangor, Maine, has been appointed freight claim

agent.

Fred E. Jones has been appointed freight claim agent of the

San Antonio & Aransas Pass, with headquarters at San An-

tonio, Tex.

F. Lethenstrom has been appointed auditor of the Marietta.

Columbus & Cleveland, with headquarters at Marietta, Ohio,

succeeding Robert G. Shorter, resigned.

Richard Kirkwood, assistant auditor of the Minneapolis, St.

Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, has been appointed acting auditor, with

office at Minneapolis. Minn., in place of Robert Toombs, de-

ceased.

George W. Richards, vice-president and treasurer of the

Potomac, Fredericksburg & Piedmont, at Fredericksburg, Va.,

has been elected president, succeeding his father, L. H. Rich-

ards, deceased.

L. F. Timmerman. secretary and assistant treasurer of the

Western Maryland, at Xew York, has been elected treasurer,

succeeding Major J. T. M. Barnes, who has resigned on ac-

count of ill health.

William P. Kenney. whose election as -vice-president of the

Great Xorthern has been announced in these columns, was born

in 1870, at \\aterville. Wis. He began railway work as tele-

graph operator, and

later was contracting

agent. Subsequently he

was made chief clerk in

the general freight office

of the St. Paul & Duluth

at St. Paul, Minn., and
when that road was ab-

sorbed by the Xorthern
Pacific he continued in the

same capacity. Later he

went to the Great North-

ern as assistant to the

fourth vice-president and

was afterward appointed

assistant traffic manager
under W. W. Broughton.

which position ne held

until September, 1911.

He was then promoted to

general traffic manager,

and on October 1, became
vice-president in charge

of traffic, with head-

quarters at St. Paul.

Alfred G. EUick, assistant county attorney and a member of

the law firm of EUick & Brome, of Omaha, Neb., has been ap-

pointed assistant attorney for the Union Pacific, with head-

quarters at Omaha.

John T. Hendricks, who has been elected vice-president in

charge of traffic of the Western Maryland, with headquarters

at Baltimore, Md., as has been announced in these columns, was
born on September 20, 1867, at Shelbyville, Ind. He began rail-

way work in April. 1886, on the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton,
and from 1889 to 1892 was traveling freight agent of the Atchi-

son. Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Cincinnati. Ohio.

He was then general agent of the International & Great North-
ern until September. 1894. and for three years was general agent

of the Gould lines in Texas. His next position was general

agent of the Union Pacific, at Philadelphia, Pa., where he re-

mained .until November, 1?05. when he became assistant general

freight agent of the Western Maryland, at Baltimore, Md. He
was promoted to freight traffic manager on January 15, 1906,

Kenoey.

Charles H. Hix.

which position he held at the time of his recent election as

vice-president of the same road, as above noted.

Charles H. Hix, who resigned as vice-president and general

manager of the Seaboard Air Line, as has been announced in

these columns, has been elected president and general man-
ager of the Norfolk
Southern. He was born
in Nelson county, Va.,

in 1862, and began rail-

way work in 1880 as

rodman in the engineer-

ing corps of the Norfolk

& Western. In the win-

ter of 1881 he was made
receiving and delivery

clerk at Saltville. and
later became assistant

agent and operator, leav-

ing that position in 1884

to become agent at Bu-
ford. In 1886 he was
appointed relief agent
and two years later train

despatcher at Roanoke,
and in 1891 chief des-

patcher. He w-as ap-

pointed trainmaster of

the Radford division m
18S7, and later, owing to

a change in administra-

tion, he was again appointed chief despatcher. remaining in that

position until July, 1900, when he left that road to go to the

Seaboard Air Line, as trainmaster of the Second division, be-

coming trainmaster of the First division in June, 1901, and in

September superintendent of the First division. In September,

1905, he was promoted to general superintendent, and in July,

1909, was made general manager, becoming vice-president and
general manager of the same read in December, 1909, which po-

sition he recently resigned to become president of the Norfolk

Southern, as above noted. Mr. Hix has been made a member
also of the executive committee, and a director of the Norfolk

Southern.

James M. Gruber, whose election as vice-president of the

Great Northern, has been announced in these columns, was
born March 22, 1868, at Iowa City, la. He was educated in

the common s c h u o 1 s ,

graduating from the

Iowa City high school in

June, 1885. He began
railway work September
12, 1885, as stenographer

in the general ireight

office of the St. Paul.

Minneapolis & Manitoba
at St. Paul, and in Oc-
tober of the following

year was transferrf:d to

the general manager's
office as stenographer,

where he remained until

September, 1889, He then

went to the Atchison.

Topeka & Santa Fe as

stenographer for the

president, and in Decem-
ber, 1890, became clerk

in the superintendent's

oflSce of the Gulf, Colo-

rado & Santa Fe at

Temple, Tex. He was
promoted to chief clerk to the superintendent at Cleburne,

Tex., in March, 1891, and six months later was made assistant

trainmaster at Gainesville, Tex. In December. 1892. he was
appointed trainmaster at Temple. Tex., and in April. 1893,

was transferred to Galveston, Tex., as chief clerk to the super-

intendent of transportation, remaining there until July. 1894,

when he became trainmaster at Galveston. He was appointed

J. M. Gruber.
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assistant superintendent of the Eastern Railway of Minntsola

at West Superior. Wis., in January, 1895; six months bter

was made superintendent of that road, and in Tuly. 1896, ac-

cepted the general superintendency of the Montana Central,

with office at Great Falls. Mont. Mr. Gruber was assistant

general superintendent of the Great Northern, with head-

quarters at St. Paul, from March, 1897, to April, 1503, when he

resigned to become general superintendent of the Chicago. Rock

Island & Pacific at Topeka. Kan. He went to the Union Pa-

cific in February. 1904, where he remained a year as general

superintendent, with headquarters at Omaha. Xeb. From Feb-

ruary, 1905, to October, 1907, he was general manager of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Chicago, and on the latter

date he became general manager of the Great Northern, which

position he held until he was elected vice-president on Oc-

tober 12.

Philip J. Kelly has been appointed auditor traffic receipts of

the Philadelphia & Reading and subsidiary lines, and Thomas S.

Xeale. acting auditor coal traffic at Philadelphia. Pa., has been

appointed auditor coal traffic.

W. J. Harahan. president of the Seaboard .\'n Line, has been

elected president also of the Tampa Xorthern. with office at

Xorfolk, \'a., succeeding Charles R. Capps. who has been elected

vice-president in charge of traffic, witli office at Xorfolk.

Operating Officers.

Henry J. Roth has been appointed inspector of transportation

of the Illinois Central, with headquarters at Chicago.

F. H. Hohnsbean has been appointed trainmaster of the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at Smithville, Tex.

R. F. Shuman has been appointed trainmaster of the Chicago &

Alton, with headquarters at Roodhouse, 111., succeeding C. W.
Bearden, promoted.

A. D. McCarthy has been appointed trainmaster of the Fouith

district and Montreal terminals of the Grand Trunk, with liead-

quarters at Montreal, Que.

W. T. R. Hoddinott has been appointed assistant trainmaster

of the Philadelphia division of the Baltimore & Ohio, with head-

quarters at Philadelphia, Pa.

E. D. Hogan, assistant superintendent of the San Antonio &
Aransas Pass, has been appointed assistant general manager,

with headquarters at Yoakum, Tex.

F. S. James has resigned as division superintendent of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas and superintendent of the Texas Cen-

tral,, with headquarters at Waco, Tex.

Edgar W. Batchelder, dinsion superintendent of the Erie

Railroad at Meadville, Pa., has been appointed assistant genera!

superintendent, with headquarters at Marion, Ohio,

J. M. Walsh, superintendent of terminals of the St. Louis &
San Francisco at Memphis. Tenn., has been appointed super-

intendent of terminals of the Illinois Central, with office at

Memphis.

E. L. Magers. assistant division superintendent of the St.

Louis & San Francisco at Ft. Scott. Kan., has been appointed

superintendent of terminals, with headquarters at Memphis,

Tenn., succeeding J. M. Walsh, resigned. O. D. Lewis, chief

train despatcher at Ft. Scott, succeeds Mr. Magers.

E. G. Atkins, trainmaster of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul at LaCrosse. Wis., has been appointed superintendent of

the Southern Minnesota division, with office ai LaCrosse. suc-

ceeding E. G. Perkins, deceased. F. J. Holmes, chief train

despatcher, succeeds Mr. Atkins.

J. C. Muir. general superintendent of the Chicago & Eastern

Illinois, with office at Danville. 111., has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Chicago division, with headquarters at Danville,

and the former position has been abolished. Mr. Muir succeeds

G. H. Trenary. who has been transferred to Salem, III., as super-

intendent of the Illinois division in place of P, S. Sampson, as-

signed to other duties.

S. Ennes has been appointed superintendent of the Mesabi divi-

sion, and B. Lantry, superintendent of the Superior division of

the Great Northern, with headquarters at Superior, Wis., to suc-

ceed G. S. Stewart, who has been made superintendent of the

Montana division, with office at Havre, Mont., in place of F. D.

Kelsey. Mr. Kelsey succeeds Mr. Ennes as superintendent of the

Breckenridge division, with headquarters at Breckenridge, Minn.

Effective November 1.

W. H. Beeland. whose appointment as assistant superintend-

ent of the Tennessee Central, with headquarters at Nashville.

Tenn., has been announced in these columns, was born on Sep-

tember 14. 1874. in Lee county. Alabama, and was educated in

the common schools. He began railway work in 1892 as a

brakeman on the Atlanta & West Point and the Western of

Alabama. Three years later he was promoted to conductor, and

in ISOl went to the Tennessee Central as conductor, which po-

sition he held at the time of his recent appointment as assistant

superintendent of the same road.

S. P. Henderson, who has been appointed superintendent of

the Xorthern division of the Chicago & .Alton, with head-

quarters at Bloon-.ington, 111., as las been announced in these

columns, began railway

work as a telegraph

operator on the Chicago.

Indirnapolis & Louisville

at Monticello, Ind. He
was later with the Chi-

cago. Rock Island & Pa-

cific, the Cleveland,
Lorain & Wheeling, now
a part of the Baltimore

& Ohio, and the Chesa-
peake & Ohio, first as

despatcher, and then as

ch-cf despatcher. He
was then superintendent

of the Buffalo & Sus-

ruehanna, with oiTce at

Galeton, Pa., and later

was superintendent of

the Kansas City Scnlh-

ern at M-jna, .Ark. At
the time of his recent

appointment as super-

intendent of the Chicago
S. P. Henderson. ^ ^j^^^ ^^ ^.^^ ^^^-^

master of the Chicago & .Alton, with headquarters at Bloom-

ington. 111.

C. W. Miller, whose appointment as superintendent of the

Southern division of the Chicago & .Alton, with headquarters

at Bloomington. 111., has been announced in these columns,

began railway work as a

brakeman on the Cleve-

land Terminal & Valley,

now a part of the Balti-

more & Ohio. In 1889 he

went to the Wheeling &
Lake Erie, and the fol-

lowing year was pro-

moted to conductor. He
was later in the yard

and train service of the

Chicago & Alton, also of

the Xorthern Pacific,

and of the Cleveland.

Canton & Southern, re-

maining with the latter

company until it was ab-

sorbed by the Wheeling
& Lake Erie. In 1905

he was promoted to

trainmaster on the

Cleveland division of

the Wheeling & Lake
Erie, which position he q yy Miller,

held at the time of his

recent appointment as superintendent of the Chicago & Alton,

as above noted.

Benjamin L. Bugg. whose appointment as assistant general

manager of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with head-
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quarters at Atlanta, Ga., has been announced in these columns,

was born on August 8. 1869, at Palo Alto, Miss. He received

a high school education and began railway work as a telegraph

operator in 1887 on the Florida Railway & Navigation Company,
now- a part of the Seaboard .\ir Line. In 1891 he went to the

Georgia Southern & Florida, and in 1895 left that company to

go to the Central of Georgia. He was appointed general agent

of the Old Dominion Steamship Company, at Norfolk. Va.. in

1907 ; in August. 1910. he resigned to go to the Norfolk Southern

as traffic manager, and in February. 1912, his authority was ex-

tended over the Raleigh, Charlotte & Southern. On September
1. 1912, he was appointed traffic manager of the Atlanta,

Birmingham & Atlantic, and now becomes assistant general man-
ager of the same road, as alxive noted.

George H. Emerson, whose appointment as general manager
of the Great Northern, with headquarters at St. Paul. Minn..

was announced in our issue of October 18, began railway work
as water boy on the W'illmar division of the Great Northern

during the summer of 1880. In April. 1882, he became an ap-

prentice in the shops at St. Paul, and in October, 1887. became

a boilermakcr. From September. 1890. to February, 1895. he

was fireman and engineer on the Dakota division of that road

and was appointed locomotive foreman at Glasgow, Mont., in

1895. Two years later he was made general shop foreman

and master mechanic of the Dakota and Northern divisions,

where he remained until January 1, 1900, at which time he was
promoted to general master mechanic of the Western district.

On January 10. 1903. Mr. Emerson was appointed superintend-

ent of motive power of the entire system, and on March 15,

1910. he w-as made assistant general manager, from which posi-

tion he is now promoted to that of general manager.

Traffic Officers.

G. W. Oliver has been appointed assistant statistician of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Chicago.

C. \V. Pinney has been appointed general western freight

agent of the Coal & Coke Railway, with headquarters at

Columbus. Ohio.

W. B. Butler has been appointed soliciting freight agent of

the Georgia Southern & Florida, with office at Atlanta. Ga., suc-

ceeding J. H. Donnell, resigned.

J. A. FuUerton has been promoted to soliciting freight agent

of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, reporting to assistant

general freight agent. ButTfalo, N. Y.

\V. L. Greiner, traveling freight agent of the New York Cen-

tral Lines at Salt Lake City, Utah, has been appointed com-

mercial agent, with office at Salt Lake City, succeeding Kent O.

Keyes, resigned.

Joseph W. Brady has been appointed traveling freight agent

of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with headquarters at

Toledo, Ohio, in place of H. C. Weber, promoted. F. M. Miller

has been appointed traveling freight agent, with office at Pitts-

burgh. Pa.

Samuel Wilson, export and import agent of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & Puget Sound, with office at Seattle, Wash., has

been appointed assistant general freight agent, with headquarters

at Seattle, succeeding J. R. Veitch, transferred. F. J. Calkins

succeeds Mr. Wilson.

S. A. Hess, ticket agent of the Wabash at Decatur, 111., has

been appointed division passenger agent, with headquarters at

Decatur. H. P. Gardner has been appointed passenger and

ticket agent, with office at Springfield, 111., in place of R. C.

Fleming, resigned to engage in other business.

J. M. Farriss. commercial agent of the Sunset-Central Lines

at Corsicana. Tex., has been appointed division freight and

passenger agent, with headquarters at Austin. Tex., succeeding

C. M. Reeves, who has resumed his duties as city passenger

and ticket agent at Austin. J. H. Evetts succeeds Mr. Farriss

at Corsicana. C. T. Collette has been appointed traveling

freight and passenger agent, with office at Oklahoma City,

Okla. F. L. Sheeks. local agent at Beaumont. Tex., has also

been appointed general agent in charge of the traffic department,

in place- of J. W. Wilkinson, resigned. T. L. Cleveland has

been appointed traveling freight and passenger agent, with

headquarters at Beaumont, Tex.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

Raymond E. Bell, general foreman of the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe at Galveston, Tex., has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Galveston division, with headquarters at Gal-
veston.

A. B. Ziegweid has been appointed division engineer of the

Pere Marquette, in charge of maintenance of way and struc-

tures in territory comprising Saginaw-Ionia and S. T. & H.
divisions and branches, with office at Saginaw, Mich.

E. Schultz, roundhouse foreman of the Chicago & North
Western at Milwaukee, Wis., has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Northern Wisconsin and Lake Shore divisions,

with headquarters at Green Bay, Wis. He succeeds E. Becker,

who has been transferred to Escanaba. Mich,, as division mas-
ter mechanic to take the place of F. Slater, appointed division

master mechanic, with office at Kaukauna, Wis., succeeding

W. Hutchinson, deceased.

OBITUARY.

Frank Shelley Spafard. assistant superintendent of telegraph

of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, died at Chicago in the

early part of this week.

John L. Kirkpatrick, traveling passenger agent of the Lehigh
Valley at Philadelphia, Pa., died at his home in that city on
October 30. Mr. Kirkpatrick was 42 years old and had been

connected with the Lehigh Valley company since 1894. He
was president of the Quaker City Association of Railroad Men.

Charles F. Melick, general freight and passenger agent of the

Mexican Railway and secretary of the Vera Cruz Terminal Com-
pany, with headquarters at Mexico City, Mex.. died recently in

that city. Mr. JNIelick was born on September 28, 1867, at Rose-

ville, Ohio, and was educated in the common schools. He began

railway work in 1883, and for a time was bill clerk on the

Baltimore & Ohio. He was later chief clerk in the general freight

office of the Pittsburgh & Western, now a part of the Baltimore

& Ohio, and was then made contracting agent on the same
road. From 1890 to 1893 he was out of railway work. He then

went to the National Railways of Mexico as claim clerk, and
since July IS, 1904, had been general freight and passenger agent

of the Mexican Railway.

John M. Whitman, formerly vice-president of the Chicago &
North Western, died on October 29 at Chicago. He was born
in 1837 at Elbridge, Onondaga County, N. Y.. and began railway

work in 1856 in the engineering department of the Illinois Cen-

tral. From 1858 to 1860 he was a leveler on enlargement work
on the Erie Canal. Next he became engineer in charge of

construction for the Brunswick & Albany, now part of the At-

lantic Coast Line. He was then for one year engineer in charge

of construction of the LInion Stock Yards, at Chicago, and from

1867 to 1869 was engineer engaged in deepening the Illinois and

Michigan Canal. In 1869 he became engineer in charge of con-

struction of the Iowa Midland, now a part of the Chicago &
North Western, and from 1872 to 1876 was engineer and super-

intendent of the Chicago & Pacific, now a part of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul In the latter year he was appointed

receiver and superintendent of that road. In June, 1880, he v.-as

appointed superintendent of the Iowa division of the Chicago &
North Western, and in February. 1883. he was made general

superintendent of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha,

becoming general manager of the Chicago & North Western in

August, 1887. He was elected fourth vice-president of the same

road in November, 1899, and in January, 1906. was made vice-

president in charge of construction, from which position he was

retired under the pension rules of the company on June 30, 1911.

New Lixe Proposed for Bolivi.^.—Preliminary surveys are be-

ing made on a proposed line which will run from Cochabamba,

central eastern Bolivia, northwest to Chimore, about 200 miles.

New Argentine R.mlw.w Comp.\ny.—The Corrientes Rail-

way Company was organized in England last May with $5,000.-

000 capital, half of which is 7 per cent, preferred stock, to build

railroads in the province of Corrientes, Argentina, under con-

cession recently granted.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Illinois Terminal Railroad has ordered 1 mogul loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Polson Logging Company has ordered 1 mikado loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Saginav*' Timber Company has ordered 1 mikado loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Chicago & North Western is said to have ordered 130

locomotives. This item has not been confirmed.

The Philadelphia Suburban Gas & Electric Comp.\ny has

ordered 1 four-wheel switching locomotive from the Baldwin
Locomotive Works.

The British Columbia Electric, Vancouver, B. C, has or-

dered five 50-ton electric locomotives from the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company.

The Maine Central has ordered 8 consolidation locomotives,

two Pacific type locomotives and two switching locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.

The Cambri.\ Steel Company has ordered 2 six-wheel

switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The dimensions of the cylinders will be 21 in. x 26 in., the

diameter of the driving wheels will be 50 in., and the total

weight in working order will be 145,000 lbs.

The Keesville, Ausable Chasm & Lake- Ghamplain has

ordered 1 mogul locomotive from the American Locomotive

Company. The dimensions of the cylinders will be 16 in. x 22

in., the diameter of the driving wheels will be 48 in., and the

total weight in working order will be 96,000 lbs.

The Central Railway of Peru has ordered 6 mikado loco-

motives from the American Locomotive Company. The dimen-

sions of the cylinders will be 20 in. x 28 in., the diameter of

the driving wheels will be 52 in., and the total weight in work-

ing order will be 175,000 lbs. These locomotives will be equipped

with superheaters.

The Brazil Railway has ordered 8 Mallet (2-6-6-2) loco-

motives from the American Locomotive Company, and 13 ten-

wheel switching locomotives from the Lima Locomotive Cor-

poration. The Mallet locomotives will be equipped with super-

heaters, will have 16 in. and 25 in. x 20 in. cylinders, 41J^ in.

driving wheels, and in working order will weigh 157,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Missouri Pacific is in the market for 2,000 box cars and

2,000 gondolas.

St. Paul, Minneapolis & Sault Ste. Marie is in the market

for a number of mail cars.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered 25 ere

cars from the National Dump Car Company.

The Maine Central is in the market for 6 passenger cars

and 2 combination passenger and baggage cars.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has ordered 50 pas-

senger coaches from the Osgood Bradley Car Company.

The Chesapeake & Ohio is said to have ordered 3.000 coal

cars from the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company. This

item has not been confirmed.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered 3.000 box cars and

1,000 automobile cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company, and

1,000 box cars from the company's shops at Altoona.

The New York Centr.\l & Hudson River has ordered 1,000

refrigerator cars from the American Car & Foundry Company,

and 1,000 refrigerator cars from the shops of the Merchants'

Despatch Transportation.

The Northern Pacific is said to have ordered 1,100 re-

frigerator cars from the Pullman Company, 200 ore cars and

500 gondola cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company, and 250
stock cars from the Mt. Vernon Car & Manufacturing Company.
This item has not been confirmed.

The Kansas City Southern, as mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of October 18, has ordered 1,000 steel underframe gon-
dolas from the American Car & Foundry Company for February
and March delivery. These cars will have a capacity of 40 tons,

and the estimated weight is 44,900 lbs. The inside measurements
will be 41 ft. long and 4 ft. 2 in. high. Some of the special equip-

ment will be as follows

:

Brakes—Westinghouse.
Brakebeams—Chicago Railway Equipment Co.
Brakeshoes—American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co.
Couplers—Sharon.
Journal Bo.xes—McCord.

The New York Central Lines have ordered 100 passenger
coaches from the American Car & Foundry Company, 35 pas-

senger coaches and 40 baggage cars from the Barney & Smith
Car Company, 25 baggage cars from the Standard Steel Car
Company, and 7 dining cars from the Pullman Company. Of
this equipment the New York Central & Hudson River will re-

ceive 100 passenger coaches from the American Car & Foundry
Company, 40 baggage cars from the Barney & Smith Car Com-
pany, and 2 dining cars from the Pullman Company; the Michi-

gan Central will receive 20 passenger coaches from the Barney
& Smith Car Company, 10 baggage cars from the Standard Steel

Car Company, and 2 dining cars from the Pullman Company;
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern will receive 15 passenger

coaches from the Barney & Smith Car Company, 15 baggage

cars from the Standard Steel Car Company and 2 dining cars

from the Pullman Company ; the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

& St. Louis will receive 1 dining car from the Pullman Com-
pany.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Interborough Rapid Transit is in the market for 7,000

tons of rails.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford is in the market

for 35.000 tons of rails.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit is in the market for 20,000

tons of rails.

Geneilal Conditions in Steel.—Notwithstanding the fact that

the presidential election is close at hand and that Europe has

been disturbed by the Balkan war. orders in the steel industry

have shown an increase rather than a decrease. The heaviest

orders are being placed by the railroads and by the equipment

companies. .\ considerable increase in unfilled tonnage is ex-

pected for October. It is now predicted that the net earnings of

the steel corporation for October will be in the neighborhood

of $12,000,000, as compared with $10,157,993 in September. The
larger steel companies are trying to prevent an increase in

prices, but some of the smaller companies continue to sell at

figures above the so-called official quotations on a number of

products.

Argentine Railway Construction.—Construction work on

the Buenos Aires Great Southern Railway toward the Andes is

being rapidly pushed forward and it is expected that by the end

of the year the line will be open to traffic as far as Zapaia. at

the foot of the Andes. This very popular center of the Neuquen

territory will then be directly connected by rail with Bahia

Blanca, on the Atlantic coast, and it is confidently expected that

a new market will be created for goods from Neuquen, which

lies about 300 miles east of Bahia Blanca.

Proposed Railway Construction in Argentina.—There has

been presented to the legislature of the province of Entre Rios

a petition for a loan of $6,000,000, bearing 5 per cent, interest

and one-half of 1 per cent, amortization, for construction of

Hnes from Parana, in the extreme western portion of the prov-

ince of Entre Rios, northeast to Concordia via La Paz, Feliciano,

and Libertad; from Parana to Concordia direct, about 170

miles; from Parana southeast to Gualeguay, about 120 miles;

and branches connecting Villaguay, which is about 100 miles

east of Parana, with the last two lines.
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The National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has opened a

branch office at St. Paul, Minn.

The Minneapolis & Northern, Minneapolis, Minn., has or-

deref! two .S.S-ft. motor cars from the McKeen Motor Car Com-
panj'.

The Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo, N. Y., has received

orders for hot blast heating systems for the roundhouses of the

Western Maryland, at Hagerstown, Md.„ and Cumberland, for

the roundhouse of the Erie at Gallon, Ohio, and Huntington,

Tnd. ; and for the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh roundhouses

at Du Bois, Pa.

George P.. Long, treasurer of the Joseph Dixon Crucible

Company, Jersey City, N. J., has been made vice-president,

succeeding William H. Corbin, deceased; J. H. Schermerhorn,

assistant secretary and assistant treasurer of the same com-
pany, has been made treasurer and a member of the board of

directors; and Albert Norris has been made assistant secre-

tary and assistant treasurer.

Reginald M. Campbell has been appointed to a position in

the sales dejiartment of the National India Rubber Company,
with bcadrjuarters in New York. Mr. Campbell was for six

years in the electric street railway and lighting department of

the Western Electric Company, Chicago. For the next five

years he acted as district sales agent for the Ohio Brass Com-
pany in the New York and New England territories. Later

he was made eastern sales manager for the Peter Smith

Heater Company, Detroit, Mich., with offices in New York
His time now will be devoted to the sale of bare and in-

sulated wires and cables for all types of electrical require-

ment.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has received among recent orders an order from tlie

Pittsburgh Railways, Pittsburgh, Pa., for two 1.000 kw. 2 bear-

ing, 514 r. p. m., motor generator sets consisting of one 1,000 kw.

550 v., compound wound, direct-current generator and one 1,440

h. p. 3-pbase, 60-cycIe. 10,000 v. synchronous motor ; also three

250 kva., 60-cycle, 22,000—376 transformers and complete switch-

boards for 4 sub-stations, together with auxiliary apparatus for

this equipment. This company has also received an order from

the Jackson Railway, Jackson, Fla., for one synchronous motor-

generator set consisting of one 500 kw. 600 v. direct-current

machine direct connected to one 720 h. p. 2,300 v. 3-phase, 60-

cycle synchronous motor together with one switchboaril for con-

trol of same.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Carbon

Steel Company, New York, the following board i>f directors

was elected for the ensuing year: Charles McKnight. Gilbert

G. Thome, Edward C. Hoyt, George S. Macrum. Edward F".

Slayback, D. E. Corbett. and Thomas Patterson. At a meeting

of the board of directors the following officers were elected

:

President, Charles McKnight ; vice-president, Gilbert G.

Thome; second vice-president, George S. Macrum; treasurer,

James Thome; and secretary D. E. Corbett. The company is

spending approximately $100,000 on its works at Pittsburgh.

Pa. The capacity of the forge shops has been increased, and

a new SOO-ton forging press has been installed. The stockhold-

ers have authorized a $2,000,000 bond issue to take care of the

present bonded indebtedness and to furnish additional working

capital. A sufficient amount of the bonds has been underwritten

to provide for all present needs.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

CR.^NES. Trolleys. Etc.—The New Jersey I'oundry & Machine

Company. New York, has published a small folder illustrating

a number of installations of its cranes, tracks, trolleys and

hoists.

Jolt Ramming Machine.—The Vulcan Engineering Sales

Company. Chicago, has published in a small folder the dis-

tinctive and essential features and advantages of the Mumford

jolt "-amming machine

New Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

-Arkansas Northwestern.—An officer writes that the plans

call for building, from Springtown, Ark., northeast via Vaughn
and Bentonville to Pea Ridge, with a branch from this line

south to Cave Springs, and another branch south to Rogers.
In all about 30 miles. Contracts for the work are to be let

soon by the Benton County Construction Company. There will

be one trestle, 192 ft. long. The company expects to develop a

traffic in fruit, timber, livestock and dairy products. C. E.

McClure is president, with headquarters at Bentonville and at

St. Louis, Mo., and E. B. Whitcomb is chief engineer, Benton-
ville, Ark. (October 18, p. 774.)

Bandon & Oregon Eastern.-—Incorporated in Oregon with

$100,000 capital and headquarters at Bandon. The plans call

for building from Bandon, Ore., south through the counties of

Coos, Curry and Josephine. A branch is to be built north from
Bandon to a point near Marshfield, and another branch is to be

built west to the Pacific coast at Port Orford. The incorpo-

rators include R. C. Nelson, J. V. Beach and N. D. Simon.

Boston & Maine.—An officer is quoted as saying that work
is to be finished this year on the Hampden Railroad building

from the Central Massachusetts division of the Boston & Maine
at Bondville, Mass.. southwest to Springfield, about 20 miles.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—The report of this company
for the year ended June 30, 1912, shows that the construction

of the St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line, between Carlisle,

Iowa, and .Allerton, is well under way. -About 85 per cent, of

the grading, and about 80 per cent, of the bridging was com-
pleted at the end of the fiscal year, and 22 miles of rails had
been laid up to October 1, 1912. A charter was granted in

1911 to the Malvern & Camden, which plans to build about 00

miles of line from Malvern, in Plot Spring county, .\rk.. south

to Camden through the counties of Hot Spring. Dallas and
Ouachita. ' At the close of the fiscal year about 45 per cent, of

the grading and bridging was completed and track laying will

be started about November 1. During the year 73 industrial

side tracks were constructed to private industries, and four to

coal mines, making a total of 77 new tracks. Extensions and

rearrangement of tracks were also made to 12 industries and to

three coal mines.

Flemington, Hinesville & Western.—An officer writes that

the plans call for building from Mcintosh. Ga.. west via Flemni.g-

ton and Hinesville to Glenville, about 30 miles. Track has been

laid and is now in operation on a section of five miles to Hines-

ville. The company expects to complete the work on the entire

line in the near future. There will be trestles at Goslin swamp,

at Martin's branch, and at Warrior swamp. A. D. Way is

president. Hinesville. (October 11, p. 709.)

Gllf. Florid.^ & Al.\bama.—The first work train was run

into Pensacola, Fla., on October 19, the extension from Canton-

ment to Pensacola, 20 miles, being completed. Freight service

will be begun by December 1. The road now extends from

Pensacola. Fla., to Local, Wa., 82 miles; Gatewood Junction to

Gatewood. 11 miles, with sidings seven miles, and is under con-

struction to Pine Hill. 70 miles. The company owns piers, etc..

in Pensacola. (August 23. p. 366.)

Hampden Railroad.—See Boston & Maine.

Hocking \'allev.—See Toledo. Ohio, under Railway Structures.

Kansas Road.—Application has been made for a charter in

Kansas by a company to build 500 miles of railway. The line

will cross Kansas from Republic county south to Comanche
county, with a branch east to Kansas City. The incorporators

include J. R. Mulvane and W. W. Webb, of Topeka. Kans.

;

O. T. Johnson, and L. C. Haecke, of New York.

Malvern & Camden.—See Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

Meridian & Memphis.—An officer writes that a general con-

tract has been given to J. A. Perdue & Co.. Pine Bluff, Ark.,

to build from Meridian. Miss., northwest to the New Orleans.

Mobile & Ohio, at Union. 32.4 miles. Newell & Wright.

Meridian, has contracts for the bridges and track laying, ar.d
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the \'anci; Cuinracting Company. ISirmingliam, .\la., fur the

steam shovel work. The grading work is about 40 per cent,

finished, the bridges are about 50 per cent, finished, and track

laying is to be started about November 1 ; 60-lb. rails will be

used. The work involves constructing about 600,000 cu. yds.

of embankment, and there will be 6.000 ft. of trestles and 450 ft.

of steel work for overhead crossings over three railways. The
company expects to develop a traffic in lumber, cotton, yain
and western products. J. T. Schley, president. Mobile, Ala.

S. A. Neville, vice-president. Meridian, Miss.

Oregon. Pacific & Eastern.—Incorporated in Oregon with

$1,000,000 capital. The plans call for a line from Cottage Grove
to Winchester bays 25 miles. The section from Cottage Grove
to Disston has already been built. A. B. Wood and H. Eakin,

president of the First National Bank, Cottage Grove, are in-

corporators.

St. Pall & Kansas City Short Line.— Sec Chicago. Rock
Island & Pacific. (October 25, p. 791.)

Savannah Union Railway & Terminal Company.—.An

officer writes that this company was incorporated in Georgia,

to build a railway connecting the mill site of the Great East-
ern Lumber Company on the Savannah river, seven miles above
Savannah, with all the railways entering Savannah. About five

miles of track has been laid. The company plans to develop a

terminal business at tlie point where it reaches the Savannah
river, and where it will have deep water facilities. Charles E.

Gill is president. Savannah.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Afton, Okla.—See Van Buren, -\rk.

Arthur City, Te.\.—See Van F.uren, Ark.

Blford, Ga,—The Southern Railway has asked for bids for

a new passenger station at Buford, and for converting the pres-

ent station into a freight depot. The new building will be of

half stucco finish with tile roof, and will have waiting rooms for

white and colored passengers.

Gastoni.\, X. C.—Contract for the construction of the new
passenger station at Gastonia, has been given by the Southern

Railway to George Leigh & Co., Louisa, Va. The building will

be of brick construction with tile rcjuf, with waiting rooms for

white and colored passengers. Work will be begun as soon as

the necessary materials can be assembled, and will be pushed 'o

completion. (August 16, p. 330.)

Lenoir City. Tenn.—The Southern Ivailway announces that

it will soon erect a new passenger station at Lenoir City, and
will convert the present combination depot intn a freight depot.

The new building will have a tile or slate roof witli waiting

rooms for white and colored passengers.

MoLNTAiNBL'RC,, -Ark.—See Van Buren, .\rk.

Silverdale, Ont.—The location for a station to be built at

Silverdale, by the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo, has been ap-

proved by the board of railway commissioners of Canada.

Toledo, Ohio.—The Toledo council voted recently to vacate

certain streets and alleys and to grant the Hocking V'alley the

right to cross other streets. As a result the railway company
will Soon begin construction on its proposed $2,000,000 terminal

in East Toledo. The plan provides for 30 tracks at some points

"and 20 at others, also the construction of a viaduct at Front

street over the tracks, and for an overhead crossing at Seamon
street ; the separation of grades at Starr avenue and for the erec-

tion of overhead crossing at the boulevard sites. The company
is also to provide two streets connecting Seamon street and Starr

avenue in return for thoroughfares vacated.

Tulsa, Okl.\.—See Van Buren, .\rk.

Van Buren, .Ark.—According to press reports plans have

been made by the St. Louis & San I'rancisco to build three

bridges, at a cost of about $1,000,000. The bridges are to be

constructed across the Arkansas river at Van Buren, Ark. ; at

Tulsa, Okla., and at the Red river at .Arthur City, Tex. Six

thousand tons of steel will be required for the new structures.

Smaller bridges are to be constructed across the Verdigris river

at Afton, Okla., and at Frog Bayou at Mountainburg, Ark.

Maiitxxa^ Ifxnancifxi NetUis.

Bellingham & Northern.—This is the name of the new com-
pany which has been incorporated in Washington with
$1,200,000 stock to succeed the Bellingham Bay & British

Columbia and the Bellingham Terminal & Railway, both sub-

sidiaries of the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.

Cairo & Thebes.—This road, running from Cairo ta Thebes,
III., was built, it was thought, originally for the Louisville &
Nashville, but was leased to the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern for 99 years from March 1, 1911. Judge Wright, in

the United Stales district court, has now modified the lease

so as to provide that the St. Louis & San Francisco and the

St. Louis Southwestern may also use the terminals of the road
upon application.

Canadian P.\cific.
—

'1 liis company is to apply lor an order in

council sanctioning the 999-year lease of the Quebec Central

by the Canadian Pacific, dated January 1, 1913. The directors

of both companies have previously approved the lease.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—At the annual meeting in Richmond,
this week, Frederick H. Rawson, of Chicago, was elected a

director in place of Thomas H. Hubbard.

Chicago & Eastern Illinois.—The New York Stock Exchange
has listed $5,031,000 purchase money first lieu 5 per cent, coal

bonds, issued as follows : $2,6JSO,000 for coal lands in Sullivan

county, Ind., and Montgomery county. 111.; $1,826,000 for the

coal lands of the Peabody Coal Company, the Oak Hill Coal

& Mining Company and the Vigo & V'ermillion Mining Com-
pany, all in Illinois; and $525,000 for locomotives, mine locci-

inoti\es, and cars and mine machinerv.

Puget Sound.—See Bellingham &Chic.\go, Milwaukee
Northern.

Cincinnati-Namiville Southern.—See Tennessee, Kentucky &
Nortliern.

Denver, Lara.mie & Northwestern.—The receiver has been au-

thorized to issue $50,(XX) receivers' certificates, of the proceeds

of which $20,000 is to be used to take up notes which were
given to raise money to meet the payrolls when the receiver first

took charge.

Fl( RiDA East Co.vst.—The directors have declared Zyi per cent,

interest, jiayable November 1, 1912, on the $20,000,000 general

mortgage income 5 per cent, bonds. In 1911 4 per cent, was

paid, and in 1910 3yi per cent.

Grand Trunk.—Blair & Company, New York, are offering

$3,360,000 4y> per cent, equipment notes, series B, dated No-
vember 1, 1912, due semi-annually beginning May 1, 1913. The
notes are issued in part payment for 1(K) locomotives, 2,000

bo.x cars and 50 tank cars.

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.—Charles S. Jobes lias been

appointed co-receiver, with Charles A. Y'oung, for the Interna-

tional Construction Company and the L'nion Construction

Company, which companies were building the Kansas City,

Mexico & Orient, and which went into the hands of the re-

ceiver at the same time that the railroad did.

Lorain, Ashland & Southern.—This company has asked the

Ohio public service commission for permission to issue $1,750,-

000 stock, $1,500,000 first mortgage 5 per cent. 50-year bonds,

and $l,2Cio,000 second mortgage bonds. The road now has

outstanding $250,000 stock.

QuEDEC Central.—See Canadian Pacific.

St. Joseph & Grand Island.—Stockholders on October 15 post-

poned action looking toward the approval of the new $15,0(X),-

000 mortgage. This is due to an injunction obtained by the

minority stockholders against the majority stockholders. (The

Union Pacific.)

Tennes.see, Kentucky & Northern.— Stockholders are to vote

on December 20 on the question of leasing the Cincinnati-

Nashville Southern, which took over the line running from

Allgood to Livingston, Tenn., 21 miles, at foreclosure sale in

August, 1912.

Union Pacific—See St. Joseph & Grand Island.
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ANNUAL REPORT
THE CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY—THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT.

FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1912.

To the Stockholders:

The Board of Directors herewith submit their report of the operations
and affairs of the Roclv Island Lines for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912.

The results of the operations for the year were as follows:

Total operating revenue (decrease $3,774,619.72,
or 5.5 per cent.) $64,712,853.32

Operating expenses (decrease $2,296,188.99, or
4.7 per cent 46,759,494.01

Net operating revenue (decrease $1,478,430.73,. or 7.6
per cent.) $17,953,359.31

Taxes (increase $44,210.27, or 1.6 per cent.) 2,752,861.23

Operating income $15,200,498.08
Miscellaneous income 686,790.83

Total income $15,887,288.91
Interest and rentals 12,036,892.99

Balance of income, after providing for all charges, being 5.1
per cent, on capital stock ($75,000,000.00) $3,850,395.92

Dividends paid (5 per cent, on capital stock) 3,743,760.00

Balance surplus for the year $106,635.92
For comparative income account in detail, see table on page 13.

CAPITAL STOCK.
The capital stock outstanding June 30, 1912, was $74,877,200.00; no

change having occurred during the current fiscal year.

FUNDED DEBT.
The funded debt, not including equipment notes, increased $22,439,600.00

during the period under review and equipment notes decreased $1,412,000.00,
creating a net increase in the total funded debt of $21,027,600.00.

ROAD AND EQUIPMENT.
The property investment increased $3,449,579.89 during the year, which

figure includes the cost of new equipment purchased under trust agreement
or otherwise acquired, and expenditures for additions and betterments.

NEW LINES ACQUIRED.
Under date of October 14, 1911, the Rock Island, Arkansas and Louisiana

Railroad Company purchased that portion of the Little Rock and Hot
Springs Western Railroad extending from Little Ruck, Ark., to Benton,
Ark., a distance of 21.97 miles, formerly operated under lease.
On December 1, 1911, The Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway

Company leased for a term of nine hundred ninety-nine years, the Rock
Island & Dardanelle Railway Company, a branch line of railway, extending
from Ola, Ark., to Dardanelle, Ark., a distance of 13.93 miles, and has
included the mileage, revenues, operating expenses, taxes, etc., in its

accounts. By reason of the length of the terms of the lease, the mileage
is considered owned in figuring all statistics.

NEW EQUIPMENT.
The 60 steel passenger train cars mentioned in last year's report have

teen received and placed in service.
Orders were also placed during the current fiscal year for 50 locomotives,

2 steel passenger motor cars, 51 steel passenger train cars (including
4 horse cars and 1 business car) and 4,940 steel underframe freight train
/:ars, of which 10 locomotives and 622 freight train cars have been de-
livered; the balance, consisting of 40 locomotives, 4,318 freight train cars,
and 51 _steel passenger train cars and two steel passenger motor cars are
ia be delivered after June 30, 1912.

CONSTRUCTION OF NEW LINES.
The construction of the St. Paul and Kansas City Short Line Railroad

between Carlisle, Iowa, and Allerton. Iowa (mention of which was made
in last year's report), is now well under way, about eighty-five per cent, of
the grading, and about eighty per cent, of the bridging having been com-
pleted at June 30, 1912.

Twenty-two miles of rail had been laid to October 1, 1912, and the
laying of the balance is rapidly progressing.
The details of the building of this line are in accordance with the most

modern ideas of railroad construction; new ninety-pound rail on creosoted
ties, with the latest design of rail fastenings; track ballasted with gravel;
concrete posts for right of way fence; public highways diverted wherever
possible, either under or over the rails, etc.

Under date of June 3, 1911, a charter was granted, under the laws of
the State of Arkansas, to the Malvern and Camden Railway Company, with
authorized capital stock of $1,300,000.00, of which $420,000.00 has been
issued and is owned by your company.

It is proposed to construct a line of railway, approximately sixty miles
long, from the City of Malvern, Hot Spring County. Arkansas, in a
southerly direction through the counties of Hot Spring, Dallas and
Ouachita to the City of Camden, Ouachita County, -\rkansas.

At the close of this fiscal year about forty-five per cent, of the grading
and bridging was completed. Track laying will begin about November 1,

1912.
The line, when completed, will traverse a rich lumber section, and also

furnish additional service for the cities of Malvern and Camden, with
populations of about three thousand each.
To enable that comparv to meet its construction obligations, your com-

pany has advanced $297,097.92 to the Malvern and Camden Railway
Company.

GENERAL.
The records of the industrial department indicate that one hundred and

twentv-eight new industries were located along the Rock Island Lines
during the current fiscal year. It is estimated that their construction will

cost approximately thirteen million dollars and that their operation will

furnish employment for more than five thousand men and create an annual
movement of over fiftv-four thousand carloads of revenue freight. These
industries will also require the movement of .considerable less than car
load freight.

iJ^Z^^.L^^A^V- ^'=«"'y-'l"-« industrial side tracks were constructed

\Ur.
'"dustries and four to coal mines, making a total of seventy-seven new tracks. Extensions and re-arrangements of tracks were alsomade to twelve industries and three coal mines

f„7i'f r]}"^-
°* .'"P'"°^'"8 'he terminals of your property has been carried

Sm nf «l I'^'VI?.; fo^'""'-
F""- 'mproving and creating new terminals, thesum ot $1,163,955.39 was expended.

In addition to the above expenditures, $664,333.08 was advanced to theArkansas and Memphis Railway Bridge and Terminal Company for thepurpose of purchasing a bridge site and land for terminals at Memphis,
ienn., in connection with the construction of a bridge across the MississippiKiver at that point.

*^

Advances aggregating $418,603.23 during the period covered by thisreport were also made to the Trinity and Brazos Valley Railway Company,
covering one-half of the expenditures for additions and betterments, equiplment and operating deficit of that company.

In order to promote the safety of employes and patrons and to reduce
to a minimum, personal injuries, there was organized on August 1st 1912,
a safety bureau with jurisdiction over the entire Rock Island Lines. The
organization embraces practically every operating official, together withminor otticers and employes, and it is hoped that by co-operation of all
conceriiea, a large percentage of accidents will be avoided.
Taxes continue to show an increase. The increase for the period under

review, compared with the same period last year, was $44,210.27 or 1.6 per
cent. However, in making a five year comparison, the account shows an
increase of $962,966.44 or 53.80 per cent., while the operated mileage has
increased during the same period less than one per cent
At June 3ath, 1912, one hundred and thirty-three pensioners were on

the pension pay-rolls, ninety-five employes having been retired by reason
of the age limit, and thirty-eight by reason of being incapacitated. The
total cost for pensions paid and the expense of administration during the
year was $41,807.30.

In common with other railroads, the gross revenue of your Company
decreased, and the expenses of operation increased, as compared with the
preceding fiscal year. The almost unparalleled weather conditions during
the winter of 1911-1912, and the extraordinary flood conditions in the
Spring of 1912, during which latter period, some forty miles of the track
°

J°"J'
Company were under water for a period of more than two weeks,

made both for an increase in expenses and decrease in earnings. These
conditions, together with the fact that the expenses for the year carry
a charge of $342,000 on account of increased rates of pay in employes'
wages, as compared with the preceding year, made it impossible to keep
operating expenses down to a level proportionate to the earnings, conse-
quently causing an increase in the operating ratio.
As stated in previous reports, the accounts of your company are handled

in accordance with methods prescribed and enforced by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, and are periodically audited by their examiners, there-
fore. It is deemed unnecessary to have the accounts certified by an inde-
pendent auditor.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the loyalty and hearty co-operation of
officers and employes.

By order of the Board of Directors,

H. U. MUDGE,
President.

October 21, 1912.

INCOME ACCOUNT.
Year Ended June 30, 1912, Compared with Previous Year.

Increase or Decrease.

Average mileage oper-

Rcvcmie fr:

tation :

Freight . .$41,156,834.72 $43,368,395.66 —$2,211,560.94 5.10
. 18,609,408.36 20.240,528.03 —1,631,119.67 8.06
. 1,602,209.29 1.577,219.40 24,989.89 1.58
. 2,014,386.03 2.053.549.44 —39.163.41 1.91

873,417.38 800,107.57 73,309.81 9.16

Total transportatii
1.256,255.78 $68,039,800.10 —$3,783,544.33 5.56

Revenue from alterations
other than transpor-
tation 456,597.54 447.672.94 8.924.60 1.99

Total operating
.$64,712,853.32 $68,487,473.04 —$3,774,619.72 5.51

Operating expenses

:

Maintenance of way *

and structures ....$8,493,345.86 $9,738,015.96 —$1,244,670.10 12.78

Maintenance of equip- , . ,
8.302,466.70 9.359,748.70 —1,057,282.00 11.26

1,981,398.97 2,007,149.52 —25,750.55 1.28
nt

Traffic expenses .

Transportation ex
penses

General expenses
26,210.502.08 26,171,418.77 39.083.31

1.771.780.40 1,779,350.05 -7.569.65

Total operating

penses .$46,759,494.01 $49,055,683.00 —$2,296,188.99 4.68

Net operating rcrfni.c. .$17,953,359.31 $19,431,790.04 —$1,478,430.73 7.60

Taxes .... 2.752,861.23 2.708,650.96 44.210.27 1.63

Operating income .$15,200,498.08 $16,723,139.08 —$1,522,641.00 9.10
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Outside operations

(debit balance) . .

.

Hire of equipment

(debit balance) . . •

Other income

81.251.00 70.21

Total $686,790.83 $185,477.06

Total income

$501,313.77 270.28

.$15,887,288.91 $16,908,616.14 —$1,021,327.23 6.04

Interest $10,492,134.63 $9,741,852.72
Rentals 1,544,758.36 1,704,925.05

Betterments on teased
lines 19,124.71 —19,124.71 100.00

PROFIT AND LOSS.
Credit balance. June 30, 1911 $17,008,302.69

Surplus for year ended, June 30, 1912 $106,635.92
Interest prior to current fiscal year on advances

for construction 1 3,684.93

Profit on purchase of scrip and warrants used
in payment of taxes 2,623.55

Sundry adjustments not affecting current year's
69,249.72

$192,194.12

Total charges $12,036,892.99 $11,465,902.48 $570,990.51 4.98

Balance of income {avail-

able for dividends') .. . $3,850,395.92 $5,442,713.66 —$1,592,317.74 29.26
Dividends 3,743.760.00 3,930,948.00 —187,188.00 4.76

Less:

Loss on securities and land sold.. $81,104.29

Losses through failures of railroads
and individuals 50,039.43

Unextinguished discount on securi-
ties 1,637,500.00

Miscellaneous adjustments 118,789.01

Balance surplus {carried
to credit of profit and
loss) $106,635.92 $1,311,765.66 —$1,405,129.74 92.95

Dividends Declared During Year Ended June 30, 1912.

Dividend No. 125, IK per cent, paid September 30, 1911 $935,940.00
Dividend No. 126, 1 per cent, paid December 30, 1911 748.752.00
Dividend No. 127, \'A per cent, paid March 30, 1912 935,940.00
Dividend No. 128, 1)4 per cent, paid June 29, 1912 1,123.128.00

$1,887,432.73

Depreciation on;

Tracks removed $51,263.17

Structures sold, re-

moved or destroyed 29,725.55

Equipment sold, dis-

mantled or destroyed 633.991.39 714,980.11 2,602,412.84 2,410,218.;

Total, 5 per cent $3,743,760.00 Credit balance, June 30, 1912 $14,598,083.97

CONDENSED GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.

June 30, 1912, and Comparison with Previous Year.

Assets. 1912.

Property investment

:

Road and Equipment:
Investment to June 30,

1907 $255,585,343.24

Investment since June 30,
1907 31,610,476.77

Reserve for accrued depre-
ciation—credit 609,043.31

$255,585,343.24

28,160,896.88 $3,449,579.89

4ro.61S.86 -138,424.45

Increase
Liabilities. 1912. * 1911. or Decrease.

Slock:

Capital stock $75,000,000.00 $75,000,000.00

Morteage, bonded and secured
debt

:

Funded debt 251,189,600.00 230,162,000.00 $21,027,600.00

Total capital liabilities. . .$326,189,600.00 $305,162,000.00 $21,027,600.00

$283,275,621.26 $3,311,155.44

Securities:

Securities of proprietary,
affiliated and controlled
companies—pledged . .

.

Securities of proprietary,
affiliated and controlled
companies—unpledged.. .

Other investments:

Advances to proprietary,
affiliated and controlled
companies for construc-
tion, equipment and bet-

terments

Miscellaneous investments

180.233.16

7,044,138.42

8,873,117.75

2,471,175.52

99,504.00

8,966.521.52

7,041,287.21

2,258,858.07

80,729.16

-1,922,383.10

1,831,830.54

212.317.45

IVorking liabilities

:

Traffic and car-service bal-

ances due to other com-
panies $917,345.51

Audited vouchers and wages
unpaid 3,703,690.95

Miscellaneous accounts pay-

$940,932.30 —$23,586.79-

5.042,603.29 —1,338,912.34

able

Matured interest, dividends
and rents unpaid

Matured mortgage, bonded
and secured debt unpaid

.

Working advances due to

other companies

Other working liabilities...

292,048.29

2,235,041.25

23,000.00

190,620.30

1,002.748.53

239,813.50

1,980,352.26

23,000.00

213,101.29

818.638.44

52,234.7»

254.688.99-

—22,480.99

184,110.09

$301,641,792.06 $3,513,649.49

Working assets:

Cash $15,073,939.94

Securities issued or assumed

—

held in treasury 557,458.23

Marketable securities 15,946,140.08

Loans and bills receivable.. 484,567.43

Traffic and car-service bal-

ances due from other com-
panies 652,253.82

Net balance due from agents
and conductors 1,058,584.79

Miscellaneous accounts re-

ceivable 3,284,397.25

Materials and supplies 5,934,979.99

Other working assets 1,845,871.13

$3,241,991.16 $11,831,948.78

4,758.23

15,955,932.87

456.522.76

398,354.26

1,041,406.29

3.222,814.22

5.813,008.40

1,387,350.33

552,700.00

—9,792.79

28,044.67

253.899.56

17.178.50

61,583.03

121,971.59

458.520.80

Total working liabilities.. $8,364,494.83 $9,258,441.08 —$893,946.25

Iccrued liabilities not due:

Unmatured interest, divi- „ »-..., « rr
dends and rents payable.. $2,425,223.42 $1,872,923.87 $552,299.55

Taxes accrued 1,317,869.45 1,371,588.74 —53,719.29

ed liabilities not
dt,e $3,743,092.87 $3,244,512.61 $498,580.26-

Oneratinir reserves $1,007,518.39 $952,868.86 $54,649.33

Orherde1er"dcr|dit items. '942,215.92 1,532,953.93 -590,738.01

Total deferred credit items $1,949,734.31 $2,485,822.79 —$536,088.48

Total working assets. $44,838,192.68 $31,522,138.54 $13,316,054.14
Grand total liabilities. .. .$340,246,922.01 $320,150,776.48 $20,096,145.53

.•ipproprioted surplus:

Accrued income not due:

Unmatured interest, dividends
and rents receivable $656,656.94 $507,640.25 $149,016.69

-Additions to property since

June 30. 1907, through in-

come

Deferred debit items:

Advances

Rents and insurance paid in

advance 33.772.60

Special deposits 227,610.98

Other deferred debit items. 1,198.571.28

64.367.76 64.367.76

$14,598,083.97 $17,008,302.69 —2,410,218.72

$2,799,127.71 $1,864,213.;

56.479.94 —22,707.34

417.622.86 —190.011.88

1,213,559.53 —14,988.25

Total deferred debit items $4,259,082.57 $3,551,876.(

Grand total $354,909,373.74 $337,223,446.93 $17,685,926.81

Grand total $354,909,373.74 $337,223,446.93 $17,685,926.81

Note.-In stating the assets ard liabilities of <1»_':'',"'P="?^^^ f"?'?4eific
Rock Island Lines, the holdings of The ^h'"f- R°f ..^^'^"f^itf^f.. Hnes

f??m'^he liahi'mles a^d a"like%educ,ion ma'd- in the assets .
pertainmg

thereto; the figures
and the liabilities without duplicat'
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ROAD AND EQUIPMENT—INVESTMENT SINCE JUNE 30, 1907.

Changes During Year Ended June 30, 1912.

Balance, June 30, 1911, as per balance sheet $28,160,896.88

Changes during the year:

Additions

:

.Additions and betterments, current year (not
including equipment) $3,282,603.30

Expenditures for additional and improved equip-
ment;

Converting coal burning locomo-
tives into oil burners $13,523.66

Freight, insection and miscellan-
eous charges in connection with
purchase of new ballast cars... 7,730.88

Converting steam shovel 95256
into derrick car 996.73

New appliances for existing equip-
ment, required by Federal and
state laws 26,133.70

Other new appliances for existing
equipment 16,105.66

Silverware for dining and cafe
cars 3,232.44 67,723.07

ToUl additions and betterments $3,350,326.37

Acquisition of Little Rock and Hot Springs
Western Railroad by Rock Island, Arkansas
and Louisiana Railroad Company

Disbursements for construction of Malvern and
Camden Railway (property of Rock Island,
Arkansas and Louisiana Railroad Company) .

Additions and betterments on leased lines....
Bankers Trust Company of New York, equip-
ment purchase under indenture of August 1,

1911 .••••..•

Disbursements for old construction liabilities of
Rock Island, Arkansas and Louisiana Rail-

road Company
Net adjustment of charges, Yarnall, Texas, to

Amarillo, Texas line

453,600.00

402,431.93

1,217.67

!, 595.44

Deductions:

Bankers Trust Company of New
Y^ork, equipment purchase under
indenture of May 2, 1910—Credit

al furnished equipment

$4,527,468.61

builder; 253,559.82
for replacement of destroyed

equipment which, under mortgages
and equipment trust agreements,
must be replaced 31,236.77

\'alue of equipment destroyed, dis-

mantled or sold during the past

fiscal year (exclusive of equip-

ment which, under mortgages or

equipment trust agreements, must
be replaced). Such value, less

salvage, was charged to operating
expenses and protit and loss..... 790,940.00

Net amount of miscellaneous adjust-

ments covering equipment pur-

chased under car trust agreements,
prior to the current fiscal year...

Sale of lots eight and nine in block

seven, Quitman, La. (property of

Rock Island, Arkansas and Lou-
isiana Railroad Company)

:,122.13

30.00 1,077,888.72

Net increase 3,449,579.!

Balance, June 30, 1912, as per balance sheet $31,610,476.77

EXPENDITURES FOR ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS.
Year Ended June 30, 1912.

Right of way and station grounds $159,782.32

Real estate
, ,, .{^f^

Widening cuts and fills ^^I'lnony
Protection of banks . ^li^lH
Grade revisions and changes of line

, c'nl^'lo
Bridges, trestles and culverts

^^I'?r'-?7
Increased weight of rail..

?f-n??' 7Improved frogs and switches ,},W.Al
Track fastenings and other material l\°AiAi
Ballast 'r,,nt"?A
Additional main tracks ,,o'?o;-fi
Sidings and spur tracks

nn'l^fi'fin
Terminal yards

^^n'^^S^nFencing right of way........ -. • •

^''fXA.,s
Improvement of over and under grade crossings 4:007.30

Track elevation, elimination of grade crossings,

etc
343,996.79

Interlocking apparatus in'riS'nt
Block and other signal apparatus IS C377i
Telegraph ard telephone lines Jrio?,!
Station buildings and fixtures

^"^-^^VnnRoadwav machinery and tools 2,235.UU

Shops cng?ne hous'^s and turn tables "Vfl?«
Shop machinery and tools nHfnil
Water and fuel stations S!'n?^-??
Grain elevators ard storage warehouses 91.023.25

Dock and wharf property. ,oQQiis7
Electric light and power plants ^^VAAl
Electric-power transmission oiiic'lc
Miscellaneous structures oi%\n'tn
Interest and commissions _8,.jl...3U

'Equipment:

Steam Locomotives ^^c'ii^'tt
Passenger train cars liVoM
Freight train cars qyoffiiWork equipment j^^j?
Floating equipment

$3,282,603.30

The above amount was expended by the follow-
ing companies:

The Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company $3,259,631.62

The Chicago. Rock Island and Gulf Railway
Company 58,145.93

Rock Island, Arkansas and Louisiana Railroad
Company 32,548.82 $3,350,326.37

Expenditures for additions and betterments were
also made by the following subsidiary com-
panies:

Rock I§land Improvement Company $87,684.56
Keokuk and Des Moines Railway Company

. (leased line) 19,744.56
t Little Rock and Hot Springs Western Railroad

Company (leased line) 454.72 107,883.84

Total expenditures by all companies during the year.. $3,458,210.21

* Alsto described elsewhere.
t Purchased by The Rock Island, Arkansas and Louisiana Railroad Com*

pany October 14, 1911 and these charges incurred prior to that date.
Figures in italics denote credits.

FREIGHT TRAFFIC STATISTICS.
Year Ended June 30, 1912, Compared with Previous Year.

1911-12 1910-11 Increase Decrease
Revenue per ton mile $.0089 $.0092 $.0003
Revenue per ton $2,170 $2,268 ... $.098
Revenue per train mile $2,486 $2,479 $.007
Revenue per car mile (excludes

caboose car miles) $.0969 $.0965 $.0004
Revenue per mile of road $5,121'.66 $5,403.43 $281.77
Number of tons per train mile

—

revenue freight 277.81 269.66 8.15
Number of tons per train mile

—

company freight 51.97 50.26 1.71

Number of tons per train mile
—all freight 329.78

Number of tons per loaded car
mile—revenue freight

Number of tons per loaded car
mile—company freight

Number of tons per loaded
mile—all freight

; 329.78 319.92 9.86

15.11

2.83

14.92

2.78

.19

.05

Number of tons per loaded and
empty car mile—revenue freight

Number of tons per loaded and
empty car mile—company freight

Number of tons per loaded and
empty car mile—all freight..

Number of cars per train—loaded
Number of cars per train—empt;

Number of cars per train—all

10.83

2.03

10.49

1.96

1

12.86 12.45 .41

1 18.36
,• 7.25

18.05
7.61

.31
";36"

25.61 25.66 .05

Average haul per ton—r(

freight (in miles) 242.46
Average haul per ton—company

freight (in miles) 135.64
Average haul per ton—all freight

(in miles) 215.69
Average ton miles of revenue

freight per mile operated 572,340

PASSENGER TRAFFIC AND PER MILE OF ROAD STATISTICS.

Year Ended June 30, 1912, Compared with Previous Year.

246.80 4.34

139.05 3.41

220.02 4.33

587,890 15,550

Passenger Traffic:

Revenue per passenger mile
Revenue per passenger
Revenue per train mile (exclud-

ing mail, express, etc.) ._

Revenue per train mile (includ-

ing mail, express, etc.)

Revenue per car mile (cars carry-

ing passengers) ,•••••
Revenue per mile of road (ex-

cluding mail, express, etc.) ... .$2,315.80

Revenue per mile of road (in-

cluding mail, express, etc.)

Number of passengers per train

Number of passengers per car

mile (cars carrying passengers)

Average distance carried (in

miles) :

Number of cars per train

Average miles of revenue passen
gers pe

1911-12

$.0198
$.983

1910-11

$.0200
$1,020

$.975 $1,100

$1,179 $1,312

$.261 $.292

,315.80 $2,521.84

,802.16 $3,009.37

49.21 54.91

13.16 14.55

49.63 50.90

1910-11 INCRE.^SE Decrease
$.0002
$.037

$.125

$.133

$.031

$206.04

$207.21

5.70

1.39

1.27
.04

le operated 116,900 125.844 8,944

Per mile of road:

Total operating revenue $8,053.03 $8,533.11 $480.08

Operating expenses 5.818.87 6.112.03 293.16

Net operating revenue ?2,234 16 $2,421.08 ....... $186.92

-j^a^gg 342.5/ 337.48 $D.uy

Operating income $1,891.59 $2,083.60 $192.01

Outride operations (debit balance) ^J.," 'f-M $'0-09

Hire of equipment (debit balance) x^3-30

Other income
,.,... i^«.7o 35-40

233.28 196.23 37.05

Total additions anid betterments ^T $3,350,326.37 Total income ^'''^^•"^ *-"'" $129.65
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Interest $l,305.i57

Rentals 192.23
'Betterments on lines leased from

other companies

Total charges $1,497.90

Balance of income (available
for dividends) $479.16

$1,213.77 $91.90
212.42 $20.19

2.38 2.38

$1,428.57 $69.33

$67S.14 $198.98

tBetterments on lines leased from
other companies, per mile of
the leased roads so improved $103.78 $103.78

* Used average miles operated same as for other computations.

t Covers Keokuk and Des Moines Railway and Little Rock and Hot
Springs Western Railroad.

Effective July 1, 1911, additions and betterments on leased lines are
charged to property account.

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTURES—REMARKS
Year Ended June 30. 1912.

The following is a comparative statement of miles of the first track

main lines (as distinguished from branch lines) owned or leased, not
includinp trackage rights, which are used in the rail and ballast tables

given below:
, June 30 >

1912 1911

Chicago, 111., to Colorado Springs, Colo 1,063.09 1,063.09
Davenport, la., to Dallas, Tex. (via Kansas City).. ... 833.61 833.61
Herington, Kan., to Santa Rosi, N. M 526.92 526.92

Burlington, la., to Minneapolis, Minn 307.58 307.58
Altamont, Mo., to North Topeka, Kan. (via St. Joseph). 137.91 137.91

McFarland. Kan., to Belleville, Kait 103.19 103.19
Memphis. Tenn., to Tucumcari, N. M 869.87 869.87
Biddle. .Vrk.. to Eunice, La 292.64 292.64
St. Louis, Mo., to Kansas City, Mo 283.90 283.90

4,418.71 4,418;71

Improvements to roadway have been made as follows:

Ties were renewed to the extent of 1,753,231 or an average of 229 per
mile of first, second and third main track owned and leased: of these ties,

1,402,295 were treated with creosote.

Track miles of new ballast 153.63 miles-
Track miles rebaUasted 309.92 miles
Miles of roadbed widened to standard width 155.55 miles
Road miles of new right of way fence built 47.41 miles
Linear feet, transversely to track, of concrete arch culverts

,
.bu'lt 3,479 feet

Linear feet, transversely to track, of iron pipe culverts built. 9,057 feet
Linear feet, transversely to track, of vitrified pipe culverts

built ........ . . . 403 feel
Linear feet of timber bridges or trestles replaced with steel,

concrete or masonry bridges 1,122 feet
Linear feet of bridges and trestles filled 14,992 feet
Linear feet of iron or steel bridges replaced with heavier

structures 1 ,605 feet
Linear feet of new pile trestles built 2.621 feet
Linear feet of new steel bridges built 436 feet

In addition to the above. 4,655 linear feet of pile trestle and 75 linear
feet of steel bridge werr acquired with the Rock Island and Dardanelle
Railwav.

The following table shows the aggregate length
^ 30, 1912, compared with previous year:

nd nature of bridges

Combination
(wood

Ma- and
sonry iron) Wooden

Main track, June 30, 1912. 506,048
Per cent, of total length
Main track, June 30, 1911. 514,081
Per cent, of total length

29.86
149.821

29.14

891
.18

912
.18

891 1,488 2,385
.17 .29 .47

350,840
69.33

359,496
69.93

The average expense of maintenance of way and structures per mile of
first, second and third main track owned and leased during the past fiscal
year was $1,072.10 as against $1,246.11 last year.
The average expense of maintenance of way and structures per mile of

first main track owned and leased for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912,
was $1,114.40. compared with $1,295.33 for the previous year.

All the rail relaid during the year has replaced lighter weight, and a
corresponding increase in metal has been made in appliances.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENTS OF RAIL AND BALLAST IN MAIN AND BRANCH LINES OWNED OR LEASED AS OF JUNE 30,

1911 AND 1912.

Total
MILES

Rail owned
OR leased

Main lines

First track •4,418.71
Second track 267.34
Third track 8.01

Total 4,694.06
Per cent, of main lines

First track •4,418.71
Second track 267.34
Third track 8.01

Total 4.694.06
Per cent, of main lines

Branch lines

First track 3,002.54
Second track 14.90

Total 3.017.44
Per cent, of branch lines

First track 2,987.65
Second track 14.90

Total 3,002.55
Per cent, of branch lines

Total track 7,711.50
Per cent, of total track

Toul track 7.696.61
Per cent, of total track

Weight per yard and miles of each weight.

107.41
2.29

61.85
32.02

107.41
1.39

93.87
1.22

Total miles
Ballast owned

or leased
Main lines

First track •4,418.71
Second track 267.34
Third track 8.01

Total 4,694.06
Per cent, of main lines

First track 4,418.71
Second track 267.34
Third track 8.01

Total 4,694.06
Per cent, of main lines

Branch lines

First track 3,002.54
Second track 14.90

Total 3,017.44
Per cent.- of branch lines

First track 2,987.65
Second track 14.90

Total 3,002.55
Per cent, of branch lines

Toul track 7,711.50
Per cent, of total track

Total track 7,696.61

Per cent, of total track

24.74
5.02
29.76

.99

24.41
5.02

29.43
.98

1,408.56
18.27

1,303.05
16.93

1,886.88
78.04
1.31

1,966.23
41.89

1,961.23
82.35
0.39

2.043.97
43.54

268.27
1.83

270.10
8.95

265.25
1.83

267.08
8.90

2,236.33
29.00

2,311.05
30.03

246.73
5.25

225.28

37.65
1.25

12.48

'

i2!48
.42

284.38
3.69

237.76
3.09

70

36.37
3.93
6.70

47.00
1.00

49.51
3.93
7.62

61.06
1.30

339.07
11.24

349.87
.16

350.03
11.66

386.07
5.00

411.09
5-34

607.76
12.95

652.26

304.84
10.10

304.32

'364!32

10.13

912.60
11.83

956.58
12.43

340.13
7.25

334.97

1,184.75
7.89

1,192.64
39.52

1,182.91
7.89

1,190.80
39.66

1,532.77
19.88

1,525.77
19.82

9.ti3

'9.03

583.80
19.44

580.42
7.53

592.83
7.70

Kind of ballast and miles of each kind

Burned Clay

1,388.71
29.58

1,290.77
24.86

115.00
3.81

115.15

"iis'.is
3.84

1.503.7J
19.50

1.430.78
18.59

565.37
12.05

523.52

35.16
1.17

35.16

1.17

600.53
7.78

558.68
7.26

.39
1,655.00

35.26

1,360.59
209.91

.39

656.96
21.77

656.18
.50

656.68
21.87

2,311.96
29.98

2.227.57
28.94

Cinder

318.04
27.80
7.62

353.46
7.53

364.36
29.57
7.62

401.55
8.55

266.04
14.40

280.44
9.29

263.49
14.40

277.89
9.26

633.90
8.22

679.44
8.83

Total

3,690.19
264.34

8.01
3,962.54

84.42

3.539.24
264.34

8.01

3.811.59
81.20

1,072.66
14.90

1,087.56
36.04

1,069.98
14.90

1,084.88
36.14

5.050.10
65.48

4,896.47
63.62

580.42 262.96
19.24 8.71

583.80 264.61

264.61
8.81

262.96
3.41

264.61
3.44

731.52
1S.5»

879.47
3.0O

2.47

1,917.67

i;9i7!6r
63.86

2,661.40
34.52

2,800.14
363»

• See stattment on next page, showing the liles which are flass^^ as "Jffnn limca.

^J
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WE have recently, at various times, outlined the plans and

the progress of the movement for the organization of a

permanent "See America First Association'' to carry on a sys-

tematic campaign for promoting tourist travel in this country.

The letter from "A Kentuckian," published in our issue of Oc-

tober 18, which has elicited further comment from our read-

ers, published in this issue, indicates some of the reasons why

such a co-operative effort may be needed, as well as some of the

conditions it must seek to remedy if its work is to be success-

ful. Our correspondents have mentioned some of the causes

of complaint which have been experienced by all who have

traveled extensively in this country, and which must be re-

moved before any considerations of patriotism can be expected

to appeal strongly to the large class who have the leisure and

means for touring, and in whom experience has developed a

discrimination in such matters. It will he noted that the prin-

cipal features of .American travel with which our correspond-

ents find fault are those having to do with hotel service rather

than with that of railways, although "Kentuckian" does men-

tion the "uncommunicative and surly Pullman porter." As the

contemplated organization would include the hotel proprietors,

the opinions voiced by our readers may serve to indicate some

of the most effective ways in which their co-operation may be

exerted, .^.s Mr. Busch concisely puts it, "something much more

fundamental than advertising will have to be done in this coun-

try to make the slogan 'See America First' effective."

IN our railroad construction news column recently there was

mention of improvements that are being made on the Bald

Eagle Valley branch of the Tyrone division of the Pennsylvania

Railroad. \\ hen these improvements are completed it is estimated

that it will be possible to haul 4,SS0 tons eastbound, as compared

with 3,000 tons, the present rating. With this increased ton-

nage rating, the Bald Eagle Valley branch pretty surely will

soon have a greater freight densit.v than any other single track

line of equal or greater length in the United States, When
B, A, Worthington was receiver of the Wheeling & Lake Erie

he pointed out that for the month of July, 1910, the number of

ton miles per mile of road on the Wheeling & Lake Erie be-

tween Brewster and Pittsburgh Junction was at the rate of

6,368,232 tons per year. From Pittsburgh Junction to Brewster

is 47,6 miles, and there are three scheduled passenger trains

each way a day. The Bald Eagle Valley branch is 87,5 miles

long, of which, however, but 54.2 miles is main line, and on

this 54 miles of line there are four scheduled passenger trains

each way a day. During the first eight months of the calendar

year 1912 the average tons one mile per mile of road on the en-

tire 87,5 miles per month was 504,444, or at the rate of 6,053,-

328 per year. If the tonnage rating eastbound is now to be in-

creased by over 50 per cent,, and, of course, the great bulk of

the tonnage moves east, it should be conservative to estimate

that the total ton miles will be increased by 20 per cent., which

would give a freight density of over 7,000,000 ton miles per year.

If there is any other single track line in the country of 75 miles

or over that has as heavy a density as this, and also operates

as many passenger trains, we do not know of it.

THE recent authorization by one important road, of the

bridge work to be included in its construction program for

next season, recalls the fact that this practice is not as common

as it should be. Bridge gangs are already at work on these con-

tracts and by spring it will be possible for grading to be under-

taken without any delays due to unfinished roadbed openings. It

is only too common for authorizations for construction and bet-

terments to be withheld until the last moment and then to be

accompanied with instructions to rush the work in order to com-

plete it at the earliest possible date. It frequently happens that

contracts for grading and masonry are let before the right-

of-way is secured and sometimes even before the location of the

Hne has been definitely settled. As a result of this practice,

grading forces are frequently delayed waiting for the land to

be secured and for the bridge gangs to complete culverts and

other roadbed openings. The bridge gangs are often delayed un-

til material can be diverted from other work and a great deal

of needless expense and delay results from the moving back and

forth of men and materials between the various undertakings.

As long as the making of improvements and the building of

additional lines is so dependent on immediate earnings, perhaps

little relief can be expected, but the condition existing on too

many road__s inevitably results in confusion and increased cost

of construction and improvement. When it is necessary to se-

cure right-of-way for immediate work, excessive prices may

often have to be paid for it when it could have been secured at

a fair price by condemnation proceedings or htigation if there

had been sufficient time. The appropriations necessary for right-
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of-way and bridge work are only a small proportion of the

total cost of improvements or new lines, and if these items are

authorized well in advance of the other construction work,

very costly delays can be eliminated.

THE prohibition of common drinking cups, which has been

promulgated by the Treasury Department of the Federal

Government, is more sweeping than anvlhing of the kind that

we ever saw. It applies not only to all cars which may carry

interstate passengers, but to every little station where such pas-

sengers may have occasion to wait for a train. If the danger

of transmitting germs of disease really is great, this will be a

great reform. But in the nature of things there will never be a

particle of evidence as to the number of lives saved, and so the

maintenance of a strict and continuous compliance with the law

will depend on eternal vigilance in adhering to a theory. We are

all so frequently swallowing or inhaling dangerous germs, know-

ingly, that to expect experience to confirm us in the spirit of

obedience to the law, as a health measure, is idle. As was sug-

gested last week, it remains true that the water itself may be

more dangerous than the cup from which it is sipped, so that this

law becomes one more illustration of how much easier it is for

a Pharisee, or a lawmaker, to cleanse the outside of a platter

(or a cup) than to attack evils at their heart. But. aside from

the question of health, the cultivation of neatness is always to

be commended and the railways will not be averse to doing their

part in getting rid of the common cup. Like the moss-covered

bucket of the poet, it is often offensive when not dangerous.

But whether the railways' part should include the furnishing of

millions of paper cups is a question. Many persons now carry

pocket cups, and those who do not ought to pay. One cent,

however, is too high a price, and therefore to make an equitable

arrangement is not easy. At stations it would be possible, of

course, to comply with the Treasury order by providing a metal

cup and a pot of boiling water in which to sterilize it ; but practi-

cally anything of that kind is out of the question. By the way,

do dining car stewards always wash their tumblers and goblets

in boiling water? If they do not, they must now watch out for

government inspectors

!

VV/IDESPREAD publicity was given to various reports re-

'* garding the cause of the wreck of the Twentieth Century

Limited of the New York Central Lines at Hyde Park,

N. Y., on March 31 last. The report of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission on this accident, which is reviewed briefly

on another page in this issue, is of interest largely because of

its agreement with the report of the New York Public Service

Commission, issued about three months ago, attributing the

wreck to unevenness of track resulting from the action of

frost, together with the weakening of the track, due to the

use of shims. It appears from these reports that severe heav-

ing had been noticed for some time before and that the regular

section forces had applied shims which weakened the track

enough to permit the rails to spread under the train moving
at high speed. Although, theoretically, any use of shims rais-

ing the rail away from the tie is objectionable, because it

lessens the holding power of the spike in the tie and also de-

creases its resistance to bending, in practice such shimming is

necessary as a temporary expedient to maintain smooth track

until the frost leaves the ground. It would appear from the

report that every precaution possible had been taken to insure

the safe condition of the track. It is stated that section forces

had placed shims in it on the day before the wreck ; and it is to

be supposed that they left it in proper surface. A trackwalker

had passed over the track within a half hour before the acci-

dent without noting any defective conditions. A standing order

limiting speed to 60 miles an hour was also enforced on this

division at this time, and the evidence shows that the train was
probably running not to exceed 50 miles an hour when the acci-

dent occurred. It would appear that the wreck was a direct

result of physical conditions which were guarded against as

effectively as possible, but which cannot be entirely in all cases,

especially in such severe weather as was encountered last win-

ter. In view of the fact that the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and the New York Public Service Commission agree that

the broken rail was not the cause of the wreck, but one of its

results, and that Mr. Howard also states that the rail was of

good quahty and did not have defects such as were found in

the Great Northern and the Lehigh Valley, rails which caused

bad accidents, it is surprising to find him repeating his former

statements regarding laminated seams in the base and that

present specifications do not detect this type of failure. The
wreck not having been caused by the failure of the rail—the

rail having, in fact, been found to be practically sound when
broken—what has Mr. Howard's theory as to the cause of rail

failures to do with this accident? The logician who can get

evidence in support of his theory as readily from events that

have no relation to it as from those that have must be conceded

to be resourceful, but can hardly be accepted as reliable.

THE CAR SHORTAGE AND THE COMMISSION.

"T^HE last fortnightly car statement of the Committee on
* Relations Between Railways, showing the car situation

on October 24, fully justifies the action taken by the railways

last August in giving warning that a severe shortage of railway

facilities and congestion of traffic were impending, and appealing

to shippers and consignees to co-operate with the carriers in

efforts to avert a bad situation, or at least to keep it within as

narrow bounds as possible. The freight car surplus on October

24 was 17,289 and the shortage 67,270, leaving a net shortage

of 49,981 cars. This fulfills the forecast made by the railway

managers that the car shortage this fall would be the largest

since 1907. On October 16. 1907, the surplus was 4,258, and the

shortage 85.764, making a net shortage of 81,506; and on October

30, 1907, the surplus was 3,946 and the shortage 90,757, making

a net shortage of 86,811.

It will be seen that the situation is not nearly as bad as it

was in 1907. It has not been and is not now as bad as many

anticipated it would be this fall. Since 1907 the railways have

made many improvements in their terminals and operating

methods. Furthermore, they have received thus far this fall

the best co-operation from shippers and consignees that they

have ever been given. The early agitation of the subject caused

many to make shipments in August, September and the early

part of October which otherwise would have been held back.

Weather conditions thus far also have been as favorable as

possible. In consequence, the roads up to date have been able

to deal with the heaviest traffic in their history in a way which,

while not satisfactory to either them or their patrons, has been

a very great improvement over the way in which the business

was handled in the fall and winter of 1906-'07, and before the

panic in the fall of 1907. There is still an enormous tonnage

in the country to be moved ; and heavy snow followed by

freezing cold, or a relaxation of the efforts on the part of either

the railways or the shippers and consignees to get the maximum
ton mileage out of every car every day might yet bring about

a condition that would be very bad for everybody.

At this juncture the Interstate Commerce Commission has

taken a hand by issuing a statement to railways and shippers

which has been given wide publicity. We present the Com-
mission's statement elsewhere. It says that "While the railroad

systems of the country as a whole are adequately supplied to

meet reasonable demands, it has been the policy of some car-

riers to rely in times of car shortage upon the equipment built

for and owned by their connections." The consequence is, that

some roads have an apparent shortage of equipment, not be-

cause they have not provided enough of it, but because other

roads have got and are keeping possession of it. The Com-
mission recommends, as a remedy, an increase in the per diem

rate. It is strange it does not mention in this connection that
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the roads have already decided on this very remedy, and will

apply it on January 1. The per diem rate will then be raised

to 45 cents. Five years ago it was but 25 cents.

The Commission also recommends that "Operating officers

be instructed to make fuller use of locomotives and cars by

increasing the speed of freight trains." It adds "that an average

movement of less than 25 miles per car per day is not adequate

to the need of a time such as this." The first criticism to be

made on this recommendation and the statement regarding the

average car movement is that an increase in the speed of freight

trains will not necessarily cause an increase in the average move-

ment of freight cars per day. The critical point in railway

operations is the terminal. This is where delays to cars occur

;

and under conditions of congestion an increase in the speed of

freight trains on the road might so increase congestion at

terminals as to reduce car mileage per day. Cars at terminals

are in the hands of shippers a great part of the time. In its

statement the Commission says that it has received no general

complaints that shippers are not acting with reasonable energy

in loading and unloading cars. But slow movement of cars

raises just as much, and no more, of a presumption that their

handling is not being expedited as much as it can be by the

shippers as that it is not being expedited as much as it can be

by the railways. The second criticism to be made on the com-

mission's comment on car movement is that car mites per day

is not the measure of freight car efficiency. The true measure

is Ion miles handled per freight car per day. The figures rela-

tive to ton miles handled per freight car per day show a marked

increase in freight car efficiency during the last five years. The
latest figure on this point available is that for July, 1912. In

July, 1907, the average ton miles per car per day (excluding

surplus cars) were 343: and in July, 1912, 362. The average

in March, 1908, was 348, in March, 1910. 395 ; and in March, 1912,

397.

The Commission in forcible language calls attention to the

dangers of the present situation. It warns shippers and railways

that they must do their best to make the most economical and

efficient use of existing equipment. Two years ago the rate

advance cases were pending, railway managers were then appear-

ing before the Commission and telling it, backing their statements

up with detailed statistics, that unless they were allowed higher

freight rates the railways would be unable to provide enough

facilities to handle the commerce of the country. The Com-
mission disallowed the advances. It predicted that the earnings

of the railways would be higher in 1911 than in 1910, and that

with the existing rates they would be able to provide adequate

facilities. The net earnings of the railways did not increase.

They were less in the fiscal year 1911 than in the fiscal year 1910;

and they were less in the fiscal year 1912 than in the fiscal year

1911. About the end of the fiscal year 1912 industrial conditions

sharply changed : and there came with a rush an enormous in-

crease in traffic. The resulting condition on the railways is pre-

cisely what the railway managers predicted two years ago, but

which the Commission absolutely refused to foresee. And now
the Commission, ignoring its own great responsibility for the

situation, lectures the managers before the country because they,

or part of them, have not provided enough equipment. It may
be said that if some roads have made enough provision for

handling their business all could have done so. But there is

just as much difference in proportion between the financial re-

sources of different railways as between those of different men.
If the Commission desires to deal with real effectiveness with

car shortages, instead of sending academic statements to the

press about them when it is too late to prevent or greatly miti-

gate them, it might put in its time pondering the following

language used by its present chairman in an oft-quoted address

at Yale University in 1909 : "We can provide by legislation

the sort of cars which a railroad shall use and the rates which
it shall impose ; we cannot by legislation force one single dollar

of private capital into railroad investment against its will. . . .

This phase of the matter is too little considered. If this govern-
ment hopes to continue its present system ; if we are to look in

the future as in the past to private capital for the providing of

our railroad transportation, it is fundamentally necessary that

confidence in the fair treatment of that capital shall be

established."

HAVE FREIGHT RATES INCREASED?
'T'HE main thesis of the article by Professor Ripley in this

•*• issue is that past changes in the receipts per ton mile do
not accurately indicate the general tendencies of freight rates

in the United States. Incidentally, Mr. Ripley contends that

there was a "strongly marked upward tendency" of rates dur-

ing the decade from 1900 to 1910. As Professor Ripley points

out, the differences in the average distances that goods are

hauled, in the natures of the traffic handled, and in other fac-

tors often are so great as to vitiate comparisons of ton mile

revenue. But we believe the variations in the average revenue

per ton mile that has been received from year to year by the

railways of the United States as a whole, do reflect with ap-

proximate accuracy the variations that have taken place in their

absolute rates.

The average revenue per ton mile declined from 9.41 mills

in 1890 to 7.29 mills in 1900, or 22 per cent. It increased from
7.29 mills in 1500 to 7.53 mills in 1910. or 3.3 per cent. Pro-

fessor Ripley agrees that, as the ton mile revenue indicates,

there was a rapid decline in rates between 1890 and 1900. That
period may,, therefore, be dismissed from consideration. Let us,

then, examine the available evidence as to whether, in spite of

the fact that average receipts per ton per mile increased only

3.3 per cent., there was a "strongly marked upward tendency
during the last decade."

The receipts per ton mile from a long haul are ordinarily

less than from a short haul. Therefore, other things being

equal, an increase in the average haul would reduce the average

receipts per ton mile, and vice versa. The typical haul of the

average railway in 1900 was 130.87 miles, and in 1910, 138.31

miles. The typical haul of all railways in the former year was
242.73 miles, and in the latter, 249.68 miles. The figure for 1900

included the hauls on switching and terminal railways, and that

for 1910 did not. This would tend to cause a nominal increase

in the average haul. Furthermore, it is dangerous merely to

compare figures of one year with those of another. The figures

of any one may be affected by highly special conditions. How
misleading such comparisons may be is shown by the fact that

while there was an apparent increase in the average haul in

1910 as compared with 1900, the average haul in 1901 was 251.98

miles, and in 1909, 251.10 miles, almost exactly the same. On
the whole, the evidence indicates that there was a small in-

crease in the average haul. This, other things being equal,

would have slightly reduced average receipts per ton mile.

But, as we have seen, these receipts increased. This, taken

alone, indicates that there was a greater increase in the absolute

rates than in the average receipts per ton mile.

Secondly, other things being equal, the average receipts per

ton per mile will be increased by a relative increase in the ton

ihileage of traffic paying more, and reduced by a relative in-

crease in the ton mileage of traffic paying less, than the average.

It is not possible to present figures showing the relative in-

creases between 1500 and 1910 in the ton mileages of different

classes of commodities. The Interstate Commerce Commission

gives the percentages that the tonnages of different classes of

commodities bore to the total tonnages handled. The following

table presents these figures for 1900 and 1910:

Per Cent. Per Cent.
Total Tonnage. Total Tonnage.

1900. 1910.
Products of agriculture 10.35 8.13
Products of animals 2.87 2.10
Products of mines 52.59 56.23
Products of forests 11.61 11.67
Products of manufactures 13.41 14.42
Merchandise 4.26 3.69
Miscellaneous 4.91 3.76

100.00 100.00

Of the classes of commodities mentioned, miscellaneous ar-

ticles, merchandise, manufactures and animals pay higher
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tluin average rates, products of forests slightly less than average

rates, products of agriculture still less, and products of mmes
constituting more than half of the tonnage, very materially less.

Therefore, the relative decreases in the tonnages of iniscel-

laneous and merchandise, products of agriculture and products

of animals would tend, other things being equal, to reduce the

average receipts per ton per mile, the increase in the relative

tonnage of products of mines would exert an influence in the

same direction, while the increase in manufactures would tend

to pull the average up. provided that the average hauls of these

different classes remained relatively the same. As we have

seen, however, the evidence tends to indicate that there was a

small increase in the average haul. This increase, if there

was one. it is safe to surmise, took place in the movement of

the higher grades of commodities. This being true, the effect

of the relative decrease in the tonnage of commodities paying

more than average rates was at least partially offset by an in-

crease in the average distances that they moved.

The Interstate Commerce Commission gives some figures of

average receipts per ton per mile derived from the transpor-

tation of commodities handled in carload quantities which would

throw much light on the subject if they went back far enough

and included all railways. Unfortunately, the commission iirst

gave these figures in 1S08. and they represent the results on

only from 100,000 to 130,000 miles of road. However, they do

more or less indicate the tendency of rates during the three

years. 1908 to ISIO, inclusive, and we. therefore, give them be-

low for these years

:

.\verage rr ceii't- per ten
per mile—Cents.

Com-m ci^tv. 1908. 1>909. 191ol

Grain 595 .611 .630

Hay 957 1.025 1.019

Cotton 1.743 1.781 1.82.?

Livestock 1.182 1.166 1.217

Dressed meats 889 .905 .904

Anthracite coal 589 .603 .611

Fituminous coal 495 .512 .498

Lumber 727 .770 .734

.\1I of the foregoing figures indicate a slight upward move-

ment in rates between 1908 and 1910; but in four out of eight

cases the average receipts were less in 1910 than in 1S09.

In his article Professor Ripley refers to certain specific rates,

the changes in which were taken by Professor John R. Com-

mons as typical of the changes which took place in rates in gen-

eral between 1890 and 1900. Professor Ripley rejects the

changes in these rates since 1910 as typical for reasons given in

this article. There can be no question as to the soundness of

the ground on which he excludes from consideration the rates

on petroleum which were included in Professor Commons' rate

index. It seems to us questionable, however, if he is justified

in rejecting the other rates used by Professor Commons. We.

therefore, give them below for the years. 1890, 1900 and 1911;

Rate per 100 lbs.—Cents.
From To Commodities. f

^
v

1S90. 1900. 1911.

New York.. Chicago *Dry goods 75 75 75
*Cotton piece goods 50 57 55
•Furniture, C. L 65 65 50
Crockery, C. L 30 30 30
Sugar, L. C. L 35 39 40
Sugar, C. L 25 30 26
Castile soap, L. C. L 65 42 40
Common soap, C. L 30 35 30
Lead, C. L 25 25 \1V,
Bagging (cottonj L. C. L. . . 50 50 55

New York...-^t. Louis *Dry goods 87 87 88
Agr. implements. C. L 35 35 35
Cotton piece goods 58 66 65
*Furniture. C. L 75 75 76
Bagging (burlap or gunny)

C. L 41 41 35
Lead, C. L 29 29 20

Chicago New York Cattle, C.L 23 28 28
Hogs, C. L 28 30 30
Sheep, C. L 30 30 30
Horses and mules. C. L 60 60 60
Dressed beef, C. L 39 45 45
Wheat, C. L. (on shipments
from beyond) 14.3 10 16

Chicago St. Paul -Dry goods 48 60 60
Coffee, C. L 15 20 20

Chicago Kansas City... -Dry goods 66 80 SO
*Cotton piece coods 44 50 50

Chicago. . . -St. Paul Hard coal, C. L., per ton of
2,000 lbs $2.50 $2.50 $2.00

Rate per ton.

1890. 1900. 1911.
Wyoming

region Buffalo Anthracite coal (coal or box
cars;, per ton cf 2.240 lbs. $2.00 $2.00 $2.00

Clearfield
region.. . .Philadelphia. .Bituminous coal, per ton of

2,240 lbs $2.00 $1.36 $1.60
Clearfield

region.. . .Baltimore ... .Bituminous coal, per ton of
2,240 lbs $2.00 $1.36 $1.60

Clearfield
region.. . .Jersey City. . .Bituminous coal, per ton of

2,240 lbs $2.25 $1.61 $1.85
Wyoming

region Philadelphia. .Anthracite. ])er ton of 2,240
lbs $1.75 $1.55 n$1.80

Lehigh
region Philadelphia. . .\rtliracite, per ton of 2.240

lbs $1.70 $1.55 nCl.75

* Any quantity.
a This rate applies via canal and is suspended during winter.

It will be seen that of the foregoing rates, 10 were higher

in 1911 than in 1900, 10 lower and 13 the same.

The conclusion to which examination of the foregoing evi-

dence leads is that, as indicated by the change in the average

receipts per ton per mile, there has been a slight increase in

rates since 1900. The increase in the absolute rates may have

been a little greater than that in the average receipts per ton

per mile ; but advance since 1900 certainly has been incom-

parably less than was the reduction between 1890 and 1900,

and does not, in our opinion, justify Mr. Ripley's statement

that there has been a "strongly marked upward tendency dur-

ing the last decade."

It is only fair to note in this connection, that the receipts

per ton mile in 1500, amounting to 7.29 mills, were the lowest

in the history of American railways, except in 1899, when they

were 7.24 mills. Therefore, the comparison with 1900 is almost

the hardest it is possible to make. In 1898 the average receipts

were 7.53 mills—exactly the same as in 1910. Another point

w-hich should be noted is that after ISOO there was a rapid

recovery of the receipts per ton mile and that they rose in 1904

to 7.8 mills, which is higher than they ever have been since.

Also, prior to 1906, departures from the published tariffs were

coinmon while since they have been extremely uncommon. This

change alone tends to increase ton mile receipts. On the other

hand, soon after the Hepburn act went into effect, numerous

reductions were made in the published rates to secure to ship-

pers part of the benefits they had previously derived from re-

bates. To what extent this offset the effect on ton mile receipts

of the abolition of rebating it is impossible to say.

Finally, there have been, during the last decade, large in-

creases in prices and wages, including those that railways have

to pay for their materials and to their labor. In March, 1910,

according to the United States Bureau of Labor, wholesale

prices were 33.8 per cent, higher than the average prices for

the decade. 1890 to 1900. The increase in the wages of railway

employees has been in proportion. Therefore, while there was

some absolute increase in rates, there was, as compared with

prices and wages, a reduction in them of at least 25 per cent.

So much for freight rates. The railways also derive a con-

siderable part of their revenue from the transportation of pas-

sengers ; and there was, meantime, not only a comparative, but

an absolute reduction in passenger rates, from 2.008 cents in

1900 to 1.938 cents in 1910. or 3.5 per cent.

The opinion that there has been a general and substantial in-

crease in freight rates is one that prevails widely. Why is this

so when the evidence shows that the belief is incorrect? The

explanation is not difficult. When the railways try to make a

general advance in rates, or indeed, any advance at all, there

is always a struggle, the news of which is published and dis-

cussed throughout the country. There are always going on

innumerable isolated reductions in every section, some of which

are ordered by the Interstate Commerce Commission, but most

of which are made voluntarily by the railways for competitive

reasons or to develop industries. These, year after year almost,

or entirely, or more than entirely, offset the advances ;
hut very
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little is published or said about them, because they lead to no

conflicts and there is no element of sensationalism in them. As

most people hear nothing about the reductions and hear a great

deal about the advances, or attempts at advances, they naturally

think that the latter are much more numerous, or indeed, are

practically tlic only changes ever made.

BALTIMORE & OHIO.

IN the fiscal year ended June 30. 1912, the revenue from freight

^ per freight train mile on tlie Baltimore & Ohio was $3.2168.

or an increase over 1911 of over 26 per cent. This increase in

revenue per train mile was made despite the fact that there were

slight decreases in freight rates on certain commodities with no

increases. The average ton mile rate, it is true, was slightly

higher in 1912 than in 1911, being 5.80 mills in 1912 and S.78

mills in 1911. the average increase being due to a heavier tonnage

of high grade freight being carried in 1912 than in 1911. This

increase in high grade tonnage is probably to be credited to the

traffic department ; but the greater part of the increase in earn-

ings per freight train mile is due to the more economical opera-

tion of the road. The increase in efficiency of plant and of

operating force, indicated by this increase of over 26 per cent,

in earnings per train mile, is one of the most remarkable demon-

depression. The courage displayed in carrying out tliis policy

seems amply justified by the showing made in 1912.

Total operating revenues amounted to $92,594,000, an increase

over 1911 of $4.4-49.000. Operating* e.xpenses amounted to

$27,885,000 in 1912. and to $25,379,000 in 1911; and after the

payment of rentals and interest charges (amounting to $512,000

more in 1912 than in 1911), and after a decrease in other income

of over $500,000, due to a decrease of $548,000 in "other interest"

received by the company, the B. & O. earned net $13,898,000, or

$1,078,000 more than in 1911. The ratio of e.xpenses to total

operating earnings was 69.88 per cent, in 1912, as against 71.21

per cent, in 1911. The ratio of total maintenance expenses, in-

cluding both maintenance of way and maintenance of equipment,

was 30.26 per cent, of total operating revenues in 1912, as against

29.57 in 1911 ; while the ratio of transportation expenses to total

operating revenues was 35.37 per cent., as compared with 37.23

per cent, the year before.

The Baltimore & Ohio is a road with a very heavy freight

density and with a large proportion of its freight traffic furnished

by bituminous coal. The ton miles per mile of road in 1912

averaged 2,804,000, and in 1911, 2,640.000. The tonnage of

bituminous coal last year totaled 29,985,000 tons, or 46.34 per

cent, of the total tonnage carried. The tonnage of this com-

modity was more in 1912 than in 1911 by 2.687,000 tons. .Ml

The Cim-innati, Hamilton & Dayton, controlled by the B. & O., is shoTvn by the crosshatchcd line

The Baltimore & Ohio.

strations of what effect the personality of one man can have

on the organization of a great railroad property and on its

earning power that the recent history of American railroading

affords.

In 1907 the Baltimore & Ohio, operating 4.462 miles, carried

12,246,000.000 revenue ton miles and ran 28.013,000 revenue

freight train miles with 34,855,000 freight locomotive miles having

an average train load of 437 tons. In 1912 the mileage operated

was 4,455 miles, the revenue ton mileage was 12,490.000.000, the

revenue freight train mileage was 22,527,000, with 28.369,000

locomotive miles and the average train load was 544 tons. The
train load in 1912 was greater by nearly 114 tons—over 25 per

cent.—than in 1911. There was an increase in 1912 over 1911

of 6.86 per cent, in tons carried and of 6.72 per cent, in ton

mileage, with actually a decrease in transportation expenses.

It was three years ago tliat Daniel Willard became president

of the Baltimore & Ohio, and at the time he took the property

its fixed charges were $2,615 per mile and its net income per mile,

after payment of these charges, was $3,011. During these three

years fixed charges have increased to $2,934 per mile, and after

paying these increased fixed charges, there was last year a net

income of $3,120 per mile. The extraordinary operating results

achieved in 1912 are the outcome of the policy adopted three

years ago of improving the plant and the efficiency of the organi-

zation in the face of the refusal of the Federal commission to

grant higher rates and in the face of a prospective business

products of mines, including coal, furnished 66.63 per cent, of

the total tonnage in 1912; products of manufactures furnished

15.71 per cent.
; products of agriculture furnished 4.95 per cent.

;

products of forests, 4.06 per cent.; merchandise (L. C. L.).

3.23 per cent., and products of animals, 1.45 per cent., with mis-

cellaneous carload tonnage, 3.97 per cent. The principal gains

in tonnage in 1912 over 1911 besides those made in the tonnage

of products of mines are petroleum and other oils, bar and sheet

metal, and miscellaneous manufactures.

In our comments on the Baltimore & Ohio's report for 1911

mention was made of the improvement work that was being

carried on, and the engineering features of this work have been

described from time to time in the Railzivy Age Gazette. It is

only necessary to recall here that the lack of facilities east of

Cumberland, and on the Connellsville division immediately west

of Cumberland, had limited the capacity of the entire line.

During the year the change of line and reduction of grade be-

tween Blaser and the west end of the Kingwood tunnel, includ-

ing the construction of a double-track tunnel, has been completed

and put in operation. Additional yards have been built at a

number of places; 42 miles of second track have been added;

third and fourth track have been added on the Cumberland and

Connellsville divisions where congestion was worst : 12 new
interlocking plants have been built and seven rebuilt, and other

*The increase in expenses was due almost entirely to increased expendi-
tures for maintenance, transportation expenses having decreased slightly.
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changes too numerous to mention have been made. It is

expected that the 4.000 ft. tunnel through the Allegheny moun-

tains, at Sand Patch will be completed by January 1, 1913, and

when this is in operation there will be double track all the way

from Philadelphia to Chicago, with the exception of about 34

miles on the Chicago division.

The only important financing that was done during the year

was the sale of $10,000,000 equipment trust certificates. The

loans and bills receivable, however, were called in by the com-

pany to the extent of $12,585,000, leaving but $6,167,000 loans

and bills receivable at the end of 1912. This calling of loans

explains the reduction of over $500,000 in "other interest'' re-

ceived by the B. & O. mentioned previously. Cash on hand at

the end of 1912 amounted to $9,263,000, which is more by

$1,724,000 than the amount on hand at the end of 1911. Total

working liabilities amounted to $12,098,000 at the end of 1912,

which is more by $2,324,000 than working liabilities at the end

of 1911, due almost entirely to an increase of $2,185,000 in audited

vouchers and wages unpaid.

During the year the company spent on additions and better-

ments $11,976,000, and the annual report shows in detail and in

the form which the company is required to use in reporting to

the Interstate Commerce Commission the accounts for which

this amount was spent. The principal amounts were $1,322,000

for purchase of property; $1,701,000 for grade reductions and

changes of line; $2,340,000 for additional main track; $1,478,000

for sidings and spur tracks, and $1,655,000 for terminal yards.

In addition to these expenditures to road there was $7,586,000

spent on capital account for equipment. The new equipment

added during the year included 105 locomotives, 78 steel passen-

ger cars, and 3.814 new and 1.400 reconstructed freight cars.

There is one point mentioned by President Willard in his

comments on the annual report which is rather interesting. He
mentions the fact that by the use of special educational trains,

demonstrators and lecturers from the experiment stations of

states through which the road runs were brought in contact with

22,000 farmers during the year ; and the B. & O. with more

than half its tonnage furnished by products of mines and only 5

per cent, by products of a.griculture, decided that it was worth

while to appoint an agricultural agent to take charge of the

agricultural interests of the railroad and to aid in the develop-

ment of the agricultural possibilities in the territory served.

The following table shows the principal figures for operation

in 1912, as compared with 1911:

1912.

Mileage operated 4,455
Freight revenue $72,465,544
Passenger revenue 14,754,912

Total operating revenues 92,594,323
Maint. of way and structures... 11,365,454
Maint. of equipment 16,651.534

Traffic 1,950,999
Transportation 32,751,234

Total operating expenses 64,709,538
Taxes 2,984,948
Operating income 24,233,197
Gross corporate income 28,624.103
Net corporate income 13,898,058
Dividends 11,476,131
Surplus 2,421,927

1911.

4,434
$67,629,937
15.208,432
88.145,004
10,279,616
15,881,620
1,948,966

32,818,500
62.766,067
2,596,250

22,634,375
27,530,973
12,819,991
11,476.145
1,343,846

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY.

rROM more than one point of view the Burlington may be
' called the Lake Shore of the West, and especially is this

so in regard to its policy of paying for additions and better-

ments out of income. In the last five years the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy has spent from income $17,595,000 for addi-

tions and betterments. This in addition to heavy expenditures

made toward betterment of the property and charged to cap-

ital account. In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, there was

$5,899,000 spent for road and equipment betterment and charged

to capital account, and $3,944,000 spent for additions and bet-

terments and charged to capital' account. The result of these

expenditures, together with the very liberal expenditures for

maintenance, has been that the Burlington now has one of the

best physical plants of any railroad west of Chicago.

In 1912 the company, operating 9,074 miles of line, earned

$86,723,000; in 1911 the company, operating 9.072 earned $88,-

272.000. Operating expenses were a little higher in 1912 than

in 1911, so that after the payment of these expenses and of

taxes, there was $22,650,000 operating income, as against $25,-

574,000, the operating income in 1911. After the payment of

rentals and interest on funded debt and payments toward the

sinking funds, there was $14,107,000 available for dividends, as

against $16,844,000 at the end of 1911.. Of the total available

for dividends, $3,944,000 was appropriated for betterment,

$8,867,000 was paid in dividends, and a surplus of $1,295,000 was

shown for the year.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
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In 1912 the operating ratio was 69.93 per cent., as compared

with 67.45 per cent, in 1911. The ratio of transportation ex-

penses to total operating revenues was 33.47 per cent, in 1912

and 32.34 per cent, in 1911. The ratio of total maintenance

expenses, including both way and equipment, was 32.09 in

1912 and 30.77 in 1911. Notwithstanding the fact that the Bur-

hngton has a large proportion of branch line mileage, its freight

density in 1912 was 845,900 ton miles per mile of road. This

compares with 784,400 ton miles per mile of road in 1911.

There is also a heavy passenger density, the passengers carried

one mile per mile of roal totaling 121,300 in 1912 and 129,400

in 1911. Notwithstanding this heavy density of business, total

operating revenues per mile of road were $9,557 in 1912 and

$9,730 in 1911.

For the first time the Burlington gives in its annual report

a classified list of its tonnage. In 1912, of the total 30,112,000

tons carried, 41.61 per cent, was furnished by products of

mines, 19.90 per cent, by products of agriculture, 15.42 per

cent, by manufactures, 7.89 per cent, by products of animals,

6.69 per cent, by merchandise (L. C. L.), 6.33 per cent, by

products of forests and 2.16 per cent, by miscellaneous prod-

ucts. Of the total 12.528,000 tons of products of mines car-

ried, 8,782.000 tons originated on the Burlington and the re-

mainder was received from connections. About four-fifths of

the tonnage of agriculture carried originated on the lines of

the Burlington, and of the 1,830,000 tons of live stock carried.

1,635,000 tons originated on the Burlington. Of the total ton-

nage of all freight, almost exactly two-thirds originated on

the Burlington and one-third was received from connections.

Although freight revenue was less in 1912 than 1911, as will

be seen by the table at the end of these comments, and passen-

ger revenue was less by over one and a half million dollars,

the total number of tons carried in 1912 was greater by 6.3

per cent, than the tonnage carried in 1911, and the total number

of passengers carried was greater by 1.8 per cent. The average

haul per ton was 255 miles in 1912 and 251 miles in 1911, and

the average haul per passenger was 49 miles in 1912 and S3

miles in 1911. The average receipts per ton per mile were

7.53 mills in 1912 and 8.16 mills in 1911. This is the lowest

ton mile rate ever shown by the Burlington. The average re-

ceipts per passenger per mile were 1.915 cents in 1912 and 1.922

cents in 1911.

If any one will follow closely the cases decided by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission from day to day they will find

that the overwhelming majority of these cases are either a

refusal on the part of the commission to reduce a rate com-

plained of by the shipper because the rate now in effect is

obviously low enough, or a granting of reparation to the ship-

per or a reduction of rates. Possibly no one of these reduc-

tions over a series of months is important enough to affect any

great volume of traffic; but taken in the aggregate, this con-

tinual pecking at a rate here and a rate there by the federal

commission, combined with the reductions forced on roads by

state commissions in state rates, and combined further with

the reductions in interstate rates, practically compelled by the

reductions in state rates, has a very considerable effect on the

average rate received by railroads—and this is especially true

of the Burlington.

To offset this as far as possible, the management of the Bur-

lington has had to rely on what it could do in increasing its

operating efficiency. In 1912 there were 7,676,000,000 ton miles

carried, which is an increase over 1911 of 560.000,000 ton miles,

amounting to 8 per cent. Freight locomotive mileage in 1912

totaled 18,376,000, an increase of 37.000 miles less than 1 per cent.

The average train load was 438 tons in 1912, as against 406

tons in 1911. There was a slight increase in the number of

loaded cars per train ; but the increased train load is largely

accounted for by better carloading, the average number of

tons per loaded car being 18 in 1912 and 17 in 1911.

The gains in operating efficiency are even more strikingly

brought out by a comparison over a series of years. In 1901

the Burlington handled 3,871,000,000 ton miles. The 1912 ton

mileage is nearly double this figure. In 1901 the train mileage

was 19,315,000; in 1912, 17,554,000, or 9.1 per cent, less—in a

year in which 98.3 per cent, more ton mileage was handled.

Twice the ton mileage was handled in 1912 as was handled in

1901, with an increase of 16.5 per cent, in road mileage. On
the other hand, as an illustration of what the Burlington has

been doing to improve its property, it may be mentioned that

additional (second, etc.) tracks, yard tracks and spur tracks

have been increased since 1901 by 61.3 per cent.

Capital liabilities at the end of 1912 were greater by only

$44,000 than at the beginning of the year, and during the year

funded debt held in the treasury increased from $9,318,000 to

$10,626,000. The total amount of bonds outstanding, amount-
ing to $209,853,000, includes $18,427,000 bonds purchased from
time to time and now held in sinking funds. Cash on hand
totaled $8,734,000 at the end of 1912, comparing with $10,653,000

on hand at the beginning of the year. Total working liabili-

ties amounted to $12,261,000 at the end of 1912, as against

$10,625,000 at the beginning of the year.

The table shows principal figures for 1912 and 1911:

1912. 1911.

Average mileage operated 9,074 9,072
Freight revenue $57,740,419 $58,033,243
Passenger revenue 21,083,419 22,552,567

Total operating revenue 86,723,068 88,272,208
Maint. of way and structures 13,541.030 12,406,279
Maint. of equipment 14,294,033 14.761,138
Traffic expenses 1,528.115 1,581,805
Transportation expenses 29,020,384 28,543,205
General expenses 2,263,387 2,249,500

Total operating expenses 60,646.949 59,541,926
Taxes 3,303.058 3,049,124
Operating income 22,650,360 25.574,069
Gross corporate income 24,801.404 27,748,768
Net. corporate income 14.106,754 16.843,763
Appropriations for betterments 3.944.316 4,826,755
Dividends 8,867,128 8.867,128
Surplus 1,295.410 3,149,880

NEW BOOKS.

The Railway Library. Compiled and edited by Slason Thompson, Director

of the Bureau of Railway News and Statistics. 466 pages, 554 in. x

8Ji in. Cloth. Price. 50 cents.

The issue of the Railway Library for 1911 is the third of a

series begun by Mr. Thompson, and follows the general scheme

of its predecessors in collecting into one volume selections from

noteworthy papers and addresses of the year relating to railway

subjects. In addition, the work also includes extracts from the

experiences of Charles Butler, financier and philanthropist, in

making a journey from the east to Chicago in 1833, and for a

contrast a brief review of British railways by S. M. Phillip, re-

printed from the Raihvay and Travel Monthly of July, 1831. Fol-

lowing these retrospects it has been deemed timely to reprint

the first report of the Interstate Commerce Commission, written

by Judge Thomas M. Cooley, its first chairman. As examples

of the present views of regulating authorities recent utterances

of Chairman Prouty and Commissioner Lane of the present

Interstate Commerce Commission, and Judge Martin A. Knapp
of the Commerce Court, are presented. The report of the Hadley

Securities Commission appointed by President Taft is also in-

cluded as one of the most important railway papers of the year.

Among other papers may be mentioned the report of Professor

George F. Swain on the physical valuation of the New York.

New Haven & Hartford, the discussion of "Prospective State

Ownership in England and the L^nited States." by W. M.

Acworth, together with a discussion of "Railways and Nationali-

zation in the United States," by W. F. Allen, and addresses by

Fairfax Harrison. President of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louis-

ville : Julius Kruttschnitt, director of maintenance and operation.

Harriman Lines : Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers : F. O. Melcher, late second vice-

president of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific ; Howard Elliott,

president of the Northern Pacific, and L. E. Johnson, president

of the Norfolk & Western.

The book also includes statistics of American railways com-

piled by Mr. Thompson for the year ending June 30, 1911, com-

pared with statistics of foreign railways.
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%HUr^ to the lEdtlor.

THE FLAGGING RULE.

G.».LETO.v, Pa., September 27, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.^ilw.w Ace G.\zette :

Referring to Mr. Fornian's article
—"Carrying out the flagging

rule"—in the Railway Age Gazette of August 16, I do not agree

with Mr. Forman that the red lantern onK' should be used in

giving a stop signal. Both the red and the white lantern should

be held together in the same hand, for the reason that the white

lantern can be seen by an engineman much farther than red

ones of the kind furnished to flagmen on most railways. It would

be interesting to know how many purchasing agents specify the

shade of red when purchasing globes. In this connection, I

think the red flag should be waved over the head instead of in

front of the flagman.

I do not agree with Mr. Forman that employees should be

threatened with discipline, such as dismissal or thirty days' sus-

pension. It has been my experience that parents who continually

threaten their children are not good disciplinarians.

I agree with Mr. Forman that standard code rule \o. 99 is all

that is necessary. Old rule No. 99 specified the distance a flag-

man should go out. I too have wrestled with the problem of

train rules and discipline for a quarter of a century, and in all

those years I have never heard of but one instance where a

flagman complied strictlj' with old Rule Xo. 99. In that instance,

where a train had stopped after having passed around a curve,

the flagman went back to protect the rear. After he had been

gone some time, the conductor saw him returning and called

out inquiring as to why he did not continue to go out : the flag-

man replied that he had lost his count and had decided to start

out again

!

The flagmen on all roads, I dare say. flagged under the old

standard rule, which specified the distance they should go out,

just as they flag today under the present rule which does not

specify the distance. This is why the present standard code rule

No. 99 was adopted by the road I was identified with and after-

wards by the American Railway Association. J. S. M.

TERMINAL WAREHOUSES.

New York. October 25, 1912.

To THE Editor or the R.\ilw.»iY Age G.\zette :

In your editorial (issue of October 28), regarding terminal

charges of railroads, you incidentally suggest the construction

of warehouses by each road in the Xew Jersey meadows.

In this connection may I suggest a much larger and more

important project that has long been in my mind, but which

I have not had time to properly consider or to develop in

detail.

The necessity of carrying large stocks of merchandise by

wholesale and by many large retail dealers, and of moving this

merchandise over the streets to and from places of business is

recognized as one of the prime causes of congestion in Xew
York, both of the streets and of the business houses. My
idea is to create and maintain a great storage or warehouse

depot somewhere on the Jersey meadows where all surplus

stock could be stored, properly cared for, and handled as

wanted. It would be located where all the railroads could

reach it and provide necessary track facilities, and where

docks could be constructed so that ships could discharge and

load directly from the warehouses. The project would re-

quire almost a city of fireproof warehouses so located that

they would have railroad tracks on one side and docks on the

other, with all modem facilities for the rapid and economical

handling and transfer of merchandise. Storage space in the

warehouses, with track and dock facilities, would be rented

at cost and a fair profit, to all applicants.

The project could be carried out either through public or

private ownership.

Some of the advantages of such a project may be briefly

suggested.

All surplus stock and merchandise could thus be delivered

lo, stored, and reshipped from these warehouses at a small

fraction of the cost of the present lighterage, trucking and
housing in the city, where rents are necessarily very high.

Wholesale dealers would need to keep at their city stores only

a full Hne of samples from which sales would be made, and
orders would be filled and shipped directly from the storage

warehouse by representatives of the firm, who would be in

charge there. Retail dealers could keep there all surplus

stocks, to be drawn upon as wanted.

The project if generally utiHzed would reHeve the streets

of New York of a verj- large part of the congestion that now
prevails, due mainly to the enormous amount of trucking re-

quired to handle stocks to and from the city stores and ware-

houses.

Such a project should result in enormous economy to the

business men of New York. While the aggregate initial cost

of construction would of course be very large, it would be but

a fraction of that of equal storage capacity in the city, and

space could be rented at very reasonable rates. The cost of

delivering, storing and reshipping stocks from these ware-

houses would be very small as compared with the present great

cost of double lighterage and trucking, and storage in costly

Xew York buildings. Rates of insurance would be materially

less in the isolated, fireproof warehouses.

With the facilities on the spot for shipping by any rail route

or by water merchants could guarantee shipments and de-

liveries in a much shorter time than under present conditions.

This is a very brief, hasty, and inadequate outline .of a big

project, which it seems to me is worth careful consideration.

S. Whinerv.

TENDER DERAILMENTS.

Los Angeies, Cal., October 5. 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.\ilw.\y Age Gazette:

Your editorial and the letter of E. W. Summers en derail-

ments of locomotive tenders, in the issue of September 29, have

recalled to my mind an experience of some twenty years ago,

which in a measure confirms the deductions of Mr. Summers.

While no serious accidents resulted the frequent derailments

were annoying.

The incidents of which I write happened immediately follow-

ing the substitution of heavier power for the light (16 in.

cylinders) locomotives previously used on certain California

branch lines. For a time, tender derailments were of almost

daily occurrence, and always at the entrance to a certain sharp

curve and going up a grade where the speed never exceeded

twenty miles an hour. The engines were in mixed service, one

trip each way a day being with a freight train, on which trip

nearly all the derailments occurred.

The older tenders were carried by trucks of a type now ob-

solete, and which by means of semi-elliptic springs gave the

frame a three-point support. The rear truck had one spring on

each side spanning the boxes, and the front truck had two

springs arranged parallel to the bolster. The tenders substi-

tuted were carried on swing beam trucks (Thielson) with side

bearings having Ys in. clearance all around.

The chief engineer of the road did not allow the gradual

elevation of the outer rail on approaches to curves, with the re-

sult that, while the curves were properly elevated for the speeds

then in vogue, the elevation was very abrupt.

In course of the investigation which followed, one of the

locomotives was stopped with a train at the curve, and while

starting at a speed of two or three miles an hour, the tender

left the track, having been derailed to the inside of the cur\-e.
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This, at first, appeared mysterious, but a little consideration re-

vealed the fact that owing to the track condition and the action

of the side bearings, the weight of the tender became concen-

trated on the outside rail under the front truck and the inside

rail under the rear truck. In fact, this was so pronounced that

one man with a three-foot bar rocked the tender until the inside

wheels of the front truck left the rail. It was plain to be seen

that the pull of the engine caused the flanges of the inside front

wheels to pass over the rail and that this was due to the side

bearing action. The side bearings of the front truck were re-

moved, after which there were no more derailments.

It is probable, that there is no unit of rolling equipment that is

so unyielding as a locomotive tender. It will not twist longitu-

dinally, for the reason that the water tank is securely anchored

to the frame, forming a practically rigid structure.

It is wrong to support such a structure on four points, ex-

pecting compression and extension of the springs to compen-

sate unevenness of the track, as the time available for such

spring action is not sufficient at high speeds.

Locomotive tenders equipped with side bearings, having small

clearances on both trucks, are liable to be derailed when they

pass over track with a low place in one rail, even on tangents,

as the surge of the water in the tank at high speeds will prob-

ably cause the flanges of the rear truck to ride the rail at the

low place.

With coaches the case is entirely different, as the structure

is more flexible and can twist if the side bearings have insuf-

ficient clearances. Ch.\s. F. Prescott.

WHY AMERICANS SEE EUROPE FIRST,

New Yo»k, X. Y., October 26. 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.mlway Age G.\zette :

"Kentuckian's" letter, published in the Raihcvy Age Gazette of

October 18, page 723. suggests some interesting points of com-

ment as to the interest and value of American as against

European travel. "Kentuckian's" remarks are certainly most

appropriate.

I think a point might be made of the fact that American

hotels are largely run for the benefit of the servants rather than

for the guests. As you undoubtedly know, outside of the largest

cities the American plan prevails. This means that the dining

room is closed at a certain hour and any one detained by the ex-

igencies of travel, who requests service after that time, is looked

upon as more or less of a malefactor. .\nd the hour for closing,

be it noted, is sometimes as early as 8 P. M., this being done

that the help may have time off, regardless of the requirements

of guests.

Then, again, there is much similarity between one part of

America and anotlier, unless one ranges off to extreme points.

New England places are largely imitators of Boston, in one

sense or another; Xew York furnishes the model for the Middle

.\tlantic states, while the Chicago keynote dominates the Middle

West. It is only when one penetrates to Xew Orleans or San Fran-

cisco that the differences which add zest to foreign travel be-

come apparent. On the other hand, one taking a steamer

across the Atlantic tinds something new and different, and

therefore interesting, as soon as the ship touches at Queens-

town, Plymouth or Southampton.

Again, we must consider the tendency on the part of those

concerned in the European tourist travel to cater to the wishes

of the visitors; to flatter and cajole them, if you please. The

man who travels abroad may realize that the hotel man who
bows before him is an arrant humbug and would have little hesi-

tation in cutting the visitor's throat to advance the inn-keeper"s

interests, if it could be safely done, but yet there is such a suav-

ity and plausibility in his demeanor that even if he is charging

more than he would charge a fellow-countryman, the American

is so used to being overcharged at home, without any accom-

paniment of plausibility and flattery, that he does not mind the

process as applied abroad.

The foreign contingent catering to tourist travel does not

seek to impress upon the visitors the fact that one man is as

good as another, after the American idea, which puts the hotel

clerk and the bartender upon an elevation from which they

sneer at patrons. Rather do they follow the Shakespearean ad-

vice and "crook the pregnant hinges of the knee, that thrift may
follow fawning.'

All these and other details might be mentioned as reasons why
European travel is more interesting and pleasant, as well as

more economical, than American travel for the persons who de-

sire a change and relaxation, and the writer, at least, thinks

that the "See America First Association" will have a job akin to

gnawing a file in seeking to change the course of events.

Of course, there will always be a huge amount of .\merican

travel. The drummers alone furnish a good part of the railroad

traffic of the day, and it has often seemed to the writer that

poor people going around looking for work furnish another large

contingent of passenger traffic. But surely .\merican pleasure

travel and resort business has not grown in proportion to the

growth of the country. Saratoga is dead. Long Branch is dead,

and the only resort that has developed largely is Atlantic City.

One has only to examine the schedules of train service to As-

bury Park, the Catskill Mountains and other nearby resorts to

see that there has not been much increase in travel in the last

10, 15 or even 20 years. F. W. S.\w.\rb,

General Manager. The Coal Trade Journal.

Phil.^delphu, October 21, 1912.

To the Editor of the R.\ilw.\v .\ge G.\zette ;

I was much interested in the letter printed in' your issue of

October 18. from "A Kentuckian," which you headed
—"Why

Many .Americans See Europe First and Often." I can heartily

endorse every point contained therein, and might enlarge on
them, and add more. Something much more fundamental than

advertising will have to be done in this country to make the

slogan "See America First" effective.

Henry P.vcl Busch.

SAFEGUARDING THE LOCOMOTIVE.

Ve.»don. Pa., October 31, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.mlw.w .\ge G.\zette:

Considerable criticism has often been made by Americans of

the "life guards" or "life irons" used on British locomotives

instead of "cow-catchers." Even with the enclosed lines of

English railways assuring an absence of manv things with

Showing the "Life Guards" Which Are Used on English Loco-

motives In Place of Pilots.

which -American" railway enginemen have to contend, instances

do occur in which cattle break through hedges and stone walls

and wander at will upon the line until caught by an approach-

ing train, sometimes with the result of partially reversing the

well-known expression of George Stephenson, and making it
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"bad" for the train as well as for the "coo." To many .A.iner-

icans who, like most people remote from prevailing conditions,

are quick to criticize, it would seem that such accidents, in-

frequent though they may be in Great Britain, would suggest

the use of the American "cow-catcher" as an additional safe-

guard; in fact about 1882 while the Eames Vacuum Brake

Company was running its American built (Baldwin) locomotive

on a night express train on a British line, it struck some ob-

structions placed designedly on the line by unknown persons,

and I recall reading the report of the government officials who

investigated the accident, in which they stated that the escape

of the train from serious injury was owing to the fact that

the engine w'as equipped with the American cow-catcher which

swept most of the obstructions from the line.

Now this testimony to the efficiency of the cow-catcher is

very flattering, but recently some miscreants piled stones on

the track of the railway which passes my home, and even if the

cow-catcher swept some of the obstructions away, enough re-

mained on the rails to derail the engine, fortunately with noth-

ing resulting more serious than its retirement to the shop for

three or four days. This is but one of many such accidents

which have come under my notice in the past, and too often

of a more serious character, and it has occurred to me that it

might be good practice to add the life guard of our English

cousins to our locomotives, attaching it either directly in front

of the forward truck wheels to the main frame, or to the frame

of the truck itself, as is done on some English engines with

"double bogie" trucks. Approaching so closely to the rail, it

would certainly clear away many obstructions that would

necessarily lie below the bottom of the higher cow-catcher.

It could also be attached to the rear end of tenders or to the

tender truck frames, and in such a way to either engine or

tender as would not seriously, if at all, interfere with repairs,

while its very shape and position would undoubtedly enable it

to force many obstructions from the rail more effectually than

can be done by the cow-catcher with its lower sections placed

diagonally to the lines of rails. C. H. C.vruthess.

THE SUPERINTENDENT'S RESPONSIBILITY.

Boston, October 21, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

The letter of W. G. Lee, in your last issue, page 722, discus-

sing discipline and other things connected with train work, is

highly suggestive. While the head of a brotherhood is looked

upon by railway officers as a partisan, it must be admitted that

in this letter Mr. Lee sets forth in telling fashion a good many
significant truths. I am particularly interested in his reference

to seniority. He says that men who cannot pass examinations

are not promoted; if a man does pass—and the officers are the

judge of his fitness—he is entitled to promotion.

This is a definite challenge to the railroad superintendent who
complains at the seniority rule and bemoans its bad results on

his own road. The superintendent does, indeed, bear the re-

sponsibility of judging of a man's fitness when he is up for pro-

motion. A superintendent who acts on any other basis than his

own best judgment is derelict.

To act on this high standard is difficult, of course. The usual

complaint, when it is followed down to its simplest terms, is

that no superintendent's judgment can be sufficiently accurate

and penetrating. A man passes an examination, but later it is

found that he is not so good as the examination seemed to indi-

cate. But the man is then settled in his new position and it will

require a fight to get him out of it. Is there not a remedy for

this? I think so. The superintendent must judge more minutely

;

he must go fully into detail ; the good and bad qualities of our

enginemen, for example, must be described at length. Going into

detail the officer will be forced to be just. Being just when
making records on paper will tend to strengthen his spirit cf

justice when he is dealing face to face with a committee. More-

over, the superintendent must revise judgments when necessary.

Suppose that fireman B is promoted, and after a year it appears

that he is not quite up to the requirements of his position. It is

a plain duty to the public—if the high speeds are to be expected

and if the highest standards of engine running are to be main-

tained—to put fireman C in the place of B. Is it out of the

question to take this course? Having chosen half a dozen en-

ginemen who are rated as 80. 70 and 65 per cent., and finding

that they really measure only 70, 68. and 64, is there no way to

cure the error until one of the men kills a passenger or commits

some other error which merits discharge? Knowing that these

enginemen ought to measure up to a percentage of 85 or 90,

the superintendent has no right to rest until he has done every-

thing within his power to bring all of his men up to this stand-

ard. Can any committee of employees successfully find fault

with or complain of the superintendent who gives this close at-

tention to the discipline of enginemen and w'ho makes his acts

so plain and clearly understood that no one can gainsay his

fairness and intelligence?

I am a friend of the superintendents; and you may even say,

perhaps, that I am a partisan of that class. It irks me to see a

smart labor leader vanquish a superintendent because he—the

labor leader—has greater ski!!, experience and resources. But

I want to say that the rank and file of the brakemen and fire-

men do really believe that they have a substantial grievance in

the conduct of the railroad officers whose decisions they have

occasion to study and to act on. Their grievance is based largely

on the persistent way in which, after raising rates of pay, these

officers try to neutralize the increase by grotesque and absurd

interpretations of the rules. A superintendent may go too far

in this course. Two wrongs do not make one right. If you

have agreed to pay too much, do your best to get better service.

Putting kinks into the regulations about hostler service, or add-

ing puzzling conditions to the hours of service regulations, could

hardly be expected to do much to correct a fundamental wrong,

such as too high a rate of wages. "Beating the labor leader at

his own game," is no lasting credit.

We have here a specific demand, voiced by a labor leader, that

the American railroad superintendent live up to his duty to judge

of the fitness of his employees ; which implies the duty of act-

ing on such judgment, filling all places with the best men that

can be had, and getting rid (or reducing to lower rank) all men

who are unfit. Does the existence of a troublesome grievance

committee alTord any excuse for neglecting this duty to the pub-

lic? Or a tender feeling for an unfortunate blunderer, or for the

officer of the road who is the blunderer's brother-in-law? Train

service demands 100 per cent, men, for a single disastrous col-

lision in twenty years reduces the percentage of safety below 1(X)

to an extent that nobody wants to put up with. Admitting that

perfection is not to be attained we still are bound to strive in

that direction more vigorously than we have yet striven,

L. E. M.

Manchuriax Railway Construction.—The line from Chang-

chun to Kirin, in central southern Manchuria, has almost been

completed and will probably be opened to traffic by Decem-

ber 1. This line will open up a very fertile district. It will be

79 miles long, 48 miles of which are already opened to traffic.

At first traffic over the Tumenling pass will be carried on by

a light railway which, however, will eventually be replaced by a

tunnel.

Trans-Sah.\ra Railway.—According to French newspapers

the parties sent out by the French government to explore the

Sahara desert, Africa, with the idea of ascertaining whether or

not it would be possible to build a railway across the desert,

have now completed their work. The report is said to be most

satisfactory, and it is believed now that all the obstacles can

be overcome. If the government should decide to go on with

the matter the entire plans may be completed by the end of the

present year.



LAKE SUPERIOR & ISHPEMING ORE LOADING DOCK.'

A Structure of Steel and Concrete Combined Built at

Marquette, Michigan, to Handle the Iron Ore Traffic.

By J. F. Jackson,

iidtnt, Wisconsin Bridge and Iron Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

The Lake Superior & Ishpeming is primarily an ore-carrying

road, shipping ore from its own, as well as from several in-

dependent properties, through the ore docks at Presque Isle Bay,

Marquette, Mich. A wooden dock of ordinary construction

has been in service there for about 16 years. In 1910 it became
necessary to consider the erection of a new dock. The increase

in cost and scarcity of suitable timber and the high cost of

maintenance and operation of the wooden dock led to an in-

vestigation of the relative costs of different forms of construc-

tion. Estimates showed that a concrete and steel dock would

Late in 1910 plans were prepared and the contract for the

structural steel and machinery were let on a percentage basis.

A fee for engineering services was a separate consideration.

Concrete work and pile driving was let and arrangements made
for dredging. The railway company furnished certain materials

and did some parts of the work. One item was the construction

of an approach fill containing 600,000 cu. yds.

The genera! dimensions of the structure are as follows : The
dock proper is 1,200 ft. long, 75 ft. above water. 60 ft. wide at

the bottom and 54 ft. wide at the top. There are 200 ore pockets.

Erection of Steel and Concrete Ore Dock at Marquette, Mich.

cost about 167 per cent., and an all-steel dock 185 per cent, of

the cost of a timber dock, but excluding the cost of operation,

and including the cost of maintenance over a term of years,

the total cost on a long term basis was found to be very much
less for the concrete and steel design than for either of the

others.

The concrete and steel dock plan, as finally adopted, was
presented by the writer representing the Wisconsin Bridge &
Iron Co. This concrete construction was quite similar to that

previously used by the writer for the design of supports for

large ore bins at the stamp mill of the Ahmeek Mining Co.. in

Houghton county, Mich.

•See descriptions of the Duluth & Iron Range dock at Two Harbors,
Mirn.. in the Railway Age Gazette of January 5. 1912, the Great Northern
dock at Allonez, Wis., in the Railway Age Gazette of January 26, 1912,
and an editorial discussion of these docks in the latter issue.

each of 250 to 300 tons capacity. Four railway tracks extend
the whole length of the dock. There is an approach fill one
mile in length on a 1.5 per cent, grade, a trestle 600 ft. long and
a tail trestle 60 ft. long.

The structure is supported on about 10,000 piles which are

enclosed between two Hnes of 12-in. sheet piling. These lines of

sheet piling were tied together across the top, from wale to

wale, with 1;4 in. tie rods and the space between is filled with
dredged sand. These tie rods were embedded in the bottom of

the concrete slab. The sheet piling was of 12 in. x 12 in. Oregon
fir with 4 in. X 4 in. hardwood strips nailed on two sides to

form a dove-tailed tongue and groove. After the sand filling

was in place the concrete slab, dock walls and column footings

were placed. The 3 ft. slab was reinforced laterally and longi-
-

tudinally by old wire hoisting rope in long lengths. This rope
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was obtained from mines in the neighborhood at scrap prices

and was from 1 in. to l'-, in. in diameter. A feature of the dock

wall construction was the use of a steel facing plate e.xtending

from the bottom of the concrete to a height of three feet above

low water. This plate is supposed to prevent the disintegration

of concrete from freezing and abrasion of ice. government

breakwaters in the neighborhood built only a few years ago

showing the need of some protection of this sort.

The total length of slab is over 1.500 ft. and it was built with-

out e.xpansion joints. The whole foundation is extremely rigid

and it is so massive that it is capable of withstanding very heavy

'bumps' from large vessels.

The work of placing the foundation slab was followed by the

mately 12 ft. The handling of the concrete and the design of

the forms for use over and over again were large engineering

problems in themselves. In a re-design of the structure the con-

crete part of it would probably be modified in some respects to

simplify the work.

As stated before, no e.xpansion joints were provided in the

1.200 ft. of dock but expansion joints were placed at each end

where it joins the steel trestles. During the last winter and

summer no cracks of consequence have developed, although

the dock was placed in service several months ago. It is so

massive and rigid that practically no vibration from trains can

be felt even when brakes are suddenly applied.

The designs of the chutes and operating machinery were

Section on CenterLine.

Details of Steel and Concrete Ore Dock at Marquette, Mich.

erection of the reinforcement for the columns, struts and bin

partitions to the full height of the structure. The semi-circular

bin fronts and some other parts of the steel work were not

erected at this time.

The main columns of each bent are each 28 in. by 36 in. in

eize and are connected in pairs by 12 in. vertical walls. They
are each reinforced by four 2^ in. x lYz in. x 54 in- angles, box
laced. The columns and walls, which also carry load, were really

figured as plain concrete carrying between 400 and 500 lbs. per

sq. in. The slight reinforcement shown was put in to prevent

cracking and to form a positive means of tying the whole struc-

ture together both laterally and longitudinally.

Forms were placed and the concrete poured in lifts of approxi-

worked out specially for this dock and differ materially from

those previously in general use. It is believed that this is the

first instance in which the chute winding cable, drums, counter-

wei,ght cable and swinging counterweight are laid out in such

a way that the chute, which weighs 8,200 lbs., is perfectly balanced

in every position. Each set of six adjacent chutes on a side is

operated from a 2 in. line shaft driven by a 15 h. p. motor. Each

hoist is operated from this line shaft by a friction clutch. Two
or more hoists on one line shaft may be operated together, the

time required to raise or lower a chute being only 20 seconds.

To move the chute the operator must first release and hold

the automatic brake with the left hand ; then hold the lever of

the friction clutch in operating position with the right hand.
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The machinery is simple and reasonably fool primf. All moving

parts are well protected Ijy safity coverings.

Each pocket has two doors, each 3 fl. 8 in. by 5 ft., emptying

into the chute. The chute itself is 35 ft. long tapering from

8 ft. 6 in. at the upper end to 4 ft. 6 in. at the lower end, with a

curved bottom throughout the whole length. Many ore chutes

have been built with flat bottoms, straight sides or with bends

in the sides which caused the ore to stick or to slop over. This

chute 'was designed on the theory that soft iron ores flowing

with some velocity would act much the same as a stream of

water. The behavior of the chute in service seems to confirm

this view. When both pocket doors are open the ore flows in

the chute about a foot in depth, apparently faster in the center

and with increasing velocity towards the end of the chute and

the ores do not stick or slop over. The practical effect of

this easy flow through the chute is to enable the operator to

run one to the far side of vessels, 60 ft. or more in width, and

to trim the load perfectly. ]\Iany of the old docks require an

army of men for their operation because ore does not flow

freely from the pockets but must be poked and "poled" out.

Owing to the absence of sharp angles in the pockets and the

location and width of the doors there is little of this work to

be done in the new dock.

While accurate separate costs are not yet obtainable, the chief

MECHANICAL HANDLING OF BAGGAGE AND
FREIGHT.*

Four-wheel electric trucks, similar to tin-se used on the

baggage platforms of a number of large passenger stations, have

been in use at freight pier No. 6 of the Erie Railroad at Jersey

City for about a year past in moving freight, and comparisons

show a large saving in labor as compared with the movement of

freight by the ordinary two-wheel trucks. In the month of

August, 1911, the total force employed at this pier, including

laborers, checkers, callers, foremen, clerks, motormen, sealers

and coopers, was 11 men as against 126 in the same month of

1910. There was a reduction of about 10 per cent, in the volume

of freight handled in 1911, notwithstanding which the cost per

ton cf handling was reduced 25 per cent. ( from 38.4 cents a ton

to 28.6 cents). The men added to the force in introducing

the trucks were two electricians, one for day and one for

night, and one helper. The number of common laborers was

reduced from 100 to 37. The number of trucks used was 20. For

the month of September the nmnber of common laborers was 39

as against 112 formerly; complete force 79. reduced from 137;

tonnage 7 per cent, less than in the former year, cost per ton 28

per cent. less. The record for October shows 38 common
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Boat Loading at Lake Superior & Ishpeming Ore Dock.

engineer reports that the operation costs are probably only

one-quarter to one-third of those for the old dock. Maintenance

and depreciation costs will not be large. Only a small amount

of steel will require painting.

The writer and the engineers of the Wisconsin Bridge & Iron

Company were chiefly responsible for the super-structure and R.

C. Young, chief engineer of the Lake Superior & Ishpeming for

the sub-structure. J. E. Greiner was consulting engineer. Steel

and machinery were made and erected by the Wisconsin Bridge

& Iron Company. Pile driving and concrete work was handled by

the Raymond Concrete Pile Company, and the Zenith Dredge

Company had the contract for dredging. A large part of the ma-

terial was moved with a hydraulic dredge, the material being de-

posited to form the base of the approach embankment and to fill

some swampy ground. The chutes were built under Carter

patents, and a number of claims have been allowed on certain

features of the super-structure. The whole work was carried out

under the general direction of H. R. Harris, general manager of

the Lake Superior & Ishpeming.

Colombian Railway.—During 1911 the railways of Colombia

transported 1,350.548 passengers and 383.930 tons of freight, for

which they received a gross revenue of $2,758,281. At the end

of 1911 there were 621 miles of railway in operation in Colombia.

laborers, reduced from 115; total force 79. reduced from 140;

reduction in tonnage 11 per cent.; reduction in cost per ton, 27

per cent.

Mr. Carr showed lantern pictures of different types of trucks.

The standard freight truck has a loading space 42 in. wide,

7 ft. 1 in. long, and 20 in. above the floor, with end gates which

can be turned down. With one gate turned down the platform

is lengthened 3 ft. 1 in. One of the end gates may be lowered

to the floor and thus used as a ramp on which to slide or roll

heavy boxes or barrels from or to the floor. The floor of the

truck is hinged in the middle, so that by lifting a portion the

motor mechanism is all in sight and easily accessible. (Trucks

for baggage are made with the main deck high enough to be near

the level of a car door with a smaller deck beneath on which may
be placed hand baggage.) The trucks can be run at speeds as

high as 12 miles an hour, and on one occasion at the Grand

Central Station in New York City a truck load of mail bags

was started from the baggage room only one minute before the

leaving time of the Twentieth Century Limited. The truck

reached the baggage car just as the train was starting, and, by

"Abstract of proceedings of the j

Mass.. February 13: paper by Willi
Transportation Co., Buffalo. N. '

(Sprague Electric Co.), George W.
.T. M. Barrett (Automatic Transportat
chants' & Mil Transportation Co.)

England Railroad Club at Boston.
C. Carr. president of the Automatic
discussion bv E. H. Watlington
own (ElwellParker Electric Co.),

"
), and W. P. Coria (Mer-

. J
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keeping the truck moving alongside the car the bags were all

put in before the car had got beyond the end of the platform.

A run of 1,200 ft. with a load of 4,500 lbs. has been made in

16 minutes, including the time taken to return the empty truck.

With one truck two men, handling newspaper mail, in one hour

did work which usually had required the service of four men

two hours.

Trucks carrying a load of one ton are run up grades of from

S to 25 per cent. The trucks can be run on platforms 8 ft. wide,

turned into a freight car door and run into either end of the

car for loading or unloading. Where space is limited the large

capacity of the trucks is an important advantage. Twenty trucks

will carry 20 tons of freight; with ordinary two-wheel trucks

this quantity usually requires a procession of 160 workmen.

Mr. Watlington presented some estimates which lie had made

relative to the economies possible in handling freight. He finds

that the average income of the railways of the country for the

freight which they carry is $1.07 a ton. From estimates based

on 15,000.000 tons of l. c. l. freight, the statistics of which had

come under his observation, he concluded that the average cost

of handling, including the work at the starting point, at destina-

tion and at transfers, is 62 cents a ton; which would leave but

45 cents a ton for transportation over the road. Real estate in

cities has increased in value so rapidly that the freight house

problem is a difficult one. At one station in Chicago, the cost

of handling outbound freight is 52 cents a ton, whereas 20 years

ago it was only one-half as much, the average trucking distance

being then shorter and the house less crowded. Over-head

hauling is an attractive proposition, but to use this method you

must rebuild your freight house. Mr. Watlington gave facts

concerning the over-liead hauling apparatus in a new freight

house of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Baltimore, and that of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, at St. Louis.

At St. Louis, the present average daily tonnage is 330 tons, far

less than the capacity of the plant. The over-head apparatus

there cost $90,000, but the real estate investment was several

millions. It was this high cost of land that necessitated the ex-

pensive machinery. The apparatus worked successfully the very

first day that the house was open. The cost per ton then was

70 cents. In spite of greatly reduced tonnage it has now been

reduced to about one-half that. With tonnage near the capacity

of the plant the cost will go below the prevailing rate in St.

Louis, which is about 35 cents a ton where al! the work is done

on one level.

Mr. Brown gave statistics of the work of two trucks for a

month on a New York pier. These trucks worked 26 days of 11

hours each and made an average mileage per day of 13.6; average

tonnage per day, 225 ;
per hour, 20.3. Total number of loads,

230; average length of haul, 15S.S ft.; average number of pieces

per load. 29.8; average time per load—loading, unloading and

running time—2.89 minutes. This work was done by a gang of

eight men, two on the trucks, three in the car, and three on the

boat from which the freight was taken. Mr. Brown thought

that the work could have been done economically by six men.

This gang of eight men in the average day handled and was paid

for 247 tons ; that is to say. an average of 22 tons a day had to be

handled by the two-wheeled truck or by some other method. The

men earned $2.40 a day, or at the rate of 8.7 cents a ton. Mr.

Brown estimates that the maintenance of the trucks cost about

four mills per ton of freight hauled.

Fifty-two baggage trucks at the Pennsylvania passenger station

in New York, during the month of April, cost for maintenance

89 cents per truck. In this calculation the cost of electric power

is estimated at 2^^ cents per kilowatt hour. Some Buckwalter

trucks are now being made with a 7 ft. platform and with rear

wheels 9 in. in diameter, so arranged that the truck can go into the

corner of a freight car. Within two or three months it is ex-

pected that 200 of these trucks will be in use on a large railway.

Mr. Barrett, who had used the electric trucks at Jersey City,

made comparisons with telpherage, tending to show that that

method would be more costly than electric trucks. He said that

the results at the Erie pier, which had been referred to, were ac-

complished in spite of unfavorable conditions on the pier, which

was built 48 years ago. He referred to the fact .that the freight

which had been handled at the Erie pier was miscellaneous

merchandise distributed into a large number of cars, whereas

the work described by Mr. Brown was a simpler proposition, the

freight being taken from the boat direct to one car at a time.

Freight thus handled from boats to cars, or cars to boats, costs,

at \\'eehawken, N. J., by old methods, about 8 cents a ton.

Mr. Coria related his experience with 20 electric trucks at

Savannah. To load the trucks to their full capacity it was

found necessary to rearrange the stowage of cargoes in the holds

of the vessels. At first there was congestion around the hatches

of the ships, the trucks having to wait for the hoister to lift

freight from the lower decks; but this was overcome by using a

flat board about the size of the truck bodies, fitted with rings

on each corner; with this board a lo.ad for a truck is lifted at one

hoist. The flat board is returned on the empty truck for the

next load. This arrangement is for small packages. In handling

grain, flour, nails, etc., rope slings are used. Twenty bags of

grain of 100 lbs. each are taken up at once in a double sUng and

set on the truck. An electric truck will carry as much long

pipe as can be taken on eight hand trucks. An electric truck

carrying 1.500 lbs. will travel at 138 ft. a minute; a hand truck

carrying 400 lbs. in similar service averaged 156 ft. per minute.

In trucking freight an average distance of 1,170 ft. the cost was

found to be 9 cents a ton, while with hand trucks for this

distance the cost was 17 cents a ton. At Savannah the average

distance from the main discharging berth to all the warehouses

is 637 ft., and variation in tides makes differences in the grades

from 37 per cent, to zero. Seventy per cent, of the freight can

be carried on electric trucks and for the balance it is necessary

to employ hand trucks. The negro laborers are educated withm

a few days to run an electric truck.

R,\n.RO.\D Construction in Colombia.—The Pacific Railway,

which is now under construction from the port of Buenaventura

on the Pacific coast of Colombia, west to Cali, department of

Cauca, about 60 miles, and has contracted with the Colombian

government to extend the road northeast to Girardot, about 125

miles, where connection will be made with the Girardot Railway,

which runs northwest to Bogota, about SO miles. Bogota at

present has no railroad connection with the coast. The contract

also calls for the construction of branch lines from Cali south

to Popayan. about 75 miles, and from Cali north to Manizales,

about 110 miles. The construction work on the Popayan and

Manizales branches is to be commenced immediately upon com-

pletion of the main hne from Buenaventura to Cali, which should

be some time next summer. The Manizales branch will pass

through the towns of Pereira and Cartago. The Columbian

government will apply 50 per cent, of the customs duties col-

lected in the custom houses on the Pacific coast to this construc-

tion. The headquarters of the company are at Cali.

R.\iLRO.\D Construction in the Philippine Islands.—Con-

struction work on the line from Aringay on the coast of the

province of Union in the central western portion of Luzon

island, east to Baguio in the province of Benguet, about 20 miles,

is progressing rapidly, even better than the officials of the com-

pany thought possible at the beginning. Over nine hundred

men are working at the Baguio end of the new road, from

which more than four miles of grading work has been com-

pleted toward Aringay. At Aringay working toward Baguio

is a camp of 1,200 men, which will be increased in the near

future to 4,500 men. About two miles of track has been laid

from Aringay, and the grade is completed for nearly seven

miles further. Hydraulic streams are being used to cut down

the dirt grade, the water being obtained from the Irosen river.

The main tunnel in this line has already been driven 165 ft.

into the cliff to its full height. The work is already more than

half finished.



THE COURSE OF RAILWAY RATES SINCE 1870.

Changes in Receipts Per Ton Mile Do Not Accurately De-

termine the General Tendency of Rates in This Country.

By William Z. Ripley,

Professor of Economics, Harvard University.

The course of railway rates in the United States during the

last generation divides naturally into two periods, before and

after 1900 respectively.' Prior to that date an almost uninter-

rupted decline took place, which has been followed by a strongly

marked upward tendency during the last decade. In re-

spect of freight rates this movement is commonly judged in

either of two ways : by comparison of actual rates charged for

specified service between "given points throughout a series of

years ; or, secondly, by means of what is called the revenue per

ton mile. Considering first the use of this latter index, the

course of events is shown by means of the diagram upon this

page, covering the period between 1867 and 1910. But before

freight one mile, the compensation actually received for each

ton hauled one mile is obviously one cent. All that is neces-

sary in order to compute the average revenue per ton-mile, then,

is to know the total freight revenue and the amount of ton-mile-

age service.' Computed in this way the average revenue per

ton per mile for the railways of the United States in 1867 was

1.92 cents. From this level a decline took place of 0.941 cents

in 1890—that is to say, the average amount received for each ton

of freight hauled one mile had declined about one-half. Since

that date, there has been no considerable change, the corre-

sponding figure for 1911 being 0.7S7 cents. In other words, at

the present time the carriers of the United States receive about
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conclusions may safely be drawn from this showing, it is im-

perative that the true significance of revenue per ton mile sta-

tistics should be set forth. For a generation, and particularly

in connection with the Roosevelt legislation in 1906, volumes of

written and oral evidence upon moot questions were based upon

such figures. Specious and misleading reasoning upon a public

question was perhaps never so common in the course of our his-

tory." It is most important to understand clearly the real signifi-

cance of this common statistical unit. We shall then, only, be

in position to interpret the diagram properly.

The revenue per ton mile for a given road, or for the rail-

way system of the United States, is computed by dividing the

total freight revenue for that service, whatever it may be, by

the number representing the amount of freight in tons hauled

one mile. Thus, for example, if the total freight revenue of

a system of roads be $900,000,000, this having been received as

compensation for hauling an equivalent of 90.000 million tons of

U. S. Industrial Commission, XIX, 1901, pp. 272-290; Annals of the

American Academy of Political Science, 1898, pp. 324-352.

•Revenue per ton mile in index to the Senate (Elkins) Committee Hear-
ings, 1905, vol. IV.

three-fourths of a cent for each ton mile service. From a

revenue point of view this unit may seem insignificant in amount,

but it should be borne in mind, of course, that it is appHed to

an immense volume of traffic. Even the slight difference be-

tween 1900 and the present time, if applied to the volume of

traffic now existing, would make a difference in freight rev-

enue for the entire railway system of the United States of

approximately $61,000,000.

Measurement of the course of freight rates by means of rev-

enue per ton mile possesses one great advantage. It measures

the actual return received by the railway without regard to the

published tariff, showing accurately, therefore, the degree to

which such departures from the published rates took place. For

this reason, the foregoing diagram probably under-indicates the

extent, relatively, of the decline before 1900. For it is in-

dubitable that the published rates have been very much more

nearly observed with the passage of time during this decade.'

1900; U. S. Industrial Commis-
general departure of 50 per cent.

to rebating^ Compare conclusions
sion, XIX, p. 285. Wh^.., - ... „ . ^
from published rates characterized transcontinental traffic, the difference

between the theoretical and actual revenue, as measured by the published

rates, is very great. 21 I. C. C. Rep., 349.
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On the other hand, revenue per ton mile, as thus used for

general purposes, is open to a number of very serious objections.

Obviously, like any statistical average, it fails to represent the

actual payment for any given service. But its disadvantages

are more deeply seated than this. Entirely irrespective of any

change in the level of rates, revenue per ton mile is affected

fundamentally by three distinct sets of conditions. It varies ac-

cording to the nature of the traffic, whether high grade or low

;

it is affected by the length of the haul and the proportion of

local as distinct from through business; and it is modified pro-

foundly according to the volume of traffic handled.

Before proceeding to the consideration of the above men-

tioned factors, attention may be directed to the following table,

which gives the extreme range of ton mile revenue for a number

of different railways arranged in groups according to the na-

ture of their business.

Rev •per Av. haul
Freight

1910. (Cents) density. (Miles)

New England

—

New York, New Haven & Hartford 1.417 1,057,000 93.4

Boston & Maine 1.08 1,046.000 10J.8

Southern

—

Atlantic Coast Line 1.273 365,000 145
Southern R. R 957
Louisville & Nashville 751 1,124,000 170
Illinois Central 589 1,445,000 238

Western and Transcontinental

—

Denver & Rio Grande 1.279 532.000 104
Southern Pacific 1.232 745,000 256
Union Pacific 1.011 1,091.000 364
Northern Pacific 900 940,000 297
Great Northern 822 814,700 244.1

Granger

—

Chicago & North Western 891 729,000 141
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 843 709,000 173

United States, all roads (1911) 753 1,053,566 146

Trunk Lines

—

Erie 626 2,808,000 146.3

New York Central & Hudson River 625 2,548.000 195

Pennsylvania Railroad 580 5,139,000 168

Baltimore & Ohio 577 2.711,000 191

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern 515 3,911,000 171

Coal and Ore-
Philadelphia & Reading 765 4,506,000 97

Lehigh Valley 646 3,288,000 174

Hocking Valley 458 4,014,000 125

Bessemer & Lake Erie 453 8,051,000 118

Norfolk & Western 447 3,456,000 264
Chesapeake & Ohio 407 3,161,000 267

Furthermore, each group is graded within itself according to

the revenue per ton mile. From this showing it appears that

for 1910 the range above and below the average for the United

States is considerable—being upwards of three times as great

for the New Haven system as for the Chesapeake & Ohio, which

comes at the foot of the list. It will now be in order to explain

the reasons for these wide variations, which are by no means,

as is customarily assumed in public discussion, conditioned even

primarily by the level or reasonableness of the freight rates

charged. Until these attendant circumstances are fully under-

stood, any conclusions as to relative freight rates for a given

service based upon revenue per ton mile are entirely misleading.

The nature of the traffic handled by a carrier is the most im-

portant consideration to be kept in mind in interpreting rev-

enue per ton mile data. This is most clearly shown by com-

parison in the table between the group of coal and ore roads

and the New England systems. The revenue per unit of service

on a road whose traffic is largely of low grade must neces-

sarilv be low. Probably the lowest average ever reported in

the United States was for the Chesapeake & Ohio in 1899—the

low point in the general movement of freight rates—when its

ton mile revenue touched 0.362 cents. \\'henever the business

of a carrier consists largely of coal, grain, lumber or other low

grade commodities on which the freight charges must neces-

sarily be exceedingly low in order that the freight shall move
at all, the revenue per ton mile must consequently stand at a

low tigure. Bald comparison of any such revenue with a cor-

responding figure for high grade roads is obviously misleading

and fallacious. It does not mean that the latter necessarily

charges more for the same service; but its higher revenue per

ton of freight moved one mile may be. and very likely is,

merely due to the fact that much of its tonnage is capable of

bearing higher charges. From this circumstance it also follows

that comparisons from year to year, either for single roads or

for the entire railway net. must be made in the Hght of variations

in the proportion of high and low grade tonnage. The trend

seems to have been steadily downward in this regard year by

year. A steady increase relatively in the volume of low grade

traffic has long been under way.'

The development of the last 20 years in the United States

has certainly been in favor of a great increase in low grade

traffic. This is shown by the following table, giving the per

cent, of tonnage in various classes upon the trunk lines from

New York to and beyond Chicago.

- From this it appears that "60 per cent, of the tonnage is now
(1893) carried in fourth, fifth and sixth classes. . . . Prior

to 1886 no considerable number of articles were permanently as-

signed to the fifth and sixth classes ; they embraced usually a

few commodities which had been assigned a special rate."

Further consideration of this table shows that first-class freight,

forming 30 per cent, of the tonnage in 1878, declined to less than

20 per cent, in 1892, at the same time sixth-class freight increas-

ing from nothing to 43.4 per cent, in 1892. Fourth-class freight

declined during the same period from 57.9 to 10.4 per cent.

These figures simply mean that a great deal of traffic is now
carried upon American railways for long distances which a

generation ago it was believed could not be profitably moved at

all. The utility of the railway service, once supposedly confined

entirely to freight of the higher classes, has been gradually

extended until today there is no commodity too cheap to be

liandled with the improved facilities. This vast increase in the

amount of low grade traffic is undoubtedly responsible to some

degree for the apparent decline of freight rates so often in-

stanced. Fortunately upon this point w'e have the specific tes-

timony of traffic managers of long experience. On the other

hand, in justice to the railways it must be admitted that the

proportion of local business at high rates, which would tend

to increase the average revenue per ton mile, has steadily in-

creased with the growth of the country ; and, moreover, as has

already been shown, in times of exceptional prosperity the move-

ment of high grade freight has increased in more than its due

proportion." Nor are these facts adduced in criticism of Amer-

ican railway policy. They are simply intended to draw attention

to the fact that, while changes of freight rates have undoubtedly

^ The movement of average trainloads in connection with ton mile revenue

bears upon this point. Thus in 1905, the increased trainload, accompanied
by a lower ton mile revenue, points specifically to an increase in low grade

traffic.

2 The effect of periods of depression, such as 1903 and 1908, upon the

proportion of low grade tonnage is a moot point

Class. 1878.

30.4
6.9

4.8
. 57.9

0.0
0.0

0.0

1879.

31.3
7.2

5.0

48.7
6.5

0.0

1.3

Per

1880.

26.4
6.7

4.4

50.1
10.6
0.0
1.8

Cent, of Tonnage

1881. 1882.

25.1 23.1
6.4 6.2

5.1 4.2
53.7 58.9
9.7 7.6
CO 0.0

0.0 0.0

IN Each

1883.

29.5
8.0
4.9

42.8
14.8
0.0
0.0

Class of

1884.

25.6
7.6
4.1

32.9
29.8
0.0
0.0

Freight

1S85.

24.8
7.1

4.2
29.3
34.6
0.0
0.0

ON Trunk

1886.

23.3
7.9
5.2

20.9
42.7

Lines,

1887.

18.9
7.5
8.1

14.1
16.1

33.3

West Bound

1888.

19.3

7.2
10.4
13.5
9.2

40.4

1889.

22.2
6.9

12.8
13.0
7.8

37.3

1890.

21.0
6.4

12.3
12.7
10.0
37.6

1891.

19.4
5.7

11.4
11.1
9.1

43.3

1892.

19.9

5.4

3 11.3
10.4

5

6
Special. .

.

9.6
43.4

'Senate Finance Committee Report on Prices, 1893, Part I, p.
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been consideralile, thej' have not been as great as is oftentimes

plausibly stated. As for comparisons with foreign countries,

they are practically invalidated by the difference in local condi-

tions, as, for instance, in England, where local delivery is in-

cluded. In the United States such service is charged in addi-

tion, either as drayage or express.

The increased diversification in the freight tonnage of .Vmer-

ican railways, always in the direction of a larger proportion

of traffic from general business rather than from the movement

the country, in short, the steady growth of population and the

decline in the proportion of grain for export is reducing, rela-

tively, the importance of low grade tonnage, supplanting it by

a movement of supplies and merchandise in the contrary di-

rection.

1 he classification of tonnage for the United States, as a whole
and by main divisions, is shown by the following excerpt from

Statistics of Railroads for 1909:

Conclusions from these figures are well worth noting. The

Freight Traffic Movem

United States,

Class cf commodity. T. ii:.age. Per Cent
Tons.

Products cf agriculture 73,683,720 8.92
Products of animals .'0.593.352 2.49

Productsofmir.es 459,560,732 55.60
Products of forests 97,104.700 11.75
M.inufactures 108.677,129 13.15

Merchandise 33.975.628 4.11

Miscellaneous 32,897,504 3,98

Grand total 826.492.765 100.

19,009.546
7,610,582

256,261,843
21,553,953
70,084.904
13,539.555
20,589,318

408.649,701

5.28
17.15
3.31

5.04

52.20
20.95
11.09

Tonnage. P
Tons.

1,105,005
.980,430
1,248,739
1,246,116
:. 192,566
1,629.413
!,647,336

itory.

;r Cent.

15.18
4.03

47.22
16.92
8.48
5.26
2.91

100.

of staple commodities, is also of great fiscal significance. It

means not only more business, but better and more permanent

traffic. The difference moreover, between the charge which

high grade freight, such as merchandise, will bear by comparison

with the highest rate upon grain or coal, is much greater than

any difference in the cost of service. The profit, therefore, at-

tendant upon the movement of traffic other than low grade com-

modities is often great ; although, of course, profitableness is a

question of relativity between operating cost and revenue. Heavy

train loads of coal at 4 mills per ton mile may be better business

than merchandise in light carloads at rates five times as high.

Nevertheless the tendency toward higher grade tonnage has been

notable, especially since ISOO. Many western roads, and even

the trunk lines, formerly dependent in a great measure upon

the movement of crops, are now affected only indirectly in this

regard, by reason of their influence upon general business. The

growing diversification of traffic because of its financial im-

portance merits more concrete illustration.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, during the calendar

year 1900, increased its freight tonnage by 1.760,000 tons. Of

this only 194,000 tons were specified as products of agriculture

and animals, while products of the forests actually declined by

84,000 tons. In other words, nearly all of this phenomenal increase

in business in 1900 was due to the movement of manufactures,

minerals, and tnerchandise. A comparison made for the last

three decades makes this point still more clear. Since 1880

there has been very little increase in agricultural tonnage upon

this trunk line, with an actual decrease in the movement of grain.

This, perhaps, may be in part explained by the great development

of grain traffic upon the lakes, which, of course, absorbs much

business formerly carried by this road. In other words, farm

products and provisions transported by the Lake Shore rose

from 3,465,000 tons in 1880 to only 3,843,000 tons in 1900. The

movement of petroleum and lumber actually decreased, owing to

the construction of pipe lines and the clearing of the forests. On
the other hand, manufactures and merchandise increased three-

fold in volume, rising from 3.754.000 tons m 1880 to 14.932.000

tons in 1900. Whereas agricultural products in 1880 formed

over 40 per cent, of the traffic upon the Lake Shore, they con-

stituted in 1900 less than 20 per cent. Much the same tendency

is manifested by other routes. Thus for the fiscal year ISOl,

the Chesapeake & Ohio reported substantial decreases in the

actual tonnage of flour, grain, sand, stone, iron, etc. ; but a

largely augmented movement of general merchandise of the

higher classes. Many of the soft-coal roads such as the Cleve-

land, Lorain & Wheeling, which used to carry nearly two-thirds

of their tonnage in the form of coal, now carry less than 40

per cerit. .\ feature of importance in the great prosperity of the

anthracite coal roads has been a steady increase in the volume

of their general traffic as distinct from coal tonnage. AU over

importance, measured by traffic rather than revenue, uf low
grade freight classed as products of mines, is notable. This
forms more than half the aggregate tonnage tor the United
States, and has appreciably increased within the last ten years.

In 1910, it constituted almost two-thirds of the business in trunk
line territory and almost one-half in the West. Products of

agriculture, on the other hand, even in western territory, amount
to less than one-fifth of the total tonnage. These facts indicate

clearly the diverse conditions under which railways operate in

different parts of the country. The next table', besides in-

cidentally throwing more light upon the relative tonnage of

SUMMA Selected Commodities for the Yeah Exdixc June 30, 1910.'

Average

lileage

eight
Re

;ipts per
le ton pe
ght from freight

irried in carried in carried in
load lots, carload lots, carload lots.

Cent

Freight
carried in

Commodity. carload lots.

Tons. Ton-miles.
Grain 31,947,009 7,067,690.568 $44,553,330 0.630
Hay 5,856,185 954,623,830 9,731.590 1.019
Cotton 3.400,316 689,594,719 12,573.674 1.823
Live stock 10.754,108 2,449,310,036 29,802,514 1.217
Dressed meats 2,407,454 724,239,606 6,548,955 .904
Anthracite coal ... 28,202,577 5,104,428,347 30,083,630 .589
Bituminous coal ... 192.479,389 22,228,778,428 110,139,107 .495
Lumber 68.482.732 11.891,569.514 87.225.470 .734

•Mileage of roads represented on June 30, 1910—130,395.46 miles.

Staple commodities, will suffice to establish our main point

—

namely, that the nature of the traffic vitally affects all ton mile

revenue statistics. It entirely, in fact, overshadows mere
changes in the general level of freight rates. Any argument con-

cerning the movement of such charges, which fails to correct

fully for this factor, may be dismissed at once as valueless.

A second consideration of equal importance with the nature

of the traffic, in the interpretation of ton mile data, is the length

of the haul and the proportion of local as distinct from through

business. This necessarily follows from the nature of a dis-

tance tari.ff. Only on condition that the rate augmented in di-

rect proportion to the increase of distance, would the revenue

per ton mile remain constant. The accompanying diagram is in-

structive in this connection. The charge—denoted by height of

the curve at any given point—tends to grow much less rapidly

than distance. In other words, the rate curve approaches a

parabolic form, until after a certain point it becomes practically

a flat rate, independent of distance. This fact of necessity

causes ton mile revenue to decrease steadily with the length of

the haul. For ton mile revenue is but the ratio of the abscissa

to the ordinate of the curve at any given point ; the former being

the rate charged, the latter the distance. In practice, therefore,

the longer the haul in general, the lower is the revenue per ton

mile." This is clearly shown by comparison of the two items for

p. 64.
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given roads, otherwise similarly circumstanced, in the table al-

ready discussed above.

Closely akin to the length of haul, in affecting ton mile rev-

enue, is the proportion of local traffic. This also is in practice

vital. Obviously it costs much more to handle local business,

the terminal expenses being far greater in proportion. And at

the same time a larger proportion of the freight moves in small

lots locally. But there is yet another reason arising not from

differences of cost but from what the traffic will bear. Local

rates, measured by the height of the curve between competitive

points, must ever be greatly above those applying at points where

deep cuts must be made in the charge in order to hold business

against rivalry. This difference between revenue per ton mile

for local business and through traffic is very great. On the Louis-

ville & Nashville, for example, in 1886, it was 1.48 cents for the

portation for a materially lower figure than roads in a densely
settled territory. This consideration was recently illustrated in

Massachusetts experience.* The Fitchburg Railroad, devoted
to long distance, low grade business by the Hoosac tunnel route,

was consolidated with the Boston & Maine in 1900. Its revenue
per ton mile was formerly .818 cent based upon such traffic.

When it was merged with the Boston & Maine,—considerably

blessed as it is with local traffic,—the latter's ton mile revenue
fell from 1.44 cents in 1900 to I.ISS cents in the following year.

There had been no change whatever in freight rates.

A word may be interposed in this connection as to the pe-

culiar movement of local as distinguished from through
rates through a series of years. Local charges have decreased

relatively little, probably because of the absence of competition

in such cases. They have, moreover, decreased very unevenly

ftnsT CLAiJ

CottonPicceGoooS
SccoMO Class

— FACKm«ftotfSEnt«oveTt

ISO 3S0200 ZSO 300

Distances In Miles from Chicago.

Class and Commodity Rates Between St. Paul and Chicago

former, as against .99 cents for through business.* The Illinois

Central in 1900 reports an average revenue per ton mile on
through freight of 0.48 cent, while for local freight the corre-

sponding figure is 1.17 cents, the average of both being 0.56

cent. It is apparent from this that any accurate determination
of the level of charges in general must take account of such
facts as these.

Any carrier like the Southern Pacific, the Chesapeake &
Ohio or the Erie with relatively little local traffic and a busi-

ness dependent largely upon the long haul, will conduct trans-

•Stnate (Elkins) Committee, Digest, App. Ill, p. 63, brings out the high
proportion of local business in the South. On the L. & N. 80 per cent is
thus classed.

in different parts of the country. Apparently one of the first

and most beneficent results of the enactment of the Act to Regu-
late Commerce, in 1887, was a reduction of local rates in various

parts of the country, in order to bring the rate adjustment into

conformity with the long and short haul clause. This was
peculiarly the case in the northeastern or trunk-line territory.

It does not seem to have occurred in the southern states, where
the long and short haul principle has never been accepted in its

entirety. The most comprehensive report upon the subject con-

cludes that local rates have in various parts of the country, dur-

ing the last quarter century been reduced from 10 to 50 per

•Mass. Commission on Commerce and Industry, 1908, p. 117.
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cent.' Returns from various railway commissions inter-

rogated by the Industrial Commission in 1900 upon the subject

sliowed highly variable results. From Mississippi it appeared

that "local freight rates in this state have been materially lowered

in the last four years, especially in the lettered classes," vifhile

from the adjoining state of Alabama "local rates on freight have

decreased very little in the last five or six years, and have not

<lecreased in proportion to the decrease made in interstate rates."

In New England comparison of actual freight rates did not in-

dicate any very considerable reduction, the absence of compe-

tition in this section being, perhaps, in part responsible for this

result. A comparison of published freight rates in southern ter-

ritory, without making allowance for departures from such

tariffs, apparently showed a very much smaller reduction than

in other parts of the country. It is also apparently true that

the reduction of cotton rates in this section, while considerable,

had been much less rapid than that of the rates upon grain

from Chicago to the seaboard in either direction. A few in-

stances of an actual rise of local charges since 1900 might be

cited." But the fact that competition has been substantially

eliminated in consequence of widespread consolidation since

HOC, has rendered the movement of local and through freight

rates more nearly alike all over the country than they were

I rior to that time.

The third consideration which must always be kept in mind

in the interpretation of revenue per ton mile is the volume of

the traffic handled. Any comparison of freight rates which is

not made in the light of increase in the business transacted, is

bound to be misleading. A reduction of cost of operation per

unit, attending a growth in volume, has already been fully de-

scribed in connection with the theory of rates.^

.^nd it is but natural that a reduction in the rate

should follow any lessening of cost. Moreover, a large

volume of business usually implies a relatively greater amount

of low grade tonnage. In order to bring out this relation-

ship the second column in the table on the first page has

been added. This permits a correlation between freight

density—that is to say, ton miles per mile of Hne and

revenue per unit of service. It will be noted that, in general,

tlie revenue unit falls as the volume of traffic, measured by

freight density, rises. This is strikingly shown by comparison of

the groups of western and transcontinental roads with those

concerned mainly with the carriage of coal and ore. The soft

"coal Hocking Valley road with its enormous density and very

low revenue per ton mile afifords an excellent example. It

is indubitable that the trunk lines and the coal roads are able

to transact business for relatively low rates, not only because

their tonnage is of low grade, long haul or both ; but also be-

cause of its immense concentration per mile of line, permitting

all of the economies incident to large-scale operation. In this

connection, however, it should be noted, as a general principle,

that oftentimes it is not the mere increase in the traffic of a par-

ticular sort which is significant ; but rather the growth in the

total volume of business of all kinds.*

The foregoing criticism of the use of revenue per ton mile

as a means of showing the course of freight rates in general

has been mainly destructive. This figure, nevertheless, will in

many cases be found highly serviceable in the examination of

particular rates. It may properly be used to determine whether

a given commodity is contributing its due proportion to the

general budget of the carrier. Revenue per ton mile can, of

course, be computed for each particular service; inasmuch as

both the income and the volume of that service are matters of

independent record. The table of commodities brings out this

'McCain, in Senate Finance Committee Report on Prices, 1893.

= 1. C. C. Annual Rep., 1903, p. 150.

^ The various articles which have appeared in the Railway Ase Gacette
will shortly be published in book form as Railroads; Rates and Regulation;
to be followed by Railroads; Finance and Corporate Organization, in a
second volume.

* Emphasized in the case of wool rates. 23 I. C. C. Rep., 151.

point. Take the Illinois Central for 1900 for example. Its

revenue per ton mile was 0.136 cent on wheat, 0.79 cent on
flour, 4.267 cents on sugar cane, 0.309 cent on soft coal, 1.148

cents on stone and sand, 2.238 cents on furniture, 3.165 cents on
merchandise. On this basis one may properly inquire as to

whether under all the circumstances wheat, coal or merchandise
are doing tlieir part, in the light of the particular expenses at-

tached to their carriage, in maintaining the general burden of
indivisible costs. When copper yields a revenue per ton mile
of only 0.285 cent, the rate being only 1.6 per cent, of its mar-
ket value, while on wheat for the same haul the corresponding
unit of return is 0.4 cent per ton mile—equal to one-fifth of its

worth, there is evidently a maladjustment favoring one commod-
ity over another.' In a number of recent cases questions of
this sort have been rather satisfactorily answered by resort to

this unit of measurement."

The curve of revenue per ton mile, as shown by diagram at

the head of this article, certainly gives no indication of the

appreciable increase of freight rates which has ensued since 1900

This follows largely from the fact that in at least two of the three

respects, above mentioned, the trend of events, independent of
any change in the level of freight rates, has operated to greatly

dilute the revenue per ton mile. The growth of low grade
traffic and the immense augmentation in tonnage have both con-
spired to render this unit entirely useless for purposes of com-
parison year by year. The average length of haul, alone, seems
to have remained much the same during the decade. Although
the curve does not show it, there has been an appreciable upward
movement, responsible in a measure for much of the new federal

legislation. As to the precise amount of this change, opinions
may honestly differ. But certainly some accurate method of
registration ought to be possible. How may we, then, esti-

mate the amount of these increases? Under such circumstances,
it is necessary to turn to the movement of actual rates." The
course of these down to 1900 is best shown upon the same dia-

gram, above mentioned, by means of the dotted curve entitled

Actual Rate Index, the scale for which is given at the right.

This rate index is simply the average of the actual published
rates for a number of specific commodities between certain given
points. It differs in principle from the ton-mileage revenu*
curve, in that it concerns merely the published rates, taking no
account of rebates or departures from those rates in actual

practice. A comparison of its course with that of the ton-

mileage curve shows a more abrupt decline from about 1878 to

1886, since which year the course of both lines is about parallel.

Its irregularity is also significant as illustrating the violent

fluctuations to which the published rates were subjected prior

to 1887. Judged by this curve, the situation has been more set-

tled since the enactment of the Act to Regulate Commerce in 1887.

Were data at hand for a continuation of this line to 1910, it

would undoubtedly afford a fairly reliable measure, in general,

of the substantial increase of rates which has taken place during

the decade. The main objection to it would be that it did not

weight the average according to the volume of the business car-

ried in each of the twenty-seven concrete rates chosen. The
continuation of Commons' index number of Freight Rates to

date, seemed inadvisable on account of the changes in traffic con-

ditions which have taken place. Originally well selected, the

37 rates chosen in ISOO are not now representative. There are, for

' Samuel O. Dunn, American Transportation Questions, p. 65.

= 22 I. C. C. Rep., 617; 11 I. C. C. Rep., 296; 13-1. C. C. Rep., 418;
23 1. C. C. Rep., 7; 9 I. C. C. Rep., 382; etc.

' I. R. Commons, Bulletin, Bureau of Economics Research, No. 1, July.
1900; unfortunately not continued to date.
The best data giving actual rates and classifications is the Forty Year

Rn-iew, etc.. published by the Interstate Commerce Commission, >s "Rail-
ways in 1902," Part II, 1903: continued in Senate (Elkins) Committee,
Digest, App. II, 1905; and 58 Cong., 2nd sess.. Senate Doc. No. 257; sav-
• gely attacked in Bull. II, Chicago Bureau of Railway News and Statistics,
1904. The largest collection of material is in the Senate (.\ldrich) Com-
mittee Report on Prices. 1890, I. pp. 397-658. covering the period 18S2-'90.
Also Bulletin 15, Misc. Series. Div. of Statistics, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,
1898. pp. 1-80. The earlier data is also reviewed historically as well as
in connection with rate wars in Railroads: Rates and Regulation, shortly
to be published.
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instance, no transcontinental quotations at all; none from the

southern states, such as on raw cotton ; none for the great staples

elsewhere moving under commodity ratings, such as iron ore.

chemical fertilizers, lumber, citrus fruit, etc. Moreover. 12 of

the 2>7 items chosen by Commons were rates on petroleum which

now moves in bulk in pipe lines except locall.v. Several of the

quotations for coal, and for all the other carload rates, as a

matter of fact, have been so affected by changes in carload mini-

mum rules, that the mere rate by itself has little significance.

Rejecting Commons" particular index number by reason of its

inherent defects does not, however, lessen the desirability of

choosing some other combination of rates which may be used

as a standard for measurement of rate changes year by year.

Yet the selection of such an index number is open to all the

difficulties attaching to a similar index number of prices. Is the

object, for example, an academic determination of rate changes

per se; or is it intended to ascertain the financial burden of such

charges upon the community? In the former case the volume

of traffic affected would not be an important consideration. Local

rates on indigo or millinery would be given the same weight

as similar changes in the rate on wheat between Chicago and

the Atlantic seaboard. The latter mode of approaching the

question, on the other hand, would correspond to an index num-

ber of prices, weighted according to the volume of consumption.

A doubled freight rate on hard coal to Perth Amboy would out-

weigh an equal change in the charge on castile soap in exact

proportion to its commercial importance as measured by the total

tonnage transported. Many such details would call for careful

consideration before the final adoption of the rate items chosen

to constitute the index number; but the Interstate Commerce
Commission might well consider the initiation of such a statis-

tical project, endeavoring to do for railroad rates what the

federal commissioner of labor performs so satisfactorily in

officially recording current changes in the price of commodities.

Such a record of railroad rates extending over a series of years,

supplemented by data for ton mileage revenue, would be in-

valuable in the determination of the reasonableness of rate ad-

vances in future ; even as the rate increases of 1910 clearly pointed

to the need of a similar standard for purposes of comparison

from year to year in the past.

Tracing the rise of actual rates since 1900 is rendered pecul-

iarly difficult, also, by reason of the fact that few of the changes

took the form of an outright advance in charges. The end in

view was more often accomplished indirectly. The sub-

stantial increases in ISOO' which inaugurated the upward move-

ment were mainly accomplished by changes of classification.

Modification of the carload ratings brought about the same re-

sult. .\ notable instance appeared in the complaint of the dairy

men in Wisconsin in 1909. An annual shipment of 38,000,000

lbs. of cheese to Chicago before 1899 moved at 20 cents per 100

lbs., irrespective of the size of the consignment. Ten years

later the rate had become 28 cents for less-than-carload lots,

and 22^ cents for wholesale shipments. The relative disability

of the small shipper under the new circumstances is as signifi-

cant as the rise of rate for all.° The increase of charges

might be brought about in another way without actu-

ally advancing rates by a withdrawal of commodity ratings,

thereby subjecting the shipper to the higher scale of classi-

fied commodities. .\nd. finally, partial elimination of

the rebate and the cessation of general rate wars has usu-

ally resulted in a very substantial increase in the revenue

of the carriers as well as in the scale of charges imposed upon

most shippers. Evidence upon this point is officially given in

connection with the rate increases of 1903.' It thus appears that^

to follow step by step the movement of actual rates is an ex-

tremely complicated matter. Every factor entering into the de-

'U. S. Industrial Commission, XIX, pp. 281-291; 58th Cong., 2nd sess.,

Sen. Doc. 257, 5.

2 16 I. C. C. Rep., 85. For other instances compare 12 I. C. C. Rep.,
149. and 23 I. C. C. Rep., 158.

' 9 I. C. C. Rep., 382.

termination of the charge must be considered : the distance

tariff, the classification, minimum carload rules and a host of

other specifications which enter into the final result. For our

purposes it must suffice that the fact of a substantial change

in charges all along the line since the turning point in 1900 is

beyond question. Xaturally enough, the rate increases, arousing

vehement protest among shippers, have been more widely ad-

vertised than the changes in the opposite direction which have

not infrequently occurred, especially in the rates on low-grade

staple commodities. In absence of dependable data, one is almost

in doubt as to the extent of the change which has taken place.

The movement of passenger fares has been quite different

from that of freight rates.' No marked decline during the last

quarter of the nineteenth century took place. Growth in the

volume of traffic was not accomplished by a reduction of

charges. This is in consonance with the experience of foreign

countries. Passenger business, while steadily growing, has de-

creased less rapidly than freight tonnage. Generally, in other

words, as measured by volume, freight business has become rela-

tively more important with the progress of time. Fiscally the

same thing is true. Only in New England does the revenue

from this service appro.ximate one-half of the total net earnings.

The nature of railway competition explains why passenger fares

have not decreased as rapidly as freight rates. Persons must

necessarily be more or less directly transported from one point

to another, while experience shows that competition in freight

traffic may be exceedingly circuitous in route, goods even going

hundreds of miles out of the direct line for transportation by

water. This narrowing of the sphere of competition in the

case of passengers has consequently operated to lessen the rate

of decline. Another point to be considered in this connection

is that no such increasing economies in the handling of pas-

sengers are possible as in the case of freight. Instead of de-

creasing the proportion of dead weight, which for passengers

amounts to upward of 90 per cent., by any of the economies re-

cently applied to freight traffic, it appears rather that the propor-

tion of dead weight of equipment per passenger is increasing,

owing to the necessity of providing more sumptuous accom-

modations. Bearing in mind all these facts, it appears not un-

reasonable that the progressive decline of passenger fares has

continually lagged behind the decrease of freight rates. But

the natural lethargy in the movement of passenger fares was

rudely interrupted in 1908 in connection v/ith the wave of legis-

lation accompanying the Roosevelt campaign which led up to

the Hepburn law in 1906. A widespread demand for lower pas-

senger fares found expression in the passage by twenty-two

states within five years of maximum fare laws. Eleven legisla-

tures fixed the charge at two cents per mile, the others estab-

lishing it at less than three cents. Many appeals to the courts

in connection with these statutes took place on the ground of

confiscation, and sharp conflicts of authority between federal and

state government arose. Whether passenger rates would

ever have declined without such exercise of authority is open to

question, but the disturbance of established conditions at this

time was extreme.

One further question with relation to the movement of rates

merits consideration. In how far has the rise since 1900 been

commensurate with the general upward movement of prices of

other commodities than transportation—the particular commod-

ity produced by railways. The evidence tends to show that

prices in general have moved upward during the last ten years

be approximately one-fourth, and it may be even one-third.

Have railway charges in general surpassed this rate or not?

Some activity of railway experts has been devoted of late to the

elucidation of this question.' But after all. is this inquiry of

^ Amtals of the American Academy of Political Science, 1898. pp. 324-352.

''Quarterly Journal of Economics, 1907. p. 618.

'Calculations of C. C. McCain on the Diminished Ratio of Railway

Rates to Wholesale Commodity Prices, in connection with the increases

in 1910.
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basic importance as bearing upon the general reasonableness of

railway rates? Here, as so often elsewhere in the discussion of

these questions, the need is for the analysis of such problems

with reference to particular services, and not in connection with

matters in general.' It is conceivable that railway rates might

and properly ought to increase under certain circumstances

much more than in proportion to the general change in freight

rates; or that, on the other hand, they might fairly be compelled

to lag behind. This introduces the larger question of reasonable

rates in general which must remain for discussion in our sec-

ond volume."

TESTS OF TURPENTINE SUBSTITUTES.

The test committee of the Railway Master Car and Locomotive

Painters' Association made an interesting report of tests on

turpentine substitutes at the recent convention at Denver, Colo.

An abstract of the report follows

:

The test consisted of 8 substitutes and pure turpentine. The
panels were exposed June 9, 1911, and examined June 1, 1912,

with the results in favor of the pure turpentine. The eight

samples really represented three general types of turpentine sub-

stitutes, viz., wood turpentine, petroleum spirits from a parafin

base, and petroleum spirits from an asphalt base. One or more
of these three formed the base for the bulk of substitutes on the

market at the lime the tests were started. The accompanying

table shows the ph' sical properties of each sample, price per

gallon, and the standing at conclusion of test.

The excellent sliowing made by the eight substitutes after

12 months' exposure is remarkable. Sample A is the pure

turpentine, and as will be seen it gave the best results. It

seems to have made no difference as to what the base of the

substitute was, for they all stood up remarkably well. For

instance, sample E finished second in the test, and it was made
of petroleum spirits from an asphalt base; sample G finished

third, and it was m.ade of petroleum spirits from a parafin

base; sample B nnished fourth, and it was made from a wood
base. The very little difference in the results obtained from

these three kinds if substitutes would indicate that the base

of the substitute aas little to do with the quality of the finished

product.

Looking at these three substitutes from a flash standpoint

we have sample E with a flash at 96 deg. F. ; sample G with

a flash at 114 deg. F. ; and sample B with a flash at 98 deg.

F., which would indicate that the flash point is not a proper gage

for determining the relative value of a substitute. The specific

gravities of three samples E, C and B were respectively

.823. .831 and .843, while pure turpentine runs about .866. This

also proves that it is necessarj- to have a practical test in order

to determine the real value of the material. The working

qualities of samples B, C, D, I, were similar to that of pure

turpentine with the exception that neither of the samples flat-

tened out like the pure turpentine. Samples E, F. G, were

much slower drying than the pure turpentine. Sample H dried

more rapidly to the touch than pure turpentine, but when fol-

lowed up with a succeeding coat it showed a tendency to

soften. This was more or less true with all the operations

from priming to color coats, which were the same as standard

treatment given to passenger cars on the Norfolk & Western.

^ Well expressed in a recent soft coal case: 22 I. C. C. Rep., 617.
- Railroads: Finance and Corporate Organization, in preparation.

At the time this test was started pure turpentine was 98 cents

per gallon, which ct course made the substitutes more interest-

ing on account of price, but since pure turpentine has dropped
to 46 cents a gallon. As long as pure spirits of turpentine

remain around the SO cent mark it will be given preference

by the majority of the painters. Should it advance rapidly

in price, as some two years ago, we will have some intelli-

gent information on which to base our future actions.

HANDLING FREIGHT CLAIMS ON THE
CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON.

Numerous theories have been advanced as to what depart-

ment of a railway should investigate and adjust losses of and
damage to freight shipments. That there exists a wide differ-

ence of opinion on this subject is shown by the fact that this

work in various instances is under the jurisdiction of the traffic,

accounting and operating departments. One of the roads that has

proceeded on the theory that the transportation department is the

proper department to handle freight loss and damage claims is the

St. Louis & San Francisco. A description of that company's

freight loss and damage bureau was published in he Railzivy

Age Gazette of July 26, 1912, page 162. The Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton, proceeding on the theory that the traffic department is

in closer touch with the shipping public than any other, and is

therefore in a better position to appreciate the importance of

prompt claim settlements, has its freight claim office under the

jurisdiction of that department.

After considering the subject from various aspects the Cin-

cinnati, Hamilton & Dayton on August 1, 1911. adopted a system

for the handHng of shipments checking over, short and dam-
aged, in the effort to prevent to as large an extent as possible

O. S. & D. reports, which in the year since has proved very simple,

has reduced the work at local stations in handling O. S. & D.

reports by approximately 25 per cent., and affords the freight

claim department an absolute record of all shipments short, over

or moving astray on the road.

Of the shipments over and short 77.3 per cent, are currently

matched or record of deliveries established, and complete O. S.

& D. files to cover 89 per cent, of the claims presented on L. C. L.

freight are kept in the office. As information is in the possession

of the freight claim department, it is unnecessary to investigate

(except for unusual claims) thereby relieving the agents or

other outside parties of additional work.

Information is regularly furnished the transportation depart-

ment regarding errors at local stations in waybilHng or forward-

ing of waybills, errors in loading, or unloading, bad or improper

storing of freight in cars, improper handling by train crews,

such as carrying freight past stations to which it is consigned or

not properly handling the freight at the time shipments are un-

loaded or reloaded at the various way stations. L'nder this plan,

no attempt is made to criticise an employee, but errors are

brought to the attention of those responsible for them in order

to prevent recurrences. The employees are co-operating heart-

ily in the effort to avoid errors. The agents at both large and

small stations take a personal interest in the w'ork, and there

seems to be considerable rivalrj- as to who can make the best

record by having the least errors charged to the respective sta-

tions. Notwithstanding the fact that a record of errors is sent

out currently, the freight claim department also issues monthly

No. Color. Odor.

A Water white Pine
B Water white Pine
C Water white Oily

D Prime white Oily

E Pale yellow Pine
F Prime white Oily-

G Water white Pine
H Water white Oily

I Water white • Pine

Specific
Grav.

.866

.843

.793

.818

.823
.778
.831
.766
.832

Flash.
degs. F.

103

86
114
no
105

Boiling
point

degs. F
320
320
300
305
310
280
336
340
318

Residue on
evaporation
(per cent.)

.0043

.0043

.0016

.0004

.0007

.0002

.0049

.0020

.0060

Insoluble Finish at

Hs So, test conclusion
(per cent.) Base. Price. of test.

20.0 Rosin $0.98 First
56.7 Wood .38
98.3 Par. .27 Eighth

100.0 Asph. .18 Ninth
95.0 Asph. .23

98.3 Asph. .14 Seventh
96.7 Par. .30 Third

100.0 Par. .11 Fifth
93.4 Par. .37 Sixth
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statements of discrepancies, allowing each employee to see the

record.

Since its adoption this system has reduced claims for loss of

entire packages 57 per cent., it is stated, and for over astray

freight 71.7 per cent. The percentage of loss and damage to

gross freight earnings since its inception has been reduced to

.97 per cent., or in other words, as compared with the period

prior to its inception, there has been a reduction of 16.4 per cent,

in the amount charged to the account of loss and damage claims

paid. It is hoped that this percentage may be reduced to .75

per cent.

Under this system it has been found that 71.3 per cent, of

claims are settled within fifteen days, and 81.8 per cent, in thirty

days; or in other words, the number of claims unpaid at the end

of a month is only 18.2 per cent. The percentage of complaints

received regarding the nonpayment of claims is very small. The

employees of the claim tjffice have been thoroughly drilled in

their work, and when a claim is presented and Hability ascer-

tained payment is made at once, irrespective of what carrier is

responsible.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
REPORT ON HYDE PARK

DERAILMENT.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a report,

dated September 4, giving the conclusion of Chief Inspector

Belnap and Engineer Howard on the derailment which oc-

curred March 31, last on the New York Central & Hudson

River at Hyde Park, N. Y., when the southbound Twentieth

Century Limited Express train ran off the track and live of

its cars fell to the ice-covered Hudson river and 73 passengers

were injured.

We give those parts of the report which throw additional

light on the cause of the derailment, most of the facts having

been given in our issue of August 2, page 214, when the Xcw

York State Public Service Commission made its report.*

The rails of the track are 100-lb.. with an average of 20 pine

ties under each rail. A small part of the ties had been treated

with creosote, and these treated ties had tieplates. The ballast

was crushed limestone. The rails were double spiked on the

outside and single spiked on the inside. Each pair of angle

bars was held in place by six bolts. Mr. Belnap says that the

drainage was poor, but, like Mr. Vanneman, he does not go

into details on this point. The track had been repaired the

day before and shims were put under some of the rails. Some

had been put under the rail which broke, but none north of that

rail on the previous day. However, there were some shims,

•The New York report gave the cause as irregularity in the elevation of

the outer rail of the curve. The curve was one of 2 deg. to the left and
the prescribed superelevation was 4 in. The inspectors of the Xew York
Commission. Messrs. Vanneman, Buchanan and Gill, took readings for

about 125 ft. where the derailment cccurred and they reported as follows:

Reading Super-
No. Position. elevation. Remarks.
1 Center 3Ji in.

2 Joint i'H in.

3 Center 4 in.

4 Joint 4J^ in.

5 Center 4V5 in.

6 Joint i'A in.

7 Center 3 1/16 in.

8... Joint 2H Jri. Marks of first derailment on the
ties near the east rail.

9 Center 3'4 if-

10 Joint 3i| in. T

11 Center 3 9/16 in. V Position occupied by broken rail.

12 Joint 3^ in. J
13 Center 3 3/16 in.

The report does not say when these readings were taken, but presumably
the inspection was made within a few hours after the derailment. Vice-

President A. H. Smith, of the New York Central, sent a protest to the

Commission in which he stated that readings of the superelevation made by
his engineers disagreed at one point with those taken by Mr. Vanneman
to the extent of 15/16 in. Mr. Smith's letter was printed by the com-
mission in its report, but no reply or comment was made relative to Mr.
Smith's criticism. The report said that the uneven condition of the track

had existed for twelve hours prior to the derailment, but the evidence sus-

taining this statement was not given and Mr. Smith in his protest says

that that conclusion is clearly an assumption. .\ trackwalker had been
over the road thirty minutes prior to the accident but reported no evidence

of any trouble. The report said that the drainage of the track was "some-

what deficient," but no details were given to enable the reader to see the

basis for this statement.

evidently placed previously, under the rail immediately north

and in the vicinity many shims were used, varying in thickness

from yi in. to 1 in. Photographic views are given of shims

in the track, and some of these are 1 in. thick, but it is not

stated that any so thick as that were in the track where the

derailment occurred, and the New York report states definitely

that there were no shims under the west, or higher rail at the

point where the derailment occurred, and the foreman of the

section said that no shims over H in. in thickness had been

used on the west rail at that point. The thickest shims shown

in the photographs are shown to have been on the northbound

track and at a point (track not specified) a considerable dis-

tance away from that where the derailment occurred. It is

stated that the super-elevation for 600 ft. north of the point of

derailment varied from S'/z to 4^ in. The location of the

different measurements is not given, as in the New York re-

port, and the length. 600 ft., is greater than that inspected by

the New York inspector. The conclusion as to the cause is

that it was due to the use of shims, together with irregularity

in the track ; the outside rail was forced outward probably by

the engine ; but the first wheels to drop to the ties were the

rear wheels of the tender.

The New York commission examined the broken rail and

found no flaw in the metal, and after having made drop tests

said that it was of "excellent quality."

The Interstate Commerce Commission also had the broken

rail examined, notwithstanding the conclusion of both boards

that the breakage was not the cause of the derailment. Engi-

neer Howard tested pieces of the rail after they had been

tested by the New York commission and found small seamy

streaks in the pieces taken from the base of the rail, and he

repeats the recommendation which has been made in reports on

accidents before this that rails should be tested not only longi-

tudinally, but by crosswise bending. He also says that specifi-

cations for steel rails should prescribe a value for tensile

strength.

.\s to the immediate cause of the derailment Mr. Howard is

less explicit than the other inspectors. He says that the prob-

able primary cause was the insufficiency of the spiking to main-

tain the rails in place against the outward thrust of the engine;

and that a conjectural explanation of the weakness of the

spiking is the probability that the track had been shimmed.

Proposed Extension for Chinese Railw.jw.—.^n extension is

proposed of the Sunning Railway from Sunning south to the

sea at Yeung Kong west of Hongkong. The Sunning Railway

has about 70 completed miles centering in Sunning, the center

of a district northwest of Hongkong in the Pearl river delta,

from which most of the Chinese in the United States have

come and in which there are many wealthy Chinese who arc

progressive and have some knowledge of foreign ways. This

railroad was constructed by Chin Gee Hee, who acquired his

knowledge of the railway business by active construction work

on the Northern Pacific and other northwestern railways of the

United States many years ago, and who constructed this line

largely with money subscribed by Chinese now in the United

States. This line is completed from Sunning to Kongmoon on

tide water and in the other direction south to Sam Kap Hoi

in river connection with Hongkong. The line to the seaboard

to the south was a part, of the original plan. The completion

of the line to the north, effected largely without indebtedness,

now permits undertaking the longer line to the south. Capital

for this extension is now being raised, to a considerable extent,

among Chinese in the United States. The extension will run

for about 90 miles, and it is expected that it can be built for

about $3,000,000, two-thirds of which will be raised by stock

subscriptions. There are no engineering difficulties in the way

and the country it will draw upon is rich and prosperous above

the average. It is expected that active construction on the ex-

tension will commence this year.



THE TACHEOMETER IN RAILWAY LOCATION.

Accurate Levels Over Wide Areas May Be Obtained Rapidly,

Making Possible Better Results Than by Present Methods.

By E. R. Lewis.

Assistant to the General Manager, Duluth, South Shore Sc Atlantic.

The railway world of today benefits by the high state of

efficiency in construction, maintenance and operation attained

during fifty years of successive rapid improvements. Vet in

this whirl of achievement there appears little real advance in

the science of surveying and the method of location, which is

least in cost and most important in effect of all the larger de-

tails of railway building, has seemingly received scant attention.

Few railways in this country have ever been located in any

other than a hurried manner. Engineers in charge of surveys

of great ultimate importance have been so continually harassed

by promoters and urged by their superior officers to show re-

sults quickly, that speed has displaced thoroughness. Their

professional work has been hampered by lack of funds for the

purchase of effective instruments and appliances, for the hiring

A Standard 6-inch Tacheometer.

of competent assistants and for extending mature investigations

over wide territories. It is much to the credit of the engineers

that the results obtained in spite of these conditions have so

well stood the test of time. The civil engineering profession

is nevertheless at fault for not correcting these abuses. The

promoter of a railway is not required to be a man of engineering

ability or technical education. He therefore necessarily depends

on his engineers for advice in their specialties. It is, then, within

the province of the engineer to insist on sufficient time and

money for those necessities without which thorough investi-

gations cannot be made and he should gain command of such

equipment as to give his employers results that cannot be

bettered.

Of the many millions of dollars spent for betterment work

on American railways, a large percentage would have been saved,

had the engineers who located these roads insisted on, and their

employers recognized the importance of, thorough preliminary

investigations made with the aid of instruments. more accurate

than the ordinary transit and "an eye for country."-

Although the methods here described are known to some

American engineers, it is a fact that nearly all American rail-

ways are today built on lines located in the same way and with

much the same instruments as were used in the ante-bellum

days of. early transcontinental railway construction. The pre-

liminary traverse with its single line of horizontal measure-

ment, and its one line of levels laboriously obtained with transit

and chain, level and rod ; and with topography approximated

by means of chain, hand level and slope board; is still the chief

guide to railway location in this country. Meanwhile, European

engineers have for a lifetime benefited by the vastly more accu-

rate methods of tacheometry, which admit of obtaining accurate

levels over wide areas, at a very rapid rate.

Tacheometry, meaning literally "speedy measurement," may

be defined as the science of exact determination of elevations

and locations of points necessary to the development of accurate

contour maps. The horizontal and vertical angles from known

to unknown points arc obtained by means of an improved transit

theodolite called a tacheometer. Through the improved telescopic

lens of this instrument a suitably graduated stadia rod may be

read at distances of half a mile. A fair day's work in the

field is one mile along the proposed route. Therefore if such

breadth of mapping is desirable, it is possible to obtain a square

mile of topography each day. It is plain that preliminary con-

tour maps covering even 200 ft. on each side of the located line

of a railroad are of great value for all time. Yards, station

grounds, sidings, waterways, buildings, drainage schemes, may

all be located as occasion demands without further necessity

for preliminary surveys, so long as the original tacheometer

notes are preserved. After the plotting of the contours, only

paper locations are necessary for any structure within their

limits.

The tacheometer is essentially a transit theodolite with an

anallatic telescope. The telescope is large and the lenses are

powerful magnifiei's. The arrangement of the lenses is the in-

vention of J. Porro, an Italian professor of Milan, who first

made practical use of it in 1823.

The object glass of the tacheometer is arranged to focus

well in front of the axis, the rays of light crossing before

reaching the anallatic lens, which, being of focus identical with

the object glass,''the rays having crossed from equal refraction,

may e.xtend parallel from the diaphram to the lens. The focus

being constant, there is no constant to be added to stadia meas-

urements. Two stops in the telescopic cut off all eccentric

rays, doing away with internal reflections from the tube of the

telescope.

The tacheometer survey is based on reconnaisance. A traverse

or instrument line may be extended as the survey progresses

the distances being determined by checked stadia readings; and

further checked if desired, by a line of bench marks run ahead

of the tacheometer. The rods used with the tacheometer should

be at least 16 ft. long, and plainly marked similar to the

Philadelphia rod. Targets are of little value and may be dis-

pensed with.

The survey party should be made up of an engineer in charge

of the survey and two assistants in addition to rodmen and

axemen. One assistant manipulates the instrument and reads

the angles and stadia aloud to the second assistant, who records

these readings in the field book. From two to four rodmen
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will keep the tacheometer operators remarkably busy. The

most expert operators rarely use more than four rodnien even

in open rolling country. Axemen are of course necessary to

drive stakes at instrument stations and to clear brush from

the lines of sight between the instrument and the rods as placed

Long rods are of great advantage, as much time is often saved

hy taking readings over the tops of intervening obstructions

several feet in height.

FIELD WORK.

After determining the variation of the magnetic needle and

setting the tacheometer over a point of known latitude, longi-

tude and altitude, the height of the axis of the instrument above

the stake it sets over is hr.st measured. Stadia observations

.and horizontal and vertical angle readings are then recorded

from the level rods held successively at all points of topographi-

cal importance within view in all directions from the instrument

station.

The rodmen are usually placed by flag signals, the distances

being too great to guide the men by sound. Experienced rodmen

will hold the rod at the successive breaks of ground with little

necessity for directions from the operator. It is desirable to have

main points on the contour maps approximately equidistant,

though any number of intermediate points may be observed, such

as the beds and banks of streams, angles in roads, fence and

building corners.

It is of advantage to take readings always from right to left

• r from left to right around the instrument station, at last

stopping all rodmen where they may be plainly seen from the

next instrument station. After setting and reading to this sta-

tion, the tacheometer is moved from station O to station I, reset,

and the distance of axis above the hub read. The needle course,

level and stadia distance are then read from I to O and checked

with readings from O to I. The rods still in the positions last

read from station O are read from station I as a further check,

and so on. The axeman who drives the instrument station stakes

carries a picket or ranging rod for setting the stakes and points

accurately.

A careful sketch should be kept in the field book showing the

approximate positions of the points observed from each instru-

ment station, by numbers corresponding to the numbers entered

opposite the stadia and angle readings of the same points on
the opposite page.

It is evident that the instrument stations need not necessarily

be along the line of reconnaisance. It is quite feasible, for in-

stance, to run a tacheometer traverse on bare level ground on one
side of a stream, taking observations on rods held on points along
a wooded cliff on the opposite side where a location is desired.

The immense advantages of easy going for the instrument
operators and the elimination of heavy cutting of continuous
lines through the woods and of frequent difficult setups along
a cliff side are readily discernable to any experienced locator.

The object of having the zero of the vertical circle of the

tacheometer at the top rather than in the horizontal line, is to

avoid confusion as to whether the vertical angles observed are
rises or falls. Observations are taken and entered in the field

book in regular order, first, the horizontal angle or bearing

;

second, the vertical angle: and lastly the stadia readings. It is

often necessary to read the top stadia and center hair or the
center and bottom hair on account of some obstruction. An ex-
ponent "2" opposite such readings indicates that the reading
must be doubled. For convenience the bottom hair is brought
invariably to an even foot mark on the rod—the uneven tenth
or hundredth being read off the top hair.

OFFICE WORK.

Reduction of field notes to obtain true horizontal and vertical

distances from the stadia observations at varying angles may
be done by means of a slide rule, tables or diagrams. The
Stewart and Gillman diagrams offer the best and quickest
methods of reduction. The heights of instrument at the various
•stations must be given consideration, because all angles are taken

from the axis and refer thereto. The height of instrument must

therefore be subtracted from or added to the reduced levels of all

points to obtain the true levels. The semicircular, transparent,

double indexed protractor and the elastic contour spacer are

aids to rapid plotting.

The finished contour plan usually shows land contours in burnt

sienna, each fifth line heavy and figures corresponding to eleva-

tions of contour lines at convenient spacing on the map. Under
water contours are shown in blue. From accurate contour maps
it is of course easy for an engineer to plot a perfect line of

railway on paper in the office. There should be no variation

from the tacheometer survey so great as six inches in the line

as finally located in the field from the paper location, while the

scope and accuracy of the information obtainable by tacheometer

is unattainable bv the single traverse method.

BUILDING LARGE LOCOMOTIVES.

A large new erecting shop, a small part of which was built by

the Baldwin Locomotive Works at Eddyslone, Pa., two years

ago, has just been completed. From the standpoint of construc-

tion and arrangement, it is a most bold and unique conception.

The completed shop will cover 7.59 acres and will be used en-

tirely for erecting purposes, the greatest attention having been

given to the routing of material from the time it enters the

building until it leaves in the form of a finished locomotive. Al-

though the building is of strong and durable construction and

is thoroughly equipped with the necessary cranes, the cost per

square foot is moderate as compared with recently constructed

locomotive repair shops.

In order that the work which is to be done in this building

may be thoroughly understood, it may be well to refer briefly to

The End of the Eddystone Erecting Shop from Which the

Finished Locomotives Are Removed.

the other parts of the Philadelphia and the Eddystone plants

which feed material to it. The Baldwin plant in Philadelphia

is located in the heart of the city and has gradually been added

to from time to time as the business has developed. The first

building was placed on the present site by Matthias W. Bald-

win in 1834. in which year five locomotives were built. The

plant was gradually added to until it covered most of the prop-

erty between Broad street and Eighteenth street, a distance of

four blocks. A part of this was at one time occupied by the Nor-

ris Locomotive Works, at Seventeenth and Buttonwood streets.

This property was purchased by the Baldwin Locomotive Works

in the early 70's and has since been used for building tanks and

trucks. Another tract was acquired in 1902, located at Twenty-

sixth street and Pennsylvania avenue. Buildings were here

erected, known as the Twenty-si.xth street shops ; these are used

largely for putting the finishing touches to the locomotives, and

since the very large locomotives have been developed a large part
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One of the Transverse Sections of the Erecting Shop, Showing Steel Construction and Crane Runways.

One Side of the Erecting Shop Showing the "Step" Arrangement.
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of the erecting work on them has been done in the finishing shop

at Twenty-sixth street because of its being impossible to get them

out of the old plant when fully erected.

Some idea of the congestion of the Philadelphia plant may

be gained from the fact that although it covers only about

erecting plant has become entirely inadequate and the locomo-

tives have had to be partially dismantled in order to get them

out of the works.

Foreseeing the necessity of a considerable extension, and no

more ground being available near the main plant in Philadelphia,

Plan Showing Peculiar Arrangement of Baldwin Locomotive Works Erecting Shop at Eddystone Pa.

17 acres of ground, there is a floor space in the various buildings

of over 64 acres, or almost four acres of floor space to one acre

of ground. When the nature of the work of building locomotives

is considered, this is rather remarkable. As the very large loco-

motives have been introduced within the past few years, the

the company a few years ago purchased a large piece of land at

Eddystone, 12 miles from Philadelphia. The first buildings to be

erected consisted of a gray iron foundry and the necessary pat-

tern and storage buildings, and also facilities for handling the

blacksmith work, most of which was transferred from Philadel-
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Construction of One of the Transverse Sections of the Locomotive Erecting Shop at Eddystone, Pa.
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phia. All of the gray iron castings are made at Eddystone, the

present output amounting to from 1,600,000 to 2,000.000 lbs. per

week, and practically all of the smith shop and forge work is

also done at two shops at Eddystone. All of this material is

shipped to Philadelphia for finishing and a large part of it is

reshipped to Eddystone for erecting purposes after it has been

machined. While this may appear to be an e.xpensive process,

it is really less expensive than it would be to handle it back and

forth between the different parts of the Philadelphia plant. The
train service between Eddystone and Philadelphia is good and

the parts are loaded at Eddystone so that they go direct to the

proper departments at Philadelphia.

The Philadelphia erecting shop will hereafter be used for light

locomotives and those for export, while the larger ones will all be

erected at Eddystone. All of the boiler shop work will be done

in Philadelphia, but the parts of the boilers for the larger loco-

motives will be shipped, knocked down, to Eddystone and will

be erected there.

There are two points of special interest concerning the plant

at Eddystone : First, the construction and operation of the new
erecting shop ; and second, tjie care which is taken to provide

the proper grades of cast iron for the different parts of the loco-

motive. These will be considered in the order mentioned. The
peculiar shape of the erecting shop is shown on the drawing. The
sections A, B and C were first erected and have been in use for

the past two years. The building is now entirely completed and

in full use. Sections A. B and C are reserved for the erecting

One half of section / is used for flues and flue work and the

other half for the assembling of superheaters. Section / is used

for general repairs and the reconstruction of old locomotives. Sec-

tion A.' is used for the erection of the largest boilers the different

parts of which have been made at Philadelphia and shipped,

knocked down, to Eddystone. At the southwestern corner of

the building is located a heating plant and coal wharf with hy-

draulic pressure machinery for boiler riveting. These are not

shown on the general drawing.

The building has concrete foundations and concrete walls ex-

tending up to the window sills. The frame work is of steel con-

struction and the side walls are of 8 in. hollow tile. A concrete

gutter 3 in. thick is used to carry off the drainage between the

different sections. The roof construction consists of 10 in. IS lb.

channel purlins, upon which reinforced cement tiles Ys in. thick

are laid. These tiles are held in place by their own weight and

do not require a special fastening, except that a lug on the tile

rests against the upper edge of the purlin. The joints between

the roof tiles are covered with tile rolls, which fit over projec-

tions on the tiles. The floor is made of creosoted wooden blocks

laid on a layer of concrete about 6 in. thick. The shop is well

lighted.

Four different grades of cast iron are made in the gray iron

foundry, the mixtures being varied to suit the different require-

ments. The building is 200 ft. x 650 ft. and is divided into five

sections. One of these is for the making of hollow and steam

tight castings, such as steam pipes, etc. This department is

General View of Locomotive Erecting Shop.

of very large locomotives, such as those of the Mallet type.

Erection is started in bay C, and after it has reached a certain

point, the locomotive is drawn ahead into section B and erection

on another one is started in section C. The work of finishing

the locoirotive is done in section A, and it is then run out of

the shop and is tested on the tracks just outside.

All of the material which is required for erection is brought

in from the sides of the shop. The cars containing the material

can be shifted in over the standard gage tracks, and the track

nearest the wall is used for this purpose only. Each of the trans-

verse sections of the erecting shop is equipped with overhead

traveling cranes of suitable capacity, those in the three sections

which are used for the larger locomotives being of 75 tons capac-

ity. However, the completed locomotives are not lifted by the

cranes, but are moved forward from one section to another dur-

ing the various stages of erection. Sections D and E, in the new
part of the shop, are devoted entirely to pipe, jacket and lagging

work; to the storage of brass fittings, bolts and nuts, and for

tool room purposes. Sections F. G and H are used for erecting

purposes for a lighter class of locomotives than in sections A,
B and C. \\\ of the materials used in sections F G and H are

brought in at the side of the shop, and the locomotives when
finished are transferred over one another to the center track of

the shop and are taken out through sections E, D, C, B and A.

equipped with its own core ovens and cupolas, and a grade of

iron is used which is low in sulphur. Another section is given

over to the molding and casting of ordinary gray iron parts,

such as grate bars, cylinder heads, etc.. and another to the pro-

duction of small castings which are made on molding machines.

Both of these sections are supplied from the same cupolas. A
fourth section of the foundry is devoted to parts whose surfaces

are subjected to wear, an.d this section is also equipped with its

own cupola. The fifth division is used for cylinder work and

has its own core ovens and cupolas. Each one of these divisions

is in charge of a foreman and has its own space for patterns and

raw materials. The castings made in the afternoon are sent to

the cleaning building during the following night, cleaned, chipped

and inspected during the next day. In the afternoon of that day

they are loaded, billed out and shipped to Philadelphia. When
the records at the shipping room show that an order has been

completed, the pattern is ordered returned to the pattern storage

building.

The Eddj-stone plant, in addition to the erecting shop and

foundry above mentioned, includes a number of shops and build-

ings such as the forging shops, pattern shop, pattern storage

buildings, power house and pumping stations. The extent of the

property is such as to amply provide for future extensions

and the railroad facihties are exceptionally good.



CONDUCTING A UNION TICKET OFFICE.*

An Outline of the Organization and Methods Used at St.

Louis, iVIo., Where Remarkable Results Have Been Obtained.

By B. W. Frauexthal,
General Ticket Agent, Union Station, St. Louis. Mo.

It is the purpose of this paper lo discuss a matter that has been

the subject of much thought, investigation and discussion within

recent years, i. c, large and joint ticket offices, their advantages

and disadvantages, and to stale what has been done at the St.

Louis Union station ticket office, of which the writer has had

charge for a number of years.

As is well known, a large part of the traveling public is

opposed to joint ticket offices, basing this objection upon the de-

terioration it is believed the service will gradually experience

where competitive methods are eliminated. To my mind this is

not a sound objection. There is no reason why proper super-

vision should not he as effective in a large office as in a number

of small ones.

The St. Louis Union station ticket office is situated on the

ground floor of the station in the east end of the building, being

of easy access from the main and side entrances on Market street

and the midway entrance on Eighteenth street. It has a frontage

of 25 ft., containing six windows on the general waiting room,

and of 70 ft., containing sixteen windows, on the corridor, paral-

leling the midway adjoining the train shed. For the purpose of

organization the force is divided into departments as follows

:

information bureau, ticket selling, accounting and stock.

BUREAU OF INFORMATION.

The bureau of information is an adjunct of which we have

reason to be proud. It was at the St. Louis Union station that

it was first given an official status, and from time to time its

methods and capacity have been increased, until today it stands

as one of the most essential factors in handling the vast throngs

passing through the St. Louis gateway. The bureau has two di-

visions—one handling the si.x telephones necessary to respond to

the constant stream of inquiries being received through that

source and wherem at certain hours three men are employed,
and the other handling the inquiries at the four windows facing

the main waiting room assigned for that purpose. In both di-

visions a receiving instrument of Gray's telautograph is located,

whereon is recorded the arrival and departure of all trains and
the placing of outgoing trains under the train shed for the recep-

tion of passengers, baggage, mail and express. The transmitting

telautograph station is located in the big interlocking tower con-
trolling all train movements in and out of the station, and the

information transmitted shows road, train number, time and
track. By this means the bureau is kept in perfect touch with
the station train movements, and it is given further effectiveness

by means of the hourly bulletins that are compiled through the
telegraph office covering the time of arrival of all incoming trains,

this information being gathered direct from the train despatching
office of each line and indicating whether the train is on schedule,
and if not, how much late it will arrive.

Under our plan, the prospective purchaser of a ticket i? fully

equipped at the information bureau with all the necessary infor-
mation to enable him to transact his business at the ticket sellers'

windows with despatch. He is fully advised as to routes, rates,

departure of his train, time and track, time of arrival at destina-
tion, point of transfer, accommodations on the train, and, in
point of fact, there exists no reason for further inquiry when he
presents himself at the ticket seller's window. The divisioi; han-
dhng telephones is isolated from the other parts of the office and
does not come in contact with the public by any other means,
although fully equipped to do so. Each window displays a con-
spicuous number, and a careful record is kept of the hours and
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the identity of the employee by whom it is manned. aii>! it is

therefore easy to trace any complaint that may originate relative

to incorrect information or any other cause.

."v very great number of people present themselves at the infor-

mation bureau windows to make inquiries on a great diversity

of subjects, and there is of necessity cause for celerity in dis-

posing of the inquiries. With this purpose in view, the force is

-.nterchangeable ; that is to say, the men engaged in selling tickets

must be able to cover a window at the bureau and those engaged

at the bureau must be competent to handle a window in the sell-

ing division. A supervisor is constantly in attendance in charge

of both departments and shifts the men as necessity requires.

The flexibility of the force under this arrangement proves of

great benefit to us at times when one or the other of these divi-

sions becomes congested. I am an enthusiastic believer in the

bureau of information in connection with union ticket offices,

especially where train movements are to be taken into account.

SELLING DEPARTMENT.

I akmg up the selling department, we come again to a class of

uien who have intnnate and sensitive relations with the public

because of the financial character of their dealings, and for that

reason it is essential that thej exercise the utmost tact, courtesy

and patience in the performance of their duties. Not only must

the seller combine all these requisites, but he must be exception-

ally well informed. Each seller constitutes within himself a

separate and distinct agent for each of the twenty-two lines we
serve, and our service requirements are therefore far more ex-

acting than where but one line is represented. The complications

that may surround the sale of tickets are almost without nuinber.

Rates fluctuate owing to various causes and the seller must keep

himself familiar with each change and all of the numerous special

instructions. Then there are the various passenger association

rules requiring the closest application.

The matter of rates, however, is the one causing the seller to

exercise the utmost precision. The St. Louis Joint Passenger

Tariff, which is issued semi-annually or oftener, as may be re-

quired, quotes selling fares to interline points and basing fares

to many local points which may not be used for selling purposes.

When this sheet is received it must be carefully checked, and

when the fares quoted therein are in conflict with fares to same
point quoted in the various lines' local tariffs, the attention of the

interested lines is directed to the fact. Our local tariff, which is

compiled in our office, and copy of which is deposited in a con-

venient place for the use of sellers, contains the rate to some
twenty-one thousand towns on the twenty-two lines operating out

of this station. It is needless to say that, owing to the many
changes in fares, it is necessary to make frequent corrections

in the fares quoted in this tariff. The sellers' attention is directed

to these changes in a form of notice wliich is placed on a desig-

nated file which every seller is required to examine before going

on duty, and he is obliged to indicate his understanding thereof,

as well as of all other special instructions, by affixing his signa-

ture thereon. Tariffs quoting fares for special occasions, such as

summer and winter tourist, convention, homeseeker, colonist

rates, etc., are placed in a binder file in such a way that the seller

may ascertain rate, route, etc.. with very little effort and in little

more time than would be required to determine the fare to a local

point. The various joint passenger tarift's, quoting fares from

other promineit points in the L^nited States and Canada, as well

as many foreign lines, local and interdivision tariffs, are filed in

a tariff case convenient for sellers' use. This file of tariffs is very

complete and there are but few- points to which tickets cannot be
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sold because of the seller being unable to determine tlie correct

selling fare.

In the selling of tickets ample scope is given each member of

the department to exercise his individuality. We are required to

render blindfold justice to each interested road. When the pro-

spective purchaser's destination is a competitive point he is re-

quired to designate the route over which it is his desire to travel.

The seller, where this information has not previously been se-

cured at the information bureau, will name the various routes

over which the passenger can travel, or, if it appears desirable,

refer the purchaser to the bureau for that information, which, in

cither event, is furnished with full details pertaining to each

route. It will therefore be seen that the exactions of the service

require extraordinary talent and that to secure' the efficiency

necessary to satisfactorily acquit ourselves to the tenant lines

there must be a constant and unceasing vigil.

In the selling department we have found it desirable to estab-

lish a sub-department for the handling of prepaid orders, ticket

deliveries, irregular exchange orders and such other complicated

transactions as would put too great a drain on the individual

seller's time. Two v.indows are set aside for this purpose, and

we have found that the innovation has been of real value in the

handling of the public. The men assigned to this work are highly

specialized and have developed peculiar fitness in this particular

branch.

ACCOL'XTIXG DEP.ARTMEXT.

In the accounting department our system of auditing is a com-

bination of the most advanced methods in vogue throughout the

United States. We have adopted the best features of all the lines

with which we deal and so far as we are able have discontinued

every method that may attain the result in a more circuitous

manner. Our system is a result of the evolution made necessary

by the rapid increase of our sales within recent years, which at

present approximate $5,000,000 yearly. We have nine desks de-

voted to this work, apportioned alphabetically among the twenty-

two roads. The closing numbers of all tickets are taken daily at

midnight, except Sunday. I believe we are performing a check

that is infrequent at a great many offices, since we include all

coupon as well as local ticket numbers. A daily register is com-

piled from this check of all local and coupon tickets on sale and

it is therefore impossible for a ticket to remain unaccounted for

to exceed twenty-four hours. Each seller compiles a report at

the end of his day's work of the sales accredited to each line and

deposits it on the corresponding desk, enclosing therewith the

auditing stubs, exchange orders, authorities, etc. The accountant

checks the rate against the stubs and other data and then makes

a complete report to each line covering the entire day's sales,

carrying the general totals to the chief accountant's desk, where

a summary of ticket sales is made and compared with the cash

remitted by each seller, whereby the general daily balance of the

office is determined.

The relation between the selling and accounting departments,

it will be seen, is similar to that on any railroad between its

auditor and its various agents. The accounting department treat-,

each seller as a road's auditor would its agent and in checking

rates or the proper form of tickets makes such corrections as

may be necessary and advises the seller of such action on a pre-

scribed form showing the amount of debit or credit for which the

correction calls. A seller receiving notice of such correction is

required to acknowledge it by his countersignature and then re-

turn it to the agent's desk. In this way a careful check is kept

on the performance of each seller and the character of the errors

with which he may be charged. In addition to these notices of

corrections there is posted daily for the general inspection and
information of the force an epitome of ticket sales, cash accounts

and credits and debits which serves the purpose of keeping each

seller acquainted with his standing with the office in this respect

Remittances are made four times each. month to the various lines

covering their receipts and such reports as may be required con

sistent with the general conduct of the office along lines of eco-

nomical efficiencv.

STUCK DEl".\RT.MF..NT.

In the stock department are required rare judgment and extra-

ordinary care. There are carried in our cases over 2,000 forms

of local tickets and over 8,000 coupon forms, a grand total of

10,000 varieties of tickets rangmg in size from a street car trans-

fer to coupons with a maximum length of 8 ft. As the stock is

received from the various lines, it is counted and compared with

the invoices. Card tickets are furnished in numerical order to

follow the closing numliers of stock on hand. Coupon tickets,

however, come in broken numbered lots. With the acknowledg-

ment of receipt to the general passenger agent furnishing them,

the commencing and closing numbers are registered in the stock

book, which is changed with the receipt of each consignment. A
check is made monthly with the stock on hand as shown against

that reported in the stock book, with a view of locating any un-

reported sales. The reserv'c stock is kept in cabinets containing

drawers of convenient size, from which the selling cases are sup-

plied in consecutive numbers. Card tickets are placed in the

selling cases according to the rate and coupon tickets according

to the alphabetical initial of the last line that delivered a passen-

ger at the point of destination. To maintain the proper supply

of these multitudinous tickets is a task of no small size and re-

quires an application second to no other duty in the office. To
assist the stock clerk in maintaining an adequate supply we have

devised what we term an "alarm ticket." This consists of a

bright red-colored card indicating the form and corresponding to

the size of the ticket, which is placed in the selling cases of card

tickets and on the hooks carrying the coupon active stock. When
the stock is depleted to a point requiring replenishment this col-

ored card is uncovered by the sale of all tickets deposited in its

advance, and is removed by the seller and placed in a designated

receptacle where the stock clerk is automatically informed of

what supply in the selling cases needs attention.

The conditions, as will readily be perceived, while individually

simple, are complicated by the many different lines and their

various requirements, the simple rules governing any transaction

becoming through various interpretations a complex system. Yet,

withal, we have contrived to build up an organization that is a

source of no little personal pride to myself and which I am not

hesitant in saying is second to no other in the United States or

Canada. Not only have we conducted our affairs in a manner
satisfactory to the Terminal Railroad Association, but we have

received the approval repeatedly of the auditing committees of

the various tenant lines, and we have never had the suspicion of

a defalcation.

HANDLING OF UNION TICKET OFFICES.

Returning to the first phase of my remarks, I am impelled to

observe that there is nothing impossible or impracticable in the

plan of the union ticket office. It requires only the same desire

to render the best possible service in acquittal with the company
or organization with which the individual takes service. The
successful ticket seller should bear in mind that all the expense

to which a road has subjected itself through perfecting its service

and bringing that perfection before the public in seeking its

patronage may be nullified by carelessness, indifference or in-

competence, and that the first impression a traveler may receive,

and which frequently is the lasting one, comes through the man-
ner in which he is treated at the ticket window. It therefore

behooves him to exercise ail the diplomacy of which he is capa-

ble. There must be no air of condescension or superiority, but.

on the contrary, that attitude of deference to the purchaser's

wishes that lias won such pronounced success in the commercial

world wherein it is rigorously enforced. There is no more reason

why courtesy in all of its forms should not e.xist in such an office

than in any number of offices of individual lines. The success of

the union ticket offices requires only discrimination in selecting

the personnel and the exaction of such service as is necessary

for its proper conduct ; and supervision and intelligent and con-

stant effort will accomplish this result. We have accomplished it

in the city of St. Louis, and it can and will be accomplished

elsewhere.
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The Southern Pacific is being prosecuted by the government
in the federal court at San Francisco on 31 charges of violation

of the law regulating the length of time which animals may be

kept in cars without food or water.

At the Pennsylvania station, Pittsburgh, Pa., the charge for

storage of parcels for the second and subsequent periods of

24 hours has been reduced from ten cents to five, the price

for the first day remaining at ten cents.

On November 1, the new union station at Joliet. 111., occupied

by the Chicago & Alton, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and the Michigan Central, was
opened to the general public. Since that date all passenger trains

arrive at and depart from the union station instead of from the

old station.

The officers of the Chicago & North Western entertained a

party of newspaper men and editors of railway papers on Novem-
ber 1 on a trip of inspection of its recently completed new freight

terminal facilities near Chicago, including an extensive addition

to the yard capacity at Proviso, 111., comprising 56.16 miles of

track with a capacity of 6,000 cars, and the Desplaines Valley
Railway, a new belt line 22 miles long, extending about the city

to the west and north and connecting the three main line divi-

sions. By this belt freight is taken around Chicago outside of the

congested district.

The following designations for the various divisions of the

Seaboard Air Line will be effective November 10: The present
First division will be known as Virginia division ; the Second
division as the North Carolina division; the Third division

as the Georgia division; the line from Columbia. S. C, to

Jacksonville, Fla., and from Jacksonville, to River Junction,

Fla., including branches, will be known as the South Carolina
division ; from Savannah, Ga., to Montgomery, Ala., including

branches, as the .\labama division, and from Fernandina, Fla.,

to Tampa, including branches, as the Florida division.

Difficulties of Discipline.

The result of the first year's operation of the safety com-
mittee on the Chicago & North Western, as reported by Mr.
Richards was to decrease the personal injuries and deaths by 18

per cent., the money saving alone amounting to about half a

million dollars. When all is said and done, however, it has

to be admitted that the "Safety First" movement is directed

mainly to lessening the casualties among employees ; and that

it is not likely to reach some of the weightier matters of track,

equipment and discipline. ... It has lately become familiar

talk among the railroad men of the Boston region that one of

the New England roads not long ago had seventeen enginemen
known to be guilty of running past signals set against them.

They were not disciplined, for the alleged reason that to ad-
minister effective and merited discipline to seventeen engi-

neers at once would embarrass the company in the operation of

its trains. And the whole matter slid off with an intimation

to the officers of the engineers' brotherhood locals that if any
more engineers were caught passing signals and caught one at

a time instead of in these inconveniently large bunches, some-
thing would have to be done about it.

Discipline in the case of the engineman who disregards sig-

nals seems to be a matter of considerable difficulty. The un-
wholesome condition now existing is sharply stated in a recent

editorial in the Railway Age Gacette, w'hich calls attention to

what it declares to be unfair and misleading reports on acci-

dents made by United States inspectors.

This editorial brings us face to face with the antagonism be-

tween the present position and power of the railroad labor

organizations and the interest and welfare of the public. The
public itself is in large part to blame for the present unhealthy
state of affairs, because in any issue between the unions and
the railroads the public has seen little more than the issue of

higher wages and shorter hours, on which it has been instinct-

ively inclined to the side of the men, and against the railroads.

It has lost sight of the fact that the railroad unions, like all

other labor unions, will, if possible, force the employer to treat

the fit and unfit alike. In many ways the unions stand more or

less seriously in the way of the firm and prompt discipline

which is absolutely essential to the safety of the traveling public.

. . . Almost any railroad management w'ould only be too
glad to enforce effective discipline if it could be assured of sup-
port from the public, which has hitherto allowed the tmions to

seize the balance of power.
The "safety first" movement, while of great value to some

roads, holds forth no promise of solving the most serious prob-
lems of discipline in which the public has the largest immediate
stake.

—

Benjamin Baker, in Boston Transcript.

Common Drinking Cups Prohibited.

The order of the Secretary of the Treasury, requiring inter-

state carriers, by rail or water, to abolish common drinking cups,

briefly noticed last week, page 849, is in full as follows :

"On account of the frequent spread of disease by the use of

common drinking cups, the following amendment is hereby
made to the Interstate Quarantine Regulations promulgated by
this department September 27, 1894, and amended August 17,

1905, June 24, 1909, and May 15, 1912, said amendment and
regulations being in accordance with section 3, act of Congress
approved February 15, 1893.

"Article 3, General Regulations, is hereby amended by the

addition of the following paragraph

:

"Paragraph 13. Common carriers shall not provide in cars

vehicles, vessels or conveyances operated in interstate traffic, or

in depots, waiting rooms or other places used by passengers

traveling from one state or territory or the District of Columbia
to another state or territory or the District of Columbia, any
drinking cup, glass or vessel for common use; provided that

this regulation shall not be held to preclude the use of drinking

cups, glasses, or vessels which are thoroughly cleansed by v,rash-

ing in boiling water after use by each individual, nor shall it be

held to preclude the use of sanitary devices for individual use

only."

The states which have by direct statute prohibited the use

of common drinking cups are Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois,

Indiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, New Hampshire, New
Jersey and Kentucky. Prohibitory or regulative orders issued

by state health boards are in force in Idaho, Iowa, Kansas,

Louisiana, Michigan. Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Okla-

homa. Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah,

\'ermont. Washington and Wisconsin.

Public Health, bulletin No. 57, issued by the Treasury Depart-

ment, gives information about state laws and also about the phy-

sicians' investigations concerning cups, towels and other things.

Strike of Canadian Pacific Clerks.

The Canadian Brotherhood of Railroad Employees, claiming to

represent 5,000 men on the Canadian Pacific, has for some time

been threatening a strike on that road, and on Wednesday of this

week reports from Winnipeg said that 1,500 of these men, mostly

clerks in the freight department, had left their work. They had

demanded a large increase of pay. Officers of the road said that

the places of the strikers would be filled without much delay.

The government minister of labor refused to appoint a board of

conciliation, and the railway company not only refused to deal

with the representatives of the brotherhood, but announced that

it would not nominate a member of the proposed conciliation

board. Giving its reasons for its position, the railway company
said : "We cannot permit any employees engaged in confidential

positions or who have access to the company's correspondence

to be a member of any organization, as such would be contrary

to the interests of the company. If the employees were permitted

to join an organization such as this the records of the company
would be confidential no longer. The company from time to

time has granted and quite recently granted substantial increases

to the above-mentioned class of employees."

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

The annual meeting of the .\merican Society of Mechanical

Engineers will be held in New York, December 3-6. Among the

papers to be presented are the following : Increase of Bore of

High-Speed Wheels by Centrifugal Stresses, by Sanford A.

Moss; Measurement of Air in Fan Work, by Charles H. Treat;

The Vauclain Drill, by A. C. Vauclain and Henry V. Wille;

Tests of a 1,000 H. P. 24 Tubes High, B. & W. Boiler, by B. N.
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Bump; The V-Notch Weir Method of Measurement, by D. Robert
Yarnall ; Dimensions of Boiler Chimneys for Crude Oil, by C. R.
Weymouth; Air in Surface Condensation, by George A. Orrok;
The Centrifugal Blower for High Pressures, by Henry F.

Schmidt. One of the reports will be prepared by the Power
Tests Committee, and will supersede the earlier reports upon
methods for conducting trials for pumping engines, locomotives,

steam boilers, and steam engines, besides taking up the testing of

other apparatus, such as gas and oil engines, water wheels and
compressors, blowers and fans. The general arrangement of the

sessions will be substantially as follow : On December 3- there

will be the president's address, followed by the reception to the

president-elect and the retiring president. Dr. Alex. C. Humph-
reys; on December 4 there will be a business meeting followed by
simultaneous sessions under the direction of the sub-committees

on MacTiine Shop Practice and Textiles ; on the same day there

will be reports of committees on Power Tests, on Symbols, etc.,

and also a dinner to Professor John E. Sweet, honorary member
and past president ; on December 5 there will be simultaneous

sessions under the direction of the sub-committees on Railroads,

Iron and Steel, and Cement Manufacture. In the afternoon of

the same day there will be sessions on the Power Plant and on

Hydraulic and Pneumatic Apparatus, including centrifugal

pumps, blowers and the measurement of flow of fluids, to be fol-

lowed by a dance in the evening. On December 6 there will be

a session of the sub-committee on .\dministration.

Plans for the meeting of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers with the \'ereins Deutscher Ingenieure include an ex-

tensive tour of the industries in Germany. The party will arrive

at Leipzig on June 22. At the opening session on June 23 there

will be a welcome by the king of Saxony and the municipal au-

thorities of Leipzig, and two addresses, one by a representative

of the German and the other by a representative of the American

society, which will be on general subjects. The session on

June 24 will be largely devoted to technical papers, and on the

following day the party will leave for a tour of industrial Ger-

many, visiting many important cities, including Dresden, Berlin,

Dusseldorf, Cologne, Frankfurt, Nuremberg. Munich, etc. A trip

up the Rhine from Bonn to Rudesheim will be made by boat.

At Rudesheim there will be a festival on the embankment. The
final meeting will be held in Munich, July 7, in connection with

the Museum of Technical Arts.

American Association of Freight Traffic Officers.

The speakers at the annual dinner of the American .Association

of Freight TraflSc Officers, to be held at the La Salle Hotel, Chi-

cago, November IS, will include William Ellis, W. H. Manes.

J. A. Munroe (U. P.), W. L. Ross (T. St. L. & W.), and W. D.

Nesbit. George A. Blair (C. & O.) will be toastmaster.

IVIEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following ,

mtetings, and plw
of secretaries, dates of next or regular

Air Bsake Associatioh.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May 6-9, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope. New York.

American Association op Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

111.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 \V. 39th
St., New York.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
semi-annual, November 20. 1912, Chicago.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, October 2I--'3. 1913, Montreal.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 900 S.

Michigan Ave.. Chicago. Convention, March 18-20. 1913. Chicago.
American fEiilway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old

Colony building, Chicago.
American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.

N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.
American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Pa.: annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August. New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13

Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.

39th St.. New York.
, ^ „ ,

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-

more. Md. Convention. 3d. week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. L, Chi-

AssociATiON OF Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti. C. kN. VV. Ky., Chicago.
Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W Drew 112

West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo
A5S0CIATI0N of TRANSPORTATION AND Car ACCOUNTING OFFICERS —G PConard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New

Orleans. La.
Bridge AND Building Supply Men's Association.—H. A. Neally, JosephUixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J. Meeting with American

Railway Bridge and Building Association.
Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,

Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-

chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.
Car Foremen s Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th

Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.
Central Railway Club —H. D. Vought. 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d

Ihurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May. Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.Civil Engineers Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September. St. Paul.

Engineers- Society of Pennsylvania.-E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg Pa

Engineers'^ Society of Western Pennsylvania.— E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond Va
General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Roller, 226W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.
international Railway Congress.—Executive Committee 11 rue de Lou-

vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.
International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick

building, Chicago.
International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan.Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.
International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L Wood-

worth, Lima, Ohio.
Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United

States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.
Convention, November 19-21, Chicago.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty StNew York. Convention, May 26-29. 1913, Chicago.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony buildine

Chicago. "

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada
A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass.

National Railway Appliances Assoc—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston Mass •

KT ,?''
Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston. "

New York Railroad Club.-H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, e.tcept June, Julv and August, New York.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St P. Duluth Minn •

4th Saturday, Duluth.
' ''

Peoria Association op Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-
tion, Peoria, III.; 2d Tuesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St.. New
York; annual, November 19, 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R R. Pittsburgk
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh!

Railway Electrical Supply Maunfacturers' .^ssoc.— T. Scribner 1021
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc." Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening Associ.ation.—J. S. Butterfield. Lee's Summit Mo
Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern

Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting^ Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.— T. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bidg
Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. Assocs.

Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance Assoc—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,
i^cw lorK. iviceiings witn Assoc, ot Kv. 1 eleg. Sups.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.;
except June, July and -August.

ROADMASTERS' AND MAINTENANCE OF Way ASSOCIATION.—L. C. Ryan. C. 4
N. W.. Sterling. 111. Convention, September 9-11, 1913, Chicago.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal. Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June. July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds. 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-
tion, Chicago.

Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill. Grant bIdg.,
Atlanta, Ga. ; 3d Thurs., Jan., March. May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.— T. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.

Tr.\ck Supply -Association.—W. C. Kidd. Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn,
N. Y. Meeting with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-
ciation.

Traffic Club of CnicAGO.^Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.— C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June. July and August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-
ings monthly. Pittsburgh.

Traffic Club of St. Louis.—A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library building.
St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting in November, t Noonday meetings
October to May.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave.. Chicago.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells. Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,
Mich.; meetings monthly.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
East Buffalo, N. Y.

Utah Society of Engineers.—R. B. Ketchum. University of Utah. Salt
Lake City, Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and August.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg. Man.; 2d Monday, except June. July and August. Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor. Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June. July and .August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago: 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.
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The Baliimore & Ohio has opened a new freight pier in Xew
York City. It is at the foot of Dover street, East River,

pier 21.

B. A. Worthington. president of the Chicago & Alton, will

give an address at the monthly luncheon of the Traffic Club

at Chicago on November 14.

On October 26, the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain system

moved 14,852 carloads of freight, a new record for the system.

The previous record was made on October 6, when 14,649 car-

loads were moved.

The Michigan railways have tiled with the Michigan railway

commission a revised schedule of class rates for state freight

traffic on a mileage basis. The commission's rate expert has

estimated that the new rates etfect an advance of 3.38 per cent,

over the present rates.

The Canadian Pacific, for the purpose of handling large ship-

ments of grain through the American ports in bond, has filed

a new tariff of rates on grain from western Canada points to

Duluth and Minneapolis, in which the rates are placed on a

parity with those to Fort William.

The Pennsylvania Company is this week running, in co-

operation with the Ohio State University, a farmer's instruction

train over the Toledo and Akron divisions of the road. The
schedule of the train calls for stops at 49 places. There has

been added to the train a car in which will be given agri-

cultural lectures made simple for school children.

Records are made in every line of endeavor nowadays. The
Interstate Commerce Commission has received what is called

the record complaint. Business men of Montana demanding
a reduction of rates on 76 railways and also asking for the

sum of $500,000, alleged to have been already collected on

bills that are too high, present a document bearing 1.562

signatures.

On November 3. the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy put into

effect a new winter time-table between Chicago and Denver.

The Denver Limited, leaving Chicago at 5 p. m.. will arrive

at Denver at 8 :30 p. m. the next day, instead of 7 :30 p. m.
The Colorado Limited leaving Chicago at 9:45 a. m., will arrive

at Denver at 1:15 p. m.. instead of 1 p. m. Eastbound schedules

were also lengthened slightly.

The Chicago & Alton, in connection with the St. Louis. Iron

Mountain & Southern, the Texas & Pacific, and the Jnler-

national & Great Northern, has put on through sleeping cars

between Chicago and San Antonio. Tex., leaving Chicago at

11:43 p. m. daily, and arriving at San Antonio at 6:30 p. m.

the third day. Returning, the cars leave San Antonio at 2 p. m.,

arriving at Chicago at 7 :55 a. m. the third day.

On December 10, the car ferry of the Ann Arbor between
Frankfort, Mich., and Menominee, Mich, will be closed for

the winter season. It is expected to resume operation about

April 1. During the period this route is closed traffic to and from
Menominee, Mich., and Marinette, Wis., will be handled via

Manitowoc. \\"is., or Kewaunee, Wis. The car ferries to Mani-
towoc and Kewaunee, Wis., and Manistique, Mich., run through-

out the year.

The annual election of officers of the Traffic Club of St. Louis
will be held at a smoker on or about November 11. The nom-
inating committee has submitted two tickets of officers called the

''Gingers" and the "Peppers." Both are headed by the name of

Clarence H. Howard, president of the Commonwealth Steel

Company, as candidate for president, and both contain the name
of A. F. Versen. assistant traffic commissioner of the Business
Men's League of St. Louis, as a candidate for re-election as

secretary and treasurer. There are five candidates for vice-

president on each ticket.

Following the notice about freight car shortage issued by the

Interstate Commerce Commission last week, and reprinted in

another column of this issue, the commission announces that the

Chesapeake & Ohio has discontinued for one week the embargo

heretofore maintained by it upon the loading of coal cars for

points beyond Toledo. The commission is advised that the

Michigan connections of the Chesapeake & Ohio are returning

its coal cars freely, thus enabling it to discontinue the embargo
for the present; and "it is hoped that the free return movement
of empty coal cars will continue and thus make the relief above
noted permanent.

Commissioner Lane on Car Shortage.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a circular

to the railroads and prominent shippers reading in part as

follows

:

"From all parts of the country reports are brought to us

indicating that there has already begun a car shortage which
promises to be more serious. It would be difficult to estimate

the financial loss to the industries and commerce of this coun-

try should such a condition obtain for any length of time.

. . Especially is there danger of distress arising out of

an insufficient coal supply. The commission is receiving daily

advices from industries, state institutions, coal merchants and
private individuals that unless relief is had immediately great

suffering will ensue. It appears that many roads are unable to se-

cure their coal cars from connecting lines, the cars hav-
ing been appropriated by those lines and put to other u.ses.

One railroad reports that out of 30.000 coal cars owned it now
has but 2.800 available on its line and has been forced to place

an embargo against coal going off its line in its cars. The
per diem charge seems inadequate to secure return of cars.

. . . Such procedure on the part of railroads is nothing

less than theft. The rules when carried out in good faith

provide for returning cars promptly to the home line. De-
parture from these rules is an appropriation of property which
is morally unjustifiable.

"Such an embargo is unlawful, as this commission held in

the case of the Missouri & Illinois Coal Co. v. Illinois Central,

22 I. C. C. Rep. 39. (_Railv.'ay Age Gazette, December 15.

1911, page 1252.)

''The power of the commission is limited to the promulgation

of rules which will insure fair play between the carriers and
make possible adequate service to the shippers. The duty of

framing such rules rests primarily upon the carriers them-

selves, and the commission has said that unless such rules

were made it would itself undertake the task, Such remedy,

however, would be entirely inadequate to the imperative needs

of the present situation, and in view of the condition which
obtains we deem it to the public interest to make the follow-

ing suggestions to the railroads of the country: (1) That a

higher per diem rate shall be made to apply for the use of

cars as between the carriers. (2) That an inspection service

be at once instituted which shall report to this commission
violations of the rules intended to insure the return of cars.

(3) That operating officials be instructed to make fuller use

of locomotives and cars by increasing the speed of freight

trains. An average movement of less than 25 miles per car

per day is not adequate to the need of times such as this.

"These suggestions are made in the hope that the carriers

will at once so co-operate as to bring about a change in con-

ditions. . . . We fully appreciate that at a time of phe-

nomenal crops the carriers may not be reasonably called upon

to have a car supply equal each day to the day's needs; but

in an honest effort to reasonablj' meet the burden of their

obligation it now devolves upon the railroads to make superla-

tive efforts to secure the fullest use of equipment. The bur-

den of being unable to meet their public duty should be cast

by the carriers upon those railroads which have failed to se-

cure their adequate and proportionate quota of the country's

car equipment. We are authoritatively advised that it has

been the policy of some carriers to rely on the equipment of

their connections, and that the present embarrassment both

of the railroads which have not been equally foresighted or

which have pursued a policy of "renting" rather than buying

cars, is the chief cause of present conditions. Inasmuch as

carriers have not been able to devise for themselves methods

by which they can secure honorable treatment from their con-

necting roads, the duty devolves upon all carriers to adopt

methods which will give relief to the public.

"In a situation such as the one now existing the commission

feels justified in urging upon shippers that they shall not avail
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themselves of the full limit of time allowed, but will do their

utmost to release equipment as promptly as is possible.

Should it appear that cars are being held by shippers at this

time for storage purposes we shall give consideration to the
issuance of a general rule which will temporarily apply a higher
rate of demurrage than is now imposed."
On Monday of this week the commisison received a com-

plaint against certain railroads by telegraph, and at once set

about settling it by telegraph. A telegram was received from
the Minnesota Potato Growers and Shippers' Association say-

ing that certain roads are refusing to give the potato shippers
sufficient refrigerator cars, and that they are "exposed to

danger of loss." The commission immediately wired the rail-

roads, the Great Northern, the Northern Pacific, the Minne-
apolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, and the Chicago &
North Western. In every instance the railroads telegraphed
back that they are willing to do all in their power to relieve

the congestion of potato shipments, but calling attention to

the fact that the potato crop this year is one of the largest

known ; and besides the roads are pushed to furnish cars witii

which to move the enormous wheat crop.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the Committee on Relations Be-
tween Railroads of the American Railway Association, in pre-

senting statistical bulletin No. 129-A, giving a summary of car

surpluses and shortages by groups from July 5, 1911, to Oc-
tober 24. 1912, says: The total surplus on October 24. 1912,

was 17,289 cars; on October 10, 1912. 22.810; and on Oc-
tober 25, 1911, 39,306 cars. Compared with the preceding

period ; there is a decrease in the total surplus of 5,521 cars.

of which 2,522 is in box, 1,368 in coal, 1,749 in miscellaneous,
and an increase of 118 in flat car surplus. The decrease in box
car surplus is in groups 2 (New York, New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland and eastern Pennsylvania); 6 (Iowa, Illinois. Wis-
consin and Minnesota); 8 (Kansas, Colorado, Oklahoma,
Missouri and Arkansas)

; 9 (Texas, Louisiana and New Mex-
ico), and 10 (Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California, Nevada
and Arizona). The increase in flat car surplus is in groups
2, 6 (as above), 7 (Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska and the
Dakotas) ; 8 and 10 (as above). The decrease in coal car
surplus prevails throughout the country, excepting in group 9
(as above). The decrease in miscellaneous car surplus ap-
pears in groups 2 (as above) ; 4 (the Virginias and Carolinas) ;

5 (Kentucky', Tennessee. Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and
Florida) ; 6, 7, 8 and 10 (as above).
The total shortage on October 24, 1912, was 67,270 cars;

on October 10, 1912, 54,389; and on October 25, 1911, 18,774

cars. Compared with the preceding period; there is an in-

crease in the total shortage of 12,881 cars, of which 7,607 is

in box, 958 in flat, 3,479 in coal and 837 in miscellaneous. The
increase in box car shortage prevails throughout the country,
excepting in groups 4, 7 and 9 (as above). The increase in

flat car shortage is in groups 3 (Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and
western Pennsylvania) ; 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10 (as above). The
increase in coal car shortage is in groups 2, 3, 5, 6 and 9 (as

above). The increase in miscellaneous car shortage is most
apparent in groups 2, 3, 6, 10 (as above), and 11 (Canadian
lines).

Compared with the same date of 1911; there is a decrease in

the total surplus of 22,017 cars, of which 4,987 is in box, 2.664

in flat, 7,025 in coal and 7,341 in miscellaneous. There is an
increase in the total shortage of 48,496 cars, of which 25,413

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Group •!.—October 24, 1912.
24, 1912.
24, 1912.
24, 1912.
24, 1912.
24, 1912.
24, 1912.
24, 1912.
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30, 1907 161
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Maryland and Easter
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Car Surpluses and Shortages from 1907 to 1912.
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is in box, 4,138 in flat, 16,098 in coal and 2,847 in miscellaneous

cars.

The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage fig-

ures by groups for the last period covered in the report, and

totals for the country for corresponding dates in previous years.

The diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages

from 1907 to 1912.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended from November 12, 1912, to

March 12, 1913, certain items in supplement 18 to the Illinois

Central tariff supplement, which advance rates on lumber from
points in Louisiana and Mississippi to Memphis, Tenn. The ad-

vances which have been suspended range from one-half cent to

2j4 cents per 100 lbs.

Examiner Ward Prouty conducted a series of hearings in the

general investigation by the commission of practices in con-

nection with the weighing of freight at Seattle on October 21,

at Portland on October 23, and at Salt Lake City on October

28 and 29. The examination of witnesses was conducted bj'

J. T. Marchand, representing the commission.

The commission has suspended from November 4, until March
4. items in the supplement to the tariff of the Missouri Pacific

which advance class and commodity rates between certain sta-

tions in Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska. The rates in question

apply from Topeka, Kan., and certain other stations to des-

tinations in Kansas and Nebraska, the route to the destinations

in Kansas being through a portion of the state of Missouri, r.nd

therefore interstate.

Complaint Dismissed.

Virg.iuia-Carolina Chemical Company z: Southern Railway
Company. Opinion by the commission:
The commission found that the rates charged for the trans-

portation of fertilizer from Blacksburg, S. C. to various local

stations in North Carolina were neither unreasonable nor other-

wise unlawful. (Unreported opinion No. 680.)

Nevada Hills Mining Company v. Southern Pacific. Opinion

by the commission:
The rates for the transportation of mining machinery, struc-

tural iron, and supplies from San Francisco. Cal., to Fallon,

Nev., were assailed as unjust and unreasonable. The commis-
sion found that no reparation should be awarded and that after

certain overcharges had been refunded the complaint should be

dismissed. (Unreported opinion No. 681.)

Squire Dingee Company v. Chicago, Indianapolis & Louis-

ville, et al. Opinion by the commission:

On a shipment of pickles from Chicago to .-Vtlanta. Ga.. the

complainant was charged a rate made of the proportional com-
modity rate of 12 cents to Cincinnati and the sixth class rate

of 41 cents beyond. The complainant contends that the pro-

portional rate of 12 cents to Cincinnati was unreasonable. The
commission found that the evidence was not conclusive. (L^n-

reported opinion No. 674.)

Dickhaus, Momberg & Company v. Pittsburgh, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis et al. Opinion by the commission:

A car partially loaded with potatoes w-as shipped from
Mansura, La., and stopped in transit at Willow Glen, La., to

complete loading. Thence it moved to Cincinnati, Ohio.

There was a joint rate from Mansura to Cincinnati, but the

tariff did not provide for stoppage to complete loading. A
combination of intermediate rates and a stop-off fee of $5 was
applied. The complainant contends that the rate charged was
unreasonable and seeks reparation. The commission found that

the rates were reasonable in themselves and properly assessed

with the exception of the stop-off fee of $5, which the defend-

ant was ordered to refund. (Unreported opinion No. 67.^.)

reasonable, but reparation was awarded on misrouted shipments.

(Lhireported opinion No. 678.)

Timmons Harmount v. Louisville & Nashville et al. Opinion
by the commission:
The rate on crossties from Calvary, Ky., to Cincinnati, Ohio,

was found unreasonable to the extent that it exceeds the rate

for similar transportation of lumber of the kind of wood from
which the ties are made. (Unreported opinion No. 679.)

Headington & Hedcnbergh v. St. Louis Southwestern et al.

Opinion by the commission:
The commission found that the refrigeration rate of 32j^ cents

on peaches from Bullard, Tex., to .\hon, Ireton, Linne Grove,
and Paulina, Iowa, was unreasonable to the extend that it exceeds
30 cents and prescribed the latter .rate for the future. (Unre-
ported opinion No. 682.)

Charles F. Frey v. Oregon-Washington Railroad & Naviga-
tion Company et al. Opinion by the commission:
The commission found that the carload rate on four horses

with man in charge from Gillespie, 111., to Portland, Ore., was
unreasonable, to the extent that it exceeded the less-than-carload

rate on the live stock plus the fare of the caretaker. (Unre-
ported opinion No. 677.)

Wilson Brothers v. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.
Opinion by the commission:
The complainant leased from the defendant a warehouse with

a platform extending to a terminal delivery track that serves

complainant and other shippers and receivers. The defendant's

tariff provided that track-storage charges should apply "upon
carload freight for delivery from cars direct to drays." The
complainant's freight is delivered upon a platform of the leased

warehouse and not to drays. The complainant contended that

the track storage charges were assessed without the tariff au-

thority and were therefore, unreasonable. Reparation was
asked. The commission found that the assessment of track-

storage charges against complainant under the circumstances

was not in accordance with the published tariff, and was there-

fore illegal. Reparation awarded. (25 I. C. C, 11.)

Hop Rates Increased.

In the matter of hop rates. Opinion by Chairman Prouty:

The carriers have convinced the commission that $1.75 per

1(X) lbs. in carloads, with a minimum of 15,000 lbs., and $2.25

per 100 lbs. in less than carloads, as blanket rates for the trans-

portation of hops from points of production in Washington and

Oregon to destinations upon the Missouri river and east, are

reasonable. The order of suspension was vacated. (25

I. C. C, 16.)

Reparation Awarded.

Lee A. Kauss v. Cliicago & Easleni Illinois et al. Opinion by

the commission:
The rate of 10 cents per 100 lbs. on logs from Shelburn and

Farircrsburg. Ind., to Greenville. Ohio, was not found un-

Coal Rates Not Advanced.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in rales by

carriers for the transportation of coal in carloads from Calves-

ton, Te.r., to points in Louisiana. Opinion by Conw'issioner

Lane:
The commission found that the carriers had ample opportu-

nity to present testimony establishing the reasonableness of the

proposed advances in rates, but failed to offer evidence. It

therefore ruled that the proposed advances were unreasonable

and unjust, and that the items advancing the rates on coal be-

tween the points named should be canceled. (LTnreported opin-

ion No. 673.)

Relations Between New York Central Lines and O'Gara Coat

Company.

The relations between the New York Central Lines and the

O'Gara Coal Compau}' and other coal mines along the line

of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, in Illinois,

were made the subject of a supplemental hearing conducted by

Commissioner Harlan at Chicago on October 31 and Novem-

ber 1. The hearing was a part of the general investigation

undertaken by the commission three years ago under the Till-

man-Gillespie resolution, during which it was shown that a

number of officers of New York Central Lines held stock and

bonds in the O'Gara Company.
R. M. Huddleston. general auditor of the New York Central
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Lines, was questioned at considerable length regarding pay-
ments to coal companies for coal in advance of its receipt, and
particularly regarding the disposition of money represented by
seven vouchers aggregating $60,000, paid to the O'Gara Coal
Company, which an examination of the books by an examinei
for the commission had not satisfactorily explained. Mr. Hud-
dleston explained that the seven vouchers represented payments
for coal received during the construction of the Chicago, In-

diana & Southern, and the rebuilding of a portion of the Big
Four in 1905 and 1906, and that the accounts had become con-

fused because the coal was taken at any point where it was
needed for company fuel use. He mentioned 300 cars of coal

as having been "lost" and paid for, whereupon counsel for the

commission asserted that this would only account for about

$25,000. Mr. Huddleston was directed to return the next day
with papers accounting for the payment. On Friday morning
his chief clerk stated that he was under a doctor's care and
unable to appear. Carbon copies of the invoices purportnig to

represent tne payment of the $60,000 were produced which

counsel for the commission contended represented payments

for a larger sum and had been altered to make a total of ex-

actly $60,000. On account of Mr. Huddleston's absence the

hearing was adjourned to a later date.

E. T. Glennon, assistant vice-president New York Central

Lines, testified that he owned stock in the O'Gara Company,
and that he at one time owned some of the bonds of the com-

pany, which he had disposed of. Dr. F. E. Pierce, surgeon

for the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, also admitted that he

owned stock in the Saline County Coal Company, which he

said he had inherited.

Coal Rates Reduced.

Marion Coal Company z: Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The defendant's rate per long ton on anthracite coal in car-

loads from Taylor, Pa., to Hoboken, N. J., or New York Light-

erage station, N. J., f. o. b. vessel, of $1.13 on rice and smaller

sizes found excessive and unreasonable to the extent that it

exceeds 98 cents per long ton. (25 L C. C, 14.)

Tap-Line Case.

In re invcsfigation and suspension of schedules canceling

through rates with certain tap-line connections; and certain

other cases consolidated herewith.

The commission modified its order in the tap-line case to read

substantially as follows

:

The track and equipment of a number of specified tap-lines

with respect to the industry of the several proprietary com-

panies are plant facilities and the service performed therewith

for the respective proprietary lumber companies in moving logs

to their respective mills and the products of the mills to the

trunk lines is not a service of transportation by a common car-

rier railroad, but is a plant service by a plant facility ; and any

allowances or divisions of the rate on account thereof are un-

lawful and result in undue discrimination.

The principal defendants are ordered to abstain from making

any such allowances to any of the specified parties in respect of

any such above-described service.

The petitions of certain tap-lines asking for the re-establish-

ment of through routes and joint rates to interstate destinations

are dismissed, so far as they relate to rates on the products of

the mills of the respective proprietary companies.

The principal defendants are ordered to re-establish with cer-

tain specified parties the through interstate routes and joint

rates in effect on April 30. 1912, but the rates on yellow pine

lumber, and articles taking the same rates, from points on the

lines of certain specified parties shall not exceed the current

rates in effect from the junction points, and the allowances or

divisions out of these joint rates, to be paid by the principal de-

fendants to the specified parties on the products of the mills of

the respective proprietary companies, shall not exceed the divi-

sions or allowances specified in the supplemental report of the

commission, which are hereby fixed as maximum divisions or

allowances thereon.

The principal defendants shall also re-establish through

routes and joint rates with certain other specified parties, who

have not filed petitions asking for such through routes and

joint rates, and these routes and rates shall be subject to the
terms and conditions prescribed for the establishment of the
other through routes and joint rates with the other specified
parties.

The principal defendants are ordered to re-establish the
through routes and joint rates in effect April 30, 1912, on traf-
fic other than the products of the mills of the respective pro-
prietary companies in the case of any of the parties to which the
re-establishment of through routes and joint rates on the prod-
ucts of the mills of the respective proprietary companies were
refused.

The divisions of all joint rates herein required and authorized
to be re-established on traffic other than the products of the
mills of the several proprietary lumber companies shall be sub-
mitted to the commission for approval.

In the case of certain specified parties no allowances or divi-
dends shall be made on the products of the mills of the re-
spective proprietary lumber companies.

Investigation and suspension No. 11.

STATE COMMISSIONS.

A. Huppuch has resigned as a member of the New York Pub-
lic Service Commission, Second district, and Gov. Dix has ap-
pointed former state senator Curtis N. Douglas of Albany to fill

the vacancy. The resignation and appointment are to take effect
November 15.

The California railroad commission has issued an order re-
quiring the railways to file copies of all their time tables with the
commission, and to post notices of changes in the arrival and
departure of regular passenger trains. The order is effective
November 11.

The Missouri railroad and warehouse commission will hold a
hearing at Kansas City, Mo., on November 22, on a complaint of
the Monarch Vinegar Works against the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy and four other railways, alleging discrimination in the
rates on cull and windfall apples against the complainant and in
favor of manufacturers at competing points.

COURT NEWS.

The Federal grand jury at Omaha, Neb., has returned indict-
ments against the Missouri Pacific, the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Wabash on
charges of violation of the law by applying less than the legally
published rates en shipments of alfalfa meal. The charges ap-
pear to be based on a question of technical interpretation of a
tariff. The tariff provides that alfalfa meal shall take the corn
rate, and the railways have applied a proportional rate of 11
cents up to Omaha, whereas the indictment states they should
have charged 16 cents, which is the local rate.

The state's attorney of Cook county, II!., has filed a bill in
the circuit court asking leave to file a petition for a quo war-
ranto writ ordering the Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne & Chicago to
show by what right it is exercising the privileges of a corpo-
ration in Illinois. This action follows a decision by the Illinois
Supreme Court in mandamus proceedings started by the owner
of a piece of property SO ft. x 100 ft., against which the Pittsburgh,
Ft. Wayne & Chicago has begun condemnation proceedings for
terminal purposes. The company offered to pay $50,000, while
the owner demanded $115,000. The case was carried to the
Supreme Court on the ground that the charter of the railway
expired in February, 1912, under the so-called railroad act of
1849 limiting railway charters to fifty years, and that therefore
the company had no power to condemn the property. The rail-

way claims that the road was not incorporated under that act.
The Supreme Court in its decision held that the property owner
had sufficient interest to require the state's attorney to institute
proceedings.

.\rcentine Railw.w Concession.—a bill granting a railway
concession to C. T. Moujan from San Rafael, in central eastern
Argentina, southwest to Bahia Blanca, on the Atlantic coast,
about 300 miles, has been definitely sanctioned by the Argentine
congress.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Charles B. McCann has been appointed auditor of the Mariet-

ta, Cokimbus & Cleveland, with headquarters at Marietta, O.. in

place of F. Lehenstrom, resigned.

A. E. Rosevear, assistant general freight agent of the Grand

Trunk at Montreal, Que., has been appointed assistant to vice-

president, with office at Montreal.

J. M. Warner, general manager of the Chicago & Western

Indiana, and the Belt Railway of Chicago, has been elected

also vice-president and general manager of the Belt Railway

of Chicago.

H. S. Simpson* has been appointed land, tax and claim agent

of the Chicago & Alton, with headquarters at Chicago. He will

have charge of all matters in connection with real estate, taxes

and personal injury claims.

Luther Burns has been appointed assistant attorney for Kan-

sas, Nebraska and Colorado for the Rock Island Lines, with

headquarters at Topeka, Kan. Mr. Burns is assistant to Paul

E. Walker, who was appointed attorney for Kansas, Nebraska

and Colorado, with office at Topeka, upon the retirement of

M. A. Low under the pension rules of the company August 1.

William H. White, whose appointment as comptroller of the

Philadelphia & Reading Railway, and the Reading Company,

with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., has been announced in

these columns, has been

connected with the vari-

ous departments of the

Reading system for

about 34 years. He was
born in Montgomery
county. Pa., on April 21,

1852, and entered the

service of the Philadel-

phia & Reading Railroad

on December 1, 1878. in

the comptroller's office.

He was later transferred

to the office of auditor

of merchandise traffic,

then to the office of the

auditor of coal traffic,

and subsequently back to

the comptroller's office.

On August 18. 1898, he

was made chief clerk and
general bookkeeper in the

comptroller's office, of
the Philadelphia & Read- YV H. wiiUe.
ing Railway, w'hich posi-

tion he held at the time of his recent apopintment as comptroller

of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway and subsidiary com-
panies, also of the Reading Company, as above noted.

Operating Officers.

See an item in General News regarding changes in divisions

of the Seaboard Air Line.

J. A. Courtright has resigned as trainmaster of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with headquarters at Wa-
bash, Ind.

D. A. Mathers has been appointed assistant superintendent of

the Guadalajara division of the Southern Pacific of Mexico, with
headquarters at Orendain, Mex.

G. A. Stokes has been appointed acting terminal superintendent
of the Grand Trunk, with office at Toronto, Ont., succeeding
W. H. Farrell, assigned to other duties.

S. E. Ferguson, trainmaster of the Erie at Meadville, Pa., has
been appointed superintendent of the Meadville division, with
oflSce at Meadville, succeeding Edgar W. Batchelder, promoted.

W. E. Livingston has been appointed trainmaster of the Ft.

Worth & Rio Grande and St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas,
with headquarters at Ft. Worth, Tex., in place of J. T. Hulehan.

W. A. Witt, superintendent of the Fifth division of the Sea-

board Air Line, at Jacksonville, Fla., has been appointed general

superintendent of the Norfolk Southern, with office at Nor-
folk, Va.

J. T. Hulehan has been appointed assistant superintendent of

the Central division of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with

headquarters at Ft. Smith, Ark., succeeding E. L. Magers,
promoted.

W. C. Downing, superintendent of the St. Louis division of

the Vandalia, has been appointed superintendent of the Pitts-

burgh division, of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh,

with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding P. A. Bone-
brake transferred.

Robert L. Milton has been appointed superintendent of ter-

minals of the Wabash, with office at Kansas City, Mo. John
Shields, assistant trainmaster at Kansas City, has been appoint-

ed trainmaster, with headquarters at Moulton, la.

.^. W. Montague has been appointed acting superintendent of

terminals of the Texas & Pacific, with headquarters at Ft.

Worth, Tex., in place of S. E. Burkhead. superintendent of

terminals, who has been granted a leave of absence.

Owing to the illness of W. S. Becker, general superintendent,

Western general division of the Norfolk & W'estern, the juris-

diction of A. C. Needles, general superintendent. Eastern general

division, has been extended, temporarily, over the Western
general division.

W. A. Hamler, trainmaster of the Beech Creek subdivision of

the New York Central & Hudson River at Jersey Shore, Pa., has

been appointed trainmaster of the Fall Brook subdivision, with

headquarters at Corning, N. Y., succeeding F. D. Clark. W. M.
Corbin, assistant trainmaster of the Fall Brook subdivision, at

Dresden. N. Y., succeeds Mr. Hamler, and J. S. Vail succeeds

Mr. Corbin.

J. T. Johnson, superintendent of the Cleveland division of

the Baltimore & Ohio, at Cleveland, Ohio, has been promoted
to general agent of the Cleveland and Akron territory with

headquarters at Cleveland, and W. T. Lechlider, assistant super-

intendent of the Cleveland division, succeeds Mr. Johnson. C.

W. Gorsuch, assistant superintendent of the Pittsburgh division,

has been appointed superintendent of the Newark division suc-

ceeding M. H. Cahill, resigned to go to another company.

F. H. Worthington, superintendent of the Michigan division

of the Vandalia, with office at Logansport, Ind., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the St. Louis division, with head-

quarters at Terre Haute, Ind., to succeed W. C. Downing.
F. L. Campbell, superintendent of the Peoria division, suc-

ceeds Mr. Worthington. W. D. Wiggins, division engineer

of the Pennsylvania Lines at Pittsburgh, Pa., takes the place

of Mr. Campbell as superintendent of the Peoria division of

the Vandalia, with headquarters at Decatur, 111.

C. W. Gorsuch, who has been appointed superintendent of the

Newark division of the Baltimore & Ohio, entered the service of

the Baltimore & Ohio on July 15, 1898, as train despatcher at

Newark. O.. and on January 1, 1902, was transferred to Pittsburgh

in the same capacity. He was promoted to assistant trainmaster

of the Pittsburgh division on January 1, 1903, and in May, 1907,

was made chief clerk to the general superintendent, at Pittsburgh,

becoming chief clerk to the general superintendent of transporta-

tion, at Baltimore, in July, 1911. He was promoted to assistant

superintendent of the Pittsburgh division of the Baltimore &
Ohio on August 10, 1912. w-hich position he held at the time of

his recent appointment as superintendent of the same road as

above noted.

W. T. Lechlider, who has been appointed superintendent of

the Cleveland division of the Baltimore & Ohio, began railway

work on April 1, 1883, as a messenger in the general offices of

the Baltimore & Ohio, at Baltimore, Md. After learning teleg-

raphy he became a clerk and operator and was advanced to

train despatcher in August, 1885, becoming chief clerk of the

transportation department on December 1, 1897. He was ap-

pointed chief clerk in the office of the general superintendent

at Pittsburgh on October 1, 1900; and in November, 1903, was

t
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made assistant to the general superintendent of transportation,
later becoming special representative of the general manager.
On December 1, 1910, he was made inspector of transportation
and was appointed assistant superintendent of the Cleveland
division of the Baltimore & Ohio on October 10. 1911, from
which position he has been promoted to superintendent of the

Cleveland division of the same road.

Leon F. Lonnbladh, who has been appointed superintendent
of the Tennessee Central, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn.,
as has been announced in these columns, was born on December
7. 1877, at Boras, Sweden, and graduated from Boras Technical
College, Sweden, in June. 1898. The same month he began
railway work as assistant engineer on the Boras-Herrljunga
Railroad in Sweden, and then from September of the same
year to May, 1899, was assistant engineer on various railroad

surve>s and locations, and then for a short time was locating

engineer. From September, 1899, to April, 1902, he was con-
secutively assistant engineer, resident engineer and locating

engineer on construction, on the Ystad-Brosarp Railroad in

Sweden. In June, 1902. he was appointed office engineer of

the Tennessee Construction Company and from December, 1903,

to August, 1904, was assistant engineer of the Tennessee Central,

He was then made engineer of construction and in December,
1904, was appointed chief engineer of the same road. From
December, 1905, to February, 1907, he was assistant to chief

engineer of construction on the Southern Railway, and from
February, 1907 to January, 1908, was principal assistant engineer
on construction of the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, and the

Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western. He was then in charge of
location work for six months and on July 1, 1908, was appointed
chief engineer of the Tennessee Central, and now becomes super-
intendent also of the same road.

John T. Cheek, who has been appointed acting superintendent
of the National Railways of Mexico, with headquarters at Gomez
Palacio, Durango, Mex., was born on December 10, 1871, at Cleve-

land, Tenn., and was
educated in the common
schools. He began rail-,

way work in May, 1891,

with the East Tennessee,
Virginia & Georgia, now
a part of the Southern
Railway, as operator on
work trains. He v,as

later transferred as night

operator to Cleveland,

Tenn.. and then was ap-

pointed clerk to the chief

despatcher at Knoxville,

Tenn. In September,

1893, he was promoted to

train despatcher. and in

September. 1901. was
made chief despatcher at

Selma, Ala. In January,

1902, he was transferred

to Knoxville, Tenn., md
resigned from the South-

ern Railway on Septem-
ber 1. 1S03. to go M the

Illinois Central as despatcher at Carbondale. 111. In Decem-
ber, 1903. he was made chief despatcher at Paducah. Ky.. and
in September. 1904, was made transportation representative of

the same company at St. Louis, Mo., to handle the World'i Fair

business. He was later despatcher of the same road at Carbon-
dale until March, 1905. when he went to the Southern Pacific

Company at Tucson. .\riz.. as despatcher. In September. 1906,

he went to the Mexican Central, now a part of the National

Railways of Mexico, as despatcher at Chihuahua. The follow-

ing month he was made chief despatcher at Jimulca, and was
then transferred to Gomez Palacio. On February 1, 1908, he

was promoted to trainmaster, and in May, 1911. was made acting

superintendent of the Gomez Palacio and the Torreon divisions.

He was then superintendent of the Torreon division, with head-

quarters at Torreon, Coahuila, until September, 1911, and then

trainmaster, first at Torreon. and later at Gomez Palacio, which

position he held at the time of his recent appointment as act-

ing superintendent, as above noted.

Cheek.

Traffic Officers.

J. R. -Mockbee has been appointed commercial agent of the
St. Louis Southwestern at Greenville, Tex.

M. EUingsworth has been appointed a soliciting freight agent
of the Mobile & Ohio, with office at New York.

John C. Willis has been appointed soliciting agent of the Louis-
ville & Nashville, with office at Mobile, Ala., succeeding Geo. C.
Willings, resigned.

R. S, Morris has been appointed soliciting freight agent of the
Tennessee Central with office at Atlanta, Ga., succeeding Geo. F.
Hobart, resigned.

J. A, McKay has been appointed commercial agent of the
New York Central Lines, with office at New Haven, Conn,,
succeeding H. C. Wessman, promoted,

C, D, Whitney has been appointed general freight agent of
the Chicago, Peoria & St, Louis, with headquarters at St. Louis,
Mo., to succeed C. W. Galligan, resigned.

W. A. Ross has resigned as assistant general passenger agent
of the Great Northern Railway and Great Northern Steamship
Company, with headquarters at Seattle, Wash.

W. W. Breedlove has been appointed general agent of the At-
lanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with headquarters at Talladega,
Ala., succeeding R. S. Morris, commercial agent, resigned.

C. B. Willcox has been appointed general freight and pas-
senger agent of the Tehuantepec National, with office at Rin-
con Antonio, Oaxaca, Mexico, succeeding H. E. Moore, re-
signed.

J. F. Kelly, traveling freight agent of the Chicago Great
Wesiern at Des Moines, la., has been appointed commercial
agent, with headquarters at Des Moines, succeeding F. M.
Steele, resigned.

Hugo C. Wessman has been appointed division freight agent
of the New York Central & Hudson River and the West
Shore, with headquarters at Utica, N. Y., succeeding George H.
Clark, transferred.

^I. L. Whitaker has been appointed traveling passenger agent
of the Illinois Central, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.,
succeeding V. E. Labbe, who has been transferred to Dallas,
Tex., as traveling passenger agent.

E. D. Kyle, freight traffic manager of the Seaboard Air Line,
at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed traffic manager of the Nor-
folk Southern, with office at Norfolk, and the office of acting
genera! freight agent has been abolished.

C. H. Jackson has been appointed general agent of the Mis-
souri Pacific and St, Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, with
headquarters at Denver, Col., succeeding R. M. McWilliams,
who has been transferred to Little Rock, Ark., as assistant gen-
eral freight agent in place of Mr. Jackson,

L, E, Chalenor, general freight agent of the Seaboard Air
Line at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed freight traffic manager,
succeeding E. D. Kyle resigned to accept service elsewhere.
G. S. Rains, assistant general freight agent at Norfolk, suc-
ceeds Mr. Chalenor, and H. G. Waring succeeds Mr. Rains.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

R. I. Wilby, assistant engineer of the Toledo, Peoria & West-
ern, at Peoria, 111., has been appointed engineer maintenance of
way. with office at Peoria.

C. P. Hammond, assistant engineer of roadway of the Central
of Georgia at Savannah. Ga., has been appointed engineer of

maintenance of way, with headquarters at Savannah.

Nels O.gird has ' een rppointed master mechanic of the Su-
perior uivisioii oi ihe Great Northern, and T. W. Callahan has
been appointed master mechanic of the Mesabi division, both
with headquarters at Superior, Wis.

G. Le Boutillier. division engineer of the Pennsylvania Lines
West at Cincinnati. Ohio, has been appointed engineer of Lhe

Pittsburgh division, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding

W. D. Wiggins, promoted, and E. F. McCrea. division engineer

at Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed engineer of the Cincinnati

division, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeding Mr. Le
Boutillier. G. R. Barry succeeds Mr. McCrea.
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Harold Knight, division engineer of the Erie at Salamanca,

N. Y., has been appointed engineer of the Xew York and the

Greenwood Lake divisions, the Northern Railroad of New Jer-

sey, and the New Jersey & New York, with oflfice at Jersey

City, N. J., succeeding R. C. Falconer, transferred. Joseph W.
Foote, division engineer of the New York, Susquelianna &
Western at Jersey City, succeeds Mr. Knight, and Arthur B.

Caldwell succeeds Mr. Foote.

H. Clewer. master mechanic of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Gulf, with headquarters at Fort Worth, Tex., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of locomotive operation of the Rock

Island Lines, with office at Chicago ; effective November 1. He
will superintend the work of the supervisors of locomotive op-

eration, through the master mechanics, to effect further econ-

omies in the use of fuel, locomotive supplies, lubricating ma-

terial, and in the operation of the locomotive. He will also

render every assistance possible, through the various officers, to

improve the maintenance, efficiency and operation of the loco-

motive by further instructive methods, in order that the cost

of locomotive operation may be reduced and its efficiency

improved.

Charles A. Dunham, signal engineer of the Great Northern,

has been appointed signal engineer of the Grand Trunk, with

headquarters at Montreal, Que. Mr. Dunham was born Oc-

tober 20, 1866, at Hamil-

ton, Ont. He was edu-

cated in the public
schools of Ontario, at

night schools in Chicago,

and by correspondence

courses in engineering.

He entered the railway

service in 1884 in the ca-

pacity of helper in the

mechanical department of

the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincv at Chicago.

In April," 1886, he took

a position in the bridge

department of the New
York, Chicago & St.

Louis. In 1887 he was
for three months with
the U. S. Rolling Stock
Company, of Hegewisch,
111. In September of
that year he entered the
serviceof Grant Brothers,

railroad contractors. Re-
turning to the Burlington in January, 1890, he worked for that
road in the capacity of locomotive fireman and brakeman until

September, 1892. From then until March, 1896, he was with
the Union- Switch & Signal Company, and the National Switch
& Signal Company. In March, 1896, he was appointed inspector
of signals for the lUinois Central. Three years later he was
made signal engineer of that road, and in June. 1S05. was ap-
pointed signal engineer of the Great Northern, which position
he held until the time of his recent appointment as signal engi-
neer of the Grand Trunk.

W. P. Critchfield, assistant supervisor of division No. 5,

Philadelphia division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been
appointed supervisor at Kittanning, Pa., succeeding H. H.
Garrigues, transferred. R. W. E. Bowler, assistant super-
visor of division No. 26, Philadelphia division, succeeds Mr.
Critchfield, and J. F. Hunter succeeds Mr. Bowler. W. B.

Carpenter has been appointed supervisor, with headquarters at

Reynoldsville, Pa., succeeding W. Y. Betts, transferred. T. E.

Lightfoot. supervisor at Osceola Mills, Pa., has been appointed
supervisor at Reading, Pa., succeeding D. C. Baird. trans-

ferred. F. M. Robb, supervisor at Titusville, Pa., succeeds Mr.
Lightfoot. A. M. Williams, assistant supervisor No. 7, Mid-
dle division, succeeds Mr. Robb. and Fred Evans, succeeds

Mr. Williams. W. V. Betts has been appointed supervisor at

Dunkirk. N. Y., succeeding H. B. Welsh, transferred.

H. E. Brashares has been appointed assistant signal engineer of

the Great Northern, with headquarters at St. Paul. Minn., suc-

Duoham,

ceeding Charles A. Dunham, resigned to accept service with an-

other company. He was born in Janesville. 111., September 5,

1881. He attended the common schools there and at Harvey.

111., and graduated from the Thornton Township high school in

1899. He went to work in the machine shop of the Whiting
Foundry Company, at Harvey, in June of the same year, and
continued m that work until September. 1901, when he entered

Armour Institute of Technology, of Chicago. He graduated in

the electrical engineering course at Armour in June, 1905. and
entered the signal department of the Illinois Central in ?-ep-

tember of the same year as draftsman and inspector. In ApriL
1907, he left the Illinois Central to go with the Continental Sig-

nal Company in Chicago in the capacity of designing engineer.

He received the degree of electrical engineer from Armour In-

stitute in June, 1908. He was with the Continental Signal Com-
pany until June 1, 1910, when he was appointed signal super-

visor for the Chicago & Western Indiana. On October 1, 1911,

he was made signal inspector for the Great Northern, with
headquarters at St. Paul, and on November 1, 1912, was ap-

pointed to his present position as assistant signal engineer of

that road.

OBITUARY.

\\'. Robinson, traveling passenger agent of the Grand Trunk
Railway, at Pittsburgh, Pa., died on November 2.

George G. Thompson, Jr., division freight agent of the

Southern Railway at Greensboro. N. C, was shot and killed

in his office at Goldsboro on October 29, by a discharged

employee. Mr. Thompson was born on May 4, 1867, at Cul-

peper, Va. He entered the service of the Richmond & Dan-
ville, now a part of the Southern Railway in 1884, as a clerk,

and since April, 1900, has been division freight agent of the

Southern Railway.

Clinton B. Conger, one of the founders of the Traveling Engi-

neers' Association, and its first president, having presided over

•the convention at Chicago in 1893; at Denver, Col., in 1894; at

Pittsburgh. Pa., in 1855 ; at Minneapolis, Minn., in 1896, and Chi-

cago in 1897; died on October 29, at the age of 65. Mr. Conger
was the treasurer of that association at the time of his death,

and had held that position for a number of years. He took a

very active part in the upbuilding of the association. At the time

of his death he was a traveling representative of William Sellers

& Co.. Philadelphia. Pa., which position he had held since

May 1. 1908. Mr. Conger was formerly editor of Railway and

Locomotive Engineering, and had written a number of books on

engineering subjects.

Horace W. Clarke, formerly second vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Denver & Rio Grande, died November 1 at

Frederick. Md.. aged 58 years. Mr. Clarke began railway work
in January, 1872, as machinist apprentice with the Northern Cen-

tral. He held various minor positions until 1878, when he be-

came trainmaster of the Chicago. St. Louis & New Orleans, and

was subsequently superintendent of the Louisville division of the

Illinois Central and assistant division superintendent and divi-

sion superintendent of the Mississippi division of that road until

June. 1890. when he went to the Mobile & Ohio as superintend-

ent of the St. Louis division. He was promoted to superintend-

ent of transportation of that road in August. 1902, and resigned

in November. 1907, to accept the position of second vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the International & Great North-

ern. Mr. Clarke later was made second vice-president ard gen-

eral manager of the Denver & Rio Grande, which position he

resigned in September. 1911, on account of ill health.

Wages in the Malay States.—The wages paid the workmen
in the shops of the Federated Malay States Railways are com-

paratively high for that part of the world. Smiths and boiler-

makers receive 66 cents per eight-hour day. machine men 33

cents to 72 cents, fitters 33 cents to $1.29, carpenters 41 cents

to 77 cents, and pattern makers 77 cents to $1.29. The rate

for all apprentices is I61/2 cents. .Most of the castings are made

by contract with a Chinese master foundrj-man. who receives

771/2 cents per cwt. for iron castings and pays his own helpers,

the iron and fuel being supplied by the railway company.
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^qmpment anb ^uppitt^. *upp\js ®ra^e K^w^.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Erie has ordered a number of locomotives.

The United States Navy is inquiring for 1 locomotive.

The Canada Iron Corporation is inquiring for 2 locomotives.

Butler Brothers, St. Paul, Minn., are inquiring for 2 loco-

motives.

The Long Island has ordered 6 freight locomotives from the

American Locomotive Company.

The Jonesboro, Lake City & Eastern has ordered 2 mogul
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Northwestern Iron Company has ordered 1 six-wheel

switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Chic.vco & North Western has ordered 29 six-v.heel

switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Milwaukee Coke & Gas Company has ordered 1 four-

wheel switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 5 six-

wheel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha has ordered

5 six-wheel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is in the market for

30 Pacific type locomotives, 25 mikado locomotives, and 30

switching type locomotives.

CAR BUILDING.

The Erie has ordered a number of passenger and freight cars.

The Pacific Fruit Express has ordered 2,000 refrigerator cars

from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The San Antonio & Aransas Pass has ordered 1,000 box
cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The New Ycrk, Ontario & Western is in the market for

SOO hopper cars, 400 flat cars, 300 box cars, 50 stock cars, and
50 refrigerator cars.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is in the market for

10 baggage cars, 12 smoking cars, 20 coaches, 18 chair cars, 8

dining cars, 1,000 box cars, 500 coal cars, 250 refrigerator cars

and 50 caboose cars.

The Maine Central, mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette

of October 25 as being in the market for 300 rack cars, 100 flat

cars and 100 gondola cars, has ordered the rack cars from the

Laconia Car Company, and the flat cars and gondola cars from
the Standard Steel Car Company.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford, mentioned in the

Railway Age Gazette of November 1 as having ordered 50
coaches from the Osgood Bradley Car Company, has cancelled

this order and has ordered 100 all-steel passenger coaches from
the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Northern Pacific, mentioned in an unconfirmed item

in last week's issue as having placed orders for cars, has or-

dered 2.500 box cars and 1.100 refrigerator cars from the Pull-

man Company, 200 ore cars and 500 gondolas from the Pressed

Steel Car Company, and 250 stock cars from the Whipple Car
Company instead of from the Mt. Vernon Car & Manufactur-
ing Company as reported.

IRON AND STEEL.

H. F. Ball, vice-president of the American Locomotive Com-
pany, New York, has resigned his position with that company.

C. R. Jamison has resigned as sales manager of the Acme
Supply Company, Chicago, to engage in business on his own
account at Danville, Va.

The S. Jarvis-Adams Company has changed its name to the

Pittsburgh Iron & Steel Foundries Company, with general offices

at its works at Midland, Pa.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie is using the

patents of the Moore Patent Car Company, St. Paul, Minn., in

the construction of 300 refrigerator cars.

A. Lichtenhein, Canadian representative of the Galena-Signal

Oil Company, Franklin, Pa., with office in New York, died at

his home in New Rochelle, N. Y., on October 31.

The Bohn system of refrigeration for cars, manufactured by the

White Enamel Refrigerator Company, St. Paul, Minn., has re-

cently been installed on refrigerator cars for the Illinois Central;

the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie ; the Great Northern
and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

J. T. Dickerson. eastern representative of the Strauss Bascule

Bridge Company, has been appointed contracting engineer,

with headquarters at the Chicago office. J. I. Vincent has been
appointed eastern representative, with headquarters at 30
Church street. New York, and P. L. Kaufman, w-ho has been

located at the Chicago office, will return to the Pacific coast, es-

tablishing headquarters at Seattle. Mr. X'incent has been con-

nected with the Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge Company for nine

years as its eastern representative.

Owing to the desire of P. T. Walsh to retire from active

work the Walsh Construction Company, of Davenport, la.,

has been reorganized by incorporation under the laws of iowa
w^ith a capital stock of $200,000. Mr. Walsh will continue his

connection with the company as chairman of the board, and
will be succeeded as president by his son, T. J. Walsh. P. F.

McCarthy, a contractor of Davenport, la., has been elected first

vice-president
; J. Reid Lane, second vice-president ; D. R.

Lane, treasurer, and J. C. Dunn, secretary. The officers of the

company with G. D. French will constitute the board of di-

rectors. Mr. Dunn is a member of the firm of Dunn &
McCarthy, contractors, of Cjiicago. The reorganized company
will take over the work started by the old company on the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and other work in the West.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered 5,500 tons of

structural material from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company
for all the bridges on its new line between Winchester, Ky., and
Athol.

Motor Trucks.—The Cleveland-Galion Motor Truck Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio, has published bulletin No. 1 on its

Dynamic motor truck. These trucks are driven by electric

motors and are designed to handle freight in warehouses, fac-

tories, terminals and docks. The information given in the

bulletin is largely general and will be superseded by later

bulletins describing the various types of trucks in detail.

Safety Grinding Wheels.—The Travelers Insurance Com-
pany, Hartford, Conn., has published the first of a series of

pamphlets, to be devoted to genera! accident prevention, on
grinding wheels, in which it makes a number of recommen-
dations for the construction and equipment of grinding wheels

with the idea of rendering them as safe as possible. The book-

let also discusses the causes of accidents and gives tables show-
ing revolutions per minute corresponding to certain rim veloc-

ity in feet per minute.

Electric Air Drills.—The IngersoU-Rand Company, New
York, has devoted form No. 4,209 to Temple-Ingersoll electric

air rock drills, and form 384-F and form No. 601 to instruc-

tions for installing and operating these drills and furnishing

duplicate part lists. The electric air drill is driven by pulsations

of compressed air created by pulsators actuated by a standard

electric motor. The air is never exhausted, but is simply used

over and over again, playing back and forth in a closed cir-

cuit.
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Alab.\ma Gre.vt Southern.—See Queen & Crescent.

Albeet.-\, Pe.\ce River & E.^stern.—Arrangements have beep

made, it is said, to build this line in Canada from Hudson bay

across the Peace river district to the Pacific coast. Work on

the first section is to be started as soon as snow is oflt the ground,

between Edmonton, Alta.. and the Peace river country. The

company intends to establish a line of steamers to England to

handle the wheat crop. Lord Farrer, Lord Vivien, Guy G. Wil-

son, James Millington and Francis D. Cochins are interested

(March 22, p. 700.)

Baltimore & Ohio.—The report of this company for the year

ended June 30, 1912, shows that the more important improve-

ments completed during the year were : Change of line and reduc-

tion of curvature at the west end of the Susquehanna river

bridge; the construction of 0.33 miles of double track in open cut

at Bakerstown, Pa., and the elimination of the single track tunnel

at that point ; change of line and reduction of grade between

Blaser, W. Va.., and west end of Kingwood tunnel, including the

construction of a double track tunnel which has been completed

and is now in operation ; at Curtis Bay. Md.. there has been added

9.43 miles of yard tracks, and a new westbound passenger station

yard with 5.74 miles of tracks has been constructed at Bruns-

wick, Md. At Lorain. Ohio, 12.06 miles of tracks in the classifi-

cation and receiving yard has been put in operation, .\dditional

yard tracks have lieen completed at Baltimore, Md., at Frederick,

at Cumberland, at Hutton, at Keyser, W. Va., at Rowlesburg,

at Blaser, at Hardman, at Grafton, at Clarkesburg and at Hart-

zel, at Johnstown, Pa., at Cleveland, Ohio, at Chicago Junction

and at Cincinnati, at McCool, at Washington. Ind.. at Flora, 111.,

and at Cone. There was an increase of 11.84 miles of first track

chiefly to the extension of the Quemahoning branch, and second

track has been increased 41.9 miles, mostly on the Chicago

division. There was an increase of 8.61 miles of third track and

6.05 miles of fourth track principally on the Cumberland and

Connellsville divisions. The larger improvements now under

way include additions to track and betterment of the line in the

Somerset coal district, work on the section of the Quemahoning

branch between Rockwood, Pa., and Garrett, 7 miles, is expected

to be finished during the next fiscal year. Work is well ad-

vanced on a section of second track on the Chicago division, ag-

gregating 84.7 miles. Much of this has been completed and put in

operation, and it is expected that all of this work will be finished

by November, 1912. The construction of 1.8 miles of new line

including a double track tunnel 4,000 ft. long, through the Alle-

gheny mountains between Sand Patch. Pa., and Manila has

progressed steadily during the year, and it is expected that the

work will be finished about January. 1913. When this work is

completed the company will have a continuous double track from

Philadelphia, Pa., to Chicago, 111., with the exception of about 34

miles on the Chicago division. At Somerset, Pa., there has been

4.53 miles of yard tracks laid, and work is well under way on

additional yard tracks and engine facihties. which will be com-

pleted during tlie coming fiscal year. Additions to the terminals

at Chicago Junction, Ohio, have been made by lengthening the

yard tracks. During the year 201 side 'tracks and industrial

branches were constructed.

Butler County.-—An officer of this company, which operates

a line from Linstead, Mo., to Menorkenut, 30 miles, v.rites

that the company is carrj'ing out work with its own forces on

an extension of 20 miles; also between Linstead and Poplar

Bluff, 8 miles.

Canadian Pacific.—This company has been authorized to ex-

tend the Bassano-Irricane line from mile 36.8, near Standard,

Alta., to mile 50.3, near Hussar.

Central Railway.—An officer writes that a contract has been

given to C. J. Wills & Sons, Montreal, Que., for work on this

line. The plans call for building from Montreal, via Hawksbury,

Ottawa, Carleton Place, Bannockburn. Fenelon Falls and Orillia

to a point on Georgian bay, about 340 miles. Track has been laid

on about 60 miles. The company expects to develop a traffic in

grain, lumber, minerals, general country produce and manufac-

tured goods. William Owen, president, C. N. Armstrong, vice-

president and managing director, and F. Stuart Williamson, chief

engineer, 44 Beaver Hall Hill, Montreal.

Chicaso, Burlington & Quincy.—The report of this com-
pany for tlie year ended June 30, 1912, shows that on the exten-

sion from Kirbj', Wyo., to Powder river, track has been laid on
85.3 miles to a point southeast of Thermopolis, and grading is

finished except at Alkali Summit, where a temporary track has

been laid; tunnels and approaches are yet to be finished. Part

of the right of way for the Hudson-Greeley line in Colorado

was also bought during the \ear. as well as additional land for

needed facilities at Chicago, at St. Louis, Mo., at Denver, Colo.,

and at other points. New second track was laid at various points,

and 43 miles of second track and 43.6 miles of yard tracks and

sidings were put in operation during the year. Tlie company laid

321.46 miles of new 90-lb. rail and 59.71 miles of new 100-lb. rail

during the year, replacing rails of lighter weight. At Metrop-

olis, 111., a double-track incline is being constructed on the bank

of the Ohio river to enable barges to moor alongside the cars, so

that timber and ties may be loaded direct.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—According to press reports surveys

are about finished for the line from Regina, Sask., west to

Lethbridge. and the company is making preliminary surveys in

the mountains for a direct line from Lethbridge west to Van-
couver, B. C. This line is to be built between the main line of

the Canadian Pacific and the international boundarj', but if a

suitable route cannot be found the line may be built south of

the international boundary.

Louisville & Nashville.—A contract has been awarded to

the Foster-Creighton-Gould Company, of Nashville, Tenn., for

furnishing and erecting the metal work on all bridges on its

new line between Winchester, Ky., and Athol. which will re-

quire 5,500 tons of steel.

Oregon Ro.\ds.—According to press reports a contract has been

given to Willett & Burr. San Francisco, Cal., to build a 20-mile

line from Myrtle Point. Ore., along the South fork of the

Coquille river to a point near the Curry county line. The line

is to be built for the Smith-Powers Logging Company and it is

expected that the work will be finished by July, 1913.

Peoples R.'^ilroad (Electric).—An officer writes that this

company has recently completed its organization and plans to

build from Fairhope, Ala., on the shore of Mobile bay east

via Silverhill to Robertsdale on the Louisville & Nashville,

about 14 miles. The company will probably use gas electric

cars for the motive power. On one section of the line the

maximum grade will be 5 per cent, and on the rest of the line

it will be 3 per cent. There will be two bridges of 400 ft.

and 300 ft. respectively. E. B. Gaston, president, Fairhope,

and B. F. Bond, engineer.

Queen & Crescent.—An officer is quoted as saying that im-

provements are to be carried out at Birmingham. Ala., to

provide additional yards for the Alabama Great Southern be-

tween First avenue and the railroad tracks. The team tracks

between Eighteenth and Twentieth streets are also to be im-

proved.

St. Elmo & Belle Helene.—An officer writes that a contract

has been given to \\'. A. Howell, St. Elmo, La., to build from St.

Elmo via Darrell and Belle Helene to Gonzales, and the work

has been started. There will be about 30 trestles on the line,

and gasolene motor cars will be used. The company will put

up a station at St. Elmo, and expects to develop a traffic in sugar-

cane, garden truck and miscellaneous vegetables. George W.

Reese, president, and D. A. Webb, chief engineer. 432 Audubon

building. New Orleans, La.

Southern Illinois R.\ilway & Power Company (Electric).

—An officer writes that contracts have been given to the

W. H. Schott Company, Chicago, to build from Eldorado, III.,

southwest via Wasson Muddy. Harrisburg. Dorrisville and

Ledford to Carriers Mills, about 15 miles. The work is now

under way and involves handling about 20.000 cu. yds. a mile.

Maximum grades will be I per cent., and maximum curvature

5 degrees. The company will put up a power house and shop

buildings, and expects to develop a traffic in passengers and

freight. W. H. Schott, Chicago, is chief engineer.

Winnipeg Electric—An officer writes that work is now

under way building the Stonewall branch of the Winnipeg,

Selkirk & Lake Winnipeg from Middlechurch west through the
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parish of St. Paul, thence in a nodthwesterly direction to the

base of Stony mountain, about 9 miles. The company plans to

put up two sub-stations on the line. F. Morton Moore is presi-

dent, and Wilford Phillips is chief engineer. (October 18, p.

775.)

Winnipeg. Selkirk & L.'VKe Winnipeg (Electric).—See Win-
nipeg Electric.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Amarillo, Te.k.—The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe is planning

to erect a new general office building and to enlarge its division

terminal.

Boca Grande, F"la.—The Charlotte Harbor & Northern is plan-

ning the construction of a creosoting plant. Creosote storage

tanks will be located at Boca Grande, and the treating plant at

Hull.

Houston, Tex.—It is reported that work will be started with-

in ninety days on the new $300,000 passenger station for the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

HurroN, Md.—The report of the Baltimore & Ohio for the

year ended June 30, 1912, shows that new station buildings were
completed at Hutton, Md., at Terra Alta, W. Va., at Dola, at

Paint Creek, Pa., at Sharpsburg, at Ellwood City, at Nabbs, Ind.,

at Noble, 111., and at Sharps, and the station buildings at Balti-

more, Md., and at Cumberland were extensively remodeled and
improved. Additions to the terminals at Chicago Junction, Ohio,

have been made, the passenger station at that point is being re-

modeled and a subway to carry Front street under the tracks is

being constructed. Considerable bridge renewal work was also

carried out, including the structures over the Hocking river, the

Embarras river and the Wabash river. The elimination of grade

crossings in the cities of Baltimore, Md., and Chicago has pro-

gressed steadily during the year, and this work will be extended
over a period of years. The work at Columbus, Ohio, is about

linished.

Louisville. Ky.—According to press reports work has been

started on new shops for the Louisville Railway Company at

Twenty-ninth street and Garland avenue, in Louisville. The
plans call for three one-story brick buildings. One building is to

be an electric repair shop, another a paint shop, and the third a

carpenter shop.

Ludlow, Ky.—Important improvements to the terminals at

Ludlow just across the Ohio river from Cincinnati, are to be

undertaken at once by the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Te.xas

Pacific, The work includes tlie construction of a twenty stall

brick engine house, 85 ft. long, each stall to be equipped with

drop pit ; brick oil house 30 ft. x 60 ft., with basement ; modern
coal chute of 500 tons capacity with bucket hoist; double con-

crete cinder pit 100 ft. long; and the necessary new tracks and
changes of present tracks to serve the improved facilities.

Mount Pleasant, Iowa.—The report of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy for the year ended June 30, 1912, shows that

new stations are in course of construction at Mount Pleasant,

at Fairfield, at Aurora. Neb., at Seward and at Sheridan, Wyo.
Brick and steel freight houses are being put up at St. Joseph,

Mo., at Omaha. Neb., at Des Moines, Iowa, and at Ottumwa;
also a new brick and steel passenger station is being put up at

Galesburg. 111. Work on the new general office building at

Chicago is progressing, and it is expected that the building will

be ready for business during 1912. At Metropolis, 111., the dock
facilities are being improved.

Taylor, Tex.—The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has asked bids

for the construction of a new passenger station to cost approxi-

mately $40,000.

Victoria, Tex.—The St. Louis & San Francisco has awarded
a contract for a new passenger station.

Williston, N. C.—The Southern Railway will soon erect a

combination freight and passenger station at Williston. A con-

tract for the work has been given to the Elliott Building Com-
pany, Hickory, N. C. The new building will have waiting rooms
for white and colored passengers, and a- freight room 15 ft. x 50

ft. There will be a covered cotton platform 22 ft. x 261 ft.

Bailtttai^ iFtnanirial Neios.

Boston & Albany.—The New York Central & Hudson River
and the New York, New Haven & Hartford are to issue $5,-

220,000 Boston & Albany equipment trust certificates of 1912.

At the expiration of the trust the New Haven will own half

the equipment and the New York Central the other half.

Boston & Maine.—The company has asked the railroad com-
mission of Massachusetts for permission to issue $10,663,7(X)

additional common stock and $7,500,000 4J/2 per cent, bonds.
See also Fitchburg Railroad.

DuEANGo Centkal.—A bondholders' protective committee has
been formed consisting of T. H. Watkins, chairman ; B. S.

Harmon and Buell Hollister, with Thomas Robinson, secre-

tary. New York. The committee is empowered to prepare a
plan of reorganization and asks the deposit with the U. S.

Mortgage & Trust Company, New York, of the Durango Cen-
tral's first mortgage 50-year 5 per cent, bonds.

Fitchburg Railroad.—This company has asked permission from
the New York Public Service Commission, Second district, to

issue $400,000 20-year AYi per cent, bonds to reimburse the

Boston & Maine for improvements and addition to the prop-
erty.

Grand Trunk.—This company is to apply to the Canadian par-

liament for authority to issue additional consolidated debenture
4 per cent, stock to an amount not to exceed i5,000,000

$25,000,000).

Grand Trunk Pacific.—The company is to ask the Canadian
parliament to authorize a further issue of perpetual or termin-

able debenture stock not to exceed $25,000,000, and to apply

the proceeds of the sale of such stock for construction and
equipment purposes.

Green Bay & Western.—The Commercial & Financial Chronicle
says that C. W. Cox, of New York, secretary and treasurer of
the Green Bay & Western, has given to F. H. Prince & Co.,

Boston, representing, it is said, the Minneapolis & St. Louis in-

terests, an option up to March 1, 1913, on 18,750 shares out of

the total outstanding 25,000 shares of the Green Bay & West-
ern. The purchase price is $110 a share, and this offer is open
to minority stockholders who may deposit their stock with

Robert Winthrop & Co., New York, for sale under the option.

Minneapolis & St. Louis.—See Green Bay & Western.

Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis.—Percy Warner, of

Nashville has been elected director in the place of the late

J. B. Richardson, and J. M. Shofner, of Shelbyville, has been
elected to succeed R. M. Dudley.

New York Central & Hudson Ruter.—Speyer & Company, New
York, have bought $6,925,(XX3 first consolidated mortgage 4^
per cent, series A bonds of 1912-1962 of the New York State

Railwavs, and are offering these bonds for sale at 94''2. The
New York Central & Hudson River owns $13,604,300 of the

$19,952,400 common stock of the New York State Railways.

The New York State Railways operate 585 miles of track.

See Boston & Albany.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—See Boston & Albany.

New York State Railways.—See New York Central & Hud-
son River.

New York, Westchester & Boston.—Harris, Forbes & Company,
and Kissel. Kinnicutt & Company, both of New York, have

sold an additional $2,000,000 of the first mortgage 4!/< per cent,

bonds of 1911. There are now outstanding $19,300,000 of these

bonds. A portion of the money realized from the sale of these

bonds by the New York, Westchester & Boston may be ap-

plied to the extension from White Plains, N, Y., to Danbury,

Conn., which entire extension, it is estimated, will cost about

$7,000,000.

Pere Marquette.—The trustee of the consolidated 4 per cent.

bonds has appealed to the United States circuit court of ap-

peals from the district court's authorization of $3,500,000 re-

ceivers' certificates.

Wabash.—The circuit court of appeals has granted the receivers

permission to pay the interest matured November 1 on the

$5,000,000 AVi per cent. 3-year notes.
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ANNUAL REPORTS

BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD COMPANY—EIGHTY-SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT.

Office of The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company^
Baltimore, ilo.. October 31. 1912.

To the Stockholders of The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company.
The President and Directors herewith submit report of the affairs of the

Company for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912.

PROPERTIES AND MILEAGE.

The statements in this report show the results of the operations of the
lines directly operated by The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company,
embracing:

Miles of Road. 4.381.30

Trackage Rights 72.76

Total Operated Mileage 4,455.06

as shown in detail in Table 26.

There has been a net increase in first track of 21.32 miles, chiefly due to
the extension of the Quemahoning Branch, and to the resumption of op-
erations over that portion of your line from Kane Junction to Mt. Jewett,
Pa., formerly leased.

INCOME FOR THE YEAR.

The General Income Account of the Company for the year will be found
in Table 1. Except where otherwise indicated the comparisons herein
shown are with the corresponding period and figures for the preceding
fiscal year.

The Gross Earnings from rail operations were $92,594,322.87, an increase
of $4,449,319.11, or 5.05 per cent.

The earnings from Freight Traffic were $72,465,544.28, an increase of
$4,835,607.27, or 7.15 per cent.

The tons of freight carried were 64,704,070, an increase of 4,156,183
tons, or 6.86 per cent. The tons of freight carried one mile were 12,490.-

418,797. an increase of 786.879,352, or 6.72 per cent. The ton miles per
mile of road were 2.803.648, an increase of 6.21 per cent. The revenue
from freight per mile of road was $16,265.90, an increase of 6.64 per cent.

The revenue per freight train mile was $3.21 68/100, an increase of

$.67 3/100, or 26.32 per cent-

The average distance each ton was carried was 193.04 miles compared
with 193.29 miles the previous year. The average earnings per ton per mile
were 580/1000 cents, an increase of 2/1000 cents. This increase in average
earnings per ton per mile is incident to handling a larger proportion of
higher class freight, and not to increase in rates charged. On the con-
trary there were decreases ranging from 5 per cent, to 10 per cent, in the

coal rates from Pittsburgh and West Virginia regions to the Lakes, effective

Jlay, 1912, which apply to a considerable tonnage. Freight Traffic Statistics

are given in Tables 12 and 13.

It will be noted from Statement of Commodities Carried. Table 14. that
tonnage decreases were quite general through the commodities grouped as
Products of Agriculture, Products of Animals, Products of Forest, and in

many items of Manufactures, resulting probably from the unfavorable
weather conditions and the apathy in commerce and manufacture which
prevailed in the earlier period of the year. There was a marked increase,

however, in the latter part of the year in the Products of Mines and in

certain branches of Manufactures, anticipating, perhaps, the revival in

general manufactures and commerce.
The earnings from Passenger Traffic—were $14,754,911.71, a decrease of

$453,520.44, o> 2.98 per cent.

The number of passengers carried was 22,178,298, an increase of 209,132,
or .95 per cent.; notwithstanding this increase, the number of passengers
carried one mile was 766,169,876, a decrease of 29,715,010. or 3.73 per cent.,

and the number of passengers carried one mile per mile of road was 171,977,

a decrease of 7,529, or 4.19 per cent. The average number of miles each
passenger was carried was 34.55, a decrease of 1.68 miles, but the number
of passengers carried per mile of road was 4,978. an increase over last

year of 23. The average earnings from each passenger decreased $.02 7/10
and the average earnings per passenger per mile increased 15/1000 cents.

These fluctuations were occasioned by a decrease in the long distance busi-

ness, mainly due to the decline in immigrant traffic, and also to an increase
in commuter travel. Passenger Traffic Statistics will be found in Tables
10 and 11.

The earnings from Express Traffic—were $1,746,703.19. a decrease of
$33,643.73. and from the Transportation of Mails $1,120,161.99, a decrease
of $48,906.21.

The Operating Expenses—for the year were $64,709,537.59, an increase
of $1,943,470.55, oi 3.10 per cent.

The expenditures for Maintenance of Wav and Structures aggregated
$11,365,454.29. an increase of $1,085,838.47, or 10.56 per cent., averaging
$2,551.13 per mile of road, an increase of $232.63 over the previous year.

The expenditures for Maintenance of Equipment were $16,651,534.40, an
increase of $769,914.02 or 4.85 per cent.

The total maintenance expenses for the year were $28,016,988.69, equal
to 30.26 per cent, of the Gross Earnings and 43.30 per cent, of the Total
Expenses.
The expenditures above referred to, in addition to the ordinary main-

tenance charges, include $1,554,357.00 expended in reconstruction and in

connection with the revision of facilities; and also $2,708,239.55 for de-

preciation of equipment. As of Tune 30, 1912, there were held in reserve,
after thorough shopping, 78 of the heavier type of locomotives.

The total cost of conducting transportation was $32,751,234.35. a de-

crease of $67,265-51 under the preceding year. The ratio of Transporta-
tion Expenses to Gross Earnings was 35.37 per cent, as compared with 37.23
per cent, of last year.

The Net Earnings from Rail Operations—were $27,884,785.28, an in-

crease of $2,505,848.56. while Outside Operations show a deficit of $666.-

639.99. making the Total Net Revenue $27,218,145.29, an increase of
$1,987,520.71.

Taxes Accrued—aggregate $2,984,948.49, an increase of $388,698.69, or
14.97 per cent.

Other Income—was $4,390,905.94, a decrease of $505,692.35, due to
lessened interest receipts from loans and balances, as such funds were re-

duced by application for betterments and equipment.
Deductions from Gross Corporate Income—for Interest on Funded Debt,

Rents, etc., were $14,726,044.33, an increase of $15,062.49.
From Net Corporate Income—amounting to $13,898,058.41, dividends

aggregating 4 per cent., or $2,355,058.52. were paid on the Preferred
Stock, leaving balance to be transferred to Profit and Loss of $11,542,999.89.
With this transfer, and after deductions incident to miscellaneous adjust-
ments made during the year, the net balance to the credit of Profit and
Loss was $49,875,503.55, out of which dividends aggregating 6 per cent,
or $9,121,072.56 were paid on the Common Stock. The net accretion to
the Profit and Loss Account for the year was $2,302,011.70.

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES.

The General Balance Sheet will be found in Table 2 and attention is

called to the following items therein contained.

Property Investment—Road and Equipment—shows a net increase for

the year of $14,957,845.72

carried as follows:

Road $11,969,912.91

Equipment 5.502.837.20

$17,472,750.1

Less: General Expenditures. . . .

Reserve lor Accrued Depre-

ciation—Equipment 2,514,901.34 2,514.904.39 $14,957,845.72

urities—shows an increase of $615,566.18,
,al securities of subsidiary lines acquired dur-

of additional

7.98. This is principally
iits carried in Loans and
i-als to additions and bet-
cellaneous, shown as an
unt from that of Miscel-
flects a decrease. Refer-

items of increase

Propertv Investment—

S

which is the cost of additi^

ing the year.

Other Investments—unde
the year of $477,005.70, and is made
the purchase of additional real estate and the acquisitic

securities not pledged.

Working Assets—show a decrease of $7,181,517.98. Ti
accounted for by the withdrawal of special depi

Bills Receivable and application of such withdri
terments. The item Slarketable Securities—

M

increase, is the result of a transfer to this ace

laneous Accounts Receivable, which latter item i

ence is made to the General Balance Sheet for the other
and decrease in this grouping, which are self-explanatory.

Deferred Debit Items—increased $8,104,906.16. Of this amount $7,215,-

392.10, in Special Deposits, represents the balance of the $10,000,000.00
proceeds from ' sale of Certificates issued under the Equipment Trust of
February, 1912, and will be expended for equipment now under contract.

Common Stock—shows a net increase in the issue of $10,000.00 by reason
of the conversion of an equal amount of Convertible Debenture Bonds, thus
retiring all of such bonds outstanding. The changes in Preferred Stock are
incident to exchange of old underlying securities of the Company and of
constituent companies.

Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt—increased $11,747,703.66
explained as follows:

First Mortgage Bonds $1,000,000.00

Issued under provisions of the mortgage

in recoupment of construction expendi-

tures, and held in the treasury.

Certificates of Interest, B. & O. Equipment

Trust of February, 1912 10,000,000.00

Issued for the purchase of equipment.

Real Estate Mortgages and Ground Rent

Liens on property acquired, capitalized.. 859,003.66

Other bonds issued in exchange for under-

lying securities 1 ,700.00

$11,860,703.66

Less: Underlying bonds acquired

during the year, viz.:

B. & O. R. R. Extended 4 per

cent, bonds, due 1935 $61,000.00

P. & C. R. R. Extended 4 per

cent, bonds, due 1946 52.000.00 113,000.00 $11,747,703.66

ADDITIONS TO ROAD AND EQUIPMENT.

The extensive program for additions and betterments authorized and
directed by the Board from time to time during the past three years, and

for which provision was made through the issue of the Company's Three
Year Notes, is nearing completion. Much of the more important work has

been completed and an indication of the benefits to be expected from these

improvements is reflected in the operations of the year.

In this connection it will be noted that the Company was enabled during

the past year to carry 786.879.352 additional tons one mile, or an increase

of 6.72 per cent., with no additional transportation cost; in fact, there was

a decrease of $67,265.51 under the preceding year. That there should be

this decreased cost in transportation, notwithstanding an increase of 6.72

per cent, in total tons carried one mile, with consequent increase of over

7 per cent, in freieht earnings, is largely due to the raising of the average

train load (excluding Company's material) to 554.46 tons compared with

440.68 tons the preceding period, an increase of 1 13.78 tons, or 25.82

per cent. Coincident with this increased train load, the earning per revenue
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freight train mile averaged $3.2168/100. an increase of $.67 3/100, or
26.32 per cent. With the final completion of the work now under way, it

is believed that a considerably larger volume of business may be handled
and with more marked economy.
The immediate response to these increased facilities, however, in the

way of additional developments on your Company's lines, suggests the
necessity in the near future of further expansion, particularly at terminal
points, and the addition of equipment necessary to care for the constantly
growing traffic.

Below and in Table 25 will be found in detail the statement of equip-
ment acquired during the year which embraced 105 locomotives, 78 steel
passenger cars, 3,814 new and 1,400 reconstructed freight cars, 9 work
cars and 1 tug boat. 1 steel car float and 1 lighter. The total amount
charged to capital account of Equipment for the year was $7,586,420.16.
The equipment in service has been well maintained and a liberal amount
has been cha^g^id to operating expenses for depreciation.

Table 6 shows the capital expenditures made during the year grouped
under the more important sub-divisions of Additions and Betterments ac-
counts aggregating $11,975,877.86; the difference between this amount and
the increase in Investment since June 30, 1907—Road. $11,969,912.91,
shown in the General Balance Sheet, Table 2, is occasioned by book
adjustments.

ROAD.
Some of the more important improvements completed during the year

were:
Change of line and reduction of curvature at the west end of the Sus-

quehanna River bridge.

Construction of .i3 miles of double track in open cut at Bakerstown,
Pa., and elimination of single track tunnel at that point.

The change of line and reduction of grade between Blaser and West End
of Kingwood Tunnel. W. \'a., including the construction of the double
track tunnel, referred to in the last Annual Report, has been completed
and put in operation. This improvement, by giving three tracks through
this summit, relieves the congestion incident to the former single track
tunnel at this point, and the grade reduction effected in connection there-
with shortens the eastbound helper grade approximately four miles, with
consequent economies in operation.

There have been added 9.43 miles of yard track at Curtis Bay, Md.
A new westbound classification yard, with 5.74 miles of track, has been
constructed at Brunswick, Md. There have been put in operation 12.06
miles of track in the classification and receiving yard at Lorain, Ohio.
Additional yard tracks have been built at Baltimore, Frederick, Cumber-
land and Hutton. Md.: Kevser. Rowlesburg. Blaser, Hardman. Grafton,
Clarksburg and Hartzel, W. Va.; Johnstown, Pa.; Cleveland, Chicago
Junction and Cincinnati, Ohio; McCool and Washington, Ind. ; and Flora
and Cone, 111.

There has been an increase in first track constructed of 11.84 miles, due,
chiefly, to the extension of the Ouemahoning Branch. The second track
has been increased 41.90 miles, mostly on the Chicago Division. There
were increases of 8.61 miles of third track and 6.05 miles of fourth
track, principally on the Cumberland and Connellsville Divisions.

New station buildings were completed at Hutton, Md.; Terra Alta and
Dola. W. Va.; Paint Creek. Sharpsburg and Ellwood City. Pa.; Nabbs.
Ind.; and Noble and Sharps. 111. The station buildings at Baltimore and
Cumberland, Md.. were extensively remodeled and improved.
There were 12 new interlocking plants built and 7 reconstructed. Auto-

matic signals were installed for 19.7 miles of double track and 16.4 miles
of single track. Electro-manual block signals were installed for 3.3 miles
of double track and 20.1 miles of single track.

The following are some of the larger improvements now under way:

Additions to Track and Betterment of Road.

To provide for the increased traffic originating in the Somerset Coal
District there is now under construction that portion of the Quemahoning
Branch Railroad between Rockwood and Garrett, Pa., 7 miles, to be com-
pleted during the next fiscal year.

The construction of second track on the Chicago Division, authorized
during the past two years, and aggregating 84.7 miles, is well advanced.
Much of it has been completed and put into operation and the balance,

it is expected, will be completed about November 1, 1912.

The construction of 1.8 miles of new line, including double track tunnel

4,000 feet in length, through the Allegheny Mountains, between Sand Patch
and Manila. Pa., has progressed steadily during the year and is expected

to be completed about January 1, 1913. A very serious restriction to the

movement of traffic over this division will then have been removed, and
continuous double track will extend from Philadelphia, Pa., to Chicago,
III., with an exception of about 34 miles on the Chicago Division.

Additions and Betterments to Yards and Terminal Facilities.

At Somerset. Pa., there have been 4.53 miles of yard tracks laid: the

additional yard tracks and engine facilities are well under way and will

be completed during the coming fiscal year. These improvements are neces-

sary in connection with the new Quemahoning Branch Railroad extension,

and to take care of the general increase in traffic in this region.

Additions to the terminals at Chicago Junction. Ohio, have been made
by lengthening the yard tracks, to take care of the longer trains now
running to and from that terminal. The passenger station at that point is

being remodeled and a subway carrying Front Street under the tracks is

being constructed.

Renewal of Bridges and Elimination of Grade Crossings.

Considerable progress has been made in renewing bridges for use of

heavier power. Among the more important bridges renewed were those

across the Hocking, Embarras and Wabash Rivers.

Elimination of grade crossings in the Cities of Baltimore. Md.. and
Chicago. 111., has progressed steadily during- the year, in accordance with
the arrangements with these Cities, and will, as previously stated, extend
over a period of years. The work at Columbus, Ohio, has been practically

completed.
EQUIPMENT.

Total Book Value of Equipment, June 30. 1911,

was $87,515,152.49

During the year there was added to the equip-

ment the following: 105 Locomotives, 78 Pas-

senger Cars, 5,214 Freight Cars, 9 Work
Cars and 1 Tug Boat, 1 Steel Car Float and

1 Lighter, on which payments were made

amounting to $7,544,258.93

And Betterments were added costing 42,161.23 7,586,420.16

$95,101,572.65

During the year the following equipment was
put out of service and credited to Property
Investment—Equipment: 102 Locomotives, 14

Passenger Cars, 5,460 Freight Cars, 345 Work
Cars and 8 pieces of Floating Equipment,
having a book value of

Making the Gross Book Value of Equipment.. $
From this should be deducted:

Reserve for Accrued Depreciation, as follows^
Amount at credit, June 30, 1911 $8,297,959.62
Amount charged to Expenses for depre-

ciation, year ended June 30, 1912 2,749,281.75

$11,047,241.37
Less : Charges to this account for deprecia-

tion accrued on equipment put out of service

during the year 234,380.41

Credit Balance Reserve for Accrued Depre-
ciation, June 30, 1912 10,812,860.96

Leaving Net Value of Equipment, June 30, 1912 $82,205,128.73

During the year 1.400 steel freight cars, acquired from 1899 to 1901,
were reconstructed, and equipped with more suitable draft rigging and
safety devices.

On February 1, 1912, there were issued $10,000,000.00 equipment obli-
gations of the Baltimore and Ohio Equipment Trust of February. 1912,
under which there had been acquired to June 30, 1912, 8 Locomotives. 24
Passenger Cars, and 3.785 Freight Cars. These locomotives and cars are
included in the statement of equipment added during the year. The fol-
lowing additional equipment is under contract for this Trust: 50 Locomo-
tives and 6,215 Freight Cars, and will be delivered within the next fiscal
year.

SUBSIDIARY LINES.

The Income Accounts of the following lines, owned but separately
operated, are shown in Exhibits A, B and C, viz.:

The Staten Island Railway Company 12.64 miles.
The Staten Island Rapid Transit Railway Company 10.89 "

The Baltimore and Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad Company 77.14

100.67 miles.

INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.
One hundred and eighty-six new industries, manufacturing and com-

mercial, were located on or immediately adjacent to your line during the
year, from which the Company should derive substantial freight revenues.
Two hundred and one side tracks and industrial branches were con-
structed; ninety-five to the newly located industries; forty-two to indus-
tries previously located but without side track facilities; the balance being
additions to or extensions of facilities at existing plants.

By the use of special educational trains, the latest results in scientific
agriculture were presented to more than 22,000 farmers by demonstrators
and lecturers from the Experiment Stations of the various States served
by the System lines.

During the year an Agricultural Agent was appointed, charged with the
duty of developing the agricultural interests of the System; of inducing
immigration; aiding in diversification of crops; advising farmers as to the
crops best suited to their soil, and in various other ways encouraging the
development of the agricultural possibilities of the lands contiguous to the
System.

INSURANCE FUND.

A summary of the operations for the year ended June 30, 1912, and a
statement of the assets and liabilities are shown in Table 23. The sur-
plus in this Reserve Fund at June 30, 1912, was $1,326,962.42.

RELIEF DEPARTMENT.
The report of the Relief Department for the twelve months ended June

30, 1912, will be printed, as customary, for distribution to members. The
operations of the department, covering the Relief, Savings and Pension
Features, will be found in Table 24 of this report.

The President and Directors acknowledge with pleasure the loyal and
efficient services of the officers and employees during the past year.

By order of the Board,

DANIEL WILLARD,
President,

CONDENSED INCOME ACCOUNT FOR YEAR.
Increase

1912. OR Decrease.

Gross Earnings, Rail Oper-\tions $92,594,322.87 $4,449,319.11 Inc.

Tot.\l Expenses, Rail Operations 64,709,537.59 1,943,470.55 Inc.

Net Earnings from Operation $27,884,785-28 $2,505,848.56 Inc.

Percentages of Expenses to Earnings 69.88 1.33 Dec.

Outside Operations Def.$666,639.99 $518,327.85 Dec.

Total Net Revenue $27,218,145.29 $1,987,520.71 Inc.

Taxes Accrued 2,984,948.49 388,698.69 Inc.

Operating Income $24,233,196.80 $1,598,822.02 Inc.
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Other Income 505,692.35 Dec. Total Other Investments 55,425,343.26 477,005.70 Inc

Gross Corporate Income $28,624,102.74 $1,093,129.67 Inc.

Tota: Deductions from Income; Rents,

Interest, Hire of Equifment, Etc. 14,726,044.33 15,062.49 Inc.

Net Corporate Income $13,898,058.41 $1,078,067.18 Inc.

Total Property and Other Invest-

ments $564,307,576.18 $16,050,417.60 Inc
Working Assets—Cash Securities, etc. 47.446,888.76 7,181.517.98 Dec,

Deferred Debit Items 10,622,776.37 8,104,906.16 Inc

nd Total $622,377,241.31 $16,973,805.78 In

Net Corporate Income $13,898,058.41

Dividend payments on Preferred Stock, 4% 2,355,058.52

Income Balance Transferred to Profit and Loss $11,542,999.89

Amount to Credit of Profit and Loss, June

30, 1911 $38,452,419.29

Less Sundry Adjustments—Net Debit Balance 119,915.63 38,332,503.66

Liabilities:

Common Stock $152,246,987.76
Preferred Stock 59,989,246.50

Stock Liability for Conversion of Out-

standing Securities 81.433.74

$10,000.00 In

2,280.00 In

Dividend Charges to Surplus, Common Stock 67c

Amount to Credit of Profit and Loss, June 30, 1912

$49,875,503.55

9,121,072.56

Total Stock Liability $212,317,668.00

Total Funded Debt 343.882.779.32

$10,000.00 Inc.

11,747,703.66 Inc

. . $40,754,430.99

Total Capital Liabilities $556,200,447.32 $11,757,703.66 Inc

Working Liabilities 12,098,177.10 2,323,908.48 Inc,

CONDENSED GENERAL BAL.ANCE SHEET FOR YEAR.
Increase

1912. OR Decrease.
Assets:

Total Property Investment $334,215,545.10 $17,472,747.06 Inc.

Less: Reserve for Accrued Deprecia-

tion (Equipment) Cr. 10,812.860.96 Cr. 2,514,901.34 Inc.

-\ccrued Liabilities not Due
Deferred Credit Items

Surplus;

-\dditions to Property through In-

come since June 30, 1907

Invested in Other Reserve Funds.

Profit and Loss Balance...

7,486,452.99

3.283,011.43

1,227,759,06

1,326,962.42

207.676.47 Inc
227.642.90 Inc.

•40,754,430.99 2,302,011.70 Inc.

tid Total $622,377,241.31 $16,973,805.78 Inc.

Net Property Investment $323,402,684.14 $14,957,845.72 In

Total Securities: Proprietary, Affili-

ated and Controlled Companies 185,479,548.78 615,566.18 In
•Including $10,965,168.91 Additions to Property through Income prior

to June 30, 1907.

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY RAILROAD COMPANY—FIFTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT.

Chicago, July 1, 1912.

To the Stockholders of the Chicago, Burlington &• Quincy Railroad
Company

:

The following is the report of your Board of Directors for the year
ended June 30. 1912:

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY RAILROAD COMPANY,
YEARS ENDED JUNE 30,

Per Per
Cent. 1912. OPERATING REVENUES. 1911. Cent.

66.58 $57,740,418.62 Freight Revenue $58,033,242.91 65.74
24.31 21.083,418.74 Passenger Revenue 22,552,567.22 25.55
2.73 2,3:68,447.34 Mail Revenue 2,375,713.68 2.69
2.98 2,578,810.37 Express Revenue 2,493,252.45 2.83

Miscellaneous Transportation
2.34 2,031,281.77 Revenue 1,879,828.61 2.13

Revenue from Operations other
.91 788,588.94 than Transportation 832,357.32 .94

.15 132,102.19 Joint Facilities 105,246.08 .12

MILEAGE STATISTICS.
Increase or

1912. 1911. Decrease,
Miles. Miles. Miles.Item.

Locomotive Mileage—Revenue
Service.

Freight Locomotive Miles 18,375,751 18,339,226 Inc. 36,525
Passenger Locomotive Miles 17,892.325 17.703,619 Inc. 188,706
Mixed Locomotive Miles 851,499 909.707 Dec. 58,208
Special Locomotive Miles 19,580 11.436 Inc. 8,144
Switching Locomotive Mile's 8,914,030 9,260,623 Dec. 346,593

Total 46,053,185 46.224,611 Dec. 171,426

100.00 $86,723,067.97 ..Total Operating Revenue.. $88,272,208.27 100.00

OPERATING EXPENSES.
Maintenance of Way and

15.61 $13,541,030.39 Structures $12,406,278.81 14.05
16.48 14,294.032.69 .Maintenance of Equipment. 14,761,137.51 16.72
1.76 1,528,114.63 Traffic Expenses 1,581.805.25 1.79

33.47 29,020.384.11 ...Transportation Expenses... 28,543,204.54 32.34
2.61 2,263,387.34 General Expenses 2,249,499.55 2.55

Locomotive Mileage—Non-revenue
Service 2,075,482

Car Mileage—Revenue Service.

Freight Car Mileage:
Loaded 421,665,175
Emptv 181,749,213
Caboose 16,756.425

1,854,949 Inc.

413,501,696 Inc. 8,163,479
17/. 727. 113 Inc. 4,022.100
16,649.388 Inc. 107,037

Total 620,170,813 607,878,197 Inc. 12,292,616

69.93 $60,646,949.16 ..Total Operating Expenses.. $59,541,925.66 67.45

Passenger Car Mileage:

Passenger 45,718,181
Sleeoing. Parlor and Observat'n 26.862.496
Other Passenger Train Cars.

.

40,584,537

46,429,369 Dec. 711,188
25,902,599 Inc. 959,897
39,689,610 Inc. 894,927

30.07 $26,076,118.81 .. .Net Operating Revenue. . . $28,730,282.61 32.55
Net Deficit from Outside

122,700.51 Operations 107,089.13

$25,953,418.30 Total Net Revenue $28,623,193.48

3,303,058.11 Taxes Accrued

$22,650,360.19 Operating In

OTHER INCOME.
$ 614.749.50 Rents

1,536,294.65 Miscellaneous Interest.

$25,574,069.31

$ 676,479.42

Total 113,165.214 112,021,578 Inc. 1,143,636

Car Mileage in Special Service:

Freight, Loaded
Freight. Empty
Caboose
Passenger
Sleeping. Parlor and Observat'n
Other Passenger Train Cars.

.

Total

$ 2,151,044.15 Total Other Income $ 2,174,698.87

$24,801,404.34 ...Gross Corporate Income... $27,748,768.18

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS
CORPOR.'\TE INCOME.

$1,469,055.04 Rents $1,610,636.54
13,493.46 Miscellaneous Interest 3,702.07

Interest Accrued on Funded
8,547,309.04 Debt 8,626,369.54
657,978.58 ... Sinking Funds 662,310.50

6,814.44 ..Discount on Funded Debt.. 1,986.80

!ar Mileage—Non-rev. Service .

.

Train Mileage—Rev. Service.

Freight Train

Mixed Train
Special Train

Total Train Mileage— Re

$10,694,650.56 Total Deductions $10,905,005.45
Train Mileage—Non-i

248,069
44

132,703 Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.
Inc.

115,366
44

18.700
74,265

331

10,902
38,797

7,798
35,468

331
187 187

341,596 182,402 Inc.

Inc.

159,194

733.677,623 720,082,177

10,885,312

16,608,998
17,303,893

903,712
10,902

34,827,505

1,289,761

13,595,446

9,075,026

16,688,629
17,422,976

846,642
19,067

Dec.

Inc.
Inc.
Dec.
Inc.

1,810,286

79,631
119,083
57,070
8,165

34,977,314 Inc. 149,809

1,279,407 Dec. 10,354

$14,106,753.78 Net Corporate Income $16,843,762.73

$8,867,128.00 Dividends $8,867,128.00
3,944,216.08 Appropriations for Betterments 4,826,755.01

$ 1,295,409.70 Surplus for the Ye

Number of

Shares.

1,108,391

CAPITALIZATION.
CAPITAL STOCK.

E
Total Par Value
Authorized and r~

Outstanding.

$110,839,100.00

idends Declared During
the Year.

Amount.
$8,867,128.00
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FUNDED DEBT.
TOTAL PAR VALUE.

Description of Bond. Authorized.

Mortgage $208,806,000
Collateral Trust 7,968,000
Plain or .Debenture 13,300,000

Total $230,074,000

In Treasury, in Sinking Funds
or Pledged as Collateral.

$20,900,400
5,227,100
2,956,000

$29,083,500

In Hands
of Public.

$170,813,400
2,083,100
7,873,000

$180,769,500

TRAFFIC AND OPERATING STATISTICS.
1912.

ITEM. Dollars
and Whole
Numbers.

PASSENGER TRAFFIC.
Number of Passengers Carried Earning Revenue 22,404,120
Number of Passengers Carried One Mile 1,100,846,373
Number of Passengers Carried One Mile, per Mile of Road 121,314
Average Distance Carried, Miles 49
Total Passenger Revenue $21,083,418

Average Amount Received from each Passenger
Average Receipts per Passenger per Mile
Total Passenger Service Train Revenue $26,721,933
Passenger Service Train Revenue per Mile of Road $2,944
Passenger Service Train Revenue per Train Mile $1

FREIGHT TRAFFIC.
Number of Tons Carried of Freight Earning Revenue 30,111,513
Number of Tons Carried One Mile 7,675,979,757
Number of Tons Carried One Mile per Mile of Road 845,900
Average Distance Haul of One Ton, Miles 254
Total Freight Revenue $57,740,418
Average Amount Received for each Ton of Freight $1
Average Receipts per Ton per Mile
Freight Revenue per Mile of Road $6,363
Freight Revenue per Train Mile $3

OPERATING.
Operating Revenue $86,723,067
Operating Revenues per Mile of Road $9,556
Operating Revenues per Train Mile $2
Operating E.xpenses $60,646,949
Operating Expenses per Mile of Road $6,683
Operating Expenses per Train Mile $1
Net Operating Revenue $26,076,118
Net Operating Revenue per Mile of Road $2,873
Average Number of Passengers per Car Mile 15
Average Number of Passengers per Train Mile 60
Average Number of Passenger Cars per Train Mile 6
Average Number of Tons of Freight per Loaded Car Mile 18
Average Number of Tons of Freight per Train Mile 437
•Average Number of Freight Cars per Train Mile 35
Average Number of Loaded Cars per Train Mile 24
Average Number of Empty Cars per Train Mile 10
Average Mileage Operated During Year 9,074

* Including Cabooses.

Dollars Cents
and Whole and
Numbers. Des«mals

22,014,305
1,173,435,093

129,350
53 30

$22,552,567 22

$1 02445
01922

$28,112,771 17
$3,098 92

?I 54401

28,328,338
7,116,005,120

784,409
251 20

$58,033,242 91

$2 04859
00816

$6,397 10
$3 31378

$88,272,208 27
$9,730 40

$2 53455
$59,541,925 66

$6,563 41
$1 70962

$28,730,282 61
$3,166 99

Interest Accrued
During Year.

$7,706,299.12
292,408.09
548,601.92

$8,547,309.04

Increase or Decrease.
,

,»
,

Dollars Cents
and Whole and
Numbers. Decimals

Inc. 389.815
Dec. 72,588,720
Dec. 8,036
Dec. 4 16
Dec. $1,469,148 48

Dec 08340
Dec 00007
Dec. $1,390,837 93
Dec. $154 14
Dec 08137

16
64 ...

6 15
17 21

406 33
34 71
23 61
10 15

1,071 80

Inc. 1,783,175
Inc. 559,974,637
Inc. 61,491
Inc. 3 72
Dec. $292,824 29
Dec 13104
Dec 00064
Dec. $34 06
Dec 02096

Dec. $1,549,140 30
Dec. $173 44
Dec 05514
Inc. $1,105,023 50
Inc. $119 94
Inc 02427
Dec. $2,654,163 80
Dec. $293 38
Dec. 1

Dec. 4
Inc 04

EXPENDITURES FOR NEW LINES AND EXTENSIONS AND EQUIPMENT, AND
THE YEAR.

FOR ADDITIONS AND BETTERMENTS. DURING

ACCOUNT.
Additions and Betterments.

I.—ROAD.
Engineering
Right of Way and Station Grounds
Real Estate
Grading
Tunnels
Bridges, Trestles and Culverts
Ties
Rails
Frogs and Switches
Track Fastenings and Other Material
Ballast
Track Laying and Surfacing
Roadway Tools
Fencing Right of Way
Crossings and Signs
Interlocking and Other Signal Apparatus
Telegraph and Telephone Lines
.Station Buildings and Fixtures
General Office Building and Fixtures
Shops, Engine Houses and Turn Tables
Shop Machinery and Tools
Water Stations
Fuel Stations Cr
Storage Wareliouses
Dock and Wharf Property
Mi_scellaneous Structures Ct
Transportation of Men and Material Cr
Rent of Equipment
Repairs of Equipment
Injuries to Persons

Total :

II.—EQUIPMENT.
Steam Locomotives
Passenger Train Cars
Freight Train Cars
Work Equipment
Floating Equipment

Total

III.—GENER.\L EXPENDITURES.
Law Expenses
Taxes
Other Expenditures

Total

Grand Total

ew Lines and Charged to Road
Extensions. and Equipment.

$13,679.77 Cr. $13,959.18
71,928.61 489,891.77

919.510.58
221,147.94121,088.06 Cr.

130.85 Cr. 33,800.00
106,387.58 153,035.72
11.357.46 33,261.87
11.302.98 172,656.13

24.69 41,549.76
14.840.93 80,955.73
25,965.80 90,809.00
1,076.59 146,678.86
225.87 Cr. 2.200.00

4.442.63 Cr. 20.874.36
1.045.94 14.711.37
6,473.14 126.874.64
2.053.07 Cr. 8,533.50
6,418.78 216,604.89

5.38 49.593.04
29,142.69
7.249.729.624.58

1,007.05 7,765.53

43.786.67
2.047.32 3,450.55

. 15,091.11 40,748.00
16.713.70

612.32
462.85 3.09

$451,502.87 $2

Cr.

!.324.978.75

$1,633.86 340.914.11

$1,633.86 $3 .574.418.91

$12.65
38.72
85.80 $1.43

$137.17 $1.43

$453,273.90 $5,899,399.09

413,967.14
r. 2,537.95

331.310.66
8,888.55

181,704.50
131,997.45
69,421.44

'""739;i5
100.295.55
17,389.27
19,659.25

333,943.23
1,000,000.00

82.251.74
47,560.09
73,818.06
11.015.78

Total
Expenditure.

$13,703.37
561,821.13
919,510.58
186,918.71

Cr. 33,669.15
673.390.44
42,081.38
515,269.77
50.463.00

277,501.16
248,772.25
217,176.89

Zt. 1,974.13
:r. 15.692.58

116,052.86
150,737.05
13,178.82

556.966.90
1,000,000.00
131,850.16
76,702.78
90,692.36
17,774.26
1.000.79

44,563.03
24,113.51
25.656.89
16,713.70

612.42
465.94

$274,735.50 $274,735.50
21.527.04 11.571.80

476.904.83 3.633.411.95
19,081.71 361.629.68

459.44 87.412.36

$4,368,761.29

$12.65
38.72

5,722.12

$5,773.49
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EQUIPMENT.

rumber
on

J

Items

Locomotives—Owned.

30.

1911.

Number Number
Added Retired
During During
Year. Year.

Average Trac-
tive Power All
Locomotives
and Average
Capacity All
Freight Cars.

Passenger
Freight .

.

Switching

Total Locomotives

Cars—Owned
Passenger Service;

First-class Cars .

Combination Cars
Dining Cars . . . .

Baggage. Express
tal Cars

Parlor Cars
Other Cars

Service .

.

Total

437
873
362

1,672 27,154 lbs.

1,254

Freight Service:

Box Cars 27,553
Flat Cars 1.336

Stock Cars 6.365

Coal Cars 13.573

Tank Cars 6

Refrigerator Cars 2.084

Other Cars in Freight
Service 93

Total 51.010 8,765 4,049 55,726

Company's Service:

Officers' and Pay Cars.. 31 1 32

Gravel Cars 979 1 978

Derrick Cars 34 6 40

Caboose Cars 670 31 21 680
Other Road Cars 3.990 160 4,150

MILEAGE OF ROAD OPERATED.

bTATE. uwneo.

Illinois 1,672.43

Iowa 1,364.98

Missouri 1,122.38

Wisconsin ^r^-'*?
Minnesota
Nebraska
Kansas
Colorado
South Dakota
Wyoming
Montana

Operated
Under Lease.

58.45
73.47
10.89

.53

2,850.34
259.32
394.36

Total 8,808.31

Total Line
Operated.

1,730.88
1,438.45
1,133.27
223.02
38.45

2,872.71
260 14
429.33
281.27
482.75
183.83

9.074.10

LINE OWNED.

Yard
Single Second Third Track and

Track. Track. Track. Sidings. Total.

1.672.43 306.04 23.55 871.81 2,873.83

1,364.98 244.49 317.00 1,927.07

1.122.38 100.75 410.22 1,633.35

222.49 32.14 69.63 324.26
'3.61 2.25 29.98 55.84

2,850 34 17.99 674.52 3,542.85
259.32 23.58 282.90
394.36 128.00 522.36
281.27 63.38 344.65

482.75 148.69 631.44

134.38 42.08 176.46

8,808.31 703.66 23.55 2,779.49 12,315.01

NEW WORK.

were installed also on the north track between Birmingham and Harlem,
Mo., 8.2 miles.

A dispatchers' telephone circuit has been added between Napier, Mo.,
and Council Bluffs. Iowa, a distance of 93.7 miles, with sixteen stations.

Dispatching of trains by telephone is now done on 2,589 miles of the road.
New station buildings are in course of construction at Mt. Pleasant and

Fairfield, Iowa; at Aurora and Seward, Neb., and at Sheridan, Wye;
brick and steel freight houses at St. Joseph, Mo., Omaha, Neb., and at Des
Moines and Ottumwa, ' Iowa; also a new brick and steel passenger station

at Galesburg, 111.

Work on the new general office building at Chicago is progressing favor-

ably, and it is expected the building will be ready for occupancy before
the' end of the present calendar year.

INCREASED EFFICIENCY.

State.
Illinois

Iowa
Missouri
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Nebraska 2.850 34
'Kansas
Colorado
South Dakota . .

.

Wyoming
Montana

Total

Charges to Capital Account aggregating $6,352,672.99 were made during
the fiscal year for additions to the property.
On the extension from Kirby to Powder River, Wyo., $215,350.08 has

been expended tliis year. Track is laid for eighty-five and three-tenths miles

southeast of Thermopolis ;
grading is finished except at Alkali Summit,

where a temporary track has been laid; tunnels and approaches are yet

to be finished.
The amount expended on the Hudson-Greeley Line, Colo., during the

past year was $10,225.00 for right of way.
Additional land was purchased for needed facilities at Chicago, St. Louis,

Denver and other points.
New second track costing $936,106.32 has been laid at various points,

and freight and passenger stations rebuilt or enlarged where business re-

quired it. 43.06 miles of second track and 43.6 miles of yard tracks and
sidings were put into operation during tlie year.

Approximately 14,705 feet of temporary trestle was replaced with perma-
nent structures during the year.

321.46 miles of new 90-pound rail and 59.71 miles of new 100-pound rail

were laid during the year, replacing rails of lighter weight.

A double-track incline is being constructed at Metropolis, 111., on the
bank of the Ohio River, to enable barges to moor alongside the cars so

that timber and ties mav be loaded direct without intermediate handling.
The amount expended for this purpose during the year was $173,228.39.
The dock facilities at this point are also being improved.

Automatic block signals were installed on the single track between
Cameron Junction and Birmingham. Mo., a distance of 44.6 miles. They

e freight and passenger train revem
1912, compared with those of the

1912 $57,740,418.62

1911 58.033,242.91

.vere as follows:
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$26,721,933.24
28.112.771.17

Decrease
Total

reduced the net decrease i

1.8 per cent.
Notwithstanding these di

pany showed an increase
ried as follows:

$ 292,824.29 $ 1,390,837.93

$ 1,683,662.22

however, from other operations, of $134
n total operating revenues to $1,549,140,

earnings, the business of the
le tons moved and passengers

Passengers.

22.404,120
22,014,305

521.92,
30, or

Incr

30.111,513

28.328,338

1,783,175 or 6.3% 389,815 or 1.8%

ton

For the fiscal year just closed, the average rate per ton per mile was 7.52
lowest in the history of the road. The average earnings per

ried was $1,917, which is less than that earned in any
The average length of haul per ton was 245.92 miles,
icrease of 3.72 miles over 1911, is a decrease of 11.88
erage haul in 1910. It is undoubtedly true, therefore,
noted in freight earnings per unit, while to some extent

larger movement of low-grade

of freight
since 1900.

which, while an
miles below the
that the decrease:
the result of „ .

considerable measure, of reductions in important rates made by the In-
terstate Commerce Commission and certain of the Stale Commissions. In
the passenger department the average amount received from each pas-
senger was 94.1 cents, as Compared with $1,024 in 1911 and $1,040 in 1910.

From these figures it is apparent that in volume of business transacted
there has been a greater use made of the facilities of the Company during
the past year, but this has been accompanied by a decrease both in gross
earnings and in unit revenue for the service rendered. In order to meet
the continued demand for more and better service and facilities, the Com-
pany has in past years expended very large sums in the reduction of
grades and curvature, for more and longer side and passing tracks, heavier
locomotives and larger equipment, whereby the train-load has been very

:reased. This is to be seen from the fact that in 1901 the freight
s (including mixed) were 19.314.987 as against 17.554.338 in

1912, or a decrease of 9.1 per cent. During the same period the ton miles
increased from 3,871,337,916 to 7,675.979.757. or an increase of 98.3 per
cent. In other words, in 1912 substantially twice the volume of freight

business was handled, with nearly 10 per cent, less of freight train miles
run to move it. During that period the average number of revenue tons
per train mile increased from 200.43 in 1901 to 437.75 in 1912,

greatly

of 118.4 per
mile increased from 12.50
45.6 per cent.

In relation to these
following relative increase

The
1901 to 18.2

there has been the

Increase,
1912. 1901. per cent.

Ton miles 7.675,979,757 3.871,337,916 98.3

Total operated mileage 12.638.24 9.998.85 26.4

Single main track mileage. . 9,074.10 7,789.46 16.5

.\dditional tracks, yard tracks

and spurs 3,564.14 2,209.39 61.3

The increase of additional tracks, yard tracks and spurs, that is 61.3

per cent., in relation to the increase in volume of business during the

period, shows a gratifying growth of yard and terminal facilities.

These various figures demonstrate' that the efficiency of the trans-

portation service performed by the Company has been enormously in-

creased, and justify the very large expenditures that have been made to

accomplish it. It is not to be expected, however, that the =ame propor-

tionate increase in efficiency can be continued, at least without continued
expenditures for necessary additions and improvements to the property.

DEMANDS OF THE FUTURE.

Furthermore, many improvements and additions, that in no way in-

crease earnings, are demanded by the public in many places, and it is

certain that sums required for these purposes will continue to be very
large in the future. Elevation of tracks through towns and cities, elimina-

tion of grade crossings, both rail and highway, new and more expensive
passenger stations are some of the expenditures of llus class.

With the refusal of public authority to permit any increase of impor-
tance in rates, the problem of providing funds for these non-revenue-
producing improvements has become more difficult. It is unwise to pledge

the credit of the Company for expenditures of this character because there

is no compensation for the increase in fixed charges that results, and a
prudent regard for the welfare of the Company requires that such ex-

penditures should be provided as far as possible out of it

With the growth of business, the demand for increase

ing, side and passing tracks, grade and line revisions, ne
terminals, new equipment, etc., may be expected to contin

large amount of this character of new work has been don
a great deal, of immediate and urgent importance, that i

lished during the near future if the Company is to maintain
economically and successfuUv respond to the demands upon it.

Following is the report of the General Auditor, with statements pre-

pared by him.
By order of the Board of Directors.
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ts power to
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GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, JUNE 30, 1912

Assets.

Property Investment—Road and Equipment:

Road $336,894,788.52

Equipment 62,394,465.08

General Expenditures 1,521,601.39 $400,810,845.99

Reserve for Accrued Depreciation—Credit 17,838.321.92

Total $382,972,533.07

Securities:

Securities of Proprietary, -Xffiliated and Controlled Com-
panies, Pledged

—

Stocks $19,363,139.38

Securities Issued or Assumed, Pledged

—

Funded Debt 31.000.00

Securities of Proprietary, .Affiliated and Controlled Com-
panies, Unpledged

—

Stocks $7,505,313.46

Funded Debt 701,050.00

Total

Other Investments:

Advances to Proprietary, Affiliated and Controlled Com-
panies for Construction, Equipment and Betterments

Miscellaneous Investments

—

Physical Property $1,487,386.78

Securities Unpledged 1,489,356.26

Total

Working Assets:

Cash

Securities Issued

Funded Debt .

Assumed, Held in Treasur

Marketable Securities

—

Stocks

Funded Debt

Loans and Bills Receivable

Traffic and Car Service Bal. due from other

Net Balance Due from -Agents and ConductO'

Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable

Materials and Supjdies

Other Working Assets

$756,572.12

68,400.00

Total

Deferred Debit Items

—

Advances

—

Temporary Advances to Proprietary,

Affiliated and Controlled Comianies. . $450,896.52

Working Funds 117,880.36

Other Advances 734,223.20

Insurance Paid in Advance
Cash and Securities in Sinking Funds

Securities in Provident Funds
Unextinguished Discount on Funded r)ebt..'.

Other Deferred Debit Items

8,206,363.46

$27,600,502.84

2.976,743.04

$3,379,002.95

$8,733, 764.E2

10,625.800.00

824,972.12

2,895.531.14

692,578.58

2,247,678.16

4,166,193.95

6.806,179.77

49.309.43

$37,042,007.97

Total

Gr.ind Total

$1,303,000.08

147,722.62

18,281,800.61

496.538.89

311,198.76

2,217,234.35

$22,757,495.31

$473,751,542.14

Liabilities.

Capital Stock

:

Common Stock T $110,839,100.00

Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt:

Funded Debt-
Mortgage Bonds

—

Held by Company $10,068,800.00

Not held by Company 181,645,000.00 $191,713,800.00

Collateral Trust Bonds

—

Held by Company 351.000.00

Not held by Company 6,959,200.00 7,310,200.00

Plain Bonds-
Held by Company 237,000.00

Not held by Company 10,592,000.00 10,829,000.00

Total $209,853,000.00

Working Liabilities

—

Traffic and Car-service Balances due to other Companie

Audited Vouchers and Wages Unpaid
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable

Matured Interest and Dividends Unpaid

Matured Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt Unpaid.

Other Working Liabilities

Total

Accrued Liabilities not Due

—

Unmatured Interest and Sinking Fi

Taxes Accrued

Total

Deferred Credit Items

—

Operating Reserves

Liability on Account of Provident Fu
Other Deferred Credit Items

Total

Appropriated Surplus

—

Additions to Property since June 30, 1907, thr

Reserves from Income or Surplus

—

Invested in Sinking Funds

Total

Profit and Loss

—

Income Account

Profit and Loss

ugh Income

Total

$1,669,784.79

7,955,601.59

404,694.04

2,182,398.00

6.000.00

42.635.76

$1,493,729.13

72,000.00

$1,388,829.20

496,538.89

329,512.94

$2,214,881.03

$17,523,473.03

31,321,700.07

$48,845,173.10

$46,330,662.67

41,941,882.03

nd Total $473,751,542.14

INCOME .ACCOUNT.
OPER.WING Income.

RAIL OPER.ATIONS-
Operating Revenues:

Revenue from Transportation:

Freight $57,740,418.62
Passenger 21,083,418.74
Excess Baggage 310,267.12
Mail 2,368,447.34
Express 2.578,810.37
Milk 370.713.84
Other Passenger Train 10.275.83
Switching 1,220.351.07
Special Service Train 39.925.84
Miscellaneous Transport'n. 79,748.07 $85,802,376.84

Revenue from Operations oth-

er than Transportation:

S?St'n and Train Privileges $8,573.40
Parcel Room Receipts 7,565.97
Storage Freight 40,278.08
Storage Baggage 17,459.80

Car Service 250,408.52
Telegraph and Telephone

Service 205,186.98
Rent of Buildings and other

Property 106,480.03
Miscellaneous 152,636.16 $788,588.94

Joint Facilities, Dr 7,412.23

Joinl Facilities, Cr 139,514.42

V ;r.l C-e"!"n3 fevin-cs $86,723,067.97

Operating Expenses:

Maintenance of Way and
Structures .- .$13,541,030.39

Maintenance of Equip-
ment 14,294.032.69

Traffic Expenses 1,528,114.63
Transportation Expenses... 29,020,384.11

General E-xpenses 2,263,387.34 $60,646,949.16

Net Operating Revenue.. $26,076,118.81

OUTSIDE OPERATIONS:
Revenue $906,174.65
Expenses 1,028,875.16

Net Deficit from Outside
Operations $122,700.51

Total Net Revenue $25,953,418.30

TAXES ACCRUED 3,303,058.11

Operating Income $22,650,360.19

OTHER INCOME.
Rents -Accrued from Lease of

Roads $2,976.36

Other Rents—Credits:
Toint Facilities $476,190.23
Miscellaneous Rents 135.582.89 611,773.14

Dividends Received on Stocks
Owned or Controlled.... 768,342.00

Interest Received on Funded
Debt Owned or Controlled 550,122.93

Interest on Other Securities, „,,„,„,, .,,,,„,.,,
Loans and Accounts.... 217,829.72 $2,151,044.15

Gross Corporate Income. $24,801,404.34
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DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS CORPORATE INCOME.
Other Rents—Debits:

Hire of EquiDnrent—Balance $478,776.14

Toint Facilities 973,001.60
Miscellaneous Rents 17,277.30 $1,469,055.04

Interest Accrued on Funded Debt 8,547,309.04

Other Interest 13,493.46

^'"''"fncfn,"''
C'^^^'^'^'f...'? 657,978.58

^'""sec'uTh^es
°'. .''.'.'.".""'.

.°"
6.814.44 $10,694,650.56

Net Corporate Income $14,106,753.78

DISPOSITION OF NET CORPORATE INCOME.
Dividends declared on Stock:

2 per' cent, payable Sept. 25.

1911 $2,216,782.00
2 per cent, payable Dec. 26,

1911 2,216,782.00
2 per cent, pavable March 25,

1912 ...; 2,216,782.00
2 per cent, payable Tune 25,

1912 2,216,782.00 $8,867,128.00
Appropriations for Betterments:
Expended during the year.. 3,944,216.08 $12,811,344.08

Surplus for the year $1,215,409.70

FUNDED DEBT OF THE CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY RAILROAD COMPANY.
Total Par Value

Teem. Held by Company.
Total Par Value not
Held by Company.

Designation of Bond
or Obligation.

Date Total Tola! Pledged

Date of of Ma- Par Value Par Value In as

Issue, turity. Authorized. Outstanding. Treasury. Collateral.

In In the
Sinking Hands of
Funds. the Public. Rate.

MORTGAGE BONDS.
C. B. & Q. R. R-:

General Mortgage 1908

Illinois Division 1899

Illinois Division 1899

Iowa Division Mortgage Sink-

ing Fund Bonds 1879

Iowa Division Mortgage Sink-

ing Fund Bonds 1879

Nebraska Extension Mortgage

Sinking Fund Bonds 1887

B. & M. R. R. R. in Nebraska:

Consolidated Mortgage Sink-

ing Fund Bonds 1878

Republican Valley R. R.:

Mortgage Sinking Fund Bonds 1879

Tarkio Valley R. R.:

Mortgage Bonds 1880

Nodaway Valley R. R.:

Mortgage Bonds 1880

COLLATER.-VL TRUST BONDS.
C. B. & Q. R. R-:

Sinking Fund Bonds (Denver

Extension) 1881

PL.MN BONDS.
C. B. & Q. R. R.:

Sinking Fund Bonds 1881

Plain Bonds 1883

1958 $61,651,000 $61,651,000

1949 50,835,000 50,835,000

34,165,0001949

1919

1919

1927

1918

1919

1920

1920

1921

1913

3,000,000

12.502,000

29.441,000

13,751.000

2,643,000

430,000

388,000

4,300,000

9,000,000

34,165,000

2.274,000

5,639,000

22,543,000

13,613,000

932,800

30,000

31,000

3,667,000

7,162,000

$9,014,000

384.000

189,000

19,000

316.000 $31,000

109,600

6,200

$10,103,800

727,800

$52,637,000 4

50,451,000 iyi

33,976,000 4

2,274,000 5

5,620,000 4

22,196,000 4

3,399,600 6

198,800 6

30,000 7

31,000 7

Arat. Accrued
When During the

Payable. Year.

M. &S. $2,429,719.46

J. & J. 1,779,225.00

J. & .1. 1,366,600.00

A. &0. 113,712.47

A. & O. 227,860.00

M. & N. 911,586.68

J. & J. 816,780.00

J. & J. 55,968.00

J. & D. 2,292.50

J. & D. 2,555.01

4,876,100 2,083,100 4 F. & A.

711,000 4

7,162,000 5

M. & S.

M. &N.
146,680.00

401,921.92

Total $230,074,000 $209,853,000 $10,625,800 $31,000 $18,426,700 $180,769,500

SINKING FUND ASSETS ON JUNE 30, 1912.

SECURITIES IN FUNDS.

Name of Fund and
Security. Pa

SINKING FUND.
C. B. & Q. R. R. 4
and 5 per cent Bonds
of 1919 (Iowa Di-

PiiODi;cTS OF Animals:
Live Stock 1,635,121
Dressed Meats 192,712
Other Packing House Products 139,606
Poultry, Game and Fish 52,666
Wool 9,809
Hides and Leather 13,854

Other Products 58,837

194,943
7,452
6.999
30,047
11,347
4,447

18,757

1,830,064
200,164
146,605
82,713
21,156
18,301
77,594

Total 2,102,605 273,992 2,376,597 7.89

C. B. & Q. R. R. •»

per cent Bonds of

1921 $2,719,000

C. B. & Q. R. R. 4

per cent Bonds of

1922 (Denver Ex-
tension) 4,876,100

B. & M. R. R. R. in

Nebraska Consoli-

dated Mortgage 6 per

cent Bonds of 1918 10,103,800

Republican Valley R.

R. 6 per cent Bonds
of 1919 727,800

$1,163.59

55,407.01

$1,163.59

2,653,962.78

4,751,932.58 40,848.89 4,792,781.47

Products of Mines:
Anthracite Coal 23,506

Bituminous Coal 7,030,815

Coke 27,348

Ores 202,804

Stone, Sand, etc 1,423,820

Other Products 73,932

75,702
2,666,398
150,109
340,571
202,982
310,120

99,208
9,697,213
177,457
543,375

1,626,802
384,052

10,103,800.00 1,630.98 10,105,480.98

728,411.79

Total 8,782,225 3,745,882 12,528,107 41.61

Products of Forests:

Lumber 216,820 1,365,531 1,582,351 5.25

Other Products 148,719 175,183 323,902 1.08

Total 365,539 1,540,714 1,906,253 6.33

Total $18,426,700 $18,182,088.35 $99,712.26 $18,281,800.61

FREIGHT TRAFFIC MOVEMENT—ENTIRE LINE.

Company's M.^teri.'vl Excluded
Originating

on this

Road.

COMMODITIES. Tons.

Products of Agriculture:

Grain 3,064,675

Floiir 538,280

Oth»r Mili Products ?'HS^
Hay 240,/97

Tobacco
--J*

fJuIu and Vegetables' ^i°Aai
Other Products 63,896

Received Total Freight
from Tonnage.

Connections. r~

486,384
128,694
48,631
147,252

979
25,345

535,974
95,227

Tons. Per Cent.

3,551,059
666,974
262,434
388,049

3,353
25.756

936.882
159,123

Manufactures:
Petroleum and other Oils

Sugar
Naval Stores
Iron, Pig and Bloom
Iron and Steel Rails

Other Castings and Machinery.

Bar and Sheet Metal
Cement, Brick and Lime
Agricultrural Implements
Wagons, Carriages, Tools, etc..

Wines, Liquors and Beers
Household Goods, etc

Other Manufactures

137,188
86,136

367
5.058

19.925
206,749
22.223

1,079,324
159,251
28.853
134,013
73,995

516,552

241
146,721
113.603
353,048
150,464
495,815
59,713
33,872
45,162
39,849

402,739

381,455
174,143

608
151,779
133,528
559,797
172.687

1,575,139
218,964
62,725
179,175
113,844
919,291

jotjl 2,469,634 2,173,501 4,643,135

1.86
.57

5.23

3.05

15.42

.p^jj^l 4,525,044 1,468,486 5,993,530 19.90
Total Tonnage 20,022.387 10,089.126 30,111.513 100.00
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THE character and extent of the work that has been and

is being done by the railways of the United States to pro-

mote the improvement of agriculture is strikingly illustrated by

the bulletin on "Railroads and Farming," issued by the depart-

ment of agriculture, which is abstracted in another part of this

issue. Probably the most interesting feature of this document

is to be found in the four tables that have been compiled to

show in a tangible way some measure of the extent to which

the railways have engaged in agricultural promotion enterprises.

The statement of Mr. Andrews, the author, that the railways

have been the most prominent of all classes of non-agricultural

concerns that have aided in the development of agriculture, will

hardly be questioned ; and, while it is, of course, impossible to

estimate even approximately the amount that such work by the

railways has accomplished, the tables showing the mileage and

percentage of railways that have engaged in various kinds of

agricultural promotion demonstrate impressively the important

public service that they are performing in this way, in addition

to the transportation service which they are directly engaged in

rendering.
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IT would appear that there is a greater field for the use of

drop forgings for car and locomotive equipment in this

country than has thus far been developed. H. T. Bentley, as-

sistant superintendent of motive power and machinery of the

Chicago & North Western, who made a trip to England during

the past summer, drew attention to this in an address which

he made before the Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association

last August. One railway shop plant which he visited contained

about SO hammers, which turned out work ranging from very

small to large pieces. H. W. Jacobs, in an article in this issue,

calls attention to the extent to which drop forgings are made

at the Crewe shops of the London & North Western in England.

The important advantages of making the parts in this way,

rather than casting them, is that they do not require any great

amount of machining, are interchangeable and are much lighter

for the same strength than castings would be. The recom-

mendation of both of these men that there is a larger field

for drop forgings on railway equipment in this country should

receive careful consideration, for both of them are eminently

well qualified to pass on this subject.

FOR a long time we have been trying to arrange for a series

of articles on foreign railway practice, more especially in

connection with the maintenance and design of equipment, as

seen by a railroad officer from this country, who from his

training and experience could properly select those things in

foreign practice which might be applied on this side with

good results. While it is comparatively easy to obtain de-

scriptions of details of foreign practice, it is quite another

matter to find a railroad officer who is planning to go abroad

and can size things up from the standpoint above sug-

gested. When we found, a few months ago, that H. W.

Jacobs was planning such a trip, we immediately tried to ar-

range with him for a series of articles of this kind, knowing

that he was well fitted by experience to select those details of

foreign practice which might be applied to advantage in this

country, or at least might offer suggestions as to improve-

ments in our methods. The article in this number on Impres-

sions of British Railway Practice is the first of a series of

articles which Mr. Jacobs has prepared for us and which we

hope to publish within the next few months. Before enter-

ing railway service Mr. Jacobs had an extensive experience as

a machinist, structural ironworker, tool designer; also with

electrical machinery and in marine and general repair work.

With this as a foundation he entered the service of the Chi-

cago. Burlington & Quincy' as a tool foreman, and in 1903 was

made a shop demonstrator on the Union Pacific. A short

time later he was placed in charge of the shop practices and

methods for all of the shops on that system; and in 1904 was
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made engineer of shop methods of the Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe, later being made assistant superintendent of motive

power. \\'ithin the past few years a great many officers of

foreign railroads have visited the Santa Fe and studied its

motive power department methods. In this way Mr. Jacobs had a

wide acquaintance among these officers before he went abroad,

and he was most courteously received. In looking into foreign

railway practice he was well aware that the size and construction

of the equipment and the facilities for repairing it are so entirely

different from American practice that it is cut of the question

to get any accurate data for comparing the cost of the various

operations. His idea, therefore, was more to study into the

designs and methods, to see whether in a broad way they might

be applied to American conditions. That his observations have

been successful in this respect is indicated by the article describ-

ing his impressions of English practice, which are based largely on

a visit to the London & North Western works at Crewe, England.

THE Executive Committee of the American Railway Asso-

ciation has appointed the commission to investigate and

punish cases of misuse of freight cars which was provided for

in per diem rule 19, adopted at the meeting in New York last

May (Railway Age Gazette, May 17, page 1098). It consists

of Fairfax Harrison, president of the Chicago, Indianapolis

& Louisville; R. H. Aishton, vice-president of the Chicago &

North Western, and T. E. Clarke, assistant to the president of

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western. This commission may

impose fines at its discretion, the minimum being two dollars

for each wrongful diversion; the intent of the rule being,

evidently, that the commission shall make examples of per-

sistent misuse by one road of the cars of another. We under-

stand that some cases are ready and waiting for the com-

missioners to take up. Of the suggestions made by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission in its deliverance published last

week (page 898) the only practicable one (unless the commis-

sion were to at once order the 4S-cent rate put in force, antici-

pating by a month the railroads' action, and were to impose some-

thing like the California rate on dilatory consignees) was that

calling on the carriers to report to Washington cases of wrong-

ful misuse of cars. This action of the officers of the American

Railway Association is the most feasible response that can be

made to the demands of the governmental body. To raise the

interchange per diem rate on short notice would create many

serious disturbances. The government might possibly do such

a thing without encountering impassable obstacles, but the

railways could not. To report wrongful diversions to the gov-

ernment, as suggested, would involve the operation of such a

vast amount of ponderous legal machinery that the beneficial

results would not be likely to materialize till the stress was

over. To get a good grasp of the subject the Interstate Com-

merce Commission would have to investigate a hundred diver-

sions, very likely. The railroad officers, on the other hand,

know the field thoroughly, already. Like the Dutch justice,

who told the culprit that his petty crime was not proved, but

that a fine of $5 would be imposed because "it is so much like

you," they can apply needed punitive measures with httle

delay. Not that we advocate "Dutch justice"; but a knowledge

of its methods on the part of judicial bodies often proves good

for societv!

'T'HE insurance, pension, accident- and sick-benefit scheme an-

•^ nounced by the Western Union Telegraph and allied com-

panies (noticed in another column) is the most elaborate, ex-

tensive and costly proposal of the kind ever adopted by a non-

public corporation. It is to be looked upon, doubtless, as a def-

inite move to forestall the passage of laws by state legislatures

imposing burdens of this kind on corporations as a legal obliga-

tion. At any rate, the plan may well be considered in that light,

whatever may be the intention of the companies. There can be

no doubt that public sentiment throughout America is going to

require employers of large numbers of persons to bear a greatly

increased share of the risks which the employees have to carry;

and it would be very much better if the employers could carry

on, or at least start the reform on their own initiative, rather

than by the process, usually clumsy, of legislative compulsion.

However, this is too much to hope for, speaking generally ; but

President Vail is to be congratulated on being in a position to

launch his great scheme. Indeed, he will be the envy of .'\meri-

can railway officers, many of whom would be glad to do what

he has done if their financial shackles could be 'oosened. To be

as free as are the telephone and telegraph companies from

statutory rate restrictions would be such a strange sensation to

the railway manager of today that he would begin to doubt his

own sanity. Only in his dreams or in his studies of the past do

such thoughts ever occur to him. But President Vail is to be

credited with a bold stroke, notwithstanding the wealth of the

telephone companies ; for the telegraph company also is included,

and that department of his business is not in such very easy

circumstances. Moreover, both telegraph and telephone are at

the mercy of the legislatures, and seem likely to become as much
so as the railroads ; though as yet they do not have to see large

armies of their own employees sending committees to the legis-

lature to demand laws for the oppression of their employers.

The detail operation of Mr. Vail's scheme will be of much in-

terest to railroad men. In fixing the retirement age at 60 he

has been more liberal than anybody before has dared to be, on

so large a scale. However, the business is one from which a

considerable proportion of the persons on the pay rolls retire

voluntarily at an early age
;
probably a much larger proportion

than on any railroad. The cost of indemnifying employees for

accidental injuries and deaths will also be very low, as compared

with the similar liurden in the railroad service.

RUNNING RAILWAYS BY REFERENDUM.
A T the election on November S there was submitted to the

*» people of Arizona on a referendum ballot the question of

approving or disapproving a bill passed by the legislature reducing

passenger fares in the state to three cents a mile. There were

also submitted five other bills, all adapted to increase the ex-

pense and difficulty of operating railways in the state. When
the purchasers of a commodity are asked to vote on how much
they will pay for it, they are pretty sure to vote to pay a lower

price. It was so in this case. The fare bill carried. The same

is true as to the other bills which require a semi-monthly pay-

day, electric headlights, a restriction of the length of freight

trains to 70 cars, three years of experience for enginemen and

conductors, and a third man on every locomotive.

On the same day there was referred to the people of Oregon

under the initiative and referendum a bill prescribing a per-

centage relation between carload and less than carload freight

rates, based on the minimum carload weights, and it was passed.

This remarkable measure bore the remarkable title, "An act to

provide for a uniform percentage in the relationship of the

classification ratings, to provide for the establishment of mini-

mum carload rates, to fix the maximum rate on the basis of the

less than carload rate of the article, and the minimum carload

rate that may be charged on carload shipments of property, the

rate upon which the carload rates shall be compiled, and pre-

scribing penalties for the violation of the act." Among other

things, the bill provides that when the minimum carload weight

is less than 20,000 lbs. the carload rate shall not exceed 70 per

cent, of the less than carload rate; when between 20.0(X) and

30.000 lbs., 59 per cent, of the L. C. L. rate ; when between 30.000

and 40,000 lbs., 50 per cent., and when between 40,000 and 50.000

lbs., 42 per cent.

The Oregon railway commission carried on an extensive pub-

licity campaign in an effort to defeat the bill. It asserted that

its provisions would operate entirely in favor of the wholesale

and jobbing interests and the larger shippers generallj% and that

it would permit the carriers to advance many carload rates
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previously less than the prescribed percentages of the L. C. L.

rates. .\s the carload rates were predicated on the L. C. L.

rates without any provision for a basis on which the latter

should be made it was held that the bill was class legislation in

favor of the carload shippers.

Although the bill would have advanced some rates, the rail-

ways naturally opposed the fixing of carload rates by any such

unscientific method as to take but one factor—the carload

weight—into consideration. We are not informed as to the

origin of the bill, but it undoubtedly originated among those

who expected to profit by it, and its passage may probably be

ascribed to the fact that it was directed against the railways.

The Portland Oregoiiian says of the result of the election, "The
apparent approval of the railroad' rate bill is one of the un-

accountable results of the vote. The phases and extent of the

bill were beyond the comprehension of even railroad men and

rate experts, and could not have been understood by the people."

The railways have become somewhat inured to the vagaries

of regulation by a multiplicity of commissions, and even to oc-

casional instances of rate making by legislature. When the

most complex questions of railway rate making and the most

difficult problems of railway operation are submitted to a plebi-

scite regulation of railways descends to the level of a farce.

Fortunately, the constitution of the United States provides that

no state shall take property without due process of law ; and

probably the only result of these precious exhibitions of public

unfairness and governmental imbecility will be a pretty batch

of lawsuits.

THE HEAD OF THE MOTIVE POWER DEPARTMENT.
'T'WTCE within the past month our attention has been called

* by travelers from abroad to the great contrast between

the position of the head of the motive power department on

American railways and in foreign countries. Mr. Jacobs in his

article on Impressions of British Railway Practice, in this issue,

draws attention to the relatively more important position of

men at the head of the mechanical departments of British rail-

ways, as compared to American railways. Who is responsible

for this and why is it that American motive power officers are

not regarded in the same light, or entrusted with the same
authority, as are those in foreign countries? Possibly one reason

is that the executive officers of roads in this country have under-

estimated the importance of properly selecting, designing and
maintaining locomotives and cars. It is no secret that in many
cases the recommendations of mechanical engineers and motive

power officers have been over-ruled because of the desire to

save a few dollars per unit in the cost of new equipment. This

ought not to be, but possibly in many cases it has been brought

about because the head of the motive power department, or his

assistants, have looked at the problem from a purely technical

standpoint and without a keen realization of the commercial

or operating phases of the question. Because of this the higher

executive officers may have been led to discount their recom-

mendations. Fortunately a better appreciation of the importance

of having the mechanical department properly administered is

growing on many of the executive officers, and at the same
time the mechanical department officers are realizing more and

more that they are part of a large unit and that the depart-

ment cannot be segregated and must solve its problems with a

view to getting better results from the operation of the equipment.

It would be interesting to analyze the way in which a motive

power department head puts in his time each day. We might

be very greatly surprised at the time which he finds it necessary

to give to representatives of the supply interests who want to

impress him with the merits of the various devices which thoy

have to sell, and also to the equally large amount of time which

is often expended in doing work which could well be done by

subordinates. For instance, more than one motive power officer

is required to personally sign and pass on all passes which are

given to men in his department. While it is important that the

pass privilege should not be abused, surely it is not good policy

for a man at the head of a department, which may expend

hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars yearly for labor

and equipment, to spend his time in that way. It is not unusual

for a motive power department ofiiccr to spend hours of his

time every week signing bills or other documents which he

does not have time to examine critically but which, because of

rules and regulations, require his signature. It is a mistake to

ask a man in such a responsible position to do this work.

A successful motive power officer must be an executive—and

a strong executive. He must insist upon routine work being

done by his subordinates in order that he may stand ofif and

gain a broad view of the situation. His function should be to

inspire and direct the efforts of the men who report to him

and to so standardize the work of his department that he will

only be called upon to treat with and consider the exceptions,

or the cases where deviations are made from the established

standards. If he is given the opportunity of doing this, and

takes advantage of it, he will automatically make for himself

a position equal in importance and dignity to that of any of

the foreign railway motive power officers. It is rather signifi-

cant that within recent years two or three motive power officers

have been given titles which indicate that their positions are of a

more executive sort than is suggested by the title of superin-

tendent of motive power, or mechanical superintendent. We
will not obtain the best results in the selection and maintenance

of motive power and roUing stock in this country until our

motive power officers generally qualify themselves to fill this

larger position and are given an opportimity to so do.

THE MAIL PAY QUESTION.

THE statement recently issued by the Committee on Railway

Mail Pay, an abstract of which we publish elsewhere, is a

destructive criticism of the estimates made by the postmaster

general in house document No. 105, 62nd Congress, as to the

expense incurred by the railways in handling mails and as to the

reductions that could be made in their present mail compen-

sation without reducing it below what would be reasonable.

The statement will convince reasonable persons that the pres-

ent method of fixing the payments for mail transportation is

irrational and unjust, and that it ought to be changed so as to

secure to each railway earnings proportionate to the service that

it renders and to the railways as a whole greater compensation

than they now receive.

Perhaps the most striking feature of the Mail Pay Commit-

tee's statement is its showing as to the immediate effect on the

railroads of the parcels post law. The compensation of the

railways for hauling the mails during each four year period is

based on the weight of mail carried during approximately the

first three months of the period. It makes no difference how

much the mail that a road carries increases, its receipts for the

service are the same at the end of the four year period as at its

beginning. In passing the parcels post law Congress made no

provision for re-weighing after the parcels post traffic began to

move. The post office department could cause a re-weighing,

but its attitude is such as to give little hope that it will do so.

Undoubtedly, a large amount of parcel traffic will be shifted

from the express cars to the postal cars. Every pound that the

railways lose from the express cars will reduce their compen-

sation for carrying express, and unless there is a special re-

weighing they will get nothing whatever for handling the mails

transferred to the parcels post for long periods. The period

during which the New England roads will have to render this

service w'ithout compensation, as shown by the committee, will

be four years and six months, and the periods for the railways

in other weighing sections will be as follows : Second weighing

section, three years and six months ; third weighing section,

two years and six months ; fourth weighing section one year

and six months ; that of the part of the first weighing section

not located in New England, six months. This is not regu-

lation ; it is robbery.

The committee shows very clearly the injustice and absurdity
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of the method employed by the postmaster general to demon-

strate that the mail compensation of the railways could fairly

be reduced. He first used a wholly erroneous method for deter-

mining the expense incurred by the railways in transporting the

mails, and then, having by this method made the expense ap-

pear much less than it was, he contended that the roads were

entitled to receive only the actual expense incurred by them,

and in addition 6 per cent, of this expense. As the committee

points out he completely ignored the principle that every econo-

mist and every court recognizes, namely, that railways are entitled

to earn a fair return on the fair value of their properties. If

the roads were entitled to earn from hauling the mails only the

operating expenses thus incurred, and in addition 6 per cent,

of these expenses, then clearly from all of their business they

would be entitled to earn only their total operating expenses,

and in addition 6 per cent, of those expenses. Their total

operating expenses, including taxes, in the fiscal year 1910 wore

$1,926,426,134. Six per cent, of this is $115,585,568. The latter

sum is, therefore, on the postmaster general's theory, the total

net earnings that the roads are entitled to receive. The cost

of road and equipment of the railways of the country as reported

by the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1910 was $14,387,-

816,099. This amount is slightly in excess of the net capital-

ization reported for the same year. The amount of net w'hich

on the postmaster general's theory the railways are entitled to

earn, namely, $115,585,568, would give a return on cost of road

and equipment of only eight tenths of 1 per cent. As the com-

mittee points out, under this scheme the net earnings would not

pay one-third of the interest on the railways' funded debt ; and

every road in the country would be thrown into irretrievable

bankruptcy.

The fact that the post office department can seriously advance

and defend a principle of compensation whose general applica-

tion to railway charges would bankrupt even,- road in the coun-

try shows that they are unsafe guides for Congress to follow in

deahng with this matter. There is really only one wise and

fair way to deal with the subject, and that is for Congress to

pass a law providing that railway rates for carrying mail, like

railway rates for carrying freight and passengers, shall be

reasonable and not unfairly discriminatory, and give the Inter-

state Commerce Commission exactly the same power to fix these

rates that it now has to fix rates for passengers, express and

freight. If the Interstate Commerce Commission is good enough

to decide what rates the shippers and travelers of the country

shall pay to the railways, it is good enough to decide what rates

the government shall pay them.

%Mtr^ to the SdUon
HIGH SPEED ELECTRIC RAILWAY SERVICE.

NEW BOOKS.

The Coking of Coat at Low Temperatures, witli a Preliminary Study of tlie

By-Produets. By S. W. Parr and H. L. Olin. Bulletin No. 60 of the

Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois. Copies

may be obtained upon application to W. F. M. Goss, director of the

Engineering Experiment Station, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

The studies give the details of a large number of experiments

on the low temperature distillation of coal not exceeding ap-

proximately 750 deg. F. Certain fundamental principles have

been developed which underlie the coking of coals of the Illinois

type. A striking illustration is given of the fact that even a small

amount of oxidation of the coal diminishes or destroys its coking

power. Superheated steam was used to remove all traces of an

oxidizing atmosphere. Freshly mined coal was found to be es-

sential in the experiments. The by-products consist of illu-

minants of high candle power, of tarry material which consists

in the main of oils, and a coke which has a composition some-

what similar to that of the so-called smokeless coals. The nitro-

gen recovery is small, not exceeding 5 per cent, of that mate-

rial present in the coal. The results seem to justify the conclu-

sion that a fuel can be produced suitable for use in domestic ap-

pliances, as well as under industrial conditions, and that the

theoretical principles developed point to the possibility of making

a good type of coke from Illinois coals.

Ann Arbor, Mich., November 2, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

On page 839 of your issue of November 1, 1912, Mr. Storer

in his paper on Railway Trunk Line Electrification is quoted as

saying : "The single-phase system is the only one that has suc-

cessfuU}' solved the problem of current collection at high speed."

This statement is incorrect. The highest speeds thus far

attained in railway service were on the German line from Berlin

to Zossen during the famous high speed trials of a few years

ago. The three-phase system was used and the current collec-

tion was entirely successful, even at speeds as high as 125

miles an hour. C. L, de Muralt,
Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of Michigan.

THE PUBLIC AND THE "SAFETY FIRST" MOVEMENT.

Chicago, October 15, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

Right on the head—and hard—was where the Railway Age
Gazette hit the "safety first" proposition in the editorial in its

issue of October 11, entitled, "When Will the Public Join the

'Safety First' Movement?" When will the public reduce that

5,000 laboring men killed each year while trespassing on the

railroads in going to and from their work? And right here in

Chicago seem to occur the worst offenses.

As a part of the "public" the Chicago department of the Y. M.

C. A. is preparing to attack this subject vigorously in a new
book about to be published on "Safety First for Foreigners,"

which is to be used primarily in teaching foreigners the English

language. It will be made up by the "safety first" experts of

the Chicago corporation, and each lesson will be a "safety first"

idea illustrated by a picture of an accident and how to pre-

vent it.

Walking the tracks, jumping freight trains, hopping engines

and crawling under cars, are each coming in for their share, be-

cause of their importance to the foreign speaking workingman.

"Start them off right," as parents say of their children ; and so it

is with the foreigner and his sons. They too must be started off

right, or off will go their arms or legs, or lives ; and there you

have a great loss to the railroads and the producing community

as a whole.

Yes, let the public join the railroads in the "safety first" move-

ment. The Y. M. C. A. seems to be preparing to do its part.

Will others follow and do their part while the roads are doing

their important duty? A. Fletcher Marsh,
Secretary, Marsh & Truman Lumber Company.

BAGGAGE CHECK AND CAR NUMBERS.

New York, October 21, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.-mlway Age Gazette:

I have read with interest your account published last week,

page 728, of the baggage check in use on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road; The check shown in the illustration is No. 815,003 ; but

as it appears in the engraving, it reads 81-50-03. I am mildly

curious to know if you approve this effort of the powerful Penn-

sylvania Railroad to vitiate the teachings and traditions of all

of the arithmetics which have been used in the education of

American youth since the Declaration of Independence? Are

the baggage men of the Pennsylvania possessed of such limited

mentality that they can read "eighty-one," but cannot read "eight

hundred and fifteen"?

This calls to remembrance another "grouch" that has agitated

my mind; I mean the numbers on freight cars. Cars are now

so numerous that numbers of six figures are exceedingly com-
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mon, occurring in almost every conductor's report. In letter-

ing the cars most roads go to the extreme opposite of the posi-

tion taken by the Pennsylvania in its baggage checks. They

provide no space whatever. In using, for example, 498061, the

figures are run together as closely as they possibly can be. Why
should there not be a comma in the middle? Then, again, why
hamper the night freight conductor, reading by his dim light, by

making the numbers straddle a big diagonal brace or other ob-

stacle? Is he not entitled to have every car number shown as

plainly as, for example, the sum of $498,061 would be shown in

a financial statement? G. F. M.

BASIS FOR TONNAGE RATING COMPUTATIONS.

Los Angeles, Cal., October 1, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

The results deduced in the interesting article on Tonnage
Rating, by Paul M. La Bach, on page 347 of your issue of Au-
gust 23, show what may be the effect of making computations

of economic problems on a basis of general averages. While

the conclusions of the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation regarding train resistance represented the best investi-

gation and experience at that time, it is unfortunate that no

later action has been taken in recognition of the arduous and

more extended experimentation which has since been pub-

lished and which deserves to become the basis of riodern com-

putations of economic problems in railway construction. In

bulletin No. 43 of the University of Illinois Engineering Experi-

ment Station, Professor Edward C. Schmidt has demonstrated

that train resistance varies with the speed and weight of the

car, and has given some values based on extended experiments

made with the d>'namometer car which deserve the respect and

recognition of ever>- careful student of railway economics. Since

values taken for train resistance are multiplying factors in prob-

lems, such as considered in the article above referred to by Mr.

La Bach, it appears that more stress should be laid upon its

value, as any slight changes may completely alter the results.

Mr. La Bach has assumed that "4 lbs. per ton is ihe train re-

sistance for a 60-ton car for all speeds above three miles per

hour." Professor Schmidt proves conclusively that this fac-

tor varies from 3.3 lbs. per ton at five miles per hour to 6.0

lbs. per ton at 40 miles per hour, and has a value of 4.0 lbs.

per ton at 20 miles per hour.

It has been the contention of those who led the association to

adopt the constant train resistance formula, that the weight was

the only controlling factor and represents, the jv.ing of the

pendulum from the old formulas in which weight did not appear

at all to one in which nothing but weight controlled. As a

matter of fact, it is natural to believe that a scientific deter-

mination of such care and accuracy as that given in these later

experiments, should show that both of these factors have an in-

fluence on the values. The fact that this later data was not

available to the committee of the association is sufficient in

itself to direct the attention of all students of railway economics

to these latest results of scientific investigation. The writer

showed the influence of these two factors upon the result in the

Railii-ay Age Gazette of June 24, 1910, page 1790, and stated

that from a mathematical correlation of the variants it appeared

that the speed influenced the variation 45 per cent., and the

weight 55 per cent. These figures have since been checked by

a study of the later statistics given by Professor Schmidt from

which it seems that there is every reason to believe that speed

and weight have about the same influence upon *he train re-

sistance.

Mr. La Bach also uses draw-bar pull computed from the

formula which was recommended b}' the association. The com-

mittee was careful to caution that it was always desirable to

use draw-bar pull as shown by djTiamometer tests rather than

computed results. In problems of the nature of those dealt

with in the above article it is peculiarly necessary that the two

great factors, train resistance and draw-bar pull, be determined
with the utmost accuracy, and therefore any general formulas
must give way to actual test results. The writer has demon-
strated that the actual tests made with dynamometer cars indi-

cated that the practical draw-bar pull was less than that given

by the formula in every test on record. To be accurate in com-
putations these actual draw-bar pull records should be used if

the conclusions of the committee are to be followed, as it is

their expressed preference. J. G. Van Zandt,
Construction Engineer.

TENDER DERAILMENTS.

Boston, Mass., October 29, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I noticed in your issue of September 27, page 569, a com-
munication entitled A Fortunate Wreck. In the course of this

communication certain diagrams and computations were given

which purported to show the reactions on a wheel striking

some assumed obstruction. These reactions were expressed

in foot pounds. Now a force cannot be expressed in any such

way. In the letter referred to, the energy of a ton load mov-
ing at 60 miles an hour was correctly computed and expressed

in foot pounds. The reactions on a wheel under assumed cer-

tain conditions were then found by a graphical method which

I must confess I was unable to follow and agree with, and

these reactions were expressed in foot pounds.

It is impossible to express a force in foot pounds, or to re-

Path of Wheel Which Strikes an Obstruction I2 in. High

4 in. from Vertical Line Through Its Center.

duce energy to pounds without introducing a unit of length;

for instance, a moving body has a certain amount of energy

and is stopped in a certain distance. The energy which it

possesses in foot pounds, divided by the distance in feet in

which it is stopped, will give the average force exerted during

the time of stopping, but to take the energy of a moving body

and resolve it into components and then state that these com-

ponents are reactions, is fundamentally wrong from the stand-

point of mechanics.

I was sufficiently interested in the problem to make a solu-

tion of the second case spoken of, taking a 33 in. wheel, which

apparently is the one used in the article, and having it strike

an obstruction 4 in. in advance of the vertical line through its

center. If the obstruction is practically unyielding, it will

cause the wheel to rise over it. When the center is directly
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above the obstruction, the wheel will be moving in a dirifction

parallel to its original direction, in this case, horizontal.

At the instant of contact there will be more or less yielding

between the wheel and the obstruction, which will result in its

being given a gradually increasing upward motion. I have as-

sumed a path as represented in the accompanying figure. This

path consists of two arcs of circles whose radii are easily found

by the methods commonly used in computing, the radii of cross-

over curves. In this case the radii are equal to the radius of

the wheel. An obstruction on the track in order to strike a

point on a 33 in. wheel, 4 in. in advance of its center, must

be 0.47 in. high. Consequently the center of the wheel will be

raised in all 0.47 in. while advancing through 4 in. A vertical

force necessary to raise the center of the wheel through this

distance in the time required for it to traverse 4 in. will evi-

dently be the vertical component of the reaction which we are

seeking.

The velocity of the wheel we will assume to be 60 miles an

hour, or 88 ft. per second, and the weight to be one ton to

agree with Mr. Summers' assumption. The center of the wheel

would then move through 4 in. in 1/264 of a second. We can

then use the equation of momentum and impulse, which is that

force times time equals the mass acted upon by the force mul-

tiplied by the change in its velocity during the time when the

force acts. We. know all the elements entering into this equa-

tion except the force and the vertical velocity. The force is

what we seek and the velocity is readily determined from the

J^
16.5

.121. The vertical component is readily determined by multi-

plying the horizontal by the tangent of 6; this gives us 88

times .122. or 10.7 ft. per second. The wheel attains this ve-

locity in the time it takes to move 2 in. horizontally, or 1/528

of a second. Applying the principle of momentum and im-

pulse as stated above, and calling P the required force, F X
2000

path by finding the angle Q in the figure. This is sin-

1/528
32.2

X 10.7, or F = 352.000 lbs., which equals the

to stop It. X J4 = 14.333 ft. lbs. When the wheel

vertical component of the force necessary to raise the wheel

over this obstruction during the given time. The horizontal

component is then readily found to be 86.000 lbs., assuming

that the reaction itself acts normally to the surface of the

wheel or through its center.

The variation in speed caused by this horizontal force of

86.000 lbs. can be found as follows : The force is variable, in-

creasing from zero to a maximum and decreasing to zero

again. If the force be assumed to increase and decrease at a

uniform rate, one-half the force multiplied by the distance

through which it acts will be the work done on the wheel tend-

8600

2
is on top of the obstruction, its energy will be 240.500 — 14.333

==226.167 ft. lbs. The horizontal velocity v, which it will have

at this instant, is found as follows: y-> X -^^ v" = 226,167,'^

32.2
from which v = 85.34 ft. per second, or 58.3 miles per hour,

the velocity of the wheel then will be changed under these

assumed conditions from 60 to 58.3 miles per hour. This re-

sult will be affected somewhat by the change in the vertical

component of the reaction due to the momentary lessening of

the velocity ; but it will be affected much more by the rotational

energy and gyroscopic action of the spinning wheel. The
latter elements will, I believe, reduce still more the variation

in velocity. A solution taking these elements into account

would be too extensive for the present purpose, although such

a solution is not too difficult to make.

This solution is chiefly of interest, it seems to me. in show-
ing the tremendous forces to which, under certain circum-

stances, tracks and running gear may be subjected. It is cer-

tainly not at all remarkable that the high rail at a high joint

becomes hammered out so rapidly.

As to whether the writer of the letter referred to is correct

in his general reasoning as to the cause of tender derailments,

I will not say, but where forces of such magnitude are in-

volved, it seems reasonable to suppose that something might

happen. In connection with tender derailments, the writer hap-

pens to know that on one road they had a great deal of

trouble from such derailments on a certain class of engine.

These derailments almost always occurred toward the end of

a run when most of the coal had been removed from the for-

ward part of the tender. The whole difficulty was obviated

bj' giving more play to the coupling between the engine and

tender. Personally I am of the opinion that it is very possible

that lack of play in these couplings together with the location

of the coupling pins may have considerable to do with tender

derailments which are certainly more frequent than they should

be. Very probably the variation in load on the wheels due to

the using up of coal and water has an influence as well.

In Mr. Summers' communication on page 783 of the Raiki'ay

Age Gazette of October 25, 1912, he makes the statement that

"the excessive rocking of cars throws nearly all of the load

on half the springs, compressing them solid." In this connec-

tion I wish to call attention to a very prevalent impression

with regard to the motion of a train on a track. This im-

pression seems to be that the train rocks, wiggles and weaves

its way along in a tortuous path on straight track. The ex-

amination of this impression leads to an extremely interesting

phase of the question of dynamics. The actual fact of the

matter is that the center of gravity of the train and of each

car of the train must move in a practically straight line on

straight track of a uniform grade. The rocking which is so

often noticed is caused by a transverse rotation of the car

about its own center of gravity, the center of gravity itself

moving in a straight line along the track. The car will rotate,

or vibrate, about its gravity axis because its moment of in-

ertia is less about that axis than it is about any other parallel

axis. It is started in vibration by the inequalities in the track

or vi'heels. The vibration is damped or stopped by the varying

compression on the springs which first stop its rocking and

then throw it back in the opposite direction somewhat in the

way a pendulum acts. Each car has a definite time of vibration

depending upon its ow-n weight and design, and upon the

weight and distribution of its lading. When the impulses

which it receives are periodic, as in the case of a flat wheel,

and further when these periodic vibrations are synchronous

with the natural time of vibration of the car, the rocking will

increase progressively until the vi'heels on one side might, in

an extreme and rather improbable case, be lifted off the rails.

The time of vibration of the springs also enters into this. It is

impossible in the space at my command here to go into this

subject more in detail, but it is one which is extremely inter-

esting and entirely susceptible of the mathematical treatment. It

is also one of increasing practical importance in design. Every

practical railroad man knows of locomotives which roll badly

at certain speeds. The periodic vibration theory outlined above

satisfactorily explains this phenomenon. The force which

causes this oscillation is the vertical pressure on the guides.

The location of side bearings, so long as they are a reasonable

distance apart transversely, ought not to affect the transverse

vibrations appreciably.

The whole problem is interesting, but unfortunately I have

no data on tenders which are known to be readily susceptible

to derailment. If I had I would like to see what I could do

with the problem. Lewis E. Moore.
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology'.

R.\iL\VAY Construction in Italy.—The railway administration

will construct a new line from Colle Salvetti to Pontedera, on

the railway from Pisa to Florence. With this line the distance

from Leghorn to Florence will be reduced by about five miles.

The principal object of the new work is to assist the development

of Leghorn as a port.



IMPRESSIONS OF BRITISH RAILWAY PRACTICE.
Many Things on the London & North Western at Crewe

Are Worthy of Consideration by American Railway Officers.

By Henry W. Jacobs.

The railway shops of the London & North Western at Crewe.

England, are probably the largest in the world, employing from

8.000 to 10,000 men. The immense size is due to the great amount

of railway material that is manufactured there. For these rea-

sons—size and variety of product—this plant is of unique im-

portance, and is drawn upon here as furnishing such lessons as

American mechanical men may learn from British railway

practice.

MECH.\N1C.\L DEPARTMENT POSITIONS MADE ATTRACTIVE,

It is recognized in England, the land of the birth of the rail-

way, that it is the locomotive rather than the rail that has made

The Brighton Express on the London, Brighton & South Coast.

railroads of such great importance as arteries of traffic. The

chief mechanical engineer, as the superintendent of motive power

is termed, is therefore given a rank, consideration and authority,

which he does not have in United States. He has large discre-

tion as to the policy in matters mechanical and is practically

supreme, without interference, in his own department. He is

asked to furnish locomotives that shall be a credit to the railroad,

and he is encouraged to organize his staff so that the highest

technical skill shall be brought to bear in the design of locomotive

parts and in the devising of refined running and shop practice. I

understand that his compensation is commensurate with his re-

sponsibilities and ranks higher than the salaries paid to the chief

mechanical officials of the largest American railways. On the

London & North Western the chief mechanical engineer is as-

sisted by tvt^ locomotive running superintendents corresponding

closely in actual salary, position and duties with our general

master mechanics or mechanical superintendents; these in turn

have assistants corresponding to master mechanics ; a carriage,

or passenger car, superintendent ; a wagon, or freight car, super-

intendent ; a chief draughtsman, corresponding to our mechanical

engineer ; a works manager, or shop superintendent ; a store-

keeper, accountant, etc. All of these officers are located at Crewe,

with the exception of the car men whose shops or "works" are

at other towns.

The London & North Western, operating about 3,000 miles and

-1-^
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Drop Forge Shop, Showing Some of the Forgings.

having over 3,000 locomotives, 9.000 passenger cars, and 77,000

freight cars, is a strongly centralized road in its administration.

The management is what we call departmental, in contrast to divi-

sional. The longest distance between termini, over which this

railway runs trains upon its own tracks or upon the tracks of

Special Attention Is Given to the Artistic Appearance of English Locomotives.
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connecting lines over which it has "running powers" or trackage

rights, does not e.xceed 400 miles. Most of the traffic is of short

haul between dense manufacturing centers and big seaports, the

freight service as well as the passenger service being very fre-

quent and rapid. The American slow freight, large volume
trains are practically unknown ; bridges are not constructed for

what we call heavy wheel loads, and long trains cannot be accom-
modated in the freight yards. The freight cars are of small ca-

pacity, ranging from six to twelve long tons, and are carried on

four wheels instead of upon two swiveling four wheel trucks as

with us. Automatic couplers are not used, although the wheels

of all vehicles are steel-tired and have either cast steel or wrought
iron centers.

So much for the general characteristics of the traffic for which
the Crewe works are required to build and maintain the locomo-

tives. These works extend in a narrow strip parallel to the

London & North Western for a distance of about 3 miles, cover-

ing perhaps 200 acres. They consist of the "Old Works" whose
name is descriptive and which was a complete locomotive build-

ing and repair plant ; and the "Steel ^^orks" where all of the

forged in one piece out of the solid block, but in later years it had

been found better to follow the built up practice. I observed an

additional journal bearing placed between the two inside cranks

on several of the large engines, this journal being supported by

a longitudinal frame member bolted to two of the heavy trans-

verse frame braces. This avoids any serious damage should the

crank a.xle break.

The inside cylinders are often inclined and are fitted with slide

valves, a brass metal and special composition being used for the

slide; piston valves are also used on other engines. Modern
express locomotives that were in the process of building had four

simple cylinders of the same diameter, two of them being outside

the frames and each cylinder having its own piston valve. The-

piston valves are about 7 in. in diameter and are always used on

the superheater locomotives.

SUPERHEATERS ARE USED E.XTENSIVELY.

Over 200 superheater locomotives of the Schmidt type are in

service and are giving satisfaction both in fuel economy and in

maintenance, very little trouble being encountered with leaky

General Arrangement of the London & North Western Shops at Crewe, England.

steel used by the railway, both for equipment and for track and

structures, is manufactured and where the boilers are built and
much machine and erecting work is done.

LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES ARE OF SU'.B FORM.

Locomotive frames are universally of the plate form and not of

the solid bar design that we use. These plates are substantial

deep girders, }i in. to 1 in. thick, heavily reinforced by deep cast

steel transverse braces. The frame jaws are also reinforced by

the riveting on of an extra plate and I was struck by the generous

width of the shoe faces, although the axle loads are about half of

those found in .\merican practice. I was told that no trouble is

experienced with the breaking of frames. The advantages, there-

^re, of the plate construction seem to be greater strength for a

less weight of frame and the elimination of breakages. It would
appear from the trouble found in America with frame breakage
that it would be worth while to experiment with plate frames
which have been found so successful in British railroad practice.

Further, in most cases, all of the engines that we saw were of the

inside crank type. I was told that these inside cranks used to be

joints. It must be added that the enginemen are trained to be

very careful in the operation of the damper so as not to burn out

the smoke tubes when the engine is standing.

Boilers are made of steel, but the fireboxes, staybolts and flue

sheets are of copper. The latter when new are one inch thick.

It was the practice to use copper flues, but I am told this is being

gradually discontinued on new power and steel flues are being

used instead. When flues are safe-ended it is done by brazing,

and not by welding. The ends which are brazed are scarfed by

machine instead of being sweged. This practice is also followed

with the copper flues. Back heads of steel had the flanges turned

outward to the rear, the rivet heads thus being outside of the

boiler. A calking strip was placed between the back head flange

and the shell. The front flue sheet of steel extends downward
like a throat sheet, and is bolted to the cylinder castings.

MANY DROP FORCINGS ARE USED.

Noteworthy is the extensive use made of mild steel drop forg-

ings. These are beautifully made, requiring very little material

to be removed in subsequent machine operations. This process
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gives a better and more uniform quality of material than the

usual open fire hand forging, or cast steel parts used in America.

Hangers of all kinds are made by this method and also pistons

which require to be machined only for the rod fit, the cylinder

fit, and the piston ring grooves. These pistons are much lighter

than the heavy, hollow, cast iron ones used in America, their

section being of an I shape. Of course the cylinder heads are

shaped so as to give a minimum clearance.

In examining the detail workmanship it was found that greater

care was exercised in doing the work than in the States. Not
alone in doing the machine and fitting work, but from the very

beginning of the forging itself the various steel plates and metals

that go into the construction of the locomotives are carefully in-

spected and tested. After they are forged into their respective

shapes they are carefully annealed to eliminate any internal struc-

tural strains, and in some special cases they are hardened and

oil treated in addition. This heat treatment is carried to a much
greater extent than is the case with us. I understood that owing

takes the place of our headlight. The result is that a British

locomotive has most pleasing and simple lines and attracts the

attention of passengers at stations. It may be said to have archi-

tectural beauty instead of being undisguisedly a black, greasy

machine. I believe that if American railroads would profit by

the British example in making a locomotive of more pleasing ap-

pearance and lines, as we already do with regard to the outside

appearance of our limited trains, such a move could not help but

have a favorable efltect upon the public without much increasing

the expense or interfering with the facility of getting at working

parts.

RAILROAD MANUFACTURES MOST EVERYTHING IT USES.

Manufacturing of all kinds of material used by the railway is

done on a surprising scale at Crewe. The population of the town

consists almost solely of the families of men employed in the

railway shops and service and is about 42,000. As examples of

the extent and variety of these manufactures the following may
be mentioned: Rivets, steel plates, rails and structural shapes;

Sc*LE.oF Feet.

General Arrangement of the London & North Western Shops at Crewe, England.

to the care exercised in the heat treatment and testing of these

side rods it is rare to have an engine failure due to broken side

or connecting rods, or other motion work.

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO LOCOMOTIVE APPEARANCE.

Even the casual traveler is much impressed by the beautiful

appearance of a British locomotive. The painting of these loco-

motives is almost a fine art, fourteen coats of filler, paint and
varnish being applied to the jacket, cab, tender and wheel covers.

Such a painting is said to last from five to seven years, locomo-

tives not being repainted at every shopping. Beneath the jacket

is a thin blanket of asbestos fabric with an air space of about

two inches next to the boiler shell. In this space are located in-

jector pipes, etc., these being entirely out of sight. Sanding is

done by gravity from boxes hung beneath the run bearers, and
not from a central sand dome located on the boiler top. There
is, therefore, on the top of a British locomotive only the one

steam dome, or at most this doine supplemented by a small pop
and whistle dome. No bell is carried and a small signal light

steel, malleable, gray iron, brass, and special metal castings; gal-

vanized iron ware, injectors and all small cab fittings, arch and

fire brick, common brick for buildings and pavements, tiling and

terra cotta ware for all purposes, pottery, stone for masonry pav-

ing, and even grindstones. Most of the small hand tools and

even the machines used in the works are made by the railroad,

including tool steel, twist drills, big hydraulic presses, planers,

etc. Many ingenious jigs and devices are also used, detailed

thought having been exercised in reducing labor costs to a mini-

mum. There was, for instance, a multiple spindle drill for flue

sheets; a template was used, thus not only doing the work rapidly

because of the several spindles, but also avoiding the laying off

of each separate sheet. Small brass work, such as couplings,

which with us are usually chucked in a lathe, one at a time, are

here done several at a time with a multiple drill. A large Ameri-

can railway shop could profit greatly in the refinement and cheap-

ening of its manufacturing methods by a close and detailed study

of the methods that have been developed at Crewe.

Not only does the company manufacture practically everything
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used in its business, to the extent of having no scrap for sale, but

it also carries, on in connection with its shops and the town of

Crewe the activities of manufacturing gas, maintains the entire

water supply, and builds and rents 1,000 houses and cottages in

the neighborhood to workmen. Houses are even provided for

the various officials, very much as is done for families of officers

at a military barracks, although I am informed that a rental is

charged for the occupany of these official residences. The resi-

dences are so placed that they bring these officers in close vicinity

to the works and offices.

EFFICIENT TEST DEPARTMENT.

Having in my active railroad career been in favor of a good

test department organization, because of its influence in the selec-

tion of good materials entering into railroad equipment and con-

struction, I was much interested in the organization for these

purposes maintained by the London & North Western. In its

test laboratory about 40 men work in two shifts and test all

manner of material, such as samples from each tire heat, from

each rail bloom, spring material, and in fact all of the metals and

even stones and cement which are used on a railway.

In addition to these men, who worked in a beautifully ap-

pointed laboratory equipped with all kinds of testing machines

—

many of them built at the shops—there were other men to the

number of about 20 making mechanical tests and inspection of

other materials at other places on the railway. This did not in-

clude the timber inspectors, who are practical rather than tech-

nical men. For a railway as short as the London & North West-

ern a test and inspection organization of some 60 men is a goodly

number, and indicates the great importance rightly attached by

the British to the most careful selection of materials entering

into railroad use. As a result instances of rail breakage, chipped

flanges of wheels, and failure of locomotive parts are conspicu-

ously rare.

Those railways that have instituted similar test and inspection

departments on a sufficiently large scale in the United States,

and have provided these departments with adequate facilities are

unquestionably upon the right track, and will render invaluable

service in improving the performance of our physical equipment

and structures.

THE AUTOMATIC FLAGMAN.

The audible and visual highway crossing signal shown in the

accompanying illustration is called the "automatic flagman." and
two of them are in use on an electric suburban line of the South-

ern Pacific in Berkeley, Cal.

The circular disk bearing the words "stop, lookout" is hollow,

and the 4-in. lens in its center, behind which is an electric light,

is red. A similar lens is fixed in the opposite side so that the

signal shows both ways. This disk is supported by two rocker

arms which have counter-weights below their center, and when
a train is approaching, the arms, with the disk, vibrate at the

rate of about 30 times a minute, the motion being imparted by
an electric motor which is run by a direct current of 220 volts,

at a maximum speed of 1,500 r. p. m. The motor imparts motion
to the rocker arms through a worm gear. Near the axis of the

machine will be seen another electric light of 16 c. p., which is

white; and there is a corresponding light on the farther side

of the post, not visible in the engraving. In series with the

lamps and the motor are resistance coils, the voltage of 220 be-

ing reduced from 550.

On the top of the box containing the motor is a 12-in. gong.
On the approach of a train the gong is started ringing and the

motor is put in motion by the closing of a contact on the trol-

ley wire which consists of a metallic brush placed just above
the wire so as to take current from the power conductor and
convey it to the relay which controls the apparatus. These
brushes are about 16 in. long. The current sent to the signal

on the approach of a car energizes a relay to close the bell cir-

cuit, and at the same time a connection is made to another

brush which de-energizes the signal after the car has passed

over the crossing. Afier making these connections the ener-

gizing circuit is itself immediately broken, so that there is never

any arc between the trolley wheel and the contact brush. On a

steam railway the signal would be started and stopped by the

usual means in use on such roads.

Over 50 of these signals are in use on the lines of the Pacific

Electric Railway in and near Los .\ngeles, and there are also

several on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Mr. Roome, super-

intendent of signals of the Pacific Electric Railway, in whose
shops the signals have been made, informs us that at a part of

the crossings on his lines the signals have to work 700 times a

A Moving Highway Crossing Signal.

day, and in some cases one of these signals has shown a record

of three months without a single failure.

The proprietor of this signal is the Automatic Flagman Com-
pany, Los Angeles, Cal.

British Demand for Cars.—One of the best indications of the

state of trade is to be found in the demand for freight cars and

at present it is an exceptionally strong one. Many builders are

fully booked up and cannot promise delivery of new cars within

six months. During the last three years prices have advanced

very considerably, and present quotations are $370 for ten-ton

cars and $414 for 12-ton cars, with side, end and bottom doors.

These prices are about $68 higher than those in force three years

ago, and are due to the increased costs of timber, iron, and

steel, and also the extra requirements under the latest regulations

of the railway clearing house, possibly the chief of which is that

there shall be brake handles on each side.

—

Manchester Guardian.



AGRICULTURAL PROMOTION WORK OF THE RAILWAYS.
Its Character and Importance Are Evident from Statistics

Which Have Been Gathered and Compiled by the Government.

Assistant Chief, Di>

By Frank Andrews,

Juction and Distribution, U. S. Department of Agriculturi

Improvement of agriculture is a matter of public importance in

a country like the United States, which depends for a large part

of its annual production of wealth on the product of the farm.

The large sums expended by the Federal and state governments

for agricultural experiments and for spreading abroad infor-

mation as to methods of farming are not to be regarded as con-

tributions for the relief of a needy class of people, but rather

for the further development of one of the most important in-

dustries of the nation. That these appropriations rest upon a

sound economic basis is indicated by the voluntary efforts that

are put forth for the development of agriculture by individuals

and corporations engaged in nonagricultural occupations.

MOTIVES OF R.MLROAD COMPANIES.

The most prominent of all classes of occupations which have

aided agriculture is that of transportation. The railroad com-

panies are now making, and for a number of years have made,

special efforts, apart from their strictly transportation business,

to promote agriculture. There have been at least two strong

motives for the railroad companies to do this. One motive has

been and is the large percentage of the revenue which is due

to the farm. During the year ending June 30, 1910, the revenue

from four classes of farm products, grain, hay, cotton, and live

stock, amounted to $97,000,000 on those roads for which reports

on this subject were made to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission; they operated more than one-half the mileage of the

United States, and carried about one-half of the total tonnage.

With the data for these companies as a basis, it is estimated that

10 per cent, of the total freight revenue of the railroads of the

country came from carrying grain, hay, cotton and live stock.

This percentage represents a little more than one-half of the

total farm produce carried by rail. If the other half, for w-hich

no revenue statistics are now available, yielded the same rate of

return, the total amount received by the railroads of the United

States during the year ending June 30. 1910, for carrying products

of the farm would equal 20 per cent, of the total freight revenue.

A second reason why railroad companies have been willing to

spend money to encourage agriculture has been the fact that they

had for sale large areas of land. The total area of public land

granted by acts of Congress for railroad purposes up to June 30,

1911, was 115,500,000 acres, which is equal to more than the total

land area of the seven Atlantic states from New York to Vir-

ginia, inclusive. One railroad was granted 33,300,000 acres.

Another company had received 19,100,000 acres up to that date.

More than 60 years have elapsed since the first grant, and dur-

ing that time railroad companies have been vitally interested in

increasing the number of farmers on the lands along their lines.

One of the first departments organized in some of the western

railroad companies was the land department, which had charge

of selling the company's lands to individuals.

While a large area is still owned by railroad companies west

of the Mississippi, it is not advertised as farming land to a great

extent, at least not nearly so much as the same companies through

their immigration departments advertise farming lands, owned

by others, and offered for sale, in the regions traversed by the

railroad. The efforts of the railroads to settle their respective

territory are now directed chiefly to lands other than those owned

by the railroad companies. However, some railroad agricultural

land is still on the market, and the sales mentioned below may in-

clude some new farms.

One railroad company reported for the year ending June 30,

1909, the sale of 184.069 acres at an average price of $2.17 an

•Abstracted from Bulletin No. 100 of the Bureau of Statistics, United
States Department of Agriculture.

acre. Another company for the same year reported the sale of
349,961 acres. Still another reported for that year 80,464 acres

at an average price of $3.75 an acre. All three of these companies
had considerable areas still unsold, a large part of which is re-

ported as not suited to farming.

Another important source of supply of farm land to which new
settlers were invited was the land subject to "homestead entry,"

the undeveloped lands offered by the United States to persons

who would take them as homes. Up to June 30, 1911, the con-

ditions of entry had been fulfilled and final title received to

123,500,000 acres, which had been granted under the homestead
act during the 43 years since it was passed. The area to which
title was acquired during the year ending June 30, 1911, amounted
to 7,700,000 acres.

From soliciting agricultural settlers it is a natural sequence

to offer them advice and co-operation ; and in some railroad com-
panies the agricultural education department and the immigration

department are united. The educational work, however, is newer,

having come into vogue largely within the past decade.

On account of the great extent of the agricultural promotion
work of the railroads in soliciting new settlers and in en-

couraging the use of better farming methods, the influence of rail-

road companies plays an important part in the present-day move-
ment for better farming. The work is carried on, the companies

themselves assert, as a business proposition. The more fanners

along a road the more the tonnage ; their products are to be

hauled away and their supplies brought to them. Freight traffic

is increased through better methods of agriculture. Passenger

traflSc also derives a benefit from increases in population.

Most of the lines of work undertaken by railroad companies

for the promotion of agriculture may be divided into two gen-

eral classes. The first of these classes consists of efforts to in-

crease the number of farmers in the regions along the railroads

concerned ; while the second class of work may be called educa-

tional and looks to an increase in the production of farms al-

ready established.

One or both of these two kinds of work are usually under-

taken by any railroad company making special efforts to promote

agriculture, and for this reason these two classes of activities are

the only ones considered in Tables 1 to 4. Such projects as those

relating to the increase of available farm lands, the supply of

farm labor, and the establishment or improvement of markets

and marketing systems are offered by railroads, which also en-

gage either in "immigration" or agricultural education work, or

in both. Hence a list of companies engaged in these minor ac-

tivities would contain no companies in addition to the ones rep-

resented in the tables just mentioned.

EXTENT OF AGRICULTURAL PROMOTION WORK.

A satisfactory way to measure the relative extent of the agri-

cultural promotion work of different railroads is in many cases

hard, if not impracticable, to determine. The agricultural m-
struction trains of one railroad may reach more persons than

do those of a second railroad, but the experimental plots of the

second may outnumber the plots of the first company, and jO on

through the list of agricultural promotion projects. A common
measure for all kinds of projects is not practicable. When two

or more railroad companies have active agricultural departments,

each engaged in a variety of projects, it is hard, if not impossible,

to determine which company is making the greatest efforts.

In want of a more satisfactory way to compare the relative

importance of efforts or results of various railroads, the bases

used in tables 1 to 4, inclusive, were taken.
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In Table 1 the mileage operated by all railroads is compared

with that operated by those making any special efforts at all in

either of the two chief lines of work covered by the table. On
this basis the road doing much work counts just as much, in

proportion to mileage, as the road doing very little agricultural

promotion work.

The importance of this apparent defect in the table is lessened

by the fact that each territorial division, shown in Table i, in-

cludes some roads that are doing much work and some that are

doing but little. Hence, for purposes of a rough comparison, it

may be assumed that each territorial group represented in the

table has about the same proportion of roads that are doing much

and of roads that are doing little in their organized efforts to

improve farming.

The same assumption may be made in comparing one geo-

graphic division of states with another, in Tables 2, 3 and 4.

Taken at their least significance, these four tables show to what

extent a beginning, if nothing more, has been made in some line

of railroad agricultural promotion work.

More than three-fourths of the mileage of the railroads in the

United States is operated by companies which, in the year ending

June 30, 1912, were making organized efforts to promote agri-

culture. The companies working to secure new agricultural set-

tlers along their lines operated nearly 62 per cent, of the railroad

mileage of the country, while those companies which engaged in

promoting agricultural education operated about 70 per cent. In

Table 1.

—

Mileage Operated by Railroads Making Organized Efforts

TO Promote AoRicnLTUHE.'

Total
miles op-
erated.

MQes operated by railroads makiiig oi^arueed ettons to-

Group..
Increase the Dum-
ber of [anneis.

Promote agricul-
tural educatiOD

Increase the num-
ber of fanners or
promote agricul-
toral education.

Kilas.
Percent
of total.

Miles
Per cent
ol total.

Uiles.
Percent
of total.

8,2«
2<.521
28,634
15,221
30,076
62,379
14,099
34,653
19,405
24,774

5.655
1.733
6,997
10,74«
23,664
32.080
12,625
29,403
14,067
17,634

68.6
7.1

26,3
70.6
78.7

8&S
84.8
72 5

71.2

6,906
16,917
15.490
10.965
22,857
30.398
U,466
30,440
11,615
17,072

83.8
69.1

68 2
72.0
76.0
680
8L3
87.8
69.9
68.9

6,906
16.947
15.490
10,965
23,838
41.672
12.525
30.805
14,766
17.634

83. S

n ;;;::.: 69.1
68.2
72.0
79.3

^.
Vtt.

79.4
8S.8
88,9
76. J

X... 7X.3

249.992 154,504 61 8 174. IS6 69.7 191.448

.^,„ „^ ,
i statistics of Railways In the United

Statea FiKuies i^er to June 30, 1910, and tailroada are classified acoordine to the agricultoial proniotlQn

work that T . - ^- • .- . ^^— T ^ <.„

1 Compiled from reports of the Interstate Commerce Commissio-- ^" s i^er to June 30. 1910, and railroads are dassifie

reported to be in progress in the year ending June 30. 1912.

Spite of the thorough inquiry made in preparing this bulletin,

data for some railroads may have been omitted from the totals

upon which these percentages were computed. The inclusion of

such data would, of course, increase the figures upon which the

percentages depend, but it is not at all probable that any mate-

rial increases would be made in the percentages as given above

and in Table 1.

To compare one part of the United States with another, as to

the mileage operated, the territorial groups as defined by the

Interstate Commerce Commission have been taken as a basis.

It will be noted in Table I that in Group III 58.2 per cent,

of the total mileage of railroads was operated by companies en-

gaged in some form of agricultural promotion, while in Group

VIII the percentage was 88.9. Between these two extremes are

the percentages for each of the other eight groups.

Educational work was conducted in practically all parts of the

United States, more than one-half of the mileage of each terri-

torial group was operated by companies making special efforts

to introduce better methods in farming. The smallest percentage

of mileage involved in agricultural education was in Group III.

including the region extending from western New York and

Pennsylvania to the eastern boundary of Illinois, and from the

Ohio river to the Straits of Mackinac. But even in this region

the railroads engaged in agricultural education operated more

than 15,000 miles of line, or over 58 per cent, of the total mileage

for that territorial group. The highest percentage in this com-

parison is for Group VIII, which comprises Kansas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, and parts of Missouri and Colorado.

For "immigration" work, consisting in efforts to bring more
farmers into territory served by the roads doing the work, the

percentages of mileage ranged from 7 to 89 per cent. The low
figure refers to Group II, including nearly all the area of the

Middle Atlantic states from New York to Maryland, inclusive;

while the highest percentage applies to Group VII, which consists

of Nebraska, Wyoming, Montana, and parts of the Dakotas.

The figures for mileage, as will be noted in note 1, Table 1,

refer to June 30, 1910, while the classification of railroads in that

table depends upon promotion work that was reported to be in

progress in the 12 months ending June 30, 1912. As the mileage

is subject to relatively slight changes from year to year, the data

in this table may be taken to refer to conditions existing in

1911-12.

TOTAL LAND ARE.\ AFFECTED.

An attempt to measure the extent of railroad promotion work
in agriculture is made also in Tables 2, 3 and 4. In these tables

statistics for individual counties form the basis. A county

through which runs a railroad engaged in organized efforts for

agricultural promotion may be regarded for the purpose of this

comparison as subject to the influence of such efforts. In many
such countries, two, three or more railroads were engaged in

the work under discussion. In some instances, more especially

those of agricultural settlement work, the efforts of the railroads

were not directed to all counties along their respective lines.

For instance, a railroad extending 1,000 miles or more might con-

fine its efforts for agricultural settlement to newer localities, pay-

ing but little attention to the older and more established farming

sections, where farm values are high.

In some geographic divisions, notably west of the Missouri

river and in the South Central states, the settlement, or "immi-

gration" work, extended into most all the counties reached by the

railroads which were doing such work. In the North Atlantic di-

vision, the North Central east of the Mississippi river, and. as

has been noted, in a considerable part of the North Central

division west of the Mississippi river, only certain sections are

subject to the efforts to increase the farming population. But

it is also to be noted that the "immigration" efforts of railroads

are being rapidly extended to include many of the older agri-

cultural regions. A large part of the New England states and

of New York, parts of Maryland, and a large number of counties

in Michigan are advertised by railroads and by organizations

aided by railroads, for the purpose of bringing in more farmers.

With agricultural education work, on the other hand, the ac-

tivity of a road is apt to even be more generally distributed and to

include practically every county on the line.

The 155,000 miles operated by companies making organized

efforts to bring more farmers to their territory are located in

counties whose land area is 1,585.000 acres, or 83 per cent, of the

total land area of continental United States, and the 174,000 miles

concerned in the promotion of agricultural education serve coun-

ties whose total land area equals 1,643,000,000 acres, or 86 per

cent, of the total.

Railroads engaged in any systematic agricultural promotion

work operated 191,000 miles and entered counties whose land

area was 1,697,000 acres, or 89 per cent, of the land area of the

entire country (excluding Alaska and the island possessions).

Details for the geographic divisions appear in Table 2.

Lines of work not belonging strictly to either of these prin-

cipal classes include, among other things, efforts to increase the

area of farm land, to assist in supplying farm laborers, and to

establish markets. Railroads undertaking one or more of these

minor branches of development work are also generally engaged

in soliciting new settlers, in agricultural education, or in both.

Complete information of the development work of all railroads

represented in Tables 1 to 4, inclusive, is not available, so it is

not possible to show the extent of each minor phase or sub-

division of the movement. The data for the two general
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classes, soliciting settlers and promoting education, however,

show approximately the extent of the work.

AREA OF FARMS.

The fraction of agricultural land subject to the influence of

the railroad promotion work is indicated in Table 3. Of the

879,000,000 acres in all farms, 738,000,000 acres, or 84 per cent.,

was in counties having railroads engaged in soliciting agri-

cultural settlers, while the farm area in counties subject to the

agricultural education work of railroads was somewhat greater,

being nearly 801,000,000 acres, or over 91 per cent, of the total.

The figures refer to 1910, while the counties are classified ac-

Table -Total Land Asea in Counties Containing Railroads Engaged
IN Organized Efforts to Promote Agriculture.^

Total land
area.

Counties in which were located railroads engaged in organised
efforts to—

Q«oenphlc division.'

Increase the number
of farmers.

Promote agricultural
Increase the number

of fanners or pro-
mote agricultural
education.

Land area.
Per

cent of

total.

Land area.
Per

cent of

total.

Land area. ce^nfo,
totaL

North Atlantic
South Atlantic
North Central;

East ol Missis-,

sippi River...;.
West ot Missis-
sippi River

Sooth Central:
East ol Missis-
sippi River

West of Missis-
sippi River

Rocky Mountain

103,6«4,'64O

172,206,440

157,160,960

326,914,560

114,885,760

275,037,440
549,840,000
203,.580,800

ACTU.
65,827,200
142,821,760

101,799,040

307,303,746

103,104,640

231,653,120
459,297,280
173,210,240

rcra.
63.5
82.9

64.8

94.0

89.7

84.2
83.5
85.1

Amt.
101,061,760
159,847,040

138,4S,S40

290,467,840

100,571,520

233,021,4(0
446, 149, 120

173,210,240

Pna.
97.5
02.8

88.1

88.9

87.5

84.7
8L1
85.1

Acta.
101,061,760
159,984,640

148,799,360

309,048,480

103,104,640

236,791,680
465,020,160
173,210,240

fa a.
97.5
92.9

94.7

94.S

89.7

86.1
84.6

United States.-. 1,903,289,600 1,585,017,026 83.3 1,642,812,800 86.3 1,697,020,960 89-2

3 based upon the c

cording to the railroad's agricultural promotion that was be-

ing carried on in the year ending June 30, 1912. The changes

in acreage from 1910 to 1912, it may be safely assumed, were
not enough to change materially the figures in Table 3, so that

the data may be taken to refer practically to the year ending

June 30, 1912. The same is true of Tables 2 and 4.

By geographic divisions, the highest percentage of farm land

subject to railroad settlement schemes was in the North Cen-

tral states lying west of the Mississippi river. In this division

more than 97 per cent, of the total farm acreage lay in coun-

Table 3.

—

Area of Farms in Counties Containing Railroads Engaged
in Organized Efforts to Promote Agriculture.^

Total area
of farms.

Cotmtta In which wei« located ranmads engaged in organized
efforts to—

Qeogivphlc division.
Incnase the number

of fanners.
Promote agricultu-

ral education.

Increase the number
of farmers or pro-
mote agrlculttirat
education.

Area of

farms.

Per
c»ni of

total.

Area of
farms.

Per
cen'of
totaL

Area of
farms.

Per
cent of
totaL

Anti.
62.9C15.987

103.782,275

117,929,149

232,649,121

81,520,629

169.149.976
.19.533.420

51.328.780

Atia,
41.517.SZ1
84,619,851

09,245,964

226,340,025

72,198,223

141.9«.230
54. GIG. 090
47.413.824

Pa a.
66.0
SL5

58.7

07.3

83.6

83.9
91.7
92.4

61.«65.'514

97,991,026

109,056,645

215,740,976

70,094,»I9

143,553.769
55.100.201

i>crcl.

97.6
94.4

92.5

92.7

86.7

84.9
92.6
92.4

61.3r.5,514

9,«. 084: 63-1

112,63.5.972

227,021,608

72,198.223

145.038.283
55.8I«.391
37.912. 786

fa a.
97.6
94. S

95.5

97.6

88.6

86.1
93.8
73.9

Nonh Central:
East of MisdssippI
River... . .

W«t of Mississippi
River

South Central:
East of Mississippi

West of Uississippi
River

Rocky Mountain

United States.. 878 798.345 737.896.087 84. SIX). 916,8M 9L1 bl0.ra.4ol 92.3

southeastern parts of this division, for instance, in Iowa. A
highly developed, thickly settled farming region is not usually

taken as the object of "immigration" or "colonization" move-
ments. The next geographic division in order of importance

in the railroad settlement work is composed of the three states

on the Pacific coast, where 92 per cent, of the farm land was
reached by railroads engaged in this work; and next in order

came the Rocky mountain states, where the percentage was
nearly 92. The least percentage reported for any geographic

division was for the North Central states east of the Missis-

sippi river, and even here nearly three-fifths of the farm land

was in counties served by railroads engaged in promoting

agricultural settlement.

The area of farm land subject to the agricultural education

work of railroads ranged from about 98 per cent, in the North
Atlantic division to nearly 85 per cent, in the South Central

division west of the Mississippi river. In the South Central

division east of the Mississippi river the percentage was nearly

87, and in the remaining five divisions the percentage for each

exceeded 92.

Of the entire area of farm land in continental United States,

811,000,000 acres, or 92 per cent., was in counties served by

railroads which were engaged in some form of organized

agricultural promotion, according to Table 3.

NUMBER OF FARMS AFFECTED.

The extent of the agricultural promotion efforts of railroads

is illustrated further by the percentage of the number of farms

in the counties having railroads engaged in this work. This

is shown in Table 4. Comparing this table with Table 3,

Table 4.

—

Number of Farms in Counties Containing Railroads Engaged

IN Organized Efforts to Promote Agriculture,^

Total
number ot

brms.

Cotmties in which were located railroads engaged in orgaik-
tied efforts to—

Qeograpblc division.
Increase the num-
ber of farmers.

Promote agricul-

tural education.

Increase the ntimber
of farmers or pro
mote agricultural
education.

Number of

farms.

Per
center
total.

Number of
farms.

Per
cent of
totaL

Number of
farms.

Per
cent of
totaL

667, 181
1,111,881

1,123,489
1,109.948

1,042,480
»»,1S6
183,446
189,891

422.788
921,626

650. 41«
1,087,096

936,914
899,460
165,075
179,499

64.3
83.2

57.9
97.9

89.9
95.4
90.0
94.5

638.469
1,059,571

1,041,905
1.0X),426

920,360
806,349
165,556
179,499

97.2
95.3

93.0
94.6

83.3
94.9
90.2
94.5

638.470
1.060,659

1.074,587
1.090,336

936,914
907.801
168.681
179.499

South Atlantlo
North Central:

Esstol MissiBlppl River.

.

West of Mtsta^pl River.
South Central;

East of MISBhslppt River.

.

West of Mississippi River.

95.4

85.5
93.2

89.9
96.2

United States 6,36L502 5,265,874 S2.8 5,954,135 93.6 6,056,947 95.2

ties reached by railroads engaged in this work. It should be

understood, however, that these railroads were apparently not

making much, if any, effort to induce people to migrate to the

more highly developed farming sections in the eastern and

I The figures hi this table are hosed upon the c

the raiiiDad's agricultural promotion work that w
1912.

showing the area of farms, the greatest variation in per-

centages applying to a geographic division is for the South

Central states west of the Mississippi river.

The percentage, in this division, of individual farms in coun-

ties containing railroads making organized efforts to increase

the number of farms, was 95, while the corresponding per-

centage of area was only about 84 per cent. This shows that

the work was most extensive where farms were most nu-

merous ; only 5 per cent, of the individual farms lay outside

of the counties having this class of railroads, while 16 per

cent, of the total farm area was in counties not reported to be

subject to such work in this geographic division. A similar

contrast exists in regard to the same division for counties

sharing in the educational work of railroads. Here 5 per cent,

of the individual farms were reported to be in counties not

reached by these educational efforts. These counties contained

15 per cent, of the total farm area,

The entire number of farms in counties subject to the agri-

cultural promotion work of railroads was over 6,000,000, or

95 per cent, of the total. In other words, only 5 per cent, of

the individual farms of this country in 1911-12 were not lo-
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cated, at least nominally, within reach of the immigration or

educational efforts of railroad companies in behalf of agri-

culture.

An attempt has been made to secure as complete a list as

practicable of all railroad companies engaged in special efforts

to promote agriculture, in the year ending June 30. 1912.

Through personal inquiry and correspondence, a list of 152

has been compiled. A number of letters making inquiries as

to agricultural promotion work were not answered, but in

most of these cases it is believed that no agricultural pro-

motion work was done by the railroad companies to which

the letters were addressed.

GAS-ELECTRIC CARS FOR THE MISSOURI
OKLAHOMA & GULF.

The Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf has adopted the "Dracar" as

the type of gas-electric car to be used on its lines. This car is

designed and supplied by the Drake Railway Automotrice Com-

pany of Chicago and Paris, and is the prototype of that built

by the French Westinghousc Company in Europe. This is the

first installation of this car in the United States, and while the

general principle of the system is the same as that used by the

General Electric Company, there are numerous differences in

the details of construction. There are SO to 100 of these cars

in service in Europe. Their operation on the Arad Csanad Rail-

way in Hungary, on which they have been in service for 7 years,

was compared with steam cars operating on the same road in a

paper on Self Propelled Cars, presented before the recent con-

vention of the American Electric Railway Engineering .Associa-

tion. The followirg table is taken from that paper

:

Cost of Operation on .\rad Csanad Railway (Cents per Car Milei.

>J S OT [I, ij S S° u.S OS (- H
1905 192.000 2.18 2.34 0.38 0.74- 0.06 1.70 4.30 11.70

1906 670,000 2.50 2.86 0.80 0.32 O.IC l.?4 4.44 12.76

1907 895.000 2.86 3.38 0.64 0.36 0.16 2.32 4.68 14.40

1908 920.000 3.26 4.00 0.54 0.78 0.14 2.50 4.90 15.52

1909 881,000 3.26 3.26 0.54 0.76 0.20 2.78 5.70 16.50

Steam Trains for Comparison with Above.

1906 244.000 7.40 7.32 0.56 0.88 0.92 4.10 4.40 25.58
1907 308,000 7.20 10.66 0.58 0.80 1.16 4.60 4.68 29.68
1908 262.000 7.70 9.72 0.68 0.76 2.20 5.12 4.90 30.98
1909 307,000 8.08 10.04 0.40 0.76 1.72 5.20 5.70 31.90

The Dracar may be handled from both ends. Although the

engine is located at one end, both ends are equipped with the

necessary controlling apparatus for the engine itself as well as

the motors, air brakes, etc. This feature has been found en-

tirely practical in Europe, and on some roads the engine has been

located in a separate compartment in the middle of the car.

This makes possible its use on branch lines which have no turn-

tables or wves at their terminals.

Interior of Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf 56-ft. "Dracar."

At present there are two Dracars in service on the Missouri,

Oklahoma & Gulf, and these are to run between Muskogee,

Okla., and Henryetta, a distance of 50 miles. Four more have

been ordered. The portion of Oklahoma through which this

line runs is good fanning land, but is sparsely settled, and this

system of transportation has been adopted to provide a more

frequent local service. While the cars in the present instance

are not built for trailer service they will handle one light trailer.

Combination Gasoline-Electric "Dracar" for the IVIissouri, Oklahoma & Gulf.
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They are divided into compartments for the engine-generator

set, which extends across the car so as to occupy less space,

baggage, colored and first class passengers. The carrying ca-

pacity is 14 colored and 30 first-class passengers. The seats are

individual reversible chairs, upholstered in plush, and the spac-

ing for both the seats and the aisle has been made liberal to

provide for the passengers' comfort. Each passenger compart-

ment is provided with a toilet room. The interior finish is in

mahogany, dull finished. The partition separating the classes

Driving Truck with Two 60 H. P. Motors.

to comply with the state law has a swing door and may be re-

moved at will. Continuous package racks are also provided. The

car is lighted by 30-volt metal filament lamps, fed from a stor-

age battery, but the headlights are of the electric-arc type.

The engine is rated at 90 h. p. at 950 revolutions. There are

6 cylinders, about 5.5 in. x 6.3 in., which are cast in pairs. The
engine is connected by flexible couplirg to a 55 kilowatt, 500-600

volt, interpole generator. A special steel base combines both

units, by which means the group is attached to the floor and
the underframe of the car. The engine room requires but 7 ft.

3 in. of the car's length, ample room being afforded for the con-

troller, air brake valves, emergency hand brakes, etc. The
cylinder water cooling system is placed on the roof of the car

and circulation is secured by a geared pump. In winter the hot

cylinder water is used for car heating. A Peter Smith heater is

placed in the baggage room and is connected to both the car

heating system and the engine radiator, so that the car may be
kept warm and the water from freezing when the car is stand-

ing in yards or at stations and rot under power. The gasoline

supply is carried in two 30 gallon steel tanks and is fed by
gravity to the engine. As the car consumes only one quart of

gasoline per mile of straight level track, the storage capacity is

ample for more than a day's run. The motors are the Westing-
house No. 305 interpole type, geared for a maximum car speed

of 35 m. p. h. As the ruling grades on the Missouri, Oklahoma
& Gulf do not exceed one-half per cent, it is expected that the

average consumption of gasoline per revenue car mile will be
one gallon for each four miles run. The St. Louis Car Com-
pany built the car bodies and trucks from designs of the Drake
Railway Automotrice Company.

.'\uTOM0BiLE Service in the Feder.\ted M.\l.\y St.\tes.—The
Federated Malay States Railways now operate, in addition to

their regular train service, an automobile service for passengers,

mail and parcels between Klang and Kuala Selangor, 28 miles,

and between Kuala Kuba and Kuala Lipis, about 80 miles.

While this service, considered alone, has never paid its way,
the loss in 1911 having been $30,605. it has undoubtedly had the

effect of increasing the earnings of the system on the whole and
has contributed much toward opening up sections remote from
the railway. In 1910, 45 automobiles were in operation, includ-

ing si-x motor trucks.

Power Group for Drake Gas-Electric Passenger Car.



MAIL CARRYING RAILWAYS UNDERPAID.'
statement by Committee on Railway Mail Pay Siiows

That Compensation Does Not Equal Operating Expenses.

The Committee on Railway Mail Pay, representing railways

whose lines include 92 per cent, of the aggregate length of all

railway mail routes in the United States, believes that the pay-

ments to the railways for the services and facilities furnished

by them to the post office department are, and for a long time

have been, unjustly low. This pamphlet contains a concise state-

ment of the facts which prove that this belief is warranted and,

incidentally, a refutation of the estimates made by the Post-

master-General, and reported to the Congress (House Document

No. 105, Sixty-second Congress, first session), which led him to

conclude that the basis of payment could now properly be changed

so as to accomplish a present reduction of about 20 per cent. It

will be shown that although the insufficient data and the er-

roneous methods employed by the postmaster-general resulted in

his making estimates of cost to the railways that are far below

the real cost, his own figures and calculations, when properly

analyzed and supplemented, demonstrate that the mail service

has not been fairly remunerative to the railways.

Congress has provided for a vast and incalculable extension

of mail traffic by creating a "parcels post." to be inaugurated on

January 1, 1913, which, by opening the mails to many articles not

previously accepted at the post-ofiices and by materially reducing

the rates on mailed merchandise, is expected enormously to in-

crease the volume of the shipments which it covers. If the

former practice of the Department is followed, no new contracts

will be made until after the next quadrennial weighings in each

of the four weighing sections, so that the position of the Govern-

ment amounts to an assertion that the whole added volume of

the parcels post mails will have to be carried without any com-

pensation by the railways of New England for four years and

six months (these railways are in the first weighing section, but

the weighing for the adjustment to be made on July 1, 1913, has

begun and will be completed before the parcels post is inaugu-

rated), by those of the second weighing section for three years

and six months, by those of the third weighing section for two

years and six months, by those of the fourth weighing section for

one year and six months, and by those of the first weighing sec-

tion, not located in New England, for six months. No presen-

tation of the injustice of the mail pay received in former years

suggests even the approximate extent of the losses which the

railways will thus incur in the next four and one-half years, un-

less readjustments are promptly made on account of the Par-

cels Post.

The postmaster-general assumed in his estimates heretofore

mentioned that the railways would be properly compensated if

they received a sum equal to the operating expenses and taxes

attributable to the carriage of the mails plus 6 per cent, of the

sum of those expenses and taxes. The calculation by which he

obtained the sum which he assumed would have been proper

compensation for the single month covered by his investigation

was as follows:

His estimate of operating expenses and taxes on
account of mail service (Document No. 105,
p. 280) for one month $2,676,503.75

Six per cent, of above 160,590.22

Total, assumed to represent just compensation
for one month $2,837,093.97

The railwaj's having been paid, for the month selected,

$770,679.16 in excess of the sum resulting from the above calcu-

lation, the postmaster-general assumed that this excess over ex-

penses and taxes plus six per cent, constituted excessive profit

for that month. He multiplied this assumed excess by twelve

to get his estimate of annual excess and stated the result, in

round figures, as "about $9,000,000."

•Abstracted from a statement by the Committee on Railway Mail Pay.

The mere statement of this method discloses the fact that it

makes no allowance for any return upon the fair value of the

railway property employed in the service of the public. Every-

one recognizes that a railway is entitled to at least a reasonable

return upon the value of its property devoted to the public serv-

ice. The postmaster-general ignored this universally accepted

principle and adopted a theory which, if applied to the general

business of the companies, would render substantially every mile

of railway in the United States immediately and hopelessly

bankrupt. The recently published report of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission on the railway statistics of the year that ended
with June 30, 1910, contains data by which this statement is

easily demonstrated, as follows

:

Operating expenses of all United States railways,
for the year $1,822,630,433

Taxes of all United States railways, for the year 103,795,701

Total $1,926,426,134
Six per cent, of above total 115,585,568

Total gross receipts permitted by postmaster-
general's plan $2,042,011,702

But if this plan had been in force, the railways would have

had, for interest on mortgage bonds, a reasonable surplus as a

margin of safety, dividends on stocks, unprofitable but necessary

permanent improvements,* rents of leased properties, etc., etc.,

only the six per cent, or $115,585,568. This figure may be com-

pared with the following, among others

:

Interest obligations (on funded debt only) of all

United States railways, for the same year $370,092,222
Rentals of leased properties, all United States

railways, for the same year $133,881,409

Plainly, the postmaster-general's proposal is equivalent to an

assertion that the railways would make a fair profit if they were

enabled to collect the sum of $115,585,568 in addition to their

operating expenses and taxes, but the figures given by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission show that this would be less than

one-third of the sum necessary to meet interest charges which

must be paid in order to prevent foreclosures of mortgages and,

if bond interest could be ignored, is much less that the rentals

that must be paid if the existing systems are not to be broken up.

And, of course, it would allow nothing whatever for legitimate

demands upon income for dividends, permanent improvements

or surplus. Such a theory is not a theory of compensation—it is

a theory of oppression and of destruction.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that the railway mail

pay at present is insufficient to pay even its proper share of op-

erating cost and taxes and does not produce any return upon

the property. Reports submitted to the postmaster-general by

railways operating 2.411 mail routes, with a total length of 178,710

miles, showed that their gross receipts, per car-foot milet, from

services rendered on passenger trains during November, 1909,

were as follows

:

From mail 3.23 mills

From other services 4.35 mills

Thus it appears that the space on passenger trains required fc"

the mails is proportionately less than three-quarters as productive

as that devoted to passengers, express, milk, excess baggage, etc.,

*The necessity for providing, out of income, for some kinds of improve-

ments is commonly admitted. The public constantly demands greater

comfort and convenience which can be supplied only by improvements in

property and equipment that bring in no additional income. A present

example in the mail service, itself, is the great expense which the railways

are now undergoing in substituting steel mail cars for those formerly in

use. The old cars, which thus become a total loss, were fully uP to the

most advanced standards of construction when built and they could con-

tinue for a long time to serve the purposes of the service except for the

public demand for stronger cars.

t \ car-foot mile is a unit equal to moving one foot in car length (re-

gardless of width or height) one mile. Thus to move a car sixty feet long

one mile results in sixty car-foot miles; to move the same car three nuies

results in 180 car-foot miles, etc.
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etc. As it is the general belief of railway managers, whose con-

clusion in this respect has rarely if ever been challenged, that the

passenger train services, as a whole, do not produce revenues

sufficient to meet their fair proportion of the operating costs

and the necessary return upon investment, and therefore are not

reasonably compensatory, it is evident that the mail service, the

pay for which is more than 25 per cent, below the average for

the other services rendered on the same trains, must bring in

much less than reasonable compensation.

No merely statistical comparison can, however, reveal the

whole story, for the railways are required to furnish many inci-

dental facilities and to perform many additional services for the

Post Office Department, which render the mail service excep-

tionally arduous and costly. These extra services include calling

for and delivering mails at a large proportion of the post offices

located at railway towns; supplying rooms, with light, heat and

water, in railway stations for the use of the mail clerks
;
placing

cars, duly lighted and heated, on station tracks for advance dis-

tribution, often many hours before the departure of trains ; carry-

ing officers and agents of the post office department as passengers

but without compensation to the extent of more than 50,000,000

passenger miles annually (this being, of course, in addition to

the railway mail clerks on duty), etc., etc. No one can examine

this appendix and not be convinced that the mail service is the

most exacting among all those rendered by American railways.

In accordance with the request of the postmaster-general, the

railways estimated the cost of conducting the mail service and

reported the results to the postmaster-general. After first

charging to each service the expenses wholly due to it they

apportioned the common expenses between the passenger and

freight services, following (with inconsequential exceptions) the

method most generally employed for that purpose, namely the

apportionment of these expenses in the proportions of the rev-

enue train mileage of each service. Having estimated, in this

way, the operating expenses attributable to passenger trains, the

railways assigned to the mails the portion of this aggregate in-

dicated by the proportion of the total passenger train space re-

quired for the mails. Using this method, 186 railways, operating

2,370 mail routes, with a total length of 176,716 miles, ascertained

and reported that for November, 1909, the operating expenses

(not including taxes), for conducting the mail service were

$4,009,184. The postmaster-general states that all the railways

represented in the foregoing, and enough others to increase the

mileage represented to 194,978 miles, were paid for the same
month only $3,607,773.13. It thus appears that the pay was far

below the operating expenses, without making any allowance for

taxes or for a return upon the fair value of the property

employed.

The postmaster-general, by his method of apportionment ar-

rived at a cost of $2,676,503.75, but this must be increased (as

will be shown below, on account of his erroneous apportionment

of car space) by $800,802.00. And also on account of his refusal

to assign expenses directly incurred in the mail service, $401,126.*

Total, according to the postmaster-general's method of apportion-

ing Losts between passenger and freight traffic, $3,878,431.75.

Thus even the postmaster-general's method. of apportioning costs

between freight and passenger traffic produces an operating cost

in excess of the total pay received by the railways, leaving noth-

ing whatever for return upon the fair value of the property or

necessary but non-income producing improvements.

There is no allowance, in any of these estimates of cost, for

the large volume of free transportation supplied to officers and
agents of the Post Office Department, when not in charge of

mail, although this amounts to over 50,000.0(X) passenger miles

annually and, at the low average rate of two cents per mile,

would cost the Post Office more than $1,000,000 per year.

•There may be some duplication in this item, but to eliminate it would
require an elaborate computation which, in view of the broad margin of
expenses oyer receipts, is wholly superfluous. Whatever duplication exists
must be small in comparison with this margin'.

Moreover, all the figures here discussed are for the month of

November, a month which, because of the abnormally, low ratio

of passenger traffic to freight traffic, substantially understates

the cost of the passenger train service, when figures derived from
it are applied to an entire year.

Reference will now be made to the methods and controlling

effect of the postmaster-general's apportionment of passenger
train space between the mails and the other services rendered on
passenger trains. Having obtained certain estimates of the cost

of the passenger train services, considered together, by methods
producing the lowest results, the next step was to apportion a
part of this cost to the mail service. The accepted method for

such an apportionment is to distribute the total cost in propor-
tion to the train space required by each of the respective services.

The postmaster-general obtained from the railways statements

which he might have used in applying this method, and these

statements showed that 9.32 per cent, of the total space in pas-

senger trains was required by the mails, but, instead of using the

data showing this fact, he substituted figures of his own which
reduced the space credited to the mail service to 7.16 per cent
of the total. The total of passenger train costs which the post-

master-general estimated should be apportioned among passen-

gers, express and mail, on the basis of space occupied, was $37,-

074,172.* He therefore assigned to the mail service 7.16 per

cent, of the last-named sum or $2,654,510.69. If, however, he had
used the proportion of space, 9.32 per cent., resulting from the

reports he had obtained from the railways, the amount appor-
tioned as cost of the mail service for the month would have been
$800,802 greater. Multiplying this by twelve gives an increase in

the estimated annual cost of over $9,600,000.

Thus the postmaster-general understated the annual mail ex-

penses and taxes of the railways by at least $9,600,000, and he
ignored entirely the necessary return on the value of railroad

property.

This examination of his methods shows that the determination

of space was of primary and controlling importance and that the
changes in space allotment have destroyed the value of his deduc-
tions. These changes were due to his refusal to assign to the

mail service the working space and temporarily unoccupied space

on trains, which were necessary to the mail service and to his

actually assigning much of this space to the passenger service

rendered on the same trains. These modifications of the data

correctly reported, not susceptible of justification upon any sound
transportation principle, were carried so far that the tabulations

of the post office department, which are stated for railway mail

routes having a total length of 194,977.55 milest show only 926,-

164,459 "car-foot miles" made in the mail service, although cer-

tain railways, included therein, and having railway mail routes

aggregating only 178.709.96 miles, had correctly reported mail

space equivalent to 1,153,110,245 "car-foot miles." Thus, although

the department's figures cover 8.3 per cent, more mileage, its re-

ductions of space resulted in assigning to this greater mileage

about one-quarter (24.5 per cent.) less mail space. At the same
time the department actually increased the space assigned to the

other passenger train services, its figures showing 12.014,065,506

car-foot miles in these services for 194,977.55 miles of mail routes

which must be compared with 11,222,478,739 car-foot miles re-

ported by the railways for 178,709.96 mail-route miles.

As a part of the investigation reported in Document No. 105

the postmaster-general obtained from the railways statements

showing the amounts expended by them for the station and
terminal services required by his department and the amount of

free transportation furnished on his requisition for officers and
agents of the postal service when not in charge of mail. These

*This is the sum which was apportioned by the postmaster-general on the
basis of train space occupied. He estimated $40,121,294.83 (Document No.
105. page 2S0) as the total operating expenses and taxes of the passenger
train services for the month. Of this total $21,993.06 was charged directly
to the mails and $3,025,129.77 directly to the other passenger train services,
leaving the sum stated in the text to be apportioned on the space basis.

t Document No. 105. p. 53.
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data were not used and, as no adequate allowance was made in

any other way for these expenses, the omission unjustly reduced

the estimates of the cost to the railways of their postal services.

The postmaster-general's explanation of this omission implies

that it was partially offset by the assignment as cost of mail

service of its proportion, on the space basis, of all the station and
terminal expenses of the passenger train services; but these spe-

cial mail expenses are disproportionately hea\-j- and the amount
so assigned was far too low. The expenses for station and term-

inal services especially incurred for the mails, during November,

1909, and reported to the postmaster-general, for 92 per cent, of

the mileage covered by Document No. 105 aggregated $401,136.00,

as follows

:

Amount of wages paid to messengers and porters
employed e.xclusively in handling mails $79,980.84

Portion properly chargeable to mail service, pro-
rated on basis of actual time employed, of wages
paid to station employees a part of whose time
is employed in handling mails 198,927.01

Amount expended for maintenance of horses and
wagons and for ferriage, etc., in connection with
mail service 5,640.98

Rental value, plus average monthly cost of light
and heat, of room or rooms set apart for the ex-
clusive use of the mail service 37,258.93

Rental value of tracks occupied daily for advance
distribution of the mail 47,029.12

Average monthly cost of light and heat for postal
cars placed daily for advance distribution or mail 18,400.57

Interest at the legal rate upon the value of cranes,
catchers and trucks required for mail service.... 3,895.36

Total $401,126.00*

*This total includes $9,993.19 reported by four companies which gave
totals for these items, but did not report the items separately.

All the foregoing data were reported to the postmaster-general

in response to his request, but he made no use of these items, an

omission manifestly to the serious disadvantage of the railways

and having the effect of unduly reducing his estimates of the

cost of the mail service.

Similarly, the postmaster-general omitted to use the data he

had obtained from the railways showing the volume of free pas-

senger transportation, already referred to, supplied to the officers

and agents of the post office department, and his estimates con-

tain no recognition of the cost of this service, although its extent

should be a matter of record in the department, as it is furnished

only on its requisition. The space in passenger coaches occupied

by these representatives of the post office department, traveling

free, was not assigned to the mail service, but was treated as

passenger space.

A commission of Senators and members of Congress which,

between 1S9S and 1901, most fully and carefully investigated the

subject, ascertained and declared that railway mail pay was rot

then excessive ; since then there have been many and extensive

reductions in pay accompanied by substantial increases in the

cost and value of the services rendered by the railways.

These reductions have so much m.ore than offset the rather

doubtful advantages which the railways might he assumed to

have obtained from the increased volume of mail traffic that in

1912 they find their mail service more unprofitable than ever be-

fore. The following table shows the facts

:

Average railwav mail
Fiscal Total railway pay per SI 00.00 of
Year. mail pay. postal receipts.

1901 $38,158,969 ?34.18
1904 43,971,848 30.62
1907 49,758.071 27.10
1910 49.405.311 22.04
1911 50.583.123 21.26

The foregoing shows that the post office department expended

for railway transportation, in 1901, ?34.18 in order to earn $100

in gross, and that by 1911 this e.xpenditure had been reduced 37.8

per cent, to $21.26.

No one will contend for a moment that there has been any net

reduction in the cost of si:pplying railway mail services and facil-

ities since ISOl, the ye?r in which the report of the Joint Com-
mission to Investigate the Postal Service was made. In fact, all

changes in railway operating costs, except those due to increased

efficiency of organization and management, which can have little

if any effect in connection with mail traffic, have been in the op-
posite direction. During the years characterized by these reduc-
tions the railways have been called upon continually to improve
the character of their postal service, and the post office depart-

ment will not deny that the railways are now rendering better,

more frequent, and more e.xpeditious postal service than in 1901,

or any intermediate year, and are doing so at greatly increased

cost to themselves.

That the recert savings of the postal service have been wholly
at the expense of the railways is shown by the following:

1901. 1911.

Postal gross receipts $111,631,193 $237,879,823
Postal e.xpenses, all purposes

—

Total $115,554,921 $238,507,669
Per cent, of gross receipts 103.5 100.3

Railway mail pay

—

Total $38,158,969 $50,583,123
Per cent, of gross receipts 34.2 21.3

Postal e-xpenses other than railway
mail pay—

•

Total $77,395,952 $187,924,546
Per cent, of gross receipts 69.3 79.0

This table shows that in the ten years from 1901 to 1911 the

post office department reduced its operating ratio between its

total expenses and its gross receipts from 103.5 per cent, to 100.3

per cent., being a reduction of 3.2 points; but it also shows that

this improvement was due solely to the fact that the ratio of

railway mail pay expenses to gross receipts was reduced from

34.2 per cent, to 21.3 per cent., a reduction of 12.9 points, while

the ratio of all other expenses to gross receipts increased from

69.3 per cent, to 79 per cent., an increase of 9.7 points. Thus the

improvement of 3.2 points in the ratio for all expenses was due

entirely to the greatly reduced ratio of railway mail pay, the

heavy reduction in that respect exceeding by 3.2 points the very

substantial increase in the ratio of all other expenses.

That increases in postal expenditures were necessary, between

1901 and 1911, is not denied. The period was one in which steady

and extensive increases in the cost of living made necessary con-

siderable increases in the salaries of postal employees and in the

cost of postal supplies, precisely as the railways were impelled

to increase the salaries and wages of their employees and were

obliged to pay higher prices for their supplies. In other words,

the purchasing power of the American dollar, and of standard

money everywhere, greatly decreased and this decrease affected

the post office department as it has affected everj' business under-

taking. But the purchasing power of the railway dollar de-

creased exactly as that of all other dollars, and it was unreason-

able and unjust that while this change was in progress, the

losses which it entailed in the postal service of the government

should be shifted, as it has been shown that they were, to the

railways which were, at the same time, suffering far greater

losses from the same cause.

The transportati.^n pay received for each railway route is de-

termined, under the practice of the department, for a period of

four years on the basis of the average daily weight carried dur-

ing a period of about three months duration prior to the begin-

ning of the period for which it is fixed. Thus, by the terms of

the law, the government upholds the principle that weight should

he the basis of payment but, by an inconsistent practice, denies

that principle and creates a condition under which it is prac-

tically certain that the weight actually carried will differ ma-

terially from the weight paid for. Congress, surely, never in-

tended this residt, for the provision of law is, merely, that the

mail shall he weighed "not less frequently" than once in four

years, and clearly implies an intention that it should be weighed

whenever a substantial change in volume has taken place. But

the post office department controls, subject to the provision of

law, the frequency of the weighings, and naturally seeks those

reductions in its expenses which can be effected without loss

anywhere except in railway revenues. Consequently, it long ago

ceased to order new weighings, except when compelled to do so by

the expiration of the statutory limit. It thus happens that while

the railways are paid on the basis of a certain average daily
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weight they are frequently carrying a much greater weight and

with no compensation whatever for the increase in the weight.

In other instances the change is in the opposite direction, but

with increasing national population and wealth it is obvious that

most of these changes must be to the injury of the railways.

However, the element of uncertainty thus introduced into each

contract is unbusinesslike, and in fairness to both parties ought

to be removed. No railway would make a four years' contract

to carry, for a definite sum, the unlimited output of any manu-
facturing plant, and if it attempted to do so the contract would

be void under the Interstate Commerce law.

Railways are required to transfer the mails between their sta-

tions and all post offices not more than a quarter of a mile dis-

tant from the former and, at the election of the post office de-

partment, to make similar transfers at terminals. For the former

no compensation is accorded, and for the latter the allowances

are inadequate. There are numerous instances in which these

extra services require expenditures, on the part of the railways

concerned, that e.xceed the total compensation of the mail routes

on which they occur. The e.xtent of these requirements in par-

ticular cases is largely subject to the will of the department, and

this produces unreasonable uncertainties as to what may be de-

manded during the life of any contract. The basis of payment

plainly does not contemplate such services; they are a survival

from the period when the mails were carried by stage-coaches,

which could readily deviate these distances from their ordinary

routes, and it is clear that the government ought to perform these

services itself or reasonably compensate the railways therefor.

Much of the mail moved by the railways is carried in cars es-

pecially equipped as traveling post offices in order that it may
be accompanied by postal clerks who perform, on the journey,

precisely the labor which they would otherwise perform in local

post offices. Cars so used can be but lightly loaded and are

costly to supply, to equip, to maintain and to move. Their use

has greatly increased the efficiency of the postal service and

vastly expedited the handling of the mails. In the infancy of

this service Congress provided for additional payments for the

full cars so required, but when the practice of requiring portions

of cars for the same identical purpose was inaugurated no pro-

vision for paying for them was made, and this condition never

has been corrected. Even in Document No. 105, the injustice of

this situation is recognized, and the postmaster-general asserts

that it is a purely arbitrary discrimination and without logical

basis. Obviously a reasonable allowance for apartment cars

ought to be made.

The foregoing discussion makes plain the error and injustice

in the postmaster-general's proposal to pay the railways for

carrying the mail upon the basis of J^turning to them the operat-

ing expenses and taxes, as ascertained by the post office depart-

ment, attributable to the carriage of the mails, plus six per cent

of the sum of these expenses and taxes.

The ascertainment of the cost to a railroad of conducting mail

service is necessarily very largely a matter of judgment and

opinion, because a large proportion of the total operating ex-

penses are common to the freight and passenger traffic and can

only be approximately apportioned. There is room for a very

wide discretion in the making of such apportionments. It would

not be right or proper to entrust the post office department with

the discretion of making such apportionment, because the post

office department has an obvious interest at stake, its object al-

ways being to reduce the railroad pay to a minimum.

The last preceding statement is fully justified by the facts

disclosed, which show how consistently the post office depart-

ment has relied upon reductions in railway mail pay as the ever

available source of desired curtailments of expenses and how
unsuccessfully the railways have resisted this persistent pressure.

They show that successive postmasters-general have taken ad-

vantage of every legal possibility, such as taking the longest

time between mail weighings which the law permits, and the

strained interpretation of the statute fixing the basis of payment,
in order to effect reductions in railway mail pay. Consequently,
the facts point irresistibly to one conclusion, namely, that the
post office department is a bureaucratic entity with an interest

in the reduction of the amounts paid to the railways that is in-

compatible with an impartial ascertainment of what is fair com-
pensation. This interest, coupled with the brief tenure of the
responsible officers of the department, must always incline the
latter to support insufficient standards of mail pay and prevent
their recognizing the ultimate necessity of paying fairly for effi-

cient service. It would, therefore, be clearly inexpedient and
strikingly unjust to place railway mail revenues wholly at the
mercy of the department by enacting a law which would author-
ize each postmaster-general to fix railway mail pay on the basis

of his own inquiries and opinions in a field in which so much
must be left to estimate and approximation as that of the relative

or actual cost of the different kinds of railway service.

It is conceded that every railway mail contract is between the
government, which is the sovereign, and a citizen, and that the
nature and terms of the contract are always substantially to be
dictated by the former. But this very condition invokes the
principle of primary justice, that the sovereign shall take care to
exercise its power without oppression. To this end the deter-

mination of the terms on which the post office department may
have the essential services of the railways ought to be reserved,

as at least partially in the past, to the Congress ; or, if delegated
at all, it should be entrusted to some bureau or agency of
government not directly and immediately interested in reduc-
ing railway mail pay below a just and reasonable compensation.

GOVERNMENT REPORT ON
DERAILMENT.

ANTIOCH

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a report,

dated September 21, giving the conclusions of Chief Inspector
Belnap on the cause of the derailment of a passenger train on
the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, at Antioch, 111., August 25,

when one passenger was killed and 25 were injured. Mr.
Belnap does not accept the theory that the derailment was
caused by a broken flange.

The train, consisting of five cars, was running at about 30
to 35 miles an hour. The track is straight and is laid with
60-lb. rails, 30 ft. long; 16 ties under each rail; coarse gravel

ballast. The first wheels to leave the track were those of one
of the trucks of the tender. The track was in very bad con-

dition. Many of the ties were decayed, and one competent
witness said that only about one in ten of them was fit for

service. In the majority of the ties the spikes had become
loose ; many had worked from J^ in. to 2 in. Many bolts

were missing at the joints. Photographic illustrations are

given in the report showing the bad condition of the ties and
the absence of spikes. The roadbed is covered with weeds.

The foreman in charge of the track had held that position

three months, and during this time the spikes had not been

tightened. He said that he had an insufficient force of men.

His section is six miles long; he needed six men; had been in-

structed to hire three; but had been able to get only two. The
flanges of the forward wheels of the rear truck of the tender

were somewhat broken, but the inspector concludes that the

breaks were the result of the derailment and not the cause

of it. The marks made by the wheels on the surface of the

rail were such as could have been made only by a whole flange.

The edges of the breaks in the flanges were clear and sharp.

In many places the track was found to be in such condition

that the rails were depressed from 1 in. to 2 in. under the

weight of a passing train, though when there was no weight

on the track it appeared to be in good condition. Track, which

by the gage appeared to be in correct alinement. was found to
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be so loose, owing to the worn condition of the spikes and to

the spikes having been pushed over, that the rails could readily

be pushed 1^ in. out of gage by a passing train. Many shims

were found to have become loosened and to have jarred out.

Many spikes could be pulled out by hand. At three rail joints

the splice bars were found broken and the breaks were old. In

a length of 92 rails 578 bad ties were found; in another place a

length of 55 rails showed 328 bad ties. In still another case

there were 94 bad ties in 270 ft., or an average of 10 to a rail.

The engine of the train was larger and heavier than had ever

been used on this division before, but the report does not give

its weight.

The conclusion of the inspector is in accordance with the

foregoing statement, his opinion being that the bad track caused

the tender to rock to such an extent that the forward truck

mounted the rail.

THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THE
PRUSSIAN STATE RAILWAYS.

The Prussian minister of finance has recently made a report, to

the commission in charge of the budget, regarding the condition

of the state railways. While pleased at the present condition of

affairs, he does not think that he is justified in being too optimistic

for the future.

He states that in 1908 the net income of the railways

amounted to $24,800,000. In 1910 it was $70,200,000, or $32,-

400,000 above the appropriation, by which $17,800,000 could

be turned over to the "compensation" account. As for

1911-12 he anticipates that the result will be still more favor-

able in spite of the injurious effects of the strike in the

Ruhr district. In fact the railway management thinks, at

present, that it will be able to turn over from $35,000,000 to

$37,000,000 to the "compensation" account.

These favorable results are regarded as dependent upon

the industrial activity of the country, which is reflected by

the increase of railway receipts. It has been possible to

cut down the corresponding increase of expenses during the

period covered by the last reports so that the operating ratio

was 67.27 per cent, for 1910. This ratio was about 66 per

cent, for 1911. But future requirements of railways are

difficult to foresee. They naturally depend, in the first place,

on the development of the receipts, and it is stated that

during the fiscal year of 1910-11 they increased, but under

very favorable conditions of the traffic. In 1895 the freight

train load was 212 tons; in 1900 it was 198 tons; in 1905 it

was 201 tons ; in 1908 it was 210 tons ; in 1909 it was 232 tons,

and in 1910 it was 236 tons. The loading is, therefore, im-

proving. It is true that this has only been made possible

by an improvement in the equipment, especially in the power

of the locomotives.

During last February the receipts amounted to $4,980,000,

or 12.74 per cent, more than for the same month in 1911.

The point in doubt is the possibility of maintaining the bal-

ance between the amount of traffic and the facilities for

handling it, and consequently between receipts and expenses.

It seems probable that the summit has been reached. The

management considers that the amounts contributed to the

compensation account in 1910 and 1911 as exceptional, and

does not think that the operating ratio can be maintained at

the level then established. A consideration of the past shows

that during the preceding four years the increases of wages

and salaries have raised the operating ratio by about 4 per

cent. But outside the increase of salaries and the cost of

materials, there is a whole series of unfavorable conditions

that must always be counted upon to affect this ratio, espe-

cially those which tend to offset the increases in passenger

and freight receipts, namely, the great development of

branch lines, the increasing demands of the passenger traffic

in the matters of comfort and speed, and the increased cost

of safety of operation.

The minister adds that when the future financial situation

of the railways is considered, account must be taken of the

increasing burden imposed by extraordinary appropriations,

and the effect of the general necessities of the state. In

consequence of the increase of capital invested by about

$100,000,000 per year, this charge is subjected to an annual

increase of $3,250,000. To this must be added an increase in

interest charges of $2,500,000 per annum, which totals $5,750,-

000. On the other hand, it must also be remembered, that

for the same conditions, the operating ratio, when taken for

a long period, has a tendency to^rise, as, for example, be-

tween 1895 and 1910 it rose on an average of .75 per cent,

per year. Now this fact alone represents a supplementary

annual charge of $4,250,000, which, added to the $5,750,000

already provided for gives a total of $10,000,000. In order

to obtain this net amount above the net income, it is neces-

sary, using the operating ratio of 1910, to add about $30,000,-

000 to the receipts. In the face of such an outlook the new
regulation affecting the use of extraordinary appropriations

of the state funds must be borne in mind. This regulation

is only susceptible of a very limited temporary application,

for it implies very important increases in charges, the amount
of which cannot be foreseen.

LOCOMOTIVE BLOW-OFF VALVE.

The L. J. Bordo Company, Philadelphia, Pa., after a careful

study of conditions, has come to the conclusion that the exact-

ing service required of locomotive blow-off valves demands a

special material for their construction. It is therefore placing

on the market a new type of valve, known as the reversible Jite

blow-off valve, which is made of a hard bronze consisting of

pure tin and copper.

The other advantages claimed for the valve, which is shown

Bordo Reversible Gate Locomotive Blow-Off Valve.

in the accompanying drawing, are that it has no pockets in

which water may lodge and freeze; there is nothing to obstruct

the passage of scale or hard substances, thus preventing possible

engine failures from this source; the reversible gate should give

double the service of one which can be used on one side only;

the renewable seat is out of the range of pressure; and a lever

arrangement is provided by which the valve may easily and con-

veniently be adjusted.



Mmnttnantt nf Way §>Bttxan^

"T^HE installation of a labor bureau on the Baltimore & Ohio
•* as a branch of the maintenance of way department to re-

cruit laborers for the various kinds of maintenance work, marks
an advance in the methods of securing unskilled labor for

railway service which will be watched with much interest.

While railways have given exclusive contracts for supplying all

labor to one agent, in this way making him the official labor

agent of the road, this is the first time, so far as is known, that

a railway has created a labor bureau under its sole direction and
has attempted to secure the laborers needed for its work
through agencies under its direct control. With branches in

all the labor centers on this system, such an organization

should be able to secure men better than in the old way, and
the results for the few months in which this bureau has been

organized justify this conclusion. As it becomes known among
the laborers that the road is conducting its own labor bureau

and that a man can secure work without paying the custom-

ary fees, it will probably be found that a large proportion of

those employed will return from year to year. Such a bureau

should also be valuable in securing laborers for other depart-

ments ; in fact, the Baltimore & Ohio's bureau already has been
called on to supply laborers for several departments besides

the maintenance of way.

'T'HE universal prevalence of broken rails last winter is still

* fresh in the minds of all, and should impress upon every

maintenance officer the necessity of getting his track into the

best possible condition before the roadbed freezes. Aside from
the inherently defective rails, which have been discussed at

length in these columns, many sound rails have been broken by

flat wheels and because of defective track conditions. For these

the railways must assume the full burden ; and the responsibility

for track conditions rests directly upon the roadmaster and his

forces. In some cases rails may be supported on unsound ties.

More frequently the track is not properly surfaced and drained.

In most parts of the country it is still not too late to go over

the track carefully and see that everything possible is done to

bring it into such condition that the unnecessary stresses upon
the rail will be reduced to a minimum. A little additional care

expended now in going over the track carefully, raising all low

spots and seeing that the rail has a full bearing upon all ties

and that they in turn are firmly supported by the ballast, will

save much trouble and work later on when the extreme cold

weather comes. After the roadbed freezes, the best that can

be done until spring is to insert shims promptly and carefully

as the track heaves in order to give the rail the best bearing

that is possible when the other conditions are the most
unfavorable.

/^'ONTRARY to the expectations of many the railway labor

^^ situation has not been materially relieved with the approach

of winter. Usually at this season men are plentiful and gangs

are being laid off, but this year, especially in the Eastern states,

it is as hard to get men now as at any time during the summer
and in some places work is almost at a standstill because of lack

of sufficient forces. The condition of the track in many cases

reflects this situation. Not only has more work been deferred

until late in the season than is usual, but the track itself is in

poorer condition in many places than is customary at this time.

One thing particularly noticeable is the early reduction of the

section forces to a winter basis by the action of the men them-

selves. In the Central Western states many who know that their

employment on the track will last only a short time have gone
into the corn fields, where the wages are higher, while in the

Eastern states a similar exodus to the factories has occurred.

In the face of the outlook for a large amount of railway develop-

ment next year, this labor situation presents a most serious prob-

lem. The present indications are that much new construction

and improvement work will be undertaken during 1913, and in

many quarters it is felt that the amount opened up will be limited

only by the labor which can be secured.

IT is interesting to note the favor with which the Japanese
* are looked upon as track laborers by those who have em-
ployed them. The most frequent complaint heard is that their

numbers among the railway forces are continually decreasing

since no more are coming to this country to replace those who
are leaving the railway to engage in other industries, such as

fruit farming and truck gardening. Their fields of labor have
been confined almost entirely to that portion of the country

west of the Rocky mountains. The Japanese compare advan-
tageously with other foreign laborers in their desire to learn

the English language and their rapid mastery of it, their general

willingness to work and the interest displayed in the work and
in their cleanliness in personal habits. Their desire to learn

the English language is indicated by the fact that the Educational

Bureau of the Union Pacific was called on to translate the

track course into Japanese for the benefit of the 600 men of

that nationality in the track department; and the proportion

of Japanese taking the course to the total number of Japanese
employed was much greater than the ratio of native workmen.
While there has been a strong feeling against the Japanese in

the western states because of the fear of their competition

with the native American laborers, this competition would not

occur in track work since comparatively few native Americans

are to be found here today. On the other hand, the Japanese

would compete with foreigners of other nationalities, and the

competition would resolve itself into a case of the survival of

the fittest.

TTHE contest on methods of promoting safety in the mainte-
^ nance of way department, which closed October 25. indi-

cates very clearly that the universal interest in the subject of

"Safety First" is not confined to the shop men and switch men,
although the principal attention has been paid to eliminating

injuries among these classes of employees. (As an indication

of interest taken by the men on the track, it is currently re-

ported that on a southern road the negro section laborers are

now carrying "safety" razors for "social purposes!") There

were 27 papers entered in the contest, and while many of them
are from roadmasters and higher officials, a large number of

section foremen are also represented in the list, showing that

the safety propaganda has interested a very large number of

these men. upon whom rests almost entirely the responsibility

for securing safety among the foreign laborers who so largely

predominate in section and extra gangs. The judges of the

contest. T. J. Foley, assistant general manager of the Illinois

Central ; E. H. Lee, chief engineer. Chicago & Western Indiana,

and H. G. Clark, assistant to second vice-president, Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, awarded the first prize to G. W. Andrews,

inspector of maintenance, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md., and

the second prize to L. J. Evans, foreman. Western Pacific, Stock-

ton. Cal. Other papers which have been accepted and will

be published in this and succeeding issues were submitted by

E. H. Barnhart, assistant division engineer, B. & O., New Castle,

Pa.: B. A. West, roadmaster, A. T. & S. F., Pueblo, Colo.; E.

M. Grime, supervisor bridges and buildings, N. P., Glendive,

Mont.; M. Ganley, roadmaster, A. T. & S. F., Argentine, Kans.;
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W. E. Davin, supervisor, P. & L. E., McKees Rocks, Pa.; F. E.

Crabbs, roadmaster, C. & N. W., Chicago; C. Thompson, sec-

tion foreman, C. & N. W., Correctionville, la. ; Earl Barton,

section foreman, C. & N. W., Huron, S. D. ; F. M. Patterson, as-

sistant engineer, C. B, & Q., Chicago; Richard Brooke, assistant

division engineer, B. & O., Pittsburgh, Pa. ; O. B. Cook, section

foreman, C. & N. W., Parkersburg, la.; D. O'Hern, roadmaster,

E. J. & E., Joliet, 111. ; G. B. Jennings, Frisco, Ft. Scott, Kans.

;

G. R. Talcott, assistant division engineer, B. & O., Baltimore,

Md.
; John A. Johnson, section foreman, C. & N. W., Peninsula

division ; Emil Knack, section foreman, C. & N. W., Oshkosh,

Wis. ; Chas. Wood, foreman, C. & N. W., Marshalltown, la.

;

R O. Gillies, roadmaster's clerk, St. L. & S. F., Ft. Scott, Kans.

;

O. C. Spieth, B. & O., Cleveland, O. ; F. Dohr, section foreman,

C. & N. W., Galena division, Chicago ; E. B. Fithian, general

roadmaster, M. P., Little Rock, Ark. ; A. Bailey, section fore-

man, C. & N. W., Chadron, Nebr. ; E. R. Coggin, chief clerk

to roadmaster. Southern Railway, Knoxville, Tenn., and R.

Holland, division roadmaster, St. L. & S. F., at Neodesha,

Kans.

the roads, which designs should be available for the use of all.

The specifications for track scales by H. T. Porter, given else-

where in this issue, are important as marking a distinct forward

step in this direction.

THE statement was made at the recent convention of the

Bridge & Building Association that over 90 per cent, of

the railways buy their turntables from the manufacturers on a

competitive basis without specifications and accept the manu-

facturer's designs. The same statement can very probably be

made about the purchase of track scales. This condition works

to the disadvantage of both the railways and the manufacturers

in a number of ways. In the first place, the design is in the

railway company's hands only to a very limited extent and it

is difficult to secure alterations, which the experience of the user

and local conditions may render advisable, without extended

negotiations with the different manufacturers, or limiting pur-

chases to one company. Again, when buying in the open market

without specifications, unfortunately, the item of price very fre-

quently has a greater influence than it should have, especially

when the purchases are made through a department not entirely

familiar with the material in question, and quality may be sac-

rificed for price. Many manufacturers claim this is true to a

veo' large degree in the railway field. The result is to force

some manufacturers against their will to cheapen their products

to enable them to meet the bids of their competitors, or to lose

a large proportion of the business. This is to a large degree

just what has happened in the design of turntable centers and

accounts for the frequent criticism that they are too light for

the heavy power used today. It is interesting in this connection to

note that one of the first things done on the few roads which have

made their own designs for turntables has been to materially

strengthen these parts. While much of the progress in the de-

sign of all lines of equipment is due to the energy shown by

the manufacturers, even greater development can be expected

when the representatives of the railway companies who are

close to the actual service conditions and who can observe the

defects and weaknesses in use, exert an influence on the design

to meet these service conditions. This must be done with due

regard to the increased cost, which will surely follow unneces-

sary multipUcation in number of standards. However, a railway

can well afford to carefully study the types of materials in use

with the idea of preparing standard designs and specifications

and then inviting bids from the various manufacturers upon this

basis. In this way apparatus can be secured which will be de-

signed directly for the purpose for which it is to be used and all

manufacturers can bid on a common basis. This is especially

important at the present time with regard to scales in view of

the investigations now being conducted, and it would appear ad-

visable for the railways to maintain under their direct control,

the design of the scales. Unnecessary duplication in standards

coyld be prevented by the prominent railway engineering asso-

ciation preparing designs based upon the varied experiences of

'T'HERE are few places where careful organization and sys-

•* tern are more essential to economy than in the storing and

handling of material, and in spite of this there are few details

in the maintenance department to which attention could be

paid with better results on most roads. The first cost of proper

equipment and facilities frequently prevents their installation,

even though this cost may be small and may be recovered in a

few months. Also, in the continual press of urgent work, that

which can be put off is deferred and frequently never done.

A third reason is a lack of a realization of the advantages

derived from a systematic handling of material and of a knowl-

edge of the best methods to pursue. Economy is, of course,

the most important advantage gained. One man stated at the

recent convention of the Bridge and Building Association that

by means of a self propelled crane he had reduced the cost of

handling lumber to $.35 per 1,000 board ft. as compared with a

cost of $2 to $5 for handling by hand. It is frequently of great

importance to have the material so arranged that it can be

loaded quickly in case of a wreck, washout or other emergency.

On some roads careful attention has been given to this subject

by the general officers, while on others, the problem has been

worked out locally on certain divisions. We desire to bring out

as many of the methods used as possible and announce a contest

on the storing and handling of material. Descriptions of any

method of handling material in any branch of the maintenance

of way field will be eligible. The description should go into de-

tail regarding the method used, the amount of material to be

handled, the conditions under which it is handled and the advan-

tages gained. Where possible, a comparison of the cost of

handling with other methods should be made. Photographs or

sketches will assist materially in making the description clear

in most cases. Descriptions of the methods of handling material

in small yards where the use of mechanical equipment is not

justified or it is not available, are of as much importance as

those of larger yards more favorably situated. Frequently the

absence of proper facilities gives rise to very practical ideas.

We will pay $25 and $15 for the two best papers received and

will pay our space rates for all other contributions accepted and

published. All contributions must be received by the Civil En-

gineering Editor, Railway Age Gazette, Transportation build-

ing. Chicago, by December 25, in order to be considered by the

judges of the contest.

TIE SPACING WHEN RELAYING RAIL.

WHILE the suggestion made by Mr. Keough in another col-

umn in this issue that it is not necessary or advisable to
|

space ties, and especially joint ties, when laying rail, will be con-

sidered very radical by many, it is in reality not as radical and

untried as might at first be supposed. At least one road, the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, has already studied this question care-

fully and has entirely omitted the spacing of ties when laying

rail, for the past two years. The development of this practice

on this road is interesting.

For a number of years the engineers had listened to the ex-

tended controversies regarding the relative merits of suspended

and supported joints, and in many instances the sentiment seemed

evenly divided. When the Beaver bridge was built across the

Ohio river a special unslotted angle bar vi'as designed and used

in the track across this structure. Shortly after this, during the

installation of a number of complicated crossovers and turnouts,

it was found impossible to space the ties at the joints to con-

form to the standard practice and the supervisors were finally

instructed to maintain a uniform tie spacing and allow the joint
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to come where it would at these places. The same unslotted

angle bar was used at these joints and the track held from

creeping by anchors applied at other places on the rail. It was

soon noted that these joints were standing up at least as well

as others supported by the standard tie spacing, and in view of

this and of the disagreement regarding the best spacing of ties

at the joints, the question was naturally raised whether the

spacing of the ties at the joints was really of primary importance

on a road where good line and surface are maintained. It was

decided to disregard the spacing of joint ties about three years

ago, and a portion of the rail laid that season was placed with-

out disturbing the ties, the same unslotted angle bar being used

at the joints and the anchorage being secured by applying an-

chors at the quarter points. No bad results being noted

from this, it was adopted as standard practice, and this prac-

tice has been followed with all the rail that has been laid during

the past two seasons.

The officers in charge of this work believe that they have secured

several advantages from the adoption of this method. The first and

most important is an immediate saving in labor of about $125 per

mile, which is made by omitting the spacing of the ties and sur-

facing the track when the rail is laid. As a direct result of not

disturbing the track, a further saving is made in eliminating the

necessity of later surfacing by the section forces. Also by elimi-

nating the surfacing it is possible to proceed with the relaying

of the rail with perceptibly smaller forces than would otherwise

be possible.

Upon many roads where ties are spaced as the rail is laid,

instructions are enforced requiring the surfacing gang to keep

within a specified distance of the rail gang, frequently as close

as one mile, and the steel gang may be held up if it gets more

than this distance ahead of the surfacing gang. When the ties

are not disturbed it is practicable to lay rail during the late fall

and winter, which would not be possible if the roadbed v.'ere

to be disturbed. In one instance on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

last year, it was found late in the season that rail would be

available for relaying a certain portion of the track, and while

it would not then have been advisable to have proceeded with

this work by the usual method, the rail was relaid without dis-

turbing the ties and the use of the new rail was secured during

the winter. This suggests the possibility of laying a large amount

of the rail during the winter months, and in this way not only

securing better labor than is available in the summer, but also,

if combined section forces should be used, providing a means for

employing these men during the winter in order to hold them

throughout the rest of the year.

The most important disadvantage urged against this method is

the danger of the new rail being damaged after being laid, and

this is serious enough to warrant very careful consideration.

For this reason, tie spacing should not be eliminated on poorly

maintained lines where the line and surface are not good at all

times, and where the rail is not well anchored. An inspection

made a few days ago of rail laid in this way which had been

in the track on the Pittsburg & Lake Erie three years failed to

show that the rail was damaged in any way. As Mr. Keough

suggests, if surfacing is advisable, a much smaller raise is pos-

sible where the ties are not spaced than where the entire road-

bed is disturbed. A second objection may arise because of the

practice of some roads of making heavy tie renewals at the time

the rail is relaid. It is true that ties can be renewed cheaper

then, but frequently this very fact tends to induce foremen to

allow the condition of the ties to deteriorate when they know

that rail will be renewed at an early date.

While many will undoubtedly criticize the method suggested by

Mr. Keough. the fact that a road with as high maintenance stand-

ards as those of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has adopted it and

that rail laid in this way three years ago shows no bad effects

under the very heavy traffic of that railroad, will commend

this 'method to the serious consideration of the maintenance

officers.

Setterd to the SdUon

ELIMINATING TIE SPACING WHEN RELAYING RAILS.

Aurora, III., November 5, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I have been studying the subject of rail anchorage to some ex-

tent recently and am convinced that the anchoring of angle bars

or joints, which is now generally the custom, has outlived its

usefulness. There was a time when the rail sections were light

when it was necessary to allow a large opening at the joint to

provide for e.xpansion, as these light rails with little or no ballast

buckled readily with the heat. Inadequate joint fastenings made
it necessary to see that a substantial joint tie was placed under

the joint. In order to insure constant support the joint tie was

anchored by slotting the rail ends and chairs and later the angle

bars. While the first anchoring was done primarily to keep the

tie in proper position, it now serves a different purpose. Nearly

all tracks carrying traffic in only one direction and those on heavy

grades require anchoring of the rails, and the joints being handi-

est to anchor are used for this purpose.

It is an easy matter to see that no beneficial results are

obtained in having the ties under a joint constantly disturbed and

moved out of position, as is the case when the joint is anchored.

On single track where the traffic is in both directions, these ties

are in even worse condition than where the traffic is all one way,

as changes of temperature draw the anchored joint tie, or ties,

backward and forward, causing the ballast to "pump out."

Since there are now some anchors which do good work, I am
convinced that we should disregard joints as anchoring places

and should anchor the rail at other points. This idea was first

impressed upon me by noticing the old long angle bars. The

middle tie was not slotted and it was always found that this

was the only sohd tie of the three, as the other ties were being

constantly disturbed in the ballast. I have also found around

yard tracks under heavy traffic better joints where the joint ties

are not spaced, as is sometimes the case with joints near switches.

By doing away with the anchoring of the joints we can elimi-

nate the spacing of ties in relaying rail, as a result of which I

believe that large savings can be made. Under our present sys-

tem we spend about $260 per mile for labor in laying rail. We
then spend from $200 to $225 additional to space our joint ties

properly and to surface the track, this usually requiring that we

move every tie in the rail to a new bed. After the track settles

it is necessary to send good sized section gangs back over this

work to resurface the track and put it back into good shape. I

find that this resurfacing requires as much time as if the same

gang leveled up the track behind the new rail. Many men will

say that "leveling up will not do" and the track will get rougher

than before. I do not believe this is the case, but that this idea

results from the old system of digging joint ties around into

place, which certainly does make the track worse, especially with

the present labor we have to use.

We now spend nearly as much money dressing up our track

as we do to lay the rail. By not spacing the ties we can make a

saving in labor of over two-thirds of this present cost of sur-

facing, to say nothing of the great saving in ballast which is an

item of much importance in itself. Some will say that we must

surface track every so often to insure proper bearing. This is

no doubt true, but a raise of one-half inch in gravel and slightly

more in stone will give as uniform a bearing as a raise of three

or four inches. This half inch raise, however, is not practical

and will do but little good when it is necessary to space the ties

and larger raises are generally made. Even if genera! surfacing

and new ballast is required in some places, I believe we have

many places where this is not necessary and think that if this

matter is given proper consideration it can be adopted in many

instances with a large saving. E. Keough,

Soadmaster, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.



FROG AND SWITCH SHOPS OF THE C. M. & ST. P.

Description of Arrangement and Operation of a Large Rail-

way Plant for the Manufacture and Repair of Track Material.

The shops of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul which are

devoted to the manufacture and repair of frogs, crossings,

switches and switch accessories, signal lamps and track tools,

are located at Tomah, Wis., in connection with the division

shops of the bridge and building department. The policy of

manufacturing this line of material has been followed by this

company for a number of years and the officers in charge ap-

pear to be very well satisfied with the results that have been

shown. The shop was located at Humboldt avenue, Milwaukee,

center bay handling all heavy material and serving all the heavy

machine tools. Work in the side bays is facilitated by 2 ft.

gage tracks connected by two cross tracks with turntables at

all intersections. A number of air hoists are also provided at

convenient points for handling material to the machines.

The stock of rails, fillers and other heavy material is kept

in the yard adjacent to the rear of the building. It has been

the practice to have most of the rail needed in the manufacture

of frogs and switches sawed to standard lengths in the com-

Exterior View of Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Frog and Switch Shop.

until about January 1, 1908, when the new shop was established

at Tomah. The building is 350 ft. long x 110 ft. wide, the frame-

work being of wood and the walls of brick carried on concrete

foundations extending up to the bottom of the windows. The

shop is divided endwise into three bays by two lines of columns

supporting the roof trusses. The middle bay is served by a

standard gage track which extends through double doors at

both ends of the building to the storage yards in the front and

rear. A five ton electric crane traverses the full length of the

pany's rail mills at Savanna, 111., only one cutting-off saw

being in service at the Tomah plant. A second saw is now
being installed, however, which will make it possible to handle

practically all of this work at the shop, saving the haul from

Savanna and the additional handling, and also reducing the

stock of sawed rails in the yard. The old saw was of the type

which uses inserted teeth and operates at low speed while the

new one has a solid blade and is designed for high speeds.

These saws are housed in small separate buildings just outside

Material Yard and Scrap Piles, Showing Also the Locomotive Crane for Handling Material.
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of the main shop building and adjacent to the track serving

the center bay of the shop. A five ton locomotive crane is used

in the yard to handle rail and scrap and to switch cars in the

shop and yard. A special hook has been developed for use

with this crane in handling dismantled scrap frogs, switches

and guard rails which have been piled on low rail skids. The

etc. ; one forging machine for pressing switch riser plates, spring

frog parts, switch stand throws, switch rod brackets, etc. ; two
steam hammers for forging track tools, compromise angle bars,

crossing knee braces and fillers, utilizing in many cases old

car axles shipped from the company's car shops ; four late

pattern lathes; four 3 and 4 spindle drills and a number of other

single spindle drill presses for special purposes; two rail benders,

individual motor driven, and one No. 9 blower, driven by a 30
h. p. motor serving about 12 blacksmith fires. There is also

a line of other tools for special purposes, including bolt headers,

bolt cutters, grinders, shapers, screw machines, milling machines,

etc. The tin shop includes a power press for blanking out

The Condition In Which Material for Repair Reaches the

Shop.

hook consists of two rails bent to a V-shape, spread at the

bottom and attached at the top to a ring. This hook dips under
the pile of scrap, lifts a load of three or four tons and dumps
it automatically into a gondola car from the side, loading scrap

with a rapidity equal to that of a magnet with the added advan-

tage that the hook dumps the rails into the car straight.

The shop tool equipment consists of 12 frog and switch

planers, six of which are individual motor driven and the rest

group belt driven ; two 48 in. draw cut crossing shapers, indi-

vidual motor driven ; two No. 4 and one No. 5 double end

punch and shears, individual motor driven, for shearing rail

flanges, cutting up and punching frog and switch accessories.

General View of Tin Shop.

parts, power shears and a line of small hand operated tools

adapted to the work of making semaphore lamps, switch lamps,

train markers and classification lamps. Trainmen's lanterns

are also repaired in this shop at irregular intervals when a

sufficient number has accumulated.

Among the special devices installed by Mr. Stutsman, the

Side Bay of Frog and Switch Shop.
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superintendent, are the following: An old planer converted

into a grinder for grinding manganese steel frog castings, etc.,

by having an individual motor driven emery wheel attached

to and suspended from the housings of the planer, the work

being clamped to the table and fed under the wheel ; and a

long shallow tank to be filled with water which can be heated

with steam for the dipping of rails during cold weather to

take out the frost and prevent breakage during the bending

of the rails. A small store building serves for the storage of

Material yard.

end to be thrown out of service when necessary, and each

driven by a 40 h. p. motor. The six large planers are equipped

with 30 h. p. motors and the traveling crane has 5, 10 and 15

h. p. motors. The shop and yards are lighted by arc lights

which are wired two in series on the 220 volt circuit. The
forging machine and the pneumatic hoists are operated by

compressed air supplied from the power house at 90 lbs. pres-

sure.

During the construction of the Puget Sound extension, and
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Plan of Frog and Switch Shops on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.

ARRANGEMENT OF MACHINES.
1. Blacksmith fires 7. Drill presses. 12. Horizontal drill press. 17. Bolt cutter.

2. Steam hammers 8. Slotter. 13. Shapers. IS. Tapper.

3. Benches. 9. Planers. U. Power press. 19. Screw machine.

4. Tool grinder. 10. Drills. 15. Forging machine. 20. Milling machine

5. Single end rail shear. U. Punch and shears. 16. Bolt header. 21. Lathes.

6. Rail bender. 22. Dipping tank.

small material reeded for the operation of the shop and a large

tool bench is provided for keeping all extra tools and special

equipment.

The electricity for operating the plant is furnished by a power

house which serves also the bridge and building shops. The
current is received at 220 volts d. c. There are four line

shafts 150 ft. long, each one broken in the center to allow either

for the past two or three years, on account of the large amount

of second track and new yard work, the demand on the frog

and switch shops has been unusually heavy. The output of these

shops, which has just about met the requirements, has been

approximately 5,000 sets of split switches complete with all ac-

cessories; 4,000 rigid frogs; 1.000 spring frogs and 4,000 switch

stands of various designs per year. The output of the lamp

Four Large Planers with Individual Motor Drives.
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shop is approximately 7,000 new signal lamps per year and

almost an equal number of repaired lamps. The forge shop

manufactures a large portion of the new and repaired track

tools used on the system. The total value of the manufactured

product has averaged approximately $350,000 per year for the

past three or four years with an average pay roll of $55,000

per year, the relative cost of labor and material being about

16.5 per cent to 83.5 per cent. This low ratio of labor to

material is due, principally, to the fact that Mr. Stutsman has

specialized in this work and that mechanics are developed ac-

cording to their capabilities into specialists in certain classes of

work, making it unnecessary to employ a large number of high

priced all-around mechanics.

The principal advantages in the operation of this shop have

been found to be the economy effected and the service it is able

to render in affording quick deliveries of material. The output

of the shop is so controlled that a dozen or more complete

turnouts with switches and all accessories can be completed

and shipped within a day from receipt of the order, if necessary,

or an emergency crossing can be furnished in an equal length

of time. In a number of cases the cost of manufacturing ma-

terial is said to have been very materially under the lowest bid

of manufacturers for similar work. A further advantage is

that all scrap switch material and crossings are sent to the

shops to be dismantled and classified, allowing the recoverable

parts to be used to the best possible advantage. The same is

true of old signal lamps and track tools, which are sent to the

shop to be scrapped or repaired as their condition warrants.

The force required to carry on the work varies from 100 to

140 men. The office force consists of one clerk and one drafts-

man. From engineer's surveys the draftsman makes shop draw-

ings of crossings, which give the necessary information for cut-

ting and planing the rails and assembling the parts without

giving any unnecessary details or waiting to make blue prints.

The shops are operated under the general supervision of

G. B. Woodworth, inspector of rail. Ira G. Stutsman, being

superintendent in direct charge of the plant. We are indebted

to both of them for the privilege of inspecting the plant and

for much of the data included in the above description.

as a labor pilot who is connected with the agency, and who
accompanies the men to the job and makes the necessary ar-

rangements for starting them at work. When more than 20

laborers are sent at one time, a special car is provided for their

accommodation, which is attached to regular trains.

THE MAINTENANCE OF TRACK.

BALTIMORE & OHIO LABOR BUREAU.

As announced recently in these columns, the Baltimore & Ohio

has organized a free labor bureau in connection with the mainte-

nance of way department for the employment of skilled and un-

skilled labor for all grades of railway service, and especially for

track work. This bureau is in charge of an officer of the road

with the title of labor agent, having headquarters at Baltimore.

Besides the central office, branch offices have been established at

Philadelphia, Washington, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago, Louis-

ville and Richmond. This bureau was organized on August 1,

and in spite of the scarcity of labor throughout the country

10,421 men have been sent out from the various agencies where
needed. The special advantage of such a bureau with branch

offices throughout the country lies in the fact that a local short-

age in one locality may be supplied from a surplus at another

point. In this regard it is interesting to note that men were sent

from each of the offices to a majority of the different divisions,

and that the largest number shipped from one point, which is

Philadelphia, was 2,970 men. In addition to securing men for

the maintenance department, material assistance has been ren-

dered other departments and to contractors who experienced

difficulty in securing ample forces. Out of the total of 10,421

men supplied 649 have been secured for the motive power de-

partment, 395 for the transportation department, 144 for the store

department and almost 500 for different contractors engaged in

company work. In all a total of 1,691 men have been supplied

to other departments.

When gangs of laborers are organized and ready to be sent

out on the job, they are placed under the care of a man known

By T. Thompson,
Roadmaster, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Joliet, 111.

It is hard to imagine a mechanical appliance more crude and

at the same time more complicated than the modern railway

track. The improvement of the locomotive's highway has cer-

tainly failed to keep pace with the rapid advance of the locomo-

tive itself. True, the field is not so extensive, yet the oppor-

tunities for improvements are decidedly in evidence.

The most important requirement in maintaining good track

surface and line is sufficient drainage, without which all efforts

are wasted. The roadbed should be built up so that the shoul-

ders will be wide enough to permit the proper sloping of the

ballast and prevent it from rolling down the embankment or into

the ditch. On the other hand the shoulders should be a trifle

lower than the sub-grade itself so the ballast will drain freely.

Ditches deep enough simply to drain the ballast are better than

none at all, but they will not aid materially in maintaining good
surface. All ditches should be deep enough to properly drain

the sub-grade. The bottom of the ditches should be from two
to three feet below the bottom of the tie, depending upon the

nature of the soil. If properly constructed such ditches will keep

the roadbed fairly well drained and aid materially in maintaining

the surface. They will also reduce considerably the liability of

the track to heave during the winter months.

On double track sections the ballast, unless very porous, should

be dressed off to form an even shallow gutter between the tracks.

From this gutter small cross drains should be run to the side

ditches, the object being to carry the water off as rapidly as

possible and prevent the softening of the roadbed and consequent

damage to the surface of the track. Much water can in this way
be disposed of which would otherwise soak into the roadbed.

Whenever possible railway crossings should be thoroughly

drained by using a good depth of cobbles or broken stone, cover-

ing this with the ordinary ballast and putting in drains to carry

off the water from the bottom of the pit. Sufficient surface

drainage should also be provided so that all water, excepting

what actually falls on the crossing, will be carried away at once.

Poor drainage at street and highway crossings always breeds

low joints and many sections of track good elsewhere suffer

from this difficult}' for each successive rain produces its bad

joints at these points. As a rule these joints are not only the

most expensive ones to maintain, but they are also the last ones

to receive attention, thus becoming a constant source of annoy-

ance. Blind drains of cobbles or broken stone or tiles laid paral-

lel to the track, a little below and beyond the ends of the ties

leading to a proper outlet, will carry off the surplus water, avoid

the puddling of the joints and save considerable work and money.

if the track is badly out of line it should be given a general

lining before attempting to do any surfacing. All short kinks

and swings should be lined out. Long, easy swings, although

unsightly, will detract very little from the riding merits of the

track, as they will produce little added friction to the rolling

stock. Swings of this kind may be made less noticeable by
running them out at the summit of a grade, or by adjusting them
so they will be absorbed by a regular curve.

Track that is generally out of gage or wide at the joints

should be gaged ahead of the surfacing. At least two men
should be sent ahead to do this work, keeping a day or two ahead
of the regular surfacing. The gage must be kept uniform

throughout and must not be widened through frogs or switches

or any other point, unless it be around very sharp curves.

Each tie must be full spiked. Rails must not be brought to
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gage by "drawing" the spike, for in doing this the back support

of the spike is lost and the space is left for accumulation of

moisture, which of course is detrimental to the tie. If necessary

to draw the rail to gage, a bar should be used to force it to its

proper position. Ordinarily the spike should be driven two

inciies from the outside of the tie. All holes from which spikes

have been withdrawn must be plugged. All old spikes that are

to be redriven must first be straightened, and no spike that is

throat-cut to exceed one-sixteenth of an inch should be used

again in main track.

When resurfacing becomes necessary on account of center

bound track, it should be commenced at one end of the section,

preferably at the end farthest from headquarters, and should be

continued through to the other end. The first thing in the morn-

ing a couple of men should be started fastening down the spikes.

If this is not done some of the ties will not come up with the

rail when the jacks are applied, but will hang low, and in this

way result in uneven surface and imperfectly riding track. All

joints should be full bolted and every bolt must be tight. The

track should be surfaced out of face. Picking up low joints is

not surfacing. Economy in this work depends upon the judg-

ment of the foreman in bringing the track to proper surface

without unnecessarily disturbing the general level of the track.

When not working to grade stakes it is best to work to the high

points in the surface, sighting through from one high point to

the next. No more track should be disturbed than is absolutely

necessary to regain a comparatively even grade, as a constant

disturbance of the ties in the bed causes the track to settle and

such settling will necessarily not be uniform. Uneven settling of

track often occurs for short distances and creates a problem re-

quiring careful attention. To handle such cases economically

and effectively, it may be easier to cut down one or two high

points than to raise several rail lengths out of face. To know
just where to begin on a rail to be raised and to know just where

to set the jack to bring the rail to proper surface with a minimum
application of the jack are points that are gained only by experi-

ence, careful study and thorough application on the part of the

foreman.

Light sags are unsightly but do not in any way interfere with

the riding quality of the track. Unless there is sufficient width

of bank and plenty of ballast, such sags had better be left. In

case of sufficient material and labor, however, such sags may
better be removed and in that case it will be well to have grade

stakes set, as it expedites the work.

Regular surfacing should be done by the regular section gang,

as there is a possibility of training these men to tamp alike.

Extra gangs nearly always perform this work in an indifferent

manner, as the very nature of an extra gang makes it impossible

to get uniform results. All the men must be taught and made to

tamp alike. Foremen must insist upon this and teach their men
how to do this work properly, for it is of the utmost importance

that all ties be tamped systematically and that uniformity should

be maintained. The men handling the track jacks should be

taught to set them plumb when raising track, so as to avoid

throwing the track out of line.

Lining of track should not be undertaken during the heat of

the day, but can be done best during the early morning, or possi-

bly in the evening. In connection with surfacing, the lining

should be done every evening. The ballast can be roughly filled

in, after which the piece of track surfaced during the day should

be lined. It will generally require about six men with lining bars

to do this work. The men should be instructed not to set the

bars under the rail far enough to get a lifting hold, as in that

case there will be a tendency to disturb the surface of the track

by raising up on it. All kinks and short swings should then be
lined out. It will generally be found necessary to rough in

the line and then go back over it and put on the finishing

touches.

Filling in and dressing off the ballast should be attended to

every evening after the surfacing and lining has been. done. All

the ballast should be carefully saved, filled in between the ties

and dressed off smoothly to present a tidy and finished appear-

ance. The method of dressing the ballast depends upon the kind

of material used. The amount of material to be left at the ends

of the ties depends entirely upon the nature of the ballast and

must be so adjusted that it will admit of free drainage and at

the same time help to hold the track to line as much as possible.

Very porous material will permit the tie to be buried its entire

length, while other material will have to be sloped toward the

end of the ties to permit free drainage. Broken stone or slag

may be filled in level with the top of the ties for the entire length

of the ties if desired, giving it such a slope from the ends of the

ties to the grass line as the standard cross section may call for.

Gravel, cinders or sand should be filled in level with the top of

the tie, not above them, and sloped slightly down toward the

rails, so that a shovel can be passed through under the rail, leav-

ing the ballast about an inch below the base. The slope should

be continued to the grass line, leaving the end of the ties about

half buried. Burnt clay or natural earth should be slightly

ridged in the center of the track, level with the top of the ties,

sloping evenly to the ends of the ties and leaving the ends prac-

tically bare, so that all the water may readily pass off. Care

must be taken to leave a good clear space below the rail between

the ties. The material should be dressed off as smoothly as

possible and firmly packed with the foot or otherwise.

Transitions or easements should be used on all curves from

one degree upward, and where the speed exceeds 60 miles per

hour, on all curves from 30 minutes up. Transitions should also

be used between curves of different degree in the same way they

are used between tangents and curves. ^
The length of easement or transition should be the same as

the distance in which the curve elevation is run out, and since

the elevation depends not only on the degree of the curvature,

but also upon the speed of trains, the transition should also vary

in length, dependent upon the degree of curvature and speed of

trains. N
On roads where the freight traffic predominates and passenger

trains do not ordinarily exceed a speed of 40 miles per hour, an

elevation of three-quarters inch per degree may be used. The
maximum elevation should not exceed five inches. On the ordi-

nary road, handling a mixed traffic and where passenger trains

do not exceed a speed of SO miles per hour, an elevation of one

inch per degree probably will be a good compromise, with a

maximum elevation not to exceed five or six inches. On roads

where fast passenger service is a specialty and the speed of such

passenger trains ranges from SO to 75 miles per hour, an

elevation of from one and one-half or two and one-half

inches per degree may be found necessary, according to the

varying conditions, with a maximum elevation not exceeding

seven inches.

Bad line is more noticeable on curves than elsewhere. The

natural tendency is for track on curves to go outward. If the

outer rail is not sufficiently elevated, each passing train tends to

force it just a httle farther out. Then the trackman's uncon-

scious and unconquerable desire is to line the track out, which

tendency of course produces a sharp place or elbow at each end

of the curve, in order to get back to the tangent. If the expan-

sion between the rails has not been rightly proportioned, the

track is difficult to keep in line and during hot weather is liable

to buckle. Usually the trackman resorts to his old trick and

lines out. If the expansion has not been provided for it should

be done at once by cutting out sufficient rail and then lining the

curve in to the center stakes.

It is often difficult to maintain gage on curves. In such cases

it is best to resort to the use of tie plates. Tie plates, properly

placed and of sufficient weight, will maintain gage under the

most severe tests and do not injure the ties by excessive spiking,

as is the case with rail braces.



CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SAFETY CONTEST.
Methods of Reducing Accidents in the IVIaintenance of

Way Department as Described by the Various Contestants.

FIRST PRIZE—ORGANIZATION TO SECURE SAFETY.

By G. W. Andrews,

Inspector of Maintenance, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md.

In 1911 the management of the Baltimore & Ohio decided to

use every available method to educate their employees to con-

tribute methods for reducing the number of accidents. This

work is being carried out by the general safety committee, com-

posed of general officers from each of the following depart-

ments: legal, operating, maintenance of way, claim, relief, mo-
tive power.

On each division what is known as the division committee has

at some central point on each division. At these meetings divi-

sion officers are required to be present whenever their duties

will permit.

The division committeeman is required to give special atten-

tion to defects or other conditions that might cause an accident

and remedy them if possible. When an accident occurs, the com-
mitteeman in whose department it occurred is required to obtain

all possible information and as far as possible make a personal

examination on the ground, ascertain the e.xact cause and en-

deavor to study out a plan to avoid similar future accidents.

Division committeemen are required to make reports to their

chairman at least once each week with recommendations, copy

Drill Before It Was Fitted with a Safety Guard.

been appointed, consisting of the following: division superintend-

ent, assistant superintendent, master mechanic or train master,

chairman, one man from each of the large terminal shops and a

representative from each of the various departments. In this

case the maintenance of way department is represented by

either the assistant division engineer or the master carpenter.

The term of service of the general committee is unlimited, but

that of the division committees is limited to six months.

The total number of division and shop committees is 26 with

a total membership of 406. The general and division committees

meet once each month; the former at Baltimore, and the latter

Drill Safeguarded to Protect the Workmen.

of same being forwarded direct to the chairman of the general

safety committee. Any recommendations that possess sufficient

merit and which can be carried out by division officers must be

put into effect. Where the cost exceeds the authority of the di-

vision officers the matter must be referred to the general safety

committee, who will give it mature consideration and if found

worthy necessary authority is requested and obtained. All per-

sonal expense incurred by the committeemen is paid by the com-

pany, including all time lost by those working for daily wage.

The meetings of the local committees are attended by one or

more of the general safety committee whenever possible. Period-
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ical meetings, to which the general public are invited, are held

by the general safety committee in the various towns and cities

along the line of road, usually at night to enable employees

to bring their families. At these meetings the work being done

is described by able speakers with the aid of stereopticon views.

To instill "Safety First" ideas in the men our local committee-

men are requested to talk safety at every opportunity, discuss

recent accidents and consider methods to prevent similar occur-

rences. Monthly bulletins are issued by the general safety com-

mittee showing how accidents occur and how to avoid them.

Each committee member is required to make a special study of

conditions in his department and is also instructed to note and

report any condition that he may find unsafe on any other work.

The following rules have been printed in English, German.

Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Lithuanian. Polish, Slovak, Swedish,

Bohemian, Croatian or Austrian and Bulgarian, issued in book

form and distributed to the men. Each foreman is required to

give one to everj' employee under his supervision and wherever

possible ascertain that the book is read and understood. When

an employee is unable to read it must be read to him until

understood.

1. It is the duty of even' employee working on or about the tracks of

this company to exercise great care to avoid injury to himself and others,

and nothing in these rules is to be so construed as to relieve any employee

from performing his full duty in that respect.

2. Employees must examine and know for themselves that tools, ma-

terial, etc.. which they must make use of in performing their duties, are in

proper condition. If not, they must put them so. or report them to the

proper person and have them put in proper order before using.

3. In handling rails, ties and other heavy materials, foremen should

specially caution their men to use unusual care to avoid injury.

4. On the approach of a train, employees who are working on or about

the track must move to a place of safety, standing clear of all running

tracks. They must not walk or stand on the tracks, except when necessary

for the proper performance of their duties.

5. Watchmen, patrolmen, track walkers and others on duty which makes

it necessary for them to be on the track, where there are two or more

tracks, should, when practicable, travel against the current of traffic, keep-

ing a sharp lookout in both directions for approaching trains.

6. Foremen or others in charge of employees working on or about the

tracks must instruct their men to be alert, watchful, and keep out of

danger; and will take the necessary precautions to see that all men working

under their immediate supervision receive warnings of approaching trains

in time to reach a place of safety.

7. When working on tracks in places where approaching trains cannot

readily be seen because of permanent obstructions to the view, curves, or

temporary obstructions, such for instance as fog, storms, snow, or engines

or cars, extra precautions must be taken to warn the men of approaching

trains.

Foremen, watchmen and others in charge of gangs or squads of work

men must provide themselves with a whistle, and should use the same in

warning men when working in ' places where approaching trains cannot

readily be seen. These whistles are furnished by the company.

8. As an extra precaution, when necessary to place a watchman at some

distance from the men at work on the tracks, or in such location that

his signals may not be understood, additional watchmen should be placed

so that signals can be passed to the men at work and return signals ob-

tained. In case return signals are not received and understood, the watch-

man must signal the train to stop.

9. When large numbers of inexperienced men are working on the track,

they should be divided into small squads, and each squad placed in charge

of an experienced man, and all necessary additional precautions taken to

prevent accident.

10. Employees working in a tunnel or near the end of the same, when

a train approaches from either direction, must stand clear of all tracks,

and if in the tunnel, must occupy the manholes or refuge niches.

11. In tunnels where clearance is limited and no manholes or other

places of safety provided, foremen must arrange with the superintendent

for the use of track and work under flag protection.

12. Employees are required to carry a lantern or torch when passing

through any tunnel where men cannot readily be seen.

When an entire gang is working close together, an adequate number of

lights should be used, but not less than two.

13. Hand cars or hand trucks must not be used at night, nor in the day-

time when approaching trains cannot readily be seen by reason of fog,

storm or snow, except by permission of the superintendent.

14. Trains will be run in either direction, on any track, whenever neces-

sary or expedient, and workmen will be governed accordingly.

13. Any employee, who, while on duty, is careless about the safety of

himself or others, or who disregards warnings, will be disciplined.

16. Employees whose duties require them to work on or about the tracks

must supply themselves with a copy of these rules.

In addition to the rules named, general instructions have been

given governing the use of hand and gasolene motor cars, in

which reverse movements are forbidden on double track and on
single track permission must be obtained from the nearest tele-

graph office or telephone before proceeding. Close attention must
be given to movement of trains and in no case must telegraph or

block offices be passed without first ascertaining the location of

trains in both directions. All frogs, switches, guard rails and

crossings must be properly equipped with guards or blocks. On
bridges located in yards, the decks are being covered with either

wood or solid concrete decks, with side walks and hand railings.

On a bridge near a turnout, water station, train order office or

passenger or freight station, a platform is placed on one or both

sides as conditions may require. Where platforms are not con-

sidered necessary, refuge bays are installed. On turntables,

walkways and railings are being provided.

Overhead bridges are being raised to a minimum clearance of

22 ft. wherever possible. Where this is not possible warnings or

telltales are placed. For sidewalks of the old and narrow tun-

nels, overhead structures and other points where side-clearance

is close a warning is placed at each end or side of the structure

protectirg all tracks. In many cases the clearance has been in-

creased by widening tunnels to standard width, cutting back the

overhang on station roofs, increasing the span length of over-

head bridges and cutting away projections in rock cuts.

Cranes operated by air or steam have been furnished to nearly

Saw/ Before It Was Safe-

guarded.

Guard on Saw to Protect

Workmen.

all of the divisions for handling rails, frogs and switches, and

others are now being built in our maintenance of way shops at

Martinsburg. W. Va. By use of these machines the danger of

injury in handling this material has been almost entirely elimi-

nated. All track and bridge tools such as cuttir.g chisels, punch-

es, drift pins, rivet busters, etc., must be dressed on both striking

and cutting ends to avoid spalls or chippings flying off and in-

juring the men.

All ties and timber either in yards or along the line of road

must be piled carefully and uniformly and sufficiently far from

track for ample clearance under any and all conditions. Electric

lighting is installed in all large yards, giving beter protection to

track men working at night as well as trainmen. This line of

work is followed closely and additional lights installed wherever

found necessary to increase safe'ty.

This company has large maintenance of way shops at Martins-

burg. W. Va., where are built frogs, switches, guard rails, bridges

and miscellaneous work of every character required for track,

bridge building and water station work. For this work large

and varied machines are required. On every part possible pro-

tecting shields have been placed as shown in two of the ac
companying cuts.

The resultant effects of our work have been extremely grati-

fying in the large reduction of accidents. With the plan of ed-

ucation we are now following, keeping up incessantly the ad-

vising and warning as to the necessity for exercising care in
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handling material, tools, etc., accidents from this cause will be

very materially reduced. A monthly magazine is now being is-

sued under the directions of the general safety committee in

which questions of safety are discussed and accidents published,

giving cause and suggestions for elimination of similar ones.

SECOND PRIZE—SAFETY FROM A FOREMAN'S
VIEWPOINT.

By L. J. Evans,

Foreman, Western Pacific, Stockton, Cal.

For a number of years I have made it a study to increase the

efficiency of my work, both in safety to track employees and in

economic handling of track work, and the following are a few of

the safety methods I use in daily practice.

In building spurs or other tracks where rails are distributed

by push cars I never allow the men to "walk the rail," that is for

two men to alternately move the ends of a rail until it reaches

the edge of the car; neither do I allow them to take hold of the

"ball" of the rail to draw it to the edge of the car. When I am
ready to distribute the first push-car load I always place the men

in front of the rail and instruct them to place the palms of their

hands under the base of the rail and their thumbs on the upper

side, and when the word is given to draw the rail toward them

to the edge of the car, then to pick up the rail with rail-tongs

and carry it to where it is to be placed in track. By using this

method I have not had a man injured in IS years, while I know
of numerous accidents which have occurred through using the

other methods.

When in charge of steel gangs changing steel, while the gang

is full spiking and bolting I send four men with tongs and

one man with a shovel ahead, the shovel man to raise a small

mound of earth or gravel and the four tong men to lift the for-

ward end of the rail upon the mound. Then I have the strappers

who are not engaged in full bolting follow the tong men, placing

the angle-bars loosely bolted on the raised end of the rail, and

when laying the rail, I have the shim man use a light bar about

two feet long to spread the angle-bars to enter the rail being laid.

By this method I find the strappers do not injure their fingers,

which is a frequent occurrence when angle-bars are applied after

the rail has been laid in place.

In spiking I ahvays instruct the spikers to hold the spike so

the thumb and fore-finger will be about one inch from the point

of the spike, the head of the spike resting (as I onife heard an

Irishman remark) "in the heel of his fist." By this method it is

almost impossible to injure the fingers when "tacking" the

spike.

In tamping ties with tamping bars I never allow two sets of

tampers to work closer than half a rail to each other and compel

them to move in the same direction. I know of an instance

where a man had several ribs broken where tampers were al-

lowed to work toward each other.

In loading frogs or other heavy, cumbersome material, I put up

a set of skids, fasten a rope to the object to be loaded, then

place a man on the car who takes a turn of the rope around a

car stake on the opposite side of the car. As the other men
move the frog or other material forward on the skids he takes

up the slack in the rope, thereby eliminating the danger of slid-

ing back after each movement. The men are confident that they

are in ro danger and the work progresses more rapidly.

When using a work train and loading rails by hand, before we
begin to load a car I place in the pockets on the side of the flat

car two short stakes which project not more than six inches

above the floor of the car, which prevent the rail from "kicking

back" while being thrown upon the car. This method is in-

valuable in loading rails in a narrow cut.

Realizing the fact that many employees are fatally or seriously

injured while sitting on the end of a car. I have made it a point

for many years when on work trains not to allow the men to sit

less than six feet from the end of the car, and I insist upon their

sitting down while the train is in motion. I have made it a rule

to dispense with the services of any laborer who persists in

walking from one car to another while the train is in motion,

and by strictly enforcing it I have eliminated personal injuries

to men while riding on work trains.

When we began distributing gravel during the early part of the

past summer it was rarely that two cars in succession had the

dump levers on the same side. I asked both trainmaster and
roadmaster to have the cars when empty switched or turned on

a wye so as to have all the levers on the west side. The reason

for this was that the prevailing wind blows from the west or

northwest. I also asked to have the engine headed south, and

as we were working north the engine was placed on the north

end of the train. This placed the engineer and train crew in

position to give and take signals immediately when called for.

All the men concerned in the dumping were out of the dust, and
as all worked on the same side all the time, there was no occa-

sion to climb from one side of the train to the other. During

the entire season no one was injured.

When going to and from work on hand cars I place the water

keg and track-jack on the rear end of the car to prevent a de-

railment of the car and possible injury to the men in case either

jack or keg falls from the car.

As a precautionary measure against injury to other persons I

instruct my men not to pile track or other material nearer than

six feet from the nearest rail.

I furnish my utility man with a garden rake to gather all

loose cobble stones from between tracks in the yard. I saw an

accident in which a switchman was thrown under a car and lost

a leg by stepping on a loose stone while "cutting cars" which

were in motion. While this accident occurred a number of years

ago, the horror of that scene is recalled every time I see a loose

cobble stone.

When a slide occurs and I am in charge of clearing it I place

a watchman where he can see every movement of the mass, and

it is his duty to give warning of every movement, no matter how
slight. By using this precaution I am sure that many serious

accidents have been prevented.

As nearly all roads are supplied with ditchers I believe that

when a large amount of new rail is to be distributed and old

rail picked up it would be advisable to use one of these ditchers

to do this work, both from the financial and safety standpoints.

I would prefer the ditcher to a rail-loader which is equipped

with a boom that is swung by hand with ropes. The ditcher is

equipped with a rigid boom and the whole machine is moved on

a circular base which eliminates the danger of the boom swing-

ing back ard injuring the men on the car or on the ground while

working on the low or the inner side of a curve. As these ma-
chines are not in use during a portion of the year they could be

put to good use in large material yards unloading and piling

heavy material at the time the yearly supply is being received,

thereby preventing many injuries to those who are now doing

this work by hand.

I would suggest that a circular be issued each month giving a

list of all the accidents which occurred during the previous

month and the cause of them. I would further suggest that the

foremen be called into headquarters two to four times a year

to discuss the cause of these accidents and give their ideas as

to the best methods to prevent their recurrence. I would pro-

pose that our claim agent be with us and compare his preven-

tive ideas with ours. While the claim agents are selected on

account of their ability to handle these problems. I believe we
could give them ideas from the "ground floor" that would repay

them for mingling with us.

As our track forces are almost entirely composed of unedu-

cated foreign labor, the burden of safety falls heavier upon the

shoulders of the track foreman than any other man in the serv-

ice : upon his thoughtfulness, his ingenuity and his watchfulness

depend the safety of his men ; the laborers rarely if ever before-

hand realize how they are endangering their own lives and the

lives of others by leaving partly undone some portion of the

work they are called upon to do.
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EVERY SECTION GANG A SAFETY COMMITTEE.

Bv G. B. Jennings,

Frisco Lines, Ft. Scott, Kan.

The plan of having a committee of foremen make a trip over

the division at regular intervals is an excellent one, but as each

gang has its own problems to solve, the foremen's committee

should be carried a step farther. Each gang should be a sub-

committee with the foreman as chairman and should discuss

the near-accidents—those that are averted by a seming miracle

—as fully as those that actually occur, and the danger should be

made plain to all. The escape may lead to a repetition of the

act, or set an example for others.

These near-accidents may occur in catching rides while a train

is passing slowly by the point where men are working, or from

working in front of an approaching train until it is too close for

safety. The writer has seen both these incidents occur, happily

without injury in either case, but near enough to merit the

censure that followed each.

There is generally ample time during the noon hour for each

gang to hold an informal meeting, discussing the accidents and

near-accidents that may have occurred in their midst, as well

as those that are bulletined. They should also discuss accidents

that they may have seen or heard of elsewhere. They should

set apart one day each week for these meetings, to be known as

"Safety First Day," for regular discussions. Then when the

foremen's committee comes, each foreman will be prepared to

meet them and may have valuable suggestions to make.

Each employee has a vital interest in this movement and should

be made aware of the fact and encouraged to take an active part.

It should be impressed on each one that he is expected to take

an active part, and it should be the duty of the foreman to get

some expression from each man. When a man understands that

this movement is for his welfare as well as for others, his in-

terest is quickened and enthusiasm is sure to follow. In the

winter these meetings could be held at the home of some one

of the men, and the men will soon find that the wives and

mothers are interested.

With so many foreigners on the track this will often be diffi-

cult, but if the interpreter will work with the foreman this may

be overcome to a great extent. The presence of so many for-

eigners is of itself an increased source of danger. This is due

to their ignorance of working conditions and our language; also

to our ignorance of theirs. Foremen should learn from the in-

terpreter some word or phrase of caution in the men's own

language, and by using it at the proper time may often avert

accidents.

Especially with foreigners, a foreman should outline to the

men each day's work and assign each man or group of men a

certain part of the work, cautioning them against any danger

likely to arise. He should explain the best way to handle the

work, for the best way is also a safe way. This is especially

true in the loading or unloading of heavy material such as rails,

ties, frogs, switches, etc.

Foremen should arrange for daily inspection of tools, hand

and push cars by a competent man. The defective ones should

be laid aside for repairs, as many accidents are due to broken,

worn or otherwise defective tools. He should also prohibit ex-

cessive speed with hand cars, as some one is sure to jerk on the

handle bars, which often derails a car. The writer recalls one

accident of this kind, resulting in a painful injury to a young

Greek, who spent several days in the hospital in consequence of

this carelessness. The foreman was not at fault in this case, as

he had repeatedly cautioned the men against speeding. He had

a large gang, necessitating the use of six hand cars, and there

were not enough Americans in the gang to put one on each car.

Some of the men were putting away tools and started late. In

their effort to catch up they became reckless, with the above

result. There was no more speeding in that gang.

These are only a few of the many daily incidents—so common
they are apt to be neglected. "Take care of the pennies and the

dollars will take care of themselves" might be changed to "Take
care of the details and the results will take care of themselves."

EDUCATION ALONG SAFETY LINES.

By E. M. Grime,

Supervisor of Bridges and Buildings, Northern Pacific, Glendive, Mont.

Progress in the "Safety First" movement in the maintenance

of way department lies primarily in the selection of reliable men
for foremen and in their careful education regarding correct

methods of handling work. It is useless to burden the foremen
with a set of rules, for these cannot cover all cases, and com-
petent men do not need them. On the contrary they must be

carefully trained by example how to avoid injuries to their men.

The following are a few suggestions along this line.

Get the foremen into the habit of paying close attention to

all their tools or appliances, such as track or bridge jacks, tackle

blocks, ropes, ladders, carrying hooks, pevies, claw bars, hand
cars, etc., to see that they are in first-class condition at all times,

and to keep no tools on hand or in use that are not first-class.

While the cost of work must be kept down to the minimum
this consideration should not outweigh all others. Let the fore-

men understand that safety must be the first consideration, that

time must be taken to put up proper scaffolding, that trenching

must be given special attention to provide against caving, that

falsework of all kinds, especially bridging under traffic, must be

watched carefully, not only with regard to the safety of the

track above, but also with reference to caving or settling on the

workmen beneath, that the more hazardous work should be given

to the more competent workmen and, in short, that it does not

pay to take chances. As far as practicable these things should

be pointed out to the foremen on the ground while the work is

in progress.

A thousand cases might be mentioned, for every undertaking

has its own peculiar conditions. However, the most important

requirement of all is to select foremen who are sincere, reliable,

loyal men and who are blessed with that most valuable asset

known as "horse sense."

We all have our rules for minimum clearance of material or

structures along the tracks, for the use of hand cars or motor

cars under traffic, for the proper use of track jacks, standard

methods of bridge construction, methods of flagging, etc., etc.,

all of which are familiar to the men. However, when the acci-

dent has happened it is usually found that some one forgot to

use his head or did not apply his knowledge to the case at hand.

Much of out work is routine, done over many times in exactly

the same way and instructions seem superfluous. The methods

are well known by all except the poorest class of laborers, and

where these are employed very close supervision is required to

avoid injuries. Other work is of a special nature and danger-

ous for some particular reason. In all such cases the method of

procedure should be carefully outlined with the foreman, not

necessarily to persuade them that your method is the only cor-

rect one, but to ascertain that they thoroughly understand and

realize all the difficulties and know how to proceed safely as

well as expeditiously.

Just as an important part of the engineer's education is the

study of the failure of important structures, likewise a careful

investigation into the causes of all accidents should help to avoid

similar trouble. Every accident should be studied with care and

a bulletin given to all foramen describing in detail the causes,

the results and what precautions could have been taken to avoid

the accident. Such physical phenomena as the highly explosive

nature of certain gases when mixed with air, the poisonous na-

ture of gases which may be encountered in deep excavations or

tunnels, the buoyancy of timber under deep water, etc., should

be the subjects of careful instruction in special cases.

One should teach the foremen to be proud of their work and

endeavor to make their working conditions and those of the men
as comfortable as practicable. The foremen should understand

that good service is appreciated and should be given vacations
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of two weeks each year with pay and transportation so they can

see for themselves how other men are handling difficult worl<.

SAFETY ON THE TRACK.

By D. O'Hern,

Roadmaster, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, Joliet, III.

We issue instructions to all our foremen not to pile any ma-

terial nearer than seven feet from the nearest rail, and we see

that this order is lived up to.

In loading and unloading rail we use a rail loader or steam

derrick with which we use only six men and a foreman. The

foreman is held responsible for any injury to the men. In load-

ing rail on flat cars we pick one man as a leader. He sees to

it that all men take hold and lift at the same time, then he gives

the command to lift up high and heave the rail into the car. If

all the men pay strict attention to him no one will be injured.

We have a standard guard rail with cast iron foot guards

that will not allow a man's foot to get caught. We have in use

a cast heel filler for switch points that stops all danger of a train

man getting his foot caught.

Our frogs are all shipped from the manufacturer with fillers.

We use a ground throw switch stand set back far enough to

clear a man hanging on the side of a car, and our main line

stands are all six feet from the rail.

We issue instructions to all foremen not to allow any man
to stand between the tracks when two trains are passing each

other, and not to allow them nearer than twelve feet when any

train is passing.

On work trains we do not allow the train crew to start the

train until all men are safely on board, and when the train is

moving we do not allow the men to get off until the train comes

to a full stop.

We pick up our scrap daily and do not allow any drawbars,

old ties or planks between tracks over night at points where re-

pair work is being done.

In yards such as East Joliet we have two men whose duty

it is to keep the yard clear from any obstructions that may fall

from cars. In loading or unloading material our yard foremen

have instructions to handle men in such a way that they will

not be injured.

SAFETY AS APPLIED TO THE SECTION FOREMAN.

By C. Thompson,

Section Foreman, Chicago & North Western, Correctionville. Iowa.

There is, I think, a good work being done by the maintenance

of way department, to decrease the number of accidents, but

there is still a great deal more to do. At the present time the

question of foreign labor takes a very prominent part in this

problem. Most of the laborers now furnished to work on the

track are foreign, and the foreman must exercise the greatest

caution, coupled with shrewd judgment, to prevent injuries to

these men through carelessness or ignorance.

The first thing to do is to get control of the men, and the best

way to do this is to get their good will. When you have done

this you have a chance to mold them so as to fit them for the

various kinds of work, and in this waj- you are in a position

to prevent accidents to your crew. It is important to use the

utmost care in work of all kinds where accidents are liable to

occur, such as loading and unloading hea\^ timbers, ties or rails.

This I think is almost wholly up to the section foreman and

he should see that the men have a thorough understanding of

the methods which should be employed in such work. All un-

necessary excitement or confusion should be avoided. While

working in large yards, where trains are switching, we must re-

member that these men do not understand the danger as we do,

nor do they understand everything we say to them, and it is a

very good policy to have rules by which to work and then see

that they are enforced.

Section men are sometimes injured by standing too near pass-

ing trains, and again accidents happen by men passing from one

side to the other of the track in front of fast moving trains.

The possibility of accidents from these sources may be avoided

by the foreman explaining the danger and insisting that these

things be stopped.

Track men should keep the station grounds and right of way

as free as possible from rubbish of all kinds. It not only gives

it a neater appearance, but the liability to injury for some one

is lessened thereby. Not long ago a section crew going over the

track found a track spike driven in the expansion between two

rails on the main line. They investigated and found that it

was the work of some children who had been playing nearby.

If the spike had not been there, however, the children would

never have placed it between the rails.

Never put off until tomorrow what you can do today, for the

delay may cause an accident. For instance, if you are in a

hurry to do a piece of work and while on your way you find a

part of the fence down and stock in that particular field, do not

hesitate to stop and fix that fence, for there have been cases

where a passenger train has been derailed by hitting a cow and

injury to people as well as loss of property resulted therefrom.

If a similar accident happened from your negligence—for that

is the name we will have to call it—you would always feel the

responsibility for the injuries and loss.

It is a fact that the section foreman is responsible for the

passing of each train over his territory, and in a measure over

his neighbor's section, for there may be a brake beam dragging

or a piece of flange gone, and if he were able to attract the at-

tention of the train crew a serious derailment might be avoided.

LOCAL SAFETY COMMITTEES.

By M. G.\nley,

Roadmaster, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Argentine, Kan.

I have tried to impress upon all employees in my department

the great value of the Safety habit. I have appointed a Safety

committee, which includes every foreman under my supervision,

and at regular intervals each of them sends in a report advising

if they have noticed anything unsafe or any conditions which

in their opinion might possibly cause personal injury or acci-

dents resulting in personal injuries. This report covers other

departments as well as our own. I feel that we are deriving

good results from it, as it not only brings to notice little things

which are readily overlooked, but also causes the foremen to

be on the lookout and to take more interest in keeping their

territory clear, so there will be no occasion for anyone to report

anything on their sections that could cause accidents or injuries.

I have also tried keeping a check of the personal injuries for

the past year, and at our monthly meetings of foremen I com-

pare the number of personal injuries each foreman Tias in his

gang with the record of other foremen. I find that this stimu-

lates the foremen to do all they can to eliminate personal injuries

in their gangs.

In working foreign labor, a foreman is responsible, to a great

extent, for injuries received by his men. If he stays with them

the greater part of the time, giving instructions in regard to

handling all heavy material and doing new work, he will have

very few accidents ; but if he is careless and allows the men to

do the work in their own way. the result will be disastrous to

his men. Foreign laborers should have an instructor for every

piece of work they do, no matter how small the job may be.

I have repeatedly instructed all my track foremen with ref-

erence to getting men out of the way of trains on both tracks,

when working on double tracks, as it is very seldom that a man

does any work vihile a train is passing.

It is a very easy matter to get the foreign laborers interested

in the Safety movement, and they take great pride in wearing

the Safety Habit buttons. I have often noticed them calling one

another's attention to their Safety buttons, while handling a

heavy piece of work, and I believe that if an interpreter would

give them talks on the subject of Safety ver>- good results

w,-ould be obtained. I have tried to impress upon the section

foremen the idea that they are the custodians of the material
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on their respective territories which belongs to the track depart-

ment, and that they should also see that the material belonging

to other departments is kept at least six feet from the rail on

all tracks.

In my opinion the Safety committees should be of two dif-

ferent classes, one committee to criticise and pick up anything

which might appear to be dangerous, and the other committee

to be composed of men who will actually do the work of re-

moving dangerous conditions. For this reason I put all my
foremen on the committee, as the section foremen and the bridge

and building foremen are the men who will have to remove
the large percentage of dangerous conditions along the track. I

think the best results will be obtained from this committee of

men who actually perform the work, as they will also endeavor

to locate everything of a serious nature which might tend to

cause injuries, and will try to beat the other committee of

critics to it.

DISTRIBUTION OF FORCES ON THE PITTS-
BURGH & LAKE ERIE.

The need for some method of allotting forces between the

different maintenance gangs in order to place these gangs upon
an equitable basis was emphasized in a letter by F. S. Stevens

in the issue of October 18. This need has already been realized

on the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, and methods were adopted sev-

eral years ago to meet it. A careful study has been made of the

amount of labor required to maintain the various parts of the

track structure in comparison with that required to maintain

one mile of main track, and values have been assigned to each

based on one mile of unbroken main line as unity. In this way
a mile of second track is rated as 85 per cent., a mile of in-

dustrial track as 30 per cent., one main line interlocked switch

as 11 per cent., etc., of one mile of'main line. The table shown
in the accompanying drawing has been prepared with the above

and other similar items as column headings. An additional col-

umn is provided for arbitrary allowances for special local con-

ditions not sufficiently general to justify adding a column to the

entire sheet, such as a night watchman in a sliding cut, cleaning

up about a freight house, etc. The number of units required for

this section are entered in this table in detail and the total se-

cured. The forces allowed for the entire division are then

prorated between the different sections on the basis of the

equivalent mileage. In this way the various sections are placed

on an equality as far as possible and comparative results can be

noted. Such a rating is also valuable in studying the expendi-

tures for maintenance per mile, these figures being very mislead-

ing unless equated mileage is used.

This careful analysis of forces is followed through all the

records of the maintenance department. The foreman of each

gang makes out a detailed time report and sends it to the super-

visor at the close of work each day. On this report are shown
the names, rates and number of hours worked by each laborer

each day, together with the nature of the work. The various

daily reports are then combined in the supervisor's office onto

a monthly report which is sent to the office of the chief engi-

neer. On this report the supervisor enters the number of hours
worked each day on different classes of work, such as renewing
ties, surfacing, etc. From this report the general officers can
see what has been done by the regular forces and compare the

same with reports of the preceding month or year.

Another form is made out by the supervisor before the first

of each month, requesting authority for pay roll appropriation

for the following month. On this report he shows the amount ot

work of each kind he desires to do during the ensuing month,
the number of men needed to perform this work, with their

rates, and the distribution of the work between the ordinary

maintenance and extra work. For maintenance work he is re-

quired to follow the authorized distribution on the different sec-

tions as made out on the report illustrated. This request must
be made out monthly and approval secured; authority not being

granted for an entire job, as is the case on many roads.

With this system, the general officers are able to know just

what is being spent at any time and the work which any super-

visor has under way. It is found that the allowances are more
closely followed than where lump sums are appropriated, and it

is believed that the careful check of the work under way, and
the necessity for planning for the ensuing month, which is re-

quired of the supervisor, makes him and his entire force more
careful of the details than they would be if dealing in totals

only.

PENNSYLVANIA LINES WEST ANNUAL IN-

SPECTION.

The annual inspection of the Pennsylvania Lines West was

held October 1-2, the general manager, superintendents, division

engineers and supervisors, making in all a party of about 200,

participating. It is the practice on this inspection to cover cer-

tain portions of the main lines of the Northwest and Southwest

systems each year and the prizes are awarded to men on those

sections traversed. This year the inspection covered the main

line of the Southwest system from Pittsburgh to Coshocton,

thence across to Loudonville and from there to Chicago over

the main line of the Northwest system, the party disbanding at

Chicago on the second evening.

The prizes were awarded by two committees appointed by the

general manager, each committee consisting of two superintend-

ents, two division engineers and two supervisors. The first and

second prizes are based on the markings of one committee which

grades on the excellence of line and surface only, and were

awarded to a supervisor and track foreman, respectively. The

third and fourth prizes were awarded by the second committee

which considers the general excellence of the railway, all points

considered, and were also awarded to a supervisor and track

foreman, respectively. The first prize of $200 was awarded to

John Wright, supervisor, Eastern division, and the second prize

of $100 to H. B. Sutherlin, section foreman. Western division.

The third prize of $150 was awarded to Henry Hess, supervisor,

Pittsburgh division, and the fourth prize of $50 was awarded to

one track foreman on each supervisor's subdivision having the

best track, all things considered.
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THE JAPANESE AS A TRACK LABORER.*
The Sixth of a Series of Discussions of the Character-

istics of the Various Types of IVIaintenance Worl<men.

HANDLING JAPANESE TRACK GANGS.

By a. Palm,

Roadmaster, Western Pacific, Sacramento. Cal.

In many respects I consider the Japanese the best track labor-

ers that are now employed by the western railways. They are

naturally energetic and ambitious, intelligent and easily in-

structed, their minds being very receptive and retentive. A
foreman rarely has to repeat any instructions that he has pre-

viously given them. They are of a high nervous temperament,

therefore they are very sensitive. A foreman must use diplo-

macy in handling them, more so than with any other race. A
"pick-handle" foreman is of no use in handling Japanese, as

they will resent the slightest injustice or prejudice against their

race. A foreman must praise their work, and by so doing he will

find that the Jap will do his utmost to please him.

They are of a cleanly disposition, bathing and changing their

clothes several times a week, and their camps are always found

to be in a sanitary condition. They are usually allowed one cook

and one camp man to a gang of 35 men or less, and an additional

cook when the gang exceeds this number. The camp-man
sweeps and scrubs the cars, provides fuel and water for the

cooks, and keeps the grounds around the cars neat and clean.

While they are small in stature, they are robust and have

wonderful vitality, their power of endurance being far greater

than that of the other races which are employed on western

railways. In large gangs one will find but slight variation in

the quality of their work. In ballasting I have found them the

most evenly balanced of any race engaged in this class of work,

and they pride themselves on the neatness and thoroughness of

their work. The "green ones" are taken in hand by the e.x-

perienced ones, and it is only a very short time until they are

as capable workers as the others. Each one possesses an English-

Japanese dictionary, and as they make it a practice to learn and

understand three English words each day. it is but a few months

until they have mastered enough English to understand and

speak it fairly well.

The Jap is loyal to the foreman who is considerate of his

welfare. An instance of this came to my notice several years

ago. A gang had been working for 38 hours in rain and slush

clearing a slide, returning to camp at 7:30 p. m. At 11 ;30

p. m. a call came to go to another slide 12 miles down the line.

The foreman had taken a severe cold and when he went in

that evening he had taken hot foot baths and other remedies

to break the cold. When he called them to go to the slide

they struck, refusing to go unless the foreman would remain

in camp, as they feared he would take additional cold and

possibly die from it. They told him if he would remain in his

car they would go with the assistant foreman, and if the as-

sistant had any complaint to make against any of them

they would not wait for the foreman to discharge such

a man, but they would make him leave on the first train out.

Under these conditions the foreman deemed it advisable to re-

main at headquarters, and the gang went to the slide. -^ white

gang of 30 men had been working on this slide during the

earlier part of the night and every one of them had quit, re-

fusing to work for fear of rocks faUing on them. The Japanese

went to work with a will, and although two of them were se-

verely injured not a complaint was made and the slide was

cleared in record time.

•Three articles in the Railway Age Gazette of June 21, page 1368, dis-

cussed "The Hobo as a Track Laborer"; four in the issue of July 19. page
121, discussed "The Xegro as a Track Laborer"; four in the issue of

August 16. page 303, discussed "The Italian as a Track Laborer"; four in

the issue of September 20, page 327. discussed "The Mexican as a Track
Laborer": and four in the issue of October 18, page 746, discussed "The
Pole and Slav as Track Laborers."

While they are not total abstainers they are of temperate
habits and it is seldom that any are found under the influence

of liquor. Whenever there is dissension among them it can
almost invariably be traced to gambling. Many foremen had
trouble in their gangs on account of this in the days when an
agent of their own nationality employed them for the railways

and each gang was furnished with an interpreter. Much dis-

sension was apparent and the cause of it usually could be
traced to the interpreter, who would import into the gang a
few professional gamblers who would make- a pretense of being
laborers by working one or two days a week, and at night

would fleece the others, dividing their gain with the interpreter.

As an instance of this, several years ago a Japanese extra gang
was constantly changing foremen, foremen were either being

transferred to other gangs or discharged, all traceable to one
cause, the interpreter. Xo foreman who considered his reputa-

tion worth anything would remain with this gang very long.

At last a foreman was selected to take charge of this gang who
had been very successful in handling Japanese with the under-

standing that he should discharge those who in his opinion were
undesirable. The first day he had a clash with the interpreter

concerning the reorganization of the gang, the interpreter tell-

ing the foreman that he would have the foreman discharged

just as soon as he could get a letter to the agent. This fore-

man found in the gang several men who had previously worked
under him in other gangs. He asked them if there were any
"gamble boys" in the gang; and whether gambling was conducted

in the cars at night. They told him there were, and the interpreter

would not allow any man to remain in the gang who would
not play. To fully convince himself he made an inspection of

the cars that night and found gambling being conducted just as

he had been informed. The next day the foreman discharged

the interpreter and eight other men whom he found conducting

the games. \\'ithout consulting the Japanese agent the fore-

man selected a "bookman," or interpreter from the gang, in-

structing him that any one found gambling would be discharged.

The sullenness of the men disappeared and the standard of

efficiency was raised at once on a par with the other Japanese

gangs.

I do not know of any Japanese being employed as foremen

in California, but I am informed that they are employed as

such in Utah. Nevada and .Arizona. Their reports are rendered

in Japanese and at the roadmaster's headquarters a Japanese

clerk is employed to translate these reports. I am informed

this system is a success and the men make reliable foremen.

The Japanese government has restricted their emigration, and

those we now have in track service in California are rapidly

leaving to take up fruit raising and truck gardening, either buy-

ing or leasing the land. It is with regret we see them passing

from track work.

POSSIBILITIES OF THE JAPANESE AS TRACK
FOREMEN.

By J. A. Ottman,

Assistant Superintendent, L^nion Pacific, Cheyenne, Wyo.

Eliminating all prejudice that may be felt against the impor-

tation of foreign races, one must, in fairness, admit that the

most practical solution of the problem of adequate track labor

lies in the development of men of foreign extraction to such an

efficiency that they can successfully serve in the capacity of

track foremen, regardless of the fact that they are foreigners.

They must be educated, not only along technical lines regarding

the maintenance of track, but must also be taught to use tact

and to maintain discipline, both of which are essential fac-
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tors at the present time in securing and retaining laborers.

Experience with various classes of foreign labor, in this locality,

which is the mountainous district of the Union Pacific, has

shown that, as a whole, the Japanese are far superior to any other

foreign nationality and are producing more satisfactory results.

The principal and most marked reason for this is their ability

to manage all classes and nationalities of labor. It is desirable,

as far as practicable, to assemble workmen of the same national-

ity in order to eliminate discontent and factional trouble, and to

create competition between the different nationalities. This has

resulted, among other things, in the tendency of each to master

the English language, which, of course, is highly important.

Where gangs are made up of one nationality and where Greek,

Austrian and Italian foremen are employed, they invariably

collect laborers of their own race, and but httle progress is

made in learning the language. It has been found, however, on

the Western district of the Union Pacific, that the Japanese

have acquired an intelligent and successful use of the English

language in a very few months.

At the beginning the Japanese foremen were furnished only

Japanese labor, but later, because of the shortage of Japanese

labor, they were furnished labor of other nationalities, so that

they are now able to organize and successfully manage gangs

composed of several races. The Japanese exhibit a desire to

master details, are apt scholars, are always alert to duty, have

a faculty of imparting their knowledge to their laborers, and

seldom, if ever, repeat an error which has been once brought

to their attention correctively. These characteristics do not de-

velop in foremen of other nationalities.

To procure and successfully control laborers so they will be

retained in the service, a foreman whose education has been

along practical lines must be in charge of them, otherwise the

influence over the men is lost, they become discouraged, and,

in some instances, leave the service at inopportune times. Ex-

perience in this territory has shown that four-fifths of the

Japanese can be developed into practical and competent foremen,

and in much less time than any of the other foreigners. As

foremen, the actual work on the ground with their men is no

more commendable than their ability to intelligently render re-

ports of labor performed or emergencies that arise.

A serious condition resulting from the diminishing supply of

track labor, and particularly of foremen, presented itself forcibly

on this district as early as 1902, and continued until 1906, when

the Japanese foreman made his appearance. During the early

introduction of the Japanese foreman the problem confronting

the company was their proper training. To assist in this work,

an intelligent Japanese interpreter was employed to reconstruct

and interpret the reports and communications from the Jap-

anese foremen to the roadmaster and vice versa. Since that

time, however, a school gang has been organized under the

direction of a competent track foreman, this gang being com-

posed principally of Japanese laborers who had expressed their

desire to become foremen, and who had displayed evidences

of intelligence and capabilit}'. The success of this venture has

been very marked. The Japanese who received their education

in this school gang have been successfully used as track fore-

men, until, at the present time a number of Japanese foremen

are working on several different roadmaster's districts.

At the present time there are 96 Japanese foremen out of a

total of 126 on the Wyoming division of the Union Pacific, and

on the Seventh district, where the Japanese laborers were first

promoted to foremen, several of the then experiments are still

in the service. One of the first Japanese promoted to foreman

holds the enviable distinction of being foreman of the section

of the Union Pacific which was awarded the premium by the

general inspectors two consecutive years, the championship be-

ing still in his possession.

These facts are, I believe, conclusive evidence of the efficiercy

of the Japanese, not only as track laborers, but as section

foremen.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF JAPANESE TRACK
LABORERS.

By One Who Has Handled the Japs.

To get good service from a gang of Japanese a foreman
must treat them as he would like to be treated himself. You
cannot get good service from a Japanese by harsh words, abuse

or a club. When satisfied they will go through any hardship,

even go in the most dangerous quarters and take chances that

few men will take. While they are small in stature and weight

they make up for this by their activity. They learn any kind of

work readily, making first class section or track laborers. It

may be a general opinion that on account of their size they are

not good for steel gangs, and while it might be well to use two
men in a gang handling the rail tongs, I have found them able

to do as efficient work laying 90-lb. rail as any other class.

Their habits of living are very good. They are clean about

their person and clothes, and most of them have a good suit

of clothes and white collars, which they wear on Sundays and
holidays, no matter how far from a town they may be located.

They are always on hand Monday morning ready to go to

work, and while they take as readily to liquor as the men in

other classes, I have never seen one of my Japanese intoxicated,

and as a general rule they are not a hard drinking class. Their

principal food is about the same as that of white men, with the

exception that they use a particular kind of sauce procured from

Japan. I should judge from my observation that SO per cent,

of them are able to read and write their own name in the Eng-

lish language after the first three months, and 80 per cent, are

able to write enough to make their wants known after one

year. I have noticed that they are inclined to study reading and

writing after their day's work is done, which is not noticeable

in many other classes and entirely absent in some. As a rule they

do their work neatly and take an interest in what they do. Of

course there are inferior and undesirable Japanese laborers, but as

a general rule I have found them very satisfactory.

ADVANTAGES IN THE USE OF JAPANESE TRACK
LABOR.

By F. W. Green,

Roadmaster, Canadian Pacific, Kamloops, B. C.

The Japanese as a track laborer, if handled properly, compares

favorably with the races from southern Europe. The Jap

does not like to be shouted at or abused, nor does he wish to

have other than Canadian or American foremen. Give him a

pleasant look or a kind word when he deserves it and he will

try to give you good work.

A steady, cool-headed foreman who knows his business and

judges his men can get good results from the Jap. But get a

"bookman" who pulls against the foreman and the men be-

come ugly and have imaginary grievances. They can be contrary

and stubborn, and when one gets them like that it is better to

disband the gang or break it up and discharge the "bookman"

and the ringleaders.

They are quick to learn the work, handy and intelligent, can

be used in any kind of track work from putting in switches

down to cleaning up or fencing the right of way. They

will do any work as cheaply as it can be done by other nation-

alities. Although it is an unwritten law in this locality not to

promote an Asiatic foreman, I believe there are a few Japs on

the coast who would make good foremen over gangs of their

own nationality.

There are several supply companies who furnish labor by

contract at so much per day to the railway, which is ten cents

per day less to the man. This causes dissatisfaction, for the

men soon find out that they do not have to pay for the privilege

of working in this country. But some of the men consider

they have a sure job and all they have to do is keep moving.

The Japs who hire out for themselves, draw their own checks

and buy their own food are the men from whom you get gobd

service. We use them in both section and extra gang service

I
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with good results. Where we have Japs on the section they live

in bunko-houses, the same as other laborers. The Jap has very

good habits. Very few of them fail to show up for work the day

after pay-day. They are clean about their person, outfit cars

and beds and are not subject to much sickness. They do not like

the cold weather any too well, but can stand almost any amount

of heat. They do not hoard up every cent to send back to their

own country, but take in the show and the ball game when they

have the opportunity and are fairly good sports and fond of

athletics.

I do not find them any more quarrelsome among themselves

than other nationalities. They buy the same kind of shoes and

clothes as Canadians, and are natty in their style. They are

anxious to learn to read and write the English language, and

willing to pay for it. When they know a fair amount of Eng-

lish they are through with the contract companies and go out

for themselves. In his food the Jap lives fairly well. More than

half of it consists of rice and the balance is made up of meat,

vegetables and cereals.

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
SINCE OCTOBER 18.

The following articles of special interest to engineers and

maintenance of way men, and to which readers of this section

may wish to refer, have appeared in the regular weekly issues of

the Raikvay Age Gazette since October 18

:

Construction of the Rock Island Short Line.—The traffic conditions which

warranted the building of a closing link in a new north and south line of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; the roadbed, bridge and culvert stand-

ards used on this road and other interesting problems in its construction,

were described in the issue of October 25, page 791.

Wave Action in a Rail Under an Engine on a Grade.—In a letter to

the editor in the issue of October 25, page 784, Paul M. La Bach com-

mented on the clicking of spikes which can be heard in front of an engine

working heavily on a steep grade, attributing this phenomenon to the nosing

of the locomotive and showing by diagram a suggested explanation.

Reinforced Concrete Slab Bridge.—The design of a concrete subway for

the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, using the mushroom system

of reinforcement which has been quite widely applied in building con-

struction, was described in the issue of October 25, page 801.

Testing Hardness of Rails by Ball Pressures.—A method of testing hard-

ness of rails by measuring the impression made in the surface of the rail by

a given pressure on a hardened metal ball, has been developed by a German
company and is being commercially used on the Continent. The method

and the apparatus for carrying out the tests were described in the issue

of October 25. page 803.

Some comments on seasoning ties, abstracted from bulletin 118, of the

Department of Agriculture, were printed in the issue of October 25,

page 805.

Some interesting data on the number of union passenger stations in the

United States was presented in an editorial note in the issue of Novem-
ber 1, page 821.

Reconstruction of the Cumberland River Bridge.—In the rebuilding of

the Illinois Central's bridge over the Cumberland river, Kentucky, some

unusual conditions were encountered. The handling of floods, the strength-

ening of old piers and the erection of the new spans; also the details of a

reinforced concrete trestle approach, were given in an article in the issue

of November 1, page 831.

Inspection of Steel Rails.—A paper by Robert Job, vice-president,. Milton-

Hersey Co., Ltd., and chemist of the Lehigh Valley, advocating more rigid

inspection by railway employees in rail mills and for an increased number
of tests of the product of such mills, was published in the issue of No-

vember 1, page 843.

An editorial in the issue of November 8, page 867, called attention to the

increase in cost of construction work which is very frequently occasioned

by the failure to secure right-of-way and have preliminary work handled

before letting contracts for grading.

Lake Superior & Ishperaing Ore Loading Dock.—Three new ore loading

docks have been placed in service on Lake Superior during the last year

in which steel or concrete or a combination of the two have been used in

place of wood as has been the custom in this class of structure. The one

at Marquette, Mich., for the Lake Superior & Ishpeming, described in the

issue of November 8, page 877, uses a combination of steel and concrete,

which, according to preliminary estimates, was shown to be most economical.

Mechanical Handling of Baggage and Freight.—An abstract of a paper

by William C. Carr, president of the Automatic Transportation Co., Buffalo,

N. Y., presented before the New England Railroad Club, which gives in-

teresting data concerning the use of electric trucks for handling baggage

and freight, was published in the issue of November 8, page 879.

An abstract of the Interstate Commerce Commission's report on the
New York Central & Hudson River derailment at Hyde Park, N. Y.. on
March 31, 1912, was published in the issue of November 8, page 888.

The Tacheometer in Railway Location.—A paper by E. R. Lewis, as-

sistant to the general manager, Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic, published
in the issue of November 8, page 889, describes and discusses the use of
a tacheometer for securing accurate levels over wide areas.

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS OF THE
ROADMASTERS' AND MAINTENANCE OF

WAY ASSOCIATION.

The following subjects have been selected and committee ap-
pointments made for the following year

:

Contracting of Maintenance Work.—John Barth (C. C. C. &
St. L.), chairman; J. Burke (Erie); T. Hickey (M. C.) ; Guy
Lowers (Erie) ; P. Madden (C. M. & St. P.) ; N. McNabb (M.
C.) ; F. E. Crabbs (C. & N. W.).
Combined Organization of Maintenance Forces.—Emmett

Keough (C. B. & Q.), chairman; B. M. McDonald (N. Y. C. &
H. R.)

; A. E. Hanson (A. T. & S. F.) ; B. C. Dougherty (C. M.
& St. P.)

; J. P. McAndrews (C. & N. W. ) ; F. B. Adams (P. &
R.) ; C. Linehan (C. R. I. & P.).

New Appliances.—W. H. Kofmehl (C. M. & St. P.), chairman;
A. M. Clough (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; G. H. Brooks (T. R. R, A. of

St. Louis)
; J. P. Corcoran (C. & A.) ; Wm. Hazlewood (N. Y.

C. & H. R.) ; W. H. Cleveland (A. T. & S. F.) ; C. M. Green (C.

R. L & P.).

The Use of Power Driven and Labor Saving Appliances for

Track Maintenance.—H. E. Astley (N. Y. C. & H. R.), chairman

;

Coleman King (Long Island)
; J. H. Anger (N. Y. C. & H. R)

;

Z. B. Couch (L. & N.)
; J. W. Fletcher, Jr. (Carolina & N. W.)

;

J. W. Powers (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; Robert Faries (Penn. Lines),

Prevention of Accidents, Personal and Otherwise, Viewed
from a Maintenance Standpoint.—J. F. Coulston (L. E. & W.),
chairman; C. J. Coon (N. Y. C. & H. R.)

; J. J. Hughes (St. L.

S. W.) ; Henry Ferguson (G. T.) ; D. F. Lynch (C. B. & Q.) ;

G. D. Gifford (N. Y. C. & H. R.) ; Frank Button (C. & N. W.) ;

T. H. Goffney (Mo. Pac.) ; Geo. Barnoski (C. M. & St. P.).

THE FOREMAN PROBLEM.*

By George J. Sharkey,
Chief Clerk, Office of Supervisor of Track, New York Central Lines,

Kingston, N. Y.

As a solution of the section foreman problem, I offer the fol-

lowing :

(1) Bring the rate of pay of track laborers to $2 or $2.50

per day, and the rate ojf foremen to $80 per month, which would

attract a better element of labor to track work and would hold

good men when contractors offer more.

(2) Make no distinction in race. Bid with the other fields

of labor for genuine and not fake or inferior labor. In hiring

labor do not negotiate with the labor agent for so many Italians,

but simply send for so many good workmen, irrespective of

race. A man's a man for all that. If he proves to be a good

man, keep him; if not, let him go. If possible employ natural-

ized and localized labor.

(3) Poor men not only hold back the particular work of the

territory being overseen, but also the pace of the work on the

whole division, as the other sections set their speedometer at

the same rate as the poorest. If a man does not fill the bill, he

should give place to the man who can.

(4) Change the name of section foreman to track maintainer.

The term "section" is ancient and proverbially a joke. This

seems to be a slight matter, but the majority of men are both

sentimental and proud, and no one likes to have it said that he

"works on the section."

•Received in the contest on The Section Foreman Problem, which closed

March 25, 1912.



NEW CREOSOTING PLANT NEAR WINNIPEG.
Marks the First Move on the Part of the Canadian Pacific

Railway to Use Treated Timber for Ties on a Large Scale.

The Dominion Tar & Chemical Company, Ltd., has recently

built and is now operating a creosoting plant about six miles

east of Winnipeg, Man. This is one of the first plants to be

built and operated in Canada for treating railway ties. The plant

has a contract to treat from 500,000 to 1,000,000 ties for the

Canadian Pacific annually for ten years, which marks the first

use of treated timber for ties on a large scale by that road. The

plant also has a contract to treat some ties for the Canadian

Northern, which will be used for e.xperimental purposes, and

to treatment as some other woods, they are used because they

are easily obtainable along the company's lines. The climatic

conditions in Canada are such that decay in ties is not so rapid

as on roads located further south, the period of tHe year in which

the frost is out of the ground, which is the only time that decay

can seriously affect the wood, being much shorter.

The plant is equipped to treat timber by any method. The
C. P. R. and C. X. R. contracts specify the Bethelf process, in-

jecting a minimum of two U. S. gallons per tie. The ties are
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A Portion of the Tie Storage Yard.

large paving block contracts are being executed successfully for

various cities in western Canada.

The plant was built on a comparatively small scale, but was

designed with a view to future enlargement, and some additions

are now being made, while others are definitely planned. The

two cylinders now being operated have a capacity of over a

million ties annually upon the basis of present operations. The

ties treated are principally jack pine, Norway pire, tamarack and

white spruce, while some experiments are being made with Brit-

ish Columbia spruce and fir, and black spruce and poplar from

Ontario. Although some of these species are not as well adapted

receiving from two to 3>4 gallons, depending upon the size of the

ties. The process consists of preliminary steaming when the

timber is not air seasoned, followed by a vacuum, after which

the cylinder is filled with creosote and the desired amount of oil

injected into the timber. After the oil is ejected from the cylin-

der, the timber is allowed to stand a short time to recover the

drippings. Most of the oil used is secured from the distilling

plants which the Dominion Tar & Chemical Company operates

at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., and Sydney, N. S.

The treating plant occupies a tract of 40 acres, with the build-

ings located near one end of the yard. It is planned to add 30

General View of Treating Plant from Loading Platform.
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acres to this next year, which can readily be done, as the com-

pany owns 110 acres. There are four long yard tracks serving

the storage piles, which are designed to accommodate 700,000

ties and the additional yard space planned for next year will

provide for the stacking of over a million ties.

Practically all of the ties that reach the plant are shipped with

the bark on the sides, which must be removed as the ties are un-

loaded. At present this work is being done by hand, but, when

an adzing and boring plant is installed, as is planned for next

year, it is hoped that some arrangement can be made to bark the

ties by machine when they are adzed, although no detailed plan

for effecting this has yet been prepared. All ties are seasoned

before treatment, the length of time varying with the species of

the wood and the requirements for treated material. Each yard

track is paralleled by a narrow gage track for the operation of

the cylinder cars. The narrow gage cars are operated by two

narrow gage locomotives, one of which is of English make. A
five-ton locomotive crane is used for handling some of the treated

ties and paving block baskets and for switching standard gage

cars when necessary. It has also been found very useful in the

building of tanks and other facilities about the plant.

The yard is connected at one end with the main line of the

Canadian Pacific and at the other with a branch line of the

Canadian Northern. An elevated loading platform of frame

trestle construction is provided for loading treated ties in stand-

ard gage cars for shipment. This platform is served by two

narrow gage tracks.

The treating plant is housed in steel frame buildings covered

Loading Treated Ties from Trams to Standard Gage Cars.

with corrugated iron. There are two treating cylinders 6 ft. 6 in.

in diameter and 135 ft. long now in use, a third one 6 ft. 6 in. in

diameter and 84 ft. long is practically completed, and a fourth

one 6 ft. 6 in. in diameter and 135 ft. long has been ordered. The
present cylinders have a capacity of 16 trains to a charge.

The cylinder doors are swung from a crane attached to the

cylinder, and when closed, are secured by 24 clamps. These

clamps are of heavier construction than that commonly used in

creosoting plants in the United States. The cylinders are sup-

ported on I beams carried on concrete foundations, with a special

channel and I-beam construction at the expansion joints.

Two working tanks, 20 ft. in diameter and 14 ft. high, with a

capacity of 34,500 gallons, supply oil to the cylinders through 8 in.

pipes. A third working tank of the same size is practically com-

pleted and ready to operate. Compressed air is used to force

the oil back when the pressure is removed. Recording thermom-

eters and gages are provided in the engine room, which make a

permanent record of the temperature and pressure in each

cylinder during treatment, and a similar gage registers the

vacuum. Indicator gages are also provided to show the amount
of oil in the working tanks. The engine room is equipped with

three oil pressure pumps, two vacuum pumps and two air com-

pressors. The piping from the oil pumps is so arranged that

either pump can force oil into either cylinder, thus eliminating

the necessity for delay when either pump is out of order. Steam
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for the plant is supplied by two 450 h. p. Babcock and Wilcox

boilers. Boiler water is secured from wells and is treated by a

soda and lime softening process. The boiler feed water is heated

by a Cochrane heater. A 350-amp. 100-volt generator direct con-

nected to a 50-h. p. engine furnishes electricity for 16 arc lamps

and 350 incandescent lights throughout the yard and the

buildings.

A machine shop alongside the boiler plant is able to take care

of minor repairs, and the locomotive house adjacent to the ma-

chine shop is used to store the yard locomotives. A bath house

is provided in the yard for the use of the 135 or more workmen
which the plant employs. This house is equipped with two

showers and four tubs. A boarding house is furnished by the

company near the yard for the accommodation of the workmen.

The supply of creosote for the plant is kept in three storage

tanks at present, one 40 ft. in diameter and 25 ft. high, and two

30 ft. in diameter and 15 ft. high. Two additional 30 ft. tanks

15 ft. high have been ordered and will be erected this year.

This plant is operated under the direction of F. W. Coates,

manager for the Dominion Tar & Chemical Company, and G. G.

Roberts, assistant manager. J. H. Dixon is the representative of

A year or more ago I was authorized to pay about 10 cents

per day more than the usual rate to a limited number of the

most intelligent, sober, laborers with the understanding that

they were to stay in the service and fit themselves for promotion.

At intervals these laborers were required to make the usual

daily, weekly and monthly reports with the assistance of the

foreman, and later, to act as relief or extra foreman for short

periods. When a permanent position was to be filled the laborer

who had shown up best on trial would get the promotion, and
in several cases gave as good or better satisfaction from the start,

as the older foreman he replaced. I believe if this method
was generally followed the problem of how to provide reliable

track foremen for the future would be solved.

TYPES OF DEFECTIVE RAILS AND SOME
METHODS USED IN DETECTING THEM.*

By Robert Job.

Under present conditions of railroad traffic in this country it

is of especial importance to secure strong, sound and durable

Cyi se. Working and Storage Tanks.

the Canadian Pacific at the plant. We are indebted to all of

these gentlemen for the above information.

THE FOREMAN PROBLEM.*

By M. Henry,

Supervisor, Chicago & Eastern Illinois, Salem, 111.

The decline in the quality of track foremen is due to the de-

velopment of the country and the failure of the officers of most
railways to note the declining quality of track laborers and to

take steps to improve conditions. A few years ago, in outlying

districts especially, the track foremen very often had the best

position in the community and could draw on the verj' best class

of laborers for track work, many of them above the average

in intelligence and with good common school education. As
the country developed this class drifted into other lines where
wages were better and working conditions more satisfactory,

leaving the track foreman to get along as best he could with old

men and boys or, as a last resort, the foreigners.

The high cost of living and the demand for labor makes it

necessary, in order to provide experienced trackmen, to increase

the wages of track foremen and laborers enough to induce the

better class of common laborers to take up track work. To
supply reliable track foremen from the ranks, it is necessary

to resort to a systematic course of training for the better class

of laborers. My experience has been that foremen with appar-

ently first class references applying for positions have been a

failure. Very few reliable foremen ever get out of employment.

The Section Foreman Problem, which closed

End of Cylinder with Door Open.

rails. The compositions best adapted to the varying require-

ments have been pretty well determined by the teachings of

service. The open-hearth process which permits the use of

greater toughness and hardness through low phosphorus and

sulphur content, has been widely extended, and the various

principles and details of manufacture have been so thoroughly

studied that our mills are capable not merely of rolling a large

tonnage, but also of securing a high excellence in quality.

It is a well-known fact, however, that decided variations in

the product at times occur. Sometimes the large majority of

the rails from a given rolling give good service while only a

small percentage are found to contain defects which cause failure

in the track. In other rollings from the same mills the percent-

age of defective rails is much higher, although the rails may be

used under nearly identical conditions as to track and service.

In many instances good rails immediately beside one which

failed have been removed from the track and carefully studied

with the object not merely of finding out the exact cause of the

failure, but also of ascertaining the qualities which resulted in

good service under the same traffic conditions. It may be of

interest to show types of various failures which in a measure

are characteristic, and which have come to our attention under

widely differing service conditions in various parts of this coun-

try and of Canada, and also to give a brief account of some

methods which have been devised with the object of detecting

defects which would detract either from safety or from service-

ability.

One of the best known popularly of these defective types is

the so-called piped rail shown in Fig. 1, which is caused by de-

•Presented at the Sixth Congress of the International Association for
Testing Materials, New York, September, 1912.
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fective mill practice in failing to crop the blooms to sound steel.

A rail of this kind does not generally fracture in the track, but

mashes down gradually and is detected by the track men and
removed before it becomes unsafe.

Another type shown in Fig. 2 is the split head. In the illus-

tration the flowing over upon both sides of the head is shown.
I his section has been polished and lightly etched with iodin, and

it will be seen that the metal is thoroughly unsound, again due

to failure at the mill to crop the blooms to sound metal. As a

result, the steel has too little tenacity to support an ordinary

load, and crushes.

In Fig. 3 we look down upon the top of a 100 lb. rail from
which a layer about three-eighths inch thick has broken out in

service. A seam runs lengthwise through the rail, and by care-

fully observing the fracture it will be noted that the failure be-

gan at the scam line and extended gradually in service until

the crack reached one side of the head and nearly extended to

the other. A failure of this kind is particularly dangerous since

it is gradually developing while the rail is in service and no out-

ward indication may be given of the presence of the defect. The
rail in question was made by the open-hearth process and had

the following composition

:

Manganese 0.82 per cent.
Sulphur 0.030 per cent.
Phosphorus 0.025 per cent.
Carbon 0.77 per cent.

This composition was normal and gave no indication as to the

cause of failure. Fig. 4 shows an etched section from the same
rail taken at the same location. It is seen that the steel is thor-

oughly unsound and porous and shows clearly the spot at the

seam line. The exact method of formation of this type is be-

yond the scope of our present subject, but it is an evident de-

fect in mill practice. Fig. 5 represents another longitudinal crack

of the same type. In each of these cases the composition was
normal, but the same condition of extreme unsoundness, re-

sulting from defective mill practice, was present. Fig. 7 gives

another example of a radically unsound rail with a split length-

wise in two planes, and Fig. 6 shows the upper portion of the

heo.d with the slag-line at which the fracture began. This condi-

tion obviously would have been avoided by proper mill practice.

Fig. 8 shows the type of failure known as an "internal trans-

verse crack." This is also particularly dangerous since it is not

present in the rail when rolled, but begins to develop in service

at some point of weakness within the steel, and gradually ex-

tends across the head until fracture of the rail occurs. The rail

in this case was made by the Bessemer process and had the

following composition :

Carbon 0.67 per cent.
Phosphorus 0.58 per cent.
Manganese 0.88 per cent.
Sulphur 0.041 per cent.

This rail was removed from track and broken under the drop,

and a similar crack, though smaller, was found in the lower part

of the head near the web, about three feet from the first, while

about a foot further along the rail a small crack was found in

the process of development as shown in Fig. 9.

A characteristic form is shown in Fig. 10 and the nucleus of

weakness at which the fracture began is clearly seen near the

center of the crack. Fig. 11 illustrates again the gradual growth
of what later on would have been a failure of this nature and

the spot of weakness at the center is evident.

Owing to the dangerous character of this type of failure and

the need of definite knowledge as to the prime cause of the

growth, we made a critical study of the subject, gathering data

throughout the country. This defect has been found in low car-

bon steel and in high carbon steel—in rails as heavy as 100 lbs.

per yard, and as light as 80 lbs., while in some cases, where rails

as light as 67 lbs. were used and subjected to the same wheel

pressures, none of the defects had developed.

This defect has been found in relatively small numbers in

both Bessemer and in open-hearth steel, made at different mills

and in service in various parts of this continent. Thorough study
proved beyond question that the composition of the steel in its

ordinary elements was not the cause of the failure, and also that

the conditions of service were not the prime cause. Analysis of

the small central core in these spots was not conclusive, and
microscopic investigation proved that the spots were mere cracks

and did not extend longitudinally along the rail. In other words,
they had no depth, but on examination of the steel in the im-
mediate vicinity of the central core we always found decided
porosity or other source of weakness, this condition being caused
by various defects in the mill practice. In one of these unsound
rails shown in Fig. 12 two internal transverse cracks had devel-

oped within about one inch of each other.

Another characteristic form of internal transverse crack is

shown in Fig. 13, that of a badly segregated open hearth rail in

which the manganese content was 1.62 per cent., although the

heat average approximated .80 per cent. Fig. 14 shows a three-

fold enlargement of this spot. By noting the formation of the

ridges it is apparent that the fracture began inside the head and
gradually extended until it reached the surface. The spot was
about three-quarters of an inch long. Fig. IS represents a sim-
ilar crack in a 110 lb. open-hearth rail in which the manganese
was also excessive, 2.65 per cent, being present, whereas the heat

average was approximately .90 per cent. In both of the latter

cases the abnormal composition was caused by failure in manu-
facture properly to mix the mangagese added in the ladle.

Our experience has been that a defective condition is very

seldom characteristic of an entire rolling, but that it is generally

present only in individual ingots. Consequently it is clear that

in order to guard most effectively against the various defects

and at the same time utilize the largest possible proportion of the

rolling, it is desirable to test each ingot in the rolling, stamping
each rail with its ingot number, in addition to the heat number
and the letter indicating its position in the ingot. Also, in order

to forestall as far as possible the various defects in the rails, we
found it advantageous to place a considerable number of in-

spectors throughout the mills to watch the progress of the manu-
facture in its various details and to report all variations which
would tend to lessen the value of the product. The plan has

now been in operation for about one year with very satisfac-

tory results.

These extraordinary, though now needful, precautions on the

part of a railway company should be unnecessary since they are

intimately connected with the manufacture of the steel and
should properly be observed by the mill itself to safeguard the

quality of its own product.

Of the routine tests we have found it advisable to make a drop

test upon a butt from each ingot in the heat in order to avoid

brittleness, rejecting all rails from each ingot which fail under

the test. The ductility test of Dr. P. H. Dudley has also been

found extremely useful in helping to avoid qualities which re-

sult in some of the types of failures shown above. The test to

destruction under the drop to detect piping is also of great value,

as it serves as a check upon the work of the men at the shears

and tends to reduce to a minimum the number of piped rails

in any given shipment, particularly when the tests are made upon

the ingot plan mentioned above. The deflection measurement

under the drop test enables one to avoid undue softness, while

base seams may be detected if present by making the drop test

with the head of the rail downward, as is our regular practice.

but with the base slightly inclined so that the drop will strike the

extreme side of the base and thus open up as a result of the blow

any unwelded seams w-hich may be present. If seams are found

the top rail of the ingot might properly be rejected. This modi-

fication does not interfere with the effectiveness of the drop test

in other respects. I wish to emphasize with all the force of

which I am capable, the absolute unfairness of forcing upon the

railroads the detecting of defects which if the rails were properly

made would seldom be present in the steel.
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TRACK SCALES.

By H. T. Porter,

Chief Engineer, Bessemer & Lake Eric.

Ill looking over competitive bids for track scales from time

to time, the writer never was able to find that there was suffi-

cient information in the plans and proposals of the scale com-

panies to enable one to make a comparison of the relative merits

and capacities of the scales. The writer submits herewith a pro-

posed set of specifications for a 46-ft., 150-ton, four-section

track scale. These specifications are not submitted as a finished

product, but as a first effort. This is a subject on which there is

very little information readily available, and the writer thinks

that a move should be made to standardize track scales. We
once asked for bids on track scales without any attempt to give

particular specifications, and were advised by one of the scale

companies that by reason of the variations in details and methods

of figuring, they could furnish 49 dififerent kinds of scales under

those requirements. This is merely mentioned to show the

necessity of standardizing, as a great many of the variations in

the construction have no special merit, but became necessary to

satisfy the whims of the draftsman in the office of the purchaser.

The following are the general specifications for ISO-ton 46-ft.

track scales on the Bessemer & Lake Erie

:

Plans.—Each bidder shall submit a strain and stress diagram

of the scale he intends to furnish, showing thereon the proposed

sections of the various parts under strain, and all plans showing

details similar to those intended to be used in the construction

of this special scale ; these plans to be submitted at the time of

making his bid.

Length.—The length of this scale shall l)e known as 46 ft.

:

this length to be the distance between the ends of the live rail.

The ends of the live rail should be vertically above points lo-

cated not less than one-fifth of the distance between the first

and second sections distant from the center of the end section

of the scale.

Xiiiiibcr of .Section.':.—There shall he four sections

Raliii,^.—The rating nf this scale shall be known as ISO-ton

46-ft. track scale, and this load shall be used iu the design, each

section to be considered as taking one-fourth of the rated tfm-

nage, or 37.S tons live load.

Dead Load.—The dead load of anj- i)art may be neglected when
the strain produced by it is less than 2'/2 per cent, of the strain

produced by the rated load.

Impact.—An impact equal to 100 per cert, of the rated load

shall be everywhere added, in designing.

Grade.—The maximum grade to which the scale rails will ever

be laid is 0.3 per cent., and such grade shall be obtainable by
tapered shims to be placed between the bottom of platform

stringers and supports, these shims to be omitted should the

purchaser desire to have the scale rails level.

Load Adjustments.—Means should be provided by wedge
blocks or other device for taking up any minor irregularities of

the platform supports, on account of variations in manufacture
or setting.

Deck.—The scale deck shall be of the rigid type, supported by
the pit walls, and shall overhang the ends of the platform string-

ers to correspond with the design of the platform length, rela-

tively to the lengths between sections.

Stringers.—Ihf^ stringers shall be I-beams of Carnegie struc-

tural steel. Manufacturer's Specifications for Steel for Railway
Bridges. The span shall be considered as the c. to c. distance

between any two sections, and the ma.ximum bending stress cal-

culated shall not exceed 16,000 lbs. per sq. in., assuming no con-
tinuous action over supports. The minimum depth of I-beams
shall be 24 in. The stringers shall be thoroughly braced later-

ally by angles not less than 3 in. in width, and by transverse

•From bulletin No. 148 of the ,^melican Railway Engineering Asso-

diaphragms. Connections to have ^-in. rivets or larger. No
structural parts shall be less than ^-in. thick.

Special Clause, Structural Steel.—The manufacturer will sub-

mit a general plan of structural steel showing sizes and total

estimated weight, at the time of making his bid. and all neces-

sary scale dimensions in the final plan, after contract is signed,

which will enable a structural manufacturer to fabricate the steel

to fit the scale details.

Suspension Bearings.—The load of the platform shall be trans-

mitted to the main levers by means of suspension bearings. No
forged links shall vary more than 1/16-in. from the dimensions

shown on the plans.

Levers:—The main levers shall be of cast steel. Other levers

may be of cast iron or of cast steel. Level tabs shall be cast on

the tops of levers about 12 in. c. to c. and faced accurately. The
unit stresses in levers shall not exceed the following values

:

Cast-iron, 3,000 lbs. maximum tensile stress ; cast-iron, 18,000

lbs. maximum compressive stress ; cast-steel, 8,000 lbs. maxi-

mum tensile stress.

Knife Edges.—The knife edges shall be separate from the

bearing in main and extension levers and of silico-manganese

steel ; the load per linear inch of the knife edge shall not exceed

5,000 lbs. The line of knife edges in any one lever should coin-

cide as nearly as practicable with the neutral a.xis of the lever.

Bearing Blocks.—Cast-steel bearing blocks, self-centering the

bearing on supports, shall support the knife edges.

Supports.—The scale levers shall be supported by cast-steel

standards resting on concrete pedestals, and no parts subject to

tensile strain shall have a unit stress exceeding 8,000 lbs. The
bearing on the concrete shall not exceed 300 lbs. per sq. in.

Check Rods.—Check rods shall be provided transversely and

longitudinally.

Multiple.—The multiple of the beam pull shall be 800, but an

additional rod whose pull is 400 shall be provided for attaching

to the 2 to 1 lever of a Streeter-Amet recorder.

Beam.—The main beam shall be graduated in thousands of

poimds, up to 200,000 lbs. An auxiliary sliding poise attached

to the main latched roller poise shall move over graduations of

50 lbs. for 1,000 lbs. All weights in excess of 200,000 lbs. to be

hung from the end of the beam.

The graduated scales shall be of brass.

Painting.—All parts, except wearing points and brass, shall be

painted before shipment.

foundation Plan.—The scale manufacturer shall furnish a

foundation plan showing all necessary dimensions to install the

scale. The pit shall be amply wide to permit thorough inspec-

tion and make all parts accessible.

Purchaser Furnishes.—The purchaser will construct the foun-

dation to the dimensions shown by the manufacturer's plan and

will place all bolts and structural steel that is to be built into the

masonry. The purchaser will also furnish and construct the

deck, weather guards around rail chairs, scale house, and pro-

vide foundation bolts. 100 lbs. scale rails and fastenings. Pur-

chaser will furnish structural steel to fit dimensions shown on

scale plans.

Easer Rails.—Easer rails will be provided for both ends of the

scale b}' the purchaser, but the scale manufacturer shall not con-

sider the length of the platform as affected thereby.

Superintendence.—The manufacturer will be notified when the

foundation is completed, and he shall furnish a competent erect-

ing foreman to superintend the installation of the scales; any

.-.ssistance this foreman may need will be supplied by the pur-

chaser. Erecting foreman will be paid for at a rate per day as

specified in the bid.

Inspection of Material, etc.—All material or workmanship

shall be subject to the inspection of the purchaser's representa-

tives.

Guarantee.—All parts failing as a result of defective ma-

terial or workmanship of any parts furnished by the manufac-

turer shall be replaced free of extra cost to the purchaser.
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PROTECTION OF EMBANKMENT
WAVE WASH.*

FROM

By F. M. Patterson,

Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago.

In many parts of the Mississippi valley embankments are often

subject to damage from waves during high water, and this ac-

tion is particularly severe wlien the water is about at the level

of the shoulder of the bank. It is usually not economical to

protect banks with riprap where they are not exposed to the

current or liable to be overtopped by high water. For such

places a cheap and efficient protection is afforded by the use of

brush or bushy saplings, willows being usually the most available

and being peculiarly suitable for the purpose. The larger end

is secured to the embankment either by a stake, or better by a

rope, at the water's edge, the brushy part floating on the water

at the side of the embankment. A fringe of this brush 2 or 3

ft. wide will almost completely prevent the cutting action of the

waves.

SIGHT BOARD FOR SETTING .CENTER
STAKES.*

By J. L. Taylor,

Assistant Engineer, Grand Rapids & Indiana, Fort Wayne, Ind.

After the track has been raised on ballast it should be accu-

rately lined to center stakes set with a transit. In setting these

stakes in hot weather there is usually so much "heat" rising

Taylor Sight Board.

from the track that an ordinary sight rod cannot be seen further

than 2,000 ft. By using a board, similar to the attached sketch

for a foresight, even in the hottest weather, the top 2 or 3 ft.

can always be seen. The level bubble attached insures the board
being held in a true vertical position, so that even the top of the

board will always form an accurate foresight. The board is

mounted on a steel pointed shoe at the bottom.

JIM CROW LEVER BENDER VS. ROLLER
BENDER, FOR CURVING RAILS.*

By p. H. Hamilton,

St. Louis & San Francisco, Pittsburg, Kan.

It is the practice in most places to use a roller bender for

curving rails when relaying curves. While a gang was curving

rails for a IS-deg. curve recently the roller bender was broken
and the foreman had to resort to the Jim Crow bender to finish

the job. He found that by setting the plunger so that it barely

touched the web of the rail he could pull the lever down and
put a slight. bend in the rail. Then, lifting the lever he would

slide the bender forward about 14 in. and push the lever down,

repeating the performance, from one end of the rail to the other.

One adjustment of the plunger was all that was necessary. To
the foreman's surprise he found that he could curve a rail with

the Jim Crow bender in one-third the time that it took with a

roller ender, and it did not take as many men to do the work.

•Entered in the Track Kink contest, which closed December 25, 1911.

The United States Civil Service Commission announces ex-
aminations November 25 for mechanical draftsmen. Candi-
dates are wanted for temporary service at $5 to $6 a day at

Ellis Island, New York harbor.

The Vandalia Railroad has established a department of safety,

with general and division committees like those on many other
prominent roads. J. W. Coneys, superintendent of the Penn-
sylvania, at Indianapolis, is chairman.

Professor Edward C. Schmidt announces a gift to the Uni-
versity of Illinois from the Midvale Steel Company of Philadel-

phia, of four axles and four pairs of supporting wheels for the
new locomotive laboratory which is now under construction.

The northbound Shasta Limited of the Southern Pacific was
stopped by robbers at Delta, Cal., on the night of November 8,

and the registered mail was rifled. The trainmen fought the

robbers, and a brakeman killed one of them.

The Glenfield & Western Railroad has been authorized by the
New York State Public Service Commission to suspend oper-
ations from December 15 to May 1. This road, about 20 miles
long does little business except in connection with lumber opera-
tions. It connects with the Ontario & St. Lawrence division of

the New York Central at Glenfield, N. Y.

The mail car of southbound passenger train No. 7 on the
Louisville & Nashville was robbed on the morning of Novem-
ber 8, a few miles north of Birmingham, Ala. The robbers rode
in the mail car 26 miles, and then succeeded in binding the mail
clerks and escaping before their presence on the train was
known by the trainmen.

Captain A. C. Baker, U. S. N., who was connected with the
Chicago Exposition in 1893, the Paris Exposition in 1900 and
the St. Louis Exposition in 1904, has been appointed director
of exhibits of the Panama Pacific International Exposition,
to be held at San Francisco in 1915. Captain Baker is espe-
cially well-informed in the transportation field.

Miss Annie Criley has retired from the position of station

agent of the Pennsylvania, at Glen Loch, Pa., after 45 years'
continuous service for that coinpany. She began as a tele-

graph operator in 1868. Miss Criley will receive a pension
and will be allowed to continue to make her home in the com-
pany's house which she has occupied for many years.

An informal meeting of the Iron and Steel division of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers was held in New York,
on November 7, at which Benjamin Talbot of The Cargo Fleet

Iron Works, Middleborough, Eng.. described a new method of

getting rid of piping and segregation in steel ingots by com-
pressing the ingots after the outer portion has cooled and while

the interior is still liquid.

The Licking River Railroad in eastern Kentucky is to be torn

up because it does not pay to operate it. This information is

taken from Kentucky newspapers, which say that the people of

the Licking river valley need the road and will miss it. This
road is 32 miles long. 3 ft. gage, and connects the Chesapeake &
Ohio at Salt Lick with the lumber works of the Yale Lumber
Company. It w'as built as a lumber road and has had little

traffic besides lumber. According to its last report it had four

locomotives, three passenger cars and 71 freight cars.

Disastrous Collisions In Louisiana and Georgia.

In a rear collision on the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, at

Montz, La., on the morning of November 11, about 12:30 o'clock,

13 passengers were killed and 30 or more were injured. Nine
of the killed and about half of the injured were negroes. Of
the injured some were said to have been subsequently burned to

death, the cars having taken fire immediately after the crash.

A north-bound passenger train carrying a large number of ex-

cursionists, while stopped on a curve, was run into at the rear by
a following fast freight train. It is said that the collision was
due to the neglect of the rear trainman of the passenger, who
went back only about 1,100 ft. The freight engine ran

through the whole length of the rear passenger car, and this

car and the two ne.vt to it took fire and were burnt up. The
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fourth and fifth cars from the rear also were badly damaged.
There was a dense fog. The passenger train had been standing

35 minutes.

In a butting collision between a freight train and a work train

on the Louisville & Nashville at Emerson, Ga., on the 8th of

November, seven employees were killed and 15 were injured,

most of the victims being laborers on the work train. The
foreman and the assistant foreman on the work train were killed,

and two enginemen and two brakemen were among the injured.

Disastrous Collision in Indiana.

In a butting collision between a westbound passenger train

and an eastbound freight on the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
at Irvington, Ind., five miles east of Indianapolis, on the morn-
ing of the 13th at 3 o'clock, 15 persons were killed and 17

injured. The wrecked passenger cars took fire, but, according

to the reports, the flames were extinguished before any per-

sons were burned. The accounts indicate that the collision was
occasioned by a misplaced switch, the responsibility for which is

placed on the men in charge of the freight train.

Telegraph and Telephone Pensions.

Theodore N. \'ail. president of the .\merican Telephone &
Telegraph Company, and of numerous subsidiary corporations,

and also of the Western Union Telegraph Company, announces

that on January 1 these allied companies will put in operation

an elaborate pension and benefit scheme for their employees

;

and it is said that it is the most liberal and comprehensive scheme
of the kind ever adopted. The total number of employees in all

the companies is about 175,000. The plan contemplates the ac-

cumulation of a fund of $10,000,000 which is to provide for the

employees of the companies named and also for tliose of the

Western Electric Company. The total yearly pay rolls of these

companies aggregate $115,000,000. The compulsory retirement

age for male employees is 60 years (ten years younger than on

most railroads); optional age 55 years; the pension age of

females is five years younger in each case. As on railroads,

the pension rates are to be based on the years of service and the

amount of pay, and will be 1 per cent, of the average annual pay
for ten years, multiplied by the years of service. No pension

will be less than $20 a month.

For accidents while at work the employee receives for total

disability full pay for thirteen weeks and half pay until he returns

to work, up to si.\ years. Partial disability is compensated on the

same terms, except that half pay is given until the employee can

earn a livelihood, not exceeding six years.

Full pay for thirteen weeks is provided for sick employees

who have been ten years in the service, together with half pay
for 39 weeks. Five to ten years' service brings the same full pay

time, with thirteen weeks of half pay. Two to five years' service

brings four weeks' full pay and nine weeks' half pay. Heads of

departments may pay benefits to employees under two years'

service.

In case of death caused by accident in performance of work
the employee gets insurance equal to three years' pay, the maxi-

mum payment being $5,000. Death from other causes will be

met with one year's pay for employees ten years in service and

si.x months' pay for five to ten years' service, the ma.ximum be-

ing $2,000. State laws providing for more liberal compensation

will prevail. Employees may have option as to legal rights in

accident cases, as against the benefit plan.

Trainmen Want More Pay.

.\ recent convention of general committees of conductors and

brakemen held at Rochester, N. Y., and representing the broth-

erhoods of these two classes in the eastern states, drew up a

schedule of rates of wages on which, it is said, will be based a

communication to the fifty-two eastern roads asking for an in-

crease of pay. The conductors and brakemen had their pay ad-

vanced about 10 per cent, in 1910. In the scheme which has now
been drafted they propose to ask for rates of pay graded ac-

cording to the length of trains; also according to the grades of

the road, where these are very steep (over two per cent.). It is

also proposed to ask for overtime at a higher rate after the first

hour with another increase after the second hour. On passenger

runs monthly guarantees are to be demanded, as follows : Con-

ductors. $135 a month ; baggage masters, $87 ; rear brakeman,

$84, and other brakemen, $81.

Some of the demands for through or irregular freight trains

are as follows : For trains of 60 cars or less, conductors, $4.20

a day ; flagmen, $2.90. and brakemen, $2.80. For each additional

10 cars in tlie train, 3 per cent, of the foregoing rates are added
until the maximum trainload of from 150 to 160 cars calls for

a rate for conductors of $6.82 a day ; flagmen, $4.63, and brake-

men. $4.53. These rates are to be increased 12 per cent, upon
all runs upon which the controlling grade e.xceeds 2 per cent.

The demands will also stipulate pay at the rate of time and one-
half for crews handling double-head trains. If more than two
engines are used, or if either one or both of the engines used in

double-head trains are of the Mallet type, double time.

Why Cars Are Scarce.

J.- F. Holden, vice-president of the Kansas City Southern, has
issued a bulletin to the employees regarding the car shortage

situation. He ascribes the situation to the fact that the railways

have been so restricted as to be unable to finance the purchase
of the needed amount of new equipment during the past three

years. "While every other business, including agriculture, has
been prospering and expanding," he says, "the railways have
been prevented from doing their part in keeping up with the

growth and expansion of the country, for the reason that the

investing public has not been willing to put its money into an
industry which has been hampered in so many ways and to

such an extent as the railroads have been."

Stoppage of Work on the Southern New England.

On Saturday last the contractors at work on the construction

of the Southern New England Railway from Palmer, Mass.,

southeastward to Providence, R. I., were notified to discontinue

their work, and about 2,300 men were thrown out of employment.
.\ccording to Providence newspapers about $1,500,000 has been

spent on this road already and large sums are yet to be paid.

A good deal of work has been done on cuts, embankments and

bridges, and it was given out a few weeks ago that the officers

of the road expected to have it finished so as to go into opera-

tion next summer.
E. J. Chamberlain, president of the Grand Trunk, which con-

trols the Southern New England, and which has been promising

the people of Providence that they should have a competing

railway to the west, when asked the reason for the suspension

of operations on the Southern New England replied that it was

because of the stringency of the European money market, follow-

ing the disturbances caused by the war in Turkey. It is re-

ported, however, in Boston and Providence that the reason back

of this is that some agreement has been reached with the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, which opposed the building of

the Southern New England, and which would probably suffer

by its completion. Officers of the New Haven road sav that

negotiations have been going on with the Grand Trunk looking

to a traffic agreement under which the G. T. would be able to

solicit freight at all stations on the New Haven and the Boston

& Maine lines, on terms satisfactory to itself; but they declare

that these negotiations have not yet been brought to a satisfac-

tory termination.

The Boston & Maine has withdrawn an application, which

was pending before the authorities of the state of New Hamp-
shire, for permission to build a road between Windsor, Vt., and

White River Junction, on the east side of the Connecticut river,

an agreement having been reached with the Central Vermont

(Grand Trunk) under which the Boston & Maine will be satis-

fied to continue the present arrangement by which trains are

run over the C. V. between those points. This agreement be-

tween the New Haven and the Grand Trunk interests is taken

as a confirmation of the belief that what has been done in South-

ern New England is the result of an understanding between the

two companies.

On Tuesday of this week representatives of the Grand Trunk

repeated their statement, made in the beginning, that the stop-

page of work was temporary. President Chamberlain was

quoted as denying that negotiations between the New Haven

and the Grand Trunk promised a settlement of the controversy

upon the basis of the admission of the Grand Trunk into Boston

& Maine and New Haven territory on equal terms with other

roads in competition for business. ... So far as he knew, there

was no prospect of a compromise with the New Haven. Con-
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tinuing, he said, according to the despatches, "We are greatly

interested in New England and do not propose to forfeit the

good will of the people of New England by any settlement with
the New Haven on the basis of the abandonment of our plans for

the development of our New England lines. The business men of

Boston and Providence and other New England cities need have
no concern because we have suspended construction work on the

Southern New England. We shall build the railroad into Provi-
dence and we shall build the railroad to Boston under the char-
ters we have secured. . . . There is not a bank in Montreal, in

London or in New York that at present will lend money on Can-
ada Government bonds. Ordinarily it is comparatively easy to

raise money in Montreal, but today every banker tells you that

he wishes to wait until the European war atmosphere has
cleared."

Car Shortage Less Severe.

The statistics of the committee on the relations between rail-

ways show that on November 7 the car shortage total for the

country was 71.156, an increase of 3.886 over the total shown in

the last fortnightly statement. The surpluses on November 7 ag-

gregated 19,897, an increase over the last preceding statement of

2,608. This makes the net increase in shortage 1,278; but the

net increase in Canada is 2,603. so that, taking the United States

alone, the net shortage has decreased by 1.325.

Reduction of British Railway Expenses.

Since the ratification of the recent agreements between the

British railway companies, there is a general movement (a cor-

respondent writes) toward the reduction of staffs and the clos-

ing of unnecessary offices. As the outcome of the agreement be-

tween the Great Central, Great Eastern, and Great Northern
companies, the stafif of the last named will be removed from
Cambridge and their duties will be taken over by the Great East-

ern men. The Great Central is withdrawing its station stafifs at

Leeds, Bradford, Halifax, and Keighley, all of which will now
be taken over by the Great Northern. At Sheffield and other

districts the Great Northern employees are being removed to

make way for the Great Central staff. The agreement between

the Great Western and London & South-Western companies will

be responsible for a number of changes at Salisbury. The Great

Western station there will be taken over by the London & South-

Western and will be converted into a freight depot in place of

Milford. The London & North-Western and Midland's work-

ing agreement is also gradually resulting in the cutting down of

duplicate staffs, and the freight-receiving offices throughout Lon-

don and the large towns are being reduced in number. All these

changes are causing uneasiness among the staffs of the companies

concerned.

—

Manchester Guardian.

Unfilled Tonnage of the Steel Corporation.

The report of the United States Steel Corporation shows that

the unfilled tonnage on October 31, was 7,594.381 tons, an in-

crease of 1,042,874 tons over the previous month. A large in-

crease was expected, but the actual figures exceeded all ex-

pectations by a large margin. The increase of 1,042,874 tons

was never before equaled in a single month, the largest previous

increase amounting to 942,806 tons in December. 1911. With the

exception of December, 1911, and October, 1912, increases have

ranged between 100.000 and 400.0CO tons a month. The volume

of orders for new business during October was about 2.150,000

tons, or at the rate of about 80,000 tons a day. The unfilled ton-

nage on the books on October 31. 1912, was the largest since

June 30, 1907, when it was 7,603,858 tons.

National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education.

The sixth annual convention of the National Society for the

Promotion of Industrial Education will be held at the Hotel

Walton, Philadelphia. December 5-7. The papers and discus-

sions will cover such subjects as Present Tendencies in Vo-

cational Education : Some Debatable Issues in Extending Vo-

cational Education in Pennsylvania ; How Can We Train Edu-

cated Teachers ; Federal Aid for Vocational Education ; Open-

ing the Way for Vocational Education : Vocational Education as

a Weapon for Child Welfare, and How Can We Get Team

Play Between the Schoolmaster and the Layman? C. \. Prosser
is secretary.

M. M. and M. C. B. Conventions.

At a joint meeting of the executive committee of the Master
Car Builders' Association, American Railway Master Mechanics'
•Association and the Railway Supply Manufacturers' .Association,
held at the Hotel Belmont, New York, on Thursday, Novem-
ber 14, it was decided to hold the June convention at Atlantic
City, N. J. A strong effort was made to have the conventions
meet at Washington, D. C. The sessions of the Master Me-
chanics' Association will be held on June 11, 12 and 13, and
those of the Master Car Builders' Association on June 16, 17
and 18, 1913. A strong effort was made to have the conventions
at Washington. D. C, those favoring .Atlantic City winning by
the narrow margin of 12 to 10.

American Railway Guild.

Ihe annual dinner of the .American Railway Guild will be
held in Chicago on Tuesday evening. November 19. David R.
Korgan, president of the National City Bank of Chicago, will
give an address on "How to Avoid Another Panic." W. F.
-Allen, secretary of the American Railway Association, will re-
late the history of the guild and the reasons for its origin.

Railway Surgeons.

The New York and New England Association of Railway
Surgeons held its twenty-second annual meeting in New York
City, on Wednesday of this week. The president of the associa-
tion chosen for the ensuing year is Dr. John W. Le Steur, of
Batavia, N. Y.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
held November 6, Kenneth C. Grant, .Assoc. M. .Am. Soc. C. E.,

presented for discussion a paper entitled The Flood of March
22. 1912, at Pittsburgh, Pa. This paper was printed in Pro-
ceedings for August, 1912.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The foUoiving list gives natti

leetings, and places of meeting
cretarics, dates of next

AiK Br.\ke Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May 6-9, St. Louis, Mo.

-American Association of Demurrage Officers.— .X. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

.American .Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope, New York.

-American -Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111. Annual meeting, June 17-20. Buffalo, N. Y.

.American -Association of Railroad Superintendents.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

-American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York.

-A-MERiCAN Electrical Railway Manufacturers* -Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with .Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railw.\y Association.—VV. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York;
semi-annual, November 20, 1912, Chicago.

.American Railway Bridge and Building Association,—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, October 21-23. 1913. Montreal.

.American R-\ilway Engineering -Association.—E. H. Fritch, 900 S.
Michigan -Ave.. Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago-

-American Railway Master Mechanics' Association-—J. VV. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago. Convention, June 11-13. Atlantic City. N. J.

-American Railway Tool Foremen's -Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y,
N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.

.American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsvlvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual. June, 1913.

.American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York: 1st and 3d Wed., except June and .August, New York.
-American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R- Wemlinger, 13

Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W, Rice, 29 W.

39th St., New York.
American Wood Preservers' .Associ.ktion.—F. J. .Angier, E. & O., Balti-

more, Md. Convention. 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.
-Association of -American R-mlway -Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago. Annual meeting. May 28, Atlantic

City, N. J.
-Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-

-AssociATiON OF Railw.^y ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.—Jos. .A. Andrcucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting, June, 1913, Atlantic

City, N. J.
-Association of Railw-w Telegraph Superintendents-—P. W. Drew, 112

West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis. Mo.
.Association of Transportation and Car .Accounting Officers.—G. P.

Conard. 75 Church St.. New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912, New
Orleans, La.
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Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association.—H. A. Neally, Joseph
Di.xon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J. Meeting with American
Railway Bridge and Building Association.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and .Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal .

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor. Richmond, Va. Next
convention, June 18, Bluff Point, N. Y.

General Superintendents' -Association of Chicago.—E. S. Roller, 226
W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel .Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCorraick
building, Chicago. Annual meeting, May, 1913, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's .Association.—L. H. Bryan,
Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.

International Railroad ^fASTER Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio. .Annual meeting, August 18, Richmond, Va.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United
St.\tes and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.

Convention, November 19-21, Chicago.
Master Boiler Makers' .Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May 26-29, 1913, Chicago.

Master Car Builders' .Associ.ition.— T. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago. Convention, June 16-18. Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' .Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Annual meeting, September
9-12, Ottawa, Can.

National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall. 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicaeo. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;

2d Tuesday in month, except Tune, July, Aug. and Sent., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d

Fridav in month, except June, July and .August, New York.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion, Peoria, III.; 2d Tuesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Fridav in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York; annual. November 19, 1912, New York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. -Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Fridav in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021

Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with .Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Next meeting. August 12-15, Nashville, Tenn.

Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,

Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting^ Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Railway Sign.al .Associ.ation.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Meetings,

March 17, Chicago; June 10-11, New York; convention, October 14,

Nashville. Tenn. ^ ^ „. ,

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc—J. D. Conway. 2135 Oliver bldg..

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. .Assocs.

Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance Assoc—W. E. Harkness. 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.

Richmond Rmlro.ad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and .August.

r r- tj r- s
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &

N. W., Sterling. 111. Convention, September 8-12, 1913, Chicago.

St Louis Rmlw.ay Club.—B. W. Frauenthal. Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago. X- ITT c- J ,_ A p

Southern .Assochtion of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &
W P. Ry., Montgomery. Ala. Next meeting, .April 17, .Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. T. Merrill. Grant bldg.,

Atlanta. Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July. Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transport.ation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.

Track Supply Association.—W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,

N. Y. Meeting with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

ciation.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;

meetings monthly, Chicago. „ , >, ,r i

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swone. 290 Broadway, New -y-ork;

last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-

ings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Traffic Club of St. Louis.— .A. F. Ve
St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting
October to May.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago. Annual meeting, June 17, Los Angeles, Cal.

Tr.\nsportation Club of Buff.\lo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday.
Transport.ation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich. ; meetings monthly.

Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. -Thompson N. Y. C. & H. R.,

Ea<t Buffalo, N. A'. -Annual meeting. .August. 1913. Chicago.

Utah Society of Engineers.—R. B. Ketchum University of Utah, Salt

Lake Citv Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and August.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W.' H. Rosevear, P O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg Man ; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.-J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago: 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June. July and August.
, „, ,

Western Society of Engineers.-J. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.

Mercantile Library building,

ovember. Noonday meetings

On the Golden State Limited, the Rocky Mountain Limited
and the Chicago Limited of the Rock Island Lines dinners (at
si-x o'clock) are now served in the dining cars at the uniform
price of $1.

The number of cars moved over the middle division of the
Pennsylvania Railroad in October \vas 187,182, the largest
movement on record. This is about 21,000 cars more than
the number moved in October of last year.

The amount of grain waiting at Bufifalo to be carried east-

ward is 5,000,000 bushels, and it is said that lake vessels have
7,000,000 bushels additional on board or in sight, ready to de-
liver in Buffalo as soon as there is room for it.

President Ripley of the Santa Fe has announced that
through passenger trains will be put in service between Gal-

veston, Tex., and California, by the fall of 1913 on completion
of the connection between Lubbock and Texico.

.\t Chicago, on Wednesday of this week, six carloads of

oranges from California were seized by United States deputy
marshals on charges that the fruit had been artificially colored

to conceal inferiority, a violation of the pure food law.

The Chicago Transportation Association will hold its annual

election of officers on the evening of December 2. There are

two tickets in the field. The regular ticket is headed by R. T.

Clarke as candidate for president, and the "members' ticket" by

C. II. Schiiiglau.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has experienced such

satisfactory results from its "advisory bureaus" established for

the benefit of New York state farmers that two other bureaus

of this kind are to be established, one of them probably in the

state of New Jersey.

George J. Kindel, of Denver, Colo., a well known spokesman
for shippers in rate controversies with the railways, has been

elected, on the Democratic ticket, a member of Congress. James
Manahan, of Minnesota, who has been prominent in a similar

way, has been elected to Congress from that state.

The Southern Railway reports that the exhibits which it has

been making at state fairs and other shows in the northern and

western states during the past season have been visited by 240,-

000 persons, and that 70,(X)0 of these people have been person-

ally talked with on the subject of the resources and the beauties

of the southeastern states.

Shipments of flour from ^Minneapolis in the week ending No-
vember 9 amounted to 518,388 barrels, the highest weekly total

on record. The flour filled 1,885 cars. The week preceding

421,000 barrels were shipped. Since September 1 the railways

have moved from the city 4,003,192 barrels, compared with

3,594.338 in the liKe period one year ago.

The Pennsylvania and the New York Central have both

announced that, beginning November 24, the fastest trains

between New York and Chicago will be run through in 20

hours each way instead of 18 hours, which is the time accord-

ing to the present schedules. Under the new time-tables the

trains (on both roads) will leave New York at 2:45 p. m.

and leave Chicago at 12:40 p. m.

The Interstate Commerce Club of Chicago has arranged to

hold a scries of about twenty-four lectures on traflic and trans-

portation matters by prominent railway and traffic men during

the fall and winter. The lectures will cover such subjects as

"Sources and Movement of the Products of Commerce,"

"Principles Governing Classification," "State Classifications and

Committees." "Factors Controlling Freight Charges," "Con-

struction of Tariffs" and "Factors Controlling the Application

of Rates." The meetings will be held on the second and fourth

Thursdav evenings of each month at the Great Northern hotel.

Car Balance and Performance.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between

railways of the American Railway Association in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 132, covering Car Balance and Perform-

ance for July, 1912, says

:

The miles per car per day, including surplus cars, averaged
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23.2, compared with 24.1 in June, and 21.9 in July, 1911. Ton

miles per car per day was 362 in July, compared with 366 in

June; this is an increase of 14.2 per cent, over the figure for

July, 1911, which was 317. The proportion of home cars on

line was 58 per cejit., both in June and July, compared with

69 per cent, in July, 1911. There is a slight decrease (.3 per

cent.) in the percertfage of loaded car mileage, compared with

June, 1912. This figure for July, 1911, was 67.7 per cent. The

average earnings per car per day were $2.49, indicating no m-

crease or decrease over June, 1912. This figure for July, 1911,

was $2.17.

The accompanying table gives car balance and pertormance

in the month covered by the report, and the two diagrams

show car earnings and car mileage and certain car perform-

ance figures monthly from July, 1907.

General Review of Crop Conditions.

The department of agriculture gives average of yields this

year of all crops combined, duly weighted by states, compared,

first, with last year and, second, with the average yields of re-

cent years, as follows

:

Production 1912
compar

Mail.-
Kew Hampshire 118
Vermont 118
Massachusetts 117

Rhode Island 99

Connecticut ]04

North Dakota 180

South Dakota 253
Nebraska 131

Kansas 171

Ne York 115

New Jersey 115

Pennsylvania 114

103
105
106
110

Abo divi:

Above division 111.1 106.8

Delaware Ill

Maryland ll'*

Virginia 107

West Virginia 151

North Carolina 97

South Carolina 97

Georgia 88

Florida 96

Above division 100.'

Kentucky 110
Tennessee 100
Alabama 96
Mississippi 101

Louisiana 98
Texas 141

Oklahoma 182
Arkansas 100

104
102
106

123
102
102

105
102
110

.-\bove divj!

Montana 92
Wyoming 110
Colorado 128
New Mexico 91

96

Indiana 108
Illinois 121

Michigan 102
Wisconsin 114

Above division 112.2 106.1

Minnesota 144 123
Iowa 149 128

126 105

Utah Ill

Nevada 103

Idaho 98
Washington 100
Oregon 116
California 103

Above division 99.3

United States 115.8

Preliminary estimates of production have been made of certain

crops as follows, with comparisons and farm prices November 1.

(000 omittedj. Price.

Crops.

Producti.

' 1919 Nov. 1, Nov. 1, Nov. 1

Preliminary. 1911. 1910. 1912. 1911. 1910.

Corn bu 3,169.137 2,531,488 2,886,260 58.4 64.7 S2.6

Wheat bu 720,333 621,338 635,121

Oats, bu 1,417,172 922,298 1,186,341

Barley, bu 224,619 160,240 173.832

Rye, bu 35,422 33,119 34,897

83.8 91.5 90.5

33.6 43.8 34.9

53.8 84.9 55.3

68.8 83.1 71.6

the city have been transferred to the country. That means the

development of the country to a degree heretofore unimagined.

Automobiles mean good roads. Good roads mean that the

farmer can get his produce to market from sections heretofore

unavailable. The telephone means that the farmer is no longer

dependent upon Liverpool reports to fix prices for wheat. The
more such factors we have the better off the failroads are, de-

spite any trifling loss we may suffer in local passenger traffic

on Saturdays and Sundays because people use their own cars

for short excursions.—/. A. Munroe, Union Pacific.

Anthracite Coal Shipments.

The production of anthacite coal is now the heaviest in the

history of mining. The amount produced in October was
6,665,321 tons, the shipments by the different roads being as

follows

:

October; Tons. PeTcem. ' Tons. Per Cent!

Philadelphia & Reading. 1,434,923 21.53 1,273,412 20.31
Lehigh Valley 1,217,297 18.26 1,109,170 17.69
Central of New Jersey. . 938,297 14.08 913.048 14.56
Del., Lackawanna & W. 970,139 14.55 880.699 14.05
Delaware & Hudson 589,717 8.85 604,722 9.6S
Pennsylvania 547,061 8.21 570,930 9.11
Erie 756,452 11,35 730,984 11.66
Ontario & Western 211,435 3.17 186,214 2.97

Total 6,665,321 6,269,179

The Reading increased in October 161,511 tons; and the

Lehigh Valley was second, with an increase of 108,127 tons.

The full capacity of the mines was not tested, as there were
holidays and strikes which interfered.

Car Shortage.

Most of the railroads in the West are taking good care of

their shippers, but of course shippers are not getting all the

cars they are asking for. The average shipper, alarmed by the

talk of a shortage, will order a hundred empty cars where he

actually needs only fifty. He gets his fifty cars, but the com-

pany reports a shortage of fifty cars. This condition is preva-

lent all over the country, and particularly at the coal mines.

The car shortage is largely exaggerated.—^ "General Manager,"

in Wall Street Journal.

Automobiles Innocent,

The cry that the automobile is injurirg the railroad by cutting

into passenger traffic, is far from the point. Everything that

makes for convenience of the people is for the general good, in

which the railroads must inevitably share. There are four prin-

cipal factors in our modern life contributing to the general

convenience—the automobile, the electric light, the telephone

and the bathtub. These factors mean that the advantages of

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The Western railways have filed tariffs under special permis-

sion from the commission, retaining the elevation allowance of

44 cent per 100 lbs. on grain at the Missouri river until January 1,

1913.

The commission has postponed to January 1. 1913, the date

on which the carriers are required to comply with the decision

of the commission on freight rates between Shreveport, La.,

and Dallas, Tex.

Owners, operators and lessees of coal mines near Springfield,

111., have filed a petition with the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion asking a readjustment of the rates on coal as between

various groups of Illinois mines.

The commission has decided that if a railway accepts pay-

ment for a ticket at one point and telegraphs the order for the

ticket to another and makes no charge for the telegram, a rule

explaining this fact must be published in the tariffs, so that all

persons alike shall know that the telegram is free.

The commission has further suspended from November 16

until May 16 the supplements to the tariff of the Chicago &
North Western, which advance rates for the transportation of

fuel wood, sawdust and shavings from stations in Wisconsin

and Michigan to Evanston, 111., and other points.

The commission has denied the application of the Minneapolis,

St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul for authority to advance the rates for the transportation of

corn, oats and other commodities from points in Iowa, Minnesota

and South Dakota to destination in adjacent states.

The commission has further suspended from November 12

until May 12 certain schedules in tariffs, which advance rates

for the transportation of horses and mules, in carloads, from

Chicago, St. Louis, and other points to stations in South Dakota,

Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado and Wyoming. These

tariffs have already been once suspended (for four months to

November 12).

The commission has suspended from November 12, until

March 12, the tariffs of the Bangor & Aroostook, which

advance a proportional rate on excelsior from Milo, Me, to

Brownville Junction, Me., and from Monson Junction. Me., to

Greenville, Me., to 5 cents per 100 lbs., except upon shipmentsto

points in New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, to which

a proportional rate of 31/2 cents per 100 lbs. will apply.
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Reparation Awarded.

C. Hafer Lumber Company f. Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

Opinion by the commission:

The commission found that the rate charged for the trans-

portation of lumber in carloads from Council Bluffs, la., to Uni-

versity Place and Ruskin, Neb., were unreasonable to the extent

that they exceed 575 cents per 100 lbs. and 11.7 cents per 100

lbs., respectively. (25 I. C. C. 27.)

Mason Brothers v. Southern Pacific, et at. Opinion by the

con:niission:

The complainant contends that the refrigeration charges from

Lodi. Cal., to eastern points of destination during the seasons

of 1908 and 1909 were unreasonable to the extent that they ex-

ceeded the refrigeration charges then in effect from Acampo,

Cal., and Woodbridge. The commission found that Lodi is now
on a parity with Acampo and Woodbridge and that the refrigera-

tion charges from Lodi during the period in question were dis-

criminatory to the extent that they exceeded the charges from

Acampo and Woodbridge. (25 L C. C, 35.)

Mixon-McClintock Co. v. St. Louis, Iron Mountain & South-

ern, et at. Opittion by the commission:

On a shipment of a carload of mules from Springfield, Mo., to

Marianna, Ark., the complainant paid transportation charges in

the sum of $105.06, based upon a rate of $51.70 for a 36-ft. car,

from Springfield to Nettleton and 23 cents per 100-lbs. thence

to Marianna. The complainant contends that the rate of 23

cents per 100-lbs. from Nettleton to Marianna is unreasonable.

The commission found that on a minimum weight of 25,300 lbs.

a rate of 12 cents per 100-lbs. from Nettleton to Marianna would

yield a per ton mile revenue of 3.3 cents. The commission de-

cided that the present rate of 23 cents per 100-lbs. was unreason-

able to the extent that it exceeds 12 cents per 100-lbs. with a

minimum weight of 25,300. (25 I. C. C. 8.)

Complaint Dismissed.

Hollingshead & Blei Company z'. Pennsylvania Company.

Opinion by the com>nission:

The commission found that the demurrage charges occasioned

by detention of a car of barrel heading at Cincinnati, Ohio,

awaiting payment of freight charges thereon were properly as-

sessed. (25 L C. C.)

Griffen H. Deeves Lumber Company v. Alabama & Vicksburg.

et al. Opinion by the commission:

The commission found that the charges for transportation of

two carloads of lumber from Brandon, Miss., to Chicago, in-

cluding the transit privilege at Jackson, Miss., were properly

assessed. (25, L C. C, 42.)

/. Charles McCullough v. Louist-ille & Nashville, et al.

Opinion by the commission:

The commission found that the rates for the transportation of

sunflower seed in carloads from Belle Rive, Dahlgren and Dela-

field. III., to Cincinnati, Ohio, were not charged in violation of

the fourth section, and were not unreasonable. (25, I. C. C, 48.)

C. Hafer Lumber Co. v. Chicago & North Western, et al.

Opinion by the commission:

The complainant contends that the rates for the transportation

of lumber in carloads from Council Bluffs, la., to various points

west of the Missouri river, which are 1^ cents per 100 lbs.

higher than those from Omaha and Nebraska to the same points.

The commission found, however, that the evidence was not con-

clusive. (25 I. C. C, 27.)

Talge Mahogany Company v. Southern Raihi'ay, et al. Opin-

ion by the commission:

The complainant shipped 13 cars of imported mahogany logs

from Mobile, -\la., to Knoxville, Tenn., at which point some of

the logs were unloaded, the balance of the shipment being recon-

signed to Indianapolis, Ind., in 13 cars. Charges of 19 cents per

100 lbs. for the transportation from Mobile to Knoxville and

26K cents per 100 lbs., from Knoxville to Indianapolis were

collected. The complainant contends that the joint through rate

of 18 ceiits per 100 lbs. on imported logs from Mobile to Indian-

apolis should have been charged, and asked reparation. The

commission found that the logs were transported as two local

shipments and that the charges were properly assessed. (25
L C. C, 44.)

Faribault Furniture Company v. Chicago Great Western et al.

Opinion by the commission:
The commission found that the failure to post a supplement

to a tariff which contains no change in the rate, and mis-
leading quotation by defendant carrier's local agent, are not
circumstances affording cases for reparation, since the complain-
ant could not have had the shipment moved in any other way
than in that in which it did move and sinoe the charges were as-

sessed in accordance with the tariff. (25, I. C. C, 40.)

Flatten Produce Company v. Chicago & North Western, et

al. Opinion by the commission:
A carload of potatoes was shipped from Green Bay, Wis., to

Galva, 111., at which point it was reconsigned to Galesburg, III.,

which necessitated a back haul. The defendants collected

charges for the transportation to Galva, plus the local rate for

the back haul, plus demurrage charges for delay at Galva. The
complainant contends that had the defendants moved the ship-

ment by a different road Galva w-ould have been intermediate to

Galesburg. The commission found that the consignors did not
give any specific routing instructions and that the carriers w^re
not responsible for the necessity of the extra transportation

service, and that, therefore, the shipment had not been misrouted.

(25, I. C. C, 30.)

Jack Brothers v. Denver & Rio Grande. Opinion by the

commission:
The fifth-class rate of 46 cents per 100 lbs. on wire anS nails

in carloads from Pueblo, Col., to Romeo,. Col., on traffic origi-

nating at Pittsburgh, Pa., was not found to be unreasonable of

itself, but the rates to the destination in question should have
been constructed upon Walsenburg. Col., instead of Pueblo. The
overcharge resulting from erroneous construction of rates will

be refunded. ' '. '

The commission, in sustaining the 46-cent rate, which is equal

to 5.97 cents per ton per mile, said

:

Romeo is situated 154 miles southwest of Pueblo on a branch

line, the last 21 miles being narrow gage. .The road is through

a mountainous country, sparsely settled; and beyond Walsen-
burg traffic is light. Between Walsenburg and Alamosa the road

rises from an elevation of 6,187 ft. at Walsenburg to 9,242 ft.

at La Veta Pass. The grades range from 1.42 per cent, to 3

per cent., and the curvatures from 6 to 16 deg. The road was
originally narrow gage, but was subsequently equipped with a

third rail. This shipment moved over the broad-gage track.

The defendant's witness testified that while some carload ship-

ments are sent over the line in broad-gage cars, .yet such in-

stances are an exception to the operating practice, it being

cheaper, as a rule, to transfer the lading to narrow-gage cars.

(Unreported opinion No. 676.)

Dynamite Rates Reduced.

E. I. Dtipont De Nemours Pozvder Company v. Central Rail-

road of New Jersey, et al. Opinion by the commission:

The commission found that the double first class rate for the

transportation of dynamite from Kno.xville, Tenn., to Copperhill

on shipments originating outside of the state were unreasonable

to the extent that they exceeded the first class rate. The com-

plainant asked for reparation, but this was denied, as it was

found that the consumers paid the charges. (25 I. C. C, 19.)

Lumber Rates Reduced.

Farrar Lumber Company v. Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis. Opinion by the commission:

The complainant contends that the rates on lumber from

Dalton, Ga., to certain local points on the defendant's line in-

termediate to Nashville. Tenn.. are unreasonable and also that

the defendant should absorb the charge of $2 per car for switch-

ing cars from the complainant's plant to the defendant's line.

The commission found that the rates in question were unreason-

able when compared to rates for similar service on other rail-

roads and prescribed lower rates for the future. The commis-

sion also found that the failure of the defertdant to absorb the

switching charge above mentioned was unjust and unreasonable.

Reparation was awarded. (25 I. C. C, 22.)
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Lumber Rates Increased.

Jn re investigation and suspension of aJz'onccs in rates by

carriers for transportation of lumber and articles taking lumber

rates from stations on the Alabama Great Southern and other

points to St. Louis, Mo., and other points. Opinion by Com-
missioner Clark:

The proposed increased rates on lumber from groups in the

southeast to Cairo, III., proper, made in compliance with the

commission's findings in Norman Lumber Company v. Louisville

& Nashville, 22. I. C. C, 239, were not found unreasonable.

The proposed increased rates from certain points in the same
territory to St. Louis, Mo., which bring such points into proper

relationship with other points in the same territory, not found

unreasonable. The order of such suspension was vacated.

(24 I. C. C, 686.)

Changes in Live Stock Rates.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in rates by

carriers for the transportation of live stock from points in the

state of Neiv Mexico to Kansas City, Mo., and between other

points. Opinion by Chairman Prouty:

The commission found that the present rates on beef cattle

from points in Texas to Kansas City were just and reasonable

and that the proposed advances in the Southwestern lines'

tariff should be permitted, with a few exceptions which were
mentioned in the report. The rates from New Mexico need to

be revised.

The proposed rates in the supplement to the tarifif of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe on cattle and calves, on sheep

and goats in single deck cars, and in double deck cars, are just

and reasonable and should be permitted. The proposed rate

on hogs in this tariff is unjust and the commission ordered tha*-

the proposed rate on sheep in single deck cars should apply to

hogs in single deck cars in future.

The proposed rate in the tariff of the Chicago, RocK Island &
Pacific from points in New Mexico on beef cattle, on sheep and
.goats in single deck cars and on hogs should be permitted.

The proposed increases in the rates on beef cattle from points

in New Mexico and Colorado in the tariff of the Colorado &
Southern should be permitted. (25 I. C. C. 63.)

Lumber Rates to Ohio River Crossing.

In re lumber rates from the south to Ohio riz'er crossings.

Opinion by Chairman Prouty:
The carriers which transport lumber from various points of

production in the south to the Ohio river violate in some in-

stances the rule of the fourth section, and ask to be allowed

to continue to make higher rates to intermediate points. The
commission found that a carrier, originating traffic in one group

and carrying it upon its way to the Ohio river through another

group which takes a higher rate than the group in which the

traffic was originated, should be accorded relief from the fourth

section. The Illinois Central should be allowed to maintain

higher rates to intermediate points on gum and cotton wood
lumber to the Ohio river, where competition with the Missis-

sippi river or some other stream emptying into that river is pos-

sible. The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis should be al-

lowed to violate the fourth section in making its rates from

lumber producing territory on its line to Ohio river crossings

"because of water competition.

Lower rates should not be charged from the end of a branch

than from points nearer the main line on the same branch, even

though there is competition at the end of the branch line. Nash-

ville, Chattanooga & St. Louis should be permitted to charge a

lower rate from Columbia to Nashville than from points more
distant than Columbia, because the line of its competitors, the

Louisville & Nashville, is more direct from Columbia to Nash-

ville than its own.

The application of the Illinois Central with respect to its rates

upon pine lumber will be granted except in instances named in

the report.

To the extent that water competition justifies departures from

the fourth section at and from Memphis relief should be granted,

hut the commission cannot upon the mere suggestion that this is

a water competitor's point and without further showing grant

unlimited relief from the rule of the. fourth section. Relief was

not granted to Trotters Point, Memphis or Brockport.

The carriers interested in these applications will be given un-
til December 1, 1912, in which to file with the commission a
statement showing the exact relief in detail to which they con-
sider themselves entitled under the terms of this opinion. Upon
receiving such statements appropriate orders will be issued. (25
I. C. C, 50.)

STATE COMMISSrONS.

The Michigan Railroad Commission has ordered the Minne-
apolis. St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie to reduce its passenger rate

to 2 cents a mile, because the company's annual report showed
more than $1,200 per mile earned on passenger business during
last year.

The Kansas public utilities commission has rendered a deci-

sion in the joint rate case, holding that reasonable joint rates

over two lines of railway on carload shipments of commodities
named in the Kansas maximum rate law of 1909, shall not ex-
ceed the continuous mileage rates l)y amounts greater than dif-

ferentials fixed by the commission in its order.

Application has been filed with the California Commission by
the Southern Pacific for permission to increase the .charge for
switching freight in carloads from transfer tracks of the State
Belt Railway to industrial tracks and private sidings within the
switching limits of San Francisco from $2.50 per car to 25 cents

per ton with a maximum charge of $5 per car.

The California Railroad Commission has begun plans for a

valuation of the electric railways of the state. The valuation of

steam railroads has been in progress for several months. An
order has been issued calling upon the electric roads to furnish

necessary inventories and statements to enable the commission
to proceed with the appraisement of their properties.

The railroad commission of Georgia has issued an order, to

take effect February 1 next, requiring a modification in the prac-

tice of the roads of that state in the matter of mileage tickets.

For intrastate journeys which are begun at places of less than
10.000 population, according to the census of 1910, coupons from
the mileage or scrip books must be accepted on trains. In the

larger places the carriers may continue to enforce their present
rule of requiring the coupons to be surrendered at the station

ticket ofiice in exchange for tickets. Two of the five commis-
sioners dissented from this opinion.

On an opinion rendered by Commissioner Milo R. Maltbie,
the New York State Public Service Commission, First District,

has denied the application of the Mid-Crosstown Railway Com-
pany. New York City, for permisison to issue $500,000 stock, $200,-

000 in first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds and $300,000 5 per cent,

adjustment income bonds. The Mid-Crosstown is a reorganiza-

tion of the 28th and 29th streets Crosstown. The Third Avenue
Railway Company now operates the road and the Mid-Cross-
town intends to sell the property to the Third Avenue Railway
Company. The commission holds that there is no justification

for the formation of a new company and the issuance of securi-

ties merely for the purpose of selling out ; Third Avenue can
buy direct from the old company. The opinion also discusses the

merits of the case and finds that the value of the physical prop-

erty and the earning capacity of the company are not sufficient,

in view of liabilities aggregating more than $163,000 which must
be paid, to justify the issuance of securities in the amounts
proposed.

COURT NEWS.

The Commerce Court has sustained the order of the interstate

commission reducing rates on fruit and vegetables from points

on the Florida East Coast Railroad to northern cities, denj-ing

the application of the railroad company for an injunction. The
road, in its application, averred that the order would cause a

reduction of $131,000 in its annual gross revenues, and claimed

that this would amount to confiscation of property; but the court

declares that no question of confiscation could possibly arise in

these circumstances. The court sustained the position taken by

the Interstate Commerce Commission that the immense cost of

constructing the "over-sea" extension to Key \\'est should not
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be considered in the establishment of the reasonableness of

freight rates northward from points in Florida on the older part

of the road.

Decision as to "Lateral Branches."

The Supreme Court of the United States holds that the Bal-

timore & Ohio Southwestern and the Norfolk & Western cannot

be compelled to grant physical connections with an electric

interurban road, the Cincinnati & Columbus Traction Company,
at several crossings in southern Ohio. The decision sustains

the opinion of the Commerce Court and reverses an order of

the Interstate Commission.
The principal question in the case was whether an electric

railway is a "lateral branch line of railroad" within the meaning
of the interstate commerce act. Justice Holmes in announcing
the court's opinion said the court would not determine the scope
of the meaning of "lateral branch," but would rest its decision

on the finding that in this case the roads intercepted in such

a manner and were built with such purposes that the electric

could not be termed a lateral branch.

In the decision of the case a word of caution was dropped by
the Supreme Court to the Interstate Commerce Commission
against issuing orders based on its own investigations rather

than on testimony of witnesses. The decision cites the commis-
sion's statement that this had been done when it issued the

order. The commission held that the electric was a "lateral

branch line of railroad" within the meaning of the law ; but the

court sustains the Commerce Court in holding that the electric

line appeared to have been built without regard to the existence

of the steam roads and was not a "lateral branch."

"We remark that the commission stated in its report that it

based its conclusion more largely upon the commission's own
investigation than upon the testimony of witnesses. ... It

would be a very- strong proposition to say that the parties would
be bound in the higher courts by a finding based on specific in-

vestigations made in the cases without notice to them. Such an
investigation is quite different from a view by a jury taken with

notice and subject to the order of a court; and different again

from the question of the right of the commission to take notice

of results reached by it in other cases when its doing so is made
a part of the record and the facts thus noticed are specified so

that matters of law are saved."

The court did not pass on the question of the power of the

commission to require steam roads to grant connections with
electric lines as such.

Electrification of Frenxh R..mlw.\ys.—For some time past

the French State Railway authorities have been conducting elec-

trification experiments on a stretch of the Western Railway, and
it is reported that results have been so satisfactory that it has
been decided to go into the matter on a larger scale. Contracts
for 100 electric locomotives have just been placed with French
and Belgian builders.

Proposed Sp.anish R.-\ilw.\y.—Surveys have been made and
plans have been submitted for official approval of the construc-

tion of a railroad from Alcaraz in the central eastern portion

of the province of Albacete, southeast to Baeza in the central

portion of the province of Jaen. about 80 miles. This Hne would
establish direct communication between the eastern districts of

the peninsula of Andalusia. The total cost of the line is esti-

mated at about $4,320,000.

Urugu.w Gotcrnment R.ailway Policy.—A project for a sys-

tem of state railways was recently sent to the chamber by the

President of Uruguay. The object is to complement existing

railways so as to open for colonization in the interests of agri-

culture zones now utilized for raising stock. The project pro-
vides for a main or trunk line from Montevideo to Santa Rosa,
in the extreme northwestern corner ; a branch from the trunk
line passing through Minas to the northeastern corner to Artigas

;

an extension from the trunk line at Florida through Trinidad to

Paysandu ; one to the east from Sarandi del Yi through Treinta

y Tres to join the northeastern branch at Vergara; a western
branch from the main line, passing through La Lata to Nueva
Palmira, on the Uruguay river; and an extension from the East-
ern Railway at San Carlos to Rocha; also a short branch from
the main line to Salto.

H. Holden,

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

See an item in Supply Trade News regarding new officers of
the Pullman Company.

M. E, Ingalls has retired from the position of chairman of
the board of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, hav-
ing declined re-election.

Hale Holden, assistant to the president of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy, was elected a vice-president at a meeting of
the board of directors, held in New York City, on November 8.

In addition to his duties

as vice-president, he will

perform such other du-
ties as may be assigned

to him. Mr. Holden
was born August 11,

1869, at Kansas City,

Mo., and was educated
at Williams College and
Harvard Law School.

For several years pre-

\ ious to his connection
with the Burlington di-

rectly he practiced law
in Kansas City as a

member of the firm of

Warner, Dean, McLeod
& Holden, who were
local attorneys for the

Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy. He came to

Chicago in July, 1907, to

take the position of gen-

eral attorney of the Bur-
lington, and on January

1, 1910. was made assistant to the president. Mr. Holden made
a special study of the interstate commerce law, and represented

the stockholders of the Great Northern in the Minnesota rate

case, the litigation of which consumed three and one-half years'

time.

J. M. Fitzgerald, whose election as vice-president of the West-

ern Maryland, with headquarters at Baltimore, Md., was recently

announced in these columns, has been elected president of that

company, effective Janu-

ary 1, succeeding Alex-

ander Robertson. Mr.
Fitzgerald was born

near Philadelphia, Pa.,

on April 26, 1877, and

was educated in the pub-

lic schools, and the

School of Technology in

Philadelphia. He began
railway work in 1894,

with the Columbus, San-

dusky & Hocking in the

general offices at Colum-
bus, Ohio, and in Au-
gust. 1896, he was made
purchasing clerk and
general storekeeper. In

March of the following

year he went to the

Choctaw, Oklahoma &
Gulf, now a part of the

Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, in the engineer-

ing department at South
McAlester, Okla.. and was engaged in both construction and
maintenance of way work. In August, 1898, he was appointed

assistant general manager of the Virginia & Southwestern, at

Bristol, Va., in charge of the operating department, and assist-

ant to vice-president of the Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke Com-
pany. From ApriH 1900, to August, 1904, he was in charge of

Fitzgerald.
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the mining operations of the Empire Steel & Iron Company, and
was then with B. NichoU & Company in charge of their mining
operations. In June, 1909, he was elected vice-president of the

Pittsburgh Terminal Railroad & Coal Company. On April 1,

1912, he was elected president of the Davis Coal & Coke Com-
pany, and on October 16. 1912, was elected vice-president of the

Western Maryland and has since been elected president of the

same road, effective January 1, 1913. Mr. Fitzgerald will con-

tinue until January 1 as vice-president, performing the duties of

president during the continued absence of Mr. Robertson. He is

a member of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, the

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania, the American Min-
ing Congress, the Coal Mining Institute of America, and the

Iron & Steel Institute of England.

James McCrea, president of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has

resigned, the resignation to take effect January 1 ; and the board

of directors, at their meeting in Philadelphia, November 13.

when the resignation was presented, elected Samuel Rea presi-

dent. Mr. McCrea is 64 years old. He has been president of

the Pennsylvania since January, 1907, when he succeeded the

late A. J. Cassatt. He began his railroad service in the en-

gineering department in 1865, when he was a rodman on the

Connellsville & Pennsylvania. He was superintendent of the

Middle division four years, 1878-82, and was for about 25 years

on the Lines West of Pittsburgh, rising to the chief position on

those lines, that of first vice-president. Mr. McCrea's resignation

is said to have been decided on only last week, following the

advice of his physician that his health imperatively demanded
a cessation of the hard work of the presidency. Samuel Rea has

been first vice-president of the Pennsylvania since March, 1911,

when he succeeded Charles E. Pugh in that office. Mr. Rea is 57

years old. He began his railroad service in 1871. and came
up through the engineering department. He was made assistant

to Vice-President DuBarry in 1883. In the years 1891-92 he

was out of the service because of ill health. He was elected

fourth vice-president in June, 1899.

Operating Officers.

O. E. Slater has been appointed trainmaster of the Ft. Dodge,

Des Moines & Southern, with headquarters at Boone, la.

O. C. Wyman has been appointed trainmaster of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with office at Wabash, Ind.

A. A. Matthews, engineer of maintenance of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas of Texas, has been appointed superintendent

of the Waco district, with headquarters at Waco, Tex., to suc-

ceed F. S. James, resigned.

M. H. Cahill, who recently resigned as superintendent of the

Newark division of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed

superintendent of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, with

headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y., succeeding George A. Poore, re-

signed. J

M. J. Kennelly has been appointed acting general manager
of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, with office at Wichita, Kan.

Mr. Kennelly formerly was superintendent of the Missouri di-

vision of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with office at

Trenton, Mo.

T. W. Parson, assistant superintendent of the Seaboard Air

Line at Americas, Ga., has been appointed superintendent of the

Florida division, with headquarters at Tampa, Fla., and H. W.
Purvis, trainmaster at Americus, has been appointed superintend-

ent of the South Carolina division, with headquarters at Jackson-

ville.

R. Colclough, assistant superintendent of the Intercolonial

at Moncton, N. B., has been appointed assistant to the general

superintendent of the Intercolonial and the Prince Edward
Island, with office at Moncton; and H. B. Fleming has been

appointed assistant superintendent of the Halifax and St. John

district, with office at Moncton.

T. J. Foley, assistant general manager of the Illinois Central,

at Chicago, has been appointed general manager, relieving W. L.

Park, vice-president and general manager, of the duties of gen-

eral manager. J. M. O'Day, superintendent of transportation of

the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, has been appointed to the same

position on the Illinois Central, with- office at Chicago, succeed-

ing George W. Berry, appointed general superintendent at Mem-

phis. Tenn.. succeeding Sullivan S. Morris, appointed chairman of
the General Safety Committee, with headquarters at Chicago, ef-

fective November 16.

W. D. Trump, who formerly was general superintendent of
the Pere Marquette, has been appointed manager of the Detroit
Terminal Railroad, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich. The
Detroit Terminal is owned by the Grand Trunk, Michigan Cen-
tral and Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. It was previously
operated jointly, but is now under separate management.

Frank H. Worthington, whose appointment as superintendent
of the St. Louis division of the Vandalia, with headquarters at

Terre Haute, Ind., has been announced in these columns, was
born September 11, 1874, at Steubenville, Ohio, and was edu-
cated at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y. He began
railway work in the fall of 1894 with the Pennsylvania Lines
West of Pittsburgh as assistant in engineering corps on the
Pittsburgh division, and in September, 1897, was appointed as-

sistant division engineer of the Indianapolis division. He was
then successively division engineer of the Vincennes division,

Richmond division. Cincinnati division, and of the Pennsylvania
Lines Western division until January, 1505. On the latter date
Mr. Worthington was promoted to the superintendency of the
Peoria division of the Vandalia, remaining in that position until

November, 1906, when he was transferred to the Michigan di-

vision as superintendent, and now becomes superintendent of the

St. Louis division, as noted above.

Edward B. Rock. Jr., whose appointment as superintendent
of transportation of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with
headquarters at Atlanta, Ga., has been announced in these

columns, was born on May 26, 1883, at Rock Hill, S. C, and
was educated in the common schools. He began railway work
as a telegraph operator in June, 1900, on the Charlotte division

of the Southern Railway, and was later clerk in the superin-

tendent's office, then trainmaster's clerk. His next position

was copyist for despatcher and then until May, 1904, he was
extra train despatcher. From May. 1904. until October 15,

1909, he was private secretary to J. S. B. Thompson, assistant

to president of the same road at Atlanta, Ga. In October,

1909, he was appointed traveling freight agent of the Sea-

board Air Line, first at Cordele and then at Atlanta. From
February 1, to September 1, 1912, he was chief clerk to the

general manager of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, and

now becomes superintendent of transportation of the same
road, as above noted.

Frederick DeForest Kelsey, whose appointment as superin-

tendent of the Breckenridge division of the Great Northern,

with headquarters at Breckenridge, Minn., has already been

announced, was born in March, 1877, at Calmar, Iowa. He was
educated in the comrnon schools and began railway work in

1891 with the Northern Pacific as call boy at Missoula, Mont.

From 1893 to 1894 he was a telegraph operator for that road

and was then for two years telegraph operator and cashier of

the Chicago Great Western. He was subsequently freight

brakeman on the Santa Fe Pacific and locomotive fireman on

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul until 1900. Mr. Kelsey then

entered the service of the Great Northern as freight brakeman,

and was successively freight and passenger conductor, yard-

master, train despatcher, trainmaster and assistant superintend-

ent of that road, and on September 1, 1909, was appointed super-

intendent of the Dakota division. He was transferred to the

superintendency of the Montana division in December. 1910,

where he remained until November 1, when he was made super-

intendent of the Breckenridge division, as noted above.

Traffic Officers.

E. E. Smythe has been appointed traffic manager of the Mis-

souri & North Arkansas, with headquarters at Eureka Springs,

Ark., to succeed C. D. Whitney, resigned.

J. H. Myler has been appointed commercial agent of the

Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis, with headquarters

at Buffalo. N. Y., vice R. E. Gavin, resigned.

David L. Griffin has been appointed city freight and passenger

agent of the Union Pacific System and Southern Pacific Company,

with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga., in place of S. H. Stanley,

resigned.
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Donald M. Munro has been appointed traveling passenger

agent of the Union Pacific System, with headquarters at Xew
York City, succeeding Alexander B. Lundquist. retired under
pension rules of that company.

C. E. Felton, traveling freight agent of the Seaboard Air

Line at Cordele, Ga., has been appointed commercial agent,

with office at Savannah, succeeding H. F. Owens, resigned

to accept service elsew'here. F. G. Roberts succeeds Mr. Felton.

H. F. Owens, commercial agent of the Seaboard Air Line

at Savannah, Ga., has been appointed commercial agent of the

Georgia & Florida, with office at Savannah, Ga., succeeding

R. G. Parks, resigned to accept service with another company.

Hector M. McGinnis has been appointed general agent of

the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, with head-

quarters at Winnipeg, Man., in charge of freight and passenger

traffic in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta—exciept west

of Macleod ; including Field, B. C, also the line of the Canadian

Pacific, Winnipeg, Man., to Kenora, Ont., succeeding George A.

Lee, promoted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

E. R. Barnes has been appointed assistant engineer of the

Public Belt Railroad of New Orleans. La., to succeed A. F.

Barclay, resigned.

C. A. Tanheiser has been appointed engineer of maintenance

of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, with office at Denison,

Tex., succeeding A. A. Matthews, assigned to other duties.

A. F. Barclay, assistant engineer of the Public Belt Railroad

of New Orleans, has been appointed resident engineer of the

Transmississippi Terminal Company, with headquarters at New
Orleans, La.

Harry Clewer, whose appointment as superintendent of loco-

motive operation of the Rock Island Lines, with headquarters

at Chicago, has been announced in these columns, was born on

March 30, 1869, at Jack- _
son, Ohio. He began

railway work May 20,

1888, as machinist helper

for the Kansas City, Os-

ceola & Southern, and

was subsequently until

June 24, 1894, a loco-

motive fireman and engi-

neer on that road. He
then went to the Chi-

cago & Alton as a loco-

motive engineer, and was
later road foreman of

engines and master me-

chanic, resigning in May,

1902, to go to the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pa-

cific as a locomotive en-

gineer. He served suc-

cessively as roundhouse
foreman, road foreman
of engines and master

mechanic until his recent ^ Clewer
appointment as super-

intendent of locomotive operation of the entire system. In

his new position Mr. Clewer will superintend the work of the

supervisors of locomotive operation, through the master me-
chanics, to effect further economies in the use of fuel, loco-

motive supplies, lubricating material, and in the operation of

the locomotive.

J. F. Sheahan has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, with head-

quarters at Fitzgerald, Ga., succeeding R. L. Doolittle, re-

signed to accept service elsewhere.

Mott Sawyer, superintendent of the Bellingham Bay & British

Columbia, at Bellingham, Wash., has been appointed superintend-

ent of construction of the Chicago. Milwaukee & Puget Sound,

with headquarters at Lewiston, Mont.

W. C. Sealey, general foreman of the Grand Trunk at the

Toronto, Ont.. shops, has been appointed assistant master me-

chanic of the middle and southern division, with office at

Toronto. G. M. Wilson succeeds Mr. Sealey.

T. M. Ramsdell, master car builder of the Chesapeake &
Ohio, has been appointed master car builder of the Chicago &
Alton, with office at Bloomington, III. W. T. Davis has been
appointed superintendent of air brakes, with headquarters at

Bloomington.

E. W. Hartough has been appointed assistant chief car in-

spector of the Pere Marquette, with headquarters at Grand
Rapids. Mich. P. Alquist has been appointed chief inspector of

the car department, with office at Grand Rapids, in place of

W. H. Rourk, resigned.

D. C. Baird. supervisor of the Pennsylvania Railroad at

Reading. Pa., has been appointed supervisor at Watsontown,
succeeding J. E. Mclntyre, transferred. L. E. Wilt has been
appointed assistant supervisor, with office at Watertown, suc-

ceeding J. B. Baker, Jr., promoted.

G. W. Curtiss has been appointed supervisor of the Northern
Central, with office at Shamokin. Pa., succeeding F. C. Putney,

transferred. R. J. Bond has been appointed supervisor at Bal-

timore. Md.. succeeding J. M. Kinkead. promoted, and H. B.

Welsh has been appointed supervisor at York, Pa., succeeding

E. S. Hippey, transferred to the office of the principal assistant

engineer, at Williamsport.

Purchasing Officers.

J. R. Mulroy, general storekeeper of the St. Louis & San Fran-

cisco, at Springfield, Mo., has been appointed general storekeeper

of the Pullman Company, with office at Pullman, 111.

OBITUARY.

H. C. Boughton, general agent of the Chesapeake & Ohio at

Ashland, Ky., died on November 12. at Toledo, Ohio, aged 55.

Eugene M. Smith, assistant general freigh: agent of the Nash-
ville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, at Nashville, Tenn.. died on

November 7 at that place. He was a son of H. F. Smith, vice-

president and traffic manager of the same road.

M. A. Malloy, master mechanic at the South Pittsburgh, Pa.,

shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad, died on November 3, at

Pittsburgh. He was born at Salem, W. Va., on September 30.

1855. and was educated _
in the public schools.

After completing his ap-

prenticeship in a ma-
chine shop at Hollidays-

burg. Pa., he entered

the service of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad on
April 14, 1879, as a ma-
chinist at the Altoona

machine shops, and in

April, 1881. was made
inspector. In October.

1883. he was promoted to

a gang leader, and in

1894 was made foreman.

On January 15. 1S02. he

was made assistant mas-
ter mechanic at the

South Pittsburgh shops

of the same road, and
one year later he was
promoted to master me-
chanic at the South Pitts-

burgh shops.

William A. Sprott, division freight and passenger agent of

the Wabash, with headquarters at Danville, 111., died No-
vember 9, at Urbana, 111., aged 52 years. Mr. Sprott had been

in the service of the Wabash since 1877, filHng various minor

positions in the freight department until October, 1889. when
he was appointed commercial agent at Cincinnati. Ohio. He
was promoted to division freight agent at Toledo in August,

1893. where he remained until March. 1912. when he was trans-

ferred to Danville. 111., as division freight and passenger agent.

Henry M. Bronson, formerly and for many years in the pas-

senger department of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

M. A. Miilloy.
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Louis, died recently at his home in Indianapolis, Ind. He was
born on October 25, 1836, at Gambier, Ohio, and began railway-

work in 1853. He held various positions in the freight and pas-

senger departments of a number of lines, all of which are now
a part of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. From
March 1, 1890, to Septeml)er 1, 1905, he was assistant general

passenger agent. He retired from active duty on September

1, 1905, after 52 years of railroad service.

Clement A. Griscom, chairman of the board of directors of

the International Mercantile Marine Company and a director of

the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Long Island, died at his home
at Haverford, near Philadelphia, Pa., on November 10. Mr. Gris-

com was born in Philadelphia in 1841, and after receiving an

academic education, became a clerk with the shipping firm of

Peter Wright & Sons, Philadelphia. He became vice-president of

that company in 1871, and in 1888 he was elected its president.

Shortly after becoming president he organized the International

Navigation Company, which was merged in 1902 with the Inter-

national Mercantile Marine Company. In 1904 he retired from

the presidency of the International Mercantile Marine Company
and later became chairman of its board of directors.

Reuben Wells, who was a railway mechanical olificer, well

known to the last generation, died at his home in Paterson,

N. J., on November 8 at the age of nearly 83 years. He was

born in Chester county,

Pennsylvania, on Janu-

ary 1, 1829, and was a

farmer boy until he was
17 years old. He then

became a machinist ap-

prentice on the Reading
Railroad. From there

he went to Shelbyville,

Ind., as master mechanic

of several roads, which
were afterwards consol-

idated under the name
of the Jeffersonville,

Madison & Indianapolis,

now a part of the Penn-
sylvania. It was while

here, in 1868, that he
designed and built one
of the heaviest locomo-
tives of its day for op-

erating on the Madison
incline. It attracted a

great deal of attention

at the time, and a re-

port of it and its performances appeared in the proceedings of

the Master Mecharics' .Association for 1871. The diverse duties

of the master mechanic at that time may be realized by the fol-

lowing instance. In the summer of 1863 two army corps from the

army of the Potomac had to I)e moved to Nashville, Tenn., as

quickly as possible and with no more pulilic notice than was nec-

essary. The army officer in charge of transportation arrived at

Indianapolis only a few hours before the first company of the

troops, and as both the president and the superintendent of the

road were out of reach, Mr. Wells was for six days in entire

charge of the road, operating it exclusively for the transporta-

tion of the troops from Indianapolis to Louisville. During this

week, therefore, he acted as superintendent, master mechanic,

yard master and even train despatcher. He was with the

J. M. & I. for 25 years, during five years of which he was
a trustee of Purdue University. In 1878 he went to the Louis-

ville & Nashville as superintendent of machinery. He was ap-

pointed general manager in 1884, and the next year was made
assistant to the president. In 1887 he left the Louisville &
Nashville to become superintendent of the Rogers Locomotive

Works, at Paterson. He was made manager of the works in

1900, and retained this position after the absorption of the

Rogers Works in the American Locomotive Company. He re-

signed in April, 1907. From the date of its formation, and

during the whole period of his active life, he was a prominent

member of the American Railway Master Mechanics' Associa-

tion, serving that organization as president from 1882 to 1884,

and exerting an important influence on the actions of the so-

ciety, in whose discussions he took great interest.

Reuben Wells.

^mutpmenX anb ^tippitt^.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILOrNG.

The P.\ulist.\ R.\ilw.\y, Brazil, has ordered 4 ten-wheel loco-

motives and 1 Mallet locomotive from the American Locomotive
Company.

The Erie, mentioned in tlie Railway Age Gazette of Octo-
ber 25, as having ordered 25 mikado locomotives from the Bald-
win Locomotive Works, has increased this order to 30 mikado
locomotives and has ordered S Pacific type locomotives from the

Lima Locomotive Corporation, and 1 special Pacific type loco-

motive from the American Locomotive Company,

CAR BUILDING.

The Dulcth, South Shore & Atl.\ntic has ordered 400 ore

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeaster.^ has ordered 900
coal cars from the Haskell & Barker Car Company.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has increased a recent order
with the Pressed Steel Car Company for 500 coal cars to 1,500

coal cars.

The Elgin, Joliet & Easter>j advises that it is not in the mar-
ket for 1,000 hopper cars, as reported in the Raihvay Age Gazette
of October 25.

The Erie has ordered 1,000 box cars from the Western Steel

Car & Foundry Company, and 500 box cars from the Standard
Steel Car Company.

The New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk has ordered 800
box cars from the American Car & Foundry Company, and SO
gondola cars from the Ralston Steel Car Company.

The New York, Ontario & Western has ordered 500 fifty-ton.

all-steel, gondola cars from the Cambria Steel Company, 300 box
cars. 100 flat cars, 50 refrigerator cars and 50 stock cars from
the Standard Steel Car Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has ordered 12.000 tons of rails

from the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Pennsylvania Lines West have ordered 3.000 tons of

structural material from the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 2,500 tons of struc-

tural material from the Virginia Bridge & Iron Works.

The Norfolk & Western has ordered 12.500 tons of open

hearth rails from the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The Interborough Rapid Transit has ordered 1,000 tons of

rails from the Maryland Steel Company, and 3,000 tons of rails

from the Bethlehem Steel Company and the Lackawanna Steel

Company.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has ordered about

65,000 tons of rails divided among the Pennsylvania Steel Com-
pany, the Bethlehem Steel Company and the Lackawanna Steel

Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—Since the first of November
orders for new business have shown a decrease from the record

breaking orders of last month, but there is a large volume of

orders pending which will be placed in the near future, and

manufacturers feel that there will be no marked decrease in

orders for some time to come. Prices have been increased

since the first of the month, and earnirgs of $35,000,000 are ex-

pected for the present quarter of the Steel Corporation. The
export business has shown a slight decrease due to foreign com-

plications, but the demand in this country has been so great

that the manufacturers have felt no apprehension. The steel

plants are experiencing difficulty in obtaining sufficient cars

to move the record-breaking output ; this fact combined with

the congestion at the mills is causing serious delays to many
deliveries.
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^«W^I^ strobe ^tt»^.

Edwin Strassburger has been made vice-president of the Buffalo

Brake Beam Company, New York, with office in St. Louis, Mo.

The Chicago Bearing Metal Company, of Chicago, has pur-

chased 8.44 acres on the north side of West Forty-third street near

Western avenue, Chicago, on which to erect a new $200,000 fire-

proof plant.

The Isthmian Canal Commission will receive bids until De-

cember 2 on miscellaneous supplies, including switches, switch

stands, galvanized steel or iron, sheet brass, bronze bars, babbitt

metal, etc. Circular No. 745.

Fred Lavis, 281 Reconquista, Buenos Aires, Argentina, who has

charge of railway construction for the Argentine Railway Com-
pany, desires to obtain copies of catalogs issued by manufac-

turers of railway supplies, tools, machinery and various railway

materials, including engineering supplies and drawing material.

The Roberts &: Schaefer Company, Chicago, has received an

order from the Illinois Central to build a Holmen. counter-

balanced bucket, locomotive coaling station at Springfield, III.,

to cost about $10,000, A coaling station of this type was in-

stalled last year by this company at Carbondale, 111., on the

Illinois Central.

At the annual meeting of the Pullman Company, Chicago,

Le Roy Kramer was elected assistant to the president, succeeding

C. S. Sweet, deceased. Mr. Kramer has held this position by

appointment. All the officers of the company were re-elected

and the directors were re-elected, except that F. O. Lowden suc-

ceeds H. C. Hulbert, deceased. George F. Baker was made a

member of the executive committee, succeeding Mr. Hulbert.

Henry W. Jacobs, president of the Oxweld Railroad Service

Company, Chicago, has just returned from a five weeks' trip

abroad, in which he gave special attention to the investigation

of oxy-acet)Iene welding and to the manufacture and exploit-

ing of the Jacobs-Shupert fireboxes abroad. Arrangements for

the handling of the Jacobs-Shupert fireboxes were made with

Ganz & Compan3', of Budapest. Hungary, who have three large

plants in Europe and rtiake a specialty of building railway equip-

ment, steamships, heavy gas engines and electrical machinery.

The exhibit of the National Railway Appliances Association,

to be held in connection with the convention of the American

Railway Engineering Association, at Chicago. March 18-20, will

again be held in the Coliseum and the First Regiment Armory.

Exhibitors can begin installing their exhibits on March 12, and

the exhibition will be open from March 15 to March 21, inclusive,

with the exception of Sunday, March 16. Substantially the same
rules and regulations governing the exhibition of 1912 have been

adopted for the exhibition of 1913. Information regarding space

can be obtained from Bruce V. Crandall, secretarj-. Chicago.

Hiram J. Slifer, formerly general manager of the Chicago

Great Western, is now a consulting civil engineer, specializing

in steam railroad practice, with office at 209 South LaSalle street,

Chicago. From 1878 to 1898 Mr. Slifer was connected with the

Mexican National Construction Company, the Pennsylvania Rail-

road and the Chicago & North Western, doing reconnoissance,

location, construction, improvement and maintenance work; from
1898 to 1905 he was superintendent of the Chicago & North West-
ern and general superintendent of Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific ; from 1905 to 1907, he was construction manager on steam

railroad properties for J. G. White & Company, New York;
from 1907 to 1909 he was assistant to the president and general

manager of the Panama railroad and steamship lines ; from
1909 to 1912 he was general manager of the Chicago Great West-

ern. Mr. Slifer is a member of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, American Railway Engineering Association, American
Institute of Consulting Engineers and the Western Society of

Engineers.

catalog. 37 points in favor of this system of refrigeration, heat-

ing and ventilation; and in supplement No. 2, reports of tests

of Moore refrigerator and heated cars.

Foundry Cr.^nes and Equipment.—The Whiting Foundry
Equipment Company, Harvey, 111., has published catalog No.
99 on its foundry cranes and equipment. This catalog is illus-

trated and discusses foundry layouts, cranes, trolley systems,

air hoists, cupolas, elevators, ovens, ladles, turntables, and sift-

ers and foundry plants.

Thre.vding M.\chinery.—The Landis Company, Inc., Waynes-
boro, Pa., has published catalog No. 20 of its pipe and nipple

threading machinery. These machines are illustrated and de-

scribed in detail, and useful tables are included, giving the speci-

fications of standard pipe and nipple machines and the num-
ber of threads per inch.

Lathes.—The South Bend Machine Tool Company, South
Bend, Ind.. has published catalog No. 42 of South Bend screw cut-

ting engine lathes for foot power, engine power or electric

motor drive. The catalog is illustrated, and the descriptions are

clear and concise. Illustrations and prices of patent lathe tools

and accessories are also included.

Ge.^rs.—The Earle Gear & Machine Company. Philadelphia,

Pa., has published a small illustrated booklet entitled Herring-

bone Gears, in which it discusses the relative merits of this

type of gear as compared with ordinary gearing. It is claimed

that the herringbone gear w-ill deliver greater power with mini-

mum friction and noise, and that it is particularly adapted to

high speed.

.

W.ATER Meters.—The Xeptune Meter Company, New York,

has published an exceptionally handsome catalog of its water

meters. These meters are made in three types as follows : The
Trident disk meter for small service requirements; the Tri-

dent crest meter which measures by the velocity of the current

and is intended for use where great volumes of water are

handled ; and the Trident compound meter which is a com-
bination of both these principles and is for use where the veloc-

ity of the flow of water, though usually high, sometimes falls

below a point that can be accurately measured by the velocity

meter. The illustrations are in color and are remarkable for

their clarity and for the impression of strength and simplicity

which they convey. In addition to giving full descriptions the

catalog discusses handling, setting and testing these meters,

and includes tables showing weights, capacities and dimensions.

The illustrations, paper, typography and the general arrange-

ment are excellent in themselves and the combined effect of

the whole leaves nothing to be desired even by the most

critical.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Refrigerator Cars.—The Moore Patent Car Company, St.

Paul, Minn., has published, in supplement No. 1 to its general

New St.\tion for Japan.—The Imperial Government Railway

of Japan is erecting a new passenger station at Nagasaki, which

will be finished this month. The building is to be a two-story

modern structure with commodious waiting rooms and offices,

and will cost about $50,000. The entire cost of the station is

estimated at $75,000.

Aerial Line in Tyrol Mountains.—According to a consular

report a new aerial ropeway for conveyance of passengers up the

Kohlerer mountain in the Tyrol has been completed and is to be

opened shortly. There are two tracks, each consisting of a pair

of steel ropes supported by twelve steel towers from which the

cars, each having accommodations for 16 passengers, are sus-

pended. The traction power is provided by ropes operated me-

chanically in a station at the head of the line.

Tenders for Construction of Railways in Spain Invited.—
The Spanish government is inviting tenders with plans for the

construction and operation of the proposed railway from Puertol-

lana in the southeastern portion of the Ciudad-Real province

southeast to Cordoba in the central portion of the province of

Cordoba, about 70 miles; and also for the construction and op-

eration of the proposed railway from Cifuentes, in the central

portion of the province of Guadalajara, southeast to Orusco via

Mondejar, in the southeastern portion of the same province, about

55 miles. Tenders will be received at the Direccion General de

Obras Publicas. Ministerio de Fomento. Madrid, up to June 13.

1913, in the case of the first mentioned railway and up to January

12, in the case of the second. Local representation is necessary.
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Matltttdti (Hon&irucVton,

All Red Line.—Applications will be made in Canada for in-

corporation by this company to build from a point near the east-

ern boundary of the province of Quebec west through the

provinces of Quebec. Ontario and Manitoba to Winnipeg, Man.
Branch lines are to be built south to Quebec, also to Montreal

and to Ottawa. A branch is also projected to either Fort Wil-

liam or to Port Arthur. The Bicknell-Bain Company, Toronto,

is interested.

Ardmore, Dunc.\n & Lavvton.—.According to press reports

this company will receive bids this month for work on the

line from Lawton, Okla., via Duncan to Ardmore, about 100

miles. A. N. Bullitt is chief engineer, Lawton. (August 23,

p. 366.)

Ashley, Drew & Northern.—An officer writes that the com-

pany was organized to build from Crossett, Ark., north via Whit-

low, Fountain Hill, and Monticello to Gillett, about 90 miles.

The first section from Crossett to Fountain Hill, 23 miles, is

now open for operation, and work is being carried out by the

company's men on the rest of the line. The maximum grades

are 0.5 per cent. R. O. Roy, president and general manager,

and W. E. Atkinson, chief engineer, Monticello, Ark.

Bartlett Western.—According to press reports this company,

which operates a line from Bartlett, Tex., west via Jarrell to

Florence, 23 miles, is planning to build an extension east to

Cameron, 31 miles.

Canadian Northern.—Application has been made in Canada
for an act authorizing the Canadian Northern to build a line

from Montreal. Que., east to Sherbrooke, 110 miles.

Canadian Pacific.—Announcement has been made that this

company will build two additional tracks on 600 miles to make a

four-track system between Brandon, Man., and Lake Superior

ports ; the company will also soon begin double-tracking the

main line between lake ports and Montreal.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.—A contract has been

given* by this company to build a 6S-miIe line from Great

Falls, Mont., to Agawam.

Delaware & Hudson.—This company will build a 7-mile line

from Hudson, Pa., southwest along the west side of the Sus-

quehanna river to a connection with its Buttonwood branch.

Detroit, Bay City & Western.—This company, which operates

the line from Bay City. Mich., southeast to Caro, 29 miles, has

recently completed an extension about 11 miles east to Wilmot,

and expects to ultimately extend the line to Port Huron. Plans

have been made for building a 10-mile branch north from Akron.

Edmonton, Dunvecan & British Columbia.—This company has

issued stock, the proceeds of which are to be used to build from

Edmonton, Alberta, via Dunvegan to the western boundary of

the province of Alberta. The company has been granted permis-

sion to issue further stock for building additional lines in the

province of Alberta. (October 4, p. 654.)

El Paso & Southwestern.—This company has finished work
on the extension from Fairbanks, Ariz., west to Tucson, 66 miles.

(September 20, p. 559.)

Grand Trunk Pacific.—According to press reports this

company will build a 25-mile branch to Estevan, Sask, from a

point on the present line, extending southeast from Regina.

Jeffersontown Railroad Company'.—Incorporated in Tennes-

see with $200,000 capital. The incorporators include O. H. .An-

derson, J. C. Foreman, W. C. Anderson, F. T. Sparks and H. R.

Anderson.

Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.—Work has been finished on

the extension from Girvin, Tex., south to Fort Stockton, 32

miles, and the road is now in operation to that place. About all

the grading work from Fort Stockton south to Alpine, 63 miles,

has been finished, and it is thought that this section will be ready

for operation by January, next. Financial arrangements are said

to be ihade to resume work on the branch from San Angelo

south to Del Rio on the Rio Grande.

Me-xican Eagle Oil Company's Lines.—An officer writes that

a contract has been given to John Monahan, Apartado 150,

Tampico, Mexico, to build a railway from LaPena to Portrero

del Llano via Tanhuijo and Tierra Amarilla. Grading work
has been started, and it is expected that track-laying will be begun
within two months. The work involves handling 7,000 cu. yds.

a mile. Maximum grades will be 2^ per cent, and maximum
curves 12 degrees. Dr. C. W. Hayes, first vice-president.

Newton, Kansas & Nebraska.—Organized in Kansas to build

from Newton north via Goessel, Canton and Roxbury to either

Salina or Abilene, about 70 miles, and eventually to Fairbury,

Neb. Surveys have already been made. T. H. McManus is

president, Newton, Kan.

Oklahoma Central.—According to press reports an extension

is to be built at once from Lehigh, Okla., south to Midway about

five miles.

Oil Belt (Electric).—This company, operating a nine-mile line

from Oblong, 111., is to be extended, it is said, to Bridgeport,

thence to Mount Carmel. W. E. Finley is back of the project

which is being financed by Indianapolis capitalists.

QuANAH, Acme & Pacific.—This company, operating a 42-

mile line from a connection with the St. Louis & San Francisco

at Quanah, Tex., southwest to Paducah, has been authorized to

issue $10,(XX),000 of bonds. It is proposed to eventually extend

the line west to a connection with the .Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe, such a line would provide the St. Louis & San Francisco

with a new route to territory now reached by the .\tchison.

(September 20, p. 559.)

South Carolina Western.—This company has opened for

business an extension of its Sumter division from Bishopville,

S. C, to Sumter, 22 miles. (July 26, p. 185.)

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

.\ltoona. Pa.—A new engine house will be built by the Penn-
sylvania Railroad at the western limits of Altoona. It will con-

tain forty stalls. Machine and blacksmith shops will also be

built and equipped with an electric traveling crane. A me-
chanically operated coaling station will be installed, and two
50.000 gal. tanks will supply water. Smaller buildings will also

be included in the new plant. The structures will be of steel and

concrete construction.

Douglas. Ariz.—The El Paso & Southwestern has awarded a

contract for a new passenger station.

Galveston, Tex.—The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe has asked

bids for the erection of its $500,000 union depot and general

office building. Alternative plans have been prepared for a six-

story and for an eight-story building 1(X) x 125 ft.

H.\RTFORD, Conn.—According to press reports the Central New
England has started work on a new one-story brick freight shed

37 ft. x 315 ft., and an addition to the present office building

30 ft. x 28 ft. is also being put up, two and a half stories high.

(July 26, p. 186.)

Montreal. Que.—The Canadian Northern. Ontario, has been

given authority to build bridges across St. Lawrence boulevard

and across St. Denis boulevard.

Nashville, Tenn.—The Foster-Creighton-Gould Company,

which has the contract for the bridge across the Cumberland

river, about four miles above Nashville, for the Louisville &
Nashville, expects to complete the substructure next month. The

birdge will be 3.000 ft. long and 130 ft. high. The superstructure

is composed of a 300 ft. channel span, three 200 ft. through spans,

three 125 ft. deck spans and a viaduct approach at each end

composed of 30 ft. towers and 60, 70 and 80 ft. spans.

Toronto. Ont.—A contract has been given by the Canadian

Northern Ontario to the Canada Foundry Company, for fabri-

cating the steel work and erecting a steel deck plate girder via-

duct over the Humber river at Toronto. (October 18. p. 776.)

Tulsa. Okla.—The St. Louis & San Francisco is planning to

erect a double track steel bridge over the Arkansas river at

this point, in addition to completing the West Tulsa yards and

building a 24-stall roundhouse.
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Arizona Eastern.—The company has asked the Arizona Cor-

poration Commission for permission to issue $600,000 addi-

tional bonds. The Southern Pacific owns $3,673,000 of the

outstanding $7,000,000 first and refunding mortgage bonds.

Be.^\-er & Ellwood.—The entire outstanding issue of $150,000

first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of this companj-, which is

a subsidiary of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, dated July 1,

1899, have been called for payment at par and interest on

December 1 at the Guaranty Trust Company of New York.

This road runs from Ellwood Junction, Pa., to Elhvood City,

3 miles.

Boston & Lowell.—This company offered for sale at public

auction in Boston, on November 13, $280,000 of stock. This

company, which is leased by the Boston & Maine, runs from

Boston, Mass., to Lowell, and with branches has a total mile-

age of 111 miles.

Boston Elevated.—On November 4 the stockholders author-

ized an issue of $4,000,000 additional stock to be offered

to the shareholders at 105. to provide for such expenditures

as the Massachusetts railroad commission shall approve;

and an issue of $5,000,000 30-year bonds to be secured by a

mortgage which will also secure all the outstanding bonds of

the company, which comprise $18,300,000 debenture bonds.

The proceeds of this bond sale will be used for new con-

struction, equipment, etc., refunding floating debt and pay-

ment of other debts.

Galen L. Stone has been made a director of this company.

Chicago & Western Indiana.—This company has called for

payment, on December 1, $109,000 6 per cent, general mort-

gage bonds of 1882 at 105 and interest at the office of J. P.

Morgan & Co., New York.

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific.—The common
stockholders will vote on November 19 on the question of

authorizing this company to make an agreement with the

trustees of the Cincinnati Southern, supplementary to the

existing lease under which the rent payable by the Cincin-

nati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific shall be increased by an

amount sufficient to pay the interest on the bonds of the city

of Cincinnati to be issued to create a fund whereby the

trustees of the Cincinnati Southern may complete the ter-

minal facilities, and to provide a sinking fund for the re-

demption of these bonds at their maturity. The bonds, how-

ever, are not to exceed $500,000. and to be issued at not ex-

ceeding $100,000 a year.

Cincinnati Southern.—See Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas

Pacific.

Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis.—F. J. Jerome

and L. J. Hachney have been elected additional directors.

This now makes a board of 15 directors.

Detroit, Bay City & Western.—The National City Bank and

Chapman, Mills & Company, both of Chicago, are offering

at 94 and interest the present issue of $300,000 first mortgage

5 per cent, sinking fund bonds, dated October 1, 1912-1932,

but redeemable at par and interest upon 60 days' notice on

or prior to October 1, 1922; thereafter at 105 and interest.

"The total authorized issue is $1,250,000. The remaining

$950,000 bonds may be issued for additional terminal facili-

ties at not exceeding 75 per cent, of cost, and for completed

mileage at not exceeding $8,000 per mile, exclusive of sidings,

switches, etc., provided that the annual net earnings are

twice the interest charges, including the bonds proposed to

be issued. This road runs from Bay City-, Mich., to Caro,

29 miles.

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.—The foreclosure sale of this com-

pany has been further postponed until January 8, 1913.

G.\lveston, Houston & Henderson.-—Application has been made
to the Texas railroad commission for permission to issue new
bonds to refund the outstanding issue of $2,000,000 bonds which

matures in April, 1913. The Texas railroad commission will

make a revaluation of the property before it authorizes this

issue.

Georgia & Florida.—Douglas H. Gordon, president of the Balti-

more 1 rust Company, has been elected a director, succeeding
George C. Morrison, deceased.

International & Great Northern.—A dividend of 4 per cent,

has been declared on the $5,000,000 preferred stock payable
January 2, making, with the initial dividend of 1 per cent, paid

August 1. 1912, a total of S per cent, from the earnings of the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1912.

An issue of $396,253 additional bonds was authorized by the

Texas railroad commission on November 1, on account of new
equipment including 10 freight locomotives, 75 ballast cars, lOO'

tank cars, 7 passenger coaches, 6 chair cars, 7 baggage and
express cars.

Kansas City Southern.—The $210,000 4;/^ per cent, equipment
notes, series B, maturing later than December 1, 1912, have
been called for payment at par and interest on that date at

the office of Blair & Company, New York.

Louisville & Nashville.—See Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis.

Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis.—Keith L. Bullitt, of Louis-

ville, Ky., has been elected a member of the minority preferred

stockholders' committee, succeeding William M. Bullitt, re-

signed. This company is owned by the Louisville & Nashville.

Maine Central.—Kidder, Peabody & Company, and Kissel, Kin-
nicutt & Company, both of New York, are offering the $4,500,000

Portland Terminal Company first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds
dated July 1, 1911-1961. These bonds are guaranteed, principal

and interest by the Maine Central, and are secured by a first

lien on the freight and passenger terminals in Portland, South
Portland and Westbrook, Maine, used jointly by the Boston
& Maine and the Maine Central. The property is valued at

$5,700,000.

National R.mlwavs of Mexico.—The $13,000,000 one-year loan

negotiated with Kuhn. Loeb & Company, Speyer & Company,
Ladenburg, Thalmann & Company and Hallgarten & Company,
all of New York, which matures November 15. has been ex-

tended for one year,

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.—See Beaver & Ellwood.

QuANAH, Acme & Pacific.—William Salomon & Company,' New
York, and G. H. Walker & Company, St. Louis, are offering

first mortgage 6 per cent, bonds dated October 1, 1909. The
amount authorized is $10,000,000 and the amount outstanding

$958,000. An issue of $1,000,000 will be made as soon as sanc-

tion can be obtained from the Texas railroad commission.

The St. Louis & San Francisco guarantees to purchase, pay

oft' or redeem these bonds at 105 and interest on or before

July 15, 1921, and also guarantees all interest coupons.

Southern P.\cific.—See Arizona Eastern.

U'abash Pittsburgh Terminal.—The $973,000 first lien, 6 per

cent, receiver's certificates, which matured November 1, have

been extended for three months.

Wheeling & Lake Erie.—The various issues of receiver's cer-

tificates, all of which matured on November 1, having been

extended for three months, at 5 per cent., have been further

extended for three months.

Italian Railw.w Electrification.—The administration of the

Italian state railways is now considering a scheme for the elec-

trification of a great part of the lines, and for a start it is pro-

posed to electrify the 12-mile line from Rome to Ancone. Water
power from the falls of Terni and Fabriano will be utilized for

the generation of the electricity, and it is stated that if the results

of the working of this section prove satisfactory the administra-

tion intends to arrange for the gradual electrification of the

whole railway system.

Proposed Lines for Uruguay.—The President of Uruguay has

asked for authority to at once construct the main line from

Montevideo as far as the Rio Negro, the western branch from

La Lata to Nueva Palmira, and the extension from San Carlos to

Rocha. References are also made to the La Paloma-Treinta y

Tres line, the concession for which was recently acquired by an

American-Canadian group of financiers, and to the CoroniUa-

Santa Rosa project, which completes the government's system.

The total mileage will be about 600 miles.
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THE process of obtaining solid ingots and doing away with

the piping and central segregation that has been the bane

of the steel maker for so many years, which is described in an-

other column, is certainly a simple method of getting rid of a

great trouble. The position of the metallurgist who suggests

the scheme is such as to place the facts on a basis that admits

of no doubt. The only point to be determined is whether this

process and its redistribution of the impurities of the steel does

not introduce some other factor that will have a detrimental

effect on the strength and wearing qualities of the steel. As

to this, actual service alone can determine. The process certainly

appears to- be based on sound principles and when it can be

subjected to the scrutiny of the prominent metallurgists and rail

men of the country, as it was recently, without receiving ad-
verse criticism—the entire discussion limiting itself to questions

regarding the process, and the effects of certain conditions— it is

giving a promising outlook.

A P.VPER on "The Locomotive Superheater and Seine of Its

** Eft'ects on the Cost of Railway Operation" was presented

by Gilbert E. Ryder before the November meeting of the New-
York Railroad Club. There seemed to be no question on the

part of the railroad men who took part in the discussion, but

that the superheater was a most desirable adjunct to the loco-

motive, although the amount of fuel economy that is claimed for

it was questioned by some. As Mr. Chambers of the Central

of New Jersey said, the effect of the superheater on the efficiency

of operation is a most important advantage, even if the question

of fuel economy is left entirely out of consideration. The dis-

cussion centered largely on the problem of lubrication. Mr.
Wilden of the New Haven said that he had found the high

degree superheater oil far more satisfactory than the oil which
is ordinarily used on the saturated steam engines. It costs con-

siderably more per gallon, but it is not necessary to use as much
of it and in the end it is cheaper for use on superheater engines

than the common oil. He had found it necessary, however, to

have an automatic device for injecting saturated steam into

the cylinders whenever the throttle is closed and the engine
is allowed to drift. The fact was developed that the Lacka-
wanna has been using a graphite lubricator on some of its super-

heater locomotives for several months with good results. A
representative of the Galena Signal Oil Company said that ex-

periments were being made in Canada, which, it was expected,

would make possible the use of ordinary lubricating oil on the

superheater engines. The experiments, however, were not suffi-

ciently far advanced to enable him to make a positive state-

ment to this effect. The high degree superheater oil is said

to be more susceptible to changes in temperature and does not

feed as regularly as the common oil. It is, therefore, necessary

for the enginemen to watch it more closely to make sure that

it feeds regularly. Representatives of the railroads, who were
closely in touch with the operation of superheater locomotives,

claimed, however, that they had heard no complaint or criticism

from the enginemen in this respect.

A FTER all of the hysterical utterances about scientific man-
•^»- agement and the vast amount of material that has been
published concerning it, and the principles underlying it, the

report of the sub-committee on administration of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers on the Present State of the

.-\rt of Industrial Management is of more than ordinary interest.

This report, carefully compiled by men of eminence in the en-

gineering and industrial world, is far more moderate in its

statement of the principles, and as to the possibilities of rapid

returns from scientific management, than have been its enthusi-

astic advocates. Another interesting and significant fact in con-

nection with the report is that the only railroad member on the

committee, H. H. Vaughan, assistant to the vice-president of the

Canadian Pacific, could not agree with the report as it was drawn
up, and presented a minority report. Mr. Vaughan is recognized

as one of the most far sighted and efficient motive power de-

partment officers on the continent, and it is well known that

he has given considerable attention to the theories expounded
by the different schools of so called efficiency engineers. More-
over, he has had on his staff of advisers an industrial engineer

of no mean reputation, so that, viewed from the standpoint of

the efficiency engineer, the motive power department of the Ca-
nadian Pacific may be considered as having introduced the prin-

ciples of scientific management to a greater extent than any
other road on the continent, with the possible exception of the

Santa Fe. Mr. Vaughan's report is also, therefore, of special

interest.
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THE interesting and important work which the Railway

Signal Association has laid out for itself is outlined on

another page. A novel assignment is that having to do with

the specifications in the Association's manual in which the rail-

ways of the northwest have particular conditions and require-

ments peculiar to their own territory. The Northwestern roads

have the difficulties of mountain weather, long distances between

stations and scarcity of good signalmen, so that the ques-

tion, automatic vs. non-automatic, is sometimes puzzling.

The instructions of the Board of Direction for committee work

during the coming year are of special interest in other respects.

Committee Xo. 1 is to take up the economics of labor in signal

maintenance, which will undoubtedly include an investigation of

the proposed combination of track and signal maintenance. The

Railway Engineering Association also has begun an investigation

of this subject. Signal engineers have, it would seem, let them-

selves be put on the defensive in this matter to such an extent

as has almost committed them as unfavorable to the combination

of the maintenance work connected with signaling with that

of other facilities. A thorough study of the subject, and a

perfectly fair and unprejudiced report ought to go far toward

putting them on the basis where they belong, and where they

undoubtedly wish to be understood as standing, namely, that

if there is economy, the combined maintenance should be

adopted, and if there is not it should not be. Other committees

have received instructions to investigate and prepare specifica-

tions for the use in signal work of various standard electrical

appliances. Magnet wire, wire ducts, terminal boxes and man-

holes are some of the devices for which specifications will be

formulated. Committee No. 2 will take up the matter of

specifications for electro-mechanical interlocking, which is the

latest development of apparatus of this kind. The committee on

contracts, following a suggestion made at the March meeting, is

to prepare a standard form of agreement covering the supply

of electrical energy for signal installations as from municipal

lighting stations. The special committee on storage batteries is

now a standing committee. No. X, and the investigation of the

comparative economy of the various methods of charging storage

batteries has been added to its work for the coming year. The
instructions on the whole indicate a lively appreciation of the

tendencies of up-to-date construction and the necessities of

advanced practice; and the character of the names in the list

gives assurance of thorough and valuable work.

T^DGAR E. CLARK'S term as a member of the Interstate

•*—
' Commerce Commission will expire on December 31. It ap-

pears to be the consensus of opinion among those who are most

interested in the work of the commission, both railway men and

shippers, that he should be reappointed. In this view the

Railway Age Gacette heartily concurs. During his six years of

service on the commission, which coincide almost exactly with

the period of its greatest development and activity, he has come
to be regarded as one of its ablest members. His integrity and

intention to be fair have been recognized by all who have come
in contact with him or observed his work. Originally appointed

by President Roosevelt in 1906 to give railway labor representa-

tion on the commission, there has been no evidence that the fact

that he was formerly a labor leader has influenced his work
unless to season "it with a practical experience and knowledge

of railway conditions. Mr. Clark has been in charge of the

difficult and complicated task of effecting uniformity in the

compilation and publication of railway tariflts. His labors along

this line have been criticized; but on the whole they have been

beneficial; and criticism of a commissioner may not mean any

more than that his duties are such that no one could so perform

them as always to escape even just criticism. Mr. Clark has been

among those who have traveled most extensively about the coun-

try in the conduct of hearings, and has several times been selected

to arbitrate complicated controversies involving rates and wages.

In his work his keen sense of justice and his desire to be im-

partial and to effect practical and sensible settlements have com-

manded respect. He bears the leputation of having been one of

the hardest workers and most diligent students of railway af-

fairs on the commission. We believe there has been no sug-

gestion of apprehension that he would not be reappointed. It

has now come to be accepted pretty much as a matter of course

that the members of the commission shall be continued in office

—

a most salutary policy. It would be most unfortunate to replace

a commissioner who has had Mr. Clark's experience with a

new man. even though of high qualifications in other respects.

In the case of a body endowed with such enormous powers and

charged with such manifold duties as the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and which it is the bad but apparently incurable

practice to fill with men without experience in railway manage-

ment, the vast experience gained during service on the commis-

sion should argue very persuasively in favor of repeated re-

appointments.

A NOVEL PROPOSAL FOR INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATION.

VV/E publish elsewhere a remarkably suggestive address on the

" railway labor situation by Fairfax Harrison, president of the

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, before the Indiana Young Men's

Christian Association. Mr. Harrison's description and analysis

of existing conditions will be accepted as both luminous and ac-

curate by most of those familiar with these conditions. But the

part of his address which will excite the most interest is that

in which he proposes a new form of industrial co-operation on
railways. His proposal is as follows

:

Calculate on experience what has been the percentage of the total pay

roll of all classes of employees to the operating revenue in a given year

or average series of years, and apply this percentage to current operating

revenues to tix thereby the appropriation for pay of employees. The total

appropriation, so made, would then be distributed among the several classes

of employees in the percentages of their participation in the pay roll which

was taken as the standard, and the individual would share in the appropria-

tion for his class according to his services measured by agreed units.

The prosperity of a business concern depends not on its gross

but on its net earnings. Practically all plans for industrial co-

operation provide for the distribution of stock among employees.

The return that can be paid on stock depends on the net earn-

ings. Therefore, under most of such plans the employees, in

so far as they are part owners of the property, are embarked

in the same boat as the rest of the owners. If the industry earns

profits they are profit sharers, if it earns losses they are loss

sharers. The incurring of losses in which the employees partici-

pate has been the rock on which many schemes of co-operation

have split. Furthermore, the financial interest that any one em-

ployee can obtain ordinarily is small. Therefore, even if profits

are regularly earned, his dividends are Almost certain to be so

small compared with his wages that his interest in the amount of

his wages will completely overshadow his interest in the amount

of his dividends. So long as this is true, any plan of co-

operation under which the employee participates only in the net

earnings probably will not solve the labor problem.

Mr. Harrison's proposal is not really a proposal for profit

sharing at all. It is a proposal for dividing the gross earnings

regardless of the net profit or net losses. The percentage which

the wages of employees as a whole have borne to the gross earn-

ings would be calculated for a given year or for a series of

years, and then employees as a whole would be paid this per-

centage of the gross earnings. If gross earnings increased, the

absolute amount of wages paid would increase. If gross earn-

ings declined, the absolute amount of wages would decline.

Statistics for past years give a clue to the way in which the

adoption of such a plan would affect wages. Since 1895 the per-

centage of total railway wages to gross receipts has varied from
j

as low as 38.39 per cent, in 1901 to as high as 43.38 per cent, in

1908. When business suddenly and greatly increases there is a
|

tendency for the ratio of wages to gross earnings temporarily
1

to decline. When business suddenly and violently falls off there
j

is a tendency for the ratio of wages to gross earnings sharply
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to increase. The ratio declined from 41.36 per cent, in 1904 to

40 per cent, in 1906; and it increased from 41.42 per cent, in

1907 to 43.38 per cent, in 1S08. The statistics indicate, how-

ever, that after the growth of business has continued steadily

for a substantia! period there is a tendency for the ratio of

wages to gross earnings to begin to increase. This doubtless is

because after the railways have been enjoying prosperity for a

considerable period, the pressure of employees for increases in

wages becomes so strong as to be irresistible, while their aver-

age efficiency tends to decrease, making it necessary both to em-

ploy more men to do a given amount of work and to pay higher

average wages. So we find that while from 1904 to 1906 the

ratio of wages to gross receipts declined, it rose sharply to 42.41

per cent, in 1907 in spite of the fact that the gross receipts of

1907 were the largest up to that time. On the other hand, when
the railways have been suffering for a while from depression we
find there is a tendency for the ratio of wages to gross receipts

to decline. For example, it declined from 43.81 per cent, in

1908 to 41 per cent, in 1909. This was due to slashing economies

which took chiefly the form of laying off men. In 1910, a year

in which gross receipts again increased, the ratio was 41.82 per

cent, and in 1911, although gross receipts declined, it was 42.2

per cent. If the average ratio of wages to earnings for a series

of years were taken as the basis for the total compensation to be

paid in each succeeding year the effect would be, if there was a

slump in business, that the railways would not be able for a

while to reduce their wage bill either absolutely or relatively

as much as they can under the present system. On the other

hand, if business steadily increased for a period of years the

employees would not be able to get as large increases in wages

during this period, either relatively or absolutely, as they could

under the present system. The employees would suffer less from

drastic reductions in numbers and in wages in hard times; and

the railways would earn larger profits in good times than they

do under the present scheme, and would, therefore, be better

able to pay a larger total amount of wages in bad times.

The interest of employees, as a whole, would be not in the

amount of net that the railways earned, but in the amount of

gross; and this, so far as it had any effect at all, would tend to

stimulate them to co-operate with railway officers in measures

which, by increasing the amount of business handled and pre-

venting reductions and securing advances in rates, would tend

to increase gross earnings.

At present the employees' brotherhoods seek to secure, not

only high average wages, but also employment for as many men
as practicable. Under Mr. Harrison's plan the total amount to

be distributed in wages would depend entirely on the amount

of the gross earnings. In consequence the more men there were

employed the lower would be the average wage* paid. Would
not this tend to cause employees to want as few employed as

practicable and, therefore, to stimulate them individually to do

as much and as good work as they could?

Thus far the greatest economies of American railways have

been achieved by increasing the average trainload, and thereby

holding down transportation expenses. If a railway management

materially increases its trainload, and thereby reduces its trans-

portation expenses as compared with its maintenance expenses,

there is a relative reduction in the wages paid to employees in

the transportation department—provided, of course, wage scales

remain unchanged. Under Mr. Harrison's plan would it be

possible to effect as large economies as at present by the same

means as at present? Mr. Harrison's answer doubtless would be

that as rapidly as economies are effected under the present sys-

tem employees, and especially employees in the train service,

demand and receive increases in wages that nullify the effect

of the economies.

The constant effort of the managers of transportation and in-

dustrial concerns is to introduce methods and devices which by

saving labor will hold down the amount that must be paid out in

wages. Many of these improvements involve large increases in

capital investment, making it necessary to earn more net to pay

fixed charges. Would a plan under which a fixed per cent, of

gross earnings went to labor, regardless of the labor-saving

improvement made, be just to capital? Would it not interfere

with the introduction of labor-saving methods? Two answers
to these questions suggest themselves. First, labor is entitled

to share to a considerable extent in the benefits derived from
the introduction of labor-saving methods. Second, whether the

labor on railways is entitled to share in these benefits or not, the

fact is that in spite of all the improvements that have been
introduced, the ratio of wages to gross earnings has tended to

increase, indicating that the state of capital under the proposed
plan would be no worse than its state under the present plan

—

or lack of plan—of fixing wages.

The principle underlying Mr. Harrison's plan is sound. The
practicability of applying seems on first thought to be another
matter.

BROTHERHOODS' PRESS BUREAUS ACTIVE.
TPHE conductors and brakemen now want more pay; or, at

•*• any rate their committees met recently at Rochester, N. Y.,

and gave out a long list of "demands," the chief of which were
noticed in our last issue, page 958. The arbitrators of the

eastern enginemen's wages have finished their meetings in Chi-

cago, and their decision may be published before the reader

sees these lines. No one seems to know much about what is

to be expected, but whether the decision gives the engineman
little or much, it will have to be looked upon by the rail-

roads, apparently, as only the beginning of troubles; for these

other classes of employees are standing by with sharp and
watchful eyes. The firemen have already made their appoint-

ment for a conference; and now, as we see, the conductors

and brakemen are ready to follow the firemen.

These trainmen's schedules, evidently framed with the ap-

proval of the "grand" leaders, are notable not merely for demand-
ing "everything in sight" ; they extend into the region of fancy.

If a freight train is very long and heavy they ask to be paid

double time ! The editor of their press notice modestly

refrains from saying whether this refers to the whole of a

run or only to the over-time. Riding up (or down) a two-per

cent, grade is also a severe strain on the nerves of conductors

and brakemen, and is held to justify a 12 per cent, addition to

the pay, if the schedule is correctly reported. The recognition

of the piece-work principle is desired. Does this mean that we
are to follow the principle out to its logical finality, as it is seen

on the street cars in Broadway, New York, where there is

always a conductor for every car? That would be scarcely

less absurd than some of the things here proposed, apparently

in all seriousness.

Can it be that the constituents of these committeemen would

approve such crude and grotesque proposals as those here

mentioned? The men who drafted them must have absent-

mindedly assumed that they were drafting a "strike" bill for

introduction in some legislature. Is it not about time to agree

on some method of negotiation in which the presentation of ex-

orbitant demands, for the purpose of offsetting expected exorbit-

ant demands from the other side, shall be stopped? We have

lately heard a good deal about unreasonable demands made by

superintendents on the men who handle the trains, and some of

the accusations seem well founded. Any superintendent who is

unfair in this respect is bound to change his course simply as

a matter of duty to his employers and to the public; he has no

moral right to impose on a trainman m one matter, because he

lacks the courage to prevent the trainman from imposing on him

in another. And he has a duty here for another reason : every

superintendent should clear his own skirts, so as to qualify

himself as a consistent fighter for a return to normal and

reasonable discussion on both sides.

The trainmen on the Southern Pacific lines in Texas are

asking their employers for various things, among which are

"longer lay-overs at home points." and a rule providing that

local freight trains shall be run only in the day time; and, in
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the lurid language of the reporter, the refusal of the company

to grant these demands will result in a "tie-up" of the road

from El Paso to New Orleans (1,191 miles). We notice this

bit of news simply as another instance of the indirection which

seems to characterize a large share of all the moves made by the

brotherhoods. What is needed, of course, is not longer but more
regular lay-overs. Too many lay-overs of 36 hours or longer are

tolerated already. These, combined with the shortest legal rest-

period at the other end of the line, make a working-time

scheme—to be found on all our railroads—which for irregularity

could be matched, probably, only in a lunatic asylum. As every

one knows, the brotherhoods and the railways are jointly to

blame for this condition. Why should day work and night work

be so irretrievably mixed for all freight trainmen when at least

half of the crews, probably, could have regular hours and the

other half could have theirs materially improved? In Eng-

land, cases where trainmen are on duty more than 12 hours at

a time are noticed by the Board of Trade, on the presumption

that so long a period may be inimical to public safety. In con-

trast with this, a prominent American railroad has recently es-

tablished a freight run one hundred and fifty-seven miles long;

and the trains do not average a speed of much over ten miles

an hour. If these Texas men have any 16-hour runs, they are

right in calling for a change of some kind; but longer lay-overs

will not cure the evil. Demands of labor unions are usually

made known to the newspapers, indicating a desire for public

approval and sympathy. But there should be pubHc knowledge,

also. The public should know that when freight is dull, long

"lay-overs" are unavoidable, unless some of the men are to be

dismissed; that when the freight movement is brisk, the men are

as ready to submit to short lay-overs, with the consequent in-

crease in the figures on the payroll, as the superintendent is for

the purpose of relieving the car congestion. Most railways natu-

rally prefer to run local freights in the day time because thus

they can meet the demands of shippers most economically ; but

most freight trainmen are glad enough to work nights if the

extra pay is satisfactory. When a question of railroad wages is

laid before the public the exhibit should include the whole of

the question.

NORTHERN PACIFIC.

li^OST of the larger railroads of the United States found the

^'^ fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, one in which expenses

tended to increase, and, with the exception of the soft coal roads

and certain other roads affected by special conditions, gross

earnings did not show a normal increase ; in many cases they

showed a decrease. Railroads operating in the Northwest have

very unusually severe weather conditions to contend with. In

addition to these difficulties, which other roads experienced, the

Northern Pacific has had to a greater degree than any other

road in its section to meet in recent years the competition of
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul's new Pacific coast ex-
tension.

The total operating revenues of the Northern Pacific in 1912

amounted to $62,495,000, a decrease of $1,574,000 from the pre-

vious year and the earnings in 1911 were less than the earnings

in 1910 by $9,695,173. The reduction in revenue has been due
in part to poor crops in certain states, in part to the general

depression of industry, and, as previously mentioned, in part to

the competition of the St. Paul. All of these conditions were of

such a nature as to be beyond the control of the management
of the road. The problem, therefore, of the management of

the Northern Pacific was to make the best possible use of the

reduced resources at its disposal.

The Northern Pacific is a comparatively lightly capitalized

road, much of the mileage of which is main Hne. It is a road
which has been very largely rebuilt, in good part through earn-

ings, during the past five or six years, and one on which the

standards are high. In 1912 the company earned $10,526 per mile

of road. Its operating ratio was 60.16 per cent. The ratio of

transportation expenses to total operating revenue was 32.7 per

cent. The ratio of the expenditures for maintenance of way
and structures to total operating revenues was 12.4 per cent.;

and the ratio of cost of maintenance of equipment to total oper-

ating revenue was 11.4 per cent. The road had last year a

freight traffic density of 838.000 revenue ton miles per mile of

road and a passenger density of 107,802 passenger miles per mile.

The average receipts per ton per mile were 8.67 mills in 1912,

a decrease of 3.99 per cent, from the year before, and the aver-

age receipts per passenger per mile were 2.362 cents, an increase

of 3.78 per cent, from the previous year. It will be noted that

the average ton mile rate is low ; but since a large proportion of

the Northern Pacific's traffic is furnished by lumber and other

forest products, this comparatively low ton mile rate is in part

offset by the fact that its traffic can be economically handled be-

cause it can be moved in large trainloads and on comparatively

slow schedules. Of course, the Northern Pacific also has much
high grade traffic moving on fast schedules.

The passenger rate per mile is higher than the a\erage in the

United States ; but it is into the passenger business that the

competition of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with its

Puget Sound extension, has cut most deeply in the last three

years. Passenger revenue in 1910 amounted to $21,333,313; in

1911 to $17,278,813, and in 1912 to $15,343,752. Freight revenue

in 1910 amounted to $48,759,000, in 1911 to $43,333,000, and in

1912 to $43,794,000. During these years operating expenses

amounted, in 1910 to $45,980,000; in 1911 to $39,729,000, and in

1912 to $38,159;000.

The Northern Pacific.
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In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, the Northern Pa-

cific earned $25,578,000 net revenue, and after the payment of

taxes had $21,839,000 operating income. After the payment of

rental, interest charges and its 7 per cent, dividend the com-
pany had $2,304,000 surplus, comparing with a surplus of $3,-

082.000 at the end of 1911.

It will be seen, therefore, that the Northern Pacific dealt with

its problem of meeting a reduction in earnings by reducing its

operating expenses, and the question arises as to how mucli of

this reduction in operating expenses is due to an increase in

operating efficiency and how much is due to deferred mainte-

nance. Maintenance of way and structures cost $10,843,000 in

1910, $8,065,000 in 1911. and $7,861,000 in 1912, and maintenance

of equipment cost $8,992,000 in 1910, $7,911,000 in 1911 and $7,-

208,000 in 1912. It would seem that this decrease in mainte-

nance expenses must represent some deferred maintenance.

Since 1907 nearly every road wast of the Mississippi river and a

large number of those east have found it necessary to defer

some maintenance work. A decrease on the Northern Pacific

of $397,000 charged for depreciation of steam locomotives, or

more than 50 per cent., a reduction of $80,000 in charges for

depreciation on passenger train cars, and a reduction of $585,000

in charges for depreciation in freight train cars, this last also

amounting to over SO per cent., doubtless represent in good part

reductions in charges in order to make a better showing in a

year of unusual difliculties. The reduction, however, in cost of

maintenance of way is due in good part to economy that has been

effected by the work of the management. It is not always easy

to trace such economy, or to separate decreased charges that are

due to less work being authorized for the maintenance of way
department and decreased charges due to greater efficiency in

the use of track labor, etc. The actual cash outlay for mainte-

nance of equipment was more in 1912 than in 1911. If there be

deducted from this account in 1911 the amount charged to

depreciation, the cash outlay for maintenance of equipment be-

comes $5,800,000; and, proceeding in the same way. the cash

outlay in 1912 is found to have been $6,170,000.

In the examination of the details of transportation expenses

and traffic statistics no such difficulty is met with. Here a re-

duction in expenses is a clear gain in efficiency, and as a matter

of fact in the last three years no increase in expenses per unit

—

that is per ton mile, or per passenger mile—indicates an actual

gain in operating efficiency of a considerable amount because of

the increases that have taken place meantime in the cost of

labor, the cost of meeting the requirements of state and interstate

commissions and the cost of meeting more and more exacting

public demands in the way of service. Transportation expenses

amounted in 1910 to $24,045,000, in 1911 to $21,601,000, and in

1912 to $20,756,000. It is a well recognized fact that a reduction

in passenger traffic cannot be met by a proportionate reduction

in passenger service. The mileage of revenue passenger trains

in 1910 was 12.575.000; in 1911, 11,380,000; and in 1912, 11.455,000.

This is a reduction of 9.50 per cent, from 1910 to 1911, and

of less than 1 per cent, from 1911 to 1912. The passengers car-

ried one mile decreased 3.91 per cent, between 1910 and 1911,

and 6.49 per cent, between 1911 and 1912. The maintenance

of passenger service indicated makes the reduction in transpor-

tation expenses all the more remarkable.

Turning now to freight traffic the total ton mileage amounted to

4.801.000.000 in 1911. which is less by 11.41 per cent, than in 1910,

and to 5.051,000.000 in 1912. which is more by 5.22 per cent, than

in 1911. and not quite equal to the 1910 ton mileage. In 1910

the average trainload of revenue freight was 429 tons, in 1911,

461 tons, an increase of 7.49 per cent., and in 1912, 511 tons, an

increase of 10.64 per cent. The average number of loaded cars

per train in 1911 was 25.34, an increase over 1910 of 10.97 per

cent., and the average number of loaded cars in 1912 was 26.94

per cent., a further increase of 6.31 per cent, over 1911. In 1912

the mileage of locomotives employed in helping passenger trains

was less by 21.28 per cent, than in 1911, and totaled 614,000, and
the mileage of locomotives employed in helping freight trains

was less by 4.99 per cent. last year than the year before and
totaled 1,123,000. This considerable gain in train loading and
the elimination of helping locomotive mileage speak for them-
selves, and go far to explain how the management has succeeded
in meeting the very difficult problem that it has faced in the
last two years.

It seems safe to predict that the current fiscal year on the
Northern Pacific will show an improvement over either of the
last two, and probably over 1910. Business in the Northwest
is now better than in a long time and the resulting increase in

traffic probably will make it large enough to tax the facilities of
all the roads, new and old, in that territory. The Northern
Pacific's operating organization being now, judged by last year's

results, the most efficient it has ever been, and its physical prop-
erty being in good condition for economical operation, the con-
sequence of the business awakening in the Northwest should be
a large increase in the Northern Pacific's net revenue.

The following table shows the principal figures for operation
in 1912, as compared with 1911:

1912. 1911.
Mileage operated 6,032 6,017

Freight revenue $43,793,522 $43,332,918
Passenger revenue 15.343.752 17,278,813

Total operatiflg revenue 63,423,947 64,912,832
Maint. of way and structures 7,861,491 8,065,462
Maint. of equipment 7,207,716 7,911,231
Traffic expenses 1,202,293 1,127,233
Transportation expenses 20,756,387 21.601,477
General expenses 1,130,631 1,024,356

Total operating expenses 38.158,517 39,729,761
Taxes 3,739,079 3,296,797
Operating income 21,839,101 22,328,071
Gross income 26.870.945 27,668,506
Net income 19,663.815 20,442,267
Dividends 17,360.000 17,360,000
Surplus 2,303,815 3,082,267

NEW BOOKS.

Artistic Bridge Design. By Henry Grattan Tyrrell, Toronto University.

6 in. x 9 in.; 295 pages; 242 illustrations. Price, $3. Myron C. Clark

Publishing Company, Chicago.

A phase of bridge design which is too little considered by Amer-
ican engineers is treated in this book, by Mr. Tyrrell, who is al-

ready well know-n as a writer on the design and construction of

mill buildings and bridges. The practical experience of the au-

thor makes his treatment of this subject of more value than a

designing engineer might at first thought believe it to be. Mr.

Tyrrell does not advocate such theories as the building of plate

girder structures in fantastic forms for the sake of art, but

presents some practical suggestions for improving the appear-

ance of railway and highway bridges without unnecessarily in-

creasing their expense or decreasing their utility. More than

half of the book is devoted to illustrations of existing and pro-

posed bridges, the good points of which are briefly commented

upon.

A Practical Treatise on Tunneling. By Charles Prelini, C.E., Professor of

Civil Engineering, Manhattan College, New York. Sixth edition.

6 in. X 9 in.; 350 pages; 167 illustrations. Price, $3. The D. Van
Nostrand Company, New York.

A practical treatise on tunneling must be revised frequently if

it is to remain practical. New methods of tunneling are being

rapidly developed, and during recent years the art has made

considerable progress. In revising his former book on this sub-

ject Mr. Prelini has been keenly aware of this condition and

has included valuable descriptions of recent tunneling operations

which make the complete work an excellent treatise on this sub-

ject. The Hudson river tunnel of the Pennsylvania Railroad

and the Detroit river tunnel of the Michigan Centra! are ex-

amples of recent construction which are described. More

space than is common in such works is devoted to accidents and

repairs in tunnels and refining tunnels, a feature which will, no

doubt, be appeeciated by many.
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'Stiler^ to the 'SMtfv,

WALSCHAERT OR WALSCHAERTS.

Boston, Mass.. October 25. 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.-\il\v.^y Age Gazette:

A few years ago the Rail-way Age Gacette took up the spell-

ing of the above name with a final "s," but recently the "s"

has been omitted. At ;that time I went to considerable trouble

to ascertain the correct spelling, but found great difficulty in

finding any evidence that the "s" should be used. I could

not find any publication that, or person who, used the "s."

Lawford Fry, however, gave evidence in a letter to you dated

December 18, 1907, that the "s" is correct, by referring to a

biography of E. Walschaerts, the inventor of the valve gear,

by Prof. M. J. Boulvin, of the University of Ghent, a fellow

countryman of the inventor. He also referred to the use of

the "s" in a report of the Belgian members of the jury of

the Paris Exhibition of 1878, which refers to the valve gear

invented by Walschaerts and patented in 1844. I sought further

evidence on the matter, and in November, 1909, Professor V.

Dwelshauvers Dery, the eminent engineer of Liege, sent me the

business card of the son of the inventor of the valve gear

which reads,

Emmanuel Walschaerts,

25, Avenue de Cervueren,

Etterbeek, Bruxelles.

This settled the matter, and I think that the Gazette should be

careful, hereafter, to use the final "s" in all of its articles in

which the name ^^'alschaerts appears.

F. W. Dean.

[Mr. Dean is right as concerns the name of the inventor of

the valve gear, but the term Walschaert is so universally used

by railway men in this country that it seems wise to make it

standard in our publication rather than to use the term

"Walschaerts."

—

Editor.]

TRUCK DERAILMENTS.

New York, November 7, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

Some few years ago it was decided to locate the brake beams

between the wheels of the truck and to hang them from the

truck frame instead of the car body, as was necessary when
they were hung outside. This definitely fixes the position of the

brake shoe on the wheels and gives an even brake shoe pressure

on the wheel for all car loads. However, it was found neces-

sary to drop the brake beams down closer to the rails on ac-

count of the necessity of having the bottom connecting rods be-

low the spring plank of the truck, which brings the entire shoe

bearing below the center of the wheel without increasing the

braking power. In view of the fact that the forw-ard wheels

of the truck, while moving, are rolling away from the brake shoe

and tend to raise themselves from the rail, it would seem quite

evident that the first apphcation of the air brakes would (owing

to the low position of the brake shoe) assist in this upward
movement, and at times raise the wheels above the rails to a

height greater than the depth of the flange, thereby causing a de-

railment. It is a fact that in most cases, if not always (barring

obstructions, etc.), it is the forward wheels that first leave the

rail.

Another condition known to exist is the great number of top

arch bars that become cracked at the column bolt holes, the cause

of which no doubt is this upward movement of the forward

wheels that occurs at every application of the air, and which

may not at the time be sufficient to cause a derailment, but yet

gives a sufficient upward movement to cause a bending strain

on the arch bar.

For these reasons it is believed that derailments are much
more frequent with the low application of the brake shoes than

when the center of the brake shoes was opposite the center of

the wheel. At first thought, these views may cause incredulity,

but a careful study of the situation will undoubtedly bear them
out, especially as tests have shown that daylight can be seen at

times between the forward wheel of the forward truck and the

rail when running at a high rate of speed, indicating that the

forward wheels have a lifting tendency. This is a theory that is

deserving of careful consideration by railroad officials.

Mechanical Engineer.

THE HYDE PARK DERAILMENT.

Albany, N. Y., November 12, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

In your issue of November 8, page 888, we have noted your

comments on the reports rendered by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, and this commission of the investigations con-

ducted after the derailment of the Twentieth Century Limited,

which occurred at Hyde Park on the New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad on March 31 last.

There are several statements contained in your review which

are not precisely in accordance with the facts, and we take the

liberty of calling your attention to them. For instance, you

say : "Mr. Belnap says that the drainage was poor, but

like Mr. Vanneman, he does not go into details on this point."

We beg to refer you to the last paragraph on page 21 of our

report, where the following statement was made : "The drain-

age of the cut at the point of derailment was poor. The road-

bed was frozen solid and there was a large pool of water di-

rectly at the point where the greatest irregularity of super-

elevation appeared. The ditch on the west side was choked

up w'ith snow and ice." It should be entirely obvious that these

conditions could exist only at points where the drainage was

not strictly good, and how it would be possible to go into

further details to indicate more definitely that the drainage was

not good, is not clear.

In the foot note you state that the vice-president of the New
York Central pointed out to the commission that readings taken

by his engineers disagreed with those taken by our Mr. Vanne-

man to the extent of 15/16 in., and also we note comment was

made relative to Mr. Smith's criticism. Your reviewer undoubt-

edly failed to catch the point in Mr. Smith's criticism, or did not

compare it with the figures which Mr. Vanneman gave, for had

he done so, he would have seen that Mr. Smith's statement is

that reading No. 7, which is shown as 3 1/16 in. was exactly

4 in., and reading No. 7 was taken within IS ft. of another read-

ing, which was not questioned, of 2^4 in-- so that Mr. Smith's

statement is a very strong argument in support of the conclu-

sion which our engineers reached. Obviously, comment on his

criticism was not appropriate.

Again you state, with reference to the superelevation measure-

ments taken by the Interstate Commerce Commission that

—

"... the length, 600 ft. is greater than that inspected by the

New York inspector." A reference to the figures submitted

will show distinctly that the superelevation was practically uni-

form at the point at which the reading was started. As a matter

of fact, the readings were taken a considerable distance north

of the point of accident, perhaps 300 or 400 ft. It was not con-

sidered necessary to go back any further on account of the uni-

formity exhibited, and the fact that 600 ft. was used is no ad-

dition to the argument.

These points are called to your attention simply for the reason

that it is not believed that your reviewer got all the facts in

connection with this accident. J- E. Sague.

Public Service Commission, Second District.



PROGRESS ON THE GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL
Description of This Project, the Most Important Unit of Which
Is Now Nearing Completion, with Details of Construction.

The most extensive passenger terminal development which

has ever been undertaken in this country, if not in the world,

is that of the Grand Central terminal in New York, which is

now nearing completion, and which is being built by the New
York Central & Hudson River for its use jointly with the New
York, New Haven & Hartford. This project is unusual for the

expenditure involved, now estimated at over $180,000,000 as well

as for the fact that the tearing down of the old structures and

the building of the new are being accomplished while maintain-

ing uninterrupted service for the very heavy passenger traffic of

The buildings which are definitely planned include two hotels,

an office building, the Grand Central Palace for wholesale fur-

niture displays, the Adams Express Company building, apartment

buildings, clubs, etc. When the plans are entirely worked out

it is expected that the entire area from Forty-second street

north as far as Fiftieth street will be covered with high class

buildings. At the present time a seven-story office building has

been completed for the use of the two railways entering the

terminal, and it is in service. The Grand Central Palace and

the Adams Express Company building have been completed and

The Old and the New Structures on Opposite Sides, with the Excavation in the Center. New General Buildings in the Rear.

the two roads ; this traffic reaching over 800 trains and over

2,200 movements through the yard daily.

The Grand Centra! terminal development embraces a number
of buildings in addition to the station proper. With the sub-

stitution of electricity for steam on the terminal divisions, it

became possible to cover over the tracks. The area required

for the tracks in the train sheds extends from Forty-second to

Fifty-seventh streets, and from Madison to Lexington avenues,

comprising about 46.2 acres. The station buildings themselves

require only a small part of this space above the tracks. To se-

cure a return on the rest of this expensive property, which is

located in the heart of up-town New York, a group of semi-

public buildings are being erected, the returns from the leases

of which will repay in part the interest on the land investment.

This feature in itself marks the project as different from the

usual type of terminal where no attempt is made to capitalize

the space above the tracks and to develop the terminal as an in-

vestment.

in service for several months, while the excavation is nearing

completion for the new $5,000,000 Biltmore hotel.

The station itself will be divided between outbound and in-

bound buildings. The outbound building is now approaching

completion and will be opened about January 1, after which

w-ork will be started immediately on the inbound station. The

details of the outbound station w-ill not be discussed at this time,

but will be described in a later article. The tracks in the ter-

minal are divided between two levels; the express or through

train level being about 20 ft. below that of the adjacent streets,

while the suburban trains come in on a level about 24 ft. below

that of the express floor. The leads to the suburban tracks

come to the upper level between Fifty-third and Fifty-fifth

streets, where the express and suburban tracks join.

PROGRESS OF THE EXCAVATION.

Construction work on the new Grand Central terminal was

started in August, 1903, and has been prosecuted continuously
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ever since. Because of the necessitj' of maintaining traffic with-

out interruption it has been possible to withdraw only a small

portion of the area of the old terminal from service at any one

time, and it has been necessary to complete work on a corre-

sponding section and put it into service before another portion

necessarj- to place them below the express level. North of the

terminal the tracks were lowered as far as the entrance to the

Park avenue tunnel in order to separate all grades at street

intersections, thereby permitting a number of streets to be

opened which had heretofore been closed. In fact, the area

Track Layout on Upper or Express Level.

is disturbed. In this way the old terminal has been gradually

replaced by the new until the last tracks in the old station were

taken out of service on June 21, 1912.

The heaviest and most difficult single item in the construc-

tion work has been the excavation. The track level in the old

terminal was only a few feet below that of the adjoining streets.

In designing the new station it was necessary to lower the ex-

press level to pass beneath the streets south of the Park avenue

tunnel, and with the separation of the suburban tracks it was

over the tracks will be entirely covered as far north as Fifty-

sixth street.

The total estimated quantities of materials to be removed are,

24.309 cu. yds. of old masonry; 1,862,646 cu. yds. of rock, and

1,207,796 cu. yds. of unclassified material, or a total of 3,094,751

cu. yds. Of this 23.393 cu. yds. of old masonry, 1.322.773 cu.

yds. of rock and 985,653 cu. yds. of unclassified material, or a

total of 2,331.819 cu. yds., had been removed on July 1, 1912,

leaving 762,932 yds. still to be moved. The average depth of

Track Layout on Lower or Suburban Level; Grand Central Terminal.
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•excavation is 50 ft., and is mainly in rock which is overlaid with

from two to 25 ft. of earth. The larger portion of the material

is being hauled north of the city, where it is used for bank

widening and for the construction of additional main tracks on

the Harlem and Hudson divisions.

The rock lies in strata dipping to the west, and is fair!}'

solid, although in some places it deteriorates on exposure to the

weather. It breaks up well in blasting. This material is loaded

by steam shovels or by locomotive cranes onto flat cars. These

cars are hauled by steam locomotives, these being the only loco-

motives working under steam in the terminal. They are used

new foundation walls could be built. In a few instances where
settlement might occur, but where the foundations were not di-

rectly exposed, caissons were driven to rock or to a depth such

that the lateral resistance was sufficient to carry the load.

TRACK L.WOUTS ON TWO LEVELS.

The accompanying plans show the track layouts for both the

express and suburban levels. The area occupied by the express

level equals 46.4 acres, and the plans provide for 19.5 miles of

track. There are 42 tracks on this level, of which 29 are ad-

jacent to platforms, while the total length of these tracks along

is isl

13

1

13

-^

Track Layout on Upper or Express Level.

here because of the inconvenience, and expense of the continual

shifting of third rail tracks about the work and the danger of

men working in close contact with them. In many cases the

steam shovels work on three different levels before reachmg
the proper depth, and in one or two cases, where the space was
limited, the shovel working on the upper lift was forced to drop

material over the bank for the shovel on the lower lift to pick

up and load. Locomotive cranes are used to a large extent to

load rock, eight Browning cranes being employed in addition

to eight derricks. By their use it is not necessary to break the

rock as finely as for the shovel, although the yardage loaded is,

of course, much less.

The entire rearrangement of grades introduced many compli-

cations in the handling of the work, especially in keeping the

revenue trains moving. This was especially complicated in the

narrow throat of the yard at Fifty-sixth street, where the tracks

were lowered to the new level between one Saturday night and
the following Monday morning. Another difficulty was intro-

duced by the presence of adjacent buildings. This terminal is

located in a well built up business and residential section, and

is surrounded by many high buildings. For this reason it is very

necessary to carefully limit the blasting to prevent damage to

these structures. Over 750.000 lbs. of dynamite have been used,

this being stored and handled under the supervision of the city

authorities. It was also necessary to carefully shore up ad-

platforms on this level is 28,850 ft. Inbound express trains will

be diverted at either Fifty-seventh or Fifty-second streets to

ladders leading to the five westerly tracks. These tracks con-

nect with a loop running under the inbound and outbound sta-

tions and back along the east side of the yard. After unloading

passengers, inbound trains will be run around this loop and be

placed in storage yards on the east side of the yard for cleaning

and restocking with ice, linen, etc. The use of this loop will

relieve the congestion at the throat of the yard materially by

cutting in half the movements at this point.

Immediately east of the inbound tracks are located 22 stub

end outbound tracks, while east of these there are 11 tracks

for the loading of baggage, mail and express, and for storage,

with three running tracks beyond connecting with the loop.

Between the ladders leading to the outgoing tracks and loop

tracks, there are two storage yards for equipment, while the

third yard for similar purposes is located in the corner near

Fiftieth street and Lexington avenue. A total storage capacity

of 1,050 cars is secured on this and the lower level.

Connection is afforded from each track entering from the

north to every track in the yard by crossovers in each direc-

tion, providing flexibility of operation. Six tracks lead north

from the express level to Fifty-seventh street, combining between

Fifty-third and Fifty-fifth streets with four tracks from the

suburban le\el into a four track system leading north through

Track Layout on Lower or Suburban Level; Grand Central Terminal.

jacent buildings while the rock below was removed. In a num-
ber of cases heavy retaining walls as much as 45 ft. in height

have been required to serve as foundations for buildings con-

structed close to the property line. Difficulties of this nature

were especially numerous along the east and west sides of Park

avenue during the early progress of the work. One of the ac-

companying photographs shows typical work of this nature near

Fiftieth street. In most cases the customary methods were

adopted of supporting the walls on steel girders or beams until

the Park avenue tunnel.

The suburban level is immediately below- the express level

and covers 32.8 acres of ground, occupied by 14.1 miles of tracks.

There are 25 tracks, of which 17, with a length of 13,000 ft.,

are adjacent to platforms. Two loops are provided on this level,

the larger one being used by the regular equipment, while the

shorter one of 136 ft. radius will be used by the multiple unit

trains. The suburban equipment will all be stored in two yards

immediately north of the ladders leading to outbound tracks.
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Only light cleaning will be done here, the heavier work being

done at the outlying terminals. The track arrangement provides

that trains can be backed directly from the storage yards onto

the departure tracks without passing through the throat of the

yard. Entrance to this level is secured on two tracks, one on

the west and one in the center of Park avenue, both of which

are on 3.0 per cent, descending grades. Outgoing trains move

on two tracks near the east side of Park avenue on a 2.7 per

cent, ascending grade.

The track construction consists of a layer of concrete 20 in.

thick under the rails, and sloped slightly towards the center to

facilitate drainage, in which creosoted blocks 5 in. x 9 in. x 30

in. long are embedded under each rail projecting 1 in. above

the concrete. These blocks are spaced 19 to the 33 ft. rail.

work proper was 352,051 cu. yds., of which 175,000 yds. had been

placed up to July 1. In addition to building retaining walls,

foundations and footings of this material, all exposed steel work
is being covered. On the vertical members wooden forms are

used, but on the horizontal beams where the form work and the

placing of the concrete are more difficult, a cement gun is being

used with excellent satisfaction.

The amount of steel required for the terminal is estimated at

120.622 tons, of which 68,595 tons are for structures supporting

the tracks and viaducts. Of this latter amount 42,000 tons had

been erected up to the first of July. The erection of the steel

work follows in general well established standard practice modi-

fied only to the extent necessary to meet local conditions, espe-

cially with reference to building one section at a time.

The Last of the Old Terminal at the Left and Steel Work of the New Terminal Being Erected at the Right.

Screw spikes and heavy tie plates are used. The tracks are laid

throughout with 100-lb. rail and reinforced manganese frogs, and

switch points are used in all turnouts.

High platforms level with the car floor have been built on

both levels. This item for the main level alone involves an out-

lay of over $100,000 above the cost of the low platforms, but af-

fords more rapid handling of passengers. These platforms are

built of reinforced concrete with the top surface colored to se-

cure pleasing effects. They are 4 ft. above the top of the raii

and have a minimum width of 15 ft. Thirty platforms in all

will be built with a total length of trackage adjacent of over 7.9

miles.

The estimated amount of concrete required for the terminal

SPECI.\L DET.\ILS DEVELOPED DURING THE CONSTRUCTION.

One interesting incident during the erection of the steel work

occurred when settlement was noted of one of the columns sup-

porting the Park avenue viaduct which was supported on a con-

crete spread foundation. While this settlement was not excessive,

it was thought best not to run any chances. A well drilling out-

fit was secured and four 12 in. holes sunk on opposite sides of

the column through a pocket of earth and about 5 ft. into the

rock. Cast iron casings were put down as the work progressed

and when the drill was withdrawn the casings were filled with

concrete. On these four caissons an I-beam grillage was built

and the columns supported on this.

The construction of the viaducts across the streets introduced!
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a number of very difficult problems. About 9,400 lineal ft. of

viaducts with a floor area of 15.4 acres will be built in all. The
principal problems in connection with these structures arose in

meeting the requirements of the city that foot bridges be kept

open during construction. The blasting incident to the exca-

vation and the constant shifting of tracks made this a source

of continual difficulty. The method adopted for the handling of

traffic during the construction of the Forty-fifth street viaduct

is typical of that used in a number of instances, although in this

instance the problem was complicated by the necessity of main-

taining in service a 30 in. gas main. A Howe truss of 172 ft.

span was designed and erected with one end supported on a

timber bent built on the edge of the proposed excavation, and

the other end supported on a bent erected between two tracks

in the old yard where excavation had not been begun. From the

lower chords of this truss the foot bridge and gas main were

passengers. A large moving traveler was built, which conformed
closely to the contour of the train shed. This traveler was
floored over and was mounted on wheels which moved on rails

laid on the platform below. Witli this traveler the train shed

was removed in sections and lowered to the platform during the

day. At night refuse material was lowered from the traveler

platform to cars and then shipped out. This entire shed with

a span of 200 ft., and height of 90 ft., was lowered in this way
without injury to any passengers.

The depth of the suburban level was such that much water

from the surrounding property was drawn into it while the ele-

vation of the pit was such that no outlet could be secured through

the city sewers. Accordingly it became necessary to construct

a sewer 6 ft. in diameter from the terminal site to the East river,

3.000 ft. distant. This sewer was driven as a tunnel and passed

through rock most of the way, although at one point where it

Bridge for Foot Passengers at Forty-fifth Street Supported by a Howe Truss.

supported, as shown in the accompanying drawing. By this

means a clear space was provided below of sufficient width to

allow the excavation to proceed. When the rock in the larger

portion of the area beneath had been removed a new temporary

bent was erected near the face of the excavation near the middle

of the span. Rails were laid parallel to the truss on this pier

and on the pier in the old yard, the trusses were jacked uj.

and supported on wheels running on these rails. The truss was
then moved forward slowly until the free end reached the third

support. A new support was erected further over in the yard,

the truss lowered, new approaches for the foot passengers built,

and the process repeated, the permanent steel work following the

excavation closely.

The removal of the old train shed under traffic introduced

some very interesting features. When the station was planned

it was expected that traffic would be entirely removed from the

old building. The growth of business, however, prevented this,

so it was necessary- to remove the structure over the heads of

crossed under the elevated railway, a pocket of quicksand was

encountered, requiring very careful work. Owing to the light

grade of this sewer (0.2 per cent.) sediment tends to collect,

and to remove this a swinging dam has been inserted which

when closed stores up water which is used for flushing out the

sediment by a quick release of the dam. This sewer was built

early in the construction and has greatly facilitated the ex-

cavating, as it has been possible by this means to keep the pit

free from water at all times.

Two interlocking towers are located at Forty-ninth street, in

the centers of the upper and lower level yards. Both machines

are all-e!ectric, the one on the upper level having 350 levers, and

the other 400 levers—the latter being the largest all-electric inter-

locking machine in the world. These two towers control the

movements from the throat into the various station tracks. A
third tower is located at Fifty-seventh street, near the junction

of the upper and lower levels, while a small tower is located

along the ladder leadinj to the storage yard in the northeast
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corner of the express level, and a tower is provided for the

upper and lower loop tracks.

A water system witli complete fire protection apparatus and

11,000 volts to a voltaj-e suitable for the proper lighting of the

station. In addition to a duplicate lighting supply, 10 per cent,

of all the lights are carried on an independent system to prevent

the station being left in total darkness at any time.

B4'-0'C. fo C. of Trusses -

Section Through Train Shed, Showing Relation of Express

and Suburban Levels.

Standard Track Construction; Grand Central Terminal.

a station fire department are provided. Nearly 300 hose reel con-

nections and 125 fire alarm boxes are distributed over the ter-

minal. .\ sub-station is provided to stepdown the current re-

ceived from the power house ?t Yonkers and Port Morris at

Howe Truss Supporting 30-inch Gas Main and Sidewalks

Across Excavation at Forty-fifth Street.

This work has been handled under the general direction of

G. \V. Kittredge, chief engineer. New York Central and Hudson
River; G. .-K. Harwood, chief engineer, electric zone improve-

ments ; and W. L. Morse, terminal engineer. \V. F. Jordan, man-

ager Grand Central Terminal improvements, has been in charge

of the forces handling the excavation, masonry work, etc., and

J. L. Hoist, engineer of structures, has had charge of the design-

ing of the steel work, exclusive of the buildings.

Underpinning a Building Near Fiftieth Street Closely Fol-

lowed by the Erection of Steel Work.
Shovel on Upper Level Casting Material in Front of Lower

Shovel.



A PLAN FOR INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATION.^
Basing Wages of Railway Employees on Gross Earnings Pro-

posed as a Substitute for Present Means of Settlement.

By Fairfax Harrison,

President, Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisiille.

I. THE INDUSTRIAL CONFLICT.

Conflict seems to be necessary to the human animal with red

blood in his veins. It keeps him from stagnation, it develops him
mentally and physically, stimulates him to invention and sus-

tained effort ; in a word, it creates in him ambition. Our whole
social system, and. indeed, many of our laws, have been built

upon the recognition of conflict as a natural regulative force:

to illustrate from contemporary politics, we insist upon industrial

competition and prohibit monopoly; the law prescribes w-ar, not

peace. For this reason the social theories and experiments,

which have rested without qualification upon the principle that

all men are equal, have failed ; equality before the law is a

great and enduring achievement of our ancestors, but equality

of career is almost a contradiction in terms; the right to fight

for such reward as his individual equipment and industry may
earn, to take his chance of success or failure, is as much as a

virile man ever asks, but he does ask that. It was the assertion

of this right which precipitated the conflict, now a century old,

in which our American railroad industry is still engaged, but

under conditions almost reversed. It is the conflict between

capital and labor which has been waged since the organization

of modern industrial society, and it represents the most important

phase of the railroad question today, more important than what

freight rates are or are to be, more important than car supply

and the volume of traffic, more important than the relation of

public opinion to the railroads. It is the vital question, and on the

proper solution of it, which means the substitution for the ex-

isting civil strife of some other and more economic conflict with

a common competitor, depends the future of the American rail-

way industrj'.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century capital was all-

powerful and soon abused its power. It controlled the machinery

of government and it made public oninion. The economic litera-

ture of the day was all capitalistic and some of its conclusions

are as revolting to us, who are engaged in industry today, as

are the other extremes of the contemporary syndicalists. The
pendulum soon began to swing. To secure a just recognition of

its rights, both as human beings and with respect to its contri-

bution to the success of industry, labor found and put to its

service the principle of collective bargaining. It was an effective

weapon. With its aid the labor unions grew in power until the

conflict became an equal one. Occasionally war was necessary,

but usually diplomacy was sufficient as the parties grew to re-

spect one another, and at that moment substantial justice was
probably done by both. The next stage marked a change in the

balance of power, and today the condition of the railway in-

dustry in the United States illustrates a tendency to abuse of

power by that one of the parties w'ho was at first abused. He
who was despised now despises. We are hving in the midst of a

process of steadily increasing transfer of the fruits of the rail-

way industry from capital, which once enjoyed them, to labor;

not to all labor engaged in the industry, it may be noted, but to

certain powerful classes of labor. The honors of war may be
said to be even ; there are those on both sides who have suffered,

and both parties are today faced by a common risk. It behooves
both capital and labor, therefore, to find a new vent for the

human appetite for conflict and to join forces for their common
good.

ir. THE EVIL CONSEQUENCES TO INDUSTRY OF THE EXISTING CONFLICT.

Perhaps the greatest evil of this conflict is visited actually or
potentially upon the public, which is entitled to a uniform and

uninterrupted conduct of the transportation facilities on which
it depends more and more every year, but it is not proposed to go
into that important phase of the question here. Our subject is

the effect upon the parties to the conflict.

There are three recognizable consequences of this conflict which
have had an evil eflfect upon the capital invested in railroads

and as many of injurious eff'ect upon labor. Let us examine
them in turn.

Not the least element of the growing strength of labor in this

conflict is that labor is today popular, in the sense in which
control of political policy is accomplished in a progressive

democracy by what is popular. It represents votes and is heeded
by legislatures. Its attitude of conflict with the management
of the railways, which represent the capital invested in them,
was not the cause of the assumption of the power of regulation

of the railways by government ; the managers themselves are

responsible for that, but, since regulation became an accomplished
fact, the activity of labor in the legislature has been the inspira-

tion of many of the laws of unnecessary and oppressive regula-

tion which have been enacted. I am myself an advocate of

regulation of the railways by government, but I am unable to

blink the fact that w^hat we have had has not always been
what we may fairly expect to have, the regulation which con-
siders all alike. In the period of adjustment of the last few years
the experience of every railway manager has been that many
of the measures of regulation of railways have been futile and
merely wasteful of money sorely needed for improvement of
facilities which have in consequence been postponed. Many of

these measures have originated in mere opportunism of the

politician, who, seeking to commend himself to his constituents

by adroit insistence upon minor wrongs, secures the enactment
of a general law prescribing an invariable and expensive practice

for the operation of all railroads, the suggestion for which had
its origin in the failure of a particular railroad in respect of

its handling of a particular shipment; but there are those also,

and they are not few, which have been the direct consequence
of the conflict of labor and capital. The managements of the

railways have not been esteemed by legislatures in recent years
for historical reasons which are not creditable to either of them,
and it has been as easy for organized labor as for the ambitious
politician to secure the passage of a law to make a railroad

wince.

But more serious than this is the effect upon the railroads of

the steady demands of labor for fixed and invariably increases

of wages. There is no railway manager today, I venture to

assert, who does not want all his employees to be well paid,

to share in prosperity when prosperity exists, and to be rewarded
by promotion for efficient and loyal services. If he is not able

to give this feeling expression in all deserving cases it is be-

cause his constant cost for the numerically most important
classes of labor has increased in greater proportion than the

increases of revenue out of which that cost must come. The
margin necessary for the successful administration of any in-

dustry has been thereby progressively narrowed, until the point

of danger to credit even of the most prosperous roads is now
distinctly visible, as any one can testify who has railroad se-

curities for sale which he bought ten years ago. This is a

situation which would be difficult in an industry which could

stand still, but in an industry of which the life is growth, it

discourages those who are invited to risk the new capital neces-

sary to make even the improvements, which by increasing

efficiency, will reduce expenses and so widen the margin again

;

much less will the funds be forthcoming for the improvements
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demanded by the public for comfort and convenience. In the

end the tendencj- jeopards the very capital already invested.

Another consequence of the conflict in its effect upon capital

is perhaps irrevocably accomplished already. It is the change

which uncertainty of income has had upon the point of view of

investors. Time was when railroad stocks were a favorite form

of investment, not only because they promised substantial profit

by increment of value, but because they spelled stability of in-

come. Today railroad stocks are not in favor, and whenever

money is now invested in railroads (except in extraordinary

cases, each of which has its historical explanation), the form

of investment is the bond. In other words, the investor is no

longer a partner in the business, or, to use the good old

Elizabethan word, an adventurer; but has become a money

lender. He prefers the right to foreclose a mortgage to an

uncertain chance of a profit secured by good management and

efficient operation. The capital already invested in the original

construction of a railway suffers the consequence of this change

of investing opinion, for it must now stand as the margin of the

new investor and must risk being wiped out for his benefit

and security. Whenever, as has happened in recent years, a

railroad is faced by unconcerned and unyielding demands of labor

at a time when it is unable both to respond to them and to

maintain its credit, this risk is imminent. It is a consequence of

war.

As it concerns labor, the conflict is not less dangerous in its

consequences. We hear much today of the increased cost of

living. It is urged as a ground for advancing wages, even when
the inability of the industry to do so and continue to prosper is

apparent. The argument is that those who produce what the

industry markets are entitled to the first consideration in the

provision of the necessaries of life, and where that argument

is supported by facts it is most persuasive. It is not, however,

as sound an argument in the railway industry today as it was

some years ago. While the cost of certain necessaries of life

has indubitably increased, the scale of living of the rpilway em-

ployee has increased in greater ratio, and not the least factor in

this has been the increases in railway wages. This is the vicious

circle of prosperity. I read the other day an old book. Rob-

ert Wallace's "Dissertation on the Numbers of Mankind," pub-

lished in 1753, before the days of political economy, and there

came upon a suggestive comment on this subject:

"Operose manufactures of linen, wool and silk, toys and curiosities of

wood, metals or earth, elegant furniture, paintings, statues, and all the

refinements of an opulent trading nation, tend," he says, "to multiply men's
wants, make the most necessary and substantial things dearer and in

general increases the expenses of living."

This is an eighteenth century expression of a thought which

an American of our time, who represents in his own life the

success of individual initiative, industry and economy, has well

phrased in the notable epigram that "It is not the high cost of

living from which we suffer but the cost of high living." There

is many an American railway employee who. if he searches his

heart, will admit that the large increases in wages which have

been secured for him in recent years have brought him very

little real comfort. I was talking the other day with a locomo-

tive engineer who was thirty-five years old and has drawn hand-

some pay for most of his industrial life. He told me that his

father, who had been a runner on the same road, had saved

and left behind him $6,000, living meanwhile a self-respecting

life on very much less wages than his son now gets. "Not only

have I been unable to save anything," said the son to me. "but

I have spent some of the old man's savings."

"What did you do with your last increase in pay?" I asked

"Well, my wife said that the neighbors thought she should

have a silk dress, and the giris wanted a piano, and so it went

;

in the end I did not find myself any better off than I was be-

fore."

This means, if it means anything, that the present position of

labor in its conflict with capital is deemed to justify the ex-

pectation of continued increases in pay without regard to in-

dustrial conditions, an assurance which "preeds habits of ex-

travagance which are harmful to the individual. In other words,

the increased pay is a factor in creating the high cost of

living.

As the conflict is now waged, the lion's share goes to the

most powerful organization, and the weak among the employees

alone suffer. It is an indisputable fact that some classes of rail-

way employees are now highly paid, both actually and relatively,

and that other classes are not on the same basis in proportion

to the value of their services. This is an inequality in the same
industry which one can understand is intolerable to a spirited

man, and indeed produces some of the worst consequences of

the present system, both upon the employer and employee, but

chiefly upon the latter.

Finally, the present system which required in the beginning

a well disciplined and cohesive organization for self protection,

now results sometimes in stifling the ambition of the individual

by an assurance of drab uniformity of treatment. It is not

necessary to press the point. The warmest advocates of con-

servatively managed labor unions, and I am proud to include

myself in the number, recognize the danger and the risk of this

necessity of the system.

What, then, of the future, if the present conflict continues?

For the management of industry the conflict has been a stimulus

to greater efficiency and the economical investment of new
capital. As the wages of labor increased, an attempt to offset

the increased expense by economy in operation has resulted, and

vast sums have been spent, for example, in reducing grades and

increasing power, to secure greater unit train loads, but the limit

to this kind of economy is in sight, if it has not been reached.

The candid fact is that although other branches of industry

are at this moment enjoying great prosperity, the railroads, doing

the largest business in their history and passing through their

treasuries the largest revenues they have ever realized, are in a

more precarious condition than ever they have been, such is the

burden of their expenses. It is absolutely necessary to the rail-

roads that something shall be done to relieve the present tense

situation and enable them to face the future with confidence, and

I believe that the way to accomplish this is to settle the conflict

of labor and capital in the railway industry on an enduring

basis. Other remedies are mere salves on that sore.

For labor also the future is not assured under existing con-

ditions. Alread\' there have been expressions of discontent on

the part of other classes of the community with what they call

the preferred position of railroad labor. The most industrious

and successful farmers and storekeepers in the country along

the line seldom make as much net money in the year as do the

railway employees stationed at those towns, and nothing like

as much as those they see going by on the trains. They are.

however, a large numerical majority of those who pay freight

charges, and they now complain against the freight rates largely

because they think these rates might be less if such relatively

high wages were not paid to certain classes of railroad em-

ployees. If that class of the community speaks it is likely to be

heard in the legislatures more sympathetically than the railroad

managements are heard. All it lacks at the moment is organiza-

tion and this it can learn from the successful experience of labor.

This brings us to the next point.

Whenever any class of society becomes so powerful as in the

abuse of its power to affect injuriously the lives, liberty or the

pursuit of happiness of or by any other considerable class or

classes of society, the consequence, under the existing regime,

is for government to lay the heavy hand of regulating authority

upon it. This may happen sooner or later, but it is inevitable.

Eighteen months ago, in a public address, reasoning from the

same premises, I ventured to predict that the public press could

not escape such legislation ; and we find today an act of Congress

regulating newspapers on the statute books. It is not impossible

that organized labor may hereafter be faced with a strong and

sustained public control of its activities. It would be the logic

of the last phase of the present conflict.
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III. THE REMEDY : INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATIUN.

It is interesting, and perhaps instructive, to think out these

things, but it serves little purpose unless it leads to the suggestion

of a remedy. We cannot stand still, for "stand pat" policies are

not popular at the moment and only serve to prolong the conflict.

We cannot revert to the former conditions ; the old arguments

which convinced men a generation ago may still be listened to

respectfully, but they are no longer heeded. We must progress.

The most tragic intellectual life of the last generation was that

of the English philosopher, Herbert Spencer. About the middle

of the nineteenth century he began the compilation of a synthetic

system of philosophy based upon the opinions of that time, and,

with extraordinary persistence, learning and intellectual vigor,

he labored on, despite physical handicaps, until he completed his

self-appointed task in 1896. It was an achievement which, in a

previous century, might have had enduring effect upon the opin-

ions of mankind, but while he was writing the world was moving

with an increasing velocity, and the opinions which actuated

men's political and social life in 1896 were utterly different from

those of 1850. His work of a lifetime was out of date be-

fore it was complete, and the tragedy is that he saw this. Yet

he had the vision of a seer into the future. His last word was

a sturdy maintenance of his belief that in 18S0 there was reached

in England "a degree of individual freedom greater than ever

before existed since nations began to be formed," and that this

was the highest state to which man could attain, but he had

observed the reaction against too much individual liberty and

the abuses which it bred, and marked the growing tale of statutes

by which the government was given authority to interfere with

the daily life of the citizen ; in other words, he foresaw the

growth of regulation which is now a rooted policy of states-

manship, and he saw that this principle must continue to ex-

pand until the government controlled and operated all the in-

dustries in which the individual citizen is employed : the only

alternative was a compromise, on which the conflicting forces of

society, capital and labor, might provide for the continuance of

private initiative in industrial opportunity. Dreading socialism,

Herbert Spencer found this refuge in Industrial Co-operation.

This economic principle has found many expressions. Under
it labor and capital have united in the ownership of a business

and have failed. Under it labor has attempted to dispense with

invested capital and do business on the aggregate credit of a

number of individuals : in what we call merchandizing, and the

economists call distribution, as in money lending, success has

been accomplished through co-operation, but in the co-operation

of production, such as manufacturing, there has been failure for

lack of the capital necessary to carry the business over times

of stress. Capital itself, represented by conscientious and en-

lightened men, has from time to time sought to apply the prin-

ciple of co-operation to industry in the form of profit sharing;

here again there has been little real success in accomplishing

the prime object, which was an identification of interest between

capital and labor, because even the best laid plans of profit shar-

ing have been regarded as a sort of tea table distribution of cake

among men who work for bread. The dole is often accepted with

a sneer.

I do not now propose any of these forms of co-operation for

the railway industry, but one which seeks their object and at-

tempts to avoid the causes of their failure. At the moment, that

industry is in a precarious condition, everyone engaged in it

has his stake at risk. In order to identify and co-ordinate all

the interests involved, and to secure the success which is not

only possible but almost inevitable if that result is attained, all

must share in the results of the business according to the

fluctuation of the industrial barometer : the spur must be the

expectation of loss sharing as well as profit sharing.

Specifically. I propose, therefore, that a railway wage schedule

shall be prepared as follows

:

Calculate on experience what has been the precentage of the

total pay roll of all classes of employees to the operating revenue

in a given year or average series of years, and apply this per-

centage to current operating revenues to fix thereby the appro-
priation for pay of employees. The total appropriation, so
made, would then be distributed among the several classes of
employees in the percentages of their participation in the pay
roll which was taken as the standard, and the indiindual would
share in the appropriation for his class according to his services

measured by agreed units.

Under this meter wages would increase automatically as

revenues increased, but would decrease automatically as revenues
decreased. The prosperity of the individual would be that of
the road. Capital, controlling management, would alone be in-

terested in, expenses, as now: labor's interest would be in in-

creasing revenue, or what has been heretofore called gross
earnings.

While there are many details which would have to be worked
out to make this suggestion practically effective, the beneficial

consequences of the acceptance of its principle might be far

reaching.

The railroad industry would be a united industry; there would
be a common interest between employer and employee. The
intelligence and energy which are now devoted to the effort, on
the one hand, to get wages increased, and, on the other, to

resist increases might be expected to be applied to promoting
the industry itself. The result would soon be reflected, not only
in the income account, but in the statute book. If rates were
too low to yield a fair wage to all, as well as a fair return to

capital, there would be a united demand for their readjustment
which would have the backing of votes as well as argument.
The human lust for conflict would find its expression as between
railroad and railroad; officer and employee would have a common
loyalty, and the healthiest kind of competition would be promoted,
that of efficient service. The individual would control his house-
hold expenses and would follow the expansion and depression
of trade with his own economies : he would indeed be in business,

a true unit in the current industrial life of the nation, rather than
the beneficiary of the plunder of a successful war.

This is the purpose of Industrial Co-operation.

Is it not worth considering ways and means to bring it about?

TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN OCTOBER.'

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that oc-
curred on railways of the United States in the month of October
1912:

Collisiotis.

Kind of Kind of
Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

7. Western Md Kobeen. be. F. & F. 4 4
IS. Del., L. & W Hallstead. re. F. &F. 2
19. Central of Ga East Point. re. F. & F. 1

21- Penn Williamsport. xc. P. & F. 1 2
21. Gulf. C. & S. F Galveston. be. P. & F. 15
28. Southern ) ,- ... ,, „ „

Louisville & N J
Knoxville. xc. P. &P. 7

Derailments.

Cause of Kind of
Date. Road. Ilaee. Derailm't. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

"1. Louisville & N .Vthers, .Ma. b. rail P. 1 17
3. New York Central... Werde. ace. obst. P. 2 3
3. Fort Worth & D. C. . .\marillo. unx. F. 4
4. Southern Kitchen's. p. 2 9

t*3. N. Y., N. H. & H... Westport. exc. speed P. 7 20
8. N. Y., N. H. & H...Saybrook. negligence F. 1

t9. C. R. I. & P Rieeville. Ark. d. switch P. 2 4
12. Central Ga Hillsboro. ms. P. 1

12. Louisville & N Cunningham. unx. P. 2 12
20. Norfolk & W Cooper. unx. P. 1 17
24. Toledo, St. L. & W.. Fillmore. Sp'l. 1 6

The trains in collision on the Western Maryland at Kobeen,
Md., on the 7th, were a westbound freight of the Reading and

'Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:
re Rear collision be, Butting collision .xe. Other collisions b,

Broken d. defective unf, Unforeseen obstruction unx Unex-
plained ^derail. Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced switch ace.
obst.. Accidental obstruction malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

boiler, Explosion of locomotive on road fire. Cars burned while
running P. or Pass.. Passenger train F. or Ft.. Freight train (includ-
mg empty engines, work trains, etc.) Asterisk. Wreck wholly or partly
destroyed by fire Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
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an eastbound train of empty passenger cars. Both engines and

several cars of both trains were badly damaged. Four trammen

were killed or fatally injured, and four others were injured, one

seriously. The collision was due to neglect of the men in

charge of the westbound train, who overlooked a despatcher's

order.

In the collision near Hallstead, Pa., on the 18th, a conductor and

a brakeman were killed. Eastbound extra freight train 755 ran

into the rear of a preceding extra freight. No. 745. Both of the

men killed were in the caboose. The engineman of Xo. 755 dis-

regarded block signals, and the flagman of Xo. 745 was slow in

going back. Extra 745 left Binghamton at 4:55 a. m., and extra

755 at 5:02 a. m. Xo. 745 stopped one mile west of Hallstead

at 5 :35 a. m., and the engineman claims that he immediately gave

a whistle signal for the flagman to go back. The flagman claims

to have left the caboose, as soon as the train stopped, with one

red and one white lantern, four torpedoes and a red fusee; but

when about 75 ft. from the caboose, his red light went out.

He returned to the caboose for another red lamp, and was about

250 ft. out on his second attempt, when he saw 755 approaching

;

and it was too near to be stopped. There was considerable fog.

He did not use either torpedo or red fusee; and it is admitted

that there was an interval of at least ten minutes between stop-

ping of train and the collision. The engineman admits that by

reason of the fog he failed to observe indications of the auto-

matic block signal in the stop position, 2,574 ft. back from the

caboose of X^o. 745.

In the rear collision of freight trains at East Point, Ga.. about

4 o'clock on the morning of the 19th, the conductor of the lead-

ing train, who was in his caboose, was killed. The second sec-

tion of train Xo. 35 ran into the rear of the preceding section in

the yard during a dense fog.

The passenger train in collision near Williamsport, Pa., on the

morning of the 21st about 4 o'clock, was a southbound express.

This train ran into a freight car on a side track which was not

clear of the main line. The engineman was killed and two

passengers were injured. The collision was due to failure of

a brakeman of a switching engine to properly apply brakes on

a draft of seven freight cars standing on a running track parallel

to the main track, allowing these cars to drift down a grade and

to side-wipe some cars being pulled from a siding to the running

track. This caused the leading car in the draft of seven,

which was a box car, to be pushed over towards the main track

just as the passenger train came along, the roof of the box car

scraping the entire length of the train.

In the butting collision near Galveston, Tex., on the 21st, four

trainmen and 15 passengers were injured. Gulf, Colorado &

Santa Fe passenger train Xo. 3 collided with a switching engine

at Fifty-seventh street.

In the collision which occurred at Knoxville. Tenn., on the

28th. a dining car fell off a trestle and was overturned, lodging

on the ground about 30 ft. below, and it was subsequently con-

sumed by fire ; but only seven persons were injured and none

killed. A local passenger train of the Southern Railway ran

into a through passenger train. No. 31, of the Louisville & Xash-

ville at the crossing of the two roads near Spring street, the

engine of the Southern train striking the dining car of the

other. The engineman and fireman of the Southern train and

five men in the dining car were the only persons seriously in-

jured. These five men, conductor, cooks and waiters, fell with

the car, but were able to crawl out of the openings before the

car had taken fire. There was a dense fog at the time of the

accident. It is said that the Southern train disregarded a stop

signal. This signal consists of a gate standing across the track,

not interlocked. Both trains were moving slowly.

The train derailed near Athens. Ala., on the morning of the

first, was southbound passenger Xo. 7. The eight cars of the

train fell down a bank where they soon took fire from oil lamps

in the baggage cars, and were entirely consumed. An express

messenger was killed and 16 passengers and one trainman were

injured. The derailment was due to a broken rail.

The train derailed at Westport, Conn., on the 3rd, was west-

bound passenger X'o. 53, second section, and the cause was ex-

cessive speed—50 or 60 miles an hour—through a Xo. 10 cross-

over. Four passengers, one mail clerk, the engineman and fire-

man were killed and 20 passengers were injured. This accident

was reported in the Raihcay Age Gazette of October 11, page

692. In addition to the facts there given it should be noted that

between the home signal and the crossover there is a draw-
bridge, and that the speed rule over this bridge is 30 miles an

hour; also that the towerman and a work train conductor, as well

as the section foreman, tried in vain to attract the notice of the

engineman.

The train derailed at Wende, N. Y., on the 3rd, was an east-

bound passenger, on track No. 2. It ran into derailed cars of

a westbound freight train which was passing on track No. 3.

Two employees were killed and a few passengers were injured.

The cars in the freight train jumped the track, from some cause

not }-et determined, and they fell in the path of the passenger

train only a moment before the train came along.

The train derailed near Amarillo, Tex., on the morning of the

3rd, was a southbound local freight. A truck of the caboose

was the first to leave the track and the caboose was overturned.

Cause of derailment not determined. David Hurley, roadmasler,

one of the four men injured, died of pneumonia four days after

the wreck.

The train derailed at Kitchens Siding, Ga., on the morning of

the 4th, was southbound passenger No. 43. and the engine and
first two cars were overturned. The engineman and fireman

were killed and two passengers, one trainman and 6 mail clerks

were injured. The cause of the derailment was a half-open

switch, presumably misplaced with malicious intent.

The derailment at Saybrook Junction, Conn., on the 8th, was

due to carelessness in switching. Some freight cars were run

against a bumping post at the end of the track so forcibly that

they broke over the barrier and crashed into a signal cabin ; and

the signalman in this building was killed.

The train derailed near Riceville, Ark., on the Rock Island on

the 9th, was westbound passenger No. 41. One passenger and

the conductor were killed and four passengers were injured.

The derailment is believed to have been due to the breaking of a

switch rod. A tourist sleeping car ran against a freight car

standing on a side track and was badly damaged.

The train derailed at Hillsboro, Ga.. on the night of the 12th,

was northbound passenger No. 19. The locomotive was over-

turned at a misplaced switch. The engineman was fatally in-

jured.

The train derailed near Cunningham, Ala., on the 12th. was

southbound passenger No. 3. The engine and postal car fell

down a bank and were overturned. The engineman and fireman

were killed and 10 passengers and two trainmen were injured.

An officer of the road writes that the cause of the derailment

has not been determined.

The train derailed near Cooper, W. Va., on the 20th. was

westbound passenger No. 15. The engineman was killed and

12 passengers, four postal clerks and one employee were in-

jured. Xone of the passenger cars ran off the track. The de-

railment seems to have been caused by something dropping from

the engine.

The train derailed on the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, near

Fillmore. 111., on the 24th, was a special, carrying officers of

the road. The porter on President Ross's private car was killed

and six other persons were injured, all of them officers or em-

ployees of the road. The cause of the derailment has not been

determined. The first truck to leave the track was one of those

of the tender. This truck slewed enough to strike a girder of a

bridge, knocking down the bridge, and allowing four cars to

fall with it.

In a butting collision on the Canadian Pacific at Streetsville,

Ont.. on the 28th. forty or more members of a militia company

were injured, five of them fatally. The collision appears to have

been due to a misplaced switch.



THE PRODUCTION OF SOUND STEEL INGOTS.
By Compressing While the Center Is Still Liquid, Pip-

ing and Central Segregation Are Said to Be Prevented.

Benjamin Talbot, of the Cargo Fleet Works, Middlesbrough,

England, described a new method of getting rid of the pipe

and segregation in steel ingots at an informal meeting of the

Iron and Steel Division of the American Institute of Mining

Engineers, New York, on November 7. The following is an

abstract of his paper:

Various reasons have been advanced as to why rails may not

be as good in quality today as in the past. Some engineers

consider that modern methods of manufacturing, designed chiefly

to obtain large output, tend to reduce the standard of excellence

of more deliberate methods. Others think that four-ton ingots

are worse than those of two tons. Again it is stated that the

100-ton heat in one ladle is too large and is a step in the wrong

direction in casting. My experience is that in rolling rails of

85 to 100 lb. sections, the range of ingot is practically only such

that the diflference in the size does not help in the question of

segregation, cavities, or blowholes.

The question of 100-ton ladle heats is an important matter.

In my opinion this is distinctly a step in the wrong direction,

as it puts a premium on careless and slovenly casting work.

We find that in order to empty

a 100-ton ladle in the neces-

sary time to prevent skulling,

very large nozzles are used,

probably as large as 2.S in. in

diameter. The pressure of this

large quantity of steel rapidly

enlarges the nozzle, and it

Sketches of Ingots Partially

and Entirely Reduced in

Size by Pre-Rolling.

Section of Rail Rolled from a

Pre-Rolled Ingot.

would be interesting to know what size the nozzle is when the

last portion of the heat is poured. Anyway, large nozzles cause

heavy washing up the sides of the molds, causing surface de-

fects. There is no doubt that smaller ladle heats, poured with

as small a nozzle as the heat will permit, give the most satis-

factory results.

Sound ingots, as regards the elimination of blowholes, are pro-

duced by means of the well known powerful deoxidizers, alumi-

num, silicon and ferro-titanium. All of these deoxidizers have

the same effect, when used in the necessarily varying quantities

to produce this. They all produce solid steel except for the

large central cavity and they all diminish segregation. In my
experience I have found with well made steel that an addition

of two ounces to the ton of aluminum is equal to 0.25 per cent,

of silicon, and to 0.10 per cent, of metallic titanium in the form

of ferro-titanium. These additions will all produce the same

characteristic central pipe, and if they are used this piped por-

tion should be discarded in each case. If the rails are milled

at each end, which gives a bright surface, as is the practice

in England, the pipe is disclosed and the rail rejected by the
inspectors. The cost of the aluminum addition is very small;
with silicon it is considerable, and with ferro-titanium it is large,

to obtain the same result.

If it were not for this large cavity, which may affect as much
as 33 per cent, of the ingot, the use of these deoxidizers would
improve the quality of the finished rail; but owing to this, they
are not used to such an extent as to create this. It occurred
to me that if we were to use a deoxidizer, such as aluminum,
to eliminate blowholes in the outer envelope of the ingot and
then reduce the area of the ingot or the top portion, while the

center was liquid, the pipe would not form, and a solid mass
would be found in the body of the squeezed ingot.

In analyzing and taking sulphur prints off the face of a com-
pressed ingot, which was cut longitudinally through its center,

I came across an interesting discovery. I found that whenever
an ingot was compressed while its center was liquid, no segre-
gation formed in the center of the upper part as is usual, but
that it was driven to the internal face of the solid envelope in

a fairly regular percentage over the entire length of the liquid

area. The solid outer envelope is the normal steel of the heat
and is about 3 in. thick. The carbon in this portion in this case

being from 0.65 to 0.70, the carbon in the harder portion next
this being from 0.75 to 0.80, and in the center about 0.50. The
sulphur and phosphorus also vary in these strata, but as the

phosphorus is low in this steel it was not of sufficient amount
to be considered.

In ingots compressed while their center is liquid without the

use of a deoxidizer. I find that the center shrinkage cavity is not
formed, but that the blowholes, which are found in the outer

envelope, are not obliterated and can be traced into the rail.

For this reason I prefer to use a deoxidizer so as not to have
any surface blowholes which tend to give spongy rails.

The method of procedure is as follows : An ingot of at least

20 X 24 in. cf'oss section is used, and two ounces of aluminum
to the ton of steel are added to the ingot as it is being poured.

Aluminum is preferred because of its low cost and its low melt-

ing point. It causes a perfectly solid outer envelope to be
formed, and solidifies the metal earlier than if no deoxidizer

were used. The ingot therefore can be stripped earlier, and it is

then put into the soaking pit to allow the envelope to become
thicker, and at the same time have a proper temperature upon
its surface for compression. A 20 x 24 in. ingot is reduced to

about 18 x 18 in., and it is then returned to the soaking-pit for

a proper heating and solidifying of the mass. After this has

been accomplished, it is rolled down into a bloom, cropped and
passed to the rail mill. The rail produced has the same char-

acteristic formation as the squeezed ingot ; viz., a hard working

face, a harder ring back of this, and a softer center.

It is the question of this new formation that we manufac-

turers have to discuss with railroad engineers and metallurgists.

If they accept this new structure with the guarantee that in

this formation they have no pipe in a rail, then it will be for

manufacturers to consider laying down the necessary prepar-

atory plant to accomplish the liquid compression of the ingot,

as it cannot be properly accomplished in any existing rail mill

without largely decreasing the output.

So far. the rails produced by this method have been tested

under the drop to the British standard specifications and they

pass this satisfactorily. The question of taking tensile tests out

of the head has still to be considered, as these will vary as they

do today, according to the position selected. In fact, small tensile

tests are unsatisfactory at the best, and it would appear that

the only satisfactory method would be to have the testing ma-

chine large enough to pull the full-sized head.
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JAMES McCREA.

James McCrea, whose resignation of the presidency of the

Pennsylvania Railroad was announced in our last issue, is a

descendant of one of the oldest families of Pennsylvania. He

was born in Philadelphia May 1, 1848, and bears the name of

his first American ancestor, who came to Pennsylvania in 1776

from Londonderry, Ireland, as a representative of large banking

interests. James McCrea was educated at the Pennsylvania

Polytechnic College, and his railway service began in June, 1865.

as rodman and assistant engineer of the Connellsville & South-

ern Pennsylvania. In December, 1867, he became rodman on

the construction of the Wilmington & Reading; in 1868 he

was engaged as assistant engineer on the Allegheny Valley,

and on March 1, 1871, he entered the service of the Pennsylvania

as principal assistant engineer. From that time on, his career

is marked by dates which in-

dicate a rapid advancement

through nearly all the inter-

mediate positions, from the

lowest to the highest. On
August 1, 1874, he was ap-

pointed assistant engineer c?

maintenance of way of the

Philadelphia Division
; Jan-

uary 1, 1875, superintendent

of the Middle division; Oc-

tober IS, 1878, superintendent

of the New York division.

On May 1, 1882, Mr. Mc-

Crea began his long connection

with the Western Lines of the

Pennsylvania System, as man-

ager of the Southwest System.

with headquarters at Colum-

bus, Ohio. In 1885 he was ad-

vanced to the post of general

manager of all the Pennsyl-

vania lines west of Pittsburgh ;

two years later to fourth vice-

president; second vice-presi-

dent March 1, 1890. and first

vice-president April 23, 1891.

Mr. McCrea held this posi-

tion sixteen years, maintaining

a close supervision of all the

problems of transportation, en-

gineering, finance and traffic

;

and this was a period of

great development. Through
his connection with the Penn-

sylvania lines west of Pitts-

burgh, Mr. McCrea became
president of the Vandalia, the

Grand Rapids & Indiana, the

Cleveland, Akron & Columbus and a large number of lesser

companies.

While residing in Pittsburgh, Mr. McCrea was a trustee of

the University of Pennsylvania, succeeding the Hon. John Scott,

former United States Senator. This was the first time in the

history of the University that a trustee had been chosen who
resided outside of the City of Philadelphia, and his election in-

dicated the policy of the University to make its influence co-

extensive with the boundaries of the Commonwealth.
Mr. McCrea was elected director of the Pennsylvania Railroad

in 1899, at the time of the election of Mr. Cassatt as president,

and was elected president of the road in January, 1907, follow-

ing the death of Mr. Cassatt. He was also president of the

Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington ; the Northern Central,

the West Jersey & Seashore, the Pennsylvania Company, and the

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.

James McCrea.

Mr. McCrea was the eighth president of the road since its

organization in 1847, and was the first since 1852 to resign, with

the exception of 1 homas .A.. Scott, who was forced to retire on
account of ill health, and who died a few months later from
the effects of his arduous service. Mr. McCrea's administration

has in a sense been uneventful, because it was largely occupied

with an enormous task which had been planned by his predeces-

sor—the completion of the monumental improvement in New
York City ; and he struck the keynote of his presidential career

in a statement made immediately following his election when
he said : 'The policy of the Pennsylvania Railroad does not

depend upon any one man. It continues unchanged from year

to year. It will be my purpose to promote as best I can the

same progressive development which was conducted so ably

under President Cassatt and the presidents who preceded him."

.-\lniost his entire work was devoted to the steady conservation

and development of the prop-

erty along the general lines

that had been previously fol-

lowed. That this alone was a

task to tax the ablest execu-

tive mind is obvious to any
one who examines one of the

company's annual reports, even

superficially. Mr. McCrea was
the logical successor to Mr.

Cassatt, though the two men
differed widely in personality;

for their relationship in the

management of the great sys-

tem had been very close. As
first vice-president of the Lines

West, with headquarters at

Pittsburgh, Mr. McCrea had

been almost as much the head

of a system as was Mr, Cassatt

in the East ; and in addition to

his extended experience as an

engineer and an operating ex-

ecutive, he had developed the

comprehensive abilities of a

financier.

Air. McCrea strikingly per-

sonified the well recognized

Pennsylvania policy of con-

servatism. This has been man-

ifested in his firm attitude in

practically refusing to deal

with labor organizations. In

his testimony before the Inter-

state Commerce Commission

in the rate-advance cases, he

presented a forcible and con-

vincing argument for the pol-

icy of devoting from earnings

an amount equal to dividend payments for the improvement of

the property.

In personality Mr. McCrea is a most impressive man and

"looks the part" of a great railway president. Six feet and two

inches in height, and built in proportion, with eyes of steel, and

a square trimmed bushy beard that fairly bristles at times, those

who meet him are at once struck by his forcefulness and energy.

While he bears the reputation of never having been interviewed

for the press, he has occasionally departed from this rule ; and

although brusque and at times imperious in manner, he is in fact

most approachable and democratic, especially among railroad

men of all ranks. And his knowledge of his subordinates is

not a mere hand-shaking or nodding acquaintance ; while at the

head of the Lines West he had a remarkable acquaintance among

employees of all classes, and it was said that whenever a place

became vacant he always had in mind a good man to fill it.
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SAMUEL REA.

Samiitl Rea, who was last week chosen president of tlie Penn-

sylvania Railroad, was born in HoUidaysburg, Pa., September

21, 1855. His grandfather, John Rea, was an officer in the War
of the Revolution, and also in the War of 1812. and was a

member of Congress from 1803 to 1811. and from 1813 tc] 1815.

His great-grandfather, Samuel Rea, emigrated tn tliis country

from the north of Ireland, 1754-1755.

Mr. Rea was a chainnian and rodman ou tlie M(irrisi;n's Ccne.

Williamsburg and Bloomfield branches of the Pennsylvania in

1871. The panic of 1873 stopped all engineering work, and he

entered the office of the HoUidaysburg Iron and Nail Company.

In 1875 he re-entered the service of the road, and from 1875 to

1877 was assistant engineer in the construction of the chain sus-

pension bridge over the Monongahela river in Pittsburgh. On
its completion he was appointed

assistant engineer of the Pitts-

burgh & Lake Erie, where he

remained until the completion

of that road. In 1879 he re-

turned to the Pennsylvania as

assistant engineer in charge of

the construction of the exten-

sion of the Pittsburgh, Vir-

ginia & Charleston.

His next large assignment

was the rebuilding of the

Western Pennsylvania, to make

it a low-grade freight line. In

1883 he was transferred to

Philadelphia as assistant to

Vice-President DuBarry, with

title of principal assistant en-

gineer, which he held until

1888, when he was made as-

sistant to the second vice-

president. This office he re-

tained until 1889, when he re-

signed to go to Baltimore as

vice-president of the Maryland

Central, and chief engineer of

the Baltimore Belt. In 1891.

on account of ill health, he

resigned and left Baltimore,

doing no active work for a

year. Then he resumed the

practice of his profession.

-After an absence of three

years from the Pennsylvania.

Mr. Rea, in 1892, was chosen

assistant to the president of

that company. On the day of

his appointment he left for

London, where, by direction of

President Roberts he made an examination of the railways
terminating in the English metropolis, and of the underground
railways—then constructed and proposed—and he made a

special report thereon. The result of this experience was after-

ward put to good service on the Pennsylvania's N'ew York tun-

nel extension.

After the death of Vice-President DuBarry in 1892, Mr. Rea
was assigned to general construction work then in progress,

the acquisition of right of way and real estate in that connec-
tion, the promotion of all new lines or branches, and the finan-

cial and corporate work incident thereto. In February. 1897.

Mr. Rea was appointed first assistant to the president, and in

June, 1899, following the election of Mr. Cassatt as president.

Mr. Rea was elected fourth vice-president. On October 10,

1905, he was advanced to third vice-president, and on March 24.

1909, to second vice-president. In addition to his former du-

Samuel Rea.

lies I c u;,s placed in charge of the engineering and accounting

deiartments. On March 3, 1911, he became first vice-president.

( 1 he practice of designating the vice-presidents numerically
has now been discontinued.)

Mr. Rea is also vice-president of the .Vorthern Central, the

Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington, and the West Jersey

& Seashore, and has been president of many subsidiary com-
panies. For many years he was interested in the project to

bridge the Hudson river from Hoboken to New York City, and
thus establish in the metropolis a terminus for the railroads

using ferries from the New Jersey side. He was one of the

incorporators of the North River Bridge Company, chartered
by an Act of Congress to build that bridge. But when the other

roads failed to join the Pennsylvania in the project to bridge
ihe Hudson, and after a very careful examination and report on
the entire project by engineering experts, the Pennsylvania

determined to build its own
tunnels under the Hudson and
East rivers, with a large sta-

tion in the heart of New York
City; and after this plan had
been fully approved by Presi-

dent Cassatt and the directors,

Mr. Rea was given direct

charge of what is looked upon
as the most important piece

of engineering work in this

country; and he has carried it

out to a successful conclusion.

In recognition of the scope of

this great work and of its pub-
lic utility, the University of

Pennsylvania, in February,

1910, conferred on him the de-

gree of Doctor of Science. As
a part of this project may be
considered the construction of

the New York Connecting
Railroad jointly by the Penn-
sylvania and the New York.
New Haven & Hartford, which,

with the tunnel extension of

the Pennsylvania, will form a

through railroad route between
the Southern, Western and
New England States.

Mr. Rea is a member of the

American Society of Civil En-
gineers and of the Institution

of Civil Engineers of London.
He is the author of "The Rail-

ways Terminating in London,"

a comprehensive study based

on laborious personal investi-

gation.

It will be seen that Mr. Rea has been in immediate and re-

sponsible connection with new projects, many of them of mag-
nitude, since 1892. The description of the functions performed
by him cannot convey an adequate idea of the work in which
he was engaged. Mr. Rea's combined responsibility over the

civil engineering and accounting departments of a great railroad

is. so far as we know, the only instance of its kind. But in ad-

dition to these specific duties, it is well known that he has for

years been what might be described as the head of the com-
pany's diplomatic forces ; the ambassador to straighten out com-
plicated negotiations and to tide over grave crises.

From the standpoint of applied ethics, perhaps Mr. Rea's

greatest achievement was his resolute stand against the scan-

dalous eflforts of a Tammany Hall administration to make a

huge profit through the most direct and tangible form of

bribery in connection with the New York tunnel extension. We
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believe Mr. Rea was responsible, more than any other man,

for the courageous attitude taken by the Pennsylvania Rail-

road in refusing absolutely to trade in that manner. It seems

scarcely necessary to say that if all the "big business" of the

country had maintained the same moral tone in negotiations

with municipalities, the municipalities themselves would be on

a far higher plane of government than they are today. Mr. Rea
was doubtless embarrassed in this position by the obvious fact

that it would have been cheaper for the stockholders to pay

tribute than to resist; but his attitude was profoundly justified,

and we think nobody could now be found so bold as to raain-

:tain that the stockholders were damaged thereby.

A man of the broadest culture and the most intelligent ap-

preciation of the larger aspect of his great profession, Mr. Rea

brings to his new office a genius for leadership which has already

undergone the most rigid tests, and which seems to us to be

peculiarly well adapted to the needs of the great institution of

which he is to be the head.

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION.

Proposed Line for Urugu.w.—An English syndicate is nego-

tiating with the minister of public works concerning the con-

struction of a railway from Montevideo to Artigas, on the north-

ern frontier, where the Yaguaron river empties into Lake Merim.

The completion of this road as planned will shorten the journey

from Montevideo to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, to 36 hours.

New Line for Bolivia.—Plans for the construction of a branch

railway between Machacamarca and Unica have been completed

and accepted by the Bolivian government. This government

has also accepted the proposal of a French syndicate for the

construction of a railway between Quiaca and Tarija. This line

will supply an important link in the railway system of the

country, and will place Bolivia in direct communication with

Argentina.

New R.mlro.ads for Victori.a.—The Victorian government

program of railroad construction includes 1,624 miles of new
lines at an estimated cost of $24,620,000. Of these lines SOS miles

are actually under construction, and the remainder are either

authorized, recommended, or proposed. The line from Orbost to

the New South Wales border is estimated to cost from $3,000,000

to $4,000,000, and other New South Wales connections are in-

cluded in the list.

Subway and Bridge Costs.—A reinforced concrete highway

bridge spanning two railway tracks, waterproofed, paved with

vitrified brick and designed for a moving weight of 100 lbs. per

sq. ft. of floor area, or a 10-ton road roller, can be built for $1.6S

per sq. ft. of floor, including the spans, supports and ordinary

foundations, according to a statement made by H. N. Roden-

baugh, assistant engineer. Southern Railway, Atlanta, Ga., in a

paper read before the Engineering Association of the South.

Such a structure is only slightly higher in first cost than the

typical steel girder bridge of similar capacity with a wooden floor,

which costs about $1.S0 per sq. ft. of floor area complete. A
very satisfactory wooden Howe truss bridge of modern design

has been built by one railway at a total cost of $.45 per sq. ft.

of floor area, and as between the latter two structures Mr.

Rodenbaugh very much favors the wooden bridge. Commenting

on shallow floors, which are very common in subway design, he

states that a tj-pical open floor—that is, one having ties resting

on steel stringers without ballast—will have a depth from base

of rail to under clearance of about 3 ft. 4 in., and will cost about

$1.20 per sq. ft. of floor area. A transverse steel I-beam con-

struction with ballasted deck on flat plates will have for the

same span a depth of 3 ft. 1 in., and will cost about $1.90 per

sq. ft. of floor area. A transverse steel rectangular trough floor

will have a depth of 2 ft. 10 in., and will cost about $2.50 per

sq. ft. of floor area. The last two designs are assumed to have

waterproofed floors with a minimum of 8 in. of ballast under the

ties, the cost given being for the steel work only.

The semi-annual meeting of the railways supporting the

Special Committee on Relations of Railway Operation to Legis-

lation was held at the Blackstone Hotel in Chica.go on No-
vember 20.

The committee reported that 333 roads with a mileage of

217,096 miles are supporting its work. Attention was called to

the address of Commissioner C. C. McChord at the Milwaukee
Safety Congress in October, in which it was indicated that the

investigations of accidents by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion have confirmed its opinion as to the need of a law for the

compulsory use of the block signal system and the use of auto-

matic stops in certain situations, and also for a uniform code

of signals and rules, and the committee said that from this it

is evident what bills will have the support of the Interstate

Commerce Commission in succeeding sessions of Congress.

In an exhibit the committee summarized the numerous bills

to regulate operation which have been introduced in the present

Congress and indicated that it would be represented before

the committees of Congress regarding these bills when occasion

requires.

Heretofore, the committee has dealt only with national regu-

lation. In its report it stated that it was providing for state

committees to take up the subject of state regulation of opera-

tion. On this subject of state regulation the report said:

"During the sessions of the nineteen legislatures meeting in

1912, 292 bills affecting railway operation were introduced and

4S passed. Your committee has arranged to keep itself informed

of all bills affecting railway operation introduced and passed in

the forty-one states whose legislatures will be in session dur-

ing 1913. It will continue to keep its supporters advised, as

heretofore.

"At the request of three railways having a large mileage east

and west of Chicago, your committee undertook to canvass the

desirability of creating committees of operating officers to deal

with such operating legislation as might be proposed during the

sessions of state legislatures convening in January, 1913.

"After the matter had been investigated, a meeting of the rail-

ways operating in Ohio, Michigan and practically all states

west thereof and west of the Mississippi river was called for

October 1, 1912, and at that meeting your chairman was au-

thorized to appoint five railways in each state to act as such a

committee, in the following states

:

.\rkansas, Michigan, Oklahoma,

California, ilinnesota, Oregon,

Colorado, Missouri, South Dakota,

Idaho, Montana, Utah,

Illinois, Nebraska, Washington,

Indiana, Nevada, Wisconsin,

Iowa, North Dakota Wyoming.

Kansas, Ohio,

"It is understood that these committees are entirely in-

dependent with regard to all matters committed to them, but

your committee has placed its facilities, data and records at their

service, in order that the information which has been accumu-

lated may be available in all parts of the country, and that

the work done by these state committees may be co-ordinated

with the general policy of the railways as developed from time

to time by your committee.

"The policy of dealing openly and frankly with legislators

is one that has thoroughly justified itself in federal affairs, and

it is not unlikely that the same policy in the states may sim~

ilarly justify itself; at all events, it is clear that effort in this

direction should be made."

Cuban Railroad Earnings.—The gross earnings of the Cuban

Railroad for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, were $3,819,253,

as compared with $3,059,650 for the previous fiscal year.



THE ART OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT.
Abstracts of Majority and Minority Reports of a Commit-
tee of tlie American Society of Meclianical Engineers.

The November issue of the Journal of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers contains the report of the Sub-com-

mittee on Administration on the subject of The Present State

of the Art of Industrial Management. The majority report,

signed by J. M. Dodge, L. P. Alford, D. M. Bates, H. A. Evans,

Wilfred Lewis, W. L. Lyall, W. B. Tardy and H. R. Towne,

is presented herewith in abstract, as is also a minority report

signed by H. H. Vaughan, assistant to the vice-president of the

Canadian Pacific.

MAJORItY REPORT.

Within the past 20 or 25 years certain changes have taken

place in the attitude of many production managers toward the

problems that they face and the forces and means that they

control. An increasing amount of attention is being given to the

worker. An early evidence was the development of profit-

sharing, premium and bonus systems to reward increased efifort

and output. There followed welfare work, industrial betterment

movements, the adoption of safeguards and regulations to

minimize industrial accidents, the substitution of the principle

of accident compensation for employers' liability and an im-

provement in the physical surroundings and conditions of fac-

tories. All of these tendencies have been fostered and to a

great e.xtent initiated by employers. But even today these are

by no means generally adopted.

Another tendency, less pronounced in character, has as its

object the improvement of the personal relations between em-

ployee and employee and between employee and employer. It

is an effort to establish the best of factory working conditions

in those things not physical in nature, to develop and main-

tain a shop atmosphere free from all harassing and hindering

influences. It is an attempt to make use of the results of experi-

mental psychology, in improving working conditions.

But the most important change and one that comprehends

the others is in the mental attitude toward the problems of pro-

duction. The tendency is toward an attitude of questioning, of

research, of careful investigation of everything affecting the

problems in hand, of seeking for exact knowledge and then shap-

ing action on the discovered facts. It has developed the use

of time study and motion study as instruments for investigation,

the planning department as an agency to put into practice the

conclusions drawn from the results of research, and methods

of wage payment which stimulate co-operation.

REGUL.\TI\TE PRINCIPLES OF INDUSTRI.\L MANAGEMENT.

The lack of accurate thinking and clear expression in regard

to management are nowhere better show-n than in many of the

statements of the so-called principles. These can be divided

into two classes, personal characteristics of managers and me-

chanical means of applying. It is evident that neither can

show us the way in which the activities of industry are to

be regulated.

We have pointed out that the underlying principle, that is,

cause in the widest sense, the application of which has built up

modern industry, is the transference of skill. This basic prin-

ciple is put into effect on the management side of all industrial

activities, through three regulative principles. These have been

concisely stated as: (o) the systematic use of experience; (fc)

the economic control of effort; (c) the promotion of personal

effectiveness.

The first includes the use, in all essential detail, of traditional

knowledge, personal experience and the results of scientific

study on the part of the executive force. It implies the accumu-

lation and use of records and the setting up of standards.

The second includes the division and subsequent co-ordination

of Ijoth executive and productive labor; the planning of single

lines of effort, the setting of definite tasks and the comparison
of results; and the effective training of the workers. It implies

the previous acquisition of skill by the executives.

The third includes a definite allotment of responsibility and
the adequate, stimulative encouragement and reward of both
executive and productive labor; the development of contented

workers, and the promotion of their physical and mental health.

It implies the most thorough comprehension of the human
being.

THE PR.\CTICE OF MANAGEMENT.

As labor-saving management springs from a change in mental
attitude, the beginning of its practice should be with the persons
having the final responsibility. Before any changes are made,
such men should clearly understand the viewpoint from which
all of the managerial work is to be done, the principles that

are to be applied, the general method of their application and
the resuhs expected. A similar mental attitude must be fostered

among all the members of the executive force and a period of

training for them begun. This may include a redistribution

of function and responsibility, and will include a detailed study

of production by scientific methods. This is the period of division

of thought, training of the management staff and setting-up stand-

ards of performance. This must be carefully performed before

there can be effective transference of skill to the workers in the

production departments.

The usual conception of modern management is that it aSects

the workmen most of all, tending to stimulate them to turn

out increased production to their possible hurt. This is wrong.
If the principles outlined are followed, the executive, or non-
producing labor is the most affected. Its individuals are com-
pelled to study, plan and direct. They must acquire knowledge
and skill in order to transfer it. It is a system of management
that forces the executives to manage.

This being so, the introduction of modern management in a

plant must be made slowly. The causes of most so-called failures

are principally two : a failure of the executives to acquire the

vital mental attitude and too great haste in application. The
latter seems to be the dominant one. Your committee feels

compelled to emphasize the danger of attempting to hurry any

change in methods of management. Each step of the work should

be made permanent before the next is begun.

After those who are to operate the new methods have ac-

quired the necessary knowledge and established sufficient stand-

ards, the work of putting these into effect can be begun. This

means the fixing of the best attainable working conditions and

giving each worker definite tasks with an adequate reward to

each one who attains to the standard set. This part of install-

ing the methods must be accomplished with tact and patience,

remembering that leadership and example are powerful aids in

bringing about enthusiastic co-operation.

The training of the workers is essential in this part of the

application. This must be far more than mere demonstration,

the mere showing that a thing can be done. It must be patient

teaching and help until the required degree of dexterity or skill

is acquired, that is, up to the habit stage. It is evident that such

work cannot be hurried.

Such, broadly, are the three steps in the practice of manage-

ment. It is now necessary to investigate the internal elements

of permanence in such methods. If the proper mental attitude

is once taken, we believe it will never be given up. This is sub-

stantiated by a few cases when early attempts to improve manage-

ment were failures and the methods abandoned. Later, however,

other attempts were made with substantial success. The mental
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attitude outlived the failure. Thus in a given industrial organi-

zation this feature would not be lost except by a loss of the ex-

ecutive staff.

The permanence of records of performance and standards

needs only to be mentioned to be appreciated. Once set up in

an industry, disaster is invited if they are disregarded. To these

is added a third in the nature of a spur from the working forces

to the managing force. An adequate reward is one of the es-

sentials. Whatever disturbs the mechanism of production in-

terferes with the earning of the rewards. The workers at once

object, pointing out the trouble and insisting that it be rectified.

The management is spurred to keep all conditions up to the

fixed standard.

The practice, as outlined, while built upon fixed standards and

procedure, is by no means rigid and inflexible as has been alleged.

The design and construction of labor-saving machinery is carried

on with a multiplicity of different details. Labor-saving manage-

ment should likewise use a variety of details suited to the re-

quirements of different industries and plants. " There can be

nothing fixed in such human endeavor except the underlying prin-

ciple. As a simple matter of fact we have found different

methods, details and nomenclature in use in different plants.

Many efforts have undergone marked change and development

since first installed. Further, this idea of rigidity is repudiated

by some of the foremost management experts.

The need of a scientific study of everything connected with

production is emphasized. The methods used are adapted from

the research laboratory. But the purpose of their use is changed.

The scientific investigator uses his laboratory to discover facts.

Their discovery and declaration is his end and aim. The man-

agement investigator uses laboratory methods to discover facts

for immediate use. The end and aim is utility. This is the

test of industry. It is therefore unwise and in fact detrimental

to carry investigations to an extreme. Enough facts must be

observed to shape intelligent action. Persons having time study

and motion study in charge should possess that rare, intuitive,

human quality that causes its possessor to know when enough

observations have been collected to form a sound working con-

clusion.

The position of the expert in the practice of management is

more clearly seen as experience increases. The element of

mystery has already departed. This is to be welcomed for it

means the downfall of mere "systematizers." One of the un-

fortunate features of this great movement has been the rise of

alleged experts who have been ready to promise extravagant

results if they were allowed to systematize an industrial plant.

The test which their work cannot meet is the one of permanence.

The real expert concentrates on the facts of a given problem,

and from a wide experience in analysis, co-ordination and prac-

tical responsibility works out a solution by scientific methods,

suited to the material and human factors involved. The tendency

is for him to do less of the detail work of installation, but to

train and direct the persons who are permanently to manage.

This is a true process of transference of skill.

BRO.^D RESULTS OF L.ABOR-S.WINC MANAGEMENT.

In cases where the use of labor-saving management can be

considered a success, the broad results have been : A reduced cost

of product ;
greater promptness in delivery with the ability to

set and meet dates of shipment ; a greater output per worker

per day with increased wages ; and an improvement in the con-

tentment of the workers.

These results indicate certain advantages to both employer

and employee. But it is charged that the movement has not yet

entirely justified itself from the economic view-point, for it has

not reduced the cost of product to the consumer. The implica-

tion is that its possibilities will not be realized until employers,

employees and the public are alike benefited. With this view

we are in most hearty accord. Labor-saving machinery has

brought the comfoi-ts that we all enjoy today. Labor-saving

management promises to extend those comforts. Where properly

administered it is conserving labor and is thus contributing to

the good of society at large, and although the benefit to the

consumer may not yet be generally felt, it has already developed

to a certain extent and will continue to develop as the natural

result of increased production.

MINORITY REPORT BY H. H. VAUGHAN.

I am unable to sign the majority report in its entirety, much
as I admire the thoroughness with which it has been prepared

and its great interest. In its general tenor it distinctly implies

the desirability of what is termed labor-saving management, in-

volving the planning department, functional organization and
the bonus system. Perhaps this statement is not strictly justified,

but I cannot avoid the impression after reading the report most
carefully. That the methods of management have undergone a

great change in recent years I certainly agree. I would explain

it by stating that in many respects the art of management is

developing into a science. In common with most lines of work,

the method of investigating facts has changed. Phenomena are

analyzed, information is obtained accurately, the mental attitude

of the manager is scientific rather than empirical. Things that

used to be known generally by gradual experience are now known
specifically by detailed observation. In the course of this develop-

ment many new systems and ideas have been invented, time

studies, motion study, payment systems, functional management,

etc. Some are new, others partly new, others simply practices

ofimany managers put into definite form. The science of manage-

ment will classify these for us, perhaps even explain their advan-

tages and limitations so that we may in time know which is

preferable and when.

But the introduction of the use of these methods has been

attended by claims as to the results that might be obtained by

their use, and these claims have led to such absurd statements as

that made before the Interstate Commerce Commission, which

is referred to in the report. I feel most strongly that each of

the suggestions that have been made to improve methods of man-

agement may have merit, but I do not feel that any one of them

is a panacea for all our inefficiency. For instance, in certain

classes of work time studies are valuable, in others they may
be a waste of time. In certain classes of work I consider piece-

work or bonus systems desirable, in others I consider them in-

ferior to day work. Functional management may be an im-

provement in certain industries, in others I do not consider it

suitable. In some cases the workman can be trained by the

skilled executive, in others he can train him with ease.

In general I feel that labor-saving management is not any par-

ticular system, but will always remain the art of selecting and

applying the most appropriate methods furnished by the science

of management, the science that records what these methods

are and the results obtained from them.

Proposed Line for Par.vguay.—The congress of Paraguay has

received a petition for a concession to extend the Concepcion

and Horqueta railway to Pedro Juan Caballero and Bella Bista

on the Brazilian frontier. The construction of the proposed

railway would place Concepcion, the principal port in northern

Paraguay, in railway connection with the rich agricultural

regions of northern Paraguay and southern Brazil.

New Line Proposed for New South Wales.—The Public

Works Committee has under consideration a project for the

construction of a line from Bomaderry, New South Wales, to

Captains Point on Jervis Bay. This proposal has been submitted

in view of the establishment of a naval college at Captains Point,

and the probable opening of Jervis Bay as a port in conjunction

with the federal capital. The scheme would cost about $1,349,000,

inchiding $340,000 for a new steel single-track bridge over the

Shoalhaven river at Nowra. It appears that the line has no

commercial possibilities to recommend it, but inasmuch as it

would be used in connection with defense purposes, it may be

thouslit worthy of consideration.



SOUTHERN PACIFIC ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.
For Freight and Switching Service—Will Exert Continuously

a Tractive Effort of 11,520 Lbs. with Forced Ventilation.

Some time ago the Southern Pacific ordered fifteen SO-ton,

electric locomotives to be used for freight and switching serv-

ice. The first one of these locomotives has just been completed.

They are so equipped that they may be operated on either a 600

or 1,200 volt direct current, and if necessary they can be used

for passenger service, as well as for freight and switching. The

Baldwin Locomotive Works built the mechanical parts at its

Philadelphia plant and the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Com-

pany constructed and installed the electrical equipment at its

East Pittsburgh works.

With natural ventilation the motors and au.xiliary apparatus

on each locomotive have sufficient capacity to enable it to exert

continuously a tractive effort of 5,600 lbs. With forced ventila-

tion the locomotive will e.xert continuously a tractive effort of

11,520 lbs. In one hour, with natural ventilation, the locomotive

steps at each end of the locomotive, and the cab is entered

through end doors, the hood being placed off center to give

room for a wide running board on one side. These locomo-

tives are equipped in accordance with trunk line railway prac-

tice. The leading dimensions are as follows

:

Track gage 4 ft. S'A in.

Wheel base, rigid 7 ft. 4 in.

Wheel base, total 25 ft.

Driving wheels, diam outside, 36^1 in.; centers, 31 in.

Journals Syi in. x 10 in.

Distance between truck centers 17 ft. 8 in.

Width 10 ft.

Height to top of cab U ft. 6 in.

Length between couple knuckles 35 ft.

Weight 120,000 lbs.

Four Westinghouse No. 308-D-3 motors drive ten of the

locomotives, while three of them are driven by Westinghouse

No. 308-B-7 motors. These two motors are exactly alike except

50-Ton Electric Locomotive for the Southern Pacific.

will exert a tractive effort of 17,200 lbs. at a speed of 18.4 miles

an hour, with 600 volts at the motors. With forced ventilation

the locomotive can exert for one hour, a tractive effort of 21,600

lbs. at a speed of 17.6 miles an hour with 600 volts at the motors.

With clean dry rails, the locomotive can exert a momentary

tractive effort of 30,000 lbs.

The frame longitudinal sills consist of four 13-in. channels,

each 30 ft. in length. The frame bolsters, to which the center

pins are secured, consist of plates IS in. wide and lyi in. thick.

Above these plates the longitudinal sills are strongly braced

transversely by flanged plates, which are riveted to the chan-

nels. Further bracing is effected by the cover plates, which are

yi in. thick. The cab floor consists of diamond plating H in.

thick, which is laid on the cover plates. The end sills are of

cast iron. The couplers are of the short shank, M. C. B. type,

with their centers 335^2 in. above the rail.

The cab is of steel, and is 18 ft. long and 9 ft. 6 in. wide. It

is centrally located, and is arranged for double end operation.

At each- end is a hood, which is 78!4 in. wide. There are side

that the No. 308-B-3 motor is wound for 1,200 volts, while the

No. 308-B-7 is weund for 1,500 volts. Each axle is equipped

with an independent geared motor, the motor weight being par-

tially carried by two axle bearings, and the remainder is sup-

ported by the nose resting directly on the truck bolster. The

No. 308-B-7 motor has the same general characteristics as the

600 volt motor of the same rating, but is insulated for 1.200

volts. Its normal rating with natural ventilation is 225 horse-

power at 600 volts with 315 amperes. With forced ventilation,

the rating of the motor is 250 horsepower at 600 volts with 350

amperes. Its continuous rating with natural ventilation and

perforated covers will be 140 amperes at 300 volts. With

forced ventilation the continuous rating is 255 amperes at 350

volts.

Westinghouse unit switch control, type HL, is used. Three

running positions are provided for 600 volts and two for 1,200

volts. To provide the three running positions, a pneumatically

operated switch has been installed. This switch can be oper-

ated bv a control switch from either end of the cab and is so
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connected that the two motors comprising each pair may be

arranged in series or parallel with each other at the will of the

operator. An interlocking arrangement has been provided, ren-

dering it impossible to operate a series parallel switch except

when the circuit on the main motor is opened. There are

eleven notches on the master controller with the motors in

full series, nine notches with the motors in series parallel, and

9 notches with the motors in full parallel.

Two hand-operated drum type switches have been installed

in the cab, whereby a change-over from 600 to 1,200 volts can

be effected. These change-over switches re-adjust the divisions

in the main resistance and connect the two dynamotors for

1,200 volt operation and lock the series parallel switch in series

position. The same number of notches are available on the

master controller for 1.200 volt operation as under 600 volt

operation for full series or series parallel positions. The car-

Truck Used on the Electric Locomotive for the Southern

Pacific.

bons and line switches which reverse the master controller are

of the standard Westinghouse HL types. Each locomotive is

equipped with train line receptacles and jumpers so that any

number of engines can be operated in tandem.

In addition to the standard HL control apparatus, a special

relay has been provided which will, whenever the trolley passes

a specially arranged brush contactor, one of which is mounted

on each side of every trolley section insulator, open all the cir-

cuits of the motors. This device insures that there can be no

current through the motors when the trolley passes the sec-

tion insulator. To set the relay, and thereby remake the con-

trol circuit, it is necessary to first bring the master controller

to the "off" position. A warning signal is located in the loco-

motive cab. It notifies the motorman of any open circuit which

may be due to the action of the overload trip, to the blowing

of the main fuse, or to the trolley leaving the wire.

The air brake equipment includes two DSL dynamotor driven

l^ftiW/vt Try^ity

compressors, each having a capacity of approximately 25 cubic

feet of free air per minute. The dynamotors for operating the

air compressors were supplied by the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company. The dynamotor runs constantly

while the friction clutch, pneumatically operated and controlled

by the main reservoir pressure, will cut in the compressor
whenever necessary to maintain a predetermined pressure in

the main reservoir. Each dynamotor consists of two sets.

The armature and field windings are mounted respectively in

the same slots and upon the same poles. When the locomotive

is operated on 1,200 volts, the two windings are connected in

series, and current for the lights and controller apparatus is

tapped midway between the two, providing a voltage of 600 to

ground. When operating on 600 volts, one set of the armature

and field coils will be cut out and the remaining set will operate

as series motors.

Two fans, for supplying forced ventilation to the main
motors, are mounted on the extended shafts of the two dyna-

motors, and in addition to their function of supplying cooling

air serve as light load to limit the speed of the dynamotors
when the compressors are not in service.

The trucks are of the equalized pedestal type, with rectangu-

lar frames which are forged in one piece. The bolsters are

steel castings, rigidly secured to the frame. The pedestals are

protected by shoes, which can easily be replaced when worn.

The wheels have cast steel centers, with tires held by bolted

fastenings. The brakes are inside hung. Westinghouse auto-

matic air brake equipment is applied, and a hand brake is also

provided for holding the engine when it is laid up in yards.

New Tr.ans.\ndine Line Proposed.—The Chilian congress has

under consideration an application for the construction of a

new Transandine railway for colonization purposes. The line

would be built from Lake Buenos Aires to the Pacific through

the Huemules valley.

Paraguayan Concession Sought.—The congress of Paraguay

has been petitioned to grant a concession for the construction

of a railway to be known as the Southern Railway of Paraguay.

The new line vv'ill run from Asuncion to Ayolas on the Parana

river and will cross the departments of San Lorenzo del Campo
Grande, Ita, Yaguaron, Carapegua, Tabapay, or Acahay, Quiindy

or Ibicuy, Quiquyo, Villa Florida on the Tebicuari river, San

Juan Bautista de las Misiones, and San Ignacio.

New Line for Portuguese East Africa.—The contract for

construction of the railway from the port of Beira on the coast

of Portuguese East Africa to the Zambesi river has just been

signed by a Belgian syndicate and the Portuguese government.

It is said that the new line will become one of the principal

African railways when its connection with the Shire Highlands

Railway at Port Herald, about 210 miles north of Beira, has been

accomplished. Construction work will probably be begun in the

early part of 1913.

Arrangement of Apparatus on Electric Locomotive for the Southern Pacific.



AMERICAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION MEETING.
Carbon Steel Specifications Adopted—Car Service and Load-

ing Rules Modified—Larger Standard Box C^rs Suggested.

The fall session of the American Railway Association was held

at the Blackstone hotel, Chicago, November 20. There were

present ISO members represented by 200 delegates. The execu-

tive committee reported that the membership now comprises 349

members operating 264,001 miles, an increase of one member

and 130 miles. Associate membership now comprises 124 mem-

bers operating 6,350 miles, an increase of nine members and

332 miles.

The committee on transportation reported the method it has

adopted in its investigation to secure information necessary to

enable satisfactory work to be done in the revision of the stand-

ard code of train rules. The first step was to obtain from the

principal members copies of rules in force upon their lines. At

the same time a circular was issued requesting suggestions for

changes. Copies of codes of rules were received from 182 rail-

roads and suggestions were submitted by 62 members. An ex-

perienced man, who has been serving for a number of years

as examiner of employees on an important line as to their knowl-

edge of the code of rules, was employed to make careful com-

pilation and comparison of replies showing the exact form of

each rule in force on these 182 railroads. After a large number

of replies had been received, an auxiliary committee was ap-

pointed to make a preliminary examination and report, con-

sisting of H. K. Brady, superintendent. Marietta division, Penn-

sylvania Lines West; I. H. McEwen, assistant superiritendent,

New York Central & Hudson River, and Charles Selden, super-

intendent of telegraph and general inspector of transportation,

Baltimore & Ohio. The report of the auxiliary committee is

now in the hands of the committee on transportation, and that

committee will present a complete report on the revision of train

rules to the association as soon as possible.

On the motion of F. A. Delano, the executive committee was

instructed to consider a plan to return to the former practice of

having the association indicate when the summer and winter

time-tables should go into effect.

The committee on maintenance reported that the tests of steel

rails, being made by M. H. Wickhorst, under the special direction

of the rail committee of the American Railway Engineering

Association and the auspices of this committee, have been con-

tinued, but are not finished. The committee recommended that

specifications for carbon steel, included in report No. 30 of the

engineering association, be provisionally approved as standards

of the American Railway Association. This recommendation

was adopted. The committee presented a report from its sub-

committee on standard dimensions of box cars favoring the co-

operation of the mechanical, engineering and traffic officers to

design a new standard box car. The report was referred back

to the committee for further consideration. A box car 40 ft

6 in. long, S ft. 6 in. wide and 9 ft. high, inside measurements,

was believed by the sub-committee to be the largest that can

now be handled with reasonable facility on main lines. The
committee included in its report a summary of the freight cars,

passenger cars and locomotives equipped with standard appli-

ances, as required by United States safety appliance standards,

as follows

:

January 1, July 1,

1912. 1912.

Number of members reporting 287 286
1. (a) Freight cars in service 2,048,267 2,026,843

(b) Passenger cars in service 46,455 45,192
(c) Locomotives in service 53,072 54,092

2. Fully equipped with safety appliances required
by U. S. Standards:

(a) Freight cars 119,540 235,709

(b) Passenger cars 9.478 16,708
(c) Locomotives 14,391 30,563

3. Fully equipped with grab-irons on ends and
sides, as required under Act of 1893 as

" amended in 1896 and 1903:
(o) Freight cars : 2,046.906 2,026.670

(b) Passenger cars 46,336 45,181

The association adopted a standard form for reporting loca-

tions of freight cars to the Interstate Commerce Commission

so that it can tell what the car situation is, as between railways.

The committee on explosives reported that encouraging prog-

ress is being made by the roads, that are members of the bu-

reau of explosives. The committee attributed this improvement
to an increase in active interest in this work by railway officials

and to the growing practice of having one or more clerical em-
ployees of each line designated to receive special instructions

from the chief inspector and then to look after the inspection

reports of local inspectors. The committee referred to the de-

cision relating to the transportation of explosives in a suit for

damages caused by the explosion at Communipaw, N. J., Feb-

ruary 1, 1911. The Central of New Jersey was one of the de-

fendants in the suit, and a successful defense was made, based

largely on the fact that in complying faithfully with both letter

and spirit of the federal regulations the carrier did all that

reasonably could be expected.

The committee on electrical working presented a progress re-

port. No important comments have been received regarding the

report, submitted last May, covering the recommended standard

for limiting clearance lines and rolling equipment and specifica-

tions for overhead crossings of electric light and power lines.

Pending comments by various railroads on the recommendations

contained in that report and the statement in the report of the

committee on maintenance on maximum dimensions of box cars

and right of way clearances, it is not thought desirable to make

further recommendations at this time regarding third rail clear-

ances. Meanwhile the committee is giving attention to the ques-

tion of location of overhead working conductors which are re-

quired for alternating current electric traction, and expects to

submit a report thereon at the spring meeting.

The committee on relations between railroads presented an

amendment to Per Diem Rule 1, providing a penalty of five

cents a day when the per diem is not reported to car owners

within six months. The proposed amendment is to be submitted

to letter ballot. The committee also presented an amended form

of interchange report to be used in connection with cut-up forms

of interchange blank as approved by the Association of Trans-

portation and Car Accounting Officers. On recommendation of

the committee the amended form was adopted. The committee

presented amended forms of car service rules 10 and 11, which

were approved. On recommendation of the committee resolu-

tions in regard to marking of cars and standard location for such

marking were adopted. These provide that the recommended

practice of the Master Car Builders' Association on this subject

be strictly observed. In re-lettering old cars, marks should be

placed in the standard location regardless of the old location of

marks. In connection with car service rule 15, paragraph D. on

recommendation of the committee the association resolved that

"railways must publish third rail clearances in the Publication

on Railway Line Clearances before they can claim the right to

charge the cost of transfer, under rule IS, first section, para-

graph D, to the delivering road, on cars which cannot pass ap-

proved third rail clearances of American Railway Association."

The committee recommended that section B, Rule 1, National

Car Demurrage Rules, be amended to read as follows: Empty

cars placed for loading coal at mines or mine sidings, or coke at

coke ovens, and cars under load with coal at mines or mine

sidings, or coke at coke ovens (new words in italics) ; and a note

reading "Delay to cars specified in section B, will be regulated

by proper car distribution rules." This recommendation was

adopted.

Interpretation 921, issued by the Committee on Relations Be-

tween Railroads on August 22. 1912, was withdrawn. A change
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in section A of rule 9 of the National car demurrage rules was
approved so that it will now read : When a shipper or receiver

enters into the following agreement, the charge for detention

to cars, provided for by Rule 7, on all cars held for loading or

unloading by such shipper or receiver shall be computed on the

basis of the average time of detention to all such cars released

during each calendar month, such average detention to be com-
puted as follows : A credit of one day will be allowed for each

car released within the first 24 hours of free time, except for a

car subject to Rule 2, Section B, Paragraph 5. A debit of one

day will be charged for each 24 hours or fraction thereof that a

car is detained beyond the free time. In no case shall more than

one day's credit be allowed on any one car, and in no case shall

more than five days' credit be applied in cancellation of debits

accruing on any one car. When a car has accrued five debits,

the charge provided for by Rule 7 will be made for all subse-

quent detention, including Sundays and holidays.

At the last meeting (May) the association instructed a com-
mittee to investigate the subject of handling cars loaded with

company material and to report thereon. The committee con-

cludes that it is not desirable to make any attempt to adopt in

detail any standard practice for the prompt handling of company
material. The committee, however, adopted the following reso-

lution which was approved by the association : Resolved, that

during periods of car shortage each company shall obtain re-

ports to show how promptly it is releasing the revenue equip-

ment used in handling its own material, with the object of ex-

pediting the release of such equipment.

The committee reported that the question of uniform size for

annual and trip passes was referred to it for recommendation.

After the investigation it recommended the adoption of the

following uniform sizes by all railroads. This was approved by

the association : The standard size of card passes to be 2}^ in.

X 3 15/16 in., round corners; trip passes 3 in. x 11 in., to include

stub going and return portions, subdivided as may be desired,

preferably 3 in. stub, 3 in. going coupon, and 5 in. return coupon.

On recommendation of the committee, resolutions respecting

the preparation of cars for loading l. c. l. freight and also the

preparation of cars to prevent grain leakage were adopted.

These provide that cars be cleaned and that nails and spikes

protruding from the floor, sides, ends and door posts be with-

drawn or driven in ; all heavy forwarding and transfer staticvns

should be kept supplied with the necessarj- equipment of brooms,

wheelbarrows, hatchets and nailpullers in order that these in-

structions may be complied with literally; also that box cars

used for bulk grain loading be carefully inspected to insure

against grain leakage defects, and that where advisable to do

so, burlap or Kraft paper for temporary protection against minor

grain leakage be used. The committee offered and the associa-

tion adopted resolutions providing that members of the asso-

ciation be requested to send monthly to the general secretary,

copies of reports now made to their managements, showing

amount expended for loss and damage to freight, for compila-

tion by the sub-committee on packing, marking and handling of

freight. The committee presented a compilation, made under

its direction, respecting freight cars owned, cost and main-

tenance for the year ending December 31, 1911.

The New York Central, Norfolk & Western and Pennsylvania

railroads were elected members of the committee on safe trans-

portation of explosives and other dangerous articles. The New-

York Central, the New York, New Haven & Hartford and the

Southern Pacific were elected members of the committee on

electrical working. D. L. Bush, general manager, Chicago Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, and C. W. Galloway, general manager, Bal-

timore & Ohio, were elected members of the committee on nom-
inations. The association decided to hold the next meeting in

New York, May 21, 1913.

New R.mlro.ads for Br-\zil.—A German syndicate has received

a concession for the construction of a railroad across the

Agrapehy-Peixe valley to the Parana river.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has asked the Special
Committee on Relations of Railway Operation to Legislation to

take some action with reference to derailments at crossovers, such
as recently have taken place on several railways. The special

committee now has this matter under consideration.

The Philadelphia & Reading, following the Pennsylvania,
the New York Central, and a number of other roads, has
decided to use lamps for tail end markers on trains in the

day time as well as at night, displacing green flags. The
order says that in snow and sleet storms the lamps should
be kept burning to prevent snow and ice from obscuring
them.

The Transcontinental Railway Commission has begun running
trains over the new line between Moncton, N. B., and Edmunds-
ton, 230 miles. Trains will be run each way three times a week.
This arrangement is made for the temporary accommodation of
the people, pending the time when the Grand Trunk Pacific shall

have taken a lease of the line under the terms of the national

transcontinental railway act.

In a butting collision of passenger trains on the Seaboard Air
Line near Norlina, N. C, on Tuesday morning last, eight per-

sons were reported killed ; both enginemen, both firemen, a
porter, two express messengers and two employees, off duty, rid-

ing on one of the trains. The trains were No. 81, southbound,

and No. 84, northbound. The reports say that the engineman
of the northbound train probably misread a meeting order.

Fairfax Harrison, president of the Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville, has issued a statement saying that beginning Novem-
ber 24, thirty minutes will be added to the schedule of the fast

passenger trains of that road between Indianapolis and Chicago.

The change is explained in part as follows : "This schedule will

be in force during the winter months, and is made in the in-

terest of safety of the public during the season when the ordinary

risks of railway operation are at their maximum. The new
schedule has been approved by the railway commission of

Indiana."

Thomas P. Fowler, who recently retired from the presidency

of the New York, Ontario & Western, has been presented by

the employees of the operating department of the road with a

beautiful silver loving cup. Representatives of the different

classes of employees visited Mr. Fowler at his home in Warwick
VaWey. by a special train, and the presentation was made by

Edward McNiff, who has been an engineman on the road since

1876. Other members of the committee represented the con-

ductors, the brakemen, the firemen, the mechanical department,

the station agents and telegraphers and the roadway department.

Relations between the New York Central Lines and the

O'Gara Coal Company of Chicago are being investigated by the

federal grand jury at Chicago. It is understood that the in-

vestigation is based on information furnished by the Interstate

Commerce Commission, which was the subject of a hearing

before Commissioner Harlan recently, when officers of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern were questioned about a pay-

ment of $60,000 to the coal company, which was not satisfac-

torily explained. In previous hearings before the commission

in its investigations of the relation between raiKvays and coal

companies it had been shown that many officers of the New
York Central Lines formerly held stock and bonds in the

O'Gara Coal Company.

Five investigations have been ordered of the collision 'on the

Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton at Irvington. Ind.. reported in

last w-eek's issue, in which a passenger train ran through an

open switch and struck a freight train standing on a siding.

The Indiana Railroad Commission will hold a hearing Novem-
ber 25. Two inspectors of the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion have been inquiring into the cause of the accident. Judge

Markey of the criminal court has instructed the Marion county

grand jury to make a thorough inquiry and return indictments

if it is found that any person was guilty of criminal negligence,

the coroner has examined witnesses and the railway company

has made an investigation. The Indiana commission has given

out a copy of an order which was issued by it last May, re-

quiring the road to equip its line between Glenwood, Ind.. and

the Ohio state line with automatic block signals by Janu-

ary 1. 1913.
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Centralization of Downtown Terminals in Chicago.

A plan for rearranging the downtown terminals of the vari-

ous railways in Chicago was exploited before the Illinois Manu-
facturers' Association on last Monday, by Jarvis Hunt, a

Chicago architect. The plan contemplates the straightening of

the Chicago river from Van Buren street to Twentieth street,

the new channel being located 175 ft. east of Canal street, and

provides for a large freight and passenger terminal between

Twelfth and Eighteenth streets and State street and the re-

located river. Passenger trains from all roads would come
into this station, pass around a loop and depart over the route

on which they had entered. Passenger trains would be brought

into the station on elevated tracks, while street traffic would
move at the surface level. Incoming freight w'ould enter on

an elevated level and outgoing freight on a depressed level.

Plans were also shown for development of freight house

facilities by the building of a number of new freight houses

in this same area to accommodate traffic from the different

sides of the city. The advantages claimed for this were the

bringing of much land now west of the river, east of it, there-

by increasing its value materially, the opening of a number of

new north and south streets from the business district and the

concentrating of railway terminals. Those in favor of the plan

rely upon the fact that the property affected is now practically

all owned by the different railways to assist in securing its

favorable consideration.

Wrecks on the New Haven Road.

On Saturday morning, November 16, a westbound express

train was derailed on the New York, New Haven & Hartford,

at Milford, Conn., while running at full speed, and four cars were

lodged on the ballast so near the adjacent main track that a few

minutes afterwards they were badly damaged by a freight train

running in the same direction which tore out some of the side

sheathing and side frames of the passenger cars.

On the evening of the same day the "Merchants' Limited,"

westbound, was derailed at Green's Farms, Conn., while running

at about 50 or 60 miles an hour and 17 passengers were injured;

though the statement issued by the railroad said that only one of

the 17 was hurt so badly that he had to go to the hospital. In

the Milford derailment no persons were seriously injured.

On the same day that these accidents were reported the

coroner came out with his findings on the derailment which

occurred at Westport, October, 3, and the three occurrences were

used by the sensational press as texts for long accounts of the

alleged mismanagement of the road. These accounts dwelt prin-

cipally on alleged defects in the tracks, though in only one case,

that at Milford, did a fault of the track figure in the cause ; and

this fault was one w-hich even the yellow journals would have

difficulty in using to support a charge of "mismanagement."

The cause of the Milford derailment, according to a state-

ment issued by the railroad company, was the breaking of a

plate under the wing rail of a frog leading to a siding. At

Green's Farms the cause was the dropping of an equalizer bar

on the track from the truck of the dining car, the third car

in the train. This bar was dragged along to a trailing switch

where it derailed the four rear cars. At both of these places

the track was in good and normal condition. At Milford many
of the ties are creosoted and the track is laid with tieplates

;

and the rails are fastened with screw spikes.

The coroner, in his report on the Westport derailment holds

the engineman criminally negligent ; and he charges the railroad

company with "concurrent responsibility" because it had not in-

stalled a No. 20 crossover after the experience of the Bridge-

port wreck in July, 1911. He says that the fire extinguishers in

the cars were insufficient and that there should have been more
trainmen to operate the extinguishers. He says that fire ex-

tinguishers should be so simple that any passenger could operate

them without reading the instructions; that the railroad com-
pany should be required to introduce steel cars "as speedily as is

consistent with proper construction" : that approach locking

should be applied at the switches ; that passenger trains about

to run through short crossovers should be brought to a full stop.

and that automatic train stops or cab signals should be installed

"when and as approved by the Public Utilities Commission."

On Sunday, November 17, there was a rear collision of freight

trains on the New Haven road at Putnam, Conn., and one man
was killed. On Monday, the Interstate Commerce Commission
announced at Washington that Assistant Secretary George B.

McGinty and Inspectors Howard, Swazy and Hawley had been
sent to Green's Farms, and three other inspectors to Putnam.
On the same day, R. T. Higgins, of the Connecticut Public

Utilities Commission, and C. C. Elwell, engineer of that com-
mission, went to Washington to confer with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.

Electrification of the Rio Grande.

Vice-president E. L. Brown, of the Denver & Rio Gran.k- on
returning from New York City, November 17, announced that
the company will at once take steps to electrify important sec-
tions of that company's road. The first unit to be electrified will
be the line from Helper, Utah, to Salt Lake City 114 milc=
The second unit will be over Tennessee Pass—the great conti-
nental divide-in Colorado, and will involve the electrification
of the line from Sahda. Colo., to Minturn, 87 miles. The work
in Utah wMll be begun early in 1913, and it is hoped that it will
be finished by the time the new 2 per cent, detour line over
Soldier Summit is ready for use, which probablv will be in JulyIn Ltah the power is to be furnished by the Utah Utilities Com'
pany; and for the lines in Colorado it is expected that it will
be furnished by the Central Colorado Power Company The
improvements to be undertaken by the three companies, the
Denver & Rio Grande, the Utah Utilities Company and the
Colorado Power Company will aggregate in cost between twenty
and twenty-five million dollars ; and most of this sum will be ex-
pended during 1913 and 1914. The plans contemplate the addi-
tion from time to time of other sections, so that eventually the
entire Denver & Rio Grande system will be operated by elec-
tricity. This power is all to come from the vast torrents now
coursing down the sides of the mountains only waiting to be
harnessed.

Report of Board of Inquiry on Montz Collision.
The board of inquiry convened at New Orleans on Novem-

ber 13, for the purpose of determining the cause of and re-
sponsibility for the rear collision at Montz. La., on the Yazoo
& Mississippi on Monday, November 11, when 13 passengers
were killed, has submitted its report. Flagman M. H. Cunning-
ham of the passenger train is principally blamed for the accident.
An account of the accident was published in last week's issue.
The report says that the excursion train, consisting of two

locomotives, a baggage car and nine coaches had proceeded to a
point about two miles south of Montz, where it was stopped on ac-
count of an eccentric blade dropping under one of the locomotives.
While standing, the passenger was struck by a following freight
train, consisting of one locomotive, ten cars and a caboose, ail
equipped with air brakes in working order. The crew of the
excursion train had the necessary signals to protect their train,
and at least thirty minutes had elapsed between the time it
came to a stop and the time it was struck.
From Flagman Cunningham's own testimony and the cor-

roborative testimony of other employees concerned in the acci-
dent, it is definitely determined, the report says, that he failed to
carry out the provisions of Rule 99 in the following particulars

:

"Although admitting he had three torpedoes w^ith him, he did
not place two torpedoes on the rail, two lengths apart, one-half
mile to the rear of his train, and did not leave one torpedo one-
fourth of mile to rear, consequently utterly failed to give warn-
ing to engineer of train 58 in this manner.
"He did not light and display a red fusee upon seeing or hear-

ing approaching train.

"He did not proceed a sufficient distance to the rear of his
train in accordance with the rule, nor as far as the circumstances
of the stop, which were apparent to him, obviously required.

"In answer to direct questions Flagman Cunningham admitted
that he did not go back the distance required by the rules, ad-
mitted he failed to place torpedoes and burn red fusee in ac-
cordance with the rules, and admitted that, if he had complied
with the rules the collision would not have occurred."

In view of the foregoing the board finds "that Flagman M. H.
Cunningham was grossly negligent in not protecting his train in

accordance with the rules, which are definite and explicit, and
of which it was shown he had a good knowledge and under-
standing" ; that Conductor W. D. Stinson of the excursion train,

"while he saw that the flagman went back, was derelict in his

duties, in that he had not assured himself that the flagman was
at his proper post and had taken the necessary precautions";
that Assistant Trainmaster B. W. McBurnev. who had been in-
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structed to accompany the excursion train, "is subject to cen-

sure in that he did not assure himself that the conductor was
performing his duty." The report states that the engine was
so disabled that to move it would have been at the risk of de-

railing it, and therefore the engineman was correct in not at-

tempting to pull the train to a siding or beyond the spot where
the colhsion took place.

In regard to reports that the railway company did not afford

the prompt relief to the injured and information to the public

that can be expected on such occasions, the board finds from the

testimony that such was not the case; that as quickly as possible

after the accident occurred relief trains from Baton Rouge and New
Orleans were run to the scene with surgeons, and information

was given to the public as quickly as it was obtained. The re-

port is signed by W. L. Park, vice-president and general man-
ager of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley; Charles Godchaux,
president Whitney Central Bank, New Orleans ; Ernest Lee

Jahneke, president Jahneke Navigation Company, New Orleans

;

A. S. Baldwin, chief engineer Y. & M. V. ; and S. S. Morris,

general superintendent Y. & M. V.

The Louisiana railroad commission, after an investigation

at which a large number of witnesses were examined, has sub-

mitted a report containing the following conckisions

:

That the flagman is primarily responsible for the accident

by not going back the required distance and by not lighting

a red fusee.

That conductor contributed to the wreck by his failure to

obey the rules of the company by not going to the rear end
of his train to see that the flagman had performed his duty

after he ascertained the cause of the stop.

That the assistant trainmaster utterly failed to perform

the duties incumbent upon him as an official, and to which

he had been specially assigned on this occasion.

That the company is lax in the enforcement of the rules;

that it was careless in the selection of the equipment to be

used on the excursion train; that its system of selecting its

employees and training them for their work is not as rigid

as it should be. . . .

The commission also finds that an improvement in the

system of protecting trains is necessary and recommends the

installation of block signals.

Southern Pacific En^ployees' Clubs.

The Southern Pacific and the allied lines of the Harriman
group have for six years carried on a systematic, startlingly ef-

fective war against the saloon—the railroader's worst foe. Be-

sides the strict enforcement of Rule G, prohibiting the use of

intoxicants on or off duty, the companies have built sixteen club-

houses for the employees at operating centers. Neat rooms, well-

cooked, wholesome food of the best quality, non-intoxicating

drinks, cigars, candy, and tobacco were provided for the men in

these club-houses. Billiard and pool tables, bowhng alleys, li-

braries, shower-baths, lounging places, halls for dances and

meetings, were placed at their disposal. Almost from the begin-

ning these club-houses became extremely popular, and proved to

be powerful factors in enforcing Rule G, effective competitors of

the saloon. In one small railway town of three thousand souls

twenty-nine saloons flourished when the club-house was opened

Six months later half a dozen drinking places closed their doors.

The others showed fight. Club-house employees were bribed to

give poor service, cooks were induced to poison the men's food

;

as a last resort, the entire club-house crew was bought to go on

strike. But the saloons lost. Two years after the opening of

the club only seven of the original twenty-nine bars were left.

Twenty-two closed for lack of patronage. At Tucson the floor

of the club-house had to be relaid four times in six years. At

Green River, a Wyoming division point so desolate and dreary

that few workers remained after the first pay-day, the club-house

lengthened the average term of service from less than thirty to

more than ninety days. Everywhere the superintendents reported

greater efficiency, sobriety, and self-respect among club-house pa-

trons. Undoubtedly the clubs' influence upon the human factor

assisted materially in bringing about the record of four years'

safe travel, lately noticed in the newspapers. The victories won
in the fight against the saloon by the institution have been

permanent and progressive, thanks to the novel principles upon

which the management of the club-houses is based. F. G. Athearn,

the social engineer who founded the clubs, acted on the theory that

institutions similar to the Young Men's Christian Associations

would not reach the class of men he dealt with. Departing
from the accepted standards of social welfare work, Mr. Athearn
studied the methods of the enemy, the saloon, and adapted
them to the railway's purposes. The saloon requires neither dues
nor membership cards from its patrons. Neither do the railway
clubs. They are open day and night to every employee who
wishes to make use of their facilities. As in the saloon, all club

patrons stand upon a plane of social equality—the same courtesy
that greets the aristocratic engineer or conductor is extended
to the humble section worker. Like the home and the saloon,

the walls of the club-houses are innocent of signs prohibiting

swearing, smoking, expectorating. There are no rules of con-
duct. The men's freedom of movement and action is as un-
restricted as it is in the saloon. But the subtle influence of

wholesome, neat environment has in no instance failed to prevent
abuses. The men are expected to behave as gentlemen—and
they do. They pay their way just as they do in the saloon,

though no profit is derived from the operation of the club-

houses except the indirect benefit resulting from cleaner,

stronger, healthier manhood. This enterprise has vigorously sup-

pressed every tinge of paternalism and patronage in order to lay

hands upon that most elusive, unwilling individual, the adult,

independent, self-respecting worker, and keep him out of the

danger zone of the saloon.

—

The Outlook.

The Grand Trunk In Southern New England.

Suspension of work on the Grand Trunk's new line to

Providence, R. I., was noticed last week, page 958. Presi-

dent E. J. Chamberlin is quoted in substance as follows:

The suspension of work was a part of a general curtail-

ment of construction work along the whole of the Grand
Trunk system. Upon the general resumption of construc-

tion work, so far as he knows there will be no discrimination

made in regard to work on the Southern New England.

Conferences with the New Haven road have not touched
the matter of the abandonment of the Palmer extension, nor the

question of reimbursement by the New Haven for any ex-

penses already incurred in the construction of the Palmer
extension. The appropriations by the state of Rhode Island

and the city of Providence for harbor improvements were
made, not for the benefit of the Southern New England, but

for the benefit of themselves.

The draft of a traffic agreement which has been discussed

by the Grand Trunk Railway and the New York, New
Haven & Hartford is understood to provide for a twenty-

five year period. It is said to leave the G. T. free as regards

completion of the Southern New England the terminal

facilities at Providence and the Long Island Sound boat

lines. It provides for the closest relations for interchange of

traffic, joint use of tracks and stations, joint rates, and joint

operation, both in relation to New England cities and New
York City. The C. P. will have the same privileges as the G. T.

Among the things done by the governor of Rhode Island

and his representatives to protect their state against the

supposed aggressions of the railways was to make a com-
plaint to the Attorney-General at Washington, and, accord-

ing to the newspapers, Mr. Wickersham ordered the facts to

be investigated with a view to determining whether he ought

to prosecute the two railroad companies for violating the

anti-trust law. The Attorney-General of Rhode Island also

intends to lay the complaint before the committee of Congress

which is investigating the "money trust."

On Wednesday it was announced that Attorney General

Wickersham had begun a grand jury investigation at New York,

sending subpoenas to numerous directors ; but that he had sus-

pended it, before taking any testimony, evidently finding his in-

formation less promising for a prosecution than at first appeared.

The presidents of both roads offered to give him any and all

facts. On the same day Mr. Mellen said that he had sent to the

Grand Trunk a draft of a proposed traffic agreement.

American Association of Freight Traffic Officers.

The annual meeting of the American Association of Freight

Traffic Officers was held at Chicago on November 15, Officers

were elected for the ensuing year as follows : President, W. B.

Groseclose, assistant freight traffic manager, Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, Chicago, III. ; first vice-president. Brent Arnold, general

freight agent. Louisville & Nashville, Cincinnati, Ohio; second
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vice-president, L. E. Chalenor, general freight agent, Seaboard

Air Line, Norfolk, Va. ; third vice-president, Paul Wadsworth,
freight traffic manager, Delaware & Hudson Co., Albany, N. Y.,

fourth vice-president, G. A. Blair, general traffic manager, Chicago

& Alton, Chicago, 111.; secretary-treasurer, E. B. Crosley, general

coal freight agent, Philadelphia & Reading, Philadelphia, Pa.;

executive committee for two years, Jas. Menzies, freight traffic

manager, Atlantic Coast Line. Savannah, Ga, ; E. D. Hotchkiss,

general freight agent, Chesapeake & Ohio, Richmond, Va. ; F. C.

Reilly, assistant freight traffic manager, St. Louis & San Fran-
cisco, St. Louis, Mo.; W. R. Powe, member Committee on Uni-

form Classification, Chicago, 111.; W. S. Howell, assistant gen-

eral freight agent, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, Chicago, 111.;

to complete term, D. L. Gray, assistant freight traffic manager,
Erie, New York, N. Y. At the annual banquet in the evening

addresses were made by W. L. Ross, president Toledo, St. Louis

& Western, VV. H. Manss, William Ellis and W. D. Nesbit. In

the course of his address, Mr. Ross said:

"We all believe in railroad regulation, but it should work both

ways. It should protect the men whose business depends upon
the railway from injustice or imposition. But the real regulation

to which we are looking forward will also protect the railways

from other classes. The politicians who have been the principal

railroad regulators in the past, have been helped by many honest

law makers who really thought they were working in the in-

terests of the public.

"This country is growing steadily and constantly. Its business

needs the continued development and extension of its transporta-

tion facilities. The increase of these facilities is today of far

more interest to the commercial interests of the country than
any reduction of rates, or the application of more restrictive bur-
dens, not based on common sense nor justified by the experience
of men who practically operate the railroad systems.

''Before we can have further extension and development of our
transportation systems, there must be a modification of some of
the influences that have been uppermost in the regulation of
railroads in the past. We must be given "the square deal" that

will enable us to guarantee fair returns to the investors, without
whose money we cannot continue te make the extensions and
betterments that the constantly increasing business of this

country demands."

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The follomng list gives frames of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Ncllis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May 6-9, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association op General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope, New York.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis.
111. Annual meeting, June 17-20, Buffalo, N. Y.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker. 29 W 39th
St., New York.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting. May 21, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Associ.ation.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, October 21-23, 1913, Montreal.

American R.\ilway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 900 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913. Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago. Convention, June 11-13, Atlantic City, N. J.American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray. N. Y.
N. H. & H., New Haven. Conn.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August. New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13

Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice. 29 W.

39th St.. New York.
American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-

more, Md. Convention, 3d week in January, 1913. Chicago.
Association of .American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago. Annual meeting. May 28, Atlantic
City, N. J.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti. C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting, June, 1913, Atlantic
City, N. J.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20. 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-U, 1912. New
Orleans, La.

Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association.—H. A. Neally, Joseph
Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J. Meeting with American
Railway Bridge and Building Association.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeocI, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal .

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North SOth
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo. N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.— L. S. Pomcroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles. 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. "Taylor, Richmond, Va. Next
convention, June 18, Bluff Point, N. Y.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226
W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago. Annual meeting. May, 1913, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio. Annual meeting, August 18, Richmond, Va.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, JPa.

Convention, November 19-21, Chicago.
Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May 26-29. 1913. Chicago.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago. Convention, June 16-18, Atlantic City, N. J.
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—

A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Annual meeting, September
9-12, Ottawa, Can.

National Railway Appliances Assoc.— Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St.. Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-
tion. Peoria, 111.; 2d Tuesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Next meeting, August 12-15, Nashville, Tenn.

Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,
Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Meetings,
March 17, Chicago; June 10-11, New York; convention, October 14,

Nashville, Tenn.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. Assocs.
Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance Assoc—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &

N. W., Sterling, 111. Convention, September 8-12, 1913, Chicago.
St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and .-Vug., St. Louis.
Signal Appliance Association.—F. vV. Edmonds. 3868 Park Ave.._ New

York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich. A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala. Next meeting, April 17. Atlanta, Ga.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July. Sept., Nov., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday. Toledo.
Track Supply Association.—W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum,

N. Y. Meeting with Roadmasters* and Maintenance of Way Asso-
ciation.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway. New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-
ings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Traffic Club of St. Louis.—A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library building,
St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave., Chicago. Annual meeting, June 17, Los Angeles, Cal.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,
Mich.; meetings monthly.

Traveling Engineers' Association.-W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,
East Buffalo, N. Y. Annual meeting. August, 1913, Chicago.

Utah Society of Engineers.—R. B. Ketchum. University of Utah, Salt
Lake City, Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and .August.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June. July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder. 1735 Monadnock Block,
Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August. Chicago.
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©raffir N^ttus;,

The Southern Railway announces that its land and industrial

department has opened three new oflices—at Birmingham, Knox-
ville and Chattanooga.

B. A. Worthington, president of the Chicago & Alton, and

J. A. Mack, president of the Traflfic Club of New York, were

guests of the Traffic Club of Chicago at a luncheon on Novem-

ber 14, and both made addresses.

At the annual election of the Traffic Club of St. Louis, on

November 11, Clarence H. Howard, president of the Common-
wealth Steel Company, w-as elected president, and A. F. V';i-sen,

assistant traffic commissioner of the Business Men's League of

St. Louis, was re-elected secretary and treasurer.

A large delegation from the Des Moines Commercial Club,

and from other points in Iowa, appeared before the Western

Passenger Association on November 12, and presented argu-

ments for the re-establishment of a V/2 cent per mile fare for the

Iowa State Fair and other similar annual gatherings in Iowa.

No decision was announced.

"Agricultural Activities" is the title of a pamphlet issued

by the Pennsylvania Railroad for distribution in connection

with its e.xhibits at the Land and Irrigation Exposition which

is now being held in New York City. The pamphlet con-

tains interesting pictures of the Pennsylvania Railroad

demonstration farm and of other agricultural scenes in New-

Jersey.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois, in connection with the

Louisville & Nashville, Nashville Chattanooga & St. Louis,

Western & Atlantic, Central of Georgia, Georgia Southern &
Florida, Atlantic Coast and Florida East Coast, will about
December IS put on a train between Chicago and Florida,

to be known as the Dixie de Luxe. The train will be made
up wholly of Pullman cars through from Chicago to Palm
Beach, via Evansville, Chattanooga, Atlanta and Jacksonville.

It will leave Chicago about 10:30 a. m. daily, arriving at

Jacksonville the next evening, and at Palm Beach the follow-
ing morning.

Traffic Club of New York.

The annual meeting and dinner of the Traffic Club of New
Vork will be held at the Aldine Club, November 26. After
the dmner the election of officers will take place.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relation between
railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting
statistical bulletin No. 131, giving a summary of car surpluses

and shortages by groups from July 19, 1911, to November 7,

1912, says : The total surplus on November 7, 1912. was 19,-

897 cars; on October 24, 1912, 17,289 cars; and on November 8,

1911, 4S,290 cars. Compared with the preceding period; there is

an increase in the total surplus of 2,608 cars, made up as follows,

4S3 box, 3S4 flat, 2,139 coal, and a decrease of 338 miscellaneous

car surplus. The increase in box car surplus is general

throughout the country, except in groups 6 (Iowa, Illinois,

Wisconsin and Minnesota), and 9 (Texas, Louisiana and
New Mexico). The increase in fiat car surplus is shown
in groups 7 (Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska and the Dakotas),

8 (Kansas, Colorado, Oklahoma, Missouri and Arkansas),

9 (as above), 10 (Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California,

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

Gro ip •!.—

N

1912
3.— 7. 1912
4.— /, 191^
5.— 7, 1912
6.— 7. I91-:

7.— 7, 1912
8.— 7 1912
9.— 7 191^
10.— 7, 1912
11.— 7, 1912

' —Surpluses
Coal,

^ ' Shortages

—

Coal,
^

gondola Other gondola Other
Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total.

52 21 73 1,326 264 529 167 2.286
220 43 813 203 1,279 4.984 65 3.425 619 9,093

50 698 12 760 8.085 157 3,431 914 12,587
74 29 555 397 1,055 3,034 892 2,958 343 7,227

25 38 540 603 5,276 1,590 1,092 115 8,073

1,510 117 1,930 1,025 4,582 5,306 989 1,979 1,065 9,339
167 17 533 717 834 223 1,057

18 155 815 1,284 2,272 5,028 402 863 455 6,748

230 48 265 •522 1,065 1,943 168 264 105 2,480

532 705 2.063 3,739 7,039 4,693 325 47 523 5,588
23 237 16 176 452 5,954 312 412 6,678

vember 7. 1912 182
8, 1911 165

9, 1910 156
10, 1909 171

2,632 1,551 7,262 8.452 19,897
9,507 3,041 16.398 16,344 45,290
9,814 2,181 4,981 17,605 34,581

16,107 3,622 6,536 10,351 36,616

46,463 5,164 14,811 4,718 71,156
13,290 730 2,986 1,770 18,776
11,959 1,450 5,515 2,076 21,000
21,386 1.956 11,730 4,830 39,902

•Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3^0hio,
Indiana Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines; Group 4—West Virginia, Virginia. North and South Carolina lines: Group 5—Kentucky Tennessee,

Mississippi Alabama Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6—Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Dakotas lines; Group 7—Montana. Wyoming and

Nebraska lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri. Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines; Group 10—Ore-
gon, Idaho, California and .Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

Car Surpluses and Shortages from 1907 to 1912.
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Nevada and Arizona), and 11 (Canadian lines). The in-

crease in coal car surplus prevails throughout the country ex-

cept in groups 2 (New York,- New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland

and eastern Pennsylvania), 5 (Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi,

Alabama, Georgia and Florida), and 9 (as above). The de-

crease in miscellaneous car surplus is shown in groups 1 (New
England lines), 2 (as above), 3 (Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and

western Pennsylvania), 4 (the Virginias and Carolinas), 6 and

11 (as above).

The total shortage on November 7, 1912, was 71,156 cars;

on October 24, 1912, 67.270 cars; and on November 8, 1911, 18,-

776 cars. Compared with the preceding period, there is an in-

crease in the total shortage of 3.886 cars, an increase of 6.107

in box, 130 in flat. 1,214 in miscellaneous, and a decrease of 3,565

in coal car shortage. The increase in box car shortage appears

in groups 2, 3, 5. 6, 9 and 11 (as above). The increase in flat

car shortage is shown in groups 2, 3, 5, 6, 10 and 11 (as above).

The decrease in coal car shortage is most apparent in groups

6, 7, 8 and 10 (as above). The increase in miscellaneous car

shortage is general except in groups 3 and 9 (as above).

Compared with the same date of 1911; there is a decrease in

the total surplus of 25.393 cars, of which 6,875 is in box, 1,490

in flat, 9,136 in coal, and 7,892 in miscellaneous. There is an in-

crease in the total shortage of 52.380 cars, of which 33,173 is in

box, 4,434 in flat, 11,825 in coal, and 2,948 in miscellaneous cars.

The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage figures

by groups for the last period covered in the report, and totals

for the country for corresponding dates in previous years; and

the diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages from

1907 to 1912.

Panama Canal Tolls.

President Taft has issued a proclamation prescribing the terms

on which tolls are to be levied on vessels passing through the

Panama Canal. The rate is $1.20 for each net ton. Each 100

cu. ft. of cargo space in a ship will be regarded as one ton.

Vessels in ballast without passengers will be charged 40 per

cent, less than the rate for vessels carrying passengers or

freight. Warships other than transports, colliers, hospital and

supply ships are to pay 50 cents per displacement ton. Trans-

ports and other auxiliaries are to pay $1.20 per ton. No per

capita passenger toll will be required. These rates as here pre-

scribed are based on recommendations by Emory R. Johnson,

professor of transportation and commerce of University of

Pennsylvania and are practically the same as the reduced rates

through the Suez canal, which are to go into efifect in 1913.

The terms of the president's proclamation are based on the

report of Prof. Johnson, who was employed by the government

to report on the probable traffic conditions of the canal. Pro-

fessor Johnson, in his report, holds that there should be no dis-

crimination in the tolls in favor of any class of vessel. Prefer-

ential treatment of coastwise shipping would not be likely to

greatly benefit shippers or consumers, and these vessels already

enjoy a great advantage in having a monopoly of the coastwise

trade. He estimates that the annual cost of maintaining and

operating the canal, with the interest on the capital invested in

it, will amount to nearly twenty million dollars ; and that the

maintenance of the fortifications, the coaling stations for the

navy, dry docks, the military garrison and other army and navy

expenses will amount to another twenty millions.

Annual Meeting of the National Industrial Traffic League.

At the annual meeting of the National Industrial Traffic

Leagrue, held in Chicago on November 14, the league adopted

the report of the legislative committee, providing for the

appointment of a committee representing the league for the

purpose of conferring with a similar committee to be ap-

pointed by the carriers to engage in a joint conference with

a view of devising ways and means for dealing with freight

classification, similar to the plan employed in dealing with

the questions of bills of lading, car demurrage and other

matters of general interest. The Interstate Commerce
Commission will be requested to arrange to bring about
tinder its supervision a joint conference as recommended.
The report also recommended for the consideration of the

joint conference that the making of a classification of freight,

and rules and regulations to which it shall be subject, be

delegated to an expert committee to consist of not less than

seven, nor more than fifteen members, to be in continuous
session. According to the plans this committee would pro-

mulgate and publish a joint classification showing all items
with ratings to be observed in each of the different classifi-

cation territories, together with uniform descriptions of

articles, package requirements, minimum weights, and so
far as practicable, uniform rules and regulations! It was
recommended that this committee adopt a uniform system
of numbering or lettering classes in the conversion thereof,

maintaining ratings consistent with the scale of rates apply-
ing in each territory. The scheme would provide for public
hearings for the consideration of petitions, to be held quar-

terly, and a member of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, or an authorized representative would be requested to
be present and participate in such hearings. The league
placed itself on record as opposed to the passage of Senate
bill S. 6,099, which would authorize the Interstate Commerce
Commission to determine and prescribe a uniform classi-

fication of freight to be applied throughout the country.
Officers of the league were elected as follows: President,

J. M. Belleville, traffic manager, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.,

(re-elected); vice-president, H. G. Wilson, commissioner of
the Transportation Bureau of the Kansas City Commercial
Club (re-elected); secretary and treasurer, Oscar F. Bell,

traffic manager, Crane Company.
At the annual banquet in the evening addresses were made

by Stephen A. Foster, formerly judge of the municipal court
of Chicago, who advocated an extension of the powers of
the Interstate Commerce Commission to include the regula-
tion of the equipment and operation of the carriers, and by
Orville F. Berry, chairman of the Railroad and Warehouse
Commission of Illinois, who discussed the question of car
shortage and methods of obtaining the greatest efficiency

from the available car supply. Mr. Berry said that the rail-

ways should not be held entirely at fault, and the patrons
entirely faultless for conditions of car shortage, for in many
instances the lack of efficiency can be traced to the failure

of both carrier and shipper.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

Rates on Staves Reduced.

National Lumber Exporters' Association et al v. Kansas City
Southern et al. Opinion by the commission:
The commission found that the rate of 20 cents per 100 lbs.

charged for the transportation of staves from Rust and Hatfield,

Ark., to New Orleans for export were unreasonable to the ex-
tent that it exceeded 18 cents, the rate contemporaneously in ef-

fect on lumber. Reparation was awarded. (25 I. C. C, 78.)

Rates on Corn, Oats, Etc., Not Increased.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in rates by car-
riers for the transportation of corn, oats, feed, and other com-
modities in carloads from stations on Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul in Iowa, Minnesota and South Dakota to stations on
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie in North Dakota.
Opinion by Chairman Prouty:
The commission found that the carriers did not justify the

proposed advances and ordered that the present rates should
apply in future. (25 I. C. C, 46.)

Banana Rates Reduced.

Davidson Brothers v. Louisville & Nashville. Opinion by the

commission:
The complainant contends that the rate of 79 cents per 100

lbs. for the transportation of bananas in carloads from New
Orleans. La., to Glasgow, Ky., is unreasonable and seek repa-

ration. The commission found that the present rate is based on
the standard distance scale, applied to the continuous mileage
of the Louisville & Nashville, which is 728 miles, and that a
shorter route is available via the Illinois Central and the Louis-

ville & Nashville, which is 667 miles. This latter route is the

one actually traversed by the shipments. The commission found,

therefore, that the present rate of 79 cents per 100 lbs is un-

reasonable to the extent that it exceeds 50 cents per 100 lbs., and
prescribed that rate for the future. Reparation was awarded.

(25 I. C. C, 103.)
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Coal Rates Reduced.

Union Tanning Company et a!, v. Southern Railway et al.

Opinion by the commission:

The commission foimd that the rates on coal from the Ap-
palachian and Dante fields of southwestern Virginia to Old Fort

and Morgaiiton, in North Carolina, were unduly discriminatory

as compared with the rate from the same fields to Canton, N. C,
and the defendants were required to remove such discrimination.

Reparation was denied. (25 I. C. C, 112.)

Milling-in-Transit Privileges from Milwaukee.

In re investigation and suspension of new milling-in-transit

regulations at certain stations on the Chicago & North Western
and the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha. Opinion by
Chairman Prouty:

The tariff under suspension herein limits the territory into

which grain can be shipped from Milwaukee, when milled or

treated in transit at that point; but the commission found that

it is liberal to Milwaukee as a milling and grain-handling point,

and that there is no reason why mills at Milwaukee should reach

in competition with mills between Minneapolis and Milwaukee
the great bulk of this intermediate territory, involving in most
instances as such an arrangement does a long back haul, or its

equivalent, from Milwaukee. The order of suspension was va-

cated. (25 I. C. C, 90.)

Transit Charges Reduced.

George M. Speigle v. Southern Railway. Opinion by Chair-

man Prouty:
The commission found that a transit charge is a regulation or

practice affecting the rate of which the commission has jurisdic-

tion, and under this it is competent to inquire whether such

charge is excessive. National Wool Growers' case, 23 I. C. C,
151, cited and followed. In Speigle v. Southern Railway, 19

I. C. C, 522, the commission found that the practice of the de-

fendant of collecting transit charges of 1 cent per 100 lbs. on

shipments of lumber at Johnson City, Tenn., and 2 cents per

1(X) lbs. at Newport, Tenn., was discriminatory against Newport.

The defendants increased the rate at Johnson City to 2 cents

per 100 lbs. Although the complainant's lumber mill is at New-
port it attacks the reasonableness of the present charge at John-

son City with the idea that if that rate is reduced the rate at

Newport will be similarly reduced. The commission based its

decision on an investigation of the cost of the service to the

carrier. It was found that although the minimum weight on

these shipments was 30,000 lbs., the average weight was between

40,000 lbs. and 50,000 lbs. At the present rate, the revenue per

car would therefore average between $8 and $10. It was also

found that the cost of the service to the carrier averaged some-

thing less than $6 per car. The commission found that the pres-

ent rate of 2 cents per 100 lbs. was unreasonable to the extent

that it exceeded V/2 cents per 100 lbs., and prescribed that rate

for the future. (25 I. C. C, 71.)

Transit Charges Reduced.

Bristol Door & Lumber Company et al. v. Norfolk & Western

et al. Opinion by Chairman Prouty:

The complainant contends that the increase of the transit

charge at Bristol, Va.-Tenn., from 1 cent per 100 lbs., to 2

cents per 100 lbs., is unreasonable, and seeks reparation. The
commission's decision was based on its findings in George M.
Speigle V. Southern Railway, 25 I. C. C, 71, noticed above. The
present rate of 2 cents per 100 lbs. was found unreasonable and

discriminatory, and a transit rate of 1^ cents per 100 lbs. was

prescribed for the future. Reparation was awarded. (25

I. C. C, 87.)

Relief From the Fourth Section.

Edwards & Bradford Lumber Company v. Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy. Opinion by the commission:

In re application for relief from the provisions of the fourth

section by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. Opinion by the

commission:
As these two cases involved the same question they were

treated in the same report. The complainant contends that the

defendant should not be permitted to charge higher rates from

Chicago to Sioux City than to South Sioux City, through which
the shipments to Sioux City have to move. The commission
found that although Sioux City is intermediate to South Sioux
City by the short routes, it is not by the route of the Chi-
cago, Burlington & Quincy, which is a circuitous one. The
Burlington contends that it is forced to charge lower rates to
Sioux City than to South Sioux City to meet the competition
of the other roads which charge higher rates to South Sioux
City than to Sioux City. The commission found that relief

should be granted from the fourth section on all traffic origi-

nating at and east of Chicago, where the rate to Sioux City is

based upon or controlled by that from Chicago.
.The commission also found that the Chicago, Burlington &

Quincy should be permitted to make the higher rate to South
Sioux City and points south as far as Plattsmouth (where
it crosses the Missouri river) from all the junction points
on its line between Chicago and the Missouri river, and in the
state of Missouri, where the line of the Burlington exceeds by
at least 15 per cent, the short line.

The carrier showed no justification for charging a higher rate

at the points between Plattsmouth and South Sioux City upon
traffic originating at St. Louis or upon traffic where the rate

is determined by combination upon St. Louis, or is controlled

by the St. Louis rate. Relief from the fourth section with re-

spect to this traffic was denied. (25 I. C. C, 93.)

Alma, Neb., Discriminated Against.

W. H. Lewis v. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy et al. Opinion
by the commission:
The complainant alleges that the rates on coal from Lynn and

Big Four, in the Walsenburg district in southern Colorado, from
South Canon, Colo., on the Colorado Midland, and from Oak
Creek, Colo., on the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, to Alma,
Neb., are unjust, unreasonable, and unduly discriminatory, and
claims reparation on basis of the decision in Nebraska State Ry.
Com. V. C. B. & Q., 23 I. C. C, 121, in which case the commis-
sion decided that the practice of the carriers of charging higher

rates from the Walsenburg district to Minden "K," than to Min-
den, because Minden was on the main line to Grand Island, and
Minden "K," though only a few blocks from Minden, was on a
line which had no physical connections with the main line either

at Minden or Minden "K," and could not therefore be said to

be intermediate, was unduly discriminatory against Minden "K"
in favor of Minden, and ordered that Minden "K" and inter-

mediate points be given the same rate as Minden. Reparation
on shipments which moved prior to the above decision from
Lynn and Big Four to Alma, which is intermediate to Minden

• "K," was denied. Charges from Oak Creek to Alma were re-

duced at the same time to remove the discrimination, and the

commission found that they are not unreasonable. The rates

from South Canon are still higher to Minden "K," Sacramento,

and points intermediate, including Alma, than to Minden. and

the commission found that although it could not at present make
any ruling on the question of their reasonableness, they w-ere

discriminatory, and ordered that the rates to Minden should ap-

ply on shipments to Minden "K" and intermediate points. No
reparation was awarded. (25 I. C. C, 97.)

The Milling-in-Transit Case.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued a supple-

mental report written by Commissioner McChord. to the

transit case. 24 I. C. C, 340, mentioned in the Railway Age
Gazette of July 12, page 75, modifying in many instances the

former regulations on milling in transit of grain. The report

says in part as follows:

"The respondents have published their respective tariffs

presumably in accordance with their interpretation of the

requirements of the order. The lines in Trunk Line, Central

Freight Association, and Southeastern and Mississippi Valley

territories have adhered to or adopted the publication of

uniform rules and regulations of policing at their respective

inspection bureaus, thereby bringing about more effective

policing and uniformity of operation." The report then

criticizes the operation of the rules in territory west of the

Mississippi river and suggests many improvements, and then

goes on to say: "In dealing with the question of reports we
said that transit houses should be required to report daily
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the total in and out movement of all grain, if any of it were

to be accorded a transit privilege. Instances arise in which

a transit house receives or ships several kinds of grain, but

the transit privilege applies only to wheat. In such cases no

report is necessary as to the other kinds of grain, but is

essential as to all wheat whether transit or non-transit

handled through the house. In other words, the daily report

need cover only the commodity or commodities upon which a

transit privilege is granted, but, as to those commodities,

must include both the transit and non-transit. Again on

days when the transit house receives or ships no grain of

any kind upon which transit is accorded, and the report

would be but a duplicate of that made for the preceding day,

it will be sufficient if the report merely states that fact. To
this extent our previous order is modified.

"Complaint has been made that our order requires that too

great a percentage be deducted to cover the loss incident to

the drying of corn. The order makes no final arbitrary

deduction, but specifically provides the actual out-turn of

the grain shall be credited to the miller in his transit account

not less than four times a year, quarterly, leaving it optional

with the miller and the carrier to make the actual balance

monthly, weekly, or daily as the exigencies of the case may
require. Nothing was said in connection with the drying of

wheat. It appears that some wheat is of such a character

that it is necessary to subject it to a drying process, thereby

entailing a loss in weight. This loss can be taken care of by

making the proper deduction at the time of balancing the

tonnage account, not less than four times a year, quarterly."

The commission does not approve of the regulation whereby
pound for pound can be substituted at milling points. On
this subject the report says in part:

"At many of the points there is a supply of non-transit

grain and a disposition of non-transit products. Where the

through rates applicable to the various through routes via

the transit point vary the opportunity for substitution is

clearly apparent. If. therefore, Hour can be shipped, pound
for pound, for wheat received by the surrender of no par-

ticular billing, the integrity of the though rate is aflfected,

and tonnage of flour which could not have been produced
covered by the inbound billing surrendered is substituted.

The same substitution would be present in the case of the by-

products. If accounts are kept of each kind and character of

grain reaching the milling point via each road, and care

is taken that the outbound shipments in a given account are

made either over the road bringing the grain into the milling

point or over a road forming part of the through route with

the inbound road, it would not be absolute^' necessary to

preserve the ratio on each individual car of grain or as to

each line of railroad passing through the transit point. The
lawful char.Tcter of the operation of transit in this connec-
tion is largely a transportation question and one that for all

practical purposes the carriers can take care of by so publish-

ing their rates as to make lawful what would otherwise be

clearly unlawful. If the carriers have permitted business to

develop at points on their lines through the enjoyment of

illegal practices, it would be natural to suppose that they

would now do all in their power to bring such business within

the pale of the law with the least danger of loss to their

patrons and the consequent depletion of their own revenues.

These movements which are now illegal can be made legal

by the carriers if they will adjust their through routes and
rates so as to provide specifically for the movement of

products in the same manner that they have heretofore moved
without tariff authority. Moreover, the carriers could so
adjust their rates that the millers would not be required to

pay in the aggregate higher transportation charges upon
business done in accordance with the law than they did on
movements involving illegal substitutions."

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Canadian Board of Railway Commissioners has sus-

pended tariffs filed by the railway cartage companies of Eastern

Canada providing for increases of five to ten cents a ton on
freight. A hearing will be held December 17.

The Texas railroad commission has issued an order abol-

ishing joint line express rates, and another order requiring

the absorption of switching charges in cases where the rail-

way receives as earnings from the car $7.50 or more above
the present allowances fixed by the commission.

The Railway Commission of Canada has notified the railways

that whenever an embargo is placed on any freight a copy of

the notice must, within forty-eight hours, be sent to the com-
mission, together with a statement of the conditions making the
embargo necessary and the probable time it will be continued.

The railways of Oklahoma, through their attorneys, have filed

a stipulation with the supreme court of the state, which was
agreed to by the corporation commission, accepting the com-
modity freight rates recently established by the commission,
with certain modifications. The cases had been appealed to the

supreme court by the railways.

The Indiana State Railroad Commission has filed suit in

the Circuit Court to recover $19,285.71 from the Lake Erie "&

Western for failure to install automatic block signals between
Lafaj'ette and Templeton. The commission ordered the

company to equip its road with automatic block signals by
January 1, 1912, but this time was extended by the commis-
sion for one year on all e.xcept that part of the road between
Lafayette and Templeton, and this was ordered installed

by July 1, 1912. The statutory penalty is $1,000 a week.

The Public Service Commission of New York. Second district,

has ordered the Boston & Albany to run a local passenger train

from Chatham to Albany, 22 miles, in the morning, to accom-
modate people who work in Albany and who would like to live

in the country towns along the line of the B. & A. It appears

that the railroad company is willing to carry out the order of

the commission, though both the commission and the railroad

officers agree that at present the prospects for passenger traffic

are small. The countrj' has natural attractions, but it has not

been built up. The railroad is ordered to keep a detailed record

of the passengers using the new train, and if the business is

too small to warrant the continuance of the service it may apply

for a modification of the commission's order.

COURT NEWS.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has filed suit in the United
States district court at Phoenix, Ariz., for an injunction re-

straining the enforcement of the 3-cent fare law passed by the

legislature and approved by the voters on a referendum ballot

at the election on November 5.

The Texas Supreme Court has rendered a decision sus-

taining the constitutionality of a law empowering the Texas
railroad commission to prescribe an accounting system for

the railways of the state. The decision, however, in the

case of Texas & Pacific et al. vs. the Commission, was in

favor of the railwaj's, holding that some of the rules of

accounting adopted by the commission are not in conformity
with the statute.

D. M. Mclntyre, K. C, of Kingston, has been appointed chair-

man of the Ontario Railway & Municipal Board, succeeding Mr.
Leitch.

E. C. Stern, of Milwaukee, has been appointed secretary of the
Wisconsin railroad commission, to succeed John N. Winter-
botham, resigned.

Rates Affected by the Key West Extension.

The decision of the Commerce Court approving a reduction of

freight rates on the Florida East Coast was reported in the

Railway Age Gazette, November 15, page 967. The views of

the court on the claim of the railroad company that the order of

the Interstate Commerce Commission was confiscatory are as

follows

:

The basis for the contention that the order is confiscatory is

the claim that the entire property has a present value in excess

of the bonded indebtedness of $31,000,000 and the capital stock

of $5,000,000; that the net revenues for the year ending June 30,

1911, were less than 4 per cent, of this value; and that if the

line, not from Homestead, but from Miami,* north, be consid-

ered as the main line, the entire net revenues therefrom, after

deducting that part thereof derived from passenger and freight

traffic originating at or destined to points south of Miami,

•Miami is 366 miles south of Jacksonville; Homestead is 394 miles from
Jacksonville, and Key West 522 miles.
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would yield but little over 4 per cent, of its present value,

whereas the legal rate of interest in Florida is 8 per cent.

This claim is based on two assumptions: (a) that the main
line •ends at Miami and not at Homestead; (6) that the value

of the company's entire property, including the so-called over-

sea extension, and not merely of the main line itself, must be

considered in determining whether rates from points on the

main line are confiscatory.

Without at this time considering under what circumstances, if

any, the reduction of particular rates can be held to violate

the constitutional rights of a carrier, because thereby the total

revenues become inadequate, even though the particular re-

duced rates yield some contribution to the general net revenues

over and above the pro rata cost of service, we are of the opin-

ion that in the present case there can be no basis for a charge of

confiscation, because neither of the assumptions above stated and
upon which it is based is sound.

(o) Originally the road ended at Miami ; later on, however,

and before the act of 1905 in reference to the over-sea exten-

sion hereinafter referred to was adopted, it was extended to

Homestead.
In its plant or construction account, the company itself, in its

own bookkeeping, deals with the line from Miami to Homestead
as part of the main line and not of the over-sea extension. The
increased production in the territory between Miami and Home-
stead since 1908 demonstrates the wisdom of the construction

of this piece of road as part of the main line, independently of

the over-sea extension. We are clearly of the opinion that the

main line must be considered as ending at Homestead. Without
discussing the evidence in detail, we are further of the 'opinion

that the net revenues on this main line are in excess of 8 per

cent, on the present fair value of the property, and not merely

something over 6 per cent., as conceded by the petitioner.

No possible question of confiscation can arise under these cir-

cumstances, even if the effect of the order will be to reduce

the gross, or even the net revenues, of the company for the next

two years by the full amount of the difference in rates, amount-
ing, as applied to the tonnage for the year ending June 30, 1911,

to $131,000, and being about 3 per cent, of the gross, and 10 per

cent, of the net operating revenue of the main line.

(b) Whatever the powers of the company may be under its

amended charter, it was not until after the legislature of Florida

passed an act in Mny, 1905, to encourage and secure the con-

struction of the railway from the mainland to Key West . . .

that the company, at a stockholders' meeting, decided to con-

struct the over-sea extension.

The tremendous cost of the Hne from Homestead to Key West,

over $175,000 a mile, the scarcity of population along the route,

the natural impossibility of ever making much of the territory

productive, either agriculturally or industrially, confirm the re-

cital in the act of 1905 that the purpose of the extension was to

share in the traffic expected to pass through the Panama Canal,

unless, indeed, this marvel of engineering skill was constructed

as a monument to the man, who from the early days to the

present was and is the sole owner of the petitioner's stock and

to whose indomitable energy and supreme confidence in the fu-

ture prospects of this section of the country the road primarily

owes its construction. At the present time the operating ex-

penses of this extension are naturally in excess of its revenues.

Its entire gross revenues—freight and passenger—for the year

ending June 30, 1911, were less than $100,000. The contention

that the earnings of the main line on passengers who traveled

over the extension is to be attributed to the extension cannot be

sustained. There is no evidence that would justify this court in

Tiolding that the extension produced any considerable increase of

travel on the main line or that most of the passengers to Cuba
via Key West would not have gone to or via Miami or Home-
stead if the extension had not been built.

To what extent shippers on an original or main line should

bear increased burdens due to the construction of additional or

Tiranch lines must depend upon the particular circumstances of

each case. No general rule can be formulated. In our opinion,

the commission was fully justified in disregarding the value

of this extension, and this court, in determining whether or not

the order of the commission operates to confiscate petitioner's

property, must likewise at this time and at this stage in the

development of the business on the extension and on the main
line, reach its conclusions irrespective of the value of the over-

sea extension.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

F. W. Sargent has been appointed attorney for Iowa, of
the Rock Island Lines, succeeding J. L. Parrish, resigned.

The authority of W. L, Stanley, general claim agent of the
Seaboard Air Line at Portsmouth, Va., has been extended over
the Tampa Northern.

W. E. Stavert, of Montreal, Quebec, has been elected presi-

dent and general manager of the Alaska Northern, to succeed
O. G. Laberee, resigned.

F. J. Eaton has been appointed acting auditor of the Rutland
Railroad, the Rutland Transit Company and the Ogdensburg
Terminal Company, with headquarters at Rutland, Vt., succeed-
ing M. H. Chamberlin, deceased.

Richard Kirkwood has been appointed auditor of the Min-
neapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, with headquarters at

Minneapolis, Minn. A. R. Marshall has been appointed assistant
auditor, with ofiice at Minneapolis, Minn.

W. S. McChesney, Jr., president and general manager of the
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, has been elected
president also of the Wiggins Ferry Company, with headquar-
ters at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding W. K. Kavanaugh, president
and general manager, resigned.

Operating Officers.

J. B. Heafer has been appointed assistant general manager of
the International & Great Northern, with office at Houston, Tex.

Wm. Hall has been appointed assistant trainmaster of the
Grand Trunk with ofiice at Hamilton, Ont., succeeding L.
Harold, assigned to other duties.

George B. Harrison, superintendent of the Texas & Pacific

at Westvvego, La., also has been appointed superintendent of
the Transmississippi Terminal Company.

Richard Doyle, assistant superintendent of the Chicago &
Alton, has been appointed trainmaster of the Mississippi River
& Bonne Terre, with office at Bonne Terre, Mo.

The authority of H. W. Stanley, assistant general manager,
and J. M. Shea, general superintendent of the Seaboard Air Line,
with offices at Portsmouth, Va., has been extended over the

Tampa Northern.

E. S. Heyser has been appointed trainmaster of the St. Louis,

Brownsville & Mexico, with office at Kingsville. Tex. He will

continue to perform the duties of roadmaster, with jurisdiction

between Kingsville and Brownsville.

E. H. De Groot, superintendent of the St. Louis division of
the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, has been appointed superintend-
ent of transportation, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding

J. M. O'Day, resigned. P. S. Sampson, division superintendent
at Salem, III., succeeds Mr. De Groot at St. Louis, Mo.

F. M. Barker, inspector of transportation of the Lehigh Valley,

at South Bethlehem, Pa., has been appointed assistant superin-

tendent with office at Wilkesbarre. P. T. Reilly, trainmaster

at Wilkesbarre, succeeds Mr, Barker. Frank S. Mitten, chief

train despatcher at Wilkesbarre, succeeds Mr. Reilly, and P. F.

Carroll, succeeds Mr. Mitten.

J. H. Curtis has been appointed superintendent of car service

of the Bangor & Aroostook, with office at Bangor. Maine. The
office of general superintendent having been abolished, the di-

vision superintendents and such other officials as heretofore have
reported to the general superintendent, will until further advised

report to Percy R. Todd, vice-president, at Bangor.

The jurisdiction of Thomas J. Foley, general manager of the

Illinois Central, J. M. O'Day, superintendent of transportation,

George W. Berry, general superintendent at Memphis, Tenn,,

and Sullivan S. Morris, chairman of the General Safety Com-
mittee, extends also over the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley. The
appointments on the Illinois Central were noted in our issue of

November IS.

L, B. McDonald has been appointed superintendent of the

Houston terminals of the Sunset-Central Lines, with office at
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Houston, Tex., to succeed H. J. Micksch, who has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of the Houston East & West
Texas and the Houston & Shreveport, with headquarters at

Houston. J. F. Hough has been appointed assistant superintend-

ent of the Victoria division of the Galveston, Harrisburg & San

Antonio, with office at Victoria, Tex., in place of L. B. Mc-

Donald. W. Bretschneider has been appointed an assistant su-

perintendent of the Texas & New Orleans and the Galveston

division of the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, with

headquarters at Houston, succeeding C. A. Thanheiser, resigned.

F. L. Campbell, whose appointment as superintendent of

the Michigan division of the Vandalia, with office at Logans-

port, Ind., has been announced in these columns, was

born October 9, 1858, at Evansville, Ind. He began railway

work as yard clerk for the Vandalia at Terre Haute, Ind.,

in April, 1879, and held various positions in the yard and

train service until March, 1894, when he was made train-

master of the Peoria division. In March, 1896, he assumed

the duties of road foreman of engines in addition to those

of trainmaster, and from December, 1901, to November 1,

1906, was trainmaster of the St. Louis division. On the lat-

ter date Mr. Campbell became superintendent of the Peoria

division, which position he held until his recent appointment

as superintendent of the Michigan division. His entire rail-

way service has been with the Vandalia.

William D. Wiggins, whose appointment as superintendent

of the Peoria division of the Vandalia, with headquarters at

Decatur, 111., has been announced in these columns, was
born April 28, 1873, at Richmond, Ind., and was graduated

from the Rose Polytechnic Institute at Terre Haute, Ind.,

in 1895. He began railway work in 1895 as assistant on engi-

neer corps on the Logansport division of the Pittsburgh,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. Mr. Wiggins held various

positions in the engineering department of the Pennsylvania

Lines west of Pittsburgh until June 16, 1901, when he was
appointed engineer maintenance of way of the Cincinnati &
Muskingum Valley, a subsidiary line of the Pennsylvania
Lines. Shortly afterwards he was made engineer mainte-

nance of way of the Marietta division of the Pennsylvania

Lines, and in May, 1902, he was transferred to the Toledo
division as engineer maintenance of way. Mr. Wiggins be-

came division engineer of the Pittsburgh division on January

25, 1904, from which position he was promoted to superin-

tendent of the Peoria division of the Vandalia on Novem-
ber 1.

Traffic Officers.

J. M. Norton has been appointed general agent of the Mis-

souri Pacific-Iron Mountain system, with office at Seattle, Wash.

Howard Bruner, chief clerk in the traffic department of the

Union Pacific has been appointed assistant general freight agent,

with headquarters at Omaha, Neb.

J. E. Wilson, traveling passenger and advertising agent of the

Pacific Coast Steamship Company at San Francisco, Cal., has

been appointed assistant to passenger traffic manager.

H. G. McCausland has been appointed general agent of the

Cheseapeake & Ohio, and J. G. Morgan has been appointed so-

liciting freight agent, both with offices at Lynchburg, Va.

C. P. Dowlin, chief clerk in the office of general freight agent

of the Ft. Worth & Denver City, has been appointed assistant

general freight agent, with headquarters at Ft. Worth, Tex.

Charles T. Mandel has been appointed assistant general

passenger agent of the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, with

headquarters at Johnson City, Tenn., effective November 15.

F. A. Hills, Northern passenger agent of the Great Northern

at Duluth, Minn., has been appointed general baggage agent,

with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., in place of C. H. Rupert,

resigned.

John T. Smith has been appointed traveling freight agent of

the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with office at St. Louis, Mo.,

and George L. Bodie has been appointed contracting freight

agent, with office at Toledo, Ohio.

C. W. Meldrum, city passenger agent of the Great Northern at

Seattle, Wash., has been appointed assistant general passenger

agent of that road and the Great Northern Steamship Com-
pany, with office at Seattle, in place of W. A. Ross, resigned.

The authority' of L. E. Chalenor, freight traffic manager ; G. S.

Rains, general freight agent, and H. G. Waring, assistant gen-

eral freight agent of the Seaboard Air Line, all with offices at

Norfolk, Va., has been extended over the Raleigh & Charleston

and the Marion & Southern.

F. C. Regan has been appointed general agent of the traffic

department of the Chicago & Alton, with office at Los Angeles^

Cal., succeeding J. A. Fitzpatrick, resigned. J. H. Walkmeyer
has been appointed commercial agent, with office at Buffalo,

N. Y., in place of C. F. Vigor, resigned.

S. E. Burgess, district passenger agent of the Southern
Railway at Richmond, Va., has been promoted to division

passenger agent, with office at Richmond, and G. R. Pettit,

district passenger agent at Jacksonville, Fla., has been pro-

moted to division passenger agent, with office at Jacksonville.

G. A. Cartwright, division freight agent of the Atlanta,

Birmingham & Atlantic, with office at Fitzgerald, Ga., has
been appointed general agent, with office at Atlanta. R. H.
McKay, commercial agent at Moultrie, succeeds Mr. Cart-
wright, and George Land, Jr., division freight agent at At-
lanta, having resigned to accept service elsewhere, that office

has been abolished.

L. E. Chalenor, whose appointment as freight traffic manager
of the Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters at Norfolk, Va.,

has been announced in these columns, began railway work in

1882 at Boston. Mass., as a clerk in the New England office of

the Missouri Pacific, and was subsequently contracting freight

agent and then New England traveling agent of the same road
at Boston. He was then appointed traveling freight agent of

the Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg. now a part of the New
York Central Lines, and about a year later became chief clerk

to the general freight agent of the Norfolk & Western at

Roanoke, Va. He was then commercial agent of the same road
at Pittsburgh, Pa., until June, 1899, and then for two years was
general freight and passenger agent of the Ohio River Railroad

at Parkersburg, W. Va. From August 1, 1901, to January of

the following year he was division freight agent of its successor,

the Baltimore & Ohio at Parkersburg. On January, 1, 1902, he

was appointed assistant general freight agent of the Seaboard
Air Line at Savannah, Ga., and was later transferred in the same
capacity to Norfolk, Va. He was promoted to general freight

agent on July 1, 1909, which position he held at the time of his

recent appointment as freight traffic manager of the same road,

.as above noted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

The authority of W. L. Seddon. chief engineer, and A. J.

Poole, superintendent of motive power, of the Seaboard Air

Line with offices at Portsmouth, Va., has been extended over the

Tampa Northern.

E. C. Hanse, general foreman of the Georgia & Florida at

Douglas, Ga., has been appointed acting master mechanic, with

headquarters at Douglas, succeeding J. F. Sheahan, master me-
chanic, resigned to accept service with another company.

C. P. Murdock has been appointed roadmaster of the First

division of the Georgia & Florida, with headquarters at

Nashville, Ga., and J. W. Buchanan, roadmaster. at Douglas,

now has charge of the Second division, with headquarters

at Vidalia.

A. L. Fillmore has been appointed master mechanic of the

Northern district of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie,

with office at Stevens Point, Wis. ; A. V. Birch has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Southern district, and C. F.

Gillaspy has been appointed traveling engineer of the Northern

district.

J. M. Kinkead, supervisor of the Northern Central, at Balti-

more, Md., has been appointed supervisor of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, with office at Huntingdon, Pa., succeeding G. M. Ball,

Jr., transferred. C. S. Hager, assistant supervisor at Freeport,

has been appointed assistant supervisor with office at Earnest,

succeeding H. P. Thomas, promoted. J. B. Baker. Jr.. assist-

ant supervisor at Watsontown, has been appointed assistant

supervisor, with office at Newport, succeeding R. S. Stewart,

transferred. N. A. Camera, assistant supervisor, at Tyrone,

has been appointed assistant super\MSor at Mifflin, succeeding

E. C. Silvius, transferred, and M. J. Jones, assistant supervisor

at Trafford, succeeds Mr. Camera. B. M. Frymire has been
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appointed assistant supervisor at Cresson, succeeding E. L.

Koch, transferred.

Purchasing Officers.

Clinton D. Baldwin has been appointed purchasing agent of the

Bangor & Aroostook, with office at Milo Junction, Maine.

The authority of H. C. Macklin, purchasing agent of the

Seaboard Air Line at Portsmouth, Va., has been extended over

the Tampa Northern.

A. H. Young, traveling storekeeper of the St. Louis & San
Francisco, has been appointed general storekeeper, with head-

quarters at Springfield, Mo., to succeed J. R. Mulroy, resigned.

iEqmpment anh #ttp)>Ue$.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

OBITUARY.

J. J. White, who built the Liberty-White Railroad, died at

McComb City, Miss., November 16, aged 84 years.

L. A. Mettice, lake grain agent of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western, at Buffalo, N. Y., died on November 18.

W. N. Babcock, general western freight agent of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western, with office at Chicago, died on Novem-
ber 14, at his home in Glencoe, 111., at the age of 65.

Phineas P. Wright, who w-as assistant general manager of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, from 1892 until his retire-

ment in 1904. and previous to that date was for over ten years

general superintendent of the same road, died on November 14,

of pneumonia at his home in Cleveland, Ohio, at the age of 88

years.

John R. Fanshawe, who was secretary of the Lehigh Valley

from 1870 to 1903, died on November 19 at Plymouth Meeting,

Pa. He was born in 1841 at Philadelphia, and graduated from

the high school of his native town. He began railway work
with the Beaver Meadow Railroad & Coal Company in 1862,

and when that company was absorbed by the Lehigh Valley

in 1864 he remained in the service of the latter company, of

which he became secretary in 1870. He remained in that posi-

tion until his retirement in February, 1903. He had also held

various positions on subsidiary lines of the Lehigh Valley.

Martin H. Chamberlin, auditor of the Rutland Railroad for

13 years, died, on November 14, at his home in Rutland, Vt., of

pneumonia after an illness of two weeks. He was born on July

_ 12, 1861, at Bath, N. H.,

and was educated in the

high school of his native

town. At the age of 18

he began railway work
with the Passumpsic

Railroad, now a part of

the Boston & Maine at

Wells River, Vt. As tele-

graph operator he was
frequently promoted
during the first few

years of his career. On
November 1, 1885, he

went to Laredo, Texas,

to become relieving

agent for the Mexican
National. From Novem-
ber 1, 1885, to June 1,

1889, he was train des-

patcher, then until May
1, 1890, was cashier in

the freight office at

Laredo, of the same
road. He next went to

the City of Mexico and until February 10, 1893, was traveling

auditor of the same road. He returned to Vermont in 1893. and

was appointed traveling auditor of the Central Vermont. In

January, 1899, he was made auditor of the Rutland Railroad

at Rutland, which position he held at the time of his death. In

May last. Mr. Chamberlin was appointed commissioner of public

safety of the city of Rutland, and had held other offices in the

city government, being one of Rutland's most highly respected

citizens. He was also a member of the Transportation Club of

New Y'ork.

M. H. Cbamberlia.

The Boston & Maine has ordered SO locomotives from the
Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Manchester Saw Mills has ordered 1 mogul locomo-
tive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Puget Sound & Baker River has ordered 1 ten-wheel
locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Maryland Steel Company has ordered 1 six-wheel
switching iocomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The St. Croix Timber Company has ordered 1 six-coupled
double ender locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Alan Wood Iron & Steel Company has ordered 1 four-
wheel switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The We.\therford, Mineral Wells & Northwestern has
ordered 1 consolidation locomotive from the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works.

The California St.\te Board of Harbor Commissioners has
ordered 1 consolidation locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern, as mentioned in the Railway
Age Ga::ette of October 18, has ordered 20 mikado locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company. The general dimen-
sions of these locomotives will be as follows

:

General Dimensions.

Simple or compound Simple
Weight on drivers 225,500 lbs.
Total weight 302,000 lbs.
Cylinders 28 in. x 30 in.
Diameter of drivers 63 in.
Type of boiler Wagon Top radial
Working steam pressure 185 lbs.
Heating surface, tubes 4,096 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 263 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 4,392 sq. ft.

Tubes, number 272
Tubes, outside diameter 2 in.
Tubes, length 21 ft.

Firebox, length 114 in.
Firebox, width 72 in.

Firebox, material and maker. .Steel, American Locomotive Co.
Grate area 57 sq. ft.

Tank capacity for water 8,500 gals.
Coal capacity 15 tons

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas, as reported in the Railway
Age Gazette of October 18, has ordered 40 simple mikado loco-

motives from the American Locomotive Company. Some of the

principal dimensions and the special equipment of these loco-

motives will be as follows

:

General Dimensions.

Weight on drivers 217,300 lbs.

Total weight 285,300 lbs.

Diameter of cylinders 26J4 in.

Stroke of pistons 30 in.

Diameter of drivers 61 in.

Working steam pressure 1 85 lbs.

Heating surface, total 3,628 sq. ft.

Firebox, length ..115 in.

Firebox, width 72 in.

Grate area 57.5 ft.

Tank capacity for water 8,500 gal.

Coal capacity 14 tons

Special Equipment.

Axles Cambria.
Bell ringer Gollmar.
Brakes VVestinghouse.

Brake beams Waycott.
Brake shoes Streeter.

Brick arch American.
Couplers Janney.
Driving boxes Cast steel.

Headlight Pyle-National Electric.

Injector Nathan.

Journal bearings Hewitt.

Safety valve Coale.

Sanding devices Handlan.
Sight-feed lubricators Nathan. „ , „ .

Springs 5^"'»'^y Steel Spring Co.

Staying Tate, Rome Special.

Steam gages ^"^H""-
Superheater S<^'',""°' „ . „ . _
Tires Railway Steel Spring Co.

Tubes Worth Bros.

Valve gear Walschaert.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie has ordered

5 Pacific type locomotives from the American Locomotive Com-
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pany. These locomotives will be equipped with superheaters,

will have 25 in. x 28 in. cylinders, 75 in. driving wheels, and in

working order will weigh 258,000 lbs.

The Harbor Commissioners of Quebec have ordered 3 six-

wheel switching locomotives from the Montreal Locomotive

Works. The dimensions of the cylinders will be 19 in. x 26 in.;

the diameter of the driving wheels will be SO in., and the total

weight in working order will be 120,000 lbs.

The Chicago & North Western has ordered 11 Pacific pas-

senger locomotives, 15 mikado locomotives and 45 consolidation

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company, in ad-

dition to the 29 switching locomotives ordered from the Bald-

win Locomotive Works, as reported in the Railway Age Gazette

of November 8. All of these locomotives will be equipped with

superheaters.

The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha has ordered

10 mikado locomotives, 2 consolidation freight locomotives, 8

Pacific type locomotives and 10 ten-wheel freight locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company, in addition to the 5

switching locomotives ordered from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, as reported in the Railway Age Gazette of November 8.

With the exception of the mikados, all will be equipped with

superheaters.

CAR BUILDING.

The Missouri Pacific is negotiating for 4,000 box cars.

The Coal & Coke is closing negotiations for 500 coal cars.

The International & Great Northern is in the market for

1,000 box cars.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie is in the market

for 20 caboose cars.

The Westmoreland Coal Company, Philadelphia. Pa., is in

the market for 100 coal cars.

The Illinois Central is in the market for 3,000 gondola cars,

1,000 box cars and 500 stock cars.

The Atlantic Coast Line is now in the market for 300 flat

cars.

The Duluth & Iron Range and the Duluth Missabe &
Northern are in the market jointly for 1.000 ore cars.

The Harriman Lines are said to have ordered 2,000 gondola

cars from the Bettendorf Axle Company; this has not been

confirmed. This company is negotiating for over 8,000 cars in

addition to the gondola cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has ordered 500

box cars, 50O gondola and 250 hopper cars from the American

Car & Foundrj' Company, 250 hopper cars and 200 refrigerator

cars from the Standard Steel Car Company, and 500 box cars

from the Barney & Smith Car Company.

The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha has or-

dered 500 steel gondola cars and 500 forty-foot steel underframe

box cars from the American Car & Foundry Company, and 2

sixty-foot steel baggage cars, 1 steel dining car and 2 seventy-

foot compartment cars from the Pullman Company.

The Chicago & North Western, mentioned in the Railway

Age Gazette of October 25, as closing contracts for cars, has or-

dered 1,000 forty-foot box cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity, 500 flat

cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity, and 1.000 steel ore cars from the

Pullman Company, and 1,500 forty-foot steel underframe box

cars and 2,000 steel gondola cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company; also 10 standard steel passenger cars, 23

sixty-foot steel baggage cars, 3 steel dining cars. 4 steel parlor

cars and 2 dynamo-buffet cars from the Pullman Company,

and 10 steel smoking cars from the American Car & Foundry

Company.

Modjeski & Angier, civil engineers, opened a new office on
November 15, at St. Louis, Mo., where the company will be rep-

resented by W. F. Randolph.

W. J. Black has been appointed .general manager of the

Brownell Improvement Co., Chicago, and .\. H. Bannister has

been appointed general superintendent.

The sales of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., during August and September, the first two months
of the fiscal year, exceeded those in the corresponding period of

last year by 75 per cent.

Gove S. Taylor has been made a representative of the

Magnolia Metal Company, New York, in the Pittsburgh dis-

trict and surrounding territory. Mr. Taylor was formerly
manager of the Peerless Rubber Manufacturing Company.

The Crane Company, Chicago, has concluded negotiations for

the purchase of more than 100 acres of land at South Kedzie
and Archer avenues to be used for a central plant, to cost about

$7,000,000. and employ 6,000 men. It is proposed to bring to-

gether on one side the various separate units of the Crane Com-
pany which are now located in various parts of the city. Work
on the new plant will be started early next year.

J. G. White & Co., Inc., New York, will segregate its engineer-

ing and managing departments and organize the J. G. White
Engineering Corporation and the J. G. White Management Cor-
poration. The J. G. \^'hite Engineering Corporation will take

over all assets, of the engineering and construction department
and will have a capitalization of $1,000,000 common stock and
$1,000,000 7 per cent, preferred. All the common stock will be
owned by J. G. White & Co., Inc.; $350,000 of the preferred

stock will be offered at par to stockholders of the J. G. White
& Co., Inc., up to 10 per cent, of their holdings with a 10 per

cent, bonus of common stock of the latter company; $150,000 of

the preferred stock will be offered to members of the board of

directors of the new company. The J. G. White Management
Corporation will have a capitalization of $500,000 common stock

and $500,000 7 per cent, preferred stock. All the common stock

will be issued to J. G. White & Co., Inc. The new company
will take over all assets of the managing department. Of the

preferred stock $350,000 will be offered to stockholders of J. G.

White & Co., Inc., at par, up to 10 per cent, of their holdings

with a bonus of 10 per cent, of common stock of J. G. White &
Co., Inc. The remaining $150,000 will be offered to members
of the board of directors of the new company. Under this plan

each stockholder of J. G. White & Co., Inc., will be entitled to

subscribe to one share of the preferred stock of each of the new
companies for each ten shares of the stock, either common or

preferred of J. G. White & Co., Inc. A meeting of the stock-

holders of J. G. White & Co., Inc.. will be held December 10

to approve the plan of segregation and the organization of a new
company. That the provision of additional working capital in

the segregation plan is secondary is indicated by the showing

that the total debts of the company are less than $58,000. while

cash in bank, in working capital, and cash at branch ofiices is

more than $276,000, with a surplus of $1,290,000. Payment for

the stock of the new company is to be made 50 per cent. Janu-

ary 1, 1913. and 50 per cent. March 1, 1913. Subscribers may if

they prefer pay in full on January 10, or thereafter up to

March 1. Common stock of J. G. White & Co., Inc., given with

the preferred stock will be issued upon payment of the final in-

stalment for the new preferred issues. Quarterly dividends on

the preferred stocks will accrue on February 1, 1913. The pre-

ferred stock may be redeemed in amounts of not less than

$50,000 at any time at $115 a share and accrued dividends. With

the segregation of the engineering and construction department

and the management department. J. G. White & Co.. Inc., will

be left free to take up financing propositions and will continue

its operations in that field.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Seaboard Air Line has ordered 5,000 tons of rails from

the Pennsylvania Steel Company.

The Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association held its

annual convention in Chicago on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs-

day of this week. Abstracts of the different papers presented

will be published in later issues.
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Itatlnta^ (Soni^lrutltott.

Atlantic Coast Line.—Train service has been extended
on the Haines City branch of the Third division from Frost

Proof, Fla., south to Sebring, 18.7 miles, and a new branch has

been opened for business on this division from Florence Villa,

Fla., to Niles, 5.4 miles.

Bessemer & Lake Erie.—An officer writes that the company
is building 3.7 miles of second track from Woods, Pa., to Cul-

merville.

Brinson Railway.—Work was started recently on an exten-

sion from Waynesboro, Ga., to St. Clair, 12 miles, where con-

nection is to be made with the Georgia & Florida, and through

a trackage arrangement on about 6 miles of that road, the Brin-

son Railway will secure an entrance into Augusta. (October

18, p. 774.)

Canadian Northern.—According to press reports a contract

has been given to Murdoch & Company, Vancouver, B. C, for

work on 40 miles from the north end of Cowichan lake to the

Albemi canal.

The line from Edmonton, Alta., north to Morinville has been

extended north to Athabasca Landing, 72 miles.

Canadian Pacific.—This company has opened for business

new lines as follows : Cabri subdivision from Java, Sask., north

to Cabri, 35 miles. Waldo subdivision from Caithness, B. C,

south to Waldo, 10 miles ; and the Fort Steele subdivision from

Colvalli, B. C, north to Fort Steele, 23 miles.

This company has bought over 1,000 acres of land, it is said,

near St. John, New Brunswick, to be used for making a change

in the route of one of the branches. The New Brunswick

Southern, which was taken over by the Canadian Pacific two
years ago, follows the coast and has its terminus at West St.

John. The land which has been bought extends between the

Canadian Pacific main line and the New Brunswick Southern

and a line will probably be built connecting the two roads, giving

the latter direct entrance to the union station in St. John. Car

repair and construction shops will also be established on the

land.

Central Ontario.—An officer writes that this company has

some of the work finished on a line from Wallace, Ont., to

Whitney, 12 miles.

Charleston-Isle of Palms Traction.—An officer writes that

the plans call for building from Mount Pleasant, S. C, east via

Sullivan's Island and the Isle of Palms to McClellanville, 36

miles. Connection is to be made from Mount Pleasant with

Charleston by ferry. Contracts for grading, etc., are to be let

after January 1, 1913. Some of the track has already been laid.

There will be about a mile of concrete bridges on the line, in-

cluding one of about 250 ft. The Isle of Palms Development

Company will fill in an area of one-half square mile and con-

struct about 10,000 cu. ft. of concrete retaining walls. About

$50,000 will probably be spent for concrete work, including a new

power house, new ferry wharf, and making other permanent im-

provements. The company expects to develop a traffic in passen-

gers and freight, including lumber, dairy products, cotton, fruit,

etc. James Sottile is president, and W. W. Fuller is chief engi-

neer. New Charleston Hotel, Charleston.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—A contract has been

awarded to the Walsh Construction Company for two million

yards of excavation on double-track work between Muscatine,

Iowa, and Ottumwa.

Concord & Montreal.—See Mount Washington Railway.

Denver & Rio Grande.—The immediate construction of the

double-track detour line over Soldier Summit, where the rail-

road crosses the Wasatch mountains in Utah has been author-

ized. The present line between Tucker and Soldier Summit is

seven miles long and the grade 4 per cent. The new line be-

tween the same points will be 15 miles long with grade reduced

to 2 per cent. The cost of this work will be about $3,000,000.

Contracts will be let at once, and it is expected that the work

will be completed by July, 1913.

See an item in General News.

De Queen & Eastern.—An officer writes that surveys have
been made for building an extension from Dierks, Ark., north-
east to Hot Springs, 60 miles.

Denver Northwestern & Pacific.—According to press reports
the Denver & Salt Lake Construction Company, with a capital

of $1,000,000, is now being organized in Delaware, to build the
D. N. W. & P. from Steamboat Springs, Colo., west about 62
miles towards Salt Lake City, Utah. A Colorado corporation
is also being organized to be known as the Denver & Salt Lake
Railway Company, to build the line to the Utah boundary, and
eventually to Salt Lake City.

Edmonton Interurban.—An officer writes that a contract has
been given to F. W. MacLeod, Edmonton, Alta., to build a section

of this road from Edmonton. About four miles has been
graded and the company expects to have seven miles completed
this year, and to build 60 miles of extensions in 1913. ' The
approximate cut and fill work averages 8,000 cu. yds. a mile.

The maximum grade will be 4.2 per cent. George Barbey is

president, Vancouver, B. C, and M. Kimpe is the engineer.

Elberton & Eastern.—An officer vrites that a contract has
been given to J. F. Cogan & Co., New York, to build from El-

berton, Ga., southeast to Tignall, 21 miles. An extension is also

projected from Tignall east to Lincolnton, 18 miles. A. Wilson,
chief engineer, Elberton.

Elk & Little Kanawha.—This road has been extended from
Rosedale, W. Va., to Shock, 5 miles.

Elkin & Allegheny.—An oflicer writes that work is now
under way on the extension from Thurmond, N. C, towards
Sparta. The work is being done by the company using convict

labor, and three miles of grading has been finished.

Fort Smith, Arkoma & Wilburton.—An officer writes that a

contract has been given to Burke Brothers, Fort Smith, Ark.,

to build from Fort Smith southwest to Wilburton, Okla., 60
miles. (March 22, p. 701.)

Grand Trunk Pacific.—The Prince Rupert line is now in

operation from Prince Rupert, B. C, east to South Hazelton,

176.7 miles.

Great Northern.—A section of the Fargo-Surrey line between
Bedford, N. Dak., and Surrey, 185 miles, has been opened for

business.

Gulf, Texas & Western.—An officer writes that this company
has projected an extension from Seymour, Tex., to Crosbytoa, or

to Floydada, 100 miles.

Hampden Railroad.—An officer writes that work is now under

way building from a point on the Boston & Albany at Athol

Junction, which is about two miles east of Springfield, Mass.,

to a connection with the Central Massachusetts division of the

Boston & Maine at a point about two miles east of Bondsville,

14.82 miles. Plans have been made to build a branch from this

line at a point near Bircham Bend to a connection with -the

Boston & Maine at Chicopee, 4.25 miles. Grading work on the

main line is about nine-tenths finished, and track has been laid

on about five miles. It is expected that the entire line will be

ready for business in the spring of 1913. (November 1, p. 861.)

Huntingdon & Hemmingford.—Application has been made in

Quebec for incorporation to build from Huntingdon. Quebec, to

Hemmingford. The provisional directors include H. Timmis.

R. H. McMaster, R. H. Barron, Montreal; C. W. Taylor and

A. R. McMaster, Westmount, Quebec.

Illinois Central.—A contract has been given to the Bates &
Rogers Construction Company. Chicago, for concrete work on

track elevation at Memphis, Tenn., involving the construction

of six subways and about 25,000 cu. yds. of concrete.

Iowa & Southwestern.—This road is now open for business

from Blanchard, la., to Clarinda, 17.5 miles.

Knoxville, Sevierville & Eastern.—See South Atlantic &
Western.

Lexington & Eastern.—A new line called the Eastern divi-

sion has been opened for business from Jackson, Ky., east to

Whitesburg, 86.4 miles.
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LivEOAK, Perry & Gulf.—An officer writes that surveys are

being made for carrying out grade and alinement improvements
and putting in 11 miles of new rail from Liveoak, Fla., to mile

post 33.

Mississippi Central.—An officer writes that surveys have been

made for carrying out revision work on two miles of line near

Sumrall, Miss. ; also on two miles near Epley. During the past

year the company has filled in a number of trestles on the present

main line.

Mississippi River & Bonne Terre.—The Crawley branch
from Flat River, Mo., to Esther, 1.6 miles, has been opened for

both passenger and freight business.

Mount Washington Railway.—An officer writes that next

year, under the name of the Concord & Montreal, an extension

is to be built from the base to the summit of Mount Washing-
ton, N. H., 15.2 miles. The line is to use electricity for the mo-
tive power, and will eventually take the place of the present

Mount Washington Railroad, which is now operated as a cog

road.

Natchez, Columbia & Mobile.—An officer writes that a con-

tract has been given to Bird & Bradshaw, Columbia, Miss., for

work on 9 miles from a point beyond Jayess, Miss., to Tilton.

National Railways of Mexico.—An officer writes that work
is now under way by the Cia Bancaria de Fomento y Bienes

Raices de Mexico, S. A., Juan Phillits and Cia Constructora de

Sombrete, all of Mexico City, Mex., on the extension from mile

post 56 west of Durango to Llano Grande, seven miles ; also

from mile post 85 Durango east to Canitas, including a six mile

branch to Sombrete, 87 miles.

Surveys are 60 per cent, finished for the new line from Vera
Cruz via Tampico to Matamoras, with a branch to Mexico City,

in all 685 miles.

Work is now under way from mile post 11 from Penjamo
to Ajuno, eight miles, and from mile post 29 from Allende to San
Carlos Hacienda, 23 miles, and from Tamos Junction, Cardenas
division, six miles south of Tampico, south to mile post 62, on

the Vera Cruz-Tampico Matamoras line, 62 miles. The con-

tractors on this work are the Cia Bancaria de Fomento y Bienes

Raices. de Mexico, S. A., and Gonzales Trevino Hnos Allende,

Coahuila.

Surveys are now being made for a revision of line and change

of gage from Mexico City to Acambaro, 165 miles.

The Vera Cruz & Isthmus has projected an extension of 31

miles.

Nazas Valley & PACiFic.^Surveys are said to be made for

building from Tepehuanes, Mexico, to Guanacevi, 70 miles.

A. B. Meloy and J. T. Odell, New York, are said to be back

•of the project.

New Brunswick Southern.—See Canadian Pacific.

North Louisiana & Gulf.—An officer writes that work is now
under way building an extension from New Friendship, La., to

Bloyd, three miles.

Northern Pacific.—The report of this company for the year

«nded June 30, 1912, shows that work on the second main track ou
2.68 miles between St. Paul, Minn., and Minneapolis, and on the sec-

ond main track and change of line and grade on 14.79 miles from

St. Cloud to Rice's has been completed. The Cuyuna Northern,

a branch line for handling ore from the Cuyuna range has been

finished from Deerwood, Minn., south of the main line 3.81 miles,

•and another line about 5.25 miles is being built north of the main

line. Tracklaying on 5 miles of second track is to be completed

this fall from Bloom, N. Dak., to Jamestown. The branch from

Pingree to Wilson, 92.5 miles, and S3 miles of the Missouri River

Railway (Mandan North Line) has been finished; grading work on

the Knife river line from Stanton on the Mandan North Line, west,

is now being carried out. The Missouri River Railway from
Glendive, Mont., northeatserly along Yellowstone river, 55 miles,

has been finished, and the second main track work, and a change

of line and grade of 12.63 miles, Huntley to Billings, has the

grading tracklaying and culverts completed, bridges are 96 per

•cent, complete. The Camp Creek branch from Manhattan, Mont.,

to Anceney in the Gallatin valley, 15.15 miles, has been finished.

The Clark's Fork to Oden grade, revision work on 7.62 miles

in Idaho has been finished. Grade revision work from Moab,
Wash., to Trent, 2.93 miles, has been completed except at Moab,
where 90 per cent, is completed, and at Otis, where 80 per cent.

Second main track has been laid from mile post Ti to Yardley,
near Spokane, 7.9 miles. Between Weston, Wash., and Maywood,
on the west slope of the Cascade mountains, the rising grade in-

cluding necessary raises of bridges at first, third and fourth
crossings of the Green river, to bring same above danger of high
water, is about 70 per cent, finished. Contracts were let for the
construction of the Point Defiance line from Tacoma, Wash., to
Tenino, and work is now under way. From Tenino to Van-
couver second main track, also line and grade changes has been
completed with the exception of the Cowlitz river bridge, and some
grading and track work which cannot be completed until the

bridge is in place. An extension of the Gray's Harbor branch
from Ocosta, Wash., to Bay City, 2.79 miles, has been completed,

and work has been authorized on the Interbay-Ballad change
of line and grade in the suburbs of Seattle. This involves the

construction of a single track railway from Interbay to Tremont,
with connection to Ballard, including a bascule bridge over

Samon bay waterway. The work is deferred awaiting action of

the United States government. A 2.36 mile spur along West
Lake avenue, on the Lake Union Line, Seattle, is under con-

struction and an extension of the Lake Union line has been au-

thorized. Work is about 50 per cent, finished on the Pilchuck

grade revision, and change of line about 2 miles. The Oregon
Trunk, which is controlled by the Spokane, Portland & Seattle

is finished to Bend, Ore.. 156.5 miles from a connection with the

main line of the S. P. & S. at Fallbridge, Wash., on the Columbia
river. The extension of the Oregon Electric from Salem, Ore.,

to Albany, 26.7 miles, has been finished and is now in operation,

and the extension from Albany to Eugene, 44.9 miles will be

completed in 1912.

North Railway.—An officer writes that surveys are being

made to build from Montreal, Que., to James Bay, 550 miles.

C. L. Van Norden, assistant secretary, Canadian Express build-

ing, Montreal.

Oregon Electric.—The extension between Albany, Ore., and
Eugene, 44.7 miles, has been opened for passenger service.

Piedmont & Northern Lines.—The Greenville, Spartanburg

& Anderson, between Greenwood, S. C, Belton and Anderson,

41.3 miles, has been opened for business.

Quebec & North Eastern.—Application has been made in

Quebec for incorporation to build from the western boundary

of the province of Quebec near Oposatica lake, Pontiac county,

northeasterly to the National Transcontinental (Grand Trunk
Pacific) near Lake Kapitachuan, about 160 miles, with a branch

from a point at the crossing of the Belle river of the National

Transcontinental southeasterly via Mount Laurier, Three
Rivers, and Grand Piles to Quebec, and another branch from
Lake Temiskaming south via Ville Marie, thence northeasterly

to Lac des Quinze or Lake Expanse. G. Parent, Quebec, is

solicitor.

St Louis Southwestern.—President Britton is quoted as say-

ing that this company will eventually build an extension to the

Gulf of Mexico or to Houston, from which latter point trackage

and terminal rights into Galveston could be secured. It will re-

quire 100 miles of new construction and will cost about $25,000

a mile to build.

San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf.—The San Antonio division has

been opened for business from San Antonio, Tex., south to

Pleasanton, 34 miles.

Seaboard Air Line.—An officer writes that work is now under
way by O. S. Lanier, Bartow, Fla., building an extension from
Mulberry, Fla., to Bartow, about 85^ miles.

South Atlantic & Western.—Incorporated in North Carolina

as a successor of the South Atlantic Transcontinental, with

headquarters at Asheville. It is understood that the new company
will carry out work on the line projected for some time from
Knoxville, Tenn., east to Rutherfordton, N. C, where connection

is to be made with the Seaboard Air Line, and that the Knox-
|

ville, Sevierville & Eastern, operating a 30-mile road from Vestal,

Tenn., east to Sevierville, may form part of the through line.

H. R. Nickerson is president, and J. L. Counsill is secretary.
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South Atlantic Transcontinental.—See South Atlantic &
Western.

Southern Pacific.—The Weed subdivision of the Shasta di-

vision has been extended from Chiloquin, Ore., to Kirl:, 13.5

miles.

Southern Pacific of Mexico.—According to press reports

worl< has been resumed on the section south of Tepic, Mex., to-

wards Orendain. The section between La Quemada and Mag-
dalena, in the state of Jalisco, has recently been opened for

traffic.

Sydney & Louisburg.—An officer writes that the company is

building a one mile extension from Summit, N. S., to Waterford
Lake, and ij making surveys for an additional extension of one

mile from Waterford Lake to Victoria Mines.

TiDEW.\TER Southern.—This road has been extended from
Bridge, Cal., north to Stockton, 25 miles.

Vera Cruz & Isthmus.—See National Railways of Mexico.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Albany, Ga.—The Central of Georgia has given a contract

to A. N. Walkut, Richmond, Va., it is said, for putting up a
railway station at Albany to cost $50,000.

Atchison, Kan.—The Missouri Pacific has announced plans

for improvements at its central branch shops to cost approxi-

mately $35,000, including a new twelve-stall roundhouse, black-

smith shop, boilerhouse, oilhouse, additional track facilities and
other minor improvements.

Barnesville, Ga.—The Central of Georgia has given a con-

tract to A. N. Walkut, Richmond, Va., it is said, to put up a

brick passenger station at a cost of $14,000. (September 6, p.

454.)

Corpus Christi, Tex.—The San Antonio & Aransas Pass is

preparing to erect a new passenger station to replace the build-

ing that was destroyed by fire some time ago.

Peru, Ind.—The Wabash has prepared plans for a new two-
story passenger station and office building.

St. John, N. B.—Bids are wanted up to December 2, by the

provincial government for the erection of a combined highway
and street railway bridge to connect East and West St. John.
The bridge will cost over $300,000.

See Canadian Pacific under Railway Construction.

Superior, Wis.—Preliminary work has been started for a

large ore dock to be built for the Northern Pacific of concrete

and steel, 1,300 ft. long, 70 ft. wide and 80 ft. high, with a ca-

pacity of 60.000 tons of ore. The American Bridge Company
has been awarded the contract for the steel construction, and
bids have been asked for the other work.

Vancouver, B. C.—The report of the Northern Pacific for

the year ended June 30, 1912, shows that during the past tliree

years terminal property at Vancouver has been bought in the

interest of the Northern Pacific and the Great Northern, and is

now being developed. When the plans now under consider-

ation are completed there will be a first class terminal for both

freight and passenger business owned jointly by the two com-
panies. New station buildings were put up during the year

and increased facilities provided at a number of places in Min-

nesota, in North Dakota, in Montana, in the state of Wash-
ington, and in Oregon. During the year 175 bridges were re-

placed and 3 abandoned, 111 bridges, 19,234 ft. in length, were
replaced by timber structures, and 7 permanent and 57 tim-

ber structures were replaced in permanent form, of these 46

were replaced by embankments and 18 were replaced by truss,

girder, I-beam and reinforced concrete trestle, a total of 20,717

lineal feet, 119 timber culverts were rebuilt, 15 in temporary

and 104 in permanent form. There are now under construction

on operated lines 1,145 lineal feet of steel girder and I-beam

spans ; 870 lineal feet of steel truss spans ; 1,408 lineal feet of

reinforced concrete trestle; one 425-ft.. double track steel draw
span and one 191-ft. movable leaf bascule span ; also one steel

highway viaduct, 738 ft. long.

Bailttta^ Wtnancioi Nem^.
Boston & Albany.—Lee, Higginson & Co. and Kissel, Kinni-

cutt & Co. have purchased and are offering at prices

to yield about 4.58 per cent. $5,220,000 4]^ per cent, equip-
ment trust certificates of 1912. The total issue is $7,500,000
of which $2,280,000 is reserved for future use. These cer-

tificates were issued by the New York Central & Hudson
River and the New York, New Haven & Hartford, and the
proceeds will be used for the purchase of equipment for the
Boston & Albany.

Canada Southern.—-This company has made a first and re-

funding mortgage to secure an issue of $40,000,000 con-
sohdated 50-year 5 per cent, bonds guaranteed principal

and interest by the Michigan Central. Of this authorized
issue $22,500,000 will soon be issued to take up the
$14,000,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds due January 1,

1913; the $6,000,000 second mortgage 5 per cent, bonds due
March 1, 1913; and to reimburse the Michigan Central for

$2,500,000 advanced by that company for betterments and
improvements to the Canada Southern.

Canadian Pacific—An issue of $60,000,000 additional common
stock was authorized at the last annual meeting of the
stockholders. This stock will be offered to stockholders at

$155 per share on a basis of 30 per cent, of their present
holdings. Offerings will be made January 2, 1913, and the
right to subscribe will expire February 13, 1913. Pay-
ments will be received in five instalments of 20 per cent,

on or before each of the following dates: February 13,

April 14, June 13, August 18 and October 20. Interest at

7 per cent, a year will be paid in Octob,er, 1913, from due
date of each installment to September 30 on installments
up to and including that of August 18. All the shares of
the above issue on which installments have been paid will

rank with existing stock for full dividends accruing for the
quarter ending December 31, 1913.

Denver Railway Securities Company.—The Equitable Trust
Company, New York, as trustee under the agreement dated
May 1, 1911, securing the $3,500,000 6 per cent, notes due and
unpaid May 1, 1912, will sell the following collateral there-

under at 14 Vesey street, New York, on December 11, this

sale being pursuant to a power in that regard conferred upon
the trustee by the trust agreement ; collateral trust 6 per

cent, gold notes of the Colorado-Utah Construction Company,
dated 1909 and due May, 1911, $4,000,000; claim of the Equi-

table Trust Company against the estate of David H. Moffat as

guarantor upon the notes of the Colorado-Utah Construction

Company, filed in the county court of Denver and allowed by
the court to the amount of $4,225,353. Over 98 per cent, of

the $3,500,000 Denver Railway Securities Company 6 per cent,

collateral trust notes have been deposited with the Bankers'

Trust Company, New York, under the plan tentatively agreed
to by the noteholders' committee and Newman Erb.

Erie.—The New York Public Service' Commission, Second dis-

trict, has authorized this company to issue $2,000,000 equip-

ment trust certificates.

Little Miami.—This company has filed a new mortgage to se-

cure an authorized issue of $10,000,000 bonds, under which
$1,070,000 50-year 4 per cent, bonds have been issued to

retire the first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds which matured
November 2, 1912.

Michigan Central.-—See Canada Southern.

Missouri Pacific.—President Bush has informed his board of

directors that he believes that the International & Great

Northern should become an integral part of the Missouri

Pacific-Iron Mountain system and under his advice the

board of directors is negotiating for an option on the

International & Great Western preferred and common
stock holdings of the Jay Gould estate and Frank J. Gould.

The Missouri Pacific Board has appointed a special com-
mittee, consisting of J. P. Metcalfe, E. D. .Adams, and
Edgar L. Marston, to make an investigation into the

physical and financial condition of the International Great

Northern.

New York Central & Hudson Ri\'er.—See Boston & Albany.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—See Boston & Albany.
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ANNUAL REPORTS

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY—SIXTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT.

Office of the
NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY,

St. Paul, Minnesota.
September 16, 1912.

To the Stockholders of the
Northern Pacific Railway Company.

The following, being the Sixteenth Annual Report, shows the result of

the operation of your property for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1912.

INCOME .\CCOUNT.

Freiaht $43,332,918.23 $43,793,521.58 $460,603.35

Passenger 17,278,812.52 15,343,752.05 —1,935,060.47

Other revenue from trans- „„„„,,.
portation 3,456,962.01 3,357,864.67 —99,097.34

Totals $64,068,692.76 $62,495,138.30 —$1,573,554.46

Revenue from Operation ,„
other than transportation.. 844,139.13 928,808.32 84,669.19

Total operating revenue $64,912,831.89 $63,423,946.62 —$1,488,885.27

Per mile (average) $10,908.93 $10,526.64 —$382.29

Operating Expenses

Maintenance of way and
structures $8,065,462.47

Maintenance of equipment 7,911,231.46

Traffic expenses 1,127,233.05

Transportation expenses. .

.

21,601,477.48

General expenses 1,024,356.05

Totals $39,729,760.51 $38,158,517.02

Per mile (average) $6,676.79

$7,861,490.57
7,207,716.49
1,202,292.65

20,756,386.75
1,130,630.56

$6,333.27

—$203,971.90
—703,514.97

75,059.60
—845,090.73

106,274.51

-$1,571,243.49

Net operating revenue $25,183,071.38 $25,265,429.60

Per mile (average)

.

Outside Operations:

,232.14 $4,193.37

restaurants $441,802.83 $312,750.94 —$129,051.89

Total net revenue $25,624,874.21

•axes Accrued $3,296,797.49

Per mile (average) $554.04

$25,578,180.54
$3,739,079.37

$620.58

—$46,693.67
$442,281.88

$66.54

Operating income .... $22,328,076.72 $21,839,101.17 —$488,975.55

Other Income:
Dividends and interest on

securities, interest on de-

posits and miscellaneous $2,705,981.83

Rentals received 2,027.352.75

Hire of equipment 607,094.46

$2,299,856.67
2,116.171.16
615,815.58

Gross income $27,668,505.76 $26,870,944.58

—$406,125.16
88,818.41
8,721.12

Deduct:
Rentals paid $561,149.26

Interest on funded debt... 6,665,090.00

Dividends on stock 17,360,000.00

$526,319.96
6,680.810.00
17,360,000.00

-$19,109.30Totals $24,586,239.26 $24,567,129.96

Net income for the year $3,082,266.50 $2,303,814.62 —$778,451.88

Ratio of operating expenses
to total operating revenue.. 61.20%

Ratio of taxes to total oper-
ating revenue 5.08%

-1.04%

.82%

MILEAGE OPERATED.
Changes have taken place in the mileage operated during the ye

follows:

There were added:

Aug. 14, 1911. Gray's Harbor Branch in Washington, extension

.Tan. 20, 1912. Camp Creek Railway in Montana, constructed.

.

Mar. 1, 1912. Miller Branch in Minnesota, extension

Total additions

Deductions:

Sept. 1, 1911. Main line

Miles
2.74

15.15

Nov. 1, 1911.
Mar. 1, 1912.
Mar. 31, 1912.

May 1, 1912.

June 30, 1912.

esota shortened 43

k-y Fork Branch in Montana shortened. .13

Main Line in Washington shortened 79
Oregon-Washington R. R. & Nav. Co. in

Washington, leased, shortened 1.10

Red Mountain Branch in Montana short-

ened 14
57Corrections in recha

Total deductions

Net additions

3.16

14.87

Mileage operated June 30, 1911 6.016.92

Mileage operated June 30, 1912 6-031.79

Average mileage operated during the year 6.025.09

EARNINGS.
freight business.

Freight revenue was $43,793,521.58, an increase of $460,603.35 or 1.06
per cent over the previous year.
.5L''Skl81,4Sl tons of revenue freight were moved one mile, an increase

5.22 per cent over the previous year.of_250, 515,455 tons
rate pe le decreased from .00903 to .00867.

The revenue train load increased from 461.45 to 510.54 tons. The total
train load, including company freight, increased from 553.12 to 593.78 tons.

Ihe number of miles run by revenue freight trains was 9,296,541. a
decrease of 475,172 or 4.86 per cent.

PASSENGER BUSINESS.
Passenger revenue was $15,343,752.05, a decrease of $1,935,060.47, or

11.20 per cent from the previous year.
Mail revenue was $981,528.33, an increase of $1,292.51 or 0.13 per cent.
Express revenue was $1,283,352.39, a decrease of $125,768.02 or 8.93 per

cent.
Excess baggage and miscellaneous passenger

decrease of $16,974.86 or 5.69 per cent.
Total revenue for persons and property carried on passenger trains was

$17,890,243.65, a decrease of $2,076,510.84 or 10.40 per cent from the
previous year.
The number of passengers carried was 8,661,645, a decrease of 601,208

from the previous year, and the number of passengers carried one mile
was 649,508.183, a decrease of 109.767,876 or 14.46 per cent.
The number of miles run by revenue passenger trains was 11,355,464,

venue was $281,610.88, a

a decrease of 24,891 or 0.22 pe
The rate per passenger per 02362 and .02276 last year.

OPERATING EXPENSES.
Conducting Transportation.

The charges for transportation expenses were $20,756,386.75, a decrease
of $845,090.73, or 3.91 per cent.

Maintenance of Equipment.
The charges for maintenance of equipment were $7,207,716.49, a decrease

of $703,514.97, or 8.89 per cent.

LOCOMOTIVES.
Total number of usable locomotives June 30, 1911 1,441

Deductions:

Sold
Dismantled 19

25

NOTE.—Of the 26 engines held for sale June 30, 1911,
mantled during the year, leaving 17 held for sale as above.

Active List. Number.
Assignment June 30, 1911. 1,441
Added during fiscal year*

HAULING CAPACITY.

Tractive Total Weight Total Weight
Power on Drivers. of Engines.

(.Pounds.) (.Pounds.) (Pounds.)

44,276,900 199,985,138 253,791,988
7,100 22,500 S9,o<x>

Total 1,416 43,899,900 198,189,788 251,417,598

•Account compound engines changed to simple.
The following statement shows the character and condition of the loco-

notives of the company on June 30, 1912.

"-— Oirnid

J... SO. iS^-
... Itt.

vJ^SZtSSlLi, Ti^M,

TM. 0. BK«r..

oo t^ i i 44,37 44.75 8.100

OOO ti SM 9 I9S 61.73 61.73 46.866

oooo ^ 9 9 68.50 68.50 46.500

OOOct^ 139 1 138 53.44 44,38 18.166

OOOOot. 143 1 144 88.97 79,36 37.491

OOOOOcti 4 4 7451 65,47 34.600

OOoct. \U i\ . . 103 45.14 48.69 13.904

OOOoct^ iS\ i 489 79.36 59,51 46.154

0000!>c!\ 4 4 03.00 7500 38.500

oOOooCi 6 84-39 43.85 41.550

oOOOocI\ 144 144 114.76 71,34 31.517

oOOOdI^ 150 150 104 45 76,75 33.300

oOOOOct. i«) 440 130 43 101,73 40.336

cOOO-OOOd^ « 44 17070 15074 64.936

oOOOO-OOOOdi 5 5 418!>8 401 90 89.500

Geared locomotives 4 4 63.34 63,34 49.450

1.467 34 1.433 88.44 65 98 30.791

Condition. Number. Per Cent.

cd 1,124 78.44

ir 189 13.19

shops 120 8.37

1,433 100.
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There was n
during the year

PASSENGER EQUIPME^iT.

ctiange in the number of passenger train cars owned
iz.; 1,161 cars including 130 sleeping cars owned jointly

with "the Pullman Company. The number and kind of cars owned is

shown in table on page 43.

On June 30, 1912, of the 1,161 cars owned, 837 cars were not due in

shops for two months or more.

FREIGHT EQUIPMENT.

Comparative number and capacity of freight cars:

igii. 1912.

Num-
ber.

Box 23,787
Furniture 594
Refrigerator 1 ,566
Stock 2,579
Flat 8,400
Oil

Capacity.
{Tons of
2000 lbs.)

865,700
18,670
41,425
58,095

288,555
475

229,655
32,120

Capacity.
Num- (Tons of
ber. 2000 lbs.)

23,846 873,685
565

1,553
2,562
8,230

17.900
41,125
57,715

284,700
455

251,610
31,840

Capacity.
Num- (.Tons of
ber. 2000 lbs.)

59 7,985
770

380
3,S55

Totals 43,100 1,534,695 43,220 1,559,030 120 24,335

35.6 ....

denote decrease.

36.1
.28% 1.59%Percentage

Average capacity per car

NOTE.—Figures in i

Of the total number of freight cars on the road on June 30, 1912, only
1,688 or 3.90 per cent, were in need of repairs costing $5.00 or more
per car.

In addition to equipment shown as on hand June 30, 1912, the following
have been purchased or will be built at Company's shops during the cur-
rent year and will be delivered this autumn:

Locomotives.
Six wheel switching locomotives 10

Passenger Train Cars.
Passenger refrigerator cars 13

Freight Train Cars.

Box cars, 40 ton capacity (Company shops) 84
Box cars, 40 ton capacity 1,500
Refrigerator cars 1,500
Gondolas, 50 ton capacity .' 16
Automobile cars 300
Tank cars, 8.000 gallon capacity 50
Tank cars, 12,000 gallon capacity 10

Ore cars, 35 ton capacity (second hand) 60

3,S20
depreci.ation of equipment.

In accordance with the rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission the
following amounts have been charged to operating expenses on account
of estimated depreciation of equipment, viz.;

Locomotives $387,070.55
Passenger cars 110,149.88
Freight cars 516,024.60
Work cars 21,279.16
Floating equipment Credit S,l5S-59

$1,031,365.60

MAINTENANCE OF W.\Y AND STRUCTURES.
The charges for Maintenance of Way and Structures were $7,861,490.57,

a decrease of $203,971.90 or 2.53 per cent.

The table in the report of the Comptroller, page 32, shows the distribution

of this decrease under the respective accounts.

The following statements give particulars of the work done and show
that the property has been well maintained.

permanent way.

New second track laid with 85 pound rail miles

New second track laid with 90 pound rail "
New second track laid with 72 pound rail "
New third track laid with 72 pound rail "
New branch lines laid with 90 pound rail "

New branch lines laid with 72 pound rail "
New branch lines laid with 56 and 60 pound rail. "
Main line relaid with 90 pound rail "

Main line relaid with 85 pound rail "
Main line relaid with 66, 72 and S5 pound rail... "
Second track relaid with 90 pound rail "
Second track relaid with 85 pound rail "
Branch lines relaid with 90 pound rail "

Branch lines relaid with 66, 72 and 85 pound rail. "
Sidings and spurs constructed "

Track ballasted "

Embankment widened
Cross tie renewals, main line Ties
Cross tie renewals, branch lines
Timber bridges replaced by permanent structures and
embankments, 57 in number, equal to miles

Timber bridges renewed
Timber culverts replaced ; •

New stock fence constructed miles
New snow fence constructed

rail in main, second, and third TRA(

90-pound steel 1

8S-pound steel 1

80-pound steel
76-pound steel
72-pound steel
70-pound steel
66 and 67-pound steel
60-pound steel
56-pound sieel - 1

Other weights

I9II. 1912.

6.76 15.79
54.59 29.40
2.64
1.38 1.06

12.26
188.69 15.15

2.57 2.74
136.63 102.38

2.92
22.97 6.89
10.80 2.00
1.35
6.61

100.45 164.58
48.11 40.79

341.51 457.49
161.34 130.03

1,955.840 1,845,781
1,274,472 1,034,312

2.14 3.89
72 111

107 119
78.56 102.62
30.82 10.82

K"!
, Miles ^

tgu. tgti.

1,108.62 1,236.78
1,999.74 1,943.32

2.52 2.26
5.14 5.14

732.57 901.68
41.02 41.02

629.75 . 607.93
214.71 207.42

1,695.66 1,549.69
10.92 11.10

6,440.65 6.506.34

bridges.

During the year, 175 bridges were replaced and 3 abandoned. Ill
bridges 19,234 feet in length were replaced by timber structures, and 7
permanent and 57 timber structures were replaced in permanent form,
as follows:

Replaced by embankment 46 bridges, 18,819 lineal feet
Replaced by truss, girder, I-beam and re-

inforced concrete trestle 18 bridges, 1,898 lineal feet

Total 64 bridges, 20,717 lineal feet

119 timber culverts were rebuilt; 15 in temporary and 104 in perma-
nent form.
There are now under construction on operated lines 1,145 lineal feet

of steel girder and I-beam spans; 870 lineal feet of steel truss spans;
1,408 lineal feet of reinforced concrete trestle; one 425-foot double track
steel draw span and one 191 foot movable leaf bascule span; also one steel
highway viaduct 738 feet long.

BRIDGES AS THEY EXISTED JUNE 30. 1912.

Aggregate Length

Lineal
No. Feet. Miles.

Steel, iron, stone and concrete permanent bridges... 602 98.524 18.66
Timber, and combination iron and timber structures. 2,738 418.007 79.16

Totals 3,340 516,531 97.82

Total length of timber structures replaced by steel bridges, embankment,
or in other permanent form, from July 1st, 1885, when work was com-
menced, to June 30th, 1912, has been 124.16 miles.

STATION buildings.

New buildings and structures, or increased facilities, have been provided
at the following stations:

Minnesota. Montana Washington.

St. Paul Myers Centralia
Little Falls Bull Mountain Chehalis
Fergus Falls Grey Cliff Winlock
Mooreton Clarkston Kelso
Fertile Willow Creek Castle Rock
Joliette Sappington Otis

, „ ,
Butte Cosmopolis

North Dakota. Edgar Kirkland
Fargo Fromberg Snohomish
Cannon Ball Chadbourn Auburn
Elgin Amsterdam Seattle
New Leipzig .'Vnceny Sumner
Beach Pony
Mandan Perma Oregon.

Hall Deer Island
Miles City
Bozeman

SHOPS, ENGINE FACILITIES AND YARDS.

Buildings, tracks, turntables, or increased facilities have been provided
at the following points:

Minnesota. Idaho Washington.

Northtown Wallace Pasco
Staples Parkwater

. « , Auburn
North Dakota. Centralia
Jamestown Elma
Wahpeton Easton
Leeds McCleary

.,. -ster

FUEL STATIONS.

Additional or increased facilities have been provided at the follow-
ing points:

Montana. Washington.

Zero Pasco
Parkwater
Auburn
Centralia

WATER SUPPLY.

Additional or increased facilities have been provided at the follow-

ing points.

Minnesota. Montana. Washington.

Hinckley Wibaux Pasco
White Bear Zero Parkwater
Lincoln Lombard Auburn
Ulen Amsterdam Ellensburg

Lester
North Dakota. Castle Rock

Mercer Sopenah
Belfield

BLOCK SIGNALS AND INTERLOCKING PLANTS.

Interlocking plants have been installed and placed in service at the fol-

lowing points:

Minnesota. Washington.

St. Paul Ballard

Rice's

On June 30, on 2,485 miles of important main line there were 441.40

miles protected by automatic block signals and 917.30 miles protected by
manual block.

DOCKS AND WHARVES.

Seattle, Washington. Remodeling of Pier No. 1, and warehouse provid-

ing freight room, waiting room and offices has been finished.

CHARGES TO CAPITAL ACCOUNT.
Upon requisition of the E.xecutive Officers, approved by the Board of

Directors, expenditures have been made during the past fiscal year for:

REAL EST.ATE, RIGHT OF WAY AND TERMINALS:

At Superior. Wisconsin, real estate J2,I8S.81

St. Paul, Minnesota, real estate 1.638.94

Minneapolis, Minnesota, real estate (Credit) 4.769.11
(.Cr.) t94'-36
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Branches, line changes, gkade revisions and
second main track:

One third interest in double track line Van-
couver to North Portland, including
bridges over Columbia and Willamette
Rivers. (Two thirds owned by Spokane,
Portland & Seattle Railway Co.) $482.84

Edeeley-Missouri River line. North Dakota. 21,957.12

Pingree West line. North Dakota 906,69S.48

Bitter Root Branch, extension, Montana.... 675.67

Spokane, Washington, grade separation 4,069.91

Point Defiance Line, Tacoma to Tenino,
Washington 632,218.89

Ocosta Branch, extension, Washington 48,103.01

Orting Branch, extension, Washington,... 111,302.62

Rights of way at Seattle, Washington, for

change of line and new tracks 138,883.91

Sundry surveys and expenses 3,202.41

St. Cloud to Rice's, Minnesota, second main
track 86,883.24

Philbrook to Staples, Minnesota, second
main track (Credit) 345-34

Bloom to Jamestown, North Dakota, second
main track 9,854.66

Huntlev to Billings, Montana, second main
track 6,453.52

Billinas to Laurel, Montana, second main
track 3,727.04

Livingston to Muir, Montana, second mam
track 117.25

M. P. 73 to Yardley (Spokane), Washington,
second main track 110,352.45

Tenino to Kalama, Washington, grade revi-

sion and double track 743,68/. 61

Kalama to \'ancouver, Washington, grade
revision and double track 9,144.89

North Portland to Portland City Limits,

Oregon, grade revision and double track.

.

1,530.05

Sundry double track adjustments in Mon-
tana (Credit) 24,S6.'.oo

$2,806,640.23

Additions and betterments:

Right of way and station grounds $158,368.99

Widening cuts and fills '".132.10

Protection of banks and drainage 46,7o6.33

Grade reduction and change of line 118,378.03

Tunnel improvements 3,427.08

Bridges, trestles and culverts 451.881.60

Increased weight of rail 162.881.00

Improved frogs and switches -''"'M^
Track fastenings and appurtenances 356,115.86

Ballast 179,383.98

Additional main tracks 63.964.23

Sidings and spur tracks 247,127.41

Terminal yards 604,107.89

Fencing right of way 2,631.81

Improvement of crossings, under and over

grade 29.56

Elimination of grade crossings 67,853.56

Interlocking apparatus ^•i-.til
Block and other sienal apparatus 2,836.29

Telegraph and telephone lines 48,961.01

Station buildings and fixtures 291,934.01

Shops, engine houses and turntables 356.313.91

Shop machinery and tools 61,092.13

Water and fuel stations 124,246.62

Dock and wharf property 81,545.03

Snow and sand fences and snowsheds 3,888.03

Other additions and betterments 10,338.07

3,509,929.66

Less
Total used from Charged

New Equipment: Expenditute. Reseri'e. Capital.

Locomotives .. $21,848.60 $95,358.85 (Cr.) J/-j,570.^5

Passenger train
cars 77,955.07 31,548.68 46,406.39

Fr'ght train cars
and work cars 1,089,960.66 288,213.45 801,747.21

$1,189,764.33 $415,120.98 774,643.35

Total for the year 57.090,271.88

In addition to the above amount added to the cost of the Northern

Pacific Estate, advances have been made during the year to sundry com-

panies as follows:

Midland Railway Company of Manitoba $371,136.18

Clearwater Short Line Railwav Company 23,302.73

Missouri River Railway Company 455,424.68

Western Dakota Railwav Compahv 119,554.23

Council Northern Railwav Company (Credit) 199,147-79

Shields River Valley Railway Company U-'O
Camp Creek Railway Company „' fin,
Cuyuna Northern Railway Company 40,152.02

Northern Pacific Terminal Co. of Oregon, account of Sinking

Fund 36.792.99

Advances account of sundry surveys and rights of way 123,616.51

Total $1,135,604.79

Less—
Amount advanced in 1910 for "Railway Development in

Oregon" credited* 5,000,000.00

Net reduction during the year $3,864,395.21

*In 1910 an amount of $5,000,000 was charged to "Advances" for

"Railway Development in Oregon." The respective properties benefited

thereby having been charged direct, in the intervening time, with the actual

amounts applicable thereto, the amount charged as above stated is now
credited, leaving a reduction for the year in the Balance sheet account

"Advances to proprietary, affiliated and controlled companies" of

$3,864,395.21 as above stated.

RESERVE FOR ACCRUED DEPRECIATION OF EQUIP.MENT.
Credit balance, reserve for accrued depreciation June 30, 1911 $10,089,366.86
Credits during year ending June 30, 1912:
From charges to operating expenses and out-

side operations:
Maintenance of equipment, depreciation. .$1,031, 365.60
Maintenance of equipment, renewals 80,906.18
Outside operations, depreciations 60.671.08

From salvage 212,160.44
From equipment sold 142,450 15

$1,527,553.45

Less equipment retired: $11,616,920.31
Locomotives $95,358.85
Passenger cars 3 1 ,548.68
Freight cars 230,529.12 -

Miscellaneous equipment 57,684.33
415,120.98

Credit balance June 30. 1912 $11,201,799.33

CAPITAL STOCK AND DEBT.
There has been no change in the amount of capital stock outstanding

during the year, viz.: $248,000,000.
Changes in Bonded Debt were as follows:

Prior Lien bonds issued under Article One, Section 4 of
Mortgage $1,500,000

Deduct Prior Lien bonds purchased and cancelled under
Article Eight, Section 2 of Mortgage 460,000

Increase in bonded debt $1,040,000
During the year bonds held as Treasury Securities were sold to provide

funds for general construction purposes

—

Prior Lien bonds $2,500,000
Northern Pacific-Great Northern joint 4's 300.000
C. B. & Q. (General Mortgage 4's 1,550,000
Southern Pacific First Refunding 4's 429,000

$4,779,000

SPOKANE, PORTLAND & SEATTLE RAILWAY COMPANY.
The results of the operation of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle road

(including the Astoria & Columbia River R. R., merged March 1, 1911) for
the years ending June 30, 1911 and 1912 were:

1911 1912
550-95 S55-S6

Miles Operated Mites Operated
Operating revenue $5,453,459.14 $4,814,560.85
Operating expenses 2,662,122.37 2,476,258.23

Net operating revenue $2,791,336.77 $2,338,302.62
Outside operations 5,729.37 13,094.42

Total net revenue $2,797,066.14 $2,351,397.04
Less taxes 470,300.00 527,404.78

Operating income $2,326,766.14 $1,823,992.26
Other income (rents, etc., received) 726.528.22 1,104,451.97

Gross income $3,053,294.36 $2,928,444.23
Rents, interest, hire of equipment, etc... 399,879.75 813,331.37

Balance $2,653,414.61 $2,115,112.86
The gross earnings of this company on business exchanged with the

Northern Pacific Railway Company for the fiscal year approximated
$1,676,000.

OREGON TRUNK RAILWAY.
This road is finishec^^ to Bend, Oregon, 156.5 miles, from a connection

with the main line of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway at Fall-

bridge, Washington, on the Columbia River
Contracts permitting the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation

Company to use the tracks of the Oregon Trunk Railway from North Junc-
tion to South Junction, 11 miles, and from Metolius to Bend, 41 miles, a
total of 52 miles, and the terminals at Metolius and Bend, have been ex-

ecuted, and joint freight and passenger service was inaugurated November
1, 1911.

OREGON ELECTRIC RAILWAY COMPANY.
The results of the operation of this property for the year as given below,

compared with the previous year were:

1911 1912

71.68 7^-Sl

Miles Operated Miles Operated

Operating revenue $616,079.79 $787,476.09
Operating expenses 323,512.28 480.533.28

Net operating revenue $292,567.51 $306,942.81

Less ta.xes 30,403.03 47,440.10

Operating income $262,164.48 $259,502.71

Miscellaneous income 5.239.62 4,277.75

Gro'ss income $267,404.10 $263,780.46

Interest on bonds and notes 100,000.00 116,483.06

Balance $167,404.10 $147,297.40

The extension of the road from Salem to Albany, 26.7 miles, was com-

pleted and put into operation on July 4, 1912.
.

The extension from Albany to Eugene, 44.9 miles, will be completed in

the autumn of 1912.

The United Railways Company and the Pacific Eastern Railway are

operating the same mileage as shown in the last annual report.

All the properties mentioned on this page are controlled and managed

by the Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway Company, the securities of

which are owned one half by your company and one half by the Great

Northern Railway Company.

THE MIDLAND R.AILW.A.Y' COMPANY OF MANITOBA.
The securities of this Company are owned one-half by your Company and

one-half bv the Great Northern Railway Company. The Company owns

valuable real estate and terminal property in Winnipeg, which have been

developed during the past year by the construction of a freight house, team

tracks, freight yards, roundhouse and other facilities.
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Contracts are now under discussion with the Canadian Northern Railway
Company for the right to use the line of that Company from Pembina (a
station on the Northern Pacific on the Canadian boundary), to Winnipeg,
and their passenger terminal facilities at Winnipeg.
Up to Tune 30, 1912, there has been advanced to the Midland Company

$3,027,272.36, one-half of which, $1,513,636.18, has been advanced by your
Company, and which is carried in the balance sheet under the head of
Advances to Proprietary Companies.

VANCOUVER. BRITISH COLUMBIA.
During the past three years terminal property at Vancouver has been

purchased in the interest of the Northern Pacific Railway and the Great
Northern Railway and is now being developed. When the plans now
under consideration are completed there will be a first-class terminal for
both freight and passenger business, owned jointly by the two companies

The Northern Pacific Railway up to June 30, 1912, has advanced
$1,095,831.84, as its share of the enterprise, which amount is carried on the
books under the head of Miscellaneous Investments.
With the completion of the plans for obtaining better facilities at Van-

couver and at Winnipeg, your Company will be in a much better position
to participate in the growing business moving between these important
Canadian cities and the United States.

NEW LINES, DOUBLE TRACK, GRADE REVISIONS AND LINE
CHANGES.
MINNESOTA.

Betu-cefi St. Paul and Minneapolis, Line "B," Second Main Track, S.68
Miles.

At time of last annual report this improvement was completed with the
exception of steel work on Como and Bayless Avenue bridges, which has
now been done.
St. Cloud to Rice's, Second Main Track, Line and Grade Change, 14.79

miles.
At time of last report this improvement was completed except track

laying and the Little Rock Creek bridge, which has now been done.

Cuyuna Northern Railway.

A branch line for handling ore from the Cuyuna Range (3.81 miles long,
with sidings 0.40 miles) running south of the main line of the Northern
Pacific Railway from Deerwood, Minnesota, was begun in the latter part
of September and completed in December, 1911, with the exception of some
surfacing which was completed in the spring of 1912.
Another line about 5.25 miles long is at present being constructed north

of the main line.
D.A,KOTA.

Bloom to Jamestown, Second Main Track, 4.^9 miles.

At the time of last report this work was completed except track laying
which will be finished this autumn.
Pingree to Wilton, 92.5 miles.

This branch was completed and turned over to the Operating Department
August 1, 1912.
Missouri River Railway (Matidan North Line), 53 miles.

This line was completed and turned over to the Operating Department
August 1, 1912.

Grading for the Knife River Line, extending from Stanton on the Man-
dan North Line westwardly is now being done. This line will serve a good
wheat country.

MONTANA.

Missouri River Railway {Glendive East Line) from Glendive Northeasterly
along Yellowstone River, 55 miles.

Line completed and turned over to Operating Department August 1,

1912. There is a very good grain crop in the country tributary to this line.

Huntley to Billings, Second Main Track, Line and Grade Changes, 12.63

miles.
Grading, track laying and culverts are completed, bridges are 96 per

cent complete, and ballasting 99 per cent complete.
Camp Creek Railway.
A branch line extending from Manhattan to Anceney in the Gallatin

Valley (15.15 miles main line and 1.32 miles sidings) was begun in July
and completed in November, 1911,

IDAHO.

Clark's Fork to- Oden, Grade Revision, 7.62 miles

This work has been completed.
Cocolalla Line Change, 0.8 mile.

This work has been completed.

WASHINGTON.

Moab to Trent. Grade Revision. 2.93 miles.

Minor grade revisions have been completed, except at Moab where 90
per cent is completed, and at Otis 80 per cent.

Mile Post 73 to Yardley, near Spokane, Second Main Track, 7-9 miles.

This work is completed.
Between Weston and Maywood ion west slope of Cascade Mountains).

Raising grade, including necessary raises of bridges at first, third and
fourth crossings of Green River to bring same above danger of high

water, about 70 per cent of this work has been completed.

iVilkeson Branch.
A change of line 0.9 miles in length between Melmont and Fairfax, to

obviate the danger of washouts and provide better facilities for the lum-
ber industries near Fairfax, has been authorized and is under construction.

Point Defiance Line, Tacoma to Tentno.
Contracts- were let for the construction of this line early in the year, and

the work is progressing satisfactorily.

Tenino to Vancouver, Second Main Track, Line and Grade Changes.
This work has been completed with the exception of the erection of the

Cowlitz River Bridge, and some grading and track work which cannot be
completed until the bridge is in place. Work on the bridge is in progress
and should be finished early in the fall.

Gray's Harbor Branch, Ocosta to Bay City.
An extension of 2.74 miles of this branch has been completed and turned

over for operation.
Interbay-Bailard (.Suburbs of Seattle), Change of Line and Grade.
The construction of a single track railway from Interbay to Fremont,

with connections to Ballard, including a bascule bridge over Salmon Bay
Waterway, has been authorized, but work is deferred awaiting action of the
United States Government.
The construction of the Salmon Bay-Lake Washington Ship Canal re-

quired a change in the location and grade of the existing line of railway
between these points, a distance of approximately 1.08 miles.
Lake Union Line, Seattle.
A spur 2.36 miles long for serving the industries along West Lake Ave-

nue, and at the southerly end of Lake Union, is under construction. This
connects with

,
and makes use of part of the old line between Interbay and

Ballard, referred to in the preceding paragraph. An extension of the
Lake Union Line, to serve Terry Avenue south of Valley Street, has been
authorized but the work is deferred pending completion of change of
street grade by the city.

Pilchuck, Grade Revision and Change of Line, Approximately 2 miles.
This work is about 50 per cent completed.

GENERAL.

During the fiscal year business in the territory served by the Northern
Pacific Company's lines was quiet; the lumber business, which is an im-
portant part of the tonnage handled by your company, was smaller than
for several years past. That freight earnings did not show a decrease in
spite of the generally dull business in many lines is due to the fact that
there were 21,639 more cars of grain delivered at important terminals this
year than last.

The fall in passenger earnings was very marked, $1,935,060.47. This
heavy decrease was the result of several causes. General conditions were
such that people felt poor, and were much more careful about expendi-
tures than during the past three years. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Company on May 29, 1911, established double daily passenger train
service between Chicago and Puget Sound points via St. Paul. These
trains making 1464 trips during the year, naturally took a very considerable
proportion of the business that they did from the Northern Pacific, not only
the long-haul through business, but much intermediate business handled here-
tofore exclusively by this Company. The passenger business moving be-
tween Portland, Tacoma and Seattle and intermediate points over the line
of your company, leased to the Union Pacific and Great Northern, is grad-
ually being divided up more nearly into equal parts between the three
companies using the property. The equalizing process results in loss to the
Northern Pacific that formerly handled all of the business. There was also
greater competition than ever before in the Gray's Harbor and Vakima Val-
ley districts in the State of Washington. There is little doubt also but-
that the growing use of the automobile has had its effect on the volume of
passenger business. The latest figures for registration of automobiles shows
that there are, not counting commercial vehicles, 827.284 automobiles in the
United States, or about one for every 115 people, and in the States served
by your Company, one automobile for about every 90 people. This results
in considerable decrease in the short travel on the railroad, and also has
had the effect of reducing the volume of pleasure travel, temporarily at

least, because people of moderate means cannot own automobiles and also
make trips to the mountains, parks and lakes. The same causes that af-

fected passenger earnings caused reductions in express and other sources of
revenue classified in the income account under, "Other revenue from
transportation" and "Outside operations."

During the year arrangements were completed with the Chicago & North-
western Railway Company whereby the passenger train known as the
"North Coast Limited," formerly operated between St. Paul and Min-
neapolis and Puget Sound cities and Portland, was run through between
Chicago and Pacific Coast terminals. This arrangement will offset in

part the competition of the double daily service of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul Railway and it is thought will increase the movement of busi-

ness, both freight and passeni^er. between the territory served by the North-
ern Pacific and Northwestern Roads. The results of the operation of the
train, which was established December 1 7, have been very satisfactory up
to the present time.

The winter was a long and severe one, entailing rather more expense
than usual. In spite of that, however, there was a reduction in the cost
conducting transportation of $845,090.73, due to the ability of the company
to increase its revenue train load from 461.45 tons to 510.54 tons, with a
consequent reduction in freight train mileage of 475,172 miles. The pas-

senger train mileage was 24,891 less than for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1911, and 1,219,443 miles less than for the year ending June 30, 1910.
Your attention is called to the taxes paid, which show an increase of

$442,281.88. The total taxes amount to 5.9 per cent, of the gross earnings
and 14.6 per cent, of the net earnings of the company.
The outlook for general business for the coming year in all of the states

served by your company is extremely good. The crops of grains, grasses
and fruits have never been better than they are this year, and there is a
marked increase in the movement of lumber and manufactured articles.

The report of the Comptroller gives further details of the transactions
of the company. By order of the Board of Directors,

HOWARD ELLIOTT.
president.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.
June 30, 1912.

Discount and commission on treasury securities sold
Settlement of damages in 1909 account of bridge at Aber-

deen, Washington
Property abandoned, chargeable to Profit and Loss
Adjustment of accounts in connection with construction

of Spokane, Portland & Seattle Railway.
Ba scE $80,260,438.07

$80,767,075.18

Balance to credit June 30th, 1911, as per annual report.
Balance of Income for year ending June 30, 1912,

brought down
Difference between book value and par value of securities

held in treasury, credited to Profit and Loss
Unclaimed wages—3 years old
Balance of Sundry Accounts

t, 354.05
.404.31
!,240.32

$80,767,075.18

By
Balance to credit of Profit and Loss, as per balance sheet $80,260,438.07
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Operating Expenses:
Maintenance of way and structures $7,861,490.57
Maintenance of Equipment 7,207,716.49
Traffic e.vpenses 1,202,292.65
Transportation expenses 20,756.386.75
General expenses 1,130,630.56

Taxes:
State and County $3,556,587.64
U. S. Government Corporation Tax 182,491.73

Interest and Rentals;
Interest on funded debt $6,680,810.00
Rentals of leased roads and terminals... 517.906.13
Other rentals 8,413.83

Dividends:
Nos. 56, 57, 58 and 59

Balance carried to Profit and Loss

INCOME ACCOUNT.
IE Fiscal Year Ending June 30. 1912.

By
Operating Revenue:

Freight $43,793,521.58
Passenger 15,343,752.05
Other 4,286,672.99

$63,423,
Outside Operations:

$38,158,517.02 Sleeping cars $317,791.61
Parlor and observation cars 29,255.10
Dining and cafe cars (Ueficit) 112,222.59
Restaurants 78,337.42

$3,739,079.37 Stock yards (Deficit) 410.60
$312,

Rentals Received $2,116,
Hire of Equipment 615,
Miscellaneous Income 29,

$7,207,129.96 Dividends and Interest
On securities owned and interest on deposits 2.270,

$17,360,000.00
. $2,303,814.62

$68,768,540.97 $68,768

750.94
171.16
815.58
445.00

ROAD AND EQUIPMENT (Northe:

Cost to June 30, 1907—
Road, lands, etc $318,333,961.80
Equipment 37,295,670.07

Cost since June 30, 1907—
Road (less Land Depart-
ment net proceeds)... $46,257,403.11

Equipment 11 ,983,502.77

Land Department current
assets 4,233,048.73

GENERAL BALANCE
Pacific Estate)

:

$355,629,631.87

SHEET, JUNE 30, 1912.

CAPITAL STOCK—Common
MORTGAGE, BONDED AND SECURED

DEBT:
Mortgage Bonds (page 30)
Collateral Trust Bonds (North-
ern Pacific-Great North-
ern joint) total issue. . .$215,227,000.00

Less, (5reat Northern Rail-
way Company's propor-
tion 107,613,500.00

$248,000,000.00

$191,365,500.00

$107,613,500.00
$298,979,000,00

Less reserve for accrued depreciation

.

$406,901,787.15

SECURITIES:
Securities of proprietary, aflfiliated and

controlled companies—pledged, viz.:

This Company's one-half of $107,613,500
stock of Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Railroad Company to secure $215,227,000
joint bonds made and issued by this

Company and the Great Northern Com-
pany to pay for said stock, costing $109,114,809.76

Securities of proprietary, affiliated and
controlled companies—unpledged 46,619,949.46

OTHER INVESTMENTS:
Advances to proprietary, affiliated and

controlled companies for construction,

equipment and betterments....
Miscellaneous investments, physical prop-

erty

$155,734,759.22

22.665.562.57

1,373,799.98
$24,039,362.55

Total Capital Assets $586,675,908.92

WORKING ASSETS:
Cash .•

• $5,566,568.25

Securities issued or assumed—held in

treasury 17,434,500.00

Marketable securities (other than those

issued or assumed) 14,959,510.96

Loans and bills receivable 3,706,813.26

Traffic and car service balances due from
other companies 1,148,770.06

Net balance due from agents and con-

ductors 816,827.11

Miscellaneous accounts receivable 4,358,516.86

Material and supplies 6,411,113.37

ACCRUED INCOME NOT DUE:
Unmatured interest, dividends and notes.

DEFERRED DEBIT ITEMS:
Advances and working funds
Special deposits (with Trustees of Mort-

gages)
Cash and securities in Sinking and Re-
demption Funds

Cash and securities in Insurance Fund..

$54,402,619.87

596,268.50

$65,486.31

633,478.54

$6,445,358.86

'$648,120,156.15

Total Capital Liabilities $546,979,000.00

WORKING LIABILITIES:
Traffic and car service balances due other
companies $887,486.7*

Audited vouchers and wages unpaid 5,830.039.93
Miscellaneous accounts payable 280,833.26
Matured interest, dividends and rents.... 1,159,944.50
Other working liabilities 187,062.78

$8,345,367.23
ACCRUED LIABILITIES NOT DUE:
Unmatured interest, dividends and rents

payable $4,845,924.34
Taxes accrued (partly estimated) 1,955,645.01

$6,801,569.35
DEFERRED CREDIT ITEMS:
Other deferred credit items 191,264.4»

APPROPRIATED SURPLUS:
Invested in other reserve funds (Insur-
ance Fund) 5.542,517.10

PROFIT AND LOSS 80,260,438.07

$648,120,156.15
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OHARLES NEILSON, a well-known former railroad man-
^^ ager (also at one time head of the railway bureau of the

Postoffice department at Washington), in a letter printed in

this issue, suggests that James McCrea ought to be drafted

into the public service, so that president, congressmen and all

federal officers could have the benefit of his ability and experi-

ence. We are safe in saying that railway officers generally will

second this nomination most heartily. Mr. Neilson does not go

into details, but he seems to have in mind a sort of chief com-

missionership. Surely he would not think of burying such an

all-around railroad expert, with his 48 years of experience, in

a body like the Interstate Commerce Commission, with six other

members, all of them compelled by circumstances to spend most

of their time as freight-rate specialists. At first blush this prop-

osition will be classed by many railroad men as the impracticable

notion of an idealist. Government standards of ability are often

low, and Congress usually refuses to pay the sums necessary

to get first class men when they are available. As for this

last point, the compensation, it is true that, for the highest

talent, the great railroads pay more than does the government;
but a railroad president, in serving the whole people could be

expected to be actuated by a true public spirit, as are the justices

of the Supreme Court, and other functionaries, who serve for

less than they could earn elsewhere. As to the government not

aiming to get the best, that is far from universally true. The
Hadley commission, selected by President Taft, and the Engine-

men's Arbitration Board, selected by Chief Justice White, Judge
Knapp and Commissioner Neill, are shining examples of wise

choices. The idealist is entitled not only to respectful attention

but to serious consideration. To give a practical turn to Mr.

Neilson's proposal, Mr. McCrea would be just the man to in-

vestigate train accidents. That is a subject concerning which a

good deal of futile talk has been printed. It is hampered by

much tedious detail, but when it is remembered that a single

collision or derailment now and then destroys $100,000 worth of

property—to say nothing of death and distress— it will be rec-

ognized that the problem is not beneath the attention of the

wisest head. The fundamejital qualifications for a governmental

oflicer in this matter are thorough knowledge of the field and
absolute impartiality; and in Mr. McCrea we have these. More-
over, he knows the subject in every last detail, so that his task

would not be an onerous one, and the fact that his health is not

equal to the burdens of a great railroad presidency would not

necessarily be a hindrance to accepting the government position.

In the freight rate law approved by the voters of Oregon at

the general election on November 5, which was commented
on briefly in our issue of November 15, the initiative and refer-

endum appear to have attained a reductio ad absurdum at a

very early stage in their practical development. In addition to

voting for the usual long list of public officers the people of

that "progressive" state were called on to approve or reject by

their ballots a series of thirty-seven measures referred to them

by the legislative assembly, proposed by initiative petition, or

on which a referendum had been ordered by petition. Together

with the arguments for and against some of them they com-

prised a pamphlet of 256 pages of type of the size in which this

editorial is printed. Slightly over two of the pages, with no

argument for or against, were devoted to the freight rate bill re-

ferred to, which among various ambiguous provisions, prescribed

a definite percentage relation between the ten classes of freight

rates as well as between carload and less than carload rates on the

basis of the carload weight. It is probably safe to say that in

the whole document there was no subject dealt with about

which the average voter knows less. More votes were cast for

the bill than against it. however, and now, according to the

Portland newspapers, both shippers and railways are trying to

find out what it means. The state railway commission, which

opposed the bill, has issued a statement to the railways calling

their attention to its passage in order that they may "comply

with its provisions at once." "To avoid misunderstanding." the

commission adds, "the interpretation of statutes is a judicial

function," and "requests for interpretation will be declined by

the commission." In other words the roads and shippers must

interpret the measure at their peril or appeal to the courts. It

is said that the bill was drawn up for the purpose of benefiting

certain jobbing centers by the reduction of carload rates in

which they were interested, and that the people voted for it

under the general impression that it would reduce rates. As

a matter of fact, there was not a word in the 256 pages of the

pamphlet to indicate to the voters anything as to the probable

effect of the measure in making rates either higher or lower.

There is nothing in the act to prevent the railways from mak-

ing rates as high as they please, provided the percentage re-

lations fixed are observed. The sole effect is to throw the whole

system of freight rates into a condition of uncertainty and con-
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fusion. It is reported that both railways and shippers are plan-

ning to attack the law in injunction proceedings. Were it not

for the fact that it would take months to revise the rates in

accordance with the provisions of the measure, probably the

surest way to kill it would be to enforce it.

THE ARBITRATION BOARD'S REPORT.

nPHE report of the board which arbitrated the controversy
*• between the eastern railways and their enginemen is the

most important and remarkable document on the railway labor

situation in the United States that has ever been prepared.

The award made in this case will be received with more or less

dissatisfaction by both the railway managers and the engine-

men. The managers will be dissatisfied, because some advances

in wages are granted and some changes in conditions of work

are made which are equivalent to advances ; and they had

felt that there should be no increases in wages. The enginemen

will be disappointed, because they gain much less than they

asked for, and substantially less than they hoped for. But

even in the minds of the parties directly concerned, and to a

far greater extent in the mind of the public, the immediate re-

sult of the decision in this particular case will be entirely over-

shadowed in significance by the reasons assigned by the board

for its decision; by its discussion of the railway problem; and

especially by its comments on the railway labor situation and

its recommendation, with the reasons therefor, that there be

created wage commissions to deal with railway wage questions

in the same way that the Interstate Commerce Commission deals

with railway rate questions.

Mr. Morrissey, who represented the enginemen on the board

dissents. Mr. Willard, who represented the railways, concurs,

although he files a brief explanatory statement indicating that

he differs on several points from the five members of the boarii

who represented neither side and were the real arbitrators.

Mr. \\'illard's course apparently was largely dictated by the

circumstances under which the arbitration board was created.

He and Mr. Morrissey, after repeated conferences, were unable

to agree on the other five members of the board, and submitted

to Chief Justice White of the United States Supreme Court.

Presiding Judge Knapp of the Commerce Court, and Labor

Commissioner Neill, a list of names from which they selected

the five. Mr. Willard seemingly felt that having indicated that

he believed that the men finally chosen were intelligent, able

and impartial, it would be inconsistent for him to dissent from

their findings. Having helped make the rules according to

which the game was played, he apparently thought that it would

seem unsportsmanlike to object to the result.

The fact that Mr. Morrissey dissented from the report may
tend to make organized labor and its friends criticise it. But

before any one criticises it, he should consider the conditions

out of which it grew. As to the high character, ability, inteUi-

gence and public spirit of the five real arbitrators there can

be no question. Oscar S. Straus is a great business man who
is noted for his philanthropy, who has served the United States

in various important positions, including that of Secretary of

Commerce and Labor under President Roosevelt; and he was the

Progressive candidate for governor of New York at the last

election.

Charles H. Van Hise is president of the University of Wis-

consin ; is a social reformer of note ; and it has been largely

owing to him that Wisconsin has made its government one of the

most radical in the Union. Frederick N. Judson is an eminent law-

yer and a leading authority on the law of Interstate Commerce,

and has come into national prominence on two occasions of sig-

nificance. Some years ago employees of the Wabash Railroad

itruck. Federal Judge Elmer B. Adams issued an injunction

which practically required them to return to work. They em-

ployed Mr. Judson as their attorney, and he secured the re-

scinding of the injunction. The second occasion on which he

came into great prominence was when he and Judson Harmon

resigned as special attorneys for the United States government
because President Roosevelt refused to follow their recom-
mendation that the Santa Fe and certain of its officers be prose-

cuted for rebating. Albert Shaw is the editor of the Amer-
ican Review of Reviews, and always in his public utter-

ances has been rather favorable to labor, and rather hostile

to the railroads. Otto Eidhtz is a building contractor in New-
York City, and has been a leader in the National Civic Fed-
eration, which is inclined toward labor in its sympathies rather

more than toward capital.

What was naturally to be anticipated from such a board?
The railway managers feared, with apparent reason, that it would
be partial toward labor. The enginemen apparently felt much the

same way. The members of the board have given most of

their time for five months to investigation of the issues in-

volved in the controversy before them and to study of the con-

ditions of which this controversy was a symptom. It is no-

table as indicating the public spirit by which all of the five

were actuated, that although it was understood when they were
appointed that they would be paid for their services, after

their work was done they refused any compensation. Past

mediations and arbitrations in railway labor disputes, especially

under the Erdman Act. have been settled according to what
seemed to be the dictates of immediate expediency and not ac-

cording to sound principles. In order words, the aim has been

to get some settlement rather than a just settlement under

which the rights of all parties interested, namely, the em-
ployees, the railways and the public, would be sustained. This

board set out to settle the controversy before it, not according

to the dictates of a short sighted expediency, but according to

fundamental principles. When they prepared their report, the ar-

bitrators knew more about the issues involved, and the facts

bearing on them, and had a clearer conception of the rights of

the railways and their employees and their duties to the public,

than any other body of men. Obviously no man who is not in

a position to be as unbiased and public spirited in his attitude

and to know as much about the facts, the issues and the prin-

ciples involved can be accepted as a trustworthy critic of their

report. The board evidently tried to deal with its problem

almost exclusively from the standpoint of the public welfare

;

and if its report is criticised, it will be well, before accepting

the criticisms, to consider whether the critic and those he rep-

resents may not be seeking, perhaps unwittingly, to further

their own interests at the expense of, rather than in accordance

with, the interests of the public.

The report may be expected to become an important prece-

dent for further arbitrations. The recommendations made,

especially that for the creation of a wage commission, will cause

much discussion. It will be well, therefore, to consider just

what is recommended, and the reasons. The board decided

that the eastern enginemen are entitled to some improvements

in their working conditions and to minimum wages consider-

ably higher than those now paid on most eastern roads, and

substantially higher than are being paid on some of them. The

question of a living wage was not involved; it was recognized

by both sides that the enginemen already were receiving more

than that. It was contended by the enginemen that the rela-

tive wages paid in the south and the west, and the increasing

responsibility and hazard of their occupation, justified higher

compensation for them. They asked for general standardization

of their wages. The railways contended that their enginemen.

all conditions considered, were highly paid as compared with

other railway employees and other working men, and that the

railways generally in the east could not afford to pay higher

wages. They also contended that difference in both the ph)^-

sical and financial conditions oi the railways should be con-

sidered and that all should not be required to pay the same

wages.

The board decides that differences in physical conditions on

different roads should be considered to some extent, but not

differences in their financial condition. It also decides that the
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eastern railways could afford to pay higher wages. But it

bases its award chiefly on the wages paid to other classes of

railway employees and to skilled workmen in non-railway

trades. The advances in wages given are relatively small. In

other words, the board decides that the enginemen's wages
should be made reasonable per se ; and it felt that a relatively

small increase would make them so. It also clearly indicated

that it felt that while the railways could afford to pay a little

more they could not afford to pay much more without being

given permission to transfer the added burden to the public

in the form ol higher freight and passenger rates. The con-

clusion to be drawn from this is obvious. It is that the board
believes that generally speaking the wages of organized em-
ployees on railways are high enough.

In reaching this conclusion the board entered into an elabo-

rate discussion of the relations between railways and their

employees on the one hand, and the relations of the railways

and the employees to the public on the other hand. It believes

that railways should be allowed to earn enough to pay their

employees fair wages and pay their security holders a fair

return. But it thinks that the time will not return when the

public or the regulating authorities will tolerate such financial

operations as sometimes have taken place in the past. It be-

lieves that the railways should be allowed to earn not only a

fair return, but something for surplus ; but it believes that

this surplus should be invested in the property and never cap-

italized by the issuance of stock dividends. It evidently be-

lieves that if this policy were adopted it would be possible for

the railways to get more liberal treatment from the public in

respect to both labor matters and rate matters. This point

merits the earnest attention of railway officers. Many of them
will perhaps deprecate the idea that they ought never to be

permitted to capitalize surplus invested in the properties. Just

the same, it seems pretty clear that the board's attitude is the

correct one, and that, with extremely few exceptions, if any,

the railways should profit from the investment of surplus by
getting a larger percentage of return from the capital invested

by their security holders rather than by capitalizing surplus

and getting a smaller percentage of returns on the larger issue

of securities.

Viewing the matter broadly, the most important part of the

report is that entitled "General Considerations." Here the

board discusses the general railway labor situation as illustrated

by the case directly under consideration. It shows that the

head of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers had power
to order a strike and that a strike would have stopped trans-

portation in the most populous, wealthy and industrially active

section of the country, thereby practically stopping all industrial

operations. The board paints in glowing language the incon-

venience, loss and suffering that this would have caused to the

public. It decides that the power to cause the public such in-

convenience, loss and suffering ought not to be possessed by
any body of men, and that, therefore, the time has come for

legislation- to restrict the freedom of railway employees to

strike. But if they are to be deprived of this freedom they
must be given something in its place. The board, therefore,

suggests the creation of national and state wage commissions,
or labor commissions, "which should e.xercise functions regard-
ing labor engaged at work in public utilities analogous to those
now exercised in regard to capital by the public service com-
missions and boards in existence." Many railway managers be-
lieve that as the wages paid to labor largely determine the passen-
ger and freight rates that they must charge, and that as the rates

that they are permitted to charge largely determine what they
can pay to labor, the settlement of wage and rate disputes
should be delegated to the same bodies. The recommendation
of the arbitration board, however, is along the line of the policy

advocated by F. A. Delano in letters published in the Railway
Age Casetie on April 7, 1911, and May 12, 1911. Mr. Delano,
it will be remembered, suggested the creation of a permanent
court of arbitration to settle railway labor controversies.

That the railway labor brotherhoods have secured a power

that is dangerous to the public welfare, and that for the protec-

tion of the public some such plan should be adopted as is sug-

gested by the arbitration board, has been repeatedly urged in

these columns in recent years. Mr. Morrissey strongly dis-

sents from this recommendation in a very able minority report.

We have the greatest respect for Mr. Morrissey's ability. We
believe he is one of the fairest minded labor leaders in the

United States. But the position he takes and the arguments
he makes are strikingly analogous to those of railway managers
in past years in reference to proposals for public regulation

of their rates and service. They said that fair public regula-

tion of rates was impracticable; that regulation would deprive

the railways of one of their most important rights of property,

and so on. Nevertheless, public regulation of railways is an
accomplished fact. Mr. Morrissey points out that there has

been great progress in the way of settling railway labor dis-

putes without strikes. That is true, but there has been very
little progress in settling railway labor disputes on their merits.
They have been settled under the Erdman act on principles

of expediency, and not on principles of enduring equity. They
have been so settled as to avoid strikes, but not so as to secure
to the railways, the employees and the public what they are
entitled to. They should be settled, not merely in such a
way as to prevent strikes, but in such a way as to secure jus-

tice to and promote the welfare of all concerned. They can-
not be thus settled without a radical change in the method of
settlement. When disputes now arise between railways and
shippers the public does not allow them to be settled according
to the law of the strongest, but requires that they be settled,

as nearly as with human means they can be settled, according
to principles of right; and it has established certain boards to
apply and enforce those principles. When disputes arise be-

tween individuals regarding property rights, the law does not,

and never has in civilized countries, permitted them to be set-

tled at fisticuffs by the law of the strongest, but has required
that they be settled by judicial process. No one claims that

the decisions of courts are always right, but no one questions

that the results gained by litigation are better than the results.

that would be gained by personal combat. And now the arbi-

tration board says that when controversies arise between the

railways and their employees, they should not be allowed to be
settled by trial of strength, but that they should be settled in

the same way that controversies between individuals regard-

ing property rights are settled, and in the same way that con-
troversies between railways and their patrons regarding rates

are settled. If, as Mr. Morrissey's dissenting opinion indicates,

railway labor is going to oppose the plan recommended by the

arbitration board, the public probably will not be wrong if

it concludes that the opposition is due to the fact that railway

labor now feels that it is stronger than the railway manage-
ments, and that, therefore, it has more to gain at the expense
of the railways and the public by being left free to exercise

its superior strength, regardless of the cost to others, than by
being required to submit the determination of its rights to

public bodies especially created and equipped to determine

those rights.

ST. LOUIS & SAN FRANCISCO.

'T'HE St. Louis & San Francisco operates 5,241 miles of road
•*• covering the territory southwest from St. Louis and
Kansas City, and with lines in the Mississippi valley from St.

Louis to Memphis, with a line to Birmingham, Ala. Through
the control of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, the annual report

of which is commented on elsewhere in this issue, the Frisco has
its own connection with Chicago. The St. Louis & San Fran-
cisco has not only a fairly heavy capitalization on its own prop-
erty, but in the guarantee of the bonds of the New Orleans,

Texas & Mexico lines (shown by a separate symbol on the map,
as distinguished from the Frisco lines proper) and the carrying
charges of the C. & E. I., it has additional heavy burdens.

After the separation of the Frisco from the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, the financial problem facing the St. Louis &
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San Francisco was a serious one. To add to this problem in the hnes between St. Louis and Memphis and between Kansas City

fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, the company had to meet operat- and Memphis were out of commission. During part of this time

ing and traffic conditions that were quite unusually severe. On 153 miles of track was so damaged by floods as to be impassable.

its northern lines the winter months were a particularly heavj' During the second half of the year gross operating revenues de-

The St. Louis & San Francisco System.

strain, and in the last six months of the fiscal year the floods in creased over the corresponding period in the pervious fiscal year

the Mississippi valley did an amount of damage that had never by $486,000, while operating expenses increased by $421,000.

before been experienced. From March 24 to May 10 the main Taking into consideration these fatts. the showing made by
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the management is an example of railroading that merits atten-

tion. By a reduction of $611,000, or slightly over 2 per cent., in

operating expenses, in the face of such operating conditions as

have been mentioned, the management was able to, in part, ofTset

a decrease in total operating revenues of $1,059,000, or 2.5 per

cent., earning in 1912 $13,391,000 net operating revenue and show-

ing, after the payment of taxes, interest charges, interest on

guaranteed securities and' guaranteed dividends on the Kansas

City, Fort Scott & Memphis and the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,

a slight surplus amounting to $177,000. It should be mentioned,

however, that there was a deficit from the New Orleans, Texas

& Mexico lines, which are operated separately, of $904,000, which

deficit is charged to the St. Louis & San Francisco's profit and

loss account and which, if charged to this year's income, would

have changed the surplus shown to a deficit of $727,000.

Ever since the separation of the Frisco from the Rock Island

the management directly in charge of the operation of the prop-

erty has been imbued with the spirit that the solvency of that

great railroad property could only be maintained through extraor-

dinary efforts on their part, and this spirit of carrying on the

hand-to-hand fight against heavy odds has permeated through

the entire organization to a remarkable degree. The economies

of operation, the adoption of the most modern and enlightened

policy toward freight damage claims and other methods that have

been adopted, have been described at different times in the Rail-

wny Age Gazette in the past year. If operating statistics .showed

on their face no improvement in 1912 over 1911, the fact that the

management had succeeded in holding its own under such severe

conditions as were encountered from January to June, 1912,

would reflect a considerable degree of success for their efforts;

but the annual report shows that not only did the officers hold

their own, but made absolute gains.

The number of tons of revenue freight carried one mile totaled

2,715,000,000, an increase of 39,000,000 ton miles, or 1.5 per cent.

The number of passengers carried one mile totaled 474,000,000

in 1912, a decrease of 32,000,000 from 1911. With the increase

of 1.5 per cent, in ton mileage, there was a decrease of 1,466,000

miles in freight train mileage, the total for 1912 being 10,170,000.

The decrease in freight train mileage amounts to 12.6 per cent.

As is almost universally the case, the company was unable to

reduce passenger train mileage to correspond to a reduction in

passengers carried one mile, so that the passenger train mileage

in 1912 was 10,575,000, a decrease of but 15,000 train miles from

1911. Freight locomotive mileage in 1912 totaled 10,530,000, a

decrease of 1,470,000 freight locomotive miles. This is a de-

crease of 12.25 per cent. The average revenue train load was 255

tons in 1912, as against 221 tons in 1911, an increase of 44 tons,

or 20 per cent., which in a year in which bitter cold, on one end

of the line, and disastrous floods, on the other, contributed their

full share toward disorganizing train service, is a record that

is well worth mentioning.

A study of the financial showing of the company emphasizes

the importance and insistent nature of the problem that the

operating management has had to meet. Total other income.

which includes income from securities owned, including the

Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis and the Chicago & Eastern

Illinois, amounted in 1912 to $1,842,000. while interest on guar-

anteed securities amounted to $2,564,000 and dividends on trust

certificates of the K. C. F. S. & M. and the C. & E. I. amounted

to $1,578,000. In addition to this there was a deficit, as has

already been mentioned, of $904,000 on the New Orleans. Texas

& Mexico lines (the Frisco guarantees the N. O. T. & M. bonds.)

During the year ended June 30, 1912, the St. Louis & San Fran-

cisco issued $5,502,000 general lien 5 per cent, bonds, and the

total increase in funded debt amounted to $7,586,000. There

was, however, a decrease of $5,704,000 in collateral trust bonds

and $1,029,000 in equipment trust certificates, so that the net in-

crease in" debt amounted to $853,000. .

During the year the company spent $1,393,000 for additions

and betterments to its property, exclusive (if ic|uipiiHiit, anl

$1,925,000 net for equipment, making a total of $3,318,000. At
tlie end of 1912 the company had on hand $6,050,000 cash, with a

total of $14,086,000 working liabilities, of which $2,790,000 is

loans and bills payable. Nothing was charged during the year

to the income account for discount on securities, but $857,000

was debited to profit and loss. There was, however, at the end
of 1912 $12,930,000 unextinguished discount on funded debt car-

ried on the balance sheet, which, notwithstanding the charge

made to profit and loss, is an increase of $1,340,000 during the

year. A condensed general balance sheet for June 30, 1912, is

given which includes the St. L. & S. F., the C. & E. I. and the

N. O. T. & M. This condensed balance sheet shows cash on
hand of $7,517,000, included in total working assets of $28,169.-

000, with $7,459,000 loans and bills payable included in working
liabilities, amounting in all to $23,133,000.

As a railroad property the St. Louis & San Francisco and its

leasehold estates and auxiliary lines has great possibilities.

Average earnings per mile on the Frisco amount to in the neigh-

borhood of $8,000 ($8,032 in 1912.) The property has a freight

density of 517,969 ton miles per mile of road and a passenger

density of 90,512 passenger miles per mile of road. In 1912

maintenance of way and structures consumed 12.16 per cent, of

total operating revenues; maintenance of equipment, 13.11 per

cent., and transportation expenses. 37.24 per cent. Maintenance
in 1912 consumed a slightly smaller proportion of revenues than

in 1911, while transportation expenses consumed a slightly

larger proportion. The operating ratio in 1912 was 68.19, an<l

in 1911, 67.94.

Of the total tonnage carried in 1912, amounting to 16,986,000

tons, 39.03 per cent, was furnished by products of mines, 17.67

per cent, by products of forests, 17.68 per cent, by products nf

agriculture, 14.49 per cent, by manufactures, 5.31 per cent, by

merchandise (L. C. L.) and 3.89 per cent, by animals and animal

products. The most notable changes in the character of tonnage

carried was a decrease of 9.61 per cent, in the tonnage of prod-

ucts of forests, and it is rather interesting to note that the

tonnage of lumber amounted to 2,337,000 in 1912, which is 20.30

per cent, more than in 1911. Other forest products furnished

but 664,000 tons, a decrease of 51.81 per cent, from 1911. Prod-

ucts of agriculture totaled 3,004,000 tons in 1912, which was
greater by 17.53 per cent, than in 1911.

The following table shows the principal figures for operation

in 1912, as compared with 1911:

1912. 1911.

.Average mileage operated 5,241 5,188
Freight revenue $27,505,798 $28,071,782
Passenger revenue 11,490,509 11,999,385

Total operating revenue 42,100,364 43,159,228
Maint. of way and structures... 5.118.924 5.470.179
Maint. of equipment 5,521,171 5,738.290
Traffic expenses 1.098,446 1,085,847
Transportation expenses 15,678,945 15.737,165
General expenses 1,292,103 1,288,919

Total operating expenses '. . 28,709,589 29,320.400
Taxes 1,957,583 1.811,827
Operating income 1 1,433,192 12.027,001
Total income 12,992,510 14.360,971
Net income 177.399 1.535,404

COLORADO & SOUTHERN.

A LTHOL'GH botli freight and passenger revenue fell off in

J^ the fiscal year ended June 30. 1912, the Colorado & South-

ern lines were able to reduce operating expenses sufficiently to

in good part offset this loss in revenue, so that after paying

expenses, taxes, rentals and interest, the company had net

income available for dividends of $1,500,000, as against $2,-

299.000 in 1911. Two per cent, dividends were paid in both

years, and there was a surplus of $200,000 in 1912. as against a

surplus of $9S9.000 in 1911. Included in charges to income in

both years was half the deficit of the Trinity & Brazos Val-

ley, which is controlled jointly by the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific and the Colorado & Southern.

The reduction in revenue resulted from a smaller number
of passengers carried : a smaller tonnage of freight carried,

with a shorter average haul for freight: ;i verv slightlv lower
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passenger mile rate, and a lower average ton mile rate for

freight. The total number of passengers carried was 3,181,000

last year, a decrease of 662,000 from the previous 3ear; and

the average receipts per passenger per mile were 2.52 cents in

1912 and 2.53 cents in 1911. The number of tons of freight car-

Orin Jc.

281,000, and in 1912 to $13,960,000. There was carried a total of

6,684,000 tons in the year 1908, and 7,148,000 tons in 1912. Of
the total tonnage carried in 1908, 75.03 per cent, originated on
Colorado & Southern lines and 24.97 per cent, on foreign lines;

and of the total freight revenue, 70.60 per cent, was from freight

originating on Colorado & Southern lines, and 29.40 per cent,

from freight originating on foreign lines. In 1912, of the total

tonnage carried. 68.43 per cent, originated on the Colorado &
Southern and 31.57 per cent, on foreign lines; while 61.41 per

cent, of the total freight revenue was from freight originating

on the Colorado & Southern, and 38.58 per cent, from freight

originating on foreign lines. Of the total tonnage carried in 1908,

61.75 per cent, was products of mines, as against 66.76 per cent,

in 1912; 14.08 per cent, was products of agriculture in 1908 and

13.21 per cent, in 1912; 8.20 per cent, was manufactures in 1908

and 9.26 per cent, in 1912; 6.22 per cent, was lumber in 1?08 and

3.34 per cent, in 1912.

The average receipts per ton per mile in 1908 were 1.134 cents,

as against average receipts per ton per mile of 9.31 mills in

1912. The average trainload in 1S08 was 257 tons, and in 1912

was 314 tons.

In addition to the expenditures for betterments made in the

year 1912 that have previously been mentioned, the Colorado &
Southern spent $1,367,000 for new lines and extensions. The net

increase in funded debt was $3,736,000. The company had on

hand $747,000 cash at the end of 1912, with no loans and bills

payable and with a total of $1,557,000 working liabilities. h\. the

end of 1911 the company had $1,477,000 cash, with no loans and

bills payable, and with total working liabilities of $2,674,000.

The following table shows the principal figures for operation

in 1912, compared with 1911:

1912. 1911.

.Average mileage operated ...* 1.8S1 2,016
Freight revenue $9,850,049 $11,120,361
Passenger revenue 3,246.773 3,870.672

Total operating revenue 13.959.976 15,824,065
Maint. of wav and structures 1.637.316 1,688,223

ried totaled 7,148,000 in 1912, a decrease of 617,000 tons from
1911; and the ton mileage was 1,058,000,000 in 1912, a decrease

of 113,000,000 ton miles from 1911, the average haul being

148 miles in 1912 and 151 miles in 1911 ; and the average re-

ceipts per ton per mile were 9.31 miles in 1912 and 9.49 miles

in 1911.

The Colorado & Southern forms a line connecting the Bur-

lington with the gulf of Mexico. It gives the Hill lines a gulf

of Mexico outlet and a feeder for the traffic which originates

in the mountains of Colorado and on the gulf of Mexico and
in Texas destined for points either northwest or northeast of

Colorado.

The Colorado & Southern operated in 1912 on a 68.88 per

cent, ratio of expenses to operating revenues, as against a

65.30 per cent, in the previous year.

It is interesting to make some comparison of the changes that

have taken place both in character of traffic, earnings and in

physical condition since the Burlington acquired control. The
last annual report signed by the management which sold control

to the Burlington was that for 1908. In the four years since

1908 there w-as spent for additions and betterments $1,232,000 in

1909, $795,000 in 1910, $2,502,000 in 1911, and $678,000 in 1912.

This does not include expenditures for extensions and new lines.

In 1908 the company operated 1,952 miles of road, and in 1912,

1,881 miles.* In 1908 total operating revenues amounted to $14,-

•The mileage for 1908 is that operated at the end of the year, and the
mileage for 1912 is the average for the year.

Maint. of equipment 2,532.181 2,779,143
Traffic expenses 236.127 239,692
Transportation expenses 4,728,765 5,112,952
General expenses 482,066 514,101

Total operating expenses 9,616,454 10,334,111
Taxes 511,470 478,323
Operating income 3.807,529 4,978,345
Total income 4,597,803 5,623,56t
Net income 1,499,968 2,298.592
Dividends 1,300,000 1,300.000
Surplus 199,968 998,592
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MINNEAPOLIS, ST. PAUL & SAULT STE. MARIE.

IT is unusual and decidedly refreshing to find a road that

* showed very substantial increases in gross revenue in the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1912. The Minneapolis, St. Paul

& Sault Ste. Marie Railw^ay Company, which operated, in

1912, 3,773 miles, earned in that year very materially the

largest gross in its history and saved for net $7,519,000, or

slightly more than in its previous most prosperous year, 1910,

operating, however, in 1912 on a ratio of 56.0*, as compared

with 52.7t in 1910. Grain crops in the territory served were

below the average yield in 1912. The winter was severe, and

the Soo connection with the Canadian Pacific must, more-

over, have to meet to a certain extent the competition of the

St. Paul for through business to the Pacific coast. As Presi-

dent Pennington, however, somewhat dryly remarks: "The

increase in gross earnings [there was an increase from

$12,819,000 in 1911 to $16,771,000 in 1912] under the somewhat

depressing commercial conditions that have existed during

the past two years, reflects to some extent the growth in

development of the country adjacent to the more recently

constructed lines."

The Soo has completed its extension from Frederic to

before. Passenger revenues amounted in 1912 to $3,872,000,

as against $3,191,000 in 1911. The average receipts per pas-

senger per mile were 2.292 cents in 1912, as against 2.367

cents in 1911.

The average train load on the Soo is heavy for a road

with such a small proportion of its tonnage furnished by

coal, and in 1912 there was an increase of 68 tons in the

average train load, making the 1912 figure 396 tons. The
comparison with 1911 is with a poor year; but in 1910, which

was a year of very heavy traffic, the average train load was
378 tons, so that 1912 shows a substantial gain over that

year. The increase in train load was largely due to better

carloading, the average number of loaded cars per train be-

ing 21.76 in 1912 and 21.46 in 1911, while the average number
of tons per loaded car was 18.18 in 1912 and 15.30 in 1911.

There was a substantial reduction in empty cars per train,

the average being 6.84 in 1912 and 7.96 in 1911.

The principal financing done during the year was the sale

of $1,520,000 first mortgage consolidated bonds and $1,020,000

equipment trust notes. In addition there were sold $3,500,000

Wisconsin Central first and refunding mortgage bonds.

These are not a liability of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault

Po/i>ck

SOUTH DAKOTA

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.

Duluth, Minn., and traffic is now being routed from Minne-

apolis and St. Paul to Duluth over this line. In 1912 there

were 49 miles added to the total operated, and in the previous

year there were added 235 miles of new line.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie is primarily

a lumber and grain carrying road. Of the total 6,201,000 tons

carried in 1912, 28.37 per cent, was furnished by lumber and

16.18 per cent, by grain. There was a falling off of lumber
traffic in 1912, the total for that year amounting to 1,759,000

tons, as compared with 1,810,000 tons in 1911. On the other

hand, there was a substantial gain in the tonnage of grain,

which totaled 1,004,000 tons in 1912, as against 627,000 in 1911.

The tonnage of bituminous coal amounted to 548,000 tons in

1912, as against 236,000 in 1911.

The.Soo is a road with comparatively light earnings per

mile, but with a very low operating ratio. The total operat-

ing revenues per mile of road in 1912 averaged $6,119, as

against $4,858 in 1911. The ratio of operating expenses to

total operating revenues was 55.7*, and the ratio of mainte-

nance, including both way and equipment, to total operating

revenues was 22.2. Transportation expenses consumed 29.7

per cent, of total operating revenues.

Notwithstanding the small amount of coal carried, the

average receipts per ton per mile are low, being 7.22 mills in

1912, as against 8.15 mills in 191.1. The average length of

haul was 267 miles last year, as against 214 miles the year

•Including in both years "Outside Operations."

t Excluding "Outside Operations."

Ste. Marie, but are secured on a part of its property as now
operated, namely, the Chicago division. The Wisconsin

Central bonds were issued to pay for maturing car trust ob-

ligations and underlying bonds, and to repay to the Soo

temporary advances made for revision work on the Chicago

division. In addition to the above bonds there were $6,000,-

000 4 per cent, bonds, of a total authorized issue of $20,-

000,000 bonds, of the Central Terminal Railway sold. These

bonds are jointly guaranteed by the Central Terminal Rail-

way and the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, and

are secured by mortgage on the property of the Central

Terminal. During 1912 the Soo spent $3,902,000 for new
construction and equipment, and $471,000 for additions and

betterments.

At the end of 1912 the Soo was in a strong position as

regards working capital. There was on hand $5,271,000 cash,

with no loans and bills payable, and but $5,315,000 total

working liabilities. This compares with $2,520,000 cash on

hand at the end of 1911, and total working liabilities of

$4,536,000. The Soo was carrying at the end of 1912 $313,000
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unextinguished discount on funded debt and showed a profit

and loss credit of $11,707,000.

The Central Terminal company mentioned above was in-

corporated with $2,000,000 capital stock, which was sub-

scribed for by the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.

This company has bought a tract of land in Chicago, on the

west side of the Chicago river, between Canal and Clinton

streets, running from Twelfth street to West Fifteenth

street, and contracts have been let for a modern freight

terminal. Trackage rights have been given by the Balti-

more & Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad, giving the newly

acquired property a connection with the Chicago division of

the Soo, and land has been bought for a connection with

the B. & O. Chicago Terminal. The proceeds from the sale

of the $6,000,000 bonds are, it is estimated, sufficient to com-

plete the terminals as now planned.

The Soo, handling as it does such a large tonnage of prod-

ucts of agriculture, has been, since the close of the fiscal

year, handling a very large freight business. The country

which it serves is more prosperous than it has been for years,

and with the extraordinarily good weather that has pre-

vailed, congestion and car shortage have been held down to

a minimum, so that the prospects for earnings in the fiscal

year 1913 are unusually bright.

The following table shows the principal figures for opera-

tion in 1912, compared with 1911:
1912. 1911.

Average mileage operated 2,741 2.639

Freight revenue $11,934,792 $8,726,608
Passenger revenue 3,872.488 3.190.564

Total operating revenue 16,770.700 12,819,188
Maint. of way and structures... 1,697,402 1,427.664

Maint. of equipment 2.027.240 1,81 7,1 07

Traffic expenses 295.361 286.770
Transportation expenses 4,985.876 4,326.936
General expenses 336,565 304,688

Total operating expenses 9.342.444 8,163.165

Taxes 1,123.136 839.306
Operating income 6,396.142 3,920.607

Total income 7,454,378 4,833.811

Net income 4,224,290 1,831,437

Dividends 2,417,037 2,287,360
Surplus 1,807,253 '455,933

•Deficit.

CHICAGO & EASTERN ILLINOIS.

THE question of fuel supply for railroads is often one that

is not given as much attention in the discussion of a rail-

road's operating costs as it properly deserves. It is, however, a

question which ranks in importance with grades and with

density of traffic. The Chicago & Eastern Illinois not only forms

the Chicago connection for the St. Louis & San Francisco,

which controls it, but is of great importance in itself as one of

the heavy coal carrying roads entering Chicago. Even on this

road, however, the problem of locomotive fuel supply at a

reasonable cost has become more and more difficult. President

Winchell, in the C. & E. I. report for the fiscal year ended June

30, 1912, points out that when there has been large demand for

coal and the market price has risen above the price at which it

has been contracted by the railroad company, the company has

not always been able to obtain full deliveries and has "even

been obliged to confiscate a certain portion of the coal ofiFered

for commercial shipment in order to haul the balance to market."

During the past fiscal year the C. & E. I. has bought 10 operat-

ing coal mines in Montgomery county. 111., and Vermillion

county, Ind., and additional coal lands in Sullivan county, Ind.

The total purchases include 41,425 acres of coal lands. The

mines have been leased to coal companies, but under conditions

that insure an ample supply of coal for the company's use.

A further step of importance in the future operating econ-

omies of the road has been the consolidation, which became ef-

fective July 1, 1911, of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, the Evans-

ville & Terre Haute and the Evansville Belt Railway.

The C. & E. I. now operates 1.275 miles of road. Total op-

erating revenues in 1912 amounted to $15,216,000, an increase

of 2.3 per cent, over operating revenues in 1911. Operating ex-

penses amounted to $10,900,000 in 1912, an increase of $795,000,

or 7.9 per cent., over 1911. There was available for dividends,

after the payment of interest and rentals, $1,058,000 in 1912, as

against $1,542,000 in 1911. Regular dividends of 6 per cent,

were paid on the preferred stock and 5 per cent, was paid on the

common stock, contrasting with 9j4 per cent, paid on the com-

mon in 1911. This left a surplus in 1912 of $105,000, as against

$326,000 surplus at the end of 1911.

The number of tons carried one mile totaled 2,106.000,000 in

1912, as against 2,127,000,000 in 1911. The number of passengers

carried one mile, however, totaled 162,400,000 last year, as

against 157,600,000 the year before. Notwithstanding the slight

decrease in ton mileage, there was a slight increase in freight

train mileage, the total in 1912 being 3,980.000 freight train

miles, as against 3,885,000 in 1911. The revenue train load in

1912 was 511 tons, as against 528 tons in 1911.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois has a very heavy freight

density, amounting in 1912 to 1.651,000 ton miles per mile op-

erated. Of the total tonnage carried in 1912, 62.23 per cent,

was products of mines. The principal changes in the character

of tonnage carried were a decrease of 5.20 per cent, in the ton-

nage of products of mines, a decrease of 4.39 per cent, in the

tonnage of manufactures, and an increase of 3.88 per cent, in

the tonnage of products of agriculture.

The decrease in train load and the increase in freight train

mileage are explained by the severity of the winter, and further

by the fact that from April 1, for tvt^o months, the coal mines

served by the C. & E. I. were closed. Coal shipments were

crowded into the months preceding this shutdown, and, of

course, this uneven movement of traffic was detrimental to the

most economical operation.

The C. & E. I., although moving such a large proportion of

low grade tonnage, operates on a rather high ratio—71.63. In

1912 maintenarce of way and structures consumed 9.61 per cent,

of total operating revenues ; maintenance of equipment, 18.26

per cent. ; traffic expenses, 2.38 per cent., and transportation ex-

penses, 38.19 per cent. Possibly one reason for this high operat-

ing ratio is the fact that the C. & E. I. operates in very highly

competitive territory for passenger busiress. The number of

passengers carried one mile totaled 162,400000 in 1912, and the

mileage of passenger trains totaled 3 094.000. The average rev-

enue per passenger per mile is but 1.79 cents, which is entirely

too low for the kind of passenger service that the C. & E. I.

affords. The average passenger journey is 35.34 miles.

The following table shows the principal figures for operation

in 1912, compared with 1911:

1912. 1911.

Average mileage operated 1,275 1,275
Freight revenue $11,138,149 $11,042,556
Passeneer revenue 2,900.522 2,810.413

Total operating revenues 15,215,513 14,880,409
Maint. of way and structures... 1,462,319 1,517,682
Maint. of equipment 2,778,230 2,347,107
Traffic expenses 362.549 346,853
Transportation expenses 5,810.822 5,415.155
General expenses 48S.759 478,300

Total operating expenses 10,899.752 10,105,098
Taxes 426.593 461,967
Operating income 3.889.169 4.313,343
Total income 4.718.361 5,219,097
Net income 1,057.799 1,541,767
Dividends 952,853 1,215,533
Surplus 104,946 326,234

NEW BOOKS.

Steel Mill Buildings. By Milo S. Ketchum, C.E., Dean of the College of

Engineering, University of Colorado. Third edition. 6^ in. x 9 in.;

562 pages; 270 illustrations and 66 tables. Price, $4. McGraw-Hil!

Book Company, New York.

In this third edition of Ketchum's "Steel Mill Buildings," the

chapters on "Stresses in Frame Structures" and "Stresses in

Bridge Trusses," have been rewritten and enlarged. The

"Specifications for Steel Frame Buildings" have been revised,

many of the cuts have been redrawn and many other revisions

and additions have been made. This book is already well known

as a text in engineering schools, and although it was written pri-

marily for instruction purposes, it has been favorably received

by engineers as a reference book.
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ST^ifer^ to the Sdtton

THE LARGEST RAILWAY SHOFS.

New Yokk, November 25, 1912.

To THE Editor ok the Railw.'w Ace Gazette:

In his "Impressions of British Railway Practice" in your

issue of November 15, 1912, page 921, H. W. Jacobs says that

:

"The railway shops of the London & North Western, at Crewe,

England, are probably the largest in the world, employing

from 8,000 to 10,000 men." If I am not mistaken, the Altoona

shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad are larger, employing about

12,000 men or more in busy times. Mohawk.

A NOMINATION THAT SHOULD BE UNANIMOUS.

New York, November 25, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

The retirement of Mr. McCrea from the presidency of the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company suggests to those who know
the man the hope that the government of the United States

can in some manner arrange to secure his valuable help in

transportation matters. Most of the European governments

have commissions which exceed in general usefulness any-

thing in this country. If it be possible to do so, this would
appear to be the opportunity for securing at least a portion

of the services of a gentleman who by education, experience

and personal attainments has mastered thoroughly the trans-

portation business from start to finish.

Mr. McCrea's high character and the unquestionable posi-

tion that he has gained by long years of hard and important

work in most trying positions, entitle him to the respect

that is today accorded him by his fellow workers and by all

who know him. His position is acknowledged by all who
know of his successful management of the immense prop-

Gerties which have been entrusted to him.

His past history more than justifies a firm belief in his

impartial judgment and in the honesty of the opinions that

he might be called on to give on the knotty and important

transportation questions that would be submitted to him for

solution.

While, no doubt, our legal brethren feel fully qualified to

pass judgment on transportation questions with as much
aflfability as they would on legal ones, which they understand,

I believe I am safe in assuming that even these gentlemen

would gladly avail themselves of the assistance of such a

man as Mr. McCrea; for they are familiar with his known
independence and freedom from all influences except those

that he believes to be right and just.

It is certainly time that the unfortunate transportation

goose of much fame that has laid such wonderful golden

eggs, of convenience and value for the entire country, should

be better understood and appreciated, and receive the in-

telligent treatment it deserves. Could anyone be selected

who could so well supply the explanations so much needed

by congressional committees and by the commission, or

whose opinion would be received with so much consideration

and so little question?

These suggestions are based upon a knowledge gained in

railroad and governmental service which leads to the belief

that many of our present troubles and misunderstandings

come from a general lack of information, especially on the part

of the public and from the want of explanations intelligible

and illuminating to those in authority.

From personal experience with the public, the writer is

satisfied that just plain, commonplace information will go
far to relieve the present embarrassment and to rectify the

peculiar relationship that unfortunately now exists between

the shipper and the transportation company, a relationship on
whose success the entire business prosperity of the country

so largely depends. Hence this suggestion that the op-
portunity for securing such valuable assistance should not be
overlooked. Every endeavor should be made to interest Mr.
McCrea in the service of the government; that is, the service
of the whole people.

. C. Neilson.

NEED OF A HIGHER DEMURRAGE CHARGE.

San Fra.vcisco, Cal., November 19, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
I have read your article, page 868, November 8, in reference

to the circular issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission
pertaining to the freight car shortage.

In my opinion, the Commission has not touched upon the
proper remedy. Stress is laid on the fact that the average
movement of freight cars is less than twenty-live miles a day
and that this low movement is not adequate to the need. We
all can agree with the Commission that it is desirable to
obtain a higher average movement per car per day; but the
cause of the low mileage does not seem to have been
analyzed.

A study of the situation will develop the fact that a great
proportion of the traffic of this country is tributary to
populous or industrial centers, the traffic movement originat-
ing and ending within a radius of one hundred miles. In
many of such zones, the free time on certain commodities is

as much as 72 hours—in some cases, 96 hours. The move-
ment of cars to and from these centers will consume, at the
outside, ten hours; while in loading or unloading the free
time is used to the limit.

The taking advantage by the consignor and consignee of
the full free time allowed—in many cases on the part of the
consignee of much beyond the free time—for storage pur-
poses, is the true cause of the low mileage made by freight

cars. If the Interstate Commerce Commission and the
several State commissions would prescribe a demurrage rate
of $S a day, with a maximum free time of 48 hours, with
no allowance for inclement weather, there would immediately
be sufticient equipment available to meet the traffic require-
ments of the country at this time.

W. R. Scott,
General Manager, Southern Pacific Company.

[The significance of Mr. Scott's views lies in the fact that in

California, the state where he lives, a high demurrage rate
has been in force for over three years; first a rate of $6 and
then (for the last year and a half) one of $3 a day. What
he says, therefore, is based on the lessons of actual experi-
ence.

—

Editor.]

STRICT DISCIPLINE IN SMALL THINGS.

Nashville, Tenn., November 18, 1912.

To the Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:
Answering "J. S. M.." who published his views with regard

to the flagging rule in the Railzi'ay Age Gazette of November 8:

When a red lantern is held in the same hand with a white, the

red cannot be seen for any distance. I appreciate that a white

light can be seen farther, but one must keep in mind that two
kinds of a stop signal may be given by lantern, one to give no-

tice of danger ahead, another to bring a train to a halt to pick

up a car or some passengers. The former is much more vital

and requires prompt action, therefore makers of rules prefer

that it be given by red lantern. I see no objection to first sig-

naling stop with the white lantern, but I do not recommend it.

The present method is known to be safe, so there should be no

departures therefrom.

It is true that to threaten a child with punishment and not

in each case administer it when commands are disregarded, is

not the proper way to discipline ; but if one says to a flagman

that there are some rules much more vital than others and that
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to violate those more important rules is unsafe, forbidden, and
will result in dismissal, I see nothing wrong with the propo-

sition. They then know just what to expect, as is known with

regard to the use of intoxicants. The code provides possible

dismissal for taking a nip; but I think that neglect in flagging

has cost more lives than the use of whiskey ever did. I will

adhere to my original belief that flagmen should be warned

that if they do not promptly protect their trains they will be

discharged, and that it will be done without regard to whether

an accident occurs. I will go further; I will say that engine-

men who permit their green signals to fail on the front of

the engine and thereby endanger the lives of men on the fol-

lowing section, ought to also be discharged. There is too much
carelessness ; men do not inspect these front-end signals as

often as they should, nor do they report those that are in bad

order and cannot be kept burning. Flags are lost off and the

the trip is continued with only one flag, or, sometimes, with

only a part of one flag. One of the weakest features of the

whole organization on American railroads is the failure to re-

port irregularities so they can be corrected. Men are con-

stantly tempted to piece along with a defective appliance, hoping

that it may be discovered by others and reported, or that they

will not get the same engine on the next trip.

H. W. FORM.^N.

will sometimes derail an engine, but whether there would be
danger of removing torpedoes from the rail is a question.

Herbert T. Waj-Ker.

SAFEGUARDING THE LOCOMOTIVE.

Tenafly, N. T., November 12. 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

Referring to Mr. Caruthers' letter which appeared in your issue

of November 8, page 875, and in which it was proposed to add

English "life guards" to American locomotives. It appears to me
that the scheme would not be of much value, for the reason that

as there must be a certain clearance between the rail and the

pilot there would have to be the same clearance between the rail

and the life guard, as they are both rigid structures. Therefore,

objects too small to be reached by the pilot would obviously es-

cape the life guard.

As long as we have trespassers on our tracks and mischievous

boys who will place small articles on the rails "just for fun."

A Flexible Device for Clearing the Rail of Small Obstructions.

it seems that there should be some elastic or yielding devict

which can be placed nearer to the rail than the pilot. Some

years ago, when in England, I saw several locomotives fitted

with steel wire brushes. They were bolted to the frames imme-

diately behind the life guards, and a short hnk near the brush

back secured it firmly to the life guard. I never heard any ob-

jection made to these brushes, but I do not think they are in

use at the present time.

The accompanying sketch will show how the brushes could

be applied to an American locomotive; or the brush back could

be fastened to the rear of the pilot onlj', instead of hanging it

from the front bumper. There is no doubt these brushes would

clear the rail of small obstructions, such as bolts or spikes, which

TENDER DERAILMENTS.

St.^mps. ••Vrk., October 27, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

Referring to the recent articles by E. W. Summers and other?

concerning tender derailments. These and derailments of cars

chargeable to the same cause, have been the subject of much con-

troversy, probably owing to the obscurity of the causes. The writer

has personally investigated many such accidents, and in every in-

stance imperfections in the track surface were found back of the

point of derailment. In many cases the derailed truck ap-

peared to have been violently and instantaneously slewed around

to an angle of sometimes 20 or 30 deg., with the rail at the

point of derailment. The inference seems fair that the vari-

ations in cross-level produce lateral oscillations of the car body.

Ordinarily such oscillations are dissipated through the springs,

but when there is a succession of cross-level variations, such

that the front and rear trucks are simultaneously depressed, and
thus the oscillations of the car body accentuated, the oscilla-

tions become violent. If the speed be such that there is an

impulse transmitted to the car body through the side bearing

at the instant that the car body is at the point of maximum
oscillation, the springs are closed, and a violent shock follows.

The force producing motion in the car is transmitted along

the center line, through the center pin, thence through the

truck bolster to the truck and wheels. We may consider that

this force is transmitted to the wheels on each rail, half to

each side, when the load is not oscillating, but is carried entirely

upon the center plate. But when the load is at the point of

maximum oscillation there is a much larger proportion of the

load carried on one side than on the other. This means that

there is much more weight carried on the wheels on that side

than on the other at that particular instant. Now, since with

a given force the acceleration varies inversely as the weight

and directly as the time, it follows that when the car body is

at the point of maximum oscillation with springs fully com-

pressed, and with the vertical reaction through wheels on one

side suddenly increased, and on the other as suddenly decreased,

and with the accelerating force remaining constant as to amount

and point of application, the acceleration of the lighter side is

suddenly increased, and of the heavy side as suddenly decreased,

and the truck is suddenly and violently slewed and derailment

results.

Mr. Summer's conclusions are practically the same as the

above, but it would seem that in his graphical demonstration

he has attempted the resolution of the product of force and dis-

tance (momentum), which in the writer's opinion is improper.

My experience agrees with the views expressed by Mr. Walsh

as to the decrease in tender derailments by decreasing the dis-

tance between side bearings. It would seem that the reason

for this is that by shortening the lever arm the danger of fully

compressing the springs decreases. After all is said, however,

the best prophylaxis for such derailments is good track.

F. W. Green.
General Manager. Louisiana & Arkansas.

Brazilian Railway Concession.—The president of the state

of Minas Geraes has signed a decree granting a concession for

the construction and operation of a railway from Antonio Dias

on the Victoria to Minas railway to the Cacumba Serra.

Equipment on the Federated Malay States Railway.—In

February, 1912, the Federated Malay Railway had in service 114

locomotives, of which 33 were of Pacific type, 38 of the ten-

wheel type, and 43 were smaller engines. On the same date

there were 2,229 freight cars of various types and 271 passenger

cars.



FAIRBANKS-TUCSON EXTENSION OF E. P. & S. W.

Gives This Company a Larger Proportion of Haul on Trans-

continental Traffic. Details of Standard Concrete Structures.

The EI Paso & Southwestern, extending from Dawson, N. M.,

464 miles east of El Paso, Tex., to Benson. Ariz., 2% miles

west of that point, with a number of branch lines to timber

and copper fields in New Mexico and Arizona, is now an inter-

mediate carrier of transcontinental business between the Rock
Island .at Tucumcari, N. M., and the Southern Pacific at

El Paso, Tex., a distance of 331 miles.

An extension of this road from Fairbanks, Ariz., 65 miles

west to a new connection with the Southern Pacific at Tucson,

Ariz., 341 miles west of El Paso, will be completed by the end

of 1912, making it possible to handle through business from

Tucumcari to Tucson, 672 miles, an increase over the present

haul from Tucumcari to El Paso of 341 miles. The work in-

cludes reconstruction, now completed, of 10 miles of old line

from Lewis Springs to Fairbanks, reducing maximum grades

from 1.5 per cent, to 0.5 per cent., and maximum curvature from

12 deg. to 3 deg., with the exception of one 7 deg. curve un-

avoidable except by a long tunnel, whose construction is not now
justifiable.

GRADES AND CtTRVES.

On the extension, the maximum grades are 0.3 per cent. v.est

and 1.0 per cent, east, with maximum curves of 3 deg., as com-
pared with maximum grades and curves of 1.0 per cent., 1.5

per cent, and 10 deg. on a parallel railway. From Tucson east-

ward, the minimum unavoidable rise is 1,730 ft. in 39 miles,

making, with curve and station compensation, a practically con-

tinuous 1.0 per cent, grade. An 0.8 per cent, grade was de-

veloped on this section, but it required a long, tortuous :'.nd

costly line. Principally on account of its relation to existing

grades and to future practicable minimum eastbound grades on
the old line forming a part of that division, the 0.8 per cent,

grade was abandoned in favor of the 1.0 per cent, grade. The
present eastbound grade on the old line is 1.0 per cent. When
traffic justifies, it can be reduced to a minimum of 0.5 per cent.

It did not appear justifiable to incur great additional expendi-
tures for a long and crooked line having a grade materially less

than a proper pusher grade for a 0.5 per cent, ruling graile.

^

submit a single price per cu. yd. to cover all work, and the con-

tract was made accordingly. The character of the material

divided the work into three sections, on each of which a single

price was made. Section One included miles 1 to 26, Section

Two, miles 27 to 43, and Section Three, miles 44 to 65. The
haul specification was retained to make the disposition of ma-
terial elastic. In the concrete work, however, no haul was al-

lowed, the price per cu. yd. in place covering everything.

Track is laid with creosoted ties, tie plates and 85 lb. rail,

Tucson \ (*

r—§'

Oa^^"

Tucomcan

N E WWM E X l/C

"^U^

TEXAS

Portion of the El Paso & Southwestern Showing New Extension from Fairbanks, Ariz., to Tucson.

The 0.3 per cent, westbound grade was chosen because, after

comprehensive surveys, it proved materially less expensive in

first cost than a 0.5 per cent, grade, otherwise satisfactory.

ROADBED AND TRACK.

The width of roadbed at grade varies from 20 to 30 ft., de-

pending on depth or height and character of material, and on
necessary clearances for modern construction tools. Prior to re-

ceiving bids on the work, test pits were dug along the center line

of location and bidders were required to classify the material and

using No. 12 turnouts for main line and No. 9 for yard work.
Curves are spiraled and elevated Ij^ in. per degree. The aver-

age cost per mile of completed roadbed and track is about
$44,000.

BRIDGES AND CULVERTS.

There is no wood in the roadbed construction, openings of all

kinds being of steel or concrete. Each drainage area was de-

termined by checked surveys except a few large basins whose
areas were computed from the state maps. Frequently a nuin-
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Southern Pacific Crossing and Cienega Creek Bridge.

Seven-Span Concrete Trestle; El Paso & Southwestern.

Cienega Creek and Southern Pacific Crossing.
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Q 'Approximate v/aterway in sq ft required on steep rockg slepes where
very little rainfall is absorbed

C 'Coefficient of0.

C >l for exceedingly mountainous country.

C<l for comparatively level country.

C may vary from 50% ofQ for flat country with porous soil to ISO% oft)

for rocky mountain gorges.

Standard Concrete Arch Culvert.
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ber of small areas were drained through one opening by suitable

ditching. Special attention was given to a comprehensive drain-

age system throughout, a large part of the grading being ditch

and dike work.

A special feature of the work is the concrete bridges, of which

a score having a total length of 1,800 track ft. were built. In

ten other cases this bridge was modified by substituting a rail

top for the concrete slab for bridge floor. These structures

are adapted to those situations where vertical height for water-

way is limited. One standard of concrete arch from which

many arches were built was used throughout. There are three

steel bridges 300, 206 and 536 ft. long. The drawings and

photographs herewith show some of the details of the structures.

BUILDINGS.

At the Tucson terminal, an attractive depot building costing

$55,000 is being erected and will be surrounded by a suitable park

plat. The work there also includes a modern freight house, a

reinforced concrete roundhouse, steel coaling station, etc. For

Double Thirty-Foot Arch.

water stations, steel stand pipes and 12 in. water columns are

erected.

The work is under the direction of J. L. Campbell, engineer,

maintenance of way, and H. J. Simmons, general manager.

-^barsy

'I'bars.s-*-2 r^bars. ^^i bars.

-n^li—11— r —P--F^tl—

^

;.? ,5

36.10

5a. IS -J 1.80

98.03

15.11

19.88
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\
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Standard Reinforced Concrete Slab Floor Bridge; El Paso & Southwestern.

Southern Pacific Crossing at IVIescal.
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R. H. Jones, division engineer, has field charge of location and

construction. The grading was done by MacArthur Brothers

Company, New York; the steel bridges were fabricated by the

American Bridge Company and are being erected by the Mis-

souri Valley Bridge & Iron Company. Track is being laid by

the railway companj

CONNECTICUT COMMISSION REPORT
WESTPORT DERAILMENT.

ON

The Public Utilities Commission of Connecticut has issued

its report on the derailment which occurred at Westport, on

the New York, New Haven & Hartford, October 3, in whicli

four passengers and three employees were killed and a large

number were injured. The main facts of this collision have

already been reported in the Railway Age Gazette, and we
give here such new points as are brought out, together with

the recommendations of the commission.

C. C. Elwell, chief engineer and inspector of the commis-

sion, reports the facts of the case. He says that an explosion

occurred, probably caused by the boiler of the engine being

punctured when it struck the girder of the steel bridge over

the street, just west of the crossover. The concussion caused

by this explosion broke windows 100 feet away. The fire

which burned up the three parlor cars was started from the

firebox of the engine. There was no evidence that the gas

tanks under the parlor cars exploded, or that they were respon-

sible for the burning of the cars. The estimated damage to

cars, engine, track and bridge was $70,485.

Mr. Elwell accepts the estimate of 40 to 50 miles an hour

as the speed of the train passing Westport station, which is

just east of the crossover. As to the action of the engineman,

he says that there was apparently no effort made to check the

speed until the engine was near the crossover, when an emer-

gency application of the air brakes was made, but too late to

materially lessen the speed. The drawbridge tender and the

tower operator saw the danger, as did a work train conductor

and a track foreman. None of these men succeeded in attract-

ing the attention either of the engineman or the fireman. The

tower man says that the fireman was sitting on his seat, look-

ing straight ahead. The track and the equipment were all found

in good condition, the only visible indication of anything wrong

in the crossover being a slight spreading of the gage, amount-

ing to about one inch in the widest place, which was the joint

midway between the westerly frog and the switch beyond it.

The signals and the interlocking were also found free from

any imperfections. Having passed completely through the

crossover, the tender probably was the first vehicle to tip over

to the right, and the tender helped to pull the engine over.

A short distance beyond the crossover the engine encoun-

tered a facing paint switch leading from the main track

(No. 3) to a side track (No. 5). The marks on the rails

"'prove that the tender was careening more than the engine,

due to its centrifugal force and shifting load of coal and

water, and that the left-hand wheels of the forward tender

trucks were not touching the rails, while the right-hand flanges

were pressing hard against the north rail.

"This condition existed while they were going from the

west end of the crossover to where the main rail meets the

facing switch.

"At this point the width of the rail heads combined gave a

wider surface for the wheel treads, and the bearing, which came

on the outer part of the tread, raised the inner or flanged

part of the wheel and allowed it to cross the top of both the

switch and stock rails. Here the forward tender trucks were

derailed, and they dropped to the ties 44 feet beyond. The 5-

ft. drawbar connecting the engine to the tender made it possi-

ble for the engine to keep on the main track until it reached

the side-track frog, where it lost its equilibrium, due to the

direct action of the derailed tender and aided by the centrif-

ugal force of the engine itself."

That the engine and tender passed completely through the

crossover at such high speed is held to be remarkable ; and

Mr. Elwell "feels assured" that had it encountered curves not

exceeding 4 deg. the train would have passed through without

harm. Therefore, he suggests that a No. IS crossover would
probably have averted the wreck; but he would recommend
that a No. 20 be put in, as there is room enough for that

length. (He says that the side track could just as well be

connected at the other end, by a trailing point.) Continuing,

and speaking generally, he says

:

"To insure safe operation and safeguard against accidents

which might occur as a result of trains taking crossovers at

excessive speed, I would suggest that all crossovers between

parallel main tracks used for trains going in the same direc-

tion, and through which trains are detoured, be constructed

with No. 20 frogs ; and at points where conditions will not

allow crossovers of such length, pending the installation of

an approved automatic train-control device, that signals be

held at stop position and switches kept set for straight move-
ment until the approaching trains have come to a full stop."

The commissioners, Richard T. Higgins, T. B. Ford and

J. H. Hale, adopt the suggestions of the engineer, and they

embody them in an order as follows: (1) That the rail-

road company be directed forthwith to remove the facing-

point switch leading from track No. 3 to track No 5, that

being held to have been an important factor in causing the

derailment. The switch "is inexcusably located." (2) When
high speed trains are to be diverted from one track to another

and the crossover is not safe for high speed, then said trains be

brought to a full stop before the switches are set for the cross-

over movement.

As to the engineman the commission says

:

"This commission can pass no order which will overcome

human frailty in so far as the individual is concerned. The his-

tory of railroad operation proves that human agency, under the

most favorable conditions and exercised by the most trusted and

competent employees, is liable to err, and it is the duty of the

railroad company to adopt such improved mechanical devices and

construction as will tend to prevent the disastrous results of un-

controllable human frailty."

The commission having informed itself of the practice on the

Pennsylvania Railroad and having consulted railroad civil en-

gineers of high standing, concludes that No. 20 crossovers are

safe for high speed (rate of speed not mentioned). Therefore

the commission deems it equitable and in the interest of public

safety and as a possible means of preventing similar accidents,

to order as above.

AusTR-\LiAN Tr.\nscontinent.\l R.^ilway.—This line will link

up the railways of Western Australia with those of South

Australia, and will so establish rail communication between the

east and west coasts of the continent, as far north as Geraldton

on the west, and Rockhampton on the east. It will be of great

benefit in accelerating the mail service, not only between states,

but also with Europe, and, should the need arise, in expediting

the transport of troops. It is not likely that the line will be-

come popular as a passenger route, as a considerable portion

of the country traversed is dreary and monotonous. The dis-

tance between Port Augusta and Kalgoorlie is 1,100 miles, and

between Sydney and Fremantle, by this vast stretch of rails, it

will be 2,809 miles, the length of the different sections being

:

Sydney to Melbourne, S^Yz miles ; Melbourne to Adelaide,

482J/^; Adelaide to Port Augusta, 259; Port Augusta to Kal-

goorlie, 1,100; Kalgoorlie to Fremantle, 385; total, 2,809. The

journey from Sydney to Fremantle, traveling by rail to Adelaide,

and thence by mail steamer, takes nearly a week to accompHsh,

but when the railway is completed it should be possible to do

the trip under four days.



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS.
Co-operation Between Federal Commission and State Com-
missions Urged and Fair Treatment of Railroads Advocated.

The twentj'-fourth annual convention of the National Associa-

tion of Railway Commissioners was helcT at Washington, D. C,

on November 19, 20, 21 and 22. President Charles F. Staples,

of the Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Commission, pre-

sided and at the opening session an address of welcome was

made by Chairman C. A. Prouty, of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, in part as follows

:

CHAIRMAN PROUTY's ADDRESS.

It is significant that the trend of modern thought is to add

to the authority of railroad commissions. The Supreme Court

of the United States in the last year has handed down decisions

which firmly establish the principle that the orders of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, made in the exercise of its ad-

ministrative judgment, can not be disturbed by any court; and

the same doctrine will finally apply, if it does not already apply,

to the state commissions; for that doctrine is embedded in the

profound fact that you can not revise the action of an adminis-

trative body by judicial methods and judicial process.

All that carries with it a great load of responsibility. When
the Interstate Commerce Commission makes an order, which

possibly means $1,000,000 a year to the carriers affected by it,

$20,000,000 upon a 5 per cent, basis in one single bite, you can

not help feeling the load of responsibility which goes with the

making of the order.

The very attitude in which a railroad commissioner stands

to the parties affected by his action requires a man of extremely

high ability. In the first place the commissioner is the guardian

of the rights of the public. It is his business first of all to

protect the public from the aggression and the improper practice

of the railroad.

I am aware that is not perhaps the universal idea, and that

some people dissent from that proposition. It is sometimes said

that a railroad commissioner stands in the attitude of a judge

whose duty it is to hear the testimony and decide upon the

testimony. A railroad commission with no power except that

to receive complaints, hear the evidence of parties as to these

complaints, and decide upon that evidence, would be of some

consequence, and would do some good, but would fall far short

of the purpose of the ordinary railroad commission.

At the same time, gentlemen, it is the duty of the railroad

commissioner to most scrupulously protect the railroad and to

mete out to the railroad the most exact justice. It is coming to

be apprehended that that is required not merely as a measure of

justice to the railway, but as a measure of right in the interest

of the public.

It is coming to be understood, gentlemen, that just as your

servant can only properly discharge his duties when he is suitably

fed, suitably clothed, and suitably housed, so the railroad can only

properly discharge its duties when it receives proper treatment

from the public.

It is coming to be apprehended that in the final analysis the

public pays the bill, 'and that it pays for us as railroad commis-

sioners to accord to the railroads just and fair treatment. That.

I say, is not only demanded by justice; it is demanded by public

interest.

Gentlemen, it requires ability of an extremely high order to

discharge those two contradictory functions, to be at once, so

to speak, an advocate and a judge. Not only that, but the rail-

road commissioners of today are dealing with the great economic

problem which is before this country. The United States is

trying an experiment which never has been successfully worked

out yet in the history of the world. It is trying to build, develop,

and operate its railroads by private capital under rates and

regulations fixed not by the owners of that capital but by the

public. That, I saj', is an experiment which has never yet been

successfully worked out to the end.

We can make rates reasonable, we can remove discriminations,

we can put on schedules for the running of trains ; all that is

easy.. The question is here, Can you obtain under this system the

new money which is necessary to develop our old railroad

systems and to build our new railroad systems?

That is the crucial question. That question I have not got

to deal with, but you younger gentlemen within the next 25

years will have it to deal with.

My home is up on the Canadian border. It is sometimes said

that Canada is trying the same experiment with us. Canada
has a railroad commission which is much more potential and

much more effective than most commissions of the states, or than

the federal commission. But Canada is not expecting apparently

to be able to build its railroads from private capital under that

system. Canada is building its own railroads. She owns now
and has operated with indifferent success for some years one

railroad a thousand miles long. She is building another rail-

road at an outlay of $250,000,000. from the Atlantic to the

Pacific. She is about beginning the construction of a railroad

to Hudson Bay. There is hardly a railroad in the whole Domin-
ion of Canada today, long or short, built by private capital, which

has not received a subsidy and usually a subsidy in money.

Gentlemen, we may come to that same idea. We may conclude

that railroads ought not to be allowed to charge rates which

will induce the building of new railroads by private capital.

Perhaps that ought to be the conclusion, but what I say now is

that upon the manner in which you gentlemen deal with this

subject of railroad regulation very intimately depends the success

with which this experiment is to be worked out and the future

of that question in this country of ours.

There is one other thought which necessarily comes to the

front on an occasion of this sort. You are state commissioners

;

we are federal commissioners. In that fact many people see

confusion, disaster, discord. I do not, myself, feel any appre-

hension of conflict or disaster. But it certainly is possible that

there may be most serious confusion. Every man, I think, ad-

mits that in the com.mercial intercourse of the United States^

there should be no such thing as a state line.

The thing which led to the calling of the convention whichi

finally gave to the United States of America a constitution, and

made it a nation, was the jealousy which existed between the

colonies over commercial intercourse. The one thing which was-

admitted all through that convention, and accepted almost as a

matter of course, was that the federal government must control

commerce between the states.

In the conventions which led up to the ratification of the con-

stitution no serious question was made in but a single state over

that clause which gives a federal congress control over com-

merce between the states and with foreign nations.

The Interstate Commerce Commission and all the activities of

the Interstate Commerce Commission are based upon that clause

of the constitution. It seems to me that it must finally come to-

pass in some way or other by additional legislation or by judicial

interpretation that the Interstate Commerce Commission, the

federal commission, must have power to prevent any manipulation

of freight rates which will give to the citizens of one state a

commercial advantage over the citizens of another state. To-

that extent the authority of the federal commission must finally

be supreme.

Upon the other hand, there are many matters which should

properly be left entirely to the state commissions. Those matters-

concern principally, perhaps, the building, the maintenance, the:
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operation of the railroads. Between these two extremes lie the

great mass of our activities, yours as state commissions, ours as

a federal commission.

As to these activities, each commission is entirely independent,

and at the same time it is for the public interest that our activities

should be harmonized. It is greatly in the public interest that

this structure of rate regulation, that the rates and the practices

under which the transportation by rail of this country is con-

ducted, whether state or interstate, should be one harmonious
and homogeneous whole.

This suggests the idea that there ought to be some bond of

connection between the state commissions and the national com-
mission. I have myself often considered whether it would not

be possible by law to supplement the one commission with the

other, but without any satisfactory results.

You can not put any restraint by the nation upon the state,

nor can you put any restraint upon the nation by the state.

While, however, it may not be possible by statute to do anything

of value in that direction, it certainly ought to be possible

by agreement to establish some bond of connection, some work-

ing arrangement between the state commissions and the national

commission, which would at least permit of the free discussion

of these questions—of the understanding by various state com-
missions of the conditions in different parts of the United

States, and of the same understanding by the national com-
mission—so that we might, when a conclusion is reached, worl<

at least intelligently.

This convention affords in a very limited way an oppor-

tunity of that sort. As I understand it, that idea was the

genesis of this convention. The early members of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission invited the members of the state

commissions here in order that these subjects might be mu-
tually discussed.

It is in that spirit that I stand here as the representative of

the Interstate Commerce Commission this morning. We are

glad to see you. We are anxious to co-operate with you.

If we are not all of us present at all these meetings all the

time, it is not because of want of disposition, but because it has

come to pass in the pressure of business that an Interstate

Commerce Commissioner is no longer master of his own time.

PRESIDENT staples' ADDRESS.

President Staples, in his opening address, urged a greater

degree of uniformity and harmony as between the work of the

various state commissions and between the state and inter-

state commissions, saying that the railways can hardly be blamed
for preferring a centralized regulation. "As long as you have

several states studying to see which can outdo all others in

radical and antagonistic regulations," he said, "the roads are

justified in complaining." He thought the national association

could do much to assist in uniformity of action among the

state commissions, and suggested a plan of having all the states

join in maintaining at Washington a common agent to represent

the various commissions in all matters affecting interstate ques-

tions. He also suggested the appointment of a committee con-

sisting of two statisticians in the employ of commissions, two
railway accounting officers to be approved by the Association

of American Railway Accounting Officers, and a fifth man to be

recommended by the other four not connected with a railway,

to determine a fair basis for dividing operating earnings by state

lines and for separating terminal from carrying expenses.

COMMITTEE REPORTS.

The Committee on Railroad Taxes and Plans for Ascertaining

a Fair Valuation of Railroad Properties (Clifford Thome,
of the Iowa Board of Railway Commissioners. Chairman),
submitted an exhaustive report reviewing the methods and
experiences in the different states that have undertaken rail-

way appraisals, with discussions of the differences in the prin-

ciples and methods of valuation adopted. The committee sug-

gested either that the report be submitted by the succeeding

committee to the chief engineers of the various commissions
for a discussion of the points involved or that the association

announce its purpose of framing a set of recommendations as

to rules for valuation purposes and endeavor to obtain a re-

port that would have a very strong moral effect in influencing

uniform methods. The report was referred to the new com-
mittee.

The Committee on Rates and Rate-Making (William J. Wood,
of the Indiana Railway Commission, Chairman), presented no
formal report, staling that the members were so widely scattered

that it had been impossible to hold a meeting. Individual dis-

cussions of the subject were presented by O. P. Gothlin of the

Ohio Public Service Commission ; E. H. Hogueland, secretary

of the Kansas Public Utilities Commission ; Mr. Wood ; E. H.
Walker, of the Nevada Railroad Commission, and John M.
Eshleman of the California Board of Railroad Commissioners.
Mr. Gothlin said that the general average of railway rates in

the United States can hardly be justly criticized and that the

important function of regulative bodies with regard to freight

rates would appear to be that of equalizing, rather than reducing
rates. "There will never be adequate and effective regulation.''

he said, "until regulative bodies are vested with power to

establish minimum as well as maximum rates, and actually

exercise that power." He objected that rates are not made upon
a scientific basis and argued at some length that the cost of

service is the essential factor to be considered.

I. B. Mills, chairman of the Minnesota Railroad and Ware-
house Commission, presented an individual report for the Com-
mittee on Legislation in which he urged that the Interstate

Commerce Commission make a thorough investigation of the

subject of car supply and "adopt some rules which will give

more efficient service."

William F. Rhea, of the Virginia Commission, presented the

report of the committee on Grade Crossings and Trespassing

on Railroads, which said that trespassers can be kept off rail-

way right of way only by penal laws vigorously enforced, but

that while this is theoretically easy the complicated problems
of grade crossings present give rise to differences of opinion. The
report referred to the "manifest injustice" of requiring the rail-

way? to bear the entire expense of grade crossing elimination

and recommended that in case any state should compel the

railway companies to bear the expense alone "it should most
certainly authorize it to collect an additional revenue to meet
such expense," but inasmuch as the state's authority would
not cover interstate business a division of the initial cost should

be made and the railroad commissions would be the bodies most

competent to apportion the expense. The report included a

comparison of the American and British railway accident sta-

tistics with the conclusion that, taking into account all the ele-

ments of risk and volume of traffic, it is not true that the rail-

ways of this country must be judged to be worse than those of

Great Britain. J. C. Sullivan, of the Ohio Commision. presented

a supplementary report in which he said "it is high time th-

question nf trespassing receive attention at the hands of the

federal government, and also by the different states, looking

toward the enactment of such laws, vigorously enforced, as

would result in the abolishment of trespassing."

Interstate Commerce Commissioner Clark, chairman of the

Committee on Uniform Classification and Simplification of

Tariffs, said the committee had prepared no report. He re-

ferred to the disappointingly slow progress that has been made
in the work of uniform classification thus far, which has been

further delayed by the demand for the suspension of the West
ern Classification, and thought that the dissatisfaction with the

slow progress has been partly responsible for the demand re-

flected in the bill passed by the last senate authorizing th;

Interstate Commerce Commission to formulate a uniform classi-

fication. He preferred to see the classification made by tHt.

railways rather than by a commission, but thought there must

be some legislative power to require maintenance of uniformity

after it has been agreed upon. He thought the plan recently
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^proposed by the National Industrial Traffic League, that the

classification be made by a permanent committee provided and

paid by the railways but not employed by individual companies

was good. He thought this plan would be feasible if supple-

mented by legislation requiring its adoption and maintenance.

This provoked a lengthy discussion by Mr. Gothlin of Ohio and

Mr. Thome of Iowa among others, who objected strenuously

to the idea that railway men have anything to say about the

classification, and a resolution was passed recommending the

appointment by the Interstate Commerce Commission of a body

of "disinterested experts," to be paid by the federal government,

"to frame and promulgate a classification of rates to apply uni-

formly over the United States."

The report of the Committee on Express Service and Ex-

press Rates, presented by Martin S. Decker of the New York

second district commission, as chairman, consisted principally

of a review of the investigation and report made by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, with a recommendation that the

general scheme of constructing and stating rates as set forth

in that report be approved by the association, "subject to such

variations in the application thereof as may be necessary to

local conditions within the several states." The recommenda-

tion was adopted.

Interstate Commerce Commissioner Meyer presented a prog-

ress report for the Committee on Statistics, calling attention

to the need for co-operation on the part of the various state

commissions to the end of formulating some general plan of

uniformity that may be laid before the association in a few-

years, so that a practical plan can be developed.

C. H. Hughes, of the Ohio Commission, presented the report

of the Committee on Railway Capitalization, including a resolu-

tion that there should be secured by appropriate legislation full

publicity in the issuance of railway securities and in addition "a

reasonable measure of restraint and control thereof by public

authority." Interstate Commerce Commissioner Clements dis-

cussed the report at length, urging the need of some form of

security regulation, which will not, however, stop the necessary

development of our transportation systems. If it can come

through state control, well and good, but if not there will be

need for the exercise of federal control, and he doubted if there

would ever be adequate regulation by all of the 48 states. The

resolution, with various substitutes, was tabled.

J. R. Wingfield, of the Virginia Commission, presented the

report of the Committee on Car Service, Demurrage and Re-

ciprocal Demurrage, which he said had been prepared for the

purpose of trying to secure action by the American Railway

Association that will lead to the furnishing of cars promptly

when called for. The report contained a recommendation that

the several states should establish reciprocal demurrage rules,

reasonable as to penalties, and with a provision for relief from

the penalties on reasonable grounds. It also urged an increast

in the per diem rate x>i $1 per day. John H. Marble, secretary

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, said that the com-

mission, in co-operation with the carriers, is concentrating its

efforts on bringing about the prompt return of equipment to

the owning roads, which will not solve the question, but will

serve to show who is responsible for the delays and delin-

quencies. He expressed the opinion that there are enough

cars in the country to supply the needs of the country, and

that the delinquency is in the matter of proper terminals and

operation.

The committee was directed to give especial attention during

the ensuing year to the question of car shortage and car supply,

and to report recommendations to the next meeting.

The Committee on Railway Service and Railway Accommo-

dations presented a report reviewing the eflforts of the state

commissions to regulate various phases of the subject, with a

discussion of the difficulties involved. The committee "could

not refrain" from the suggestion that a private car at the rear

end of a train is the very poorest place from which to make

an inspection of a railroad with reference to the ser\ice and

accommodations afforded the traveling public.

The Committee on Safety Appliances (William Kilpatrick,

secretary of the Illinois Commission, chairman), submitted in

place of a report a paper by D. F. Jurgenson, engineer for the

Minnesota Commission, on "Railroad Accidents, Their Causes

and Remedy."

The report of the Committee on Amendment of the Act to

Regulate Commerce, by C. C. McChord, of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, contained but one recommendation, that the

act shall be amended so as to give shippers three years from

the time of the cause of action in which to present claims for

the recovery of damages to the commission. The recommen-

dation was adopted.

James E. Sague, of the New York second district commis-

sion, presented the report of the committee on Rails and Equip-

ment, an exhaustive review of the statistics on rail failures as

developed by investigations of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, the American Railway Association, the American

Railway Engineering Association, and various state commis-

sions, and of the various discussions before the technical so-

cieties and in the technical press. The conclusions of the com-

mittee are

:

(a) That present conditions do not require the inspection by

the government of rails and equipment, or legislation concern-

ing specifications or inspection.

(b) The most efifective governmental method of securing

continued improvement in the rail situation is the careful and

thorough investigation of all important accidents which may be

caused by rail breakage. In this connection it is desirable that

each state commission should keep informed as thoroughly as

may be practicable regarding the rail failures upon the lines

under its supervision.

(c) The government tests of rails and ingots which were

begun a few years ago should be continued and special study

should be given to rail steel made by the basic open-hearth

process.

Officers were elected as follows : President, O. P. Gothlin. of

Ohio; first vice-president, Laurence B. Finn, of Kentucky; sec-

ond vice-president, CliflFord Thorne, of Iowa; secretary, W. H.

Connolly, chief clerk of the Interstate Commerce Commission;

assistant secretary, William Kilpatrick, secretary of the lIHnois

commission.

The next meeting of the association will be held in Washing-

ton on October 28, 1913.

Chilian Railro.^d Construction.—There are at present 1.290

miles of railways under construction in Chili.

Railway Construction in Bolivia.—The line which is being

built from Cochabamba in central eastern Bolivia southwest to

Oruro will be about 121 miles long. Rails have already been

laid on the first 52 miles of the Une and grading work has been

completed on a further 12 miles. Oruro is located on the main

line from Antofagasta, Chile, to La Paz, Bolivia.

New Spanish Railroad.—A 99 year concession has been

granted to the Compania de los Ferrocarriles del Bidasoa to

build and operate a railroad from Irun on the Bay of Biscay

near the French border, southeast to Elizonda, about 20 miles.

The time allowed for the completion of the work is five years.

The rolling stock required will include six locomotives, 11 pas-

senger cars, and 36 freight cars.

New Railroads for Colombia.—Construction work on the

railroads from Puerto Berrios on the Magdalena river west to

Medellin in the province of Antioquia, about 110 miles, is now

nearing completion. Next May has been fixed as the date for

inauguration of the completed line. Only a few miles remain

to be finished and connection is now made between the two

branches by automobile. The line will pass through Pavas,

Plata, San Domingo. Barbosa, San Pedro and Capacabana.



ARBITRATION BOARD MAKES ITS REPORT.
Gives Eastern Enginemen Advances in Pay and Strongly

Urges Creation of Permanent Wage Commissions.

The most important American labor dispute submitted to arbi-

tration since the anthracite coal strike in 1902 has just been

terminated by the award and report of the board of arbitration

entrusted with the settlement of the controversy between fifty-

two eastern roads and the 30,000 engineers in their employ.

The railroads were represented on this board by Daniel

Willard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio and the engineers

by P. H. Morrissey, former grand master of the Brotherhood of

Railroad Trainmen. The other five members of the board, ap-

pointed by the chief justice of the Supreme Court, the United

States Commissioner of Labor, and the presiding judge of the

Commerce Court, were Oscar S. Straus, of New York; Presi-

dent Charles R. Van Hise, of Wisconsin University; Albert

Shaw, editor of the Review of Reviews; Frederick N. Judson,

of St. Louis ; and Otto M. Eidlitz, former president of the Build-

ing Trades Association of New York City.

The arbitration resulted from a concerted movement begun by

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers in January, 1912, when
the brotherhood presented to the railroads a series of requests

involving uniform rates of pay, uniform classifications of service,

and uniform working rules throughout the Eastern district. The
railroads refused to grant the requests of the men, whereupon the

brotherhood took a strike vote which indicated that over 93 per

cent, of the engineers were prepared to strike upon approval by

Grand Chief Warren S. Stone and his associates, as required by

the brotherhood rules. Judge Martin A. Knapp, of the Com-
merce Court, and Dr. Charles P. Neill, Commissioner of Labor,

urged the contending parties to seek an amicable settlement of

the dispute and thus avoid the calamity of a strike upon the rail-

roads of so large and important a section of the United States.

Mr. Stone, on behalf of the engineers, and J. C. Stuart, chairman

of the Conference Committee of Managers, on behalf of the rail-

roads, agreed to consult with these gentlemen, and while the

consultation resulted in the rejection of a proposal to mediate,

the contending parties agreed to submit the matters in dispute to

a Board of Arbitration. The hearings by the board have been

fully reviewed in the Railway Age Cacelte.

The problem was one of such difficulty that it became neces-

sary before an award was made for the board to consider the

principles which should obtain. The facts upon which the board

reached their conclusions are so involved and numerous that they

cannot be summarized. Their investigations regarding the com-

pensation to capital, the intercorporate relations of the railroads,

their present earnings, their future possible earnings, and other

factors, were so complex that the board were unable to arrive at

a conclusion regarding the abihty of the roads to pay an increased

compensation. In any case they held a reasonable wage should

be paid. Disregarding, therefore, the claim of the railroads that

they were unable to bear an increase, the board agreed to the

principle that the engineers should be paid a fair wage.

In determining the basis of a fair wage, they took the point of

view that the existing facts regarding the relation of wages of

engineers to those of other classes of employees in the train

service in the Eastern district and in other parts of the country

should be the guiding principle. Their discussion of facts in this

connection led them to the conclusion that a general increase of

wages on all roads was not warranted upon the basis of the evi-

dence presented. They also reached the conclusion that on some
roads and for certain classes of service, the compensation is too

small ; and therefore they introduced into the award the prin-

ciple of a minimum wage for the entire district in question. The
more important of their awards are as follows

:

THE AWARDS MADE.

\ minimum wage of $4.25 for 100 miles or less for engineers in

passenger service, with an overtime rate of 50 cents per hour

with an average speed of 20 miles per hour; a minimum of $4.75

for engineers in through freight service, per day of 100 miles or

less, with overtime pro rata after ten hours; 25 cents additional

per day in local freight service; and of $4.10 per day of ten hours

or less in switching service. All existing rates higher than these

minima are continued in force.

In fixing the minimum wage in passenger service at $4.25 per

day, a higher minimum rate is established for the roads parties

to the arbitration with the exception of a few. In awarding the

minimum through freight rate of $4.75 per day, the board estab-

lishes wages for the district that measurably approach the current

minimum of roads now paying the better rates. In making the

rate for local freight service 25 cents higher than the through

freight service, a general increase of compensation is granted.

Also the effect of the 20 mile per hour basis of computing over-

time in the passenger service, the rules regarding final terminal

delay, and other changes in the rules of service, are all more
favorable to the engineers than existing rules on many of the roads.

In its award the board states as its belief that the engi-

neers should be granted a fair compensation. It further states

it to be probable that the great majority of the railroads in

the district considered are able to pay a fair compensation. If

they are not able to pay such compensation with existing rates,

the report says, there is just cause for them to open again the

question of an increase of rates with the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

The Board of Arbitration says that while it might have been

regarded as having performed its assigned task in making the

award, its investigations led it to consider the broader aspects

of the problem. Never in the history of the United States has

there been a strike on all the railroads of a great section of the

country. The present arbitration, involving as it did a concerted

movement affecting 52 roads, representing a new phase of de-

velopment.

IMPORTANCE OF THE CONTROVERSY.

The railroads involved operated 66,876 miles of main track in

1910, or more than one-fourth of the total mileage of American

railroads. Their annual operating revenues exceed one billion

dollars, or nearly forty per cent, of the total for all our railroads.

They carried nearly one-half of the freight traffic of the United

States, and over two-fifths of the passenger traffic. Excluding

general officers, the annual pay roll of their employees amounted
to $466,000,000, and the annual compensation of the engineers

alone was nearly $38,000,000, or forty-one per cent, of the total

compensation of all railroad engineers in the country.

The roads comprise nearly all of those in New England, New
York, Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey, Maryland, Ohio,

Indiana, Michigan, and part of Illinois, practically all of the lines

east of Chicago and north of the Norfolk & Western.

If an effective railroad strike had occurred in the eastern part

of the United States, while this would have been disastrous to the

railroads and would have resulted in great losses to the engineers,

the loss to the public would have been vastly larger than that of

both parties to the conflict. The board concludes that a railroad

strike for the great centers of the United States can no longer be

considered as a matter which primarily affects the railroad ope-

rators and employees. Continuing the board says in part

:

ENORMOUS LOSS TO THE PUBLIC BY A STRIKE.

"The loss to the public would have been vastly larger that that

of both parties to the conflict. Of necessity, building operations

and many other lines of employment would have ceased in whole

or in part ; for not only are the people of the great cities de-

pendent upon the railroads for their daily food-supply, but the

great industries depend on the railroads daily for their materials,

and a week's failure on the part of the railroads to deliver mate-
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rials to the manufacturers would have made it necessary for many

to shut down even if the owners had wished to continue them in

operation. But in any case many of the owners would have been

compelled to shut down their plants, inasmuch as they could not

afford to continue manufacturing articles of commerce which

they had no means of transporting to the places of sale.

"It thus appears if a strike of railway employees were success-

ful in stopping traffic, its effects upon the industry of tl e caintry

would be analogous to those of a general strike, simply because a

great number of other industries could not continue if the rail-

roads ceased to operate. Such a strike would have at least the

partial effect of a universal strike, forced upon the public, and

even the willing workers in other branches of industry. In cer-

tain general strikes of some foreign countries there have been

exceptions made of certain employments necessary to human

existence; but in a suspension of business through stoppage of

all transportation there would be no exception.

"A somewhat analogous case in the United States to a railway

strike for an entire region was the anthracite coal strike in 1902,

where the stoppage of coal supply of a great commercial and

manufacturing interest was deemed a calamity which compelled

the intervention of the President of the United States, How-
ever, the stoppage of the anthracite coal supply was not nearly

so serious as would be the stoppage of railway traffic, for

bituminous coal can in an emergency in large measure take the

place of anthracite; but there is nothing under modern conditions

that can take the place of railroads for transportation.

"In short, a general strike on the railroads for a great section

of the country would have paralyzed the industries of that section,

and. even if food were obtainable, millions of laboring people

would have felt the pinch of necessity. If a strike of the charac-

ter indicated lasted only for a single week, the suffering would

have been beyond our power of description, and if it had con-

tinued for a month, the loss, not only in property, but in life,

would have been enormous. And, as usual in such cases, the

disaster would have fallen most heavily upon those least able to

bear it. While the rich might have felt themselves poorer be-

cause of depleted bank accounts, they would have had sufficient

for the necessities of life. The middle classes would have been

injured financially; but still they could have subsisted. The
working classes would have suffered acutely. They would have

been the ones to feel soonest, longest, and most intensely the

unspeakable calamity of a general railroad strike.

"At tirst thought it may appear that tliis picture is overdrawn.

But it should be remembered that never has a railroad strike

affected an entire region of the United States. There have been

strikes on particular railroad systems. In such cases the neighbor-

ing roads took care of the more pressing necessities of the great

terminal centers, and there was no acute suffering except at

minor points served exclusively by one railroad system.

THE RAILWAY STRIKE IN FRANCE.

"A general strike for the eastern territory would put the east-

ern states in much the same situation as France was placed

a few years ago, when there was a general strike on the railroads

of that country.

"On October 12, 1910, the National Federation of Railway Em-
ployees of France and the Federation of Unions of Railway Engi-

neers and Firemen of France called a general strike on all the

railways of the country. Immediately afterwards work came

nearly to a standstill on the northern and western lines and the

next day the strike extended to a number of other lines. In

ordering this strike the men asserted it was their legal right to

cease work.

"At various places during the strike there were acts of violence,

'trains were held up, signals destroyed, rails ripped from the ties,

telephone and telegraph wires cut.' Many cities and towns were

threatened with famine. There was immediately a large increase

in the price of food. In this respect Paris fared better than some
of the smaller towns, because of the prompt use of the Seine in

bringing in food from the sea.

"The government appreciated at once that if this general rail-

way strike were allowed to continue, the nation would be para-

lyzed. Therefore upon the very day that the general strike was
declared, the ministers, using their full authority, under military

laws, called for the mobilization of the strikers, commanding them
the following day to join the colors for three weeks' military

training. The military duty to which the employees were sum-
moned consisted in the maintenance of the railways in normal

working order and in obeying the orders of their official superiors.

Disobedience would entail tlie punishment provided for by mili-

tary law. The government announced that the roads would be

operated and the people of Paris would be fed.

"So effective was the action of the government that by the day

following the strike a sufficient number of men had obeyed orders

so that many passenger trains were running into Paris.

"The strike of the railway men was regarded by the public in

general as an act of criminal violence ; indeed the Ministry stated

that the strike put the country in a condition of civil war. The
action of the government with the prompt support of public opin-

ion, led the railway labor organizations on the 18th to declare

the strike terminated. Thus the total duration of the attempt

for a general railway strike was six days. In the later discus-

sion in Parliament the principle advocated by M. Aristide Briand

and the Ministry was accepted, "that public servants must be

required to discharge their duties regularly and without interrup-

tion." Indeed so imperative was it considered for the welfare

of France that the railways be operated that in the discussion in

the Chamber, October 28, M. Briand, declared that 'if the gov-

ernment had not found in the law that which enabled it to remain

master of the frontiers of France, and master of its railways

which are indispensable instruments of the national defense, if,

in a word, the government Iiad found it necessary to resort to il-

legality, it would have done so.'* This he regarded as defensible

under the doctrine Salus publico suprema lex.

"In connection with this arbitration it should be remembered

that the population in 1910 of the territory concerned in this arbi-

tration was 37,600,000, whereas the population of France in 1911

was j9,601,509. The great congested centers of the Eastern dis-

trict are much larger and more numerous than those of France.

The figures in the United States as given by the census of 1910..

and in France for 1911, are as follows: New York City, popula-

tion 4,766,883, is larger than Paris, 2,888,110; Philadelphia, 1,549,-

008, is nearly three times as large as Marseilles, 550,619; Boston,

670,585, is considerably larger than Lyons, 523,796. In France the

only other two cities which exceed 200,000 in population are

Bordeaux, 261,678, and Lille, 217,807; whereas in the eastern part

of the United States there are three other cities that exceed

500,000—Cleveland, Balt+more and Pittsburgh; two that exceed

400,000—Detroit and Buffalo; three that exceed 300,000—Cincin-

nati, Newark and Washington; and four that exceed 200,000

—

Jersey City, Indianapolis, Providence and Rochester.

"The area of the country involved in this arbitration is one and

one-half times as great as that of France. The main track mile-

age of the Eastern district is 66,876 miles, whereas that of France

is only about 35,000.

"Thus the comparison of a strike on the railroads of the Eastern

district with a general railroad strike in France is justifiable from

every point of view—that of the mileage of the railroads con-

cerned, that of population as a whole, the size of the cities, and

the territory involved.

RAILROAD STRIKE PRIMARILY AFFECTS THE PUBLIC.

"It is evident therefore that for a great section of the United

States a railroad strike can no longer be considered as a matter

which primarily affects the railroad operators and employees.

It does affect them and affects them seriously ; but the public

is far more deeply interested. Indeed the interests of the public

so far exceed those of the parties to a controversy as to render

the former paramount. To this paramount interest, both the

railroad operators and employees should submit. It is therefore

imperative that some other way be found to settle differences

between railroads and their employees than by strikes.

"The New International Year. Book, 1910, pp. 269-271.
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"If in the United States there were a general strike for the

eastern territory comprising as we have seen two-fifths of the

population and approximately half of the wealth of the country,

€very effort would undoubtedly be made to terminate the strike

promptly and to operate the railroads, even though it became

necessary for the president of the United States and the governors

of the states to act in concert to the extreme limits of the laws

and their reserve powers, which at time of national emergency

are large. The military forces, both state and national, would

undoubtedly be available if necessary to prevent any interference

with the men who desired to work; but it is not easy to see how
more than a fraction of the number of the engineers necessary to

run the railroads could be secured promptly ; therefore the result

of an effective engineers' strike would be that already described

"It appears clear, therefore, to the board that in the future, a

controversy between the railroads for a great region of the United

States and organized labor should be settled in some other way
than by strike. If this position be sound, and the railroad oper-

ators accept it, they are manifestly helpless when labor organiza-

tions ask for higher wages and threaten that if their requests are

not granted they will proceed to strike. If the above is a correct

diagnosis of the situation, the board doubts whether the railroad

employees fully realize their power. But if they have not realized

it fully, they have realized it sufficiently to take advantage of the

situation, and to vote a strike for the Eastern district.

"In the case under arbitration, the only thing that stood be-

tween a strike, sanctioned by the vote of 93.3 per cent, of the

engineers, was the approval of the grand chief of the Order of

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers in conjunction with

the committee having the matter in charge. It lay within the

power of this group of men to decide whether or not a strike

-liould take place. It is true that the power was not exercised,

ind that steps were taken which resulted in arbitration ; but the

threat of this power clearly appeared. From the viewpoint of

the public it is an intolerable situation when any group of men,

whether employees or employers, whether large or small, have

the power to decide that a great section of the country as popu-

lous as all of Frarce shall undergo great loss of life, unspeakable

suffering and loss of property beyond the power of description

through the stoppage of a necessary public service. This is a

situation which we now have in this nation. It certainly is suffi-

cieiUly grave to justify the board in giving most serious consid-

eration to the solution of the problem of determining what shall

be the obligations of all of those upon whom it falls to keep in

continuous operation the public utilities and particularly the

railroads.

PRESENT METHODS OF SETTLEMENT DEFECTIVE.

"As we have already pointed out in the body of our report, a

board constituted like the present one has limitations. They

liave not the machinery for convenient consideration of the mat-

ters at issue. Without delays which would have appeared un-

reasonable—which, indeed, would have necessitated postpone-

ment of the awards far beyond the time at which it is expected

to announce their findings—it would have been impossible to give

study that might have led to the formation of a complete and

unqualified judgment on all points. Under the circumstances,

therefore, which affect the present extremely complex case, the

Doard has made all reasonable expedition in reaching conclu-

sions upon the facts available and the arguments presented.

"The members of the board are fully conscious of the grave

importance of the case before them, whether it be measured in

terms of the amount of money involved or determined by the

far-reaching effects that a general railroad strile on the Eastern

railroads would have upon the well-being of a large section of

the country. The amount directly at issue is estimated at several

•millions of dollars ; and indirectly much more. The amount of

money involved, while it is very lar.ee. is far less important in

the eyes of the board than the public interests.

The board has resolved that its award shall take effect on

the first of May, 1912. By virtue of the agreement under which

•the parties accepted arbitration, the award will continue for one

year from that date, subject thereafter to thirty days' notice of

discontinuance by either party. If the work of the board leads

iTierely to a truce for a year, its members will feel that they have

accomplished comparatively little; if, on the other hand, their

work points the way to a more permanent solution of controver-

sies between capital and labor engaged in the operation of our

public utilities, they will feel that their efforts have been abun-

dantly repaid.

"Already there is a growing realization that labor difficulties

upon railroads should not be settled by war. The first great

step toward the settlement of railway disputes in some other way
than by strikes was made when the Erdman act, already referred

to, was passed in June, 1898, having been actively supported by

the railway brotherhoods. Under the provisions of this act, as

amended, when there is a dispute between the employees and the

railway companies which is likely to lead to a strike or which has

already led to a strike, upon the application of either party it be-

comes the duty of the presiding judge of the United States Com-
merce Court and the commissioner of labor to put themselves in

communication with the contending parties and use their best

efforts through mediation and conciliation amicably to settle the

controversy. If efforts at mediation are unsuccessful, they shall

at once endeavor to bring about an arbitration of the contro-

versy, in accordance with the provisions of the act. If this be

agreed to, the arbitrators shall be three in number, one to be

named by each of the parties concerned and the third by the

other two within five days. When they are unable to agree upon

a third arbitrator within this time, he is designated by the before-

named officers of the government. Arbitration proceedings are

to begin within ten days of the time of the completion of the

board and its findings must be made within thirty days from

the appointment of the third arbitrator. Pending the arbitration

the status quo is inaintained. No employee shall quit service

within three months because -of dissatisfaction with the award,

ror shall an employer discharge an employee for the same reason

during a like period. An award continues in force for one year

after the same has gone into operation and no new arbitration

upon the same subject can take place within that year. The

only escape from accepting the award of the arbitrators is to

appeal to the courts, which appeal must be made upon matters

of law within ten days from the time the award is made.

"That the Erdman act marks a great advance in the settle-

ment of railroad labor disputes is shown by the inc^eased fre-

quency with which the act has been invoked. Within a year

after the passage of the act a fruitless attempt was made to

utilize its provisions, but nearly eight years elapsed before an-

other case occurred. In contrast with this, during the past five

3'ears the act has been invoked in forty-six cases, of which only

eleven were arbitrations ; thus the method of mediation has been

much more frequently used.

"Since the law was passed there has been no case of a great

railroad strike. While the merits of the Erdman act are great

indeed, defects have also appeared.

"In the cases of mediation there is no attempt on the part of

the mediators to make a judicial decision wholly upon the basis

of equity ard justice. The primary purpose is to bring the par-

ties together and avert a strike. This is accomplished in each

case by getting the parties sufficiently near together that sug-

gestions may be made to which both agree. While whenever

mediation is successful a strike is averted, these adjustments

cannot always be called adjudication of a case solely upon its

merits. Where the case is one of arbitration under the Erdman

act the results in the above respects are usually very similar to

those of mediation. The arbitrators are three in number. Each

side is represented by one arbitrator. It rests therefore upon the

third arbitrator to bring the other two arbitrators as nearly as

possible together, and if he cannot do so he must decide between

them. This is accomplished by splitting differences, and the case

may be adjusted without adequate investigation of the facts in-

volved and the award may not rest upon a basis of equity.

"This method of splitting differences is very unsatisfactory.
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but it is an inevitable result of mediation or arbitration under the

Erdman act. Feeling in advance that a mediation or arbitration

will result in giving only a part of what they ask, the men make

maximum demands regarding compensation, rules of service, etc.,

with the expectation that these demands will not be fully awarded.

Upon the other hand, the railroad officers, appreciating the tend-

ency of mediators and arbitrators to split differences, make only

minimum concessions or none at all.

'By the above statements it is not meant to assert that the

awards that have been made under the Erdman act have not been

reasonably fair, but that in regard to this matter the board does

not have, nor is it possible for it to obtain, adequate knowl-

edge upon which to formulate a judgment. Cases before the

Interstate Commerce Commission, no more complicated than

those which have come before the mediators or arbitrators under

the Erdman act, have required a year or more before an award

was made; while the Erdman arbitrators are compelled to make

a finding in thirty days and this notwithstanding the fact that

the Interstate Commerce Commissioners have a large expert

staff including a number of examiners who act for them in tak-

ing evidence

"The Canadian Industrial Disputes act, passed in 1907, is

broader than the Erdman act in that it provides not only for the

settlement of disputes between railroads, but industries in gen-

eral. This act is a distinct advance over the Erdman act in that

no strike or lockout can be made by a party to a controversy

until the difficulties have been investigated and recommendations

made. For each case of arbitration a separate board is ap-

pointed. Of these, there had been 109 to the end of 1911. Dur-

ing the five years of existence of the law, from 1907 to 1911 in-

clusive, there have been only twelve industrial disputes in which

strikes have not been averted or ended; and this for all of Can-

ada for all industries. In a given case the board consists of three

members appointed by the minister of labor, one from each of the

parties to the controversy and the third upon the recommenda-

tion of the two members ; or if they fail to agree upon a recom-

mendation within five days, the minister is free to appoint the

third member who shall be the chairman of the board. Boards

are appointed upon the application of either side when a lockout

or strike is likely to be declared. Thus the Canadian Industrial

Disputes act has several features which are like those of the

Erdman act. Some of its defects are also identical with those

of the Erdman act. These are the constitution of the board of

three members, only one of whom is in a non-partisan position,

and the creation of a separate board for each controversy.

"It was an appreciation of these defects of the Erdman act

that led to the method adopted in the appointment of this board

of arbitration. The questions involved were so many and so

important that it was wholly impossible for any board to make

an adjudication of them in thirty days. Not only so, but the

responsibility w-hich ultimately would rest upon a third member
of an Erdman arbitration board was too great to impose upon

any one man. These difficulties were avoided by an agreement

of the contending parties for arbitration by a board of seven

members outside of the Erdman act, two of whom were to rep-

resent the railroads and the employees respectively. This left

five who were in no sense representative of either side. Also there

was no limit placed upon the time w-hich the board might take for

its work. Thus the responsibility of making the award on ques-

tions where all could not be brought into agreement was shared

by five men. A large amount of time was taken for hearings,

investigations, and findings. At the outset the board had no

scientific machinery. This defect it remedied as best it could by

the immediate appointment of a secretarj' and statisticians. The
board is composed of men who have other important duties, and

therefore have been able to give only a part of their time to

the w'ork of the board. Finally, the award is to take effect only

for one year, and it has been felt that all possible expedition

should be used even if the awards were less satisfactory than

could have been made had the board been composed of men giv-

ing their entire time to its work, having the assistance of a

permanent expert staff.

"The danger of a strike in the case of the public utilities has

been greatly lessened by the Erdman act. but has not ceased to

e.xist. The operation of the act is to settle a dispute rather than

to adjudicate a controversy.

ERDMAN ACT DOES NOT PROTECT RIGHTS OF PUBLIC.

"But the most fundamental defect of the Erdman act is that

the interests of the public are not guarded by it. In the Eastern

and Western railway cases* the claims for an advance of freight

tariffs were not only presented by the railroads but supported

by the employees. ^lanifestly it is advantageous to both em-
ployers and employees to have the railroads get a sufficient in-

come so that they will be able to meet the requests of the em-

ployees for increased compensation. For the public utilities, how-
ever, there are not only two parties to the controversy—the rail-

roads and the employees—^but a third, the public. As we have

already mentioned, the railroads, one of the parties to the con-

troversy, are subject to national and state commissions, which

commissions are entrusted with the special duty of protecting the

pubhc interests. Advances in rates cannot be made without the

consent of the proper commission. The railroads are not only

subject to the commissions in rates, but are subject to them in

regard to maintaining their service. The employees of the rail-

roads are not subject to control through commissions; although

they are influenced in common with all organizations by pub-

lic opinion.

WAGE COMMISSIONS SHOULD BE EST.^BLISHED.

"This disparit}' of status naturally suggests the creation of

national and slate wage commissions or labor commissions,

v.hich should exercise functions regarding labor, engaged at

work in public utilities, analogous to those now exercised with

regard to capital by the public service commissions already in

existence. If wage commissions were established, doubtless

there would have to be some degree of co-operation between

commissions of the two kinds. Much of the statistical informa-

tion useful to the public service commission would be valuable

to the suggested wage or labor commissions. Many investiga-

tions might he carried on jointly by both. But the questions

to be dealt with by each are so different that it would probably

be better to have separate wage commissions or labor commis-

sions, than to impose upon existing public service commissions,

already over-burdened with important duties, the additional

heav}' task of adjusting labor controversies and determining what

constitutes a fair wage for each class of railway employees.

"If such commissions as are suggested should be created, they

must be provided with expert and statistical aid to enable them

to undertake elaborate investigations of the facts bearing upon

the economic condition of railway employees. When such com-

missions have been in existence for several years, they will have

in their possession the necessarj' facts upon which to make

awards in individual cases ; or, at all events, they will have the

machinery and equipment necessary for gathering the facts

promptly and interpreting them accurately. There is no reason

why such a commission could not proceed in the case of a labor

difference with the same promptness that existing commissions

exercise in the matter of railway rates.

"If the suggestion for wage commissions be adopted, many

excellent features and provisions of the Erdman act and the

Canadian Industrial Disputes act, and acts for conciliation and

arbitration in other countries, might be embodied in the law

creating them. The discussion of the details of such a law-

would not be in place here. But it seems to the board that the

proposal made would meet the fundamental defects which have

been noted in connection with the Erdman act.

"Instead of having a board for each case, which board has

other duties and has wholly inadequate time in which to per-

form its work, there would be a continuous board, the members

of which give their entire time to the adjustment of wasjes.

•Interstate Commerce Commission's Opii 1 508 and 1509.
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This board would have a corps of experts and statisticians ; it

would be allowed sufficient time to investigate a case fully. Thus

the award would be upon the basis of merit instead of upon the

basis of securing a settlement. If desirable, the feature of tlie

Erdman act and Canadian Industrial Disputes act might be

added, providing for one representative from each party to the

controversy. If this were done, and the board consisted of five

or more members, it would have a permanent majority and a

shifting minority. It can be urged in favor of this feature that

each representative would intimately know the facts regarding

his side of the case and the point of view of those represented.

A board thus constituted would have a permanent controlling

center interested in securing equity, which might be assisted in

its work by representatives of each of the parties to the con-

troversy.

"Above all, the wage commissions proposed would represent

the public. They would work in co-operation with the Inter-

state Commerce Commission and thus secure to railway em-

ployees just wages; and this without regard to whether the em-

ployees are fully organized. Under the existing situation, well

organized railway labor, illustrated by engineers, firemen, con-

ductors, trainmen, etc., receive consideration from railroads not

according to the clases of labor less well organized.

"It does not follow from the above that the advance in pay to

organized labor has been too frequent or too large, but merely

that the question of advance for a given class of labor engaged

in work upon the public utilities should not depend upon or-

ganization, but upon justice. Especially for the public utilities

is it important that labor should have a just wage, and if the

existing wages are not adequate they should be increased. If

the increase in wages places the public utilities in a position

that does not enable them to secure a fair return upon capital in-

vested and maintain a proper reserve they should be allowed to

increase their rates until they are in that position. In short, the

public utilities should not impose an undue burden upon the pub-

lic by paying higher wages than are reasonable, nor should the

public receive services from the railroads at a rate so low that

labor does not receive fair compensation and capital its fair

return. How important this statement is will be understood

when it is appreciated that of the gross earnings of the railroads

of the United States as a whole, excluding officials, over 42 per

cent, goes to labor and on the fifty-two railroads involved in

this controversy, over 45 per cent.

IN NO OTHER WAY C.\N JUSTICE BE SECURED TO ALL.

"If the arguments above presented are sound, there seems to

be no way to obtain justice for the three parties concerned, the

railway companies, the railway employees and the public, in the

matter of wages except to have a permanent board which shall

have the problem of adjustment and maintenance of justice for

the three parties continually before them.

"It is believed that if the plan of wage commissions were

adopted it is probable that railway employees would not have a

just ground for a strike, and this fact combined with the power

of the law and public opinion would render a strike extremely

unlikely, in the future. If, notwithstanding the existence of a

wage commission, the men engaged in train service struck, the

question would arise as to the legal authority of the government

to compel employees to remain at work. Is it unreasonable to

ask men in the service of public utilities partially to surrender

their liberty in the matter of quitting employment so -that the

nation as a whole may not sufTer disproportionally?

"While the courts have uniformly recognized the principle of

free contract and have always refused to compel continuance of

employment on the demand of either party, several states have

enacted laws prohibiting engineers from leaving their trains at

any other place than at the end of their regular runs.*

"The courts have also discussed the position of employees and

carriers in some of the so-called boycott cases, and it has been

held that- the cars must continue to move and traffic must con-

tinue to flow. Any interference with traffic, except that which is

•Report of the Industrial Commission, vol. S, pp. 132-135.

the incidental result of the exercise of a lawful right, as the

ceasing of employment for the betterment of one's own condition,

is unlawful; and therefore sympathetic strikes and boycotts as

in the case of railroad carriers have been condemned. That,

however, does not reach the present difficulty, where the public

is so dependent on the continuous service of a certain class of

railroad employees that the concerted abandonment of their

work would bring about a paralysis of all industrial life.

"While it is clear from the public point of view that a con-

certed strike of railway employees for a great region would be

as intolerable as a strike of the postal clerks; on the other hand,

the position of the employees is a very natural one. They feel

under existing conditions that the power to strike is their only

weapon of defense against employers and the only means by

which they can enforce a betterment of their conditions of serv-

ice. They realize, too, that the extension of this principle of con-

certed action, from one railroad to all the railroads in a section

of the country, gives them a most effective weapon, and they are

naturally loath to relinquish or impair it.

"While this is the situation under the present conditions and

the railway employees feel that they cannot surrender their right

to strike, if there were a wage commission which would secure

them just wages, the necessity would no longer exist for the

exercise of this power.

FREE CONTRACT IN RAILWAY SERVICE MUST BE RESTRICTED.

"Finally, it is the belief of the board that in the last analysis,

the only solution—unless we are to rely solely upon the restrain-

ing power of public opinion—is to qualify the principle of free

contract in the railroad service. A strike in the army or navy is

mutiny and universally punished as such. The same principle is

applied to seamen because of the public necessity involved. A
strike among postal clerks, as among the teachers of our public

schools, would be unthinkable. In all these cases, the employ-

ment, to borrow a legal phrase, is afTected with a public use, and

this of necessity qualifies the right of free concerted action which

exists in private employments.

"However, if the principle be accepted that there are certain

classes of service thus afifected with a public interest and men
who enter them are not free concertedly to quit the service, then

these men must be guarded in the matter of wages and condi-

tions by public protection ; and this, it is believed, can best be

done through an interstate wage commission.

"It is well understood by the board that the problem for

which the above plan is a suggested solution is a complex

and difficult one. The suggestion, however, grows out of a

profound conviction that the food and clothing of our people,

the industries and the general welfare of the nation, cannot

be permitted to depend upon the policies and the dictates of

any particular group of men, whether employers or em-

ployees, nor upon the determination of a group of employers

and employees combined. The public utilities of the nation

are of such fundamental importance to the whole people that

their operation must not be interrupted, and means must be

worked out which will guarantee this result."

The above report is unanimously agreed to by the five

members of the board appointed by the Chief Justice of the

United States, the Presiding Judge of the Commerce Court

and the Commissioner of Labor; it is signed by Mr. Willard,

with an explanatory statement; Mr. Morrissey files a

dissenting opinion.

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT BY MR. WILLARD.

Mr. Willard's statement is as follows: "Inasmuch as tlie

findings and conclusions of the board are not unanimou.s. I

think it is proper that I should briefly state my position as

representing the railroads in this matter.

"When requested by the railroads to serve as their repre-

sentative, it was understood that efforts would be made to

secure, as the actual arbitrators in this case, five men of the

highest character and ability. It was recognized by all that

the two members named by the parties in interest, while
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given, under the terms of the agreement equal standing with

the other members of the board, would also necessarily

occupy the position of advocates representing the parties

by whom they were selected.

"I have felt from the first that it was desirable to secure,

if possible, a unanimous report, and in view of the fact that

the five members appointed by the chief justice and his as-

sociates—as provided by the agreement of April 30—have,

after a most searching investigation, reached a unanimous

conclusion, it seems to me that I ought also to sign the report

in order that I may, by so doing, plainly signify it.*; acceptance

by the parties I was chosen to represent. My acceptance of

-the award as a whole does not signify my approval of all the

findings in detail. It is intended, however, to indicate clearly

that although the award is not such as the railroads had

hoped for, nor is it such as they felt would be justified by a

full consideration of all the facts, yet. having decided to

submit their case to arbitration, and having been given ample

opportunity to present the facts and arguments in support of

their position, they now accept without question the con-

clusion which was reached by the board appointed to pass

upon the matters at issue."

VIEWS OF MR. MORBISSEV IX DISSENTING OPINION.

Mr. Morrissey, for the engineers, in his dissent, expresses

the belief that the award of the board will have the effect of

retarding the progress of arbitration in the settlement of in-

<lustrial disputes on the railroads. He contends that the

award does not settle the important principles raised by the

engineers and claims that it is based upon the use of statistics

that are not only unreliable for the purposes for which the

board used them, but that the board also erred in the applica-

tion of these wage statistics.

For this reason, he says, "while the engineers will faith-

fully abide by the award during the period that it is to con-

tinue, at the same time it can be only temporary because its

fundamental basis is so insecure."

He dissents from the majority of the board in their recom-

mendation that wage commissions be established with power

of compulsory arbitration, although he suggests that there

are some important activities to which wage commissions

•might profitably give their attention.

A striking suggestion is made in his recommendation that

"hereafter arbitration boards should be so constituted that

none of the parties composing them—not even representa-

tives of the public—should have a majority of the members;

that the majority should be constituted by representatives

of at least two of the parties agreeing. Mr. Morrissey's dis-

senting report concludes with the statement:

"I wish to emphasize my dissent from that recommendation

of the board which in its effect virtually means compulsory

arbitration for the railroads and their employees. Regard-

less of any probable constitutional prohibitions which might

•operate against it being adopted, it is wholly impracticable.

The progress toward the settlement of disputes between the

railways and their employees without recourse to industrial

^varfare has been marked. There is nothing under present

conditions to prevent its continuance. It will never be per-

fect, but even so it will be immeasurably better than it would

be under conditions such as the board propose. The peace

that would satisfy such an ideal condition as that had in

•mind by those making the recommendation, would be too

dearly bought even if it could be attained. To insure the

permanent industrial peace so much desired will require a

broader statesmanship than that which would shackle the

Tights of a large group of our citizens."

Mr. Morrissey recognizes the importance to the engineers

of the effects of such increases in wage rates and the es-

tablishing of such uniform rules of service as the board have

granted. "There has been," he says, "a gain in essentials and

a step forward has been taken in the standardization in en-

gineers' rates and of conditions for the Eastern district."

THE PARCEL POST.

For forty years the American people have demanded a par-

cel post. Forty-three foreign countries already have a parcel

post, and there is no record of any foreign country ever having

discontinued such a service after having started it

The first zone is quadrangular but not square in shape, since

it is bounded on east and west by meridians of longitude which,

of course, converge as they go north and diverge as they go

south. All other zones are roughly circular in shape. Zone
two includes all units of area outside zone one which lie either

wholly or in part within a circle drawn from the center of a

given unit of area, the circle to have a radius of ISO miles.

The third zone includes all the territory outside of zone two,

within the radius of a circle of 300 miles, and with the same

proviso that all units of area through which its boimdary circle

passes are a part of that zone. The fourth zone has a radius of

600 miles, the fifth zone a radius of 1,000 miles, the sixth zone

a radius of 1.400 miles, the seventh zone a radius of 1,800 miles,

and the eighth zone includes all units of area outside of zone

seven.

The matter of units of area and of zones is somewhat compli-

cated. But it seems much more complicated than it really is.

The reasons for establishing such a system are clearly set forth

by Senator Bourne, in his report on the post-office appropriation

bill. There are some 60,000 post offices in the United States.

With a map 10 ft. long and 10 ft. wide an effort to designate the

post-offices on such map would be like printing the Lord's

prayer on the head of a pin.

If the shipper has no rate book and map of his own, he will

ask, at the post office, what the rate is. The postmaster or clerk

will take a directory and find quickly, by means of a marginal

thumb index, the state to which the package is to be sent—in

this case. \'irginia—find the post office, Alexandria, after which

name will be a number indicating the quadrangle or unit of area

in which Alexandria is located. The number on his chart will

readily indicate in which zone Alexandria is in relation to

New York.

As Alexandria is within 300 miles of New York it would come

in the third zone. The rate for the third zone is seven cents

for the first pound, and five cents for each additional pound or

fraction of a pound. So a 4 lb. 5 oz. parcel will require 27

cents postage to be carried from New York to Alexandria, which

sum the citizen will affix in parcel-post stamps and his parcel

will be delivered within due course.

It costs now 64 cents to send four pounds of books either

across the city, or across the continent. Under the parcel post

law it will cost 8 cents to send the same package across the city

and 48 cents to send it across the continent.

As it is at present, if a housewife in Orange, N. J., wants

to order five pounds of coffee from a new York house, the ex-

press company will charge her 30 cents to deliver it. while the

parcfl-post service will ask her but 17 cents. If her package is

eleven pounds in weight, the express rate is the same as the

parcel-post rate. 35 cents, but in San Francisco she would find

parcel post a little cheaper than express on eleven pounds from

New York—$1.32 as against $1.65.

On her five-pound tea package across the continent, however,

she would gain a slight advantage over the previous price, pay-

ing 60 cents to the government as against 80 to the express com-

pany.

On long hauls and small weights there is no possible semblance

of competition. On short hauls and heavy weights—heavy mean-

ing at or near the parcel post limit of eleven pounds—there is

little advantage of the parcel post over express in point of price

paid. On long hauls with heavy weights there is a distinct

though not an enormous saving by parcel post over express.

For parcels up to and including four ounces in weight, the old

rate is preserved. And when it comes to local and rural free de-

livery hauls, the one-pound rate of five cents simply shuts out all

possible competition.

—

Railroad Man's Magazine.



MIKADO LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE BURLINGTON
Designed Especially for Long, Hard Freight Runs and Hav-

ing a Tractive Effort of About Sixty Thousand Pounds.

One hundred heavy Mikado locomotives, among the most

powerful of their type thus far built, having a tractive effort

of about 60,000 lbs., are being delivered to the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. They have

been specially designed for freight service with long hard runs.

A comparison of the general data of these locomotives, with

the Mikado locomotives built two years ago, and with an order

of Santa Fe, or 2-10-2. type locomotives built in 1912, is given

in the accompanying table.

Type 2-8-2 2-8-2 2-10-2
Year built 1910 1912 1912
Cylinders, (iiain. ai d strcke, in. 27x30 28x32 30x32
Driving wheels, diameter, in.. 64 64 60
Steam pressure, lbs 170 180 175
Grate area, sq. ft 54.2 78 88
Heating surface, sq. ft 3,659 4,627 5,161
Superhealiig surface, sq. ft... 693 961 970
Weight on drivers, lbs 207.000 231.000 301.800
Weight, total engine, lbs 271.000 303,400 378,700
Tractive effort, lbs 49,500 60,000 71,500

A higher tractive eflfort is developed in the latest design of

Mikado locomotives, in proportion to the weight on the driving

wheels, than in the other two types and the equivalent heating

surface is also larger in proportion to the tractive effort. This

to enable them to traverse 20 dcg. curves. The main axle and
main crank pins are of oil tempered steel. Castle nuts are used
on all moving parts, and on the valve motion rods, guides, en-

gine truck equalizers and spring hangers, pedestal binders and
tender trucks. The tender frame is composed of 12-in. chan-

nels for the longitudinal sills, with an oak bumper at the front

end and a built-up bumper at the back. The trucks are of the-

arch bar type with cast steel bolsters. Cast iron wheels are

used under 50 of the tenders, and rolled steel wheels under the

remainder. The tender is fitted with a coal pusher and has a

capacity for 14 tons of coal and 9,200 gal. of water. The more
important dimensions and data for these locomotives are as

follows

:

Tractive effort 60,000 lbs.

Weight on front truck 29,400 lbs.

Weight on driving wheels 231,000 lbs.

Weight on rear truck 43.000 lbs.

Weight of engine 303.400 lbs.

Total weight of engine and tender, about 480,000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 16 ft. 9 in.

Wheel base, engine 35 ft. 9 in.

Wheel base, engine and tender 67 ft. Oii in.

Powerful Superheater Mikado Locomotive for the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

is accomplished with a slightly less weight per pair of driving

wheels than is found in the Santa Fe type.

As far as possible the detail parts of the different classes of

locomotives are made interchangeable. Superheaters of the

Emerson type are used and the live steam passages in the

cylinder saddle are cross connected by an equalizing pipe. No
combustion chamber is provided, as in the Santa Fe type loco-

motives. To facilitate inspection the auxiliary dome is placed

over an 18j4 in. opening in the shell. Piston valves, 14 in.

in diameter, are set with a lead of Ji in., and are controlled ly

the Walschaert gear. A Ragonnet reverse mechanism is used,

which is fitted with a steam connection for emergency use.

The frames are securely tied together by cast steel cross

ties, and the pedestals of the second and main pairs of drivers

are braced by ribbed castings, which are placed in a vertical

position. The trailer truck is of the Hodges type and is sim-

ilar to the trucks used on freight locomotives for the Burling-

ton. The locomotive weighs approximately 50-lbs. per sq. ft.

of total equivalent heating surface, which is said to be low

for an engine of this type and capacity.

These locomotives have all tires flanged, with sufficient play

Cylinders.

Diameter aid stroke 28 in. x 32 in.

Valves, balanced piston, diameter 14 in.

lyheels.

Driving, diameter 64 in.

Engine truck, front, diameter 37^4 in.

Engine truck, rear, diameter 42J4 in.

Journals, driving, main U in. x 12 in.

Journals, driving, others 10 in. x 12 in.

Journals, engine truck, front 6 in. x 10 in.

Journals, engine truck, rear 8 in. x 14 in.

Boiler.

Type Straight

Diameter, at front end 88'/5 in.

Working pressure 180 lbs.

Firebox, length and width 117 in. x 96 in.

Firebox, depth, front 86 in.

Firebox, depth, back 75 in.

Firebox, water space, front 6 in.

Firebox, water space, sides 6 in. to 4 in.

Firebox, water space, back 4 in.

Tubes, number 30—6 in. ;
275—2}i in.

Tubes, length 21 ft.

Heating surface, firebox 254 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 4,373 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 4.627 sq. ft.

Superheating surface 961 sq. ft.

Grate area 78 sq. ft.



THE EVOLUTION OF BUSINESS METHODS.^
"The Railroad Systems of This Country Are at the Present

Time at the Disposal of the Public Essentially as a Unit."

By Frank Trumbull.

Chairman of the Chesapeake & Ohi{

In the last few years the railroad men of this country have

been pretty well sterilized. They are now in such an an-

tiseptic condition that they are generally not expected to

communicate anything to other people except information.

That privilege we proudly retain and we indulge the hope

that there are no more diseases for us to catch. We have,

what seems to many of us sometimes, a super-abundance of

regulation. We might easily be reconciled to one sovereign,

but it is not always easy to be resigned to having forty-nine

doctors—the federal government plus forty-eight states. The
evolution in this matter of regulation is a conspicuous event

of this generation. A generation ago it was the habit of

railroad officers to regard their vocation as a private business

and they were accustomed to saying in a rather emphatic

manner, "We propose to manage our own business in our

own way." Such expressions are now almost obsolete. We
used to talk about railroad kings. Next we talked of captains

of industry, but regulation is displacing all these titles and the

railroad business has become instead a profession.

We have now come to witness the fact that the railroad

systems of this country are at the present time at the disposal

of the public essentially as a unit. Labor questions are pre-

sented to railroad managements in larger and larger units.

The arbitration this year of engineers' wages in the territory

east of Chicago and north of the Ohio river marks an epoch.

Besides the labor question, we find that the Interstate

Commerce law gives the shipper the right to direct the rout-

ing of his freight; it gives the commission power to fix

through rates and even divisions of rates between carriers.

The commission has handed down an announcement that the

express traffic of this country is to be regulated by zones and
that express companies are to be required to exchange busi-

ness freely with each other for improvement of service; and
now the commission is taking hold of questions of operation

and service. For example, it is taking a very lively interest

right now in the car shortages which afflict certain sections

of our country and some of us are very glad of it. Railroad

officials are not always as deferential to each other as they

might be, but when they get telegrams from Washington,
thej' sit up and take nolice. There has been more or less

discussion of the propriety of pooling freight cars. The fact

is we have now a car pool without supervision because our
cars must go everywhere.

We seem, as a progressive friend of mine said during the

recent campaign, to "stand at Armageddon and battle for the

Lord knows what." We feel sometimes like the balky mule.

A man came along and threw a shovelful of dust down the

mule's throat; the mule responded by starting immediately,
whereupon the man said: "All you need to do with a mule
is to change its line of thought." Now, none of us wants a

shovelful of dust in these matters, but neither ought we to

object to swallowing facts, and at this Thanksgiving period

perhaps we ought to count some of our blessings; what our
gains are as well as our losses. These old conditions of

special privilege tended to make the rich relatively richer and
that, of course, was intolerable. It is a blessing for all of

us that such methods have been abolished. Everybody is

more honest and pleased to find the satisfaction of looking
one's neighbor in the face; to put all the cards on the table;

and this gain to our commonwealth can never be measured
in dollars and cents. There is really more light and less heat.

Publicity is the order of the day and we have found over

' An address before the Association of Investment Bankers.

again that fresh air and light cure many of the ills that

afflict us.

Now, if we use a telescope, what do we see? The gross

earnings of American railroads increased 37 per cent, in the

year 1910 over the year 1S05, and net earnings increased 31 per

cent. Gross earnings increased 92 per cent, in 1910 over 1900,

and net earnings increased 78 per cent. Surely this, at least,

proves that we have a growing country. I have said that the

net earnings were about the same in 1912 as in 1907, but in the

year 1908 net earnings dropped $100,000,000 as compared with

the year before, because of the 1907 panic. The business of

this countrj' has been dammed up. For five years it has been

on a hand-to-mouth basis, but the railroads are back to the

1S07 basis and more. We now have the most bountiful crops

this continent has ever seen, and in the first three months of

this fiscal year (before the crops were moved) the net earnings

over taxes of our railroads have increased over $23,000,000;

that is to say, 9 per cent. All signs point to an active business.

Two hundred thousand freight cars are being purchased this

year, and that alone is helping business—to say nothing of loco-

motives, passenger equipment, rails and other supplies. Some
of you. doubtless, think that business may be slow until the

tariff is adjusted, but no railroad man with whom I have

talked thinks that it is a wild estimate to predict an increase

of 20 per cent, in the gross earnings of United States railroads

in the next three years ; that is to say 6J^ per cent, per annum.

Our gross earnings the last fiscal year were $2,940,000,000. A
20 per cent, increase would be $588,000,000. The question is what

can we save out of $588,000,000, but I am sure that there will

be enough net to support a large amount of additional securities.

The problem, of course, is to sell the bonds or stocks first so

as to provide the facilities to realize the net profit railroads

ought to have and must have to properly serve the country.

We must trust each other, and we must get the people tc trust

us. This country would never have been what it is if its bank-

ers had been devoid of imagination. It is as true now as it

was three thousand years ago that "if there be no vision, the

people perish." It is all a question of credit. If we all pull

together, our credit, as a whole, will be good. We shall not es-

tablish it by talking starvation. In all these large matters, pub-

lic opinion is, after all, the determining factor. We must com-

mend ourselves to the public. This is really not a new idea for

our declaration of independence—136 years ago—admitted the

necessity of a decent regard for the opinions of mankind. The

Interstate Commerce Commission can do much, but in the long

run it can only do what the public will endorse.

Apparently now we are confronted with a new phase of this

evolution of business. There is a demand for regulation and

control, not only of the railroads, but of the general business

of the country. Railroads are now listed as domestic stock

instead of as wild animals and the regulation of railroads is

pointed to as an example of what may and what ought to be

done for and with and to other corporations. One party in the

recent campaign had a definite platform for establishing at

Washington supervision, regulation and control of the business

of the country so as to safeguard the interests of the producer,

the consumer and the wage worker—a rather large order for a

single bureau in Washington, considering that the producer,

the consumer and the wage worker comprise everybody.

Regulation is in the air. Many are asking, what form shall

it take? Many who have not been accustomed to it. admit,

in a vague way, that some method of regulation would be

beneficial, but they have not thought it out. Why not first
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clarify our definitions? Do we want regulation or shall we
start with supervision? Should we not have knowledge first?

Do we not all know that regulation will not satisfy a large

part of the public, if it does not deal with prices, and that if

prices are to be regulated, of course wages and profits must be?

On the other hand, if we want to start with supervision only,

we must, at least, favor publicity. If publicity ought to be

defined, why not help define it?

The evolution I have talked of this evening has been a pain-

ful process, as every evolutionary process always is, and must

be. It is not new conditions, but getting adjusted to new con-

ditions, that makes men apprehensive. I have said that the rail-

road systems of this country are, in many respects, essentially

a unit. It is also true that the railroads and the other indus-

trials of this country are a unit for weal or for woe. They
are so linked together that we cannot injure one without in-

juring the other. The motto which the labor unions have ap-

plied, in a restricted sense, is applicable to everybody: "An
injury to one is an injury to all."

The anti-trust law has been much abused, but, my friends,

have you noticed that it is from month to month being clarified

and that there is less and less talk against it? Why should

we be stampeded by the disagreeable events of two or three

years only? Nearly three hundred thousand corporations now
report to Washington under the federal income tax law, but in

twenty-two years only 132 suits have been brought by the

federal government under the anti-trust law. Now, if the

government at V\'ashington has done its duty, clearly the bulk of

the business of this country is within the law. Nor is that all.

All of us know that hundreds, perhaps thousands, of combina-

tions would have been formed if it had not been for the anti-

trust law and for the prosecutions under it. If there were no

anti-trust law, the movement towards state socialism would be

imich more rapid than it is. We must not forget that the

socialist considers the great combiner the best agent and accel-

erator of his theories. The anti-trust law prohibits only two

things, but things which, if I at all understand the temper of

the American people, they are still determined to avoid, to wit

:

private monopoly and restraint of trade. Many say that modern

business requires great combinations. The anti-trust law declares

a policy for this country which does not assent to that proposi-

tion, and the fact is there is a point beyond which combinations

are not economical and are a menace ; when I say menace, I mean

not only a menace to the individual, but a menace to our form

of government ; for if combinations are to be multiplied, we
must admit the necessity of controlling them, and then the ques-

tion will promptly arise whether the government at Washington

is to be determined by money or by intelligence or by ignorance

and prejudice. There is nothing in the anti-trust law to prevent

your enlarging a single business indefinitely by fair methods. If

you think that promotion of new enterprises is halted by it, at

least it may be said that existing enterprises will, in the interval,

be protected from new competition.

What shall we do about all these things? Shall we say

".\fter us the deluge and the devil take the hindmost?" I

think not. We hear a great deal about industrial democracy

and about giving workmen a partial ownership in the tools of

industry. Shall I make a definite suggestion? Well, one thing

that will help bridge over the problem will be to peopleize our

industries ; that is, to make a wider and wider distribution of

securities. There are four billions of dollars in the savings banks

of this country. Think of the effect on legislation and on the

attitude of the people in all these matters if even one-quarter of

that amount could be directly in the hands of individuals in the

shape of investments. Why do we go, hat in hand, to the

peasants of France to get money for our railroads? If the

savings bank depositors of America are satisfied w-ith two or

three per cent., can you not satisfy them with five or six per

cent.? There must, of course, be integrit>' of accounts which

may mean governmental supervision of accounts of industrials

as for the railroads ; and there must be as few failures as

possible. In England the accounts of every corporation must
be certified by a chartered accountant. We must look five or
ten or twenty years ahead, not simply at the moment. If we
are to commend ourselves to the public, we must take the

public more and more into our confidence.

SMOKE PROBLEM IN CHICAGO.*

By Osborn Monnett,
Chief Smoke Inspector of Chicago.

The Chicago Smoke Department has adopted a policy of edu-
cating the public in the methods of preventing smoke; plant

owners, engineers and firemen are shown the proper method
of constructing furnaces for various kinds of service and are

also instructed in the best manner of handling the equipment
they have. For this educational work the department has a

number of engineers whose duty it is to work with the owners
and operators of plants, investigating and advising means which
from experience of the department teaches them to be best

under the circumstances.

The problem in each plant is carefully investigated and thor-

oughly considered by the engineers, after which recommenda-
tions and suggestions are made to the owner as to the method
of handling his plant or as to the reconstruction work necessary

in order to operate within the smoke ordinance. Sometimes
entire boiler plants are rebuilt in order to stop smoke, and very

often furnaces are reconstructed throughout. It sometimes hap-

pens that after a new plant is put in operation it smokes, and
the operating crew finds it difficult to run without making ob-

jectionable smoke. The department gives such a plant special

attention' and stays on the job until the cause of the trouble

is definitely known and changes have been made that will rectify

matters.

It is the aim of the department to get automatic stokers in

all plants that are large enough to warrant the expenditure.

.As long as furnaces are hand-fired there will be trouble in

keeping the smoke down, because so much depends upon the

personal element. It has been the experience of the depart-

ment that practically every stoker on the market today may be

applied under circumstances which will allow it to run satis-

factorily from the smoke standpoint; however, it is a problem

to know whether a plant is surrounded by all the proper safe-

guards and to be certain of the results that will be had when
the furnaces are put in operation. There is no standard set of

conditions which will meet every case. Proper operation is the

tr.ost important thing of all and in many cases the most difficult

thing to obtain.

C.-\LCUL.\TI0NS FOR SMOKE DENSITY.

According to the technical interpretation, the Ringlemann

chart reading consists in observing the smoke density of a stack

every IS seconds for the period under observation ; in this way

a very close record of the behavior of the stack is obtained.

The method of figuring the data is as follows : The number of

rhservations of Nos. 1, 2, 3. 4 and S smoke are tabulated and

reduced to smoke units as follows

:

70 units of No. 1 smoke = 70
34 units of No. 2 smoke = 68
100 units of No. 3 smoke = 300
29 units of No. 4 smoke = 116
146 units of No. 5 smoke = 730

Total 1.284

As the readings were taken every IS seconds for a period of

170 minutes, this figure, 1,284, divided by 4 gives the smoke

units for the period under observation, and as one smoke unit

represents 20 per cent, density, the calculation for density

would be ^X,f,X^°Q= 37.7.
170

The Ringlemann chart reading shows not only the per cent.

•.Abstract of paper presented before the Western Society of Engineers,

November 4, 1912.
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density of the smoke for the day, which is in fact the measure

of the desirability or undesirabiHty of the stack, but it also

gives the number of violations per hour of the stack, if any.

Readings of this nature taken in the past 6 months have been

classified according to industries and charted for closer study.

A standard of 2 per cent, density for a day's observation was

taken to represent good performance.

USE OF THE CHARTS.

The method of making use of this tabulated information is as

follows: In working on, for instance, the clubs of the city,

a copy of the chart is shown to the offender at the foot of the

list and an appeal to his civic pride is made, which in most cases

is sufficient to get satisfactory action. In approaching an indus-

try, such as a piano factory for instance, which is making too

much smoke, the department first picks out a factory in the same

line of business, which has as nearly as possible the same boiler

equipment, and lays the facts before the offending corporation,

in effect, for instance, that whereas their piano factory is running,

say, 18 per cent, or 19 per cent, smoke density on a day's ob-

servation, the piano factory across the street, a competitor

of theirs, is running inside of O.S of 1 per cent, density, and

that from the smoke department's standpoint there is no reason

why their piano factory cannot be run as clean as another

piano factory, provided they will put their plant in proper

shape. This argument seldom fails to get the desired results

without suit or threat of suit.

METHOD OF H.^NDLIXG RAILR0.\D DATA.

The same plan of using the good performance of the com-

pany to spur others to better work is being pursued in the

railroad campaign. In the fall of 1910 a series of railroad read-

ings were made showing the smoke conditions at the various

railroad centers, and a table showing the smoke standing of

the railroads was prepared. In the fall of 1911 a similar set

of figures was prepared. It soon became evident that there

was an intense rivalry among the various railroads in their

efforts to the top of the list. This has been taken advan-

tage of with good effect by the smoke department. Here-

with is presented a summary of a series of railroad smoke

readings for the summer of 1912, which are the first summer

readings that have been taken by the department. It has long

been realized that railroad smoke appeared heavier in summer

than during the cold weather, but it was not known how much

the weather affected smoke densities. Taking the smoke lead-

ings of the fall of 1911 as a criterion, and assuming the same

effort on the part of the railroads to keep down smoke, the

summer readings of 1912 show that there is approximately

100 per cent, difference in the smoke density of railroad smoke

in the summer over the winter months.

It has been found that the more information the department

can convey to the railroads the better the results. For in-

stance, by giving the smoke densities for the various locations.

a railroad may find that its per cent, density at a certain point

is very satisfactory, whereas at another railroad center it is

not at all satisfactory. By analyzing these smoke density re-

ports for the various localities, a railroad is enabled to deter-

mine the points where its engines need special attention and

to discover why it is that they cannot have a uniform smoke

density throughout the city. Theoretically, if one railroad is

inside of S per cent, density there is no reason why all the

rest of them should not be, but practically it does not seem

to work out in this way; there is a difference in organization,

difference in methods, difference in service performed, and

difference in condition of equipment, which seems to have an

immense amount of influence on the smoke densities of the

various roads. However, it would seem logical to suppose

that if uniform methods of enforcing the anti-smoke rules

were adopted by all the roads, and if standard equipment in

various classes of service was provided, that uniform results

could be obtained throughout the city and the smoke kept:

down to the commercial minimum.

Smoke Densities at Various Locations in Chicago.
Date. Location. Percentage.

June 4. South End Union Station 7.94-

Iune
5. La Salle Station 10.59

une 13. C. & N. W. Passenger Terminal 7.1i
une 25. Erglewood Union Station 17.43
uly 1. Ada street. Pan Handle, St. P. & N. W. Ry 13.73
uly 2. Sixteenth and La Salle streets 11.33

July 3. Seventeenth street and C. & W. I. Railroad 12.34
July 8. Fifteenth street and C. & W. I. Railroad 14.31

Michigan avenue and C. & W. I. Ry., Kensington 26.19
Kcdzie avenue and C. & N. W. Ry 11.73

Railruly 23. Sixty-third street and I. C,
uly 25. Forty-ninth street and Kedzie avenue
uly 31. Forty-first street and Lake avenue
.ug. 14. Seventy-ninth street and C. & W. I. & R. I. R. R
ug. 22. Western avenue and B. & O. C. T. & C. & N. W. Ry
.ug. 23. Western avenue and C. B. & Q. R. R
ug. 30. Forty-seventh street and C. & W. L R. R
cpt. 3. Sixteenth street and Stewart avenue
ept. 4. Van Buren street and L C. R. R
ept. 6. Forty-sixth avenue and Twenty-second street 15.04
ept. 25. Twenty-sixth street and Campbell avenue 15.93
ept. 26. C. & A. and Pan Handle Crossing 14.05
ept. 27. Root street and C. R. I. & P. R. R 7.48
ept. 30. Eighty-sixth street and Superior avenue, Rock Island Junc-

tion, South Chicago 23.39

SuoKE Standing of the Various Railroads in the Summer of 1912.

7.86
14.31
11.54
18.06
16.81
4.96
13.42
7.09
5.26

No. of
Railroad. Observations.

C. B. & Q 329
A. T. & S. Fe 66
C. G. W 40
Illinois Central 409
Michigan Central ... 45
C. M. & St. P 112
N. V. C. & St. L.... 57
B. & O. C. T 58
L. S. & M. S 197
C. & A 74
C. I. & L 42
C. & W. 1 36
C. I. & S 38
C. & E. 1 136
C. R. I. & P 291
C. & N. W 580
Grand Trunk 168
Pere Marquette 17
Pennsvlvania 489
Wabash 128
C. R. & 1 24
Belt Ry 238
Illinois Northern 57
Wisconsin Central ... 24
B. & 85
Mfgrs. Junction .... 8

Engine

225
136
126
606

156
420
792

1,384

Chicago Junction.
E. J. & E
Unidentified
Chi. Short Line..

Percent.
Density.

3.51
4.75
5.6
6.98
8.98
9.36

10.3
10.63
11.55
11.62
12.15
12.16
12.18
12.47
12.85
12.94
13.08
13.18
14.4
14.89
15
16.87
17.92
18.18
20.92
21.54 :

21.78
24.84

Total 3.890

Longitudinal Railway. Chile.—A section of about 323 miles

of the Longitudinal Railway, Chile, has now been opened to

traffic. This section runs through the mineral belt and nitrate

zones of northern Chile. It is believed that before the < nd of

the year railway connection will be established between ill the

ports of the provinces of .A.ntofagasta and Tarapaca.

Railroad Construction in Peru.—Construction work on the

Ucayali Railway was started on September 21, at Goyllaris-

quisga. This road will open for commercial purposes a large

section of the coimtry lying between the .\ndes and LVayali river

branch of the Amazon system.

British Railway Wages.—The British board of trade has

made an inquiry into earnings and hours of labor of the work-

ing people of the L^nited Kingdom, a report of which was pub-

lished this year. For railway employees it took reports of the

actual payments made during the last week of October, 1907. and

it should be said at once that wages have been advanced since

that time. In nearly all cases the wages earned and paid were

greater than the regular rate of wages, because of extra pay-

ments for overtime and Sunday work. The highest weekly

wages paid were $11.17 to enginemen, whose regular weekly pay

was $9.83. Firemen got $6.67, signalmen $6.69. passenger guards-

$7.12, freight guards $7.58, foremen $8.70, and mechanics in shops.

$7.70. Apprentices and other lads employed at stations received'

an average of $2.82 per week. There were 35,536 of these andl

365,901 adult employees.
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CO-OPERATION THE REMEDY
SHORTAGES.*

FOR CAR

It takes but a casual examination of the facts as they exist to

determine that many shippers expect from the railroads extra

service, such as the occupancy of tracks, detention of cars, and

additional switching, which would be uncalled for if a proper

provision had been made for storage and proper facilities for

loading and unloading cars.

In the examinations made by our commission during the last

two years in reference to both the shortage of coal cars and

grain cars, it was a very frequent occurrence, when we sent our

inspector or examiner into the cities and villages throughout

the state where they were demanding more cars, to find freight

cars loaded with coal that had been held long beyond the time

allowed by law by the consignee to enable him to unload his

<:oal and deliver to his customers, instead of at once unloading

into his bins, and thus relieving the car for further service.

And during such inspections it was not an uncommon thing,

but a very frequent occurrence, to find cars loaded with furniture

and other manufactured articles from the cities, held far beyond

the time allowed, and demurrage paid simply that the consignee

might unload the furniture or freight, whatever it might be, at

the consignee's convenience and without any extra expense or

charge.

The commission upon several occasions ordered cars unloaded

that they might be loaded at once with grain in the same village

where they had been for several days before our inspector

arrived.

A few cars of coal, a few cars of grain, as well as a few cars

of other freight held in towns throughout the state, will create

very rapidly a car shortage. It is equally true that in such inspec-

tions made by our commission we found cars upon the side

tracks that had been shipped and held from 5 to 25 days which

should have reached their destination long before and should

have been unloaded and made several other trips. These may
appear to be small matters, and yet a few loaded cars on each

side track, that should have reached their destination and been

unloaded, not only bring on a car shortage, but are a just

foundation for a complaint, both by the shipper of the article.

whatever it may be, and the receiver thereof, both of them
t)eing dissatisfied and unable to understand why such things

occur.

These are the conditions that account in a great measure

for the low average mileage which carriers get from their freight

cars, and which materially decrease the efficiency of the service.

Why should carriers be expected to provide storage for the

shipper in such a manner, and why should the shipper be de-

layed by his cars standing out upon the side tracks instead of

being moved ? There is but one answer to either of these

questions—they should not in either case occur.

Opinions of railroads by the public are formed almost entirely

by the impressions made by contact with the officials and

employees of the road. Whatever real basis, if any, there is for

finding fault with the operations of a railroad or any other

business enterprise, will be found in the unfaithfulness of the

individual men composing that particular company. The char-

acter of a railroad is determined by the men who represent

it, and the character of any other business enterprise is judged

the same way.

In the very nature of things, the interests of the railroad and
of all of its patrons are and must be identical. One cannot

prosper without the other. The man who would sow dissen-

sion between them and embarrass their co-operation by mis-

imderstanding. friction or antagonism or seeks to make them
helieve that their interests are not identical but opposite, is a

public enemy. And while ofttimes the railroads of the country

1iave been at the mercy of such persons, the public should not

•.\n extract from an adHrp=5 at the annual dinner of the National In-
dustrial Traffic League, at Chicago, on Novemher 14. !912. by Orville F.
r.erry. cfcairman of the Railroad and Warehouse Commission of Illinois.

tolerate such people. It should always be kept in mind that a

railroad will destroy itself unless it fosters transportation ; unless

it adopts a policy toward its patrons that will encourage and

increase permanently the movement of business, it cannot sur-

vive. On the other hand, the people will become sufferers if by

any hostile action or unreasonable demands they limit the power
of the railroads to serve them.

GRAPHITE LUBRICATOR FOR SUPER-
HEATER LOCOMOTIVES.

In discussing Gilbert E. Ryder's paper on "The Locomotive

Superheater and Some qf Its Effects on the Cost of Railway

Operation," which was read at the November meeting of the

New York Railroad Club, M. C. M. Hatch, superintendent of

fuel service of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, called at-

tention to the fact that that road had installed a graphite lubri-

cator on some of its superheater locomotives with good results.

This device, which is being developed by The National Graphite

Lubricator Company, of Scranton, Pa., is shown in the accom-

National Graphite Lubricator.

panying illustration. The graphite blocks, which are designated

by the figure 7 in the illustration, are furnished in pieces 1 in.

in diameter and 1 in. long, and are forced against the cutter or

grinder p by the spring 5. As the graphite is ground off in fine

particles it falls to the steam chest through the connections

shown. One of the small blocks of graphite, with the addition

of a small amount of oil furnished from the lubricator in the

cab, is said to furnish lubrication for from 75 to 150 miles.

The grinding wheel is operated by the connections shown, which

receive their motion from the valve stem. The amount of gra-

phite which is fed to the valves and cylinders is therefore in

proportion to the speed of the locomotive.
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The firemen's committee, appointed to confer with the managers
of the eastern roads about wages, will be in New York Decem-
ber 2, and the conference will probably be held early in the

week.

The strike of clerks on the Canadian Pacific has proved a

failure. At some places the employees, in offering to return

to their positions, assert that they were led astray by their

brotherhood leaders.

The Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo has increased the pay of

its telegraphers 10 per cent, to take effect on January 1, next.

Under the new rates these operators will receive salaries equal

to those in vogue on the Canadian Pacific.

The large freight houses of the Canadian Pacific at Prescott,

Ont., were destroyed by fire November 21, together with nine

loaded freight cars and the customs oflice. In the building

were 200 tons of coal.

The Engineers' Club of Lincoln, Neb., was organized recently

with 56 charter members. J. N. Bridgman, of the University

of Nebraska, is president, and C. H. Gerber, principal assistant

engineer of the physical valuation department of the Nebraska
Railway Commission, is secretary.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has notified the corpo-

ration commission of Arizona that it has taken proper measures
to comply with the new law of that state requiring high-power
headlights on locomotives, but that there will be long delay

because the manufacturers are unable to deliver the electric

headlights which have been ordered.

According to newspaper reports, officers of the St. Louis.

Iron Mountain & Southern recently inaugurated a new kind of

surprise test. The superintendent, the trainmaster and the gen-

eral yardmaster appeared suddenly in the yards at Du Po, 111.,

and ordered a breath-smelling test for employees. Those who
were found to have been drinking liquor were ordered off duty.

An item in our issue of November 8, page 896, said that the

Southern Pacific was being prosecuted by the government on

31 charges of violation of the law regulating the length of time

which animals may be kept in cars without food or water. An
officer of the road advises that of these 31 charges, 21 were
dismissed for lack of evidence and 6 were decided in favor of

the road; on two the jury disagreed, and a conviction was se-

cured by the government in only two cases.

The Chicago & Alton held the first of a series of monthly din-

ners for its officers and employees at the Grand Pacific Hotel,

Chicago, on the evening of November 20. President B. A.

Worthington spoke on the subject "Success: Industry Plus Team
Work Equals Success." The purpose of the dinners is to pro-

mote harmony, good-fellowship and team work, to get the men
acquainted with the officers, and to bring together members of

the various departments who do not meet in the regular course

of their work.

At Pueblo, Col., November 24, the Denver & Rio Grande

and the Colorado & Southern were indicted by the federal

grand jury on charges of granting rebates and with issuing

free transportation (intrastate) to influence interstate ship-

ments. The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, Victor Amer-
ican Fuel Company, Great Western Sugar Company, Portland

Cement Company and United States Portland Cement Com-
pany are indicted, charged with accepting rebates and free

transportation.

The Grand Trunk, which has used telephones for train

despatching on a few circuits for some time, has decided to

install telephones for this purpose throughout its main line from
Montreal to Chicago. There will be five circuits : Montreal to

Brockville, 125 miles ; Brockville to Toronto, 210 miles

;

Toronto to Sarnia, 159 miles; Port Huron to Battle Creek, 160

miles; and Battle Creek to Chicago, 172 miles. There will be

about 155 way stations. The apparatus has been ordered from
the Northern Electric & Manufacturing Company, Montreal.

Following the order of the Connecticut Public Utilities Com-
mission, in the case of the Westport derailment, which is noted

on another page, the New York, New Haven & Hartford is-

sued an order to install No. 20 crossovers, at all points where
practicable, on the four-track lines of the company, not only
in Connecticut, but in Massachusetts. Rhode Island and New
York also; and a rule has been adopted that all trains sched-
uled at more than 15 miles an hour shall come to a full stop
before passing through crossovers which are not safe for speeds
higher than that.

The Illinois Central has announced that the carrj'ing of pas-

sengers on a number of its freight trains has been prohibited.

A statement issued by the company says : "Experience shows
that it is dangerous to the passenger whenever he rides on a

freight train. During the year ending June 30. 1912, six pas-

sengers were killed while riding on freight trains. It will be
seen that the number of deaths of persons who rode on freight

trains is out of all proportion to the number of passengers car-

ried on such trains. The number of passengers transported on
freight trains is infinitesimal as compared with the number of

passengers carried on regular passenger trains."

The railroad commission of Louisiana has asked the railroads

to furnish full data concerning the use of the block system,

preparatory to giving a public hearing on the subject. The
commission asks not only for mileage of road signaled and other

particulars, but also for cost of installation, of maintenance and
operation; and a statement of any accidents which may have
occurred in the state of Louisiana from failure of the block

system. The commission has notified the Illinois Central, the

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, and the Texas & Pacific that at the

hearing they will be called on to show cause why an order
should not be issued requiring them to install the block system.

The New York State Public Service Commission, Second dis-

trict, announces that the sum to be asked for from the legis-

lature, at the next session, for elimination of grade crossings

will be $500,000. As the state usually pays one-fourth of the

total cost of the abolition of a grade crossing, this indicates that

the commission expects to do two million dollars' worth of

work of this kind in the Second district. The commission now
has on file applications for the elimination of grade crossings

at 24 places on the New York Central; three on the New York,

Ontario & Western, two on the Lackawanna, two on the Erie,

two on the Delaware & Hudson, two on the Long Island, and

one on the Central New England ; also several crossings in which

two or more railroads are interested.

On the Pennsylvania Railroad system east and west of Pitts-

burgh there are now 2,872 steel passenger train cars, besides 520

sleeping and parlor cars owned by the Pullman Company, and

used on the Pennsylvania lines. The 2,872 cars cost forty million

dollars. The foregoing figures include the steel cars on the

Long Island, the Cumberland Valley, the New York, Phila-

delphia & Norfolk, the Vandalia, and the Grand Rapids &
Indiana, as well as the roads directly operated by the Penn-

sylvania. Included in the total are 68 dining cars, 159 postal

cars and 11 Long Island Railroad parlor cars. Besides all

these the Pennsylvania and its controlled lines have ordered

for future delivery 394 steel cars, as follows: 296 coaches, 18

dining cars, 25 combined passenger and baggage cars; 2

baggage, 4 postal, 48 combined baggage and mail, 1 office

car and 10 parlor cars, the parlor cars for the Long Island

Railroad.

George J. Bury, vice-president of the Canadian Pacific, has

recently issued a circular to employees of that road on the

value of team-work, in which he says, in part as follows

:

"Good team-work is necessary if we are to hold our present

traffic and attract an increasing volume to the road. We can

only do so by efficiency and by satisfying the shipping and

traveling public. If there is one unfortunate habit that men

in railway service lapse into, it is that of dismissing responsi-

bility by feeling that it belongs to someone else. We cannot

obtain results by minimizing the importance of complaints and

dismissing them by simply relegating them to some other branch

of the service or placing the responsibility on some junior and

letting it end there. Everyone connected with our service is

expected to use his best efforts in the harmonious working of

the system, and to co-operate with those around him, con-

sidering himself part of the machinery of our organization and

endeavoring to increase its effectiveness in every way in his

power."
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The Postmaster-General has given out a statement showing

that 310,245,000 pieces of franked mail were carried during

the last fiscal year. The weight of this mail is given as 61,000,000

lbs., equal to 3.8 per cent of the total weight of all domestic

mail carried. During the Presidential and Congressional pri-

mary campaign, in the last quarter of the fiscal year, an extraor-

dinary amount of franked matter was sent through the mails

at public expense. This matter consisted of political speeches,

reports and documents of all kinds, and even of one com-
plete political campaign book, all of which had been made
technically frankable by insertion in the Congressional Record.

It is computed that the total weight of this franked matter was
between 7,000,000 and 8,000,000 lbs., all of which was transmitted

as first-class mail. The Postmaster-General says that the un-

usual expense entailed by the great amount of political matter

created a temporary deficit.

The Post Office Department is making preparations for the es-

tablishment of pneumatic tubes between the Grand Central

Terminal, New York, and the Pennsylvania terminal, a distance

of about 1.3 miles. There will be two tubes each 24 in. in diam-

eter, and the apparatus is designed to carry bags of 100 lbs. each.

The tubes now in use in New York between different post offices,

are only 8 in. in diameter. A large-scale pneumatic mail carry-

ing system has been in operation for several years betw-een the

United States capitol and the House office building. The Sen-

ate recently allowed an appropriation of $250,000 to extend this

system to include the Congressional Library, the Senate office

building, the union station, the government printing office, and

the new post office building in Washington. At New York,

under the existing system of transportation between the Grand
Central and the Pennsylvania terminals the mail wagons run

20 hours a day to transfer 4,000 or more bags of mail.

If there is any feature of railway operation that has been over-

looked by the people who carry their troubles to the public serv-

ice commissions, we shall no doubt hear of it shortiy. The
Ontario Railway and Municipal Board has recently considered

(and dismissed) a request from the city of Toronto for an order

requiring the Toronto Railway Company to open several depots

for receipt of articles left on the cars, instead of carrying them

to the Landsdowne barns. The board is of the opinion that it

has no power or jurisdiction to declare that the present practice

of the company in the care of articles left on the cars is unjust,

unreasonable and improper, or to fix and prescribe some other

method. The application is dismissed without costs, except that

the city is required to pay $20 for stamps on the order. It

appears in the evidence that in the last year over 13.000 lost

articles have been taken care of by the company. Of these

about 7,000 were claimed and restored to the owners. The
judgment points out that the company has to keep a storeroom at

Landsdowne barns with a man in charge to file, label and return

lost articles. The city solicitor asked the board to order some
more central location for the taking of lost articles, as nearly

everybody going to the Landsdowne barns must lose an hour or

more, and pay two fares. The company's answer was that

room in a building in the city would be too costly to be used

for storage purposes.

Blacklisting Charged.

The railroads running into Atlanta have a common agree-

ment not to employ a person who has ever sued any of them,

and under this they have blacklisted him and prevented him

from getting work, asserts WiUiam M. Savage, a switchman, in

a $10,000 damage suit filed in the superior court against the

Seaboard Air Line. Savage states that he worked as a switch-

man for the Seaboard; and was injured in an accident, resigned

and brought suit against the road. He won the suit and then

applied to the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic for a job as

switchman.

Finally he obtained a temporary position with the A. B. & A.,

and that road wrote the Seaboard for recommendation, and the

Seaboard, he alleges, made two false statements in reply. The
first was that he had failed to notify them of his accident for

several days after it occurred and, second that on his entering

suit his sen'ice terminated. This letter and the agreement be-

tween the railroads, says Savage, caused him to be dismissed,

and has forced him to work as a day laborer for less than half

of what he could earn as a railroad man.

—

Atlanta Constitution.

New York Central Lines Indicted on Rebate Charges.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, tlie Cleveland, Cincin-
nati, Chicago & St. Louis, and the Chicago, Indiana & Southern
railways and the O'Gara Coal Company, of Chicago, were in-

dicted on November 22, by the federal grand jury at Chicago,
on charges of paying and accepting rebates said to amount to

$60,000. in November, 1909, in connection with shipments of coal

from the coal company's mines at Harrisburg, III. George M.
Glazier, auditor of the Lake Shore; R. M. Huddleston, general

auditor of the New York Central Lines, and W. A. Brewerton,
secretary of the coal company, were witnesses before the grand
jury. The indictments result from investigations conducted by
the Interstate Commerce Commission in connection with its

general inquiry into the relations between railways and the coal

companies, at which it was developed that many prominent offi-

cers of the New York Central Lines were formerly large stock-

holders in the O'Gara Coal Company, and that some of them
now own such stock, which is held in names of other persons.

Mr. Huddleston, at a recent hearing before Commissioner Har-
lan, was questioned at length regarding the $60,000 payments,

and was unable to give an explanation which was satisfactory to

the commissioner. At a recent hearing in New York, it is re-

ported that President W. C. Brown, of the New York Central,

testified that he assisted in the organization of the O'Gara Coal

Company in 1905.

E. T. Glennon, assistant vice-president of the legal depart-

ment of the New York Central Lines, has oflfered the explana-

tion that the $60,000 represented a loan to the coal company,
accounted for as an advance payment for coal not yet received.

On Thursday of this week Thomas O'Gara, president of the

O'Gara Coal Company was indicted on a charge of accepting

a rebate.

First Complaint Before the Diversion Commission.

Fairfax Harrison, president of the Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville and chairman of the Commission on Car Service,

appointed by the American Railway Association, has issued the

following statement

:

"The first case which has been brought before the commis-

sion appointed by the American Railway Association to pre-

vent the diversion and delay of cars was on the complaint by

the Baltimore & Ohio against the Wheehng & Lake Erie.

"The commission found that the condition complained of

was due, in a large measure, to the considerable number of

Wheeling & Lake Erie system cars which were widely scat-

tered on other roads and had not been available for use by

their owner for several months. Deeming that its function

was to remedy the immediate situation, the commission adopted

methods of mediation and has, through the co-operation of

other railroads with whom it has used its good offices, secured

a promise for prompt and direct return of the Wheeling &
Lake Erie cars without regard to home route, in an amount
sufficient to enable the Wheeling & Lake Erie to return to the

Baltimore & Ohio the cars the delay of which was the cause

of the complaint."

Louisiana Commission Report on Montz Collision.

The rear collision at Montz, La., November 11, in which 13

passengers were killed, was reported in the Railzi'ay Age
Gazette of November 15, page 957 ; and in the issue of Novem-
ber 22 we gave (page ICIOl) the conclusion of a board of in-

quiry, which was convened by the railroad company, and (page

1002) the conclusions of the state railroad commission. The
full report of the state commission, since received, gives a

few additional details.

The flagman did not take fusees with him. The conductor

might have seen that these fusees were left lying on the rear

platform of the rear car. This flagman had been in service

about IS months. In his application he said that he was born

in 1880. He says that he intended to write 1890. In fact, he

was born in 1893, and the commission says that he is a mere

boy. Any experienced inspector could easily have seen that

he was much younger than he said he was. His application for

the position of flagman was made after he had received only

ten days' instruction as such. "The company seems to have

paid very little attention to this." In this connection, the com-
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mission says that the fireman of one of the locomotives of the

passenger train knew very little about the rules and had never

seen a rule book, although on occasion he was required to

protect the front end of the train by flag.

When the passenger train stopped, the conductor went for-

ward to the engine and remained there about thirty minutes.

He might just as well have gone back, in a few minutes, to

the rear of the train, where he belonged. The freight train

was running at 25 miles an hour, probably 28 miles an hour,

or faster, though the rule limits the speed to 25 miles an hour.

In this respect the commission holds the engineman of the

freight careless. The report says that the passenger cars were

very old and poor, but gives no details to confirm this state-

ment, except that the fourth car crushed the fifth car almost

its entire length. Of the two engines drawing the passenger

train, one and the one which failed, causing the unusual stop,

had been taken from a work train. It never was a passenger

engine. It had broken down once on the day before, and had

stopped several times on its southbound trip, for causes which

are unexplained.

Following its conclusions concerning matters of safety, the

commission severely censures a trainmaster for refusing to

take, on his special train, to the scene of the wreck, two gen-

tlemen whose families were on the wrecked train.

The commission also takes up the subject of block signaling

and quotes the testimony of an officer of the road, to the

effect that the Illinois Central had appropriated $270,000 for

block signals in 1911 and $300,000 in 1912; and only 12 miles

of line in the state of Louisiana received any benefit from

these appropriations. In a low, flat country, where fogs are

of frequent occurrence, there is more demand for a block sys-

tem than in a higher and drier climate. The report says that,

except in the cane-grinding season, telegraph offices on the

road in that region are 31 miles apart ; but there is no specific

comment on this fact. The block system is recognized by the

Illinois Central, as by most railroad authorities, as a safe

method of controlling trains ; the system should be installed.

The report is signed by J. J. Meredith (chairman), Shelby

Taylor and Henry D. Schreiber.

Railway Signal Association Committees.

The Board of Direction of the Railway Signal Association

met in Chicago at the Congress Hotel, on Thursday, No-
vember 14. and completed the committee assignments for the

year 1912-1913. The list of the new committees, the per-

sonnel of each, and the outlines of the work laid out by the

Board are given below.

COMMITTEE NO. I—SIGN.^LING PRACTICE.

Personnel.

A. H. Rudd, Sig. Engr., P. R. R., Philadelphia, Pa., Chair-
man; T. S. Stevens, Sig. Engr., A. T. & S. P., Topeka, Kans.,

Vice-Chairman ; C. C. Anthony, Asst. Sig. Eng., P. R. R.,

Philadelphia, Pa.; H. S. Balliet, Sig. Engr. Elec. Div., and
Eng. Mtc. of Way, Grand Central Terminal, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

New York City; C. A. Christofiferson, Sig. Eng., N. P., St.

Paul, Minn,; C. E. Denney, Sig. Engr., L. S. & M. S., Cleve-

land, Ohio; W. J. Eck, Elec. Engr., Southern Ry., Washing-
ton, D. C; W. H. Elliott, Sig. Engr., N. Y. C. & H. R., Al-

bany, N. Y.; G. E. Ellis, Sig. Engr., K. C. T. Ry. Co., Kansas
City, Mo.; A. S. Ingalls, Gen. Supt., L. S. & M. S., Cleveland,
Ohio; J. C. Mock, Sig. Engr., M. C, Detroit, Mich.; F. P.

Patenall, Sig. Engr., B. & O., Baltimore, Md.; J. A. Peabody,
Sig. Engr., C. & N. W., Chicago, 111.; W. B. Scott, Pres. Sun-
set Lines, Houston, Tex.; A. G. Shaver, Sig. Engr., C. R. I.

& P., Chicago. 111.; H. H. Temple, Supt., B. & O., New Castle,

Pa.; J. C. Young, Sig. Engr., U. P., Omaha, Neb.

Outline of Work.

Note—(a) See general instructions to committees; and
(b) Select from the manual material applicable to specifica-

tions, either in course of formation or under consideration;
identifying merely by reference to subject, section number,
and letter.

•This note applies also to Committees II, III, IV, V, IX, and the special
committees on State of Signaling in the Northwest and on Contracts.

(a) Report on the eflect of treated and metal ties on track

circuits; and on the (b) Economics of labor in signal main-
tenance; and (c) Formulate and submit requisites for switch
indicators, including methods of conveying information as to

condition of the block to the conductor and engineman.

COMMITTEE NO. II—MECHANICAL INTERLOCKING.

Personnel.

C. J. Kelloway, Sig. Engr., A. C. L., Wilmington, N. C,
Chairman; D. M. Case, Supt. Sigs., C. N. O. & T. P., Lexing-
ton, Ky., Vice-Chairman; L. Brown, Gen. Sig. For., A. T. &
S. F., Topeka, Kans.; G. W. Chappel, Asst. S. E., N. Y. N. H.
& H., New Haven, Conn.; W. H. Fenley, Sig. Engr., Panama,
R. R.; C. S. Foster, Supr. Sigs., P. R. R., Wilmington, Del.;

0. Frantzen, Supr. Sigs., N. T. N. H. & H., Boston, Mass.;
E. Hanson, Sig. Supr., G. C. & S. F., Cleburne, Tex.; E. G.

Hawkins, Chf. Draftsman, Sig. Dept., N. Y. C. & H. R., Al-

bany, N. Y.; J. A. Johnson, Sig. Engr., M. K. & T., Denison,
Te-\.; T. E. Kirkpatrick, Supr. Sigs., L. S. & M. S., Elkhart,

Ind.; J. B. Lamb, Sig. Supr., Southern Ry., Washington,
D. C; J. W McClelland, Supr Sigs., P. & R., Philadel-

phia, Pa.; E. E. Mack, Supr. Sigs., C. & E. I., Salem, 111.;

S. Miskelly, Gen. Sig. Inspr., C. R. I. & P., Chicago, 111.;

W. B. Morrison, Supr. Intkg., D. L. & W., Newark, N. J.;

Chas. Stephens, Sig. Engr., C. & O., Richmond, Va. ; F. C.

Stuart, Sig. Engr., Sunset Route, Houston, Tex.; J. I. Vernon,
Sig. Supr., N. Y. N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.; W. F. Zane,

Sig. Ins., C. B. & Q., Chicago, III.

Outline of Work.

(a) Prepare specifications for apparatus and materials used
in mechanical interlocking construction; (b) Prepare stand-

ard layouts for leadouts and lead-aways, and for connecting
switches, slips, movable point frogs and derails; (c) Prepare
specifications for apparatus and materials used in electro-

mechanical interlocking; and (d) Confer with Committee XV.
of the American Railway Engineering Association as to in-

terlocking and operation of drawbridges.

COMMITTEE NO. Ill'—POWER INTERLOCKING.

Personnel.

R. C. Johnson, Asst. Sig. Engr., N. Y. C. & H. R., New
York City, Chairman; F. B. Wiegand, Asst. Sig. Engr., L. S.

& M. S., Cleveland, Ohio, Vice-Chairm.an; Burt Anderson,
Asst. Sig. Engr., A. T. & S. F., Topeka, Kans.; W. H. Arken-
burgh, Chf. Draftsman, Sig. Dept, C. R. I. & P., Chicago, III.;

M. H. Collins, Supr. Sigs.. Hud. & Man., New York City;

j. R. Decker, Div. Engr.. M. C, Bay City, Mich.; A. B. du
Bray, Inspr. Elec. Sigs., Frisco System, Springfield, Mo.;
G. B. Gray. Sig. Inspr., P. L. W., Pittsburgh, Pa.; W. H.
Harland, Elec. & Sig. Eng., N. Y. O. & W., Middletown,

N. Y.; H. H. Harman, Engr. Bridges, B. & L. E., Greenville,

Pa.; E. C. Hitchcock, Sig. Inspr., N. Y. N. H. & H., New
Haven, Conn.; M. H. Loughridge, Asst. Engr., Sig. Dept.,

N. Y. W. & B., New York City; J. W. MacCormack, Sig.

Inspr., K. C. T., Kansas City. Mo.; W. N. Manuel, Sig.

Supr., G. R. & I., Grand Rapids, Mich.; G. A. Motry, Sig.

Inspr., B. & O., Baltimore, Md.; H. H. Orr, Sig. Inspr., C. &
E. I., Chicago, 111.; F. W. Pflegling, Supr. Sigs., U. P., Kan-
sas City, Mo.; A. B. Pollock, Supr. Sigs., P. R. R, East Lib-

erty, Pa.; W. M. Post, Supr. Sigs., P. R. R., Jersey City, N. J.;

1. S. Raymer, Asst. Sig. Engr., P. & L. E., Pittsburgh, Pa.;

D. W. Rossell, Inspr. Sigs., N. Y. C. & H. R., Yonkers, N. Y.;

T. C. Seifert, Sig. Inspr., C. B. & Q., Chicago, 111.; F. G.

Smith, Sig. Supr., C. & E. I., Danville. III.; O. R. Unger, Sig.

Inspr.. M. P.. St. Louis. l\o.; G. A. Ziehlke, Supr. Sigs., U. P.,

Kansas City. Mo.

Outline of Work.

(a) Continue preparation of specifications for apparatus
and materials used in power interlocking construction;

(b) Continue the preparation of typical circuit plans for

electric interlocking; (c) Investigate the use of 30 volts or

less for the control of interlocking apparatus; (d) Continue
preparation of plans for wire ducts, terminal boxes and man-
holes; and (e) Confer with Committee XV of the American
Railway Engineering Association as to interlocking and
operation of drawbridges.
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COMMITTEE NO. IV—AUTOMATIC BLOCK.

Personnel.

A. G. Shaver, Sig. Engr., C. R. I. & P., Chicago, III.,

Chairman
; J. M. Fitzgerald, Engr. Maint. Sigs., N. Y. C. &

H. R., Albany, N. Y., Vice-Chairman; E. L. Adams, Chf. Sig.

Inspr., L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, Ohio; E. E. Bradley, Sig.

Engr., W. M., Baltimore, Md.; G. H. Dryden, Asst. Sig.

Engr., B. & O., Baltimore, Md.; H. Folley, Asst. Sig. Supr.,

C. & E. I., Terre Haute, Ind.; A. R. Fugina, Sig. Engr., L. &
N., Louisville, Ky.; R. E. Greene, Asst. Sig. Engr., M. C,
Detroit, Mich.; W. R. Hastings, Asst. Sig. Engr., C. R. I.

& P., Chicago, 111.; W. H. Higgins, Sig. Engr., C. R. R. of

N. J., Elizabeth, N. J.; B. F. Hines, Sig. Engr., N. O. & N. E.,

New Orleans, La.; B. A. Lundy, Asst. Engr., N. Y. C. &
H. R., Albany, N. Y.; L. P. Mase, Gen. Sig. Constr. For.,

N. Y. C. & H. R., Yonkers, N. Y.; J. C. Mill, Asst. Sig. Engr.,

C. M. & St. P., Milwaukee Shops, Wis.; C. W. Parker, Sig.

Engr., Can. Pac, Montreal, Can.; R. M. Phinney, Asst. Engr.,

Sig. Dcpt., C. & N. W., Chicago, 111.; E. K. Post, Supr. Sigs.,

P. R. R., Altoona, Pa.; H. J. Rhinehart, Draftsman, Sig.

Dept., D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J.; A. H. Rice, Sig. Engr.,

D. & H.. Albany, N. Y.; D. S. Rice, Supr. Sigs., L. V., Geneva,

N. Y.; A. A. Roberts, Sig. Inspr., K. C. T., Kansas City, Mo.;

G. W. Trout, Sig. Engr., P. M., Detroit, Mich.; F. E. Whit-
comb, Sig. Engr., B. & A., Boston, Mass.

Outline of Work.

(a) Prepare specifications of apparatus and material used

in automatic signal construction; (b) Continue on relay

specifications; (c) Prepare specifications for field work in

automatic block construction; and (d) Continue on typical

circuit plans for automatic block signaling, covering the sim-

ple and more common situations first.

COMMITTEE NO. V—MANUAL BLOCK.

Personnel.

T. S. Stevens, Sig. Engr., A. T. & S. F., Topeka, Kans.,

Chairman; L. R. Mann., Supr. Sigs., M. P., St. Louis, Mo.,

Vice-Chairman; E. T. Ambach, Asst. Sig. Engr., B. & O.

S. W. & C. H. & D., Cincinnati, Ohio; Hadley Baldwin,

Supr., C. C. C. & St. L., Mattoon, 111.; J. Beaumont, Sig.

Engr., C. G. W., Chicago, 111.; M. W. Bennett, Supr. Sigs.,

Grand Central Terminal, New York, N. Y.; E. A. Black, Sig.

Supr., L. S. & M. S., Ashtabula, Ohio; C. Drake, Supr. Sigs.,

C. & N. W., Chicago, 111.; J. A. Fleissner, Sig. Inspr., C. M.
& St. P., Milwaukee, Wis.; M. J. Fox, Asst. Sig. Engr., C. B.

& Q., Lincoln, Neb.; G. A. Guyer, Sig. Supvr., N. Y. C. &
H. R., Albany, N. Y.; B. A. Hinman, Chf. Sig. Inspr., N. Y.

C. & H. R., Albany, N. Y.; H. K. Lowry, Gen. Constr. Supt.,

C. R. I. & P., Chicago, 111.; G. S. Pflasterer, Sig. Engr., N. C.

& St. L., Nashville, Tenn.

Outline of Work.

(a) Investigate the relative advantages or disadvantages,

and relative cost (installation, maintenance and operation)

of the various kinds of manual block systems (manual, con-

trolled manual and staflf)
; (b) Continue preparation of rules

for the maintenance and operation of interlocking plants and
block signals; and (c) Continue investigations of methods
of handling trains by signal indications without train orders.

COMMITTEE NO. VI—STANDARD DESIGNS.

Personnel.

J. C. Mock, Sig. Engr., M. C, Detroit, Mich., Chairman;
C. C. Anthony, Asst. Sig. Engr., P. R. R., Philadelphia, Pa.;

Vice-Chairman; G. E. Ellis, Sig. Engr., K. C. T., Kansas
City, Mo.; W. A. Hanert, Chf. Draftsman, M. C, Detroit,

Mich.; C. J. Kelloway, Sig. Engr., A. C. L., Wilmington,
N. C; F. P. Patenall, Sig. Engr., B. & O., Baltimore, Md.;
M. E. Smith, Sig. Engr., D. L. & W., Hoboken, N. J.; R. E.

Trout, Sig. Engr., Frisco System, Springfield, Mo.; J. C.

Young, Sig. Engr., U. P., Omaha, Neb.

Outline of Work.

(a) Continue preparation of standard designs.

COMMITTEE NO. VII—SUBJECTS AND DEFINITIONS.

Personnel.

E. G. Stradling, Sig. Engr., C. I. & L., Lafayette, Ind.,

Chairman; A. D. Cloud, Editor The Signal Engineer, Chi-

cago, 111.; Paul M. Gault, Sig. Supr., P. R. R.—Penn. Lines,
Chicago, 111.; C. G. Stecher, Supr. Sigs., C. & N. W., Chi-
cago, Til.

Outline of Work.

(a) Prepare definitions for technical terms connected with
signaling, particularly any terms which discussions show are

not properly defined; and (b) Compile definitions in the form
of a Signal Dictionary, giving terms and definitions only

—

without descriptive matter.

COMMITTEE NO. VIII—ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ALTERNATING CURRENT

SIGNALING.

Personnel.

H. S. Balliet, Sig. Engr. Elec. Div. and Engr. Mtc. of Way,
Grand Central Terminal, New York, Chairman; J. E. Saun-
ders, Asst. Sig. Engr., A. T. & S. F., Topeka, Kans., Vice-
Chairman; W. P. Allen, Inspr. Sigs., P. R. R., Philadelphia,

Pa.; J. A. Beoddy, Gen. Sig. Inspr., N. & W., Roanoke, Va.;
L. R. Byram, Supr. Sigs., C. R. I. & P., Chicago, 111.; J. D.
Elder, Sig. Inspr., K. C. T. Ry., Kansas City, Kans. ; W. F.

Follett, Elec. Inspr. Sig. Dept., N. Y. N. H. & H., New
Haven, Conn.; E. C. Grant, Supr. Sigs., U. P., Omaha, Neb.;
C. H. Morrison, Sig. Engr., N. Y. N. H. & H., New Haven,
Conn.; W. W. Morison, Asst. Sig. Engr., N. Y. C. & H. R.,

New York, N. Y.; C. R. Peddle, Office Engineer, Sig. Dept.,

I. R. T., New York, N. Y.; John Roberts, Sig. Engr., N. Y.
W. & B., New York, N. Y. ; W. Y. Scott, Supr. Sigs., B. & M.,

Boston, Mass.; E. B. Smith, Supr. Sigs., Grand Central
Terminal, New York City; W. N. Spangler, Supr. Sigs.,

P. R. R., Philadelphia, Pa.; F. S. Starratt, Sig. Supr., S. P.,

West Oakland, Cal.; F. E. Wass, Supr. Sigs., N. Y. C. &
H. R., New York City.

Outline of Work.

(a) Continue investigation of the various systems in opera-
tion; (b) Prepare specifications and requisites of apparatus
and material for A. C. block signal system where A. C. pro-
pulsion is used; (c) Continue preparation of specifications for

those items referred to and printed as blanks in system em-
ploying D. C. current for propulsion; (d) Prepare specifica-

tions for those items referred to and printed as blanks in

system employing steam for propulsion; and (e) Investigate

the induction effects between the signal circuits and adjacent
electric circuits, and formulate recommendations.

COMMITTEE NO. IX—WIRES AND C.\BLES.

Personnel.

W. H. Elliott, Sig. Engr, N. Y. C. & H. R., Albany, N. Y.,

Chairman; E. L. Adams, Chf. Sig. Inspr., L. S. & M. S., Cleve-

land, Ohio, Vice-Chairman; W. I. Bell, Supr. Sigs., P. R. R.,

Media, Pa.; W. L. Dryden, Sig. Supr., S. I. R. T., St. George,
S. I., N. Y.; A. B. Himes, Sig. Inspr., B. & O., Baltimore, Md.;
D. W. Richards, Jr., Sig. Engr., N. & W., Roanoke, Va.; J. V.
Young, Supt. Sigs., B. & M., Boston, Mass.

Outline of Work.

(a) Continue investigation and tests of mineral matter rub-

ber compound insulated signal wire; (b) Prepare specifica-

tions for the various kinds of magnet wire; and (c) Continue
preparation of specifications for wire and cable for high ten-

sion circuits, conferring as to conditions and requirements
with Committee VIII.

COMMITTEE NO. X STORAGE B.\TTERIES A.\D CHARGING EQUIPMENT.

Personnel.

R. B. Ellsworth, Asst. Sig. Engr., N. Y. C. & H. R., Albany,
N. Y., Chairman; H. W. Lewis, Sig. Engr.. L. V., So. Beth-
lehem, Pa., Vice-Chairman; J. G. Bartell, Sig. Supr., L. V.,

Easton, Pa.; G. E. Beck, Supr. Sigs., L. S. & M. S., Toledo,
Ohio; T. N. Charles, Supr. Sigs., C. N. O. & T. P., Oakdale,

Tenn.; J. Fred Jacobs, Gen. For. Maint., C. R. R. of N. J.,

Easton, Pa.; T. L. Johnson, Supr. Sigs., D. L. & W., Bath,

N. Y.; A. H. McKeen, Sig. Engr., O. W. R. R. & N. Co.,

Portland, Ore.; J. Parker, Sig. Supr., N. Y. C. & H. R.,

Rochester, N. Y.; F. A. Purdy, Asst. Supr. Sigs., O. S. L.,

Nampa, Idaho; A. H. Yocum, Sig. Engr., P. & R., Philadel-

phia, Pa.
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Outline of Work.

(a) Prepare specifications for apparatus and materials used

in storage battery work; (b) Report on comparative economy
of various methods for charging storage batteries; and (c)

Prepare necessary descriptive matter covering use of storage

battery in signaling.

SPECI.\L COMMITTEE—ST.-^TE OF SIGN.\LING IN THE NORTH-WEST.

Personnel.

E. W. Newcomb, Sig. Engr., O. S. L., Ogden, Utah, Chair-

man; A. H. McKeen, Sig. Eng., O. W. R. R. & N. Co.,

Portland, Ore., Vice-Chairman ; A. H. Barnes, Supr., Sigs.,

N. P., Tacoma, Wash.; R. C. Carlton, Supr. Sigs., O. W. R. R.

& N. Co., Portland, Ore.; Jas. S. Orr, Supr. Sigs., O. S. L.,

Pocatello, Ida.; G. T. Petticrew, Supr. Sigs., G. N., Seattle,

Wash.; L. W. Smith, Sig. Engr., C, M. & St. P., Tacoma,
Wash.; G. F. Williams, Chf. Draftsman, O. S. L., Ogden,

Utah.; J. R. Wills, Supr. Sigs., O. S. L., Ogden, Utah.

Outlitte of Work.

(a) Analyze all present specifications with reference to the

particular conditions and requirements of the railroads repre-

sented by the members of the committees.

SPECI.'iL COMMITTEE—CONTRACTS.

Personnel.

L. S. Rose, Sig. Engr., C. C. C. & St. L., Cincinnati, 0.,

Chairman; C. A. Christofferson, Sig. Engr., N. P., St. Paul,

Minn., Vice-Chairman ; N. E. Baker, Sig. Engr., I. C, Chicago,

111. ; Geo. Boyce, Supt. Tel. & Sigs., C. St. P. M. & O., St. Paul,

Minn.; R. L. Davis, Ofl^ce Engr., Sig. Dept., M. C, Third St.

Sta., Detroit, Mich. ; C. A. Dunham, Sig. Engr., Grand Trunk,

Montreal, Que.; R. L. Huntley, Asst. Gen. Mgr., U. P., Omaha,
Nebr.; J. B. Latimer, Sig. Engr., C. B. & Q., Chicago, 111.; C. D.

Purdon, Chf. Engr., St. L. S. W., St. Louis, Mo.; E. B. Pry,

Sig. Inspr., P. L. W., Pittsburgh, Pa.; J. C. Young, Sig. Engr.,

U. P., Omaha, Nebr.; H. E. Brashares, Asst. Sig. Engr., G. N.,

St. Paul, Minn.

Outline of Work.

(a) Continue preparation of forms of contracts for joint in-

terlocking plants; (b) prepare form of contract for installation

of block signals or interlocking plants; (c) investigate the

method of accounting between railways as to arbitrary charges,

percentages to be added to material and labor, etc., in connection

with joint signal facilities, and submit recommendations as to

uniform agreement; and (d) prepare form of contract as be-

tween railway company and company furnishing the power, to

cover energy supplied for signal installations.

SPECI.NL COMMITTEE—SIGNAL PERFORMANCE.

Personnel.

W. N. Manuel, Sig. Supr., G. R. & I., Grand Rapids, Mich.,

Chairman
; J. W. Hackett, Sig. Supr., N. Y. C. & H. R., Buffalo,

N. Y., Vice-Chairman; C. A. Cotton, Div. Sig. For., A. T. & S.

F., Chilhcothe, 111.; B. F. Dickenson, Supr. Sigs., N. J. & S.,

Camden, N. J.; S. B. Kellar, Supr. Sigs., B. & O., Wilmington,

Del.; G. J. Patton, Supr. Sigs., D. L. & W., Newark, N. J.;

J. B. Weigel, Sig. Supr., St. L. & S. F., Springfield, Mo.; L. L.

Whitcomb, Supr. Sigs., L. S. & M. S., Elyria, O.

Outline of Work.

Investigate and report on the basis now used on various rail-

ways in recording interruptions to traffic by signals, and in com-

puting efficiency of signal performance.

SPECIAL COMMITTEE—SIGNALING REQUIREMENTS OF ELECTRIC RAIL-

WAYS.

Personnel.

J. M. Waldron, Sig. Engr., I. R. T., New York City, Chair-

man; C. H. Morrison, Sig. Engr., N. Y., N. H. & H., New Haven,

Conn.
; John Leisenring, Sig. Engr., I. T. System, Springfield,

III.

SPECIAL COMMITTEE.

To co-operate ivith the Engineering Sub-Committee of the Special

Committee on Relation of Railway Operation

to Legislation.

Personnel.

C. E. Denney, Sig. Engr., L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O., Chair-

man ; W. J. Eck, Elec. Engr., Southern Ry., Washington, D. C.

;

J. A. Peabody, Sig. Engr., C. & N. W., Chicago, 111.; A. G.
Shaver, Sig. Engr., C. R. I. & P., Chicago, 111.

SPECIAL COMMITTEE—EDITING AND MANUAL.
Personnel.

W. J. Eck, Elec. Engr., Southern Ry., Washington, D. C.

;

H. S. Balliet, Sig. Engr,, Elec. Div. and Engr. Mte. of Way,
Grand Central Terminal, New York ; C. C. Rosenberg, Sec'y..

R. S. A., Bethlehem, Pa.

COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTION.

Committee Work and Personnel.

F. P. Patenall, Chairman ; T. S. Stevens ; C. E. Denney ; C. C.

Anthony; and C. A. Dunham.

Places for Convention.

C. E. Denney, Chairman; W. H. Higgins; M. E. Smith;
H. W. Lewis

; J. C. Young ; and E. E. Hudson.

Convention' Arrangements.

T. S. Stevens, Chairman; G. S. Pflasterer, Vice-Chairman;

C. C. Rosenberg; R. E. Trout; A. D. Cloud; and co-operating

committee of the Signal Appliance Association; L. Thomas;
B. L. Winchell, Jr.; and W. P. Hawley.

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON SIGN.\LING REQUIREMENTS OF ELECTRIC

RAILWAYS.

Outline of Work.

(a) Bring to the attention of chairmen of other committees

as necessary the peculiar requirements and conditions of elec-

tric railways, (b) Recommend such changes in the Standards

and Recommended Practice and such amendments of the con-

clusions of other committees as may be deemed necessary for

electric railways. Chairmen of other committees to consult

freely with the Special Committee.

Fortnightly Report of Cars to the Government.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, pursuant to its pur-

pose to investigate unreasonable diversion or improper use

of freight cars, has sent an order to the principal railroads,

calling for semi-monthly reports of the location of freight cars.

The order calls for a statement of the situation on December
1, the report to be in Washington by December 10.

Car Ferries for the Wabash.

By an order of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

at St. Paul, the receivers of the Wabash Railroad are authorized

to expend $200,000 in the purchase of three large ferryboats from

the Michigan Central, to be used in carrying cars across the De-
troit river, and $50,000 for repairing these boats. The receivers

were also authorized to spend $75,000 in the purchase of the

capital stock of the Detroit & Western, and to accept certain

ordinances in Kansas City, Mo., to facilitate the construction of

a new freight house there.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

The annual meeting of the .-Xmerican Society of Mechanical

Engineers will be held December 4-6. The railroad session

will be held on Thursday morning, December 5. Two papers

will be discussed at this session, one on Some Factors in the

Selection of Locomotives with Relation to the Economics of

Railway Operation, by O. S. Beyer, Jr., of the Rock Island

Lines and one on Train Lighting, by D. F. Wood, of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, and H. A. Currie, of the New York
Central & Hudson River. Mr. Beyer's paper is divided into

five sections as follows: Service, typography, train speeds

and train resistance; size and types of locomotives for pas-

senger, freight and switching service, permanent plant and its re-

lation to motive power selection, including track, yard and

passenger sidings, locomotive terminals, shop facilities and

clearances; relation of operating expenses to the selection

of motive power, including transportation expenses, mainte-

nance of equipment, maintenance of way and structures and

overhead charges; and final determination of the most

economical locomotive to adopt. There will be a discussion

of different phases of this paper, including the consideration
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of the posfibilities of different types of locomotives and of

methods of improving their operating efficiency. The paper
on Train Lighting is divided into seven sections as follows:

Brief historial sketch of car lighting, describing the periods
of candle lighting, oil lighting, the various t>'pes of gas light'

ing, and finally the period of electric lighting; the electric

period from the first straight storage systems to date is dis-

cussed in detail and the storage battery,, head end system and
axle generating system are all presented with the reasons
leading up to their adoption and the good and bad points of

each; under the axle generating system the requirements
tor successful operation are discussed at length. Various
types of suspension are described, also the regulators of

different systems; the question of voltages is discussed and
in this connection lamps and fixtures with deflectors, etc., are

covered; standardization of voltages and batteries; tabulation

showing the number of electrically lighted cars, types of
batteries, voltages, number of cells, etc.; and a train lighting

biography arranged in chronological order is appended to

this paper. There will also be a discussion on this paper.

Western Railway Club.

At the monthly meeting of the Western Railway Club, held

at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, on November 19, H. McL.
Harding, of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, presented an illustrated paper on The Telpherage Sys-
tem as Applied to Shops and Terminals.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The follomng list gives names of secretaries, dales of next or regular
ncetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, S3 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May 6-9, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Tbomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope, New York.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111. Annual meeting, June 17-20. Buffalo, N. Y.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St., New York.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers* Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meeting. May 21, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, October 21-23, 1913, Montreal.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 900 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago. Convention, June 11-13, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—M. H. Bray, N. Y.
N. H. & H., New Haven, Conn.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St..

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13
Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St., New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-

more. Md. Convention, 3d week in January, 1913, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago. Annual meeting. May 28, Atlantic

City, N. J.

Association of Railw.ay Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-

cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. 4
N. W. Ry., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting, June, 1913, Atlantic

City, N. J.

Association of Railway Telegr.\ph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112

West Adams St.. Chicago; annual, May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car .Accounting Officers.—G. P.

Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. 10-11, 1912. New
Orleans, La.

Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association.—H. A. Neally, Joseph
Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J. Meeting with American
Railway Bridge and Building Association.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry.. Montreal,

Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-

chester St.. Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal .

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.-Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th

Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Voughl, 95 Liberty St.. New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.— L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building. St. Paul. Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.— E. R. Dasher, Box 704. Harrisburg,
Pa.; Ist Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg, Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.— E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building. Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor. Richmond, Va. Next
convention, June 18, Bluff Point, N. Y.

General Superintendents' Association op Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226
W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago. Annual meeting. May, 1913. Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—L. H. Bryan,
Brown Marx building, Birmingham, Ala.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio. Annual meeting, August 18, Richmond, Va.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh V'alley, Easton, Pa.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,
New York. Convention, May 26-29, 1913, Chicago.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,
Chicago. Convention, June 16-18, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Annual meeting, September
9-12, Ottawa, Can.

National Railway Appliances Assoc—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.

;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railroad Club.— C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-
tion, Peoria, 111.; 2d Tuesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas
City, Mo. ; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Next meeting, August 12-15, Nashville, Tenn.

Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,
Kansas City, Mo. Next meeting, Nov. 17, 1912, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Meetings,
March 17, Chicago; June 10-11, New York; convention, October 14,

Nashville, Tenn.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,
Ohio.

Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. Assocs.

Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance Assoc.—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111. Convention, September 8-12, 1913, Chicago.

St. Louis Railway Club.— B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June. July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist. La Salle St. Sta-

tion, Chicago.
Southern .Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry., Montgomery, Ala. Next meeting, April 17, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.
Track Supply Association.—W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbum,

N. Y. Meeting with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-

ciation.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago. „ ,, ,

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August. New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-

ings monthly, Pittsburgh.
Traffic Club of St. Louis.—A. F. Versen, Mercantile Library building,

St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings

October to May. ^ ,, , . «« ., t-

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart

Ave., Chicago. Annual meeting, June 17, Los Angeles, Cal.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—^J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday

after first Wednesday. r t. . >r o r^
Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. b., Detroit,

Mich.: meetings monthly. „, ^ „,. xt ir /- e. tr t>
Traveling Engineers' .Association.-W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. .Annual meeting, August, 1913. Chicago.

Utah Society of Engineers.—R. B. Ketchum. University of Utah. Salt

Lake Citv. Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and August.

Western Can.*'da R.ulway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P O. Box 1707, VVin-

nipeg. Man.; 2d Mondav. except June, July and August, %yinnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor. Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesdav of each month, except June. July and August.

Western Society of Engineers—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August. Chicago.
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©raffir Kettt^.

The Iron Mountain has established a new freight train

schedule between New Orleans and St. Louis, by which trains

will run through in either direction in 70 hours.

A train called the Trade Extension Special, now traversing

the railways to a number of southern cities, is occupied by 80
merchants of Philadelphia who are visiting the south to pro-

mote the interests of Philadelphia as a wholesale trade center.

The Delaware & Hudson has announced an embargo on
shipments of coal to Canada and has notified its Canadian con-
nections that it must have back some of its cars that are now
in Canada before it can send any more coal to the Dominion.

The Illinois Central has installed an exhibition of southern
products in the main waiting room of its Park Row Station at

Chicago, which will be maintained permanently as part of the

railway's campaign of education regarding the industrial and
agricultural possibilities of the south.

Four prominent railroads of Canada have asked from the

Railway Commission authority to increase the rates of demur-
rage on freight cars. They desire to make the rate for the

first day after the expiration of the free time $2 ; for the sec-

ond day, $3, and for the third and each succeeding day, $4 a car.

The Chicago, Peoria & New Orleans Transportation Company
has been incorporated under the laws of Delaware, to operate a

steamboat line between LaSalle, 111., and New Orleans. The
capital stock is $500,000, and the incorporators include Edward
White of Peoria, C. G. Alexander of Chicago, and Joseph F.

Hartley of Peoria.

The weekly bulletin issued by the New York State Public

Service Commission, Second district, announcing changes in

freight rates on the roads of the state, has contained for the

last two weeks a considerable number of embargoes announced

by some of the principal roads of the state. Most of these em-

bargoes have to do with apples and potatoes.

The Texas & Pacific and the International & Great Northern

are preparing to run agricultural demonstration trains on their

lines in Texas in the early part of January. These trains will

be made up of seven cars each, and instruction will be given

not only concerning cattle, hogs, soils and other outdoor mat-

ters, but also on domestic science, this last to be in charge of

a lecturer from the Denton Girls' Industrial School.

The New York State College of Forestry, at Syracuse Uni-

versity, announces its readiness to co-operate with land owners

in making plans for the best management of timber land

and for the reforestation of waste lands. Under favorable cir-

cumstances the college will give the services of its trained men
without expense to the land owner. This college, which was

established in July, 1911, now provides a five-year professional

course, and a one-year and a two-year ranger course on its

forest of 1,800 acres at Wanakena, N. Y.; and there is also

held a summer camp of four weeks in the Adirondacks.

Dean H. P. Baker will give additional information.

The North Western Limited train of the Chicago & North

Western between Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis is now made

up wholly of new cars, consisting of a parlor observation car,

lounging car, dynamo baggage car, combination coach and smok-

ing car, reclining chair car, dining car, two 16-section standard

sleeping cars, and one 10-section drawing room-compartment

car; and also a standard sleeping car between Milwaukee and

Minneapolis. A special feature of the new train is the library-

parlor-lounging car, luxuriously furnished in club style with

large Turkish couches and substantial arm chairs. Other cars in

the train also have new features, including roomy washrooms

in the sleeping cars.

The commission has suspended until March 1 tariffs showing
advanced rates on asphalt and asphaltum from points in Kansas
to St. Louis and other places when destined to sections east of
the Illinois-Indiana state line, proposed by the western trunk
lines.

The commission has suspended from December 1, until

March 31, certain schedules which advance rates for the trans-
portation of flax tow, flax moss and flax fibre, in carloads, from
St. Paul, Minn., Winona, Minn., and other points to Chicago,
Peoria, 111., St. Louis, Mo., Kansas City, Mo., and other points.

On November 11, the commission voted that shipments
destined from points in the United States to Porto Rico, the
Canal Zone, or the Philippine Islands are coastwise and not
export shipments. Upon presentation of further information
and for the purpose of further consideration of the subject,

that ruling has now been rescinded.

The commission has suspended until March 25 certain

schedules in supplements to the tariffs of the Chesapeake &
Ohio and the Kanawha & Michigan, which would cancel the

existing car-ferry routes for the transportation of coal from
points in West Virginia and Kentucky to Milwaukee, Wis.,

Manitowoc and Kewaunee, in connection with the Pere Mar-
quette. Similar routes would remain open in connection with
the Grand Trunk.

Reparation Awarded.

Coffeyville Vitrified Brick & Tile Company v. St. Louis &
San Francisco et al. Opinion by the commission:
The rate of 37 cents per 100 lbs. for the transportation of

brick from Cherryvale, Kan., to Dermott, Ark., was found to

have been unreasonable to the extent that it exceeded 25 cents.

(25 I. C. C, 101.)

F. G. Alexander v. Southern Railway. Opinion by the com-
mission:

The complaint is that demurrage charges were improperly

assessed at Chattanooga, Tenn., on two carload shipments of hay

from Panama, Mo. The commission found that the charges

were properly assessed in one instance, but that in the other,

the defendant did not properly follow instructions, and ordered

a refund of $6 on that car. (25 I. C. C, 32.)

Complaint Dismissed.

National Lumber Exporters' Association et al. v. Kansas
City Southern et al. Opinion by the commission:

The complainants contend that the rates on lumber from points

in Louisiana to New Orleans for export are unreasonable and
discriminatory. The commission found that the evidence was
not conclusive. (25 I. C. C, 78.)

Virginia Manufacturing Company v. Atlantic Coast Line et

al. Opinion by the commission:
The complainant contends that the rates on small berry and

fruit baskets from Suffolk, Va., to points in New England, New
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania are unreasonable. The com-

mission found that the evidence was not conclusive. (25

I. C. C, 68.)

Charles Ream v. Southern Pacific et al. Opinion by the

commission:

A tariff providing for the inclusion of a limited number of

head of live stock with a carload shipment of household goods,

and providing for free transportation of a caretaker when such

live stock consists of either horses, mules, or cattle, cannot be

construed to provide for free transportation of a caretaker for

chickens, because shipped with household goods, nor is the tariff

in question unreasonable or unduly discriminatory by reason of

failure to so provide. (25 I. C. C, 107.)

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has further suspended from November 29,

until March 29, items in supplements to Leland's tariff, which

advance rates for the transportation of cotton seed from points

in Oklahoma to Kansas City, Mo., and other points.

Heater Car Charges Increased.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in rates by

carriers for the transportation of potatoes and other perish-

able freight in heater cars betzveen points in Trunk Line terri-

tory and Canada.
Boston Potato Receivers' Association v. Bangor & Aroos-

took et al. Opinion by Chairman Prouty:

As the same question was involved in these two cases, they
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were treated in the same report. The commission found that

the proposed tariffs, under suspension, which advance the

heater charges in connection with the transportation of perish-

able fruits and vegetables from points in Maine to various

points in New England, New York, New Jersey and Pennsyl-

vania, will be just and reasonable and should be allowed to

take effect when they have been modified so as to prescribe a

reconsignnient charge not exceeding $4.00 per car in cases

where heater cars loaded with potatoes are moving under heat,

plus an additional charge not in excess of $1.00 per car per

day for heater service, during the entire period that the car

is held for reconsignment ; and also to prescribe no higher

charge for the reconsignment of lined cars than for the recon-

signment of ordinary box cars not lined ; and so as to pre-

scribe a regulation to the effect that no charge shall be made
for the use of a heater car unless ordered by the shipper, or

unless the fires in such cars are lighted. The Boston Potato

Receivers' Association will be awarded reparation on certain

shipments where box cars were ordered, but where heater cars

were furnished and charges were collected for heater cars.

25 I. C. C, 159.

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Michigan railroad commission held a hearing at Detroit

on November 14, on a proposal of the railways to impose a
graduated team track storage charge. A large number of ship-

pers appeared and objected to the plan, some of them insisting

on a reciprocal demurrage charge instead. An adjourned hear-

ing will be held, at which the railways will introduce additional

testimony.

The railway commissioners of Canada have given temporary
approval to a general freight tariff, filed by the Canadian Pa-
cific for its lines in Alberta and British Columbia. Final ap-

proval is deferred until the conclusion of the commissioners' in-

quiry into the general question of freight rates in British Co-
lumbia. The present approval stipulates that no rates shall

be increased.

The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin, in the case of the

Ripon Veneer & Box Works v. Chicago & North Western,
found that the defendant instead of charging lumber rates on
shipments of logs from various points on its line to Ripon when
a part of the manufactured product of those logs is shipped
out over the defendant's line, should charge instead the lower
wood pulp rate as established in In Re Rates on Pulp Wood,
1908, 2 W. R. C. R., 168. Reparation was awarded.

The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin, in the case of the

Wausau Paper Mills Company v. Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, found that the present rate of 3 cents per 100 lbs. on
shipments of ground wood pulp from Rothschild to Brokaw is

unreasonable to the extent that it exceeds 2 cents per 100 lbs.

The commission decided that the latter rate would also do jus-

tice as between the petitioner and the competing pulp and paper
mills of the Wisconsin and Fox river valleys. Reparation was
awarded.

The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin found that the rate

of 1.5 cents per 100 lbs. charged the Ahnapee Veneer & Seating
Company by the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie on
carload shipments of logs from Edgewater. Wis., to Birchwood
was unreasonable to the extent that it exceeds 1.2 cents per
100 lbs. The latter rate had been in effect prior to the time
when the shipments moved and the higher rate was only in effect

through an error in the publication of the tariffs. Reparation
was awarded.

The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin in the case of the

John Hoffman & Sons Company v. Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, Chicago & North Western, and the Green Bay & Western,
found that the freight movement from Milwaukee to Black
Creek. Shiocton and Seymour was unreasonably slow and that

the complainant's competitors in other cities were given quicker
service. The commission, therefore, ordered the defendants to

so arrange their schedules that goods shipped by the complain-
ant m less than carload lots over the route in question shall

reach their destination within 84 hours from the time they are
delivered to the carrier at Milwaukee. <<uy oozz; <aO$^ <<uu ;j'02z
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Hatltiiai^ a^iUccv!^.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

The titles of the vice-presidents of the Norfolk & Western
have been changed as follows : \Vm. G. MacUowell, first vice-

president, is now vice-president in charge of finances and ac-

counts, with oflice at Philadelphia. Pa.; N. D, Maher, second

vice-president and general manager, is now vice-president in

charge of operation, with office at Roanoke, Va., and T. S.

Davant, third vice-president and traffic manager, is now vice-

president in charse of traffic, with office at Roanoke, Va., efifect-

ive December 1.

Operating Officers.

R. M. Kleinhans has been appointed car accountant of

the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at Denison,

Tex.

John M. O'Day, whose appointment as superintendent of trans-

portation of the IlHnois Central, with headquarters at Chicago,

has been announced in these columns, was born January 12, 1871,

at Chicago. He was
educated in the public

schools of Chicago and
began railway work in

December, 1886, with the

Chicago & Eastern Il-

linois as clerk in the

offices of general super-

intendent and superin-

tendent of transporta-

tion. He was appointed

car accountant of that

road on February 10,

1901. and was promoted
to the position of super-

intendent of transporta-

tion on August 15, 1910.

Mr. O'Day held this

position until he re-

signed on November 16

to accept the position of

superintendent of trans-

portation of the Illinois

Central at Chicago as

noted above.
J. M. O'Day.

George W. Berry, whose appointment as general superin-

tendent of the Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi

Valley, with headquarters at Memphis, Tenn., was announced
in a recent issue, w'as

born at Hornellsville,

N. Y., February 25,

1871, and was educated

in the common schools.

He began railway work
in June, 1884, as tele-

graph operator for the

Erie. From 1888 to

1895 he was train des-

patcher of that road.

and was then for three

years chief train des-

patcher of the Rome,
Watertown & Ogdens-
burg division of the

New York Central &
Hudson River. Mr.
Berry was subsequently
until 1903 chief train

despatcher, trainmas-

ter and acting superin-

tendent of the Queen &
Crescent Route, and q \y Berr>-.

from 1903 to 1905, gen-
eral manager of the Brunswick & Birmingham. He went to

the Illinois Central in 1906 as chief train despatcher and a

year later was made trainmaster. He was appointed terminal

superintendent at Chicago in 1910, which position he held
until September, 1912, when he was made superintendent of
transportation of that road and the Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley, with headquarters at Chicago. He now becomes
general superintendent at Memphis, Tenn., as noted above.

W. H. Johnson, assistant superintendent of the Winston-
Salem Southbound, at Winston-Salem, N. C, has been ap-
pointed superintendent, with office at Winston-Salcm, effective

December 1.

R. P. Dalton, formerly superintendent of the Chesapeake
& Ohio, has been appointed superintendent of the Chicago
divison of the Pere Marquette, with headquarters at Grand
Rapids, Mich., succeeding F. Hartenstien, resigned.

Edward Horace DeGroot, who recently was appointed
superintendent of transportation of the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois, with headquarters at Chicago, was born March 22,

1871, at Galesburg, 111.,

and was educated in

the public schools. He
began railway work
May 13, 1886, as office

boy in the general
freight office of the

Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, and shortly

afterwards became a

clerk in the general
freight office of the

Chicago & Eastern Il-

linois. He held various
positions in train and
yard service of that

road from March, 1889,

to November, 1898, and
was then trainmaster
at Chicago until Octo-
ber, 1902, with the ex-

ception of three months
during the winter of

1898-1899, when he was e. H. De Groot.
chief train despatcher
at Danville, 111. Mr. Berry was then superintendent of the

St. Louis and St. Elmo divisions, with headquarters at St.

Elmo, III., until November, 1904, when he became superin-

tendent and track supervisor of the Indiana division at Brazil,

Ind. He was transferred to St. Louis, Mo., as superintendent

of the St. Louis division and St. Louis terminals in April,

1908, from which position he was promoted to that of super-

intendent of transportation on November 16, as noted above.

Traffic Officers.

C. M. Teschemacher, local agent of the Chicago & Alton

at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed general agent, with

office at Chicago.

D. E. Gilbert, traveling freight agent of the Wabash, with

headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed com-
mercial agent, with office at Cleveland, O.

M. W. Levernier, chief clerk to the general agent of the

Chicago & North Western at Denver, Colo., has been appointed

traveling agent, with headquarters at Chicago.

R. A. Brand, freight traffic manager of the Winston-Salem

Southbound, at Wilmington, N. C. has been appointed traffic

manager, with office at Wilmington, effective December 1.

B. L. Birkholz has been appointed general agent of the El

Paso & Southwestern System and the Morenci Southern Rail-

way, with headquarters at New York, N. Y.. effective

December 1.

W. H. Eaton, traveling freight agent of the Baltimore & Ohio,

at Uniontown, Pa., has been promoted to commercial freight

agent, with headquarters at Uniontown. Thomas E. Conlon. pri-

vate secretary to general freight agent at Pittsburgh, succeeds

Mr. Eaton as traveling freight agent, with office at Uniontown.

G. C. Knickerbocker, traveling freight agent of the Wabash

at Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed division freight and pas-

senger agent, with headquarters at Danville, III., succeeding
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W. A. Sprott, deceased. R. A. Brown, contracting freight agent

at Minneapolis, Minn., succeeds Mr. Knickerbocker at Buffalo,

N. Y.

Wildred S. R. Cameron has been appointed traveling

agent of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, with

headquarters at Vancouver, B. C, in charge of freight and

passenger traffic in British Columbia—west of Field, includ-

ing the lines of the Canadian Pacific, Nakusp to Kaslo and
Gerrard to Lardo—succeeding Hector M. McGinnis, promoted.

Conrad E. Spens, general freight agent of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy Hnes west of the Missouri river, with

headquarters at Omaha, Neb., has been appointed assistant

freight traffic manager of the Burlington Sj-stem, with head-

quarters at Chicago. H. H. Holcomb. assistant general

freight agent of the Illinois and Iowa district of the lines

east, succeeds Mr. Spens.

Robert W. Boissevain, general European freight and pas-

senger agent of the United Fruit Company at London, E. C,
Eng., has been appointed general traffic manager, with head-

quarters at New York City, succeeding W. A. Schumacher,

who in future will devote his entire time to the duties of gen-

eral traffic manager of the Fruit Dispatch Company. George F.

Wicken succeeds Mr. Boissevain as general European freight

and passenger agent, with headquarters at London, Eng.

G. S. Rains, whose appointment as general freight agent of the

Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters at Norfolk, Va., has been

announced in these columns, was born on Februarj- 16, 1879 at

Gainesville, Fla., and was educated at the grammar schools. He
entered railway service on December 1, 1893. as office boy in the

general freight office of the Florida Central & Peninsular at Jack-

sonville, Fla. When that company became part of the Seaboard

Air Line in July, 1900, he was transferred to the general freight

office of the Seaboard Line, at Portsmouth, Va., and was con-

secutively chief rate clerk, assistant chief clerk and chief clerk of

rate department. In July, 1909, he was appointed assistant gen-

eral freight agent of the Seaboard Air Line at Norfolk, Va.,

which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as

general freight agent of the same road, as above noted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

A. L. Moler has been appointed master mechanic of the

Charlotte Harbor & Northern, in charge of motive power and

equipment, with office at Arcadia, Fla., succeeding H. D. Jack-

son, resigned on account of ill health.

S. B. Fisher, chief engineer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,

has been appointed chief engineer of construction, with head-

quarters at St. Louis, Mo. A. M. Acheson, chief engineer,

with office at Dallas, Te.x., has been appointed chief engineer

of operation, with headquarters at Dallas.

W. J. McLean, who was appointed master mechanic of the

Duluth, Rainy Lake & Winnipeg, a subsidiary of the Canadian

Northern, in May. has been appointed master mechanic also

of the Duluth. Winnipeg & Pacific, with headquarters at the

West Duluth, Minn., shops.

James Shea, division roadmaster of the St. Louis & San

Francisco at Wichita, Kan., has been appointed division

roadmaster of the St. Louis, San Francisco & Texas and the

Ft. Worth & Rio Grande, with headquarters at Ft. Worth,

Tex., to succeed D. C. King, who takes the place of Mr. Shea

at Wichita.

OBITUARY.

George H. Robertson, city passenger agent of the Wabash,
with headquarters at Chicago, died at his residence in Glen

EUyn, 111., on November 22, aged 66 years.

S. M. Shattuc, traveling passenger agent of the Baltimore

& Ohio Southwestern, with headquarters at Denver, Col.,

died suddenly on November 17 at the age of 64 years.

Joseph D. Clark, formerly superintendent of the Mobile &
Ohio, died on November 16 at Greenville, S. C. He was born in

1844 at Ann Arbor, Mich., and began railway work in 1861 as a

freight brakeman on the Michigan Central. From May, 1892, to

January, 1899, he was superintendent, purchasing agent and car

accountant of the Mobile & Birmingham, now a part of the South-
ern Railway, and was later general superintendent and purchasing
agent of the same road. In May, 1899, he was appointed super-
intendent of the Jackson division of the Mobile & Ohio, and in

October, 1900, was made superintendent of the Mobile division of
the same road at Meridian, Miss.

H. W. Kapp, formerly general agent and superintendent of the
Northern Central, died on November 22 at Atlantic City, N. J.

He was born in 1844 at Marietta, Pa., and began railway work
in 1862. Previous to 1866 he was laborer and brakeman on the
Lackawanna & Bloomsburg, now a part of the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western. He then held various positions on the Phila-
delphia & Erie, now a part of the Pennsylvania Railroad, until

his appointment in 1870 as assistant trainmaster of the Pittsburgh
division of the Pennsylvania. From 1874 to 1883 he was train-

master of the Baltimore division of the Northern Central and
then from 1875 to 1883 was trainmaster of the Baltimore &
Potomac and the Alexandria & Fredericksburgh, both now part
of the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington, He was appointed
superintendent of the Baltimore division of the Northern Central
in 1883, and on February 1, 1905, was made general agent and
superintendent of the same road, and general agent of the Phil-

adelphia, Baltimore & Washington, at Baltimore. He retired

from active service about four years ago.

Howard James, director of purchases of the Great Northern
Railway and vice-president and general manager of the Great
Northern Steamship Company and president of the Northern
Steamship Company, and S. B. Plechner, purchasing agent
of the Great Northern Railway, were killed on November 24,

when the automobile in which they were diiving upset near
"North Oaks," the country home of James J. Hill, located

about eight miles north of St. Paul. Minn. Mr. James was born
August 12, 1862, and began railway work in December, 1882,

as clerk in the general freight department of the St. Paul,

Minneapolis & Manitoba. From 1886 to 1888, he was sec-

retary to the general manager of that road and was then for

one year treasurer and purchasing agent of the Eastern Rail-

way of Minnesota. In September, 1889, he became superin-

tendent of the Northern division of the St. Paul, Minneapolis
& Manitoba and the Great Northern at Barnesville, !Minn.,

and from 1892 to September, 1895, superintendent of the

Minneapolis Union. He was then made purchasing agent of

the Northern Steamship Company, and in August, 1899, pur-

chasing agent of the Great Northern Railway. Mr. James
became director of purchases of the Great Northern Railway,
vice-president and general manager of the Great Northern
Steamship Company and president of the Northern Steamship
Company, in September, 1905. Mr. Plechner also had been
with the Great Northern Railway for a number of years.

R.MLRO.-vD Construction in Cub.a.—A recent presidential de-

cree grants to the North Coast Railway a subsidy of $9,500 per

mile of road to be built between Carbarien and Nuevitas, and
also between Camaguay and Santa Cruz del Sur.

Passenger Car Ventilation in Germ.\ny.—The rule as to

windows in passenger cars in Germany has been that they must
not be opened on both sides of the car without the consent of

all occupying the compartment. Now on city and suburban

trains in Berlin neither window in the front compartment of

each car may be opened without such unanimous consent.

Motor Car Service in Bavaria.—In Bavaria the administra-

tion which operates the railways maintains also an automobile

service on 53 routes permanently, and on 8 more during the

summer, carrying passengers and mail and parcels. The service

has been profitable, the expenses per motor car mile being 15

cents and the earnings nearly 20 cents, and the net for all the

lines amounting to $88,000.

Brazilian Railroad Construction.—The president of Brazil

has signed a decree authorizing the minister of public works to

open a credit of $500,000 for expenses connected with the con-

struction of the branch line of the Central of Brazil Railway

from Itacurussa to Angra, and another credit of $400,000 to

cover the expenses of the construction of the Centro line of the

Central of Brazil Railwav in the direction of Montes Claros.
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Eqmpm^nt atth ^np^ltt^.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Rutland is in the market for 8 locomotives.

The Atlanta & St. Andrews has ordered 1 ten-wheel loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Louisiana & Northwest has ordered 1 ten-wheel loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Tallulah Falls Railway has ordered 1 consolidation

locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Work%
The Ashland Coal & Iron Railway has order^ 1 six-coupled

double ender locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Butler Brothers, St. Paul, Minn., have ordered 3 six-wheel

switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

CAR BUILDING.

The Minneapolis & St. Louis is in the market for 3,000 box
cars.

The Chicago. Burlington & Quincy has ordered 1,500

freight cars.

The Rutland has ordered 5 passenger coaches from the Os-
good Bradley Car Company.

The Norfolk & Western is taking bids on 1,000 hopper cars,

500 box cars, and 500 stock cars.

The Denver. Northwestern & Pacific is in the market for

1,000 box cars and 400 fifty-ton gondola cars.

The Chesapeake & Ohio is in the market for 3,000 seventy-

seven-ton hopper cars.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 10,000 tons of
rails from the Maryland Steel Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—Shipments of the United
States Steel Corporation for the current month are estimated
as high as 1,100.000 tons, or about the same as reported in the

preceding month. Shipments would have been larger had the
corporation been able to secure sufficient cars. As it is, the

November figure will be at the rate of 13,200,000 tons per year.

The largest shipments in a full year reported by the United
States Steel Corporation were in 1910, when 10,734,000 tons

of finished steel were sold. There has been no falling off in

steel buying. The demand so far this month has been con-

siderably in excess of that reported in any corresponding period
since the organization of the corporation.

SIGNALING.

The Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis is to install a four-

lever mechanical locking machine at its drawbridge over Green
river.

The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton has informed the In-

diana State Railroad Commission that it will proceed at once
to install automatic block signals, as ordered by the commis-
sion, between Glenwood and the Ohio state line. This work
will be done within the next month ; and the company' also

stated that the order issued by the commission, to be carried out

next year, would be complied with. The Indiana commission
announces that all of the interurban electric roads, with pos-

sibly one exception, which were recently ordered to install

block signals by July, 1913, are making contracts for the neces-

sary material. The orders issued by the commission applying

to interurban roads cover an aggregate of 280 miles of line.

The commission has ordered the Kokomo. Marion & Western
Traction Company to install automatic block signals on five

miles of its road from Kokomo westward, the work to be done
by July next.

Charles H. Burt has been made general sales manager of the
Robinson Coupler Company, Washington, D. C, with office in

that city.

The erecting plant of the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany at Terre Haute, Ind., was destroyed by fire on Novem-
ber 18. The loss is estimated at between $75,000 and $100,000.

The Chicago Car Door Company has received an order from
the New York, Ontario & Western for its car door equipment
for 300 box and 50 stock cars, also several other smaller orders
from different roads.

Walter A. Johnson has been made manager of the Atlanta,

Ga., office of the Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, Chi-

cago, succeeding John J. Keefe, who died on November 20,

from an attack of typhoid fever.

The Alexander Milburn Company, Baltimore, Md., maker
of various kinds of acetylene apparatus, has moved its gen-
eral offices from 505-7 West Lombard street to larger quar-
ters at 1420-6 West Baltimore street.

Charles L. Wright, chief of the Briquetting division of the

Government Bureau of Mines, has gone to the Roberts & Schaefer
Company, Chicago, to take charge of its coal briquetting depart-

ment. This company has acquired an operating plant where it

is prepared to make briquetting tests for prospective clients.

Annual Report of the Pullman Company.

The income account of the Pullman Company, as shown by
the annual statement for the fiscal year ending July 31, 1912, is

as follows

;

Revenue.
From earnings of cars $37,630,485.90
From manufacturing, rentals, interest, etc 2,589,262.13

$40,219,748.03
Expenses.

Operating expenses, repairs of cars, taxes and
insurance $22,608,1 77.66

Proportion of net earnings paid other interests
in Sleeping Car Associations controlled and
operated by this company 324,013.93

Depreciation on cars wrecked and destroyed or
otherwise disposed of, and on cars trans-
ferred from Standard to Tourist, etc 465.462.30

Depreciation on cars in general 4,393,635.86
Reserve for further depreciation on cars in

general 2.000.000.00
Dividends declared 9,599,460.00

39.390.749.75

Excess of Revenue over Expenses, applicable to Suiplus
Account $828,998.28

The item of $2,000,000 for further depreciation is in antici-

pation of the heavy depreciation caused by the necessity for

more expensive equipment. The total assets of the company
amounted to $150,885,991, some of the principal items being:

5,979 cars and equipments, $98,246,371 ; operating supplies, linen,

etc., $4,597,772; securities, $9,214,167; cash. $11,893,523; and

manufacturing department plants and investments, $20,136,408.

The amount invested in other car associations controlled and

operated by the company was $1,088,041, which brings the total

number of cars owned and controlled up to 6.229. The total li-

abilities were $148,001,610, leaving a net surplus of $2,884,381.

The capital stock is $120,000,000. The accounts payable amounted

to $7,248,417; reserves for depreciation, to $20,497,393; and other

reserve and adjustment accounts, to $255,799.

Following the annual meeting on November 13. President

John S. Runnells gave out a statement showing that the total

number of passengers carried during the year was 24.256.000, as

compared with 23.182.000 in 1911, an increase of 4.6 per cent.

The average number of men on the payrolls of the manufac-

turing department was 7.645, and wages paid amounted to $6,-

705.000. The average earnings per passenger for the year showed

a decrease of 2.3 per cent., caused principally by the reduction

of 20 per cent, in the rates for upper berths.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Vises.—The Emmert Manufacturing Company, Waynesboro,

Pa., has published a small illustrated folder on its vises, giving

descriptions, dimensions and prices.
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Unions.—The Jefferson Union Company, Lexington. Mass.,

has published two folders, one entitled Thomas Jefferson, and
the other, Xapoleon Bonaparte, in which it gives brief sketches

of the lives of these men and points out the advantages of Jef-

ferson unions.

Motor Starters.—The General Electric Company. Schenec-

tady. N. v., has devoted bulletin No. A 4039 to its direct current

motor starting and speed regulating rheostats and panels. This

bulletin supersedes previous bulletins Nos. 4600. 4559, and 4532

on this subject.

Welding Appar.^tus.—The Northwestern Blau-Gas Co., St.

Paul, Minn., has issued an illustrated pamphlet describing the

blau-gas system of welding, cutting and brazing. The apparatus

used with this gas is described and illustrated, the description

represented showing its use for various kinds of work.

Fire Extinguishers.—The H. W. Johns-Manville Company,
New York, has published a small folder entitled A Fire Depart-

ment in Your Building, illustrating, describing and giving the

prices of its liquid chemical fire extinguishers, its chemical fire

engines, and its dry powder chemical fire extinguishers

Pipe.—The National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has de-

voted bulletin No. 11 to its National pipe. This bulletin dis-

cusses the advantages of the Spellerizing process for the smaller

sizes of pipe ; 4 in. and under. The name "National" now ap-

pears at regular intervals on every length of welded tubular

product made by this company.

Inclined Elev.\tors.—The Otis Elevator Company, New
York, has published an illustrated catalog of its inclined ele-

vators for quick handling of heavy volumes of merchandise.

This catalog includes descriptions, diagrams and illustrations

of the various types of these elevators and gives some interest-

ing facts about their operation at docks, freight houses, etc.

Automatic Cylinder Cock.—The Watertown Specialty Com-
pany. Watertown, N. Y., has published a small illustrated folder

entitled The Watertown Automatic Cylinder Cock. It is claimed

that this device prevents water from accumulating in the cyhn-

der. even though the engineman fails to open the drain cock, and

thereby guards against blow-outs, cracked and strained cylinder

heads.

Monorail System.—The Shaw Electric Crane Company, Mus-
kegon, Mich., has published bulletin No. 73 entitled A New De-
parture in Monorail Systems, a Track Switch Without a Mov-
ing Part. The novel feature of this system is that the switch

does not have to be set for the desired direction of travel. The
trolleys run through the switch in all directions without stopping.

The catalog is well illustrated and includes tables of speeds and

horse powers and of track data.

Fuel Economizers and Ventilators.—The Green Fuel Econ-

omizer Company, Matteawan, N. Y., has published catalog Xo.

145. entitled What We Make, describing and giving the dimen-

sions and prices of its fuel economizers, both standard and spe-

cial, mechanical draft outfits, heating, ventilating and drj-ing out-

fits, hot blast heaters, steel plate fans, motor and engine driven

fans, cast iron volume blowers, low speed and standard speed

planing mill exhausters, fan and blower wheels, ventilator wheels,

propellor fans and vertical and horizontal engines.

Turbines.—The De Laval Steam Turbine Company, Trenton,

N. J., has published a handsome 120 page illustrated catalog en-

titled De Laval Steam Turbine, Multi Stage Type. This cat-

alog is divided into five sections as follows : The Field of the

Single Stage Turbine ; Considerations Affecting Choice of Type
of Turbine ; Design and Construction of De Laval Multi Stage

Turbine; the De Laval Double Helical Speed Reduction Gear;

and Comparisons of De Laval Multi Stage Geared Turbines with

Reciprocating Engines. A number of pages are devoted to a

discussion of the best means of reconciling the high speed nat-

ural to steam turbines with the low or modern speed of driven

machinery. The catalog also contains a chart accompanied by a

steam scale by means of which the energy available from the

expansion of steam between given limits can be read off directly,

as heat units, velocity of the steam in feet per second, duty in

foot pounds per 1,000 lbs. of steam, and pounds of steam con-

sumed per horse power hour.

]^atltt><t^ ffiottdlrwdton.

Akron, Canton & Youngstow^n.—Contracts have been given
to M. S. Moriarty & Co.. East Akron, O. ; to the Lucius Engi-
neering Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., and to the P. T. McComb
Company. Akron, to build from Erie Junction, Ohio, to Maine
street, Akron, two miles. Surveys are being made for an exten-
sion from Mogadore to Youngstown, forty-two miles.

Boston & Maine.—An officer of the Vermont Valley writes
that a contract has been given to Holbrook, Cabot & Rollins,

Brattleboro, \'t.. to build from the present southern terminus at

Bridge street, Brattleboro. to a connection with the Connecticut
River extension from South ^'erno^ to Brattleboro, three-

quarters of a mile.

Baker River & Shuksan.—An officer writes that surveys
have been made for an extension from Bradsberry, Wash., to

Shuksan, 12 miles.

Canadian Pacific.—An officer writes that contracts have been
given for work on the Esquimalt & Nanaimo from McBride
Junction, B. C, to Courtenay, 45 miles, as follows : To CuUiton
Bros., McBride Junction ; to Moore & Pettrich, Victoria, and to

C. Hoard, Victoria. Surveys for an extension from Courtenay
to Campbell River, 30 miles, have been made.

Carthage & Copenhagen.—An officer writes that this com-
pany has projected an extension from Copenhagen, N. Y., to

Camden, 46 miles.

Central Railway of Canada.—An officer writes that a con-

tract has been given to C. J. Wills & Sons, Montreal, Que., to

build from Montreal to Midland, 342 miles, and an additional

contract has been given to H. Armstrong, Ste. Agathe, Que., to

build from Ste. Agathe to St. Andrews, 47 miles. F. Stuart

Williamson, chief engineer, Montreal.

Cherryvale, Oklahoma & Texas.—On the section from
Caney, Kan., to Vinita, Okla., 62 miles, grading work is about

half finished; all construction work has been suspended for the

present. The Continental Construction Company, Caney. has

the contract. B. J. Dalton, chief engineer, Lawrence, Kan.

Chicago & Northern Interurban.—Incorporated in Illinois

with $100,000 capital and headquarters at Chicago, to build

through the townships of Niles, Maine, and Wheeling, in Cook
county, to Chicago. The incorporators include W. A. Miller,

O. J. Smith and E. L. Starbird, all of Chicago.

Chic.\go & North Western.—An officer writes that work is

now under way on the St. Louis. Peoria & North-Westem from
Peoria. 111., to Girard, about 90.6 miles. Winston Brothers,

Minneapolis, Minn., has the grading contract, and the Cleary

\\'hite Construction Company, Chicago, has the contract for the

concrete work.

Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—See an item

under Railway Financial News.

Colorado & Southern.—The report of this company for the

year ended June 30, 1912, shows that $2,045,420 was spent for

additions to the property, including the substitution of perma-

nent bridges for wooden structures ; building new lines from

Southern Junction, Colo., to Walsenburg Junction, and from

Wellington, Colo., to Cheyenne, Wyo. ; betterments to line from

Fort Collins. Colo., to Dixon
;
putting in additional spur and in-

dustrial tracks, also additional yard tracks and sidings ; buy-

ing land at Denver. Colo., and at Cheyenne, Wyo., and various

other additions and betterments. During the year the company
built 12.40 miles of main line in Wyoming and 66.2 miles in

Colorado, also 0.94 miles of yard tracks and sidings in Wyoming,
and 16.29 miles in Colorado.

Columbus. Chattahoochee \'alley & Gulf.—An officer

writes that this company has projected a line from Eufaula,

Ala., northwest to Anniston, thence east to CarroUton, Ga., 200

miles. Josiah Flournoy, chief engineer, Columbus, Ga.

Denver, Laramie & Northwestern.—An officer writes that

surveys have been made, and the line adopted for an extension

Irom Greeley, Col., to Kent, \\'yo., 164 miles.

Denver & Rio Grande.— .-^ contract has been given to the Utah

Construction Company, Ogden, Utah, for grading the new
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double-track detour line over Soldier Summit, where the rail-

road crosses the Wasatch range in Utah. The value of the
contract is $1,500,000. This change involves the building of 15

miles of new line and reduces the grade from 4 to 2 per cent.

Construction work will commence at once; the contract calls

lor completion of the work by August 1, 1913. The work will

be very heavy, and will include one tunnel 255 ft. long. There
will be no bridges, but numerous concrete arches. The new
line will be laid with 90-lb. rails. (November 22, p. 1013.)

East St. Louis, Columbia & Waterloo (Electric).—.•\n officer

writes that this company has finished work from East St. Louis,

111., to Waterloo, on 22.5 miles, and on 0.1 mile of second track

in East St. Louis. Baxter L. Brown, chief engineer, 610 Laclede
building, St. Louis, Mo.

El Paso & Southwestern.—An officer writes that work is now
under way by the MacArthur Company, Chicago, on an exten-

sion from Louis Springs, Ariz., to Fort Huachuca, 14.3 miles.

Esquimalt & Nanaimo.—See Canadian Pacific.

Evansville Railway Company (Electric).—An officer writes

that it has not yet been definitely decided to build from Hender-
son, Ky., east to Owensboro. If the company decides to build

the line the work will probably be carried out by the company's
men. W. A. Parson, general manager, Evansville, Ind.

Fellsmere Railroad.—Grading work is now under way on an
extension from mile 2.49 west of Fellsmere, Fla., to mile 8.72,

a distance of 6.23 miles; a further extension is projected for

2.39 miles.

Grand Trunk.—An officer writes that this company is build-

ing a line from Cass City, Mich., to Bad Axe, ISli miles.

Gulf, Florida & Alabama.—Work is now under way by the

Eastern Construction Company, Pensacola, Fla., on an extension

from Local, Ala., to Mexia, 20 miles. The company plans to

build a further extension in 1913 from Mexia to Pine Hill,

60 miles.

HoosAC Tunnel & Wilmington.—.An officer of this company,

which operates a line from Wilmington. Vt., to Hoosac Tunnel,

24 miles, writes that the company is changing the line from nar-

row gage to standard, and expects the work to be completed be-

fore December 31 of this year.

Id.\ho Northern.—This road has been extended from Emmett,
Idaho, north to Montour, 14 miles.

Illinois Central.—An officer writes that a contract has been

given to John Scott & Sons, St. Louis, Mo., to build a 7-mile ex-

tension of the Bloomington Southern.

Liberty White.—This road has been extended from Harvey-

town, Miss., to Tylertown, five miles.

Long Island Railroad.—This company plans to lay 3.06 miles

of fifth and sixth tracks from Woodside, N. Y., to Winfield

Junction.

Manataw'ney Railroad.—An officer writes that work is now
under way from the Manatawney Iron Mines, Pa., to Douglass-

ville, 10 miles. Frank Highley. Pottstown, has the contract.

A. E. Leahman is chief engineer, Philadelphia.

Marietta & Lake.—Surveys are now being made for a line

from Old Washington, Ohio, to Freeport, with branches, in all

about 30 miles. The company expects to begin construction

work in April of next year.

Meskill & Columbia Rtver.—An officer writes that work is

now under way building from Meskill, Wash., to Gray River, 30

miles. J. C. Dolphin, secretary, Meskill.

Mingo Valley & Monongahela River,—Pittsburgh & Lake

Erie.

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.—The report of

this company for the year ended June 30, 1912, shows that dur-

ing the year the extension from Frederick, Wis., to Duluth, was

completed. The line between Drake, X. D., and Fordville, 130

miles, on which work was started in 1910. was to be ready for

traffic about October 1. To provide for new terminals at Chi-

cago, the Central Terminal Railway Company of Illinois was

incorporated, and contracts have already been let for the con-

struction of concrete freight houses on land bought on the west

side of the Chicago river, between Canal and Clinton streets,

Chicago, and extending from Twelfth street to West Fifteenth
place. Land has also been secured from Canal street to Hal-
stead street for the purpose of connection with the Baltimore &
Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad, and land has also been se-

cured at Fiftieth street for yards, etc. It is expected that the

improvements will be completed and ready for use when re-

quired.

Montour Railroad.—.According to press reports the Pittsburgh
Coal Company recently sold $4,000,000 of bonds, the proceeds of
which are to be used for extending the Montour Railroad through
a coal section from the present terminus at North Star, Pa.,

into W'ashington county, thence back into Allegheny county to a
point south of Hom.estead where connection is to be made with
the Bessemer & Lake Erie.

Nashville-Gallatin Interurban.—This company has finished
work on the line from Nashville, Tenn., to Gallatin, 23 miles.

Xebrask.a, Kansas & Southern.—An officer of this company,
which was organized to build from Garden City, Kan., north-
east to Stockton, about 165 miles, writes that about 15 miles
from Garden City has been completed, and that the prospects
are favorable for building from the present end of track to

Stockton, ISO miles, next year. B. L. Brown is chief engineer,

610 Laclede building, St. Louis, Mo.

Nezperce & Idaho.—An officer writes that surveys are being
made for an extension from Vollmer, Idaho, to Lewiston, 55
miles.

New.\rk & Marion.—An officer of this company, which op-
erates a line from Marion, N. Y., to Newark, nine miles, writes

that surveys are being made for an extension from Marion to

Williamson, 6.2 miles.

New Orleans, Texas & Mexico.—See St. Louis & San
Francisco.

North Yakima & Valley.—\\'ork is now under way by the
Valley Construction Company building an extension from Cow-
chie Junction, Wash., to Triton, 12 miles.

Northern Pacific.—A contract has been given to Guthrie,

McDougall & Company, it is said, for grade separation work in

Spokane, Wash. It is understood that the contract is worth
$1,000,000. An officer is quoted as saying that the work will

be started at the earliest possible date and will be pushed to

completion. (November 22, page 1014.)

Ottawa Rideau Lakes & Kingston (Electric).—This com-
pany, which was recently organized, has entered into a contract

with an English syndicate to construct and equip a line on which
construction work is to be started in the spring of 1913. Sur-
veys have been made from Ottawa, Ont., southwest to Kingston,

102 miles; also for a branch from Lombady northwest to Lan-
ark, 23 miles. U. L. Upson, general manager, 248 Albert street,

Ottawa.

Pacific & Idaho Northern.—An officer writes that an exten-

sion has been projected from New Meadows, Idaho, to Riggins,

35 miles.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.—According to press reports plans

are being made to build under the name of the Mingo Valley &
Monongahela River, a bridge over the ^Monongahela river at

Mingo Creek between Monongahela, Pa., and Clairton, and to

construct a line along the creek back of the river north to

Carnegie, where a connection is to be made with the Pittsburgh,

Chartiers & Youghiogheny. A branch is to be built from a point

a few miles from the Monongahela river along Mingo Creek
west and south to a point on Ten-Mile Run, to Ten-Mile in

Washington county. These two branches will develop new coal

fields.

St. Louis, Arkansas & Pacific.—An officer writes that con-

struction work has just been started on the line from Harrison,

Ark., southwest to Fallsville, in Newton county, with a branch

from Jasper northeast to Pontiac, Mo., in all about 100 miles.

J. H. Kuder. secretary, Harrison, Ark.

St. Louis Belt, Illinois & Eastern Tr.\ction.—Incorporated

in Missouri, with a capital of $600,000, to build a line ;-i lUir

nois and about 30 miles in St. Louis county. Missouri. T'le
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surveys have not yet been completed and rights of way are

being secured. J. D. Houseman, general manager, St. Louis, Mo.

St. Louis & Oklahoma Southern.—An ofticer writes that

work is now under way from Bismarck, Mo., to Bunker, SO

miles. The Hamilton-Ryan Construction Company, St. Louis,

are the contractors. An extension is eventually to be built via

Honeywell, towards Tyler, Tex. H. Rohwer, consulting engi-

neer, St. Louis.

St. Louis, Peoria & North-Western.—See Chicago & North
Western.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—The report of this company
for the year ended June 30, 1912, shows that the Brownwood
North & South, extending from Brownwood, Tex., to May,
17.65 miles, was completed and put in operation in November,
1911. On the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico, the Erwinville

branch extension, 12.88 miles provides facilities for extensive

rice and sugar cane fields and sugar mills. This division will

be greatly benefited by the recent construction of a new tribu-

tary line, the San Benito & Rio Grande Valley, extending north

and south of San Benito, Tex., 43.6 miles of which are now in

operation, and 22 miles additional north and south of Mission,

Tex., are under construction. The company has leased the Louis-

iana Southern Railway operating about 4S miles of main line,

and during the past year 20.09 miles of additional main tracks

were built. During the year 16.14 miles of new industrial and
side tracks were constructed, and the St. Louis & San Fran-

cisco spent a large amount of money for betterment work in-

cluding additional ballast.

San Benito & Rio Grande Valley.^Ah officer writes that

surveys are now being made on the following sections : Fernando,
Tex., to Alton, 47 miles ; La Paloma to Brownsville, IS miles

;

Santa Maria to La Lometa, 29^ miles; San Benito to Point

Isabel, 24 miles, and from San Benito to Fernando, which is to

be a loop line, 20 miles. A contract has been given to the

Hidalgo Construction Company, San Benito, for the work.

San Luis Southern.—An officer writes that an extension has

been projected from Jaroso, Col., to Questa, N. Mex., 20 miles.

ScHOLTEN Brothers Cedar Company's Lines.—This company
is building an e.xtension from Bend, Tex., to cedar forests. A.

Scholten, Lometa, is president and E. Scholten is treasurer.

(October 4, page 6SS.)

Spokane & British Columbia.—An officer writes that surveys

have been made to build from Republic, Wash., to Spokane, 140

miles.

Tallulah Falls,—An officer writes that on account of the

Georgia Power Company erecting a dam at Tallulah Falls. Ga.,

which would overflow the present track, the company is carry-

ing out grade revision work from Tallulah Falls, crossing the

river at a height of about 110 ft. A modern steel bridge with

reinforced concrete piers is being built at that place. The grade

revision extends over 5.951 ft., making the new route 1,000 ft.

shorter than the old line.

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario.—An officer writes that

surveys are being made for an extension from Iroquois Falls,

Ont., to Abitibi river, 6.S miles.

Tidewater Southern (Electric).—This company has finished

work on the line from Stockton, Cal., to Modesto, 31 miles, and

is building an additional 17 miles from Modesto to Turlock.

Toledo & Indiana (Electric).—An officer writes that this

company has projected an extension from Bryan, Ohio, north to

Montpelier, 10 miles.

Toronto & York Radial (Electric).—An officer writes that a

contract has been given to W. H. Thomson, Toronto, Ont., for

building 0.87 miles of railway at the new terminal at North

Toronto, and 0.66 miles of second track is being laid at Bond
Lake, county of York.

Trinity Valley & Northern.—An officer of this company
which operates a 12-mile line from Dayton, Tex., south, writes

that surveys have been made for an extension to Lamb, seven

miles.

Watauga Railway.—See Yadkin River.

Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern (Electric).—This com-
pany has finished work between Waterloo, la., and LaPorte City,

18.41 miles, and has given a contract to R. A. Elzy, Marshall-
town, Iowa, to build an extension, on which work is now under
way from LaPorte City to Urbana, 18.6 miles.

Waycross & Western.—Work is now under way building an
extension from Arabia, Ga., to Sirmans, eight miles, and a
further extension is projected from Sirmans to Ray's Mill.

White River.—A branch line is being built by the Bayonne
Lumber & Manufacturing Company of Pittsfield, Vt., from
Pittsfield, to Stockbridge, seven miles, and another branch is

being built by the Eastern Talc Company, Rochester, Vt., from
the Eastern Talc Company's mines to lower Rochester, 4 miles.

Yadkin Ru-er.—An officer of the Watauga Railway writes that

surveys have been made from Wilkesboro, N. C, to Boone, 51.6

miles, and from Elkville Junction to Lenoir. 17.7 miles. Work is

now under way from Brownsford to Grandin, 16 miles, and from
Elkville Junction to Darby, eight miles. The work is being done
by the company's forces. Some contracts may be let in a short

time.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Albany, Ga.—An officer of the Central of Georgia writes that

the contract given recently to A. M. Walkut, Richmond, Va.,

is for putting up a union passenger station one story high, 48

ft. X 224 ft., at Albany, to cost $50,000. The new structure is

to have brick walls, concrete foundations, reinforced concrete

floors, and clay tile roof. (November 22, p. 1015.)

Barnesville, Ga.—An officer of the Central of Georgia writes

that the contract given recently to A. M. Walkut, Richmond,
Va., is for building a one-story passenger station at Barnesville,

to be 14 ft. X 96 ft., and to cost $15,000. The new structure is

to have brick walls, concrete floor and foundations and clay tile

roof. The work has already been started. (September 22, p.

1015.)

Clifton, Ariz.—The Arizona & New Mexico has prepared

plans for a $30,000 passenger station.

Ft. Wayne, Ind.—The Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne & Chicago has

awarded a contract to George B. Swift & Company, Chicago,

for a new passenger station, which it is said will cost $200,000,

exclusive of track elevation.

Temple, Tex.—The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has announced
that work will be started on the erection of a modern passenger

station shortly after the first of the year, to cost about $60,0(X).

\'ale. Ore.—The Oregon Eastern, which is controlled by the

Oregon Short Line, now building west from Vale, Ore., will put

up 20 new steel and concrete bridges. Two of the bridges are

to have four spans of 80 ft. each, another is to have two spans of

100 ft. each, and a fourth bridge three spans of 100 ft. each, the

other bridges will all be about the same size as the fourth bridge.

The bridges will be built over the Malheur river in Malheur can-

yon. All the structures are to be of the deck plate girder type,

mounted on concrete piers.

Railroad Construction in Hayti.—Work on the Northern

Railroad toward Saint Marc is progressing rapidly. It is ex-

pected that the line from there to Port an Prince will be open

for traffic by January 1, 1913.

Survt:ys for Brazilian Railways.—Final surveys of the sec-

tion of the Tocatins Railway lying between Cameta and Alco-

baca has been commenced at both ends of the line. Similar sur-

veys are being made between Praia da Rainha and Sao Joas de

Araguaya, the confluence of the rivers at Araguari and Tocatins.

Daylight Working Hours in Honduras.—In Belize, Brit-

ish Honduras, the English "daylight saving scheme" has been

put in effect. To more economically adjust the ordinary work-

ing hours of the people to the hours of daylight, during the

season when days are short, all of the clocks in the city were

set ahead 20 minutes; so the amount of dayHght time which

otherwise might be wasted in the morning in making one's toilet

can be availed of after business hours for outdoor games.
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I^atlttta^ Wttuxncini Newfls.

Atlantic Coast Line.— Stockholders on November 19 voted to

approve the recommendation of the directors to authorize

$6,000,000 additional stock. Stockholders are to be offered

the right to subscribe at par to the extent of 10 per cent, of

their holdings. The proceeds of the sale are to be used to

pay for work previously authorized by the board of directors.

Baltimore & Ohio.—Stockholders have voted to approve the

merger of the Pittsburgh & Connellsville, the Berlin Railroad,

the Salisbury Railroad, the Mt. Pleasant & Broad Ford, the

Ohio River & Baltimore Short Line, the Somerset & Cambria,
the Glenwood Railroad, the Fayette County Railroad, the

Ohio River Railroad, the Parkersburg Branch Railroad, the

Ripley & Mill Creek, the Ravenswood, Spencer & Glenville

and the Huntington & Big Sandy.

Boston & Maine.—The Maine Railroad Commission has ap-

proved an increase of $10,663,700 additional common stock,

and has reserved decision on the application to issue $7,500,000

bonds.

BowDEN Lithia Springs Short Line.—We are requested to

state that although the name of this company appears in cer-

tain lists of operating roads, the company no longer exists,

and the two miles of railroad that it once owned is no longer

used as a common carrier. It is owned by the Bowden Lithia

Springs Water Company, and is used for the sole purpose of

carrying water from its springs to the line of the Southern
Railway at Lithia Springs.

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.—The property of the old railway

company has been sold at foreclosure to the reorganization com-
mittee for $750,000.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—At a special

meeting of stockholders of this company, the following propo-

sitions were authorized : An extension from Terre Haute,

Ind., to the Hne between Indiana and Illinois, following the

route of the Cairo, Vincennes & Chicago
;
purchase by the

company of all railroad properties and franchises of the Cairo,

Vincennes & Chicago; purchase of railroad and properties of

the Cincinnati & Springfield Railway Company, the Columbus,
Springfield & Cincinnati Railroad Company, the Findlay Belt

Railway Company, the Harrison Branch Railroad Company
and the Chicago, Indianapolis & St. Louis Short Line Railway
Company; the execution of a mortgage or mortgages by the

company covering the railroads and properties referred to

above, such mortgage or mortgages to be given as further

security for the company's general mortgage bonds or for any

bonds secured by mortgage or pledge of the capital stock of

the companies that are mentioned above.

Cleveland & Pittsburgh.—This company, which is a subsidiary

of the Pennsylvania, has made application to the Ohio Public

Service Commission for permission to issue $2,019,100 addi-

tional stock to reimburse the Pennsylvania for improvements

and extensions.

Colorado Midland.—In view of the default by this company on

one of its outstanding notes, a committee consisting of J. N.

Wallace, chairman; James N. Jarvie, and Harry Bronner, of

Hallgarten & Co., urges the holders of the first mortgage 4

per cent, bonds of 1897 ($8,946,000 outstanding) to unite for

mutual protection by depositing their bonds at once with the

Central Trust Company, New York, as depositary. Landon
K Thorne is secretary to the committee.

Des Plaines Valley.—This subsidiary of the Chicago & North

Western has filed a mortgage securing $2,500,000 5 per cent.

bonds.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—This company has filed with the Na-
tional Trust Company, Ltd.. as trustee, a new first mortgage

securing an assue of i238,600 ($1,193,000) first mortgage 4 per

Vnt. bonds, dated July 31, 1912, and due February 15, 1942;

guaranteed principal and interest by the province of Alberta.

This is a separate issue on the Alberta Coal Branch, 58 miles,

at $20,000 per mile.

HoCKLNG Valley.—H. E. Huntington has been elected a director

and member of the executive committee, succeeding General

Thomas H. Hubbard, resigned.

Huntingdon & Bro\u Top.—More than a majority of the pre-

ferred and coniinon stock of this company has assented
to the formation of a voting trust to bring about a sale

of the property on a basis of not less than $25 per share
for the common and $50 per share for the preferred stock.

Interoceanic Railway of Mexico.—The directors of this com-
pany have declared the full 5 per cent, dividend for the

year on the il,400,000 ($7,000,000) first preference, non-
cumulative 5 per cent, stock. This dividend has been
paid semi-annually, but last May the payment was deferred,

owing to the disturbed political condition, until the accounts

for the year had been made up. On the fl,000,00O

($5,000,000) second preference, 4 per cent, stock, 2 per cent.

was declared as compared with 4 per cent, in 1911 and
1910, and 1 per cent, in 1909.

Interborough Rapid Transit.—The Guaranty Trust Company,
New York, as trustee, will receive sealed offers up to noon,
January 7, for the sale to it at not exceeding 105 and in-

terest for account of the sinking fund of series A, 45-year
bonds due November 1, 1952, to exhaust the sum of

$352,314.

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.—The M. K. & T. of Texas is to

apply to the Texas legislature for permission to lease for 25
years, which includes an option to purchase, the Texas Cen-
tral, the Wichita Falls & Northwestern, the Wichita Falls &
Southern, the Wichita Falls & Wellington, the Wichita Falls

Railway, the Denison, Bonham & New Orleans, the Dallas,

Cleburne & South West, and the Beaumont & Great
Northern.

New York Central Lines.—The New York Central & Hudson
River, the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the Michigan

Central, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, the

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie and the Toledo & Ohio Central have

authorized a joint equipment trust for $24,CKX),000.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—J. P. Morgan & Co., the

First National Bank and the Commercial City Bank, all of

New York, are offering $40,000,000 one-year 5 per cent, notes

of December 2, 1912, at 99J^.

New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk.—Stockholders will vote

on December 10 on the question of authorizing an increase

in capital from $2,500,000 to $4,000,000.

Ottawa Terminal Railway.—Application has been made by

this company, which is a subsidiary of the Grand Trunk,
to the Dominion Parliament for permission to increase

its bond issue from $3,000,000 to $6,000,000.

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific.—A second dividend of

V/i per cent, has been declared on the $1,000,(XX) 5 per cent-

non-cumulative preferred stock, payable December 31. A-

dividend of 1% per cent, was paid on August 31.

Seaboard Air Line.—The following new directors have been'

elected: Charles H. Sabin, vice-president of the Guaranty
Trust Company; Albert H. Wiggins, president of the Ch»s6'

National Bank; Benjamin Strong, Jr., vice-president Ot

the Bankers' Trust Company; IMilton E. Ailes, Washing-
ton, D. C. ; Charles R. Capps, Norfolk, Va.; James C.

Colgate, New York; Wilson S. Kinnear, New York; Mills

B. Lane, Savannah, Ga. ; Robert F. Maddox, Atlanta, Ga.;

Fergus Reid, Norfolk, Va.; J. P. Taliaferro, Jacksonville,

Fla. ; A. H. Woodward ; Birmingham, Ala., and Samuel L.

Fuller, New York. The following have retired from the

board: Rieman Duval, H. C. Perkins, Washington, D. C.

;

H. Clay Pierce, New York; John D. Ramsay, Baltimore;
H. K. Whigham, of London, Eng., and John Skelton
Williams, Richmond, Va. The number of directors was
increased from 20 to 26.

Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific.—The time for making de-

posits of the first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds under the
protective agreement expired on November 14, and the
committee has announced that a substantial majority of
the bonds has been deposited.

Argentine Railroad Construction.—The Pacific Railway
Company, on September 1, opened to public traffic the first sec-

tion of 62 miles of the railroad from Bahia Blanca to Patagones.
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ANNUAL REPORTS.

ST. LOUIS & SAN FRANCISCO RAILROAD COMPANY—SIXTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT.

FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1912,

To the Stockholders:

The Directors herewith submit their report of the operations and affairs
of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company for the fiscal year
ended June 30th, 1912.
The results of operation for the fiscal year were as follows:

Operating revenue (decrease $1,058,863.96 or
2.5 per cent.) $42,100,363.73

Operating expense (decrease $610,810.87 or 2.1
per cent.) 28,709,589.13

Net operating revenue (decrease $448,-
053.09 or 3.2 per cent) $13,390,774.60

Taxes (increase $145,755.61 or 8 per cent.) 1,957,582.76

$11,433,191.84
Miscellaneous income 1.559,318.27

Total income $12,992,510.11
Interest, rentals and other fixed charges 12,815,111.34

Net income after providing for all charges, transferred to
credit of profit and loss $177,398.77
The average mileage operated during the year was 5,241.39 miles, being an

increase over preceding year of 53.46 miles or one per cent. This does
not include the New Orleans, Texas and Mexico Railroad Lines, the mile-
age and operating results of which are shown separately on the following
page.
The main track mileage at June 30, 1912, was 5,254.98 miles
The main track mileage at June 30, 1911, was 5,227.37 miles
Showing an increase of 27.61 miles
This increase is explained as follows:

MILEAGE CONSTRUCTED.
Brownwood. Texas, to M:.y, Texas 17.65 miles

MILEAGE OPERATED UNDER TRACKAGE CONTRACTS.
Avard. Okla., to Waynoka, Okia 9.70 miles
Irving, Texas, to Dallas, Texas, as reported

in year 1911 10.50 miles
Irving, Texas, to Dallas, Texas, as cor-

rected at June 30, 1912 10.76 miles .26 miles

Total increase 27.61 miles

On pages 79, SO and 81 will be found details of the mileage of all the
Lines operated, owned or controlled by this Company.

NEW ORLEANS, TEXAS AND MEXICO RAILROAD LINES.

The following shows the results of operation of the New Orleans, Texas
.& Mexico Railroad Lines for the fiscal year 1912. These lines were placed
.on an operating basis on July 1, 1911:

1912.

Average mileage operated 983.12

Operating ratio 81.32

Operating revenue *1'oni'5<oSe
Operating expenses 3,803,469.95

J^et operating revenue $873,623.06

Taxes 89-394.07

Operating income $784,228.99

"^
MiTcellaneous income ' 20-0' 5-90

Total income Jt°t--,i1.it
Interest $1,279,184.27

Rentals "H^l.eO
Hire of equipment 194,748.19

Total interest and all other charges $1,808,2 14.06

Balance transferred to debit of profit and loss $903,969.17

The above deficit is charged to profit and loss account of the St. Louis

& San Francisco Railroad Company, .^bout one-half the deficit occurred

during the last two months of the fiscal year, in consequence of the dis-

astrous floods from the overflow of the Mississippi River, mentioned

The steady progress of the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico Division is

indicated by the increase in gross earnings for the year amounting to over

25%, it being noteworthy that each month shows a gain over the corre-

sponding month of the previous year. In the month of April, just prior

to the floods, these lines as a whole, showed a surplus over all fixed

charges. .

The increase in the number of settlers has again been gratifying.

This Division will be greativ benefited by the recent construction in the

richest part of the Rio Grande Valley, of a new tributary line, the San

Benito & Rio Grande Vallev Railroad, extending north and south of San
Benito, Texas, 43.6 miles of which are now completed and in operation

There are also under construction 22 miles additional north and south of

Mission, Texas.
, . , . , ^ . ,

The business of this Division to date has had no material benefit from

the through traffic anticipated with Mexico via the National Railways of

Mexico. The subsidence of political troubles in Mexico should, therefore,

add considerably to the volume of traflnc now handled.

Since the close of the fiscal year, the gross earnings of the Division con-

tinue their gains noted above, the increase for the three months ended

September 30, 1912, being over $825,000.00, or about 22% more than in the

same three months in 1911.

CAPITAL STOCK.
There was no change during the year in the company's capital stock issued

"or outstanding. . . , . ,

The capital stock outstanding (all classes), per mile of road owned at end

of fiscal year was $9,858.56 as compared with $14,723.68 in year 1902.

FUNDED DEBT .-\ND EQUIPMENT BONDS .\ND NOTES.
The outstanding funded debt at June 30, 1912,
was $237,872,162.31

The outstanding equipment trust bonds and
notes were 13,469,461.39

Total $251,341,623.70
The outstanding funded debt at June 30, 1911.
was $228,924,224.68

The outstanding equipment trust bonds and
notes were 14.498.491.59

Total 243,422,716.27

The net increase for the year was $7,918,907.43
Statements on pages 19 and 20 give in detail the changes in funded

debt and equipment notes.

EQUIPMENT.
The following equipment was purchased duriiie the year:

1. Under Trust .Agreement, Series '*S."
20 Pacific Type Locomotives.
12 Switching Locomotives.
4 Steel Buffet Coach Cars.
1 Steel Coach Dining Car.
3 Steel Buffet-Dining Cars.
5 Steel Dining Cars.

10 Steel Chair Cars.
15 Steel Coaches.
3 Steel Mail and Passenger Cars.
2 Steel Baggage Cars.

12 Steel Mail Cars.
500 Steel LInderframe Refrigerator Cars.

2. Purchased for cash:
192 Ice (Tars,

11 Furniture Cars } CRniU -it Cnmn-inv's Shnnsi
1 Refrigerator Car. J

*""'" ^' ^-ompanj s Shops).

All of this additional equipment was in use at June 30, 1912.

On pages 38 and 39 of this report will be found statements showing the
number of each class of equipment owned and leased.

CONSTRUCTION.
The Brownwood North & South Railway.

A line extending from Brownwood, Texas, to May, Texas, 17.65 miles,
completed and put in operation November 2, 1911. This line has a reserve
fund sufficient to meet its fixed charges for a period of six years: it serves
a section rich in agricultural products, and will contribute additional
through business to the main lines.

New Orleans, Tex.as & Mexico Railroad Company.
The Erwinville Branch Extension, 12.88 miles. This branch provides

facilities for extensive rice and sugar cane fields and sugar mills, and will
contribute a large tonnage to the main lines.

On February 1, 1911, the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico Railroad Com-
pany leased the property of the Louisiana Southern Railway Company, con-
sisting of approximately 45 miles of main track and equipment, for a period
of twelve years, the lessor a^ireeing to furnish funds necessary to improve,
reconstruct and extend its lines. During the past year 20.09 miles of ad-
ditional main track w-ere built, making the total mileage at June 30, 1912,
65.29 miles of main track, and 8.86 miles of side tracks.
The lease of this property to the New Orleans. Texas & Mexico Railroad

Company gives the latter control of all through business originating on the
leased property, while the lessee incurs no financial responsibility under the
lease beyond the accounting for the net earnings from the operation of
the property.

GENERAL.
The extraordinary operating and traffic difficulties experienced during the

past winter and spring are partly illustrated by a comparison of the re-

sults for the earlier and for the later months of the fiscal year.
In the six months ended December 31, 1911,

Gross operating revenue decreased $573,298.68
Operating expenses were decreased 1,031,811.32

and Net operating revenue increased $458,512.64

During this period the ratio of operating expenses to total revenue was
65.86% as compared with 68.73% during the corresponding period of the
previous year.
The most severe winter weather for many years was followed by the

most disastrous floods which have occurred in the Mississippi Valley since
its settlement, with the result that during the six months ended June 30,

1912,

Gross operating revenue decreased $485,568.28
Operating expenses increased 421,000.45

and Net operating revenue decreased $906,565.73

The operating ratio during these six months rose to 70.79%.
Conducting transportation ratio for the first six months was 34.51%,

for the last six months 40.29%.
In consequence of a stage of water in the Mississippi River averaging

five feet above previous flood records, the protection levee broke at Point

Pleasant, opposite Portageville, Mo., on March 24th. Subsequent breaks
below that point and above Memphis, Tenn., put 153 miles of your tracks

in Missouri and Arkansas out of commission, breaking the important main
line between St. Louis and Memphis, and between Kansas City and Mem-
phis. These lines were not restored to service until May 10th. The di-

rect cost of their restoration, as taken into the accounts, was $274,008.15,

and collateral costs, not included therein as flood damage, doubtless

amounted to more than $100,000. It is difficult to closely estimate the

resulting loss of gross earnings from traffic, but the total was beyond doubt
in excess of $500,000.
On May 3d, the flood waters broke the levees in Louisiana, breaking

the main line of the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico Railroad, and sub-

merging it for a distance of 46 miles: train service was impossible until
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June 27th, during which time the expense of protecting and rebuilding the

property was large, with earnings largely^ reduced.

Securities—Unpledged

freight per train mile more than
ton mile, and brought an increase

as shown on page 14, resulted in

ater extent was due to the general
reflected in the reports of nearly

increase of 34.26 tons of rcven
offset the slight decrease in revenue p
of 26.7 cents in earnings per freight t

The large loss in passenger earning
part from flood conditions, but to a g
conditions throughout the territory, a

all other carriers.

The largest expenditures for betterment account during the year were
for additional ballast work, amounting to more than $600,000.

16.14 miles of new industrial and side tracks were constructed during
the year.

The Industrial Department reports show that during the year 320 new
industrial plants, costing over $5,800,000 and employing 5.700 men, were lo-

cated on the company's tracks. The tonnage producing capacity of these
plants will approximate 66.000 carloads per annum.
The same industrial activity is shown for the New Orleans, Texas &

Mexico Railroad Lines. On the tracks of these lines there were located 90
new plants, costing over $2,800,000, and employing 3,500 men. It is esti-

mated that their tonnage producing capacity will approximate 35,000 car-

loads per annum.
The balance sheet on pages 16 and 17 is in accordance with the form

prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and on pages 45 to 81
will be found consolidated balance sheet and statistical statements including
the figures of the Chicapo & Eastern Illinois and New Orleans, Texas &
Mexico Railroad Companies.
Acknowledgment is gratefully made to officers and employees whose de-

votion and loyal efforts brought the property through a most difficult year.

By order of the Board of Directors.

GENER,\L PROFIT .^ND LOSS ACCOUNT AND ADJUSTMENTS
THEREIN,

June 30th, 1911, to Juxe 30th, 1912.

CREDIT.
Balance at credit, as per annual report June 30th,

\Q\\ , $4 333 209 88
Surplus for' the year ended June io'th,

'
[b'u ...... 'l 77,'398.'77

Sundry adjustments not affecting current year's
income 104,625.29

Total Credit $5,115,233.94

DEBIT.
New Orleans, Texas and Mexico Railroad Lines

deficit $903,969.17
Proportion for the year of discount on securities. . 857,152.49
Dividends paid—four per cent, on first preferred

stock 199,742.12

By Balance at credit, June 30th, 1912 $3,154,370.16

CONDENSED GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, JUNE 30, 1912, AND
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS YEAR.

ASSETS. 1912. 1911.

Property Investment—
Road and Equipment

—

Investment to June 30th,
1907:

Road $208,885,657.26 $208,885,657.26
. Equipment 34,247,705.12 34,247,705.12

$243,133,362.38 $243,133,362.38

Investment since June
30th, 1907:

Road $11,486,318.91 $10,664,400.26 $821,918.65
Equipment 12,941,568.13 10,916,092.31 2.025,475.82

$24,427,887.04 $21,580,492.57 $2,847,394.47

Reserve for Acer
preciation—Cr.

Total

$267,561,249.42 $264,713,854.95

470,552.36 382,335.02

$2,847,394.47

88,217.34

$267,090,697.06 $264,331,519.93 $2,759,177.13

Securities—
Securities of proprietary,

affiliated and controlled

"^"sto^ck's^^ .'.^^.~... $75,535,023.56 $72,483,573.56 $3,051,450.00

Funded Debt 3.561,500.00 3.453,500.00 108.000.00

Miscellaneous 27.208.911.41 25,827,677.49 1.381,233.92

Securities Issued or As-
sumed—Pledged—Funded
Debt

Securities of proprietary,
affiliated and controlled
companies—Unpledged

—

Stocks

$106,305,434.97 $101,764,751.05 $4,540,683.92

4,040.000.00 13,852,027.55 —9,812,027.55

314.446.25 296,446.25 18.000.00

Total $110,659,881.22 $115,913,224.85 —$5,253,343.63

Other Investments—
Advances to proprietary, af-

filiated and controlled com-

?qu'ipmen°t'^and''bene™e°nts $290,190.81 $330,568.17 —$40,377.36

"rhysfc"arp?opmr."'.'^ 1.166.001.-86 1,036,522.48 129479 38

Securities—Pledged 1.877.215.89 1,877,215.89

257,247.99 221,514.43

Total $3,812,170.!

Total Property In-

$1,624,338.64 $2,187,832.34

.$381,562,749.26 $381,869,083.42

Working Assets-
Cash ........ $6,049,999.42 $4,703,508.22 $1,346,491.20
Securities issued or assumed

—

Held in treasury

—

Stocks 6,737.70 6,699.44 38.26
Funded debt 730,151.31 991,639.16 —261,487.85

Marketable securities

—

Stocks 1,137,514.53 1,077,514.53 60,000.00
Funded debt 30.393.03 112,000.00 —81.606.97
Miscellaneous 13,000.00 13 000 00

Loans and bills receivable. 3,464,411.49 2,294,061.72 1,170'349 77
Iraffic and car service bal-

ances — due from other
companies 1,710.513.35 1,156.439.01

Net balance due from agents
and conductors 502,341.00 719,267.90

Miscellaneous accounts re-
ceivable 2,651,156.98 2,441,189.15

Material and supplies 3,114,281.12 3,084,360.15

554,074.34

-216,926.90

Total $19,410,499.93 $16,586,679.28 $2,823,820.65

Accrued Income Not Due—
Unmatured interest, divi-

dends and rents receiv-
able

$3,121.09 $409,000.22
73,660.53 36,195.51

149,153.56 -8,156.58

$51,299.20 $251,457.14 —$200,157.94

Deferred Debit Items—
Advances

—

Temporary advances to
proprietary, affiliated and
controlled companies.. $412,121.31

Working funds 1U9,S56.04
Rents and insurance paid in

advance 140,996.98
Unextinguished discount on

funded debt 12,929,614.53 11,590,239.26 1,339,375 27
Special deposit 113,008.23 390,182.99 —277,174.76
Cash and securities in sink-

ing and redemption funds 468,730.49 5,535,736.35 —5,067,005.86
Cash and securities in in-

surance and other reserve
funds 104,000.00 114.000.00 — 10,000.00

Other deferred debit items. 1,132,283.53 1,480,690.30 —348,406.77

Total $15,410,611.11 $19,336,784.08 —$3,926,172.97

Grand Total $416,435,159.50 $418,044,003.92 —$1,608,844.42

Increase
LIABILITIES. 1912. 1911. or Decrease.

Stock—
Capital stock

—

Common stock

—

Held by company $30,143,449.60 $29,918,449.60 *225,000.00
Not held by company. 28,999,850.40 28,999,850.40

$59,143,300.00 $58,918,300.00 $225,000.00

Preferred stock

—

Held by company $15,006,588.10 $15,006,588.10
Not held by company. 20.993,411.90 20,993,411.90

$36,000,000.00 $36,000,000.00

Total $95,143,300.00 $94,918,300.00 $225,000.00

Mortgage, Bonded and Se-
cured Debt—

Funded debt

—

Mortgage bonds—
Held by company $4,364,151.31 $14,915,012.61—$10,550,861.30
Not held by company. 227,863,731.00 209,726,932.07 18,136,798.93

$232,227,882.31 $224,641,944.( $7,585,937.63

Collateral trust bonds

—

Held by company $3,990,000.00 $3,990,000.00

Not held by company. 44,081.500.00 49.785,050.00 —$5,703,550.00

$48,071,500.00 $53,775,050.00 -$5,703,550.00

Income bonds

—

Held by company $399,500.00 $399,500.00

Not held by company. 5.923,280.00 5,923,280.00

$6,322,780.00 $6,322,780.00

Equipment trust obliga-

NoThlTd by company. $13,469,461.39 $14.498,491.59 —$1.029.030.20

Total .$300,091,623.70 $299,238,266.27 $853,357.43

Working Liabilities—
Loans and bills payable.

Traffic and car service b

ances due to other co

pan

$2,790,000.00 $1,075,000.00 $1,715,000.00

1,599.302.98 1.166,951.65 432,351.33

''unplid'""''."'.'"''."'^-- 5.054,781.88 4,517,034.69 537,747.19

Mi^scenaneous accounts pay-
,33 j^g gg 5, 25g.,o 201.070.68

^'indlen^ts'^unU'^"'":'! 3.494.644.13 4,110.575.53 ^15.931.40

Matured mortgage, bonded „„„„„„ 5„,.,„«<i —1,157.79164
and secured debt unpaid. 867.025.00 5.024.816.64
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Other working liabilities... 27,033.05

Total $14,086,117.92

Accrued Liabilities—Not
Due—

Unmatured interest, divi-

dends and rents payable. $1,440,740.65
Taxes accrued 650,298.69

Total $2,091,039.34

Deferred Credit Items—
Other deferred credit items $1,632,214.37

$15,982,669.40 —$1,896,551.48

Appbopri.\ted Surplus—
Reserves from income or

surplus—
Invested in sinking or

redemption funds .... $241,994.01 —$5,500.00

Profit

Balan

Loss-

$3,154,370.16 $4,833,209.88 —$1,678,839.72

Grand Total $416,435,159.50 $418,044,003.92 —$1,608,844.42

*This increase is capital stock of The Brownwood North & South Ry. Co.,
issued and delivered to St. Louis and San Francisco R. R. Co., and by it

pledged under its Refunding Mortgage.

CHICAGO & EASTERN ILLINOIS RAILROAD COMPANY—TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL REPORT.

IN'CLUDING EVANSVILLE & INDIANAPOLIS RAILROAD COMPANY
Fiscal Year Ended June 30. 1912.

To the Stockholders:

The Directors herewith submit their report of the operations and affairs

of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad Company for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1912.
The results of the operations for the fiscal year were as follows:

Total operating revenue (increase $335,103.76
or 2.3 per cent.) $15,215,513.04

Operating expenses (.increase $794,654.19 or
7.9 per centj 10,899,751.70

Net operating revenue (decrease $459,550.43
or 9.6 per cent

Net income after providing for all charges....
Dividends paid (6 per cent, on preferred and

5 per cent, on common stock)

Surplus for the year $104,946.42

A winter of unparalleled severity in this region seriously affected the

efficiency of your property and employees. Heavy snow storms, often fol-

lowing closely upon one another, caused practical stoppage of operation at

times, and rendered it impossible to haul normal tonnage trains during the

larger part of the unusually long winter. l-oUowing closely thereupon,
the coal mines upon which this property depends to a large extent for

earnings, were closed on April 1st, for two months by reason of the bi-

ennial misunderstanding and readjustment between the operators and the
miners. While this caused a loss of 573,552 tons of coal handled during
the fiscal year, it is noteworthy that during the coal year April 1st, 1911,
to March 31st, 1912, the total coal tonnage handled by your line was the
largest in its history.

In accordance with resolutions adopted by the stockholders of each of
the companies, a consolidation of the Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad
Company, the Evansville & Terre Haute Railroad Company and the Evans-
ville Belt Railway Company was effected as of date July 1st. 1911, doing
away with the necessity of separate official staffs and separate accounting,
and effecting material advantage in the operations of the properties. The
authorized issue of preferred capital stock of the Chicago and Eastern
Illinois Railroad Company was increased from $10,000,000 to $15,000,000
to provide for this consolidation, of which authorized increase, $3,154,500
was issued. The mortgage, bonded and secured debt was increased during
the year by $17,461,942.24 as shown on page 17.

The statements and statistical sheets in this report for the fiscal year
1910-11 have been revised to include the Evansville & Terre Haute Rail-
road Company, the Evansville Belt Railway Company and the Evansville
& Indianapolis Railroad Company where necessary for comparison.
The matter of locomotive fuel supply in abundant quantity and at reason-

able price has come to be more and more difficult. When there has been
large demand for coal, and the market price has risen above the prices
at which it has been contracted by the Railroad Company, we have not al-

ways been able to obtain full deliveries, and have even been obliged to
confiscate a certain proportion of the coal offered for commercial ship-
ment in order to haul the balance to market. In addition to this, large
bodies of coal lands contiguous to the lines of your railroad have been
purchased by outside interests, which might have made it still more diffi-

cult to obtain an- adequate supply at fair prices. Your company, therefore,
decided to purchase its own coal supply, and during the year has bought
ten operating mines in Montgomery Cfounty, Illinois, and Vermillion County.
Indiana, and coal lands in Sullivan County, Indiana, with a total acreage
of 41,425,028 acres of coal. These mines will not be operated by your
company, but have been leased to other parties under conditions which
will insure an adequate supply of coal for company's use. We fee! that the
company is now protected in this particular for a long time to come.

In order to pay for these properties, the company made what is known
as "Crhicago and Eastern Illinois Purchase Money First Lien Coal Mort-
gage," with an authorized issue of 59I- bonds limited to $7,000,000. at any
one time outstanding. During the year $5,031,000 of bonds have been is-

sued under this mortgage.
During the year, the Industrial Department located 39 new industries,

estimated cost of which was $627,200, employing 2,418 men with a yearly
output of 6,835 cars. In addition to this, arrangements were practically
completed for the location of two additional large industries, costing
$1,250,000, and employing 900 men with a yearly output of 2.000 cars.

New equipment was received and placed in ser\'ice, as follows:

7 60-foot steel mail cars Nos. 57 to 63, inclusive.
1.000 30-ton capacity refrigerator cars Nos. 1 to 1,000, inclusive.
4 Passenger coaches Nos. 427 to 430, inclusive.
2 Chair cars Nos. 483 and 484.
3 Baggage cars Nos. 21 to 23. inclusive.
2 Lounging observation cars Nos. 600 and 601.
8 Pacific type locomotives Nos. 1008 to 1015, inclusive.
At a total cost of $1,606,261.06

Cordial thanks are given to officers and employees for faithful service.
By order of the Board,

B. L. WINCHELL.
October 3, 1912. President,

CONDENSED GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, JUNE 30, 1912,

AND COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS YEAR.
Increase or

ASSETS. 1912. 1911. Decrease.

property Invcsttncnt

:

I.—Road and equipment:

Investment to June 30,

1907:

Road $36,878,947.77 $34,654,422.67 $'2,224,525.10
Equipment 20,173,710.41 20,173,710.41

$57,052,658.18 $54,828,133.08 $2,224,525.10

10,951,661.92 $1,040,365.75 $9,911,296.17
7,817,707.32 2,695,997.26 5,121,710.06

$18,769,369.24 $3,736,363.01 $15,033,006.23

$75,822,027.42 $58,564,496.09 $17,257,531.33

280,769.25 194,691,80 \077A5

Total road and equipment $75,541,258.17 $58,369,804.29 $17,171,453.88

.—Securities:

Securities issued or assumed
—pledged;

Funded debt $1,218,000.00 $1,218,000.00
Securities of proprietary,

affiliated and controlled
companies:

Stocks—pledged 1

Stocks—unpledged 1 84.58;

Total securities (page 24) $1,402,586.54

in.—Othe

$373,231.76 $1,029,354.78

vestments:

liscellaneous investments:
Physical property
Securities—pledged . ...

Securities—unpledged .

$4,672,347.31
234,956.93

1.00

$215,743.35 $4,456,603.96
234,956.93

1.00

Total other invest-
ments (page 24) .

.

Total property invest-

$4,907,305.24 $215,744.35 $4,691,560.89

Working Assets:

Cash
Securities issued or assumed

^held in treasury:
Stocks (page 24)
Funded debt (page 24) ....

Marketable securities

:

Stocks (page 24)
Funded debt (page 24) . .

.

Miscellaneous (page 24)..
Loans and bills receivable..
Traffic and car service bal-

ances due from other
companies

Net balance due from agents
and conductors

Miscellaneous accounts receiv-

able
Material and supplies
Other working assets

81,851,149.95 $58,958,780.40 $22,892,369.55

$1,394,712.55 $1,183,763.10 $210,949.45

9.000.00
10,000.00
100,635.12
503,977.42

353,789.53

448,252.63

818,308.45
1,528.804.20

4,810.96

3.700.00
88.000.00
100,635.12
545,075.83

258,953.07

326,008.89

94,836.46

122,243.74

653,216.74 165.091.71
1,171,935.30 356,868.90

1,674.49 3,136.47

Total working assets... $6,752,890.86 $4,334,962.54 $2,417,928.32

Deferred Debit Items:

Advances:

Temporary advances to pro-
prietary, affiliated and
controlled companies. .

.

Working funds
Rents and insurance paid in

advance
Unextinguished discount on

securities:
Unextinguished discount on

funded debt
Special deposits (page 24) . .

Cash and securities in sinking
and redemption funds

Other deferred debit items..

t,276.00

),472.56

1,704,833.25 1,772.894.35 —68.(

8,616,091.45 10,578,091.64 —1,962,(

Total deferred debit items. $11,935,282.76 $13,097,639.83 —1,162,357.07

Total $100,539,323.57 $76,391,382.77 $24,147,940.80
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NOTE—The above assets include $1,000,000.00 (or proceeds) of refunding
and improvement bonds advanced by Trustees for working fund.

Large increase in both assets and liabilities caused by consolidation with
the Evansville & Terre Haute Railroad Company and Evansvillc Belt Rail-
way Company.

•Represents Evansville & Indianapolis Railroad Company.
Figures in italics denote credits.

Increase or
LIABILITIES. 1912. 1911. Decrease.

Stocks:

Capital stock:
•"Common stock $13,626,100.00 $13,626,100.00
Preferred stock 12,146,500.00 8,992,000.00 $3,154,500.00

Stock liability for conversion
of outstanding securities of
constituent companies 181,102.21 168.88 180.933.33

Total stock $25,953,702.21 $22,618,268.88 $3,335,433.33

Mortgage Bonded and Secured
Debt:

Funded debt:
In treasury
Mortgage bonds $1,220,000.00 $2,000.00 $1,218,000.00

Outstanding (not held in
treasury)

Mortgage bonds 55,394,000.00 43,549.000.00 11,845.000.00
Collateral trust bonds 27,000.00 —27,000.00
Miscellaneous funded ob-

ligations 5,031,000.00 5,031,000.00
Equipment trust obli-

gations 5.094,174.40 5,699,232.16 —605,057.76

Total mortgage,
bonded and secured
debt (page 18).. $66,739,174.40 $49,277,232.16 $17,461,942.24

Working Liabilities :

Loans and bills payable $1,653,999.00
Traffic and car service bal-

ances due to other compa-
nies 208.076.40

Audited vouchers and wages
unpaid 1,456,381.69

Miscellaneous accounts pay-
able 173,856.09

Matured interest, dividends
and rents unpaid 68,015.37

Matured mortgage, bonded
and secured debt unpaid.. 1.336.04

Other working liabilities 41,718.25

Total working liabilities $3,603,382.84

Accrued Liabilities Not Due:
Unmatured interests, divi-

dends and rents payable.. $1,109,109.59
Ta-xes accrued 306,522.90

Total accrued liabilities
not due $1,415,632.49

Deferred Credit Items:
Operating reserves $211,116.38
Other deferred credit items. 367,419.37

Total deferred credit items $578,535.75

Profit and Loss:
Balance $2,248,895.88

Total $100,539,323.57

•The Equitable Trust Company of New Y(
Company of America) holds in Trust Assets
included in above figures (page 24).

$528,249.00 $1,125,750.00

244.635.27 —36,558.87

1,159,469.94 296,911.75

124,416.71 49,439.38

56,896.00 11,119.37

336.04
49,427.55

1,000.00
—7,709.30

$2,163,430.51 $1,439,952.33

$987,447.65 $428,184.84

$47,403.34

$813,871.16 $1,435,024.72

$76,391,382.77 $24,147,940.80
irk (successor to The Trust
$6,408,300.00 common stock

COLORADO AND SOUTHERN LINES.

Chicago, July 1, 1912.

To the Stockholders of the Colorado & Southern Railway Company:
Herewith is submitted the Thirteenth Annual Report of this Company,

for the year ended June 30, 1912
There are included the reports of A. D. Parker, Vice-President, and

J. H. Bradbury, General Auditor.
By order of the Board o£ Directors,

DARIUS MILLER,
President.

Denver, Colo., July 1, 1912.
Mr. D. Miller,

President,
Chicago, 111,

Dear Sir—I herewith submit the report for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1912, which report combines the operations and affairs of the lines
operated by the companies named, and which are herein designated as the
"Colorado & Southern Lines."

During the fiscal year from November 1, 1911, the entire line of The
Colorado Springs and Cripple Creek District Railway was leased to The
Florence and Cripple Creek Railroad Company for the purposes of opera-
tion, and the results of operation of this line are therefore included in the
following statements for a period of four months, as compared with twelve
months of the previous year. For the remaining eight months the return
from this property is treated as rental received.

COLORADO & SOUTHERN LINES, YEARS ENDED JUNE 30.

Per Cent. Per Cent.
of Total of Total
Operating 1912. OPERATING REVENUES. 1911. Operating
Revenues. Revenues.

70.56 $9,850,048.55 . . . Freight Revenu
23.26 3,246,772.74 Passenger Revenue
1.56 216,282.70 Mail Revenue
1.89 263,861.93 Express Revenue

Miscellaneous Transportation

2.13 297,114.93 Revenue
Revenue from Operations other

.57 80,750.26 than Transportation

.03 5,144.57 Joint Facilities

$11,120,361.01 70.27

3,870,671.92 24.46

216,068.73

280,613.32

67,508.78

2,913.67

1.37

1.77

100.00 $13,959,975.68 ...Total Operating Revenues... $15,824,064.51 100.00

11.73 $1,637,316.29

18.14 2,532,180.64

1.69 236,126.75

33.87 4,728,764.59

3.45 482,065.57

OPERATING EXPENSES.
Maintenance of Way and

Structures

.Maintenance of Equipment..
Traffic E-xpenses

...Transportation Expenses....

General Expenses

$1,688,223.20 10.67

2,779,142.78 17.56

239,692.26 1.51

5,112,951.78 32.31

514,101.32 3.25

9,616,453.84 ...Total Operating Expenses... 10,334,111.34 65.30

31.12 4,343, 521.

S

24,522.!

Net Operating Revenue

Net Deficit from Outside

Operations

5,489,953.17 34.70

33,285.20

4,318,999.04

511,470.31

.Total Net Revenu

. . Taxes Accrued

5,456,667.97

478,323.05

OTHER INCOME.
$176,946.41 Rents
613,327.89 .... Miscellaneous Interest

'.'.

$42,920.85

602,300.10

790,274.30 Total Other Income.

$4,597,803.03 ....Gross Corporate Income. $5,623,565.87

DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS
CORPORATE INCOME.

$162,863.55 Rents $471,846.44
887.68 .... Miscellaneous Interest .... 959.68

2,876,854.82 Interest .\ccrued on Funded Debt 2,811,682.34
Extinguishment of Discount on

8,089.35 Securities Sold 6,085.10
49,140.01 Sinking Funds 34,399.94

3,097,835.41 Total Deductions 3,324,973.50

1,499,967.62 Net Corporate Income 2,298,592.37
1,300,000.00 Dividends 1,300,000.00

$199,967.62 Surplus !,592.37

The percentage of Operating Revenues required for Operating Expenses
was 68.88% as compared with 65.30% in the previous year, and the pro-

portion of the Gross Corporate Income required for Interest on Funded
Debt was 62.57% as compared with 49.99% in the previous year.

During the fiscal year, Refunding and Extension Mortgage Bonds of this

Company were issued to cover expenditures for:

Additions and Betterments for the Calendar Year 1911 $1,117,240.00
Purchase of Securities of The Colorado Railroad Company 3,061,085.95

.And Refunding and Extension Mortgage Bonds were retire-

from proceeds of sale of securities pledged with the Truste

First Mortgage Bonds of C. S. & C. C. D. Ry. Co. wer
retired through Sinking Fund

Deferred Rentals under Equipment Leases were discharged.

34,000.00

375,226.18

3,807,328.73 Operating Income 4,978,344.92

Making the net increase in Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt $3,736,099.77

The outstanding Capital Stock was reduced by the purchase of 19.44

shares, par value $1,944.00, "Stamped Stock" of Fort Worth & Denver City

Railway Company.

There were sold from the treasury of the Company $1,548,000.00 face

amount, of Refunding and Extension Mortgage Bonds; the proceeds of

which reimbursed the treasury for expenditures made for new lines, equip-

ment and additions and betterments.

There were charges to Capital Account aggregating $2,045,419.91 for

additions to the property. Of this amount there was expended for:

Structures and Machinery $67,273.33

Substituting Permanent Bridges for Wooden Ones 73,550.56

New Line—Southern Jet. to Walsenburg Jet 649,290.63

New Line—Wellington to Cheyenne 718,073.52
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Betterments to Line, Fort Collins to Dixon 82,262.71

Additional Spur and Industry Tracks 43.460.56

Additional Yard Tracks and Sidings 36,820.09

Purchase of Land—Denver 35,858.52

Purchase of Land—Cheyenne 48,400.00

Various Other Additions and Betteruic.lt 148,036.78

Additional Equipment 142,393.21

During the fiscal year the deficit from operations of The Trinity & Brazos
Valley Railway Company was made up equally by The Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific Railway Company and The Colorado & Southern Railway
Company. Ballasting with shell between Belt Junction and Tomball is now-

going on and during the next fiscal year permanent bridges will be sub-
stituted for many of the present piling bridges on the line. Additional
extensions and improvements to the Houston Terminals have been author-
ized, including the construction of two additional stories to the passenger
depot.
The following statistical tables have been compiled in the form required

for the Annual Report of Carriers to the Interstate Commerce Commission:

GENERAL BALANXE SHEET.
June 30. 1912.

ASSETS.
Property Investment—Koad and Equipment

:

Road $93,583,544.38

Equipment 15,466,973.09 $109,050,517.47

Reserve for Accrued Depreciation—Credit 2,263,062.34

Total $106,787,455.13

Securities:

Securities of Proprietary, Affiliated and Controlled Com-
panies—Pledged

—

Stocks $1,431,865.51

Funded Debt ^ 8,808,404.40 10,240,269.91

Securities of Proprietary, Affiliated and Controlled Com-

panies—Unpledged

—

Stocks $108,873.65

Funded Debt 2,728,436.00 2.837.309.65

Total $13,077,579.56

Other Investments:

Advances to Proprietary, Affiliated and Controlled Com-

panies for Construction, Equipment and Betterments. 107,393.17

Miscellaneous Investments

—

Physical Property $4,710.00

SecuriUes Unpledged 53.00 4,763.00

Total $112,156.17

Working Assets:

Cash 747,226.16

Securities Issued or Assumed, Held in Treasuries

—

Funded Debt 3,075,865.31

Traffic and Car-Service Balances Due from other Com-

panies 294,023.76

Net Balance Due from Agents and Conductors 169,628.31

Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable 379,101.73

Materials and Supplies 1,278,760.16

Other Working Assets 8.208.70

Total $5,952,814.13

Accrued Income Not Due:

Unmatured Interest, Dividends and Rents Receivable... $284,965.20

Deferred Debit Items:

Advances

—

Temporary Advances to Proprietary, Affili-

ated and Controlled Companies $247,983.80

Working Funds 787.18

Other Advances 521,991.98

Rents and Insurance Paid in Advance
Unextinguished Discount on Funded Debt
Special Deposits

Cash and Securities in Sinking Funds
Other Deferred Debit Items

770,762.96

21,566.65

234,677.84

6,025.21

524.21

157.082.79

Total

r.d Total $127,405,609.85

Capital Stock:

Common Stock .

Preferred Stock

LIABILITIES.

$31,031,040.00

17.000,000.00

Total

Mortgage, Bonded d Secured Debt:

Funded Debt—
Mortgage Bonds

—

Held by Companies
Not Held by Companies

Equipment Trust Obligations

$3,075,865.31

61,664.900.00 64.740.765.31

1.281,678.54

Total

forking Liabilities:

Traffic and Car-Service Balances Due to Other Companies

Audited Vouchers and Wages Unpaid
Matured Interest, Dividends and Rents Unpaid

Other Working Liabilities

Total

iccrued Liabilities Not Due;
Unmatured Interest, Dividends

Taxes Accrued

nd Rents Payable.

296,276.70

1,147.747.94

92.595.25

20.480.93

$1,557,100.82

628.922.85

336.963.69

$965,886.54

$167,762.67

$10,661,375.97

Grand Total $127,405,609.85

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.
Credit:

Balance June 30, 1911 $10,337,997.88

Balance for Year brought forward from In-

come Accbunt 199,967.62

Additions for Year:

Miscellaneous Credits 168,514.55 $10,706,480.05

Debit:

Deductions for Year:

Miscellaneous Debits 45,104.08

ToUl

Deferred Credit Items:

Other Deferred Credit Items.

Profit and Loss:

Balance

Balance Credit, June 30, 1912.
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MINNEAPOLIS, ST. PAUL & SAULT STE. MARIE RAILWAY CO.—TWENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT.

INCLUDING CHICAGO DIVISION (WISCONSIN CENTR.\L).

Herewith is submitted report for the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 1912.
The Gross Earnings, Expenses, Fixed Charges and Surplus Income arc
shown in condensed form as follows:

Chicago Soo Line
Soo Line. Division. System.

Gross Earnings $17,105,685.95 $9,578,554.98 $26,684,240.93

Operating E.xpenses 9,586,408.46 6,635,882.56 16,223,291.02

Net Earnings $7,519,277.49 $2,941,672.42 $10,460,949.91

Income from Other Sources... 1,058,236.45 40,783,08 1,099,019.53

Total Income $8,577,513.94 $2,982,455.50 $11,559,969.44

Fixed Charges, Taxes, etc 4,353,224.05 2,477,805.97 6,831,030.02

Surplus Income $4,224,289.89 $504,649.53 $4,728,939.42

Notwithstanding the fact that the grain crop last season was much below
an average yield, the Gross Earnings exceed those of any previous year.
The average mileage operated was 3,773.37 miles, an increase of 49.03
miles. As is generally known, by reason of increasing cost of labor and
higher cost of supplies, the cost of handling traffic continues to advance,
while the general tendency to lower rates and increase taxation makes
more difficult the earning of protils sufficient for reasonable returns to

higher grade of serv
to Duluth was completed

is now being handled over

shareholders and for improvements
During the year the e-xtension from Frederi*

and traffic between the Twin Cities and Duluth
this new line.

The line in North Dakota between Drake and Fordville (130 miles),
construction of which was begun in 1910 and temporarily discontinued on
account of crop failures, will be ready for traffic about (October 1st.

To properly care for and encourage the further expansion of business
of the Chicago Division it was thought advisable to make some new pro-
vision for terminals at Chicago. .Accordingly there was incorporate:! the
Central Terminal Railway Company of Illinois with an authorized capital
of $2,000,000 fully subscribed for by the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault
Ste. Marie Railway Company. This Company has acquired property for
the purpose. It embraces the tract of land, one block wide, located on the
west side of the Chicago River, between Canal and Clinton Streets and
extending from 12th Street to West 15th Place. It is very centrally
located and unusually desirable for the purpose. Contracts have been
made for the construction of concrete freight houses thereon. These im-
provements will be up-to-date in every particular. The property is made
available by a contract with the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Rail-

road Company foj- the use of that Company's tracks to a connection with
this Company's Chicago Division. A strip of land one-half block wide
extending from Canal Street to Halstead Street has been acquired for the
purpose of connection with the Baltimore 5; Ohio Chicago Terminal Rail-

road Company's tracks and a considerable tract of land also acquired at
SOth Street for yards, etc. It is exptcted that the improvement of the^e
properties will be completed and ready for use when required.

In order to finance this proposition the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault
Ste. Marie Railway Company and the Central Terminal Railway Company
executed a joint mortgage covering the property and its improvements

—

Guaranty Trust Company of New York. Trustee. The mortgage provides
for a possible issue of twenty million dollars of four per cent gold bonds.
Six Million Dollars of these bonds were sold. The proceeds are sufficient
to complete the terminals as now planned.
To provide funds for building the Frederic E.xtension to Duluth, tem-

porary advances for which had been made from the Company's surplus
account, there were issued $1,520,000 of Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault
Ste. Marie Railwav Co.'s First Mortgage Consolidated Gold Bonds. There
was also issued during the year $1,020,000 of Minneapolis, St, Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie Railway Co.'s Equipment Trust notes in connection with
additional equipment contracted for delivery prior to September 1, 1912.
To provide for temporary advances that were made for revision work

on the Chicago Division, for payment of car trust obligations and retire-

ment of maturing bonds of underlying mortgages of the Wisconsin Cen-
tral Railway Co. there were issued and sold during the year $3,500,000 of
Wisconsin Central Railway Co. First and Refunding Mortgage Bonds.
The Company's property, including equipment, has been fully main-

tained to its usual standard and the policy of replacing where necessary
temporary structures with those of a more substantial and permanent char-
acter has been continued.
The increase in Gross Earnings under the somewhat depressed com-

mercial conditions that have existed during the past two years reflects to
some extent the growth and development of the country adjacent to the
more recently constructed lines.

The prospects for an unusually large grain crop in the Northwest_ this

season are very bright and assures a very generous volume of business
for the current year.

Respectfully submitted.
E. PENNINGTON.

President.

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, TUNE 30. 1912.

ASSETS.
Property Investment:
Road $88,907,191.14

Equipment 16.725.001.85

$105,632,192.99

Less Reserve for Accrued Depreciation.. 1.461.476.80

Total

Securities of Proprietarv, Affiliated .and

Controlled Companies:

Wisconsin Central Ry. Co. Stock $3,661,120.88

St. Paul Union Depot Co. Stock 103.600.00

Minnesota Transfer Ry. Co. Stock 7,000.00

Sault Ste. Marie Bridge Co. Stock 500.00

Sault Ste. "Marie LTnion Depot Co. Stock.. 50.590.56

Central Terminal Ry. Co. Stock 660,000.00

Minnesota Transfer Ry. Co. Bonds 55.000.00

$104,170,716.19

Central Terminal Ry. Co. Bonds 139,500.00

Total ~

Other Investments:
Miscellaneous Investments:

Tri-State Land Co. Stock $25,000.00
Western Express Co. Stock 50,000.00
Coeur d'Alene & Pend d'Orielle Ry. Co.

5% Bonds 25,200.00
W. C. Ry. Co. Equipment Contract 665,136.80

Total

Working Assets:

Cash $5,271,256.27
Securities in Treasury:
M. S. S. M. & Atl. Ry. Co. A% First

Mortgage Bonds 10,000.00
Pillsbury-W'ashburn Flour Milling Co.,

Ltd., 5% Bonds 4,700.00
Village of Alexandria Bonds 4.000.00

Traffic and Car Service Balances due from
Other Companies 573,376.94

Net Balances due from Agents and Con-
ductors 1,315,976.90

Miscellaneous .Accounts and Bills Receiv-
=>'''f 929,798.16

Material and Supplies 2,767,845.71

Total

Accrued Income Not Due:
Unmatured Dividends $111,487.00
Unmatured Interest 12.019.52

Total

Defersed Debit Items:

Tri-State Land Co $1,395,078.75
Land Sales (Deferred Payments) 137,318.40
Special Deposit for Equipment 1,254,560.84
Milwaukee Terminal Ry. Co '258!ll5.00
Unextinguished Discount on Funded Debt. 313,269.54

Total

Grand Total

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock:

Common $25,206,800.00
Preferred 12,603.400.00

Total

Mortgage, Bonded and Secured Debt:
First Mortgage M. & P. Ry. Co. A% Bonds $286,000.00
First Mortgage M. S. S. M. & Atl. Ry. Co.

4% Bonds 8,204,000.00
First Mortgage M. St. P. & S. S. M. Ry.

Co. Consolidated 4% Bonds 52,225,000.00
Second Mortgage M. St. P. & S. S. M. Ry.

Co. 4% Bonds 3,500,000.00
Equipment Trust Obligations 4,051,000.00

Total

W'oRKiNG Liabilities:

Traffic and Car Service Balances due to

Other Companies $204,819.46
Audited Vouchers and Wages Unpaid 3,488,714.32
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable 378,984.53

Matured Interest and Dividends Unpaid.. 1.242.745.50

Total

Accrued Liabilities Not Due:
Unmatured Interest $142,492.00

Taxes Accrued 458,091.38

Total

Deferred Credit Items:

Operating Reserve $241,124.60

Other Deferred Credit Items 31.649.61

Total

Profit and Loss '.

Grand Total

$123,972,167.46

272,774.21

11,707,346.06

$123,972,167.46
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Contingent Liabilities:

As joint maker with the Central Terminal Railway Com-
pany of Illinois, of Bonds secured by mortgage on prop-

erty of the Central Terminal Railway Company $6,000,000.00

4 per cent Leased Line Certificates of the Minneapolis,

St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company, issued

in exchange for preferred stock of the Wisconsin Cen-

trail Railway Company, held therefor $11,448,700.00

INCOME ACCOUNT, FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30. 1912.

Net Operating Revenue $7,428,255.92

Outside Operations:

Revenues $334,986.16

Expenses 243,964.59

Net Revenue from Outside Operations 91,021,57

Total Net Revenue $7,519,277.49

Taxes Accrued 1,123,135.50

Operating Income $6,396,141.99

Other Income:

Dividends on Stock Owned $450,002.00

Hire of Equipment 336,144.99

Interest and Discount 155,062.56

Rents Receivable 69,879.73

Interest on W. C. Ry. Equipment Contract.. 41,089.69

Interest on Bonds Owned 6,057.48

Total Other Income 1.058,236.45

Gross Corporate Income $7,454,378.44

Deductions from Gross Corporate Income:

Interest on Bonds $2,507,440.00

Interest on W. C. Ry. Leased Line Certifi-

cates 445,836.94

Interest on Equipment Notes 152,415.00

RenUl of Terminals 124,396.61

Total Deductions from Gross Corporate

Income 3.230.088.55

Net Corporate Income $4,224,289.89

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT TO JUNE 30. 1912.

By Balance June 30, 1911 $9,957,910.52

Net Corporate Income for the Year Ending

June 30, 1912 4,224,289.89

Premium on Sale of Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie Ry. Co. Capital Stock 5,703.22

$14,187,903.63

Deductions for Year:

7 per cent Dividend on Preferred Stock $805,679.00

7 per cent Dividend on Common Stock 1,611,358.00

Extinguishment of Discount on Bonds and Car

Trust Notes 12,556.18

Equipment Depreciation Prior to July 1, 1907 50,964.39

2,480,557.57

Balance Credit June 30, 1912 $11,707,346.06

TRAFFIC AND MILEAGE STATISTICS, AS PER INTERSTATE
COMMERCE COMMISSION CLASSIFICATION.

1912. 1911.

Passengers, Passengers,
Tonnage, Rates Tonnage, Rates
and Revenue. and Revenue.

Passenger Traffic

Number of Passengers Carried Earn-

ing Revenue 1,930,486 1,846,822

Number of Passengers Carried One
Mile 168,920,156 156,655,913

Number of Passengers Carried One
Mile per Mile of Road 61,635 59,372

Average Distance Carried, Miles 87.50 84.82

Total Passenger Revenue $3,872,487.90 $3,190,563.55

Average Amount Received from Each

Passenger $2.00597 $1.72759

Average Receipts per Passenger per

Mile $.02292 $.02367

Total Passenger Service Train Rev-

enue $4,592,504.63 $3,863,147.67

Passenger Service Train Revenue per

Mile of Road $1,675.71 $1,464.11

Passenger Service Train Revenue per

Train Mile $1.31638 $1.14634

Freight Traffic.

Number of Tons Carried of Freight

Earning Revenue 6,200.764

Number of Tons Carried One Mile. .1,652,831,716

Number of Tons Carried One Mile

per Mile of Road 603,085

Average Distance Haul of One Ton,
Miles 266.55

Total Freight Revenue $11,934,791.52

Average Amount Received for Each
Ton of Freight $1.92473

Average Receipts per Ton per Mile.. $.00722

Freight Revenue per Mile of Road.. $4,354.76

Freight Revenue per Train Mile $2.85583

5,012,786

1,070,804,319

213.61

$8,726,607.52

Total Traffic.

Operating Revenu $16,770,699.79

Operating Revenues per Mile of Road $6,119.28

Operating Revenues per Train Mile. $2.29596

Operating Expenses $9,342,443.87

Operating Expenses per Mile of Road $3,408.86

Operating Expenses per Train Mile.. $1.27901

Net Operating Revenue $7,428,255.92

Net Operating Revenue per Mile of

Road $2,710.42

$1.74087

$.00815

$3,307.34

$2.67504

$12,819,187.57

$4,858.41

$2.03851

$8,163,164.58

$3,093.80

$1.29811

$4,656,022.99

$1,764.61

CLASSIFICATION.

Locomotive Mileage, Revenue Service: 1912

Freight Locomotive-Miles 3.860,020

Passenger Locomotive-Miles 3,126,532

Mbced Locomotive-Miles 368.274

Special Locomotive-Miles 3,796

Switching Locomotive-Miles 981,946

1911.

2,978,775

3,047,244

373,423

20,803

897,491

Total Revenue Locomotive Mileage 8,340,568 7,317,736

No Locomotive-Miles 368,039

Car Mileage, Revenue Service:

Freight Car-Miles:

Loaded 90,928,929

Emptv 28,601,135

Caboose 3,837,821

70,008,812

25,954,478

2,940,013

Total Freight Car-Miles 123,367,885 98,903,303

Passenger Car-Miles:

Passenger 7,219,917

Sleeping, Parlor and Observation 5,126,561

Other Passenger Train Cars 5,825,287

6,876,994

4,746,041

5,634,654

Total Passenger Car-Miles 18,171,765 17,257,689

Special Car-Miles:

Freight, Loaded

Freight, Empty
Caboose

Passenger

Sleeping, Parlor and Observation.

Other Passenger Train Cars

11,041 9,016

630 409

1,824

2,640

4,464

Total Special Car-Mile 11,671 18,353

Total Revenue Car Mileage 141.551,321 116,179,345

Non-revenue Service Car-Miles 4,962,894 2,575,367

Train M
Freight Train-Miles

Passenger Train-Mil

Mixed Train-Miles

Special Train-Miles

Revenue Service:

3,814,546

3,124,183

364,560

1,135

2,903,495

3.011.257

358,740

15,014

Total Revenue Train Mileage 7,304,424 6.288,506

Non-revenue Service Train-Miles 93,135

Average Number of Passengers per Car-Mile

Average Number of Passengers per Train-Mile...

Average Number of Passenger Cars per Train-Mile

Average Number of Tons of Freight per Loaded

Car-Mile

Average Number of Tons of Freight per Train-Mile

Average Number of Freight Cars per Train-Mile.

Average Number of Loaded Cars per Train-Mile.

Average Number of Empty Cars per Train-Mile.

Average Mileage Operated During Year

48. 46.

5.21 5.12

18.18 15.30

395.50 328.24

29.52 30.32

21.76 21.46

6.84 7.96

2,740.63 2,638.56
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION HO.'

IX Professor Emory R. Johnson's report on tolls for the Panama
-'• canal, published elsewhere in this issue, emphasis is laid .an

the advisability of making the canal self-supporting. Professor

Johnson examines the question, of course, in a judicial spirit,

weighing the arguments, if arguments they may be called, against

such a course with a care that would only be justified by the

fact that the government has passed the Panama canal bill ex-

empting American coastwise vessels from the payment of canal

tolls. The point that Professor Johnson makes with care and
precision is that if the canal is to be self-supporting, and the

charges are to be reasonable enough to make the route via

Panama efl'ectively competitive with the Suez canal route. Amer-
ican vessels must be charged the same tolls as foreign vessels

;

and if this policy is adopted, the conservative estimates that are

made in the report would tend to show that there is a prospect

of putting this great investment by the government on a sound
business basis. The record of the post office department, in its

often almost blind opposition to anything that carries a sugges-

tion of sound business methods or principles, ought to be so

clear a warning against departure from these principles for the

purpose of favoring certain classes that no further argument
should be necessarv.

CE\'ERAL times during recent years we have suggested the
'-' advisability of having a closer co-operation between the

various associations in the railway mechanical department. For
instance, the Master Mechanics' Association might well call upon
some of the highly specialized associations, which have to do
with the details of mechanical department work, to investigate

certain subjects and make recommendations to the larger asso-

cition. There is still a broader application for this principle.

One subject which the Master Mechanics' Association might find

it very profitable to investigate and report upon would be recom-
mended practice for investigating the detail methods which
should be followed in properly selecting a locomotive for the

most economical operation. Such a report, to be complete, might
require the co-operation of the American Railway Engineering
Association. For instance, the development of the larger and
more powerful locomotives, or of certain special designs, might
•make it advisable to expend a greater amount of money for new
locomotives and their maintenance, rather than to make ex-

pensive changes in the grade or other features which are main-
tained under the direction of the engineering department, or vice

versa. If a problem of this kind was referred to a joint com-
mittee of these two associations it would be possible to outline

those features in both the mechanical and the engineering de-

partments which must be considered in selecting new loco-

motives, and methods could be suggested as to how railway offi-

cers could best go about the matter in order to properly weigh
the various features involved and decide upon the most satis-

factory type of locomotive for efficient and economical operation.

Since, in its last analysis, it is an operating problem, it might

he well for the American' Railway Association to take the in-

itiative and call upon these associations for such a report.

TPHE train despatcher's problems are always with us. As rer-

^ tain magazines have maintained a chess players' column for

a half-century, more or less, so the Railway Age Gazette might
perennially entertain its readers with discussions concerning the

best way of settling those numerous questions in single-track

train movement which always appeal to different minds in differ-

ent ways. We print a letter on this subject in another column of

this issue. As most of our readers know, our own view is that

the only place to cut off this dog's tail is immediately behind his

ears. Our solution of the question is presented in a single line

at the bottom of the letter. But the despatcher replies that we
have not met his case. This is obvious, for we have not the pen
with which to put his general manager's signature to our
decision ; and therefore we print the letter. We have great ad-

miration for the train despatchers on the railways in America,
and we constantly marvel at their feats of reasoning and at

their successful playing of chess with their eyes blindfolded;

but to the man, even the active railroad man, who is not con-

stantly breathing the despatchers' atmosphere, some of their

bridges seem pretty shaky ; like those of the Kansas Pacific A. D.

1871. According to the standard code a westbound extra waiting

at a station for a westbound passenger may proceed after the

passenger has passed. But if there is no telegraph office and if

the second section of the passenger is only ten minutes behind

five, on some roads) we may have a slow freight ahead of a

fast passenger train. If the extra starts out under protection of

its flagman it must wait (a half-mile out) for him to regain his

caboose ; and he must have taken good care to leave torpedoes,

according to the rule. Isn't this a masterpiece of scientific

management? Mr. Brandeis, if he could comprehend it, would
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delight in such clumsy arrangements. However, this is no more
absurd than the general idea of a slow train running ahead of a

fast one "until overtaken." What a confusing bunch of uncer-

tainties of time intervals and flagging modifications are bound

up in those two words ! And what a multitude of futile dis-

cussions have been held during the past twenty-five years con-

cerning the propriety (or otherwise) of having the mention of a

schedule always include all sections of that schedule. We
believe in strict adherence to rules; but we also believe in

safe practice; and so we are forced, in this case, to agree with

both sides ! This drives us back to the point where we started

;

use an absolute space interval. If conductors and enginemen by

"reasoning" can permit themselves to take the same risks in

running east against westbound No. 15 that they take in running

west ahead of second No. 3, it is high time to adopt some system

that does not so freely encourage "reasoning." When we speak

of taking risks, we can hear hisses in the audience, but "reason-

ing" in the caboose frequently brings in so many elements of

uncertainty that taking chances is quite likely to come next.

Competent conductors and enginemen do not take chances

where the chance involves a possibility of danger; but candor

compels the admission that now and then a conductor or engine-

man not rated at 100 per cent, participates in a discussion where

unauthorized "reasoning" has free scope. There is where the

danger comes in. One way to describe the block sj'Stem would

be to call it the system which discourages fruitless discussions.

It does away with trainmen's nightmares.

CROSSOVERS IN HIGH SPEED PASSENGER TRACKS.

AGRE.\T deal of attention is being given to the subject of

long turnouts and crossovers as a result of the recent

New Haven wreck at \\ estport, Conn., following the accident of

July, 1911, at Bridgeport, Conn., on the same road, both of

which were due to engineers attempting to pass through No. 10

crossovers at excessive speeds. This raises the question of

what the safe speed through crossovers is, the best manner in

which it may be regulated, and the extent to which short cross-

overs are justified in high speed passenger tracks.

The number of crossovers and the number of movements

through them have increased greatly in recent years with the

addition of multiple main tracks, until on many roads trains

are diverted freely from one track to another as traffic condi-

tions require. When this diverting was confined to low speed

movements short turnouts were fairly satisfactory, but in recent

years there has arisen a demand for longer turnouts to lessen the

delays to fast passenger trains due to reduction in speed until

now No. 15 and No. 20 turnouts are very generally installed

where such movements are numerous. As, with the present

state of development of switch construction it is not practical to

decrease the thickness of the switch point much below one-half

inch, it does not seem advisable or necessary to decrease the

frog angle below that of a No. 15 or No. 20, since the switch

angle is now the critical point in the turnout and trains passing

the switch point will go through such a turnout without difficulty.

In an article in the Raihi'ay Age Gacettc of December 15, 1911,

page 1234, F. S. Stevens pointed out that it is not now practical

to decrease the switch angle much below one deg. and drew

the conclusion that no flatter frog than a No. 15 is justifiable

because of this condition. Although many engineers agree with

Mr. Steven's conclusion, others are using No. 20 turnouts, be-

lieving that his conclusion is somewhat too conservative since

the sharp curvature extends but a few feet back of the switch

point and the flatter turnouts are at least on the side of easy

riding track. There is little difference of opinion, however,

regarding the advisability of using at least a No. 15 turnout.

While the New Haven has been severely criticised because of

these accidents, and the belief exists in many quarters that No.

10 crossovers are standard on that road, the existing instructions

have been to replace all shorter crossovers with No. 15 which

are standard and which are being installed wherever possible.

As an operating problem, some prominent railway men believe

that the longer turnouts alone do not tend towards safety and
that the remedy for such accidents as those on the New Haven
lies in proper discipline and enforcement of the speed re-

strictions rather than in the installation of longer turnouts.

Too much stress cannot be laid upon the importance of dis-

cipline, but, important as discipline is, the fact remains that

trains will pass safely through long turnouts at speeds which
would derail them on shorter ones. The same argument for dis-

cipline might be, and has been used against the installation of

derails, yet they are today regarded as being of almost universal

necessity.

Long turnouts were originally installed in high speed tracks

as an operating measure to reduce the delays resulting from
reduction in speed when diverting trains from one track to

another. Their use permits higher speeds, and at the same time,

increases the safety of travel in the few instances where engineers

do not properly reduce speed at such points. However, even

with the long turnouts commonly used in the interest of safety,

speed restrictions are still necessary and must be enforced. The
safe maximum speed depends on local conditions, and while under

some favorable conditions it may be as high as 70 miles per

hour, in most places it is generally considered advisable to reduce

it to half this figure. In some cases, as at the convergence of

double track, it may be possible to divide the curvature between

the two tracks by placing a frog in the center and thereby de-

creasing the switch angle and the resultant shock to the train

so that high speeds may be safely maintained. However, in most

cases it is impossible to favor the turnout in this way, and it

must lead out from straight track, requiring the speed to be

reduced through the crossover. In such cases the maximum
limits of speed for No. 20 turnouts are set at 35 miles per hour

on most roads, and seldom exceed 40 miles. Once these speed

limits have been fixed, it is essential that they be observed and

enforced. In this regard the disciplinary remedy is more im-

portant than the lengthening of the crossover, for it is entirely

possible to pass through a long crossover at a speed which will

cause an accident similar to those on the New Haven.

While long turnouts are to be generally recommended for

high speed traffic, local conditions frequently make their installa-

tion impracticable, a fact which must be borne in mind by those

demanding the universal use of flat turnouts. In many cases the

existing track and interlocking layouts, etc., will not permit their

use. The length of a No. 20 crossover between tracks spaced

13 ft. center to center, is about 386 ft., and that for a No. 15 is

about 320 ft. Even allowing for a double crossing or scissor

arrangement between the two center tracks this requires nearly

1,200 ft. with No. 20 turnouts or nearly 1,000 ft. with No. IS

' turnouts between outlying switches on a four-track line. This

emphasizes the necessity for conservative action and a con-

sideration of all phases of the subject for, while long crossovers

are to be generally recommended, this recommendation must

be considered in all cases in the light of local conditions which

may render a long crossover impractical in any particular in-

stance. As an example of the action which public commissions

may take in response to public outcry, the Connecticut Public

Utilities Commission has ordered that where high speed trains

are to be diverted from one track to another and the crossover

through which they must pass is not safe for high speeds, these

trains must be brought to a full stop before switches are set

for crossover movement. The commission evidently takes the

position that if a crossover is not safe for high speeds it is not

safe for any speeds, making no provision for limited speed

without a full stop. On the same theory trains should be re-

quired to come to a full stop before passing over any piece of

track on which there is a slow order. The commission evidently

does not take into consideration the fact that while a piece of

track may not be safe for trains running 60 miles an hour, it may

be perfectly safe for trains running half that fast. It will be

interesting to observe the effect of this order upon the schedules

of fast trains. It is certain that the schedules will have to be
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lengthened to make up for these additional stops, or that speed

between stops will have to be increased, which is itself objection-

able from the standpoint of safety. The remedy for these cross-

over accidents does not rest solely, as some railway men would
have us believe, in proper disciplinary measures or as some
regulating authorities seem to think, in long crossovers alone,

but in the combination of the two, balanced as local conditions

will permit.

THE DECISION IN THE UNION PACIFIC MERGER CASE.

'T'HE Supreme Court of the United States is the final au-
* thority in this country regarding the meaning of the laws.

Good citizens accept its interpretations and applications of

them without cavil or complaint. It is in this spirit that its

decision holding illegal the merger of the Union Pacific Sys-

tem and the Southern Pacific Company should be received.

The court says that, under the Sherman anti-trust law, the

combination of these railways is in unreasonable restraint of

trade, and therefore unlawful. That settles the meaning of

the law as it applies to the Harriman System ; but when the

Supreme Court settles that the law is this or that, it does

not follow that this settles what the law ought to be. .\ per-

fectly valid law in the constitutional sense may be a very bad

law in an economic sense. The consequence of its economic

defects will be to do harm. And this is what will be the result

in this instance.

The court holds that prior to the acquisition of the Southern

Pacific by the Union Pacific there was substantial competi-

tion between these roads. Their consolidation eliminated this

competition, and in this the illegality of the combination con-

sists. The competition interfered with was in the making of

rates and in the rendering of service. Was the competition

in rate-making a good thing? Economic opinion says it was
not. When railways compete in the making of rates they always

compete harder for the business of big shippers than of little

shippers, and the result is unfair dfscrimination in favor of

the big shippers. Competition in price-making of any kind, to

be effective, must ordinarily be accompanied by secrecy as to

the prices made ; and so the competition in rate-making which

the consolidation of these roads tended to reduce often took

the form of the making of secret rates. Public opinion, con-

curring with economic opinion, decided that unfair discrimina-

tion and secret rates and rebates, which were the direct results

and the principal instruments of competition in rate-making,

were an evil. Therefore, Congress passed and the Interstate

Commerce Commission is enforcing legislation which prohibits

secret rates and unfair discrimination. The day that this

legislation became effective, competition in railway rates was

abolished. It never can be revived, e-xcept by repealing the

legislation that destroyed it. Nobody favors the repeal of that

legislation. It follows that this decision cannot have the slightest

tendency to restore the competition in rate-making which it is

held the combination of the Union Pacific and the Southern

Pacific unlawfully tended to destroy. There are numerous trans-

continental lines including the Canadian Pacific, the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Gould lines, the Great Northern,

the Northern Pacific, the Union Pacific System, the Southern

Pacific System and the Santa Fe. There is no competition

now in rate-making between the Southern Pacific and the

Union Pacific on the one hand and the other transcontinental

lines on the other. On what rational grounds can anyone

think, then, that competition is going to be restored by taking

two of these roads, which are now under the same control,

and putting them under separate control?

The second kind of competition with which the combination

is held to have interfered is competition in service. Unlike

competition in rate-making, competition in service still exists

throughout the country. The very destruction of competition in

rate-making has tended to increase competition in service, be-

cause when two or more roads make the same rates between

the same points, the only means left to them for attracting

business from each other is rivalry in service. '1 here probably
is keener competition in service between the transcontinental

lines today than there ever was before. Their service probably
is better than it ever was before. Is this decision going to in-

crease that competition? It is hard to see how it can. Even if

it does, it is questionable if the results will be beneficial. For
the more competition in service there is, the more it costs to
render the service; and the more it costs the railway to render
the service, the more in the long run the shipper and traveler

are going to have to pay for it.

While the decision probably will have little or no tendency
to accomplish the result sought by the Sherman Act—namely,
to restore and stimulate competition—it will, it would seem,
make it necessary to operate the Union Pacific System and
the Southern Pacific System by different managements. The
result must be to destroy the organization for operating the

entire system which was built up by Mr. Harriman and has
been modified and developed by Judge Lovett, Mr. Kruttschnitt

and their associates. This operating organization has achieved

remarkable results. It has developed the physical properties to a
high state of excellence, has greatly improved the service rendered
by the associated lines, and has at the same time worked them
economically. No one questions the high efficiency of the operat-

ing organization of the Harriman system. The efficiency that

has been attained has been largely due to the fact that it has
been possible to standardize equipment and methods for a
very large mileage of line, and to a large extent to pool the

facilities of this large mileage, thereby making them avail-

able at any given time wherever they are most needed, while

keeping the total investment in them lower than it could have
been kept without this pooling of facilities. Destruction of this

splendid operating organization must have a tendency to render

it impossible to operate these roads with as rapidly increased

economy and efficiency as has been the case in the past. There-

fore, the tendency of the decision is to increase the cost that the

railways must incur in rendering their transportation, and to in-

crease, or interfere with the reduction of, the rates that the public

must pay. On the whole, therefore, it is impossible to imagine a.

single dollar's worth of benefit that will accrue from the decision-

to the public, and it is easy to see how it may tend to injure

the public.

One of the interesting points in the decision is that in which the

court indicates that the Union Pacific may retain the line of the

Central Pacific from Ogden to San Francisco. This shows that

the court's conception of competition is that it is restricted to-

railways paralleling each other and reaching the same points..

Evidently even the Supreme Court nods once in a while in con-

sidering points of railway economics.

The question naturally arises, if the Union Pacific and

Southern Pacific combination is illegal and must be broken up,

what must be done about several other combinations between

railways, which it would seem must be held to be even more

active competitors than the Harriman lines? It would seeiii

that either all combinations of parallel railways between which

there is or might be substantial competition must be broken up,

or that the Sherman Act as it applies to railways must be

amended. If all these combinations between parallel lines are

to be dissolved, the railway lines will still exist and will

still be operated after the dissolutions have been effected. The
Constitution will not permit reasonably well managed railways

to be deprived of a fair return. If, therefore, the effect of

dissolution .of the various combinations is to so increase operat-

ing expenses as to impair the capacity of the roads to get

reasonable net earnings nothing can prevent them from so

readjusting their rates as to get fair returns. Therefore, there

is nothing in the decision to unduly alarm railway security

holders. The harm, if harm there is. ultimately will be suffered

mainly by the public.

Meantime, our dual plan of, first, adopting legislation for the

regulation of railways which makes competition in rate-making

impossible and creating state and interstate commissions to
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enforce these laws, and, second, passing and enforcing other laws

to compel the competition which the former class of legislation

has abolished, will continue to make us the laughing stock of

other nations. In every other civilized country the principle

has been recognized by statesmen and economists and acted

upon in legislation that enforced railway competition and rail-

way regulation are incompatible, and that regulation is preferable

to competition. We enjoy alone the questionable distinction of

following two policies of regulation either of which, just to the

extent that it succeeds, tends to nullify the other.

total operating revenue, and 34.08 per cent, in 1911. Maintenance
of way and structures consumed 14.60 per cent, in 1912 and 13.02

per cent, in 1911; and maintenance of equipment, 14.01 per cent,

in 1912 and 13.25 per cent, in 1911. The vice-president and
general manager's report ascribes the increase in operating ex-

penses to increased charges to maintenance on account of

SEABOARD AIR LINE.

JX 1509 the Seaboard Air Line was reorganized and taken out
* of the receiver's hands without foreclosure sale. The reor-

ganization plan provided for the issue of $25,000,000 adjustment

mortgage 5 per cent, bonds, on which interest is cumulative but

payable only if earned. Since the reorganization, the company
has paid its full 5 per cent, interest on these bonds and continued

to do so in the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, having a surplus

M I S S I S S I PPI

The Seaboard Air Line.

from rail lines at the end of this year, after this payment, of

?814,000.

The Seaboard Air Line Railway operates 3,070 miles of road,

of which the lines from Richmond to Tampa, Fla., Portsmouth,

Va., to Norlina, N. C, Hamlet, N. C, to Birmingham, Ala.,

Savannah, Ga., to Montgomery, Ala., and from Baldwin to River

Junction, Fla., about 2.000 miles, are main line mileage. It is a

property earning in 1912 S7.494 per mile, having a freight density

of 455,000 ton miles per mile and a passenger density of 76,000

passenger miles per mile. Of its total revenue, 67.33 per cent.

is from freight trains and 28.10 per cent, from passenger trains.

Of the total tonnage carried in 1912, 32.51 per cent, was manu-
factures and L. C. L., 26.02 per cent, products of mines, 24.59

per cent, products of forests, 15.49 per cent, products of agri-

culture, and 1.19 per cent, products of animals.

Total operating revenues amounted to $23,744,000 in 1912,

comparing with $22,606,000 in 1911. Despite larger earnings from

both passengers and freight in 1912 than in 1911, the increase

in operating expenses more than offset the increase in earnings,

so that after the payment of expenses, taxes, interest and

rentals, including interest on the adjustment bonds, there was

a net corporate income of $814,000 in 1912, as against $1,708,000

in 1911. The ratio of operating expenses to total operating

revenues in 1912 was 7L02, as compared with 66.48 in 1911.

Transportation expenses in 1912 consumed 36.36 per cent, of

increased amount of work done over the previous year ; to in-

creased cost of materials, and to increased wages paid to em-

ployees in the roadway, mechanical and transportation depart-

ments. Weather conditions were unfavorable for a number of

months of the year, which also added to the cost of operation.

Furthermore, there was a reduction in the average receipts per

ton mile, so that while the freight revenue was greater by 4.26

per cent, in 1912 than in 1911, totaling this last year $15,433,000,

ton mileage carried increased by 9.04 per cent., totaling 1,391,-

000,000 in 1912.
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The most noticeable change in the character of traffic is a

much smaller percentage of products of lumber tonnage carried

in 1912 than in 1911, with an increase in the percentage of ton-

nage of products of mines and of manufactures. Furthermore,

the increase in tonnage of manufactures is due to a larger ton-

nage of low-grade traffic, such as iron, brick, etc. Under
ordinary circumstances, and with the majority of roads, an

increase in the proportion of low-grade tonnage would be

marked by a reduction in operating expenses due to the econ-

omies of handling such traffic.

The greater part of the tonnage carried by the Seaboard orig-

inates on its own lines. Furthermore, it will be seen from the

map that the Seaboard does not get a long through haul on a

good part of its traffic. Traffic, for instance, originating on

the Montgomery line and destined for New York moves, pre-

sumably, to the nearest seaport and from there goes by water.

Slow freight for points via Jacksonville moves by rail and water,

high-class freight moves all rail. The average haul is not long,

being 148 miles in 1912 and 142 miles in 1911. This compares

with an average haul on the Atlantic Coast Line of 154 miles

in 1912. The average receipts per ton per mile, notwithstanding

the decrease from 1911 to 1912, are quite good, being 1.11 cents

in 1912 and 1.16 cents in 1911. This compares with 9.87 mills

average receipts per ton per mile on the Southern.

The Seaboard took advantage of this increase in proportion

of low grade traffic to increase its total train load, including

company material, from 251 tons to 268 tons; but even taking

into account this increase of 17 tons in train load, the figures

are not as high as it would seem that the road is capable of

developing. The Atlantic Coast had a train load in 1912 of

208 tons. The Seaboard has a considerable tonnage of phos-

phate, amounting in 1912 to 972,000 tons, or 10.34 per cent, of

the total tonnage.

The car loading was slightly better in 1912 than in 1911, aver-

aging 16.84 tons per loaded car mile last year, as against 16.21

tons per car mile in 1911. This compares, however, with car-

loading per loaded car mile on the Southern of 17.97 per loaded

car mile in 1912.

Total operating expenses in 1912 amounted to $16,280,000, as

against $14,481,000 in 1911. All classes of expenses increased,

transportation expenses amounting to $8,333,000 in 1912, an in-

crease over 1911 of $910,000. Not only did wages increase, but

it cost more for fuel and for train supplies. There was also

a rather large increase in the cost of injuries to persons, which

totaled $422,000 in 1912, as against $268,000 in 1911. With an

increase in ton mileage of over 9 per cent., there was an increase

in revenue freight train mileage of but 2.8 per cent, and an

increase of less than 1 per cent, in freight locomotive mileage.

The cost per locomotive mile run, however, for wages of engine-

men, firemen and engine house expenses was 8.79 cents in 1912,

as against 7.85 cents in 1911; and for fuel, 15.07 cents, as against

13.88 cents. The cost of fuel on the Seaboard is very high.

The company at present has comparatively little coal on its own

lines and gets part of its coal from the Carolina, Clinchfield &
Ohio, at Bostic, N. C. The fuel cost per locomotive mile is

over 15 cents on the Seaboard.

The physical property of the Seaboard is in good condition.

Its standards have been high for the South and have been well

maintained. On the main line between Richmond and Tampa

and Hamlet and Birmingham 85-lb. rail has been the standard,

and all new rail laid on main line will be 90-lb., except between

Montgomery and Savannah and between Baldwin and River

Junction, where 80-lb. rail will be used. There were at the end

of 1912 n miles of road laid with 85-lb. rail and 117 with 80-lb.

rail and 1,242 miles with 7S-lb. rail.

In 1912 the company spent $1,094 per road mile for main-

tenance of way and structures, comparing with $934 per road

mile spent in 1911. Between one-fifth and one-sixth of all ties

were renewed in 1912, which would indicate that the present

policy is to make ample tie renewals. The Seaboard has a good

timber supply and gets pine tics laid down alongside track at

about 38 cents. These ties should have a life of from six to

seven years, except possibly in parts of Florida, where they will

rot more quickly. It will be seen, therefore, tfiat if between
one-fifth and one-sixth of all ties were renewed last year, the
company is not deferring maintenance.

Maintenance of equipment cost $3,212,000, which is 11 per cent,

more than in 1911. The cost of repairs per locomotive was
$2,638 in 1912, and $2,543 in 1911. The cost per passenger car
was $813 in 1912, and $764 in 1911; and the cost per freight

car was $64 in 1912, and $59 in 1911.

In addition to the cost oi upkeep of the property, the com-
pany spent $1,666,000 for additions and betterments to existing
mileage; $1,760,000 for equipment, in addition to renewals; and
$266,000 for extensions.

The Seaboard Air Line is a rather heavily capitalized prop-
erty when compared with the Atlantic Coast Line. The total

funded debt, including the equipment certificates and the adjust-
ment bonds (interest on which, however, is not a fixed charge),
averages $33,800 per mile on the Seaboard, as against the funded
debt, including equipment certificates outstanding on the Atlantic
Coast Line, of something slightly over $30,000 per mile. Stock
outstanding on the Seaboard amounts to $19,900 per mile, and
on the Atlantic Coast Line, before the recent increase, to $13,200
per mile.

The only financing of any importance that was done by the

Seaboard was the delivery of $4,000,000 4 per cent, refunding
bonds sold in the previous fiscal year. From the proceeds oi

this sale the company paid off $954,000 loans and bills payable,

leaving no loans and bills payable at the end of 1912. The
company also, of course, used the money received from this

sale for expenditures for additions and betterments. Cash at

the end of 1912 totaled $1,693,000, as against $2,243,000 at the

end of 1911, and total working assets amounted to $4,323,000 at

the end of 1912. Working liabilities amounted to $2,945,000 at

the end of 1912, and to $3,790,000 at the end of 1911. Whilt
$1,693,000 is not a large amount of cash on hand for such a

road as the Seaboard, its mortgage provides that the company
may issue $2,750,000 for improvements and extensions; and with

the increased earnings shown by the monthly statements since

the close of the fiscal year, the company ought to be able, during

the present fiscal year, to considerably strengthen its cash

position.

Since the close of the fiscal year there has been a change in

the personnel both of the management and of the board of

directors, indicating a desire to give the property more local

autonomy. S. Davies \\'arfield, of Baltimore, chairman of the

executive committee, has been made also chairman of the hoard

of directors. Other local directors have been put on the board.

W. J. Harahan. vice-president of the Erie and formerly general

manager of the Illinois Central, has been elected president, suc-

ceeding N. S. Meldrum, of New York ; and C. H. Hix, vice-

president and general manager, has resigned to become president

of the Norfolk Southern. His place has not as yet been

filled.

The Seaboard Air Line is carrying a heavy unextinguished

discount on securities sold. While there is at the end of 1912

a profit and loss surplus of $4,949,000, there is. on the other

hand, $10,588,000 unextinguished discount on securities shown

under deferred debit items. The Interstate Commerce Com-
mission's rules provide that there must be charged from income

during each fiscal period such proportion of unextinguished dis-

count and expenses on funded debt in accordance with a general

plan which will extinguish the entire discount and expenses

between the date of sale and the date of maturity, and the bonds

on account of which this unextinguished discount is carried

still have from 40 to 50 years to run. It will be seen by the

table at the end of these remarks that the Seaboard has charged

to income this year $248,000. The commission, however, also

permits the charging of further amounts to profit and loss so
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as to extinguish discount in a shorter period. Of this privilege

the Seaboard has not found it advisable to avail itself.

The following table gives the principal figures for operation

in 1912, as compared with 1911 :

1912. 1911.

Mileage operated 3,070 3,046
Freight revenue 515.433,239 $14,801,969
Passenger revenue 5,050,068 4,735,504
Maint. of way and sti ct.-.:ei... 3.347,359 2.836,577
Maint. of equipment 3.212,278 2,884,953
Traffic 715,361 711.839
Transportation 8.333.358 7,423.677

Total operating expenses 16,280,087 14,480,567
Taxes 917,000 818.000
Net operating income 5,724,817 6,483,437
Gross corporate income 5,875,358 6.629,390
Net corporate income 813.786 1,707,965
Discount on bonds 248,193 178,637
Surplus 565,593 1,529,328

ST^il^f^ to the 3fdUor.

REWARDING MERIT.

NZ.V COCKS.

Some Facts About Treating Railroad Ties. By W. F. Goltra. president of

the W. F. Goltra Tie Company, Cleveland, Ohio. 105 pages, 6 in. x

9 in. Price, $1.

Mr. Goltra was formerly general tie agent of the New York-

Central lines west of Buffalo, and is well known among timber

treating engineers throughout the country. The book is de-

voted to the advocacy of full cell treatment and preliminary

steaming, being largely a reprint of articles printed in the tech-

nical press by Mr. Goltra and others.

Railroad Operating Costs. By Suffern & Son, New York. Volume 2.

Cloth, 144 pages, 11 in. x 8 in. Price, $2.

Ahhough the publishers call this Volume 2, it is actually a

second revised, enlarged and very much improved edition oi

what they call Volume 1. As originally published, the study in

operating costs was suggestive but somewhat crude in treatment,

and the criticism to a certain extent was destructive rather than

constructive. In preparing the present volume the authors have

profited by their experience with the first volume and by the

considerable criticism, both constructive and destructive, which

had been made by railway men concerning the book. The con-

sequence is that the present volume is a very much more finished

work and one which will be of interest and use to a great

number of railway men. The book is very profusely illustrated

with diagrams; in fact, nearly every point that is made is illus-

trated by a diagram. Operating costs are treated under the

divisions prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission,

with the exception that traffic expenses and general expenses

are not given chapters by themselves. A further chapter has

been added on fuel, and the discussion on the cost of mainte-

nance of equipment has been given four chapters. The book

discusses at some length the different units that are usually

used in making comparisons of costs as between different roads.

The fallacy of comparisons by the use of such units is shown

and the diagrams show comparisons for the same costs on dif-

ferent unit bases. There are no new units suggested that have

not been tried probably by some accounting officers or railway

statisticians, but by having them all combined and shown graph-

ically, each student of railway operations is able to draw his

own conclusions as to the value and lack of value of the different

units. The figures are brought up to include 1911. In a way

there are no conclusions reached in the book; but in a broader

sense this is a conclusion in itself. In other words, each case,

each separate railway, each particular year's operation of that

railway presents certain problems which are unique in them-

selves, and one of the points of value about Railroad Operating

Costs is that it serves as a reminder of what pitfalls to look out

for and by so doing suggests, by way of elimination, what may be

learned from any given set of figures. It is a book suitable more

especially for use by railway officers who can make their own

studies of costs and can draw their own conclusions from them.

To such an officer the book serves as a test to which he should

put his own figures, and from the results of this test be enabled

tn properly get at the real causes as distinguished from apparent

causes.

Cincinnati, Ohio. November 25, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.mlw.w Ace G.vzette :

"Wanted, Efficient Employers—Must Be Honest and Loyal"

is the startling title of an able and pertinent contribution to a

business periodical of recent issue. But why should it startle

us? Surely we have long since had a surfeit of articles mourn-
fully dwelling upon the inefficiency of the average employee.

Efficiency and loyalty should not be monopolized by employees,

but developed and bestowed upon them as freely as demanded
by employers.

From long and intimate association and experience in both

the traffic department of railroads and in connection with one

of the largest and most important shippers' organizations in

the country, the writer has been forced to conclude that the

average railroad employee is not nearly as inefficient as we
have been led to believe ; and, moreover, efficiency is not

speedily or adequately rewarded by heads of departments in

the carrier service.

Civil service in railroading is not yet so generally recog-

nized as it should be. Thousands of good appointments are

still made from outside the service, which not only causes

demoralization, but a general feeling of dejection, leading to-

ward discouragement and apathy, so fatal to good work.

Whereas, if the civil service principle were more generally

adopted and applied, it would undoubtedly appreciably tone

up 'he general morale and quicken the esprit de -corps, which

is vital for developing efficiency.

For example : The general manager of one of the large trunk

Hues operating out of Cincinnati was complaining of the in-

creased demands and exactions of organized labor, when a

friend undertook to show him that the short-sighted policy

of the average operating official was really largely responsible

for the very existence of labor organizations, by admonishing

him substantially as follows

:

Friend : "Is the young man who just brought in that cor-

respondence a good, loyal, industrious and efficient worker?"

Gen. Man.: "Yes; first-class."

Friend: "How long has he been in his present position?"

Gen. Man. : "About eleven or twelve years."

Friend: "Always been prompt, loyal and thoroughly reliable?"

Gen. Man. : "Yes, so far as I know."

Friend: "What salary does he command?"
Gen. Man. : "Why, $65 per month, I believe."

Friend : "Now, don't you see that you are largely responsi-

ble for labor unions? Had this man been identified with some

labor organization he would have commanded from $90 to

$125 per month, and likely be required to work shorter hours.

If you have an e.licient man in your employ, of proven loyalty

and worth, why don"t you do your plain duty and either raise

the man's salary or promote him to a more lucrative position?

That is the one and only way to check and circumvent labor

organizations."

So many of our employers seem to be obsessed with the

idea that loyalty should be one-sided, instead of a virtue

mutually possessed and exercised. Set your employee an exam-

ple in loyalty by being loyal and solicitious of his welfare,

and it is ten to one you will be paid in kind. It is but good,

sound business policy after all, this one of mutual service.

Some of our more astute and sagacious captains of industry

are seeing the light, and have learned that the only way to

keep labor organizations in check is by not delegating so

much of their own duties to labor leaders.

Co-operation is the coming spirit and watch-word. Profit-

sharing is even being advocated by some of the largest and

more advanced business institutions, such as The Procter &
Gamble Company, N. O. Nelson Supply Company, and The
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Larkin Company. Andrew Carnegie is advocating profit-shar-

ing as the most effective means for successfully combatting the

unreasonable exactions of labor. And all this is but sound
common sense and enlightened self-interest. P. R. Howard.

of the publicity department of this road is appreciated is the fol-

lowing letter received last July by the writer from H. T. Ash-
baugh, the correspondent in charge of the Associated Press
forces at St. Louis

:

LABOR AND THE RAILWAYS.

New York, October 17, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.-mlway Age Gazette :

In his letter to you of September 11, President W. G. Lee, of

the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, discussing the relations

of railways and employees, says : "There are some among our
members who are irrational and demand unreasonable things,

but they are few as compared with the great mass who only want
a square deal and a fair share of the earnings that they help

to produce."

It would appear from the figures assembled by H. T. Newcomb
in his article on "Railway Capitalization and Traffic," in your
issue of September 13, "that the railways are so organized that

for each employee they transported last year 150,061 tons of

freight and 19,089 passengers one mile."

To what extent, then, does the employee help to produce the

earnings of the railways? Disregarding altogether the passengers

carried, a strong man could carry, let us say, 200 lbs. twenty
miles in a day, or in a year he could transport 700 or 800 ton

miles. The average employee apparently does about one-half

of 1 per cent, of the work. The balance is done by capital and
managerial skill.

Evidently Mr. Lee will have to find some other basis for

his claim; our old friend, "supply and demand," a "living wage,"

"the productivity of the marginal unit," etc., etc.

I would not bother you with my views were it not that I be-

lieve that the cause of much of the bitterness in wage discussions

is the belief that labor does not receive a "fair share of the earn-

ings that it helps to produce," based upon the fallacious idea

that "labor produces it all," whereas the fact would appear to be

that in the modern industrial organization labor, however, es-

sential it may be, as a contributing factor produces but a small

fraction of the output. F.

PUBLICITY METHODS ON THE MISSOURI PACIFIC.

St. Louis. Mo., November 16, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

I noticed in a recent issue of your paper (Railway Age Gazette,

November 1, page 826) a communication from Wilbur E. Warr,
editor of the Ludington (Mich.) Daily News. Mr. Warr seeks

to show that the railroads antagonize the press, and cites the dif-

ficulties he had in obtaining information concerning a railroad

wreck. Very justly he criticizes this method of dealing with

newspaper men ; but he is mistaken in assuming that all rail-

roads nowadays pursue that policy.

On the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain system the instructions

are that whenever a wreck occurs the publicity department shall

be notified at once and be made acquainted with all essen-

tial details as soon as they can be learned. This department im-

mediately notifies the newspapers and the Associated Press with-

out waiting for them to ask for the particulars. Every fact of

interest to the press or people is given them.

It is a rare thing that a wreck occurs anywhere on this sys-

tem without the newspapers getting their first information about

it from the publicity department of the road. In St. Louis the

Associated Press and all the papers are called up by telephone

and given the facts as promptly as they reach the railroad head-

quarters. As a result, newspapers on hearing any rumor or re-

port of an accident on this road immediately call up the pub-

licity department for the facts. If no information has reached

this department, an investigation is immediately made, and if

there is any foundation for the report the details are gathered

and given to the papers at once. An evidence of how the work

I wish to express my sincere appreciation of the work of your depart-
ment. It has been of great assistance to the local office of the Associated
Press and we have come to look upon it as "first aid" in everything per-
taining to the Missouri Pacific and Iron Mountain.

In two ways, especially you have aided us in getting the real facts to
the readers of the 850 papers in the membership of the Associated Press.
First, by furnishing the facts for publication no matter if the news
concerned referred favorably or otherwise to the companies you represent,
and, second, by aiding us in keeping from our wires what are commonly
called "rumors" of wrecks, in which the loss of life is usually untrue
or vastly overstated.

In conversation with the manager of the Missouri Pacific pub-
licity bureau Mr. Ashbaugh stated that the Associated Press
used the facts as given by the railroad in preference to reports

received from correspondents or other sources, as they had found
them much more reliable—in fact, absolutely accurate. "In put-

ting on the wire an account of a wreck furnished by a rail-

road," said Mr. Ashbaugh, "we usually send it out as a statement

furnished by the road. In the case of wrecks on the Missouri
Pacific-Iron Mountain System, however, we print the matter fur-

nished by the publicity department, not as a statement of the

railroad, but as the facts, because experience has taught us that

we can rely on every statement made and that nothing is being

concealed or withheld."

The first disastrous wreck which occurred on the Missouri

Pacific-Iron Mountain after B. F. Bush became president of this

system was at Fort Crook, Neb., just_ outside of Omaha, in

which seven persons were killed and twenty-three injured. This
was on Sunday, October IS, 1911. Mr. Bush immediately wired
for all details and had the publicity department prepare a 1,500-

word account of the disaster giving a full list of the killed and
injured, together with their addresses. This account also con-

tained every essential fact regarding the collision and cited the

cause. Copies were given to all of the St. Louis papers, and
the Associated Press here, and were wired to the Omaha and
Kansas City dailies and every other daily newspaper printed on
the division of the railroad on which the disaster occurred.

These telegrams were all sent over the Western Union wires

at the expense of the railroad, and it was the first detailed ac-

count of the accident received by the newspapers. The list of

dead and injured given by the Associated Press and newspapers
was made up almost entirely from the names furnished by the

railroad.

Instructions were wired to employees to get the names and
addresses of the killed and injured as soon as possible, and to

immediately notify the relatives and friends in each case. The
division officials were also instructed to see that the newspapers

were aided in every way by the officials and employees in getting

all facts and details of the disaster.

The Omaha World-Herald in its account of the catastrophe

the next day gave as much prominence to the action of President

Bush in making known all details of the wreck as it did to the

collision itself. That newspaper in its account said among other

things

:

It is the first time a railroad corporation has ever gone to the extent of

utilizing its great organization for the gathering and publication of facts

in an accident of this character and marks a new era in the attitude of

railroad corporations toward the public; the attitude taken in its recently

reiterated promises to take the public into its confidence rather than to

attempt to cover up facts and render the gathering of news difficult. The
report sent out differs only in minor details from that gathered by the

World-Herald staff. While it does not paint the horrors of the wreck in

vivid detail, it does not attempt to cover up or gloss them.

Local officials of the Missouri Pacific Railroad were most considerate

in furnishing information to the World-Herald with reference to the

disaster.

Geo. W. Wickersham, Attorney General of the United States, speaking

of the road's action said: "That was a fine thing President Bush did,

it is a departure in railroading. It is a departure in newspaper work also.

Such action serves to give the public confidence in a railroad, and in

the man who takes such a decided step forward. But the time is coming
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soon when every railroad must do things of that kind. The public is

entitled to the truth in such matters. Whenever newspapers can place con-

fidence in the reports of railroad officials they will cease searching for

the frills and will be contented with a straightforward statement of facts.

President Bush seems to have recognized this in so quickly sending a com-

plete statement to the newspapers. He is the forerunner, and others must

follow."

While the Missouri Pacific has never had so serious a wreck

since, the pohcy pursued in that case is followed in handling

news of all disasters on the lines of the system, so that Mr.

Warr's complaint against the railroads does not, I am glad to

say, apply to all of them. While I do not know that there is an>

other railroad that goes to the extent of notifying the news-

papers of all accidents immediately, I have it on the very best

authority that there are other systems that let the press have the

facts when called upon for them. I agree with Mr. Warr that

the old system of endeavoring to conceal them was bad policy,

but I beheve that it is being gradually abandoned in the railroad

world, and that it is only a question of time until all transpor-

tation companies will be forced to adopt the plan of giving the

public the facts concerning catastrophies in which there is a

loss of Hfe or injury to persons. J. W. Ke.\rney,

Manager Publicity Dept., Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain System.

TOO MUCH CHANGING OF TRAIN RULES.

Nashville. Tenn., November 22, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railw.w Age Gazette:

Some time since the Train Rule Committee of the American

Railway Association made a ruling to the effect that should a

work extra be given working orders until say 6:30 p. m., and

also receive an order to meet some regular train, that the meet-

ing order did not become void at 6 :30 p. m. when the work

extra lost life, but that the work extra must be waited for by

the regular train indefinitely, unless the meeting order were

annulled.

It is establishing a dangerous precedent to tamper in this

manner with a well established theory, which in other cases

must be construed just the opposite way. For instance, the

rules provide that when a train becomes- 12 hours late, is an-

nulled, or loses life through a time-table change in which it

is omitted from the new table, all orders held by or re-

lating to it become void. It is also well understood that when

an extra's running orders expire, all of its other orders be-

come void, even though they may be addressed to "All Con-

cerned," and must be again issued when such engine is again

given orders to run extra, even though to continue in the same

direction. Therefore, it would have been much better to have

said that an order to meet a work extra in such cases was not

the proper way to handle the matter, but a ".wait" should have

been employed, requiring the regular train to wait until 6:30

p. m. Had the committee handled the matter in this way there

would have been no inconsistencies in its rulings.

A late ruling of this committee is causing me grave appre-

hension.

The question was asked: "Question.—Extra 1S40 west re-

ceived the following order: 'Extra 1540 west run ahead of No.

3, engine 2189—until overtaken.' Extra 1540 west is overtaken

by No. 3, displaying signals; has Extra 1540 west the right to

proceed ahead of second No. 3?'"

Answer.—Under the order quoted. Extra 1540 west will run

ahead of No. 3 until overtaken, and then arrange for No. 3 to

pass promptly.

Below this answer, rules 95 and 218 are quoted, and then

the committee goes on and says: "It is, therefore, necessary

for Extra 1540, after being overtaken by first No. 3, unless

otherwise directed, to remain on the siding until all sections of

No. 3 have passed."

I at first thought that this ruling was based upon the fact

that the engine number might be used to identify a sec-

tion, although rule 206 instructs otherwise, but I have learned

that in reaching a decision in the matter the engine was not a

factor. It seems that there has existed a misunderstanding

on a few roads as to the proper way to handle such cases and

that the decision may have been made to harmonize with the

practice on these few roads, instead of deciding the matter

strictly upon its merits and the theory of rule 218.

The words, "unless otherwise directed," can mean but one

thing : must be otherwise directed by train order, that is, re-

ceive further orders to run ahead of the other sections. In

other words, the ruling means that the order is fulfilled, or

void, as may best suit the student, when the extra is passed by

the first section of No. 3. The term "unless otherwise pro-

vided," has such meaning when applied to some other code

rules.

Fully 90 per cent, of the railroad men throughout the United

States understand rule 218 to mean that, unless particular sec-

tions are specified, an order to run ahead of Xo. 3 gives right

to run ahead of all sections of that schedule; being passed

by one or more sections does not tie up the inferior train.

-An order to meet No. 3, holds the superior train with which

No. 3 is met, for all sections of No. 3. An order giving an

extra right over No. 3, from A to C, gives the extra right over

all sections of that schedule to C. Should the extra find sections

of No. 3 at either A or B, it would continue to C against the

remaining sections, for the simple reason that all are included,

when particular sections are not specified.

Trainmen and enginemen who may read this ruling in their

employees' journals are likely to reason as follows (and a col-

lision may result) : "If the order to run ahead is of no

further effect when passed by the first section, an order to meet

No. IS, an inferior train, is in the same manner of no further

effect after the first section has arrived, and we will not wait

for the others. If the order becomes void for me in the case

of running ahead, it hkewise becomes void for me when given

right over a superior train and the first section is encountered

at some intermediate station, and we are tied up." The above

are only a few of the well founded principles that have been

disturbed by this most remarkable decision.

A theory cannot be spHt up. If the order becomes of no

further use to the extra when passed by the first section of

No. 3, the same misunderstanding will prevail in all cases

where a schedule is spoken of, instead of sections ; and this

means that inferior trains are going to be run into through the

dangerous precedent that has been handed down in this

decision.

Feeling convinced beyond any possibility of a doubt that the

decision is not for the best, and in direct conflict with the mean-

ing of rule 218, I shall have to decline to adopt, or teach it.

H. W. FORMAX.

Moral : Use the block system.

—

Editor.

LocoMOTn^; Shortage in India.—The Karachi Chamber of

Commerce has received a letter from the manager of the

Jodhpur-Bikanir Railway, stating that it is impossible for his

railway to take over more than 100 cars daily at Kuchaman

Road for want of locomotives ; that they have engines on order

;

and that until the new engines arrive they can do nothing

better.

Construction in China.-Definite plans for resuming the

preliminary survey by American engineers of the West River

Railroad, by which Yunnan will be connected with Canton

via the Province of Kwangsi, are about to be carried into

effect, if in fact the surveying party is not already in the field.

The surveyors are instructed to go as far as Nanning via

Pese, some 600 miles. This is an indication that something

will be done toward the reahzation of a line so much needed

in this southwestern part of China. The latest report in re-

gard to the railroad connecting the tin mines at Kochiu with

the main French hne (from Haifong to Yunnanful at Mengtze

is that it is to be built by a French firm.



UNION PACIFIC-SOUTHERN PACIFIC MERGER DISSOLVED.
The Full Text of Justice Day's Opinion in the Unanimous Su-

preme Court Decision in the Harriman Lines Merger Case.

The Supreme Court of the United States on Monday last, in

the long pending suit of the government to annul the control

of the Southern Pacific by the Union Pacific as repugnant to the

Anti-trust law of 1890, handed down a decision, prepared by Jus-

tice Day sustaining the government and condemning the action

of the roads.

The case was begun in the United States Circuit Court for

the District of Utah to enforce the provisions of the so-called

Sherman Anti-Trust act of 1890.

The case in its principal aspect grew out of the purchase by

the Union Pacific Railroad Company in the month of February,

1901, of certain shares of the capital stock of the Southern

Pacific Company from the devisees under the will of the late

Collis P. Huntington, who had formerly owned the stock. Other

shares of Southern Pacific stock were acquired at the same time,

the holding of the Union Pacific amounting to 750,000 shares,

or about 37J/2 per cent, (subsequently increased to 46 per cent.)

of the outstanding stock of the Southern Pacific Company. The

stock is held for the Union Pacific company by one of its pro-

prietary companies, the Oregon Short Line Railroad Company.

A large amount of testimony was taken and the case heard

before four Circuit Judges of the Eighth District, resulting in a

decree dismissing the bill. (188 Fed. Rep. 102.)

Prior to the stock purchase in 1901 the Union Pacific system

may briefly be described as a line of railroad from the Missouri

river to the Pacific coast, namely, from Omaha, Neb., or, per-

haps more strictly, from Council Bluffs, Iowa, and from Kansas

City, Mo., to Ogden, Utah, and Portland, Ore., with various

branches and connections, and a line of steamships from Port-

land to San Francisco, Cal., and from Portland to the Orient;

and a line of steamships from San Francisco to the Orient (the

Occidental and Oriental Steamship Company), in which the

Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific each owned a half

interest.

The main line from Council Bluflfs to Ogden, a little over

1,000 miles in length, with the branch from Kansas City through

Denver, Col., to Cheyenne, Wyo., on the main line, was owned
and operated by the Union Pacific; the line from Granger, Wyo.,

on the main line of the Union Pacific, to Huntington, Ore., was

owned and operated by the Oregon Short Line Company, the

capital stock of which was owned by the Union Pacific; and

the railroad from Huntington to Portland was owned and

operated by the Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company, the

stock ownership of which was in the Oregon Short Line. The
boat line from Portland to San Francisco and to the Orient,

the Portland and Asiatic Steamship Company, was organized

early in 1901, its stock being owned by the Oregon Railroad and

Navigation Company.

The Southern Pacific Company, a holding company of the

state of Kentucky, also engaged in operating certain lines of

railroad under lease, controlled a line of railroad extending

from New Orleans through Louisiana, Texas, New Mexico,

Arizona, California and Oregon to Portland, reaching Los An-
geles and San Francisco, with several branch lines and con-

nections extending into tributary territory.

A line of boats running between New York and New Orleans

was also owned and operated by the Southern Pacific, and later

the same ships entered the Port of Galveston, where also the

Southern Pacific reached tidewater, and it had branches extend-

ing to various points in Northern Texas connecting with other

lines of road.

The Southern Pacific also operated, under lease, the rail-

road of the Central Pacific Railway Company, all the stock of

which is owned by the Southern Pacific. The lines of the Central

Pacific consisted of the road from San Francisco to Ogden,

about 800 miles in length and connecting at the latter place with

the L'nion Pacific and the Denver & Rio Grande. It also had

various branches in and about California, aggregating about 500

miles.

The Southern Pacific also owned a majority of the Southern

Pacific Mail Company, which operated a line of steamships ply-

ing to ports in the Orient and running between San Francisco

and Panama, with which the Panama Railroad and its boats

constituted the so-called Panama route.

The contention of the government is that, prior to the stock

purchase, the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific were com-
peting systems of railroad engaged in interstate commerce, and

acted independently as to a large amount of such carrying trade,

and that since the acquisition of the stock in question the dom-
inating power of the Union Pacific has eliminated competition

between these two systems, and that such domination makes
the combination one in restraint of trade within the meaning

of the first section of the act of Congress of July 2, 1890, and

the transaction an attempt to monopolize interstate trade within

the provisions of the second section of the act.

In view of the recent consideration of the history and meaning

of the act (Standard Oil and Tobacco cases, 221 U. S., 1 and

106, respectively) it would be superfluous to enter upon any

general consideration of its origin and scope. In certain aspects

the law has been thoroughly considered and its construction

authoritatively settled, and in determining the present contro-

versy we need but briefly restate some of the conclusions

reached. The act applies to interstate railroads as carriers con-

ducting interstate commerce, and one of the principal instrumen-

talities thereof. (United States vs. Trans-Missouri Freight

Association, 166 U. S., 290; United States vs. Joint Traffic Asso-

ciation, 171 U. S., SOS.) The act is intended to reach combina-

tions and conspiracies which restrain freedom of action in inter-

state trade and commerce and unduly suppress or restrict the

play of competition in the conduct thereof. (United States vs.

Joint Traffic Association, supra.) In that case an agreement

between competing interstate railroads for the purpose of fixing

and maintaining rates -was condemned.

"It is," said the court (P. 571), "the combination of these large

and powerful corporations, covering vast sections of territory

and inffuencing trade throughout the whole extent thereof, and

acting as one body in all the matters over which the combination

extends, that constitutes the alleged evil, and in regard to which,

so far as the combination operates upon and restrains inter-

state commerce. Congress has power to legislate and to pro-

hibit."

In the Northern Securities Company vs. United States (193

U. S., 197), this court dealt with a combination differing in

character from that considered in the Trans-Missouri and Joint

Traffic cases, and it was there held that the transfer to a holding

company of the stock of two competing interstate railroads,

thereby effectually destroying the power which had theretofore

existed to compete in interstate commerce, was a restraint upon

such commerce, and Mr. Justice Harlan, announcing the afJirn.-

ance of the decree of the Circuit Court, said (P. 337) :

"In all the prior cases in this court the anti-trust act has

been construed as forbidding any combination which by its

necessary operation destroys or restricts free competition among
those engaged in interstate commerce; in other words, that to

destroy or restrict free competition in interstate commerce was

to restrain such commerce. Now, can this court say that such

a rule is prohibited by the Constitution or is not one that

Congress could appropriately prescribe when exerting its power

under the commerce clause of the Constitution? Whether the

free operation of the normal laws of competition is a wise and

wholesome rule for trade and commerce is an economic ques-

tion which this court need not consider or determine."

Mr. Justice Brewer, who delivered a concurring opinion, while

expressing the view that the former cases were rightly decided.
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said that they went too far in giving the reasons for the judg-

ments, and declared his view that Congress only intended to

reach and destroy those contracts which were in direct restraint

of trade, unreasonable and against public policy. He was never-

theless emphatic in condemning the combination effected by the

Xorthern Securities Company and the transfer of stocks to it,

which policy, he declared, might be extended until a single cor-

poration with stocks owned by three or four parties would be

m practical control of both roads; or, viewing the possibilities

of combination, the control of the whole transportation system

of the countrj- ; and in concluding his concurring opinion said

(P. 363):

"It must also be remembered that under present conditions

a single railroad is, if not a legal, largely a practical monopoly,

and the arrangement by which the control of these two com-

peting roads was merged in a single corporation broadens and

extends such monopoly. I cannot look upon it as other than an

unreasonable combination in restraint of interstate commerce-

one in conflict with state law and within the letter and spirit

of the statute and the power of Congress."

Of the Sherman act and kindred statutes this court, speaking

by Mr. Justice McKenna, said in National Cotton Oil Com-

pany vs. Texas (197 U. S., 115, 129) :

"According to them, competition, not combination, should be

the law of trade. If there is evil in this, it is accepted as less

than that which may result from the unification of interest and

the power such unification gives, and that legislatures may .^o

ordain this court has decided (United States vs. E. C. Knight

Company, 156 U. S., 1 ; United States vs. Trans-Missouri Freight

Association, 166 U. S., 290; United States vs. Joint Trafl!ic

Association, 171 U. S., 505; Northern Securities Company vs.

United States, 193 U. S., 197; Swift & Co. vs. United States, 196

U. S., 375)."

In the recent discussion of the history and meaning of the

act in the Standard Oil and Tobacco cases this court declared

that the statute should be given a reasonable construction, with

a view to reaching those undue restraints of interstate trade

which are intended to be piohibited and punished; and in those

cases it is clearly stated that the decisions in the former cases

had been made upon an application of that rule, and there was

no suggestion that they had not been correctly decided. In the

Tobacco case, after referring to the previous decision in the

Standard Oil case and the decision in the Trans-Missouri and

Joint Traffic cases, the doctrine was tersely summarized by the

Chief Justice, speaking for the court, as follows (P. 179) :

"Applying the rule of reason to the construction of the statute,

it was held in the Standard Oil case that, as the words 're-

straint of trade' at common law and in the law of this country

at the time of the adoption of the anti-trust act only embraced

acts, or contracts, or agreements, or combinations, which oper-

ated to the prejudice of the public interests by unduly restricting

competition, or unduly obstructing the due course of trade, or

which, either because of their inherent nature or effect, or be-

cause of the evident purpose of the acts, etc., injuriously re-

strained trade that the words as used in the statute were de-

signed to have and did have but a like significance."

It was. therefore, pointed out that the statute did not forbid

or restrain the power to make normal and usual contracts to

further trade by resorting to all normal methods, whether by

agreement or otherwise, to accomplish such purposes. In other

words, it was held, not that acts, which the statute prohibited,

could be removed from the control of its prohibitions by a find-

ing that they were reasonable, but that the duty to interpret,

which inevitably arose from the general character of the term

"restraint of trade." required that the words "restraint of trade"

should be given a meaning which would not destroy the indi-

vidual right to contract, and render difficult, if not impossible,

any movement of trade in the channels of interstate commerce,

the free movement of which it was the purpose of the statute

to protect.

We tgke it, therefore, that it may be regarded as settled, applj'-

ing the statute as construed in the deciaions of this court, that

a combination which places railroads en=;aged in interstate com-

merce in such relation as to create a single dominatnig control

in one corporation, whereby natural and existing competition

in interstate commerce is unduly restricted or suppressed, is

within the condemnation of the act. While the law may not

be able to enforce competition, it can reach combinations which

render competition impracticable. (Swift S: Co. vs. United

States, 196 U. S. 375.)

Nor do we think it can make any difference that, instead of

resorting to a holding company, as was done in the Northern

Securities Company case, the controlling interest in the stock

of one corporation is transferred to the other. The domination

and control, and the power to suppress competition, are acquired

in the one case no less than in the other, and the resulting

mischief, at which the statute was aimed, is equally effective

whichever form is adopted. The statute in its terms embraces

every contract or combination, in form of trust or otherwise,

or conspiracy in restraint of trade or commerce. This court

has repeatedly held that this general phraseology embraces all

forms of combina'.ion, old and new.

"In view of the many new forms of contracts and combina-

tions," said the Chief Justice in the Standard Oil case (P. 50),

"which were being evolved from existing economic conditions, it

was deemed essential by an all-embracing enumeration to make

sure that no form of contract or combination, by which an

undue restraint of interstate or foreign commerce was brought

about, could save such restraint from condemnation."

A more effectual form of combination to secure the control

of a competing railroad than for one road to acquire a dominat-

ing stock interest in the other cotild hardly be conceived. If it

is true, as contended by the government, that a stock interest

sufficient for the purpose was obtained in the Southern Pacific

Company, with a view to securing the control of that company

and thus destroying or restricting competition with the Union

Pacific in interstate trade, the transaction was, in our opinion,

within the terms of the statute.

That the purchase was legal in the state where made, and

within corporate powers conferred by state authority, constitutes

no defense, if it contravenes the provisions of the Anti-Trust

act, enacted by Congress in the exercise of supreme authority

over interstate commerce. (Northern Securities Company vs.

United States, supra, 334; Standard Oil Company vs. United

States, supra, 68; United States vs. American Tobacco Com-
pany, supra, 183.)

It is said, however, and this was the view of the majority of

the Circuit Judges,' that these railroads were not competing,

but were engaged in a partnership in interstate carriage as con-

necting railroads; and it was further said that the Southern

Pacific, because of its control of the line from Ogden to San

Francisco and other California points, was the dominating

partner.

A large amount of the testimony in this voluminous record

was given by railroad men of wide experience, business men,

and shippers, who, with practical unanimity, expressed the view

that prior to the stock purchase in question, the Union Pacific

and Southern Pacific systems were in competition, sharp, well

defined, and vigorous, for interstate trade. To compete is to

strive for something which another is actively seeking and

wishes to gain. The Southern Pacific through its agents, adver-

tisements, and literature had undertaken to obtain business

for its "Sunset," or southerly route across the continent, while

the Union Pacific had endeavored in the same territory to have

freight shipped by way of its own and connecting lines, thus

securing for itself about 1,000 miles of the haul to the coast.

To preserve from undue restraint the free action of competi-

tion in interstate commerce was the purpose which controlled

Congress in enacting this statute, and the courts should construe

the law with a view to effecting the object of its enactment.

Competition between two such systems consists not only in

making rates, which, so far as the shipper was concerned,

the proof shows, were by agreement, fixed at the same figure

whichever route was used and then apportioned among the con-
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necling carriers upon a basis, satisfactory to themselves, but

includes the character of the service rendered, the accommoda-
tion of the shipper in handling and caring for freight, and the

prompt recognition and adjustment of the shipper's claims.

Advantages in these respects were the subjects of representa-

tion and the basis of solicitation by many active, opposing

agencies. The maintenance of these by the rival companies

pionioted their business and increased their revenues. The
ii'ducement to maintain these points of advantage^low rates,

superiority of service, and accommodations—did not remain

the same in the hands of a single dominating and common
ownership, as it was when they were the subjects of active pro-

motion by competing owners whose success depended upon their

accomplishment.

The consolidation of two great competing systems of railroad

engaged in interstate commerce by a transfer to one of a dom-
inating stock interest in the other creates a combination, which

restrains interstate commerce within the meaning of the statute,

because, in destroying or greatly abridging the free operation of

competition theretofore existing, it tends to higher rates.

(United States vs. Joint Traffic Association, supra, 577.)

It directly tends to less activity in furnishing the public with

prompt and efficient service in carrying and handling freight and

in carrying passengers, and in attention to and prompt adjust-

ment of the demands of patrons for losses, and in these respects

puts interstate commerce under restraint.

Nor does it make any difference that rales for the time being

may not be raised and that much money is spent in improvements

after the combination is effected. It is the scope of such combi-

nations and their power to suppress or stifle competition or create

monopoly, which determines the applicability of the act. (Pear-

sail vs. Great Northern Railway Company, 161 U. S. 646, 676;

United States vs. Joint Traffic Association, supra.)

It is urged that this competitive traffic was infinitesimal when

compared with the gross amount of the business transacted by

both roads, and so small as only to amount to that incidental

restraint of trade which ought not to be held to be within the

law. But we think the testimony amply shows that while these

roads did a great deal of business for which they did not com-

pete, and the competitive business was a comparatively small

part of the sum total of all traffic, state and interstate, carried

over them, nevertheless such competiting traffic was large in

volume, amounting to many millions of dollars.

Before the transfer of the stock this traffic was the subject

of active competition between these systems, but by reason of

the power arising from such transfer it has since been placed

under a common control. It w'as by no means a negligible part,

but a large and valuable part of interstate commerce which was
thus directly affected.

The fact that the Southern Pacific had a road of its own from

the Gulf to the Pacific coast did not prevent competition for this

traffic. The Union Pacific and its connections were engaged in

the same carrying trade, and, as a matter of fact, were competing

for that trade by all the usual means of competition resorted lo

by rival railroad systems. As this court said, speaking by Mr.

Justice Holmes in Swift & Co. vs. United States, supra, 398:

"Commerce among the states is not a technical legal concep-

tion, but a practical one, drawn from the course of business."

That commerce, as conducted from the east to the Pacific coast,

w-as, in a substantial part, the subject matter of rivalry and

competition between these two systems. Since the stock transfer

the companies have chosen common officers and the rival solicit-

ing agencies have been for the most part abandoned.

It is contended that the Union Pacific was but a connecting

road and really had no line to San Francisco, but was dependent

upon the Southern Pacific for such terms as it could make over

the old Central Pacific line, from Ogden to San Francisco.

The facts disclose, as we have already said, that the Union

Pacific had a line to Portland by way' of the Oregon Short Line

and the Oregon Railroad and Navigation Company, and thence

to San Francisco by steamboat connection. It may be admitted

that this was a much longer route than by way of the Ogden
connection, and that, as a practical matter, nearly all (.f the

fi eight intended for San Francisco and nearby points went over
tlic Ogden route. Nevertheless, the Portland route was a factor

in rate-making to the coast, and the testimony shows that the

Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific, up to the time of the

sale of the stock, had been working for many years under a

satisfactory arrangement as to rates.

It is going too far to say that the Union Pacific was entirely

at the mercy of the Southern Pacific in making rates for freight

by way of the Ogden connection because the latter company con-
trolled the old Central Pacific line to San Francisco.

It certainly would have been very detrimental to the Southern
Pacific to have declined an arrangement for the carriage of
freight received from the Union Pacific and its connections for

transportation to California by way of the Ogden route. The
traffic manager of the Southern Pacific testified that the division

of the tlirough rate from Omaha to San Francisco has been
the same since 1<S70; that he thought it unfair to the Southern
Pacific, but tliat it was the best that could be obtained at the

time.

One of the reasons for the Central Pacific leasing its lines

to the Southern Pacific, as set forth in the lease, was that the
Union Pacific had secured control of the Oregon Short Line,

and thereby obtained an outlet to the Pacific other than over
the Central Pacific, "and thus in that respect placed itself in

opposition to the interests of the Central Pacific," and that it

was "not only to the best interests of, but absolutely necessary
that, the Central Pacific Railroad Company, in order to main-
tain itself against these diversions (of the Union Pacific and
others), should be operated in connection with a friendly through
line to the waters of the Atlantic."

Nor do we think it can be justly said that because of the

connections with the Rio Grande Road at Ogden the Southern
Pacific was in position to discriminate at will against the Union
Pacific in such wise as to greatly impair the latter road's carrying

trade upon eastbound freights. In this connection it is said that

since the consolidation, notwithstanding the former published rates

are maintained, the favoring attitude of the Southern Pacific to

the Union Pacific practically destroyed the carrying trade from
Ogden to the east for the Rio Grande system and necessitated

the construction by the latter road of a new connection for Cali-

fornia points, and that such would have been the fate of the

Union Pacific upon disagreement as to rates with the Southern
Pacific.

In reference to this point, we think it is pertinent to consider

the acts of Congress known as the Pacific Railroad acts. These
acts required the two roads, the Central Pacific and Union
Pacific, to be "operated and used for all purposes of communi-
cation, travel, and transportation, so far as the public and govern-

ment are concerned, as one connected, continuous line" ( 12 Stat.

489, 495, Act of July 1, 1862, Sec. 12), and in such operation and
use "to afford and secure to each equal advantages and facilities

as to rates, time, and transportation, without any discrimination

of any kind in favor of the road or business of any or either of

said companies, or adverse to the road or business of any or

either of the others." (13 Stat. 356. 362, Act of July 2, 1864',

Sec. 15.) They also authorized the consolidation of the

roads.

These acts, it is said, are only intended to secure the per-

manent physical connection of the roads and to provide for equal

accommodations upon the basis of independent carriage, and
outline no method by which the two roads can be compelled to

make a joint through rate; and that at the time of the stock

transfer there was no such provision in the interstate commerce
acts. Therefore it is said that the Union Pacific, no less than

the Rio Grande, would have been practically at the mercy of

the Southern Pacific in the favorable or unfavorable treatment

which might have been accorded to it in the matter of through

business to be transported eastwardly.

The purpose of Congress to secure one permanent road to t'^e

coast, so far as physical continuity is concerned, is apparent.
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but we do not think the acts stop with that requirement. It is

provided that facilities as to rates, time and transportation shall

be without any discrimination of any kind in favor of either of

said companies or adverse to the road or business of any or

either ot the others; and the purpose of Congress to secure a

continuous line of roads, operating from the Missouri river to

the Pacific coast as one road, is further emphasized in the act

of Congress of June 20, 1874 (18 Stat. 111.), making it an offense

for any officer or agent of the companies authorized to construct

the roads, or engaged in the operation thereof, to refuse to

operate and use the same for all purposes of communication,

transportation, and travel, so far as the public and government

are concerned, as one continuous line, and making it a mis-

demeanor to refuse, in such operation and use, to aflford and

secure to each of said roads equal advantages and facilities

as to rates, time and transportation, without any discrimination

of any kind in favor of or adverse to any or either of said

companies.

Such practices of systematic and preconcerted discrimination

as are said to have destroyed the Rio Grande's carrying trade as

a connection for the east for business at Ogden, would have

violated the statute as discriminations adverse to the Union

Pacific and be equally violative of the letter and spirit of the

acts of Congress. Certainly such discriminations could be re-

strained by the courts (Union Pacific Railway Company vs.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company, 163 U. S.

564, 603, 604) and might possibly have resulted in a forfeiture

of all rights under the acts of Congress.

The obligation to keep faith with the government continued, as

did the legislative power of Congress concerning these roads,

notwithstanding changed forms of ownership and reorganiza-

tion. (Union Pacific Railroad Company vs. Mason City, etc..

Railroad Company, 199 U. S. 160.)

It is further contended that the real purpose in acquiring the

stock was not to obtain the control of the Southern Pacific as a

system, but to secure the California connection via Ogden and

to avoid the situation which has been termed the "bottling up"

of the Union Pacific at that point. That process, we have

undertaken to show, might have been detrimental to the Southern

Pacific business in California, as it is apparent that much of

it would not have gone over the "Sunset" route of the Southern

Pacific.

It may be conceded, as is undoubtedly the fact, that the con-

nection at Ogden was a valuable one, the one practically and

largely, if not exclusively, used in the transportation of freight to

and from the state of California ; but this case is not to be de-

cided upon the theory that only so much of the Southern Pa-

cific system as operates between Ogden and San Francisco has

been acquired.

Conceding for this purpose that it might have been legitimate,

had it been practicable, to acquire the California connection at

Ogden over the old Central Pacific line, we must consider what

was in fact done ; and that was the purchase of the controlling

interest in the entire Southern Pacific system, consisting of

ocean and river lines with a mileage of about 3.500 miles, and

railroad lines aggregating over 8,000 miles, together forming

a transportation system from New York and other Atlantic

ports to San Francisco and Portland and other Pacific coast

points, besides a steamship line from San Francisco and Port-

land and other Pacific coats points, with various branches and

connections, besides a steamship line from San Francisco to

Panama and from San Francisco to the Orient, and a half in-

terest in another line between the two latter points.

The purchase may be judged by what it in fact accomplished

and the natural and probable consequences of that which was

done. Because it would have been lawful to gain, by purchase

or otherwise, an entrance into California over the old Central

Pacific, does not render it legal to acquire the entire system,

largely engaged in interstate commerce in competition with the

purchasing road.

In determining the validity of this combination we have a

right to look also to the intent and purpose of those who con-

ducted the transactions from which it arose and to the objects

had in view. (Swift & Co. vs. United States, supra, 396; United

States vs. St. Louis Terminal, 224 U. S. 383, 395.)

It appears that at the time the Union Pacific was about to

raise the means to effect the Southern Pacific stock purchase, it

authorized the issuance of $100,000,0(X) of bonds "for the purpose

of meeting present and future financial requirements of the com-

pany," provision being made for the use of the proceeds from

$40,000,000 of this amount in the purchase of the Southern

Pacific stock, with no designation whatever as to the purpose to

which the balance ($60,000,000) should be applied.

It is said that the remaining $60,000,000 was intended to be

used in the acquisition of a part interest in the railroad system

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway Company in view

of the imminent probability of the purchase of that system by

the Northern Pacific Railway Company and the Great Northern

Railway Company. As a matter of fact, the Northern Pacific

and Great Northern, having each secured a half interest in the

Burlington, the Union Pacific did acquire a large amount of the

Northern Pacific stock with this $60,000,000.

The failure to secure control of the Northern Pacific by

acquiring a majority of its common stock resulted in the forma-

tion of the Northern Securities Company terminating in the

litigation of the Northern Securities case and the judgment of

this court reported in 193 U. S. 197. When that combination

was declared illegal, the Union Pacific interests undertook to

compel a return of the Northern Pacific stock which it had

turned over to the Northern Securities Company, and opposed

a distribution among the stockholders of the latter company
of the stock of the Northern Pacific Company and the Great

Northern Company, which had been put into the combination.

That attempt was dealt with in Harriman vs. Northern Securi-

ties Company (197 U. S. 244), and of the effect of the return

of the Northern Pacific stock to the Union Pacific interests,

instead of the distribution of the stock and assets of the Northern

Securities Company among its stockholders, this court said (P.

297):

"It is clear enough that the delivery to complainants of a

majority of the total Northern Pacific stock and a ratable dis-

tribution of the remaining assets to the other securities stock-

holders would not only be in itself inequitable, but would directly

contravene the object of the Sherman law and the purposes of

the government suit.

"The Northern Pacific's system, taken in connection with the

Burlington system, is competitive with the Union Pacific system,

and it seems obvious to us, the entire road considered, that

decree sought by complainants would tend to smother that com-

petition."

In view of the testimony, we think the evident purpose of

issuing the $100,000,000 of bonds was to acquire a fund to be

used for the acquisition of the stock of the Southern Pacific, a

great competitive system, and also to acquire the stocks of

other competing roads.

After acquiring the Southern Pacific stock Mr. Harriman,

who dominated in the aflfairs of the Union Pacific, became

president and chairman of the executive committee of the South-

ern Pacific Company, with the same ample power which he had

in like positions in the Union Pacific Company and the com-

panies owned and controlled by it. These facts cannot be lost

sight of in determining the object and scope of the transaction

in question, which resulted, as we have said, in that unified con-

trol, which has in its power the suppression of competition.

But it is said that no such control was, in fact, obtained

;

that at no time did the Union Pacific acquire a majority of the

stock of the Southern Pacific, and that at first it acquired but d'l

and a fraction per cent., which was afterward somewhat in-

creased and diminished until about 46 per cent, of the stock is

now held. In any event, this stock did prove sufficient to obtain

the control of the Southern Pacific.

It may be true that in small corporations the holding of

less than a majority of the stock would not amount to control,

but the testimony in this case is ample to show that, distributed
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as the stock is among many stockholders, a compact, united

ownership of 46 per cent, is ample to control the operations

of the corporation. This is frankly admitted in the testimony of

Mr. Harriman, the prime mover in the purchase of the Southern

Pacilic. It was purchased, he declared, for the purpose of get-

ting a dominating interest in the Southern Pacific Company,
and, he added, the Union Pacific did thus acquire such interest

Reaching the conclusion that the Union Pacific thus obtained

the control of a competing railroad system and thereby effected

a combination in restraint of trade within the meaning of the

Sherman act, the question remains. What should be the relief in

such circumstances?

The remedies provided in the statute, generally speaking, were

said by this court in the Standard Oil case (supra) to be two-

fold in character (P. 78) :

"First: To forbid the doing in the future of acts like those

which we have found to have been done in the past which

would be violative of the statute.

"Second: The exertion of such measure of relief as will

effectively dissolve the combination found to exist in violation

of the statute, and thus neutralize the extension and continually

operating force which the possession of the power unlawfully

obtained has brought and will continue to bring about."

In applying this general rule of relief we must deal with each

case as we find it, and in the present one the object to bo

attained is to restrain the operation of and effectually terminate

the combination, created by the transfer of the stock to the

Union Pacific Company.

In our opinion, the decree should provide an injunction against

the right to vote this stock while in the ownership or control of

the Union Pacific Company, or any corporation owned by it, or

while held by any corporation or persons for the Union Pacific

Company, and forbid any transfer or disposition thereof in sucn

wise as to continue its control; and should provide an injunc-

tion against the payment of dividends upon such stock while thus

held, except to a receiver to be appointed by the court, who
shall collect and hold such dividends until disposed of by the

decree of the court.

As the court below dismissed the government's bill, it was
unnecessary there to consider the disposition of the shares of

stock acquired by the Union Pacific Company, which acquisition,

we hold, constituted an unlawful combination, in violation of the

anti-trust act.

In order to effectually conclude the operating force of the

combination, such disposition should be made subject to the

approval and decree of the court, and any plan for the disposi-

tion of this stock must be such as to effectually dissolve the

unlawful combination thus created.

The court shall proceed, upon the presentation of any plan, to

hear the government and defendants, and may bring in any

additional parties whose presence may be necessary to a final

disposition of the stock in conformity to the views herein ex-

pressed.

As to the suggestion made at the oral argument by the

attorney general in response to a query from the court as to

the nature of the decree that one might be entered which, while

destroying the unlawful combination, in so far as the Union
Pacific secured control of the competing line of road extending

from New Orleans and Galveston to San Francisco and Port-

land, would permit the Union Pacific to retain the Central Pa-

cific connection from Ogden to San Francisco and thereby to

control that line to the coast, thus effecting such a continuity of

the Union Pacific and Central Pacific from the Missouri river to

San Francisco as was contemplated by the acts of Congress

under which they were constructed, it should be said that noth-

ing herein shall be considered as preventing the government or

any partv' in interest, if so desiring, from presenting to the court

a plan for accomplishing this result, or as preventing the court

from adopting and giving effect to any such plan so presented.

Any plan or plans shall be presented to the court within

three months from the receipt of the mandate of this court, fail-

ing which or upon the rejection by the court of plans submitted

within such time the court shall proceed by receivership and
sale, if necessary, to dispose of such stock in such wise as to

dissolve such unlawful combination.

The government has appealed from the decree, which is a gen-

eral one, dismissing the bill. So far as concerns the attempt

to acquire the Northern Pacific stock and the stock of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company, afterward

abandoned, and a certain interest in the San Pedro, Los Angeles

& Salt Lake Railroad Company and other features of the case

which were dealt with and disposed of by the decree and
opinion of the court below, it is suflftcient, without going into

these matters in detail, to say that as to them we find no reasim

to disturb the action of the court below; but for the reasons

stated the decree should be reversed and one entered in con-

formity to the views herein expressed, so far as concerns the

acquistion of the Southern Pacific stock.

Reversed in part, the Circuit Court to retain its jurisdiction

to see that the decree above outlined is made effectual.

Justice Van Devanter took no part in the hearing or determina-
tion of this case.

A CRITICISM OF RAILROAD HOSPITAL
ASSOCIATIONS.

In an address before the American Association of Railway
Surgeons at the LaSalle Hotel in Chicago on October 16, Dr.
Frank Allport, of Chicago, severely criticized many of the rail-

way hospital and relief associations.

He said he recognized the propriety of physicians working
for corporations under a previously understood agreement, pro-

viding for the rendering of their services at reduced rates, but

he objected to the insurance plan by which physicians are re-

quired to treat all sorts of diseases for the men, real or fancied,

and advocated a stated rate of compensation for specified serv-

ices. He continued, in part:

There has crept into railroad management, during the last few
years, a desire on the part of a few railroads, under the excuse

of philanthropy, to shift the financial burden of the injured

employees onto the shoulders of the men themselves. Thus have

come into existence the various hospital or beneficiary associa-

tions connected with a few of the roads that care for sick and

injured railroad employees. The money for their support is

raised by taxing each employee a certain sum (let us say SO

cents) a month, which is taken out of his wages. Thus, for $6

a year he becomes insured against medical and surgical services

for practically all diseases and injuries except those of a dis-

graceful character. These services the surgeons of the road are

compelled to render for the small compensation which they re-

ceive. Under the ruling of some of these associations the men
are compelled to accept membership, while in others this act is

called voluntary, but it might as well be disclosed in its true

light, for if a man does not join the association he is soon made
to understand that he is persona non grata. In some of the

associations the road is released from personal damage suits the

instant that benefits are accepted; in others, this is not the case.

The management of the association and its finances is con-

ducted practically by officers of the road; the low salaried men
may, it is true, be represented on the board of management by

one of their number, but it is reasonably certain that his influence

will not be very far reaching.

These associations were originally planned for the benefit of

the poor men, the low-salaried men of the road, but on at least

one or two roads with which I am familiar, the high-salaried

men from the president down have availed themselves of the

privilege of membership, and I know of one high-salaried of-

ficial w-ho required and secured the performance of a laparotomy,

under the $6 a year clause. When placed upon the defensive

the roads seek refuge under the claim that they hold them-

selves responsible for any deficit that may arise from time to

time in the management of the fund ; but as a matter of fact, it
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may be said that the membership fees are so arranged that

there is practically no deficit. In fact, on some roads there is a

large surphis which, of course, is held in the hands of the

management.

Most of the railroads that have adopted the Hospital Associa-

tion plan voluntarily and ostentatiously contribute a few

thousand dollars for its support ; but even though this contribu-

tion is a large one (which it is reasonably safe to say it is not),

it would almost surely fall far short of equalling the annual

sickness, fimeral and court expenses incidental to the old method

of dealing with injured employees.

It will thus be seen that this adroit and ingenious scheme is a

source of enormous saving to the road, as it almost, if not quite

entirely, releases it from all financial obligations, so far as

the care of its injured men is concerned. It can therefore

be readily understood why some railroads are so enthusiastic

over the plan, for under the ostensible purpose of benevolent

and unselfish philanthropy, based upon the Samaritan-like desire

to see that the poor employees are properly cared for when sick

or ailing, and properly buried when dead, they have slipped in

the clause that they shall be properly attended when injured in

the service, and shall be properly examined for service from

time to time, which lifts a great load of financial obligation

from the back of the corporation. It can also be clearly com-

prehended why the men are satisfied, for by the payment of a

small monthly assessment they are insured against practically

all doctors', hospital and undertakers' bills, and are additionally

compensated for the loss of an eye, a finger, a leg, etc.

A distinct objection to the plan, however, must be mentioned

in considering matters from the standpoint of the employee,

consisting of the inferiority of underpaid work. Under the hos-

pital association plan the doctor is almost invariably insufficiently

paid for his work, for it must be remembered that under this

plan the doctor not only has to care for injuries received dur-

ing service, but almost all other forms of physical disability as

well. In view of the fact that his pay is ridiculously small anil

that he is constantly being consulted by the men for real or fan-

cied diseases because it costs them nothing to secure his service,

he is sure to become imposed upon, disgruntled and discouraged,

and under these circumstances cannot enter heartily into his

work, nor render his best services. Thus while the plan looks

satisfactory to the insured man, he is reasonably certain sooner

or later to receive unwilling and therefore inferior medical anii

surgical ser\-ices.

Dr. Allport quoted from a report of the relief departm.ent of

one railway, stating that the whole cost of its ser^'ices, includ-

ing company surgeons' salaries, fees paid other surgeons and

hospital expenses, was $1.85 per case. - These cases involved

operations of all sorts from the dressing of a bruised finger to

double amputations or trephining.

DERAILMENT AT GLEN LOCH, PA.

In the derailment of westbound passenger train No. 19. of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Glen Loch, Pa., on the night of

November 27, two passengers and two sleeping car conductors

were killed and 49 passengers were injured. Eight cars fell

down a bank about 20 ft. high and one steel sleeping car was

badly crushed near one end by striking against the corner of 3

heavily loaded coal car standing on a track at the foot of the

bank. The four persons killed were in the east end of this sleep-

ing car. The train was derailed at a bridge, or just after passing

over it. After the accident it was noticed that the bridge had

sagged about ten inches, but the general manager's committee,

making an investigation with a view to arriving at the cause of

Part of Picture on Next Page.

Derailment of Passenger Train, No. 19, Pennsylvania Railroad, at Glen Loch, Pa., November 27, 1912.
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Bridge at Glen Loch, Pa.—North Side, Center Support.

Glen Loch Bridge, After Derailment.

Part of Picture on Preceding Page.

Derailment at Glen Loch, Pennsylvania.
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the derailment has not determined as yet whether this sagging

was the cause or the result of it.

The train consisted of two locomotives, a postal car, a baggage

and smoking car, one day car, and nine sleeping cars. The
engines and first two cars remained on the roadbed and the two

rear cars of the train did not leave the track. AH of the cars

were of steel and, except as above, the car-bodies were not seri-

ously crushed or distorted.'

The situation of the five sleeping cars which suflfered most

severely, as they appeared immediately after the accident, is

show'n in the large photograph reproduced herewith. At the

right of the picture may be seen the coal car which was the

cause of the serious crushing of the sleeping car in which the

four persons were killed.

One of the two smaller pictures shows the point where the

bridge failed, and the other the appearance of the track at this

point after the train had passed over it. The bridge that failed

was a plate girder, the girders being 71 ft. 6 in. and 66 ft. 3 m.

long on the north side and 84 ft. 6 in. and 75 ft. 6 in. long

on the south side; and 7 ft. deep. It spanned the tracks of tha

Trenton cut-oflf, the cut-off tracks running from northeast to

southwest, assuming that the main line runs from east to west.

The west end of the east span and the east end of the west span

rested on a box girder 17 in. wide and 24 in. deep, and this in

turn was supported by a row of vertical latticed columns 12 in.

X 12 in., resting on a stone pier which stands between the tracks

of the cut-off. The pairs of columns are braced diagonally,

with angle-iron braces, as shown. The failure occurred at the

head of the righthand column, looking west, and the bridge floor

sank about 10 in., as shown. —

AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS ON LAKE
SHORE SINGLE TRACK.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern has recently put in

service automatic block signals on its Michigan division between

Elkhart and White Pigeon, 19 miles, single track, and the circular

issued to trainmen when the signals were put in use was ac-

companied by a diagram, a reduced copy of which is shown

herewith, illustrating the way in which the signals work by

means of five typical situations of two trains, a westbound and

an eastbound, approaching a meeting point.

The signals are three-position upper quadrant. At the meeting

point the signal set just beyond the outgoing end of the passing

tiack has a square end blade with the lights arranged vertically

(13 ft. centers), the indication thus being absolute stop. The
signals at the entrances to the passing tracks and all signals

between stations have blades with pointed ends and have the

lights arranged diagonally (7 ft. centres).

The meeting points are at Morehous, four miles from Elkhart,

at Bristol 8 miles and Vistula 13 miles. The distances between

these stations are as indicated, and the number of blocks between

stations is, eastbound, as follows : Three, three, four, four.

Westbound, it is the same.

For protection against opposing trains the sigiials are ar-

ranged so that each block extends from one passing track to the

next; and the indications of the signals having pointed blades,

between stations, are the same as they would be on double track;

tl'at is to say, an engineman encountering such a signal in-

dicating stop may proceed after having stopped, excepting to find

a train, an open switch, or a broken rail, except when proceeding

under protection of flag from the last absolute block signal.

When an absolute signal is found at stop and it remains in

that position and if there be no operator on duty there and the

train despatcher cannot be reached by telephone, it can proceed

only under protection of flag and under control to the next

block signal which it finds in the proceed or the caution position.

There is a telephone, on the despatcher's circuit, near each

absolute block signal.

When an absolute signal indicates stop, an approaching train

must be stopped three hundred feet in the rear of the signal so

as to clear the passing track.

The switchstands on this piece of road are seven feet high,

the high switchstands formerly in use having been taken down.

A preliminary statement of the number of poles purchased

during 1911 has just been issued by the Census Bureau of the

Department of Commerce and Labor. It shows that of the

total of 3,418,020 poles 227,647. or 6.7 per cent., were purchased

by the steam railways.

Import.^nt Line for Peru.—In the latter part of 1911 was
completed a preliminary field survey of the Oroya-Tarma-Port

Werthman Railway, which is to start from a point on the Central

Railway of Peru near Oroya and descend through Tarma, La
Merced, and the Chancha Mayo country to the Perene colony of

the Peruvian Corporation on the Perene river, and eventually to

deep water on the Ucayali river. The German house of Arthur

Koppel made the survey under a contract with the Peruvian gov-

ernment, and it is generally understood that the Peruvian Cor-

poration has an interest in the execution of the work. The
Chancha Mayo valley yields a considerable quantity of first-class

coffee, rum, and products like annatto (a vegetable dye,) fruits,

medicinal and tanners' barks, cacao, coca leaves, and some cotton.

The projected road should enable the country to develop its

timber for construction work in the Sierra, as well as for export,

and the vegetable ivory, or tagua nut, industry might also be

made profitable. The road would also form an important link

in the connection of the waters of the Pacific with those of

the Atlantic through the navigable rivers of the Amazon
district.

Train 2 Leaving A.

2.—Train 1 at B: Train 2 —

^

Advanced One Block

~^ 3.—Train 1 at B; —^ Train 2 Approaching B: —^ Train 4 Leaving A.

4.—Trains 2 and 1 .

^ B ~" ^ S—Traina 2 and 1 ^ Approaching B. ^

Instruction Sheet, Automatic Block Signals on Single Track; Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.



NOTES ON FRENCH RAILWAY PRACTICE.
Based on a Visit to the Locomotive and Car Repair Shops
of the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean Railway at Paris.

By Henhy W. Jacobs.

The Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean Railway is tlie largest

in France, having over 6,0(X) miles of line and operating 3,300

steam locomotives, 273 electric vehicles. 18 steam railway

motors, 7,000 passenger cars and 97,000 freight cars. It

extends south from Paris to the Mediterranean, as its name
indicates, and has practically a monopoly of the through
traffic of all central and south-eastern France. It is larger

than any English railway and has three main repair shops,

the principal one being near Lj'ons and another older one at

Paris. I had an opportunity of visiting the latter. I had
heard so much of the small size of European trains and
locomotives that 1 was much surprised to find in the service

of the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean Railway some modern
heavy express locomotives that would be a credit in weight
and capacity to almost any American railway. I refer par-

ticularly to a superheated steam Pacific type locomotive that

was undergoing general repairs at the Paris shops.

As in England, there is a departmental organization with
a mechanical department called "equipment and traction."

This has at its head an honorary engineer-in-chief, an en-

gineer-in-chief and an assistant, besides separate officers in

charge respectively of locomotives, cars, and electric installa-

tions, together with three shop superintendents, three en-

gineers in charge of locomotive operation, including round-
houses and enginemen, besides eight district men subordinate
to these three. The engineer-in-chief has a further staflf, con-

sisting of a chief clerk, chief accountant, engineer-in-charge

of outside work, chief of laboratory, engineer of tests, en-

gineer in charge of stores, and chief in charge of fuel.

The Paris shops make about 100 general locomotive repairs

a year and have a general foreman in charge, as. in America.
The equipment is not nearly as modern as at Crewe, England,

but it was explained that the Paris shops were shortly to be
vacated entirely for any except light repairs, and that, there-

fore, it was not worth while to put in any modern machinery
and tools. It was rather a surprise to note an engine belted

to the shafting with an 1855 date plate on it in the main
machine shop. In contrast to the old and slow moving
machinery were the modern emery grinders which were even
equipped with signs stating to what speeds the wheels should
be tested, operated and at what diameters they should be
removed. This, of course, represents the best practice.

SPEED RECORDERS ARE USED ON THE LOCOMOTIVES.

It is apparent that the French retain machinery in service

much longer that is practiced with us or with the English,

and beyond the time when it should be obsoleted. This is

all the more surprising because of the great mechanical in-

genuity of the French, as is witnessed in refinement of design

of the various locomotive parts, particularly valve arrange-

ments. Many examples of such ingenuity I was particularly

impressed with, including the speed-recording device which
is applied apparently to all express locomotives. I counted
forty of these devices under repair in the tool room attached

to the Paris shops. The application of these speed-recorders

to express locomotives is undoubtedly a good thing and
should find greater favor in this country. Only on two or

three progressive American roads, that I know of, have

speed-recorders been generally introduced.

Again, in France, as in England, I was impressed with the

great superiority of the plate frame over the bar frame, which
is exclusively used in America. It seems that some years

ago ten locomotives with bar frames were acquired by the

Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean. All of these frames gave
trouble by continued breaking and had eventually to be re-

placed by plate frames. I was given a vivid description of

the sinuous yielding of the bar frame lo the stresses to which
the locomotive is subjected; the deep plate girders are, of

course, absolutely rigid. The plate frames are punched out

for the frame jaws and frame fittings and then slotted ten

at a time, as in England. This is a rather slow and expensive
operation which seems destined to be superseded by a method
now adopted in some of the locomotive building works, viz.,

of cutting the frame jaws, etc., out closely to dimensions with

the oxy-acetylene blowpipe. There was no question but what
this method gives a reduction in the cost of manufacture.

FRENCH LOCOMOTIVES ARE WELL BALANCED.

Many of the smaller and older locomotives are of the inside

cylinder crank axle type, like those in England. The heavy
modern express locomotives of eight-wheel, Atlantic and
Pacific types, usually have four cylinders of the same size, if

simple; the inside cylinders are low pressure, if compound.
The newer passenger locomotives are mostly either compound
or superheater of the Schmidt type.

The four-cylinder arrangement, whether simple or com-
pound, undoubtedly gives a better balanced locomotive and
to this question of mechanical balance the French evidently

give careful attention. For the turning of the journals and
inside crank bearings of the cranked axle drivers a special

machine about the size of a quartering machine or driving

wheel lathe is used. This is massive and rigid and does good
work, but is operated very slowly, as indeed seems to be the

case with most of the machines I saw running.

I was favorably impressed with the very accurate scale on
which all passenger car wheels are weighed and rotated to

determine their balance. Only 750 grammes (1.65 lbs.)

eccentricity of weight is permitted in a pair of coach wheels.

This is done, I was informed, to make the cars smooth run-

ning and avoid complaints of passengers. In this, as in the

case of speed-recorders, we might do well to tear a leaf from
European experience. While slight eccentricities in coach
wheels do not affect our heavy car construction to the extent

that a similar eccentricity would affect the light cars in use
in Europe, for the balancing of a locomotive, some such
device should undoubtedly be used. We are well aware that

many an epidemic of rail failures is due to improperly bal-

anced engines.

Among other refinements of locomotive design and opera-

tion are the two-stage air pump, the air cylinders being ar-

ranged as a steeple compound, the universal use of the

variable nozzle to suit the sharpness of the draft to the steam
demands of the locomotive; and the cutting down of wind
resistance by changing the shape of the cab. One was again
impressed in the care exercised in annealing and heat treating

of side and main rods and all reciprocating parts, and in the

light sections of the pistons.

The passenger car journals after being turned are coated
with oil and then tied up with straw to protect against the

weather and against being burred in handling. All of this

careful attention to the mechanical balance and the working
parts of the locomotive undoubtedly contributes to the won-
derful smoothness and quietness with which these engines
run. While standing near the track, an express train came
by at full speed, but there was no clanking of the locomotive;
more slowly there moved into the roundhouse one of the big

Pacific type engines, but it ran with a softness of a well-made
automobile, there being no signs of rod play or working
journals. The renowned quietness with which trains start

out of the station throughout Europe is due partly to this

smooth working of the locomotive, as well as to the care with
which the locomotive is handled by the engineer. It is also
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due in a large part to the way in which trains are coupled up.

The coupling principle is quite different from that used in

America, the right-and-left hand screw coupling being uni-

versally used. This coupling seems to have become standard

thus permitting interchange of equipment over all lines; the

screw coupling is also used on freight cars on the Continent

of Europe, while the link and hook is still used on the freight

cars of Great Britain.

The cars on a passenger -train are coupled together as

follows: On either side of the end sills of the underframes

are spring buffers. The screw coupling does not connect to

the car through any spring. The cars are thus screwed to-

gether in a state of compression against these spring buffers

throughout the length of the train, instead of being in a state

of tension as with our American coupling. With the very

light equipment this principle works very well and there is

not the familiar taking-up of slack in the starting of a train

that we experience in America.

AUTOGENOUS WELDING.

The Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean mechanical officials have

given the subject of oxy-acetylene welding a great deal of

careful and detail study. Wherever it is feasible to apply the

process economically it has been developed. The seams of

casings of all kinds are welded together instead of being

riveted; defective and worn castings are filled out so as to

be usable; crank axles are repaired, and even light and

heavy parts that have been broken are welded together.

Similarly the oxy-acetylene process has been used to a large

extent in work on the frames and brake rigging of cars. As

at Crewe, in England, I found that the practice of safe-ending

flues was to braze the ends on; in the last year this practice

has been discontinued in favor of oxy-acetylene welding.

The safe end is butted to the flue and welded, while turning

slowly in a machine like a flue cutting-off machine. I was

told that this gave an extremely good weld and that there are

no failures in flues at the weld, the weld being actually

stronger that the rest of the flue. My observation, both of

the manner of actually doing the weld, and of the finished

flues confirm this information, and later I had the opportunity

of seeing welded flue sections at the Koniglische Technische

Hoheschule in Cologne. In addition, I was told that great

savings had been made in the Paris shops in the restoration

of flues wherever they had pitted. The process was to clean

the flues by thoroughly rattling after which they were ex-

amined for any pits. and cracks and these were filled up by

the oxy-acetylene welding process.

The Serve tube is in quite general use. These are 2% in.

inside diameter, and are provided with longitudinal ribs or

flanges extending inward radially for about Yz in., there being

about 6 or 7 such ribs in each flue. These ribs extend length-

wise parallel to the axis of the flue, and are not spiralled ; the

advantage claimed for them is that the extra metal in the flanges

takes up more of the heat as the gases pass through the flues,

conducting this heat to the flue walls and into the water of

the boiler, thus giving a higher rate of evaporation per square

foot of flue surface than the plain flues. However, I am in-

formed that the actual thermal advantages are slight, and that

the construction has given rise to practical objections in the

way of the flues tending to clog up easily with soot and cinders,

being therefore more expensive to clean out. The theoretical

increase in evaporative efficiency is not obtained, and the higher

first cost is not warranted.

COPPER AND BRASS USED EXTENSIVELY.

Again, as in England, I observed the use of copper for fire-

boxes and staybolts. I was informed that on the newer loco-

motives a fine quality of manganese bronze was used in the fire-

boxes and the flue sheets. The large fire doors are divided into

three sections, only one being swung inwardly and upwardly at

a time, admitting only one-third of the quantity of cold air and

permitting the distribution of coal (or briquettes) to the right,

left or middle, according to the section of door used.

Another use of brass unusual in America was in connection

with the jackets. These brass parts are not polished as they

used to be when they were used on American railroads in the

days of red-painted driving wheels and landscape-painted tend-

ers. The French jackets, like the English, are carefully painted,

although the engines do not present the harmonious simplicity of

appearance and color which makes British locomotives famous.

METHOD OF PAYING SHOP MEN.

Throughout all of the locomotive repair operations, although

the men are guaranteed their day's wages, the pay is proportion-

ate to the amount of work turned out, this practice seeming to

be much more generally employed, both on the Paris, Lyons &
Mediterranean and at the great Crewe shops than we find on

many American railroads. There were evidences on every hand

of painstaking and careful workmanship, a workmanship which

made itself felt later in the nice working of the locomotive and

in the enormous mileages obtained from the locomotives. The
superintendent of the Paris shops told me that the engines com-

ing to him for repair average between three and four hundred

thousand kilometers between repairs. This is equivalent to over

200.000 miles, and is a most creditable performance.

Notwithstanding the fact that the mechanics were working

under a stimulative method of pay their movements seemed to

be very listless and leisurely, not compared with the activity

of the American or English workers. I would attribute this

condition in part to the fact that smoking was permitted while

the men were at work. Perhaps also the influence of the form

of trade unionism practiced in France had a restrictive effect on

output. I was told that about one-third of the men were or-

ganized, although the organization did not have any agreement

with the company as such, but was secret on the part of the

men. A peculiar form of trade unionism has originated, known

as syndicalism. The belief of the syndicalists is that each in-

dustry should be owned and operated by the workers in that

industry, the foreman and other ofiicials necessary to direct the

operations being elective like the legislative and administrative

bodies of a municipal, county or state government. The method

of possible compensation to the present owners of these indus-

tries has as yet not found a place in the syndicalists' programme.

The men work from 6:45 in the morning to 11 :45. After 154

hours for lunch they work from 1:15 to 6:15, making a 10-hour

day. The clerical forces at the shops work 2 hours less, quit-

ting an hour earlier in the morning and also in the afternoon.

The men are paid in cash twice a month.

While the drinking of ales, beers and light wines is general

among all classes in Europe, there seems to be in France a

resentment against excessive thirst for alcohol.

ENGINE HOUSE DESIGN IS PECULI.\K.

The roundhouses are similar to those in America except

that they are built on a smaller circle. However, the entire

turntable pit is covered by a circular platform that turns with

the turntable. This practice is true also of England, and has

the advantage that material can be trucked across the platform

from any direction, the whole space between the rails and the

radial roundhouse tracks being paved so that this trucking may

be done. The covering of the turntable pit will further appeal

to anyone who has had any experience in running a round-

house, as men often fall into the pit, especially at night, and

from the point of view of safety alone the expense of the cov-

ered pit would seem justifiable.

In another respect also, these French roundhouses differ from

those in the United States, in that they are roofed over com-

pletely in the centre. Where good smoke jacks are used these

covered roundhouses are quite as free from smoke and gases

as our open roundhouses, and give much greater protection to

the men in the winter time, although the winters in France are

not nearly so severe as those experienced by our northern rail-

ways. One interesting feature of the roundhouse was the little

clock tower surmounting its roof. It was of graceful, though

archaic design, and showed the French love for architectural

embellishment even on a roundhouse.



THE HOPATCONG-SLATEFORD CUT-OFF.

This Recently Completed Lackawanna Line Which Embraces

Some of the Heaviest Railway Work Ever Done in this Country.

By C. W. Simpson,

Kesideiit Engineer, Uelawaie, Lackawanna & WeMein.

The recently completed llopatcong-Slateford cut-off of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, a preliminary description of

which was published in the Railway Age Gazette of August 14,

1908, was opened to traffic on December 24, 1911, and has been

in continuous operation since that date. The double track

main line of the Lackawanna extends from Hoboken, N. J.,

through Scranton, Pa., to Buffalo, N. Y., passing through the

Blue Ridge mountains at the famous Delaware Water Gap,

The object of the cut-off is the elimination of this detour, to-

gether with a large amount of curvature and heavy grades.

An average of 20 passenger and milk trains and 35 freight

trains pass over this portion of the line daily, about 55 per cent

of the freight trains being slow trains and the rest manifest.

The tonnage eastbound is very largely in excess of that west-

bound on account of the large number of coal, refrigerator and

stock cars returning westward empty. For this reason the
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The Hopatcong-Slaterord Cut-Off of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

which is a controlling point. By an inspection of the accom-

panying map it will be seen that a straight line between Hoboken
and the Delaware Water Gap intersects the railroad near Land-

ing station, at the south end of Lake Hopatcong. Between this

point and the Delaware Water Gap the old road, following the

lines of least resistance from a construction viewpoint, makes

a wide detour to the south, passing through Washington, N. J.

saving on westbound traffic results mainly from reduction in

distance as compared with the reduction in grade for eastbound

traffic.

ALINEMENT AND GRADIENT.

The new line branches from the old about a quarter of a mile

west of Landing station, crosses the Morris canal on a steel

bridge, the only steel structure on the new line, and immediately

Suspended Track Used for Making Fill on Section 5.
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begins to descend on the maximum gradient of 29 ft. to the

mile, compensated. A few hundred feet beyond the canal the

line crosses the Musconetcong river and then passes the divide

between this river and the Lubber Run creek in a cut a little

more than one mile long and about 55 ft. deep. For 1,100 ft.

of this distance the cutting was about 30 ft. below the water

surface of a swamp. Continuing the 29 ft. grade the line runs

northward along the eastern slope of the Lubber Run valley,

then swings to the northwestward, crosses the valley on an

embankment 98 ft. high, containing more than 1,000,000 cu. yds.

of material, and crosses the divide between the Lubber Run
creek and the Pequest river through heavy granite cuts, ag-

gregating 900,000 cu. yds. and a tunnel 1,000 ft. long. At the

tunnel the grade line is 132 ft. below the surface. It was the

original intention to take out an open cut, but when the cut was

opened it was found that the hard rock strata, which pitch

sharply, were separated by thin beds of a softer material which

showed indications of rapid weathering. The tunnel was there-

fore resorted to in order to avoid the possibility of slides during

the construction period and subsequently.

on this grade to its junction with the old line at Slateford, Pa.

After crossing tliis divide the line lies high up on the south slope

of the Paulins Kill valley, affording a magnificent view across

this beautiful valley to the Kittatinny mountains, with the Dela-

ware Water Gap in the distance.

The Paulins Kill river and the N. Y. S. & W. are crossed at

Hainesburg, N. J., on a concrete arch viaduct, the top of rail

being 120 ft. above the stream bed. About two miles west of

Hainesburg the line crosses the Delaware river and the old line

of the D. L. & W. on a series of concrete arches ; swings to the

north on a 3 deg. 36 min. curve, the only curve e.xceeding 2 deg.

on the entire line, and joins the old line at a point about one mile

from the river crossing. The junction point is Slateford, Pa., a

small village on the w-est bank of the Delaware river about three

miles below the Delaware Water Gap.

The cut-ofT is 28.45 miles long, being 11.12 miles shorter than

the old line. The maximum gradient is 0.55 per cent, compen-

sated 0.03 per degree of curvature. There is one 3 deg. 36 min.

curve, all other curves being 2 deg. or less. All curves sharper

than 1 deg. are connected with tangents by spirals. The follow-

West End of Pequest Fill Showing Switchbacks on Inclined Benches in Side of Fill.

Swinging further to the westward over a 2 deg. curve and ing table shows a brief comparison between the old and new
running almost due west the line crosses the Pequest valley lines.

on an embankment three miles long, this fill being 106 ft. high
coMP.^«.^TvE S.mm.^sv o. Phvs,c.«. C,.^«ACTERISTcs of Old and

at the river and averaging about 70 ft. in height for the entire New Lines.

three miles. This embankment, which is said to be the largest Old Lire. Xew Line. Saving.

railroad embankment in America, required about 7,000,000 Distance 39.57 miles 28.45 miles ii.Umiles
, , , c- , . ,

' ' ^,- „,.. l.I49'<= 60.19 ft. 0.55';r= 29.04 ft. 3L15 ft.

CU. yds. of material. Several entire farms were purchased to Maximum grade
p^^. ^^^^ p^^. ^^j,^ per mile

provide borrow pits. The embankment is pierced by seven ^ "'" ^"^ cf curves 3/ lo 42

independent arch structures—two for railroads, four for high- Maximum curves 6° 54'
1
'"

or 3°36'! others ' 3° 18'

ways, and one double-barreled arch carrying the Pequest river. jotal degrees of curva- ''

^'^'^'"'^'^
*

"° °^
'

From the west end of this embankment, which is the end of the „.'"''^ -j- •;•,-, '-'^r t^K hK^T
„- r , , ,.,,,.., . .

Rise and fall 248 ft. 16 ft. 232 ft.

29 ft. grade, the grade is level for six miles, excepting a rise Degrees per mile 50° 3i' 15° 26' 35° 05'

and fall of 16 ft. on a 0.3 per cent, grade, introduced to drain a
Length in tunnel 3.971 ft. i.ooo ft. 2,971 ft.

long rock cut. The alinement across the Pequest watershed The double-track roadbed is built 33 ft. wide on embankments

consists of one tangent seven miles long and one tangent three and 41 ft. wide in excavations, providing a 4 ft. ditch on both

miles long separated by a 30 min. curve having a central angle sides. All embankment slopes and excavation slopes in earth

of 6 deg. 30 min. are I'/i horizontal to 1 vertical; excavation slopes in rock are

The divide between the Pequest and Paulins Kill watersheds 'A horizontal to 1 vertical.

is crossed through a cut 4,700 ft. long and 90 ft. deep, requiring The construction of the roadbed and bridges was contracted,

the excavation of 810,000 cu. yds. of slate rock. At this point and the track, signals and station buildings w-ere built by the

the 29 ft. grade is resumed and the line continues downward railroad company with its own forces. Roadbed excavation was
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divided into two classes only, earth and rock ; and no overhaul

was allowed. All rock not in its natural bed and less than

1 cu. yd. in size was classified as earth. The quantities of

material moved were 7,943,500 cu. yds. of earth and 6,547,000

cu. yds. of rock. At one time there were 31 steam shovels at

work, varying in size from 55 to 80 tons.

There are no grade crossings either of railroads or highways.

All railroad crossings are undergrade and all highways either

under or over. All structures are of concrete excepting the

bridge over the Morris canal near Hopatcong. Including rail-

road, highway and steam crossings there are 67 structures con-

taining 266,235 cu. yds. of concrete and 2,438 tons of reinforcing

steel. The most important structures are the Delaware river

bridge, composed of five 150 ft., two 120 ft. and two 54 ft. arch

spans, containing 51,376 cu. yds. of concrete and 627 tons of

reinforcing steel, and the Paulins Kill viaduct composed of

five 120 ft. and two 100 ft. arch spans, containing 43,212 cu. yds.

of concrete and 735.5 tons of reinforcing steel. The Delaware

river bridge is 1,476.8 ft. long, end to end of masonry, and has

been said to be the largest concrete railroad bridge in America.

ground surface a few feet beyond the required roadbed wi<llh.

The contractors decided to blast this entire cut, containing aliout

30,000 cu. yds. with one shot. A tunnel 85 ft. long was driven at

right angles to the center line until it reached the inside ditch

line. The tunnel was then continued at right angles along the

ditch line and in both directions from the first tunnel—65 ft. in

one direction and 25 ft. in the other. At the point where the

first tunnel crossed the center line other laterals were run at

right angles for about 25 ft. in each direction. The tunnels

were loaded with 21.000 lbs. of Judson powder and 12000 lbs.

of dynamite. The blast was entirely successful, about 15,000

cu. yds. of rock being thrown entirely clear of the roadbed.

Section Xo. 3 was 3.9 miles long and required the excavation

of 2,664,582 cu. yds. of earth, 887,469 cu. yds. of rock and 1.030

lin. ft. of double-track tunnel. Seven concrete structures re-

quired 31,636 cu. yds. of concrete and about 160 tons of reinforc-

ing steel.

The rock on this section was a very hard, so called New Jer-

sey granite. The Pequest fill, about 45 per cent, of which was
included in this section, is divided by a high pinnacle of rock

Rock Cut on Section 6 Showing Character of Rock Encountered; Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

The other structures vary in span from 3 ft. culverts up to 65 ft.

spans ; the length of barrel varying from 25 ft. for some over-

head highway bridges, to 360 ft. for some of the stream crossings.

The maximum height of fill over any such crown is 89 ft.

These structures will be described in more detail in a later

issue of this paper.

CONSTRUCTION FE.\TURES.

For construction purposes the work was divided into seven

sections. Section No. 1 was 2.7 miles long and included the

excavation of 278,750 cu. yds. of earth and 551,743 cu. yds. of

rock. Six structures required 14,250 cu. yds. of concrete and

about 75 tons of reinforcing steel.

Section No. 2 was 2.3 miles long and required the excavation

of 79,285 cu. yds. of earth and 835,218 cu. yds. of rock. In the

five concrete structures 10,660 cu. yds. of concrete and about

43 tons of reinforcing steel were used. At one point on this

section the center line lay along a steep side hill, crossing a

sharp rock projection. The ground line on the center line pro-

file ran from grade up to 53 ft. cutting and down almost to grade

in a distance of 160 ft. The cutting on the high slope was about

70 ft., and on the lower side the plane of the subgrade cut the

extending to within 12 ft. of subgrade about 2.400 ft. from the

east end. This portion of the fill is about 100 ft. high and the

high point above mentioned made it practical to employ a sus-

pended track. Two 2;4 in. cables placed 12 ft. apart were sup-

ported on a 60 ft. tower on the east end, and a 135 ft. tower on
the west end. A 150 ft. tower near the center divided the cables

into two spans of 1,000 ft. and 1,200 ft. A 3 ft. gage track was
suspended from the main cables by means of hangers, spaced

12 ft. apart longitudinally, carrying 10 in. x 10 in. x 14 ft. floor

beams on which rested 10 in. x 10 in. x 16 ft. stringers. The
hangers consisted of a ^ in. wire rope suspended from the

main cable by means of a yoke of J4 in. x 8 in. U shaped

plates riding on a cast saddle. The yoke'could be clamped to

the main cable by means of two J4 in- bolts, and the sus-

pended rope was attached by a % in. link and pin. A tackle

consisting of 10 in. double blocks rove with a I'z in. wire rope

was attached to the suspended rope and carried the floor beam
by means of an eye bolt passing through it. The hangers

were kept at the proper spacing by means of li in. wire ropes

running from hanger to hanger and clamped to the yokes. To
prevent excessive movement in the main cables while dumping.
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a timber tower about 30 ft. high was placed under the main

cables near the head of the bank and moved ahead as the fill-

ing progressed. To prevent the entire system of hangers from

moving a large clamp was fastened to each main cable just

ahead of the rear yoke or just behind the forward yoke, ac-

cording to the incline of the main cables. The track rails pre-

vented the floor from moving longitudinally. The cars were

dumped at the top of the bank and the empties run out on the

suspended track. The cradle was 120 ft. long, which provided

for an eight car train and the advancement of the head of the

bank for 30 ft. A bridle was attached to the ^-^ in. spacer ropes

and a wire rope connected the bridle w-ith a winding drum near

tlie west end. The cradle was moved by loosening the clamps

on the main cables, cutting the track and pulling ahead with the

winding drum. The track w-as then connected up, the hanger

lengths adjusted by the tackle, and the stiffener tower moved

ahead. The hanger lengths were adjusted so that the unloaded

cradle presented an up grade to the approaching train. When
loaded with eight empty cars the suspended track was about

level. About 800,000 cu. yds. of material were placed by means

of this track.

Section No. 4 was 4.5 miles long, and included the excava-

tion of 4,130.923 cu. yds. of earth and 345,658 cu. yds. of rock.

Ten concrete structures required 43,264 cu. yds. of concrete and

389 tons of reinforcing steel. This section included about 55

per cent, of the Pequest embankment, which was placed by

raising track as the embankment progressed. Tracks leading

from the borrow pits were carried to the top of the embank-

ment in inclined benches on the side of the embankment. These

inclines were on a 1.5 per cent, grade, which allowed the 50-

ton locomotives to haul nine 12 yd. cars. The benches were

filled from the top with material taken from the cuts near

the west end of the embankment.

Section No. 5 was 6.4 miles long, and included the excavation

Typical Concrete Signal Tower; D. L. & W.

of 452,771 cu. yds. of earth and 1,881,863 cu. yds. of rock. In

the fifteen structures there are 21.233 cu. yds. of concrete and

188 tons of reinforcing steel. Two of the embankments on this

section were made by the use of a suspended track, similar,

in general principle, to that previously described. Two 2J4 in-

cables spaced 12 ft. apart were supported on a timber tower at

the west end and a steel tower at the east end. The steel tower

was so designed that the train ran between its legs on to the

suspended track. The 3 ft. gage track was supported on two

4 in. X 10 in. stringers under each rail resting on 10 in. x 10

in. floor beams which were suspended from the main cables

by block and tackle hangers. The hangers were spaced 12 ft.

apart and were kept at the proper spacing by two }4 in. x 4l/i

in. iron straps running from hanger to hanger immediately

below the main cables. Each hanger was suspended from a 6
in. sheave which rode the main cable, by two >^ in. x 3^ in.

X 14 in. straps carrying a % in. link and pin from which the

upper hanger block was suspended. The spacer bars w^ere at-

tached to these straps. The cradle was kept in place by guys
from the inner end of the spacer bars to the base of the steel

tower, by clamps on the main cable and by the rails of the

track.

In order to complete the work within the contract time it
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Firing a lei'a-Ton Blast on Section 2.

was necessary to haul material from one cut around several

other cuts. This entailed low-ering the material about 150 ft.

within a short distance. To accomplish this the contractor con-

structed a double track inclined plane about 1,200 ft. long on

a 12.5 per cent, grade. A 1 in. cable was wound on two 6 ft.

cable drums keyed to one shaft. The speed .was controlled by

friction bands operated by hand levers. Eight 4 yd. cars were
handled as a unit, and no power was required, as the load go-

ing down hauled the empties up. .

Section No. 6 was 5 miles long and required the excavation

of 55.941 cu. yds. of earth and 1,523,513 cu. yds. of rock. This

section included the Paulins Kill viaduct. In addition to the

viaduct there were twelve concrete structures requiring 25,988

cu. yds. of concrete and 108.5 tons of reinforcing steel.

Section No. 7 was 3.6 miles long, requiring the excavation

of 241,210 cu. yds. of earth and 485,335 cu. yds. of rock ex-

cavation. In addition to the Delaware river bridge, which was

included in this section, there are ten other structures con-

taining 24,616 cu. yds. of concrete and 112 tons of reinforcing

steel.

TR.ACK .\ND SIGN.^LS.

Sections No. 6 and 7 were the first to be completed, permit-

ting the track work to be commenced from the connection

with the old line at Slateford, Pa. A short time later sections

Nos. 1 and 2 were finished and track laying was started at the

east end also. The main tracks were laid with 101 lb. 33 ft.

rails on 7 in. x 9 in. x 8 ft. 6 in. creosoted ties, using screw

spikes with standard screw spike tie plates. Two spikes were

used in each plate except on the sharper curves where the track

was double spiked. During the first part of the track laying

the ties were bored on the roadbed by hand, but later tliey were

sized and bored at the treating plant. The tracks are ballasted

with 12 in. of crushed stone under theties. Passing tracks are

identical with the main tracks in standards of construction,

except that they are ballasted with screenings and a lighter

rail is used.

The standard fence is composed of concrete posts spaced 10

ft. apart and five strands of plain wire. Every 200 ft. and at

each break in alinement an anchor post supported by two brace

posts was placed.

At the eastern junction the interlocking is controlled by an

electro-pneumatic machine, with route, locking detector cir-

cuits and lever light attachment. The machine has a 47 lever
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frame. 19 levers operate SO signals, 15 levers operate 11 switches,

derails and movable point frogs, and there are 13 spare levers

The current for operating the machine is supplied by 32 Edison

storage batteries of 200 ampere hour capacity, and the current

for the track circuit by 16 Edison storage batteries of 300 am-
pere hour capacity. The charging current is supplied by a

ZVi k. w. 60 volt, generator operated by a direct connected

6 h. p. gasolene engine, cooled by circulation pumps. A field

rheostat reduces the voltage to 20 volts. Air is supplied from

the yard air system, but the signal department has an emergency

air compressing plant in the tovifer basement. The signals are

carried on one 3-track, one 4-track and two 5-track signal

bridges.

At the western junction the interlocking is controlled by a 44-

lever, Saxby and Farmer machine. Twenty-three levers operate

27) signals, and 18 levers operate 12 switches, one movable point

frog and 14 facing point locks, leaving three spare levers. Two
three track signal bridges carry the signals.

At Greensville, a little east of the center of the cut-off, an

interlocking plant controls the entrance to the east and west-

bound passing sidings and a crossover between the main tracks.

The interlocking at this point is controlled by a 24 lever John-

son machine, having four spare levers.

All interlocking towers are of reinforced concrete, with tile

roof. Considerable attention was given to the architectural

features in designing these towers and a special finish is given

the concrete to relieve the monotony of the ordinary smooth

surface.

In addition to the interlocking plants at the junctions, with

the old line and at Greensville the cut-off is provided with 62

automatic signals spaced about one mile apart. These signals

are operated by a wireless circuit and are the Union Switch

and Signal Company style "B," home and distant electric sema-

phore, using two positions in the lower quadrant.

The cut-off has not been in operation a sufficient length of

time to provide accurate figures of operating and maintenance

costs, but the data at hand would indicate that the preliminary

estimate was conservative.

The improvement was designed and constructed under the di-

rection of Lincoln Bush, formerly chief engineer of the D. L.

& W., and G. J. Ray, now chief engineer. F. L. Wheaton, engi-

neer of construction, was in immediate charge of the location

and construction. The track was constructed by A. J. Naefie,

principal assistant engineer, and the interlocking and signal

system by M. E. Smith, signal engineer.

THE TREATMENT OF THE
CHANT.*

LOCAL MER-

I wish to direct your attention to a feature worthy of careful

consideration ; one which, in my estimation, is responsible for

much of the antagonism towards the railroads. It is in respect

to the treatment accorded the country merchants by the railroads

of this country. I mean the merchants at the local stations. I

was once an agent at such a station ; I was once a merchant in

such a town, so that I know, by experience, the limitations of the

agent to assist the merchant in his struggle to compete with the

merchant at the competitive point, and I know the helpless con-

dition of the merchant who must rely upon such an agent for

support. Though the agent may be ever so well disposed, his

complaints and suggestions must filter through the several de-

partments of the railroads, until they are so thin or so stale

when they reach the officials who shape the policy of the road as

to merit or receive little attention. These merchants at local

towns are deserving of our especial attention and support in

their present struggle; not alone because they are neglected by

the railroads, but at this particular time because they will have,

from the first of January next, a new difficulty confronting them

•From an address by P. W. Coyle, Traffic Commissioner of the Business
Men's League of St. Louis, before the St. Louis Sales Managers' Associa-
tion, on November 28, 1912.

in sustaining tlicir trade; that is, the establishment of the parcel

pest, with which I know you are more familiar than I.

The Traffic Bureau of the Business Men's League has given a

great deal of attention to this railroad feature of the distribution

of goods from this market, and we have been working upon the

proposition that the jobber is just as much interested in getting

the goods sold by him to his customer in the country, as the

retail merchant in this city is in getting the goods to his cus-

tomer, regardless of this location in St. Louis. Since we have
this package car system so perfected that we may intelligently

scrutinize the service of all the railroads serving St. Louis, we
are contending now for improved service to the local stations.

There is no such thing as a local station to a jobber. The
merchant from the smallest local station on any railroad looks

just as good to us in this market as though he came from a
highly competitive railroad town, and is entitled to our con-

sideration and the consideration of the carriers accordingly.

Through what I consider a mistaken policy of economy in the

development of their own properties the railroads of this country

have given too much attention to competitive business and too

little to local business. The result of this is that, under the

present fabric of rates, intermediate towns often pay the same
rates as the competitive town beyond, yet shipments leaving here

on the same day are often from one to three days longer in

reaching the intermediate or local tow-n.

It is gratifying, however, to note that a few progressive

managements are taking this view of it also, and are inaugurating

methods beneficial to the local points. It rests largely with us,

however, to exercise our commercial strength in behalf of our
customers by contending forcibly for such a system of distribu-

tion of our goods that a more equitable service shall be given to

all points. To this end the routing of competitive business should

be predicated on the service rendered to local points ; or in

plainer language, the lines that give especial attention to the

systematic and prompt handling of your shipments to local

points are entitled to more consideration at the hands of the

shippers in the distribution of their competitive business. It is

unreasonable to expect, of course, such a revolution in this-

respect as to have equal service to all points, but the tendency

should be in that direction much more than it is at present.

I may be mistaken, but, after giving the subject serious

thought, I believe, as a matter of economy to the railroads and
the improvement of the service as suggested, smaller cars should

be used in this package car trade. Cars so constructed as to

carry a maximum load of about the present average merchandise

loading, which is approximately 18,000 pounds per car; cars

capable of being carried in fast trains, to be switched at local

points or small stations without the loss incidental to the handling

of cars of large capacity designed especially for carload busi-

ness, as is the case at present, thus releasing these large cars of

60,000 pounds capacity for the service for which they are de-

signed. The railroads now have cars constructed especially for

live stock, for lumber, for coal, for coke, for cooperage and for

perishable freight, but none especially designed for the highest

class freight they handle; namely, these merchandise, or package

car, shipments. By the use of such cars, as suggested, much of

the delay incidental to rehandling at break bulk points would be

avoided, the expense of operating local or way freight trains

greatly reduced, and damage to freight by rehandling eliminated

to a great extent. The increased efficiency of their terminal

facilities in the loading and unloading of such freight by the

use of a smaller and greater number of car units upon the same
terminal tracks now used for the large cars, is also an item, I

believe, worthy of careful consideration by the railroads.

In short, is it not quite reasonable to expect that the railroads

should so classify their service and furnish such facilities as to

specialize the less-than-carload merchandise traffic to the extent

that all receivers of such freight, both at local as well as com-
petitive points, may rely upon that service as they do upon the

express service, and eventually relieve the public of the expensive

express service except for the transportation of valuable articles

or such as may require the attention of a messenger en route!*



ELECTRIC TRAIN LIGHTING SYSTEMS.
"Light Failures on Well Maintained Electric Service Now
Average in tlie Neighborhood of One per One Million Miles."

A paper on Train Lighting, prepared by H. A. Currie, of the

New York Central & Hudson River, and Benjamin F. Wood,
of the Pennsylvania, was read at the Railroad Session of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers on Thursday, De-
cember 5. Following a brief review of the history of candle, oil

and gas lighting the various systems of electric lighting, includ-

ing head-end, storage battery and axle light were considered

at length. The following extracts are taken from the section

of the paper referring to electric lighting.

Straiglit Storage System.—Each car is provided with a storage

battery, which must be charged at terminals during the layover

period. A consideration of the requirements for successful oper-

ation reveals the following essentials : The capacity of the battery

must be in excess of the demand for current to operate lamps,

fans, etc., for the longest run between charging periods. The power
plant, or other outside source of power, must be of sufficient

capacity to meet the maximum demand for charging current.

The layover time at terminals must be sufficient to cover all

necessary shifting and charging of the batteries at the proper

rate. The yard must have a sufficient number of tracks provided

Table 1.
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with charging outlets, so arranged that the charging batteries

will not interfere with shifting operations.

The ampere-hour meter is coming into general favor as an
indicator of the state of charge of the battery. As an adjunct
a shunt trip circuit breaker is sometimes installed, the connec-
tions being such that, when the battery is fully charged, the

pointer on the meter closes a circuit virhich energizes the shunt
trip and opens the breaker, thus cutting the battery off charge.

The operating schedule of cars equipped with this system must
be worked out to allow sufficient layover at terminals to permit
the charging of batteries and shifting of cars. Anything that

restricts the shifting operations necessitates either additional

yard trackage, additional motive power, or both. As cars pro-
duce a revenue only when in service, it is the aim of the trans-

portation department to decrease the layover period to a
minimum.

Head End System.—The head-end system consists essentially of
a steam-driven generator located in the baggage car or on the
locomotive. The successful operation of this system requires that
a sufficient amount of steam at the proper pressure be provided
when lighting is necessary. As it is the object of the trans-

portation department to get trains to their destination on time,
lack of steam is felt first by the lighting system, the pressure

being reduced or steam cut off entirely so that the schedule

may be maintained. When the train is broken-up en route, it

is obvious that each section must either be equipped with a
battery to insure light until the train is again made-up, or pro-

vided with some auxiliary light. A member of the train crew-

must be capable of operating the generating apparatus and of

making running repairs and adjustments en route. It is appar-
ent that the use of the head-end system must be restricted to a
few trains having assigned runs or that it must be extended to

cover all the cars operated by the railroad in electrically-lighted

trains.

.-i.rle Generator System.—The axle generator systems used in

this country comprise the following principal parts : An axle-

driven generator mounted on the car truck. A suspension by
which the axle generator is supported from the truck frame.

-\ drive, connecting the armature shaft to the axle. A regu-

lator for controlling the voltage and output of the generator at

all train speeds. An automatic switch designed to open pn
reverse current for the purpose of preventing discharge of the

battery through the generator. A regulator for controlling the

voltage impressed on the lamp circuits. A battery of a suitable

number of cells to supply current when generator current is not

available.

For the successful operation of the system, the following re-

quirements must be met : The polarity of the generator ter-

minals must remain unchanged with a movement of the car

in either direction. At all train speeds from the cutting-in

speed of the generator to the maximum, the generator output

and voltage must be maintained within the desired working

limits. The generator must be automatically connected and dis-

connected from the battery circuit as the train speed rises above

or falls below the critical speed. The lights may be burned at

any time and the transfer of this load from the battery to the

generator and vice versa must result in no appreciable change

in the candle power of the lamps. The voltage impressed on

the lamp circuit must be maintained within such limits as will

give satisfactory illumination and reasonable life of lamps.

The axle pulley at present in use is of pressed steel, mounted

on a steel bushing, the bushing being secured independently to a

turned seat on the axle, and the pulley mounted thereon. Belt

tension is provided by means of springs which also afford relief

to the belt due to the movement of the car axle with respect to

the truck frame. One spring is generally used when the gen-

erator has top, bottom or sliding suspension and- two springs

with the parallel link suspension. Chains of the silent type

have also been tried and have the advantage of positive action

and decrease in bearing pressure, but the wear of the links both

on the face and the pivot sprockets has been excessive. Belts

of V section have been tried and would seem to have the same

advantages as the chains, but it is found that in winter the bot-

tom of the V groove in the sheaves packs with ice and snow,

and driving power is lost. Neither the chain nor V belt re-

quires a tension device.

A form of shaft drive, from a bevel gear on the car axle,

through an extensible shaft with universal couplings to a gen-

erator carried from the car body is being tried. A gear drive,

with the generator mounted on the car axle after the manner

of the street car motor mounting has also been prepared and

will soon be tried. The latter will no doubt require a track pit

for the inspection and repair of the generator.

Plain bearings with ring oilers were used almost exclusively

until five years ago. With this method of lubrication, it was

necessary to carry the oil level so high that it frequently entered

the generator frame and damaged the armature and field coils.

To overcome this trouble, a form of wick oiler was tried which,

however, proved unsatisfactory. The next improvement was a

combination ring and chain oiler, which is now in general use
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on one type of machine. Waste-packed bearings have also been

extensively used and have given no trouble on account of oil

entering the generator frame. Considerable trouble, due to hot

bearings has been experienced. Ball bearings for axle gener-

ators were introduced in England about 1907 and tried in this

country in the early part of 1911. Although their use to date

has been limited, the indications are that this bearing will be-

come popular on future machines. On account of the widely

varying temperatures between summer and winter conditions

that obtain in the operation of axle generators, it was necessary

to develop special oils that would remain fluid at low tempera-

tures. Those now used have a freezing point of 10 deg. Fahr.

For ball bearing lubrication grease should be free from acid or

and 2 5/16 in, in diau'.eler for the smaller sizes. From an en-

gineering standpoint, it is highly desirable that as many of the

voltages, wattages and sizes of bulb as is possible be eliminated.

From a manufacturing standpoint, it is desirable that some varia-

tion be allowed in the voltages, as a large number oi high-

voltage and low-voltage lamps are accumulated in the manu-
facture of lamps of a fixed voltage. This brings up the question

of the inspection of lamps before purchase.

On account of the method of manufacture of train lighting

lamps, manufacturers have found it most convenient to inspect

the lamps for initial variation by holding them at a fixed candle

power, allowing the voltage and current to vary. From the rail-

road standpoint, this method of inspection seems to be wrong,

Table 2.-—Electri c Car Lighting Systems Used ON American Railroads.
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alkali ; should not oxidize or evaporate ; should not gum or lose

its body.

Lamps and Voltage.—With the introduction of tungsten lamps

the standard voltage of axle generators has been changed from 60

to 30 volts Metallized-filament lamps with small opal bulbs, oper-

ating at about 2^ watts per c. p. were developed for berth light-

ing. These lamps gave satisfaction at first, principally because

berth lights had never before been furnished. As the public be-

came educated to their use, the demand for more light in berths

became pronounced, so that it has been found necessary to use

the IS-watt tungsten lamp as a berth lamp, and the use of metal-

lized-filament berth lamps is decreasing very rapidly.

Tungsten lamps for train lighting purposes are now furnished

in 10, IS," 20, 25 and 50-watt sizes, although the bulk of demand

is concentrated upon 15 and SO-watt lamps. Spherical bulbs are

used almost exclusively, 354 '"• >" diameter for the 50-watt lamp

as the voltage of the circuit is maintained at a very closely fixed

value in actual service. If the manufacturers could be per-

suaded to do so, it would be much more desirable to have lamps

inspected by holding them at a predetermined voltage, allowing

the variations to take place in the wattage and candle power.

.\ccording to the present method of inspection a variation of 5

per cent, above and below in voltage and 8 per cent, above in

watts is allowed. If the demand is concentrated too greatly

upon one type of lamp, it will probably be necessary to increase

these limits. On the other hand, if the railroads among them-

selves can standardize their voltage close enough for each volt-

age class to permit the use of any of the lamps on any railroad,

the demand for any one voltage lamp will probably not be great

enough to make the increasing of the limits of inspection above

mentioned necessary.

Until recently little attention has been given to the develop-
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ment of reflectors adapted particularly to railroad service.

There are several very efl^cient ones now on the market which

in some cases have increased the intensity of the light on the

reading plane in a passenger car as much as 65 per cent, w'ith-

out changing the current consumption or the candle power of

the lamps. To secure the best results, attention must be given

to the proper location of the filament relative to the reflector.

Standardization.—The Association of Railway Electrical En-

gineers has made recommendations as to the standardization of

many of the details pertaining to electric car lighting and a

number of the railroads of the country have already indicated

their intention of following these recommendations by changing

their equipment to conform to the recommended practice. The
standard voltages recommended by the Association of Railway

Electrical Engineers are: 60 volts (nominal) for straight storage

and head-end systems; 30 volts (nominal) for axle generator

systems.

The lead battery has been fairly well standardized and the

construction recommended includes a two-compartment lead-

lined tank with rubber jars. The principal variations from the

standard in the lead batteries are that some roads are now
using lead covers in place of the rubber covers, this change be-

ing made to lessen the danger to battery repairmen on account

of gas explosions, and the difference in the method of making

the connections to the battery posts. The difference in batteries

is not of such a character as to preclude the interchange of

batteries on different roads. The nickel-iron battery is manu-

factured only by one company, and therefore the battery is more

easilv obtained to standard construction and dimensions.

PANAMA CANAL TOLLS.*

By Emory R. Johnson,

Special Commissioner on Panama Traffic and Tolls.

The Panama Canal has been constructed and undoubtedly will

be operated primarily to promote the commerce and industry of

the United States and the world. The tolls should not only be

within what the traffic will bear, but should be low enough to

permit commerce to derive substantial benefits from the canal.

The canal should, however, be required to yield such rev-

enues as can be secured without unduly limiting its usefulness.

The United States has made a heavy investment, and will have

large current operating and maintenance expenses to meet year

by year. Business prudence and political wisdom demand that

the canal shall be commercially self-supporting, provided rev-

enues large enough to enable the canal to carry itself can he

secured without unwisely restricting traffic.

The canal will cost the United States government $375,000,000,

much of which has been, or will be, secured by borrowing funds.

The interest and principal of this debt must be paid either froro

funds secured by general taxes or from the revenues derived

from canal tolls. It seems wise and prudent that the United

States should adhere to sound business principles in the opera-

tion of the canal and in levying tolls. Those who derive imme-

diate benefit from the use of the Panama Canal may properly

return to the government a portion of the profit secured from

using the canal, provided this policy can be followed out with-

out burdening commerce.

In reaching this conclusion the fact has not been overlooke.'

that the people of the United States will have in the Panama
Canal a great military and naval asset. It would be difficult to

overestimate the importance to the United States of having strong

fortifications and a secure, well-equipped naval base at the sole

gateway between the Atlantic and Pacific. The canal, however,

will add to our military expenses as well as to our fighting

strength. To maintain strong fortifications at the Atlantic and

Pacific termini of the canal, manned by at least 6,(XX) troops, to

keep 1,200 marines stationed on the isthmus, to support naval

*-\bstract from Prof. Johnson's Official Report. An abstract of earlier

parts of the report were printed in the issues of August i and August 9.

coaling depots at Cristobal and Balboa, and dry docks and
repair shops for the navy at Balboa, and to provide and operate

the transports and colliers which the army and navy will need

to have to maintain the military establishments on the isthmus

will require an annual outlay quite equal to the cost of operat-

ing the canal and paying interest on the investment.

The pohcy of having the annual operation, maintenance, and

interest charges borne partly by the military and naval budgets

and partly by the revenues derived from tolls has some advo-

cates. Those who hold this view contend that, inasmuch as the

canal is a benefit to the navy and to the army as well as to

commerce, a part of the canal expenses should be charged against

the appropriations made for the support of the army and navy.

Two objections may be made to this pohcy.

1. The canal, as has just been stated, will bring about a large

increase in the annual army and navy expenses.

2. The navy is maintained and the canal is fortified not only

to enhance our military power but also to protect American

commerce on the high seas and to facilitate the extension of our

foreign trade.

Commerce will derive large indirect benefits from the addi-

tion which the canal will make to our military strength and

naval efficiency. The policy of charging tolls upon shipping

large enough to produce a revenue equal to the operating, main-

tenance, and interest expenses will inflict no injustice upon those

who use the canal. It will be borne in mind, of course, that the

Panama Canal, at least during the early years of its operation,

will be used more largely by foreign ships than by American

vessels and that the commerce passing through the waterway

will, for some years to come, be more largely foreign than

American.

The annual revenue ultimately required to make the canal

commercially self-supporting will be about $19,250,000. It is

estimated that the operating and maintenance expenses will

amount to $3,500,000 yearly and that $500,000 will be required

for sanitation and for the government of the zone. The interest

on $375,000,000 at 3 per cent, per annum will amount to $11,250,-

000, and the treaty with Panama guarantees an annuity, beginning

in 1913, of $250,000 to the Republic of Panama. The sum of

these four items is $15,500,000. If to this there be added 1 per

cent, per annum on $375,000,000 to accumulate a fund to amortize

the investment the total annual expenses will be $19,250,000.

In deciding what tolls shall be charged for the use of the

canal, the fundamental question is whether a system of charges

can be devised and levied that will ultimately yield about $19,-

250.000 per annum without unduly burdening American trade

and without seriously limiting the ability of the canal to com-

pete for traffic against the routes via the Straits of Magellan,

the Cape of Good Hope, and the Suez Canal.

The investigation of the traffic available for the use of the

canal led to the conclusion that about 10.500.000 tons net register

of shipping will pass through the canal during the early years of

its operation. The rate at which the Suez Canal tonnage and

the commerce of the world is increasing indicates that an in-

crease of at least 60 per cent, in the traffic of the Panama Canal

may be expected during the decade 1915-1925. It is thus probable

that there will be 17.000,000 tons of shipping using the canal

during 1925. An increase of 60 per cent, during the second

decade of the canal's operation would bring the traffic up to

27,000,000 net register tons at the end of 20 years. These esti-

mates are believed to be conservative. If tolls of $1.20 per

net vessel ton, or charges equal to those which the Suez Canal

will impose on and after January 1, 1913, are levied for the first

10 years on all shipping using the Panama Canal, the annual

receipts at the end of the first decade will more than cover the

estimated operation, maintenance, zone sanitation and govern-

ment, Panama annuity, and interest charges. It will be possible

within 10 years after the opening of the canal to begin the

accumulation of an amortization fund.

A toll of $1.20 per net vessel ton would, in the case of the

ordinary cargo steamer, impose a charge of 44 to 80 cents per
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ton upon the freight carried. This is due to the fact that freight

vessels can carry from I'/z to 2^4 tons of cargo for each net

register ton. A toll of $1.20 per net ton would add about 2 to

4 cents per 100 lbs. -to the freight rate. Taxes, as well as tolls,

are a burden; and it is probable that the canal revenues can

be secured with minimum public burden by taking, as canal

revenues, a portion of the profits derived by those that directly

use the canal.

There has been much discussion of the policy of exempting

American ships from the payment of Panama Canal tolls.

It does not come within the province of this report to interpret

the scope and meaning of the Hay-Pauncefote treaty. Whatever
the Hay-Pauncefote treaty may be held to mean, the policy of

the United States as to the exemption of American ships from

the payment of Panama tolls_ should not be decided with refer-

ence to the rights of the United States under the treaty. The
fundamental questions to be considered are (1) whether the

exemption of American shipping from the payment of tolls is

required to enable the canal effectively to promote the develop-

ment of American commerce and shipping, and (2) what effect

the non-payment of the tolls by American ships will have on

the canal revenues.

The general principle has been enunciated, from time to time,

in this report that the rate or rates of toll adopted for the

Panama Canal should be such as not unduly to burden American

trade ; but that the charges should be high enough to secure

from the canal revenues that will, within a few years after the

opening of the canal, be sufficient to meet the annual operating,

maintenance, sanitation, government, annuity, and interes.

charges, provided revenues of this amount can be secured with-

out limiting the usefulness of the canal in the promotion of

American shipping and the development of the commerce of the

United States and of the world. The exemption of American

shipping from the payment of tolls will reduce the revenues

obtained from the canal. Is this sacrifice of revenue necessary

and justifiable? The question of special significance is. Will

this contribution by the government be effective in buildins; up

the .American marine?

The arguments in favor of charging all vessels, American and

foreign, the same canal tolls and in opposition to the policy of

omitting or remitting tolls upon American coastwise shipping

may be summarized as follows

:

1. It is not necessary to relieve coastwise shipping of canal

tolls as long as foreign-built ships are not allowed to engage in

the domestic commerce of the United States. American ship-

owners have a monopoly of the coastwise trade ; the canal will

greatly increase the demand for coastwise transportation, and

the rates that may be charged by water carriers between our

two seaboards will be high enough to make their business profit-

able. Coastwise shipping will be increased in tonnage in pro-

portion to the enlarged demand for transportation facilities,

unless, as is feared by some persons, the steamship lines owned
or affiliated with the transcontinental railroads may engage in

destructive warfare against vessel lines not connected with the

railroads.

If it should be found to be the policy of the railroad-controlled

steamship lines—assuming that such lines are permitted to use

the canal—to attempt to drive the lines independent of railroad

affiliation off the canal route, the independent steamship com-

panies can be protected against unfair competition by Federal

•supervision and regulation of the services and rates of coast-

wise carriers. For reasons that are presented below, it is not

probable that it will be a wise policy on the part of the railroads

to engage in destructive warfare against independent coastwise

steamship lines; but, in either event, it will doubtless be w'iser

for the government to regulate, rather than to limit, the use of

the canal.

2. To the argument that Canadian shippers and producers will

have an advantage over their competitors in the United States.

because the rates will be lower by foreign vessels than by Amer-
ican ships, two answers are made

:

(a) The American producer is protected by the tariff. The
principal articles shipped from Washington and Oregon in com-
petition with the producers in British Columbia will be wheat,
lumber, and fish. The present tariff upon wheat is 25 cents per
bushel and upon flour 25 per cent, ad valorem. Upon lumber
the tariff rates range from 50 cents to $2,75 per thousand feet,

and on fish the duties are fi cent per pound for most varieties,

with a duty of 1 cent per pound upon salmon, mackerel, and
halibut.

(b) The rates charged by steamship lines between ports on
the Atlantic and ports in British Columbia will probably be the

same as the rates of the steamship lines operating between the

Atlantic and Pacific seaboards of the United States. The coast-

wise steamship lines operating through the canal to and from
Canadian and British Columbian ports will be in competition
with the lines operating between the two seaboards of the United
States, and it is not to be expected that the lines serving Cana-
dian and American ports will act independently of each other.

In all probability the rates of the several lines, American and
foreign, will be fixed in the "conferences" of the interested lines,

and it is not to be expected that the rates to and from British

Columbian ports will be low'er than the rates between the less

distant places on the two seaboards of the United States.

Shippers in British Columbia and Canada will be able to

charter vessels at lower rates than the shippers in the United

States will have to pay, for the reason that American producers

and merchants will, unless our navigation laws are changed, be

able to secure the services only of American vessels, which, as

compared with those under foreign flags, are more expensive to

build and to operate. However, as has been explained in earlier

parts of this report, a relatively small share of the tonnage be-

tween the two seaboards of North America will be shipped as

full vessel cargoes. All but a comparatively few of the largest

shippers will employ the services of line steamers.

The producers and exporters of lumber froTn the northwestern

states of the United States are desirous of being reUeved from
the payment of canal tolls in order that they may thereby more
readily compete with their Canadian rivals. Lumber is well

adapted to shipment as full cargoes in chartered vessels, and
the exemption of coastwise shipping from the payment of canal

tolls would somewhat increase the profits of the northwestern

lumberman. In this connection, however, it should be borne in

mind, as has just been stated, that the lumber sent to the eastern

ports of the United States has no tariff duties to pay, while the

British Columbian shipper to our Atlantic seaboard can enter

our markets only by the payment of relatively high duties.

Whether there be tolls on American ships at Panama or not,

it is unlikely that much Pacific coast lumber can be sold in the

Atlantic markets of the United States in competition with south-

ern lumber. The lumber from the southern mills is shipped

north either by cheap all-water routes or by inexpensive rail-and-

water routes from Mobile, Jacksonville, Savannah, Charleston,

Georgetown. N. C. Norfolk. Va.. and numerous other Gulf and

south Atlantic ports. The large exports of lumber from Wash-
ington and Oregon are shipped mainly to foreign countries, and

can be transported in foreign vessels at the same charter rates

as are paid by British Columbian exporters.

3. The third argument in favor of relieving American coastwise

shipping from Panama tolls—that the tolls charged will be added

to railroad rates—assumes an improbable adjustment of rail and

water rates. Those who contend that the traffic carried by rail

between the eastern and western parts of the United States will

be charged rates increased by the rate of canal tolls assume that

the rail charges must be and will be controlled by the coast-to-

coast water rates and that the schedules of railroad rates will

be fixed at such differentials above the water rates as the rail-

roads can charge and secure traffic in competition with the rival
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water lines. In order to bring about this adjustment of rail

and water rates there must be, first, active. rate-controUing com-

petition among the water lines, and. second, it must be the policj-

of the railroads to fix rates so as to compete actively with the

carriers by water for practically all traffic moving between the

two seaboards. Will those conditions exist?

Up to the present time it has been the practice of steamship

lines, when operating between common termini, to adjust services

and rates by "conference." There is more competition aiiiong

steamship hnes than among railroad companies; but the informal

organizations or conferences of steamship companies are able to

regulate competition and to prevent rates from being forced by

competition to the level below which they could not be forced

without making the business unprofitable. When several steam-

ship lines operate over established routes and serve the same

sections, they are able b\- agreements and understandings with

each other so to limit competition as to make their services and

rates at least partially monopolistic. Unless prevented by ef-

fective government regulation, steamship companies will. like

railroad companies, steadily increase the monopolistic character

of their service.

If this analysis of the relation of steamship companies with

each other be correct, it follows that the rates charged by steam-

ship lines between the two seaboards of the United States will

be, or will tend to be, not the lowest rates at which traffic can

be profitably handled, but rates as high as the interested steam-

ship lines think the rates can be put without limiting the growth

of traffic or without losing tonnage to the railroad lines. Steam-

ship companies, like railroad companies, will tend to charge

what the traffic will bear; and steamship traffic will bear such

rates as shippers will pay to have their goods transported by

water instead of by rail. If this be true, the tendency will be

for carriers by water to adjust their charges with reference to

the schedules of railroad rates. In so far as this practice of

rate making prevails, it will be impossible for the carriers by

water to add the canal tolls to their rates. Whether there be

canal tolls or not, rates by water carriers will be such as the

traffic will bear; the upper limit of what traffic by water will

bear will be the lower limit to which rates are brought by the

railroads; and the tolls will be paid by the owners of the steam-

ship lines instead of by the shippers in additional water rates.

In the case of chartered vessels, however, the shipper, and not

the owner, of the vessels must bear the burden of the canal tolls.

Charter rates will necessarily be increased by the amount of the

canal tolls; and, in so far as railroads compete with the chartered

vessel for lumber and similar traffic, the canal tolls will be of

advantage to railroads. This advantage, however, will be more

theoretical than real. It is not probable that the railroads can,

in any event, compete with the carrier by water for bulk cargoes

of lumber, coal, and similar products. The railroads will be

obliged to allow that traffic to move by water. They will not

run the risk of depressing their general schedule of commodity

and class rates for the purpose of preventing chartered vessels

from securing traffic that can be handled between the two sea-

boards of the United States for $5 per ton.

The probable adjustment of rates, by the coastwise water lines

and by the railroads upon traffic between the two seaboards of

the United States was considered at length in Chapter IV, and

the general conclusion reached was that "it will be the policy of

the railroads to allow a portion of the traffic that might be held

to the rails to be shipped coastwise through the canal and to

maintain rates upon the traffic which can readily be prevented

from taking the canal route. It is probable that the railroads

will adopt the general policy of surrendering without serious

struggle the minor portion of their traffic in order to maintain

profitable charges upon the major share of their tonnage."

4. The contention that, unless coastwise shipping is relieved

of Panama tolls, there will be an insufficient supply of American

ships and that this condition will bring about the admission of

foreign-built ships to our domestic trade need not be given great

weight. If the canal brings about a large demand for coastwise

transportation faciUties it will be profitable for American capital

to invest in ships to provide those faciUties. If there should

prove to be a permanent scarcity of American ships to handle the

coast-to-coast traffic, it is probable that the Congress can and
will devise methods of aiding American shipping without closing

American shipyards to the detriment of our navy.

5. It is earnestly argued by those who favor relieving Amer-
ican shipping of Panama tolls that the policy should be adopted
in order to give further aid to the American merchant marine.

When subjected to analysis this argument loses force. Our
shipping employed in the foreign trade needs assistance, but our

coastwise marine has a monopoly of the coastwise trade and

does not need further aid. In 1911 there were 3.537,750 tons ol

.\merican ships enrolled for the domestic trade on the Atlantic-

Gulf and Pacific seaboards. The increase during the preceding

decade had been 38 per cent. There is thus a relatively large

and healthilj- increasing tonnage of coastwise shipping; and the

opening of the Panama Canal will undoubtedly bring about a

large addition to the coastwise fleet. Our coastwise marine is

now given sufficient aid and protection by our navigation laws.

-American shipping engaged in the foreign trade has declined

steadily for several decades; and careful consideration may well

be given to measures that promise effective aid in building up

our shipping registered for the foreign trade; but the exemption

of that shipping from the payment of Panama Canal tolis is

inadvisable.

The policy is not advisable because the aid given would be of

little effect. The amount of money paid by the government to

our shipping engaged in the foreign trade would be slight and

the subsidy thus granted would be so widely and thinly dis-

tributed as to accomplish little, if any, results.

The adoption of the policy of paying back to .American ship-

owners the Panama tolls collected from them, might be a dis-

advantage instead of an aid to our shipping. The repayment to

shipowners of the Panama tolls collected from them would invite

similar action by other nations to overcome the effect of our

action. It would be a form of subsidy suggesting retaliatory

action by foreign governments.

R.MES OF TOLL—GROSS AND NET RE\-ENUE.

For reasons that have been briefly stated in Chapter IX ol

this report and which are discussed in detail in the volume upon

the Measurement of Vessels, it is recommended that the tolls

levied upon merchant vessels for the use of the Panama Canal

be based upon net vessel tonnage so determined as to express

the ship's earning capacity, and that the tolls upon war v-ssels

be based upon displacement tonnage. It is recommended that

the same basis for the levy of tolls—net tonnage or actual earning

capacity—be adopted for both freight and passenger vessels, that

spaces occupied by passengers and freight pay the same rate of

tolls, and that no tolls be levied on passengers.

Tolls on passengers are unjustifiable, because the collection of

such charges, in addition to tolls upon the earning capacity of a

vessel, or its actual net tonnage—the entire space available for

freight and passengers—imposes an unjustifiable double tax upon

the portion of the ship devoted to passenger accommodations.

The space occupied by passengers ought not to be taxed more

heavily than the portion of the ship in which freight is carried.

The following rates of toll upon merchant ships and war

vessels are recommended

:

On merchant vessels, carrying passengers or cargo. $1.20 per

net vessel ton. or each 100 cu. ft., of actual earning capacity.

On vessels in ballast, without passengers or cargo, 40 per cent.

less than the rate of toll upon vessels with passengers or cargo.

Upon all naval vessels other than transports, colliers, hospital

ships, and supply ships, 50 cents per displacement ton.

Upon army and navry transports, colHers. hospital ships and

supply ships. $1.20 per net ton, the vessels to be measured by

the same rules as are employed in determining the net tonnage

of merchant vessels.

The shipping using the Panama Canal may be subdivided into

three classes : That engaged in the coastwise commerce between
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the two seaboards of the United States, American sliipping em-

ployed in carrying the foreign commerce of the United States,

and foreign shipping carrying the commerce of the United States

and foreign countries. Tlie following table states the probable

volume of each of these three classes of shipping during the

first two years of the operation of the canal, during 1920, and

during 1925

:

Table 1.

—

Classification of Estimated Net Tonnage of Shipping Using
THE Panama Canal in 1915, 1920 and 1925.

.\vcrage per
•intium during
1915 and 1916. 1920. 1925.

Coast-to-coast .Amt-rican sliiiming 1,000.000 1,414,000 2.000,000
American ship[>inc carrying foreign com-
merce of the United States :... 720.000 910.000 1,150,000

Foreign shipping carrying commerce of
the United States and foreign countries 8,780,000 11,020,000 13.850,000

Total 10,500.000 13,344,000 17.000,000

The figures given in the above table for the tonnage of coast-

to-coast American shipping that may be expected to use the

Panama Canal during the first year or two of its operation are

obtained by estimating that the tonnage of traffic that was avail-

able in 1910 will have increased to 1.000,000 net tons by 1915.

During 1911 and 1912, the rate of increase has been more rapid

than this; but, in order to be on the safe side, this has been

the rate of increase assumed. It is believed, however, that the

canal will greatly increase the traffic carried by water between th>

two seaboards of the United States. In constructing the above

table, it was estimated that the intercoastal shipping through the

canal would double during the decade ending with 1925. At

that rate of increase, the coast-to-coast American shipping

through the canal will amount to 1,414,000 tons in 1920.

The gross revenue that may be secured from the Panama
Canal, with tolls at $1.20 per net ton upon all merchant vessels,

and the estimated share of the total receipts that would he se-

cured from American coastwise shipping, from .American vessels

engaged in carrying the foreign commerce of the United States,

and from foreign shipping are stated in the following table

:

Table 2.

—

Classification of Estimated Revenue op the Panama Canal
at a Toll of $1.20 per Net Ton.

Average per

1915 and 1916. 1920. 1925.

Coast-to-coast .American shipping $1,200,000 $1,696,800 $2,400,000
American shipping carrying foreign com-
merce of the United States 864,000 1,092,000 1,380,000

Foreign shipping carryirg commerce of
the United States and foreign countries 10,536.000 13,224.000 16,620,000

Total $12,600,000 $16,012,800 $20,400,000

The foregoing table does not take account of the fact that

some of the vessels using the Panama Canal will be without

cargo or passengers and will pay less than the standard rate of

toll. In the investigation of the tonnage of available canal traffic

it was found that 96 per cent, of the total shipping that would

use the canal consisted of vessels with cargo and 4 per cent, of

ships in ballast. This ratio of loaded to ballasted vessels is

practically the same as prevails in the traffic of the Suez Canal.

If the tolls on 4 per cent, of the total traffic of the Panama Canal

are 40 per cent, less than the standard rate of $1.20 per net ton,

the revenue, as stated in the preceding table, should be reduce!

by 1.6 per cent. This reduction, however, has not been made,

partly for the reason that the table does not, and could not,

take account of the revenue that may be received from tolls upon

war ships.

Table II contains an estimate of the amount of Panama tolls

obtainable from American and foreign shipping unless American

shipping is exempted from paying tolls. The amount of tolls

payable by .American ships would, according to the table, rise

from somewhat over $2,000,000 per annum during the first two

years of the operation of the canal to about $3,780,000 during

1925, provided, as is improbable, that the rate of tolls remained

$1.20 per net ton throughout the 10-year period. Should the

tolls start and remain at $1.20 per net ton, foreign shipping will

be required to pay about $10,500,000 in tolls per annum during

the first two years of the operation of the canal, and about

$16,200,000 during 1925. A reduction in- the rate of tolls before

1925 will cause a proportionate, or nearly equivalent, decrease

in the revenue obtained, both from American and from foreign

ships. The exemption of .\merican ships from the payment of

tolls, or the repayment of tolls to the owners of .American vessels,

will mean a sacrifice of one-si.\th of the canal revenues during

the early years of the operation of the canal and of nearly one-

lifth of the revenues at the end of a decade.

If all vessels, American and foreign using the canal are re-

quired to pay tolls at the rate of $1.20 per net ton, the revenu'-s

per annum during the first two or three years of the canal's

operation will average between twelve and thirteen million dol-

lars. By the end of the first decade the revenues will probably

have risen to, $20,000,000. If only foreign ships are required to

pay tolls, the receipts during the first few years will be between

ten and eleven million dollars per annum and will rise to sixteen

or seventeen million dollars by the end of the first 10 years. It

is not probable, however, that the rate of $1.20 per net ton will

be maintained throughout the decade. That is the rate that will

be charged by the Suez Canal Co. in 1913; and it is more than

probable that the Suez Canal Co. will reduce its tolls below that

rate within a few years after 1913. It will probably be unwise

for the United States to maintain higher tolls at Panama than

are charged at Suez.

It will hardly be possible to secure from foreign shipping

enough revenues during the first decade of the Panama Canal's

operation to meet all operation, depreciation, interest, annuity,

zone government, and sanitation charges. On the other hand, if

Panama tolls are charged both upon American and upon foreign

ships at the rate of tolls that may be expected to prevail at Suez,

it will apparently be possible to secure revenues from the Panama

Canal that will make it commercially self-supporting during the

first decade.

With the growth of traffic through the Panama Canal during

the second and succeeding decades of its operation it will be

possible, with tolls, at that time, of not exceeding $1 per net ton,

for the United States Government to secure revenues that will

permit of the ultimate amortization of the investment in the

canal. It will be possible and advisable for the United States,

beginning with 1925, to invest 1 per cent, per annum of the

$375,000,000 investment in a sinking fund. If this is done, the

annual net revenues must amount to $19,250,000, or the sum of

$3,500,000 for operation and maintenance, $500,000 for govern-

ment and sanitation of the zone, $11,250,000 for interest, $250,000

for the Panama annuity, and $3,750,000 for the sinking fund.

During the second and succeeding decades, moreover, it will

unquestionably be necessary to devote relatively large sums per

annum to the betterment of the canal to keep the waterway

abreast of traffic needs. Will this be possible? An increase of

60 per cent, during the first decade, as has been stated, will bring

the canal traffic to 17,000.000 net tons in 1925. Should this rate

of increase continue, as it undoubtedly will, during the second

decade, the traffic in 1935 will amount to 27,000,000 net tons;

and with tolls at that time of $1 per net ton, revenues of $27,-

000,000 per annum may readily be obtained. Receipts of this

amount would enable the government to meet all expenses, in-

cluding operation, maintenance, betterments, zone sanitation and

government, the Panama annuity, and the sinking fund.

The figures here given of the probable traffic and possible

revenue of the Panama Canal in 1925 and 1935 are estimates

based upon a careful study of the rate of increase of the com-

merce of the United States and foreign countries and of the

development of the traffic of the Suez Canal. While it is never

safe nor scientific to prophesy, the actual history of commerce

during the past 20 years clearly indicates that the estimates

regarding the Panama Canal traffic and revenues are conservative.

If they shall prove to be so, it will be possible for the United

States, without unduly burdening commerce or restricting the

usefulness of the canal, to secure enough revenues during the

first 20 years to make the canal commercially self-supporting.

To follow this policy will be to apply business principles to the

management of the Panama Canal, and to prevent its being a

continuing burden upon the general treasury and upon the tax-

payers of the United States.
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see in the change an effort to retaliate for their comments on

the recent collision at Montz.

The shops of the Missouri.-Oklahoma & Gulf at Muskogee,

Okla., together with two locomotives, were destroyed by fire

on the night of November 28.

The bill introduced in the lower House of Congress last

spring providing for a physical valuation of railways by the

Interstate Commerce Commission was taken up by the House

on Tuesday of this week and discussed at some length; but

no conclusion was reached. Prominent members thought that

the bill would be passed by the House before the end of this

week.

The New York Journal of Commerce, in its annual summary

of the number of stockholders in railroad and industrial corpo-

rations, finds that the railroad companies, which had replied up

to November 22, have a capital totaling $2,552,099,202, with

226,525 stockholders. Comparing the same companies in 1911,

the total capital was $2,346,619,002, and the total number of

stockholders was 221,079. The average number of shares held

by each stockholder was 112.6 in 1912, as against 106.1 in the

previous year.

The railroad commission of Louisiana has promulgated a

flagging rule and will give a hearing next Tuesday on the pro-

posal to adopt the rule as standard in that state. It is the

standard code rule supplemented by seven explanatory para-

graphs. It requires the flagman to takje a fusee every time he

goes out, and to light it at once. He must leave it burning at

a point one-quarter mile from the train where he puts down
the first torpedo. Where a train is protected by an automatic

block signal and the signal is not less than one-half mile back

of the train, the flagman need not go back.

H. G. Askew, statistician for the Texas railways, has com-

piled reports showing that during the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1912, a total of 159 trespassers were killed and 232

were injured on 32 roads, representing approximately 90 per

cent, of the total railway mileage in the state. This is an

increase of 31 trespassers killed and of 58 trespassers injured

on the same roads as compared with the fiscal year 1911. He
has also made a compilation showing that the 32 roads

in the fiscal year ending June 30. 1912. paid out $2,871,496 for

personal injury claims, as compared with $1,847,701 in the fiscal

year 1908. While the payments per mile for 1908 were $143.54,

the average per mile for 1912 was $206.13.

The Second Minnesota Conservation and Agricultural De-

velopment Congress, held recently at Minneapolis, at which

there was an attendance of 4,876 registered delegates, the

greater part of whom were representative farmers from Min-

nesota and the other northwestern states, adopted the follow-

ing resolution regarding railways : "Resolved that the con-

gress appreciates the work of the railways in their active ef-

forts to promote agricultural development in the northwest and

recognizes the necessity of new railway construction, believing

that such further development of transportation^ faciHties should

be encouraged as a means of effective state development, and

that the investment of new capital to open up territory not now
well served by transportation lines should be hastened by the

manifestation of a spirit of friendly co-operation."

The Louisiana railway commission on November 30 issued

an order forbidding the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley from

putting into effect new train schedules out of New Orleans

on December 1, discontinuing a train leaving New Orleans

at 2:55 in the afternoon which has been used by the New
Orleans afternoon newspapers for the circulation of their

papers in Baton Rouge. In place of it the railway has an-

nounced a fast night train to Memphis leaving at 11:15 p. m.

Following the order of the commission an injunction was
issued late Saturday afternoon bj- Judge Skinner of the state

court based on representations by two of the afternoon news-
papers that the railway intended to ignore the order of the

commission on the ground that the trains were interstate and
that the proposed change in service would cause discrimina-

tion against them in favor of the morning papers who would
be benefited by the 11:15 train. The publishers professed to

The Grand Trunk Pacific.

We expect to have the line in operation for through traffic

by the beginning of 1915. It is just a question of getting the

requisite amount of labor into the territory. At present we
have something like 10,000 men at work.
With regard to the criticism that has been directed against

the Grand Trunk for not first building between Moncton

and Winnipeg in order to link up the eastern system with

the western, it is to be said that the construction of that

portion of the system is entirely in the hands of the govern-

ment ; the Grand Trunk officers had only the supervision of

construction work. This line, in all probability, however, will

be completed within the next twenty months. Work on the

entire mountain division, from time to time in the past three

years, has been held up because of labor shortage and trouble

with labor. As late as last August 1,500 men, who were re-

ceiving $3 a day for ordinary labor, struck work and at a

time when 2,000 more men were needed. The situation at

present is a settled one and the prospect for its remaining

so is reassuring. The Dominion government and the pro-

vincial governments have a duty to encourage immigration

by every means in their power; but a goodly proportion of

the laboring population seem to believe that increased im-

migration will mean decreased wages. If the Grand Trunk
had been able to obtain sufficient labor the line would have

been completed a year ago; there would be flourishing towns
where there are none now, and Prince Rupert would be a busy

port with a largely increased population.

—

President Chambertin.

Improved Discipline on the B. & 0.

The Baltimore & Ohio has established an employment bureau,

to deal with employment, discipline and wages throughout the

whole system, including the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton,

and has put at the head of it Mr. \\'alber, hitherto assistant

general manager. Under this organization the selection of suit-

able men to fill positions in train and other service will be

vested in the employment bureau ; this with a view to assuring

a high standard and the employment of none but desirable and

responsible men. The employment bureau will pass upon ap-

plications for positions in train service, and investigate the

records of persons desiring to enter the service, with full au-

thority to approve or reject such applications. When appli-

cations for employment are made, the bureau will be consulted,

and until its sanction has been obtained the service will be

but temporary.

Several months ago the Baltimore & Ohio established a labor

bureau to employ unskilled workmen, chiefly for maintenance of

way. The scope of the labor bureau will be broadened, now

that it is to be conducted under executive auspices, and un-

skilled workmen will be hired in this way for all kinds of serv-

ice in the operating department. The labor bureau is in no

way identified with or operated under contract methods, there

being no charges levied against the men; and furthermore, the

laborers are transported free to the places where they are to-

work.

The Baltimore & Ohio announces also that Brown's disciplme

is to be adopted, and suspensions don» away with.

Conference on Wages.

The conference committee of managers of eastern railways

met with the representatives of the firemen in New York City

this week, beginning on Tuesday, to take up the request of

the firemen for increased pay.

At a meeting before the opening of the conference the

managers' committee received the resignation of J. C. Stuart,

vice-president of the Erie, as chairman of the committee, and

Elisha Lee, assistant to the general manager of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, was chosen in his place.

At a meeting in Buffalo last week the 52 representatives

of the locomotive enginenien, who conducted the enginemen s

side in the recent arbitration, formed a permanent organiza-

tion to be known as the Eastern General Chairman's Associa-

tion of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. The
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52 general chairmen of this committee represent the 52 roads
which were parties to the recent arbitration. The new as-
sociation voted to hold its next meeting in May or June, 1913.

The period of one j'ear, for which tlie arbitration is to be in

effect, ends about that time (May 1),

The New Haven's Appeal to the Public.

The alarums, well founded or ill-founded, feigned or un-
feigned, which filled the newspapers of New York City and
New England recently, in connection with reports of three de-
railments on the New York, New Haven & Hartford have been
mentioned in the Railzmy Age Gaceltc. A peculiarity of this un-
usual ebuIHtion was the large number of ''yellow" falsehoods

and exaggerations appearing in some daily newspapers which

A Test of

Railroad Efficiency

Thirty-two specia] trains, carrying MORE THAN
50.000 PERSONS to and from the Yale-Harvard foot-

ball game at New Hayen, were moved by the New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad IN ADDI-
TION to ito NORMAL, DENSE TRAFFIC.

And tfae«e special trains were handled PRACTI-
CALLY ON TIME and WITHOUT MISHAP.

For transportation efficiency, this is a RECORD
UNRIVALLED.

It was a test-A SUPREME TEST—of the New
Haven's traffic facilities. And the results tell HOW
WELL the Railroad RESPONDED.

Just consider what a TASK it was.

The New Haven's NORMAL BUSINESS constantly

places INTENSE PRESSURE on its facilities. Now,
on top of an ordinary day's business, think of moving
the ENTIRE POPULATION of a city like BROCKTON,
HOLYOKE, HAVERHILL or NEW BRITAIN. And
moving them SAFELY and ACCORDING TO
SCHEDULE.

Doesn't this exemplify TRANSPORTATION
EFFICIENCY?

Doesn't it demonstrate THE NEW HAVEN'S
POWER EFFECTIVELY TO PERFORM THE TRANS-
PORTATION SERVICE OF NEW ENGLAND?

TheNew York,New Haven & Hartford Railroad Co.

are usually classed as tolerably conservative. Almost in the

midst of this journalistic demonstration came the New Haven
football game Saturday, November 23, the traffic phases of which
event have been noticed in these columns in former years. On
Tuesday, the 26th, the papers of the large cities contained the

advertisement shown herewith. We have reduced it one-third in

width and height.

The New Haven and the Grand Tiunk.

The grand jury in the federal court at New York City this

week took up the investigation of the alleged unlawful doings

of the New York, New Haven & Hartford and the Grand
Trunk, which was begun two weeks ago at the uistance of the

attorney-general of the United States, but was suspended.

When the inquiry was begun the presidents of both roads
offered to give the government access to any of their records,

and it is understood that some examination of the records has

been made, but extended examination of witnesses seems now
to have been decided on. E. H. McHugh, vice-president of

the Grand Trunk, was the first witness heard. Timothy E.

Byrnes, vice-president of the New Haven road, and A. H.
Cochrane, a director of that company, were also called.

Congressman O'Shaunessy, of Rhode Island, has introduced

in the House a resolution to provide for the election by the

House of a special committee of seven members to inquire into

the circumstances surrounding the suspension of work on the

Grand Trunk line to Providence. Interviews with Mr. O'Shau-
nessy seem to indicate that if the department of justice brings

out the facts of the situation, his proposition for a committee
will not be pushed.

Seven Passengers Killed at Dresden, Ohio.

In a rear collision of passenger trains on the Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburgh near Dresden, Ohio, on the night
of December 3, seven passengers and one brakeman were
killed, and two employees and five passengers injured, three
of the seven injuries being classed as fatal, these persons
having been badly scalded by steam escaping from the
locomotive.

Dresden is on the Zanesville division, about two miles
south of Trinway, which is the junction with the Pittsburgh
division. The account gives no intelligible explanation of the
cause of the collision, simply saying that the leading train
was stopped because of the failure of the engine and that the
flagman went back, but the following train was too close.
The rear car of the standing train was completely demolished
and the passengers killed and injured were all in this car.

The reports would seem to indicate that the block system was
not in use.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
held December 4, a paper was presented for discussion, entitled
"Tufa Cement, as Manufactured and Used on the Los Angeles
.\queduct," by J. B. Lippincott, M. Am. Soc. C. E. This paper
was printed in Proceedings for October, 1912.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

At the next regular meeting of the Railway Club of Pitts-
burgh, to be held December 19, A. F. Mitchell, superintendent
of the heat treating shop of the Carnegie Steel Company, al
Homestead, Pa., will read a paper on Heat Treatment of Steel.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives name:
Heelings, and places of meeting.

of secretaries, dates of next

Con-AiR Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Ma
vention. May 6-9, St. Louis, Mo.

-American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W C.
Hope. New York.

American Association of Freight -Agents.-R. O. Wells, East St. Louis.
III. .Annual meeting, June 17-20, Buffalo, N. Y.

.American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

-American Electric Railway Association.—H. C.' Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St.. Ne

-American

York.

ICAN Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec. Ry. Assoc.

American Railway .Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meteing. May 21, New York.

-American Railway Bridge and Building -Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, October 21-23, 1913, Montreal.

.American Railway Engineering Association.— E. H. Fritch. 900 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago. Convention, June 11-13, Atlantic City, N. J.

.American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—A. R. Davis, Central
of Georgia, Macon, Ga.

-American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

-American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt. 220 W. 57th St.,^

New York; 1st and 3d Wed.. e.\cept June and August, New York.
American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13

Park Row. New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.
-American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice. 29 W.

39th St.. New York.

-American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. T. Angler, B. & O.. Balti-
more. Md. Convention, January 21-23, Chicago.

Association of -American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago. Annual meeting, May 28, Atlantic
City, N. J.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. -A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Rv., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting. June, 1913, Atlantic
City. N. J.

-Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew. 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

.Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York. Meeting Dec. IG-U. 1912, New
Orleans, La.

Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association.—H. -A. Neally, Joseph
Di.xon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J. Meeting with American
Railway Bridge and Building -Association.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.
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Canadian Society of Civil Engineess.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-

chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, S41 North 50th

Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

CENTR.4L Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. \.

Civil Engiseeks' Society of St. Pail.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol

building, St. Paul. Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,

Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg. Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton

building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Associ.\tion.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va. Next
convention, June 18, Bluff Point. N. Y.

GENER.4L Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Keller, 226

W. Adams St.. Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-

vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

Iniernation.^l Railway Fuel Association.-C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago. Annual meeting, May, 1913, Chicago.

International Railway Gener.^l Foremen's Association.—Wm. Hall,

Chicago & North Western, Escanaba, Mich.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—.•V.L Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio. Annual meeting, August 18, Richmond, \ a.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.

Master Boiler Makers' -Association,—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St..

New York. Convention, May 26-29. 1913, Chicago.

Master Car Builders' .Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago. Convention, June 1618, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Can.^d.* —
A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Annual meeting, September

9 12, Ottawa, Can.

National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-

born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. .Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St.. Boston, Mass.;

2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, -Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d

Friday in month, except June, July and -August, New \ork.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;

4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion, Peoria. 111.; 2d Tuesday.

Railro.\d Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove. 1008 Walnut St.. Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,

Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and .August. Pittsburgh.

Railw.\y Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021

Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening .Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Next meeting. .August 12-15, Nashville, Tenn.

Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,

Kansas City, Mo.
Railway Signal .Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Meetings,

March 17, Chicago; June 1011, New York; convention, October 14,

Nashville, Tenn.
Railway Storekeepers' Associ.\tion.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, CoUinwood,

Ohio. .Annual convention, May 19-21, Chicago.

Railway Supply Manufacturers' .Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. Assocs.

Railway Tel. 'and Tel. Applunce .Assoc.—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Telcg. Sups.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W., Sterling, 111. Convention, September 8-12, 1913, Chicago.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance .Association.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St., Sta-

tion, Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, .A. &

W. P. Ry.. Montgomery, -Ala. Next meeting, April 17, Atlanta, Ga.

Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. T. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

.Atlanta, Ga. ; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.

Toledo 'Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo.

Track Supply .Association.—W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
N. Y. Meeting with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-
ciation.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe. La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthlv, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and -August, New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet
ings monthlv Pittsburgh.

Traffic Club of St. Louis.—^A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library building.

St. Louis, Mo. .Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.

Train Despatchers' Association of -America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
-Ave., Chicago. Annual meeting. June 17, Los Angeles, Cal.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Transport.\tion Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich. ; meetings monthly.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. Annual meeting, .August. 1913. Chicago.

Utah Society of Engineers.—R. B. Ketchum, University of Utah, Salt

Lake City, Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and .August.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building. Oiicago; 3d
Tuesdav of each month, except June, July and .August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block,

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.

The Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis announces the estabhshment

of a regular gasolene-electric motor passenger car service be-

tween Havana, 111., and Springfield.

The National Railways of Mexico and the Mexico North
Western Railway have been opened to passenger travel after a

suspension of business for about six months, because of the

repeated revolutionary outbreaks in that countrj'.

Representatives of 5,000 miners in western Kentuck)' have

presented a petition to the governor of the state asking that

he take steps to relieve the car shortage which, it is contended,

is working a hardship on the miners by depriving them of

steady employment.

Exports of merchandise from the United States to Canada in

the nine months ending September 30 last, aggregated $244,000,000,

which is about double the value of the exports in the same
length of time three years ago. The increase is principally in

cotton, corn, lumber, bituminous coal, iron and steel, and auto-

mobiles.

The law of South Carolina forbidding the shipment of cotton

into that state from a state infested by boll weevil is contrary

to the section of the federal constitution vesting in Congress the

exclusive power to regulate commerce between the states. This

is the decision of a court at Meridian, Miss., reported this

week, in which a cotton shipper in Mississippi sued for dam-

ages because of the refusal by a firm in South Carolina to ac-

cept a shipment of cotton.

The latest remedy proposed for the freight car shortage ap-

pears in a bill introduced in Congress by Representative Prouty,

of Iowa, last Wednesday; and it is a very drastic one. The mam
section of the bill directs the railways to require consignees to

unload their freight in five days, demurrage or no demurrage.

If the railroad does not enforce this rule, it shall be liable in

damages to persons who order cars and are unable to get them.

The bill contains numerous other provisions, wise and unwise.

Mr, Prouty has discovered that in a good many cases consignees

find it cheaper to use cars as warehouses, and pay the demur-

rage, than to put up buildings of their own; and he proposes

to put a stop to this intolerable condition.

An Advertisement.

"Please Ship Your Christmas Packages Early." This familiar

injunction appears this year in the papers of New York and

other cities in a display advertisement, three columns wide,

signed by four prominent express companies, the Adams, United

States, .American and Wells-Fargo. But the quoted words .ip-

pear at the bottom ; and the main part of the advertisement, il-

lustrated by two pictures, is as follows

:

Express Labels That Protect You.

Yellow Label
When you receive an express package bearing a yellow
label pay tiothing. The shipper has already paid the

charges.

White Label

label pay the charges.
package bearing a white

No Label
If a package bears neither Collect nor Prepaid label it

will he delivered without charges, and collection, if proper,

will be made thereafter.

This New System
of yellow ard white labels has been adopted by the Express
Companies by order of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion for your benefit and protection. Your co-operation is

earnestly requested.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

.\rthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between

railroads of the .American Railway Association, in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 131-A, giving a summary of car surpluses

and shortages by groups from August 2, 1911, to November 21,

1912. says: The total surplus on November 21, 1912, was 22,363

cars; on November 7, 1912, 19,897 cars; and on November 22,

1911, 43,059 cars. Compared with the preceding period; there
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is an increase in the total surplus of 2,466 cars, made up as

follows: 1,910 box, 26 flat, 1,625 miscellaneous and a decrease of

1,095 coal cars. The increase in Ijox car surplus is in groups
2 (New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern

Pennsylvania), 4 (the Virginias and Carolinas), 6 (Iowa, Illinois,

Wisconsin and Minnesota), 7 (Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska
and the Dakotas), 9 (Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico), and
11 (Canadian Lines). The increase in flat car surplus is in

groups 1 (New England Lines), 6 and 9 (as above). The in-

crease in miscellaneous car surplus is in groups 1 (as above), 3

(Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania), 4, 6 (as

above). 10 (Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California, Nevada and
Arizona), and 11 (as above). The decrease in coal car surplus

is in groups 1, 3; 4, 6, 10 and 11 (as above).
The total shortage on November 21, 1912, was 73,475 cars; on

November 7, 1912. 71,156 cars; and on November 22, 1911, 19,949.

Compared with the preceding period ; there is an increase in the

total shortage of 2.319 cars, an increase of 3,361 coal, and 2.784

miscellaneous cars, and a decrease of 3,456 box and 370 flat cars.

The decrease in box car shortage is general throughout the

country, except in groups 9 and 11 (as above). The decrease in

flat car shortage is chiefly in groups 3 (as above), 5 (Kentucky,
Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida), 6 (as

above), 8 (Kansas, Colorado, Oklahoma, Missouri and Arkansas),
10 and 11 (as above). The increase in coal car shortage is gen-

eral, except in groups 7 and 8 (as above). The increase in

miscellaneous car shortage prevails throughout tlie country, ex-

cept in groups 8 and II (as above).

Compared with the same date of 1911; there is a decrease in

the total surplus of 20,696 cars, of which 5,989 is in box, 2,107 in

flat, 6,179 in coal and 6,421 in miscellaneous cars. There is an

increase in the total shortage of 53,526 cars of which 30,329 is in

box, 4,311 in flat, 14,092 in coal and 4,794 in miscellaneous cars.

The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage figures

by groups for the last period covered in the report, and totals

for the country for corresponding dates in previous years; and
the diagram shows total bi-wcekly siirplusis .ind shortages from
1907 to 1912.

Summary of Revenues and Expenses of Steam Roads in

September.

The Bureau of Railway Economics' summary of revenues and
expenses and connnents thereon for September, 1912, are as

follows : The railways whose returns are included in bulletin

No. 41 operate 219,851 miles of line, or about ninety per cent, of
all the steam railway mileage of the United States. The total

operating revenues for the month of September, 1912, amounted
to $266,564,414. This includes revenues from freight and passen-
ger traffic, from carrying mail and express, and from miscellane-

ous sources. Compared with September, 1911, the total operating
revenues of these railways show an increase of $19,701,553. These
total operating revenues per mile of line amounted to $1,212 in

September, 1912, and $1,138 in September, 1911, an increase for

1912 of $74, or 6.5 per cent. This increase was the resultant of
increases in each revenue account as follows : freight revenue,
8.2 per cent.; pas.scnger revenue, 1.4 per cent.; other transporta-

tion revenue, 7.4 per cent; non-transportation revenue, 12.5 per
cent.

Operating expenses, which include all the costs of maintaining
track and equipment, operating trains, securing traflic, and of

administration, amounted in September to $171,313,837. This was
$13,804,713 more than for September 1911. These operating ex-

penses per mile of line amounted to $779 in September, 1912, and

Group *1.—Nc

11.

21. 1912.
21, 1912.
21, 1912.
21, 1912.
21. 1912.
21, 1912.
21, 1912.
21, 1912.
21, 1912.
21, 1912.
21, 1912.

Total, November 21, 1912 183
22, 1911 169
23, 1910 152
24, 1909 163
25, 1908 160

Car ScBPtysES and Shortages.

•Group 1 is composed of New Englan
Indiana. Michiuan and We=tern Pennsylv:
Mississippi, .Alabama. (Jeorpia and Florida
D.ikota and South Dakota lines; Group 8
Group 10—Washington. Oregon, Idaho, C

d lii

' —Surpluses-
Coal,

gondola Other

' Shortages
Coal,

gondola Other

"

Cox. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total. Box. Flat. and hopper. kinds. Total.

119 n 98 217 1,196 357 858 523 2,934
849 33 1,005 163 2,050 3,352 104 3.766 809 8,031

50 150 26 226 7,626 147 4,408 2.265 14,446
102 18 550 475 1,145 2,803 995 3,255 579 7,632
10 64 457 531 5,060 1.390 2,364 180 8,994

2,317 305 1,440 2.240 6.302 4,235 457 2,053 1,253 7,998
30 26 25 330 411 710 no 14 834

113 953 1,116 2.182 4,058 363 545 383 5,349
632 160 273 478 1,543 2,026 481 506 431 3,444
503 667 1,707 4,459 7,336 4,580 244 307 658 5.789
99 86 235 420 7,361 246 407 8,024

4.542 1,577 6,167 10,077 22.363 43,007 4,794 18,172 7,502 73.475
10.531 3.684 12,346 16,498 43,059 12,678 483 4,080 2,7u8 19,949
12,368 3.506 7,249 19.943 43,066 7,305 1,191 4,230 1,947 14,673
17.538 4.091 5.628 12,271 39.528 12,230 891 9,542 4,833 27,496
45,194 12,157 43,854 31,624 132,829 7,923 178 900 209 9,210

roup 2—New York. New Jersey, Delaware Maryla nd and Eastern Pennsylvania lines Group 3 —Ohio,
Group 4—West Vir Biria. Virgi lia. North and So uth Carolina lines: Gr [)up 5—Kent

. TVyoming.
ucky. Ten nessee.

oup 6—Iowa Illino s. Wisconsi 1 and Min ncsota Ji les; Grout) 7 --Montana Nebraska, North
Colorado. .M ^'^oiiri .Arkansas a id Oklaho na lines; Group 9—

T

cxas. I.on «la>'a and N Ew Mexico lines;

nd .Arizona incs; Group 11- C ii.-uli.in li

Shortage

Car Surpluses and Shortages from 1907 to 1912.
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$726 in September, 1911, an increase for 1912, of $53 per mile,

or TZ per cent. All of the five primary operating expense ac-

counts showed increases in 1912. In the cost per mile of main-

taining way and structures, i. e., tracks and buildings, there was
an increase of 5.8 per cent. ; in the cost per mile of maintaining

equipment an increase of 10.9 per cent. ; in traffic expenses per

mile an increase of 1.4 per cent. ; in transportation expenses per

mile an increase of 7.0 per cent. ; and in general expenses per mile

an increase of 1.4 per cent.

Net operating revenue, that is, total operating revenues less

operating expenses, amounted in September to $95,250,577. This

was $5,896,840 more than for September 1911. Net operating

revenue per mile of line amounted to $433 in September, 1912,

and $412 in September, 1911, an increase for 1912 of $21 per mile,

or 5.1 per cent. The net operating revenue for each mile of line

for each day in September averaged $14, and for September,

1911, $14. It should be recalled that net operating revenue rep-

resents gross income before anything has been taken out for

taxes, rentals, interest on bonds, appropriations for betterments,

or dividends.

Taxes for the month of September amounted to $10,305,807,

or $47 per mile, an increase of 6.4 per cent, over September, 1911.

The operating ratio for September, that is, the per cent, of

total operating revenues which was absorbed in operating ex-

penses, was 64.3 per cent., which is comparable with 64.1 per cent

in August. 1912, and 63.8 per cent, in September, 1911.

The eastern group of railways shows an increase in total operat-

ing revenue per mile of line as compared with September, 1911,

of 6.1 per cent., the southern group an increase of 1.1 per cent.,

and the western group an increase of 8.7 per cent. Operating

expenses per mile increased 7.6 per cent, on the eastern railways.

6.5 per cent, on the southern railways, and 7.2 per cent, on the

western railways.

For the eastern group of railways net operating revenue per

mile increased 3.4 per cent., and for the western group it increased

11.0 per cent., while for the southern group it decreased 100 per

cent. The increase in taxes per mile was 7.3 per cent, in the

eastern group. 5.8 per cent, in the southern group, and 5.6 per

cent in the western group.

Comparison of the returns for the three months of the fiscal

year with those of the corresponding months of the previous fiscal

year reveals an increase in total operating revenues per mile of

7.9 per cent, an increase in operating expenses per mile of 7.4

per cent., and an increase in net operating revenue per mile

of 8.9 per cent. This net operating revenue per mile of the eastern

group of railways increased 8.0 per cent, as compared with the
corresponding period of the fiscal year, that of the western group
increased 14.2 per cent., while that of the southern group de-
creased 5.3 per cent.

When the returns for the nine months of the calendar year
1912 are compared with those of the corresponding months of
1911, they show an increase in total operating revenues per mile
of 4.3 per cent., an increase in operating expenses per mile of 5.4

per cent., and an increase in net operating revenue per mile of 1.9

per cent. There was an increase in net operating revenue per
mile of 3.1 per cent in the eastern group, an increase of 4.2 per
cent in the western group, and a decrease of 7.2 per cent in the

southern group.

The diagram shows the variations in total operating revenues,
operating expenses, and net operating revenue per mile for the
several months of the calendar year 1911. and of the calendar
year 1912 to date. The following table shows the per cent of

operating revenues consumed by each class of expenses

:

Per Cent, of Total Operating Revenues.
Fiscal Calendar

year ended year ended
August, June 30, December 31,

1912. 1911. 1912. 1911. 1911. 1910.

Maint. of way and structures 13.1 13.2 12.7 12.9 12.7 13.3
Maint. of equipment 15.1 14.5 15.8 15.5 15.5 15.3
Traffic expenses '. 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.1
Transportation expenses 32.1 31.9 35.9 35.5 35.4 34.7
General expenses 2.1 2.2 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.4

Total operating expenses 64.3 63.8 69.1 68.6 68.3 67.8

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

Commissioner Harlan held a hearing at Dallas, Tex., on
November 22 and 23, on a complaint filed by the Chamber of

Commerce of Amarillo, Tex., asking for the same freight rate

basis as Quanah, Sweetwater, San Angelo and other towns in

that district.

Special Examiner Burchmore held a hearing at Chicago on
November 25 and November 26, on proposed advances in rates

on starch from Cedar Rapids and Boone, la., to Missouri river

points on traffic destined beyond which had been suspended

by the commission.

The commission has further suspended from November 30

until May 30, certain schedules in tariffs of fhe St. Louis & San
Francisco and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, which advance
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minimum weights on ear corn, in carloads, between St. Louis,

Mo., Kansas City, and points in Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas and
other states.

The commission has further suspended, from November 29

until May 29, a number of tariffs which advance from 25 cents

to 26J/2 cents per 100 lbs. rates for the transportation of lumber
from points in Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi. Alabama,
Tennessee and Oklahoma to Omaha and South Omaha, Neb., and
Council Bluflfs and Des Moines, Iowa.

The commission has suspended until March 31, items in supple-

ments to the Southern Railway tariff, which advance rates for

the transportation of furniture from High Point. N. C, and other

points in the Carolinas and Virginia to Boston, Mass., New York.
Philadelphia, Pa., Baltimore, Md., and other points. The pro-

posed advances vary between S and 6 cents per 100 lbs.

The commission has suspended from December 1 until March
31, certain items, which advance from 15'/2 cents to 19;^-2 cents

per 100 lbs. rates on grain from Missouri River points to Gulf

ports when for export to European countries. The rates were
reduced from 19^; cents to ISj/a cents early in August of this

year, and it is the restoration to the former figure which is

now being suspended by the commission.

The commission has suspended from December 1 until March
31, an item in Hosmer's tariff which eliminates via the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific and its connections, an existing export

rate of 16'2 cents per 100 lbs. on oil cake, oil meal, screenings

and flaxseed, carloads, from St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn.,

to certain Gulf ports, including Galveston, Tex., leaving in effect

only the class rate of 35 cents per 100 lbs.

The commission has suspended, until March 31, certain tariffs

which advance rates for the transportation of hardwood lumber
and articles taking hardwood lumber rates from points in

Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas to various Mississippi River

crossings, Cairo, 111., and to points in Kansas. Iowa. Nebraska,

etc. In most instances the advance is 2 cents per 100 lbs. In

some cases it amounts to as much as 3J/2 and AYz cents.

The commission has suspended from December 1 until March
31. the supplement to the tariff of the Minneapolis & St. Louis,

which cancels existing joint rates from points on the Minneapolis

& St. Louis between Le Beau, S. D., and Marietta. Minn., both

inclusive, to Duluth via Minneapolis. The same joint rates, how-
ever, would remain in force to Duluth from said points via

Hanley Falls. Minn., and the Great Northern Railway. The
effect of the commission's suspension is to continue the existing

routes via Minneapolis.

Complaint Dismissed.

Eagle Pencil Company v. Nashville. Chattanooga & St.

Louis, et al. Opinion by the commission:

The commission found that the rail-and-water rate of 50 cents

per 100 lbs. on cedar pencil material from South Pittsburgh.

Tenn., to New York was not unreasonable or unduly discrimi-

natory. (25 I. C. C, 203.)

Millard T. Riley i'. Wabash. Opinion by the commission:
The complainant seeks reparation at the rate of !4 cent per

bushel for elevation allowance on certain cars of grain elevated

by it at Black Rock, N. Y. The commission found that the

defendant's tariffs did not provide for such allowance at Black

Rock and its refusal to pay the same was not discriminatory or

otherwise in violation of the law. (25 I. C. C, 210.)

Corporation Commission of Oklahoma v. Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, et al. Opinion by the commission:
The complainant seeks the restoration of the sleeping car

service formerly maintained by the defendants between Guthrie,

Okla., and Canadian. Tex. The commission found that this

sleeping car service was onl)' instituted as an experiment, and
that it proved unsuccessful financiallv to the carriers. (25

I. C. C, 120.)

Hutchinson Mills Company v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

Opinion by the commission:
The complainant contends that the tariffs of the defendant

provide for the absorption of switching charges at Hutchinson,

Kan., on traffic milled in transit at that point, and that the col-

lection of these switching charges by the defendant was unlaw-

ful. The commission found that the tariffs in question did not
provide for the absorption of the switching charges at Hutchin-
son. (25 I. C. C, 180.)

Theodore Vernheim & Company v. Oregon Railroad & Navi-
gation Company, et al. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The complainant contends that the rate of $1.10 per 100 lbs.

charged it on a carload shipment of liquid tree spray shipped
from Chicago, to Portland, Ore., was unreasonable to the extent
that it exceeds 65 cents per 100 lbs., which is the rate applicable
to liquid sheep dip. Reparation is asked. The commission found
that although the rate complained of was reduced to 85 cents
per 100 lbs. within one month after the date of the shipment,
this voluntary reduction is not sufficient proof of the unreason-
ableness of the $1.10 rate during the period of its effectiveness,
and also that under the circumstances existing at the time of the
shipment the rate was not excessive. , (25 I. C. C, 156.)

St. Louis Blast Furnace Company v. Virginian Railway et al.

Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The allegations set forth in the complaint in this case are sub-

stantially the same as in the case of the St. Louis Blast Furnace
Company v. Virginian Railway, 24 I. C. C, 360 (mentioned in
the Railway Age Gazette of July 19, page 136), except as re-
gards the matter of reparation. The complainant contends that
the rates charged it on shipments of coke from Page, W. Va.,
and Eagle to St. Louis, Mo., were unreasonable and unjustly
discriminatory. Reparation was asked. The commission found
that the rates complained of were found just and reasonable in
the former case and decided that those findings still hold good
(25 I. C. C, 183.)

Fcls & Company v. Pennsylvania Railroad, et al. Opinion by
Commissioner Lane:
The commission denied the petition of the complainant for a

rehearing of this case which was reported in 23 I. C. C, 483,
for the purpose of receiving additional proof and also for the
purpose of introducing against the Philadelphia, Baltimore &
Washington the record in the Procter & Gamble case, 9 I. C C,
440, and for the purpose of again considering an award of
reparation against the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington
under those petitions. The commission found that no reparation
could be awarded against the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Wash-
ington, because that carrier was not directly or indirectly bound
by the order issued in the Procter & Gamble case. (25 I. C. C,
154.)

Humboldt Steamship Company v. White Pass & Yukon
Route, consisting of the Pacific & Arctic Railway & Navigation
Company, British Columbia Yukon Railway, British Yukon Rail-
way, and British Yukon Navigation Company, Ltd. Opinion by
Commissioner Clark:

In this case the complainant seeks the establishment of through
routes and joint rates from Seattle, Wash., to Dawson, Yukon
Territory, and to other points in Canadian territory. The com-
mission found that it could not establish such through routes
and joint rates, as it has no jurisdiction over railroad and steam-
ship lines located, owned and operated entirely in an adjacent
foreign country. The commission also found that the wharf
used by the defendants at Skagway, Alaska, is an instrumental-
ity of interstate commerce when used by defendants. (25
I. C. C, 136.)

Reparation Awarded.

Holcker-Elberg Manufacturing Company v. Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, et al. Opinion by the commission:
The complainant contends that the rate of $3,34 per 100 lbs. ;

charged it on a shipment of automobile wind-shield frames from
Joliet, 111., to Dallas, Tex., was unreasonable to the extent that

it exceeds the former rate of $1.67 per 100 lbs. The commission
found that the advance was not justified by the defendants, and
that therefore the advanced rate is unjust and unreasonable to

the extent that it exceeds the former rate of $1.67 per 100 lbs.

(25 I. C. C, 212.)

Apple Rates Reduced.

M. W. Thompson v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, et al.

Opinion by the commission:
The defendants collected charges for the transportation of

apples in carloads from Espanola, N. Mex., to various points
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in Arizona and California, in the absence of joint through rates,

based on the sum of the intermediate rates which are subject'

to varying minima. The complainant contends that these

charges were excessive and seeks the estabHshment of a reason-

able joint through rate for the future. Reparation is also asked.

The commission found that the charges were in each instance

unjust and unreasonable to the extent that they exceeded the

charges that would have accrued under a joint through rate of

80 cents per 100 lbs. subject to a carload minimum of 30,000

lbs.; and prescribed this rate for the future. Reparation was

awarded. (25 I. C. C, 174.)

Ohio River Crossings Order Not Modified.

Manufacturers & Merchants Association of New Albany, Ind.,

et al, V. Aberdeen & Asheboro Railroad, et at. Opinion by

Commissioner Clements:

The commission denied the appHcation of the complainant for

the extension and modification of its order in the original re-

port, 24 I. C. C, 331 (mentioned in the Railway Age Gazette

of July 26, page 179) and also the application of the defendants

to have the original order set aside. The commission found

that the part of the complainant's petition asking for a re-

consideration of the finding with respect to reparation, however,

should have consideration. This branch of the case will be

reconsidered and the parties given an opportunity for all argu-

ments thereon. The commission also postpones until December

15, 1912, the effective date of the original order. (25 I. C. C,

116.) .

Motorcycle Rates Reduced.

W. A. Grifthig. cl al, v. Chicago & North Western, et al.

Petmecky Company, et al, v. Missouri, Kansas & Texas, et al.

Opinion by Commissioner Lane:

The complainants attack the rate and classification of motor-

cycles in less than carload lots at 2'/2 times the first class rate

between specified points in western classification territory as

unreasonable. Reparation is asked. The cases were submitted

on the decisions in the Merchants' Traffic Association case, 13

I. C. C, 283, and in the Mead Auto Cycle Company case, un-

reported opinion No. 435. The defendants ask the commission

to consider the testimony taken in Architects & Engineers Sup-

ply Company v. Atchison. Topcka & Santa Fe, docket No.

4315. The commission found that the rating on motorcycles in

less than carloads throughout the western classification territory

should be no higher than that on bicycles, which is Ij^ times

the current first class rate, and prescribed this rate for the fu-

ture. Reparation was awarded. (25 I. C. C, 134.)

Compartments on the California Limited.

Ediuard J. Johnson v. Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe. Opin-

ion by the commission:
A passenger traveling on the California Limited from San

Diego, Cal., to Boston, Mass., accompanying a corpse, presented

a ticket for a compartment, but only one full fare ticket for her-

self and a full fare ticket for the corpse, and was required by the

conductor to purchase an additional half fare ticket in order

that she might occupy the compartment. The defendant's pas-

senger tariff provided that a single passenger in order to occupy

exclusively a compartment on the California Limited should have

a minimum of one and one-half fare tickets. The baggage rule

of the defendant required a full first class ticket for the carriage

of a corpse in a baggage car in addition to a proper transpor-

tation for an attendant. The complainant contends that the

ticket for the corpse should have counted on the transportation

necessary to entitle the passenger to occupy the compartment.

The commission found that one of the tickets presented was in

compliance with the baggage rule which left only one full fare

ticket for the transportation of the attendant and under the

tariff this was not sufficient to entitle the defendant to occupy

the compartment. The complaint was dismissed. (25 I. C. C,

207.)

Smaller Shipments, Smaller Charges.

/. IK. Wright & Company v. Vandalia Railroad. Opinion by

the commission:
A lathe weighing 3,200 lbs. was shipped from Greenville, 111.,

to St. Louis. Mo., and the first class rate of 26.3 cents per 100

lbs. was charged for its transportation. The tariff of the de-

fendant provided that the third class rate of 18.8 cents per 100

lbs. should be charged on machines weighing 4,(K)0 lbs., or more.
The charges collected were $8.42, but had the shipment weighed
4,0(X) lbs., the charges based on the third class rate would have
been $7.52. The tariff also provided that "a smaller quantity of

freight shall not be charged a greater sum than a larger quan-
tity." The defendant contends that this rule applies only as
between carload and less than carload shipments, but the com-
mission found that the rule in its present form is unreasonable,

in that it does not extend the principle to less than carload ship-

ments when there are two or more rates dependent upon the

quantity shipped. The commission decided that the charges col-

lected were unreasonable to the extent that they exceed $7.52

per 1(X) lbs. Reparation was awarded. (25 L C. C, 214.)

Grain Elevation Charges Unlawfully Collected.

P. C. Kainnt & Co)npany v. Pennsylvania Company, et al.

Opinion by Chairman Prouty:
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul collects charges of %

cent per bushel for the elevation of grain in its elevator at

Milwaukee, both from the grain dealer and from the lines lead-

ing east from Milwaukee. The complainant contends that this

charge is unreasonable and requests an order which would
compel the receiving lines to pay the charge to the complainant

rather than to the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. The com-
mission found that the charge of '4 cent per bushel was only

charged once at the other elevators in Milwaukee, but that

it could not compel the receiving lines to pay this elevation

charge to the grain dealer, as he had not performed the serv-

ice of elevation. It decided, however, that when the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul collects this transfer charge of J4 cent

per bushel from the receiving lines no charge shall be made
against the grain dealer. Reparation was awarded. (25

I. C. C, 198.)

Lumber Shipment Misrouted.

Beekman Lumber Company z'. Louisiana Raihcay & Navi-
gation Company, et al. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
A carload of lumber was delivered to the Louisiana Railway

& Navigation Company at Whitford, La., consigned to the

Beekman Lumber Company, Maywood, 111., with instructions

to route via Shreveport and Kansas City. The rate over this

route was 23 cents to Kansas City plus 10 cents beyond,

amounting to Zi cents per 1(X) lbs. The initial carrier, contrary

to the routing shown in the bill of lading, forwarded the car

from Shreveport via Cairo, 111., and Chicago. The rate to the

destination via this route was seven cents less than via the

route directed by the consignor. The consignor then filed in-

structions to have the car reconsigned at Kansas City to-

Oelwein, la. Before the car could be located and moved from

Maywood to Oelwein, demurrage to the amount of $13 accrued

at Maywood. The complainant contends that had the initial

carrier shipped the car as directed, it would have only had

to pay the rate of 23 cents per 100 lbs. from Whitford to

Kansas City. Reparation is asked. The commission found

that the complainant was entitled to reconsign the car at Kan-

sas City and was deprived of this right by the action of the

carrier, and also that the shipment was misrouted by the in-

itial carrier. Reparation was awarded. (25 I. C. C, 171.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

Chairman Mayfield, of the Texas Railway Commission, lias-

forwarded to the Interstate Commerce Commission a protest

against its recent milling-in-transit order.

The Canadian railway commission has granted the appli-

cation of the Canadian roads for authority to make an increase

in demurrage charges from $1 to $2 and $3 a day; the increase

to be effective between December 15 and March 31.

An organization known as the Pacific Coast Public Service

Commissioners, comprising members of the Oregon, Washing-

ton, California and Nevada commissions, was formed at the

recent meeting of the National Association of Railway Com-

missioners, for the purpose of promoting co-operation between

the commissions in work which affects all of the states inter-
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ested. C. B. Aitchison, of the Oregon commission, was elected

president ; George A. Lee, chairman of the Washington com-
mission, vice-president, and E. O. Edgerton, of the California

commission, secretary. It was proposed that the members of

the association shall meet two or three times a year for con-

ference.

The New York State Public Service Commission, Second
district, which has authority over telephone lines throughout

the state, has approved the consolidation of the Bell and the

independent telephone companies in four counties in the northern

part of the state, and has authorized the consolidated company to

increase its capital stock from $150,000 to $1,000,000, and to

issue $2,000,000 in 5 per cent, mortgage bonds. As a condition

of giving this approval, the commission required a statement

showing how many subscribers would lose and how many would
gain by the proposed rearrangement of rates and by the dis-

continuance of duplicate telephone accommodations. About 700

duplications will be eliminated, saving $13,400; but there will

be increases in some of the rates so that the net annual saving

to subscribers will be $5,725. The order stipulates that increases

in rates shall not hereafter be made except under rigid restric-

tions. The order is not to be taken as an approval of any rate.

Before making any change in existing rates the company must
file with the commission its proposed tariffs, which shall not i;i

any respect exceed those heretofore submitted. The tariffs so

filed shall remain in force for one year. Provision is also made
that upon any complaint filed within six months after any in-

crease in rates the commission shall order a reduction in such

rates, and the amount which shall have been collected in ex-

cess of the amount allowed by the commission shall be refunded

to the subscribers ; but such refund may be held awaiting the

decision of the courts in case any proceeding to test the validity

of the order of the commission is brought within one month
after the order shall have become effective.

Street Car Fare, Two Cents.

The first reduction of street railroad fare in New York City

obtained by virtue of an order from the Public Service Commis-
sion for the First District goes into effect this week. It is the

local fare over the Williamsburg Bridge across the East River,

connecting lower Manhattan with the northern part of Brooklyn.

The reduction is from three cents to two cents for a single fare,

and from two tickets for five cents to three tickets for five cents

for more than a single fare. The company making the reduction

is the Bridge Operating Company, owned one-half by the New
York Railways Company and one-half by the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Company. The Public Service Commission found that

this company was making more than 100 per cent, on its capital

stock of $100,000 from the bridge local traffic, and issued an order
reducing the fare as above stated. The company refused to obey
the order and appealed to the courts ; but the Appellate Division

of the Supreme Court in a unanimous decision sustained the

Commission, and thereupon the company decided to obey the

order.

COURT NEWS.

The Supreme Court of Indiana has affirmed the decision of
the Marion county court convicting the Pittsburgh, Cincin-
nati, Chicago & St. Louis of violation of the law of the state

requiring locomotives to be equipped with automatic bell-

ringers. The court says : "The legislature has the power to

protect its citizens in their health and safety. It had the right,

and, it must be presumed, exercised it, of learning for itself

the reasons which impelled it to act. and unless it can be said,

at least, that the act is unreasonable, the courts would not be
authorized in overthrowing it. Legislative regulation of the

use of private property must be presumed to be reasonable and
necessary, unless the contrary appears from facts of which
the courts w-ill take notice. Taking into consideration the com-
plexity of modern industrial and commercial life, in which
powerful and dangerous railroad locomotives take an important
part, it cannot be said that the legislature acted in an unreason-
able or arbitrary manner when it enacted a law requiring that

locomotives be equipped with a device which will automatically
ring the engine bell."
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Hatlttta^ (^iUcen^.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Duane E. Minard has been appointed an assistant general

solicitor of the Erie, with office at New York.

Roy F. Britton has resigned as assistant general attorney of

the St. Louis Southwestern, to enter the private practice of

law as a member of the firm of Collins, Barker & Britton,

St. Louis, Mo.

\V. S. Becker, general superintendent of the Western general

division of the Norfolk & Western at Blueficld, W. \'a., has been
appointed assistant to the vice-president in charge of operation,

and will be assigned to special duties, with office at Bluefield.

Stanford H. E. Freund has been appointed general attorney

of the Great Northern, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.,

to succeed J. D. Armstrong, resigned. John F. Finerty, Jr.,

has been appointed assistant general attorney, with headquar-

ters at St. Paul.

Alfred E. Rosevear, whose appointment as assistant to

vice-president of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at

Montreal. Que., has been announced in these columns, was

born on February 20. 1863. at Montreal, and was educated at

Montreal Academy. He began railway work on May 1, 1879, as

a clerk in the motive power department of the Grand Trunk.

The following year he was made clerk in the general superin-

tendent's office, and from 1885 to 1890 was stenographer in

the general manager's office. From 1890 to 1892 he was with

the West Shore Fast Freight Line at Chicago and at Detroit,

Mich., and then for si-x years was in the accounting depart-

ment of the Reading Despatch at Detroit, becoming acting

manager of the same line in September, 1898. He was ap-

pointed freight claim agent of the Grand Trunk in October,

1898, and in April, 1908, was promoted to assistant general

freight agent of the same road, which position he held at the

time of his recent appointment as assistant to vice-president,

as above noted.

John G. Walber. assistant general manager of the Baltimore

& Ohio, at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed assistant to third

vice-president, and will become head of a new department in

charge of matters con-

cerning all employees in

the operating branch,

with authority over the

Baltimore & Ohio, the

Baltimore & Ohio South-

western, the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton, and
the Staten Island Lines.

Mr. Walber began rail-

way work in 1885 as a

clerk on the Ohio & Mis-

sissippi ; the following

year he was made clerk

in the office of the presi-

dent and general man-
ager, and when that

road became a part of

the Baltimore & Ohio
System he was appointed

private secretary to the

second vice-president and
traffic manager at St.

Louis, Mo. In March.
j q \\aiber

1896, he was promoted to

chief clerk in the office of the vice-president and general man-
ager at Cincinnati, and subsequently was made assistant gen-

eral manager. He was then transferred to Baltimore as gen-

eral superintendent of transportation, and later was made as-

sistant general manager. Mr. Walber's new department is no-

ticed in another column.

Finley J. Shepard has been appointed assistant to the presi-

dent of the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain System, in addition

to his duties as assistant to the president of the Denver &

Rio Grande. Mr. Shepard succeeds M. C. Markham, who has
been assigned to other duties.

J. M. Johnson, vice-president in charge of traffic of the Mis-
souri Pacific, has been appointed general director of traffic of all

the Gould lines west of the Mississippi, with headquarters at

St. Louis. Mo., effective January 1.

Operating Officers.

W. R, McCollom has been appointed terminal trainmaster
of the Chicago & Alton, with headquarters at Chicago.

J. B. Stewart has been appointed general manager of the
Bangor & Aroostook.

T. H. Conroy, assistant division superintendent of the Colo-
rado & Southern at Cheyenne, Wyo.. has been appointed super-
intendent of the South Park division, with headquarters at

Denver, Colo., succeeding J. Dwyer, resigned.

J. Dwyer, superintendent of the South Park division of the

Colorado & Southern, with office at Denver, Colo., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Oregon Electric and the Spo-
kane, Portland & Seattle, with headquarters at Portland, Ore.

C. O. Bradshaw has been appointed trainmaster of the Great
Northern, with office at Glasgow, Mont., succeeding W. A.
Benton, resigned. B, F. Hillsabeck has been appointed train-

master, with headquarters at Havre, Mont., in place of W. Cars-
well, granted a leave of absence on account of ill health.

R. N. Begien, assistant to third vice-president of the Balti-

more & Ohio, at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed assistant

general superintendent in charge of the territory between Phil-

adelphia, Pa., and Parkersburg, W. Va. A portrait of Mr.
Begien and a sketch of his railway career were published in

the Raikvay Age Gazette of May 10, 1912, page 1072.

B. R. Pollock, genera! superintendent of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, at New Haven, Conn., has been appointed

general manager, with office at New Haven. C. N. Woodward,
superintendent of the Shore Line division, at New Haven, suc-

ceeds Mr. Pollock. J. A. Droege, superintendent of the Provi-

dence division, at Providence, R. L, succeeds Mr. Woodward,
and J. D. Gallary, trainmaster at Providence, succeeds Mr.
Droege.

Harry C. Weller, who has been appointed superintendent of

the Pocahontas division of the Norfolk & Western, with

office at Bluefield, W. Va., was born on April 28, 1871, at

Chillicothe, Ohio, and was educated in the public schools.

He began railway work on Maj' 2, 1886, as a telegrapher on
the Norfolk & Western and was subsequently agent, then

train despatchcr and later yardmaster on the same road. He
was then appointed trainmaster of the Norfolk & Western
at Bluefield. which position he held at the time of his recent

appointment as superintendent of the same road, as above

noted.

.\. C, Needles, general superintendent of the Eastern general

division of the Norfolk & Western at Roanoke, Va,, has been

appointed general manager, with office at Roanoke. W. J. Jenks,

superintendent of the Pocahontas division, at Bluefield, W. Va.,

has been appointed general superintendent of the Western gen-

eral division, with office at Bluefield, succeeding W. S. Becker,

assigned to other duties. V. A. Riton, superintendent of the

Norfolk division, at Crewe, Va., has been appointed general

superintendent of the Eastern general division, with office at

Roanoke, succeeding Mr. Needles. H. C. Weller, trainmaster at

Bluefield, has been appointed superintendent of the Pocahontas

division, with office at Bluefield. succeeding Mr. Jenks. E. A.

Blake, superintendent of the Shenandoah division, at Roanoke,

has been appointed superintendent of the Norfolk division, with

office at Crewe, succeeding Mr. Riton, and J. D. Hester, train-

master at Roanoke, succeeds Mr. Blake.

Tunice Waldon Parsons, whose appointment as superin-

tendent of the Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters at

Tampa, Fla., has been announced in these columns, was born

on May 4, 1879, at Anderson, S. C. He was educated in the

common schools and began railway work on September 1,

1898, as agent's helper on the Southern Railway, and the

following year was appointed relief agent. In 1900 he went
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to the Chattanooga, Rome & Southern, now a part of the
Central of Georgia, as relief agent and operator, and in 1902
was promoted to extra despatcher and operator. He then
went to the Seaboard Air Line as despatcher. first at Cedar-
town, Ga., and then at Birmingham, Ala., and was made chief

despatcher at Birmingham in 1906. Three years later he was
promoted to trainmaster and in 1912 was made assistant
superintendent, which position he held at the time of his

recent appointment as superintendent of tlie Florida division
of tlie same road, as above noted.

Richard Colclough. whose appointment as assistant to the

general superintendent of the Intercolonial Railway and the
Prince Edward Island Railway, with headquarters at. Moncton,
X. B.. has been announced in these columns, was born on Febru-
ary 24, 1871, at Bic, Que. After leaving the common schools he
attended Riniouski College, and in 1888 graduated with the de-

gree of B. A. from Laval University. Quebec. He began rail-

way work on December 9. 1889. with the Intercolonial Railway
as a clerk in the superintendent's office at Moncton, and has

been in the continuous service of that company ever since. From
1892 to November, ISOl, he was private secretary to the chief

superintendent, then to the general manager, and later to the

general superintendent and manager. He was subsequently chief

clerk in the manager's office until Octoljer. 1902. when he was ap-

pointed clerk in the general manager's office and in the office of

the managing board. From June. 1911. until the following May
he was chief clerk in the general superintendent's office, and in

May, 1912, was appointed assistant superintendent of the Hali-

fax & St. John division, which position he held at the time of

his recent appointment as assistant to the general superintendent,

as above noted.

Arthur C. Needles, who has been appointed general manager
of the Norfolk & Western, with office at Roanoke, Va., was
born on January 10. 1867. at Baltimore, Md., and was educated

in the public schools and

at Swarthmore College.

Pennsylvania. He began
railway work in 1882 as

a rodman on the Wash-
ington. Ohio & Southern,

and in 1883 became a

rodman in the engineer-

ing department of the

Norfolk & Western, and

was then yard clerk and
brakeman on the same
road. In 1884 he was
made night and day

yardmaster, and from
April, 1887, to August.

1890, he was yardmaster
first at Pulaski. Va.. and
then at Bluefield. W.
Va. On August 1, 18S0.

he was appointed assist-

ant trainmaster, and on
December 25, 1898, was
made trainmaster of the

Radford division. He
was then for one month assistant superintendent of the Poca-
hontas division, and in June. 1901, was promoted to super-

intendent of the Shenandoah division. The following year he

was transferred to the Norfolk division. From December, 1502.

to February, 1904, he was superintendent of the Pocahontas
division and was then made general superintendent of the same
road, which position he held at the time of his recent appoint-

ment as general manager, as above noted.

Frank M. Barker, whose appointment as assistant super-

intendent of the Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at Wilkes-

barre. Pa., has been announced in these columns, was born on

September 2, 1872. at Milford. Del., and was educated in the

common schools. He began railway work in March, 1887. with

the Pennsylvania Railroad. From November of the same year

to July, 1888, he was operator and agent on the New York,

Philadelphia & Norfolk, and then Until November, 1889; was
^ticket clerk on the New York Central & Hudson River. From

C. Needles.

November, 1889. to September, 1892, he was first operator,
then agent, and later train despatcher on the Colorado Midland.
He went to the Lehigh Valley in September, 1892, as operator
and agent, and in 1900 was made yardmaster at Manchester, N. V.
From May, 1904, to November, 1505, he was with the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific as yardmaster and then as general yard-
master. In November, 1905, he returned to the service of the
Lehigh Valley as agent at Rochester, N. Y., and from April,
1909, to January, 1910, was general yardmaster at Sayre, Pa. He
was made trainmaster (if the .\ul)urn division in January, 1910,
and the following December was promoted to inspector of trans-
portation, which position he held at the time of his recent ap-
pointment as assistant superintendent of the Wyoming division
of the same road.

Thomas J. Foley, whose appointment as general manager of
the Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, with head-
quarters at Chicago, has been announced in these columns, was

born at Convoy, Ohio,
in 1866. He began rail-

way work when 12 years
of age as a telegraph

operator for the Penn-
sylvania Lines West of
Pittsburgh. The follow-
ing year he was made
agent; in 1880 he was
promoted to train des-

patcher at Ft. Wayne.
Ind., and in 1893 became
chief train despatcher.

He was later appointed
assistant trainmaster, and
in 1897 was advanced to

the position of transpor-

tation inspector of the
Pennsylvania Lines. On
June 1, 1901, Mr. Foley
accepted the position of

assistant to the general

manager of the Baiti-

T. J. Foley. more & Ohio, with head-
quarters at Baltimore.

Md., and subsequently until 1506 was superintendent of the

Chicago division and general superintendent of the WheeHng
system. He then went to the Union Pacific as special in-

spector of the transportation department, and later was yard-

master and chief train despatcher at Cheyenne. Wyo., super-

intendent of terminals at Omaha, Neb., and assistant super-

intendent of the Nebraska division. He left the Union Pacific

on March IS, 1910, to become assistant to the vice-president of

the Illinois Central, and shortly afterward was made assistant

general manager of that road, the Yazoo & Mississippi Val-

ley and the Indianapolis Southern, from which position he re-

cently was advanced to that of general manager, as noted

above.

Traffic Officers.

P. F. Murphy has been appointed contracting freight agent

of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with office at St.

Louis, Mo.

H. W. Prickett has been appointed general agent of the

traffic department of the Chicago & Alton, with office at Salt

Lake City, Utah.

W. L. Niehol. commercial agent of the Nashville, Chattanooga

& St. Louis, at Nashville. Tenn., has been appointed general

freight agent, with headquarters at Nashville.

Roy E. Pinniger has been appointed freight solicitor of the

Star Union Line, with office at Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding

S. F. Trudelle. resigned to engage in other business.

H. P. Cornick has been appointed assistant general freight

agent of the St. Louis and Henderson divisions of the Louis-

ville & Nashville, -ivith headquarters at Evansville, Ind.

W. G. Wagner, division freight agent of the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy. with office at Burlington, la., has been ap-

pointed assistant general freight agent of the Illinois & Iowa
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district of the lines east, with headquarters at Chicago, to suc-

ceed H. H. Holcomb, promoted. H. A. Pence succeeds Mr.
Wagner.

E. G. Mustain, traveling freight and passenger agent of the

El Paso & Southwestern at El Paso, Tex., has been appointed
division freight and passenger agent, with office at Tucson,
Ariz.

Earl D. Lamiman has been appointed traveling freight and
passenger agent of the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis
Iron Mountain & Southern, witTi headquarters at Tacoma,
Wash.

Frank J. Lambert, city ticket agent of the Lehigh Valley at

Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed traveling passenger agent,

with office at Philadelphia, succeeding John L. Kirkpatrick, de-

ceased.

G. E. Chase, commercial agent of the Chicago. Milwaukee &
St. Paul at Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed southwestern
passenger agent, with office at Kansas City, Mo., succeeding
G. L. Cobb, promoted.

S. B. Adams has been appointed traveling passenger agent
of the Norfolk & Western, with office at Indianapolis, Ind.

R. E. Scott has been appointed passenger agent at Ports-
mouth, O., in place of Mr. Adams.

C. E. Jenney, traveling passenger agent of the Grand Trunk
at Toronto, Ont., has been appointed traveling passenger agent,

with office at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding W. Robinson, de-

ceased and W. J. Moffatt succeeds Mr. Jenney.

A. J. Russell has been appointed assistant general freight

agent of the Pere Marquette Line steamers, in charge of lum-
ber and salt traffic, with headquarters at Ludington, Mich,
The office of salt traffic manager is abolished.

W. B. Bevill, general passenger agent of the Norfolk & West-
ern, at Roanoke, Va., has been appointed passenger traffic man-
ager, with office at Roanoke, and W. C. Saunders, assistant

general passenger agent at Roanoke, succeeds Mr. Bevill. J. R.

Ruffin, general freight agent at Roanoke, has been appointed

freight traffic manager, with office at Roanoke. De Los Thomas,
assistant general freight agent at Roanoke, succeeds Mr. Ruffin.

S. S. Bridgers. assistant general freight agent at Columbus, Ohio,

has been promoted to assistant general freight agent at Roanoke,
and B. W. Herrman. general agent at Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeds

Mr. Bridgers and G. C. Van Zandt succeeds Mr. Herrman.

Walter B. Bevill, who has been appointed passenger traffic

manager of the Norfolk & Western, with office at Roanoke, Va.,

was born on February 21. 1856, at Richmond, Va., and began
railway work on May 31, 1873. as a clerk in the general freight

agent's office of the Richmond & Danville, now a part of the

Southern Railway, and from November, 1875, to September,

1880, he was in the general passenger agent's office of the same
road. In September, 1880, he became chief clerk to the general

passenger agent of the Associated Railways of Virginia and the

Carolinas, and from October, 1882, to March, 1886, was chief

clerk to the general passenger agent of the Virginia, Tennessee

& Georgia Air Line. Since March, 1886, he has been general

passenger agent of the Norfolk & Western Railroad, and its suc-

cessor, the Norfolk & Western Railway, and now becomes pas-

senger traffic manager, as above noted.

DeLos Thomas, who has been appointed general freight

agent of the Norfolk & Western, with office at Roanoke, Va,,

was born near Utica, N. Y., in 1861, and was educated in the

common schools. He learned telegraphy and entered the

service of the Utica & Black River as telegraph operator, and
in 1880 was made train despatcher. He was then chief clerk

to the general freight agent until the Utica & Black River

became a part of the Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg in

May, 1886, when he became chief rate clerk in the general

freight office of that road. Two years later he was promoted
to chief clerk, and in December, 1890, became chief clerk of

the Great Southern Despatch at Roanoke, Va. He was sub-

sequently chief clerk to the assistant general freight agent and
then to the general freight agent of the Norfolk & Western
and was later promoted to division freight agent at Winston-
Salem, N. C. In the spring of 1908 he was made assistant

general freight agent of the Norfolk & Western, also man-

ager of the Great Southern Despatch, the Southern States
Despatch and the Shenandoah Despatch, and now becomes
general freight agent of the Norfolk & Western, as above
noted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

W. L. Rohbock, acting chief engineer of the Wheeling & Lake
Erie at Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed chief engineer, with
headquarters at Cleveland.

Special Officers.

Charles Clarke, division freight agent of the Grand Trunk, at

Detroit, Mich., has been appointed assistant commissioner of
industries for lines west of Detroit and St. Clair rivers, with
office at Detroit.

OBITUARY.

George Albert Kimball, chief engineer of the Boston Elevated
Railway Company, died on December 4, at his home in Arling-
ton, Mass., at the age of 62. •

George W. Markley, supervisor of bridges and buildings of
the Peoria & Eastern, with headquarters at LTrbana, 111., died
in the latter city on December 2.

George T. Rowe, commercial agent of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern at Cleveland, Ohio, died at that place on
December 2, following an operation for appendicitis.

Joseph B. Cavanaugh, formerly for several years general
freight agent of the Wisconsin Central Lines, and later engaged
in the coal business in Chicago, died in the latter city on De-
cember 2, aged 51 years.

James Keeler, who died at his home in New York City, on
November 28, at the age of 80, was long connected with the

Panama Railroad, and for some years previous to 1874 was sec-

retary of that company.

Alexander G. Hackstaff, vice-president of the Illinois Cen-
tral at New York, and a director of the company, died on No-
vember 28, at his home in that city. He was born on May 16,

1852, at Middletown, Conn., and began railway work in 1871

as a civil engineer on the Pennsylvania Railroad. He went
to the Illinois Central in 1880 as a clerk in the president's office

at Chicago. In May, 1887, he was appointed acting secretary

of the same road, and on March 19, 1888, was made secretary.

He was elected third vice-president of the Illinois Central in

1901. In January, 1S07, the practice of designating the several

vice-presidents by numbers was discontinued. He was also

a director of the Central of Georgia and of the United States

Express Company.

Enginem.\n Imprisoned for Negligence.—In Germany, last

June, an engineman overran a signal set against him and

caused a collision by which three persons were killed and 28

injured, some of them severely. The criminal court at Leipsic

tried him for criminal negligence and sentenced him to 15

months' imprisonment.

New St.ation for Lim.\, Peru.—The Peruvian government last

year approved the plans for the construction of a new and com-

modious central railway station in Lima on the site of the present

Desamparados Station, and this structure will soon be finished.

The new station has been much needed for some time and is

said to be thoroughly modern in all its features.

Offer to Build Urugu.wan Railro.^ds.—The Regie General*

de Chemins de Travaux Publics has offered to construct the

railroads desired by the Uruguaj-an government so as to allow

a speed of 55 miles per hour, the gage to be 4 ft. 5 in., for $42,000

per mile, including financing, construction, and equipment ex-

penses. When 31 miles have been built the first payment is to

be made in government bonds bearing 4i^ per cent, interest and

one-half of 1 per cent, amortization. The company also offers to

organize a company to operate the lines when finished, on the

basis of a maximum guarantj- of 2 per cent on the cost of $42,000

per mile.
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Equipment atth ^npy^Vtt^.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILOrNG.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Illinois Central is making inquiries for 25 locomotives.

The Yosemite Valley is making inquiries for 1 locomotive.

The Oregon Short Line is in the market for 10' locomotives.

The Kentvvood & Eastern is making inquiries for 1 loco-

motive.

The Duluth & Iron Range is making inquiries for 13 loco-

motives.

The Chilean State Railways are making inquiries for 10

locomotives.

The Florida East Coast is making inquiries for from 5 to

10 locomotives.

The Denver, Northwestern & Pacific is making inquiries

for 2 locomotives.

The Akron & Barberton Belt has ordered 1 mogul loco-

motive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Newburgh & South Shore has ordered 2 six-wheel
switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Detroit & Toledo Short Line has ordered 3 six-wheel
switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Butler Brothers, St. Paul, Minn., have ordered an additional

switching locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Mahoning Ore & Steel Company has ordered 3 six-

wheel switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has ordered 12

mikado locomotives, 7 Pacific type freight locomotives, and 3

Pacific type passenger locomotives from the American Loco-
motive Company.

The Solvay Process Company has ordered 1 six-wheel

switching locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.
The dimensions of the cylinders will be 19 in. x 24 in. ; the

diameter of the driving wheels will be 51 in., and the total

weight in working order will be 122,000 lbs. These locomotives

are for use on the Delray Connecting Railroad.

CAR BUILDING.

The Northern Pacific will build 500 flat cars in its own
shops.

The New York Central Lines are in the market for 7.000

box cars and 2,100 gondola cars.

The Central of New Jersey is in the market for 12 vesti-

bule passenger cars and 9 combination cars.

The Atlantic Coast Line has ordered 300 flat cars from the

Mt. Vernon Car & Manufacturing Company.

The Canadian Pacific has ordered 800 flat cars. 200 stone

cars and 500 ballast cars from the Canadian Car & Foundry
Company.

The Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 35 vestibule pas-

senger cars and 15 combination cars from the Harlan & Hol-

lingsworth Corporation.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie ordered 3,000 hopper cars,

divided equally between the Pressed Steel Car Company, the

Standard Steel Car Company and the American Car & Foundrv
Company. This item has not been confirmed.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has ordered 10 com-
bination postal and baggage cars, and 23 postal cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company, and will build 3,000 box
cars at its own shops in addition to the 3,000 mentioned in the

issue of October 25, for which the underframes have been or-

dered from the Bettendorf Axle Company.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered 58,000 tons of raiis.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered 10,000 tons of rails from
the Carnegie Steel Company, 10,000 tons from the Pennsylvania
Steel Company, and about 15,000 tons from the Bethlehem
Steel Company.

General Conditions in Steel.—The steel trade in November
was sharply contracted in volume compared with the record-
breaking transactions in October, but the sales were above the
average monthly transactions during the preceding ten months.
Since the first of December there has been a lull in new busi-
ness, but some large transactions are still pending which will

call for a heavy tonnage of steel in the next few months. Rail-
road buying of equipment is far from over. It is believed that
a large number of cars and a heavy tonnage of rails will be
ordered before the end of the year. Orders will probably show
a further falling off after the first of the year, due to the fact
that various steel companies are booked from six to nine
months ahead, and to possible tariff revision. Consumers al-

ways exhibit caution pending a change in the tariff. In this

connection, however, the mills have sufiicient orders on their
books to keep their plants in operation for from six to nine
months, so that no falling off in mill activity is expected before
Congress takes up the question of tariff revision in • April.
Prices will probably remain at their present level for some time.

SIGNALING.

The New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk plans to introduce
the manual block system on 17 miles of its line during the
coming year.

The signaHng plans of the Chicago. St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha for the year 1913 include the installation of automatic
block signals on 63.7 miles of road, double track. Automatic
block signals are under construction at the present time on a
length of 19 miles, double track.

The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company ex-
pects to install automatic block signals on 110 miles of its line

during the coming year as follows: Spokane, Wash., to Ayer,
Wash., single track, 100 miles; Seattle, Wash., to Georgetown,
Wash., double track, four miles; Georgetown, Wash., to Black
River Junction, single track, six miles. The company plans also

to install three power and one mechanical interlocking plants

as follows : Argo, Wash., electro-pneumatic, 47 levers. Ma-
terial from the Union Switch & Signal Company; plant to be
installed by railroad company. East Portland, Ore., all-electric

interlocking; 88 levers, material from the General Railway Sig-

nal Company; plant to be installed by road. Centralia, Wash.,
mechanical interlocking plant with electric motor home and dis-

tant signals, 24 levers. Contract not yet awarded. Black
River Junction, Wash., all-electric interlocking, 24 levers. Con-
tract not yet awarded. At East Spokane. Wash., the present

electric interlocking plant of 52 levers is to be enlarged to 64
levers.

Construction in New South Wales.—Construction work has
been begun on the new line from Galong, New South Wales, to

Burrowa.

Construction in Portuguese West Africa.—The Benguela
Railway, in Portuguese West .A.frica, has been completed from
the Atlantic coast eastward 223 miles, and is in progress 137

miles further. A further extension of 311 miles will bring it

to the border of the Congo Free State, near the famous
Katanga copper mines, which are approached from the south

by a railway line from British South Africa. The distance to

Katanga from Benguela is much less than from the South
African ports, which are further from Europe by two or three

days' sail. Part of the Benguela line is a cogwheel railway,

beginning about 30 miles from the coast. The gage is 3 ft. 6

in., which now commonly goes by the name of "the Cape gage."

The rails weigh 60 lbs. per yard, and are laid on steel ties weigh-

ing 64 lbs. and spaced 2 ft. 6 in. apart. Briquettes from Eng-
land are used as fuel.
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Su|)|^l|| STro^e K^w^.

Walter Rachals. formerly chief engineer of the Xational Steel

Company until that company was consolidated with the Car-

negie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has resigned his position

in charge of the engineering office of Julian Kennedy, New
York, to take a position in the iron and steel works department

at Pittsburgh. Pa., of the Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Com-
pany, New York.

The Pullman Company now has approximately 12,000 men
on its payroll in the manufacturing department, as compared
with an average of 7.645 in the last fiscal year, of which 3,000

are working overtime. The freight car department is running

at about 75 per cent, of its capacity, with orders for about

14.000 cars on the books. The passenger department is run-

ning at nearly full capacity.

The Lehon Company, Chicago, manufacturers of protective

products, has just completed a large addition to its roofing

and insulating mill at Forty-fifth street and Western avenue.

Chicago. The output of the concern has been practically

doubled by recent improvements. The company is now- furnish-

ing its Per-Bona insulating paper for the 3,000 Harriman Line

refrigerator cars recently ordered.

John G. Berquist has resigned as works manager of the

Universal Portland Cement Company, Chicago, but will main-

tain a connection with the company as consulting engineer.

Leonard Wesson, superintendent of Plant No. 2 at South Chi-

cago, has been transferred to the general office of the com-

pany as assistant to President Edward M. Hagar. Nels Nel-

son, who has been assistant superintendent of Plant No. 2, has

been promoted to superintendent.

William Marshall, president of the Anglo-American Varnish

Company, Newark. N. J., died at his home in Asbury Park,

N. J., on December 1. Mr. Marshall was born at Edinburgh,

Scotland, on January 18. 1848. He entered the varnish business

in 1860 in London, England, with Pontifice & Wood, where

he familiarized himself with English methods. In 1871 he came

to America, and in the following year he began business on

his own account in Newark. In 1890 he formed the Anglo-

American Varnish Company, of which he was made president.

Mr. Marshall had been instrumental in building up a large

varnish business, particularly with the railroads, and was con-

sidered an authority on the manufacture and uses of varnish.

He was an active member of the New York Railroad Club, the

New England Railroad Club, the Western Railroad Club, the

Railway Business Association, and the supplymen's association,

which is connected with the Master Car and Locomotive Paint-

er's Association. He was also a director of the Asbury Park

Trust Company.

BaUttt(tt| ©Otti^Jrwctton.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Hydro Electric De\-elopmext.—J. G. White & Co., Inc , New
York, have published an attractive illustrated booklet, entitled

The Power of Ocoee. which gives a description of a hydro elec-

tric development on the Ocoee river at Parksville, Tenn., built

for the Eastern Tennessee Power Company.

Illu.mixatiun.—The Illuminating Engineers' Society, New-

York, has published a booklet, entitled Light; Its Use and

Misuse, which has already gone into a second edition, though

it appeared only a month ago. Several lighting companies are

planning to issue this booklet to their customers, and one large

manufacturing company in London, England, has cabled for

permission to print and distribute a large edition in Europe.

Refuse Destructors.—The Griscom-Russell Company, New
York, has published an interesting catalog of its Sterling de-

structors which destroy refuse by incineration. The most suc-

cessful work along these lines is based on British practice, and

this company has secured the co-operation and advisory experi-

ence of Hughes & Sterling, an English house of wide experience,

and also full right under the Sterling patents and designs. The

catalog illustrates and describes a number of installations.

Arizon-.\ E.\stern.—A contract has been given to MacArthur
Bros. Co., Chicago., to build an extension from Miami, Ariz., to

Live Oak & Inspiration Copper Company's property, 2.3 miles.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—This company completed

13,193,485 cu. yds. of grading during the months June to Oc-
tober, inclusive, principally in low-a, Minnesota, and South
Dakota, in connection with revision of alinement and double-

tracking. In August the amount of grading aggregated 3.138.-

427 cu. yds. The figures do not include the work done on the

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.

Clarksburg & Northern.—An officer writes that grading

work has been finished from New Martinsville, W. Va.. south

to Middlebourne. 13 miles. Joseph Fuccy. New Martinsville,

is the contractor. An extension is projected from Middlebourne
southeast to Clarksville, 32 miles.

Clear Lake.—An officer writes that this company is building

with its own forces from Hopland, Cal., northeast to Lakport,

24 miles. C. R. Rankin, chief engineer, Hopland. (May 24,

p. 1180.)

Dominion Atlantic.—.An officer writes that a contract has

been given to Kirk & Cooke, North Sydney. N. S.. to build an
extension from Centreville, N. S., to Weston, 14.7 miles.

HiLLSBORo & Northeastern.—An officer writes that the com-
pany is building with its own forces an extension from Hillsboro,

Wis., to Richland Center, 28 miles.

Idaho & Washington Northern.—An officer writes that sur-

veys are being made for an extension from Metaline Falls. Wash.,

to'Trail. B. C. 40 miles.

Jamestown Railroad.—An officer writes that contracts are

to be let in February to build from Glen Mary, Tenn.. south-

east to Jamestown. 25 miles. There will be two steel bridges

and six trestles on the line. The company expects to develop

a traffic in lumber and coal. O. H. Anderson, president,

Sparta, Tenn., and W. O. Dyer, chief engineer, Oneida.

Louisiana Traction & Power Company.—Organized in

Louisiana, with headquarters at Lafayette, to build 140 miles

of electric lines, surveys are now being made. E. C. Shack-

ford, for many years connected with the Southern Pacific lines,

and for the past seven years superintendent of the lines in

Louisiana, is general superintendent of the new company, with

headquarters at Lafayette.

Manistee & Repton.—An officer writes that the company ex-

pects to begin work soon on an extension from Monroeville. Ala.,

to Monroe, 3 miles: also on an extension from Snider, to Maros.

12 miles. The company will carry out the work with its own
forces. August 30. p. 409.)

Meridian & Memphis.—An officer writes that J. A. Perdue &
Co.. Meridian. Miss., who has the contract to build from Meridian

northwest to Union, 32 miles, has been given a contract to also

build from Meridian east to Myrtlewood, Ala., 47 miles.

^Mexico North Western.—An officer writes that contracts

have been given to Bowman & Larson. Dublan. Chihuahua, and

to William E. Orr. El Paso. Texas, for work on the sections

from Pearson. Mex., to Pacheco, 33 miles, and from Cumbre,

to Black Hawk. 17 miles. A reconnaissance has been made from

Chico south to Topolobampo, and it is probable that the company

will build over this route to the Pacific.

Mexico Western.—This is the new name of the Nazas Val-

ley & Pacific, which was organized last year. The plans call

for building from the National Railways of Mexico at Tepe-

huanes. Mex.. to Culiacan. The first section from Tepehuanes

to Guanacevi is being permanently located. Financial arrange-

ments have been made, and it is expected that contracts for the

work will be let early in 1913. J. T. O'Dell, New York, is

interested.

Missouri & North Arkansas.—This company is buildingwith

its own forces a one-mile extension from mile post 359 to

Helena. Ark.
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Nashville, Chattanocga & St. Louis.—This company expects
to lay second track from Stevenson, Ala., to Shellmound, 16.9

miles; also on 3.5 miles between Nashville, Tenn., and Glencliff.

Nazas Valley & Pacific—See Mexico Western.

New York, Ontario & Western.—Work is now under way
laying two miles of second track from Carbondale. Pa., to May-
field yard, and on 0.25 miles at Cadosia, N. Y. Both of these
sections are on the Scranton branch and the work includes build-

ing viaducts over the valleys.

Quebec & Lake St. John.—An officer writes that work is

now under way on a 30-mile extension from Roberval, Que.,
north. J. P. Mullarkey, Montreal, has the contract.

Palacios. San Antonio & Pecos Valley.—An officer writes
that financial arrangements have been made to build the first

section from Palacios, Tex., northwest via Blessing, Edna,
Francitas and Fordtran to Yoakum, about 80 miles. The line

is to be built through a farming district and the company ex-
pects to develop a traffic in cattle, rice, fruit, cotton, timber and
other commodities. The company is planning to let contract

for work on 55 miles, and has about 20 miles of grade that

only requires surfacing. There will be a number of short span
bridges on the line and some shop buildings, and stations will

be built. U. G. Dotson, president, Palacios.

Raleigh, Charlotte & Southern.—An officer writes that

work is now under way by Kennefick, HotTman & Company,
Charlotte, N. C, building the extension from Mt. Gilead, N. C,
to Charlotte, 53 miles. (September 6, p. 453.)

Seaboard Air Line.—The report of this company for the year

ended June 30, 1912, shows that the extension from Fruitville,

Fla., to Venice, 16.53 miles, was completed. The extension of the

Dunnellon line to Inverness with a spur to Holder mines, 8.52

miles, was also completed. Spurs have been built from the Dun-
nellon line to Camp Phosphate Company's Barr mine, 2.14 miles,

and from the old P. C. A. & G. line near Alafia to the State

Phosphate Company's mine, 1.30 miles. Construction work is

now under way on the extension from Mulberry, Fla., to

Bartow, with a branch to the Royster mine, about 12 miles.

During the year 61 miles of new sidings and extensions of ex-

isting sidings were constructed, and about 124 miles of new 75-

Ib. and 8S-lb. steel rails were laid on the main line, replacing

lighter sections or worn 8S-lb. rail. Extensions were made to

the yards at Wilmington, N. C, at Savannah, Ga., and at Jack-
sonville, Fla., and new yards and mechanical facilities are now
being constructed at Norlina, N. C. and at Cayce, S. C. Dur-
ing the year 256.071 cu. yds. of gravel and slag ballast were put

under main line track, and 10.435 lineal ft. of wooden trestles

were filled in, the latter work included the filling of the Lincoln

street trestle at Columbia, S. C.

Smith-Powers Logging Company's Line.—An officer writes

that a contract has been given to Willett & Burr, San Fran-
cisco, Cal., to build a logging line from Myrtle Point, Cal., to

Powers. C. A. Smith is president, and S. A. Haines, chief

engineer. Myrtle Point.

Tidew.vter & Western.—An officer writes that surveys are

being made to build an extension from Flat Rock, Va., to

South Richmond, 27.6 miles.

L'nited Railroad of Yucatan.—An officer writes that a con-

tract has been given to Ramon Mon y Hermano, Merida, Yuca-

tan, Mex., to build from Espita, Yucatan, to Tizimin, 16.5 miles.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Albuquerque, N. M.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is

planning to build new shops and terminals, including car shops,

roundhouse, boiler, machine and blacksmith shop, and other

buildings.

Brunswick, Ga.—The Southern Railway has let a contract

for putting up a storage warehouse at Brunswick. The new
structure is to be 300 ft. long x 100 ft. wide. It will have re-

inforced concrete foundation walls, concrete floors and fireproof

roof.

Glen Mary, Tenn.—See Jamestown Railroad under Railway

Construction.

Raleigh, N. C—The report of the Seaboard Air Line for the
year ended June 30, 1912, shows that the additional terminal facili-

ties at Raleigh, N. C, at Wilmington, and at Savannah, Ga., have
been completed, and work on additional terminal improvements is

now under way at Wilmington, at Savannah and at Jacksonville,
Fla. The union passenger stations at Weldon, \. C, and at
Tampa, Fla., have been completed, and union passenger stations,

have been provided at Ocilla. Ga., and at Bostic, N. C. ; a union
station at Vidalia, Ga., is now under construction. Modern
passenger stations were built during the year at .Athens, Ga , at

Abbeville, S. C, at Leesburg, Fla., and at Richland, Ga., and
at Savannah a new reinforced concrete roundhouse, and modern
steel and concrete machine and erecting shops and power house
were built to replace the wooden structures which were de-

stroyed by fire. A total of 69 stations and freight houses were
constructed or added to during the year. Work has also been
carried out on 44 bridges, replacing existing structures with sleel

or strengthening them for heavy traffic. Of this number. 25
have been completed, and the remaining 19 will be finished by
June, 1913.

New Line for New South Wales.—It is estimated that the

proposed line from Grenfell, New South Wales, to Warraderry,
will cost about $500,000, with 60-lb. rails. The new railway

would be 20 miles long and the ruling grade would be 1

per cent.

Peruvian Line Taken Over bv the Government.—The de-

cree of January 26. 1912. canceling the concession of the North-
western Railway Co. of Peru, Ltd., for building the Lima-Huacho
Railway, on the ground of nonfulfillment of contract, provided
that the Peruvian government should exercise its option of ex-

propriating the constructed part of the line, paying its value with

a discount of 10 per cent, and taking possession of the line so

expropriated, or of leaving the property and its operation to the

concessionaires on the conditions stipulated in the contract, with

the exception of the payment of interest. The government chose

the former alternative as being more favorable to the credit and
reputation of the country and now operates the road. The first

locomotive of the Lima-Huacho Railway entered the town of

Huacho on December 13, 1911, and the road is now in active

operation from Ancon to Huacho. the traffic from Lima to .\ncon

being handled by the Central Railway.

Important .African Line Proposed.—.\ great scheme for the

construction of a 3.000-mile railway through central Africa at a

cost roughly estimated at $50,000,000, has been revived by the

termination of the war between Italy and Turkey and the cession

of Tripoli to the former power. The scheme was originally

mooted 30 years ago by a London firm of contractors and en-

gineers, but it was not proceeded with owing to diflferences be-

tween the Bey of Tripoli and the Sultan of Turkey. It was
favored by the late King Humbert of Italy. In order to place

the scheme on a proper footing it will be necessary now to obtain

concessions from the three governments through whose territories

the proposed line will pass—namely, Italy, France, and Belgium.

A London man who was interested in the original scheme, and
is now moving in the matter, expresses the belief that no difficulty

will be experienced in obtaining the guarantees for the whole

of the money required, as the line would provide for the great

commercial centers of Europe a convenient access to the fertile

regions of central Africa, which, as far as the Stanley Falls, are

at present served only by caravan routes. The possibilities of

the enterprise for commercial purposes are claimed to be in-

calculable. Starting from the city of Tripoli, on the Mediter-

ranean, the railway will go right down through Fezza to Tibesti,

and thence through the French territorv' of Darfur. From there

it will take a southeastern route through the Belgian Kongo to

the Stanley Falls, near Lake Tanganyika, where it will join the

Cape to Cairo Railway, which will soon be nearing completion.

It will act, of course, as a very important feeder to that great

enterprise. It is stated that by this new line the journey from
London to central .Africa will be possible in about a week, and
that the traffic between central Europe and so important a center

must become enormous. London contractors are already con-

sidering the scheme, and negotiations are about to be opened

to secure the necessary concessions from the three governments

concerned before beginning actual preliminaries of surveying and
financing the enterprise.

—

London Financial Times.
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BmUttaii Mnantiai Newis.

Arizona Eastern".—The Arizona Corporation Commission has

authorized the Arizona Eastern to issue $600,000 bonds for

improvements.

Belt R.\ilway.—See Chicago & \\'estern Indiana.

Birmingham & Gulf R.^iL\VAy & Navig.\tion.—This property ;
=

to be sold under foreclosure on December 30, to satisfy a lien

of $690,792. subject as to a portion of the property to a mort-

gage for $100,000. There are 11 miles of road between Tusca-

loosa and Holt, Ala. The upset price has been fixed at $75,000.

Canadian Northern.—The committee which has been appointed

to investigate the application of the Canadian Northern to buy

the London & Port Stanley, which runs from London to Stan-

ley Beach, Ont., 24 miles, is to recommend to the city coun-

cil of London. Ont., that the offer made by the C. N. be ac-

cepted. The company proposes either to buy the road or to

lease it, paying a small rental and sharing the additional profits

with the city of London, which now owns the property. Track-

age rights may be accorded to the Pere Marquette and the

Michigan Central between London and St. Thomas, the Cana-

dian Northern, however, retaining the exclusive right to oper-

ate trains to Port Stanley.

Canadian Northern Quebec—W. A. Faulkner & Co., Winnipeg,

Man., are offering $100,000 par value statutory 5 per cent, in-

come stock at 13.

Chicago & Western Indiana.—This property has been leased

under a new lease for 50 years, dated November 1. 1912, to the

Belt Railway. The property leased includes the Chicago Union

Transfer.

Chic.'^go Union Transfer.—See Chicago & Western Indiana.

Georgi-^ & Florida.—Shillard-Smith. Daniel & Co., Philadelphia,

are offering in London $1,000,000 first mortgage 5 per cent.

50-year bonds of the total authorized issue of $12,000,000 bonds,

of which $5,595,000 are outstanding. The road runs from

Augusta, Ga.. to Madison. Fla., and has a total of 322 miles

owned and 30 miles operated under trackage rights.

Great Northern.—The directors have voted to issue $21,000,000

additional stock to be offered to stockholders of record De-

cember 21, at par to the extent of 10 per cent, of their present

holdings.

Kan<;as City Outer Belt & Electric—The receivers have ap-

plied to the United States district court to issue receivers'

certificates to pay current expenses.

London & Port Stanley.—See Canadian Northern.

Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis.-This company has issued

$300,000 41/2 per cent, equipment notes maturing from 1913 to

1922.

Midland Valley.—Holders of the $1,796,500 coupon notes, due

principal and interest on December 1, 1912. are asked to deposit

these notes with Drexel & Co., Philadelphia. The committee,

of which E. T. Stotesbur\- is chairman, asks the deposit ' m
anticipation of the probable default of the payment of these

notes."

Missotrei Pacific.-E. J. Merrill, president of the Union Trust

Company, New York, has been elected a director and a mem-

ber of the executive committee, succeeding Frederick T. Gates,

resigned.

New York Consolidated Railroad.—This company has been in-

corporated in New York with an authorized capital of $18,-

900000 The company is to consolidate the Brooklyn Union

Elevated, the Sea Beach Railway and the Canarsie Railroad.

These three companies are subsidiaries of the Brooklj-n Rapid

Transit, and the consolidation is for the purpose of simphfy-

ing the building of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit's share of the

new subways for New York.

Norfolk & Western.—The office of chairman of the board,

which was held by Henry Fink until his death in July, has

been abolished.

Northern Pacific—The New York Stock Exchange has listed

$1,040,000 additional prior lien 4 per cent, bonds, the proceeds

of the sale of which were used to pay for double track

work.

Norwood & St. Lawrence.—The New York Public Service Com-
mission. Second district, has authorized this company to issue

$200,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds to be sold at 90. the

proceeds to be used for reimbursing the treasury for capital

expenditures already made. The road runs from Norwood
to Waddington, N. Y.

Pennsy'Lvania & Rochester.—This is the name of the company
which has taken over the Genesee Valley Canal Railroad and

the Genesee Valley Terminal Railroad. These roads are leased

to the Western New York & Pennsylvania, a subsidiary of the

Pennsylvania Railroad. They operate a total of 104 miles in

the neighborhood of Rochester, N. Y.

Pennsylvania Company.—See Vandalia.

Rio Gr.\nde.—This subsidiary of the St. Louis & San Francisco,

which runs from Brownsville to Point Isabel, Tex., 22 miles,

has authorized an issue of $1,000,000 bonds for improvements

and extensions subject to the valuation of the railroad com-
mission.

St. Louis Southwestern.—Application is to be made to the

Texas legislature, which convenes in January, 1913, to author-

ize the St. Louis Southwestern of Texas to buy and consoli-

date with its own line the Stephenville North & South Texas.

Southern Pacific.—Stockholders have formed a committee to

protect the interests of the stock of the Southern Pacific

company in the hands of the public. The committee, with

J. N. Wallace, chairman, is made up of Henry Evans, presi-

dent of the Continental Fire Insurance Company; J. Horpce

Harding, of C. D. Barney & Co.. organizer of the protective

committee of stockholders in the Wabash reorganization, Fred-

erick Strauss, of J. & W. Seligman. bankers, and Albert Wig-
gin, president of the Chase National Bank.

Stephenville North & South Texas.—See St. Louis South-

western.

Vand.\lia—Stockholders have declared a dividend of 4 per cent,

on the $14,606,750 stock, of which the Pennsylvania Company
holds $11,633,400. From 1507 to 1910, inclusive, 5 per cent,

yearly was paid; in 1911, 4 per cent, was paid, and, as men-

tioned above, in 1912. 4 per cent, will have been paid.

IMPRO^'ED Service in Japan.—The Japanese have so far im-

proved their railways that the journey between Tokio and

Pekin, a distance of 1,590 miles, is now made in SSyi hours,

nearly 9 of which are required for the steam ferry journey

from Shimonoseki, the southwestern point of Japan, to Fusan,

in Corea, 112 miles. The Japanese operate not only the

Japanese, but the Corean and Manchurian lines; the Chinese

operate the 410 miles from Mukden to Pekin. The average

speed by rail is about 21J^ miles an hour in Japan and 20 miles

in China. A train is run through to Shimonoseki, with sleeping

cars and an observation car. So far the railroads are of narrow

gage. This train also connects with the Siberian Railway.

ExCESSi\-E Tr.\ffic in Prussia.—The Prussian State Railways

in the Rhine valley were so crowded with traffic in October that,

after consultation with the commercial organizations of the chief

cities it was determined to refuse all carload shipments for

four 'consecutive davs. October 26 to 29. by which time it was

hoped that the blockade would be removed. At some of the coal

mines, work had to be suspended because cars could not be had.

Not all the lines in the district were closed to shipments; those

leading to the docks on the Rhine, by which a very large part

of the coal reaches a market, and others to iron works and fac-

tories mostlv not distant, remained open for carload shipments;

and it was argued that, this being known beforehand, the mines,

etc would continue to operate and supply and stock up at tne

places accessible bv short hauls. In one mining district the cars

supplied were 9,177 less than the number ordered on October ^.

and in one week the shortage was 43,66o cars. Hundreds of

thousands of tons of coal have been dumped at the mines.
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ANNUAL REPORT
SEABOARD AIR LINE RAILWAY—TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT.

REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED
JUNE 30. 1912.

New York, September 26th, 1912.
To the Stockholders of the Seaboard Air Line Railway:

The Board of Directors submits the following report of the operations
of your property for the year ended June 30, 1912;

GENERAL IN'COME ACCOUNT RAIL AND WATER LINES.
FOR YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1912.

1912. 1911. Increase.

Gross Revenue $23,744,447.17 $22,606,452.72 $1,137,994.43
Operating E.xpenses and Taxes. 17,926,895.20 15,999,851.84 1,927,043.36

Total Income $ 5,968,927.54 $ 6,754,020.44
Rentals and Other Deductions
from Income 389,914.98 317,654.50

•785.092.90

72,260.48

Applicable to Interest $ 5,579,012.56 $ 6,436,365.94 $'857,353.38
Fixed Interest Charges 3,430,088.49 3,358,211.04 71.877.45

Balance $ 2,148,924.07 $ 3,078,154.90 $ *929,230.83
Full Five Per Cent. Interest on
Adjustment (Income) Bonds. 1,249,658.34 1,248,975.00 683.34

Surplus Income over Charges.. $ 899,265.73 $1,829,179.90 $ *929,914.17
Surplus Income Rail Lines 813,785.97 1,707,965.01 "894,179.04
Surplus Income Water Linesf. 85,479.76 121,214.89 *35,735.13

tOut of this year's surplus there was set aside $40,000 and out of the
1911 surplus $45,000 as a reserve fund for Betterments and Improvements.
The Gross Revenue increased 5.03 per cent., Operating Expenses and

Taxes increased 12.04 per cent., and Operating Income decreased 11.94
per cent.
The Operating Expenses of Rail Lines, exclusive of Taxes, were 71.02

per cent, of the Gross Revenue, as compared with 66.48 per cent, the
previous year; and including Taxes 75.02 per cent, of Gross Revenue as
compared with 70.23 per cent, for the preceding year.

•Decrease.

MILE.\GE OPER.\TED.
The mileage of the Seaboard Air Line Railway and subsidiary

lines in operation on June 30, 1911, was 3,046.18
Extensions, etc., constructed during the year 25.05
Less spur tracks taken up l.U 23.94

Mileage in operation June 30, 1912
Made up as follows;

MILEAGE OWNED.
Seaboard Air Line Railway and branches

3,070.12

LEASED LINES.
Meldrim, Ga., to Lyons, Ga 57.65

TRACKAGE.
Howells, Ga., to Atlanta, Ga 3.00

Hilton, N. C, to Navassa, N. C 2.40

In Birmingham, Ala., and vicinity 15.11

Near Mulberry, Fla 1.46

DEDUCT.
Amelia Beach branch, leased to Street Railway Company at

Fernandina, Fla 2.00
Gibson, N. C, branch, leased to the North & South Carolina
Railway 10.13

Silver Springs, Fla., branch, leased to the Ocala Northern
Railway .7 190

Total mileage operated June 30, 1912...
Sidings (including 19.15 miles on Leased Line nd Trackage)

CAPITAL STOCK.
change in the capital stock of your Company during

FUNDED DEBT.
The additional $4,000,000 of 4% Refunding Bonds sold in the previous

fiscal year for later delivery as stated in the last annual report, were de-

livered during this fiscal year and the proceeds used to reimburse the

Company for expenditures made to retire matured equipment trust obliga-

tions, and for additions, betterments and improvements to the property,

and for the retirement of temporary obligations the proceeds of which had
been similarlv used.
The $20,500 Adjustment Mortgage Bonds remaining unissued, were sold

during the year and the proceeds used for the general corporate purposes
of the Company. ^. . , «
There were redeemed and canceled during the year $10,000 Florida Cen-

tral and Peninsular Railroad Company Land Grant Extension 5% bonds.

ACQUISITIONS.
Your Companv has acquired during the year all the capital stock of:

Raleigh and Charleston Railroad Company, owning a line of road
from Lumberton. N. C. to Marion, S. C. 43 miles, and, through stock

ownership, an extension 12 miles in length known as the Marion &
Southern Railroad, a total of 55 miles:

Tampa Northern Railroad Company, owning a line of road from
Tampa, Fla., to Brooksville, Fla., and branches, 58.25 miles, and im-

portant terminals at Tampa. Fla.
. . ^ ,„, ., ^

The properties of the Seaboard & Roanoke Railroad Company (81 miles)

and the Roanoke & Tar River Railroad Company (32 miles), the stocks
of which were owned by the Seaboard Air Line Railway, were conveyed to
your Company during the year and are therefore now directly owned.
1 he mileage of these two roads has heretofore been included in that of your
Company.

GENERAL REMARKS.
During the year the gross revenue of the rail lines of your Company

increased $1,139,899.37. The freight train revenue per mile of road showed
an increase of $171.99, and the freight train revenue per train mile
amounted to $2.63 as compared with $2.55 in the previous year. The pas-
senger train revenue per mile of road showed an increase of $115.82, and
notwithstanding the large increase in passenger train mileage the passenger
'ain earnings per train mile were slightly in excess of last year.

In addition to the more liberal expenditures for the maintenance of your
P.i'operty, the unfavorable weather conditions which existed during a con-
siderable portion of the year, and which were almost unprecedented, con-
tributed very largely to the increase in operating expenses. These were
further added to by increased rates of wage schedules, increased cost of
material and supplies, increased taxes, and the necessary compliance with
the various laws in relation to equipment and service.
The road and equipment have been well maintained and, in view of the

generally favorable business outlook, the officers of your Company feel
that a considerable improvement in results during the next fiscal year
may reasonably be expected.

Attention is called to the report of the Vice-President and General Man-
ager and to the financial, operating and traffic statistical tables submitted
by the Comptroller, appended hereto as a part of this report.
The accounts for the fiscal year were examined by Messrs. Haskins and

Sells, Certified Public Accountants.
The Board records its appreciation of the loyal and efficient services

rendered by the officers and employees of your Company during the year.
By order of the Board:

SEABOARD AIR LINE RAILWAY.
Office of Vice-President and General Manager.

PoRTSMOUTU, Va., September 11, 1912.
Mr. N. S. Meldrum, President,

24 Broad Street, New York.

Dear Sir:—I submit below report covering the operation and physical
condition of the rail lines of the Seaboard Air Line Railway for the fiscal

year ended June 30. 1912.
Miles of road operated June 30. 1912 3,070.12
Average miles of road operated during the year 3,058.63

REVENUE.
Passenger $ 5,050,067.90
Freight 15,433,239.16
Mail 467,522.26
Express 819,290.62
Other transportation 335,538.02
Other than transportation 816.246.02

T0T.4L Revenue $22,921,903.98

EXPENSES.
Maintenance of Way and Structures • $ 3.347,358.86
Maintenance of Equipment 3.212,277.60
Traffic Expenses 715.361.10
Transportation Expenses 8.333.357.51
General Expenses 671.731.74
Ta.xes 917.000.00

T0T.A.L Expenses and Taxes $17,197,086.81
Net revenue from Operation 5,724.817.17

The ratio of Operating Expenses and Taxes to Gross Revenue was 75.02%,
against 70.239f, last year.

Average miles of road operated, shows an increase over previous year
of 0.71 per cent.

Gross revenue shows an increase over last year of 5.23 per cent; Op-
erating Expenses and Ta.xes show an increase of 12.41 per cent, and Net
Revenue from Operation shows a decrease of 11.70 per cent.

The increase in Operating Expenses was due largely to increased charges

to Maintenance on account of increased amount of work done over the

previous year; to increased cost of materials and to increased wages paid

to employes in the Roadwav, Mechanical and Transportation departments.

The Net Operating Revenue was further adversely affected by increase in

Taxes and by changes in the character of freight traffic, the ton miles of

which increased 9.04 per cent and yielded an increase of only 4.26 per cent

in freight revenue.

EQmPMENT.
The equipment of the railway was maintained during the year at a cost

of $3,212,277.60.
. , , . .

Included in this cost is $49,107.25 representing the value of equipment
destroyed or retired from service, which was credited to the Cost of Equip-

ment;' $321,356.91 for depreciation, which was credited to Reserve for

.Accrued Depreciation, and $42,210.00 increase over previous year due to

Federal Boiler Inspection Law.
The average cost of repairs per locomotive and per car owned, for the

year, was as follows:
«, k,o o.

Locomotives
si ?'o*

Passenger cars IVci
Freight cars °^"

Equipment undelivered on June 30, 1911, under Equipment .\greement.

Series ''M," viz.:

3 Postal Cars
were received during this fiscal year. The total liabilities under this agree-

ment, to-wit: $348,790, were paid during the year and the agreement was

cancelled.
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rust obligations
tnsecutive semi-

the rate of 4!4%

An Equipment Agreement, Series "N," was entered
6th, 1911, for the purchase of:

10 Passenger Locomotives,
10 Freight Locomotives,
5 Switching Locomotives,
3 Postal Cars,
3 Passenger and Baggage Cars,
3 Express Cars,

1000 Ventilated Box Cars,
30 Caboose Cars,

200 Phosphate Cars,

for which $275,650.20 was paid in cash and equipmer
aggregating $1,500,000 were issued, payable in twenty
annual instalments of $75,000 each, bearing interest at

per annum. All of this equipment was received during the fiscal year.

There were built during the year at Portsmouth Shops, and put into

service to replace Trust Equipment destroyed;
78 Flat Cars.

In addition to the equipment named above there were purchased:

2 Steam Derrick Cars,
1 Steam Ditcher,

all of which have been received.

M.UNTENANCE OF WAY AXD STRLXTURES. """

ROADWAV, Tr.ACK .\ND STRICTURES.

Roadwav. track and structures of the railway have been maintained at a

cost of $3,347,358.86. which represents an expenditure per mile of road

amounting to $1,094.40.

61.02 miles of ne
structed. and there
4.91 miles, making

Side Ts.\cks.

ings and extensions of existing sidings were con-
deducted by removal and changes of old sidings

over previous
icted 1.44 miles of n.

;d lines, and 0.55 mil.

last year of 0.89 mile

56.11 mile
sidings and extensions

of old sidings removed.

and the cost, $566,917.64,

Tie Rexew.\ls.

A-ere 1.445.787 cross ties and 890 sets of switch ties.

charged to Operating Expenses.

New R,\il.

123.79 miles of new 75-pound and 85-pound steel rail were laid in the
main line track, releasing therefrom 58, 60. 75, 80 and 85-pound worn
rail, and there was charged net to Operating Expenses $65,481.06 and to
Capital Account $111,645.36.

Ball.\st.

256.071 cubic yards of gravel and slag ballast were put under main line
track at a cost of $169,865.69. of which $160,514.55 was charged to Capital
.\ccount and $9,351.14 to Operating Expenses.

Tbesti.es Filled.

10,435 lineal feet of wooden trestles were filled in. and of the total cost
thereof, including culverts. $62,211.36 was charged to Operating Expenses.
The filling of the Lincoln Street trestle at Columbia. S. C. reference to

the progress of which was made in the last annual report, is included
in the aoove-mentioned work.

ASSETS.
PROPERTY INVESTMENT:
Road and Equipment:
Road
Equipment ; . . . .$18,479,018.31
Equipment Series "I" and

••K" CPer Contra)

TABLE No. 1.

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.
TiXE 30. 1912.

800,000.00

$19,279,018.51

Less: Reserve for Accrued
Depreciation 1,389.532.65

General Expenditures . . .

Securities:

Securities—Proprietary. Affiliated anil

Controlled Companies—Fledged;

Stocks •

Securities—Proprietary, .\ffiliated and
Controlled Companies—Unpledged:

Stocks
Bonds

17,8«9.4S5.86

28,876.66

Other Investments:

Leased Rail and Material

.

Securities—Pledged
Securities—Unpledged . .

.

398.647.51
1.082.009.85
335,927.25

Common Capital Stock in Treasury.
Preferred Capital Stock in Treasury

TOT.XL

WORKING ASSETS;
Cash with Treasurer and

Cashier $521,085.65
Cash in Transit 387.295.99

Cash with Fiscal Agencies 784,514.35

Loans and Bills Receivable
Traflic and Car Service Balances due from

other Companies
Net Balances due from Agents and Con-

ductors
Due from United States Government
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable
Claims Receivable '

Material and Supplies
Other Working Assets

Total

DEFERRED DEBIT ITEMS;
Advances to Proprietary, Affiliated

Controlled Companies
Working and Other .Advances
Insurance paid in .-Xdvance

Unextinguished Discount on Securities

Special Deposits
Cash in Redemption Funds
Claims in Suspense
Other Deferred Debit Items

1.816,584.61

1.602,500.00

$160,122,391.29

J.766.93
;.683.40
i. 615.53

Total $11,510,909.80

Total $175,956,787.83

'his Company is liable as a guarantor of the; Bonds.

Jacksonville Terminal Company First Mortgage (Seaboard

proportion 1-3) $500,000.00

Birmingham Terminal Company First Mortgage (Seaboard

proportion 1-61 1.940.000.00

Wilmington Railway Bridge Co. (Seaboard proportion 1-2).. 217,000.00

STOCK:
Common Capital Stock
Preferred Capital Stock

Total

-MORTGAGE, BONDED AND
SECURED DEBT:

S. -A. L. Railway First Mort-

LIABILITIES.

$62,516,000.00

gage Bonds $39,775,000.00
Pledged as Collateral. 27,000.000.00

Mortgage Bonds, Proprietary
Companies $39,665,000.00

Less: Pledged as Collateral. 2.610.000.00

S. .\. L. Railway Refunding
Mortgage Bonds $24,445,000.00

Less: Held in Treasury 1,445,000.00

S. .\. L. Railway Adjustment
Mortgage Bonds

— 37.055.000.00

Equipment Trust Obligations
Equipment Trust Certificates

Series "I" and "K" (Per
Contra)

4,680,000.00

800.000.00

23,000.000.00

25,000.000.00

Total

WORKING LIABILITIES:
Traffic and Car Service

other Companies
.\udited X'ouchers
Wages Unpaid .

.

Claim Authorities
.\gents' Traffic D

$103,310,000.00

Unpaid.

Miscellaneous Accounts 'Payable
Matured Interest Funded Debt
Matured Interest Equipment Trust Obli-

gations
Matured Bonded Debt
Other Working Liabilities

Total

ACCRUED LIABILITIES NOT DUE;
-Accrued Interest Funded Debt
-\ccrued Interest Equipment Trust Obli-

Ac
Bonds

Interest Adjustment Mortgage

d fax*'
Other Accrued -Accounts

Total

DEFERRED CREDIT ITEMS:
Operating Reserves
Other Reserves
Interchangeable Mileage Tickets.......
Reserve for Outstanding Stock of Pr

prietarv Companies
Other Deferred Credit Items

Total

PROFIT -\ND LOSS:
Surplus

Total

$357,688.14
756,531.00
760,233.40
41,292.17
106.557.27
74.404.02

710,222.50

10,291.25
64.000.00
64.230.49

$475,079.17

44,973.95

833,333.34
353,635.48
11.015.08

$248,168.08
61.582.32
144.451.48

$1,718,037.02

$518,261.14

Bonds.
chmond-Washington Co. Collateral Trust Mortgage (Sea-

board proportions 1-6) ..^ .^^^^^^ ^...^ -^i^,-- [ ]_:::: V.mM^J^
d First Mortgage l^^SSS'SS

Macon, Dublin & Savannah Railroad First Mortgage

';nv=,nnah & Statesboro Rail"^ ^-" ^'—"•>-'

W^i aS^,^^&i^e^MSi:ge:::::: ggS
Tampa Northern Railroai'd Notes :..... ::. ."....... 2''o-«<"''
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Trestles Rebuilt and Ballast Decked.
There were built during the year with creosoted timber 5,555 lineal feet

of trestles, which have been ballast decked at a cost of $58,125.23, which
was charged to Operating Expenses.

Trestles Strengthened.
Additional stringers were put in 178 trestles during the year to strengthen

same to carry the heavier power and traffic.

Bridges.
Work has been done on forty-four bridges, replacing with steel or

strengthening them for heavy traffic. Of this number, twenty-five have"^ J -. -
ining nineteen will be finished by June 30th,nd thebeen completed,

1913.
Seven of the above bridges were authorized during this year and five

of the seven have been completed.
Of the bridges completed the principal ones are:

Steel
Taylor's Creek bridge, near Skclton, Va 271 feet.
Great Creek bridge, near Cochran, Va 411 "
Lincoln Street extension, Columbia, S. C, total length including

fill, 2,462 feet 7 350 "
Savannah River drawbridge and fixed spans, near Clyo, Ga 500 "
Six Mile Creek bridge, near Ybor City, Fla 102 "
Manatee River draw-bridge. Manatee, Fla 145 "
Lee Street, Araericus, Ga., overpass, reinforced concrete bridge.. 44 "
Pee Dee River bridge, near Pee Dee, N. C, total length entire

crossing 1,673 feet 1,099 "
Long Creek bridge, near Mt. Holly, N. C 300 "
Indian Creek bridge, near Grouses, N. C 216 "
Cox Creek bridge, near Pride, S. C 94 "
Little River bridge, near Watts, S. C 103 "
Fork Creek bridge, near Berkeley, Ga 103 "
Yellow River bridge, near Gloster, Ga 103 "
Sweet Water Creek bridge, near McFauIs, Ga 103 "
Peachtree Creek bridge No. 1. near Belt Junction, Ga 103 "

The total expenditures for bridge renewals during the year were
$374,440.30, of which $243,513.99 was charged to Capital Account and
$130,926.31 to Operating Expenses.

Rail in Main Line Track.
Of the total operated main line mileage of the system, 3,069.89 miles are

laid with steel rails and 0.23 miles with iron rails.
The steel rail is made up as follows:

Miles. Weight.
76.89 85 lb. rail.

117.17 80
1,242.09 75
167.29 70 "
227.66 68
18.87 65
60.48 63.5 '
20.86 60.5 "

576.26 60
35.41 60 " (resawed)

243.72 , 58
283.19 56 " and lighter.

The above does not include 2.00 miles of Amelia Beach Branch, leased
to Street Railway at Fernandina, Fla.; 10.13 miles of Gibson Branch, leased
to North & South Carolina Railway; or 1.90 miles of Silver Springs Branch,
leased to Ocala Northern Railway.

NEW EXTENSIONS.
Extensions to the Company's line in Florida during the year were made

as follows:
The extension from Fruitville to Venice mentioned in last

year's report was completed 16.53 miles
The extension of the Dunnellon line to Inverness (with a

spur to Holder Mine) 8.52
In addition to the above-named extensions, spurs have been

built which are not included as main line mileage, as follows:
Spur from Dunnellon line to Camp Phosphate Company's

Barr mine 2.14
Spur from old P. C. A. & G. line, near Alafia, to State Phos-

phate Company's mine 1.30
Construction work has also begun and is proceeding on the

extension from Mulberry to Bartow (with the branch line to the
Royster mine) of approximately 12

GENERAL REM.\RKS.
The additional terminal facilities at Raleigh, Wilmington and Savannah.

referred to in last annual report, were completed and work on additional
terminal improvements is now in progress at Wilmington, Savannah and
Jacksonville.

_ A considerable amount of dredging has been done at Savannah, Jackson-
ville and Tampa during the year to maintain proper depths of water.
_ The union passenger stations mentioned in report of last year at Weldon,
N. C, and Tampa. Fla., were completed. Union passenger stations have
been provided at Ocilla, Ga., and Bostic, N. C, and the Union Station at
Vidalia, Ga., is in the course of construction.
Modern Passenger Stations have been built at .\thens, Ga., Abbeville,

S. C, Leesburg, Fla., and Richland. Ga., during the year.
.\t Savannah, Ga., a new reinforced concrete roundhouse and modern

steel and concrete machine and erecting shops and power house have been
built to replace the wooden shop buildings which were destroyed by fire.

At Portsmouth, Va., a corrugated iron building for the storage of records
has been constructed.

At Savannah, Ga.. 6.700 square yards of brick cotton platform have been
laid at a cost of $4,355.00 which was charged to Operating Expenses, to
replace worn-out wooden platform.

Extensions have been made to the yards at Wilmington, N. C, Savan-
nah, _ Ga., and Jacksonville, Fla.. and new yards and mechanical facilities

are in progress of construction at Norlina, N. C, and Cayce, S. C.
Ten old twenty-thousand gallon water stations have been replaced with

modern fifty-thousand gallon tanks and suitable pumping facilities have
been provided.
The floor of the Jacksonville. Fla., forwarding warehouse has been filled

in with earth, and instead of relaying the floor with timber, creosoted
blocks have been used.
The docks at Fernandina have been rebuilt with creosoted piles and

timber, and the Maxwell lumber dock at Jacksonville, Fla., is being rebuilt
and filled in with earth to replace decayed wooden platform.

Mechanical coal hoists have been provided at Wilmington, N. C, and
Plant City. Fla., and the coal wharf at Whitmire, S. C, has been rebuilt.
Nine sets of track scales have been rebuilt with concrete foundations and

steel I-beams,' replacing wood.
Considerable improvement has been made to station buildings by renew-

ing floors with both timber and concrete, extending^ and renewing platforms
and replacing decayed wooden roofs with metal shingles.

192 industrial sidings and extensions to industrial sidings already existing
have been constructed or are in process of construction.

69 depots and freight stations have been constructed or substantially
added to during the year.

70 passing tracks have been constructed or extended, or are in process
of construction.
The telephone line for dispatching trains, referred to in last year's report,

has been completed, and this, with lines already in use, makes approximately
1,089 miles of line in service on the system.

Respectfully submitted,
C. H. HIX,

yice-PresidenI and General Manager.

TABLE No. 2.

INCOME ACCOUNT.
Year Ended June 30, 1912.

Gross Revenue' .

Operating Expens'

Net Operating Revenue
from Rentals
from Other Sources.

Increase
1912. 1911. OR Decrease.

$22,921,903.98 $21,782,004.61 $1,139,899.37
16,280,086.81 14,480,567.47 1,799,519.34

$6,641,817.17 $7,301,437.14 —$659,619.97
98,894.42 94,928.20 3,966.22
51,646.67 51,025.13 621.54

Total Income $6,792,358.26 $7,447,390.47 —$655,032.21

Interest Funded Debt $3,146,904.44 $3,059,101.69 $87,802.75
Interest Adjustment Mortgage
Bonds 1,249,658.34 1,248,975.00 683.34

Interest Equipment Trust Obliga-
tions 288,986.77 286,799.80 2.186.97

Other Interest Credit 8,000.65 12,309:55 —20,310.20
Taxes 917,000.00 818,000.00 99,000.00
Rents for Lease of Road 51,000.00 51,000.00
Rents for other property 109,239.05 109,115.92 123.13
Hire of Equipment 201,098.32 143,873.71 57,224.61
Outside Operations 22,686.02 10,249.79 12,436.23

Total Deductions $5,978,572.29 $5,739,423.46 $239,146.83

Net Income for Year.... $813,785.97 $1,707,965.01 —$894,179.04
Deduct proportion of annual al-

lotment of discount on Bonds. . 248,192.88 178,637.38 69,555.50

TABLE NO. 3.

PROFIT AND LOSS.
Y'ear Ended June 30, 1912.

By Balance June 30, 1911
By Income for Year
By Delayed Income Credits
By Unclaimed Waces written off

Bv Miscellaneous Credits
To Miscellaneous Debits $2,561.00

To Balance as per Balance Sheet 4.949,039.43

$4,112,333.38
565,593.09
255,832.57
17,654.39

187.00

$4,951,600.43 $4,951,600.43

TABLE NO. 9.

EXPENDITURES FOR IMPROVEMENTS. BETTERMENTS AND EX-

TENSIONS, CHARGED TO CAPITAL ACCOUNT.
Y'ear Ended June 30, 1912.

Construction:

Engineering $25,502.58

Right of Way and Station Grounds 31,571.82

Real Estate Cr. 11,653.67

Grading 173.925.14

Tunnels , 24,399.50

Bridges, Trestles and Culverts 274,122.64

Ties 72.877.65

Rails .V HHU-^i
Frogs and Switches 27,715.13

Track Fastenings and Other Material 59.787.09

Ballast 80,219.67

Track Laying and Surfacing 172,973.58

Roadway Tools Cr. 35.85

Fencing Right of Way 7,122.88

Crossings and Signs 15.370.36

Interlocking and Other Signal Apparatus 4,015.37

Telegraph and Telephone Lines 10,181.43

Station Buildings and Fixtures 148,842.00

Shops, Eneinehouses and Turntables 37.202.54

Shop Machinery and Tools 20,098.93

Water Stations 16,273.32

Fuel Stations 6,737.28

Storage Warehouses 159,912.33

Dock and Wharf Property 174,503.88

Miscellaneous Structures 35.074.62

Rent of Equipment 2.155.00

Cost of Road Purchased 39,914.34

TOTAL Constrdction $1,931,924.01

Equipment:
Steam Locomotives $461,400.70
Passenger Train Cars 112,120.21

Freight Train Cars 1,113,409.82

Work Equipment 73.123.26

Total Eqcii'ment.

Grand Total $3,691,978.00

Summary of Expenditures:

Additions and Betterments on Existing Mileage $1,666,193.69

Equipment Acquired 1,760.033.99

Expenditures for Extensions 265,730.32

Total as Above $3,691.97800
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TABLE No, 10.

TRAFFIC STATISTICS.
Year Ended June 30, 1912.

1 1912.

Average miles operated 3,058.63

PASSENGER TRAFFIC.
Number of Passengers carried

o^'^'^n^'c^oNumber of Passengers carried one mile 231,20_,54_

Number of Passengers carried one mile per mile of road 75,590

Average distance carried each Passenger 47.47

Total Revenue from Passengers $5,050,067.90

Average Amount received from each Passenger $1.03.695

Average receipt per Passenger per mile $.02,184

Total Passenger Train Revenue $6,440,499.17
Passenger Train Revenue per mile of road $2,105.68
Passenger Train Revenue per train mile $1.18.146

Average number of Passengers per train mile 42.41

Average number of Passengers per car mile 7.88

FREIGHT TRAFFIC.
Revenue Freight.

Number of tons carried 9.406.877

Number of tons carried one mile 1,390,977,614
Number of tons carried one mile per mile of road 454,771
Average distance hauled each ton 147.87

Total Freight Train Revenue $15,433,239.16
Average amount received from each ton $1 .64.063

Average receipt per ton per mile $.01,110
Freight Train Revenue per mile of road $5,045.80
Freight Train Revenue per train mile. S2.63.200
Average number of tons per train mile 237.22
Average number of tons per loaded car mile 14.87

All Freight
(Including Company's Material, hauled free).

Number of tons carried 10,897,475

Number of tons carried one mile 1,575,592,671
Average number of tons per train mile 267.98
Average number of tons per loaded car mile 16.84

REVENUE AND OPERATING EXPENSES.
Passenger and Freight Train Revenue $21,873,738.33

Passenger and Freight Train Revenue per mile of road $7,151.48

Gross Revenue .... $22,921,903.98
Gross Revenue per mile of road $7,494.17

Gross Revenue per train mile S2.02.274
Operating Expenses $16,280,086.81
Operating Expenses per mile of road $5,322.67

Operating Expenses per train mile $1.43.663

Net Operating Revenue $6,641,817.17
Net Operating Revenue per mile of road $2,171.50
Net Operating Revenue per train mile $.58,611

Increase
1911. OR Decrease.

3,037.04 21.59

4,573,532 296,572
221,058,350 10,144,192

72,787 2,803
48.33 —.86

$4,735,503.65 $314,564.25
$1.03.542
$.02,142 $.00,042

$6,043,294.14 $397,205.03
$1,989.86

$1.17.560 $.00,586
43.00
7.95 —.07

8.982,191 424.686
1,275,651,651 115,325,963

420,031 34,740
142.02 5.85

$14,801,968.65 $631,270.51
$1.64.792 —$.00,729
$.01,160 —$.00,050

$4,873.81 $171.99

S2.54.880
219.84 17.38

14.14 .73

10.914.967 —17,492
1,463,211,329 112,381,342

251.16 16.82
16.21 .63

$20,845,262.79 $1,028,475.54
$6,863.67 $287.81

$21,782,004.61 $1,139,899.37
$7,172.12 $322.05

$1.98.958 $.03,316
$14,480,567.47 $1,799,519.34

$4,767.99 $554.68
$1.32.266 $.11,397

$7,301,437.14 —$659,619.97
$2,404.13 —$232.63

$.66,692 —$.08,081
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TPHE Statistics of accidents in the United States for the last

^ four years, published by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in connection with its report on the Westport derailment,

and printed in another column, show that collisions, in the 12

months ending June 30, 1912, numbered 378 less than in the year

to June 30, 1910, and that the number of persons killed in col-

lisions, 378, was 55 less than in 1910; and the diminution in the

damage to cars, engines and roadway was $299,000. Commis-

sioner McChord says, with truth, that the accident record, as a

whole, shows a deplorable increase since 1909. But in the years

1910, 1911 and 1912 the railway traffic of the country was heavy

and increasing, whereas 1909 was comparatively moderate; and

the increase in the items of the accident records may not be

greater than the increase in train rhileage. The record of

deaths, injuries and property losses is deplorable, in whatever
aspect it is viewed ; but that the collision record should show
marked decreases—or even if it were to remain stationary— in

the face of such enormous traffic records, is a fact that should be
carefully noted ; for the improvement, without doubt, is due in

large measure to the increasing use of the block system and to

Improved efficiency in the operation of that system.

A T the recent meeting of the .\merican Society of Mechanical
'* Engineers a report was presented on power tests which
iniludcd a code for the testing of locoinotives, both in the labora-

tory ard on .the road. The report was objected to so strenuously

that it was referred back to the committee for revision. In the

presentation it was explained to have been the product of a sub-

committee, none of whose members had had much experience in

locomotive work, and that it was offered tentatively, to provoke
a discussion that would be of value in the revision by the com-
mittee of the whole. The main criticism of the code for lab-

oratory work was directed against the starting and stopping

conditions, on the ground that no test was ever made as the

committee prescribed, and that it would not be practicable urder
the normal methods of conducting the work. And it was urged
that the conditions used and prescribed for the St. Louis tests,

which have been followed ever since, are to be preferred. .M-

most the same criticism was directed against the road tests, in

that the code was not so drawn as to meet practical require-

ments. The assumption seems to have been made that the two
forms of tests could be used interchangeably. This cannot be

done, for the time has long since passed when any engineer en-

gaged in the work will contend that road tests can be used with

any possible degree of success in determining the efficiency of a

locomotive. Road tests were considered to be useful, but thev

must have other purposes than that of determining the boiler

performance and thermal action in the cylinders of the engine; a

matter that can only be satisfactorily determined by a shop or

laboratory test, so that it was considered to have been a mistake

to have constructed the two codes from the same point of view.

<<DAILROAD men fight for the right to get drunk." This
*• *• is a headline which appeared in a New York daily paper

this week over an account of a strike on the North Eastern Rail-

way of England. But for the fact that "headline artists" con-

stantly strive to e.xcite their readers, and therefore habitually

mix fiction with their facts, the sentence quoted would be start-

ling. But it appears that it is literally true. An engineman was
dismissed, or reduced to a lower grade, for intoxication, and his

union ordered a strike to get him restored, the argument being

that he was not drunk when on duty. Other employees joined

the enginemen, and at last accounts eight thousand men had

left their work. At and around Newcastle traffic was verj' seri-

ously interrupted, and important industries were suspended.

Putting aside for the moment the interests of the parties in this

particular case—the people who are inconvenienced, the corpora-

tion mulcted for large losses and the employees fooled or im-

poverished or both—it may be said that probably it is a good

thing to have this issue so badly stated. Our English cousins

have on numerous occasions given us lessons in clearness both of

language and of ideas. American enginemen do not fight for the

right to get drunk ; but individual enginemen have often harmed

themselves—and have destroyed their usefulness as enginemen

—

by too persistently insisting on the right to do as they pleased

when off duty. Is it too much to say that we have here an illus-

tration of what such a radical course leads to? To use the power

of your brotherhood to secure the liberty to do as you please in

the matter of drinking when off duty may easily develop into a

contest in defense of men who drink to excess. In other words

the stock argument of the teetotaller, that if you exercise the

liberty to drink you run the risk of lapsing into dangerous excess,

has a basis in reason; and if an unscrupulous leader should
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desire to use the reasonable wishes of one man, or faction, to

promote the dangerous wishes of another faction of a brother-

hood—which often can readily be done—this possibility of a

dangerous lapse is multiplied. Fortunately, our Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers has set for itself in this matter a high

standard ; and we are not lecturing that organization. But actual

individual cases indicate that a tendency to abuse the privileges

of membership is not unknown; and it is fair to suggest that the

extreme to which these Englishmen have gone in one direction

should serve as a warning that he who seeks absolute safety

should take an equally extreme course in the opposite direction.

The railroad superintendent who feels the responsibility for the

lives of thousands of passengers may demand of his enginemen
an extreme standard of freedom from brain disturbance, just as

reasonably as may the wife of a man who is known to abuse his

children when he has taken a single drink. In the locomotive

cab the danger from mental inefficiency is extreme; e.xtreme pre-

cautions are therefore reasonable. Moreover, it is reasonable

for the master of fifty or a hundred enginemen to take a stand

more extreme than perhaps would be proper for a single indi-

vidual, responsible only to and for himself. Human nature is

subject to such subtle vagaries, impossible of measurement, that

machine methods—arbitrary methods—are not only justifiable

but necessary. In other words, a superintendent may rightfully

demand of an engineman. without giving reasons, that he be a

total abstainer. A prominent western road is reported lately as

discharging employees for merely entering a saloon. Whether
or not this is true w-e have not learned; but if the requirement of

total abstinence is reasonable the rule to keep out of saloons will

work no injustice.

IK another column we print a letter from the general super-
* intendent of the Wheeling & Lake Erie in regard to freight

density on a portion of that line. In our issue of November 8

there was a note to the effect that the average tons one mile

per mile of road on the Bald Eagle Valley Branch of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad was at the rate of 6.053.328 per year. This

statement was somewhat misleading. It is a fact that during the

past eight months the tons one mile amounted to 353,110,735, but

this entire tonnage passed over the line between Tyrone and

Lock Haven, 54.2 miles, although a small portion of this tonnage

originated on the i3 3 miles of branch lines which go to make up
the total 87.5 miles of road of the Bald Eagle Valley branch.
The figure of 87.5 miles was that used by a Pennsylvania officer

in direct answer to a question in regard to freight density. The
interesting point, however, is that the average net tons moved
over the 54.2 miles of line during the past eight months was
1.004,065 per month, or at the rate of 12,048,780 tons per year.

.\. train sheet for 24 hours beginning February 3, 1913, is shown
herewith, and it will be noted that there is about 2 miles of

double track at the west end of the line and a half mile of double
track at the east end.

GOVERNMENT REPORT ON WESTPORT DERAILMENT.
"T^HE Interstate Commerce Commission, in the case of the
•* \\'estport derailment, has made a businesslike and com-
prehensive report, thus carrying out the law of May 6, 1910. in

spirit as well as in letter. For the first year it ignored the

law. For the second it followed the letter, but to little profit.

The recommendations in the present report are the same as

those of the Connecticut commission ; long crossovers to be

introduced, and full stops made at short ones ; but with an

added declaration that railways should unite to develop auto-

matic stops so that these can be used generally.

Long crossovers are necessary for high speed traffic on four-

track railroads ; but, as we showed last week, the demand of

the newspapers, now backed up by the Connecticut and the fed-

era! commissions, that they be generally required by law. is

based on a greatly distorted view of the general question of

safety in travel. In many cases the cost of introducing them
would be so great that the railway could, with the same money,

improve safety much more effectually in some other direction.

Moreover, the palpable inversion of this remedial process is

evident to everyone who looks at the question calmly. The
primary fault for this disaster was the neglect or incompetence

of the engineman. A fundamental and universal requirement of

the engineman's job is to be ready to shut off steam and apply

the brakes, instantly, at any point on his run. In other words,

the keeping of a constant lookout is vital. With all crossovers

made fit for 70 miles an hour, if that were possible, he would

still be under the same compulsion to be always wide awake,

because of possible dangers from other causes. The prime

8. E. V. Summary.
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duty of the superintendent, therefore, is to take every possible

means to insure this necessary vigilance on every train. It

is not strange that an interstate commerce commissioner, know-
ing nothing about railway operation, should recommend long

crossovers, for the railways themselves have set the example
of tackling problems at the wrong end. They pay attention to

their discipline, and discipline improves somewhat from year

to year, at least on many roads; but it remains true that the

subject of mechanical remedies and safeguards is discussed,

and comes to the knowledge of the public and of commissioners,

while the problem of perfecting the service of enginemen is

left in the realm of mystery—except, indeed, as some railway

manager comes out bluntly and says that the labor unions pre-

vent him from improving his men. Mr. Horn said that, follow-

ing the Bridgeport disaster, the New Haven road had "stiff-

ened up the discipline.'" But Mr. McChord did not find out

what this statement amounted to, or whether the stiffening had

been really intelligent, permanent and successful. The broad

general problem of enginemen's disobedience of signals remains

just where it was.

The requirement that at short crossovers all fast trains shall

be brought to a full stop will, of course, cause many un-

necessary delays. This, like the rest of the report, is addressed

to all the raihvays of the country. However, it is a penalty

at which railroads generally cannot enter a very loud com-

plaint, for the}' themselves, in innumerable cases, all over the

country, have set the example of requiring full stops at places

where they have lacked the means or the energy to enforce the

high state of discipline necessary to justify the use of speed

limits instead of full stops. Incidentally, this requirement of

the commission may serve to convey to the public the necessary

lesson that to have perfect safety in railway travel one of two

things is absolutely necessary ; either a heavy expenditure of

money, or a rigid limitation of speed.

In the matter of automatic stops, Mr. McChord, backed up by

the whole commission, makes his own the superficial dictum of

Mr. Belnap, that these devices should be generally used. He
quotes the guarded and qualified views of the Block Signal

Board, and he recommends experiment ; but he ends up with

an out and out declaration that "railroads should avail them-

selves of the use of some workable automatic train stop."

If discipline of enginemen cannot possibly be improved, and

if there is no other way of safeguarding passenger trains, the

automatic stop will be the next remedy; but the consideration

of the other Hnes of inquiry suggested by these ifs is an im-

perative duty, because the problem of the automatic stop is

such a difficult one. There will be no trouble in producing a

device which will be mechanically satisfactory; but with trains

greatly varying in length and speed—that is to say, on all rail-

roads except those which, like the subways, can have every

condition favorable—any scheme of automatic stops is very

likely to introduce complications so troublesome that, from a

governmental standpoint, they should be treated as dangerous

complications. The testimony of those who have had most ex-

perience with automatic stops is to the effect that their great

value is as instruments of discipline. In other words, a com-

pletely successful automatic stop would cure all faults of engine-

men, and the stop would never act except when the engine-

man were dead or fainted. And Mr. Cade's scheme would pro-

vide, without the automatic stop, for the cases of engine-

men falling dead. Discipline of enginemen still remains the

crucial problem. Is the automatic stop the only thing that

will solve it?

We have said that the present report is comprehensive;

but it is deficient in this respect to the extent that it passes

over in almost complete silence the question of discipline.

However, discipline can be dealt with only by the railroad

officer himself, and it cannot be called unfair for the govern-

ment to say. Improve your discipline or provide something to

obviate the evil effects of poor discipline. As the railroads

tliemselves have kept discipline in the background, they can

perhaps lind no fault if the government does not delve into the

subject. The question of the time and expense involved also is

one which the commission does not consider, though the rail-

ways will be forced to consider it. It takes only two lines at

the end of the report to say that the present recommendations,
framed to fit a special and rare problem on a road of dense

traffic and to punish a supposed flagrant offender, shall apply

to every road in the country ; but to a road with competent

and well-disciplined enginemen this may be equivalent to im-

posing an unwise expenditure; a use of money which is more
clearly needed for some other purpose. For, notwithstanding

all the clamor, the Bridgeport and VVestport cases are rare.

In its main purpose, of showing that the Interstate Commerce
Commission takes an active interest in the safety of railway

travel, the present report will be generally commended as suc-

cessful. It contains some paragraphs which show that the

gravity of the situation has been apprehended. Rut long cross-

overs and automatic stops combined will fall far short of curing

our troubles. Long crossovers make the use of brains less

necessary in the locomotive cab, and the automatic stop remedy

seems very likely to cost, in added complications, more than ii

is worth, except in special situations like those where stops are

now used. But in the old problem of good discipline we still

have room in which to make real progress. Any railway officer

who is disposed to lean on the government for the settlement

of the intimate and detailed questions of his daily task can

again see the futility of such dependence.

CAR SHORTAGES IN THE UNITED STATES AND
PRUSSIA.

MANY persons reason that government ownership of railways

will be brought about in the United States in this way:

The government, they say, will so restrict the return on railway

capital that the investment will be insufficient to secure adequate

development of facilities. There will then be loud complaints

because the roads do not satisfactorily move the traffic. The

upshot will be a successful demand that the government acquire

the roads and provide the needed facilities itself.

Cable despatches from Berlin published in the newspapers of

December 7 show that in Prussia government ownership is not a

preventive of car shortages. And be it remembered that the

Prussian lines are the best managed government-owned railways

in the world. The despatches say that in the great coal region

of which Essen is the center, there was a shortage of about

10,000 cars a day during the second week of November, and

since then the deficiency has risen to more than 12,000 cars.

"The Society of Coal Mining Operators of Essen has issued a

statement in which it shows that the Prussian state railways have

far from kept pace with the growth of the freight business of the

country." It is said that in the last week of October not less

than ninety-one coal companies in the Essen district had to lay

off entire shifts of miners. In explanation of the situation, a

high officer of the Prussian roads is quoted as saying that the

recent increases in the traffic have made it greater than ever

before, and "that the state cannot invest undue amounts of capi-

tal where it will have to lie unemployed for the greater part of

the year."

The conditions as respects the growth of traffic evidently are

much the same on the Prussian state lines as they are on the

American lines, and the results as regards the movement of the

traffic are similar. As in the United States, so in Germany, this

is not the first time that there have been complaints of car short-

ages. In 1905 and 1906 the conditions on the Prussian roads

were similar to those obtaining now. At one time in the fall of

1905 there was a shortage of about 26,000 cars in the Rhenish-

Westphalian Coal Mining district. The consequence was that in

1906 the government decided to spend $50,000,000 for additional

locomotives and cars. At about the same time the railways of
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the United States were buj-ing more equipment than they ever

did before or since in their history. And in both countries,

despite these large purchases, the car shortages have returned.

There is one marked difference, however, between the situation

in Prussia and that in the United States. In Prussia, the gov-

ernment, being the owner of the railways, is not complaining, but

as we have seen, says through a high official of the railways "that

the state cannot invest undue amounts of capital where it will

have to remain unemployed for the greater part of the year." In

the United States there had not been up to this fall a car short-

age since 1907, except for one very short period. There have

meantime been car surpluses, which lasted almost throughout

each year, which usually exceeded 100,000 cars and which rose to

more than 400,000 cars.

In the United States, however, the railways are owned by

private corporations. Therefore, no railway official dares to say

that the railways "cannot invest undue amounts of capital where

it will have to lie unemployed for the greater part of the year."

Such a statement would be regarded as defiance of public senti-

ment and of the railway regulating authorities. Nor does any

public official come to the defense of the railways. On the con-

trary, the Interstate Commerce Commission issues a statement

which is given broadspread publication in the press, commenting

on the situation in the way that indicates that the commission

thinks the railways are at fault and making some extremely un-

practical suggestions as to how to remedy the conditions.

As one means of expediting the movement of cars some rail-

way officers have suggested reduction of the free time for loading

and unloading them and the imposition of higher demurrage

charges for their detention. It is interesting to note in this

connection that the time allowed for unloading cars in Germany

is twelve hours, and at times this has been reduced to ten, eight

or even six hours. In the United States the minimum free time

allowed for loading and unloading is forty-eight hours. The

German cars are much smaller than those used in this country,

and therefore, it does not take as much time to unload them.

The average capacity of freight cars in the United States is 36

tons, and the average in Prussia is 16 tons. Therefore, the Ger-

man lines give only one-fourth and sometimes less than one-

fourth, as much free time as the American roads do for unload-

ing cars that have almost one-half as large capacity as the cars

used in this country. It follows that shippers and consignees in

the United States enjoy more liberal demurrage arrangements

than they do in Germany under government ownership.

On the whole, no intelligent person will use a comparison of

the conditions now existing on the railways of the two countries

as an argument for the adoption of government ownership in this

country.

NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN & HARTFORD.

'T'HE New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company
•^ operates only about 2,091 miles of steam railroad; but tht-

combined income account of the New Haven system, excluding

only the New York, Ontario & Western, the Boston & Maine

and the. Maine Central, shows, in the fiscal year ended June 30.

1912, total operating revenues of $60,642,000, comparing witli

total operating revenues in the previous year of $87,231,000.

Operating expenses, however, were $59,408,000 in 1912, as against

$58,070,000 the year before. The system, which includes* the

railroad, the trolley lines and the steamship lines, had in 1912 a

slight surplus ($306,000) after the payment of 8 per cent, divi-

dends, as against a slight deficit ($313,000) after paying 8 per

cent, dividends in 1911. Of the total system revenue, the rev-

enue from operation of the railroad proper furnished in 1912

$64,933,065.

Mr. Clark, who was president of the New Haven until 1900.

made improvements to the road and kept its service and prop-

erty fairly well abreast of the times, but in 1900 Mr. Hall was

made president and retained the presidency until Charles S.

Mellen was elected in 1904. During these years from 19(X) to

1904 the science of railroading in the United States made great

•The subsidiary companies are the Central New England, the New Eng-
land Navigation Company, the Hartford & New York Transportation Com-
pany, the New Bedford, Martha's Vineyard & Nantucket Steamboat Com-
pany, the Connecticut Company, the Rhode Island Company, the Berkshire
Street Railway Company the 'New York & Stamford Company, the West-
chester Street Railroad Company and the Housatonic Power Company.
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progress. The Pennsylvania Railroad during these years was
spending millions and millions of dollars to keep abreast of the

progress of this rapidly developing science. This was true not

only of the Pennsylvania, but was true of the great majority of

roads all over the country. New standards of rail were being

adopted ; steel bridges were replacing wooden structures ; fills

were replacing trestles; new standards of motive power were

being tried out. and grades were being reduced. During these

years the New Haven almost stood still. Its passenger service

was good, but its standards were about the same as they had

been in Mr. Clark's time. The result was that when Mr. Mellen

took hold in 1904 he had a property which was obsolete.. He
recognized at once that heavier power was needed; that the

property was being worked to the very limit of its capacity, but

that it was necessary to change the whole standard of the plant

to meet the requirements of this heavier power, and that the es-

sential thing was to pour money into this property until it could

be brought abreast of the times; and this has been done.

The New Haven presents almost a unique problem in Amer-
ican railroad operation. Its passenger revenue from the steam

road amounted in 1912 to $26,816,000, and its freight revenue

to $32,131,000, A road with such a large proportion of its rev-

enue derived from passenger business is under a particularly

heavy strain. Nearly all of the companies that allocate expenses

as between passengers and freight find passenger business far

less profitable than freight. Regardless of whether or not such

allocation of expenses can be done accurately, the fact that this

cost accounting is based on different principles by different roads,

each arriving, however, at similar results, is a very strong in-

dication that most roads do not find passenger business propor-

lionately as profitable as freight. The Long Island, the great

bulk of the business of which is passenger business, shows a

•deficit after paying fixed charges.

The average journey per passenger on the New Haven is a

little over 18 miles. One reason, of course, for this very short

liaul is the large commuter business carried out of New York

City; but even excluding this, the average haul is short. This

fact has laid the railroad peculiarly open to competition from

trolley interurban lines. The New Haven is also particularly

open to competition by water on both its passenger and freight

business. These facts, and the history of the road up to the

time that the present management took hold of it, have led to a

line of development that is quite different from that followed

by most other railroads in the United States.

There is one other consideration that has unquestionably in-

fluenced the financial policy of the New Haven, The New
Haven's stock is held by a great number of small private in-

vestors who are entirely dependent on their income. The list

of stockholders of the New Haven has an unusually large num-

ber of names of women, and by far the great majority of all the

stockholders hold comparatively few shares of stock. This stock

was recommended as a safe investment in which a widow or

other person wholly dependent on income could safely put money.

The management has a duty to stockholders such as these that is

rather different from the duties of a management to stockholders

of such a road as the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, for

instance, the stock of which is largely owned by a comparatively

small group of very wealthy men. The New Haven management

ishould quite properly hesitate very seriously before even tem-

porarily reducing its dividend rate.

Every railroad has to protect itself against competition. In

developing its territory it must see that the fruits of the de-

velopment are not allowed to slip away from it. The New
York Central, for instance, found that it was necessary to buy

trolley roads in New York state to quite a large extent, and

now controls the New York State Railways, which operate 585

miles of interurban and street railway track in New York. This

is an example comparable to the New Haven's efforts to pro-

tect itself in Connecticut and in Massachusetts. It was the policy

of the Pennsylvania Railroad for a number of years to buy

sufficient stock in competing roads all through its territory to

exert a compelling influence on the policies of these roads.

The present management of the New Haven, when it under-
took the task of developing its collection of branch lines, local

lines and its main lines paralleling water competition into a really

strong railroad system, had to accept one of two alternatives. It

could abandon all outside activities and investments and devote
its entire energies and credit to steam railroading, or it could
develop its territory for itself, include in its system analogous
transportation facilities, forestall competition by itself furnishing

such service, and do this through the extension of the railroad

company's credit to the financing of these outside operations.

The management and the directors decided to adopt the latter

alternative.

From a superficial examination of the railroad company's show-
ing, in 1912, exclusive of outside operations, it would appear
that the operations of the railroad itself would have been highly

profitable if the company had not extended its credit and in-

creased its dividend and interest requirements by the acquisition

of boat lines, trolley lines, etc.

The New Haven—we are speaking now only of the steam rail-

road—earned last year $31,049 per mile. Its ratio of operating

expenses to total operating revenues was 64.84. The ratio of

transportation expenses to total operating revenues was 38,75;

of maintenance of way and structures to total operating revenues,

10,52; and of maintenance of equipment to total operating rev-

enues, 12.39. An operating ratio of 64.84 is very low for a

road doing such a large proportion of passenger business and
carrying such a large proportion of high grade freight moving
in small trainloads on a very rapid schedule. The ratio of trans-

portation expenses is fairly high. The ratios of maintenance
are quite low. The actual sums spent per mile for mainte-

nance of way and structures are ample.

The high transportation ratio and low maintenance ratio fig-

ures are explained by the facts that on the one hand the diffi-

culties of economical operation are very great, and on the other

by the fact that the average ton mile rate is high, due to the na-

ture of the traffic carried. The average receipts per ton per

mile in 1912 were 1.371 cents.

The New Haven in 1906 voluntarily reduced all of its passenger

fares to a maximum of two cents a mile. The experiment did

not prove a success. The New Haven, in company with other

roads, had to continually grant increases of pay to labor, and
especially to employees in the transportation department; its cost

for materials increased ; and it, in company with other roads,

had to meet the expensive requirements of the interstate and state

laws and orders of commissions. In 1911, therefore, the com-
pany raised its commutation rates and certain other rates that

were found to be out of line ; but even with these increases, as

was previously mentioned, the present average rate per passenger

per mile is 1.720 cents, about the same as on other eastern roads

doing a similar passenger business.

The average trainload in 1912 was 292 tons, comparing with

290 tons in 1911. It is this necessarily light trainload that is

one of the chief factors in explaining the high ratio of trans-

portation expenses to gross revenue, and the comparatively low

ratio of maintenance expenses to gross revenue. There are two

factors that determine the operating ratio. One is the average

rate per ton per mile and per passenger per mile; the other is the

amount of business that can be handled per train mile and per

$100 of expenditure. The New Haven has a large proportion of

passenger business and a light high grade tonnage. These two

factors make the average receipts per unit of business handled

high, and make the cost of actually transporting that business

( transportation expenses) also high, but do not affect to any

great extent maintenance expenses; therefore, the ratio of trans-

portation expenses to revenues is high, but the ratio of mainte-

nance expenses to total receipts is low.

Besides the nature of the freight traffic carried, the freight

trainload is very seriously affected by the passenger traflic dens-
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ity. The number of ton miles per mile of road per annum on
the New Haven was 1.157.000 in 1912. This compares with a

freight densitj' on such a road as the Pennsylvania of 4,833,000

tons one mile per mile of road ; but, on the other hand, the New
Haven carries 759,000 passengers one mile per mile of road, as

against 428.000. the passenger density of the Pennsylvania. It is

impossible on the New Haven to put very heavy power in freight

service, because the freight trains have to be kept continually

speeded up to keep out of the way of passenger trains. The tre-

mendously heavy passenger density out of New York City re-

quires the use of all four tracks for passenger service, divided

between local and express service, thus adding one more com-

plication to the problem of operation.

This leads us to the considerations that led the management to

the course that they adopted in buying up street railway lines

and boat lines, and in building the New York, Westchester &
Boston. The fact that the railroad itself pays now, and would

pay, substantial and ample profit on the investment in the rail-

road proper, is by no means proof that it would have paid if the

management had laid itself open to unlimited competition on its

two weakest sides. On the one hand, the great density of the

population in the territory traversed by the New Haven, and

especially in its territory in Westchester county and southwestern

Connecticut, demands and necessitates a cheap, frequent passen-

ger service. On the other hand, slow, low grade freight can be

more economically handled between New York and Boston and

New York and Maine by boat than by rail, where it interferes

with fast freight and passenger service. Furthermore, the New
Haven has got to preserve the profits from the local passenger

and slow freight business to itself, li the cream of its passenger

business and the most economically handled of its freight business

were to be taken from it. the railroad might soon cease to show

a profit. The management's solution of the problem was to buy

and operate its own boats on the sound and to Maine to take care

of the slow freight, and to acquire trolley lines in its territory

and to build the tremendously expensive, and what is expected to

be the tremendously valuable. New York, Westchester & Boston

to take care of the local passengers.

In one place in his report this year President Mellen mentions

the fact that the boat lines have never been particularly profitable,

but have enabled the New Haven to give better service than would

have been possible had the business been confined to the rail lines,

on account of better deliveries, especially in New York City. This

is so obvious a fact that it would hardly need mention if it had

not so often been misunderstood. One of the worst dangers of a

railroad monopoly lies in the temptation to give inadequate serv-

ice. Competition by boat Hnes with the New Haven might well

result in disastrous rate wars; but as long as the New Haven

operates ample boat service itself, it cannot be charged with

giving inadequate service because of monopoly. As to the pres-

ent financial outlook, the New Haven will, for the next few

years, have to bear the very heavy burdens of carrying the

New York, Westchester & Boston, paying for the electrification

of the road from Stamford to New Haven (although a gocd

part of this work has already been done), and paying in-

terest* on its share of the cost of building the new Grand Cen-

tral station in New York City. Whether or not railroad electri-

fication will ever pay directly in cheaper cost of operation it

is too soon for any one to say. It is one of those impiove-

ments which are demanded by the public and which railroads

have been forced into regardless of whether or not they are in

themselves a profitable development. It may well be, however,

that electrical operation may in the end prove highly econom-

ical, and in this case the New Haven will in the years to come

reap large profits from its present expenditures for electrifi-

cation.
,

The New York, Westchester & Boston, the stock of which is

owned by the New Haven and the outstanding $17,200,000 bonds

•The N. Y. C. & H. R. is building the teiminal and the New Haven is

assuming no capital liability for the terminal itself.

of which are guaranteed by the New Haven, is built with the

very highest modern standards. Everything that can be made
permanent has been so constructed ; its upkeep should
be very cheap; it runs through a territory that is developing

rapidly and that appears one of the most attractive sections

near New York City for suburban settlement; its passenger

service is frequent and inexpensive; and in time it is expected

to develop a considerable freight business. Xo one can tell

now how valuable such a property will become with the de-

velopment of New York City. Some idea of what this devfIoi>-

ment of a city has meant to the New York Central, with its

terminals in the heart of New York, may be gained from the

fact that the New York Central and the New Haven expect li

be able to earn enough from the rent of the buildings* above

the tracks between Fifty-third street and Forty-second street

to pay the interest not only on the cost of these tracks, but on

the entire cost of the station itself. These plans are described

at some length in the Railway Age Gazette of March 15. 1912.

When these plans are an accomplished fact, the New ?Iaven

will be relieved of its present interest charges on the cost of

these New York City terminals. As was previously mentioned,

it is expected that the development of the city will make the

New York, Westchester & Boston, now in operation from the

Harlem river to White Plains and New Rochelle, not only

no longer a burden, but a source of great profit to the New
Haven.

The principal figures for the New Haven system as a whole

for 1912 as compared with 1911 are given below. The second

table below compares the operations of the railroad itself in

the two years.

Combined Income Accovnt.

1912. 1911.

Total revenue $90,641,905 $87,230,963

Operating expenses 59.407,632 58,070,456

Taxes 4,949,095 4,682,384

Operating income 27.668,627 25,876,461

Total income 32.456,114 29.380,518

Net income 12.915,503 10,573,402

Divider ds 12,609,668 10,886,691

Surplus 305,835 *313,289

•Deficit.

Railro.\d Income .\ccol*-nt.

1912. 1911.

.\verage mileage operated 2,091 2,041

Freight revenue $32,130,892 $30,329,092

Passenger revenue 26,816,435 26,212,671

Total operating revenue 64.933,065 62,153,435

Maint. of way and structures 6,829,361 6,980,036

Maint. of equipment 8,046,992 7,193,425

Traffic expenses 412,880 351.999

Transportation expenses 25,163,819 24,526,959

General expenses 1.650,965 1,846,213

Total operating expenses 42.104.018 40.898,633

Taxes 3,792.872 3,578,363

Operating income 20,424,330 19.076,232

Gross income 30,727,438 28,255,160

Net income 13,385,551 11,187,312

Dividends 14.315,540 12,454,852

Deficit 929.989 1.267,540

NEW BOOKS.

Iron and Steel Siruclural Work. By Karl Schindler, translated from the

German by Charles Salter. Board cover. 5 in. x 7 in.. 140 pages, 115

illustrations and numerous tables. D. Van Nostrand Co., New York.

Price, $1.25.

This handbook is intended for use in the design of iron and

steel frame buildings, the subjects covered in the five sections

being columns, girders and beams, roof construction, iron stair-

cases and skylights, floor lights and glazed roofing. Each sec-

tion includes a discussion of the methods of calculating stresses

and sections, and includes the necessary formulae and tables for

performing the actual calculations.

•The building above the tracks are to be fin

& H. R. and the New Haven.
ed jointly by the N. Y. C.
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Sl^lter^ to the Sdttov.

FREIGHT DENSITY.

Cleveland. Ohio. November 2S, 1912.

To THE EuiTcR ur the K.mlu.w Ack Gazette:

My attention has been attracted by editorial comment in your

issue of November 8, noting freight traffic density on the Bald

Eagle Valley Branch of the Tyrone Division of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, and quoting B. A. Worthington on performance of the

Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad for the month of July, 1910.

Progress has been made on the Wheeling since the month to

which reference is made.

For the first four months of the current fiscal year on the

district between Brewster and Pittsburg Junction, the perform-

ance was at the rate of 8,152,574 net ton miles per mile of road

per annum, the greatest density being in the month of October,

when it was at the rate of 8,937,648, or very nearly nine million,

so that w-e are not yet disposed to yield the banner for single

track density. J. G. Code,

General Superintendent.

LABOR AND THE RAILWAYS.

Toledo, Ohio, November 8, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.\il\\'.\y Age Gazette ;

Having read carefully the letters from \\\ G. Lee {Ratlivay

Age Gazette, October 4, and October 18), in answer to the one

entitled "A General Manager's Remedy for Accidents" {Rail-

u-ay Age Gazette, August 18), and one signed "Master Me-
chanic" ^Railway Age Gazette, October 4), I beg you to allow

me the use of your pages to relieve my mind of a few things

now sticking there.

As a division engineer on important eastern trunk lines I had

more or less chances to form certain opinions as to whether or

not a superintendent should be "boss" of his division. Now
that I am not connected with a steain road my mind can be

relieved without the fear of bringing about any feeling on the

part of my superior officers. This should not have influenced

me; nevertheless it did.

Having worked closely with about six superintendents of dif-

ferent characters I agree with the general manager when he

says the managers are themselves to blame for letting organ-

izations have certain concessions they are not in strict justice

entitled to have. When a member of a train crew wilfully dis-

obeys orders should not the superintendent have full say? Yes.

Railway managers are very busy men and very often when
cases are appealed to them they do not know the personal char-

acter of the disciplined party, nor are they told all the details.

In this way the committee men are able to take advantage of the

superintendent.

What should happen to an engineer when he wilfully passes

a cautionary station block signal, and in daylight on straight

track rams into the rear end of a train ahead? I know of such

a case where nothing was done.

What should happen to an engineer pulling an officer's special

who wilfully passes a signal denoting six miles an hour over

a stretch of slow track, and runs at the speed of forty miles

an hour? When this engineer made the next stop he wired

the superintendent that his track was not safe for more than

thirty miles per hour. After sending this wire he met me and

told me of it. When I asked if he saw the cautionary signal,

he answered, "Yes." When asked what speed it denoted, he re-

plied, "Caution." When told the book of rules specifically stated

six miles an hour, he denied it and laughed at me, replying,

"You should have put out a bulletin to that effect." When this

was reported to the superintendent nothing was done, as the

men had the superintendent's "goat." However, a short time

later, the superintendent being sick, I had to explain to the

general superintendent, who promptly gave the gentleman ten

days to read up his Bible.

Many an instance fully as grave in possible results could be

given, and the discipline was nothing. Why? Because the super-

intendent was afraid the case would be appealed and reversed.

I have a great deal of respect for men in the road service, and

say they deserve good wages; but my idea is that, as J. C.

Stuart, vice-president of the Erie, recently stated, the Interstate

Commerce Commission should sit up and take notice. The en-

gineers recently advanced the statement that their duties were
becoming more and more arduous, and brought more responsi-

bility. However this may be, I fully believe it is very '••nch

overdrawn, as all safeguards for public protection also add tq

the safety of the engineer, and lessen his responsibility.

.\n engineer is on duty, on an average, ten hours per trip and"

not to exceed that per day on a road having heavy business,
after which his responsibility ceases. For this he receives above
$150 per month, and as much as $225. Isn't this pretty good'
pay for such responsibility? How about the trainmaster wiicv

puts in as high as fifteen to eighteen hours per day, whose re-

sponsibility never ceases and who is responsible for all road
men? He seldom gets such a salary as $225. The same thing

applies to all officers below the superintendent. Many and many
is the month that I did not average five hours sleep per night,

including Sundays, and I did not receive $200 per month, either.

For eighteen months on one road I was with I accepted a
seven per cent, reduction in salary. Why? Organized labor

was asked to accept—asked, mind you; I, as an officer, was
ordered—either a 6 or a 10 per cent, reduction—I forget which
— for three or four months until the road overcame a money
stringency. Did organized labor accept? I guess not. The
cost of living was too high. Still the poor trackmen, shopmen
and others who earned from $35 to $75 per month got reduced,

and it hit them hard.

With these facts in view it looks to me as if the engineers

and some other employees should pull in their horns and let the

poor fellows have a whack at the treasuries of the railroads.

"Believe me," as the saying goes, whatever demands of organized

labor are recognized compels retrenchment in some department,

and almost always hits the maintenance and mechanical depart-

ments the hardest—the very departments on which the .safety

of the public depends the most.

In Mr. Lee's letter in your issue of October 18 he states that

the master mechanic "ought to be fair and demand the imprison-

ment of officials who overlook reported repairs, purchase de-

fective rails, use track and road bed too long before repairing."

Surely, Mr. Lee should be too broad-minded to state that

managers would w'ilfully buy defective rails. He knows better

than that, or my opinion of him must be changed. On the

other hand, imagine a piece of track being disturbed to such an

extent as to require a 30 mile slow order. Then imagine a fool-

hardy engineer whose judgment (as stated in the investigation)

led him to think the track was safe for 47 miles, thus leading

to a bad derailment. He got 35 days, I believe. He should

have been summarily dismissed, for it was no fault of his that

fatalities did not result. An hour prior to the derailment in

question another train passed this spot and noticed a very bad

lurch at 20 miles an hour, but the engine crew failed to report

it. The supervisor was summarily dismissed and the division

engineer nearly "got his," too.

Mr. Lee states in this same letter, "This type of official is too

common for the general good of the service" and "his going,

like good whiskey, was necessary for the good of the men and

the service." Egoism, thy name is Oragnized Labor ! The hid-

den sarcasm in these sentences is like that too often directed

against a division superintendent.

Whether I am right or wrong I say the division superintend-

ent should be king of his division and that it would be a great

blessing to railroads, and the public as well, if existing agree-

ments with labor organizations were very liberally pared down;

and as sure as I am a foot high this is bound to occur in the

near future; and the public will do it. too. .^. Swartz,

Engr. M. of W., Toledo Railways and Light Co.
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A FURTHER ADVANTAGE OF TERMINAL CHARGES.

New York, November 27, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

In your honored journal, issue of October 25. you refer to

the fact that the expensive terminals acquired by the railroads

in the big cities should be followed by an extra rate or ter-

minal charge to compensate the company for the extra expendi-

ture. This extra charge, as you say, will be justified both on

the basis of cost of service and value of service. There is,

however, a broader aspect to the situation, to which I would

like to direct the attention of railroad men, as well as of the

public at large.

For nearly a century there has been a tendency on part of

the population to drift to the cities. The age of steam which

has been followed by the age of electricity, has accentuated this

movement, as is evidenced by the census of 1910, in practically

all the countries of the world. Manufacturers move to the

cities because they are attracted by the labor market ; by the

fact that there is competition in transportation facilities, and in

many cases the certainty of home markets for their prod-

ucts, etc.

In consequence thereof, the railroads in order to meet this

condition, have acquired expensive terminals as nearly adjacent

as possible to the manufacturing district of these cities. They

have in many cases gone to a great expense to build sidings

to various factories erected in the centers of these communities.

Unless something is done to check this movement towards

the large cities, the railroads will have to increase these heavy

expenditures. I do not presume you question the necessity oi

doubling the terminals every ten to twenty years in the vari-

ous cities, like not only New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, etc..

but also in the smaller sized manufacturing towns, like Newark.

Paterson, Elizabeth, Trenton, N. J.; Wilmington, Del.; Ches-

ter, Pa.;. South Bend, Ind. ; Kalamazoo, Mich.; Rockford and

Joliet, 111.

What compensation will the railroads get for this increased

capital expenditure for the increased cost of switching these

cars over the multiplicity of sidings in order to reach their par-

ticular destination?

If the establishment of manufacturing plants were encouraged

in the smaller communities, the local freight train in many cases

could drop off one to five cars at some factory siding, located

opposite the freight house or within one or two blocks of it.

and the train could move on.

Compare cases of this kind of delivery with the delivery of

cars on any of the local freight stations of important lines, or

the site of a factory in the manufacturing district of Jersey

City or Chicago. The difference in the cost of switching en-

gines, as well as cost of real estate over which trains are run,

etc., is, taking everything into consideration, from $3 per car

upwards.

Supposing the little community was to get the benefit of this

$3 per car. It would go a long ways towards overcoming the

disadvantages of the smaller community compared with the

larger one and its broad labor market, which now largely brings

the factories to the big communities.

If a difference in rates can be established which is based both

on cost of service and value of service, as previously stated,

it would go a very long way not only towards avoiding car

shortage, the congestion of terminals, but also the congestion

of people in the large cities and thus help towards solving one

of the biggest problems of our times. The consequences of such

a change in the rate making fabric are so broad that space does

not permit going into details.

There would be a great deal of opposition from the various

-chambers of commerce in the various cities, which are inter-

ested in building up their towns, the value of real estate and

the business of their merchants. On the other hand, the small

-towns have no such organization. Should not a broad patriotic

and philanthropic point of view prevail over a selfish one?

I do not wish to start out by suggesting that the rates to the

smaller communities should be reduced ; on the contrary, as

suggested in your article, the shipper in the larger city should

pay a terminal charge above the existing rate in order to com-

pensate the companies for the more expensive service.

F. J. LiSMAN.

TENDER DERAILMENTS.

Chicago, 111., November 25. 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette :

When a single wheel is rolled along an elastic track a de-

pression is produced under the wheel which we call positive

bending, as it places the base of the rail in tension. On either

side of this point of contact there will be a point of inflexion

where the direction of the curve changes and the rail head in-

stead of the base is put in tension. This action is well known

as the result of measurements made in the track. It may be

taken as a general principle that the positive depression and the

negative raising are proportional to the elasticity of the track

FJgt
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Fig. 2

Fig. 1—Deflection Under Two Wheels of Equal Weight.

Fig. 2—Bending Moments in Rail Deflected as in Fig. 1.

and the weight of the rolling load. When we have two wheels

of equal weight we will have the conditions shown in Fig. 1.

This is intended to represent a continuous rail without joints.

If there is a joint with poor powers of resistance the negative

bending will be much greater. The reactions of the ties vary

as a function of their distance from the wheel. The subject is

a rather complicated one on which a number of books have

been written. Some idea of the condition that exists may be

obtained from Fig. 2, which shows graphically the bending mo-

ments under two wheels of equal weight. A mathematical

analysis of the subject shows that the height to which the head

will rise is proportional to the span, and it has been found in

Maximum Depression
10 Millimeters.

^Depressed Surface. ^Original Surface

Fig. 3- -Rail Depression as Ordinarily Found Under Engine

and Tender.

Europe that the rail between tender and last driver rises nearly

to its original position, even in comparatively rigid tracks.

Fig. 3 shows the depression due to the engine and tender as

ordinarily found..

When for any reason the rail cannot withstand negative bend-

ing it is apparent that the rise between the last driver and the

tender will be increased. There are a number of causes : Wear
of head, reducing its section ; break in continuity, such as that

produced by the splice bar. This is found in new rail and joint

fixtures, but gets worse as the joint is worn at the lower cor-

ners ; excessive elasticity or looseness of the track due to loose

spikes or insufficient tamping. In a recent case investigated

the depression was between one and two inches; loose joints

—

not bolted tightly.

When a locomotive is accelerating rapidly the weight on the

last driver is increased considerably above the normal. The
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ilTecl of this will be to produce the maximum upward deflection

of the rail between it and the tender.

If the last driver of an engine is to tht left and the forward

tender wheel is to the right of a joint, there will be an upward

tendency on the left of the joint due to the last driver, and a

downward tendency on the right of the joint due to the front

wheel of the tender. As soon as the tender wheel reaches the

joint there will be a step up until the load is shifted to the left

rail, which w'ill immediately sink to its bearing in its loaded po-

sition. The remedy is to have splice bars so made and maintained

that there is no play between parts and to have track of sufficient

rigidity and weight to prevent maximum wave movements.

Also, any method of bringing the last driver and first tender

wheel closer together will help matters. It would be of con-

siderable advantage if the locomotive had a trailer loaded stat-

ically only to about one-half the amount of the driving wheels.

Under the greatest acceleration then, the shifting of the load

would not increase the pressure on this trailer to a value

greater than that of the last driver as has been found in cases

where it is loaded up to two-thirds of the load on the driver.

Paul M. La Bach.
Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.

CRITICISM OF CONTINGENT SCHEDULES.

SpnK.ANE, Wash., November 8, 1912.

To THE EdITi R OF THE RAILWAY AcE GAZETTE

:

In your issue of November 1 the article entitled "Contingent

Schedules on the Virginian Railway" was read with a great deal

of interest not only by myself, but no doubt by all railroad men

who are following the safety movement in train operation. Hav-

ing handled trains for over twenty years as a despatcher and in

other capacities, and having made a close study of train move-

ment, I feel called on to offer my system of safety in train move-

ment for criticism and for comparison with that of \ irginian.

The Virginian contingents present some unique features which

on a small road with close supervision would work out, but if

tried out on a large system with dense traffic where train- and

enginemen are constantly interchanging might result disas-

trously. Any rule coupled with exceptions applying one way to-

day and another way tomorrow sooner or later causes trouble.

I cannot agree with the statement that a flagman has served

no useful purpose unless he has actually stopped or warned a

train which otherwise would have collided w-ith the train he was

protecting. I believe that all practical railway men will agree,

in the face of the large number of rear-end collisions daily oc-

•curring, that (notwithstanding set rules, block, safety and auto-

matic signals), the only safe way to protect a standing train is to

have an intelligent flagman go back with danger signals.

To tell a flagman that under certain conditions when his

train is stopped on main track he need not protect, then in the

same breath tell him that under certain other conditions he

must protect, encourages carelessness, and sooner or later finds

the train without protection when in danger.

Let us look at the Virginian chart. Nos. 30 and 31 are sched-

uled to meet between F and G. Suppose these trains were noti-

fied of each other and no meeting point provided by the des-

patcher. We should have one at F and one at G, waiting for

each other, as neither has superiority. Then again. No. 31 is

two hours late and No. 3 one hour late. Despatcher puts out

order to 31 at C to 30 at H to meet at D; and No. 31 fails

to receive the order. Both trains being late, what prevents a

collision between C and G?

Suppose it were desirable to move the wrecker or an unex-

pected special train immediately—the Virginian rules say "No

following extra can be run until the next schedule, unless the

train despatcher has given notice to all contingent schedule

trains and third class trains in the same direction ; this because

•of there being no flag protection for preceding extras. Under

these conditions the wrecker or special would meet with serious

•delays and especially so in case of wire interruption.

The principal causes of misunderstandings arising in train

movement are due to (1) complex time tables on which are shown
two, three or more classes of trains with train rights, and (2) the

indiscriminate running of extras in both directions. We all know
that time table freight trains seldom leave the terminals on sched-

ule time, and invariably are so late that the train despatcher issues

numerous "run lates," "waits," "right over" and "annulment"

orders and then finally starts some of the delayed trains as

extras, giving them "splash meets" with oppo.sing extras, which

at the time he issues the order he knows will not hold good; but

he feels that the train must be moved. As a result on a heavy

division the despatcher has made himself so busy he can not do

justice to his trains. The trains on the line are overtaxed and
puzzled with numerous restricting orders and at the same time

are working against delayed superior time table trains of two

or three classes. It is these conditions which cause trouble and

retard train movement. My proposed system anticipates and

reduces the possibility of such conditions to the lowest mini-

mum by introducing a time table with but one class, namely,

first class trains with time table rights and authorizing the issu-

ing of speed schedules when necessary to move traffic. All

these schedules are based on the same terminal figures daily.

The Virginian schedules admit of use only at certain times, and

they are of one speed, while mine permits the starting of a train

at any time at several different speeds.

Like the standard code, my scheme demands that Rule 99 be

strictly complied with, and when a train is being delayed or

stopped its flagman must go back immediately. The train des-

patcher has no delayed second, third or fourth class trains to

take up his time, and he has ample time to closely supervise his

extra trains.

Train- and enginemen have but a simple one class time table

to check against, and plain printed schedules, when authorized,

that are based on the same figures every day ; and much fewer

train orders than either the standard or the Virginian.

I have handled extra passenger, stock, fruit and other freight

trains on special schedules on the 'Frisco, the Santa Fe, the

Great Northern and other lines. I believe train despatchers

generally, will admit that this is the logical method to secure

good movement. The only drawback at present to its general

use is the complex time tables with several classes of trains

and the time it requires to put out a special schedule.

All of these objections are overcome by my proposed sched-

ules and time table. Trains will make their own meeting points,

generally speaking, and the train-order positive meets will be

the exception to be used only to prevent bunching or sawing, or

in case of accident or serious delay. G. W. Turner.

[Mr. Turner's system is described on another page.]

A PROMINENT SIGNAL ENGINEER ON COLLISIONS.

, , November 14, 1912.

To the Editor of the Railway .\ge Gazette:

I have read with great interest the editorials in recent issues

of the Railway Age Gasette on the subjects of railway acci-

dents, the investigations by commissions, and automatic stops.

And I submit some thoughts of my own on these subjects, par-

ticularly the last named, covering points which you have failed

to mention, though I believe the views you have expressed are'

entirely conservative and correct.

From our knowledge of the workings of automatic devices

and their liability to failure it is reasonable to conclude th^t the

railways which have had automatic stops in use for any length

of time have had things happen which if published would tend

to make their further use a questionable procedure. For vari-

ous reasons nothing is said about these occurrences, and the

consequence is that the public, the railroad commissions and a

great many railroad officers are looking forward confidently to

the development of a satisfactory automatic stop.

Years ago we started to protect trains by means of manual

block signals. I do not believe the greatest enemy of the manual

block system can say that its record has been bad. It is better

today than it was at the start, purely on account of the increase
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in the care and attention with which its operation is surrounded.

At the start, however, there were many accidents which it did

not prevent, and it was only natural that efforts should be made

to design something to take its place. The result of these

efforts was the automatic signal, which, when it was first in-

stalled, was not very satisfactory, and yet nothing was said

about its failures. Luckily no serious collisions occurred dur-

ing the first few years of the automatic signal's existence [be-

cause of signal failures] ; and it was rapidly improved, and

finally came to be looked upon as the corrective measure for the

few accidents which occurred under the manual block system.

A large mileage of automatic signals is in use at the present

time. It is a matter of record that the accidents [collisions]

recorded under this type of protection are more numerous than

those recorded against the manual block system, and yet com-

missions and the public still look to the automatic block system

as the greatest development of the art. Probably if they knew

of the almost unpreventable failures which sometimes occur to

automatic signals, and which, were it not for the law of chance,

would bring about destructive wrecks, they would question the

necessity for displacing manual block by automatic signals.

1 mention the law of chance in connection with automatic block

signals, because it is not nearly so big a factor in the manual

block system. Nearly every breach of rules in the latter re-

sults in a disaster, because there are two trains involved. A
similar failure in either the men or the apparatus may occur in

connection with automatic signals and only one train be involved,

so that circumstances may be such that no accident [collision]

will occur. As a matter of fact, a large percentage of fail-

ures by the men or the apparatus in automatic block ter-

ritory is of this kind, which reduces the number of dis-

astrous failures. Again, even if two trains should be in-

volved, it might occur—in fact it is almost the exception when

it does not occur—that the train which has not been protected

reaches the zone of another signal that is working properly or

that is noticed by the engineman on the following train, and

thus is protected. This still further reduces the proportion of

disasters due to automatic signal failures; and shows how the

law of chance operates to correct the failures occurring with this

type of signal. The installation and maintenance of automatic

signals is having very grave consideration, and it is very prob-

ably true that the same earnest attention is being paid to the

safe operation of trains under this form of protection as has

been given to manual block. So that it is only a question of

economy whether manual block or automatic signals are used.

But wrecks happen in spite of all this. Instead of getting

back to the basic cause, however, the tendency is to introduce

still another so-called safeguard—the aiitomatic stop. There is

no question but that this form of protection is very attractive.

Unanalyzed the proposition appears to be that the automatic stop

will remove the human element from train operation to such an

extent as to prevent disasters from dereliction of the human

element. But what about the htiman mind that is engaged in

designing, manufacturing, selling, and in purchasing, installing,

and maintaining devices of this kind?

Automatic stops will be installed, however. The tendency

is strong in that direction. But a grave necessity exists for

such an analysis of the entire situation with respect to such

devices as will make evident the facts in the case. The public,

the railroad commissions, and a large number of railway officers

whose minds are not yet made up, or who are predisposed in

favor of these devices should be informed as to their true na-

ture, and should be told about not only the successful operation

of some of the stops and the accidents they have prevented, but

also the character of these devices, their inherent liability to fail-

ure, the possible accidents that might have resulted from these

failures, and the true results that may be expected from their

use, not on some short part of a given road, but on the large

railway mileage which is included within the United States.

I do not believe that anyone, even an inventor, can see the

ultimate solution of the safety problem in automatic stops, even

insofar as the accidents they are particularly calculated to pre-

vent are concerned. Their use will not add anything to the

facilities provided for the safe handling of trains. The particular

control they are designed to effect is already provided. The

resultant advantage can only be a check against disobedience,

and their use is simply putting off the good day when all will

have to realize that the safe operation of trains depends entirely

upon the quahty of the discipline insisted on. It is putting off the

day when railway employees must come to a realization that the

public is holding them responsible for obedience to the rules

and regulations which are laid down by the railways. \\ hen

this day comes we shall operate our trains safely without check

under any system that is based upon correct principles, whether

It is the order system, the manual block system or the automatic

block system. Until this day comes we shall continue to have

disastrous wrecks, no matter what type of protection we use.

As to block signaling, any fairly well designed scheme is safe.

While distant signals might have assisted the engineman some-

what in the case of the wreck at Western Springs on the Bur-

lington, still they bear no relation whatever to the results ob-

tained. The main fact in that disaster was that a man did not

stop at a signal indicating stop. The fact that certain members
if the crew did not assist in the matter was, of course, a con-

tributing cause, but nothing more; and the mere fact that a

flagman made an effort to prevent the engineman from disobey-

ing instructions seems to be a matter of congratulation, even if

the flagman did not accomplish all that he tried to accomplish.

With respect to distant signals, we had an earnest discus-

sion recently as to the desirability of the use of these signals

in connection with manual block signals used as train order

signals. The conmiittee which made the final disposition of the

matter was composed of general superintendents and the signal

engineer—not an irresponsible body, you will acknowledge. The

final ruling was that the use of distant signals in connection with

any signals which were employed as order boards was inadvis-

able. The reason for this ruling was that it might be necessary

to stop a train at any time up to the instant when the engine-

man had actually passed the order board. It was held that the

introduction of distant signals would tend to give him more

confidence in the probable position of the home signal than it

was desirable that he should have.

Many operating men feel as this committee felt; and their

desire not to install distant signals is prompted only by this vital

consideration of the necessityof stopping trains at a stop signal at

any time before that signal is reached regardless of the fact that

some other signal may have previously been cleared.

The following illustration will help to make clear the prob-

able result of substituting mechanical checks for human care.

A certain interlocking plant was installed for the protection of

a lap siding, and probably every known check on the operation

of this plant was provided. Nevertheless, in spite of this pre-

caution a switch was thrown under a train. No very great

damage was done, as the train was moving slowly. It could not

be proved that there was a failure, because everything was found

in perfect working order immediately after the occurrence, but

it is very probable that something failed. The switch that was

improperly operated was situated right outside the window of

the interlocking station. The operator had to face this window

in order to operate his machine, and he had a good view up

and down the track in both directions. If he had used ordinary

care and had not relied absolutely on the mechanical checks in

the operation of his machine he would certainly have seen a

train which was directly in front of him, and would not have

deliberately operated a switch over which that train was passing.

In these two illustrations I have tried to make clear the fact

that the objections that some railroad men have to automatic

stops, the installing of distant signals, and more than a reasonable

number of mechanical safeguards, are based on some real reason-

ing, and have back of them some highly instructive and con-

clusive experience. They are not the result of penuriousness.

SiGX.^L Engineer.



UNIT SYSTEM OF SUBWAY CONSTRUCTION.
The Kansas City Terminal Is Building Concrete Bridge Col-

umns in a Slab Yard, as well as Deck Slabs and Cross Girders.

Office Kngiue

I'lV A. R. ElTZEX,

idge Department, Kansas City Te linal Railway.

A few years ago the Chicago, Burlington & Quiucy began construction work that the Kansas City Terminal is doing, not

building concrete subway decks in units in a slab yard. When only are the slabs and cross girders built in the slab yard, but

the sub-structure was completed, these imits were taken from the columns as well. Where a number of structures are to be

the slab yard and set in place in the deck with a derrick. Later erected in one locality this unit system is of advantage, for a

Placing a Column. Completed Subway Built by Unit System.

the Illinois Central and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul also yard can be built at a convenient point— in tliis case in close

did a good deal of this work. Still later the Chicago, Burlington pro.ximity to a rock quarry—and a concreting plant can be built

& Quincy built cross girders in the same manner in a subway which will handle the material economically. The units can be

at Clyde, 111., the columns being built in place as before. In the cast on the ground, doing away with expensive form and false-
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work, and the forms and platforms can be used again and again

without change. In addition, the deck can be cast and cured

while grading and excavation are going on, thus lessening the

time of erection of the structure.

The units for the various structures of the Kansas City Ter-

minal are being made in accordance with the plans shown here-

with, and all are provided with lifting stirrups, making the

erection very simple. The columns are handled by a hook

capital was poured, to prevent the capital from cracking away
due to shrinkage of the concrete.

The next point taken up was the stress in the columns due

to the expansion or contraction of the deck with changes of tem-

perature. The force necessary to hold the structure from ex-

panding was found to be very much greater than the friction

between the deck and cross girders, or between the cross gird-

ers and columns, so that the deck would slide or the columns

Subway Columns, Forms and Reinforcement.

alone, from a derrick, while cross girders and deck slabs are

lifted with toggle frames with the same machine.

A number of interesting points have arisen in regard to the

design of these structures. The first question asked when unit

columns were suggested was, "What anchorage will be re-

quired?" Upon investigation, it was found that the dead load

of the structure was so great in comparison with the horizontal

forces acting, except temperature stresses, that no anchorage

was needed. However, four 1-in. bolts were -used, one at each

corner, which were set in place when the footings were poured.

In casting the columns a recess was left at each lower corner

Arrangement of Slab Forms in Casting Yard.

bend. The frictional force was found to be much greater than

tlie force required to bend the column the amount due to ex-

pansion. As the column was comparatively very short, it was

impossible to make it strong enough, assuming it fixed at the

ends, to withstand the deflection. It was therefore assume>1

that, as the change in temperature was necessarily slow, the

column footings would adjust themselves, so no allowance was

made in the columns for bending stresses. Wherever possible

the columns will be supported on caissons carried to limestone

or shale, and where this is not possible spread footings will be

used. Lift stirrup pockets in the columns and cross girders

Placing a Cross Girder.

extending to the column baskets to allow room for bolting the

columns to the footings.

Two types of columns have been cast, those with and those

without capitals. The end columns are without capitals, and

are surmounted with end cross girders, one end of which has

the same form as the column capital, giving the effect of columns

extending from the pavement to the deck slabs. In casting the

columns, the forms were set on end and filled to the base of the

capital. The concrete w-as then allowed to settle before the

General View of Slab Storage Yard.

were filled with sand mastic, and the joints were all filled with

grout. The top surface of the slabs was dressed smooth to

take the waterproofing. This waterproofing will be applied in

much the same manner as previous work of the same character

on other roads has been done.

Mention has been made of the end columns of the subways.

Whether they should be the same length as the intermediate

ones in order to show that the cross girders were supported on

theui and the deck slabs on the cross girders, or whether it was
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best to show the facia slabs directly supported on tlie coluiiins

with the cross girders apparently built in, was a much discussed

point in the design. Wooden models were built in both ways,

the latter giving the subway an appearance of greater height,

although otherwise little difference was noted. Both types are

being used.

The cross girders are very short and deep, so that shear

rather than moment govenicJ in the design. The section was

Steel Form for End Cross Girder.

made such that the allowable value of 120 lbs., where used as a

measure of diagonal tension, was not exceeded. The total

number of units to be cast at the slab yard will be about 1,460,

giving a yardage of approximately 10,000 yards for 13 structures.

All this work was designed under the direction of George E.

Tebbetts, bridge engineer,, under the supervision of J. V. Hanna.

chief engineer.

ANOTHER CONTINGENT SCHEDULE
SCHEME.

G. W. Turner, of Spokane, Wash., sends us the following

description of a "safety'' plan devised by him for simplifying

the movement of freight trains on single track ; and in a letter,

printed on a preceding page, he presents some arguments tc

support his claims. We understand that this scheme is looked

upon with favor by prominent Western railroad officers.

Under the proposed system extra trains do not require, as at

present, orders to "run extra'' from one point to another. For

this reason Form G is entirely eliminated, and such definitions

and rules pertaining to extra trains, as are found in the stand-

ard code, are modified and changed to conform to the new

system.

To obtain the best results,, the regular employees' time table

should show nothing but first class, mail, express or passenger

trains with time table rights. Objections may be raised to this

on the ground that in case of wire trouble freight traffic would

be tied up. On the contrary, under the proposed system, it is

possible to move traffic in one direction at any time, under

certain restrictions, regardless of interrupted communication

which is impossible under present methods.

Having issued a time table showing nothing but first class

or passenger trains with time table rights, there are to be shown

on a page adjoining each district, or, if found more convenient,

in the back of the time table, speed schedules covering each dis-

trict and made up in both directions. These should be printed

in the style shown at the end of this article.

To "suit the conditions of different lines, as many rates of

speed per hour may be used as is found necessary. Each rate

of speed should be shown in two columns, thus giving an

a. m. and a p. m. sclicdulc for each rate of speed from the

initial point.

In some cases, owing to grades or track conditions, it may
be thought necessary to make the schedule slower between cer-

tain points; but as a general proposition it is preferable to show

the same rate of speed throughout, as a slight loss of time from

one station to another will adjust itself on the run, and track

conditions can be governed by slow boards or special orders.

All busy lines have a preferred direction for the movement

of traffic. To illustrate the workings of the proposed system,

we will say that the preferred direction on the line shown in

the illustration is Farley to Pablo, or westbound. Train dcs-

patchers should only issue or authorize speed schedules in the

preferred direction, except in cases of emergency, such as the

movement of the wrecker in the opposite direction.

The issuance of orders covering speed schedules is gov-

erned by the following few simple rules. Extra trains, except

work extras, may occupy the main track or run from one point

to another point only when authorized by the initial point

clearance cards for extras, form I. P. C. Extra trains receiving

clearance cards, form I. P. C, will be governed by the current

time table, rules and instructions in effect and such numbered

train orders and special instructions as may appear on the clear-

ance card. If no train orders are in force affecting the move-

ment of an extra train when it is ready to start from its initial

point, clearance card, form I. P. C., will be its authority to

proceed, governing itself by time table, rules and regulations

in effect.

Clearance cards, form I. P. C, will be issued consecutively

beginning with number one at midnight, and will be completed

with time, and superintendent's signature, the same as a train

order. Speed schedules will be issued in the following forms

:

E.xample 1. Engine 500 run on schedule B Farley to Pablo
with right over eastbound extras.

E.xample 2. Engine 500 run on schedule B three (3) hours
late Farley to Pablo with right over all trains

except No. 1.

Example 3. Engine 500 run on schedule A two (2) hours late

Bedford Junction to Pablo with right over all

except first class trains.

As many trains may be run on the same speed schedule as

conditions may require, and all trains will be governed strictly

by the numbered train orders relating thereto. In case it may

be necessary to annul a train running on a speed schedule the

following form will be used

:

To further illustrate, let us suppose that extra 300 is called

to leave Pablo eastbound at 11:00 a. m. Engines 400, 500, 600,

700 and 800 are running westbound on speed schedules, under

the following orders, which, in accordance with the standard

code, would be issued to all opposing trains at Pablo and in-

termediate points

:

Order 5. Engine 400 run on schedule A eight (8) hoi

Farley to Pablo, with right over all train

Order 8. Engine 500 .
.

.-

with right

Order 15. Engine 600

late

hedule PB Farley to Pablo
stbound extras.

,5.... „„. ..... -.. .chedule PB two (2) hours late

Farley to Pablo with right over eastbound extras.

Order 16. Engine 700 run on schedule PD one (1) hour late

Farley to Pablo with right over eastbound extras.

Order 24. Engine 800 run on schedule PF three (3) hours

late Bedford Junction to Pablo with right over

eastbound extras.

At 11:00 a. m., or when ready to start, extra 300 at Pablo

signs for orders 5, 8, IS, 16 and 24; receives clearance card.

form I. P. C, together with copies of these orders, and pro-

ceeds under the current time table, rules and regulations in

effect, and governed by the speed schedules mentioned in orders

5, 8, IS, 16, 24.

All speed schedules are based on the same leavmg time from

initial points, which makes it a very simple matter to check up

schedule orders. Thus, engine 400, running on schedule A,

eight hours late, is due out of Farley at 10:00 a. m. and at

Pablo at 11 :S1 a. m. Engine 500, running on schedule PB, with
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no exceptions, is on the time sliown in the printed schedules^

and is due out of Farley at 2:00 p. m. and at Pablo at 4:35 p. m.

Engine 600. running on schedule PB, two hours late, is due

out of Farley at 4 :00 p. ni. and at Pablo at 6 :3S p. m.

Engine 700. running on schedule PD, one hour late, is due

out of Farley at 3:00 p. m. and at Pablo at 8:38 p. in.

Engine 800. running on schedule PF, three hours late, is due

out of Bedford Junction at 9:20 p. m. and at Pablo at 12:24

a. m.

Under the proposed system engine 300 has nothing on the

time table to look out for but first class trains, and is governed

by the schedule orders it has signed for and received.

Under the present system of train movement, time table

freight trains from one cause or another are invariably late

leaving the initial point, which results in the issuance of nu-

merous, and often times many unintelligent, run-late orders;

the indiscriminate running of extras in both directions, with

positive meeting points, dividing the responsibility of proper

execution of the orders between the two opposing crews, the

operator, and the train despatcher, with a possibility of one or

the other overlooking an extra or a meeting point.

Under the proposed system, the issuance of running orders to

extras in both directions, and reconciled with a positive meeting

point is done away with, and train- and enginemen have a very

simple time table to check against, on which nothing but first

class trains appear. They have no late freight trains with time

table rights to fear, but, on the other liand, have opposing

freight trains on a practically on-time schedule at all times.

Much trouble has in the past, and is at present being experi-

enced with Form F. of the standard code, and numerous acci-

dents are occurring by reason of trains failing to observe sig-

nals displayed for a following section, trains ordered to display

signals failing to do so, or conductors failing to properly reg-

ister signals displayed by their trains. If so desired Form F

can be set aside..and instead of running sections displaying sig-

nals, the train, or trains, can be put on one of these speed

schedules at a moment's notice, and given any rights desired,

or an unexpected special train can be handled very quickly

without taking the time to get out a special schedule as at

present.

In addition to the speed schedules being printed in the time

tables, they can be issued in book form, convenient pocket

size, to be carried by train- and enginemen. The figures never

change, no matter how many times the time tables are issued;

the speed schedules are always the same, and the men will

be as familiar with them as they are with a time table that has

been long in force.

.Another thing, should wires fail, or communication be in-

terrupted, freight traffic is not tied up waiting for an open

schedule as at present. On the other hand, under certain re-

strictions, it is possible to move as many trains in one direction

as is desired, at any time, regardless of the interruption.

The same or a greater number of trains can be handled under

this system with less than half the number of orders now re-

quired under the present methods; quicker and safer movement

can be had, and the likelihood of collision through some one

blundering is reduced to the lowest possible minimum.

With the exception of eliminating Form G (and Form F if

desired) the changing of a few minor rules and definitions

relating to extra trains, the proposed system is nothing more

than a better and more progressive application of the present

methods of handling trains by special train orders. The men

have nothing new to learn, or to be drilled in, and will adapt

themselves at once to this simplified method of train movement.

A fair trial will convince the most skeptical of its merits.

Below is a transcript of a part of Mr. Turner's table of speed

schedules. On the westbound side, from Farley to Pablo, the

reader sees the two schedules for 60 miles an hour, and one of

the two for 45 miles an hour. Reading farther to the left he

would see schedules for 30 miles an hour, for 20, for 15 and

for 10. all of them arranged to leave Farley either at 2 a m. or

2 p. m. The alphabetical arrangement is A, B, C, D, F, G. with

the letter P added in each case for the afternoon schedule.

On the eastbound .side the schedules are arranged in the same

OF Turner's S.\fety Speed Schedules.
Farley to P.xblo.

60
i.p.h.

Part of

45
n.p.h.

B
Iv.

60
m.p.h. m
P.\
Iv.

.'00

li.ni. ;

.; 00

'06 2 04

2 10 2 07

Table No. 30.

. Ha
A

Colei

2 21

2 26

2 30

Hist.

. Ill

H

5 51

Marshall
4

Madras

301 2 43 2 43

3 05 2 46 2 46

3 11 2 51 251

3 15 2 53 2 53

3 20 2 56 2 56

3 25 3 00 3 00

3 29 3 03 3 03

ii2 3 05 3 05

3 36 3 08 3 08

3 41 3 12 3 12

3 45 3 15 3 15

3 52 3 20 3 20

3 58 3 24 3 24

4 05 3 29 3 29

4 09 3 32 3 32

4 12 3 34 3 34

4 15 3 37 3 37

4 21 3 41 3 41

4 25 3 44 3 44

4 30 3 48 3 48

4 35 3 51 3 51

. . . Niles . . .

3

. Marengo .

5

. . Lipton .

.

... Wiley ...

3

. . Dedham .

4
. . E.veter . .

3

. Chareton .

2

Bedford Tct.

3

. .. Cooks ..

.

4
. Hill Top .

3

... Halls ...

5

. ,\mericus .

4
.. Quincy ..

5

.. Holland ..

3

... Steele ...

2
.. Rawlins ..

3

. Page Tct. .

4
. . Lester .

3
. .. Stiles ..

4
, .. Wilson .

3

, . . Pablo .

5 21

5 18

5 12

5 08

5 05

5 00

4 58

4 55

4 51

4 48

4 46

4 43

4 39

4 36

4 31

4 27

4 22

4 19

4 17

4 14

4 in

4 07

4 03

4 00

Vv.
'

m.p.h.
PH
arri.

p.m.

5 51

5 47

5 30

5 25

5 21

5 IS

5 12

5 08

5 05

5 00

4 58

4 55

4 51

4 48

4 46

4 43

4 39

4 36

4 31

4 19

4 17

4 14

4 10

4 07

4 03

4 on

wav and lettered H, J, K, M. N, Q, with the letter P added in

each case for the schedules starting in the afternoon. The sub-

head of this table of schedules reads "Speed schedules not m

eflfect unless authorized by special train order."

Rmlww Mile-\ge in GrATEM.\i..\.—The length of the railways

in Guatemala at the close of 1911 was 420 miles. During that

year the railwavs of that country carried 1.187,433 passengers

and 252,882 tons of freight, of which 149.433 tons represented

local freight ; and 103.449 tons, the freight made up of import and

export.

Switzerland's New Outlet.—The opening of the Loetsch-

berg tunnel, which is over nine miles long, establishes a new and

important traffic outlet for Switzerland. It shortens the distance

between London and Milan and other points in northern Italy

by several hours, and when completed and equipped with elec-

tric motive power according to the plans, will prove an important

branch of the transportation system of Switzerland.



CAUSE OF THE GLEN LOCH DERAILMENT.
Remarkable Failure of a Latticed Bridge Column from an
Obscure Cause, and Possibly an Obstruction on the Track.

The derailment of passenger train Xo. 19, of the Pennsylvania

Railroad at Glen Loch, Pa., November 27, was reported in the

h'aiki-ay Age Gazette of December 6. pase 1086. The cause of

the depression of the track on the bridge, apparently the most

probable cause of the derailment, was the failure of the support

of the bridge, as shown in one of the illustrations on page

1087. We reproduce herewith a drawing, received from the

railroad company, showing the construction of this bridge sup-

port and the appearance of the parts after the accident. With

this drawing we have received a copy of the report made to the

general manager of the road by a special committee, including

the testimony of the trainmen and witnesses; diagrams of the

tracks, a plan of the bridge, copies of the reports of the in-

.-^pectors of the bridge and of the locomotives, and of the engi-

neers who made physical and chemical tests of the faulty metal

after the accident, the latter including photographers.

The report is signed by G. W. Creighton, general super-

intendent of the Eastern Pennsylvania division, chairman ; H. C.

Bixler, assistant superintendent of the Philadelphia Terminal
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thing of the kind. Another freight train passed in the same
direction on the adjacent track just before this. Two flagmen

guarding the rear ends of these freights, which had been stopped

west of the bridge, stood a short distance west of it and watched

the approach of the passenger train ; and both of them say that

just before No. 19 reached the east end of the bridge they no-

ticed considerable fire flying from under the first engine. This

testimony concerning the fire and that of the men on the

freight engine, above mentioned, constitute the only evidence of

any possible cause for the derailment other than the failure of the

bridge support, except perhaps, the marks on the rail east of the

sunken girder. The men on the passenger engines describe the

first shock as a marked sinking; the engine seeming to rise im-

mediately after. No trespassers were noticed in the vicinity,

and a track watchman had been over the bridge only 20 minutes

before the accident. Nothing about the engines or cars of the

passenger train showed evidence of anything wrong which

would have caused the derailment ; but the coupler at the rear

end of the tender of the second engine was entirely missing and

could not be found at any place on the track between the bridge

and where the engines were standing after the wreck. The

engines were run back to Philadelphia by their own power,

without any repairs being necessary to the running gear or

any part of the locomotives or tenders. A careful examination
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•division; J. R. Alexander, general road foreman of engines;

J. P. Yergy, general car inspector; J. M. Henry, master me-

chanic, and J. W. Stone, acting division engineer. Following

is a summary of the report, omitting facts which were given in

our previous account.

The train received the usual and the proper inspection at

Philadelphia, about 40 minutes before the accident. The two

engines drawing the train weighed 183,100 lbs. each ; the tenders,

132,500 each; the first three cars from 58 to 63 tons each, and

the sleeping cars about 79 tons each. The train was on track

No. 4, the northernmost track; it approached the bridge at

about 48 miles an hour on a slightly descending grade, with

steam shut off. The first engine broke loose from the second, and

the second broke loose from the first car ; the first engine ran about

2.000 ft. beyond the bridge, and the second about 1,800 ft., only a

part of their wheels being off the track. The weather was clear;

temperature 34. The last train preceding No. 19 was a long

train of empty freight cars moving at about 20 miles an hour.

The engineman, fireman and a brakeman riding on the second

engine of this freight train noticed a- jolt or jar as they passed

over the bridge; but no other person on the train noticed any-

was made for defects in the engines of other trains which had

passed over this bridge on this track immediately ahead of the

passenger train.

The bridge, which is designated as No. 43^, is of iron, and

was built by Cofifrode & Saylor in 1890. The track on the

bridge curves 2 deg. to the left, going west. The tracks of the

Trenton branch, beneath the main line, lie at an acute angle

to the main line, about IS deg. The superelevation of the outer

rail of the westbound track on the bridge is 3 in.

"The center pier, where the failure occurred, is composed of

a stone wall or pier, about five feet high above the level of the

Trenton Branch rails, upon which there are eight iron latticed

posts 12 in. square, composed of two 12 in. channels, joined

together with latticed bracing, the tops of the posts being en-

larged to 24 X 24 in., in the form of a cover plate, resting upon

the top of the column and supported longitudinally in the direc-

tion of the center pier by gusset plates on either side of the

column, the top length of the gusset plates being 24 in., the

height of the plates being 18 in., and the bottom of the gusset

being the width of column, namely, 12 in. In addition, the

outer edges of the cover plates are supported by 4 in. x 6 m.
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angles riveted to the same and to the upper edge of the gusset

plates and column channels. Upon the top of these eight columns

rests a box built girder. This is 17 in. wide and 24 in. high.

Its web plates are attached to a top cover plate 24 in. wide, by

a suitable angle. The bottoms of the web plates are stiffened

by angle irons, and where the girder rests upon the cover plate,

at the head of the post, it is held in position by four bolts which

pass through the lower angles and the cover plate of the post.

The bottom edges of the web plates are held in position by lat-

tice bracing. The main girders of the bridge are supported

upon the stone abutments and their abutting ends in the cen-

ter are held in position on the top of the box girder by two

bolts in the end of each of the main girders passing through the

top cover plate of the box girders.

•'The floor of the bridge, supporting the tracks, is composed of

I-beams riveted to the main girders above the lower flange and

supported at the center pier on the top of the box girder, which

rests upon the latticed iron columns. On top of the floor beams

tlie track structure is composed of wooden stringers, lengthwise

under the rails, properly dapped over the floor beams, the cross

ties being laid directly upon the wooden stringers, and the rails

spiked to the same.

"The standard regulations require all bridges to be inspected

monthly by the bridge inspector for detail defects, semi-annually

by the division engineer and master carpenter, and annually a

special deflection test is required to be made by the bridge in-

spector.

•Bridge No. 43j4, in accordance with these regulations, was

inspected in detail November 18, by the bridge inspector, at

which time nothing unusual was observed, every part being re-

ported as 'good,' except the back walls of the abutments, which

were reported as 'fair,' which comment had reference to slight

displacment of several stones, due to the wedging effect of the

ballast on the 'land side,' which in no wise affected the integrity

or safety of the structure.

The semi-annual inspection by the division engineer and mas-

ter carpenter was made October 7, which inspection disclosed

no imperfection affecting the integrity or safety of the bridge.

The annual deflection was made on November 26, one day

before the wreck, and this test developed no conditions that

would indicate weakness in the structure.

••The two tracks on either side of the bridge are well ballasted

with trap rock. The ties, spaced 18 to each 33 ft. of track, are

practically all white oak, each with 8 in. or more face. All

ties are tieplated with shoulder tie plates and are in first class

condition, the 1912 renewals having been completed and the track

put in good shape for the winter. The rail on No. 4 track

is P. S. open hearth, 100 lb. section, manufactured by the Pennsyl-

vania Steel Company, and was laid new on June °, 1910. The

splices are six-hole Bonzano dependent flange type, manufac-

tured by the Pennsylvania Steel Company. The line and sur-

face of No. 4 track on the bridge and on either side was in

first class condition at the time of the accident.

"The track on bridge No. 43J4 and on either side of it is in-

spected once daily by the track foreman, and twice each day by

track walker, and twice each night by the night track walker, the

latter being checked by a watchman's clock. The track foreman

and both track walkers testify that their inspections on the day

of the accident revealed no defects, the night track walker

stating that he had spent about twenty minutes examining the

bridge and tracks shortly after 10 p. m., or about one and one-

half hours prior to the accident.

"Immediately after the wreck an inspection disclosed a mark

or thread line on top of the north rail, beginning at a point 8.3

ft. east of post No. 8 [the post that failed], then continuing

westward for a distance of 6.1 ft., where it left the rail to the

north side. Further on and about 4 ft. east of post No. 8 there

were marks on the crossties of the flanges of wheels, north of

the outer rail and between the inner main rail and the inner

guard rail.

"The end of the box girder over the top of post No. 8 was de-

pressed about eighteen (18) inches, due to the rupture of the

cover plate at the top of this post. Beyond this point there

were numerous marks of derailed wheels.

"A laboratory test was made of the ruptured cover plate.

This indicates that the plate would have passed the requirements

of strength and elongation of the ordinary bridge specifications,

as well as of the specifications of merchant bar iron of the

Pennsylvania Railroad. The plate was placed in position on the

top of the column with the fiber longitudinally in the direction

of the bridge.

"The design of the structure prevented the disclosure of tl;.

rupture of the cover plate under the usual inspection, except at

the front and rear ends of the plate where the accumulation of

paint would have a tendency to obscure the same. This detail

fracture had no observable effect upon the stability or strength

of the structure as is evidenced by the satisfactory results of

the deflection test made the day before the wreck occurred.

This test was made with the bridge under load of passing

trains, and did not disclose any weakness in the structure.

"After hearing the evidence of those having knowledge of the

occurrence and who were responsible for the condition of the

track, bridge and equipment, and reviewing the facts above

disclosed, our conclusion is that the failure of the bridge was

occasioned by the rupture of the cover plate on top of post

No. 8, which permitted the superimposed box girder, when

loaded, to drop down 18 in. This in turn depressed the rails.

"We cannot definitely determine whether this rupture was

due solely to the superimposed load or to some anteceden.

cause; but there is the evidence of two witnesses who were on

the ground that the first indication of the derailment occurred

when the train was at a point immediately east of the bridge,

where they saw a large amount of fire flying from under the

lead engine on train No. 19. This, coupled with the evidence

of both enginemen on train No. 19 that they made no application

of the air brake at that point would lead to the conclusion

that the train struck an obstruction. This is further borne

out by the presence of the mark upon the top of the outer rail,

east of post No. 8, and the marks of the flanges of wheels upon

the cross ties just east of post No. 8, north of the outer main

rail and between the inner main rail and the inner guard rail.

"Derailment of the locomotive at this point might have pro-

duced by impact a shock sufficiently severe to rupture the cover

plate of post No. 8."

The chemical analysis of drillings taken from the ruptured

plate, close to the fracture, showed carbon .033 per cent.; man-

ganese, .025; phosphorus, .252; silicon, .115; sulphur, .006.

Tensile tests, with the grain, showed elastic limit 28,440 lbs.

;

ultimate strength 46,830 lbs.
;
percentage of elongation in 2 in.,

24; percentage of reduction of area, 21.62. Cold and hot bend-

ing tests and nicking tests were made, with satisfactory results.

Photographs of the faces of the fracture show dark and light

portions, illustrating the progressive character of the fracture.

Passenger Traffic in Japan.—"The gross earnings of the

Japanese railways are 55 per cent, from passengers, and 45 per

cent, from freight, as compared with 25 per cent, from pas-

sengers and 75 per cent, from freight in the United States.

Japan proper, that is. exclusive of Formosa, Korea and Sag-

halien, has an area of about 150.000 square miles, with a popu-

lation of about 51,000,000 people. The United States, proper,

exclusive of Alaska and insular possessions, has an area of

about 3,000,000 miles, with a population of about 95.000.000.

These figures will show at a glance that the density of popula-

tion in Japan accounts for the heav\' passenger receipts as com-

pared with freight. Passenger and freight rates in Japan, as

in nearly every country in the world, are in conformity with

surrounding economic conditions. The Japanese are very fond

of traveling. All the trains are crowded. The passenger

coaches are about 35 ft. long, with a center passage right through

the train. The seats are on the sides, the same as in our street

cars. About ten or twelve of these coaches are pulled by an

engine of American make.-

—

Erie Railroad Employees' Magacine.



EFFICIENT ORGANIZATION FOR HANDLING SALVAGE.
A Systematic Plan Should Be Established for Reclaiming

Serviceable Material and of Marketing Scrap to Advantage.

By H. C. Pearce,

General Storekeeper, Southern Pacific.

The importance and value of salvage on our railways has

never been thoroughly understood or appreciated. While many

roads are recovering hundreds of thousands of dollars in sec-

ond-hand, serviceable material and applying it to their needs, as

well as carefully classifying their scrap for the market, the work

generally has not been handled with system, nor has its im-

portance and scope been fully understood. The committee on

recommended practices, appointed by the Railway Storekeepers'

Association, presented a report at the last meeting in Buffalo,

which quite fully covered this subject and was reported in the

Railway Age Gazette, May 24, page 1160. Other articles in

this paper worthy of special notice were : A description of the

rail mill and storage yard of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,

at Savanna. 111. (June 21, 1912, page 1572) ; and articles on

Reclaiming Scrap Material, by J. S. Sheafe, engineer of tests,

Illinois Central (September 1, 1911, page 441); A. A. Burkhard,

New York Central & Hudson River (September 1, 1911, page

414) ; and C. C. Leech, Pennsylvania Lines (September 1, 1911,

page 418).

All these articles are deserving of careful consideration and

show that the men on the ground appreciate the savings that

may be effected by the recovery and utilization of salvage on

products. These agreements carry with them, in nearly all in-

stances, a prorttable salvage exchange.

There are many reasons why the supply department can

handle the salvage on our railroads cheaper and to better advan-

tage than any other part of the organization. The chief supply

officer, being responsible for the providing of suitable materials

at the lowest net cost to the company, less the salvage, is vitally

interested in marketing the salvage to the best advantage.

RECOVERING SALVAGE FROM THE LINE.

Supply cars covering each division on regular schwhiles every

month deliver all materials and supplies for operating and

maintenance for the succeeding mor.th, as well as for certain

work which has been specified and arranged for. This service

should be extended to the bringing in of all surplus, obsolete and

scrap material, to be assembled at such assembling docks as

may be agreed upon, based on geographical location, facilities,

markets, etc. This has already been picked up along the right

of way and assembled. It is then segregated and loaded at the

same time the month's supplies are received with little or no

additional expense. The salvage, thus fairly well segregated and

loaded, is moved to the division or general assembling docks
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our railroads. Couple this with the broader plan of marketing,

and place it under the direction of a thoroughly systematized

business organization, and you have only to consider the volume

in order to appreciate the net results.

SUPERVISION.

The supply department should be required to take charge of

all surplus, obsolete, scrap, second-hand and serviceable mate-

rials and prepare them for further use or market. Its purpose

should be. so far as possible and economical, to apply the salvage

to the railroad's needs and investigate and arrange for the sale

of that which can be sold to better advantage than applied to

the company's requirements. The purchasing power may be

used in many ways to dispose of salvage. Agreements for ap-

pliances and equipment superseding older appliances should be

made on the basis of the firm receiving the business taking over

the equipment so released; for example, air compressors, lubri-

cators, injectors, heating and lighting material; in fact, agree-

ments for all appliances of this character should carry with them

a market for the equipment or appliances superseded. The
manufacturers or dealers have, in most instances, a broader

market for this class of material, and they are interested in

having their equipment applied. The railroad, on the other

hand, gets the benefit of the immediate use of improved equip-

ment without waiting for years before the equipment is entirely

removed. The same applies to the purchase of iron and steel

Owing to geographical conditions on many of our railroads, it

will be necessary to assemble the salvage at different points

where it can be worked over and sorted to the best advantage.

The divisional arrangement is preferable because the divisions

recovering the materials usually take a greater interest in its

application and use, as the division receives the benefit of the

savings in its current operating expenses. On many large rail-

roads practically all the salvage is brought to a general as-

sembling dock. This plan has many economical features. It

saves extra handling and tools, and warrants a sufficient organi-

zation to permit of its being handled to the best advantage and

at the lowest cost, also placing it at the door of the best

market. The object should be to assemble the salvage at the

points where it can be handled to the best advantage, taking

into consideration organization, facilities, markets, etc.

ARRANGEMENT OF TRACKS AND DCCKS.

The docks and tracks should be so arranged that the salvage

may be unloaded directly from the cars with conveniently lo-

cated locomotive or motor-driven cranes equipped with magnets.

The docks should have suitable material racks, bins, etc., so that

the serviceable material reclaimed may be sorted, marked and
put away in its proper compartment for immediate use without

additional handling through the storehouses. The material

should be shipped direct to the point required, without further

expense. In other words, the salvage should be placed in con-
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dition, immediately upon receipt, either for the cutiipaii) s use.

or for sale. It will greatly broaden the market to have the

material for sale so arranged that it may be inspected by the

users and dealers, and an official on the ground with authority

to transact business. The dealers should be in a position to

obtain exact knowledge of what there is for sale. In this way

the delays and misunderstandings due to corresponding long

distances with the buyer will be eliminated. Personal contact

between the buyer and seller, and the opportunity to examine

the material for sale, will enable the seller to obtain a better

price. '1 he purchaser will also be satisfied.

A simple form of accounting should be established, based on

the market price of scrap, plus the handling and making over,

with the proper percentage of over-head expense, the material

to be issued on the basis of actual cost to produce in its present

condition, plus its value as scrap salvage. A careful record

must be kept of the cost of reclamation to prevent spending

more in reclaiming than the material is worth. The net result

of this will be to deliver to the users materials suitable for their

use at a greatly reduced cost, which will be reflected in the

maintenance charges, as well as in the education and discipline

of all concerned. This alone is of inestimable value.

K.\CII-ITIF.5 REQUIRED.

The ideal arrangement would be to have sufficient docks and

tracks covered by gantry cranes to handle all salvage direct

from the cars to the docks and bins, and where conditions will

permit, to have the assembling docks reasonably close to the

erecting shops, with a monorail man trolley running from the

shops to the docks, carrying the salvage directly from the pits

and floors of the shops to the scrap bins or sorting platforms

A typical layout is shown herewith which it is believed will be

found practical. It can be extended or modified to meet con-

ditions. The purpose of the plan is to manufacture the material

at the point where it is assembled, with the least possible han-

dling, storing it after its manufacture in racks and on platforms

prepared for the purpose, adjacent to the machines and tracks.

in such a way that the recovered material may be shipped out

or delivered to the shops directly from the scrap docks instead

of again passing through the storehouse. The expense of

handling is thus reduced to a minimum. The tools should be

arranged in the most convenient place for operating and should

be as follows : Rail saw, rail straightener and curver rail drill,

drop hammer, reclaiming rolls, nut tappers, lever shears, bolt

cutter and threader, and pipe and nipple machine. These tools

can be purchased and gradually placed in the order of their

necessity.

IN'SPECTIOK OF S.\LV.\GE.

The first inspection is made by the inspector or workman

when the material is removed, and here is where our main-

tenance experts should fully exercise their technical skill and

ability in the use of material. This applies to track foremen

removing crossties as well as to car inspectors removing brake

shoes. Nothing should be removed that has not fulfilled its

usefulness, or until it can no longer be used with safety. It

should be the aim of all shop, track and building foremen, and

others, to see that the full usefulness of material is obtained

before it is removed, and apply it as far as practicable, on the

ground, so that little will remain to be reclaimed. Realizing

that a great amount of material will be removed that has fur-

ther usefulness, even under the most systematic and thorough

application of the workmen's inspection, the second inspection

must be made when the salvage is received at the assembling

points or scrap docks. .\t each of these points there should be

a -sufficient number of experienced men to carefully segregate

and remove all material that can be repaired, made over, or

made to further serve its purpose. The remaining salvage must

he carefully classified according to the railroad company's classi-

fication, which should be based on market conditions.

The third inspection is when the scrap salvage is loaded. In

spite of both previous inspections there will be more or less

material still left in the scrap salvage which can be made over

and used. Under a thoroughly organized system there should be

very little of this, but on many railroads where the former

inspections are insufficient or incomplete, it will be found neces-

sary to make a very careful inspection when scrap is loaded for

market. A fallacy to be overcome is the working over of scrap

by mechanics, smiths and others, who are able to pick out a

great many serviceable articles. This is what has led to the

general belief that more money is spent in trying to work over

old materials than they can be bought for. This work must be

handled in a systematic manner in order to obtain results. The
smaller the profit, the greater need for system.

M.\RKETING.

It should be the business of the salvage department to make
a market for all the salvage on the railroad. Railroads oper-

ating their own foundries, rolling mills, etc., are the largest

users of salvage, and therefore afford the best market. The
market will grow with the installation of the plan. Ranchers,

mill men. dealers and others will naturally investigate and in-

spect the salvage on the ground. Uses for salvage will develop

in all directions. Old pipe may be dipped, threaded and made
to serve the purpose of water pipe, fence railings, etc. Old

galvanized roofing may be used as sheathing for buildings.

Pumps, engines, motors, and other surplus and obsolete machin-

ery may be sold to ranchers, mill-men, contractors, etc. Once
the organization is perfected, hundreds of uses that cannot be

called to mind will develop. Scrap, instead of being handled

through dealers, will go directly to the users and be sold for

the highest prices.

I'KlXCir.M. ITEMS OF S.\LV.\GE.

There is salvage in practically everything used i,m a railroad

—

from rails to tin cans. All rails and fastenings of every kind

should be sorted out at one or more general assembling points,

the various weights and qualities segregated and straightened,

ends sawed off, punched and prepared for use wjierever re-

quired. Thousands of tons of rail which now find their way
into the scrap could be made available in this way for sidings,

spurs and second tracks. This can never be done so long as

the practice of allowing the rail to lie on the ground subject to

use locally, or movement occasionally, is carried on. The sole

excuse for this practice is that it saves the cost of handling,

no regard being given to the fact that it represents hundreds

of thousands of dollars that are not available. Being the largest

item used on a railroad, it should receive first consideration,

vet, with few exceptions, no attempt has been made to consol-

idate rail and distribute it from central distributing points. The

same thing applies to crossties. .\11 crossties should be main

tained in stock and only delivered as wanted. Ties removed

should be carefully inspected. Those which can be used for

second tracks, sidings, etc.. should be segregated and made ready

for movement to where they may be needed ; those suitable for

fence posts should be handled in the same vvay and assembled in

the general supply yards; the balance (what are commonly known

as fuel ties) to be sold or used as such. It is impossible to

understand by what method of reasoning our organizations have

spent thousands of dollars in handling, accounting, inspecting

and reporting on such items as stationery, waste and similar

small supplies and allowed hundreds of thousands of dollars'

worth of rails and ties to be distributed along the right of way.

Old lumber removed from bridges, buildings, etc.. should

receive close inspection. .\ large amount of serviceable material

can be recovered for other purposes: the balance, sold for fuel,

will pay for the cost of handling.

Rrake shoes removed from high-speed passenger trains will

give months of service on freight cars. Bolts can nearly always

be straightened and re-threaded, nuts re-tapped, etc. Enormous

.nmounts may be saved by removing couplings from steam and

air hose. Pipes should have all the fittings taken off and put

hack into stock. Flues may be swedged and threaded and used

for water line pipe. Brake beams may generally be repaired at
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small expense. Oil carbon removed from locomotives makes

excellent coke. Stock car cleanings can be disposed of in many

places to good advantage. Staybolt iron scrap can be re-rolled

into refined iron; coupler parts recovered; lanterns and lamps

re-tinned; in fact, there is practically nothing that cannot

be applied to further use or made to bring a cnnsidcrablc

income.

S.WINGS TH.\T M.W BE EFFECTED.

It is doubtful if anyone is in a position at this time to make

even an intelligent estimate of the savings that may be effected

by a thorough organization, properly systematized and sup-

ported, and in charge of a broad-gage, capable officer, who will

cover this subject from the time the material is purchased until

it is finally disposed of by use or sale, and will be held re-

sponsible for providing the proper materials, when wanted, at

the lowest net cost. On the Southern Pacific Company's Pacific

System, a systematic plan was established three years ago for

recovering serviceable materials from the salvage, and although

we have been unable so far to secure all needed facilities and

tools, the percentage recovered, based on the issues, has been

steadily increasing.

The proposition is simply one of practicing real economy,

which consists of making the most of w-hat you have, never

throwing away anything that may be utilized, and disposing of

the salvage to the best possible advantage. The better the

facilities and organization, the greater the net profits. The
reclamation and disposition of salvage offers one of the largest

fields for the practice of real economy on our railroads. On
account of its close relation to the supply department, I believe

it should be considered as an adjunct of tliat department. It has

the organization and would require only a small additional cost

for extra supervision.

Doubtless the principal reason this subject has never received

the consideration it should is that to carry it out to its fullest

efficiency means an investment and increased payroll, both of

which are closely scrutinized. Unfortunately, the payroll is

generally considered the unit of measure and the purpose of

every subordinate officer is to reduce it in every way possible.

The same thing may be said of the savings. They are only
reflected in the net results of the operation of the property and
may be credited to other reasons than the one to which they
are due, but the time has come when these matters will be
thoroughly analyzed, and for this reason, it behooves every
railroad employee to bend his efforts toward better control and
conservation of the company's resources and the recovery and
marketing of the salvage.

TITANIUM RAILS.

Belci.\n R.mlw.w Scheme in Chi.v.v.—After some delay re-
garding the appointment of a chief engineer, the great Belgian
railway scheme—by which Belgian capitalists are to lend China
$50,000,000 in connection with a contract for the construction
of a railway between Honan-fu and Sian-fu (Shansi). with ex-
tensions westward to Lanchow-fu (Kansu) and eastward to the
coast at Haichow (Kiangsu), the railway itself forming the se-
curity for the loan—is now progressing satisfactorily. Mr. Bray,
who is not in favor with the Chinese, but who for many years
has been the chief Belgian engineer in China, has been appointed
temporarily to the post, while the engineers Orphanides and
Sze have begun the survey for the line from Honan-fu to Lan-
chow-fu. The Belgians believe that it will be necessao' later

to increase the capital by one-half. The contractors have de-
posited $500,000 as bargain money and agree to pay China
$5,000,000 within a year. China undertakes to purchase the sec-

tions of the line already built by private enterprise, one near
Chinkiang-pu and the other from Honan-fu westward, approxi-
mately ten miles in length. The Belgians intend to provide half

the capital, while the banks constituting the French interests
in the Six Powers' Group are arranging to take up the re-

mainder.

—

Journal of Commerce, AVjc York.

I-'erro-titanium first came upon the market a few years ago as

a scavenger whose properties were those of removing the im-
purities from steel. In doing this it passes off with the impuri-
ties and leaves no trace of itself behind, so that an analysis of
the metal that has been treated shows no titanium, unless such
an excessive amount had been used in excess of that required

to combine with the highly undesirable oxides and slags. Its

apphcation and use are very simple, yet its action is of such a
character that it must be used in accordance with certain well-

defined regulations, or it will not be able to do the work for

which it was intended and no beneficial results will be obtained.

It is well known that the oxides contained naturally in steel

arc detrimental to it and that it is very desirable that they should
be removed. The same statement holds for the nitrides whicli

have a marked tendency to make the metal brittle. Titanium has
a great affinity for oxygen and a great, though lesser, affinity for

Outside Rai/.
z'lS'Cor^e. Inside Kait.

Titanium Open Hearth Rails, N. Y. C. & H. R.

nitrogen, it being the only known element that combines with
these two gases. If, then, it is put in a ladle containing molten
iron or steel that is impregnated with oxides, its affinity for the

oxygen so contained is such that it will break up the original

compounds, form a new combination with the oxygen so liber-

ated, and rise to the surface with the slag in the form of titanic

acid.

In the manufacture of open hearth steel Ijy the ordinary
process the deoxidizing is done with manganese which will re-

duce it to a minimum of from .08 to .25 per cent. If, however,
after the manganese has been added and allowed to do its work,
and ferro-titanium be added in sufficient quantity all traces of
oxygen will be entirely removed.

The titanium should be added to the ladle cold. The ordinary
method is to shovel it in when the ladle has been filled to about
one-third its deptli. The action of the titanium is very rapid

Loss O. /4- stf. 11
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Titanium Open Hearth Rails, N. Y. C. & H. R.

and is accompanied by the evolution of considerable heat. The
alloy first dissolves, the titanium seizing upon the oxides and
nitrides, present as slags in all steels, and the resulting combina-
tion being very fluid and of low melting point, they rise out of

the metal to the slag on top of the ladle. After it has com-
pleted its work of combining with the oxygen, it is necessary
that some time be allowed for the products of this combination
to rise to the surface of the ladle. If this time is not allowed,

little or no benefit is derived from the use of the alloy. For open
hearth work where a heat weighs about fifty tons about ten

minutes is required, while for the smaller Bessemer heats three

or four minutes will suffice. In the hurry to pour the heat it has
frequently occurred that this full time allowance has not been
given, with the result that the best results have not been ob-
tained.

It is well known that the specific gravity of -slag and the other

impurities is less than that of steel so that the total weight of

the pure steel in an ingot is reduced in direct proportion to the

amount of slag included. If. then, something can be done to re-
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move these impurities, it follows that the resultant metal will be

denser as a whole than it would be had they been allowed to

remain. This is the action that occurs in titanium steel, when

the slags in the form of these small particles of oxides are re-

moved by the titanium. As a proof of this it has been found

that in steels of like chemical analyses the titanium treated steel

is of higher specific gravity. Under the microscope titanium

treated steels are vastly more free from included particles of

slags and dirt.

It requires no argument to prove the desirability of freeing

rail steel from the small slag enclosures that have shown them-

selves so capable of serving as the starting points for internal

fractures. It must also be borne in mind that reheating, or rolling

at high temperatures, will not serve to weld these defects. If

they exist in the ingot they will exist in the rail and the pressure

of the rolls or the temperature of rolHng will not remove them.

Again the denser and more homogeneous metal that results

from this removal of the slag offers a greater resistance to wear.

If the metal is tested in tension, it of course follows that the

purer it is the stronger it will be because with a sound metal the

stress is applied throughout the whole cross section of the test

piece, whereas, under ordinary conditions, its cross section is

reduced by the sum of the sections of the included slags. The

greater homogeneity of the metal also tends to produce a greater

ductility, so that the direct physical results obtained from the

use of titanium in steel are to make it heavier, stronger and more

ductile. With these good qualities added, it would be expected

that the resistance to wear would also be greater and this, too,

seems to be the case.

When titanium was first introduced the greater portion, if not

all of the work, was done with Bessemer steel, and it was thought

that its application would be limited to that process, but it has

been found to be equally beneficial to open hearth steel and has

been widely used in rails made by both processes.

SERVICE TESTS.

As an indication of the results secured in actual service from

the use of titanium it will be of interest to examine a number of

contours of worn rails that have been treated with titanium as

well as of those that have been made in the ordinary manner.

For this purpose selections have been made from rails that have

been in the track for some time in various places where the wear

is exceptionally severe.

A test was made in the tracks of the Delaware & Hudson, at

Howe's Cave, N. Y., running for 16^ months. In this instance

Open Hearth. Tifanium Open Hearfh.

Worn Rails, Boston Elevated.

the test was made on two curves. Ordinary open hearth rails

were laid on a 3 deg. 30 min. curve, while titanium open hearth

rails were laid on a 4 deg. 8 min. The traffic over each curve

was the same and the weight of all rails was SO lbs. to the yard.

On the high side of the curves the average rate of wear was

.2825 sq. in. for the plain open hearth and .1825 sq. in. for the

titanium treated rails. For the low side of the curve the plain

open hearth showed an average wear of .145 sq. in. and the

titanium treated, .09 sq. in. In the treatment of these rails 0.1

per cent, of metallic titanium was used. From this it appears

that the rate of wear of the untreated open hearth rails was some-

thing more than SO per cent, greater than it was with the titanium

treated rails.

A test lasting for 214 days was made on a curve of 100 ft.

radius on the Boston Elevated railway. It is well known that

the wear of rails on this road has been very severe and in some
places so rapid was it that it almost seemed impossible to keep

rails in the track. In this test five rails were used. All were

made by the open hearth process, only three of which had re-

ceived the titanium treatment. They were all laid on the out-

side of the curve. Again the rate of wear of the plain open

hearth rails was greatly in excess of that of the treated rails.

For the former it averaged .755 sq. in., while for the latter it

averaged .537 sq. in. Here, then, as at Howe's Cave, the rate of

wear of the untreated rail was about SO per cent, faster than

that of the treated rails. In the diagrams are shown the rails

of each kind showing the greatest amount of wear. An analysis

of these rails showed a carbon content of .85 per cent, for the

plain open hearth rail, and of .79 per cent for the titanium treated

rail.

Finally the results of a trial of some open hearth titanium rails

on the Hudson River division of the New York Central are

given. It is impossible to compare the wear of these rails with
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that of rails of the plain open hearth type as there are none in

the same section of the track here, but the rails which are taken

from the high and low sides of the curves will show the rate of

wear for an exceedingly heavy tonnage. These rails were rolled

to the specifications of the New York Central, weigh 100 lbs. to

the yard and are laid on curves of 3 deg. and 2 deg. 15 min.

They have been in the track for two years and have carried a

total tonnage of about 38,000,000 tons, much of it at a very high

rate of speed. In the case of the 3 deg. curve the wear on the

outside rail at the worst place was .14 sq. in., or at the rate of

.0037 sq. in. per 1,000,000 tons, while on the 2 deg. 15 min. curve

it has been at the rate of but .0013 sq. in. per 1,000,000 tons. In

the latter case the wear has been the greatest on the inside rail,

due probably to the heavy freight trains that have passed over it.

These results are uniformly good and it would seem that with

such a record there should be no hesitation in regard to the

matter. However, there is a difference of opinion as to the

benefits to be derived from the titanium treatment due to the

fact that a few failures to secure the desired results, but only in

Bessemer rails, have been reported. The failure of these rails,

after a very careful and painstaking investigation, can be traced

to lack of care on the part of the mills in using the ferro-

titanium in the proper manner. However, as a whole, the ex-

amples taken from practice go to show that the service which is

being rendered by titanium-treated rails is better than that of the

untreated product, for which the simple claim is made that the

deoxidation of the metal makes it more dense and, therefore,

better able to resist wear, while at the same time, as it is

stronger, it is less liable to break than the same grade of metal

which has not been treated in this manner.

Honduras Railway Concessions.—It is reported from Tegu-

cigalpa that the Honduras government has granted a concession

to the business interests connected with the Guatemala Railroad

for the construction of the Pan American Railway link across

Honduras. It is understood that this agreement must be ratified

by the Congress of Honduras. The line would connect up La

Union, Salvador, with Chinendaga, Nicaragua.



COMMISSIONER McCHORD ON WESTPORT DERAILMENT.
Long Crossovers Demanded for All High-Speed Trains. Rail-

ways Called to Account for Neglecting Automatic-Stop.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, in reporting on the de-

raihiient at Westport, Conn., on the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, October 3, for the first time issues a pamphlet in

regular form like the pamphlets issued in rate cases, the report

being made by Commissioner McChord and signed by Secretary

John H. Marble, as in the case of rate orders. It was ap-

proved December 2. Two lawyers appeared for the road. Vice-

president E. G. Buckland and Benjamin I. Stock. For the

commission there appeared H. W. Belnap, chief inspector, and
Philip J. Doherty, attorney. Mr. McChord held a hearing in

New York City October 8, following the inspection of the situ-

ation on the ground by Inspector Belnap and others.

This derailment has already been reported in the Railway

Age Gazette (October 11, November 22, and November 29,

pages 692, 989, and 1035), and we copy from the present report

only such parts of the statement of facts as give information in

addition to that already published.

The derailment occurred at 4:44 p. m. The engine left the

track 87 ft. beyond the crossover and ran further about 400 ft.

before turning over. The first parlor car lodged against the fire-

box of the engine and probably the fire started here. The
highway bridge is 300 ft. beyond the crossover. One of the

bridge girders tore a hole in the side of the engine boiler,

"making it seem at first as if the boiler had exploded." The
rails are 100-lb. per yd. ; ties, oak, chestnut and creosoted pine,

18 to the rail; rock ballast; roadway at this point in good con-

dition. The block signal apparatus and the interlocking were

both found in good condition. E.xamination was made of the

circuit plans, the locking sheet and the dog sheet; and there

was nothing to indicate that a wrong signal could have been

given. Distances from the crossover eastward are : home sig-

nal, 240 ft. ; home signal for the drawbridge, 2,058 ft. ; distant

signal, 4,075 ft. The dwarf signal blade at the crossover is about

2 ft. above the ground. The interlocking plant is not equipped

with approach locking. Absence of approach locking did not

contribute to the accident, but it might cause a similar accident.

The three crossovers in the four-track road at this point are

crowded into a length of 705 ft., which is the distance between

the tower and the facing point switch leading to the side track.

With this side track switch out of the way, which the com-

mission holds should be removed, independent of any consid-

eration relating to the crossover, the crossovers could be made
longer. "Facing point switches should not be used on high

speed tracks where it is possible to avoid them, as they create

an element of danger that is eliminated by the use of trailing

switches."

The direct cause of this accident was disregard by the en-

gineman of signals and rules. "Engineman Clark of second

No. 53 was 55 years of age, and was the assigned engineman

for this run. He entered the service as fireman in 1883; he

was promoted to be an engineman in 1888, and was dismissed

December 20, of that year, for responsibility for a collision.

He re-entered the service as a fireman in 1893, and was again

promoted to be an engineman in 1894, and had been so em-

ployed since that date. He was disciplined January 14, 1898,

for passing a home signal at stop, at New Rochelle, and again

July 7, 1905, for passing a home signal at stop at Naugatuck

Junction. His habits were good, and he had been on duty five

hours and 28 minutes when the accident occurred, after a rest

period of seven hours and 35 minutes, previous to which he

had worked 11 hours and 16 minutes in the 24-hour period from

3:40 a. m., October 1."

The report here goes on to quote the recommendations which

appeared in the report made by Inspector Belnap on the de-

railment-at Bridgeport in July, 1911.

At the hearing in New York, October 8, Vice-president H. J.

Horn, asked what action had been taken on the recommendations

of last year, replied that the only action taken had been "a

stiffening up of discipline." No new devices had been installed

because nothing had been found which was deemed useful.

Asked if lengthening the crossover would not decrease the

danger, he replied : "No. I would think in the end it would
make a worse situation; it is simply putting a premium on the

violation of a rule." Mr. McChord says it is hard to under-

stand this conclusion, because there is a greater chance for an
accident with a short crossover than with a long one. Mr.
Horn said that requiring a full stop before setting the switches

for the crossover would not increase safety as, if the train pro-

ceeded along the straight track, there would be a probability

of running into the rear of a train in the next block ; "you
change one accident for another, that is all." Mr. McChord
answers this by saying that in this case the evidence shows
that Engineman Clark applied the brakes immediately after

his engine passed the home signal.

Commissioner McChord called attention to the recommen-
dations of the Block Signal and Train Control Board in its

last annual report, in which the development of automatic stop

apparatus was recommended. Mr. Horn said that no action

had been taken on this other than to investigate what was
available; these investigations had resulted in no specific con-

clusions.

Taking up again the subject of roadway the report says:

As previously noted, the roadway and track conditions in the

vicinity of the accident are good, and the construction of the

crossover was substantial. All renewals are made with creo-

soted ties, and on these ties tie-plates are used, as well as

screw spikes. In some places the chestnut ties are badly

worn, due to the base of the rail cutting into them, in some
instances to a depth of three-fourths of an inch, but a suf-

ficient number of tie-plated creosoted ties are in use to main-

tain safe track. At the crossover practically all the ties were

new and screw spikes were use, and the track conditions at this

point were good.

The speed limit of 30 miles an hour over the drawbridge is

habitually disregarded, trains crossing the bridge at 45 to 55

miles an hour. Vice-president Horn has no personal knowl-

edge of this violation ; he considered it safe to cross the bridge

at higher speed than allowed by the rules. Asked how it was
that this violation was treated differently from a violation of

the 15-miles-an-hour rule at No. 10 crossovers, he said: "One

is safe and the other is suicide."

Taking up the general subject of speed, the report quotes a

bulletin notice issued last September calling on conductors and

enginemen to make better time with passenger trains, espe-

cially in the matter of delays at stations ; enginemen being en-

joined, however, not to run beyond a safe speed or disregard

slow' orders. Enginemen frequently receive letters calling for

explanations of delays, and in one case a loss of one minute

between Stamford and New Haven, 40 miles, was the subject

of a letter. The engineman who received this letter, being

questioned, said that he did not regard it as a criticism, but

simply as an effort to find out what was the cause of the delay.

The report holds that many enginemen, nevertheless, would

regard it as a criticism and would be led to give undue prom-

inence to the question of maintaining speed; and this would

cause them to take chances.

Continuing, the report says : "Excessive speed as a factor in

train accidents deserves serious consideration. The remark-

able increase in speed and weight of trains within recent

years, and the crowding of tracks and terminals caused by

movement of the enormously enlarged volume of railroad

traffic, have greatly increased the duties of employees and mul-

tiplied the chances of error on their part."

Discussing the fire the report says that if the parlor cars
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had been of steel, it might have been possible to have saved

the lives of some of the injured passengers; and it repeats the

commission's former recommendation that steel cars should be

adopted everywhere. The commission holds that the shortest

crossover reasonably safe for the passage of trains at "normal

speed" is No. 18 or No. 20. "Proper measures for the safety

of the traveling public have not been provided where cross-

overs are installed which may be used with safety only at low

speed and which are protected simply by signals and rules re-

quiring reduced speed. Longer crossovers should be installed

at all points where high speed passenger trains are to be di-

verted from one track to another track . . . ; then if signals

or rules were disobeyed, or if an engineman were incapaci-

tated, the possibility of disaster would be greatly reduced, if

not entirely eliminated." Until long crossovers are installed, the

full stop should be required [as was recommended by the Con-
necticut commission].

The declaration of the New Haven officers that Inspector

Belnap's recommendation last year was not a recommendation
of the Interstate Commerce Commission is characterized as a

resort to a technicality to evade the point at issue.

President Mellen has notified the commission of his order

to install long crossovers and to require the stopping of trains

(the same notice that he sent to the Connecticut commission).

Taking up the subject of accidents generally the commission
prints the statistics of the past four years, vi'hich, condensed,

are as follows:

Train Accidents in the United States—Four Years.

1912. 1911. 1910. 1909.

Collisions 5,4S3 5,605 5,861 4,411
Damage to cars, engines and road* 4,330 l,302 4,629 3,109
Killed in collisions 378 436 433 342

Derailments 8,215 6,260 5,918 5,259
Damage to cars, engines and road* 7,197 j,550 5,195 4,372
Killed in derailments 394 349 340 264

Total collisions and derailments 13,698 11,865 11,779 9,670
Damage* 11,527 9,852 9,824 7,480
I'^illed 772 785 773 606

•Thousands of dollars.

It is a deplorable fact, says the report, that train accidents

have steadily increased in number and magnitude since 1909.

Continuing, it says

:

"Railroad managers and their employees, as well as state and
federal commissions, must unite in a determined effort to

reduce these harrowing railroad disasters to the limits of the

unavoidable. This can only be done by ascertaining the real

causes of train accidents and taking proper measures to elimi-

nate them.

"This commission is making every effort possible in this di-

rection and has been very ably assisted in the present investi-

gation by the Public Utilities Commission of Connecticut—in a

number of other instances by the commission of other states,

as contemplated by the accident investigation law of 1910.

Railway managers and their employees seem to have awakened
to their responsibilities in this matter. This is shown by the

general formation of safety committees, and some railroads

have shown a reduction in their casualty list that is worthy of

commendation.

"But notwithstanding these facts avoidable train accidents con-
tinue to occur and exact an increased toll of life and limb. Such
accidents occur on large railroads as frequently as on small

ones ; on well-managed roads as well as on roads that are less

well managed ; on block-signaled roads as well as on roads
where the train-order [time interval] system is still in force;

and by far the greater number of them are due to the same
fundamental cause, namely, fallibility of the human element re-

sponsible for the safe operation of trains.

"It cannot be assumed that employees whose long service

records have shown them to be competent, reliable, and tem-
perate should suddenly and without reason deliberately elect

to take chances which may involve death to themselves and
many others under the most distressing circumstances. . . .

"The commission is satisfied that the neglect to comply with
the recommendations in its report on the Bridgeport wreck

was largely a contributing cause of the Westport accident and
its accompanying loss of life. ... If railroad directors and
managing ofiicials remain passive and give to such occurrences
no such serious consideration as the situation demands, then
it becomes the duty of public officials to bluntly and plainly

point out to them their duties as trustees of the safety of the
traveling public. The stiffening up of discipline did not seem
to reach cases of speed contrary to the rules at bridges. . . .

Devices to automatically stop trains are in constant use in

tunnels and elevated railroads in and about New York. In
the adaptation of some similar device to use on such a rail-

road as the New York, New Haven & Hartford the practical

operating difficulties are by no means insuperable.

"The whole result of such consideration as officials of this

railroad have given the subject is a pessimistic hopelessness,

indicated by testimony that 'we are at our wits' end,' etc. The
operating vice-president when asked what hope he saw of be-

ing able to accomplish anything to prevent the recurrence of

these accidents answered that he knew of nothing that would
prevent absolutely such recurrence. A decent regard for the

safety of the lives of those who travel does not justify a great

railroad in passively awaiting until some private inventor at

his own cost develops to full perfection appliances which will

'absolutely' prevent the occurrence of such accidents. All large

railroads whose capital and earnings justify it should make
such experiments with modern mechanical appliances intended

to promote safety of travel as will aid and promote the ap-

proach, if not the actual attainment, of the ideal of absolute

prevention of accident. The block signal and train control

board reported that there were train-control devices now in ex-

istence which, although not absolutely perfect, were such that

they should be taken up experimentally by railroads with a

view to their practical development and mechanical perfection

for general use upon railroads. . . . When a diversion from

the lookout for a few seconds on the part of an engineer,

caused by perhaps some imperative duty to be performed on

the machinery in the inside of his cab, may cause disaster

to his train and death to his passengers, there should be no

hesitation in actively taking up the perfection and installation

of such supplementary appliances as will bring the train to a

stop where danger threatens.

"Wreck prevention is the highest duty of railroads. This

obligation is not satisfied by merely making rules which prove

insufficient in operation. If the "human element" repeatedly

fails, then safety requires that the highest degree of mechan-

ical skill be applied to properly suppleinent the human ele-

ment at the particular point of danger. To adequately satisfy

their obligations to passengers, railroads should avail them-

selves of the use of some workable automatic train stop, and in

high-speed trains should use cars of all-steel or at least steel-

underframe construction in place of wooden cars. The vice-

president of this railroad in charge of engineering and mainte-

nance of way said of the automatic train stop, '/ think it has

got to come in some form, but the consensus of opinions of en-

gineers is that there is no device that is suitable for fixed

operations.' The query of this railroad official, 'Then why
should not a train be wrecked that runs signals?' seems to

be answered by his own statement that the automatic train

stop has 'got to come.'

"Railroads ought to unitedly experiment with the automatic

train stop until a device of practicability for general use shall

be available. Until it does come the alternative recommen-

dation of this commission [requiring full stop] should be

strictly complied with. Until some bettor safeguard can be

devised, and this railroad has suggested none, compliance with

this recommendation places no undue burden upon railroadu

and will in our opinion prevent accidents of this character in

the future.

"The recommendations herein made are addressed to all

railroads operating under similar conditions to those herein

disclosed."



FACTORS IN THE SELECTION OF LOCOMOTIVES.
Lively Discussion of a Paper on Tliis Subject Before the

Railroad Session of the Am. Soc. of Mechanical Engineers.

• Two papers were presented before the Railway Session of tlie

American Society of Mechanical Engineers on Thursday morn-

ing, December 5. The first one on Train Lighting was abstracted

in the Railivay Age Gazette of December 6, page 1096. After

an extended discussion of this paper O. S. Beyer, Jr., of the Rock

Island Lines, presented a paper on Factors in the Selection of

Locomotives in Relation to the Economics of Railway Operation.

ABSTRACT OF MR. BEYEr's PAPER.

"The problem of locomotive design is comparatively simple

when it is clearly known what is desired. The possibility of

effecting operating results by the introduction of improved loco-

motives alone, or by their use in connection with such changes as

grade revision, is not as fully appreciated as it ought to be. To

make an intelligent selection of motive power for a railroad, it

is necessary to study the effect which various types and sizes of

locomotives will have on operating expenses and fi^ed charges.

Statistics published by the Interstate Commerce Commission

covering the entire railroad iield of the United States show that

55 per cent, of the operating expenses are affected more or

less directly by the motive power.

"The wide range of motive power now available will have to

be considered in future double track and relocation work, grade

reduction, elimination of rise and fall, and curvature and dis-

tance, in order to effect the greatest economy possible for the

capital expended. It should no longer be necessary when re-

locating a division to increase its capacity and reduce operating

expenses, to go to extremely heavy capital expenditures to re-

duce grades to the minimum of 0.2 or 0.3 per cent., as it is usually

much cheaper to provide locomotives of greater power."

With this introduction Mr. Beyer went on to outline in detail

just what factors should be considered in the selection of new

motive power. After commenting on the necessity of investigat-

ing carefully the nature of the business handled and the topog-

raphy, train speed and train resistance of the territory in which

the locomotives are to be used, he outlined the general charac-

teristics and adaptability of the different types of locomotives

•available.

A section was then devoted to the permanent plant and its

relation to motive power selection, including a brief considera-

tion of track, bridges, passing sidings, terminal yards and engine

terminals, including roundhouses, turntables, coaling stations,

watering cranes, ash plant, sanding facilities and locomotive re-

pair shops. The statement was made that good track, laid with

90 and 100 lb. rail, will readily allow axle loads of 60,000 lbs.

The items of operating costs and overhead charges which

should be considered in such a study are the following: Trans-

portation expenses, including fuel, water, lubricants for locomo-

tives, other supplies for locomotives, engine house expenses,

train supplies and expenses, enginemen's wages, and trainmen's

wages. Maintenance of equipment, including locomotive repairs

and freight train car repairs. Maintenance of way and struc-

tures, including ballast, ties, rail, other track material; labor,

roadway and track ; bridges, trestles and culverts ; buildings, fix-

tures and grounds. Overhead charges, including interest on

locomotives and improvements to permanent plant ; depreciation

of locomotives and improvements to permanent plant ; and taxes

and insurance on locomotives and improvements to permanent

plant.

In commenting on fuel. Mr. Beyer said : "Numerous tests and

service records have shown that large superheater mikado loco-

motives which have been placed in service recently haul trains

of 45 and 50 per cent, greater tonnage with the same amount of

coal that was formerly consumed by the consolidation locomo-

tives they replaced. Even the coal consumption of Mallet en-

gines with grate areas up to 100 sq. ft. has not grown in any

way proportionate to the increase in their hauling capacity.

Modern engines when running at shortened cut-offs over those

portions of the road other than the ruling grades exhibit a still

greater economy than when working on the heaviest grades.

Some service tests of recently built mikado engines on the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western clearly demonstrated these facts.

Their economy in fuel consumption as compared with that of the

old consolidation type, both operating over heavy grades at full

load, was 20 per cent. The economy effected over easy grades

while running at shortened cut-offs was 39.3 per cent., almost

twice as much. The average was 29.1 per cent.

The paper closed with this paragraph; "In designing new loco-

motives all of the conditions must first be analyzed and then the

design made to suit them. The actual design of the engine

finally chosen may be approached with confidence because of

accumulated knowledge and experience. Due to the great possi-

bilities of favorably effecting operating results by building loco-

motives which are exactly suited to their work, a study of the

conditions becomes vitally important. To show what these con-

ditions are has been the object of this paper. The fact that the

most powerful locomotives of most approved design are also

the most economical should be more generally appreciated. It

is to be hoped that the future will see more advantage taken of

the modern locomotive in accordance with its possibilities in

relation to grade revision and its ability to reduce operating ex-

penses to a minimum. The ultimate benefits which will result

will certainly be justified to the fullest extent."

In the formal presentation of his paper Mr. Beyer called at-

tention to the fact that the principles outlined had been applied

to the selection of a new class of locomotives on one road with

splendid results.

MR. VAUGHAN ON COMMON STANDARD LOCOMOTIVES.

H. H. Vaughan, assistant to the vice-president of the Canadian

Pacific, emphasized the importance of having standard loco-

motives and maintaining these standards until conditions change

so much that it is possible to design another line of standard

locomotives, making a distinct step in advance, rather than to

modify the standard types from time to time. The time for

standardization is before the equipment is built and not after-

ward. The Canadian Pacific now has about 865 standard loco-

motives out of a total of 1,800 or 1,900 on the system. It is al-

ways possible to introduce chan.ges in the design of standard

locomotives, bearing in mind that the new arrangement must be

made so that it can completely take the place of the old part

for renewals or repairs.

The advantage of standardizing the motive power may be

summed up as follows: The standard locomotives can be trans-

ferred from one part of the road to another, when business be-

comes heavy on one section, without having to provide a new

storehouse stock, or have the power crippled because of not hav-

ing the proper parts in stock. It is also possible to keep the shop

cost of the engines down because of fewer variations in the size

and design of the parts. Where standard locomotives are used

it has been found that the division officers are much more likely

to offer suggestions as to improvements. Of course, the stand-

ardization has disadvantages, one of which is that it is not al-

ways possible to immediately take advantage of improvements

in the permanent plant. The advantages of having common

standards which can be used on any part of the system and with

which the men over the entire system are familiar, greatly off-

set this, however.

W. F. KIESEL, JR., ON POSSIBILITIES OF ATLANTIC TYPE.

In speaking on the possibilities of the Atlantic type W. F.
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Kiesel, Jr., assistant mechanical engineer of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, said:

"To determine the possibiHties, the limitations must first be

known. The limitations of paramount importance are those

governed by the carrying capacity of the track and roadbed.

Assuming as a basis good roadbed, 22 in. spacing of ties and

lOO-lb. rail, it will be possible to use a weight of 70,000 lbs. per

pair of drivers. The maintenance of way department will be in-

clined to say that this figure is too high, but there are possibil-

ities of reducing the weights of reciprocating parts by the judi-

cious use of alloy metals and by careful design, resulting in re-

duction of counterbalance, which in turn reduces the strain on

the rail. One pound reciprocating weight per 100 lbs. of maxi-

mum piston pressure is within the bounds of possibility. For an

Atlantic type locomotive this would permit using counterbalance

for reciprocating parts of one-third their weight. At very high

speed there would be no more strain on the rail than that in-

duced by heavy locomotives now in service. The load on front

and trailer trucks may be taken at 110.000 lbs. The total weight

of this imaginary locomotive would then be 250,000 lbs.

"There are few possibilities of improvements in the engine

itself. The utilization of heat-treated steel and cast-steel cylin-

ders will reduce weight, which reduction can be used for increase

in boiler. The development of the possibilities of the boiler will

bring about improvements of greatest import. The superheater

and brick arch have already raised the line between non-stoker

and stoker locomotives 50 per cent., leaving all Atlantic type

locomotives well within the non-stoker class. The indications

are that great steaming capacity can best be obtained with flues

of moderate length, and that the generally accepted theory that

long flues increase boiler efficiency is not altogether correct.

"Before further developing this imaginary locomotive permit me

to present some average figures obtained from an Atlantic type

locomotive, on the Pennsylvania Railroad locomotive test plant,

at Altoona, Pa., as a basis for possible boiler performance. The

general characteristics of the locomotive tested are as follows

:

Weight 237,000 lbs.

Boiler pressure 205 lbs.

Cylinders 22 in. x 26 in.

Drivers 80 >n-

Fire heating surface 3,090 sq. ft.

Grate surface 55 so. ft.

Flue diameter Outside, 2 in.; inside, l}a in.

Flue length 13 ft. 9 in.

"The boiler was equipped with a long brick arch, a combustion

chamber, and a superheater. Forty tests were made, eight of

two hours each, nine of one and one-half hours each, seventeen

of one hour each, five of one-half hour each, and one of fifteen

minutes. The maximum speed was 360 revolutions per minute.

In each test the speed, cut-off, pressure, and power developed

were maintained as uniform as possible. In the various tests

the average indicated horse power developed ranged from 756

to 2,355. Nineteen tests, with average indicated horse power

ranging from 756 to 1,700. averaged 2.35 lbs, of dry fuel per in-

dicated horse power. Thirteen tests with average indicated

horse power ranging from 1.700 to 2.000. averaged 2.71 lbs. of

dry fuel per indicated horse power. Eight tests, with average

indicated horse power ranging from 2,000 to 2.355, averaged 3.08

lbs. of dry fuel per indicated horse power. For this last lot of

eight tests the average steam per indicated horse pow-er was 17.03

lbs., and the minimum was 16 lbs. The maximum evaporation

was 38,846 lbs. per hour, or 12.6 lbs. per square foot of fire heat-

ing surface per hour, equivalent to 52.084 lbs. per hour, or 16.9

lbs. per square foot of fire heating surface per hour from and at

212 deg. Fahr. These tests indicate the possibility of one indi-

cated horse power per 100 lbs. weight of locomotive, or for one

and one-third square feet of fire heating surface, at 80 miles

per hour.

"Returning now to the imaginary locomotive weighing 250,000

lbs.; the weight on drivers. 140,000 lbs., limits the drawbar pull

in starting to about 31,000 lbs. The boiler can be made suffi-

ciently larger than that of the locomotive tested to furnish steam

for 2,500 indicated horse power maximum, available for short

periods in emergency. For trains of the present day more than

1,800 indicated horse power would seldom be required. At 1654

lbs. of steam and 2.5 lbs. of dry coal per indicated horse power,

this would require 30,000 lbs. of water and 4,000 lbs. of coal

per hour."

"What can be expected from such a locomotive? This question

can best be answered by determining how much power is re-

quired in fair weather to pull ten cars, weighing 600 tons, as-

suming that the engine and tender together w-eigh 200 tons. The
starting power is just sufficient to start this train of 800 tons on

a 1 per cent, grade. The indicated horse power necessary to

maintain a given speed under various grade conditions is given

in table below

:

40 miles per hour on 0.75 per cent, grade.. 2,030 indicated horsepower.
40 miles per hour on 0.5 per cent, grade. .. 1,600 indicated horsepower.
50 miles per hour on 0.5 per cent, grade. . .2.175 indicated horsepower.
50 miles per hour on 0.2 per cent, grade. .. 1.535 indicated horsepower.
60 miles per hour on 0.2 per cent, grade. . .2,085 indicated horsepower.
60 miles per hour on level tangent 1,575 indicated horsepower.
70 miles per hour on level tangent 2,160 indicated horsepower.

"From what has been determined above, based on facts, it would

seem that 'the possibilities of the Atlantic type locomotive' are

equal to the requirements of present day passenger service, for

the locomotive weighing 250,000 lbs., if given 3,300 square feet

of effccihe fire heating surface, would be capable of developing

a maximum of

2,160 indicated horsepower at 40 miles per hour.
2,280 indicated horsepower at 50 miles per hour.
2,377 indicated horsepower at 60 miles per hour.
2,452 indicated horsepower at 70 miles per hour.
2,510 indicated horsepower at 80 miles per hour."

A. W. GIBBS ON WHEEL LOADS.

A. W. Gibbs, chief mechanical engineer of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, brought out the fact that too much stress is laid upon

the static wheel load and too little on the dynamic load due to

the unbalanced weights. The real problem is to reduce the total

effect of the static plus the dynamic, and this calls for greater

attention to the design of the reciprocating parts. C. D. Young,

engineer of tests of the Pennsylvania, who followed Mr. Gibbs,

said that the Pennsylvania Railroad had under consideration a

design in which it was expected that a material saving would be

made in the weight of the reciprocating parts by the use of alloy

steel.

F. F. GAINES ON BOILER DESIGN.

F. F. Gaines, superintendent of motive power of the Central

of Georgia, said in part:

"There are many items to be considered in the proper selec-

tion of motive poweri I will only call attention, however, to the

question of fuel economy and boiler capacity—in other words,

boiler design. There have been few radical modifications in

boiler design other than the general introduction of superheated

steam, except in a few isolated instances. The results obtained

by Dr. Goss in the Coatesville tests indicate, however, that there

should be greater firebox volume and heating surface, and that

the ratio of firebox heating surface to tube heating surface

should be materially increased. With from 40 per cent, to 48

per cent, of the evaporation from the firebox sheets, it would

seem logical to increase firebox heating surface and decrease

tube heating surface. The results of the Coatesville tests, while

a surprise to many, were anticipated by a few. The Philadelphia

& Reading has a large number of its engines in which the ratio

between firebox and tube heating surface is relatively high (one

to six), and with tubes from about nine feet in length on Ameri-

can type passenger power to only 13 feet 6 inches on the heaviest

types of consolidation locomotives. These results were obtained

by the use of the Wooten type boiler with large grate area for

anthracite coal, and a vertical brick wall at rear of the com-

bustion chamber. The brick wall retards the flow of gases and

also gives a better opportunity for combustion, as well as chang-

ing the path of the gases and forcing them against the crown

sheet. The combustion chamber furnishes additional firebox

heating surface and more volume in which to complete combus-

tion. These engines, while designed for anthracite coal, occa-
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sionally got into soft coal territory and had to use it. The grate

area was too large for maximum economy, but the results were

excellent, notwithstanding.

"Impressed with the above experience, a trial was made of

arranging a boiler with a suitable grate area for soft coal, with

a combustion chamber. The back end and one waist course

were removed from the original boiler and replaced by a new
back end. Carefully conducted tests showed a coal economy of

40 per cent, over a sister engine and 15 per cent, over the best

design of engine of similar power, but with more liberal heat-

ing surface. In addition to the fuel economy obtained, the

shielding of the tubes by the firebox wall has resulted in the

engine making over four times the mileage of other engines in

the same district Before safe ending flues. During this period

the engine has seldom if ever been reported to have flues blown,

while with certain fuel conditions engines in the same territory

have required blowing every round trip.

"The most radical improvement that can be .made in the loco-

motive, and one that will be rapidly developed, is the use of

greater firebox volume and heating surface. This is readily ob-

tained by using a suitable grate area and combustion chamber.

In fact, from past experience it would not be surprising if ul-

timately a flue length of 16 ft. would become a desirable maxi-

mum, and the combustion chamber be substituted for the re-

maining distance."

In commenting on Mr. Gaines' suggestion, C. D. Young of

the Pennsylvania said that a study of the relation of the length

and diameter of the tubes was probably of equal importance with

the relative increase in firebox volume and heating surface.

UNIFORM LOCOMOTIVE CYLINDERS.

C. C. Trump told of 35 European locomotives that have been

equipped with uniflow cylinders designed by Professor Johann

Stumpf, of the Technical High School at Charlottenburg, near

Berlin. The cylinders are so arranged that the inlet for the

steam and the exhaust are separate and the steam flows in only

one direction. It is admitted at the hot end of the cylinder

and is exhausted through ports in the side of the cylinder con-

trolled by the piston, so that the inlet is always maintained hot

while the exhaust is cold. The cylinder condensation is thus

practically entirely eliminated. Tests indicate that these loco-

motives are from 10 to 25 per cent, more efficient than those

built with the usual type of cylinders.

G. R. HENDERSON ON FEED W.\TER HEATERS.

G. R. Henderson, consulting engineer of the Baldwin Locomo-

tive Works, in commenting on feed water heaters, said: "More

recently an extension of the boiler has been converted into a mul-

titubular feed water heater and water from the injector is passed

through this section before reaching the boiler proper. As some

modern types of locomotives give ample space for a very long boiler.

there is no difficulty in providing such a section using the heat

after it passes through the boiler tubes proper. Experience with

this type of feed water heater has been somewhat peculiar ; in

some cases very good results were obtained both in economy and

in condition of the heater ; but in other cases more or less cor-

rosion has been found in the various portions of the heater,

whereas there was no evidence of such corrosion in the boiler

proper ; these conditions have been more aggravated when good

water was used than when water carrying scale and encrusting

matter was supplied to the boiler. In an attempt to overcome

this corrosion in some cases the heater has been practically

coupled to the steam space with circulating pipes both to the

top and bottom so that it is really an extension of the boiler and

will only run partially full of water instead of entirely full, as

when originally designed as a heater. The strangest part of this

problem is that we find when such connections are made the ap-

paratus does not seem to lose its economical value as a heater.

There -is apparently no increase in fuel required when these

circulating pipes are connected with the boiler.

"Some builders place a diaphragm sheet a few feet back of the

Hue sheet and extended as high as the flues, injecting the feed

uater into this front section and letting it flow forward over the

iliaphragm as necessary. While we do not know of any com-
liarative tests made to determine exactly the fuel economy of

this device, it seems as if this arrangement of connecting the

heater directly with the boiler, so that it practically forms a

part of it, is likely to be more satisfactory in the long run than

when it is used as an individual heater for heating the water in

its passage to the boiler without allowing any opportunity for

the gases contained in the water to escape, as can be done with

the circulating pipes."

S. HOFFMAN ON THE SUPERHEATER.

S. Hoffman, vice-president of the Locomotive Superheater

Company, said in part: "Superheaters are being applied to prac-

tically all engines now building and the question when selecting

new power is not whether a superheater shall be specified or

not, but what can reasonably be expected from the application

of the superheater to the particular engine in its particular serv-

ice and what consideration should be given to the design of

the superheater and to the general locomotive design in order

to obtain a locomotive of maximum efficiency. The principal ad-

vantage to be derived from the application of an efficient super-

heater is a decrease in steam and fuel consumption and indirectly

an increase in the steaming capacity of the boiler, which is equal

to a corresponding increase in the hauling capacity of the loco-

motive. In speaking of superheaters as applied to locomotives,

only such devices shall be considered as are capable of developing

and maintaining a high degree of superheat averaging from 200 to

250 deg. above the saturation point.

"The principle which has been generally adopted in the design

of locomotive superheaters is that of a superheater consisting

of coils or units disposed in large boiler flues, with the forward

ends of the superheater units suitably connected with a steam

collector casting in the smokebox. The superheater unit pipes

go within 2 ft. of the firebox tube sheets and are exposed at

their extreme ends to temperatures of from 1,400 to 1,600 deg.,

making the superheater capable of developing a superheat of

from 200 to 250 deg. Steam of such high degrees of superheat

can be exposed to the cooling action of the steam chest and

cylinder walls without condensation and at the same time has

about 30 per cent, greater specific volume than saturated steam

of the same pressure. A large part of this increased specific

volume is again lost before expansion of the steam in the cylin-

ders takes place on account of the cooling action of the steam

chest and cylinder walls. While the superheat of the steam

leaving the superheater may be 200 to 250 deg., the average super-

heat of the steam in the cylinder at the moment the cut-oflf

takes place is hardly more than 100 deg. ; but the entire elimi-

nation of all losses through condensation, together with the re-

maining increased volume of the steam, eflfects under average

conditions a saving of 30 per cent, and more in the steam con-

sumption per indicated horse power, which gain corresponds to a

saving in fuel consumption of from 20 to 25 per cent., compared

with a saturated steam locomotive working under the same

conditions.

"The real value of a locomotive from the motive power point

of view must be ultimately measured by the tractive eflfort which

it is able to exert on the drawbar at a certain speed. In order

to bring out what bearing the above mentioned saving in steam

and fuel consumption has on the hauling capacity of the loco-

motive, the following example is given : Assuming two locomo-

tives of the same general dimensions, one being equipped with

a high degree superheater. Under average working conditions,

the superheater locomotive will show an economy in coal con-

sumption of about 20 per cent., if the same indicated horse power

is developed by both engines. If the superheater engine is now

forced so as to burn the same amount of coal as the saturated

steam engine, and assuming that this increased amount of coal

can be burnt as efficiently in the superheater boiler as in the

saturated steam boiler and that the increased volume of steam
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can be expanded in the cylinders as efficiently as in the saturated

steam engine, then the indicated horse power developed would

be 100 -^ 80 I. H. P. or 25 per cent, more than in the saturated

engine. At the ordinary speeds of passenger locomotives about

70 per cent, of the cylinder power is available at the drawbar.

Consequently an increase of 25 per cent, in indicated horse

power represents an increase in haulage capacity by 25 X 100

-H 70 = approximately 36 per cent.

"The above two assumptions bring us to two principal require-

ments for the maximum efficiency of superheater locomotives.

The thermal efficiency of the boiler must not be reduced by the

application of the superheater. With the type of superheater

now generally adopted, no changes are made in the firebox, but

the tube heating surface is altered by transferring part of it into

the superheater. The superheating surface is not quite as effi-

cient in heat transmission as the evaporating surface on account

of the poor conductivity of superheated steam. In order to

make up for this the steam must be forced to pass through the

superheater pipes at high velocity even at the risk of wire draw-

ing, and the superheating surface must be so disposed in the

gas current as to offer each cubic inch of gases passing through

the superheater more heating surface than the gases find in their

passage through the ordinary boiler tubes which are in contact

with water. Further, the total gas area through all boiler tubes

must not be materially reduced by the application of the super-

heater and the boiler tubes and flues must be so proportioned

and arranged that the stream of combustion gases emerging

from the firebox is so subdivided that the necessary amount of

gases is diverted through the superheater, in order to furnish

the required degree of superheat. These requirements regarding

the subdivision of heating surfaces and gas areas have to my

knowledge first been recognized by Dr. Wilhelm Schmidt, of

Cassel, Germany, who is also prominently responsible for the

introduction of highly superheated steam in stationary and

marine practice.

"It is not always possible for the designer to meet exactly

these requirements, but from a great many cases it can be said

that under average conditions the total gas area through all

boiler tubes is not reduced more than about 5 per cent, and

the combined total heating surface based on the fire side of the

tubes is increased by the same percentage through the applica-

tion of the superheater. This makes a somewhat sharper draft

necessary for the development of the maximum power. The

exhaust nozzle of the superheater locomotive has at any rate

to be smaller than in the saturated steam locomotive on account

of the smaller volume of exhaust steam available. These con-

siderations indicate that the superheater boiler uses the gases

of combustion just as efficiently as the saturated steam boiler

and therefore as far as the boiler efficiency is concerned it would

be possible to make practical use of the above mentioned

theoretical increase in hauling capacity.

"The second requirement assumes that the increased volume of

steam be expanded as efficiently, or in other words, that the

same cut-offs be used as in the saturated steam engine. This

would mean a corresponding increase in cylinder dimensions

which in many cases is not possible on account of limitations in

adhesive weight, strength of running gear and other limitations.

There will always be an increase in hauling capacity obtainable,

but whether the theoretical maximum can be obtained depends

on the size of cylinders, and depends also on the quality of the

saturated steam engines with which the superheater engine is

compared, or to which the superheater has been applied, whether

the engine is correctly proportioned or over cylindered, or

deficient in boiler capacity, etc. It depends also on the service

in which the locomotives are used ; whether the service is such

as to be favorable to developments of higher degrees of super-

heat and more or less unfavorable to the saturated steam loco-

motive. In switching service superheater engines make a very

favorable showing, although only a moderate degree of super-

heat is being developed, but the improvement in efficiency is so

remarkable because the saturated switch engine is the most in-

efficient locomotive type. Under all these varying service con-

ditions the increased hauling capacity of superheater locomotives

obtained in practical service varies between 20 and 30 per cent.,

and frequently even more.

"Obviously, any appliance which improves the combustion and

raises the firebox temperature will tend to raise the degree of

superheat and thus help to increase the efficiency of the super-

heater. The only efficient device in this respect is a long brick

arch, and for this reason the application of brick arches in

superheater locomotives is highly recommended. All these con-

siderations indicate that the increased hauling capacity of the

superheater locomotive is principally caused by the increased

steaming capacity of the boiler.

"The opinion has been frequently advanced that the mean

effective pressure in the cylinders is increased by the use of

highly superheated steam and that this is the source of the

increased hauling capacity of the superheater locomotive. This

is not the case. If the superheater engine has the same general

dimensions, the same cylinders and boiler pressure, and is worked

at the same cut-off and at the same speed as the saturated steam

locomotive, it will not produce an indicator diagram showing a

higher mean effective pressure than the saturated steam engine.

In many cases the mean effective pressure of the superheater

locomotive will even be somewhat lower than in the saturated

steam locomotive, on account of the expansion line of super-

heated steam dropping faster than the expansion line of saturated

steam. If, therefore, the superheater engine and the saturated

steam engine are working under identical conditions and have

identical dimensions, the superheater engine cannot develop more

drawbar pull than the saturated steam engine. If a larger

tractive effort at a certain speed is required, either the cylinders

of the superheater engine must be increased or the engine has

to be worked at larger cut-offs, which again is made possible

by the increased steaming capacity of the boiler. It is also

evident that without changing the size of the cylinders or the

boiler pressure, the superheater engine cannot start a heavier

train load than the saturated steam engine.

"On saturated steam engines in many cases the size of cylin-

ders is limited on account of fear of condensation. The super-

heater engine is not subject to such limitations and, therefore,

allows in many cases a better use of the available adhesive

weight. In order to increase the starting power, under average

conditions, it will be advisable to increase the diameter of the

cylinders of superheater engines 10 per cent, above the size of

the cylinders of the saturated engine. This will not only corre-

spondingly increase the starting power, but at the same time will

make possible the use of the increased steaming capacity of the

boiler, without unduly increasing the cut-off of the engine, and

in many cases will allow the superheater engine to work with

lower boiler pressures.

"Mr. Beyer has shown that locomotives of large capacity are

more economical in operation than smaller units. He particularly

cited the case of large superheater mikado locomotives which

haul trains of 45 and 50 per cent, greater tonnage with the

same amount of coal that was consumed by the consolidation

locomotives they replaced. In order to develop the specified

tractive effort these mikado locomotives had to be equipped with

cylinders of 27 in. diameter. What would have become of these

poor engines with these big cylinders without the superheater

!

The cylinder condensation would have been so large as to make

the operation of the engines a practical impossibility. There is

no other means existing to entirely prevent cylinder condensa-

tion but superheaters, and superheating has made the most pow-

erful locomotives with big cylinders possible.

"On Mallet engines built during the last two years super-

heaters have been quite generally applied, as the large surface

to which the steam is exposed in the four cylinders and long

steam pipes makes the application of this device even more

necessary than in ordinary simple engines in order to prevent

the increased amount of condensation. In most cases the super-

heater has been applied in front of the high pressure cylinder
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and the steam lias been superheated sufficiently high to leave

at least 30 or 50 deg. of superheat in the receiver steam. This

remaining superheat makes it possible to use slide valves on the

low pressure side ; high pressure cylinders using steam of a

high degree superheat cannot successfully be worked with slide

valves.

"Repeated tests have been carried on particularly with a view

of applying superheaters to old engines with slide valves, and
in all cases which have come to my knowledge it has been found

that slide valves cannot be worked successfully with highly

superheated steam. Various means have been developed in order

to iniprove the lubrication of the slide valves, but so far all have

failed, because highly superheated steam has a tendency to

warp the flat valve, which is the principal cause for the rapid

wear of its bearing surfaces.

"Regarding the lubrication of piston valve superheater engines,

great fear has been expressed as to the difficulties to be ex-

pected in this respect, but a great number of superheater loco-

motives now in satisfactory service, and causing no more wear on

piston and piston valve rings and bushings than saturated steam

locomotives, indicate that this question can be successfully solved.

Two points, however, should be borne in mind in this connec-

tion, i. e., that superheater locomotives, working with highly

superheated steam, should be lubricated with a cylinder oil hav-

ing a higher flash point than the ordinary cylinder oil used in

saturated steam locomotives, but without losing its lubricating

qualities, and further means should be provided to protect the oil

against carbonization while the engine is drifting, that is, working

without steam. This protection can be obtained by the admission

of small quantities of steam to the steam chest and cylinders,

while the engine is drifting after the throttle is closed. This

auxiliary steam can be supplied either by cracking the throttle or

by providing an auxiliary steam pipe to the cylinders. The latter

can be worked by an auxiliary valve in the cab actuated either

by hand or automatically.

"In addition to these means of improving the lubrication, it

is essential to design all parts working under highly superheated

steam so as to cause the least amount of friction and wear.

This is being done by using the best quality of close grained iron

for bushings and rings and by balancing the rings against inside

steam pressures and by the application of piston valve rod

guides, and piston rod guides at the front end, in order to reduce

the weight pressing the rings against the bushings."

C. D. YOUNG ON .XDVANT.AGES OF SUPERHEAT AS SHOWN BY THE
INDIC.\TOR C.-\RDS.

C. D. Young, engineer of tests of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

presented indicator diagrams for both saturated and super-

heated steam locomotives, which clearly show the advantages

Cylinders iZx £6

R.P.M. ZOO

Boifer Pressure ZOS

M.P.H. 47

^^ Superheat £6s /94.Z E6 None
Af.E.P. 7S.7S 76.4S

Saturated B6

'tjeotect £6s

Indicator Cards for Saturated and Superheated Steam Locomo-
tives Working Under the Same Condition as to Cut-off, etc.

of the latter. It is believed that this is the first time that a

comparison of this sort has been made. One set of indicator

diagrams was for an Atlantic tj'pe locomotive with 22 in. x 26 in.

cylinders, 205 lbs. of steatn, and operating at 47 miles an hour

with 200 deg. of superheat. This was compared with the

diagram of a saturated steam engine with practically the same

cut-off and under the same conditions. As may be seen from
the diagrams, the card for the superheater engine showed a

steam consumption of 17.2 lbs. per indicated horse power per

hour, as compared to 24.7 lbs. for the saturated steam engine.

The other illustrations show saturated and superheated steam

Sfeam Per Hour, Pounds. Saturated 32449 I.H.P. IZ60. 7
-.Steam Perttour, Pounds Z03'Superfieatid3l994 I.H.P. /eSl.S

- 4SS Dif. + 427. Z

38 IVites Per ttour

Steam f^rtlour. Pounds, Saturated 3733S IMP. /S46.0
Steam Per flour. Pounds, Z37°Suoerfteated380Z3 l.tt.P. Z0I6.0

h 633 Dif. +470.0

4-3 Miles Per ttour

Indicator Cards for Saturated and Superheated Steam Loco-

motives for Equal Weights of Steam Per Hour.

indicator cards for equal weights of steam per hour when oper-

ating under the same condition. In both cases the greater in-

dicated horse power for the superheater engine is most noticeable.

WISCONSIN COMMISSION ON
TIVE HEADLIGHTS.

LOCOMO-

The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin has, as a result of

investigations* into the qualifications of certain types of head-

lights, has issued an opinion as to which of the lights tested

comply with Section 1809 V of the Laws of 1911. This law

specifies that the locomotives operated on railways in Wisconsin

having a length of more than SO miles must be equipped with

headlights of sufficient illuminating capacity to allow the engine-

man to distinctly discern an object the size of a man at a dis-

tance of 800 ft. An abstract of the decision follows:

In accordance with the desires of various railways operating

in Wisconsin the railroad commission made a thorough in-

vestigation of the following headlights

:

Standard type oil headlight with 16 in. case.

Bunn Safety oil headlight with 16 in. lens.

Bunn Safety oil headlight with 18 in. lens.

Commercial acetylene headlight with 18 in. reflector.

Commercial acetylene headlight with 27 in. reflector.

Pyle National electric arc headlight.

.Vmerican electric arc headlight.

The efficiency of the various headlights with respect to visibil-

ity of objects on the track and to signal and switch lights was

observed in a number of road tests, at which a large proportion

of the observers were practical railroad men in the employ of the

various railroads in the state. Later observations were taken

•.•\ report of some of these investigations was presented before the

October meeting of the Western Railway Club and abstracted in the Railr

toav Age Gazette October 18, page 732.
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by the commission's staff from the cab of engines in regular

service and while on their regular runs.

Following is a brief statement of the results of the studies

made of the various lights

:

Oil Headlight.—Ohservations made at the road tests together

with those made in actual operation, indicate that none of the

oil headlights fulfill the requirements of the law.

Commercial Acetylene Headlight.—Ohsery&tions on the head-

light of this type having a 27 in. reflector were not conclusive,

as the reflector was defective. The observations made on that

having the 18 in. reflector would appear to indicate that the

acetylene headlight equipped with a cluster of three burners, each

having a capacity of one-half cubic foot of gas per hour and

having the 18 in. reflector fulfills the provisions of the law.

An acetylene light in regular service having a double burner and

a reflector that had been poorly maintained did not give satis-

factory results, while another in regular service having the double

burner and a well polished reflector was much more satisfactory.

It is believed that it will be necessary to maintain the reflector

in a high degree of efficiency and to use the cluster of three

burners in order to obtain satisfactory results with this type of

light.

Pyie-National and American Electric //forf/i'g/i/.—Observations

both at the road tests and in regular service indicate that the

electric arc headlights fulfill the requirements of the law. There

are some features, however, connected with the operation of arc

headlights on locomotives which should not pass unnoticed. The

following items should be considered

:

Liability of reflected light from the roundels of signals whose

lights have become extinguished or have burned low, being mis-

taken for a clear indication.

Difficulty of distinguishing classification lights and engine num-

bers on locomotives equipped with arc headlights.

Dazzling effect on yardmen, flagmen and others who are re-

quired to perform their duties in the rays of these strong

headlights.

.As for the first item, observations made by the commission's

staff on electric headlights in actual service with the engine

moving continuously at usual speeds, demonstrate the fact that

dangers from this source are not nearly so great as were indicated

by the earlier tests at which the observers were invariably sta-

tionary while the readings were being taken. While numerous

phantom lights were detected in the regular service tests, they

were not of such a nature as to cause serious confusion to the

trainmen. It was also found that the position of the blades be-

come visible, in general, before the phantom lights are seen,

and that these phantom lights are much in the nature of mere

flashes when the engine is running at the usual speeds.

As for the second item, it is believed that some precautions

should be taken to place classification lights and engine num-

bers at such a distance from the headlight that the latter may not

materially interfere with correct reading of them.

As for the third item, it is believed that the arc lights should

be switched off while the train is passing through large yards as

well as at other points when it may have a tendency to interfere

with the performance of duty by yardmen, flagmen, etc., or to

endanger their lives. An incandescent lamp should then be

switched on whose illuminating capacity is sufficient to act as

a marker for the engine and give warning of its approach. This

means should also be employed on engines carrying colors when

it is necessary that the fact be made known to the crew of

another train or to other interested parties. It can also be used

in case there is any confusion of signal lights resulting from

the high power of the headlight. It is believed, however, that

the electric headlight does not endanger the operation of trains

either on single or double track, provided precautions such as

those above outlined are observed.

It should be stated that the investigations made are not con-

clusive with respect to the use of the electric arc headlight on

roads equipped with the disc type of signal. A brilliant reflection

is cast by this light from a plain glass surface of the size used in

front of the large disc for day indications. The small disc for

night indications is located a few inches above this large glass

surface and it is possible that the brilliant reflection from the

latter may interfere with the correct reading of the night in-

dications. The lack of blades to serve as a check is another

feature which differentiates this signal from the semaphore type.

Careful tests should be made to determine this point before the

attempt is made to operate electric arc headlights on a road thus

equipped.

It should be borne in mind that these investigations have

covered only the headlights named herein, though from some

inconclusive observations it would appear that there are other

types of power headlights now on the market that may be ex-

pected to give good results, both as to illuminating capacity and

freedom from objections as regards the safety of train operation.

There are also other makes of arc headlights which probably

compare favorably with the two investigated, and to which the

same objections might be raised as those above enumerated.

RAILROADS AND NEW PARCEL POST LAW.

The committee on railway mail pay, of which Ralph Peters is

chairman, has issued a statement showing arrangements in for-

eign countries for compensating railroads where a parcel post

is now in operation as a basis of their claim that the railroads

will be grossly underpaid under the new parcel post law.

The committee's statement is in part as follows

;

"It is not generally known by the public that when the last

session of Congress passed a law for the establishment of the

parcel post in the United States to take effect January 1, 1913, it

failed to make any special provision for payment to the railway

companies for transporting this new class of traffic. Congress

appointed a joint Commission of the House and Senate to con-

sider the case of mail transportation, but the commission has not

as yet convened and a period of less than four weeks intervenes

before the new traffic will begin to move.

"In many of the European countries, where the parcel post is

operated, the railroads are largely owned by the respective gov-

ernments, but even in these cases there seems to be a provision

for accounting for the traflic so as at least to cover the cost of

performing the service of transportation. The only foreign

country in which the general conditions closely approximate

those of the United States is Great Britain, where the same

system of jurisprudence prevails and where the railways are of

private ownership. Here the arrangement for many years has

been to pay the railways 55 per cent, of the total postage on all

parcels mailed. The amount of the postal revenues represented

by 55 per cent, is paid over to the London Railway Clearing

Committee, which apportions the amount to the several railroads

in the ratio of their other parcel business which is not carried

in the mails. This is a higher percentage than has been usually

adopted in the agreements in the United States between express

companies and the railroads over which they operate—the aver-

age payment to railway companies by express companies is about

47 per cent, of the express charges to the public.

"In France the railway systems aggregate 30,186 miles and

are almost entirely of private ownership. The railways operate

the parcel post service under the general supervision of the

government and collect the charges, paying the government 2

cents per parcel regardless of the weight. Hence up to 6.6

pounds they retain 10 cents out of every 12 cents, or 83 per cent.,

and for heavier parcels up to 11 pounds they retain 14 cents out

of 16 cents, or 81^ per cent. When the railway charters were

renewed in 1890 the government agreed to guarantee to the

principal companies a minimum rate of 3 per cent, interest on

the stock and bonds, thus contributing a subsidy of from $8,000,-

000 to $15,000,000 yearly and in return secure reduced lates for

the transportation of soldiers and military equipment, etc.

"In Germany, where there are 37,338 miles of railway, the

roads are mostly owned by the individual States, but are op-

erated under the supervision of the Imperial Railway Adminis-

tration. They carry one postal car on any train without charge
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to the Postal Administration,, but any additional cars that are re-

quired and for all parcel traffic e.xceeding 22 pounds in weight

compensation is credited to the Railway Administration, cover-

ing approximately the cost of performing the service.

"In Austria, where tliere are 17,432 miles of railway, the gov-

ernment owns about one-half. The Postal Department pays

the Railway Department for parcel post traffic on the govern-

ment owned lines 50 per cent, of the expenses incurred.

The statement shows that the railroads of Italy, the Nether-

lands, Belgium, Denmark and Switzerland are well paid for this

service and goes on to say

:

"in the absence of any action by Congress to remedy tlie sit-

uation, the parcel post matter, if added to the mails now car-

ried by the railroads, would only be weighed once in four years

and the pay would not be readjusted any more frequently.

"At present, 11 packages weighing serially 1 to 11 lbs., or a

total of 66 lbs., if sent by express in the first zone (SO miles),

would bear express charges of $3.05. The railroad's share, on

the basis of 47 per cent., would be $1.43, while the express com-

pany would retain $1.62.

"Under the new parcel post law, the same packages would pay

the government a postage of $2.20, out of which the railroads

would be paid 13 cents and the Post Office Department would

retain $2.07. The railroad pay is computed on the current rate

of about 8 cents per ton mile.

"According to the rate of 55 per cent, allowed the railways in

Great Britain, the railways' share of the $2.20 postage charge

would be $1.21, as against only 13 cents in the United States.

"Criticism is being made that the proposed parcel post rates

for extreme distances, such as between the Atlantic and Pacific

coasts, are flat 12 cents a pound, or $1.32 for an 11 lb. package,

in contrast with the rate from Great Britain to any point in the

United States of 3s. 3d., or 79 cents, for an 11 lb. package.

"Senator Bourne, in preparing the rates for the new parcel

post, effectii-e January 1, 1913, expressed the conviction that the

government may suffer a slight loss in connection with long dis-

tance parcels even at the rate of 12 cents a pound, but concluded

that only 13 per cent, of the existing fourth-class mail matter

was carried such long distances ; and. assuming that the parcel

post matter would be in the same proportion, he did not antici-

pate a very heavy loss in the aggregate, but was willing to try

the rate experimentally.

"In the case of Great Britain, that country provides for pack-

ages coming to the United States a water haul of about 3.000

miles, but depends upon the United States to make the land

haul of about the same distance, although the latter is much
more expensive than the water haul.

"No doubt the United States is very generous in permitting

this arrangement, inasmuch as it requires its citizens to pay 12

cents a pound on all parcels going to foreign countries, includ-

ing Great Britain.

"It is true that the amount of business involved is not very

large ; the reports for the year ended June 30, 1910, showed that

the United States received from Great Britain 115,755 parcels,

weighing 466,790 lbs., or an average of 4 pounds per parcel, and

received from all foreign countries, including Great Britain.

359,219 parcels, weighing 1,680,724 lbs., or 4.6 lbs. per parcel.

Dividing the number of parcels by 365 days, we find a daily

average of 317 parcels a day from Great Britain and 984 a day

from all foreign countries. It is well known that about one-third

of all of these parcels are addressed to New York City or vicinity,

and it. therefore, seems reasonable that not more than 10 or 15

per cent, would be for long distance transmission across tlie

country, or. say, 100 to 150 parcels a day.

"In view of Senator Bourne's calculation that the rate of 12

cents a pound would not surely reimburse the Post Office De-

partment for the service performed, it would seem that the

proper remedy would be not for the United States Government
to reduce its charge, but rather to collect an additional charge

on packages or parcels coming from abroad, so as to recover

the delic'en -v in l'"c rate"

@^n^ral ^^tx>0
John N. Stroud, iiavclirg passmger agei.t of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, has been elected president of the Rail-
road Club of Kansas City, succeeding L. L. Chipman, resigned.
Mr. Stroud's place as vice-president was tilled by J. C. Finch,
and A. J. Stewart, purchasing agent of the Kansas City Ter-
minal Railway, was elected junior vice-president.

The lower House of Congress on December 5 passed with
but little debate the bill of Representative Adamson, provid-
ing for physical valuation of the railways of the country
under the direction of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
This action of the House is understood to have been designed
largely for the political effect, and it is not expected that the
Senate will pass the bill.

The New York Chamber of Commerce has adopted reso-
lutions appreciative of the work of the recent board of
arbitration on enginemen's wages, and expresses the hope
that Congress will enact laws to make effective the recom-
mendation that a commission be established with authority
to adjust industrial disputes between employers and em-
ployees engaged in interstate commerce.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has just paid the State
of Illinois a fee of $110,885 for an extension of the road's
charter for fifty years. Attorneys for the company contend
that it is operating under a perpetual charter, but to be on
the safe side it was decided to take advantage of a recent act
of the legislature giving corporations the privilege of ex-
tending their charters for fifty years.

The result of the physical valuation which the Lehigh Valley
has been carrying on for nearly a year is to put a value of
$300,000,000 on the company's property used for transportation
and exclusive of the coal lands and collieries. Lehigh Valley
has a total secured debt of $86,500,000. It also pays considerable
annual rentals, in the form of guaranteed interest and dividends
on securities of subsidiaries or otherwise. Capitalizing these at

4^2 per cent., they amount to $54,200,000 and make the total debt
ahead of the stock $140,700,000. Deducting this from the $300.-
000,000 valuation gives $159,300,000 for the stockholders, or a
percentage value of 263 for the shares.

A. B. Apperson. general superintendent, and N. A. Williams,
superintendent, of the Denver & Rio Grande, recently rose to an
emergency by demonstrating that they had not forgotten their
early training in railroading. These officers, with others, were
returning to Salt Lake City in a special train after an inspection
trip, and when they reached Midvale. 17 miles from Salt Lake
.City, the record showed that the fireman and engineman had
been on duty 16 hours. Rather than wait for another train or a
new crew, Mr. Apperson donned the engineer's overalls and
took charge of the throttle, while Superintendent Williams took
the fireman's scoop. The run to Salt Lake City was made with-
out incident, the regular engineman and fireman riding in the
superintendent's car.

Pure Water and Ice.

.Arrangements have been made b}' the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy to send Dr. D. J. Evans, medical examiner of the
company, over the lines of the system for the purpose of
inspecting water and ice used in passenger coaches, dining
cars and station restaurants. He will also make an investi-

.gation into the sanitary conditions at various stations. Med-
ical examiners in all districts on the Burlington lines have
been instructed to investigate the source of supply of water
and ice used.

Strike on the North Eastern of England.

Press despatches of December 7 reported an extensive strike of

the locomotive engineers of the North Eastern of England, be-

cause one of the engineers engaged on the main line, owing to a
conviction for drunkenness while off duty, was reduced to run-

ning a pilot engine. The punished man had been promised that

if his future conduct were good he would be reinstated in his old

position, but the locomotive engineers' union demanded his im-
mediate reinstatement, and as this was not granted by the com-
pany the men were called out. Three thousand of the engineers
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quit work the first day, and by Tuesday, the 10th, complete paraly-

sis of industrial life and a coal famine were threatened. Many
industrial plants were compelled to close because of lack of fuel,

and numerous collieries were shut down because the output could

not be carried away. On Tuesday at noon it was estimated that

12,000 men were idle. The Xorth Eastern line was completely

disorganized.

Common Towels Forbidden.

"The common towel is wiped out." This is the heading of

a press despatch this week announcing that the Secretary of

the Treasury, following his recent order forbidding the use of

common drinking cups on railroad cars and on vessels, and
also in stations of interstate transportation lines, has issued a

similar order relative to the use of towels. Towels in these

public places may be used a second time only after having

been sterilized in boiling water.

Louisville & Nashville and the Western Union.

The Louisville & Nashville was ready to install telegraph

and telephone lines on its road on December 1, 1912. The
company says that the Western Union on August 11, 1911, gave
notice that the contract between the two companies would be

terminated on .\ugust 17, 1912. The Western Union began
condemnation proceedings in Alabama looking to the erection

of telephone lines on the right-of-way of the L. & N., and the

South & North Alabama. The Railroad company took the mat-

ter to the courts in an attempt to prevent such condemnation
proceedings, and one case is now before the Alabama Supreme
Court, the lower courts having decided in favor of the rail-

road company. The W'estern Union has secured a temporary

injunction restraining the railroad company from interfering

with the telegraph lines now standing on its right-of-way.

"Safety First" Rally at Buffalo.

h "Safety First" rally is to be held in Buffalo on December 17,

for the purpose of advancing the cause of safety on all the roads

running into that city. Officers and employees of the New
York Central, Lake Shore, Michigan Central, Pennsylvania, Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western, Lehigh Valley, Wabash and the

Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo are expected to attend in large

numbers. A circular addressed to the employees reads in part

as follows : "You will be entertained—that's worth something.

You will gain information for your own protection—that's worth

more." For the convenience of those desiring to attend, special

trains will be run, or additional facilities provided on regular

trains, from Rochester, Suspension Bridge, Erie. Manchester,

Hamilton, Olean, Oil City, Mount Morris and Welland. The
rally will be held at Elmwood Music Hall, on Elmwood avenue

and Virginia street, and will begin at 8 o'clock p. m. J. G. Rodgers,

general superintendent of the Pennsylvania, will be chairman;

and the program includes short addresses by P. E. Crowley, gen-

eral manager of the New York Central & Hudson River ; T. E.

Clarke, assistant to the president, Delaware, Lackawanna & West-

ern ; C. L. Bardo. assistant to the general manager, Lehigh Val-

ley; D. R. MacBain, superintendent motive power. Lake Shore,

and George Bradshaw, general safety agent. New York Central

Lines. Mr. Bradshaw's address will be illustrated with stere-

opticon views. Follow-ing the addresses there will be five-minute

talks upon the subject, "The Part of the Employee in the Cam-
paign for Greater Safety." The speakers on this topic will in-

clude Lorenzo J. Ward, engineman. New York Central; W. T. M.

Shannon, engineman, Pennsylvania R. R. ; L. M. Newton, freight

conductor, Lake Shore; John J. Scott, Sr., engineer, Lehigh

Valley, and W. J. Welch, trainman, Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western. Music will be furnished by the Lehigh Valley shop

band.

A European Authority on the Bureau of Railway Economics.

Dr. A. von der Leyen, former director of railways in the Prus-

sian Ministry of Public Works, counsellor of state in Prussia, and
editor of the Archiv fiir Eisenbahnwesen, which is the official

journal of the Prusisan Ministry of Public Works, has contributed

to the publication mentioned a review of the "Catalogue of Books
on Railway Economics," recently issued by the Bureau of Rail-

way Economics, in which he makes some interesting comments

on the bureau and its work. In the course of his review. Dr. von
der Leyen's comments upon the functions of and the work done
by the bureau are so good a statement, and the statements are
at once so interesting, accurate and comprehensive, that they are
quoted in part below.

"During recent years in the LTnited States of America there has
been much investigation and discussion of railways on their

economic side. The causes for this are to be found in the un-
satisfactory conditions in railway affairs, rates, financial manage-
ment, relations with employees, etc., and also in the repeated at-

tempts which have been made to improve recognized evils by
means of federal and state laws. In all this discussion one thing

w-as felt to be more and more needed. Although there are many
thoroughly trained men in the United States who are engaged
in railway matters, men educated in both practice and theory,

a deep knowledge of the inner meaning of railway affairs is lack-

ing among the people and in the legislative bodies. Even the

great railway systems and their heads manage chiefly according

to their own experience and according to custom, not according

to general fundamental principles. Moreover, there has been lack

of an exact knowledge of the railways of other countries, and
therefore of the possibility of making comparisons and conclu-

sions from foreign experience to aid in handling the home rail-

ways.

"These needs were considered at a meeting of railway presidents

in the spring of 1910. To meet them it was decided to create a

new organization, which should have for its object the investi-

gation of the economic situation of the railroads of the United
States and of other countries and should make the results of its

investigations broadly accessible. For this purpose a bureau was
established under the name "The Bureau of Railway Economics,"

which was opened on the first of August, 1910, and can thus look

back now on an activity of more than two years. The presi-

dents of six of the largest railway systems are members of the

committee and the managing director is Logan G. McPherson,
a specialist in railway affairs, well known to readers of this jour-

nal, and extremely well trained in both practical and theoretical

lines. At the head of the statistical department is Frank Haigh
Dixon, a specialist also well known to us through numerous
w'orks, statistical and otherwise; and Richard H. Johnston, re-

cently of the Library of Congress, is librarian. The bureau is

situated in Washington. Its duty has been to keep in close

touch with the Interstate Commerce Commission, and also to

work over the publications of that commission and make the re-

sults clear to the widest circles.

"The bureau began its work immediately after opening. It

publishes monthly statistics of American railways based on the

monthly reports filed by the railways with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, and has published a number of monographs,

some of them most valuable. In some of these, strictly .\mer-

ican conditions are treated and in others comparisons between

American and other railways are drawn up from a strictly

scientific point of view. The newest and most comprehensive

publication is a catalog of the literature on the economic side

of railway affairs."

That the reputation of the bureau is extending throughout

the world is illustrated by the fact that it has recently received

a request for its publications from Jujiro Ito of Waseda Uni-

versity, Tokio, Japan, who states that the documents are in-

tended for use both in connection with transportation seminary

work and lectures on transportation at Waseda University.

The Troubles of the New York, New Haven & Hartford.

News concerning the grievances of the people of New Eng-

land against the New York, New Haven & Hartford has ap-

peared in all of the. eastern papers daily during the past week,

the size of the display headlines being often in inverse ratio to

the value of the news.

Lawyer Brandeis, of Boston, proposes that the state of Massa-

chusetts buy both the New Haven road and the Boston & Maine

as the only way to cure the evils of the present monopoly. Two
members of the legislature of that state who introduced bills

for such purchase in the last session intend to renew them in

the next legislature. A similar bill has been drafted in New
Hampshire for presentation to the legislature of that state. The
Massachusetts legislature will be asked to dissolve the Boston

Railroad Holding Company, the company by which the New
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Haven controls the Boston & Maine; and at the same time will

be asked to buy the Boston & Albany. In Connecticut a number
of bills have been introduced in the legislature to more closely

regulate the electric railways of that state, which are controlled

by the New Haven.
The governor of Rhode Island, the mayor of Providence, and

other citizens of that state have filed a petition at Boston, ask-

ing authority to form a Massachusetts corporation to acquire and
complete the Southern New England Railroad, the line from
Palmer to Providence on which the Grand Trunk has suspended
work.

On Monday of this week it was announced in Providence that

contractors who had done work on the Southern Xew England
were taking action which seemed to look like a resumption of

operations. When the president of the Grand Trunk was asked

in New York City if work was ever to be resumed on the

Southern New England, he replied : "'Of course."

A member of the Connecticut legislature announces that he

will start an investigation of the New Haven road at the com-
ing session.

The proposition of Congressman O'Shaunessy, of Rhode
Island, that the House of Representatives shall appoint an in-

vestigating committee was the subject of public hearings by the

Committee on Rules in Washington on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Many representatives of Xew England interests were heard,

and the w^hole list of complaints was rehearsed.

The federal grand jury at New York has continued its

investigation of the affairs of the New Haven road. Among
those who have testified are T. E. Byrnes and B. Campbell,

vice-presidents of the, road ; Mr. Warner, one of the directors,

and A. E. Clark, secretary of the company; Vice-president

J. E. Dalryraple, of the Grand Trunk; Mr. Murdock, vice-

president of the Southern New England ; Vice-president E. H.

Fitzhugh, of the Grand Trunk, and F. J. McLeod, of the Massa-

chusetts Railroad Commission. President Mellen, of the New
Haven road, wrote to the district attorney asking the privilege

of testifying, and waiving any privilege of immunity which he

might have because of testifying. Mr. Mellen said that he

himself was the only person connected with the New Haven
road who had taken any part in negotiations with the Grand
Trunk, or who was present at such negotiations.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has had accountants

in New Haven for some weeks past examining the books of

the New Haven road.

The state's attorney at Bridgeport, Conn., announces that he

is going to begin criminal action against the officers of the

New Haven road on account of the derailment at Westport,

October 3; but he will not name the officers whom he intends

to prosecute.

On Saturday, last. President Chamberlin, of the Grand

Trunk, announced that the tentative draft of a traffic agree-

ment which had been sent to the Grand Trunk by the New
Haven was not satisfactory and that he probably would sub-

mit a counter-proposition; but probably not for a month or

two.

In the federal court at Trenton, N. J., last week, Miss Jennie

Morse, a sister of Charles W. Morse, filed a suit alleging that

the New York, New Haven & Hartford had illegally manipu-

lated the affairs of the Metropolitan Steamship Company. She

asked the court to annul the transactions of the New Haven
company in connection with the steamship company and to

order the steamers Yale and Harvard returned from the Pa-

cific coast.

One of the answers of the New Haven road to the news-

paper criticisms of its management was shown in the Railway

Age Gazette last week, in the shape of an advertisement call-

ing attention to the successful conduct of the heavy passenger

traffic incident to the New Haven football games. This week

an advertisement, in still larger type, headed "The Truth, No.

1," has appeared in prominent new-spapers. calling attention to

the report of Chief Engineer Elwell of the Connecticut Com-
mission, on the derailment at Greens Farms, November 15, in

which it is shown that the defective equalizer bar was in such

a position that no ordinary inspection could have detected its

weakness. This advertisement, signed by Charles S. Mellen,

president, says that "thousands of newspaper columns, under

glaring headlines, have blazed with the news of this wreck,

which was beyond any preconceived human foresight" ; and

the advertisement is an answer to the action of the news-
papers and to the "columns of heartless caricature and po-
litical denunciation directed against the whole system." Mr.
Mellen declares that the main line between New York and
Boston is "still unsurpassed in solidity of construction and gen-
eral safety by any main line of any railroad system in the
United States."

The Public Service Commission of the state of New Hamp-
shire in compliance with an order of the legislature has made
a special report on freight rates in that state, with particular
reference to the Boston & Maine. Two years ago the B. & M.
asked for the repeal of a law of 1883 limiting freight rates on
that road. This law is included in legislative acts authorizing
certain leases of smaller roads, and it appears that the rate
hmitation has been violated.

• The report fills 350 pages. The commission has considered
three possible solutions of the present difficulty. (1) To re-
peal the restrictive laws of 1883 and 1889. In doing this the
state would surrender in large part its authority to regulate
rates. (2) The legislature might take no action and leave it

to the executive department of the government to enforce the
present law. This, however, would probably lead to no good
result, and so the commission recommends, in the third place,

that the legislature, directly or through the commission, investi-

gate the general subject of rates and then prescribe rational
and fair tariffs for the whole state. Under the present situ-

ation, however, this course could not be taken except with the
assent of the railroad. If the road should not agree to this

course, the state could do nothing but enforce the old laws.

The foregoing is the substance of the recommendations as
published in the newspapers, on information given out by the
officers of the state. The oflScers of the road, however, call at-

tention to other parts of the report, in which the commission
says that the control of the B. & M. by the New York, New
Haven & Hartford has not made any change unfavorable to

the public, in the arrangement of freight rates, nor has the

Boston & Maine suffered any diminution of revenues. And in

regard to purchases of coal and other commodities, the commis-
sion finds that the terms and prices of the contracts made for

these supplies were favorable to the road.

On Wednesday testimony was given before the grand jury

in New York City, by M. K. Dugan, private secretary of Presi-

dent Mellen, and N. Kensella, private secretary to President

Chamberlin, of the Grand Trunk.
At the hearing before the Congressional committee in Wash-

ington on Wednesday. Vice-president E. G. Buckland, of the

New Haven, presented a detailed explanation of those features

of the railroad company's policy and management which have

been the subject of the recent criticisms. He explained the

causes of the derailments. The electric railways were acquired

to give a service complementary to the service to the steam
roads ; these lines are not properly interurbans, like the trolley

roads in the Middle West. The New Haven road came into

possession of its principal steamship lines because they belonged

to the short Massachusetts railroads which it aborbed many
year ago. Those roads had to have the steamships to gain

entrance into New York City. Freight rates are now lower by
the water lines than by rail, and so are passenger fares ; and
in the matter of freight the boats are more expeditious and

convenient in many cases.

Mr. Buckland presented to the committee a copy of the draft

of an agreement which had been sent by Mr. Mellen to the

Grand Trunk, but which had not been signed by the G. T. The
contract provides that the New Haven shall open to joint rates,

and through billing in connection with the Grand Trunk's lines,

all its stations, the division of such joint rates to be arbitrated, if

the roads cannot agree, the arbitrator is to be selected by the

chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The points

of interchange for the joint business contemplated is to be

White River Junction, Vt.

The agreement contemplates the running of through trains,

through cars, the selling of through tickets, the checking of

through baggage, and the through billing of freight. The meet-

ing of competitive conditions and the maintenance of the present

differential basis of rates now accorded to the Grand Trunk, is

assured.

The Grand Trunk is to grant to the New Haven the joint

and equal use of the following lines : Between White River June-
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tion and Windsor. Vt. ; Swanton and Albiirgh, Vt., so that the

Saint Johnsbury & Lake Champlain may have an unbroken line in

connection with the Rutland Railroad; Rouses Point, and Mont-

real, so that Rutland may have an unbroken line to Montreal when

the Rutland Railroad's present arrangement for reaching Mont-

real terminates.

The New Haven is to grant to the Grand Trunk the use of

the line between Windsor, Vt., and Brattleboro.

In the making of the detailed agreements covering the joint

and equal use of each other's lines an arbitrator is to be selected,

if necessary, by the Governor-General of Canada.

Chicago Transportation Association.

At a meeting of the Chicago Transportation Association

held on December 2 the following officers were elected:

President, Ray F. Clark, Canadian Northern Railway; vice-

president, O. T. Lindrooth, National Fireproofing Company;
second vice-president, A. D. Davis, Universal Shipping Com-
pany; third vice-president, T. G. McGill, Denver & Rio

Grande Railroad; secretary, H. E. Macniven, Joseph Stockton

Transfer Company; treasurer, J. \V. Betts, New York Central

Lines ; financial secretary, George H. Brown, Grand Trunk
Railway.

Traffic Club of St. Louis.

The annual dinner of the Traffic Club of St. Louis was held

at the Mercantile Club in that city on the evening of Decem-

ber 4. The speakers and iheir subjects were as follows: B. A.

Worthington, president of the Chicago & Alton, "Railroad

Problems" ; Edwin G. Gooley. educational adviser, Chicago

Commercial Club, "Vocational Education"; A. A. Young, pro-

fessor of economics, Washington University, "Relation of

Railway Rates to the Advance in Prices."

IVIEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

neetings, and places of meeting.

Air Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May 6-9, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope. New York.

American Association of Freight .\gents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
III. Annual meeting, June 17-20, BufTalo, N. Y.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St.. New York.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New Yorlc. Meetings with Am. Elec, Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meteing, May 21, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, October 21-23, 1913, Montreal.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch. 900 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago. Convention, June 11-13, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—A. R. Davis, Central
of Georgia, Macon, Ga.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13
Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month, New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St.. New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-
more, Md. Convention, January 21-23, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-
lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago. Annual meeting. May 28, Atlantic
City, N. J.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting, June, 1913, Atlantic
City, N. J.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual, May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St.. New York.

Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association.—H. A. Neally, Joseph
Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J. Meeting with American
Railway Bridge and Building Association.

Canadian Railway Club.—^James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—.^aron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building. St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.: 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg. Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va. Next
convention, June 18, Bluff Point, N. Y.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226
W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., -Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago. Annual meeting. May, 1913, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—Wm. Hall,
Chicago & North Western, Escanaba, Mich.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio. Annual meeting, August 18, Richmond, Va.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the United
States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May 26-29, 1913, Chicago.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor. Old Colony building,

Chicago. Convention, June 16-18, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Annual meeting, September
9-12, Ottawa, Can.

National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G, H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria .Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion, Peoria, 111.; 2d Tuesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove, 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York Annual dinner, December 19, Xew York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribner, 1021
Monadnock Block, Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Buttcrfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Next meeting. August 12-15, Nashville, Tenn.

Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,
Kansas City, Mo.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Meetings,
March 17, Chicago; June 10-11, New York; convention, October 14,

Nashville, Tenn.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio. Annual convention. May 19-21. Chicago.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh. Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. Assocs.
Railway Tel. and Tel. Appliance .Assoc—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sujjs.

Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,
except June, July and August.

Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.— L. C. Ryan, C. &
N. W.. Sterling 111. Convention, September 8-12 1913, Chicago.

St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,
Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance -Association.—F. W. Edmonds. 3868 Park Ave., New
York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St., Sta-

tion, Chicago.
Southern Association of Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. &

W. P. Ry.. Montgomery, Ala. Next meeting, April 17, Atlanta, Ga.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. T. Merrill, Grant bldg.,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macomber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday. Toledo.
Track Supply Association.—W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,

N. Y. Meeting with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-
ciation.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, Tulv and August. New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-
ings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Traffic Club of St. Louis.—A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library building,

St. Louis, Alo. Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
-Ave., Chicago. Annual meeting. June 17, Los Angeles. Cal.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,
Mich.; meetings monthly.

Traveling Engineers' -Association.—W. O. Thompson, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. Annual meeting, August, 1913, Chicago.
Utah Society of Engineers.—R. B. Ketchum, University of Utah, Salt

Lake City, Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and August.
Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg.
Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3d

Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.
Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.
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Qlraffir Netti!^.

The Black Diamond E.vpress of the Lehigh Valley, be-

tween New York and Buffalo, is now an all-steel train, new
Pullman parlor cars having been substituted lor the parlor

ears formerly used on this train.

At a recent meeting of the Transcontinental Passenger As-
sociation it was decided to make summer tourist fares to Pacific

coast points during 1913 upon the same basis as prevailed last

year—$72.50 for the round trip. Tickets will be on sale from
June 1 to September 30, and the return limit will be Oc-
tober 31.

The eastern railways have decided to grant reduced fares for

the presidential uiauguration ceremonies in Washington next

March. From points more than 100, and not more than 250

miles from Washington, the fare will be 2 cents a mile in each

direction, and from points more than 250 miles from Washing-
ton the rates will be on a basis of one and one-half fares for the

round trip. Por parties of fifty or more, traveling together, a

rate of IJ^ cents per mile per capita in each direction will be

made from points more than 100 miles from Washington.

The Railway Ticket Protective Bureau has issued a circular

letter presenting the report of its general counsel, Brode B.

Davis, on the successful issue of a criminal indictment obtained

by the bureau, among others, against .Arthur Sparks, Jr., who
for many years conducted a ticket scalping shop at Kansas City,

Mo. Sparks is one of four scalpers in Kansas City against whom
criminal informations for forgery were filed by the bureau on
May 25, 1910, after a raid upon their offices resulting in a seizure

of hundreds of forged tickets and ticket forgers' instruments.

In this case the bureau was confronted with every conceivable

form of opposition, including the mysterious disappearance of

a principal witness on several occasions. The defendant's pun-

ishment was fi.xed at a term of two years' imprisonment in

the penitentiary.

Following the indictment of the Denver & Rio Grande and
other roads at Pueblo, Col., for issuing intrastate free transpor-

tation to interstate shippers, that company has issued an order

prohibiting the issuing of such passes in the future. The order,

issued by J. B. Andrews, assistant to the vice-president, reads as

follows: "The United States, acting through its department of jus-

tice, claims -that it is unlawful for this company to give free local

transportation (although appearing on its face to be good only

in one state) to any person, or the officers or employees of any

corporation or firm which makes or receives interstate ship-

ments of property. If it is unlawful for the company to give,

it is equally unlawful for the individual to solicit, receive or

use, such transportation. To test the legality of such transporta-

tion the government has caused indictments to be presented

against this company in the United States court. Pending a

final decision by the courts of the question so raised, no free

transportation will hereafter be honored by the company on any

of its lines when presented by anyone known to be engaged in

any degree m interstate commerce, or when presented by any

officer or employee of any firm or corporation known to be so

engaged in interstate commerce. All persons coming within the

terms of this notice, and now holding passes or other forms of

free transportation, are requested forthwith to return same to

this company."

Traffic Club of New England.

The annual meeting of the Traffic Club of New England

was held in Boston on the evening of December 6. The
meeting was preceded by a dinner. The following officers

were elected for the next year: President, Timothy E.

Byrnes, vice-president New York, New Haven & Hartford;

vice-presidents. J. H. Hustis, vice-president Boston & Al-

bany; C. W. Robie, assistant general manager American Ex-
press Company; Sam W. Manning, general New England
agent Sante Fe; Seward W. Jones, treasurer JoneS Brothers

Company ; secretary, William C. Brown. D. F. S. Pennsylvania

Railroad; treasurer, Charles E. Mayer, traffic manager, Stone

& Webster; directors, Calvin Austin, Charles Stewart, E. K.

Hall, J. H. Thomas, Henry W. Dwight, A. H. Van Pelt and

G. M. Wood. After the business of the club had been trans-

acted two addresses were made, one by Gen. William A.
Bancroft, president of the Boston Elevated Railway, on
"Some Observations on European Transportation," and the

other by Samuel O. Dunn, editor of the Railway Age Gazette,

on "Some Often Overlooked Points Regarding Government
Ownership."

Crop Conditions,

The crop reporting board of the bureau of statistics of the

United States Department of Agriculture estimates, from the

reports of correspondents and agents of the bureau, as follows

:

The area of winter wheat sown this fall is 2.5 per cent, less

than the revised estimated area sown in fall of 1911, equivalent

to a decrease of 828,000 acres, the indicated total area being

32,387,000 acres. The condition on December 1 was 93.2 against

y6.6 and 82.5 on December 1, 1911 and 1910, respectively, and a

ten-year average of 89.9.

The area of rye sown this fall is 1.4 per cent, less than the

revised estimated area sown in fall of 1911, equivalent to a de-

crease of 35,000 acres, the indicated total area being 2,443,000

acres. The condition on December 1 was 93.5 against 93.3 and
92.6 on December 1, 1911 and 1910, respectively, and a ten-year

average of 93.2.

Details by states follow

:

WINTER VVHE.'V.T.

Area Sow.n.

Autumn,
19U,

States. Revised.
000 omt'd.

Acres.

New York 353
New Jersey 84
Pennsylvania 1,300
Delaware 116
Maryland 618
Virginia 762
West Virginia 241
North Carolira 618
South Carolina 83
Georgia 142
Ohio 2,033
Indiana 2,355
Illinois 2,545
Michigan 946
Wisconsin 94
Iowa 353
Missouri 2,474
Nebraska 3,156
Kansas 7,375
Kentucky 788
Tennessee 714
Alabama 32
Mississippi 10
Texas 766
Oklahoma 1,744
Arkansas 101
Montana 493
Wyoming 35
Colorado 209
New Mexico 37
Arizona 25
Utah 172
Nevada 16
Idaho 348
Washington 1,035
Oregon 640
California 402

United States 33,215

Michigan 400
Wisconsin 391
Minnesota 322
Pennsylvania 301
New York 143
New Jersey 78
Indiana 78
North Dakota 73
Nebraska 68
Ohio 64
All other 560

United States 2,478

Comp'd Total Pre-
with liminary.
1911. 000 omt'd.
P. C. Acres.

97 342
99 83
102 1,326
100 116
100 618
99 754
99 239

100 618
99 82
103 146
97 1,972
94 2,214
90 2,290
92 870
97 91

10-Year
Average,
P.O.

7,080
756
707

758
1,761

348
1,138
570
390

384
379
325
298
140

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has ordered that its regulations for the trans-

portation of explosives and other dangerous articles shall apply

to all shipments, including materials and supplies belonging to the

carrier.

The commission has modified tariflf circular No. 18-A by adding

a provision that excursion fares, limited to short periods of time.
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may be announced by railroads in the territory of Alaska without

giving the three days' notice.

The commission has completed its elaborate list of proposed

new rates for the transportation of merchandise by express com-

panies and within a few days probably will fix a date, a month or

two in the future, on which the express companies will be given

a hearing.

The commission has suspended from December 16 until

April IS the first revised pages in the tariff of the Canadian

Pacific which advance from IS cents to 18 cents per 100 lbs.

a proportional commodity rate on paper, in carloads, from
Brownville Junction, Me., to Akron, Ohio.

The commission has suspended from December 7 until

April S the supplement to the tariflf of the Missouri Pacific

which provides for cancellation of existing joint rates on
cottonseed from points in Oklahoma on the Missouri, Okla-

homa & Gulf to Little Rock and other points in Arkansas.

The cancellation of present joint rates and substitution of

combination rates will result in advances ranging from 3

cents to 13 cents per 100 lbs.

The commission has suspended from December 6 until

April 4 the item in the supplement to Countiss' Trans-
Continental Freight Bureau tariff bearing the caption "rail-

way equipment, new or second-hand, when handled as

freight." This item advances from $90 to $163.S0 per car the

rate for the transportation of empty freight cars to Cali-

fornia terminals from group F, which includes certain points

in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska and Wisconsin.

In order to avoid controversies and questions the commission
requires that tariffs hereafter issued containing rates applicable

to export or import traffic shall specify by inclusion or exclusion

the countries to or from which shipments to which such rates are

applicable shall move, whether such countries are or are not ad-

jacent to the United States. In the interest of clearness the

tariffs should also specify whether or not shipments to or from
Cuba, the Philippine Islands, Porto Rico, or the Canal Zone are

included. For convenience and without regard to the political

status and relation of the Philippines, Porto Rico and the Canal
Zone to the United States they, together with Cuba, are for these

purposes to be classed with foreign countries.

the rates contemporaneously charged from Portland,

tion was awarded. (25 I. C. C, 123.)

Repara-

Morganton, N. C, and Old Fort Discriminated Against.

Union Tanning Company, et at., v. Southern Railway, et al.

Opinion by the commission:

The present rate on coal from the Apalachia and Dante fields

to Old Fort, N. C. is 2S cents per ton higher than the rate from
the same fields to Canton. Ohio; and the rate from the same field

to Morganton, N. C, is 5S cents per ton higher than the rate to

Canton. The complainants contend that this adjustment is un-
duly discriminatory to old Fort and Morganton and asks repa-

ration. The commission found that the present relation of rates

on coal to Canton, Old Fort and Morganton amounts to an
undue discrimination against the complainant and that the rate

to Old Fort should not be more than 5 cents per ton higher

than the rate to Canton, and that the rate to Morganton should

not be more than 35 cents higher than the rate to Canton.

Reparation was awarded. (25 I. C. C, 112.)

Rates on Box Lumber and Box Shocks Reduced.

Multnomah Lumber & Box Company, et al., v. Southern Pa-
cific Company, et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

The commission found that the rates on box lumber and box
shooks from Portland and Astoria, Ore., to California and other
interstate destinations were unjust and unreasonable and or-

dered that in future they should not exceed by more than SO
cents per ton the rates contemporaneously maintained on the
same commodities in carloads from Cottage Grove, Ore., or by
more than $1 per ton the rates on the same commodities in car-

loads from Glen Dale, Ore. The commission also ordered that

joint rates on box lumber and box shooks should be established

from Astoria via Portland to the same destinations, and that

these rates should not exceed by more than S cents per 100 lbs.,

Cannel Coal Rates Reduced.

North Fork Cannel Coal Company v. Ann Arbor Railroad,

et al. Opinion by Commissioner McChord:
From the complainant's Kanawha district mines in Kentucky

the Chesapeake & Ohio maintains rates from IS to 20 cents

per ton higher on cannel coal than on bituminous coal. No
rates on bituminous coal are published from Redwine, Ky., as

no coal of that character is there mined. To certain points in

Central Freight Association territory the rates on cannel coal

from Redwine are from S cents to $1.15 more than the cannel

coal rates from the Kanawha district. The complainant con-

tends that it is unreasonable and unjustly discriminatory against

cannel coal to charge more for it than for the transportation of

bituminous coal ; and also that the rates from Redwine should

not exceed the bituminous rates from the Kanawha district by

more than 20 cents. The commission found that no discrimination

resulted from the existence of lower rates on bituminous coal

than on cannel coal from the Kanawha district. The defendants

explain that the Redwine rates were made the same as the

Cannel City rates, and were made with no relation whatever to

the Kanawha district rates. The commission found that that

fact explained but did not necessarily justify the existence of

the present rates from Redwine, because there was not sufficient

basis for the assumption that the Cannel City rates are reason-

able. The commission decided that the rates on cannel coal

from Redwine are unreasonable to the extent that they exceed

by more than 40 cents per ton the rates on cannel coal from the

Kanawha district. Rates on this basis were prescribed for the

future. Reparation was awarded. (25 I. C. C, 241.)

Export Shipments.

Galveston Commercial Association et al. v. Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe et al. Opinion by Chairman Prouty:

The commission has no direct authority to require the issuing

of a through export bill of lading, since it has no jurisdiction

over the water carrier, which is a necessary party to that con-

tract, but this must not be understood as meaning that the com-
mission may not act upon the rail carrier, which is subject to

its jurisdiction in a proper case where the ocean carrier stands

ready to enter into these through arrangements upon reasonable

terms.

It is not unreasonable to require of the carrier to ascertain

before receiving the cotton for transportation to Galveston for

export whether it can be cared for at Galveston upon its re-

ceipt and the ship agent should be at once provided with a copy

of whatever contract of shipment has been signed by the rail-

way agent on his behalf.

To decline to issue bills of lading through Galveston while

issuing them through other ports would be an undue discrimi-

nation against Galveston, unless justified by difference in condi-

tions at the different ports, which does not appear in this record.

The public interest requires the issuance of these through bills

of lading. The cotton crop of Texas cannot be handled with-

out great inconvenience under any other system, and unless

there is some strong objection that method should be main-

tained, but when the through export bill is issued the shipper

cannot, as a practical matter, be made answerable for demur-

rage charges. This charge should be cast upon the ship agent

upon such terms and conditions as will not impose upon him

an unreasonable burden.

After January 1, 1913, no justification can exist for not im-

posing substantially equivalent demurrage charges at New Or-

leans and at Texas ports, which are imposed at Galveston, and

it will be an undue discrimination not to do so.

At least six days' free time should be allowed at Galveston

upon export business, and if the consignee, before 6 o'clock in

the evening of the sixth day, orders the car placed for unload-

ing, the car shall be treated as unloaded during the sixth day,

and no demurrage assessed against it, provided there is room
upon the pier to unload it.

Conditions at Galveston call for the application of an average

demurrage rule, and four days is found to be a just period as

the basis for computing such average demurrage. ,

Reparation on account of demurrage charges was denied.

(25 I. C. C, 216.)
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Brick Rates Adjustment.

Evans & Howard Fire Brick Company z\ St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern, et al.

Evans & Howard Fire Brick Company v. St. Louis & San
Francisco, et al.

Lacleve-Christy Clay Products Company v. Abilene &• South-
ern, et al. Opinion by Commissioner Clark:

The questions involved in these three cases are the same, so
they have been treated in one report. The complaint alleges

that the higher rates on tire brick than on pressed or face brick

from St. Louis to Texas are unjustly discriminatory. The com-
mission basing its findings on Slowe-Fnller Company v. Penn-
syh'ania Railroad, 12 I. C. C, 216, and Metropolitan Paving
Brick Company v. Ann Arbor Railroad, 17 I. C. C, 197, de-

cided that paving, pressed, face and fire brick should take the

same rate. The commission also decided that the present rate

on fire brick of 27 cents per 100 lbs. to Texas common points

was not unreasonable in itself. The commission also found that

in the readjustment the rates from Versail!2s, Mo., should be

kept in their present relationship to the rates from St. Louis.

These rates are now the same. The commission suggested that

all brick, other than common brick should be included in one
item at the same rate. If the defendants do not bring their

tariff provisions into conformity with these views within 60

days, the commission will enter such an order as is necessary.

Reparation was asked, but was denied. (25 L C. C, 14L)

Wool Case Order Modified.

In re investigation of alleged unreasonable rates and prac-

tices involved in the transportation of wool, hides and pelts from
'various western points of origin to eastern destination.

National Wool Growers' Association v. Oregon Short Line, et al.

Railroad Commission of Oregon v. Oregon Railroad & Xavi-

gation Company, et al. Opinion by Chairman Prouty:

The commission found that the minimum of 24.000 lbs. for

cars 36 ft. long, prescribed by it for the transportation of wool

in the original report, 23 I. C. C, 151, mentioned in the Rail-

way Age Gazette of .Vpril 19, page 933, imposes upon the ship-

per no unreasonable burden and increases the car efficiency and

the economy of transportation ; but if cars less than 36 ft. long

are tendered for shipment they should be covered by a proper

tariff provision. The complainant contends that the rate on

sack wool should not exceed the rate on baled wool where the

loading of sack wool equals or exceeds the minimum prescribed

for baled wool. The commission denied this prayer. The rates

on scoured wool from Albuquerque, N. Mex., to the east were

found to be unreasonable and the commission ordered that in

future they should be reduced by as much per 100 lbs. as the

rates on wool in the grease were reduced by the commission in

the original report. The commission adhered to its former de-

cision that wool in the territory covered by the investigation

should take the fourth class rate with a minimum of 24,000 lbs.

(25 L C. C, 185.)

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The order of the Canadian Railway Commission authorizing

an increase in demurrage rates from $1 to $2 and $3 a day, was

noticed last week. The request of the railways for a $4 rate for

the third and succeeding days was not allowed by the commis-

sion; nor does the order apply to cars held in transit at stop-

over points under published tariffs.

The New York State Public Service Commission First dis-

trict (New York City), asks for $1,763,000 for the expenses

of the commission for the ensuing year. This is $208,500

more than the budget for the current year, and is due entirely to

the new rapid transit work. It is estimated that the rapid transit

expenditures in 1913 will require more than $1,300,000.

COURT NEWS.

In the federal court at Salt Lake City last week Judge

John A. Marshall, overruling the demurrer of the Union

Pacific, held that a railroad which carries the mails is liable

for loss of registered matter destroyed in the wreck of a

train. The government brought suit for $12,000 for com-

pensation for postal losses in a disaster which occurred in

Wyoming seven years ago.
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Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Robert I. Farrington has tendered his resignation as vice-presi-

dent of the Great Northern to take effect December 31.

Newman Erb has been elected president of the Ann Arbor,
succeeding Joseph Ramsey, Jr., resigned. Mr. Erb was
already chairman of the board.

R. B. Fowler has been elected president and general manager
of the Tremont & Gulf, with headquarters at Winnfield, La., to

succeed W. H. Seaman, resigned.

Edward A. Haid has been appointed assistant general attorney

of the St. Louis Southwestern, with headquarters at St. Louis,

Mo., succeeding Roy F. Britton, resigned.

A. C. Parks, general superintendent of the Southwestern
Railway at Henrietta. Texas, has been elected vice-president and
general manager, and his former position has been abolished.

J. A. McDonald, auditor of disbursements of the Lake Erie &
Western, the Ft. Wayne, Cincinnati & Louisville, and the North-
ern Ohio, at Indianapolis, Ind.. has been appointed assistant

auditor, with office at Indianapolis, succeeding J. I. Whallon, re-

signed, and G. A. W'allis succeeds Mr. McDonald.

Operating Officers.

Edward M. Reese has been appointed chief train despatcher on
lhe Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, Western division.

F. A. C. Ferguson has been appointed trainmaster of the

Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific, with office at Shreveport, La.,

succeeding B. B. Fowler, resigned.

C. F. Myers has been appointed superintendent of car service

and telegraph of the Me.xico North-Western, with office at Ciudad
Juarez, Chih., Mexico, and the office of car accountant has been
abolished.

Homer W. Loomis. roadmaster of the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern at Hillsdale, Mich., has been appointed trainmaster of

the Lansing division, with office at Hillsdale, succeeding W. D,

Stearns, whose headquarters were at Jackson, Mich.

W. F. Schaff, assistant division superintendent of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern at Cleveland, Ohio, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Detroit division, succeeding T. W.
Niles, who has been assigned to special duties to be designated by
the general superintendent.

C. A. Manthe has been appointed trainmaster of the
Marcus division of the Great Northern, with office at Marcus,
Wash., in place of B. Lantry, promoted. W. D. Mason has
been appointed trainmaster of the Fergus Falls division, with
headquarters at jNIelrose, Minn., in place of Mr. !ilanthe. J.

A. Frogner succeeds Mr. Mason as trainmaster of the Siou.x

City division at Sioux City, la.

J. L. Hayes, trainmaster of the Pere Marquette at Plymouth,
Mich., has been appointed superintendent of the Port Huron
division, which has just been established and embraces the lines

Saginaw to Port Huron, Saginaw to Bad Axe, Port Huron to

Grindstone City, and the Almont. Port Hope and Sandusky
branches. The headquarters of Mr. Hayes will be at Saginaw.
Mich. F. P. Little has been appointed trainmaster of the Port
Huron division, with office at Port Huron, Mich. The Canadian
division will consist of the lines in Canada, and W. K. Tasker
has been appointed superintendent, with office at St. Thomas,
Ont. J. W. Mulhern has been appointed superintendent of the

Grand Rapids division, with headquarters at Grand Rapids.

Mich., to succeed R. P. Dalton, resigned. Effective December 1.

J. D. Hester, who has been appointed superintendent of the

Shenandoah division of the Norfolk & Western, with head-
quarters at Roanoke, Va., was born on September 26, 1866,

at Marion, Va., and was educated in the common schools of

his native town. He began railway work on August 19, 1885,

with the Norfolk & Western as freight delivery clerk and has
been in. the continuous service of that company ever since.

He learned telegraphy and ten months later was promoted to

assistant agent and operator, remaining in that position

until January, 1889, when he became a brakeman. He was
promoted to freight conductor in September, 1890, and in

January, 1899, was made assistant trainmaster at East Rad-
ford, Va. In May, 1901, he was made trainmaster of the
Shenandoah division at Roanoke, and in April, 1905, was
transferred in the same capacity to the Radford division, and
now becomes superintendent of the Shenandoah division of
the same road, as above noted.

Clayton N. Woodward, whose appointment as general super-
intendent of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, with
office at New Haven, Conn., has been announced in these col-

umns, was born on March 26, 1866, at Columbia, Conn., and
began railway work in 1882 as night operator on the New York
& New England at Franklin, Mass., and has been in the con-
tinuous service of that company, its successor, the New York,
New Haven & Hartford, ever since. In 1886 he was promoted
from the position of operator to train despatcher, and from
1892 to 1897 was chief train despatcher. He became assistant

superintendent in 1897. and on January 14, 1899, was appointed
superintendent of the Midland division of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford; in May, 1903, he was appointed also super-

intendent of the Providence division. He was later made
superintendent of the Shore Line division, which position he

held at the time of his recent appointment as general super-

intendent of the same road, as above noted.

Benjamin R, Pollock, who has been appointed general manager
of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, with office at New
Haven, Conn., as has been announced in these columns, was born

on January 2, 1865, at

Lansford, Pa. He was
educated in the public

schools, and began work
with the Lehigh Coal &
Navigation Company in

1879 as an operator, re-

maining until 1881, when
he went to the New
York & New England,
which later became the

New England Railroad
and was absorbed in

1898 by the New York,
New Haven & Hartford.

From 1881 to 1898 he
was consecutively tele-

graph operator, train
despatcher, chief des-

patcher, trainmaster and
assistant superintendent.

In 1898 he was appointed

assistant superintendent

of the Highland division

of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, remaining in that position until January, 1904,

when he became superintendent of the Air Line Northampton
division of the same road at New Haven. The following Decem-
ber he was made superintendent of the Highland division and later

was appointed superintendent of the Midland division. Since
October, 1909, he has been general superintendent of the same
road, with office at New Haven.

J. D.' Gallary, who has been appointed superintendent of the

Providence division of the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford, with office at Providence, R. I., as has been announced in

these columns, was born at Lake View, N. Y., on July 31, 1874,

and when he was 13 years old became a messenger boy on the

Erie Railroad at Buffalo. He tlien attended school until 1890,

when he went to the Pennsylvania Railroad as a telephone boy.

In December of the same year he became a telegraph operator

on the same road, and shortly after went to the Lehigh Valley

as operator and clerk. From 1892 to 1894 he was operator on

the Chicago & North Western and the Chicago. Milwaukee &•

St. Paul, and then returned to the Lehigh Valley in the same
capacity. His next position was brakeman, and later conductor

on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, then for several

years he was assistant yardmaster and yardmaster on the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern. From 1903 to December. ISOS, he

was general yardmaster of the Rock Island, at Rock Island,

B. R. Pollock.
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111., and from January, 1906, to December, 1907, was general

yardmaster of the Northern Pacific at Duluth. In 1907 he went

to Providence as assistant superintendent and trainmaster of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford.

V. A. Riton, who has been appointed general superin-

tendent of the eastern general division of the Norfolk &
Western, with headquarters at Roanoke, Va., as has been

announced in these columns, was born at Johnstown, N. Y.,

and was educated at Johnstown Academy, in his native town.

He began railway work in 1872 and previous to 1S7S was
consecutively rodnian, leveler, and assistant engineer on

construction of the New York & Canada Railway for the

Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. From 1877 to 1879 he was
assistant engineer of the Plattsburg & Dannemora, now a

part of the Delaware & Hudson. For a short time in 1879

he was assistant engineer of the Chicago & Northwestern
and the same year was appointed assistant engineer of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. He was promoted in 1882

to roadmaster of the Mineral Point division of the same
road and later was transferred in the same capacity to the

Chicago division. From January, 1895, to November, 1898,

he was superintendent of the Cascade division of the Great

Northern at Leavenworth, Wash. The following December
he went to the Norfolk & Western as superintendent of the

Scioto division at Kenova, W. Va., and has been in the

continuous service of that road ever since. From June, 1901,

to November, 1903, he was superintendent of the Pocahontas
division at Bluefield, W. Va., and from November, 1903, to

March, 1904, he was in the president's office. He was then

appointed superintendent of the Shenandoah division at

Roanoke, Va., and on August 16, 1905, was made superin-

tendent of the Norfolk division at Crewe, Va., which position

he held at the time of his recent appointment as general super-

intendent of the same road, as above noted.

Traffic Officers.

Howard C. Tucker has been appointed traveling coal freight

agent of the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Uniontown,

Pa.

C. L. Parker has been appointed commercial agent of the

Seaboard Air Line, with office at Richmond, Va., succeeding

G. H. Parater, resigned to accept service elsewhere.

W. H. Knox, traveling freight agent for the Nashville, Chat-

tanooga & St. Louis, at Nashville, Tenn., has been appointed

commercial agent, with office at Nashville, succeeding W. L.

Nichol, promoted.

E. F. McDaneld has been appointed freight and passenger

agent of the Chicago & Alton, with office at Salt Lake City,

Utah. Al. J. Wyant has been appointed traveling freight agent,

with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., in place of J. H. Walk-
meyer, promoted.

P. L. Markey has been appointed division freight and passen-

ger agent of the Chicago, Alilwaukee & St. Paul, with office at

Ottumwa, la., succeeding W. C. Parker, who has been trans-

ferred to Cedar Rapids, la., in a similar capacity in place of

C. J. Mikesh, resigned to engage in other business. C. J. Peter-

son has been appointed commercial agent, with headquarters at

Minneapolis, Minn., to succeed C. B. Wilser, resigned to en-

gage in other business. E. H. Spence succeeds Mr. Peterson as

commercial agent at Cincinnati, O.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

G. C. Millett, engineer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Coast Lines, at Los Angeles, Cal., has been appointed assistant

to chief engineer.

J. J. Waters has been appointed superintendent of motive power
of the Pere Marquette, with headquarters at Grand Rapids,

Mich., to succeed W. L. Kellogg, resigned.

G. E. Perry, master mechanic of the Missouri, Oklahoma &
Gulf, has been appointed superintendent of motive power, with

headquarters at Muskogee, Okla., and the former position is

abolished.

W. M. Vandersluis, formerly sales engineer in the Chicago
office of the Union Switch & Signal Company, has been ap-

pointed signal engineer of the Illinois Central, succeeding

N. E. Baker, resigned. Effective December 16.

W. L. Kellogg, superintendent of motive power of the Pere
Marquette, at Grand Rapids, Mich., has been appointed superin-

tendent of machinery and equipment of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, with headquarters at Parsons, Kan., succeeding WilHam
O'Herin.

Thomas Bernard, engineer maintenance of way of the North-
ern district of the Southern Railway at Greensboro, N. C, has
been appointed assistant to chief engineer in the office of chief

engineer maintenance of way and structures, with headquarters

at Greensboro, and W. T. Dobyns succeeds Mr. Bernard.

Purchasing Officers.

F. A. Bushnell, purchasing agent of the Spokane, Portland &
Seattle, at Portland, Ore., has been appointed assistant purchasing:

agent of the Great Northern, with headquarters at St. Paul,

Minn.

Special Officers.

E. D. Stratton, commercial agent of the Southern at Evans-
ville, Ind., has been appointed land and industrial agent of the

Cincinnati, New Orleans & Te.xas Pacific and the Alabama
Great Southern, with headquarters at Chattanooga, Tenn., suc-

ceeding T. O. Plunkett, who has been appointed manager of the

farm improvement department of the Southern Railway and
affiliated lines, with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga.

OBITUARY.

F. H. Bainbridge, formerly principal assistant engineer of the

Chicago & Northwestern, with headquarters at Chicago, and later

resident engineer, died at Ravenswood, Chicago, December 3, at

the age of 49 years.

James M. Slianley, a well-known civil engineer, of Montreal,.

Que., and formerly chief engineer of the Baie des Chaleurs, now
a part of the Quebec Oriental, died at his home in Montreal, on
November 27, at the age of 55. Mr. Shanley had been connected

with the construction of many new railway lines in the Dominion
of Canada. He was a member of the council of the Canadian
Society of Civil Engineers and was also a member of the Engi-

neers' Club.

John Strode Barbour Thompson, formerly assistant to the

president of the Southern, died at a hospital in Richmond, Va.,

on December 11, after an extended illness. He was born on June
10, 1858, in Culpeper county. Virginia, and began railway work
in July, 1878. In December, 1910, he resigned from the position

of assistant to the president of the Southern to become president

of the Atlantic Compress Company.

Alfred Pancoast Boiler, president of the American Institute of

Consulting Engineers and one of the best known bridge builders,

died on December 9, at his home, in East Orange, N. J., after a

year's illness at the age of 73. He was born at Philadelphia, Pa.,

and graduated from the University of Pennsylvania in 1858 and

received his engineering degree from Rensselaer Polytechnic In-

stitute, Troy, N. Y., in 1861. He was for a time on the engineer-

ing force of the Lehigh Canal, and in 1863 became associated with

the staff of the Philadelphia & Erie. He was chief engineer for

the Hudson River Railroad for a short time, and then entered

the iron business with Samuel Milliken as the New York agents

of the Phoenix Iron Company. From 1870 to 1890 he was with

the Phillipsburg Manufacturing Company, and during the same

period he was consulting engineer for railroad building in Hayti

and Cuba, chief engineer for the Manhattan Elevated Railway

and consulting engineer for the Department of Public Parks of

New York City. Mr. Boiler entered into partnership with Henry

W. Hodge in 1898, and they became consulting engineers for the

Mexican National Railroad. The firm also was concerned in the

construction of the Ninety-sixth street viaduct. New York City;

the stone bridge over the Connecticut river, at Hartford, Conn.;

the Singer and the Metropolitan tower buildings and the Wabash
Railroad entrance into Pittsburgh, with the cantilever bridges

over the Ohio and Monongahela rivers. Mr. Boiler was a mem-
ber of the Institute of Civil Engineers of London, the New York

Chamber of Commerce, the Century Association and Railroad

Club, of New York City; the Pennsylvania Society and the New
England Society, of Orange, N. J.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Birmingham & Southern is in the market for two loco-

motives.

The Chesapeake & Ohio is in the market for from 25 to SO

locomotives.

The Illinois Central has ortiered 30 mikado locomotives and
25 Pacific type locomotives from the American Locomotive
Company.

The Southern Railway has ordered 7 Pacific type loco-

motives from the American Locomotive Company. The dimen-

sions of the cylinders will be 24 in. x 28 in. ; the diameter of

the driving wheels will be IZy^ in., and the total weight in work-

ing order will be 233,000 lbs. These locomotives will be equipped

with superheaters.

CAR BUILDING.

The Baltimore & Ohio is in the market for 8 postal cars.

The Norfolk Southern is in the market for 300 box cars

and 200 flat cars.

The Cumberland & Pennsylvania is making inquiries for

100 steel underframes.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh is in the market for

1,000 composite gondola cars.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is making inquiries for

500 50-ton steel floor drag bottom gondola cars.

The New York Central Lines have ordered 1,000 gondola

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Central of New Jersey has ordered 12 vestibule coaches

and 9 combination passenger cars from the Harlan & Hollings-

worth Corporation.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has ordered 1500

gondola cars from the American Car & Foundry Company, and

1,000 gondola cars from the Haskell & Barker Car Company.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern has ordered 1,000

hopper cars from the American Car & Foundry Company. This

order was mentioned in the Raikmy Age Gazette of December

6 as being for the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, mentioned in an unconfirmed

item in the Railway Age Gacelte of December 6 as having or-

dered 3,000 hopper cars, has ordered 2,000 hopper cars, which

will be equally divided between the Pressed Steel Car Company

and the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered 500 gondola cars

from the Pressed Steel Car Company, 500 gondola cars and 200

coke cars from the American Car & Foundry Company. 700 coke

cars from the Cambria Steel Company, 500 gondola cars from

the Ralston Steel Car Company, and 600 coke cars from the

Standard Steel Car Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Philadelphia & Reading has ordered 10,000 tons of

rails from the Pennsylvania Steel Company, 5,000 tons of rails

from the Lackawanna Steel Company, 5,000 tons of rails from

the Bethlehem Steel Company, and 4,000 tons of rails from the

Carnegie Steel Company.

SIGNALING.

The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville is now installing

automatic block signals on 135 miles of its line. During the

coming year a mechanical interlocking plant of 15 levers will

be put up at Haskells, Ind., the crossing with the Grand

Trunk.

The Alabama Great Southern (Queen & Crescent) plans during

the coming year to put the whole of its lines under the block sys-

tem. At present 112 miles of the line is worked by automatic

block signals and 98 miles by non-automatic. The new work will

include seven miles of automatic block signals, on double track,

and 73 miles of manual blocking on single track.

W. M. Vandersluis, formerly sales engineer of the Union
Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., with office in Chi-

cago, has been made signal engineer of the Illinois Central,

effective December 16.

L. H. Mesker, manager of the St. Louis office of Manning^
Maxwell & Moore, Inc., New York, resigned that position to

become manager of the St. Louis office of the Ferro Machine
& Foundry Company, Cleveland, Ohio, effective January 1.

Marvin F. Wood, general sales manager of the Van Nest
Company, New York, has resigned. He has not yet decided
what kind of goods he will handle, but he intends to continue

to sell railway supplies, just as he has been doing for more
than 20 years.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company, New York, has opened
a branch office at 315^2 South Broad street, Atlanta, Ga., in charge
of C. S. Berry as manager. To facilitate delivery in the South a
stock of roofings, pipe coverings and other J.-M. asbestos, mag-
nesia and electrical products is carried at that office.

For a quarter of a century the general office and Chicago-

laboratories of Robert W. Hunt & Co. have been in the Rook-
ery. Owing to inability to secure in that building the necessary

space in which to conduct their very largely increased business,

the offices and laboratories were moved on December 1 to the

twenty-second floor of the Insurance Exchange building, Jack-

son boulevard, between Sherman street and Fifth avenue, where
the company will have ample space for its offices and both chem-

ical and cement laboratories.

George Burnham, one of the former owners of the Baldwin

Locomotive Works, died at his home in Philadelphia, Pa., on

December 10 at the age of 96. Mr. Burnham was born in Spring-

field, Mass., in 1816 and went to Philadelphia when he was 15

years old. Soon after this he became a bookkeeper for Mathias

W. Baldwin, who had entered the business of building locomo-

tives. After Mr. Baldwin's death Mr. Burnham became senior

member of the firm of Burnham, Parry, Williams & Co., which

in 1909 was incorporated as the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Mr. Burnham retired from business in 1909 after a connection

with the firm of 73 years.

The reorganization committee of the Allis-Chalmers Company,
Milwaukee, Wis., has called a third assessment of $3 on the com-

mon stock and $6 on the preferred stock. The assessment is

payable January 15. There still remains to be paid $4 on the

common and $8 on the preferred. The court has ordered that

the foreclosure sale of the Allis-Chalmers properties takes place

February 3. Up to date there have been deposited under the

plan of reorganization $10,458,000 first mortgage 5 per cent.

bonds, or 93 per cent, of th'e outstanding issue, $14,146,500 7 per

cent, cumulative preferred stock, or 88 per cent, of the outstand-

ing issue, and $17,215,600 of the common stock, or 86 per cent of

the outstanding issue.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Asphalt.—The Standard Asphalt & Rubber Company has

issued a mailing card, entitled "Look for the Trade Mark."

San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake.—The passenger de-

partment has issued an attractive folder on "California in

Winter."

Cement.—The Universal Portland Cement Company has is-

sued an attractive colored calendar for 1913, illustrated with ex-

cellent views of many structures in which Universal cement has

been used.

Brakebeams.—The Chicago Railway Equipment Company has

issued Vol. 1. No. 1, of a little magazine called Safety First,

edited by Bruce V. Crandall, which uses the "safety first" move-

ment on the railways as an argument for the use of safety

appliances.

Blueprinting.—The C. F. Pease Company has issued an at-

tractive 32-page booklet, entitled Everj-thing for Blueprinting,

describing and illustrating various types of the Pease peerless

blueprinting machines and equipment, the Pease simplex and

duplex paper coating machines and washing and drj-ing machines

and other equipment for use in the handling of blueprints.
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Atlantic & Western.—This company is building an exten-

sion from Lillington, N. C, east, about 40 miles. It has not yet

been definitely determined whether Goldsboro or Mount Olive

will be the eastern terminus.

Blakely Southern.—This company, which operates a line

from Blakely, Ga., south to Jakin, has projected an extension

from Blakely north to Blufifton, 11 miles, and on the southern

end from Callafield to Donalsonville. 20 miles.

Dallas, Corsicaxa & Palestine.—Incorporated in Texas with

$400,000 capital and office at Palestine. The plans call for a line

from Palestine northwest through Anderson and Navarro
counties to Corsicana, and it is understood that construction

work is to be started at once. The incorporators include : G. J.

Heflin Corsicana; T. Royal C. W. Hanks W. B. Flanagan,

Palestine; L. E. Mitchell, Neosho, Mo.; K. Brent, T. T. Crit-

tenden, Jr., Kansas City, Mo.

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.—A grading contract has

been given to M. A. Wogan, Denver, Colo., for work from
Steamboat Springs, Colo., west to Craig, 42 miles. (Novem-
ber 22, p. 1013.)

Eastern Texas Traction.—An officer writes that a contract

has been given to Karner Brothers, Dallas, Tex., to build from
Dallas northeast via Garland, Rockwall, Fate, Royse City,

Josephine and Caddo Mills to Greenville, about SO miles. The
maximum grade will be 2 per cent., and maximum curva-

ture 2 deg. The work will be heavy at Rockwall and between

Garland and Dallas. There will be four steel bridges each 100

ft. long. There will be 2,200 ft. of reinforced concrete viaducts

at the east fork of the Trinity river. F. E. Wright, president

;

W. A. Obenchain, Jr., chief engineer, 1307 Commerce street.

Dallas. (September 27, p. 599.)

El Paso Electric Railway.—According to press reports, the

Stone & Webster Management Association of Boston, Mass.,

will build from El Paso, Tex., along the Rio Grande valley to

Fabens, about 35 miles.

Intercolonial Railway.—An officer writes that this company
has finished work on 8.3 miles of new line in the province of

New Brunswick from Nelson to a point two miles east of Chat-

ham to replace the old line between these two places. Work is

now under way between Georges River and Sydney Mines on

nine miles.

Laurel Fork.—Work is now under way building an extension

from Frog Level, Tenn., to Laban. 3 miles.

Mexico Tramway Company.—On the line under construction

from Mexico City to Toluca, 45 miles, the first section from
Mexico City to Coazimalta has been finished, it is said, and
over SOO men are now at work on the remainder of the line.

Work on the line between Mexico City and Puebla has been

largely suspended, owing to the disturbances caused by bands

of rebels near the route. This line is to be about 130 miles

long.

Nev.\da. Lebanon & Eastern.—Incorporated in Missouri with

$1,000,000 capital, to build a line from Nevada, Mo., east via

Stockton, Bolivar, Polk and Buffalo, to Lebanon, 100 miles.

The stockholders include : J. A. Daly and S. A. Wright, Nevada

;

R. A. Brown, C. W. Vilas, J. B. O'Bannon and S. J. and W. A.

Thompson.

New York Connecting Railroad.—See New York, New
Haven & Hartford.

New Iberia, Lafayette & Northeastern.—An officer writes

that surveys are now being made to build the line projected

some time ago from New Iberia, La., to Eunice, 52 miles.

H. A. Genung, chief engineer. New Iberia. (March 29, p. 780.)

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—The report of this

company for the year ended June 30, 1912, shows that construc-

tion work has been authorized on the Harlem River branch

to permit the connection of the New York Connecting Rail-

road with the Harlem River branch at Port Morris, N. Y., and

this work will be carried out coincidentally with the construction
work on the Connecting Railroad. At Van Nest a modification
of the existing yard tracks, with construction of repair shop, in-

spection shed and auxiliary facilities for handling electric loco-
motives and cars, is under construction, and at the Westchester
yard the construction of receiving tracks and new west entrance
to the yard for the classification of cars floated to Oak Point,

together with transfer platforms and additional track is well
under way. Double-tracking work has been completed between
Hawleyville. Conn., and Shelton. and this improvement pro-
vides a double track line from Naugatuck Junction to Hope-
well Junction, 68.44 miles. In connection with the line and
grade revisions made, 12 new steel railroad bridges and eight

highway bridges have been placed and 16 grade crossings have
been eliminated. Work is well under way on an enlargement
of the Cedar Hill classification yard, also of the departure
yard, together with a change of the storage yard on the Air Line
division to a classification yard. The filling of the Lyman and
Rapello viaducts, east of Middletown. for double track roadbed,

with construction of concrete culverts to provide necessary

waterways under the embankments has been started. About
1,000.000 cu. yds. of filling will be placed by the company's forces.

Improvements to line are being made at Westerly, R. I., in-

cluding provision for future four-tracking; putting up new pas-

senger and freight stations
;
passenger subway ; abolition of one

grade crossing and new bridges. Progress has been made dur-

in.s» the year on the construction of double-track on sections

of the line between Providence and Fall River, together with

the elimination of grade crossings. It is expected that the nego-

tiations in connection with the elimination of grade crossings

at Rumford will soon be successfully concluded, and the laying

of second track is now under way between East Providence

and East Junction. Work is about finished on the extension

of the east freight yard at New Bedford, Mass., and the com-

pany's portion of the work in connection with the elimination

of grade crossings at Worcester, Mass., is about finished, the

work still to be done depending upon the completion of the

work of other companies. The new coach yard and engine facili-

ties, as well as the double-track connections between the Nor-

wich & Worcester and the Providence & Worcester railroads

are nearing completion. At Boston, Harrison square to Atlan-

tic and Savin Hill to Neponset the work includes the elimination

of grade crossings and the construction of third and fourth

tracks ; nine grade crossings have been eliminated and the tracks

are elevated and in service from Savin Hill to Neponset. Three

passenger subways have been built; the station grounds and

freight yards have been enlarged or improved and new sta-

tions have been put up. During the year 81 sidetracks to

serve industries along the company's line were constructed,

and a number of passing sidings have been installed to per-

mit double-track operation from Bristol to Hartford, and

work is authorized or contemplated on a number between

New Haven and Springfield, and between Providence and

New London. A number of sections of the New York, West-

chester & Boston were completed and placed in operation dur-

ing the year, and the line is now in operation from Willis ave-

nue, at 133d street. New York, to White Plains and New
Rochelle. Work is also progressing on the New York Connecting

Railroad. Contracts have been let for the steel work for the

Big Hell Gate bridge and Ward's and Randall's Island viaduct,

for steel work for Little Hell Gate and Bronx Kill bridges

and approach viaducts, for masonry of Bronx viaducts, for

foundation and masonry work of Eastern viaduct, for tower

bases East river bridge and for excavation and masonry from

Woodside avenue to Stemler street. This line is being built

jointly with the Pennsylvania Railroad. It has been decided

to improve the facilities of the Boston & Providence Railroad

by the construction of two additional main line tracks from

Boston to East Junction, also to eliminate the grade crossings

and to adopt and equip the whole main line, thus four-tracked

for operation by the use of electricity as the motive power. The

most important work carried out by the electrical department

during the fiscal year included the extension of the Cos Cob

power station; the electrification of Harlem River branch main

line, yards and sidings, and electrification of yards and sidings,

Woodlawn to Stamford, and the electrification of the New York,

Westchester & Boston. Work is also well under way on the

extension of electrification from Stamford to New Haven.
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New York, Westchester & Boston.—See New York, New
Haven & Hartford.

Oberlin, Hampton & Eastern.—An officer writes tiiat this

company has projected a 4-mile extension south to Elton, La.,

also a 16-niile extension northeast towards Pine Prairie.

Sugar Land Railway.—An officer writes that this company
owns and operates 32.72 miles of main line from Cabell, Tex.,

in Fort Bend county, to Otey in Brazoria county, the line from

Burnsides to Areola having been abandoned and the line ex-

tended from Burnsides to Otey. The company has located an

extension from Cabell to Rodgers, 24.1 miles. (June 28, p. 1627.)

Union Pacific.—Work is now under way on the line pro-

jected some time ago from Gering. Neb., west towards Medicine

Bow, Wyo., on the section from Gering to Mitchell, 10 miles.

The Kilpatrick Brothers & Collins Contracting Company has

the contract. Work is also under way laying second track from

Herdon, Neb., to Dix, 14.28 miles, and from Kimball, Neb., to

Pine Bluffs, 21.04 miles.

United Verde & P.\cific.—This company has projected an ex-

tension from Jerome, Ariz., to the Verde tunnel, 6 miles.

Washington & Great Falls Railway & Power Company.^—

An officer writes that work is now under way on a 10-mile line

west from Bethesda, Md. There will be a 50 ft. bridge, also a

40 ft. bridge and five other smaller bridges. Track has been

laid on lYz miles. The Pittsburgh Construction & Supply Com-
pany. Washington, D. C, has the contract. Henry E. Carr,

president, Baltimore.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Ansonia, Conn.—The report of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford for the year ended June 30, 1912, shows that a four

span reinforced concrete bridge over the Naugatuck river and

the company's tracks at Bridge street, Ansonia, is under construc-

tion and is expected to be finished this year. At New York new
piers. Nos. 39, 40 and 41, have been completed, and at Oak Point

an office building and storehouse with facilities for the inspec-

tion of electric locomotives is under way, and will be com-
pleted during the year. A new 43-stall brick and concrete round-

house at Cedar Hill, Conn., with machine shop, power house,

locomotive coaling plant and ash handling facilities, storehouse

and water supply is about finished. A new steel bridge to re-

place the present structure over the track at Ferry street, which
will allow for a future eight track layout under the bridge, has

been completed and is now in service, and excavation of a por-

tion of the site of the proposed New Haven station is under way.

Contracts have been let for building a passenger station at West-

erly, R. I. Grade crossings are to be eliminated on the line from
East Providence to East Junction, also at Worcester, Mass. At
Readville, Mass., a 200 foot extension of the locomotive shop has

recently been authorized and is expected to be finished next year.

Work has been started on an extension of the present company's

Cos Cob station. This extension of the station completes the

power plant, whose capacity is sufficient to handle all trains in the

zone of electrification, inclusive of the New York, Westchester &
Boston between New York, Harlem River and New Haven. To
provide increased office facilities at South Station, Boston, an

addition to the building has been made by the Boston Terminal

Company at a cost of $425,000.

Chatham, Va.—The Southern Railway is building a com-
bined freight and passenger station and making other im-

provements at Chatham, including the construction of a new
100.000 gal. capacity water tank. The new station is to be 30

ft. X 161 ft., a contract for the work has been given to the

Elliot Building Company, Hickory, N. C.

Gallup, N. Mex.—The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is plan-

ning to erect a 36-stall roundhouse, shops and a passenger sta-

tion at this point.

NoRRis, S. C.—The Southern Railway is asking for bids for

putting up a combined passenger and freight station at Norris.

The building is to be 2854 ft. x 691^ ft., with tile roof, and the

work is to be started at an early date.

Bailmaij iFtnanirial ^ettu?.

Canada Southern.—This company has issued $22,500,000 con-
solidated guaranteed (by the Michigan Central) SO-year 5 per
cent, bonds of a total authorized issue of $40,000,000 bonds, of
the remainder of which $3,000,000 yearly may be issued to pro-
vide for improvements and extensions. J. P. Morgan & Co.,

New York, are offering holders of the first mortgage 6 per cent,

bonds of the Canada Southern, due January 1, 1913, and the

second mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of the Canada Southern,
due March 1, 1913, to exchange their bonds for new consoli-

dated 5 per cent, bonds on a basis which will yield 4.70 per
cent, interest on the new investment. Holders must deposit

the 6's by December 20, and the 5's by January 9, to avail

themselves of this offer. Holders not desiring to make the

change will receive cash for their bonds on date of maturity.

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.—This company,
which was authorized on August 20 to sell $1,578,000 bonds at

92, has been authorized to sell these bonds at 90, it having been

found impossible to sell them at 92.

Colorado Midland.—See Denver & Rio Grande.

Colorado & Southern.—The directors have declared an annual
dividend of 1 per cent, on the common stock. For the last

four years heretofore, annual dividends of 2 per cent, have been
declared at this time. The dividend is payable December 31.

Denver, L.a.ramie & Northwestern.—Bondholders are under-

stood to have agreed to the issue of $375,000 receiver's certifi-

cates to pay for building the road from Greeley to Severance,

Col.

Den\tr & Rio Grande.—This company has bought, the Commer-
cial & Financial Chronicle says, at 55 the $737,150 Grand
Junction Railway stock, forming part of the collateral for

Colorado Midland notes.

Gulf, Florida & Alabama.—Megargel & Co., New York, are

offering $1,500,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of 1911-1961

at 90. The road runs from Pensacola, Fla., to Local. Ala., 72

miles, and is part of a road under construction from Pensacola

to the mineral district of Alabama. The sale of the above

mentioned bonds is to furnish funds for completing the 78

miles of road from Local to a connection with the Southern
Railway at Pine Hill. The company owns a right-of-way from
Pensacola to Tuscaloosa, Ala., 236 miles.

International & Gre.\t Northern.—T. J. Freeman, president of

the International & Great Northern, is quoted in the Houston
Chronicle as saying: "The purchase of the control of the In-

ternational & Great Northern by the Missouri Pacific people

would not be a merger nor a consolidation, but merely a sale.

Stock would be sold from one company of stockholders to new
stockholders. The Goulds control the board of directors of

the Missouri Pacific. Should the Gould interests dispose of

their International & Great Northern holdings to the directors

of the Missouri Pacific, it would not affect their control of the

Missouri Pacific system and they would still control the Inter-

national & Great Northern as a part of the system. . . . Should

the Missouri Pacific get control of the International & Great

Northern it would not be the first out of state railroad to own
stock in a Texas railroad.

Louisville & N.\shville.—See an item in regard to this com-
pany's contract with the Western Union in General News.

Michigan Central.—See Canada Southern.

Midland Continental.—Spitzer, Rorick & Co., Chicago, are

offering $400,000 6 per cent, collateral trust notes at a price to

yield 5.75 per cent. The notes are secured by $1,850,000 first

mortgage 5 per cent, bonds, and by $1,850,000 preferred stock

and the same amount of common stock. The road is in opera-

tion from Edgely to Jamestown. N. D., about 45 miles. The pro-

ceeds of the notes are to be used to pay for the building of the

line from Jamestown to Wimbledon, 25 miles. The bonds

securing the notes will themselves be secured by a first lien on

the 70 miles of road when completed. The road is built with

65-lb. rails, douglas fir ties and with a maximum grade of .6 of

1 per cent.
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ANNUAL REPORT

NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN & HARTFORD RAILROAD COMPANY.

The Income Account of *The New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road System, except the New York, Ontario S: Western Railway, the

Boston '& Maine Railroad, and the Maine Central Railroad Company, for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1912, shows the following result:

Revenue:
Freight $38,974,455.89

Passenger 43,932,341.77

Mail 698,418.04

Express 3,240,382.75

Other Transportation Revenue 825,594.64

Revenue other than Transportation 1,955,855.58

Electric Light 204,416.96

Electric Power 619,055.05

Gas 175,952.29

Water 15,432.16

Total Revenue $90,641,905.13

Less Operatixc Expenses 59,407,632.47

Net Operating Revenue 31,234,272.66

Net Revenue from Outside Operations 1,383,449.31

ToTAi. Net Revenue $32,617,721.97

Accrued Taxes 4,949,094.53

Operating Income 27,668.627.44

Income from Other Sources 4,787,486.75

Total I.vco.me $32,456,114.19

Deductions from Income:

Rentals of Leased Roads $5,062,526.40

Interest on Bonds 3,310,496.03

Interest on Convertible Debentures 2,665,307.35

Interest on Debentures 4,627,272.73

Other Interest 1,298,731.16

Rentals other than above 2,197,014.22

Miscellaneous 379,262.99

Total Deductions from System's Combined Earnings $19,540,610.!

Total Net Earnings of N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., includ-

ing E.ARNINGS OF SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES $12,915,503.31

Dividends paid N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. Stockholders

OTHER THAN SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES 12,609,668.00

$305,835.31Surplus

•All of the Stock of the Companies comprising the System is in the

Treasury of The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company
except 316 shares Preferred Stock and 280 shares Common Stock of the

Central New England Railway Company.

In view of the existing apprehension that the Company's policy in the

matter of acquisition of various properties during the past eight years

is imposing an undue burden upon its resources, it seems fitting at this

time to again direct attention to the fact that the General Statements,

or annual reports, hitherto published, with few exceptions, have been for

The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company alone and
have followed closely the returns required to be filed by it as a corpora-

tion under Federal and State laws. Consequently, such statements could

not and did not reflect the true financial and operating results of the

System as a whole as the income of the parent company included only

such portion of the earnings of subsidiary companies as was received in

the form of dividends upon the capital stocks of those companies in the

treasury of the parent company. Furthermore, the conservative policy

of your Board in establishing and building up out of the expense accounts

reserve funds for fire losses, personal injuries, coal insurance and marine

insurance has had the effect of understating the real net income of the

System. This vear's General Statement, as did that of 1911. contains a

System Income .\ccount and Balance Sheet and explanatory Exhibits and
it is the purpose to continue to furnish such information. It will be of

interest to note the following comparison of the results as reported with

those of the System as a whole, including in the latter the undivided

surplus earnings of the several companies:

Surplus Net Income in Excess of Dividends Paid.

As reported for

,N.H.& H. R. R. Co. System.N. y.,

1905

1906

1907

1908 (Deficit)

1909 (Deficit)

1910

191! (Deficit)

1912 (Deficit)

$ 308,052.44

3.718,285.41

2,217,841.81

2,516.692.85

453,613.02

1,037.793.35

1,267,539.99

903,228.92

$ 901,215.12

4,506.621.89

1,770,277.87

(Deficit) 2,560,866.87

85,606.16

2,711,033.97

456,712.98

305,835.31

Total for eight years $2,140,898.23 $8,176,436.43

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company proper, a differ-
ence of $6,035, 538.J0, of which $3,533,022.09 represents the amount of the
various funds, and $2,502,516.11 the undivided surplus earnings of sub-
sidiary companies. The disposition of the $8,176,436.43 was as follows:

Contributions to and accretions of the Funds $3,533,022.09
Appropriated for Improvements and Betterments 3,000,000.00
Carried to Profit and Loss Accounts 1,643,414.34

$8,176,436.43

So that the real Surplus net income of the System in excess of divi-

dends paid was $8,176,436.43 instead of $2,140,898.23 as reported for The

Regardless of the very liberal advances made during the past two years
in the wages paid to employes, the management is now confronted with
demands for further advances from engine and other forces, which were
made concurrently by similar employees of other eastern railroads to their
respective managements. Consideration at this time has only been given
to those in the engine service. The management feels that this class of
employes is already well and sufficiently paid and that the business condi-
tions coupled with the inability of the Company thus far to secure an
offsetting increase in its freight rates do not justify the assumption of
further burdens which may jeopardize the returns to stockholders.
As a result of prolonged discussion it was deemed advisable to join

with the other roads concerned in submitting the matter to arbitration.
Each side to the controversy has presented its case and a decision of the
arbitrators is momentarily expected. Pending this decision consideration
of the demands of clher classes of employes has been deferred.
The following is a statement of the important construction, improve-

ment and maintenance work undertaken during the year:
Harlem River Branch: Construction work has been authorized to per-

mit the connection of the New York Connecting Railway with the Harlem
River Branch at Port Morris and will be undertaken coincidently with the
construction work of the Connecting Railroad.
At Van Nest a modification of the existing yard tracks, with construction

of repair shop, inspection shed and auxiliary facilities for handling electric

locomotives and cars are under construction and should be completed dur-
ing the ensuing year.

.^t Oak Point the construction of an office building and storehouse with
facilities for the inspection of electric locomotives is under way and will

be completed during the year.
At Westchester Yard the construction of receiving tracks and new

west entrance to the yard for the classification of cars floated to Oak
Point and for the relief of congestion at that point together with transfer
platforms and additional tracks is under way and will be completed as
rapidly as conditions permit.
New York City: The new piers, Nos. 39, 40 and 41, East River, have

been entirely completed and are in service.
Hawleyville to Shelton—Double Tracking: This work has been

continued during the year and sections of second track have been placed

in service from time to time as completed. The entire work is now com-
pleted, making a complete double track railroad from Naugatuck Junction
to Hopewell Junction, a distance of 68.44 miles. Twelve new steel rail-

road bridges and eight highway bridges have been placed, sixteen grade
crossings have been eliminated in connection with the line and grade
revisions made.
Ansonia: a four span reinforced concrete bridge over the Naugatuck

River and the Company's tracks at Bridge Street is under construction and
should be completed this year. The work is being done under agreement
with the City of Ansonia and will effect the elimination of the very im-

portant and much used grade crossing of Bridge Street.

New Haven and Cedar Hill: A new forty-three stall brick and con-

crete roundhouse at Cedar Hill, with machine shoo, power house, locomo-
tive coaling plant and ash handling facilities, storehouse and water supply,

is practically complete and can be placed in service as soon as the in-

stallation of machinery in the shop has been completed.
An enlargement of the Cedar Hill Classification Yard to a capacity of

408 cars and of the Departure Yard to a capacity of 357 cars together

with a change of the Storage Yard on the .Mr Line Division to a (Classi-

fication Yard of 354 cars capacity, is under way and should be completed
by January 1st. 1913.

, . ,

The new steel bridge authorized to replace the present bridge over the

tracks at Ferrv Street, which will provide for the constantly increasing

and heavy traffic, and which will allow for a future eight track layout

under the bridge, has been completed and is now in service.

Excavation of a portion of the site of the proposed New Haven station

is under way. changes in sewers, gas mains, wire lines, etc.. have been

made; trolley track changes and permanent paving in some of the ad-

jacent streets will be undertaken during this season.

Ais Line Improvement; The filling of the Lyman and Rapello \ iaducts,

east of Middletown, for double track roadbed, with construction of concrete

culverts to provide necessarv waterways under the embankments, has been

begun. About 1.000.000 cubic vards of filling will be placed by Company
forces. The height of the viaduct. 125 feet, will require unusual care in

placing material and considerable time to complete.

NiAXTic TO Back Bay—Stone Ballasting: This work has been deferred

during the year, with the exception of some preliminary changes to permit

the economical placing of stone when work is resumed.
. . ,

Westerly R. L, Improvement: Improvement of line, provision for

future four-tracking, including new passenaer and freight stations, passen-

ger subway, abolition of one grade crossing, new bridges and entire re-

vision of facilities has been undertaken and is progressing favorably. Ihe

contract for the passenger station has been awarded and the entire work

should be finished before Tune 30th, 1913. Line revision has been com-

pleted and trains are now operating over it and the new bridge over the

Pawcatuck River.
^ . c

Providence to Fall River Double Tracking: The construction ot

double track on portions of the line with elimination of grade crossings,

including general line and grade revision, has progressed during the year

and is nearly complete. Rehabilitation of and changes m Warren Power

Station and 'East Providence Sub-station have been completed and are m

E.^ST Providence to East Junction Double Tracking: The negotiations

in connection with the elimination of grade crossings at Rumford have

been necessarily protracted during the past year, but are now practically

consummated. The laying of second track is progressing and the work

will be completed this year, if the crossing matters can be closed as

^''nevv Bedford. Mass.: The extension of the east freight yard is prac-

tically completed. Tracks have been laid, driveways paved with, stone

blocks and a fifteen-ton crane erected.
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Worcester, Mass.: The Company's portion of the elimination of grade
crossings under decree of the Court is practically completed; the work
still to be done depending upon the completion of the work of other
companies.
The new Coach Yard and Engine Facilities, as well as the double-track

connection between the Norwich and Worcester and the Providence and
Worcester Railroads are nearly done.

At South Worcester Junction a concrete tower and interlocking plant
have been constructed and are in service.

Readville, Mass.: A 200 foot extension of the Locomotive Shop has
recently been authorized and should be completed during the ensuing year.

Boston—Harrison Square to Atlantic and Savin Hill to Neponset—
Elimination of Grade Crossings Under Decree of the Court and Con-
struction OF Third and Fourth Tracks: Nine grade crossings have been
eliminated and tracks are elevated and in service from Savin Hill to Ne-
ponset. Three passenger subways have been built, station grounds and
freight yards have been enlarged or improved, concrete signal towers have
been built at Harrison Square and Savin Hill and automatic block signals
are installed from Savin Hill to Atlantic. A new brick and stucco pas-
senger station at Harrison Square, new inbound stations at Popes Hill
and Neponset and a new shelter shed at Atlantic have been completed.
The most important pieces of work that have been under prosecution by

the Electrical Department during the past fiscal year, are as follows:
(1) Extension of Cos Cob Power Station.
(2) Electrification of Harlem River Branch main line, yards and sidings,

and electrification of yards and sidings Woodlawn to Stamford.
<3) Electrification of the New York, Westchester and Boston Railway.
(4) Extension of electrification from Stamford to New Haven.
(5) Elimination of electro-magnetic induction on foreign wires in the

electric zone.
(6) Electrical Equipment.

Extension of Cos Cob Power Station.

April 27th, 1911, ground was broken for the extension of the present
Cos Cob Station, to include four 5,000 KVA turbo generators with full
complement of steam and auxiliary parts. Current has already been sup-
plied from the terminals of the first generator of the extended plant, and
the progress of construction indicates that the remaining sets will be in
readiness to supply current by October 1st, 1912. This extension of the
station completes the power plant, whose capacity is sufficient to handle
all trains—passenger, freight and switching in the zone of electrification,
inclusive of the New York, Westchester and Boston Railway, between
New York, Harlem River and New Haven.

Electrification of Harlem River Branch Main Line, Yards and Sidings,
AND Electrification of Yards and Sidings Woodlawn to Stamford.

The electrification system of the main line of the Harlem River Branch
is completed and on July 29th electric passenger service was inaugurated
between Stamford and Harlem River. The electrification of the yards and
sidetracks is expected to be completed and electric switcher operation
commenced at an early date.

Electrification of New York, Westchester and Boston Railway.

The electrification of the four-track section of the New York, West-
chester and Boston Railway, between 180th Street and South Mt. Vernon,
and the two-track section from South Mt. Vernon to Larchmont Junction
was completed May 2Sth, 1912, and electric operation inaugurated May
29th. The entire work of electrification of this road was completed and
complete electric operation inaugurated August 3rd.

Extension of Electrification from Stamford to New Haven.

The work of electrifying the main line tracks, Stamford to New Haven,
is well under way and' is expected to be completed within the next fiscal

year.

Elimination of Electro-Magnetic Induction on Foreign Wires in the
Electric Zone.

A satisfactory method of practically eliminating electro-magnetic induc-
tion on telegraph and telephone wires, has been worked out, and the addi-

tional installation necessary, both on the main line, Harlem River Branch
and New York, Westchester & Boston Railway, will be pushed as rapidly

as possible.

Electrical Equipment.

During the year, orders have been placed for multiple unit equipment to

the extent of 13 motor cars and 26 trailers, for use in the passenger
service on the Harlem River Branch; 3 AC-DC and 36 AC electric freight

engines for freight service between Harlem River and New Haven; and
15 electric switch engines for use in the various electrified yards.

Number of Grade Crossings Eliminated,

State of Connecticut 10

State of Massachusetts 4

Total 14

New Passenger Stations or Improved Facilities have been provided
<iuring the year at the following points:

New Stations.

Bartow. N. Y. Hayden Rowe, Mass. Sound View, Conn.
Farm St., Mass. Neponset. Mass. Southbridge, Mass.
Foxboro. Mass. (eastb'd). South Walpole, Mass.
Harrison Square, Mass. Point Pleasant, R. I. Terryville, Conn.

Pooes Hill, Mass.

Improved Facilities.

Atlantic, Mass. Fields Corner, Mass. Popes Hill, Mass.
Auburn, R. I. Forest Ave., Mass. Readville, Mass.
Bethel. Conn. Framingham, Mass. Riverside. R. I.

Bolton. Conn. Franklin. Mass. Sharon Heights, Mass.
Botsford. Conn. Highland, Mass. South Britain, Conn.
Bournedale, Mass. Kineston, R. I. State Line. Mass.
Breakwater, Conn. Larchmont. N. Y. Stonin(rton. Conn.
Bridgeport, Conn. Medway, Mass. Thomnsonville, Conn.
Bristol, Conn. Mystic, Conn. Walpole, Mass.
Canton Junction, Mass. N. Bedford. Mass. Warren, R. L
Caryville, Mass. (Weld St.). Watertown. Conn.
Casanova. N. Y. New Haven. Conn. Whaley Lake, N. Y.
Centerviile. Conn. Neoonset, Mass. Whitman, Mass.
Cliguot, Mass. Newtown. Conn. Wickford Junction. R. I.

Crescent Park, R. I. North Bellingham, Woonsocket Junction,
Cromwell, Conn. Mass. Mass.
Fairmount, Mass. Norwood. Mass. Yarmouth, Mass.

Pel ham. N. Y.

New Passenger Stations or Improved Facilities upon which work it
nder way and will be completed during the ensuing year are as follows:

Buzzards Bay, Mass.
Esmond, R. 1.

Ashmont, Mass.
Bourne. Mass.
Brewster, Mass.
Darien, Conn.
East Douglas, Mass.
East Litchfield, Conn.
Lee, Mass.
Manchester, Conn.

New Stations.

Improved Facilities,

Needham, Mass.
Onset Junction, Mass.
Provincetown, Mass.
Randolph, Mass.
Riverside. R. I.

Sandy Hook, Conn.
Savbrook Junction,

New Preston, Conn.
Poughquag, N. Y.

Sharon, Mass.
South Wellfleet, Mass.
Watertown, Conn,
Washington, Conn.
West Quincy, Mass.
West Walpole, Mass.
Winsted, Conn.
Woonsocket, R. I.

New Freight Houses or Increased Freight Facilities have been pro-
ided during the year at the following points:

Esmond, R. I.

Allyn's Point, Conn.
Bantam, Conn.
Botsford, Conn.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Bristol. R. I.

Burnside, Conn.
Hadlyme, Conn.
Harle N. Y.
Harrison Square, Mass.

New Stations.

Milton, Mass.

Improved Facilities.

Hartford, Conn.
Lime Rock. Conn.
Milford, Mass.
Neponset, Mass.
New Milford. Conn.
Newport, R. I.

New York. N. Y.
Norton, Mass.
Oak Point. N. Y.

Pittsfield. Mass.
Quinebaug, Conn.
Southbridge, Mass,
Southwick. Mass.
Springfield, Mass,
Torrington, Conn.
Waterbury, Conn.
West Thompson, Conn.

New Freight Houses or Increased Freight Facilities upon which work
is under way, and which will be completed during the ensuing year are as
follows:

Ansonia, Conn.
Bourne, Mass.
Bournedale, Mass.
Boston Freight Termi'

nal.

Bristol, Conn.
Centredale, R. I,

Congamond, Mass.

New St.\tions.

Providence, R. I.

Improved Facilities.

East Windsor Hill.
Conn.

Greene, R. I.

Harris. R. L
Medway, Mass.
New Bedford, Mass,
New Preston. Conn.
Plainfield, Conn,

Westerly. R, I.

Putnam, Conn.
Sandy Hook, Conn.
Scotland, Conn.
South Easton, Mass,
Watuppa, Mass.
Webster. Mass.
Westchester. N. Y.
Yarmouth. Mass,

New Turntables have been installed during the year at ibe following
points:

Cedar Hill, Conn. Greenbusb. Mass.

Signal and Interlocking Improvements and Additions have been made
during the year at the following points:

Bethel, Conn.
Boston, Mass.
Bridgeport. Conn.
Buzzards Bay, Mass.
Cedar Hill-Springfield.
Columbia Junction, Conn.
East Junction. R. I.

East Taunton, Mass.
East Walpole, Mass.
Foxboro. Mass.
Harlem River Branch.
Hartford-Burnside,
New Haven-Cedar Hill.

New Rochelle-Larchmont Jet.

Pawtucket, R. I.

Plainville, Conn.
Sharon Heights, Mass.
Shelton-Hawleyville, Conn,
South Walpole, Mass.
Valley Falls—Adamsdale Jet
Waterbury-Hartford.
West Barnstable, Mass.
West Farms, N. Y.
Westerly. R. I.

Wrentham, Mass.
Wickford Junction, R. I.

Various Stations—Installation of
derails.

In addition to the abcve work under construction or finished, the in-
stallation of automatic block signals has been authorized and will be
started as soon as arrangements can be made, from;

Braintree to Whitman & Cohasset.
Derby Junction to Waterbury.
Hawieyville Junction to Tunnel

Junction.

New Bridges, Both Track and
ening and Renewals, to permit
follows:

Atlantic, Mass.
Blackstone. Mass.
Botsford, Conn, (3)
Braintree Highlands, Mass.
Brayton, Mass. (2)
Brayton Point, Mass.
Cedar Hill, Conn.
City Mills. Mass.
East Junction. Mass,
East Litchfield, Conn. (2)
Fields Corner, Mass. (2)
Harrison Square, Mass.
Hartford. Conn.
Hawieyville. Conn. (2)
Highland Lake, Mass,
Holyoke, Mass.
Islington, Mass.
Monroe, Conn. (2)

Additional Protection Against Fire Hazard ha
following points:

Mansfield to New Bedford.
New Haven to Stamford.
South Framingham to Walpole.
Walpole to Mansfield.

Overhead. Bridge Repairs, Strength-
heavier loading, have been made a»

Myricks, Mass.
Neponset. Mass.
New Haven. Conn. (2)
Newtown. Conn. (5)
Northampton. Mass. (2)
Perrins. R. I.

Randolph, Mass.
River Point, R. I.

River St., Mass.
Rumford, R. L (4)
Shelton, Conn. (3)
Stevenson, Conn.
Thompson, Conn.
Touisset. R. I.

Walpole, Mass.
Weatogue. Conn.
Westerly, R. L
West Mystic, Conn.

been provided at the

Allyn's Point, Conn.
Botsford. Conn.
Cedar Hill Yard, Conn.
Mansfield, Mass.

New Bedford, Mass. (Wamsutta
St Yard).

South Boston Freight Terminal.
Watuppa, Mass.

Supolementing the placing of water barrels on wooden bridges com-
pleted" last year, water barrels are being placed on all commercial trestles.

All shine'le roofs are being painted with fireproof paint and platforms
are being sheathed as an additional precaution against fire.
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Track Scales. General authority has been granted for the installation

or renewal of a large number of track and depot scales. Twenty track

scales and a number of smaller scales are now being placed under this

authority to ensure the correct weighing of merchandise and other freight.

Commercial Sidetracks. Eighty-one sidetracks to serve industries along

the Company's lines have been installed during the year and all existing

tracks of this class have been provided with derails and other safeguards.

Passing Sidings. A number of passing sidings have been installed to

permit double-track operation from Bristol to Hartford and work is

authorized or contemplated on a number between New Haven and Spring-

field, and between Providence and New London, to allow better spacing

of trains and permit increased use of the present double-track lines.

Creosoted Ties, Tie Plates and Screw Spikes.

Total number of ties (all kinds) laid during the year.. 1,649,231

Total number of ties creosoted, provided with tie plates

and screw spikes, laid during the year between New
Haven and Woodlawn and on the Harlem River
Branch 67,925

Rail.

There have been laid in main tracks during the

nance and construction, S,273 tons of 100 pound ra

80, 78, 68 and 90 pound rerolled

New equipment to the

the year, consisting of

charged to Equip-

amounted to $4,949,094.53
r 1911, an increase of

lilroad could exist

lils, it will readily be seen

ndispensable service

of $3,389,162.77 has been purchased during
electric locomotives, three sleeping cars,

u..^ 'hundred and "thirteen passenger coaches, four combination passenger

and baggage cars, si.iteen electric cars, three hundred and three coal cars,

eight hundred ar.d si.xty-three box cars and one scale test car; this amount
also includes the cost of converting forty-two passenger cars into cabooses

and work equipment, twenty-two freight cars into work equipment^

twenty box cars into cabooses. The entir

ment Account.
The System taxes accrued during the year

as compared with $4,682,384.12 for the yea

$266,710.41 or 5.7 per cent.
. .

The roads operated and controlled by your Company are not receiving

the compensation to which they believe they are entitled for carrying the

mails. It is estimated that the yearly loss suffered by reason of the

inadequate pay allowed by the Post Office Department is in the neighbor-

hood of three-quarters of a million dollars. It is admitted by the officials

of that Department that the loss amounts to about four hundred thousand

dollars, but this figure omits a charge to which the roads claim they are

fairly entitled for the use of the property employed in the mail service.

Vigorous protest has been made against this injustice, but the Depart-

ment claims it is powerless to afford relief without remedial legislation

by Congress.
Until a recent decision of the United States Supreme Court it was

supposed that railroads were well within the bounds of reason and just

and fair treatment in expecting to collect from the Government a reason-

able price for work which they had performed, but by that decision when
a railroad undertakes to carry the mails it must not only give all the

service required by law, but also all additional service required by the

Postmaster General, and that for such service it could only receive what

Congress had authorized. The remedy left to the railroad, as pointed

by the decision, was to stop carrying the mails. As
in any community if it refused to carry the

that the remedv is nominal, not real.
.

The present laws, in the light of this decision, result in setting the com-

mon carriers of the country apart from all other instrumentalities of service

and require them to involuntarily make a contribution for the benefit of a

showing of economy and efficiency in the conduct of the Post Office De-

partment, which in effect amounts to confiscation, disguised though it may
be. The Post Office Department ought to be willing to pay its way the

same as any other shipper, and Congress should enact such la ^ '

give to the railroads a fair compensatior ' - -" '--"

as mail transportation.
Pending legislation relating to the relations of the railroads to the

proposed parcels-oost system will result, if enacted into law, in still further

loss. Assuming "the passage of such a law, with the transfer of parcels-

post to the mails the railroads will receive no compensation until the

weighing period next after the law goes into effect. This period will come
in the .\utumn of 1916, so that the railroads will for four years be deprived

of the revenue on parcels, which, if it were not for the parcels-post law;,

would have been sent by express, and be compelled to carry additional mail

in the form of parcels-post for no compensation.
, „ .,

In 1904 the Company acquired control of the Central New England Rail-

way Company at which time the capital stock consisted of 31,500 preferred

shares and 34,500 common shares, and it had outstanding $8,310,000 of

bonds. Its capital stock at the present time consists of 37,500 preferred

shares and 48.000 common shares, and it has outstanding bonds to the

amount of $12,317,000.
, , , . , , j

Substantially all of the increase in the capital stock and indebtedness

resulted from the mergers in 1907 of the Newburgh. Dutchess and Con-

necticut, Dutchess Countv, Poughkeepsie Bridge and Poughkeepsie and East-

ern Railroad Companies, and to the refunding of the old First Mortgage

Bonds.
. , , •

During the period from 1904 to 1912 there has been spent in improve-

ments and additions to the property, including new equipment, $4,625,622.9!.

and there is in contemplation further similar expenditures of about

$2,500,000 to enable the company to economically and efficiently handle the

large volume of business necessary to be done via the Poughkeepsie Bridge

The New York New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company owns 37.184

preferred shares of the total of 37,500 shares, and 47,720 common shares

of the total of 48.000 shares.
.

The New York, Ontario & Western Railway, in which your Company
has a controlling interest, was unable under the conditions of business

prevailing during the past year, and especially because of the anthracite

coal strike, to earn the dividend it has paid for several years.

Petition has been filed with the Public Service Commission, Second Dis-

trict, New York State, for permission to acquire the outstanding minorit.-

interest in the stock of the Company with a view to merging the property

with that of your Company by lease or otherwise as may seem desirable.

It is believed by such merging the receipts may be so increased and the

expenses so reduced that as good or better result may be obtained than by

a separate and independent management as has heretofore obtained.

We have been disappointed in not having been able to secure the control

we had expected to of the Rutland Railroad. The transfer of stock wp had

agreed to purchase of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad

Company was enjoined by the New York Courts, and no change of control

is now possible until after trial of the case in Court.

While the loss resulting from this delay is serious we have thought it

better not to yield to any demands of those who are promoting this litiga-

tion, lest by doing so in this case we encourage similar proceedings in

other cases by persons who may desire to derive advantage from an inter-

ruption of important plans of a large corporation.

We are still of the opinion that the purchase is most desirable in the
interest of the system of roads in the control of your company, and we
believe had the purchase been completed the minority interest would have
suffered no harm, but would have fared as well or better than the control-
ling interest, as has been the case with the Central New England and other
companies added to the system of roads in your control.
With the burden of building up the property and earnings of the Rutland

Railroad on our hands, however, we were unwilling at first to make a
further investment than necessary to enable us to carry out without
hindrance our plans for its development.

It has been deemed advisable by your Board of Directors to segregate
the Company's interests in the water lines hitherto owned and operated
by the New England Navigation Company, and accordingly a sale of the
physical properties has been made to ITie New England Steamship Com-
pany, payment for which has been received in the capital stock and first

mortgage bonds of that company.
This action has been taken, owing to legislation pending, and recently

passed by Congress, requiring railroads to dispose of all interest in steam-
ship lines with which they can or may compete. Our steamship lines have
never been in themselves a source of much profit, but they have enabled us
to give a better service than would have been possible had the business
been confined to our rail lines, on account of better deliveries, especially
in New York City.
Our interest in the Merchants & Miners Transportation Company has

been of importance in protecting us in connection with our rail line con-
nections and New England business generally has been promoted, we
believe, hv its control in our interest. Such control has not resulted in
any increase in rates, but has, we believe, been a serious factor in some
instances in preventing increases.
The construction of the New York Connecting Railroad is progressing;

contracts have been awarded for steel work for Big Hell Gate Bridge and
Ward's and Randall's Island Viaduct, for steel work for Little Hell Gate
and Bronx Kill Bridges and approach viaducts, for masonry of Bronx Via-
duct, for foundation and masonry work of Eastern Viaduct, for tower bases
East River Bridge and for excavation and masonry from Woodside .\venue
to Stemler Street. The execution of a first mortgage to secure an issue

of four per cent, bonds not exceeding in the aggregate thirty million dol-

lars has been approved bv the Company. Such bonds when sold will be
guaranteed jointly by The Pennsylvania Railroad Company and The New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company.
The following sections of the line of the New Yoik, Westchester and

Boston Railway Companv were opened for commercial service—on May
2'..th, 1912. fiom Adams Street, Borough of the Bronx, New York, to Nortb
.\venue. New Rochelle; on July 1st, 1912, from Columbus Avenue Junction,
Mount Vernon, to Mamaroneck Avenue Station, White Plains; on .-Xugust

3d, 1912, from .Adams Street. Bronx, south to the junction with the Harlem
River Branch of The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Com-
pany near 174th Street and from Mamaroneck Avenue, White Plains, to the

terminal of the line at Westchester Avenue, White Plains; and on August
3d. 1912, the train service was continued over the Harlem River Branch
tracks of The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company to-

Willis .Avenue, where connection is made with the Second and Third Ave-
nue Elevated Railroads. The public patronage of these sections since their

opening lends encouragement to the belief that further construction and
contemplated connections and transfer facilities with the rapid transit lines

of New York City will add very materially to the business of the road.

The Public Service Commission for the First District, New York, has
approved the route for the extension of the Lenox Avenue Branch of the

Subway, lying alongside the line of the New York, Westchester and
Boston's line from ISOtli Street to Unionport Road.

Negotiations are now under wav for the sale of so much of the Cora-

oany's property as is required by the City for this route. The completioa
of this extension will mean a transfer point between the Westchester Com-
pany and the Subway. It is proposed that the station shall be joint and
provide for transfer from one line to the other under cover.

The Lexington .'\venue Subway, now under construction, will cross the

Westchester Company's line near Westchester Avenue in the Bronx, which

will make a third transfer point for Westchester Company passengers to

New York City rapid transit lines. This will give the Company connection

with two East Side lines, a line through the middle of Manhattan and one
on the West Side.
The third-tracking of the Second .\venue and Third Avenue Elevated

will greatly improve the service via these lines; the Second Avenue Elevated

is the shortest route to the lower part of Manhattan.
The interest on the advances by The New York, New Haven and Hart-

ford Railroad Company for account of the New York, Westchester and
Boston Railwav Company amounted on June 30th, 1912, to $1,675,489.96.

.As this money has not been repaid to the treasury no credit thereof has

been taken in'the Income .Account of the Company, but is held in suspense

for consideration as a credit to Income or Profit and Loss Account when

It 15 expected, and was estimated, this property would have to be carried

for about three years from the opening of the same for business before it

could become self-sustaining.
r, , j

Your Company's ownership of the caoital stock of Boston Railroad

Holding Companv now consists of 31.065 shares of common stock, the entire

issue, and 244,939 shares of preferred stock out of a total of 272.939.

The Holding Company's investment in Boston and Maine Railroad con-

sists of 219.189 shares of common stock out of a total of 395,050 and of

6,543 shares of preferred stock out of a total of 31,498.

The dividends received on the Boston and Maine stock, with available

cash on hand, were insufficient for the vear by $148,741.48 to pay ta.xes.

administration expenses and the dividend of four per cent, upon the

preferred shares of the Holding Company, which amount was orovided by

your Companv out of income under its guaranty of such dividend.

The rehabilitation of the Boston and Maine Railroad has so far progressed

and the outlook for improvement in operating results is so favorable as ttt

justify the exnectation that the Road will be able to increase the rate

of dividend on the common stock without impairment of service or

diminishment of provision for adequate maintenance and up-keep of the

property, to an extent which will enable the Holding Company to care for

its obligations without recourse to your Company's guaranty-.

This expectation, however, mav not be realized if the Road, in common
with other eastern railroads, is forced to yield to the existing demands

of labor for advances in wages. „ ., , „ . , .

The rehabilitation of the Boston and Maine Railroad will require at least

two more vears' time before the property can satisfactorily handle the busi-

ness of the section of the countrv it serves. Until then the patience of

the public and the officials in chafge will be severely taxed. It is not so

much a question of money as of the necessary time in which the plans can

be legally perfected and the money properly and economically expended.

The reconstruction and imorovements of the Grand Centra Terminal

in New York bv the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Com-
pany are so ne'ar completion that it is expected the new station will be

readv for occupancy by January 1. 1913.

Your Company participates in the interest on
tures proportionate to its use of the Terminal
number of cars entering the Terminal.

St of these expend!-
ired by the relative
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As the railroad use of the approaches to the Terminal is confined to

space below the street level it is the purpose of your Company to join with
the Central Company in the utilization of the aerial rights and of the

adjacent surplus real estate by the construction of buildings for commercial
purposes under such terms of use as will not only return a good rate of

interest on the investment but will result in a substantial reduction of the
expense of operating and maintaining the Terminal.
A loft building has already been constructed and is now occupied at

46th and 47th Streets and Lexington Avenue; an office building at 49lh
and 50th Streets and Lexington Avenue is under construction and nearly
completed; contracts have been made for the construction and occupancy
of a hotel at 43d and 44th Streets and Madison and Vanderbilt Avenues,
and for a store and office building at the corner of 42d Street and Vander
bill Avenue; and there is contemplated the construction of a building for
club purposes at the corner of 45th Street and Vanderbilt Avenue.

It is the expectation to eventually finance the necessary expenditures by
means of a separate companv whose capital stock shall be owned equally
by your Company and the Central Company and whose obligations shall

be guaranteed jointly iyy the two Companies.
The agreement with the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad

Company to share equally in the net results of the operation of the Boston
and Albany Railroad referred to in the last General Statement has been
in force one year, and has substantially fulfilled expectation in its effect

upon your Company's interests.

The direct charge upon our income has only been about $18,000, which
has been more than counter-balanced by indirect benefits.

In consonance with a policy adopted by your Board of Directors to con-
fine the activities of the company to the business of transportation a sub-
lease, at a satisfactory rental, of the commercial electric and gas properties
leased by your company in 1906 from the Connecticut Railway & Lighting
Company was made, effective October 1, 1911, to The United Electric
Light and Water Company.
This sub-lease covered the systems for the distribution of electrical

energy, for other than railway purposes, in the towns of Waterbury, Nauga-
tuck, Watertown, Cheshire, New Britain, Newington Berlin, Plainville,

Southington, Norwalk, Wilton, New Canaan and Greenwich; the gas plants
and distributing systems in the towns of Norwalk, Greenwich and Kauga-
tuck; and the right to furnish gas and electricity in the town of Weston.

The capital stock of the Companv has been increased during the year
by the addition of 7,846 shares ($784,600.00) which have been issued in

exchange for $1,176,900.00 of 3^^% Convertible Debenture Certificates of
the issue of January 1. 1906.
Of the total outstanding capital stock, 217,198 shares are in the treas-

uries of subordinate companies.
The outstanding indebtedness of the Company and its leased lines, in the

hands of the public, has been increased during the year by the amount of
$708,040.22, as follows:

Increases.

Four per cent, notes $30,100,000.00
Four and one-quarter per cent, notes 220,000.00
Four and one-half per cent, notes 3.075.000.00

$33,395,000.00

Decreases.

Four per cent, notes paid $ 1,919.950.78
Four and one-half per cent, notes paid 22.590.000.00
Four per cent. (1908) Debentures paid 3,100.00
Five per cent. Four Year Debentures paid 11,000.00
Five per cent. Five Year Debentures paid 6,676,000.00
Three and one-half per cent. Convertible Debenture

Certificates exchanged for capital stock 1,176.900.00
Meriden Horse R. R. 1st Mortgage 57o Bonds paid... 85,000.00
Plymouth & Middleboro R. R. 1st Mortgage S^c
Bonds paid 225,000.00

$32,686,959.78

Net Increase $ 708,040.22

The capital stock of the Old Colony Railroad Company has been in-
creased during the year by the sale of five thousand (5,000) shares, the
proceeds of which have been applied toward the reimbursement of ex-
penditures for betterments by your Company.
The property and franchises of the Plymouth and Middleboro Railroad

Company, formerly leased to the Old Colony Railroad Company, were pur-
chased by that company on November 28, 1911.

It has been deemed advisable to improve the facilities of the Boston
and Providence Railroad Corporation by the construction of two additional
main line tracks from Boston to East Junction, the elimination of grade
crossings, and to adapt and equip the whole main line thus four-tracked
for operation by the use of electricity as a motive power.
These improvements are estimated to cost about eight jnillion dollars.
As the least of the Boston and Providence Railroad Corporation to the

Old Colony Railroad Company made no provision for the payment by the
lessor for improvements to its property, the cost of the work contem-
plated would fall upon your Company as lessee of the Old Colony unless
other provision could be made for furnishing the necessary funds. The
property to be improved being held by lease and not controlled through
stock ownership, your Board did not feel that it should increase the
direct obligations of the Company for such purpose. As a result of
negotiations an agreement has been reached whereby the Boston and
Providence Railroad Corporation is to mortgage its railroad, franchises
and propertv to secure an issue of four per cent, seventv-five year bond?
to the aggregate amount of eight million dollars, and The' New York. New
Haven and Hartford Railroad Company is to endorse its guaranty on
said bonds.
The office facilities at the South Station, Boston, having become inade-

quate to accommodate the needs of the departments located in Boston for
the purpose of securing a more efficient handling of the business, and to
furnish necessary additional room for the official staff of the Boston and
Albany Railroad, an addition to the building has been made by the Boston
Terminal Company at an expenditure of about $425,000, which provides
for twenty-seven additional office units on each of the three floors together
with two passenger elevators, new freight elevator, stairway and toilets.

This addition has also provided much needed relief to the Boston and
Maine Railroad, whose offices were greatly overcrowded, and has enabled
a removal of the principal general offices of that company from the North
Station to the South Station.
The special funds ordered by the Directors for the protection of the

Company against losses by fire, catastrophies, etc., so that the expenses
of no single year should be unduly burdened, have reached an amount
sufficient for the purposes for which they" were created and no further
assessment of the operating expenses should be necessary unless the funds
should be depleted as a result of disasters, which are improbable so far

as the past history of the company furnishes a guide. For example, the
assets in the Insurance Fund now amount to $1,953,883.93, and outside
insurance has been purchased from the income of the Fund, which pro-
tects the Company against loss by any one fire in excess of $100,000.00 up
to $1,000,000.00 and against a combination of losses in excess of $250.-
000.00 without limit.

Professor George J. Brush died at New Haven, Connecticut, on Feb-
ruarv 6, 1912, and the following minute was entered upon the records of
the Board:

"Professor George J. Brush, a Director of this Company since
October 18. 1893. and for many years previously a Director in the
New Haven and Northampton Company, since merged into this
Company, died at his residence in New Haven, Connecticut, Feb-
ruary 6, 1912. The Directors desire to place on record their
appreciation of the service he has rendered the Company, bis
devotion to its interests at all times, and the sense of personal
loss they feel at his departure, though his life was one of long
years and filled with honors such as it is given to but few of us
to achieve.

"Resolved : That an engrossed copy of these minutes be sent by
the Secretary to the members of his family."

The vacancy was filled by the election on February IS, 1912, of Mr,
Augustus S. May of Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Mr. Amory A. Lawrence died at Boston. Massachusetts, on July 6, 1912,
and the following minute was entered upon the records of the Board:

"The Board, with profound regret, learns of the death of Mr.
Amory A. Lawrence on July 6, 1912, for four years last past
a member of this Board.

"Faithful in attendance, conscientious in the discharee of his
duty, and ever watchful of the interest of the Company, he will
be sadly missed by his associates.
"Resolved : That a copy of these minutes be spread upon the

records, and an engrossed copy sent to the family of Mr.
La\^

The faithful and efficient

hereby acknowledged.

By order of the Board of Directors,

New Haven, Connecticut,
September, 19, 1912.

of the officers and employes are

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, JUNE 30, 1912.

The New York^ New Haven and Hartford Railroad System, Except
New York, Ontario and Western Railway Company, Boston and

Maine Railro.a,d and Maine Central Railro-ad Company.

ASSETS.
Property Investment :

Road and Equipment $225,377,244.93
Floating Equipment, Street Railways and

other properties 103,287,774.76

$328,665,019.69
Less Reserve for Accrued Depreciation of
Equipment 431.371.58

Total $328,233,648.11

Securities:

Securities of Proprietary, Affiliated and
Controlled Companies:

Stocks (Exhibit I) $46,170,178.65
Miscellaneous (Exhibit I) 10,235,399.59

Total 56,405.578.24

Other Investments:

Advances to Proprietary, Affiliated and
Controlled Companies for Construc-
tion, Equipment and Betterments $ 1,033,541.25

Miscellaneous Investments:

Physical Property 8.313.362.35
Securities (Exhibit II) 4,622,062.50

Total $ 13,968.966.10

Total Property Investment

Working Assets:

Cash $ 28,417.437.21
Marketable Securities (Exhibit IIL) 47,322,269.83
Loans and Bills Receivable 5,021.519.87
Net Balance due from Agents and Con-

ductors 3,564.156.59
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable 4,450,379.97
Materials and Supplies 5,145,372.66
Traffic and Car Service Balances due from

other companies 657,736.18
Other Working Assets 199,843.21

Total Working Assets

Accrued Income not Due:
Unmatured Interest, Dividends and Rents

Receivable 659,659.75
Deferred Debit Items:
Temporarv Advances to Proprietary, Affili*

ated and Controlled Companies $ 1,997.054.55
Working Funds 167,387.15
Rents, Insurance and Taxes paid in ad-
vance 57 838 3S

Special Deposits .......
'..*.*.'.*.'.'.*".'

...... 129,703.65
Unextinguished Discount on Securities 5^033.56
Cash and Securities in Sinking and Re-
demption Funds:

Connecticut Railway and Lighting Co.
Sinking Fund $ 562.652.42

Worcester & Conn. Eastern Ry. Sink-
ing Fund 78,000.00

Total $ 640,652.42

$398,608,192.45
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Cash and Securities in Insurance and Other
Reserve Funds:
Insurance Fund $ 994,199.53
.Accident and Casualty Fund 1,089,463.77
Coal Insurance Fund 21,251.26
Marine Insurance Fund, The New
England Steamship Co 85,359.66

Total $ 2.190,274.22
Other Deferred Debit Items 4,707,575.87
Total Defesred Debit Items

$503,942,087.49

LIABILITIES.
Stock :

Capital Stock $179,583,100.00
Less, Held by Subsidiary Companies:
The- New England Naviga-

gation Co $21,571,900.00
The Rhode Island Co 147,900.00

21,719,800.00

$157,863,300.00
Premium realized on Capital Stock Sold

(Since July 1. 1909) $ 32,786,089.00
Less premium on shares held by Subsidiary
Companies 13,016,501.75

$ 19,769,587.25

"
93,313.22

$177,726,200.47

MoRTG.\GE, Bonded and Secured Debt:

Mortgage Bonds, including Bonds of Merged
Roads Assumed (E.xhibit IV) $ 60,876,000.00

Less. Held in Treasury $201,000.00
Held by the New England

Navigation Co 70,000.00
271,000.00

$ 60,605,000.00
Plain Bonds, Debentures and Notes, includ-

ing Debentures of Merged Roads As-
sumed (Exhibit V) $143,716,300.00

Less, Held in Treasury $ 1.650.00
Held by The New England
Navigation Co 1,509.000.00

1,510,650.00

$142,205,650.00
unded Debt of Subsidiary Companies (Ex-
hibit VI) 39,242,391.50

Working Liabilities:

Loans and Bills Payable $ 34,533,000.00
Traffic and Car Service Balances due to

other companies 3,453,620.83
Audited Vouchers and Wages Unpaid 5,806,420.76
Miscellaneous Accounts Payable 61,639.82
Matured Interest, Dividends and Rents
Unpaid 5,400,335.43

Matured Mortgage, Bonded and Secured
Debt Unpaid 35,512.68

Other Working Liabilities 143,558.10

Total Working Liabilities.

Accrued Liabilities Not Due;
Unmatured Interest, Dividends and Rents

Payable $ 3,339,511.95
Taxes Accrued 32,153.62

Not DuiTotal Accrued Liabil

Deferred Credit Items:

Operating Reserves:

Accident and Casualty
Funds $ 3,855,759.20

Other Operating Reserves 309,298.73

$ 4,163.057.93
Other Deferred Credit Items 2.859,063.60

Total Deferred Credit Items

Appropriated Surplus:

Reserves from Income or Surplus:

Invested in Sinking and Redemption Funds:
Connecticut Railway and Lighting Co. Sinking Fund.

Equipment and Personal Property Leased
Deferred Liability .\ccount Net Assets, Connecticut

Rv. and Lighting Co
Profit and Loss Account

Contingent Liabilities:

The New York, New Haven ant
Company is liable jointly with othe
ficiency on foreclosure of bonds of The Boston Terminal
Companv.
The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad

Companv guarantees four ner cent, dividends on preferred
stock of the Springfield Railway Companies, $3,387,900.,
and payment of principal at one hundred five per cent,
on liquidation.
The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad

Company guarantees four per cent, dividends on preferred
stock of the New England Investment and Security Com-
pany, $4,000,000., and payment of principal at one hun-

Hartford Railroad

The Ne« York,
Company is liable j

Hud son Ri\ er Railr
tions of the
r ider the provis

Acts of the Genera
sach isetts. passed

dred five per cent, on liquidation: also guarantees the
payment of principal, $3.400.000., and interest of the New
England Investment and Security Company fifteen-year
Funding Gold Notes dated .•\pril 1st, 1909; also guaran-
tees the payment of an additional $12,850,000. and interest
of New England Investment and Security Companv fif-

teen-year Funding Gold Notes dated .\pril 1st. 1909, when
requested to do so by John L. Billard, as per contract.
The New York. New Haven and Hartford Railroad

Company guarantees the payment of principal and interest
of the four and one-half per cent. First Mortgage Gold
Bonds of the New York, Westchester and Boston Railway
Company, dated July 1st, 1911, to the amount of
$17,200,000.

New Haven and Hartford Railroad
ntly with the New York Central and
ad Company for any deficit in opera-
ind Albanv Railroad,
ns of Section 4, Chapter 519, of the

al Court of the Commonwealth of Mas-
at its 1909 Session, The New York,

New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company promises
when they shall be sold to guarantee the principal of,
and the dividends, and interest upon the capital stock,
bonds, notes, and other evidences of indebtedness of Bos-
ton Railroad Holding Company acquired by it. On June
!5th, 1910. the General Court of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts approved an ,\ct authorizing the issue of
preferred stock (without voting power) of Boston Rail-
road Holding Company, in exchange for its four per cent,
fifty-vear Debentures dated November 1st, 1909; and on
January 10th, 1911. the $20,012,000. Debentures owned by
The Niw York. New Haven and Hartford Railroad Com-
pany were exchanged for preferred stock. On June 30th,
1912. there were held by the public, 28.000 shares of pre-
ferred stock of Boston Railroad Holding Company, on
which the guarantee had been executed: and on the same
date. The New York. New Haven and Hartford Railroad
Company held the following stock:

31,065 shares of Common Stock of par
value $ 3,106,500.00

244,939 shares of Preferred Stock of par'
value 24,493,900.00

$503,942.087.49'

ST.VTISTICS.
Passenger Traffic.

Number of passengers carried earning revenue 84,534,214
Number of passengers carried one mile 1,558,915,723
.\verage distance carried Miles 18.44
Total passenger revenue (excluding mails, express,

etc.) $26,816,435.49
Average amount received from each passenger .31723
.-\verage receipts per passenger per mile .01720
Total passenger service train revenue $30,952,099.65
Passenger service train revenue per mile of road $15,063.39
Passenger service train revenue per train mile 1.87735

Freight Traffic.

Number of tons carried of freight earning revenue.. 24,675,469
Number of tons carried one mile 2,343,040,109
.-\verage distance haul of one ton Miles 94.95
Total freight revenue (excluding miscellaneous) $32,130,891.56
-\verage amount received for each ton of freight.... 1.30214
.\verage receipts per ton per mile .01371
Freight revenue per mile of road $15,869.7715
Freight revenue per train mile 4.00089

Total Traffic.

Operating revenues $64,933,064.63
Operating revenues per mile of road $31,048.99
Clperating revenues per train mile 2.66548
Operating expenses, including Taxes $45,896,890.13
Operating expenses, including Taxes, per mile of road $21,946.48
Operating expenses, including Taxes, per train mile. . 1.88405
Net operating revenue, less Taxes $19,036,174.50
Net operating revenue, less Taxes, per mile of road. . $9,102.51

Train Mile.we.—Revenue Service.

Miles run by passenger trains 16,289,208

Miles run bv freight trains 7,833,057
Miles run by mixed trains 197,889
Miles run by special trains 40.600

Total revenue train mileage 24,360,754
Non-revenue service train miles 1,268,321

Grand total train mileage 25,629,075

Car Mileage, Etc.

Mileage of passenger cars 79.164.105

Mileage of loaded freieht cars—North or East 90.125,283

Mileage of loaded freight cars—South or West 60,909,256
Mileage of empty freight cars—North or East 16,834.374
Mileage of empty freight cars—South or West 45,298,409
\Iileage of caboose cars 7,842,355
Average number of passengers per car mile 25

,\verage number of passengers per train mile.._. 95

-\vcrage number of passenger cars per train mile.... 4.79

Average number of tons of freight per loaded car mile 15.52

Average number of tons of freight per train mile. .. . 291.75

.\verage number of freight cars per train mile 27.51

Average number of loaded cars per train mile 18.80

.-\verage number of empty cars per train mile 7.73

Average mileage operated during year.._. 2,091.31

.\verace mileage operated during year in Passenger
Service 2.054.79

.Average mileage operated during year in Freight
Service .........'. 2.024.66
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THE discussions of the papers that have been presented to the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers have rarely been
marked by any very great degree of vigor, vim or interest, a con-
dition due to the fact that there are such a variety of interests

represented, and that so few speciahsts on any one subject

could be brought together. So marked has this condition been
that many members have been reluctant to present papers because
of the improbability of their receiving worthy discussion. Evi-

dently, however, this whole situation was based upon a wrong
assumption, and it is possible to not only procure papers, but to

have them discussed in a manner worthy of the name and stand-

ing of the society; but a deal of work must be done by some one
to accomplish it. During the past year the committee on meet-
ings has selected several sub-committees, each in charge of a

different branch of the mechanical engineering field. As a result

there were several meetings in session at the same time at the

recent annual meeting, each of a highly special nature. Hereto-
fore railroad topics have received but scant consideration. Men
who were capable of writing on and discussing railway topics

preferred to make their contributions to the purely railway asso-

ciations. But this year an energetic railroad committee took hold

of the matter, with the result that two most excellent papers were
presented and their discussion followed with a breadth of view
and an insight into the subject that has rarely, if ever, been
equaled, certainly never before at any meeting of this society. It

showed that there was a place for its work along lines that the

Master Mechanics' Association has failed to touch. That associa-

tion is so engrossed with the details of its work that it has never

yet discussed the locomotive as a whole, as an engineering propo-
sition. To be sure it has broadened out from the narrow field of

individual details with which its earlier years were occupied, but

it remained for this meeting of the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers to show the real meaning of a broad and com-
prehensive grasp of the subject. It was a type of discussion for

which we have been looking for a long time to come from the

Master Mechanics' Association, and it shows that there is a real

field of activity for this outside association, and one that cannot
fail to be of very great value to the whole railroad world, if the

same course is pursued that was followed at this meeting. And
one feature of that course cannot be too highly commended. It

was the limitation of the activity of the session to two papers.

This did not burden the proceedings with more than could be
well carried. There was ample time for discussion ; most of the

speakers had prepared their remarks in advance, and the net re-

sult was one on which the committee is to be congratulated, and
of which the society may well be proud. Having thus shown that

papers can be properly discussed, a new standard has been set,

and it remains for the organization to live up to the reputation

which it has thus established.

PRESIDENT MELLEN of the New Haven has advertised
*• an offer of $10,000 to whomever shall first invent "an auto-

matic device that will safely arrest an express steam locomotive
that has passed danger signals." The proposition is qualified by
the added condition that the money shall be paid only with the

approval of the Massachusetts, the Connecticut and the federal

railroad commission, and of one of three railroad companies,

the Pennsylvania, the New York Central or the New Haven

;

and the railroad's approval may come as late as December, 1915.

Mr. Mellen will probably get plenty of responses to his offer.

The first inventor of a device meeting this specification may be

hard to find, as his invention appeared 25 years ago. The device

was described in a catalog of the Union Switch & Signal Com-
pany issued in 1889 (page 284). and the name of the inventor was
modestly omitted. Another efficient device has- been in use on the

Boston elevated for ten or a dozen years, in the New York sub-

ways eight years, and in the London subways about three years.

Does anyone question the entire fitness of these stops to act un-

der like conditions as well on a steam locomotive as on any other

vehicle? Other devices to be found in regular use in the states
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of Washington and California on electric cars are just as good

for steam engines. And what is the matter with the Harring-

ton stop in use on the Erie? The cab signal of the Great West-

ern Railway of England has been used with entire success to

stop steam locomotives without the intervention of the runner.

As for the "adoption" of a stop by any one of the three roads

named by Mr. Mellen, the value of that term depends some-

what on the extent to which the device is used. The Penn-

sylvania and the Long Island also already have adopted an

efficient stop for use at a number of places in and near New
York. To adopt it all over the line might be too much to ex-

pect even in three years. Again, why does the New Haven

road confine its requirement to express locomotives? Judging

by the action of the road in the matter of crossovers, the aim

is to completely safeguard its passenger trains ; but to do this

the freight engines need attention as well as those used on

passenger trains. A freight sometimes runs into a passenger

train. To set up at the side of the road an apparatus which will

stop some trains and not others is to discredit and possibly

nullify the block system. An important element of safety is uni-

formity of practice—the providing of the same apparatus and the

same processes and regulations for all trains at all times, as far as

possible. One of the marked advantages of the use of the block

system is the putting of all trains into the same class. To meet

the approval of a governmental commission an automatic stop

should go beyond the block system, not stop short of it. It

should be designed (1) to protect every train, that is, to stop

any kind of train; (2) should be applicable to all danger points;

(.3) should detect its own failures; (4) should withstand bad

weather, frost, heat and violence, as effectually as does the track

itself, and (5) should be proof against being tampered with by

a lazy engineman. There are numerous other essential requi-

sites, but these are enough to suggest the need of amplifying Mr.

Mellen's specification, if he is going to promote real progress.

That second point, alone, has caused signal engineers many
nights of anxious study, but they have not mastered it. The

third suggests that a long series of tests will be necessary. Ten
thousand dollars would be a very inadequate sum to meet the

cost of such tests. The fourth problem must be settled by the

road itself. Success depends on this, and it is not a laboratory

problem. The fifth condition may not apply on a road where

all enginemen are conscientious ; but it is one that has had to be

considered in connection with all things of this nature here-

tofore. On the whole, Mr. Mellen's Number 3 will be received

with interest but everybody that is interested will hope that he

will substantially amplify it.

THE COMMISSION AND REGULATION OF OPERATION.

P VIDEXCE accumulates that the Interstate Commerce Com-
*—

' mission desires an increase in its authority over the phys-

ical operation of railways. Chairman Prouty, in his address

to the National Hay Association of Kansas City last July,

touched on one phase of the matter. He indicated that under

the law as it now stands the commission lacks power to take

steps to compel railways to provide adequate facilities to handle

their freight traffic. Other commissioners more recently have

mentioned the commission's want of authority to issue some kinds

of orders regarding improvements in the physical plants and oper-

ating methods which they deemed necessary to increase safety.

The commission, through the authority it possesses to fix

rates, now controls the gross earnings of the railways. It also

has considerable authority over operation. For example, it spec-

ifies the safety appliances to be used, and investigates and

makes reports regarding accidents. Congress has passed some
legislation regulating operation ; notably, the hours-of-service law,

the law regarding the transportation of explosives, theErdman
mediation and arbitration act, and the ash-pan- law. Other oper-

ating measures are pending in- Congress, as, for example, full

crew bills and biUs to require the installation of block signals.

Furthermore, the state legislatures are passing many laws to

regulate operation. The board which arbitrated the controversy

between the eastern railways and their enginemen recommended
the creation of national and state wage commissions to regulate

the wages and conditions of work of railway employees.

On first thought, it would seem logical, and right as a matter
of principle, that if there is to be regulation of the physical oper-

ation of railways it should be done by the same body that regu-

lates their rates. As the regulation of the rates charged deter-

mines what the gross earnings shall be, so, to a large extent,

regulation of operation determines what the operating expenses

shall be. The difference between the gross earnings, and the

taxes and operating expenses, is what the railways have left to

pay a return on their investment. The amount of net that they

have left determines directly and indirectly what they can in-

vest in the intensive and extensive development of the properties.

Therefore, the body that regulates the rates should always have

in mind the expenses that the roads must incur, and the body

that regulates operation, and thereby the operating expenses to

be incurred, should always have in mind what the roads are per-

mitted to earn.

This is not the case now. The interstate and state commis-

sions regulate rates, and to some extent operation, Congress and

the state legislatures regulate operation, and arbitration boards

regulate wages and conditions of employment; and each acts to

a considerable extent in disregard of what the other is doing.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has not always shown

wisdom, or even fairness, in exercising the authority it already

possesses over operation. In the investigation of accidents and

the inspection of safety appliances it has committed the great

fault of employing members of the railway brotherhoods; and

the reports made by its investigators commonly have been

neither expert nor fair. Nevertheless, it does seem that if

there is to be comprehensive regulation of operation, the regu-

lating ought to be done by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

If both income and outgo are to be regulated one body should

do it, and thereby be put in a position where it will constantly

see both sides of the ledger. If there is to be regulation of

operating rules the commission ought to regulate them. If

there is to be regulation of block signaling the commission ought

to do it. If there is to be regulating to insure the adequacy of

facilities the commission ought to do it. If there is to be regu-

lating of the wages and conditions of work of employees it

would seem, by the same token, that the commission ought to

do that.

Suppose the commission were given this great power. It is

not usually the strong and rich roads, but the weak and poor

ones, that do not provide adequate facilities and put their prop-

erties in safe condition. These, therefore, are the roads to which

the commission's orders regarding operation would apply most

frequently and with the greatest force. They might not have

the means to make the expenditures for improvements ordered

by it, and at the same time pay the wages and incur the other

operating expenses required. They might justly demand that

as the government was imposing burdens on them it should en-

able them to raise the capital necessary to carry them by guaran-

teeing a return on it. The very conditions which might make

it necessary for the government to guarantee the interest on

the securities issued probably would, in many cases, also make

it necessary for the government to pay the interest. In most

of the countries of Europe the governments early adopted the

poHcy of regulating operation as well as rates, and it did be-

come necessary in those countries for it to guarantee the interest,

and it did later become necessary for it to pay the interest.

This was true, for example, in most of the German states, in

France, in Austria, in Hungary and in Italy. What was the re-

sult? Many of the railways in these countries became heavily

indebted to the governments, and the governments finally took

them over and began operating them itself, largely in order to

avoid losing the money it had advanced. The most recent ek-

ample is that of the Western Railway of France, which was taken

by the French government chiefly because its debt to the gov-
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ernment had become so large it was evident it never could be

paid.

Mr. Prouty in his speech at Kansas City indicated that a se-

vere shortage of railway facilities and congestion of traffic might
precipitate government ownership in this country. He implied

that permitting the railways to earn adequate returns and giving

the commission power to regulate operation were necessary to

prevent the shortage of facilities, he feared, and thereby to pro-

tect us against government ownership. Every increase in gov-

ernment regulation in this country has been advocated as a

means of preventing government ownership. And it will not be

surprising if the future historian of our times writes that most

of the regulation adopted hurried us along toward government

ownership. What the results of giving the commission much
the same authority over operation that it has over rates would

be would depend on how the power was exercised. And the

power would not be wisely and beneficially exercised unless the

members of the commission—or at least some of them—showed
more disposition to inform themselves and act wisely—and talk

wisely—regarding operating matters than they have in the past,

and unless the commission employed a very different class of

operating "experts" from those it has now.

THE NEW HAVEN AND NEW ENGLAND.

A T a time when the public and even the more radical daily

•** newspapers are beginning to understand more fully the diffi-

culties and problems of American railroads, and to appreciate in

some degree the efforts railroad managers are making to over-

come these difficulties and solve these problems, there has come
an outburst of bitter criticism and accusation against the New
York, New Haven & Hartford. Even the New York Evening

Post, generally considered one of the most sane and reliable

newspapers, has, following the lead of Louis D. Brandeis in Bos-

ton, carried on in its news columns an attack against the New
Haven, and its president, Charles S. Mellen, that in flagrant mis-

representation has seldom been equaled. New England, from

the governors to the preachers, is aflame with more or less

righteous indignation.

The New England situation is not only important in itself, but

may have an important influence on the public's relations with the

railroads throughout the country. The newspaper attacks, as

usual, partly reflect and partly aim to mold public opinion. The
attacks are not spontaneous. In October the New Haven had a

serious accident at Westport, Conn., caused by an engineman's

taking a crossover at excessive speed. Soon afterward there

were two other accidents, one due to a defect in a frog, the other,

to a defect in the equalizer bar on a dining car. At about the

same time the Grand Trunk stopped work on the Southern New
England, which it had been building through New Haven terri-

tory to Providence, R. I. That these things all happened within

two months is a coincidence. But that this coincidence aroused

a storm of agitation indicates that it was rather the immediate

than the main cause of the storm.

The New Haven has a virtual monopoly of transportation in

New England. The economic opinion of our day favors rather

than opposes monopoly in the railway business, because it is be-

lieved that, under able and public spirited management, monopoly
can secure greater efficiency than unrestricted competition.

Railway efficiency is the rendering as economically as may be

practicable in the circumstances of such service as the public

interests require. The New Haven has a traffic which is almost

unique in the United States. Its freight density just about equals

that of the railways of the country as a whole, but the traffic is

largely manufactures and merchandise, which load lightly and
move relatively short distances, its average haul being 95 miles.

Nevertheless, the Mellen management has increased the average

trainload, from 218 tons in 1903, to 294 tons in 1912. This re-

flects a- marked increase in economy, in the handling of freight.

The New Haven's passenger density exceeds that of any other

steam railway in the country, except, we believe, the Boston &

Albany, and amounts to about 800,000 passenger miles per mile.

The difficulty and cost of handling a given passenger density

is much greater than of handling a given ton mileage. Although

the New Haven's passenger mileage is only about three-fourths

as great as its ton mileage, it has to run twice as many passenger

as freight trains. The Mellen management has succeeded in

materially increasing the number of passengers per train, and
thereby prevented the cost of handling passenger traffic from in-

creasing as much as it otherwise would. It cannot be success-

fully attacked on the ground that it has not increased economy oi

operation. •

But it is said, the road's service is poor. Its freight service has
recently been the subject of investigation by Chairman Prouty
of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The Boston Chamber
of Commerce, the chief complainant, sent 10,000 letters to shippers

that it thought might have grievances, and got 700 replies. Each
voiced a complaint, but there was hardly any one thing of which
a majority of the shippers complained. Prof. Bruce Wyman of
the Harvard Law School, an eminent authority on the law of
public service corporations, in an article in the Boston Evening
Transcript of November 8 entitled "Speeding up the Freight
Train," discussed the conditions disclosed by the investigation.

He said that "the Chamber had more than vague letters with
which to confront the railroads; for witness after witness took
the stand and voiced his protest. Some of them were the officers

of trade associations, knowing, in many instances, little of what
they spoke. Many of them were of the earnest class, which the

clever Wells has recently named the 'Godsakers' ; the men who
get up in every assemblage saying 'These conditions are intoler-

able ; for God's sake let's do something.' Others, instancing one
package much delayed in transit, went so far in the heat of testi-

fying, as to call their whole service intolerable when the fact was
that it was 99.44 per cent. pure. But some of them were shippers

with grievances of which they had record to show, and these

complaints deserve the very careful attention which they re-

ceived." Prof. Wyman decided that the averages showing how
nearly the movements of freight came to the normal transit "were
so striking as to make it hard to believe that there can be any-
thing fundamentally wrong with the forwarding system. Averag-
ing these averages to avoid statistics, fully 90 per cent, of all ship-

ments got through practically in normal time." He concluded
"that the truth of the matter is that the business of the railroads

in New England has outgrown the facilities." He believes "there

can be no real solution of our transportation problem until we
are ready to treat New England as an operating unit." He
thinks the New Haven should be allowed to go ahead and de-

velop its policy of monopoly, but that the Interstate Commerce
Commission should be given the same power to hear complaints

and issue orders regarding specific shortcomings of service that

it now has to hear complaints and issue orders regarding specific

shortcomings of rates. He expresses the opinion that many of

the criticisms now made regarding freight service are incidental

to the period of readjustment, and that the New Haven manage-
ment is moving in the right direction to apply the remedy, al-

though there is much justice in many of the complaints.

Regarding the New Haven's passenger service, it is charged
that the accidents that recently have occurred show that it is not
safely operated ; and also that its passenger equipment is defec-

tive. The primary cause of its bad accidents has not been its

crossovers or its wooden passenger equipment, as many think,

but want of proper discipline among its employees evidenced by
disobedience of the rules. Of course, want of discipline is a re-

flection on a railway management. Without this condition the

passenger equipment and crossovers would not have contributed

to the accidents so much discussed. Since the Westport wreck
it has frequently been asserted in the daily papers that the road-

bed of the New Haven is in wretched condition. This is not a
fact. The roadbed of the New York division, on which the West-
port wreck occurred, compares favorably with that of the main
line of the Pennsylvania Railroad between Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh. The New Haven is one of the few roads in the
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country that have adopted screw spikes and have been putting

them in on any large scale. Most of the structures on the main

line of the New Haven are new and of the most modern standard.

The New Haven's passenger service and equipment, however,

are not as good as its roadbed. The management, in this matter

—as in a good many others—has been remarkably regardless of

public opinion. It never seems to have occurred to Mr. Mellen

that his road is serving a public where the standards of living

are higher than in almost any other part of the country, and that

therefore there is bound to be a persistent demand for railway

passenger service of a corresponding character. When compared

with the standards set by many railways, both East and West, the

New Haven's passenger equipment and much of its service are

open to serious criticism, and it is significant that railway officers

from other parts of the country speak hardly less disparagingly

of them than do the New Haven's regular patrons. On the

other hand, the service between terminal points, as between New
York and Boston, is very satisfactory in point of frequency; and

it is not without significance that, while the people of Boston and

vicinity are the severest critics of the road's service, thousands of

them use its suburban trains for very short trips in preference to

electric lines.

If you quiz a New England critic of the New Haven long

enough you will find that the real gravamen of his indignation is

not merely that the Mellen management has sought and practic-

ally secured a monopoly, but that it is felt that it has abused the

power of monopoly. Evidence of this abuse cannot be found m
the rates. The New Haven's average rate per ton per mile was

1.45 cents in 1900 and 1.37 cents in 1912; and its average rate per

passenger per mile in 1900 was 1.78 cents and in 1912 1.72 cents.

In other words, while the wages the Mellen management has had

to pay to labor and the prices it has had to pay for materials and

equipment have gone up, both its freight and passenger rates

have declined. Ho.wever, wherever there is a monopoly there is

suspicion that it is being used for the sole benefit of the posses-

sor. Therefore, to get along with their patrons, monopolies must

treat them even more diplomatically than competing concerns

must. And Mr. Mellen is exactly the man not to do this.

He is an extraordinarily strong man, and also a very arbitrary

one. In taking the management of the New Haven he assumed

heavy responsibilities to his stockholders and undertook the oper-

ation of a property desperately in need of potent and progressive

management. He was fully capable of doing the improvement

work needed. His courage and his knowledge of what a modern

railroad should be never failed. But his courage was of a kind

that could not explain itself, or did not want to. He is one of

those men who should have been born a pope or a czar. If he

had been diplomatic, he would have made clear long ago to the

people of New England, not only that he was seeking to estab-

lish a transportation monopoly, but the reasons ; and why not

only the railway but the public might benefit by it. But Mr.

Mellen is seldom a talking man, and when he does talk he is apt

to put a sting in his remarks which will incense rather than con-

ciliate. His curt manners and arbitrary methods have made him

numerous enemies among those who have had business deaUngs

with him. When he has felt that radical changes should be made

in the service of the road he often has not considered what other

people might think about them, but has made them first and

found out what other people thought afterward ; and very com-

monly he has found that they thought verj' ill of both the changes

and of their maker. The New Hampshire commission recently

made a searching investigation of the New Haven's afltairs, and

gave the management a clean bill of health for integrity. If Mr.

Mellen had been a little less of an individualist and a little more

of a diplomat in his attitude toward public opinion, the clean bill

of health given by the New Hampshire commission would have

been relatively less important.

One of the best means a railway management can use for reach-

ing an understanding with the public is frankly to take the public

into the management's confidence and tell it what the manage-

ment is aiming to do and how it is trying to do it. And, as the

public has a long memory, it is very needful for a railway to abso-

lutely live up to its advance notices—a thing the Mellen manage-

ment often has not done. The presidents of the railways of the

United States have been learning in recent years that nothing is

more unprofitable than to ignore or defy pubhc sentiment. This

knowledge was earliest acquired by the presidents of lines in the

west where the movement for regulation of railways was born.

It was gained next by the presidents of the more eastern roads.

And it is now Mr. Mellen's turn to become a learner. It is to be

hoped that he will prove an apter pupil than past developments

would indicate. Mr. Hill and Mr. Harriman learned late in hfe

to be railway statesmen as well as great railway executives. Mr.
Mellen might well take a leaf from their experience.

NEW BOOKS.

The New Competition. By Arthur Jerome Eddy. Published by D. Apple-

ton & Company, New York. Price, $2.00.

Mr. Eddy squarely disputes the fact that competition is the life

of trade. He acknowledges that the survival of the fittest may
be a law clearly recognizable in the study of biology, but refuses

to apply this law to economics. He holds that in present day

conditions the acceptance of a principle which is founded on a

conception of business as a warfarer is not only barbarous but an

anachronism. A conception of business which recognizes com-

petition as its principal moving force is a doctrine of destruction

and not construction. Mr. Eddy believes that co-operation

should be recognized as the life of trade, and that this principle

is becoming more and more the guiding force which is deter-

mining business conditions. Competition carried to its logical

conclusion leads to the destruction of all but one competitor. The
attitude of the labor unions in refusing to permit their members

to compete against each other ; the attitude of farmers' protective

associations in urging their members to combine so as to pro-

tect those who are under an economic disadvantage not only

against the wholesale dealer outside of the organization, but

against undue competition from the stronger members of the

association, are held up as examples of the recognition of an

ethical fact, which is diametrically opposed to the survival of the

fittest. Mr. Eddy goes so far as to assert that almost every class

in society recognizes the value of, and desires co-operation, at

least as between members of its own class. Mr. Eddy finds that

the Sherman anti-trust law is entirely indefensible. Mr. Eddy

is not a socialist. He uses many of the arguments of socialism to

support his doctrines and to defend combinations of capital.

There is one point that he brings out strongly and clearly, and

that is that there is no consumer class ; that to each man the im-

portance of what he receives as a producer far outweighs any

advantages that he might derive as a consumer from cut-throat

competition as between producers. He makes the point that

while the community at large receives a part of the benefits of

co-operation, they have to bear the entire burden of the cost of

competition. The book is interesting in the light of the recent

decision of the Supreme Court in the Harriman lines merger

case, because in that particular merger the advantages derived

by the public from co-operation were more obvious than is often

the case where combination has taken place on a very large

scale. Mr. Eddy's book is of interest to railroad men because

the transportation field was one of the first in which the evil

effects on the- general community of unbridled competition were

generally recognized. The book is unnecessarily long; the points

in it are well taken; the argument is logical and the author

shows a broad knowledge of present day conditions ; but the ex-

pression of these facts would readily bear condensation. More-

over, the book is annoyingly chopped up. Each chapter is

divided into numerous parts and each part is composed of short,

almost staccato, paragraphs. This is unfortunate and takes away

from the pleasure of reading the book ; but it should not be al-

lowed to obscure the really careful and thorough analysis that

is made of business conditions, or the clear exposition of the

fallacies that underlie the laisses faire theory of economics. The

book marks a real contribution to economical literature.



WHY 5,000 TRESPASSERS ARE KILLED YEARLY.
Data Regarding 4,785 Arrests Shows Inefficient Government Is

Responsible; Better Laws and Their Enforcementthe Remedy.

Commissioner C. C. McChord, of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, in an address at the Co-operative Safety Congress

of the Association of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers at Mil-

waukee, Wis., on October 1 gave figures showing that in the 20-

year period 1890 to 1S09, inclusive, fatalities to trespassers consti-

tuted 53.09 per cent, of all the fatal accidents on the railways of

the United States. He pointed out that the total number of

persons killed was 163,171, and that of these 86,733 were tres-

passers. The Interstate Commerce Commission has given no

figures regarding trespassers killed in 1910, but its statistics

show that in 1911 there were 5,284, or 52 per cent, of the total

fatalities. Therefore, the proportion of trespassers killed to

the total persons killed is being maintained.

The problem of reducing accidents is probably the most im-

portant problem with which railway managements, employees,

regulating authorities and the public are today confronted.

When it is found that a a clear majority of all fatalities occurs

to one class it becomes manifest that the most important part of

the accident problem is that of reducing fatalities to these persons.

Unfortunately, as the Railway Age Gazette often has pointed out,

a very great deal more attention has been given to accidents

to other classes than to this one. Doubtless this has been be-

cause the number and proportion of fatalities to trespassers has

not been generally known and their causes have not been

understood. Some have charged this class of accidents against

the railway managements, and indicated that if they would

properly police and fence their tracks and eliminate grade

crossings the situation would be improved. Railway officers

have replied that the real trouble is that there are few laws

and ordinances relating to trespassing on railway property and

that those there are are not enforced.

To get at the facts and so present them that the true state

of the case and the necessary remedies may be made clear be-

yond question the Railway Age Gazette has obtained a great

quantity of information regarding the arrests of trespassers,

who they are, by whom they are arrested, what they were do-

ing, what charges were made against them, before what courts

they were arraigned, what disposition was made of their cases

and what the existing laws on the subject are. The information

regarding arrests relates to arrests made mainly in June, July

and August, 1912, and was gathered through the office of the

chairman of the General Managers' Association of Chicago. It

has been furnished by the following railroads : Chicago Great

Western. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Pennsylvania Lines

West of Pittsburgh, Grand Trunk, Rock Island Lines, Baltimore

& Ohio Chicago Terminal, Baltimore & Ohio, Northern Pacific,

Michigan Central, Lake Shore, Chicago & North Western, Chi-

cago & Alton, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Indiana Harbor

Belt, New York, Chicago & St. Louis, Erie Railroad, Chicago

& Western Indiana and Belt Railway of Chicago and Chicago

Junction Railway. It covers 4,785 arrests made on these rail-

ways which run through most parts of the United States. The

information obtained, therefore, reflects conditions throughout

the country.

TRESPASSING DUE TO INEFFICIENT GOVERNMENT.

One of the main purposes of governments is to protect citi-

zens in their property rights. The owners of railways are

citizens, for many legal purposes the corporations are citizens.

Therefore, the property of railways is entitled to the same pro-

tection from intrusion as any other property. In order to pro-

tect the property of citizens the governments levy taxes. In

proportion to the value of their properties railways are among

the largest tax payers. Therefore, it is the duty of govern-

ments to protect the property of railways against trespassers

from the same funds, and to the same extent, as the property of

others. The facts show that practically no effort is made by
public police officers to keep intruders off railway property. It

is necessary for railroads to maintain their own police; and al-

most without exception the 4,785 trespassers arrested were ar-

rested by the railway police.

Another important function of the government is to protect

the lives and limbs of citizens. Trespassers are citizens. Every
public official knows it is dangerous for people to trespass on
railway property. But the information collected shows that the

governments, national, state and municipal, make little effort

to protect the lives and limbs of citizens from the hazards of

trespassing. Every one of the persons was risking losing limb

and life when arrested; and yet, of this total number only 2,183

received any punishment ; and in many cases the punishments

were so slight that they could have little tendency to deter the

offender from repeating his offence.

THE REMARKABLE SITUATION IN CHICAGO.

The evidence shows that the elimination of grade crossings is

almost futile as a means of preventing trespassing. The rail-

ways of Chicago in compliance with city ordinances have spent

about $70,000,000 on track elevation, and expect to spend a

total of $150,000,000. Yet trespassing on their elevations goes

on daily, and this, despite the fact that there is a specific city

ordinance prohibiting trespassing on the elevation. Tres-

passers on the elevation are arraigned before the judges of the

municipal court. In the three months under review there were
339 arrests on the elevated right of way of only four systems,

and the following table shows the disposition of the cases by the

municipal court of Chicago

:

Arrested. Punished.

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh 172 32
Chicago & Alton 15 None
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 52 7
Chicago & North Western 100 28

339 67

In other words, less than one-fifth of the persons arrested

for the specific offense of trespassing on the elevations were
given any punishment. The elevation of the Chicago & Western
Indiana and the Belt Railway, is used by several roads. The
records of the Western Indiana and Belt Railway do not refer

specifically to trespassing on the elevation. They do show
that during the period mentioned there were 160 arrests for

trespassing which was not accompanied by any other offense.

Doubtless, at least three-fourths of these arrests were for tres-

passing on the elevation ; and in 95 of the cases the culprits were

completely discharged ; in 38 they were paroled, and in four

they were turned over to the juvenile officer. This accounts

for the disposition of 137 out of the 160 cases.

It is, therefore, a safe inference that in not more than 20

per cent, of all the instances where arrests are made for tres-

passing on the elevation of the railways in Chicago is there

any punishment. In other words, the elevation of tracks has

not prevented trespassing, and the municipal court does ex-

tremely little to make effective the ordinance that was specifically

enacted to protect the property of the railways from intrusion

and the lives and limbs of the trespassers themselves from the

results of their folly. The fact that the trespassing continues in

such large volume shows the indifference and futility with

which the public authorities of Chicago deal with this matter.

There have been so many cases of trespassers in Chicago

throwing stones at the passenger trains of the Chicago & North

Western, which sometimes have passed through windows and

struck passengers, that this road has put its own police on both
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night and day. And it is this same government of Chicago

which enforces its laws in a way that would be a subject for

humorous paragraphs in Dahomey or Timbuctoo that has made

the railways spend $70,000,000 to elevate their tracks in the in-

terest of public safety, and will make them spend enough more

to raise the amount to $150,000,000!

JUDGES WHO ARE SENSITIVE ABOUT ARRESTS, BUT CALLOUS REGARD-

ING KILLINGS.

The attitude of some of the municipal court judges of Chicago

is illustrated by the fact that in one case where a railway special

officers arrested 21 men on the elevation, the judge told him

he should make no further arrests for trespassing, but should

secure the names of offenders and later have them summoned

into court. Probably in no other civilized country can there

be found public officials whose hearts are so tender that they

are pained more by having men arrested than by having them

killed.

GOVERNMENTS DO LITTLE ANYWHERE.

While the situation in Chicago is bad it is not much better

in other parts of the country. The records show that the public

officials of cities and towns are usually very reluctant to arrest

or punish trespassers. In small places it is common for the

courts to impose on them a suspended sentence, and give

them a stated number of hours to leave town. Naturally, many

of them go out as they came in—viz., on the tracks of the rail-

ways. To so great an extent is it impracticable to get persons

punished for trespassing alone, that the railway police, when-

ever possible, arraign them on some other charge, as malic.cus

mischief, or disorderly conduct, or vagrancy.

Investigation shows that, contrary to the general belief, n.ost

of the trespassers killed are not tramps, but citizens of the com-

munities where they are killed. It would, in most cases, be

futile for the railway poHce to arrest citizens of standing merely

for trespassing; and ordinarily, of course, they cannot be ar-

rested for anything else. Therefore, in a large majority of

trespassing cases no arrests are made; and the large number

of arrests made is but a slight indication of the amount of

trespassing done.

The following table shows the number of arrests of tres-

passers and the number of punishments reported

:

Number Number
Arrested. Pur.ished.

Chicago Great Western 121 78
Atchison, Topeka & S. F. Coast Lines 95 26
Atchison, Topeka & S. F. Western Lines Ill 43

Atchison, Topeka & S. F. Eastern Lines 41 35
Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh 422 234
Grand Trunk 240 129
Rock Island Lines 38 37
Baltimore & Ohio, Chicago Terminal 302 30
Baltimore & Ohio 1,465 816
Northern Pacific 33 19
Michigan Central 25 23
Lake Shore 152 94
Chicago & North Western 131 34
Chicago & Alton 96 64
Chicago, Burlington & Quir.cy 93 39
Indiana Harbor Belt 18 9
New York, Chicago & St. Louis 473 227
Erie Railroad 726 215
Chicago & Western Indiana and The Belt Rail-

way of Chicago 174 28
Chicago Junction -9 3

4,785 2,183

The facts about the situation will, perhaps, be made most

clear by giving detailed statements for several railways, based

on the reports made by them.

CHICAGO & ALTON,

The record of the Chicago & Alton shows that the majority

of its trespassing cases are those of minors who have been

arrested on the track elevation in Chicago. In such cases a rep-

resentative of the road usually gives the parents a warning to

keep their children off the elevation. The road also has cards

printed in different languages, giving the provisions of the

juvenile law, which are left with the parents at the time they

are notified.

Number
-\rreslefl. Cause. Disposition.

57 Trespassing 17 sent to jail,

4 sent to jail over risht,
10 fined $50 and sentence suspended.
8 fined.

2 returned to state institution,
* I returned to parents—feeble-minded,

9 discharged,
1 paroled to probation officer,

2 paroled to juvenile officer.

2 paroled.
1 sent to John Worthy School.

3 Disorderly conduct 1 fined.
2 sent to jail.

8 \'agrancy 8 sent to jail.

13 Riding trains 2 bought tickets for passenger trains.
8 fined.
2 sent to jail.

1 jail over night and dismissed.
15 Trespassing on elevatior 6 discharged.

9 taken home and given warning.
Total arrested. 96; totnl iiunished, 64.

PENNSVLVA.VIA LINES WEST OF PITTSBURGH,

No railway management in the country has done more to

reduce trespassing and the accidents it causes than that of the

Pennsylvania system. On the lines west of Pittsburgh, as on

the Pennsylvania Railroad, the road's police adapt themselves

in their work to local laws and conditions. On the Northwest

system all persons arrested in Chicago are prosecuted under

the city track elevation ordinance. In Illinois there is no state

law under which offenders can be prosecuted for trespassing on

tracks at grade. In Indiana the road prosecutes under the

state trespass law, but it must notify the trespasser to keep off

before it can proceed against him. In Ohio prosecutions are

made on the petit larceny charge w'hen possible. Trespassers

arrested riding trains are charged with violating the railroad

law.

On the Eastern Division in Pennsylvania, trespassers caught

riding trains are prosecuted under the trespass law. In all cases

of train riding the person is arrested without warning. In

cases of walking on the right of way the officers explain the

danger and serve trespass notices. Before a legal arrest can

be made in Pennsylvania, it is necessary that the property be

posted according to law.

On the C. & P. Division, the greatest amount of trespassing is

in the Cleveland district, and the road's police can only warn and

serve notices, as the city police will not lock up any person

charged with trespassing. Parties arrested for train riding and

charged with violating the railroad law are usually discharged or

let off with a suspended sentence.

On the Toledo, Akron and Marietta divisions of the Central

System the railway police who find people loitering around the

yards and stations, order them away and serve regular trespass

notices. The railway's patrolmen are required to ride freight

trains. Men arrested for train riding are usually taken before

the mayor of the town, and sometimes they are fined and some-

times released with a repri:i-and.

Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

94 Trespassing on train 42 fined.

26 sent to jail.

22 discharged.
1 sent to workhouse.
2 ser.t to reformatory—suspended.
1 juvenile court.

86 Trespassing r.n thvaticn 16 fired.

9 paroled to juvenile officer.

4 paroled.
57 discharged.

126 Trespassing 26 sent to jail.

22 discharged.
1 sent to workhouse.
1 sentence suspended.

54 fined.

9 reprimanded.
1 sent to reformatory.
5 turned over to probation officer.

4 no record.
2 given one hour to leave town.
I returned to infirmary.

18 Loitering 3 open docket.
3 fined.

5 discharged.
1 sent to jail.

6 released on probation.
4 Interfering with R. R. property 4 reprimanded.
5 Sleeping on train 3 released.

1 fined.
1 sentence suspended.
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Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

24 Riding trains 14 fined.

1 open docket.
3 sent to workhouse.
4 reprimanded.
2 dismissed.

7 Malicious mischief 2 fined.

1 sent to reformatory.
3 turned over to probation officer.

1 released.
5 Picking coal 1 released.

3 fined.

1 turned over to probation officer.

29 Violating R. R. law 7 sentence suspended.
8 sent to workhouse.
4 fined.

7 discharged.
3 given hours in jail.

22 Arrested for stealing coal 22 fined.

2 Trespassing and carrying con-
cealed weapons I fined.

1 sent to jail.

Total arrested. 422; total punished, 234.

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY.

The record obtained from the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

relates only to trespassing on the lines east of the Missouri

river. The management indicates that on account of the courts

along its lines being unwilling to punish trespassers only a few

arrests are made, and that it is only in aggravated cases that the

court can be prevailed on to take any action.

Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

52 Trespassing on elevation 38 discharged.
5 paroled.
6 fined.

1 fined $200 and given sentence.
2 placed under $200 peace bond.

33 Trespassing 13 dismissed.
20 fined.

2 Trespassing and carrying con-
cealed weapons 2 fined $75 and cost—jailed.

6 Trespassing and drunk 6 fined.

1 Trespassing and throwing rocks 1 fined.

II Disorderly conduct 9 fined.

2 dismissed.
4 Riding top of train 2 fined.

2 bound over.

1 Robbery 1 dismissed; insufficient evidence.

1 Uncoupling moving train 1 ten years in penitentiary.

Total arrested, 111; total punished. 43.

CHICAGO & WESTERN INDIANA AND BELT RAILWAY.

The Chicago & Western Indiana and the Belt Railway of

Chicago have special officers to patrol their right of way and

question all parties whom they find trespassing on it and unless

they give satisfactory answers they are arrested.

Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

3 Trespassing on track 3 discharged.

2 Trespassing and grain sweeping 1 paroled.
1 discharged.

160 Trespassing 95 discharged.
3B paroled.
21 fined.

1 under bond.
4 turned over to juvenile officer.

1 sent to detention hospital.

1 Violating R. R. law 1 discharged.

2 Trespassing and flipping 1 fined.

1 turned over to juvenile officer,

1 Trespassing and riding train.. 1 fined.

1 Trespassing and disorderly 1 discharged.

1 Violating R. R. law and tres-

passing 1 discharged.

3 Trespassing and stone throw-
ing 3 sent home with warning.

Total arrested, 174; total punished, 28.

CHICAGO & NORTH WESTERN.

The data furnished by the Chicago & North Western relates

only to arrests in Chicago territory. The police of the road be-

lieve that conditions have improved regarding the number of

people found loitering on the elevations and are satisfied that if

the municipal court judges would be a little more severe tres-

passing could be reduced to a minimum in a short time. "But

so many youngsters are discharged with a warning and paroled

to juvenile officers, which is only another way of letting them go,

that their arrests do not have the effect that they otherwise

would." In June, 1911, the North Western posted its lines with

notices written in different languages, cautioning people against

trespassing and stating the penalty for doing so, but these notices

were torn down almost as fast as they could be put up and few

of them now remain.

Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

4 Loitering on elevation 2 fined.

2 discharged.
20 Trespassing on elevation 11 fined.

4 discharged.
5 paroled to juvenile officer.

5 Jumping trains on elevation... 4 discharged.
1 fined.

10 Stoning trains 2 discharged.
8 taken to police station and released

on promise of good behavior and
to keep away from elevation.

3 Loitering and petty larceny... 3 paroled.
1 Throwing coal off cars on el-

evation 1 paroled to father.
S Being on elevation 1 fined.

2 discharged.
2 to juvenile officer.

3 Opening cars on elevation.... 2 discharged.
1 to parental school.

17 Flipping on elevation 6 fined.

7 discharged.
4 paroled.

10 Coming on elevation to catch
outgoing trains to steal rides. 10 discharged.

13 Riding engines 5 fined.

5 to juvenile officer.

1 discharged.
2 to juvenile court.

1 Stealing ride 1 discharged.
2 Riding on elevation 2 fined.
2 Riding pilot engine 2 discharged.
2 Flipping trains 2 discharged.
13 Stoning trains on elevation ... All taken to station and taken in

charge by juvenile officer and
released on promise of good be-
havior.

20 Riding cars on elevation 13 paroled.
5 fined.

2 discharged.
Total arrested, 131; total punished. 34.

MICHIGAN CENTRAL.

An officer of the Michigan Central reports that at some points

on that line, country and city officials are w^illing to prosecute and

punish trespassers, while at other points they will not do so. He
continues:

For example, the city officials of Toledo are at all times willing to

Iiandle a case of trespass where a man or boy is caught riding on the head

end of a passenger train or interferes with our work in the yards, while at

Detroit the police will not prosecute or punish a trespasser of any kind

unless his case is aggravated by theft or drunkenness. We are guided in

our actions by what we know the police will do. In Toledo if a man or

boy is caught on the head end of a train stealing a ride he is arrested

whether the train be freight or passenger. In Detroit we are compelled to

simply watch our trains and drive the trespassers away. There arc

numerous tramps around Detroit who go to the yards to ride out on

freight trains. We are compelled to watch these trains with the greatest

of care, and often our men ride them out for several miles in an endeavor

to get the trespassers oflt.

On account of the petty depredations committed by these tramps we are

compelled to use every effort possible to keep them from the trains. I find

in visiting the towns along the line that very few of them have a rockpUe

on which to work prisoners who are arrested for misdemeanors or tres-

passing, nor have they any arrangement whereby the prisoner can be made

.o work out his fine. In these towns it cannot be expected that they will

punish prisoners for trespassing. As a rule all over the line we cannot

do much but drive away the tramp or boy who attempts to ride on our

trains or interfere with the work of switchmen in the yards.

Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

18 Riding trains 5 fined.
8 jail sentence.
3 fined and sent to jail.

2 sentence suspended.

5 Loitering and making trouble
for employees 1 fined.

4 sent to jail for 10 days.

2 Wandering about 'freight yard
at night with evident inten-
tion of stealing 2 fined.

Total arrested. 25; total punished, 23.

LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN.

An officer of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern writes

:

Whenever tramps, hard looking characters, or train riders are encountered

in our yards they are driven off, and frequently placed under arrest

There are points, however, where it is useless to arrest trespassers on

account of the authorities refusing to take action against such offenders.

The reason given in most cases is that the municipalities do not care

to be burdened with the expense of lodging vagrants and tramps, and action

is seldom taken against them unless it is ascertained that they are able to

pay a fine, in which case a small fine is generally imposed. Our policing

of large yards is constant, and train riders are arrested wherever results

can be obtained.
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LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN.

Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

104 Train riding Z7 jail sentence.
41 fined.

17 sentence suspended.
5 discharged.
2 sent to juvenile home.
2 sent to detention home.

27 Unlawful intrusion 22 sentence suspended.
1 jail sentence.
1 tined.

3 discharged.
3 Vagrancy 2 fined $10 and given 10 days on

rock pile.

1 jail sentence.
9 Trespassing 6 discharged.

1 fined $11 and given 10 days in
jail.

1 ser.terce suspended.
1 turned over to juvenile ofKcer.

3 Malicious trespassing 3 fined.

1 Drunk and trespassing 1 fined S5.
2 Drunk and disorderly 2 fined $11 each.
3 Disorderly conduct 3 discharged.

Total arrested, 152; total punished. 94.

BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD.

Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

1,465 Violation of railroad laws 430 jail sentence.
146 workhouse sentence.

8 reformatory sentence.
232 fined.

529 paroled.
120 released unconditionally.

Total arrested, 1,465; total punished, 816.

CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN.

The record of arrests on the Chicago Great Western is stated

by the officers of the road to be incomplete because no attempt

has been made to keep it complete.

Ntunber
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

2 Burglary and larceny 1 waiting next term of court.
1 fined and sent to jail.

64 Drunks 19 fined.
6 put to work on street.

18 jail sentence.
21 released.

19 Train riding 13 dismissed.
3 fined.

3 jail sentence.
23 Vagabonds or trespassers 22 put to work on street.

1 released.
4 Loitering 1 jail sentence.

2 discharged.
1 fined.

2 Breaking and entering 2 released.
7 Trespassing 3 released.

1 three days* labor.
2 jail sentence.
1 fined.

Total arrested, 121; total punished, 78.

BALTIMORE & OHIO CHICAGO TERMINAL.

The B. & O. Chicago Terminal made a report covering the

months of March, April and July because in May and June its

police officers were engaged in protecting its freight house on

account of the strike of freight handlers in Chicago. It is the

practice on this road to have the offender brought into court,

where, it is stated, he is usually let off with a reprimand and
warning. If a juvenile, he is ordinarily paroled to the juvenile

officer of his district.

Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

137 Larceny 42 paroled.
5 fined.

2 sent to jail.

,84 paroled to juvenile ofiicer.

2 sent to reformatory.
2 put in $500 bonds.

104 Trespassing 71 paroled.
IS paroled in $200 bonds.
2 paroled in $500 bonds.
3 paroled to juvenile officer.
4 fined.
f^ sert to house of correction.

23 Disorderly conduct 20 paroled.
2 paroled in $500 bonds.
1 sent to house of correction.

9 Violating railroad law 2 fined.

7 paroled.
7 Malicious mischief 3 pending in criminal court.

1 fined.
2 paroled.
1 sent to house of correction, 23

days.
14 R. S. P 14 nonsuited.
7 Burglary 2 fined.

1 sent to jail for 6 months.
3 sent to house of correction, 60

days.
1 nonsuited.

1 Assault and battery 1 paroled.
Total arrested, 302; total punished, 30.

ERIE RAILROAD.

The following table shows the diligence with which the police

of the Erie follow up cases of trespassing:

Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

530 Train riding 57 fined.
219 sentence suspended.
70 bought tickets and were released.
71 discharged.
68 sent to jail.

2 sent to detention home.
31 ordered out of town.
2 ordered out of town account lock-

up being full.

3 hard labor on streets, 5 days.
2 paroled.
4 sent to workhouse.
1 turned over to charity society;

ran away and caught train rid-

ing again and turned over to
juvenile court.

120 Trespassing 24 fined.

25 sentence suspended.
23 sent to jail.

11 ordered out of town
24 discharged.
2 sent home to parents.
2 sent to reformatory.
1 sent home with parents.
3 paroled.
3 sent to workhouse.
2 put in charge of probation officer.

22 Trespassing and malicious mis-
chief 6 sentence suspended.

5 turned over to juvenile officer.

11 fined.

4 Trespass and breaking into gum
machine 4 discharged.

4 Trespass and breaking off lock
on tool house 3 paroled.

1 sent to parents.
1 Trespass and meddling with

railroad property 1 held for grand jury, $500 bail.

2 Trespass and cutting air hose
on cars 2 held for action of grand jury.

9 Trespass and vagrancy 5 sentence suspended.
4 sent to jail.

14 Trespass and coal theft 7 fined.

5 paroled.
1 turned over to probation officer.

1 turned over to juvenile court.
2 Trespass and theft of iron.... 2 paroled.
4 Vagrancy 2 sent to jail.

2 sentence suspended.
8 Violating track elevation ordi-

nance 3 fined.

5 discharged.
6 Begging at station 3 discharged.

2 sent to workhouse.
1 ordered out of town.

Total arrested, 726; total punished, 215.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO & ST. LOUIS.

This road has its police force ride trains and watch them

through the principal towns, arresting trespassers, or, when

practicable, compelling them to buy tickets. The data supplied

by it is for the months of May, June and July, 1912.

Number
Arrested. Disposition.

473 Number purchasing tickets 79
Number fined or imprisoned 225
Number discharged 57
Number cases pending 4
Number paroled 106
Number escaped from jail 2

Total arrested, 473; total punished. 227.

ROCK ISLAND LINES.

The information for these lines relates only to trespassers

arrested on the First district. The management explains that

the fact that all but one arrest was followed by punishment was

due to the fact that the Rock Island's police exercise much care

to arrest only those they are pretty sure can be convicted.

Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

12 Train riding 5 fined.

6 jail sentence.
1 paroled.

14 Trespassing ...12 fined.

2 jail sentence.

8 Disorderly conduct 8 fined.

2 Malicious mischief 2 one year in jail.

1 Robbery 1 still in jail.

1 Attempted robbery 1 sent to reform school.
Total arrested. 38; total punished. 37.

GRAND TRUNK.

An officer of the Grand Trunk writes

:

We have special constables in our most important terminals to prevent
trespassing as well as theft. Trainmen protect their trains from trespassers,

and we also employ special agents for investigating thefts, frauds and
assisting generally in the protection of property, etc. More assistance
from prosecuting' attorneys and police justices, particularly in* Michigan,
in convicting trespassers, would result in a gratifying reduction in the
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tramp element, which is a serious menace; and the need is a trespassers'
act framed sufficiently drastic to insure its effectiveness.

Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

182 Trespassing 3 suspended sentence.
S2 fined.
44 sent to jail.

79 discharged.
2 sent to children's aid society.
2 sent to asylum.

4 Carrying concealed weapons... 4 sent to jail.

20 Disorderly conduct 13 discharged.
2 fined.

5 not given.
22 Stealing rides 20 sent to jail.

2 discharged.
10 Suspicion 4 sent to jail.

6 discharged.
2 Throwing stones 2 discharged.

Total arrested. 240; total punished, 130.

NORTHERN PACIFIC.

The figures for the Northern Pacific cover only the lines east

of Paradise. The policing method followed is to have watchmen
at terminal points who make every effort to keep trespassers off

trains. The laws against trespassing are not uniform in the

different states through which the road runs, and in some states

it is necessary to guard against arresting trespassers who could

not be prosecuted.

Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

6 \'agrancy 2 fined.
1 63 days on rock pile.

3 10 days on chain gang.
27 Trespassing 6 fined.

5 sent to jail.

13 ordered to leave town.
1 sentence suspended.
2 10 days on street.

Total arrested, 33; total punished, 19.

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.

At its division and district terminals the Santa Fe has special

officers permanently stationed who are in uniform at passenger

train time and who police the station premises and yards. It

also has train riders, who ride freight trains and look out for

persons stealing rides. The road does not police its lines spe-

cifically to prevent trespassing, and ordinarily trespassers are

arrested only when their actions arouse suspicion as to their

intentions and when the officers are reasonably sure of obtaining

convictions carrying jail sentences or fines.

EASTERN LINES.
Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

4 1 Trespassing 1 discharged.
1 nolle pressed.

16 fined.

16 sent to jail.

3 given hours.
4 paroled.

Total arrested. 41; total punished, 35.

WESTERN LINES.
Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

2 Petit larceny 2 fined.

72 Riding trains 25 ordered out of town.
15 sent to jail.

6 fined.
21 discharged.
1 probation.
4 $20 or 20 days.

36 Vagrancy 21 ordered out of town.
15 fined.

1 Disorderly conduct 1 sent to jail.

Total arrested, HI; total punished, 43.

COAST LINES.
Number
Arrested. Cause. Disposition.

68 Evading fare 3 released.
1 fined.

28 ordered out of town.
20 jail sentence.
12 discharged.
1 probation.
3 made to pay fare.

2 Petit larceny 2 fined.

2 Vagrancy 1 ordered out of town.
1 jail sentence.

1 Loafing 1 discharged.
1 Fighting 1 jail sentence.

20 Sleeping in cars 20 ordered out of town.
1 Disturbing peace 1 jail sentence.

Total arrested, 95; total punished, 26.

Grand total arrested, 247; grand total punished, 104,

EXISTING LAWS REG.\RDING TRESPASSING.

The continuance of chronic trespassing 'and of the chronic

slaughtering due to it are mainly due, as has been said, to the

fact that in most states and municipalities the laws do not

specifically prohibit trespassing on railway property, or that they

are not enforced. In most of the states there are statutes pro-

hibiting tampering with switches, placing obstructions on the

tracks, stealing rides on trains, etc. ; but the great need is legisla-

tion specifically prohibiting trespassing in any form.

Although the risk involved in ordinary trespassing, and its

results in many forms of criminality and in the killing of 5,000

people a year, are well known, in a large majority of states there

are no specific statutes dealing with the subject. There are enough
of them, however, to show that where intelligent consideration

has been given to the matter the need for such legislation has

been appreciated. In New York all persons, except those con-

nected with or employed upon a railroad, are prohibited from
walking upon or along its tracks, except where they are laid

across or along streets or highways. In Wisconsin it is declared

to be unlawful for any person, except an employee, to walk
along railway tracks, unless they are laid along public roads or

streets, but no penalty is provided for violating the statute. In

Virginia persons are prohibited from being on a track within one

hundred yards of an approaching train otherwise than in passing

over the railway at a public or private crossing. In Missouri it

is provided that any person who is injured while walking without

right on a railway track shall be deemed to have committed a

trespass in any action brought by him on account of such injury,

but the courts of Missouri have practically nullified this statute

and there is no specific prohibition of mere trespassing. In

Indiana any person who is unlawfully on, or is about to unlaw-

fully enter on, the property of a railway shall be notified to

depart by the company's agent, and if he shall refuse to do so,

shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction shall forfeit

not less than $5 nor more than $S0. This law is very defective

because of the provision that notice must be given to the person

before his trespassing can be punished.

In New Hampshire it is provided that "if any person shall

without right enter upon or remain in any right-of-way, track,

yard, station ground, bridge, depot or other building of any rail-

way when notice has been posted forbidding such trespassing,

he may be fined not exceeding $20, and no right to enter or be

upon any railroad track shall be implied from custom or use,

however long continued." It is further provided that if any

person shall be injured while violating this act, neither he nor

his executors or administrators shall have any cause of action

against the railroad company for damages arising from such

injury unless the injury is occasioned by the willful or gross

negligence of the railroad or its employees. In Maine it is pro-

vided that no railroad corporation shall be liable for the death

of a person walking or being on its road contrary to the law

or to its valid rules and regulations. It is further provided that

whoever without right trespasses on a railway track or other

property shall forfeit not less than $5 nor more than $20. Rail-

ways are required to keep the section containing this latter pro-

vision posted in a conspicuous place in every passenger station,

and for neglect thereof m.ay be fined $100. The New Jersey

law prohibits any person but an employee from walking along

tracks except when they are laid on a public highway; and any

person who is injured while violating this provision cannot re-

cover damages. Massachusetts provides that whoever without

right knowingly stands or walks on a railroad track shall for-

feit not less than $5 nor more than $50, and the Rhode Island

law is similar.

THE SITU.\TI0N A STRIKING COMMENTARY ON GOVERNMENT

REGULATION.

The foregoing summarizes the provisions of all the state laws

that can be found that deal with the specific subject of railway

trespassing. Furthermore, the laws already existing are not en-

forced as the conditions demand. It is a striking commentary'

on the policy of regulation of railways heretofore followed that

numerous legislatures have passed laws regulating the hours of

service of railway employees, fixing the number of men that there
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must be in train crews, requiring high power headlights, pro-

viding for inspection of locomotive boilers, etc., all of which

provisions together are adapted to prevent only an extremely

small part of the fatal railway accidents, while in only a very

small number of states have there been passed laws to remove the

cause of over SO per cent, of all fatalities on railways.

Congress has passed several laws to promote safety on rail-

ways, and it has been suggested that it should legislate regarding

trespassing. Any authority Congress has over the subject must

be derived from the constitutional provision empowering it to reg-

ulate interstate commerce. Lawyers who have considered the

subject differ as to the power of Congress in the premises. Some

doubt if a federal trespassing law would be valid; others ques-

tion if it would be desirable; others believe that it would be

a constitutional and wholesome regulation of interstate commerce.

The consensus of legal opinion is that the matter should be

. dealt with by the states in the first instance, at least. There is

no doubt as to the power, and it would seem there can be no

question as to the duty, of the state legislators to act. A very

short and simple statute, if properly enforced, would be ade-

quate. Such a statute should make it unlawful for any person

to trespass on any railway track, right-of-way or station grounds,

or to trespass by getting on or off, or riding on any railway

train, car or engine; and would provide for fines or imprison-

ment, or both, for every offense.

FOURTEEN KILLED D.^ILY—AND NOTHING DONE !

Fourteen people were killed yesterday while trespassing; four-

teen will be killed today; fourteen will be killed tomorrow—if

the record of recent years is being and shall be maintained. It

is not often that as many as fourteen passengers are killed in

a wreck; but every bad wreck causes numerous investigations

and reports, often resulting in orders by commissions or legisla-

tion. The greatest number of passengers ever killed in a single

year from all causes was in 1907, when they numbered 610; and

even in that year the number of trespassers killed—5,612—was

over nine times as great as the number of passengers killed. In

1911, the last year for which we have complete statistics, the

number of passengers killed was only 356 and the number of

trespassers killed 5,284, or fifteen times as great. And yet news-

papers agitate, commissions issue orders and lawmakers legislate

to reduce accidents to passengers, and almost no one in a posi-

tion of public authority does anything to reduce the slaughter

of trespassers. The number of employees killed on railways is

vastly too great, but it is not nearly as large as the number of

trespassers killed. During the last ten years the number of

employees killed has been about 33,000 and the number of tres-

passer's killed has been about 52,000. And yet, while lawmakers

bow before the legislative representatives of the railway brother-

hoods and pass almost any kind of legislation for which they ask,

whether really in the interest of safety or not, they do almost

nothing to stop the killing of trespassers.

There will be forty-one legislatures in session this winter. Isn't

it about time that they should do something about this great

American crime of railway trespassing with its terrible results?

And after the legislatures have acted—if they do—what are other

public officials going to do about the matter?

THE ANTHRACITE CONSPIRACY CASE.

Swiss Railway Employees.—There are employed on Swiss

railways 42,000 persons, 35,200 of whom are with the state lines

and 6,800 on private roads. This does not include the tramways

or funiculars, the majority of which are owned by municipalities

or Cantons.

Rosario-Mendoza Line, Argentina.—The financing of the first

175 miles of the line from Rosario to Mendoza has been arranged

by the original holders of the concession with the Banco Frances

del Rio de la Plata. The bank will issue stock and bonds to

cover an estimated expenditure of $3,000,000. The cost of the

entire line is calculated at about $25,000,000. The national con-

gress has approved the construction of numerous branches from

the line authorized by the original concession.

The Supreme Court of the United States has dismissed the

general charge of conspiracy against the Reading and other

railroads involved in the anthracite trust suit, but sustained the

charges of the government in minor respects by declaring the

65 per cent, contracts illegal and upholding the decision of the

lower court in dissolving the Temple Iron Co. The Supreme

Court holds that the allegation of a general pooling arrange-

ment between the anthracite railroads to control and apportion

the coal tonnage in the anthracite fields to the seaboard has not

been proved.

The court holds that "the general combination alleged by the

government to exist between the defendant roads for total ton-

nage to the seaboard by an agreement in the nature of a pooling

arrangement has not been established ; therefore, the relief sought

by the government upon the assumption of such combinations is

denied.

"The court finds, however, that the principal defendant did

combine for the purpose of shutting out from the anthracite

field the projected independent line of railroad, the New York,

Wyoming & Western Railroad, and to accomplish this purpose

it is found that the stock of the Temple Iron Co. and of the

Simpson & Watkins collieries was acquired for the purpose

of and with the intent not of normally and lawfully developing

trade, but of restraining interstate commerce and competition-

in transportation which would have presumably come about

through the construction and operation of a competing line be-

tween the mines and tidewater.

"The court holds that certain contracts made with producers

covering between 20 per cent, and 25 per cent, of the annual

supply of coal, known as the 65 per cent, contracts, by which

such independent producers bound themselves to deliver the out-

put of their mines, or any other mines which they might ac-

quire, to the railroad companies for 65 per cent, of the average

market price at tide water, were also void, because in violation

of the anti-trust act, as abnormal and illegal restraints upon

interstate commerce."

The court reiterates the declaration of the Standard Oil case

that the act of Congress does not "forbid or restrain the power

to make normal and usual contracts to further trade by resort-

ing to all normal methods, whether by agreements or otherwise,

to accompUsh such purpose, nevertheless it holds that the acts

which it finds in this case to be illegal," the Temple Iron and

65 per cent, contracts, were not within such class, but on the

contrary were abnormal in their character and directly tended

to and were intended to illegally restrain trade and commerce,

and therefore came within the statute as illustrated by the

ruling in St. Louis Terminal Association and Swift & Co. vs.

United States.

In disposing of the case against the government as to the

main combination charged and in favor of the government as

to the Temple Iron and 65 per cent, contracts, certain minor

contracts claimed to be in violation of the act are considered

and disposed of in substance by holding that under the plead-

ings they may not be considered.

The decree of the court below is modified as to the 65 per

cent, contracts and the court below is directed to cancel them.

The decree of the court below as to the Temple Iron Com-

pany combination is in all respects affirmed.

Electric Railway Construction in Switzerland.—Electric

railway building has also been active during the past few years,

this being particularly noticeable in the Lugano district. The

lines completed and put into operation in the Canton of Tessin

within the past twelve months are: Locarno-Bignasco, 17 miles;

Bellinzona-Mesocco, 16 miles; Biasca-Acquarossa, 9 miles; Capo-

lago-Chiasso, 8 miles; Lugano-Ponte Tresa, 8 miles; Lugano-

Tesserete, 5 miles ; Lugano-Cardo-Dino, 5 miles.



A VISIT TO THE RAILWAY MUSEUM IN BERLIN.
Working Models of Shops; Historical and Modern Examples of

Railway Apparatus; Broken Rails and Wheels on Exhibition.

By Henry W. Jacobs.

In discussing railroad practices with several of the officials of

the Prussian State Railroad System in Berlin, I was invited to

spend a day in the technical and historical railway museum, for

which a large building has been erected in a convenient location

in Berlin.

there are many machine tools in European manufacturing cstah-

lishments that had been imported from America, and our country

undoubtedly ranks very high when it comes to standardization

of production and production machinery. One of the chief engi-

neers of one of the largest manufacturing concerns stated that

General View of the Railway Museum in Berlin.

Before proceeding with an account of this most instructive

visit, I should like to state that, while in railroad operations,

as well as in other industrial organizations, we in .A.merica have

much of immediate and practical benefit to learn from the Ger-

man methods of training and thoroughness of investigation.

nowhere could his company find the equal of .-Vmerican auto-

matic machinery. The feeling persists, however, that we are

frequently apt to develop a new machine, design, or device on

an extensive scale without being sufficiently sure either of the

correctness of the principles on which the departure from e.xist-

One of the Models in the Railway Museum at Berlin.
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ing practice is based, or of the care with which details have been

worked out practically. The German procedure after the dis-

coveo' or invention of a new idea, or change from existing

practice, is first to examine the new practice in the light of all

of its theoretical bearings, working out the apparent limitations

of the new idea in all directions. This theoretical study is

followed by an equally exhaustive series of test constructions

which are thoroughly tried out under laboratory conditions with

the most pamstaking record of performance. Only as a result

of this thorough and intense study on the part of the best trained

minds is an application made of the new idea on a practical

scale in collaboration with men of sound practical experience.

Probably no more striking example of this German method of

thoroughness and of their appreciation of the value of adequate

instruction can be found than in the official railway museum.
Here is located as complete a collection as exists, even in part,

in all the rest of the world, showing the historical development

machines, such as lathes, planers and cranes in the shop. Many
of the models could be set in operation. For instance, a com-
plete operation of putting a wheel in the wheel lathe, turning it

and then handhng it again with the cram, would work itself

out automatically in this model, so that those not familiar with

shop practice, or others, could come to this museum and see in

miniature the complete operation. Ocular and physical demon-
stration on a three-dimension scale was here substituted for a

mere written or printed description, or even photographic repre-

sentation, as a method of instruction which would leave a more
complete and lasting impression. As another example, a cross-

section of a modern railway storehouse was shown, with all of

the materials, in miniature, in their allotted places, and little

puppets representing the store clerks receiving and filling the

orders from the shop. Of course, a bird's-eye view of such a

storehouse, shop, terminal station, yard, or engine-house, many
of them in actual movement, is much more readily grasped in a

Models Showing the Construction and Interior Arrangement of Both Old and Modern Rolling Stock on the Prussian State
Railways. These Models Are Complete in Every Detail.

of all parts of the railway, of its organization, personnel, and
benevolent institutions, as well as of its physical attributes, such

as track and track details, cars, locomotives, shops, and stations.

Besides these historical exhibits, which are placed in such an
order that one can follow the gradual development from the

earliest forms to the most modern, there is also a most complete
collection of everything representing present-day practice. The
exhibit includes a large number of examples of rail, axle, and
wheel breakages, boiler explosions, and other causes of accident

or failure in railroad operation, constituting a permanent and
growing study of cause and effect, so that the future may learn

from the past what mistakes to avoid.

Very complete models of the best locomotive and car-repair

shops are on exhibition. Each of these models covered a consid-

erable area and was complete in showing the materials and design

of the building structure, of the shop layout, of the method of

routing the work through the shop, showing also the new

short time than it would be in a trip of several hours over the

full-size actual plant.

The instructive nature of these models did not end with those

v/ho might see them in the museum, but fulfilled a similar func-

tion when the models themselves were being made. The making
of the models is very largely carried out by the apprentices in

the shops, who from the building of the models must, of course,

iearn much of the nature of the subject they are working on.

A better method of instruction in the m.ost careful use of tools,

appreciation of niceties of design, stimulation of pride in the

workmanship of the finished product, and instruction in the

principles of the various aspects of railroad operation could

hardly be devised for an apprentice.

Some of the models, both of locomotives and of machines,

were supplied by the big manufacturing firms who engage in

these branches of business, and served as an advertisement of

the excellences of their products as well as being most useful to
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the student of the existing types of machines and equipment.

Similar museums are maintained at Nuremberg and Munich

in Bavaria, the great museum at Berlin representing only the

Pressian State Railway Administration, the largest railway sys-

tem in the world. It is well known that in the past twenty years

Germany has made tremendous strides industrially, ranking to-

day among the leading manufacturing and commercial nations.

This enviable position has been won through the natural frugality

and the careful, saving disposition of the German, applying in

his manufacturing industries the principle of converting wastes

into profitable by-products. The German is not at all given to

extravagant and useless show, and these museums are not ex-

hibits on which large sums have been spent in the mere pride

of past achievement. They have been instituted with the idea

that their instructive character would have a practical effect on

the understanding and esprit-de-corps of all classes of railway

employees and officials, far outweighing the comparatively trifling

expenditure of money for this purpose.

This practice, for instance, would seem to furnish an object

lesson to American railway men and railway supply manufac-

turers, whereby, through co-operation, a similarly instructive,

permanent exhibit, of value alike to the railway men and the

manufacturers, could be established. Of course, we already have

had for many years our master mechanics and maintenance of

way convention exhibits where_ the latest developments have

been shown in full size. The expense not only of the prepara-

tion of these exhibition devices but of their shipment to the

place of exhibit and back again, and the number of demonstra-

tors required to explain the advantages of the new development,

has amounted to a considerable amount of money annually, and,

as stated before, these full size objects are not always so readily

grasped, nor can the ground required to show them be covered

so readily as would be the case if small but carefully made

models were in most cases used. This is particularly true in the

case of big machines, cars, cranes, building fixtures, etc. Smal!

objects like tie plates, metallic packing for locomotives, can, of

course, be shown usually in full size. To some extent an effort

is being made to create a permanent railway exhibit in the Kar-

pen building, in Chicago, but the railroads have no official con-

nection with this enterprise and it has a purely commercial

character.

THE CANADIAN PLAN FOR PREVENTING
STRIKES.*

By Hon. W. L. Mackenzie,

Former Canadian Minister of Labor.

The Canadian Industrial Disputes Investigation Act, enacted in

1907, was conceived primarily to protect the public against a repe-

tition of a fuel famine caused by a strike of coal miners. In pro-

viding, however, machinery at the expense of the State to aid in

the prevention of strikes and lockouts, the statute was made to

include mines, railways and street railways, steamships, tele-

graph and telephone lines, gas, electric light, water and power

works.

Before a strike or lockout can take place the parties aggrieved

must apply to the government for a board of investigation, each

party to elect a representative and these two a chairman, or, fail-

ing their agreement, the government to appoint a chairman.

From time to time in Canada it has been proposed that instead

of a special board for each dispute there should be a permanent

board, or a board permanent in part, but having for every case

a representative of each party—thus always giving a majority of

neutrals. No one board could handle all the cases which would

arise—an objection much greater in a- country as large as the

United States, and especially if the application of the act were

widely extended. Formalities and rigid precedents, so fatal to

conciliation in industrial disputes, are more difficult to avoid with

•Abstract of an address delivered at the annual dinner of the Railway
Business Association, Thursday evening, December 19, 1912.

permanent than temporary boards. The neutral majority also

has found less favor than the board of three, where each party

is regarded as having two representatives—its own appointee and

the chairman to whom it has agreed.

The board is expected to try conciliation, and, that failing a

settlement, to proceed formally. Its findings, failing a settlement,

become the official utterance through which public opinion is

shaped and brought to bear. If the parties reject the finding they

may strike or lockout. In other words, compulsory arbitration

as understood in Australasia was not viewed with favor, and was
not made a part of the Canadian plan. What we have is com-

pulsory investigation and compulsory publicity. In practice no

compulsion has proved necessary, except that of public opinion.

In the five and a half years there have been 132 applications

for boards of which 53 were in railways. 40 in coal mining, and

the rest in several other occupations. Out of the 132, strikes were

averted in all save IS. There have been only four railway strikes.

The recent Canadian Pacific dispute arose among a class of em-
ployees to whom the Minister of Labor adjudicated the act as

impracticable. Prior to the act not a year passed without a street

railway strike; since the act, there has been just one in all

Canada. The commercial telegraphers along with the railway

telegraphers have had strikes averted. Hence, Canada has en-

joyed for nearly six years all but complete immunity from lock-

outs and strikes on all her important agencies of transportation

and communication.

To the public the act has been of real service and is appreciated.

The railway companies, which at the outset were inclined to view

with suspicion, if not alarm, the wide power of a board to search

their records and question their officials, now without exception

endorse it. The following railway labor organizations, through

their legislative representatives, in letters addressed to me while

certain amendments adopted in 1910 were under way, declared

that with these changes this legislation would be entirely satis-

factory to them: Brotherhoods of Locomotive Engineers, Loco-

motive Firemen and Enginemen, Railway Trainmen, Railroad

Telegraphers, and Maintenance of Way Employees. There has

been request for Parliament to extend the scope of the act to

cover all industries.

In the United States the only national legislation with which

the Canadian Act may be compared is the Erdman Act, applica-

ble to railway employees engaged in train service. Commissioner

of Labor Neill this year reported that since 1906 "there has been

no case of a serious strike or of danger of a serious strike on the

part of those classes of employees to whom this law is made
applicable in which the provisions of this law have not been in-

voked," and that with one exception there has been no case in

which mediation was invoked and accepted before the actual be-

ginning of a strike in which an amicable adjustment has not been

brought about.

In comparing the Erdman Act with the Canadian Act it will be

noticed that the latter is compulsory investigation. The Erdman
Act cannot now be invoked unless both parties join in the appli-

cation. In Canada the investigation must be held even if neither

party applies. Under the Erdman Act publicity takes place, if

at all, after the strike has begun or perhaps has exhausted its

strength. In Canada publicity takes place before the strike can

begin. The Canadian Act embraces not only employees in train

ser\'ice but all railway employees as well as all industries in the

nature of public utilities.

Motor Cars for Australia.—It is the intention of the .-Xustra-

lian minister for home affairs to purchase two motor cars for use

on the transcontinental line. The back of the front seat and the

cushions in each car are to be so arranged as to permit of their

being folded back, in order that the cars may be used for sleep-

ing accommodation. An indication that the cars are intended

to be used in rough work is that a fire extinguisher will be fit-

ted to the footboard, and a canopy that will completely envelop

the car will be provided.



THE COUNTRY'S NEED OF GREATER RAILROAD FACILITIES.

Increase of Business and Congested Terminals on the

Railways of the United States; Need of Larger Terminals.

By James J. Hill.

The subject of national transportation is many-sided. One

aspect of it takes precedence in one community or in the opinion

of one interest, while for others some different phase ranks all

the rest. But every interest and every community should under-

stand that the main need today of transportation and of the

many activities connected with and dependent upon it is an

increase of terminal facilities. It is no exaggeration to say that

the commerce of the country, its manufacturing and agricul-

tural industry, its prosperity as a whole and the welfare of every

man in it who engages in any gainful occupation can escape

threatened disaster only by such additions to and enlargements

of e-xisting terminals at our great central markets and our

principal points of export as will relieve the congestion which

now paralyzes traffic when any unusual demand is made upon

them. Our natural material growth will make this their chronic

condition unless quick action is taken.

If you increase the size of a bottle without enlarging the neck,

more time and work are required to fill and eriipty it. That is

what has happened to the transportation business. In 1907

traffic was blocked on nearly all the principal eastern railway

lines. It took months to convey an ordinary shipment of goods

from one domestic market to another. The deadlock was broken

partly by a panic that lessened the volume of business and

partly by the efforts of railway managements to add, by increased

efficiency, to the moving power of facilities at command. We
neither anticipate nor desire perpetual business depression.

While the limits of efficiency have not been reached, we know

that it cannot be made to cover the demands of our growth in

population and production. The records of any large city will

prove this. The tonnage of the Pittsburgh district, for example,

by railroads alone, grew from 64,125.000 to 152,000,000 in the

ten j'ears between 1901 and 1911. It is both practical and patriotic

to ask what is to be done.

First, let us examine the table below, compiled from the re-

ports of the Interstate Commerce Commission, showing the recent

growth of the transportation business in the United States:

Increases Per Cent.

lS95to 1905 to 1909 10

1905. 1910. 1910.

Mileage 21 11 1.5

l.ccomotives 35 ^i J

I
Passenger cars 23 16 3.3

Freight service cars 45 23 3

Pa"lrger mileage 95 36 11.

Freight ton mileage 118 37 16.6

Business is beginning to feel the swell of a revival. The

freight ton mileage of the country was less by seventeen and a

half billions in 1909 than in 1907, and very little more than in

1906. Contrast this with the growth of the single year between

1909 and 1910. The freight ton mileage grew in that year

eleven times as fast as trackage, and five times as fast as equip-

ment. This ratio will be subject to increase rather than de-

crease. It will be much greater in this year of large crops and

added tonnage. If any manufacturer were confronted with such

conditions, it would be clear to him that he must either refuse

business or more than double his plant. The railroad cannot

refuse business. If it could do so legally, that policy would

still mean national panic and individual ruin. It must enlarge

its plant. Just what this means in the expenditure of billions

of dollars on new track and rolling stock I demonstrated more

than five years ago, and the facts have now been accepted by all

authorities. But even the existing plant cannot be worked to its

capacity without larger terminals. Hence the supreme importance

•.\bstract of an address delivered last night before the Railway Business

Association at the annual dinner.

at the very outset of this factor of the transportation problem.

This matter is vital not only to the railroads, but to ever)

business man. It is the immediate concern of every large city.

Cities can grow, they can escape decline, only as the movement

of business between and through them is kept free. When the

people find that their business cannot be handled, they must

either move away or cease producing and consuming. They will

decentralize their traffic, so far as that can be done ; and the

inability of the railroads to prevent this, by reason of conditions

imposed on them from without, will work injury to all the great

markets which have arisen through the free play of economic

forces and the wise judgment of the builders of our prosperity.

Interest in this question should be not local only, but national.

A railroad terminal performs the same function as a harbor.

It is actually the largest and most valuable harbor used by the

nation's commerce. Probably no greater volume of rail and

water traffic is transferred in any city anywhere than in Duluth-

Superior. On the land side the whole of this is mainly carried

by three railroads. It is received, transferred and discharged

without congestion in the busiest seasons and with expedition;

the terminals there have been specially created for the work.

Whenever we have a big crop or a general revival of business,

the country hears most of the danger of a car shortage. The

public assumes that if enough cars are provided they can be

moved on schedule time from point of origin to destinatii;)n,

wherever these may be. This is not the real trouble. What is

really needed is the greater movement of cars. The average

movement of a freight car is about 24 miles, or two hours, per

day. Delays in loading and unloading by shippers are partly

responsible, but much of the lost time is consumed in getting

into, out of or through terminal points where there is not room

to handle the cars. More cars intensify instead of reducing the

trouble. No other business could endure the loss of the use

of its machine plant for twenty-two hours out of the twenty-four.

One thousand cars will cover nearly eight miles of track. Each

car must be switched, loaded or unloaded, or all three. This

multiplies the trackage requirement.

A thousand cars are a flea bite compared with the daily move-

ment in the busy season. The railroads of the United States

carried 1,849,900,101 tons of revenue freight in 1910. At the

average load of 21.5 tons per car, it would take 86,041,865 cars

to move it. Nearly all of these pass through some large termi-

nal, most of them several times in the year. There are about

thirty important traffic centers; and if the total movement were

divided equally between them, supposing each car to pass through

but one market, and that only once a year, 7,858 cars would

have to pass through each terminal every day in the year. Five

thousand cars a day are enough to create a blockade in many of

the large terminals of the country. Our worst troubles have

come not from insufficient rolling stock or lack of efficiency in

handling it, but from congested terminals. There is but one

possible remedy—enlarged terminals. The main question back

of that is financial.

The two obstacles to be overcome in this readjustment of the

transportation agency to the growing needs of the country are

the physical difficulty and the cost. The railroads could not have

foreseen and guarded against this need thirty or forty years ago.

They could not then know where the greatest markets were to

grow. They could not tell in what portion of any city it would

be most convenient to have railroad yards placed a generation

later. Upon the railroads rests the responsibility of performing

the work now to be done. Will they be left free to attempt it
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under such conditions as will make the performance of it a

feasible thing and -not a miracle?

Large sums of money must be raised. What security can

the railroads offer for such a loan? Already, merely for con-

structing and operating their existing machine, many of them

have not only pledged their credit to the limit but have absorbed

a large share of their surplus earnings that in other countries

would have been paid out in dividends. The ability of the

Pennsylvania system to handle its big business is due in no small

degree to its past pohcy of diverting profits, legally the property

of the stockholders, to the construction of betterments. There

is not a well-managed railway of any size in the country of

which the same is not true to some extent. And, with the

increase of their expenses and the limitation of their income by

public authority, there is coming to be little or no surplus revenue

that may be so employed. Net income, not gross, is the index

of prosperity and the foundation of credit. The progressive de-

cline of net earnings per mile under the existing policy of rate

regulation is assured.

The properties of many systems are already encumbered to the

limit of credit and solvency. Securities have been consolidated,

equipment trusts have placed what are practically chattel mort-

gages on rolling stock, and money cannot be raised except for

a short term and at high rates. The railroads can pay money
only as they are permitted to earn it. In the last resort it is up

to the people to say whether or not these terminals and other

facilities shall be supplied; just as it is up to them to suffer the

severest of the consequences if they are not.

"Why are the railways not now in a position to borrow the

money and build the terminals at once?" "What have the rail-

ways done to entitle them to confidence, to relief and to a more

fair and generous treatment by the public?" Each of these

•questions can be answered by an examination of facts officially

vouched for.

The average freight rate per ton per mile received by the rail-

roads of the United States fell from 9.27 mills in 1890 to 7.53

mills in 1910. This is partly the effect of legislative regulations

and the orders of public commissions, and partly due to voluntary

reductions made possible by increased efficiency and increase in

the density of traffic. On the whole, railroad rates in the United

States are the lowest in the world. But they cannot continue

to grow less forever.

Rates must be such as will bring in, above operating expenses,

a reasonable return on the investment as measured by the value

of the property. So much the courts will uphold. But that is

not enough, if the railroads are to go into the money markets

of the world as borrowers of billions of dollars. A man must

do better than graze the sharp edge of bankruptcy if he is to

find himself welcomed as a prospective creditor by the investor.

So the railways, if they are to carry this new burden, must not

only be protected against the further destruction of their credit

involved in an unending succession of attacks upon their exist-

ing revenue, they must also be permitted to earn enough to

assure capital that they can pay interest and principal of the

heavy additional loans asked. By the light of this practical, un-

changeable fact the railway regulation of the future must be

guided. If it is not, then congestion and a general paralysis of

trade, costing the country more than double its whole bill for

transportation, cannot be avoided.

The Railroad Securities Commission, with President Hadley

at its head, the ablest and most disinterested body which has

ever investigated the subject in this country, said in its report:

"Where the future is uncertain the investor demands, and is justi-

fied in demanding, a chance of added profit to compensate for

his risk. We cannot secure the immense amount of capital

needed unless we make profits and risks commensurate. If rates

are going to be reduced whenever dividends exceed current rates

of interest, investors will seek other fields where the hazard is

less or the opportunity greater. In no event can we expect rail-

roads to be developed merely to pay their owners such a return

as they could have obtained by the purchase of investment se-

curities which do not involve the hazards of construction or the

risks of operation."

While revenue was shrinking, the obligatory expenses of the

railways of the country have increased enormously. The wages
of the railroad employees in this country have reached the stu-

pendous total of over $1,200,000,000 a year. According to the ad-

vance summary of the report of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission for 1911, the total number of employees in the United

States decreased in that year by 29,611 as compared with 1910,

while the total wages paid increased by $64,741,164. In no other

occupation has such a showing ever been made. If the wage
scale of 1899 had been in effect, the item of labor cost would
have been some $300,000,000 less. Against liberal wages the rail-

ways do not protest, because they know that they can render safe,

adequate and satisfactory service in proportion, as their employees

are well fitted and well paid for their work. But new outlay

must be balanced by new income unless operation is to cease.

Public sentiment almost always supports the demand of em-
ployees for higher wages. Public sentiment cannot, from the point

of view of either justice or safety, continue to prohibit or pre-

vent the levying of such rates as alone will enable the emploj'er

to pay the wage rate in many cases imposed practically from

without as authoritatively as are the traffic rates that a com-
mission orders into effect.

In 1890 the taxes paid by all the railroads aggregated $31,207,-

469; in 1910 they had risen to $103,795,701; for 1911 they are

estimated at $109,000,000 and may be a couple of millions more.

The increase in twenty years up to 1910 is 233 per cent. The
railroad treasury has come to be looked upon as the public milch

cow, from which a new supply of nourishment may always be

obtained. When the state appropriates out of the earnings of

the railways, as it did in 1910, more than one-fourth as much as

was paid in dividends to all the stockholders, the interest rate

naturally rises and the possible supply of new capital for railway

investment threatens to vanish altogether.

If you take two dollars out of your purse each time you put a

dollar in, bankruptcy will happen in time.' The railroads are not

yet reduced to the point of collapse, because most of them are

still permitted to earn and retain dividends. But their borrow-

ing power has been cut down until it suffices only for hand-to-

mouth improvement. Their credit must be so far restored as

to make it equal to carrying forward the creative and constructive

work which we have seen to be a condition of continued national

growth. How does their record for trustworthiness stand?

What have they done to show themselves fit for that larger

liberty of action which is indispensable if they are to perform

all the functions belonging to the proper conduct of their

business?

The railroads of the United States are entitled to both con-

fidence and relief because they have not abused their trust in

the matter of capitalization. While, to make possible the raising

of money, stock-bonuses undoubtedly were given in their earlier

history, it is true of them as a whole today that they have by

far the smallest capitalization per mile in the world; and that

they have kept their capitalization low by using for betterments

millions of earnings which anywhere in Europe would have been

handed over to stockholders, leaving the cost of improvements

to be charged to capital account. This is one of the best-estab-

lished facts in railroad history, though few people yet realize

how great is the difference in our favor.

The increase of capitalization per mile of railroad in England

and Wales for the nineteen years between 1890 and 1909 was

from $255,073 to $328,761, or $73,688; against a total capitaliza-

tion for all the roads in the United States in 1909 of $59,259.

It exceeded our total capitalization by $14,429 per mile. The
average annual increase for the nineteen years has been $3,875

per mile, exceeding the entire annual net earnings per mile of

railways in this country during the corresponding period. Our
capitalization per mile is from one-half to one-fifth that of

European countries ;
partly because the initial cost of construc-

tion was greater there, but largely because of a fixed difference
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in policy. The American railway makes improvements so far as

possible out of earnings or surplus, leaving capital account to

carry only new construction. The European road distributes

earnings among its stockholders, and issues new capital to pro-

vide necessary betterments. The difference accounts for the

sharp contrasts of the figures presented above.

The American policy is in the public interest, because it tends

to keep fixed charges down. A management can take its own

time about replacing a surplus used for improvements. When
the money has been procured by issuing new bonds, the interest

on these is a mandatory charge and must be added to the total

to be raised annually from rates. So far as the public is con-

cerned, the American policy is far better. And it should be

remembered that it became the American policy by choice, not

of legal compulsion, at a time when managements had a liberty

of action denied to them now. It would be an ironic turn of

affairs if this policy, deliberately followed of their own option

by railroad managements through the whole industry of Ameri-

can railroading, at the expense of the stockholders and because

it favors the rate-paying public, should be reversed, and the

burden transferred to the people's shoulders as a consequence of

regulations prescribed by the people themselves. At present it

seems not improbable that this will come true to some extent. A
capitalization of $60,000 per mile will not transact the business

of the country. On all trunk lines and wherever population be-

comes dense and traffic heavy, capitalization will have to be made

larger for new facilities and double tracking. The heavy amounts

required to provide terminals must also be charged to capital

account. With wages and material as high as they are now,

billions will be required. If additional money must be borrowed

for the less permanent improvements of which I shall speak

presently, the country will eventually have to carry a capitaliza-

tion more nearly approaching that of Europe and, as a necessary

corollary, rates will rise to a corresponding level.

The railways are entitled to confidence and relief because they

have displayed efficiency in the conduct of their business. This

is just as marked as their relatively low capitalization. The fig-

ures already given show an increase of traffic in a year about

five times as great as the increase of equipment and eleven times

the increase of mileage. Yet the machine has been hauling its

load because efficiency has been developed. Heavier rails, larger

engines, cars of greater capacity, increased train movement and

the full utilization of equipment have kept business moving. The

density of traffic in England, France and Germany should be as

much greater than in the United States as the density in the

middle exceeds that in the far western states. Yet here are

the facts

;

Ton Miles Per Mile of Road.

France 496,939
United Kingdom 529,622
Germany 827,400
United States (1910) 1,071,086

It is clear that our railroads have been capably managed, and

that the resources and powers entrusted to them are being used

to the highest business advantage. How the money they spend

is being employed is shown by the fact that our railroads move
272 ton miles of freight per dollar of net revenue, where the

United Kingdom shows only 58, Germany 172 and France 88.

For honest and efficient conduct our railways have no equals

in the world. By this supreme test they declare their fitness

for the gigantic work that still remains to be undertaken.

Not only, as I have shown, have they not charged to capital

the cost of improvements covered by stock and bond issues in

other countries, but they have shared their gains liberally with

the people through rate reductions. It has become common to

think of the progressive lowering of rates, while all other charges

are rising, as the work of legislative compulsion. On the con-

trary, many of the most important reductions made in the past

were voluntary. These are the lowering of charges on the great

staple products of the soil. This has made settlement possible.

It has made it possible for the farmer to realize the benefit of

high prices for his crops. It has doubled production again and

again. It has made possible the movement of lumber from the

Pacific Coast to the Middle West and even the eastern markets.

It has become a definite policy. And it has left in the pockets of

the people an enormous amount of money that would have gone

to the carriers or at least been shared by them if they had fought

against cheap transportation for the farm instead of fostering

it. If the freight and passenger rates in force on the Great

Northern system in 1881 had remained unchanged until 1910,

there would have been collected from the public $1,267,411,954

additional. This amounts to more than eight times the average

par value of its outstanding stock and bonds in the hands of the

public during the same period. That is to say, if there had been

no rate reductions on that system during the past thirty years,

it could have paid off its entire capitalization every three and

three-quarter years. If railroad rates in the United States had

increased as much in proportion as the prices of commodities and

the wages of labor between 1894 and 1909, the country's bill for

transportation for those fifteen years would have been over

seven billion dollars more than it was.

The railroads, then, have proved themselves competent and

trustworthy. But if they are to furnish the necessary additions

and provide new terminals, without which the traffic of the

countrj' can no more continue to move than a derelict can

voyage from port to port, the money will not come, as a magician

catches coins, out of the air. It must be either earned or

borrowed.

The theory of encouraging home industry has prevailed in this

country during the greater part of our national existence. Im-

port duties averaging 41.22 per cent, were levied in 1911. The

advocates of the system claim this is done to protect American

labor. Our manufacturers are protected as a matter of national

policy. Transportation costs the public from one-third to one-

half as much here as in Europe. This cheapness is not pur-

chased at the cost of the workingman. In 1910 the average

daily earnings of railway employees in the United States were

more than twice as great as in the United Kingdom, and two

and three-quarter times as much as on the Prussian-Hesse

system in Germany. As employers of labor and also as manu-

facturers of a commodity that everybody uses directly or in-

directly, paying that labor more than it receives anjTvhere else

in the world and supplying that serv'ice for less than is charged

anywhere else in the world, the railroads deserve a public con-

sideration not extended to them now.

Second, the railroads should be permitted to earn and hold

a surplus equal to fifty per cent, of the amount they pay out in

dividends, to be held for emergencies and applied to improved

facilities. There are many expenses, and new ones constantly

arising, that must not be added to capital charge unless rates

are to be made that the public cannot and ought not to be asked

to bear. In addition to the heavy demands of the ordinary

growth of traffic, there are many extraordinary expenses. Public

authorities do not hesitate to order the railroads to provide ad-

ditional equipment. This, being only partially under the owner's

control, is soon scattered over the country. The weaker roads

prefer paying a per diem charge to buying for themselves. This

compels the stronger roads practically to provide new equipment

for the whole country- and pay the cost of it from their own

resources. Grade crossings must be eliminated in both the cities

and the country. The ordering of these is held to be a legitimate

part of the police power of the state, whose exercise is unlimited.

To raise or lower tracks at a single city may cost millions of

dollars. This class of expenses grows very rapidly in the United

States as population becomes denser. Shall we capitalize them

also, as has been done abroad? Safety appliances must be

adopted. Ingenuity is adding yearly to the number of these ; and

the public demands rightly that they be put into use as soon as

their value is demonstrated. But all these things take money—
and a lot of it.

Steel cars are a good illustration of this kind of expense. They

are coming into general use, and it has been proposed to make

their purchase and employment compulsory even before their
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benfits have been fully proved. To buy them is a big expense,

but that is only the beginning. A train made up of them is sixty-

five per cent, heavier than one composed of old-style cars. More
trains must be run to render the same service. Tracks and

bridges must be strengthened. So the cost of service is increasing

all the time through improvements that the railroads are just as

anxious as the public to adopt. Every one of these improvements

costs money. Very few of them produce one dollar of additional

revenue. Yet the railroads must pay their bills or go into the

hands of a receiver. Such an increase of rates as v.ill cover

these expenses ; the accumulation of at least such a surplus as

will furnish funds for these daily demands in the domestic

economy of the railroads, must be authorized, unless traffic is

to decrease, transportation facilities to grow worse instead of

better, or capitalization to be increased until any rates that the

people can pay will fail to cover the fixed charges of the common
carriers.

An extraordinary doctrine is now being propounded in many
quarters. It is held that the accumulation of a surplus is evidence

that rates are too high and ought to be lowered; just as if the

man who earns, saves and puts a dollar in bank to meet future

contingencies thereby admitted himself guilty of either dishonesty

or extortion. It is held that a railroad has no right to receive or

enjoy income derived from any other source than the operation

of its plant. It is asserted that a railroad has no right to the

natural increment in the value of its property, though this is

not denied to any other corporation or to any individual under

like circumstances.

The state has taxed surplus and all improvements made from

it just the same as those made from the proceeds of stock and

bond sales. Can it do this—can it tax all earnings, improvements

made from earnings and surplus without confessing that the

holders are entitled to the property and the income from it as

truly as the state is entitled to the tax?

It is not a political but an economic question that the country

has to consider and solve. The adjustment of tariff taxation, the

regulation of railroads and all other similar matters over which

the legislative power has control and which are essentially

economic and non-political are held deliberately within the range

of current controversy for the advantage of party politics. So

long as they can be kept from a fair and permanent settlement

on the basis of economic justice, they will furnish rallying cries

for the unthinking of one political party or the other. The

country cannot rise to the level of its duty or its opportunity

until the scientific knowledge of the expert and the action of the

just judge are applied to the settlement of such economic issues.

The American people must soon begin to realize how injuriously

they are themselves affected by a game that has been played for so

many years with their business prosperity and their future wel-

fare. Meantime the practical questions that I have presented

and that grow straight from the root of the present situation

reinain. The wisdom, the desire for justice, the intelligent self-

interest of the whole country should be concentrated upon the

answer, which is not really difficult to find. The people must

first realize that regulation must not be strangulation. Every

restriction compatible with the public interest may be applied

without impairing the position of the railways, or their ability

to continue serving the public ; because their interests at bottom

are one. It is high time that a national perception of this identity

should put an end to hostile discrimination against the railroad,

and a policy shaped which will permit the railways of the coun-

try to lay a broad foundation for transacting the future business

of the country, by providing the machinery without which that

business cannot be done.

Courts and commissions will see that excessive rates are not

collected. On the other hand, the courts have affirmed the right

of the companies to earn a reasonable return on the total value

of their property. Between these well-marked lines the railway

rate should move, according to the needs of traffic and the de-

velopment of the business of the country. Rates either perma-

nently unchanged at the present figure or lowered by compulsion

mean, in view of the existing emergency, nothing but ruin. That
ruin will not be so immediate or complete for the railroads

themselves as it will be for the business interests to which they

will no longer be able to give a prompt and adequate service.

It will be far-reaching, because its effects will touch every man,
however humble, who is engaged in productive industry. If it

comes it will be the most disastrous catastrophe in all our

business experience.

Across every stream of commerce where it enters a distribut-

ing city an obstacle grows higher every day, restraining the im-

patient tide of the nation's exchanges. It is time for all of us

to lay aside prepossessions, hostilities, differences in points of

view, and work together for an object, infinitely more essential

than most of the great enterprises deemed so national in their

scope and benefits, that they command not only the sympathy but

the financial backing of the government itself.

No national or municipal campaign, no moral crusade, no
commercial or financial adventure or assurance can demand or

ought to receive from you and others like you the attention, the

study, the energetic support claimed by the imminent and urgent

issue which I have tried to present in outline. In a day of big

things it looms above them all. The railways, anxious to be ac-

tive in the upbuilding of the country and the introduction of a

coming era in transportation, stand at attention. Will the coun-

try give the word of permission and remove the heavy cloud of

doubt and depression which has steadily arrested the growth of

the nation's commercial facilities?

SPECIFICATIONS.*

By O. S. Beyer, Jr.

Specifications are important and valuable for the following

benefits which result from their use

:

Bidders are placed on a strict and fair competitive basis re-

garding quality as well as price.

The selection of the most desirable bid is simplified, and con-

troversy and criticism are minimized when awards are made.

The field from which materials and equipment are selected

is broadened since trade names are ignored and comparatively

unknown materials and equipment offered by responsible bid-

ders may be accepted without detriment to the purchaser.

The railways are insured against the delivery of imperfect,.

poor or wrong materials and equipment, and they are saved

disputes and troubles arising from the condemnation of and the

use of inferior, unsuitable and inadequate material and equip-

ment.

A definite basis for acceptance or rejection is established.

Constant inspection and analysis and record of service ren-

dered by materials and equipment made to specifications fur-

nish a check on the practical results obtained, and also furnish

additional information and experience which are helpful in

effecting improvements in the specifications and hence in future

supplies and equipment purchased.

In order that the foregoing advantages may be fully secured,

it is necessary that specifications be : Clear and concise, defi-

nite, logically arranged, uniform for the different railroads,^

and complete and thorough.

The language of specifications should be simple and plain.

Short sentences are best. Punctuation and grammar are im-

portant. Ambiguity should be studiously avoided. While

specifications should be comprehensive, they should not be

verbose. Conciseness should be carefully sought.

Definiteness is secured—first, by good English; second, by

the avoidance of such hazy terms as "general." "about," "etc.,"

"ample," which signify nothing specific; third, by distinctly

pointing out what is required.

Uniformity is secured by adopting the approved, recommended

'.Abstract of a paper presented before the Western Railway Club, De-
cember 17, 1912.
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or standard practices and specifications of the main railway and

engineering societies and railway systems.

The entire subject of the specification should be thoroughly

studied and the subject matter of the specification so prepared

that full compliance with it will insure the furnishing of the

material or equipment best suited without unnecessary refine-

ment and expense.

When it is desired to prepare specifications in accordance

with the elements outlined the following is essential: To know

exactly what is wanted; what can be obtained; what other

people are getting, and, to some extent, how different ma-

terials and equipment are made.

Many of the important materials purchased, by railroads are

furnished to specification of some sort, and they can be made

to apply with decided profit to many of the less important

materials where they are not now used. A greater uniformity

in the detail requirements of many of the specifications used by

railroads will result in economy for all. A large variation

exists in the detail requirements of a great many covering the

same material used for identical purposes. This lack of uni-

formity increases the cost of manufacture and also causes car

and locomotive builders to purchase small quantities of a large

variety of similar materials to be held in stock. Naturally this

does not help to decrease the cost of building equipment. By

eliminating this lack of uniformity, manufacturing and building

expenses will be reduced, and inspection might be simplified by

arranging a pooling of the inspection forces of different rail-

road companies.

A difficulty often encountered in the purchase of machine tools

and special equipment, particularly by the companies asked to

submit proposals, is the absence of definite information on just

exactly what is required. A definite and complete specification

outlining clearly what is desired will guard against unnecessary

trouble before and after purchase. It will insure the submitting

of intelligent and complete bids which are strictly comparable

with one another. Specifications thus employed will further pre-

vent the furnishing of machinery which is incomplete or unsuited

for the purpose desired. The large number of different tools and

special equipment including lathes, vises, pumps, planers, drill

presses, feed water heaters, boilers, coaling and wrecking cranes,

so frequently purchased, should all be covered by specifications

similar to the one just outlined. Of course, special construction

and unnecessary refinement should be avoided. It should not be

difficult to see that a careful specification covering a machine will

greatly simplify its purchase and guard against subsequent in-

stallation and service trouble.

Specifications for cars and locomotives are usually very in-

complete. The subject matter is too general and indefinite. The

established standards and approved practices of the railway com-

pany are not always included. Very much is left to the builders

who naturally introduce their own standards and methods. From
the basis of subsequent maintenance economies, this is not to the

best interest of the railway companies. Builders having no com-

plete and definite specifications to go by when making bids are

tempted to reduce their manufacturing costs at the expense of

<5uality of material, workmanship and construction, so that they

may be enabled to submit prices which will be lower than those

of their competitors. Experience has taught that builders should

not be expected, without explicit directions and a definite under-

standing, to build equipment which will be the best for the serv-

ice and the most economical to maintain.

The costly results of the lack of complete and definite plans

and specifications are not hard to find. A view over the tracks

where crippled cars are undergoing repairs will show many weak-

nesses in car construction, which would never have existed if

these cars had been built according to carefully prepared plans

and specifications in which first cost was not the only consider-

ation. A walk through the roundhouse and the back shop will

reveal similar weaknesses in locomotive construction.

Operating costs are also injuriously affected by the lack of ade-

quate specifications. Motive power selected, if not selected as a

result of a complete and thorough investigation of all the oper-

ating conditions, will not effect the greater economies in operating

expenses that could be effected. The railway companies are in

the best position to study all the conditions which influence the

proper selection and specification of cars and locomotives.

Considerable may be done by the principal railway engineering

societies in establishing rules and forms, if nothing more, to

govern the preparation of specifications for cars and locomotives

similar, somewhat, to the rules and forms adopted by the Amer-
ican Society for Testing Materials covering the form of material

specifications, and also similar to the form of the specification

adopted by the Conference Committee of the American Railway

Association and the United States Post Office Department. Such

standard forms would insure clearness, definiteness, logical ar-

rangement and completeness. They would also greatly simplify

the work of preparing specifications.

A thoroughly organized test department with a full quota of

inspectors under a competent engineer of tests is absolutely neces-

sary to insure the furnishing of materials and equipments strictly

in compliance with specifications. The furnishing of suitable ma-

terials, machines, special equipment, cars and locomotives will be

safeguarded by a strong, capable inspection and test organization.

The policy of railways should, therefore, be to maintain a well

balanced test department.

The preparation of good, thorough specifications is the duty of

the mechanical engineer and his staff, collaborating with the engi-

neer of tests and the practical men in the field. However, the

mechanical engineering staff is often too limited in number to

fully and pi operly study and prepare such specifications. The

extremely short time usually granted in which to prepare plans

and specifications is another serious condition which prevents the

turning out of sufficiently comprehensive specifications. The

great good which a thoroughly organized engineering staff can

accomplish by carefully studying equipment selection in relation

to the many conditions which affect it, the investigation of new

and improved devices, methods and materials and the preparation

of complete and accurate plans, should be more thoroughly appre-

ciated. The experts of many of the leading supply and engineer-

ing firms are always willing and ready to co-operate with the me-

chanical engineer and his staff.

The return from a complete and capable mechanical engineer-

ing organization is not direct, and can hardly be proven by simple

figures. Hence, perhaps, the reluctance with which the pay-roll

is increased to make possible the employment of draughtsmen

and engineers to prepare first-class and thorough plans and spe-

cifications. This reluctance should pass away when the entire

situation is logically viewed and the great benefits which result,

from the good vifork of a competent mechanical engineering staff

are considered.

Australian Railway Proposals.—A short time ago the

Queensland Premier said he had not heard anything definite as

to the proposal to link up New South Wales and Queensland

railways, via Kyogle and Beaudesert, but there had been some

talk of establishing connection between Kyogle and Killarney,

via Acacia Creek. The government did not intend to consider

any railway proposals this year, but when some of the railway

problems now in hand were disposed of, it would be time enough

to deal with interstate linking up.

Railv^tays in Sumatra.—The Dutch Indies government now

has in Sumatra a line known as the West Coast of Sumatra

Railway, which is 152 miles in length, of 3 ft. 6 in. gage, and

equipped with 65 locomotives, 74 passenger coaches, and 634

freight cars. This line serves only a very small portion of the

west coast of the island, connecting the port of Padang with

Fort de Kock, and having three short branches. The only other

existing railway in Sumatra is the Deli Railway, a private line

on the northeast coast in the rich tobacco-growing district of

Deli. This railway radiates in several directions from the cap-

ital city of Medan, and comprises about 80 miles of 3 ft. 6 in.

gag«



INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION'S ANNUAL REPORT.
The Commission Renews Its Recommendations for a Physical

Valuation and for Control Over Railway Capitalization.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has sent to Congress

its twenty-sixth annual report. The opening paragraphs sum-

marize the work- of the Commission. Complaints classed as in-

tormal have been received to the number of 6,550, an increase of

2,225 over the preceding year. In the "special docket"—over-

charges—6,009 applications have been filed. Orders issued, 3,096;

aggregate reparation, $295,011, a decrease of $34,376; complaints

•dismissed, 799. The fourth section docket had 1,993 applications;

orders issued, 1,828; of which 1,587 granted relief.

The number of formal complaints filed during the year was

755, a decrease of 126, as compared with the previous year; 778

cases were disposed of, an increase of 126. The Commission
conducted 1,154 hearings, as compared with 943 the previous year,

and took 125,000 pages of testimony.

SUSPENSION OF ADV.-\NCES.

In the exercise of its authority to suspend the operations of

new tarilifs, the Commission has undertaken to distinguish be-

tween current changes in rates which might be regarded as nat-

ural and normal readjustments occurring in the ordinary course

of business, and distinct and material advances for the definite

purpose of increasing rates; and in the latter class of cases it has

undertaken to scrutinize the apparent reason therefor. * * *

Since December 1, 1911, the Commission has suspended tariffs in

120 cases, and has declined to exercise this authority with respect

to proposed changes in 112 cases where protests were made by

shippers.

Since June 18, 1910. when the Commission was authorized by

the act approved on that date to suspend new tariff schedules,

pending investigation, that authority has been exercised in 189

cases. A list of these, showing the disposition made of each case,

is given in the appendix to the report.

Of the investigations which have been completed up to this

time the advances proposed by the carriers were condemned in

32 cases ; the advances were allowed in whole in 30 cases, and
allowed in part in fifteen cases ; and in 22 cases the proposed

advances were withdrawn by the carriers after suspension, and
no further action by the Commission was deemed necessary.

EXPRESS R.\TE INVESTIGATION.

The investigation of the express companies has been concluded

during the year. The report of the Commission is declared to

have worked a revolution and renovation in the methods and

rates of express companies. "The double collection of charges

has been prevented, discriminatory rates have been or will be

abolished, through routes have been and are being established,

which will secure a direct and properly expeditious service, and
a new and original system of stating express rates, by blocks,

has been devised, and will soon be put into operation, under

which it will be possible not only for the express agent himself,

at a given station, to determine at a glance the rate between his

office and every other express office in the United States, but

even the shipper can qualify himself by a few moments' study

to ascertain the same facts." The report says that this is prob-

ably the most important single piece of work ever done by the

Commission. Similar investigations are now in progress upon
various matters, including the substitution of freight where
stopping-in-transit has been allowed ; allowances to terminal rail-

roads
; the weighing of carload and less than carload freight

;

the issuing and use of passes, franks and free passenger service;

bills of lading; private cars; and rates on anthracite coal. These
investigations are of necessity largely conducted by the members
of the Commission in person "and occupy a very considerable

portion of our time."

TARIFFS.

The number of tariffs filed in the 12 months ending November

30 was 108,766, which is less than half the number filed four

years ago—a result of the Commission's regulations. The report

gives a summary of the work of the railways' committees which
are trying to work toward a uniform classification of freight.

DIVISION OF INQUIRY.

In the year ending November 30, ninety-three indictments were
returned for offenses against the act to regulate commerce.
Several of these were against two or more defendants jointly.

Thirty-four indictments were against carriers or carriers' agents.

54 against shippers or passengers and five against carriers and
shippers jointly. Of the indictments against shippers, 25 were
for the offense of misbilling. Of the total number of indictments

returned during the year, 28 were for fraudulent transactions

in connection with the operation of stopping-in-transit privileges.

During the same year 61 prosecutions were concluded. In

47 cases the defendants entered pleas of guilty. In six cases

verdicts of guilty were rendered by juries. In one case a verdict

of not guilty was returned by a jury. Seven cases were dis-

missed. In nearly every instance dismissal was due to the fact

!hat alternative indictments had been returned for the same
ofi'ense.

The total amount assessed as penalties in the cases con-

cluded by pleas of guilty and by verdicts of guilty was $344,420.

Of this amount $207,000 was assessed against carriers or carriers'

agents, and $137,420 against shippers or passengers. The penalties

in particular cases ranged from a minimum of $10 to a maximum
of $55,000.

The report rehearses the principal points of law determined

by the courts during the year. It has been held that proof of

posting of rates need not be made in prosecutions against ship-

pers charged with accepting rebates; that a carrier on trial for

rebating cannot be allowed to make the defense that it was in

error regarding its established rates; that in case of transporta-

tion partly by water and partly by rail the jurisdiction for de-

parture from the established rates may be exercised by the

District Court of any district through which the transportation

passes.

There have been five cases of imprisonment for violation of tht

act to regulate commerce. They were all in the southern district

of New York. The imprisonment in each case was for one day.

but there were heavy fines. The offenses consisted in the collec-

tion of rebates under the guise of commissions for the solicitation

of traffic.

"During the year," says the report, "the various indictments

against the ore-carrying roads owning docks at the various Lake
Erie ports, and also against the companies formed to lease and

operate such docks, have been concluded, pleas of nolo contendere

being entered and total fines of $123,000 being imposed." In these

cases the Commission believes it to be finally established that

carriers leasing terminal facilities to certain shippers, and thus

creating discriminations as against other shippers not enjoying

such leases, become criminally liable, and also that the shippers

enjoying such discriminations are criminally liable.

FOURTH SECTION.

The report discusses at some length the doings of the Com-
mission in relation to the law, as revised, concerning long and
short haul rates. Since the date of the last annual report, when
5.030 applications had been filed for permission to deviate from
the general requirements of the long and short haul clause, hun-

dreds more have been filed. The Commission has issued a

number of permissive orders and is now waiting for a decision

from the Supreme Court interpreting the act, to take more def-

inite action.

COURT DECISIONS.

The report reviews the 14 cases affecting the Commission
which have been decided by the Supreme Court during the year,
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and says : "The central thought to be gathered from this exposi-

tion of the law seems to be that the administrative judgment of

the Commission, as expressed by its orders, cannot be reviewed

by the courts, in so far as they are within its delegated authority,

not confiscatory, and not palpably arbitrary and unreasonable."

Twenty-nine suits have been filed in the Commerce Court to

annul orders of the Commission, and applications to the Com-
merce Court for preliminary injunctions were made in IS cases,

but three of the cases were dismissed for want of jurisdiction.

Prehminary injunctions were granted in two cases and denied

in four, and applications pertaining to the remaining six cases

are now before the court.

During the year the Commerce Court has decided upon their

merits 11 cases. In four, the orders of the Commission were

annulled; and in seven, including three which were afterward

dismissed for want of jurisdiction, the orders of the Commission

were sustained.

In 11 cases, where negative orders of the Commission were

involved, decrees of dismissal were entered by the Commerce
Court, following the decision of the Supreme Court in the

Procter & Gamble case. Ten cases were dismissed on application

of the petitioners, and eight were dismissed in compliance with

mandates of the Supreme Court.

There are now pending before the Commerce Court 22 suits

involving orders of the Commission, ten of which are awaiting

decision, but this includes the six which are before the court

for determination upon motions for preliminary injunctions. The
remaining 12 are not yet ready for hearing.

RAILWAY RECORDS.

The report describes briefly the forms ' that have been pre-

scribed for the keeping of the accounts of railways, express com-
panies, pipe lines, etc.

Examination of the accounts of railroad companies has been

continued during the year and the value of this work is increas-

ingly apparent. Different companies put different interpretations

on the requirements of the commission. Property accounts are

not always kept in such a way as to show the proper relation be-

tween expenditures and the par value of securities issued. The
commission's order covering its classification of expenditures for

road and equipment, effective on July 1, 1907, prescribed that

after that date all entries in such accounts should be in terms

of cash. The general examinations since made have developed

the fact that in some cases items entered in the property accounts

have not represented simply expenditures in terms of cash, but

have been greatly in excess of such expenditure, whereby the

wide disparity between the cost of property and the par value

of securities issued has been concealed. Instances have been

found of the misstatement of revenue and expense accounts to

such extent that the apparent results of operation were materially

affected, an actual deficit or surplus being reported as the op-

posite. In a number of cases of the more flagrant violations

disciplinary measures will be adopted. But the general attitude

of carriers is one of hearty co-operation.

In the routine examination of accounts practices of a question-

able nature are sometimes discovered. The routine work also

qualifies the examiners to make special investigations. On the

question of abuse of privileges of stopping-in-transit the ex-

aminers were able to secure accurate information of the prac-

tices of twenty railroads in two weeks, and some of these prac-

tices were found to be contrary to the rules.

STATISTICS.

Under the head of statistics the report contains a number of

summaries from the statistical report proper. These include : A
summar)' of the annual income accounts of 126 companies earn-

ing of $10,000,000 yearly; of the earnings and expenses of roads

earning over $1,000,000 yearly and a similar statement for the

three months, July-September. 1912; summary income account

of the 12 big express companies, and one of the Pullman Com-
pany.

Telephone companies, now subject to the Interstate Commerce
law, have been looked into, but it is very diflScult to get satisfac-

tory information concerning the multitude of small concerns.

The report gives an account of the status of water carriers,

as fixed by the Supreme Court decision of last April and by the

Panama canal act.

.\CCIDEXTS .\ND M.ATTERS OF SAFETY.

The report gives the usual tabular summaries of accidents for

the year, and in addition gives, for eleven years, the causes of

derailments in considerable detail, defects of roadway being

shown under six heads, and of equipment under 12.

The safety appliance act has been vigorously enforced. During
the fiscal year 177 cases, involving 4S9 violations of the act, were
transmitted to the several United States attorneys for prosecu-

tion. The railroads confessed judgment as to 338 violations and

prosecutions were dismissed as to 23 counts. During the same
period 28 cases, involving 144 violations, were tried before the

courts, of which 121 counts were decided in favor of the govern-

ment, and eight in favor of the defendant, decision being re-

served as to the remaining 15 counts. Penalties aggregating

$40,400, in addition to costs, were collected.

The circuit and district courts have rendered a number of

decisions during the year, strengthening the Safety Appliance

law; but there have been some conflicting opinions.

A number of roads have been prosecuted for violation of the

ash pan law.

There have been transmitted by the commission to United

States attorneys for prosecution 217 cases, involving 2,135 vio-

lations of the hours-of-service law. The railroads have con-

fessed judgment in 727 counts. Twenty cases, involving an ag-

gregate of 110 violations, were tried, in 82 of which there was
a verdict for the government, the remaining 28 counts being de-

cided in favor of defendants. Two hundred and one counts were

dismissed. Penalties aggregating $25,835 were collected.

Nine decisions of the courts concerning the hours-of-service

law are reported. The railways are now required to keep on

file full reports of all train delays which may have led to em-

ployees being kept on duty beyond the statutory period. The
report says that instances in which excessive hours have con-

tributed to accidents "seem to have almost disappeared." Cases

of excessive service continue in large numbers, but some roads

have improved. Inexcusable delays continue to be reported by

the roads as excusable.

Investigation of Accidents.—Up to September 1, 1912, 81 acci-

dents had been investigated, 49 of which were collisions and 31

derailments, the other one being a grade-crossing accident. The

railroads generally are replacing their older cars with cars of

all-steel or steel-underframe construction as rapidly as condi-

tions will permit. Of the 81 accidents investigated up to Septem-

ber 1, 52 were caused by mistakes on the part of employees.

These 52 accidents comprise 48 of the 49 collisions investigated,

and 4 of the 31 derailments. They caused the death of 248 per-

sons and the injury of 1,309 persons. Of the 48 collisions caused

by errors of employees 33 occurred on roads operated under the

train order [time interval] system, and 15 occurred under the

block system.

"There is a disposition in some quarters to charge these la-

mentable errors to failure of discipline and to hold employees

wholly responsible for such failure. This is a superficial view

which contains no promise of effective remedy. It cannot be

assumed that employees deliberately ignore disciplinary meas-

ures which they know from experience are necessary for their

own safety; nor is it conceivable that rules which have been

enacted to secure safety in the movement of trains are dis-

regarded by employees, knowing that the result may mean their

own death, except under pressure of some compeUing motive

that for the moment overcomes the force of the regulations.

"The increase in casualties to employees during the past year

and the numerous fatal accidents to passengers which have oc-
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curred in recent months provoke the inquiry whether additional

legislation may not be directed toward safety of operation. The
commission is giving this matter careful attention, but is not

prepared at this time to make a definite recommendation.

"To prevent railroad collisions adequate measures must be

taken to reduce the chances of human error to a minimum and

to neutralize the effects of such error when it occurs, the com-

mission holds. It is not probable that a satisfactory code of

train rules which will meet all demands can be secured without

action by the federal government."

The commission repeats its recommendation that the adoption

of the block system be required by law. "Although the most seri-

ous collisions in this country were on block-signaled roads, yet

from the standpoint of safety the block system is superior to the

train-order system, because it presents fewer opportunities for

men to make mistakes. When used in connection with a code

of operating rules, together with the necessary reformation of

operation and disciplinary measures, it would greatly increase

the safety of railroad travel."

Boiler Inspection.—The boiler inspection law of February 17,

1911, has been enforced vigorously. The railways in reporting

descriptions of boilers make many mistakes, and 6,000 cards

(out of 34,000) have had to be returned for correction. In-

spectors report all defects, even if these have not become serious

enough to violate the law ; and thus the inspections tend to pre-

vent violations and to make it unnecessary to prosecute. The

boiler inspectors have investigated 255 accidents. To facilitate

this work and save time one of the assistant chief inspectors

now has his office at Denver, Colorado.

"During the year 74,234 locomotives were inspected, 48,768

of which were found defective; 3,377 locomotives were ordered

out of service for repairs.

"In addition to this, the following locomotives were required

to be strengthened or changed to comply with the requirements

of the law or permanently removed from service

:

Pressure reduced to insure a proper factor of safety 699
Seams reenforced by well plates to insure a proper factor

of safety : 327
Permanently removed from service on account of de-

fective condition 698
The lowest reading of water glass ordered raised to com-

ply with the law 992
Lowest gage cock ordered raised to comply with the law.. 408
Ordered strengthened by having braces of greater se\;-

tional area applied 351
Additional support ordered for crown sheet 116

"Thus 6,968 locomotives were either held out of service for re-

pairs or changed and strengthened to conform to the require-

ments of the law or permanently removed from service.

"This work has been accomplished without the necessity of re-

sorting to the courts in a single instance to enforce the require-

ments of the law or the lawful orders of the district inspectors.

Of the 3,377 locomotives which have been ordered out of service

only five cases hav'e been appealed to the chief inspector, in three

of which the orders of the district inspectors were sustained and

two reversed. In the efforts of the chief inspector to carry out

the provisions of the law he has had the co-operation of the

railroad officials on practically all roads. Wherever he has met

with opposition it has usually been found due to a lack of proper

organization or equipment to properly perform the work as re-

quired. A marked improvement in this condition of affairs is,

however, already manifest, and the necessary action is being

taken to bring about a proper observance of the law in all cases."

Conclusion.—The commission, in conclusion, renews its recom-

mendations for legislation providing for a physical valuation of

railroads, a uniform classification of freight, a more explicit

definition of the authority of the commission over telegraph and

telephone lines, and control over railway capitalization.

CHROME-VANADIUM DRIVING WHEEL TIRES.

Swiss Railway Earnings.—The receipts of the Swiss State

Railways for 1911 were as follows: Passenger traffic, $15,001,890;

freight traffic, $21,263,988; other receipts, $1,458,926, a total of

$37,724,804. Expenditures were $22,664,762, making a balance in

favor of the government of $15,060,042.

In an attempt to reduce the excessive wear on driving wheel

tires, one of the large railways recently experimented with tires

made of heat treated chrome-vanadium steel. These tires were

applied to a Pacific type locomotive weighing 229,500 lbs.

total, and 150,500 lbs. on drivers, which was put in service on a

division having numerous curves ranging from 3 to 14 degrees

curvature. The average number of brake applications per trip

were nine for station stops and four for crossings and slow-

downs. Although flange lubricators were used on the other

locomotives on this division none were applied to this locomotive.

These tires, after an engine mileage of 121,000 miles, were

found to still have good contours but because of necessary re-

pairs to other parts, the locomotive was shopped. A sister

engine in identical service had a new set of carbon steel tires

applied one month after the vanadium tires were put on and

these tires gave a mileage of only 60,040 miles before having to

be turned. It was necessary to reduce the diameter of these

tires by J4 inch in order to build up the worn flange.

In switching service, chrome-vanadium tires have given four-

teen months' service, double turn, with a maximum wear of only

J4 inch. It is reported that these tires, which are now on their

third term of service between turnings, will probably be good

for a fourth term.

Other railways, in considerable numbers are now ordering

tires of this material and a specification has been prepared after

exhaustive experiment and research by the tire makers and the

American Vanadium Company. In developing this specification

the effort was to determine the particular chemical composition

of chrome-vanadium steel and the proper heat treatment which

would give the highest wearing qualities.

The success of the specifications, which are given in full at

the end of this article, are illustrated by some tests recently

made on tires manufactured under them. Three tires, one each

manufactured by the Midvale Steel Company, the Standard Steel

Company and the Latrobe works of the Railway Steel-Spring

Company were subjected to physical and chemical tests with the

results given in Table I. For comparison the properties of car-

bon steel tires are given in the last column.

The strength and toughness of heat treated chrome-vanadium

steel is clearly shown by the drop tests of each of these tires.

A summary of the results secured is given in Table 2. The
accompanying illustration Fig. 1, shows the tire manufactured

by the Standard Steel Works Company after being subjected

to the drop test. In this test, the tire was 48^ inches internal

diameter, 3>^ inches thick. A deflection of 4 3-16 inches was

required by the specifications, and a total of 5 5-16 inches was

obtained after a total of 37 blows from different heights up to

25 feet.

In the drop test of the Midvale Steel Company, the tire was

55^ inches internal diameter and 3% inches thick. All blows

were from a height of 40 feet, seven blows in all were given.

A total deflection of 5 7-16 inches was obtained, 4^ inches

deflection being required by the specifications. The tire manu-

factured by the Latrobe Works of the Railway Steel-Spring

Company was 56 inches internal diameter and 4 inches thick.

Under the specifications a deflection of 3 11-16 inches was re-

quired. The total deflection obtained was S inches, after a total

of 22 blows from successive heights up to 30 feet, the limit of

the drop.

Comparison of the micro-photographs of heat treated chrome-

vanadium and untreated carbon steel tires in general use indi-

cates graphically one of the reasons for the higher wearing

qualities of the former.

Figure 2 is a micro-photograph of one of the heat treated

chrome-vanadium tires used in the drop tests. This is repre-

sentative of the micro-structure of the whole tire section from

thread to bore. It was made from a piece cut from the exact

center of the tire section, which theoretically should show the
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coarsest micro-structure or grain of the tire. Figures 3 and

4 are micro-photographs of a well made, untreated carbon steel

tire representative of the present standard. Figure 3 shows the

micro-structure of a piece taken close to the thread. This micro-

structure was present to the depth of about a quarter of an inch

below the tread. From that point the grain' increased in size,

giving a micro-structure as shown in Figure 4. This is the

Jin
i!

..,:;UMt.VANADIUM Tin

INSIDE OlAM. BEFORE TES1 ..a .N.

INSIDE DIAM. AFTER TEST 43 .IN.

DEFLECTION REQUIRED 4 .IN.

DEFLECTION OBTAINED S IN

HEIGHT OF DROP 15 FT.

WEIGHT OF DROP 7240 .BS

FOOT POUNDS .937 600

111

X

Fig. 1—Chrome-Vanadium Driving Tire After a Drop Test.

typical micro-structure which exists throughout practically the

entire section of the untreated carbon steel tire. The closer

grained structure shown in Figure 3 is often largely removed
m turning and boring the rough tire.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR HE.^T TREATED CHROME-VANADIUM STEEL TIRES.

1. Steel for tires shall be made by the acid open hearth

Fig. 2—iVIicro-Photograph of Chrome-Vanadium Steel Tire.

IVIagnified 170 Diameters.

process. Sufficient discard shall be made to insure removal of

piping and segregation.

2. Chemical Composition :

Ca'-'^O" 0.50 to 0.6S per cen
Manganese 0.60 to 0.80 per cen
Chromium 0.80 to 1.10 per cen
Silicon 0.20 to 0.35 per cen
Vanadium Over 0.16 per cen
Phosphorus Not over 0.05 per cen
''"'Ph"'' Not over 0.05 per cen:

The higher range in carbon to be used for switch and freight
engine tires, and tender and car wheel tires; the lower range in

carbon to be used for passenger engine tires.

The above limits are rejection limits for samples taken at any
stage of manufacture.

3. Drillings from a small test ingot cast with the heat or
turnings from a tensile specimen or turnings from a tire (where
tires are machined at the works of the manufacturer) shall be

used to determine whether the chemical composition of the heat

is within the limits specilied in paragraph 2.

4. Physical Requirements :

TiBES Over 56 In. Inside Dlameteb.
Elastic limit 95.000 to 115,000 lbs. per sq. in.
Ultimate strength 125,000 to 140,000 lbs. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 in Minimum, 15 per cent.
Reduction of area Minimum, 35 per cent.

Tires 56 In. Inside Diameter and Under.

Elastic limit 1 10.000 to 1 25.000 lbs. per sq. in.

Ultimate -strength 140,000 to 160.000 lbs. per sq. in.

Elongation in 2 in Minimum, 12 per cent.
Reduction of area Minimum, 30 per cent.

The elastice limit to be obtained by means of an approved

extensometcr. The ultimate strength is not to be considered

as a requirement, but must in all cases be reported, and should

appro.ximate the above ranges.

5. The standard turned test specimen, as shown in the illus-

tration, 1/2 inch in diameter and 2 inches gauge length, shall

be used to determine the physical properties as specified in

paragraph 4.

_ -4, 2- -4<-_

standard Test Piece.

6. Should a falling weight test be required, one tire from

each heat shall be selected and tested as described in paragraph

10. When such a lest is made the tensile test specimen to deter-

mine if the steel meets the physical requirements of paragraph

4, shall be cut cold from the tested steel. The location of this

Mr/ '

m
Fig. 3—IVIicro-Photograph of Carbon Steel Tire at Point Close

to Tread. IVIagnified 60 Diameters.

test specimen shall be midway between the tread and the bore

and midway between the face of the tire and a line passing

through the center of the tire from tread to bore as shown

below.

7. Should no falling weight test be required by the contract,

the physical properties of each heat of steel shall be determined

by a test specimen cut from a bar 6 ins. x 4 ins. x 9 ins., forged

from an ingot, and heat treated with the tires. The location

of this test specimen to correspond to location of test piece when

taken from a tire.
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8. When required, the purchaser or his representative shall

be furnished with copies of all chemical analyses and physical

tests, and be privileged to witness ail physical tests.

9. He.at-Tre.\tment: The heat-treatment shall consist in

reheating the tires after rolling, and then quenching in oil; the

tires to be then reheated slowly ami uniformly to a temperature

sufficiently high to obtain the desired physical properties. The
tire must be held at this final temperature at least two hours.

Location at Which the Test Specimen Shall Be Taken.

The tire should then be withdrawn from the furnace and allowed

to cool in still air. The recommended temperature for quench-

ing is about 1,600 deg. F. The final heating for obtaining the

physical properties specified should be approximately 1,100 to

1,200 deg. F.

10. Should the contract call for a falling weight test, a test

tire from each heat represented shall be selected by the pur-

chaser or his representative, and furnished at his expense pro-

vided it meets the requirements.

The test tire shall be placed vertically in a running position

under the drop, on a solid' foundation with an anvil weighing at

least ten tons, and shall be subjected to successive blows from a

tup weighing 2,240 pounds, falling from heights of 10 feet, IS feet.

and 20 feet and upwards until the required deflection is obtained

as specified belo-iv.

The test tire shall stand the drop test described in foregoing

paragraph without breaking or cracking and shall show a mini-

mum deflection equal to D^ -=- (40T" -)- 2 D), D being the inter-

nal diameter in inches and T the thickness of the tire at center

of tread in inches.

Fig. 4—Micro-Photograph of a Carbon Steel Tire at a Point

Near the Center of the Section. Magnifi d 60 Diameters.

Should the test tire fail to meet the requirements in any par-

ticular, two more test tires shall be selected from the same heat

if the manufacturer so desires, and at his expense. Should these

two tires fulfill the requirements, the heat shall be accepted.

11. Tires when furnished in the rough shall conform to

drawings with the following tolerances

:

(a) Height of Flange—The height of flange shall not be more
than 3-22 inch over or under the height called for. (b) Width
of Flange—The width of flange shall not be more than 1-16 inch

over or under the dimensions called for. (c) Throat Radius

—

The throat radius shall not be more than '/» inch greater nor
more than. 1-16 inch less than the radius called for. (d) Width
of Tire—The width of tire shall not be more than % inch greater

nor more than 1-16 inch less than the width called for.

(e) Inside Diameter—The inside diameter shall not be less than
the diameter of the finished tire by more than % inch, (f) Out-
side Diameter—Tires 33 inches or less in inside diameter shall

be furnished in sets not varying more than 1-16 inch in outside

diameters, and not out of round more than 1-16 inch. Tires over

33 inches in inside diameter shall be furnished in sets not vary-

ing more than 3-32 inch in outside diameter and not out of

round more than 3-32 inch.

12. The manufacturer's brand and serial number shall be
legibly stamped on the tire close to the inside edge where the

stamping will not be cut off at the last turning. Set numbers
shall be stenciled on each tire.

13. The inspector representing the purchaser shall have free

entry at all times while work on the contract of the purchaser
is being performed, to all parts of the manufacturer's works
which concern the manufacture of the material ordered. The
manufacturer shall afford the inspector, free of cost, all reason-
able facilities to satisfy him that the tires are being furnished
in accordance with these specifications. All tests and inspections

shall be made at the place of manufacture prior to shipment, and
shall be so conducted as not to interfere unnecessarily with the
operation of the works.

14. Tires which show injurious defects while being finished

by the purchaser will be rejected, and the manufacturer shall

replace them at his own expense.

Table No. 1.

—

Comparative Physical Properties and Chemical Comp.-si
HON OF Heat Treated Chrome-Vanadium and Standard

Carbon Steel Tires.

Physical Properties.

Heat Treated Chrome-Vanadium Tires.

Obtained.
Specified.

Manufacturer Standard Midvale Latrobe
Elastic limit, lbs. per

sq. in 119,500 110,000 118,700 110.000 to 125.000
Tensile strength, lbs.

per sq. in 146,500 136.000 149,520 140,000 to 160,000
Elongation in 2 in.,

percent 15.5 17.0 15.0 Minimum, 12
Reduction of area,
percent 39.0 48.6 34.4 Minimum, 30

Regular
Carbon
Tire.

65.000

125.000

Carbon, per cent. .

.

Manganese, per ceni
Chromium, per cent
\'anadium, per cent
Silicon, per cent...
Phosphorus, per ceni
Sulphur, per cent.

.

-Chemical Compositit

0.55
0.64
0.88
0.17
0.30
0.034
0.04

0.57
0.694
0.95
0.20
0.289
0.037
0.023

0.62
0.95
0.24

0.680.50 to 0.65
0.60 to 0.80
0.80 to 1.10 0.00
Over 0.16 0.00

0.20 to 0.35 0.250
Not over 0.05 Under 0.05
Not over 0.05 Under 0.05

Table No. 2.

—

Summary of Results of Drop Tests of Heat Treated
Chr

Maker
Thickness
Inside diameter befori
Inside diameter after
Deflection required .

Deflection obtained .

drop

)ME-\^ANADIUM TiRES.

Standard

3H in.

48^4 in.

43A in.

4A in.

Weight of drop 2.240 lbs.

'Entire test made at this height.

Midvale

37A in

55H in

50A in

4H in,

5A in
40 ft.

2,240 lbs.

High Price of Oil Fuel in Austria.—It is only a very short

time ago that, at the instance of the petroleum producers of

Galicia, the Austrian authorities agreed to have the locomotives

on a considerable mileage equipped to burn oil. Now the price

of oil has grown up so much that the Austrian government

is preparing to change back to coal again on part of these

engines.
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TRAIN ACCIDENTS IN NOVEMBER.'

Following is a list of the most notable train accidents that oc-

curred on railways of the United States in the month of No-

vember, 1912:

Collisions.

Kind of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Accident. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

8. Nashville, C. & St. L.Emerson, Ga. be. F. & F. 7 15

*tll. Yazoo & M. V Montz, La. re. P. & F.
'

13 30

t*13. Cin. H & D Irvington. be. P. & F. 15 24

14. Texas & P Rosedale. re. P. & F. 1

15. Boston & Maine Fitehburg. xc. P. & F. 1

17. N. y. N. H. & H Putnam. re. F. & F. 1 1

19. Seaboard Air Line... Granite. be. P. & P. 8 14

23. Texas & P Alexandria. re. P. & F. 3 3

29. Cin. H. & D Brownsville. be. F. & F. 2 3

Derailments.

Cause of Kind of

Date. Road. Place. Derailm't. Train. Kil'd. Inj'd.

1. Seaboard Air Line. . .Rawlins. malice. P. 1 6

2. Mo. Kan. & Texas... Bonita. b. rail. P. 24

3. New York Central. .. Corning. ms. P. 1 1

15. N. Y. N. H. & H....Milford, Conn. d. track. P. 1

15. N. Y. N. H. & H Green's Farms, b. truck. P. 17

19. C. C. C. & St. L Anderson. boiler. F. 3

27. Southern Carrollton, Miss. cow. F. 3 2

t27. Penn Glen Loch. (Note) P. 4 49

In the butting collision between a freight train and a work
train at Emerson, Ga., on the 8th, seven employees were killed

and 15 were injured, most of the victims being laborers on the

work train. The foreman and the assistant foreman on the

work train were killed, and two enginemen and two brakemen

were among the injured.

The rear collision at Montz, La., on the morning of the 11th

wrecked a northbound passenger train carrying a large number
of excursionists. It was stopped on a curve and was run into

at the rear by a following fast freight train. There was a dense

fog at the time and the rear trainman of the passenger went

back only about 1,100 ft. This collision was reported in our

issues of November 15 and 22.

In a butting collision between a westbound passenger train

and an eastbound freight, on the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton

at Irvington, Ind., five miles east of Indianapolis, at 3 o'clock

on the morning of November 13, 15 persons were killed and 24

injured. The wrecked passenger cars took fire but, according to

the reports, the flames were extinguished before any persons

were burned. The collision was occasioned by a misplaced switch,

the responsibility for which is placed on the men in charge of

the freight train.

In the rear collision at Rosedale, La., on the morning of the

14th, a freight train ran into the rear of a preceding passenger

with such force as to crush the passenger car for about 15 ft.

of its length. This was a sleeping car. The fireman was killed.

In the collision at Fitehburg, Mass., on the evening of the

ISth, eastbound passenger train No. 2 ran into a light engine

near the station. An employee riding on the light engine was
fatally injured, as was also the fireman, probably. A few pas-

sengers were slightly injured.

In the rear collision of freight trains at Putnam, Conn., on the

morning of the 17th, one trainman was killed and another was
injured. The engine, caboose, and 8 freight cars were damaged.

The leading train was not properly protected by flag.

The trains in collision at Granite, N. C, on the 19th, about

4 a. m., were southbound express No. 81 and northbound ex-

press No. 84. Both engines and the baggage and express cars

of both trains were wrecked, the trains having been running at

pretty high speed. The persons killed were both enginemen, both

firemen, two express messengers, a porter and two trainmen

'Abbreviations and marks used in Accident List:

re. Rear collision be, Butting collision ^xc, Other collisions b.

Broken d, Defective unf. Unforeseen obstruction unx, Unex-
plained derail, Open derailing switch ms. Misplaced switch ace.
obst.. Accidental obstruction- malice, Malicious obstruction of track, etc.

boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road fire. Cars burned while
running P. or Pass., Passenger train F. or Ft., Freight train (includ-
ing empty engines, work trains, etc.) Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
destroyedjjy hre Dagger, One or more passengers killed.

oflf duty who were riding on the northbound train. Six pas-

sengers and six employees were injured. The cause of the col-

lision was disobedience of a meeting order on the part of train

84. This order was delivered to the train at Norlina, seven miles

back.

In the rear collision at .Alexandria, La., on the morning of

the 23rd, about 4 o'clock, a westbound passenger train ran into

the rear of a preceding freight. One engineman, one fireman

and one brakeman on a freight engine at the rear end of the

freight train were killed and three other trainmen were injured.

The freight train had been stalled near the station and two en-

gines, without trains, behind it, came up and were coupled into

the freight to assist it. Soon after they had coupled to the train

and started they were run into by the following passenger train.

There was a dense fog at the time. The responsibility for the

collision is placed on the men in charge of the second pushing

engine, who should have protected themselves by flag.

In the butting collision of freight trains near Brownsville, Ind.,

on the 29th, one engineman and one fireman were killed and three

other trainmen were slightly injured. The eastbound freight, an

extra, had received an order to meet the westbound at Browns-

ville, but passed the station at full speed, the men forgetting the

order. Both engines and eight cars were wrecked.

The train derailed near Rawlins, Va., on the afternoon of No-

vember 1, was northbound passenger No. 66. Two express cars

were overturned and a messenger was killed; and four passen-

gers and two employees were injured. The derailment was

caused by a bolt placed on a rail, presumably with maHcious

intent.

The train derailed near Bonita, Tex., on the 2nd, was south-

bound passenger No. 41, and all of the passenger cars were

overturned. Twenty-four passengers were injured, none very

seriously. The derailment was due to a broken rail.

The train derailed at Corning, N. Y., on the night of the 3rd

was a southbound passenger. It rati over a misplaced switch

and into a side track, and the locomotive was overturned and

fell down a high bank, lodging in the Chemung river. The fire-

man was killed and the engineman injured.

The train derailed at Milford, Conn., on the morning of the

16th was the westbound Portland express. Four rear cars of

the train of 12 cars were derailed, the one next to the last car

in the train fouling track 1, on which an extra freight train was

passing. This car was slightly damaged by the freight. The

cause of the derailment was the giving way of a base plate

under a frog, due to a concealed fracture. One passenger was

slightly injured.

The train derailed at Greens Farms, Conn., on the evening

of the 16th, was the westbound "Merchants Limited" Express.

The derailment was caused by an equalizer bar breaking on the

left forward truck of dining car, which bar caught in a trailing

crossover switch, derailing the dining car and the three cars

following. The cause of the breakage of the equalizer bar is

undetermined. Inspection showed it was a new break and so

located as not to be detected by ordinary inspection.

The train derailed at Carrollton, Miss., on the 27th at 1 :30

a. m., was a westbound through freight drawn by two engines

and running at considerable speed. Both engines were over-

turned and ten cars were wrecked. Both enginemen and one

fireman were killed and two trainmen were injured.

In the derailment at Glen Loch, Pa., on the 27th, two passen-

gers and two sleeping car conductors were killed and 49 pas-

sengers were injured. This accident was probably due to a

bridge failure. It was reported in the Railway Age Gazette of

December 6 and 13.

New Akgentine Extension Proposed.—Lacroze Bros., Buenos

Aires, have asked authority from the Argentine congress to ex-

tend the Buenos Aires Central from Rojas to Cordoba and to lay

a third rail throughout, thus opening up communication with

Buenos Aires to the narrow-gage railway system of northwestern

Argentina.



Mmnttnantt cf May ^tttwn^
IN order to give a prompt and complete report of the ninth
*• annual convention of the American Wood Preservers' Asso-

ciation which meets January 21-23, 1913, inclusive, the January

maintenance of wray section will appear in the issue of January

24, instead of in the third issue of the month, that of January 17.

In this way it will be possible to give promptly a full account of

the discussions on the floor of the convention as well as of the

reports presented.

'T'HE importance of a well laid out and operated material
* yard is becoming more generally realized as opportunity

is afforded to study the subject. Not only must the arrangement

be such that any material can be secured quickly in case of

an emergency, but it must also be possible to handle the material

economically in daily routine work. Great improvements have

been made in many yards in recent j'ears and descriptions of

the methods of laying them out, the equipment, if any, which is

installed, the method of operation and the force required at

such yards will be of timely value. We desire to bring out as

many such descriptions as possible in the contest on the "Storing

and Handling of Maintenance of Way Material," which closes

on December 25. Contributions will be received describing

material handled either by maintenance or storekeepers' forces

for the maintenance of way department. Descriptions of any

method of handling material in any branch of the maintenance

of way field will come within the limits of this contest. We
will pay $25 and $15 for the best two papers received and will

pay our space rates for all other contributions accepted and

published. All contributions must be received by the Civil Engi-

neering Editor, Railway Age Gazette, Transportation Building,

Chicago, by December 25, in order to be considered by the judges

of the contest.

"HPHE articles on the Hindoo as a track laborer on another page
•* conclude the series of discussions of the various nationali-

ties commonly employed in track work, which have been appear-

ing in these columns for the past seven months. Like the Japa-

nese, discussed last month, the Hindoos are now found only in

the West, and as shown in these papers they compare unfavor-

ably with the Japanese. Chinese laborers are also employed to a

limited extent in the Pacific coast states and are found in much

greater numbers north of the Canadian border. During last July

approximately 1,500 men were employed on extra gangs on that

portion of the Canadian Pacific between Vancouver, B. C, and

Kamloops, of which 40 per cent were Chinese and 10 per cent.

Japanese. On this same line 17 per cent, of the regular section

forces were also Chinese and 5 per cent. Japanese. While the

Hindoos are not regarded very favorably as track laborers the

Chinese make good workmen, and it is commonly said in the

west that, dollar for dollar, they are as good as white men, espe-

cially since white labor in that part of the country is much
affected by labor agitation and organizations. The present

scarcity of labor, which gives every indication of increasing next

year, raises an interesting question regarding the possibihty of

reducing the restriction of the entrance of these Asiatic races to

this country in the near future as a solution of the labor

problem. This possibility is now being given serious atten-

tion by a number of prominent railway men, and while it is

probable that such a move will meet with the active opposition of

organized labor, it is difficult to see how such labor admitted in

limited numbers will compete with any labor except the south

European unskilled labor which at the present time is generally

employed.

"T'HE cleaning of stone ballast is a necessary, and at the same
*• time an expensive operation which must be done at regular

intervals, the frequency depending on local conditions. As soon
as stone ballast is placed in the track it begins to collect cinders

and othef material in the voids until these spaces are filled and
the drainage greatly impaired, if not altogether cut off. As
drainage is essential to well maintained track the stone must be

cleaned to remove this material, this cleaning costing about $345

per mile of single track annually, according to the figures given

by Mr. Lindsay on another page. A large part of this expense

is avoidable and can be prevented by proper supervision. Most
of the material clogging up the ballast consists of cinders dropped

from defective ash pans, and from ash pans opened by firemen.

Xor is this the only damage resulting from these causes, for

many ties are destroyed by the hot cinders, and this dumping
of live coals is a frequent cause of the burning of timber bridges.

On one trip recently on the main line of a prominent eastern

road, 25 burning ties were observed within less than 100 miles.

The dilTicuIties due to the clogging up of ballast as well as to

fires have increased since the federal regulations regarding the

self-dumping ash pans have gone into effect, and the increase

in fires on timber trestles has been widespread. These effects

can, however, be greatly reduced by a careful inspection of the

ash pans before the locomotives leave the terminals. Likewise,

the deliberate dumping of cinders along the track can be closely

regulated by proper disciplinary measures. An examination of

100 miles of a busy single track road recently showed the ballast

to be nearly as clean as when put in two years ago, in marked

contrast to conditions on other divisions of this same road and

on other roads. An investigation showed that local officers

watched the dumping of cinders along the track very closely.

While it is difficult to detect offenders in all cases and to prop-

erly discipline them, the differences found in conditions on dif-

ferent divisions of the same road and on different roads, in-

dicate plainly that decided improvement can be made on many

roads. The high annual charge for removing these cinders from

the track is sufficient to justify close attention to prevent them

from being placed there.

IX the midst of the arguments regarding the relative merits of

the various processes of treating ties and the extent to which

such treatments should be applied, the fact remains that the con-

dition of the wood to be treated as regards decay is more im-

portant than the nature of the treatment itself. While no one

would knowingly treat ties in which decay was well advanced,

this is being frequently done, and undoubtedly was more fre-

quently done in past years. The difficuhy is to determine the

presence of decay in all its forms and there has not been as

much study of this matter as its importance makes desirable. It

is unquestionably true that many early failures of treated ties

which were charged against the process were rather a result of

the use of wood in which decay was well advanced. Even now

it is "not uncommon for a tie to break when being handled after

treatpient, showing interior decay in an advanced stage, and

many unsound ties are undoubtedly put in the track without

their true condition being known.

The detection of some of the forms of decay is difficult,

although marked progress has been made within recent years, due

to the careful study of this subject in certain quarters, until now

certain signs on the exterior of timber which were ignored a few

years ago are known to indicate decay. This knowledge has not

advanced sufficiently, however, to enable inspectors to detect all

unsound wood, and ties are undoubtedly passing them which

should be discarded. The treating plant of the Central Railroad
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of New Jersey and the Philadelphia & Reading, at Port Reading,

N. J., has installed cutoff saws in connection with its adzing

machine, which remove about one-half inch from each end of

the tie to uncover the interior wood and to permit the detection

of unsound ties which have passed the inspectors. While the

officers in charge of this plant believe that their inspection is

much closer than the average, the ties being inspected on re-

ceipt at the plant, where proper facilities are provided, rather

than at some distant point, enough unsound ties are detected by

the saws to justify their use. While many treating men think

this an unnecessary refinement, it is at least on the side of

definite knowledge, and past experience would lead one to be-

lieve it to be justified.

All of this reverts to the methods of manufacture of the tim-

ber. The study and detection of decay are but incidental to its

prevention, and it would seem that some method should be

worked out whereby the storage of ties while awaiting shipment

would be under the supervision of a competent inspector.
.
After

the causes of the different forms of decay had been learned

proper means could be adopted to prevent them. Under the

conditions existing now, ties are cut and piled by men who

know little about these problems, and when purchasing ties the

railway must rely upon the inspector who examines them hur-

riedly for external evidence of decay as they pass before him and

who knows nothmg of the conditions under which they were

manufactured and stored. With the cost of ties and treatment

both increasing as they are, and in view of the fact that each

decayed tie treated is a loss of both tie and preservative, it is

well worth careful study to prevent, as far as possible, the

starting of this decay and to insure its detection.

THE AUTOMOBILE IN RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION.

THE use of motor cars for inspection purposes and for carry-

ing small gangs engaged in maintenance work is proving

economical on many roads, the saving in time of those using

the cars more than offsetting the higher first cost and the added

cost of fuel and maintenance. An article on another page of

tliis issue shows that a similar substitution of automobiles for

horse-drawn vehicles in the inspection of a new line under con-

struction also resulted in economy in spite of the higher cost

per hour for the automobile. These figures are based on results

obtained when the automobiles are rented; and, as suggested

by the author, even greater economy might be shown if the

company owned and operated its own cars. In addition to

increasing the saving, the owning of such cars has other ad-

vantages. When facilities are available for quick trips, inspec-

tions will be made more frequently than when it is necessary to

hire a livery rig for each trip ; and frequent inspection is always

an advantage. An automobile can be used to take out new men
for the resident engmeers' parties and to transfer these men
from one party to another to handle temporary emergency work

rapidly. It can bring small parts for the repair of instruments

and contractor's machines, which in some cases may prevent

delay to a portion of the work. It can be used to collect road

commissioners or members of village boards to see some road

crossing or piece of property about which a dispute has arisen.

Such a treatment of local authorities does much to facilitate the

work of building a line by securing prompt settlement of con-

troversies and helps maintain good feeling among the residents,

which is an important asset for the completed road. •

Although the practice of supplying automobiles to engineers

is not general, or even common, it is being followed in some

cases. On one large terminal job the company has bought two

machines for the use of its engineer. On another large piece

of suburban line work the engineer in charge was furnished

an automobile which enabled him to reach any portion of the

work in less than half the time required on electric cars. An
eastern road which is carrying on extensive line revisions pro-

vides its construction engineer with an automobile to enable

him to get over the work quickly. In some cases where the

railway company does not supply an automobile the engineers

themselves own their cars, the company paying for their use.

One division engineer on a central road in charge of 60 miles

of new construction bought a four-passenger car under an agree-

ment with the company that, in view of the advantage the car

was to him in handling the work, it would pay the total up-

keep bill, including fuel, oil, garage storage, renewals and repairs.

.\s it was only necessary to cover the line once or twice a week,

there were many days when the machine was not needed, and

by an arrangement with the garage manager the car was often

rented for special trips, the revenue from this source during

the year that the work was under way being almost enough to

cover the depreciation in the value of the car when it was sold

again. By this arrangement the division engineer was able to

keep his headquarters in a small city at one end of the line

rather than in a temporary camp, which would otherwise have

been necessary. The cost to the company was no greater than

would have been the livery bill if he had hired a team for each

inspection, and the inspections were made more frequently and

more effectively than would otherwise have been the case.

Large contractors are quite generally providing their own
automobiles and using them to get over their work when con-

ditions make this possible. One contractor has found that on

w'ork scattered over a considerable distance he can eliminate

several timekeepers by giving one man a motorcycle and letting

him cover all the work. Motorcycles have also been used to a

limited extent by resident engineers, in most cases the men
owning their own machines.

The use of large power-driven vehicles such as motor trucks

and traction engines is not uncommon among contractors who
find it difficult to get teaming done at reasonable rates. It is

quite frequently the case that the boom which precedes the

building of a new railway in a rural community so inflates the

price of labor that supplies cannot be hauled in at a reasonable

cost. In a remote section in one of the southern states where

farmers had been glad to get $2 a day for hauling sand or build-

ing materials before the new railway was projected, the con-

tractors found it impossible to get a team for less than $4.50 a

day when they wanted to get materials in to the line. In some

cases this increase in price is probably justifiable from the

farmers' standpoint, for when extremely heavy material such

as concrete culvert pipe in large sizes is to be hauled the light

wagons usually used in the country are not strong enough, and

especially on hilly roads such work is very wearing on the teams.

Under these conditions it may not only be cheaper but more

expedient and sometimes necessary to use a large motor truck

or traction engine. With the latter it is sometimes possible to

haul a string of ordinary wagons loaded with concrete materials

or camp supplies and in some cases contractors have taken in

narrow gage dump cars by setting them up at the siding where

they were unloaded and pulling them in strings of 10 or 12 over

the dirt roads. A motor truck has the advantage of speed over

the traction engine, but in rough unbroken country at a distance

from large towns break-downs are apt to be frequent and repairs

difficult and slow.

NEW BOOKS.

Smolcy's Parallel Tables of Logarithms and Squares. By Constantine

Smoley, C. E., Principal, School of Civil Engineering, International

Correspondence Schools. Seventh edition, 502 pages, 5 in. x 7 in.

Bound in leather. Published by the McGraw-Hill Book Company, New
York. Price, $3.50.

The new feature of this edition is a diagram by means of which

right triangles of comparatively small dimensions may be solved

almost at a glance. The results are sufficiently accurate for most

practical purposes, and in other cases will serve as convenient

checks. The book is designed for engineers, architects and stu-

dents, and among others includes tables of angles and logarithmic

functions corresponding to given bevels; common logarithms of

numbers; and logarithmic and natural trigonometric func-

tions.
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ST^tt^fB to the 'Sytit^r,

A COMBINED MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION.

Little Rock, Ark., November 20, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.-\ilvv.\y Ace G.azette ;

With reference to Mr. Bremner's article on page 525 in the

issue of the Kailzvay Age Casctie of September 20, 1912, some

instances have recently been brought to my attention which may

be worth mentioning.

A single track road of light traflic maintained a crossing with

a double track road handling a heavy traffic. This crossing

was found to be going to pieces and the section foreman was

called to task. He explained that his forces had recently been

increased to permit him to renew some ties in a piece of track

which was in bad condition. As he did not have a man that

he could leave to do this work, he did not consider it advisable

to stop the entire crew to repair this crossing.

In another instance the gravel had washed away in front of

a doorway at a station, leaving the lower step in a dangerous

condition. The master carpenter instructed his foreman to fix

this as he passed the station, but the crew was pushed for time

and neglected it. An elderly lady fell and was seriously injured.

The railroad company settled the case out of court for $300.

At another place, wliile unloading heavy freight at a com-

bination depot, a heavy package broke a hole in the floor of

the platform. The agent repaired it as best he could by nailing

some pieces of mch boards over the hole and notified the master

carpenter. While getting off a passenger train at night, a lady

tripped over this and was so seriously injured that the claim

agent considered himself fortunate in being able to settle the

case for $2,500.

Again, a cattle guard was damaged by a broken brake beam

and the section foreman repaired it as best he could, reporting

the trouble to the master carpenter. A steer was caught in

this cattle guard, causing the derailment of the engine, the injury

of the foreman and considerable damage to several cars and

their contents.

All the above cases occurred on one 400-mile division within

five months' time and resulted in loss to the company. The
following instances showed the undue cost to the railway com-

pany of doing things in the ordinary way

:

A section foreman succeeded in securing some cinders and

raised a yard track in which there was a small opening on

wood blocks which had to be raised with the rest of the track.

To do this a crew of six men rode two hours on a passenger

train, worked two hours, killed two hours' time and spent two

hours riding back. They also lost practically two hours more
about the boarding cars.

In another case a pane of glass was broken in a small depot.

The glass cost 30 cents. A man had to be sent from the nearest

crew to put in the glass, requiring about three-fourths of a day,

of which the actual work of replacing the glass took about

30 minutes.

Again, a track scale refused to work and the agent wired

for a scale man. It so happened that the man had to spend

an entire day on the road, reaching the location after dark, and

the returning train left before daylight next morning. When
the repair man reached the scale, he found that the end of a

cane had been driven in between the wall and platform by some
mischievous person and it required about a half minute to remove
it when located.

These instances are cited to show' that our present organiza-

tion is now divided between four different departments, track,

bridge, line and scale, each of which does both maintenance and

construction W'ork. Why not separate along natural lines and

allow the section forces to do police and repair work of all

kinds, while the rebuilding is done by extra gangs. It is often

hard to secure men who are willing to work in section gangs

when it is desired to increase them temporarih' for renewal

work, wiiile it is usually easy to recruit a larger crew. The

section foreman uill excuse neglect of attention to minor details

as the foreman did about the crossing. If reprimanded for not

getting in enough ties, he always has the excuse of having to

go over his section doing odd jobs. If each section crew had

one man in it able to repair a platform, adjust a scale and

attend to minor signal and line work, and if each section was

supplied with material for these minor repairs, the loss of time

riding trains could be eliminated. The heavy repairs and re-

building could then be done by skilled crews, especially trained

tor their work. If one has only to teach men to do one thing,

he can easily make them skillful at that.

With such an organization no one plan would be best for all

roads. Some lines could perhaps be handled by a section crew

of one man with a velocipede. Others would need a larger

force with a motor car. The organization of the larger gangs

for rebuilding and renewal work would be governed by condi-

tions. Would not this principle of the separation of the two

classes of work tend towards efficiency and economy? The

repair of small bridges, stations, telegraph lines and signals can

be done by the same men who tighten bolts, adjust the switches,

line the track and maintain the fences and crossings. While

the rebuilding of bridges, the renewal of stations and platforms,

the masonry work, hne and signal work and the installation of

scales are special problems the same as the renewal of ballast

and rails. A. M. Van- Auken.

THE OLD WAY AND THE NEW.

DuLUTH, Minn., November 8, 1912.

To THE Editor of the Railway Age Gazette:

F. S. Stevens' letter in the Raikvay Age Gazette of October

18, 1912, under the title of "Equating Mileage of Track Sections"

IS of much interest, as it expresses, from the point of view

of the track maintamer, that which has been growing in the

minds of men in various fields of endeavor during recent years

;

viz., a demand for exact knowledge concerning all details of

their business, and of the value of work performed by their

employees.

Efficiency and scientific management have become hoiisehold

words with us. It is well to ask ourselves, however, if they

have become anything more. Are railways better managed for

this efficiency propaganda? Are we really progressing in the

science of management? I venture to say that we are, that we

must. But I venture also to say that, although this new method

of extracting the most from a dollar is within our reach, we

are seemingly slow to grasp it. There are reasons for this

apparent reluctance. "Large bodies move slowly" and start more

slowly still. The management of a railway system is a large

body when considered in the broadest sense, for each employee

and foreman is an essential portion of the management. The

management can no more do without the employee's brain and

his records than without the auditor's brain and his records.

Unless the reports compiled for the general officers are based

on information obtained from the employee and of his work,

then those reports are mere guess work and worse than valueless.

Scientific management must be built up from the bottom. Its

broad foundation is of correct data concerning the results ob-

tained by and from its working unit, the laborer. In no other

way is it possible to manage any enterprise properly, correctly,

scientifically.

It has been argued, and with truth, that the railways of this

country are as well managed as are commercial enterprises.

Considering the number of great railway systems covering ter-

ritory similar, overlapping and interlacing; considering the sim-

ilarity of the business conducted by the different companies and

their opportunities for comparisons of methods and results,

should not the railways of this country be better managed than

the average commercial business venture? Undoubtedly there

is room for improvement all around.

Apropos of the equating of track sections. Mr. Stevens naively
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states that "to do this accounts must be kept." The closer one

examines into the matter of scientific management, the greater re-

spect he gains for that sentiment. The fact that this accounting

must all begin with and depend on the records of the "man

lowest down" inclines us at first to despair. But there is no

cause for fear. The "man lowest down" responds nobly to this

as to other calls on his resources. It is up to the management

to make the efJort. The fault, if fault there is, cannot be laid

at the employee's door. Lay your plan plainly before him and

he will not fail you. The very fact that he is to know what he

spends of the company's money, as compared with his fellow

employees, stimulates his interest, gives a zest to his work and

changes blind faithfulness into intelligent effort. How may a

man save money for a company when he knows little or nothing

of the value of the material he uses, when he has no means of

judging whether he is extravagant in comparison with others

doing similar work? Why not put before him comparisons of

true values, and thus transform him from a mere machine into

a thinking unit of live business ability?

To know the value of a building, a coal station, a bridge, a

mile of track, the cost of the labor expended and the materials

used in each detail must be obtained from the foreman in direct

charge of the laborers performing the work and using the ma-

terials. This necessitates the most exact daily reports by the

foremen, who must in turn depend to some extent on their

laborers for the information. These reports from the various

sources, when tabulated and combined, form the basis of the

statements made to minor and to general officers and boards

of directors.

Let us know what we profess to know. Let us inform our-

selves. The management of a railway is efficient in so far as

its officers are thoroughly conversant with the values of the

actual services performed under their jurisdictions and no

further.

But it is often argued that no man can know all the details

of the various branches of the railroad business. Is this any

excuse for not trying? It seems the plain duty of each person

in railway employ to educate himself as thoroughly as possible

in the many details relating to railways, while giving attention

^Iso to his routine duties. These things can and are being done.

This responsibility for self-education increases enormously as the

individual rises in the service and attains to a wider official

horizon. To learn all details may be impossible. To cease to

study them is inexcusable and a mark of the limit of usefulness.

The responsibilities of the railway officer do not cease with

the performance of his routine duties, nor with his study of rail-

way details. It is likewise incumbent upon him to insist with all

necessary persistence that each man under him shall do his part,

in keeping such records as his position requires and in obtaining

and furnishing to his superior officers such information as will

be of value in the scientific management of the stockholders'

property.

If there be individuals in railway employ incapable or un-

willing to enter with enthusiasm into this quest after values,

they are not worthy the consideration of their officers, nor of

the money paid them for their services. The day of unscientific

effort is past. The epoch of research in connection with the

"daily grind" is at hand. The brain is best trained through the

experience of the hand. "The man highest up " and "the man
lowest down" must join hands in this endless chain which moves
the machinery of efficiency. Railways so manned will pay where

others fail. This is a question of the survival of the fittest.

E. R. Lewis,
Assistant to General Manager, Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic.

ABSTRACT OF ENGINEERING ARTICLES
SINCE NOVEMBER 15.

The following articles of special interest to engineers and

maintenance of way men, and to which readers of this section

may wish to refer, have appeared in the regular weekly issues

of the Railway Age Gazette since November 15

:

Progress on the Grand Central Terminal.—Although everyone has heard

of the extensive terminal development which is nearing completion by the

New York Central in New York City, there have been very few compre-

hensive descriptions of this work. The unusual features encountered on

the work, of which there were many, are described and illustrated by photo-

graphs and track layouts in the issue of November 22, page 981.

The Production of Sound Steel Ingots.—The abstract of a paper by

Benjamin Talbot, an English metallurgist, advocating the compression of

an ingot while the center is still liquid in order to prevent piping and
segregation, was published in the issue of November 22, page 991. An
editorial comment on this subject appeared on page 975 of the same issue.

Fairbanks-Tucson Extension of E. P. & S. W.—The El Paso & South-

western has completed an extension from Fairbanks, Ariz., to Tucson,

which is very important from a traffic standpoint and on which the stand-

ards of construction are high. An illustrated description of this work
was published in the issue of November 29, page 1031.

Crossovers in High Speed Passenger Tracks.—-An editorial discussion of

this subject which has been given so much publicity recently on account

of two wrecks on the New Haven, due to excessive speeds through cross-

overs, was published in the issue of Deceinber 6, page 1074.

The Hopatcong-Slateford Cut-off.—One of the heaviest pieces of railway

construction ever carried out in this country is the cut-off of the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western from Lake Hopatcong to Slateford Junction. An
article written by C. W. Simpson, resident engineer of this work, which

describes very clearly the general features of the line and the handling of

the excavation, appeared in the issue of December 6, page 1091.

Titanium Rails.—A description of the action of titanium as a scavenger

in the ladle before pouring steel, and a summary of results secured with

titanium rails in service, was published in the issue of December 13,

page 1141.

Unit System of Subway Construction.—While the building of concrete

slabs for subways and trestles has been more or less common, the first

attempt to build the columns and cross girders in a concrete yard and place

them in units, which has been done on the Kansas City Terminal, is de-

scribed by A. R. Eitzen, office engineer, in the issue of December 13.

page 1133.

ANNUAL TRACK INSPECTION ON THE
QUEEN AND CRESCENT.

The annual track inspection of the Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific and the Alabama Great Southern between Cin-

cinnati. Ohio, and Meridian, Miss., was held on November 12,

13 and 14. 1912. According to the announcement made by

Horace Baker, general manager, the first prize of $75 for the

best track on a supervisor's district was awarded to S. McPher-

son, Stearns, Ky., while J. Bradley, supervisor at Somerset, Ky.,

was awarded second prize. M. Dyer, section foreman at Spring-

ville, Ala., was awarded first prize of $50 for the best individual

section on the Alabama Great Southern and an additional prize

of $10 for having the best section on the entire line. The sec-

ond prize of $25 on the Alabama Great Southern went to B. H.

Wright, section foreman at Valley Head, Ala. The first prize

of $50 for the best section on the Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific was awarded to N. Strunk, of Winfield, Tenn.,

and the second prize of $25 to J. Correll, of Coulterville, Tenn.

Maintenance of Way Bulletin.—The complete proceedings

and discussion of the 1912 convention at Buffalo are contained

in the November issue of the Maintenance of Way bulletin of

the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association, which

has just been issued.

Demurr,\ge in Germany.—The German Railway Union has

long had regulations for the interchange of cars providing for a

mileage charge and a per diem charge. But the regular per

diem charge was only for what was considered a reasonable

time, and there was a penalty for keeping the car longer. It

has recently been decided to make this penalty 50 cents per day

for the first half of the year and 75 cents per day for the

second half, when, as here, there is likely to be a car shortage.

The capacity of the cars is 22.000 to 33,000 lbs. each. This

would be equivalent to about $2.50 per day for one of our 40-

ton cars in the last half of the year. This new regulation is

to begin January 1 next, and last for two years.



PROLONGING THE LIFE OF CROSSTIES.
Discussion of IVIethods That Are Calculated to Prevent

Destruction of Cross Ties by Decay and by Mechanical Wear.

Three phases of the subject of prolonging the hfe of crossties

are treated in bulletin No. 118 of the Forest Service, United

States Department of Agriculture, by Howard F. Weiss, as-

sistant director, Forest Products Laboratory, the data presented

being gathered from previous publications of the service and
many unpublished reports of field and laboratory tests. The
subjects discussed are : First, treating the wood with chem-

ical preservatives ; second, protecting the ties from mechanical

wear, and third, the use of sawed in place of hewed ties. The
following is abstracted from the discussion of methods which

the bulletin says can be used to reduce the annual consumption

of crossties in the United States by at least one-half, resulting

in an annual saving to the railways of at least $16,000,000. The
present consumption of ties for renewals only requires the cut-

ting of about 710.000 acres of timber land averaging 5,000 board

ft., or ISO ties per acre. This amount of wood is equivalent

under present conditions to the annual growth on about 55,-

000,000 acres of forest.

TRE.\TIN'C WITH CHEMICAL PRESERV.\TI\'ES.

In preparing ties for treatment, the first step in the process

is to remove all bark. The two photographs reproduced here-

with illustrate the result when the bark is not thoroughly re-

moved. In one the tie was slabbed on two sides only, allowing

the bark on the unslabbed sides to remain during seasoning.

When this bark was removed and the tie treated there was very

little penetration except in the V-shaped zones under the

slabbed sides. In the other a strip of bark J4 in. wide and as

thin as paper absolutely prevented the entrance of creosote and

resulted in a strip of untreated wood from the surface to the

center. The best time to peel ties is an economic question

which must be determined for each particular case. As a rule,

it is good practice to remove the bark as soon as possible after

the ties are cut, and to regulate the rate of seasoning by methods

of piling. In this way peeling will be easier, there will be less

•danger from insects, and seasoning will be more rapid.

There are three methods of seasoning, namely; by air, by

steam and by oil. Air seasoning is the best if conditions will

permit its use. Three considerations are important in air sea-

soning; (1) the kind of wood; (2) temperature and circulation

of air, and (3) manner of piling. In general, coniferous woods,

such as pines, firs and spruces, season faster than many harder

woods, and because of their more uniform structure are easier

to dry and can be piled more openly without danger of serious

•checking. The warmer and drier the air and the greater its

•circulation, the more rapid will be the loss of moisture from the

ties. In piling ties lor seasoning, different methods are re-

•quired for different V.:v- , of wood and cUmate. The closer the

ties are piled the slower will be their loss in weight. In no

•case should more than two ties in a pile come in contact with

the ground. The most open form is the triangular one, which

can be rapidly made and is well adapted for use along the right

of way. It should not, however, be used for hardwoods cut in

summer, since these will check badly. Good forms of piles are

the 7 by 2, 7 by 1, and 8 by 1. These are well adapted for

softwoods and most hardwoods cut in summer. They are easy

to build and permit of free circulation of air. When it is de-

sired somewhat to retard the rate of drying, the 8 by 2 or the

10 by 1 form should be used, or if these are still too open, the

7 by 7 form. An advantage of the 7 by 1, 8 by 1, 10 by 1, and

similar forms is that no tie lies flat on another, thus giving

an easy run-off for rain water and a free circulation of air. In

practically no case should untreated, ties be piled solidly 9 by

9, since such forms are exceedingly inefficient in regard to sea-

.soning and invite decay.

Seasoning by steam is not as common today as it was a de-

cade ago. Perhaps the chief reason for this is the better knowl-
edge that now exists as to the causes of decay and the effect

of steaming on the strength of wood. Pioneers in wood pres-

ervation held that to prevent rot it was necessary to coagulate
the albumen in the wood, and that steaming did this. Later in-

vestigation has shown that the amount of albumen in wood is

inappreciable. Moreover, the poor heat conductivity of ties

makes it necessary to subject them to a steam bath for at least

4 to 8 hours before the interior temperature reaches that of
the outside. This means, of course, a large consumption of

steam.

Steaming does not, as believed, dry out the sap and moisture
of the ties and render them thoroughly dry. On the contrary,

it increases their moisture content. This may hold true for

green as well as air-seasoned ties. In order to decrease the

weight of ties a final vacuum must be drawn. This lowers

the boiling point of the water in the wood, causing it to

evaporate quickly. If the steam pressures used are too high, or

of too long duration, or if the evaporation of the water from
the wood is too rapid, serious decrease in strength will result.

Steaming undoubtedly carries with it a danger of injury to the

wood, but when some quick artificial means of seasoning ties

must be used, steaming at low pressures not to exceed 30 lbs.

followed by a vacuum of 25 to 26 in. may be employed.

While steam seasoning increases the weight of ties and neces-

sitates the drawing of a vacuum to get the sap and water out

of them, seasoning in oil produces the opposite effect, since the

ties constantly lose moisture while in the hot bath, and no

vacuum is required. It is likely that the greater the moisture

content of the ties boiled in oil, the greater will be the decrease

in strength. Ties partially air seasoned, therefore, will check

less during treatment than those thoroughly green.

The immersion of freshly cut ties in water has been shown
by tests to cause them to season more rapidly at first, but their

total loss of moisture is no greater than it would have been

without the immersion. The importance of grouping the ties

in the treating cylinder to secure uniform treatment has been

frequently commented on and cannot be over-emphasized. The
chief factors in such grouping are: (1) the species of wood;

(2) per cent, of sap and heartwood; (3) moisture content.

The characteristics of the wood structure which apparently ex-

ert a marked influence on the absorption of preservative are

:

(1) the "pores" or vessels; (2) tyloses; (3) the resin ducts and

cells; and (4) the composition and density of the cell wall. A
careful study of the various species is necessary to determine

the best grouping on the br.sis of these characteristics.

In the operation of the treating plant the two essentials are

(1) to secure a uniform treatment for all ties which is besi

accomplished by the proper grouping of the ties and (2) to se-

cure a thorough diffusion of the preservative in each individual

tie. A simple but effective rule for the latter is to insist upon

the complete penetration of all sap wood. Each of the various

manipulations of the plant during the treating process affects

the distribution of the preservative in the ties. A preliminary

vacuum drawn in the treating cylinder decreases the resistance

to the entrance of the preservative into the ties, and so en-

ables the operator to secure the desired absorption in a shorter

time than otherwise. With light injections the absorption in

ties so treated will tend to vary more than when no pre-

liminary vacuum is used. Ties offering least resistance may

take most of the preservative, while those most resistant may

get very little of it. In heavy injections, where the ties are

treated to refusal, the tendency of the preliminary vacuum to
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produce erratic absorption is not so pronounced, and its use

will be found of considerable assistance.

Most tie-treating specifications call for a pressure on the

preservative varying from 100 to 175 lbs. per sq. in. until the

desired amount has been forced into the wood, but few if any of

them specify the rate at which this pressure should be applied.

Pressures applied rapidly tend to produce erratic results in ab-

sorption similar to those caused by the preliminary vacuum in

light treatments. The most uniform distribution is secured by

applying the pressure gradually. A good way to do this is to

hold the pressure temporarily at 75 lbs. per sq. in., and increase

it in steps of 25 lbs. every 15 minutes until the pressure or ab-

sorption desired is obtained. Such a procedure may require a

longer pressure period, but the results secured in light treat-

ments will fully warrant it.

After the ties have been impregnated a common practice is

to drain the cylinder and apply a final vacuum. This is done

to dry the surface of the ties, and sometimes, in addition, to re-

move some of the preservative that has been forced into the

wood.

Measuring the absorption of preservative may be subject to

serious error, which, if not provided against, is more than

likely to result in an unsatisfactory preservative treatment.

There are six possible causes of errors in measuring the ab-

sorption. First : it is difficult to measure the exact volume of

the charge. This is sometimes done by subtracting the volume

of the oil pumped into the cylinder before pressure is applied

from the total volume of the cylinder minus the known volume

of the tie buggies. This metliod is not accurate, however, since

the ties absorb some of the preservative before the pressure

is applied and an allowance must always be made for this dif-

ference. With sawed ties the volume can be computed fairly

accurately by using the standard size tie and multiplying by the

number of ties in the charge. Second, the expansion of the

creosote amounts to about 1 per cent, for every 22.5 deg. F.

rise in temperature. It is usually run into the treating cylin-

der at about 200 deg. F., and its temperature invariably falls

from 10 to 60 deg. when it strikes the ties. Unless the tem-

perature of the creosote is brought back to the original value

before any measurement is made this expansion will cause an

error in result. Third, the expansion of the cylinder may
amount to a very considerable item, due both to the expansion

from heat and from the internal pressure. For a cylinder of H 'f.

steel 7 ft. in diameter and 132 ft. long this increase in volume

may amount to 18 cu. ft., equivalent to an absorption of about

1,187 lbs. of preservative or 1.48 lbs. per tie in a charge of 800

ties. Fourth, under the pressure applied for treatment, the oil

and wood may be compressed enough to affect the results ob-

tained by volume measurements. At best, however, this can

produce only an insignificant error, since creosote under or-

dinary operating conditions compresses less than 1/10 of 1 per

cent., and the pressure on the ties is distributed, in part at least,

through the interior structure of the tie and the theoretical

compression will never be reached. Fifth, the most serious

error is occasioned by the "kickback" of the preservative. When
pressure is applied to a cylinder, the charge of oil, wood, and

the air confined in the wood are under compression and the

cylinder is under tension. If the pressure is released a certain

amount of the preservative will be forced out of the cylinder,

although it remains constantly full. The amount of preserva-

tive thus forced out will be called the "kickback." It varies

with many conditions, and unless provided for may result in

errors of measurement for absorption of from 10 to 40 per cent.

The expansion of the wood may produce an error which will

be opposed to the errors caused by factors mentioned above,

and may be enough to offset the error due to one or more
such causes. The extent of these possible errors is shown by

the following example

:

Assume the treating cylinder to be 7 ft. in diameter, 132

ft. long, and to hold a charge of 800 7-in. x 9-in. x 8 ft. ties

;

assume also that 10 lbs. of creosote per. cubic foot are to be

injected into and left in the ties; that a pressure of 175 lbs.

per square inch is used during the treatment ; that the oil in

the measurement tank is maintained at 200 deg. F,, and is in-

jected into the wood at 180 deg. F. ; and that the normal tem-

perature of the cylinder and wood is 60 deg. F. With all gages

working perfectly, no leaks of any kind occurring, all air out

of the cylinder, when the oil pump is started, and the volume
of the ties accurately known, the following errors may take

place

:

Pound
per tie.

1. Chargeable to contraction in the volume of creosote 1.85
2. Chargeable to the expansion of the cylinder due to temperature.. 1.35
3. Chargeable to the "kickback" (assumed to be 20 per cent, cf the

absorption) 7.00

Total positive errors 1 0.20
4. Chargeable to the expansion of the wood 1.50

Total in excess of apparent absorption 8.7

Thus, out of a total specified injection of 10 lbs. per cu. ft.,

or 35 lbs. per tie, 8.7 lbs. per tie may be forced into the cylinder,

but either will not go into or not remain in the ties, consti-

tuting a total error of 25 per cent. In plants operating with

zinc chloride, item 1 may be eliminated and item 3 will be less

than that given.

Fortunately, these sources of error can be guarded against

by pumping the preservative from the cylinder back into the

Sections of Ties Treated with Creosote, Lighter Portions

Showing Where Preservative Failed to Enter.

measuring tank from v, hich it came, and applying the tem-

perature correction to the oil. If the preservative is scattered

in two or more tanks there is no good way of checking the

absorption, but when it is taken from and returned to the same

measuring tank in any one treatment, all that is necessary in

order to ascertain the actual absorption is to subtract the dif-

ference in the height of the float before and after treatment,

after applying the temperature correction to the oil at both

readings. In all cases where gage readings are depended upon,

the absorption should be determined in this way. It is probable

that a system of weighing the preservative by having the meas-

uring tank mounted on scales will prove preferable to one em-

ploying floats. With the former device no temperature correc-

tions need be made and errors incident to the use of floats are

entirely avoided.

PROTECTING TIES FROM MECHANICAL WE.AR.

The principal means of protecting ties from mechanical wear

are the use of tie plates and some improved means of securing

the rail. The tests made by the Forest Service show better

results with flat plates than with plates having deep ribs or

very long sharp prongs. In tests with diamond pointed spikes

it was found that when the ties were not first bored they were

almost invariably split by such spikes, but when they were

driven in holes of proper size there was no difficulty in making

them follow the holes and offer a satisfactory resistance to
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vertical pull. The use of screw spikes has been experimented

with by the Forest Service, and when the plates used with the

spikes reinforced the head against lateral thrust, good results

were shown.

SAWED VS. HEWED TIES.

The claim is often made that hewed ties are more durable

than sawed ties because they shed water better. Nothing is

known by the Forest Service to substantiate this impression.

Even if untreated hewed ties should be more durable than

sawed ones, this advantage disappears when the ties are treated.

On the other hand, there are many serious objections to the use

of hewed ties, and these will increase in importance in direct

proportion to the number of ties treated with preservative.

Chief among these objections are (1) unequal bearing afforded

tie plates and rails; (2) lack of uniform volume, and (3) un-

necessary waste of valuable material. With sawed ties the bear-

ing over the surface is more uniform and rail cutting is con-

siderably reduced. The introduction of tie-boring and adzing

machines is doing much to improve the bearing of plates on the

ties and should cut down mechanical wear appreciably.

Since tie inspectors offer no objection to, but rather favor,

ties of greater dimensions than those specified, the tie manufac-

turer rarely hews a large log to the standard size. Thus the

cubic content of hewed ties may vary from that of the uniform

dimensions allowed to about twice the size specified.

To hew a tie necessarily entails an enormous waste of ma-

terial. Based on actual field data the waste by hewing varies

from 25 to 75 per cent. Logs 15 in. in diameter furnish, as a

rule, only one hewed tie, but if sawed they furnish two. When-
ever possible the tie hewer selects trees of about 12 or 14 in. in

diameter. The waste of wood each year in the United States

from hewing ties amounts to 285,000,000 cu. ft., a quantity

equivalent to about 80 per cent, of the total amount of pulp-

wood used in the United States in 1909. This is an absolute

waste, as it is not even used for fuel.

The total cost of treating ties can be divided into the follow-

ing items : seasoning, labor, fuel maintenance, and fire chem-

icals. The majority of ties now treated in the United States

are air-seasoned prior to treatment. The cost of this varies

with the kind of wood, season of the year, and geographical

location. In general, however, it ranges from about 0.75 to 1.5

cents per tie. Labor includes all forms necessary to the treat-

ment, such as loading and unloading ties in the yard, and for the

tie plant and superintendence. It also varies considerably, but

is here taken at 6 cents per tie. Fuel is least in those plants

which can use natural gas or oil and highest in those most re-

mote from a source of supply, but ranges from about one-half

to 2 cents per tie. On account of the corrosive action of zinc

chloride, the life of a plant using that kind of a preservative is

usually reckoned as shorter than that of one using creosote

;

consequently, its depreciatioru is greater. The total cost of

maintenance, including this depreciation, interest on the invest-

ment, etc., will usually range from 1^ to 2 cents per tie. Prac-

tically all of the ties now treated in commercial plants in the

United States are injected with zinc chloride or with creosote,

either alone or in combination. Only a few plants use pre-

servatives like crude oil and mercuric chloride. It is custom-

ary to inject about one-half pound of dry zinc chloride per cubic

foot of wood, although this varies at times from one-third to

two-thirds of a pound. This salt costs from 3% to 5 cents per

pound. Creosote costs about 6 to 10 cents per gallon in large

quantities. It is customary in tie work to inject from 5 to 12

lbs. of this oil per cubic foot.

With the above data the cost of tie treatment may be estimated.

It should be borne in mind, however, that the figures given

are general, and may not apply to all conditions. These values

are placed rather high, in order to make the data on financial

saving. more conservative. Unfortunately, reliable records on

the life of treated ties in the Uiyted States are very scarce, so

that it is largely a matter of conjecture as to how long the

various processes now on the market will extend the natural

life of ties. Because of the lack of reliable data, nothing but

estimates can be given concerning the life of treated ties in the

United States. It is, believed, however, that the figures given

in table I are conservative statements of what may be expected

under normal conditions. Where figures are missing from the

table, it means either that the woods referred to should not be

treated (being either very durable in their natural condition or

refusing to absorb preservatives), or that they are usually left

untreated.

Table I.

—

Estimated Life of Untreated and Treated Ties in thb
United States.

Estimated life (all tics properly
tie-platcdj.

Treated Treated
with 10 lbs. with 0.5 lb.

creosote zinc chloride
Species. Untreated. per cu. ft. per cu. ft.

y'ears. Years, Years.

Black locust 20
Redwood 12
Cedar 11
Cypress 10
White oaks 8
Longleaf pine 7 20
Chestnut 7 14 II
Douglas fir 6 IS 11
Spruce 6 14 11
Western pine 5 17 12
White pine 5 14 10
Lodgepole pine 5 16 11
Tamarack 5 15 11
Hemlock 5 15 11
Red oaks 4 20 12
Beech 4 20 12
Maple 4 18 12
Gum 3 16 11
Loblolly pine 3 15 10

Table II.

—

Estimated Annual Saving Due to the Treatment of
Crossties with Preservative and the Use of Tie Plates.

[In each case a charge of 25 cents per tie for tie plates and 15 cents for
placement has been added to the cost of the tie, and is

included in the computed annual charge.]

Estimated Annual charge Annual
life. Cost of ties. in track. saving of

/
'

\r
'^

\r
^

^ treated over
Treated. Treated. Treated, untreated ties.

.Species. ^
i^ ^^ t~ V-

Yrs. Yrs.

Black locust.. 20 ..

Redwood .... 12
Cedar 11 ..

Cypress 10
White oaks... 8 ..

Longleaf pir.e. 7 30
Chestnut 7 14

Douglas fir... 6 IS

Spruce 6 14
Western pine. S 17

White pine... S 14
Lodgepole pine 5 16
Tamarack .... 5 IS

Hemlock 5 15

Red oaks 4 20
Beech 4 20
Maple 4 18

D 2g. SS.

.44 .81 $0.61

.41 .73 .58

.43 .80 .60

.36 .73 .53

.159 $01.103 S0.056

.145 .122;10.121 .023 $0,024

.160 .114 .118 .046 .042

.175 .127 .127 .048 .048

.215 .11.5 .123 .100 .092

.192 .121 .129 .071 .063

.199 ,113 .124 .086 .075

.187 .114 .118 .073 .069

.169 1(16 .108 .063 .061

.240 ,09S .114 .142 .126

.214 (190 .104 .124 .110

.240 .104 .114 .136 .126

.338 .119 .131 .219 .207

The following comparisons are based on the values given in

Table II, these comparisons being, of course, subject to limita-

tions of the character mentioned

:

Untreated black locust is the cheapest tie that can be used,

costing 8 cents per tie per year to maintain in service. The

most expensive ties are untreated western pine, red oaks, beech,

maple, and gum, costing respectively 21.5, 24, 21.4, 24, and 33.8

cents per tie per year to keep in service.

Except for red oak, beech, longleaf pine, and maple treated

by the Bethell process, and beech treated by the Burnett process,

untreated black locust, redwood, cedar and cypress are still the

cheapest ties that can be used. On account of their increasing

scarcity and cost, however, it is likely that this condition will

not hold for long.

Almost without exception a treatment with it) lbs. of creo-

sote per cubic foot is in the end only slightly cheaper than a

treatment that is made with zinc chloride, assuming, of course.
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that the ties are adequately protected from mechanical wear.

The best results in the treatment of ties are secured with red

oak, beech and maple. These ties when treated cost about 10

cents per tie per year to keep in service. The poorest results

are secured from chestnut, spruce and white pine, their charge

being over 12 cents per tie per year.

It appears that the prices now paid for ties to be treated need

readjustment. Based on their intrinsic properties, red oak,

beech and maple ties are undervalued, while chestnut, spruce

and white pine are overvalued.

When black locust, redwood, cedar and cypress ties cannot be

secured at the prices given in the table and other woods must

be used, it is in all cases cheaper to treat them than to use them

untreated. The annual saving per tie due to treatment varies

from about 2 cents for chestnut to 22 cents for gum.

At 60 cents per tie untreated white oak is more expensive

than any of the other naturally durable woods, since it costs

15J4 cents per tie per j-ear to maintain. Under the conditions

assumed it is cheaper to use inferior woods that have been

treated than to use white oak untreated. When tie plates may
be omitted on the white-oak ties, however, the annual charge

will equal about 12 cents per tie per year, which compares

favorably with the charges against treated ties.

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.

The information collected by the Forest Service during nine

years of experimentation and observation furnishes, it is be-

lieved, sufficient data upon which to base a set of rules out-

lining good practice in increasing the life of crossties. A great

deal of work remains to be done, and it will be a long time be-

fore the true worth of many of the processes now employed is

known, but it is believed that the general recommendations

here given, if followed, should make it possible to secure a

longer life for wooden ties and a saving in the cost of track

maintenance. The following are the rules

:

The winter cutting of ties should be encouraged. It leaves

the forest in better condition and the ties season with less

danger of checking, insect injury and decay.

Preference should be given to sawed ties. These result in

less forest waste and permit in general a more uniform bearing

of the plate on the tie and the tie on the ballast. Moreover,

more sawed ties can be loaded on a cylinder truck, thus de-

creasing the cost of labor in the preservative treatment.

As a genera! rule, all bark should be removed from ties im-

mediately after they are cut. If, however, they caseharden or

are otherwise injured they may be permitted to season with

the bark on, but all bark should be removed before the ties are

placed in the treating cylinder.

If ties are to be adzed or bored, this should be done before

they are treated.

It is almost always cheaper and better to use treated than

untreated ties. In localities where black locust, redwood, cedar

and cypress ties are available it may be cheaper to use these

untreated than to use treated ties.

In selecting ties for treatment, preference should be given

to those which are hard and which absorb the preservative

readily. Treated red oak. beech, maple and gum ties will give

better service than treated chestnut, spruce and white pine ties.

Since the sapwood is just as strong as heartwood and much

easier to inject with preservatives, ties with a large amount of

sapwood, provided it is properly distributed, should be pre-

ferred in preservative treatment to those with little or none.

All ties should be thoroughly seasoned before treatment. Of

the various methods of seasoning, air seasoning is preferred, be-

cause it is usually safer. If ties must be artificially seasoned,

they should be heated at low temperatures and lose moisture

gradually, to avoid serious checking.

The sites selected for air seasoning should be free from

weeds and decayed wood and well exposed to air currents. If

possible, the yard should be covered with cinders. The ties

should he elevated on creosoted stringers at least 6 in. above

ground. The stringers should be laid close to the ends of the
ties in order to retard checking.

Ties cut from conifers are less likely to check during sea-

soning than ties cut from broadleaf trees, and in consequence
can be piled more openly.

If ties are seasoning too fast they should be piled closer to-

gether; if seasoning too slowly they should be piled more
openly. Ties cut in winter can be piled more openly without
danger of checking than ties cut in summer. The 8x2 form of

pile will give general satisfaction; more open forms are the

7x1 and 7x2.
Serious end checking, if not controlled by methods of piling,

can be retarded by driving S-shaped irons over the check.

The length of time ties should season before treatment will

vary primarily with the species of wood, form of pile, and pe-

riod of the year. In general, ties cut in spring and summer will

be seasoned sufficiently for treatment by the end of the follow-

ing autumn ; ties cut in early spring will be seasoned suf-

ficiently by the following early autumn; the seasoning period

varying from about two to four months. Ties cut in autumn
and winter will be sufficiently seasoned by the end of the fol-

lowing spring, the period varying from above five to eight

months. The periods necessary to season dense ties like the

oaks will generally be from two to three months longer than

those just given.

A preliminary soaking of ties in water to increase their rate

of air seasoning and their absorptive properties is not recom-

mended unless it can be done without extra expense. The
slightest advantages gained are not sufficient to warrant an ap-

preciable expenditure of time or money.

When ties are received at the treating plant they should be

piled in groups according to the way in which they take treat-

ment, those which absorb large quantities of preservative being

piled separately from those which are difficult to impregnate. The
species which should comprise the various groups are not as

yet as well known as is desirable, but the distinction can at least

be made between those that behave very differently under treat-

ment. Only thoroughly seasoned ties should be treated. It is

bad practice to mix seasoned and green or only partially sea-

soned ties in one charge. The aim should be to treat all ties in

a charge with appro.ximately the same amount of preservative.

At present it is not known definitely what preservative or

process is most economical in all cases. Under heavy traffic,

where the ties wear out before they rot, treatments with zinc

chloride or light treatments with creosote may be advisable.

When the traffic is light, heavier injections may be better. If

the ballast is wet or moist, creosote is to be preferred to zinc

chloride.

No matter what kind of ties are treated or what preservative

is used, at least all of the sapwood and as much of the heart-

wood as possible should be impregnated with the preservative.

If ties are to be treated with zinc chloride, and absorb the

preservative readily, the solution should be made dilute, and as

much as possible injected. This is better practice than having

the solution more concentrated and forcing only a limited

amount into the outer fibers of the wood.

The treating plant should be in good operating condition before

any ties are treated. Leaky valves and pumps should not be

permitted, and all gage scales should be accurate and the pulleys

and floats running free. After treatment the excess preservative

should be returned to the same measuring tank from which it

came, and the reading corrected for temperature if necessary.

If the float system is used, the amount of absorption should

be determined by measuring the difference in the height of the

float before the preservative is run out of the tank and after it

has been returned to it.

While the track scales are generaly desirable for determining

absorption, they cannot be depended upon if the ties are to be

steamed or boiled in oil.

As the composition of the preservative is very likely to
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change aflcr a number of treatments, it is highly desirable to

have it analyzed frequently to see that it meets the specifi-

cations.

CreciSoted tie.s which are not to be used immediately should

be piled solidly (9 by 9), while those injected with zinc chloride

should be ojenly piled, to permit of rapid seasoning. In doing

this the precautions against too rapid seasoning should be ob-

served. Zinc-treated tics should be seasoned before being

placed in the track, in order to avoid as far as possible the

leaching out of the preservative and corrosion of the spikes.

If a nine-sixteenth-inch diamond-pointed cut spike is driven

into a previously bored hole three-eighths to seven-sixteenths

inch in diameter it will hold better than an ordinary cut spike

driven directly into the tie.

From the results of tests thus far made it appears highly de-

sirable to use screw spikes whenever possible. W hen they are

used holes should first be bored deep enough in the tie to allow

a space between the base of the hole and the point of the spike,

jr the hole may be bored entirely through the tie.

It is not possible at present to say which of the various types

of tie-plates are best. The data thus far secured, however, point

to the advisability of using heavy inetal plates with flat or only

slightly corrugated bottoms. When screw spikes are used, the

heads of the spikes should be protected from lateral thrust by

a boss of metal fitting snugly under the head.

DON'TS FOR THE OPERATION AND CARE
OF MOTOR CARS.

The following "don'ts" for the operation and care of motor

cars taken from a copyrighted instruction paper on "Railroad

Track Motor Cars" issued by the Educational Bureau of the

Union Pacific will be of interest to all users of motor cars:

OPERATON.

Don't fail to test your brakes immediately after starting, to

insure that they are in proper working condition.

Don't run a motor car alongside a moving train. Smoke and

cinders may obstruct your view of the track ahead. Lumps of

coal or other articles may fall from the train and derail your car

or injure some one on it.

Don't run a motor car between a train and a station platform.

There is danger of striking persons passing to and fro, trainmen

jumping on or off trains, baggage trucks, etc.

Don't run rapidly while passing any standing train. There

is danger of striking a person who may unexpectedly step from

between the cars.

Don't follow a moving train closer than 1.000 feet. There is

danger of the train breaking in two or stopping suddenly.

Don't approach road crossings where the view is obstructed,

faster than five miles per hour. There is danger of striking

teams and pedestrians.

Don't run two cars nearer to each other than live telegraph

poles. The head car might break down or leave the track, or

men might step off or fall from it.

Don't push any kind of a car ahead of the motor car. There

is danger of the car ahead being derailed.

Don't pull or push hand cars or speeders unless absolutely

necessary. The levers on these cars when they are moving

rapidly throw the cars out of balance and make them jump the

track. The levers may strike men on the car and cause injury.

The journal boxes of the wheels are not designed for high speed.

When it is necessary to move such cars with a motor car, couple

them behind, never push them.

Don't load tools on the car carelessly. Some might fall off and

derail the car or injure employees.

Don't let men sit with their legs between the motor car and a

push ca-r trailer. There is danger of their getting hurt.

Don't "work" the car when passing teams. It might start a

runaway that would cost some one's life.

Don't run over interlocking switches or derails without getting

a clear signal from the towerman. A switch may be opened just

in fr(mt of, or under the car.

Don't run through spring frogs. There is danger of springing

or bending car axles, or of derailment.

Don't run rapidly through gangs working on the track. There
is danger from tools being left on the rails, men stepping in

front of the car, or from dirt or other material left on the rails.

Don't overload a motor car. There is danger of permanent
injury to the car, or of the car breaking down when passing over

switches, dirty road crossings, etc.

Don't tr>' to see how long you can keep ahead of a following

train. Your car may break down or it may take longer to get

it oft' the track than you estimate.

Don't run a car at night without a red lantern and a white

lantern properly displayed. You may run into other cars, or
trains without a headlight may run into you.

Don't place a lighted lantern near the gasoline tank on a car.

Don't start until you are sure you have enough gasoline.

Don't make "grand stand" stops. The brake may fail to work.

Don't exceed fifteen miles per hour. It is against the rules and
likely to get you into trouble.

Don't fail to make a complete inspection of all parts of the car

and engine before starting.

Don't let nuts, bolts and fastenings get loose.

Don't let oil, grease or dirt accumulate on the car. It softens

the wood, loosens bolts, ruins the insulation of wires and looks

bad.

Don't use gas pliers, pipe wrenches or cold chisels on nuts. It

ruins the nuts.

Don't use big wrenches on small nuts. It is easy to strip the

threads or break the bolt.

Don't take a car apart unless you arc sure it is necessary.

Don't run a car with defective wheels, axles or other moving
parts. To do so is to invite accident.

Don't fail to stop and examine the car if you hear any "strange

noises" when it is running.

Don't leave a car exposed to wind, rain and dust and then

expect it to give you good service.

Don't run a car with a leak in the gasoline pipe. You may
burn up your car.

Don't put gasoline into the tank without straining it. It may
delay you at a critical time on account of clogging up the car-

bureter or mixing valve.

Don't handle gasoline by the light of a lantern. Many men
have been burned by such carelessness.

Don't over-oil the car. A drop in the right place is better

than a quart.

Don't run a car too long without oiling it.

Don't use common black oil on small bearings. It is a poor

lubricant.

Don't get oil or grease on the wires. It ruins the insulation.

Don't hold a spark plug wire more than one quarter-inch away
from the engine with the current turned on when testing. You
may ruin your spark coil.

Don't throw away spark plugs unless they are broken. Spark

plugs don't wear out. Usually all that is needed is cleaning.

Don't screw spark plugs in too tight. They may "bake" fast.

Graphite should be used on the threads if available.

Don't throw away dry batteries in winter until you have tried

thawing them. Often they are only congealed or frozen up.

Don't leave the battery switch closed or gasoline turned on
when the car is not running.

Don't connect over six cells of good battery in a set. It is

likely to over-load the spark coil and burn it out.

Don't leave strands of flexible wire sticking out around con-

nections. It may "ground" your circuit.

Don't forget to drain the water from the cooling system of a
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water cooled car in cold weather when necessary, to prevent the

serious damage that would occur from freezing.

Don't attempt to use any method to warm up the carbureter

in cold weather that might ignite the gasoline. Cloths that have

been heated or better still that have been soaked in hot water

and wrung out fairly dry are safest.

TESTS OF LONG LEAF PINE TIMBERS.

The results of a series of tests on long leaf pine bridge

timbers made by H. B. MacFarland, engineer of tests, Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, have been published in bulletin 149 of the

American Railway Engineering Association. The purpose of

the tests was to investigate the effect of the full cell creosote

treatment on long leaf yellow pine bridge timbers, particularly

as to the strength of the timber. Thirty-two standard stringers

7 in. by 16 in. by 28 ft. were selected from stock which had

been seasoned approximately 10 months. Each of these sticks

was sawed in half, one half being creosoted and the other half

remaining untreated. Two sets of tests were run. one im-

mediately after treatment and the other at the end of one year.

Two special specimens were prepared in order to compare the

relative strength of the butt and top portions of the tree. These

specimens were all treated.

In summing up the results of the test the bulletin brings out

the following conclusions

:

The moduli of rupture found in the transverse tests were

quite uniform, the average value being 4.955 pounds per sc|. in.

This is considerably lower than the value usually given in text

books for long leaf pine and from this and other recent tests,

it would seem that 5,000 pounds per sq. in. is a very good

average value for the transverse breaking strength of such timber.

This lower value is due largely to the fact that timbers of this size

usually fail by horizontal shear in the transverse tests so that

the actual tensile strength is not reached. The results would

seem to demonstrate that stringers might be made shallower, but

reducing the depth of stringers would undoubtedly be poor prac-

tice in bridge work as the additional depth gives added stiffness.

The tests on the butt and top sections indicate that the butt

end of a tree is stronger in all respects than the top end. In one

case the modulus of rupture was 30 per cent, greater for the

butt than for the top end. This large difference is shown by

examination to be due mainly to the presence of knots in the

top end. The moduli of elasticity are approximately equal.

The tests on the treated and' untreated portions of the same

sticks show that there is very little difference in the strength of

treated and untreated timber. The average modulus of rupture

for untreated specimens tested immediately after treatment is

five per cent, greater than that for treated. The horizontal

shearing strength averages two per cent, greater for the un-

treated. The elastic properties are very nearly identical. The

moisture content seemed to have a considerable bearing on the

strength of the timber tested immediately after treating. In the

tests made one year after treatment, the average strength of

the treated timber is shown to be increased, proving conclusively

that long leaf pine timber treated by the full cell process of

creosoting and allowed tn weather for one year is in no way

inferior to untreated timber.

The following tables show tlie average strength of treated and

untreated timbers immediately after treatment and one year

after treatment.
Ti!.\NSVEBSE Tests.

Deflec-

Elastic Ntodiihisof Modulus of tion Maximum
limit. rupture elasticity at Shear.

Lbs. per in lbs. in lbs. Failure. Lbs. per

Specimen. sq. in. per sq. in. per sq. in. Inches. sq. in.

January. 1911

—

Untreated 4,260 5.160 1.595.000 1.15 415

Treated 4.240 4,9S0 1.600.000 1.12 40S

January, 1912—
t'ntreated 3.S50 4.750 1.554.300 LIS 377

Treated 4.305 5.263 1.544.700 1.17 414

Compression Parallel to the Grain.

Elastic Modulus of Maximum Deflection

limit elasticity load for 2,000

in lbs. in lbs. in lbs. lbs. per

Specinie:'. per sq. in. pe?r sq. in. per sq. in. sq. in.

January, 19! 1
—

L^ntreated 5,277 621.000 6.180 0.055

Treated 4,770 568,0i:0 5.650 0.052

January, 1912—
Untreated 5,075 529,400 5,958 0.051

Treated 5.553 633,000 6,440
"

0.041

Compression Perpendicular to the Grain.

Elastic Load in lbs. per sq. in.

limit for a deflection of

in lbs. .
* ^

^

Specimen. per sq. in. 1/10 in. 3/16 in. J^in.
January. 1911—

Untreated 1,031 727 1,120 1.530

Treated 1,150 711 1.107 1.540

January, 1912—
Untreated 986 704 1.052 1,483

Treated 945 1.056 1.340 1.691

AMERICAN WOOD PRESERVERS' CONVEN-
TION PROGRAM.

The ninth annual convention of the American Wood Preserv-

ers' .Association will be held at the Hotel Sherman. Chicago, on

January 21-23. 1513. The interest manifested indicates that tliis

will be one of the most successful meetings in the history of the

association, the membership for the past year also showing a

very healthy increase. The present officers are : President, E. A.

Sterling, forest and timber engineer, Philadelphia; first vice-

president, A. M. Smith, Ayer & Lord Tie Company, .Argenta,

.\rk. ; second vice-president, H. M. Rollins, Gulfport Creosote

Company, Gulfport, Miss. ; third vice-president, G. B. Shipley,

Pittsburgh Wood Preserving Company. Pittsburgh, Pa. ; secre-

tary and treasurer, F. J. Angier, superintendent, timber preser-

vation. Baltimore & Ohio. Baltimore, Md.
Among the papers to be presented are the following

:

"Natural and .Artificial Seasoning of Douglas Fir for Treatment,"

by F. D. Beal, manager, St. Helens Creosoting Company, Port-

land, Ore. ; "Safe Steaming Temperatures," by R. L. Allar-

dyce, superintendent, tnternational Creosoting and Construc-

tion Company, Texarkana, Tex. ; "Comparison of Zinc-

Chloride with Coal Tar Creosote for Preserving Cross Ties,"

by Howard F. Weiss, assistant director. Forest Products

Laboratory, Madison, Wis. ; "Preservation of Lumber for Car

Construction," by J. H. Waterman, superintendent of treating

plant, Chicago, BurHngton & Quincy, Galesburg, 111.; "Ef-

ficiency in Handling Ties, Timber and Piling at Treating

Plants," by A. M. Smith, superintendent, Ayer & Lord Tie

Company, Argenta, Ark. ; "Treating Plant Design," by G. B.

Shipley, president. Pittsburgh Wood Preserving Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa. ; "Twenty-six Years of Creosoting," by J. C.

Haugh ; "Merits of Various Woods for Paving Purposes,"

by H. G. Davis, Creosoted Wood Paving Block Association,

Chicago, and "Care and Treatment of Floors," by George W.
Saums. A short paper descriptive of experimental treatment

of ties with and without initial air pressure will also be pre-

sented by R. S. Belcher. Among the topics for discussion will

be. "Objections to Wood Paving Blocks and How to Overcome

Them."

The order of the program will be as follows

:

Tuesday morning—Formal opening. Secretary's report, presi-

dent's address, communications and committee reports.

Tuesday afternoon—Preservatives.

\\"ednesday morning—Plant operation and miscellaneous.

^^'ednesday afternoon—Ties, Timbers, Piling, Poles and Cross

Arms.

Thursday morning—Paving Blocks.

Thursdav afternoon—Business session, election of officers, etc.



KEEPING STONE BALLAST CLEAN.
Necessity for Protecting It from Dirt, also from Cinders;

and an Effective Method of Screening Ballast on Renewal.

By C. E. Lindsay,

Division Engineer, New York Central & Hudson Rii

One of the principal advantages of stone ballast is the excel-

lent drainage which it makes possible. The quality of hardness

of the stone prolongs its life against the destructive action of

the elements and the tools employed in building and maintaining

track. It binds together in a vi'ay that distributes the loads

more uniformly over greater areas and with less motion of its

parts, which assists in holding the track in place. It contains

nothing which can germinate into plant life or afford a rooting

place for vegetable growth. The most important advantage of

stone ballast, however, is the fact that it does not absorb or

retain moisture. A substance that would otherwise make good
ballast is undesirable, if it is an absorbent, especially in a cold

climate where the action of moisture and frost disintegrates it

or causes deterioration in other parts of the track structure.

A substance broken so small or of such a fracture or cleavage

that its parts pack close together and form pockets that retain

moisture, is equally objectionable ; so the "two inch" broken

stone ballast is the ideal material for class "A" construction.

Screen made ofexpanded
metal lixZ mesh

i^iK

{bolHloosefIt)

Stone Ballast Screen.

But it is asked
—"What is the life of stone ballast?" How often

must it be renewed?" and "What are the causes leading to its

destruction?" The annual renewal of ties, the annual lining

and surfacing of the track, and the more frequent tamping of

the ties at joints and at weak spots in the embankment or at

points where the traffic is unusually heavy, all tend to wear out

the stone. The action of sun and water, heat and cold, may
reduce the particles perceptibly, but the one great cause that

limits the life and destroys its usefulness, long before it is

worn out from any other cause, is the closing of the voids by

foreign substances both from above and below.

In the construction of new track with stone ballast, it is pos-

sible to form the cross section of the subgrade so as to afford

drainage laterally for any water that passes through the bal-

last; and it is possible to uniformly spread suitable substances

in sufficient quantities to prevent the stone ballast from sinking

into the subgrade; but on old track the ballast is a composite

substance which is the result of a process of development begin-

ning with the substance of the subgrade itself and adding bet-

ter materials from time to time. Through a course of years

in many cases, the materia! between the subgrade and the bot-

tom of the tie becomes a mixture of clay, sand, cinders, gravel

and what-not, varying greatly in its density, porosity, quality,

and thickness. It is upon such an irregular and unstable foun-

dation that the modern trackman is expected to build a track

structure that will carry with safety, comfort and economy
a traffic density of more than 150,000 freight car miles per

year per mile of track and 10,000 passenger car miles per year
per mile of road at maximum speeds.

With a new subgrade composed of clay or similar substances,

the tendency of stone ballast is to sink into«it, each particle

lubricated by the wet clay, until all semblance of a uniform
cross section is lost, pockets and depressions are formed which'

hold moisture, and soon the whole benefit of the more ex-

pensive ballast is lost and practically nothing can be done but

add more stone and provide partial drainage along the sides

of the track. Where this condition can be anticipated, a layer

of engine cinders of requisite thickness and the proper provi-

sions for drainage of cuts and level places will deter this action,

but where this has not been done the rate of settlement deter-

mines the life of the ballast. As a general proposition stone bal-

last is more quickly destroyed from above than from below.

The droppings of grain, coal,, sand and gravel from passing

trains, the waste from dining and passenger cars, and the dirt,

sand and seed blown on to the ballast from adjacent banks and
fields, quickly fill the spaces between the stones, and this ma-
terial absorbing moisture, is soon germinated into vegetation.

Little can be done to prevent this action, although the planting

of grass and evergreens on sandy ground deters the process.

Better maintenance of cars, and better regulation of discharge

from passenger trains may in time be secured; but the most
prolific, unnecessary, and avoidable source of this objectionable

material is that which is dropped from locomotives. The
sparks from the locomotive stack are generally scattered by

the exhaust and the prevailing winds, and are the least ob-

jectionable. They cannot be greatly reduced in quantity e.x-

cept as better grades of fuel or ^methods of firing are used,

but the ashes which are dropped from the ash pans are con-

centrated between the rails in constantly increasing quantities,

so hot sometimes as to burn the ties, or fuse into solid masses.

As a rule too. the greatest deposit of ashes from such sources

is at points where the engines work hardest, hence where track

should be at its best. This has been contributed to in large

measure by the enforced introduction of bottom dumping ash

pans so arranged that they can be dumped without the neces-

sity of a man going beneath the engine. Such devices necessi-

tate more or less machinery which is easily deranged, or pre-

vented from operating by ice or clinkers, with the result that

the normal position of such device is "open," allowing the ashes

to fall directly from the grates to the track. The increase in

the size of locomotives has resulted in a greater disproportion

between the grate area, fuel consumption, and the cubic capacity

of the ash pan so that it is deemed necessary to scatter "a

little" along the road to avoid having to stop to dump the ash

pan. The increase in grate area also demands a corresponding

increase in "draft" area, which most enginemen and firemen

feel is insufficient unless the ash pan dampers are open.

These features of modern locomotive operation alone shorten

the life of stone ballast fully one-half. They can not be en-

tirely eliminated, but they can be materially reduced, 1st, by

-the introduction of mechanical stokers; 2nd, by the prbper

design and maintenance of ash pans and draft openings, and
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3rd, by the proper operation of these devices while the engines

are on the road.

It costs about $4,000 per mile of single track for stone bal-

last in place. It costs about $25 per mile of single track to

clean up the winter's accumulation of cinders, etc., that remain

above the top of the ties. It costs about $50 per mile of single

track to clean up similar accumulation during the balance of

the year, together with what is forked or screened out of the

ballast. It costs about $270 per year, per mile of single track

to remove the ballast from between ties and between tracks,

down to the bottom of the ties, screen or fork it and return it

to the track, replacing the 25 per cent, of stone wasted by the

operation. This has to be done thoroughly every five years or

the track deteriorates very rapidly.

On the basis of these figures there is an annual expense of

$345 per mile of single track due to the defective design, con-

struction, maintenance or operation of locomotive ash pans and

draft openings, a large portion of which might be saved. In

automatic signal territory having continuous track circuits the

practice of running locomotives with ash pans open is also

dangerous, as it is essential that the ballast be kept from touch-

ing the rails and that it be kept as clear as possible of material

that may short circuit the track or deplete the battery.

The customary way of cleaning stone ballast, if cleaned at

all, is by the use of a ballast fork. This well known tool is

awkward to use both because of its weight and size. When
filled with as much stone as it will hold, it is more than the

average laborer can lift, to say nothing of using it as a screen.

Manipulated as well as may be, it is inevitable in lifting a fork

full of ballast, that a large percentage of dirt is lifted also and

this must be separated from the stone by tossing the stone in

the air and catching as much as jpossible of it on the fork again.

A very large proportion of the smaller stone passes through

with the dirt and is lost. The process must be repeated fre-

quently to recover 50 per cent, of the available stone in average

dirty ballast. Anyone who will give this process any study

must be convinced that as a screen the ballast fork is a distinct

failure. As a convenient appliance with which to handle broken

stone, tlie ballast fork has some virtue. The separate flexible

prongs do permit of getting the tool into the mass more easily

than is possible with a shovel, but when used around track,

the ballast fork is useless for getting the ballast out from

between the ties and its greatest virtue is when filling the

center of the track and in dressing up the ballast at the ends

of the ties.

On a single track road of any density of traffic, the problem

of cleaning the ballast is a simple one, as there is ample space

on either side for men to work safely and comfortably with any

device, but on a road with two or more tracks, the problem of

cleaning the ballast becomes more difficult of solution. Here,

trains run in opposite directions at the same time and the diffi-

culties and dangers of the track man multiply. The ballast

between tracks is deep and compact and must frequently be

loosened by a pick before it can be handled with any tool ; then

the space is limited and there is the problem of the disposal of

the dirt, which must be carried across the adjacent tracks in

some suitable receptacle that will not allow it to befoul the

cleaned ballast. Thousands of dollars are wasted annually in

improper and slipshod practices in connection with this process.

The screen shown in the accompan/.i.g drawing is designed

to overcome in a measure the disadvantages of the ballast fork

and present methods. The way it is to be used is very diflferent

from that ordinarily followed, of standing near the foot of the

incline, throwing the material up on the screen, allowing the

coarse particles to roll down at your feet and the finer por-

tions to pass through the screen to the opposite side ; with this

method the cleaned stone accumulates in a pile at the foot of

the screen and must be disposed of by carrying it back of the

screen before the screen can be moved forward, a costly and

lengthy process.

The modus operandi with the arrangement of box and screen

illustrated, is to shovel all the stone to be cleaned from between

the ties into the space between or outside the tracks, then clear-

ing a spot big enough for the box, down to the desired depth.

The box is placed in it parallel with the rails, the screen is set

up at the proper angle so that the dirt falls in the box and the

cleaned stone at the end of it. Two men then begin shovelling

dirty ballast over the high end of the screen, and as the clean

stone accumulates at the lower end, two men shovel it back

into the track. As the dirty stone recedes, the box and screen

are moved toward it and the process is continued until the box
is full of dirt, whereupon the screen is laid to one side and

the box is carried across the tracks and emptied. The screen

is of such dimensions and so arranged that the legs can be

quickly tripped and the screen lowered to clear passing trains.

The advantages are, the use of the shovel at the bottom of the

ballast, a continuous performance in one direction without lost

motion, and a maximum of efficiency with a minimum of

effort and loss of material.

COSTS OF MAINTENANCE PER MILE.

W. A. Gardner, president of the North Western, replying to

an inquiry from a stockholder as to the amount necessary to

expend upon the maintenance of way and structures, says : "The
amount per mile that should be expended to keep the right of

way and structures in a state of high efficiency should, under

modern conditions, decrease, instead of increase, annually.

Where rock ballast replaces gravel ballast, the first cost is

three or four times that of gravel; but the work, when thor-

oughly performed, needs very little attention for a period of

years, and puts the right of way in a condition to bear the

heaviest traffic without injury to the rail or ties. When a 100-

Ib. rail replaces a lighter rail, it has a much longer life than

the one it replaces, and consequently a less amount has to be

charged off for renewal of rails. The treatment of ties by

creosoting nearly doubles their life, and materially cuts down
the percentage to be charged for maintenance of way; inci-

dentally, I would state that the North Western has thus treated

over 7.000,000 ties in the past few years.

"Another important factor in reducing the expense of main-

tenance of way has been the replacing of wooden bridges and

culverts with steel and concrete construction. This work will

stand for years with little or no expense for repairs, whereas

the wooden structure has a comparatively short life, and is also

in constant danger of destruction by fire.

"Notwithstanding the saving effected by these means of in-

creasing the efficiency of the road bed and structures, the amount

expended by the North Western in the year 1912 was within

1 per cent, of the amount spent for maintenance in the year

1911.

"While from the foregoing it might appear that the mainte-

nance charge might reasonably be expected to show a decrease

in the same ratio that the increase in the life of material and

efficiency of construction have added, it must be considered

that the first cost of making these improvements is greatly in

excess of the ordinary charge for maintenance. The installation

of interlocked switches at crossings and the construction of

automatic signals, together with high priced, and, in some cases,

less efficient labor, are the factors which militate against a re-

duction in the charge for maintenance.

"But when the day finally arrives when there are no wooden

bridges and culverts to replace; when the entire system is laid

with 100-Ib. rails; when every mile of track is rock ballasted;

when an automatic signal system is installed, and there is no

track elevation left to be done, then we can expect a reduction in

the maintenance of way charge, in line with the figures which

the increased life of material and efficiency of construction would

seem to warrant."



THE HINDOO AS A TRACK LABORER/
The Seventh and Last of a Series of Discussions of the Char-

acteristics of the Various Types of IVIaintenance Workmen.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HINDOO.

By Charles M, Kipp,

Roadmaster, Southern Pacific, Marysville, Cal.

While Hindoos are not employed as extensively as some

other nationalities in this vicinity, they are found in compara-

tively large numbers. I find that as a rule they are hardly

strong enough for all branches of construction and maintenance

work, but they have some good points which are in their favor.

As with other classes of labor, the amount of work secured

from the Hindoo depends largely upon the attitude of the fore-

man. The majority of our foremen dislike to work the Hindoo.

For this reason, where they are worked in the same gangs with

other foreigners, it is well to separate the different classes and

keep them by themselves. I find that they are intelligent, espe-

cially in learning the diflferent kinds of work easily and quickly,

and I believe they excel all other foreign nationalities in learn-

ing to speak the English language. They pronounce their words

very clearly, probably due largely to the fact that they are Eng-

lish subjects and have been accustomed to hearing the English

language spoken in their own country. I have found them to

be more reliable and trustworthy than some other classes of

laborers when not under the direct supervision of the foreman,

and they never refuse to do what they are, told and do not find

fault. In one instance I sent a gang of Hindoos to clean the

brush away from the abutment of a bridge during a flood. I

had expected that they would refuse to work when they saw the

task which was before them, but to my surprise, they expressed

no fear and got out on the brush and logs which lodged against

the bridge, cutting them apart so that they could float down the

stream. At another time I set the gang of Hindoos at work

transferring freight without a foreman to watch or instruct

them, and found that they worked faithfully all day.

The chief objection to the Hindoo is that he is not strong

enough or physically as well adapted for track work as for other

kinds of labor. He is too tall to do pick and shovel work, but

for this reason many of them are employed in orchard work,

to which they are well adapted. They much prefer contract

work and take large contracts in orchard work and in the beet

fields.

Their manner of living is much the same as that of other

foreigners. They are contented to live in an outfit car, tent or

any old shack. Their food is peculiar. I have seen them cook

a chicken, drink the broth and throw the meat away. They

will not eat beef, as in their country the cow is considered

sacred. They are also very particular about their drinking.

They have two dippers and a bucket. The dippers are never

dipped into the bucket and neither will one man drink after

another without first washing out the dipper which is then re-

filled out of the bucket with the other dipper.

While the Hindoo likes liquor, he does not appear on the

work intoxicated to the extent that other classes do. They do

not smoke on the work, which is in their favor when making a

comparison with some other classes of foreign laborers. The

Hindoo generally has plenty of money in his pockets, and many

of them have good bank accounts. They never wear a hat, but

in place of it wear a turban which is tied to their hair.

To secure good work from the Hindoo the foreman should

not yell at the men and attempt to drive them, but can secure

better results by quiet instructions. I also believe in eliminating

the interpreter as far as possible, as they are usually the cause

•Three articles in the Railwav Age Gazette of Juiie 21, page 1568, dis-

cussed "The Hobo as a Track Laborer"; four in the issue of July ,19, page

121, discussed "The Negro as a Track Laborer ; four in the issue of

August 46, page 303, discussed "The Italian as a Track Laborer ;
four in

the issue of September 20, page 527, discMssed "The Mexican as a Track

Laborer"; four in the issue of October 18, page 746, discussed The Pole

and Slav as Track Laborers," and four in the issue of November 15, page

949, discussed "The Japanese as a Track Laborer."

of Strife among the men, and frequently cause whole gangs to

leave the service on short notice. For the past year I have

eliminated the interpreter and have had very little trouble with

the men leaving the work.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HINDOO.

By a. Palm,

Roadmaster, Southern Pacific, Sacramento, Cal.

Hindoos are naturally uncommunicative and are not talkative

like the Greeks, Italians and other foreign races. Foremen
rarely have trouble with them, as they are of a peaceful nature

and when not under the influence of liquor, they are not antag-

onistic. It is very seldom that one will find an agitator among
them, and no matter what conditions they are working under,

or how poor the accommodations that are furnished them, they

enter no protest; this being largely due to their religious belief,

one of the principal teachings of which is fatalism. In cases of

danger they will show no signs of fear. On numerous occa-

sions I have known of their going into dangerous places and

moving obstructions after Greeks and others refused to work

for fear of personal injury.

According to their religious belief they have many fast days

which leave them in a weakened condition, unable to stand a

hard day's work. As a rule they are shiftless and lacking in

ambition. Being naturally slow, both mentally and physically,

they are not adapted to the pace we set for the other races. Of
course there are exceptions to this. On one of my sections there

are two Hindoos who are good energetic workers, equally as

good as the very best that can be found among the other races.

However, this is a rare case and they average considerably be-

low any of the other races. With but few exceptions they can

understand and converse in English.

While they will not drink water from vessels used for that

purpose by "disbelievers," nor eat food in any form that has

been prepared by anyone of a different religious belief, they

do not hesitate as to the propriety of drinking alcohoHc liquors

brewed or distilled by the disbelievers in their faith. If located

in or near a town, their patronage of saloons is large and almost

without exception they drink to excess. While under the in-

fluence of liquor they are quite the reverse of what they are

when sober and at work, quarreling and fighting with each other

so that they are frequently jailed either for disturbing the peace

or for assault and battery.

Even when sober they are dishonest in their dealings with

one another. They do not consider stealing a crime, and if con-

vinced that one among them has a considerable sum of money

on his person, several of them will lie in wait for him and rob

him of it.

They are very filthy in their habits and complaints are con-

stantly entered against them on account of the unsanitary con-

ditions of their camps. Cleanliness surely is not one of their

virtues. I know of no race who are as filthy and unclean as

they are. They spend their money freely and they are always

on pleasure bent; they will attend every celebration held with-

in forty miles of where they are camped; and fiestas, carnivals

and such joUifications are very frequent occurrences in Cali-

fornia.

They apparently have a distaste for track work. They will

not work on the track as long as they can find other employ-

ment, such as fruit picking, beet cultivating and beet harvesting,

which occur during our busiest season on track. At such times

we cannot induce any of them to enter our employ, and those

who are at work will leave as soon as the season opens in the

orchards and beet fields. On the whole, I do not consider

them desirable as track laborers.
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AUTOMOBILES FOR INSPECTION SERVICE
DURING CONSTRUCTION.

By H. Cole Estep.

During the construction of the Minneapolis & St. Louis west

of W'atertown, S. D., the headquarters of the division engineer

in charge were at Aberdeen, S. D., his jurisdiction extending

from Watertown through Aberdeen to Leola, a distance of 114

miles. It was necessary to make at least two inspection trips

per month over the entire line, the territory traversed consist-

ing of a rolling prairie crossed by an occasional water course.

After some experience with livery teams for such inspection

trips, automobiles were substituted, resulting in considerable

economy. These motor cars were hired from garages at Aber-

deen or Watertown at the prevailing rates, which were known

to be very profitable to the owners of the machines. The auto-

mobiles were particularly valuable on account of the large

amount of time which they saved for busy officials. The total

livery bill often amounted to as much as $5CX) per month.

Records were kept of the cost of various trips both by auto-

mobile and with teams, from which the accompanying table has

been prepared. This shows the details of each trip, including

the kind of automobile used, passengers carried, weather and

other physical conditions encountered, time required, expense,

delays and value of the time saved by the automobile.

The horse vehicles used on the division were ordinary country

livery rigs hired at the prevailing local rates. The motor cars

were of the common light touring car type and were not new.

There was considerable variation in the rates charged. The ma-

chines were used in all kinds of weather and over all sorts of

roads. .^ number of runs were made in driving rains. The

roads were such as are usually encountered in a comparatively

new farming community, and were almost invariably dirt tracks

full of ruts and holes with short corduroy culverts. The latter

were especially trying to the machines. Hills, especially on the

western end of. the line, were frequent and at the foot of each

grade there was a bad spot in the road which had to be passed

at slow speed, making frequent use of the low gear necessary.

This consumed considerably more fuel than would have been

required if the roads had been even ordinarily good. At times

the automobiles were driven over the soft, unfinished railway

grade or through new cuts, the nature of which is familiar to

every engineer. Frequently, important appointments had to be

kept or connections made with trains, and as the time of the men

making the trips was valuable, delays were expensive. In gen-

eral the conditions were about as severe as could be found.

Although the charges for the motor vehicles were 50 per cent

higher per hour than for livery rigs, the time saved to the high-

salaried officials was worth two or three times the difference in

charges. This feature was especially noticeable on long, hard trips

with heavy loads under adverse conditions, such as in trip No. 4,

when with the chief engineer, division engineer and traveling

freight agent on board the value of time saved these men by

the automobile was $150, equal to over $1 per mile for the whole

trip. In computing the value of the time saved by the auto-

mobile the following scale was used: chief engineer's time, $3

per hour; division engineer's time, $1 per hour; right-of-way

agent and freight agent's time, $1 per hour each.

If the machines had been owned by the railway company, thus

eHminating the owner's profits, and operated under the econom-

ical conditions which would then have been possible, undoubtedly

the running expenses could have been reduced to a level more

nearly corresponding with the livery charges and the value of

the time saved would have been practically all clear gain. Also

in almost every case the expense of a chauffeur could have been

eliminated.

ADVANTAGES OF RENEWING TIES TO FACE.

By R. P. Trabue,

Roadmaster, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, Nashville, Tenn.

In the report of the tie committee of the American Railway

Engineering Association, last year, there appears the report

of the sub-committee appointed to investigate the comparative

merits of 'tie renewals in continuous stretches versus single tie

renewals." Thirty-five replies were received to a circular letter

sent out to various railways asking what the practice was in

this regard, and, based upon these answers, the committee recom-

mended the practice of single tie renewals.

.After making a careful and conscientious study of these thirty-

five replies, I fail to rind that they are supported by figures based

upon actual experience or thoughtful approximation. I have

kept complete records upon certain portions of the road under

my supervision where ties have been renewed to face for a space

of four years, and my records disprove the above conclusion.

Based upon the actual records kept, the method of renewing

in continuous stretches possesses the advantages over single tie

renewals of economy; minimum cost of raising low joints and

lining, and less disturbance of roadbed; entire elimination of

extra gang labor; and more uniform rail bearing.

The average cost per mile of putting up track for a six-year

period is as follows

:

3,000 ties at 50 cts $1,500
1,200 cu. yds. rock ballast at 50 cts 600
Labor 947

$3,047

The item of labor cost given herein embraces a ten per cent,

increase, as the current wage scale has been increased by that

figure over 1910, which was the basis of the former discussion

on this subject. (See Raikvay Age Gazette, August 18, 1911,

page 333.)

The objection most often urged by officials in charge of main-

tenance of way against renewing ties in continuous stretches is

the item of waste of ties. Upon this point it may be stated that

upon the original installation of this method of renewals in con-

tinuous stretches and upon other renewals subsequent thereto,

every tie that can possibly be used again is put into sidings,

but in the accounts no credit has been made for such ties. Hence

they are practically thrown away so far as the accounts go, but

in spite of this fact the figures show that the cost of maintenance

of track by renewals in continuous stretches is over $200 per

mile less than by single tie renewals.

TABLE SHOWING COMPARATIVE EXPENSE OF AUTOMOBILE AND HORSE VEHICLES FOR INSPECTING RAILWAY
CONSTRUCTION WORK.

100

*Does

Chief engineer and division engineer Good Bad
Chief engineer and two division engineers Good Fair
Chief engineer, division engineer and right-of-way agent Good Fair
Chief engineer, division engineer and traveling freight

agent Rain Bad
Division engineer Good Fair

elude time for necessary night layovers from 6:00 p. m. to 8:00 a. m.
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In the matter of raising low joints and lining, these figures

show a reduction of such items to an average yearly cost per

mile of $92, which, so far as I have been able to ascertain by wide-

spread inc|uiry. is from one-third to one-seventh of similar

expendilurt!, by any railway in this country which maintains

lirst-class track. This exceedingly low figure of expenditure for

these purposes, of itself, strongly indicates that a desirable and

safe minimum of disturbance of roadbed is necessitated by the

employment of the method of renewal in continuous stretches

and that a better general condition of track is thereby secured

and maintained.

By the employment of the method of renewing ties in con-

tinuous stretches upon this road it has been discovered that an

entire elimination of extra gang labor is accomplished. Upon
this point it is to be noted that the figures show that extra

gang labor is, on an average, about $400 per mile more expensive

when putting up track than when the same work is performed

by the regular section gang labor, and the work done by the

extra gang is inferior to tliat of the section gang.

The last advantage is what I consider the most important to

be obtained by the method of renewal of ties in continuous

stretches, a more uniform degree of rail bearing. Experience

with both m.ethods of renewals has shown that the greatest safe-

guard against broken rails lies in the higliest possible degree of

uniformity of resistance of the ties. Statistics show that the

numbe/ of derailments caused by the broken rails is greater

than that due to any other defect of railway roadbed. (See

Railway Age Gazette of January 12, 1912.) These same statistics

show an average of one broken rail for every 714.4 rails in track,

of Bessemer steel. On 139 miles of main line track on this

division laid w'ith 80 lb. rail, open hearth and Bessemer, two

rails broke in 24 months, or an average per year of one broken

rail for 44,480 rails in track. In single tie renewals there may
be at all times a sufficiency of good ties to prevent rail spreading,

the joints and low places may be kept up, the drainage may be

good, the surface smooth and the rail in first-class condition

;

yet with all these desirable elements present which go to make

up a good track, the broken rail does occur. The most feasible

steps towards the prevention of broken rails does not lie in the

employment of heavier rails, but rather in the betterment of the

condition of roadbed underneath rails of serviceable weight, and

I believe that the use of 80 lb. rail with the method of renewing

ties in continuous stretches is more in conformity with an earnest

and thoughtful endeavor to reduce the number of this kind of

accidents than the use of heavier rail with single tie renewals.

An intelligent contrast of the comparative economy and ex-

cellence of the two methods of renewal cannot be had without

the keeping of thorough, correct and detailed accounts upon all

such work done. With this idea in view, blanks were printed

and furnished to each of my section foremen to be filled out

by them monthly and reported in at the end of each month's

work with their time books—these blanks, in connection with

their time books, showing the amount of work done in the

smallest degree upon every possible branch of track maintenance.

Special care has been taken to see that these accounts were

correctly kept by each foreman during the period covered by

the fi.gures referred to in this article, and for this reason the

amount of work that has been done and its cost, down to the

smallest detail, arc known.

New Lines in Switzerland.—Several important though short

lines of railway were completed in Switzerland during the past

year. Among them the following are worthy of mention : The

Bernina Pass line, 37 miles, connecting the Engadine with the

Italian railway system at Terano; the Davos branch of the Rhea-

tisch road, which also traverses the Engadine valley ; and the

Sweisimmen-Leuk branch of the Montreux-Oberland railway,

which passes through one of the most beautiful sections of the

Bernese Oberland range. The latter is a link in the chain of

mountain roads financed by the Canton of Berne at a cost of

$26,000,000.

LAYING DRAIN TILE.*

By P. J. Keenan,

Supervisor, Eric, Cuba, X. Y.

During the past year it was decided to lay 15,000 ft. of six in.

drain tile on the Genesee River railroad, the new freight line

built by the Erie to connect the Allegheny division at Cuba,

N. Y., with the Buffalo division at Hunts.

This line was opened for traffic on July 1, 1910. It had been

built through a very rough country, the twenty miles on the east

end being practically all cuts and fills. Much difficulty was ex-

perienced in holding the track in surface and line through these

cuts which were of a very soft clay which was continually slip-

ping in and filling up the surface ditches. At the time of start-

ing to lay the tile these ditches were full in many places and as

it was desired to lay the tile from J'/z to 4 ft. below top of rail on

both sides of the track it made necessary the hauling out of a

large amount of material. The handling of this material would

have proved very expensive if done by hand on account of its

character. When attempts were made to load it by hand it was
found that the clay would not leave the shovel until it had been

struck quite a severe blow on the floor of the car to jar it loose.

Another difficulty was the tendency of the sides of the ditch to

cave in before the ditch was completed and tile laid, making it

necessary in some cases to go back over the work and open the

ditch the second time. It was not 'always possible to lay and

cover the tile as fast as the ditch was made on account of the

scarcity of cinders which were used in covering the tile.

To assist in this work a train crew with IS flat cars equipped

with stakes and aprons were used in connection with an Ameri-

can ditcher. The ditcher crew consisted of an engineer and a

fireman, no laborers being required while the train was being

loaded. After the train was loaded it was run to a dumping
ground near at hand where a gang of eight men and one foreman

with a ballast plow. Lidgerwood unloader and spreader car were

used to unload it. With this outfit dirt was loaded and unloaded

at a cost of 10 cents per cu. yd., about 25 carloads being an

average day's work.

When the dump gang was not required on the dump, the men
accompanied the train to the place of loading and while the train

was being loaded opened up the ends of ditches, and removed aill

dirt from ballast that might have fallen from the train so that

when ditching was complete in any one cut the track presented a

neat appearance. The ditcher in most cases dug three ft. below

the top of rail, leaving only one ft. of digging to be done by the

ditching gang which followed the train, .\side from digging

three ft. deep, the ditcher removed enough dirt so that there was

sufficient space outside the ditch line next to the slope to take the

material removed from the low-er foot, thus avoiding loading it

by hand or taking it out with wheelbarrows. This made it pos-

sible not only to cover the tile with cinders but also to remove a

large amount of mud between the ends of ties and the line of tile

which space was filled with cinders, thus providing better

drainage. In laying the 15.000 ft. of tile only three days' work
loading by hand was done, this being necessary in one cut where

the slope was so near the rail that there was not sufficient room
for the ditcher to work.

After the ditch was completed four ft. below the top of rail

rough hemlock boards were laid in the bottom of the ditch in the

softer cuts and in others si.x in. of cinders were used in the ditch

before tile was laid, .\fter the tile was placed it was covered

with coarse engine cinders, which were unloaded from center

dump cars, and shoveled into the ditch by hand. After this a

spreader car with shaper wing was run through these cuts, level-

ing the cinders over the top of the ditch. In doing this work
care was taken to avoid all unnecessary mileage by the work
train crew and dump gang. The dump gang and ditcher crew

were given bunk cars which were moved from point to point as

the work progressed. Arrangements were also made for the

•Entered in the Track Kink contest, which closed December 25, 1911.
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work train crew to lay over at night at the most convenient point

and numerous dumping grounds were used convenient to the

work. In many cases it was only necessary for the train to move

out of the cut to the first fill.

A LARGE STEAM SHOVEL.

By p. H. Hamilton,

St. Louis & San Francisco, Pittsburg. Kan.

The use of steam shovels for removing the overburden from

beds of coal in the mining district of southeastern Kansas and

southwestern Missouri, is doing much to increase the coal ton-

nage in this vicinity. There are thousands of acres of surface

•coal which, until recently, were considered unavailable, as the

coal is too far below the surface to permit of successful strip-

ping with scrapers and teams, and the roof is too faulty to per-

in some instances, where the stripping was heavy, it was found

that the dirt would still roll back onto the coal, and it was de-

cided that a still larger shovel would be more successful. Ac-

cordingly, a new shovel known as the Marion, Model 270, was

designed, the first one of which is now stripping a coal bed

for the Central Coal & Coke Company on the coal branch of

the St. Louis & San Francisco, four miles southwest of Pitts-

burg, Kansas. It is believed that this is the largest steam

shovel in the world, the length of the boom being 90 ft., the

length of the dipper stick 54 ft., the capacity of the dipper 5

yds., the clear lift above the top of the rail 63 ft., the reach

from the center of the machine to the center of the dump 103

ft., the working weight 250 tons, and the capacity 3,000 cu. yds.

per day.

The shovel revolves in a complete circle and will place the

excavated material 200 ft. away from the face if necessary.

Like the smaller shovel, it has a four-wheel truck under each

A 250-Ton Steam Shovel with a 90-Ft. Boom and a 54-Ft. Stick.

mit of underground mining. By the use of steam shovels these

obstacles have been overcome.

This coal lies from 12 to 30 ft. below the surface, is from

3 to 3.5 ft. in depth, and is of an excellent quality. The cover-

ing consists of shale and yellow clay and is easily handled.

The first steam shovel work in this district was begun late in

1910 for the Central Coal & Coke Company, near Weir, Kan.

While this 70-ton shovel was successful in a waj-, it could not

handle the heaviest stripping without the aid of a drag line ex-

cavator to move the material awaj' from the berm in order to

prevent it from sliding back into the pit. For this reason it

was decided that a larger shovel with a longer reach would

be better suitable for this heavy work. A Marion, Model 250.

shovel similr.r to the ones used on the Panama canal was

then secured and has been used with such success that there

are now 12 or 14 of these shovels in this district. However,

corner and runs on two parallel narrow gage tracks built of

six sections of 135-lb. rail. The shovel is equipped with two 150

h. p. boilers and requires a crew consisting of an engineer,

cranesman, oiler, fireman and eight pitmen. Unlike the smaller

shovels, it is not necessary for the shovel to stop work while

the pitm.en are placing the track ahead of it as the dipper

moves so far ahead of the shovel that the men can work in

perfect safety.

To transport one of these shovels it is necessary to take it

apart. It requires about six weeks for a gang of men to as-

semble the parts and get the shovel to work.

.\rgentine R.mlway Concession Asked.—A concession has

been asked by Juan B. Lalacut for a narrow-gage railroad of

250 miles, to run from Mai Abrigo in Santa Fe to Anatuya. in

Santiago del Estero.



MASTER PAINTERS' ASSOCIATION CONVENTION.
Abstracts of Seven Papers Read Before the Ninth Annual

Meeting of This Organization at Chicago in November.

The ninth annual convention of the Maintenance of Way
Master Painters' Association met at the Karpen Building, Chi-

cago, November 19, 20 and 21, 1912. Nearly 100 master painters

and visitors were in attendance.

The officers of the association for the past year were, presi-

dent. George Heinz, P. & L. E., Pittsburgh ; vice-president, C. H.

Plummer, C. R. I. & P., Topeka, Kan. ; secretary and treasurer,

W. G. Wilson. L. V., Easton, Pa., all of whom were re-elected

for the ensuing year. Charles Ettinger, I. C, Chicago, was also

elected second vice-president. Louisville, Ky., was selected as

the place for holding the ne.xt annual convention.

THE TESTING OF PAINTS.

J. S. Sheaf, engineer of tests of the Illinois Central, read a

paper on the above subject, of which the following is an ab-

stract :

Since the paint chemist has entered the lield, vehicles have

been put on the market which conform in their essential features

to the genuine. It is almost impossible to check up all of these

and it would therefore appear that laboratory investigations are

of secondary importance. However, certain ingredients are

known to give the best results. If manufacturers load up the

vehicle with adulterants and the pigment with inert materials the

railroad chemist can determine such conditions immediately,

whereas, by practical test, too much time would elapse before the

discovery. On the other hand, take the case where the goods

furnished appear to be as good as the best and on analysis are

found to be satisfactory. A time test is the best check on both

the goods and the analysis. This requires co-operation between

the paint foreman and the test department.

Each of the various manufacturers supplying material should

be assigned a number or a letter and this, together with the date,

should be stenciled on the work and a record kept. Any officer

of the road could note the date of application and, if provided

with a key, make his own comparisons as to what manufacturers

were furnishing satisfactory material. On general lines this

system would cover everything painted, from a passenger coach

down to a switch target, at a cost hardly appreciable.

In general the system followed on the Illinois Central is

towards a concentration of eflfort. Close relations are maintained

with everyone who can assist in the procuring of better paint.

Analyses are made on receipt of every doubtful shipment coming

in. Colonial yellow, for instance, may be procured from several

manufacturers. The first thing is to be certain as to the proper

shade. If it is wrong and the paint is badly needed it is worked

over in our paint mill. This being an error on the part of manu-

facturer, a bill for the work at coat should be rendered, or if

there is time enough the manufacturer should replace the goods

in question.

If the shipment is of any size, a sample is analyzed and if it

fails to correspond to requirements, the shipment is i ejected. As

a further check the work is stenciled for future identification.

On a refrigerator car full information is stenciled on the needle

beam. In addition a test board is painted with one, two and

three coats and exposed to the weather.

When the merits of various paints are desired, all of the makes

represented are applied to both sides of the same car. and prop-

erly marked. Thus, between the analysis, test cars and test

boards, an absolute and comparative check is possible to an exact

degree. In fact, every car has its paint history stenciled on the

needle beam and the whole subject of paint records is an open

secret to any who have the key.

THE INSPECTION OF PAINT MANUFACTURE.

A paper on the above subject was prepared by A. W'. Car-

penter, engineer of structures. N. Y. C. & H. R.. the following

being an abstract

:

On the New York Central Lines a practice in the purchase of

paint has been inaugurated wliich the writer believes is novel

and promises a satisfactory solution of this perplexing problem.

Committees were appointed to represent the engineering depart-

ments of the New York Central Lines and New York Central

& Hudson River, respectively, for the purpose of preparing

specifications for standard station paints. Specifications were

prepared by these committees jointly and adopted by the Mainte-

nance of N\ay committee of the New York Central Lines,

George W^ Kittredge, chairman, and later put into effect on the

New York Central & Hudson River and some of the other

New York Central Lines. These specifications were divided into

two parts, one concerning the manufacture and mixing, the other,

application. It is with certain features of the specifications for

manufacture and mi.xing that this paper is concerned. These

specifications were thought to be unique in that they specify, in

addition to the features ordinarily covered by such specifications

such as formulae, quality of ingredients, drying, fineness and

color requirements, and check on the manufacture by chemical

analysis of samples of the finished paint, the additional require-

ments, the method of manufacture and the inspection of manu-
facture.

The specifications require the mixed paint to be furnished in

paste form unless otherwise specified. While this feature is not

new, it may be considered unusual. The idea of the committees

in regard to this was that the railroad companies should have the

paste furnished at certain central points where they would estab-

lish paint mixers and stores of oils and drier. They would thus

have better control of the quality of the drier and of the greater

portion of the oil entering into the paint, and still not deprive the

paint manufacturers of the larger portion of the business. It

was estimated that this arrangement would also effect some sav-

ing to the railroad companies in the cost of the finished paints.

Of course, the simplest and perhaps the most satisfactory way to

solve the problem from the view point of the engineer and painter

would be for the railroad companies to establish their own paint

factories, buy the raw materials, the quality of which would then

be most assuredly under their control, and manufacture the paint

at a probably lower cost than by purchase from paint manufac-

turers. It was, however, not considered wise or proper, from

the railroad business point of view, to adopt so radical a course.

The usual method of testing the fulfilment of paint specifica-

tions by the examination and chemical analysis of samples of the

finished product may be stated to be of uncertain value, at least.

In the first place the paint is manufactured before the samples

are taken and is frequently used up before the analysis is made.

In the next place, it is difficult, if possible, for the chemist to de-

termine the kinds and proportions of many specified ingredients

from analysis of finished paint samples—he may find the chemical

equivalents but he has to guess to a large extent at how these

were combined in the form in which they were introduced in the

paint ; as to the quality of the ingredients he is lost, and quality

is a matter of first importance, especially in regard to the oil and

drier. In the third place, it is difficult to determine from an

examination of samples that the necessary care in mixing and

grinding has been taken in the manufacture.

Our specifications therefore require that, if called for, pre-

liminao' samples of all the ingredients proposed for use shall be

submitted by manufacturers ; and further that, unless especially

waived, the manufacture of the paint shall take place only in the

presence of an inspector representing the railroad company.

These specifications have now been used in practice for more

than a year. No paint has yet been furnished by manufacturers

in paste form, so far as the writer is aware, and in that respect

they have not been tested. They provide, however, just as fully

for the furnishing of paint in finished form and in respect to

producing paint which is of the kind and quality specified, and in

open competition, based on price only it is believed that they are
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a decided success. This may be stated to be due to the iuspection

at the factory.

In the working out of orders under these speciiications the

purchasing agent invites the paint manufacturers on his list to

quote on furnishing paint under the specifications. The order is

placed with the lowest bidder who has the necessary facilities for

complying with the specifications, and who is instructed, in the

order, that the manufacture must not proceed before conferring

with the paint inspector. The paint inspector then advises

whether or not preliminary samples of ingredients will be re-

quired and whether or not the manufacture will be inspected.

Preliminary samples are generally not required in case of manu-

facturers who have been filling orders of paint satisfactorily under

the specifications and, therefore, know the requirements, and

inspection at the factory is frequently waived in case of very

small orders by such manufacturers. In the inspection, the in-

spector sees the ingredients taken from the packages or bins, and

introduced into the paint, notes labels or trade names on pack-

ages of ingredients, checks the weights of ingredients used, takes

samples of all ingredients whenever he chooses and sends them to

the chemist for analysis, sees that the paint is mixed in the pre-

scribed manner and ground as required by the specifications,

checks the weight, color and fineness of the finished paint, paints

out a sample coat and checks for working, appearance and dry-

ing, and finally sees the paint shipped in packages or seals the

packages which are left at the works pending the result of the

analysis of ingredients and paint by the chemist. The chemist

has not only a sample of the paint to analyze but has samples of

each ingredient entering into the paint. The inspector has noted

the exact amount of each material used, so that his work, com-

bined with that of the chemist, leaves very little chance for any

evasion of the specifications.

Some manufacturers have refused to manufacture paint under

these specifications on account of the inspection clause. Many
have not only not objected to this but have proclaimed them-

selves in favor of the inspection as insuring them protection

against under-bidding by ignorant or unscrupulous manufac-

turers who would otherwise furnish cheap materials and less

thorough manufacture than specified.

In the course of inspection several cases have occurred in

which it was shown that the specifications would not have been

fulfilled if the inspection had been omitted. Sometimes this has

been due to the idea which has been found rather prevalent

among manufacturers that, having secured the order, they are

privileged to substitute cheaper ingredients and methods than

those specified, with the justification that, in their opinion, just as

good paint would result. In other cases the specifications have

not been thoroughly studied or understood before the order was
placed and in a few cases, perhaps, there was a deliberate inten-

tion of substituting inferior materials and work in the hope of

escaping detection. On the other hand a number of manufac-

turers have been exceedingly conscientious in their endeavor to

fulfil the specifications to the letter, and it should also be stated

that the prices in these cases carried only small margins for

profit.

There are, of course, manufacturers that tell us that there are

secret methods and materials by and with which they can make
paint far superior to any that can be made under our specifica-

tions, and that we should therefore not burden them with speci-

fications but trust to their reputation to furnish superior paint,

and. of course, they cannot have their secrets open to inspection.

In days past when little was generally known about paint and
paint materials, such an argument might have been accepted,

but knowledge in respect to paints and paint materials has been
very greatly extended during recent years through the technical

press, and the various associations, so that the making of pro-

tective paints today may be considered a fairly open art.

We believe that our specifications provide for as good paint

for the purpose as is known to the art and that, by requiring fixed

proportions of commercial ingredients of specified grades or
quality to be combined and manipulated in a prescribed manner.

they permit very slight, if any, variation in the quality of the

paint; that the inspection clause insures the specifications being

followed and that, consequently, orders may be confidently placed

with all competent manufacturers on a strictly cost basis.

It may be considered advisable to state something as to the

cost of inspection such as described. This depends upon many
features, mostly perhaps on the amount of paint in any single

order inspected and the per-diem output of the manufacturer.

Our records show ccsts as low as one cent per gallon for inspec-

tion, and one and one-half cents for analysis on orders of from
^00 to 1,000 gallons of one kind of paint manufactured by con-

cerns with a large output located near the inspector's headquar-

ters. An average of five cents per gallon for inspection and

analysis of orders of 500 gallons and upwards would perhaps be

a fair estimate. The writer ventures to state that the wider com-

petition made possible by the inspection method will result in

obtaining prices for the paint enough lower than under the old

method to more than eliminate the cost of the inspection.

PAINTING AT THE SHOP.

O. F. Dalstrom, oflice engineer, bridge department, C. & N.

W., read the following paper

:

The specifications for steel railway bridges and other steel

railway structures invariably require that the fabricated material

shall be painted at the shop. This practice is so general, and has

been followed so long that there is little probability of any ex-

tensive departure from it, unless we can find some method that

will be more effective in protecting the steel, and will, at the

same time, have the merit of ultimate economy.

The necessity for painting steel at the shop may be summed up
in a single statement—it must be protected from corrosion, which

begins as soon as the material leaves the mills and continues,

with a rapidity depending on the atmospheric conditions to which

it is exposed, until it is checked by a protective coating that ex-

cludes the air and prevents further oxidation of the metal.

The shop coat, coming directly in contact with the metal, is the

one which must be depended on to prevent the rust-forming

process, by eflfectually excluding the air, and being the foundation

on which the other coats are spread to form the complete pro-

tective covering, the importance of it is readily apparent. It is

on account of the importance of this first coat and the difficulty

of getting a satisfactory coat at the shop, that there is a tendency

to dispense with shop painting altogether in certain kinds of

work, and to apply the first coat after erection, when it can be

done under the supervision of the company's paint foreman.

It is practicable to dispense with shop painting when the roll-

ing, fabrication and erection are all completed within a short

period, and provided the painters follow close behind the erect-

ors. This would apply to small bridges, viaducts, signal towers,

and the structural steel that enters into the construction of

freight sheds, shop buildings, and yard equipment. But in all

large structures the fabrication and erection cover such an ex-

tended period that the shop coat is imperative. Whatever may
be the defects of shop painting, they are not as serious as the

corrosion of the steel that is becoming covered with rust while

it is waiting for its first coat of paint.

While it is generally accepted that shop painting is necessary,

in all except a limited class of railroad work, the objections to

it are so many and so vital that it will be worth while consid-

ering them in detail. They can be brought together into the

following well-defined groups : Painting on improperly prepared-

surfaces
;

painting under improper atmospheric conditions;

painting done by unskilled workmen, frequently without com-

petent supervision ; difficulty of maintaining thorough inspection

of other shop work, concealed by the paint: difficulty of handling

freshly painted material.

When the steel comes from the mills it is covered with mill

scale, much of which clings to it through the entire process of

fabrication. By the time it has reached the paint shop there wilt

be found in addition, rust, oil, grease, dirt, and usually moisture.

The rusting begins as soon as the steel leaves the rolling mill.
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The oil, grease, and other foreign matter are collected under

the fabricating machines, particularly the drills and reamers.

Moisture on the surfaces depends on the atmospheric conditions.

Steel exposed to moisture-laden atmosphere will have a thin

lilm of moisture over the surface. It is not practicable to main-

tain a dry surface in damp weather,. and paint applied under such

conditions can have no strong adhesion to the metal. In addi-

tion, the tilm of moisture would be enclosed under the paint, the

resulting corrosion further loosening and breaking the continu-

ity of the protective coating. Very cold w-eather is not favorable

for obtaining a uniform and unbroken coat. Exposure to the

hot sun tends to produce blisters, and, in the presence of

moisture, to cause peeling.

The surfaces to be painted should be dry and warm, and the

painted material should be protected from the weather, from

extreme cold and from the direct action of the sun until the

paint is well dried. The plant which does part or all of its

painting in an open yard, which has no well equipped paint shop

protected from the weather, is not prepared to do good shop

painting. The quality of the work will vary with the weather

conditions and there can be no uniformity in the results. It may
be urged that the same objection applies to painting in the field.

In a measure this is true; the painting cannot be protected from

the weather. But the field painting is done during the most

favorable seasons ; the work is done under the supervision of

the company's own foreman and. with reasonable precautions,

gives good results.

It is the usual thing to find the paint applied in the shops by

men who are unskilled in the work—they have simply been given

a paint pot and brush and been instructed to do as the others

are doing, and the foreman, very probably, is a man without the

training necessary to handle the work properly.

The shop manager seldom criticizes the equality of the work;

if the painters get a practically uniform color on a sufficient ton-

nage, there will be little complaint from him. Likewise the in-

spector will not bother the painters if they will keep away from

the steel until he has completed the inspection of the shop work.

Accordingly, scant consideration is given to the condition of the

surfaces to be painted, atmospheric conditions are disregarded.

and the paint is manipulated with thinners and driers in order

to cover the most surface in the least time. There are any num-
ber of ways to make time in a paint shop at the cost of quality

of work, and a painter who is held accountable only for the

amount of the work may be trusted to find them all.

The inspector pays no attention to what the painters are doing,

unless the steel happens to get to the paint shop before the in-

spection of the shop work has been completed. After the steel

has been painted, the only inspection that can be done is the

checking up of dimensions. Defects in material, screw plugs,

lead collars, and imperfect fittings are all covered up and con-

cealed by paint. To add to the inspector's troubles, the painters

are continually painting out the shipping or identification mark
on the steel.

All shop men know how gingerly a loading gang approaches

freshly painted steel. They know that such material has a habit

of slipping ofT the hooks, racing along the skids, and skewing

out of adjustment in loading. Obviously, the simplest way to

dispose of this difficulty would be to wait till the paint is dry,

but this is not always possible. The shop is usually under in-

structions to ship as fast as the material is ready; or the paint

shop may be congested with accumulating material. If the paint-

ing is done in a roomy yard, the material can be left where it is

painted until it is to be loaded; but this brings us back to the

objection of painting outdoors, just referred to.

Assuming, then, that shop painting is necessary, the next thing

is to correct the questionable practices at the shop. Practical

methods will be worked out when the railroads and the inspec-

tion companies co-operate with the shop managers to bring this

neglected part of the maintenance schedule up to the standard

of the construction work. But the initiative must be taken by

the railroads. The shops will continue to turn out only what

is required of them, and when proper shop painting is one of the

requirements, the shops will meet it in a practical way.

Any complete set of rules laid down here to bring about satis-

factory shop painting would probably be defective in some de-

tails, but a few suggestions are offered as a start in the right

direction.

The railroads should supply the paint direct to the shop, ready

to apply. This would do away with the incentive to slight the

quality or the quantity ; and it would leave no opportunity for

the painters to manipulate tht: paint with thinners and driers, in

order to make better time.

The railroad bridge painting should be under the direction of

a master painter who should ripcrt directly to the proper official

of the engineering department and be responsible for results in

all the work coming under his direction. The master painter,

having this responsibility fixed upon him, would immediately

make it his business to know exactly what was being done at

the shops ; and, working directly with the engineer, would be

able to bring the necessary pressure to bear on shop managers
to correct the abuses he might find. This would be done through

the agency of the shop inspectors. The procedure would be

simple. Give the shop inspector explicit and thorough instruc-

tions as to how this part of the work is to be executed ; have
it plainly understood that this work will be passed upon in the

field by men competent to decide and report whether the work
at the shop was up to the requirements, and that the inspectors

will be held responsible for any defective work that gets through.

We should then find inspectors giving the same attention to the

painting that they now give to the machine work. They would
require surfaces to be clean and dry. They would not permit

painting under unfavorable weather conditions. They would in-

sist on competent and trustworthy foremen on the painting, as

on the machine work. And the shop manager, finding that this

work must be up to a certain standard before it will be accepted,

would place the right kind of a foreman in charge of the work
and give him competent workmen. With the right kind of men at

work in the paint shop there would be less annoyance from
obliterated shipping marks, and other troubles originating with

incompetent workmen would disappear.

This outline is simply a suggestion. The essential thing is to

establish a responsibility that will reach from the shop to the

engineer's office. When this responsibility is established ef-

fectively, we shall have made good progress toward disposing of

the objections to shop painting.

INCREASED EFFICIENCY.

H. J. Barkley. Illinois Central. Carbondale, 111., presented the

following paper:

To obtain the best results in any work it is always best that

the employer should have confidence in and be willing to accept

the judgment of men who. by years of experience, have become
experts in their lines of work. Equally so should the mechanic

be willing to protect his employer's interest by reason of his

ability. There is always a place for the mechanic who can take

care of the side lines which, by custom, have fallen to the rail-

way painter. It is true that the company may never know that

you did not clean out and paint the inside of a gutter when

painting a building, but it is a fact that w-hen you do and do

it well you have doubled the life of this piece of sheet metal work.

There is always a man in the crew who can make light repairs

to plastering and fasten a few bricks in the top of a chimney or

who can, with a little patience and a very small amount of

material, make a leaky roof tight. VN'hen repairs are made to a

building it often happens that the carpenter has overlooked some

little thing. It may take you but a few minutes to correct this

which is much better than depending on a man from some other

crew to come some distance. The repairing of a stove, placing

water barrels, and inspecting fire extinguishers can all be done

in connection with the regular work. Some railway painters

make the mistake of thinking that they must leave undone what

cannot be done with a brush. Snow blockades, wash outs and
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wrecks should find them just as apt as other crews in their

department. When painting a water tank it is a very easy matter

for the men on the staging to tighten the hoops, take them down

and cut them if necessary, and a man on the stage with an arm

full of oakum can do a world of good to a leak-y tub. If you

haven't the tools, borrow them, or, better yet. keep a set of

wrenches in your outfit. Cleaning and oiling the roller ends of

truss spans can be economically done when painting the structure.

A velocipede car with two men will paint as many switches

and mile posts, except in large yards, as a hand car with four

men, which is the smallest crew that should use a hand car

with safety. On branches, switches may sometimes be painted

off the way freight. A small way station can be painted just

as well and cheaply in winter as in summer, and the office build-

ing had better wait until winter, but it is entirely different with

a leaky water tank that may happen to be 50 feet in the air.

It does not seem advisable to paint boundary and land posts

when the weeds in summer are as high as a man's head. Neither

is it economical to wait until the first blizzard of winter to set

several hundred glass in the round houses and shops, for the

men must work bare handed and soon become numb with cold

and, also, steam and frost prevent putt>'ing.

PROTECTIVE COATINGS FOR STEEL BRIDGE FLOORS.

A. W. Carpenter, engineer of structures, N. Y. C. & H. R.,

prepared the following paper

;

In the preservation of steel railroad bridges from corrosion,

the particular parts which perhaps offer the most difficulty are

the tops of transverse floor members, such as floor beams and

transverse floor troughs, especially on bridges over which re-

frigerator cars pass. On the New York Central & Hudson

River, as probably on all other roads, the ordinary painting of

these parts has generally proved ineffective in the zone of the

brine drippings. Various paints have been tried, some of which

have been much more effective than others, but none have given

more than about two years' good protection over the zone of

drippings under the average conditions.

Paints that would appear to be unaffected when tested in the

laboratory by the application of brine taken from the cars to

coatings on specimen plates would soon fail in service on the

bridges. This discrepancy is explained by the different condi-

tions of application and exposure. In the laboratory tests, the

paints were applied to clean dry plates and were thoroughly

hardened before the brine w^as applied. On the bridges the sur-

faces were probably imperfectly cleaned and the coatings were

damaged by drippings, dirt or abrasion before drying, and after

drying, suffered abrasion and other mechanical injury, and dam-

age from hot coals. Weather conditions would also aid the

action of the brine. Instructions have been issued requiring

thorough cleaning of surfaces for painting and the covering of

the parts with tarred felt or other material to keep them dry-

after cleaning and until the paint should be dry and hard. It

may be that these instructions will lead to better results with

paints, but these can, at least, offer little resistance to abrasion,

hot coals, and other destructive agencies peculiar to the location.

Quick drj'ing is a very desirable quality for coatings for these

parts, and considerable body is needed to resist abrasion and

other mechanical damage. A coating possessing these qualities is

one of coal tar or coal tar and Portland cement mixed, the pre-

servative qualities of which are excellent. The tar, or tar and

cement mixture, is applied hot with mops, and the immediate

hardening process is due to cooling and not to drj'ing as the

term is applied to paint. Refined coal-gas tar should be used

—

not water-gas tar. The surface to be coated must be clean and

dry to insure adherence and protection. Where a priming coat

of paint can be applied, it is recommended but is not essential.

The mixture of tar and cement is preferable for locations subject

to the heat of the sun, as the cement hardens the coating, thereby

increasing its resistance to flowing, and its alkaline nature should

neutralize any acid in the tar. We have prepared this coating

by first heating the tar in a kettle and then sifting into it from

one-half to an equal volume of Portland cement and boiling the

mixture one or two hours before apphcation. This coating has

given excellent results on plane surfaces, but in many instances

has failed to protect the rivet heads, which have been found 'o

be the especially difficult parts to protect in the difficult location

under consideration.

Whether the use of a larger proportion of cement in the mix-

ture would cause the coating to hold better on the rivet heads

is not known, as little experimenting with different proportioiis

of cement and tar has been done to the writer's knowledge. We
have found that on the flat surfaces of the floor beam and trough

tops and on the vertical sides of troughs filled with ballast this

coating has protected w-ell for several years, except where burned

by hot coals from locomotives or removed by mechanical means.

This coating has been adopted and used for several years for

protecting the floor troughs of the Park avenue viaduct, in New
York City, a four-track structure one and one-fourth miles long.

The coating is applied as the troughs are opened for tie re-

newals, it being possible to clean and coat a trough and replace

the ballast all during the same day. The life of ties on this

viaduct is about four years, for which period the coating prom-

ises to protect the steel. No refrigerator cars are operated on

this viaduct, but there is considerable deflection in the floor,

which is a probable cause of the short life of plain coatings pre-

viously applied thereon. The quick drying or hardening of the

coating, and the heavy body, combined with its close adherence

to the metal and the excellent preservative qualities, make it far

superior to the paint coatings previously used, which would not

protect longer than two years. A wash of neat cement grout, to

be applied on top of the tar and cement coating has been sug-

gested, and the writer thinks this would assist in hardening the

surface of the coating and in increasing its efficiency, but he

cannot at this time give any satisfactory information from serv-

ice. The use of graveled surface roofing felt over the coating

on top surfaces is being tried out. It protects the coating greatly

from mechanical injury.

Our experiment with the tar and cement mixture and various

other coatings included cement-mortar protection. The latter has

by all odds proven the most successful for the tops of floor beams

and troughs. It has been applied by mixing a stiff mortar of one

part Portland cement to two parts sand and plastering the same

on the tops of the beams, after painting, to such a thickness as

to cover the rivet heads at least !4 in. A reinforcement of

poultrj- netting in the mortar layer has been specified for each

case but generally omitted in the application. The top of this

mortar layer has in some cases been covered with roofing felt,

mopped in place with roofing pitch, the felt bending over the

edges of the mortar to shed water; in other cases the felt has

been omitted, but the writer believes that the felt covering should

be applied for waterproofing of the mortar slab, the better pro-

tection of the tops of the rivet heads which can generally have

only a thin coating of mortar, and the general binding together

of the mortar surface to prevent it from cracking up.

The first service experiment with the mortar coating was made

on the tops of the troughs of a solid double-track floor in 1908.

The tops of these troughs had suffered considerably by corrosion

in spite of frequent painting. The troughs have less than the

desired strength, for which reason they are to be replaced shortly,

and consequently the deflection of the floor is quite marked. In

spite of this deflection the mortar coating, covered with roofing

felt, has held intact to date, except where injured by track tools

and principally by dropping rails on it in distributing them in the

course of rail renewals. In another case the mortar protection

applied without wire reinforcement and both with and without

felt covering, is intact and in practically perfect condition after

one year in serv-ice. This is on the verj- stiff floor beams of an

open floor bridge.

Of course, the tops of the floor beams and troughs are not the

only parts attacked by brine drippings, although perhaps the most

susceptible generally, owing to the more exposed position to this

and other damaging influences. The bottom flanges and webs
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of the floor beams of open floor bridges suffer also, although

in less degree, being considerably protected by the deck and the

top flanges. The top and bottom flanges of stringers and deck

girders and the tops of lateral members suffer sometimes nearly,

if not quite, as badly as the tops of floor beams. The mortar

protection can be applied to the bottom flanges, where such a

thickness can be used that the felt covering should not be re-

quired, and the surface can be sloped so as to drain quickly.

Web surfaces have generally not been found to suffer so severely

as flanges and it would seem that it should be possible to protect

them by paint without great difliculty. The tops of stringers and

deck girders carrying timber decks do not seem to offer favorable

application for the mortar protection which would have to be

applied between the ties. We have been experimenting to a

small extent with the tar and cement mixture on these. The use

of galvanized iron or steel or of zinc sheet metal for a top flange

covering on stringers and deck girders between the painted metal

proper of the flanges and the ties has been suggested and will

probably be experimented with.

OTHER PAPERS.

A paper was presented by C. H. Plummer, Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific, Topeka, Kan., on "The Painting of Bunk Cars

with a Distinctive Color other than Common Box Car Color,"

in which he advocated the painting of all regular special service

cars with a distinctive color so that switching or train crews

can distinguish these cars from others and can handle them with

greater care. Much paint is lost annually by rough handling

in switching and many injuries also result from this cause. By
painting the cars a distinctive color it was thought that train

crews could be urged to handle them with greater care.

Edward Hurst Brown, of the Painters' Magazine, presented a

paper on "Real Economy in Railway Painting." in which he

advocated the specifying or purchasing of paints by the master

painters rather than by the purchasing departments, to insure the

selection of good materials. He emphasized the economy of

buying good paints which will cover a larger surface with less

labor than to buy the cheaper materials and pay out an excessive

amount for wages in applying them. The durability of the vari-

ous paints also enters prominently into their relative economy.

He advocated the careful examination by an expert of all struc-

tures liable to be injured by the weather or locomotive smoke or

gases, and their prompt repainting at the first signs of deteriora-

tion. He also recommended employing experienced painters as

economical because of their ability to do more work and to do

it better.

Other papers were presented on "Methods of Handling Crews,"

by O. Stubstad, C. & N. W., Winona, Wis.; "Has Graining a

Place in the Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Curriculum?"

by J. S. Rice, master painter, L. S. & M. S., Elkhart. Ind.

;

"Efficient Iron Bridge Paint," by G. C. Reiboldt. master painter.

C. M. & St. P.. Milwaukee. Wis. ; "The Nature and Use of White

Lead and Red Lead." by J. D. Sinkinson, chemist. National Lead

Co.. Chicago. ; "Linseed Oil and Its Practical Testing," by J. W.
Hirst. Hirst & Begley Linseed Oil Company. Chicago. Charles

Ettinger also read a paper on "The Painting of Structural Iron

and Steel," an abstract of which was published on page 759 of

the Railway Age Gazette of October 18, 1912.

AusTR.-VLiAN Te.\nscontixent.\l Railw.w.—A deviation by

means of which it will be possible to save about five miles of

construction was reported upon by the Chief Engineer, Henry

Deane. early in September. Mr. Deane said that the deviation

will miss Bulong, and pass through Waterfall and Majestic. He
had inspected the route, and found that there would be no diffi-

culty regarding the grade and the earthworks. His report sup-

ports the town surveyor of Kalgoorlie. w'ho was the first to sug-

gest that- the deviation be made, thus bringing the line into Kal-

goorlie, instead of Kurrimia.

SAFETY FIRST IN HANDLING FOREIGN
LABOR/

By Emil Knack,

Section Foreman, Chicago & North Western, Oshkosh, Wis.

Foreign laborers have been and always will be a cause of more

or less trouble and danger to themselves and to others who work

with or near them, and it is important that some system or

method of handling this class of laborers should be adopted that

will eliminate or reduce the many accidents that are caused

annually. U,nless a foreman is able to understand and speak

their language it is impossible for him to make himself under-

stood except by signs and motions and repeated examples of the

work to be done. He must have his eyes on his men every

minute to see that they are not struck by passing trains or that

they do not leave tools or material on or near the tracks. They

cannot be depended upon to do anything alone and do not seem

to realize the danger by which they are surrounded.

To reduce the danger of accident and also to increase the effi-

ciency of the crews, I believe that more care and attention

should be given at the time of engaging foreign labor for section

work to hire only those who have had previous experience or

who have some knowledge of our language, and then to assign

the men to the different gangs so that there will be at least one

man in each crew who has a working knowledge of the American

language. In this way the foreman will be better able to impart

his instructions to his crew and increase their efficiency as well

as to decrease the number of accidents. I would also suggest

that when a large number of these men are sent out to a particu-

lar district an interpreter fully instructed in safety and efficiency

methods should be sent over the territory, visiting each crew, and

assisting the foreman in training the men regarding their duties.

A foreman handling this kind of labor should adopt a uniform

method of giving orders to his men, especially in regard to re-

moving tools and leaving the track before an approaching train.

With the assistance of the interpreter or instructor he should

soon have them so they would act with almost military precision.

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS AMERICAN
RAILWAY BRIDGE & BUILDING

ASSOCIATION.

The following appointments have been made for committee

work of the American Railway Bridge & Building Association

for the ensuing year

:

Water Supply.—C. R. Knowles, chairman. I. C. Chicago ; J

Dupree. C. T. H. & S. E. Chicago; John Ewart. B. & M.. Boston,.

Mass.
; J. B. White, C. & N. W.. Boone, la. ; Guy Gordon. C. R.

I. & P., Little Rock. Ark. ; C. F. Warcup. G. T.. St. Thomas. Ont.

Trrck Scales.—A. M. Van Auken. chairman. Little Rock. .•Xrk. ;

C. E. Smith. M. P.. St. Louis. Mo. : R. C. Sattley. C. R. I. & P.,

Chicago; H. M Jack. I. & G. N.. Palestine. Tex.

Equipment and Tools for Bridge Gangs.—A. Yappen. chair-

man. C. M. & St. P.. Chicago; R. H. Reid. L. S. & M. S., Cleve-

land. Ohio : F. O. Draper. I. C. Chicago ; J. A. Killian, Southern,

Charlotte. N. C.

Concrete Culverts and Various Kinds of Pipe for Culverts.

—

L. D. Hadwen. chairman. C. M. & St. P.. Chicago: O. F. Dal-

strom, C. & N. W., Chicago; C. J. Scribner, C. B. & Q.. Chicago

r

W. L. Rohbock, W. & L. E.. Cleveland. Ohio.

Heating. Lighting and Ventilating of Roundhouses and Shops.

—G. W. Hand, chairman. C. & N. W., Chicago; M. A. Long.

B. & O.. Baltimore. Md.: G. H. Jennings, E. J. & E.. Joliet, 111. r

P. E. Schneider. M. C. Jackson. Mich.

Sewers and Drains.—R. O. Elliott, chairman, L. & N., Nash-

ville, Tenn. ; A. F. Miller. Pennsylvania. Chicago; E. C. Mor-

•Receii the Safety cortest. which clofed Octoher I'll:.
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risen. S. P.. San Francisco, Cal. ; K. Peabody. N. Y, C. & H. R.,

New York.

Motor Cars for Bridge Gangs.—.\. Yappen. chairman, C. M.

& St. P., Chicago; A. Montzheimer. E. J. & E., Joliet, 111.; C. H.

Fake. M. R. & B. T., Bonne Terre, Mo.; P. Swenson, Soo Line,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Temporary Structures for Supporting Tracks during Construc-

tion of Permanent Work, Sewers, etc.—W. O. Whitney, chair-

man, B. & A., Boston, Mass.; J. P. Canty, B. & M., Boston,

Mass.; G. Aldrich, N. Y., N. H. & H., Boston, Mass.; J. B. Shel-

don, N. Y., N. H. & H., Providence, R. I.

Concrete, Posts, Poles, Signs, etc.—G. E. Boyd, chairman,

D. L. & W., Scranton, Pa.; F. L. Thompson, I. C, Chicago; A. S.

Markley, C. & E. I.; Danville, 111.

Snow Fences.—A. H. King, chairman, O. S. L., Salt Lake City.

Utah ; C. F. King, C. & N. W., Omaha, Nebr. ; F. E. King, C. M.

& St. P., Minneapolis, Minn. ; Frank Lee, C. P., Winnipeg, Man.

;

C. S. McCully. N. P., Jamestown. N. Dak.

Preservation of Timber.—George W. Rear, chairman, S. P.,

San Francisco, Cal.; F. D. Beal, 912 Y'eon Bldg., Portland, Ore.;

F. D. Mattos, S. P., West Oakland, Cal. ; A. J. Catchot, L. & N.,

Ocean Springs, Miss.

Cattle Guards.—Arthur Ridgeway, chairman, D. & R. G..

Denver, Colo.; E. P. Hawkins. St. L. I. M. & S., Bastrop. La.

Fire Resisting Coatings for Timber.—Lee Jutton, chairman,

C. & N. W.. Chicago; W. H. Moore. N. Y. N. H. & H., New
Haven, Conn.; W. H. Finley, C. & N. W.. Chicago; C. T. Mus-
grave, O. S. L.. Idaho Falls, Idaho; J. S. Robinson. C. & N. W.,

Chicago.

A DEVICE FOR ESTABLISHING GRADE AND
LINE ON BRIDGES*.

By S. C. Taxxer,

Master Carpenter, Baltimore & Ohio. Baltimore, Md.

A valuable device for establishing accurate surface and line

on bridges, without the aid of an engineer or high-priced instru-

ments, is the outfit illustrated in the attached sketch, which can

be secured at very small cost, as the targets and level board can

Tripod and Targets Used for Establishing Grade on Bridges.

be made in one day by one man. An 18 in. telescope, suitable for

use with this device, can be purchased at retail at a cost of $1.85.

In using this device, locate a high point on the track at each

end of the bridge far enough from the bridge that the raising

of the track on the bridge will not disturb it. Then with the

•Received in the contest on Tools, which closed August 25, 1912.

telescope located as shown on the sketch, about 30 ft. from the

first target and adjusted so it will clearly focus over the cross-

bar in target "A" and in line with the slot or white mark on

target "B" at the far end of the bridge, place a level board on

the track at the point on the bridge that is to be surfaced. Use
a steel square on the level board for the middle target with the

2 ft. blade of the square standing vertical and in line with the

targets and the top of the square measuring the same distance

above the top of the rail as the targets. By jacking up the

bent or bridge until the middle target is in true line with the top

of the crossbar on target "A" and the white mark on target "B"

and the level board shows the track level, the track is at the

proper elevation. When locating cut-off points on a pile trestle,

the same arrangement can be used. In a similar way, by the use

of the telescope and plumb bobs, the bridge can be accurately

lined.

GETTING TOGETHER FOR SAFETY.'

By F. M. Patterson,

.Assistant Engineer, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Chicago.

Progress in any line of work is secured by two widely differ-

ent and apparently antagonistic methods, by invention or orig-

inality, and by observation and the adoption of the efforts

of others. Until comparatively recent years the first method has

been considered by far the tnost important in the railway industry

owing to the rapid expansion of our country and the many
problems to be solved in furnishing a nia-ximum of service for

a minimum of capital and revenue.

With all the progress that has been made in many directions

among the railways there has been one point which has caused

criticism and that is the large number of accidents to employees.

True the railways have always laid down rules for the protection

of their men and have always cautioned them in case of doubt

to take the safe side, but in spite of this the list of accidents

has been heavy. Among the maintenance forces probably the

greatest number have been caused by taking chances when more

caution should have been observed, although of late years the

situation has been complicated by the employment of the hordes

of foreign laborers who are ignorant alike of our methods and

our language and who lack the mental alertness of the men they

have displaced.

Realizing that something must be done to awaken interest in

the promotion of safety among employees, about two years ago

one road established safety committees on each division with

a central safety committee for the road at large to investigate

causes and formulate methods for the better protection of its

men. The value of this idea was recognized and followed by

others until now a large number of railways have taken up the

scheme. -At first it seems difficult to do more than has been

done in the maintenance department. The rules are explicit and

if faithfully followed would be all that are needed. That they

are not followed is evident from the number of accidents. Shall

the rules be amended by including in them instructions as to

ever}' minute detail of the varied work on the track? The writer

does not think so, but believes more can be done by co-operation

and by keeping the men informed as to the work of others and by

stimulating them to take an active interest in their own welfare.

The safety committee of one railway adopted the catchword

"Get the Safety Habit" and disseminated it by printing it on a

button bearing the trademark of the railway.

The instructions on probably every railway in the country re-

quire that whenever possible the foreman shall ascertain if all

trains due have arrived before starting out with his handcar,

and that where the view of the track is obstructed he must protect

himself with the proper signals. Yet many accidents have been

caused bv the disregard of these instructions due to the habit

of taking chances when the habit of taking precautions would

have prevented them. Dozens of other rules might be cited which

•Received in the contest on Safety, which closed October 25, 1912.
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are designed for the protection of the men, but which are ren-

dered valueless because they are disregarded in order to save

a little time or to avoid a little extra effort.

The roadmaster or supervisor can do the most good by seeing

that all the rules are observed and by furnishing each foreman

with a list of all avoidable accidents on his district, showing how
they could have been averted. One of our noted humorists has

said that statistics are the lowest grade of information that

exists. While this may not be exactly true it is certain that

they, are inefficient unless vitalized by personal application.

Therefore this information should be issued promptly after each

accident, preferably by bulletin, to insure its receipt by each

foreman, but the bulletins should be followed by personal talks

with the foremen, and supplemented whenever possible by oc-

casional meetings where discussions may be had on the rules and

the serious consequences of disregarding them. The majority of

the rules are so plain that there is little chance of their being mis-

understood, some of them, particularly those relating to flagging,

may require some elucidation and should be gone into thoroughly.

One often hears the plea that the foreman takes chances to

avoid censure for not showing results in his work and some-

times it must be admitted that the plea is justified. The road-

master must take care that this charge cannot be laid to him,

and on the other hand he must be on his guard that the drones

do not use the efforts for safety as a cloak for inefficiency or

laziness. It will often require keen discrimination to insure that

no injustice is done, but the issue must be met squarely, for it is

one on which success or failure of the movement may depend.

Unfortunately it is as hard to acquire a good new habit as it

is to break a bad old one, and the roadmaster who starts on

his safety campaign will no doubt find much to discourage him.

It is a campaign that must be prosecuted by siege rather than

by assault and will require a tremendous amount of plugging

before much improvement will be shown, but the results will

justify the labor and humanity will be the gainer.

BROWN RAIL UNLOADER.

The Brown rail unloader is designed to load and unload rails,

frogs, timber and other heavy material from flat cars or gondolas.

The car is equipped with two booms 22 ft. long, on the opposite

ends of the car which are operated by two air hoists with 9 in.

cylinders laid horizontally on the deck of the car and connected

to the train line by two air reservoirs. The booms are supported

from "A" frames which can be raised or lowered to meet any

required clearance. Either or both booms can be operated at

one time. When handling material one man is required to

operate the levers and four men are required for each boom, or

a total of nine men. These cars are being used by the Boston

& !Maine, Boston & Albany and Maine Central. On the Boston

& Albany, five high side cars loaded with 160 tons of 75 lb. rail

were unloaded in three hours and fifteen minutes clearing three

trains in the meantime, at a cost of $1.75 per hour for labor.

On June 6, 1912, 99 95 lb. rails were handled on the Boston &
.Albany in 50 minutes with the unloader. using one end only.

This car was devised and patented by B. S. Brown, roadmaster

on the Boston & Maine and is sold by James C. Barr of Boston.

THE FOREMAN PROBLEM.*

By John C.srmich.xei..

Baltimore, Md.

In one case where the section foreman problem has been

solved the following methods are used : Xative Americans are em-
ployed as trackmen, the exceptions so few as to be negligible.

Roadmasters are instructed to keep in close touch with labor

conditions and to make note of promising talent for future fore-

men among the laborers. In this work he is materially assisted

hy the foremen. Inquiry is made as to age, habits, educational

qualifications and industrial ability. For self-evident reasons it

is considered a good feature if the individual is married. After

the man is picked out, effort is made to instruct him in main-

tenance of way work and to retain him in the service. This is

rot an easy matter, for with a limited time allowance during the

winter months, and more comfortable environments in other

forms of employment, the test is severe. It is an encouragement
to the laborers to know that promotion coines from the ranks,

anil this is stimulating in that it provides something definite for

attainment. The knowledge that efforts will not pass unnoticed

serves as an impetus for honest effort in the right direction.

The embryonic foreman is given every opportunity to demon-
strate his talent and to pick up knowledge of the work. His
foreman allows him to handle certain work and treats him as

an assistant. Incidentally, it should be remarked that a charge
in the organization, instituting the position of assistant foreman,

would be a decidedly progressive step in the development of the

system. The candidate gradually I ecomes imbued with a feeling

of confidence and self-reliance, and the transition from a la-

borer to a foreman is not severe.

As an indication of the success of the system during the first

four years of its practice, there have been 20 section foremen
appointed, and of this number 16 have been successful, two
failures, and the other two were appointed without regard to

the system. Under the general principles of this system two
roadmasters and a master carpenter have been appointed, who
are efficiently performing their duties.

contest on The Section Foreman Problem, which closed

Brown Rail Unloader for the New York Central Lines.
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TESTS AND THEIR RELATION TO
ECONOMY.

By C. Clay,

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, East Las Vegas, N. M.

While some roads are making systematic tests of a few im-

portant materials with a view to economy, there are a number of

materials and tools in the use of which a saving could be made
if proper care was exercised to ascertain their efficiency. A
requisition is made for a track jack. It arrives and is placed in

use. Possibly the purchasing agent has bought this jack from

a new firm, but it rarely occurs to the roadmaster or foreman to

note that it is of a different make and to watch its performance

to see whether there is a saving or a loss in its use as compared

with the old style. No actual observations of work performed

are kept. A track man may remember that an article was in use

and that it appeared to be a little better than another, but he

could not make a definite statement. As another instance, when

it is decided to relay rails, on too many roads no definite record

is kept of the performance of the old rails and the date of laying

the new. \\'hile some roads are working to improve this condi-

tion, on many divisions it is safe to say that no such record is

kept. It takes a certain amount of time to pay detailed attention

to these matters, but it pays. If the saving on the wear of one

track jack is but a matter of ten cents, a great saving might bz

effected where a considerable amount of money is spent each

year for these tools. In some cases, however, efficiency might be

sacrificed for length of life and in such case the increased cost of

operation would offset the saving in wear.

I have asked how long a frog would last at a given point, and

have received very indefinite answers which practically gave no

information at all. If the life of the material and the name of the

maker had been noted, these answers might have been very

different. The aim of almost everj' roadmaster and section fore-

man is to place his track in the best possible condition and so

maintain it, but the feature of economical maintenance is too fre-

quently overlooked. Verj* few officers can say exactly what it

will cost to do a certain piece of work. Estimates for the same
piece of work are entirely different on different roads and on
different divisions of the same road. A section foreman almost

always says he "'thinks" he can do a piece of work in a certain

time, but he does not "know." It never occurred to him to re-

member how long it took him to do the same thing before.

One class of ties may be better adapted to one particular point

than another, but definite records for determining this are not yet

kept on all roads. Rock from one crusher may hold up better

than that from another and not crumble so quickly. Definite

data as to this should be collected. In a costly material like rock

a saving can be effected even when a longer haul is necessary,

if the more available material is a poor class and crumbles
quickly. It is the same way with riprap for revetment work.

One class of rock may be found to last longer than another and
yet both may come from quarries within a short distance of each

other. Naturally it would be useless to obtain this data and
then not preserve it carefully or in convenient form. All in-

formation gained should be carefully compiled in a properly in-

dexed book.

A test may, of course, be carried too far and result in a loss

instead of an economy. For instance, rails should only be left

in the main line until they are fit for average branch line traffic,

then their life on the branch sliould be until they are in condition

to make good side track rails. If they are left in the main track

or branch track until they become scrap some of their life is lost

and in addition they become a source of danger. The question

is often raised as to whether it is cheaper to leave rail in the

main track until it is only fit for side tracks, or to take it out
when fit for average branch line traffic and afterwards use it on
side tracks, but one seldom hears a definite statement made
which is backed by cost data.

It would appear that an economy might be effected by all roads
joining and forming a central bureau of tests to which each

would contribute its share of the cost of maintenance proportion-

ate to the mileage of the road. Each road could send the data

as to its tests to this bureau for compilation and distribution.

Thus a small road that could not afford to make extensive tests,

might obtain through this bureau the maximum amount of in-

formation at a minimum cost.

A PIPE CLEANER.*

By W. E. Davin,

Supervisor, Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. McKees Rocks, Pa.

Drain pipes under tracks very often get clogged up with sedi-

ment and soft nnid and it is frequently necessary to dig up the

pipes and clean them out. This involves much labor and expense

and it is often necessary to support the tracks on a temporary

trestle or stringers while the pipes are taken out and cleaned.

A simple arrangement for cleaning drain pipes, shown in the

sketch, consists of one or more joints of iron pipe with a handle

-iVy, 1^ Iron Pipe.

Cleaner inserted ready for use

A Scraper for Cleaning Drain Pipec.

at one end and threaded at the ot'^cr end and several round

wood scrapers of various sizes. The rod is forced through the

sewer, a small round scraper is then put on and the rod with-

drawn. This makes a small opening. The scraper is removed,

the rod forced through the sever again and a larger size scraper

is put on. The operation is repeated until the sewer is cleaned,

."^fter the first time through, a rope or wire is attached to the

scraper end of the rod to assist in ptdling it back.

A UNIVERSAL SAFETY MOVEMENT.

f

By O. C. Spieth,

Cleveland Division, Baltimore & Ohio.

A large portion of the daily work of the employees of the

maintenance of way department of any railroad is to make track

safe and a faithful and intelligent track foreman with willing

men should constitute the best safety committee on roadway

and track. In the same way the bridge and carpenter foreman

and his men would make a good committee on bridges and

structures. The divisional committees should be augmented by

a sub-committee taking in each section foreman and bridge

foreman with the divisional maintenance of way committeeman

as chairman.

Usually we look to the foreman for the safety of his men and

if the instructions and rules for the governing of employees while

working on tracks and in dangerous places are faithfully carried

out a large percentage of the danger is eliminated. The foreman

should a!so give instructions on handling of tools an.l material.

At the monthly meetings of the sub-committees attention could

be called to all dangerous practices and methods studied to

remedy them, as well as taking up suggestions for eliminating

dangerous conditions in roadway, tracks and structures. The

writer believes that by such departmental si:b-divisions good

results can be obtained, as each sub-comir.itteeman can again

have a committee composed of his own men. and thus soon all

employees would be gathered into the "Safety First" movement.

*Received

jReceived
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the contest

Tools, which closed August 25, 1912.

Safety, which closed October 25, 1912.
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Complying with the federal regulation forbidding common
towels, the Baltimore & Ohio is to provide paper towels in its

stations and on its trains.

At Tunis, Algeria, December 18, R. G. Garros, a French
aviator, soared to a height of 19.032 ft., his flight lasting one
hour and eleven minutes. The best previous record of height

in a flying machine was 17,881 ft.

The New York State Civil Service Commission, Albany, will

hold examinations January 11 for numerous state positions, in-

cluding junior railway engineer for the Public Service Commis-
sion, first district (New York City), salary $901 to $1,200.

Near Wilkesbarre, Pa., last week three train wreckers were
arrested by railroad detectives who had been camping in the

woods for six weeks looking out for the culprits. There had
been eight attempts to derail passenger trains in' that region.

Senator Jonathan Bourne, of Oregon, has been elected chair-

man of the joint Congressional commission to promote Federal
aid to states in construction of highways ; Representative

Shackelford vice-chairman, and A. W. Prescott, of Oregon,
secretary.

A preliminary announcement of the Wisconsin State Tax
Commission shows an increase in the assessment of railways in

the state from $325,085,000 to $326,600,000. In accordance with

a law passed by the last legislature, railroad terminals are ex-

cluded from these figures and are taxable locally.

The Interborough Rapid Transit Company has appropriated

$42,000 as a fund for Christmas presents for employees. A five

dollar gold piece will be given to each employee receiving less

than $110 a month, except in the cases of men who have entered

the service since the beginning of the present year.

President Taft has appointed the members of the Commission
on Industrial Relations ordered by Congress at the last session.

Its president is Senator George Sutherland, of Utah, and the

railroad men on it are F. A. Delano, president of the Wabash,
and A. B. Garretson, chief of the Order of Railroad Conductors.

The Central Safety Committee of the St. Louis & San Fran-
cisco has compiled a statement of casualties for the month of

November, 1912, as compared with 1911, showing a decrease in

the total number of casualties from 464 to 334, or 28 per cent.

Casualties to employees decreased from 399 to 257, or 36 per

cent.

A bill is to be introduced in the Connecticut legislature to pro-

vide that there shall be two engineers on the locomotive of

every fast express train. The bill has the backing of the labor

unions. The same interests are working for a full crew bill,

it is said; also a workmen's compensation act and an employers'

liability bill.

The coroner who investigated the recent collision on the Cin-

cinnati, Hamilton & Dayton at Irvington, near Indianapolis,

has submitted a report placing the blame for the accident on
Willis York and Carl Gross, the engineman and head brake-

man of the freight train which was struck by a passenger train

running through a misplaced switch.

At a grade crossing in Ashtabula, Ohio, on Monday evening

last eight persons were killed, and seven were injured, when a

street car was struck by a very heavy freight train of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. The sudden stopping of

the freight train wrecked several cars, and the wreck of the

street car was buried under many tons of coal.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has issued an order pro-

hibiting employees from cashing their pay checks in saloons

and has made arrangements with banks to keep open evenings

at the time the pay checks are distributed, in order to handle

this business. One saloon keeper in Aurora is said to have

cashed over $15,000 worth of checks in a single night.

Representatives of the New York Central Lines have asked a

reduction of $16,982,832 in the valuation of the property of these

lines in Ohio as fixed by the state tax commission. The total

valuation for the New York Central Lines was placed by the

commission at $147,289,670. The railway representatives asked

a reduction of $7,390,273 in the valuation of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, which was $57,276,460.

The Pere Mar(|uette monthly magazine contains a strong appeal

to employees to exercise care in the handling of freight, for the

purpose of reducing the increasing number and amount of freight

loss and damage claims. The article contains a tabulation show-

ing the amount of money paid on this account during the fiscal

year 1912, as follows : For each minute, 34 cents ; for each hour,

$20.43; for each day, $490.40; for each month, $14,916.48; for the

year $178,997.71.

The United States Civil Service Commission announces exam-
inations January 22 for the position of tariff clerk under the

Interstate Commerce Commission at a salary of $1,200 a year.

It is understood that there will be numerous vacancies. Ap-
plicants must be thoroughly familiar with freight classifications,

tariffs and divisions, or passenger tariffs and divisions; and must
have a good general education. On sufficient notice, candidates

will be examined in any one of a large number of cities and

towns all over the country.

The Western Union Telegraph Company has established

schools of telegraphy at its offices in a number of cities ; that

is to say, messenger boys, clerks and others who wish to leam
to operate are provided with a room for practice and have the

guidance of a teacher specially assigned to that work. In

New York City the Western Union has announced to its em-

ployees that the company has arranged to secure for them re-

duced rates for seats at a prominent theater, where an unusual

spectacular play is being given.

W. M. Barrow, assistant attorney general of Louisiana, and

formerly secretary of the railroad commission of that state,

proposes to have a commission to examine conductors, flagmen

and brakemen of passenger trains. There is a law calling for

such an examining board and Mr. Barrow will ask the com-

mission to put this law in effect. The examining board must

be composed of a member of the railroad commission, a repre-

sentative of the railroad whose employees are to be examined,

and a third member to be selected by these two.

That rice can be grown successfully, on a commercial scale,

in California has been demonstrated by the first crop now being

harvested near Richvale in the Sacramento valley. The Southern

Pacific Company reports that the 1,500 acres planted early this

spring are yielding 5,000 lbs. per acre, or 3,750 tons for the

district. This crop is a new one for California and adds an im-

portant product to the already long agricultural list of the West.

At Richvale, the Richvale Land Company has built 32 miles of

ditch and is constructing 18 miles more. The company owns

600 acres, and individuals 900 acres. For the next season, almost

double the present acreage will be under cultivation.

C. H. Venner & Company, of New York, the Continental Se-

curity Company, and others, representing stockholders of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and the Michigan Central

railroads, have filed with the Ohio Public Service Commission

a protest against approval by the commission of the equipment

trust certificates which these roads desire to issue to the amount

of $24,000,000. It is charged that the New York Central, in

violation of the anti-trust law, is controlling the two roads

named, which are parallel lines, in its own interest, and to the

detriment of Lake Shore and Michigan Central stockholders.

It is charged that the property to be bought with the proposed

securities is to be used for the benefit of the New York Central

chiefly. Mr. Venner has figured in many law suits attacking

railroads and railroad management.

Two Erie Police Officers Killed.

In a riot of striking laborers in the yard of the New York,

Susquehanna & Western on the west side of the Hudson river,

opposite 109th street, New York City. December 11. two police

officers were killed and eight or ten others were injured. About

200 Italian and Polish coal handlers, who had struck a few days

before because of the refusal of the company to advance their

pay from 20 cents to 25 cents an hour, had gathered on the hieh

bluff above the railroad yard to watch for strike breakers. When
they saw a boat load of new men coming to the dock they rushed
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down the steep sides of the cliff and attacked the guards in the

yard almost without warning, using shotguns and rifles, the

strikers being able to conceal themselves in the brush. The offi-

cers had only pistols with which to defend themselves. The yard

had to be guarded many days following this disturbance.

Disastrous Collision in Italy.

A press despatch of December 16, from Messina, Italy, reports

a butting collision between a passenger train and a freight, near

that city, in which 25 passengers were killed. A day car, be-

tween a sleeping and a dining car, was crushed to spHnters.

A Hundred Freight Cars Burnt Up.

In a fire which caught from burning grass at Belmont, Mass.,

near Boston, on the Boston & Maine, last week Tuesday, 100

freight cars were destroyed, the cars and contents being valued

at $200,000. The cars, making a string nearly a mile long, stood

on a track adjacent to a swamp where it was impossible for the

city fire engines to get near them, and the fire had been raging

a long time before water was turned on to any part of it. The
firemen had available only 6ne line of hose, which had to be

stretched across a half mile of swamp. The yardmaster suc-

ceeded in getting switching engines with which he saved a good
number of cars, but 75 or more were blazing before any water

was played on the fire.

Organized Courtesy.

The railway owes to those who make use of its lines a service

which it can only render if everj' employee is brought to feel

that his actual employer is the daily-shifting mass of fellowmen
who buy tickets and ride on them.

What the road owes to these travelers—in safety, in comfort,

in service as scheduled, in courteous treatment—every individual

member of the operating force equally should feel to be his own
personal duty.

Personal responsibility—that is the thing

!

Just as the man who computes stresses and strains in the

engineering department; the structural steel worker who does

honestly his part of the bridge-building; the alert, faithful track-

walker; the signal-man, engineer, fireman, conductor, trainman,
oiler, switchman—every man of us all is personally responsible

to the company, to the traveler, and to his own conscience for

the safety of those who ride by rail, so, every railway worker
who comes into human contact with the traveling public is per-

sonally responsible for the comfort of those we all serve.

And, by the same token, a traveler, to be comfortable, must
have comfort of mind as well as of body. Thus every railway
worker is bound by his personal duty to accord to every man
woman and child whom he meets that courteous treatment which
means fullest satisfaction.

When the time comes, as it will and must, when every member
of the operating force appreciates his personal responsibility in

these particulars, the service will have reached a degree of
smoothness and efficiency which the management is determined
to attain.

—

Monthly Bulletin of the Traffic Department, Chicago
& North Western.

Annual Report Texas Railroad Commission.

The twenty-first annual report of the Texas Railroad Commis-
sion shows that on June 30, 1912, there were 14,940 miles of

main line and branches on the 101 roads in the state, an increase
of 615 miles for the year. The total outstanding capitalization

was $548,155,945, or an average of $36,696 per mile. The gross
earnings for the year were $102,781,530, an increase of 3.89 per
cent; operating expenses, $81,718,122, an increase of 7.09 per
cent. The cost of construction and equipment to June 30 is

given as $534,068,136, an increase of $48,320,813 during the year.

The income account shows a deficit of $7,243,288, on which the
commission comments as follows

:

"We presume that it will be understood that this sum is the
aggregate for all the railroad companies listed in the table from
origin of each of them, down to June 30, 1912, of their deficiency
of earnings to meet the combined sum of their operating ex-
penses, in interest on their excessive bonded indebtedness (for
large amounts of which the railroad companies received nothing

which they can show), other interest paid to the 'system' which
dominates them to a considerable extent and did so to a greater

extent in the past, deficits produced by extravagant managements
at times and by errors in judgment in selecting the wrong loca-

tions for lines, and the millions of dollars paid toward finishing

the construction and equipment of lines after they had been
received from the construction companies in an unfinished and
poorly equipped condition."

No Power to Order the Establishment of a Sinking Fund.

The New York State Public Service Commission, First Dis-

trict, has modified its order of February 1 requiring the New
York Railways Company and the Third Avenue Railway Com-
pany to set aside each j-ear a specified amount of money as an
amortization fund to make up the difference between the value

of the property and the securities issued by the companies in

their respective plans of reorganization. In the case of the New
York Railways Company, the amount ordered set aside for

amortization was $108,000 each year plus 4 per cent, upon all

prior payments until the fund shall amount to $16,500,000. In

the case of the Third Avenue Railway Company, the amount to

be set aside was $180,000 plus 4 per cent, upon all prior payments
until the fund shall amount to $25,000,000. These amounts of

$16,500,000 in the case of the New York Railways Company, and
$25,000,000 in the case of the Third Avenue Railway Company
were the sums respectively, the commission held, by which the

proposed security issues exceded the value of the property. The
orders just issued modified the previous orders by cancelling

the requirement for the establishment of this amortization fund

in the case of each company, on the ground that under the law,

the commission, while satisfied of the necessity for providing

such amortization funds, was not warranted in ordering the

companies to provide them. The provisions of the orders

issued in February as to the approval of the security issues

provided in the plan of reorganization of each company, as well

as the provisions for depreciation, are allowed to stand.

Motor Trucks Everywhere.

Seventy or more dift'erent makes of motor trucks and delivery

wagons will be exhibited at the Thirteentli National .Automobile

Show to be held in New York City from January 11 to 25. The
management has secured the use of the new Grand Central Palace

in addition to Madison Square Garden. All of the exhibition

space on the three levels in both buildings will be completely

filled.

Gasoline and electric delivery wagons and trucks are coming
intri u^r rapiilly tliroughout the country. In Massachusetts the

Type of Truck Used by the Pennsylvania at Harrisburg.

registrations increased from 2,189 on September 1, 1911, to 3,560

on the same date in 1912—an increase of 62 per cent. In Wash-
ington, D. C, there are now 500 motor trucks and wagons where

a year ago there were 218, and in Los Angeles, where there were

70 a year ago, there were nearly 1,300 on November 1, 1912.

In Chicago 2,094 trucks were registered in September as com-

pared with 800 in May, 1911. There are estimated to be 50,000

in use in America. The Adams Express Company is now using

485 motor wagons in different cities and the American 352. The
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five leading express companies have 968 in service. Burns
Brothers, New York City, have 21 ten-ton coal trucks. '

The accompanying illustration, from a photograph, shows a

motor truck belonging to the Pennsylvania Railroad. The com-
pany has a number of motor trucks in service, the bodies of
which were built in the company's shops. One of these is in

use at the Broad street station, Philadelphia, for transferring
supplies to and from storehouses and from the numerous freight

stations of the company in the vicinity of Broad street. Others
are in use at the shops in West Philadelphia, Harrisburg and
Olean.

Discipline of Enginemen.

[Letter from J. O. Fagan, in New York Times.']

The commission reports the direct cause of the Westport de-

railment as a disregard by the engineman of the train of signals

and rules provided to prevent the occurrence of such accidents.

Now the record of this man indicates that he was one of those

unfortunate men who could not obey orders; in other words, he
was a careless "runner." Within a year after being made
an engineer he was discharged for being responsible for a col-

lision. Inside of four years after again being made an engineer
he was again disciplined for passing a home signal at danger, but

apparently he was allowed to remain in the service. Again, in

1905, seven years later, we find him doing the same thing, until

finally, in 1912, at Westport, he came to grief for the last time.

How did this man manage to remain in the service in the

face of his unsatisfactory record? The American people would
like to know just how careless men in general are handled and
taken care of on the railroad today.

Will the changing of crossovers or of rules relating to speed
answer the question or remedy the evils? Will the substitution

of steel for wooden coaches make a particle of difference, so

far as the primary cause of accidents is concerned? May not the

people say to the Interstate Commerce Commission : "We no-
tice you have carefully and elaborately investigated the rumor
that pressure by managers is being brought to bear on engineers

to keep their trains as nearly as possible on schedule time, with

emphasis even on a minute. Now, then, have you also investi-

gated the much more important rumor that for years pressure of

the most palpable nature has been brought to bear on managers
to compel them to retain in the service the careless and indiffer-

ent workmen? If you have not done this, don't you think you
had better get on to your job?"

As a body American railroad men are probably the best

equipped for their duties and the most reliable among industrial

workers in this country. But hanging over them, night and
day, is the problem of the careless or inefficient man. So far

as the train service is concerned, in him today is concentrated

the safety problem on American railroads.

A manager of one of the largest railroads said to a commit-

tee of labor men, "Look here, you need not go to the legislature

with this 'full crew bill.' Just tell me on what train or trains

the extra men are necessary, and I will put them to work at

once." The answer was substantially as follows

:

You don't seem to understand what we are driving at. The e.xtra men
may not be necessary on your system, but they are in Virginia, and we
propose to standardize legislation all over the country, just as we have

already standardized the pay roll and the qualifications of the men.

When you standardize qualifications the careless man simply

takes his turn with the perfectly reliable man, and the leaven

of this principle from one end of the United States to the other

is demoralizing the railroad business. It is absolutely useless

to moralize the situation at the top if we allow it to be demor-
alized in this way at the bottom.

The Interstate Commerce Commission calls on the railways

to unite to reduce harrowing disasters. . . . That word
"unite" sticks in my crop. The arbitrary and persecuting atti-

tude of the Interstate Commerce Commission toward the rail-

roads has long ago banished all chance for co-operation between

these two apparently conflicting interests. ... In its re-

lation to the railroads the Interstate Commerce Commission is

neither humane, reasonable, nor polite, and any idea of co-oper-

ation, even in the interests of public safety, under such cir-

cumstances, is out of the question.

The federal government has undertaken to regulate almost

everything connected with the railroad business. The same au-

thority, that is to say, the Interstate Commerce Commission,
should now go to work and examine and license those em-
ployees who are directly concerned in the operating of the
trains. . . .

Safety in Railroad Travel.

[From the Evening Post, New York.]

When J. O. Fagan writes on railroad accidents, what he
says is pretty sure to make interesting reading. He declares,

in effect, that the direct cause at Westport was not this par-
ticular disregard of rules, but the system under which such dis-

regard is constantly tolerated and men habitually guilty of
it retained in the service. He cites the bad previous record of
the engineman who was killed, and says that the lack of real

discipline exemplified in this particular case is not exceptional,

but general. . . . The commission has failed to investigate

the "far more important" allegation "that for years pressure has
been brought to bear on managers to compel them to retain in

the service the careless and indifferent workmen."
That Mr. Pagan's views are in all respects sound we are

far from prepared to say. When he asserts that the commis-
sion should now go to work and examine and license employees
in the same way as those who operate vessels on the sea are

licensed he opens up a vista full of perplexity. There is no
comparison between the problems in point of complexity and
difficulty. But in again directing attention to the part played by
trade-union action in obstructing the operation of wholesome dis-

cipline Mr. Fagan is doing a public service. That it needs look-

ing into, and that the Interstate Commerce Commission has not

completed its task until it has done so, is plain.

But Mr. Fagan overstates the point. However serious may
be the part played by trade-union dictation in the matter, it is

by no means the only source of the evil, nor is it impossible

for the railroad managers to secure great improvement in

safety without waiting for the suppression of trade-union pres-

sure. . . . The report of the commission gives the New
Haven Company a clean bill of health on one matter which has

been a conspicuous part of the arraignment against the company
that has figured in the newspapers. "The roadway and track

conditions in the vicinity of the accident are good," says the

report, "and the construction of the cross-over was substantial.

. . . But its verdict in regard to the larger questions re-

lating to safety is very severe, and fixes upon the management
a kind of blame which cannot be shifted. The warnings made
by the commission on the earlier occasion had been almost

wholly ignored by the company in the interval. . . . And
even as to the better enforcement of the existing rules, surely

something more might have been done than has been done

without inviting any serious clash with the powers of trade-

unionism.

Moreover, as to the relation between the railroads and the

unions concerning this matter, we are inclined to think that

much might be accomplished by a bold policy of frankness and

publicity. If the companies are submitting to injurious pressure,

which results in paralyzing their efforts to secure the lives of

their passengers, we do not believe that they are helpless. The

excuse for such submission resembles the excuse that so long

was current among corporations generally for submitting to

legislative blackmail. A little heroic resistance, an open appeal to

the public, might involve some inconvenience and temporary loss,

but it would result in emancipation for themselves and in im-

measurable gain to the commonwealth. The railroads are not

compelled to wait for an investigation by the Interstate Com-

merce Commission to disclose the situation. A plain statement

to the public would quickly bring the pressure of public senti-

ment to bear in favor of whatever disciplinary measures are

necessary to make life and limb safe for travelers.

The Commerce Court.

Members of Congress seem to be agreed that the Commerce

Court will go out of existence on March 4, the determination

of the House majority to make no appropriation for the court

beyond that date having been adhered to in spite of the argu-

ments presented by the minority.

The JTall Street Journal comments on the action of the lower

house of Congress as follows

:

"It looks as though the House of Representatives were deter-
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mined to carry out its cheap political maneuver of abolishing

the Commerce Court. That the Commerce Court is dear to the

heart of President Taft was, of course, one of the chief grounds

upon which the House leaders took their high and statesman-

like stand.

"But the theory of the Commerce Court is so fundamentally

right, and it is so essential to the adjustment of the distress-

ingly large number of controversies arising between shippers

and communities on the one hand and the carriers on the

other, that the institution which a half turn of the political

wheel of fortune threatens with extinction will eventually be

erected on quite as permanent a base as that of any other court

in the country.

"It is of course to be regretted that the Commerce Court put

such a broad interpretation upon its powers and functions as

to sharply antagonize the Interstate Commerce Commission

and the commission's many friends in Congress, and to draw

the contradiction of the Supreme Court in the first half dozen

cases appealed. But that was no cause for alarm. . . . The

action of the House asks the country to go back to the old, in-

tolerable practice of conducting interstate commerce htigation

before thirty different judges of the United States Circuit

Court. It means a loss of two to five years in getting a case

tried. The House leaders are not actually in favor of such a

backward step; they have plotted to strangle the present court

only in order that the next Congress may re-establish one and

the Democratic President appoint its members."

In their talks to the men on the observance of fixed signals,

the members of the New York division committee are making

use of the signal instruction car, a car specially fitted up to ex-

plain signal aspects and containing, on a long table, a continuous

diagram of the road, by means of which the explanation of

peculiarities in local conditions is made easy.

Safety Committees on the Pennsylvania.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has not made much use of trum-

pets in connection with its safety committee work; but the com-

mittees' doings have been highly effective, though quiet.

At a recent meeting of the employees of the New York divi-

sion at Jersey City the number present was about 1,300—all that

the hall would hold. Three hundred who came to the meeting

had to be turned away. It is not every railroad division that

could furnish 1,300 employees, off duty, to attend a meeting on a

single evening and without running any special trains. The New
York division is an institution of considerable magnitude in itself.

The safety committee on this division has no officer of the

company on it: The chairman, J. O. Young, is a locomotive

engineman. Superintendent J. B. Fisher, however, was the leader

at the Jersey City meetings and it is evident that any employee

who thinks that because the committee has on it no officer of

the company the work does not receive the support and atten-

tion of the officers finds that view mistaken. On the other hand,

a committee composed wholly of men taken " from the ranks" is

in a position to disarm the suspicions of those who may think

that the committee work is managed too exclusively as an affair

of the "bosses," without a sympathetic regard for the workmen.

Mr. Young uses a camera and spends a large part of his time

on the committee work. Another member, also a locomotive run-

ner, H. J. Fackenthall, also gives a large share of his time to

this work. Mr. Fackenthall gives most of the lectures, having

special qualifications as a speaker. He is not exactly what would

be called a "spellbinder," but is a man who, unlike many railroad

men, takes pains to put into the most effective form whatever

he has to say.

The material of the lectures or talks on this division is in

general the same as that used by committees on other roads

heretofore noticed in the Railway Age Gazette. As elsewhere,

tlie camera and the stereopticon screen are prominent features.

Mr. Young uses the stereopticon for abstract as well as concrete

discussions. He shows on the screen some of the rules of the

standard code, and also extracts from the time-table rules. The

first two paragraphs of the "general notice" in the standard

code have been taken as the text of a little lecture which has

proved profitable with all classes of employees. Rule G, pro-

hibiting the use of intoxicating liquors, is emphasized in this

way. Other rules which have been put into lantern slides are

numbers 15, 27, and 102. The special instructions accompanying

the time-table of the New York division fill 60 pages, not to

mention 50 more pages containing illustrations and diagrams of

block and interlocking signals, and many of these rules are used

on the screen to give point to admonitions or advice of the

lecturers. To get a thousand men to read the same rule at the

same time has an effect that most people do not appreciate until

they see the thing done.

The New Haven and the Grand Trunk.

The federal grand jury at New York City has continued its

inquiry into the affairs of these two roads, the most prominent

witnesses heard this week, besides managing and financial officers

of the two roads, having been George H. Curtis, president of

the O'Brien Construction Company, which did work on the

Southern New England, and H. C. Estep, engineer of that

road.

The proposal of Congressman O'Shaunessy, of Rhode Island,

that the affairs of the New Haven and the Grand Trunk be

investigated by Congress, which was backed by numerous prom-

inent interests in New England, who sent a large company of

representatives to Washington, is still in the hands of the House
Committee on Rules; and members of that committee, who have

been quoted as rather disinclined to start a Congressional in-

vestigation, while the government is acting through its law de-

partment, indicate that they will render no decision until some

time in January.

Louis T. Brandeis, of Boston, has come out with a news-

paper article, filling a page, presenting arguments in favor of

his proposition that the state or states should take control of the

railroad properties.

President Mellen, in a letter to the Boston American, com-

plaining of the unfair treatment accorded him by that paper, in-

timated that Mr. Brandeis was the prime mover in the recent

attacks on the New Haven and Boston & Maine roads.

Mr. Mellen has published two additional advertisements headed

"The Truth." "Number 2" tells of the action of the road in

ordering changes in crossovers, to comply with the order of the

Connecticut commission. It says that had the Westport cross-

over been a No. 20, the speed limit for which is 25 miles an

hour, "the result would have been the same." Attention is

called to the fact that compUance with the commission's order

at present imposes additional stops between New Y'ork and

Boston sufficient to delay through trains twelve minutes. The

New York Evening Post had published a statement to the effect

that the three fast trains from Boston—scheduled through in

five hours—had been late, on the six days of one week, an aver-

age of about fifteen minutes each train. Mr. Mellen says that

lengthening of time on his road—as has been done with the 18-

hour trains between New York and Chicago—is unnecessary,

in view of the fact that his "roadbed and rails are unsurpassed

for solidity of construction in the United States," but that the

schedules of the five hour trains may be lengthened—not more

than fifteen minutes—on account of the stops at crossovers.

"The Truth, No. 3," deals with the question of automatic train

stops. Referring to the recommendation of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission Mr. Mellen says:

"The accidents at Bridgeport and at Westport were exact

duplicates. The engineers violated the rules and went to their

death. . . Let us not blame them. Let us all co-operate to

eliminate human error by mechanical device. The inventive

genius of mankind has never yet paused before any public

need. The need of the present, to more thoroughly safeguard

life on even the best built and best equipped railroads, is that

which the Interstate Commerce Commissioners recommend—an

automatic train device that shall set the air brakes or close the

steam throttle, or both, when a train fails to stop for signals."

Continuing, he offers a reward of $10,000, to be paid on the

order of the Interstate Commerce Commissioners and the Rail-

road Commissioners of Massachusetts and the Public Utilities

Commissioners of Connecticut, "to whomever shall first invent

an automatic device that will safely arrest an express steam loco-

motive that has passed danger signals; the test of efficiency to

be its adoption within the year 1913, 1914 or 1915 by the New
Haven road, the New York Central, or the Pennsylvania, and

its approval or recommendation by the Interstate Commerce

Commissioners."
Representative Victor L. Berger, the socialist member from

Wisconsin has introduced in Congress a bill to condemn the

property of the New York, New Haven & Hartford and provid-
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ing for its purchase by the government. The bill proposes that

Congress instruct the secretary of commerce and labor to as-

certain and report the actual value of the railroad's property,

the estimate to be used as a basis for its acquirement.

NEW HAVEN TRACKS SAFE.

C. C. Elwell, chief engineer of the Connecticut Public Utilities

Commission, has inspected the track of the New Haven road be-

tween the New York State line and New Haven, and reports as

follows

:

"The roadbed in general was found to be in excellent condi-

tion, well ballasted, and true as to line and grade.

"A number of defects were found which were noted and lo-

cated. None of these are of such extreme character as to be

pronounced immediately unsafe or dangerous."

Then follows a description of each defect and the recom-

mendations for changes. The inspection was made by three en-

gineers working under Mr. Elwell's direction. Each foot of

roadbed was inspected.

It is understood that the New York Public Service Commis-
sion is conducting a similar inspection.

ation on November 30, has been exceeded only three times,

namely, March 31, 1907, when it was 8,043,858 tons; December
31, 1906, when it was 8,489,718 tons, and September 30, 1906,

when it was 7,936,884 tons.

Exhibition Run of Drake Gas-Electric Car.

A demonstration run of the Dracar, the gas-electric car, built

by the Drake Automotrice Company, Chicago, was made last

Friday and Saturday over the lines of the Chicago & Eastern

Illinois and the Chicago Great Western. The car was one of

those recently ordered by the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, and

was taken directly from the shops of the St. Louis Car Com-
pany at St. Louis, and brought to Chicago over the C. & E. I.,

and taken thence to Oelwein, Iowa, over the C. G. W., and back

to St. Louis. W. J. Jackson, vice-president of the C. & E. I., to-

gether with press representatives, went to Momence, III., and

rode into Chicago with the car. The car was inspected by

representatives of the C. G. W., the Illinois Central, the Wabash
and other roads. W. A. Garrett, vice-president; J. G. Neuffer,

superintendent of motive power; F. W. Stubbs, mechanical

engineer of the C. G. W., and others, rode the car from Chicago

to Stockton, Illinois, from which point it was sent back to

St. Louis. The party was much pleased with the operation of

the car and remarked upon its riding qualities as well as its

operation. This car was described in the Railway Age Gazette

of November IS. There are three now in actual service on the

Missouri. Oklahoma & Gulf, one of which traveled 2,872 miles

during the month of November, with total receipts of $1,205

between the towns of Muskogee, Okla., and Henryetta. The car

averaged three miles per gallon of gasolene during the month. It

was placed on regular steam train schedule and averaged 23 m. p. h.,

including stops. On the demonstration run from St. Louis to

Chicago the average consumption was 2^ gallons per mile. The

car weighs 65,000 lbs., but is not designed for hauling a trailer,

although designs will soon be made for more powerful cars.

The special feature of this car is that it is light, that the gas

engine may be started by cranking, and that it may be operated

from either end. The car was under perfect control of the

motorman, and speed was accelerated readily. In the present in-

stance the car operates at 600 volts, and the amperes varied be-

tween 70 and 80. A maximum speed during the demonstration

run of over 30 m. p. h. was observed.

Steel Corporation's Unfilled Tonnage.

The report of the United States Steel Corporation shows that

on November 30 the unfilled tonnage was 7,852.883 tons, an in-

crease of 258.502 tons over the previous month. The unfilled

tonnage on October 31, 1912. was 7.594,381 tons; on September

30, 1912, 6,551,507 tons, on August 31, 1912, 6,163,375 tons, and

on November 30. 1911, 4,141,955 tons. The increase in unfilled

tonnage in November is regarded as satisfactory, although the

increase in the previous month was a little more than 1,000,000

tons. Most of the orders placed in November must have been

for delivery in the second and third quarters of next year, as

the corporation is booked so far ahead that it is forced to

refuse orders for early delivery. Shipments were at the rate

of about 43,000 tons a day during November, and orders for

new business at the rate of about 53,000 tons a day compared

with the daily average of orders of nearly 80,000 tons in Oc-

tober. The unfilled tonnage on the books of the Steel Corpor-

Firemen's Wages.

At one of the conferences between the committee represent-

ing the eastern railways and the locomotive firemen's leaders

in New York City, the firemen withdrew their demand for time-
and-a-half pay for overtime, and modified their demand for

extra firemen on all engines. Following that conference a recess

was taken that the railways might calculate the difference which
would be effected in the aggregate additions to their pay rolls

by the change in the demands. At the meeting on Tuesday of
this week Elisha Lee, chairman of the committee representing the

managers, handed to the firemen a written statement saying that

"many features of your requests seem to be susceptible of satis-

factory solution and agreement ; the request involving the estab-

lishment of a uniform rule requiring two regular firemen upon
every engine carrying a weight upon its drivers equal to or

greater than a specified minimum, with train or without in other

than passenger or yard service, or two regular firemen on a

class of hghter engines making in excess of 100 miles, is un-

reasonable and involves expenses not contemplated in your re-

quest."

Mr. Lee said that to meet the original request of the firemen

the roads would have to add to their expenses $20,800,000; and
that under the changed terms of the request the amount re-

quired would still be large, namely, $15,134,000, which is equal to

56 per cent, of the firemen's present wages. Mr. Carter, head
of the firemen, had said that the changes which he had made
would reduce the aggregate demands to only $4,000,000. Con-
tinuing, Mr. Lee said

:

"It is recognized that under certain conditions firemen should

have assistance, and in many cases the eastern railroads are

giving it. . . In no case should an employee in any class of

service be expected or permitted to perform service which will

require excessive physical effort. The question of providing as-

sistance should be decided only after a careful study of condi-

tions surrounding individual runs.

"The committee feels that after having heard and considered

your request that two firemen be placed upon engines of a

weight upon drivers equal to or greater than a specified minimum
practically regardless of conditions, you should be advised that

the conference committee of managers cannot accept this propo-

sition, but if you are willing to waive this feature of your re-

quests the conference committee is prepared to settle the work-

ing conditions regarding terminal delay, overtime, time held at

other than home terminals, etc., on the same basis as laid down
in the award of the recent engineers' arbitration; and to con-

sider an increase of existing rates in some instances."

On Wednesday of this week Mr. Carter submitted a revised

request calling for two firemen on about 2,000 engines (instead

of on 5,000, as before, or 13.000 as at first). If the roads will

not grant this, he suggests arbitration under the Erdman Act.

Electrification of Swiss Railways.

The electrifying of the Swiss State Railways is a question

that has been occupying the attention of the federal council

for several years. The fact that Switzerland produces no coal

makes the cost of fuel for operating steam roads an important

item in government expenditures, and the further fact that the

mountain streams make available a vast amount of water power

for the generation of electricity, has encouraged the serious con-

sideration of the proposition to electrify the railways. Water

power in Switzerland is also under government control. Several

commissions have been appointed to investigate and report upon

the practicability of the scheme, and the most feasible plan of

changing the system. After a thorough investigation of the sub-

ject and some experiments, the commission has reported in favor

of a single-phase alternating current with a pressure of 15,000

volts in the overhead wires. The first work to be undertaken in

the application of electricity for propelling power in the state

railways will be in the St. Gotthard route, where there are many

steep grades and numerous tunnels, the longest of which is over

nine miles. The change is especially desirable on this line as it

will eliminate the disagreeable passage through many long tun-
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nels filled with smoke. It is estimated that the cost of conversion

of the entire government system, aggregating 1,700 miles, will be

something like $14,000,000, including water power for electrical

generation, while the cost of operation would be reduced about

10 per cent, as compared with steam power.

New York Railroad Club.

The Christmas entertainment of the New York Railroad Club

will be held on December 20. under the direction of W. J. Hara-

han, vice-president of the club. The program will include an

informal dinner of the executive committee at the Republican

Club, at which there will be about 110 railroad officials and sup-

plymen. There will be no speeches. After the dinner the party

will adjourn to the United Engineering Societies' building, where

there will be music and a vaudeville entertainment, followed

by a supper. Between 1,100 and 1,200 members and guests are

expected to be present at the vaudeville.

American Society of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers,

December 18, two papers were presented for discussion, as fol-

lows : Prevention of Mosquito Breeding, by Spencer Miller,

M. Am. Soc. C. E. ; and The Sanitation of Construction Camps,

by Harold Farnsworth Gray, Jun. Am. Soc. C. E. These papers

were printed in the Proceedings for November, 1912.

Western Railway Club.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Western Railway Club,

held December 17, O. S. Beyer, Jr., of the Rock Island Lines,

presented a paper entitled Railway Specifications.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The following list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings, and places of meeting.

AiK Brake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 5J State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May 6-9, St. Louis, Mo.

American Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-
ton, Mass.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.
Hope. New York.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,
111. Annual meeting, June 17-20, Buffalo, N. Y.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th
St.. New York.

American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc—George Keegan,
165 Broadway, New York. Meetings with Am. Elec, Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.
Next meteing, May 21, New York.

American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, C. &
N. W., Chicago. Convention, October 21-23, 1913, Montreal.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 900 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913, Chicago.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old
Colony building, Chicago. Convention, June 11-13, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—A. R. Davis, Central
of Georgia, Macon, Ga.

American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th St.,

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August, New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. Wemlinger, 13
Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice, 29 W.
39th St.. New York.

American Wood Preservers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O., Balti-

more, Md. Convention, January 21-23, Chicago.

Association op American Railway Accounting Officers.—C. G. Phil-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago. Annual meeting. May 28, Atlantic
City, N. J.

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—J. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-
cago.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti, C. &
N. W. Ry., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting, June, 1913, Atlantic
City, N. J.

Association of Railway Telegraph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112
West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, 3Io.

Association of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.—G. P.
Conard, 75 Church St., New York.

Bridge and Building Supply Men's Association.—H. A. Neally, Joseph
Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J. Meeting with American
Railway Bridge and Building Association.

Canadian Railway Club.—James Powell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month. Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St, Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September, St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg. Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Freight Claim Association.—Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va. Next
convention, June 18, Bluff Point, N. Y.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226
W. Adams St., Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—Executive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain, Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915, Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago. Annual meeting, May, 1913, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen's Association.—-Wm. Hall,

Chicago & North Western, Escanaba, Mich.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio. Annual meeting, August 18, Richmond, Va.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the Unites
States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh Valley, Easton, Pa.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention, May 26-29, 1913, Chicago.

Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building,

Chicago. Convention, June 16-18, Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—
A P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Annual meeting, September
912, Ottawa, Can.

National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St., Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except June, July, Aug. and Sept., Boston.

New Y'ork Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June, July and August, New York.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4lh Saturday, Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion, Peoria, III.; 2d Tuesday.

Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove. 1008 Walnut St., Kansas-
City, Mo.; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson, Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June, July and August, Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribncr, 1021
Monadnock Block. Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Next meeting, August 12-15, Nashville, Tenn.

Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,
Kansas City, Mo.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Meetings,
March 17, Chicago; June 10-11, New York; convention, October 14,

Nashville, Tenn.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy, Box C, CoUinwood,

Ohio. Annual convention. May 19-21, Chicago.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. D. Conway, 2135 Oliver bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. Assocs.
Railway Teu and Tel. Appliance Assoc.—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New York. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va. ; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. te

N. VV., Sterling^ 111. Convention, September 8-12, 1913, Chicago,
St, Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal, Union Station, St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.

Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds, 3868 Park Ave., New-
York. Meetings w-ith annual convention Railway Signal Association.

Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St., Sta-

tion, Chicago,
Southern Association op Car Service Officers,—E. W, Sandwich, A, fir

W. P, Ry,, Montgomery, Ala, Next meeting, April 17, Atlanta, Ga.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J, Merrill, Grant bldg,,

Atlanta, Ga.; 3d Thurs., Jan., March, May, July, Sept,, Nov,, Atlanta,

Toledo Transportation Club,—J, G, Macomber, Woolson Spice Co,, To-
ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday, Toledo,

Track Supply .Association,—W, C, Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
N, Y, Meeting with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-
ciation.

Traffic Club of Chicago,—Guy S, McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthly, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New York.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York;.

last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August, New York,
Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L, Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa,; meet-

ings monthly, Pittsburgh,
Traffic Club of St, Louis,—A, F, Versen, Mercantile Library building,

St. Louis, Mo, Annual meeting in November, Noonday meetings-
October to May,

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave,, Chicago, Annual meeting, June 17, Los ,'\ngeles, Cal.

Transportation Club of Buffalo,—J, M, Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday,

Transportation Club of Detroit,—W, R, Hurley, L, S, & M, S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
Traveling Engineers' Association,—W, O, Thompson, N. Y, C, & H, R.,-

East Buffalo, N, Y, Annual meeting, August, 1913, Chicago,
Utah Society of Engineers.—R, B, Ketchum, University of Utah, Salt

Lake City, Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and August,
Western Canada Railway Club,—W, H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-

nipeg. Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August, Winnipeg,
Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor, Old Colony building, Chicago; 3*

Tuesday of each month, e.xccpt June, July and August,
Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block-

Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.
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The State Railroad Commission of Georgia has called upon
the governor of the state to bring suit against the Seaboard
Air Line for violation of a rule of the commission which gives

shippers the right to route their freight.

The potatoes dug in Aroostook County, Me., this year

amounted to 13,000,000 bushels. In one day recently the Bangor
& Aroostook delivered to the Maine Central at Northern Maine
Junction, 100,000 bushels of potatoes. The farmers get for these

about $1.25 a barrel.

Seventy-five cars loaded with Buick automobiles recently left

Flint, Mich., for the Pacific coast. The cars carried 375 automo-
biles valued at $482,400. The shipment was routed west of

Chicago over the Rock Island, the Union Pacific and the South-

ern Pacific. The freight charges will appro.ximate $32,000.

The Chicago & North Western, in connection with several com-
mercial clubs, has engaged the services of Professor E. W. Hunt
for the week beginning December 16, to deliver a series of lec-

tures on dry farming and soil conditions in western Nebraska
and Wyoming. The lectures will be given from a special train,

or in the largest buildings obtainable at points where the train

stops.

The Southern Pacific and other railroads entering California,

Arizona and Nevada have just announced one-way colonist

rates to points in those states for the spring of 1913. The sale

dates from the East will be March 15 to April 15, on the same
basis as in effect last fall. Ten day stop-overs will be allowed

in New Mexico, Utah, Arizona, Nevada and California not e-x-

ceeding 30 days from the date of sale. From Omaha, Council

BlufTs and Kansas City the rates will be $30; from Chicago, $38;

and from St. Louis and New Orleans, $37. Nearly one million

people have been brought to California by the Southern Pacific

Company alone on these rates, and they have been one of the

greatest factors in increasing California's population.

P. H. Burnett, industrial commissioner of the Lehigh Valley.

finding that large quantities of farm produce were lost during

the past season because it was impossible to get it to market in

season, is visiting the farmers along the line with a view to

encouraging the establishment of co-operative store houses, with

facilities for refrigeration. At Geneva, N. Y., and Wysox, Pa.,

he expects to see buildings put up in the near future. Thousands

of dollars worth of cabbages and onions went to waste this last

autumn, the crops being so heavy that cabbages, for example,

were sold at $2.50 a ton, whereas last spring they sold for twenty

times that price and next spring probably will be again high.

No possible increase of transportation facilities could provide

in a satisfactory way against this loss.

The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company and

the Spokane. Portland & Seattle have filed petitions in the federal

district court at Portland, asking an injunction restraining the en-

forcement of the freight rate law adopted by the people of Oregon

at the recent election. The law establishes percentage relation-

ships between the various classes of freight rates and between

carload and less than carload rates. Judge Wolverton. while

denying an immediate restraining order, set a hearing for De-

cember 16, at which the defendants, members of the state railroad

commission, the attorney general, and the district attorneys, will

be called on to show cause why such an order should not be

issued. The petitions allege that the law is in conflict with or-

ders of the Interstate Commerce Commission and interferes with

interstate traffic. Examples of the effect of the rates required

by the law were presented to show that they would be detrimental

to a large number of cities in the state and in adjacent states.

The railways have made no attempt to comply with the pro-

visions of the law.

Suspensions of freight rates ordered by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, involving as they do very long delays be-

cause of the large number of such cases coming before the

commission to be dealt with, have caused railroad men much
inconvenience as well as loss ; but in the case of the baggage

regulation—making an extra charge for trunks more than a cer-

tain number of inches long—this governmental delay now seems

to trouble some people outside of railroad circles. According to

a press -despatch which recently went the rounds, there is "demor-
alization in the trunk industry throughout the United States" as

a result of the uncertainty as to what is to be the charge for

long trunks when the present disagreement as to the tariff shall

have been settled. The burden of expense which will have to
be borne by the traveling public, if the railroads are allowed to

make an extra charge for trunks over 40 in. long, is declared
to be "enormous." One of the arguments offered in favor of
carrying long trunks free is that the human race is growing taller!

In view of this profound fact, small trunks, it is declared, are
coming to be looked upon by most people as useless. They must
have a traveling wardrobe.

The Parcel Post.

The Postmaster-General has notified the postmasters in the
principal cities to report on January IS the volume of matter
presented for transmission in the parcel post, with an estimate
of the additional cost of caring for the new department.
Emergency allowances in lump sums have been made to the
principal cities and the postmasters have been given certain

authority to employ temporary clerks and carriers to handle
the increased volume of business.

The regulations governing the parcel post allow perishable

articles to be sent through the mails under certain restrictions.

Butter, lard. fish, fresh meats, dressed fowls, vegetables, fruits,

berries and similar articles likely to decay quickly may be sent

short distances, when securely packed. Eggs will be accepted

for local delivery when packed properly in a container; and
for any distance when each egg is separately packed in a per-

fectly secure manner.
Xo restriction is placed on the mailing of salted, dried,

smoked or cured meats, but fresh meat will be transported only
within the first zone.

Fragile articles, including millinery, toys, musical instruments
and articles of glass in whole or in part, must be securely

packed and marked "fragile."

-Vrticles that may not be sent by parcel post include intoxi-

cating liquors of all kinds; poisons; reptiles; explosives; inflam-

mable articles, including matches; pistols; disease germs, etc.;

live or dead animals, or birds or live poultry; raw hides or pelts;

or anything having a bad odor.

Books and printed matter may not be forwarded at parcel

post rates, but only at the pound rate of third class mail

matter.

The Committee on Railway Mail Pay, Ralph Peters, chair-

man, has written to the House committee on post offices and
post roads suggesting that, pending further legislation. Con-
gress should at once pass a joint resolution to provide for hav-

ing the mails weighed annually, and simultaneously throughout

the country, the weighing to be continued for 35 days, instead

of 105 days as now, and the pay to be based on such weight

beginning on January 1, w-hen the parcel post system will go
into effect. The committee points out that under the contracts

for carrying the mails which are now in effect the railroads

would not be obliged to accept packages weighing more than

four pounds each.

In connection with its campaign of publicity, to inform the

people generally, concerning the inequitable basis on which the

railways are now paid for carrying the mails, the committee

has issued a statement to the effect that agents of the post

office department riding free, and not in charge of mail, have

been granted free transportation at the rate of fifty million

passenger miles a year.

Car Surpluses and Shortages.

.\rthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between

railroads of the .American Railway Association in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 133. giving a summary of car surpluses

and shortages by groups from -August 16, 1911. to November

30. 1912, says: The total surplus on November 30, 1912, was

26.135 cars; on November 21. 1912, 22,363 cars; on December 6,

1911. 53,840 cars. Compared with the preceding period; there is

an increase in the total surplus of 3.772 cars, of which, 940 is

in box. 1,342 in flat, 1,432 in coal and 58 in miscellaneous cars.

The increase in box car surplus is shown in groups 3 (Ohio,

Indiana. Michigan and Western Pennsylvania), 4 (the Virginias

and Carolinas), 6 (Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota),
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8 (Kansas; Colorado, Oklahoma, Missouri and Arkansas), 9
(Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico), and 10 (Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, California, Nevada and Arizona). The increase
in flat car surplus is general throughout the counto'. except in

group 9 (as above). The increase in coal car surplus prevails

throughout the country, except in groups 4 and 9 (as above).
The increase in miscellaneous car surplus appears in groups 3,

4 (as above) 7 (Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska and the

Dakotas), 9 and 10 (as above).

The total shortage on November 30, 1912, was 62,536 cars;

on November 21, 1912, 73,475 cars; on December 6, 1911, 17,-

697 cars. Compared with the preceding period ; there is a de-

crease in the total shortage of 10,939 cars, of which 4,284 is

in box, 412 in flat, 5,394 in coal and 849 in miscellaneous cars.

The decrease in box car shortage is general, except in groups
4 and 6 (as above), and 11 (Canadian Lines). The decrease in

flat car shortage is shown in groups 1 (New England Lines),

2 (New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern
Pennsylvania), 3, 8, 9, 10 and 11 (as above). The decrease in

coal car shortage is general except in groups 4 and 10 (as

above). The decrease in miscellaneous car shortage is chiefly

in groups 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 9 (as above).

Compared with the same date of 1911; there is a decrease

in the total surplus of 27.705 cars, of which 5,549 is in box, 1,693

in flat, 13,063 in coal, 7,400 in miscellaneous. There is an in-

crease in the total shortage of 44,839 cars, of which 26,466 is

in box, 3,845 in flat, 9.965 in coal and 4,583 in miscellaneous cars.

The accompanying table gives car surplus and shortage fig-

ures by groups for the last periods covered in the report and
totals for the country for corresponding dates in previous years;

and the diagram shows total bi-weekly surpluses and shortages

from 1907 to 1912.

Cotton Crop.

The crop reporting board of the bureau of statistics of the

United States Department of Agriculture estimates that the
total production of cotton in the United States for the season
of 1912-13, will amount to 6.612,335,000 lbs. (.not including lin-

ters), equivalent to 13,820,000 bales of 500 lbs., gross weight.

The estimated production, with comparisons, by states, fol-

lows :

Bales of 500 lbs., gross weight.
Pounds Lint. t

^ \

Average 5 yrs.
STATES. 1912. 1912. 1911. 1906-1910.

(Census)

12,064
627,668

1,085,893
1,782,160

56,158
1,187,707
1,400,153
526,481

3,172,218
856,703
300,867
51,456

783,796

Virginia 11,443,000
North Carolina ... 418,630,000
South Carolina 565,123,000
Georgia . .

.". 812,738,000
Florida 32,728.000
-Mabama 636,006,000
Mississippi 530,656.000
Louisiana 208,104,000
Texas 2,324,120,000
.Arkansas 408.895,000
Tennessee 1 34,064,000
Missouri 28,261,000
Oklahoma 497,265,000
California 4,302,000
.\11 other

United States ... 6.612,335,000

1912.

24,000
878.000

1,184.000
1,701.000

68.000
1,330.000
1,109,000
435.000

4,850.000
854.000
280.000
59,000

1,039,000
9,000

1911.
(Census)

29,891
1,075,826
1,648,712
2,768,627

83,388
1,716,534
1,203,545
384,597

4,256,427
939,302
449,737
96,808

1,022,092
9,790
7,425 3,946

13,820,000 15.692,701 11,847,270

Car Balance and Performance.

Arthur Hale, chairman of the committee on relations between
railroads of the American Railway Association, in presenting

statistical bulletin No. 134, covering car balance and perform-

ance for .-Vugust, 1912, says

:

The miles per car per day, including surplus cars, increased

6.1 per cent, over the figure for August, 1911, the figure being

Cab Surpluses and Shoetages.

f Surpluses ^ t Shortages x

Coal, Coal,
Date. No. of gondola Other gondola Other

roads. Box. Flat, and hopper, kinds. Total. Box. Flat, and hopper, kinds. Total.

Group *1.—November 30, 1SU2 7 300 48 348 728 256 568 608 2.160
2.— " 30,1912 27 687 50 1,091 128 1,956 3,054 40 1,884 548 5,526
3.— " 30, 1912 31 54 185 220 639 1,098 6,227 61 2,791 1,339 10,418
4.— " 30. 1912 10 218 24 530 508 1,280 3,191 1,052 4,047 488 8,778
5.— " 30,1912 23 7 148 233 388 5,048 1,623 1,510 192 8,373
6.— " 30, 1912 26 2,392 324 2,175 1,971 6,862 4,334 503 1,193 1,249 7,279
1.— " 30,1912 4 28 163 90 341 622 362 50 412
8.— •' 30, 1912 16 46 226 1,045 1,000 2,317 3,009 329 319 525 4,182
9.— " 30,1912 13 1,074 145 260 535 2,014 1.436 195 99 248 1,978
10.— " 30,1912 22 880 1,287 2,040 4,506 8,713 3,341 101 317 864 4,623

" 11.— " 30,1912 6 96 215 226 537 7,993 222 592 8,807

Total, November 30, 1912 185 5,482 2,919 7,599 10,135 26.135 38,723 4,382 12,778 6,653 62,536
December 6, 1911 169 11,031 4,612 20,662 17,535 53,840 12,277 537 2,813 2,070 17,697

7,1910 159 16,795 3.885 10.781 22,454 53,915 5,435 1,093 3,199 2,174 11,901
10, 1909 176 26,989 6,488 6,848 17,145 57,470 7,713 757 5,927 4,196 18,593

•Group 1 is composed of New England lines; Group 2—New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania lines; Group 3—Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan and Western Pennsylvania lines: Group 4—West Virginia. Virginia, North and South Carolina lines; Group 5—Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia and Florida lines; Group 6—-Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota lines; Group 7—Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, North
Dakota and South Dakota lines; Group 8—Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma lines; Group 9—Texas, Louisiana and New Mexico lines;

Group 10—Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California and Arizona lines; Group 11—Canadian lines.

Surplus

Car Surpluses and Shortages from 1907 to 1912.
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24.3 in August, 1912, compared with 23.2 in July. The figure

for August, 1912. is the largest of which we have record for

any preceding month of August. The figure for August. 1911,

was 22.9.

Ton miles per car per day was 385 in August, 1912. com-
pared with 362 in July; this is an increase of 10.0 per cent, over

the figure for August, 1911, which was 350. The proportion

of home cars on line was 56 per cent, compared with 58 per

cent, in July. This figure for August. 1911, was 67 per cent.

There is an increase (1.1 per cent.) in the percentage of loaded

car mileage compared with July, 1912. This figure for .August,

1911, was 69.6 per cent. The average earnings per car per day

were $2.60. compared with $2.49 in July. There is an increase

of 8.4 per cent, over the earnings for August, 1911, which were

$2.39.

The accompanying table gives car balance and performance in

the month covered by the report and the two diagrams show
car earnings and car mileage and certain car performance

figures monthly from July, 1907.

FINAL CROP ESTIMATES.

The final estimates of the crop reporting board of the bureau

of statistics of the United States Department of .Agriculture

indicate the acreage, production and value (based on prices

paid the farmers on December 1) of important farm crops of

the United States in 1912, 1911 and 1910 to have been approxi-

mately as follows

:

Farm Value, December 1.

Acreage. Production. / ^ ^

CROPS. Per Bu. Total.
Acres. Bushels. (§) Cents. Dollars.

Corn, 1912 107.0S3.000 3,124.746.000 48.7 1,520,454.000
Corn, 1911 105.825,000 2,531,488.000 61.8 1,565,258,000
Corn, 1910 104,035,000 2,886,260,000 48.0 1,384,817,000

Winter wheat, 1912... 26,571,000 399,919,000 80.9 323,572,000
Winter wheat, 1911... 29.162.000 430,656.000 88.0 379,151,000
Winter wheat, 1910... 27,329,000 434,142,000 88.1 382,318,000

Spring wheat, 1912... 19,243,000 330.348,000 70.1 231,708.000
Spring wheat, 1911... 20,381,000 190,682,000 86.0 163,912.000
Spring wheat, 1910... 18,352,000 200,979,000 88.9 178.733,000

All wheat, 1912 45,814,000 730.267.000 76.0 555,280.000
All wheat, 1911 49.543,000 621.338,000 87.4 543,063,000
-All wheat, 1910 45.681,000 635,121,000 88.3 561,051,000

Oats, 1912 37,917,000 1,418,337,000 31.9 452,469,000
Oats, 1911 37,763,000 922,298.000 45.0 414,663,000
Oats, 1910 37,548,000 1,186,341,000 34.4 408,388,000

Barley, 1912 7,530,000 223,824.000 50.5 112,957,000
Barley. 1911 7,627.000 160.240.000 86.9 139,182,000
Barley, 1910 7,743.000 173.832.000 57.8 100.426,000

Rye, 1912 2,117.000 35.664.000 66.3 23.636,000
Rye, 1911 2.127.000 33.119.000 83.2 27,557.000
Rye, 1910 2.185.000 34,897.000 71.5 24.953.000

Buckwheat, 1912 S41.000 19,249.000 66.1 12,720.000
Buckwheat, 1911 833.000 17.549.000 72.6 12.735.000
Buckwheat, 1910 860,000 17.598,000 66.1 11,636,000

Flaxseed, 1912 2.851,000 28.073,000 $1.15 32,202.000
Flaxseed, 1911 2,757.000 19,370.000 $1.82 35.272.000
Flaxseed, 1910 2,467,000 12,718,000 $2.32 29,472,000

Rice, 1912 722.800 25,054,000 93.5 23,423.000
Rice, 1911 696,300 22,934.000 79.7 18.274,000
Rice, 1910 722,800 24.510.000 67.8 16,624,000

Potatoes, 1912 3.711,000 420.647.000 50.5 212.550.000
Potatoes, 1911 3.619.000 292.737.000 79.9 233.778.000
Potatoes, 1910 3.720.000 349.032.000 55.7 194,566,000

Hay, 1912 49,530,000 *72,691,000 °$11.79 856,695,000
Hay, 1911 (a) 48.240.000 *54.916.000 °$14.29 784.926,000
Hay, 1910 (a) 51,015.000 *69,378.000 °S12.14 842,252,000

Tobacco, 1912 1,225,800 t962,855.000 +10.8 104.063.000
Tobacco, 1911 1.O12.S00 t905. 109.000 t9.4 85.210,000
Tobacco, 1910 1,366,100 jl, 103,415,000 J9.3 102,142,000

SBushels of weight. 'Tons (2,000 lbs.). °Per ton. tPounds. JPer
pound.

(a) Revised; adjusted to Census figures for tame or cultivated hay for
1909.

Caboose Laws.

The special committee on relations of railway operation to

legislation, W. J. Jackson, chairman. Chicago, has issued a

bulletin (No. 43) containing the text of the laws which have

been passed in sixteen states prescribing the construction of

caboose cars and an analysis of those laws. The states in ques-

tion are Arkansas, Illinois. Indiana, Iowa. Michigan, Minnesota,

Missouri, Montana, Nebraska. New York, North Dakota. Ohio.

South Dakota, Virginia, Washington and Wisconsin. The law

of Arkansas goes into effect on January 1, next; and those of

Indiana, Nebraska and North Dakota go into effect June 1,

1914; the others are now in effect. The analysis made by the

committee sets forth the terms of each law in relation to the

height of cars; length, strength, trucks, platforms, doors, steps.

cupolas, windows, etc. For example, under the head of length
it appears that Arkansas prescribes 24 ft. including the plat-

form; nine other states prescribe 24 ft. excluding the platform,
and Missouri prescribes 28 ft. excluding the platform. Five
states make no provision as to length. Iowa prescribes a plat-

form 18 in. wide; Nebraska one 20 in. wide; Arkansas. Indiana,

North Dakota, Ohio and South Dakota, 24 in. wide. Illinois

and Missouri 30 in. wide. Five states say nothing about the

width of the platform; one (Michigan) requires the width to

be approved by the state commission. Minnesota and \'irginia

prescribe penalties for disobedience of the law- from $10 to $50;
seven other states fix the penalty at $100 to $500, and three

make it from $5(X) to $1,000. Four states say nothing about

penalty.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has suspended certain items in tariffs of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago Great Western, the

Illinois Central, the Minneapolis & St. Louis, the Missouri Pacific

and a tariff published by William Cameron, Agent, which cancel

the joint rates with the Chicago, Ziegler & Gulf Railway for the

transportation of coal from mines on that road in Illinois to all

destinations. Heretofore, under existing joint rates, the Chicago,

Ziegler & Gulf has received a division of $1 per car. The effect

of the suspended items is to eliminate this division or allowance

to the Chicago, Ziegler & Gulf.

At the instigation of the railroad commission of South
Carolina the commission will make an inquiry into the prac-

tices, rules and regulations of certain carriers governing the

issuance, sale and exchange of passenger mileage books in

South Carolina and other states applicable to interstate

transportation, with a view to ascertain whether the rules,

regulations and practices of those carriers with respect to

mileage books are just and reasonable or are discriminatory

with respect of interstate as compared with intrastate travel,

or are otherwise unlawful. The carriers may file their state-

ments on or before December 20, 1912.

The commission has suspended from December 10 until April

9 the items in the tariff of R. H. Countiss, agent, which cancel

joint rates for the transportation of lumber from points on the

Washington Western to points on or reached via the Great

Northern, the Northern Pacific and the Chicago. Burlington

& Quincy. The Washington Western is a line about 11 miles

long in the western part of the State of Washington. Lumber
shipped from points on that line to eastern destinations now
takes the so-called Coast rates. The cancellation of joint rates

with this line would cause shippers thereon to pay rates in ex-

cess of the Coast rates by 4 and Ayi. cents per 100 lbs.

Potato Rates Not Advanced.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in rates by car-

riers for the transportation of potatoes in carloads from points

in South Dakota, Nebraska and other states to St. Louis, Mo.,

Peoria, III., Chicago, and other points. Opinion by Chairman

Protity:

The proposed advances range from yi cent to 8 cents per 100

lbs. The commission found, however, that the proposed rates

are unreasonable and ordered that the present rates should ap-

ply for the future. (25 I. C. C, 247.)

Rates on Cotton Seed Products Not Advanced.

In re investigation and suspension of advances in rates by

carriers for the transportation of cotton seed products from

Oklahoma City. Okla., and other points to points in Te.vas and

other interstate points. Opinion by Comtnissioner McChord:

The commission found that the proposed increased rates on

cotton seed products from Oklahoma points to stations in Texas

and on inedible tallow from Oklahoma points to Louisville, Ky.,

Cincinnati. Ohio, and Hammond. Ind.. were not shown to be

reasonable by the defendants. The defendants were directed to

withdraw the suspended supplement. The commission gave its

permission to the defendants to file new rates on the group

basis provided that short hauls were properly provided for.

(25 I. C. C, 237.)
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Reparation Awarded.

Coffins Box & Lumber Company v. Chicago & North Western,
et al. Opinion by the commission:
The commission found that the rate of 42 cents per 100 lbs.

for the transportation of wooden beer-bottle carriers in carloads
from Minneapolis, Minn., to Des Moines, Iowa, was unreason-
able to the extent that it exceeded 18^ cents per 100 lbs

(25 I. C. C, 249.)

Cahil! Iron Works v. Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, et al.

Opinion by the commission:
The commission found that the rate of $2.20 per 100 lbs. for

the transportation of cast-iron, porcelain-lined, combination sink-
and-laundry tubs, from Chattanooga, Tenn., to San Francisco,
Cal., when shipped in mixed carloads with sinks, was unreason-
able to the extent that it exceeds $1.40 per 100 lbs. and pre-
scribed that rate for the future. (25 I. C. C, 252.)

Complaint Dismissed.

Crombie & Company, et al. v. Southern Pacific, et al. Opin-
ion by the commission

:

The commission upon reconsideration of all the evidence re-

affirmed its former decision in this case, 19 I. C. C, 561. The
complaint was that the rate of $2 per 100 lbs. for the trans-

portation of chiH pepper in less than carload lots from Los
Angeles. Trustin and Anaheim, Cal., to El Paso, Tex., was un-
just and unreasonable. (25 I. C. C, 233.)

Arkansas Fertiliccr Company v. St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern et al. Opinion by the co)nmission:

The commission found that since the shipment on which
reparation is claimed was delivered more than three years prior

to the fihng of the claim with the commission, it is barred
from consideration by the provision in the statute that claims

for damages must be filed within two years from the date the

cause of action accrues, and not after.

Class Rates Reduced.

Baker Commercial Club z'. Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company et al. Opinion by Commissioner Lane:
The commission found that the class rates from Baker City,

Oregon, to points on the Oregon Short Line between Olds Ferry,

Idaho, and Vale, Oregon, were unreasonable, and prescribed

joint class rates for the future. (25 I. C. C, 281.)

Class Rates to Lebanon, Ky., Reduced.

Lebanon Commercial Club v. Louisville & Nashville et al.

Opinion by Commissioner Lane:
The commission found that the class rates from Louisville,

Ky., to Lebanon. Ky., which are applied as portions of through

rates on interstate traffic were unreasonable and prescribed lower

rates for the future. That portion of the Fourth Section appli-

cation of the Louisville & Nashville et al„ which seeks authority

to continue lower class rates to Junction City, Ky., from Louis-

ville. Ky., on interstate traffic, than are in effect on like traffic

to Lebanon. Kv., an intermediate point, was denied. (25

I. C. C, 277.)

Fruit and Vegetable Rates Reduced.

City of Crawford v. Chicago & North Western et al. Opinion

by Commissioner McChord:
Present rates on fruits and vegetables from Louisiana and

Texas points, on apples and other deciduous fruits from Oregon,

Utah and Idaho, and on citrus and deciduous fruits, canned

goods, and vegetables from California points, to Crawford, Neb.,

were found to be unreasonable and reasonable rates were pre-

scribed. (25 I. C. C, 259.)

Rates on Horses Reduced.

United States v. Southern PaciAc. Opinion by the commis-

sion:

The commission found that the rates charged for the move-

ment of horses and mules in carloads from Huachuca, Ariz., to

Los Angeles and Atascadero, Cal., were unreasonable to the ex-

tent that they exceeded $125 and $160 per car, respectively.

Reparation was awarded.
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The charges for the movement of horses and mules in carloads
from Huachuca, Ariz., to San Francisco, Cal., under a special
contract entered into on behalf of the government and the car-
rier, were not found to have been unreasonable. (25 I. C C
255.)

Lumber Rates Not Changed.

Appalachia Lumber Company et al. v. Louisville & Nashville
et al. Opinion by Chairman Prouty:
The complainants allege that defendants' lumber rates from

points on the Cumberland Valley division of the Louisville &
Nashville to certain points in Ohio, Michigan and Pennsylvania
are unreasonable, because the through rates equal the sum of the
intermediate rates based on Cincinnati. The commission found
that the mere fact that these through rates are constructed upon
the Ohio river does not show them to be unreasonable, and that

complainants' contention is therefore not sustained.

The claim that the defendants make lower lumber rates from
points on the Cumberland Valley division to more distant points

than to intermediate points north of the Ohio river is not passed
on, pending fourth-section applications of interested carriers for

relief from the operation of the long-and-short haul clause.

No reparation can be awarded up to the time when the com-
mission passes upon these fourth-section applications, unless, pos-
sibly, a case is made out under the third section, which might
carry with it an award of damages, or unless under the first

section the rate to the intermediate points has been found un-
reasonable. (25 I. C. C, 193.)

Ratings of Coal Mines.

In re investigation of alleged irregularities in the mine ratings

among the coal mines served by the Illinois Central. Opinion
by Commissioner Clark:

In a controversy over the rating of coal mines by the Illinois

Central as a basis for car distribution in periods of car short-

age, the respondent and the operators of the mines local to the

Illinois Central contended that the ratings should be based solely

upon shipments previously made via the Illinois Central. Oper-
ators of junction-point mines that are served by respondent and
also by one or more other carriers contended that they should

be rated by each road serving them, just as if they were local

to each road. Respondent and a minority of the local operators

contended for ratings based upon the shipping experiences of a

substantial preceding period. The junction-point operators and
a majority of the local operators insisted upon ratings based

upon the hourly capacities of the several mines. The commission
found that the ratings of the mines shall be based upon their

several hourly capacities for production ; that the mines that have
outlet by river shall be treated as junction-point mines; that

upon days for which the junction-point mine ord'ers no cars

from another carrier it shall have its full rating on the Illinois

Central; that upon a day for which it orders cars from one other

carrier its rating on the Illinois Central for that day shall be

75 per cent, of its full rating; and that upon a day for which
it orders cars from two other carriers its rating on the Illinois

Central for that day shall be SO per cent, of its full rating. (25

I. C. C, 286.)

Express Rates Cases.

In re express rates, practices, accounts and revenues.

The commission has issued an order requiring the defendant

express companies to file with the commission on or before

February 1, 1913, complete detailed statements of the business

carried on during one or more days both in interstate and intra-

state traffic. The defendants must also show what the earnings

would have been had the rates which are now proposed been in

effect during the period covered by the report. The subheads

on the blank which is to be filled out are as follows : Number
of shipments, number of pieces, weight in pounds, total charges

assessed, average charge per shipment assessed, average charge

per piece, average charge per pound, charges that would have

accrued under proposed rates, average per shipment under pro-

posed rates, average per piece under proposed rates, and aver-

age per pound under proposed rates. The defendants will also

be required on or before February 1, 1913, to show cause why
the rates now in efifect shall not be declared to be unjust, un-

reasonable and discriminatory, and' why the proposed rates

should not be prescribed for the future.

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The Arizona corporation commission has issued an order sus-
pending the operation of the state 3-cent fare law. State and
county oflScers have been enjoined by the federal court from en-
forcing the law, pending a hearing on January 21.

The Ohio public utilities commission, in its annual report,

recommends that all steam railways whose gross earnings reach

$6,000 per mile per annum, should be required to install block
signals. The commission also recommends seven amendments to

the present laws regulating the railways, one providing for a 2-

cent fare for interurban roads, another requiring railways to ob-

tain permission from the commission to abandon a station, and
another regulating the size of train crews.

COURT NEWS.

The Supreme Court of Mississippi, in a decision by Justice

Cooke, involving the rights of passengers on sleeping cars run-

ning over the Alabama & Vicksburg Railroad holds that, where
necessary, the law of the state requiring separate cars for whites

and blacks must be complied with by running a separate sleeping

car for negroes. The passengers whose presence gave rise to the

present litigation, were negroes making an interstate journey,

but the court says that the state law must be complied with,

nevertheless. A woman passenger had secured a verdict in the

county court for $15,000 damages, she having sat up all night in

a day car, because the conductor would not eject the negroes.

The railroad company, on appeal, got the sum reduced from

$15,000 to $2,000, but otherwise the court afiirms the verdict.

The road will now appeal to the Supreme Court of the United

States.

In the Federal Court at Chicago, December 17, John Carsten-

sen, vice-president of the New York Central lines, and three

railroad companies were indicted by the grand jury, charged

with having given rebates to the O'Gara Coal Company amount-

ing at $60,000. The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, and the Chicago, Indiana

& Southern railways are the three roads which were named.

The indictment sets forth that the alleged rebates were granted

between August 1, 1509, and January 1, 1910, and that they

were carried on the books as advance payments for fuel coal

to be used by the Lake Shore. It is charged that the coal never

was delivered; that the money never was repaid by the O'Gara

Coal Company and that the fuel company was permitted to retain

the money and use it in its own business. Indictments pre-

viously returned against Thomas O'Gara, head of the coal com-

pany, and three railroads, charge that certain payments were

made outright as rebates.

Rutland Injunction Dissolved.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of New York

has decided against minority stockholders of the Rutland Rail-

road, headed by Tompkins Delevan, in their suit to prevent

the sale of its majority stock by the New York Central to the

New York, New Haven & Hartford. Justice Ingraham, who

wrote the opinion, said that the suit had apparently been brought

to compel the purchaser to pay the same price for the minority

stock as it had agreed to pay for the stock which carried con-

trol. He rejected the plea of Samuel Untermyer, who repre-

sented the holders of the 1,340 shares of minority stock, that the

transfer should be enjoined because it violated the anti-trust

law. Justices Scott and Dowling concurred with the Presiding

Justice and Justices Laughlin and Miller dissented.

It is held that the New Haven and Rutland roads are not

competitors. Justice Ingraham said :

"It is certainly not clearly established that as the roads exist

at present there can be any substantial competition between them.

The mere fact that passengers could by a devious and extended

route, which would not be practicable as a transportation prop-

osition, pass over the lines of the New Haven system from one

point to another, which are also on the Rutland road, does not

estabhsh that they are competing roads.

"The New York Central and the system which it controls are
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much greater competitors of the Rutland than the New Haven
can ever become, and certainly if it would be illegal for the

New Haven road to acquire a majority of the stock of the Rut-

land it would be equally illegal for the New York Central to

hold a majority of the stock ; and its continuous ownership of

that stock, which involves the control of the Rutland, is a more
serious violation of the laws of the United States than the

control of the Rutland by the New Haven would be. . . .

The minorit}- stockholders had failed to show that any conse-

quences of the change of control falling upon them would not

fall upon the majority shareholders." The court suggested that

a suit in the Federal courts was the proper way to establish a

contention that the proposed sale was in violation of the Sher-

man law.

In the dissenting opinion Justice Laughlin contended that it

was at least doubtful whether the New Haven Company would
pay nearly three times the market value of the stock for the

purpose of controlling the Rutland road unless it could obtain

some advantage at that road's expense.

The New York Central in 1905 obtained control of the Rut-
land by acquiring a large block of stock from the late Dr. W.
Seward Webb. According to the claims of the minority stock-

holders the Central "milked" the Rutland and systematically

withheld dividends from the stockholders. A suit for malfeas-

ance is now pending, in which it is alleged that more than a
million dollars was improperly withheld from the stockholders

by the directors and officers of the road, and a second suit is

pending in which it is charged that more than a million dollars

was taken from the stockholders' propertj' by diversion of freight

to the New York Central and allied roads.

In 1911 half the preferred stock held by the Central was sold

to the Boston & Maine.

Union Stock Yards Loses Case.

The Supreme Court of the United States on December 9, in

the case against the Union Stock Yard and Transit Company
of Chicago, sustained the position of the Interstate Commerce
Commission that the commerce carried on at the stock yards
is interstate, and affirming the right of the Commission to

bring suit to have annulled, as amounting to a rebate, the com-
pany's contract to pay $50,000 to Pfaelzer & Sons, packers, for

erecting a plant adjacent to its tracks.

The Commission began an action in the Commerce Court to

enjoin the Union Stock Yard and Transit Company, the Chi-
cago Junction Railway Company, which operates the U. S. Y. &
T. lines, and the Chicago Junction Railways and Union Stock
Yard Companj'. which holds the stock of the other two com-
panies, from engaging in interstate commerce until they had
filed tariffs with the Commission.
The Commerce Court held that the Chicago Junction Rail-

way Company alone was engaged in interstate commerce and
so required it to file tariffs, but dismissed the action as to the

other companies.

Justice Day, in announcing the Supreme Court's opinion, said

that the Commerce Court erred in holding that the Union Stock
Yard and Transit Company had exempted itself from the
operation of the federal law by leasing its property to the rail-

way company.
Instead of sending the case back to the Commerce Court for

further hearings the Supreme Court directed the lower court

to enter a decree enjoining the carrying out of the Pfaelzer

contract.

The Union Stock Yards tracks aggregate a length of 300
miles. The Stock Yards Company, in 1897, leased all its tracks
and equipment to the railroad company which now operates
them ; but the owning company still receives two-thirds of the
profits. The Chicago Junction Railways and Union Stock
Yards Company of New Jersey own 90 per cent, of the stock
of both companies; and the New Jersey Company guarantees
contracts of the subordinate companies. The court holds that

the sheds and pens of the stock yards are, in effect, a railroad

depot; and this joint operation, the division of profits and the
common ownership by a holding company are held by the court
to be sufficient to warrant treating all the companies sub-
stantially the same as a railroad, within the terms of the act

to regulate commerce and the commerce is interstate. Paying
the packers a bonus for putting up their plant was a discrimina-

tion against other packers to whom no bonus was paid.

Slatltttay a^iiicem.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

D. I. Roberts, of Montreal, general manager of the Napierville

Junction Railway, and general manager and general freight and
passenger agent of the Quebec, Montreal & Southern, has been

elected president of the United States Express Company, with

headquarters at New York, which office has been vacant since the

death of the late Thomas C. Piatt. Mr. Roberts is 59 years old.

He is well known to American railway men, having been in the

serwe of the Pennsylvania Lines and the Erie from 1873 to

1901. For the ten years from 1891 to 1901 he was general pas-

senger agent of the Erie.

J. M. Johnson, vice-president in charge of traffic of the Mis-
souri Pacific and St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, has been
appointed general director of traffic of those lines and the Denver
& Rio Grande, the Western Pacific and the International & Great
Northern, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo. M. C. Markham,
assistant to the president of the Missouri Pacific and St. Louis,

Iron Mountain & Southern, has been appointed assistant general

director of traffic, with office at St. Louis, and E. B. Boyd,
assistant to the vice-president, has been appointed assistant gen-
eral director of traffic, with headquarters at Chicago.

W. R. Shelby, who has been vice-president and treasurer of the
Grand Rapids & Indiana since 1877, will on December 23 be re-

tired under the pension rules of the Pennsylvania system, having
reached the age of 70 years. Mr. Shelby began railway work
in 1869 as secretary and treasurer of the Continental Improve-
ment Company, operating the Grand Rapids & Indiana, Cincin-

nati, Richmond & Ft. Wayne. Michigan. Lake Shore and Tra-
verse City railroads. From 1870 to 1873 he was also secretary

and treasurer of the Southern Railway Security Company, oper-

ating the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia, the Memphis &
Charleston and other southern roads, and in 1877 he was elected

vice-president and treasurer of the Grand Rapids & Indiana,

with headquarters at Grand Rapids, Mich.

John Mitchell Johnson, whose appointment as general director

of traffic of the Gould Lines has been announced in these columns,

was born May 13, 1845, at Cincinnati, O., and was educated in

the common schools. He
entered railway service

January 1, 1871, as sta-

tion agent of the In-

dianapolis, Cincinnati &
Lafayette at Franklin,

Ind., and in the follow-

ing year he was made
general freight and ticket

agent of the Cincinnati

& Martinsville. From
July, 1875, when that

road became a part of

the Indianapolis, Cincin-

nati & Lafayette system,

until 1877, he was travel-

ing auditor of the latter

road at Cincinnati ; sub-

sequently was in charge

of local freight traffic of

that road; from 1879 to

January, 1883. was assist-

ant general freight agent

of the Indianapolis, Cin-

cinnati & Lafayette and

Cincinnati, Lafayette & Chicago, and afterwards until February,

1884, was assistant general freight agent of the Cincinnati, In-

dianapolis. St. Louis & Chicago. Mr. Johnson then went to the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific as first assistant general freight

agent. He was advanced to general freight agent on March I,

1888. eight years later was promoted to freight traffic manager,

and in March, 1899. was elected third vice-president of that road.

He resigned April 1, 1903, to become assistant to the vice-

president of the Gould Lines, and on November 1, 1907, was made
vice-president in charge of traffic of the Missouri Pacific and the

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern. He will assume the duties

J. M. Johnson.
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of general director of traffic of those roads and the Denver &
Rio Grande, Western Pacific and International & Great Northern,
with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., on January 1.

Operating Officers.

Frank E. Hatch has been appointed trainmaster of the Illinois

Central, with office at Centralia, 111., in place of George S. Rought,
assigned to other duties.

R. B. Mann has been appointed assistant trainmaster of the
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, with headquarters at Lima, Ohio,
to succeed W. A. Carruthers.

H. M. Torrence has been appointed assistant superintendent
of the Houston & Texas Central, with office at Ennis, Te.K., to

succeed C. M. Freeman, resigned.

P. G. Walton has been appointed assistant superintendent of the

St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, with headquarters at Kingsville,

Tex., in place of W. W. McCormack.

F. H. Alfred, assistant general manager of the Pere Mar-
quette, at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed general manager,

with headquarters at Detroit, succeeding William Cotter, re-

signed.

W. H. Molchior has been appointed superintendent of the

Rocky Mountain division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget

Sound, with headquarters at Three Forks, Mont., to succeed J. E.

Hood, resigned.

J. A. Droege, who has been appointed superintendent of the

Shore Line division of the New York, New Haven & Hartford,

with office at New Haven, Conn., as has been announced in these

columns, was born at

Deer Park, Md., and
began railway work in

1880 as a telegraph ope-

rator on the Baltimore

& Ohio and was then

despatcher and later be-

came a stenographer.

He was subsequently

with the Chesapeake &
Ohio, the Norfolk &
Western and the Rich-

mond & Danville, now a

part of the Southern
Railway, consecutively

as yardmaster, chief

train despatcher and
trainmaster. On Janu-
ary 1, 1899. he went to

the Lehigh Valley as

trainmaster in charge of

Jersey City and Perth
Amboy terminals, and
for three months was
trainmaster in charge of

the BuHfalo terminals. He returned to Jersey City and in

November. 1900, was promoted to superintendent of the Pennsyl-
vania & New York division of the same road at Sayre, Pa. In
December, 1904, he went to the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford, and was made superintendent of the Providence division,

which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as

superintendent of the Shore Line division at New Haven.
The notice of Mr. Droege's promotion in the Providence papers,

the Journal, the Biilletiit and the Tribune, are highly compli-

mentary, indicating that whatever may be the cause of the al-

leged angry feeling in that city toward the New Haven road,

the trouble is not with the local management. The Journal says

:

"The advancement of Mr. Droege to the more responsible posi-

tion of superintendent of the Shore Line division, is a merited

recognition of ability and efficiency. Mr. Droege is classed

among the ablest operating men in this part of the countrj- and
he has the unusual distinction of never having had a passenger

killed on his division since he came to Providence, eight years

ago. In his dealings with the public he is considerate and tact-

ful, and his habit of studying both sides of a question before

giving decisions has saved the road much criticism."

W. H.O'Keefe, superintendent of the Middle division of the

Michigan Central, has been appointed superintendent of terminals

Droege.

at Detroit, Mich., succeeding M. T. Wright, who will take the

place of Mr. O'Keefe at Jackson, Mich. H. Shearer, superin-

tendent of the Canadian and Michigan Middle divisions, has
been appointed assistant to the general manager, with office at

Detroit.

T. A. Sweeney, assistant superintendent of the Chicago Great
Western, at Chicago, has been appointed superintendent of the
Eastern division, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding J. A.
Gordon, resigned to accept service with another company, and
F. Kinsey, inspector of transportation, has been appointed ter-

minal superintendent at Oelwein, Iowa, succeeding F. N.
Reynolds.

Marshall E. Johns, superintendent of the New York, Sus-
quehanna & Western and the W'ilkes-Barre & Eastern at Jersey
City, N. J., having been granted leave of absence, Arthur B.

Shafer, trainmaster at Stroudsburg, Pa., has been appointed act-

ing superintendent. Joseph D. Rahaley, chief despatcher, has
been appointed trainmaster, with jurisdiction over the W.-B.
& E. division,' and main line between Beaver Lake, N. J., and
Stroudsburg, Pa., inclusive, and John Waldron succeeds Mr.
Rahale\'.

William Cotter has tendered his resignation as general man-
ager of the Pere Marquette, owing to the illness of his wife,

and will go to live at Houston, Tex. Mr. Cotter has been in rail-

way service since 1874, and until 1890 was operator and
despatcher on various roads. He was subsequently for six

years trainmaster of the Wabash, from 1896 to 1899, super-

intendent of the Eastern division of the Grand Trunk at Mont-
real, and from the latter date to July, 1901, superintendent of

the Western division of that road at Detroit, Mich. Mr. Cot-

ter then became general superintendent of the St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern, and was made manager of the Missouri

Pacific System in October, 1902, resigning October 1, 1904, to

accept the position of general manager of the Pere Marquette.

He was elected president also on December 14, 1907.

Traffic Officers.

T. D. Mullaly has been appointed a freight soliciting agent of

the Southern, with office at Tampa, Fla., succeeding R. B. Mc-
Groarty, transferred.

0. M. Conley has been appointed general agent of the freight

department of the Frisco Lines, with office at Chicago, in place

of G. H. Kummer, promoted.

C. H. Mitchell has been appointed commercial agent of the

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, with office at New York,

to succeed G. E. Chase, assigned to other duties.

F. N. North, contracting agent of the Wabash at Indianapolis,

Ind., has been appointed traveling freight agent, with headquar-

ters at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding D. E. Gilbert, promoted.

C. H. Easum has been appointed traveling freight agent of the

Illinois Central, with office at Brookhaven, Miss., in place of J. L.

Morgan, assigned to other duties. C. R. Calvert succeeds Mr.

Easum as traveling freight agent at Memphis, Tenn.

T. J. McGeoy, assistant general western freight agent of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, at Chicago, has been ap-

pointed general western freight agent, with headquarters at

Chicago, succeeding W. N. Babcock, deceased, and his former

position has been abolished.

William Humphreys, commercial agent of the Southern at

Dallas. Tex., has been appointed commercial agent, with office

at Evansville, Ind., succeeding E. D. Stratton, resigned to go to

another company, and J. B. Flynn has been appointed traveling

freight agent, with office at Detroit, Mich.

John D. Mahon, contracting freight agent of the Chicago, St.

Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, at Duluth, Minn., has been ap-

pointed general agent, with headquarters at Superior, Wis., in

place of Truman H. Clark, who has been appointed commer-

cial agent, with office at Minneapolis, Minn.

1. M. Griffin, assistant general freight agent of the Texas &
Pacific, has been appointed general freight agent, with headquar-

ters at Dallas, Tex., succeeding E. L. Sargent, resigned on

account of ill health; H. L. Redfield has been appointed first as-

sistant general freight agent and chief of tariff bureau at Dallas

;

J. B. Payne, heretofore chief clerk to traffic manager, has been
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appointed assistant general freight agent of the Louisiana lines,

with headquarters at New Orleans ; and J. S. Houston has been

appointed assistant general freight agent in charge of all outside

agencies, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

Wilmer J. Wagner, whose appointment as assistant gen-

eral freight agent of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

has been announced in these columns, was born May 26,

1866, at Constantine, Mich. He received a high school edu-

cation and began railway work December 1, 1883, with the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy, with which road he has been continu-

ously for 29 years. From 1891 to 1901 he w^as successively

Western Union messenger, baggage master, telegraph oper-

ator and station agent at many places on the Creston divi-

sion. He then was made freight agent at Burlington, la.,

and from 1904 to Dec. 1, 1907, was commercial agent at Des
Moines, la. Mr. Wagner was appointed division freight

agent at Burlington on the latter date, from which position

he was on Dec. 1 promoted to assistant general freight

agent of the Illinois & Iowa district of the lines east, with

headquarters at Chicago.

W. L. Nichol, who has been appointed assistant general

freight agent of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, with

headquarters at Nashville, Tenn., has been in the service of

that road for over 21

years. He began rail-

way work as a clerk in

the local agent's office

of the N. C. & St. L. at

Atlanta, Ga., and was
later transferred to the

general offices at Nash-
ville, Tenn. He was
then for a short time in

the claim department.

His next position was in

the freight traffic de-

partment under the late

George R. Knox, gen-

eral freight agent. Dur-
ing the Tennessee cen-

tennial, in 1897, Mr.
Nichol was assistant

agent at the exposition

in charge of the termi-

nals. He was subse-

quently made commer-
cial agent at Chicago,

and in 1902, returned to
••. — ...^

Nashville as commercial agent, which position he held at the

time of his recent appointment as assistant general freight agent
of the same road, as above noted.

Henry Goban Waring, whose appointment as assistant general
freight agent of the Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters at

Norfolk, Va., has been announced in these columns, was born
on May 27, 1873, in King and Queen county. Va., and was ed-
ucated in the common schools. He began railway work on Sep-
tember 1, 1891, with the Georgia Pacific, and was chief clerk
when that company was taken over by the Southern Railway in

September, 1894, when he became quotation clerk in the division

freight agent's office at Atlanta, Ga. From November. 1895. to

September, 1897, he was with the South Eastern Freight As-
sociation at Atlanta, and then was out of railway work until

May 1898, when he went in the auditor's office of the Atlanta,

Knoxville & Northern, now a part of the Louisville & Nash-
ville. He was appointed quotation clerk in the office of the as-

sistant general freight agent of the Southern Railway in Oc-
tober, 1899. From September, 1900, to March, 1903. he was rate

clerk in the general freight office of the same road, and then be-
came chief clerk to the division freight agent of the Seaboard
Air Line at Cedarstown, Ga. In July, 1904, he went to the Cen-
tral of Georgia as rate clerk, and from the following December,
to December, 1908, he was first rate clerk and then chief rate

clerk in the general freight office of the Southern Railway. He
was appointed chief clerk to traffic manager of the Carolina,
Clinchfield & Ohio on December 5. 1908, and in November, 1910,

was promoted to assistant general freight agent of the same road,
which position he held until November 1, 1912. when he became

assistant general freight agent of the Seaboard Air Line, as

above noted.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

A. S. Going has been appointed engineer of construction of
the Grand Trunk, with office at Montreal, Que.

S. Baldwin has been appointed resident engineer of the Trinity

& Brazos Valley, with office at Teague, Tex., in place of F. A.
Pollak.

John L. Smith, acting master mechanic of the Pittsburgh,

Shawmut & Northern, at St. Marys, Pa., has been appointed mas-
ter mechanic, effective January 1.

W. E. Ladley, master mechanic of the Chicago & Alton, with
headquarters at Bloomington, 111., has been appointed super-

intendent of motive power of the Reid Newfoundland Company,
with headquarters at St. Johns, Newfoundland, effective Janu-
ary 1. He will have charge of locomotive, marine building and
repairs, traveling engineers, engineers, firemen and all mechanical

matters.

William C. Sealy, whose appointment as assistant master me-
chanic of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont.,

• has been announced in these columns, was born on November 29,

1886, at Stratford, Ont., and was educated in the public schools

of his native town and at Collegiate Institute. He began rail-

way work in September, 1902. on the Grand Trunk, and until

1907 was an apprentice. He was then for one year chargeman,

and from 1908 to 1909 was erecting shop foreman. He was pro-

moted to general foreman of the Toronto shops in 1910, which

position he held at the time of his recent appointment as as-

sistant master mechanic, as above noted.

Robert demons Falconer, whose appointment as principal as-

sistant engineer of the Erie, with headquarters at New York,

lias been announced in these columns, was born on March 21,

1874, at St. Mary's, Pa., and graduated from the University of

Wisconsm in 1895 with the degree of C. E. He began railway

work on the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh in December,

1898, and until May, 1901, was transitman and resident engineer.

From May, 1901, to October, 1905. he was out of railway work.

In October, 1905, he was appointed assistant engineer in the con-

struction department of the Erie, and from October, 1911, until

his recent appointment was division engineer of the New York

division of the same road.

O. T. Waring, superintendent of the Atlantic Coast Line at

Florence, S. C, has been appointed engineer of roadway with

office at Savannah, Ga., succeeding T. S. Tutwiler, assigned to

special duties. Mr. Waring graduated as a civil engineer from

the University of Pennsylvania in 1S02, and in July of the same

year began railway work in the engineering department of the

Baltim.ore & Ohio. He was promoted to assistant division en-

gineer the following July, and in August, 1905, went to the

Atlantic Coast Line as assistant engineer, leaving that company

in November, 1906. to go to the Charleston & Western Carolina

in the same capacity. He was promoted to assistant superin-

tendent of that road in November, 1907, and the following year

returned to the service of the Atlantic Coast Line as roadmaster.

From September, 1909, to October, 1910, he was acting engineer

of roadway and was then appointed assistant engineer. He
remained in that position until January, 1911, when he was made

superintendent of the new Winston-Salem district of the Atlantic

Coast Line.

OBITUARY.

C. C. Campbell, assistant general freight agent of the Chicago,

Indiana & Southern, died at Chicago on December 15.

George B. Voorhees, traveling freight agent of the St. Louis

Southwestern, with headquarters at Little Rock, Ark, died on

December 10, aged 50 years.

William Johnson Barclay, general manager of the Canadian

Northern Quebec, the Quebec & Lake St. John, the Halifax &
Southwestern and the Inverness Railway & Coal Company, with

headquarters at Montreal, Quebec, died on December 13, at

Riverside, Cal., at the age of 61.
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LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Delaware & Hudson is in the market for 12 consoli-

dation locomotives.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern is figuring on a

number of locomotives.

The St. Louis & San Francisco has been figuring on some
ten-wheel locomotives, but has not yet decided definitely to

purchase.

The Boston & Maine has ordered 20 Pacific type locomotives,

20 consolidation locomotives, and 10 switching locomotives from
the American Locomotive Company.

The Birmingham Southern has ordered 2 consolidation lo-

comotives from the American Locomotive Company. The di-

mensions of the cylinders will be 22 in. x 28 in. ; the diameter

of the driving wheels will be 53 in., and the total weight in

working order will be 200,000 lbs.

The Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo has ordered 3 six-wheel

switching locomotives and 1 Pacific type locomotive from the

Montreal Locomotive Works. Two of the switching locomtives

will be equipped with superheaters, will have 20 in. x 26 in.

cylinders, 51 in. driving wheels, and in working order will weigh

133,000 lbs.. The other switching locomotive will be equipped

with a superheater, will have 21 in. x 28 in. cylinders, 51 in.

driving wheels, and in working order will weigh 164,000 lbs.

The Pacific type locomotive will be equipped with a superheater

will have 23 in. x 28 in. cylinders, 69 in. driving wheels, and in

working order will weigh 219,000 lbs.

CAR BUILDING.

The Montpelier & Wells Ri\'er is figuring on 7 refrigerator

cars.

The Grand Rapids & Indiana is in the market for 20 caboose

cars.

The Erie has ordered 55 steel underframe coaches from the

Standard Steel Car Company.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has ordered 2,000 thirty-ton

box cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Norfolk & Western has ordered 500 box cars from the

Mt. Vernon Car & Manufacturing Company, and 500 stock cars

from the Ralston Steel Car Company.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is said to have ordered

2,000 additional freight cars from the Haskell & Barker Car Com-
pany. This item has not been confirmed.

The Canadian Northern is said to have ordered 100 re-

frigerator cars from the Mt. Vernon Car & Manufacturing Com-
pany. This item has not been confirmed.

The American Refrigerator Transit is said to have ordered

2,000 refrigerator cars from the American Car & Foundry Com-

pany. This item has not been confirmed.

The Illinois Centr.\l has ordered 2,500 all-steel gondola

cars and 500 flat cars from the Bettendorf Axle Company, and is

in the market for 1,000 additional gondolas, 500 stock cars, 500

refrigerator cars, 800 furniture cars, 500 fruit cars and 70

cabooses.

SIGNALING.

The General Railway Signal Company publishes a statement to

the effect that on the Rochester division of the New York Cen-

tral, where the signal company's selector is used on the dcs-

patcher's telephone line for calling, the cost of the service is 4.6

cents a day. the average number of calls in that time being 565.

The statement shows 112.920 calls in 200 days; five failures of all

kinds; one failure chargeable to selector. Average length of

call four seconds. Cost per 1,000 calls, $.082; per year, $16.79.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh plans during the coming
year to install automatic block signals on 51 miles of its line;

Gainesville to Ashford, 38 miles, Ashford to East Salamanaca,
13 miles.

The Chicago Great Western plans during the coming year
to put in an all electric interlocking at Somers, la., the in-

tersection of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; the machine
will have 26 working levers and two spare spaces. A me-
chanical interlocking, Saxby & Farmer improved, is to be put
in at Oelwein, the crossing of the Rock Island.

New automatic block signals to be installed on the Great
Northern during the coming year include the equipment of
the new track between Metum and the Great Northern Docks
at Seattle, six miles, and also on the line which is to be
double-tracked between Congo and Wawina on the Lake
district. New mechanical interlockings are to be installed at

drawbridges at Snowden, Mont., and Fairview, N. D.; at
Bowbells, N. D., and at Seattle, Wash., for Salmon Bay draw-
bridge.

The Indiana State Railroad Commission has ordered the
following installations of automatic block signals, the work
to be done next year: Baltimore & Ohio, McCool to LaPaz
Junction, 50 miles. Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, North
Vernon to the Ohio state line, 34 miles. Cincinnati, Hamil-
ton & Dayton, Indianapolis, eastward, 48 miles to a connec-
tion with the signaling now being installed, the two orders
completing the signaling of the road from Indianapolis to
the Ohio state line. Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St.

Louis, Indianapolis, westward, 46 miles. This installation

with the signals now being installed will complete the sig-

naling from Indianapolis to the Wabash river near Terre
Haute.

The Boston & Albany is to install an all-electric interlocking

of 80 levers and a mechanical plant of 60 levers at Worcester.
Both of these are to be equipped with approach locking and
route locking, with trailing release. The signals are of the upper
quadrant type. The top and the middle arm of the home sig-

nals at the mechanical interlocking are to be worked with 10 volt

motors. All the electrical energy required for the operation of

both interlockings will be normally taken from a storage bat-

tery. On the Newton Highlands Branch, 10 miles, double-track,

the clock work signals (exposed disk) are to be replaced by
normal danger three-position, upper quadrant semaphore signals

operated by storage battery and lighted by electricity.

The Southern Pacific plans to install automatic block signals

on 248 miles of the Pacific system during the coming year;

single track, 231 miles, double track, 17 miles. In addition to

this, other single track lines, aggregating about 115 miles, now
equipped with automatic block signals will be double-tracked

during the year and the signals will be rearranged accordingly.

The plans for the year 1913 provide for seven important new
power interlockings as follows : General Railway Signal Com-
pany's electric interlocking at .iMameda Mole, 48 levers ; Eighth

street, Alameda, 12 levers ; Oilman street, Berkeley, 16 levers,

and Masonic avenue, Berkeley, 32 levers. Union electro pneu-

matic interlocking at two places in Oakland, 59 levers and 39

levers, and at San Pedro, Cal., 15 levers.

The Illinois Central, reporting to this office its mileage of

road block-signaled, gives memoranda concerning 216 miles of

automatic signals now under construction, the principal sections

being as follows: Mattoon to Effingham; Mason to Branch

Junction, and Branch Junction to Carbondale, double track;

Belleville to Carbondale (nearly all single track) ; and Clark

street, Chicago, to Hawthorne. In this last named section, 11

miles, double track, alternating current track circuits will be in-

stalled. The plans of the company for the ensuing year include

one new power and four mechanical interlocking plants, as fol-

lows: Manchac drawbridge, electric interlocking, 16 levers; me-

chanical interlockings at Brookhaven, 26 levers; Mason City,

15 levers, and Waterloo 15 levers. The fourth mechanical inter-

locking is at Olney, 111.. 26 levers, the contract for which has

been let by the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern to the Federal

Signal Company.
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Supplts STrode ^tt»^.

The offices of Clement F. Street, Schenectadj', N. Y., have
been moved to 30 Church street, New York.

The Oxweld Acetylene Company removed its general office in

Chicago on December 16. from the Peoples Gas building, to its

new works at Thirty-sixth street and Jasper place.

A. B. Chadwick, superintendent of the Armour car shops,
Meridian, Miss., has resigned to become manager of the shops
of the Grip Nut Company, Chicago, effective January 1.

The D. S. Hunter Company, Minneapolis, Minn., has been
made the representative of Hubbard & Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

manufacturers of railroad track tools, etc., in Minneapolis and
St. Paul.

John J. Swan, formerly manager of the New York office of
the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, and later mechanical en-
gineer in the compressor department of that company, has re-

signed to go to the Oil Power Enginering Corporation,
New York.

A. E. Crone, formerly storekeeper of the New York Central
& Hudson River, at Depew, N. Y., has been made supply agent
of the Buffalo Brake Beam Company, Buffalo, N. Y., with office

in that city.

The Western Electric Company, Chicago, has declared an extra

dividend of $2 on its common stock in addition to the regular

quarterly dividend of $2 per share, payable December 31 to

stock of record December 24,

Fred Coe Taylor, chief engineer of the Conley Frog & Switch
Company, Memphis. Tenn., has resigned to go to the H. W.
Johns-Manville Company, New York, as manager of its in-

sulation department, with office in St. Louis, Mo. J. W. Buzick,

assistant engineer of the Conley company, succeeds Mr. Taylor.

The Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge Company, Chicago, will

furnish a bridge 118 ft. from center to center of end bearings,

as a part of a bridge to cross the Fox river at West Algoma
street, Oshkosh, Wis. It will consists of plate girder construc-

tion throughout, and will require 700 tons of steel and ma-
chinery.

The general offices of the Allegheny Steel Company, Bracken-
ridge, Pa., were almost entirely destroyed by fire on December
15, together with correspondence records, etc. Those who have
sent letters to this company recently and have not yet received

reply should immediately forward copies of such correspondence
to the company.

Henry Hess has sold his stock holdings in the Hess-Bright
Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa., makers of ball

bearings, to the Deutsche Waffen & Munitionsfabriken. Berlin,

Germany, and has resigned his position to devote himself to his

other interests. The controlling ownership of the company re-

mains in America in the hands of F. B. Bright, president.

F. M. Whyte, who in 1910 was general mechanical engineer of

the Nevir York Central Lines, with office in New York, has

been elected vice-president of the Hutchins Car Roofing Com-
pany, with offices in New York. The U. S. Metal & Manufac-
turing Company is the eastern representative of the company,
and the Spencer Otis Company, Chicago, is its western rep-

resentative.

Charles W. Beaver has been made manager of the chain block

department of the Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company,
New York, succeding R. P. Hodgkins, resigned. Mr. Beaver

has been connected with the chain block department of this

company for a number of years, first as salesman and later

as assistant manager. For the past two years he has rep-

resented the company in Europe.

George Bronson Rea, publisher of the Far Eastern Review,
127 Szechuen Road, Shanghai, China, has been appointed secre-

tary of the Chinese National Railway Corporation under Dr.

Sun Yat-sen. The plan is to have future Chinese railways

financed through this Chinese National Railway Corporation, and
it is understood that the scheme proposed by Dr. Sun comprises

a number of thousand miles of railway.

The Vandorn & Dutton Company, Cleveland. Ohio, has in-
creased its space and facilities for the manufacture of its Hard
Service portable electrically operated drills and reamers by dis-
posing of its electric department in which armature, field and
induction motor coils for motors for railway and mill service,
were produced. The facilities pertaining to motor repairs, arma-
ture, field and induction motor coils have been taken over by the
Cleveland Coil & Manufacturing Company.

The Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., has de-
clared the usual quarterly dividends of 3 per cent, on its common
and preferred stocks. In addition the company has declared
a dividend of 10 per cent., payable in common stock to holders
of both common and preferred. The dividends are all pay-
able January 10, to stockholders or record December 31. Atiout
$500,000 common stock was held in the treasury. The stock
dividend will be paid out of the treasury stock.

W. J. Warder, Jr., was made works manager of the Crocker-
\\'heeler Company, Ampere, N. J., on October 1. Mr. Warder
immediately recognized the necessity of acquiring a new punch
press department and a concrete building 80 ft. x 80 ft. and IS

ft. high, with a monitor roof down the center to accommodate
a five-ton crane was planned. Just one month later ten large

punch presses, a full equipment of dies and grinders for tha

dies had been installed and the plant was operating at maximum
capacity', punching 20 carloads of sheet metal.

Joseph M. Brown, who has been engaged in the railway supply

business under the name Joseph M. Brown Company, has

taken a partner and incorporated under the name of Brown-
Lewis Railway Supply Company, which will continue the rep-

resentation of the several companies represented by Mr. Brown,
in addition to the high-speed tool steel of the Newman-Andrew
Company of New York, importers of the "Toledo brand" of tool

steel. This account will be handled by Mr. Brown's partner,

James S. Lewis, who has been connected with the Charles G.

Stevens Company, and has had many years of experience in tool

steel business.

William Miller, president of the Monarch Pneumatic Tool
Company, has resigned, effective December 31, and has ac-

cepted the vice-presidency of the Pyle-National Electric Head-
light Company, with offices in the Karpen building, Chicago.

Mr. Miller began his apprenticeship in the Hannibal & St. Joseph

shops at Hannibal, Mo., in 1881, and in 1885 was journeyman
with the Missouri, Kansas & Texas at Hannibal. He was with

the Wabash at Moberly, Mo., in 1886. and the following year

was employed by the Denver & Rio Grande at Denver, Colo.

He became shop foreman of the St. Louis & San Francisco at

Springfield, Mo., in 1889; general foreman of shops of the

Colorado Midland at Colorado City. Colo., in 1900; master me-
chanic of the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis in

1904, and was appointed assistant superintendent of motive

power of the Denver & Rio Grande in 1905. He went to the

Western Maryland as superintendent of motive power and car

department at Union Bridge, Md., in 1907. and in 1908 entered

the commercial field as vice-president of the Adreon Manufac-

turing Company, with offices at Chicago. Mr. Miller became

president of the Monarch Pneumatic Tool Company and vice-

president of the Standard Railway Equipment Company in 1911.

New Railways for Sumatra.—In 1908 the surveys were

made for two railway systems to be built by the Dutch Indies

government, which together would extend from Telok Betoeng, at

the extreme southern end of Sumatra, through the very middle of

the island to Medan. These surveys have since been approved, and

money allotted by the government to begin the work. Although

these railways will actually form one continuous line, they are

nominally divided, for construction purposes into two distinct

systems, as follows: The South Sumatra Railway, extending

from Telok Betoeng to Petanang, with a branch to Palembang,

near the east coast ; and another branch to Benkoelen, on the

southwest coast. This system, with branches, will total 840

miles. It is to be of 3 ft. 6 in. gage, and the estimated cost

of construction is $43,200,000, to be extended over a period of

21 years. In other words, about 40 miles will be built, and

$2,050,000 expended each year on this system alone. The Middle

Sumatra Railway will extend northward from Petanang, the

north end of the South Sumatra system, to Medan.
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Alma & Jonquieres.—Application has been made to the

Quebec legislature for incorporation to build the following

lines : From Herbertville, Que., northwest to Lake St. John,
between Grande Discharge and Petite Discharge, 20 miles; from
St. Joseph d'Alma, easterly to Jonquieres, 30 miles. Canon &
Parent, Quebec, Canada, are solicitors for the applicants.

Argentine Central.—See Montezuma & Western.

Batesville Southwestern.—This company is building with its

own forces a section of 2.7 miles from mile post 14 to Crowder,
Miss., of the extension projected some time ago to Charleston.

Cary North & South.—This company is carrying out work
with its own forces on the line on which work was started some
time ago from Cochran, Ga., to Cary, 10 miles, and is making sur-

veys from Cary to Toomsboro, 29 miles.

Central Vermont.—See Montreal & Southern Counties.

Dominion Northwestern.—Application has been made in

Canada for incorporation to build from Regina, Sask., west to

Tuxford on the Canadian Pacific, thence to Red Deer, Alta.,

with a branch through Battleford, Sask., to Fort McKay. M. J.

O'Connor, Ottawa, Ontario, is solicitor for the applicants.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—Contracts for grading on
revision and second track work have been let as follows : From
Green Island, Iowa, to Browns, to the W. E. Callahan Construc-

tion Company, Kansas City, Mo. ; Browns to Oxford Junction,

to P. T. Walsh, Davenport, Iowa; Oxford Junction to Martelle,

to Donald Jeffrey, of Delmar Junction, Iowa; Milan, Minn., to

Millbank, to Morris, Shepard & Dougherty, of St. Paul.

Fairchild & Northeastern.—Work on the extension which

was projected some time ago west to Carlisle, Wis., is now
under way on a 7-miIe section from Strader to Emmet. Peter

Nelson & Co., Minneapolis, Minn., have the contract. (April 5,

p. 824.)

Georgia Interstate.—Incorporated in Georgia with $500,000

capital to build a line in Madison county via Danielsville. The
line may eventually be extended southeast to Augusta. The in-

corporators include L. B. Greene, T. A. Grimes, J. E. Gordon
and J. E. Baker, Danielsville, Ga.

Greensboro Northern & Atlantic.—An officer writes that the

counties of Guilford and Alamance, N. C, have voted a subscrip-

tion of $200,000 in aid of this project, and the prospects are good
for starting work soon on the line. Surveys have been made
and most of the right of way secured. The plans call for build-

ing from Greensboro, N. C, east and south through Burlington

and Graham towards Fayetteville. On the northern end the

route is through the center of Alamance and Caswell counties,

N. C, to Danville, Va., thence to Lynchburg. W. Washbaugh is

chief engineer, Charlottesville, Va. (August 9, page 271.)

Gulf Lines Connecting.—According to press reports, work
is now under way by the R. M. Bushman Construction Company
on a section of this line north of Golconda. The company was

organized early this year to build from a point near Danville,

111., to the new bridge at Paducah, with a branch east to a point

on the Wabash river opposite Mt. Vernon, Ind., and another

branch west to Cairo, and Thebes. The incorporators include

P. A. Schlafly, E. P. Keshner and H. J. Hornburg, all of East

St. Louis. (February 9, page 263.)

Hudson Bay Railway.—Grading work which has been

under way for some time is about finished on the first section

of 75 miles from The Pas, Man., northeast. The entire line

to Port Nelson, 420 miles, is under contract to J. D. MacAr-
thur, Winnipeg, Man. (August 30, p. 409.)

Los Angeles Pacific.—See Pacific Electric.

Macomb & Western Illinois.—This company is making sur-

veys for an extension from Macomb, 111., northwest to Strong-

hurst, 25 miles, and from Littleton on the southern end south

to Rushville, 10 miles.

Montezuma & Western.—An officer of this company which

was organized in 1910, writes that a new survey has been made
from Silver Plume, Colo., to Dillon, covering the territory of

the old Argentine Central on the east slope of the continental

divide into new territory on the west slope. This survey is on
a 2.75 per cent, grade, and is 44 miles long. If the present
financial arrangements are carried out, the company expects to

begin work in the spring of 1913. The Argentine Central was
built with a 6 per cent, ruling grade, and was found too steep

for freight. Operations will probably be discontinued and the

tracks taken up. W. R. Houghton, auditor, Denver, Colo.

Montreal & Southern Counties (Electric).—An officer

writes that during 1912 this company built three miles in the
province of Quebec from St. Lambert to Greenfield Park, and
work is now under way electrifying the Central Vermont from
Greenfield Park to Richelieu, 15 miles. The new line has been
built in connection with the electrification of the present Cen-
tral Vermont from St. Lambert to Richelieu. Surveys have
been made to build in the spring of 1913 from St. Cesaire to

Granby, ISyi miles, and to electrify the IS mile section from
Richelieu to St. Cesaire. The company has also laid J^ mile
of second track in the rearrangement of the yard at Carbarn.

New Mexico Roads (Electric).—According to press reports
plans are being made to build from Cloudcroft, N. Mex., south-
east to Carlsbad, about 100 miles. The line is to follow the

Penasco river most of the way, and the plans include the con-
struction of a hydro-electric plant on the Penasco river to

provide power for the operation of the line. Morgan Hand,
Kansas City, Mo., of the General Electric Company, and D. C.

Carroll are said to be back of the project.

North Shore Railway & Navigation Company.—Surveys
have been made to build an extension from Richibucto Head,
N. B., to Snowshoe Lake, 44 miles.

Pacific Electric.—This company during 1912 finished work
on five miles of new main line at various points, including small
extensions, and is planning to build from Van Nays, Cal., to

San Fernando, 7.57 miles; at Pasadena, 1.03 miles, and from
Riverside to San Bernardino, 6.80 miles. Surveys have been
made from Upland to San Bernardino, 23.30 miles. This in-

cludes the Los Angeles Pacific, which is now consolidated with
the Pacific Electric.

Pacific Great Eastern.—An officer of this company, which
was organized some time ago, to build from Vancouver, B. C,
north to the Grand Trunk Pacific at Fort George, about 350
miles, writes that sub-contracts have been let as follows : To
P. Welch, for a 4-mile section from a point at the junction of

the Squamish and Cheakamus rivers, up the valley of the

Cheakamus river; from this section northeast to McCall & Wilson,

7 miles; McGowan & Murcheson, 5 miles; McGilHvray Brothers,

5 miles; McAlpine & Cunningham, 5 miles. There remains a
section of 5 miles in the valley yet to be let. Sub-contracts

have also been let for work west from Lillooet as follows: to

John Moran ; D. D. McPhee & Co. ; Kennedy & Austin ; Welch,
Nicholson & Timlick; Burnes, Jordan & Company; James A.

Welch, and Peter Salvis. John Callaghan is chief engineer, Van-
couver, B. C. (October 11, p. 710.)

Quebec, Portland & International Short Line.—Applica-

tion has been made in Canada to incorporate this company.
The plans call for building from La Patrie, Que., to the Inter-

national boundary line, thence along the valley of the North
river to a junction with the Maine Central or the Canadian Pa-

cific in Eaton township, Quebec. Pringle, Thompson & Burgess,

Ottawa, Ont., are the solicitors of the applicants.

San Francisco-Oakland Termin.\l (Electric).—An officer

writes that this company has laid 5.13 miles of new main track

during 1912, and 7.91 miles of second track in Alamedo and

Contra counties, Cal.

Texas-Louisiana Traction.—This company, which was re-

cently organized in Texas with a capital of $1,(KX),000, to build

from Longview, Tex., east via Marshall to Shreveport, La.,

about 65 miles, it is understood has decided to continue the line

south to Mansfield, La. Financial arrangements are said to

have been made. A. B. Blevins, Shreveport, is a promoter. (See

Texas Roads, October 11, p. 710.)

Texas Roads (Electric).—.-According to press reports surveys

have been made and work is to be started about the first of next

year on a line between Gainesville, Tex., and Sherman, 29 miles.

The tracks of the North Texas Traction Company will be used
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to enter Sherman. J. L. White, Dallas, is said to be interested.

An electric line is projected from Denison, Tex., north to

Durant, Okla., about 30 miles. Also a street system of electric

lines in Durant. The plans call for building a bridge over the

Red river. John R. CuUinane, St. Louis, Mo., is said to be in-

terested.

Wetaskiwin, Yellowhead & Ren'elstoke.—This company has

asked for incorporation in Canada to build from Wetaskiwin,

Alta., westerly to the Saskatchewan river, thence following the

Brazeau river valley and along the Rocky river valley to Yellow-

head Pass, thence westerly and southwesterly through the val-

ley of the Columbia river to Revelstoke, B. C. Loggie &
Manley, Wetaskiwin, Alta., are solicitors for the appHcants.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Cincinnati, O.—A contract for preliminary work on the pro-

posed union depot has been let to Winston & Company, of Rich-

mond, Va.

Danville, Ky.—Modern reinforced concrete coal chutes of the

bucket hoist type, each with a capacity of 500 tons, are to be

erected by the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific at Dan-

ville, Ky., and at Oakdale, Tenn., to replace the present facilities.

The improvements at Oakdale will include the installation of a

sand and water station, while a sand station will be included at

Danville. Some changes in the arrangement of yard tracks to

meet the new conditions will be necessary at both Danville and

Oakdale. Additional facilities are to be provided at Lexington,

Ky., consisting of an 80- ft. turntable and pit and additional tracks.

EvANSviLLE, Ind.—The Chicago & Eastern Illinois is building

a $40,000 freight warehouse, to replace one destroyed by fire.

Lexington, Ky.—See Danville, Ky.

Marietta, Okla.—The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe has

awarded a contract for a new passenger station of brick and

concrete construction.

Oakdale, Tenn.—See Danville, Ky.

Pocatello, Idaho.—The Oregon Short Line is rebuilding the

car shops which were destroyed by fire a few weeks ago, and

plans have been made for enlarging the shops in the spring.

Port Mann, B. C—It is announced that the Canadian North-

em proposes to spend $2,500,000 on new terminals at this plant,

including 60 miles of freight yard tracks, extensive repair shops,

a 20-stall roundhouse, freight sheds and several auxiliary build-
' ings.

Portland, Ore.—The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Naviga-

tion Company has announced preliminary plans for a new freight

house," to cost approximately $200,000.

St. Louis, Mo.—The Terminal Railroad Association of St.

Louis is preparing plans for a terminal passenger station for

the use of the electric lines crossing the Eads bridge.

Tacoma, Wash.—Plans are being made by the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & Puget Sound for a new passenger station to be built

on a site 280 ft. square.

ViNCENNES, Ind,—Work has been started on the construction

of a union passenger station for the Baltimore & Ohio South-

western, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, Chicago &
Eastern lUinois, and Vandalia.

West Duluth, Minn.—Work has been started on the new
passenger station for the Northern Pacific, which was ordered

by the State Railroad Commission.

New Line for Siberia.—The new Koltshugino-Barnaul-
Pavlodar line, in the Altai district in southern Siberia, has

received the sanction of the Russian government. The new
line, which will be constructed by foreign capitalists, is to pro-

vide coal for the Altai Railway and those parts of the Altai

district which lack fuel because of the absence of forests. The
Koltshuginsk coal mines, now shut down, will be reopened and
will no doubt immensely benefit by the building of the new
railway. The Koltshuginsk mines are said to contain millions

of tons of the finest coal.

Bmlntat^ Winanciai Nemi?.

Atlantic & Danville.—See Southern Railway.

Boston & Maine.—The directors have appropriated $2,000,000

for new locomotives and $800,000 for block signal installation.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—This company has sold

$5,100,000 equipment notes, series G, dated July 1, 1912, ma-
turing semi-annually to July 1, 1927.

Colorado Midland.—George W. Vallery, president, has been ap-

pointed receiver on the application of the Central Trust Com-
pany of New York, trustee of the first mortgage bonds.

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.—The sale of this property, which
has been postponed from time to time, is again postponed
from January 8 to February 5. The road is to be sold in

parcels.

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.—A new company, the Den-
ver & Salt Lake, has been formed to take over the property
under reorganization. The chairman of the board of the

new company is to be F. S. Pearson, and Newman Erb is

to be president. Mr. Erb is to select two members of the

board of directors; Benjamin Strong. Jr.. is to represent the

noteholders, and the Denver interests are to select two di-

rectors. The property is to be sold under foreclosure. The
collateral securing the $3,500,000 6 per cent, notes of the

Denver Railway Securities Company, which consisted of

$4,000,000 Colorado-Utah Construction Company notes, guar-

anteed by D. H. Moffat, has been sold for $2,400,000.

Denver & Salt Lake.—See Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.

Denver Railway Securities Company.—See Denver, North-
western & Pacific.

Grand Trunk Pacific.—W. T. White, minister of finance for

Canada, has announced that he will introduce a bill in the

Canadian parliament to permit his using the surplus in the

Canadian treasury for the year 1912 to buy the 3 per cent,

bonds of the Grand Trunk Pacific. There are £7,200,000

($36,000,000) of these bonds outstanding, guaranteed principal

and interest by the Dominion government, and the "implement-
ing clause" provides that the government must make up the

difference between the selling price of the bonds and par to the

railroad company. It is considered cheaper for the govern-

ment to buy these bonds than to pay the difference in price

to the company between what the bonds could be sold for

by the company, which it is estimated would be in the neigh-

borhood of 74, and par.

New York Central & Hudson River.—See an item in Court

News in regard to the sale of the Rutland by the New York
Central & Hudson River to the New York, New Haven &
Hartford.

New York, New H.wen & H.\rtford.—See an item in Court

News in regard to the sale of the Rutland by the New York
Central & Hudson River to the New York, New Haven &
Hartford.

Reading Company.—A quarterly dividend of 2 per cent, has been

declared on the stock of this holding company for the Phil-

adelphia & Reading Railway and the Philadelphia & Reading

Coal & Iron Company. This places the stock on an 8 per cent,

annual basis as compared with the previous 6 per cent, annual

rate.

Rutland.—See an item in Court News in regard to the sale of

control of this company by the New York Central & Hudson
River to the New York, New Haven & Hartford.

Southern Railway.—The Atlantic & Danville has brought suit

against the Southern Railway to enforce the provisions of the

lease of 1899, and the circuit court has overruled a demurrer

by the defendant alleging that the court did not have juris-

diction. In the suit it is claimed that the Southern Railway

has failed to maintain and replace certain equipment, and has

failed to maintain certain branch lines.

Union Pacific.—The government has announced that it will not

accept a plan of dissolution of the Union Pacific-Southern Pa-

cific that provides for the distribution of Southern Pacific stock

to Union Pacific stockholders.
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IN compiling figures for the annual statistics that are pub-

lished in this issue, a number of thousand of letters and

some hundreds of telegrams were sent to railroad officers, and

we owe an acknowledgment of thanks to the great majority of

officers to whom inquiries were sent. There has been a notice-

able change during the past few years in railroad officers' at-

titudes towards inquiries from the public or the press, and in

the replies received by the Railway Age Gazette this year the

change has been more marked than ever before. The inquiries

that were sent out in regard to financial changes this year

were sent direct to the presidents of railroad companies with

a request that they be referred to the proper officers for an-

swer, and it is a notable fact that in the great majority of cases

(if railroad companies operating over a thousand miles, the re-

Iilies showed evidence of the personal interest either of the

president himself or of some one in his office who had studied

the request for information carefully and had authority to have
these inquiries fully answered. As a matter of fact, in a num-
ber of cases the presidents of the large systems took the in-

terest to sign these replies personally. Of course, in some cases

there were roads, even among the larger companies, which made
meaningless replies, or which refused to give the information

asked for, but it was a fact that in nearly every case these

companies were companies that have a reputation for reticence

that is widely known ; but these were the exceptions that proved
the rule. For instance there was an auditor of one of the

largest systems in the West who replied that he could not give

the information called for in the letter that had been referred

to him by his president for the "calendar year" 1912, because
the year had not yet ended. There are a good many things that

a railroad officer is called on to do nowadays that are not di-

rectly connected with his duties in connection with earning

money for his company. The government calls on the railroad

company for a great mass of figures; the local daily papers de-

mand the fullest news about railroad accidents, and state au-

thorities add their requests to the others. When, therefore, the

very great majority of railroad officers take as much trouble and
as much pains, as was shown in replies to the questions sent out

by the Railway Age Gazette, it is an indication of the general

broader view of their responsibilities that railroad men are

coming to take that is worth recording.

"PHE total mileage of railways in the United States worked
by automatic block signals, as shown by our annual state-

ment, published in this issue, has increased over the total of

one year ago only 10 per cent. ; but the progress made is not

to be measured by mileage alone. Some of the larger compa-
nies have made important improvements in apparatus already in

service, spending large sums for the purpose of insuring greater

efficiency and to make still safer a system already safe in a

high degree. The elaborate and costly additions to the simple

automatic system (as formerly known) which have been in-

cluded in the new work done on the Pennsylvania, and with

which our readers are acquainted, are to be found, in a less

degree, on a number of other roads. With these improvements

go the approach and route locking which are necessary to add

the final refinements of safety to interlocking, and which also

are finding favor on those roads which feel able to spend the

large sums of money necessary to provide such refinements.

Taking these into account the signal departments are to be

credited with very substantial progress during the past year;

and the notes which we print concerning the plans for 1913

show that this progress is to be continued. New signaling is

to be installed on a number of large roads which were not ready

to give us particulars of their plans. The total length of road

block signaled, including manual block signals, which is about

78,000 miles, increases but slowly; but this total is a figure

which still has to be taken with some allowance, for the reason

that it includes a large mileage of single track where the ad-

vantages of the space-interval system are not fully availed of.

The most novel element of the progress which has been made

in the signaling field during the past year is the increased at-

tention which has been given to means for insuring that trains

shall surely be stopped at stop signals—otherwise known as

the automatic-stop problem. Our list of experiments in this

field, published in the issue of September 20, page 506, was a

surprise to many readers by reason of its length. That list

showed one notable new experiment, that of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois; and now the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-

ern is to be added to the list. While the question of perfecting

the discipline of enginemen is not receiving any less attention

than heretofore, and while many of the elements of the auto-
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matic-stop problem and of its relation to discipline still remain

difficult, it may be said with confidence that our more enter-

prising railroad managers and engineers are now intelligently

striving to provide the most perfect provision against collision

that it is possible to devise.

RAILWAY OFFICERS ON THE SITUATION AND THE
OUTLOOK.

XV/E publish elsewhere in this issue a remarkably interesting
'" symposium of the views of leading railway officers on

four important subjects. The subjects dealt with are the busi-

ness outlook for 1913, the proposed establishment of a national

commission to regulate wages and conditions of work of em-

ployees, the things that are needed to promote safety in trans-

portation, and the adequacy of railway facilities.

The views expressed I'egarding the business outlook for 1913

are generally quite optimistic. The railway managers who are

quoted believe that the impetus given to business by the large

crops raised in 1912 will supply the railways with a heavy traffic

far into the calendar year 1913. It is a fair inference from

what they say that they expect gross earnings to be the largest

in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1913, that they ever have been.

A good many of them are less optimistic about net earnings.

They expect substantial increases in operating expenses to be

caused by the necessity of making good a large amount of de-

ferred maintenance, and meeting the requirements of public au-

thorities in regard to service, by increases in the prices of ma-

terials' and equipment, and perhaps also by the demands of em-

ployees for higher wages and easier conditions of work. On
the whole, however, they evidently expect that net earnings as

well as gross earnings in the fiscal year ending June 30, will

be much larger than in recent years. As the present prosperity

of the roads is attributed to the good crops of 1912, so the

consensus of opinion is that the amount of earnings in the last

half of the calendar year 1913 will depend upon the crops of

1913 ; and apprehensions are expressed that an overdose of poli-

tics may cause trouble.

If any one had asked railway managers ten years ago whether

they favored public regulation of the wages and conditions of

work of railway employees, he doubtless would have received an

emphatic, "No," from all along the line. The fact that most of

those who discuss this subject now endorse the recommendation

for the creation of a wage commission which was made by the

board that arbitrated the controversy between the Eastern rail-

ways and their enginemen is highly significant. It is usually

the weaker party that desires to arbitrate. The position of the

railway managers in dealing with organized labor has been

weakened in many ways in recent years. They used to feel that

they were quite capable of coping with organized labor in case

of a strike. If they were beaten they could raise their rates,

provided the different competing railways could agree. The
public now requires much more from railways than it did then.

It would insist more vigorously on the maintenance of con-

tinuous operation, and in case of a strike in which they were

defeated, the managers might not be able to pass the burden

of increased expense along to the public. The labor brother-

hoods, on the other hand, are more perfectly organized than

they used to be, and the public at present does not hold them

to any stricter accountability for what they do than it did be-

fore they became thus organized. These things have weakened

the railway managers' position and strengthened the labor

brotherhoods' position.

The employees used to demand arbitration, assigning as one

of the grounds that the public's interests would be jeopardized

in case of a strike. The railway managers now favor arbitration,

assigning, among others, this same reason. And in each case

the contention that the public's interest requires that strikes

shall be prevented is right. A good many of the railway offi-

cers favor regulation of wages by the same body that regulates

rates. There seems to be a great deal of logic in this, although

the arbitration board favored a separate wage commission. The
income of the railways is determined by the body that fixes their

rates. Their expenditures would be largely determined by the

body that fixed the wages they must pay. It is rather hard to

see why the body that determines the income might not properly

be authorized—if anybody should be—to regulate the largest

item of expenditure; for obviously, on what the income is must
depend what can be spent.

Perhaps the most interesting discussion in this symposium is

that relating to safety. Several of the railway officers mention
the great need for the passage and enforcement of legislation

that will reduce trespassing and the many fatahties in which it

results. Respecting other accidents, the need for better disci-

pline of employees and the improvement of the physical proper-

ties is fully recognized. It would seem that the managers might
properly put somewhat more stress than they do on the need
not only for enforcement of the rules of the railways and of

punishment for their violation, but also for incessant instruc-

tion and drilling of employees regarding the meaning of the

rules and the things that should be done in order to obey them.

The need for more care in instructing, examining and drilling

employees is fundamental and general. Running a railway is

much like commanding an army, and in order to get the best

results railway employees should be instructed and drilled as

incessantly as soldiers are. There is not enough frank recog-

nition by railway officers of the fact that many accidents are

due to honest errors on the part of employees which occur

either because they have not been instructed enough in the

meaning of the rules, or have not been drilled until it has be-

come second nature for them in emergencies to do the thi

that safety demands. Another great and general need is more
incessant, rigorous supervision to see that employees not only

know the rules, but always obey them. No amount of instruc-

tion and drilling will take the place of the supervision that sees

and requires that the right thing always is done. There should

be not only more supervision of the employees, but also more
supervision of the subordinate officers who supervise the em-

ployees. It is easy enough after an accident has happened be-

cause some employee disobeyed a rule for his immediate superior

to say that he should have obeyed it, when it may be that he

did not obey it in the particular case because his superior officer

had for a long time been winking at chronic disobedience of

exactly the same kind.

However, the best instruction, supervision and discipline on

a railway whose track and equipment are defective will not pre-

vent accidents due to these physical conditions, nor will the

best track and equipment and the best instruction and discipline

prevent man.y accidents which can be prevented only by the in-

stallation of devices specifically intended to promote safety, the

most important of all being block signals. In view of the no-

table unanimity with which railway managers advocate block

signals, it is rather remarkable how small is the mileage that has

thus far been installed. It is often said that the reason why
many railways have not installed them is that they are too

poor, but the cost of the block system may be quite small if

the management is willing to make its blocks long enough. A
large number of railways in the United States have installed the

block system on practically their entire mileage, including their

poorest branches. The following figures show the percentages

of the mileages of the railways mentioned that are worked by

the block system

:

Baltimore & Ohio 100 Michigan Central 100

Bessemer & Lake Erie 97 New York Central 98.7

Buff., Rochester & Pittsburgh 100 Pittsburgh & Lake Erie 96.8

Chesapeake & Ohio 97 Norfolk & Western 98.6

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 100 Pennsylvania Railroad 95

Chicago. Milwaukee & Puget Northern Central 98.2

Sound 97 Philadelphia, Washington &
Grand Trunk 100 Baltimore 99.S

Lehigh Vallev 100 Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Lake Erie & "Western 100 Texas Pacific 99.8

Lake Shore Sr Michigan Richmond, Fredericksburg &
Southern 100 Potomac 100

It would seem that there must be very few railways that are

so poor that they could not afford to adopt some system of main-
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taining a space interval between their trains. Of course, a

high state of discipline is essential to safe operation, even with

the block system, but in any given state of discipline operation

is safer with the block system than without it.

In view of the fact that the country recently has been suffer-

ing from what has been called a "car shortage," it is interesting

to find that railway operating officers differ as to whether there

actually is a shortage of railway facilities, and if so, as to the

extent of it. The consensus of opinion appears to be that the

present facilities are inadequate, but that their inadequacy is

less than many people believe. Furthermore, the consensus of

opinion appears to be that such inadequacy as there is is not a

shortage of cars, but a shortage of main and terminal tracks.

It seems to be thought that if there were more main tracks

and larger terminal facilities, and if shippers would more

promptly load and unload cars during periods of heavy traffic

movement there would be no great difficulty in handling satis-

factorily the maximum traffic of each year. The fact that there

have been substantial car shortages reported this fall, although

the weather conditions have been most favorable for operation,

shows that the existing facilities as now used are inadequate to

carry the peak of the load. Furthermore, we appear to be just

at the beginning of a period of rapid expansion of commerce

and industry. It is a fair conclusion, therefore, that, if the con-

gestion of traffic is not to be worse in future years than it has

been this year, there will have to be a large increase in the

facilities or a marked improvement in their utilization or both.

The frankness, fullness and evident sincerity with which rail-

way executive officers are now disposed to discuss the important

problems with which they are confronted is strikingly illus-

trated by their contributions to the present issue of this paper.

If every man of influence in the United States would read and

ponder what the railway officers have to say, the general tone

of comment on railway affairs would be improved, the policy

of regulation of railways would be modified and the relations

of railways with their employees, travelers, shippers and the

public would be put on a better basis.

CARS AND LOCOMOTIVES BUILT IN 1912.

AS compared with 1911 the number of cars and locomotives

built or completed in 1912 shows a gratifying increase, but

compared to other years it is not so favorable. The total num-

ber of cars built has been exceeded in five of the last 14 years.

Moreover the figures this year are taken from returns from the

railroad shops in addition to the returns of the builders upon

which we have hitherto depended entirely for our output figures.

These returns indicate that the total number of freight cars

built in 1912 was 152,429 ;
passenger cars, 3,060, and locomotives,

4,915. The figures for 1911 were 72,161 freight cars, 4,246 pas-

senger cars and 3,530 locomotives.

The buying movement has been most satisfactory through-

out the year in spite of the prices which are now higher

than they have been since 1906. The predictions of a gigantic

crop and an accompanying car shortage such as that in 1907

forced the railroads to flood the market with orders as long

as delivery could be promised in time to handle the fall traffic.

After that the volume of orders was again reduced to a more

normal level. By this time, however, the builders were

operating at as near their full capacity as was possible and

there has been no let up in their activities since. During

October and November the volume of orders placed again

became exceptionally heavy, and as there are now inquiries

for about 50,000 cars the opening months of next year should

be good ones for the equipment market.

Of the freight cars built in the past year 148,357 were for

domestic service and 4,072 for export. Of the passenger cars,

2,822 were for domestic service and 238 for export. Of the

freight cars, 66.250 were of all steel construction or had steel

underframes, 18,576 were of all wood construction and 67,603

were not specified. Of the passenger cars, 1,418 were of all

steel construction or had steel underframes, 745 were of all wood
construction and 897 were not specified; 215 were electric or

subway cars. The following table shows the cars built in the

past 14 years

;

Year. Freight.

1899 119,886
1900 115,631
1901 136,950
1902 162,599
1903 153,195
1904 60,806
1905* 165.155
1906' 240,503
1907* 284,188
1908* 76,555
1909* 93,570
1910*. .1 180,945
1911* 72,161

1912t 152,429

*lncludes Canadian output.
tincludes Canadian output and equipment built in railroad shops.

Returns from locomotive builders show that 4,915 were

built during the year, of which 4,403 were for domestic service

and 512 for export. Two hundred and thirty-nine were com-
pound, 3,796 were simple, 212 were electric and 668 were not

specified.

Passenger. Total.

1.305 121.191
1,636 117,267
2,055 139,005
1,948 164,547
2,007 155,202
2,144 62,950
2,551 168,006
3,167 243.670
5,457 289.645
1,716 78.271
2,849 96,419
4,412 185.357
4,246 76,407
3,060 155,489

Year. No. Built.

1893 2,011
1894 695
1895 1,101
1896 1,175
1897 1,251
1898 1,875
1899 2,475

Year. No. Built.

1900 3,153
1901 3,384
1902 4,070
1903 5,152
1904..., ...3,441
1905* 5,491

Year. No. Built.

1906* 6,952
1907* 7,362
1908* 2,342
1909* 2,887
1910* 4.755
1911* 3,530

1912t 4,915

"Includes Canadian output.
tincludes Canadian output and equipment built

CAR CONSTRUCTION IN 1912.

'T'HAT the orders for freight cars and passenger cars
*• placed during 1912 by the railroads and concerns of

North America are very satisfactory is shown by the statistics

on another page of this issue. The inadequateness of facili-

ties and the exceptionally heavy crops induced the railroads

to place heavier orders for rolling stock this year than in any

since 1S06. The number of freight cars ordered was 234,758

and the number of passenger cars ordered was 3,642. Since

we began keeping these records in 1901 the number of freight

cars ordered has only been exceeded twice, in 1905 and 1906

when 341,315 and 310,315 were ordered respectively. The
number of passenger cars ordered has also been exceeded

only twice, in 1909 and 1910, when they were 4,514 and 3,881,

respectively.

We have this year for the first time divided up the number

of freight cars ordered so as to show the number of the

different types. These figures compared with those for 1911

are as follows:
Refrig- Miscel-

Box. Coal. Flat. erator. Stock. Tank, laneous.

1912 107,887 74.505 12,616 19,720 4,951 1.918 13,161

1911 60,547 48,243 5,826 11,242 3.128 2.002 2.129

As the heaviest increases in traffic this year have been in

the commodities carried in box cars an abnormally large

proportion of cars of that type have been ordered. It also

appears that the average capacities of the different types of

cars ordered have shown heavy increases in 1912 compared

with 1911 and 1910. The car which has gained most rapidly

in popularity during the present year is most probably the

general service car, about 25,000 of which have been ordered

since January 1.

The wooden freight car is still being built, but in very small

numbers. Steel hopper, gondola and flat cars have become

almost standard practice. Several roads have not only definitely

abandoned wood for the underframing of box cars, but have

introduced steel in the framework of the superstructure to a

greater or less extent. One large order for all-steel box cars

has been placed during 1912. The Harriman lines have had a

number of such cars in experimental service for several

years; no trouble has been experienced from sweating or con-

densation and the cars have given satisfactory service. One car
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builder is decidedly of the opinion that all the anticipated troubles

with moisture can be overcome by proper ventilation and that

heat and cold will be no more detrimental in their effects than

they are at present with the metal roofs which are used on

wooden cars. He argues for the all-steel box car on the ground

that it can be made more rigid than the car of composite con-

struction and that cars so built with steel floors and sides will be

proof against grain leakage. This position is fortified by the

experience of the Chilian railways where the all-steel box car is

the standard of construction and where they are run from the

hot climate of the seashore to the low temperatures of the snow-

capped Andes in a few hours, and with no injurious effect upon

any class of lading.

The Bessemer & Lake Erie has ordered one hundred all-steel

box cars, in the faith that they will be especially efficient for the

cement trade in which they are to be used. It will be remem-

bered that it was this road, when it was the Pittsburgh, Bessemer

& Lake Erie, that gave the first commercial order to Charles T.

Schoen for all-steel hopper bottom ore cars of 50 tons capacity

and so demonstrated to the country the value of that type of

rolling stock. It will be an interesting coincidence if historv

should repeat itself and this order for steel box cars should

serve as a demonstration of their value for general traffic. Be

this as it may, there is a widespread opinion that we are on the

eve of the definite abandonment of wood and the adoption of

steel for box car construction.

An important development in box car construction has been

the awakening of those in charge of the purchase of such cars to

the fact that more consideration must be given to making them

leakage proof, water proof and burglar proof. The reduction of

claims for damaged freight will more than offset the additional

first cost of the improved cars, and they can be maintained at a

lower cost for repairs and renewals. The box car roof has been

given closer attention and a few roads have specified several

different types of roof in the same order of cars and in sufficient

numbers so that a good comparison may be made of service

results.

There is also a tendency, at last, to modify truck construction

and make it easier to lower the body and thus bring it down so

that the line of drawbar pull will be more nearly in line with the

center of the sills than it has been possible to make it heretofore.

There is also a decided effort in some quarters, where extra

heavy cars have been built, to reduce the weight, the goal appar-

ently being the reduction of the weight of a box car of 80.000

lbs. capacity to 40,000 lbs. or less. The use of an all-steel super-

structure will assist in this, as it is possible to build a lighter all-

steel car than one of composite construction. The difficulty ex-

perienced in this line of designing is that many engineers have

designed cars of ample strength to withstand the theoretical

stresses to which they ought to be subjected, but that the parts

were formed to be quite inadequate to withstand the extraneous

stresses to which they are subjected in service. The result of

this has been that some builders have declined to bid on cars that

they considered to be inadequately designed.

The steel wheel is extensively used on cars of 50 tons capacity,

but that use is far from being universal, and some roads that

were foremost in using it and which have placed the largest

orders for it are still using many cast iron wheels under their

high capacity cars. On cars of lower capacity the cast iron is

still the standard wheel.

The steel passenger car has entered the field not only to stay

but probably to occupy it exclusively : but that time has not yet

come, and the principles governing all of the details of its con-

struction have not j'et been settled and accepted. It is acknowl-

edged that one of the prime requisites of a suitable construction

is stiffness and to this may be added the capability to resist

penetration. This latter would add materially to the thickness

of the roof sheets which is now about 1/16 in. But this is over-

ruled by the objection to the weight which such a thickness

would involve. However, the performance of some of the cars in

wrecks has led to thickening the floor sheets. The extraordinary

stiffening of the end construction is not meeting with much
approval. It is argued that in the event of a collision something

must yield to the dynamic stresses engendered, and that, if the

ends of the cars are made strong enough to sustain them, the

yielding will be at the center of the car where it will endanger

ihe lives of the passengers. It is better, then, to have the yield

point at the ends of the cars. Underframing construction for

passenger cars is still in a stage of development and there is no

fixed practice. Some roads are using heavy cast steel bolsters

and end sills, while others are using pressed or rolled shapes.

It is also felt, in some quarters, that the use of steel for interior

finish has been carried to the extreme and that it is an unneces-

sary elaboration. What is felt to be needed is that a material

shall be used which will neither splinter nor ignite in case of a

wreck and both of these requisites can be obtained without using

steel. Even those roads which insisted most strenuously on an

all-steel interior construction are modifying their practice.

LOCOMOTIVE DEVELOPMENT IN 1912.

'T'HE statistics on another page of this issue show that the

^ number of locomotives ordered during 1912 was 4,515.

When compared with recent years it will be seen that this

volume is very satisfactory as it has only been exceeded

three times since we began keeping these records in ISX)!,

namely, in 1902 when 4,665 were ordered, in 1905 when 6,265

were ordered and in 1906 when 5,642 were ordered. The un-

filled orders on the books of the builders are much heavier

than last year and there are inquiries for about 400 locomo-

tives so the year 1913 will have a good start.

The numbers of the different types ordered in 1912 com-
pared with 1911 are as follows:

1912. 1911.1912. 1911.

Mikado 1,309 590
Consolidation .. 858 577
Switching 821 443
Pacific 594 486
Ten-wheel 364 238
Mallet 168 112

Mogul ....
Electric . .

.

Shay
Eight-wheel
Atlantic . .

.

Others ....

The year 1912 will stand out in the history of locomotive

development, not because of any very radical designs which

have been introduced, but more because of the awakening of rail-

road officers at largei to a more thorough appreciation of the

necessity of careful design and better proportioning of parts

with a view to the exact service which the locomotive will be

called upon to perform. And. as stated by O. S. Beyer, Jr., in the

paper recently presented before the American Society of Mechan-

ical Engineers, "the fact that the most powerful locomotives of

most approved design are also the most economical."

With the heavier locomotives has come an increase in train

loads. The Baltimore & Ohio has increased 26 per cent, within

a few years ; the Norfolk & Western, 7.75 per cent. ; the Chesa-

peake & Ohio, 15.25 per cent, and the Lehigh Valley 4 per cent.,

to quote merely a few of many examples. The Virginian is

hauling 100 cars in a train, the goal towards which the road has

been working, and trains of 5,000 tons are not uncommon else-

where.

The traffic men are crowding the mechanical department for

the last ounce of drawbar pull available, and the powers in con-

trol of the finances are looking to this heavy power as a means

of obviating or rrfeeting the necessity of reducing grades to lower

the cost of transportation. In short, the locomotive is now coming

to be regarded in the light of an engineering problem in its broad

sense. Designers and operators are considering the machine as a

whole, and not looking at it from the limited point of view that

has prevailed in the past. This was especially emphasized at the

recent meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

where, for the first time in its histoo', or, for that matter, the

first time in this country, details were forgotten and the subject

considered on the broad basis of its engineering and economic

possibilities. It looks as though the steam locomotive was, at

last, coming to its own.

It must be kept in mind that the larger locomotives have been
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eriuipped with the inost approved fuel and labor saving devices,

while the old standard engines have not always had these aids.

There would seem, therefore, to be great possibilities for some
of these standard types, if so equipped. For instance, the Penn-
sylvania Railroad built an Atlantic locomotive with a very large

boiler and superheater; after it had been in service for a number
of months it was put on the testing plant where it developed a

horsepower on a water consumption so far below anything that

had ever been attained before, that it cut into the records of

what would have been considered good practice for condensing

engines in stationary practice a few years ago. Possibly a per-

formance of this sort does not appeal to railway executives when
stated in these terms, but when expressed by the statement that

a locomotive of a given weight can haul a heavier train over the

road in the same or better time than a standard engine, because

of the greater steaming or boiler capacity, it cannot be over-

looked. And this is what actually occurs when the locomotive

is properly proportioned and equipped with the best boiler

capacity increasing devices, if they may be so called.

One cannot but have been impressed by the tests which have

been reported during the year in which locomotives of the Mallet,

Mikado or Pacific types have developed much greater power per

unit of weight and fuel consumption than the older standard

engines against which they were pitted. As a hauler of freight

the Mikado is receiving an extensive application and is out-

classing the consolidation, because it permits the use of a larger

firebox, and thus greater hauling capacity and higher sus-

tained speed.

The Walschaert valve gear has come into general use on

heavy locomotives, although for small locomotives the Stephen-

son gear is still used. There are, however, some indications that

the Baker gear will encroach upon the prestige of the Wal-

schaert gear. It is being somewhat extensively applied, and is

possessed of some advantages over both the Walschaert and

the Stephenson in that it has no link and that it is possible to

standardize the parts so that they are applicable to engines of

different types.

In the use and selection of materials, the heat treatment of

steel parts bids fair to receive more attention than has yet been

given it, and a far wider application. It is an old story, that of

raising the elastic limit of a material and then following that

rise by a corresponding increase of unit stresses. Now, the

problem with the high speed heavy locomotives is to reduce the

vertical stresses on the rails, by a reduction in the weight of the

reciprocating parts. Work along this line is to be taken up sys-

tematically, with the purpose of utilizing all of the reduction in

weight that may be so obtained, in lessening the vertic-nl

stresses.

But of all the economies that have been effected in locomotive

operation, the greater percentage is undoubtedly due to the

superheater. And it is because of the evident saving in steam

consumption, which it has produced, that it is now generally

applied to new locomotives, and that to an extent that almost

constitutes it a standard of practice. The most important and

interesting development in superheater practice during the year

has been its application to switch engines and the resulting

elimination of black smoke and reduction in coal and water

consumption.

Considerably over 300 mechanical stokers are now in service

with a large number on order. It may safely be said that the

stoker has passed through the experimental stage, although much

is still to be learned in connection with its operation. Generally

speaking, the best results are obtained by "starving the fire," or

maintaining a fire so thin that the grates can be seen through it

at all times. It is something of a problem to educate the fire-

man to do this. While the introduction of the superheater and

the perfecting of the brick arch have reduced the fuel consump-

tion per unit of work so greatly that there is not now the crying

need for the stoker that it seemed would insure its general

introduction as soon as it was perfected, still there is a wide

field for its application and the possibilities are that the year

iy)3 will see a large number of locomotive stokers installed

Among the minor details the use of the power and screw re-

verse gear is extending. Not that the heavy locomotives cannot be
handled without it, but its use so reduces the labor of the engine-
man that it encourages him to work the machine at a more
ccononiical point of cut-off than he would be apt to do, if every
change involved a violent exertion. In boiler construction we
liave reached 112 in. for the diameter of the shell and 24 ft. for

the length of tubes. As to what the possibilities are beyond this,

would be hazardous to say. But while long tubes may not be
favored they have to a certain extent been necessitated by the
long boiler shells that must be used. The filling of the extra
length of the shell with a feedwatcr heater is not showing all

the advantages that were expected, so that, with a space to be
filled, the long tubes, with an ample combustion chamber at the
rear, is favored in many places.

The most powerful locomotive built during the year was a
Mallet for the Virginian. It has a tractive efi'ort, at starting, o£
138,000 lbs. Cylinders of the unprecedented diameter of 44 in.

are used, and the total weight is 540,000 lbs. Its size, however,
would not permit it to be used within the clearance limits of
most roads.

The comparative tests of the Jacobs-Shupert firebox and one of
the radial stay type at Coatesville, Pa., attracted much attention,

but the complete results are not yet available for publication.

An important development for the year 1913 will undoubtedly
be a more scientific study of the problem of combustion in the

locomotive and modification in the design of the firebox and the

practice of firing to take advantage of the knowledge thus gained.

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION IN 1912.

W/HILE the prosperity of the railways is to a large extent re-
'* fleeted by the mileage of new lines and additional main

tracks built in any year, such an index is quite inaccurate at the

beginning or end of a period of inactivity and depression. The
full effects of a general suspension of work are not reflected in

the mileage of new lines completed the foUovi-ing year for it is

necessary to continue many large projects to completion upon
which large sums have already been spent. Likewise following

a general resumption of construction work the full effects are

not evident until at least the second year, for the larger projects

cannot be completed the first season and do not enter into the

reports for that year.

The latter condition exists this year. Upon the face of the

returns, this has been an unusually dull year in railway construc-

tion. The returns gathered from reports made by the railways

themselves and from our construction records show that 2.997

miles of new lines have been completed this year exclusive of

second, third and fourth main tracks and side tracks. Xew
tracks laid in reconstruction work to replace existing main tracks

are also excluded. This is a considerable decrease as compared

with 3,066 miles completed last year and 4,122 miles built in 1910.

while the average for the 19 years previous to 1912 is 3.842

miles. The completed mileage for this year is less than that for

any year since 1897 when 2,1C9 miles were built.

The effect of fluctuations in the prosperity of the country upon

the additions to railway mileage is indicated by a comparison of

the mileage completed by five year periods during the last 20

years. The completed mileage reported for the five years

1908-12 inclusive is 17,147 or an average of 3.429 miles per year.

For the five year period 1903-07 inclusive, 24,707 miles were built

or an average per year of 4.941 miles. For the five years 1898-02

inclusive. 24.122 miles were reported or 4,824 miles per year,

while for the period of 1893-97 inclusive, 10,013 miles were built

or an average of 2.003 miles per year. From this the effects of

the panics of 1893 and 1907 are evident, the completed annual

mileage for the last five years being only about two-thirds of

that for either of the two preceding periods.

However, these figures are not a true indication of the present

activity in railway construction for there is probably more work
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under way at present than at any time since 1907. Our records

show that over 2,500 miles of new line are at present under con-

struction in the United States and over 2,800 miles additional

are definitely projected. The most of this work was started

late in the spring and will not be completed until next year.

Examples of this are the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound

extension from Lewistown, Mont., to Great Falls, and the new

line of the Louisville & Nashville from Nashville, Tenn., to

Birmingham, Ala.

As is to be expected, the longest continuous line built this year

was in the northwest, being that of the Great Northern between

Fargo, N. Dak. and Surrey, 202.4 miles. The MinneapoUs, St.

Paul & Sault Ste. Marie laid the next longest stretch between

Fordville, N. Dak. and Drake, 131 miles. Among the other

longer lines built are those of the Wichita Falls & Northwestern

between Leedy, Okla., and Forgan, 112 miles; the Lexington &

Eastern (L. & N.) from Dumont, Ky., to McRoberts, 100 miles;

and the Dodge City & Cimarron Valley (A. T. & S. F.) from

Dodge City, Kan., to Hugoton, 89 miles.

The new mileage was divided between 41 states. North Dakota

leading with 347 miles ; Texas, which has been first for the past

three years is second with 336 miles and Oklahoma third with 242

miles. Other states reporting more than 100 miles are Florida

182 miles: Georgia 153; Montana 130; Kentucky 119; Wash-

ington 105; Arizona 105; and Idaho 105 miles. The states of

Connecticut, Delaware, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
Mexico, Rhode Island and South Dakota, in addition to Alaska

report no new lines built during the year.

The mileage of new lines built during a year will of itself be-

come a less accurate guide to the construction activity of the

country, as the railways continue to develop and to cover the

territory more thoroughly for their energy will be devoted to a

continually increasing extent to the construction of second, third

and fourth main tracks. During 1912, 1.073 miles of second track,

67 miles of third track, 68 miles of fourth track, 4.65 miles of fifth

track and 1,65 miles of sixth track were completed. Illinois

led in the mileage of second track built with 149 miles, with

Wisconsin second with 107 miles and Kentucky third with 94

miles. New York led in third track with 18.25 miles and Ohio

in fourth track with 19.36 miles. The fifth and sixth tracks were

built in New Jersey by the Central of New Jersey and the Penn-

sylvania Railroad.

As with the construction of new lines the amount of second

track under way at the present time far exceeds that completed,

over 1,150 miles being reported at this time as actually under

way. Over 584 miles of this is on one road, the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul between Green Island, Iowa, and Council

Bluffs, 315 miles, and between Minneapolis, Minn., and Aberdeen,

S. Dak., 268 miles. This road has moved over 15,000,000 yards

of earth this season exclusive of work done on the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & Puget Sound, which has been heavy in itself, practicallv

none of which appears in the reports for this year.

The above figures for new extension and for secord track do

not include the reconstruction of existing lines such as the heavy

work the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western now has under con-

struction from Clark's Summit, Pa., to Hallstead, except in so

far as they increase the mileage of the existing tracks which they

replace. For this reason much of the heaviest work done does

not and cannot appear in a report such as this.

In Canada the rapid development of the past few years still

continues. The mileage of new lines completed during this year

is 2,232, exceeding that of last year. 1,898 miles. The Grand

Trunk Pacific alone completed 608.75 miles exclusive of the

National Trans-Continental on which 361.15 miles in addition

were completed. The longest single stretch completed by the

Grand Trunk Pacific was from Regina, Sask., southeast towards

the international boundary 136 miles, while 128* miles w-as com-

pleted on the extension to the Pacific coast from Yellow Head,

B. C, west towards Prince Rupert. The Canadian Pacific com-

pleted 403.97 miles on the western lines. Two hundred miles of

second track were completed during the year and 74 miles addi-

tional are now under construction, on the main line of the

Canadian Pacific west from Winnipeg. That this development in

Canada and especially in western Canada is not waning is in-

dicated by the fact that over 3,500 miles of new lines are at

present under construction and over 1,540 miles additional are

definitely projected.

The effects of the disturbances in Mexico are indicated by the

decrease in the completed mileage for this year. A total of 212

miles of new lines was completed during 1912 as compared with

351 miles in 1911.

Continued progress has been made in the electrification of

existing steam roads. The New York, New Haven & Hartford

announced early in the spring that the existing electrification

between New York and Stamford, Conn., would be extended to

New Haven, a, distance of 40 miles, making a total distance for

electric operation of 73 miles from New York. Construction

work on this project is now well advanced. The Butte, Ana-

conda & Pacific commenced work this year on the electrifying

of its main line between Butte, Mont., and Anaconda, 26 miles,

and 13 miles of yard tracks, while the Denver & Rio Grande has

recently announced its intention to electrify its main line from

Salt Lake east to Helper, 114 miles, during the first half of 1913.

The New York, Westchester & Boston line, an electric sub-

sidiary of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, the construc-

tion of which was reported complete last year, was placed in

operation during the present year.

The details of the new mileage and the second, third and

fourth tracks are given elsewhere in this issue. The following

table shows our figures for mileage built in the United States

during the last 20 years :

1893 3,024
1894 1,760
1895 1.428
1896 1,692
1897 2,109
1898 3,265
1899 4,569

1900 4,894
1901 5,368
1902 6.026
1903 5.652
1904 3,832
1905 4,388
1906 5,623

1907 5,212
1908 3,214
1909 3,748
1910 4,122
1911 3.066
1912 2,997

RECEIVERSHIPS AND FORECLOSURE SALES.

ALTHOUGH there was a greater number of receiverships in

1912 than in 1911, there was no important railroad sold

under foreclosure this year, and the Kansas City, Mexico &
Orient and the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific and the Pere

Marquette were the three most important roads put into the

hands of receivers. As would be expected, the mileage of roads

sold under foreclosure is comparatively small. The one large

road that went into the hands of receivers in 1911 was the Wa-

bash, and the reorganization of this property will take some

time. With the return of prosperity, the prospects of better

crops and a generally more hopeful feeling, it was natural that

there should be a cleaning up of small roads, and this accounts

largely for the number of foreclosure sales.

I'ortclosure sales, unlike receiverships, do not necessarily in-

dicate an unprosperous year. They may be the result either of a

r=turn to prosperity and a more optimistic feeling on the part of

promoters who are willing to take up again the work of projects

that have heretofore proved failures, or they may indicate, as in

the case of the large number of foreclosure sales in 1902 and the

two following years, a recognition of the fact that certain prop-

erties must be capitalized on a permanently lower basis. In 1912

the unimportant and comparatively small mileage involved in the

foreclosure sales indicate that the number is due rather to

brighter hopes than to an acceptance of a period of depression.

The two important receiverships in 1912 had much in com-

mon. The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient was a road which was

financed through the means of a construction company and the

Lnited States & Mexican Trust Company. Although the con-

struction company succeeded in getting quite a number of fairly

wealthy men to invest money, the railroad company itself was

buih largely through money raised from comparatively small

investors by direct application, much as subscriptions would be
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raised for a life insurance company. The president of the road,

E. A. Stilwell, was a former life insurance man, and it was due

very largely to his individual efforts that the bonds of the com-

pany were sold largely abroad. With the increased difficulties in

interesting capital in new railroad enterprises, Mr. Stilwell found

himself unable to raise further money, and with the increase in

price of money he found himself unable to sell the bonds taken

by the construction company in payment for work done on the

railroad. When a period of depression came this road, which

was built in opposition to existing roads and without strong,

regular banking connections, was unable to meet changed condi-

Receiverships Established in 1912.

Railroad Funded
Name of Company. Mileage. Debt.

Denver, Lar. & North Western 56 $1,500,000
Denver, North Western & Pacific 211 11,288,609
Florida Central 48 500,000
•Kansas City. M. & 764 21,146,000
tKansas City Outer Belt

Laramie, Hahn's Peak & Pacific 110
Pere Marquette 2,331

Pittsburgh & Susquehanna 22
Register & Glenville 37

ISeattle, Renton & Southern 19

Western Allegheny 50
^Winnipeg, Salina & Gulf
Wisconsin & Michigan 136

3,940,000

63,672,000
390,000

t

1,250,000

150,000

3,518,245

Stock.

$24,243

),940,700
50,000

1,000,000

1,100,000

5,186,590

264,000

725,000
1,511,110

Total 3,784 107,354.854 $74,757,643

•Includes also the K. C. M. & O. of Texas.

tA subsidiary of the K. C. M. & O. under construction.

tThe mortgage debt which was foreclosed and which was not in the form
of bonds amounted to $215,000. This company was not incorporated.

§Operated by motor cars.

Tilt turned out that this company, for which a receiver was appointed,

never had any railroad or practically any other assets.

tions, and although the company got through the panic times of

1907-8, it could not continue and raise new capital.

The Denver, Northwestern & Pacific was another line built in

opposition to existing roads, without eastern banking connec-

tions and financed through the individual efforts of its president,

D. H. Moffat. Undoubtedly the death of Mr. Moffat had some-

thing to do with the receivership of his road; but many of the

conditions that forced the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient into the

hands of a receiver applied equally to the Denver, Northwestern

& Pacific.

The receiverships of these two roads mark the failure of inde-

pendent interests, even when strongly backed by local capital, as

was Mr. Moffat, to build a railroad of any considerable length

when unbacked either by eastern banking interests or by an old

established railroad company. It is hard to say how large a part

in the failure of these two enterprises the changed attitude toward

railroads has played, or how large a part simply general changed

Foreclosure S.\le i.\ 1912 of Steam Roads.

Railroad
Name of Company Mileage.

Argentine Central 16

Artesian Belt 42
Birmingham & Gulf Ry. & Nav 50

Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis 255
Enid, Ochiltree & Western 10

Iron Mountain & Green Brier 18

•Lancaster, Oxford & Southern -28

Marinette, Tomahawk & W'estern 23
Macomb & Western Illinois 20

Oklahoma Central 136

Overton County Railroad 21

t Pascagoula Northern 42

Funded
Debt.

$200,000

400,000

3.730,300

35,000
200.000

3.180.000

250,000

Stock.

$500,000

70.000

5.500.000

7,350,000

181,990

50,800

200,000
161.500
25,000

3,112.500

250,000
523,900

Total 661 $7,995,300 $17,925,690

•Road sold by receivers, September 21, to Frederick S. Williams. Re-

ceiver appointed March 4. 1911.

tNew name—Pascagoula-Moss Point Northern.

conditions has had to do with this failure. Both causes un-

doubtedly have had a distinct effect. When Mr. Stilwell began

building the Kansas City. Mexico &. Orient, and when Mr. Moffat

began the Denver, Northwestern & Pacific, their attitude simply

reflected that of many private investors who were optimistic for

railroad development, who believed that there was money in it,

and who were willing to risk their own money in such specula-

tion, for speculation it is, regardless of the theories of the state

railroad commissions or the Interstate Commerce Commission.
In the case of both Mr. Moffat and those whom Mr. Stilwell in-

terested, they went in so far as to be unable to get out ; and when
public opinion changed and the conditions changed, they could

not get others to go in with them. Old established railroad

companies may still be able to sell their bonds on a 4j4 to 5 per
cent, basis. Money for new railroad construction, except it be
backed by the credit of these old companies, cannot be raised at

any "reasonable" or, as far as that is concerned, any reasonable

rate. Mr. Moffat had a large personal fortune, which he used
freely in helping his road in its difficulties, and Mr. Stilwell had
ingenuity that amounted almost to a fortune in itself; and he
gave freely of this in trying to keep the Kansas City, Mexico &
Orient on a going basis.

The receivership of the Pere Marquette had nothing particu-

larly to do with the year 1912 except that it happened in that

year. When the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton was sold to

J. P. Morgan & Company it had taken on the burden of the Pere
Marquette, but when the Morgan interests sold the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton to the Baltimore & Ohio they were not able

to get rid of the Pere Marquette at the same time. The road's

credit was exhausted and the problems of operation were very

severe. A hard winter added to the operating costs and a re-

ceivership followed. The underlying causes of the receivership

date back many years, although legislation in Michigan and public

hostility to railroads probably were contributing causes.

SnuM.^KY or FoREcLosDRE Sales in 37 Years.

No. of Bonds
Year. roads. Miles. and stocks.

1876 30 3,840 $217,848,000
1877 54 3,875 198,984,000
1878 48 3,906 311,631,000
1879 65 4,909 243.288.000
1880 31 3.775 263,882.000
1881 29 2,617 137,923.000
1882 16 867 65.426,000
1883 18 1.354 47,100.000
1884 15 710 23.504,000
1885 22 3,156 278,394,000
1886 45 7,687 374,109,000
1887 31 5.478 328.181,000
1888 19 1,596 64.555.000
1889 25 2,930 137,815,000
1890 29 3.825 182.495.000
1891 21 3,223 169.069.000
1892 28 1.922 95.898.000
1893 25 1,613 79.924.000
1894 42 5.643 318,999,000
1895 52 12.831 761,791.000
1896 58 13.730 1.150,377.000
1897 42 6.675 517,680.000
1898 47 6.054 252.9:0,000
1899 32 4,294 267.534.000
1900 24 3,477 190,374.000
1901 17 1,139 85.808.000
1902 20 693 39.788.000
1903 13 555 15.885.000
1904 13 524 28.266.000
1905 6 679 20.307.000
1906 8 262 10.400.000
1907 6 114 13,777.000
1908 3 138 2.547.000
1909 12 2,629 250.033.000
1910 17 1,100 93.660.109
1911 13 1,386 40.741.453
1912 12 661 25.910.990

Total. 37 years... 988 119,867 $7,306,814,652

Summary of Receiverships for 37 Years.

No. of Bonds
Year. roads. Miles. and stocks.

1876 42 6,662 $467,000,000
1877 38 3,637 220.294.000
1878 27 2.320 92.385.000
1879 12 1,102 39,367,000
1880 13 885 140.265.000
1881 5 110 3.742.000
1882 12 912 39.074.000
1883 11 1.990 108.470.000
1884 37 11.038 714.755.000
1885 44 8.836 385.460.000
1886 13 1,799 70.346.000
1887 9 1.046 90.318.000
1888 22 3,270 186.814.000
1889 22 3.803 99.664.000
1890 26 2.963 105.007.000
1891 26 2.159 -84.479.000
1892 36 10.508 357.692.000
1893 74 29.340 1.781.046.000
1894 38 7.025 395.791.000
1895 31 4.089 369.075.000
1896 34 5.441 275.517.000
1897 18 1.537 92.909.000
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Year.

1898.
1899.
1900.
1901.
1902.
1903.
1904.
1905.
1906.
1907.
1908.
1909.
1910.
1911.
1912..

Total, 37 years.

Miles.

2,069
1,019
1,165

73
278
229
744

3,593
204
317

8,009
859
735

2.606
3,784

Bonds
and stocks.

138.701,000
52,285,000
78,234,000
1,627,000
5,835,000
18,823,000
36,069,000

176,321.000
55,042,000
13,585,000

596,359,000
78,095,000
51.427,500

210,606,882
182,112,497

UNION PACIFIC.

THE $126,650,000 Southern Pacific common stock, which gives

the Union Pacific its control of the Southern Pacific, is

owned by the Oregon Short Line, and $108,000,000 of it is de-

posited under the Oregon Short Line Railroad Company 4 per

cent, refunding mortgage bonds of 1904, of which $100,000,000

are authorized and of which $45,000,000 are outstanding in the

hands of the public, the remaining $55,000,000 being owned by the

Union Pacific.

In 1911 the income received by the Union Pacific for its in-

vestment in Southern Pacific was $7,599,000. and the interest on

the Oregon Short Line 4's was $1,800,000. If the entire income

from Southern Pacific had been lost to the Union Pacific, and

more than earned its dividend in 1912 without any income from

the Southern Pacific is a fact based on such an assumption. If

1912 had been a particularly prosperous year, and the report for

that year had been a particularly good showing, such an assump-

tion as this might not be of a great deal of importance in fore-

casting the future, but the reverse was the case.

The Union Pacific and auxiliary companies, which include the

Union Pacific Railroad, the Oregon Short Line Railroad and

the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company, oper-

ate a total of 7.389 miles of railroad, with 884 miles of additional

main track and 2,272 miles of sidings. The main line of the

Union Pacific Railroad runs from Omaha to Ogden, and the

Oregon Short Line and the Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company run from Granger and Ogden to Port-

land with almost innumerable auxiliary lines. The direct

connection w-ith San Francisco is made by the Central Pacific,

which is controlled by the Southern Pacific and runs from Ogden

to San Francisco. The report of the U. P. shows the operations

of the 7,389 miles of road operated by the three companies, known

as the Union Pacific and auxiliary companies, and all offsetting

accounts as between these companies are eHminated.

In 1912 the Union Pacific earned $85,978,000 gross, including

earnings from outside operations. This is $3,005,000 less than

the gross in 1911, and is a decrease of 3.38 per cent. Not-

withstanding the decrease in gross, which was the result of a

Central Pacific Connection to San Francisco is Shown.

The Union Pacific and Auxiliary Lines.

the only saving made had been the saving in interest on Oregon

Short Line 4's, the U. P. would still have earned in the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1912, 11.2 per cent, on its common stock;

or, as far as that is concerned, even without the saving in Oregon

Short Line 4's, the showing for the U. P. common stock would

have been slightly in excess of the 10 per cent, dividend re-

quirements, namely, 10.37 per cent.

Of course, the loss of income from the investment in Southern

Pacific without resulting compensations is inconceivable. Natu-

rally, however, the chief interest in the annual report of the

Union Pacific, coming out as it did so shortly after the announce-

ment by the Supreme Court of its opinion finding that the control

of the Southern Pacific by the Union Pacific was in restraint of

trade and ordering the separation of the two companies, lies in

the information that it may afford as to what may be expected

to result from the carrjang out of this order. Speculation as to

what may or may not be done with Southern Pacific stock is

hardly worth while, but it is of interest and worth while to ex-

amine certain facts in regard to the Union Pacific income and

assets based on estimates which will be minimums regardless of

what is done under the court's orders with the investment in

Southern Pacific. The fact that the Union Pacific would have

decrease of 1.61 per cent, in ton mileage carried, of 3.77 per

cent, in revenue passenger mileage, of 1.40 per cent, in the aver-

age ton mile rate, and of 0.05 per cent, in the passenger mile

rate, there was an increase in total operating expenses of 1.17

per cent., expenses amounting in 1912 to $50,389,000. The in-

crease in expenses was but $626,000, but there was an increase

of $905,000, or over 26 per cent., in taxes, making the total amount

of taxes in 1912 $4,369,000. After paying fixed charges, which

were larger by $1,697,000 than in 1911, there was $34,040,000

applicable for dividends, and after the payment of 4 per cent,

on the preferred and 10 per cent, on the common, there was a

surplus of $8,394,000, comparing with a surplus of $14,334,000

in 1911. As was pointed out, the surplus in 1912 was a little

larger than the total income from Southern Pacific stock.

Aside from the increase of taxes, which is out of all pro-

portion to the increase in mileage, and seems on its face out

of reason, the causes for the rather heavy decrease in net earn-

ings were, in the first place, a shortage in crops, with a resulting

decrease not only in products of agriculture carried, but also

of other business, which varies in direct ratio with the pros-

perity of agricultural interests; secondly, a rather large mileage

of new line was opened, the average mileage operated in 1912
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being greater by 472 miles, or 7.06 per cent., than that operated

in 1911—this new mileage, operating, when compared with the

old mileage, on a very high ratio, tending to bring up the ratio of

expenses to revenue on the entire system ; lastly, the Union
Pacific had to deal with a strike of machinists, and although the

outcome of this strike was a victory for the company, its cost

was heavy.

The total expenses of operation amounted to 57,65 per cent,

of total operating revenues in 1912, as compared with an oper-

ating ratio of 54.94 in 1911. Maintenance, including both way
and structures, consumed 23.05 per cent, of revenues in 1912,

as against 22.54 per cent, in 1911, and transportation, including

traffic and general expenses, consumed 34.60 per cent, of total

operating revenues in 1912, as against 32.40 per cent, in 1911.

Compared to the sums spent on maintenance in recent years

on the Union Pacific, there was a considerable cut in the

amounts spent on these accounts in 1912. Maintenance of way

and structures cost $9,595,000 in 1912, or $851,000—8.14 per cent.

—less than in 1911, while there was over 470 miles more road

to be maintained, although maintenance on the new lines is
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Passenger Service and Traffic.

probably very small. Maintenance of equipment cost $9,812,000,

which is more by $603,000, or 6.55 per cent., than in 1911 ; but

it must be remembered that, included in these charges for

maintenance of equipment are the costs, in good part, of the

strike, so that although more money was actually spent, it is

very doubtful whether the standards of maintenance were as

high as the year before. On a good many roads a cut as

heavy as that shown in maintenance of way and structures

would probably mean pretty heavy deferred maintenance

charges. On the Union . Pacific it means that last year there

was not the same amount of fat put back into the property

that it has been the custom to put in during recent years.

The cut, therefore, in maintenance expenses being an offset,

as it were, to the usual conditions of operation and of business,

does not impair the deduction made from last year's report

that even without an income from the Southern Pacific, the

U. P. has demonstrated its ability to at least earn its dividend.

Of course, since the courts will not deprive the U. P. of its

property without compensation, such an assumption as we have
made, as was previously pointed out, is only a minimum founda-
tion on which to base an estimate of what the company's earn-

ings may be after the orders of the court have been carried out.

The Union Pacific's operating ratio is notably low. It is the

lowest of any of the large railroad systems in the West, and this

despite the fact that the sums spent, based on any unit that we
may take for maintenance, arc high, hor instance, there was
spent for maintenance of way and structures $1,208 per mile of

main tracks even in 1912; and repairs, renewals and replacements

of locomotives cost on an average $3,724; of passenger train cars,

$974, and of freight train cars, $92. Notwithstanding shop con-

ditions in the early part of the year, the average number of loco-

motives in serviceable order in 1912 was 1,319, as against 1,194 in

1911 ; of passenger train cars, 1,013 in 1912, as against 888 in 1911,

and of freight train cars, 29,684 in 1912, as against 27,395 in 1911.

Transportation expenses were affected by the strike as well as

were maintenance of equipment expenses and were 3.18 per cent,

greater in 1912 than in 1911. However, the total transportation

expenses, traffic expenses and general expenses were but 34.60

per cent, of total operating revenues last year. The reason for this

low ratio of transportation e.xpenses to total operating revenues

is that the Union Pacific's operating efficiency, as indicated by its
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Freight Service and Traffic.

train load, ratio of locomotive miles to ton miles, carloading, etc.,

is high ; that its ratio of passenger business to freight business

is not high, and finally that its average ton mile receipts are

high and its average passenger mile receipts fairly high. The

revenue train load in 1912 was 425 tons, and the total train load

was 544 tons. There was a decrease of 16.53 tons per train in

revenue freight, with a slight increase in tonnage of company

freight, so that the total train load was less by 2.68 per cent.

in 1912 than in 1911. The Union Pacific's freight density—tons

of freight carried one mile per mile of road—was 1.022.000 tons.

The average haul in 1912 was 381 miles, which is nearly 11 miles

shorter than the average haul in 1911, and it was this shorter

average haul that made the reduction in ton mileage, the total

revenue tonnage carried amounting to 14,981,000 tons, or 1.17

per cent, more than in 1911.

The ratio of loaded car mileage to total freight car mileage

was 75.21 per cent, in 1912, and 74.93 per cent, in 1911. Car

loading averaged 22.40 tons in 1912, and 22.33 tons in 1911. All

of these operating statistics bear evidence of the high state of

development that the great transportation machine has been

brought to, and nearly all of them, when compared with 1911

figures, show the results of adverse conditions last year, all of
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which goes to bear out the assumption with which these com-

ments began, namely, thac the showing made in 1912 may fairly

be taken as a minimum basis on which to estimate the prospects

of the near future.

Besides this question of the possible effect on income of the

Supreme Court's adverse decision there naturally arises the

question as to what effect the withdrawal of the Southern Pacific

stock from the U. P. treasury would have on the value of

U. P. stock figured intrinsically. Again, speculation as to what

may or may not be done with Southern Pacific stock can be laid

aside and an estimate of Union Pacific assets made based on an

absolute minimum, disregarding in this estimate the company's

own figures for cost, as shown by its balance sheet. Assume

that the railroad and its equipment are worth the capitahzed

value (at 4i/. per cent.) of the net operating income, after the

payment of taxes, for 1912. This would amount to $693,764,700

for the road and equipment. Assume that the Southern Pacific

stock, which will be disposed of under the court's order, brings

in money enough only to pay off the Oregon Short Line 4's. for

which it is part collateral ; and taking the Southern Pacific bonds

held at par, current assets at the value at which they are shown

on the balance sheet, disregarding entirely deferred assets and

contingent assets; and taking investment stocks, excluding

Southern Pacific, at their present market value, bonds held at

par, and disregarding entirely *"stocks owned of other com-

panies," total assets at the end of 1912 amounted to $594,108,000,

while total liabilities, including preferred stock at par, amounted

to $4S8.6SO.000. This would leave the value of common stock at

$535,457,000, or $247 per share, par value $100. The present

market price of Union Pacific is in the neighborhood of $160.

It is hard to see v.'here this calculation has been anything

except ultra-conservative, with the exception of the method of

making a valuation of the plant and equipment, in which case an

attempt was made to get as near a real value—which could be

approximated—as possible, rather than to make an obvious

misstatement of fact. Wherever the values of assets, were in

doubt they have been disregarded and entirely left out of the

calculation, and where, for instance, as in the case of bonds of

the San Pedro. Los Angeles & Salt Lake, it is not possible to get

a market quotation, they were taken at a figure that was cer-

tainly conservative, namely, 50.

Since the close of the fiscal year the Union Pacific has been

sharing in the marked general return to prosperous conditions.

During the three months of July to September, inclusive, total

operating revenues amounted to $25,318,000, or $1,841,000 more

than in the corresponding three months of 1911, and operating

expenses and taxes amounted to $13,898,000, an increase of

$672,000. Xet income, therefore, amounted to $11,420,000, or over

11 per cent, more than in the three months of the year for which

the annual report was made.

The following table shows the principal figures of operation in

1912, compared with 1911

:

1912 1911.

.\verage mileage operated 7,150 6,678

Freight revenue $57,483,558 $59,964,364

Passenger revenue 20,207,257 20,981,405

Total operating revenues 85,977,609 88,983.108

Maint. of way and structures... 9,594,538 10,445,203

Maint. of equipment 9,812.175 9,208,725

Traffic expenses 2,1 19,603 2,021,492

Transportation expenses 24,755,109 23,991,333

General expenses 2,251,895 2,241,017

•Total operating expenses 50,389,407 49,807,834

Taxes 4.368,789 3,464,147

Net operating income 31.219.413 35,711,127

Gross income 50,115.918 54,354,716

Net income 34,039,993 39,975,761

Dividends 25,646,483 25,641,316

Surplus 8,393,511 14,334,446

Includes in revenues and also in expenses outside operations.

These include stocks other than investment stocks, as, for instance,

stock of the ilcKeon Motor Car Co., Pacific Fruit Express, San Pedro, Los
Angeles & Salt Lake, Union Pacific Land Co., etc., and have a total par
value of $42,316,665.

Sl^ilef^ to th^ Sdtlor.

RECORDS OF SIGNAL PERFORMANCE.

Troy, X. Y., December 17, 1912.

To THE Editor of the R.\il\vay Age G.^zette :

\\'ho is the Signal Engineer who writes in your issue of De-

cember 13 claiming that automatic signals are inferior to the

manual system, and averring that your own discussions of

signaling and automatic stops have been incomplete? How is

it that you print this letter without replying to this accusation?

I am only a student, but in reading your columns I have got

the impression that automatic signals are safer than the or-

dinary manual system. On one occasion not long ago I think

you said that a certain record showed the manual system as

having 35 times as many false clear indications as the auto-

matic. The government accident bulletins, so far as I have

seen, have not given any comparison of automatic versus man-

ual block signals. Where are the records which show the in-

feriority of the manual system?

Again, I do not understand how the law of chance should be

a bigger factor in automatic than in manual block signaling,

other things being equal. Does your correspondent mean sim-

ply that with the short block sections which are almost uni-

versal in automatic block signaling it is possible to have a large

number of signal failures which do no harm, because trains so

soon get out of a block section, whereas in manual blocking

the block sections are so long that trains are more likely to get

caught ?

Is not the true basis for comparison the performance of the

signals as related to the number of train movements? Has
your correspondent any comparison to offer from actual service

which will throw light on this aspect of the matter?

On the subject of automatic stops also, your correspondent

should give us his facts. I have taken pains to make some in-

quiries, and I am informed that on the subway and tunnel

lines the tests of the automatic stops show 100 per cent, of

operative efficiency for long periods of time. I had occasion

recently to inform myself about the automatic stops in use on

the lines of the Washington Water Power Company, the elec-

tric line in the state of \\'ashington recently referred to by you,

where the apparatus has been in use about two years, and I

get favorable testimony from there also.

The device used on that road is a glass tube, on the roof of

the car, which is broken if a stop signal is passed ; and the

fracture of the glass liberates the compressed air and applies

the brakes. The tubes are called "bottles." A supply of bottles

is kept at the different transmission stations and at stations

on the line. Every bottle must be accounted for and severe dis-

cipline is applied for the breaking of bottles; for a break means

that a stop signal has been passed. There have been a few

cases of stop signals being overrun. Each motorman is charged

up with bottles put in his charge, the bottles being numbered.

The men handling the apparatus, without exception, speak well

of it.

Again, if we are to consider the whole subject of automatic

stops broadly, we must heed the testimony of the railway men
using the stops relative to the value of this adjunct as a means

of discipline. In your account of the stops on the Interborough

Rapid Transit Lines, September 20. page 507, you said that the

stop apparatus, even where of little or no use as a preventive

of collisions, was highly valued by the officers of the road as a

means of compelling motormen always to stop at stop signals.

A statement of this kind is very significant. It outweighs any

amount of negative testimony. Obser\'er.

New Line for Rhodesi.a,—The Blinkwater Railway has de-

cided upon a survey of the route between Umvuma and Odzi in

southern Rhodesia. If this line is built it will reduce the rail-

way distance from Bulawayo to the sea (Beira) by 150 miles.



RAILWAY OFFICERS ON THE SITUATION.

Many Favor a Wage Commission. Optimistic About Business.

What is Needed for Transportation Safety and Adequacy.

In accordance with its annual custom, the Railway Age
Gazette has sent out to a number of railway executive officers

inquiries regarding their views on the present railway situation

and the outlook. A number have responded to our inquiries,

and our questions and their answers are given btlow.

QUESTION 1.—THE BOARD WHICH ARBITRATED THE
CONTROVERSY BETWEEN THE EASTERN RAILWAYS
AND THEIR ENGINEMEN RECOMMENDED THE CREA-
TION OF A PERMANENT NATIONAL WAGE COMMIS-
SION TO ARBITRATE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RAIL-

WAYS AND THEIR EMPLOYEES IN ORDER TO PREVENT
STRIKES ON RAILWAYS AND SECURE ADJUSTMENTS
OF WORKING CONDITIONS AND WAGES THAT WILL
PROTECT THE RIGHTS AND INTERESTS OF THE ROADS,
THE EMPLOYEES AND THE PUBLIC. WHAT DO YOU
THINK OF THIS PLAN?

Chicago, Indi.^napolis & Louisville.—I am in favor of the

adjustment of railway wage schedules by the governmental au-

thority which fixes rates.

—

Fairfax Harrison, President.

Chesape.\ke cS: Ohio.—It is quite doubtful whether the rail-

way employees will accept a permanent national wage commis-

sion to arbitrate differences between the railways and their em-

ployees. It is quite necessary, however, that there should be

some method by which the general stoppage of work covering

an entire territory can be prevented.

—

Geo. IV. Stevens, Presi-

dent.

Chicago Great Western.—The appointment of an impartial

permanent board free from political influence to protect the

rights of the railways, the employees and the public in the ad-

justment of working conditions and wages would simplify some

of the present complications; but such a board must also safe-

guard the rights and interests of the investor if the public de-

sires the railways to provide facilities required by our business

expansion.

—

IV. A. Garrett, Vice-President.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—I am of the opinion that

the interest of the public demands that there be some method

adopted of settling differences between transportation companies

and their employees, other than by strikes. I beHeve an arbi-

tration board is the solution likely to be adopted. My own view

is that the same commission that regulates the freight and pas-

senger rates should also have a hand in settling these demands

for increased compensation on the part of employees. I do

not think that it is necessary that this arbitration should be

compulsory, as I believe neither side would refuse to abide by

a decision of such a board.—H. U. Mudgc, President.

Erie.— I am in favor of a plan that would result in changing

present conditions, which are that railway employees and the

companies are at intervals dealing with the strike question.

Threats to tie up railway transportation to attain the desired

conditions are frequently made. Willing-to-be strikers ignore

the rights of the public. A process that will protect the right

of the public to uninterrupted transportation and prevent strikes

and lockouts should be welcome. The general plan proposed

by the Arbitration Board is the best yet proffered.—F. D. Under-

wood, President.

ERIE.-Am heartily in favor of it.-/. C. Stuart, Vice-Presi-

dent.

Illinois Central.—The recommendation of the Arbitration

Committee for the creation of a permanent national wage coin-

mission amounts to compulsory arbitration. There is absolutely

no question as to the desirability of this disposition of the wage

question. The practicability of bringing it about, is, I presume,

the subject you wish discussed. It seems to me utterly impos-

sible, under our present form of government. It obtains under

no form of government unless perhaps in Russia. It is but ap-

proached in some foreign countries by calling into the army re-

serves the railroad employees to prevent their striking until

matters in controversy can be adjusted. The Lemieux act in

Canada contemplates the postponement of hostilities in their

wage controversies, when they become acute, until public in-

vestigation ,can be made. Such investigations, influenced by

political conditions, have been prejudicial to railroad interests.

Recently the law was ignored and a strike occurred, in violation

of its requirements, indicating even the weakness of that gov-

ernment to enforce tentatively compulsory arbitration. The
Interstate Commerce Commission would probably be the most

natural body through which to arbitrate wages. It regulates

rates, safety appliances, and is approaching a regulation of the

discipline in that it has criticised the rules and methods of pres-

ent operation. If it can write better rules and suggest better

methods than the managers know of, it can also regulate work-

ing conditions and wages, which have much to do with the dis-

cipline. I do not apprehend it will seek for an extension of

power to this extent. Whether or not it can be forced upon it

as a servant of the people is an open question.

—

IV. L. Park,

Vice-President.

Missouri Pacific.—Until there may also be provision insur-

ing the revenue from which awards if made, may be paid, com-

pulsory arbitration is inequitable to the railways. As the public,

and the employees through concerted movements, have invari-

ably obtained from the railways during recent years all to which

they are justly entitled, and as the best business arrangements

result from careful negotiations, the public, the employees, and

the railways, will be protected by enforced public mediation

and benefited by the resulting support of public opinion. Such

mediation is desirable.—£. /. Pearson. First Vice-President.

New York Central Lines.—I approve of the recommendation

made by the board which arbitrated the controversy between the

eastern railways and their enginemen, that a permanent national

wags commission be created for the purpose of arbitrating dif-

ferences between railways and their employees.— If . C. Brown,

Presiden t.

Norfolk & Western.—The recommendations made by the

board which arbitrated the controversy between the Eastern

railways and their enginemen for the creation of a permanent

wage commission to arbitrate differences between railways and

their employees in order to prevent strikes on railways and

secure adjustments of working conditions and wages that will

protect the rights and interests of the railroads, the employees

and the public, are along the right lines. Compulsory arbitration

is not consistent with our form of government. A commission,

however, formed by the government in a proper and judicious

manner with a reasonable amount of power, would practically

make arbitration compulsory, as public opinion would be so

strong against either side that refused to accept the aid of such

a commission to settle controversies that it would lose its case

before it was begun.—L. E. Johnson, President.

Norfolk & Western.—Some such action as recommended by

the arbitration board handling the controversy between the East-

ern railways and their enginemen ought to be worked up in the

shape of legislation, creating a commission, providing that no

public utility corporation could be stopped by either owners or

employees, but in the end, if failure of settlement by the owners

and their employees, take the matter up by some such body as

suggested. Compulsory arbitration to me seems impossible, and

I can see great difficultv in framing a law providing for it.

Something should be worked out so that the railways, em-

ployees and their families, and the business communities along

the railroads would know that no wage controversy would lock
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up and bring to a standstill the large interests involved.

—

N. D. Mailer, Vice-President.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—Let me say I am confident of the

necessity of a permanent wage commission, so constituted, and

authorized as to actually prevent railway strikes. I said at

Peoria last spring that we would yet see the day when neither

railway officials, nor railway employees would be permitted to

allow differences to reach that stage, and I likened a railway

strike to mutiny at sea. I still have the same opinion.

—

B. L.

Winchell, President.

San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake.—While I have not

j'et seen the full report of the board which arbitrated the con-

troversy between the Eastern railways and their enginemen,

only having read the brief accounts in the newspapers, I am in

favor of some sort of permanent national wage commission to

arbitrate the differences between the railways and their em-

ployees, in order to prevent strikes and secure adjustments of

working conditions and wages that will protect the rights and

interests of the roads, their employees and the public. As at

present, there is one continual round of requests from the vari-

ous labor organizations for wage increases, and a road no

sooner gets through with one committee before another is wait-

ing upon it, and not the least of the disadvantages of this situ-

ation is the time it takes of the chief operating officials meeting

with these various committees. I am of the opinion that in-

asmuch as the Interstate Commerce Commission has the legal

authority and has taken advantage in full of its legal rights to

regulate the income of railroads, it should take the equal re-

sponsibility of regulating the wage expenses of railroads; and

I therefore believe that a permanent national wage commission

sliould be composed of representatives from the railroads, from

the labor union officials and members of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.—/. Ross Clark, Second Vice-President.

Union Pacific and Southern Pacific.—I think the recom-

mendation of the board that arbitrated the controversy between

the Eastern railways and their engineers, to create a permanent

national commission to arbitrate differences between railways

and their employees in order to prevent strikes, is eminently

sound and should be put in effect by Congress. Our Canadian

neighbors have in successful operation a law creating a board

for the settlement of labor disputes, the duty of which is to

make public all matters liable to cause trouble between the rail-

ways and their employees when they arise, thereby affording

the public ample time and opportunity to form an opinion as to

their merits. Employees drop unjust or unreasonable demands

and companies cease unjust and oppressive treatment if un-

supported by public opinion. Neither side can successfully op-

pose it. The United States Bureau of Labor investigated the

operation of this act, and in Bulletin No. 86 of January, 1910,

it is shown that from March, 1907, to March, 1909, seventeen

boards were convened to pass on labor disputes involving rail-

ways. Settlements without strikes were effected in sixteen

cases. In only one case was a strike begun illegally, after the

report of the board was made, and in this one case, after re-

maining out two months, the employees returned to work on

the terms recommended by the board. Their defeat was largely

attributed to adverse public sentiment due to their rejection of

the board's findings.—/. Kruttschnitt, Director of Maintenance

& Operation.

Wabash.—I think the work of the board is an exceedingly im-

portant contribution to the work that has been previously done.

The board has pointed out one very important, yet fimdamental

fact—that there is in all these labor controversies a large pub-

lic interest which is not represented. This is true as to all labor

controversies, but especially true in respect to public-service

corporations. For example, if the flour manufacturers of the

United States have a controversy with their employees, and as

a result of the controversy there is an increase in wages al-

lowed by the employer or an arbitration which results in some

compromise between employer and employee, the general public

is concerned. The price of flour has to be increased a certain

small per cent, to make up for the increased labor cost. In

the same way, in the case of railroads and other large public-

service corporations, the public does not always appreciate that

in the long run it must pay not only the bare cost of service,

but a fair rate of interest on the property invested. The public

often evades these responsibilities and thinks that it can per-

manently evade them and shoulder off this expense on to the

railroads ; but what inevitably happens in the long run is that

if the railroad does not earn a fair rate of interest on the in-

vestment, the railroad fails to secure capital for improvements

which the public needs, and the piiblic suffers. This and many
other examples might be cited to prove the fact that the public

is vitally interested in every wage dispute, and especially those

in which public-service corporations are involved. The Arbi-

tration Commission, to which you have referred, has rendered

a real public service in pointing this out clearly and forcibly.

—

Frederic A. Delano, Receiver.

Road A (Eastern).—I would prefer to have wage questions,

arising between the railroads and their employees, referred to

the Interstate Commerce Commission in case of threatened

difficulties. It has been held by many, however, that such an

arrangement would not be practicable, and if that should be

found to be the case, then I would be in favor of a wage com-

mission, as recommended by the board of arbitration.

—

Presi-

dent.

Road B (Western).—While more opportunity for deliberation

might change such an opinion, my present view is that the ap-

pointment of a permanent federal wage commission would be

harmful. However much we deplore the fact, it is nevertheless

true that appointments are not made to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission of men who are known to be favorable to

or acquainted with the railroad viewpoint. The voice of labor

is more potent politically; there is always the danger that such

a commission would not be impartial; and there is the further

difficulty that a commission of this nature would not have the

information regarding the railways which is inseparable from

a fair disposition of the wage question. It is for this latter

reason that I favor the Erdman act, because the selection of

the odd arbitrator is in the hands of the chairman of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, or the chief justice of the Com-
merce Court and the commissioner of labor. This associates in-

evitably with the question the authority which dominates the

railways' income, and for that reason, in my opinion, the Erd-

man act, or some amplification thereof, is the more satisfactory

method.

—

Presiden t.

Road C (Eastern).—I should be favorable to the enactment

of a measure by Congress, or by the different state legislatures,

which should embrace certain features of the Erdman act, now

in effect, and of the Canadian law governing the settlement of

questions of difference between employees of companies, oper-

ating public utilities and their employers. I have some doubt,

however, as to whether it would be feasible to make the findings

of such a body on any hearing absolutely conclusive on the par-

ties involved. I doubt whether it would be deemed wise by

either the employers or the representatives of the employees.—

President.

Road D (Central).—The real parties .to this wage contro-

versy were: (1) the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers;

(2) the fifty-two railroads; (3) the public. The comparative

magnitude of these three interests involved in the controversy

may be briefly stated as follows: (1) the Brotherhood of Loco-

motive Engineers, representing 31,840 engineers; (2) the fifty-

two railroads, representing 66,876 miles of main track, or over

25 per cent, of the total in the United States, handling from 42

per cent, to 47 per cent, of the traffic of the United States, and

affecting (3) a population of over 38,000,000 tributary to these

fifty-two railroads. While the public did not participate in the

controversy, as will be apparent, the interests of the public were

paramount; and when we reach a stage in this country where

31,840 locomotive engineers can combine and through strike in-

convenience the business interests of not only the 38.000.000

people directly affected, but indirectly a much larger number,

it would seem that the time has arrived when the government
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should step in and protect public rights, at least to the extent

of seeing that even-handed justice is meted out both to capital

and to labor. If capital has nothing to fear through the estab-

lishment of a permanent national wage commission to arbitrate

the differences between the railways and their employees in

order to prevent strikes on railways, it would seem that labor

ought not be apprehensive, as up to the present time labor has

certainly had all the best of it because of the activity of labor

in connection with political affairs. Since the government has

taken such a lively interest in the regulation of railroad rates

and railroad operations, which has met with the cordial sup-

port of the people generally, and since this regulation has had

the effect of limiting the earning capacity of the railroads, the

same incentive that prompted the people to regulate these semi-

public institutions should also prompt the people to protect

them from excessive wage demands of employees, enforced by

the combination of organized bodies, through the threat of

strike. Until such time as a permanent wage commission shall

have been established, wage questions between railways and

their employees must of necessity be settled as they have been

settled in the past, and the public sooner or later will come

to realize that this is very unsatisfactory; and, as is well known,

the public has to foot the bills.

—

President.

Ro.AD E (E.^stern).—The plan suggested should be worked

out promptly. The matter as I see it now is out of the hands

of the public and the managers. National officers of some of

the railroad organizations have taken a position on some ques-

tions which they state they will not leave to anyone to settle by

arbitration.

—

Vice-President.

Road F (Eastern).—The labor union is an organization that

makes the attempt to set up a state within a state, and, as such,

must in the end itself threaten the life of the state. It is, there-

fore, an institution the existence of which we cannot justify,

and must eventually prove intolerable. We have so far suc-

ceeded in trying it as a modus vivendi, and have succeeded in

making it work, and the proposition for a permanent national

wage commission is one of the efforts to that end. It is quite

possible that it might successfully for a time palliate the situ-

ation, but it will not enable it to permanently endure.—Prf.si-

dent.

Road G (Middle Western).—If a permanent national wage

commission could be selected free from politics and composed

of men who are not engaged in active business, and are as in-

dependent as the judges of the United States courts, I believe

the plan desirable, but with the present basis of arbitration,

such a thing as a reduction in wages is unknown, and the re-

sult would be demand after demand, and each arbitration would

give an increase, large or small, depending on conditions exist-

ing, but nevertheless, an increase. This would mean a most

unsatisfactory condition and one that could not long be tolerated.

Such a board as I have in mind would be expected to reduce

compensation when business conditions warranted it, as read-

ily as it increased it when opposite conditions existed.—frf.ji-

dcnt.

Road H (Southern).—I don't beHeve it should be within the

power of any man or organization to be in a position to tie up

the railroads of this country. It is strictly human nature for a

man, or a body, possessing great powers to become arbitrary and

demand concessions with equity should not allow, therefore,

no individual or body should be the supreme court so far

as their own wants are concerned, besides which, the question

of railroad wages and conditions has now reached such a point

that the public should know just how they may be affected by

changes.

—

President.

QUESTION 2.—HOW DO YOU REGARD THE BUSINESS

PROSPECTS OF THE RAILWAYS FOR THE CALENDAR

YEAR 1913?

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.— I think the business pros-

pects of the railways for the calendar year 1913 are most excel-

lent.—G^org^ T. Nicholson, Vice-President.

(,'hicaco, Indianatglis & Louisville.—The prospects are for a

large volume of traffic on the railways in the middle West dur-

ing 1913, with revenues largely consumed by expenses. In com-

parison with the first six months of 1912 there will probably be

an increase in net also, but it will not indicate prosperity of the

railways, but rather comparison with the abnormal conditions

created by the severe winter of 1912.

—

Fairfa.v Harrison, Presi-

dent.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—There is every indication of good busi-

ness during the calendar year 1913.—Geo. IV. Stevens, President.

Chicago Gre.\t Western.— Business prospects are encouraging

for 1913, provided we escape an over dose of "politics."

—

IV. A.

Garrett, Vice-President.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.— I regard the business pros-

pects for the calendar year 1913 as very good. Business will

certainly be good unless the activities of the new Congress

should be such as to frighten those engaged in industrial de-

velopment.

—

H. U. Mudge, President.

Erie.—If a good crop for the coming year is prospective, the

business of the carriers will remain on the present basis; the

reverse will bring a falling off the latter part of the calendar

year.

—

F, D. Underwood, President.

Erie.—Very bright.

—

J. C. Stuart, Vice-President.

Illinois Central.—There never was a time in the history of

this country when, as a whole, it was more prosperous. The busi-

ness prospects of the railways for the calendar year 1913 depend,

to a great extent, upon the new administration. If conservative

and constructive with a due regard for all branches of business

regardless of politics, and a comprehensive handling of the rail-

road question, there should be progressive prosperity not only

during the coming year but for many years thereafter. Business

is restricted to a great extent at present by the stagnation in

railroad building. There is practically no construction under

way throughout the United States. The transportation facilities

for aiding business are falling behind. Individuals will not invest

in new projects, nor is there any power that can compel them

to do so until they are assured of a fair return upon the invest-

ment. Those who use the railroads must see to it that this ques-

tion is settled and settled soon, without regard to the past or

individual interests.—IF. L. Park, Vice-President.

Kansas City Southern.—Business prospects in the west for

the first six months of 1913 are fairly good. There is quite a

large portion of the 1912 crop yet to be moved, and lines in our

section will be busy taking care of it—James F. Holden, Vice-

President.

Missouri Pacific—Pending the completion of the movement

of existing crops, including the general incidental business per-

taining to and following this prosperous season, the prospects

are good; but indefinite thereafter, in part as to what the agri-

cultural conditions of the year 1913 will be, but more largely as

to those political.—£. /. Pearson, First Vice-President.

Xew York Central Lines.—I regard as very good the business

prospects of the railways for the year 1913.— (F. C. Brown,

President.

Norfolk & Western.—Good.—L. E. Johnson, President.

Norfolk & Western.—The business prospects for railways for

the calendar year 1913 now look good, and while I believe in

some instances all the business offered cannot be handled

promptly, due mostly to delay to equipment, it is my belief at

the same time that if the public, including the large industries,

enter into the spirit of unloading and discharging cars quickly,

the railways of the country will handle business with reasonable

promptness. The big crops, together with revival of the steel

business and strong demand for coal in most directions, ought

to insure large business for the year 1913.—.V. D. Maher, Vice-

President.

Norfolk & Western.— Business prospects are at present at-

tractive to those who have something to sell besides transporta-

tion, and the outlook is not dark from the viewpoint of the traffic

man, but he, having only transportation to sell, can only profit

by an increased business that carries a reasonable remuneration.
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however much business he may transact under a lower basis.

Should it become necessary to increase facilities in order to

accommodate a large volume of trade, thus expending a large sum
of mone3'—for which in most cases borrowing would be neces-

sary—and such increased equipment were put in a trade carrjang

unremunerative rates, the railway would be worse off under

such conditions than by confining itself to traffic that paid a rea-

sonable compensation for the service, and leaving the less de-

sirable freight to competitors. The fact remains, however, that,

as a rule, "the good and bad go together," hence by pursuing such

a policy it would be only a question of time when the lines so

conducted would not have ready use for its equipment, and

would become a lessor of rolling stock to rival lines. In con-

clusion let me say a railway cannot expand without money, and

cannot earn the necessary funds for expansion without a tariff

of rates that will yield a fair profit over cost of transportation,

and can less easily borrow in the money markets so long as this

condition obtains.

—

T. S. Davant, Vice-President.

St. Louis & S.an Francisco.—I consider prospects of railway

business and earnings for 1913 excellent. I think the tonnage

in sight and the momentum of business will carry the railways

along to the close of the present fiscal year—that is. June 30

next. Conditions thereafter will somewhat depend upon the out-

turn, or the prospects for the 1913 crops, but with normal crop

conditions the entire calendar year 1913 ought to be good.—

B. L. Winchell, President.

S.AN Pedro. Los Ang6les & S.\lt L.vke.—I regard the business

prospects of the railways the first part of the calendar year 1913

as excellent. Mr. Wilson has stated that he will call an extra

session of Congress in April, 1913. This means, with a demo-

cratic house and senate, a revision of the tariff. If a radical

revision is made I look for business depression to follow. If a

conservative revision is carried out I see no reasons for business

depression, providing always of course, there are good crops

next year, which one item more than any other means greater

business for the railroads.—/. Ross Clark, Second Vice-President.

Southern.—Prospects for business in the Southeastern states

are generally favorable. In this section, as a result of a more

general adoption of improved agricultural methods, farm pro-

duction is tending to increase from year to year. There is also

a constant tendency toward greater diversification of crops with

more attention to live stock, the dairy industry, and poultry

raising. Conditions surrounding the principal industries of the

Southeast, including the cotton mill industry, iron and steel,

lumbering and wood-working industries, and tobacco manufac-

turing, are generally favorable and the outlook for the immediate

future is good.

—

IV. IV. Finlcy, President.

L'xioN P.ACiFic .AND SOUTHERN P..\ciFic.—Business is good at

the present time ; conditions are good ; but it is difficult to fore-

cast business conditions for the entire calendar year 1913. We
feel hopeful.—/. Knitlsclniitt, Director of Maintenance and

Operation.

W.AB.ASH.—I think there will be a very large volume of business

in the calendar year 1913, due to the immense crops raised in

1912. Large volume of business enables railroads (unless al-

ready overtaxed) to reduce unit costs of service, and, therefore,

to increase profits ; but there are a good many items of deferred

maintenance which will call for considerable expenditures from

the first available funds, both in maintenance of equipment and

in maintenance of way, and I, therefore, don't think that the

calendar year 1913 is going to produce very brilliant results in

"net" earnings.

—

Frederic A. Delano, Receiver.

Ro.AD A (E.astern).—I regard the business prospects for the

year 1913. so far as can be foreseen at the present time, as

promising and generally satisfactory.

—

President.

Ro.AD B (Western).—From my viewpoint, the business pros-

pect for the calendar year 1913 is promising, but we must not

forget that a large proportion of our present prosperity is the

direct result of good crops, and there is the menace of the

possible action to be taken by a new congress and 48 legislatures.

—President.

Road C (E.astern).—The business prospects of the railways

for the coming year are certainly most encouraging.

—

President.

Ro.AD D (Centr.al).—No more promising forecast of business

possibilities for a coming year has ever been within the vision

of the optimist in the month of December than is present at

this time; and about the only thing that could interfere with a

very prosperous year in 1913 would be the attitude of congress

in respect to tariff and money questions. The election of Wilson,

with a majority in both houses of congress, starts the democratic

party off with a clean sheet, and no party ever had a better

opportunity for demonstrating the value of its principles, than

the democratic party will have under the new administration.

—

President.

Ro.\D E (Eastern).—Good.

—

Vice-President.

Road F (Eastern).—I think we shall have a continuing in-

crease in the volume of business offered.

—

President.

Road G (Middle Western).—I regard the business prospects

for the first six months of the calendar year 1913 as being ex-

cellent ; beyond that I am in doubt. It would depend largely

upon crop conditions.

—

President.

Road H (Southern).—I regard the business outlook for the

calendar year 1913 as being very good indeed unless something

unforseen develops.

—

President.

QUESTION 3.—THE PROBLEM OF INCREASING THE
SAFETY OF TRANSPORTATION HAS BEEN RECEIVING
A GREAT DEAL OF ATTENTION RECENTLY, NOT ONLY
FROM RAILWAY OFFICERS BUT ALSO FROM THE
PRESS, PUBLIC AND PUBLIC AUTHORITIES. WHAT
ACTION ON THE PART OF EITHER THE RAILWAYS, OR
THE PUBLIC AUTHORITIES, OR THE EMPLOYEES, OR
ALL OF THEM, IS MOST NEEDED TO REDUCE RAILWAY
ACCIDENTS?
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.—Assuming that railways,

manufacturers of materials used by the railways, public authori-

ties and railway employees are, as classes, all earnestly working

to reduce the causes of preventable railway accidents, there is,

I believe, only one further thing which can be generally done

to reach the moral responsibilirv", and that is to give as wide

publicity to the ascertained causes of accidents as is given to

the first news of failure.

—

Fairfax Harrison, President.

Chesapeake & Ohio.— I believe every railway officer is giving

the matter of safety in transportation earnest attention and using

every means within his power to prevent accidents. Strict en-

forcement of reasonable rules will be a wholesome remedy.

—

Geo. IV. Stei'cns, President.

Chicago Great Western.—The railway and its employees must

keep constantly before them the fact that, "eternal vigilance is

the price of safety." The railway and its employees and also the

public should demand that trespassing upon the railways be de-

clared illegal under severe penalty, because there are more fatali-

ties to trespassers on the railway, than to travelers or em-

ployees in the discharge of their duties.— JV. A. Garrett, Vice-

President.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.—The action needed to re-

duce railway accidents is, on the part of the railways to provide

all the tried safety devices that their income will permit; to

keep this matter of safety before the employees continuously in

such a way that they will recognize its importance to them-

selves as well as to the public. On the part of public authorities,

less detail legislation along lines of increasing expenses, by addi-

tional men on trains and by various devices which do not increase

the safety, but leaving all of these details of operation to such

public commission as may be authorized to handle it, thus putting

the matter in the hands of those whose business it is to investigate,

instead of having it handled by such a large body as the congress

or the various state legislatures. If the money which it is pro-

posed to expend for additional brakemen, steel cars and various

other things now before congress could be capitalized and expended

for block signals and such other devices as really conduce to

safety, it would go a long way. If, however, the railways are

obliged to spend the money for additional brakemen, and for
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steel cars to take the place of good wooden cars now in use,

it will retard the apphcation of real safety devices.

—

H. U.

Mtidge. President.

Erie.—A very hard question. The fact that railway accidents

are receiving attention is in itself a help. Railway companies

have so far made the largest contribution toward safety. When-
ever an accident is caused by the culpabihty of an employee the

public authorities have so far refused to hold him responsible.

As a whole, railway employees are the most painstaking and

conscientious class of men engaged in any occupation. Their

efficiency is, however, lessened by the general tendency of or-

ganized labor to partition the employee from the employer, which

is not good.

—

F. D. Underwood, President.

Erie.—Obedience to the rules on the part of employees ; con-

tinuation of the efforts of the railroads to improve the art of

transportation ; the public to allow the railroads a sufficient

revenue to pay for such improvements.—/. C. Stuart, Vice-

President.

Illinois Centu.\l.—The managers know full well that the

rectification of grades, elimination of curves, installation of steel

bridges instead of wooden structures, ballast, heavier rail, auto-

matic signals, electric interlocking, and steel passenger equipment

will eliminate, to a great extent, accidents for the railroads.

There should be created a strong sentiment upholding the man-

agers in enforcing .the rules of discipline. Nothing can be ex-

pected from employees, as their tendency is in the opposite direc-

> tion. The organizations equalize capabiKty and minimize indi-

' vidual responsibility ; they persistently demand the return to the

service of employees guilty of even criminal negligence, and ob-

tain the sympathetic support of a part of the public, some of the

press, and even of public authorities. If it is a question of human
life, the small number of fatalities due to railroad accidents

compared with those due to trespassing should impress the

federal and state commissions with the importance of taking

cognizance of this phase of the "American railroad slaughter."

For every railroad passenger that is killed in an accident, there

are approximately 37 trespassers killed through negligence of

public authorities in restricting them to safe thoroughfares.

—

W. L. Park, Vice-President.

Missouri P.\cific.—Increased public sentiment, supporting

those operating the railways in their constant endeavors toward

better service and maintenance of discipline; together with action

by the public permitting railways to earn enough to enable in-

stallation of appliances and adoption of devices, which, while in

the further directions of safety, also increase costs of construction

and operation.

—

E. J. Pearson, First Vice-President.

New York Central Lines.—To reduce accidents to a mini-

mum, railroads should, as rapidly as possible, install block signals,

interlocked switches and other approved safety appliances ; thor-

ough and continuous vigilance upon the part of railway officers

and employees to secure strict observance of signals should be

exercised ; and prompt and complete investigation of all accidents

should be made by proper public authorities.

—

W. C. Broivn,

President.

Norfolk & Western.—A strict observance of the rules of the

railway companies and a full observance of the laws of the coun-

try on the part of the public and the employees, including the

officers of the railway companies.

—

L. E. Johnson, President.

Norfolk & Western.—Railways are continually working on

the problem of increasing the safety of transportation by increas-

ing weight of rails, making tracks stronger, improving roadbed,

improving equipment, and working harder in the inspection and

checking up of standard train rules ; improving the personnel of

their men in many directions by providing comfortable, clean

quarters for them at district terminal points ; and by the adop-

tion of safety devices and appointment of safety committees,

creating the co-operation of men in the ranks with the officers

and others in reducing accidents of all kinds.—A^. D. Maker,

Vice-P'residen t.

S.\N Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake.—I believe the safety

committee movement which has been inaugurated on so many

roads and is spreading rapidly to others is one of the greatest

movements toward the safe operation of trains that could be

inaugurated. We are working on such a plan for our road and
hope to have something definite worked out soon after the first

of the year. I believe if the states would pay more attention to

the trespassing nuisance a great deal could be accomplished. I

believe we have reached the maximum speed with passenger

trains and think the tendency from now on will be for slower

schedule passenger trains, especially during the winter months.

We have a 50-mile maximum speed limit on our line and we
insist that it be lived up to.—/. Ross Clark, Second Vice-

President.
,

Southern.—The problem of safety in all departments of rail-

way operation is one that is receiving careful attention. The
careful regulation of the speed of trains is an important move-
ment in the direction of safeguarding the traveling public and
railway employees. The prevention of accidents to trespassers

on railway property is one of the most difficult problems with

which the carriers have to deal and its effective solution in the

public interest, as well as that of the railways, will require leg-

islation by the states for the prevention of trespassing. By the

installation of safety appliances on machines and the enforce-

ment of proper regulations, the danger of accidents in railway

shops is being reduced.

—

JV. IV. Finley, President.

Union Pacific and Southern Pacific.—To increase the safety

of transportation on railways I think we should abolish the use of

the word "unexplained" in connection with accidents, the cause of

and individual responsibility for every one of which, whether seri-

ous or trivial, should be determined, sparing neither talent, time,

nor money to do so. The results should be frankly and freely given

to the public to enable it to form an intelligent opinion, the weight

of which will be irresistible in bringing about the necessary cor-

rections, which should be left to the railroads themselves un-

hampered by hasty and ill-considered legislation too often in-

spired or influenced by promoters of patented devices. If the

policy of investigating accidents f.mrly and thoroughly and

allocating individual responsibility therefor, making the results

public, is established, the public authorities will have performed

a great service to their constituents. The Dakota Railway Com-
mission which studied these questions in the early part of this

calendar year, reached conclusions strongly endorsing the policy

of giving publicity to the identity of the individual responsible

for an accident, and even of more interest is a pamphlet pub-

lished by the Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Commission,

through D. F. Jurgensen, its engineer, on "Railroad Accidents,

Their Causes and Remedy," a temperate and fairly written ar-

ticle, from which I quote the following: "In this regard, there

is a marked contrast in sensibility to duty and appreciation of

responsibility to society between the railway employees of this

country and those of European railways. Whenever the Eu-
ropean railway employee fails in performing his prescribed duty

in train operation, and his failure of duty results in death or

injury to persons, he is held accountable to the state, and it is

an interesting fact that there are even less fatalities in connec-

lion with the operation of railways in Germany than with that

of the agricultural pursuits of that country." Enlisting the co-

operation of employees in promoting safety is of the greatest

importance. Wherever it has been sought there has been loyal

and hearty response. Under the above policies L'nion Pacific

and Southern Pacific accidents in 1911-12. per million locomotive

miles run, were only 20 per cent, on the former and 25 per cent,

on the latter of what they were in the year 1903-04.—/. Krutt-

schnitt, Director of Maintenance and Operation.

W.abash.—All safety appliances involve the expenditure of

large sums of money, .^mong those safety appliances which are

generally appreciated as being highly desirable are : Double

track, block-signalling, heavier rail, slower maximum speeds for

passenger trains, all-steel and steel underframe passenger equip-

ment. I consider the steel underframe car fully equal in struc-

tural strength to the all-steel car, more satisfactory from the

standpoint of comfort to the passenger, and equally safe in all

respects except liability of fire. The liability of fire is something
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that can be almost wholly overcome if the use of compressed

gas tanks on cars is done away with. Railroad officers are mov-

ing all the time towards the securing of these benefits. Every

railroad official not only desires them, but feels keenly the im-

portance of having them provided. With the exception of the

one item that I have mentioned above—reduction in train speeds

—they involve large expenditures, and it becomes a question of

the railroad company's credit. The consideration of this ques-

tion involves a sort of "vicious cycle," or, in more homely lan-

guage, a kind of "dog-chasing-his-tail" problem, for, obviously,

railroad companies cannot have credit unless they have better

earnings; they cannot have better earnings unless they have

more facilities; and they cannot have more facilities unless

they have credit. Railway men feel that the public, through the

Interstate Commerce Commission and their state and federal

Legislatures, can furnish the only solution to this difficult prob-

lem, to wit, less exactions and the right to raise those rates

which are too low.

—

Frederic A. Delano, Receiver.

Wab.\sh.—The best talent and resources of the railroads and

manufacturers is engaged on the problem of increasing the safety

of transportation, and a marked improvement has been made
in equipment and permanency of the roadbed and structures.

Much good has also been accomplished by the safety organiza-

tions of officers and employees, but there is still something lack-

ing. It would increase the safety of transportation if the Inter-

slate Commerce Commission would prescribe the rules and regu-

lations for the movement and safeguarding of trains, used as

a standard by the railroads generally.—Henry Miller, General

Manager for Receivers.

Road A (Eastern).—I think the greatest and most important

improvement in this direction could be brought about through

a higher standard of discipline upon the part of all railroad

employees. A careful reading of the reports of the various ac-

cidents that happen will show, I believe, that the great majority

of the serious accidents could have been prevented if the em-
ployees directly responsible had properly obeyed the rules. If

employees in charge of train service become indififerent to the

working rules, no system of operation would then be safe. Of
course, much more remains to be done, but that subject is too

great to discuss briefly.

—

President.

Road B (Western).—Automatic or interlocked signaling,

combined with a more rigid insistence upon strict discipline and
obedience to rules, is the most essential factor necessary in the

promotion of safety in transportation,

—

President.

Road C (Eastern).—It is most difficult to specify any par-

ticular action on the part of railways, public authorities or em-
ployees as being most needed to reduce the number of railway

accidents. The railways are undoubtedly spending large sums
of money each year in various directions to promote the safety

of their operation. In view of the additional laws being passed

increasing the liability of the railways to their employees and
their families for death and personal injuries suffered by them
as result of accidents, the management of the railways have

greater incentive than ever before to do whatever is reason-

ably possible to avoid them. The public authorities, through

their inspectors and examiners, make careful and exhaustive in-

vestigations of the causes of all accidents resulting in death or

personal injury, but the reports and recommendations made as

a result of these investigations do not seem to have assisted the

railways either in eHminating altogether or reducing accidents

materially, nor have they proven of great aid or value to the

railways in adopting measures or policies to reduce their num-
ber. The records show that a large number of the accidents

and resulting casualties on railways are due to carelessness or

heedlessness of employees. Most of the principal railways of

the country have organized safety bureaus among their em-
ployees with a view of interesting them in the matter of stop-

ping the careless or reckless methods more or less prevalent

throughout the rank and file of railway employees. The rail-

ways are meeting with much success in this movement, and if

carried on energetically and persistently it will be the most

helpful action that can be taken by the railways and their em-
ployees.

—

President.

Road D (Central).—On this road we have recently organized

a "safety first" bureau, and I know from my own experience on

a former road, the splendid results that can be attained under

this plan. The "safety first" organization makes sentinels out

of the many employees in the service who are serving on com-
mittees, who not only report anything and everything of a dan-

gerous character, but also warn the other employees against

dangerous practices. The "safety first" movement is spreading

all over the country, and there is no doubt that it will do more
than any other one thing to reduce railway accidents. The sta-

tistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission for the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1911, show total casualties amounted to 10,-

396 persons killed. Of this number, 5.284 (equal to 50.83 per

cent.) were trespassers, and 356 (equal to 3.42 per cent.) were

passengers. The "safety first" movement will materially assist

the railroads in reducing the casualties of passengers and em-

ployees, but the next most important step in the direction of re-

ducing railroad casualties would be effective national or state

legislation that would prevent trespassing upon railroad prop-

erty.

—

President.

Road E (Eastern).—Railway officers will have to improve

the machine, but the public and the public's commissions will

more than discount these efforts unless the existing practice of

thoughtlessly condemning the machine and condoning the man
is stopped.

—

Vice-President.

Road F (Eastern).—A recognition on the part of the public

and of the labor organizations of their responsibilities to main-

tain order and discipline. The public ought to keep the tres-

passers off the railway property, and both they and the labor

organizations should be active in assisting and upholding the

state of discipline. Any relief to be afforded by safety appli-

ances is negligible compared with what could be effected in

these two ways.

—

President.

Road G (Middle West).—The railroads have done all they

can, with the limited credit at their command, in the way of in-

creasing the safety of transportation. The lines that have sur-

plus earnings have introduced the most modern systems of

block signaling, with complete interlocking at all important

points. They have protected their lines in every possible way
against accidents, but the employees have not done their part.

Discipline is not what it should be and the interest of the em-

ployees in the affairs of the company is not up to the standard

of ten years ago. I attribute this largely to the fact that many
of the men feel they owe their first allegiance to the labor

organizations and depend on them for protection instead of on

the company that employs them. Take as an illustration the

very serious accidents to passenger trains resulting from rear

end collisions. Some occur on lines with block signal protection

and some without, but all are due primarily to the failure of

the flagman to protect the rear end of his train. The flagmen

are paid liberal wages with no other duty to perform, and are

expected to go back immediately upon the stopping of a train

and protect it in accordance with the rules in existence through-

out the country, yet they do not do it and there is no law

sufficient to compel the observance of the rules and regulations

of railroads in this regard. Carelessness, likewise, on the part

of conductors and engineers from failure to observe orders

and various rules have caused many collisions. There seems to

be no way to enforce proper discipline. Men are dismissed

from the service and immediately secure employment on other

lines. They seem to care little for the penalties, and the remedy

lies in the most stringent laws providing for imprisonment in

case of failure to obey the ordinary and proper rules and regu-

lations of the railroads issued for the purpose of protecting the

lives of passengers.

—

President.

Road H (Southern).—I believe the question of safety in

transportation is a matter which is working itself to a con-

clusion. . That continuance of progress made within the last
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ten years will in the next decade, insure a large increase in the

freedom from accidents.

—

President.

QUESTION 4.— IS THERE A REAL SHORTAGE OF RAIL-
WAY FACILITIES, AND IF SO, WHAT MEASURES ARE,
IN YOUR OPINION, MOST NEEDED IN ORDER TO REMEDY
THE SITUATION?
Chicago, Lndia.napolis & Louisville.—There is a real short-

age of railway facilities, but not as great, perhaps, as it appears

to be. It is more in the most expensive of all railroad improve-

ments, namely, terminal facilities, than in cars, though the pro-

visions of new cars has been unequal by individual roads. The
situation can perhaps be palliated by increased efficiency in load-

ing and unloading by shippers and in movement by the roads,

but can be remedied only by the establishment of an enduring

confidence on the part of those who make appropriations for

added facilities that there will be a fair return on the neces-

sary investment. Such confidence does not now exist in all

quarters.

—

Fairfax Harrison, President.

Chesapeake & Ohio.—The principal difficulty in respect to

railway facilities is inadequate terminals. I believe there is

sufficient equipment if it is handled with promptness, and this

is impracticable until terminal facilities are considerably en-

larged.

—

Geo. IV. Stevens, President.

Chicago Great Western.—There is a real shortage of railway

facilities, especially at terminals and at many industrial plants,

which retards the prompt and even the proper handling of

freight equipment during the busy season. There must be an in-

crease in rates to secure greater spread between railway in-

come and outgo to make railway investments as attractive as

any other investment, because the federal, state and municipal

requirements, the demands of the employees, and the exactions

of the public are constantly increasing the cost of operation,

thereby reducing the spread between income and outgo.

—

IV. A.

Garrett, Vice-President.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—There is a real shortage

of railway facilities to properly handle the increased traffic,

although not so much as is generally supposed. If the traffic

could be handled uniformly throughout the year, the facilities

would be ample. There is not sufficient to take care of the

"peak" load to the satisfaction of the shippers. What is most

needed is some method of establishing confidence of investors

in the stability of railway securities. In other words, in the

ability of the railways to earn a sufficient amount to pay re-

turns on the added capital needed.—//. U. Mudge, President.

Erie.—The shortage of railway facilities is more fancied than

real. Some think that railway facilities should be provided by

which to move a flood time business, but no plan has yet de-

veloped for utilizing such created facilities in the time of busi-

ness recession. Generally, the consumer does not use sufficient

foresight in ordering, thereby creating a congestion. It is sim-

ilar to the problem in a city like New York. Every employer

wants to start his factory at 7 o'clock in the morning, resulting

in congested transportation facilities for employees. Every em-

ployee wants a seat, and it is quite impossible (and always will

be) if every factory is to start and close at the same hour, to

see that he is provided with it.—F. D. Underwood. President.

Illinois Central.—There does not exist a real shortage of

railw^ay facilities to handle the present volume of business if

that business could be so regulated as to move to the best advan-

tage of the country at large. There is an economic loss in moving

coarse commodities, such as lumber, cement, coal, etc., during

the time that perishable fruits, cotton, corn and the cereals

must move. If we are to maintain our commercial supremacy

and continue to develop our resources it will be necessary to

add greatly to the present railway facilities. Population is in-

creasing at the rate of one and a half million per annum; the

ratio of birth is now about one-half, which, however, is an in-

creasing ratio, so that in the next ten years the facihties will

be entirely inadequate, and it will be impossible to catch up—

in this way seriously restricting our material prosperity and

progress.—W'. L. Park, Vice-President.

Kansas City Southern.—Unquestionably there is a shortage

of railroad facilities, particularly equipment and terminal tracks

at all large centers. The trend of public opinion for the last

decade has been toward the responsibility that owners and offi-

cers of railway companies owe to the public, and it is doubt-

ful if much improvement can be made in railroad facilities un-

til the pendulum turns and the public begin to realize that it has

some responsibility to the owners and managers of railwa.v

properties as well, if the country is to advance in commerce,

wealth and prosperity.

—

James P. Holden, Vice-President.

Missouri Pacific.—The present development of railway facili-

ties is not abreast of the requirements incidental to the growth
of traffic, more particularly the terminals. .Vction is needed by

the public, on behalf of a present and future railway policy which
will support the credit of the railways, in obtaining the capital

required.

—

E. J. Pearson, First Vice-President.

New York Central Lines.— I do not think there is any very

pronounced shortage of railway facilities. A very large amount
of money has been expended since the great congestion of 1907

in additional equipment, enlarged terminals, increased main

trackage, etc. This expenditure must be continued to keep pace

with the growth of business, in order to prevent a future short-

age of transportation facilities.—W. C. Brown, President.

Norfolk & Western.—Yes. There is a real shortage of rail-

way facilities. In my opinion the thing most needed in order

to remedy the situation is to allow the railway companies to

advance their rates.

—

L. E. Johnson, President.

Norfolk & Western.—I think public authorities ought to stop

any further legislation until the railways work out what has

;ilready been passed, for there is a real shortage of railway

facilities in many cases. Large extensions of terminal and di-

vision yards should be made, but with practically no chance to

increase rates it is difficult to provide such facilities.

—

N. D.

Maker, Vice-President.

St. Louis & San Francisco.—I am sure that there is some

real shortage of railway facilities at present on a majority of

the lines. The deficiency will be more marked, and will show

more plainly year by year in future unless the railways find it

possible to make provisions. The shortage is in the way of city

terminals, division terminals, passing tracks, and to some extent,

in additional second, third and fourth main tracks. To some

extent, undoubtedly additional equipment should be provided,

although the equipment situation can be partly cured by addi-

tions to the railway plants which will permit car movement with-

out serious or frequent interruption.

—

B. L. Winchell, Presi-

dent.

San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake.—I believe there is a

real shortage of railway facilities, both equipment, locomotives,

terminals, etc., during only about two of the fall months every

year. During the other ten months of the year I beHeve the

railway facilities are ample to take care of the business offered.

I do not believe the railroads could be expected to spend mil-

lions to provide for the prompt movement of the great conges-

tion of business which they are called upon to move in the fall,

and have this investment practically idle during the balance of the

year.—/. Ross Clark, Second Vice-President.

Southern.—Railway facihties in the Southeastern states are.

on the whole, adequate for handling promptly a normal volume of

traffic. Future increases in traffic and any shortage of facilities

that may occur will, I have no doubt, be handled by the taking

care of "pinch" points and by supplying any deficiency of equip-

ment.— fF. W. Finley, President.

Union Pacific and Southern Pacific—I think the railroads

of the United States are short in their percentage of second

main tracks and, to some extent, perhaps, of terminals in large

cities. What can be done to relieve the situation cannot be

stated briefly or in a general way, but railroad managers by

close study are earnestly striving to bring about improvement.

Carload lots at small stations are generally unloaded by con-

signees into their warehouses or storage yards, which are often
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inadequate, and equipment is consequently delayed. It is evi-

dent to any one whose attention is directed to the matter that

as hundreds of thousands of cars are handled in private in-

dustry tracks, if the public—the consignees—would increase

their facilities concurrently with the railroads, it would help

very much, for if a little delay only were saved at each one of

a large number of stations the aggregate would run up to very

high figures. Promptly released and properly handled, the

present equipment of the railroads is sufficient to transport the

traffic of the country, but railroad managers have now very little

control over the use of their equipment by the public. Reducing

free time and penalizing delays by gradually but rapidly increas-

ing demurrage charges would expedite release, and enlarged ter-

minals and more second track would expedite movement of

equipment. An all-around increase of 10 per cent, in the effi-

ciency of the use of equipment would accomplish the same result

as adding 225,000 freight cars to the equipment of our roads.—

/. Kruttsclmitt, Director of Maintenance and Operation.

Wab.\sh.—The population of the country is .growing at the

rate of somewhere between 3 and 5 per cent, per year—more

rapidly in some communities than in others. This calls for a

constant and steady increase in facilities. In my estimation, it

rarely happens, if ever, that there exists a general shortage of

railroad facilities; and yet. there is never a time when there is

not demand, and it might be said a general demand, for addi-

tional railroad facilities. A great economist once said that there

could be "no general over-production until every human want

was satisfied," and yet we all of us know that there has been

at times great and almost general over-production of certain

commodities. So in the way of transportation facilities. In the

earlier days of railroading, when a great deal of money was

made in the projecting and building of new railroads, railroad

facilities went ahead of the demand. Then there came a violent

reaction and in the last 25 years the railroads of the country

have had to face all sorts of repressive measures and exacting

legislation. Railroad extensions into new country are the ex-

ception today, even though the country may be unoccupied. By

the same token, the building of roads parallel to existing roads,

to blackmail and sell to existing lines, has ceased. Jilost of the

building that has gone on in the last 10 or 15 years has been in

adding to or developing or connecting up existing Systems and

has been done on the credit of old and well-established companies.

Railroads should not be blamed for occasional or spasmodic

shortages of equipment or other facilities. It is not uncommon
for railroad companies to do in four months of the year a vol-

ume of business equal to that of the other eight months ; and

yet, even with this disparity, complant is made that the railroads

are not able in those four months to handle an even larger

volume of business. Thus, an immense section of the country

has to be supplied annually with fuel coal. Great efforts have

been made by the railroads to get the communities living in these

areas to take their supplies in the summer or early fall months,

but in spite of all such efforts, every year we see the spectacle

of terrific demand for fuel in the late fall and winter—a demand

which it is almost impossible to supply and which, synchronizing

as it does with the heavy fall movement of crops, taxes the rail-

roads to the utmost and sometimes beyond the limit of their

capacity. For four years the railroads have shown enormous

surpluses of cars. Orders for cars have diminished and in some

years there have actually been more cars destroyed than have

been built new. After a succession of such years and a period

of general depression, the year 1912, with its abundant crops,

taxes railroad facilities to the very limit.

—

Frederic A. Delano,

Receiver.

Road A (Eastern).— I think the results of the last three or

four months have shown that there is a definite lack of railway

facilities in certain quarters, and I believe the lack will be more
marked during the winter months. In my opinion, the thing

most needed to help the situation is more available net revenue

on the part of the railroads, to apply either to additions and

betterments, or to fixed charges on new capital raised for that

purpose.

—

Presiden t.

Road B (,Western).—In the most general sense, there is a

shortage in the country as a whole in railway terminals and in

freight car equipment. I think under all circumstances the rail-

ways are doing remarkably well in the purchase of new equip-

ment, and that if co-operation is given to the railways by federal

and state authorities, penalizing the unnecessary delay of equip-

ment in the hands of shippers this, of the two, represents the

most encouraging prospect. In the case of freight cars, the

financing is frequently done by car builders. In the case of ter-

minals, however, representing vast expenditures for expensive

inside property, there will be no material improvement until the

public attitude toward railway securities undergoes a change

and this will not be until the vendors of money have seen a

substantial modification in the present attitude of federal and

state commissions toward railway income.

—

President.

Road C (Eastern).—There does not appear to have been any

great shortage of railway facilities for handling the large traffic

of the country which the railways have been called upon to

transport since July 1, last. There has been some congestion at

some of the terminal points, but it does not seem to have been

very severe nor to have continued for any length of time and

has been due, no doubt, to local and temporary conditions rather

than to any general lack of railway facilities, whether of equip-

ment or otherwise.

—

President.

Road D (Central).—There is a real shortage of railway ter-

minal facilities, and of power and car equipment on many roads;

and when the people fully realize that the increased state and

national burdens that have been placed upon the railroads in

the past few years are really carried by themselves, and that

every additional burden means just so much less net money that

can be earned on capital invested ( which naturally makes the

securities of railroads less attractive and renders the railroads

less able to secure money for improvements), the remedy for

the situation that will become apparent to everybody will be less

restrictive legislation and more favorable conditions of operation

under government laws, the same as is practiced in other coun-

tries, with a view of giving the railroads full opportunity for the

highest possible development of the great arteries of commerce

of the United States. This would do more for the development

of the country than any other one thing, as the growth of big

crops, the development of manufacturing industries, mining in-

dustries, etc., etc., are all seriously hampered when the capacity

of the railroads to handle traffic is restricted.

—

President.

Road E (Eastern).—Yes, and a big one. The following is

from page 295, Interstate Commerce Hearing, Minneapolis, De-

cember 19. 1906: "Mr. Hill. I have the suggestion, but people

may differ. There is no subject that is of such cardinal im-

portance as the one you are dealing with today. Every day,

from now on until it is solved, its importance will become greater

and greater. The commerce of this country and its growth and

its business is against a stone wall so high they cannot see the

top of it. No man can see the top of it today. I have looked

everywhere ; turned everywhere to see what can be done." As

to the remedy. Give the railroads a chance to earn a liberal

surplus which can be put back into the property for non-

productive betterments. These do not earn money, but in some

cases, as a new station actually increases operating expenses

without making additional business, but the facilities should go

into a modern transportation machine.

—

I'icc-President.

Road F (Eastern).—Speaking broadly, I have the feeling that

the present railway facilities are capable of handling an increase

of from 15 per cent, to 20 per cent, over the business handled in

]912.—President.

Road G (Middle West).—There is a real shortage of railway

facilities; not only in terminals but in equipment. This shortage

would not have occurred to so serious an extent but for the lack

of credit on the part of most of the railroads. The failure of

the Interstate Commerce Commission to grant the increase in

rates two years ago, the enormous increase in compensation to

employees and in the cost of material and supplies has brought

the net earnings of the railroad down to a point where there is

not sufficient margin to warrant the investing public in purchas-
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ing their, securities and thereby place thera in a position to ac-

quire additional equipment and to provide additional facilities.

It is what was predicted two years ago ; the results were ex-

pected and the decrease in net earnings has taken place. The
failure of tlie investing public to buy railroad securities is well

known and the conditions cannot be corrected, as far as the

majority of the roads are concerned, without a substantial in-

crease in net returns. To accomplish this result there must be

a halt in adverse railway legislation; there must be some relief

from state and national commissions looking to an advance in

freight and passenger fares and a relief from regulations involv-

mg large expenditures of money. There must be a disposition

on the part of taxing bodies to reach a more equitalilc basis of

levying taxes and to relieve the roads from the heavy burden

they are now carrying. The improvement in earnings this fall

resulting from the enormous crop throughout the country should

not deceive people as to the real condition of the railroads. It

will be fortunate if the increased earnings of this fall and winter

will restore to the railroads the losses of last winter and spring,

which are still fresh in the minds of railroad officers.

—

President.

Ro,\D H (Southern).—The greatest problem in railroad facili-

ties is keeping them balanced, that is, you should have a proper

number of main tracks to serve your terminals and vice versa

;

you should have enough facilities to repair your cars and

engines, etc.. as, if you get an excess of one character of facilit>'.

as compared with another, congestion will result and nullify

your expenditure.

—

President.

TRANSPORTATION AND ACCOUNTING
OFFICER S.

The Winter ^Meeting of the Association of Transportation and

Car Accounting Officers was held at New Orleans, December 10

and 11, with 88 members in attendance, and President J. M.

Daly in the chair.

The proposed change in Rule 18, code of per diem rules, pre-

sented by the committee on car service, which prescribes the

form to be used by a switching road for notifying holding road

of consignee's inability to accept cars, was adopted for submis-

sion to The American Railway Association; the meeting making

a slight change in the form presented by the committee. The

opinion of the committee, that a central office for the placing

of embargo notices is impracticable, w-as concurred in by the

association.

The proposed revision of Rule 6. Code of Car Service Rules,

was adopted for submission to The American Railway Associa-

tion, as folloW'S (new matter in Sections 1 and 2 in italics) :

PROPOSED.

Member Road—A road that is a member of the Per Diem Rules

Agreement.

Non-Member Road—A road that is eligible but is not a member of the

Per Diem Rules Agreement as provided for in Article 4 and Resolution

dated October 26, 1904, amended November 16, 1910, of The American

Railway Association.

Non-Per Diem Road

—

.\ road that is not eligible to membership as pro-

vided for in Article 4 and Resolution dated October 26, 1904, amended

November 16, 1910, of The .•\merican Railway .^sociation.

Per Diem Rule 6.

proposed form.

Section 1. In case a Member Road delivers an empty car of a Member
Road without the consent of the owner to a Non-Member Road, or if a

Member Road permits the loading or reconsigning of a foreign car without

the consent of the owner to such a road, it shall be responsible to the

owner for the payment of an amount equal to the Per Diem accruing on

the car while on such road.

Section 2. In case a Member Road delivers a car of a Member Road

without the consent of the owner to a Non-Per Diem Road, it shall be

responsible to the owner for the payment of an amount equal to the per

diem accruing on the car while on such road.

The recommendation of the Committee on Car Service that

Rule 8 of the per diem rules (which provides for the waiver

of per. diem on cars held awaiting receipt of repair material

from owner), be eliminated, was not concurred in by the Asso-

ciation, and the previous action of the Association recommend-

ing the elimination of Ruie 8 was rescinded. The action of the

committee respecting definitions in connection with the appli-

cation of per diem 19 was approved.

The committee on office methods and accounting reported

that 282 private car owners have adopted the reporting marks

assigned by the committee. The Association concurred in the

opinion of the committee that suggested changes in the per diem

rules, to compel the reimbursement of erring road for per diem

allowed by it in error, are unnecessary ; and that an adherence

to the previous legislation of the Association, which provides a

form for the purpose of calling attention to apparent over-

allowances' in per diem reports received, will accomplish the

desired result.

The association also concurred in the findings of the com-
mittee, that it could not consistently recommend a change in

Rule 11, to provide that the privilege of continuance of a per

diem claim shall cease when the claimant fails to trace for claim

within six rnonths from date of his last communication. The
recommendation of the Committee that the last sentence of the

second paragraph of per diem Rule 9. be changed to restore the

requirement that an interchange report be sent to the car

record office for each calendar day, regardless of the fact as to

whether cars are or are not interchanged, was adopted for sub-

mission to The -American Railway Association, as follows

:

Proposed Form.—Rule '9: Reports must be made for each

calendar day, the sheets to be numbered consecutively, beginning

with the first of each month.

The Association concurred in the refusal of the Committee to

recommend a change in the method of handling claims under

resolution No. 0. M. 30. to provide for the return of "no

record" claims to the claiming road for verification before the

road originally receiving claim proceeds with its work of inves-

tigation.

The .Association adopted a resolution regarding the prepara-

tion and transmission of junction cards currently for submis-

sion to The American Railway Association, as follows

:

Resolved. That in view of the importance of the prompt receipt of the

information contained on the junction card, not only for accounting pur-

poses, but to enable the car owner to intelligently operate under Rule 19,

and Rules 1 to 4 of car service rules, and in the preparation of informa-

tion for A. R. A. Form C. E. 5, it is important that this matter be brought

to the attention of all members of The American Railway Association; and
he it further

Resolved. That we respectfully request the proper Committee of that

.Association to issue a circular bearing on this subject, the same to be fol-

lowed by an interpretation defining what is required under the spirit of

Rule 10. Code of Per Diem Rules, in order to insure not only the prepara-

tion but the transmission of junction cards daily.

The committees on Handling Railroad Business Mail on

Conducting Freight Transportation reported progress. At the

request of the Committee on Conducting Passenger Transporta-

tion, its report was withdrawn for further consideration.

The committee on joint interchange and inspection bureaus

presented a report covering the joint action taken by it and the

committee from the Master Car Builders' Association in con-

nection with the recent changes in the M. C. B. rules of inter-

change.

It was decided to hold the next meeting at Charlevoix, Michi-

gan. June 24 and 25, 1913.

New Line for Switzerl.and.—The railroad having the most

tunnels and bridges in Switzerland is the one now to be con-

structed along the shore of the Lake of Brienz from Interlaken

to the city of Brienz. It was originally intended to make this

road the normal wide gage to connect with the state railways

from the north, but this plan has been abandoned, and it has

been definitely decided to use the 3 ft. 1 in. gage in order to

connect with the Brunig line, so that a through service between

Lucerne and Interlaken will be possible. The road will be about

10 miles long, and the difficulties of construction are evidenced

by the fact that 13.5 per cent, of the line will be in tunnels and

6 per cent, on bridges. The total cost will be about $1,351,000.



THE TREND OF RAILWAY EARNINGS.
Although the Record in the Past Year is Not Good, There

Has Been a Change for the Better, Especially in Gross.

Bv Frank Haigh Dixon,

Professor of Economics,' Dartmouth College; Chief Statistician, Bureau of Railway Economics.

The statistician who deals with continuing data is constantly

torn in his mind between the desire to preserve his material

in form for exact comparison over a series of years and the

ambition to improve the character of his material and its method

of presentation. If he jields to the latter impulse, which should

always be the predominant one, he must suffer the wrath of

those who would employ his results to show tendencies over a

longer or shorter period. Just at present the statistician of the

Interstate Commerce Commission is defying all the advocates

of uniformity and comparability by making a number of fun-

damental changes in the figures included in his reports and in

their method of presentation. Fortunately, for the purposes of

this article, the changes are not significant, and with a brief ex-

planation of their character we can proceed to discuss our tabu-

lations.

The statistics for 1910 as drawn from the monthly bulletins

of the commission include all so called "large roads," that is,

those operating a mileage in excess of 250 miles or having annual

the commission, and the fact that the figures are given only on

a per mile basis makes it possible to introduce the data without

disturbing the uniformity of the table.

Table I, taken from the commission's compilations, shows

the revenues and expenses in the aggregate and per mile of line

for railways having operating revenues of $1,000,000 or over for

the fiscal years, 1910, 1911 and 1912. It appears that the year

1910 still remains the banner year in our history in the height

of operating revenues per mile. The year 1912 recovered a

considerable portion of the loss suffered in 1911, but still showed

a decrease of $91 per mile, or 0.7 per cent, as compared with

1910. Operating expenses enjoyed no such experience. They

have steadily increased in spite of the variation in earnings, the

total increase for the two years amounting to $319 per mile,

or 3.8 per cent. The effect of this steady increase in the cost

of operation is revealed in the figure of net operating revenue,

which shows a constant decline during the two years amount-

ing for the period to $410 per mile, or a decrease of 9.5 per cent.

Table 1.

—

Revenues and Expe.s-ses in the Aggregate and
Over

Per Mile of Li.ne of Steam
; Fiscal Years 1912, 1911 ani

Fiscal year ending June 30

Roads Having Annual Op
D 1910.

ERATiNG Revenues of $1,000,000 o»

Increase or decrease per mile
of line 1912 over

1912. 1911. 1910.
'

1911. 1910.

.\ccount. Per mile
Amount of line.

Miles of line operated (average). 219,137
Total operating revenues $2,761,721,094 $12,603
Total operating e.vpenses 1,908,176,452 8.708

Per mile
.Amount. of line.

216,330
$2,708,791,199 $12,580
1,857,102,048 8,625
851,689,151 3,935

1,250,094 6
104.446,682 485
748,492,563 3,476

Amount.
210,696

$2,674,617,284
1,767,555,491
907,061,793

1,709,553
100,254,109
808,517.237

Per mile
of line.

$12,694
8.389
4,305

8
476

3.837

Amount.

$23
83

d60

"48
dll2

Per
Cent.

"'.2

1.0

dl.5

'

9.9
d3.2

Per-
Amount. Cent

d $91 d .7

319 3.8
d 410 d 9 5

Net revenue—Outside operations. 488,539 2
Taxes 116,793,953 533
Operating income 737,239,228 3 364

'57
iV.O

d 473 dl2.J

d Decrease.

operating revenues of more than $1,000,000. Since January,

1912, the commission has included in its bulletins only

those roads having annual operating revenues of $1,000,000 or

over. In view of the fact that 1911 figures are given on a com-

parable basis in the 1912 bulletins, it is possible to fill out the

corresponding months of 1911 on the same basis as the figures

of 1912. The average operated mileage reported in 1910 was

slightly greater than in 1911 and 1912, but the comparison is

scarcely disturbed, as the figures are not shown in the aggre-

gate in this article, but only on a per mile basis. For the

months of July to October, 1911 and 1912, bulletins of the Bu-

reau of Railway Economics have been used, as the commission's

figures for these months were not available when the tables were

prepared. The mileage covered is nearly identical with that of

In other words, the slight recovery in gross earnings dur-

ing the last fiscal year has been absorbed into expenses and

has not favorably influenced net earnings. Ta.xes have con-

tinued their steady upward trend, reaching $533 per mile in 1912,

an increase over 1910 of $57, or 12 per cent. The result is that

operating income which is net operating revenue less

taxes (with adjustments for outside operations) shows a decline

for the two years of $473 per mile, or 12.3 per cent.

This table brings our information down only to June 30, 1912.

It will be necessary to refer for later statistics to Table II.

Here the revenue items are given per mile of line for each

month of the years 1910 and 1911 and for the ten months avail-

able of 1912, together with the per cent, of increase or decrease

for each month of 1912 when compared with the corresponding

Table II.

—

Monthly Revenues and Expenses Per Mile of Line, 1910, 1911 and 1912.

to June and November-December, 1911, are from Interstate Commerce Commission bulletins; the

I. and the figures for 1912 are from the monthly bulletins of the Bureau of Railway Economics.)

Operating Revenues per Mile. Operating Expenses per Mile. Xet Operating Revenue per Mile.

for 1910, for Ja for July to October^

-1912-

Month. 1910. 1911. Amount.
January $926 $959 $931
February 890 886 966
March '. 1,046 1,010 1,055
.\pril 991 970 976
Mav 1,031 1,020 1,032
Tune 1,042 1,028 1,079
Tulv 1,016 1,027 1.116
August 1,110 1,122 . 1,218
September 1,117 1,139 1,213
October 1,146 1.166 1,305
November 1,079 1,097
December 1,028 1,050

Per cent.

-I- 8.4

-f 3.9

-I- 0.1

1910.

$673
639
703
697
716
703
693
719
718
739
714
723

.664
703
681
709
704
699
728
727
745
734
720

Amount.
$728
712
749
719
737
738
752
780
780
824

-1912-
Per cent,
increase or
decrease
from 1911.

-1- 1.2

+ 6.6

-I- 6.0
-1- 5.0

+ 3.4
-1- 4.4

+ 7.6

-t- 7.2

+ 7.3
4-10.6

1910.

$253
251
343
294
315
339
323
391
400
407
365
304

1911.

$239

311
324
328
394
412

Amount.

$203

-1912-
Per cent.

decrease
from 1911.

—15.1
-1-14.1— 1.1

—11.4— 5.5

4- 4.4
-1-11.0

-1-11.1
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month of 1911. The figures for October 1911 and 1912 in this

and succeeding tables and in the chart exclude the returns of

four railways which had not been filed with the commission
when this article went to press. The omissions involve 1.203

miles of line in eastern territory, and 1,073 miles in western

territory.

The figures of the percentage columns give evidence of im-

July to October are based on figures for 1911 which are them-
selves increases over the figures for 1910. From January to

May, excepting February, operating expenses per mile for 1912

as compared with 1911, increased more rapidly than gross earn-

ings, resulting in decreases in net operating revenue per mile.

These decreases ran as high as IS per cent, in January. How-
ever, since May, while there have been increases in expenses
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Comparative Monthly Earnings and Expenses Per Mile of Road.

proving conditions in the railway industry. Beginning with

February of this year there has been for each month an increase

over 1911 in the operating revenues per mile, the increase being

less than 1 per cent, in April and May, but over 8 per cent, in

February, July and August, and reaching nearly 12 per cent, in

October. It is significant that the increases for the months of

they have been more than offset by increases in gross revenue.

Net operating revenue shows the results in the figures for the

period from June to October, in which the range of increase

over 1911 is from 4.4 per cent, in June to 14.1 per cent, in Oc-

tober.

While a possible fallacy lurks in the use of the operating
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ratio, and while it is a mistake to lay too much stress upon it,

particularly when net revenue is under consideration, yet it is

of some interest to present (Table III) the ratio of operating

expenses to gross earnings for the separate months of the three

years under consideration. One interesting observation to be

drawn from this tabulation is that the curve of variation be-

tween different months is substantially uniform for the three

Table III.

—

Operating Ratio by Months, 1910, 1911 and 1912.

Operating Ratio.

Month. 1910 1911. 1912.

January 72.69 75.09 78.22
February 71.84 75.02 73.74
March 67.21 69.58 71.01
April 70.36 70.26 73.66
May 69.42 69.48 71.36
Tune 67.45 68.46 68.44

July 68.21 68.09 67.42
August 64.79 64.91 64.08
September 64.23 63.83 64.30
October 64.51 63.90 63.20
November 66.15 66.98
December 70.41 68.64

years under survey. The months of August to October show

the lowest operating ratio. Then an advance begins which

reaches its culmination in January. This is followed by a de-

cline that is fairly constant except for a considerable increase

in the month of April. The calendar year 1912 shows the widest

range of variation for the three years, the highest point being

78.22 per cent, in January and the lowest 63.20 per cent, in

October. Doubtless the explanation of the high January ratio

is to be found in the difficulties of operation during the ex-

traordinarily severe weather of last winter.

Table IV, drawn from the bulletins of the Bureau of Railway

Economics, presents for ten months of the calendar year 1912

whereas the decrease runs as high as 33.5 per cent, in January,

and amounts to 10 per cent, in September. Although in one
month of the ten—January—there was an actual decrease in

operating revenues, the bad showing in net revenue is almost

wholly due in the South to an increase in operating costs that

more than offset any increase in revenue. The territory west

of the Mississippi has shown wide variations from month to

month in net revenue per mile. Three of the months show
decreases and one an increase of less than one-tenth of 1 per

cent. The last four months, July to October, show substantial

increases and are a reflection of the traffic conditions in that

section. It is gratifying to observe that the increase in both

gross and net revenue per mile for the southern and western

territories is larger in October than in any preceding month of

the year. In the East, the gross figure for October is nearly

equal to the highest month, but the net figure does not occupy

relatively so favorable a position.

The accompanying diagram shows graphically the per mile

figures of operating revenues, expenses and net by months for

the twelve months of 1910 and 1911, and for the ten months

of 1912.

In a discussion in the Gazette a year ago of the probable

future of railway earnings, the following statement was made

:

"Improvements in railway earnings do not usually come sud-

denly or without certain well-recognized harbingers of bettered

conditions. Such harbingers have not yet appeared in clear out-

line upon the horizon."

The figures discussed in this article may in my opinion fairly

be accepted as the preliminary indications of a changing financial

situation. The heavy crops and the recurring talk of car short-

Table I\'.—Monthly Revexl'es and Expenses Per M
(From monthly bulletins of Bu

^ Eastern Group ^ ,-

Oper. Rev. Oper. Exp. Net Op. Rev. Oper. Rev.
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent

inc. inc. inc. inc.

Month Am't or dec. Am't or dec. Am't or dec. Am't or dec.

of per from per from per from per from
1912. mile. 1911. mile. 1911. mile. 1911. mile. 1911.

January $1,595 + .7 $1,251 -(-1.5 $344 —2.0 $798 —5.9
February ..,. 1,613 -|-12.0 1,231 +9.1 382 +22.8 844 +5.4
March 1.837 +9.8 1,309 +8.8 528 +12.2 912 +2.4
April 1,585 —4.2 1,218 +5.8 367 —27.2 855 +7.S
M^y 1,731 —1.1 1,256 +3.8 475 —11.9 858 +6.1
June 1.900 +7.3 1,276 +4.8 624 +12.7 821 +6.3
July 1,929 +9.9 1,295 +9.4 634 +10.9 838 +6.5
August 2,114 +9.4 1,349 +9.2 765 +9.9 893 +5.6
September ... 2,023 +6.1 1,342 +7.7 681 +3.2 875 +1.1
October 2,102 +11.7 1,398 +11.1 704 +12.8 981 +8.9

(a) Less than one-tenth of one per cent.

the per mile operating figures of railways having $1,000,000 or

more of operating revenues annually, distributed into the three

geographical groups of Eastern, Southern and Western rail-

ways. This table also shows the increase or decrease of the

1912 figure as compared with 1911. In the territory east of the

Mississippi and north of the Ohio and Potomac there has been,

with the exception of the two months of April and May, an

increase in gross operating revenues per mile. These two un-

favorble months show also a heavy falling off in net operating

revenue, but the remaining eight months, except January, show

increases, running as high as 22.8 per cent, in February. The

business recovery of the last few months has not benefited the

Eastern roads to the same degree that it has those of the West.

.-Mthough July and August showed substantial increases in

gross, there was a considerably less recovery in September, so

that whereas net for July shows 10.9 per cent, increase, that

for September is only 3.2 per cent. However, the October fig-

ures show a return to the more favorable condition of the ear-

her months, with an increase in net of 12.8 per cent. The year

has not been a happy one for railways lying in the territory

east of the Mississippi and south of the Ohio and Potomac.

Only three months out of the ten—May, June and October

—

show increases over 1911 in net operating revenue per mile,

and these increases, except that of October, are only slight,

liLE OF Line, January to October, 1912, by Group

-Southern Group ,

Oper. Exp. Net Op. Rev. ' Opei. Rev.
-Western Group-

Oper. Exp. Net Op. Rev?
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. ]Per cent.

inc. inc. inc. inc. inc.

Am't or dec. Am't or dec. Am't Am't. or dec. Am't or dec.
per from per from per from per from per from
mile. 1911. mile. 1911. mile. 1911. mile. 1911. mile. 1911.

$624 +6.4 $175 —33.5 $657 —5.4 $512 —1.0 $144 —18.2
605 +9.2 239 —3.1 694 +6.3 497 + 3.1 197 + 15.3
645 +8.0 267 —8.9 725 —1.7 514 + 2.3 212 —10.4
628 + 11.2 227 —1.6 724 +2.6 509 + 2.2 215 + 3.7

627 + 8.4 231 -1- -4 756 + 1.1 525 + 1.5 231 + (a)
597 + 7.9 224 +2.4 772 + -9 528 + 3.0 244 — 3.6
624 + 11.3 214 —5.5 820 +8.3 535 +4.4 284 + 16.4
632 +8.2 261 — .2 897 +8.7 557 + 4.6 340 + 16.1

620 +6.5 255 —10.0 938 + 8.7 563 + 7.2 374 + 11.0

668 + 9.6 313 + 7.3 1,039 + 13.3 606 + 10.9 433 + 17.1

ages strengthen the force of this prediction. One should, how-

ever', refrain from too great optimism thus early in the period

of recovery, for even though gross earnings continue to increase,

an increasing proportion must be absorbed into expenses to com-

pensate for the severe economies that many of the roads have

been practicing for the past two years. Yet that the figures of

net operating revenue per mile will in the absence of unforeseen

and disturbing causes, show an increase during the calendar year

1913, over those of 1912, seems more than probable.

J.\PANESE R.AiLWAY Eajjnings.—Traffic on the Kiushu division

of the Imperial Government Railways of Japan flourished during

the fiscal year ended March 31, 1912. the receipts exceeding

$7,000,000, or about 14 per cent, of the total receipts of the

entire system of Japan, which amounted to $50,230,626 for the

same period, viz.: Passenger and freight receipts. $48,781,446;

mail contracts, $502,980; other sources, $946,200. The estimated

receipts of the Kiushu division for the fiscal year ending March

31, 1913, are placed at $7,189,986 for passenger and freight traffic,

and the expenditures for the same year at $2,885,420. Extraor-

dinary expenditures are estimated at $1,159,249, including $388,-

400 for the construction of stations, $184,000 for track, and

$174,000 for bridges.



CARS AND LOCOMOTIVES ORDERED IN 1912.

The Heavy Orders in the Last Half of the Calendar
Year Makes the Record for 1912 the Best Since 1906.

In the following table are presented, in accordance with the

annual custom of the Railway Age Gazette, detailed statements

of the new freight cars, passenger cars and locomotives ordered

by the concerns and railroads of the United States, Canada and
Mexico in the year 1912. Although the compilation of figures

from such numerous sources is subject to some slight omissions,

the results are sufficiently accurate to meet the general purpose

for which these statistics have been prepared, namely, to show
the character and extent of the purchases of rolling stock in

1912 as compared with previous years.

Practically all the data is derived from official sources, but

in a few instances where no repHes have been made to our

inquiries figures taken from our regular weekly records have

been used. The following statements refer only to new cars

and locomotives ordered since January 1, 1912; statistics of

equipment built or completed during the year are given else-

where in this issue. Taken as a whole the orders placed this

year have been more satisfactory than at any time since 1906.

They have been general and steady as a rule, but particularly

heavy in October and November. The manufacturers will start

the new year with orders on their books ranging up to 200

per cent, greater than on January 1, 1912. Instances of de-

creases in unfilled orders from the first of the year are neglig-

ible, and as a whole there are about 50 per cent, more cars on
the books than there were a year ago.

The tables show that during the year there were ordered 234,-

758 freight cars, 3,642 passenger cars, and 4,515 locomotives.

Of the freight cars. 8,533 are all wood ; 104,125 have steel under-

frames, 50,013 are all-steel and 72,087 were not specified. Of
the passenger cars 389 are all wood, 557 have steel under-

frames, 2,023 are all steel and 673 were not specified. Of the

locomotives, 4.282 are simple and 158 are compound. Of the

freight cars, 76,774 are equipped with friction draft gear and
44,526 with spring draft gear, the balance were not specified. Of
the passenger cars, 1,087 are electric lighted. Of the locomotives,

2.622 are equipped with superheaters and 130 with feedwater

heaters.

The figures or orders for cars and locomotives during the

past 12 years, as compiled by this paper are as follows

:

Year.

1901.

1902.
1903.

1904.

1905.
1906.

Locomo-
tives.

...4,340

...4,665

...3,283

...2.538

...6,265

...5.642

Passen-
ger.

2,879

3,459

2,310
2,213

3,289

3,402

Freight.

193,439
195,248
108,936
136,561

341.315

310,315

Locorao-
Year. tires.

1907 3,482

1908 1,182
1909 3,350
1910.... 3,787
1911 2,850
1912.... 4,515

1,791

1,319

4,514

FREIGHT CARS ORDERED IN 1912

rchaser.

enn. & Nor.

Alexander & Baldwin. Ltd.
Alger Sullivan Lbr. Co..
Algoma Cent. & Hud. Bay
Algoma Eastern

Algoma Steel Corp..
Aliquippa & Souther:

-VUis Chalmers
American Lbr. Co
American Linseed Co....
American Refining Co...
.'\merican Re£rig. Trans.
-American Zinc Co
Anglo-.Am. Tar Prod. Co.
.\rizona & New Mex....

.-Arizona Copper Co

.\rmour Car Lines
Arms Pal. Horse Car Co.
Atch., Top. & Santa Fe.

No.

bhl50
bh40
bh60
b25
gh60

;o
bh70
ah24

hfh25

50
alO

bh24
bhl2
gl2

bjSOO
b25

1.000
1,000

Kind. Capacity.

Box 80,000
Gondola.. 80,000
Flat 80,000
Flat 60,000
Logging. . 60,000
Gen. serv
Hart-Otis. 100,000
Flat 80,000
Box 80,000
Gen. serv.100.000
Hopper... 100,000
D;.mp ...100,000
Logging
Log 120.000
Tank 80.000
Tank .... 80,000
Refrig
Tank
Tank ....100.000
Box 100.000
Box 80.000
Flat 40.000
Refrig. . . 60.000
Horse ... 80,000
Refrig
Box

Builder.

Amer. Car & Fdy.
.Amer. Car & Fdy.

Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdv.

Amer. Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.

Purchase

.Amer

Amer. Car & Fdy.
Standard Steel.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Orange Iron Wks.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
.\mer. Car & Fdy.
German-.Araerican.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
.Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Company shops

900
900
900

1.000
250
500
200
500
100
50

Atlantic Coast Line I.jl.OOO

ajlOO
gh25
aj500

Baldwin Lbr. Co 25
Baltimore & Ohio 3J3,000

aj5
Bangor & Aroonook . . . bh50
Bangor Ry. S; Elec 1

Barber .Asphalt Pav. Co.. gl5
Barrett Mfg. Co 100
Bessemer & Lake Erie... aSOO

bf402
alOO
ajl4

Bessemer Refining Co... al4

Bethlehem Steel Co..
Bingham & Garfield.

Refrig
Gondola
Furn
Box
Auto
Furn
Tank
Box
Flat
Dump
Box 60.000
Flat 80,000
Caboose
Flat 80.000
Log 80,000
Gondola.. 100.000
Gondola.. 60.000
Flat 80.000
Gravel
Flat 40.000
Tank
Gondola.. 100.000
Box 100.000
Box 100.000
Hopper... 100,000
Tank 60.000
Tank 80.000
Coke

Birmingham & No. West.
Birmingham So
Boston & Albany I

50
60

i3,000
i 1.000
biSOO
bi400
bjlOO

Gondola
Box 60,000
Freight
Box 80.000
Box 80.000
Gen. serv.WO.OOO
Flat 100.000
Rodger bal. 100,000

Amer. Car & Fdy.
Standard Steel
National Dump
Pullman
Pullman
.Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdv.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdv.
Amer. Car & Fdv.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Western Steel
Western Steel
Western Wheeled Sc.
Mt. Vernon C. & M. Co.
.'Standard Steel

Cent. Loco. & Car
Mt. Vernon C. & M. Co.
Orange Iron Wks.
Cambria Steel
Ralston
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Simplex Car
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Standard Steel
Standard Steel
.Summers Steel
Ralston
Amer. Car & Fdy.
.Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Pressed Steel
Standard Steel

Cent. Loco. & Car
Standard Steel
Amer. Car & Fdv.
Keith Car & Mfg.
Pressed Steel
Standard Steel
Rodger Ballast

-\"o.

ah2
bhlO

Boyne City Gaylord &
-Alpera i ... g25

Buffalo Creek & Gauley. . aj300
Buff., Roch. & Pittsb ahlOO

ah 1.000
Calumet & Hecia Min. Co. b20
Calumet. Ham'd & S.-E.. a35
Camacho, Roldan & Van

Sickel gl2
g4

Cambria & Indiana a400
Canadian Northern gl.500

b650
gSOO
gSO

g200
700

glOO
g]500
g300
aj250
gj324
gj50
gjio
glOO
gl50

Canadian Nor. Ontario.. gj200
gj50
gj'6

Canadian Nor. Quebec... gj300
gj50
gj50
gj20

Canadian Pacific 1,000
2,000
2,000
800
200

a616
a400
a411

be3,000
be5,000

100
bf5.000

865

170

Kind. Capacity.

Rail unldrs
Caboose

Flat 80,000
Hopper.. .100.000
Flat 100,000
Hopper... 100.000
Ore 80,000
Steel 100,000

Builder.

Laconia Car
Company shops

.Amer. Car & Fdy.
Pressed Steel
Standard Steel
Cambria Steel
Amer. Car & Fdy.

Box ...

Cattle .

Hopper

.

Box ....

Box ....

•Auto . .

.

Flat ....

Flat ....

Flat ....

Hart ...

Caboose.
Tank .

.

Refrig. .

Stock ...

Box ....

30,000
30,000

100.000
60.000
60.000
60,000
60.000
60.000
60,000
60.000
60,000
60.000
80.000
80.000

Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Cambria
Nova Scotia
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Rathbun
Crossen Car

Car

S.OOO g.

60,000
60.000
60.000
60.000
80.000
60,000
60.000
60,000
60.000

Box
Flat
Stone . .

.

Ballast .

.

Flat
Gen. serv.
Box
Box
.Auto . . .

.

Box
Stock . .

.

Refrig. ..

Flat . . .

.

Horse ..

.

Box
Box
Dump ...

Box
Box
Stone . .

.

Tank .. . .

100.000
80.000
100.000
80.000
80.000
80.000
80.000
60.000
60.000
60.000
60.000
80.000
80.000
lOO.OOC
80.000
80.000
80.000

-Amer. Car St Fdy.
Western Stee!
Standard Steel
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
r.arney & Smith
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Canadian Car & Fdy.
National Steel
Nova Scotia
Nora Scotia
-Amer. Car S: Fdy.

a Indicates all-steel cars.

b Indicates steel underframe cars.

c Indicates all-composite cars.

d Indicates composite underframe

. . . 60,000 Pullman

e Indicates composite body cars,
f Indicates steel frame cars,
g Indicates all-wood cars,
h Indicates spring draft gear,

j Indicates friction draft gear.
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Pu
Ca

:haser.

1, Clinch. & Ohio.

No. K

Cavicchi & Pagano.
Central Cal. Trac i

Central New Engla

bj475 Box ..

bj25 Stock ,

gl6 Dump ,

g5 Box . .

1,000 Box ..

50 Flat ..

b8 Caboose
Central of Georgia bSOO Box ..

Central of New Jersey.. bhSOO Gondol;
Central of New Jersey.. bjSOO Coal ..

bjSOO Coal .

aj 1,000 Coal .,

Central Pacific bSOO Box ..

bJOO Flat

Capacity.

. . 60,000

. . 60,000

. . 60,000

. . 60,000

Kind. Capacity.

Chanute Refining Co.
200 Work
a 10 Tank
20 Tank

Charlotte Harbor & Nor.
( harleston & W. Carolina
Chess & Wymond Co ^.» - .—
Chic. & Eastern Illinois.. bf)2,800 Coal

bfj200 Hart

80,000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100.000
100 000
100.000
100.000
80,000

aj30 Phosphate. 80.000
24 Ballast ..100.000

gl5 Flat 30.000
100.000
100,000

bj35 Caboose
gj5S0 Refrig. .. 60,000

gi60 Caboose
bj 1,000 Box 80,000
.-) 1,000 Ore 100.000
bjSOO Flat 100,000

bjl.SOO Box 80,000
b;2,000 Gondola.. 100.000

aj25 Tank 80.000
a 3,000 Gondola

500 Flat
1.000 Gondola
2.000 Freight
aj41S Gondola.. 100,000

bfj900 Box 80.000
bfjlOO Auto 80.000

Chicago Mil. & St. Paul, hj 2,000 Box 80,000^
bj 1.000 Box 80.000

Chic. & North Western..

Chicago, Burl. & Quincy.

Chicago Great Western.
Chicago., Ind. & Louis.

Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Holman
Keith Car & Mfg.
Keith Car & Mfg.
Laconia
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
.\mer. Car & Fdy.
Standard Steel
Standard Steel
Pullman
Bettendorf
Bettendorf
.\mer. Car & Fdy.
Araer. Car & Fdv.
Pressed Steel

Rodgers Ballast
Amer. Car & Fdy.
.\mer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Mt. V'ernon Car & Mfg.
Haskell & Barker
Company shops
Pullman

),000

R. I. & Pacific

Chic, St. P., Minn. & O

Chicago Short Line......

Chic, Terre Haute &S.-E.

bj30 Box 80,000
bj325 Dump . . . 40.000

1-j 3,000 Box 80.000
ajl.OOO Rodg. bal. 100.000
bj500 Refrig. .. 80,000

, aj350 Gondola. .100.000
ah350 Gondola.. 100.000

bh2,500 Box 80.000
bhSOO Furn. ... 80.000
ah250 Flat 100.003
bh450 Furn. . . . 80.000
bh25 Caboose
bhSOO Ballast
bhl5 Caboose

. aj500 Gondola.. 100.000
bj500 Box 80.000
bl5 Flat 100.000

bj500 Flat 100.000
bjSOO Coa! 100.000
aj900 Coal 100,000

10 Caboose
al5 Flat ...

bj200 Refrig.
ghS Gondola
alO Tank ..

hj20 Sti

Araer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
.•\mer. Car & Fdy.
Araer. Car & Fdy.
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
Pressed Steel
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Amer. Car & Fdy.
.Amer. Car & Fdy.
Standard Steel
Standard Steel
PuUraan
Pullraan
West. Steel Car & Fdy.
West. Steel Car & Fdy.
West. Steel Car & Fdy.

100,000 Rodeer Ballast

.100.000Clarendon & Pittsford...

Cold Blast Transp. Co...
Copper Range
Craig Oil Co
Curaberland Valley ,-. „..

bjl3 Box 100.000

Danville & Western gh40 Box 60.000_. o TT.j.._ bhlOO Hopper... 85.000
bhoOO Hopper... 60.000
hh400 Box 60.000

500 Box
500 Gondola
250 Hopper
250 Hopper
500 Box
200 Hopper
400 Refrig
aj50 Tank ..

aj50 Tank ..

bh/OO Box ...

ph350 Gondola
ablOO Stock ..

bb50 Caboose
bh7 B

Mt. Ve
.\raer. Car & Fdy.
.\mer. Car & Fdy.
.\mer. Car & Fdy.
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Haskell & Barker
.\mer. Car & Fdy.
.\mer. Car & Fdy.
Alto ops

Delaware & Hudson

Delaware, Lack. & West.

Delaware River & Unic

Denver & Rio Grande.

gh2 Bo

Denver, N.-W. & Pac.

Detroit & Mack

. 80.000

. 80 000

. 80.000

.100.000

. 80,000

. 60.000

. 80.000

. 50.000

. 50.000

. 80,000

Dixie Route

Dominion Bridge Co.
Dominion Coal Co. .

.

Dominion Eq. Co
Dom. Iron & Steel Co..
Duluth & Iron Range. . .

Duluth, So. Shore & -Atl.

Duluth, Win. & Pac gl50 Coal
E. Jersey R. R. & Term
Co

ghl Stock .

ahl Stock ..

300 Gondola
125 Stock
bl9 Box 80.000
bl6 Box 60.000
200 Box

4 Refrig
g60 Flat 60.000
glO Box 60.000
gl Unloader. 60.000

a25 Coal 100.000
g50 Coal 30.000
g3 Unloader. 60,000

gl Limestone
10 Refrig

400 Ore
100 Flat 80.000

" ~ " 60,000

.Mtoona shops
Lenoir Car Works
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
.^mer. Car & Fdy.
.^mer. Car & Fdy.
.\mer. Car & Fdy.
Standard Steel

Barney & Smith
.\mer. Car & Fdy.
Standard Steel
.\mer. Car & Fdy.
Chicago Steel Car
Standard Steel
Pressed Steel
Araer. Car & Fdy.
Haskell & Barker
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Pressed Steel
.\mer. Car & Fdy.
Barney & Smith
Barney & Smith
-Amer. Car & Fdy.
Araer. Car & Fdy.
Company shops
Company shops
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdv.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Peterler
Amer. Car & Fdy.
.\mer. Car & Fdy.

East Br. T. R. R. & C. Co
Tenn, & W. N. C

a5 Tank 80.000
a7 Tank .... 60.000

jhlO Hopper..

.

60.000
gjlO Hopper..

.

60.000E-. leiiii. »i *». ii. vrf. ... sjio i^uppei... uu.uuu
Edgar Lumber Co gl5 Logging.. 40.000
Edmonton Radial
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern.

El Paso & Southwestern
Erie .-j500 Cok

bh250 Gondola.. 100.000
.ih250 Hopper... 100.000
ah250 Hopper... 100.000
ahl 00 Ballast . .100.000

" "

80,000

.\mer. Car & Fdy.

.\mer. Car & Fdy.
Pressed Steel
Company shops
Araer. Car & Fdv.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Pullman
Pullman
Standard Steel
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Pressed Steel

Escanaba & L. Supei
Fordyce Lumber Co.
Galv., Harrisb. & S.

. 80,000
. 40,000
.100,000
.100,000

Georgia, Fla. & Ala...
Georgia Refining Co...
Georgia So. S: Florida.

Grand Rapids & Indiana

bfj300 .Auto . .

bfj 1,000 Box ...

bfj500 Box ...

, gjlOO Flat ...

glO Logging
, b500 Box ...

b250 Flat ...

alOO Work ....100,000
100 Freight
a20 Tank 60,000

, bh208 Box 60.000
bh60 Flat 80,000
bj63 Box 100,000
aj50 Flat 100,000
bj25 Cabin

"

60.000

Builder.

Amer. Car & Fdy.
West. Steel Car & Fdy.
Standard Steel
Mil. Refrig. & Trans.
Amer. Car & Fdv.
Pullman
Bettendorf
Bettendorf
Cent. Loco & Car
.Amer. Car & Fdy.
Lenoir
Lenoir
Western Steel
Mt. Vernon Car & Mfg.

Grand Trunk gh250 Refrig
ah250 Refrig.
bh250 Auto .

bh250 Auto .

bfh2,000 Box .

bh300 Flat .

ahSO Tank .

Great Northern 1,000 Ore ..

500 Auto .

600 Ballast
g35 Refrig.

5,000 Box .

500 Auto ,

1,750 Refrig.
1,400 Flat .

600 Rodg. bal. 100,000

n ,c , -fO Tank
Gu f Line gi,2 Caboose.
Gulf Lumber Co.. ..... gis Logging

60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60.000
60,000

100.000
100,000
80,000
80,000
60.000
80,000

rdaway Contract'g Co.
Hocking Valley
Hocking Valley ....

Hopkins & Co., F. H...

Houston & Texas Central

60,000
100,000
100.000
115,000

Flat
a500 Gondola.

ahj500 Coal ....

5 Caboose.

.

gll Unloader
gl 60,000

b700 Box 100,000
dola.. 100,000

80,000
100,000

60,000

Houston, E. & W. Texas. ^100 Stock ..
Hlinois Central ajl.OOO Gondola

aj750 Gondola
aj750 Gondola

aj3,000 Gondola
gh30 Caboose

Illinois Terminal R. R...
Illinois Traction System.

.100,000

.100.000
.100,000

500 Flat
b30 Box ....

g50 Box ....

g75 Gondola.
g2S Hopper..
a20 Tank ...

inausiriai , i^umner .- o . . . ^q Logging.
Intercolonial ..fhfnn Rn5

80.000
80,000
80,000
80.000
100,000
60,000

fhSOO Box" ..... 60,000
ghlOO Hart conv. 80,000
ahlOO Flat 80,000
ah50 Dump ...100.000
gh20 Refrig. . . 60.000
ahl Tank ....8.000 g.

ahlOO Flat 80.000
h50 Hart-Otis.100,000

60.000
60,000
60,000
60,000

bh20 Stock
ghIO Refrig.

bfh250 Box .

ghl20 Box .

ghlO Caboose
bf623 Box 60,000
gl50 Box

1 Motor wk
alOO Tank 80,000
g7S Rodg. bal. 80,000

1 Trail wk
b4 Flat 100,000

.Amer. Car & Fdy,
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Araer. Car & Fdy.
Western Steel
Pressed Steel
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Barney & Smith
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
-Amer. Car & Fdy.
Araer. Car & Fdy.
Georgia Car & Loco.
.Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
.Amer. Car & Fdy.
Company shops
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car St Fdy.
Pullman
Bettendorf
Standard Steel
-Amer. Car & Fdy.
Standard Steel
Pressed Steel
Bettendorf Axle
Mt. Vernon Car & Mfg.
Bettendorf
.Amer, Car & Fdy.
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
Araer. Car & Fdy.
Araer. Car & Fdy.

Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.

Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Canadian Car & Fdy.
Company shops
Company shops
Nova Scotia
Nova Scotia

Canadi;
Canadi;
Canadi;
Canadi;
Canadi;
Canadi;
Canadi;

& Fdy.
& Fdy.

la & Michigan...

City Southern...

Kansas Oil Refining Co
Kankakee Tile & Brick.
Keith Car Co

100.000
100.000
100.000
80.000

100.000
80.000

Kingan Refrig. Co.
Lack. Coal & Lbr. (

Lake Shore & M. S

L. Superior & Ishperaing.
Laurel Ri' Co.

glO Log., flat

gl2 Logging
bh250 Box ...

bb250 Box ...

ahlOO Hopper.

Lehigh Valley bh750 Refrig.

Leatherwood Lumber Co
Lehigh & Hudson River.
Lehigh & New England..

ajl Gen
j 1.000 Gen. St

bblOO Hart CO
j 1,000 Gondol
h200 Flat ..

blOO Auto .

aj5 Gen. serv.100.000
a30 Tank 80,000
200 Refrig. .

al7 Tank ...

a29 Tank ...

b 1,000 Refrig. .

g20 Logging.
1.000 Hopper..
ah92 Flat 80,000
bh8 Flat 80.000

80,000
40.000
60,000
60.000
100,000

.100.000

. 80.000

. 80,000

. 50,000

Litchfield & Madison
Live Oak, Perry. & Gulf
Ry

Lockwood Lumber Co...
Louisiana & Arkansas...
Louisv. Hend. & St. L. .

Louisville & Nashville...

bb250 Ref:
ahlOO Gondola.. 100,000
ai58 Flat 80,000

g6S Logging,
glO Logging.

bhlOO Stock ..

b225 Box ....

bh750 Box ....

bh200 Vent, bo
bhlOO Refrig. .

bh200 Flat ....

bh400 Gondola.
bh55 Caboose.

60,000
40,000

. 80,000
, 80.000
80.000

: 80.000
80.000
80,000

100,000

Bettendorf Axle
Ralston
Ralston
.Araer. Car & Fdy.
Araer. Car & Fdy.
Bettendorf Axle
Mt. Vernon Car & Mfg.
Ralston
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Araer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Merch. Desp. Trans.
.Amer. Car & Fdy.
.Amer. Car & Fdy.
Western Steel
Standard Steel

.Amer. Car & Fdy.

.Amer. Car & Fdy.

.Amer. Car & Fdy.
Standard Steel
Cambria
Pullman
Standard Steel

Amer. Car & Fdy.
Mt. Vernon Car & Mfg.

Amer. Car & Fdy.
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Company shops
Amer. Car & Fdy.
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops

a Indicates all-steel cars.

b Indicates steel underframe cars.

c Indicates all-composite cars.

d Indicates composite underframe

e Indicates composite body cars,

f Indicates steel frame cars.

e Indicates all-wood cars,

h Indicates spring draft gear,

j Indicates friction draft gear.
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Purchaser. No. Kind. Capacity. Builder.

bh600 Hopper.. .100,000 Company shops

Louisiana Ry. & Nav

Madera Sugar Pine <

Magnolia Petrol. Co.
Maine Central

I)h200 Ore" 100,000 Company shops
bhlOO Auto 80,000 Company shops

.Co. bI25 Gondola Amer. Car & Fdy.

J
b50 Box Amer. Car & Fdy.

:o.. a300 Rack 80,000 Laconia
glO Logging.. 30,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

al06 Tank ....100,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
blO Caboose Laconia

bSOO Heater . . 60,000 Laconia
blO Rodg. ball. 100,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

Malcolm Thos g20 Logging.. 60,000 Canadian Car & Fdy,

Mapimi Ry 4 Tank .... 3.000 g

Meadow River Lumb. Co. bj60 Refrig. . . 80,000 Company shops

Merch. Desp. Transp. Co. g20 Logging.. 50,000 Amer. Car S^Fd^;

Mexican Eagle Oil Co... al2 B
Mexican Ry

Midland Valley

40,000 Mt. Vernon Car & Mfg.
a25 Tank ....100,000 .Vmer. Car & Fdy.

a6 Flat 40,000 Mt. Vernon Car & Mfg.

k4 Box 60,000 Mt. Vernon Car & Mfg.
29 Coal 80,000 Mt. Vernon Car & Mfg.

Milliken Refining Co.... 41 Tank ••••••• German-.\meric3n

Mineral Point Zinc Co.. aSO Tank ....100.000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

Minn St. P. & S. S. M.bjl,500 Box 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.Minn., .Dt. r.
j^ ^^^ ^^^ 100,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

ai200 Flat 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
bj200 Ballast... 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

bh20 Caboose Amer. Car & Fdy.

Missouri & Ko. Arkansas. l.hSO Furn. . . . 60,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
abl5U Flat 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

bhl75 Box 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
1 500 Box 60,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

Kh2S Box 80,000 Barney & Smith
gh50 Flat 80,000 Barney & Smith
ghSO Ballast . . 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

ah 12 Caboose Sheffield Car & Eq.

Jh'5 Flat 60,000 Sheffield Car & Eq.

gh6 Ice 60,000 Sheffield Car & Eq.

Missouri Pacific bhSOO Auto 80,000 Amer, Car & Fdy.Missouri racinc
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^ j,^^

bh500 Box 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

bhSOO Box 80.000 Standard Steel

bh400 Stock ... 80.000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

bhSOO Stock . . . 80,000 Mt. Vernon Car & Mfg.

th2,000 Gondola.. lOO.OUU Amer. Car & Fdy.
'

bhSOO Flat 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

Mobile & Ohio hl50 Auto .... 60.000 Amer. Car. & Fay.
Mobile *. unio..

^^^^^^ ^^^ 60,000 Mt. Varn. Car Mfg.

bh60 Box 80,000 Mt. Vern. Car Mfg.

ah334 Gondola.. 100.000 Mt. Vern. Car Mfg.
gh7 Caboose Lenoir
ahl Flat 80,000 Lenoir
ahl Scale 100,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

ghl5 Box 80.000 Mt. Vernon Car Mfg.

ch'S Gondola.. 80,000 Mt. Vernon Car Mfg.

bh92 Flat 80,000 West Steel C. & F.

i^t-r^'b'co'-o'f fcgo. .^11 ?of.^:: iS:?S§ B^eTtend^rYA^l^'^^:

^'ur^^n^g,'M-a?. i S. I . bh8 Charcoal.. 80.000 V^^^st^Stee, C, . F.^

Mussens Ltd bj200 Box 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

K^sh r'hatt & St L . gj2 Box 16.000 Company shops

National Rys. of Mex... a22S Tank ....100,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

Mont, Wy. Southern.

Nevada Cty. N
2 Tank

G a400 Hoppe
.6,500 g. Amer. Car & Fdy.
.100,000 Cai '

N Ene Cokl & Coke' Co. bh400 Box 80,000 A. C. & F. Co.

New"SVlSnll N. E... g86 Box^^,^.. 60.000 Amer. Car |
Fdy.

gl2 Flat 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

N. Orleans, Mob. & Chic. bhlOO Gondola. .100,000 A. C & F. Co.

New Riv. & Pocoh. Cons. a200 Hopper. .. 100.000 Cambria

Coal Co bl.OOO Refrig. . . 80,000 Merch. Desp. Tr.
Loaico...

1,000 Gondola .\mer. Car & Fdy.
N. Y. L. & 11. R..

^^^^^ Refrig. .. 80,000 Merch. Desp. Tr.

V V Chic & St ] bl5 Milk Laconia

n' v" N H & H aiSOO Gondola.. 1 00,000 Cambria Steel

N Y dnf'S WeVt'.::. hh300 Box 80,000 Standard Stee
N. v., unt. i we-t

^^^^^ pj^^ 80,000 Standard Steel

bhSO Refrig. . . 80,000 Standard Steel

bh50 Stock .... 80,000 Standard Steel

800 Box Amer. Car & Fdy.

NY Phila & Norf 50 Gondola Ralston Steel
N. I., 1-mia <x u

aji.soo Hopper. ..115,000 Company shops

Norfolk & Western ajLOOO Gondola. .115,000 Company shops
"

ajl Gondola.. 180.000 Company shops

bj25 Cabin Company shops

500 Box Mt. Vernon C. & Mfg.

500 Stock Ralston

bhSOO Box 60,000 .\mer Car & Fdy

Norfolk Southern b2 Caboose Mt. Vernon C. & Mfg.

Norths So. Caro"ina....bh 1,500 Refrig, .. 70.000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

Nor hern Pacific ahl.OOO Gondola. . 100.000 Pressed Steel
wortnern racin

bhl,500 Box 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

aiSO Tank ,...8,000 g. Pressed Steel

bh 1,1 00 Refrig. .. 70,000 Pullman
aih200 Ore 100,000 Pressed Steel

.-h250 Stock 80,000 Whipple Car

bh2,500 Box 80,000 Pullman
.-.jlO Tank ...-. 12.000 Pressed Steel

bh300 Auto 80,000 Amer. Car & 1-dy.

S.-h=;00 Flat 70.000 Company shops

Eh50 Caboose Company shops

bh600 Box 80,000 Company shops

Northwestern Pacific .... ajl5 Gondola. .100.000 Cambria Stee

ai6 Tank ...12,5O0g. Cambria Steel

bjlO Box 100.000 Pullman

hi 20 Work ...100.000 Bettendorf

bi20 Stock .... 80.000 Standard Steel

ailO Dump ... 80.000 Kilbourne Jacobs

g5 Box 60.000 Holman
Oakland, Antioch & E.... slO Flat 60.000 Holman

pe Ballast ... 60,000 Holman
10 Flat .•

Ohio Electric 14 Trailer
2 Utility ••••

Oregon & California hlOOBox ] 00.000 Pullman

Purchaser. No. Kind. Capacity. Builder

bSO Flat 100,000 Bettendorf
al 00 Work ... 100,000 Bettendorf

Oregon Short Line bSOO Box 100,000 Pull

Oregon-Wash. R. R.

bSOO Stock 80,000 Standard Steel

g20 Caboose Standard Steel

Nav.' 'CoT.'. ..'.'...'!'.... b 1,000 Box 100,000 Pullman
g6 Caboose Pullman
g6 Caboose Standard Steel

Ouachita & No. West.... ^, 8,20 Logging.. 50,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

Pacific Fruit Exp b3,098 Kcfrig. .. 60,000 Amer. Car & Fdy,

Paris & Ml Pleasant l>hl2 Box 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

Penn Lines West ' "bjl.OOO Box 100,000 Western Steellenn. l.ines west
aj800 Coke .... 1 10,000 Cambria Steel

bj400 Gondola.. 100,000 Standard Steel

bj600 Gondola.. 100,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
aj 200 Coke 110,000 Standard Steel

bj500 Auto 100,000 Pressed Steel

bj500 Auto ....100,000 Amer, Car & Fdy.
bj5 Refrig. . .100,000 Company shops

bjlO Gun 150,000 Company shops
ajl,000 Coke 110.000 Pressed Steel

aj 500 Coke .. ..110,000 Amer. Car. & Fdy.
ajl.OOO Coke 110,000 Standard Steel

ai500 Coke ... .110,000 Cambria Steel

bfi600 Box 100,000 Standard Steel
bfj600 Box 100,000 Amer. Car. & Fdy.
bfjLOOOBox 100.000 Western Steel
aj 1,000 Coke .... 1 10.000 Pressed Steel

1,000 Coke Pressed Steel

Pennsylvania R. R 1,000 Coke Cambria Steel

200 Coke Cambria Steel
1,000 Gondola -Vmer. Car & Fdy.
800 Coke Standard Steel
400 Freight .\ltoona shops
875 Refrig -Mtoona shops

3,000 Box Pressed Steel
1,000 .\uto Pressed Steel
1,000 Box Altoona shops
a/OO Hopper .. 1 10.000 Cambria
gh5 Box 50,000 Company shops

Petaluma & Santa Rosa.. 100 Rodg. bal ,\mer. Car & Fdy.
Phelps. Dodge & Co ... bj 500 Gondola.... 100,000 Cambria Steel

Philadelphia & Reading. .ajl,000 Hopper ,. 1 10.000 Cambria Steel

bj500 Gondola....lOO,000 .^mer. Car & Fdy.
bj 1,000 Box 85,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
ajl.OOO Hopper .. 110,000 -Amer. Car & Fdy.

ajlO Cabin Company shops
bjl Poling Company shops

Pierce Fordyce Oil Assn. a71 Tank 100,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
al7 Tank 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
a60 Tank 60,009 Amer. Car & Fdy.

Pioneer Iron Co bhS Charcoal.. 80.000 Western Steel

Pittsburgh & Shawmut... aj250 Hopper .. 100.000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
Pittsburgh & L. E 500 Coal Pressed Steel

1,500 Coal Standard Steel

1,000 Hopper Pressed Steel

1,000 Hopper Standard Steel

Poinsett Lum. & Mfg. Co. glO Logging.. 60,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
Portland Ry., Light &
Power gh20 Flat 80,000 Seattle Car & Fdy.

Portsm. Cot. Oil ReL Co. a80 Tank .... 80.000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
Prince Edward Island... ghlS Hart-Otis. 60.000 Company shops

hi Tank 3,000 g. Company shops
Quanah, Acme & Pac... b2 Caboose Mt. Vernon Car Mfg.
Quebec Central ghlOO Rack 60.000 Company shops
Raritan River bjlO Gondola. .100,000 Standard Steel

Richmond, Fred. & Pot.. ahj50 Gondola. .100.000 Standard Steel

Rutland bjSOO Box 80,000 -Kmer. Car Si Fdy.

St. Louis & San Fran-
. „ „ ^

Cisco fbj 1,800 Coal 100,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
fbj400 Hart con. 100.000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

fbjl.OOO Box 80,000 -Amer. Car & Fdy.

St. Louis Southwestern.. gh20 Caboose Amer. Car & Fdy.

San Antonio & .-\ran. P. 1,000 Box .Amer. Car & Fdy.
5 Freight... 60,000 Mt. Vernon Car & Mfg.

' San Pedro, Los -Ang. ^ .

& S L ...... bh350 Box 100.000 Pullman

Savannah & Southern... 20 Flat 50.000 Cent. Loco. & Car
1 5 Box 60,000 Cent. Loco. & Car

Seaboard Air Line bhl.OOO Box 60.000 Pressed Steel
ah200 Hopper ..100.000 Pressed Steel

bh25 Caboose... 60.000 Mt. Vernon Car & Mfg.
Southern Cotton Oil Co. al2 Tank .... 80.000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
Southern Pacific bl.lOO Box 100.000 Pullman

b250 Flat 100.000 Bettendorf
a200 Work 100,000 Bettendorf
bIO Caboose Standard Steel
aj20 Dump ...100.000 Ralston

Southern Rv bh600 Box 80.000 Lenoir
bh275 Box 60.000 Lenoir
bhl50 Auto. ... 60.000 Lenoir
ah 100 Flat 100.000 Lenoir

aj2 Well 135.000 Lenoir

Spencer Kellogg's Sons.. alO Tank 60,000 -Vmer. Car & Fdy.

Surrey, Suss. & South- ,, ,. ~ , ,.,
ampton gS Box 40,000 Mt. Vernon Car. & Mfg.

Sydney & Louisburg ah25 Hopper . .100.000 Can. Car & Fdy.
b50 Hopper . . 30,000 Can. Car & Fdy.

Teraiskaming & North. « ^

,

Ont b4 Box Can. Car & Fdy.

Texas, Okla. & E g25 Logging.. 60.000 --Vmer. Car & Fdy.

Texas So. East g35 Flat 80,000 .Amer. Car & Fdy.
Toronto, Hamil. & Buff.. bh4 Way Amer. Car & Fdy.

1,250 Freight National Steel

250 Rodg. bal Canadian Car & Fdy.
ahIO Flat 80.000 Can. Car & Fdy.

Tremont & Gulf ahj60 Flat 80.000 Bettendorf

Tremont Lbr. Co bfiO Logging.. 80,000 Bettendorf Axle
Twin Mountain & Pot... bjlO Gondola.. 50,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

a Indicates all-steel cars,

b Indicates steel underframe cars,

c Indicates all-composite cars,

d Indicates composite underframe
cars.

e Indicates composite body cars,

f Indicates steel frame cars,

g Indicates all-wood cars,

h Indicates spring draft gear,

j Indicates friction draft gear.
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bj7 Box 50,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
gj2 Ballast ... 44.000 .^mer. Car & Fdy.

Ulster & Delaware bj50 Box 80,000 Pullman
aj75 Flat 100.000 Pullman

Union ail,009 Gondola. . 100,000 Pressed Steel
Union Cot Oil Co. of Cal. '

~
a8 Tank
al Tank ...

a2 Tank ..

.

Union Pacific bl.OOO Box ....

a200 Gondola.
blOO Stock . ..

g20 Caboose.
Union Petroleum Co a25 Tank ...
Union Refr. Transit Co.. bSOO Refrig. .

.100,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
. 80,000 .-Vmer. Car & Fdy.
. 60,000 --^mer. Car & Fdy.
.100.000 Pullman
.100,000 Rettendorf
. 80,000 Standard Steel

Standard Steel
. 60,000 .\mer. Car & Fdy.

^ , .
- „- .. 60,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

Union Tank Line 1,000 Tank Pressed Steel
Utah Ky aj25 Gen. serv.100,000 Ralston

,, ,
b3 Caboose Mt. Vernon Car & Mfe.

Vandaha bj235 Box 100,000 .-\mer. Car & Fdy.
aiSO Gondola.. 100,000 Cambria Steel
bj25 Sp. horse. 100.000 Penn. R. R. shops

Virginian aj700 Hopoer . .100,000 Pressed Steel

,„ , ,
bS Caboose Amer. Car & Fdy.

Wabash ah294 Hopper . .100,000 Standard Steel
ah 1,000 Stock 80.000 .Amer. Car & Fdj-.
bej700 Box 80.000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
bejSOO Box 80.000 Haskell & Barker
bej750 Auto 80,000 Western Steel
ahSOO Hopper . . 80,000 Company shops

Purchaser.

Waterloo, Cedar Fls. & N.

No. Kind.

g50 Gondola.
g40 Box . ...

g20 Stock .

.

Waters Pierce OU Co... aSO Tank ..

.

a20 Tank ...

Wells bh35 Refrig.Fargo & Co. Ex
western Chem. Co...
Western Live Stock E..^. ,„„ „.„^,, „
Western Maryland bhSOO Gondola. . 100,000 Pi

Capacity. Builder.

Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker
Haskell & Barker

. 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy

. 60,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.

&
_
Fdy.

Western Pacific
Westmoreland Coal Co. .

.

Wiscasset, Waterville &
Farmington

Yosemite Valley
Youngst. Sheet & T. Co.

- Amer
,^n J^"^ German-American
100 Stock Whipple

,_.„„ ,, Pressed Steel
hSOO Hopper.. .100.000 Pressed Steel

bhSOO Gondola.. 80,000 Standard Steel
ahSOO Hopper... 100,000 Standard Steel
bhSOO Box 80,000 Amer. Car & Fdy.
gh30 Caboose Company shops
a60 Tank 80,000 .\raer. Car & Fdy

alOO Hopper.. .100,000 Cambria

glO Flat 20,000 Portland Co
ah60 Logging. . 60.000 Seattle Car & Fdy
aSO Gondola.. 100,000 Cambria
alO Hopper... 100,000 Cambria

a Indicates all-steel cars,
b Indicates steel underframe cars,
c Indicates all-composite cars,
d Indicates composite underframe

cars.

PASSENGER CARS ORDERED IN 1912

e Indicates composite body cars,
f Indicates steel frame cars.
g Indicates all-wood cars,
h Indicates spring draft gear,
j Indicates friction draft gear.

Algon
Algon

Arizona Eastern

Arms Pal Horse C;

Purchaser. No. Kind. Builder.
Ala. Tenn. & Nor bf2 Passenger Amer. Car & Fdy.

bf2 Pass. ml. & exp... Amer. Car & Fdy.
4 Coaches Preston Car

ej2 1-irst class Can. Car & Fdy.
ejl Second class Preston Car

, . „ „ ,, ^'~ ^'"'^- ^ baggage.. Can. Car & Fdv.
Arizona & N. Mex egl Observation Barney & Smith

>= .... a 1 Baggage Pullman
1 Mail & bagcage

Co.. bS Horse ...7 Pullman

Af„fc T < c t- u^*r ?''",^- Barney & Smith
Atch., Top. & S. F bis Smoking Pullman

blO Passenger & mail.. Pullman
blO Chair Pullman
bl4 Jim Crow Pullman
a35 Coaches Pullman
a25 Chair Pullman
a20 Baggage & mail... Pullman
a30 Baggage S: e,xp... Pullman
a2 Parior Pullman
b4 Coaches Amer. Car & Fdy.

Amer. Car & Fdy.

Atlanta & West Point.

Atlantic Coast Line

Bangor & Aroostook.

bl Dinii.„
bfl2 Coaches Pull
bfl8 Express Pullman
bf4 Passenger & bagg. Pullman
bgl Gas electric

T. .- ?''•«?.. ^'" eg3 Open LaconiaCar
Boston & Albany ag20 Coaches Amer. Car & Fdy

ag8 Postal Laconia Car
ag3 Dining Pullman

Boston & Maine bfS Combination Wason Mfg Co
n^cf„„ m . J ^7.

£oa<:''<^s Standard Steel
'

Boston Elevated ag40 Prepayment Laconia
ag3S Prepayment St. Louis Car
ag20 Cambridge Sub... Laconia
ej4 Passenger Laconia Car
ejl Combination LaconiaCar
egl Storage battery Federal Storage Battery
ag4 Coaches Pullman
agS Passenger & smkg. Pullman
agS Baggage Pullman
ag3 Baggage & mail... Pullman
bgl Storage battery Fed. Stor. B. Car

Boston, Revere B. & L.

Buffalo, Roch. & Ptgh.

Cambria & Indiana „^. „.„..j, „,
Canadian Northern ef30 First class

eg2 Cafe--parlor JBaVney
&

' Smith
egl5 Baggage
ej9 Baggage & mail
eg2 Dining
egl6 Sleeping !...'.

1 Gas electricity Gen. Elec.'-Wason
23 Second class Crossen Car

efl2 First class
ef3 Second class
eg2 Cafe-parlor
ej4 Baggage
eg2 Dining
ef3 First class "

.

."

eflO Second class
ej6 Excursion .'.'.\'.'.['.[\

ej2 Cafe-parlor '.

Canadian Nor. Ont.

Canadian Nor. Quebec.

ej2 Baggage & mail.
ef2 Second class....
agl Motorr- ,. „ -.? ^8' Motor

Canadian Pacific eg30 Sleeping Barney & Smith
e30 Sleeping Pullman
el3 Dining Pullman
gl5 Tourist Canadian Car & Fdy.
g20 Baggage & exp... Canadian Car & Fdy.
glO First class Canadian Car & Fdy.
1 2 Sleeping Company shops
J Compt. sleeping Company shops

f:*
^'.^^.P'"g Company shops

S
§"""8 Company shops

S Buffet parlor Company shops

I Tourist Company shops

,
.- Colonist Company shops

107 First class Company shops
12 Second class Company shops
56 Baggage & exp Company shops

, B * express Company shops
1 Baggage & smok. .

.

Company shops
2 Horse exp Companv shops

Purchaser.

Central New England...

Central of New Jersey.

.

No. Kind. Builder.

,1 Fruit exp Company shops
50 Baggage Company shops
e6 Milk Laconia
e4 Coaches Laconia
e2 Combination Laconia

bf2 Combination Comoany shops
bf4 Baggage ComDanv shops

agl2 Vestibule coach.... Harian & Hollingsworth
ag9

J^ estibule comb Harlan & HollingsworthCentral Pacific a4 Dining Pullman
a4 Baggage-buffet Pullman

alO Baggage Pullman

-, ^^,°'""'v----;
General Elec.-Pullman

Central V^r™„„f i?l f^f "
""^^^ & exp.. General Elec.-Pullman

Central Vermont b2 Parlor Amer. Car & Fdy
bl Dining Amer C ^ —

-

Chesapeake & Ohio al5 Coaches Pullman
Passenger & bagg.. Pullman

& Fdy.

Chic. & North Wester
Dii Pulln

ah25 Coaches Pullman
ag6 Dining Pullman
ag4 Parior Pullman
ag2 Observation pari... Pullman
bp^ Obs. buffet Barney & Smith

Fdy.

Chic.

Buri. & Quincy..

Ind. & Louisville

& Fdy.

& Fdy.

ah5 Coach A
ah20 smoking .Amer. Cai
ah 10 Passenger coach... Pullman
ah23 Baggage Pullman
ag3 Dining Pullman
ag4 Parlor Pullman
ag2 Dynamo buffet Pullman

5 Dining Pullman
blO Baggage & mail... Amer. Ca
bg2 Observ. parior Bar.iev & Smith
bgl Vestibule parlor... Barney & Smith •

bg4 Coaches Barney & Smith
bg2 Passenger & bagg. Barney & Smith
bg2 Cafe coaches Barney & Smith
ag2 Mail & baggage... Barney & Smith
ag2 Postal Barnev & Smith
?*l

Passenger & bagg. General Electric
afg9 Combination Barney & Smith
,^i

Sleeping Barney & Smith
afg2 Observation Barney & Smith
^JSl Buffet observation. Barney & Smith
afg2 Cafe observation... Barney & Smith
"?IS J""";-

s'eeper Barney & Smith
ag)20 Coaches American Car Fdy.
^SJl" l^fpee . American Car Fdy.
/?23 Ful R. P. O American Car Fdy.
agjlO Mail & baggage.... Amer. Car. & Fdy.
afg3 Dining Pullman
agl Pass, mail & bagg. General Electric

r^i.' ^ » ^ .
ag4 Passenger & bagg. General ElectnV

Chic. Mil. & P. S
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul.

Chic. Peoria & St. Louis. 1 Motoi
Chic, R. L & Pac ag20 Baggage

agio Passenge

Co.

Chic, St. P., M. & 0.

mail... Pullman
„ - S- bagg. Pullman

ago Dining Pullman
agl Private Pullman
?^ Horse Pullman

agio Baggage American
ag2 Gas-elec General Electric
h7 Coaches Amer. Car. & Fdy.

.Amer. Car. & Fdy.ah 3 Smokii ^, . ^,_ ^^
ah4 Baggage '. PulTman

'

ah2 Combination Pullman
ah2 Baggage Pullman
agl Diner Pullman
ah2 Baggage & mail... Pullman

3 Gas electric
agl Dining Pullman
ag2 Baggage & mail... Pullman

^?t ?°''"f American Car & Fdy.

Coal & Coke ^?2 Coaches Barney & Smith'-°'" "^ <-OKe ej3 Coaches Pullman
ejl Passenger & bagg. Pullman

, Bluffton & Chic...
Cin., Chic. & St. L.

a Indicates all-steel cars,
b Indicates steel underframe cars,
c Indicates composite body cars,
d Indicates composite underframe

cars.

e Indicates all-wood cars,
f Indicates gas lighting,
g Indicates electric lighting,
h Indicates acet>'lene lighting,
j Indicates oil lighting.
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Del., Lack. & West

Purchaser. No. Kind. Builder.

Dayton, Leb. & Cin cf 1 Combination
ef5 Coaches
alS Coaches Pullman
a5 Passenger & bagg. Pullman

ag5 Club Barney & Smith
Duluth & Iron Range... a3 Coaches Amer. Car & Fdy.

Duluth, So. Short S: Atl. bfg2 Observation cafe... Barney & Smith
bfg2 Dining Barney & Smith

E. Tenn & W. N. Caro.. bjl Parlor Cent. Loco. & Car

Erie bg25 Sub. coaches Standard Steel
bgll Passenger & bagg. Standard Steel

55 Coaches Standard Steel

bgS Coaches Barney & Smith
Galveston, Harb. & S. A. a3 Dining Pulfman

a3 Coaches Pullman
a6 Baggage Pullman
3 Mail & baggage

Grand Trunk bl5 Sleepitig Pol'm^n
glO Second class Canadian Car & rdy.

g5 Colonist Canadian Car & Fdy.
b5 Tourist Pullman
b6 Dining Pullman

el Colonist Pullman
b6 Cafe-parlor Pullman

blO Coaches Pullman

Great Northern 2 Gas. elec Gen. Elec.-Wason

Green Bay & W bjl Pass. & baggage... Cent. Loco. & Car

Hocking Valley cbg6 Coaches
J,"

'"^"

Houston & Texas Cent.. a2 Cafe & observ E" "'^"

a5 Coaches Pullman
2 Mail & baggage

Illinois Central ag4 Dining Pullman
agio Coaches ,\mer. Car & Fdy.

agio Comp. coach ."Kmer. Car & Fdy.

ag20 Coach & smoking. Amer. Car & Fdy.

ag26 Baggage .^mer. Car & Fdy.

3gl7 Mali Amer. Car & Fdy.

ag9 Pass. & baggage.. Amer. Car & Fdy.

ag4 Cafe coach Pullman
ag5 Observation Pullman
ag3 Parlor Pullman

agio Chair Pullman

Illinois Traction System, dgl Motor St. Louts Car Co.

Interl:olonial bfg2 Sleeping S", ^"
bfgl Dining Pullman
bfgl Dining Canadian Car & Fdy.

bfg2 Sleeping Canadian Car & Fdy.

ef6 Coaches Preston C. & C.

ef3 Baggage Preston C. & C.

efl Coach Canadian Car & tdy.

International & Gt. Nor. b6 Chair Amer. Car & Fdy.

b7 Coaches Amer. Car & 1-dy.

b7 Baggage Amer. Car & Fdy.

a3 Postal Amer. Car & Fdy.

Inter-Urban 1 Motor line

1 Motor express

Jamestown, Chaut.&L.E. al Motor ^^P'="
Xanawha & Michigan . . . bf3 Passenger ........ Pu man

bf2 Baggage & mail . . . Pullman

Kewaunee, G. B. & West, bjl Pass. & baggage.. Cent. Loco. & Car

Lake Shore & M. S agl5 Co-

Purchaser. No. Kind. Builder.

Car & Fdy.
Car & Fdy.

„^^^ ._ Barney & Smith

agl5 Baggage Standard Steel

ag2 Dining Pullman
ag5 Pass. & baggage.. Standard Steely

agio Smokers
' '"-"

ag6 Horse .

Lehigh Valley ag3 Buf.-baggage Pullman

roniT Island R. R agl5 Pass. & mail Amer. Car & Fdy.
Long islana k. i^. .

.

s ^^^^ ^^., ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^ p.^^

agS Coaches Amer. Car & Fdy.

Louisville & Nashville... bj3 Coaches Company shops

bjl Chair Company shops

bj2 Baggage Company shops

bgl Comb, coach Company shops

bgl3 Vest, coach Company shops

bg4 Reel, chair Company shops

bg2 Dining Company shops

bg2 Mail & baggage... Company shops

Louisv., Rend. & St. L. e?3 . . . . Barney & Sinith

Louisiana & Northwest.. ej2 Coaches Barney & Smith

Louillant Southern .... ag2 Gas.-elec g'=?,„?'^<^-^ ^'°"

Louisiana Western a5 Coaches
^^^^^

- Pullman

Maxton. Alma & Southb. ehl Baggage & pass ..
. E. H. Wilson

^-•'«- ^"'">
Itfo lZt% :::;::::: itYn"d^f ItTe!"agio Baggagi
ag2 Dining Pulln

Middle Tennessee 2 Coaches Cent. Loco. S. Car

Mnneapolis & Nor 32 Motor J'lcl^"" . <- ...

Minn, It P. & S. S. M. ag22 Coaches Barney & Sm. h

all 2 Sleepers Barney & Smith

|g3 Mail Barney & Smith

agl2 Mail & express... Barney & Smith

ag2 Diners Barney S: Smith

ag2 Baggage Barney & Smith

agl Cafe-observ Barney & Smith

agl Buff.-baggage Barney & Smith

Minn St. Paul, Roch. & _,, -,, ^^
D^buQue bcg2 Coaches Wason Mfg. Co.

MEsourf& N. .A^k 2 Gas.-elec Gen Elect.-W ilson

, Kan. & Texas. a5 Postal g" ">^"

a5 Coach & mail Pullman
a3 Baggage & mail... Pullman

alO Baggage Pullman
a5 Chair Pullman

^^—
'

^^^«=
'.l\'s &ge-.v.v.-: p: p 1 1|:
bglO Coaches -^mer. Car & rd>.

bgll Chair Amer. Car & Fd>.

agl Motor Gen Elec.

Mobile & Ohio ag3 |;-'„clasy^. .
. - • Pullman

ag4 Baggage & mail... Pullman

agl Express Pullman

Nat. Rys. of Mex

aS Coaches Pullman
3 Mail & baggage

e47 Coaches Amer. Car & Fdy.
e21 Bagg., ml. & exp. . Amer. Car & Fdy.
elO Baggage .\mer. Car & Fdy.

Nash., Chatt. & St. I ag6 Coaches Pullman
ag4 Postal Pullman
efl Baggage Company shops

New Iberia & Nor 2 Gas.-elec Gen. Elec.-Wason
New Or., Mobile & Chic. af2 Express .\mer. Car & Fdy.

af2 Mail & baggage... .\mer. Car & Fdy.
ag3 Coaches .\mer. Car & Fdy.
ag3 Chair Amer. Car & Fdv.

N. y. C. & H. R aglOO Passenger Amer. Car 8c Fdy.
ag40 Baggage Barney & Smith
ag2 Dining Pullman
ag30 Pass. & baggage.. Standard Steel

ag20 Smoker Barney & Smith
agl5 Baggage Pressed Steel

agl9 Coaches Pressed Steel

ag6 Pass. & baggage... Pressed Steel

ag2 Dining Barney & Smith
agSO Coaches Amer. Car & Fdy.
e34 Milk Merch. Desp. Trans.

N. Y.. N. H. & H ag2 Dining Pullman
3g2 Buff.-observ Pullman
ag2 Parlor & baggage.. Pullman
agS Parlor Pullman
bg7 Parlor Pullman
bg5 Sleeping Pullman

ag22 Postal Laconia
b20 Milk Laconia

agl 3 Motor Standard Steel

ag26 Trailer Standard Steel

Norfolk & Western aglO Postal Pressed Steel Car
agS Baggage & mail... Pressed Steel Car
ag6 Baggage & express. Pressed Steel Car

ag35 Coaches Harlan & Hollingsworth
ag5 Pass. & baggage.. Harlan & Hollingsworth

Northern Pacific e25 Ref. express Amer. Car & Fdy.
Oakland, .\ntioch & E. . . bg4 Combination W. L. Holman

bgl Parlor W. L. Holman
bg6 Combination W. L. Holman

Ohio Electric 9 Motor
8 Trailer

Oregon & California.... 2 Mail & baggage
Oregon Electric 25 Coaches .\mer. Car & Fdy.

6 Pass. & baggage. . . Amer. Car & Fdy.
bg2 Sleeping Barney & Smith

Oregon Short Line a5 Baggage Pullman
33 Mail Pullman
a5 Chair Pullman
10 Mail & baggage

Oregon-Wash. R. R. &
Nav. Co 3l5 Cosches Pullman

a2 Baggage Pullman
32 Mail Pullman
a2 Mail & baggage... Pullman
a4 Cafe-observ Pullman

• a2 Motor McKeen
4 Mail & baggage

Pacific Electric a45 Interurb Jewctt-West.
Paris & Mt. Pleasant ej3 Coaches Amer. Car & Fdy.

ejl Combination .\mer. Car & Fdy.
Peninsular aS Interurb Jewett-West-
Penn. Lines West ag29 Coaches Standard Steel

ag2 Baggage .\mer. Car & Fdy.
ag8 Baggage & mail... Amer. Car St Fdy.
ag4 Pass. & baggage. Pressed Steel

ag6 Dining Standard Steel

ag5 Dining Barney & Smith
Pennsylvania R. R a26 Baggage & mail... -Altoona shops

a7 Dining -Altoona shops
322 Sub. coaches Pressed Steel

a22 Sub. co3Ches .Amer. Car St Fdy.
a20 Coaches Stsndard Steel

Philadelphis & Re3ding. . ag35 Vest, coach Harlsn Sr Hollingsworth
agl5 Vest, comb Harlan S: Hollingsworth
agl Private Harl3n & Hollingsworth

Pittsburgh St L. E bcgl Coach Wason Mfg. Co.

1 Gas.-clec Gen. Elec.-Wason
Port Huron St Nor a2 Motor McKeen
Portland, Eugene & E... al3 Elec. coach Pullman-Baldwin

, J 3l7 Elec. coach St bagg. Pullman-Baldwin
c a5 Elec. bagg. St exp. Pullman-Baldwin

') 1 all Elec. trail Pullman-Baldwin
Ouansh, Acme & Pacific. i Gas.-elec Gen. Elec.-Wason
Kichmond, Fred. Si Pot.. 1 Postal Amer. Car St Fdy.

1 Baggage & mail .... .\mer. Car St Fdy.
Rivera Beach St W al Motor McKeen
Rock Island Impr. Co... 2 Gss.-elec Gen. Elec-Wsson
Rutland bf4 Coaches Osgood Bradley

bS Milk Osgood Bradley

St. Louis S: San Fran... aglO Baggage .-Xmer. Car St Fdy.

St. Louis, Brownsv. St M. 2 Gas.-elec Gen. Elec.-Wason

St. Louis Southwestern. aflO Baggage Amer. Car St Fdy.
aflO Combination .\mer. Car St Fdy.
hfg3 Dining Amer. Car & Fdy.

San Ant. St Aran. Pass.. I)cf2 Baggage Si mail... Company shops

San Diego & Cuyamaca . 1 Coach Cent. Loco & Car
1 Pass., bagg. & ml. Cent. Loco & Car
1 Baggage Cent. Loco St Car

San Pedro, Los A. & S. L. af2 Pass., ml. St bagg. Pullman
Savannah Si Southern... 1 Combination Cent. Loco. S Car.

Seaboard -Air Line Ry.. 3g3 Express Pullmsn
agio Coaches Pressed Steel

ag7 Pass. St baggage... Pressed Steel

ag7 Baggage St maik.. Pressed Steel

ag6 Dining Pullman

South C3rolina Si W el Coach Laconia

a Indic3tes sll-steel cars,

b Indicates steel underframe cars.

c Indicates composite body cars,

d Indicates composite underframe
cars.

e Indicates all-wood cars.

f Indicates gas lighting.

s Indicates electric lighting.

h Indicates acetylene lighting.

j Indicates oil lighting.
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Purchaser.

Southern Pacific

Southern Ry.

Port. & Seattle,

Texas & Pacific

Texas City Term
Texas Midland
Toledo & Ohio Cent
Toledo, Peoria & Western
Twin Mountain & Pot...

Ulster & Delaware

No. Kind. Builder,

el Combinatio;: . ... Laconia
al5 Baeeage Pullman
a7 Motor Gen. Elec.-Pullman
a4 Motor McKeen
10 Mail & baggage

bgl 5 Coaches Pullman
agS Mail & bagpage... Pullman
as5 Express Pullman
bgS Coaches Standard Steel

bg6 Dining Barney & Smith
cbgl Coach Wason Mfg. Co.

17 Coaches Barney & Smith
4 Observation Barney & Smith
1 Dining Barnev & Smith

bg2 Combination W. L. Holman
al Dining Pullman
a2 Coaches Pullman
4 Mail & baggage

b8 Chair Pullman
b7 Coaches Pullman
al Motor .\mer. Car & Fdy.

2 Gas.-elec McKeen
ae2 Bagg., ml. & cxp. Gen. Elec.-Wason
bjl Mail & express... Pullman

1 Coach Pullman
bl Private Niles Car & Mf.?.

1 Combination Niles Car & Mfg.
ag3 Baggage & mail . .

.

Pullman

Purchaser. No. Kind. Builder.

Union Pacific a6 Dining Pullman
a5 Baggage-buffet . .

.

Pullman
a5 Mail Pullman

alO Chair Pullman
12 Mail & baggage
6 Mail & pass

Wabash bcgS Pass. & baggage.. Amer. Car & Fdy.
bcg6 Chair Amer. Car & Fdy.
bcg6 Coaches Amer. Car & Fdy.
ag5 Mail Amer. Car & Fdy.
bc§4 Chair-club Amer. Car & Fdy.

Wash., Idaho & Mont. Ry. ejl Coach Company shops
Waterloo. Cedar FIs. & N. g2 Combination McGuire-Cum.
Weatherford Min. Wells.
& N.-W a2 Motor McKeen

Wells, Fargo & Co 35 Express refrig Am. Car & Fdy.
Western Maryland bgl8 Coaches Barney & Smith

ag6 Mail & express... Barney & Smith
bf5 Baggage Barney & Smith

Yakima Val. Transp. Co. a2 Elec. pass. & bagg. Jewett-West.
al Elec. exp. & bagg. Jewett-West.

a Indicates all-steel cars,

b Indicates steel underframe c

c Indicates composite body car
d Indicate? composite underfr;

e Indicates all-wood cars.

f Indicates gas lighting.

g Indicates electric lighting.

h Indicates acetylene lighting.

j Indicates oil lighting.

LOCOMOTIVES ORDERED IN 1912

Purchaser. -Vo. Cylinders.

Akron & Barberton Belt. 1 20x24
Ala. Interstate Pow. Co 1 10x12
Ala. Tenn. Nor 120x26

1 18x26
Alan Wood & Steel Co.. ^1 14x18
Aleoma Central 15 22x28
Algoma Eastern tl 22}ix28

Alg.-SuUivan Lumb. Co.. 1 18x24
Aliquippa & Southern.. 2 20x26
American Trading Co... 2 13x18
Ann Arbor t3 25x30
Aransas Harbor Terminal 1 19x24
Artesian Belt 118x26
Ashland Coal & Iron Co. 1 20x24
Atchison, Topeka &

Santa Fe '20 17^x28
20 20x26
20 28x32
10 23J4x32

Atlanta & St. And. Bay. 1 18x24
Atlanta & W. P 1 21x28

1 19x24
Atlanta, Birm. & Atl ... t6 26x30
Atlantic Coast Line 15 19x24

t8 20x26
tl2 22x28

1 17x24
Avoyelles Cyp. Co 1 13x18
Baltimore & Ohio t50 26x32

4 19x24
Baltimore & Sparrows Pt. 1 22x26
Barber Asphalt Pav. Co. 1 14x20
Basket Lum. & Mfg. Co. 1 13x20
Beaver Dam Lum. Co.. 1

J. A. Bel Lumber Co.. 1 15x20
Belt Ry. of Chic t5 24x30
Bingham & Garfield 4 21x26

*1 26x41x28
Birmingham & No.-West. §1 19x24
Biwalik Mining Co 4 20x24
Blue Jay Lumb. Co 1

Boston & Albany t5 22x26
t8 21x28
t4 23x32

*t4 21}4&34x32
Boston & Maine 50 24x30

20
20
10

Bovne Citv, Gaylord &
Alpena '. §1 19x24

Braden Copper Co 1 10x12
British Columb. Elec 5

Brownlee Lumb. Co 1

Buckeye SteelCast. Co.. 1 20x26
Buflialo Creek 4 16&25.x20
Buff. Roch. & Ptgh tl 245'^x26

t9 26J4x30
Butler Bros 4 17x24
Butte, Anac. & Pac 17
Byrd Batth. Lumb. Co. . 2 11x12
Cat. State Bd. of Har-
bor Com'rs 1 19x24

1 19x26
Camp Mfg. Co 1 13x20
Canadian Nor 74 23x28

tI5 22x26
t20 24x32
t20 20x24
t25 23x26
20 19x26

Canadian Nor. Ont flO 22x26
Canadian Nor. Quebec... t6 22x26

2 19x26
Canadian Pacific t21 22VSx28

t30 22J4x28
tlOO 21x28
t25 21x28
t25 21x28

Total
Weight,
Engine
Only. Type. Builder.

151.000 2-6-0 Baldwin
84,000 Shay Lima

150,000 4-6-0 Baldwin
150.000 2-80 Baldwin

5,800 0-4-0 Baldwin
197,300 2-8-0 Canadian
195,000 2-8-0 Montreal
142,000 2-6-0 Montreal
113,000 4-6-0 Baldwin
150,000 0-6-0 H. K. Porter
465,000 2-6-0 Baldwin
231,000 2-8-0 American
118,500 0-6-0 Baldwin
133,950 4-6-0 Baldwin
152,000 2-6-2 Baldwin

268,800 4-6-2 Baldwin
154,000 060 Baldwin
295,900 2-10-2 Baldwin
226,300 2-8-0 Baldwin
115,000 4-6-0 Baldwin
189,000 4-6-0 American
119,000 0-60 American
242,000 2-8-2 Baldwin
113,000 0-60 Baldwin
155,000 4-60 Baldwin
224,000 4-6-2 Baldwin
98,000 0-4-0 Baldwin
66,000 0-4-4 Davenport

282,200 2-8-2 Baldwin
120,000 0-4-0 Baldwin
161,000 0-6-0 Baldwin
67,000 0-4-0 Baldwin
62,000 2-60 Baldwin
72,000 Geared Heisler
84,150 2-6-2 Baldwin

207,000 0-6-0 Baldwin
156,530 0-6-0 Baldwin
461.000 Mallet American
116,000 2-4-0 Baldwin
126,000 0-6-0 Baldwin
156,000 Geared Heisler

234.000 4-6-2 American
163.000 0-60 .\merican
234.000 2-8-0 American
354.000 Mallet American
210,000 2-8-0 Baldwin

4-6-2 American
2-8-0 American
0-6-0 American

120.000 2-6-0 Baldwin
84.000 Shay Lima

Electric West.-Baldwin
64.000 Geared Heisler
129,000 0-6-0 American
157.000 Mallet
258.000 4-6-2 American
275.000 2-8-2 American
90,000 0-6-0 Baldwin

Electric Am.-Gen. Elec.

100.000 Shay Lima

19.000 Forney Baldwin
140.000 0-6-0 Baldwin
72.550 2-6-2 Baldwin

213.000 4-6-2 Montreal
172,000 4-6-0 Montreal
220.000 2-8-0 Canadian Fdy.
154,000 4-6-0 Montreal
188,600 2-8-0 Canadian
121,000 0-6-0 Canadian
173.000 4-6-0 Montreal
173,000 4-6-0 Montreal
123.000 0-6-0 Can. Loco. Co.
222,000 4-6-2 Company shops
222,000 4-6-2 Montreal
198.000 4-6-0 Montreal
198.000 4-6-0 American
198,000 4-6-0 Can. Loco. Co.

Purchaser. No. Cylinders.

t60 23J^x32
tlO 23!^x32
t20 23J4x32
t75 23>^x32
27 18x26

t45 18x26
t8 19x24

t25 19x24
tlO 19x24
12 22Hx28

tlO 21x28
Canadian West Lumb. Co. 1

Carnegie Steel Co 2 20x26
Carolina & No. West... §2 20x24
Catskill Mountain I 13x28
Central Iron & Coal Co. 7 17x24
Central New England... 3 32x28
Central of Georgia tl5 27x30

6 23x28
Central of New Jersey.. flO 23^x28

5 24x30
t3 23x26

Central Pacific 8
7

Central Vermont 4 22.x28
3 20x26

Charleston & W. Carolina t3 21x28
t3 19x24

Charlotte Har. & Northern 1 18x24
Chattahoochee Valley 1 18x24
Cherry River Boom &
Lumber Co 1 21x24

Chesapeake & Ohio *t§25 22S:35x32
t49 29x28

Chic. & East. Ill t25 28x30
Chic. & North Western.. t29 18x24

14 22x26
17 25x28

tl5 27x32
t45 25x32

Chic. & West. Ind f5 23x28
5 24x30

Chic. Burl. & Quincv . .. 100 28x32
25 20x24

Chicago Grt. West tlO 27x30
Chic, Ind. & Louis tl6 28x30

t3 23x28
Chicago Junction 6 20x26

2 25x32
Chic, Mil. & P. S 11 25x28

II 23J4x37x50
10 25x28

Chic, Mil. & St. Pa-.!... jlS 24.x30
40 18x24
t40 26x30
iSO 25x28
't5 23J^.x37x30

tll5 26x30
t35 24x30

Chic. River & Indiana... 12 25x32
Chic, R. I. & Pac t40 28x30

tlO 28x30

Chic, St. Paul, Minn. &
Omaha t5 18x24

tlO 27x32
t2 25x32

tlO 23x26
Chicago Short Line 1 21x26
Chic, Terre Haute & S. E. 5 25x32
Cin., N. O. & T. P 10 27x30
Qev., Cin., Chic & St. L. flO 22x26

tlO 21x28
tlO 21x28

Cleveland Stone Co 1 17x24
Coal & Coke 1 20.x24

*Indicates compound,
tindicates superheater.
Ilndicates feed water heater.

Total
Weight,
Engine
Only.

225,000
225,000
258,000
258,000
137,000
137,000
139,000
139,000
146,000
222,000
188.000
124,000
151,000
146.000
57,000
128.550
198,000
283,850
222,300
214,400
229,500
207,000

216,500
145,200
178,700
121,000
104,500
122.000

Type.
2-8-0

2-8-0

2-8-2
2-8-2

0-6-0

06-0
4-6-0
4-6-0
4-6-0

4-6-2

0-8-0

Geared
0-6-0

2-8-0
4-4-0

2-6-2

0-8-0

2-8-2
4-6-2

4-6-0

0-8-0
4-4-2

4-6-2

0-6-0
4-6-2

Shay
2-8-0

0-6-0
4-4-0

4-6-0

Builder.

Montreal
Canada Fdy.
Company shops
Montreal
Company shops
Company shops
Montrea'l
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Heisler

Baldwin
American
Baldwin
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
.American
Company shops
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Lima
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

147,050 2-8-0

425,000 Mallet
315,000 2-8-2

471,000 2-8-2

130.500 0-6-0

219,000 4-6-2

250,500 4-6-2

300.000 2-8-2

238,000 2-8-0

189,000 2-6-0

207,000 0-8-0

303.400 2-8-2

135,000 0-6-0

283.000 2-8-2

285,000 2-8-2

226.000 4-6-2

148,000 0-6-0

241.000 2-8-0

253.000 4-6-2

390.000 Mallet
253,000 4-6-2

220,000 2-80
127.000 0-6-0

280,000 2-8-2

253.000 4-6-2

390.000 Mallet
280.000 2-8-2

220,000 2-8-0

2-8-0

318.850 2-8-2

320,000 2-8-2

130,500 0-6-0

300.000 2-8-2

238.000 2-8-0

186.000 4-6-0

141.000 0-6-0

244.000 2-8-0

273.000 2-8-2

237.000 4-6-2

163,000 0-6-0

166,000 0-6-0

90,000 0-6-0

133,750 4-4-0

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
American
American
American
Company shops
American
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops

American
American
American
American
Baldwin
American

Baldwin
American
American
American
Baldwin
.•\merican
Baldwin
American
Lima
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
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Purchaser. Xo. Cylinders.

Columbia Riv. Lumb. Co. 1

Connecticut Co -

Cook Const. Co 2 17!'24

Croft Lumb. Co 1 12x12

Cuyamel Fruit Co 1 15x20

Cyban Amer. Sugar Co.. 1 15x18

Davis Supply Co 1 12x15

De Grasse Paper Co.... 1 , ,„
Delaware & Hudson t2/ 25x30

Del., Lack. & West 15 28x30
7 25x28

12 28x30
7 25x28
2 25x28
1 25x26
6 22x28

Denver & Rio Grande... tl4 27x30
t6 26x26

'tl6 26x40x32

Detroit & Mack 3 21x28

Detroit & Toledo Sh. L. . 3 20x26
Detroit Iron S: Steel Co. 1 16x24

Dixie Route 1 19x24

Duluth. So. Shore & Atl. 2 20!/;x26

Dunnellon Phosphate Co. 1 18x26

East Broad Top R. R. S:

Coal Co 1 19x24

East Carolina 1 18x26

East Carolina Lumb. Co. 2 10x16

East Jordan & Southern 1 17x24

Elgin,' JoHet & E 20 28.x30

Prie T3 l/'X.^a

t30 28x32
30 20x26

{45 28x3Z
tl5 28x32
tl 27x28

Eiscanaba & Lake Superior §1 20x26

Fernwood Lumber Co... 1 20x26
Flambeau Paper Co 1 16x24

Fox Bros. & Co 1 12x18

Frost-Johnson Lumb. Co. 2 21x28

Gineso. & N. W 2 20x24

Georgia R. R 6 20x26

'Glade Lumb. Co 1

Grandin Lumber Co 2 20x24

Grand Rapids & Indiana. 3 20x24

Grand Trunk tl9 23x28
741 23x28
15 20x26

t:5 27x30

Grand Trunk Pacific 15 23x30

Grant, Smith & Co '3 17x24

Graves Lumber Co 1 16x24
Gray Lumber Co 1 14x20

Great Northern *25 28&42x32
10 19x26
10 19x26
50 28x32

Green Bay & Western... 2 19x26
1 19x26

Greenleaf Johnson Lumb.
Co • •

Greenv., Spartanb. & And.
Hall & Leftwich Lumber

Total
Weight,
Engine
Only.

177,850
124,000

'94!666

120,000
72,000
74,000
140,000
104,000
254,000
314,000
281.000
315,000
285.000
287,000
287.000
200,000

283,000
262,000
465,000

185,000
139,500
89,000
134,000
185,000
130,000

150,000
128.000
36,500
90,000
302,000
274,000
320,600
154,000
320,600
320,600
269,000

149,000
149,550
113,200

145,500
173,000
131,000
64,000
144,500
144,100
225.000
225,000
139,500
276,000
208,600
209,000
94,000
100.000
67,280

450,000
135,000
135.000
287,000
136.000
126,000

Co.
Hall & Legan Lumb. Co.
Harbor Com'rs of Quebec
Hardaway Contract'g Co.

Havden Machy. & Supply
Co

Hocking Valley

1 16x20

3 19x26
2 14x22
1 13x20
2 12x15

6 16x24
t5 29x28
t2 21x26

Horse Shoe Lumber Co..

Houston Belt & Term. Ry. 2 19x24

Houston & Tex Cent ... 5 , _^
Hydraulic Eng. Co. of Me. 1 16x24

Illinois Central ;=? 27x30

t40 21x26

Illinois Northern 1 22x26

Illinois Southern 2 22x28

Illinois Terminal 2 20x24
Industrial Lumber Co... ^1 16x24

Intercolonial '

S 5fl ^6
fib 22x28
t5 24x32

International & Gt. Nor. 10 22x30

International Paper Co.. 1 18x24

Jackson & Tindle 1 18x24

Tefferson & Northwestern 1 16x24

Tonesboro, Lake City & E. §2 18x24

Kanawha & Michigan... TlO 25x30

Kansas City Ry 1 18x20

Kansas City Southern... ^ 1 18x20

Keesville, Aus. Chasm &
L. Champlain 1 16x22

Kendall Lumber Co-.... 1 12x15

Kewaunee, G. B. & West. 1 9x26

Keystone Mills Co...... 14x18

Knight Investment Co... 1 21x26

La Belle Iron Wks 1 16x32

Take Erie & West t5 25x32

tike Shore & M. S t20 27x30

Type

Electric
0-6-0

Shay

Shay
Geared
2-8-0

2-8-2

4-6-2

2-S-2
4-6-2
4-6-2

4-6-2

0-8-0

2-8-2
4-6-2

Mallet

4-6-0
0-6-0

0-4-0

2-8-0

4-6-2
4-6-0

4-6-0
2-6-0

2-6-0

2-8-2

4-6-2

2-8-0

2-8-0
2-6-2

0-6-0
2-6-0

2-8-0

4-6-0

0-6-0

Geared
2-8-0

0-6-0

4-6-2

2-8-0

2-8-0
0-6-0
4-6-0
4-6-0

Mallet
0-6-0
0-6-0

Builder.

Baldwin
Heisler
Wcst.-Baldv
Davenport
Lima
Davenport
Baldwin
Lima.
Heisler
American
American
American
American
American
.American
American
Lima
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
American
Bald vin
American

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

American
Lima
Baldwin
Lima
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Lima
Baldwin
Baldwin
Heisler
Baldwin
Lima
Baldwin

American
Canadian
Montreal
Davenport
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
American

85,000

84.000 Geared
72.000 Geared

120,000 0-6-0

64,250 0-4-0
0-4-0

140,000 Shay

78,000
322.500
188.000
120.000
127,350

' 72'.666

283,850
247.500
166,000
154,000
197,000
121.000
100,700
200,000
137,700
200.000
236,000
213.550
115,000
120,000
98.000
108.000
238.000
229.000
320.000
250,000

Montreal
Baldwin
Baldwin

0-40 Baldwin

Geared
0-6-0
2-6-0
0-4-0

2-8-2
4-6-2
0-6-0
0-6-0

2-6-6

Baldwin
Baldwin
Davenport
Baldwin
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

. _ _ Baldwin
!-8-0 Montreal

2-8-0
0-6-0
2-6-0
4-6-0

2-8-4

Shay
Shay
2-8-0

Baldwii
Baldw;i)
Americ
Americ

96,000
140,000 Shay
128.000 0-6-0

58,000
168.000
96,000
240.500 2-8-0

318,000 2-8-

6-0 .American

2-6-0
2-8-0
2-6-0

American
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
American
American

Purchaser. -No. Cylinders.

Lake Superior Tenn. h
Transfer §2 20x26

Lamar Lumber Co 1 16x22
Lancaster & Chester 1 19x26

Lehigh & New England.. 5 19x26
1 21x26

Lehigh Nav. Co 1 Uxl2
Lehigh Valley t? -27x30

Ligonier Valley .Ry 1 21x28
Long Island R. R 74 21x26

t2 19x26
Lorain & West Va 1 21x28
Louise Lumber Co 1

Louisiana & Arkansas... §2 18x24
§2 21x28

Louisiana & Northwest.. 1 18x26
Louisiana & Pacific 1 16x24
Louisiana & Pine Bluff.. 1

Louisiana Ry. & Nav. Co. 2 20x26
Louisiana Western 3

Lou ille & Nashville... tl2 21.5x28

t37 23.5x30
6 19x26

§1 18x26
Louisville, Hend. & St. L.

Lowville & Beaver R
Mac A Mac Corp 1

Mahoning Ore & Steel Co. 3 20x24
Maine Central 8 23x28

2 24x28
2 20x26

Manchester Saw Mills... 1 14J4x24
Manufact. Ry. of St. L.. 1 20x26
Marsch, John 6 19x24

1 16x24
Maryland & Penna S26
Maryland Steel Co 1 19x24
Masteller Coal Co 1 7x10
Maxton, Alma & Southb. §1 16x24

Mex. Northern Pow. Co. 1 16x24
Mexican Union 1 14x18
Michigan Alkali Co 1 19x24

Michigan Central t35 21x28
tlO 22x26
tlO 21x28

Midland Pennsylvania .. 1 18x24
Milwaukee Coke & Gas Co. 1 12x18
Milwaukee Elec 1

Mineral Point & Nor. Ry. S2 19x26
Minneapolis & St. Louis. tl2 22'^x30

Minn., Red Lake & M... 1 17x24
Minn., St. P. & S. S. M.. . TlO 25x30

tlO 28x30
t5 25x28

Minnesota, Dakota & W. tl 19x24
tl 20x26

Missouri & Louisiana §1 19x26
§1 10x12

Missouri & No. Ark. Ry. t2 23x28
§1 18x24

Missouri, Kan. & Texas. 40 26^4x30
Missouri, Okla. & Gulf Ry. 1 20x26

"75 21&32x30
Missouri Pacific t50 27x30

tl4 26x26
t§l 26&40x32

Mitsin & Co 1 13x18
Mobile & Ohio t5 27x30

t4 24x28
Monongahela 6 21x30
Monongahela Connecting. t3 23x28
Montpelier & Wells River 2 18x24
Moore Timber Co 1 13x22

Morgan La. & Tex. R. R.

& S. S. Co 3

4

Nat. Metallurgical Co.-. 1 19.x24

Nev.-Cal.-Ore S2 16x20

Nevada Copper Belt 1 20x26
Newburgh & So. Shore.. i2 20x26

New Jersey Zinc Co 1 9x14

New Orleans & No. East. 6 21x28
2 21x28

New Or.. Mobile & Chic. tS 22x28
t4 22x28

Newport News Ship. &
Dry Dock Co .

I !,5-x24

N. Y. C. & H. R t20 235^x26
730 26x26
t5 16x22

t.^0 21x28
750 25x32
76 24x28

To'a!
Weijiht,
Engine
Only. Type.

160,000 0-6-0

85,000 2-8-0

130,000 4-6-0

143,000 2-8-0

178,000 0-8-0

100,000 Shay
322,000 2-8-2

175,000 2-8-0

182,000 4-6-0

137,000 0-6-0

192,000 2-8-0

72,000 Geared
127,250 0-8-0

179,150 4-6-0

134,300 4-6-0

109,000 2-6-2
2-6-0

155,000 2-8-0
4-6-2
2-6-0

0-6-0

212,000 4-6-2

220,000 2-8-0

134,500 4-6-0

124,000 4-6-0

84,000 Geared
127.000 0-6-0

198,000 2-8-0

225,000 4-6-2

142,000 0-6-0
2-6-0

145,900 0-6-0

108,000 0-6-0

80,000 0-6-0

115,000 2-8-0

108,000 0-6-0

Forney
102,650 4-6-0

72,000 0-4-0

58,000 2-6-0

115,000 0-6-0

51,000 0-4-0

163,000 0-6-0
4-6-2

163.000 0-6-0

113,000 4-4-0

51,000 0-4-0

Electric

139,000 4-6-0

195,000 2-8-0

114,000 4-6-0

225,000 2-8-0

285,000
258,000
112,600
147,800
137,000
84,000
194,000
113,000
285,000
158,550
315,700
275.000
256,000
453,000
62,000

273,000
233,000
192,000
195,000
128.000
76,000

Fdy. Co. N. Y., N. H. & H.

Niag., St. Cath. & Toronto
Norf. & Portsm. Belt Line
Norfolk & Western '

Northern Pacific

North Texas Lumb. Co..
Northwestern Iron Co... l

Northwestern Pacific ... 2

Oakland, -Antioch & E.

.

1

O'Brien, McD. & 0"G... 7

•Indicates compound,
tindicates superheater,
gindicates feed water heater

4-6-2
0-6-0
2-8-0
2-6-0

Shay
2-8-2
4-4-0

2-8-2
2-8-0

Mallet
2-8-2
4-6-2
2-8-8-2
0-6-0
2-8-2
4-6-2

2-8-0
0-8-0
0-8-0
2-6-2

15 24x32
1

§1 19x24
t40 22&35x32
76 22'Ax2&
tlO 20x26
t50 28x30 .

•10 26&40x30
I

4-6-2

2-6-0
0-6-0

123,000 2-6-0

88,000 4-6-0

163,000 2-8-0

124.000 0-6-0
0-4-0

179.550 4-6-0

178,800 4-6-0

196,000 2-8-2

197,000 4-6-2

70,000 0-4-0

272,000 4-6-2

270,000 4-6-2

140,300 Forney
170,000 0-6-0

2-8-2

249,000 4-6-2

232.000
216.000

Builder.

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Lima
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
Baldwin
American
Heisler
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Bandwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Company shops
Company shops
Baldwin
American
Heisler
Baldwin
American
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Davenport
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
-American
Lima
Baldwin
Baldwin
West.-Baldwin
Baldwin
American
Baldwin
American
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Lima
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
American
Baldwin
-American
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
H. K. Porter
American
Baldwin

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

SO
Electric
0-6-0

Mallet
4-6-2
0-6-0

110,000
405.000
247,000
152.000
315,000 2-8-2

475.000 Mallet
72,000 Geared
100.000 0-6-0

168,000 4-6-0

Electri(

109.000 4-6-0

Baldwin
American
American
-American
-American
-American
Baldwin
Westinghouse
-American
West.-Baldwin
Baldwin
-American
Baldwin
American
American
-American
Heisler
Baldwin
American
West.-Baldwin
Montreal
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Purchaser. No. Cylinders.

Oliver Chilled Plow Wks. 1 17.x24
Oregon & California.... 1

Oregon Short Line 20
10
5

Oregon-Wash. R. R. &
Nav. Co 15

Ouachita & Northwest'n 1 15x20
Pacific & Idaho Northern §1 20x26
Pacific Electric 10

3

Pacific Gas & Elec 1 11x16
Palmetto Phosphate Co.. 1 16x24
Paris & Mt. Pleasant.... §1 18x24
Peninsular 1

Pennsylvania Lines West §32 24x28
t5 24x26

tl3 19x26
t50 24x28

Pennsylvania R. R 21
10

17
19

Peoria & Eastern flO 25x30
Philadelphia & Reading.. 1119x24

tl 26x32
15 18x24
tS 20x28
t2 20x26

t20 23x30
fl 18x24

Phila. Sub. Gas & Elec.. 1 9x14
Pine Belt Lumb. Co 1 17x20
Pittsburgh & L. E 5 22x26
Pittsb., Al. & McKee's R. 3 16x24

5 18x24
Pittsburgh Steel Co 1 21x26
Poison Logging Co 1 18x24
Poplarv. Saw Mill Co... 1

Portland, Eug. & E 3
Prescott & No. Western. 1 20^x28
Puget Sound & Baker R. 1 16x24
Pullman Co 1 20x26
Purcell Const. Co 2 17x24
Quebec Central 2 20x26

t4 21x26
Quincy Mining Co 1 18x20
Range Lumb. Co 1

Raritan River 1 20x24
Repub. Iron & Steel Co. 1 20x26
Richmond, Fredr. & Pot. t5 22x28

t5 22x28
Rock Port, Langdon & No. 1 13x22
Roper Lumber Co 1 9x14
Rowland Lumber Co.... 1 11x16
Rural Valley 1 21x28
Rutland t6 22!4x26
St. Croix Timber Co 1 16x24
St. Louis & Hannibal Ry. tl 20x24
St. Louis & San Fran... t40 26x30
St. Louis Southwestern.. tl8 25.-530

14 22x28
Saginaw Timber Co 1 18x24
Salmon Creek Lumb. Co. 1

San Antonio & Ar. Pass. 10 16x20
San Ant., Uvalde & G.. 1 18x24
San Diego & S. E 1 18.x24

San Pedro, Los A. & S. L. 6 25x28
San Rafael & Atlixco... 9 18x24
Seaboard Air Line jl5 22x28

5 19x28
1 16x24

tS 23x28
Sewell Valley Ry 1 14x15
Shelbv Co. Hy 1 16x24
Silver Lake RI. & Lumb.
Co 1 13^^x18

Smith, W. T., Lumb. Co. 2 16x24
Smith, C. A., Lumber &
Mfg. Co 3 18x24

South Carolina W 2 18x26
Southern Pacific 15 21x28

10
15

Southern tlO 24x28
6 24x30
4 20x26

t5 24x28
730 27x30

Southern Pine Lumb. Co. 1 17x24
Southern 1 20x26
Spokane & Inl. Emp 1

Standard Oil Co 1 9x14
Stone & Webster 4 11x12
Superior & S.-E 1 17x24
Susquehanna & New York 1 22x28
Sydney & Louisburg 1 21x26

1 19x26
Tallulah Falls 1 20x24
Tenn., Ala. & Ga 2 20.x24
Terminal R. R. Assoc, of

St. Louis tl5 22^x30
Texas & N. Orleans 4
Texas & Pacific Ry 10 22x30

10 21x28

Total
Weight,
Engine
Only. Type.

90,000 0-4-0

39,000
103,000
120,000

ioiiooo
257.200
117,000
204,000

-'46.000
233,200
325,650
106,000
150,000
157,000
239,000
130,000
30,000
104,000

0-6
2-8
4-6
0-6

2-8-2
2-6-2
2-8-2

Electric
Electric
0-4-0
2-6-2
4-6-0

Electric
2-8-0
4-6-2
0-6-0

2-S-O
Freight
Switch
Freight
Switch
Pass.
Switch
Freight
Switch
Pass.
Freight

99,500
130,000
154,000
141,150
84,000

iii'.oob

104,000
147,900
94,000
50,000
55,000
113,500
84,000
143,900
160,000
241,000
235,000
72,000

188,000
210,000
110,500
141,850
296,000
225,000
190,000
141.150
84,000
154,000
117,000
114,000
265,400
110.000
220,000
144,280
86.500

214,700
180,000
60,000

141,100
128,450
179,750

233,000
211.000
148.000
233.000
273.000
114,200
145,500

0-6-0

2-S-2
Geared
Electric
2-8-2

4-6-0
2-6-0
0-6-0
4-6-0
4-6-0

2-8-0

Geared
2-8-0
2-8-2
4-6-2
4-6-2

2-4-2

Forney
2-6-2

2-6-0
2-8-0

2-S-O
2-6-0
2-8-2

Geared
2-8-0
4-4-0
4-6-0

Builder.

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
Baldwin

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
West.-Baldwin
West.-Baldwin
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
West.-Baldwin
Company shops
Company shops
Lima
American
Altoona shops
Altoona shops
Altoona shops
Altoona shops
Altoona shops
Altoona shops
.-\ltoona shops
Altoona shops
Altoona shops
.-Mtoona shops

Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Baldwin
Lima
American
H. K. Porter
H. K. Porter
American
Baldwin
Heisler
West.-Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Davenport
Canadian
Canadian
Baldwin
Heisler
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Heisler
Lima
Lima
American
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Lima
Davenport

120,000
115,500
201,000
177,000
129,000
130,850
139,000

2-8-2
4-6-0
2-6-0
4-6-0

Mallet
4-6-2

0-6-0

Electric
4-6-2

2-8-0
0-6-0
4-6-2

2-8-2
2-6-2
0-6-0

Electric
0-4-0

Sha
4-6-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-6-0

2-8-0
2-8-0

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
West.-Baldwin
American
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Lima
West.-Baldwin
Baldwin
Lima
Lima
Baldwin
Montreal
Montreal
Baldwin
American

Total
Weight,
Engine

Purchaser. No. Cvlinders. Only. Type. Builder.

Texas, Okla. & Eastern.. 1 20x28 174,300 2-8-2 Baldwin
1 16x24 103,000 2-6-2 Baldwin
1 18x24 136,000 2-8-2 Baldwin

Thurston Co. Rv 1 18x24 141,000 2-8-2 Baldwin
Toledo & Ohio Cent tio 25x30 241,000 2-8-0 American
Toledo, Peoria & Western 21x28 176,700 2-8-0 Baldwin
Toronto, Hamil. & Buff. u 23x28 205,000 2-8-0 Montreal Loco.

u 21x28 166,000 0-6-0 Montreal Loco.
Twin Mountain & Pot.... 2 15x22 90,000 2-6-0 Baldwin
Union §2 20.X26 13-1,000 0-6-0 American
Union Pacific 20 2-8-2 Baldwin

III 2-8-2 American
10 4-6-2 American

Union Stock Yards Co.. 1 19x24 120,000 0-6-0 Baldwin
U. S. Metal Mfg. Co.... 2 8x12 0-4-0 Baldwin
U. S. War Dept 1 11x16 39.000 0-4-0 American

t4
t4

24x26
22x24

263,000
169,050

4-6-0

0-6-0 Pa, R .R. shop*
tio 24x28 240.945 2-8-0 Pa. R. R. shops
•4
•2

28&44x32
28&44x32

540.000 Mallet
540,000 Mallet American

y 26x32 297,500 2-8-2 Baldwin
Wabash , IX 25x30 262,700 2-8-2 Baldwin

6 24x26 245,950 4-6-2 Baldwin
12 21x26 153,700 0-6-0 Baldwin
10 25.X30 262,700 2-8-2 Baldwin
2(1 25x30 262,700 2-8-2 American

Wabash, Chester & West. 19x26 120,000 2-6-0 Baldwin
17x24 90.000 4-4-0 Baldwin

Wade, Clower & Wade.. 16x24 122,000 2-6-0 Baldwin
Walsh Const. Co 17x24 94,000 0-60 Davenport

BaldwinWalsh-Kahl Const. Co... 17x24 92,650 0-6-0

17x24 94,000 0-6-0 Davenport
Walville Lumb. Co l-M.OOO beared Heisler
Warren, Johns. & Sal. R. 16x24 98.950 2-8-0 Baldwin
Washington & Old Dom. 19x24 128.000 2-8-0 Baldwin
Washington Southern Ry. 24x28 240,000 4-6-2 Baldwin
Waterman Lumber Co... 16x24 104,375 2-6-2 Baldwin

15x20 83,500 2-6-2 Baldwin
Weatherford Min. Wells
& N. W 20x26 148.000 2-8-0 Baldwin

Western Maryland tI5 25x30 243,000 2-80 .American
tin 24x28 249.300 4-6-2 Baldwin

Westing. Elec. & Mfg. Co. 19x24 117,300 0-6-0
West. Va. Pulp & Pa. Co. 15x17 200,000 Shay Lima

10x12 84,000 Shay Lima
Wheeling Terminal 19x26 135,000 0-6-0 Lima
Wilson Lumber Co 12x16 2-6-0 Baldwin
Wisconsin Lumber Co... 11x16 2-4-2
Woodward Iron Co 24!4x30 285,000 2-8-2 Baldwin

22x28 206,950 2-8-2
Worth Bros 18x24 112,000 0-6-0
Youngstown Sheet & Tube
Co Baldwin

Baldwin17x20 102,350 0-4-0

•Indicates compound,
tlndicates superheater.
^Indicates feed water heater.

200,000 O-e-O American
4-6-2 Baldwin

204,000 2-8-0 Baldwin
193,800 4-6-0 Baldwin

Surveys in India.—A survey will shortly be carried out by
the agency of the Bombay, Baroda & Central India Railway
for a line of railway on the 5 ft. 6 in. gage, from Gangapur, on
the Nagda-Muttra section of the Bombay, Baroda & Central

India Railway, to Luni, on the Jodhpur, Bikaner Railway, a

distance of about 260 miles. This survey will be known as the

Gungapur-Luni Railway survey.

Swiss Mountain Railway Opened.—The new funicular rail-

way from Lucerne to Dietschiberg, known as the Little Righi,

has been opened to traffic. The line is 1,400 yds. long, and the

cost of construction was about $70,000. It will be one of the

most popular ascents in Switzerland, as the view from the sum-

mit, over 2.000 ft. above sea level, is magnificent, including many
famous peaks of the Bernese-Oberland.

Transportation or Invalids in Germ.\ny.—Excellent facili-

ties are afforded in Germany for transporting invalids and

cripples who are unable to walk. The German railroad system

provides a first-class car for invalids who can afford to use it.

This car is fitted with every possible convenience for the sick.

A special compartment, opening on the level of the station plat-

form with a double door so that a stretcher can be carried in

without the slightest difficulty, is set apart for the invalid and

attendants. The balance of the car contains a kitchen, where

meals can be prepared, and a section handsomely upholstered for

members of the family or accompanying friends. For invalids

who travel second or third class an apartment on an ordinary

car is used, opening in like manner with a double door on the

station platform.



MILEAGE OF RAILROADS BLOCK SIGNALED.
Extensive New Mileage of Automatic Block Signals, and

Probably Three Thousand Miles More in Nineteen Thirteen.

Tht length of railways worked by the block system in the

United States at the end of 1912, as reported by the railroads

to this office, is only about 1,500 miles greater than it was twelve

months ago; but this figure is not particularly illuminating, for

the increase in automatic signals alone is almost 2,000 miles. The
explanation of this is found, not so much in a slackening of en-

terprise, but mainly in the fact that new automatic signals, in-

creasing capacity of road and improving practice generally, have

been installed in piace of manual signaling. Again, some of the

roads which formerly reported the manual block system as in

use on lines of rather light traffic, now report a smaller mileage,

indicating the abolition of the space interval; for example the

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie. Looking at automatics

by themselves, there will be found a number of large increases;

but this number is still small, compared with the need for signals

;

and the most encouraging feature of the present statement is

to be found in the list of roads proposing to make ex-

tensive installations of automatic signals during the coming

year.

The condensed comparison of the present totals with those

published one year ago by the Interstate Commerce Commission

and reprinted in the Railway Age Gazette of May 10, 1912, is as

follows

:

January 1,

1912.
Automatic signals, miles of road 20,335
Manual 56,075

Total 76,410
Add item not classified (Louisville & Nashville

miles automatic, 216 manual)

Deduct for mileage having both manual and automatic.

78,196 1,786

The mileage of a number of roads, as given in the table, is

copied from the statement issued by the government a year ago,

the reply to our request for revised figures having failed to reach

us at the time of going to press. These roads are indicated in

the table by a dagger. The principal ones are the Baltimore &
Ohio, Chesapeake & Ohio and Lehigh Valley.

As our readers are aware, the manual block system is used

by a number of American railways regularly for spacing passen-

ger trains, while yet they use it but little or none at all for

freight trains ; and on these, and on a large mileage of single

track lines, the protection for both passenger trains and freight.

LENGTH OF RAILWAYS WORKED BY THE BLOCK SYSTEM JANUARY 1, 1913.

(See Notes in Accompanying Text.)

, Miles of road.
,

Automatic. Non-automatic

Name of Railway.

Ann Arbor*
Arizona & New Mexico*
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe—System
Atlanta & West Point
Atlantic Coast Line
Auburn & Northern (Electric)
Baltimore & Ohiot, incl. B. & O. S. Wt

Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal
Baltimore & Sparrow's Point
Bessemer & Lake Erie
Boston & Albany
Boston & Maine
Boston Elevated (Elevated lines)
Boston. Revere Beach & Lynn
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh^
Butte, Anaconda & Pacific
Central New England
Central of Georgia
Central of New Jersey
Chesapeake & Ohiot, incl. C. & O. of Indiana
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Eastern lUinoist
Chicago & North Western
Chicago & Western Indiana
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Chicago Great Western
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville
Chicago Junction (Freight)
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound
Chicago, Ottawa & Peoria (Electric)
Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis*
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific

Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf
Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha
Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern*
Cinciniati. Hamilton & Dayton
Colorado Midland
Columbia & Puget Sound
Copper Range
Cornwall & Lebanont .'

C^umberland & Pennsylvania*
(Cumberland \'alley

Delaware & Hudson
Delaware, Lackawann & Western
Denver & Rio Grande (No report)
Duluth & Iron Ranget
Durham & Southern
Elgin, ojliet & Eastern
El Paso & Southwestern
t-rie

ago & Erie
Columbus & Erie
Erie & Jersey (Freight)
Genesee River
New Jersey & New York
New York, Susquehanna & Western. . .

.

Evansvllle & Terre Haute (See C. & E. I.) .

Grand Trunk
Great Northern

f block signals. ^

Two or

Single. more
track. tracks. Total.

162

"6
363

-block signals

Two or

Single more
track. tracks. Total.

1,563
6

423

3,830

194

8,607
89

416

3,779
1,535

Total

Total passenger

both lines

kinds, operated.

I,77i 9,847
6 86

492 4,230

194
209

1,032

Percentage

operated

under

block In-

system. crease

P. c. miles.

8,702
372
578

277
1,923
464

8,951
1,471
578

6,121
1,953
107

6,952
469

1,645

100
100
100

66 162 41
412 744 55
738 963 77

16 200 8
56 56 56 100

6 211 3
59 968 6

1,047 1,301 1.704 77
249 249 249 100
22 22 23 100

42 42 100
33 33 33 100
14 37 52 70
46 46 195 24

1,051 1,130 1.134
308 480 6,782 7
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Miles of road.-

Name of Railway.

Hocking Valley
Hudson & Manhattan
Illinois Central

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley
Illinois Tractiont
Interboro Rapid Transit, N. Y. (Express tracks)
Iowa Central (See Minn. & St. L.)
Kanawha & Michigan
Kentucky & Indiana Bridget
Kentwood & Eastern
Lackawanna & Wvoraing Valley
Lehigh & New England*
Lehigh Valley
Long Island
Louisville & Nashville
Maine Central

Portland Terminal
Minneapolis & St. Louis
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie
Missouri. Kansas & Texast
Missouri Pacific

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern
Mobile & Ohio
Monongahela
Munising, Marquette & Southeastern
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
Nevada Northern
Newburgh & South Shore
New York & Long Branch
New York Central & Hudson RiverJ

Chicago, Indiana & Southern
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
Lake Erie & Western
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and contr. lines.
Michigan Central
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

New York, Chicago & St. Louis
New York, New Haven & Hartford
New York, Ontario & Western
New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk
Norfolk & Western
Northern Pacific
Northwestern Pacific
Pennsylvania, East of Pittsburgh, and Erie

Grand Rapids & Indiana
Pennsylvania Company-
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis

ndali;

Peoria & Pekin Union
Pere Marquette
Philadelphia & Reading
Philadelphia Rapid Transitt

Buincy, Omaha & Kansas City, and Iowa & St. Louis,
ueen & Crescent Route

—

Alabama & Vicksburg
Alabama Great Southern
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific
New Orleans & Northeastern

Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomacf
St. Toseph & Grard Island*
St. Louis & San Francisco

Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western
New Orleans. Texas & Mexico
Orange & Northwestern

St. Louis, Merchants' Bridge Terminal!
St. Louis Southwestern*
San Francisco-Oakland Terminal
San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake
Seaboard Air Line
Southern
Southern Illinois & Missouri Bridge
Southern Pacific. Atlantic System

—

Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio
Louisiana Western
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas
Texas & New Orleans

Southern Pacific; Pacific Svstem^
Spokane. Portland & Seattle
Staten Island Rapid Transit
Syracuse. Lake Shore & Northern (Electric)
Terminal R. R. Association of St. Louisf
Texas & Pacific*
Tidewater Power Co. (Electric)t
Toledo. Peoria & Western*
Toledo, St. Louis & Western
Leister & Delaware
ITnion (Pittsburgh) t
Union Pacific

Oregon-Washing!on Railroad & Navigation Co
Oregon Short Line

Virginia & Kentuckj"*t
Wabash
Virginiant
Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal
Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis (Electric)
Washington Southernt
Washington Terminal
Washington Water Power Co.f
Western Pacific

Total

279 279
104 104
95 95
110 110

2.227 262 2,489

* One mile or less.

t No report received: figures show the mileage one yea
1 Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh—The figures exclude „
X New York Central.—There is an apparent discrepancy i:

740 730 1,470
419 19 438
519 ?' 576

332 1.894

^ Percentage
operated

Total
Total passenger block In-
both lines system. crease
kinds. operated. P. c. mUes.

138 338 36
8 8 100

414 4,546 9 90
15 1,379 11 2

1,218
126
276
499

38
3,030
208
924
872

1,775
1,192
160

1.26^
1,110
362

1,481
439
576

22.236 46.981 55,719 77,920

3,968
3,512
925

492
112

1,856
5r424
371

4,627
537

1,640
1,416
797
15

290
336
196

4,742
118
264

1.012
3.032
6,636

293
438

6,616
532

to 103.6 miles of automatic signaling
similar conditions. Also there is a \i

operated.
2 Pennsylvania, West.—Includes ni
* Southern Pacific. Pacific Syst

tracks 1 and
ngth of 17 mile

igth of 20 miles which is owned by the Erie, but is operated by the B. R. & P.
ileage between total passenger lines operated and total automatic and non-automatic, due

ling parallel with 103.6 miles of non-automatic signaling on tracks 3 and 4, and to other
not block signaled and there has been omitted 48 miles of road on which but one engine is

there is a length of that amount on which both systems are used

leage reported last year under Cleve and. A. & C.
The total length of road worked by the block system 35 miles less than appears in the detail colu
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as regards opposing movements, is made partly dependent on

time-table rules and on the action of the train despatcher.

Items in the column in the table showing miles of road operated

exclude not only those sections used wholly for freight trains,

but also, in some cases, those passenger lines on which there

is but one engine in service at any one time. This is true on the

Copper Range, the Grand Trunk and others. The Bessemer &
Lake Erie and two or three other roads have included in their

statement the mileage of one or more sections of road used en-

tirely for freight traffic.

In 1912, as in 1911, there was a considerable mileage on which

automatic block signals were installed in place of the manual

block system ; and in some cases it will be found that the mileage

shown under the head of non-automatic signals has decreased.

Prominent among the roads which have substituted automatics

for manual are the Grand Trunk, the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, the Norfolk & Western, the Northern Pacific and the

Pennsylvania.

The Columbia & Puget Sound, the El Paso & Southwestern,

the Minneapolis & St. Louis, the Alabama & Vicksburg, the

Nevada Northern and the Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis

appear in the table for the first time.

The increases shown in the last column of the table are found

by comparison, not with our table published last December, but

with the government table above referred to.

The following paragraphs give such information as we have

received concerning the plans of the railways for signaling to

be carried out during the year 1913. Some of these items were

published, somewhat more in detail, last week.

Alabama Great Southern (Queen & Crescent).—This com-

pany plans to put the whole of its lines under the block system

;

seven miles new automatic, double track, and 73 miles manual

single track.

Atlantic Coast Line.—Has automatic block signals now under

construction on 25 miles, double track.

Boston & Albany.—Will install an all-electric interlocking of

80 levers and a mechanical plant of 60 levers at Worcester. On
the Newton Highlands Branch, 10 miles, double track, the clock

work signals (exposed disk) are to be replaced by normal danger

three-position, upper quadrant semaphore signals.

Boston & Maine.—Will install automatic block signals on an

additional length of 191 miles of road; also interlocking plants

at Worcester, Barber, South Lawrence. Gardner, and North

Chelmsford.

Buflralo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.—Plans to install automatic

block signals, 51 miles ; Gainesville to Ashford, 38 miles, Ashford

to East Salamanca, 13 miles.

Chicago Great Western.—Plans to put in an all-electric inter-

locking at Somers, la., and a mechanical interlocking at Oelwein.

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville.—Now installing automatic

block signals on 135 miles A mechanical interlocking plant of

IS levers is to be put up at Haskells, Ind.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—Plans for 1913 call for the

installation of automatic block signals on 454 miles of line,

double track.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha.—Will install auto-

matic block signals on 64 miles of road, double track. Automatic

block signals are under construction at the present time on a

length of 19 miles, double track.

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton,—Has begun the installation of

automatic signals on 80 miles single track, to replace manual

block system.

El Paso & Southwestern.—Plans to install automatic block

signals on 40 miles of its line.

Erie.—Plans to install automatic signals in place of manual

block system on 308 miles, all double track, as follows : Delaware

division, Sparrowbush to Susquehanna; Buffalo division, Hornell

to Buffalo; Cincinnati division, Kent to Marion. The signals will

be three-position, upper quadrant.

Great Northern.—Automatic signals on several sections of

double track as heretofore noticed ; and three new mechanical

interlockings are to be installed at drawbridges.

Illinois Central.—Has 216 miles of automatic signals now
under construction, the principal sections being as follows: Mat-

toon to Effingham ; Mason to Branch Junction, and Branch

Junction to Carbondale; Belleville to Carbondale; and Clark

street, Chicago, to Hawthorne. Plans for the ensuing year in-

clude one new power and four mechanical interlocking plants.

New York Central.—The N. Y. C. & H. R. expects to complete

the installation of automatic signals on the two main passenger

tracks from Croton to Buffalo. This work was commenced in

1909. Also, to complete the installation of automatic signals on
the main freight tracks between Utica and Buffalo. This work
was commenced in 1912. It is proposed to install upper quadrant

signals on two main tracks of the West Shore, Mohawk Division,

between Rotterdam Junciion and Harbor, 67 miles, and on two
main tracks of the Ontario division, between Utica and Stitt-

ville, 10 miles. Several new mechanical interlockings will be

installed. These mechanical interlockings will be provided with

power operated home and rear home signals and with complete

electrical protection, including approach and route locking. All

signals will be upper quadrant.

New York Central Lines.—The Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern plans to install five electric interlockings, 137 levers and one

mechanical, 34 levers. The Michigan Central's line in Canada,

245 miles, not shown in the table, is equipped with automatic

block signals. The Lake Erie & Western plans to install auto-

matic block signals on 40 miles in Indiana.

New York, Chicago & St. Louis.—Will install automatic signals

on 80 miles; 68 miles single track and 12 miles double track.

New York, New Haven & Hartford.—Plans to install auto-

matic signals on 50 miles. All-electric interlocking plants are

to be put in at Brookfield, Westerly, Woodmont, and Worcester.

New York. Ontario & Western.—Expects to install automatic

signals on 15 miles double track, between Livingston Manor and

Hortons.

New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk.—Plans to introduce the

manual block system on 17 miles.

Northern Pacific.—Has automatic block signals now under

construction on 110 miles of its line, and probably during the

coming year will equip about 300 miles more with automatics,

Pennsylvania,-—The mileage of road shown in the table for

the lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie represents all lines on which

passenger trains are run except those on which only one engine

is in service. These lines of light traffic, together with lines

used only for freight trains, aggregate about 270 miles in length

;

and practically all of these lines are worked under space interval

regulations. A considerable part of the freight lines have auto-

matic block signals. The new work planned for the coming year

includes 105 miles of road to be block signaled (all automatic),

besides a section which is used only for freight trains. Details

of this and other new work to be done on the Pennsylvania are

given in another column of this paper.

Southern Pacific,—Plans to install automatic signals on 248

miles of the Pacific system ; single track, 231 miles, double track,

17 miles. In addition to this, other single track lines, aggregating

about 115 miles, now equipped with automatic block signals, will

be double-tracked during the year and the signals will be rear-

ranged accordingly. The plans provide for seven important new
power interlockings,

L'nion Pacific.—On the Oregon Short Line automatic signals

are now being installed between Ogden and Cache Junction, 49

miles, single track. During the coming year about 22 miles of

automatic block signals will have to be rearranged in consequence

of the construction of second main track. Electric interlocking

plants are to be put in at McCammon Junction, eight levers ; and

at Hodges Pass tunnel, five levers.

The Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company ex-

pects to install automatic block signals on 110 miles of its line

during the coming year; and also to install three power and one

mechanical interlocking plants as heretofore noted in the Rail-

way Age Gazette.



NEW RAILWAY BUILT DURING 1912.

In Addition to IVIileage and the Location of First Main

Track Built Statistics Include Second, Third or More Tracks.

The record of new first main track added during the

calendar year, 1912, in the United States, Canada and Mexico,

details of which are given below in the following tables, was

compiled from official reports from the railways supplemented

by our own records and from figures furnished by the state

railwaj' commissions. The total for each state does not in-

clude second, third or fourth track, sidings or relocated lines

nor does it include electric lines. We show, however, in the

table the number of miles of second, third, fourth and fifth

track laid during 1912.

United States.

1912, Classified by

of Cos.

lilding.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California ....

Colorado
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky . . .

.

Louisiana . . .

.

Maine
Maryland ....
Massachusetts .

Michigan
Minnesota . .

.

Mississippi . .

.

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Jersey . .

New York . . . .

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma . . .

.

Oregon
Pennsylvania .

.

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee . . .

.

Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin . . .

Total
Canada
Mexico ,

1912.

18.50

VoV.38
67.19
78.75
6.2Z

181.90
152.75
105.03
24.54
8.00

87.54
92.46

119.63
89.00
5.79
1.00
5.00
7.80

47.26
20.00
0.96

130.15
36.87
47.24

"V.i?
93.45

346.91
12.75

242.16
24.71
68.80
78.50

"Vs. 51
335.66
24.33
1.00
9.60

105.73
99.22
14,57
69.00

2.997.08
2,232.10
212.18

UNITLD ST.\TES.

Alabama Great Southern
Irondale to Gate City C2nd Track)

Birmingham & Southeastern—Tallassee to Electr
Manistee & Repton—Alene to Monroeville

building.

27.45
40.08
19.20
11.70
94.42
30.64
9.00

28.46
17.22
46.31

209.34
5.75

71.00
224.21
92.99
32.50
21.87
66.00

413.78
34.30

'

Ve'.ee

99.39
S4.46

209.13
42.40

3.066.93
1,898.59
351.00

Miles Miles
2nd and 3d 1st

Track, etc. Track.

CALIFORNIA iConlinued'). Miles
2nd and 3d
Track, etc.

Laton & Western (A. T. & S. F. C. L.)—Lanare to Shilling
Northwestern Pacific—Between Willits and Shively
Sacramento Southern (So. Pac.)—Between Sacramento and Wal-

nut Grove
San Diego & .'\rizona—Dixieland west
Stockton Terminal & Eastern—Fine to Bellotta

COLORADO.

er & Rio Grande—-Reliance Junction to Ojo
1 Pacific
Julesburg to Weir (2nd Track) 6.93

1911.

25.00
47.53
11.60
28.00
118.38
181.79
115.02
122.40
163.96

4.61
30.12
18.32
52.00

125.45
53.00

21.49 BUkel

CONNECTICUT.

York, New Haven & Hartford
Between Hartford and Bristol (2nd Track) 51
Between Botsforo and Shelton (2nd Track) 7.50
Bet. Berkshire Jet. and Brookfield let. (2nd Track) 2:00

Atlantic Coast

GEORGIA.

;outhern—Blakely to Takin
Llberton & Eastern—Elberton "to Broad River
Elemini:ton, Hincsville & Western—To Hinesville
Flint River & Northeastern—Not specified
tlaincsville & Northwestern—Gainesville to Helen
Georgia, Coast & Piedmont—Between Darien and Brunswick
Georp.a Railroad

t)ecatur to Clifton (2nd Track) ; 3.00
Green County—Bostwick to Good Hope
Macon, Dublin & Savannah—From terminus to new junction....
Ocilla Southern— Between Fitzgerald and Rochelle
Southern Ry

Crosskeys to Duluth (2nd Track) 14,2
Suwanee to Gainesville (2nd Track) 22.8

Waycross & Southern—Not specified
Waycross & Western—Between Waycross and Arabia

IDAHO.

Central Idaho (O. S. L.)—Blaine to Hill City
Gilmore & Pittsburg—Old terminus to Gilmore
Idaho Northern Ry.—Between Emmett and Smith's Ferry.
Oregon Short Line—Bitch Creek to Driggs
Salt Lake & Idaho (O. S. L.)—Burley to Marshfield

ILLINOIS.

Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal
.\t Chicago (2rd Track) ..87

Chicago & Eastern Illinois

Tuscola to Firdlay (2nd Track) 32.00
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Galesburg to Henderson (2nd Track) 4.78
Concord to Pisgah (2nd Track) 7.42

Des Plaines Valley (C. & N. W.)—Proviso to near Northfield
Proviso to near Northfield (2nd Track) 20.51

Illinois Southern—Kellogg Wve to Kellogg incline
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Between East Side and Englewood (3rd Track) 4.22
Between East Side and Englewood (4th Track) 4.11

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern—From Herrin & Johnsoi
City Ry. to Marion & Johnson City Ry

Wabash
Not specified (2r.d Track) 83.00

Track.

2.05
23.80

rior-Haines City to Sebring, 46.24 miles;
ence Villa to Luzerne Park, 5.38 miles; total

Fellsmere R. R.—West of Fellsmere
Horida East Coast—Between Maytown and Tohopkee
Gulf, Florida & .Mabama—Pensacola to Cantonment, 18.2 miles;

in Pensacola to Marine terminals. 3,0 miles; total
Marianna & Blountstown—Blountstown to Scotts Ferry
Seaboard Air Line—Near Dunnellon to Inverness, 20.98 miles;

Nichols to Mulberry, 3.53 miles; Fruitville to Venice, 16.53
miles; total

Tampa & Gulf Coast—Lakeville to Port Richey
Union Cypress Co. Line—Melbourne west

51.62
1.54

25.00

41,04
7.50

19.00

181.90

22.00
12.00
5.25
2.00

36,00
S.OO

25.63
1.25

51.00

20.51

1.98

El Paso & Southwestern—Fairbanks to Tucson
Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenix (A. T. & S.

Clarksdale
I'M—Cedar Glade to

Ashley, Drew & Northern—Crossett to Fountain Hill
Kansas City & Memphis—Litteral to Fayetteville
Pine Bluff Arkansas River (St. L. S. W,)—Reydel to WaUstein,.
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern—Marianna to West Memphi;

Bald Knob to Little Rock (2nd Track) 9.12

CALIFORNI.\.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines
Needles to GafFs (2nd Track) 31.10
Keenbrook to San Bernardino (2nd Track) 12.62
Calwa to Presno (2nd Track) 2.56

Central Pacific (So. Pac.)
Between Rocklin and Colfax (2nd Track) 3.99

Colusa & Hamilton (So. Pac.)—Between Harrington and Hamilton
Hanford & Summit Lake (So. Pac.)—Between Hardwick and Ingle

INDIANA.
Baltimore & Ohio

Between Wellsboro and La Paz Junction (2nd Track) 1.55

Between llilford Junction and Cornwell (2nd Track) 11,74
Chicago & Erie (Erie)

Indiana state line to North Judson (2nd Track) 22.70
Cleveland, Cincinnati, (Thicago & St. Louis

Indianapolis east (2nd Track) 80
Pennsvlvania Lines West

Dublin to Dunreith (2nd Track) 10.76
St. Joseph Valley—-Angola to Berlin
Wabash

Not specified (2nd Track) 7.00

Colfax Northern—No. 9 Junction to No. 9 Shaft
Creston, Winterset & Des Moines—Creston to Macksburg
St. Paul & Kansas City Short Line (R. I. L.)—Carlisle to Allerton
Southern Iowa Traction—In Centerville

1.15

21.00
64.76
0.63
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Miles
2nd and 3d
Track, etc.

& S. F.)—Dodge. City to

MONTANA (Continued).

Dodge City & Cimairon Valley (

Huguton
from 25th street to 3d street. Wichita (2nd Track) .

Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf—Baxter Sirings south
Missouri Pacific—Missouri-Kansas state line to Kaw river

1.84

bridge.

.

.46

92.46
KENTUCKY,

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio—Elkhorn City south 2.00
Chesapeake & Ohio

Between Russell and Ohio state line (2nd Track) 10.70
Lexington & Eastern (L. & N.)—Dumont to McRoberts 100.49
Louisville & Nashville

Covington to Paris (2nd Track) 83.00
Wasioto & Black Mountain (L. & N.)—Not specified 3.52
Williamson & Pond Creek (Nor. & West.)—From Kentucky-West

Virginia state line, U.62 miles; branch lines, 2 miles; total.... 13.62

119.63
LOUISIANA.

Glenmora & Western—McXarv to Lisso, 2.00 miles; Lisso to Cadv,
8.00 miles; Cady to Pringle, 2.00 miles: total .'. 12.00

Between McNary and Pringlc (2nd Track) 3.00
Illinois Central

Kenner north to New Orleans (2nd Track) 15.00
Louisiana & Arkansas—Jena to Jonesville 22.00
Louisiana Southern— Belair to fiohemia 20.00
New Iberia & Northern—.Adeline to Shadyside 25.00
Oberlin. Hampton & Eastern—Hampton south 4.00
Ouachita & Northwestern—Logging Spurs 6.00

89.00
MAINE.

Maine Central—Mainstream to Harmony 2.00
Gray to New Gloucester (2nd Track) 4.51

Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes—Perham Junction to Mt. .-Vbram.. 3.79

MINNESOTA.
Cuyuna Northern—Not specified
Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific (Can. Nor.)—Not specified
Northern Pacific—Deerwood to Ironton

Between St. Paul and Northtown (2nd Track) 1.07
Between St. Cloud and Rices (2nd Track) 3.82

Minnesota, Dakota & Western—Little Fork south

MISSISSIPPI.

Batesville & Southwestern—Not specified
Liberty White—Bridges to Tylertown
Natchez, Columbia & Mobile—Between Jayess

ck). 2.99

MISSOUB
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Nodaway to Forbes (2nd Tr
Missouri Pacific

East of Jefferson City to Cole Junction (2nd Track) 5.39
From Cole Junction west (2nd Track) 13

Missouri Pacific—Missouri-Kansas state line to K. C. N. W. con-
nection at Kansas City

St. Louis Southwestern
Illmo to Rockview (2nd Track) 7.50
Idalia to De.xter Junction (2nd Track) 6.30

Wabash
Not specified (2nd Track) 15.00

MONTANA..

;.79

MARYLAND.
Baltimore & Ohio

At Brunswick (4th Track) 30
Maryland & Pennsylvania—At Baltimore
Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington

At Bacon Hill (4th Track) 3.01
Western Maryland

Georges Creek Jet. to Penn state line i2nd Track) 18.57

MASSACHUSETTS.

Boston & Albany
Between Cottage Farm and Chelsea (2nd Track) 2.70

Boston & Maine
In Greenfield (2nd Track) 1.40

Hampden—Between .-Xtbol Junction and Bondsville
New York, New Haven & "Hartford

Between East Providence and East Jet. (2nd Track) 3.25
Between Harrison Square and Atlantic (3rd Track). 2.12
Between Harrison Square and Atlantic (4th Track) . . 2.06

MICHIGAN.
Copper Range

Between Houghton and Lake Mine Shaft (2nd Track) 1.86
Between Houghton and -McKeever (3rd Track) 1.84

Detroit & Mackinac—Calcite to Rogers City
East Jordan & Southern—Pine Ridge to Green River, 2.5 miles

Camp 21 to Dingman, 2.5 miles; total
Grand Rapids & Indiana

At Grand Rapids (2nd Track) 1.71
At Grand Rapids (3rd Track) 23

Pere Marquette
Between Lamar and Grandville (2nd Track) 1.80
Between Benton Harbor and Riverside (2nd Track) 7.64

Wabash
Not specified (2nd Track) 39.00

Great Northern—Between X'augnan and Gilman,
twcen Moccasin and Lewistown, 30.27 miles;
Snowden. 6.00 miles; total

Northern Pacific—Savage to Sidney

Miles
2nd and 3d
Track, etc.

31.94 miles; be-
on line south of

lion Pacific—Callaway to Stapleton 36.87
Weir to Ilerdon (2nd Track) 48.20
Dix to Kimball (2nd Track) 11.78

Central Pacific (So. Pac.)—Between Oreana and Rose Creek...
Between Oreana and Rose Creek (2nd Track) 4.0
Between Tecoma and Montello (2nd Track) 1

San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake—Moapa to St. Thomas
.southern Pacific— l*ernley & Lassen branch

NEW JERSEY.

Central of New Jersey
Not specified (5th Track) 3.00

Lehigh Valley
At Three Bridges (3rd Track) 21
Bet. Flemington Junction and Stanton (3rd Track) 2.21
Mile post 53 to west of br. 53 A (3rd Track) 1.02

Pennsylvania Railroad
Between Waverly and Colonia (5th Track) 1.65
Between Waverly and Colonia (6th Track) 1.65

NEW MEXICO.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast Lines
Bocca to Perea (2nd Track) 27.50

NEW YORK.
Boston & Albany

.At State Line (3rd Track) 65
Central New England

Manchester Br. to Scotchman's Cut (2nd Track) 2.70
Genesee & Wyoming—Retsof to Halite
Lehigh Valley

North Le Roy to Stafford (3rd Track) 4.00
Long Island

Glen Cove to Locust Valley (2nd Track) 1.19
Manhattan Beach Junction to Bay Ridge (2nd Track) .66

New York Central & Hudson River
Nepperhan to Ardsley (2nd Track) 3.70
Calcium to Philadelphia (2nd Track) 8.00
Staatsburg to Barrytown and in Yonkers (3rd Track) 13.60
Staatsburg to Barrytown and in Yonkers (4th Track) 13.60

NORTH CAROLINA.

.Aberdeen & Rockfish—Hope Mills Junction to Fayetteville. .

.

Atlantic & Western—Broadway to Lillington
.Atlantic Coast Line

Between Pleasant Hill and Battleboro (2nd Track).. 3;
Carolina & Yadkin River—Denton to High Rock

Thomesville to Denton (2nd Track) i

Durham & South Carolina—Bonsai to Buckhorn Creek
hlkins & Allegheny— Elkins to Thurmond
Maxton, .Alma & Southbound—Bracey to Rowland
Raleigh & Southport—Raleigh to Caraleigh
Raleigh. Charlotte & Southern—Colon to Varina
Randolph & Cumberland—Between Hallison and McConnell...
Southern—.At Highooint
Watauga (Yadkin River)—North Wijkcsboro to Browns Ford.

Great Northern—Between Fargo and Surrey, 202.40 miles; between
Niobe and International boundary 3 miles total

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie—Fordville to Drake
Northern Pacific—Deapolis (Ft. Clark) to Stanton

Bloom to Jamestown (2nd Track) 4.83

ungstowr

OHIO.

-Britain to Eric Junction..Akron, Canton &
Baltimore & Ohio.

Between Hamler and Holgate (2nd Track) 1.35
Between Mark Center and The Bend (2nd Track) 1.48
Between Holgate and East Defiance (2nd Track) 10.48

Chicago & Erie (Erie)
Marion to Indiana slate line (2nd Track) 26.04

Cleveland Short Line—Marcy to Collinwood
Marcy to Collinwood (2nd Track) 11.48

Erie
Hills to .Akron (2nd Track) 1.51

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
At Collinwood (3rd Track) 15
Between Elyria and Millbury (3rd Track) 13.49
.At Collinwood (4th Track) 10
Between Elyria and .Millbury (4th Track) 19.26

Pennsylvania Lines West
Between Eagleville and Austinburg (2nd Track) 38

Wabash
Not specified (2nd Track) 12.00

8.00

7.00
12.00
3.00
2.00

23.00
4.00
1.4S
4.00

93.45

205.40
130.93
10.58

346.91

2.84

Butte, Anaconda & Pacific—.Anaconda to Southe
Gallatin Valley—Bozeman to Menard

OKLAHOM.A.

Clinton & Oklahoma Western—Butler to Strong City.
Fort Smith. Arkoma & Wilburton—Not specified
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf—Wagoner north
Sand Springs—Not specified
Wichita Falls Route—Between Leedey and Forgan....

I2.7S

28.50
2.00

97.00
2.22

112.44

242.16
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Miles
2nd and 3d
Track, etc.

Astoria South'
Oregon Easter

river ....
Oregon-Washingt-

—Not specified
(0.-\V. K. R. & N. C.) \ale

Track.

4.43

Des Chutes

PENNSYLVAXI

-At Somerset, 0.45 mileBaltimore & Ohio—At Somerset, 0.45 miles; Garrett

Impts., 0.75 miles; total

Between Manilla and Sand Patch (2nd Track) 95

At Somerset (2nd Track) 18

Between Manilla and Sand Patch (3rd Track) 2.13

Between Manilla and Sand Patch (4lh Track! 2.17

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh—Mclntyre to Cultman
Cambria & Indiana—Colver to Mount Cover
Cherrytree & Dixonville (Penn. R. R.)—Possum Glory branch..

Cumberland Valley ;•
Carlisle to Newville (2nd Track) 9./3

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Through Erie (4th Track).... 3j

Lehish St New Eneland—Danielsville to Tamaqua
Lehigh Valley . .

.' ;•;„••;•, V;A
Ashmore & Hazle Creek Jet. Tannery (2nd Track) 3.50

Ccmenton to Treichlers Junction (3rd Track) 4.27

Tuckhannock to Tagins Eddy (3rd Track) 1.40

Cementon to Treichlers Junction (4th Track) .... 4.26

Monongahela—Martin to Pennsylvania—West Virginia stale line.

New York Central & Hudson River
Keating to Zanmore (2nd Track) 1.00

New York, Ontario & Western
Between Peckville and Olyphant (2nd Track) 1.10

Penn?ylvania Railroad—Sidnev to coal mines
Pennsylvania Lines West—\alear to -Atlas coal mines,

Lewis Run Junction to Junction N'

total Vn"Wampum Junction to Lawrence Jet (3rd Track).... 5.04

WamDum Junction to Edenburg (4th Track) 9.08

Philadelphia & Reading -.

At Valley Forge (3rd Track) 40

At Valley Forge (4th Track) 40

Abrams to North Abrams (4th Track) 1.00

Pittsburgh & Shawmut—Tidal Junction to Furnace Run
Potato Valley—Betula to West Betula
Western Maryland

From Slaryland-Penn. state line (2nd Track) 1.08

2.16 miles;

1 (Carnegie) 2.38 miles;

3.51

4.54

11.24
1.00

New York, Ni

RHODE 1SL.\XD.

w Haven & Hartford
East Providence and East Jet. (2nd Track) 3.50

SOUTH CAROLIX

Atlantic Coast Line
Between Bonneaus and Mount Holly (2nd Track).. 19.60

Georgetown & Western—Between JIuddy Creek and Pee Dee River.

North & South Carolina—Mullins to Georgetown Junction
Orangeburg Railway—North to Raymond
South Carolina Western—Hartsville to Sumter

Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas Pacific

Lansing to Oakdale (2nd Track) 12.07

Harriman, Knoxville & Eastern (L. & N.) Allingham to Harriman
Laurel Fork—(Trows to Frog Level
Memphis Union Station Co.—-At Memphis
Middle Tennessee—Not specified

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
Shellmound to Vulcan (2nd Track) 6.00

Southern—At Knoxville
Southern

At Citico (2nd Track) 0.50

7.50
22.00
10.00
39.00

17.54
4.00
0.22
2.25

Aransas Harbor Terminal—To Aransas Pass
Fort Worth Belt—-At North Fort Worth
Gulf, Texas & Western—Jacksboro to Salesville

Kansas City, Me-xico & Orient—Gir\-in to Fort Stockton, 35.0 miles;

Fort Stockton towards -Alpine 30 miles; total

Paris & Mount Pleasant—Bogata to Mt. Pleasant
St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico—Bloomington to Victoria. 13.48

miles; Heyser to -Austwell. 16.88 miles; total

San Antonio. Uvalde & Gulf—San Antonio to Fowlerton, 72.00
miles; Pleasanton south, 38.00 miles; total

San Benito & Rio Grande Valley—Fernando to Santa Maria, 43.0
miles; La Lometa to Monte Christo, 20 miles; total

Scholten Bros. Cedar Co.'s Line—Lometa to Bend
Texas & Pacific

Between Dallas and Fort Worth (2nd Track) 1.43

6.50
0.50

23.30

30.36

110.00

to Sands, 3.66Bingham & Garfield—Sands Juncti
lines, 3.49 miles; total

Central Pacific (So. Pac.)
Between Ogden and West Weber (2nd Track) 5.14

Denver & Rio Grande '.

Castle Gate to Kyune (2nd Track) 7.66
Mile post 661.3 to Thistle (2nd Track) 15.34

Oregon Short Line—Ballard to Logan
Between Ogden and Farmington (2nd Track) 4.70

St John & Ophir—St. John to Ophir

spu

9.00

24.33

ck, etc.

betwe E. & O. and
Kiptopeka. .

.

7.63
les;

Baltimore & Ohio—-At Wincheste
Cape Charles (Penn. R. R.)—Town;
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio—Dante
New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk

New Church to Hallwood (2nd Track)
Norfolk & Western—Indian Camp branch to ore mines,

extension of Criraoro Ore branch, .16 miles; total

Not specified (2nd Track) 32.07
Not specified (3rd Track) 3.20

Norfolk Terminal—At Norfolk
At Norfolk (2nd Track) 35

Washington & Old Dominion—Thrifton to Bluemont Junction...
Thrifton to Bluemont Junction (2nd Track) 3.00

WASHINGTON.

Columbia & Puget Sound
Seattle to Renton (2nd Track) 4.00

Great Northern^On line from Wenatchee north
Meskill & Columbia River—Meskill south
Northern Pacific

Otis to Parkwater (2nd Track) 7.58
Betw^een Tenino and Kalama (2nd Track) 5.50

North Y'akima & Valley—Wesley to end of track. 10.0 miles;
(Towchie Junction to end of track, 2.5 miles; Parker to Hilton,
0.75 miles, total

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Co.—Between Spokane
and Aver Junction, 85.00 miles; Tacoma Junction to East Q
street, Tacoma, 1.25 miles; total

Spokane International—Millwood to Irvin

Miles
1st

Track.

0.40
3.42
1.50

VEST VIRGINI

Betweon1 Hedgeville
Bet. Gn;en Spring :

Hef«rpen1 Tunnelton
Betapen, Hedgeville
Hetw 1 Hancock a

Bct« 1 McMillan

4.60
1.20
2.35
3.12

Between Tunnelton and West End (2nd Track) 1.20
At Gaston Junction (2nd Track).

North Mountain (3rd Track)
ind Patterson Creek (3rd Track)
and West End (3rd Track)
and North Mountain (4th Track)
nd Round Top (4th Track)
& M. & K. Jet. (4th Track) l./.i

Between Blaser and Tunnelton (4th Track) 1.19
Buckhannon & Northern—Pennsylvania-West Virginia state line to

B. & N. Junction
Buffalo Creek & Gauley—At Widen
Chesapeake & (3hio—Branch lines and extensions
Elk & Little Kanawha—Rosedale to Shock
Norfolk & Western—North Fork branch of Tug Fork branch from

Jeanette to coal mines, 4.37 miles; on Ballard-Harman spur
of North Fork branch, 1.04 miles; total

Not specified (2nd Track) 4.44
Williamson & Pond Creek (Nor. & West.)—Williamson, W. Va.,

to West Virginia-Kentucky state line

WISCONSIN.

Chicago & North Western—Cut-off near Lindwerm
Between Wiscona and Clyman (2nd Track) 44.80
Between Shoreline and Wiscona (2nd Track) 4.16
W. Allis to M. S. & N. W. connection (2nd Track).. 1.27
-At West Allis (3rd Track) 58

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
• Stoddard to Victory (2nd Track) 11.97

Blake to McCartney (2nd Track) 12.21
Cliicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha

Truax to Knapp (2nd Track) 32.92
Fairchild & Northeastern—rairchild to Strader
Hillsboro & North Eastern—Union Center to Hillsboro
Wisconsin & Northern—Not specified

30.00
0.28

58.90
4.50

99.22

1.02

Hardwick & Woodbury—Tanko to White Quarry, 0.5

bers to Blue Quarry, 0.5 miles; total

WYOMING.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy—Bet. Thermopolis and Powder rive

Union Pacific
Laramie to Lookout (2nd Track) 27.46

CANADA.
Albeita Central—Red Deer, Alta., to Rocky Mountain House
Algoma Central & Hudson Bay—In Ontario on line from Sault Ste.

Marie to Franz mile 97 to Mile 117—20 miles; on line from
Franz to Oba, Mile 194.25 to -Mile 244.25—50 miles; total

Algoma Eastern (.A. C. & H. B.)—In Ontario between Crean Hill
and Little Current, 55.50 miles; sour line to North Star Mine,
0.44 miles; spur to Mono Mine. 0.78 miles

Canadian Northern—In Alberta, Morinville line, 17 miles; Brazeau
branch, 45 miles; Canadian Northern -Alberta, 51 miles;
Camrose-Strathcona, 46 miles; Vegreville-Calgary, 25 miles;

in Saskatchewan, Delisle line, 5 miles; Moose Lake line, 100
miles; Moose Jaw line, 2 miles; Swift Current line, 10 miles;
Melfort-Humbolt, 5 miles ; total

Canadian Northern Ontario—Between Ottawa, Ont., and Capreol,
35.00 miles: between Ruel and Port -Arthur, 115 miles; between
Toronto and Ottawa, 45 miles ; total

Canadian Northern Pacific—Sumas, B. C, to Hope
Canadian Pacific—Between Lander, Man., and Boissevain, 1.8 miles;

from Tilston west 26 miles; Weyburn, Sask.. west 62 miles;
Moose Jaw southwest 7.8 miles; Swift Current, southeast 16.7

miles; Swift Current northwest. 23.8 miles: Estevan northwest
55 miles; between Wilkie and Angelina, 35.4 miles; Lacombe,
Alta., east 32.8 miles; between Bassano and Irricana, 36.5 miles;
Suffield southwest, 26.8 miles; Golden, B. C. south 41 miles;
Colvalli north, 14.5 miles; Caithness south 11 miles; between
Loggan and Lake Louise, 4 miles; Three Forks and White-
water, 5.27 miles; Port Moodv spur, 3.60 miles; total

Montreal Terml., Que., to St. John (2nd Track) 23.01
Quebec Junction, Que., to Ste. Therese (2nd Track) 7.32
Crite, Ont., to Sudbury (2nd Track) 6.30
Cartier, Ont., to Geneva (2nd Track) 3.00

13.00
0.25
0.30

14.57

69.00

69.00

65.00

70.00

56.72
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CANADA (.Continued). Miles Miles
2nd and 3d 1st

Track, etc. Track.
Roberts, Out., til Woman River (2nd Track) 18.00
Devon, Ont., to Esher (Jnd Track) 6.J0
Depew, Ont., to Tarpon (2nd Track) 8.00
Huron Bay, Ont., to Peninsula (2nd Track) 8.00
Fire Hill, Ont., to Ruby (2nd Track) 3.60
Navilus, Ont., to Port .Arthur (2nd Track) 6.20
Regina, Sask., to Pasqua t2nd Track) 34.80
Boharm, Sask., to Cbaplin (2nd Track) 46.00
Calgary, Alta., Terminals (2nd Track) 5.80
Hammond, B. C, to v'ancouver (2nd Track) 24.00

Central Railway of Canada—Mc.Mpine, Ont., to Lemieux 20.00
Eastern British Columbia— Corbin, B. C, south 3.00 miles; spur

line 4 miles; total 7.00
Esquimau & Nanaimo (Can. Pac.)—Vancouver Island, B. C 20.80
Fredericton & Grand Lake Coal & Railway—Betvireen Gibson, N. B.,

and Minto 18.00
Grand Trunk Pacific—Regina, Sask.. towards International boundary

136 miles; Talmahe tcfwards Weyburn, 0.25 miles; Regina to-

wards Moose Jaw, 40 miles; Biggar towards Calgary, 104 miles;
Oban towards Battleford, 48.5 miles; Battleford towards Wain-
Wright, -i miles; Tofield. Alta., towards Calgary, 92 miles; Bick-
erdike towards Brazead, 56 miles; Yellowhead, B. C., towards
Prince Rupert, 128 miles; total 608.75

Ha Ha Bav—In province of Quebec 2.70
Kaslo & Slogan—.At Whitewater, B. C 0.95
Kettle Valley—Penticon, B. C, west 7 miles 7.00
National Transcontinental Rv. (Grand Trunk Pacific)—In Quebec,

east of Quebec bridge between Mile 1 and Mile 8.6—7.5 miles;
between Mile 109 and Mile 153-33 miles; west of Quebec
bridge between .Mile 288 and Mile 419-84.75 miles. In On-
tario between Mile 168 west of Cochrane and Mile 102, east of
Lake Superior Junction, 235.9 miles; total 361.15

Oshawa Railway— In province of Ontario 1.00
South Ontario Pacific (Can. Pac.) Mile post 5.9 to Grant Junction,

Ont 10.40
Temiskaming and Northern Ontario—Earlton, Ont.. to Elk Lake.. 28.90

Haileyb'g Spur to New Liskeard, Ont. (2nd Track)... 1.50
Vancouver, \'ictoria & Eastern Ry. & Nav. Co. (Grt. Nor.)

—

Abbottsford, B. C. to Kilgard, 4.52 miles; on line Kilgard to
Sumas Landing, 3.00 miles; total 7.52

2,232.10

MEXICO.
Mexico North Western— In Chihuahua K 347 to K 362 10.00
National Railways of Mexico—Rio Cliico, Durango west towards

llano Grande K 90 west of Durango, 22 miles; K 28 line from
Durango to Canitas to state line with Zacatecas, 46 miles; from
Durango state line east towards Canitas, Zacatecas, 20 miles; K
39 S. of Penjamo Michoacan to K 124 Line Penjamo to Ajuno,
51 miles; -Allende, Coahuida to K 47 Line Allende to Hacienda,
San Carlos, 29 miles; total 168.00

Southern Pacific of Mexico— In state of Tolisco 2.18
Vera Cruz & Isthmus (N. R, of M.)—K 29, Vera Cruz to San

Andres Tuxtla, 27.00 miles; Cosmoloapara, Vera Cruz to San
Cristobal, 5 miles; total 32.00

212.18

AN AUTOMATIC STOP EXPERIMENT ON
THE LACKAWANNA.

Rail Relaying in Japan.—The entire track of the Kiushu

division of the Imperial Government Railways of Japan is to

be relaid with 60-Ib. rails except on steep gradients, where 7S-lb.

rails will be used. The old rails taken up are all 50-lb., and

will be used in most cases for building switches or sold to

builders of light steam railways. Rapid progress has been made

in this work, and about 200 miles of track remain to be relaid

out of a total of 660 miles.

Proposed Sale of Straits Settlements Railways.—Beginning

Januarj' 1, 1912, the Railways of the Straits Settlements came

under the management of the Federated Malay States govern-

ment. The terms called for a lease of 21 years at an annual

rental of $95,200, subject to septennial revision. It is now pro-

posed to sell the railways to the Federated Malay States govern-

ment, and a joint committee is at present considering the ques-

tion of the price to be paid.

—

Consular Report.

Construction in Italy.—Work was recently begun on the

Ronco-Arquata cut on the railway between the Italian towns of

Ronco and Tortona, on the Genoa-Milan and Genoa-Turin line.

This is an undertaking which will cost almost $1,930,000, and

will consist mostly of digging two tunnels, one known as the

Galleria Borlasca, 10,875 ft. long, and the other, known as

Galleria Giacoboni, 2,625 ft. long. Besides this, there will be a

3-arch bridge across the Scrivia river at Ronco 197 ft. long, and

tw^o smaller bridges. The station at Ronco will be enlarged, and

this, with the Scrivia bridge, will cost $96,500. The two tunnels

will cost $1,186,950. As the hne will be double-tracked, the ex-

pense of track work will be $193,000. Work in connection

with the crossing of the village of Pietra Bissara will cost over

$57,900, and masonry along the Scrivia river and other similar

work will cost $135,100.

Officers of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western have given

permission to the International Signal Company, 104 West Forty-

second street. New York City, to install on a branch line, for

test, one of its automatic train stops, the officers of the road to

give necessary assistance.

The International Company's stop apparatus, like the cab sig-

nal in use on the Great Western Railway of England, is designed

to check' itself on the passage of every train. That is to say,

it is an essential principle of the scheme that if anything about

the apparatus is out of order the train will be stopped. It is a

mechanical trip, but is controlled electrically. A ramp is fixed

on the roadway in the path of a hanger or plunger carried on
the locomotive, the upward movement of which opens a valve

to apply the brakes. Thus, brakes are applied on the passage

of every train, unless another arm, carried on the locomotive, is

struck, almost at the same instant, by a trip on the roadway,
which is movable, and works in connection with the block signals.

The movable trip is in position to act on the engine arm when
the way is clear; and it is turned down, so as not to act on the

engine member, when the road ahead is blocked. Thus, in ef-

fect, a train is stopped, not by the action of the movable trip,

but by its absence. The arm on the engine, when moved by the

ground trip, closes a valve and prevents the application of brakes,

which otherwise would be caused by the upward movement pro-

duced by the fixed roadside member.

But, while the officers of the Lackawanna are w-illing to en-

courage the development of devices of promising merit, they are

not willing to encourage strangers having money to invest, to

put their money into untested inventions, and they object, there-

fore, to the way in which the International Company has adver-

tised its doings. The follow'ing letter is from G. J. Ray, chief

engineer of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

"The attention of the management of this company has been

called to a bulletin, No. 16, issued under date of December 9,

1912, by the International Signal Company, addressed to the

stockholders of that company, the first paragraph of which reads

:

" 'It gives us great pleasure to announce that the officials of

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad have closed an

agreement with us to make such an installation of our new

automatic train stop on that great system as will comply with

the requirements of the Block Signal and Train Control Board

of the Interstate Commerce Commission; and we are now hard

at work getting new machines built to make this installation.'

"The bulletin closes with an appeal to the stockholders to buy

some of the treasury stock of the company, and attached to the

sheet is a blank to be used in subscribing to the stock.

"The information contained in the paragraph quoted, as also

throughout the entire circular, is grossly misleading as to the

arrangement made with the D. L. & W. Railroad Company.

Briefly stated, this arrangement is as follows

:

"After an examination of the mechanism of their device, as

shown in a model in the office of the signal company, this com-

pany on November 8 by letter authorized the signal company to

install one of its signals on a branch line of our road, the mech-

anism for the test to be put on a single engine; this to be done

solely at the expense of the signal company, the railway com-

pany's officials and employees to render the necessary assistance

in making the installation and in conducting tests. Up to this

date (December 18) the apparatus for this single signal has not

been furnished, we being advised that the signal company is busy

in its shops making up parts for the apparatus and does not ex-

pect to have it completed ready for installation before January 1.

"This information is given to the public as, from inquiries

our company has had from different sources, it is evident the

signal company is securing subscriptions of stock from railway

employees based on the misrepresentations contained in the

bulletin above referred to."



NEW SECURITIES AND DIVIDEND CHANGES.
A Record of the Financing That Has Been Arranged for and

of the Extra Dividends and Changes in Dividend Rates.

There was an unusually small volume ot new financing during

1912, due to the fact that railroads in the United States, ex-

clusive of Canada, had no large projects for extensions and did

not find it expedient to issue any large amount of securities for

betterment work. It is a rather striking fact that neither the

Pennsylvania Railroad nor the Pennsylvania Lines West issued

or sold any new securities with the exception of the P. R. R.

car trust certificates shown in the accompanying table. The New
York Central & Hudson River still has its New York terminal

to complete, and this company issued $20,000,000 AYz per cent,

notes and $9,000,000 debenture bonds. The New York, New
Haven & Hartford had $33,400,000 notes falling due, which it

financed through the issue of $40,000,000 one-year 5 per cent.

notes, and also issued $30,000,000 one-year 4 per cent, notes to

provide additional funds for capital expenditures. The New-

Haven still has its electrification to complete to New Haven and

has been spending large sums on this account during the past

jear. The large issues, therefore, for capital expenditures that

were not simply a refinancing of securities falling due were the

New Haven's note issue already issued, the Chicago & North

Western's $15,000,000 Milwaukee, Sparta & Northwestern 4's, the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific's debenture bonds, the Erie's

collateral gold bonds, the Illinois Central's 4'/2 per cent, notes, the

New York Central's 4^ per cent, notes, the Norfolk & Western's

$13,330,000 convertible bonds, the St. Louis & San Francisco's

N. O. T. & M. $11,541,000 bonds, and the Western Maryland's

$10,000,000 5 per cent, notes.

In Canada the case is quite different. The Canadian Pacific

made arrangements for the sale of large amounts of new securi-

ties and the Grand Trunk continued to issue large amounts of

new securities. The Canadian Northern also raised large

amounts of capital, but authoritative figures for use in our table

are not available and therefore the company's name is omitted.

There were 23 roads that raised their dividends during the

year or paid dividends where they had not been paying dividends

before. The most important roads that reduced their dividends

w-ere the Colorado & Southern, the New York, Ontario & West-

ern and the Toledo, St. Louis & Western. It will be noticed

that a number of roads paying higher dividends in 1912 than in

1911 were small roads which had previously accumulated a sur-

plus, but which had refrained from paying a dividend until they

thought they could see better times ahead. The change in the

Reading Company's dividend has been often rumored before and
took place after the decision of the Supreme Court rinding that

the anthracite roads were not engaged in illegal conspiracy in

restraint of trade. In the case of both the Southern Railway
preferred and the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, dividends

were raised after a considerable period of waiting for the roads

to demonstrate quite clearly their earning power.

DIVIDEND CHANGES IN 1912

Name of Company.

Dividend Present Annual
Declared Annual Rate
in 1912. Rate. Month. in 1911.
Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent.

R. R.Bar
Belt & Stock Yards.
Buff., Roch. & i-ittsb., common..
Cement, Tolenas & Tidewater
Central of Georgia
Cin., New Orleans & Tex. Pacific
Cincinnati Northern
Colorado & Southern
Cornwall & Lebanon
Cripple Creek
Detroit & Toledo Shore Line
Grand Trunk Ry. of Can., 3d pfd
Green Bay & \\ estern
Hocking Valley
International & Great Nor
Louisiana Western
Mason City & Clear Lake
Mexican Ry., ordinary stock....
Mississippi River & Bonne Terre
Montpelier & Wells River
Mount Washington
New Orleans & Northeastern
N. Y., Ont. & West., common...
-Northwestern R. R. of S. C
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
Pittsb., Chartiers & Voughiogheny
Reading Co
St. Louis. I. M. & Southern...
St. Louis, R. M. & Pacific
St. Louis Southwestern
Sandy River & Rargely Lakes. .

Southern Ry
Staten Island Rapid Transit....
Susquehanna & New York
Texas Central, common
Tionesta Valley
Toledo. St. Louis & Western . .

.

Tonopah & Goldfield

—

Preferred
Common

Warren & Ouachita Valley
York & Beach

I 'A

't'A

December

June
July & Nov.
June
Tune
October

6J/.
4
2/2

April
September
October
Xovember

December
14

• 3 per cent, in cash and 50 per cent, in stock paid in 1911.

t This is the initial dividend on the new preferred stock.

t The rate was changed in 1911 from 4 per cent, annually to 6 per cent,
nd. as will be noticed, was again changed in 1912.

Il'l per cent, was paid in January, 2 in April, \% in July and 1 J4
1 October.

*; No fixed annual rate.

Kind of security issued.Name of company. '

Algoma Central Terminal Mortgage bonds

Algoma Central Terminal Common stock
Algoma Eastern Terminal Mortgage bonds
Algoma Eastern Terminal Common stock
Anderson & Saline River Common stock
Atlanta, Binn. & Atlantic, Georgia Terminal . . Receiver's certificates

Bangor & Aroostook Consolidated refunding 4 per cent, bonds...
Beaumont, Sour Lake & Western First mortgage 6 per cent, bonds
Bessemer & Lake Erie Equipment notes
Birmingham & Southeastern First mortgage 6 per cent, bonds
Birmingham & Southeastern Common stock
Boston & Albany b Improvement 4^ per cent, bonds
Buffalo & Susquehanna Receiver's certificates

Buffalo & Susquehanna Receiver's certificates

Buffalo Creek R. R First refunding mortgage 5 per cent, bonds.
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh 'Equipment 4 per cent, bonds. Series G

Liffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh. .Convertible AYz per cent, bonds.

California, Arizona & Santa Fe cCal.-Ariz. lines 1st and refund, mtge. 4J/^ per cent, bonds
Cambria & Indiana Car trust Series B 5 per cent, bonds
Canadian Pacific Debenture stock

Canadic Pacific Preferred 4 per cent, stock.

Canadian Pacific Ordinary stock
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio Common stock
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio Equipment trust bonds, Series C
Cement, Tolenas & Tidewater Common stock
Central New England First mortgage 50-year bonds
Central New England First mortgage 50-year bonds
Central of Georgia Cumulative o per cent, preferred stock
Chesapeake & Ohio Gold 4J4 per cent, notes
Chesapeake & Ohio General mortgage 4J^ per cent, bonds
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy General mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of 1958
Chicago & Eastern Illinois Refunding and improvement 4 J^ per cent, bonds
Chicago & Eastern Illinois Purchase money first lien S per cent, coal bonds
Chicago & Eastern Illinois General consolidated and first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Refunding mortgage 5 per cent, bonds. Series B
Chicago & North Western Milwaukee, Sparta & No.-West.
Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf Stock
Chicago, Rock Island & Gulf Mortgage bonds

1st mtge. 4 per cent, bonds.

Annount of refund- Month in
.Amount sold. ing covered. which sold.

£160,000 None December
($800,000)
?100,000 December
900.000 None December
100,000 None December
$56,000 None

4,500,000 $3,465,300 July & Nov.
1,210,000 None May
a 151,722
600,000 Various
236,000 None Various
335,000 None June

1,000,000 None July
500,000 $500,000 July
500,000 500,000 December

1,000,000 March
1,233,000 None Jan^, June &

Oct.
1,123,000 None Sept., Nov. &

March18,299,695 None
220,000 None February

£2,252.516
($11,262,580)

£1,976,390
($9,881,950)
$18,000,000
10,000.000 $10,000,000 July
1,000,000 None August
266.000

d 63,000.000 d 63,000.000 April
e 2,000.000 e 2,000.000 October
15,000.000 f 14.450,000

Various5,546.000 4.366,000
374.000

1.877.000 Sl.877,000
g 1,110.000 899,000
5.031.000 February
1,230.000 27.000 January
1.558.000 None

15,000.000 None March
72.000 None November

1,193,000 None November
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Kind of security issued.Name of company.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific l-ir'^t and refunding mortgage bonds.

Amount of refund-
old, ing covered.

Paul,

mortgage 4 per cent, bonds,
rtgage 5 per cent, bonds....

8llicrLt^'mSo;r"&'DS:;i™n.r:-:-:v::::::<^nerai mortgage ^y. per

Cincinnati Nashville Southern Hrst mortgage bonds

Cincinnati Nashville Southern.... Mock
Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis ^!?ner

Coal & Coke Railway 1' irst

Des Moines Western Common stcck

Prip Collateral gold notes

Erie
'.'.'.'.''.'''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'. '• Equipment trust certificates

Fairport, Painesville & Eastern Common stock

Florida, .-Mabama & Gulf Gold 6 per cent bonds

Florida Ea=t Coast First mortgage bonds

Fort Worth & rTo Grande First mortgage 4 per cent, bonds

go;r"&'?ro7it"^^
"" ''"

^"""'".•..•.•.•.•..S'eTerTrr?^aie''ronX"'-
"""'^

GettAburg & Harrisburg;:; :;. First consolidated mor^„^
^^^^^

cent, bonds

stock.

cent, bonds.

.
due 1914...

bonds
nortgage bonds,

cent, notes

ortgage

Graiid Junction & Grand River Valley First mortgage 5 pe

Grand Trunk Perretunl 4 per cent, deben

Grind Trunk .'. Guaranteed 4 per cent, stoc

Greenville & Knoxville First mortgage bonds

HawkinsviUe & Western First mortgage 30 year 5 [

Hillsboro & Northeastern Common stock

Idaho & Washington Northern Convertible notes

Illinois Central Secured gold 4 ^ per cent.

Illinois Southern
' First mortgage 5 per cer

Kansas City Southern Refunding and improven

Kanawha & Michigan Equipment trust 4 \2

Louisville & Nashville... Common stock ........ .

Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis Equipment trust bonds...

Maine Central Common stock

Maine Central H'^ar
Manufacturers Railway of St. Louis Coram
Marshall & East Texas Hrst

Marshall & East Texas first

Mason City & Clear Lake.

MnHeaDSlis^ S^ laul^r'saulV SVe: 'Mar!;'.
".

'.

'.

'. First' mortgage'
i' per'cent 'consolidated bonds.

Minneapoli' St Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Equipment gold 4/^ per cent, notes

Missouri Kansas & Texas 2-year 5 per cent, notes

Missouri; Kansas & Texas 2-year 5 per cent notes

Missouri Kansas & Texas -year 5 per cent, notes.

Missouri Pacific ' '^"^•^f^^""^--"-
Mobile & Ohio Collateral trust

Montreal Southern Counties.

coupon notes
in stock •

nortgage 5 per cent, bonds.
_nortgage 5 per cent, bonds.

. General mortgage bonds

Slock

New York, New Haven & Hartford
New York, New Haven S: Hartford
New York, New Haven & Hartford
New York, New Haven & Hartford
New York, New Haven & Hartf'

Stock
1-year 4 per cent, notes....
1-year 4"4 per cent, notes...

1-year 4J/2 per cent, notes..
I-year 5 per cent, notes....

Norfolk & wVsteVn.'.:'. . .
."".;:... Corvertible lO-'O-year 4 per

Northern Maine Seaport Main line 5 per cent, bonds

Otsego & Herkimer Common stock

Pennsylvania Railroad Car trust certificates

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Common stock

Pnrtl^nH Terminal Co Common stock

PoriilSd ?ermSnti cCi ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! First mortgage -"-^^

Raleigh, Charlotte & Southern Common stock

Reading & Columbia First co

K-hL'^X^^'::::::;::::::::::::;:f^ear5>r cent, bonds

Rockingham Railroad Common stock

Qt r miis a, San Francisco 2-year 6 per cent, secured notes......

It' Louil I sin Frincisco ..:....... Refunding mortgage 4 per cent, bonds

i: Loui & sin Francisco General lien mortgage bonds

•if T oiiis Si San Francisco New Orleans, Tex. 4: Mex. d

11: Louis, BrownsviUe & Mexico First mortgage 6 J>er_cent._bonds

solidated mortgage bonds.

St. Louis Southv egtern First terminal an.

St. Louis Southwestern'.'.'.'. '.!'.::'. First terminal and

Sandy River & Rangely Lakes Common stock

Savannah & Southern Common stock ..

.

c„...i,.,„ Railway First consolidated

Railway Development

per cent, oonas
cf unifying mortgage bonds

"fying mortgage bonds

Southei
Southe
Stephei

Tallulah

rtificates. Series Q.

ertificates.

Washii

j,500,000
20,000,000

Chicago', Rock Island & Pacific llelienture ho"ds .
.
_ V • • V

V.
'.'.'.'.'.'.' .'. h r,494,000

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific -.irtt and refm.ding mortgage bonds
5 100,000

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.^. .^._.... fePi;;-' ,"°l? „n',."bonds .';:::;:;
'

cent, bond:

5,000,000
43,000
150.000
25,000

1,578,000
11.000

85,000

10,000.000
2,160,000

31,000
i 500,000
1,000,000

i 17,000

1,518,000
2,000,000
250.000
64,000

10.727,311
1,825.000
460,000

200,000
75,000

729,000
15,000,000

69,000

1,000,000
1,200,000

12,000,000
300,000

4,984,300 I

12,000,000 J

833,000
1,154,000

26,000
330,000

New York Central & Hudson River 30.year debenture 4 per cent, bonds
W::::::. 20,0

New York Central & Hudson River 3-year gold 4/^ per cent. "°'"- •••••••••••••;;;;.;....
. o7

division first mortgage bonds.

Ortgage 'bind;:: :::;:::. ....••• ,^|-o°S-Z

Ka„wav ^.....K".-.. -d general mortgage .4 per cent, bonds

Rjll^-ay Equipment trust AM per cent

lie. North
'&'

'South Texas First mortgage bonds

Falls First mortgage 5 perj;ent. b

Texar& Pacific: ::::::: Equipment trust

Terminal Common stock

1,520,000
1,020,000
750,000

1,650,000
1,500,000
5,000,000

78,000
n 935,000

9,006,000
000,000
07,900

30,000,000
220,000

3,275,000
40,000.000
13,330.100

14,000

500,000

6,000,000
4,788,000
500,000

4,500,000

125,000
850,000
150,000
250,000
72,000

2,600,000
334,000

3,000,000
11,541,000
p 295,542
7,500,000
656,000
58,400

150,000

5,630,000
1.500.000
2,423.000

s 65,000
600,000

130.000
250.000

10,000.000
1,520,000

None
None

July

August
April
June
Jan. & April

None
None
$250,000
None

January

June
March
Octobc

June
Various
Various
June
January
various

Mar

None
None
None

April
July
May
November
July

k November
November

f September
\ March
August
January
June
June

January

January
May
July
April

$1,061,850 Va:
Various

$33,400,000
None
None

January
January
July
December
March
June

Various
March
April
Sept. & Nov.

February
March & Sept.

None
None
None
None
None

$2,165,000
None
None

None
$35,000,000

Sept. & Oct.

April & June

January
September
Apr.. Aug. &

Oct.
May

$658,500 February

None June
October
August

None March & Sept.

None January

a Issued during the year but not sold.
r-.„.„i «. TT„Hsnn River,

b Guaranteed principal and interest by the New \ork Central & Hudson Kiver.

• Guaranteed by the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh.
, , ^ 't , ,o..n

Pledged under Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe bonds-
. ^^ount of Dutchess County Railroad first mortgage bonds, due June 1, 1940.

• not so d but were issued in exchange for a ke amount
^^ ^^_^^_.^, j.^^ England general mortgage 5 per cent, income bonds,

not sold but were issued in excnangc loi a niv^.
d These bi -

e These bonds were not

due February 1, 1949.

f The income bonds reti
u .1, i„ .f thi, <1 5 000 000 new preferred stock cost $15,170,109, and there was retired in addition $116,050

„,..,, ,.....d through the sale of this $15,OOC^,000 new pre
^^^ ^^^.^^ .^_.^^^ ^^^^^

""'?^Th\Te'U!^rtr'e''^norsofdCt"we';e'rss!.?dTo« °e"!re^';h'e"lo!i1l's''^^Swn as having been refunded.

\r^^^.^n\f\tl''. ;'o?enfe"h=^ld^t "pay 'for 'completion of the road.

io'fl"red°?o'\toThofdTrt^n"Nov°eUt''and will be issued and dated Febru^^io, 1913
^^^ common stock, $1,917500 pre-

lOn December 18. 1911, stockholders of this 90'nPany approved the purchase and votea.or^^ ^^^P^^
^^^^^^ ^^ securities took place in 1912. the

ferred stock and $2,500,000 refunding and extension nioi-t^se 5 per «nt. go o

arraneements were made in 1911 and are therefore not included in the aoovc lao c.

'm'^P^oceeds partly used to pay off $1,100,000 5 per cent, notes due July 1, 1912.

n Issued. Amount sold is not given. , , ,
. , .„ .„^.„„ f.. 3« per cent, convertible debenture bonds of a par value shown under tBe

o'This is the par value of 7,079 shares of stock issued m exchange lor J/2 per

amount of refunding covered.
. ,„,... „., .„ij _ j

'

^^Sr-co'nTo^aTed^i^ortlfge^Ss'we^e^L^eT/o^Uu^^^^^ like amount of underlying first mortgage 6 per cent, bonds.

s^^Xe^e^d°%;^\Tlouth1rn"'=Rai!ryTorallanc''e"s^
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CHANGES IN OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL.

The loss of control of the Kansas City. Me-xico & Orient by

E. A. Stilwell, and the loss of control of the Denver, North-

western & Pacific by the D. H. Moffat estate, are two events

that are commented on editorially in this issue. There were no

other important changes in ownership and control during the

year 1912 with the e.xception of a change which has taken place

in the personnel of the board of directors of the Seaboard Air

Line. This change, however, did not take place in 1912 exclu-

sively, but has been going on ever since the road went into the

hands of a receiver. John Skelton Williams, of Baltimore, who

was influential in the Seaboard Air Line before the reorgan-

ization, has withdrawn largely from participation in this road's

affairs. The bankers who formed a syndicate to take care of

the reorganization of the property have now shared the control

of the property with others, and the road has been put in charge

of an operating president, W. J. Harahan ; William Meldrum, of

the firm of Blair & Company, New York, having retired. A
larger representation of local interests has been accorded on

the board of directors, and it is expected that the road will have

more local autonomy.

The Gould lines have shown a policy of greater co-operation.

B. F. Bush, who was made president of the Missouri Pacific,

has also been made president of the Denver & Rio Grande and

the Western Pacific.

There is one important change that is foreshadowed by the

events of 1912, but has not yet taken place. This is the sepa-

ration of the Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific. The pos-

sible effects of the Supreme Court's decision in regard to this

merger are discussed in the comments on the Union Pacific

annual report.

The principal changes which have taken place and which are

given in the following list are not all actual changes of control.

Some of them are simply changes of names of railways, and in

many cases are nominal changes where, for instance, a subsidiary

has been merged with a parent company.

The Atlantic & Western, which is a 10-mile road crossing the

Seaboard Air Line, the Southern Railway and the Atlantic Coast

Line, has been bought by Middendorf, WilHams & Company, of

Baltimore.

The Tallassee & Montgomery has been bought by the Birming-

ham & Southeastern.

The Rutland, the sale of which was arranged for in 1911, has

not yet been taken over by the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford, but in the latter part of 1912 the Supreme Court of New
York refused to make permanent an injunction against the sale

by the New York Central & Hudson River of control of this

company to the New York, New Haven & Hartford, and held

that the New Haven and the Rutland were not competing

roads.

The Tampa Northern has been bought by the Seaboard Air

Line.

The Bridgton & Saco River has been bought by the Maine

Central.

The Burr's Ferry, Browndel & Chester has been bought by the

Southern Pacific.

The Beaumont & Great Northern has been bought by the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas.

The Alberta Railway has been bought by the Canadian Pacific.

The Nevada & California has been sold by the Southern Pa-

cific to the Central Pacific. This road is 480 miles long, and

runs from Hazen, Nev., to Mojave, Cal. \\'hile the Central Pa-

cific is controlled by the Southern Pacific, the change in owner-

ship of the Nevada & California is worth noting, because of

the fact that the Supreme Court, in its decision holding the

Union Pacific-Southern Pacific merger illegal, mentioned the fact

that the Union Pacific could have bought the Central Pacific, if

it could have gotten it, without violating the law.

@^neral ^^txx0. ^
The freight house of the Chicago, Indiana & Southern, at

Kankakee, 111., was destroyed by fire on December 21.

R. G. Garros, the French aviator, who recently soared to a

height of 19.032 ft. at Tunis, made a flight on December IS from
Tunis to Sicily, across the Mediterranean Sea, 160 miles ; and
a few days later he flew from Sicily to Italy, about the same dis-

tance.

A report from Westmount, Que., says that a carrier pigeon

recently liberated at that place made its way back to its home
in England in twelve days. It is assumed that, doubtless, the

bird alighted on one or more vessels in the course of its flight

across the Atlantic,

The St, Louis & San Francisco has announced that prizes of

$10, $5 and $2.50 will be awarded in a competition, open to all

women in the families of Frisco employees, for the best letter

on "Safety First," The letters are not to exceed 250 words in

length.

On its principal through passenger trains the Wabash will

henceforth have all-steel cars. Ten entirely new steel trains

are being put in service on the limited schedules between Chicago

and St. Louis, St, Louis and Kansas City, and St, Louis and

Detroit.

A fire in a lumber shed of the Wason Manufacturing Com-
pany at Brightwood, Springfield, Mass., on the evening of De-
cember 19, spread to a woodworking shop adjacent, and de-

stroyed altogether property amounting to about $300,000, includ-

ing 2,750,000 ft. of lumber.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has made a settlement

with its telegraph operators by which a large number of in-

creases in pay are granted in individual cases, according to in-

dividual conditions, without a general increase in the scale.

The Pullman Company has increased the pay of 2,500 office

employees at percentages varying from 6 to 12, the lower grades

receiving 12 per cent, increase. The order takes effect January 1,

The Chicago & Alton "Hummer" bound from Chicago to

Kansas City, was stopped three miles south of Springfield, 111,,

on the night of December 23, by four robbers, but their efforts

to dynamite the safe and the express car failed, and the men
escaped. They are supposed to have boarded the train while it

was passing through Springfield slowly. The engine and ex-

press car were uncoupled from the rest of the train and moved
forward about two miles.

Representative Raker has introduced in the lower House of

Congress a bill (H, R, 27016) to require interstate railroads

generally to equip locomotives with headlights of not less than

1,500 c, p,, measured without the aid of a reflector. The law

does not apply if the headlight equipment shall fail on a trip,

provided it be shown that it was in good order when the trip

was begun. The penalty for the violation of the law is from

$100 to $1,000, and every day is a separate offense.

The Merchants' Despatch Transportation Company announces

that all of its refrigerator cars—which means all of the cars

owned by the company—have been sold to the New York Cen-

tral and to the Lake Shore. The cars will be relettered, as

fast as possible, to show the new ownership. The statement in

the Egidpnieiit Register shows 6.3S8 M. D, T. refrigerator cars,

of which 160 are assigned to the service of the .American Ex-

press Company, and are equipped to be run in passenger trains.

C. C, Elwell, engineer of the Connecticut Public Utilities Com-
mission, reporting on the derailment at Milford November 16,

says that it was due to a defective spring frog. Parts of the frog

had become loosened and the base plate broken. He says that the

fact that the base plate was broken should have been discovered

by the section foreman. He recommends that in addition to fre-

quent examinations of frogs and switches, that competent super-

visors also inspect the tracks, and that their reports be kept on

file.

The St, Louis & San Francisco, as a further extension of

its plan for giving increased authority to station agents, has
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appointed general agents at six prominent places, in addition

to the local agents. The general agents will have charge of

both operating and traffic matters, and report direct to the

superintendent. The six cities named in the order, which is

signed- by J. A. Middleton, freight traffic manager, and W. T.

Tyler, general manager, are Wichita, Tulsa, Oklahoma City,

Fort Smith, Joplin and Cape Girardeau.

The principal railroads centering in New York City have ap-

pointed a committee to confer with officers of the city in relation

to a proposed freight railroad on the east side of the harbor, ex-

tending from the Brooklyn Bridge south along the shore to

Sixty-fifth street. Bay Ridge, where a connection can be made
with freight tracks of the Long Island Railroad. A part of this

water-front territory is already occupied by freight tracks. The
committee of railroad officers consists of Ralph Peters, president

of the Long Island; J. C. Stuart, vice-president of the Erie, and
W. G. Besler, vice-president of the Central of New Jersey.

A Correction.

In printing a part of the Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King's ad-

dress before the Railway Business Association, an error was
made, and the name was given as W. L, Mackenzie, it should

of course have been W. L. Mackenzie King.

Post Office Department's "Economies."

'1 he annual deficit of the Post Office Department has been

redr.ced only by cutting down the amount paid to the railroads

for hauling mail. This comes out in a statement issued by the

Committee on Railway Mail Pay.

During the ten years from 1901 to 1911 the department took

up an enormous increase in business at a greatly decreased cost

for railway transportation and at a largely increased cost for

othtr purposes. It cost the department, for purposes other than

railway transportation, nearly nine-tenths of $126,248,630 to add
that amount to its gross receipts (although for these other pur-

poses it had previously spent less than seven-tenths of its gross

receipts) while it required less than one-tenth of the same sum to

pay for the added railway transportation that the new business

reqi'.ired. although at the beginning of the period railway trans-

portation had cost more than one-third of the gross receipts.

This startling comparison, says the committee, fully warrants

the conclusion that the power of congress and the department
has been exercised to force upon the railways, by reducing the

payments for their services, the burden not only of the effort to

eliminate the annual postal deficit, but of considerable increases

in other forms of postal expenditure. No reference to rural free

delivery will serve to explain away the conclusion suggested by
this comparison, especially since only a fraction of the cost of

that service represents really an additional net outlay. This

service has permitted a reduction of one-third in the number of

post offices and has been in many cases substituted for star route

service, and the savings thus permitted ought to be credited to it

before determining its cost.

Reduced Fares to the Orient.

The Nippon Yusen Kaisha, the Japanese steamship line con-

necting at Tacoma and at Seattle with the Great Northern, has

reduced passenger rates from Puget Sound to ports in the Orient.

The first-class rate to Yokohama will be cut from $125 to $110.

to Kobe from $127.50 to $110, to Shanghai from $140 to $125, and

to Hong Kong from $150 to $125. Important reductions will

be made in first-class round-trip rates. The time limit for return

has been increased from four to six months. First-class round-

trip round-the-world fare is reduced from $525 to $510.

A Railw/ay Document of a New Brand.

"Employees of the Missouri Pacific at the headquarters of the

road in St. Louis have sent to Miss Helen Gould the following

telegram of congratulation on the announcement of her engage-

ment to Finley J. Shepard

:

" 'You are very dear to the hearts of the Missouri Pacific em-

ployees, and hence the announcement that you are soon to be-

come the wife of one of our number, a model man, whom we

esteem most highly, is exceedingly gratifying to each one of us.

Please be assured that the sincere, cordial wishes for a blissful

future go to you.'
"

Report on Collision at Alexandria, La.

In the rear collision at Alexandria, La., on the Texas &
Pacific, November 23. (reported in the Railzvay Age Gazette De-
cember 20, page 1192) three persons were killed and three in-

jured. 1 he State Railroad Commission of Louisiana, in circular

No. 395, has made a report on this collision, from which it ap-

pears that the two engines, without trains, which came up behind

the freight and pushed it to Alexandria, had helped the freight

all the way from Moreland, eight miles east of Alexandria; and
the commission says that the men in charge of the rear one of

the two engines should have left a flagman at Moreland. The
passenger train following was running on the same schedule as

these engines, being the third section of No. 51. The commission
finds also that the despatcher was negligent in failing to notify

the passenger that he had authorized the engines ahead of it to

run on a freight schedule, 18 miles an hour, from Moreland; the

passenger schedule being 40 miles an hour. There were three

telegraph offices where this information might have been given.

Continuing, the commissioners use the following vigorous lan-

guage :

"The company's rule No. ,99, which is the rule governing the

protection of trains stopped under unusual circumstances, is

obsolete, lax and crude. It leaves to the flagman and conductor

entirely too much discretion and does not prescribe their specific

duties and is not a safe rule. The flagmen who were examined
showed little or no knowledge of the rules, and each one placed

a different interpretation upon them. Both the flagman of second

51 and the flagman of third 51, the fast passenger train, had
entered the service without examination, and neither one knew
much about the rules. The flagman of second 51 had spent two
hours in the instruction car. The flagman on the passenger

train had had no instruction * * *
. The company's lack of

discipline is surprising in a modern railroad. Untrained men are

placed in responsible positions without even a preliminary exam-

ination. * * * An approved block signal system should be

installed as soon as practicable."

Four Thousand Shippers Favor Conservative Regulation.

Names have been made public by the Railway Business Asso-

ciation, of 4,000 shippers and receivers of freight scattered

through nearly all the states, who declare in favor of a policy

which will permit the railways "adequate revenue to meet existing

obligations and to attract capital for necessary improvements

and extensions." The list of signatures accompanies the annual

report of the general executive committee, who ask whether

the time has not come for the Interstate Commerce Commission

to put such a policy into effect. The committee says

:

Some newspapers have interpreted this declaration by shippers

as intended to prepare the public for some general advance in

freight rates. This is a misunderstanding. These shippers have

not been asked to say anything about such an advance. The
Association does not know that any advance is under considera-

tion. No railway manager heard of this declaration until it was

in the mails. We would not express an opinion upon particular

schedules if filed. What these shippers urge is all comprised

in the declaration which they have signed

:

"The undersigned, in our own interest, respectfully urge a

policy toward railways which, while emphasizing the necessity

for their regulation to prevent discrimination and excessive

charges; to safeguard life and to promote the convenience and

comfort of the public, will give careful heed to the promotion

of their prosperity and growth ; ascertain in considering enact-

ments compelling expenditures that they possess the resources

to meet such outlays without injury to efficient service: provide

that in all adjustments of rates adequate revenue shall be in-

sured them to meet existing obligations and to attract capital

for necessary improvements and extensions."

The press reflects the same apprehension editorially. The
increase in eastern engineers' wages, followed by petitions from

other employees, is an additional reason for anxiety that railway

credit be conserved. . . . L'nder private ownership the

government cannot by law compel a railroad company to enlarge

a terminal or buy locomotives and cars if it has not got the

money, and it cannot compel investors to arbitrate whether they

shall furnish the money.
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Statistics for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1912. compared
with 1910—both bumper years—show a decrease of net operating

income of $462 per mile of line, or 12 per cent. That is, while

enjoying larger receipts these roads had left per mile of road 12

per cent, less in 1912 than in 1910 available for interest on debt,

for improvements out of earnings, and for dividends and surplus

upon which to base credit in selling securities. . . . Chair-

man Prouty. in his address to the National Association of Rail-

waj- Commissioners, said

:

"We can make rates reasonable, we can put on schedules for

the running of trains ; but can we obtain the new money which

is necessary to develop our old railroad systems and to build

new?" The commission has said that it will act for the strength-

ening of railway credit if expenses should so increase as to

convince them that the time has come. These shippers' signatures

may well suggest to the commission that the hour has struck

for formulating such a policy. A clear perception of our problem

demands that now even more than in time of depression we do

our utmost to make this period of business prosperity a time

not of "fair average return" to the railways, but of liberal

earnings and substantial upbuilding of surplus with which when
lean months come the roads may operate efficiently, maintain

upkeep and accomplish for each year that year's fair quota of

additions and e.xtensions.

Firemen's Wages.

The conference between the representatives of the railroads

and the leaders of the firemen's brotherhood, which has been
held in New York City, has been adjourned to January 6. Elisha

Lee. representing the railroad companies, in his last communi-
cation to Mr. Carter, of the firemen, reiterated the objection of

the roads to the requests of the brotherhood for two firemen on
every engine of certain classes, while at the same time recog-

nizing that no employee should be expected or permitted to per-

form service which would require excessive physical effort.

The varying conditions, such as mechanical stokers, super-

heaters, keeping coal within reach, class of train, length of runs,

hours of duty, etc., make it impracticable to formulate a just

and equitable rule for general application. Mr. Lee suggested

that possibly there should be a permanent committee to decide

questions as to when a fireman needs assistance. The roads

hold that the precedent established by the recent arbitration

of the enginemen's wages should afford a reasonable and satis-

factory ground for the settlement of the firemen's wages. Mr.

Lee estimates that the latest demands of the firemen are such

as to increase the firemen's payrolls 35 per cent. While again

declaring that arbitration ought not to be necessary, Mr. Lee
says that if that course is taken it should be done in the way
that was followed in the case of the enginemen, and not accord-

ing to the terms of the Erdman act. The firemen favor the

Erdman act procedure, as the terms of that law provide for a

time limit within which arbitrators must make their decision.

. New York State Report on New Haven Tracks.

The New York State Public Service Commission, Second dis-

trict, has sent the following letter to \'ice-President E. H.

McHenry of the New York. New Haven & Hartford

;

"Dear Sir :—Owing to the recent criticisms of the tracks of

your company, this commission has felt it desirable to have a

minute inspection made by its engineers, without advising you
or your subordinates, and the report of such inspection by C. R.

\'anneman, chief of the division of transportation, dated Decem-
ber 9. is enclosed.

"This inspection was made to discover every defect in each

of your tracks within the territory named. The men walked
each track, and examined minutely each point where doubt

existed. The inspection was therefore much more detailed than

is usually made either by railroad officers or by state inspectors.

"You will note that the principal defects found were in the

chestnut ties, which were laid in the track about the year 1908.

Approximately 750 of these ties were found to be bad, out of

about 150,000. or practically Yz of 1 per cent. As these ties were
scattered in the track, and were practically all on a straight

line, they did not occasion a dangerous condition at any spot,

and the amount of renewals which your company contemplates

making will cover much more than the number of seriously de-

fective ties which were found. In fact, our inspectors noticed

that many ties were being renewed which, in their judgment,

would last at least another year.

"Certain defects in rails were observed which are embodied
in the report, and we feel that some of these rails should have
been discovered and removed earlier by the section men.
"You will note that it is the opinion of the inspectors that

your tracks are in safe condition, and that the standards of con-

struction and material are of a high order ; but it is thought
that the tie renewals should have been made earlier, and that

considerable improvement is possible in the detailed supervision

of the maintenance work.

"The report of the inspection, September 13, by Inspector

Eggleston has been studied. Considering the difference in the

conditions of inspection, the first one having been made in the

usual way from an inspection car, and the last one on foot, we
do not think the reports inconsistent, and our inspectors be-

lieve that the statement made at the conclusion of the report of

September 13 may be fairly repeated, 'that the property is being

maintained in a conservative and careful manner.'

"Our examination further shows that your track renewals are

being made in accordance with the best standards of track de-

sign which are used in this state. The principal elements of this

construction are : Rail, 100 lbs. per yard, open hearth steel

;

ties creosoted and of ample section ; rail fastenings, screw spikes

and shoulder tie plates; ballast, stone; drainage, good.

"The practice above outlined has been applied, as our inspec-

tion reports show, since 1909. We believe that this affords a

thoroughly safe construction, and we can suggest no improve-
ment in those track standards."

Mr. McHenry in his reply said, in part

:

"Instructions have been issued to correct all of the defects noted

by the inspectors, and the recommendations will receive com-
plete and literal compliance. The * * * ties for renewals were
ordered in sufficient season and the deliveries were made not

more than thirty days later than the time stipulated in the con-

tract, but through some error on the part of the contractor the

ties were improperly bored for the reception of screw spikes,

and it was accordingly necessary to reject the entire lot, which
correspondingly delayed the receipt of new ties in replacement.

The conclusion of the commission in regard to the possible

improvement in the detailed supervision of maintenance work
will receive prompt attention."

Pension Plan for Frisco Lines.

President B. L. Winchell, of the St. Louis & San Francisco,

has issued a circular announcing a pension plan for the St.

Louis & San Francisco, the Ft. Worth & Rio Grande, the St.

Louis, San Francisco & Texas, and the Paris & Great Northern,

as follows

:

"It has been determined that a plan for granting pensions to

employees of these companies, for superannuation or disability,

following long service on these lines, shall be made effective

from July 1, 1913. Details of the plan will be announced before

that date. In the meantime, it is thought that this advance

notice may bring encouragement to the employees as a whole,

as well as comfort and holiday cheer to some of those who are

approaching years of retirement." The circular is also "Heartily

Approved" by B. F. Yoakum.

The Government, and the Anthracite Coal Roads.

The decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, to

the effect that in the suit of the government against the Reading

and other anthracite coal carriers proof of a pooling arrange-

ment had not been shown, was reported in the Railway Age
Gazette last week, page 1178.

A press despatch of December 20 says that the attorney-

general will now proceed to inquire more in detail into certain

acts of these roads, which were not adjudicated by the Supreme

Court, namely, the acquisition of the New York, Susquehanna

& Western by the Erie inl898; of the Central of New Jersey

by the Reading in 1901, and of the Pennsylvania Coal Company

by the Erie in 1859. It is thought that there may be sufficient

grounds for a further attack on the roads in connection with

these transactions.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, under date of De-

cember 23, has sent to the anthracite coal carrying railroads,

and to the coal companies controlled by them, an order to be

complied with before March 1, next, calling for complete infor-

mation in regard to the rates, practices, rules and regulations

of the companies, governing the transportation of anthracite
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coal. Any company which is unable to furnish the matter
called for must appear in Washington, January 20, and explain
why and in what particulars it is unable to furnish the desired
information. The order embraces a list of 58 questions, filling

a dozen pages, and appended to it are a dozen large sample
blanks showing the forms in which the information must be
prepared. The commission calls for a complete history of each
company, including the names of the 50 largest stockholders;
maps of all tracks, statement of cost of road, full information
as to cost of equipment, and especially concerning all facilities

and fi.xtures for handling coal; a full statement of revenues and
expenses for four years; statement of allowances made to coal

shippers; revenues and expenses for the years 1880, 1890, 1900,

1905 and every year since 1907 ; average tractive power of loco-

motives for 17 years ; shipments of coal for one month from
each of ten companies named; total shipments of each kind of

coal to each of the principal tidewater destinations and also to

Albany; total shipments for one month from each colliery to

each and every destination, and, finally, the selling prices of

coal at the mines and at tidewater during the month of No-
vember for many years back.

Indictments of New England Railroad Officers.

In the United States court at New York City, December 23,

the grand jury, reporting to Judge Hough, presented indictments

of Presidents C. S. Mellen, of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, and E. J. Chamberlin, of the Grand Trunk, and Alfred

W. Smithers. chairman of the directors of the Grank Trunk,

for violation of the anti-trust law, the indictments being the

result of the inquiry which has been going on in New York
for the past two or three weeks. Messrs. Mellen and Chamberlin

were arraigned, pleaded not guilty, and were held in $10,000

bail each. The grand jury has now adjourned to January 7,

and it is understood that the doings of the New Haven road

will be further investigated. This inquiry has been conducted

under the direction of Assistant United States Attorney Jesse

C. Adkins.

The charges in the indictments are based on alleged restraint

of trade in combining to prevent competition in New England

by bringing about the cessation of construction work on the pro-

jected extensions of the Grand Trunk to Providence and to

Boston. The report recites that there is a large volume of

passenger and freight traffic between Providence, Worcester

and other cities and towns on the proposed new lines of the

Grand Trunk, and Montreal, Chicago, Milwaukee and other

western cities ; and that on the completion of the proposed

Grand Trunk extensions the New Haven would lose some of its

traffic "but for the commission of the crime" set forth. It is

stated that the sum which has been expended on the line from

Palmer to Providence is $2,000,000; that $1,000,000 has been

spent for the new steamboats, which were to be run by the

Grand Trunk between Providence and New York, and that other

obligations have been incurred by the Grand Trunk amounting

to $1,000,000.

Seven overt acts are charged as follows

:

1. That Messrs. Mellen, Chamberlin and Smithers met in New
York, -August 5. 1912, and discussed a memorandum setting

forth what each road proposed doing.

2. That Mr. Chamberlin on August 5 wrote to J. E. Dalrymple.

his vice-president of the "long and satisfactory interview with

Mr. Mellen." and that it had been agreed Mr. Dalrymple and

Benjamin Campbell, vice-president of the New Haven, "should

meet quietly at Mr. Mellen's office" to discuss divisions of busi-

ness.

3 and 4. That the defendants met again in New York on

September 20 and on October 1.

5. That on October 1 Mr. Mellen gave the G. T. people a

revised and supplemental memorandum providing that the Grand

Trunk retain "Central Vermont and existing controlled hnes

and continue its existing business as at present."

6. That Mr. Mellen on November 7 caused to be withdrawn

a petition that had been filed with the Public Service Commis-

sion of New Hampshire asking authority to extend the B. & M.

so as to compete with the Central Vermont.

7. That Mr. Chamberlin on November 9 caused discontinu-

ance of work on the Southern New England.

It is charged that Messrs. Mellen, Chamberlin and Smithers

"engaged and are now engaged in an unlawful combination to

prevent the construction and completion of said extensions in

New England; to prevent the operation of said steamships be-
tween the cities of Providence and New York; to prevent the
transportation of persons and property in interstate and for-
eign commerce over said lines of railroads and steamships, and
that said defendants did thereby engage in an unlawful combi-
nation and conspiracy to restrain commerce among the states
and with a foreign nation."

The three successive drafts of proposed agreements which
were discussed, are published. In general they are of the same
tenor as that given out by Mr. Mellen and noticed in the Rail-
way Age Gazette. December 13, page 1153; but the first one con-
tained a proposition that the G. T. sell the Central Vermont,
and give the New Haven trackage rights into Montreal. All
three provide for the retention by the Grand Trunk of its low
tariffs (differential rates) between New England and the west.

None of the proposed contracts was ever ratified. The final

memorandum w-as as follows

:

Grand Trunk—
To retain Central Vermont and existing controlled lines, and

continue its existing business as at present.

To lease to Boston & Maine a joint and equal use of its line

between Windsor and White River Junction.

To agree upon divisions upon joint business, based on inter-

change points at White River Junction. Montpelier and Rouses
Point, the latter to be the junction for interchange business with
the Rutland Railroad when the New Haven secures control of
same. Messrs. Campbell and Dalrymple to be charged with the
duty of arranging divisions referred to, and in event of dis-

agreement to arbitrate.

To use Union Station, Portland, Me., if an arrangement for

such use can be reasonably and economically made.
To lease joint and equal use of line between Swanton and .M-

burgh, Vermont.

New Haven—
To open all its territory to Grand Trunk and Central Vermont.

via North Stratford, White River Junction, Montpelier, and
Rouses Point and Portland.

To make lease of joint and equal use to Central Vermont of

the Boston & Maine's line between Windsor and Brattleboro.

To run a through passenger train service between Montreal

and New York, via White River Junction and Springfield.

To protect Grand Trunk in every way in its power in its pres-

ent differential rate from New England points, and such new
territory as it is proposed to open up to it hereby.

Comment.—The following editorial on the action of the

Grand Jury is from the New York Sun:

. . . This indictment certainly starts toward the Supreme

Court a question novel enough to engage the attention of the

country and of the world. Federal power and constructive crime

under the Sherman act are not yet fully defined. If Mr. Mellen

is guilty of the crime of conspiracy, either Mr. Chamberlin or

Mr. Smithers must be conspirators also under the Sherman law,

for a man, even an unpopular railroad president of monopolistic

proclivities, cannot very well be a conspirator all by himself.

-And if either Mr. Chamberlin or Mr. Smithers is a conspirator,

guilty of criminal restraint of trade, the crime committed by

the Canadian conspirator or conspirators presents a negative

quality rather than a positive; that is, it consists of the omission

or failure to construct certain railway extensions and to in-

augurate certain steamboat traffic that had been contemplated.

Thus the question to be determined is whether the abandon-

ment of a projected investment, the failure to spend further

cash in competitive business can constitute a crime punishable

by fine and imprisonment; and we venture to say that no more

surprising question has ever been raised, even by the Sherman

law.

Railway Business Association.

President Geo. .-\. Post, in opening the annual business meet-

ing of the Railway Business .Association on December 19, re-

ferred to 4,000 shippers and receivers of freight who had signed

a declaration favoring explicitly a policy permitting adequate

railway revenue. This had been accomplished, he said, largely

by the personal influence in the communities of the individual

members of the association He said

:

"The ver>- power and influence thus exerted through our in-

dividual members imposes upon us a peculiar obligation. Having
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crystallized and registered a public sentiment, the next great

step, of course, is to induce the government to fulfill that senti-

ment in actual public policy and administration. It would be
easy to make such use of these declarations by shippers as to

represent before the country and before governmental tribunals

that these signatory shippers have said something different from
what they meant to say, or from what we asked them to say.

Indeed, as noted in the annual report of the general executive

committee, some newspapers have given the impression that the

purpose of this declaration was something which we neither had
in mind nor suggested to the shippers who signed it. The mis-

understanding lay in assuming that the Railway Business Asso-
ciation and these shippers co-operating with it were in some
way engaged in a propaganda to secure some specific general ad-

vance in freight rates. We have no such program. We have
no facilities for forming an opinion as to the reasonableness of

particular freight rates or particular schedules and classifications.

From the railway companies only could we obtain knowledge as

to the merits of proposed advances, and we would have and
would seek no standing in such litigation.

"Our function is broader than the consideration of any sched-

ule at any time. No simple readjustment of freight rates can

be a panacea. If every freight rate in the country were to be

raised at one time there would continue to be constant changes,

some responsive to business conditions, others arising from the

elimination of alleged discriminations and inequities, others

from further increases in expenses. What we urge and what
at our request is urged by the thousands of shippers who have

signed our declaration is not that this year or next year some
single administrative decree shall issue giving the railways or

any group of them an advance in rates, but that this year and
every year, always and everywhere, the governmental authorities

may do for the railroads precisely what the shippers' declara-

tion says : 'Provide that in all adjustments of rates adequate

revenue shall be insured them to meet existing obligations and

to attract capital for necessary improvements and extensions.'

"That is to say, it is the function of the Railway Business

Association to discuss policies, not symptoms, permanent condi-

tions and not temporary expedients.

"The particular governmental agency having to deal with this

matter is the Interstate Commerce Commission. It is in the

public interest, in the interest of the railways and in the inter-

est of the industries here organized that the commission should

have the fullest co-operation and sympathy of all in whose
power it lies to help. Thej' cannot say, as we do, that they are

not particularly concerned with specific cases. Their days are

made up of specific cases. They must decide every case as it

comes to them. They cannot enunciate some theoretical policy

and hand it over to somebody else to administer. Both the

framing of the policy and the administration thereof are their

job. Yet both these tasks must be done. It would be idle to

think of busying ourselves exclusively with the correction of

inequities in rates and to leave unsolved, without determined

and concerted effort, the question whether goods can be carried

at all owing to congestion.

"V\'e believe in the public spirit of the commission as now
constituted. We feel sure they appreciate their responsibility.

What we have endeavored and shall continue endeavoring to do

is to bring about such a manifestation of public readiness for a

fully progressive and constructive policy that the commission

may feel free from at least one harassing perplexity—namely,

the unreasoning resentment of any large element of the public

when the commission, according to its light, shall point the way
for the conservation of railway credit and hence the continued

upbuilding of our territory and our industries.

"The committee speaks of the present increase of tonnage

and lays strong emphasis upon the surplus which the railroads

in such a period ought to lay up. If they do not accumulate

some store of resources when traffic is heavy, when can they?

Vou will remember that in the dark months following 1907

relief for the carriers was looked upon with disfavor because

times were hard for general business. Ought the roads now
to be again denied invigoration on the ground that for the

moment they do not need it? Long contemplation of ways and

means for keeping railway profits down has got many people

into the habit of thinking that the lowest rate of return to

which the courts will permit a commission to restrict a rail-

way is the proper return, and they look askance at any j-ield

higher than that, even when it comes in some isolated year of
plenty in the midst of several years of famine or short rations.

A year like the present should be the time of liberal net income,
so that the whole period in which it occurs may show a living

average.

"The meaning of this for the Railway Business Association
the committee makes clear. Now is the most opportune time,

a time which will be with us, we know not how long, to urge
adoption of a policy designed to permit that railway surplus

upon which depend improvements out of earnings and credit

for the sale of new securities or extensions."

The following officers were elected : President, Geo. A. Post,

New York; vice-presidents, A. M. Kittredge, Dayton, Ohio;
W. E. Clow, Chicago ; G. W. Simmons, St. Louis. Mo. ; S. P.

Bush, Columbus, Ohio; Alba B. Johnson, Philadelphia, Pa.;

H. G. Prout, Pittsburgh, Pa., and W. G. Pearce, New York

;

treasurer, Chas. A. Moore, New York, and assistant treasurer,

M. S. Clayton, New York.

Western Railway Club.

At the December meeting of the Western Railway Club the

following committee was appointed to report on the proposed

changes in the M. C. B. rules of interchange : Geo. Thompson,
New York Central Lines, chairman ; G. F. Laughlin. Armour
Car Lines; H. H. Harvey, Chicago. Burlington & Quincy; J. M.
Borrowdale, Illinois Central, and C. J. \\'ymer, Chicago &
\\ estern Indiana.

Chesapeake & Ohio Agents' Association.

About 100 agents of the Chesapeake & Ohio, in a meeting at

Clifton Forge, Va., December 12, took action looking to the

organization of an association. F. J. Ginn, of fronton, Ohio, is to

be president, and E. L. Stratton, of Clifton Forge, secretary.

Vice-president M. J. Caples and other officers of the road at-

tended the meeting.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.

The annual meeting of the Canadian Society of Civil En-

gineers will be held on January 28, 29 and 30 at Montreal, Que.

It is expected that the society's new building will be available

for the meeting.

MEETINGS AND CONVENTIONS.

The follovnng list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular

meetings, and places of meeting.

Ai« Bkake Association.—F. M. Nellis, 53 State St., Boston, Mass. Con-
vention, May 6-9, St. Louis, Mo.

Amekican .Association of Demurrage Officers.—A. G. Thomason, Bos-

ton, Mass.

American Association of General Passenger and Ticket Agents.—W. C.

Hope. New York.

American Association of Freight Agents.—R. O. Wells, East St. Louis,

111. Annual meeting, June 17-20, Buffalo, N. Y.

American Association of Railroad Superintendents.—E. H. Harman,
St. Louis, Mo.; 3d Friday of March and September.

American Electric Railway Association.—H. C. Donecker, 29 W. 39th

St.. New York.
American Electrical Railway Manufacturers' Assoc.—George Keegan,

165 Broadway. New York. Meetings with Am. Elec, Ry. Assoc.

American Railway Association.—W. F. Allen, 75 Church St., New York.

Next meteing. May 21, New York. n a t x., r t.
American Railway Bridge and Building Association.—C. A. Lichty, L. «

N. \V.. Chicago. Convention, October 21-23, 1913. Montreal.

American Railway Engineering Association.—E. H. Fritch, 900 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago. Convention, March 18-20, 1913 Chicago

American Railway Master Mechanics' Assoclation.—J. W. Taylor, Old

Colony building. Chicago. Convention, June 11-13, Atlantic City, N. J.

American Railway Tool Foremen's Association.—A. R. Davis, Central

of Georgia, Macon. Ga. „ , r- »» ,_ tt • •—
American Society for Testing Materials.—Prof. E. Marburg, University

of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Pa.; annual, June, 1913.

American Society of Civil Engineers.—C. W. Hunt, 220 W. 57th bt.

New York; 1st and 3d Wed., except June and August. New York.

American Society of Engineering Contractors.—J. R. W emlmger, 13

Park Row, New York; 2d Tuesday of each month. New York.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.—Calvin W. Rice. 29 W.
39th St.. New York. „ , . . t. » ^ t. i.j

American Wood Presei!\'ers' Association.—F. J. Angier, B. & O.. Balti-

more, Md. Convention, January 21-23, Chicago.

Association of American Railway Accounting Officers.-t. O. l-hii-

lips, 143 Dearborn St., Chicago. Annual meeung. May 28, AUantic

Association of Railway Claim Agents.—T. R. McSherry, C. & E. I., Chi-

cago. Next meeting. May, 1913, Baltimore. Md. „ /~ «.

Association of Railway Electrical Engineers.—Jos. A. Andreucetti C. a

N. W. Ry., Chicago. Semi-annual meeting, June, 1913. Atlantic

City, N. J.
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Association of Railway Telechaph Superintendents.—P. W. Drew, 112West Adams St., Chicago; annual. May 20, 1913, St. Louis, Mo.
ASSOCIATION OF l RANSPORTATION AND CaR ACCOUNTING OFFICERS.—G. P.

Conard, 75 Church St.. New York.
Bridge AND Building Supply Men's Association.—H. A. Ncally, Joseph

Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J. Meeting with American
Railway Bridge and Building Association.

Canadian Railway Club.—James I'owell, Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,
Que.; 2d Tuesday in month, except June, July and Aug., Montreal.

Canadian bociEiY of Civil Engineers.—Clement H. McLeod, 413 Dor-
chester St., Montreal, Que.; Thursdays, Montreal.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.—Aaron Kline, 841 North 50th
Court, Chicago; 2d Monday in month, Chicago.

Central Railway Club.—H. D. Vought, 95 Liberty St., New York; 2d
Thurs. in Jan. and 2d Fri. in March, May, Sept., Nov., Buffalo, N. Y.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.—L. S. Pomeroy, Old State Capitol
building, St. Paul, Minn.; 2d Monday, except June, July, August and
September. St. Paul.

Engineers' Society of Pennsylvania.—E. R. Dasher, Box 704, Harrisburg,
Pa.; 1st Monday after 2d Saturday, Harrisburg. Pa.

Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania.—E. K. Hiles, 803 Fulton
building, Pittsburgh; 1st and 3d Tuesday, Pittsburgh, Pa.

F«ElonT Claim Association.-Warren P. Taylor, Richmond, Va. Next
convention. June 18. Bluff Point. K. Y.

General Superintendents' Association of Chicago.—E. S. Koller, 226
VV. Adams St.. Chicago; Wed. preceding 3d Thurs., Chicago.

International Railway Congress.—txecutive Committee, 11, rue de Lou-
vain. Brussels, Belgium. Convention, 1915. Berlin.

International Railway Fuel Association.—C. G. Hall, 922 McCormick
building, Chicago. Annual meeting. May, 1913, Chicago.

International Railway General Foremen s Association.—Wm. Hall,
Chicago & North Western, Escanaba, Mich.

International Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association.—A. L. Wood-
worth, Lima, Ohio. Annual meeting, August 18, Richmond, Va.

Maintenance of Way Master Painters' Association of the L^nited
States and Canada.—W. G. Wilson, Lehigh X'alley. Easton. Pa.

Master Boiler Makers' Association.—Harry D. Vought, 95 Liberty St.,

New York. Convention. May 26-29. 1913. Chicago.
Master Car Builders' Association.—J. W. Taylor. Old Colony building,

Chicago. Convention, June 16-18. Atlantic City, N. J.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Assoc, of U. S. and Canada.—
A. P. Dane, B. & M., Reading, Mass. Annual meeting, September
9-12. Ottawa, Can.

National Railway Appliances Assoc.—Bruce V. Crandall, 537 So. Dear-
born St.. Chicago. Meetings with Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.

New England Railroad Club.—G. H. Frazier, 10 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.;
2d Tuesday in month, except Tune, Julv. .'\ug. and Sept., Boston.

New York Railroad Club.—H. D. Vought. 95 Liberty St., New York; 3d
Friday in month, except June. July and August, New Y'ork.

Northern Railroad Club.—C. L. Kennedy, C. M. & St. P., Duluth, Minn.;
4th Saturday. Duluth.

Peoria Association of Railroad Officers.—M. W. Rotchford, Union Sta-

tion, Peoria. 111.; 2d Tuesday.
Railroad Club of Kansas City.—C. Manlove. 1008 Walnut St., Kansas

City, Mo. ; 3d Friday in month, Kansas City.

Railway Business Association.—Frank W. Noxon, 2 Rector St., New
York.

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.—J. B. Anderson. Penna. R. R., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; 4th Friday in month, except June. July and August. Pittsburgh.

Railway Electrical Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. Scribncr. 1021
Monadnock Block. Chicago. Meetings with Assoc. Ry. Elec. Engrs.

Railway Gardening Association.—J. S. Butterfield, Lee's Summit, Mo.
Next meeting. August 12-15, Nashville. Tenn.

Railway Development Association.—W. Nicholson, Kansas City Southern,
Kansas City. Mo.

Railway Signal Association.—C. C. Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa. Meetings,
March 17, Chicago; June 10-11, New York; convention, October 14,

Nashville, Tenn.
Railway Storekeepers' Association.—J. P. Murphy. Box C, Collinwood,

Ohio. Annual convention. May 19-21, Chicago.
Railway Supply Manufacturers' Assoc.—J. D. Conway. 2135 Oliver bldg..

Pittsburgh. Pa. Meetings with M. M. and M. C. B. Assocs.
Railway Tel, and Tel. Appliance Assoc.—W. E. Harkness, 284 Pearl St.,

New Y'ork. Meetings with Assoc, of Ry. Teleg. Sups.
Richmond Railroad Club.—F. O. Robinson, Richmond, Va.; 2d Monday,

except June, July and August.
Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association.—L. C. Ryan, C. &

N. W., Sterling^ 111. Convention, September 8-12, 1913, Chicago.
St. Louis Railway Club.—B. W. Frauenthal. Union Station. St. Louis,

Mo.; 2d Friday in month, except June, July and Aug., St. Louis.
Signal Appliance Association.—F. W. Edmonds. 3868 Park Ave.. New

York. Meetings with annual convention Railway Signal Association.
Society of Railway Financial Officers.—C. Nyquist, La Salle St., Sta-

tion, Chicago.
Southern Association op Car Service Officers.—E. W. Sandwich, A. A

W. P. Ry.. Montgomery. Ala. Next meeting. April 17, Atlanta. Ga.
Southern & Southwestern Railway Club.—A. J. Merrill. Grant bldg..

Atlanta. Ga. ; 3d Thurs., Jan., March. May. July, Sept., Nov., Atlanta.
Toledo Transportation Club.—J. G. Macoraber, Woolson Spice Co., To-

ledo, Ohio; 1st Saturday. Toledo.
Track Supply Association.—W. C. Kidd, Ramapo Iron Works. Hillburn,

N. Y. Meeting with Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Asso-
ciation.

Traffic Club of Chicago.—Guy S. McCabe, La Salle Hotel, Chicago;
meetings monthlv, Chicago.

Traffic Club of New Y'ork.—C. A. Swope, 290 Broadway, New York;
last Tuesday in month, except June, July and August. New York.

Traffic Club of Pittsburgh.—D. L. Wells, Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa.; meet-
ings monthly, Pittsburgh.

Traffic Club of St. Louis.—A. F. Versen. Mercantile Library building,

St. Louis, Mo. Annual meeting in November. Noonday meetings
October to May.

Train Despatchers' Association of America.—J. F. Mackie, 7042 Stewart
Ave., Chicago. Annual meeting. June 17, Los Angeles, Cal.

Transportation Club of Buffalo.—J. M. Sells, Buffalo; first Saturday
after first Wednesday.

Transportation Club of Detroit.—W. R. Hurley, L. S. & M. S., Detroit,

Mich.; meetings monthly.
Traveling Engineers' Association.—W. O. Thompson. N. Y. C. & H. R.,

East Buffalo, N. Y. .\nnual meeting, August. 1913. Chicago.

Utah Society of Engineers.—R. B. Ketchum. University of Utah, Salt

Lake City, Utah; 3d Friday of each month, except July and .August.

Western Canada Railway Club.—W. H. Rosevear, P. O. Box 1707, Win-
nipeg, Man.; 2d Monday, except June, July and August. Winnipeg.

Western Railway Club.—J. W. Taylor. Old Colony building. Chicago; 3d
Tuesday of each month, except June, July and August.

Western Society of Engineers.—J. H. Warder, 1735 Monadnock Block
Chicago; 1st Monday in month, except July and August, Chicago.

On -Monday December 16, the subway trains of the Inter-

lCrf.fi ''"' ^""'" ^°'"P'"y' New York City, carried
208,626 passengers, several thousand more than were ever be-fore carried in a single day.

thJ riii""°''r'^,^"'"' 'If',
^""°""^<=d that its suburban fares inthe Chicago distnc will henceforth be on the basis of 2 centsa mile for single ride and round trip tickets. No change wmbe made in the commutation rates.

JS^A^iy'^'T "'" '^*''"''" ^"''°"'' ^"'l Chicago have re-adjusted e^fcess baggage rates, which are based on a percentage

Hitherto"th?"f ':,''
I^' r''"^J"'°

"'^°""' 'he differemiaUa fsrtitherto the standard fare New York to Chicago $20 hasbeen used as a basing figure for all lines.

InSstrTa'rSf7 '"''^""^^"'^'^i" committee of the National

he elJul shnM.^ T- ^T
'"'"'''''^ "" recommendation that

cars thornith T "J*^"
"" "P'-'" "^ "'''"^^'' '° ^l-^an outcars thoroughly after unloading them, and with the railwavassociations to urge them to issue the necessary ins rt!ct ons sothat shippers may be furnished with clean cars.

'''""'°"' '"^

It is announced that on March 1 the Chicago. Peoria & NewOrleans Transportation Company will begin running ^ sLl7the Dubuque," from LaSalle, III., down the Illinois and MisIsissipp, rivers to New Orleans. The boat will hav a capacity

iLeTfn \ '''^^' ""'^ ^^' passengers. The company' po^poses to put on a second boat on the first of May.
^ ^ ^°

The Traffic Club of New York.
The next regular meeting of the Traffic Club of New Yorkwil be held on December 30, instead of December 29^ and wS

tur rSf h^ ' '^Tl rr- '"'^"' 'P"'^'' entertainment f a-tures uill be provided by the entertainment committee
I he annual dinner of the dub will be held on February 11.

Railroad Control of Steamship Lines.

andV.hr""''"'"""
°^ '^°':P°"ti°"=. Department of Commerceand Labor, in a report published this week, presents an elaboratenarrative of coastwise and lake transportation companies and

tr°oZT
°"/^f^« 'hat a large part of this traffic !

'

con

90 ner c/nt"'
7,'^ companies. Moreover, the railroads control

90 per cent, of the mileage of private canals in this country; andthis fact in the opinion of the commissioner, calls for considera-
tion, and possibly for action, by Congress. The New York,New Haven & Hartford "has pursued a determined policy of
suppressing competition on Long Island sound" The NewHaven, owning shares in the Eastern Steamship Company exer-
cises almost complete control over the traffic between' NewYork City and New England. The Southern Pacific, running
steamers between New York and ports on the Gulf of Mexico
shows a disposition to restrict competition." The railroads

control the largest passenger and package-freight lines on the
(-rreat Lakes, and the anthracite coal roads own large fleets
of vessels on the north Atlantic coast. Twenty railroads con-
trol steam vessels and barges of 810,000 gross tonnage

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.

The commission has further suspended from December 24 until
June 24 certain schedules in Leland's tariff, which advance rates
for the transportation of cotton linters from points in Texas toNew Orleans, La., and other destinations.

The commission holds that it has jurisdiction over wireless
messages from a commercial station in the United States to a
ship at sea, whether a United States or a foreign ship, but that
it has no jurisdiction over messages between two American
ships at sea.

The commission has further suspended from December 17
until June 17 certain tariffs, which advance rates for the trans-
portation of lumber, carloads, from Lockhart. .Ma., Samson. Ala

,

and other points to Washington, D. C, Baltimore, Md., and
other destinations.
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The commission is to make a new an<l exhaustive investi-

gation of the anthracite coal roads, as announced in another
column.

The commission has further suspended from December 13

until June 13 certain schedules containing rules and regula-

tions governing diversion, reconsignment and other privileges

of coal, coke, iron ore and other commodities handled by
carriers at Detroit, Mich.

The commission has suspended until April 14, certain

tariffs which advance rates for the transportation of wheat and
coarse grain from Kansas City. Mo., and other Missouri river

points to points in southern Illinois. The advances are in most
instances 2 cents per 100 lbs.

The commission has suspended until March 31 certain tariffs

which advance rates for the transportation of hardwood lumber
and articles taking same rates from points in Arkansas, Louisiana

and other states, to Memphis, Tenn., St. Louis, Mo., and other

points of destination. The advances average about 2 cents per

100 lbs.

The commission has suspended until April 14 certain tariffs

which advance the charges for switching coal and coke at Chi-

cago from connecting carriers to industries and coal yards on
the tracks of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul within the

Chicago switching district by amounts ranging from 6 to 12

cents per ton.

The commission has suspended from December 26 until April

25 an item in a supplement to Leland's tariff, which advances the

rates on grain products from 22 stations in southern Illinois,

including such points as Evansville, Murphysboro, Sparta,

Waterloo, etc.. to points in Texas. In most instances the ad-

vance is 7 cents per 100 lbs.

The commission has further suspended from December 13

until June 13. 1913. certain schedules in supplements to the

tariff of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, which advance rates

for the transportation of fresh meats and packing house

products from Oklahoma City, Okla., and other points to

points in the state of Xew Mexico.

The commission has suspended from December 15 until

.March 31 an item in the supplement to the tariff of the

Norfolk & Western which advances rates for the transporta-

tion of chairs from Madison, N. C, and other points to

Boston, Mass., Xew York, Philadelphia, Pa., and Baltimore,

Md. The present rates on chairs, in less than carloads, from
Madison to New York and Boston are 49 and 53 cents per

100 lbs., respectively; the proposed rates 55 cents to each

point ; making an advance of 2 cents to Boston and 6 cents to

New York.

In the federal court at Philadelphia, December 19. an order

was issued directing the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company to pay

to Meeker & Co., and successors, the sum of $122,442, together

with $25,000 counsel fees, in the suit that was brought to compel

compliance with an order of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion directing reparation on shipments of coal from the anthra-

cite regions to tidewater, New York harbor. Under the order

as issued by the commission the rates per ton on coal were re-

duced 15 cents a ton on prepared sizes, 10 cents a ton on pea

and 5 cents on steam sizes.

decided that the rate from Keene's to Wharton was not unrea-
sonable as applied to complainants' shipments, and following
Southern Pacific Co. v. I. C. C, 219 U. S., 433, the defendant
had not damaged the complainant by reason of defendant's action
in cancelling the rate of $1.35 and restoring the rate of $1.50,

now in force. (25 I. C. C, 303.)

Rate on Iron Ore Not Unreasonable.

Wharton Steel Company v. Delaware, Lackawanna & West-

ern, et al. Opinion by Commissioner Meyer:
The complainants assail the rates on iron ore in carloads

from certain points in northern New Jersey and southeastern

New York to the consuming furnaces in the Lehigh and Schuyl-

kill Valley districts of eastern Pennsylvania; also the rate from

Keene's, N. Y., to Wharton, Pa. From a consideration of the

record and from the tests and comparisons made by the aid of

averages obtainable from the annual reports of the defendants,

the commission is unable to find that the rates, as a whole, are

unreasonable in themselves. Some of the rates were found to

be relatively unreasonable, and the commission recommended that

certain- readjustments should be made and inequalities and in-

consistencies in the schedules removed. The commission also

STATE COMMISSIONS.

The .Xrizona railway commission has called on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe to show cause why an order should not be
issued requiring the road to receive Arizona local passengers on
its limited trains.

The railroad commission of Louisiana has ordered the New
Orleans Great Northern to employ a flagman on all of its trains.

It appears that on the "Shore Line," so-called, passenger trains

are run without a flagman. The porter, whose principal duty is

to look after the comfort of passengers, is depended upon to flag,

if necessary. The commission holds that the porter cannot prop-
erly attend to both duties.

The New York State Public Service Commission. Second dis-

trict, in granting permission to the New York, Westchester &
Boston to change the route of its extension eastward from New
Rochelle to Portchester, makes its order conditional on a limi-

tation of passenger fares. The commission requires, in sub-

stance, that the road shall agree that for one year, at least, the

rates on the new line shall be kept on the low basis which now
prevails on that portion of the compan)''s line already in opera-

tion (from New Rochelle and W bite Plains to the borough of the

Bronx, New York City). The rates are about 15 per cent.

lower than those proposed by the company when the same sub-

ject was up for consideration about six months ago. For single

trips between Mamaroneck and New York the proposed fare is

20 cents, whereas by the main line of the New Haven road it is

50 cents. From Portchester to New York, the Westchester rate

is 30 and the Xew Haven rate 60. Rates for monthly tickets

are from $1 to $1.25 lower than by the Xew Haven road; but

the Westchester terminus in Xew York City is about five miles

north of the Xew Haven terminus.

The Portchester extension will lie near to and parallel to the

line of the Xew York. Xew Haven & Hartford, which controls

the Westchester. The commission imposes the condition that the

new road shall be built on land owned by the railroad company

in fee or acquired by it in proceedings under the condemnation

law. .\ double-track road must be built as soon as reasonably

practicable.

COURT NEWS.

The Illinois supreme court has rendered a decision in the case

of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois v. the Secretary of the State

of Illinois, holding that the consolidation of the Evansville Belt

and the Evansville & Terrc Haute with the Chicago & Eastern

Illinois created a new corporation, and that the state may collect

recording fees based on the entire amount to which the capital

stock has been increased.

Western Austr.\li.\s R.mlw.^ys.—During the year ended

June 30 last the earnings of the Western Australian Govern-

ment railways amounted to $9,423,020. an increase of $200,925

over those of the previous year, while the working expenses were

$8,915,650, leaving a net credit balance of $507,370 on the year's

business—a very satisfactory result, taking into consideration

the unusually adverse weather conditions and the consequently

exceptionally poor harvest. There has been no material change

in passenger or freight rates, and the fact of an increased rev-

enue in the face of unfavorable conditions is in itself conclusive

evidence of the Western State's wealth and resources. The

mileage at present open for traffic is 2.877 miles, inclusive of

sidings. 222 miles of new line being opened during the year,

while the construction of 764!^ miles is now in hand. Freight

traffic handled reached 2.480 317 tons, firewood and timber being

the chief commodities, with percentages of 27.98 and 22.88 to

the total tonnage respectively. Passenger journeys during the

period totaled 16.350.261. an increase of over a million_ and

a half. Employees engaged throughout the year numbered 7.464.
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Shepard.

JUatlnta^ (^iiicer^*

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

E. N. Weller, acting treasurer of the Pere Marquette, has

been appointed treasurer, with office at Detroit, Mich.

A. H. Palm, general manager of the Pittsburg & Susquehanna.

at Philipsburg, Pa., has been appointed receiver of that road.

Finley J. Shepard, who was appointed assistant to the presi-

dent of the Missouri Pacitic and St. Louis. Iron Mountain &
Southern, effective December 1, as announced in these columns,

was born in Connecticut.

He began railway work
in 1889 in the general

offices of the Northern
Pacific at St. Paul,

Minn., and filled various

positions with that road,

including that of assist-

ant general manager, re-

signing in 1901 to go
with the Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe at

Chicago. The following

year he was made gen-

eral superintendent of

the Coast lines, with

headquarters at Los An-
geles, and remained in

that capacit}- three years.

when he left to engage
in private business. Mr.
Shepard was made as-

sistant to the first vice-

president of the Missouri

Pacific and St. Louis,

Iron Mountain & Southern in June, 1911. and was appointed
assistant to the president of the Denver & Rio Grande in Jan-
uary, 1912, which position he still retains, in addition to his

duties as assistant to the president of the Missouri Pacific-Iron

Mountain Svstem. Mr. Shepard's headquarters are at New
York.

George W. Vallery, president and general manager of the Colo-

rado Midland, at Denver, Colo., has been appointed receiver of

that road.

Agnew T. Dice, general manager of the Philadelphia & Read-
ing, who has been elected also vice-president of the company,
with headquarters at Reading, Pa., was born on November 2,

1862, at Scotland. Pa.,

and was educated at

Chambersburg Academy.
He began railway work
on July 17, 1881, in the

engineering and mainte-

nance of way depart-

ments of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, remain-

ing in the service of that

road, until January, 1892.

when he went to the

New York Central &
Hudson River as super-

intendent of signals.

Subsequently he w a s

made assistant super-

intendent of the Hudson
division of that road,

which place he held un-

til April, 1894. At that

time he resigned and
went to the Reading as

superintendent of the

Atlantic City Railroad.

In January, 18S6, he was made assistant superintendent of the

Reading division of the Philadelphia & Reading, and the fol-

lowing month was appointed superintendent of the Shamokin
division. In May, 1S03, he was promoted to general super-

intendent; on January 1, 1910. he was made general manager,
and on January 1, 1913, he becomes vice-president and general

A. T. Dice.

manager, as above noted. Mr. Dice is a member of the con-
ference committee of managers, representing Eastern railroads,
negotiating with enginemen and firemen, on the subject of
wages, and on Committee on Maintenance of the American
Railway Association.

Edgar R. Hart has been appointed assistant general solicitor

of the lines west of the Missouri river of the Chicago & North
Western, with headquarters at Omaha, Neb.

F. W. Pope has been appointed auditor of receipts of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, of Texas, with headquarters at Dallas,
Tex., to succeed George B. Boggs, resigned.

E. T. Lamb, general manager of the Atlanta, Birmingham &
.Atlantic, has been appointed a receiver, succeeding S. L. Schoon-
maker; H. M. Atkinson is also a receiver.

W. J. Harahan, president of the Seaboard Air Line, with
office at Norfolk, Va., has been elected president also of the
Raleigh & Charleston and the Marion & Southern, succeeding
C. H. Dix, resigned.

-Agnew T. Dice, general manager of the Philadelphia & Read-
ing, at Reading, Pa., has been elected vice-president and general

manager, and John F. Auch, freight traffic manager at Philadel-

phia, Pa., has been elected vice-president and freight traffic man-
ager, effective January 1.

John T. Walsh, assistant auditor and assistant treasurer of
the Ann .'\rbor, with headquarters at Toledo. O., has resigned,

effective January 1, to become connected with Haskins & Sells,

public accountants. New York City.

Ralph Budd, chief engineer of the Spokane, Portland &
Seattle, the Spokane & Inland Empire and the Oregon Trunk,
with headquarters at Portland, Ore., has been appointed assistant

to the president of the Great Northern, with headquarters at

St. Paul, Minn., effective January 1.

W. L. Seddon, chief engineer of the Seaboard Air Line at

Portsmouth, \a., has been appointed assistant to president and
C. V. Fleming, formerly chief clerk to vice-president and gen-

eral manager, has been appointed chief clerk to the president,

with office at Norfolk, Va., succeeding W. D. Faucette, promoted.

.\. J. County, assistant to the vice-president of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, has been appointed special assistant to the president,

and O. J. DeRousse, chief clerk in the office of the president,

has been appointed general assistant. Ivy L. Lee, formerly in

charge of the publicity work of the company, has been ap-

pointed executive assistant. Effective January 1.

Operating Officers.

Frank Hooker Alfred, whose appointment as general manager
of the Pere Marquette, with office at Detroit, Mich., has been

announced in these columns, was born December 24, 1866, at

Logan, O. He was edu-

cated at the University

of Michigan and the Ohio

State University and be-

gan railway work in

1887 as rodman on con-

struction on the Colum-
bus, Lima & Milwaukee
Later he was made resi-

dent engineer on that

road and from March,
1889, to 1894, he was as-

sistant engineer of the

Norfolk & Western in

charge of field work on
construction of terminal

at Columbus, O. ; then

until April, 1896, was as-

sistant to the chief en-

gineer of the Hocking
Valley and from the lat-

ter date to October,

1899, engineer mainte-
nance of way of the

Cleveland, Akron & Co-
lumbus. He then went to the Wheeling & Lake Erie as engineer
maintenance of way, resigning in 1900 to become assistant en-

gineer of the Pere Marquette. On October 1, 1902. he was pro-
moted to chief engineer of that road, which position he held
until October 1, 1905, when he was appointed general manager
of the Canadian White Company, Limited, Montreal. Mr.

F. H. Alfred.
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Alfred left that company in 1908, and was subsequently assistant

to the president of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, general
superintendent of that road, and assistant general manager of the

Pere Marquette, until his recent appointment as general manager
of the latter road, which becomes effective January 1.

J. A. Gordon, division superintendent of the Chicago Great
Western at Chicago, has been appointed general superintendent
of the Pere Marquette, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

Charles H. Ewing, superintendent of the Atlantic City Railroad
at Camden, N. J., has been appointed general superintendent of

the Philadelphia & Reading and subsidiary lines, with office at

Reading, Pa., effective January 1.

A. D. MacTier, assistant to vice-president of the Canadian
Pacific at Montreal, Que., has been appointed general manager
of eastern lines, in charge of maintenance and operation, with
office at Montreal.

S. V. Rowland has been appointed inspector of transportation

of the Chicago Great Western, with office at Chicago, in place

of F. Kinsey, promoted. G. M. Lindsay has been appointed

inspector of merchandise handling, with headquarters at Chicago,

succeeding Mr. Rowland.

Frederick M. Falck, superintendent of the Philadelphia &
Reading, at Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed superintend-

ent of the Atlantic City Railroad, with office at Camden, N. J.,

succeeding Charles H. Ewing, promoted, and W. Frank Eckert

has been appointed superintendent of the Wilmington and
Columbia division of the Philadelphia & Reading, with office

at Reading, Pa., succeeding Mr. Falck.

Traffic Officers.

W. C. McBridc has been appointed general agent of the Mis-

souri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, with

headquarters at Portland, Ore.

J. T. Hendricks, vice-president of the Western Maryland, at

Baltimore, Md., has been appointed general traffic manager of the

Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., effective

January 1.

Oscar C. Sherer, traveling freight agent of the Chicago, St.

Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, with headquarters at Duluth,

Minn., has been appointed contracting freight agent, with office

at Duluth, in place of John D. Mahon, promoted.

H. L. Redfield, who recently was appointed first assistant gen-

eral freight agent and chief of the tariff bureau of the Texas

& Pacific, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex., has tendered his

resignation, to take effect January 1, to engage in private business.

Conrad E. Spens, who on December 1 became assistant freight

traffic manager of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy system, as

announced in these columns, was born August 14, 1875, at Prince-

ton, 111. He received a

high school and business

college education and
has been connected with

the Burlington since
1892. He began railway

work on February 22.

1892, as stenographer in

the local freight office at

Chicago, and six months
later was transferred to

the general freight office

as correspondence clerk.

He was subsequently un-

til April 1, 1903, chief

clerk to the assistant

general freight agent
and chief clerk to the

traffic manager. On the

latter date Mr. Spens

was appointed assistant

general freight agent at

Chicago, and was pro-

C. E. Spens. moted to general freight

agent of the lines west

of the Missouri river on August 1, 1905. He remained in that

position until his recent appointment as assistant freight traffic

manager of the Burlington system, with headquarters at

Chicago.

Charles Theodore Mandel, whose appointment as assistant
general passenger agent of the CaroHna, Clinchfield & Ohio, with
headquarters at Johnson City, Tenn., has been announced in these
columns, was born on June 28, 1865, at Steubenvillc, Ohio, and
was educated in the public schools of his native town. He began
railway work in November, 1879, in the mechanical department
of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, and in June,
1880, entered the passenger department of the same road. He
then held various positions on a number of different roads and
the Western Passenger Association until December, 1894, when
he left railway work. From March, 1895, to February, 1899, he
was passenger rate and division clerk, in the auditor's office of
the Chicago & North Western, and then was in the passenger de-
partment of the Erie and later of the Southern. In September,
1902, he was appointed secretary of the Chicago Local Passenger
Bureau at Chicago, and in November, 1905, entered the passenger
department of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. From May,
1906, to the following November he was secretary of the New
Orleans Passenger Bureau and then for one year was secretary
of the Southern Car Service Association at New Orleans, La.
From February, 1908, to January, 1909, he was in the general
passenger department of the Louisville & Nashville, at Louisville,
Ky. He was then appointed traveling passenger agent of the
Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, which position he held at the time
of his recent appointment as assistant general passenger agent
of the same company.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.

D. W. Cross has been appointed master mechanic of the
Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with headquarters at Frankfort,
Ind., effective January 1.

W. E. Symons has been appointed superintendent of motive
power of the San Antonio & Aransas Pass, with headquarters
at San Antonio, Tex., to succeed G. W. Taylor.

L. S. Allen, roadmaster of the Ann Arbor at Owosso, Mich.,
has been appointed engineer maintenance of way, with office at
Owosso, succeeding James K. Howard, resigned.

W. D. Faucette, chief clerk to the' president of the Seaboard
Air Line, has been appointed chief engineer, with headquarters
at Norfolk, Va., succeeding W. L. Seddon, promoted. (See
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.)

M. H. Hovey has withdrawn from the signaling department
of the joint engineering staff serving the Wisconsin railroad
and ta.x commissions to become consulting engineer for a group
of interurban electric railways in Indiana in connection with
an extensive block signaling installation. J. N. Bidwell will

succeed Mr. Hovey.

OBITUARY.

Jacob Kamm, who had been president of the Vancouver
Transportation Company for 38 years, died on December 14, at

Portland, Ore., aged 89 years.

M. H. Dance, assistant engineer of construction of the Illinois

Central, in charge of the construction of the new terminal build-

ings at Centralia, 111., was killed on December 19, when a motor
car in which he was riding was struck by an engine. Mr. Dance
was born in 1878 and entered the service of the Illinois Central

in 1901 as masonry inspector. He was appointed assistant en-

gineer of construction in 1907.

Thomas Wheeler Galleher, general freight agent of the Bal-

timore & Ohio, at Baltimore, Md., died on December 18, at

his home in Baltimore. He was born on April 7. 1858, at

Fredericktown, Ohio, and began railway work in November,
1872, as telegraph operator on the Baltimore & Ohio. In Janu-

ary, 1878, he was made chief clerk to division freight agent of

the Central Ohio, now a part of the Baltimore & Ohio, and

was later agent of the Baltimore & Ohio Express at Columbus.

He was appointed traveling freight agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio in January, 1882, and from May, 1882. to December, 1886,

was chief clerk in the freight department of the Baltimore &
Ohio, and of the Pittsburg & Western, now a part of the Bal-

timore & Ohio. He became division freight agent of the Bal-

timore & Oiho in January, 1887, and from March, 1896, to

March, 1897, was general freight agent in charge of the Pitts-

burgh division and all lines west of the Ohio river. He later

became general freight agent of the same road for the lines

east of the Ohio river.
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Hfjtttpment anh ^txppltt^.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Pittsburgh, Shavvmut & Northern has ordered 2

mogul locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Alger-Sullivan Lumber Company has ordered 2 ten-

wheel locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Butler Brothers, St. Paul, Minn., have ordered 4 six-wheel

switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific has ordered

10 consolidation locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Lake Superior Terminal & Transfer Company has

ordered 1 eight-wheel locomotive from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Maine Central, which recently ordered two Pacific type

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company, has in-

creased this order to three Pacific tj'pe locomotives.

The Delaw.\re & Hudson, mentioned in the Railway Age

Gazette of December 20, as being in the market for 12 consoli-

dation locomotives, has increased this inquiry to 15 consolidation

locomotives.

CAR BUILDING.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie is in the market for 1,500 coal

cars.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is in the market for

35 suburban coaches.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 2,100 cars from the Cam-

bria Steel Company.

The Port Huron & Northern has ordered two 70-ft. gasolene

motor cars from the McKeen Motor Car Company.

The Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo has ordered 1,250 freight

cars from the National Steel Car Company, and 250 Hart ballast

cars from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company.

The Den\t;r, Northwestern & Pacific has ordered 300 gon-

dola cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company, and 125 stock

cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered 900 refrig-

erator cars, 900 furniture cars and 900 gondola cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company, and 35 all-steel coaches, 25

all-steel chair cars, 20 all-steel baggage and mail cars, 30 all-steel

baggage and express cars, and 2 parlor cars from the Pullman

Company.

IRON AND STEEL.

The Harriman Lines are reported to have ordered 200,000

tons of rails.

The Illinois Central has ordered 1,614 tons of channels

from the Cambria Steel Company.

The St. Louis & San Francisco has ordered 3,600 tons of

trusses and girders from the McClintic-Marshall Construction

Company and the Virginia Bridge Company, and 900 tons of

bridge steel from the American Bridge Company.

SIGNALING.

The El Paso & Southwestern during the coming year expects

to install automatic block signals on 40 miles of its line.

The Chicago & Alton is to introduce telephones for train

despatching between St. Louis and Bloomington, 160 miles.

Western Electric No. 50 selectors will be used.

The New York, Ontario & Western during the coming year

expects to erect automatic block signals on 15 miles of its line,

double track, between Livingston Jklanor and Hortons.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis plans during the coming
year to install automatic block signals on 80 miles of its line,

68 miles single track and 12 miles double track. The signals

will be furnished by the American Railway Signal Company of
Cleveland.

The International & Great Northern is to install mechanical
interlockings at New Braunfels, Tex., at the crossing with the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and at Jacksonville, Tex., at the
crossing of the St. Louis Southwestern ; 23 functions and 26
respectively.

The Boston & Maine, which has over 1,000 miles of its line

equipped with automatic block signals, proposes to install these

signals during the coming year on an additional length of 191

miles of road. The plans of the coming year include also inter-

locking plants at Worcester, Barber, South Lawrence, Gardner,
and North Chelmsford, Mass.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford plans during the

coming year to install automatic block signals on fifty miles

of its lines. All-electric interlocking plants are to be put in

at Brookfield Junction, Conn., at Westerly, R. I., and at Worces-
ter, Mass., two at the last named place. A mechanical interlock-

ing plant is to be erected at Woodmont, Conn.

The Chicago & North Western has announced the instal-

lation of 137 miles of new automatic block signaling during the

past year, and plans have been made for completing during the

next year the block signal protection of the entire through line

from Chicago to St. Paul and Minneapolis. The automatic
signaling completed during the past }'ear includes 37 miles,

double track, Butler to Clyman Junction, 58.1 miles, single

track, Harvard, 111., to Evansville, Wis., by way of Janesville,

and 36.9 miles, double track, Madison to Baraboo, Wis.

The Panama Railroad (not shown in our annual table) has

15 miles of its line, single track, equipped with automatic block

signals; and the manual block system is in use on seven miles

single track and seven miles double track. This road plans,

during the coming year, to equip the entire length of the road,

51 miles, with automatic block signals, three position, upper

right hand quadrant; and the manual block system will be dis-

continued as fast as the automatic signals are finished. Plans

include also three new mechanical interlockings, one at Corozal,

29 levers ; one at Caimito, 12 levers, and one at Bridge 140, eight

levers. AH of the work will be done by the signal department

of the road.

New Block and Interlocking Signals on the Pennsylvania.

In connection with the statement of mileage of road block

signaled, which is given on another page of this paper, the

Pennsylvania Railroad has sent us the following notes concerning

the signaling work laid out for the coming year on the lines east

of Pittsburgh and Erie

:

Twenty-two miles of automatic signals to be installed between

Atglen and Dillerville on the Philadelphia division; 5 miles

automatic between Harrisburg and Rockville, Philadelphia divi-

sion (replacing present lower quadrant d. c. motor signals) ; 10

miles automatic between Branch Intersection and Harrisburg,

Philadelphia, division ; 16 miles between Rockville and Iroquois,

Middle division ; and 28 miles between Huntingdon and Eliza-

beth Furnace, on the Middle division. With these installations

on the Philadelphia division, with the new installations on the

Middle division, added to the automatic signals recently com-

pleted on the Pittsburgh division, there will be left a gap of but

77 miles (on the IMiddle division) on the main line between New
York and Pittsburgh (but which is now protected with manual

block signals) on which immediate provision has not been made

for automatic signal protection, and this territory will without

doubt be taken care of at an early date.

All the signals in the installations here noted will be alter-

nating-current motor top-post mechanism; alternating current

will also be used for the track circuits and for lighting the sig-

nals. The interlockings through which these automatics will run

will also be thoroughly revised, approach locking and advance

locking being provided and signals made semi-automatic if not

already so operated.

Authorization has also been granted to complete the signaling

on the Maryland division (Philadelphia, Baltimore & Wash-
ington) by the installation of 29 miles of a. c. motor top-post
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automatic signals between Oakington and Bay View. This, with
about 3 miles on the Union Railroad, Bay View to Biddle Street,

Baltimore, will complete automatic signaling from Philadelphia

to Washington.
An alternating current power line with a. c. track circuits will

be installed between Holmesburg Junction and Bristol, on the

New York division, a distance of ten miles, four track. All the

lower quadrant signals here will be replaced by upper-quadrant
top-post mechanism signals, electrically lighted. This involves

changes in two large mechanical interlockings, Holmesburg
Junction and Cornwells.

In connection with the new six-track work through North
Philadelphia station, on the New York division, a large all-

electric interlocking machine will be installed. A similar inter-

locking machine will also be installed at Mantua, Philadelphia

Terminal division, in connection with the two additional tracks

now being built across the Schuylkill River at that point.

A 31-lever electro-mechanical Union Style P interlocking ma-
chine will be installed at Monmouth Junction, New York divi-

sion ; and a 56-lever machine of the same style at Monmouth
Street, Trenton.

A large all-electric interlocking machine will be installed at

Perth Amboy Junction, New York division.

Automatic block signals will be installed on the Waverly &
Passaic Branch, a freight line. New York division. These signals

will be upper quadrant with low voltage d. c. motor top-post

mechanism.
In connection with the new automatic signals on the Pitts-

burgh division the interlocking at Hillside is practically being

rebuilt with No. 20 crossovers between main tracks in the run-

ning direction. All signals will be upper quadrant and the entire

layout controlled by a 23-lever Union Style P electro-mechanical

machine.

The construction of additional track facilities and a new inter-

locking is now under way at Pencader, on the Maryland division.

This work requires a 23-lever electro-mechanical machine.

Electric switch and route locking will be installed at "UF,"
"BU" and "FX" towers, Pittsburgh Terminal. These three ma-
chines control, respectively, 131, 119, and 23 levers, electro-pneu-

matic.

New electric detector switch locking will be installed at

Beck's Run, Monongahela division, and approach locking will be

installed at Duquesne, Monongahela division, and Bennington,

Pittsburgh division.

The Pennsylvania has adopted a distinctive aspect for the

permissive indication in manual block signaling, and all signals

not conforming to this new standard are being changed, through-

out the lines east of Pittsburgh. For this aspect the signal arm
has a rounded end and the face of the blade (yellow) bears a

thick black ring, having an outside diameter equal to the width

of the blade and an inside diameter of 5 in. With upper-quad-

rant three-position signals the aspects are as follows

:

Indication. Day aspect. Night aspect.

Stop Horizontal. Red.
Proceed 90 deg. up. White.
Proceed expecting to find a train in

the block 45 deg. up. Two green, side by side.

Distant Indication Not used. Not used.

Other details of Pennsylvania practice were given in our issue

of March 8, last, page 423, when we described the work to be

done in 1912.

Rolling Stock on Victori.\n Railways.—In view of the

rapid increases which are now being made in the Victorian

Government Railways' rolling stock, it is interesting to note

that in the past 10 years the increases were relatively small.

While the train mileage increased by 17 per cent., and the

gross earnings by 46 per cent, between June, ISOl, and June,

1911, the number of locomotives in use was increased by only

14. and the number of passenger and freight cars by 3,000.

The rolling stock on June 30, 1912, consisted of 612 broad and

11 narrow gage locomotives, 1,331 broad and 21 narrow gage

passenger coaches, 634 broad and 2 narrow gage box, 14,097

broad and 195 narrow gage other freight cars of all classes

and sizes, and 18 broad-gage cars for the St. Kilda-Brighton

electric line. It should be mentioned, however, that during this

10-year period 144 old locomotives were broken up. and that

the total tractive power of the locomotives in use in June, 1912,

was 9,250,000 lbs., as against 7,250,000 in \90\.—Consular Report.

Supply fiTroiie Jfew^.
The Isthmian Canal Commission will receive bids until Janu-

ary 10 on miscellaneous supplies, including steel, iron, plate, splice
bars, track frogs, switch stands, etc. Circular No. 751.

The directors of the Riehle Brothers Testing Machine Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa., have declared an annual dividend of 6
per cent, upon the capital stock of the company for the year 1912.

The Pullman Company has announced that the salaries of its

clerical forces will be advanced on January 1, by amounts ranging
from 6 to 12 per cent. The total amount of the increase will be
about $300,000 per annum.

H. E. Lavelle, formerly with the Standard Paint Company, has
been made the selling and mechanical representative of the Auto-
matic Ventilator Company, New York, for the middle-western
states, with oftice in Indianapolis, Ind., effective January 1.

The Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago, has received an
order from the Queen & Crescent Route for two 500-ton fireproof,

main line reinforced concrete Holmen coaling stations, electrically

driven, for installation at Danville, Ky., and Oakdale, Tenn.
The contract price is $37,000. These plants are to be exact dupli-

cates of two former plants of this character and construction
which this company erected for the Queen & Crescent at Mont-
lake, Tenn., and Ludlow, Ky.

TRADE PUBLICATIONS.

Chicago & North Western.—The passenger department has
issued a booklet containing diagrams of all reserved seats and
boxes in the principal theaters of Chicago, for the assistance of its

patrons in the selection and location of seats and the purchase of
tickets.

Florida East Coast.—The passenger department has issued a
handsome illustrated booklet describing the hotels and other
attractions of Florida and Cuba; also an illustrated booklet con-
taining a reprint of the description of the Key West extension
by Frank M. Patterson, taken from the Railway Age Gazette
of May 10, 1912.

Pneumatic Tools.—The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
has issued bulletins E-22, E-26, E-27 and 34-G, describing its

heavy duty electric drills for alternating current, universal elec-

tric drills operating on direct or alternating current, heavy elec-

tric drills for direct current and air receivers, aftercoolers, drain
traps, reheaters and economizers.

Heating, Refrigerating and Ventilating Cars.—The Moore
Patent Car Company of St. Paul, Minn., has issued an illustrated

booklet describing its combined refrigerating, heating and ven-
tilating cars as adopted by several important railways, with
illustrations showing the operations of the principal features of
the system and some comparative figures showing the economy
of its use.

Chicago & North Western.—The passenger department has

issued a series of attractive booklets and folders describing the

new North Western Limited train which has just been pro-

vided with entirely new equipment, also an illustrated booklet

describing the principal attractions on the itinerary of the

Thirty-second Triennial Conclave of the Knights Templar, to be

held at Denver, August 11 to 16.

New Rhine Bridge Proposed.—It is proposed to construct a

bridge over the Rhine near Rudesheim at a cost estimated at

$2,350,000, of which Prussia would contribute $555,000, Hesse

$480,000, and the Imperial Government the remainder. The
bridge would be the largest yet built in Germany. The length

would be about two-thirds of a mile, and it is contemplated

that it shall carry a double railroad track and foot ways.

New Car Shops for Victoria.— It is estimated that the new
railway workshops, which are to be established almost imme-

diately at Ballarat and Bendigo, in pursuance of the decision

arrived at by the state cabinet recently, will each be capable of

turning out annually about 20 locomotives and 200 cars. This

will, it is contended, relieve considerably the strain to which the

Newport shops are at present subjected.
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Arkansas Road.—According to press reports the Progressive

Association of Pleasant Plains, Ark., is back of a project to build

from Pleasant Plains to either Bald Knob or to Batesville. J. E.

Smith is said to be interested.

Brantford & Hamilton (Electric).—The Canadian parlia-

ment has been asked for authority to build a line from Langford,

in Brantford township, Ont., via the townships of Ancaster. Bev-

erley, South Dumfries and North Dumfries to Gait. This line is

to be a subsidiary of the Dominion Power & Transmission Com-
pany, Hamilton, Ont., of which E. P. Coleman is general man-

ager.

Fairmont & Veblen.—According to press reports this com-

pany has been organized to build a SO-mile line in North and

South Dakota, at an estimated cost of $600,000. The names of

the promoters are not given.

Kansas City & Memphis.—A contract has been given to the

W. R. Felker Construction Company, Rogers, Ark., to build a

3S-mile extension east to Huntsville, of the line recently opened

for operation from Cave Springs, Ark., south to Fayetteville.

(Aug. 22, p. 366).

Ozark Land & Lumber Company's Line.—This company,

which was organized early in 1912, to develop timber land in

Benton, Washington and Madison counties, Ark., has given a

contract to the W. R. Felker Construction Company, Rogers,

Ark., to build from Monte Ne, Ark., to War Eagle, six miles.

George G. Locke, president, Rogers, Ark.

Sandy Valley & Elkhorn.—According to press reports an ex-

tension is to be built from Jenkins, Ky., to McRoberts. Surveys

have been made.

Tanana Valley.—.^n officer writes that surveys are being

made to build an extension from Chatanika, Alaska, east to

Cleary City, six miles. The work will be carried out by the

company's men.

Tennessee, Kentucky & Northern.—This company, which

operates a line from Algood, Tenn., north to Livingston, 19

miles, will build an extension, it is said, north from Livingston

to Stearns, Ky., and will build another extension from Algood

south to Sparta.

Virginia & Eastern Carolina.—This company expects to

have location made soon for a line from Henderson, N. C, to

either Wilson or to Rocky Mount. It is understood that bids

will be asked for the work about March 1. There will be one

bridge, 175 ft. long, over Tar river. J. P. Taylor, vice-president,

and J. C. Cruikshank, chief engineer. M. C. Wood, Marion,

S. C, and W. H. Alexander, Augusta, Ga., are incorporators.

West Tennessee Traction.—Rights of way have been se-

cured and financial arrangements have been made, it is said, to

build the first section of a line between Memphis, Tenn., and

Arlington, 25 miles. G. C. Bennett, president; A. N. Bullitt,

chief engineer, Memphis.

RAILWAY STRUCTURES.

Bloomington, III.—The Chicago & Alton has awarded a con-

tract to G. B. Danielson for a new passenger station for the

use of the Alton exclusively, to cost about $75,000.

Concord, N. C—Bids are now being asked for by the South-

ern Railway to build a new passenger station at Concord. The

new station will be of brick construction with stone trimmings

and tile roof. It will be 128 ft. x 32 ft. 6 in. The present

passenger depot will be moved and converted into a freight

office, and the improvements will also include the construc-

tion of a concrete platform, macadam driveway and track

changes.

Pasco, Wash.—The Northern Pacific has begun work on a

new ice house to replace one burned last August, which will be

480 ft. long by 90 ft. wide and 54 ft. high, of re-enforced concrete

construction. The contract was awarded to Decks, Decks &
Smith, of St. Paul.

Boilma^ i^inanciai News:.

Boston & Lowell.—Stockholders are to vote on January 1 on
the question of authorizing $1,0(X),(XX) Ayi per cent, bonds, to

be dated February 1, 1913, to refund $1,000,000 4 per cent,

bonds due February 1.

Carolina Railroad.—See Norfolk Southern.

Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget Sound.—This road, which is

the Pacific coast extension of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, after January 1 is to be operated as part of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, and the C. M. & St. P. will assume all

the obligations of the Puget Sound.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.—See Chicago, Milwaukee &
Puget Sound.

Colorado Midland.—George W. Vallery, president and general

manager, with office at Denver, Colo., has been appointed re-

ceiver.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.—The directors have voted
to issue $12,000,000 stock at par. This is the $12,000,000

stock authorized by the stockholders last February, and is

equal to 40 per cent, of the present outstanding stock. New
stockholders are given the privilege of subscribing for new
stock pro rata. The proceeds from the sale of the stock are

to be used to pay for building a new line west of Scranton and
for other capital purposes. Construction work on this new
line is now under way.

Denver, Northwestern & Pacific.—The trustees of the $4,-

000,000 Colorado-Utah Construction Company 6 per cent,

notes are to sell at auction on January 15 the $8,0(X),(XX) first

mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of the railroad company which

are deposited under the notes.

Fitchburg Railroad.—The New York Public Service Commis-
sion, Second District, has authorized this company to sell

$400,000 20-year Ayi per cent, bonds at par.

Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern.—The federal court has

authorized the abandonment of the road between Des Moines
Junction and Goddard, Iowa, 27 miles, and this portion of

the road is to be sold for junk.

Interstate Railroad.—This Virginia company has bought the

Wise Terminal Company, the securities of which were sold

at auction on October 30. The Wise Terminal Company has

a road running from Stonega to Norton, Va., 16 miles.

Kinston-Carolina.—See Norfolk Southern.

KiNSTON & Snow River.—See Norfolk Southern.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis.—The committee who
have been considering the refinancing of the $6,300,000 first

mortgage 7 per cent, bonds, due July 1, 1913, have recommended

an increase in the stock, and stockholders are to vote on Feb-

ruary 12 on the question of increasing the stock from $10,-

000,000 to $16,000,000.

Norfolk Southern.—The Kinston & Snow River and the Kins-

ton-Carolina have been consolidated as the Carolina Railroad,

and the stock of the new company is to be owned by the Roper

Lumber Co., which is a subsidiary of the Norfolk Southern.

The Kinston & Snow River runs from Kinston to Snow Hill,

N. C, 15 miles, and the Kinston-Carolina runs from Kinston

to Pink Hill, N. C, 20 miles.

Northern Securities.— .\ dividend of 2 per cent, has been de-

clared, payable January 11. Three per cent, was paid in 1912

and 4 per cent, in 1911.

Pittsburgh & Susquehanna.—A. H. Pahn, of Philadelphia, has

been appointed receiver, the coupons due November 1, 1912, on

the 5 per cent, bonds being in default.

RoscoE, Snyder & Pacific—The Texas railroad commission has

authorized the company to issue new first refunding 5 per

cent, bonds to retire the outstanding funded debt.

San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf.—This company, according to a

press despatch from Uvalde, Tex., is making preparations to

authorize an issue of bonds. The road has been financed here-

tofore through the Bankers Trust Company of St. Louis.
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INCOME FOR THE YEAR.

The gross revenues and expenses of the Union Pacific Railroad and

Auxiliary Companies, after excluding all offsetting accounts between them,

were as follows: +Incre.\se.

This Year. Last Year, —Decrease.

^''^^^^U^ "a^:^ rr. 7.I49.S7 6,678.39 +
OPERATIxNG INCOME.

Gross operating revenues—rail

471.58

-outside opera-
4.180,096.67 $87,201,971.38 —$3,021,874.71

1,797,512.11 1,781,136.43 + 16,375.68

Total $85,977,608.78 $88,983,107.8 1 —$3,005.499J3

25,547.93
43,975.00

904,641.41

Operating expenses-rail^ lines. $48,|33.3|0.24 $47,907,772.31 + . -

^j..,^ .^
' --- -- 3.464,147.20 +Expenses—outside operations.. .-,<„ ,00 s,

Taxes 4,368,788.61

Total $54,758.195.53 $53,271,981.1 9 +$1.486,214.34

Net operating income $31,219,413.25 $35,711,126.62 -$4,491,713.37

OTHER INCOME.
Interest on bonds owned of

companies other than Oregon
Short Line Railroad and Ore-

!fa";iS'tion"?cs". ?fab?e Vs)' $1,834,019.58 $1,392,509.01 + $441,510.57

Di idends on stocks owned of

:ompanies other than Orejon
Short Line Railroad and Or
<TOn-Washington Railroad and
Slavigation Cos. (Table 16).

Balance of interest on loans

and on open accounts other

than with Auxiliary Compa-
nies , • • V 'i'

'

Rentals for lease of road, for

joint tracks, yards, and ter-

minal facilities—balance....

Rentals from steamships

Net income from lease of un-

pledged lands and town lots

Miscellaneous income

14,651,247.50 14,596,701.50 + 54,546.00

2,211,975.97 2,016,541.69 + 195,434.28

243.360.65 — 243.360.65

•ioi.'eoo.'oo 304,800.00 — 203,200.00

35.40
97,625.84

Total other income $18,896,504.29 $18.643,589.49 + $252,914.80

"^"ofhefincSme"."^
.'".""' ^"^

$50,115.917.54 $54,354.716.11 -$4,238,798.57

FIXED AND OTHER '

'

CHARGES.

^rfhrpu^bl^^"l'l^'HY."'%.4.068,703 54 ^

li^^^,^'^^i-: U9m\lfs U7l^M+ 187,555.45

Rentals for lease of road, for

joint tracks, yards, and ter-

minal facilities—balance

Miscellaneous expenses

'^"chirge^!'!. .

.''.".'^. .."-" $16.075,9^18 $14.378.955.06 -f $1,696.969.12

^"J&s'"'.". .^!^.
.''."''

.

"^^"
$34,039,993.36 $39,975.761.05 -$5,935.767.69

Application of Surplus.

Dividends on stocks of Union
Pacific Railroad Co.:

39,841.88
25,247.35

+
1,097.27 +

""tock".':..""..".'.
"•' $3,981,744.00 $3,981,744.00

^°
"s't'ock"?!'. .

."."
.

."•'""'''•"
21,664.738.57 21,659,571.51 -f $5.167.06

$25,646,482.57 $25.641,315.51 + $5,167.06

^"deids
^*'" P^J'"^"'

°^,,'^'Z $8,393,510.79 $14,334,445.54 -$5,940,934.75

TTiVresults' of"the' year's operations, compared with those of the ^p^r^e-

ceding year, were as follows;
Incre.*se.

471.58
Average miles of railway operated

Gross operating income
Operating expenses and expenses outside

^^^ ^^
operations ••••••

*504,'641.41
Taxes
Net operating income iiVoii'so
All other income........ J

'

:;,;;;
-^-^"•''"

Total net operating income and other

Inier?sTon funded debVand' oihe; ch^'rk^s iMm.H
Surplus over fixed

Decrease.

$3,665,499.63

11.1

Less:

Stocks sold $698,216.50
Bonds sold 6,500.83

Balance, stocks and bonds. ._

Demand and time loans and deposits
Current cash accounts _

Due from Proprietary Companies -

Purchase Money Notes—S. S. "Mongolia" and "Manchuria
Purchase Money Notes—S. S. "Bear" and "Beaver"

Deduct for decrease in:

Demand loans to Southern Pacific Co $8,007,305.41

Loans ,to San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt

Lake R. R. Co 1,168.860.00

Loans to Utah Light & Ry. Co 8.533.80

Cash on hand 5,053,959.31

Material, fuel and supplies 811,519.66

Contingent unadjusted accounts 967,318.91

704,717.33
$26,319,019.68
15,935,693.41

215,616.36
345,677.22

3,871,875.00
1,100,000.00

$47,787,881.67

$31,770,384.58

Net increase in assets $45,392,581.04

Increase in Liabilities;

Capital stock $16,500.00

4,238,798.57

5,935;767!69 14.85

Funded debt 14,743,625.00

Southern Pacific Co. for bonds purchased. . .$23,740,362.22

Current cash accounts 1^?'^l?'5?
Due to Proprietary Companies 392,637.21

Deduct for decrease in: .
$24,563,417.09

Reserve for depreciation on steamships and
miscellaneous property $LO23,777.10

Contingent and unadjusted accounts 538.021.91

$1,561,799.01

$14,760,125.00

Net increase in liabilities $37,761,743.08

Increase of assets in excess of increase in liabilities (gain in

Profit and Loss) $7.630.837.96

The ocean steamships "Mongolia" and "Manchuria" were sold on Novem-

ber 1, 1911. to the Pacific Mail Steamship Company for $4,212 783.70, the

remainder of the cost of said ships after deducting therefrom $1,035,163 79

leceived in the charter hire collected for account of depreciation and other

adjustments. In payment of $4,200,000 of the purchase price, and the

inferest accruing thereon, the Oregon Short Line Railroaci Company ac-

cepted sixty-four^otiro" each, dated November 1 1911, payable

quarterly on February 1. May 1. August 1 and November 1 of each year

secured by mortgage on the steamers. The purchaser has the opuon to

pay any of these Sotes prior to their maturity at their present worth on

'^-he'ocelnlt'eTJSi'iHps "Bear" and "Beaver" were sold, on June 1. 1912

to the San Francisco and Portland Steamship Company for the sum of

$1 100 000 evidenced by twenty notes of $d5,000 each dated June 1, 1912,

due Tune 1 1932 bearing interest payable semi-annually on all outstanding

nofes The purchaser his the option to pay any of these notes prior to

heir maturity The Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navigation Company

is the o\™er of the entire outstanding capital stock of this steamship

company.
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES,

capital account excluding the cost of stocks and

companies other than the l^nion Pacific Railroad and

es after deducting proceeds from sale of steamships and

ite'd to $13,622,196.46, and were as follows:

Cent.

7.06
3.38

1.17

26.11
12.58
1.37

d other charges. .

.

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES.

The assets and liabilities c>f the^Xrrnon^^ac.fic^]^ilroaiJ^ .yl^Au^liary

^treS^Xer"?im nTng"alf^LuJ/^ccounts be^

^B^r^^i'^Bh:Mitxi^^I^^.^^^. .ieay

stated, is as follows:

Increase in Assets: „ . , ,- j-. .,„= tii fio? iqfi 46
Property investment as detailed under Capital Ex^pend.tures $13,62.,196.46

Stocks and bonds acquired or disposed of as detailed in

- Tables 8. 9 and 10;
$148,267.01

Stocks acquired 26,875,470.00
Bonds acquired _J___l $27,023,737.01

The expenditu
bonds acquired
Auxiliary Compa
other items. amOu.,.^- .- t--,

Union Pacific Railroad Company:
Extensions and branches, viz.

;

«<;/;o 774 n»
Callaway to Gandy, Nebraska

^^g4'?n 46
Northport to Gering. Nebraska ^'1'5Ui^
Onaaa to Marysville, Kansas 140 mis
DenJ to Fort Collins Colorado

7o'70491
Sand Creek to St. Vrams. Colorado ^"'^"^.g!

Credits:

O'Fallons to Northport, Nebraska......

Rock Springs to Coal Fields, Wyoming..
Cloverly to Hungerford, Colorado

Grants Mine to La Salle, Colorado.. ....

Greeley Junction to Briggsdale, Colorado

Oregon Short Line Railroad Company:

Extensions and branches, viz.;

Ashton to Driggs, Idaho

Burley to Oakley. Idaho .•
Caldwell to Mile Post Eleven, Idaho

Montpelier to Paris, Idaho..

Moreland to Aberdeen, Idaho

Nyssa to Homedale. Idaho

Rupert to Br - -

$1,287,604.43

$1,951.03
7.820.96
11.094.76
3.092.06
2,187.53

r\.uuci I lu j'...jj. Idaho.. . ,j ,

St. Anthony to Yellowstone Idaho.

Falls to Rogerson, Idaho.

26,146.34

$1,261,458.11

$551,482.70
31.946.64
16,470.27
17,158.79
7,947.09

417,572.03
143,076.46

33.40
1,347.86

Adjustment in accounts taken over under reorganization.

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company;

Extensions and branches, viz.

;

^ _ „^^ -^
Centralia to Hoqu.am Washington

^'^SiWO 75
Covote to Stanfield, Oregon « oni nl
Cosmopolis to Primo. Washin^on.

^^tfi^H
Midvale to Sunnyside, Washington........ »,3J/.w

PortTInd, Oregon, to Seattle. Vashington.

North of Columbia River s6.,3u.!./o

$1,198,250.86
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Portland, Oregon, to Seattle, Washington,
South of Columbia River 61,704,97

South Montesano to Montesano, Washington 4'953'57
Spokane Terminals, Washington 592*82148"""'' "— *"-~'-^-Eton., 4,460;iOS:72

upui\.cl(lC XCllLlltiaiU, V

Spokane to Ayer, Wa
Attalia to North Yakima, Washington
Vale to Odell, Oregon...
Preliminary surveys and reconnaissance

Credits:,
Blakes, Oregon, to Lewiston, Idaho..
Vale to Brogan, Oregon
St. Johns to Troutdale, Oregon

,

155,137.39
328,304.89

6,606.07
$6,480,226.20

$4,423.91
733.42

24,900.82

Other expenditures

Des Chutes Railroad Company:
Expenditures during the year
Expenditures prior to July 1, 1911, transferred' from

*|Advances for construction and acquisition of new

Expenditures for Additions and Betterments (Table No. 24),

Roadway, Track and Appurtenaces:
Ballast $37,367.80
Bridges, trestles, culverts and grade cross-

^ ings : 1,137.283.19
Changes in line, revision of grades, widening

embankments, and tunnel improvements. 617,908.52
Increased weight of rails, improved frogs
and switches, track fastenings and ap-
purtenances 1 14,680.49

Interlocking block, and highway crossing
signals 30,197.59

Second main track 2,017,203.75
Real estate, right-of-way and station grounds,
and fencing right-of-way 110.232.38

Sidings and passing tracks 319,289.73
Telegraph and telephone lines 29,630.85

Buildings, Structures and Appurtenances:
Enginehouses, shops, machinery, tools, etc. $560,368.58
Roadway buildings, machinery, tools, etc.. 6,468.06
Station buildings, terminal yards, and ap-

purtenances 190,681.85
Water and fuel stations 136,887.89
Other buildings—general service 555,177.14

Equipment

:

— .

29 passenger-train cars $161,638.65
496 freight-train cars 518,888.08
376 work equipment 104,758.61

30,058.15
$6,450,168.05

68,314.72

$6,518,482.77

$120,712.59

5,647,606.23

$5,768,318.82

Additional cost of equipment purchased last
year

Improvements to existing equipment

19 passenger-train, 869 freight-train, 309
work equipment cars, and 2 river steam-
ers vacated during the year

Cost of property originally charged to
"Additions and Betterments" abandoned
during the year, not to be replaced...

$798,289.84

281,396.15

Deduct for:
Amount received from the Trustee of the
Union Pacific Railroad Company's First
Railroad and Land Grant Mortgage, in-pay-
ment for expenditures for additions, better-
ments and improvements, etc., not otherwise
provided for $1,000,000.00

Received from Receivers Union Pacific Rail-
way in settlement of reorganization ac-
counts 481.16

Transferred to other accounts 6,522.55

Total "Cost of railways, equipment, and appurte-

Terminal property and other lands.
Rolling stock

$19,385,132.14
832,855.38

1.193,392.17

Deduct for:
Advances for the construction of the Des
Chutes Railroad Companv prior to Tuly 1,

1911. transferred to "Cost of railways,
equipment, and appurtenances" $5,647,606.23

Less: Advances for the construction and ac-
quisition of new lines 4,050,285.92

Balance . .

.

1 steamships
:aver" sold .

Ocean steamships "Manchuria," "Mongolia," "Bear," and

Increase during the year in charges to Property investment. $13,633,196.46

$19,814,059.38

6.191,862.92

EQUIPMENT.
The original cost, salvage value, and amount charged to the operating

expenses of the equipment retired during the year were as follows:

Passenger- Freight- Work
Total. Train Cars. Train Cars. Equipment.

Original cost (estimated if

not known) $783,678.84 $128,142.08 $517,987.42 $137,549.34
Proceeds from sale or

salvage value 272.493.55 75,501.65 151,712.10 45.279.80

Charged to operating ex-
penses $511,185.29

The changes equipment during the year
Condemned,
Destroyed,
Sold or

Transferred
TO Another
Class and
Credited to
"Equipment."

Number.

the year w ere as follows:

Added by Owned by
Purchase Union

AND Pacific
Charged Equip-

TO ment
'•EauiP- Asso-
MEN-T. ciation. Total.
Number. Number. Number

(a) 1 (b) 1

Baggage and mail cars...
Baggage and passenger car

Chair cars '.'.'.,',

Motor cars (gasoline)..'.'
Motor car trailers
Passenger cars . .

Postal cars '..'.

Narrow gauge cars

Total passenger-tr

Ballast cars
Bo.\ cars
Bo.x automobile cars..
Caboose cars
Flat cars
Furniture cars
Gondola cars
Gondola (D. B.) cars!
Refrigerator cars ....
Stock cars

Total freight-train cars., (g) 869

Work equipment (k) 309

(a) The cost of this locomotii
(b) The cost of this locomoti'

Ch) 496

(1) 376

$24,408.24.
$24,408.24.

(e) 57

Ci) 'i-fS

(m) *7

(f) 86

(i) 248

(n) 375

Jd'^ Vll
""^'"al 5°st of'these"l9'pasIenge"r"train cars was $128,142 08

e) The r.ll °f l*""" ?- P^^s-^^S^-train cars was $161,63865 '

rel -i-u .' °I ','"=^^ ^( passenger-train cars was $796,910.94

ti\ tII
<^°?'."f t''<^ 'Ota' 86 passenger-train cars was $958,549.59.

h The cosf'of the^e 4Q6"'f"- ^^1
^reight-train cars was $517,987.42.

(]) Th/r^c. /.I ^?c
/".'8h'-t"-a'n cars was $518,888.08.U) The cost of these 248 freight-train cars was $267,727 62

,l\ V'u
"^os'.of the total 248 freight-train cars was $251,160 46

549 34.
°"8inal cost of these 309 pieces of work equipment was $137,-

fm^^Th/^^'.,°^";^•^ "^ "'%"= °^ ''"'^ equipment was $104,758.61.(m) llie cost of this piece of work equipment was $5,904.74.
(n) Ihe cost of the total 375 pieces of work equipment was $98 853 87

tra^.feJred t°n"fn„^', ""l°^ '"
'J^^

equipmefit condemned, destroyed, sold orIran lerrea to another class and credited to "equipment" was $783,678 84

mem" w^'. t7«
?f =>" '^1"'P'"<="t added by purchase and charged to "eqLip-

mem^Ars'oda"ioVS.l's f54^68r8r'"'
"""^^ "' '"^ ""'°" ^^^'^^ ^O-P'

The grand total cost was $1,332,972.16

Or*p,,n''u~^^-'l"' ^1?'°," Pj'<^jfi<: Railroad, Oregon Short Line Railroad andOiegon- Washington Railroad & Navigation Companies; includes also 1 bal-la^t n^T- ^nj 1 [jojj automobile car destroyed.
f locomotives and cars of standard gauge owned and the

The
total and
year were as foil

yerage capacity of freight-traii

This

1,325

Standard Gauge.
I-ocomotives

Total weight, excluding tender
.
(tons) 117,613

'--erage total weight, excluding
tender (tons) - -

Total weight on drivers (tons) . .

.

Average total weight on drivers
(tons)

95.619

at the close of the

Last +Increase.
Year. —Decrease.

1,324 + 1

117,486 -f 127

88.74 + .02

Passenger-train cars

Freight-train cars
Total capacity (tons) . . .

.

Average capacity (tons)

30.165
1,265,311

42.67

Work equipment 3,S

^ The equipment owned by the respective
No. 23. The changes during the year, the
equipment are shown in Tables Nos. 29. 30

— 621
—11,235
+ .49

compann
capacity,
and 31.

1.70

Table

TRANSPORTATION OPERATIONS.
operations comparedThe results of the year's transportat

of the preceding year are as follows:

Average miles of railway
operated

Operating Income.
Freight
Passenger
Mail
Express
Other transportatio

7,149.87

Last Yt^R.

6,678.29

Increase OR Per
Decrease, Cent.

471.58 7.06

avenues from operations
other than transportation

.$57,483,557.90

. 20.207,257.26

. 2.877,129.07

. 1,982,749.91

932.795.89

696.606.64

$59,964,363.73 —$2,480,805.83 4.14
20.981,404.90 —774.147.64 3.69
2.881,504.43 —4,375.36 .15
1,756.234.83 226,515.08 12.90

937,375.28

681,088.21

Total, rail lines $84,180,096.67
Revenues—outside opera-

tions 1,797,512.11

$87,201,971.38

1,781,136.43

-4,579.39 .49

15,518.43 2.28

3.47-$3,021,874.7

16,375.68 .92

$52,640.43 $366,275.32 $92,269.54
Total gross operating

income $85,977,608.78 !,983.107.81 —$3,005,499.03 3.38
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Op ^•"'''d"t?fck"'.'/':!'!!'f.'$2.318.174.99 $2,838,122.84 -$519,947.85

M,
sructures $9,594,538.34 $10,443,203.37

Total, rail lines $48,533,320.24 $47,907,772.31

''"7;onfr."."'."!'.'. .

°'"": USSeMeSS 1,900,061.68

—$850,665.03 8.14

603.450.14 6.55

98,111.11 4.85

763,773.96 3.18

10,877.75 .49

$625,547.93 1.31

—43,975.00 2.31

Total operating
penses .$50,389,406.92 $49,807,833.99 $581.572.93 1.17

income.... $35,588,201.86

Repairs of roadway and „„,,,,
track 3,648.834.13

Bridges, trestles, and cul

verts 692.169.00

Buildings, grounds and ap-

purtenances 1,432,032.30

Snow and sand fences and
snow sheds 15,409.62

Klectric power, telegraph
and telephone lines 84,265.98

Superintendence ^"'''^fj?
Stationery and printing. . . . 32,623.97

Other expenses 72,886.46
., fn line 590.989.31

18.32

8.954.007.725.26 —358,891.13

980,787.10 —288,618.10 29.43

1,505,716.36 —73,684.00 4.89

17,980.46 —2,570.84 14.40

Net operating

Freight Tk.^ffic.

(Commercial Freight Only
—H'a\-bill Tonnage.)

Tons of freight earned...

"^

mile"'.'.'."''!
""'.'.''. """

5.710,324.,ltO 5,803,802,^346

Revenue per mile of

Revenue per revenue

$39,175,273.82 —$3,587,071,96 9.16 Changes in line 590,989.31

119,525.38
630.933.73
36,122.25
58.955.26
249.334.73

—35,259.40 29.50
76.218.79 12.08

—3,498.28 .97

13.931.20 23.63
341.654.58 137.03

.\verage revenue
per mile

Average distance

(a)

per ton

$7,901.35

$4.;

$8,716.88

$4.43

Passenger Traffic.
evenue passengers carried

;evenue passengers carried

one mile
;evenue from passenger
trains per mile of road,

[evenue from passenger
trains per revenue train

mile («
average revenue per pas-

8,721.379

898.779.794

$3,505.96

$1.41

8,574,527

934,002,700

$3,836.18

$1.48

173.632 1.17

—93,478,206 1.61

—$815.53 9.36

-35,222,906 3.77

—$330.22 8.61

—$0.07 4.73

(al Revenue freight train and all mixed train miles.
.

(6) Revemie paslenger train and all mixed tram miles including miles

by motor

including expenses of outside operations) '"'besross operating

(including revenues from outside operations)

"Maintenance" (.Mamtenan
nictures, and Maintenance
"Operation" (.TraiKc Exp.

n Expenses, and G

ce of Way and
of Equipment) 23.0o 22.54

vcses, Transporta- ^ „
VExpenses).....-. 34.60 32.40

57.65 54.94 58.61 55.97

Miles of First and Additional
Main Tracks Oper.\ted.

and Maintained.

Total 7,779.66

Per cent, of total miles of track 100.00

90 Lb.

1,806.8

I Lb.

32.68 1,425.75
1.41 97.78

20.25

nd operating expenses are shown

puhlii

Total $9,594,538.34 $10,445,203.37 —$850.665.03 8.14

Cost per mile—all main
tracks operated and main-
tained $1,207.87 $1,431.18

There is a large charge to the year's expenses for changes

charge, $590,989.31, is the difference between the enti" —

This Yea Last Ye.\r. Decrease.

les of railway op-

nd maintained—
additional main

7,943.38

Average i

erated
first ar

tracks

?^r :::;::: i.lo!:i5:53-

Ralls
"..•."....'..; 165,905.51

Frogs, switches and other
„

track material 475.322.40

—$223.31 15.60

line. This
cost incurred in

making these changes less the amount of such improvements which is under

the Interstate Commerce Commission accounting regulations, chargeable

to "Additions and Betterments." Of the amount charged there was ex-

pended on the lines of the Union Pacific Railroad $110,877 96, on the

Oregon Short Line Railroad $225,595.79, and on the lines of the Oregon-

Wasl°ngton Railroad and Navigation Company $254,515.56 The uDusually

severe winter, followed by heavy floods in the spring, also added to the

expenses about $225,000. . ., .-.^ „,r.ft. .,c„H
The following rails, ties, tie plates, and continuous rail joints were used

in making renewals and the entire cost thereof was charged to operating

expenses with the exception of $114,680.49 for increased weight of rails

and improved frogs and switches charged to additions and betterments, as

Required by the accounting regulations of the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission:
.j,^j^

Year.

Miles of new steel rails • 172.62

Per cent, of renewal of all rails in track

including sidings 1;74

Number of burnettized ties ''inr'QTi
Number of other ties , n7n'?ss
Total number of ties ^'"^^k o5
Equal to miles of continuous track 726.9S

Per cent, of renewal of all ties in track

Xumier ' of tfX^.s .'
.' .'

i

.'

.'

'.

'.

.'
.' ." .' •" .'

•'
•' 763;497 1,558,832.Number ot tie piatcs.. _•/_::,•_ tih ii 570 fifi

Equal to
.._. , „,. , „ „.^

179,598
280.62

The details of the operating revenues ana °P«"ruig e^xp.,.,.^ . _. -^. -^

in Table No '5 and the details of passenger and freight frame in i aoies

rn1he\"im«"roL^"Jjr=i.h ad^^
;.^\"'rslriS^re'^n^rvl^mfo'ftTaic^d of 8.10 Jer cen. in freig^^

and of 10.12 per cent, in passengers. There was also a consiaerdu.e

of revenue from the reduction in rates.
^ u a ,„a r»,1„rpd wherever

Although Operating Expenses were cl°5<=ly ^Xlncvfnd service to "he
,:ui. without lowering the standards of efficiency an^ ,

service lu lu
. wunouL '"""%" Ji,, c, 7 ni „r 131 per cent., notwithstanding a
they. mcieased_ $625_.547.93, _^or KJl P.e^r

«^^_^-._^^ income.^ There
in expenses for "Mainte-

expense for "Ooerations" of $872,762
""

resulted from 633.905, or 3.47 per cent,

locomotives and motor cars in passenger '-—

-

nt more miles run bv locomotives

ncrease over last year of 4/I.5S, or /,ud pc,

ad operated—from additional expenses ™POS^d

more

.euuction of $3,021,874.71. or 3.47 per cent., in

was a decrease of $247,214.89. or 1.26. per cent.,

nance," but an increase

3.09 per cent. This increase

miles run by locomotives an,, -..-. ^-.-.--,^^.^^^ freight service

cent., miles of additional /"ad operated—from add.l

*°™^
MAINTENANCE OF W.\Y AND STRUCTURES.

Increase c" ^^°

$61,327.57
1,741,332.70
245,218.70

$10,954.08
—136,667.27
—79,313.19

Last
Year.
287.24

3.01

1.341,232
941.253

2.282.485
818.98

1.27
222.821
39.378

262,199
92.00

1.28
795,335
142.29

,^^j„„, ^„ les of continuous track........ 137.37

Number of continuous rail joints (single

pieces) , f°;223
Equal to miles of continuous track IJO.IO

At the timber-treating plants of the Companies, 1 101.127 cross-ties and

28^55 switch-ties were burnettized. and 97,042 cubic feet of piling and other

""rhe wei|h"of.ra1?s' per yard in main line and branches at the dose of

Less
Thah

year was as follows:

75 Lb. 70 Lb. 67 Lb. 65 Lb. 62 Lb. 60 Lb. 56 Lb.

4.01

1,114.39

15.07

56 Lb.
.16

204.94

TRANSPORTATION EXPENSES.
Increase or

This Year. Last Year. Decrease.

7,615,814.54 $7,776,415.11 —$160,600.57
Locomotives, fuel for....
Locomotive service, other
than fuel 5,5y4,/«o./u

Train service 4,223,011.58

Station and terminal serv-

Ferry and river service.

—

12,567.28

Injuries, loss, damage, and
other casualties 1,316,051.72

Superintendence 990,405.98

Stationery and printing.. 169,392.60

Other expenses 78,566.51

Per
Cent.

2.07

4,694,578.08
14,056.97

1,173,560.75
994.193.71
198,757.34
36,973.65

142,490.97 11.29
—3,787.73 .38

—29,364.74 14.77

41.592.86 112.49

Total $24,755,109.06 $23,991,335.10 $763,773.96 3.18

The decrease in fuel for locomotives resulted entirely from a reduction

in the price of fuel on the lines of the Oregon-Washington Railroad &

Xavieation Co The increase in locomotive and train serj-ice resulted p.rin;

ciSlyf?om higher tvage schedules, requirements of the "Hours of ServKe

and VuU Train Crew^' laws, and from an increase of 765,6/1 miles run

by locomotives in transportation service. ,_.„, „, ,u, „:i i:_„ com-
The operations of the transportation department of the rail lines com

pare with those of last year as follows:
j^^^^^^ Decrease. Cent.

Total operating revenues e7fiV77V9«
*^''''''^"'..

. 3'.18
T.ansportation expenses • .- -

*/oo,//J.vo ijVig 206 1 61
Tons of commercial freight carried one mile 93,4/)S..HK> J.oi

Tons of commercial and company freight

carried one mile .•-••.••;•;.•*

Mileage of cars in freight service, including
5,170,224

Locjmotive'miie'age'with freight and mixed
,,o ,,,

trains, including helping 349,371

Revenue passengers carried one mile ;V;iV=a
Mileage of cars in passenger service "eio-ij;
Mileage of motor cars

Locomotive mileage with passenger

mixed trains, including helping

Total locomotive mileage

and

.u^w...,jL..^ .....^-e,- "' service for which

attendant expenses are charged to

"Transportation Expenses"

37,949.058 .52

1.15

2.37
35,'222,966 3.77

4.36

150',b76 23.94

483,835 2.73

765,671 2.14

per revenue

790,243.87 —314,921.47 39.85 ing caboose), and the tons per loaded car

the year were:

for the respecuve companies for
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+In<: rease.—Decrease.

' Wr
Tons. Cent

—29.86 5.32

+ 30.50 5.10
—16.90 3.44

$164,747.80 $42,373.81 25.72

1,045,529.05 —61,186.05
278.077.84 29,974.63
114,309.64 37,460.44
154,734.47 —20,613.89
170,767.19 44,068.38
68,449.19 15,735.94

244,410.78 —76,935.51

5.85
10.78
32.77
13.32
25.81
22.99
31.48

Tons PER TR.MN.

To.N'S.

Commercial and Company Freight
(Way-Bill Tonnage).

Union Pacific Railroad 531.49
Oregon Short Line Railroad 629.07
Oregon-Washington R. R. & Nav 474.11

Average, all lines 543.69 —14.95 2.(

The cost of fuel per locomotive mile run in revenue service and in non-
revenue service for which the expenses are charged to "Transportation
Expenses" was 20.84 cents, against 21.73 cents last year.

GEiNERAL EXPENSES. Incre.«eor Per
This Year. Last Year. Decrease. Cent.

Salaries and expenses of gen-
eral officers $207,121.61

Salaries and expenses of clerks
and attendants 984,343.00

Law expenses 308,052.47
General office expenses 151,761.08
Stationery and printing 134,120.58
Insurance 214,835.57
Pensions 84,185.13
Other expenses 167,475.27

Total $2,251,894.71 $2,241,016.96 $10,877.75 .49

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD AND AUXILIARY COMPANIES.
NO. 3.—PROFIT AND LOSS FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1912.

DEBITS.
Discount, commission and expenses on bonds sold $1,382,542.50

Abandoned property not to be replaced 174,018.59

Cost of surveys and construction expenditures incurred in

former years on lines subsequently abandoned now written

ofif . .
9,097.19

Miscellaneous payments 1,479.17

Uncollectible accounts written oiT 8,774.61

Balance June 30, 1912 194,545,768.76

Total $196,121,680.82

CREDITS.
Balance June 30, 1911 $186,914,930.80

Balance from income account (Table No. 2) 8,393,510.79

Difference between $28,875 face value Union Pacific R. R.

Co. Twenty Year Four Per Cent. Convertible Bonds retired

and cancelled and $16,500 par value common stock issued

in exchange therefor 12,375.00

Profit from sales of Northern Securities Co. Stubs 171,518.52

Sinking fund contributions and income from sinking fund
investments 25,421.94

Advances to Portland & Asiatic Steamship Co. repaid 49,443.95

Interest accruing prior to July 1, 1911, on advances and open
accounts

Adjustments in accounts
Proceeds from sale of unpledged lands and town lots

Contingent liabilities written ofif

Other liabilities written off

Old accounts collected

311,944.68
19,673.89

974.18
153,772.92
23.521.79
44,592.36

Total $196,121,680.82

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD AND AUXILIARY COMPANIES.
NO. 4.—ASSETS, JUNE 30, 1912.

(Excluding stocks and bonis owned of Auxiliary Comfanies and all off-

setting accounts betzveen them.)
Increase

Capital Assets. This Ye.*r. Last Year. or Decrease.

Cost of railways, equipment, ^ ,, , ,

and appurtenances *$498,229, 184.29 $478,844,052.15 $19,385,132.14

Advances for construction

and acquisition of new _ ^ , ^,
lines 6,533,719.72 8,131,040.03 —1,597,320.31

Terminal property and other
lands ........: 14,204,451.66 13,371,596.28 832,855.38

Rolling stock 10,183,704.03 8,990,311.86 1,193,392.17

Ocean Steamships 6,191,862,92 —16,191,862.92

Total property invest-

ment
Stocks and bonds as detailed

in Tables Nos. 8, 9 and
10:

Proprietary companies and
investments

Southern Pacific Company
Trust funds

$529,151,059.70 $515,528,863.24 $13,622,196.46

Current Assets.

Demand loans. Southern Pa-
cific Co

Loans to San Pedro, Los
Angeles & Salt Lake R. R.

Co
Loans to Utah Light & Rail-

way Co
Cash
Demand and time loans and
deposits
Agents and conductors
Traffic and car service

Income accrued to June 30,

on securities owned
Individuals and companies..
U. S. Government transpor-

tation
Deposits against matured and

called bonds
Material, fuel, and supplies.

2,578,657.46
23,740,362.22

26,646.57

$815,594,081.30 $775,626,218.59 $39,967,862.71

262,409,907.47
5:23,740,362.22

292,751.91

259,831,250.01

266a65!34

$12,000,000.00 $20,007,305.41 —$8,007,305.41

5,489,574.34
7,117,051.96

44,835,693.41
600,890.74
54,716.42

5,177,050.70
2,988,630.88

609,742.16

1,168,860.00 -1,168,860.00

5,498,108.14
12,171,011.27

28,900,000.00
582,529.43
13,626.17

15,935.693.41
18,361.31
41,090.25

551,359.70
—189,043.37

-811,519.66

$90,595,270.55 $89,180,971.09 $1,414,299.46

Loaded Cars per Train. Per Cent. Tons per Loaded Car.
I \ of

I

*^
^

-fincrease. Loaded Car +Increase.—Decrease. Mileage —Decrease.
Cars.

,
*

^ to Tons. ,
-^

^

Per Total Car Per
Cars. Cent. Mileage. Tons. Cent

25.52 —1.21 4.53 74.62+ .61 20.82 —.18 .86
23.76 + .65 2.81 74.40+1.06 26.48 +.58 2.24
19.99 — .75 3.62 79.88—3.28 23.71 +.04 .17

24.27 — . 7 5 3.00 75.21+ .28 22.4 +.07 .31

Deferred Assets.

Individuals and companies.. $55,096.24 $394,910.68 —$339,814 44
Pacific Fruit Express Co... 1,212,202.76 791,525.31 420,677.45
Principal of purchase money

notes S. S. "Bear" and
"Beaver'' . . ; 1,100,000.00 1,100,000.00

Balance of principal of pur-
chase money notes S. S.
"Mongolia" and "Man-
churia" 3,871,875.00 3,871,875.00

$6,239,174.00 $1,186,435.99 $5,052,738.01

Contingent .4ssets.

Unadjusted accounts $152,230.20 $790,235.72 —$638,005.52
Due from proprietary com-

panies 177,416.69 252,416.92 —75.000.23
Land and town lot contracts. 2,081,976.39 2,411,289.78 —329,313.39

$2,411,623.28 $3,453,942.42 —$1,042,319.14

Total assets $914,840,149.13 $869,447,568.09 $45,392,581.04

* The sum of $19,771,091.13 received to date from the Improvement and
Equipment Fund has been used in payment of expenditures for additions
and betterments and was deducted from the total amount of such expendi-
tures. Appropriations from "Income Account" to the amount of $13,310,-
236.52 have been credited against the total expenditures for additions and
betterments.

t Depreciation amounting to $1,023,677.62 carried per contra in "Reserve
for Depreciation," was deducted from this cost in the purchase price of
the ships.

t Bonds purchased from Southern Pacific Company, referred to on
page 10.

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD AND AUXILIARY COMPANIES.
NO. 4.—LIABILITIES, JUNE 30, 1912.

(Excluding stocks and bonds owned of Auxiliary Companies and all off-

setting accounts between them.)
Increase

This Year. Last Year. or Decrease.
Capital Liabilities.

Union Pacific Railroad Com-
pany:

Common stock $216,644,300.00 $216,627,800.00 $16,500.00
Preferred stock 99,543,600.00 99,543,600.00

Stocks of Auxiliary Compa-
nies in hands of the
public, viz.

:

Oregon-Washington Railroad
and Navigation Co.:

Capital stock 1,500.00 1,500.00

Total stocks $316,189,400.00 $316,172,900.00 $16,500.00

Funded debt (excluding
bonds owned of Auxiliary
Companies), Table No. 13 343,976,005.00 329,232.380.00 14,743,625.00

$660,165,405.00 $645,405,280.00 $14,760,125.00

Current Liabilities.

Southern Pacific Co. bond
purchase notes *$23,740,362.22 $23,740,362.22

Coupons matured but not
presented 114,209.67 $109,752.64 4,457.03

Coupons due July 1 3,658,766.25 3,437,927.50 220,838.75
Interest accrued on bonds
and loans to June 30 1,420,532.96 1,373,950.49 46,582.47

Dividends due but uncalled
for 375,193.50 45,797.50 329,396.00

Dividends payable July 1st

and October 1st 12,823.087.00 12,822,119.50 967.50

Montgage bonds satisfied... 3,000.00 3,000.00

Vouchers and pay rolls 6,824,615.21 7,425,541.48 —600,926.27

$48,959,766.81 $25,218,089.11 $23,741,677.70

Deferred Liabilities. ^ ,_ „ „_
Taxes assessed but not due. $1,926,511.28 $1,558,720.41 $367,790.87

Hospital department 111,174.31 103,882.32 7,291.99

$2,037,685.59 $1,662,602.73 $375,082.86

Contingent Liabilities. ^_ . „.^ ,.,

Insurance fund $464,378.15 $410,358.83 $54,019.32

Reserve for depreciation on
steamships and on miscel-

laneous property 168,701.43 1,192,478.53 —1,023,777.10

Railroad Securities Co 2,393,803.86 2,105,134.10 288,669.76

Union Pacific Equipment As-
sociation ...;.. 1,583,940.32 1,427,455.89 156,484.43

Union Pacific Coal Co 1,429,279.30 1,617,402.82 —188,123.52

Due to other proprietary
companies 545,819.21 410,212.67 135,606.54

Principal of deferred pay-
ments on land and town ,„„,.,,„
lot contracts 2,081,976.39 2,411,289.78 —329,313.39

Unadjusted accounts 463,624.31 672,332.83 —208,708.52

$9,131,522.97 $10,246,665.45 —$1,115,142.48
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Balance to credit of profit

and loss (Table No. 3)... $194,545,768.76 $186,914,930.80

Total liabilities $914,840,149.13 $869,447,568.09 $45,392,581.04

*Given for the bonds purchased referred to on page 10.

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD AND AUXILIARY COMPANIES.
NO. 5.—RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES FROM ALL SOURCES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1912.

EXPENDITURES.
Capital Expenditures.

Construction of extensions and branches $9,019,373.99
Additions and betterments 5,645,625.29
Expenditures for construction and acquisition of new lines,

terminal property and other lands, and for rolling stock... 6,076,533.47
Miscellaneous expenditures and adjustments 79,530.34

$20,821,063.09
Deduct for:

Receiots from Improvement and Equipment Fund and
from Receivers of U. P. Ry $1,000,481.16

Ocean steamships sold •6,191,862.92
Transferred to other accounts 6,522.55

$7,198,866.63

$13,622,196.46
Increase in Assets, •

Stocks and bonds $26,319,019.68
Demand and time loans and deposits 15,935,693.41
Current cash accounts 215,616.36
Due from Proprietary Companies 345,677.22
Principal of purchase money notes—S. S. "Mongolia" and
"Manchuria" 3,871,875.00

Principal of purchase money notes—S. S. "Bear" and
"Beaver" 1,100.000.00

$47,787,881.67

Less decrease:
'

Demand loans to Southern Pacific Co $8,007,305.41

Loans to San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake R. R. Co.
and Utah Light and Railway Co 1,177,393.80

Cash 5,053.959.31

Material, fuel, and supplies 811.519.66
Contingent unadjusted accounts 967,318.91

$16,017,497.09

$31,770,384.58

Total $45,392,581.04

•Depreciation amounting to $1,023,677.62 carried per contra in "Reserve
for depreciation" was deducted from this cost in the purchase price of

the ships.

RECEIPTS.

Capital Liabilities.

U. P. R. R. Co. common stock issued in exchange for

Twenty Year Four Per Cent. Convertible Bonds retired

and cancelled $16,500.00

O.-W. R. R. & N. Co. First and Refunding Four Per Cent.

Bonds sold 14,775.000.00

$14,791,500.00

Deduct for:

U. P. R. R. Co. Twenty Year Four Per Cent. Convertible
Bonds retired and cancelled $28,875.00

O. S. L. R. R. Co. Income "A" Bonds acquired 2,500.00

$31,375.00

$14,760,125.00
Increase in Liabilities. •

Southern Pacific Co. bond purchase notes $23,740,362.22

Current cash accounts 430.417.66

Due to Proprietary Companies 392,637.21

$24,563,417.09

Less decrease: '

"

Reserve for depreciation on steamships sold, written off,

and on miscellantous property $1,023,777.10

Contingent unadjusted accounts 538,021.91

$1,561,799.01

$23,001,618.08

Profit and Loss.

Gross operating revenues $85,977,608.78
Interest, dividends and other income 19,234.845.09

Profit on Northern Securities Co. Stubs sold 171.518.52

Difference between $28,875 face value U. P. R. R. Co.
Twenty Year Four Per Cent. Convertible Bonds retired

and cancelled, and $16,500 par value common stock issued

in exchange therefor 1 2.375.00

Other profit and loss credits 291.004.91

Total receipts $105,687,352.30

Deduct for:

Operating expenses $50,389,406.92

Taxes . .; 4,368,788.61

Interest on funded debt and other fixed charges 16,075.924.18

Dividends on preferred and common stocks 25,646.482.57

Discount, commission, and expenses on bonds sold 1,382.542.50

Other profit and loss charges 193,369.56

. Total expenditures $98,056,514.34

$7,630,837.96

Total $45,392,581.04

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD AND AUXILIARY COMPANIES.
NO. 26.—GENERAL OPERATING RESULTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED

JUNE 30, 1912.

Incbease 01 Per
This Yeab. Last Yeab. Decrease. Cent.

Ave. miles of rail. oper. 7,149.87 6,678.29 471.58 7.06

OPERATING INCOME
AND EXPENSES.

(Kail Lines and Outside
Operations.)

Gross operating income. $85,977,608.78
tlross oper. expenses... 50.389,406.92
Net operating income... 35,588,201.86
Ratio of ex. to gr. rev.. 58.61

(.Rail Lines Only.)

Total operating income. 84,180,096.67
Operating expenses 48,533,320.24
Net operating income... 35,646,776.43
Ratio of op. ex. to tl. op. inc.
Op. inc. per m. of road.
Op. ex. per m. of road.
Net op. inc. per m. of road
Op. inc. per rev. tr. m. (u)
Op. ex. per rev. tr. m. (o)
Net op. in. per rev. tr. m. (a)

TRAIN MILES.
Freight trains—revenue
Pass, trains—revenue. .

Mixed trains—revenue.
Special trains—revenue.
Tl. tr. miles—loc'tives.
Motor cars—revenue. ..

Tl. tr. m. in rev. serv.

.

57.65
11,773.65
6,788.00
4,985.65

2.84
1.64
1.20

$88,983,107.81
49.807,833.99
39,175,273.82

55.97

87,201,971.38
47,907,772.31
39,294,199.07

54.94
13,057.53
7,173.66
5,883.87

3.00
1.65
1.35

—$3,005,499.03
581.572.93

—3,587,071.96
2.64

-3,021,874.71
625,547.93

-3,647,422.64
2.71

—1,283.88
—385.66
—898.22

-.16
—.01

11,919,675
15,435,155
1,523,654

20,470
28.898,954

777,050
29,676,004

11,719.366
15,259,338
1,432,242

23,081
28,434,027

626,980
29,061,007

LOCOMOTIVE MILES.
Freight—rev., light, help. 13.509,215 13,252,088
Pass.—rev., light, help (6) 16,550,102 16,158,511
Mixed—rev., light, help.. 1,562,085 1.469,841
Special—rev., light, help. 29,715 30,969
Total traffic miles 31,651,117 30,911,409
Switching 4,345,090 4,331.630
Tl. miles in rev. serv. (6). 35,996,207 35,243.039
Miles in non-rev. serv.

—

incl'ed in "Trans. E.'c." 550,168 537,665
Miles in other non-rev.

service 1,087,071 1,228,94.S

Total loco, miles ...(b) 37.633,446 37,009,649

CAR MILES.
Freight cars, loaded—rev. 326,323,963
Freight cars, empty—rev. 107,563,567
Caboose—revenue 11.914,754
Tl. fr't car and caboose

—

revenue 445,802,284
Tl. fr't car and caboose

—

non-revenue 887,867

Tl. fr't car and caboose 446,690,151
Passenger cars—revenue 108,199,773
Motor cars and trailers

—

revenue 1,080,998
Total pass, cars—rev. (c) 109,280,771
Total pass, cars—non-rev. 229,483
Special cars—freight and
caboose—revenue 293,589

Special cars—pass.—rev. 95.767
Total special cars 389,356
Av. num. of cars in pass.

trains 6.16
Av. num. of loaded fr't

cars in freight trains

—

East or North 21.61
Av. num. of loaded fr't

cars in freigbt trains

—

West or South 26.98
Av. num. of loaded fr't

cars in freight trains 24.27
Av. num. of loaded and
empty fr't cars in fr't

tr. (excl. caboose) 32.28
Ratio of loaded fr't car

mileage to total fr't

car mileage (d) 75.21
Ratio of empty fr't car

mileage to tl. fr't car
mileage (d) 24.79

329,078,939
110,125,338
11,768,231

650.482

451.622.990
103,683,015

954,330
104,637,345

237,038

315,406
88,399

403,805

MISCELLANEOUS.
Av. cost of maint. of way
and structures per mile
of main tracks

Av. cost of repairs and
replacements per loco.

Av. cost of repairs and
replacements per pass,
train car per ann...

.Av. cost of repairs and
replacements per fr't

train car per ann...
Trans, ex. pet tl. tr. mile

'

in rev. serv (a)
Trans, ex. per loco, mile

incl. in "Trans. Ex."

$1,207.87

3,723.57

973.90

92.02

83.42 cents

67.36 cents

$1,431.18

3,712.32

1,045.78

107.95

82.55 cents

66.79 cents

3.38
1.17
9.16
4.72

3.47
1.31

9.28
4.93
9.83
S.38

15.27
5.33

200.309
175,817
91,412
—2,611
464,927
150,070
614,997

257,127
391,591
92,244

—1,254
739,708
13,460

753,168

.61

1.71
1.15
6.38
11.31
1.64

23.94
2.12

1.94
2.42
6.28
4.05
2.39

-2,754,976
-2,561.771

146,523

450,972,508 —5,170,224 1.15

237,385

-4,932,839
4,516,758

126,668
4,643,426
—7,555

—21,817
7,368

—14,449

36.49

1.09
4.36

13.27
4.44
3.19

6.92
8.33
3.58

25.29 —3.68 14.55

24.75 2.23 9.01

25.02 -.75 3.00

33.40 —1.12 3.35

74.93 .28 .37

25.07 —.28 1.12

—$223.31 15.60

11.25 .30

—71.88 6.87

-15.93 14.76

.87 cents 1.06

.57 cents .85

(a) Based on "total train miles in revenue service." (b) Excluding^miles
run by motor cars, (c) Includes mileage of passenger-train cars in all

trains, (d) Excludes non-revenue and caboose mileage.
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UNION PACIFIC R.\ILROAD AND AUXILIARY COMPANIES.
NO. 8.—STOCKS OWNED OF OTHER COMPANIES, JUNE 30, 1912.

Owned by
Total

Outstanding TT_in„ Pacific
Oregon Short Oregon-Wash

ruNE30, 1912. %'°'?,^^"'"' Line ,„c,n„ R R

Camas Prairie Railroad
Central Idaho Railroad
Green River Water Works
Kansas City Terminai Railway
Leavenworth & Topeka Railway
Leavenworth Depot & Railroad
McKeen Motor Car
Ogden Union Railway & Depot
Oregon & Washington Railroad
Pacific Fruit Express
Rattlesnake Creek Water Co
Riverside Homestead
St. Joseph & Grand Island Railway.
Common Stock
First Preferred Stock
Second Preferred Stock

Salt Lake & Idaho Railroad
San Francisco & Portland Steamship...
San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake R. R.
Capital Stock

Short Line Land & Improvement
Topeka Iron
Union Depot & Railway (Denver)
Union Land
Union Pacific Coal
Union Pacific Equipment Association....
Union Pacific Land
Union Pacific Water
Utah Light & Railway.
Common Stock
Preferred Stock

Yakima Valley Transportation

(a)

$20,000.00
220,000.00
225,000.00

1,000,000.00
50.000.00
150,000.00

1,000,000.00
300,000.00

1,000,000.00
(6)10,800,000.00

78,300.00
100,000.00

4,600,000.00
5,500,000.00
3,500,000.00

(a) 160,000.00
500,000.00

25,000,000.00
100,000.00
110,000.00
400,000.00
10,000.00

5,000,000.00
100.000.00
100,000.00

500.00

1,942,550.00
3,863,175.00
500,000.00

$225,000.00
100,000.00
25.000.00
50,000.00

550,000.00
150,000.00

5,466]666i66
78.300.00
100,000.00

4,076,400.00
2,544,640.00
2,876,350.00

55,000.00
240,000.00
10.000.00

5,000,000.00
100,000.00
100,000.00

500.00

1,853,600.00
3,842,875.00
499,700.00

ington R. R.
& Nav. Co.

$10,000.00

+ Increase.—Decrease.
During Year.

Total.

$10,000.00
220,000.00
225,000.00
100,000.00
25,000.00
50,000.00

550,000.00
150,000.00
999,300.00

5,400,000.00
78,300.00
100,000.00

4,076,400.00 +$120,000.00
2,544,640.00 + 115,300.00
2,876,350.00 + 157,250.00
160,000.00
500,000.00

Of the Total Owned
there are

Pledged. Unpledged.

$10,000.00
220,000.00
225,000.00
100,000.00
25,000.00
50,000.00

550,000.00
150,000.00
999,300.00

5,400,000.00
78,300.00

100,000.00

12,500,000.00
50,000.00
55,000.00

240,000.00
10,000.00

5,000,000.00
100,000.00
100,000.00

500.00

1,853,600.00 +
3,842,875.00
499.700.00

4,076.400.00
2,544,640.00
2,876,350.00
160,000.00
500,000.00

12,500,000.00
50,000.00
55,000.00

240,000.00
10,000.00

5,000,000.00
100,000.00

600.00
500.U0

1,853,600.00
3,842,875.00
499,700.00

Total $21,681,190.00 $20,125,475.00 $510,000.00 $42,316,665.00 +$393,800.00 $99,400.00 $42,217,265.00

(o) 10 per cent. paid. (t) $5,400,000 owned by Southern Pacific Company.

NO. 9.—INVESTMENT STOCKS OWNED, JUNE 30, 1912.

Owned ]

Total
COMPANY. Outstanding

June 30, 1912.

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.
Common Stock $151,590,092.26
Preferred Stock 58,873,974.71

Chicago & Alton Railroad.
Preferred Stock 19,544,000.00

Chicago & Northwestern Railway.
Common Stock 130,117,213.82

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.
Preferred Stock 1 16,274,900.00

Illinois Central Railroad.
Capital Stock 109,296,000.00

New York Central & Hudson River R. R.
Capital Stock 222,729,300.00

Northern Securities.
Stubs

Railroad Securities.
Common Stock 3.486,420.00
Preferred Stock 1,936,900.00

Southern Pacific.

Common Stock 272,672,405.64

R. R. Co.

10,343,100.00

4,018,700.00

1,845,000.00

Total.

10,343,100.00

4,018,700.00

1,845,000.00

22,500,000.00

17,857,100.00

+ Increase.—Decrease.
During Year.

Of the Total Owned
there are

Pledged. Unpledged.

0,255.400.00 $22,078,800.00

—$724,900.00

+ ""sooioo

10,343,100.00

4,018,700.00

1,845,000.00

22,500,000.00

9,857,100.00

126.650,000.00 126.650,000.00

Total

?age 6%. .

.

Igage 4<^ . .

ortgage 5%
jage 67c-
lage 5%...
t 5%
lortgage 5%
Ige 69c
~ -First

$194,000
250.000
150,000

3,335,000
326,000
44,000

140,000
146,000

Total
COMPANY. Outstanding

June 30, 1912.

Atchison Union Depot & Railroad- cond Mort-
gage 5%

Cheyenne County, Colorado—Refun' [ 5%.-....
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R; Convertible
4^%

Green River Water Works—First M
Leavenworth & Topeka Ry.—First 1
Leavenworth Depot and R. R.—Firsf

Northern Pacific Terminal—First M
Ogden Union Ry. & Depot—First M
Payette Valley Railroad—First Mort;
Payette Vallev Extension R. R.—Firs
Rattlesnake Creek Water—First Mo
San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lak
Mortgage 4% 55,155,000

Sharon Springs Township—Railroad id 5% 15.000
South Pacific Coast Railway—First I tgage 4%.. 5,500,000
Southern Pacific.

4% Twenty-Year Convertible 81,151.000
4^% Twents-Year Gold 227.000

Utah Light & Power—Consolidated N yrtgage 4%.. 1,115.000
Utah Light & Railway.

Consolidated Mortgage 5% 1,485,000
Collateral Trust 6% 100,000

Union Pacific Coal—First Mortgage 5% (ii)5,000.000
Union Pacific Land—First Mortgage 4% 5,196,840

Total
Southern Pacific.

4% (C. P. Stock Collateral) 34.218.500
San Francisco Terminal First Mortgage 49?) 24,990,000

Southern Pacific Rail-oad—First Refunding Mort-
gage 4% 137,320,000

$38,264,420.00 $189,911,400.00 $228,175,820.00 —$724,400.00

NO. 10.—BONDS OWNED OF OTHER COMPANIES, JUNE 30. 1912.

Owned by

108,000.000.00

$133,461,800.00

Union
Pacific

R. R. Co.

$3,500
26,200

Oregon Short Oregon-Wash-
Total.

+ Increase.—Decrease.
During Year.

Of the Total Owned
there are

Pledged. Unpledged

194,000
125,000
63.000
57.000
163,000

927.000
66.000
2,000

$3,500 $1,000
26,200

276,700 + 276,700
194.000
125,000
63,000
212.000 . 5,000
163,000
44.000
140,000
146,000

27,577,000 + 3,160,000
15.000

270,000 + 270,000

927,000
66,000
2,000

993,000
5,000

3.354.000
5,196,840 — 185,000

276,700
194,000
125,000
63,000
212,000
163,000
44,000
140,000
146,000

3,306,000
15,000

270,000

927,000
66,000
2,000

993,000
5,000

3,354,000

Total $35,630,540 $30,030,700 $155,000 $65,816,240 +$29,532,700 $29,467,840 $36,348,400

(a) $1,646,000 held by Union Pacific Coal Co. sinking fund.
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